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I'aimcill'y. an anfient town
"1 lr;in(f, in the ik-partnient
ur Loiix't, on the ii;;lit liank of

the Loire, 16 miles S\V. of

(Jileans l»y rail. It wsvs suc-

cessively in the hamls of the
Huns, Saxons, Noiinans, and
English ; and it sustained jrieat

ilaniage durinj^ the relij^ious

wars of the Kith century. Here the French army
under (Jeneral Chaiizy was severely defeated in a

i

series of desperate stru;,';,des, December 7-10. 1S70,
,

hy the (>ern»an force under the (Irand-duke of

Mecklenlmr-,'. Poji. 3GG().

Beaiiliariiais. Alkxandkk, \romtk de,
horn ill ITiiii of an ancient French family in the
island of .Marliniijue ; serNcd, under Hochamheau,
in the .Vmerican \Var of indeiiendence ; and in 17?<9

ea;.'erly emlirac<'d the French Revolution, votinj,',

on the night of 4th Auj^'ust, for the aholitiim of

privile;.'es and the political e(|uality of all citizens.

As a reward for his constancy to the cause of liberty,

he wa-s named Secretary of the National Assembly
ami subsequently mendier of the military com-
mittee, iiut largely forfeited his popularity by
venturing to i)raise and defend the conduct of

(leneral IJouille in liis sanguinary sujipression of

the insurrection at Nancy. The llippant manner
in which he received the news of the lliglit of Louis

X\'l. was eminently characteristic of the man.
He merely rose ami said to the .Assembly :

' Gentle-

men, theking has just gone otl; let us jjass to the

order of the day.' In 17!>-"{ he declined the office

of Minister of War, and tendered his resignation

as general of the Army of the Rhine, because it

had Iteen determined to exclude the nobility from

the service. During the Keign of Terror, his

enemies revived the report that he had partici-

pat<,'il in the surrender of Mainz, because lie had
remained idle with his troops for I'xlays. In conse-

<|uen(e of this accusation, he was brought to Paris,

tried and sentenced to death by the revolutionary

tribunal. He submitteil to his' fate with iirmne.ss,

and died on the scallold, July 2.3, 1794. In 1779
he had married Jo.sephine, afterwards wife of

the great Napoleon, and his daugiiler Hortense
in 1)S()'2 married Napoleon "s brothei- Louis ; .so

that Heauharnais was thus the grandfather of

Napoleon III.

Bc'ailliai'liais, ErcicNE de, son of the pre-

ceding, wa.s born in 17S1, and after his mother
Josephines nuirriage ( 1 79(j ) with Na])oleon, accom-
p.anied him to Italy and Kgvpt. He ra]>idly rose

to the highest military rank ; an<l in KSOo was
made a prince of France and viceroy of Italy. In
1806 he married the Princess Amelia Augusta of

Bavaria, and not long afterwards was createil

Piince of Venice, and di'dared by Napoleon his

adopted son, and heir of the kingdom of Italy.

Although his political jtower was much limited,

he conducted himself in Italy with great prudence,
energy, and moderation, and throughout his life

maintained an honourable and virtuous character.

His military talents were great, and were displayed
particularly in the Italian campaigns, in the wars
against Austria, and in the retreat from Moscow,
in which he divided with Ney the hmumr of

saving the French army from total destruction.

The victory of Liitzen was decided ]»y his conduct
in that battle. Napoleon sent him from Dresden
to Italy, which lie ably defended, even after

Austria hail joined the coalition, and Murat had
deserted the cause of the French Empire. In the

Humlred Days he took no part ; and in the Treaty
of Fontainebleau and ('ongress of Menna he was
allowed to retain his possessions in the March of

Ancona ; and large sums were granted to him in

coni]>ensation for his other Italian jiossessions, with
which he jmiThased the landgraviate of Lcuchten-
l»erg and priiici])ality of Eichstadt, <as Duke of

Leuchtenberg taking his place among the nobles

of Bavaria. He died at Munich on the 21st

February 1824. See the Lives by Aubriet (1825)
and Baudoncourt (1827), and his Mcinolres et

Corres/tondancc, hy I^n (^asse ( 10 vols. 1858-60).

—

His second son, yiAX EfuiiNE Jo.sKi'il Nai'OLEON
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(1817-52), who in 1835 .sm-ceedod liis elder brother
as Duke of Leuchteiil)er<;-, married a daughter of

the Emperor Nieholas of Russia; and since 1852
his descendants liave borne tlie name of Roman-
owski, anil ranked among the members of the
Russian imperial family.

Bonujolais. a subdivision of tlie old province
of Lyonnais. !" ranee, \\ iiich now forms the northern
))art of the department of Rhone, and a small part
of Loire. Its line vineyards yield the wine cabled
Beaujolais, of which large quantities are exported.
Beaujeu was the capital. It formed at first a
separate barony ; came into the hands of the
Bourbons in 1400, was afterwards united to the
crown by Francis I., and next passed into the
hands of a nephew of the Constable de Bourbon.
It came by marriage to the House of Orleans in

1626, with whom it remained until the Revolution.

Beaillieu (pronounced Bcwlcy), a village of

Hampshire, at the head of a creek, on the verge
of the New Forest, 6 miles NE. of Lymington.
A Cistercian abbey was founded here by King
John in 1204.

Beauly (i)ronounced Bewley), a village, 10
miles W. of Inverness, with remains of a priory
founded in 1232. Beauly Firth (7 by 2 miles) is

the upper basin of the Moray Firth, and receives
the river Beauly, winding 10 miles north-eastward.

Beauiliarchais, De, the name assumed by
Pierre Augustin Caron, next to Moliere, the
greatest French comic dramatist. Born in Paris,
January 24, , 1 732, and the son of a watchmaker,
he was brought up to his father's trade, and at
twenty-one invented a new escapement for watches,
which was pirated by a rival. The vigour with
which he assailed him soon brought himself
into notice at court, where his handsome figure
and tine address quickly procured him advance-
ment. He was engaged to teach the harp to the
daughters of Louis XV. , and ere long the wealthy
widow of a court official married him, whereupon
he assumed the title by which he wasj known thence-
forward. Duverney, a rich banker of Paris, also
befriended him substantially and helped him to
some business speculations which realised a hand-
some fortune, ere long largely increased by another
jjrudent marriage with a wealthy widow. His
farst plays, Eugenie (1767) and Lcs Deux Amis
(1770), had but a moderate success. The death of
his benefactor Duverney in 1770 now involved the
versatile but hitherto unpopular upstart in a long
lawsuit with Ids heir, Count Lablache, in the course
of which he became the idol of the populace, as the
supposed champion of public rights against the cor-
rupt tribunals of the old regime. In the first trial
Beaumarchais gained his cause, but an appeal to
the parlement formed by the chancellor Maui)eou
was decided against him, principally through the
exertions of Goezman, one of its meinbers. Beau-
marchais carried his appeal to the public by pub-
lishing his famous Memoires du Sieur Beaa-
marckais inir lui-mcnie (1774-78 ; new ed. by
Sainte-Beuve, 1873), a work which united the
bitterest satire with the sharpest logic, and gained
for him a reputation that made even Voltaire
uneasy, who could not bear a rival in his own
department. It fitted in with the popular feeling
of dissatisfaction with existing institutions, and
did much to help on the Revolution. The same
brilliant satire burns in his two famous comedies,
Le Barbier de Sei-lllc, ou la Precaution Inutile
( 1775 ), and La Folle Journee, ou le Mariarje
de Figaro (1784). The latter had a most un-
precedented success, and indeed for brilliant wit
it may almost be put beside the masterpieces
of Moii^re. Figaro was a permanently enduring
creation worthy to be compared with the hardly

more famous Tartufi'e. These plays are still

popular acting plays in France, but in England
are chiefly known through the adaptation of
them in the grand operas of Mozart and Rossini.
The later works of Beaumarchais are hardly worthy
of his genius. Further speculations added to his
wealth, but his expensive edition of Voltaire's
works proved a financial failure. Two later law-
suits cost him his popularity, and in the troubles
of the Revolution the shifty but not over-scrupu-
lous author lost his fortune, and, suspected of an
attempt to sell arms in Holland to the enemies of
the republic, had even to flee from Paris for his life.

In Mes Six £^poques (1793) he has given us an
account of his sufferings during that period. In
his last years he became quite deaf ; he died
May 19, 1799. His Theatre has been edited by
Saint-Marc Girardin (1861) and by De Heylli
and Marescot (1868-72), his (Euvres CompUtes by
Moland (1874) and Fournier (1875). See Lives by
Lomenie ( 1873), Lintilhac ( 1888 ), and Gudin (1888).

Beaumaris, a seaport and chief town of

Anglesey, North Wales, is situated on the west
side of the picturesque bay of Beaumaris, near the
north entrance to the Menai Strait, 3 miles N.
of Bangor, and 239 miles NW. of London. It

has the ivy-covered remains of a castle erected
by Edward I., and a free grammar-school, and
is a favourite sea-bathing resort. The bay is a
safe anchorage in stormy weather. Up till 1885,
Beaumaris united with Amlwch, Holyhead, and
Llangefni in sending one member to parliament.
The trade is inconsiderable, but there are some
exports of copper .and other ores, slates, marble,
&c. Pop. ( 1871 ) 2291 ; ( 1891 ) 2202.

Beaumont and Fletcher, a pair of the
greater dramatists of the Elizabethan age, whose
joint work is the result of the most famous of

literary partnerships. Francis Beaumont was the
younger of the two by about five years, but he
died nine years earlier than his friend. He was
the third son of Sir Francis Beaumont, one of the
justices of the Common Pleas, and was born at
Gracedieu, in Leicestershire, in 1584. He was
admitted in 1597 as a gentleman-commoner to

Broadgate Hall, Oxford (now Pembroke College),

and in 1600 to the Inner Temple. Two years
thereafter he published Salmaeis and Hermaph-
roditus, an expansion of Ovid's version of the
story. Ere long he became an intimate friend

of Ben Jonson and the other men of geziius who
assembled at the Mermaid Tavern, and here no
doubt he met the poet with whom he was to

form so memorable a friendship. John Fletcher
was born at Rye in Sussex, in December 1579.

His father was that Dean of Peterborough who
disturbed the last moments of Mary Stuart with
his ill-timed exhortation, and afterwards as Bishop
of London, died either of chagrin at the queen s

displeasure on account of his second marriage,
or of the immoderate use of tobacco. The boy
entered Bene't ( now Corpus ) College, Cambridge, at
twelve, and found himself at seventeen in poverty
on his father's death. We know nothing of him
until 1607, when he produced the Woman Hater.
The intimacy which now commenced was one of

singular warmth, even for that age Avhen friend-

ships were of a more romantic cast than at present.

The two lived in the same house, and had clothes
and cloak and everything in common. Aubrey
ascribes the ' dearnesse of friendship between
them ' to a ' wonderfull consiraility of phansy.

'

Beaumont married in 1613, but died 6th March
1616. Fletcher wrote on until his death, in his

last four years producing no less than eleven new
plays. He died in August 1625.

The works of Beaumont and Fletcher comprise
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in all fifty-two plays, a masque, and several minor
poems ; but it is difficult to allocate, in any satis-

tactory numuer, the autliorsliip of these. Professor
Waril cannot trace anv essential dillereiice be-

tween the plays ascribeil to lM)th and those attrib-

uted to Hetcher alone, while he detects two
styles in the plays written by Fletcher along
with another tlian IJeaumont. It used to be
asserted tliat Fletcher contril>uteil the vivacity
and Beaumont the judgment, and that the latter
chastened the exuberant fancies of tlie former.
There seems, however, to be no foundation for

this opinion, except tlie tradition and the fact

that Heaumonts own vei"ses are more severe and
regular in form than those of the elder poet.
Dvce thus assigns tlie authorship of tlie plavs,
with very varying degrees of certainty : liy
Beaumont and Fletcher, Four Plni/s in One, Wit
at Scvcnd Wck/iohs, Thierry und Thcoilurct, Maid's
Tragedy, PtiHantcr, Kitirj and no King, Cupid's
Revenge, Little French Lawyer, Cojxumb, Laws
of Candy, The Knight of the Burning Pestle,

and The Srornful Lady ; by IJeaumont alone, the
Masque ; by Fletcher and Massinger, False One,
Very Woman, The Lover's Progress : by Fii-tciier

and Howley, Queen of Corinth, Maid of the

Mill, Bloody Brother ; by Fletcher and Shirley,
Noble iientleman, Xight Walker, Lore's Pilgrim-
age; by Fletcher and Shakespeare, The Two Xohle
Kinsmen ; the remaining plays by Fletcher alone.

Fletcher's collaborateur in some of the later i)!ays

is, however, entirely uncertain. His own versilica-

tion has many peculiar features wliich make his

verse distinguishable from tliat of ins contem-
Fiorary dramatists. The chief of these is the
requencv of double or feminine endings, in which
he may lie safely said to exceed any otiier writer
of our old drama. Acconliiig to Sir I'ieay, the
average of sudi endings in the plays as to all of

whi('h he and Dyce agree in considering Fletcher
the sole author is 1777 ; tiiat in liie plays of Mas-
singer, the dramatist next to Fletcher most given
to the practice, 10r)9. Again, in the plays known
to have been written by Fletcher alone, rliyme is

used very s|iariMgly, ami itrose is eschewed alto-

gether. Professor Ward observes that the double-
enrlings, particularly <is used by Fletcher in com-
binati(Mi witii the practice of stop]>ing tlie sense at

the iMid of the verse, give so i)eculiar a cadence to

the lines, and constitute a manner of vei"silication

from whith when once adojited a poet is so un-

likely incidentally to diverge, tliat tlieir fici|uent

emi>loyment in scenes of joint plays and tlieir sparse

eiMployiiieiit in other .scenes, may l)e fairly regarded
as favouring the antecedent sui)itosition of the

l)resence or absence of Fletcher's hand. At the
.same time, too much may well be made of such
mechanical tests, and it may be permitted to leave

a j)robb'm that so acute a critic as tlie late Mr
\V. 15. Donne regarded as insoluble in the pious

uncertainty of the stationer's address to the court-

eous reader in the first folio edition of 1G47 (the

earliest, though that of l(i79 was the lirst complete
edition): * It was (mce in my tlnmgiits to nave
]irinted Mr Fletdicr's works by tliemselves, because
single anil alone lie would make a just volume;
but since never parted wiiile they lived. I ccmceived

it not equitable to .sejjarate their ashes.' Fletciier

undoubtedly lia<l a share in Shakesiteare's Henry
VIIL Tiie touch of Shakespeare is felt with con-

siderable certainty in The Two Nohle Kinsmen.
There is a tone of music ami a tread of thunder
in some of the jjassages, to wiiicli no jiaraliel can
be found in any (»f the companion <lramas. Only
three plays weie, during Fletchers lifetime, pub-

lished as joint prixluctions. Two of these

—

Phil-

fuiter and The Maid's Tragedy—are, with the

exception of the great passages in The Two Noble

Kinsmen, the glory of the collection. The question
ha.s been often discussed, why these plays are called
by the name of IJeaumont and Fletcher, thus giving
precedence to the younger and less voluminous
writer. Mr Dyces opinion is that of the three plays
published as joint productions during Fletcher's
life, Beaumont either had the greater share, or
that, through feelings of natural courtesy, Fletcher
j)laced the name of his deceased associate before
his own, and that future editors naturally followed
the arrangement wiiich they ftmnd to their hand.
From all that can be gathered, it would ajijiear

that Beaumont possessed the deeper and more
thoughtful genius ; Fletcher the gayer and more
idyllic. There is a strength as of granite rock in

The Maid's Tragedy; there is a glatl exuberant
music, and a .May-morning light and freshness in
The Faithful Shrjiherdess, which Milton did not dis-

dain to accept as a model in tlie lyrical jxMtions of

Conuis, and of which the Fndyinion of Keats is but
an echo. The i)lays of IJeaumont ami Fletcher
never sound the deei> sea of passion ; thev disport
themselves, dolphin-like, cm its surface, 'fhey are
poets lii-st and dramatists after ; and indeed dis-

jday but little power of serious and consistent
characterisation, while they are much too fond
of unnatural and violent situations. Morally,
little can be said in tlieir praise. Even that
most delightful j)astoral I'he Faithful Shepherdess
is niarreii by deformities that interfere with its

harmonious beauty. ' A .spot,' says Charles Lamb,
'is on the face of this Diana. Nothing short
of infatuation could liave driven Fletcher upon
mixing with this "blessedness" such an ugly
deformity as Cloe, the wanton shepheide.ss !' 'I lie

best edition is that of Dyce (11 vols. 1843 46),
wiiich superseded its chief predecessor, that of
Weber (1.S12). See A. W. Ward's History of
English Dramatic Literature (2 vols. 187.")) ; Kleays
Shakespeare Manual; (1. C. Macaulay's Francis
Beaumont, a Critic<d Study ( 188;j) ; and the bii)iio-

graphy by A. ('. Potter in Bibliographical Contri-
butions of Harvard University ( 1891 ).

Kraiiiiioiit, Kdn i>k. See Eon dk Be.vii-

Mi>M.

Kcailllioilt. dicAN Bai'TI.stk Elie de, born in
17'.ts at ('aiioii, in ("alvados, taught geology in tiie

J>ole des .Mines and College de Prance, was elected
to the Academy in 18.3r>, and became in Isr)G its

perpetual secretary. He died 22d September 1874.
With Dufrcnoy he ])repared a great geological map
of FraiK-e (1840: 2(1 ed. 185.^); and see Moun-
tains, \'oI. \ll. p. .•J.34.

Itraiiiiioiit, Silt Ceorge Rowland, landscape
painter and jiatron of art and artists, was born at
Stoiieiiall. Dmiiiiow, ?]ssex, 6tli November 17").^,

and stuilied at Eton and New College, Oxford.
He was an intimate friend of Sir .losluia Reynolds,
entertained Wordswortli at his house of Coleorton,
in Leicestershire, where Scott, Rogers, and Byron
met, befriended (Coleridge and the painters Wilkie,
Haydoii, and Landseer, and presented his valuable
collection of pictures to the National Oallery. He
died 7th February 1827. See Knight's Memorials
of Coleorton (]Hsi).

Bcauinoiltasue is a composition of iron

borings, brimstone, pitch, sal-ammoniac, rosin, and
beeswax, which is used to fill up cracks and Haws
in an iron casting, to give an appearance of solidity.

Koaillie. a well-built town in the French de-

partment Cote d'tJr, 2:j miles SSW. of Dijon by

rail, with a line parish church, Notre Dame (i:Jtli

century); a splendid hospital, founded in 144.3 by

Nicholas RoUin ; and a bronze statue (1849) of

Monge the mathematician. It manufactures serges,

woollen cloth, and cutlery, and is a chief seat of

the Burgundy wine traded Beaune giving name to
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one of the best Burgundies. During the Franco-

German war in 1870, the town was several times

occupied by the Germans. Pop. 11,755.

Beaillie. Flori.moxd pk, a mathematician and

friend of Descartes, born in 1001 at Blois, in France,

served as a soldier, and died at his native place

in 1652. His labours and discoveries contributed

greatly to the improvement of the modern analyt-

ical geometrv hrst introduced by Descartes. He is

well known through ' Beaune's Problem,' solved

witli the help of the integral calculus by Jean

Bernouilli in 1G93, which turns on the determina-

tion of the nature of a curved line from a property

of its tangent.

Beaiiresard, Pierre Gustave Toutant,

Confederate general, was born m 1818, near JNew

Orleans, graduated at West Point in 1838, served

with distinction in tlie Mexican War, and after

its close superintended the engineering works on

the Lower INIississippi and the Gulf of Mexico. He
joined the secession with his native state, and was

appoijited bv the Oonfedeiate government to the

connuand at Charleston, S.C, where, April 12,

1861, he commenced the war by the bombardment

of Fort Sumter. He was ^irtually in command at

the first battle of Bull Bun, July 21, 1861 ;
and

sent to the west in the spring of 1862 as second to

General A. S. Johnston, he succeeded to the com-

mand when the latter was killed in the first day's

battle of Shiloh or Pittsburg Landing. Defeated

on the second day's lighting, he retreated to

Corinth, Miss., where he reorganised his division;

but on the approach of the Union troops he evacu-

ated the place, and was superseded by General

Bragg. After a period of inactivity he was placed

(1864) in command of the military division of the

west, but failed to check Sherman's march to the

sea. After the war, he was president of a railway,

and manager of the Louisiana State Lottery. He
died 21st February 1893.

Beaiisobre, Isaac de. Huguenot preacher
and writer, was born at Niort, in Poitou, in 1659,

studied theology at Saumur, and after his ordina
tion had charge of a church at Chatillon-sur-Indre.
The revocation of the Edict of Nantes, in 1685,
obliged him to flee to Holland. In 1694 he went
to Berlin, became chaplain of a French Protestant
church there, and councillor of tlie royal consistory.
Among his works were an Essai criticpte de I'His-

toire dc Manichcc ct dii Mankheisme (1734-9),
which tJibbon characterises as a rich treasury of

facts and opinions ; and along Avith M. Lenfant, a
translation of the New Testament, with notes.
He was a chief contributor to the voluminous
Bibliothdquc Allemande. He died at Berlin in 1738.

Beauty. See /Esthetics, Art.

Beauvais ^ town of France, capital of the
department Oise, situated in the valley of the
Therain, 55 miles NNW. of Paris. Among several
line buildings tlie most noteworthy is the unfinislied
cathedral, begun in 1225, the choir of which, 153
feet high, is tlie loftiest as well as one of the finest
specimens of Gothic in France. The industries of
Beauvais include tlie weaving of (Jobelin tapestries
(since 1664), and the manufacture of cotton,
woollen clotlis, shawls, and carpets. Pop. (1891)
19,275. Beauvais was known by tlie Komans as
Ctesaromagits, afterwards as Brllovarinn. In
1472 it was besieged by Charles the Bold of Bur-
gundy, with an army of 80,000 men, when the
women of Beauvais, under the leadership of the
heroine Jeanne Hachette, displayed remarkable
valour. The standard which the Burgiindians
had planted on the wall was torn down liy Jeanne,
and borne off by her in triumiili. The banner is

borne every year by young girls in a procession,
and a statue of Jeanne was erected in 1851.

BEAVER

Beaver [Castor), a familiar rodent mammal,
allied to squirrels and marmots, and represented by
a single widely distributed species ( Castor fiber or

canadensis). It is widely known for its aquatic
habit, its sagacious architectural devices, its glossy

fur, and its fatty castoreum glands.

Form and Structure.—The beaver is usually

about 2A- feet in length, and is thus hardly
surpassed' by any other rodent except the

Capybara (q.v. ). It stands rather under a foot in

height, and the broad, flat, scaly tail is about 10

inches long. The body is plump, the back arched,

the neck thick, the hind-feet webbed, and all the
digits clawed. The strong wrist has an accessory
bone. The fur varies considerably in colour, but is

usually reddish-brown above, and lighter or grayish
below. The short head runs out into a naked
muzzle ; the external ears are short and scaly, and
admit of being folded, so as almost to shut the
opening ; the eyes are small ; and the nostrils clos-

able. The skull is massive, with marked ridges

for fixing the muscles which work the jaws, and
both size and ridges increase throughout life. The
two front teeth on either jaw are like those of other
rodents, wearing away more rapidly behind so as

to leave a sharp enamelled chisel edge. They have
a bright orange colour. They grow as usual from
persisting pulps, so that what is worn away in

gnawing is continually being replaced at the root.

The four grinding teeth on each side of each jaw
are nearly equal to one another, and exhibit two
or three infoldings of the enamel coating. The
stomach has near its commencement a peculiar

glandular structure ; the external relations of anal
and urinogenital apertures resemble those of mar-
supials ; and the male bears on its groin a pair of

glands which secrete a substance known as Cas-

toreum.
Distribution.— The beaver, though represented

only by a single species, is widely distributed in

the northern parts of both eastern and western
hemispheres. It is rapidly disappearing from
countries where it previously flourished, being now,
for instance, extinct in Britain, and apparently also

in Scandinavia. An attempt has been made to

reintroduce it in Bute. Isolated colonies of

beavers are still to be seen where they have
been protected from molestation on the Elbe and
a few other rivers in Germany and Austria ; but
they can hardly be said to be really at home
ill Europe except in Russia and Poland, and
'especially on the streams of the L'ral Mountains,
and those emptying into the Caspian Sea.' They
are also abundant in Siberia. The American
beaver, which is probably only a variety, and
not a distinct sjiecies, is fouml to the west of

the Mississippi, between Alaska and Mexico,
and more sparsely to the east of the same river,

to the south of the Great Lakes, in the Maine
and Adirondack wildernesses, and yet more
sparsely southward to Alabama and Mississijnii.

They are also frequent in s(Uiie parts of Vir-

ginia and Pennsylvania (see Heilprin, Distribu-

tion of Animals, International Science Series).

Several extinct species of 1)eaver have been dug up
from Miocene and Pliocene strata. Castoroidcs

ohioensis was an allied giant rodent about as big

as a black bear. Another large extinct rodent,

which Owen described under the title ' Trogon-
therium,' is regarded by some as a giant beaver.

Habits.—Beavers are well known to be aquatic
animals, and are never found far aM'ay from river

or lake. Their webbed hind-feet make them
capital swimmers. They also dive well though
noisily, and can remain two minutes under water.

They feed mainly on the bark of trees, such as

willows, magnolias, poplars, and birches, but also

on the roots of the water-lily and other plants, and
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on their inland excursions durin;: the warm season
on fruits, com, and the like. They often sit on
their hind-feet and tail, eatinj: witii tlieir fore-paws
like squirrels. They are, liowever, jtre-eniinently

l)ark-eaters, and larjie i]uantities of wood are

stored up in the autumn for winter use. When
the streams are frozen, tiiey may remain for as

long as a fortnijrlit comfortably provided witii

supplies within tlicir l)urrows. Most of the
beavers' active life is durinj^ the nij^ht, except
when floo<ls force them to al)andon tiieir homes.
They may he readily tamed. Imt cannot of course
be kept in wooden houses. They may be seen in

the London Z<»ological (iardens, and occasionally

in aquariums.
Fainihi-lifc. — Beavei-s are social animals ; a

family of about half a dozen is freijueiitly fouml
within a single house, and where foo<t is abundant
and the locality secluded, a large number of families

occur congregated in a community. The young
beavers leave the jtarent house in the summer
of their third year, lind mates fur tlicmselves, and
establisii new homesteatls. When increa.se of

]>opulation lirings about ditlicnlties of sul)sistence.

a migration takes place, some going up and others

down the .stream. The old h»mses are never left

vacant, however, but are simply transferreil bv the

eniigrant.s to some related new coujtle. Isolated

males or teniei-s, a]>pareiitly expelled from a

colony for laziness or misbehaviour, are often

found li\ing alone.

HomcJi.—The simplest leaver home is merely a
burrow, and when tiieir tenure seems insecure, as

in poj>ulous countries, the beavei-s may remain
contented with this mode of life. Tliese burrows
open outwards under tlie water, and are thus eM'ect-

iveiy concealed. Mr L. \l. Morgan, in his work on

the American beaver, reganls the lairrow a-s the

primitive and normal residence from which 'in the

progress of expeiience, by a process of natural

suggestion,' the more elaborate homes have l>een

grailually evolved. Beaver architecture, as well a.s

human. h;is had its history. Above the burrow a
surface-|)ile of sticks is often found. perhaj>s to

keep the snow loose enougli overhead to admit air,

and from these ventilating piles 'it is but a step to

a hxlge with its chamber above ground, and the

previous burrow as an entrance from the water.'

'.\ burrow a<-cidentally broken through at its upper

end, and reiiaired with a covering of sticks and
eartii. would lead to a lodge above gnmnd, and
thus inaugurate a beaver-lodge out of a liroken

burrow.'
T/ir /.w///*.—However it may have arisen, the

so-called lieaver-loilge is a marvellous structure.

Three distinct kind.s can be distinguished in adap-

tation to dillerent localities. The island-lodge is

constructed on a small island in the poiid (»• dam.
It consists of a central chamber, wilii its lloor a

little above the level of the water, and with two
entrances. One of these—the 'w 1 entrance'

—

is a straight incline rising from the water, and
oi.ening neatly into the Hoor of the hut. Up this

the pieces of wood used for winter food are jia-ssed.

The other approach—the ' beaver entrance '—is

more abnipt in its descent to the water, and often

tortuous in its course. Both ajiproaches, which are

often many feet in length, are neatly lined and
linished oil", especially where they oi)en into the

central chamber. The lodge itself is an oven-

shaped house of sticks, gra.ss, and moss, woven to-

gether and plastereil witli mud, increasing gradually

in size with year after year of repair and elalxna-

tion. They are not only comfortable, but efHciently

protective against beasts of prey. Tiie room in-

side may measure 8 feet in diameter, and 2 or

3 feet in height. The lloor is very comfortably

carpeted with bark, grass, and wood-chips, and

there are sometimes special .store-rooms adjoining.
The entrances open into a specially deep moat
surrounding the iiome, and as this is too deep to
freeze readily, the inmates are not apt to l>e im-
prisoned even by veiy keen frost. Another kind

Beavers and Beaver-loJge.

of lodge is built on the bank of a stream or pond,

either a short way back from the e<lge, or i)artly

hanging over, with its front wall built up from the

bottom of the jioml. A third type— the .so-called

'lake-lodges'—are built on the shelving .shores of

lakes, with a large part of tiie hut built out

upon the water. The various forms of house, all

apparently modifications of the jirimitive burrow,

are of much interest, as illustrating the beavers
jfower of adapting its constructive powers to diller-

ent local conditions. Mr Morgan also directs

attention to the • beaver slides' or cuttings seen

on the Upper Missouri, where the banks are too

vertical to admit of the ordinary construction

witliout some previous surface-work. In certain

localities—for instance, in California—the animals

have either relapsed from their ordinaiy arclii

tectural labours, or have never fully developed

the constructive habit. Hunters often break into

the lodges so as to drive the beavers into the holes

or burrows.
ll'(/()ffriifti)iff.—S(mie of the most interesting

habits of beavers are ccmnected with the way in

which they i)rocure and store their food-material.

That they are bark -caters has been alreaily noticed,

and it is an equally familiar fact that in order

to procure this they cut down trees by gnawing a

ring round the ba.se. This they cut all round, but

more towards the side nearest the water, so that

the tree may fall as conveniently as possible. They
can cut (lown a tree 10 inches or so in diameter.

The smaller branches with more palatable bark are

cut oil" in the .same way, and cut into lengths con-

venient for transjiort and storage. The heavier

pieces are ingeniously rolled along, often for a cqii-

siderable distance, to the water-edge. Honietimes

tiie tree is near enough to fall at once into the

water, and is simply left till required, but such

a convenient supply is socm exhausted. When a

block has been rolled to the water-edge it is floated

out to the lodge, and either anchored by means of

bnisliwood stuck into the bottom of the pond, or

sunk to the Jiiouth of the 'wood entrance,' and

conveyed up into the lodge. Barked branches

from which the nutritive portion has been eaten

away, may be further usecT, as already indicated,

for building the lodges.

Bcaver-f/ams.—Yet more marvellous are the dams
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by wliich beavers wiilen tlie area and increase the

deptli of water roimd about their homes. These
vary in structure according to the nature of the

locality. Tliey are eitlier made of sticks and poles,

with a slight "embankment of earth, not enough to

prevent the surplus water llowing freely tln-ough,

or they are constructed more firmly and solidly

of mud, brushwood, and stones, with a special out-

let on the ridge for the discliarge of the overflow.

Though beavei-s do not hammer in poles, nor nse

their tails as trowels, they exhibit marvellous ingen-

uity in the construction of their dams. The stones

and mud are cleverly carried by the fore-paws, the

burden being pressed against the chest ; the curva-

ture of the dam is adjusted to the direction of the

current ; a constant level of water is secured by
modification of the outlet sluice ; the wear is

continually remedied by fresh building ; auxiliary

dams are constructed to all appearance simply for

the purpose of breaking the How of water in the
main dam, and so on. Some of these dams have
prodigious dimensions. Mr Morgan describes one
structure ' 1530 feet in length, of which 530 feet in

two sections is artificial, and the remainder natural
bank, but worked here and tiiere where depressions

on the ground required raising by artificial means.'
Canals.—Mr Morgan has also discovered and

described the construction of waterways or canals,

which the beavers dig between their ponds and
the sources of timber-supply. When the trees

near the water are exhausted, and when the
uneven character of the ground makes the rolling

of the logs a difficult task, canals are cut for

convenience of transport. In certain cases the
construction of a big dam may bring the water-
edge quite near enough the trees, but this is not
always so. The construction of canals becomes
as necessary as it is marvellous. They may be
hundreds or feet long, increasing in length as the
trees are gradually cut away, and are usually
about a yard or more in breadth, and 3 feet or

so deep. Sometimes, however, the gi'ound rises

suddenly at a certain distance from tlie pond, so

that a continuous canal becomes impossible. In
such a case an engineer constructing a canal would
make a ' lock.' This is exactly the solution of the
difficulty wliich has been arrived at by beavers.

Mr Morgan describes a case where three water-
collecting crescent-shaped dams have been made,
at three successive sudden ascents of the ground,
and the principle of locks ingeniously combined
with that of collecting reservoirs. In another case

the canal bifurcates at the foot of the woodland
slope, and thus presents a maximum water-edge.
Or again, these acute engineers have been observed
to make a short-cut waterway across the ground
inclosed in a loop of the river, so as to lessen con-
siderably the distance of transport.

Geological Interest.—All this work of burrowing,
timber-telling, dam-building, canal-cutting, carried
on continuously by generation after generation
of beavers, must in no inconsiderable way have
affected the minuter features of a landscape.
Agassiz has estimated the age of one of these
lieaver dams at a thousand years. As the result

of beaver work, large tracts once covered with
trees have become bare, and what was once dry
meadow has been flooded with water. Acres of

what once was forest land are represented now
by peaty clearings, and still remain as ' beaver
meadows' in countries from which the bus}'' foresters

have long since disa))pcared.

I'ractieal Uses.—The beaver has for long been
hunted for the sake of its fur, from which both
hats and gloves were made. Chaucer sneaks of a
' Flaundrish bever hat' about 1386, anu we have
'bro\vn beaver gloves' in Dickens' Sketches hij Bos
(1836). An act of the English parliament, in

1638, prohibiting the use of any other material for

hat-nuiking, contributed to the rapid diminution
of the number of beavers in the parts of North
America from which their skins were then obtained
(see Hat). During a great j)art of the 18th and
the earlier part of the 19th century, the number
of beaver skins annually exported from America
appears to have been not less than 200,000. It is

now greatly diminished, but is still large. From
very ancient times the secretion of the gland, on the
groin of male beavers, has been valued on account
of its curative properties. So far as the beavers
are concerned, the strong-smelling substance is ap-
parently subsidiary to sexual attraction. Hunters
are said to utilise it as bait for their traps.

The so-called castoreum contains oily and resinous
substances, along with a crystallisable component
known as castorine, once largely employed in

medicine as a nervous stimulant. Mythical stories

are told of the way in which beavers throw them-
selves on their backs when pursued by hunters, so

as to expose the wished-for glands, with a hint

that their lives might be sjiared ; according to the
credulous they may even bite ott' the glands and
leave them as a ransom. The oily flesh is said also

to be esteemed by the trappers. The fat tail is

a special delicacy, and the animal being popularly
regarded as a fish, may be eaten during Lent.

Intelligence.—Enough lias been said to show that

the habits and labours of beavers exhibit more
marks of sagacity than can possibly be the result

of hereditary habit. They do much more than
follow a hard and fast path of orderly and purpose-

ful action—they can adapt their actions to varying
conditions in a manner which can only be described

as rationally intelligent. The Indians go further,

and invest the beaver with immortality. The
reader should consult Lewis H. Morgan on The
American Beaver and his Works (1868), or

Komanes on Animal Intcllifjence (1886), and on
Mental Evolution in Animals (1886), and Horace
T. Martin's Castorologia (1892).

Beaver Dam, a city at the outlet of Beaver
Lake, Wisconsin, U.S., 61 miles NW. of Mil-

waukee, on the Chicago, jNIilwaukee, and St Paul
Railway. It is the centre of a fertile district, and
has a university, various factories, and flour-mills.

Pop. (1880) 3441 ; (1890) 4222.

IJeaver Falls, a village of Pennsylvania, U.S.,

near tlie junction of the Beaver Piiver with the

Ohio, 34 miles NW. of Pittsburg. The ' Harmony '

Society of Economy controls most of the manu-
factories here. Pop. ( 1880 ) 5104 ; ( 1890 ) 9735.

Beaver Wood. See Magnolia.

Bebee'rllie, or Bebeeine, is an alkaloid

obtained from the greenheart bark or bebeeru of

British Guiana, first separated and described in

1843 by Sir Douglas Maclagan of Edinburgh.

Recent investigations seem to show that this alka-

loid is identical with Baxine, which is obtained

from the bark and leaves of the common box, and
it is probable that it is also present in some
other plants. It was hoped that bebeerine, in the

form of sulphate, would become a substitute for

quinine ; but it is nob so powerful in its action as

a tonic and febrifuge, and has not therefore come
into popular use. Bebeerine is always prescribed

in the form of sulpiiate, a dark amorphous sub-

stance, obtained in thin translucent lamin» by
spreading the sirup solution on sheets of glass,

and allowing it to dry. See GREENiiKAirj'.

Bebek, a lovely bay on the European side of

the Bosphorus, with a palace of the sultan, known
as the Hnmayiinahad, and built in 1725. Here
also are the establishments for baking biscuits for

the fleet, an American school, and a college of the

French order of Lazarists.
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Bebi'l, Fekdinand Auctst, swial ilemucrat,
iKJin at ("oloj^ne in 1840, in 1S(J0 oanie to Leipzij;,

where four years later he estahlislied himself as

a master turner. Since l.S()"2 enj,'aj,'in<; fanatically

in the lalMuir luoveriient, lie was eleetetl in 1S07
to the North (lerinan Diet, in KS71 to the Keiehstaj,'.

In 1872 he was sentenced to two years' imprison-
ment. Ainont; his writing* are Dcr Dttitscltc

BnuemLricij (1876), and a work on the status of

women (1883).

Bee Abbey, the ruins of which are at Bec-
Hellouin, Normandy, 'Ih miles from I>rionne, wiis

at the hei<,'ht of its fame as a ;,neat IJeneilictine

moniustery in the middle of the 11th century, when
the famous Lanfranc was prior. His fame as a
scholar had made it one of the most renowned
.seats of learnin;^' in Western Euroi)e, students
flocked thither from all parts, ami ;,'ifts were
Ixistowed ujMiu it hy the ;,'reat mm of Normandy.
The '^eiii Ansdin, entering,' it in lUtiO, was ahbot
from 1078 to lOU;}, when he succeeded Lanfranc in

the see of Canterhury.

Beeeafi'eo {Si/Zrin /lorfrnsi'.s, of Cumica hor-
tensi.f), a little hirA of the fanuly of the Sylvia<he,
or Warlih'rs (q.v. ), sometimes called the I'etty-

ehaps, anil sometimes the (Jarden Warhler, rather
rare in IJritain, hut ahundant in some of the more
southern ftarts of Kurojuv uml in ;;reat demand for

the table in Italy, its tlesh hein^' re;:arded as of

peculiar delicacy. It is a mere summer bird of
passage, however, not only in Hritain, but even in

the south of Europe. The upper jiarts are mostly
of a brown colour, the lower parts whitish. It is

a bini «)f very pleasin;,' son>,'. lieccalico is an
Italian name si^rnifyin;,' * ti;;-pecker,' and is some-
times ext«'nded to other birds of the same family
used for the table.

BeeeaillOsehi'llO ( Ital., • lly-catcher ;
' Sf/lcia

riatinilii), a little bird of the family of Warblers,
found in Italy. It is remarkable for its nest, which
resembles that of the tailor-birds, and is usually
placed in a bush with luii;: leaves, which are neatly
.sewed to;,'ether with some kind of vegetable libre

so ius to form roof and floor.

Beeeari'ii, t'KSAUK, M.vRniEsE he Beccaria-
BONICSANA, a jHilitical and philanthropic writer,

wa.s lM>rn at >Iilan, .March 1"), 173.") (or in 1738).

His oj)inions were formeil by study of the French
encyclop.edists and Montesijuieu. His chief work
wa.s his I)'i I)ilitti ( ihllr I'liii- ('On Crimes and
Punishments'), lirst published anonymously at

Monjwo in 1764, in wiiicli he argues against the

severities and abuses of criminal law, especially

cai)ital punishment and tortur^. The work be-

(ranie extremely pojiular, and was translated into

all the Eurojtean languages. It was hailed with
enthusiasm by the French school, and commentaries
were published by Voltaire and Diderot. A trans-

lation of it. with" a life of IJeccaria, was jiublished

by J. A. Farren in 1S80. It is marked by elo-

<|uence, sensil»ility, and lively jiower of imagina-
tion. Kant unfairly accuses the author of an
allecte<l hunianity, though it must be admitted
that the (lerman jihilosopher has exposed the

invalidity of some of the arguments brought for-

ward. Un the whole, however, the work of Bec-

caria is acknowledgeil to have done great good, and
the suljsefjuent reforms in the i)enal coile of Euro-

pean nations have generally taken the direction

he has i)oiiited out. He was amr>ng the first to

iulvo<;ate the beneficial influence of education in

le.s.sening crime. Both his arguments and his

popularity marie him many enemies, but their

malice was frustrated Ijy the eflbrts of Count
Firmian, the Austrian governor of Lombardy, a
man of liberal and enlighteneil sentiments. In

176s Beccaria was appointed professor of Political

Philosopliy at Milan, and achieved great success as
a lecturer. In 17!)1 he was made a member of the
board for the reform of the juilicial code, and hail

the triumph of seeing several of his abused sug-
gestions a(iitpte<l. He died of apojilexy. November
•J8, 17'.»4.—(JlACd.Mo Battista Be(i"ahia (1716
81 ) from 174S was professor of Physics at Turin,
and did much to forward the .science of electricity,

though himself he made no important discovery.

Beceles, a SuHolk market-town, on the Wave-
ney, 8 miles W. of Lowestoft. It has a tine church
with a detachecl belfry, a good grammar-school,
and large printing-works. Poj.. ( 18111 ) 6669.

Bee-till, the common French name for ditl'erent

s])ecies (if liirds of the family Sylviada','or Warb-
lers ( <|.\. ).

Beehe de .Her. See Tiji;i'an<;.

Beeber. .Joha.nn Jdachi.m, chemist, was born
at Spires in Iti.S."). He ac(|uired an extensive know-
ledge of metlicine, physics, and chemistry, iind be-

came professor at .Nlaiii/. He siibse(|Ueutly lived at
\ ienna, Munich, Wiir/burg, Haarlem, and finally

London, where he tlied in l(i8'2. He was accusi-d

of charlatanry, but unquestionably he remleretl

important .services to chemistry. His I'lii/.siru

Stwternniai (l()6y) was the fii-st attemjit made
to bring physics and chemistry into dose rela-

tion. He began to construct a theory of chem-
istry, and investigated the jirocess of condmstion.
In this and his other works (including Iiislitutiinirs

Cliiiiiii<'ii\ 166'J| lies the first germ of Stahl's phlo-

gistic theory.

Beebuaiialaild. an extensive tract in South
Afriia. inhaliited by the Bechuanas, extending
from "i.S S. hit. to the Zambesi, and from '20" E.

long, to the Transvaal border. The Bechuanius
also still occupy a consideralile portion of the
Transvaal, from which the Boers never wholly
expelled them. British j>rotection extends oxer
Bechuanaland Jis far as '12" S. lat. since 1884;
more northwjird, it is under the Imperial British

South .\frica Company (see Zamijesia). To the
south of the river Molopo the teiritory has been
a crown coloTiy since 188r>; and this lias an area
of 51,(XK) .sq. m. (larger than Engl.uid without
AVales), and a pop. (1891) of 60,.376—or.-24 being
whites. The protectorate beyond has aJi area of

12(),0<M) so. m.— larger than "the Transvaal, and
almost as large as (Ireat Britain and Ireland.

Becliuaii.iland is a portion of an elevated plateaii

4()(MI to .')(KMI feet al)ove the level of the sea, and
though so ne.ir the trojiics, is suitable for the Brilisii

race. In winter there are sharj) frosts, and snow falls

in some years. The rains fall in summer, and then
oidy the' rivers are full. It is an excellent country

for cattle; sheep thrive in some parts, and there

are extensive tracts available for corn-lands ; but

it is not a wheat country on account of the summer
rains. Though aiiparently subject to droughts, it

is not more so than the Cape Colony, and the

greater portion will be available for fanning oi)era-

tions wlien the necessary dams have been con-

structed. It can be reached from Capetown, Port

Elizabeth, Durban, Delagoa Bay, and the Zambesi.

There are extensive forests to the north-east, and
to the west the Kalahari Desert, which only

reijuires wells <lug to make it inhabitable.

The enormous quantities of buck which roam
over the land attest the productiveness of the soil.

(Jold has be<;n found near Sitlagoli, and there are

indications of gold-bearing quartz reefs in many
<lirections. Diamond iferous soil is also .said to

exist in several localities ; indeed, diamonds were
discovered at Vryburg in the autumn of 1887.

The provinct! of Stellaland is principally in-

habited by Boers, and the remainder of the country

by Bechuanas. The Bechuanas are a black race,
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possessing a language in common with tlie Bantu
(q.v.) races of Soutli Africa, extending as far north

as the equator. Their ancestors are said to have

come from the north, and, progressing south-west,

met tlie Hottentots from the Cape of Good Hope
journeying north. The Bechuanas have divided

up within tlie last 150 years, and comprise the

Bahurutse, Bamangwato, Bakwena, Bangwaketse,
Barolongs, Batlapins, and Batlaros. Each trihe

has an animal as an emhlem or heraldic sign,

which it is said they hold in esteem (see ToTEM-
ISM). They have since 1832 been at enmity with
the Matabele, and in later years the Transvaal
Boers have on one pretext or another endeavoured
to occupy their country. During the native risings

in 1878, tlie Bechuanas invaded Griqualand West,
and were in turn subdued by British volunteers as

far as the Molopo. When the British government
withdrew from Bechuanaland in 1880, the natives,

being helpless, were left to the mercy of the Boers
of the Transvaal, whose harsh treatment in 1882

and 1883 led to the Bechuanaland expedition in

1884. At the beginning of the 19th century,

the Bechuanas were further in advance in

civilisation than other nations of Sovith Africa,

and they are still ahead in this respect. All im-
portant matters are decided in the public asseml)ly
of the freemen of the town, but matters are previ-

ously arranged between the chief and headmen, the
chiefs exercising real control only by personal in-

fluence and adroitness. Since 1895 the Crown
Colony has been incorporated with the Cape
Colony, the Governor of the Cape being represented
by an administrator at Vrybiirg ; while in the Pro-
tectorate, Kliama (q.v.) and the other chiefs rule
under the protectioTi of the Queen, a resident com-
missioner representing the High Commissioner of

the Cape. The Kuruman Mission of the London
Society has done good work among the Bechuanas.
See MnckenyAe'fi Austral Africa (1887) and l)Ooks
named at Cape Colony.

Becker, Karl Ferdinand, German jihilolo-

gist, was born at Liser, in the old electorate of
Treves, in 1775. For live years a teacher, he
afterwards studied medicine, and finally, in 1815,
settled as a practitioner at Offenbach. Here he
educated his own children with such success that
several families induced him to take charge of
theirs, and thus his house was converted into an
academy (1823), which he conducted till liis death
in 1849. He wrote an Ansfuhrliche Bciitsche
Graminatik (1836-39), and several other valuable
treatises on the German language.

Becker, Karl Ferdinand, a German nni-
sician, born at Leipzig in 1804, at the age of
fourteen made his first puldic appearance as a
pianist. In 1843 he was appointed professor of the
Organ at the Leipzig Conservatorium. His com-
positions for the organ have some value, but he is

best known as a writer on the history of music, and
as an important contriljutor to German nnisical
periodicals. His collection of Chorales ( 1831 ), and
Die Hausmusik ( 1840), are highly valued. He died
October 26, 1877.

Becker, Wilhelm Adolf, born at Dresden in
1796, studied theology and philology at Leipzig,
and l)ecame in 1842 professor of Archa-ology there.
He died at Meissen, 30tli September 1846. His
lively fancy, aided by a thorough knowledge of
the classic langiuiges, enalded him to make a
novel use of antiquity. In his Charicles (1840),
he ventured to reproduce the social life of ohl
Greece ; and in his Gallus (1838), to give sketches
of the Augustan age at Rome. His Handbuch
der Romisehen Alterthumer (1843-46) was, after
his death, continued by Marquardt (vols, iii.-v.

1849-68).

Beekerath, Hermann von, a German poli-

tician, was born at Krefeld, Prussia, 13th December
1801. He made a considerable fortune as a banker,
and in 1843 was elected representative of his

native town in the provincial diet. Elected to

the National Assembly at Frankfort in 1848, he
was appointed minister of linance, and shortly

after called to Berlin to construct a cabinet

;

but in this he failed. He was a resolute advo-
cate for German unity. In 1858 he Awas again
elected a member of the Prussian second chamber ;

but declined the honour on account of failing-

health. He devoted his later years to the affairs

of his native town, where he died 12th May 1870.

See Life by Kopstadt (Brunswick, 1874).

Becket, Thomas, Archbishoj) of Canterbury,
was born in London in 1118 of Norman parent-

age, his father being a wealthy merchant. That
his mother was a love-lorn Saracen is a pretty
1>ut Avholly baseless tradition. Educated at Mer-
ton Priory and in the London schools, he was
trained in knightly exercises at Pevensey Castle,

next studied theology at Paris, and then, on his

father's failure in business, was clerk for three
years in a lawyer's office. About 1142 he entered
the household of Theobald, Archlnshop of Canter-
bury, who sent him to study canonical jurisprudence
at Bologna and Auxerre, heaped preferments on
him, including the archdeaconry of Canterbury
(1154), and employed him in several important
missions. At the papal court in 1152 he had pro-

moted the cause of Henry of Anjou against that of

Stephen's son, Eustace; in 1155, the year after

Henry's accessicm, he received the office of chan-
cellor, and thus resuscitated the hopes of the English
as the first Englishman born, since the Conquest,
who had filled any high office. His duties as chan-
cellor were numerous and Imrdensome, but he
discharged them vigorously. So magnificently
liberal was he in his hosjiitality, that Henry him-
self did not live in a manner more sumptuous. He
fought like any knight in the war with Toixlouse

(1159), and would seem in everything to have
regarded himself as a mere layman, though he held
deacon's orders. The change, then, Avas all the
more sudden when in 1162 he was created Arch-
liishop of Canterbury, an office which, as it then
involved the abbacy of the cathedral monastery,
had never but twice before been held by any but a
monk or canon-regular. He resigned the chancel-
lorship, threw aside all his old courtly and luxurious
hal)its, turned a rigid ascetic, showed his liberality

only in charities, and in short became as zealous a
servitor of the cl^urch as ever before of king or
archbishop. He figured soon as a champion of her
rights against all aggressions by the king and his

courtiers, several nobles and other laymen being
excommunicated for their alienation of church pro-

perty. Henry II. , who, like all the Norman kings,

endeavoured to keep the clergy in subordination to
the state, in 1164 convoked the nobility and clergy

to a council at Clarendon (q.v.), where were adopted
the so-called ' Constitutions,' or laws relative to

the respective powers of church and state. To these,

curtailing clerical immunities, the primate at first

declared he would never consent ; but afterwards,
through the efforts of the nobles, some of the
bishops, and, finally, of the pope himself, he was
induced to give his unwilling approbation. Heniy
now began to perceive that Becket's notions and
his own were utterly antagonistic, and clearly ex-

hilnted his hostility to the prelate, whereupon
Becket tried to leave the country. For this ofi'ence

Henry charged him with breach of allegiance, in a
council held at Northampton, confiscated his goods,
and sequestered the revenues of his see. A claim
was also made on hiju for not less than 44,000 marks,
as the balance due bv him to the crown when lie
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ceaaeil t« l>e cliancellor. Becket appealed to the
pope, antl next day leavinjj Northampton in dis-

guise, escaped to Franco. He si)ent two yoars in

retirement at the Cistercian ahhey of I*onti;,niy in

linrjjfiindv ; and tlien, the piijie seeming disposed to

take uj) liis cause, lie wont to Rome, and pleadeil

personally before his hcdiness, who reinstated ium
in the see of Canterhnry. IJecket now returned to

Krance, and thence lie wrote angry letters to the
Knglish l>ishi)])s, threatening them with excom-
munication. Several ellctrts wore made to reconcile

liirn with Henry, which, liowever, i)roved futile :

hut at lengtii in 1170 an agreement was jiatched

up at Kreteval, on the borders of Touraine. The
result wa-s that Hecket returned to England, enter-

ing Canterbury amid the rejoicings of the i»eople,

who were unquestionably proud of him, and regarded
liim—whether wisely or not is another iiuestion —
as a shield from the oppressions of the nobility.

Fresh quarrels soon broke out ; excommunications
were renewed ; an<l Henrv at last exclaimed :

' Of
the cowards th.at eat my liread, is there none will

rid me of this turbulent priest?" Four knights

—

Fitzurse, Tracy, IJrito, and Morville—overheard the

ha.«ty words ; ;ind, (putting Normandy by separate

ways, on the evening of :il>th December llT't

entered Canterbury cathoflral, and slew the arch-

))isho]i l)efore the altar of St IJenedict, in the north

transept. Henry was compelled to make heavy
concessions to avoid the ban of excommiinication.

The murderers, having repaired to Kome as jjoni-

tents, were sent on a jiilgrimage to ralestine ; and,

two years after his death, Hecket was canonised,

and the anniversary of his death set apart as the

yearly festival of St Thonuus of Canterbury. In

12*20 liis lM>nes were raised from the grave in the

crypt where they had been hivstily buried two ilays

after his murdi-r. and were deposited in a spleiidiil

shrine in the Trinity Cha|»el, which for three cen-

turies continueil to be the object of one of the great

i)ilgrimages of Christendom, .and which still lives

in English literature in connection with Chancers
Cmihrhurif Tales. At the Heformation, Henry
\TII. despoileil the shrine, eraseil Heckets name
from the calendar, and ordered his liones to be
burnt and scattered to the winds. It is iliflicult

to estimate properly the character of IJecket.

We do not know what were his ultimate aims,

whether, jus some suppose, they were patriotic

—i.e. Enfjlish, as opposed to Xoniuoi, or, as

others believe, i)urely ritramontano. At all

events, the means he used for the attainment
of them was a <lespotic and irresiionsible eccle.si-

a.sticism. He admitted nothing (lone by church-

men to come within the jurisdiction of civil

courts, not even murder or theft. Fortunately

Henry wiis as ilogged a believer in his own j)owei-s

and privileges as Hecket in those of the cliurch ;

and by his obstinate good sense, England was
kept wholesomely jealous of the pretensions of

Home.
See Dr Giles's Vila ft EpUtolw f>. Tlioma- Cantnarirn-

niM ; Canon Morris'.s Life of SI Thoinaa licektt : Canon
Robertson's Life of Berkct : Dean Stanley's HiMorieal

Uemorialu of Canterhnrii : Freeman's HUtoricdl Essaim :

Hook's Lives of the Arehbishopx of Canterbury ; Fronde's

article.s on Beckct in the Nineteenth Century.

Borkford. William, born in Jamaica, lOtli

DecemlHr 170'.», in 1723 was sent to England, and
received his educatiim at Westminster. Elected an
alderman ( 17")2)and member for the city of London
(1753), he was twice Lord Mayor. As such he
showed himself a doughty Whig^^ a rival almost of

Wilkes, a man wiio dared to speak face to face

with a king. A jietition from the corporation of

London, presented by him, March 1770, to George
III., ]»eing treate<l iis unconstitutional, he, in May,
jtresented ca linn and dignified remonstrance. The

king's answer being still curt and unconeiliatorv,
Heckford, after asking leave to speak, proceedetl to

argue the ]>oint with the king. His daring, or a
cold, cost him his life, for just four weeks later he
dieil in Londim, 21st dune 1770. There is a notable
statue of him in (iuildhall.

Bcokford. William, son tif Alderman Heck-
ford, was l>orn at Fontliill, Wiltshire, 1st Octoiier

17G0. On his father's death in 1770 he inherited

an enormous property, consisting for the main part

of Fontliill and of estates in .lamaica. and esti-

mated at a million of iii<mey, upwards of l"l(to.(M)0 a
year, ^'onng ISeckford evinceil unusual intellectual

precocity ; for in his seventeenth year he compo.sed

a satirical essay, entitleil Jh'utfni/i/iirdf MeniDir.i of
Extraorfliiiiirji Painters, in which he did not spare

living artists, and a.ssailed the cant of criticism with

the jHilished weapon of wit. In 1777 he visited the

Continent, ami met Voltaire at Paris. Three years

thereafter he started on a grand continental tour,

and spent twelve months in rambling throu<;h

Flanders, (Jermany, and Italy, revisiting the last in

1782. In 17S3 he married Lady Margaret Cordon,
ilanghter of Charles, fourth Earl of .\boyne ; and
in the following year he entered parliament as one of

the members for Wells. In 17S7 IVr/Z/c/.- appeared
in French. Heckford informs us that he wrote this

tale, as it now stands, at twenty-two years of age,

and that it w.is composed at a single sitting. 'It

took me," he says, 'three days and two nights of

hard labour. I never took ofl my clothes the whoh-
time. The severe application made me \ery ill.'

An English version of \iif/ie/,\ made from an
unpublished manuscript, had been issued in 17S6.

Heckford jirofe.ssed not to know the translator

(understood to have been Samuel Henley. I>. I). ),

but tluuight his work well done. In 17S7 Heckford
sought distraction from the loss of his young wife,

a year before, in a visit to I'ortngal. In 17H0 he

sat for Hindim ; in 1794 he .iccei>ted the Chiltern

Hundreds, and again left England. Ilevisiting

Portugal, he purclia.sed an estate near ("intra, and
occujiied f<n- a time that 'paradise" which Hyroii

commemorates in Cliilde Harold. He returned to

England in 17!U»: ami in ISOl tliesi.leiidid furniture

of Fontliill was sold by auction, and the next year

his valuable collection of iiictures was disjiosed of

in London. These dispersions were no sooner made
than he began a new collection of books, pictures,

furniture, curiosities, and proceeded to erect a new
building at Fontliill, the most prominent feature of

which was a tower •27N feet high. Heckford resided

at Fontliill till IS'22, when in one of tho>e strange

vagaries of feeling of which his life was so full, he

sold the estate and house, with all its rare an<l far-

gathered ccmtents, to Colonel Fan|uliar for i"."?30,(KM).

Throe years later the great tower, which bad been

raiseil on an insecure foundation, came to the

ground. On the sale of Fontliill. Heckford re-

moved to Hath, and immediately ]iroceoded to erect

another lofty tower. While residing there, he did

not mingle in Hath .society, and the most imi)rob-

able stories concerning the rich ami morose genius

in their neighbourhood were circulated among the

citizens. During all his life, Heckford was a hard
working student, devoured by a jiassion for bof)ks.

Some of his purchases were jieriectly imperial in

their way. He bcmght (Jibbons library at Lau-
sanne, to amuse himself when he hajqiened to be in

that neighbourhood. He went there ; read in the

lierce way that ho wrote, three days and two nights

.at a sitting ; grew weary of his purchase ; ,ind

handed it over to his physician, Dr Scholl. Up till

1834 he had published nothing since Vatliek, but in

that year the literary silence of half a century was
broken by the appearance of a series of letters, en-

titled Italy, with Sketches of Spain and Portugal.

in two volumes. In the same year he republished



liis Memoirs of Extraorcfinari/ Pttinters ; and in

1835 he issued another vohime, entitled Recollec-

tions of an Excursion to the Monasteries ofAlcobaca
and Batalha, made in June 1794. From the

period of this hist publication till his death, which
took place on the 2d of May 1844, he lived in the

deepest retirement. Beckford, since the publica-

tion of liis Araliian tale, has l)een a pcnver in

English literature. His wit, his sarcasm, his power
of graphic description, may be seen in his journal

and letters ; and las higlier faculties of imaginative

conception and delineation reign in the unmatched
passages that shadow forth in gloom and glory tlie

' Hall of Elilis.' His library was sold by his great-

grandson, tlie twelfth Duke"of Hamilton,' in 1882-83,

when 5978 lots fetched no less a sum than £43,368.

See the Life of Beckford, l)y Cyrus Redding (2 vols.

1858), the reprint of VathcJ: by*M. Mallarme (Paris,

1876), and the English edition by Garnett (1893).

Becklliauil, Johaxx, was born in 1739 at
Hoya, in Hanover, and was educated at Gottingen.
After holding a professorship of Physics and
Natural History at St Petersburg (1763-65), he
was in 1766 appointed professor of Philosophy,
and in 1770 of Political Economy, at Gottingen,
where he died, February 4, 1811. In Germany he
was the lirst scientific writer on agriculture. In
England he is knoMu l)v his History of InventioHs
(5 vols. 1780-1805; Eng" trans. 1814).

Beckwitll, J. C. See Waldenses.
Beekx, Peter John, general of the Jesuits,

was l)orn at Sicliem, in Belgium, February 8, 1795.
He was early employed on various delicate niissions,

and was for many years confessor to the Duke
of Anhalt-Kiithen. In 1847 he was appointed
procurator for the itrovince of Austria, and on
the expulsion of the society in 1848, returned to
Belgium, and became rector of the college at
Louvain. He was named provincial of Austria in
1852, and as liead of his onler from 1853, displayed
an ability and tact that did much to advance the
status of Jesuits in non-Gatholic countries. He
died at Rome, March 4, 1887.

Becqnerel, Antoine Cesar, a distinguished
French pliysicist, was bcjrn in 1788, at Chatillon-
sur-Loing, in the department of Loiret. In 1808 he
entereil tlie French army as an officer of engineers,
and served with distinction in Spain. On his re-
turn to France, he was apjiointed inspector of the
Ecole Pohjtii-hniqnc : was attached to the general
stafl" of tlie army in 1814, but at the jieace of 1815
retired from tlie service. His researches and dis-
coveries were mainly in the fields

of electricity and magnetism,
and he may fairly be regarded
as one of the creators of electro-
chemistry. His laliours in this
branch of science opened to him
in 1829 the doors of the Academic
des Sciences. Among his works
were the Truite de Vtllectricite

et dii Magnetisme (7 vols.

1834-40); Mements d'&ectru-
chimie (1843); Traitc de Ph,/-
sique ; Elements dc PIi}fsi(jiir

terrestre et de Meteorolotjic (1847 1.

He died on the 19th January
1878.—His son, Alexandre
EdmonI), also an eminent ]ihy-

.sicist, was liorn at Paris, 24tli

March 1820. He was decorated witli the cross of

the Legion of Honour in 1851 ; and was appointed
professor of Physics in the Consercatoirc des Arts
et Metiers, in 1853. He died 13tli May 1891. Be-

sides his conjoint labours with his father, he made
important researches on light, on phosphorescence,

and on the conductivity and magnetic properties

of many substances. His best-known work is La
Luinierc, ses Cavses et ses Effets (1868).

BecSC, a town of Hungary, divided into Old
and New Becse, respectively on the west and east
banks of the Theiss, and 348 miles SSE. of Pesth
by rail, witli river hshery and a large trade in corn.

Pop. 22,380.

Beoskerek, a town of Hungary, in the county
of Torontal. on the Bega canal, 368 miles SSE. of

Pesth by rail. Poj). 21,934.

Bective Abbey. See Trim.

Bed, an article of furniture on which to sleep.

In ancient Palestine, the bed seems to have been
a simple kind of couch for reclining on during
the day, and .sleeping on at night, and readily
removable from place to place, as is referred to in

diflerent parts of Scripture. About the heat of the
day, Ishhosheth lay on his bed at noon ( 2 Sam. iv.

5). In receiving visitors, the king bowed himself
upon the bed ( 1 Kings, i. 47 ). Jesus saith, ' Take
up thy bed, and go unto thine house ' ( Matt. ix. 6 ).

Yet, in these early times, beds or couches must, in

some instances, have been highly ornamented :

thus, ' I have decked my bed with coverings of

tapestry, with carved works, with fine linen of

Egypt' (Prov. vii. 16). In Persia, even at the
present day, every person sleeps on a rug or piece

of carpet laid on the floor, or commonly, during the
summer, laid on the flat roof of a house. The
pillows are similar to those used in Europe, but
rather larger. It is the custom in India, on the
other hand, to sleep on a bed or couch raised on
four feet, called a charpoy. In hot climates few
lied-clothes are used—there being in general only
a single sheet employed ; care is taken, however,
to use mosquito-curtains, without which rest would
be impracticable. See Mosquito.

Greek and Roman Beds.—Representations of

ancient Greek beds and sofas are found on painted
vases and on some pieces of sculpture. These beds
plainly diflered but little from the simpler modern
forms, while the sofas or couches were in shape, in

some cases at least, exactly like those now tised.

We are enabled to form a more jjerfect idea of

ancient Roman beds than can be got from pictures

and bas-reliefs. In the wonderful collection of Pom-
peian bronzes forming part of tlie great museum at
Naples, there are three of these beds. They are

partly of bronze and partly of wood, but the
wooden portions, which were originally of walnut,
have been restored. Fig. 1 shows one of these.

It Avill be seen that it is of the couch form, and verj-

Fig. 1.—Ancient Roman Bed foimd at Pompeii.

elegant. Its length is 7 feet 6 in., its breadth 4

feet, and its height 1 foot 5 in. Curiously enough,
an ancient trundle or truckle-bed was also found
at Pompeii so recently as 1868 ; it is shown in the
museum under one of the three larger bedsteads.

The Etruscan Museum in the Vatican at Rome con-

tains an ancient bronze bed on six feet, with a bottom
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fonuetl Ht strips of metal exactly like those put on
)»nb3d au<l iron beds at the i)reseiit time, only they
are placed diaj^'onally in the old example. In short,

the bedsteads we now j)refer are more closely like

those made in Italy nearly '2<)<K> years af,'o than any
wiiich have l»een in use durin;,' the Ion;,' interval.

In Homer's time the l)eddinj; even of the richer

cla.-vses consisted of a lonj; Hbred woollen blanket
or mattress, and that of the p(M)r of a simple hiile

spread on tlie hard Hoor. Linen sheets were used
;u» covers. Later on, when (ireece had intr(Kluce<l

more luxurious habits from Asia, mattresses stuH'ed

with wool or feathers became common, aiwl of the
same mat«*rials pillows were matle. The Romans
also stutled their lieddinj^ with wool as well lus with
the soft down of geese, swans, and other birds.

Their blankets and sheets were sometimes elabo-

rately ornamente<l with patterns in colours either
woven or embroidered.
Maiiccal nnd later Bidi.—In Anglo-Saxon times,

ordinary beds appear to have been jdain wooden
l>enches tixed in rece^^es, and having sometimes ;u

least curtains in front —a kind of lied not yet en
tirely oiisulete in Sc<»tland. The liedding consisted,

no doubt, of a large sack Idled with straw, together
with a sheet <5r sheets and coverlet. Mr T.
Wright, in his Hmnr.'i of (Jthcr iMi/s, gives an
illu^tnition of a Saxon double l)ed of this natuv
with curtiiins. He also gives two woodcuts, afti i

drawings in the Harleian manuscrij)t. No. b()3, ni

two Saxon liedsteiuls, lK)x-shai)ed, with short corner

fullars terminating in balls, and with the head end
ike that of a couch, but rather higlicr. The sides

of one huM'tiiin balusters, but in thcutlier they are
plain. It is l>eiieved that these l>ed>teads were
only used by persons of rank. The same author
gives two figures <»f Norman IhxIs. One of tliese

so far resembles the isolated Saxon liedsteads, but
it hius a high panelled foot-board, and the sleei)er

lies on a slope with an oval disc ;it his head. The
second illustration shows that the tent-bed with a
toji frame ami side curtains was now in use. Lou-
auilre's Lts Arts Soiti/itiinirrs contains jiictures of

five 'oetls, taken from a French illuminated manu-
script of the I'itii century. In these the bedstead
takes the obhmg form, with four short posts and
balls, and much resembles the Anglo Saxon ones
referred to alnive. Kxcept in the (let'|) closed sides,

and that in two of them the sleeper lies in a sloping

fiosition, these scarcely diHer in general appearance
rom many plain iniMJern beds ; but at the top end
there is a large flat disc, apparently swung on
pivots, to enable the head to rest at any angle.

In the \'M\i century, beds were furnished much a.s

at present, with a stuticd ipiilt. bolster, pillows,

sheets, and co\erlets. Among tiie rich, down wjis

use»I ; but feather-l>eds did not come into general
use till the l;jth century. All clii.s.ses appear to

have Itegiin in the I.Sth century to take .a pride in

the a|tpearan<e of the bed, while those who had
sutRcient means furnished it with handsome cur-

tains and coverings. In the 14th century, Chaucer
( Dtr/ne, v. '2M) describes a luxurious feather-beil

with rich coverings. Illustrations of beds in the
following century show that the cano|)y, curtains,

and other parts had together the general appear-

ance of a modern half-tester or canoj)ied bed ; but
the tr.sti r or back and the n/urr or ro<jf were fixed

to the wall ami ceiling of the room.
The large four-post lied was introduced in the

16th century, and continued in u.se till the middle
of tiie 19th. Many of these lieds, especially of the

earlier time, were elalM)rately and beautifully

carved, and furnished with rich hangings. Inter-

eatin*^ examjiles of them are still preserved in old

mansions and cjustles in P^ngland and on the Con-
tinent. The fireat Bed of Ware, in Hertfordshire,

now at Hve House, Is of this age, and is one of the

curiosities of England. It is referred to in the
Tuxlfth Xight of Shakespeare. It mea-sures 12

feet square (see fig. 2). A kind of camp-bed wa-s

also in use in the IGth century, which was carried
about on journeys, and was frequently used in

residences in place of a stationary bed. Some of

Fig. 2.—The Great Bed of W arc.

tlie.se beds were hixuriously decorated. Francis I.

made a jiresent to Henry \'1II. of England of a
rich camp-bed of crimson velvet, embroideretl with
bands of leaves in gold, and w ith fruit of large an«l

small pearls, which had cost him 1.3,500 livres.

Mmhrii Bills.—The heavy four-iiost bed, which
was so long characteristic of a well-furnished Eng-
lish liedroom, is becoming a thing of the jiast. The
comparatively recent and scarcely le.ss massive half

tester bed, which suited so well for the tlisplay of

the more handsome fnrnitiire-woods, has also gone
out of fjishicm. Even the much lighter f<mr-post

tent-beil, or its later form without the curtained
roof, called the French bed, that was so recently to

be seen in nearly every well-to-do working-man's
liou.se in (Jreat Hritain, is fast disappearing.

F'or the past tifty years, bedsteads of iron

and brass have been slowly gaining ground, ami
they are now all but universal in newly-furnished
houses. Birmingham, the great British centre

of light metal goods, furnishes us with some
curious statistics concerning this liranch of the

trade. For that town and its neighbourhood, some
400 metallic bedsteads represented the weekly j)ro-

duction in 184!>. This number had increaseii to

5000 per week in IHti."). while in l.SS.") the weekly
output was Imt little short of 20,000. London,
Manchester, (Jlasgow, and Bristol have also exten-

sive manufactories of these bedsteads, which are

exported in large numbers to most British colonies,

as well as to South America, Egjpt, China, and
Japan. Some are shipped to the Unitetl States,

but they are now being made there in considerable

quantities. Nearly all the continental nations of

Europe manufacture these metallic bedsteads ex-

tensively for their own use. Beds in (Jermany are

almost always made of a width suitable for one
person only. This is largely the case in most
countries of continental Europe.
An iron bedstead is very simply constructed.

The strong iron bars forming the sides have simple
dovetail joints at the corner pillars, which, as well

as the rails for the toj) and bottom ends of the bed,

are made of iron or brass tubing, or of both. The
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exposed portions used to be decorated with painted

flowei-s and giklinp, but more usually now the

ornament consists of polisliod surfaces, more or less

relieved with brass, nickel, or silver-plated joints

and mountings. The price of these varies from six

shillings for a plain stump bedstead, to £50 or even

£100 for a canopied bedstead with much silver-

Elating. An excellent bedstead of this kind can,

owever, be hail for £8.

Alarum Bedsteads.—At the Great Exhibition of

1851 two 'Alarm Bedsteads' were exhibited. One
of these was shown in operation, and caused much
amusement, since it was so contrived that by the

removal of a pin the foot end fell to the ground
and threw the occupant on the floor. Such a bed-

stead has attached to it a clock with an alarum dial-

plate which can be set to any hour. When the

f»roper time comes round, the clockwork, acting upon
evers and wires, causes the legs of the bedstead to

be drawn from under it by means of a weight
attached to the clock. It was expected that these

bedsteads would be used by hotel -keepers and
others for wakening servants in proper time, but
very few appear to have been made.

Mcdtresscs.—Hair and straw mattresses are too

common to reqixire any description. Covered spring

mattresses filled with ware springs, held in position

by chair-web, are now a good deal used. Some
yeare ago a woven wire-spring mattress was in-

vented in America, and of it large numbers have
been made. In this, thin wire is twisted into

small coils, which are interlocked by a process

known as double weaving. About 8000 feet of

wire are required to make one of these of ordinary
size. It is considered soft and comfortable, and
has been found serviceable in cases of protracted

sickness (see also Air-beds and Water-beds).
Stronger spring mattresses, which are really spring
and chain mattresses, one kind of which is called

'the Excelsior,' are also coming much into use.

These spring mattresses are usually covered with
another thin mattress stufted with hair or wool,
feather-beds being now rarely used.

Mats and Pilloics in Warm Countries.—In most
parts of Africa, and the tropical and subtropical
islands of the Pacific Ocean, it is a common custom

Fig. 3.—Various forms of PiUows :

a, pillow used by the natives of the Zambesi Delta ; h, from
Swaziland, South-east Africa; o, ancient wooden pillow from
the Tombs of Thebes ; d, .Japanese lacquered wooden pillow
with cushion ; e, wooden pillow from Fiji Islands.

to sleep on mats of some vegetable fibre, but some-
times skins are used for this purpose. Many South
American Indians sleej) on hammocks suspended

from the roofs of tents or from trees. At least one
form of the ancient Egyptian bedstead appears to

have been like the one still common in that country,
namely, a low frame formed of wicker-work of palm-
sticks. Much more curious, hoNvever, is the pillow
used in Egypt in ancient times, since it forms the
type of many used at the present time in far-distant

countries. These Egyptian pillows or head-rests
were generally made of wood, but sometimes of

alabaster or earthenware. Fig. 3, <\ represents one
of wood, from the Tombs of Thebes. The same kind
of wooden pillow or support for the head is still

found in Abyssinia, the delta of the Zambesi, and
in that direction as far south as Swaziland. It is

also used in the country around Lake Tanganyika,
in Ashanti, and in other parts of Africa. Much
the same form of head-rest is made in the Fiji

Islands, in Tahiti, and in New (iuinea : while in

China and Japan we find a somewhat similar
jiillow of wooil, lacquered it may be, with a small
cylindrical cushion on the top. The preceding
figures show several of these ^lillows.

In geology, bed is synonymous, or nearly so, with
Stratum (q. v.

) ; and see Geology, also the articles

Bala Beds, Bembridge Beds, Maestricht Beds,
PuRBECK, Eocene, &c.
Bedsores are the subject of a separate article

(see p. 16); and Bed of Justice is dealt with also

on page 16 below.

IS^darieux« a town of France, department of

Herault, situated on the river Orb, 27 miles

NNW. of Beziers by rail. It is neat and well

built, with manufactures of cloths and woollen
goods, hats, paper, leather, and oils. There are

glass-works and a copper-foundry at Clairac, in the
neighbourhood. Pop. 6046.

Bedchamber, Lords of the, officers in the
British royal household, twelve in number, who,
in the reign of a king, wait in turn upon the .sove-

reign's person. They are under the groom of the
stole, who attends his majesty only on state occa-

sions. There are also thirteen grooms of the bed-

chamber, who take their turns of attendance. The
salary of the groom of the stole is £2000 ; of the
lords of the bedchamber, £1000 ; and of the grooms,
£500 a year. These offices in the reign of a queen
are performed by ladies. Corresponding to the groom
of the stole is the mistress of the robes, and to the
grooms of the bedchamber are bedchamber women.
These offices are objects of high ambition, from the

access they give to the person of the soverei^, and
are for the most part filled hy ' the prime nobility

of England.' In 1839 the queen's refusal to part
with the ladies of her bedchamber, on the occa-

sion of a change of government, led to Sir Robert
Peel's declining to form a ministry, and to Lord
Melbourne's return to ottice. The incident wa.s

playfully called 'The Bedchamber Plot.' See
Household (The King's or Queen's), and Mrs
Armytage, Old Court Customs and Modern Court
Ride{\^m-
Beddgelert ('grave of Gelert'), a Carnarvon-

shire village, wliich is a great tourist centre, near
Aberglaslyn Pass, 12 miles SE. of Carnarvon. The
grave of the legendary hound of Llewellyn (see

Gellert) is marked by a few stones. The ascent

of SnoAvdon is often made from this ' gem of Welsh
\illages,' which is tlie principal scene of Southey's
Madoc.
Beddoe, John, anthropologist, born at Bewdley,

Worcestershire, in 1826, was educated at Bridg-

north, L^niversity College, London, and Edinburgh
University, graduating B.A. of London in 1851,

and M.D.' of Edinburgh in 1853. He served as a
civil surgeon during the Crimean war, and after-

wards estiiblished himself in practice at Clifton.

He is the author of Statrirc and Bulk ofMan iv thr
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British Islfs (1870), Tin- Junes of Britain (1886),

and other iintliropologicjil anil ethnoli)gical works.

Beddoes. Thomas, physician, lx)rn at Shitl-

nal, Siiropsiiire, in 17tJ<), passed from Bridgnortli

jjraniinar-schtK)! to Peniltroke Collej^e, Oxford, and
afterwards studied niedioine at Edinburj;li and
London. In 1788, after taking liis M.I), at Oxford,

he was ajtpointed reader in chemistry there, but
his .xympatliies with the French Revolution
rendereil his post so uncomfortable that he re-

signed it in 179*2, and retirin;,' into tlie country,

MTTOte his work On the Nature of Denion.strutivc

Emdem-e. Several patriotic pamphlets followed,

and the Hintonj of Isaac Jenkins, in which he
laid down, in a pojiular style, rules of sobriety,

health, ^.c. for the workinj;-cla.sses. Of this work
4<),U(X) coities were sold in a short time. He
married Anna, sister of Maria Edjjeworth. In

1798, after careful study of the use of artificial or

medicated ;^a.ses in the cure of diseases, especially

consumjition, aided by his father-in-law, Mr Edge-
wortii, ami pecuniarily assiste<l by iiis friend,

Thomas NN'edgwoiMl, he opened a ' pneumatic ' hos-

pital at Clifton. It tlid not succeed in its main
object, whicii Wii.s to show that all iliseiuses l)eing

referable to an undue proportion or deficiency of

some elementary principle in tlie liuman organism,
could be cured by l)reatliing a medicated atmo-
sphere ; ami Iteddocs, wln)se zeal had altateil, re-

tired from it in 1801. He died '24th December
1808. The chief result of I>e<ldoes" enterprise was
the introduction t<» the world of Sir Humiihry
Davy, wlio wiis the superintendent of the institu-

tion, and wiio says of Heildoes :
' He had talents

whicli would have exalted him to the jdnnade
of philos(jpliical eminence, if tliey hail been applied

witli discretion ;" and Southey wrote on hearing of

his death: 'From IJediloes I hope«l for more goo<l

to the human race than anv other individual.'

S..- tb.- \.\U' of IJcd.loes by DrStwk (1811).

Beddoes, Thdmas Lovell, elde.«»t son of

the above, and nephew of Maria Edgeworth,
was Ixirn at Clifton, •20th July 1803. From Bath
grammar-school he pa.-iscd in 1S17 to the Charter-

house, and tliencc in 1S'20 to IViiibroke College,

Oxford. In 18'2'2 he publislied Thr Briile's Traffedif,

which achieved a brilliant succes.^. In 18'2.') he
went to (liittingen to stu<ly medicine, and thence-

forth le<l a strange wamleiing life as doctor and
democrat, in (Jermany ami Switzerland, with occa-

sional visits to England. Fn»m 18'2o be was en-

gaged in the composition of a drama. Death's Jest-

book, which, with his poems and a memoir by
Kelsall, appeared in I80O-0I. The story of his

•lealh bv suicide at Ba.sel ('26th January 1849)

was tt)lJ for the lirst time in Mr Gos.se's memoir
prefixed to his edition of the I'oetieal Works (2
vols. 1S9<J). The poems of Beddoes, almost all

nominally dramatic, exhibit no power of char-

acterisation, no ability in the ccmduct of a story
;

but the fullness of thought and image, the tone of

music, ami the depth of colour are marvellous.

Bede, or B.kda. the Vknekahle, the greatest

name in the ancient literature of England, was boni

in the neighbourhood of Monkwearmouth, in the

county of Durham, about the year 673 .v.I>. He
wa.s educated under the care of the learned and
liberal abbot, Benedict Biscop, and his succe.s.sor,

( eolfrid, in the Benedictine abbey at Monkwear-
mouth, to which the young scholar came an orphan
child in his seventh year. Ultimately he entered

the monastery at Jarrow, an olfshoot of tlie same
foundation, and here he remained until his death.

Here he took deacon's orders in his nineteenth
year, and was ordained jtriest in bis thirtieth, by
John of Beverley, then Bishop of Hexham. In the

shelter of his quiet and .sacred retreat he devoted

himself to study, while he was diligent in observing
the discipline of his order, as well as in the daily

service ot the monaster}- church. His industry was
enormous, and he was continually employed in

reading, writing, and teaching. Besides Latin and
(Jreek, classical as well as patristic literature, he
studied Hebrew, medicine, astronomy, and prosody.

He wrote homilies, lives of saints, hymns, ejiigrams,

works on chronology and grammar, and commen-
taries on the books of the Old and New Testament.
His calm and gentle spirit, the humanising character
of his pursuits, and the holiness of his life, present

a striking contrast to the turbulent temner of his

time. When labouring under disease, ana near the
close of his life, he engaged in a translation of St
John's Gosnel into Anglo-Saxon, and dictated his

version to iiis pupils. The well-known story of

how he finished the last sentence of his version on
the ver>- day of his death casts a light on the serene

and simple piety of his life. His brethren had all

gone to the festival, and he was left alone with the
scribe. ' Dearest master,' .said the latter, ' there is

one chapter wanting, and it is hard for thee to

(luestion thyself.' ' No, it is easy," said he ;
' take

tliy pen and write (juickly.' When evening came,
the young scribe said, " There is yet one more
sentence, dear master, to write out.' He
answeie<l, ' Write (piickly.' Shortly after the boy
said, 'Now it is finished.' 'Well,' said the a^ed
saint, ' tluui hast spoken truly "it is finished.

"

Then he ba«le them place him where he could
look on the spot on wiiicli he was wont to kneel
in prayer. Then he chanted the (Horin I'atri,

and as he uttered the words 'the Holy Cliost,'

he Ijreathed his bust, and 'so ])iissed to the king-

dom in heaven,' on the day of the Feiust of the

Ascension, '26th May 735. He was buried in

the monastery of Jarniw : long afterwards (in the

middle of the 1 1th century) his bones were removed
to Durham. His most valuable work is the Hi,s-

turia E<r/e.sia.stira (!< iiti.s An<iliiriini, an ecclesiixs-

tical history of England, in five liooks, to which we
are indebted for almost all our information on the

ancient liist<iry of England down to 731 A. I). Bede
gained the materials for this work jiartly from
Boman writers, but chiefly from native chronicles

and biographies, records and jmblic documents,
and oral and written communications from his

contemp<naries. King Alfred translated it into

.Anglo-Saxon. At the close of his great work he
gives the names of the thirty-seven books which he
had written uj) to 731. His Ik Sej: .Etaiiliiis

Miindi wjis an imjiortant book in chronology.
'First,' says (Jreen, 'among English scholars, first

among English theologians, first among English
hi.storians, it is in the monk of Jarrow that English
literature strikes its roots. In the six hundred
schijlars who gathered round him for instruction,

he is the father of our national education.' Among
the editions of Bede's History may be noticed: the

first, su])i)osed to have been printed at Strasburg
about 1473, othei-s, more correct, at the same place,

in 1483 and in 1500 ; a much better edition, by
Canon J. Smith ( Cambridge, 17'22) ; one not less valu-

able, bv J. Stevenson (2 vols. Lond. 1838); another,

by the late Dr Hu.ssey ( Oxford, 1846 ) ; that by (\. H.
Moberley at the Clarendon Pre.ss ( 1869 | ; and that

bv Holder ( Freiburg, 1882). Editions of his com-
!)lete works have been published in Parts (6 vols,

olio, 1544-45), Basel (8 vols. f(dio, 1563), Cologne
(1612 and 1688), at London in 12 vols, by Dr (Jiles

(1843-44), and at Paris by J. P. Migne as vols,

xc.-xcv. in the Patrologia- Citrsus Conipletus ( 1844).

English versions of the En/esiastiral History
were published by Stapleton in 1655; bv Stevens
in 17'23 ; by Hurst in 1814 ; by Dr Ciles in 1840;

and by L. Cidley (1870). See also H. H. Han.son's

Essays on Bede's Ecclesiastical History
(
1888 ).
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Bedeail. Marie Alphonse, a French general,
bom near Nantes in 1804, entered tlie army in

1825. Sent in 1836 to Algeria, as ooniniandant of

a battalion he took part in most of the military
operations, and in 1847 was for three montlis
governor of Algeria. In 1848 lie was commissioned
by Mai-shal Bugeaud to suppress the February
revolution in Paris, but failed. He took office

under tlie Provisional Government, and was named
vice-president of the Constituent Assembly, always
voting witli the Republican party. Along with
Cavaignac and Lamoriciere he was arrested in

December 18ol, and went into exile; he died at
Nantes, 30th October 1863.

Bedegliar (Persian and Arabic bdddwar,
literally ' wind-brought ;

' sometimes explained as
made up of Persian bad, 'wind,' and Arabic ward,
' rose "

), a remarkable Gall
(
q. v. ) of roundish shape,

but covered with shaggy branched jirocesses, like
those familiar in the moss-rose, often found on the
branches of various species of rose, particularly
of the sweet-brier, upon which account it is some-
times called sweet-brier sponge. Although of
course sharing the astringent properties of galls in
general, it has long ceased to be of any medicinal
repute.

Bedell, William, Bishop, born at Black Not-
ley, Essex, in 1571, was educated at Emmanuel
College, Cambridge. From 1602 to 1613 he was
incumbent of St Mary's at Bury St Edmunds,
save that during 1607-11 he was chaplain to Sir
Henry Wotton, the British ambassador to Venice,
where he made the friendship of Father Paul
Sarpi. In 1616 he retired to the neighbouring
pailsh of Horningsheath, whence in 1627 he was
called to become provost of Trinity College, Dublin.
Two years afterwards he was promoted to the
united bishoprics of Kilmore and Ardagh, the latter
of which he resigned in 1633. He immediately set
himself to reform the crying abuses that prevailed
in his diocese, and with so happy a combination
of wisdom, firmness, and charity, that even his
enemies were constrained to do homage to his
virtues. The translation of the Old Testament
into Irish was accomplished under Bedell's direc-
tion (the New had been already translated). On
the breaking out of the rebellion in 1641, his
popularity for some time saved his family from
violence, his being the only English house in
County Cavan that was spared. At length he
was seized and imprisoned in Loughoughter Castle.
He was soon allowed to remove to the house of a
Protestant clergyman at Drumlor, but there catch-
ing a fever, he died 7th Febraary 1642. See the
Life by his son, edited by T. W. Jones for the
Camden Society (1872).

Bedford, the county town of Bedfordshire, is

situated on the navigable Ouse, 49 miles NNAV.
of London by rail, and in the midst of a broad ex-
panse of rich pasture and corn lands. The Ouse is

spanned here by two brid^'es—a stone one of five
arches, 306 feet long, built in 1811 at a cost of
£15,000, and an iron one, built in 1888 at a cost of
£6000. Bedford itself is clean and well paved, and
the drainage and water-supply have been greatly
improved. The charitable and educati(uial insti-
tutions are mostly due to Sir W. Harpur, Lord
Mayor of London (d. 1574). He in 1566 founded
a free school, and endowed it with 13 acres of land
in Holborn. Tlie enormously increased value of
the property (from £150 to £15,000 a year) enables
the trustees to maintain grammar, modern, and pre-
paratory schools for boys, the same class of schools
for girls, and almshouses. Under the scheme
(1874) of the Endowed School Commissioners, the
funds are divided thus : One-eleventh to the alms-
houses ; two-elevenths to elementary education

;

four-elevenths to the gramniar-.school and liigh-

school for girls ; and four-elevenths to the modern
schools. The county school was opened in 1869.
The chief manufacture is that of agricultural im-
plements. Lace-making is also carried on ; straw-
plaiting has declined. An embankment beside the
Ouse forms a pretty promenade ; and a people's park
of 60 acres m as opened in 1888. Bedford returns one
member (till 1885 two) to ])arlianient. Pop. (1851)
12,693 ; ( 1891 ) 28,023. Bedfoiil is of great antiquity,
and is mentioned in the Anrjlo-Saxou Chnniiclr.
under the name of Bedican-fortha, as the scene of a
battle between the Britons and Saxons in 571. The
Danes burnt it in 1010. Afterwards its old castle,
said to have been built by Edwar»l the Elder, is fre-

quently mentioned in history. Bnnyan (q.v.), who
was born at Elstow, near Bedford, was for twelve
years a prisoner in Bedford gaol, and ministered
to the Nonconformist congregation in Mill Lane
from 1672 to his death in 1688. His chapel has
been twice rebuilt, in 1707 and 1849 ; but his chair
and other relics of him are preserved ; whilst a
colossal bronze statue of him b.\- Boelim Mas erected
at the cost of the Duke of Bedford in 1874. New
buildings for the grammar-school were opened in
1891, and the recreation-ground of 22 acres gifted
by the Diike of Bedford in 1894. In 1894 a bronze
statue of John Howard (q.v.) was erected.

Bedford College. See Women'.s Kight.s.

Bedford, John, Duke of, third son of Henry
IV., was born about 1389. During his father's

lifetime he was governor of Berwick-upon-Tweed,
and warden of the Scottish marches. In 1415
his brother, Henry V., created him Duke of Bed-
ford ; and during the war with France he was left

in command of the forces in England. After
Henry's death (1422), Bedford went to France
to look after the interests of the infant prince,
his nephew. Tlie regency of France he offered

to the Duke of Burgundy, who refused it ; he
then assumed it himself. On the ^ death of

Charles, a few months after Henry V., Bedford
had his nephew proclaimed king of France and
England, as Henry VI. In the wars with the
dauphin which followed, Bedford displayed great
generalship, and defeated the French in several

battles—most disastrously at Verneuil in 1424.

But, in consequence of the rather parsimonious
way in which men and money were doled out to

him from England, and the withdrawal of the
forces of the Duke of Burgundy, he was unable to

take full advantage of his victories. The appear-
ance of Joan of Arc, notwithstanding Ms utmost
energy, was follo^^•ed by disaster to the English
arms ; and in 1435 a treaty of peace was negotiated

at Rouen between Charles VII. and the Duke
of Burgundy, which effectually ruined English
interests in France. The death of Bedford, which
took place September 19, 1435, fourteen days before

the ratification of that treaty, was mainly, if not
altogether, occasioned by his anxiety and vexation
on account of the union thus formed. Bedford,

who was a patron of letters, purchased and removed
to London the Royal Library of Paris, consisting of

900 volumes. For the present dukedom of Bedford,

see Russell.

Bedford Level, an extensive tract of flat

land in the east of England, embracing nearly

all the marshy district called the Fens. It

extends inland around the Wash into the six

counties of Northampton, Huntingdon, Cambridge,
Lincoln, Norfolk, and Suffolk, and has an area of

about 750,000 acres. Its inland boundary forms a
horseshoe of high lands, and reaches the towns
or villages of Brandon, Milton (near Cambridge),
Earith, Peterborough, and Bolingbroke. It is

divided into three jiarts—the north level, between
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the rivers Welland and Nene ; the iiiuMle, between
the Nene and the < Md Bedford Hiver ; and the

south, extending to Stoke, Felt well, and Milden-
hall. It is intersected hy many artihcial channels,

as well as by the lower parts of the rivers Nene,
Cam, Ouse (Great and Little), Welland, (Hen,

Lark, and Stoke. It receives the waters of the

whole or parts of nine counties. This district

.seems to have \teen a great forest at the time of

the Romans, who cut the forest down, formed great

embankments to exclude the tide, and remlered
the tract for a time a fertile inhabited region.

In the 13th century, viident incursions of the sea

stopped the outflow of the rivers, and it became a
mora.v<. The practicability of draining this exten-
sive region .seems to have been thought of iv* early

as 143t>, and many partial .attemjits were made
after this. The first ett'ectual efVort was in IG.'U,

when Francis, Earl of Bedford, after whom the
district was thenceforth called, ol»tained, along
with thirteen others, a grant of n.'),(K)<> acres of

the reclaimed land on coiulition of draining the

level. The work was jiartially accomplished in

three years, at a cost of £100,000; but was pro-

nounced inadequate by government. Charles I.

tried to get the work, with a greatly increa,«ed

}>remium, into his own hands ; but the civil war
stoppe<l further progress. In l(j4!> parliament con-

firme<l William. Karl of Bedford, in the rights

granteil to his father; and after a fresh outlav of

£:^),000, the contract was fullilled. In 16X8 a
corporation was forme<l for the management of the

level. The middle level has always been the mo.^t

difficult to manage : an<l the work on it, with one
drain 11 miles hmg. was only comjileted in bS.V2

at a cost of f400, 000. The St (iermains sluice,

at the confluence of that drain with the Uuse, was
(ronsidere<i j)erfectly secure. But in May 1862 it

gave way under the pressure of a strong tide, and
the western bank of the middle-level drain burst,

Ki)ee<lily Hooding iilMmt WXHl acres of fertile land.

This led to the constnuticm of a nermanent coffer-

dam of pile-work to shut otl" tiie titlal waters;
and for tlie drainage of the middle level, Slaters-

Lode sluice was taken advantaj,'C of; siphon pipes

being laid over the cofl'erdam, the Hood waters let

oil" by them and by drains, the siphons acting as

permanent sluice.

See Heathcote's RemiiiU'icdirtS of Fun and Mere {\f<H\)

;

tlie Duk.- of IJfdfonl's <;ii'il Af/ririiltinal K.i'nle (1X07 ).

Bedfordshire, a midland coiinty of England,
surrounded by Huntingdon. Cambridgeshire, Herts,

Bucks, and Northamjitonshire. It stands 37th of the

40 Engli.sh counties in size, ami 36th in pojmlation.

Extreme length, 31 miles; breadth, 2.) ; area. 461

sq. m. The general surface is level, with gentle

undulations. In the south, a range of chalk-liills,

liranching from the Chiltems, crosses Bedfonl-

shire in a north-east direction from Dunstable, and
another parallel range runs from Ampthill to

near the juncticm of tlie Ivel with the Uu.se. Be-

tween the latter ridge and the north-west jtart

of the county, where the land is also s<unewhat

hillv, lies the corn vale of Bedford. No hill in

B<'dfordshire much exceeds .3<X) feet in height. The
chief rivers are the Ouse (running through the

centre of the county, 17 miles in a direct line, but

45 by its windings), navigable to Bedford : and its

tributary, the Ivel, navigable to Shetlonl. By
these rivers Bedfordshire communicates with the

counties of Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Norfolk.

The south and .south-east parts of the county

c<msist of chalk, and the north and north-west of

oolitic strata. Freestone is quarried, as well as

chalk or clunch, to be burnt for lime. The soil

varies greatly. In the south of the county it is

chalk thinly' covered with earth, and fit only for

sheep-walks; but three-fourths of the county is

clay, which is very stiff between the Ivel and Ouse.
A rich gravellv loam exists along the rivers. In
the vale of Beilford the soil is chiefly rich clay and
deep loam ; and to the north the clay is stitt', poor,

and wet. There are extensive market-gardens,
especially on the rich deep loams. Bedfordshire is

the most exclusively agricultural county in Eng-
land, its eultivated ;irea being SS"! per cent.,

against 793 for the whole kingdom. Pop. (1801)
63,393; (1881) 149,473; (1891) 160,709. The
principal proprietor is the Duke of Bedford

;

and iiis seat, \Vo1mrn Abbey, is the chief

mansion. Lace-making and straw-plaiting— for

which Dunstable is celebrated—are leading in-

dustries, and they are carried on almost entirely

by w<jmen. Bedfordshire is divided into nine
hundreils and 122 parishes. Two members of

parliament are returned for the county of Bedford-
shire, one for the Biggleswade, and one for the
Luton division. .Many British and lioman an-

tiquities exist in the county, as well as the
ruins of several monasteries, and some line relics of

Komanes(jue and (lot hie architecture among the

parish churches. Three Koman roads crossed the

county, and several earthwork camps remain.

KedlaiU (now otlicially written Bcf/ilem), the
LoiHJoii lunatic asyhim, originally founded in 1247

as a itriory at Bishopsgate, its mother-church being
St >Iary's of liethlehem (or Bedleem in AVyelif's

spelling). It is spoken of as a ho.spital for lunatics

in 1472, and as such it was grante<l at the dissolu-

tion to the mayor and citizens of London, being
incorporated as a royal foundation in 1547. In 1676

it W!is transferred to Mocjihelds, and in 1815 to

St (Jeorges Fields, Lambeth. This the juesent

hospital was extended in 18.38; but when Broad-

moor was built in 1863, the criminal wings were
pulled down, so that it now accommodates 3(X)

patients. In the old Moorlields days, tlie manage-
ment of Bedlam was dejdorable. The patients were
exhibiU'il to the public, like wild beasts, as we
see in Hogarth's picture, and read in I'epys and
Boswell : whilst partial convalescents, with badges
on their arms, were turned out to wander and beg
in the streets. Edgar, in Kin'j Lear, personates

one of these 'Tom-o -Beillams.' This practice,

however, would seem to have been stopped by
1675.

Bedlilliftoil Terrier, a breed originated

about till- beginning of tiie 19th century by Mr
Aynsley of 15edliiigton, near Morpeth, in North-

umberland, to wliicli county it was almost entirely

(•(mtined for many years. Its chief points are

the following: Muzzle, long and fine, but very
powerful ; head, high in the skull and rather

narrow, tlie hair on the top being .softer and of a
lighter colour than on the rest of the body ; eyes,

small, dark, and slightly sunk ; ears, rather large

and filbert-shaped, hanging close to the cheeks, and
slightly feathered ; neck, long, slender, but muscu-
lar ; body, well ]>roi)ortioned, and deep chested,

though rather lightly ribbed; legs, straight and
somewhat long ; tail, of moderate length, tapering

to a point, with no feather ; coat, tine but not

soft, short and rather thin; colour, liver or sandy,

with llesh-coloured nose, or l)lue-black, with black

nose, the latter being the commoner colour ; weight,

from 16 to 20 lb. ; height, 13 inches. The Bedling-

ton terrier is remarkably high couraged, and makes
a si)lendid vermin dog, on account of its activity

and pluck, and will face even an otter or badger

without Hinching. It also makes a capital water-

dog, anil may be broken to the gun, for which
jjurpose its speed and cleverness make it highly

useful.

Bediiiar, Alfon.so de Cueva, ^Lvrqui.s de,

bom in 1572, won an enduring notoriety on account
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of his daring anil unscrupulous plot for the destruc-

tion of Venice, to which city he had been appointed

ambassador from the court of Spain in 1607. He
first leagued himself secretly with the Duke of

Ossuna, viceroy of Naples, and Don I'edro of Toledo,

governor of Milan, then purchased the services of

a large number of foreign mercenaries, while

Ossuna furnished him with a band of privateers,

or rather pirates. The day chosen for carrying

out his purpose was that on which the doge

wedded the Adriatic, when all Venice was intent

on beholding the august ceremony. Fortunately,

the night before, one of the conspirators betrayed

tlie plot. Several persons were executed ; but
curiously enough, Bedmar, the arch-delinquent,

was only dismissed. The event forms the subject

of Otway's Venice Preserved. Bedmar now went
to Flanders, where he became president of the

council, and in 1622 was made a cardinal by the

pope. He then went to Home, and finally returned

to Spain as Bishop of Oviedo, where he died in

1655.

Bednor', Bednur, or Nagae, a decayed city,

now a village, of Mysore, India, situated in the

midst of a basin in a rugged tableland of the

Western Ghats, at an elevation of more than 4000
feet above the sea, 150 miles NW. of Seringa-

patam. It was at one time the seat of government
of a rajah, and its pop. exceeded 100,000. In 1763

it was taken by Hyder Ali, who pillaged it of pro-

perty to the estimated value of £12,000,000, and
subsequently established an arsenal here.

Bed of Justice ( Fr. lit de justice ), literally,

the seat or throne occupied by the Frencli monarch
when he w as present at the deliberations of parlia-

ment. Historically, a bed of justice signified a
solemn session, in ^vhich the king was present to

overrule the decisions of parliament, and to enforce

the acceptance of edicts or ordinances which it had
previously rejected. The theory of the old French
constitution was that the authority of parliament
was derived solely from the crown ; consequently,

when the king, the source of authority, was
present, that which was delegated ceased. Acknow-
ledging such a principle, the parliament was logi-

cally incapable of resisting any demand that the
king in a bed of justice might make, and decrees

promulgated during a sitting of this kind were held
to be of more authority than ordinary decisions

of parliament. Monarclis were not slow to take
advantage of this power to overawe any parliament
that exhibited signs of independence. The last bed
of justice was held by Louis XVI. at Versailles in

September 1787, when the whole parliament were
arrested and confined in prisons in difi'erent parts of

France.

Bedos de €elles, Dom Francois, a Benedic-
tine nu)nk of the congregation of St Maur, and the
most learned and practical master of the art of

organ-building in the 18th century. He Avas born
at Caux in 1706, and entered his order in 1726
at Toulouse. He was elected a member of the
Academy of Sciences in 1758 ; in 1766-78 was
published for the academy his great Mork, UArt
du Fucteur d'Orgues, in 4 vols, large folio, with
137 cojiperplates, beautifully executed. He died in

1770.

Bed'oilillS (Aral). Beddtm, 'dwellers in the
desert') are Aral)s avIio lead a nomadic life. The
most ancient notices found in Scripture agree, in
their descriptions of the manners and customs of

the Bedouins, with the facts of the present time.
As nomads, the Bedouin Arabs have no united
history, but only a collection of genealogies. They
have but seldom appeared as a united people
taking a prominent part in the world's politics, and
have never been entirely held in subjection by any

foreign power. The desert of Arabia is their central

place of abode ; but even in ancient times they had
spread themselves over the deserts of Egypt and
Syria ; and in later times they entered Mesopo-
tamia and Chaldea. The conquest of Northern
Africa in the 7th century opened up to them still

vaster tracts. At present they are to be found
from the western boundary of Persia to the Atlantic,

and from the mountains of Kurdistan to the negro
countries of Soudan. In the cultivated lands of

^Mesopotamia, Chaldea, the Syrian confines, Bar-
bary, Nubia, and the north of Soudan, the Arabs
are found intermingled with other nations ; but in

the deserts they have maintained their distinct

character and indejtendence. They form a seventh
part of the population of Arabia. The charac-
teristics of the Bedouins, as herdsmen and robbers
in the desert, are intimately connected with the
nature of their habitation. Their abstinent, pre-

carious, and often solitary mode of life makes
them disposed to exercise mutual hospitality ; but
their independence, love of liberty, and other good
qualities, are associated with violent passions and
an infamous love of plunder, reckless of the rights

of property. Thej^ are lean, sinewy, and active,

but commonly below middle stature. Their senses,

especially sight, are keen ; the nose is commonly
aquiline ; in complexion they are of various shades
of brown. With the exception of certain tribes in

Syria, all the Bedouins are professedly Moham-
medans, but are as much Saba^ans, and have, be-

yond a belief in one God, extremely little religion.

Clergy are unknown, except where dread of the
Wahabis extends. Though the Bedouin's intel-

lectual powers are naturally good, they are miser-

ably destitute of solid knowledge. Tlieir endless

tales and poetical ettusions show a wonderful
activity of imagination and an oriental love of

hyperbole. The relation of the sexes to each other

is less constrained than among the settled peoples

of the East. Bigamj- is rare, polygamy scarcely

known ; divorce of the wife is extremely common
and easy. Their diet is principally derived from
their herds, but includes rice, a few vegetables,

honey, locusts, and even lizards. They manu-
facture their own woollen clothing. Many tribes

shave the head ; but among all the beard is a
favourite object of cultivation. The political

condition of the Bedouin is patriarchal. One
or more families form the core of a tribe, anil

constitute a kind of aristocracy. Out of their

number the sui)erior sheikh is elected, who leads

those of the tribe that choose to follow, and the

Iiddi, who judges between such litigants as accept

his award. But custom is law, and each tribesman
is his own executive. This sketch of the Bedouin
applies chiefly to the true nomads, or ' dwellers in

the desert,' and is subject to modifications with
regard to tribes in Barbary, Syria, and Mesopo-
tamia, who practise agriculture, and dwell in

houses.

Bed-sores are often a very troublesome com-
plication of disease, to which a jjatient is liable

when, confined for a long time to bed, he is either

unable or is not allowed to change his position.

They attack the skin over bony prominences,

especially the lower i)arts of the spine, the haunch
bones, the heel, and the elbow. The skin becomes
red at first, and its surface is gradually abraded

;

this may end in the death of a portion of the

skin, which separates as a sluwjli, and a deep
ulcer appears beneath it. General debility, the

continued fevers (especially tyjjhoid), paralysis,

and old age, are strong predisposing causes. The
immediate causes are continuous pressure on
the attected parts and a lack of care in nursing

;

as, for instance, incomplete cleanliness, where
the evacuations escape involuntarily, and where
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tlie nmlersheet is not kept smootli and free from
irritating particles. The j)atient sometimes com-
f)lains of a sense of discomfort at the parts, as if

le were lying on dry crumhs of bread ; at other
times, he seems to feel nothing. Hence, in all

cases of prolonged confinement to bed, the parts
naturally presseil upon by the weight of the body
should be carefully examined every day or two,
as prevention is far easier than cure. When a
long conlinement to betl is expected, attempts
should be made to thicken the cuticle, and enaole
it to bear pressure better, by rubbing the skin
with a stimulant such as spirits or eau-de-Cologne.
If the part, when first seen, looks red and rough,
further damage is often prevented by covering it

with a piece of calico, on which soap-plaster has
been spread ; the local pre.ssure may be removed
by air-cushions specially constructed for cases of
tills kind, and in many instances Amott's Water-
bed (q.v. ) aflords great comfort. If the case is

one in which it is admissil)le, the patient siiould

be made to alter iiis position fn'i|uently. Sliould

an abrasion form, it must be paintetl over with a
layer of collodion, which forms a protective cover-
ing to tlie i)art ; at this stage, also, ail pressure
must be removed from the part if possible. When
the dusky colour of an insulated jiiece of skin
shows that a s/oiirj/t is forming, a water-dressing
must be applied and rene^veil every eiglit liours.

It consists of four layers of boric lint cut a little

larger than tlie size of the livid j)ortion of skin.

The lint, wrung out of hot water, is covered by a
niece of oiled silk that overlaps it for half an inch
m every direction. Wiien the slougii .separates, a
similar dressing sliouM be continued for the ulcer,

f)n the surface <»f whidi a little iodnform is sprinkled
before the water-<lrt'.s.>,ing is applie<l. In severe
ca.ses, wiiere there is enlargement of the sores, or
increo-sed dLscharge from them, a 'prone couch'
should Ihj used, on which the patient lies on his

face. This gives great relief, and allows healing
to take ]il.ice.

Bedstraw (Galium), a genus of liubiacea*
(i|.v. ). The species are very numenms, natives
chiefly of the colder j)arts of the northern hemi-
sphere, or of mountainous regions within or near

A, Common Great Bedstraw {Galium datum)

;

B, Yellow Bedstraw {Galium verum).
a, flower ; b, fruit.

the tropics. About eleven sj)ecies are found in

Hritain, some of them very common weeds.
Amongst these is the Ladies' Bedstraw, or Yellow
Bedstraw

( G. verum

)

—sometimes called Cheese
54

Rennet, because it has the property of curdling
milk, and has been long used for that pur]iose

(whence the generic name from Cr. ijala, 'iiulk')—
a snuiU jdant with linear defiexed leaves and dense
panicles of bright yellow Howei-s, very abundant on
dry banks. 'Tlie flowering tops, boiled in alum,
furnish the Icelanders with a bright yellow <lye ;

while the Highlanders used to employ the root-

stock for dyeing yarn red. Their colour lieing

essentially that of the allied madder, the cultiva-
tion of the i)lant w.as attempted many years
ago. Certain North American s])ecies, especially
G. tinctoriuin and G. ncfitcnfrioiinlc, have been
used in the same way. Like madder, they
po.ssess the property of imjiarting a red colour
to the bones and milk of animals which feed
upon them. Medicinal virtues were ascribed
to some of the species, as (/. rigidurn and G. iitul-

lugo. The nuvsted seeds of some, as G. upavinc,
the troublesome (Joosegrass, or Cleavers, of our
hedges—remarkaltle for the hooked prickles of its

stem, leaves, and fruit—have been recommended as
a substitute for cofl'ee ; but it does not ai)pear that
they contain any princiide analogous to calleine.

Its exi>ressed juice is in .some countries a popular
remedy for (-utaneous disorders, ami is used iis a
safe and eflicient diuretic. The roots of G. tubero-
sum are farinaceous, anil it is cultixated in China
for fo(nl. Tiie name ial.straw is due to the old
legendary name of one of the species, ' Uur Ladys
Bedstraw,' analogous to ' Uur Lady's Carters,
Mantle, Slipi)ers,' ^.c.

Bedwortll, a market-town of Warwickshire, ."{

miles S. of Nuneaton. I*op. of i)arish, 548.").

Bee* Bees form a family of insects belonging
to the order Hymenoptera, and to the same sub-
order as the was|)s and ants. Like other Hymen-
optera, they possess four membranous naked wings
with well-ueveloped nervures, ami mouth organs,
in i)art at least, adapted for Idting. Tiie head is

freely attacheil to the middle part of the body

—

the thorax, ami the first ring of the latter (the
prothorax) is much reduced. The life-history

exhibits a complete metamorphosis. In the sjtecial

subonler to which bees belong (Aculeata), the
imperfect females (workers) have a poisonous sting
at the posterior end of the b(jdy, and their feelers

or antenna- have twelve joints, one fewer than in

the males. The |)osterior part of the body—the
abdomen— is distinctly stalked ; the legs and
m<mth-parts are modified in relation to their

diet of nect.ar and pollen. The larva- are footless

grubs, an<l are iisually hatched in special cells.

A high degree of social lite and intelligence is

very frequent.
Hiaturi/.^lieefi nmst have been among the first

insects to engage human attention. Their com-
j)arativelv large size, abundant occurrence, social

life, and lioney-storing habits appear to have been
from very early times facts of common observation.
Aristotle has gathered up some of the opinions
of his contemjMtraries in regard to bees—oj)inions,

however, in which much fancy is mingled with
some acute observations. \'irgil has described the
habits of bees in his fourth (jeorgic with all the
license of a poet and the enthusiasm of a lover

of nature. Pliny repeats, as he was wont, all the
floating liee-gossip of his time, but witliout ciiticism

or analysis. For about fourteen centuries after

Pliny, bees were unmolested by the naturalist, and
were, as f<ar as we know, only thought of as the

sources of occasional luxury. With the Renais-
sance, however, the natural history of bees lie-

came again the subject of study. Works by
Edward Wotton and Conrad (iesner contain
numerous trustworthy observations, and were
the preface to a series of careful studies by



various naturalists in the latter half of the 17th

century. Conspicuous among these are the works
of Swaniuierdani (General Histori/ of In serfs, 1G69);

the memoirs of ^laraldi ( 1712), who is said to have
been the iirst to use glass-hives ; and the clear

obser\ations of John Kay and his friend Willughby.
On a higher plane of detailed anatomical research

stands the immortal work of licaumur [Mcnwircs
pour serrir a I'llistoire des Insectes, 1732-4-1), from
which the systematic and thoroughly scientific

study of bees may be said to date. His contem-

porary Bonnet also A\-as the author of numerous
important observations ; while among the crowd
of naturalists who have worthily continued the

researches of Keaumur, the patient and ingeni-

ous Hiiber is undoubtedly pre-eminent (XouceUcs
Obscrrations sur les AbeiHcs, 1814). The _ more
modern experimental method of investigation is

well represented by Sir J. Lubbock's researches

(see Ants, Bees, and Wasps).
Form and Structure.—Before noting tlie more

important features in the anatomy of the bee,

it is necessary to recall the familiar fact that many
kinds of bees are social, that is to say that they
live in communities. The following observations

apply to the hive-bee. As in the case of ants, various

sets of members have come to discharge special

functions, and the result of this division of labour
has been diiierence of form, or polymorphism. In
fact, the result of restricted function has been the
establishment of castes. Thus the ordinary hive

contains ( 1 ) a single queen-bee—the fertile female
and mother of the next brood, (2) the males or

drones, and (3) the vast majority of workers
or imperfectly developed females, which only ex-

ceptionally become fertile. In describing the
anatomy, the ordinary hive-bee (Apis nicllijica,

L. ) M'ill be principally referred to. Like that
of other msects, the bodj' of the bee is readily
divisible into three portions—head, thorax, and
abdomen. The head is Avell defined from the body,
and bears the organs of sight, touch, mastication,
and honey-collecting. There are two compound
eyes, borne on the sides of the head. They are
largest in the males, and meet on the crown. Be-
sides these there are, on the top of the head, three
eye-spots or ocelli, concerning the exact function
of which there is some difference of opinion. Below
the eyes are ( 1 ) two jointed feelers or antennte,
most essential organs of sensation. The basal joint
is much the largest, and the stalk formed from the
eleven or twelve smaller ones extends outwards
at a sort of knee-like angle (geniculate). In the
antenna- of the males there are thirteen joints ; in
those of the females, twelve. (2) Next come the
horny, toothed mandibles, freely articulated to the
head, and well adapted for cutting the resinous
cement or propolis into shapes, for the liner work
of handling tlie pollen, for biting through the
corollas and other o1)structions of Howers, and
the like. The other two pairs of head append-
ages are greatly modified for collecting the nectar
from the flowers. (3) The Jirst pair of maxilla;
are much elongated flattened blades, embracing
the second pan-, and forming the outer sheath
of the ])roboscis, as the entire collecting organ
is called. They form the outer wall of a sort
of suction-tube. The tips of those blades, how-
ever, remain sharp, and act as efficient piercing
organs. The external i)ortions of this flret pair of
maxillcTe, the so-called maxillary jialps, degenerate,
and only remain as much-reduced structures with
a few joints. (4) The fused basal portion of the
second pair of maxilla:, the mentum, as it is called,
is in movable membranous and elastic connection
with the cardines or bases of the first pair.

This mentum bears internally the long structure
known as the ligula or tongue. Tins is a much

elongated slender hairy organ of varying lirmness

throughout its course. It occupies a number of

very diflerent positions according to the business of

the bee at the moment, but a descri])tion of these

would involve inconvenient detail. The four main
positions are very lucidly depicted in Hermann
^liiller's Fertilisation of Flowers. ^Yhen at rest,

the internal portion of the tongue is somewhat

Fig. 1.—Mouth Organs of Honey-bee (Apis meUijica)

:

a, tongue ; &, h, labial palps ; c, c, first maxillae.

curled up and retracted into the lower end of the
mentum. It is capalile of very rapid protrusion
and of free motion in almost every direction. The
external lateral portions or labial palps are com-
paratively small, and consist of two long and two
short joints. Their tips remain as tactile organs,

Avhile their internal joints are elongated to form a
sheath for the base of the tongue. Between the
palps and the tongue there are also two very small
structures known as paraglossce. The whole pro-

boscis thus consists of hairy tongue, of minute i)ara-

glossje, of insheatliing labial palps ( all belonging to

the second pair of maxilhc ), and further, of external
maxillaiy blades and reduced palps belonging to

the Iirst pair. The hairs \\hich cover the tongue
appear to serve for the upward passage of honey.
The successive whorls have been seen to be erected

from before backwards so as gradually, but rapidly,

to sweep the nectar to the mouth. The expanded
lobe at the tip of the tongTie is thrust into the
nectar, and a little appears to pass up a central

capillary tube to the taste organs, by which the bee
determines whether the food does or does not suit its

taste. The tip may also be used to lick flat surfaces.

The upward passage of the nectar among the hairs

on the outside of the tongue and within the outer
sheath is doubtless helped by the sucking action

of the sides of the body, and of the Iirst part of

the food-canal. According to a recent investigator

( Breithaupt), the honey may pass up either by
the great suctorial tube of the proboscis, or when
that ceases to be efficient, by the capillary tube of

the tongtie, but the exact action of this complex
and beautiful organ is not yet thoroughly under-
stood. The tongue of the workers is twice as
long as that of the queens or the drones, who do
not collect honey.
The somewhat oval thorax bears the two pairs of

wings and three pairs of legs, and consists of the
usual three segments, of which the most anterior

( the prothora.x ) is greatly reduced. The wings,
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wiiich are borne on the last two segments, are

membranous an<l transparent. Wlien at rest, they
are fuliknl together over the hack ; when in action,

the two pairs are claspeil to;^ether by means of

small hooks on the fore margin of the hind pair.

Perhaps it w;is tliLs ch>se union of the wings wliich

suggestetl to Linn;eus the name Hymenoptera or
* wedileJ-wings,' though the term may simply refer

to the fact that the wings are membranous. The
arrangentent secures a very st»,'aily and rapid
flight. The many-jointed mobile legs do not
differ from those of other insects, e.xcept in

the iiigh development <»f pollen-collecting liairs.

In the workers the hind pair of legs exhibit on
their central joint a sp(»on-shaped cavity fringed
with bristles, so jis to form an ethcient pollen-

basket. The pollen is kneaded by mouth and fore-

feet, and shitted by the mi«Ulle j>air of legs to the
safe hollow Ijehind. The two terminal claws of

tlie feet are used when the l>ees climb and hang,
while the membranous lol)e between the hooks
probaldy aids in hantlling minute bodies and in

clambering on smooth slippery surfaces.

The iihil'jiiti'it, ur posterior portion ^>i the body,
is joined to the thorax by a comparatively narrow
bri<lge. The margins of succe.s^ive segments
overlap, and the whole region is capable of free

respiratory movements. Like other parts of

the body, the abdomen has a dark-l>rown colour,

with somewhat lighter cross bands. Tiie females
b"ar at the end «)f the body an ovijtosit<jr or sting,

which consists of a median piece deeply grooved
on its lower surface and of two ailjacent sharply
pointed structures, which being api»o>ed to the
meilian piece, make the groove into a canal. The
internal end of tiie canal thus fonnetl is in con-

nection witli the female generative aperture, so

that the eggs can piuss neatly down from the body
of the i>ee into tne cell prepared as a cradle.

Fig. 2.—Sting of Worker-bee (Apia mellijica).

( After Kraepelin )

:

a, poison ^'land ; 6, iMjisoii bag ; c, accessory gland ; d, d, outer
supporting pieces ; t, inner sheath inclosing sting proper.

A, sting proper; B, sheath in which sting works, seen from
below.

But the base is also connected with a poison-bag
containing formic acid and otlier irritants, which
are squeezed into the wound matle by the sharp
sting, and are the obvious causes of the familiar

inflammation. In the (lueen-bees this speciali.sa-

tion of abdominal appendages forms a long, .stout.

curved organ, which is occasionally used as a weai)on
in duels with rivals, but much more frequently

for its main business tus an egg-laying organ ; in

the workers it is rarely used except as a sting ; in

the tlrones it is represented by the external male
genital organs.

The IntirtKtl Aiuttoinji—The Food-canuL—The
nectar dra\\'n up by the proboscis passes into a
short j>harynx, and thence into the gullet or honey-
bag. This forms u long slender tube dilating into

a transparent bag, lilleil with honey in the bees

returning heavy lailen to the hive. On the anterior

region of the gullet, near the mouth, are several

pairs of lolte<l salivary glands, the secretion of which
IS used in kneading the pollen into pellets, and in

the labour r)f cell-building. In the honey-bag the

nectar begins to undergo chemical change, and
so much of it passes onwards into the digestive

(chyliiic) stomach. At the end of the stomach
are the usual excretory (Malj)igliian) tubes, open-
ing int<j the beginning of the intestine. This
dilates into a rectum before ending at tlnj anus.

T/ic Xcrroiis Sifsfon.—As in other insects, the
nervous system consists of a ganglionic mass above
the gullet—the lirain, and of a ventral chain
of ganglia, of which the anterior are connected
with tiie dorsal nia.><s by means of a nerve-ring
round the gullet. The two jiosterior ganglia in

the thorax are fused into one, and bi'voiul this

are live or six alHlominal ganglia. The presence
of these sejiarate nerve-centres or ganglia in the
bfxly explains the apparent vitality of bees and
other insects fm- some little while after the removal
of the head. Reference ha.s been ahead}' made to

the compound eyes and to the ocelli. The location

of the sense of smell is doubtful, though apparently
in one or more of the mouth-appendages. The
results of experiment as to the presence or absence
of auditor}' organs are still for the most }iart

negative.

The circulator)/, resjn'ratory, excrctonj, antf re-

proilttcticc sy.ftcius do not uill'er markedly from
those of other insect.s. The usual dorsal chambeied
heart is nresent. The main stems of the tracliete

or air-tubes, by means of which the air passes
throughout the whole Ixjdy, are very large and
dilatable, esjiecially in the alxlominal region.

The buzzing of bee.s is partly due to the rapid
movement of the wings, and partly to the viliia-

tion of the stigiiiatic iiiemlnaiies which guard
the entrance t<j the air-tul»es. The excretory
system is represented by the long fine Malpigliian
tubes already noted as occurring at the beginning
of the intestine. The queen is the only female
with fully developed rei>roiluctive organs ; the
workers are infutile females, though the skilful

dissections of Miss Juriiie demonstrated the
presence of small ovaries, from which drone-
eggs are very exceptionally produced. This
occasional fertility has been plaiLsibly explained
by supposing that some of the 'royal bread,'

which IS necessary to rear the (jueens, falls by
chance into cells for which it was not intended,
and thus attbrds a slight additional food-stimulus
sutlicient to insure in an ordinary worker-grub
some development of reproductive organs. The
fertile worker is said not to apj)ear unless the
hive has long been ([ueenless ; it has therefore Iteen

suggested that the desire for brood may have stimu-
lated their reproductive development. The female
reproductive organs of a queen-bee consist princi-

padly of ovaries, oviducts, ovipositor, and a storing

chamber for the male elements, known as the sperm-
reservoir or spermatheca.

Fitnrtions and Habits.—It has been already
noted that the social life of bees has resulted in

some division of labour. At the beginning of

spring the hive contains a single queen and
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a much-reduced contingent of workers. Their
tii-st care is to restore the normal poi)ulation.

Towards this end the queen lays numerous eggs

which develop into wurkers. After the st()ck

has been thus replenished, eggs are laid which
turn out males or drones. After thev begin to

appear, ej. are laid whicli develop into more
workers, and also into a few queens. The rapid

increase of population culminates in the emigra-
tion known as swarming, when the old queen leads

oir a largo contingent of subjects. The date of

swarming is markedly affected by the temperature
and the food-supply. The symptoms of emigration
are such as these—a clustering of bees in small
dense crowds outside the hive, a commotion among
the drones, a suspension of the labours of the

workers, the excitement of tiie queen-mother, and,
in tlie case of second or third swarms, the piping
of the still imprisoned young queens. She is ex-

asperated by the presence of possible rivals in her
own household, and would ruthlessly kill her royal

children, were they not guarded by the workers.
In the case of swarms centred around an old

queen, it seems customary to send out scouts to

exjjlore the land before the bees take any decisive

stejjs towards emigration. When at length the
pressure and excitement has reached a climax, the
emigrants rush out with great rapidity. They
form a spreading crowd, concentrating, however,
round the egg-laden queen, who is rarely able to

fly far. During swarming, the bees are singularly

quiet, and may be safely handled. Should the
queen be lost or removed, the bees soon return
much depressed to their old home. The workers
seem to take with them a heavy load of honey,
and they at once set about building a comb, in

the first cells of which the queen, losing no
time, lays some eggs. The disruption of swarm-
ing obviously robs the old hive of its queen,
but there are princesses ready to be liberated,
and these may soon lead oft' fresh swarms.
A populous stock will often send oft" three in rapid

succession. Wlien the season and necessity for

swarming is past, the young queens that remain
im])risoned in the royal cells are liberated at once
and allowed to fight for the sovereignty. The
survivor takes her nuptial flight. By one, or
perhaps several, of the males she is impregnated,
thougli some authorities believe that the fertilisa-

tion is eftected by
drones from an-
other hive. After
impregnation has
been accomiilished,
the young queen
settles down to be-

gin her egg-laying

;

siie continues this

throughout the rest

of the summer.
When swarming
time is over, and
the supply of honey
decreases, the bees
commence to rid

the hives of the
drones, henceforth
mere useless con-
sumers. They ap-
pear to drive them
into a corner, and

Fig. 3.—Honey-bee (Apis meliificu) : keep them without
A, queen ; 13, drone ; C, worker. food until their

powers of resist-
ance are much weakened. They are then turned
out of doors to perish, for the workers seem rarely
to use their stings. Even the infant pup;e and the
eggs are destroyed. The fact of this massacre

suggests the difficult problem of the meaning of so

many males. Their number, of course, insures

the fertilisation of the (jueen. liomanes suggests
that the numerous drones represent a survival of

past times when the society was less complex, ami
when tiie females were probably more numerous,
and tlie males less idle. If there is any chance of

drones being needed, when for instance the queen
is l)arren, and fresh ones have to be reared and
fertilised, tiiey are allowed to live beyond their

usual tei'in. On the other hand, when unfavour-
able weather prexents swarming, the workers in

their despair sometimes massacre the drones.

The queen-bees are reared from special eggs,

which begin to be laid after the drones apjiear

on the scene. According to some, the queen her-

self dei)osits in the special royal cells the eggs
which develop into future queens ; according to

others, the workers shift the eggs into these specially

lai'ge cradles. They develop very rapidly in con-

sequence of rich nutrition, attaining their maturity
in about sixteen days. The queen is always treated
witli much respect and care, unless she turn old or

become barren. An intruding stranger- ([ueen is

not alwa> s treated with respect, but may be pulled
about by the workers for hours until she dies, and
is thrown out of the hive. A queenless hive, with-
out any prospect of a new sovereign, becomes com-
pletely demoralised and restless, but in this case
a stranger is gladly adopted.

Just as the drones and queens maintain the num-
bers of the hive so far as reproduction is concerned,
so the supplies of food are collected by the myri.ads
of workers. Among these there is some slight divi-

sion of labour. Members of the community vary-
ing in age and constitution, are told ott' to special

tasks. Thus Ave can distinguish the external
Avorkers who collect nectar and pollen from those
who attend to more internal domestic duties.

Some of the internal workers, usually the young
bees, act as nurses, eftecting the mastication and
semi-digestion of the food for the young larvae and
caring for all tlie needs of the brood ; while some
wait upon the queen. Others again devote their

energies, for a time at least, to the architecture
of the cells, for which some of the heavy eaters
secrete the wax. Others attend to the ventila-

tion of the hive, whicii is apt to become hot
enougli not only to be disagreeable, but to soften

the wax. These ventilators fan industriously with
their wings, and produce air-currents through the
hive strong enough to blow out a lighted match.
' When they are tired they are relieved by others.

"

Feeding.—Bees feed principally on the nectar and
pollen of flowers. In spring they freciuent the
early-flowering willow, hazel, plane, apple, pear,

alder, goosel>erry, currant, tSrc. Later on they turn
to the crowfoot, clover, vetch, turnip, cabbage, dan-
delion, buckwheat, balsam, privet, elder, bramble,
and other flowers, which yield abundant nectar and
are accessible to their probosces. The borage, the
mignonette, the thyme, the heathers, tlie teasel, are

also valuable sources of food. Plants like the furze,

wliich keep flowering for a long time, are obviously
of great value to l>ees and bee-keepers. Some
flowers abounding in nectar are avoided because of

their strong smell, others like the red clover and
the honeysuckle are inaccessible to bees with a jiro-

boscis not larger than that of the common hive-

bee. Attempts have been made in Britain to

rear varieties which would be able to utilise the
almndant rod clover, inaccessible to the common
bee.

When the bee proceeds to rob a flower of its

nectar, the tongue, folded u[) when at rest, is pro-

truded beyond its ensheathiiig parts, and is pushed
as a i)robe into the flower-tube. By the action of

tlie iiairs on the outside of the tongue, or by tlie
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general action of the suctorial proboscis, helped by
muscular contractions of the body, or by an ascent

up tlic fine cai)illarv tube of tlie ton^ie, tlic nectar
is conveyed to tlie mouth. Tlience it jiasses down
the <i^ullet into tlie honey-ba^;. and is i)artly usetl for

the sustenance of tiie worker itself, beiny digested

in the stomach, and passin<,' thence to the body
generally. A lar<jje surjilus, however, remains
as a contribution to tlie lionev-st<ne of tlie hive,

which is stored up for consumption durin;,' tlie

tiowerless sejuson. Wliere there is no real winter,

as in warmer countries (Australia and California),

imported European bees teml to lose their storing

instinct, and to become itlle.

Besides the nectar, the pollen of flowers is

es.sciitial to the normal life of bees; it is the
ambrosia of the hive, and is largely used as food

for the young. As the nectar is non-nitrogenous,

the necessity for some other kind <jf food is olivious.

Drones and queens, liowever, never eat raw pollen,

and must therefore get their nitrogen indirectly.

The special food supplied to tiie young is

formed from pollen partly tligested along with
honey. Tlie indlen is collected liy the hairs of the

l)ody, from which it is cleaned oil' by the feet and
jaws, dampe<l with <lew or other moisture, mi,\ed

with a little honey ejected from the mouth,
kneaded into pellets, talcen uji by tlie brushes on

the hind legs,

and deposited
in the liaskets

in which it is

i.arried home.
The cargo thus
brought to the
liive may be im-
mediately seized
by the nursing
bees, or may be
stored up for

future use. In

the first case it

is worked uj) by
the nurses into

a suitable state

and given to the
larva*. In the
other case the
workei- frees it-

self from its bur-

den, pulling it

ofl" with its fore-

legs over a cell in the comb, and starts off again
for more, while anotlii-r bee jiacks the pollen into

the cell, with the aildition of a little honey, and
covers it over with a varnish. The industrious
collectors restrict themselves on each journey to a
particular kind of pollen. IJees may also consume
the juices of plants, and do not hesitate to suck
the iKidies of the deceased or munlered grubs. In

periods of scarcity, large quantities of the juices

('honey-dew') of aphides, and other small insects,

may be stored.

It is dillicult to understand on the principles of

a selfish i>liilosopliy the extraordinary industry of

the workers in their food -collecting. It cannot
be called greed, since it is more for the good of the

society than for their own. It is also well known
that the rage for plunder often prompts bees to

engage in warfare. .Many individual bees try

robbery on their own account, attempting to sneak
into neighbour hives. In other cases four or five

act in concert as highway robbers, waylaying some
honey-laden victim, and (mtrageously despoiling it.

It is even said that simple intimidation sometimes
results in a submissive h.anding over of spoil. But
in other ciuses a whole army of bees attacks a hive

probably supposed to be at once rich and weak.

Fig. 4.

Hiiid-leg of Honey-l>op, A ; Humblc-bce
{I'imlni$ tiijtiilarivs), li.

Their first care is to demoralise their enemies by
killing the (]ucen. This done, the rest is generally
ea,sy, and the i>anic-struck owners may even help
the invaders to carry home their own honey.

Bees also collect a resinous, strongly adhesive,
reildish-brown substance, known as y>;(//((///.v. This
is obtained chiefly from the resinous exudations of

such trees as fir, poplar, alder, birch, willow, horse-

chestnut, ivc, and is much used by the bees as a
cement. With it they varnish the coiulis. stop up
holes, and 'strengthen the outworks of their city."

It may .also be usetl for stranger and more occa-
sional purjjoses, such Jis sealing up an intruding
snail. The bees carry it home on their legs ; other
workei-s clean it off. and utilise it while still duc-
tile, mixing it with various proportions of wax
according to the use to which it is ])ut. Bees also

appreciate the honey-dew which apjiears on the
leaves of many trees and herbs, usually in associa-

I
tion with aphides.

Secretion.—The wax used in the construction of

the comb is manufactured by the bees themselves.
It has l>een shown that they are able to form it

even when feil exclnsiv«dy on honey. After a heavy
meal, they often hang together in a small festoon,

and secrete large quantities in this state of repose.

The secretion is exuded from eight wax-jiockets
situated on the ventral surface of the ab<lomen.
The wax projects in small flakes between the rings,

is removed by the legs, shifted forward to the
mouth, masticated by tiie jaws, and laid in heaps
f<»r the use of the comli-buiiders. In a young hive
these wax scales may be found in tliou.sands upon
the floor.

Another secretion of a very dill'erent nature is the
poison. This consists of a transparent fluid with
much formic acid and other irritant coiii]ioncnfs,

and is secreted by workers and (iiieens in a venom-
bag situated near the end of the alinientarv canal.

There the waste products of Inmey literally form
poison, which flows down between the two barbed
piercing organs forming the main part of the sting.

The scabbard or sheath of the sting lias been
already referred to as the ovipositor. The barbed
form of tiie sling makes it very ditlicuU for tiie bee
to withdraw it after striking its foe, and tliua

death is generally the nemesis of passion, though,
as we have seen, this is avoided in the massacre of

the drones. The queens have longer and stouter
stings than the workers, but are very slow to use
them. They rarely have occasitm to do so in

fact, excejtt in their duels with other rival queens.
The best precaution against being stung is quiet-

ness. Oi the numerous curative applications,

ammonia solution ( hartshorn ) is one of the most
serviceable. See Pijl.soxs.

In regard to secretion, it is only necessary to

notice further that the bee-larva;, like so many other
young insects, secrete a certain amount of silk to

fomi chrysalis-robes.

Hive-life.— During winter and early spring the
bees remain at home, but the tenijierature of the
hive (usually 4.")' F. at least) shows that they are

not asleep. In March or April the work of the year
begins—the hive is cleaned, the deail bodies are

removed, and the queen begins to lay. Hom' the
first eggs produce drones, which issue forth in

twenty-four days ; and how in nnd.sunimer some
eggs develop into young queens ; how the birth of

workers increases tlie population of the community,
much reduced during the winter; and how in a short

time a swarming occurs, are familiar fads wliich

have been already noticed.

Cell-biiilclinfj. --The bee 'combs' consist of a
series of waxen cells constnicted by the workers
for storing honey and as cradles for the young.
They hang perpendicularly within the hive, firmly

fixed to the walls. Each consists of a double



row of cells disposed at right angles to the

comb. Each cell of this two-sided comb is a
hexagonal prism, with its internal apex lying in

the depression between three adjacent cells on the

opposite side. Of the three figures—the eqnal-

suled triangle, the square, and the hexagon—which
can be packed together without interstices, the

hexagon is strongest and most convenient. To
have the bottoms of the cells formed from three

planes of adjacent cells on the opposite side

economises labour and material. The amount of

possilile sa\'ing varies with the angle at which the

three planes meet. Maclaurin showed by calcula-

tion that the angle of the bee-cell was mathe-
matically the best. Though perfect regularity

is disputable, there still remains a marvellous
accuracy to be exjilained. On the one hand,
some supposed, and one may almost say suppose,

that the bees really know wliat they are about,

and that they have by experiment solved the
problem. On the other hand, others have tried to

give either a mechanical or an historical explanation
of the beautiful result. Thus Butfon sought to

explain the hexagonal form as the result of the
mutual pressure of crowded cylinders. He called

attention to analogous results when soap-lnibbles

are crowded togetlier, or when peas crammed into

a bottle expand with boiling. While some, like

Brougham, who have repeated this last experiment,
denied that regular hexagons resulted, others have
corroborated Buffon, and asserted that some of the
figures formed are those of the bee-cells. Buffon's

meclianical theorj- was, however, discredited, and
indeed laughed at, by most authorities on bees, and
the assumption which flattered the intelligence of

these insects held ground till Darwin attacked the
proldeni.

Darwin discussed the facts in the main from an
historical point of view. He pointed out that at
one end of a series the huml)le-bees either use their

old cocoons for honey storehouses, or improve them
slightly liy the addition of short tubes, or Ijuild

separate irregular rounded cells. At the other end
of the series the hive-bees build their beautiful
framework. But between these there are grada-
tions, especially that exhibited by the Mexican
Mclipoiia doinestica. This bee makes a comb of

cylindrical cells for its young, and larger spherical
cells for honey. These are placed so close that if

the spheres were completed they would intersect.

This is not, however, permitted, for the bees build
flat plates between the cells which tend to inter-

.sect. Thus each cell presents an outer spherical
portion and two or three or more flat surfaces.
As one cell often rests against three others, a
pyramid is formed l)y the union of three flat sur-
faces. Now if the Melipona made its spheres at a
given distance from one another and of equal size,

tlie result would be the hive-comb type. Darwin
then resorted to experiment. He placed plates of
Avax in the hive, and on these the bees proceeded
to excavate circular pits at equal distances, so that
as they were completed the surfaces intersected.
When this occurred, the bees built up flat walls
along the lines of intersection. ' The work of con-
struction,' lie says, 'seems to be a sort of balance
struck lietween many bees, all instinctively stand-
ing at the same relative distance from each other,
all trying to sweep equal spheres, and then build-
ing up, or leaving ungnawed, the planes of inter-
section between these spheres.' Darwin tiius

called attention to the gradual evolution of the
habit from less perfect expressions, and appealed,
of course, to natural selection as tending to de-
velop an instinct which was obviously economical
of space, material, and laliour. This account of
the historical evolution of the habit does not, how-
ever, exclude the possibility of purely physical

factors having much more to do Avith the actual
solution of the problem than Darwin supposed. A
recent investigator of this nnich-debated point, Dr
Miillenhof, reverts very much to Buflon's position.

After emphasising the perfect plasticity of the wax
at the temperature of coml)-building (27°-37° C. ),

he maintains that the beautiful result is not due to

any artistic dexterity on the part of the bees, nor
to any direct effect of their body-form, but ' to
statical pressure according to the laws of equi-
librium.' The cells are such as would naturally
result from pressing the maximum number of

cylindrical cells into the minimum of space. They
really behave, he maintains, as softish cylinders
would do in conditions of mutual pressure and
continued plasticity. They form equilibrium fig-

ures with the smallest surface for given contact.

But at anyrate it is, on the one hand, certainly
gratuitous to credit the bees with the mathematical
insight of senior Avranglers, and equally unnecessary,
on the other, to ignore the neatness and precision
of their manipulation.

Into some of the cells honey is placed for winter
use. In going up and down over the full cells,

bees have been seen to protrude their stings, and
to deposit drops of poison on the honey. This has
an antiseptic influence, due to the presence of

formic acid, AA'ithout which the honey would
ferment. In other cells pollen is stored after being
salivated and compressed l)y indoor workers. A
pollen-cell is (frequently at least) sealed with honey,
and over this a thin cream-like pellicle is formed,
which can be pushed aside. for the dejiosition of

more honey, or walked over without causing over-

flow. But of equal importance are the brood-cells,

the cradles of the future young bees. These vary
slightly in size. Those for future workers are
smaller and lower ; those for the drones are broader
and longer. In spring-time, after the drones have
begun to appear, the royal cradles are formed for

the young queens. These cells are usi^ally made at

the edges of the combs, have tlieir mouths turned
downwards, and are of a large size and more
irregular form. In other cases they are merely
modified worker-grub cells. -

Life-history.—As in the majority of insects, the
life-history is divisilde into four chapters—the
develojnng egg, the larva or grub, the pupa, and
tlie perfect insect. ( 1 ) The eggs have a long oval

shape, and a whitish colour. They are, barring
an exception already noticed, all laid by the
so-called queen. After normal fertilisation she
becomes, in fact, little more than an egg-iiroducing
machine, turning them out sometimes at the rate

of 100 per hour or 3000 jier diem, and is often
fed while at her work, so that the expenditure of

living matter is to a certain extent recouped.
If a young queen be not impregnated in the first

three weeks of her life, she continues laying drone-

eggs only, as above described. The discrimina-

tive process of fertilisation of the ova is highly
noteworthy : in laying an egg in a worker-cell the

queen's abdomen has to be contracted, and a drop
of seminal fluid is thus brought into contact with
the egg : in the case of the larger drone-cell there

is no such abdominal contraction, and consequently
no fertilisation of the ovum. The egg is fixed by
its en<l to the base of the cell, ami thus it remains
for between three and four days, when tiie worm-
like grub appears. (2) The grub grows like

any other insect larva, and as it touches the
sides of its cell, coils up in a crescent, and floats

in the food which has been left in the cell. As it

gains strength, however, it rears up to the moutii of

the cell and eagerly devours the food supplied by the
nursing workers. After tiie sixth day the worker-
grubs only receive unmasticated food. The result

is the stunting or atrophy of their reproductive
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system. With the (^ueen-puhs it is very (litlerent.

The frrnh is seen hterally wallowinfr in tlie rioli

and oarofully elaborated royal jelly : and this

ahumlant and stiinnlatin;,' nutrition is naturally
believed to be the condition of the perfect develo])-

nient of the reproductive system exliibited by the
•luoen-bees. (3) In several days, varyinj; sli<,ditly

witii the season, the j^nib passes into another sta^e
of its life history. It has j^'own greatly ami accu-
mulated some reserve material to serve it through-
out a period of fasting. The cell is sealed up by
the nurses, and the grub becomes a pupa. The
(jueen is 5^ days a larva and 8A days a pupa, the
worker 6 .and 11, the drone 6 and 1.1 days respec-

tively. The nursing workers seal u]) the cell with
a cap of wax, which is more convex in the drone-
cells, and in all cases different from the paler, .some-

what concave, cover of the honey-cells. The im-
prisoned grub does not at once fall into inactivity,

nut proceeds first to spin its ciirysalis-robes. Alter-
nately contracting and elongating its body, it at the
same time allows Hlmy threads to exude from the
orilices of spinning-glands situated on its lower lip.

There are two such organs, and the resulting thread
which the grub weaves round itself is therefore
doulde. In a day and a half the worker-giub has
sjjun a complete cocoon, and becomes a true resting
pupa or bee-nymph. The m.ale-grubs also sjiin

complete cocoons, but th«se of the queen-grubs
only inclose head, thorax, .ami the lirst ring of the
abdomen. In this connection it is worth noticing,

as an illustration of depraved teleology, that, acconl-

ing to Iliiber, the final cause of these incomplete
cocoons is that the pup.'e mav be more reailily ex-
])oseil to the sting of the jealous lirst-l)orn iiueen,

whose instinct prompts her to kill ott" all pcssible

rivals.

Within the curtain of the cocoon important
changes occur. The mummy-like puna is gradually
modilied into the young bee. The skin, the
segments, the appendages, and the internal organs
undergo most marked changes, and on the twentieth
or twenty-lirst ilay after egg-laying the young
insect finally bui-sts its swaddiing-clothes, and
emerges as a winged perfect insect or imago.
They break ojten their cocoons with their jaws, and
are assisted by the kindly workers ; they clean
them.selves of moisture ami shreds, and proceed to

eat after their long fast. In some cases, after a
preliminary meal, they proceed at once to gather
tioney, but the first flight is usually postponed for

about a week, the intervening time being spent in

indoor employment. The empty cells may be
repeatedly used over again as cradles, or may be
filled with honey. The young queens are not
allowed to escape when their mctamorpho.scs are
over. In theiloor of their cell a small hole is made,
through which the royal prisoners are fe<l till the

tone of their itii>ing probably intimates their com-
plete sexual maturity. If the queen should be lost,

and there be no royal grul)s, a new queen may be
literally manufactured. A young worker-grub is

simply feil uj) to the required pitch in an enlarged

cell of the ])roper sj>aciousne.ss.

The diflerent members of a bee-community
enjoy lives of very varied duration. The drones

live from May till August, but were it not for the

ma-ssacre, would doubtless live much longer. Con-
trary to the opinions of the ancients, who credited

bees with an existence of a.s much as six or even
ten years, the workers seem to have in summer an
extremely short but hard-working life, Mhich prob-

ably averages about six weeks. Those born in

autumn live on till the next spring, though
n)any perish in the hard times of winter. A queen,
on the other hand, will live from three to five

years.

Parasites of Bees.—Besides having cause to fear

open enemies like the death's-head moth, bees are,

liKe many other insects, subject to the attacks
of ])arasites both on their bodies and within
their nests. On the adult l)ee lice are common
pests, while the larva> of the ichneumon do
gi'eat damage to the grubs. Honey-bees, how-
ever, are ai)parently exempted from the attacks
of the latter, which appear to be unable to

gain access to their dwellings. The adult honey-
bee is greatly troubled by the Bee-louse {Braiifa
crrort) and by the Bee-tly (Phora iucrassata). The
larvae are often devoured by a species of beetle
{Trichodc.s). A hairworm of white appearance
occurs abundantly insitle the drones only—a some-
what remarkable fact, since it is not they, but the
workers, which frecpient the water-pools where the
eggs of the worm are deposited. The wild bees are
similarly infested by numerous jtarasites, such as
the larva' of ichneumons, the minute AntJtnphora-
hia, which may be olitained in hundreds on break-
ing open a few cells of the leaf-cutter and other
species. From larval intruders found in the nest of

tlie wall-bee Lam]>ert reared no fewer than nine
diflerent parasites belonging to the Hymenoptera,
Coleoptera, and I)ii)tera. Parasitism also occui-s

between bee and l>ee. Thus, the 'cuckoo-bees,'
A/int/iii.'i ami Nomarla, live at the expense of hosts
no larger than themselves, with which, however,
they seem to jtrescrve a curious sort of harmony.
On the other hand, the larva- of Stclis tiasiita,

found in the nest of the Wall-bee ( Chalicodoiita
juiirfirin), seems to devour not only the food, but
the lawful tenants.

Srtisrs:—The sight of bees is well developed;
they are able to distinguish objects at some dis-

tance, and show a marked ])reference for certain

coloui-s, as might be almost inferred from the
history of bee-fertilised flowers. Sir .John Lubbock
has shown by experiments with baits of honey on
strips of paper ot diflerent colours that they can
distingui.sh green, yellow, red, and blue, and prefer

blue to all. Pink also appeai-s to be a favourite

colour. Like other insects, they are attracted

to light. Much h.as been observed in regard to the
power bees h.ave of finding their way str.aight home.
Lubbock's careful experiments have shown that the

so-called 'sense of direction' is not in all cases a
sufficient guide, but must be aided bj* definite

registering of landmarks over the space traversed.

This tliey are certainly able to do, and they can
also remember their visual impressions for <a con-

siderable time. The sounds made by bees at their

respiratory ojienings or stigmata .are not restricted

to a nu)notone, but vary considerably, as in the
familiar case of the res])onses of the queen-bee to

the ])iping of the princess i)U])a'. From the variable

sounds, a])i)arently expressive of emotion, it has
been inferred that bees are also able to /icar. Sir

.John L\ibbock was, however, un.able to get them to

take any notice of any sound which he could devise,

th(»ugh he is disposed to believe that they can
hear higher notes.

Some of the mouth parts, such as the inside of

the tongue, evidently .act .as organs of fasfe, and
are .able to discriminate Ijetween diflerent kinds of

nectar. Bees h.ave also .an acute sense of smell,

but how far this is physiologicallv separated from
taste is uncertain. It is probably Ity a fine sense of

smell that bees .are able to recogiiisc the memljcrs
of their own hive, and to detect an ninv.ary

w.anderer or thievish intruder of anotlier house.

Sprinkling them with some strong scent a])iiears

naturally to obliterate this power. In connection

with the recognition of strange bees, it is worth
while quoting Mr Langstroth's observation that a
stranger laden with honey is received with open
.arms, while a hungiy marauder is very summarily
dealt with. ' There is,' he says, ' .an air of roguery



about a thieving bee which, to the expert, is as
characteristic as are the motions of a j)icKpocket to

a skilful policeman. Its sneaking look, and ner-

vous, guilty agitation, once seen, can never be
mistaken.'

Sir John Lubbock's experiments have shown
that l>ees posse.ss a certain power of communica-
tion, and other observers also, such as Fritz Midler,

have recorded cases where the workers were able

in jiarticular ways to bring their friends to some
treasure-trove, or in some way told one another the
sad news of the loss of their queen, and the like.

How they can communicate any definite impression
to their fellows is a mystery, but observers have
noted that they tap one another with their feelers,

and that the notes emitted from their respiratory

apertures dilfer somewhat in character. The
anteniue are most essential organs of sensation ;

and an animal deprived of them exhibits a high
degree of bewilderment and incapacity virtually
amounting to insanity.

Intelligence.—Bees have thus keen sight, ena-
bling them to distinguish objects and colours

;

acute smell, quick to detect, for instance, stranger
bees oi- attractive food ; and presumably a fine sense
of hearing, fit to discriminate between the import
of slightly varying tones in one another's voices.

But tliey have more, inasmuch as they exhibit in
their actions what can only be fairly described as
intelligence. Without entering into any discus-
sion, it may be useful here to recall the rough
distinction between those instinctive reasonable
actions which have become habitual, and those
which exhibit a power of accommodation to new
conditions or change of habit in the face of new
problems. This whole subject, so far as at pres-
ent understood, is well discussed in Romanes's
Animal Intelligence and Mental Evolution, on the
first of which the following summary is based. To
begin at a comparatively low level, bees exhibit
indubitable instances of memory. They are not
only able accurately to register visual impressions
of a locality so as to be able to find their way
thither, even after considerable intervals, but they
can associate their impressions so as to be able, for
instance, to recognise a human friend, and have
in some cases been tamed and trained. Sir John
Lubbock also tells how a bee remembered what it

had ))een shown—that the way out of a bell-jar held
with its closed end against a window was not to
endeavour to get through the pane, but out at the
open end.

It is obvious further, from what has been already
said of the habits of bees, that many features in
their domestic and social economy suggest fore-
sight and purposeful determination. Such a con-
clusion must, however, be made with great caution
in regard to all actions or sets of actions which are
distinctly habitual and shared by the whole race.
That several surplus queens are reared to make up
for lo.sses ; that worker-grubs can, if occasion de-
mand it, be promoted by feeding into queens ; that
the young queens are not liberated till the old one
leads off her colony, and then generally in gradual
succession

; that the workers allow the rival queens
to settle their own affair by duel in which the fitter
jiroljably survives ; that tliey massacre their drones
when these are no longer of use ; and that tiiey do a
dozen similar things, is doubtless marvellous, but
the marvel nmst not at least be exaggerated by
forgetting that they have been forced and drilled
into these reasonable habits throughout the very
long history of their social organisation. On the
other hand, when an unusual juncture in the social
relations occurs, and the bees act sagaciously in
extraordinary conditions, then there is luirposeful
intelligence to admire. Thus Romanes quotes two
observations of F. Hiiber to the following effect

:

Two sole surviving queens, prompted by their in-

stinctive jealousy, were engaged in mortal combat,
anil Mere so situated that a simultaneous double
sting would end the life of both—an obvious dis-

aster to the hive. They released one another, and
intelligence triumphed over instinct. And again,
a hive was left queenless, with the not uncommon
result that the remaining bees set about manufac-
turing some new queens from worker-grubs. Hiiber
restored the old sovereign, and the bees at once
proceeded to remove the royal food from the M'orker-

grubs, so as to counteract their previous, but no
longer useful intention of rearing new queens. The
submission of the bees of an invaded hive when
they find that their queen has been killed, is also a
curious instance of discretion, and the variations
occasionally exhibited in connection with drone-
killing, are no less suggestive of intelligence.

Again, it is a fact, which any one can verify, that
bees bite through the corollas of many tubular
flowers near the nectaries, in some cases as a lazy
trick to save time, in other cases as an ingenious
device to reach nectar inaccessible by the normal
process of stretching the proboscis down the corolla

tube.

The careful ventilation of an over-heated hive
is evidently an adaptation to an abnormal state of

affairs which would not occur in the roomy natural
hives, and ought not to occur in the artificial. ' It

follows,' Biichner writes, 'that the fanning and
ventilating can have absolutely nothing to do with
an inborn tendency or instinct, but have been
gradually evoked by necessity, thought, and ex-
perience.' In regard to cleanliness also, intelligent

adaptations of much interest are exhibited. When
possible, the excrement is voided outside ; in winter
the fa?ces may be retained till the first fine day ;

bees have even been known to make a kind of drain
for the removal of the waste matter, which, when
voided in the hive, often causes dysenteric and
other fatal diseases. Small intruding animals,
such as slugs, are known to be sealed up with
propolis, while an intruding mouse, for instance,

too large to be safely left in this way, was killed,

and gnawed into bits, which were carried piecemeal
outside. The bodies of deceased bees are also

removed outside the hive. In regard to their

treatment of intrndcrs, besides the welcome of

those bearing gifts, and the rough detection of

those with evil intent, their clever device by
which they fortify the hive against their formid-
able enemy the death's-head moth is extremely
suggestive. Hiiber was the first to notice that,

as the result of repeated attacks, the bees were
taught by sad experience to build at the entrance
a barrier of wax and propolis, with a hole large

enough to admit them and small enough effectually

to exclude the invader. Whatever opinion may be
held in regard to the intelligence displayed in the

habitual architecture, there can be little doubt as

to the inference to l)e drawn from cases in which
the building habits are modified to siiit peculiar

conditions. Bees have been seen to make repeated
trials of different plans in special cases, as when
two combs meet at an angle, to pull down bad
workmanship and rebuild it, to adopt ingenious
devices when the sides of the hive were made of

smooth glass, and so on. To Hiiber ' the purest
reason seemed to shine out ' from the action of the
bees in a hive where a piece of comb fell from its

proper position. Wiser than many builders, they
strengthened the attachments of all the other
combs, ' clearly because,' as Ronifines notes, ' they
inferred that they too might be in danger of fall-

ing.' iNIany similar instances have been recorded.
Emotions.—The intellectual development associ-

ated with the complex social relations of bees seems
much greater than the culture of their emotions.
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Sir John Lubbock describes tliem as ' tlioioiighly

callous and utterly imlitl'erent to one anotlier,"

except, indeed, when attention to their comrades
wa.s for their own advantage, or part of the I

ordinary business of their life. He notes how I

they pay no regard whatever to the sudilen death
of a comrade lieside theni, nor even to the struggles I

of one in trouble. Other observers, both ancient i

and modern, give them credit for a little more
sympathy, and have noticed cases, perhaps e.xcep-

tioiuil, where thev did seem to exhiliit active com-
passion for an unfortunate fellow-worker.

E'/atiti/i to Flmrcrs.— It is now well known that
in t!ie majority of tlowering plants the female cell

i-i fertilised l>y male elements or pollen grains
carried i>y insects from anotlier Mower of the same
species. Insects, more especially bees, and (lowers
have, in fact, grown un together in mutual depend-
ence an<l with mutual inHuence. They have per-
fected one anotlier. Bees are attracted to suitable
flowers partly, no doulit, as the result of experience,
but also by odours, and especially by colours.

Fig. 5.

A, Honey-bee on lirooni-Hower ; B, Wild-bee on wliite dead-
nettle.

The.se colours exhibit a gradual evolution froin

yellow to blue. They ' follow a regular law of pro-

gressive modification, lint have been lixed and
stereotyped in each species by the selective action
of the ])roper beetles, bees, moths, or butterHies."

lihie colour is characteristic of many liighly-

developeil Howers. and liees are especially fond of

this blue cohmr. probably becau.sc they have learned
to associate it with Howers peculiarly suited to

their access and ta.ste, and the result of this

preference is to insure the fertilisation and sur-

vival of the higlier Howers. And again, numerous
flowers, esj)ecially those visited by the higher bees,

exhibit mechanical adaptations which insure that
the bee in diving down for the nectar becomes
thoroughly (lusted with pollen. The wild sage
{Salria) and the orchis are two good examples of

very dilleront modilications .securing fertilisation.

There can be little iloubt that at least the nior&
mechanical of these pollen-dusting contrivances

have resulted as <lirect adaptations in association

•with the continual visits of bees. See Fertilisa-
tion OK Flowers.

Pidiijrcc of lias.—These adajitations are, how-
ever, mutual ones : just as Howers have been
modilied in relation to bees, so have bees in rela-

tion to Howers. Bees thus appear to be the last

result of a long series of progressive changes, the
steps of which are still to some extent discover-

able. According to Hermann Miiller, the primitive

ancestor was a form like the common sand-wasp,
carnivorous in its diet, and bringing its insect or

spider prey to its larva-. From these arose forms
which adopted a floral diet, and thus filling up a
more or less unoccui)ied corner in nature's house-

liold, got on amazingly well. They throve, were

fruitful and multiplied, and were, in the course of

time, likewise modilied into the numerous types of

modern bees. The chief modilications, as above
noticed, are associated with the development of

social life, the elal»oration of honey-sucking mouth
structures, and the e(|uipment with judlen-col-

lecting appliances. Miillers main stages are as

follows

:

( 1 ) Starting from the sand-wasp, we find in

Prosopis a bee but slightly advanced above the
ancestral tvpe. It is almost hairless, with mouth
fiarts but slightly elongated, and feeds its young on
loney and pollen, which are simply crammed into

the brood-chamber. (2) Siiheco(les. Halictus, and
Andrena occupy a somewhat higher level. They
are more eHicient pollen-collectoi-s, inasmuch as
they have bec<»me hairy. In the iii-st there appears
the first trace of feathery-collecting haii^s, ami the
primitive fashion in which they feed the young
with the disgorged suridus of food is also interest-

ing. Halictus has more hairy hind -legs, and
special brushes on some of the terminal joints.

The young are fed with pollen. In Andrena the
whole hind-leg is hairy. (3) Dasypoda and
Panurgus exhibit yet another step in the direc-

tion of more ellicient pollen-ccdlecting. The hairs

occur on the long tibia (second-last portion) and
on the terminal part or tarsus. (4) The last

st«p in this direction is exhibited by those
forms in which the pollen is moistened with
honey before it is stowed away. In Macropis,
heaps of consolidated pollen are fixed without
special contrivance to the hind-legs ; in Bombus
( liumKlebec) the outer side of the hind-legs ex-
hibits the familiar pollen-basket fenced in with
long haii-s—an obvious economy of both hairs and
time; while Apis (honev-bee) shows a yet more
evolved arrangement ^^\ collecting-brushes and
receiving-basket. Besides those forms with col-

lecting-hairs on the hind-legs, culiiiiiiating in A)>is,

there is a separate division, in wliicii the iiollen

is collected on the lower surface of the al)(lomen

upon brushes or backward -directed bristles. The
niiv.son-bee (Osniia) and the le.af-cutter (Mega-
chile) are good examples. In the same way,
Miiller traces throughout a series of gradations
the evolution of th(> honey-collecting organs. This
progress is chietly concenied with tlie li-ngthcning

of the tongue and the extension of the membran-
ous and elastic parts between the l)a.ses of the
two jiairs of maxilhe (between mentum and car-

dines). The tongue is in the lower bees decidedly
shorter than the basal joint or mentum, Imt
ends with becoming very much longer. The first

nair of maxilla- also elongate into insheathing
lamina- for the tongue, and the same is true of

the juoximal joints of the labial paljjs (i.e. of the
external lateral jxirtions of the second pair of

maxilhe). In jtower of extensif)n an<l retraction,

in equipment with honey-catching hairs, in the
diflerentiati(m of a terminal lobe, ».<:c., the tongue
exhibits a progressive evolution.

Evolution of Social Life.—Just as among ants,

so with bees we have to distinguish solitary and
social genera, of which the former are greatly in

the majority, and, in origin at anyrate, the more
primitive. Starting from completely solitary-

forms, we next find bees whose nests are individu-

ally separate, hut at the same time closely adjoin

those of their neighbours. From such a beginning
the various grades of development up to the com-

filex social life exhibited in the communities of

lumble and honey bees .are still distinctly trace-

able.

(a) Solitary Bees.—Colletes is a common and
widely-di.stributed genus, the females of which
closely resemble the common honey-bee. The
males differ in several features, and are decidedly



smaller. They form colonies of considerable size in

loose soil or in tlie soft mortar of walls. Each cell

is lined Avith a fine coating resembling gold-beater's

skin. Prosopis is also a common bee of wide dis-

tribiition. It closely resembles a sand-wasp, and is

destitnte of the usual means of carrying pollen,

being on that account long regarded as a parasite.

They make their cells in the pith of bramble-sticks,

and line them, like Colletes, with a delicate mem-
l)rane. The British species appear in June, and
continue during the two succeeding montiis. Wlien
handled they give off a pleasant oilour. The genns
Sphecodes includes four British species, of M'orld-

wide distribution, but of infrequent occurrence.

Tliey also are often regarded as parasites on other
bees (Halictus), but -Mr F. Smith's o1)servations go
to show that both in burrowing and pollen-gather-

ing they are entirely independent. The nests occur,

indeed, side by side with those of Halictus, but
e.acli bee seems to keep to its o^^^l home. In spring
females alone are met AWth, while in autumn both
sexes occur together. The genus Andrena is the
most numerous of all the Apidi¥, tlie British species
alone numbering sixty-three. They have been
litly called the harbingers of spring, as they appear
even in the cold of March. They are all burrowers,
making holes Avhich measure from 6 to 12 inches in

depth, and give off lateral passages, each terminat-
ing in a cell. In this the female deposits its egg on
the top of a mass of pollen about tlie size of a pea.
After devouring this, the larva falls into a lethargy,
which lasts till the following spring, when the rest
of the metamorphosis is rapidly completed.

Halictus is a large genus, the members of which
resemble Sphecodes in many characteristics, and in
this among others, that they alone among solitary
bees are impregnated in the autumn, and remain dor-
mant during winter. The most beautiful bees found
in Britain are the wasp-bees or Nomada. In their
gay colours they resemble wasps. They are widely
distributed in the northern hemisphere. Their life-

history is still veiled in obscurity, little being
known beyond the fact that they enter the hives
of otlier bees ( Andrrenidii? and Apidtie). All the
British sjiecies emit when captured very agreeable
balmy odours. The mason-bee, or Osniia, includes
a large number of species with most interesting-
diversity of instincts. They occur abundantly in
temperate climates, and their nests are found in
the most diverse localities, from the shells of snails
to the branches of brambles. In regard to these
wood -boring bees (such as Xylocopa), it has been
a commonly received opinion, originating with
Reaumur, that the young forms at the lowest por-
tion of the excavated tunnel escaped first, and that
the others followed suit in regular order from below
upwards. Each young bee had thus simply to cut
its way through the l)ottom partition of its cell,
towards whicli its head was said to l)e pointed, and
was thus not only saved trouble, but kept from
disturbing the less mature inmates of the upper
stories. This pretty observation is, however, denied
by Mr Smith, with respect to the numerous British
wood-boring bees. Megachile, the genus of leaf-
cutters, is the most cosmopolitan of all genera of
bees, and three hundred species are known to
exist. They all excavate burrows in the ground
or in wood, which tliey line with cuttings from
the leaves or petals of tlowers. Anthophora is a
very numerous genus, of world-wide distribution,
and includes one hundred and tliirty species, of
which four occur in Britain. Some of them are
true carpenters, and others are burrowers.

(1)) Social Bces.~The genus Bomlnis includes
one hundred species, of wliicli twenty are British.
Of all the wild bees, the species of Bombus
(humble-bee) are the most familiar, being ex-
tremely conspicuous on account of their large size

and noisy hum. In different parts of the country
they receive different names, such as bumble-bees,
hummel-bees, dumble-dores, foggie-bees, t!v:c. Some
species Iniild their nests on the surface of the
ground amongst moss and gi-ass (e.g. B. mnscoi'mn,
B. pratortun, and B. elegans), M-hile others form
subterranean homes (e.g. B. lapidarius, B. siihtcr-

raneits, B. virginalis). At the first ajiproach of

spring, the females, which have been hibernating,
come forth from their retreats, and at once set

about establishing a homestead, choosing for in-

stance the deserted abode of a shrew, or simply
looking for a cosy nook on the surface. Having
found a convenient site, the bee builds a nest of
withered grass, moss, «.^'c. , in the centre of Avhich a
mass of pollen mixed with honey is then deposited.
On this she lays several eggs, side by side, and
covers them over with pollen. When the eggs
hatch, the larva» eat their way in ditl'erent direc-

tions into the surrounding store until they reach
their full growth, when they spin for themselves a
strong oval cocoon. At the side of the mass are
a set of shallow receptacles containing coarse
liqiiid honey. These are probably designed either
for the moistening of the pollen, or as a store for

a rainy day. Within the cocoon the larvte soon
become perfect insects, but are not on emerging
ready for active work, nor eqiiipped with their

full-coloured dress. The empty cocoons afterwards
serve as store-chambers. The workers appear to
issue first, and to take upon themselves the entire

maintenance of the colony, while the queen now
restricts herself more or less completely to maternal
duties. Along with more workers small females
appear, which are not xmnaturally supposed to
be only capable of producing drones. Later on the
drones appear, while the last brood consists solely

of large females, which, on being fertilised, hiber-

nate, and thus complete the life-history.

The industry of the humble-bees appears to sur-

pass that of an.y other bees, which is saying a great
deal. From the earliest morning till the last streak
of evening light, they seem to continue most inde-

fatigably at work. The temper and courage of the
different species varies very considerably ; the nests

of the surface-bees are readily taken, while the
underground homes can hardly be outraged with
impunity. No species is more courageous than the
red-backed B. Icqndarius. In autumn, however,
the courage seems to wane, and a general listless-

ness prevails ; the males especially being often

found on the heads of thistles and other compo-
sites in a dazed and helpless state, capable only
of twisting their legs over their head and back in

a beseeching fashion, this condition being more
probably due to the stupor caused by cold, than
to over-indulgence in nectar. Bombus has a
curious semi-parasitic double-goer, called Apathus,
which is a very shadow of its host, and is thus able
tp enter the nest without molestation. The parent
deposits her eggs in the pollen of a humble-bee
nest, the larvas are reared with those of the
latter, and the adults enter and leave the nest
as if perfectly at home. The as.sociation is by
no means a friendly partnership, for the aristocratic

idlers gather no pollen, and ])rey upon the innocent
Bombi with M-hich they live. They consist en-

tirely of males and females, are veritable 'cuckoos,'

and do no good to the flowers whicli they may
visit.

Different Kinds of Honey-bees.—The genus Apis,

to which the hive-bee (Apis meUifica) belongs, has
a cosmopolitan distrilnition, and numerous local

varieties have arisen in resjionse to peculiarities

of habitat and nutrition. The number of true
species is a point of considerable debate. The
fifteen enumerated in the General Catalogue of

ApidiB published by the British Museum, have
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been reduced by Mr F. Smitli to nine—viz.

A. dorsata (India, Borneo, ike), A. cowa/a (Cele-
bes), A. t'ndica (India, Java, Sumatra, &c.), A.
niijro-cincta (Celebes, Borneo, \kc.), A. sinensis

(China), ^4. Jlorca (India, Ceylon, IWneo, tlvo. ),

A. (ulanmni (Africa), A. unicolor ( Madajrascar,
Rodri<jruez ), --1. mcUiJica (cosmopolitan). Of the
hvst tiiere are several varieties.

Within the limits of this article it has not been
possible to do more than touch on some of the most
important facts in regard to bees. Enou{i;h, how-
ever, has been said to show that the perfected com-
plexity of their social state, the marvels and
mysteries of their family relations, the exquisite
a»laptalions of their structure, the dexterity and
intellijrence of tlieir work, and the part they have
played in the history of llowers, justify us surely in

.sharing the entluisiasm of those who, from tiie time
of Aristotle downwards, have giiined in the study
of these insects some insight into tlie wonder and
beauty of nature. See Ant.s, Fektilisation
OK Fi.owKRs, Honey, Hymexoptera, Insects,
Wa.SI'S, i^C.

Bek-kkei'IXG as a source of profit has largely

extended in recent years, owing to the improve-
ment of modern appliances, and the more thorough
knowle<lge of the habits of the honey-bee. The
only species of bee cultivated in Europe for its

honey-gatliering powers is tl»e Apis mcllljica. Of
this, the leading varieties are the Ligurian or

Italian bee, the Carniolan or Hungarian bee, the
(Jyprian, and tlie common black bee of our own
country. Bee-keepers dill'er as to wliicii of tiiose

varieties is the most jirotit.able ; but. as a rule,

the Ligurian is most .siiugiit after. Tiie Ligurian
queens are mine prolific, and the swarms are

therefore larger. Their i)rogeny seem to work
harder during the h<mey-sea.son. going earlier

abroad in the morning, and working till later in

the evening. In Italy and tJermany, as well as in

Cyprus ami Palestine, the rearing of ijueens for

exportation is largely carrietl on ; and the difl'erent

foreign varieties have been introduced into our
country to such an extent that our own black bee
is now scarcely ever to be met ^\-ith in its pure
state.

Hires.— It is necessary to tiie well-being of a
colony of bees lliat their hives slumld protect them
froiu the changeable influences of tlie weather.
While the hive should be light, so as to be easily

moved about, its walls should be thick enough
to protect the bees alike from the extreme cold

of -winter and the excessive heat of summer,
and sliould be constructed of a material that

will cflcctually i)iotect tliem from rain or damp.
The hi\ e in use in Britain for ages past li;is

been made of straw, sewed tightly togetlier with

narrow belts of cane or bramble. The straw-skep

answered the purpose of its construction very well.

It was light and comfortable and durable, and
formed a iiictures(iue object. The straw-hive is

unknown in tlie I'nited States, the frame-hive

l>eing tiie only form known. In Russia, round logs

of wood, iioUowed out in the centre, are u.sed. Tiie

introduction of the movable comb method of

management has made the sken give way to

what is known as tiie Ijar-frame nive ; and now
in many jiarts of Scotland and England the

stiaw-liive is looked on as a relic of tiie past. Tlie

principle of tiie movable comb hive is of veiy

ancient origin, having been employed ijy the

Creeks ; liut it has Ijeen reserved to our own times

to develop it. To the Kev. L. L. Langstroth, an

American bee-keeper, belongs the credit of con-

ceiving a hive in wliicii tiie combs are built in

frames, iiung side by side in a box. The Lang-

Btrotii iii\ e made its appearance in tiie United States

in I80I ; and since then profitable bee-keeping has

advanced rapidly. The great advantage gained iiy

the movalile comli .system of management is that
the capacity of the liive may be regulated to
accommodate any number of bees, iiowever great
or small. As winter conies on, and the bees
decrease in numVier and cling more closely togetlier,

the hive is contracted l>y means of a division board,
so that the internal heat is economised. As sjiring

advances, comb by comb is added until the hive is

filled. Other advantages of tlie method arc that
weak hives may be strengthened l)y combs taken
from more ]>rosperous colonies ; tiiat the drone-
producing powers of tlie hive may be regulated, so

as to allow breeding from the Ijest stocks only ;

that on signs of anyiiiing iiavinggone wrong in the
economy of tiie hive, tiie iiee-master is generally
able to detect the cause, and to etl'ect a remedy at
once ; and tiiat the hive is so sini])le in construc-
tion as to be easily put together by any amateur
joiner.

The frame, made of four liars of wood joined at
the corners, is usually _
14i inches long by Hk

'''^-'^ ' ' "-'-'
'
' .^

inches deep, .ami is

made of wood aliont

g inch tiiick. If one
examines a skep in

wliicii tiie bees iiave

been allowed to work
at will, it is found
that the combs are
about an inch in

Fisr. «. A Bar-fraiiic fillcil with
Honey-coiiil).

thickness, and hang at a distance of aliout half an
incii fidiii one another. Accordingly, the frames
are made 1 incli iuoad, and are hung at a distance
of H inciies from centre to centre. Tlie number of

frames depends on the size of the swarm to Ite

accommodated, and on the honey-yielding capa-
bilities of the district. Ten frames have generally
been c«msidereil suflicieiit. aitiiougii many bee-

keejiers use hives containing as many as fifteen

or even eighteen frames. A iiive, then, containing
ten frames must be 15 inches long, 15 liroad, and SJ
deep. A pa.ssage of ^ incii is tlins allowed at tiie

ends and under the bottom liar of the frames. If

more tiian tliis i)e given, the bees will fill up the
interval witii comb, and if less, tiiey will seal the
frames to tiie walls and tiie bottom of tiie iiive

witli propolis. Tiie box thus constructed is tiie

brood -ciiamber ami storehouse of the bees, and is

never despoiled of its sweets. It is necessary to

]irovide accommodation for the storage of the
surplus honey, of wiiicli the bees are to be deprived.

Fig. 7.—Suction ot JJar-traino tlive :

A, bar-frame with comb ; B, walls of hive ; C, floor-board

;

D, doorway; E. sectional super; F, cover of hive; G, quilt.

Bees, in their wild state, store the iioney above tiie

brood-comlis : accordingly, a box of corresjionding

dimensions is fitted above the hive, while the

whole is protected by a sloping roof. A doorway



6 inches in length, and | inch in height, and a
suitable floor-lxiard, complete the bar-rranie hive
in its simplest form. Though the bars thus
are hung at regular inter^^als. the bees would
almost always work their combe irregularly on
them, and the advantages of the frame-hive
would be lost. To obviate this, guide-combs
are fixed to the under side of the top bar. Thin
pieces of old comb, or even strips of melted wax,

Rg. 8. -Bar-frame Hive, with cover rais^ to show
arrangement of bars.

were formerly used for this purpose, A septum of
wax has recently been brought into use. however,
that answers this purpose perfectly. This is known
as 'comb-foundation.' and consists of thin sheets
of wax impressed in a machine on both sides with
the forms of the base of the cells. The bees take
to this at once, and work combs of perfect regu-
larity and flatness. The strips of foundation used
may l>e of any breadth, from i inch to a full comb.
By using full sheets the bee-master is able to con-
trol the birth of ilrones in the hive ; for if worker-
foundation—Le. fotmdation bearing the impress of
worker-cells—be used, the comb will necessarily be
capable of containing only worker-brood. The bee-
keeper is thus enabled to assist nature in preserv-
ing the fittest by breeding drones from his best
queens only. .Several thicknesses of carpet or felt

are used as a quilt over the bars to confine the bees
to their own chamber, as well as to prevent the
escape of heat.

Qmeting Bfss.—Every one who has any know-
ledge of bees knows how rarely bees stinsr whilst
they are swarming. This is owing to their being
gorged with honey, when a ]>ee will not sting
unless hurt. If. then, the l>ees can be made to
fill themselves with honey, they are in the bee-
masters power. The general method of attaining
this end is by blowing amongst them a little

smoke. This may he done by a miniature
bellows called the ' smoker,' in Avhich a piece of
cotton is kept smouldering : or a piece or brown
pa|)er rolled like a cigar may be used, from
wliich the smoke is Idown over the l>ees. A
puff from a tobacco pipe serves the purpose equally
well. The l>ees. frightened by the smoke, seem
to fear that they are'about to be driven from the
hive, and they run to their store to gorge them-
selves, as they do preparatory to swarming, and in
a few minntes they may be handled at will.

Sicarminy.—A pound weight of bees contains
about 5000 indi\-iduals. ami swarms are often
found to weigh 8 lb., or even more. A populous
hive ^vill thus contain from 40.000 to 50.000 bees.
In spring, however, the number is much smaller,
amounting to only a few thousands. As the
season advances and footl becomes abundant, the

qneen deposits her eggs at the rate of from 2000
to 3000 a day. and the colony soon becomes too
numerous for the limits of their dwelling. Swarm-
ing is a matter of necessity, not of choice, on the
part of the bees, and may be almost wholly pre-
vented by providing sufficient accommodation for
the increasing numbers. In Scotland, swarming
rarely commences before the close of May, wliile
in the south of Elngland it is a few weeks earlier.

The chief indications that a swarm is about to
issue are the clustering of the bees at the entrance
of the hive, and a cessation of the usual activity
amongst the community. Previous to swarming,
the bees gorge themselves with honey that they
may have some store of proWsion for their new
home. A first swarm will rarely leave the parent
hive in bad weather. The time usually chosen is

the early part of the forenoon, though a swarm has
been known to go off as early as seven in the
morning, or as late in the afternoon as five o'clock.
The bees pour from the hive door in a constant
stream. The swarm is not led forth by the queen
as is generally sup-posed, for she is sometimes seen
to issue amongst the stragglers at the close. They
fly round in circles tmtil the whole have left the
hive, filling the air with a busy hum. Gradually
a knot of bees is seen to gather on some bush or
tree close at hand, and this knot increases in size

until the whole swarm have joined it. If left to
themselves, they will remain at rest for an hour
or more, when they will again take wing and go
off in a ' l)ee-line " to some chimney top or decayed
tree that has previously been decided upon. As
soon, however, as the cluster is complete, the l)ee-

keeper proceeds to skep the swarm. Tlus he does
by placing a straw-skep over it, and allowing the
bees to crawl up of their own accord ; or he may
hold the skep under the cluster, and give the
branch a sudden shake, when almost every bee
will fall into the skep. He then shakes theiii into
the bar-frame hive, which is either left till evening
where the cluster has gathered, or is removed at
once to its permanent station. Previous to swarm-
ing, the rearing of half a dozen, or more, of young
queen bees had been commenced. Eight or ten
days after the swarm issues, the most advanced of

these queens comes to maturity, and issues forth
from her cell. Her first impulse is to destroy the
remaining royal grulis. If the hive be of sufficient

strength to swarm a second time, the workers keep
guard over the cells, when the newly-hatched
queen takes flight with a second colony. Unless
increase of stock is aimed at, second swarming
should be avoide»l. and when they do occur, they
should be returned again to the hive.

* Ringing ' or ' tanging " the bees is an old custom
not yet extinct. On the issue of a swarm, the
owner proceeded to make hideous noises by beating
on old pans and the like, thinking thus to prevent
the bees from leaving his garden. The practice is

so entirely ineffective, that some have tuought it

was originally meaift merely to proclaim the owner-
ship of the swarm.

Artificial Siirarmiiig.—As has been alreaily

noticed, a swarm left hanging in its original

cluster will go off and establish a home for itself.

The hives during the swarming season should there-

fore be carefully watchetl. To avoid the necessity

of watching for swarms and the chance of eventu-
ally losing them, methods of artificial swarming
are now practised by all advanced l>ee-keepers.

This is a process easily accomplished, especially
with the l»ar-frame hive. An empty hive is placed
on the site of the hive to be swarmed, which is

itself moved aside. The frames of bees are lifted

out and examineil one by one until the queen is

discovered, when tlie comb on which she is found
is placed in the empty hive. One or two brood-
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combs are also removetl and placed aloDt; with it.

The hive is tilled up with eiiii>ty bars and covered
up as before. Empty bars take the place of those

removed from the old lii\e, which is taken to a
new situation in the garden, when the work is

complete. All the bees on wing during the onera-

tion, as well as the old bees in the swarmed liive,

will make their way to the new hive on the old

site. In the case of swarming from a straw-skep
the principle is the same, but the method of pro-

cedure is somewhat ditl'erent. As tiie combs can-

not be removed in the search for the queen, the
bees must be driven from them. In order to do
this, a warm day Ls chosen when the bees are

busily engaged at work. The hive must first be
quietetl as already described, when it is inverted,

and an empty skep of about the same size is

place<l over it at an angle of 45% touching it at

a point where the combs converge. The skeps
are held together at this point by a skewer puslieil

througli their edges, wliite the empty one is sup-
ported l)y another skewer in front. Then a "entle

and regular rappin'' witli the palms of the hands
is comnnMiced on the sides of the hive, wiien the
bees l>egin to run, slowly at first until a buzz
arises, and they rush in a long stream into the
empty hive. A sharp watch shouhl now be kept
for tiie queen, who will be seen running up with
tlie other bees, and after 'a little ex]»erience, she
will rarely i»ass without being noticed. The new
hive with the swarm containing tlie old queen is

then placed on the old stool, and the parent hive is

remove«l to a new site.

Fealiitg.—A hive siumld have at least 20 lb. of

honey storctl for winter use. After the seas<ui is

over it may be found that the supply is ilelicient,

and as bees should never l>e fed during tlie winter
months, the (juantity .should be made up before

cold weather sets in. If feil in autumn, a strong

colony will easily store away a quart of sirup

in 24 iiours, and the whole winter supply may
be thus given in a few days. A good feetung sirup

may '>e made by dissolving 4 lb. of cane-sugar in

2 pints (40 oz. I of water over a gentle lire. A
tablespoonful of vinegar should l>e added t<j prevent

the siru]» from recrystallising in the combs. Une-
fourtli of a pint of this given daily will be found

to be sulHcient. Gentle feeding in early spring is

also frequently advi.sable. The simplest method of

feeding is to iill a jar or scpiat bottle of sutlicient

size t<j hold. one days supply. Over this a piece

of linen should be tied, when the bottle may be

inverted over a iiole cut in the fjuilt.

Getting the Huiu'/.—ln olden times, the invari-

able method pursued in this country of taking the

lioney was by allowing the bees to work at will in

small straw-ske|)s until the close of the seiison,

when they were destroyed by sulphur fumes. Tlus

has almost everywhere now gi\en pl.ace to a more
humane juetluHi of management. The method
usually adopted by advanced bee-keepers is what is

known as ' extracting. ' This method Ls only pos-

sible in the movable comb hive. .V box of emial

dimensions to the body of the hive, and tilled like

it with bars, is placed above the bai-s. The quilt

Ls removed, and its place is taken by a sheet

of 'e.xcluder zinc'—Le. zinc with slits cut of suffi-

cient width to let the worker bees pa.ss freely, but

effectuallv to bar the jjrogress of the queen. The
upper sUivy Ls thus kept free from brood, and the

honey got "is pure. When this box is tilled, it is re-

moved, and an empty one is put in its i)lace. The
capping of the cells is then cut off. and the bars

are put into a machine known as the 'extractor.'

Thb* is a large cylin<ler containing wirework

cages, that may Ije set in rapid rotatorj- motion.

The centrifugal' force throws out the honey, and

the empty combs are replaced on the hive, to be

again tilled by the bees. By this method of work-
ing, the l)ees are saved the labour of comb-building,

and large harvests of honey may be secured. As
much as 4(K) 11 ». of surplus honey has been taken
from a single hive in this way. It should be noted
that heather-honey, being of a thicker consistency

than Hower-honey, cannot be extracted in this way.
Another method is to till the upper story of the
hive with boxes of thin wood known as ' sections,'

j)laced side by side. The sections are usually made
to ccmtain 1 or 2 lb. of honey, and are fitted, like

the bars, with guides of comb-foundation. The
advantage gained here over the old method of

Crotlucing large supers, is that the surplus-cham-
er. like the hive, may be enlarged or contracted

at will, while the sections may be removed as they
are lilled, and their place supplied by empty ones.

The honey, too, is put into the market in a form
much more convenient for use. The quantity of

honey that may be taken from a hive clirt'ers with
the locality as well Jis with the season. In a good

season, a i)opulous hive will yield from 50 to KX)

11). of comb-honey, besides laying up a sufficient

store to keep them ihnmgh the winter, while, if

the extracting system be foUowed, double this

amount is easily got.

The honey of various regions is flavoured by the

flowei-s predominant in the districts where it is

gatheretl—heather, rosemary, lavender, orange-

fiowei-s. wliite clover, bass-wood, lime-tree ; that

gathered from the flowei-s of some kinds of African

Eui>horbia and other plants is poisonous. In Scot-

land, it is not unusual to transport the hives in the

dowering season to the iieighl)ourhood of heathery

tracts. The honey most famous in the ancient world

was that of Mount Hybia in Sicily, and M(»UMt
Hymettiis in Attica. Supplies are imported into

Britain from various qiiartei-s ; but it is to the United
States and Canada that we must turn for bee-farm-

ing on the largest .scale, and California, especially

Southern (.'alifornia, is the paradise of bee-keepers.

In ISSO there were said to be 70().0<X) hives in the

United States, kt-pt by 3.j,(J<X) pei-sons, of whom ."itM)0

were professional bee-keepers. Some bce-kee|)ers

have from 2000 to lUm) hives ; and a.s much as 700

lb. of lioney has l)een obtained from one hive. The
most impr(»ved hives, honey-extractoi-s, artificial

combs, and comb-foumlations are in general use.

In California the bees swarm in March or Ai)ril,

and the taking of the lioney l)egiiis about the 20tli

May. See AutLTKH.VTio.N', HoNKY, Wax.
For further infonnation, consult E. Bevan, Tlie Honey-

bee (1827); C. Claus, Der BienenstMit (1«7:3); Curtis,

Brituih Entomoloijii : Darwin, Orir/in o/Specicg ; (Jirdwoyn,

Anatomic et Ph;j.iiolor/ie de CAbeiUe (1875); F. Hiiber,

Nouielles Observations sur les Abeilles (2d ed. 1814);
Kirby and Spence, Introduction to Entonwlo'iii ; Kirby,

Monograph of British Bees ; L. Langstroth, Hive and
Honey-bee; Latreille, Histoire Naturdk des Insectcs

;

Sir Jolm Lubbock, Ants, Bees, and Wasps (International

Science Series, 1882); A. S. Packard, Guide to the Study

of Insects (1870); G. J. Romanes, Animal Intelliyence

(International Science Series. 1886), and Mental Evolu-

tion (1880); Schniiedckneclit, Monof/raph of European
Btes (18'^7) ; F. Suiitli, Catulmjue of British Bees (British

Museum, 1870); Smith, Bees of Great Britain; St

Fargeau, Hmnenopt-res; Miiller, Fcrtilis'ition of Flowers

(1833); T. \V. Cowan, The Honey Bee (1890). And on

bee-keeping, see Pettigrew, Handy Book of Bees (4tli ed.

1880); Robinson, British Bee-farminrj (1880); Cook,

Manual of the Apiary (ChicaKo, 1878); Hunter, Manual
of Bee-keepim ( 3d ed. 1879 )

; Cheshire, Bees and Bee-keep-

iny ( 2 vols. 1880-88 )
; and works by Quinby ( New York ),

Root (New York, 1891), Samson ( 1892 ], and Simmins.

BoebtTU. See Greenheart.

Beeell ( Fug us), a genus of Cupulifene (q.v.).

There are about fifteen species, all forest-trees of

great beauty. The Common Beech ( F. sylvatica

)

forms whole forests in many parts of Europe. It
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is one of the stateliest of our forest-trees, and rivals

the oak in its dimensions and outline. Its bark is

smooth, of a S"ray colour ; and it is remarkable for

the frequency with which hard wooden knobs

—

abortive buds—occur in it. Grass does not grow
readily under the shade of the beech, but some rare

plants are almost peculiar to such situations. The
beech thrives best in light soils ; and does not send
its roots deep into the ground. The wood is very

Branch of Common Beech :

a, flower ; b, fiuit.

hard and solid, but brittle ; and when exposed to

the open air, very liable to rot and to be worm-
eaten. It is therefore not adapted to the purposes
of the house-carpenter ; but when kept always
under water, it is very durable, and is accordingly
employed in the erection of mills, and for weirs,
sluices, &c. It is extensively used by cabinet-
makers in the making of chairs, tables, bedsteads,
«S:c. , and by turners in making wooden bowls,
ladles, butchers' trays, and many other articles of

everyday use. It is used also in the manufacture
of carpenters' planes and other tools. Berkhanip-
stead, Hertfordshire, is noted for its trade in l)eecli

turnery-ware. The wood is also employed by
wheelwrights, cartwrights, and coachbuilders. It

is much used in f^ranee for making sabots, being
preferred for that purpose to any other, except
walnut-wood, on account of its not readily absorb-
ing water. It is regarded as being superior to that
of most other trees as fuel, and the green wood is

generally preferred to the dry, as it burns more
slowly. It also makes an excellent charcoal. The
ashes yield a large amount of potash of superior
quality. The leaves are sometimes used for mak-
ing mattresses, and the male catkins in packing.
The raspings of the wood are used in the prepara-
tion of vinegar ; the bark is sometimes employed
for tanning where oak-bark is scarce, and also for
making pyroligneous acid. The beech bears lopping
well, and is often planted for hedges. Beechmast,
when fresh, has a sweet taste, like that of a walnut.
A volatile, narcotic, poisonous principle called
Fagin is found in it, but more in the rind than in the
kernel. This poisonous principle is, however, easily
dissipated by <lrying ; after which the kernels are
in some countries ground into Hour. Pigs, poultry,
and cattle have been long known to thrive and
fatten on it, but it is injurious to horses. It yields
to pressure a great quantity of oil which is said to
be equal in flavour to olive oil, and keeps longer
sweet ; it is used for many domestic purposes and
in the arts. The marc left after the oil is expressed
is given as food to swine, cattle, and pcmltry, but
swine are apt to Ite attacked by a distemper called
yaryct when they are fed exclusively upon it.

Cocoa is sometimes adulterated with beech-mast.

Beeches from 90 to 100 feet high, with stems from
12 to 22 feet in girth, are not rare in Britain. The
linest one in the kingdom is at Newbattle Abbey,
Midlothian. It is 95 feet high, and girths 37^ feet

at 1 foot, 21J at 5 feet, from the ground, wliile the
spread of its branches is SoO feet in circumference.
The beech is not, in general, found in Europe north
of 59' lat. , although it occui"s two degrees farther
north in Scandinavia. It is found in the temjjerate
parts of Asia and in North America ; the White
Beech of the latter country being generally re-

garded as the same species. In gardens and
pleasure-grounds a variety is very frequently to

be seen of which the leaves have a reil colour
or purplish-brown, and is named the Purple
or Copper Beech. The same colour appears
also in some degree in the narrower and longer
leaves of the Bed Beech of North America
{F. ferruginea), which forms extensive forests;

and its wood, which is of a reddish colour, is

more valued than that of the White Beech.

—

Two species of beech are found on the mountains
of Java ; four are natives of the more elevated
parts of the south of New Zealand ; several belong
to the south of South America. The genus
is, in fact, more characteristic of the colder lati-

tudes of the southern than of the northern hemi-
sphere. F. betuloides is the 'myrtle-tree' of the
mountains of Tasmania—a large tree Avith small,
evergreen, leathery, serrate leaves. The same
species is the evergreen beech of Terra del Fuego,
where it forms forests of which the dark green
foliage contrasts strikingly in winter with the
dazzling snow. The wood makes tolerable planks,
and is carried to the treeless Falkland Islands for

rooting houses. F. antarctica ascends higher on
the mountains about the Strait of Magellan. It has
deciduous leaves, and much resembles the common
beech. F. procera grows in the Andes of Chili, and
attains a majestic size. It is a valuable timber-tree.

Beech-drops. See Cancer Root.

Beecher, one of the most remarkable families

that America has produced since the settlement
of the continent. Its founder copyright isss iu u.s.

settled in 1638 at New Haven, by j. b. Lii^piucott

Connecticut ; and there Lyman cumpany.

Beecher, an eminent divine, was born October
12, 1775. He graduated at Yale College in

1797, and became a Presbyterian minister. He
preached at East Hampton, on Long Island,

from 1798 till 1810 ; at Litchfield, Connecticut,
from 1810 till 1826 ; and in the latter year was
called to a pulpit in Boston, with the avowed
purpose of counteracting the growth of Unita-
rianism, which, under the influence of Channing
and others, was then rapidly advancing. Of an
energetic and positive character, Beecher was
always among the foremost to combat what he
considered the evils of his time. As early as 1806
he attacked the practice of duelling, in a sermon
suggested by the killing of Alexander Hamilton by
Aaron Burr, and he laboured earnestly in the cause
of temperance in the early days of that reform.

In 1832 he became president of Lane Theological
Seminary, near Cincinnati, Ohio, a position which
he held for twenty years. Though a professed
Calvinist, he Nvas arraigned for heresy by the
extremists of his faith, but was acquitted by the
presbytery, and thenceforth was a recognised new
school leader in the controversy "which rent the
Presley terian Church into old school and new school
factions. He resigned the presidencv of the semin-
ary in 1852, and died January 10, 'l863. In 1864
was published his autobiography and correspond-
ence, edited by his son. Mr Beecher was the
father of thirteen children—seven sons (all of whom
became clergymen ) and six daughters.
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Catheiune Estueu, the eldest child of the
family, was born at East Hampton, on Lonj;
Island, September 6, 1800. In early life she
became en'^aged to a Professor Fisher, of Yale
• "uUege, who was lost by shipwreck, and slie

never married. From 1822 to 1832 she was prin-
cipal of a seminary in Hartford, Connecticut,
and subse((ucntly tlcvotetl her eucrj,dcs and her
pen to the advancement of feiiude education.
She wrote numerous volumes, prlnci|)ally relative
to the neeils and duties of women. She died May
12, 187S.

Hakuiet Elizabeth (Mrs Harriet Beecher
Stowe ), author of Uncle Tom's Cabin, was born in
Litchlicld, Connecticut, June 14, 1811. In her
childliood she received careful training botli at
home and at tlie academy of her native village,

and she early developed a fondness for writing

—

often uptin the most ab.stru.se subjects—that
amounted almost to a piussion. It is recorded that
when twelve years of age, at an annual exhibition
ni tin- academy, she surpriscil her friends by tlie

[iroduction of an essay on the negative side of tlie

question, ' (,"au the Iminortaiity of the Soul be
proveil by tlie Ligiit of Nature?' On leaving the
academy slie joined her sister Catherine at her
school in Hartford— lirst as pupil and afterwards
as teacher. There she remained until the appoint-
ment of tlieir father to the })residency ot Lane
Theological Seminary, when tlie two daughters
estal>lislied a sdiool at Cincinnati, Oliio, adjoining
the slave state of Kentucky. Here Harriet saw
much of the practical workings of the institution
of slavery, and liec.ime actiuainted witii manj' of

those scenes and incidents which she aft^'rwards so
grai)iiically ilescril)ed in her anti-slavery wiitings.

In IS.SO she married tlie Kev. C. E. Stowe. a tlieo-

logical professor in Lane Seminary, with wiiom she
subse<iuently removed to Brunswick, Maine, and in

18411 she issued lier first work, I'lic Majifluircr, or
Sketches of the iJesrciuldiits of the PIlgrlniH. In
18.31 she engaged to c(mtribute a story to The
Xationa/ Km, an anti slavery paper published
at Washington (tlie seat of government), the result

of wiiich was the production of Uncle Tom's Cii/jin

(un<|uestionably tlie most famous novel ever issued
in .Vmerica ), whidi, l>esides l>eing translated into

many foreign languages, has lieen repeatedly
dramatised and represented upon tlie stage witli

great success. I'rolialiiy more than a iiiiiii(jn copies
tif this work have been jirinted in Englisli. Within
a year 12(» eilitions, or over 300,000, were issued and
si)ld in America ; in four montlis she had received
.^lO.oiHj in royalties, iiioini/ Memories- of Foreign
J.Kiuls { 1854) was a charming volume of letters

from Eurojie. Of Dred, a Talc of the JJismal
Stcu mjt (\HSHi), 100,000 copies were sold in IJritaiii

in four weeks. Mrs Stowe died at Hartford,
Conn., 1st July 189G.

Other works were 'J'he Minister's Wooinfj (1859);
The I'earl of On's Island (1862); Af/ncs of
Sorrento (18()2); Oldfoivn Folks, a Story of Xni)
Enfflai d Life (18G9); Lad;/ lii/ron Vindiratcd

(1870), a work which, even liad its mon.strous

allegations been true, siiould never certainly have

seen the light; My Wife and I (1871) ; Fot/anuc

People (1878), vVc. See the Life, compiled (before

her mind became clouded) from her letters and
journals, by her son (2 vols. 1890).

Henry Waku Beechek, was born at Litchfield,

Connecticut, June 24, 1813. He graduated at

Amherst College, Massachusetts, in 18.34, studied

theology under his father at Lane Theological

Seminary, preached for two years at the small

town of Lawrenceburg, Indiana, and in 1839 was
'tailed to lndianai)rtlis in the same state, wliere

lie laboured for eight years, acquiring consider-

able reputation as a pulpit orator, and becoming

noted also for his active interest in the secular
([uestions of the day. He early became identilieil

with the anti-slavery movement of tiie country
(then in its infancy), and introduced into the
synod, amid much opposition, a resolution declar-

ing it to be the (luty of every clergyman to

jireach against slavery, and followetl this act
oy a coui"se of sermons dejiictiiig the horrors of

the institution as it then existetl in the L nitcd

States. In 1847, on the organisation of Plymouth
(Congregational) Church, in Brooklyn, New
York, he accepted the pastorate, and practically

ignoring formal creeds, announced his dcter-

minatitm to preach the gospel of Christ, and to do
battle in the causes of temperance and anti-slavery.

An immense congregation was attracted by his

ministrations, ami during his subsequent career of

forty yeai"s (less a few months) he laboured in this

chosen field with an almost tinparidleled earnest-

ness. He aided in establishing The Independent,
a politico-religious journal, to which he was for

nearly twenty years a prominent contributor. He
favoured the free-soil party in the president ial

campaign of 1852, and denonnceil the repeal of the
Missouri Compromise (1854); and in tlie conten-
tion which followed between the pro-slavery and
anti-slavery factions in the settlement of the terri-

tory of Kansas, he openly counselled the meeting of

force with force if necessary in tlie protection of

the Free State settlers in their rights. He was an
ardent supporter of the republican camliilates in

the presiilential contests of 185G and 1800, and on
the breaking out of the civil war, his chuicli

raised and e(|uipped a regiment of volunteer soldiers

for service in the field. Some rest to his oveita.\e<l

powers becoming necessary, he \isited Euio|)e in

1803, and on his return to England from the Contin-
ent, he delivered addresses on the condition of his

country' to crowded meetings, often of unsym-
pathetic auditors ; and it is not unreasonably
claimed by his friends that he did much at lias

time towards convincing the British jiublic that
his government would ultimately triumph. On
the clo.se of the war in 1805, Mr Beecher became
an earnest atlvocate of reconciliation between
the two sections on the broadest ground of

charity and goodwill. He even alienated, by his

liberal course, many of his former political

friends, among others the editor of The Indcjn-nd-
cnt ; and his connection with that journal ceased.

Later (1870) he assumed the eiHtorship of The
Christian Union, the circulation of which increased
in one year from .3000 copies weekly to over 30,000.

Of the charge of ailultery with a nipmber of

his church, ineferred against him in 1875, it is

enough to say that one trial resulteil in the dis-

agreement of the jury ; whilst another before an
ecclesiastical council was decided in Beecher's
favour. The decade of active usefulness which
followed served to restore to the great preacher
a large measure of jmlilic confidence and esteem.
He visited (ireat Britain in the summer of 1880.

delivering numerous addresses, and on his return
resunieil his jiastoral duties, in the active dischaige
of which he liied of apojile.xy, March 8, 1887.

Of his i)ublished writings, the ])rincipal are Star
Papers (liiMt), first published in The Independent :

New Star Paj)ers (1858), republished under the
title of Slimmer in the Soul; Thoiajhis as tlivij

Occur, contributed to the New York Ledger, and
republished, under the title of Eyes and Ears
(1864); Leitures to Young Men (1844; revised ed.

1850) ; Aids to Prayer ( 1864) ; Norwood, or Village

Life in New England (1867) ; Lecture-room Ttdka

(1870); Yale Lectures on Preaching (3 vols. 1872-

74); The Life of Jesus the Christ (2 volumes,
1871-91), &c., besides many separate sermons and
addresses. See his Life, by Joseph Howard, jun.
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(1887), and the largely autobiographical Authentic

Biography, by his son and son-in-law (1888).

Beecliey, Sir William, R. A., born at Burford,

Oxfordsliire, in 1753, entered the Koyal Academy
as a student in 1772, and devoted himself chiedy to

portrait-painting. In 1793 he was elected an asso-

ciate of the Koyal Academy ; and in 1798 he

received tlie lionoiir of kniglithood, and was made
a Royal Academician, for his picture of the Cavalry

Review in Hyde Park by George III., which is

reckoned his best work. Beechey now received tlie

patronage of the royal family and court. Among
Ids portraits are those of Lord Nelson, Sir "William

Hamilton, Lord St Vincent, Lord Cornwallis, John
Kemble, and jNIrs Siddons. Beechey was not a

painter of the first rank, but liis portraits are gener-

ally characterised by easy attitude and naturalness

of expression. He died at Hampstead, •28th Janu-
ary 1839.—His son, Frederick William, born in

London in 1796, entered the navy at the age of ten.

In 1818 he took part under Franklin in a scien-

tific voyage of polar disco\ery ; and tlie services he
rendered with his pencil during this voyage gained
a grant of £200 from parliament. In 1819 he was
engaged in another arctic expedition under Parry ;

and in 1821 rendered further important services to

science by his exploration of part of the north coast

of Africa, of whicli the results were published in

1828. In 1825 he received a commission to proceed

by the Pacific Ocean and Behring Strait to the Polar
Sea, in order to communicate, if jiossible, with
Franklin, who was to make the journey overland
from North America. The explorers did not meet,
although at one time they were within 150 miles of

each other. Beechey returned in 1828, and in

1831 published a narrative of his voyage. Port
Clarence and Port Grantley, to the south-east of

Cape Prince of Wales, were discovered by him in

1827. He was made Rear-admiral of the Blue in

1854, having in 1843 published his Voyage of
Discovery towards the North Pole. He died 29th
November 1856.

Bee-eatei* (Meroimlce), a family of birds nearly
allied to kingfishers. Numerous forms occur,

widely distril)uted in Africa, India, Moluccas, and
Australia, and are well known for their bee-eating
propensities and bright plumage. The Common Bee-
eater (

Merojis ajnastcr ) very rarely occurs in Britain,

=^^^

Common Be ipiaater).

but is an exceedingly abundant summer visitor in

Southern Europe. Even Aristotle speaks of its

ravages among the bees, which the bird seizes on
its swallow-like flight, or by watching l)eside the
hives. They excavate long lioles wliich honey-
comb the banks of rivers like tlie Don and Volga.

These nests are sometimes 10 feet deep, and the
wearing away of the rather long bill testifies to tlie

amount of labour which they expend to secure the
safety of the young. These are often seen sunning
themselves at the openings of the holes, tumbling
back when alarmed by the apjiroach of reptilian or
other enemies. When the flowers wither and the
bees cease to work, the birds migrate southwards,
and breed again in Africa, where Livingstone has
described their excavations on the banks of the
Leeba. Their bright, predominantly green plum-
age is often used to decorate ladies' hats, and
they have further some practical importance on
account of their destructiveness to bees, which is

compensated to some extent, however, by their
ravages among wasps and other insects. The
Hottentots watch their flight in order to find the
bee-nests.

Beef. See Cattle, Food.

Beef-eater (Buphaga), a small genus of

African perching birds, nearly related to the star-

lings. The name Ox-pecker is more accurately
descriptive of their habit of feeding on the lan'ae of

gadflies and the like, which they find on the backs
of cattle, camels, rhinoceroses, and other large
animals. Livingstone notes how the sharp eyesight
of the South African Butt'alo Birds [B. africana)
make them useful sentinels to the cattle herds,
and the same has been observed in regard to the
rhinoceros. Their habit of devouring the insect

pests, which they generally do without irritation to
the infested anim.als, is evidently convenient and
pleasant both for tliemselves and the cattle.

Beef-eater, a term now applied jocularly to

certain functionaries belonging to the Yeomen of

the Guard (q.v. ), who, ever since the time of Henry
VII., at whose coronation tliey made their first

appearance, 30tii October 1485, have formed part of

the train of royalty, attending the sovereign at

royal banquets and other state occasions. The
Tower Warders are a distinct corps from the Yeo-
men of the Guard, and had their origin in the reign

of Edward VI. , when fifteen of the Warders were
sworn in as Extraordinary Yeomen of the Cliamber.
They received liveries like the Yeoman of the
Guard in ordinary, but are distinguished from
them by the absence of the cross-belt. The
costume has varied somewhat during the four

centuries ; a slight alteration was made in 1858 ;

and in 1885 a cloth hat was given to be woni
with the undress uniform of the ToM'er Warders.
Their costume has had much to do with their

attractiveness to sight-seers. The word has of

late been usually regarded as a corruption of

buffctier (Fr. ), or heaufetier, one who attends the

buffet or sideboard. It would thus be an instance
of what Latham calls ' foreign words simulating
a vernacular origin ;

' like sparroiv-grass ior aspara-
gus, ancient for ensign. But Skeat holds that beef-

eater is simply eater of beef a servant or dependant,
and quotes eaters (from Ben Jonson) and jwwdei--

beef lubbers used in a similar sense. See T.

Preston's Yeomen of the Guard (2d ed. 1887).

Beef-tea is a light and pleasant article of diet,

obtained from the flesh of the ox. It is best made
as follows : A pound of lean beef is cut into small

pieces and placed in a closed jar with a i)int of cold

water ; after an hour the jar is allowed to stand for

another hour in a pan of gently boiling water ; the

contents are then strained through a coarse sieve.

A much more concentrated beef-tea may be made
by placing the meat in a jar without water and
simmering it as above for two or three hours. Salt

is then added according to taste. Either of these

processes removes from the meat almost all its salts

and extractive matters, with a proportion of its

albumen and gelatine.
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Beef-tea is [topularly sui)jM)>ied to contain all the
nourishment of the meat from which it is niaile.

This is a great mistake ; for though the substances
which give the beef its flavour are extracted, far

the larger jtart of the nutritious albumen and
gelatine renuiiu in the tasteless and hardly digest-

ible residue : more complex ])rocesses are requireil

to obtain higidy nutritious extracts from meat.
It is, however, of great value in the treatment
of invalids, for the nutritious elements which it

does contain are, so far as they go, in a digestible

form ; it is, moreover, a pleasant stimulant, a relish

which may enable a sick person with poor ajtpetite

to eat other foo<l with enjoyment, and a suitable
vehicle f<jr the administration of more nutritious
material, for example, some of the easily al)sorbed

'peptones' or 'infants' foods' in the market. It

must always be borne in mind that lieef-tea alone
ha-s not a high value as a food, and that the in-

crea.sed sense of strength and well-being often
following its administration is due to a stimulating
more tiian to a nourishing etiect, and is therefore

transient and sometimes harmful. Moreover, in

some diseases, particularly gout and kidney-disea.se,

it is usually injurious. .Slutton, treated in a simi-

lar maimer, yields a broth or tea which is not so

easily digeste<l. and is hurtful to persons of weak
stomach, especially if the fat be not skimmed oil'

from the li<|uid. A knuckle of veal atl'onls a
similar broth or tea ; but it is not so light ;is beef-

tea, and, nioreover, gelatinises on cooling. A
broth or tea prepared from a young chicken is, of

all ilecoctions of animal matter, the most readily

digested, and is specially suitable for invalids,

where great irritability of the stomach exists.

Beef-wood. See C.v.sr.MUNA.

Beehive lloiise.s. The beeiiive |dan of con-
struction is a primitive method of throwing a roof

of dry stone masonry over a cliaml)er of the same.
In building with hewn stones and mortar, a stone-
roofed ciiambcr would be vaulterl on the princijile of

the arch : but in primitive building with uiulressed
stones and without mortar, the method was a<lopted
of setting inward each successive course of the
upper part of the side walls, until the space to be

The larger Beehive Cell in Skellig Mhichel.

(From a Photograph by Lonl Diinraven.)

spanned was so reduced that it could be covered in by
a single stone, or by several stones laid lintel-wise,

side by side. Tiiis method of constructing a stone

roof is found in many varieties of prehistoric struc-

tures. It is the usual stvle of roohng the chambers
55

in the chambered cainis or barrows of Britain and
Ireland ; and as these have been shown by their
contents to belong to the stone age, it is therefore the
earliest method of constructing a roof of winch we
have extant evidence in the Briti.sh Isles. It is also
the usual style of the basement chaml)ers of the
Brochs, or so-called " Pictish towers' of Scotland,
which belong to the iron age. In the early Christian
l>eriod, many of the small churches and oratories of
the Celtic Church in Scotland and Ireland were still

constructed in the same primitive manner ; and the
dwellings of the monks in early Celtic monasteries
have been termed 'beehive houses,' from their
being almost invariably Imilt of dry stone and
roofed in this manner. In some districts of Ireland,
as in Kerry, the remains of beehive lumses, called
by the country-i>eople r/(>7//^n(/(.s-, are still abuiulant.
They are not connected with ecclesiastical sites,

but seem to have been the common dwellings of the
inhabitants at some time prob,il)ly not extremely
remote, liut now unknown. U'l-'laherty, mention-
ing the r/oif/iinni.'i ni West Connauglit in 1GS4, lie-

scribes them as buildings of stone, brought to a roof
without any manner of mortar to cement them, some
of which would h(dd forty men on their tloor, and
which were so ancient that nobody knew how long
ago any of them were made. In the Western Isles of

Scotland there are many remains of beehive Jiouses
of quite recent date. Ca|itaiii Thomas saw forty or
lifty in a limited area of the island of Lewis in

1857 ; and Dr .Mitchell records in ItfSO that not more
than from twenty to thirty were then iidiabited.

These, however, were not the ))ermanent dwellings
of the peoitle, but the huts of their summer shiel-

ings, erected usually on grassy spots in the glens to
rthich they proceed with their cattle, and remain
making butter and cheese in duly and August,
"during which time," says Ca])tain Thomas, 'they
dwell in these circular stone-roofed houses called
bothuii, or in timber-roofed ones called ttirii/ZiriHi.'

The botluiti are .seldom larger than 10 feet in dia-

meter ; .a row of stones is placed across the interior

for a seat, on one siile of which is the lire, ami on
the other the sleeping jdacc. Many of the <dder
ones, however, have .'several chambers, each with its

beehive roof. Cajitain Thomas considers them a
survival of the Scotic tyjie of the earliest artificial

dwelling. Beehive constructions of various types
and periods are describeil and ligured in Dr Arthur
Mitcliell's Pa.st auil I'nsnit, Dr Joseidi Andeison's
Scutknid ill Karlji Christian am/ Par/an Times,
and Lord Dimrnyvn's S/.cfr/ics of Iris/i ArcltHri'ttirc.

Huts of beelii\e shajie, but of light materials, are
used by various savage peoples.

Beelzebub ('god of Mies'), the form of Baal
worsliipjiecl l>y the Philistines at P^kroii. The
Greeks also had Zeus 'Apomyios'or 'Myiagros'
(' disperser of Hies' ), d(mbt!ess a god of Hocks and
herds. As the heathen deities were all iegarde<l as
demons by the .Jews, the name Beelzebub became,
in C(iurse of time, commonly aj)plied to the chief of

evil spirits, and in this .sense it is emjdoved in the
(;os])els. The more correct reading of the word is

Bcilzihiil, variously exjdained as 'lord of the
dwelling,' ' lord of the dunghill.' See B.\AL.

Beer and Bl*e>vili;£. Beer is the popular term
ai»]>lied to an infusion of malted barley which has
been boiled with hojis and afterwards undergone
fermentation. Like other alcoholic beverages, it

Eassesses great historical antiquity and interest,

gyptian manuscripts written at least 3000 years
before the Christian era show conclusively that
even at that primitive jieriod tlie manufacture of
an intoxicating liquor from barley or other grain
was extensively carried out in Egypt. I'liny

also records in his time the regular use of a
fermented drink, made from 'com and water,' in
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all the districts of Europe with which he was
acquainted. In Britain, little was known about
beer before the lloniau conquest, the beverages
then being chielly mead and cider. With the

improvements in agriculture, hoM'ever, which fol-

lowed tlie conqxiest, we learn that ale was made
from barley and other grain, although differing

somewhat ifrom its latter-day representative. By
the aid of biology and chemistry, the product
has vastly improved within recent years ; and
it has become the general beverage of many of

the leading nationalities of the world. In con-

sidering the various processes employed in the
different stages of its modern manufacture, it

may be best to take them up in then natural
sequence, as the ordinary reader may in that
way be the better able intelligently to follow.

Firstly, then, as the crude basis in brewing,
we have to consider the barley. The barleys

used at the present day are very various, and
many countries are called upon to contribute
to the contents of the modern brewer's barns

;

but practically speaking, the barleys iised may
be divided into two distinct classes—viz. heavy
barleys, weighing from o-t to 58 lb. per bushel, and
light barleys, Aveighing from 48 to 52 lb. They
have all their special virtues or drawbacks accord-
ing to the vicissitudes of the seasons—some being
specially serviceable one season, and utterly useless
another. And of course the skill of the brewer is

displayed in selecting and blending each season
in his mash-tuns only those barleys that produce
a malt yielding the proper proportions of extractive
matter that will, after being boiled with hops and
fermented, give him a sound, bright, and delicately
flavoured beer. This is a matter requiring some-
what elaljorate practical and chemical experi-
mental preliminary examination ( beyond the ordi-

nary judgment of experience), and it is impos-
sible to enter into it in detail here. One remark
may, however, be made generally on the choice
of brewing barleys ; they should be thoroiighly
Avell and equally ripened, well ' got ' or har-
vested, and as far as possible presented to the
brewer in the perfect husk or envelope with
which nature has furnished the kernel. Ancient
and modern modes of thrashing and dressing to a
greater or less extent damage both the husk and
the kernel, and thus at the very threshold intro-
duce one of the causes of disease. Whenever
the grain is broken or bruised, it is liable to be
attacked when moist by a variety of moiilds which
lead to more or less serious disaster.
Having selected the barley, the next thing is to

prepare it for the mash-tun, or in other words to
transform it into malt. This is done by steeping
the barley in water in iron cisterns with a perforated
draining gutter in the bottom, for a period of from
72 to 90 hours, according to the condition and char-
acter of the barley. The water is run off and re-

newed every 24 hours in order to keep it sweet and
fresh. At the end of the steeping period the water
is thoroughly drained off, and the barley cast on to
the maltin*,' floor, and the process of germination
watclied with the greatest care. In cold weather
the saturated grain is kept from 12 to 18 inches
thick for the first 24 or 36 hours. As soon as
the growth begins, the ' floor ' is thinned out, and
the thickness must now be regidated by the rate
of growth. The changes of atmospheric temjjera-
ture have to l)e constantly noted and compensated
for by the thickening or tlie thinning of the ' floors,'

and l»y letting in or shutting out the colder
or the warmer outside air. In all well-regulated
malt-barns provision is made for an abundant
supply of fresh air, as this is essential to sound and
regular growth ; and when under proper control, it

should be judiciously used to equalise and regulate

the growth of the malt. The use of further water
on the floors is necessary in order to stimulate the
growth, and this is applied by means of asi)rinkling-

pan, which is simply a species of Avatering-pan
specially designed for the purpose. In this way a
gentle or a heavy shower can be administered to the
floor as the maltster may think fit. The process of

growth goes on for various periods according to the
varying temperature and the kind and quality of
the barley. In mild A\eatlier aljout ten days may be
stated as the average period from steep to kiln,

and in cold weather about twelve days. It is, how-
ever, important to have the growth gradual and
at a comparatively low temperature, because the
chemical change or modification that is brought
about by the progress of the acrospire (the future
blade) over the cruder material of the kernel is

the main object of malting ; and if this growth is

irregular, or alloAved to proceed at too high a tem-
perature, then you have the apparent requisite
growth w'ithout the corresponding work done.
Lighter barleys malt and mature faster than the
heavier varieties ; and the maltster must study the
peculiarities of each variety, and work it accord-
ingly.

Tlie malt being satisfactorily finished on the
floor, is then removed to the drying kiln ( fig. 1 ),

Fig. 1.—Malt-kHn :

A, upper drying floor ; B, under or finishing floor.

where it is kept for three or four days. Kilns
are large square buildings varying in height
(according as they are single or double storied),

with wire-cloth floors, an ample ventilator on
toji, an<l an open fire underneath. Most kilns

have only one drying floor ; but those of recent

construction have two floors, the one seven feet

above the other. The fresh malt is laid on the
top floor (A) for two days, and then lowered to

the under or finishing floor (B), to be succeeded
on the top l)y another fresh supply. The advan-
tage and economy of this method will be ap^iarent,

and American brewers are adoptinf^ three stories

instead of two. The heat is gradually applied

until the moisture is driven out of the malt,

when the temperature is further increased to
170°-190° F., and after being kept for some hours
at that point, the malt is removed to the store

to await the summons to the mash-tun. The
chemical change that takes place during malting
is not great, and the operation may therefore be
regarded as the preliminary preparation of the
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•irain oti" tlnoufih the perforateil false bottom.
Tlie operation of 'sparjnnjj.' or washing out the

barley for the revolutionary' changes in the niash-

tun. The next steu is to crush tlie malt in order
to make it amenable to the action of hot water,

j

extract, now proceeds at the same time as the
This is usually done by an ordinary pair of steel rolls

j

running olf. and is accomplished by means of a
( E, fig. 2 ) ; but in large breweries two pairs are at

|
rotatory copper pipe ( K ), perforated on alternate

work, the one crushing the small, and the other the
|
sides, which tlistnbutes a gentle and continuous

lart^e grains. The crushed malt, or '^st" as it is now | shower of hot water equally over the surface of

calle<l, is then conveyed by means of an elevator ( F)
I

the mash. When the sparging is finished, the
to hoppers ((.i ) jdaced in a position to comman<l all I waste liquor in the tun is drained oil", leaving
the mash-tuns ( I )in the masii-house. At the lM)ttom

|
l)ehind the well-known feeding material, draft" or

of eaoii hopi>er is a sh<M)t, placed immediately above
I

brewers grains. The extract, or 'wort' a.s it is

the external mixing or
nuishing machine ( H ),

whicii omsists of a short

cylinder, with a shaft
havifig a number of

attache*! arms and screw-
jiropeller revolving in-

side. There are two
apertures at one end for

the admission of the hot
water and tlie grist re-

spectively, while the
other end is left open
to allow the free exit of

the mash. When the
operation of ma.'<hing

commences, the hot
water is Hirne<l on, and
the shoot of the hopper
partially ojiened to allow
tlie grist to come in con-

tact with the water, ami
the mixture or mash
passes out into the tun
with the consistency of

ordinars' porridge. In

most breweries there are
also internal mashing-
machines in the ma.sh-

tub. These machines
serM' the same puq>ose
as the external ones, and
consist of a series of

rakes worked by means
of a shaft under the tun.

When mashing is con-

duclfd by means of the
internal arrangement
aJijiir, then the whole or

greater porti<m of the
lasliing liquor is run into the tun, the m.achinery

Fig. 2.— Transverse Section :

A, Tualt-lioppcrs ; B, malt-elevatf>r ; C, ni.alt-cleaner : P, slmtlL-r; L, malt-niill ; F, grist-elevator;

G, prist - hopper ; H, mashing-machine ; I, mash-tun; K, sparger; L, wort-receiver;

M, copper; >', hop-<Jrainer ; O, sparger; P, wort-pumps; Q, conlers; R, refrip-nitor

;

8, femienting-tun ; T, attemperators ; if, settling-square ;
\', casks.

quor l!

set in motion, antl tiie grist gradually added,

Gre.'it imiiurtance is attachetl to tiie ' initial ' tem-
perature i>t tlie mjush, but there are so many con-

siderations which regulate its range (within reason-

able limits), that they cannot \>e entered into in

detail. They are briefly quality, kind, and comlition

of malt, variety and character of l)eer to l>e brewed,

and the relative thickness or thinness of mash. It

is also a general practice to raise the temperature of

the whole mass i>y the admission of hot liquor at

the bottom of the tun a short time after the Hrst

masji. Speaking generally, about 150" F. is the

average striking temperature with the English and
Scot<.'h systems. As soon as the m.osh is finished,

the tun is carefully covered up to ]irevent as niuch

as possible any loss of heat during the period of

infusion. And now an extra<trdinar>- transforma-

tion process goes on inside the mash-tun through

tlie action of a soluble albuminoid or unorganised

ferment in the malt, known as diastase, which
possesses the power of converting the modified

starch of the malt into malt-sugar and dextrine.

Although this change or convei-sion takes jtlace

very rapidly, the mash is usually allowed to stand

ftir about two hours, when the taps at the bottom
of the tun are opened to allow the extract to

now termed, is received into an intermediate
vessel (L), and either pumped or run direct into

the coppers (M), where it is briskly l)()ileil for

about two hours with its allotted portion of lio])s.

Hops.— It is the female flower of the plant that
is used by the brewer, and it is difficult to say how
long he has appropriated it to his special purpose.

It was certaiidy known in very ancient times, and
Pliny mentions in his Natural History that the

Gennans preserved «ale with hojis. Coming to our
own country, there is no doubt the hop was known
in England before the Conquest, and passages in

contemporary writei-s show that some use was
made of the plant by the Saxons in their primitive

firoccss ; but the date of its practical introduction
or brewing (judging again from contemporary
writers) was most proV)ably the mid<lle of the
loth century. The hops exert a purifying, a
preservative, ami an aromatic influence over the
wort. The tannin precipitates the excess of

albuminous matter, thus ridding it of a certain

source of after trouble, while other constituents
of the hop in different ways play their preservative
part.

From the copper, the wort passes into the hop-

back or drainer ( N )—a vessel iirovided with a
perforated false bottom, through which the wort
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drains on to the cooler, leaving the hops behind in

tlie back. Tn many breweries the Avort is forced

by means of a jmmp (V) from the drainer to the

cooler, but tliis is not necessary when the site and
construction of the brewery allow of the wort
running by gravitation from the mash-house to

the fermenting-worm. The cooler (Q) is a large

aliallow vessel constructed of tine metal plates,

but since the introduction of improved refrigera-

tors, it does not occupy the important place it

once did in the breweries of this country—those

good old times when brewers had to sit np all

night waiting on the evening breeze to perform the

functions of the cold-water pipe. Coolers are now
much reduced in size, and in some cases are

abolished altogether, tlie Avort being run direct

from the liop-back through the refrigerators.

Refrigerators (K), though varying slightly in

form, are all similar in principle. They con-

.sist of a series of Hat copper tubes or pipes,

with cold water circulating through them, while
the hot wort circulates outside, and gets
gradually cooled as it passes each alternate set.

Tlie wort and the water circulate in opposite
directions, so that the gradually cooling wort is

always meeting with colder water in its passage
through the refrigerator. As the wort passes
directly from the refrigerator to the fermenting-
tuns (8), tiie flow must be regulated in accordance
with the temperature at which you wish to ' pitch

'

or start your fermentation. The pitching heat is a
]) )int of pre-eminent practical importance, as upon
it depends, to a great extent, the success of the
fermentation that is to ensue. Every fermentation
must be kept within certain bounds, and if the
initial control is lost, it can never be altogether
recovered. From 55° F. for strong beers, up to
GI° F. for weak beers, is a fair range of pitching
temperature, while the quantity of liquid yeast
added to start tiie fermentation varies from G lb.

to 1 lb. per barrel according to quality of beer and
vitality of yeast. Immediately on the addition of

the yeast the fermentative action is set up, and in
a few hours the surface of the liquid is covered with
a brownish cream, which gradually increases in
volume owing to the rapid multiplication of the
yeast-cells. These are buoyed up by the escaping
gas until the yeasty head rises to a height of 2 or 3
feet, and carbonic acid gas is given off in great abund-
ance. During the first 12 hours the fermentation
proceeds slowly, but after that period the vigour
increases, accompanied by a rapid rise in tempera-
ture, and correspondingly rapid decrease in the
specific gravity of the liquid. After about 40
hours the contents of the fermenting-tun are
generally run off into some intermediate vessel to
regulate and control the finish of the fermentation.
All settling vessels are provided internally M'ith a
series of pipes called attemperators ( T ), ' through
wliich cold water can be passed in such quantity
as may be necessary to cool the beer to its normal
racking temperature. In Burton the beer is

pumjjed into large casks called ' unions,' while in
Scotland it is generally finished in large square
vessels called ' settling '-squares ( U ).

Wiien the fermentation is finished and the beer
so far ' settled ' or freed from suspended yeast,
it is lacked into casks, and storeil in the cellars
until ready for consumption. This period varies
with the character and kind of ale ; local mild
ales l>eing lit for use in about a week

; pale ales,
in iwo to four months; wiiile strong and ex-
port ales require ten to fifteen months to fit them
tor I he market. With all expoit and pale ales,

a quantity of tlie finest hops is added to the casks
as tiiey are filled. This greatly improves tlie

flavour and the keeping and clearing f|ualities of
the beer. Various theories have been advanced at

successive periods in explanation of the pheno-
menon of fermentation, but that of Pasteur holds
the field. Recent researches in molecular physics
doubtless give some support to Niigeli's molecular-
physical theory, but it is far from satisfactory. On
the other hand, Pasteur's beautiful theory of alco-
holic fermentation is at once scientific and rational.

He has clearly proved that it is a vital phenomenon
caused by the living yeast-cell, out of contact Avith

fire oxygen, attacking and breaking down the
maltose molecules of the wort to satisfy its OAvn
requirements. In further support of this theory,
Pasteur and IMuntz have proved beyond question,
that the cells of plants (morphologically similar to
yeast-cells), Avhen deprived of the requisite supply
of free oxygen by being placed in an atmosphere
of carbonic acid gas, give rise to the ordinary pro-
ducts of vinous fermentation. The cells attack tiie

sugar already formed in the plant, depriving it of its

oxygen, and producing alcohol and carbonic acid
in the same way as yeast does in any saccharine
solution. See Fermentation.
The yeast-ferment belongs to the lower order of

Fungi, and when added to beer-wort, it assimilates
the free oxygen, then attacks the sugar, decom-
posing it into alcohol and carbonic acid, with a
number of minor products, such as succinic acid,

glycerine, &c. The simple form of rearrangement
may be thus represented :

Maltose. Water. Alcoliol. Carbonic Acid.

Ci,H.,,Oii + H,0 = 4C'oHeO -f- 4C0,.

Pasteur's researches have further enabled him to

expose and to explain the insidious and destructive
working of some of the wild ferments and bacteria
which occasionally play such havoc with the ^iro-

duce of tlie brewery.
Nothing has yet been said regarding the water-

supply of the brewery, and althougii it comes in
last, it is by no means the least important element
in the process. Absolutely pure Avater is e.ssential

to the successful brcAving of all beers, and for

high quality keeping ales it is also necessary that
it should possess considerable permanent hardness.
This is the case Avith the Burton and Edinburgh
Avells, hence their product is deservedly held in

high repute.

We have not in describing the mashing said

anything about the substitutes that are used to

partially replace the malt extract, but since

Mr Gladstone's Inland Revenue Act of 1880, they
have become so general as to decidedly deserve
mention. They consist either of a preparation of

raAV grain, or some variety of breAving sugar. The
raAv grain consists of specially prepared rice or maize-
meal, and Avhile such a substitute may be used in

the mash to the extent of 5 to 10 per cent, for

ordinary beers, it cannot be used Avith the same
degree of freedom for fine pale or export ales. The
ordinary brcAving sugars, manufactured mostly from
rice .and maize-meal by the action of heat and
dilute acid, are perliaps the safest substitutes, i)id-

vided a i)roper brand is secured ; but nothing has yet
been brought before the scientific brcAver to take
the place of malt extract Avhich can comijare or

conqiete as a ' substitute ' Avith O'Sullivan and
Valentin's ' Dextrine Maltose. ' It is manufactured
from raw starch, like the sugars, by the action of

dilute acid, but tlie transformation is checked just

at the moment Avlien the relative })roportions of

dextrine and maltose are similar to those found in

normal malt Avort. The moderate use of gcmdnc
substitutes for malt does not in any Avay diminish,

but ratlier tends to promote tiie jnuity of the beer,

and the prejudice against them is altogether mis-

guided and mistaken. In some countries barley is

discarded altogether in many cases ; tlie native
grain being used in its stead, producing naturally a
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• native ' beer, and differinj,' somewhat from our
idea of what a beer should be like. Thus in Japan
a popular drink {S(i/:i\ q.v. ) is made from nee;
in South America and India, from maize; while
in some parts of Africa the millet seed is the
source of the intoxicating' beverage. See also
Av.\, FlLylE.

Varieties of Beer.—There are various technical
terms used to distinguish the different kinds and
qualities of l>eer. Thus, Table Beer " is a beer
of light gravity, and ;i,s its name signifies, wa.s
meant originally for general table use ; thougli still

greatly in favour, it has lieen largely replaced In-

other varieties, notably Pale Ale. 'Pale Ale' is

a higidy ho|»ped beer made from the very finest
selected malt and hojis, while * Mild Ale," or as it

is called in Scotland 'sweet ale,' is of greater
gravity or strength, and Is comparatively lightly
hopped. There Is also a tliH'erence in the mode
of fermentation. Pale ales may be allowed to
attenuate very low, but the mild ales mu-^t l)e

brewed and fermented .so as to keeji them at a
higher finisiied attenuation. This gives them a
rounder, fuller flavour, wiiile the UKMlerate ]iro-

porti(jn of hops makes tiie mildness or sweetness
more pronounce<l. ' Porter ' again is a Idack beer,
and re<iuire8 to be differently manipulated in the
niash-tun from any of the varieties just mentioned.
It is nece.s.sary to have in t4ie mash a mixture of
pale amber and roasted malts in the proporti(m
rerjuisite to give the desired flavour and colour,
<ind having achieved this, porter thereafter goes
through almost the same pnxie.ss an ordinary aler
Stout is the name given to better-cl.a.>is jwrter, in
other words, a stout or strong porter.

In the foregoing epitome of the process of brew-
ing a.s generally practised in tins country, mention
of special systems—such as the skimming and York-
shire Stone Square—ha.s been iiurjiosely omitte«l,
a-s likewi.se has any reference to the vatting and
blending (jf stouts. The.se are subjects for a book
on brewing ; but a sentence may be added regard-
ing lager i»eer, which, altlmugii only manufacturetl
in a few isolated instances in (Jreat Britain, is now
growing rapiilly in favour in America and in nearly
all the warm clim.ates of the glolie.

The dilference between the manufacture of lager
and ordinary Ijeer lies in the system of fermenta-
tion, the type of yeast used, and the manner of

storage. The fermentation is carried on at a tem-
perature from "20 to 'io' V. below tlie ordinary
average of this country, and the yeast, in place of

rising to the top, falls to the bottom of the terment-
ing-square. It is essentially a ' bottom ' yeast
fermentation as ooposed to tiie typical 'top' fer-

mentation of English and Scotch neer, while the

yeast-cell is rather smaller and more irregular. In

consequence of the low temperature the fermenta-
tion is naturally more prolonged, occupying from
ten to twenty days, and the type of alcohol differs

from that i)roduced at a higiier temperature, being
considered physiologically more beneficial. Some
years ago, great stress was laid on the German
system of miushing called the ' thick mash,' which
consisted of boiling or cooking a portion of the

mash, and running it back and remixing it with the

portion left in the tun ; but it is now found perfectly

possible to brew the tinest lager beer with a slight

nio<Iilication of our own m;vsliing method. As soon as

the lager fermentatiim is finished, the Iteer is stored

in large vats in cellars kept at a temperature of

from 38' to 42' F. In al>out four montiis' time the

Ijeer is really for consumption, when it is racked
into casks, and each days supply sent out to the

customers fresh from the brewerj- every morning.

In consef|uence of the low temperature at which
it Is fermented and stored, lager beer holds in

solution a large quantity of carbonic acid gas,

hence its ciisp refreshing palate flavour and fine
creamy condition.

With the p;i.s.sing of Mr Gladstone's Inland
Revenue Act of 1880, a soniewhat important
change has come over the brewing industry of
the country. Previous to the pa.ssing of that
act the tax wa.s levied on the malt in lieu of tlie

beer—in otiier words, on the raw material instead
of the finished product. Since October ISSO, how-
ever, brewei-s can be charged duty either on the
l>eer produced or on the materials used, and if the
Iwer produced from say 40 qrs. of malt is le.ss

than the excise authorities presume should be got
from that quantity of material, then the brewer
has to pay on the quantity mashed, and not on
the barrels in the fermenting-tun. The standard
which the Inland Kevenue have fixed is 18 gallons
of beer of 10.17' specific gravity for every 42 lb.

of malt masheil. Many of the smaller Wewei-s,
without j>roper jdant appliances, are jtlaced at
considerable disadvantage under the new act,
owing to their inability to obtain the presump-
tive extract from the lighter varieties of malt;
and (jwing to this and other causes they are
decreasing in number year by year, as the follow-
ing figures, which must be of general interest,
show. In the year ending September 1880—the
la-st year of the malt-tax — there were 21, '223
jiersons licensed as brewers for sale in the L'nitetl

Kingdom, while in the f(dlowing year—the first

year of the beer-tax—there were only 17,110, or a
decrease of 4113 licensed brewers in one year.
In 1886 there were only 14,166 licensed brewere.
But in spite of the great decrease of licensetl

brewers, the quantity of beer produced in the
United Kingdom remained jjractically the same.
In 1893 the numl>er of brewers licensed for sale had
further decrejused to 10,143, while the quantitj' of

beer made had increased. The vigorous ferment
called by the Ja])anese name of Taka Koji, and
derive<l from the fungus Eiirotiitm onjz(e, has been
used as a substitute for yeast. There are treatises

on brewing and malting by Black (1875), Steel

(1878), Faulkner ( 1884),
* Slopes (1886), and

Moritz and Morris (1891); see also blathers, The
MieroscD/ic in the ^/eur/// ( 1889), and Bickerdyke's
Curiosities fif Ale and Beer ( 1886).

The following table sliow.s the consumption (in

gallons) of beer per head in various countries :

Pri"lii<;tiiiii. Cmisuinption.
Barrfls. Gals, per Uctul.

Belgium 5,800.000 3600
United Kingdom 27,500,000 26-27

Germany -25,500,000 20-00

United States 22,000,000 14-1-4

Denmark 600,000 lido
Holland 900,000 «-46

Austria-Hungary 7,700,000 7-10

Norway 376,000 6-36

Switzerland 440,000 5-87

France 5,500,000 5-21

Sweden 537,000 420
Canada 370,000 3 17

Kus,sia 2,000,000 0-84

Italy 94,000 O'lS

With reference to the above table, it should be
mentioned that in the case of (iermany the figures

refer to the whole (Jerman empire. The consumji-
tion varies enormously in the dilferent states, being
as much as 40 to 50 gallons per head in Wiirtem-
berg.

Beer Acts. See Licensing Act.s, Inn.

Beer-llioiicy was a peculiar payment to non-
commissioneil officers and soldiers in the English
army. It wa.s established in the year 1800, at the

suggestion of the Duke of York, and consisted of

one penny per day for troops when on home-service,

as a substitute for an issue of beer anil spirits. It

continued as an addition to the daily pay until

1873, when, the stoppages for rations having been
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abolished, the opportunity was taken to consolidate

beei-nioney and pay proper.

Beer'sheba, now Bir-es-Seb'a (
' well of

swearing,' or 'well of seven'), so called because

of the covenant Abraham entered into here

with Abinielech the Philistine king, which he
ratilied with an oath and a gift of seven ewe
lambs. Beersheba was situated on the southern

border of Palestine, about 52 miles .SAV. of Jeru-

salem, and formed the limit in that direction of

the Israelitish dominion. In the 4th century A.D.,

it was the seat of a large village, with a Roman
garrison ; some of its churches were standing in the

14th century. A heap of ruins now marks the site

of the village. Two of its wells are still almost
always full of water. The shafts are of round
masonry, worn with the water-drawers' ropes, and
they have no parapet.

KcestillgS (technically colostrum) is the term
applied to the first milk yielded after delivery. It

dill'ers not a little from ordinary milk, and gener-

ally appears as a turbid, yellowish, viscid fluid,

similar to soap and water. When examined under
the microscope, it is found to contain, in addition
to the ordinary milk corpuscles (see MiLK), peculiar

conglomerations of very minute fat granules, which
are hence known as colostrum corpuscles. The
chief chemical differences between beestings and
milk are, that the former is very deficient in casein

and proportionately rich in albumen, and that it

contains nearly three times more salts than the
latter. It is probably this excess of salts that
usually causes it to exert a purgative effect upon
the new-born offspi'ing, and thus to remove the
Meconium (q.v. ) which has accumulated in the
foetal intestine.

Beeswax. See Wax.
Beeswing (so called from its appearance), a

filmy crust of tartar formed in port and some other
wines after long keeping. See Wine.
Beet (Beta), a genus of Chenopodiaceit (q.v. ).

The species are not numerous ; they are mostly
biennials, with smooth, ovate, stalked root-leaves,

antl tall, leafy, flowering stems. They are natives
of the temperate parts of the Old World. The
Common Beet (B. vulgaris) is a native of the
shores of the Mediterranean, but is now in very

general cultivatiou both in
fields and gardens, chielly
f(jr the sake of its large
succulent roots, which are
used as food for man and
cattle, and from which also
sugar is extracted (see
Si'GAR). The variety
known as Red Beet is

the most esteemed for
garden cultivation. Of
this tliere are many sub-
varieties, distinguished by
the form of their roots,

some lieing tap-rooted or
carrot-like, others turnip-
sha])ed, and by the depth
of purjjle or crimson colour
they all more or less ex-
hibit, 'i'lie darkest crim-
son coloured are the most
highly esteemed, partly
more pleasing appearance

when cooked, but also because they contain a
larger amount of mucilage and saccharine matter
than the lighter tinted kinds. Roots of medium
size are preferred to those that are larger. It
forms a favourite ])ickle, is uscmI in salads, and
is also very agreeable as a boiled vegetable when
properly dressed. It is more nutritive and whole-

rC^

Common Beet.

on account of their

some than any other cultivated root except the

jjotato. When deprived of the greater part of

their juice by pressure, the roots may be used as

a substitute for malt. They have also in times
of scarcity been ground and mixed with Hour for

bread-nuiking in continental countries. The seed
is sown late in spring that the i)lants may not
produce llowering stems the first year, which would
render the root fibrous and useless.—Mangold-
wurzel (q.v. ), so valuable as a field-crop for food
of cattle, is, in general, regarded as merely a larger

and coarser variety of the common beet, in which
the red colour is comparatively little exhibited.

—

The White Beet of our gardens ( B. cicla of some
botanists) is now also generally supposed to be a
mere variety of the common beet, with little or no
red in its roots or leaves, and a comparatively
slender root. It is cultivated for the sake of its

leaves, which are used in the same manner as
spinach, and form an excellent substitute for it,

especially in summer, when heat and drought
deprive it of its essential .succulence. The leaf-

stalks and nudribs of the leaves, esjjecially of a
variety in which these parts are unusually devel-

oped, are blanched and dressed for tal>le in the
same manner as sea-kale, and named Chords. Sea-
beet ( B. muritima

)
grows wild upon the shores

of Britain, and differs from the common beet in its

perennial root, its partly prostrate stems, and
other characters. The leaves are used for food in
Ireland, as are also those of B. Bengalcnsis in the
East Indies.

The process of making beet-sugar will be treated
at Sugar. The development of this manufacture
in France, Austria, and Germany has enormously
extended the cultivation of beet-root, and the
importations of beet-sugar have seriously affected
the sugar trade in Britain. The quantity of beet-
root sugar made in Europe in the se<ason 1850-51 is

estimated at 100,000 tons ; in 1884-85, it was
2,510,000 tons, which is 2h times the total imports
into Europe of trojjical sugar in 1851. The impor-
tation of tropical sugar has not merely not increased
in the same proportion, but has in some places
actually diminished. The growth of the manu-
facture has been especially rajjid in Germany,
where in 1863-83 the production of sugar increased
by 338 per cent. The ])roduction in Austria
doubled in 1872-82 ; in France the growth has
not been so rapid, though manufacture and ex-
portation are stinuilated by bounties. The com-
parative production of sugar from cane and beet
and otiier relevant figures will be found at SUGAR,
Vol. IX. pp. 789-790. In Germany, by im]uoved
processes, nearly 11 jjei' cent, of sugar is obtained
from a given weiglit of beet-root ; 9-26 cwts. of beet
produce 1 cwt. of sugar. It should be noted that a
large ])roi)ortion ( from i to I ) of thesaccharine matter
of the sugarcane is not saccharose, but glucose,

which is not available for sugar ; whereas in beet
there is little or no glucose at all, nearly the whole
of the saccharine matter being saccliaiose.

The question of growing beet for sugar-making
has been re2)eatedly raised in Ireland, and two
un.successful attem])ts have been made to establish

factories for the purpose. Irish beet-root has
been giown containiTig from 10 to 14 ])er cent, of

sugar. For sugar-raising, beet should ])e sown
early, and not taken out of the ground till Novem-
ber ; and close-growing of the roots favours the
production of sugar.

l&e.f^t-fiy (Anthomyia betm), a dijjterous insect
which sometimes infests crops of beet or mangold

-

Avurzel. In spring the very small eggs are laid in

patches on the under surface of the leaves. The
hatched maggots, which are .about a third of an
inch long, devour the soft ]iarts, and after al)out a
month of voracious life become i)upa', which are
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iisu.ally buried iu the ground. In about a fortnight

the tlies appear, measuring about half an inch from
tip to tip of expanded wings. There seem to be
two or more broods, and tlie last set of pupaj

remain as such tluring the winter. It has not been
noted as a frequent pest in Britain, but did great

damage in 18S0. Dressing with guano, soot, and
especially superphosphate, was fouml ellicaciuus.

The genus includes a large number of forms.

Compare Cabbage-fly, Tl'rxip-fly, Potato-
FLY ; and Miss Urmerod's Injurious Insects.

Beethoven. Lcuwig vax, one of the greatest

of musical comi)osers, was born at Bonn, Decem-
ber It), 177U. The family was originally Dutch,
from near Louvain. The father was a tenor

singer in the elector's band at Bonn, at £25
a year, a man of irregular life and severe

temper. The mother appears to have been of

no account. Ludwig's teachers were his father,

PfeiHer, and Van den Eeden and Neefe, l)oth

court-organists ; also liies for violin, and Zam-
lx»na for letters. He was soundly and solidly

taught, except in counterpoint, but was not pre-

cocious. Thus his lirst symphony dates from his

Slat year, an age at which Mo/art had written

forty-live, including many of his greatest works.

He joine<l the band, April 26, 1783, as accompanist,
and on June 27, 1784, was made second organist.

In 1787 he paid a short visit -to Vienna and played
to Mozart. About this time he began to be

intimate with Count Waldstein and with the

lireuning family, at Bonn. In 1788 the elector

remodelled his band, and formeil a national

opera, at which the best works were i)erformed.

lieethoven played the viola in it, and Keiciia,

Kies, and liombcrg were members. (Jn November
20, 178'J, the fatliers salary was transferred to

Ludwig, and he became head of his family. In

171K) he WTOte a cantata on the death of Joseph II.

(not discoveretl till 1884). In the Christmas of

that year he first saw Haydn. In 1791 we lirst

hear of Beethoven's extempore jilaying, and he is

already using the sketch-books so characteristic of

liim. In July 1792 Haydn again pas.sed through
Bonn, an<l warndy praised and enc<juraged him ;

and very shortly afterwanls the elector sent him
to Vienna to study under tiiat great composer. He
left Bonn in November, at the end of his twenty-

second year. His compositions up to this date

were unimportant ; the cantata, two string Trios

(ops. 3 and 8), two easy Sonatas (op. 4!(), the two
piano Rondos (op. 51), are all that can be said to

survive. But though thus backwanl, his character

and his musical knowledge were fast maturing and
cons(»lidating. He displays the obstinacy, the

h)imour, tlie absorption, the power of attachment
of his later life ; tlie best people of Bonn are

devoteil to him, ami all believe strongly in his

future. He is already one of the tiuest extempore
players of the day.

In November 1792 he is established in Vienna,

taking lessons in counterpoint from Haydn, and,

during Haydn's absence in London, from Albrechts-

berger ; also from Schuppanzigh on the violin. He
learned also from Salieri and E. A. Ftirster. In

July 1795 he published the three Trios (op. 1 ); and
on March 9, 179G, the three piano Sonatas (op. 2)

;

the two piano Concertos in B tlat and C were com-

posed before April 1795 ; Adelaide was written that

vear; the Sonata in E Hat (op. 7) was published
< )ctober 1797 ; that in D (op. 10, No. 3), September

1798, &c.
Henceforward his works are composed in regular

succession :

1800. Six String Quartets; C minor Concerto; Sym-
phony No. 1 ; .'-leptet ; Prometheus; Mount of

Oliees.

1801. Quintet in C ; Sonatas ops. 20, 27, 28.

1802. Symphony No. 2; Sonatas, piano and violin, op.

30. His deafness becomes serious. Letter called
' Beethoven's Will,' dated October 0.

1803. Kreutzer Sonata ;
piano Sonatas, op. 31.

1804. Eroica Symphony ; Waldstein and Appassionata
Sonatas.

1805. Fiik Ho jnoduced November 20 ( Overture ' No. 2
' );

piano (Joncerto in G ; tlu-ee Quartets, op. 59.

This year the French occupied Vienua.

1800. Fidelio (2d version. Overture 'No. 3'); Sym-
phony No. 4 ; vioUn Concerto.

1807. Overtui-es Coriolan and Leonora ' No. 1 ;
' Mass

iuC.
1808. Symphonies 5 and 6; piano Trios in D and K Hat;

Choral Fantasia. This year broujjht an ofler

from Kinjj Jerome Bonaparte to direct his music
at Ca.<sel, but it ended in a guarantee from the

Arcliduke Kodolph and Triiices Lobkowitz and
KiiLsky to pay him an annual income of 400J
paper llorins—at tliat time worth £210.

1809 was the year of Aspern and Wagram, ;uid the

second French occupation of Vienna ; but com-
position went on, and we tiud the piano Concerto

and Quartet iu E tlat, the Sonatas in F sharp

and E Ihit (op. Sla), and many small works.

Haydn died May 31.

1810. E'jmont music ; the Quartet in F mmor, be-

sides some small military pieces.

1811 produceil the piano Trio m LI tiat ; the music to

Kiti'i Slt'i>licii, and the Jiiiinn of Athens. The
latter part of this summer he spent at TepUtz.

1812. Symphony No. 7, May 1.'5; second visit to Tephtz,
Carlsbad, and Franzensbruuu ; meeting with
Goetlie ; returns by Linz, where he completed
the 8th .Symphony, and two jiieces for trom-

bones, to Vienna ; Sonata for piano and violin,

op. 90, comijleted and played at Vienna before

the close of the year.

1813. Battle of Vittoria, June 21 ; coini)Osition of the

Battle Sinnijhoiiii, produced with Symphony 7 at

a great concert, December 8. Summer spent at

Baden.
1814. Symphony No. 8 produced February 27 ; Fidelio

rewiitten, and given May 23 ; Sonata, op. tK),

August 10; Overture, op. 110, October 4; Con-
gress at Vienna ; Cantata, JJcr ijlorreiehe Awjen-
bliek', November 29 ; Tournament music (still in

Ms.), November 23. Lawsuits with MaeLzel and
with Count Kiusky's lieirs—the beginning of

tioubles.

Up to this date, notwithstanding the draw-

backs coiisecjuent on his deafness, which was now
total, he seems on the whole to have enjoyed life.

The next perioil was a far more painful struggle.

1815. Troubles still continue. Quarrel with Stephen
Breuning. Death of his Ijrother Carl, Novem-
ber 15. Compositions few ; Sonatas, piano

and 'cello, op. 102; Mierexstdle ; Sonata, op.

101 ; arrangement of Scotch songs.

1810. Liedtrkreis composed, April. Lawsuit with Carl's

widow ; appeals ; terrible troubles. Lawsuit

wall Professor Lobkowitz ;
pension reduced to

i^llO; Philharmonic Society buys Overtures

Mains of Athens, Kiwj ,'itephen, a.nd op. 115, for

£78, 15s. Last appearance in public, April 20.

1817. Nothing but worries and troubles. Beginnhig of

Choral !>ymphon;i.

1818. Piano sent by Broadwood, Fel^ruary. Sonata,

op. 100, and Mass in D both begun ; 9th Sym-

I)hony continued. Sunnner and autumn at

Modling ; anxieties about his nephew.

1819. At Modling ; work and worries still continue.

1820. Appeal decided in liis favour (January), and his

nephew g<^es into his charge. Sonata, op. 109.

Mass proceeding.

1821. Sonata, op. 110. December 25.

1822. Sonata, o]i. Ill, Januai-y 13; Mass completed

March I'J ; at Baden, Overture, op. 124 ; yth

Symphony proceeding. Keconciliation with

Stephen Breuning.

1823. Symphony proceeding; :53 Variations, op. 120j
Symplic.ny finished at Baden, September 5.

Visit of Weber and Benedict, October 5 ; Piossini-

fever at its height, and neglect of all other music;
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proposal to write an opera, and worries there-

on ; subscriptions to Mass unsuccessful.

1S24. Mass in D and 'Jth Syuiphony performed May 7.

Quarrels with liis best friends. Autumn at

Baden. Quartet, op. 1-7, completed October.

On returning, moves into Schwarzspanierhaus,
where lie died ; illness in the winter.

1825. At Baden from May 2 to October 15. Quartets in

A minor, op. l'.V2. and B flat, op. 130, completed.

1826. C sharp minor Quartet, op. 131, written ; young
Carl banished Vienna for misdeeds ; they visit

Johann Beethoven at Gneixendorf ; last Quartet,

op. 135, composed October 30
;
present finale to

B flat Quartet composed November ; returns to

Schwarzspanierhaus at Vienna, December 2

;

Beethoven takes to bed, wiiich he never again
leaves ; receives £100 from Philharmonic Society,

also Handel's works from Stumpff" of London.
Makes acquaintance with Schubert's music.

1827. He died March 2<3, at a quarter to six p.m., during
a thunderstorm, and was buried on the 29tli

at the Wiihringer Friedhof, outside Vienna.

Beethoven's music has not yet become at all

antiquated. Fidelia .still fills the theatre to over-

flowing, and a performance of his Mass in D is still

the great amlntion of conductors. His symphonies
are now more played than ever before, and form
the staple of all orchestral concerts. The same is

equally true of his quartets and trios. His sonatas
are not only the test of the greatest executants ;

but they are the indispensable material by which
thousands of humble piano students are taught;
and yet no one ever wearies of them. The reason
of this is partly the nature of the thoughts, apart
from the extraordinary energy and the stern con-
ciseness which animates and controls tliem, and
which are synonymous with his name ; they are
always noble, simple, unpretentious, and yet con-
taining a depth of meaning which is ever fresh

;

they are also free from affectation or passing trivi-

ality ; they seem to reach down to the common
basis of luimanity—to that which lies at the bottom
of every heart ; and thus his melodies often have a
surprisingly fresh and modern efiect, as if made
yesterday. At the same time they are not vulgar ;

they have the geniality and common-sense of

Haydn's thoughts, but are of a loftier and wider
cast. In his music, as in life, the serious and the
humorous mix, and set off one another, as they
do in the works of Shakespeare. He must not
be thought of merely as a musician. He him-
self has told us that he always worked to a
picture or a scene. His music was as truly the
expression of the mental image and emotion as
is the language of the greatest poet or dramatist

;

it was never an exercise in mere technicality.
Even the complicated fugues of his latest sonatas
are as full of meaning as the other and less

scientific movements. In some cases the ' sxib-

jects ' which form the texts of his music are
abnipt and individual beyond all precedent, in
others they are steeped in heavenly beauty
and feeling, in both instances because they are
the representatives of corresponding emotions ; and
in all cases the world, which began by scoffing
or shrinking, has approved them. The contrasts
and varieties in the instrumentation and setting
of his thoughts are truly wonderful ; it is as if he
had his hearers constantly in his eye, and was
always thinking how his thoughts could be pre-
sented in some new light, and how the attention
could be best kept up until the end of his discourse.
His last works, those comi)osed during and after
the period of trouble and distress, which reached
from 1815 to 1820, have something of their own

—

.something rarely if ever found in the earlier years,
and unknown in his j)redecessors. They seem to
breathe more than beauty, energy, or variety of
sound, and in some mysterious way to mingle
morals with music, and to lift us into a higher

region and a keener air than any other composi-
tions. But this cannot be explained ; and no
one who has felt what is meant will ask for an
explanation. Another point is the extraordinary
variety of the music. Not only each work, but
each movement is entirely different from all the
others of the same name or class ; and liere again
is a point of resemblance to Shakespeare.

This pre-CTninence is not the result of any sudden
impulse or impromptu effort ; on the contrary, it •

was the effect of enormous care and labour. Fortu-
nately, many of his sketch-books are preserved,
and they enable us to see how insatiable he was
in altering and rewriting his work till he got it

into exactly the proper shape, and the oftener re-

written the more spontaneous does it become in
the end. There is hardly a bar in his music of
which it cannot be justly said that it has been
written fifteen or sixteen times. His best themes
often first appear in a mere commonplace form,
but by repeated alterations they are brought
to their present natural and eternal shape. And
when he has found the proper vehicle for his
thought, he is never weary of repeating it, until,

as in the Pastoral Symphony, the music seems
to consist of the continual reiteration of a few
pregnant ideas. His music was the expression of
his great mind, and no pains were too great that
could make it more noble or truly refined, or could
add to its beauty. And the same attention is

shown in everything. No one before was so care-
ful to mark the intended pace, or the changes of

expression, or the minutest nuances, or to see
that his publications were correctly piinted.

Beethoven was no doubt an innovator ; but he
was so as every original thinker must be who
wants means to express what no one before has
thought ; only that in his case the thoughts were
far greater and the expression far more varied than
elsewhere. His early works can often be hardly
distinguished from Mozart, and it is only by degrees
that the nature of the man shows itself. (The
Sonatas op. 7 and op. 10, No. 3; the Coda of Finale
to Symphony No. 2, are some of these early steps.

)

But his innovations were legitimate, never for

their own sake. He worked on the old lines

till he found that he needed to enlarge or modify
them. Thus he enlarged the introduction and
the coda ; he introduced episodes in the ' working-
out;' he changed the minuet into the scherzo ; he
multiplied the key-relations of the movements

;

he introduced the chorus into the finale of a
symphony ; he invented the ' cycle of songs ; ' he
put variations on a new footing, which has been
adopted and extended by his successors ; he initi-

ated the modern use of ' programme-music ;
' and

everything that he did was more serious, more
thoughtful, and therefore more permanent than
any one else's. At the same time, it is pure nuisic

of the grandest, most touching, and beautiful sort.

While adhering to the framework which seems
essential for all art that is to appeal to the race

and not to cliques of individuals, he shows that
such frameM'orlc need be no impediment to the
most passionate, most personal, most universal

ideas. (3ther men have followed the road which
he opened, and have carried still further his

extensions of form ; but no one has done it with
the same powers, or with such unabated fresh-

ness, or has met with such wide recognition by
all hearers and all minds of whatever tendencies
or constitution. We often hear of ' Beethoven's
three styles.' It means that he began writing as
his predecessors wrote ; that l)y degrees his own
genius asserted itself and made his music stronger,

l)roader, more deeply coloured, more beautiful,

than nuisic had ever been before ; and that lastly

his deafness, his poverty, the troubles of life, the
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approach of tlie end, broujjht a peculiar ami un-
earthly sentiment into his thou<'lits.

He acoepte«l the orchestra a.s he found it, for tlie

tronilione.s were noMy employed by Mozart, and
the double biissoon formed a part of the orchestra

at Bonn, and was also used by Haydn. IJut there
is much of the highest interest in his employment
of the various instruments. Every one is sooner
or lat«r immortalised—the drum in the 4th Sym-
pliony, and in the E tlat Concerto ; the horn in the
JEroii-a, 7th and Choral Symphonies ; the ba.-;soon

in tlie 8th 8ymi»hony ; the tromlxtnes in the Bene-
dictius of the Mass in L), and so on. The orchestra
of the 2d Symphony is obviouslv foumled on that
of Fiijaro, l>ut in the Eroira all that is chaiijred.

He raised the status of musicians as much as

he iiad enlarged the bounds of the art. Mozart
and Haydn had been salaried lackeys, but Beet-
hoven would be no man's servant, and by his

mere independence, and some secret spell which
counteracted all his discourtesy, compelled the
higiiest classes of Vienna to treat him as an equal.

No one before or since can show such a list of

dedications of his works, and all were apparently
purchased by regard and not by money.

His character was simplicity itself ; falsehood
was absolutely f<»reign to his nature, and he carried

truth and sincerity into hrusrjuerir, and often into

shocking rudeness. The books are full of stories

of this, which cannot be given here. And yet, so

great was the intiuence of his personality, that
those to whom he was rudest were fondest of him.
Princes, cardinals, high-born beautiful ladies,

women like Kahel, ami men like Goethe, were
devoted to him, and put up witii every un-
punctiiality and every iiK-ivility. Varidiagen von
Ense, after several weeks" ititimate communication,
'found the man in him much stronger than the
artist." His simplicity sometimes became credulity,

blindeil him to real facts, and made him often

unfair and hai-sh. This showed itself unjustifiably

t<»wards his relations, and towanls many (»f his best

anil truest fri<'nds. Such conduct must have been
greatly ilue to ids deafness, his .sensitive nature,

and his absorption in his music, and he was always
ready to confess his error; he was full of the

deepest feeling, and there is something wonderfully
touching in his devotion towards his nephew, one of

the meanest, most graceless scami>s on reconl ; but
on whom, partly because he was left to him, partly

because of his craving for afVeetion, he lavished all

his tenderness. His nature and his deafness drove
his gooilncss inwards, and we must look to his

music, and to the niysti<'al as|»irations with which
he salutes (lod in the sunrise, or tiie beauty of the

woods, for the deeply religious feelings of his great

heart.

Though a Catholic by birth, and dying in that

faitii, he had little formal religion. And yet a
more deeply religious mind never existed. In

every trial his thoughts flew upwards, and liLs

notebooks are full of the most passionate ejacula-

tions, (lod was to him the most solemn and in-

timate reality, whom he saw and welcomed through

all aspects of nature, and in every mood of joy and
sorrow. Living in a profligate city, and in a time

of the loosest morals, and himself singularly attrac-

tive to women, his name is not connected with a

single liaison or scandal. ' It is one of my first

principles,' says he, 'never to stand in any rela-

tions out those of friendship with another mans
wife.' A''ain. 'O God! let me find the woman
wlio is destined to be mine, and who shall

strengthen me in virtue.' He wrote no second

opera because he could get no libretto of the

virtuous, elevating cast which he thought essen-

tial, and which alone he would consent to set.

Beethoven was 5 feet 5 inches high, very broadly

and tirnily built; his head large, and the hair black,
thick, and abundant. His eyes were dark in
colour, very bright, and peculiar. His voice was
rough on occasion ; but when he was touched it

hiul a light tone which was peculiarly aHectiiig.

For the details of Beethoven's life, and the best books
regarding him, the reader is referred to the American
A. W. Thayer's Beethoven's Lcbcn (3 vols. Berlin,

1S6G-87), written in German and not tran-lated ; to the

present writer's Dictionari/ of Music and Mnsicians, and
to his Beethoven and his Nine Symphonies (1890).

Beetle, the name of an order of insects techni-

cally known iis Coleoptera. There are indeed some
insects popularly called ' beetles ' which are not
Coleoptera, and some Coleoptera which would hardly
be ternieil ' beetles," but for practical purposes the
two wonls are synonymous. They have generally

the usual four wings, but the front jiair form hard
and horny covers for those behind, which alone are
used in flight. The feelers or antennaj have only a
few joints ; the jaws or mandibles are almost
always biting organs like those of the Cockroach
(q.v. ), and the fourth nair of mouth appendages
(second pair of maxilhe) are completely fused
together. They go thnjugh a complete metamor-
idiosis (q.v.), tlie young beetles being caterpillar-

like forms, usually with si.x legs, and always unlike
the adult. The males are usnally distinguisiiable

from the females by tliflerences of size, form, colour,

lighting organs, sounds, &c. For general anatomy,
.see Insect. There are jirobably about 10(),(KX)

dillerent species, more than twice the total number
of backboned animals, and among these niyria<ls

there is, within a small range, such a niJirvelhuis

diversity of form, colour, size, and habit, that
general characteristics are haril to note. About
the beginning of this century, Latreille divide<l this

vast multitude into four great groups according to

the number of small joints in the lowest part of the
leg. But his four divisions ( I'entamera, Heter-
oiiiera, Tetramera, and Trimera) are artificial, and
are abandoned by many modern coleopterists, who
arrange tiie host in seventy-five families. It may
be .saiil of iiKist beetles that they are strong,

voracious insects, acting as 'universal scavengers,'

preferring to remain concealed during the day, and
only on occasions taking to flight. Their food

varies greatly from hard wood to soft fruits, from
the carcasses of animals to dung, and a few become
parasites. They are fouinl in water and on land,

on i)lants and among stones, burrowing in the

ground and drilling holes in wood, in fact in

almost every variety of habitat. Fossil-beetles

begin to api>ear in the carboniferous strata, and are

often found imbedded in amber. Their practical

importance in regard to vegetation, and their

numerous interesting peculiarities of form and
habit, will be discusse<l under special articles.

See the following articles on various beetles :

Bark-beetles. Utath-watcli. Meal-wonn.
Blaps. Devil's Coach- Oil-beetle.

Blister-beetle. horse. Scaraba;us.

Buryiiif; Beetle. Duii};-l>eetle. Stag-beetle.

Cantharis. Firefly. Water-beetle.

Cockchafer. Glow-worm. Weevil.

Colorado Beetle. Ladybird. Wire-wonii.

Beetling. In some rural districts of Scotland

the peasantry, when they have not ready access to

a mangle, beat clothes, newly washed and dried,

with a wooden mallet on a flat stone, and the

operation is called beetling. The same term is

applied to a finishing process in the manufacture
or linen, and also of some kimls of cotton goods.

Just as in the hammering In* hand, the object is

to fill up and give a finish to the cloth by flattening

its surface. It is ihme by the rising and falling of

upright wooden stamps, placed close together in a
row, with their square butts resting on a roller over

which the cloth passes under them. The stamps
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are worked by the rotation of a horizontal shaft,

acting -with tapets, like the cylinder of a barrel-

organ.
Linen weft yarns, and especially such as are

used for heavy' sail-cloth, are also beetled by this

machine to soften them. But liner Aveft yarns of

this material are now, instead of being beetled,

passed tiirough what is called a softcninff machine,

wliicli consists of two ])airs of grooved wooden
)-ollers with the requisite driving gear.

Beet-root Sugar. See Beet and Sugar.

Beets, N1COLAU.S, Dutch poet and writer, was
born at Haarlem, 13th September 1814, and studied

theology at Leyden. After serving at Heemstede,
near Haarlem.' he was in 1854 appointed to the

jiastorate of Utrecht, and in 1874 to the chair of

Theology there. His poetical works have been
collected (4 vols. 1873-81). Through the earlier

jiieces runs a strong vein of misanthropic sentiment,

due probably to Byron, some of whose works he
translated into Dutch (2 vols. 1835-37). His prose

writings include Camera Obscura (13th ed. 1880), a
series of tales and sketches of life and scenery in

Holland, published under the pseudonym of 'Hilde-

brand ;
' they display keen observation and con-

siderable humour. Besides several critical works,

he has published in theology,- notes on the life of

St Paul (3d ed. 1858), and Stiehtelijke Uren (new
ed. 8 vols. 1872).

Befcl'na, a corruption of Epipliania (Epiph-
any), wluch name in Italy has become personihed
for children as a toy-bruiging old woman called

la, Befami. She is a kind of female counterpart
of the Wandering Jew and Santa Clans com-
bined, and is employed as a kind of bugbear to

frighten naughty children. According to the
popular story, she was busy cleaning the house
when the three wise men of the East passed
by on their way to offer their treasures to the
infant Saviour, and when called to the window to

see them, she said she could do so when they
returned. They went home by another way, and
she has ever since been watching for their

return. On Twelfth Night she brings good chil-

dren toys and sweetmeats, but bad children only
find their stockings full of ashes. It was also

customary in Italy, on the evening before the
Epiphany (5th January), to carry an effigy called
the bcfana in procession through the streets amid
great rejoicings, but this has fallen greatly into
disuse.

Beffroi. See Breaching Tower.

Beg, now always Bey ('lord'), a Turkish title,

rather vague in its import, and commonly given
to superior military officers and distingiiislied

foreigners. In rank it stands between Effcndi
and Paaha (q.v. ). It is often assumed without
any authority, and nearly every young Turkisli
dandy allows himself to be addressed by the
title. 'Beglerbeg,' or, more correctly, Beiler-

begi ('lord of lords'), is the title given to the
governor of a province.

Begas, Karl, court-jtainter to the king of

Prussia, was born near Aix-la-Chapelle in 1794.

He painted a great many biblical subjects for

churches, as well as several historical jnctures and
portraits. He died November 23, 1854. Of his

four sons, two became known as painters, and two
as sculptors.

Begg, JAME.S, D.D., born in 1808 at New Monk-
land manse in Lanarkshire, was educated at Glas-

gow University, and was licensed as a i)reaciier in

1829. Minister of Liberton from 1835 to 1843, he
'caTiie out' at the Disru]ition, and thenceforward
to his death (29th September 1883) iield the neigh-

bouring Free Church of Newington, Edinburgh.

A n)an of tine presence and vigorous intellect, he
distinguished himself by his old-Avorld orthodoxy,
his humour and combativeness, and his etl'orts to
improve the houses of the poor. See the Memoir
by Professor T. Smith (2 vols. 1885-88).

Beggar. See Mendicancy.
Beggar-my-iieigliboiir, a game at cards

played \\ two persons, between whom the pack is

equally divided. Holding their cards back-upwards,
the players lay down a card alternately, till au
honour is turned up, which is paid for by the
adversary—four cards for an ace, three for a king,
two for a queen, and one for a knave. Such pay-
ment being made, the winner lifts the trick ; but
if an honour is laid down during the payment,
then the opposite party must pay for that in

the same way ; and so on, till a payment is made
without an honour. The oljject is to win all the
cards in the pack. The game is as old at least as

1777.

Beghards. Societies of laymen under this

name first appeared in Germany, the Netherlands,
and the south of France in the beginning of the
13tli century, and were known in Italy as Bizachi
and BocasoU ; but they never obtained the reputa-
tion enjoyed by the Beguine sisterhood. Towards
the end of the 13th century they were commonly
stignratised as hons garcons, honi jiu^t'i, and such
contemptuous titles, which expressed the low
estimation in which they were held. On account
of heretics of all sorts retreating into these half-

spiritual communities, they were subjected to
severe persecutions after 1367, and were gradually
dispersed, or joined the orders of Dominicans and
Franciscans. In the Netherlands, where they had
preserved a better character than elsewhere, they
maintained their ground longer, and were protected
by Pojie Innocent IV. (1245), in Brussels by
Cardinal Hugo (1254), and in Liege by Pope
Urban IV. ( 1261 ) ; but their comnumities dis-

appearetl in the 14th century. The most probable
origin of our word hcg(jai\ according to Dr jNIurray,

is none other than the old French begart, begard, or
its synonym, begiiin, whence the verb beguigner,
bcguiner, 'to act the beguin.' If this etymology
be true, it serves to show how widely these lay
mendicants must have been spread over Western
Europe.—See Beguines ; Mosheim, Be Beghardis
et Beg liUtah Hs (Leip. 1790).

Begliariui. See Bagirmi.

Beglerbeg. See Beg.

Begonia. This genus (which gives its name
to a small order of doubtful affinities) contains a

BcKoiiia rex.

large number of species wliich are cultivated in our

greenhouses, partly on account of their usually
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pink, unisexual flowers, and partly for their re-

markable unequal-silled and often coloured leaves,

to wliicli tliey owe such various n<»|iular names as
'Elephant's ears' in the East Indies, or, more
poetically. ' Antrel's wings' in the Spanisli Antilles

juid Mexico. They are almost all tropical plants ;

hut a small species of IjKjoitin ascends the Hima-
layas to at least 11.500 feet, often jxrowiiig on the
trunks of trees. The leaves and vounj; stems are
succulent and acid, and those ot several species
are used as pot-herbs or in tarts like rhubarb.
The roots of s(jme are used in their native coun-
tries as astringents, antl some of the Mexican
8j>et'ics are used as drastic purgatives. According
to Lo\idun, begonias were introduced into tireat

Hritaiii from .Jamaica in 1777, but they were little

cultivated till 1S40.

Bos-Sh<'lir« or Ki;i!Ki.l Gu[„ an extensive
mountain lake in Asia Minor, 44 miles SW. of

Konia, situated aluKJst .S70<» feet above the sea. It

is over 30 miles long, and from 5 to 10 miles broad,

and contains several islands. Its only visible out-

let is a rivulet connecting it with the much smaller
lake, Soghia (iid, the watei-s of which occasionally
ilisappear altogether; and it is evident that a great
part IS carried otl' through sul)terranean chaimels
in the limestone range of the Taurus. Un its east

and north shores are the towns of Begshehr and
Kereli.

Beffllilies (BKGiix.t:, liKGrTT-i::), a sisterhood

.vitliin the Catholic Church, first formed during the
l'2th century in the Netherlands. The origin of

the word is doubtful. It is a-scribed by some to a
St IJi'gga, who is said to have founded the first

sisterhood in OIK); by others to a jiricst named
Lambertus le Hcgues or le Beglie, who founded
in Li6ge, about 1180, a society of picjus women
wli<» were called by his nanje. ITie IJejjuines

were not restricted by vows, nor did they follow

the rules of any order, but were united under a
superior for the exercise fif piety and benevolence,

an<l lived generally in se]>arate small cottages.

which, collectively, formed the Jjifjhinffiiiin. Their
establishments were often enrichetl by liberal

donations. A church, a hospital, ami a house of

ret-eption or common entertainment, generally be-

longed to every community. The sisters were dis-

tinguished from the rest of the laity only by their

diligence and devotedness, piety, modesty, and
zeal for the jmrity of yimthful education. Their
most flourishing period was during the l'2th and
13th centuries, when they spread themselves
widely over France, (Jermany, and the Nether-

lands. As the pietists of the middle ages, tliev

were often subjeete<l to pei-secution by the mendi-

cant orders of friars ; but on account of their

practical usefulness were long sheltered by the ])opes

and councils as well as by the secular authorities.

In the 13tli and 14th centuries, through their sym-

j)athy with the jiersecuted Fraticelli (q.v. ) and the
' brethren and Sisters of the Free Spirit.' they were

brought under the scrutiny of the ln(]uisition ; and
on account of certain immoralities, a synod held at

F'rit/lar in 1*244 required that all candidates must
l»e forty years old bef<jre they could enter a society

of Ik'giiines. The.se sisterhoods maintained their

positi«')n in Germany and the Netherlands longer

than in other cotintiies. In Holland, tlicy existed

at the close of the I8th century ; and in the i)resent

day we find here and there so-calleil Brffuinen-haiiner

in (Jermany ; l)ut they are now nothing more than

almshouses for poor spinst<?rs. At (ihent, there is

still a celebrated institution, the Begninage of St

Elizabeth, containing some 700 sisters, who live in

a separate quarter (»f the town in 103 little brick-

built cottages, with 18 convents and 2 churches,

arranged in streets and squares within a common

wall, open to the visits of strangers. Living liere

a life of retirement and piety, the Beguines, in

their simple dark dresses, go out as nurses to the
hospitals, and ])erform other acts of kindness among
the poor. Though they are under no monastic vow,
it is their boiist that none is known to have quitted
the sisterhood. See Beghauds ; also Hallmaun's
Gc^chkhtc der Bcl(j. Bajhincn (Berlin, 1843).

BcSUlll ( a feminine form corresponding to Brrj,

q.v. ). an Indian title of honour equivalent to ' ]>rin-

cess," conferred on the mothers, sisters, or wives
of native rulei"s. The Begum of Ouilh ( see

H.\.STiXGs, Warren) is well known in Indian
history.

BeliaillK M.vrtix, a famous cosmographer, was
born at Nuremberg about 1459. He early entered
into mercantile life, and in 1480 went to Portugal,
where he soon acquired a reputation as a skilful

maker of majis. In 14S4 he acconqiaiiied the Portu-
guese navigator, l>iego Cam, in a voyage of dis-

covery along the west coast of Africa, and sailed as

far as the mouth of the Zaire or (Aingo Kiver. In 1486
Behaini sailed to Fayal, one of the Azores, but in

1490 he left l-'ayal and returned to Nureml)erg.
There he constructed a large globe, j)rincipally

from the writings of Ptolemy. Pliny, Strabo, JNlarco

Polo, and Sir .lohn Mandcville. It is still pre-

served by the family of Behaim in Nuremberg,
and is a valuable reconl of the progress of dis-

covery, though it exhibits little accuracy, even for

that date. Behaim again resideil in Fayal from
1494 to 150U, and then removed to Lisbon, where
he died in the same year.—MiCHAEL Behaim
(141(>-74) was a (Jerman incintcrsdugcr, a native

of Siilzbach, and by profession a weaver. His
poems have been edited bv Karajan and othci-s

( 1843-07 ).

B<>li:illl. two brothers, natives of Nuremberg,
and liotli of them ]>ainters ami engravers—Hans
Sebahl ( 1500-.10) and Barthel ( 150"2-40). They are

reckoned amongst Diners seven followers, the
' Little Miustei-s,' anil form the subject of a nnmo-
graph by A. Rosenberg ( Leip. 1875).

Bcliar. or Bah.vr (also spelt Bihar), once one
of the three sii/mi/ih or provinces under the Nawab
of Bengal, now one of the four great provinces of

Bengal, occuiiying part of the valley of the Ganges,
comi)rising the two divisions of Patna anil Bliagal-

pur, ami subdivided intcj 1'2 administrative districts.

Area, 44,180 scj. m. ;
pop. (1891) '24,393,504. The

Ganges divides the province almost into two equal
parts ; it is watered besides by several of its

important tributaries. Among the minerals, the
most imjiortant are coal, lead, silvei-, copiier, and
mica, but these are scarcely worked. European
vegetables have been introduced, and succeed
well. Of indigenous productiims, the chief are

rice, wheat, barley, maize, pulse, sugar, cotton,

indigo, and tobacco. Oil-seeds, opium, indigo,

sugar, cotton, and saltpetre are exported. The
cultivation of oi)ium is a government monopoly,
with its headquarters at Patna. Over 300,000
acres are under poppy cultivation for this purpose.

Upwards of a million sterling is invested in the

indigo industry in the ditterent districts. The
district is also engaged in the manufacturing of

muslins, silks, carpets, blankets, tents, tapes,

threads, ropes, paper, glass, cutlery, jewelry,

leather, ink, soaj), and pottery. The East Indian

Railway runs through the entire length of the

province, and is now the great commercial high-

way. Before the days even of Moslem domination,

Behar ai)i)ears to have been the centre of a Hindu
empire, which native accounts describe .as of match-
less splendour, and of fabulous duration. Kooch
Behar is a native state near Bliotan, under the

lieutenant-governor of Bengal ; area, 1307 sij. m. ;
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pop. 602,604. Its capital is also Kooch Behar, or

Kuch Beliar.

Behar, or Bahar, a town of Bengal, 54 miles

SE. by S. of the town of Patna. Tlie original city

is nearly deserted, and the present town ct)n8ists of

honses scattered about its remains, and interspersed

with fields, gardens, and groves. Tliere are some
remains of fine moscjues. Behar has a consider-

able trJide, chiefiy in rice, European cloth, cotton,

and tobacco ; while silk, cotton cloths, and muslin

are manufactured here. Pop. ( 1891 ) 47,723.

Beheading. See Execution, Guillotine.

Belieiliotll (Heb., plural of blicmah, 'beast,' a
word of Egyptian origin ), the name of a large and
strong four-footed beast, referred to once in the

Old Testament Scriptures, Job, xl. 15-24. Gesenius
proves that the description in the passage is more
suitable to the hippopotamus than to any other

animal, though the elephant has been suggested by
some scholars.

BellistUIl. or BiSUTUN ( ancient Baghistan), the

site of an ancient Persian city, 22 miles E. of the
city of Kirmanshahan. It is noted for its famous
precipitous rock, anciently known as Mount
Bagistanus, which on one side rises perpendicularly

to the heigiit of 1700 feet. Diodorus relates that
Semiramis encamped near the rock, and caused
the lower part to be smoothed away and an
inscription engraved on it in her honour. This,

like many other traditions attached to the mythic
queen, is now jiroved false. The rock bears in-

scriptions of Darius Hystaspes about 518 B.C. The
inscriptions—which are in the three forms of

cuneiform writing, Persian, Babylonian, and
Median—set forth the hereditary right of Darius
to the throne of Persia, tracing his genealogy,
through eight generations, up to Acln^menes

;

they then enumerate the provinces of his empire,
and recount his triumphs over the various rebels

who rose against him during the first four years of

his reign. The monarch himself is represented on
the tablet with a bow in hand, and his foot upon

Wf^ tft -?J25^'%

Rock Inscriptions at Behistun.

the prostrate figure of a man, while nine rebels,
chained together by the neck, stand liunil>ly before
him ; behind him are two of his own warriors, and
above him, another figure (see cut). The Persian

inscriptions which Sir H. Rawlinson has translated

are contained in the five main columns numbered
in cut 1, 2, .3, 4, 5. The first column contains
19 paragrajjiis and 96 lines. Each paragraph after

the first, which commences, ' I am Darius the
Great King,' begins with, 'Says Darius the King.'
The second column has the same number of lines

in 16 paragraphs ; the third, 92 lines and 14 para-

graphs ; the lourth has also 92 lines and 18 para-

graphs ; and the fifth, which apjiears to be a
supplementary column, 35 lines. The second,
fourth, and fifth columns are much injured. Sir H.
Rawlinson fixes the date of the sculpture at
516-515 B.C. See Rawlinson in Journal of Royal
Asiatic Society, vol. x. ; Ojipert, Le Pcuple et la

Languc dcs Medcs (Paris, 1879) ; and Spiegel, Die
Alt-pcrsiscJieii Keilschriften (Leip. 1881).

Behm, Dr Ernst, a German geographer, was
born January 4, 1830, at Gotha, where he died on
the 15th of "March 1884. In 1856 he became Dr
Petermann's chief as.sistant in editing the famous
geographical periodical, Mittcilungcn, to the editor-

ship of which he succeeded on his chief's death in

1878. In 1872 he commenced, in conjunction
with H. Wagner, the useful Bcvolkcrung dcr Ercle
(vol. vii. 1882), intended as a statistical supple-
ment to the Mittcilungcn ; and from 1876 he under-
took the statistical department of the Almanack
dc Gotha. His more extended writings of this

nature are marked by fullness, accuracy, and
marked lucidity of arrangement.

Behiueii. See Boehme, Jakob.

Belin, Afra, novelist and playwright, was born
in 1640, at Wye, in Kent, the daughter of one
Johnson, a barber. It is doubtful, then, who was
the ' father,' lieutenant-governor of Surinam, with
whom as a child she sailed for South America. He
died on the voyage out, but Afra reached Surinam,
and here made the acquaintance of the slave Oroo-
noko, who afterwards became the subject of one of

her novels. Returning to England about 1658, she
married Mr Behn, a merchant of Dutch exti-action,

but was a widow by 1666. Her personal ajjpearance
and vivacious freedom of manners pleased the
' Merry Monarch,' and she was sent as a spy to
Antwerp, where she succeeded in discovering the
intention of the Dutch to sail up the Thames and
Medway. The English court, however, took no
notice of her information, a slight which caused the
fair agent to throw up state politics in disgust. On
her return to England, she became intimate with
all the profligate wits as well as the more staid
scholars and poets of the time, and devoted herself

to literature. Her plays and some of her poems are
better than her novels, but all alike are disfigured

by impurity of tone ; and, in point of intellectual

ability, none of her works deserves the high praise
lavished on them by Dryden, Otway, and Southerne.
She died 16th April 1689, and was buried in West-
minster Abbey. Her works were rej^rinted in

6 vols. (1871).

Behrillg, or Bering, Vitus, a famous navi-
gator, born in 1680, at Horsens, in Denmark.
He entered early the newly-formed navy of Peter
the Great, and for the ability and daring he dis-

played in the wars with Sweden, was appointed
to conduct an expedition of discovery in the
Sea of Kamchatka. Sailing in 1728 from a
port on the east of Kamchatka, he followed the
coast northward until he believed, from the west-
ward trending of the land, that he had reached the
north-east point of Asia. After some years spent
in explorations on the coasts of Kamchatka,
Okhotsk, and the north of Siberia, he sailed in 1741
from Okhotsk towards the American continent, and
sighting land about 58i° N. lat., he followed the
coast northward for some distance ; but sickness
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and stonii.s obliged him to return, and heing wrecked
on tlie desert island of Avatcha, since called
l$chring Island, he died there, December 19, 1741.
Among the few who escaped, in a boat made from
the wreck, was Steller, the naturalist, who has left

an account of the voyage (St Tetersburg, 1793).

BelirillS Strait separates Asia from America,
antl conMcit> tin- Tacihc with the Arctic Ocean.
The proof that tiie two continents were not con-
nected wa-s given by a Cossack named Deschnev,
who in 1648 .sailed from a harbour in Siberia, in

the Polar Ocean, into the Sea of Kamchatka. But
his voyage was long regarded by Kurojieans a-s a
fable, until liehrings (q.v. ) expedition in 1728.

The strait wa.s explored ami accurately described
by Cook in 1778. The narrowest jtart is near (Hi

lat., between E;ust Cape in Asia, and Cape Prince
of Wales in America, where the capes aitproach
within 'Mi miles : about miilway are three uninhab-
ited islanil-s. The greatest depth is some .30 fathoms.
Haze and fogs are the normal condition.s of the
atmosphere.—Ukukino Ska, a part of the North
Pacific Ocean, commonly known as the Sea of

Kamchatka, bounded W. by Kamchatka, E. by
Alaska, S. by the Aleutian Islands, and N. by
Behring Strait. There are several islands in this

8ca, and here also fogs iirevail. -Ukukinc; Isl.vnd,

the most westerly of tlie .Vleutian Islands, barren
and destitute of wood, but an important station of

the Alaska fur industry. It has an area of .SO s<\.

ni., and is noteworthy as the jdace where Heliring,

the discoverer, Wius wrecked and died in 1741.

|{('ilan'< a pass in the northern extremity of

Syria, on the east shore of the (»ulf of Scanderoon,
runs across the mountain range of Amanus. It is

the common nnite from Cilicia into Syria, ami
gave a pas.sage to .Alexander the (Jreat, and after-

warils t<» tile Crusadei-s, into Syria. The town of

Beilan ( pop. .")000) is situated near the summit-level
of the pass, at an elevation of l.")84 feet above the
Medileriaiiean Se.i.

KririU a Pi>rtugue.se province, bounded N. by
the pro\ inces of .Minho and Tras-osMontes, S. by
Estremadura and .\lemtejo, E. by Spain, .and W.
bv tiie Atlantic Ocean. It has an area of about
9*>2-2s(|. m., ami a i>op. (1890) of 1,461,8.34. The
surface is mountainous, and the soil on Ihe plains

sandy, and generally far from fertile. The moun-
tain slop(>- .iHord g 1 jiasturage for sheep and
cattle, and from the hogs of Beira are made the well-

known Lisbon hams. The produces are corn, wine,

honey, oil. Ilax, and various kinds of fruit. Sea-salt

is obtained at the co.ast. The river Douro watei-s the

whole of its northern, and the Tagus a porti<m of

its southern bouinlar\. Inui, coal, and marble are

wrought in small tpiaiitity. and miiicial siirings are

numerous. The pro\ ince embr.ices the districts of

Aveiro, Costello I>ranc(). (."oimbra, (Juarda, and
Vizeu. The cai>ital is Coimbra.

Beira, a small town (pop. 2000) in Portuguese
East .Vfrica, near the mouth of the Pungwe (<|.v.)

Kiver, 12 miles from the jioint whence the railway

to Mashonaland starts.

Boiraiii. See IJair.vm.

Beirut. See Bevuolt.

Beit i-H an .\rabic word, signifying ' house,|

•aboilc,' or 'place,' the Hebrew ('(juivaleiit of

which is Brf/t. In both languages it is employed
in pl.ace names ; thus, in the former, we have
licit-al llurdm, ' the hou.se of the sanctuary,' or

'the sacred house;' and in the latter, Bethel,
' house of Ood ;

' Bcth-atn/, ' house of dates ;' Bcth-

abara, ' house of the ford ;' Bctk-lf.licm, 'house of

bread,' ^:c. See also lJi:Tm;.sr>A, Bktii.saida.

Bcit-el'Fakiil, a town of Yemen in Arabia,

50 miles SE. of Hodeida (q.v.). Pop. 8000.

Beitll. a small town of North Ayi"shire, on the
borders of Kenfrewshire, 18 miles SW. of Glasgow
by rail. Its most notable manufacture is that of

furniture in large cabinet-works. The chief build-

ing is the Speir School ( 1887), resembling the old

college at Glasgow. Pop. ( 18S1 ) 4037 : (1891 ) 4795.

BeituUall (Arab., 'house of God'), the spa-

cious building or temple at Mecca, which contains

the Kiiaba. See Mkcca and K.\ABA.

Beja (the Pax Julia of the Romans), a town in

the jirovince of Alemtejo, Portugal, 101 miles SE.
of Lislion by rail. It has a castle and a cathedral,

and nianui'actures of leather and earthenwares.
Among its interesting Roman antiquities, the chief

are the south gate and an acjueduct. I'oj). 8487.

Bejail. <H- Bajax, the name of the tirst or
' freshman ' (dass in the Scottish universities of St
Andrews and Aberdeen, .and of old in many con-

tinental universities. The word is believed to be
derived from the French hec-Jaiinc, ' yellow beak,'

a term used to designate a nestling or unfledged

bird. The levying of bejaunia, or ii.aynients for
' lirst-footing ' by students on entering college,

was forbidden by the statutes of the univei-sity

of Orle.ans in 1.36."), and of the university of T<m-
lou.se in 1401. The election of an Jbhas JSrJnn-

oriiiti, or ' Abbot of the Greenhorns," was prohibited

by the st.atutes of the univei-sity of Paris in 1493.

Bean us is .another form.

Bejapiir. See Bi.iapur.

Bejar. a town of Spain, -i'y miles S. of Sala-

m.anca. It h.as cloth manufactures and .an annual
fair ; and in the neighbourhood is a hot sulphur-

spring. Pop. 12,312.

Bck, Antony, Bishop of Durham from 1283,

took a prominent part in the Scottish wars of

Edward I., and held a command at the b.attle of

Falkirk. In l.'MX) he became involved in ecclesi-

astical disputes, which lasted till his death on .3d

March 1311. He was a prelate of great magni li-

cence and unbouniled ambition, but chaste and
nigral.—Another Antony Bck (1279-1.343) w.as

Bishop of Norwich from 1.3.37 : a Thomas I»ek (died

1293) was Bishop of St David's from 1*2S0 ; .and a
second Thomas Bek (1282-1347) was Bishop of

Lincoln from 1.34'2.

Bekaa. See Cikle-Syria.

Beke. Ciiarlks Tii..stonk. Abys.sinian ex-

plorer and biblical critic, was born in Loiuhm,
October 10, 1800; received a commercial educa-

tion ; .afterwards studied law in Lincoln's Inn,

and devoted a great part of his attention to

ancient history, ))liilology, ami cthnograjihy. The
results of these stuilics lirst ap]>e.ared in his work,

(Jriifiiies Bil}lii-(i\ or researches in primeval history

(vol. i. 18;i4), which was an attempt to reconstruct

liistorv on the principles of the science of geology,

and wliich gained him the Tiibingen degree of doctor

of philosophy. In 1837-38 he acted .as British

consul in Saxony. His historical and geograph-

ical studies of the East led Beke to consider the

great importance of Abyssinia for intercourse

with Central Africa. Supported only by private

individuals, he joined in Abyssinia the i)arty

leil by Major Harris, and distinguished him-

self (1840-13) by the exjjloration of countries

lying to the south, previously almost unknown
in Europe. He fixerl the latitude of more than

.seventy stations, and mapped about 70,(X)0 square

miles of country. He also collected the vocabu-

laries of m.any langu.ages and dialects. The
results of these researches appeared in Abyssinia

(184.")) and in various journals. H.aving returned

to Europe, he excited the attention of geographers

by his Essaji on the Nile and its Tributaries

( 1847). In 1853 he had become partner in a Mauri-
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tins mercantile house, and in 1856 he made un-

successful attempts at establishing commercial

relations in Abyssinia. In 18U1 Dr and Mrs

IJeke jouriieved in Talestine ; and undertook in

180.3 a fruitless mission to Abyssinia, to obtain

the release of the captives. In 1870 he was

granted a pension on the Civil List. At the

commencement of 1874, Dr Beke started for the

region at the head of the Red Sea, where he

claimed (though his views are disputed) to have

discovered JNIonnt Sinai, east of the Gulf of Aka-

baii, and not west as generally supposed. He
died at Bromley, Kent, July 31, 1874, being

engaged at the time on an acc(mnt of his journey

to Sinai, and a second volume of his Origincs

Biblicxe. Beke in 1852 edited, for the Hakluyt

Society, De Veer's Three Voyages towards China ;

he also published The Sources of the jVile (1860);

British Captives in Abyssinia (1865); King Theo-

dore (1869); Idol in Horeb (1871); Jesus the

Messiah (1872). His posthumous work, Dis-

coveries of Sinai in Arabia (1878), was issued

by his widow.

Bekes. or Bekesvar, a town of Hungary, at

tbe contluence of tlie Black and White Koros, 113

miles SE. of Besth. Tbe inhabitants principally

en<^a"e in agriculture, and trade in cattle and corn,

and honey. Pop. (1890) 25,087. See also CsABA.

Bekker, Lmmanuel, a scholar distinguished

by his recensions of the texts of Greek classics,

was l)orn at Berlin in 1785, studied in Halle, and
in 1811 became professor of Philology in his native

city, where he died 7th June 1871. The results

of iiis researches in the libraries of France, Italy,

England, and Germany, appear in his numerous
recensions of texts derived solely from MSS., and
independently of printed editions. The writers

included in these recensions are Plato, the Attic
orators, Aristotle, Thucydides, Theognis, Aristoph-
anes, as well as Livy and Tacitus.

Bekker, Balthasar (1634-98), jiastor at Am-
sterdam, Miote against the belief in Witclicraft

(
q. v.)

Bektaslii. See Dervish.

Bel and the Dragon, an apocryphal book
of tlie Old Testament, originally appended to the
Book of Daniel. It iirst appears in tiie Septua-
gint, and does not seem to have been accepted as
inspired by the Jewish Church, nor is there any
proof that a Hebrew or Chaldee version of the
story ever existed. Jerome considered it a ' fable,'

an opinion in which most modern readers will co-

incide. It was, however, one of the liooks declared
canonical by the Council of Trent (1546). The
aim of the writer ajjpears to have been to warn
against the sin of idolatry some of his brethren
Avlio had embraced Egyptian superstitions. See
Apocrypha.

Belbeis (?aiQ\ent Bubastis Agria), a town situ-

ated on the east arm of the Nile, Lower Egypt,
28 miles NNE. of Cairo. Pop. about 5000.

Belcher, Sir Edward, admiral, born in 1799,
entered the navy in 1812, and in 1816 took
part in tbe l)ombardment of Algiers. In 1825 he
was a])pointed assistant-surveyor to the ex]iedition
al)0ut to explore Bchring Strait under Captain
Beechey; and from 1836 to 1842 he commanded
the Sidphur, commissioned to explore the western
coast of America. Knighted in 1843, and for live
years employed on surveying service in the East
Indies, he was in 1852 appointed to the command
of tlie unfortunate expedition sent out by govern-
ment to search for Sir John Franklin. '

Belcher
pul)lished Narrative of a Voyage round the World
in the Sidphur (1843); Narrative of a Voyage to
the East Indies (1848); The Last 'of the Arctic
Voyages (1855), &c. In 1861 he became rear-

admiral of the Red, in 1866 vice-admiral, in 1867

K.C. B.. and rear-admiral in 1872. He died 18th

March 1877.

Belchi't<^, a town of Spain, on tbe Aguas, 22
miles SSE. of Saragossa. Here, on June 18, 1809,

the French, under Suchet, completely routed the

Spanish imder General Blake. Pop. 3262.

Belem'. See Lisbon.

Beleni', or Para', capital of the Brazilian

province of Para
(
q. v. ).

Beremilites ( Gr. belemnon, 'a dart' or 'arrow' ),

an interesting genus of fossil cephalopodous
Mollusca, the type of a family called Belemnitidre,

to the whole of which the name Belemnites is very
generally extended, and which is closely allied to

the Sepiadiie, or Cuttle (q.v. ) family. No recent

species of Belemnites is known : fossil species are

very numerous, and are found in all the Jurassic and
cretaceous strata, from the ]o^^•est lias to the upper
chalk, some of which are filled with myriads of

their remains. These remains are generally those

of the shell alone, which is now known to have
been an internal shell, entirely incbidcd within the
body of the animal, like that of the cuttle. The

Belemnites pistiliformis,

shell, as seen in the most perfect specimens, is

double, consisting of a conical chambered portion

(the p/i7^agmaconc), inserted into a longer, solid,

somewhat conical or tapering, and pointed sheath,

which is termed the rostrum or guard. The space
between the phragmacone and sheath is occupied
either with radiating fibres or conical layers. The
chambers of the shell are connected by a tube
[siphuncle], so that the animal probably had the
power of ascending and descending rapidly in the
water. From some well-preserved specimens we
learn that its body was furnished with lateral fins,

and that it had eight arms and two longer ten-

tacles. The suckers seem to have been provided
Avith horny hooks ; and these it probably fixed

upon a fish, and descended Avith its prey to the
bottom, like the hooked Calamary (q.v.) of the
present seas. Horny mandildes and remains of an
ink-bag, like that of the cuttle, have been found in

the last and largest chambers of the belemnites
;

but remains of this chamber, Avbich must have
contained all the viscera of tbe animal, are very
rarely preserved, the shell having been very thin
at this part. The part most commonly found, and
generally knoAvn by the name of belemnite, is the
solid guard, or point into which the sheath Avas

prolonged behind the chambered shell. These have
received such popular names as ArroAvheads, Petri-

fied Fingers, Spectre-candles, Picks, Thunder-
stones, &.Q.., from their form, or from the notions
entertained of their nature and origin. Belemnites
appear to IiaA^e been of very dift'erent sizes ; in

some of the largest, the mere mucro is 10 inches
long, and the entire animal, Avith its arms out-

stretched, must have been several feet in length.

Belfast, the largest and most prosperous com-
mercial and manufacturing city in Ireland, is prin-

cipally situated in the county of Antrim, of Avhich

since 1850 it has been the county toAvn. Belfast
has groAving suburbs, such as Ballymacarrett
and iiallynafeigli on tbe DoAvn side of the river

Lagan, Avhich discharges its Avaters into Belfast

Lough. It is 12 miles from tbe Irish Sea, 101

N. of Dublin, 130 SW. of GlasgoAv, and 156

NW. of Liverpool. In this position Belfast

stands on an alluvial deposit not more than six
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feet abijve the sea-level. The river Lagan is

crossed by the Queen I5riilj,'e, which hius been recently
widened ; by the Albert Brid>,'e, which was recon-
structed in 1887-88 ; by a railway bridge ; and by a
bridge at Orniean, close to the park of that name
purchased from the Marquis of Donegal for popular
recreation. Belfast has also several new ]>arks in
diU'crcut parts of tiie town. On the Antrim side
the picturesque hills, rising almost to the dignity
of mountains, have an im|)ressive elVect, and the
general a.sj»eet of the town is bright and animated.
Though tlie seat of the linen industry, with a
number of mills and manufactures of several
kinds, Belfast has a much more plea.'<ant ap[iear-

ance than most British manufacturing towns.
On each side of the spacious lough, which re-

sembles in some respect-s the Lake of Geneva, are
a numl»er of i>leasant villas, whilst in the higher
suburb of Malone, and along the Lisburn lioad,

hand.some edifices of a similar character have
sjirung up with a cheerful diversity. A line large

new street called Royal Avenue was in 1884
driven tiirough the centre of the town from York
Street to Donegal I'lace. It contains the new post-

ollice, the lister lieform Club, the ollices ot the
Water Commissioners, antl the free lil»rarv, which,
with many line shops, form a very imposing
thorougiifare. A sight of Belfiust at the ]>resent

time surprises those wiio Jiave been taught to

]>elieve in the poverty and want of enterprise

in Ireland. There are .3.3 Presbyterian churcJies ;

20 I'rotcstant K|»iscopalian, l."> Methoflist, and
6 lioman Catholic. Tiie Queens College, a
handsome brick building, was opened in 1849.

Tlie Presbyterian College in 18S1 h.i<l, in con-

junction with tiie .Magee College of Londonderry,
the power conferred on it of granting tlieo

logical degrees. Tlie Catholics and Methodists
liave colleges of their own, while a Koy.'il Ac.i-

demical Institution and the Belfast Academy, with
other institutions of a similar character, sujtply

great educational facilities. The National Schools

amount to 130; the Church Kducational Society

have schools of their own ; ami there arc a number
of excellent private scIkmjIs.

The progress Belfast has made since the miildlo

of the century may be indicated by some of the

most recent returns. In the year 1821 the pojm-

lation W.1.S .37,117: in 1H.">1 it w.is just over

l(«i,(M)0; in 1S71 it W.1.S 174,412: in 1881,208.122;

in 1891, 2.Vi,S!)G, of whom about 71 per cent, are

I'rotestants. It thus is as large as were the largi-st

Knglish or Scotch manufacturing towns bey(m<l

London, when, in 1S48, Macaulay wrote his cele-

brated third cliai)ter. The aioa of tiie liorougii

is (5S0.") acres; there are l.">47 streets; and the

numl)er f»f buildings rose from 1S,37.') in 18<)1 to

4H,.->14 at the beginning of 18.S7. The average

numl)er of i)ersons in each house is ')\._ Tlie

valuation of the borough, which in 18.")! was
£182,8.")4, in ISSO was £547,114; thus in thirty-

live vears it had been more than trebled. Since

18(i7, £«>.'),(MX) has been spent on the construction

of arterial district sewage; and in 1887 a Belfast

Main Drainage Act w.a.s luissed for the purpose of

e.xtending, at an expemliture of £.3()0,(H)0, main

trunk and intercejiting sewers f<u- collecting all the

sewage of tlie borough, and discharging it into the

sea at a great distance from the town. Almost

to the close of the itarliamentary session of 1887,

Belfast was under a very high niunicii)al franchise;

but at the time of the 'p;i.ssiiigof the Main Drain-

age Bill, this franchise was reduced professally

t4. h.msr-liold sullVage; .still, it is practically a

£4. .">s. rating franchise. Simultaneously witii the

improvements in tlie town, the Harbour Commis-

sioners have l>een engaged in greatly imi)roving

the quays an<l the harbour. With this object they

had already expended £500,000 when, under an
Act of 188;i, they obtained power authorising an
additional expenditure of about a miliiim of numey
more. Donegal ti'uay, devoted to the cros.s-

cliannel steamboat service, is now a handsome and
substantial structure, and there are other quays
of similar construction. The returns give a very
incomidete estimate of the foreign trade (in 189(3,

400 ships of 349,470 tons entered, and 180 of

170,077 cleared), which is for the most part con-
ducted through Gl.isgow and Liver)>ool, and is

estimated at upwards of twenty millions. The
total tonnage or Belfast, which in 1SG3 was nearly
LWO.OOO tons, by 1896 had very nearly doublcll

itself. The revenue collecte<l in 1886 amounted
to £1,6.58,516, an amount then exceeded only by

I

two ports in tiie I'nited Kingdom ; at present it

I

amounts to £2,.jOO,000 per annum. Tiie vaiua-

j
tion has since 1890 surpas.sed tli.at of Dublin

—

1 as does the Belfast population that within tiie

I

municipality of Dublin. Tiie linen tr.ade, tliongli

I

sucli a very important one to Belfast, is far

from being the sole one. Other industries have
since 1855 been develojting all round. Among
the most remarkable is the shipbuilding trade,

of which the linn of Hcarlan*! and Woiil" is the
most prominent re])resentative, though other estab-

lishments are, .according to their means, equally
prosjierous. Itope manuf.icturcs, and the manu-
facture of aerated watei-s, as well as several otlier

businesses, including a very large whisky trade,

axld gieatly to the prosperity of the town. At
intervals, as in July 1880 and in .June 1886,

there have been serioiLs riots between the

lowest cho.'i.ses of the Protestant and Catholic

popul.ition. in close proximity to e.acli otiicr. But
Belfast is a town of great energy, steadily growing,
even under advei-se circumstances ; handsome and

ficture.sque beyond most Large m.anufacturing towns,

n 1888 it received the rank of a city.

See Bonn, Hhtorji of Belfast to the End of the 18th

Centiiri/ (]i<77

)

; Voiing, Historical Notires of Old Belfast

{18%); and tlie present writer's Ulster ax it Is (1890).

Belfast, a ]>ort of entry in Maine, U.S., on

the west side of Penobscot Bay, with shipbuilding

and some manufactures. Pop. .5294.

Belfoi't. a town of France, capital of the

Freneli remnant of the dep.artment of Haut-
Khiii, 117 miles ENE. of Dijon by rail. From
1870 this remnant (2.35 sq. m.), taking its name
from tiie town, lias lieen called the Tcrritoirc dc

Bdfort (or .alternatively HuutlUun ), and consisted

of those portions of li.aut-lvlnn whicli, seized liy

the Germans during the war of 1870-71, were
restored to France by the preliminaries of peace

arranged at Vers.ailles, 26th February 1871. Tiie

strategical importance of Belfort was recognised

by France on its cession by Austria in 1648, and
it w.as fortiiie<l by Vauban. At the outbreak

of the Franco-(;erinan war, Belfort was a fortress

of the lirst rank ; and it maintained, from 3d

December 1870 till IGth February 1871, a gallant

defence ag.ainst the Germans. It then capitulated,

the defenders marching out with all tiie honours of

war. A memorial of its defence was unveiled in

1884; ami the fortifications have been enormously

strengthened. Pop. (1872) 8014; (1891)25,282;

of territory, (1891)83,670.

Belfry (old Fr. ha-frci ; modem, heffroi, of

Teutonic origin ; lit. ' a place of safety' ). Originally

a kind of movable tower used for defence in sieges,

it came to mean a tower to protect watciimen, a

watch-tower, beacon-tower, or alarm bell-tower,

then any tower wliere a bell is hung—a l)eli-tower

or turret. The belfry usually forms part of a

church, but is sometimes detached from it—as at

Evesham, Berkeley, and Beccles, in England, and
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still more frequently in Italy (see Campanile).
"Where a church was Ijuilt in a deep glen, the belfry

was occasionallv iiorclied on a neiji;hl)nuriiifr heiyht,

as at St Feve and elsewhere in Cornwal], and

at Ardclaeh and Auldbar in Scotland. At this last

place, tlie hell was hunj,' upon a tree, as was com-

mon enough in Scotland at tiie close of the 17th

century. Where the belfry consists of a mere

Belfrj- at Bruges.

turret, it is often called a hell-gable or bell-cote,

and is placed on the west end of the church ; a
smaller one being usually placed at the east end
for the sanctus bell, for which reason it is placed
over the altar. Municipal belfries are more com-
mon on the Continent than in this country. When
the boroughs began to rise into importance after the
12th century, they asserted their right to have bells

to call the burghers together for council or for

action. Thus detached belfries arose in the heart
of towns, and were regarded as important symbols
of their freedom. At a later date, they often
became part of the maison de r/'lle, or town-house,
as at Glasgow and Aberdeen, in this country ; at
St Qnentin and Douai, in France ; and at Brussels,

in Belgium. The belfry attached to the building
known as Lcs ILdles (not the town-hall) in Bruges,
was commenced in 1291. It is 353 feet high, and
possesses a carillon of 48 bells, regarded as the
finest in Europe. It is well known through Long-
fellow's poem.

Bel'lS!*'? the name given by Caesar to the Mar-
like trii)es which in his time occupied that one of

the great divisions of (4allia bounded on the N. by
the Rhine, on tiie W. by tiie ocean, on the S. by
the Set|uana (Seine) and Matrona (Marne), and on
the E. l)y the territory of tlie Treviri. Theii'

country was level, containing no mountains of

anj' height, except the Vosges in the south. The
name seems to have originally designated several
powerful tribes iniiabiting the basin of the Seine,
and to have been afterwards used by Cjcsar as a
general appellation for all tlie peoples north of
that river. Most ])robably they were chiefly of

Celtic origin, but within their territories were to be
found both pure and mi>:ed Germans.
When South Britain was invaded by Caesar, he

found that Belgfc fiom the opposite shores of (iaul

had preceded him, and were settled in Kent and
Sussex, having driven the aborigines into the
interior. The Belga> in Britain resisted for nearly
a century the Roman power, but were finally forced
to yield to it. Caesar regarded them as German,
but they rather seem to have belonged to the Celtic
portion of the Gallic BelgiP. Certainly none of the
names of their three towns are Germanic. See
Rhvs's Celtic Britain (1882), and Elton's Origins of
English History ( 1882).

Belgard, a town of Prussia, in the province of

Pomerania, on the Persante, 16 miles SSW. of

Koslin. It has an old castle, and important cattle
and horse markets. There are al.so an iron-foundry,
sawmill, &c. Pop. 7117.

Belgaum', or Belgam, the chief city of a dis-

trict of the same name in the presidency of Bombay,
situated to the E. of the dividing ridge of the West
Ghats, at a height of about 2500 feet above the
sea, 55 miles NE. of Goa. Belgaum po.ssesses

a fort, which in 1818 was taken from the Peishwa
by the British, under whom it has increased in

wealth and size. The native town lies between
the fort on the east and the military cantonment.
The site of the town is well wooded, bamboos,
mangoes, tamarinds, and banyans being plentiful.

It has a superior institution for the education of

native youths. The chief articles of commerce are
dry fish, salt, dates, cocoa-nuts, coir. Cotton cloth
is manufactured here. Belgaum is a seat of the
London Missionary Society. Pop. (1891) 40,737.

Area of Belgaum district, 4656 sq. m. Agriculture
forms the chief occupation of the people, with spin-

ning and weaving, manufactures of pottery, wood,
and metals. Pop. (1891) 103,261.

Belgiojos'o, a town of Lombardy, North Italy,

in a fruitful plain between the Po and the Olona,
9 miles E. of Pavia. Pop. 4000.—The Princess

Cristina of Belgiojoso, an Italian authoress and
patriot, was the daughter of the Marchese
Trivulzio, and was born at Milan, 28th June
1808. In 1824 she married the Prince of

Belgiojoso. She was an enthusiastic labourer in

the cause of Italian liberty ; raised and suppoited
a body of troops in 1849 ; travelled in the East

;

and lived many years at Paris. She died at Milan,

5th June 1871. Amongst her works are llecits

Turco-Asiatiqiies (1856); Asie Jlinciire (1858);
Histuirc de la Maison dc Savoie ( 1860).

Belg'iuill (Fr. Belgique), one of the smaller

European states, consists of the southern portion

of the former kingdom of the Netherlands (as

created by the Congress of Vienna), lying between
France and Holland (i.e. the present kingdom of

the Netherlands), the North Sea and Rhenish
Prussia. Its greatest length from north-west to

south-east is 173 miles ; and its greatest breadth
from north to south, 105 miles.

Area and Population.—The whole area of Belgium
is 11,373 sq. m., or slightlv over a third of that of

Ireland. The population a't the census of 1880 was

5,520,009, and at that of 1890, 6,147,041. Beneath

are given the provinces, their areas, their ])opula-

tion at December 31, 1S92, and their chief towns :

Provinces. Sq. Miles. Pop. Chief Cities.

Antweri) 1,003 726,233 Antwerp.

WestFlamlers 1,249 749,291 Bruges.

East Flanders 1,1 oS 9U1,007 Ghent.

Hainault 1,4.37 l,0n.5,8Sl Mons,.

Li^se bllT 778,724 J-iege.

Brabant I,2(i8 1,136,827 Brussels.

Linibur-' 931 22.5,000 Ha.sselt.

Luxemburg 1,706 212,171 Avion.

Namur 1,41-1 339,321 ^anlu^.

Total.... 11, 373 6,195,305

At the same date the kingdom contained seventeen

towns with over 20,000 inhabitants. Of these

the largest were Brussels, the capital, 488,188
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(incliuling suburbs); Antwerp, 240,343; Life^e
155,S98; an.l Client, 151,811.

°

Tilt' piiiiiiiation of l>el;,'iuin is of mixed German
and Celtic ori^iiii. Tiic Flemings (of Teutonic
stwk ) and Walloons << Celtic in origin), distin-
gui>lied by their ])eeuliar dialects (see IIoM.AMi,
Vol. V. i>. 745; Walloon.s), are still consj)icHous
aiUKUg the jmre (Jermans, Dutch, and French.
Ea-<t and \\ est Flandei-s, Antwero, and Limbur^'
are almost wlmlly Flemish : and iJraliaiit mainlv
so. The line between the Flemish and Walloon
di.stricts is sharoly <lelined, the Flemish part being
the richest and most cultivated. The French
language has gained the ascendency in educated
siMiety and in the otiices of government ; but the
Flemish dialect prevails numerically in the pro-
I>ortion of nine to eight.

Belgium is the most densely jieopled country in
Europe, the population beiiig"548 to the sq. m.', as
comuared with 4!)7 in England and Wales (in 1891
Fngland without Wales having 540, Lanciishire
2()8U). In Ibabant tiie density was 896 per sij. m.
The increase of tiie Belgian population is due largelv
to the steaily excess of birtlis over deaths, wiiich
in the years 1881-85 averaged 57,8W annually.
This may l>e compared with the returns from
France during the same periotl, where, with an
area seventeen times greater, and a population
more than six times as large, the total average
excess w;us ordy 93,3ilO. Of the total pojmlation
in 189(», 45 per cent, spoke Flemish, 41 ])er cent.
French, and 11 percent, both tongues. In ISNO
2,479,750 spoke Flemish only, 2,237,870 French
only (including Walloon), 41,0<if) tJerman onlv.
42(i..S(»0 Flemish and French. 35,350 French and
Cerman. 2H(M) Flemish and (Jerman, and 13.4(i(i

spoke all three languages. There were, besides,
G5IKJ foreigners.

I'hijsirul Axjtert.—Belgium is, on the whole, a
level, and even low lying country ; divei-silied,

however, by hilly districts. In the south-east,
a western branch of the .\rdennes highlands makes
its appearance, separating the basin of the Maas
from that of the Moselle, but attains only the
moderate elevaticm of 2(MM) ft-et. In the northern
j»ortions of Antwerp and Limburg, a naturally
unfertile district nameil the Camjiine, composed of

marshes and barren heaths, extends along the
Dutch frontier. In Flanders the land liecomes so

low that, in parts where the natural jirotection

allbrdeil by the dunes is tleticient. dikes have been
raised to check the encroachments of the sea; and
the once im])assable morasses of the Moriiii and
the Mriiii/iii, which stayed the j)rogress of C.'vsar's

legions, are now drained and converted into fertile

fields surrounded by dense plantations. Colonies

having been settled on whatever patches of the

sandy, marshy Campine district it was deemed
Sossilde to reclaim, it has been largely cleared and
rained, and become the centre of a thriving agri-

cultural inilustrv. At the .same time, the coast is

said to be tmdergoing a change by which the land

southwanl is gradually gaining on the sea, while

the northern coast is losing.

Hi/i/rntjiaphi/, Climate, AfjriruUure, d-c.—^The

abumlant water-system of Belgium is chiefly

Kujiplied by the great navigable rivei-s Scheldt

and Maas, "both of which rise in France, and have
their embouchures in Hollaml. The Scheldt, like

the Maas, is navigable all through Belgium. Its

triliutaries fye the Lys, Dender, Dunne, and
Kuppel. The Maas, or Meuse, receives in its

course the watere of the Sambre, tlie Ourtlie. and
the Roer. These natural hydrographical ailvan-

tages are increased by a .system of canals (44 in

number, with an entire length of 563 miles).

The climate is, in the plains near the sea, cool,

humid, and somewhat unhealthy; but in the higher
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south-east districts, hot summers alternate with
very cold winters. The mean animal temperature
at Brussels is 50" F. The rainfall ranges from
27 "5 inches in the west, to 40 inches in the
district east of the Maas. The Ardennes dis-

tricts yield a large supply of Mood, and their
forests abound in game and other wild animals ;

while the level provinces raise all kinds of
grain—wheat, rye, oats, and barley, leguminous
l)lants, hemp, tlax, col/a, tobacco, hops, dye-
plants, and chicory. The beet is cultivated in in-

creasing quantities, both for sugar and for fodder.
Belgium contains nearly 7.278,000 acres, of which
.almost two-thirds are in ordinary cultivation, more
than one-eighth is me.adow and pasture, one-sixth
is under wood, and less than 600,000 acres are
waste or water. Some hundreds of acres are
devoted to vineyards, but the wine produced is of
an inferior quality. Good i)asturage is found on
the sloi)es and in the valleys of the hilly districts,

and in the rich meadows of the low ]novinces.
Gardening occui)ies not less than 130,000 acres ;

indceil. it has been said that the agriculture
of Belgium is gardening on a large scale, so
carefully and laboriously is every inch of soil

cultivated by the farmers, the vast majority of
whom are small holders owning less than one
hectare (about 2i acres) of land. The sjiade

is still the inincipal instrument used. The in-

terests of this class are promoted ami superin-
tended by jirovincial committees of jjractical

men, who are diiecteil by a central council, and
improvements are encouraged anil rewarded at
quintennial exhibitions at Brussel.s. The state
supports four agricultural schools and nine ex])eri-

mental stations, including a school of forestry, to
which i)upils .are admitted f(U- a fixed period as
boarders; and at 29 middle-class state scliools

courses of agricultural lectures are delivered to the
farmers of the district. Belgium is famous for its

horses, and to improve the breeds a government
stud of stallions is maintained at Tervueren. In
the Campine, the care of bees and the culti-

vation of the silkworm are encouraged, and its

butter is considered the be.st in Belgium. There
are valuable fisheries on the coast, but foreign fish

being aflndtted free of duty, the fishermen of

Holland, England, and France have proved keen
competitors in the Belgian markets. This led in

1887 to repeated disputes and much bad feeling,

culminating in a .series of riots at Ostend.
Gcofofji/.—The geological formations of Belgium

are closely associated with those of France and
Britain. The greater portiim of the country is

covered with Teriirir)/ ilrposits. A line drawn
across the course f)f the Scheldt, by Mechlin,
along the Demer and Maas, will have on its

northern and north-western aspect a tract of

Tertiaiy dejjosits, bounded northwards by the sea.

In these Tertiary strata the ditlerent geological

periods are fully represented ; Init only the second,
containing the Pliocene deposits, is rich in fossils.

The Seroiiil((rif deposits occupy an extensive tract

in the centre of Belgium, between the Scheldt and
the Denier. The most important district, econom-
ically, is the south-western, consisting of Paheo-
zoie roeks—Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous.
Mineral I'rod nets.—Belgium is rich in minerals,

which, next to its abundant agriculture, constitute

the chief source of its national prosperity. The
four provinces in which they are found are Hai-
nault, Namur, Liege, and Luxemburg. Th#se
yield lead, copper, zinc, calamine, alum, peat,

marlile, limestone, granite, slate, iron, and coal.

Lead and zinc are wrought to .some extent in Liege;
copper in Hainault and Liege ; manganese in Liege
and Namur; black marble at Dinant ; slates at

Herbeumont ; and calamine principally at Lifege.
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But these products are insignificant compared to

tlie superamindance of coal—from anthracite to

the richest -jras coal—and iron, in which Belgium
ranks next to England. The mines are superin-

tended, under the minister of the interior, by a

corps of mining engineers, one of whom is appointed

over each of the six mining districts.

There are in Belgium some 250 coal-mines, emiiloy-

ing 120,000 persons, and producing about 20,000,000

tons, of a total value of fo.OOO./oOO or £6,000,000.

The metallic mines produce about 200,000 tons of

iron ore, 2.500 of pyrites, 18,000 of calamine (zinc),

2000 of blende (also a zinc ore), 3000 of sulplmret
of lead, and 450 of mangane.se. These mines give

emi)loyment to over 1500 workmen ; but this in-

dustry has fallen off, the corresponding number of

miners in 1805 having been 11,800. There arc

U[)wards of 500 ironworks, producing manufac-
tured iron and steel to the value of £(),000,000 or

£7,000,000, and the produce of the quarries is

valued at near £2,000,000.

Ma)i ufactiircs.—The chief manufactures are linen,

woollens, cotton, silk, lace, leather, and metals.

P'lax is one of the most valuable products of Belgium.
The great seats of the linen manufacture, the oldest

in Belgium, are in Flanders ; it employs some
350,000 persons. The lace industry has fallen

of!' in importance, but still employs 150,000 workers
and a capital of t\vo millions sterling. Centres
of the woollen manufacture are Ypres, Ghent,
Touruay, and especially Verviers, which alone
employs 20,000 workmen in this branch of industry.

Brussels and Louvain have large carpet manu-
factures, and Hainaiilt supplies a considerable

amount of hosiery. The principal seat of the
cotton trade is Ghent, where the industry was first

established in 1798. It employs over 30,000
persons. Belgian leather has a good reputation,

and the manufacture of gloves has made great
progress in recent years. jNIetallurgy also has
rapidly increased in productiveness since 1816,

when Cockerill (see Seraing) introduced into
Belgium the English method of smelting iron with
coke. The principal seats of the metal manu-
facture are Liege, Ghent, Charleroi, Mons, and
their neighl)ourhoods. There are large ordnance
foundries at Liege and Antwerp, and celebrated
makers of firearms and machinery in Liege ; nail-

making at Charleroi ; manufactures of copper at
Malines, and of tinware at Liege ; Avire and brass
factories at Namur, Liege, and Brussels ; zinc

manuf.actures at Liege ; and lead and shot factories

at Ghent. Gold and silver goods are manufactured
at Brussels, Liege, and Antwerp. Besides these,
we may mention the straw-bonnet manufacture
in the neighbourhood of Liege ; the calico-printing
at Ghent and Brussels ; the paper fabrics of

Brussels and Liege ; the glass-works of Charleroi,
Liege, and Namur, whose annual output reaches a
value not far below £2,000,000 ; the porcelain of
Tournay ; and the sugar-refineries, of which there
are 130" There are in Belgium upwards of 2500
breweries, mostly small, and 250 distilleries.

Cuiniiierce.—In the middle of the 13tli century,
Flanders, with Bruges as its chief seat of manu-
factures, had surpassed all its neighbours in
industry. After the discovery of America, Ant-
werp took the place of liruges. But the unhaiipy
period of Spaiiisii ojj^iression and the war in the
Netherlands deeply de])ressed Flemish commerce.
Separation from Holland has also been in-

digectly favourable to the development of Belgian
resources ; and its admirable network of railways
(2850 miles oiten in 189-4) has greatly promoted
commerce. There are 1000 miles of navigable
rivers and caTials.

The unit of the Belgian monetary system is the
franc, and in 1865 Belgium, along with France, Italy,

Switzerland, and Greece, entered on a monetary
league, in whicl) these states agreed to adopt the
French decimal system of coins, weights, and
measures, and established a recijirocity of currency,
M'hereby their respective unit coins would have the
same value throughout their territories.

Among the principal articles of export are coal,
flax, linen, woollen and cotton goods, glass, lire-

arms, and nails. About a fourth of the whole
is consigned to France, and most of the remainder
to Germany,. England, and Holland. The carry-
ing trade is almost entirely in the hands of the
British, the native shipping being only some 60
vessels, of under 100,000 tons burden, besides 350
fishing-vessel.s. In 1882-92 the experts had an
annual value of from £47,000,000 to £61,000,000;
the imports from £53,000,000 to £72,000,000. The
commercial intercourse Mith Great Britain is repre-
sented by exports thither to the amount of from
£15,000,000 to £17,000,000 a year (woollen yarn,
silks, flax, sugar, iron manufactures, eggs, poultry
and game, &c.), and bv imports from Britain worth
from £6,300,000 to £7,600,000 (cottons, cotton-
yarns, woollens, machinerv, iron, &:c.). Imports
and exports in 1831 were £3,750,000 and £4,025,000
respectively.

Ecligion.—The Roman Catholic is the dominant
religion. Although full liberty of worship is guar-
anteed to all, and the ministers of each denomina-
tion are paid by the state, almost the entire popu-
lation are Roman Catholics, the number of Pi'o-

testants being set down at 15,000, of Jews at 3000.

The supreme Catholic dignitaries of Belgium are
the Archbishop of Mechlin, and the five diocesan
bishops of Bruges, Ghent, Tournay, Namur, and
Liege. There are over 1200 conventual houses,

"nhabited by 4000 monks and 21,000 nuns.
Gvlture.—Diversity of dialects has retarded

the growth of the national intellect and the forma-
tion of an independent national literature to act as

the bond of national unity. The Flemish element
—the most important—has done much of late to

foster the Flemish tongue, and if possible secure its

predominance. Flemish theatres are supported in

the great towns ; a Royal Academy to encourage
the study of its language and literature was opened
at Ghent in 1886 ; and in 1887 the king was con-

strained to make speeches in Flemish. Scientific

and literary societies, museums, and public libraries,

are of course numerous. Great efl'orts are Ijeing

made to improve the musical standard of the
people ; there are as many as 60 musical schools
throughout the country, with about 1000 pupils, and
the conservatoires of Brussels, Ghent, and Liege
count 3000 or 4000 pu])ils. Painting and archi-

tecture formerly flourished in the wealthy old towns
of Flanders ; and although, after the brilliant epoch
of Rubens and his pupils, a long period of dullness

followed, in modern times a revival of art has
taken place, and important academies have been
hninded at Antwerp and Brussels. For the achieve-

ments of the old Flemish school, see Painting, and
the articles on RuBENS, Teniers, Van Dyck.
The Belgian school-system has undergone many

changes during the present century. In 1879
education in the public schools was completely
secularised ; but on the succession of a Catholic

ministry in 1884, the government support was
withdrawn from these schools, and each parish had
to decide whether its primary school should be con-

tinued at the jiarish's cost, or the children be sent

to the church school. As a result, numerous
church schools have been recognised as public

schools, the others having been abolished. There
are universities at Ghent and Liege, a Catholic

university at Louvain, a free university at Brussels,

10 AtMnecs, over 150 middle-class and many
private schools, and four Jesuit gymnasia. Yet in
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1890, 27 per cent, of the inhal>itants over fifteen

years of age could neither read nor write.
Li(ci((tiin\—The older literature of the country

falls to Ije discussed umler Holland (Langnaqc
oinl Literature). Of nimliMn authors in Flemish,
I'onscience (q.v. ) the novelist and Willems the
|ihilolo;,nst cire noteworthy; the work Oitze Dirhtcrs,
puhlished in ISXO, is an anthology of the poets
who, since 1S:W, have contributed to the revival of
Fleniisli literature. Of late, however, the main
current of IJelgian literary activity runs mainly in

the channels «>f politics and nnwlern national history,
and in the French tongue. Historians are Ponllet,
Moke, Nanicche, and .luste ; Laveleye was a well-
known j)uhlicist. (^uetelet, the statistician and
astronomer, was a IJelgian. The Bihltotlieca Bel-
i/ird is a work on a large scale containing many of

the chief dfK-uments of national history. The
liihliorjraphie Xationalc (1880) is a ilictionary of

Belgian writers and their works from 18.30 to 1880;
there is also a Bibliogruphie de I'Histoire de la
Belifiqtte.

Arm It.—The organisation of the Belgian army is

established hy a law of 1S7.'?, umler which the peace-
strength is fixed at 47,000 men, to be raised in time
of war to 10.3,(J()0. It is intende<l solely for defence,
and to preserve the neutrality of the territory ; it

is formed by conscrijition, to which every healthy
!nan who luus passed his niiieteenth year is liable.

Sul»stituti(Hi is allowed. The legal pcnt)d of service

is eight years, but live of these are, as a rule, passed
on furlough or in the reserve. Ifeides the stand-
ing arnjv, there is a Garde t'hi'qne, numbering^iii
all some 4.j,0(K> men, with a reserve of 90,000. The
importance of Belgium in a military point of view,

and the length of its frontier towards Hollanil,

(Jermany, ami France, .aH'onls a rea.son for the

maiulenance of fortifications at Antwerp, Dender-
moiide, Namur, I'iest, Liege, Mons, Touinai, and
Ypres. The chief arsenal is at Antwerp.
Finances.— Ill the period 1885-1891 the revenue

rose from £1.3,:{'H»,(RMJ to over i;i(;,f)00,00<J, i)Ut

there >v;ls an annual deficit (amounting in 189(J to

£l,GOO,(XK), in 18<»(i to only il.S.l.OOO). The debt,

with a gross total of close on £9M,000,0(»0, has been

incurreil mainly for works of public utility,

especially state railways ; and its interest is more
than covered by the revenue from the railways.

Tlie debt includes a proportion of the debt of the

kingdom of the Netherlands.
(i')Cernineiit.—The government of Belgium is a

limited constitutional and hereditary monarchy,

and wa-s established in its j)resent form by the

revolution of 18.30. The administration of justice

is governed by the Code Xapo/euu. The legisla-

tive body consists of two chambei-s— the Senate,

and the Chamber of Uepresentatives. The members
of the ("hamber are paid i'ltiO a year, and have a

railwav pass to and from their homes. By the con-

stitution as amended in 189.3 all citizens (not dis-

qualified) of twenty-live years of age and upwards

have a vote : and citizens over thirty-five,

njarried or widower, with legitimate i-sue, and

paying .5 francs a year in house-tax, have a supple-

mentary vote—as" has also every one of the younger

c!;uss possessed of a certain amount of property.

I)eput ies are elected for [\vti years. The senators are

elected for eight yeai-s, partly directly, by a similar

constituency, anil partly indirectly. The directly

electe<l lueiiibers are half as many as those in the

Chamber of Hepresentatives. The others are

chosen by the ju-ovincial councils, from 2 to 4 for the

province according to population. A senator niu.st

be 40 years ol<l, and pav 1200 francs of direct taxe.s.

/ns'ton/. —The history of Belgium dates from 1831,

when the Southern Netherlands parted from Hol-

land and became an independent kingdom. The

narrative i)rior to 18.31 of the provinces forming

the present Belgium will be found in the article

Holland. But it may be well to introduce our
account of Belgian history with a brief sketch of

its previous development. On the downfall of the
Roman empire, the Gullia Beh/ica of the Konians
passed under the dominion of t^ie Franks. As the
teudal system arose, the country was distributed

under a number of dukes and counts with a con-
siderable measure of local independence. These
provinces were absorbed In' the great House of

Burgundy from 1385 onwards, and they continued
under that rule till the downfall of Charles the Bold
in 1477. With his daughter Mary they then passed
to the House of Hapsburg, and remained with the
Spanish branch of that line till the peace of Utrecht
in 171.3, being known as the Spanish Netherlands
to distinguish them from the northern provinces,

which, in the reign of Philip II., had revolted from
Spain, and formed a Protestant Republic, while
the southern provinces continued subject to the
Roman Catholic Church. In 1713, by the peace of

Utrecht, the Spanish provinces were transferred
from Spain to Austria, as the Austrian Netherlands.
The country was c(Uiijuered by Piehegru in the cam-
paign of 1794, and subse(|uently united to France
oy the treaties of Campo-Formio and Luneville.

It now shared the fortunes of France during the
Consulate and the Empire, received the Code
Xapoldnt, and in all political relations was
organised as a part of France. After the fall of

Na]>ole<)n it was muted with Holland under
Prince William-Freilerick of Nassau, and its

boundaries were defined by the Congress of Vienna
(May 31, 1815). In the campaign of 1815 Belgium
wa-s once again, a.s it had often been, the 'battle-

field of Europe
;

' and Belgian troops were present
at Waterloo.
The union of what had been the Spanish or

Austrian Netherlands to Holland in 1815 was from
the lii>it an arbitrary one, as the people of the
northern and southern |)arts of the united kingdom
(littered essentially in religion, language, interests,

and historic feeling. Nor was the jiolicy of the
Dutch fair or conciliatory. The Dutch almost
exclusively occupied the higher i)osts in the army
and a<lministration. The use of French in the
southern provinces was discouraged, and the
privileges of the Catholic clergy were curtailed.

Old feelings of patriotism and the interests of

self-government were equally disregarded. Thus,
Liberals and Catholics were alike ready to revolt

against Dutch sujiremacy, and the concessions

tardily made to satisfy the growing discontent did
no good. The outbreak of the French Revolution
in 18.30 set the example to the discontent across the
frontier. On the king's birthday ( August 24, 18.30),

several riots occurred in various towns of Belgium.
At this period, however, the idea of sejtaration from
Holland does not seem to have presented itself con-

sciously to the Belgian mind ; the deputies who
were sent to the Hague to state the causes of the

general dissatisfaction merely insisted on Belgium's
possessing a separate ailniinistration, with the

redress of particul.ar grievances. But the dilatory

and obstructive comluct of the Dutch deputies

in the States-general assembled at the Hague on

the 13th September, together with the ill-advised

occupation of Brussels by an army of 14,000 men,
exasperated the Belgian nation beyond measure.

A new and more resolute insurrection instantly

took ]>lace. In seven days the people had deposed

the old authorities ancl appointed a provisional

government. Prince Frederick, the son of the

Dutch king, who commanded the troops, was
compelled to retreat from Brussels to Antwerp,
having suH'ered considerable lo.ss. On the 4th of

October Belgium was declared independent by the

provisional governuient. The useless bombard-
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inent of Antwerp by the Dutch general Chasse
(October 27) increased the bitterness of feeling,

and rendered reconciliation wholly inipossilde. At
the national congress of Xoveinlier U), out of 200

votes only 18 wore in favour of republican govern-

ment. Meanwhile, the London Congress had
assembled, and after mature deliberation, the

representatives of Austria, Prussia, Russia, and
England recognised the severance of the two
kingiloms as a fait accompli (Decemlier 20).

When the Belgian Congress met, it appointed
Baron Surlet de Chokier provisional regent, but
on June 4, 1831, it elected Prince Leopold of Saxe-
Coburg king of the Belgians. Leopold entered

Brussels on the 21st July, and subscribed the con-

stitution. His' marriage to a daughter of Louis-

Philippe secured French support. Holland refused

to acknowledge the validity of the decision of the
London Congi-ess, anil declared war, which was
spee<lily terminated by France and England

—

HoUand securing that Belgium should annually
pay 8,400,000 Horins as interest for its share in

the national debt of the Netherlands. And it

was agreed l)y the powers that Belgium should
remain an independent and perfectly neutral
state. Holland, however, was still dissatisfied,

and ventured to employ force. England and France
Mere compelled to interfere. The French besieged
and took Antwerp, still held by the Dutch troops

;

and the blocka<le of the coast of Holland having
brought the Dutch to terms, the dispute was closed
l)y a treaty signed in London, May 21, 1833.

Li 1838 it seemed as if Holland and Belgium were
likely to engage in war once more. According to

the ' twenty-four articles ' of the ' Definitive Treaty,'
Belgium was under obligation to give up Lim-
burg and a part of Luxemburg during the al)ove-

mentioned year. This it now refused to do, and
put its army on a war-footing ; but its obstinacy
finally gave way to the unanimous decision of

the five great powers, and on the 19th April 1839
a treaty of peace was signed at London, Belgium's
annual share of the Netherlands' debt being at the
same time reduced to 5,000,000 ilorins ; and both
Limlnirg and Luxemburg being partitioned between
Hollanil and Belgium.
After 1840 tiie opposition of the Catholic to the

Liberal party became more and more decided, the
educational laws not being satisfactory to the clergy,
until, in July 1845, the liberal Van de Weyer
endeavoured to confirm the so-called 'union ' of the
two parties. Li 1846 a purely Catholic ministry
took oHice ; but in 1847 a liberal ministry was
formed Ijy Rogier. The revolutionary tempest of
1848 menaced the tranquillity of tlie country ; but
the king disarmed hostility by promptly declaring
himself ready to retain or to surrender the crown
of Belgium, according to the decision of tiie people.

Li July 1848 the elections gi-eatly strengthened
the lil)eral-constitutional party, and in 1850 the
educational question was su]i])osed to be settled
on soundly liberal principles ; but since then there
has been a keen and continued struggle between
Progressists and Ultramontanes, the balance of
]iower siiifting from time to time. Thus liberal
ministries iiave been in power from 1857 to
lS(i4, and in 1878 (under Frere-Orban ) ; clorical
ministries in 1870, 1876, 1880, and 1884, the educa-
tion question being the chief bone of contention.
On the deatii of Leopold I. in 1865, his son had
succeeded as Leopold II. In 1861 Belgium took
part in the Lonclon conference for settling tlie

L>ixeml>nrg question, wliich threatened to ]ilunge
Eurojie in war, b>it did not sign the guarantee for
tlie neutrality of Luxemburg. On the outbreak of
tiie Franco-Oerman war in 1870, the Belgians,
fearing risks both from Prussia and from France,
mobilised their army ; but in a special treaty

arranged by England, both belligerents recognised
anew the neutrality of Belgium, guaranteed in
1831 and 1839. In 1885 the Congo Free State
(q.v.), under the presidency of Leopold II.,

was acknowledged by the powers. Althougii
the country has on the Avliole steadily grown
in prosperity, and constitutional princiiiles have
been generally strengthened, yet 1886-87 witnessed
industrial riots and Socialist disturbances of a
serious aspect, attended at Liege, Mons, Charleroi,
and other places, with great violence. The king at
the opening of the chambers in November pro-
mised that measures of reform should be introduced,
and this had the effect of quelling the disturbances.
In 1880 the jubilee of the state was celebrated with
much enthusiasm.
Compare Flanders and the articles on the

several provinces ; see also Genonceaux, La Bel-
giquc (1879); Hynians, La Bclgiquc Contempo-
raine (1880); Wauters, La Bclgiquc, Ancienne et

Modcrne (1882ff. ); the Annuaire Statistique ; and
the histories by Juste (4th ed. 1868), Moke (7th
ed. 1881 ), and Hymans (5 vols. 1880).

Belgorod' ( Russian 5yc^/70?W, 'white town'),
a town in the Russian government of Kursk, on
the Donetz, 412 miles S. of Moscow by rail. It is

an archbishop's see, has numerous churches, two
monasteries, manufactures of leather, soap, and
woollens, and carries on a consideralile trade in
wax, bristles, and hemp. Tliree important fairs

are held here during the year. Pop. 16,097.

Belgrade' (Serb Bidgorod, 'white town'), an
important fortified and commercial city, the capital
of the kingdom of Servia, lies opposite Semlin,
at the confluence of the Save and Danube, 215 miles
SSE. of Pesth, and 234 miles NN^Y. of \'ranja, by
rail. The walls have disappeared since 1862 ; the
last and finest of the five gates was demolished in

1868; and the citadel is hardly up to the require-

ments of modern warfare. Year by year tlie town
is losing its old Turkish aspect, becoming more
modern, more European. Only one mosque is left

for the tiny remnant of Mohammedans, whilst there
are seven churches and two synagogues. The royal

palace, the residence of the metropolitan, the
national theatre (1871), and the public offices, are

the jjrincipal buildings. Opposite the theatre is a
bronze monument (1882) to the murdered Prince
Michael III. Belgrade has but trifling manirfactures
of arms, cutlery, saddlery, silk goods, carpets, tire.

It is, however, the entrepot of the trade between
Turkey and Austria. Pop. (1872)26,674; (1890)
54,249. Belgrade is the Singidunain of Ptolemy.
Its position has made it the chief point of com-
munication between Constantinople and Vienna,
and the key to Hungary on the south-east. It has
consequently been the scene of many hard-fought
contests. 'The Greeks held it until 1073, when it

was captured by the Hungarian king, Salomon.
After this, it passed through the hands of Greeks,
Bulgarians, Bosnians, and Servians, and these last

proprietors sold it in 1426 to the Emperor Sigis-

mund. In 1440 it was unsuccessfully besieged by
the Turks, with a large and vain outlay of time
and money ; and when stormed ( 1456), was retaken
from the Turks by the heroism of Hunyadi and
Capistrano. In 1522 it was carried by the Sultan
Soliman II. In 1688 it was stormed and taken
by Maximilian, Elector of Bavaria ; but in 1690
was recaptured by the Turks, when the Christian

garrison had been reduced to 500 men. In 1692
Belgrade was vainly besieged by the Duke of

Croy ; and in 1717 the citatlel surrendered to

Prince Eugene, after he had defeated an army of

200,000 Turks, with a loss to tliem of 20,000 men.
But in 1739 Belgrade ag.ain changed owners, the-

Turks obtaining it without a shot. In conformity
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with the treaty then sijniecl, the fortifications were
deniolislietl. In 1789 it wivs ajrain taken l)y the
Austrians under (General Laiulon ; Imt \>y tlie

treaty of peace i 175M ), wa-* restored to tlie Turks.
From iStMi to 1812 it wa.s in the possession of the
insur-^'ent Servians ; and in 18(j'2, after a wanton
iHdiihardnient from the citailel. it was made the
capital of the principality of Servia, thoujrli the
citadel remained in the hands of tiie Turks till

1S()7.

Bel$n*<iyia« a district in tlie southern part of
tlie West Kiid i>{ London, hordering on Hyde Park
and IJu<kin;:liam I'alace (hardens. Tlie word, now
proverhial for hirth, weaitli, luxury, and fashion,
IS derived from lkd;rrave Sipiare, in the centre of
tliat i|uarter : and has its name from one of the
titles of the Hnke <>{ Westminster, wiio owns tlie

wliole district. l>el;j;rave is a parish in Leicester-
sliire.

Belial* or, more accurately, Bili'al, a Hebrew
word, often treated l>y tlie translatoi-s of tlie

authorised version as a proper name, hut really
an alistract term nieanin<;; ' that which is without
use or jirofit,' ' worthlessness," hence 'wickedness.'
It is nutstiv usetl in the forms 'son of IJelial,' 'man
of llelial ; hut the adjunct is often omitted, and
the Wind stands hy it.self as a term of reproach.

Belief is a term which Is sufficiently definite

for most orilinarj- jiurposes ; hut it is usetl with
some \arit'ty in mcinin;.'. and psycholo;,qsts do not
always a^^ree in the tests they ;,dve for distiiij^uish-

in;.' helief from other states nf miml. The word is

Used to mean the acceptance of a proposition, state-

ment, or fact a.s true on the ;^round of evidence,

authority, or irresistihie mental predispositi(m ; the
state of trust in and reliance on a i>erson, thinj,', or

l«riiiciple ; as also for the fact Ixdieveil, and some-
times specifically for the apostles" creeil. Belief is

hy some distin;rnished from knowleilge, inasmuch
as the latter rests on evidence, while helief rests

on authority. Helief should, some say, not he
used of facts sncli as are occurrinj; in one's own
experience, or principles of m liich the opjiosite im-

plies ahsurdity, sueh as the axioms of ;:eometry.

These we himir : and according' to this view, the

term should he limite<l to cases where a proposition is

accepted without evidence, or where such evidence

as is availahle implies only pndiahility. On the

other hand, the psycholo;;ists of what is called the

intuitive sclio(d are aecustomed to re<,'ard as heliefs

the fundamental d.ita on which rea.soninj^ i-ests

;

and to say that all knowled;,'e rests ultimately on

l>elief. Helief, they say. may admit of all degrees

of confidence, from a slight suspicion to full assur-

ance. There are many operations of mind in which

it is an ingredient—consciousness, rememlirance,

]>ereeption. Kant define<l onitiion as a judgment
whieh is iii>utrKiently hased. suhjectively as well

as ol.jectively ; /»-/iff\ a.s suhjectively suHicient hut

<d)jectively inadefpiate ; kfi'>iih</>/r, as hoth suh-

jectively and fdijectivelv sutficient. The strongest

Vliefs may of cemrse be false ; heliefs in ghosts,

a.strological prognostications. &c., are usually

treateil as superstiti<ms. Heliefs as such rest on

grounds regarded as sufficient hy the pei-son believ-

ing, who is prepared to act <m his helief ; hut their

grounds may have absolutely no validity for any

other jiei-son. Such beliefs are nevertheless very

real. On the other hand there are many proposi-

tions accented traditionally, and s])oken of as

Iwliefs, which are not real vital abiding truths for

th<»se who nominally accept them ; which have no

inlluence on character or mental tone, and on

which those who hold them would not be prepared

t4» act. Faith is a word use<l in very much the

same sense as belief, but specially signifies the

acceptance of and reliance on the tmtlis of religion.

For this use, see Faith, God, Immortality,
Jl'STIFICATIOX.

Belisa'rillS (Slav. BcU-tzar, 'white prince').
This heroic and loyal soldier, to whom the
Emperor Justinian was ]>rincipally indebted for

the glorj' of his reign, was born at (ierniania,

in Illyria, about oOo .V.D. Appointed to the com-
mand of the eastern army of tlie enii>ire, stationed
on the confines of Pei-sia, he gained in 530 a victory
over a Persian army nearly twice as large as his

own. In the following year, when the Persians
had penetrated into Syria, Helisarius was coin-

Iiellea by the impatience of his troops to otler

lattle at Callinicum on the Euphrates, and his

defeat was followed by his recall. He still

remained, however, the linn sujiporter of his sove-

reign. In Ccmstantinople, the strife of the two
parties, stvled the '(Jreen' and the ' Hlue," had
endangeretl the authority and even the life of

Justinian ; alreaily a new emperor, Hypatius, had
been elected, when Helisarius attacked and slew
in the hippodrome .30,000 of the (ireen or anti-

hiyalist jiarty, and thus restored tian(|uillity.

Prior to this he had married a wealthy Init jnolli-

gate lady, Antonina, whom he loveil with blind
uxoriousness.
The military- career of Helisarius may be di\ided

into two gieat epochs—the war against the Vandals
in Africa, and the war against the Goths in Italy.

The fii>t of these ejiochs was coiiimenced Ity

Justinian sending Helisaiius in ."i33 with an army
of 15,000 men into Africa, in order to recover the
provinces there held by the Vandal king, IJelimer.

After achieving two victories, Helisarius made the
king a prisoner, seized his treasures, and conipier-

ing Sanlinia, Corsica, and the Balearic Isles,

brought him to Constantinople, where he ajiiieared

in a triumiihal procession of the con(|ueror— the

first that a subject had enjoyed since the <lays of

Tiberius. The African Vandals never recovered
from this overthrow. Meilals were struck in

HelLsarius's honour ; and on the 1st January ."i.S.'t he
was invested with the dignity of 'consul' The
second war was occasioned by Justinian's attempt
to wrest Italy from the hands of the barbarians.

In 5.35 Helisarius coiKjUered Sicily ; and in the

autumn of 5.3ti he occupied Lower Italy. He
entered Rome by amicabfe arrangement with the

inhabitants ; and finding his forces not stnmg
enough to contend with the Goths in open field, he
allowed himself to l>e besieged for a year, when
the siege was raised by the (loths. In 538 Narses
had been sent with a reinforcement for the army
in Italy ; hut some misundeistanding occurring

between tJie two generals, they were prevented

from relieving Milan, which in 539 was carried and
devastated by Hraias, ne))hew of the Gothic king,

Vitiges. Conseijuently, Narses was recalled from
Italy ; and Helisarius,' now placed at the head of

both armies, refused to assent to a treaty pro-

nosed by Justinian's amba.ssadors to Vitiges, who
had pei-suaded the Persian king, Chosroes, to

invade the eastern Roman territory. Helisarius

drove the Goths back to Ravenna, which he

captured in 540, along with Mtiges himself. Hut
before he could complete his conquest of the Coths,

he was recalled by Justinian to Constantinople.

In 541-542 he was engaged in a campaign against

the Persians, who had captured Antioch ; but was
again recalled on account of slanderous representa-

tions. His second great struggle with the Ostro-

goths now begins. In 544 the barbarians under

Totila again invaded and reconquered Italy. Heli-

sarius was sent against them, but Avith an insuffi-

cient army. He, however, maintained his ground

for five years, and even succeeded so far as to

regain possession of Rome. Hut in sjtite of his

reneatea entreaties, no reinforcements were sent
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to liini ; and in 548 he gave up tlie command,
his rival, Narses, being appointed in his place.

In 559, after ten years of retirement, Belisarius

once more came forward at the head of an army
hastily collected, and overthrew the Bulgarians

wlio were threatening Constantinople. Here this

faithful servant, who at Ilavenna had refused

the crown of Italy otiered to him by the Goths,

was at length accused of a con.spiracy against Jus-

tinian, and imprisoned (5(53); but Justinian, be-

coming convinced of Belisarius's innocence, restored

hiui after six months to all his honours. He died

in 56ry. Tzetze.s, in the 12th century, was the lirst

to aver that, during his half-year's imprisonment,
Belisarius suspended a bag from the window of liis

cell, and exclaimed to those who passed by :
' Give

an obolus to Belisarius, who rose by merit, and was
cast down by envy !

' Lord JNIahon, in his Life of
Belisarius (Lond. 1829), endeavours, but without
success, to confirm the tradition of Belisarius being
deprived of sight and reduced to mendicancy—

a

fiction given in JVIarmonters romance, which sup-

plied the painter .Gerard with the suliject for a fine

picture.

Belize', or British Honduras, a British colony
washed on the E. by the Bay of Honduras, in the
Caribbean Sea, and elsewhere surrounded by
Guatemala and Mexico. It forms the south-east
piirt of the peninsula of Yucatan, and measuring
ISO liy 60 miles, has an area of 7562 sq. m., or a
little'larger than Wales. In 1891 the population
was 31,471, of whom about 1600 were whites. The
river Belize traverses the middle of the country, and
the Rio Hondo and the Sarstoon fonii respectively
its north-western and its southern lioundary. The
Cockscomb Mountains (4000 feet) are the highest
eminences, the land all ahmg the coast being-

low and swampy. The country has a general
tropical fertility ; its chief exports are mahogany
and logwood, besides sugar, coffee, cotton, sar-

saparilla, bananas, plantains, and india-rubber.
The vearly value of tlie imports ranges between
£160,000 and £269,000; of the exports, between
£124,.500 and £317,500. The name Belize is prob-
ably a Spanish corruption of the name Wallis,
one of the early British settlers ; otherwise it is

usually referred to the Fr. balisc, ' a beacon. ' Those
early settlers, buccaneers at starting, then logwood-
cutters, were frequently attacked by the Spaniards

;

but since 1798, when they repulsed a fleet and a
land-force of 2000 men, their occupation has been
formally acquiesced in. Since 1862 Belize has
ranked as a British colony, with a lieutenant-
governor, whose rank was raised in 1884 to that
of governor. Belize, the capital, is it depot for
British goods for Central America, and has a pop.
of about 6600. See A. R. ( ;ibl)s's British Honduras
(Lond. 1883).

ISell. Though there has been some variation
from time to time in the substance of which bells
are formed, yet in all ages the best-approved has
been a mixture of copper and tin called bronze.
The proportions of the metals are by no means the
same in all cases. The small bells found by Mr
Layard in the palace of Nimroud contain 10 parts
of copper to 1 of tin ; l)ut such an excess of the
former metal is rare, and 2 to 1 w^as for ages in
Europe a more approximate ratio. For instance,
in the reign of Henry III., 1050 lb. of copper and
500 lb. of tin were allowed, together with old bell-

metal, for casting three bells for Dover Castle.
The tendency of after-ages has been to increase the
])roportion of copper, which is stated on good
autiiority to lie in the ratio of 13 to 4 to the tin.

Of late, steel bells have been cast in Sheffield l)y

Riepe's patent, but these have a less sustained
viljration, which is also the result of attempting to

Queen Mary's Hand-bell.

extract from a specitied amount of bronze a deeper
note than it is fairly capable of aflfording. The
fragility of glass hells will prove a serious obstacle

to their use, whatever beauty there may be in their

sound. As to hand-bells, crotals, and the like,

they have been made of

almost endless variety of

material. Silver, how-
ever, is always injurious
to tlie tone of any liell,

great or small, and it is

only the eye which feels

pleasure from these little

instruments. An elegant
specimen of a silver-gilt

hand-bell, which belonged
to Mary, Queen of Scots,

was exhibited in the
year 1887 at Peterborough
among a number of other
objects connected with
that unhappy queen. The
pitch of a bell is regulated
by the thickness of the
striking-place in propor-

tion to the diameter, the ratio being about 1 to 12
in a bell of 10 cwt. Some medieval bells of good
tone are remarkable for the thinness of the sound

-

bow.
From a remote antiquity cymbals and hand-bells

were used in religious ceremonies. In Egypt we find

that the festivals of Isis were celebrated with the
sound of sistra, apparently small crotals. Aaron and
other Jewish high-priests Avore golden bells attached
to their vestments ; and the priests of Cybele used
cymbals in their rites. The Greeks employed bells

of some kind {kodones) in camps and garrison ; and
the Romans announced the hour of bathing by the
a's thcrmarvm. Great uncertainty prevails as to
the introduction of bells into Christian churches.
Suetonius relates that Augustus Ca'sar placed tin-

tinnahula round the top of the temple of Jupiter
Tonans ; and it is possible that when basilicas and
other buildings came into the possession of the
church in the reign of Constantine the Great, the
bells belonging to them were readily adapted to the
jjurpose of calling together congregations. The
ascription of the first use of bells for church pur-

poses to Paulinus, Bishop of Nola in Campania,
appears to rest mainly on the names Nola and
Campana, which are commonly given to Ijells.

Nola, however, is a word in use long before the
time of Paulinus, and hardly likely to be taken
from the name of a city without modification. The
derivations of both words are proliably not local.

Bells appear to have been introduced into France
about 550 ; and Benedict, al)bot of Wearmoutl),
is related to have brought one from Italy for his

church about 680. Bells came into use in the
Greek Church in the 9th century, and in Switzer-
land and (Jermany in the 11th. Most of the bells

first used in Western Christendom seem to have
been hand-bells. Several specimens, some of them,
it is believed, as old as the 6th century, are still

])reserved in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. They
are made of thin plates of hammered iron, bent
into a four-sided form, fastened with rivets, and
brazed or bronzed. Perhaps the most remarkable
is that which is said to have belonged to St Patrick,
called the Clog-an-eadliarJita 1 hatraic, oi- ' The
bell of Patrick's Will.' It is 6 inches high, 5 inches
broad, and 4 inches deep, and is kept in a case or

shrine of brass, enriched with gems and with gold
and silver filigree, and Avas made (as an inscription

in Irish shows) between the years 1091 and 1105.

The bell itself is believed to be mentioned in the
Annals of Ulster as early as the year 552. EngraA--
ings <as well of the bell as of its shrine, Avith a
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liistory of l»oth, by tlie Kev. Dr Keeves of Lusk,
were i'ublislit'«.l at Belfast ( where tlie relic is pre-

served) in 1850. The
accompanying cut
sliows an ancient s^>eci-

nien of this type troni
Brittany. Some of the
Scottish bells, of tlie

.same i>rimitive type, are
lignretl and descril^ed in
Dr Joseph Anderson's
Sfotlaml in Early Chris-
ti((n Times ( Rhind Lec-
tures, Edin. ISSl). Tlie
four-silled bell of St
Gall, an Irish missicjn-

arv who died about
G4(i, is still shown in

the monastery of tiie

city wliich bears his

name in Switzerland.
Church-bells were susj>ended either in tlie steeples

or churcii towers, or in special bell-towers. Tliev
weiK,' lon;x of comparatively small size : the bell

wliich a king presented to the church of Orleans
in the 11th century, and which wa.s remarkable
in its age, weighol only -JiiOO lb. In the 13th cen-

tury much larger bells began to be cast, but it w;u3

not until the Uth century that they reaclieil really

considerable dimensions. The bell ' Jacqueline ' of

I'aris, cast in 14<HJ, weighed lo.tKX) 11). ; another
Faris bell, cast in 1472, weiglied '2.J,(X)0 lb. ; the

famous bell of Il(men, cast in 1.'>01, weighed

Ancient Boll from Brittany.

'iicat iJcll .It Moscow (from a Pliotograpli ).

:56,:ii;4 lli. The largest bell in the world is the

(Jreat liell, Monarch or Czar liell ( Tsar KoliAol), of

Moscow. It is 19 feet high, GO feet round the rim,

and weighs 198 tons. Cast in 165.3, it came cracked

out of the foundry, antl never was hung. In 1837

it Wivs raised on a granite ba.semcnt, and makes a

kind of chapel, the broken sidtf forming the door-

way. Another Moscow bell, the largest in use,

weighs 1*28 tons. Tlie Creat Bell at Tekin weighs

53i tons ; the ' Kaiserglocke ' of Cologne Cathedral

(1887), 14A feet high, lU in diameter, is made of

•22 Trench cannon, and weighs 26 tons 13 cwt. ;

those of Olmiitz, I'oucii, and Vienna, nearly 18

tons ; that lirst cast for the New Palace at West-
minster (but cracked), 14 tons; that of the Roman
Catholic catlie<lral at Montreal (cast 1847), 13i

tons ; 'Great Peter,' placed in York Minster 1845,

lOJ tons ; 'Great Tom' at Christ Church, O.xford,

a faulty bell, cast in 1680, 72 tons ;
' (heat Tom ' at

Lincoln, cast in 1834, 5\ tons ; the Great Bell at St
I'aul's, cast in 1881, 17i ton.s ; the cliuicli of the
Sacred Heart at Montniartre, close on 19 tons.

Many of these weights have been imperfectly
veiilied, and must be receivetl with reserve. See
Gattv's T/,c Bell ( 1848), Stainer's Great Paid

( 1882).

North's English Bells and Bell lore ( 1891 ), and the
present writer's C/i nrch Bells ofSuffolk (1891 ) ; with
a liibliograiihy of English Campanologj-.

Associated in various ways with the ancient
ritual of the cimich—insomuch that Mohammedan-
ism (q.v., p. '249) rejects the use of bells and sul)-

stitutes the muezzin's cry—bells acquired a kind
of sacred character. They were consecrated by a
complete baptismal service ; received names, had
sponsors, were sprinkled with water, anointed, and
finally covered with the white garment or chrisom,
like infants. This usage is as old as the time of

Alcuin, and is still practised in Roman Catholic
countries. Bells had mostly jiioiis inscriptions,

.sometimes indicative of the widespread belief in

the mysterious virtue of their sound. They were
belie veil to disperse storms and jiestilence, drive
away enemies, extinguish lire, i^c. The medieval
inscrintion, ' Voce mea viva dejiello cuncta nociva,'

is still frequently found on bells in the west of

England. Among the superstitious usages recorded
to have taken place in old St Pauls Church in

London, was the ' ringinge the hallowed belle in

great tempestes or lightninges. ' The strange
notion that bells are efficacious in dispelling storms
is by no means e.xtinct.

Church-ltells were at one time tolled for those
passing out of the world, in order that the people
might put up their prayers for the dying person,

as we learn from the Rationede of Duiandus. The
tolling of the passing-bell w.as retained at the
Reformation ; nor do the Puritans seem to have
objected to the practice, as, for instance, when Dr
John Rainolds Mas dying, ' he expressed by sigiies

that he wouKI have the pas.sing bell tole for him.'

But by the beginning of the 18tli century, the jjass-

ing-bell, in the prtijier sense of the term, had almost
ceased to be lieanl ; the tolling took place after

the death, instead of before. The practice of

slowly and solemnly tolling cliurch-bells after

deaths, and before funerals, is still an established

usage throughout England. The Pardon, Gabriel,

or Are bell, prior to the Reformation, was rung at

morning, noon, or evening, or before or after service,

inviting to the recitation of the salutation of the

angel Galjriel, Are Maria, gratia jde nit, IJorninus

tceitni, for purposes of intercessory juayer, or the
forgiveness of jiersonal sins. The Ave bell was
generally one of the ring dedicated to the angel
Galiriel, and bearing on it the words of the Annun-
ciation ; but any bell might serve the purpose.

The Sanetits or Sacrimj bell, rung at the Sanctus in

the mass and at the elevation of the host, was often

hung in a i)lace by itself, usually on the gable at

the east end of the nave ; but a small liand-bell is

now usual. Vesper-bell, properly the bell that sum-
mons to Vespers (q.v.), is usually a popular phrase
for a bell rung at evening. Bishop Burnet has

recorded the order of Bishop Shaxton of Sarum in

1538, concerning the discontinuance of the custom.

The ringing of the cur/eio-bcll, supposed to have
been introduced into England by William the

Conqueror, was a custom of a civil or political

nature, and only strictly oliserved till the einl of

the reign of William' Rufus, the statute beiiig

abolished by Henry I. in IKK). Its object was to

warn the jmblic to extinguish their fires and lights

at eight o'clock in the evening. The eight o'clock

ringing is still continued in many parts of EnglanJ
and Scotland.
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On all that belon<,'s to the playing of bells in

belfries, the inventive genins of the Netherlands
long since arrived at proficiency. In some of the
church-towers of that country, the striking, chim-
ing, and jilaying of l>ells is incessant ; the tinkling

called chimes usually accompanies the striking of

the hours, half-hours, and quarters ; while the
playing of tunes comes in as a special divevtise-

nient. In some instances, these tune-playing bells

are sounded by means of a cylinder, on the prin-

ciple of a barrel-organ ; but in others, they are

played with keys l)y a musician. The term
carillons is used either to the tunes played on
bells, or of the suites of l>ells which yield this kind
of music. The tower of Les Halles, at Bruges, is

allowed to have the finest carillons in Europe
(see Belfry, Campanile).
Many of the church-towers throughout England,

in villages as well as in towns, are provided with
peals of bells, the ringing of which is a well-known
practice. The number of changca or permutations
of order that can be rung on a peal, is the factorial
of the number of bells—i.e. the continued pro-

duct of all the natural numbers from unity to

the number of bells. Thus : 3 bells allow 6

changes; 4 bells, 24; 8 bells, 40,320; 12 bells give

as many as 479,001,600 changes. The ringing of

peals ditters entirely from chiming or tolling.

There is no method of sounding bells equal to

the English ringing, when the bell at each pull

revolves round a complete circle, and is under the
full command of the ringer. This power over the

bells makes the sequence of sounds to be regulated

at the will of the band of performers, each of whom
has his bell, while the leader ' calls ' the peal. It

is of course necessary that strict order should be
observed in arranging the changes, for no unassisted
memory would carry a ringer far into the peal.

Also, from the nature of bell-machinery, a certain

time must elapse between two strokes of the same
bell, to allow for its swinging round. The first

known writer on the subject is Fabian Stedman, a
(Cambridge printer, whose Tintinnologia was pub-
lished in 1668. He is said to have printed his

changes on slips of paper in his leisure hours, and
taught them to his company in the tower of St
Benedict, Cambridge. According to his account,
there was no idea of change-ringing till the begin-

ning of the ITtli century, though there certainly

seem traces of it in Udall's Ralph Roister Doister,

which was written in 1553. Once started, the art

made ra[iid progress, and rings of bells increased
from five or six to ten and twelve, the latter being
the greatest number ever rung in peal. The
simplest peals are those called Grandsire on an odd
number of bells, and Boh on an even number.
Thus, changes on seven bells, with the tenor, or

great bell, sounded last in each change, are called

(h-andsire Triples ; on nine, Gratulsire Caters; and
on eleven, Grandsire Cinques ; while on six, eight,

ten, or twelve, the more usual methods are respec-

tively Bob Minor, Bub Major, Boh Royal, and Bob
M<i.ilini(s. There are, however, a varietv of other
methods of producing the changes, known as

Oxford Treble Bob, Noricich Court Bob, &c. The
mufiled peal, which is an invention of later days,
is rung with a leather cap over half of the chapper,
thus rendering the chimes alternately clear and
dull. The ettect is very fine.

The general method of making bells has not
varied mucli for centuries, though constant modifi-
cations in detail have come into vogue. A core of
biickwork covered with soft clay is moulded to the
intended form of the inner surface of the bell by
means of a curved compass called a crook, and in a
similar way the form of the outer surface is moulded
!)n the inside of the outer mould, or cope. The
cope is fitted over the core, with a hole left at the

top for the escape of the air, and the metal in a
state of fu.sion is admitted to fill the space inter-

vening between the cope and the core (see

Ca.sting).
The art of casting bells in sequence of sound

appears to have been practised after the Conquest,
partly l)y ecclesiastics, and partly by handicraftsmen,
who produced bronze lavers, mortars, and after a
time cannons, as well as bells. Walter of Odington,
a monk of Evesham, in the time of Henry III., has
given careful directions for producing a tunable
rijig, and Sandre (or Alexander) founder of

(Gloucester, shortly afterwards, was an ecclesiastic.

By the end of the 14th century the work appears to

have fallen entirely into the hands of laymen ; and
excellent bells of the period from that time to the
Reformation from the foundries in Norwich, Buiy
St Edmunds, York, Leicester, and other centres,

remain in abundance all over England. Nor has
the general form of the bell undergone much change
since that time. The late ' Tom of Lincoln,' weigh-
ing a ton less than the present bell, was cast in the
jNIinster Yard in 1610 Tiy the joint eftorts of Henry
Oldfield of Nottingham and William Newcombe of

Leicester. The bells made by Miles Graye of

Colchester, who died in 1649, are deservedly much
esteemed by ringers. At the present day the prin-

cipal foundries in England are those of Messrs Clears

& Stainbank, Whitechapel ; Messrs Warner &
Sons, Cripplegate ; and ^Messrs Taylor & Co. , at

Loughborough. The foundry at Louvain, lately

famous under ^I. Severin van Aerschodt, has
produced many excellent l)ells, great and small,

since the days of the Van den Glieyns, more
than three centuries ago. A few medieval bells

from Venlo are still found in England. The twelve
bells of Christ Church, Oxford, are renowned for

their tone ; the largest peal in England is that of

St Paul's (12 bells, the tenor weighing 64 cwt. ).

Rings of bells other than carillons are apparently
unknown on the Continent, but in every consider-

al)le town fine-toned large bells are to be found,
sometimes in sequence though in ditt'erent churches.

Very few old bells remain in France, some districts

having been entirely cleared of them in the time of

the first Napoleon.
The cost of bells varies according to the current

price of tin and copper. It may be taken at from
£6 to £7 per hundredweight, so that a nng of

twelve bells of the best quality can be obtained for

about £1200. The recent invention of tubular bells

of steel, patented by Harrington of Coventry, may
revolutionise all our notions of ringing, but it is as

yet hardly on its trial. The tubes, varying in

length from 4 or 5 to 12 or 14 feet, are suspended in

a frame in the belfry by means of cords passed
through holes in the upjjcr j^art of each tube, and
are struck by a hammer above the point of suspen-

sion. The volume of sound is remarkable both for

mellowness and fullness ; and a ring of eight bells

costs from £75 to £130, according to size.

The custom of hanging bells on the necks of

horses, cows, and other ani-

mals, was in use by the

Romans, and still survives

in Switzerland and else-

where. The bells are useful

in the dark, or jvhen the

animals that wear them are

out of sight. The attaching
of small spherical bells or

crotals to riding and sleigh-

horses is common in some
parts of Europe and Amer-
ica. These crotals used for

this purpose are often exactly

like those found in British graves, which Avere

siispended on the spear of the warrior.

Ancient Crotal.
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LONDON'.—Bell ringing, or. more
properly, change ringing, is an art in
England which is being talcn up by
an increasing number of woitien as a
hobby. Heretofore men who manip-
ulate the ropes in church towers
have allowed a woman to handle one
of the bells now and then, but now

pairs change with each other. These
'odd-bell" changes are generally
rung with a "tenor behind," that is
the biggest bell is struck at the end
of each change.
^Stedman's principle consists in the
three front bells ringing their six
ix>s6ible changes which the remain-
ing pairs of bells "dodge"—that Is.
take a step backward in their course

the women have mastered the wh61e "up" or "down". The way the bella
business themselves and stand the change order can best be explainedstram surprisingly well.

j

by the following table, which repre-
Only recently ten women with al^^"^^ ^^^ ^^^^ changes of the caters:

woman director rang a quarter-peal
at St. Clement Danes Church, which 1

1

required 49 minutes to complete the 2

1287 strikes. The next attempt will i

2

be given the full peal of Stedman 3

Caters of 5148 strikes, requiring ' 2
alx)ut three hours and a half.

j

2

These ynung women—the one who f

I

handles the heaviest bell in a peal of',
ten being only 17—organized them-''

|.srvlv«» just before the war into the

ROUNDS
S 9
9 8
S 9

7 9

e 7

This looks rather complicated, but
' H" Ouild of Change Ringers" and '/-/-^P""®^^"^^ ^"ly 9" strokes of the

;ild nnyx- hns a r>i a rr. K<> xo 1. 1 r^. «*112S( accurately executed by these;ild now has a membership of'^^*' accurately executed by these
y 500. It i» increasing in pop- i '*" >'ou"e '"'"Tien. Each one of them

ularily. Eight of them have already j

^^'^ ** ^^^^ ^" mind, first, which way
accompliehed peals of Stedman tri- ^^^ ^^^^ '^^ working, "up" from first
plefl on eight bells with 5040 changes

I

*" '''*^' place or "down" from lost to
or strikes. ,

first; second. In what place her bell

The English rw>nnl#. An nn» K-ii»„» I

^'^^ Striking, and. third, what bell or
.hit'!. prcSer e^e"? cat "e^'U^Tai^^^ ^^^'^ ora7tef heJs^

immediately be-
by rln»lng bells with mechanical de-

I

'^"^
^!!!^

f«'w, hence carillons I o^, . . . ,,^ , ,

towers of England's "'^ ^^ simplified, however, by the
peals of bells artis- "^"^^If.

'^^ "'"OP^ sight." which Is

tically ruiig by human effort are ^ | *'''^^r"'"'^ ^^^ '"'^P® being pulled im-
great de.nl more popular than chimes ;

m^l'i.ate'y before or after one's own,
which usually require some mechan-

1

ism to gain accurate results

and Is acquired only after long prac-
tice. The ringer must keep in mind

Virtually all l>ell ringing follows i

®^^''?' "lament many rules of the
.>n. the seventeenth centurv R'*'"^'^"'^''

"'^''^^'^ '•''^^'^ j-^ ^^'ns rung.
Mologist. who Invented the ! V.^

course, assistance is given by the
director, who stands within the cir-
cle made by the ringers and calls out
the different changes.
The ringers themselves, however,

can hardly enjoy the peals as they
pour forth from the tower high

At the verj' start it seems

nnlogist. who Invented the
pie of "caters," which he took

from the FYench word "quatre."

Change ringing on five bells is
ailed "doubk*." because two pairs of
l>ell8 at a time change place with ;?"''

,. ^.
•ach other; for seven bells the term!;^, ^- 'V*^/"^ ^'^^' ^^^^^ ^^ seems
Is "triples." because three pairs i

"'^'^ ''^ **''^"'^ *^'''^"^'" minus the beau-"triples." because three pairs
hange; and for nine bells the term

is "caters" (quatre) because four

(This Date in History
o

FEBRrARY-8
1817—Richard S. Ewell.

horn. He was a Confederate Lieu
lenant general.

1819—Leander J. McCormick. man-
ifuctnrer, born. He Invented the
McCormick reaping machines.
1820—William T. Sherman, Fed-

oral general, born.
1812—Jos. Albert LIntner, entom-

ologist, born. His writings in eco-
nomic entomology were widely
copied.

tiful tones heard on the outside, and
in the case of St. Clement Danes,
which Is a very old church with a
comparatively low tower, the room
where the ringers stand actually
shakes with vibration.
Change ringing has been an art

in t]ngland for more than 2.^0 years
and has been a hobby of young and

soldier,
( old alike. On last New Year's Day
a ringer of 84 years took his place
in the circle of younger men and ac-
curately handled his bell during a
peal that required three hours and a
quarter to complete. The youth of
the country, however, are not at-
tracted to this hobby in such num-
bers as they were generations ago;
consequently these enthusiastic
voung women get more opportu-
nities. SIDNEY THATCHER.
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Tlie hanging of bells in thvelling-hous3S, and
liii^^inj,' them l>y means of wires from the ilitterent

ui);irtmeMts, is nuite a moilern inventinn ; for it was
not known in En;.'lanil in tlie rei;,'n of Queen Anne.
More recently, eleelrie hells have heen introducetl.

A •ialvanie l>attery reijuirin;,' attention only at lonj,'

intervals is used. From tliis an insulated wire yoes
to a ' nress-button ' in a room or lohhy, thence to
the hell, ami hack to the hattery to comi)lete the
circuit. The press-hutton makes contact when one
requires to rin;: ; at other times the current is

hroken. IJeside the hell there is an eleetro-

ma;,'net, with an arran;,'ement hy which a spring is

attracted ami relea.sed in rapid succession as long
as the automatically interruiited current of elec-

tricity is p.ussing. This spring carries a knob
whicli strikes the hell as it oscillates to and fro.

An inilex is used when the bell is rung by press-

liuttons from several rooms.
The best known earlier campanologists are Hier-

onymus .Magius ((liiulamo Magi, an Italian jurist),

racichelli, and Stocklleth. Among later Knglish
writers, Lord (Irimthorpe (Mr IJeckett Denison,
*^.(". ) approarhed the subject from the side of

acoustics, while .Messrs Ellacombe, North, Stahl-

schmiilt, and others have invcstigatetl the arclue-

ology of the bells of several districts in England.
Schiller's famous Song nf the Br//, and Poe's Bclh,
may he mentionetl a,s notaljle amongst poems on
the subject.

' Hkli.s,' on shipboard, is a term having a peculiar

meaning, not exactly equivalent to, l>ut serving

as a substitute for 'time or ' oclock ' in ordinary

land life. The division of the day into watches,

usually of four lioui-s' duration each, is explained

at Wat<H. Each half hour is niarke<l by strik-

ing on a bell, in either single or double strokes.

The number of strokes depends not on the hour,

according to ordinary reckoning, but on the number
of half-houi-s whirh have elapsed in that particular

watch. Thus, 'three bells" is a phrase denoting

that three half-hours have elapsecl, liut it does not

in itself show t« which particular watch it refei-s,

and may indicate either half jiast one, half-past

five, or half-past nine in the ordinary watches, or

lialfpa-st seven in the dog watch, which is half

the jteriod of the ordinary watch. In foggy

weather, l)oth .steamei-s and sailing-vessels when
at <i,trli,,r sound their bells (see Vor, .sUiNALS).

Boll, .\I-KXANI)KU Mki.VII.LK, was born at Edin-

burgh in ISIO, ami there established himself as a

teacher of elocution. In IStio he removed to

London, where, two years later, he imldished his

work on Vi.sihh: Sj>irr/, ((|.v.). He had been

engaged for more than twenty yeai-s in jierfecting

his phuiietic system ; and with a view to bring it

l»efore the world, he visited the I'nited States in

IStiS, and delivered a series of lectures, with sucli

success that, in 1870, he removed to America, and

finally settled in Washington. He h;us there

published numerous manuals and es.says on sub-

jects connected with phonetics; and hi^ Principles

of I'/ionrfirs reache.l a oth edition in 1887. Among
his earlier writings may be noted an ingenious

system of Stnujl'liouoqraphu ( 18.J4 ).—His son,

Al-EXANI>KU (Jkaham Ukll, the inventor of the

telephone, was Imrn at Eilinburgh in 1847, and

was educated at the High School there, and in

CJermanv. obtaining at Wiir/.burg the degree of

Ph.D. He removed to America, and at JJoston

devoted himself to the teaching of deaf-mutes, and

to spreading his fathers system of ' Visible Speech.

His invcTitinns of the articulating Telei-bone (q.v.)

in 187'-' 7b, of the l'hotoph(me (q.v.) ni 1880, of

the (Jraphophone (resembling Edison s 1 liono-

graph, q.y ) in 1887, and of kindred instru-

ments, have since brought him l)oth wealth and

fame.

Bell, Andrew, D.D., founder of the 'Madras
System of Education,' was born at St Andrews,
27th March 17o3, and educated at the university of

that place. After acting as a tutor in Nirginia

( 1774-81 ), he took orders in the Church of England,
sailed for India in 1787, and within two years

was appointed to eight army cha}ilainships, all

of which he managed to hold simultaneously. In

1789 he became superintendent of the Madras
Orphanage for the sons of soldiers. Finding it

impossible to obtain the services of properly

qualified masters, he at length resorted to the

expedient of conducting the school by the aitl of

the scholai-s themselves. Hence originated the

far-famed 'Monitorial System' ((j.y.). The state

of his health forced him to return to England,

where, in 1797, he was pensioned by the East India

Company. His pamjihlet entitled An E.qicrinunt

in Education, made at the Male Asifliim of
Madras (1797), attracted little attention, until

Joseph Lancaster (1778-1838), a Quaker, com-
menced to work upon the system, and succeeded

in obtaining for it a large measure of i)ublic recog-

nition. In 1803 Lancaster also published a tractate

on education, recommending the monitorial .system,

as it was now called, an<l admitting Bell to be

the original inventor of it, an admi.ssion which he

afterwards discreditably retracted. Lancasterian

schools now l)egan to spread over the country.

The church grew alarmed, and in 1811 founded the

'National Society for the Education of the Poor,"

of which IJell was aiii>ointed superintendent, the

number of its .schools .soon increasing to 1 '2,000.

He made a jcmrney to the Continent in 1810 to

spreail his ideas, when he met Pestalozzi. AVords-

wortli, Coleridge, ami S(mthcy, who all had faith

in the system, encouraged Hell ; but it was found

that although powerful service had been rendered

to education by its aid, many evils, such ius ignor-

ance and inctliciency on the part of teachers, had
also resulted from the system. Rector of Swan-
age till 1809, Hell then was made master of Sher-

burn Hospital, Durham, and in 1818-19 a pre-

bendary ot Hereford ami of Westminster. He uied

at Chelt<'nhani, '27111 January 18.S2. He left (l)e-

sides a valuable estate) tJ 120,000 for the purpose

of founding educational institutions. Half of this

^vas to go to St Andrews, the other half to be

•equally divided between Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Leith," Aberdeen, Inverness, Cupar, and the Uoyal

Naval School, London. See his Life by Southey

(3 vols. 1844), ami Meiklejohn's An Old Educa-
tiomd liefirmer (1881).

Bell, Sir Ciiarle.s, an eminent surgeon, whose
discoveries in the nervous sy.steni haye given him a

European fame, was born at Edinburgh in 1774,

the yonnge.st of five sons of William IJell, a clergy-

man of the Ejiiscopal Church in Scotland. Three

of his brothers I.ecame professors, the eldest,

Robert, filling the chair of Conveyancing in

Edinburgh from 18(X) to 1816; John and Ceorge

Joseph are separately treated. While a mere

youth, Charles a.ssisted his brother John in his

anatomical lectures and demonstrations. In

1799 he was admitted a member of the Edin-

liurgh College of Surgeons ; in 1804 he pro-

ceeded to London, where for some years he

lectured with great success on anatomy and

surgery at the academy in tJreat Windmill

Street. In 1807 be made'^ the discovery, which he

established by the publication of his Anatoniy of^

the Brain (ISll), of the existence of sensory an.l

motor nerves in the l>rain ; his investigations were

completed between 1821-'29, and included researches

on the cranial nerves, which are embodied in

his Nervoxis System (1830). These discoveries in

physiology have Iteen described as the greatest

since Harvey demonstrated the circulation of the
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blood. Appointed in 1812 surgeon to the Middle-

sex Hospital, a few years later he became a mem-
ber of the Koyal College of Surgeons, London ; in

the former institution he delivered clinical lectures,

and raised it to the highest repute. To ol)tain a
knowledge of gunshot wounds, he twice relin-

quished his Lontlon engagements—first after the

battle of Coruuna in 1809, when he visited Haslar

Hospital ; next after Waterloo, when he repaired to

IJmssels, and was put in charge of a hospital. In

1824 he was a]ipointed senior professor of Anatomy
and Surgerv to the Koyal College of Surgeons,

London, and subsequently a member of the council.

Un the establishment of the London University, now
University College, in 182G, Bell was placed at the

head of their new medical school, but soon resigned,

and confined himself to his extensive practice,

which was chietly in nervous affections. In 1829

he received the Koyal Society's medal for dis-

coveries in science.
' In 1831 he was knighted on

the accession of William IV. In 1836 he was
elected professor of Surgery in the university of

Edinburgh. He was a Fellow of the Koyal Societies

of London and Edinburgh, and a member of some
other learned bodies. He was editor, jointly with
Lord Brougham, of Paley's Evidences of Natural
Re/igio)!. He died suddenly, 28th April 1842, at

Hallow Park, Worcester, ^\•here he was staying,

and was buried in the churchyard there. Of a
cheerful disposition, Bell enjoyed literature and
music ; fishing was a favourite recreation with him.
Among his principal works on. surgery and the
nervous system are : Anatomy of Hie Brain, 12

plates (1802); Engravings, c:q)laining the Course

of the Nerves (1804); Anatomy of Expression in

Painting ( 1806 ; iDosthumous edition, enlarged,

1844); A System of Operative Surgery (2 vols.

1807-9); Gunshot Wounds (1814); Anatomy and
Physiology of the Human Body (3 vols. 1816) ;

various papers on the ner^'ous system, which
originally appeared in the Philosophical Transac-
tions ; Nerves of the Human Body (1824) ; Injuries

of the Spine and of the Thigh Bone (1824) ; Insti-

tutes of Surgery (1838); Animal Mechanics, con-
triljuted to the Library for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge ( 1828) ; Nervous System of the Human
Body (1830, 4to); Practical Essays (1841). The
Hand (1833) is one of the celebrated Bridgeicatcr
Treatises. See Pichot's Vie et Travaux de Sir
Charles Bell (1859), and his Correspondence (1870).

Bell, CuERER. See Bromte.

Bell, C4E0RGE Joseph, an eminent lawyer, a
brother of Sir Charles, was born at Edinburgh,
26th March 1770, and passed advocate in 1791.
Acknowledged one of the greatest masters of

commercial jurisprudence of his time, and in

l)articular of that department of it which relates to
the laws of bankruptcy, he Avas in 1822 appointed
professor of Scots Law in Edinburgh University,
and in 1823 a member of the commission for in-

quiring into Scottish judicial proceedings. On the
report, drawn up by Bell, was founded the Scottish
Judicature Act (1825), prepared by him, which
effected many important changes in the forms of

process in the superior courts of Scotland ; the jury
court being abolished as a .separate judicature, and
conjoined with the Court of Session. Aii]iointed
in 1832 one of the clerks of the Court of Session,
he was in 1833 chairman of the Roval Commission
to examine into the state of the law in general.
He also prepared a bill for the establishment of a
Court or Bankruptcy in Scotland. A Whig in

politics, he was intimate with Lord Jeffrey ; he
was genial an<l courteous in manner, and ])Ossessed

consideral)le culture. He died 23d September 1843.

His principal works are : A Treedise on tlic Laics of
Bankruptcy in Scotland (1804), and Commentaries

on the Laws of Scotland, which soon ranked with
Stair's Institutes as a standard authority (1810;
7th ed. 1870) ; Principles of the Laic of Scotland

(
1829 ; 6th ed. 1872) ; and Commentaries on Statutes

relative to Mercantile Banhruj)tcy (1840).

Bell, Hexrv, the father of steam-navigation
in Europe, was born at Torphichen jNlill, Lin-
lithgow, April 7, 1767. After three yeai-s spent
as a stone-mason, he was in 1783 apprenticed to

his uncle, a millwright. He served under Kennie
in London and other engineeis, worked in a shii)-

building yard at Borrowstounness, and in 1790
settled in Glasgow, whence in 1807 he removed to

Helensburgh, where his wife kept the principal inn,

and he devoted himself to mechanical experiments.
As early as 1786 he seems to have conceived the
idea of ap])lying steam to navigation ; how far he
had been anticipated by Fulton and others will be
considered under the head of SHIPBUILDING

(
p. 402 ).

Anyhow, on 12tl) January 1812, a small vessel, 40
feet in length, called the Comet, built under his

directions, and with an engine constructed by him-
self, was launched on the Clyde with success—the

first on European waters. Bell died at Helens-
burgh, November 14, 1830.

Bell. Henry Classford, lawyer and man (jf

letters, was born in Glasgow, 8tli Novemlier 1803.

He attended Edinburgh University, studied law,

passed as an advocate in 1832, and gained the
acquaintance of the ruling literary spirits of that
time in Edinburgh. He was appointed a sheriff-

substitute of Lanarkshire in 1839 ; in 1867 lie

succeeded Sir Archibald Alison as sheriff', and
acquired the reputation of being the best Scotti.-lk

mercantile lawyer of his day. He founded (182S)

and was for three years editor of the Edinburgh
Literary Journal ; besides publishing a vindication

of Mary, Queen of Scots (1830); Summer and,

Winte/Hours ( 1831 ) ; My Old Portfolio ( 1832) ; and
Romances and Minor Poems (1866). He died 7th

January 1874. See the Memoir by Stoddart ( 1892).

Bell, Sir Isaac Lowthian, was born in 1816,

and eilucated at Edinburgh and Paris. After

being engaged in extensive chenucal works, he
fountled, "with his brothers, the great Clarence

iron-smelting works on the Tees. He wrote many
])apers on metallurgical and chemical subjects

;

became F.R.S., D.C.L., and an officer of the Legion
of Honour; was ^I.P. for Hartlepool from 1875 till

1880 ; and was made a baronet in 1885.

Bell, John, of Antermony, a celebrated Asiatic

traveller, born in Canipsie parish, Stirlingshire, in

1691, studied for tlie medical profession. In 1714

he went to St Petersburg, and soon after was
appointed physician to an embassy from Kussia

to Persia. In 1719 he was .sent ujion another to

China, through Siberia, from which he returned in

1821. Next year he accompanied an expedition to

Persia, and "in 1737 to Constantinople, where he

settled for some years as a merchant. About 1746

he returned to Scotland, where he died at Anter-

mony, July 1, 1780. His Travels \\G\e published in

1763', and' reprinted in Pinkerton's Voyages and
Travels. Bell is said to have applied to Robertson

for help in writing this work, when the latter recom-

mended Gulliver's Travels as a model. Hence,

perhaps. Bell's simplicity of style, long regarded

as a model for travel-writing.

Bell, John, an eminent .surgeon, elder brother

of Sir Charles, was born in Edinburgh, JNIay

12, 1763. He studied under Black, Cullen, and
Monro sccundus; commenced in 1786 lecturing at

Edinburgh on surgery and anatomy : and Ijetween

1793 and 1802 published his Anatomy. This was
followed by a volume of anatomical drawings,

illustrative of the structure of the bones, muscles,

and joints, and another illustrative of the arteries.

I
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In 1800 he published a Memorial concerninfj Mili-

tary Surgrry : his System of Anatomy (1793-95)
was translated into German. Of his Priwiplcn

of Stirgfry (lSOl-7) a new edition, by his brotlier,

Sir Charles Bell, appeared in 1826. A long and
bitter controversy with Dr Gregorj- as to the
attendance of surgeons at the intirniary led to liLs

exclusion from the same. A fall from his horse in

181(i, and consequent ill health, necessitated a visit

to the Continent ; and he died at Rome, April 15,

1820.

Boll. John, an American statesman, bom near
Nasliville, Tennessee, Februarv 18, 1797, wa.s ad-

mitted to the bar in 1816. He was a memV»er of

congress from 1827 to 1841. and was made Si)eaker

in 18.^. and Secretary of War in 1841. During
this jieriod he lK?came, from an ardent Free-trader,

a I'ri>tectionist and supporter of the Whigs, and
favoured the reception of petitions for the ai>olition

of slavery in the district of Coluinlna ; afterwards

(1858) he vigorously opposeil the admission of

Kansas as a slave state. He sat in the United
States senate from 1847 to 1859, and in 1860 was
nominated for the presidency by the 'Constitu-

tional I iiion' party, but received only 39 electoral

votes, cjLst by the states of Tennes.see, Kentucky,
an<l Virginia. He afterwanls trK»k no active share

in politics, and <lied at Cumberland Ironworks,
Septeml>er 10, 1869.

Bell, .loiiN', .sculjttor, was l>orn at IFo](ton, Suf-
folk, in ISll, and exhibited at the Hoyal Academy
as early as ls32, but (irst became well known by
his figure of ' Dorothea' (1841). Among his sub-
sequent works have been statues of Lord Falkland
(1847) and Sir Robert Walpole ( 18.54), for the new
Houses of Parliament, tin- (iuanls" Memorial ( 1858)
in Waterloo I'lace, and tiie America group in the
Hyde Park Albert Memorial (1873), a replica of
wliicli, in terra cotta, is at Washington. To IJell

is due the fa-'hion of carved woollen bread-trencheiB.
He died in March 1895.

Boll. Hmukrt, a biLsy litterateur, Ikihi in 1800

at <'.,ik, in 1828 came 'to L(»ndon, and till 1841

was editor of the At/as newspaper. He wrote T/ir

History iif JiiLMin and Lircs of the Poets for Lanl-
ner's Cyclop.edia, the last volumes of Southey's
Sniiil History and Mackintosh's History of Eny-
liiml. three five-act comedies, two n«jvels, a Life

of <'anning, &c. ; but he is best known by his

annotate<l e<lition of the English poets from Chaucer
to rowper(24 vols. 1824-57). He died 12th April
1N67.

Bell. Thomas, naturalist, was bom at Poole,

l>'.i-v|.ts|iire, in 1792. and in 1813 entere<l Guy's
H'opital, where from 1817 till 1861 he held the

]>o-t of dental surgeon, Mliilst also lecturing on
<-<>mparative anatomy. In 1836 he became iiro-

ffssor of Zw)logy in King's College, London.
Klfcte<l in 182s a Fellow of the Royal Society,

from 1840 to 1853 he acted as its secretary, and he
was al-Mt president of the Linmi-an Society ( 18.53-

61 ), and hrst jiresident of the Ray Society (1844).

H." was authr)r of British Qioulrujtcds ( 1837 ; 2d ed.

IH74), British Reptiles (1839), British StaU:-eyed

Crustficea (1853), and the article 'Reptiles' in

\h\.r\\\n'» Zoology of the Voyage of the Bc'iglc. In

ls.'{2 he commenced a Monogm/ih of the Tcsturlin-

'ifii. of which only eight ]>arts appeared. The
plates were reissued in 1872 with letterjiress by Dr
Gray. He was a.ssociated with Professor Owen in

th<' pro<luction of Fossil I,'e//ti/ia of London day
( 1849). His. too, wa.s the classic edition of White's

S'lfiornc ('2 v(ds. 1878). Retiring from jiractice in

his seventieth year, he ha<l i>urchasod the Wakes
of SellH»me from the gramlnieces of (iilbert White,

and there, after enjoying a hah* and hearty old

age, he died March 13,' 1880.

Bella, a town of Italy, in the province of

Potenza ( Basilicata ), 17 miles S. of Melli. Pop.
5830.

Bella, Stefaxo della, designer and en-

graver, was born at Florence in 1610. He was
intended for a goldsmith, but early devoted him-
self to engraving. He executed upwards of 1000
different works—battles, sea-pieces, landscapes,
animals, anil historical scenes. All are charac-

terised by freedom and delicacy. He died in 1664.

Belladonna^ Dwale, or Deadly Xk hit-

shade [Atropa belladonna; Belladonna, Ital.

'fair lady,' see below; atropa, Gr. Atropos, one
of the Fates; dualc, from A.S., connected with
dull, from its stupefying effects), a plant of the
natural order Solanaceu' (q.v. ); a herl)accou3
perennial, growing uji every year as a bush, from
2 to 4 feet high, with ovate entire leaves, and bell-

shaped tlowei-s of a lurid )>urple colour, which
are fully larger than those of the common harebell,

stalked and solitarj- in the axils of the leaves. It

produces berries of the size of a middle-sized
cherry, and which, when ripe, are of a shining

black colour, and of a sweetish and not nauseous
tiiste, although the whole jdaut has a disagreeable

heavy smell. It is a native of the southern and
middle parts of Europe, and is not uncommon in

Britain, in the neighlx)urhood of towns and of

ruins, and flowers from June to November.
All parts of the plant are narcotic and i)ois()n-

ous, ami fatal consequences not unfrci|uently

f(dlow from the eating oi its berries, which have an
inviting appearance. Its roots liave sometimes
l»een mistaken for pai-snips. It owes its poisonous
properties to the presence of the alkaloid Atr(q>ia

(q.v.), which is found in all jiarts of the plant.

Large doses either of belladonna or atro]>ia produce
dryness of the mouth and throat, dilatation of the

pupils, dimness of vision, bright reilness or an

Belladonna (Atropa belladonna):

a, flfnver ; h, fruit.

actual rash on the skin, quickening of the pulse

and respiration, talkative delirium, sometimes
convulsions ; at a later stage complete paralysis,

stupor, and death. The treatment in ca.ses of poison-

ing consists in the jjromjit use of emetics ; and
thereafter in the administration of stimulants,

especially strong colfee ; vegetable astringents, as

tannin ; and Calabar bean. In medicinal do.ses bella-

donna and atropia are used to relieve spasm, as in

colic, whooping-cough : to check excessive secre-

tions—e.g. of sweat, milk, saliva ; as an antidote

in poisoning by opium, Calabar bean, and prussic

acid ; ami for liiany other purposes. Local applica-

tion, in the form of liniment, ointment, or pla.ster.

Is often more etiicacious, especially in the relief of

pain, than internal administration. Belladonna
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has been recoimnemlea as a preventive of scarlet

fever, apparentlv on the ground of its tendency,

when administered in frciuent small doses, to

produce an eruption and an atl'ection ot the throat

siMiiewluit similar to tiiose characteristic of that

disease; but the evidence of its utility for this

purpose is not sufhcient to warrant conhdence.

Hut perhaps the most important medicinal use of

belladonna, and especially its alkaloid, is in the

treatment of diseases of tiie eye (see Eve, Diseases

ctK ), in many of which its action is invaluable. Its

power of enlarj,nnjr tiie pupil and giving a glisten-

ing apiiearaiice lo tlie eye^-, has long been used to

eiihance tlie female charms ; lience the name. For

tiie Common Xiglitshade, see Ni(;htshadE ; for

the Woody Niglitsliade, see Bittersweet.

Belliuiouiia Lily (AmarijUis belladonna),

a vcrv beautiful and nearly or quite hardy species

of Amarvllis (q.v.), with rose-coloured drooping

flowers pencilled witli crimson. It is a native of

South Africa, lias become naturalised in Madeira,

and has been cultivated in Europe since the ITtli

century.

Bellag^io, an Italian village on the promon-

tory tliat separates the two arms of Lake Como.
Its' hotels are amongst the finest in Italy, and some
of its lovelv villas contain valuable art-collections.

P(.p. 9(56.

Bellaire, a town and railway terminus of

Belmont county, Ohio, on the Ohio River, 5 miles

below Wheeling, with manufactures of glass,

nails, pig-iron, and agricultural machines. Coal,

limestone, and fireclay abound close by. Pop.

(1890) 9934.

Bellamy, C4eorge Anne, an English actress,

born most likely at Lisbon in 1727, was the
natural daughter of a Quaker school-girl and
Lord Tyrawley, by whom she was educated.
Having forfeited his favour by going to live

witli her mother, she secured an engagement at
Covent Garden in 1744, and appeared witli Qiiin

as Monimia in The Orphan. Mrs Bellamy's pro-

fessional career was brilliant ; but her extrava-
gance and profligacy were notorious. In 1785,
after many alternations of fortune, a ' free benefit

'

released her from tie debtors' prison, and in the
same year she i)ublished an 'Apology' for her life

(6 vols.). She died in 1788.

Bollailiy, Jacobus, a Dutch poet, born at
Flushing in 1757. The son of a Swiss baker, he
was indebted for his education to a clergyman
and others, who subscril)ed to send him to tlie

university of Utrecht. He died 10th March 1786,
liaving i)ul)lished three volumes of poetrv between
1782 and 1780. Collected editions of liis works
have appeared at Haarlem in 1820 and 1852, but
they omit the finest of all his poems, lioosje, a
romance remarkable for its patlios.

Bell Aiiiiiialcules. See Vorticella.

Bellariiiiiie, Robert, one of the most cele-
bratcil Catholic theologians, was born at Monte-
jiulciano, near Siena, in 1542. He entered tlie

tirder of Jesuits at Rome in 1560, and studied
theology at Padua and Louvain. Ordained priest
in 1569, he was appointed the year after to the
chair of theology at Louvain ; but he returned to
Rome in 1576 to lecture in the Roman College on
ccmtroversial theology. In 1592 he liecame rector
of tiie Roman Ccjjlege, was made a cardinal in 1.599

against his own inclination, and in 1002 Arch-
bishop of Capua. After the death of Clement
VIII., he contrived to esca])e promoti<m to the
papal chair, but was induced by Pius V. (1605)
to hold an important place in the Vatican, where
lie remained until the time of his death, wiiicli
took i)iace in tiie Novitiate-liouso of tlio Jesuits,

September 17, 1621. Bellarmine was the chief

defender of the church in the 16th century, when
its antagonists were mightiest. His ponderous

learning, excellent method, and moderation gained

liini the praise of Bayle, who will nob be suspected

of any bias in favour of a Jesuit. He gave a con-

spicuous jnoof of his fearless honesty in his strenu-

ous opposition to the Pelagian tenets of ^lolina, a

member of his own order. His great work, Di.spu-

tationcs de Controvcrsiis Christianm Fidel adcersus

hnjits Teniporis Hierctkos (3 vols. Rome, 1581), is

regarded by Catholics as containing the best argu-

ments for their tenets. There can be no question

of the merit of his disputations as regards erudi-

tion and dialectic dexterity ; but as Gerhard, in

his BcUarminus Orthodoxim Testis, has shown,
many of the conclusions are far from being sound
or hlgical. Industry, clearness, and acuteness are

the chief merits of Bellarmine's great work ; but
it is seriously lessened in value by a needless

subtlety, forced conclusions, and a very defective

exegesis—faults which have long been evident to

enlightened Catholic writers themselves. Among
his other writings the most able is the Christiance

Ductrince Applicatio, which w'as translated into all

the European languages. His book, De Potestate

Pontijicis in rebus teniporalibus, in -svliich he
maintains the supremacy of the pontift"s author-

ity over temporal princes, was condemned as

treasonable in Paris and Venice. Pope Urban
VIII., at the instigation of the Jesuits, declared

Bellarmine to l)e a ' faithful servant of God ;
' but

his canonisation as a saint has hitherto been
opposed. Complete editions of his works have
been published at Venice in 1721 (5 vols.),

Cologne in 1619 (7 vols.), and Paris in 1874 (12

vols. ). His Life >vas written in Italian by the
Jesuit Fiiligatti (Rome, 1624); an autobiography
reaching down to 1613, written in Latin and
hitherto withheld by the Jesuits, was edited in

1887, with a German translation, by Dollinger and
Reusch. This interesting book somewhat belittles

the man, if not the controversialist and theo-

logian.

Bellary, the chief town of Bellary district,

395 miles N\V. of Aladras by rail. One of the jnin-

cipal military stations in the presidency of Madras,
it is strongly defended by two lines of fortifica-

tions. The upper fort, crowning a rock 2 miles in

circuit, and 450 feet high, is supplied with water
fnjni tanks excavated in the solid granite. Besides
the fort and adjacent cantonments, Bellary com-
prises a native town to the southward, with fine

military bazaars. On the north are the public
offices, churches, dispensary, school, and railway
station. The heat is great, l)ut the town is con-

sidered healthy. The cotton traffic and trade of

the town has been stimulated by railway connec-
tion. Pop. (1891) 59,467.—The district lying
between the Nizam's territories and Mysore has
an area of 5904 sq. m.

; pop. (1881) 736,807,

a decrease of 20 per cent, since 1871, due to

the famine of 1876-78; (1891) 900,126. Elevated
on tiie east slope of the West Ghats, Bellary
has an extremely dry climate. Iron, copper,

lead, antimony, manganese, and alum are
found ; salt and salt))etre are extracted from the
.soil. Cotton, oil-seeds, hemp, sugar-cane, are the
cliicf jiroducts ; there are manufactures of cotton
and woollen goods, and .salt, chintz-stamping, and
iron-smelting.

Bellay, Joachim t>v, a distinguished French
poet and prose-writer, tlie exact date of whose birth

is unknown, thougli an attempt has been made to

prove that it happened in 1525, 'as a compensation
from nature to France for the battle of Pavia.' He
was, next to Ronsard, the most important menib»M-
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of the famous group of writei-s known us die Fki;uk',
tlirou;,'li whom the enthu.sia.sm an. I culture of tlie
Uenjiissanoe were turned intt) the channel of French
poetry. His Dc/eurc et Ilhistiatiun t/e la Lauguc
fniiiraitic (1549), in which the aims of the Pleiade
were cxjilained and vindicate<l, marks an epoch in
French literature. In this work Du F>cllav main-
tained that French pnt.se should be modelled as
closely as might he on the tJreek and Latin master-
pieces ; that the earlier French poetry should he set
ivside a-s trivial and shapeless ; that French vei-se-
writers sIkuiM thenceforth seek to reprcnluce the
classic stateline.ss of rhythm and diction in new
metrical forms, such as the ode and the sonnet,
adopted from their Latin and Italian predece.s.sors.'
The book contributed greatly to the success of the
literary revolution which was'eHected by the Pleiade
(see the article Plei.vdk). In 1.549 Dil Hellay pub-
lished a collection of sonnet.s which led to a brief
quarrel with lionsard on the question of priority in a
new ti<dd of poetry. H.- went to Home as secretary
to his relative, the Cardinal du Ilellay ; Itutadiplo-
matic career jtroveil to be un<-oiigeni;il to him, and
he had lost the cardinals favour and fallen into
dilliculties l>efore his <leath in IJGO. His noems
include a series of sonnets adtlressed to one Made-
moiselle de \'iole : linjirts, Jcii.r lin.stiijiir.s, and
/.«.v Aii/iijin(rs iff Ji'oiiir, translated by Spenser
under tiie title of the Jiiiins of L'di/ic. His verses
give singularly graceful .expression to the mood, at
once jtensive and jdeiLsure-loving, which is a char-
acteristic of most writers of the French Kenais.sance.
\ few of his |>oems -among them his best-known
piece, the charming Viiiiiniir—have been ailmirably
translated bv .Mr A. Lang in liiil/mfs luul Lyrim of
1)1,1 Frame ( 1.S72). The best clition of Du Bellay
is that of Marty- Laveau.x ( lS(j(i-()7). See also
I'ater's Studies in the lieuaissanee.

Kl'll'binl (Clia.smaihjinehus), one of the
liiaitciiTs ( (otingidic), found in some of the
warm jiarts of South .America, remarkable for

the metallic resonance of its cry. which resemldes
the tolling of Ji bell, with pauses yaryiiig from a
minute to several minutes. It is alioiit the size

j

of a jay ; the beak is very brr>ad, flat, and wide
in its gape ; the neck and cheelcs are naked. The
male is of snow-white plumage, and from his fore-

head rises a spiral tubular apitemlage nearly three
inches in height when fully erecte<l. The exact
anatomical relations of the excrescence are not
known. He gtMicrally takes his place on the top
of a lofty tree, and his tolling can be heanl to the
distance »>f three mile.s. It resounds through the

forest, not only at UKtming and evening, but also

at mid-day. when the heat of the blazing sun has

imposed silence on almost every other cieature.

The female is smaller, and brightly coloured.

Four sjiecies are known.

Bell, Book, and Caiulle. ' To curse In l>ell,

iMMtk, and candle," is a comniun phra.se referring to

a form of excommunication in the Church of Home,
whi<li closeil with the words, ' Do-to the book,

iiueiich the candle, ring the bell."

Bcllc-.illiaiice, the name given l»y the Prus-

sians to the battle of Waterloo Iq.v. ), from a farm
(Kcupjfd l>y the centre of the French army.

Belle <le Xllit (Fr., 'beauty of the night'),

a name .sometimes given to the Marvel of Peru

( Miraltili.s jalapa ), sometimes also to certain

tropical American and West Inilian .species of Con-

vohulacea-, with extremely beautiful and fragrant

tlowers, which open only during the night.

Belletrarde, a second-cla,ss fortress of France,

in til'- •!. p.utnieiit of Pyrcnces-< trientalw, built hy

Louis XIW in 1079. It is situated on the Spanish

conlines fin th<- road leading over the Col de Pertuis

from P^-rpignan to Figueras.

Belle Isle, a Briti.sh island in the Atlantic,
alxmt midway between the XW. of Newfoundland
and the eastern jioint of Labrador. About 21 miles
in circumference, it is chiedy known as giving
name to the adjacent .strait on the .south-west^
which, with a length of 70 miles, and a greatest
breadth of 11 miles, separates Labrador from New-
founiUand, and forms the most northerly of the
three channels between the Gulf of St Lawrence
and the open ocean.—There is another small island
of the same name in the Bay of Conception, New-
foundland.

Belleisle, Ch.vrles Louis Arc.r.sxE Foiqi'kt,
Drc 1>E, marshal of France, born in 16S4 at Ville-
franche, in Aveyron, was the grandson of the
intendant Fouquet. He early distinguished him-
self in the wars in Italy anil the Low Countries
against Spain, and afterwards in Poland. In the
war of the Austrian succession, he .stormed Prague
in 1741, and in the following year conducted the
marvellously skilful retreat to*Eger. In 1757 he
was made war minister, and as such introduced
inijiortant imjirovements in the French service,
reforming the promotion and camp-discipline, and
increasing the military schools. He died January
26, 17(51, the last of his house.

Belleisle-eil-Mer, a French island in the
Atlantic, !S miles S. of (^luibenm Point, in the
<lepartment of Morbihan. It has an extreme
length and breadth of 11 and 7 miles, and an area
of 330 sq. m. P(jpulation, 10,177, cbietiy engaged
in fishing. Salt is made along the shores, and
good jiastures are found in the interior. The chief
town IS Le Palais (

pop. 2980), a seaport and fortilied

jtlace. In the 16th century, the monks of Quini-
iterle ceded it to Charles IX., who gave it to the
Niarshal de Hetz, that he might fortify it. His
succes.sor sold the island in 1658 to Foucjuet,

intendant of linance, who further improved and
strengthened it. His grandson, the celebraterl

Mai-shal Belleisle, ceded the island to Louis XV.
in exchange for the Comte Gisore (1718). It was
captured in 1761 by the English Heet under Keppel,
but restored in 176.S.

Belleiideii (P.ai.l.vntvne), John, of Moray,
a Seottisji writer in the reigns of James \. and
(^ueen .Mary, was born towards the close of the
loth century, and in 1508 matriculated at St
Andrews as ' of the Lothian nation.' He comjdetetl

his education at Paris, where he took the degree of

I). D. at the Sorbonne. Bellenden is best remem-
bered by his translation of Boece's Hi.storia goitis

Sratoniiii, and of the lirst live liooks of Livy (liotii

d(me in 153.3), interesting as specimens of the Scot-

tish prose of that period, and remarkable for the
ease and vigour of their style. To each of these

works are pretixed jwetical prohoncs or prologues.

Bellendens Croitildi.i of Seotland professes to be a
translation of Boece, but it is a very free one, and
contains numer(nis passages not to be found in the
original, so that it is in some respects to be con-

sidered almost an original work. The author
enjoyed great favour for a long time at the court

of James, at whose request he executed the trans-

lations. As the rewanl of his performances, he
received grants of considerable value from the

treasury, and afterwards was made archdeacon of

Moraj- and canon of Boss. Becoming involved,

however, in ecclesiastical controversy, he left his

country, and, according to Bale and Dempster,

went to Koine, where lie died about 1550, or as

late as 1.587. The ' tiadnctioun " of Livy was first

published in 1822 by Mr Thomas Maitland (after-

wards Lord Dundreiinan), uniform with his edition

of the Cronildis in the previous year.

Bellenden. William, a Scottish author, who
was l)orn, it would seem, at Lasswade, about 1555,
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ami who died about 1G33. Most likely a Catholic,

lie was a professor in the university, ami an advo-

cate in the parlianient. of I'aris, and was employed
in that city in a diplomatic capacity by t^ueen

Mary, and also by her son, who about 1610

conferred on him the appointment of Master of

Keijuests. His Ciccronis Frinirps {IHOS), Ciccronis

Consul, ScHdfur, I'upulusque liuiiuiiiuf; (1612), and
Dc Statu Frisci Orbis ( 1615), he republished in 1616

un<ler the title Dc Statu Lihri trcs. His crowning
labour wjvs Dc Tribus Lumiuibus Romanorum
(1634), the 'three luminaries' being Cicero, Seneca,

and Pliny, out of whose works he intended to com-
pile, on the same plan as his previous works, a
comprehensive digest of the civil and religious

history, and the moral and physical science, of

the Romans. ' Bellenden,' says Hallam, 'seems to

iiave taken a more comprehensive view of history,

and to have reliected more philosophically on it,

than perhaps any one had done before. ' His works
furnished the materials for Middleton's Life of
Cicero. Wartoii lirst denounced the theft, which
was afterwards made clear by Dr Parr in his edition

of the Dc Statu (1787).

Beller'opllOIl (originally called HiPPONOUS)
was the son of the Corinthian king Glaucus, and
Eurymede, daughter of Sisyphus. Utlier accounts
make Neptune his father. Having accidentally
killed the Corinthian Bellerus, he fled to his rela-

tive Pru3tus, king of Argos, whose wife, Antea, fell

in love with the young hero. He rejected her
otters, whereupon in revenge she poisoned her hus-
band's mind against his guest. Prostus sent him
to his father-in-laM% lobates, king of Lycia, with a
sealed message, asking lobates to cause the youth
to be slain. The latter, reluctant to do so directlv,

imposed upon Bellerophon the seemingly impossible
task of slaying the formidable Chim;x'ra (q.v. ).

Mounted on the winged steed Pegasus (given to
iiim by Pallas), the hero ascended into the air, and
succeeded in slaying the monster with his arrows.
He was next sent against the Amazons, whom he
also defeated. On his way home he destroyed
an ambuscade of Lycians, set by lobates "for

his destruction. That monarch now thought it

useless to attempt his death, and, as a sort of
recompense, gave the hero in marriage his daughter
Pliilonoe, by whom he had three children—Isander,
Hippolochus, and Laodameia. Homer relates that
lie at last drew on himself the hatred of the gods,
ami wandered lonely through the Aleian field.

Pindar relates that Bellerophon on Pegasus en-
deavoured to mount to Olympus, when the steed,
maddened by Jove through the agency of a gadfly,
threw his rider, who was stricken with blindness.
Bellerophon was a favourite subject in ancient art.
His story was dramatised by Sophocles in lobates,
and by Euripides in Sthencboa and Bellcrophontes,
but not one of the three has come down to us.

Bellerophon. an extinct genus of molluscs,
known as an abundant fossil. The shell is spirally
coiled in one plane, and the outer margin has a
deep notch. About 300 species are known, per-
sisting from the Cambrian to the Carboniferous

r J
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Bellerophon tangentialis.

strata. Bellerophon has been bamlied about from
one division of molluscs to another. Montfort,
who established the genus, placed it among cepha-

lopods ; till lately it was regarded as a heteropod
;

now it is placed among tissobrancli gasteropods,
not far from the common ear-shell, and nearer the
family Pleurotomariidje.

Belles-lettres, a term adopted from the French
into the English and various other languages. It

is commonly used in a somewhat general sense to
ilesignate the more elegant or refined departments
of literature. In English usage it is synonymous
with another vague expression, polite literature,

including history, poetry -and the drama, fiction,

essays, and criticism.

Belleville, an eastern suburb or outlying sec-

tion of Paris, now inclosed by the line of fortifica-

tions. It is largely inhabited by the poorest
class of workmen, and is notable as a centre of
Communistic agitation.

Belleville, a thriving town in the province of
Ontario, Canada, situated on the Bay of Quinte,
Lake Ontario, 48 miles W. of Kingston by rail. It
is the seat of Albert tJniversity ( 1857 ). Poj). 9516.

Belleville, a city of Illinois, U.S., situated
in a productive region, 16 miles SE. of St Louis,
M'ith coal-beds in the vicinity. Two railways
intersect here ; and there aie manufactures of
iron goods, thrashing-machines, and flour. Pop.
(1871) 8146; (1891) 15,361, of which a large pro-
portion is German.

Belley, a town in the French department of
Ain, 40 miles E. of Lyons. It has a cathedral
dating from 889, and fine lithographing stones are
procured in the neighbourhood. Pop. 5221.

Bell-flower. See Campanula.
Belliuerent. See Enemy, Neutrality.
Belliiigliam. See Perceval.

Belli'lli, the name of a Venetian family -which

produced several remarkable painters. The earliest

was Jacopo Bellini, who died in 1470. He was a
pupil of the celebrated Gentile da Fabriano, and was
the first to bring to Venice the skill of Florence.

Most of his pictures have perished.—His elder son.

Gentile Bellini (born probably in 1424; died

1507), was distinguished as a portrait-painter, and
also for his processional groups, with fine architec-

tural perspective. Along Avith his brother, he was
commissioned to decorate the council-chamber of

the Venetian senate. Mohammed II., having by
accident seen some of his works, invited Gentile to

Constantinople, em2)loyed him to execute various
historical works, and dismissed him laden with
presents. The 'Preaching of St Mark' is his most
famous achievement.—His more celebrated brother,

Giovanni Bellini (born about 14'28; died 1516),
was the founder of the older Venetian school of

painting, and contributed greatly to its progress.

His works are marked at first by a somewhat
hard manner and severe drawing, due to the
influence of his brother-in-law, Andrea Mantegna,
Init gradually increase in warmth and tenderness
to the very last. His best works are altar-pieces

and devotional pictures, and these rank among the
noblest products of the religious art of the world.
Besides several examples in Venice and Naples,
his 'Circumcision,' now at Castle Howard, his

gorgeous 'Feast of the Gods,' at Alnwick Castle,
and his 'Blood of the Bedeemer,' acquired in 1887
for the National Gallery, are well known. Among
his numerous pupils the most distinguished were
Giorgione and Titian.

Belli'lli, Vincenzo, operatic composer, was
born at Catania, in Sicily, November 3, 1802. An
organist's son, he was sent by a Sicilian nobleman
to the Conservatorio of Naples, and there was
instructed in composition by Tritto and Zingarelli.
His two earliest operas were Adelson e Salvina
(1824) and Biarica e Fernando (18'26); the latter
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lijul such success that in 1827 he was coniniissionetl
to write a i>iece for La Scala at Milan. The
s^ilemliil rentlerin^' of this opera, // I'iratn, imme-
<!iately carrietl the composer's name beyond Italy,
ami for tlie short remainder of his' life fresh
opera-s appeared almost every year, and were
received with unstinted applaiise by the musical
w.irld. Worthy of mention are ICapuleti cd i

Munt.-.xhi (1.S36); La Sunnainbuln (1831); and
Xonna (183*2), Bellini's best and most popular
work. In 1833 the compaser went to Paris,
where he l)ecame aciiuainted with other forms of
music beside the Italian. He wa.s received with
j.'reat applause in London, whither he liad accom-
panied the famous Pa.sta, for whom he had written
L't SuiiiKimfjiihi. After his return to Paris, he
wrote hLs opera / I'lintufii (18;J4), which shows
the influence of the French school of music, but
without servile imitation. At an early age, before
the composer had fully developed his powers, his
career was cut short by death at his villa in
Puteaux, near Paris, 21st September 183.">. Bellini
was the most genial and original of all the followers
of Uossini. His compositions are entirely devoid
of either dramatic vigour or musical deptii, but,
even in their sometimes monotonous melancholy,
display such irresistible sweetnes.s a-s must insure
tlieir jxipularity so long as pleasing tunes and rich
iii>'ludi<'> are appreciated. See Pougin, Bellini, sa
I'., ^'v iKm-ns (Paris, IStW), and Hiller's Kumt-
l.rl.i,.,, (Cologne, 18S0).

Bclliii/u'llil, or Bkllexz, the chief town of

the S\vi-s canton of Ticino, on the left bank of the
river Ticino, 1(>9 miles SSE. of Lucerne by nail. It

has still its three old castles, which, with their
towers ami battlements, give the place a very
me<lieval apjiearance, but of which only two are
now foitifii'd, iIk' thinl serving jus a house of cor-

M'.iiciii. I'op. 24.'W}, mostly Italian speaking.

B<'lliiiail. See SwKDKN, p. 9.

Ri'llo lia« the giwldess of war among the
Uiiiiian-, proljal^ly a Sabine clivinitv, was ilescrilied

by the p<K?ts as the companion, sister, or wife of

Mars, and was represented as armed with a blorxly

scourge, and as inspiring her votaries with a resist-

less enthusiasm in battle. During the war witli

the Samnites, 20G \\x., the consul .\iipius Claudius
voWed a temple to IJellona. whicli was erected
.ifterwanls in the Campus Martins. In this temple
the seujite gave audience to emba.ssies from foreign

]»owers, and also to returning consuls, whose cl.aims

to a triumph and entrance into the city would have
been nullilied. The priests of the goddess were
^tyh'd li'llnnarii, and at their mystic festivals,

especially on the 'day of blood ( March 20 ), used
to ga>ili their own arms and shoulders, and thus
to otl't-r tlifir bhxMl.

Bl'Uot, JosKPH Renk, Arctic explorer, was
iMtni ill Paris, 18th March 1826. .\ lieutenant in

the French navy, he served with di.stinction in the

French exjjedition ag.oinst Tamatave in 1845, and
in .May 18.31 he joined the expedition in search of

Sir John Franklin, .sent out by Liuly Franklin.

Distinguishetl by his noble daring and spirit of

ent'-rprise, he took part in .several explorations ;

in one of which he discoven-d Hellot Strait. He
was lost in an ice crack in Inglefield's expedition,

21st .\ugust IS.").'!. His Jijiirmd w.is edited by

Leiiier at Paris in 1834 (Eng. trans. 1855).

Kt'llot Strait, the i>assage on the north coast

of Nnitli .America wliidi separates North Somerset

troll. Bootliia Felix, and connects Piince Regent

Inlet with Franklin Channel. Its east entrance

was discoveretl in 1852 by Lieutenant Bellot.

After four unsiicce-ssful att*/mi>ts, it was explored

for the fust time by M'Clintock on his crowning

vov.a"e. It is about 20 miles long, an<l, at its

narrowest part, about 1 mile wide, running ]>retty

nearly on the parallel of 72^ between granite
shores which, everywhere high, rise here and there
to 1500 or 1600 feet. Through this funnel both the
winds and the watei-s have full i)lay ; the latter,

fiermanent currents and flood-tides alike, coming
rom the west. A point on the south shore, ~V

55' N., 95" W. , is the most northerly point of the
North American continent.

Bellows. See Blowing Machines.

Belloy, Pierre L.vurent Biirette de, one
of the first French dramatists who ventured to
introduce on the stage native instead of classical

heroes. He was bom at St Flour, in Auvergne, in

1727, and educated for the law ; but the seductions
of the stage proved irresistible, and under the
name of Dormont he played for some years at St
Petersburg and other northern cities.

' In 1758 he
returned to France to superintend the bringing out
of his tra''edy Titus, tnisting that its success would
reconcile iiis family to him. In this, however, he
was disappointed, for the i)iece proved a failure,

being only a feeble imitation of Metastasio, and he
returned to St Petersburg. In 1762 he again
visite<l France, and obtained a decided success by
his tragedy of Zelmire. It was followed by Le
Siiijc (if Calais (1765), Gaston ct Baijard (1771),
and Picrn: le Cruel (1772). He died at Paris, 5tli

March 1775. His collected works were edited by
Gaillard in 6 vols, in 1779 ; a selection by Anger in

2 xols. apjH'ared in 1811.

Bell Koek, or Inchcvpe, a reef of old red
sandstone rocks in the tier-

man Ocean, 12 miles SE.
of Arbroath, and nearly
(Uiposite the mouth of the
Tay. The reef is 2000 feet

long; at high water of spring-

tides it is covered to a depth
of 16 feet, at low water is

partly uncovered to a height
of 4 feet ; and for 100 yards
around, the sea is only 3
fathoms deej). It was for-

merly a fruitful cause of

shijiwreck, and, acconling to

tradition, the abbot of Abei--

brothock (Arbroath) jdaced
a bell on it, 'fixed upon a
tree or timber, which rang
continually, being moveil l)y

the sea, giving notice to the
saylers of the danger.' This
tradition has been embodied
bySouthey in his well-known
balla<l of The Inrheajte Roi-k. Section of Bell Rock
A lighthouse, 120 feet high. Lighthouse.

designed by Robert Steven-
son and Rennie, was erected in 1807-10, at a cost

of £61,331.

Bellu'no (the ancient Bellunum), a cathedral
city of Venetia, Northern Italy, finely .situated on
the right bank of the Piave, 42 miles N. of Treviso.

It is the capital of a province. Pop. 5190.

Beloit, a city of Wisconsin, U.S., on Rock
River, 75 miles SW. of Milwaukee by rail. IL

has a college (1847), several flour and paper mills,

foundries, and manufactories of agricultural iiii-

pleiiients, I've. Pop. (1870) 4.396 ; ( 1890) G315.

Beluil. Pierre, a French naturalist, born in

1518 at SouUetiere in Maine, studied medicine at

Paris, and in 1546 set out on a journey to Greece,

Asia Minor, Egypt, and Arabia. He returned in

1.549, and in 1553 published the results of his

travels. In April 1564 he was murdered by robbers

whilst gathering herbs at a late hour of the evening
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in tlie Bois ile Bouloy:ne. Besides his book of

travels, Belon wrote several valuable treatises on

trees, herbs, birds, and fishes. He was one ot the

first who established the homologies between the

skeletons of ditlerent vertebrates; he planted the

first cedar in France ; and he formed two botani-

cal "ardens more than a century before the creation

of tlie Jardin <les Plantes. A statue of him was

unveiled at Le Mans in October 1887.

Boloiie. See G.VR-riKK.

Belper, a market-town of Derbyshire, on the

Deiwent. 73; miles X. of Derliy. It owes its pros-

perity to the cotton-works of ^tessrs Strutt, one of

whoiii was in 1806 created Lord Belper. The

manufacture of silk and cotton hosiery is also

Iar<^ely carried on ; but nail-making has declined.

Pop. (18.in 1(),()82; (1881)9875; (1891) 10, 420.

Belslinill. Thdmas, a Unitarian theologian,

was born at Bedford, 26th April 1750. The son

of a dissenting minister and of a granddaughter

of the first Earl of Anglesey, he was educated a

Calvinist, and became pastor of an Independent

congregation at Worcester in 1778, and head of tiie

theological academy at Daventry in 1781. These

offices he resigned in 1789, on embracing Unitarian

views, and shortly after received the charge of a

new theological academy at Hackney, which col-

lapsed for want of funds in 1796. Before its extinc-

tion he succeeded Priestley in his pastoral charge

of the Gravel-pit Unitarian Chapel, Hackney, and

from 180.5 tiU his death, lltli November 1829, filled

the pulpit of Essex Street Chapel. iNIost of his

numerous works are controversial. His doctrine

regarding the person of Christ represents the

purely ' humanitarian ' view, as distinguished from

the more nearly Arian sentiments of men like

Channing. He' published also Elements of the

Philosophij of the Human Mind (1801 ) ; a memoir
of his predecessor, Theopailus Lindsey ( 1812

;

centenary edition, 1873); Tlie Improved Version,

of the New Testament (1808); a,nA t\\e Epistles of
Paul translated (4 vols. 1822). See his Life by
Williams (1833).—His brother, ^yILLIAM (1752-

1827), was an active and voluminous writer of

history and political tracts on the side of the
Whigs. His principal work, written in a liberal

spirit, and in a clear and simple style, was his

History of Great Britain to the Conclusion of the

Peare of Amiens (12 vols. 1806).

Belshaz'zar, the name of a Babylonian prince
mentioned in the book of Daniel as the last

Chaldean king of Babylon, slain at the capture
of the city by the Medes and Persians. No ancient
historian mentions his name as one of the suc-
cessors of Nebuchadnezzar, but the Babylonian
cuneiform inscriptions give the name Bel-sar uzar
as that of the son of Nabonidus, the last king of
Babylon (555-538 H.c. ), and one of his later inscrip-
tions gives ground for the inference that the son
was associated with his fatlier on the throne.
Acconling to the book of Daniel he had a divine
intimation of ids impending fate in the words
written l>y an invisible liand upon the wall, Me>ie,
Mene, Tekel, Upharsin (\it. 'numbered, numbered,
weighed, and divisions').

Belt, the name given to two straits, the Great
and tlie LITTLE Belt, which, with the Sound,
connect the Baltic with the Cattegat. The Great
Belt, nearly 40 miles in length, and varying in
breadth from about 10 to nearly 20 miles, \livi(les
tiie Danish islands, Zealand and Laaland, from
Fiinen and Langeland. The Little Belt divides
the island of Fiinen from dutland. It is equal in
length to the Great Belt, but much narrower. Its
greatest breadth is about 10 miles, l)ut it gradually
narrows towards the north, until at the fort of
Frederieia it is less tlian a mile wide ; thus the

passage from the Cattegat into the Baltic is here

easily commanded. Both the Belts are dangerous

to navigation on account of numerous sand-banks

and strong currents ; and therefore, for large vessels,

the passage by the Sound (q.v.) is preferred.

Bel'taiie, Beltein, or Bealtainn, the name
of a heathen festival once common to all the

Celtic nations, and traces of which have survived

to the present day. The name is derived from

tin or teine, fire, ' and heal : Beil is understood

to be the name of a god not directly connected

with the Asiatic Belus, but a deity of light

peculiar to the Celts, appearing as Belinus in

Ausonius, TertuUian, and numerous inscriptions.

The great festival of this worship among the Celtic

nations was held in the beginning of May, but
there seems to have been a somewhat similar

observance in the beginning of November—the
beginning and the end of summer. On such occa-

sions, all the fires in the district Avere extinguished ;

the ncedfire was then kindled with great solemnity,

and from this sacrificial fire the domestic hearths
Avere rekindled.

The earliest mention of the beltane is found in

Cormac, Archbishop of Cashel in the beginning
of the 10th century. Two fires were lighted side

by side, and to pass unhurt between them was
wholesome for men and cattle. Traces of this

usage existed in the Scottish Highlands even in

the 19th century, and it is more than probable
that the leaping through the llames which Avas

then practised was a survival of a time when
sacrifices of animals and even of human bein<:s

were thus offered. At Carnac, in Brittany, and
in the Irish South Isles of Aran to the present
day, the domestic animals are driven through the
flames, and thus olttain immunity from accident
and disease throughout the year.

Some scholars have striven to identify the wor-
ship of the Celtic Beal with that of the Baal or

Bel of the Phoenicians and other Semitic nations.

It is unnecessary, however, to go beyond the
family of nations to which the Celts belong in

order to find analogies either for the name or the
thing. Grimm identifies the Celtic Beal not only
Avitli the Slavonic Bclhocj or Bjclbog

(
bel or bjel,

' white,' hog, ' a god '
), but also with tlie Scandina-

vian and Teutonic Balder or Paltar, whose name
appears under the form of Baldag ( ' the white or

bright day'), and who a]ipears to have been also

extensively worshipped under the name of Phol
or Pol. The universality all over Europe in

heathen times of the worship of these personifica-

tions of the sun and of light through the kindling
of fires and other rites, still finds a survival in the
periodical lighting of bonfires. The more marked
turning-points of the seasons would naturally
determine the times of these festivals. The two
solstices at midwinter and midsummer, and the
beginning and end of summer, would be among
the chief seasons. The periods of observance,
which varied, no doubt, originally, more or less

in different places, were still further disturbed by
the introduction of Christianity. LInable to ex-

tirpate these rites, the church sought to Christ-

ianise them by associating them with rites of her
own, and for this purpose either appointed a
church-festival at the time of the heathen one, or

endeavoured to shift the time of the heathen
observance to that of an already fixed church-
festival. All over the south of Germany, the
great bonfire celebration was held at midsummer
(Johannisfeiicr), a relic, probably, of the sun-
festival of the summer solstice : throughout the
north of Germany, it was held at Easter. It is

probable that this fire-festival (Osterfexier) of

Ostara—a principal deity among the Saxons and
Angles—had been originallv held on the 1st <)
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May, anil was sliiftetl sij as to coincide with the
churoh-festival now known jus Easter.

In (Jreat Itrituin. St Jolins Eve was celebrated
witli lx)nlires ; and Eiuster had its lire-rites, which,
altliou;:li iruor[»orate<l in tlie service of tl»e Itonian
Catliolic ("linroh, were clearly of heatlien ori^nn.
IJut the j^reat day for honlires in tlie Hrilish islamls
was the 1st of Novenil»er. Fewer tnices of this
are fonnd in otiier countries, and therefore we must
look M|M>n it ivs more |»eculiarly Celtic.

Belts and Krltill;^. Flexilde l)elt*i for the
traii-iiii^siuii of ni'ition in machinery are made of
leatht-r, inilia-niMier, cotton, woven hair, ;.jutta-

perclia and canvivs, and other materials. In so
limited a time, indee«l, as the tiiree years ending
with ISSO. jKitents iiave l)een taken <mt for making
Iwlting of most of the well-known textile liltres,

including llax, cotton, coir, rliea. and s(mie kinds
of wool or hair. Sometimes two or more of these
are comhint-il along witii wire.

The valual)le <jnalities in a l>elt are : ( 1 ) Proper
grip of tile siirJiU-e of tiie pulley. (2) Strength
or capacity to resist strain. {'A) Non liahility to
stretcli. (4> Durahility. Those tanned with Oak
bark are the most lasting of leather belts, but
much excellent l>elting is made from leatiier tanned
with other sul>stances, such a-* tlie bark of the
AiiK-rican liemloi-k spruce. In order to secure
uniformity of stretch, .S4) that a \n;\t will run
straight, the striiw from, the tanned hide re<|uire

to be cut out anil combineil with much judgment.
These strip- are prepared l>y iK'ing stretched l)y

p<»werful maehiner>- to the utmost tension they
will staml without injuring tlie lilire. Tliev are
afterwards joined by riveting, lacing, or cementing
and lacing, in sueli a way as to jiresent an even
surface tci the pulley. ( hie of the largest leatiier

l>elts yet constnicted was made for a pajier-mill

at Wilmington, iKdaware. It was ISti feet long,

5 feet wide, and weiglieil '2'2\'2 lb. A portion of

an Englisli l»eit almost as large iis tliis wax
exliil>ited at .Mandiester in ISST. Helts 4 feet

wide are now not uncommon in America. Ex-
periments made in .Vmeriea show tiiat a l»elt will

transmit alMiut 'M> per cent, more jtower witii a

given tension when the gniin or smootli side of

the leatiier is in contact with the pulley than
when the llesli side is turned inwanl. Carefully

made leather Indts have iM'cn known to last in

daily use more than tiiirty years.

Wliat is calle<l leatiier chain belting, or leather

link ludting, is formed of short pieces or links of

leather joined t«»getlier by metal rivets. It is

employcil for driving dynamos for electric light-

ing, and for otiier jmrposes. Solid woven hair

l»elting is similarly used.

India ru biter l»elting is formed of .several plies

of cotton duck or cAUvas. each oversitreatl with
nibiKT composition, and tlien subjecte«l to a vul-

canising heat. This kind of belting is used to a
larger extent in the United States than in (Ireat

Britain. It is less ea-iiy rejtaired tiian leather

Ijelting, but nililM-r l>ands can i>e made wltii only

one joint, or even witiiout any joint, wliicii is tiie

weak iiart of a l»elt. Kuld"»er belting is easily

injure«l iiy contaet with almost any kind of oil.

Cotton" iM-iting, of wiiicli tliere are several varie-

ties, some Id'ing waterppwif, is now a good deal

use<l lK>th in England and in .Vmeriea.

Tiie following are tiie breaking strains per square

inch of section of several kinds of belts :

Host I>«th.r &-ltinK •-
. .

3,.360 lb.

8t.mt Stitclie.1 Oitton Belting 6.S00 .>

8oli<l Woven Cotton BeltinR 10.42" "

Superior Iii'lia-rubber Belting *,000 .i

RublHT Vdting varies ver>- much in strength,

according to the quality of the canvas or duck

xxsed in its manufacture.
57 .

The safe working tension of leather belting does
not exceed li'M) 11>. per si|uare inch of section, or
alumt 41 li). i>er incii in widtli of l>elting Jtth of an
incii in thickness. The other kinds also require a
large factor of safety.

Tiie e.xtensive use of l»eltiiig in place of tootlied
gear-wheels iias long l)een a feature in American
engineering, i>ut a preference for driving itelts on
acc<mnt of the reduction of jar and noise, faciiitv
of adaptation, immunity from accident, and otiier
advantages, lias for some time been extending in
other countries. It should i»e added that roi)es are
now frciiuentiy used where belting was formerly
eiupioyed. See Tu.VX.SMIs.siON OF PoWEI!.

Belll'cllistdll. or IJALrrmsT.vx, a country of
Soutiiern Asia, liounded on the N. l>y Afgiianistan,
on the E. i>y Sind, on tiie S. i>y tlie Aralnan Sea,
and on tiie W. Ijy tiie Pei-sian province of Kernian.
The frontier towards Afghanistan is seldom any-
where clearly defined, but that towards India is

more carefully laid down. Beluchistan, wliicii lias

a c<)ast-line of over otKj miles, corresjtonds in general
witii the ancient (ledrosia, excepting that tiie latter
name appears to iiave extended to the Indus, wiiile
the former nowhere reaches that river. The area
is about IO«J,(XK) sq. m., and the pop. Ls estimated
at s(»nie 4(M),000. Thougii it was anciently a
part of Pei"sia, yet its motlern relations connect it

ratiier witii India, more particularly since Siml
and .Multan have fallen under the dominion of
tiie English. In tlie l>ygoiie ages, the IJeiuclii

De.sert formed a barrier for the Lower Indu.s, con-
straining every assailant from Alexander ilown-
wanls to jirefer the less itarren, tiiougii peiiiaps
more rugged route tiirougli .Afghanistan into the
Punjali—a preference strengtiienetl by Alexander's
direlul experience in returning from the Indus along
the coast. L'ntil ISIO I'.eiuciii.stan was almost
entirely a tirm inrognittt to Europeans. Most of the
conntr>' indeed is still unknown, but it has lieen

crossed bv several travellers ; and tiie laying of the
liiiio-Afgiian ll;iiiway (completed to t^)uetta. March
1S87) througii the 90 miles of desert in tiie nortli-

ea<t, as well as the surveys of the Indo-European
Telegrai)li Company in the south, have estal)li>iied

its general features. The surface is generally
mountainous, more especially towards the nortii,

where Itranciies of the great Suliman Range, run-

ning nortii anil soutii, rise to a lieiglit of 1'2,()()0 feet.

Tiie r.anges in tiie soutii generally run east and
west, parallel with the coast, and the longitudinal
valleys between form the juincipal thoroughfares,

there being no regular routes in the country except
tiiose through tiie IJolan and Muia jia.sses to t^uetta

and Kehit. Even tiie Itottonis of some of tiie

valleys have an elevation of .">7<H) feet ; and the

capital, Keliit, situaterl on the side of one of tiiem,

is 6783 feet above the level of the sea. Large
deserts, reinlered imjtas.saltle in summer by sand-
storms, and swept in winter by l»enuml)ing, j)iercing

winds, occupy iiundreds of square miles of the

ccmntry ; and tiie rivers—unices after iieavy rains,

when those in the nortii-east frequently inundate
great tracts of country—are inconsideralile, few of

the streams in tlie soutii appearing to l<e iierennial

at all. Tiie west is largely a land of drought, with

stretches of san<l varied l>y Itare iiiils and treeless

valleys. Tiie temperature is one of striking and
sudden extremes, 12.")^ F. in the siiade iiaving lieen

registered on tiie coast even in Marcii, aitiiough at

Kelat, in February, water iias l)een observed to

freeze as it was poured on tiie ground. The
pastures, as may be sujiposed, are poor, so that

there are few cattle: sheep, iiowever, as well as

mountain goats and antelopes, are numerous. Tiie

camel is the ordinary ijeast of Imrden ; liut in the

north-west, towards Kerman, servicealiie horses,

witii a marked strain of Arali Ijiood, are bred.
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The Willi animals inclu.le the tiij;er, leopaiil, wolf,

liveiia, ape, wil.l ass, \c., an<l lish in great

(luantities are caught oil" the coast. Wherever
there is a sutliciency of water the soil is productive

—the lowlands yielding rice, sugar, cotton, indigo,

and tobacco ; and the higlier grounds, wheat,

barley, madder, maize, ami pulse. The mountains

are bare at the top, and their slopes are scantily

wooiled as a rule ; but in the valleys the almond,

olive, and peach grow wild, and e\en the deserts

furnish a useful brushwooil. The gardens pro-

duce excellent fruits of all sorts, and in the sandy

coast-district of Mekran the date is carefully

cultivated. The minerals are gold, silver, copper,

lead, antimony, iron, tin, sulphur, alum, and
sal-ammoniac, and in 1SS7 valuable petroleum wells

were discovereil in the north ; the manufactures are

chielly coutined to carpets, tent-covers of goats and
camei"s hair, anil rude firearms. The only town is

the capital, Kelat (q.v.), with ( including suburbs)

about 14,000 inhabitants, an old citadel, and a
number of badly-built and very dirty houses.

There are no seaports, the fishing-villages in the

soutii being mere collections of wretched hovels

;

but along tlie surf-beaten, sandy cliffs of the coast

some sheltered roadsteads are found. The best of

these are Sonniiani Bay, Honiara, and Gwadar,
the last having a fort and a telegraph station.

There is an insignilicant inland trade, chiefly

monopolised by Hindus.
Tlie iidiabitants belong to the distinct races of

Brahui and Beluchis. The Brahuis, who are hos-

pitable and generous, are the aboriginal, dominant,
and most numerous race—it has even been pro-

posed to call the country Brahuistan. The
Beluchis, praised by some travellers and miscalled
by others, are powerful on the borders. (_)iiinions

are widely divided as to the origin of the Brahui,
many assuming their kinship with the Dravidians
of Southern India, although apparently on insuffi-

cient grounds. Their language presents no marked
affinities, but appears to contain many ancient
Hindu words, and echoes the accent of' the Pun-
jal) dialect. In appearance they are short, sturdy,
and strongly built, with round, Hat faces, and
lirown hair. Their dress is a coarse calico tunic,
with trousers fastened at the ankles, and a skull-
cap with sash of the same colour. The Beluchis
are of Iranian descent, with a mingling of Tartar
blood, and their language closely resenrbles the
modern Persian ; they are both numerically smaller
anil a more recent element than the Brahui. They
are tall, with longer and more prominent features,
and are brave, but restless and prone to predatory
warfare, in which they frei[uently show themselves
senselessly crfiel. Their dress is distinguished
from that of the ruling race by a turban and
wider trousers not confined at the ankles. Tlie
women's attire is very much the same as the men's.
Both races are inured to e.xtremes of heat and
cold, and are capable of considerable exertion ; but
the normal life of the Beluchis, at least, is one of
laziness and indulgence, broken only by liunting,
racing, and athletic contests, although 'Mr Floyer
testilies that he found the ^^lekrani shrewd, merry
fellows, willing to work, and priding themselves
on their politeness and integrity. A Beluchi
warrior carries a formidable annoiiry of weapons,
comprising either a Hint-lock musket or a spear,
with sword, dagger, an.l sliield. Both races are
Moliammedans of the Sunni sect, Ijutthe teaching of
the Koran is confused with numberless superstitious
beliefs, and polygamy is said to l)e universal.
Besides these two races, there are colonies of
Persian descent called Dehwars ('villagers'), who
form a vassal class, and the Luri, a sort of Gipsies
of possibly Indian origin, who are scattered in single
families all over the country. Beluchistan is, in a

somewhat indetinite manner, under the authority of

tlie khan of Kelat, who, with a revenue of about
£30,000, maintains an army of 3000 men. This
petty sovereign having acted treacherously towards
the 13ritish during the Afghan campaign of 1839,

his royal city was taken by storm. In 1841 it was
again captured, for temporary occupation, bj^ the
British. In 1877 England obtained by treaty

with the khan the right of permanently occupying
l^tuetta { which was annexed, with his consent, in

1887), and of liavinj,' a political agent at Kelat;
and the khan practically became a feudatory of

the Indian empire, and placed his territory at the
disposal of the British government for all niilitaiy

and strategical purposes, gaining by its moral
support a prestige that has made his authority
more respected by the semi-independent chiefs of

the i)astoral tribes. In 1893, the reigning Kliaii

was deposed by the British, and his son peacefully

proclaimed in his stead.—See Belle\v's From the

Indus to the Tigris (Lond. 1874), and the works on
Beluchistan by Hughes (1877), Macgregor (1882),
Floyer (1882), and Oliver ( 1890).
Britlsh Beluchistan is a chief-commissioner-

ship of British India, so constituted in 1887, out
of the districts of Pishiii, Thai Chotiali, and Sibi, in

South-eastern Afghanistan, -which had been admin-
istered by the British since the w^ar of 1878-81.

Belll'g'a, or White Whale
(
Beluga or Dclphin-

aptcrus IcHCus), one of the dolphin family, closely

related to the narwhal. The body is from 12 to

IG feet in length, of graceful proportions, and
remarkable for its creamy-white colour, and for

the absence of a dorsal lin, which is represented
only by a slight ridge. The flippers are short

;

the head is arched, and sinks abruptly to the short
rounded snout ; the teeth are small and conical,

comparatively few in number (8 to 10 on each
half-jaw), somewhat distant from one another,
ab.sent posteriorly, and often falling out in the
adults. It is a markedly gregarious animal,
associating in droves of both sexes. The female
shows great solicitude for her young. These are

at first of a bluish-gray colour. The white whales
feed on fishes, which they often follow far up the
rivers— e.g. the St Lawrence and the Amur.
According to Eschricht, they also eat cuttle-fishes.

They are fearless sportive animals, and have been
successfully kept in aquaria. Their headquarters
are round Greenland, but they occur all over the
Arctic seas, often going as far soutli as the St
Lawrence. They only rarely appear on British

coasts. The Greenlanders capture them in the
fiords by means of strong nets, or by harpooning,
though the comparatively soft skin often fails to

retain the weapon. The flesh is largely eaten, the
fat yields very fine oil, the skin is made into

leather, and some of the internal membranes are
also utilised. This name is also applied to a great
Russian sturgeon (the Bielaga or Huso). See
Cetacea, Dolphin, Narwhal, Whale.

Belli!*', a village of Mysore, 130 miles W. of

Bangalore. Known in the Puninas as Velapuvd,
locally regarded as the Southern Benares, it is the
site of a celebrated temple. Poj). 2917.

Belll!^. See Baal.

Bel'vedcre ( It. , lit. ' fine view
' ), a raised turret

or lantern on the top of a house, or a high summer-
house in a garden or park, from which to look out
on the surrounding country. A part of the Vatican
in Home is known as the Belvedere, and gives its

name to the famous statue of Apollo (q.v.). The
picture-gallery in the royal palace at Vienna bears
the same name. Others are at Warsaw, Prague,
and Weimar.

Belvedere {Kochia salsola scoparia), an annual
belonging to the Chenopodiaceie (q.v.), a native of
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the miilille ami south of Europe. It has lon<'
been familiar in Uriti^^li ;:ar<lens iis an ornamental
annual, not upon account of its flowers—for they
have no beauty—but of its close pyramidal, ri<,'id

form, and numerous narrow leaves, which "ue
it some resemblance to a miniature cypress- t°ee.
It is iience sometimes called Summer Cypress.

Belvisia. See Napoleoxa.
Ucl/uui. tlioVANXi Battista, a famous trav-

eller, was born, tlio son of a poor barber, at
Padua in I7Ts. lie wa.s educated at Kome for
the priesthood, but soon displayed a preference
for mechanical science, and when the French
rei)ul»Iican tnM)ps took j)ossession of the pontifi-
cal city, (juitted his religittus studies altogether.
About the year 1S(J<) lie visited Holland, and in
ISO.S came to En;;land. Six feet seven inches
tall, for a time he gained a living by exhibiting
feats of strength, at lirst in tiie streets, and aftei-^

wards at Astley's. At the same time, however,
he continueil his mechaniciil stmlics, and exhibited
nuMlels of hydraulic engines in the large towns
of the kingdom. After a sojourn of nine years
in England, he wont to Spain and I*.>rtiigal in his
capacity of theatrical athlete. From iln,- i'eninsnla
he piussed to .Malta, and thence to Egypt in 1815,
on the invitation of .Mehemet AH, who wished him
to construct a hydraulic machine for tlie irriga-
tion of his gardens near Cairo. Althcmgh
succeeded in this undertaking, the desiL'u

lie

wa.s
ibandoned l>y the nasha, and l{el/oni was induced
by the traveller Ibircklianlt and .Mr Salt, the
Hrilish consul, to direct his attention to the ex-
|)loration of Egyptian anti<juities. He threw
nitnself with ardour into his new vtK-ation. He
removed the colos-sal bust of the so-called 'Young
Memno[i " from the neighbourhood of Thebes to
Alexandria, and wjls tlie lirst who oi)ened the
tem|ile of .Vbu Sjmbel. In the valley of ' the tombs
of the kings'— l»il».in-el-.Moluk— near Thebes, he
tli.scovered several inijiortant catJu.-ombs containing
mummies, and among <»thers, ojiened in 1817 the
celel»rate<l grotto sepulchre of Seti I., from which
he remove<l the splendid .sarcophagus, now, along
with ihe 'Young .Memnon,' and other results of
I'.el/oni's lalMMirs, in the Ibitish .Museum. liut his

greatest undertaking was his opening of the .second

pyramid of Gizeh, supposed since Herodotus' time
to contain no interior cliaml>er. An attempt made
on his life cau-sed his departure from Egypt, but
previously he iniwle a journey along the coast of

the Ued Sea, and another to Lake Mo-ris and
the Lesser O.isis, which he erroneously supposed to

be that of Siwah (if.v. ). in search of the ruins of

the temjile of Juiiiter Amnion. In the course of
his exjilorations he di.scovered the emerald mines
of Zuliara and the ruins of ISerenice, the ancient
comm<'rcial entrepot between Europe and Indi.a.

In 1819 he returned to Europe, and in 18'21 pub-
lished at London his Xiimitirt: of E.ccucutiuns in

Kiiniit uiul Niihiii. In 1821 he oi>ene<l in London
a successful exhibition of his Egyptian antiquities,

which he took to Paris in the following year. Be-
coming restless, he .soon afterwanls undertook a
journey to Timbuktu, in Central Africa. At Benin
lie wa.s attacked by dysentery, from which he died

at <;ato, December .3," 18'2:}.

Belli, JosKPH, a Polish leader of the Hungarian
insurgents, was born in I7!l.") at Tarnov, in Galicia.

Aft<,'r thirteen years' military service (181'2-'25),

and after taking an active part in the Polish

rebellion of 18.30.31, he went to France, where he

earneil a livelihood by teaching mechanics and
mnemonics. In 1848, having failed in an attempt
to oru'anise an insurrection in Vienna, he joined

the Hungarians, and w.-is intrusted with the com-

luiuid of the army of Transylvania, amounting to

10,000 men. He soon defeated the Austrians in
several engagements, announcing his victory over
the famous Ban Jellachich in the laconic despatch,
Bcui Ban Bum (

' Bem has beaten the l!an');
and linally succeeded, in March 1849, in driving
b()th them and their allies, the llussians, into
\Vallachia. He then proposed, by amnesties and
general mild rule, to gain the adherence of the tJer-
man and Slavonic population ; but his propositions
were not entertaineil by Kossuth and the Hungarian
commissariat. After" exi)elling the troops under
Puchner from the Banat, Bem returned into Tran-
sylvania, where the Russians had defeated the
Hungarians. Here he was defeated in a battle
near Schiissburg, where he was opjjosed to three
times the number of his own troops. At Kossuth's
request he now hastened into Hungary, and took
part in the unfortunate battle near Temesvar.
uetreating into Transylvania, he defended himself
for some days against a vastly superior force, and
then made his escape into' Turkey, where he
embraced, from political motives, the profession of
Islam, and, as Amurat Pasha, oljtained a command
in the Turkish army. In February 1850 he was
.sent to Aleppo, where, after sujjpressing the san-
guinary insurrection of the Arabs against the
Christian poiiulation, he died of fever, December
10, 1850. Bem was distinguished as a general by
promptness and courage, and his personal khidli-
ness made him pojjular with his followers.

Ueilll>ato'kil, Bay of, a safe and commodious
bay on the N'W. coast of Madaga.scar, in 10' S.

lat. and 40 E. long. The river Betsiboka, with the
Ikiopa, drain into the bav ; the former, which is

about 300 miles long, is navigable for small
steamers for about 90 miles. Mojanga, on the
north side of the bay, is the .second town in the
island, with about 14,000 inhabitants, Bembatoka
l>eing but a village.

I

Beillbcx (i.e. • whirl
' ), a genus of solitary sand-

I wasps (Sphegidie), represented l»v numerous sjiecics

in most parts of the world. Thev are roughly
wiusplike in appearance, with broad lieads and very
lar^'e eyes, and make a loud buz/ during their rapid
lliglit. The female bembex buriows a hole in the
sand, antl there <leposits her eggs, but before closing
it up collects a store of Hies, on which the larv;e ab
lirst subsist. See Wa.sP.

Beiubo, PlETKO, one of the most celebrated
Italian scholars of the IGtli century, was born in

Venice, May 20, 1470 ; having studied at Padua
and Ferrara, he early devoted himself to polite

literature. He edited the Italian poems of

Petrarch, printed by Aldus in 1501, and the Tcr-

zcriinc of Dante, 1502. In 1506 he proceeded to

the court of Urldno, where he resided until 1512,

then went to Kome, and was made secretary

to Pope Leo X. On the death of that pope,

Bembo returned to Padua, where he became a
liberal patron of literature and the arts, as well as

a prolitic writer himself. In 1529 he accepted the

otlice of historiographer to the republic of Venice,

and was also appointed keeper of St Marks
Library. In 15.39 Bembo, who had taken only tlie

minor ecclesiastical orders, was unexjtectedly pre-

sented with a cardinals hat by Pope Paul III., who
afterwards appointed him to the dioceses of (;u1)bio

and Bergamo. He died January 18, 1547. Bembo
united in his character all that is amiable. He was
the restorer of good style in both Latin and Italian

literature. His taste is said to have l)een so fas-

tidious with regard to style, that he subjected each

of his own writings to forty revisions previous to

publication. Some of them are marred by the

licentiousness of the time. Among^ his works
may be mentioned the licriim Venetk-antnt LiM
XII. (Venice, 1551; Italian ed. 1552); his little
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treatise on Italian prose, which marked an era in

Italian jxrannnar ; Gli Asohoii, a ilialogue on

Platonic love ; liiinc, a collection of sonnets and
canzonets ; and his Letters, Italian and Latin.

His Tidfr 0/>err Avere pulilisheil at Venice in 4

vols, ill 17'2!), and often since.

ICciilbridtfe Beds, a division of the Oligocene

or Upper Kocene strata, restinj; on the St Helen's,

and cai>ped l)y the Hempstead series, are princi-

pally developetl in the Isle of Wij^ht. Edward
Forites arranged them in fonr divisions: (1) The
npper marls and laminated gray clays, -which form

the Ita.sement bed of the ' hhick hand," the lowest

niemher of the Hempstead series. They are dis-

tinguished by the abundance of Mchinia turrctis-

siina. (2) Cnfossiliferous mottled clays, alternat-

ing with fossiliferous marls and clays, whose
characteristic organisms are Ccrithiuni mutahile

and Ci/rcna piilchru. (3) Tlie oyster-bed, consist-

ing of greenish marl, and containing immense
quantities of a species of oyster [Ostrca vccfciis/s),

accomi)anied with Cerithia, ^lytili, and other

marine moUusca. (4) The Bembridge limestone,

generallj' a compact, pale-yellow, or cream-coloured
limestone, but sometimes vesicular and concre-

tionary, and containing occasionally siliceous or

cherty bands. This is interstratified with shales

and friable marls. All the beds are fossiliferous,

containing numerous land and fresh-water shells.

One bed is composed almost entirely of the remains
of a little globular Paludina. Shells of Lymnea
and Planorbis are al)undant, and are acconqjanied
witii the spirally striated nucules of two species of
( "liara, water-plants which have been well preserved
l>ecause of the large quantity of lime which enters
into their composition. In this division have been
found the mammalian remains of the species of

Paheotherium (q.v. ) and Anoplotherium (q.v. ),

which characterise the gypseous deposits of Mont-
niartre.

Beiiiorsyde, an
estate with an old
mansion, in Berwick-
shire, near the Tweed,
3^ miles E. of Melrose.
It has been held since

the r2th century by
the Haigs, who form
the subject of an ex-
cellent monograph by
John Russell ( Edin.
1881).

Ben ( Heb. and
Arab., 'son'), often
used in connection
with the father's name
to form Jewish and
Arabic personal names,
and consequently used,
owing to the lack of

family-names among
the Semitic peoples,
to form i)atronymics

—

thus AH Ben Hassan
= Ali, son of Has-
san. The Hebrew form
Ben is familiar to us
from its use in Bible
names^e.g. Benliadad,
' the son or worshipper
of Hadad' or Adad, the chief idol of the Syrians;
Benoni, 'son of my jiain ;

' Benjamin, ' son of the right
hand,' &c. Similarly, many Jews have formed ^"itli
this jtrefi.v new family-names, as Benary = the son
of Ari, analogous to English names in -son. Tlie
Arabs, Persians, and Turks often make the prefix
into Ibn (Elm); the Jews, uiuler Arabic inHu-

ences, Abcn, Avcti, as in Aben Esra. The plural,

Bcni, is found in the names of many Aral) triljcs

—as Beni Umayyah, 'the sons of Omayvah,' the

family known in history as the Ommiacles ; and
sometimes in the names of places—as Beni-Hassan
(see Beni-Isr.vel). The corresponding word in

Aramaic is Bar, as in Simon Bar-jona.

Bcil, or Bkinn, the Gaelic and Irish form ("Welsh
Pen ) of a Celtic ^\ord signifying ' mountain ' or
' mountain head.' It occurs, usually as a prefix, in

the names of a great many mountains and jjlaces

within the British Isles, as Ben Nevis, Ben
Macdhui, The Twelve Pins, Pc/niigant, Penzance

;

and it appears in many continental names, as
the PcnniuG Alps, the ^^jcyaiines, and P/«dus.

Ben, Oil of, a fiuid fixed oil, obtained from
the seeds of a tree found in India and Arabia,
and known as the Horse-radish Tree {3Ior/nf/a
ptcrygospcrma). The seeds are called Ben Nuts,
and are roundish, with three membranous wings.
The oil has several properties which make it of

special value to perfumers and watcliniaker.s.

When exposed to cold, it deposits a white llaky
matter ; and when this is removed, an oil is left

which is most suitalile for watches owing to its

non-liability to freeze. Oil of ben is also used to
extract the odorous principles from flowers ; and as
it is not liable to turn rancid, it is much prized
in the manufacture of perfumes, although its

frequent adulteration with other oils has tended
to restrict its use. See HoRSE-EADiSH Tree.

Benares [Bandras), the most sacred city of

the Hindus, and one of the principal towns of

North India, situated on the left or northern bank
of the Ganges, 420 miles by rail from Calcutta,
and 74 from Allahabad. It is the largest city in

the North-west Provinces (excluding Oudh). It

skirts the Ganges for 3 miles, and the high
bank is lined continuously with broad flights

The Burning Ghat, Benares.

of stairs or ghats, leading to the innumerable
temples and large sulistantial houses, which
present towards the i-iver an imi)osing array of

towers and pinnacles and richly carved facades.
The river takes a great crescent-like sweep at

this point, and the view of the city is one of the
most striking in the world. Benares, however,
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is disappointing internally, the streets being mere
iiarruw lanes lietween tlie lines of tall, 'ilismal
houses. Hut the orowils of priests anil i>iigiinis on
the ghats and at the temples, the sacred hulls
wandering at large, and even the wares exposed for
SJile, all jioint to the religious character of the
place. Among the chief luiildings are tiie Nei>alese
Temple, .\uruiigzelK?'s mosipie, with its twt) min-
arets 147 feet high ; Kaja .lai Singhs ol)ser\atorv :

the (Jopal .Mandir, weulliiiest of all the temples ;

the Hishciiwar or (ndden Temple of Siva, the
holiest of all ; ami the famous Slonkey Temple,
in the sulnirh-^. Other points of special interest
are the well of Mani Karniki, formed of Vishnus
sweat; the Juana vapi, or 'pool of knowledge;'
and the Lat Ithairo, a portion, it is helieved, of
one of Asoka's pillars. To bathe in the Mani
Karniki is to lie cleansed from all sins for time
and eternity. .\t the Hurning ( Jhat the ladies of
Hiiiilus are reduced to asiies. The city counts 14.30

Hindu temples or shrines, most of them small, and
27- Mohammedan mosques. In the European i).irt

of the city there is the Government College, a large
freestone structure, with 7<H) student.s ; the Prince
of Wales's Hospital ; and a town hall. By far the
most imi»ortant Euro|>«ui work is the new Dufferin
Bridge, o|.ened on the isth of DecemU'r 1887, on
the E.L-^t Inilian and Oiidh and Holiilkhand rail-

ways. It cros,ses the (lunges in -ixteen spans,
having a total length, n.ot including appro.aches, of
3,")] 8 feet. Formerly there w;is only a ididge of
boats, which had to Ik? witlnlrawn during the
H<mm1s. Ik'iiares dr.aws immense revenues from the
thou>aiids of pilgrims who visit it from all parts of

India. It has a con>iderable trade, not only in

country prinluce, l>ut in Knglish go<Mls, jewelry,
and precious stone**. Its br.i.<s ware, kinob or gold-
cloth, and lacrjuered tovs are famous. Pop. (1881)
1!»1. <>•_>.•>, of whom Ht.'i.'U) were Hindus, 4.i..V2!)

M'.liammedan-^. and '2W> Christians; ' 18f)l ) 222,420,
of wiiom Ii'.(t.(KM( :vre Hindus.— .\ city of great
anti<|uity. Benares ( Sansk. \'iir<iiiii.si) was for

8<KJ years the headquarters of Buddhism. In
the 4th century B.C. it reverted to the ancient
faith, of which it lia.** ever since been the metro-
polis. It ha.s Iwen in the hands of many temporal
nilei-s—the K.ijput princi's, tiie Mogul emperors,
the Ouilli naw.ibs iK'ing cetled by the latter to the

Engli>h in 177"). There wa.s a rising here during
the .Mutiny in 18.")7. but it w.as promptly dealt

with, and the constant piLssage of troops from
Calcutt;i to the ni>rtli kept the city free fnnn <li.s-

turbance. The western suburb of Sikrol (Secrole)

contains the military cantonments and European
quarter ; the suburb of Sighra is the seat of most
of the missionary institutions. —Tiie district has
an area of !(1)H sq. m. Tlie climate is the hottest

an<l dampest in the North-west Provinces, the

mean temjierature l>eing 77", and the annual rain-

fall alK)ut 40 inches. The soil is v<My fertile. The
population is over 900 to the square mile.

Boiiavcil't*'. a town of Spain, in the province
of Zam.Mu. on the western bank of the Esia, 34
miles N. from Zamora. It is (»verlooked by a
huge half ruined castle, anil is now a dull and
poverty-stricken place, built chielly of mud
cottiiges. It was here that Moore's retreat com-
menced, 2stli December 1808. Piqi. 4507.

B('Ill»4'(* IlliU one of the Hebrides or Western
Isles of Scotland, l>etween North and South Uist,

2(» mile.s W. of Skye, and behmging to Inverness-

shire. .Mea-suring 6 or 7 miles either way, it is

nciirly .36 s(|. m. in area, low and Hat. and consists

chielly of 1h»l,', sand, and lake, resting on a sub-

stratum of gneiss rock, with a very liroken coast-

line. .Nearly three-fourths of the area are under
crofts and farms. Pop. 1534.

Beilbow, John, admiral, was Innii in 1653, the
son of a Slirewsbuiy tanner. He entered the navy
as a masters mate in 1(>78, but it was as cajjtain
of a merchantman that he lii-st distinguished him-
self in a bloody action with Sallee jurates (1686).
.\fter the Revcdution he re-entered the navy, and
received his first commissi(m as third-lieutenant,
June 1, 1689 ; but before the close of the same year
he was appointed in successicm captain to three men-
ttf-war, and by 1696 had risen to be rear-admiral.
The most memorable of all his exploits was his la^-^t,

where his stubborn valour contrasted nobly with
the disloyal behaviour of his captains. Otl" Santa
-Marta, in the West Indies, on 19th August 1702.
he came uji with a superior French force under r>u
Ca.sse. For fimr days he kept uj) a running light
with the enemy, almost deserted by the rest of"lii.<

squadron. On the morning of the 24th his right
lej' was smashed by a chain-shot. His officers con-
doled with him. ' I had rather have lost them
iMith,' said the sturdy admiral, ' than have seen
this dishonour brought upon the English nation.
But. hark ye—if another shot slumhl take me off.

behave like men, and light it out !
' As soon as his

woiinil w.as dressed he was carried to the miarter-
deck, and directed the fight while it la-steu. The
enemy stistained severe loss ; but the beha\ i(nir

of the other captains, who actually refused to
obey the admiral's signals, made the contest
hopeless, and Benbow sailed away to Jamaica.
He died of his wound at Port Koyal, on the
4th November. The recusant officers were tried

by court-martial, and two captains were shot.

Cowardice is none so commf)n among English
naval officers th.at we can rest content with that
as an explanation of the strange conduct of Ben-
bow's captains in their mutinous di.stJiedience to
his orders. Indeed, it is more than likely that
their di.safTection was to a large extent a })ersonal

matter, and that the ' honest, rough seaman,' by
his overbearing and bullving nature, had made
himself a.s hateful to liis higher officers as he Mas
l>oi)ular with his crew for his oil-hand manners and
pei-sonal courage.

Bench, the high seat of the court-room or

chamber where judges sit to administer the
laws, or the platform on which the chairs for the
{'uilges are placed. The court of King's or C^bieen's

Jench (q.v. ) was originally so called because in

it the sovereign .^^at in ])erson when he admini>-
tered justice. The court of Common Pleas Mas
also called Common Bench. The term bench is

also applied in America as in Britain to the
jiulges tliemselves as a cla.ss ; thus, we speak of

the bench and Imii: It has likewise, popularly
and conventionally, an ecclesiastical application,

the bishops of the Church of England oeing, as

a body, .sometimes <lesignated by it ; hence the
expression, 'Bench of Bishops.' So also in the
Epi-scoiial and Methodist- Epi.scopal churches in

the L nited States. ' Benchers is the time-
honoured name of the governing bodies of the
four Inns of Court (q.v.). See also Banc.

Boiich-^^arrailt is a warrant issued by the
court before wiiicli an indictment has been found
to arrest the accused, that he may appeal and find

bail for his appearance at the trial. It is used
extensively in the United States to bring into

court persons who have neglected to obey an order

of court, such as delinquent jurymen.

Beiiroo'len, capital of a Thitch residency on
the SW. coast of Sumatra. Owing to the surf

and coral reefs, landin.i: here is difhcult ; tlie site

is low and sMam])y, and the houses are mostly built

on l)aiiiboo jiiles. A liglithou.se has been erected
;

and the town is defen<led by a fort. Kice,

coffee, maize, .sugar-cane, the cocoa-nut, and other
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fruits are grown ;
pepper and caiiiplior are the

chief exports, hut trade lias declined. Bencoolen

was founded bv the English (1686), hut was ceded

to the Dutch hv the London treaty of 1825. Pop.

of town. 1'2.(KK» ; of residency, with an area of 9682

sq. ni., Io8,200.

Bend, in Heraldry, one of the figures known a.s

Ordinaries, consists of the space contained between

two parallel lines crossing the shield diagonally

from dexter chief to sinister base (tig. 1). It is

said to occupy a fifth part of the shield unless

charged, when it occupies a third part. Its

diminutives are the Bendlet, which is half its

width (tig. 2), the Cotise (q.v.), one-fourth (gener-

ally borne in paii-s flanking the bend), and the

kibhou, one-eighth of its width. In early Heraldry
the bend was used as a diti'erence or mark of

cadency as well as an original bearing.

The Bend-sinister is an occasionally occurring
variety of the bend, drawn from sinister chief to

dexter base (fig. 3). The Scarpe is its diminutive
;

and that well-known mark of illegitimacy, the
B(((o)i -sinister (q.v.), is also so accounted.

Charges placed in the direction of a bend are
said to be bcndwise, and when a bend is charged
with other figures, the charges on it are understood
to be placed bendwise. The term in bend, Avhen
applied to several charges, differs from bcndtvise,
in so far as it has reference to the relative position
of the charges, not the direction in which each
charge lies, as Anil 1)e understood from the figure,

where the three crosses botonne
are placed palcwise in bend ( fig. 4 ).

A field divided by a diagonal
line in the direction of a bend is

saiil to ])e parted per bend (fig. 5).
Bendy is a term applied in

Heraldry to a field divided into
four or a larger even numlier of
parts liy lines drawn diagonally,
or in the direction of a bend

a.s in the figure, Bendy of six argent and azure.

Benda, Georg, the most distinguished of a
notable musical family, ])()rn at Jungbunzlau, in
Bolicmia, in 1721, and distinguished as a pianist,
violinist, and composer, died at Kostritz in
1795. He was bandmaster to the Duke of Gotha
(1748-87), and in this period produced several
operas and cantatas, such as Ariadne auf Naxos
and Medea.

Bf'IHieiliailll, Eduard, painter, was born in
Berlin in 1811, and studied under Schadow. As
early as 1832 his great picture of the Captive Jews
was exhibited at Berlin, and in 1837 he gained the
gold medal at Paris. In 1838 he was appointed
professor of the Academy of Art at Dresden. Here
he was intrusted with the execution of the larger
frescoes in the palace, and on these his fame
chiefly depends. In 1858 he succeeded his

father-in-law as director of the Diisseldorf
Acatleniy, a post which he held until 18G7. He
afterwards produced several large canvases and
frescoes, some of which are among his best
works. He died 27tli December 1889.

Bender, a strongly fortified town, with a
citadel, in the Russian province of Bessarabia, on
the right bank of the Dniester, 82 miles NW. of
Odessa by rail. Pojinlation, 44,684, including
many Armenians, Tartars, Moldavians, and Jews.
The principal industries are the manufacture of

bricks, stoneware, paper, and leather, with agri-

culture, fishing, and mining. The local trade is

important. In 1770 the Russians captured the
place, and put the garrison and inhabitants, then
amounting to about 30,000, to the sword. It was
restored to the Turks in 1774, but was again
stormed by the Russians in 1789, 1806, and 1811.

Finally, by the peace of Bucharest in 1812, the
town, with the whole of Bessarabia, was formally
ceded to Russia. Charles XII. of Sweden livecl

from 1709 till 1712 at Varnitza, near Bender.

—

Bender Abbas is another name for the town of

Gombroon (q.v.).

Beil'digO, a county of the Loddon district, Vic-
toria, has the river Loddon on its W. boundary,
and the Campaspe on the E. Area, 1949 sq. m.

;

pop. 52,756. The chief town, Bendigo, formei-ly

known as Sandhurst (q.v.), is often re]iuted as

only second in importance to the capital of the
colony. Xear it rich alluvial dejiosits of gold were
discovered in 1851 ; now quartz-mining operations
in the district employ about 6000 persons. The
county is traversed by the main line of railway
between ilelbourne and Ecliuca.

Benedek, Ludwig vox, an Austrian general,
born in 1804 at Oedenburg, in Hungary. He
entered the army in 1822, and on the occasion of

the insurrection of Galicia in 1846, had several
opportunities of distinguishing himself. In 1847
he commanded a regiment in Italy. He distin-

guished himself at the taking of JNIortara, and in

the battle of Xovara. In 1849 he commanded in

Hungary, and took an important share in several

battles, being twice wounded. At the close of the
Hungarian campaign, he was ordered again, high
in command, to Italy. In the Italian campaign of

1859, Benedek commanded the eighth corps of the
Austrians. At Solferino he drove back the Pied-
niontese with great slaughter. He was governor of

Hungaiy in 1860, and soon after commander-in-chief
in Venice. In 1866 he commanded the northern
Austrian army in the war witli Prussia ; but shortly
after the defeat of Sadowa, he was superseded, and
brought to a court-martial. Though its proceed-
ings were quashed by the emperor, Benedek never
recovered from the savage criticism to which his

vanquished and mortified countrymen subjected
him ; and he retired to Graz, where he died April

27, 1881.

Beiiedetti, Vixcent, Count, a French diplo-

matist, born in 1817 at Bastia, in Corsica, was
appointed in 1855 director of jiolitical afl'airs to

the foreign minister, and in this capacity edited
the protocols of the Congress of Paris in the
following year. He was appointed ambassador at
Turin in 1861, and at Berlin in 1864. Benedetti
drev,' up the draft of a secret treaty l>etween France
and Prussia in 1870 ; and it was he who made at
Ems the demand about the Hohenzollern candi-
dature that led to the war. In Ma Mission en
Prasse (1871) and Studies in Dijdomacy (Eng.
trans. 1895) he defends his own policy and throws
all blame on Bismarck. He latterly practised at the

bar of Ajaccio in Corsica, and died 28th March 1900.

Beiiedi'eittS or the Song of the Three Chil-

dren, a canticle from the Apocrypha forming jiart
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of the prayer of Aliednecjo in the fien- furnace. It
was sun^' in tlie Christian Cliurch a^ early as the
time of St Chrysostoni, ami is used in tlie Anjrlican
Church in tlie morning services when the Te Deum
is not sun;^.

Bene<lict i^ the name of fourteen jwpes. Of
tlit'se only the followinj,' are historically important
enou;,'ii to deserve special mention : Hknedict
VIII., son of Count (IregorA- of Tu.<coli, was elected
in lOlvJ. hut wjis driven from Rome l)y the anti-
poj)e (;ref,'orv. In 1014 he was restored to the
papal chair liy the Emperor Henry II., and after-
wards defi'ate«i the Saracens, and took from tliem,
with tlie help of the Pisans and (ienoese, the islaml
of Sardinia ; ami also variovis ])laces in .\pulia from
the (Jrceks, l>y the holpof Ilonry. He distinguished
himself as a reformer of the clergy, and interdicted,
at the synod of I'avia. Imtli clerical marriage and
concuhinage. He died in U>"24.—Bexkdkt IX., a
nephew of the prece«ling, ohtained the papal throne
l»y simony in lO.S.^, at the age of IS; hut in 10.38

the Komans rose in indignation, and haiiishe<l him
on accfumt of his almost unexampled iiccntiousne.-^s.

IJy aid of hriljory he was .sevenil times reinstalled,
and a-s oft<'n formally depose<l, only to return again
hy the same means. Tne Kmjteror Henry III., to
remove such gross scandals from the church, deposed
all the three ]>o[>es — IV-nt'dift, Sylvester, and Gre-
gory, and caused Suidger, I>i>liop of Hamherg, to he
elected as Clt'iiHMit II. ; )>ut on his de.ith, in 1047,
the deposetl IJcnedict IX. again c<»rniptly reg.aincd

the papal see, and held it for eight months,
when he was disjilace<l, first l)y DanuLMis II., ami
afterwards hy Leo IX. He ilie«l in the convent of

(Jrotta Ferrata in 10o6.—Benkdict XIII. is a title

assumed hy two poju-s, I'rfrrih: Lmui, a .Spaniard,

chost-n liv the Krench cardinals in l.^iM, and recog-
nisf'd only hv Spain and Scotland up to his death in

1424: i\n^' \'tnr,»z<> Mur-D Orsini (17'24,30), a
learne<l and weIl-dis|>ose<l man, of simple hahits

and jmre morals, who unforttinately yielded him-
self to the giiid.ince of tin* gredly and unscnipulous
Cardinal Coscia, who greatly ahused the conhdence
rejiosed in him. Benedict alwavs exhihited great
miMleration in politics, and an honourahle love of

[•eaoe, and was instrumental in hringing aliout the
Seville treaty of 1729. During this pontificate, a
ivmarkahly large numlK?r of .saints, chietly from the
monastic ordei-s, were added to the calemlar.

—

BENEDirr XIV. ( I'rospero Lamhertini ). the most
worthv to l»e romemlM-red of all the pontill's s^t

name<l, was Inini at Bologna in 1G7."). Before his

elevation, he had distinguished himself hy extensive

learning, and hy marked ahilitv in the lower
otiices. Succeeding Clement Xlf., he hegan his

l»f»ntificate, in 1740, with several wise and concilia-

tory measures; fonmled chairs of physic, chemistry,

ami mathem.itics in Bonie : revived the academy of

Bologna, and instituted others; dug out the ohelisk

in the Campus Martins, constnicted fountains,

nd.uilt churches; csiused the hest English anil

French h<M)ksto he translated into Italian ; and in

many other ways encouraged literature and science.

His piety was sincre. enlightened, and tolerant,

ami his doctrines were well exeinplitied in his

practice. He was extremely concerned for the

morals of the clerg>-, and e.«tahlished a hoard of

examiners for all" candidates to vacant sees.

Two important hulls were jiromulgated hy him,

denouncing such accommodation of Christian

doctrines ami rites to heathen heliefs and

u«i.ages .OS the Jesuits had practised in the East.

The only accusation hrought again>t him hy his

Roman suhiects w.as 'that he wrote and studied

too much, tmt ruled too little,' or left affairs of

husiness too much in the hands of the Cardinal

Valentine. After a painful illness, Benedict XH .

die<l May 3, 1758.

Beiiodiot, St. the founder of Western mona-
chisin, was horn of a wealthy fannly at Nursia,
near Spoleto, in 480 a.d. At an early age he was
sent to the schools of Rome, hut soon grew dissatis-
fied with the sterile character of the instruction
dispensed. The world to the hoy seemed full of
distractions, impurities, and ignorance ; it was
difficult to resist, hy the ordinar\- safeguards of
virtue, the colossal evils with wliich men were
environed ; only, therefore, in the devotions of
religion, in the holy silence of solitary meditation,
did Benedict see a safe refuge from the sins of
the time, and the possihilitv of realising a spiritual
strength which would enahle him to stem the Hood
of corruiition. He resolved to leave the city, and
hciake himself to some deep .solitude where the
murmur of the world would be inaudible, and
alone in the rocky wilderness wrestle with his own
nature, until he had conquered it and laid it a
s.acrifice on the altar of CJod. In pursuance of this
resolution, when he had only reached tlie age of

fourteen, he departed from Rome, accomjianied for

the first 2.") miles by the nur.<e whom his jiarents
had sent with him as an attendant. He then left

her, and retired to a deserted country lying on a
lake, hence called Suhlaqucum (now Suuiaco).
Here, in a cavern (which afterwards received the
name of the Holy Grotto), he dwelt fiu- three years,
until his fame sjuead over the countiy, and multi-
tudes came to see him. He was now apjioinied
abbot of a neighbouring monastery, obser\ ing, or
rather neglecting, the oriental rule; hut soon left

it, a.s the morals of the half-wild monks were
not severe enough. This, however, only excited a
livelier interest in his character, and as lie lived in
a period when the migration and interfusion of
races and nations were being rajddly carried on, he
could not fail tt) draw crowds of wanderei-s about
him. AVealthy Romans also placed their sons
under his care, anxious that they should he trained
for a si)iritual life. Benedict was thus enabled to
found twelve mona.steries, over e.acli of which he
l»laced a suj>erior. The .^^avage Goths even were
attracted to him, and employed in the useful and
civilising practice of agriculture, gardening, \c.
He now sought another retreat, and, along with
a few followei-s, founded a monastery on Monte
Cassino, near Naples, afterwards one of the richest

and most famous in Italy. Here he extir])ated

the lingering relics of paganism, and had his cele-

luateil interview with I'otila, king of the (lotlis, to

whom he spoke frankly and shar])ly on his errors.

In 515 he is said to have composed his Ju-i/ula

Mi>narhorum, in which he aimed, among other
things, at rejiressing the inegular and licentious

life of the wandering monks, l»y introducing stricter

discii)line and order. It eventually became the

common nile of all Western monachism. The
monasteries which Benedict founded were simply
religious colleges, intemled to develop a high
spiritual character, which might beneficially influ-

ence the world. To the abbot was given sujneme
jiower, and he was told to acquit himself in all his

relations with the wisdom of God and of St Bene-
dict. The discipline recommended is milder than
that of oriental monachism with regard to food,

clothing, &c. ; but enjoins continual residence in the

monastery, and, in addition to the usual religious

exercises, directs that the monks shall emjiloy them-
selves in manual labours, imi)arting instruction to

youth, cojiying manuscripts for the lilnary, \c. By
this last injunction, Benedict, though this was not

directly intended, preserved many of the literary

remains of antiquity; for the injunction, which he

gave only with regard to religious l)Ooks, was ex-

tended afterwardN to many secular productions.

It is remarkable that the founder of the most
learne<l of all the monastic orders was himself so
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little of a scholar that St Grej^'oiy the (ireat

(lescrihed hiiu as heinj: 'urioitcr Nrs(tc/is,ct gaplC)lfcr

uu/or(l(i'—\eiUncd\\ ignorant, and wisely unlearned.

St Benedict died .M"arch 21, 543.

BoiiediC't, Sin .Irurs, a musician and coni-

iKtser. (ierman hv liirth, but after 1836 resident in

Enj;land. Born "November 27, 1804, at SUittgart,

wliere his father \vj\s a Jewish banker, he studied

first under Hummel at Weimar, and afterwards

under Weber at Dresden. On Weber's recom-

mendation, he was, in 1824, made musical director

of the German Ojiera, Vienna ; and he afterwards

was ai)i>ointed to the conductorship of the San
Carlo Theatre in Naples. While in Naples, he

protluced an opera buffa called Giacinta ed

Enirsto, and an opera seria, / Portoqhcsi in Goa.

Both were too German to suit the Italian taste,

but later they were well received at Stutt-

gart. In Paris,' and afterwards (1835) in London,
he api)eared with great success as a pianist. In

1 §.3(3 lie took up his permanent residence in London,
and was, during that year, ilirector of the opera

bulla at the Lyceum, where he produced an operetta,

composed in Naples, Un Atuio cd loi Gionio. Turn-
ing Ins attention afterwards to English opera, he
composed The Gijisifs Warning (1838), The Brides

of Venice (1844), dud The Crusaders (1846), three

works which, translated into German, have been
well received in the composer's native country. He
conducted the opera in Covent Garden Theatre in

1843 and 1844, and the Norwich Musical Festival in

1845, and thereafter conducted the Monday Popu-
lar and numerous other concerts and great musical
gatherings in London and in the provinces, besides
being a successful pianoforte teacher. In 1850 he
conducted at Jenny Lind's concerts in America.
In 1860 he produced a cantata. Undine, at the
Norwich Musical Festival, which was very well
received. His Lily of Killarney, first given in
1862 at Covent Garden, Avas his greatest operatic
success. He produced a cantata, Richard Coeur de
Lion (1863); an opera di camera, Tlic Bride of
Song (1864); and the cantatas St Cecilia (\^m)
and Graziella (1882). His oratorio, St Peter,
written for the Birmingham Musical Festival, 1870,
was perliai)s his masterpiece ; it met with extra-
ordinary success. His first symphony also was
received with gn-eat favour in 1873. His music pos-
sesses abundance of fresh and pleasing melody, and
shows the hand of a consummate master, without.
however, any very pronounced individuality of
style. In his earlier works the score owed some-
thing to Rossini, but his later compositions betray
more of the influence of his master, Weber. In style
and feeling, however, they are singularly English
to be the composition of a foreigner. " He was
knighted in 1871, was a corresponding member of
the French Academy, and received decorations
from almost every countn,- on the Continent. He
died in London, June 5, 1885.

Beil4'di4*t Biscop, a great churchman of Anglo-
Saxon linii's, was born aljout 628 of a good North-
umbrian family. At lirst in the service of King
Oswy, he assumed the tonsure in the Benedictine
monastery of Lerins, after his second journey to
Rome. On his return to England from his third
journey, he was apj)ointed abbot of St Peter's at
Canterbury, but this otlice he held only for two
years. He made yet another idlgrimage'to Rome,
and soon after his return received from E<;fritli of
Northumbria, in 674, a grant of land lietween tlie
Wear and the Tyne. Here he founded a monastery,
and endowed it witli numerous books whicli he had
collected in his visits to Rome. 'He was,' savs
William of Malmesliury, 'the first person who
introduced in England constructors of stone e<li-
fices, as well as makers of glass windows.' In 682

he founded a second monastery at Jarrow. Him-
self a man of the most lofty character, he did much
to advance learning and culture in the church,

and to his careful fostering of learning we owe his

great i)upil Bede. He died 12th January 690.

Beiiedi<'tiiie, a liqueur. See Liqueuh.

Benedictines, the general name of all the
monks and nuns following the rule of St Benedict
(480-543). He founded his first twelve monas-
teries at Subiaco, near Rome; thence he jiassed

to Monte Cassino, near Naples, where he wrote his

Hide, and founded the abbey which is still famous.
In his lifetime his disciple, St Placid, spread his

order in Sicily ; and St Maurus in France. St
Gregory the Great was the first (590-604) of the
fifty Benedictines who have occupied the papal
throne, a list which includes such names as St
Leo lY., St Gregory YIL, and St Pius VII., and
which ends with Gregory XVI. , the predecessor of

Pius IX. St Augustine, the disciple of Gregory
the Great, brought the Benedictine rule to England
along with the Christian faith, and became the lirst

of a long list of Benedictine archbishops of Canter-
bury. The English Benedictine, St Boniface,
preached the faith in Germany, and founded there
the great abbey of Fulda. Ansgar, the apostle of

Denmark ; Willibrord, of the Frisians and Dutch
;

Adalbert, of the Bohemians ; and Casimir, of the
Poles, were all Benedictines. Bede and Anselm in

England ; Isidore, Leander, and Ildefonsus in

Spain ; Peter Damiani in Italy, and Bernard in
France, are names which illustrate the hold this

order had upon the teaching of the Catliolic

church. As early as 1354 the order had numbered
24 popes, 200 cardinals, 7000 archbishops, 15,000
bishops, 1560 canonised saints, and 5000 holy per-

sons worthy of canonisation, a number since in-

creased to 40,000. It had possessed 37,000 monas-
teries, 20 emperors, 10 empresses, 47 kings, 50
queens, and an immense number of royal and nolde
persons. In the 15th century there were 15,107
Benedictine monasteries. The Reformation left

not more than 5000 ; and at the present day the
list would not exceed 800.

The Benedictines have been variously grouped to-

gether into 'orders' and 'congregations,' named
after some principal abbey in which they may
have taken their rise, or after some patron saint or
country. The first of these sprang from the abbey
of Clugny in 910. From Citeaux, under the Eng-
lishman St Stephen, came the Cistercians ( 1098 ). In
Italy St Romuald founded the order of Canialdoli
(1009); St John Gualbeit that of Vallombrosa
(1070) ; St William that of Monte Vergine (1119).
The Silvestrines (1231) and Celestines (1'274) bear
the names of their founders; the Olivetans (1319)
that of their first abbey. The congregation of jNlonte

Cassino was formed by the union of several abljeys
in Italy in 1415, and still exists, though much shorn
of its strength. The great abl)ey of St Paul's in

Rome belongs to it. The principal congregation in
Germany was that of Bursfeld, which disappeared
with the 18th century ; but in 1868 the congregation
of Beuron arose in the Prussian emj)ire, and now
counts four flourishing abbeys. In the Austrian
empire there still exist tAventy out of a much larger
number of independent abbeys, of which many date
back to the 8th and 9th centuries. The juincipal are
Salzburg, Melk, Krems, and Martensljerg in Hun-
gary. In 1712 a congregation of Armenian Bene-
dictines established itself at San Lazzaro, near
Venice, under the name of their founder Mechitar,
and still continues a source of religion and learning
for its mother-country. In France the congregation
of St Vanne was erected in 1600 ; along Avith that
of Tiron it was absorbed into that of St Maur in
1627 ( see Maurists ).
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The Revolution of 1792 swept all away, but in
18.S7 I>. tJiU'iaiijrer foumletl the 'French Congre-
gation' at Solesnies, and it now reckons three
ahheys. In accordance with a. Bull of the Lateran
Council (I2I0), which conimandetl Benedict-
ines to unite to>,'ether into conj^re-^'at ions, eleven
Scottish monasteries which had heen founded at
ditlerent dates in various parts of (.Jerniany were
erected into one lK)dy. The most important were
Wiirzl)ur<,', P>furt, and Vienna. Of these none
now exist. Tiie English congregation was founded
in 1300 by the union of all the English monasteries
then existing. It included, among the 1 l.S numbered
by Tanner, all tiie greater alibcys and catiiedrals,

and four other abbeys wiiidi have since become
cathedrals of England. It was despoiled at the
Reformation, ami its few surviving nieml>ers took
refuge and multiplied abroad, whence they returned
at the French Revolution. In Scotland the i)nn-

cijial Benedictine mon;\steries were lona, Dunferm-
line, Coiiiiiiu'liam, Kelso, Arbroath, Paisley, Mel-
rose, Kilwinning, and Lindores. In tiie L'nited
Kingdom in 1S87 there were eight lienedictine
nn>nasteries for men, and the same number
for women, together with a large number of parish
churches serve<l by Bene<lictines. The abliey of

Fort Augustus, the only one in Scotland, wa-s

founded Ih7s, anil in it is perjietuated whatever
remained of the Sciittisii al»bey at Ratisljon. During
the present centurj' the order Inus spread widely in

the l'nited States, wfiere there are eight large

abln-ys and a numl«>r of smaller establishments.

The mother abliev of St Vincent's, I'ennsylvania,

nufiib<'i-s i:{0 monKs. .Mon;isteries have been estab-

lisli'-d also in .Vustralia. one among the aborigines,

ami in N'fw /« iland ; and the su|>pressed congreg.a-

tion <<t \'all.iilcilid .and Montserrat in Spain have
liegun to P- < --tjiblisli tlK'Miselves. In 1S.")1 a new
cimgregalii>n w.is erecte<l under the jjresidency of

the ablM'v of Subiaco, one of the original founda-
tions of St Benedict, .ind h.us widely propagated.

r/ic liulr 'if St lit iialiit is a modification of that

of the eastern jiscetics, St B.osil, Cjussi.an, \c. It

w.is the first to introduce Sfn/n/it;/, or the binding

of the monk to a permanent abode in a monivsterv,

anil in the practice of moniustic life till death.

This is the hrst of the Benedictine's three vows;
the second is CoHVirsiuii <>f Mnnncrs—'i.Q. the

striving after perfection of life; and the third,

Ohiihnuc arrun/iii'j to the liith-, by the tenor of

which tlie monk is lM)und to chivstity, to the re-

nunciation of jtrivate property, to retirement from

the world, to the daily and public solemnisation of

the divine ollicc, and to a life of frugality and labour

under lilial oliedience to the abbot. Hos|)itality

and the other works of mercy, corporal and spiritual,

are strongly inculcated in" the rule, and among
these, Benedictine monks have always given a high

jdaee to the work of education and instruction in

worldlv and religious learning. Both these still

form the |)rincipal subjects of their employment.

From the days of Charlemagne to the 12tli or 13th

centurv, the Benedictine monasteries were almost

the oni v repositories of learning ; the literary labours

of the Maurists in the 1 St h century are proverbial,

and to this il.iy it wonlil be ilitKcult to find a

Benedictine monastery without at least its 'in-

ternal' school of phiiosonhy and theology. The

modern congregation of Beuron is famous for its

schonl of art.

The Benedictine habit consists of a tunic and

Scapular ( (|. v. ), over which is worn a long full go^yn

cjilli'd a rijirl, with a liooil to cover the head. Tlie

colour is not specified in the rule, and it i.s con-

jectured tliat tlie early Benedictine wore white as

W.'ing the natural colour i>f undyed wool. For many
centuries, however, black has been the prevailing

colour, whence the term 'black monk" comes to

mean a Benedictine in general, or one who does not
belong to certain congregations which have a
special colour—e.g. the Camaldolese, the Cister-
cians and Olivetans wear white, and the Silves-

trines blue. The latter are numerous in Ceylon.
St Benedicts twin-sister Scholastica is supposed

to have lived under his rule, and Benedictine nuns
have always been as numerous as Benedictine
monks. At present the number of their convents
probably much exceeds that of the monasteries
of men. For the 'Benedictine Editions,' see
Maurists.

See Annalcs On/inia Sti Benedict i, and Acta Sauctorum
Ordinis Sti Benedicti, by Mabillon ; Apostulatug Bcnc-
dictinorum in AiiiiHn, Reyncr ; Album Benedicti it urn

(St Vincent's, Pennsylvania, 1880); The Hobi Rule of
St Benedict (Fort Augustu.s, 1885); The Monks of the
IVent, Montalunibert.

Beiiodictioil ( from the Lat. benedicere, liter-

ally, 'to speak well of;' ' to commend') is a solemn
invocation of the Divine blessing ni)or. men or

things. The ceremony in its simplest form may be
consiilered almost coeval with the earliest expres-

sions of religious feeling. The Sabbath is said to

have been blessed. Jacob blessed his two grandsons.
Christ 'took bread and blessed it,' and ' lifting up
his hands,' blessed his disciples. In the ininiitive

church the custom gradually develojied itself in

various lituigical forms. In Protestant churches
a form of benediction is used at the close of religious

services. In the Romun Church a priestly benedic-

tion has been delined as a formula of imperative
prayer, which, in a<ldition to the desire which
It e.xpresses, transmits a certain grace or virtue

to the object over which it is pronounced. Such
ecclesiastical benedictions are generally accom-
panied with the sprinkling of holy water and the

use of incense, ana universally with the sign of the

cross. Prescribed forms may be gathered from the

missal, breviary, and pontifical, or may be found

collected in the IkitolirtiniKilc lliiinaiiuiii. Certain

blessings form i)art of the liturgical .services which
only occur at stated sea.sons, as the blessing of

the candles on Candlemas Day, of the ashes on

Ash Wednesday, and of the palms, the sacred

lire, the incense grains, the ]>,i.schal candle, font

and baptismal water, during Holy Week. .Many

ancient and curious ceremonies are used at the

blessing of altars or of church-bells by the bishop.

()ther objects Un which special blessings are pro-

vided in the Bcuciliitionalc are fields, houses, ships,

cattle, noxious animals, articles of food, and even

railroails and telegraphs. Water mingled with

blessed salt for the devotional use of the faithful in

church or at home is as a rule i)repared every week.

This iKiiia bcncdirta or holy water in turn conveys

a blessing to persons or objects aspersed with it.

Priests having special faculties for the puri)osc may
ble.ss crosses and rosaries, which only, when so

blessed, imi>art the jiapal indulgence to those who
use them. So great was the importance attached by

Roman Catholics to this delegated i)apal blessing,

that in 1J71 the English iiarliament, in retaliation

against the pope for attein|iting to depose Elizabeth,

imposed the penalties of onemunire on anyone who
should bring into the realm an Agnus Dei (a medal

of wax ), crosses, ])ictures, or beads consecrated or

hallowed bv the Bishop of Rome, or by authority

ilerived from him. The papal benediction con-

veyed to a dying person carries with it a plenary

indulgence.
' On certain occasions ( as on his

jubile'e, January 1, 1888), the pope pronounced a

solemn benediction nrbi ct orbi (on the city and

the world).
Benediction is also the name given in some

countries (in French, Lc Sfi/id) to a brief aiid

i)opular service of coniparati\ely modern origin in

the Roman Church. It consists of certain canticles
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anil antiphons snnrr in presence of the sacred host,

which is exposed tor the occasion on a 'throne'

above the altar. The service is concluded by the

priest, wrapped in a veil, taking the monstrance

which contains the host, and therewith making the

sign of the cross over the people, and givinjf to

tiieni in silence the benediction of the most holy

sacrament.

Beiiedic'tUS, the canticle of Zacharias (Luke, i.

(58-79), used in the Roman service of matin-lauds,

and thence adopted into the Anglican morning
service.

Beiiediv. Ji'lius Roderick, a German actor,

manager, and play-writer, was born at Leipzig in

ISll, and died there September 26, 1873. Of his

numerous pieces, the best are his comedies, most of

whicli are favourites in Germany, for their humor-
<ms, intricate plot, constant change of incident

and scene, and natural, but witty, dialogue. His
dramatic works till 27 vols. (1846-74).

Benefice, or BEXKFirtrM, was first aj^iplied in

the Lombard laws and the Constitutions of Charle-

magne to the life-interests in land, which were the

reward of military service, and afterwards devel-

oped into hereditary feudal grants ; but is now
used in England to denote any kind of church pro-

motion or dignity, but specially a ' benefice with
cure of souls,' such as rectories, ^^carages, and
other parochial cures, as distinguished from bishop-

rics, deaneries, cathedral preferments, and other

ecclesiastical dignities or offices. Some benefices

are called exempt or peculiar, by which is meant
that they are not to be under the ordinary control

and ailministration of the bishop ; but such exempt
or i)eculiar benefices are nevertheless, so far as

relates to pluralities and residence, subject to the
archbishop or bishop within whose province or

diocese they are locally situated.

There are, in general, four requisites to the
enjoyment of a benefice. 1st, Holy orders, or
ordination at the hands of a bishop of the estab-
lished church or other canonical bishop (a Roman
Catholic priest may hold a benefice in the Church
of England on abjuring the tenets of his church,
but he is not ordained again) ; 2d, Presentation, or
the formal gift or grant of the benefice by the lay
or ecclesiastical patron ; 3d, Institution at the
hands of the bishop, l)y which the cure of souls is

committed to the clergyman ; and 4th, Induction,
which is performed by a mandate from the bishop
to the archdeacon to give the clergyman posse.ssion
of the temporalities. Where the bishop is himself
also patron, the presentation and institution are one
and the same act, and called the collation to the
l>enefice. The spiritual duties of a benefice are
those connected with pu1>lic Avorship, baptism,
marriage, burial, and the administration of the
Lord's Supper, with less defined duties of visitation
<»f and intercourse with parishioners. The emolu-
ments of a rector consist of the freehold of the par-
sonage house, the glebe, the tithes, and other
duties ; the vicar has only a proportion of these.
The rector is liable for the repair of the chancel,
and has seri(ms duties in connection with the
church and the churchyard, which in the ordinary
ca.se are his freehold. (See Cripps or Philli-
more on Church Law.)' In Scotland, bene-
fices are divided into temporalities or lands and
spiritualities or teinds. The former were taken by
the crown at the Reformation and erected into
lordships in favour of the lords of erection, titulars,
and conmiendators

; but in the 17th century most of
these estates returned to the crown. . These titulars
ha<l also rights of drawing teind from other lands,
a public grievance, which was settled bv the cele-
brated decrees arbitral of Charles I. The spiritu-
alities, or main body of the teinds, are still held by

the Church of Scotland (see Teind.s, Augmenta-
TIOX, Stii'END). The election of ministers now
proceeds under the Patronage Act, 1874. The
minister in Scotland has a manse and glel)e, Imt
not the same rights in the church or churchyard,

as in England. See Advowson, Simony, Plur-
ality.

Beneficiary is a legal term used in both
England and Scotland to denote a person who is

in the enjoyment, or is ultimately entitled to the
enjoyment, "of any interest or estate held in trust by
others. The technical term in the law of England
is Cestui que trust

(
q.v. ). Thus, annuitants, special

legatees, and residuary legatees are all lieneficiaries.

In charitable trusts of a discretionary chai'acter there
is often doubt as to who the beneficiaries really are,

and both under statute and at common law the
courts or the commissioners are occasionally asked
to reform a charity, which often means changing
the class of beneficiaries. Beneficiaries are entitled

to protect the trust estate by interdict and injunc-

tion against improper acts of the trustees, and also

to sue the trustees for an accounting. See Trust.

Benefit of Clergy. This expression relates

to a former state of the law of England, which
shows the power of the clergy and the ignorance of

the people. The benefit or privilege meant little

short of the total exemption of the clerical order,

in respect of crimes and otfences, from the jurisdic-

tion and authority of the secular magistrate. The
only exception to this was the priest being held in

custody by the king himself ; but even in that
case, he could only remain in such regal custody
vvath the pleasure and consent of the bishop, who
had entire control over his person, and over the
inquirj' into his olTence. If a priest or ' clerk ' hap-
pened to be imprisoned by the secular arm, on a
criminal charge or capital felony, he was, on the
bishop's demand, to be instantly delivered up with-
out any further inquisition ; not, indeed, to l)e let

loose upon the country, but to be detained I13' the
ordinary, till he had either purged himself from the
olfence, or, having failed to do so, ha<I been de-

graded. The compurgation before the church
court was arranged entirely in favour of the
accused. This state of things continued till the
Statute of Westminster the First (1275), which
provided that the prisoner must first be indicted
before he could be claimed, and then in the reign
of Henry VI. it was settled that the prisoner must
first be convicted, and might either then claim his

clergy by plea declining the jurisdiction, or, as was
most usually practised, after conviction, by way of

arresting judgment. The test of admission to this

singular privilege was the clerical dress and tonsure
—i.e. the claimant must be .strictly in orders and
not a mere assistant. The statute Pro Clero ( 1350),
hoAvever, extended it to all manner of clerks, and
by later practice it was extended to all who could
read, whether of the clerg;y' or laity—a mark of

great learning in those days—and therefore capable
of becoming clerks. Women, however, except pro-
fessed nuns, were until the Reformation excluded.
But laymen could only claim it once, and upon so
doing were burned on the hand, and discharged

;

to be again tried, however, by the bishop, whose
investigation usually resulted in an acquittal,

which, although the otlender had been previously
convicted l)y a jury, or jjerhajis on his own con-
fession, had the effect of restoring him to his
liberty, his credit, and his property. The mode in
which the test of reading Avas applied was as
follows : On conviction, the felon demanded his

clergy, whereupon a book (commonly a psalter)
was put into his hand, which he was required to
read, when the judge demanded of the bishop's
coiimiissary, who was present, Legit ut clericus?
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antl upon the answer to this question depended tlie
C(>n\*ict's fate ; if it were simply legit, the prisoner
wjis lturne<l on tlie hand, and discharged ; but if

mm hijit, lie suttered tlie punishment due to his
otlence. IJy a series of statutes most of the serious
crimes and all cajtital crimes had heen excluded
from l)enetit of clerjxy before the end of tlie 17th
century, Imt it wa,s extended to all pei-sons con-
victed of clerfiyahle oflences. whether they could
read or not ; and instead of burning on the hand,
a discretionary power was given to the judge to
inllict a pecuniary fine or imprisonment. Xewly-
createtl felonies, which were numerous in the IStli

century, were not <>ntitle<l to tiic benefit, liut all

further attemi)ts to modify and imorove the law
on this subject proving imjjracticable, the benefit
of clergv wa.s at hvst totally abolishe(l, by the 7 and
8 CJeo. i V. chap. 28 ; an<l now by the 4 and 6 Vict,
chap. '2:2. the same is the law with regard to the
i>eer.s. This privilege had never any existence or
legal meaning in Scotland. See Hale's ririts of the
Croini : and St»'|>hen's Ili.storii of the Ciiminal Law
of Kii'ilaiol. i. 4.V.t.

Benefit of Inventory, in the Scots law, wa.s

a legal jirivilcge whereby an heir secured himself
against unlimited liability for his ancestor, by
giving up, within the Aiiinis (IcUherdmli (q.v. ), an
inventory of his heritage or real estate, to the
extent of which, and no further, was the heir
lialile. The motho<l of obtaining this ]>rivilege was
simplified in 1847 and 1H08. but it is now super-
seded by tlie general dwlaratitm in the Convey-
ancing (Scotland) Act, 1874, that 'an heir shall not
1k' lialde for the «lebts of his ancestor beyond the
value of the estate of such ance>tor to which he
succeeds.' Of course this does not prevejit universal
liability where the estate is conveyed by a general
settlement of all projierty lK?Iongiiig to the an-
cestor. See ANXfs DKLiiiEn.vNDi, Imierit.\xce,
I>EI!T. and MoHTO.VfJF.

Benefit Soeleties, a-'^sociations for mutual
benefit ciiietly among the lalM)uring cla.s.ses, are
better kn<nvn under the name of FiUKNDI.Y
SocrETIKs, and are described under that head;
while the associations sometimes called Henefit

IJiiilding Societies, are discu.s.sed at Building
S<kii:tik.s.

Be'neke, Fuikdricii Edi ard, profes.sor of

j>hilo^o|iliy in Berlin, wa-s born in that city in 1798,

and studied theology and |ihilt)sophy, first at Halle,

and then at Berlin. In 18'20 he conimenceil lectur-

ing in the latter university, but his lectures were
soon interdi('t<'d by the minister Allenstein, a.s

his philosojihioal \ iews were ouite oj)i)ose<l to those

of Hegel. For three years lie taugiit at (Jottin-

gen, but in 18'27 his lectures at Berlin were again

allowed, and in 1S32, on HegelV death, he was
ajipointed extraordinary jirofessor of I'hilosonhy.

In .March 1834 Beneke disappeared sndilcnly tiom

his residence, ami notiiing nii>re was iieard of him
until June 18.">(i, wlien ids body was found in

tiie canal at t'harlottenburg. Beneke has more
atlinity with British thinkers than any other

(Jennan pliilosoi)her. His most inijmrtant works

are on p.sychology, which he in.sists must be

founded oii the filets of our consciousness. His

.system of psycliology is tiierefore what the Ger-

inans call 'empirical,' and his method is the

II:icoiiian ius pursued in natural science.

Beneven'tO (ancient Benevcntum), a city of

Southern Italy, ca]>ital of a Campanian province

of the .same name, is situated on a hill near the

confluence of the Calore and Sabato, 61 miles

NK. of Najiles by rail. It occupies the site of the

ancient citv. out of the materials of which it is

entirely built, and is surrounded by walls about

2 miles in circumference. It has a citadel, a tine

old cathedral, some noteworthy churches, and a
magnificent arch, erected in 114 .\.d. to the honour
of the Emperor Trajan, which, with tlie single
excej)tion of that of Ancona, is the best preserved
specimen of Roman architecture in Italy. It is an
arcliiepisco])al see, and has a population of (1891)
2(),(X)0, chiefly engaged in tlie manufacture of
leather, parchment, and plated goods. The town
was in the possession of the Samnites when history
first takes notice of it, and it appeai-s to have been
captured from them by the Romans some time
during the third Sanmite war (•298-'290 B.C.). It
was certainly in the hands of the Romans in 274
l!.c. ; and six years later they changed its name
from Maleventum to Beneventuin, and made it a
Roman colony. The Carthaginians under Ilanno
were twice decisively defeated in the immediate
neighlx)urhood during the second Punic war. It
lapidly rose to be a place of im])ortance under the
lioman empire; under the Lombards, who con-
•jueretl it in the Gtli century, it cont'nue<l to
flourish; and at length it became capital of a duchy
which included nearly the half of the late king-
dom of Naples. This was seized by the Normans

;

the town was given (1053) to the i>ope by the
Emperor Henry III. Thenceforward, until" 18(i0,

Avhen it was uniteil with the kingdom of Italy,
Benevento continued, with slight intervals, to he
govenie<l through a resident cardinal with the title

of Legate. In 1806 it was bestowed by Napoleon,
with the title of prince, on Talleyrand ; but it was
restored to the pope in 1815.—The province of

Benevento has an area of 834 sq. m. ; pop. (esti-

mated 1892) 245,834.

Benevolenee, in the history of the law of

England, was a species of forced loan or contribu-

tion, levied by kings without legal autiioiity. It

was first so called in 1473, when asked from his

subjects by Edward IV. as a mark of good-will
towards his rule, but similar compulsory 'free-will

ofVerings ' had not l>een uncommon in former reigns.

I'nder Richard III., in 14S4, an act of parliament
abf)lished benevolences as ' new and unlawful in-

ventions," but spite of this they continued to be
exacted by Richard himself and V>y Henry VII. In

1614 Jame.s I. trie<l, but with little .success, to raise

money by this expedient, and it was never again

attempted by the crown ; Charles I. expressly

declining to have recoui-se to it.

Beilfey. Theopor, a gieat orientalist and com-
parative philologist, was l)orn of Jewish parents

near (Jottingen in January 1809. He studied in

(Jfittingen, Munich, Frankfort, ami Heidelberg,

devoting himself especially to clas.sical and com-
I»arative jiliilology. In 1862 he was appointe<l to

the chair of Sanskrit and Comparative Pliilology in

the university of (iottingen, which he held till his

death in June 1881. One of his earliest literary

eflbrts was a translation of Terence (Stutt. 1837);

after this, however, he turned his attention almost

exclusively to comparative philology, oriental

languages, especially Sanskrit, and mythology. In

his fifty years devoted with rare enthusiasm and
]»ersistency to lingniistic .studies, he did more than

any other scholar to enlarge the boundaries of

Sa'nskiit i)liil<dogy. In comparative i)l)ilology,

though an adherent of Bopp, he deviated from

his master in deiiving all Indo-European words

from monosylhihic primitive verbs. Ihis concej)-

tion depends on his theory of the origin of stem

suffixes. These, he holds,' are almost all derived

from a fundamental form ant, which ai)iK'ai-s

in the present participle of verbs. To support

this view he assumes the most violent permu-

tations of sounds which set all phonetic laws

at defiance. For his theory, see his Lexicon of

Greek Boots (Ber\. IS30), Short Sanskrit Grammar
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(Lnnd. 1868). and nninerous essays. In Sanskrit

he laid a foundation for the true study of the \ eda

by editing' tlie SihiKt Veda ( Leip. 18-4S) with

f;'lossary and translation ; and this work he con-

Tinued hy a scholarly translation of the iirst man-

dcda of the Kig Vecla in his magazine Orient tind

Occident (Gott. 18(33-04). His Vedic grammar,

for which he had been collecting materials for

manv vears, was left untinislied. He also pub-

lished a Coinpfefc Sanskrit Grammar, Chrcstomcdhy

and Gfossari/ {Leip. 1854), and a Sanskrit-English

Dirtiona ri/ (Lond. 1866).

In comparative folklore his inincipal Avork is a

translation of the Panchafantra (q.v.), publislied

at Leipzig in two volumes in 1859. It is accom-

panied with elaborate notes, and the first volume

consists entirely of an introduction in which he

traces the course of these Indian stories in their

wanderings and transformations, both in eastern

and western literatures.

Bengal' ( old Banijuld ; the Banga of Sanskrit

topography ), a name given to part of British India,

but variously signifying— ( 1 ) the old historical

presidency which, in pre-mutiny times, comprised

the greater porti<m of Northern India; (2) the

modern military ilivision, corresponding in extent

to tlie old presidency ; and (3) the modern province,

sometimes also called Lower Bengal, comprising

Bengal Proper, Behar, OrLssa, and Chhota Nagpur.
The word ' presidency ' (a relic of the East India

Company's time, when the tiiree settlements were
eacli administered by a president and council) is

still loosely applied to the province as well as to

Calcutta itself ; but it is actually retained in the

Army List, the Bengal Presidency command lieing

held by the 'Commander-in-chief in India,' to

whom the Commanders-in-chief of Bombay ami
^ladras are subordinate. Lower Bengal is so called

in contradistinction to the ' Upper Provinces ' of

the obsolete presidency, which are now placed
under separate administrations.
The modern province, ruled by a lieutenant-

governor, is the largest and most populous of the
twelve divisions of British India. It is nearly as
large as Sjiain, and half as large again as Great
Britain and Ireland : while it has a population
nearly double that of the I'uited Kingdom. Tlie
census of 1881 gave a population of 66,750,520 in

Britisii territory (corresponding to a density of

436 per square mile) and 2,845,405 in the feuda-
tory states. The following are the census figures

for"^ 1891 :

Square Miles. Inh.ibitants.

Bengal Proper 70,430 38,277,330
Behar 44,139 24,393,504
Chliota Xagpur 2(5,9GC 4,628,792
Orissa 9,053 4.047,352

150,588 71,340,987
Feudatory States 30,034 3,290,379

Total 187,222 74,643,866

Roughly speaking, Bengal comprises tlie low-lying
delta.s of the Ganges and Braiimaputra, and" the
alluvial jdains stretching along tiieir lower courses.
In tlie N. it is iiemmed in by the Himalayan
ramparts •, in tlie SW. angle the hilly region of
Chhota Nagi)ur forms a continuation of'the Centra,!
Indian plateau ; while on the SE. a coast-line
of 550 miles extends round the top of the Bay of
Bengal, from Puri, in the south of Orissa, to'the
point at which Chittagong is terminated by the
Lower Bnrmali fnmtier. Altliough for the 'most
part level, Bengal is diversified in various parts by
peaks and spurs thrown out from the great moun-
tain-systems. Lying between 19' 18' and 28° 15'
N. lat., and 82° and 97° E. long., it is bounded
landwards by the native states of Nepaul, Sikkim,
and I]luitan, on the N. ; by Assam and Upper
Burmah on the E. ; by the North-Mest Provinces

and the Central Indian Agency on the W. ; and on
the S. by Madras. The province is portioned

out into nine large administrative tracts called

divisions, each under a commissioner, and of these,

five—Calcutta (or Presidency), Burdwan, Rajshahi,

Dacca, and Chittagong—form what is known as

Bengal Proper, a name which is now jtiirely geo-

graphical. The other divisions are Patna and
Bhagalpur (forming the old province of Behar),
Orissa, and Chhota Nagpur. These commis-
sionerships are again divided into 45 districts,

each with a magistrate, and among these may
be named the densely-peopled metropolitan
districts of Hugli (Hooghly ), Howrah, and the 24
Parganas ; and the rich trading districts of Dacca,
Faridpur, and Patna. The average district in

Bengal has an area of 3325 sq. m. , more than half

the size of Yorkshire. The distinctive features of

Bengal are its immense network of rivers, the magni-
ficent range of the Himalayas, the luxuriant but
fever-haunted Terai at the base of the great moun-
tain-chain, and the trackless forests and jungles of

the Sundarbans ( Sunderbunds), on the sea-face of

'the delta—the almost undisputed home of the tiger

and rhinoceros. Besides the main streams of the
Ganges and Brahmaputra, the chief rivers are the
Gogra, Son, Gandak, Kusi, Tista, Hugli (formed
by the Bhagirathi and Jalangi), the Damodar, and
Rupnarayan ; and, in the extreme south, the
Mahanadi, or ' Great River ' of Orissa. All the
rivers are subject to Hoods, bring down an immense
quantity of soil, and thousands of square miles in

the delta thus receive a splendid top-dressing everj^

year. The country is so enriched by this system of

recuperation as ' to defy the utmost power of over-

cropping to exhaust its fertility.' As compared
with Northern India, Bengal is remarkable for the
absence of large cities. Calcutta, the capital, is

one of the largest cities in the Avorld, having a
population of 800,000. But the other towns are
small, the next largest being Patna, with 180,000
inhabitants. Altogether there are 33 towns with
upwards of 20,000 inhabitants, including Dacca,
Gaya, Bhagalpur, Darlihanga, ]\Ion^diyr, Arrah,
Cuttack, Murshidabad, Dinapur, Burdwan, Kiish-
nagar, Naihati, and Chittagong. On the Hugli,
within 20 miles of Calcutta, stand the small French
settlement of Chandernagore, the Portuguese
Hugli, the Dutch Chinsura, and the Danish
Serampur. All these are now places of diminished
importance, but they give to the river Hugli a
peculiar historical significance ; all but Chander-
nagore have been ceded to England, the Danish
town as late as 1845.

The climate of the plains is similar to that of the
Indian seaboard everywliere—hot and humid. But
inland in Behar it is much drier, A\ith hot winds in

summer ; while in ascending the hills, every variety
of climate is met with, till the perpetual snow-line
is reached. The ordinary range of temperature in
the plains is from about 52° F. in the cold season,
to 103° in the shade in summer. In good European
houses the temperature in the hottest months can
be kept down to 95°. The hill-station of Darjiling,
at an elevation of 6685 feet, has a mean tempera-
ture of 54°. In the eastern districts the average
yearly rainfall is over 100 inches, while on the
hillsides this is greatly exceeded. Calcutta
has only 66, Darjiling 126, and Chera Punji (in

Assam) has 527, the largest fall recorded in the
world. Bengal is exposed to the heavj' sweep of
the Monsoon (q.v.), while cyclonic Maves and river

inundations are frequent, carrying at times terrible
havoc far into the low-lying country. In a cyclonic
Avave on the Orissa coast in September 1885 there
perished 5000 souls. At the same time, eartlKjuakes
are not infrequent, a severe shock which traversed
the province in July 1885 having caused wide-
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spread destruction of property. Tlie people are
mostly employed in ajirioulture, and amonj,' the
chi'>f i>nkluct« are intli;,'o, jute, the opium i«)ppy,
oil seeds, many varieties of rice, cinchona, tea,
turmeric, pejiper, the silk muUierry, cotton, sujrar,
and iunumeralde ;,'mins, spices, and dni^rs. Upmm
is :v ;,'oveniment monopoly ; and cinchona is ciiiellv
grown at the government plantation at Dariilin-i,
althou<;!i there are also some private jJlanta-
tions yielding perhai»s 30,<.KX> lb. of dry bark.
The enormous wealth of Bengal lies in its vast pro-
duction (if articles of commerce. From its position
in rehition to tiie interior, a vast traffic passes
through Bengal, much of the wheat of the Nortli-
west, an<l the jute and tea of Assam, finding an
outlet at Calcutta. Thus, e.vclusive of opium'^and
railway material, Calcutta receives yearly from
the interior commercial products to the value of
40 millions sterling, which are mostly re-exjtorted.
With a large foreign traile of between £60,0<A),»X»0
and £8n,(i<J(),00<) a year, about !)o per cent, of which
l»elongs to Calcutta, the value of the direct trade
witli (Jreat Britain during the last decade
averaged, to Great Britain £16,000,000, and from
Great Britain £15,00<»,<M», a year. The principal
e.xports are opium, rice, jute, oil-.seeds, indigo,
cotton, wheat, and hides and skins. A large trade
Is dune in gunny-bags, Calcutta in one vear ex-
porting ().'), <M^),()6o of them, in addition "to 5876
84|uare miles of reserved forests, there are in culti-
vation over 36 milli<m acres under rice, 12 million
acres under wheat ami otlier foo«l grains, and 3i
million iicres under oil-seeds; the other jirincipal
crops are sugar, indigo, tobacco, cotton, and tea.
(Jrt-at intfie^t attaches to the cultivation of tea,
which rapidly came to hold a front rank among
Indian iiidustrie.s. There are abotit 4<X) tea-gardens
in l»arjiling district and the Terai, including Jal-

paiguri ; the As.sam produce also passes tliinugh

the [irovince. Systematic forest conservancy has

done much to check indiscrinunate <lestniclion of

timber, and to increa-e the government revenue
(from the ' reserve<l forests').

Bengal has considerable mineral wealth. In

Burdwan, coal, iron, and copper are worked, but

the iron-smelting ha.s hardly been a commercial
succes.s. There are alMuit 100 collieries (in four

or live dillerent coallield.>., of which the most
im|M»rtant is at Kanigani), many of them worked
liy steam power, and the total output is over

l,5(>>,i-NA» ton.H. The 50 jtite and cotton mills

around Calcutta are even a more striking indica-

tion of industry, em|doying 50,0<J0 hands. This

new cotton manufacture in some mesisure takes the

place of the old native industry in fine cottons

and muslins, almost annihilated by the comjietition

of Lanciushire. Large quantities of salt are ob-

tained by evaporating .sea water (but the bulk of

the .salt used in Bengal isimp<uted from Cheshire) ;

and the productiim of saltpetre is very con>ider-

able. Lacquer, sugar, ropes and cables, leather,

lK>rcelain and stoneware are also am<mgst the

manufactures. There are over -JUOO miles of rail-

way (including the Darjiling-IIimalayati, one of

the most wonderful mountain-railways in the

worl.l ). There are WJOO miles of telegraph. Several

distinct systems of canals provide for conveyance

of g<K)ds, and irrigate a vast area of land.

Standing far in advance of the rest of India in

eilucation, the enlightened cla.s.-es in Bengal are

lavgelv emploved in government service. The
province h:us five colTeges affiliated to the university

of Calcutta: but there are .-)0 ' institutions ' cata-

lognn-d as giving university education ; S.KX) second-

ary schools and over 50,0<3o i)rimary .schools. ^^ ith

engineering, normal, industrial, and other schools,

ther.- were in all in IMIl neariv .-)4.(H)(i public educa-

tional institutions, with 1,4W,000 pupils, Ijesules

lo.OOO private institutions, with 140,000 pupils.
Bengal has also over 4<JU0 jirivate native schools,
with 4."),000 pupils. See the articles India and
liooks there cited, C.\LCtTTA, Bkahmo Suma J, (Jv;c.

The army in the military province of Bengal
amounts in' all to 130,000," of whom over 45,000
are British troops. Including Eurasians, there are
ujjwards of 40,000 Europeans in the province, of
whom nearly .30,000 are in Calcutta and its neigh-
Ixturhood. Of the Europeans, 11,000 are British-
born. In Bengal there are also 800 Armenians,
300 Chinese (shoemakers and carpenters in Cal-
cutta), 150 Parsis, and 1000 Jews.
Within the province there is a great variety

of race, lan'rnage, religion, and degrees of civilisa-

tion. A large proportion of the people are
descended from the Aryan stock ; but no sharp
line can be drawn between those called Hindus

I and those reckoned aborigines or non-Aryan, as
many low-caste Hindus are wholly aboriginal in
blood. There is within the lieutenant-governorship
every degree of civilisation from that of the
English educated, sceptical Hindu gentleman, to
the i)riniitive hillmen. Although essentially a
Hindu province, Bengal has 23 million Moslem
inhabitants, mainly belonging to the upper da.sses,

while 2A millions are semi-savage tribesmen, and
13.S,000 are returned as Christian converts. Ben-
galis speaking Bengali (q.v.) number 3Gi millions;
Hindustani .speakers, 25 millions. In Bengal Proper
the Santals are the most notable aboriginal stock ;

in the feudatory states are the Kolarian or
Uravidian Gonds, Kols, and Bhuiyas, as well as
Indo-Chinese tribes. Of the whole population, the
census returns 4(J,2.')0,0(K) as 'unemployed,' but
this number includes 30,460,000 women, besides

male children. Two millions of women work as

agricultural labourers, and nearly as many in

manufactures. Of men 15,332,500 are landowners
or agriculturists ; over a million are commercial

;

2A millions industrial ; 624,500 are professional

;

and 15,S30,(X)0 unemployed (mainly old men and
children).

The history of Bengal is merged in that of

India. The Mohammedan conquest dates from
12(Kt. The East India Comjiany niatle its earliest

settlements, j)urely commercial in character, in

the first half of the 17th century. The old

settlement was the key-stone of the British

empire in India ; and in the opinion of General
Chesney (

Indian Pvlitu ) it is even yet the one jiart

of India which would be worth retaining were the

rest to go. Main facts in the strictly provincial

history are the Permanent Settlement of the Land
Keveime enacted by Lord Cornwallis in 1793, by
which the rights of proprietoi-s were defined and
secured in perpetuity ; and the Tenancy Act of

1885, a sui>i)lement to the older measure, intended

to protect the rights of the cultivatois. See

Indja.

Beiisal* Bay of, a portion of the Indian Ocean,

of the figure of a triangle. Its southern si<le, drawn
from Coromandel to Malacca, so as merely to leave

on the right both Ceylon and Sumatra, may be

stated at 1200 miles. The bay receives many large

rivers—the Ganges and the Brahmaputra on the

north, the Irawadi on the east, and on the west

the Mahanadi, the Godavery, the Krishna, and

tlie Cauvery. On the west coast there is hardly

anything worthy of the name of harbour ; Avhile on

the east there are many good ports—such as Akyab,

Gwa, Maulmain, Tavoy River. The islands in the

bay are very numerous, and include the Andaman,
Nicobar, a'nd Mergui groups. The mons,)ons

prevail over the whole of the north ])art of the

Indian Ocean, of which the Bay of Bengal is a

part, and also over the maritime tracts of Bengal

Itself. See Monsoon.
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Beii;u:ali Lansuaffe. one .)t the >seven great

Aryan \ eniaeulars of India, si)oken mainly in the

basin of the I.ower Gan^e^^. See INDIA.

Bengal Liislit* or Bluk Light, is a brilliant

signal-liyht used at sea in a ease of shipwreck, and

in ordinary pyrotechny for illuminating a district of

country, 'it" is nrepared from nitre, suli)hur, and

the bhiek sulphide of antimony. Tiie materials are

reduced to tine powder, thoroughly dried, and

intimately mixed in the following projiortions by

weight: "nitre, li ; sulphur, 2; l)lack sulpliide of

antimony, 1. The mixture constitutes the Bengal

light, and when kindled, immediately bursts into

rai)id and vivid coml)ustion, evolving a brilliant,

penetrating, but mellow light. As the fumes
evolved during the combustion of the Bengal light

contain an oxide of antimony, and are poisonous,

the light cannot be used with safety in rooms or

inclosed spaces.

Beiiua'zi. a seaport town of North Africa, capital

of the Turkish vilayet of Barca, finely situated

on the etxst coast of the Gulf of Sidra. Pop. about
7000 (including some 2000 Levantines and 2500

Jews ), who carry on a trade with j\Iediterranean

ports in oxen, sheep, wool, sponges, ostrich

feathers, and corn, receiving in return, hides, oil,

soap, tobacco, tS:c. ; but of the total imports

(£115,000 a year), more than a third is made up of

English cotton and woollen goods, coal atul iron.

There is a considerable caravan trade with the

interior, where the nomad population pays an
annual tribute of over £10,000, about a fourth of

the entire revenue of the pashalic. About 260 ships

yearly enter the harbour ; it has a lighthouse,

worked by the Constantinople ' Compagnie des

Phares,' but is rapidly filling up with sand. The
town is comparatively clean and well built, and
possesses a fine bazaar, and several mosques and
synagogues, and a Catholic church. Bengazi is

the site of the ancient city of Hcspcris, which
rose to some importance under Ptolemy III., who
called it Berenicr, after his wife. The ruins lie to
the north-east of the present town.

Beilgel, JoHAXX Albrecht, a distinguished
German theologian and commentator, born at
Winnenden, in Wlirtemberg, June 24, 1687. He
studied at Tubingen, where, in 1708, he became
theological tutor ; later in life he held several
high ofiices. He died 2d November 1752. He
was the first Protestant author who treated the
exegesis of the New Testament in a thoroughly
critical and judicious style. He did good service
also in the rectification of the text of the Bible,
and was the first to classify the manuscript authori-
ties for the text of the New Testament into families
(Asiatic and African). The short notes in his
Gnoinua Noui Testanientl ( 1742) are invaluable, and
have been translated into various languages. They
were made nmch use of by Jolm Wesley in his Notes
on the New Testament, which forms one of the
standards of Wesleyan INIethoiUsm. Indeed, Wes-
ley's work may be regarded as little more than an
abridged translation from Bengel. An exposition
of the revelation of St John (1740) and a chrono-
logical work—the Urdu Tciiijionuii a Principio per
Periodos (Econotnue Divime Historicus atque Pru-
pheticm ( 1741 )—gained for Bengel, in his time, a
great reputation ; some regarding him as an in-
spired prophet, but the majority as a visionary.
In these works he calculated,' on the basis he sup-
posed to be laid down in the Ajiocalypse, that the
world would endure for the space of 77771^ years,
a,nd that the ' breaking loose and the binding of
Satan' would take place in the summer of 18.S6.
See the Lives of him by Burk (2 vols. 1831-37)
an<l Wiichter (1865), and ileill's Benael und seine
Schule (1882).

Beilglio'la (also BcnijucUa), a country of

Western Africa, bordering on the Atlantic, be-

tween Angola on the N. and Mossamedes on the

S. , and the eastern limits of which are not very
definitely fixed. It is usually represented as lying

between 10° and 15° S. lat. and 12° and 17° E.

long. Its surface is generally mountainous, rising

from the coast-line inlan<l in a series of terraces
;

several important rivers How through it in a north-

west direction to the Atlantic. These rivers have
numerous affluents, and water is everywhere so
plentiful that it nuxy be found by digging two feet

beneath the surface. Sulphur, copper, and petro-

leum are found in the mountains, and also gold and
silver in small quantities. The description of flora

and fauna given for Angola (q.v. ), or Avhich Ben-
guela is a part, of course applies equally to this

latter district.

—

Sao Felipe de Benguela, the
Portuguese capital of the above region, is situated
on a level plain near the sea, backed by a line of

hills, in 12° 33' S. lat. It is very unhealthy, and
has a straggling appearance. The loss of trade
has, moreover, given it an air of desolation. It

was a great slave-station at one time, exporting
annually 20,000 slaves to Brazil and Cuba. The
present population numbers about 2000 natives
and a garrison of 100 men. The harbour is good,
though difficult of entrance, but is seldom visited

now. See From Botgxella to Yacca, by Capello
andlvens (1883).

Belli', a river of South America, in the state of

Bolivia, rises in the La Paz Cordillera of the Andes,
at a height of almost 12,000 feet, and collects all

the streams that rush down from the mountains
between 14° and 18° S. lat. Flowing through the
department of its own name, it joins the Mamore,
after a course of over 1000 miles, to form the
JNIadeira, one of the largest affluents of the Amazon.
The current is very strong, and there are numerous
rapids, but the ri\'er is traversed by the rafts and
canoes of india-rublier collectors and bark gatherers.

Beilicar'lo, a poor, dirty, walled town of Spain,
in the province of Castellon, 84 miles SW. of

Tarragona. Pop. nearly 8000, who manufacture
'full-bodied' wines for export to Bordeaux, where
they are used in cooking clarets for the English
market. Fiery brantly and carobs are also exported.

Beilicia, capital of Solano county, California,

and formerly capital of the state, is situated on the
Carquinez Strait, which connects the San Pablo
and Suisun bays, 30 miles NE. of San Francisco.
It has a commodious harbotir, and is the seat of the
United States arsenal for the Pacific coast. Cement,
leather, and flour are manufactured, and the town
contains several educational establishments, in-

cluding St Augustine's Theological School. Pop.
2361.

Beni-Hassail, a village of Upper Egypt, on
the east bank of the Nile, remarkable for the cata-
combs excavated in the low hills that rise in this

part of the valley. These chambers are about
thirty in number, and are supposed to h.ave been
used as sepulchres by the principal inhal)itants of

Hermopolis, a city that stood on the opposite side
of the river. Some measure 60 by 40 feet, and
])illars, left smooth for hieroglyphics, are cut out of

tlie rock in imitation of the columns that support
the roofs of buildings. The sides of the caverns are
covered with paintings representing the customs of
the ancient Egyptians ; and these, although not so
artistic as those in the Theban catacombs, are of

earlier date, and throw much light on the manners
and customs of the people.

Beni-Israel ('sons of Israel'), a remarkable
settlement, evidently of Jewish origin, existing in
the west of India, chiefly in Bombay and some coast
towns. Its adherents abstain from unclean lisli
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or flesh, keep the grreat feasts, ami have always
strictly observed the Sabbath, while they have
a ilistinctly Jewish cast of countenance. "

Their
number is about 5000, mostly artisans, though
some are soMiei-s. They claim to have existed
for about a thousand years, and assert that they
assumed tlie name by which tliey are knowii
because that of Jehudim ('Jews') was hateful
to the Mus.sulmans. Some of them know
Hebrew, but Marathi is their ordinary language,
ami in it they jiossess some literature. They
rarely intermarrj- with the ordinan.- Jews. Among
tiiem tiiere exists a class, called Kala Israel ('Black
Israel), with whicli they never intermany, as
the latter are socially mucli inferior, being either
their own descendants by heatiien wives, or the off-

spring of proselytes. A similar ilistiuction exists
among the Jews of Cochin. In Domliay an oflicial

called XdJS^i, or head, dispenses justice among the
IJeni- Israel, while the principal authorities in re-

ligious matters are the Injccji : but in the outlying
villages the.se ilL-^pose of l)oth ecclesiastical and
civil 1)usine.ss, with the aid of a council. It should
Ik.- rememl)ere»l that the Afghans call themselves
liani Israel, and claim descent from King Saul.

Ueilill'* a country of Western Africa, lying be-
tween the lower Niger and Dahomey. lienin Wius

formerly one of the most iiowerful kingdoms in

West Africa, but now it is liroken up into several

states of small importance, whil-t all the coast-line

is Hritish, included either in the colony of Lagos,
or in the Niger protectorate, which are separated
by the IJenin Kiver. The soil is very fertile, pro-

<lucing rice, vams, palms, pepper, jilantains, cotton,

sugar, v\:c. The population is dense. The govern-
ment, customs, and supei>titions of IJenin are like

those of Aslianti. The cajiital, Henin, is 73 miles

inland from the mouth of the lienin Kiver, and has a
population of alnive 1."),IKX). (Jato, a harbour lower
tlown the river, is an important centre for the palm-
oil trade. Wari or Jakn. 1.% nules SE. of lienin.

Is on an island .surroun<led by a branch of the Niger.

The river Benin is '2 mile.s wide at its mouth, but
has a troublesome l)ar of mud. Bdun wa,s dis-

covered iiy the IVutnguese .Alfonso de A\eiro ( 148G),

when a large trade in slaves was (;arried on. The
Krench Bight of Benin settlements (Porto Novo,
Cotonon, CJrand l*opo, and Agouc*) are on the coast
of Dahomey.

Bl'lliu, BlcHT (»K, that portion of the Gulf of

(luinea (<|.v. ) extending from ('aj>e Formosa on
the E. to Cape St I'aul on the N\., a distance of

aliout .T.K) miles, with a coastline of 460 niiles.

Several rivers empty themselves into the Bight of

Beiun, three of which are acces.sible to shipping.

Palm oil antl ivory are the principal articles of

trade at tlie towns on the coast.

U('Ili-Soil('r'« a town of Central Egypt, capital

of a province of the same name, on the right bank
of the Nile, about 70 miles SSW. of Cairo. A
branch line of railway has been constructed west-

ward to Medinet el i'ayin'i. and the town is the

entrepot of all the i.roduce of the fertile valley of

Eavum, and lias cotton-mills and alabaster (juarries.

The population of the i)rovince (470 sq. m.) is

about 'J.^O.OOO ; pop. of the town, 11,5(X>.

Koilitirr. the vase or vessel for Holy Water
(.|.v. ) in Koiiian Catiiolic churches, known in Eng-

land as tiie holy-water font, vat, pot, stone, stock,

or stou|). Beiiitiei-s are eitlier movable or tixeil ;

jiortable ones, commonly of silver, being used in

jiroeessions ; and Hxed benitiei-s nlaced near the

doors of churches, so that the iieoide may dip their

fingers in tlie water, and cross themselves ^^'ith it

as tliey enter or leave the church.

Kriliaillill ('son of the right hand'), the

youngest antl most beloved of the sons of Jacob.

His mother, Kachel, died at his birth, naming the
cjiild with her last breath Boioiii ('son of my
pain'), but his father changed this ill-omened
name to Benjamin. He was the eponymous founder
of one of the twelve tribes of Israel. Its warriors
were noted for their skill in archery, and for their
cleverness in the use of the left hand. According
to the Scripture numeration, the tribe in the desert
numbered 3.5,400 warriors above twenty years of
age; and on the entrance into Canaan, 45,000. Its

territory', which was small but fertile, lay on the
west side of the Jordan, between the tribes of
Ephraim and Judah. The chief places were
Jericho, Bethel, Cibeon, Ciilgal, and Jerusalem,
the last of which was on the conlines of Judah. In
the time of ' the Judges,' the tribe of Benjamin
became involved in a war of extermination with the
eleven other tribes of Israel, who put to death all

the males save GOO, who afterwards procured them-
selves wives by a kind of Sabine rai»e. Saul, the
first king of Israel, was of the tribe of lienjamin,
which remained loyal to his son, Ishboshetli. After
the death of Solomon, Benjamin along with Judah
formed the kingdom of Juilah ; and on the return
from the captivity, these two constituted the jirin-

cipal element of the new Jewish nation. The
apostle Paul was a Benjamite.

Boiljaiuill OF TuDli'i-A, a Jewish rabbi, was
born ill Navarre, Spain. He was tiie first European
traveller who gave information respecting the dis-

tant East. Partly with commercial views, and
partly to inf(uire into the condition of his dispersed
c<j-religionists, he made a journey, in the years
1159-73, from Saragossa, through Italy and Creece,
to Palestine, Persia, and the borders of China,
returning bv way of Egypt and Sicily. He diecl

in 1173, tlie "last year of liis travels. His itinerary

—

originally written in Hebrew, and fre(juently rejiub-

lislied in Latin, English, Dutch, and Frencii trans-

lations— is occasionally conci.se and valuable ; but
on the whole must l)e acceitted with <jualitica-

tions. Like all the early travellci-s, Benjaiuiii had a
greedy car for the marvellous. His blnmleis, too,

are numerous. The Itest edition, by Aslier ( Loud.
1840), contains the original text, with an EnglLsJi

translation and learned annotations.

Benjamin, Ji'd.vh Philip, Q.C, born in

1811 at St Croix, West Indies, was the s(m of

Anglo-Jewish parents, who emigiHted to the L'nited

States, where he practised as a lawyer in New
Orleans. He early engagctl prominently in politics,

serving first with the Whigs, and afterwards with
the Democrats. He sat in the United States senate

from 185'2 till Louisiana's .secession in 1860, and in

February 1861 joined Jeffer-son Davis's cabinet as

Attorney-general. He was for a few months
Secretary of War. and then acted as Secretary of

State until Davis's capture in 1<S()5, wlien he

escaped with some dilliculty to England. He was
called to the English bar in the following year,

became a C^C. in 187'2, and retired from a large

practice in 1881. He died in Paris, 6tli May 1884.

HLs Treatise on the Law of Sale of PersotuU Pro-

pcrtij reached a third edition in 1883.

Benjamin Tree. See Benzoin.

Ben Law'ers, a Perthshire mountain, flank-

ing the NW. shore of Loch Tay. Easy of ascent,

it is rich in alpine plants, and there is a mag-
nificent view from its summit, which is 3984 feet

high, or with tiie cairn at the top (rebuilt in 1878),

4004.

Ben Led'!, a mountain (2875 feet) of Perth-

shire, 4i miles W. by N. of Callander. A jubilee

cairn was erected on it in 1887.

Ben Lomond, a Scottish mountain in the

NW. of Stirlingshire, on the east side of Loch
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Lonioiul, ISi miles N. of Duinbartoii. It is 3192

feet lii-;h, and consists of mica slate, with veins pi

quartzf <,'roenst(me, ami felspar i)oiphyry. The

summit is precipitous on the north siile, with a

},'entle declivity on the south-east ; it is covered

with vegetation to the top. Seen from Loch

Lomond, it appears a truncated cone, and from

between Stirling and Aberfoyle, a regular i)yramid.

The magniticent view from the top, in clear

weather," includes tiie whole length of Loch

Lomond, with its diversilied isles, and wooded

and cultivated shores, the rich plains of Stirling-

shire and the Lothians, the windings of the Forth,

the castles of Stirling and Edinburgh, the heights

of Lanarkshire, the vales of Renfrewshire and Ayr-

shire, the Firth of Clyde, the Isles of Arran and

Bute, the Irish coast,' Kintyre, and the Atlantic.

The north semicircle of the horizon is bounded
bv Bens Lawers, Voirlich, Ledi, Cruachan, and
Nevis ; while some of the beautiful Perthshire lochs

are seen.

Ben llacdhu'i, a mountain (429(3 feet) of

Soutli-west Aberdeenshire, IS miles WNW. of

Castletown-of-Braemar. One of the Cairngorms,

it is not a conspicuous summit, but was formerly

thought to be higher than Ben Nevis.

Beiiuet. See Arlington.

Bennett, James Gordon, founder and pro-

prietor of the Xcw YorJc Herald, a native of Scot-

land, was born at Newmill, Keith, September 1,

1795. Trained for the Roman Catholic priesthood,

he emigrated to America in 1819, where he became in

turn teacher, proof-reader, journalist, and lecturer.

He had acted as casual reporter and writer in

connection with several journals, and had failed in

one or two journalistic ventures, previous to the
issue of the first number of the New York Herald,
as an independent newspaper, May 6, 1835, price one
cent. He spared no effort and expense in securing
news, and laid the foundation of its after enormous
success. It was the first newspaper to publish the
stock lists and a daily money article. At his death,
on June 1, 1872, the Herald profits were estimated
at from £100,000 to £150,000 per annum.—His son,

Ja.mes Gordon Bennett, has shown like enter-
prise in the conduct of the Herald. H. M. Stanley
(q.v. ) was sent by him in 1870 on the mission which
resulted in the finding of Livingstone; and in con-
junction with th^Daih/ Telcijraph, he supplied the
funds for the same explorer's extraordinaiy journey
across Africa by way of rlie Congo (1874-78).

Bennett, John Hughes, an eminent physician,
born in L(mdon, August 31, 1812, graduated at
Edinburgh in 1837, and after four years' study in
Paris and Germany, settled in Edinburgh as an
extra-mural lecturer. A work published in 1841,
in which he recommended cod-liver oil in all con-
sumptive diseases, first brought him into notice,
and in 1S48 he was made professor of the Institutes
of Medicine in Edinburgh University—a post which
he held until 1874. His health gave way in 1871,
and mostof his last years were spent abroad. He
died at Norwich, September 25, 1875. His original
investigations are embodied in numerous treatises
and articles in medical journals, and in his Text-book
of PhjiHudiiifij (Edin. 1870-71).

Bennett, William, born in 1804, graduated
B.A. at Oxford in 1837, and, taking orders, was
incumbent of Portman Chapel, and of St Paul's,
Knightsbridge. Tlie latter charge he resigned in
1S51, in consequence of an aiiti-Tractarian outcry;
but he was almost immediately presented to the
vicarage of Frome in Somersetshire. An extreme
High Churchman, he was author of many theologi-
cal works, l)ut is chietly remembered tlirougli the
ca.se of Sheppanl r. Beimett (1870-72), wherein his
teaching on the Real Presence wa.s pronounced to

be not inconsistent with the doctrine of the Church
of England. He died 15th August 188G.

Bennett. Sir William Sterndale, INIus.D.,

D.C. L., English pianist and composer, was born at

Sheffield, April 13, 1810. After studying for ten

years at the Royal Academy, London, he Avas sent

to complete his musical education at Leipzig. He
.attracted the notice of Mendelssohn at the Diissel-

dorf Musical Festival, appeared witli success at
Leipzig in the winter of 1837-38, and was received
with great applause when he returned to London.
In 1838 he was elected member of the Royal Society
of Music, and in 185G became professor of Music at
Cambridge. At the opening of the International
Exhibition, 1862, Tennyson's ode. Uplift a Thousand
Voices, was suno- to music by Bennett. In 1868 he
became principal of the Royal Academy of Music

;

and was knighted in 1871. He died February 1,

1875, and was buried in Westminster Abbey. His
published comjiositions include a symphony, four
concert overtures, the tAvo cantatas The May Queen
and The Woman of Samaria, and a few songs.
But liis peculiar individuality is best exemplified
in his AA'orks for the pianoforte, of whose capa-
bilities he was a great master ; of these, the princi-

pal are four concertos and a capriccio with orchestra,

two sonatas, and numerous studies. His music is

characterised by graceful fancy and delicate finish

in the minutest details, rather than commanding
poAA'er or depth of feeling. His earlier works
resemble Mendelssohn's, but a better parallel for

the genius of his music generally has been pointed
out in Scarlatti, his favourite master in pianoforte
music. In his later years his creative activity Avas

almost sunk in that of the teacher. Since his

cordial recognition by Mendelssohn and Schumann,
he has remained till lately almost the sole represen-
tative of English music at all Avidely knoAvn on the
Continent.

Ben Nevis, a mountain of Inverness-shire, 7
miles SE. of Fort William, by a new carriage-road
opened in 1880. The loftiest summit in Great
Britain, it has a height of 4406 feet, Avith a tremend-
ous precipice of 1500 feet on tlie north-east side.

Granite and gneiss form the base of the mountain,
Avliich aboA'e is comjiosed of porphyry. Till a road
to the top Avas made in 1883, the mountain Avas

difficult of ascent. A meteorological observatory
Avas erected on the summit in 1883, and daily
observations liaA'e since been made and communi-
cated by telegraph Avire to the loAver Avorld. There
is noAv beside it a shelter for traA'ellers.

Bennigsen^ Levin August Theophil, Count,
a general in the Russian service, Avas born at
BrunsAvick in 1745, and having entered the Russian
army in 1773, soon attracted the notice of the
Empress Catherine, Avho employed him to carry
out her designs against Poland. He fought at
Pultusk (1806), and held the chief connnand in

the murderous struggle at Eylau (1807). When
Napoleon iiiA'aded Russia in 1812, Bennigsen com-
manded the Russian centre on the bloody field

of Borodino. Before the French began their re-

treat, he gained a brilliant victory over Murat at
Tarutino (October 18). Diflerences Avitii Kutusov
made him retire for a time from the service ; but
after that general's death, he took the command of

the Russian army of reserve, fought A'ictoriously at
the battle of Leipzig, and Avas created count by the
Emperor Alexander on the field. Failing health
made him retire finally, in 1818, to his paternal
estate in Hanover, Avhere he died in 1826.

Ben-Rliydding, a hydropathic establishment
in the West Riding of Yorkshire, in a beautiful
situation on the rio;ht bank of the river Wharf,
15 miles NW. of Leeds. The building, erected
in 1846 at the cost of nearly £30,000, is a very
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iiunosin}' pile, on an eminence half-wav up the
side of tlie valley. There is acconiinodation for a
larye numlier of patients and visitors, and exten-
sive pIe{isure-<,aoun<ls around. In addition to the
n^ual appliances of the water-cure, and a variety
of jryniuiistic exercises, l)r M'Leo<l (wlio died iii

iHlo) introduced tiie conipres.sed-air hath. The
name Hen Khydding is a modern coin.age.

ItriiNliie. See B.VN.SHEE.

Uciisoii, Edward White, Archhishop of
Canterbury, Viorn near Birniin^'ham in Is-x), gradu-
atetl at ( 'amhrid^'c in 1H.V2 as a tirst-cia.ss and
senior optime, and was for some time a master at
Kughy. He held the iiead-nia.stei-sliip of Welling-
t<in College from its ojiening in 1H.")8 tt) 1S7'2, when
he Wiis maile a canon and ciiancellor of Lincoln
Cathedral. In 187-5 he was apjHtinted chaplain-in-
ordinary to the Queen, and in Decemher ISTG was
nominated to the newly-erected hishonric of Truro.
Here he Itegan the Imihling of a cathedral (1880-
87), most of the Jirst cost, t"110,0(KJ, having been
gatliered hy Jiis own energj-. In 1882 lie was
translated to Canterliury to succeed Dr Tait as
tirimate of all Knglan<l." A liigh dmrchnian, Dr
icnson wa-s fremiently select preacher at both
universities, ami published several volumes of
sermons, a small work on Catli»>drals, and a
valualile article on .St Cyprian. A distinguislied
eccloiastical lawyer and diidomatist, he gave the
im|MM tant judgment in iJic l.iiKoin case on ritual.

He die<l suddenly at Hawardcii, October 11, 189G.

See his work, L'yprinn : His Life, His Times, His
]\'urAs (1897), and Life by his son, A. C. Benson
(i8t>9). His third son, Edward Frederic (b. 18G7),

is author of Doilo (1893), T/tc Itiibinm (1894), and
otlier works.

Brut Cilrass (Agrostis), a genns containing
ab.mi sixty -pecies (see Ukasshs, Pasttjje). —
Common Bent CJras-s (.^1. ndijaris), alio\in<liiig on
tiry elevated bands, l»ecomes a pest in arable land.

A. eaiiimt is aisc) common.—Marsh Bent Cira.ss {A.

alba) is found in moist situations, and a variety

(A. stuloitifeni) is known as Kiorin Grass. A.
(lis/>or, .Vmerican Herd (Iiass, or B<'<1 Toj) Cra.ss,

i-« cnltivatetl in France. Tlie rarer and nioie deli-

cate A. sjiiitiventi is cliielly a<lnurctl for its graceful

ai)pearance. Most of tlie Euiopcan species are

North American also. In the United States and
Canada some of the bents are highly imnnrtant
as pasture and forage plants. On suitable soils

A. riilgnrlf and nlha give excellent crops of hay.

Boiltliaill, (JEOHr;E, botanist, nephew of the
juri>t, wa^ burn in IS(X) at Stoke, a village since
al»siirbed ill rortsmoiith. The son of an otiicer

who had risen to high rank in liolli the Russian .and

English service^, young Bentham's earlier years
were spent largely abroad, but from 182<j to 18.'i2 he
lived with his uncle, to whom he acted as .secretary

while carrying on his own legal studies. His
Oiitlims of (I Xcw Si/sft/ii of Loijir (1827) is a
remarkable book ; herein for the first time is

clearly set forth the doctrine of the <|uaiitilication

of the pre<lieate, in wiiidi he thus anticipated Sir

William Hamilton. Only sixty copies, however,
were s(dd when the publishers became Ijankmitt

;

and the fact that tlie work contained this dis-

covery was not recognised until IS.'iO, although
Bentham's claims have lK?en fully vindicated since.

Tliou^di callefl to the bar, he soon abandone<l the

law for liotany. He had catalogued the plants of

the Pyrenees' ( 1824-2(i), and had been electerl in

1828 a Fellow nl the Linn.-can Society, and in 1829

secretary of the Horticultural Society. He now
devott'd himself to his new study, antl soon pub-

lished liii important I.nhinturum Gnicrn d Species

(18.S2 M). In 18.")4 he ^>resented his collections to

the Iloval ( Jarilens at kew, where for the rest of

58 ^___

his life he was engaged almost every day in his
tiusk of systeiuatisation and descriiition. He there
elaborated the Hora of Hong-Kon(' and of Aus-
tralia, and in conjunction with Sir 3osei)h Hooker,
completed his exhaustive and valuable Genera
PImitinum (3 vols. 18(52-83), which may be .said to
summarise our present knowledge of botany. His
numerous other writings have done niucli to eluci-
date the Hora of almost every region outside tlie

Arctic circle. He died lOth September 1SS4. From
18G3 to 1874 president of the Linna\an Society,
Bentham was a member of many other British and
foreign learned Ixidies, antl in' 1878, on the com-
pletion of the Australian flora, received a Com-
panionship of St Michael and St George. See an
article in X<if>ire, (October 2, 1884.

Boiltliaill, Jehemy, writer on jurisprudence
and ethics, was the son of a i)usliing attorney in
Loiulon, where he was born (in Red Lion Street,
Ilound.sditch) on 15th February 1748. At the age
of seven he was sent to Westiiiinster School ; and
in 17G<), being only twelve years old, he entered
t^ueens College, Oxford, where he took his B.A.
degree in 17G3. But though his years were so ten-
der, he ajijieai-s to have been les.s unprei)ared than
might he suj)posed to l)rtielit by the university ; for
before entering it, he had already, by his precoci-
ous tendency to speculation, ac<iuired the title of
'the philosopher.' His father, who expected him
to become Lord Chancelhu-, .set him to study law
at Lincolns Inn, where he was called to the bar
in 1772. He never practised, however, having a
.strong distaste for his profession, which is paraded
in many of his writings. Turning from the ])rac-
licc of law to its theory, he became the greatest
critic of legislation and government in his day.
His lii-st publication, A Fragment on Govern-
nient

( 1776), was an acutely liypercritical examina-
tion of a pa.ssage in Blackstoncs Vommeniaries,
prompted, as he has himself explained, by 'a
jias>ion for impiovemcnt in those sHiaiies in which
the lot of iiiaiiUind is meliorated by it.' The
Fragment abounds in line, original,* and just
observation ; it contains the germs of most of his
after writings, and must be highly esteemed, if

we look away from its disproportion to its subject
and the writers disregard of methoil. It procured
liim, in 1781, the aci|uaintaiice of Lord Shelbiirne
I Laiisdowiie), at whose seat, Bowood, he after-
wards passed ]terliaps the most agreeable lumrs
of his life. Here it was that he met Miss Caroline
F'ox (Lord Hollands sister), who was still a young
lady, when Bentham. in 1805, ottered her his" heart
and hand, and was rejected 'with all re.spect.'

On the death of ids father in 1702, he succeeded
to projierty in London, and to farms in E.'^.sex,

yielding from .1500 to fOOO a year. He lived
fnigaily, but with elegance, in Queen Square,
Westminster ; and employing young men as
secretaries, got through an immense amount of
work .and corresjiondeiice. By a life of temper-
ance and great self-complacency, in the .society of

.a few devoted friends ('who,' .says Sir James
Mackintosh, ' more resembled the liearers of an
Athenian philosopher than the proselytes of a
modern writer), he attained the age of eighty-
four, dying Gth June 1832. In accordance with
his own directions, his bodj' was dissected ; and
his skeleton, dressed in his accustomed garb, is

preserved at L'niversity College, London.
A pamphlet on The Hard Labour Bill (1778),

recommending an improvement in the nio<le of

criminal punisliment, was an excerpt from his

liationide of I'nnishnients and llevurds (1825),
wliicii was written in 1775, but lii>t s.aw the light

in a Frencii translation by Duniont (1811). In
these two works, Bentham did more than any
other writer of his time to rationalise the theory
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of punishments bv consideration of their various

kinds an.l elVccts.'their true objects, and the con^

ditions of their ethciencv. He published in 1787

Defence of Usury; in 1789, Introdudion to the

Principles of Morals and Legislation; in 1802,

Discourses on Civil and Penal Legislation; in 1813,

A Treatise on Judicial Evidence; in 1817, Paper

relative to Codijication and Public Instruction;

in 18-24, The Book of Fallacies. His works were

collected and edited in 1843 by Bowring and John

Hill Burton, in 11 volumes. It is well, how-

ever, for Bentham's reputation, that it does not

rest whollv on his published writinj^'s ; and that

he found "in Dumont, the Mills, and Sir Sanmel
Komilly, generous disciples to dittuse his principles

and promote his fame. In his early works, his

style was clear, free, spirited, and often eloquent

;

but, from 1810, it became overloaded and dai-kened

^\^th technical terms. It is in regard to these more
especially that M. Dumont has most materially

served liis master by arranging and translating

them into French, through the medium of which

language Bentham's doctrines were propagated

throughout Europe, till they became more popular

abroad than at home. James Mill, himself an
independent thinker, did «iucli in his writings to

extend the application in new directions of Ben-
tham's principles, a work in which, apart from his

original eflbrts, he achieved a lasting monument
of his own subtilty and vigour of mind.

In all Bentham's ethical and political Avritings,

the doctrine of utility is the leading and pervading
principle ; and his favourite vehicle for its expres-

sion is the phrase, ' the greatest happiness of the
greatest number,' which was lii-st coined by Priest-

ley, but owes its prominence in politics to Ben-
tham. ' In this phrase,' he says, ' I saw delineated
for the first time a plain as well as a true standard
for whatever is right or wrong, useful, useless, or

mischievous, in human conduct, whether in the
field of morals or politics. ' In the application of

the principle Bentham arrived at various con-
clusions, which he advocated irrespective of the
conditions of society in his day, and of the laws
of social growth, Mdiicli, indeed, neither he nor his

contemporaries understood. He demanded nothing
less than the immediate remodelling of the govern-
ment, and the codification and reconstruction of the
laws ; and insisted, among other changes, on univer-
sal suffrage, annual parliaments, vote by ballot, and
paid representatives. Many of his schemes have
oeen realised, many more are in the course of
realisation ; the end and object of them all was the
general welfare, and his chief error lay in conceiv-
ing that organic changes are possible through any
other process than that of groMtli and modifica-
tion of popular needs, ideas, and institutions.
It wa.s this error that led the philosopher, in his
closet in London, to devise codes of laws for Russia
(through which country he made a tour in 1785)
and America, the adoption of which would have
been equivalent to revolutions in these countries,
and then bitterly to bewail the folly of mankind
when his schemes were rejected. But in Mill's
words, 'he found tlie jihilosopliy of law a ciiaos, and
left it a science.' He may be regarded as tiie philo-
sopldc jiioneer of Liberalism and Radicalism, and
holds a liigh place in the history of jiolitical thought.
See J. 11. IJurton's Ilenthamiana (1843), Life in Bow-

rin;;'s edition of his works, and the articles John Stuart
Miu., Utilttauianism, kc.

Reiltlia'iuia, a sub-genus of Coraaceas (q.v.)
in wiiicli the man}' small drapes grow together.
Benthamia fragifcra, a native of Nepaul, is a small
tree, with lanceolate leaves, fragrant Uowers, and a
reddish fruit, not unlike a nmlberry, but larger

;

not unpleasant to the taste. Its ifruit has been
known to ripen in the south of England.

Beiltilick, AViLLiAM, first Earl of Portland,

born in Holland in 1649, was the descendant of a
noble family which in the 14th century had
migrated fro'm the Palatinate to Gelderland, Mhere
it is still represented by a younger line. He was
from boyhood the favourite and friend of "William

III., and was founder of the fortuneof the Bentinck
family in England. He was constantly employed,
both in military and diplomatic services, and trusted

beyond all others with the secrets of tlie king's

foreign policy. After the coronation of William and
Mary, Bentinck was created an English peer, and
presented with large estates and numerous offices

in the royal household ; but these last he resigned
in 1699, from jealousy of Arnold van Keppel,
Earl of Albemarle. The king's affection, however,
never wavered to the end of his life, and his last

audiT)le words were an inqi;iry for his favourite.

Bentinck died in 1709.—WiLLiAJi Cavendish
Bentinck, third Duke of Portland, born in 1738,
entered Lord Rockingham's cabinet in 1765,
and succeeded him as leader of the Whig party.

He was tvnee prime-minister—April to December
1783, and 1807-9; but his best work was done as
Home Secretary under Pitt, with charge of Irish

affairs, throughout the eventful period 1794-1801.
He died a month after resigning the premiership,
November 30, 1809.

—

Lord William Cavendish
Bentinck, Indian statesman, second son of the
third Duke of Portland, was born in 1774, and be-

came an ensign in the Coldstream Guards in 1791.

Having sei'ved with distinction in Flanders and
Italy, he was governor of ^Madras (1803-7), where
he advocated several useful reforms ; but his pro-

scription of sepoy beards and turbans led to the
massacre of Yellore, and his own immediate
recall. From 1808 to 1814 he was serving in

the Peninsula and Italy ; in 1827 he was ap-
pointed governor-general of Bengal, and in 1833
became the first governor-general of India. His
policy in India was pacific and jiopular, and his

viceroyship was marked by the suppression of suttee
and thuggism, the educating and emploj-ment of

natives, the opening up of the internal communica-
tion, and the establishment of the overland route.

He returned to England in 1835, and died at Paris,

June 17, 1839. See a Life l»y Boulger ( 1892).

Lord George Bentinck, sportsman and leader
of the Protectionists, the third son of the fourth
Duke of Portland, was l)orn 27th February 1802,

and, entering the army in 1819, attained six

years afterwards the rank of major. From 1822
to 1825 he was private secretary to his uncle, jNIr

Canning, and in 1826 was elected member for Lynn-
Regis. At first, attached to no party, he voted for

Catholic emancipation and for the principle of the
Reform Bill, but against several of its most import-
ant details, and in favour of the celelu-ated Chandos
clause. On the formation of Peel's ministry in

December 1834, he and his friend Lord Stanley,

afterwards Earl of Derby, with some adherents,
formed a separate section in the House of Com-
mons ; but, on Peel's resignation in the following
April, Lord George openly joined the Conservative
party, and in 1841 received from Peel an ofi'er of

office, which he declined, being at that time too
deeply engi-ossed in racing and field-sports. When
Peel introduced his free-trade measures in 1845, a
large body of his supporters formed a Protection
party. Lord George assnming its leadership, and
taking henceforth a prominent part in the debates.
A hard hitter, and a master of figures, he was no
orator

; yet his speeches in the session of 1846 were
most damaging to the government of Sir Robert
Peel, and contributed in no small degree to hasten
its downfall. He was always a champion of reli-

gious liberty, advocating the removal of the Jewish
disabilities, and the endowment of the Irish Catholic
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olergj' out of the lan<l ; and at the time of the
I>otato famine lie wanted government to lend
£16,000,000 for reproductive works in Ireland.
He was an ' AdmiraMe Cricht<m ' of field -.'snorts, and
though he never did win the Perhy, ha(l brilliant

success on the turf, whose dishonest practices he
showetl the utmost zeal to suppress. He died sud-
denly, 21st Septemher 1S4S, whilst walking near
Welijeck Ahbey. See his Life by Lnrd I5eacf)nsfield

(18,">1), and his' Racing Life by Lawley (1892).

Bentley, Rich.vrd, schoiar, was lx)m of yeo-
man parentage at Oulton, in the West Riding of
Yorkshire, January 27, I6<)2. After four years at
"WakefieM granimar-sohool, he entered St John's
College, Cambridge, in 1076, a.s subsizar. Little
is known of his university career, e.\cei)t that he
showed early a strong taste for the cultivation of
ancient learning. At the usual time, he took the
degree of Bachelor of Arts ; and in 1682 he was
appointed by his college to the head- mastership of
Spalding grammar-scho(d, in Lincoln>liire. Within
the year he resigned this situation to become tutor
to the son of I>r Stilliiigth-ot, tlion Dean of St
Paul's, and sjibse<juently iJi>iuM) uf Worcester. In
1689 he accompanied his pupil to O.xford, where
he had full scope for the cultivation of cla-ssical

studies ; and that he succeeded in ac<iuiring there
some loi^al rejiutation Ls evincal by his having
lieen twice api>ointe<l to deliver tlie Boyle Lectures
on the Evidences <tf Nattiral and IJexfaii'd Religion.

He had taken orders in I6!H), and to Stilliiiglieet

he owe»l various good ecclesi;Lxtical preferments,
with the post of librarian of the King's library

at St James's. His Letter tu Mill ( IG'Jl ) on the
chronicler John .MaleliLS is it>elf a ma.sterpiece

;

but it was tiie Itis-irrtntiun upon tlte Ein'stfcs of
PImlnris (ItiiKt), an expan-iun nf an earlier essay,

that established his reputation throughout Europe,
and mav l>e saiil to have commenced a new era in

Bcholarsliip. The princiides of historical criticism

were then unknown, and their fii>t application to

establish that the so-called Epi.>tle.s of Phalaris

(q. V. ), which professed to have been written in the

6tn century is.c. , were tlie forgerv of a periotl some
eight centuries later, tilled tlie learned world with
astonishment.

In 1700 Bentley was appointe<l Master of Trinity
< 'ollege, Cambridge ; and in the ftdlowing year
he married Joanna Bernard, the daughter of a
Huntingdonshire knight. The histor>- of Bentley 's

M;i.sler>liip of Trinity is the narrative of an un-

broken series of quarrels and litigations, provoked
by his arrojfance and raj)acity, for which, it must
be confensed, he wius fully a-s well known during
his lifetime as for his learning. He contrived,

nevertheless, in 1717. to get himself ai)pointed

regius profes.sor of Divinity, and, by his bold-

ness and perseverance, nianage<l to pass scathless

through all his controversies. Notwithstanding
that in 1714 one Bishop of Ely, the \i>itor of

Trinity, was hindered only by death from pro-

nouncing .sentence depriving him of his master-

ship, that in 1718 the university senate deprived

him of his degrees, and that in 17:U another bishop

did .actually i>ronuunce his dei»osition, he wa.s in

full possession of both niiustershiii and degrees at

the time of his death. This st<)rmy life did not

impair his literary activity. He edited various

cla-ssics—among others, Horace (1711) and Terence

(1726)—upon which he bestowed vast labour.

Emendati<ms were at once his forte and foible-—

the latter con.spicuouslv in his edition of Paradise

Lost (17.S2). He is, i)"erhaps, more celebrated for

what he proposed than for what he actually per-

fonneil. The proimsal (1720) to print an edition

of the (Jreek New Testament, in which the

received te.xt should be corrected l»y a careful

comparison with the Vulgate and all the oldest

existing Greek MSS., was then singularly bold, and
e\oked violent opposition. He failed in carrying
out his proposal ; but the principles of criticism
which he maintained have since been triumphantly
established, and have led to important results in
other hands, as in Lachmann s. He is to be
regarded as the founder of that school of classical

criticism of which Poi-son afterwards exhibiteil the
chief excellences as well as the chief defects ; and
which, though it was itself prevented by too strict

attention to minute verbal detail from ever achiev-
ing much, yet diligently collected many of the
facts which men of wider views are still grouping
together to form the modern science of comparative
philology. Bentley <lied 14th July 1742, leaving
uehind liini one son, Richard, who inherited much
of his father's taste with none of his energy, and
two daughters, one of whom, Joanna, married,
and was the mother of Richard Cumberland the
dramatist. See Monk's IJfc of Beutkij (2 vols.

1833); Jebb's Bentley (1882); and Dvtes un-
finished edition of his works (3 vols. 18.36-38).

Benton, Thom.vs H.vrt, an American states-

man, born in North Carolina in 1782, .settled in

Tennessee, where he studied law, and w.as elected
to the legislature. In 1812 he raised a regiment
of volunteers, and also served on General Jackson's
start'. After the war, he started a newspajjcr in

St Louis, by which he became involved in several
duels. Un the .admission of Missouri .as a state,

he was chosen United States senator in 1820, and
in this post, during thirty years" continuous service,

took a leatling jtart in public atl'aii-s. He died
in Wjishington, April 10, 1858. A determined
opponent of Calhoun's nullilication scheme, he
afterwards supported Jackson in his war on the
l'nite<l States oank, and earned the sobriquet of
' Uld Bullion ' by his opposition to the paper
currencv. He published A Thirty Years View,
or a Bistory of the Workitifi of the American
Government from 1S20 to ISo'u (2 vols. 1854-56);
and An Abridgment of the Debates of Congress

from nSOto 1856 (15 vols. 1857).

Be'nue (spelt also Binuc and, bj' Dr Barth,
Benuve), an important river of Central Africa,

forming the great eastern artluent of the Niger,

which it joins .about 2.30 miles above the mouth of

that river in the tJulf of Guinea. Dr Barth de-

scribes the Benue as being 800 yards across, with

a general depth in its channel of 11 feet, and 'a

li.al)ility to rise under ordinary- circumstances at

least .30 feet, or even at times 50 feet hi<^her. ' In

18.54 an expedition under the command of I)rB.aikie

explored it as far .as Dulti, a place .about 350 miles

above its confluence with the Niger. In a second

expedition, undertaken in 1862, Dr Baikie explored

a-s far north as Kano, in Hau.ssa. The Church
Missionary Society sent out an exjiloring party in

1879, und'er Mr Flegel, who, in 1883, reached its

sources, in the Adamawa (q.v. ) country, in 7' 30'

N. lat. and 13° E. long. Flowing through wide

tracts of fertile territory, and navigable for 700

miles, the Benue is a highway into the heart of the

Soudan, and is evidently destined to be an important

channel of commerce with Central Africa.

Benyowskv, M.wrice Augustus, Count
DE, a remarkalde Hungarian adventurer, born in

1741. While fighting for the Polish Confederation,

he was taken prisoner in 1769, and banished to

Kamchatka, where he was made tutor in the

family of the governor. In this capacity he gained

the .affections of the daughter of the governor, by

whom he was assisted in his pl.ans for escape ; wiiich,

however, was not effected without a struggle, in

wliich the governor was killed. Benyowsky, with

ninety-six companions, set sail in a ship well armed

and provisioned, .and with a considerable amount of
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treasure, and reache«l France in 1772. Invited by

the French jjovernnient to found a colony at Mada-

"ascar, he arrived on tlie island in February 1//4,

and was made kuvj; in 1770 I'y the chiefs in conclave,

he adopting; the native costume. His relations with

the French were now not always friendly, and

while in contention with the government of Mauri-

tins, he was killed in battle, May 23, 1786. See

Mroioirs anil Travels of Bniiioushji, u-ritten bij

Himself (\190; new ed. by I'aslieid Oliver, 1893).

Beil7.eiie. a compound of carlton and hydrogen,

CgHrt, discovered by Faraihiy in 182.'), in a tarry

liquid resulting from the distillation of oil. It

must not be confounded with Benzine or Benzoyl,

which names have at different times been used for

benzene. Benzine is the name given to a distillate

from American petroleum, which is much used as a

substitute for turpentine, and for dissolving oils

and fats. Benzoyl is the commercial name applied

to a mixture of substances, including benzene and

its homologues. Benzol is synonymous with ben-

zene, while benzolinc is a name api)lied to benzine

and impure benzene indiscriminately. Benzene
is found amongst the products of "the destruc-

tive distillation of a great many organic bodies.

The most abundant .source of benzene is coal-

tar (see Gas, Coal). On distilling coal-tar, the

more volatile li(|uid hydrocarbons pass over first,

mixed with acid and basic compounds, and
constitute what is known as light oil or coal

naphtha. "When the crude naphtha is purified

by redistillation and subsequent agitation, first

with sulphuric acid, and then with caustic soda, an
oil is obtained which consists mainly of benzene
and its homologues. By submitting this oil to

a i)r<)cess of fractional distillation, a jjortion is

obtained, boiling at 176'-212' (80" C.-100° C), from
which benzene crystallises out on cooling the liquid

to 32°
(
0' C. ). The benzene is freed by pressure from

the substances remaining liquid at this tempera-
ture. Commercial benzene is, however, always
impure. Pure benzene is most readily obtained by
cautiously distilling a mixture of one part benzoic
acid with three parts of slaked lime. The mixture
of benzene and water which passes over is shaken
up with a little potash, tiie benzene decanted,
treated with calcium chloride to take up the water,
and the dried benzene thus oljtained is rectified on
the water-bath. At ordinary temperatures benzene
is a tiiin, limpid, colourless liquid, evolving a char-
acteristic and pleasant odour. At 32'' (0° C.) it

crystallises in Ijeautiful fern-like forms, which
liquefy at 40' (-l"-5C.) ; and at 176' (SO' C.) it boils,
evolving a gas which is very inflammable, burning
with a smoky flame. It readily dissolves in alcohol,
ether, turpentine, and wood-spirit, but is insolnlde
in water. It is valuable to the chemist from the
great power it possesses of dissolving caoutchouc,
gutta-percha, wax, camphor, and fatty substances.
Imiiure benzene is thus much used in removing
grease-stains from woollen or silken articles of
clothing. When heated, benzene also dissolves
sulphur, phosphorus, and iodine. Although com-
mercially of importance, from the chemical point of
view benzene is a compound of surpassing interest.
It consists of 12 parts of carbon by weight, with
1 part of hydrogen, and might therefore be repre-
.sented by the formula CH ; Ijut it has Ijeen found
that the molecule weighs six times as much as this,
aiKJ requires the fornnila CfiH^. The manner in
which the atoms are arrange(l in the molecule has
aireaiiy been referred to in the article on the
Aromatic Si:i;ii:s, and it will be seen by a reference
to the graj.hic formula there given, that tiie number
of compounds derivaltle from benzene is practically
unlimited. The so-called coal-tar colours are all
derivations of benzene (see Dvk-.stuffs, and
Aniline).

Beiizorta. See Bizerta.

Boil/oic Acid, or the Floirers of Benzoin, has

been known since the beginning of the 17th

century, and occurs naturally in many balsam-
iferous jjlants, and especially in benzoin giim, from
which it may be readily obtained by several pro-

cesses. The simplest is as follows : The coarsely-

powdered resin is gently heated in a shallow iron

pot, the mouth of which is closed by a diajihragm
of coarse filter-])aper. Over this is tied a covering
of thick jmper somewhat like a hat. The porous
filter-jiaper allows the vaijours of benzoic aci<l to

pass througli it, Init keeps l)ack the empyreumatic
products. At the end of the operation, the hat-

like cover is found lined with a crystalline sub-
limate of benzoic acid which is nearly pure, being
mixed only Avith traces of a volatile oil, which
gives it a pleasant smell, like vanilla. The ben-
zoic acid thus jjrepared is the best for pharmaceuti-
cal purposes. Benzoic acid is also prepared from
the urine of graminivorous animals. The urine
is allowed to putrefy, then mixed with milk of lime
and filtered. The filtrate, concentrated by evapora-
tion, gives Avith hydrochloric acid a precipitate of

benzoic acid. Benzoic acid thus prepared is

cheaper, but always smells of urine. By sublim-
ing it with a small quantity of benzoin gum, the
pleasant vanilla-like smell may, however, be im-
l)arted to it also. Benzoic acid is always in the
form of snow-white, glistening, feathery crystals,

with a fairy aspect of lightness, having a Avarm,
acrid, and acidulous taste. It is readily dissolved
by alcohol and ether, but sparingly soluble in

Avater, Avliich, hoAvever, dissolves it readily on the
addition of borax or jjhosphate of soda. Benzoic
acid is one of the materials present in Tinctnra
Camj)liorcc Composiia, and has been administered
in chronic bronchial aft'ections, its A'alue being due
to its locally stimulating properties. It has also

been used largely in genito-urinary diseases. Ben-
zoic acid taken into the stomach increases Avithin

three or four hours the quantity of hi]ipuric acid in

the urine. It forms a numerous class oi compounds
Avitli the oxides of the metals, lime, &c. , called
benzoates. The chemical formula for crystallised

benzoic acid is C|;HgCOOH. Oil of bitter almonds
(hydride of benzoyl) is the aldehyde of benzoic
acid (see Aldehades), and the corresponding
alcoh(jl, benzoic or benzylic alcohol, is also knoAvn.

Benzoin, Benjamin, or Benzoic Gum, a
fragi-ant resinous substance, formed by the drying
of the milky juice of the Benzoin or Benjamin
Tree {Styrax, or Lithocarpus benzoin), a tree of the
natural order Styracacea?, and a congener of that
Avhich produces Storax (q.A-. ), a native of Siam, and
of Sumatra and other islands of the Indian Archi-
])elago. Benzoin is first mentioned by Batuta in

1350 A.D. as Java Frankincense (Arabic Lubdii
Jaici), corrupted into BanjaAvi, Benjoin, Benzoe,
&c. Benzoin comes to us in reddish-yelloAv trans-

parent pieces. Different varieties, .said to dejjcnd

upon the age of the trees, are of A'ery ditt'erent

jnice ; the Avhitest, said to be the produce of the
youngest trees, being the best. Amygdaloidal
benzoin contains Avhitish almond-like tears dill'used

through its substance. Benzoin is obtained by
making longitiulinal or oblicjue incisions in the
stem of the tree : the liquid Avhicli exudes soon
hanlens by exposure to the sun and air. Benzoin
contains about 14 to 18 per cent, of Benzoic Acid
(q.v. ), although in some varieties this is either

entirely Avanting or replaced l)y 11 per cent, of

cinnamic acid. A very fragrant oil, styrol, is

present in small proportion (a few drops from
a pound ), the bulk of the gum consisting of resin.

Benzoin is used in ])erfumery, in pastilles, and
for incense, being very fragrant and aromatic, and
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yieUiinfj a pleasant odour .vhen burned. Its

conipounil tincturt' is jirepareil by niaceratinfj
l>en/oin. alon;,' witli storax, tola, and aloes,

in rectilied spirit for seven davs, and subsequent
Ptrainin*,', wlien the ronijiound Tincture of lien-

jani

lialsani,

ipou
\Vojaniin (called variously Wouml IJals^mi, Friar's

the Coniiiiander's Balsam, or Jesuit "s

Drops) is obtained. It is frequently applied to
wounds directly ; or is usetl as an exterior varnish
over a banda;,'e. In the preparation of court-
plaster, sarcenet (;,'enerally coloured Idack) is

brushed over with a solution of isin;rlass. and then
with a coatin;,' <>f the alcoholic solutiun of l)en/.oin.

The tincture is likewise used in the preparation
of soaps and wjvshes. Benzoin possesses stimu-
lant properties, and wa-s formerly much used in

nieilicine, particularly in chnmic pulmonaiy aH'ec-

tions. The name Asx (/uln'ji (<i.v. ) was yiven
to it in the Uitli century.—The milky juice of
Triiiiifiiiliit lirtizniii, a tree of the natural order of

("ombretacea-, liecoiues, on dryiiij;, a frajrrant resin-

ous substance reseiublin;; iK-nzoiu, which is u.sed a-^

incense in the churches of the .Mauritius. It was at
one time erroneously supposed that l»enzoin was the

Siroduce of Ji'iizoiu iMlnrifrruiii, formerly Laiirtis

Hiizoin, a deciduous shruli of the natural order
Lauracea-, a native of Viri^inia, about 10 to 12

feet lii;,'h, which still lieaiM in America the name
of Benzoin, or iU>njamin Tree, and is also called

Sjiicewood or Fever-bush. It has a hi^ddy aro-

matic bark, which is stimulant and tonic, and is

much useil in North America in intermittent fevers.

The iK'rries are also aronuUic and stimulant.

Kciizovl, the radical of the benzoic series, re-

j>ie-<Mt<'il liv the fornnila (';H.,( >, is a hypothetical
substance supposed to exist in IkmizoIc acid and
many other iMidies. Thus, Injnzoic acid, from this

|ioint of view, i> re;;arded as hydrate of benzoyl,
(VHinHf, jiiid the oil of bitter .ilmonds as the
hydi ide of l>enzoyl, (

'-ll.i< MI. As further examples
of this jjroup of iMxIies, we may mention benzoyl
chloride, C;H-,()('I, and lK?nzoyl cyanide, C-HjOCN.
Diheiiziti/I {V-\\.}))„ or l»enzoyl, as it is sometimes
called, may lie hMikeil on as the aliove-mentioned
radical in tin* free state, an<l is prepareil by the

action of sodium amal;;.im on Itcnzoyl chloride, in

small colourles-s prisms, soluble in alcohol and
ether.

Hydride of Benzoyl is the volatile or essential

oil bdon^^inji to the Iwnzoic scries. It is repre-

sented by the formula <';H;()H, and has been
alrea<ly considered under Al-.MOXD.s, VoL.VTILE
Oil or Essenti.vl Oil ok (q.v.).

Bpo>Vllir. the name of an An;,'lo-Saxon poem of

epic character, which relates tiie heroic deeds of

B<.'i)wulf, jirince of the ( Jeatas, especially his stru','yle

with the Orendel, a ;;rislv monster of the fens and
moors, as well as its mother; and alonj^time after

with a dra;,'on, which victory cost him his life.

The <mly manuscript of the poem in existence is

an in.iccurately written parchineiit codex now in

the British Museum, which once bclon;,'cd to Sir

Robert ("otton. and was much injured by the lire in

the Cottonian Liiirary in 17.SI. The poem consists

of G.TM) short alliterative lines, and is the olde.st

lar;,'e poem in any Teutonic ton;,^ie. Its lanj,aiajre,

according,' to Mr T. .Vrnold, is neither Northum-
brian nor F'-ast .Vn^dian, but with some sli<,dit

Northumbrian exceptions, the pure litcraiy Anj,do-

Saxon of Wcssex ; and the jioem must be referred

to a very early sta;,'e of .\n;,do-Sax(m culture, when
Christia!nity, 'thou;,di it had been ii.tro<luced, had

not yet supplanted the fierce joy in fi^^ditinj,', in

son;,', and teastin;: and seafaring', so characteristic

of tl Id Norse heathendom. The poem in its

j>rescnt form may be assi^'iied witli some de;.'-roe of

conlideuce to au curly period in the 8th century ;

but it is a hazardous matter to determine whether
it was ori^xiiially carried by our forefathers from the
Continent, and afterwards rewritten and worked up
into liteiary form by a late Anj^lo-Saxon editor, or
was entirely due to the invention of an early but
native An<i;lo-Saxon poet. Of course the i)oem, as
we have it, has undergone considerable alterations,

and contains many interpolations. Mr Sweet's
ojiinion is that it is a poem com])osetl before the
'leutoiiic conquest of England. 'The localities are
purely continental : the scenery is laid among the
tioths of Sweden and the Danes ; in the episodes
the Swedes. Frisians, and other continental tribes

a]>pear, while there is no mention of Englaiul, or
the adjoining countries and nations. It is evident
that the poem, as a whole, cannot have been com-
posed directly from the current traditions of the
period : the variety of incidents, their artistic treat-

ment, and the episodes intro<luced, show that the
])oet had some foundation to work upon, that there
must have Ijeen sht>rt epic songs about the exploits
of Beowulf current among the people, which he
comltined into a whole. In the poem, as it stands,
we can easily distinguish four elements : the pro-

logue, the two chief exploits of Beowulf against
Grendel and the drag<in, .and the episodes.'

Ettmiiller and Miillcnhotr believe the work to

be an amalgam of several jioems, the latter main-
taining that it is made up of four distinct lays

or IIr/(/c)i.sii(fr)i, written by at least four hands,
the introductiim again being due to a still later

writer ; while each lay has been enlarged by later

interpolations, which are detailed with all the

certainty and boldness of the true Oerman critic.

This ingenious rea.soning wears on its face, in

the absence of direct contrary evidence, a delu-

sive air of accuracy. It is a matter of great
difliculty to determine how much history and how
much romance or myth there is in the old poem
of Bifjiriiff. Thori»e thought it was a metrical ])ara-

phrase of an heroic saga, composed in the south-

west of Sweden in the old common language of the

ninth, and jirobably brought to this country during
the sway of the* Danish dynasty. Keinble, in his

edition of the text (18.S3), assumed the leading

characters of the poem to be historical, and assigneu

the events to the commencement of the ath century,

but in his translatiim four years later he assigned

the incidents of the ipoeni to the jjoetical cycle of

the Angles, seeing in the central liguie a god rather

than a man with superhuman attributes of defend-

ing, jirotecting, antl redeeming the people. Oiein

and Mr T. Arnold discover in tiie poem an liistorical

foundation, the former considering that it treats of

actions done among the Danes in Denmark, the

latter recognising in King Hygelac the liistorical

King Chocilagns spoken of b^' Gregory of Tours, as

well as in the Gcsta Rcgum t rancoriim. Mr Ilaigli

is the originator of a bold but untenable thecjry

which claims for the poom a purely English origin,

as the composition of a Northumbrian s<-i'ip familiar

with the scenes described, and identilles many of

the places mentioned in the poem with localities on

the Yorkshire coast. With this Professor Heniy
Morley substantially agrees, thinking that the

poem was originally a Danish tale made English

by a poet who lived in the Whitby district, and who,

when he <lescribed or suggested scenery, protluced

impressions from tlie only scenery he knew. Pro-

fessor Earle believes that "the jiocm is Anglian, and

was written in the reign of Oll'a, king of IMercia,

between the years 755 and 794, its aim being to

set up an heroic example as the institution of a

prince The central figure is mythical, but in all

points exemplary, and ])articularly resembling King

Offa. He thinks further that the saga was probably

written originally in Latin, and most likely came

out of Franklanti to the hands of the English poet.
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Professor Skeat, in the Jounud of Philology

(No 29 1886), assumes Beowulf to have been a

realliero, and (Jrendol a bear, and sees in the poem

a "-loriliod i)ootioal account of some great hght with

a'iu'ar that impressed itself on the pomilar imag-

ination Tlie name Graulel means 'tlie grinder,

and Hco-wulf, literally the 'bee-M'olf,' a name
scarcely applicable to any animal but a liear. The

former' is a name that "might well be given to a

bear, while the latter might be a nickname for a

notable slayer of bears in particular. The learned

professor niakes out a strong case, but his interpre-

tation is too literal and realistic, and it is hard to

conceive that the poetic imagination could have

worked so richly round so siniple and ordinary a

story. German 'scholars like Miillenhoif have read

the 'whole story into myth, and harmonised it with

the legends of nature that form part of the old

northern mythology. Simrock, again, recognises

the god Tlior under the mask of Beowulf, and

compares the dragon-fight to Thor's final battle

^^-ith the Midgard snake, at the close of which he

perishes of his venom. It is most likely that in the

action of the poem, to some extent at least, real

events are descril)ed, transformed though they may
be into legendary marvels ;

yet the manners and
customs of the old makers of England are accu-

rately painted withal, and its descriptions of wild

nature, with its half-spiritual aspects, mark the

beginning of what Avas yet to be a characteristic

note in the latest English poetry. The old

lieathenism, with its strong nature-worship and
fatalism, is but thinly veiled by the Christianising

touch of its old English editor. Indeed such a

Sassage as that in which Grendel is described as a
escendant of Cain, is an example of an interpola-

tion that corresponds but indifferently with the

general heathen colouring of the poem. The poem
was first edited by Thorkelin (Copenhagen, 1815),

next by Kemble (London, 1833), Thorpe (1855),
Thomas Arnold (1876), and Harrison and Sharp
( 1883 ). German editions are those of Heyne ( 1863 )

;

Grein ( 1867 ; re-edited by Wiilcker, 1881 ) ; Zupitza,
an autotype of the MS. ('l882); MoUer (Kiel, 1883);
and Holder ( Freiburg, 1884 ). Translations in Eng-
lish are those of Kemble ( 1837), Thorpe, and Arnold,
the Last two accompanying editions of the texts,

Lumsden's (1881) in ' ballad metre, Garnett's
(1883), and William Morris's (1895). German
translations are Ettmiiller's (1840) and Simrock's
(1869). See Dederich, Historische tind Geogra-
phisdie Studien zuiii Beownlf-licd (1877); Mr
Sweet's ' Sketch of the History of Anglo-Saxon
Poetry' in vol. ii. (1871) of Hazlitt's edition of
Warton's History of English Poetry ; vol. i. of
Henry Morley's£'j?(7//s/i Writers {\^^1); Prof. Earle's
Deeds ofBeoicidf{lH92) ; and A. J. Wyatt's edition
(with textual notes, 1894).

Bequeath (A.S. bicwethan), a word meaning
originally to declare, and in the technical language
of English law, to leave i)ersonal property l)y will
to another. In Scots law the words bequeath and
bequest are less used than in England. In both
countries the expression ' leave and bequeath '

is
approjjriate to the disposal of personal property, l)ut
in neither country would the courts defeat the in-
tention of a testator to include his heritable or real
estate, if that intention sulficiently appeared. See
Legacy, Will.

Bj'raimer, Pierre Jean de, the greatest sono-
writorof France, was born on the 19th August 1780
in tlie street of Montorgucil, in Paris. His father'
a notary's clerk, had left liis mother six months
after their marriage, and J5eranger M-as lirouglit up
by his gran.lfather, Chanipy, a tailor, until his ninth
year, when he passed into the care of an aunt who
kept an inn in the suburbs of Peronne. She was an

BERAR

ardent republican, and appears to have taken pains
to imbue her nephew with her political principles.

From his fourteenth to his seventeenth year
Beranger A\orked as apprentice to a printer in

Peronne. He afterwards acted as a clerk to his

father, who about this time gained a fortune by
financial enterprises, only to lose it, however, in

1798. Beranger then settled in Paris, and gave
himself to literature, living in the garret of which
he has sung so charmingly, planning the most ambi-
tious works (among them an epic on Clovis), and
making careful studies of French style, until in

1804 distress compelled him to ask aid from Lucien
Bonaparte. The assistance sought was willingly

given ; and about three years later the poet Arnault
found Beranger a clerkship in the office of the Im-
perial Liniversity, a post which he held until 1821.

On the i^iiblication of the first collection of his
songs in 1815, he was recognised as the lyrical

champion of tlie opposition to the Bourbons. His
popularity with the working-classes was immense.
It was for them that he always wrote, and they
repaid him with an ardour of gratitude and admira-
tion such as no other poet has excited in modern
times. The rhanson, in which the 18th-centiiry

M'liters had trifled in praise of love and wine, be-

came in his hands a trenchant political weapon.
His politics, a curious compound of republicanism

and devotion to the Napoleonic legend, exactly
hit the taste of the multitude. His songs passed
from mouth to mouth before they were published ;

since the invention of printing he is the only
poet, it has well been said, who might have dis-

pensed with the services of the press. For a time
the government did not interfere, but two volumes
which he published in 1821 led to a trial, at the
close of which he \\ as fined 500 francs and sentenced
to three months' imprisonment in St Pelagic.

Another volume, issued in 1825, was the cause of a
second prosecution. Beranger was on this occasion
fined 10,000 francs and condemned to nine months'
imprisonment in La Force, where he was visited by
Hugo, Dumas, Sainte-Beuve, and others of the
greatest men of the day. In 1830 he published
Chansons NouveUcs, and in 1840 he wrote the stoiy

of his life. In 1848 he was elected, against his will,

by more than 200,000 votes to represent the Depart-
ment of the Seine in the Constituent Assembly.
He took his seat, but a few days afterwards bego'ed

to be allowed to resign. He rejected sundry otters

of advancement from Napoleon III., and lived in

retirement during his last years. He died at Paris

on July 17, 1857. Beranger has been repeatedly
compared to Burns, but he has neither the passion

nor the deep humour of the Scottish poet. His songs
cover a wide variety of subjects. Their vivacity

and wit and tripping lightness of movement, their

spontaneity and humanity, their gaiety which
treml)les into pathos, their satire which melts into

laughter, their inimitaljle simplicity and seemingly
unstudied grace of workmanship, explain and justify

the unequalled popularity which their author
secured and still retains among his countrymen.
See Ma Biographie (Paris, 1857), and his corre-

spondence edited by Boiteau (4 vols. 1859-60) ; also

Jules Janin's Beranger et son Temps (Paris, 1866)

;

W. Besant's French Humorists (Lond. 1873); and
W. H. Pollock's French Poets (Lond. 1879).

Berar', or Hyderabad Assigned Districts,
a i^rovince of Central India, forming a com-
missionership under the resident of Hyderabad
( Haidarabad ). It is bounded on the N. and E. by
the Central Provinces, on the W. by Bombay, and
on the S. by the Nizam's dominions. Its length from
east to west is about 150 miles, and its average
breadth 144 miles; area, 17,711 sq. m.

;
pop. (1891)

2,896,670. The i)rovince consists of the districts

of Amraoti, Ellichpur, Wun, Akola, Buldana, and
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Basini, assij^ieU to the British government under
the treaties of 1853 ami 1S61 with the Nizam
of Hy<lenil»ad, who was liankrupt, ami unable
to pay a Iarj,'e ami increasin;,' ilebt. The pro-
vince is mainly a broad valley running east
and west, l>etween the Satpura lian-'e in the
north and the Ajanta Uange on tlie south,
8Uid is divided into the BalanJuit or upland
country, and the I'iii/an<j/tat or lowland country.
The valley at the base of the Satimras, consist-

ing of bhu'k loam, Is extremely fertile, and is

one ricii sheet of waving crops in harvest time.
It is traversed in its length by the Purna—itself

a trilmtary of the Tapti—which, with its numer-
ous allluents, aH'ords an ami>le suiiply of water to
the valley, and it is thus [leculiarly suitable to
the cultivation of cotton, forming indeeil the
ricliest and most extensive cotton-lield in India.

The other prfj«lucts are millet, oilseeds, wheat,
})ulses, tobacco, aiul cjistor-oil. Beds of coal are
»mnd near the Wanlha Kiver, in the Wun dis-

trict ; iron ore Ls plentiful in the e.ist, and the
only natural lake is the salt Lake of Lou;ir. The
(Ireat Indian and Peninsular Kaihvay runs through
tile province from east to west. Elliclipur (p<»p.

'2G,7-'>>> was the capital of the oM kingdom. The
Britisii, under Ueneral Wcllesley, helped the
Ni/am in 1803 to crush the Mahratta power.

Borat * a town of Albania. Turkey, in the pro-

vince ut Jaiiina, 30 mUes NE. of the seajiort of

Avlmia. It is the .seat of a (Jreek archbishop.
P<(|i. about 1'2,LKJ0, a third of wiiom are (Jreeks.

BitIkt. a town on the riglit bank of the Nile,

lielow the continence of tiie Atltara. It is a station

on tlie route from Kluirtoum to Cairo, and a i»oint

to wliicli caravans come from Suakin on the Red
Sea. In tlie course of (Jeneral (Jraham's operations

against < )siiian Digna in iss.!, a railway was j>ro-

jfitfd from Suakin to Berber, ami the work was
actually in-gun, l>ut was ultimately abandoned
wiien military protection was taken away. Tlie

|M)p. is alM)ut S(XJ(J.

B«*r borjlll.a seaport of Somali, Eastern Africa,

witli a go<Ml liarliour, on a bay of the (Julf of Aden.
It was coiiijucre<l by Eg>]it in 1S7.'), liut in July
1SH4 tiie Bntisii government took i)o>session of it,

and a small Indian force is now stationed here. It

is tiie scene <»f a large annual fair, which l)rings

over .'^0,000 r>eopie togetiier from ail f|uartei-s in

tlie ivtst. Coflee, grains, ghee, gold-dust, ivor>-,

;ums, cattle, ostricii feat hers, \c. are brought

litiier from tii<> interior, ami exchanged for cotton,

rice, iron, Indian piece-gotMls, \c.

Berboridea*. or Bkihikrid-ace-e, a natural

onltT of thalamitloral ilicotyiedons, of which the

dillerent species of Barberry" (q. v.) atlord tiie be.st-

known examjiles. Many oil the plants of this order

are spiny siirubs ; others are herbaceous perennials.

Tiieir leaves are alternate; tiieir (lowers areu.sually

ill racemes, and are readily characterised by their

trimerous symmetry and recurved anther valves;

the fruit is eitlier' a lierry or a capsule, and is

iisualiv acid, liitter, or j'lstringent. Tiiere are

more tiian 100 species, widely distributed througii

the temperate /one and on "tiie mountains of the

tropics, but absent from South Africa and Austral-

asia.

B<'rbers. the general name usually given to

tiie trilns iiiiiabiting the mountainous regions of

IJarbarv and tiie northern j.ortions of tiie Great

Desert." It is derived, according to Bartii, either

from tiic name of their supjiosed ancestor, Ber,

wliicli we recognise in the Lat. A/a; an African,

or from tlie (Ireek and Roman tenn Barban. llie

name bv whicii tliey call themselves, and which

wjLs kno"wn to tiie (Jreeks and Romans, is Amazigh,

Mazifii, -Mazvs, &c. according to locality, and

I

whether singular or plural. These tribes have a
common origin, and are the descendants of the
aboriginal iniiabitants of Northern Africa. They
l)elonj^ to the Hamitic family, and though they
iiave been conquered in succession by the Plia'ni-

cians, Romans, Vandals, and Arabs, and have
become, in consequence, to some extent a mixed
race, they retain in great part their distinctive

peculiarities. Till the 11th century, the Berbers
seem to have formed the larger i)art of the poimla-
tion inhabiting the southern coast of the ^Ieuiter-

ranean, from Egypt to the Atlantic Ocean ; but, on
the great Arab immigrations wliicli then took place,

they were driven to the Atlas Mountains, and to
the desert regions where tliev now live. In Tripoli,

the allegiance they pay to tlie Turks is little more
than nominal ; in Algeria, where they usually are
termed Kabyles (A"6//« = 'union '), they long re-

mained unconquered by the French ; and in Morocco,
where they are called Shelluh, they are only in form
subject to the sultan. The Berliers occupying the
desert, wlio are calleil Tuareg or TawarcK, by the
Arabs, have become much mixed with tiie negro
race. The number of tiie Berbers is estimated at

between tliree and four millions. They are of

middle stature, sparely but strongly built, and the

complexion varies from reddish to yellowish brown.
Their iiianners are austere, and in disposition they

are cniel, suspicious, and implacable. They are

usually at war either witli their neighlxmis or

among themselves, and are possessed of a wild

sjiirit of iiidei)endence, which makes it inqKissible

for them to unite for any common puijiose.

They live in clav huts and tents, but in tiieir

I

larger villages tliey have stone houses. They
have herds of sheep and cattle, and practise

agriculture. The mines of iron and lead in the

I
Atlas are wrought by them, and they manufacture
swords, guns, and gunpowder. They formerly pro-

I

fes.se<l the Cliristian religion, but are now liigoted

I

adiierents of Islam. A Dirtiunnairc Fnnirais-

fjcrbi're was prepared by Brosselard and Jaubert

( 1844). See also Renan^ La Suckt( Bcrbiir ; Jules

I

Lionel, Jiarcs Bcrhircs (1894); and Rene Basset,

I

C'jntcs Bi.rbdrs, with list of books on tiie Berbers

;

and their language appended (1887). See Afhica.

Berbice', the eastern division of Britisii Guiana
((|.v. ), Ixmnded on tlie E. by the Corentyn and

. Dutch Guiana. Area about 21,000 s(|. m. Once a
' separate colony, Berbice was united with Esseciuibo

and Demerara under one government in 1831. The
I chief product is sugar, witli rum, molasses, timber,

I cocoa, and tropical fruits. The forests aljound

I

with splendid timber-trees, inciudin{j' tlie mora
and bullet-tree. The Berbice River is navigable

for small vessels 175 miles from its mouth. An
important aHluent is the Canje. New Amsterdam,
on the right bank of the Berbice River (pop. 9000),

is tlie chief town and port of the district. See

(ll'IANA.

Berclieiii, or Berghem, Nicholas, an eminent

Dutch painter, was born at Haarlem in 1620, and
liavin" studied under liis father and Van (ioyen,

Weenix the elder, and other masters, he spent

several years in Italy, where he soon acquired an
extraordinary facility of execution. His industrv

was naturally great"; and his innumerable land-

scapes now decorate the best collections of Europe.

The leading features of Bercliem's works, besides

the general happiness of the compositions, are

warmth of colouring, a skilful handling of lights,

ami a mastery of ])ersnective. His etchings are

also highly esteemed. He died in 1U83.

Berrboiiiia. See Supple Jack.

Bereb'ta (modern form Bertha, the old High
(ierman I'enditu, ' the bright'), a goddess of South

German mythology, apparently the same as the
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HuMii ( 'the jxracioiis '
) of Nortlu'in (Jermany. In

Dame Hnlila, tlie ^nacious and kindly aspect came

to l«e the itre(h)minant : hut in Dame Berchta, tlie

severe and awe-insi.iiini,', the reason for this Ijein-;

that the popular Christian view had degraded her

lower than Hulda. Dame lierchta has the over-

si.'ht of spinnei-s ; whatever spinning she finds un-

linished on the last day of the year she spoils. Her

festival is kept with a prescribed kind ot meagre

fare—oat meal -gruel, or pottage, and Hsh. If she

catches any one eating other food on that day she

cuts his stomach open, tills it with chopped straw,

and sews up the gash with a ploughshare for a needle,

and an iron chain for a thread. She is represented

in some places as having a long iron nose and one

big foot. It is likely that many of the attributes

of'^Berchta were transferre<l to the famous Berthas

of medieval history and fahle, as Berta, wife of

King Pippin and mother of Charlemagne. She

has-been connected with the feast of the Epiph-

any (6tli January), and has been explained by

sonie as a personification of the brightness of the

heavenly vision that appeared to the shepherds in

the (iehi ; but it is far more likely that the analogy

of the 'bright' day was tacked on to a previously

existing Perhta, "^a deity of heathendom. The
numerous stories of the 'White Lady' (q.v.) who
appears in noble houses at night, and acts as

the guardian angel of the race, have doubtless their

root in the ancient heathen goddess Berchta.

Berohtesffadeil, a village of Bavaria, charm-

ingly situated on a mountain-slope, aljout 15 miles

S. «)f Salzburg. Its abbey is now a royal castle,

and in the neighbourhood is a royal hunting-lodge.

The place is most remarkable for its government
salt-mines, from which 150,000 cwt. of rock-salt

are annually obtained. Fresh water being intro-

duced to the mine, it is run off as Ijrine into a
reservoir, and afterwards conducted to Traunstein
and Rosenheim, about 40 miles distant. Pop.
2197, mostly Catholics.

Berck-Slir-luer, a harljour and bathing resort

in tlie Freneli department of Pas-de-Calais, '22

miles S. of Boulogne, witli some shipbuilding and
sailiuaking. Pop. 5752.

Berdiaiisk\ a seaport of Southern Russia, in

the government of Taurida, on the NW. coast of

the Sea of Azov. It has the finest harbour in

the Sea of Azov, and is a place of commercial
activity. Pop. 23,593.

Berditeller, a town of Russia, 108 milesWSW,
of Kiev by rail, famous for its live animal fairs.

At these, cattle, corn, wine, honey, leather, Sec. are
disposed of. The aveiage annual value of the sales
is £600,000. Pop. 98,284, largely Jews.

Bere, a kind of Barley (q.v.).

Bere'ailS, an almost extinct sect of Christians,
•who originated in Scotland in the 18th century.
They took this name from the people of Berea, who
are s[)oken of in Acts, xvii. 11, as having 'received
the wonl with all readiness of mind. ' Their founder
was the Rev. John Barclay (1734-98), a native of
Muthill, in Perthshire, who acted as assistant
minister at Fettercairn for nine years. They be-
lieve that the knowledge of (iod's existence and
character is derived from the Bible alone, and not
from reason or nature ; that the Psalms of David
relate exclusively to Ciirist ; that assurance is of
the essence of faith ; and that unl)elief is the un-
pardonable sin. In other points of doctrine they
are ordin;iry Calvinists.

Bere$;oililliii is a misprint in the Ulm edition
of Ptolemy's (Jpography (1486) U)r Rrrifjouiim, a
town of the Novanta'. imw identified with the fort
of Innermessan on the east shore of Loch Ryan.
Boece applied the name Beregonium to a lar<-e

vitrified fort in Ardchattan parish, Argyllshire,

5A miles NNE. of Oban. But there is no historical

ground for supposing this to have been a seat of

ancient kings, Scottish or other, as is often

assumed.

Be'reiiajar I>, king of Italj^, succeeded at his

father's death to the dukedom of Friuli. After
the deposition of Charles the Fat in 887, he was
crowned king of Italy, but he soon irritated the

nobles by condescending to hold his territory in

fief from Arnulf, king of Gierniany ; and Guido,
Duke of Spoleto, was persuaded to contest the

throne. With the help of Arnulf, however,
Berengar ultimately prevailed. After Guido's
death in 894, his son, Lambert, compelled the king
to share with him the sovereignty of North Italy

until 898, when Lambert was assassinated. Beren-
gar's influence quickly sank, since he could not
check the plundering incursions of the Magjars
and Arabs, and many years were spent in struggles

to maintain his position. In 915 he was crowned
emperor by Pope John X. ; but the nobles again
revolted, and under Rudolf of Burgundy com-
pletely overthrew him in 923. In his extremity,
Berengar called in the Hungarians to his aid,

which unpatriotic act alienated the minds of all

Italians from him, and cost him his life, for he was
assassinated in 924.

—

Berengar II., grandson of

the preceding, succeeded his father as Count of

Ivrea in 9'25, and married Willa, niece of Hugo,
king of Italy, in 934. For a conspiracy against
Hugo, he was compelled to flee to Germany, A\here

he was kindly received by the emperor. Otto I. In
945 he recrossed the Alps at the head of an army,
and placed the weak Lothaire, the son of Hugo, on
the throne. On the death of this prince, who was
proliably poisoned by Willa, Berengar allowed
himself to be crowned along with his son, Adalbert,
in 950. His tyranny induced his subjects to call in

the aid of the emperor, who marched into Italy in

961, and took possession of the country. After
three years' refuge in a mountain-fortress, Berengar
surrendered, and was sent as a prisoner to Bamberg,
in Bavaria, where he died in 966.

Bereiigaria. See Richard I.

Bereilga'rillS of Tours, a distinguished

scholastic theologian, was born at Tours, in France,

998 A.D. In 1031 he Mas appointed preceptor of

the school of St Martin in Tours, and, about
1040, archdeacon of Angers. Here he first drew
upon himself the charge of heresy in reference to

the doctrine of transubstantiation. He held that

the bread and wine in the sacrament of the

eucharist remained bread and wine, and that the

faith of the believer who recognised their symliolic

meaning only transformed them subjectivelj- into

the body and blood of Christ. This interpretation

was condemned by Pope Leo IX. ( 1049-50 ). In

1054 Berengaiius retracted his opinion before the
Council of Tours, but immediately returned to his

conviction, and commenced to advocate it anew.
For this he was finally, in 1078, cited to appear at

Rome, where he repeatedly abjured his 'error,'

but never seems to have really abandoned if;.

Hildeljrand, now Pope Gregory VII., treated him
with great moderation ; and at last conceived it

best to let him alone. Harassed and weakened by
the attacks of the orthodox party, headed by
Lanfranc of Canterbury, he finally retired to a cell

at St Come, on an islan<l in the Loire ( now a ruin

on the south bank), near Tours, where he spent
the last years of his life in devotional exercises.

He died iii 1088. The greater number of his works
are lost ; such as are extant have lieen collected and
published by A. F. & F. T. Vischer ( Berlin, 1834).

Bereni'ee (modern name, Sahdyt-cl-Kuhli), a
town of Egypt, on a bay in the Red Sea, 20 miles
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SW. of Ras Benass. It was founded by Ptolemy
riiihidolplius, and was in ancient times tlie em-
porium of tlie trade with India, but it is now
ruiiuMl. and interesting only for its antiquities.

BtTCIlioe, tlie name of several celebrated
women of the Imuse of I'tolemv, including ( I ) the
wife of I'tniemy 1., celebrated l)y Theocritus; the
dau{,'hter of I'tolemy II. ; and tlie wife of Ptolemy
III. This last queen, durin;,' the kings wai-s iii

Asia, maile a vow to oiler her beautiful luiir to
the gmls wiien li.-r iiusband returned safely—

a

vow which she fuihlled. The hair was suspended
in the temple of .\phrodite, from which, accordin--
to the fable, it was taken to form a constellation'^
Cijiii't li<rntirrs.—{'2) Hkkk.nick, also called Cleo-
patra, daughter of Ptolemy IX. (Lathyrus), was,
on her succession to the throne, married to Alex-
amler II., by whom she was murdered nineteen
days after marriage.—(3) Hkkknice, ilaughter of
Pt<)lemy XI. ( Auletes), eldot sister of therenownetl
Cleopatra, w;us rai.sed to the throne after her fathers
<lei>osition, 5H ij.c, but wa-< put to death when her
father was restore<l, .V) it.c. She w.xs lii-st marrieil
to Seleucus, whom she cau.«ed to be put to death,
and afterwards to Archelaus, who was put to
death with her.—There were, l>esides, two Jewish
Herenices —the one, daughter of Salome, sister of
Herod the (Jreat, and mother of Agrippa I. ;

the other, and more famous, wa.s daughter of this
latter monarch. She ,Wi\.s three times married :

her uncle. Herod, Prince of Clialcis, left her for the
sec<md time a widow, at the age of twenty ; and
she deserted her third husband to return to her
brother. King .Vgrippa II., the same before whom
Paul defendtMl himself at ( "icsare.i. After the
capture of Jerusalem, she Nvent to Home, and
Titus, who was mucii in love with her. would have
married her but for the opiiositi<m of the people.
The intimacy of Herenice and Titus forms the
subject of a tragedy iiy Kacine.

Bcresford, William t akk Bekesfuhd, Vis-
("ilNr, gi-iii-ral. wjis born in ITGS, a natural s<m
of thelirst Marquis of Waierford. He entered the
army in ITS."), in ITHii lost his left eye through an
accident, and, after serving in all the four con-
tinents, bore a conspicuous p.irt ( iM(Mj) in the rec(m-
nuest of the Cape, and tlie capture of IJiienos

Ayres. The latter achievement w.us followed by
his own surrender, but in ls(»7 he made his escape.
In ISOS he di<l gallant service .luring the retreat to

CoruMua ; and in l.s(»<) he took tlie command of the
Portuguese army, with the local rank of lieutenant-

general. He succeeded in improving its discipline

so greatly, lus simui to render it highly eflicient for

active service. For his services at IJusjico (1810)
he wa-s nuule a Knight of the Datli ; and for his

victory over Soiilt at Albuera (1811) he received

the thanks of parliament. He was ])rescnt at

Hadajo/, and at Salamanca, where he wa.s severely

Mounded, and ilistinguished himself in many other
battles. In IS14 he was createil IJaron. and in

iS'iM Viscount. Beresfonl. He <iuitted Portugal
in IS'i-i ; and in the Wellingtcm administration

( 1S'2S ;{()) he was master-general i>f the ordnance.

He bore tlie title of Duke of Klvas in Spain, and
of Conde de Tranco.so in Portugal. He died, with-

out issue, 8th January 1854, when his title became
extinct.

B4'r('.<«i'lia. <n- IJkrezina, a river of liussia,

having its rise in the north of the govern-

ment of .Minsk in Litliuania. It flows in a
southward direction for about 3.50 miles (over

'2<K) of which are navigable) to the Dnieper.

Its shores are Hat, and the stream is of import-

ance as a means of floating the timber of the

c<uintry to the sea in rafts. It is connected with

the Diina, or Dwina, by a canal, a communica-

tion between the Black and Baltic Seas being
thus established. The Beresina is memorable on
account of the disastrous i)assage of the French
army, November 1812, during the retreat from
Moscow. Two bridges over tlie river were hastily
constructed amid terrible hardshijis, and, on the
'27th, the passage <jf the French commenced, and
went on throughout the whole day. Marshal
^ictors rear-guanl of 7000 men. under Parton-
neau.x, were, hoMever, intercepted by the liussians,
and had to capitulate. On the '28th a vigor-
ous attack was made by the Russians upon the
French on both sides of the river; and they
established a battery of twelve pieces to coni-
mand the bridge. The panic and confusion of
the French became dreadful. One bridge broke,
and all rushing to the other, it was soon choked

;

multitudes were forced into the stream, while
the Russian cannon ]dayed on the struggling mass.
On the 29th a considerable number ot sick and
wounded soldiei-s, women, children, and sutlers
still remained l)ehind, until preparations were com-
jtleted for burning the bridges. Then a fearful
rush took place ; and as the lire seized the timbers,
men, women, and children threw themselves in
•lesperatiim into the flames or the river. The
12,000 dead bodies found on the shores of the
river, when the ice thawed, attested the magni-
tude of t!ie French disaster. The Russians took
10,000 prisoners and 25 pieces of cannon.

Bere.slav, or Beri.slav, a thriving town in the
Russian government of Kherson, on the Dnieper,
Hading in wood and corn. Pop. 11,093.

Bercziia, a town of Russia, .SO miles E. of the
town oi Tchernigotr, on a tributary of the Desna,
pop. ll.siKj (many Jews).

Borezov' ('the town of Itiicli-trees'), a town
of Siberia in the government of Tobolsk, on the
left bank of the Sosva, a branch of the Obi.
It marks the northern limit of the region of rye,
barley, and horses, and is important as a fur
and skin trading station. Pop. 20(X), made up of
Cos.sacks and exiles.

Borezovsk* a village in the Russian province
of Perm, near Ekaterinburg, gives name to a
famous g(ddlield, wrougiit since 1744. The mines
are on the ejistern slojies of the middle Ural chain,
and the Held is above 5 miles long. The wa.sliings

on the Berezovka River are also very productive.

B<'r(;. <a former duchy of Germany, on the
right bank (»f the Rhine, now incorporated with
tlie Prussian dominions, between Diissoldorf and
Cologne. It is a densely populated manufacturing
country. After various vicissitudes, the duchy had
merged in the electorate of Bavaria, and in 180G
Bavaria ceded it to France. Napoleon erected it

into a granfl-duchy, constituting his brother-in-law,
Murat, its sovereign; and two years afterwards,
Napoleon's nephew, then Cro^^n Prince of Holland,
was made grand-duke. Tlie pe;ice of 1815 gave
Berg to Prussia.

Borg, Christi.vx Pa ilsen, Danish politician,

born in 1829. near Lemvig, in Jutlantl, in 1865
entered the Folksthing, of which he was chosen
jiresidcnt in 1883. In 1877 he became leader of the
Radical opposition, and in 1881 editor of the
Morffcnhhul : in 1880 his fierce attacks on one
of tiie ministry brought on him six months'
ii iprisonment. He died 27lh November 1891.

Bcr.ifil. a town of Catalonia, Si)ain, 52 miles

NNW. ..f Barcelona. Pop. 5000.

Ber'ifaillit (ancient I'rr(j<1mos), a city of Asiatic

Turkey, province of Aidin. situated in a beautiful

and fertile valley, 40 miles N. of Smyrna. In early

times tlie city was the cajiital of the kingdom of
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Perj^ammn (q.v.). The present population is about

GOOO.

Ber'SfJllIlO (the ancient Bergommn), a fortified

town of Loiiibanlv, situated on low hills, 34 miles

NE. of -Milan by 'rail. It has a castle occupying

the most elevated part of the town, a cathedral,

school of art, museum, lyceum, library, two
theatres, tltc. Silk, cotton, linen, woollen fabrics,

and iron goods are manufactured. It has also an

extensive trade in grindstones, quarried in the

vicinity. Annually, in the month of August, the

largest fair in Northern Italy is held here. Ber-

gamo was destroyed by Attila, 452 A.D. ; after the

fall of the Roman empire, it became capital of a

Lombard ducliv, and its inhabitants placed them-
selves under tlie protection of the Venetian Re-
public in 1427. It is now capital of an Italian

]>r(iviiice. Tiraboschi and Donizetti were natives
of IJergamo, and Bernardo Tasso, the father of

Torquato, was of Bergamasc descent. Pop. (com-
mune, 1S92) 42,500.

Berg^illllOt is the name applied to a group of

varieties of pear, which agree in more or less

completely resembling an apple in shape, in

melting juicy pulp, and pleasant flavour. See
Rear.
Bcrg'aiUOt is also the name of a species or

variety of tlie genus Citrus (q.v. ), also called the
Bergamot Orange, or Mellarosa ; by some
botanists regarded as a A^ariety of the orange

( C.

A urantium ) ; by others, as a variety of the lime
(C. liinctta) ; and elevated by Risso to the rank of

a distinct species, under the name of C. bergamea.
The name comes from Bergama (q.v.), a city
in Asia Minor, the ancient Pergamos. It is now
cultivated in the south of Europe ; and from the
rind of its fruit, the well-known Oil of Bergamot
is obtained, which is extensively used in making
pomades, fragrant essences, eau de Cologne,
liqueurs, &:c. The fruit is pear-shaped, smooth,
of a pale-golden colour, and has a green, subacid,
firm, and fragrant pulp. The essential oil is

obtained by distillation, or by grating down the
rinds, and then subjecting them to pressure, which
is the l)etter method. The oil is also obtained from
otlier \urieties or species of the same genus. It is

of a pale-yellow colour or almost colourless. One
hundred Bergamot oranges are said to yield about
2h, ounces of oil. Oil of Bergamot is frequently
employed for diluting or adulterating the very
expensive blue volatile oil of Chamomile (q.v.).

—

Bergamot is also applied to certain fragrant
Laliiates, notably Mentha citmta or odorata, as also
to species of Monarda

( 31. fididosa, &c. ).

Bergedorf, a district and town of Germany,
10 miles SE. of Hamburg, to which it belongs.
Part of tlie territory is known by the name of the
Four Lands ( Vierlander ). It is inhabited by a
well-conditioned and industrious population, much
occupied in the cultivation of fruit and vegetables,
not only fur the market of Hamburg, but for that
of London. The area is 35 sq. m., and the popula-
tion about 20,000. Pop. of town, G957.

Bergen, a fortified seaport in the west of
Norway, and the second city of the kingdom, in
the province of the same name, situated on a
promontory at the head of a deep bay, and, with
the exception of the north-east side, where lofty
mountains inclose it, surrounded l)y water. The
harbonr is safe and commodious, and around
It the town is built, presenting a picturesque
appearance from tiie sea, with its wooden liousos
of various colours. It has a catiiedral, various
churclies schools, iiospitals, and public institutions-
and IS the seat of a bishop, and the station of a
naval squadron. Tlic museum has valual)le col-
lections of Norse antiquities and specimens of

Norwegian fishes. Tlie chief manufactures of

Bergen are gloves, tobacco, porcelain, leather,

soap, and cordage. It has numerous distilleries,

and several shipbuilding yards. Its principal trade,

however, is the export of stockfish, herrings, and
fish-oil and roe. Tv/ice a year, the Norlandnien
come to Bergen with their fish, receiving in exchange
for them such articles of necessity or luxury as
they require. The annual value of the stockfish
exportetl from this port is about £450,000. In
addition, it exports about half a million barrels

of herrings and 20,000 barrels of cod-liver oil.

There is constant steam communication with
Copenhagen, the Baltic ports, Hamburg, Rotter-
dam, Hull, Newcastle, and New York. Since
1SS3 Bergen has been connected by railway with
tiie north of the Hardangerfjord. The chief imports
are brandy, wine, corn, cotton, woollens, hemp,
sugar, tobacco, coffee, &c. The climate is exceed-
ingly humid, but not unhealthy ; the yearly rain-
fall is 89 inches, and the temperature averages 4G''

F. Bergen, formerly called Bjiirgvin ( ' the pasture
betwixt the mountains'), was founded about 1070
l)y Olaf Kyrre, who made it the second city in

his kingdom, and it was soon raised to the
first rank. English and Scottish tradei-s were
early displaced here by the merchants of the Hanse
towns, who continuect to exercise and abuse their

monopoly until their supremacy was broken by an
act issued by Frederick II. of Denmark in 15G0 ;

and in 17G3 their last warehouse fell into the hands
of a citizen of Bergen. In the 13th century, Bergen
had thirty churches and religious houses, but
tiiese have been mostly swept away in the
numerous conflagrations which have devastated
it from 1189 to 1855. The town was long the most
important trading town of Norway, but has been
recently surpassed by Christiania. The castle of

Bergenhus was till 1397 the residence of the Nor-
wegian kings. Bergen was the birthplace of

Holberg, the painter, Dalil, Welhaven, and Ole
Bull. Pop. (1891)52,083.

Bergeil-Op-Zoom, a town formerly strongly
fortified, in the Dutch province of North Brabant,
21 miles N. by W. of Antwerp, and 39 E. by N. of

Flushing. It stands on the little river Zoom, at
its entrance into the east branch of the Scheldt, in

a marshy district, frequently inundated. It has a
harbour, manufactures of brick and earthenwares,
and a large trade in anchovies. Population, 11,108.

The importance of its position rendered the town
the object of many contests. The Netherlanders
made it one of their strongholds in their struggles
with Spain, and the Spaniards, who had been ex-

})elled in 1577, unsuccessfully attempted to capture
the place, either by siege or storm, in 1581, 1588,

1G05, and 1622. The fortifications were afterwards
strengthened by the engineer Coehorn, so as to

give it the reputation of being impregnable. Yet
the French, under Count Lowendal, in 1747, after

a siege of nearly three months, and the springing
of 41 mines by the assailants, and 38 by the de-

fenders, took the place by storm, and in 1795 it

cajjitulated without resistance to Pichegru. Being
incorporated with France in 1810, it was blockaded
in 1814 by the English, who attein]3ted to sur-

prise the fortress on the night of the 8th of March
with a force of 3900 ; but after carrying the greater
part of the works, they were, througli Sir Thomas
Graham's remissness in sending support, over-

l)owered by the brave garrison, and either slain or

forced to surrender. The French only gave up the
post under the Treaty of Paris ; in 18G7 the fortress

was demolished.

Bergenrotli, Gustav Adolf, historian, l)orn

in Prussia, 1813, studied law, and entered the state
service, from which he was dismissed, owing to his
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revolutionary views, in 1848. IJeconiinj,' further
connirouiised, he went to America in I80O, but
settleil in 1857 in Enghxnd, wliere he devoted liini-

seli to the study of the state papei-ss of the Tudor
rei;,'ns. After a visit to Siniancas, iu Spain, tlie

results of his lalnjurs were imhlished under the
title Culeiulur of Letters, iMsji'ttr/tc^; and State
J'li/His trhttini] to the Xcfiotlutiutm between Emj-
luml unit Snuin (3 vols. Loud. 1862-68). He died
in Madrid, February 13, 1869.

Borgerao, a town in the French department
of l>ordoj.'ne, on the Dordogne, 60 miles E. of
Bordeaux by mil. Must of its inhabitants are
employed in the surrounding' ironworks and paper-
mills. The wines of the district, both white and
red, are esteemed. During the wars with the
Englisii, IJergerac was a fortre.ss ami an entrepot
of trade ; but after siding with the Calvinists,

and consefjuently suHering gneatly in the religious
wai-s, the place was dismantled bv Louis XIII. in

1621, whilst th.e revocation of the "Edict of Nantes
drove manv of its citizens into e.xile. I'op. (1891)
1-.»,4S.-,.

Bergerac, Savinmen Cyhano dk, a French
author, born in Paris, 1619, distinguished for his

courage in the held, and for the number of his

duels, more than a thousand, most of them fought
on account of his monstrously large nose. He died

in 16.')."). His writings, whicli are often crude, Imt
full of invention, vigoui", and wit. include a tragedy,

. I <//•// (/(//(<, and a comedy, Le I't'dunt Jou(, from
wliiili Corneille and .Moliere liave freely borrowed
ideas ; and his llintoirc Conii'iuc ifes /•Jtcits ct

Eini>irrs ih: la Lune ct rfit So/eil probably sug-

pested ' Micromega.s' to Voltaire, ami 'Gulliver'

to Swift. His works liave been freciuently repub-
ILshi'd, the hv-st time at Paris, 1873.

Bt'rgliaUS. Hkinicicii. an eminent geographer.
w;i> liorn at Cleves, in Ulifni>ii Pru>sia, in 1797.

His early services jus an engineer in the French antl

Prussian armies largely a<lvanced his knowledge
of ge(Kle.sy. After being employed on the trigono-

nn'triral stirvey of Prussia, he became (1824)
jirofe-sor of .Mathematics in the Architectural

Academy of Herlin. and (1836) director of the

Ck'ograpliical School in Potsdam. Tiie best-known
of his cartograiihical works is his I'/i i/.\iral Atlas

(y<) plates, 2«l ed. 18.32). He edited .several

geographical periodicals, and wrote numerous valu-

able works on physical and jiolitical geography,

including the Lamter- it. VolhrLttiule (1840). Hi>

corn-spondence with A. von HumlM)ldt, published

at Ivijizig in 1S63, lills 3 vols. He died at Stettin,

17tii F.bruary 1SS4.

Borgk, TiiEoooi:, a distinguished German
classical scholar, lM)rn at Leipzig, May 22, 1812.

From 1842 to 1869 he was professor of Philolog'y

successively at Marburg. Freiburg, and Halle. In

the latter year ill-health enforcetl his retirement,

and the reiiiainder of his life Wiis spent iu preparing

his i;r,s<hirl,tr ilrr ifrierUi.vltm Litteratur, of which,

however, he linished the lirst volume (mly (Berl.

1872), the other three being edited by CJ. Hinrichs

20, issl.

Bcrglliail. ToKUKKN Olof, a celebrated

Swedi.-.li ciiciiiist, born at Katharinaberg, in \Vest

Gothlaml, March 20, 173.J. A student under Lin-

n;eus at I'l.sala in 1758, he wa.s raised to the chair

of Physics there, and in 1767 to that of Chemistry.

Mere he cfmtinued till his death, -Jul.v «. l'^^.

H.rgman"s earliest studies were in natural histor>' ;

his "lat.-r. in chemistry and mineralogy. His

theory of elective or chemical atiiiiitics had an

iinportant place in the history of chemistry, and
his work iu mineralogy did n'luch to prepare the
way for a scientilic classification of minerals. His
dissertations are collected into 6 octavo vols.
(Leip. 1779-81); and English translations of them
till 3 vols. (1784-85).

Bei'gllielll, or MOUNTAIX-FLOUR, is a recent
dejiosit of a white or cream-coloured powder of
extreme lineness, composed almost entirely of the
indestructible siliceous frustules or cell-walls of
Diatomacea' ((j.v.). From its resemblance to Hour,
it has been mixed with ordinary food in seasons of

scarcity, and thus used by the inhabitants of Nor-
way and Sweden, who sui)i)ose it to be nutritious.
When subjected to a red heat, it loses from a
•juarter to a third of its weight, the loss consist-
ing probably of organic matter, and this would
make it in itself niitritii)us ; but it seems to derive
its chief value from its increasing the bulk of the
food, and rendering the really nutritious portion
more satisfying. On the other hand, some ex-
periments tend to show that bergmehl tloes contain
a very small proportion—3 or 4 per cent.—of posi-

tive nutriment. Similar deposits occur at Dolgclly
in North Wales, at South Mourne in Ireland, and
in Mull, Kiuxsay, Skye, and elsewhere in Scotland.
The contained organisms show that these beds
have been deposited in fresh water.

Bt'l'Slies. a town and fortress in the French
department of Nord, on the Colme, 5 miles SSE.
of Dunkirk. Four detached forts, two of wliicli

command the road to Dunkirk, guard the town,
which was fruitlessly besieged by the English in

1793. Poi.. 54.35.

Bergylt [Sebastcs norvegicus), a common lish

in northern seas, belonging to the family Scorpa'n-
id;c, in the great order of lishes with sjtinous rays
( Acantliopterygii). It is somewhat like a perch in

apjiearance, and used to be called I'crca marina :

no resemblance, however, can justify another of its

names—the Norway Haddock. It attains a length

of 2 feet or more, has a red colour, and is good
for food. Though occasionally found on Britisli

coasts as far south as Berwick, its true home is

farther north. The genus Sebastes includes 24

other widely-distributed species.

Bc'l'liainpui** the name of two towns in

British Imlia.—(1) Bcrhamimr, in Madras, is a

military station in the district of Ganjam, IS

miles SW. of the town of Ganjam, ami but 9

from the coast. The climate is very healthy, and

there is some trade in sugar ami silk cloth.

Population, 26,653.—(2) Berhamimr, in Bengal, on

the left liank of the Bhagirathi, 5 miles below

Murshidabad. It was long one of the piincij>al

military stations in British India, and the barracks,

tiow largely devoted to other uses, still form tiie

most prominent feature of the town. In 1857

Beihampur was the scene of the lirst open act of

mutiny. Pop. 23,515.

Beriberi ( from the Singhalese bcri, ' weak-

ness'), a malady common in India, Japan, ami

parts of Africa, Vvhich combines ana-mia, pain, and

dilliculty in lueathing, with dropsical and paralytic

symptoms. It may be acute or chronic, and is not

contagious, but infests districts.

Bering. See Behrixg.

Berja, a town of Spain, 22 miles W. of

Almeria. The inhaV>itants are cliielly engaged in

mining lead. Pop. 13,582.

lt«»rkelev. a small town of Gloucestershire,

on the Avu.: 17^ miles SW. of Gloucester by

rail The town lies in the \ale of Berkeley,

which consists of rich meadow pasture-land, on

a deep, fat loam, and is celebrated for its dairies

and ' Double Gloucester ' cheese. Berkeley Castle,
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on an eminence to the sonth-eust, about 1162 was

granted bv Henrv II. to Robert Fit/.lianliii.u;e, with

whose ilescenaants it lias since continued for niore

than seven centuries, thev liaving heUl the title of

JJaron Berkeley from l-JOo, and of earl and viscount

from 1G79. Here Edward II. was murdered in 1327.

In the civil wai-s of Charles I., the castle held

out for the king, but was taken after a nine

days' siege by the Parliamentarians. Dr Jenner

was a native' of Berkeley, and was buried in the

parish church. Pop. of town, 870. See John

Smyth's Lives of the BcrLclcys, from 1066 to 1618,

ed.'bv Sir John }*Iaclean (2 vols. 1883-84).

Berkeley, a town of Alameda county, Califor-

nia, overlooking the Bav of San Francisco, is the .seat

of the state university "( 1400 students). Pop. 5101.

Berkeley, George, Bishop of Cloyne, an
liistorical figure in the 18th century, whose romantic

life of nnseltish enthusiasm and self-sacrificing

jihilanthropy animated a metaphysical genius still

iiowerful in philosophical speculation. He was
born in the neighbourhood of Kilkenny, on the

12th of March 1683 (X.S.), according to reliable

tradition, in the half-ruined castle of Dysert,

on the bank of the Nore. He was a scion of

the noble House of Berkeley ; his mother was
a Wolfe, of the same Irisli family as the hero

who afterwards fell at Quebec. At the age of

eleven he was sent to the Duke of Ormond's School

at Kilkenny, from which he proceeded, in his

fifteenth year, to Trinity College, Dublin. There
he continued to reside, as student and fellow, for

thirteen years. Trinity College was then inllu-

enced by independent thinkers. The philosophy of

John Locke, which gave form to, and expressed the
spirit of the 18tli century, was already in \ogue
there, and, along with Descartes and Malebranche
and the new physics of Newton, was superseding
medieval scholasticism. To these stimulating in-

fluences the young student from Kilkenny responded
with characteristically ardent enthusiasm. A
Conunonplucc Bool: of 1705-6, lately discovered,

and first published in the collected edition of his

works in 1871, reveals an intellectual fermentation
of extraordinary interest. Throughout its pages
we see a subtle and original mind, stimulated by
Locke's psychologj' to a conception of the universe
which Locke himself never consciously approached.
The ardent spirit of the Commonplace Book

soon found vent in philosophical authorship. Its
' new principle ' was soon given to the world, first

in its application only to our visual perception of
things, and then, in two succeeding treatises, with
philosophical comprehensiveness, as a system of
universal immaterialism in which the whole M'orld
of sense is spiritualised. Accordingly, in 1709,
he produced an Essaij towards a New Theory of
Vision, the purpose of which was to show that the
act of seeing, which seems so immediate and inde-
comnosable, is not really a direct and inexplical)le
revelation of something outside all self-conscious
intelligence, but is an act of interpretation, involv-
ing a process essentially (if unconsciously ) rational,
which presupposes too a rational or orderly con-
stitution in the visually interpreted phenomena
themselves. The i^ssa;/ is thus a psychological
analysis of visual jjcrception, with an ontological
outcome. It was Berkeley's first step towards a
clarification of the confused popular, and self-
contradictory jihilosophical conceptions of matter,
by its translation of the semi-conscious processes
of sight into a virtual recognition of the perpetual
creative agency of Supreme Reason. The argu-
ment was enlarged in scope in a Treatise on
the Prineiples of Hitman Knov}lc(t()e, in 1710,
followed in 1713 by Dialogues hettrcen Hylas and
PJiilonous, in which the new conception of matter

is pojiularised. These three books set in motion
in Europe a train of si)eculation which, slow at first,

through popular and philosophical misunderstand-

ing, has not ceased since to move human thought
about all the ultimate questions of our life and
(Hir surroundings. The central conception of the

three continued to develop in Berkeley's mind
throughout his life. His ' new principle '—that the

world \\hich we see and touch is not an abstract

independent substance, of which conscious mind
may be an ett'ect, but is the very world that is pre-

sented to our senses, and which depends for its

actuality on being perceived—was long miscon-

strued as the monstrous paradox that matter has

no perceived existence. We are only now learning

to realise, through its help, that phenomena in

a sense presuppose the presence and continual

agency of Supreme Reason ; that external nature
is thus throughout and always supernatural; that
the orderly evolution of its sense phenomena, in

inorganic and organic things, interpreted in natural
science, is, for mere science, only a succession of

phenomena, but that to the eye of philosophy these

phenomena are severally and collectively dependent
on the immanence of Reason, and ultimately on
the moral agency of SpirLt—so that the evolution

of finite things, even in an endless succession, is

in no way inconsistent with their being the subjects

of constant creative activity. The material -s^orld

of Berkeley is just what the senses present : all in

it beyond this belongs to the world of mind, ^^ hich
converts the presented phenomena into a language
that is expressive of absent sense phenomena,
of other finite spirits, and of the all-i:>eivading

Reason that is supreme and absolute. "\Miat

we know beyond sense phenomena is their intelli-

gible synthesis in the form of variously qualified

things. Our objective perception of this external

or interpretable world is reached, not through
any single sense, but through sense symbolism,
which enables us to connect what is actually

present in one sense with what is conditionally

presentalile in the others. Belief in the real exist-

ence of the external world is belief in the perman-
ence of this intelligible connection among sense

phenomena. This belief presupposes that we are

in a trustAvorthy and intelligible universe, in which
the sense signals presented to us to regulate our
lives by may be dei^ended on. Our security for the
reality of the Berkeleyan external world is the
thus inevitable assumption that nature is reason-

able ; that its phenomena express thought akin
to our own ; that it is more or less interpretable by
us in progressive physical or natural science ; and
that even in the world of the senses we are living

and moving and having our being in the supreme
all-pervading Reason, theologically called Gou.

In 1713 Berkeley went to London, and was
introduced by his countryman Swift to the
statesmen and men of letters who there formed
a brilliant society in the reign of Queen Anne.
After spending nearly a year in London, he
gave seven years to travel in France and
Italy, first as chajdain to the brilliant and
eccentric Earl of Peterborough, and afterwards

as tutor to a son of the Bishop of Clogher. His
journals, lately recovered, contain vivid descrip-

tions of this continental experience, including

adventures in crossing jVIont Cenis in A\intcr, a
perilous visit to the crater of Vesuvius during an
eruption, and an interview and metaphysical dis-

cussion at Paris with the aged ]Malel)ranche.

On his return to Ireland in 1721 he was dis-

tressed by the symptoms of social corruption and
disorder occasioned by the South Sea Mania.
This was the beginning of his public career as

a missionary-]»hilaiithropist in pursuit of ideals

for society. His sociological thoughts first found
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ex precision in a short Essaij totranls preventing the
liitin of Greitt lirituiii. cliar;Lro<l with siij^yestioiis

econoiiiioal an<l ethioai, sij^nilicaut of his own
chivalrous intliflerence to wealth. In 1724 he
resi;,'iie<l his fellowship in Trinity College, on being
n>a<le Dean of L>ern-, with an income of flKX),
which put hini for the Hrst time in easy cir-

cum-^tances. Vet that very year he carried to
Lomlim a letter from Swift to Lord Carteret, the
lord-lieutenant of Ireland, liearing that it was 'to
intro<luce an al>solute philosopher with regard
t<) money, titles, an<l power, wlio for tliree years
p:\.st lias been struck with the romantic notion
of founding, by a ciiarter from the crown, a odlege
at tlie Ik'rmudiis f(u- the Christian civilisation of
America, where he exorbitantly proj)oses a whole
hundred p<mnds a vear for himself as its head,
and whose heart will break if his deanery \>e not
for this purjiose taken from him." With a foresiglit

of our vast colonial empire, he lalniured in London
for tiiree years to interest Sir II. \Val]nde and other
leading politicians in this missionary project, the
grandi'Nt conceivinl in tlic isth century. At List

£211, (HH» was voted by the House of Commons for

the endowment. On the faith of this lie sailed for

America in Septemln'r 172s, taking witii iiim a con-
genial auviliary in his newly-married wife. To pre-

Iiare for lt<-rmuda, he made a romantic temporary
lome fur himself for nearly three years in uhode
Island, where a few vetirs Ix'fure some American
missiunari«'s hail settled. In one of them, a Dr
Samuel .loiinson, lie found congenial companionship
and a philosojiliical disciple, whose works, as well

as tiiose of .lonathan Kdwards, helped to propagate
his mi>tapliy>ic;il concention of matter in America.
Bi'rkeley never reache<I Hermuda, as the promisetl

grant w;us in the end withdrawn. In the autumn
of \~'M he returned to Kngland, carrying with him
literary fruit ripene<l in UIkmIc Island, in 'the still

air of delightful studies," and given to the world
in \~i',V2 under the title of Ahliiliruii, or the Minute
I'hiloxojilnr, the most linished of his works, with
ple.osant jiictures of .\merican scenes and life,

while in form anci ideas it resembles dialogues of

I'lato. Its philosophy cannot be out of date as

long as agnostic contention with personality in man
and ( fod is c<»ntinued. Alrifihron was followed in

17.'W by a Vindii'ition of IJerkeh-ys early visual

immaterialism. In the Aimhj.st. ])ul»lislied in 173."),

his theological philosophy was further unfolde<l, in

an argument meant to show that the higher mathe-
niaties involve a.ssumptions which iis truly exclude

delinite or exhaustive concei)tion as do any of the

mysteries of religion, and whieh equally with the

latter illustrate tlie spiritual fact, that the ultimate

(»r marginal conccjitions of an intelligence like ours

must lie oidv half-conceived truths.

Meantime, in 17.S4, Berkeley was made Bi.shop

of Cloyne. in the south of Ireland, where in a

l>eautiful home-life of eighteen years he found a

channel for his ardent philanthrojiy in devotion

to the social problems of Ireland. Two years

after he went to Clovne, he began the i)ublic;ition

of the (jiinist. which api)eared, in that and

the two following yeai-s, in three instalments,

consisting of about live hundred (juestions suggested

by Ireland, witii 'more hints, then original, still

unapj.lied, in legislati(m and political economy

than are to 1k> found in any equal si)ace.' The
(Jii'-rist was followi<d, in succeeding years, by other

pamphlets on Irel.ind, and appeals for a larger

tol.-ration of its religious dillerences. The medical

virtues of tar-water, on which he had been

exjterimenting, were characteristically connected in

IJ.'rkelevs mind with the ultimate conceptions of

religious pliilosophv. In 17+4 he published Sins,

or a diaiii of pi'iilusopliical rell.-ctions on the

virtues of tar-water, a treatise which he .said cost

I
1-

him more rese.arch and thought than any of his
other works. Through the crude mechanics, chem-
istry, and physiidogy of a past age, it suggests
a connection between the resinous element in tar
and the Spiritual Power by which the universe is

being perpetually created. Plato and the Neo-
Platonists, the companions of his advancing years,

appear here as his authorities, and throw into the
background Locke and the empirical teachers of his

youth. In Siris he traces the steps by which, at

the dawn of the Christian era, Greek and Gia^co-

oriental speculation sought to rise towards the
Infinite and InetVable, and to connect the sensible

world and the embodied spirits of men in an intel-

lectual unity in the Divine Kea.son.

The beautiful homo-life at Cloyne ended in 1752,

when declining health hastened the execution of a
long-forme<l jiroject to resign his episcopate and
make Oxford the home of his old age. Six months
after lie had reached Oxf(ud, on the 14lli of January
17.53, he suiblenly passed fnun the world of sense.

His body was buried in the cathetlral <if Christ
Church.

IJerkeley's life has been one of the principal forces

in modern jihilosophy. His thought has indeed
been for the most part only uncon.sciously opera-
tive, lieneath the shock and sense of strangeness
with which, interpreted as an aVisurd paradox, it

has been popularly received. But it is at the root

of all the great conflicts of ultimate speculatitm
about the univei-se in the IStli and 19th centu-
ries. David Hume, looking only at what Berkeley
denied, so misapplied the 'new principle' as to dis-

integrate spirit ius well as matter into a succession

of isolated feelings ; although Berkeley had really

resolved even matter, not into isolated feelings, Imt
into a continuous presentation of significant sense
phenomena. Keid and the Scottish psychologists

were rouseil to attempt a deeper and truer psy-

chology than Locke's by the desire to refute the
Berkeley they saw in Hume. Knglish and French
empirical psychology, from Hartley and Cuiidiliac

to .J<din Stuart .Mill and Conite, has accejited the
phenomenalist theory of matter, l>ut emptied of the
originating and directing Reason which in Berkeley's

thought was its jdiilosophically necessary constitu-

tion. In (Jermany. Kant told that he was roused

into jihilosophical criticism from his 'dogmatic
slumber' by the metaphysical nescience which
Hume had tliscoveied in his one-sided Berkeley ;

and the Kantian criticism has formed the European
thought of the 19tli century, as Lockian psychology
formed it in the 18th, and the dogmatic construc-

tions of Cartesianism in the 17th. The abstract

self-consciousness of Neo-Kantianism has a certain

affinity with the Nco-Platonic idealism of Siris—
not yet sublimated into Hegelian abstractness in

Berkeley's concrete spiritualism, which recognises

Reason as at once personal and supreme. It is thus

a fact of history that Berkeley has emjiloyed the

modem jihilosophical world in a struggle, virtually

about his new conception of the univer.se, which has

lasted for nearly two hundred years.

The only coinplete edition of Berkeley is the

ClarendonPress 'Collected Works' (4 vols., O.xford,

1871), annotated with dissertations and a Life by

Professor Cami)bell Fraser, who has also imblishcd

Selections from lirri.r/i i/ {Sd ed. 1884), and Brrle-

ley ('2d ed. 1885), in lilackwoods 'Philosophical

Cla.ssics.

'

Berkeley Sound, next to Stanley Sound

the most frequented inlet of the East Falkland

Island, near its north-ea.stera extremity. Though
it is difficult to enter, yet it contains several

excellent harboui-s.

Berkhailistead. a market town of Hertford-

shire, on tlie small river Bulbum, 28 miles rsW.
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of London. Straw-plaiting is carried on; and

there are manufactures of wooden articles and

chemicals. The poet Cowper was a native. 1 op.

5034.

Berkovitza. the chief town of a district in

western IJulyaria, 4(1 miles NNW. of Solia, on a

small triliutary of the Danube. Top. 5445.

Berkshire, a midland county of England,

Ixmnded N. bv Ciloucester, Oxford, and Bucks, E.

bv Oxford and' Bucks, SE. by Surrey, S. by Hamp-
shire, and W. by Wiltshire. Its gi-eatest length

is 53 miles ; its greatest breadth is 30 ; and the

area is 705 sq. m., or 451,210 acres, nearly one-

half of which is under tillage, one-fourth in pas-

ture, and one-sixteenth in wood. Berkshire, which

is one of the most beautiful of the English counties,

lies in the valley of the Thames, and has an

undulating surface, rising in some parts into hills.

Solid chalk underlies the whole area. A range

of chalk-hills, or do\nis, connected with the Chil-

terns on the east and the ^Larlborough Downs on

the west, crosses the county into "Wiltshire, from

Beading to Wallingford, attaining at AVhite Horse

Hill (so called from the gigantic figure of a horse

rudely defined in tlie chalk—a relic of ancient

times"^) a height of 893 feet. Between this range—
the west part of which is occupied by sheep-Avalks

—and a smaller oolitic one skirting the valley of

the Thames, is the Vale of the White Horse, the

richest part of the county, and drained l\v the Ock.
To the south of the Downs is the fertile Vale of

Kennet, drained by the river of that name, and its

feeder, the Lamljourn. To the east is the forest

district, comprising Windsor Forest, part of Bag-
shot Heath, t!v'c. The forest chiefly consists of

hazel, oak, beech, ash, and alder. The Thames
skirts the whole north border of the county, wind-
ing through a course of 100 miles, but in a direct

line only 52, and navigable nearly the whole way.
It is the chief river of Berkshire, the other rivers

of the county being its tributaries ; of which the
chief are the Kennet, Leddon, and Ock. The
Kennet is navigable for 30 miles. The climate of
Berks) lire is very healthy, being mild in the
valleys, and bracing on the high lands. The soil

varies greatly ; in the ^•alleys it is generally a
fertile loam, with a subsoil of chalk, gravel, or
clav. The country between the valleys of Kennet
and the White Horse consists chiefly of sheep-
Avalks ; and along the Thames, and to the west of
the Ridge Way, or Downs, it is chiefly dairy and
pasture land. The chief crops are oats'and wheat.
' Double Gloucester ' and ' pine-apple ' cheese are
sent in large quantities to London. Swine are
extensively reared, especially near Faringdon, the
breed being one of the best in England. Property
is very much divided, and the number of gentle-
men's seats is very great. The farms are generally
of moderate size. Tlie county is traversed by the
Great Western Railway and its branch lines, and
by two canals, lierkshire is divided into 20 hun-
dreds, 151 parishes, and 12 poor-law unions. It
returns five members to parliament, one foi- each of
the three divisions (Al)ingdon, Newlmry, Woking-
ham), one for Reading (the county town), and one
for Windsor. Till the Seats Act of 1885, the
boroughs of Wallingford and Abingdon also elected
members. The county contains besides, the muni-
cipal boroughs of Newbury and Maidenhead, and
the market-towns of Faringdon, Hungerford,
Wantage, Wokingliam, East" Ilsley, and Lam-
bourn. The chief manufactures are noticed under
Reading. The British and Roman remains are
numerous, including Roman roads, and many
camps and barrows. Of the old castles, the prin-
cipal is Windsor ; of monastic establishments, the
abbeys of Abingdon and Reading. The churches

are small, and from the scarcity of building-stone,

are often constructed of chalk and flint. There are

many Noiinan churches, erected in the 12th and
13tircenturies. In IS36 Berkshire was transferred

from the diocese of Salisbuiy to that of Oxford.

Pop. (1801) 110,480; (1841) 161,759; (1881)

218,363; (1891) 238,446. See Lieut. -col. Cooper-
King's History of Berkshire (1887).

Berind (Roumanian Bdrladu), a toMn of

Lower Moldavia, on the Berlad River, 40 miles

above its junction with the Sereth. It is an
important place, connected with Braila by rail,

and has a brisk trade. Pop. 20,008.

Berleu'gas, a group of rocky islands in the
Atlantic Ocean, oft" the west coast of the Portu-
guese pro\"ince of Estremadiira.

Berlichiiigeii, Gotz von. See Gotz.

Berlin', the capital of Prussia, and, since 1871,

of the German empire, the chief residence of the
emperor of Germany, the seat of the German Reichs-'

tag and Prussian Landtag, and the third largest

city of Europe, is situated on the Spree, in 52' 30'

N. lat., 13° 24' E. long. The city is built upon a
flat sandy plain, which, though cultivated, is far

from being fertile. Its average height above the
level of the Baltic is only 100 feet, and its mean
temperature is 48° F. The Spree, here about 200
feet wide, with a current so sluggish as scarcely to

be perceptible, flows from SE. to NW. through
the city, dividing it into two nearly equal parts,

and communicating with the Oder and the Baltic
by canals. The inconvenience of its low-lying
situation in the midst of the sandy flats of Branden-
burg is more than made up for by the great geo-
graphical advantages of its position in the heart of

Northern Germany, Berlin being half-way from
Hamburg to Breslau, from Stettin to Leipzig, and
from JNIemel to Alsace, as well as equidistant from
the frontiers of Russia and Holland, and from the
mountains of Central Germany to the Baltic. By
rail it is 177 miles SE. of Haniburg, 101 NNE. of

Leipzig, and 362 ENE. of Cologne ; whilst from
London it can be reached in 25 hours, Paris
in 23J, and Vienna in 15. The advance of the
city has been extraordinary. In 1804 the pop.
was 182,157; in 1858 it was 438,961; in 1871 it

was 826,341 (including 20,565 soldiers); in 1880,

1,122,330; and in 1885, 1,315,287, the city covering
at that date an area of 15,500 acres, and measuring
about 6 miles across, with a circumference of 29
miles. Pop. (1890) 1,579,224.

As far back as the 13tli century, the central

part of the present city was inhabited. KoUn,
on the island formed by the Spree on its left

bank, Avas united to Old Berlin on the right

bank in 1307. These names are still retained

by the corresponding quarters of the modern city.

The Wendisli kollcn means 'a hill rising above
water or swampy ground,' and Berlin is most
probably to be traced to the root of ^cehr (English

ireir or icear), 'a dam in a river.' Berlin was
long little more than a fishing-village ; it was
not till the 'Great Elector,' Frederick-William
(1640-88), had united the separate duchies of

which Prussia is now formed, that the tovm
became of consequence as the capital of a large

state. In the next century it received accessions

of French and Bohemian colonists, driven into

exile by religious persecution. Every inducement
was then held out to bring foreigners to settle in

the rising city. Under Frederick the Great, it con-

tinued to prosper. At his death, the inhabitants

numbered 145,000. After the peace of 1815, Berlin

increased with extraordinary rapidity, and, being
the seat of government, a focus of the arts antl

sciences, and a great centre of commercial enter-

prise, it has gradually risen to a position which
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fairly entitles it to its present rank as the metro-
polis of tlie German empire.
The centre of the city is now devoted almost

exclusively to commerce. Small towns and villages
are gradually Ijeing incorporated : Moal>it fias

already disappeared as a se^)arate coiiiuiuiiity ; and
Charluttenljurg, a town <>t 42, (XK) inhabitants, is

likely soon to follow. IJerlin con>i>ts of sixteen
dillerent quartei-s, containing altout .560 streets, 65
squares, 48 briilges, 70<» public buildings, and
upwartls of 'io.OCX) private houses (comprising
3u."),0U0 dwellings). The houses are built of
brick, plastered or stucoed outside, and they
s<K>n ac<iuire a faded appearance. The style of
these has very much altered since 1S64. Before
that, the greater portion of the houses were of
one, two, or three stories, but these are fast giving
way to houses of a larger size. Private houses of
more than live inhabited stories and over 72 feet
high have ( 18.S7) been i)rohibited. The increa.'^e in

the value of hour»e-iiri>perty has been enormous,
and the result is that al>out one-tenth of the popu
lation are driven to take up their alK)de in cellars
underground, and more than (>.'}, <J<X> families li\e

in dwellings of one room. In 1887 one building in

Ackei>tra,s.se housed no fewer than KKX) perscms;
Berlin contains a large number of verA- line build-
ings. At the centre of the city is the royal

I>alace, with nearly 700 apartments, including the
richly adorne<l staterooms, the linest of which are
the magniticent ' Weisscr Saal ' and the palace
chapel. Near this are the palaces formerly occupied
by William I. an<l by Frederick III. as crown
i.Vince ; the royal library (1,000.0<IO vols, and .'iO.OdO

Nl.s.S.); tlie old and new museums, the national
L'allery, the arsenal, the royiil theatre, the opera-
liouse, the guardhouse, and the university. These
are all situated between the Sjiree and the east
end of the street ' Inter den Linden '(so called

from its double avenue of limes), one of the linesl

streets in Europe, al)OUt a mile long, and almost
loO feet broad ; a continuatinn of tiiis. called

Kaiser- \VilhelmStra.sse, beyontl the Operni>latz,

Lustgarten, and Kaiserwillielmsbriicke ( 1887), has
been cut through the old town on the other side
of the Spree. The other chief streets are the
Friedrichstra-sse ('2 miles long), the Leipziger-
stra.xso, the Konigstrasse, and the Wilhelmstra.sse,
in which is the imperial chancellor's palace, where
the Congress of IJerlin sat in 1878. The city is

adorned throughout with numerous statues of

national heroes, the statue of the Great Elector
(on the Langebriicke), and the equestrian statue
of Frederick the CJreat (in front of the emperors
palace), being the most remarkable. There arc
more than 20 theatres in Berlin. Berlin has 35
cliussical and other gymna,sia, 12 higher boys' and
GO higher girls' .schools, and 260 middle and ele-

mentary schools, with a total of 20<M*00 pupils.

The university, though only established in 1809,

has taken a distinguished place among the uni-

versities of the world. .Vmong its professors have
been Ficlite, Hegel, Schelliiig, Schleiermaclier,

the (Jrimms, Niebuhr, Savigny, Neander, Kanke,
Curtius, Lejisius, Mommsen, and Virchow. The
number of professors and lecturers is now about
380, and of students about 5600. It jio.ssesses

a library of .3(Xt,0(J0 volumes. Of other insti-

tuticms m.'iy be mentioned the Academy of

Sciences, by far the most important of the

kind in Germany; the Military Academy; the

Academy of Architecture ; the Academic High
School (of art); the School of Mines; the

School of Agriculture; the Artillery, Technical,

and Engineering Colleges; the Industrial (1881),

Ethnological (ISSG), and other museums; the

Academy of Music; the Observatory; niany

scientilic antl learned societies ; several .seminaries

for teachers and missionaries ; and a large number
of i)u])lic and private institutions and societies
for bene\olent purooses. Of the numerous hospitals
in Berlin, the Cliarite (adjoining which is the
Pathological Institute, under Professor Virchow)
is the largest in Germany. About 88 per cent, of
the poinilation are Protestants, 7 per cent. Pioman
Catholics, and 5 percent. Jews. The cathedral was
rebuilt in 189.3-9.5. Of some 60 other Protestant and
10 Catholic churches, the Xicol.aikirche (restored
in 1880), Marienkirche (with a spire 295 feet high),
and Klosterkirche, all of the 13tli centurv, are the
oldest

; the Petrikirche ( with a tower 315 feet high
)

is the loftiest; and the Michaelskirche (Catholic),
Thomaskirche, Zionskirche, Dankeskirche (1884).
and Heiligekreuzkirche (1887), are the linest and
most recent. The New Synagogue (1866) has a
richly decorated interior, a gilded dome 158 feet
hi^di, and seats for 3000 persons.

The Old Museum contains antiqtiarian specimens,
a collection of 90,000 coins, a gallery of ancient
sculpture, and a picture-gallery with' about 1300
painting's. The New Museum contains six
magnilicent nmral paintings by Kaulbach in the
grand staircase, a very extensive and valuable
collection of casts arranged in 12 saloons, the
Egyptian nniseum, and a fine collection of en-
gravings numbering upwards of 500,000. The
National Gallery includes about 700 works by
modern artists. 'The celebrate«l Brandenburg Gate
(erected in imitation of the Propyla^a at Athens,
65 feet high, and 205 feet wide ) leads from Unter
den Linden and the Pariser Platz to the Thier-
garten, a park of 370 acres (with the monument of
Friedrich-Wilhelm III., and those of Goethe ancl
Queen Luise, both erected in 1880), the largest
of the five parks belonging to the town. To the
.south-west of this lies the Zoological Garden,
which has recently been considerably extended.
The Botanical (Jarden (at Schcineberg) contains
25, (MX) si)ecies. Noteworthy also are the Kauch
Museum iti the Lagerhaus (the oldest .secular

buibling in the city), the Kathhaus, the Aquarium,
the eight marble grouns on the Schlossbriicke, the
royal chateau of Slonbijou (with the Hohenzollern
Museum), the liuhmeshalle in the arsenal (beauti-
fully rebuilt in 1883), the monuments of Stein, of

Calvin, of Schiller (before the royal theatre), and
of the Ilumboldts (in front of the university), the
Gothic monument on the Kieuzberg, the Colunm
of Peace in the Belle-Alliance-Platz, the Warriors'
Monument, and the Colunm of Victory, 200 feet

high, erected in the Kiinigsplatz in commemoiation
of the great victories of 1864, 1866, and 1870-71,

near which are the War Office and the new build-

ing for the Ueiclislag (the latter, with four towers
and a cupola, built in 1884-94).

The commerce and manufactures of Berlin have
increased .so rapidly of late years, that it now ranks

among the most important mercantile places of

continental Europe. The traffic is earned on by
the Spree, the canals, and fourteen railways, of

which the intramural or 'city railway,' opened in

1882, has a length of 7 miles, and passes through
the nnddle of the city from ea.st to west, and the

suburban or 'ring railway,' 23 miles long, forms a

comidete circle round its outskirts. In 1886 the

city railway carried eight million passengers ; the

city omnil/uses, thirteen ; and the tramway-cars,

seventy. The tratlic by water is 50 per cent,

gi-eater than that of anv inland toMu of Germany,
amounting in 1886 to 3J16,(X)0 tons. The staple

commodities are grain, cattle, spirits, and wool.

The Exchange, daily visited by 3.500 pers(nis, is

the centre of the North German money-market.

The Keichsbank is the chief bank in Germany for

the issue of notes. It has £6,WJO,000 of paid-up

capital, and 218 branch offices. The principal
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branches of imlnstry are woollen-weaving-, calico-

printin-,', and the "nianufaetnre of engines and

other niachinerv (for whieli there arc now 100

estal.lislinients),"^ also of iron, steel, and bronze

wares, tlraperv goods, and confections. Of ladies'

mantles alone' Berlin produces annually £5,000,000

worth (two-thirds for export trade). It has also

very important manufactures of railway an(l()tlier

carriages, sewing-machines, safes, telegraphic ap-

paratus, scientilic instruments, chronometers, steel

pens, and jewellery. Of the other industries of

Berlin tlie chief are' its manufactures of pianofortes

(of which the four largest nuxnufactories turn out

as many as 6000 in a year), accordions (of -which

Berlin is the main source of supply for the foreign

trade), and other musical instruments; hardware,
German silver, lamps, and metal toys ; leather,

paper, rubber, soap, and chemicals ; furniture,

carpets, porcelain, and other earthenware ;
gloves,

linen articles, straw-hats, and artificial flowers.

The silk trade alone appears to have fallen

off of late years. Of beer, over 47,000,000

gallons wei'e brewed in the year 1883-84, the

malt-tax for the same period amounting to

nearly £100,000. Most large enterprises are now
carried on by joint-stock companies, although a
number have in i-ecent years ended in disaster,

with great loss to the shareholders. In respect of

its publishing trade, Berlin now shares with Leip-

zig the first rank amongst German cities. Berlin
publishes 630 journals (some 30 daily) and maga-
zines. Till lately the sanitary condition of Ber-
lin was very bad ; the river was polluted and open
drains ran through the streets. But .since 1870
the corporation has spent £10,000,000 on public
health, and Berlin municipal airangements Jiave
become a model to many otlier cities.

See books on Berlin by Vizetelly (London, 1879), Ring
(1883), Friedel (1882), Baedeker (8th ed. 1893), and
Bornnann ( 1892 ).

The CONGRE.SS of Berlix met at Berlin in
June 1878, and consisted of representatives of
Russia, Turkey, Germany, Great Britain, France,
Austria, and Italy. It was primarily designed to
revise the preliminary treaty of San Stefano, con-
cluded by Russia and Turkey after the war of

_1877-78,_ and the treaty of Berlin began a new era
in the history of the Ottoman empire. Roumania,
Servia, and Montenegro were recognised as inde-
pendent, the latter powers receiving additional
territory. The concession of additional territory
to Greece was recommended (and made, 1881).
Roumania received the Dobruja in exchange for
Bessarabia, given to Russia. Ardahan, Kars,
Batoum, and other parts of Armenia were ceded to
Russia l)y Turkey. Turkey engaged to carry out re-
form in Asia Minor and Crete. Bulgaria became an
autonomous but triltutary prnicipalitv, and Eastern
Roumelia (which was practically united to Bul-
garia after the war with Servia in 1885), though
remaining under the direct political and military
authority of the sultan, secured administrative
autonomy and the right to have a Christian
governor-general. Bosnia and Herzegovina were
to be occupied and administered by Austro-
Hungary. Prince Bismarck was president of the
Congress, and the Earl of Beaconsfield and the
Marf|uis of Salisbury were the English plenipo-
tentiaries.

r,,P*'**,*'"' ^ *"^^'" ''^ Ontario, Canada, 62 miles
S\\ . of Toronto by rail. Pop. 4054.

Berlin, the name of forty dillerent towns
villages, hamlets, and townships in the United
States, none of them of importance. The lar-'est
IS a city of Green Lake county, Wisconsin, on "the
I ox River, 96 miles NNW. c.f Milwaukee by rail'
with a tannery and several mills. Pop 4241

Berlin Decree. See Continental System.

Berlin Spirit, a coarse whisky made chiefly

from beet-root, potatoes, &c. Because of its cheap-
ness it has been largely used in the making- of

brandy, and in mixing low wines. The effect

upon the consumer is pernicious, the cheap -wines

thus fortified being considered \'ery unwholesome.
See Brandy, Distillation, Wine.

Berlioz, Hector, a musical composer of re-

markable but eccentric genius, -was born December
11, 1803, at C6te-St-Andre, in the department
of Isere, France, where his father Avas a physician.
Against the wishes of his parents, who intended
him to pursue the same profession, and sent him
to Paris to study medicine, he devoted himself to

music, entering the Conservatoire as a pupil of

Lesueur. Amid severe privations—for his father

had cut off his supplies—Berlioz continued his

musical education, winning the second prize in

1828, and the first, or Grand prix de Borne, in

1830, with a cantata entitled Sardanapcdus. In
accordance with the conditions attached to this

prize, Berlioz now went to Italy, where he resided
for upwards of a year, and Ijecame acquainted
with Liszt and Mendelssohn. The artistic sur-

roundings of his life in Rome, however, were pro-

foundly distasteful to him, and his sojourn was
not marked by much creative work. After his

return to Paris, in the year 1832, Berlioz soon
brought some of his compositions to a hearing ;

but their complicated and peculiar nature failed

to win popular recognition, and Berlioz was driven
to support himself and his wife—he married the
Irish actress, Henrietta Smithson, in 1833—by
writing musical criticisms for -i'arious newspapers,
an irksome Ijurden from which he only freed him-
self at the close of his life. In this work, often
wrung from him with the utmost pain and eflbrt,

are revealed those remarkable gifts of style, of

picturesque exjiression, and of humour, which
render his letters and his memoirs such admir-
able reading. When occasion offered, Berlioz
also adopted the precarious livelihood of a concert-
giver. In 1838 Paganini was so much impressed
by a performance of the SymjiJionic Fantastique
that he presented, or became the medium for

presenting, Berlioz with the sum of 20,000 francs.

In 1842 he set out on the first of those foreign
concert tours which more than anything else in-

demnified him for the indifference of his com-
patriots. More than once he was offered a post
in Germany, but could not make up his mind to
tear himself away from Paris. In the course of

these journeys Berlioz visited and was received
with almost uniform enthusiasm in Belgium,
Germany, Austria, Bohemia, Hungary, and even
Russia. In 1848 he was engaged by Jullien as
conductor at Drury Lane, but the enterprise
proved a disastrous failure. In 1855 he full! lied

another engagement in London as conductor of

the New Philharmonic Society. It is pleasant
to think that Berlioz, who was much attached
to England, and had a profound veneration for

Shakespeare, has owed the posthumous rehabili-
tation of his fame chiefly to tiie eilbits of musicians
resident in that country. Sir Cliarles Halle, a
friend of Berlioz's earlier j'ears, produced his Dion-
nation de Faud at Manchester in 1880, since when
it has made its way into the rfpertoirc of all the
chief choral societies of the kingdom ; and Mr
Manns, at the famous Saturday concerts of the
Crystal Palace, has been equally assiduous in
familiarising English audiences Mith the colossal
masterpieces of the French com])f)ser. BetAveen
1855 and 1869, in which year Berlioz died, the
course of his life presents no special features. He
had practically abandoned composition, the only
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work produced in this period l)eing liia opera Les
Troijcns, performed with moderate success in 1803.
The L-(iiii|il.ne li>t of Berlioz's works is i-omiirisi'd
within llie limits of twenty-six (y/<»A-numbers ; hut
this scanty array attords no clue to the ma<,'nituile
of tlieir dimensions. After his Ftiu.st, which is,

perhaps, deservedly his most pojiular work, his
most successful achievements are his symphonies,
Huiniu i:t Juliitti, Harotil en Italir, anil the Sijiii'-

/>/iiiiiuFa/it(ij>fi'jii>: : his i>\t'nurvs,t'(tniiin(l h'oiiKnii,
BeniriiHto Cfi/iui, and Waccr/n/ ; his charming
o|>era, Beatrice et Benedict; hi.s sacred trilo','y"

LEnfnnce ilii Christ ; an<l finally, his •,'reat Mc.ssc
Ues Morts—the re<|uiem written for the ohseijuies
of General Dainremont in IX.ST—and his Tc Deinti,
in the J«</c.<- of which IJerlioz rises t(j his j,'reatest

hei^iht. A j^'reat deal of iJerlioz's best literary
work is huried in tiie liles of the A'/»rt/.v; but his
|>ublishe<l Mritings amount to several volumes,
inchnliny his Soirees d'urchejitre, A tracers Chants,
Les <irotesi/in:s dc hi Musi'jiie, his Memuires (j>ul»-

lished in 1865 ), and linally, his well-known treatise
on orchestration, which liius lieen translated into
Knj.'lish, and i> a stamlanl work on the subject.
The characteristics of lierlio/.'s compositions are
too remarkable to be di.scu.s.sed in a brief summary.
His conceptions were grandio.se rather than great,
and in carrying them out he sometimes narrowly
esca|>e<l an abrupt lap.se from sublimity to l>athos.

He dcliglited overmuch in extravagantly exciting
i'H'ect> ; l»ut his senso of orchestration was s<i

abnormally acute that, as an English critic luus

ol)served, no matter wiiat the efl'ect wius, it

wa-s sure to sound exactly its he intended
it. In delicate orchestral embroidery he stands
alone—witness the M^ucen Mab' scfier/.o in his
lliiinvi) et Jiiliitte, and the accomiianiment to the
chorus of spirits of the air in Lrlio. Thougii
jircused of being a revolutionary in music, he
entertained the most touciung and enthusiastic
reverence for lieethoven, Welier, and (Uuck. Of
an imperious and uncom|iromising disposition in

Ills otlicial and jirofe.ssional relations, he was
nevertheless on terms of close intimacy with a
great numlier of his contemporaries, amongst
whom may Im- mentioncil l.is/.l, Heine, Halzac,

Stephen Heller, and Krnst. Schumann at once
recogni.sed his great tiilent, and pul)lishetl eulo-

gistic analv.ses of liLs works in the Sine Zeitschrift

fur Miisif:. Berlioz w;is made a chevalier of the
Legion of Honour in IS.S!), and was elected a

meml»er of the Institute at Paris in bS.iO. He
was also lil)rai ian of tiie Conservatoire. The name
is ])ronounced Berliuzz, not Berlioh. See the notice
liy Daniel Bernard prefixed to his Curresjtondance

/'nedife (Paris, 1879); his Life and Litters (tran.s.

by Main waring Dunstan, 188'2); \\i^ Autobiufjrdjiliif

(Eng. trans. 1884); and lives by Juliien (Paris,

1888), and S. K. Thomjison (l89oj.

Ber'niOIldsOY, a southeast suburb of London,
on tiie soiitli bank of the Thames, witii extensive

tan yard-- and wiiarfs.

Beriiiu'das, or Somers' Island.s, British

]K)sses>ions in Mid-Atlantic, were so nanieil re-

spectively from Bennudes, a Spaniard, who first

sighted tliem in lol."), and from Sir (ieorge Somers,
an Englishman, wliose shii)wreck here in 1009 was
the immediate i»ccasion of their lieing colonised

from \'irginia—itself only four years old—in 1011.

This low and lonely archipelago is a mere groun of

specks ; for thougii it nnmliers perhaps l(X) i.slets

and more tiian twice that number of rocks, yet it

measures only alxnit 12,(XKJ acres in all, the whole
occujiying a .space of ai>oiit 14 miles in lengtii by
little more than 5 in breadth. Tlie islands are

comi>osed of lilown ccjral sand, and are surrouncled

by a living, growing reef of coral, the whole being

59

a modified Atoll (q.v.), and the most northerly of
such .structures. The great value of this natural
fortress as a British naval station, defended l)y its
extensive barrier of reefs and rocks, with only one
or two intricate channels, arises from its situation
In 32 15' N. lat., and 04 51' W. long., tiie
Bermudas occupy, commercially and politically, a
singularly commanding position. At a distance
of 580 miles from Cape Hatteras, in North Caro-
lina, they are about equally remote from tiie noitii
of Maine and from the .south of Florida ; while they
are a connecting link lietween Canada and the
Britisii West Indies. In tlie principal or Main
Island is situated the present seat of governmeut,
Hamilton, on a deep inlet running 2 or 3 miles into
the land. St George's, the island next in import-
ance, contains the picturesque town of the same
name, and a laud-locked harbour, the entrance to
which is defended by strong batteries. Iicland

Island is entirely occupied l)y Her Majesty's
1 )ockyard and other naval estaldishments ; and
Boaz and Watford Islamls have tiie military
depiMs and garrisons. At Ireland Island also is

the celelirateil Bermuda Eloating Dock, Imilt in
England, and towed out in 1809. It is 3S1 feet
in length by 124 feet in Ineadth, and Is sufliciently
powerful to lift a siiip of the Minotanr class.

The minor islands of St David, Cooper, Smith,
Nonsuch, Godet, and others, form numerous
jiicturesijue creeks and bays of great size and
dejith, such as the Great Sound, Castle Harbour,
Harrington Sound, and others. Most of the
other islands are insigiiilicant, many of tiiem
witliout name or inliabitant. The group forms
an almost cfmtinuous chain, and, with one break,
tliere Ls uninterrupted communication by roads,
causeways, and bridges for a distance of about 22
miles ; but from the strange shapes of most of the
islands, and the number of spacious lagoons, the
communications are almost as necessarily by water
as are those of Venice. The climate is tempered Ijy

an almost constant .sea-breeze, and the air is moist
at all seasftns. Tiie tiiermometer never f.alls Itelow
40° F. , anil seldom rises above 85'. The islands

are l)ecoming a poiiuiar holiday and winter
resort, es])ecially for Americans, and both Hamil-
ton and St George's are plentifully supplied
with hotels and slio])s. Tlie climate, however, is

not suited for consumptive invalids. The soil is

poor in ((uality, and not more than a fourth is

culti\able at all ; l)ut there l)eing no winter frosts,

croi)s can be prepared for Marcii, April, May, or

June, and the large ouantities of early jjotatoes,

onions, tomatoes, and otlier garden vegetables,

wliicli in these months fetch higii prices at the
New York markets, enable the Bermudians to

live coinf(jrtal»iy on the income of their compara-
tively small portions of ground.
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Besides beiny useful as a station for those British

vessels of war whicli are charged with the care of

the West Indies on the one side and tlie northern

provinces on the other, Bermuda was formerly an

imnortant depot for convicts, lint since the year

'ks(52 it has ceased tt) be so. Tliere is a regular

fortniglitlv mail service with New York, and a

weekly service in the early spring. The colony has

no railways, but has a very complete telegraph

system. Pop. (1871) 12,121; (1881) 14,314, in-

cluding 5384 whites, 8564 coloured persons, and 266

civilians in tlie navul and military estal)Hsliments ;

(ISOI) 15,013. The exports vary from £65,000 to

£140 000 a year; tlie imports from £270,000 to

£330,000. The re\ enue, over £30,000, covers the

expenditure ; the <lebt is £10,000. Tlie hsheries are

jirodnctive. As their own early crops are too valu-

able for home consumjition, the Bermudians import

grain, flour, rice, and also livestock from the United

States. The group is under the authority of a

governor and council of 9 members appointed by
the crown ; and an assembly of 36, four of whom
are elected by each of the nine parishes. Hamilton
and St George's have each a mayor, three aldermen,

and live councillors. The schools are mostly
jirivate, and charge fees, but are aided by public

grants, under the supervision of a Board of Educa-
tion. In September 1899 an unusually severe cyclone

visited the 'still vexed Bermoothes'—of which Ber-

muda is now the accepted spelling. More than

two-thirds of the population belong to the Church
of England, Avliich has live clergymen, under the

Bishop of Newfoundland and Bermuda ; the Pres-

byterians have two, the Wesleyans three ministers,

and other bodies are also represented. Under a
temporaiy act, all churches are endowed at the rate

of £10 for every 100 members. See works on Ber-
muda by LefroV (1882), Ogilvy (1883), Dorr (New
York, 1884), Stark (Boston, 1884), and Heilprin
( Pliila. 1890); and the Annual Bermuda Pocket
Almanac, Guide, and Directory.

Berilllltlez, a state in the NE. of Venezuela,
between the Orinoco and the Caribbean Sea, formed
in 1881 from the former states and present sections
of Barcelona, Cumana, and Maturin. Area, 32,128
sq. m.

;
pop. 300,597.

Bern, or Berne, a Swiss canton, bounded on
the N. by France. It is the most populous, and
next to the Grisons the most extensive canton
of Switzerland ; its area being nearlj' 2650 sq. m.,
and its population (1898) 549,387—more than one-
sixth of (he Swiss people. Of these, 66,000 were
lioman Catholics and over 1300 Jews. The fertile
valleys of the Aar and the Emmen divide the moun-
tainous Alpine region in the south from the Jura
Mountains in the north. The Bernese Obeiland,
or Highlands, comprises the peaks of the Jungfrau,
Monch, Eiger, Schreckhorn, Finsteraarhorn, &c.,
and the valleys of Hasli, Lauterbrunnen, &c. The
lakes of Thun, Brienz, Neuchatel, and Bienne are
in the canton, which is watered by the Aar and
its several tributaries. The climate is generally
healthy. The plains of the Aar and the Emmen
are the luost fruitful, i)roducing corn and fruits of
various kinds, and allording excellent pasturage for
cattle, which, with ilairy-produce, form the chief
agricultural wealth of Bern. The vine grows in
some districts. The horses of the Emmenthal are
much prized. The lakes abound with salmon and
trout. Iron-mines are worked, and a little gold
is found, and (piarries of sandstone, granite, and
marble are abundant. Its manufactures, which
are not extensive, consist chiefly of linen, coarse
woollens, leather, iron, and copjier wares, articles
of wood, and watches. Bern entered the Swiss
C(mfederation, in which it now holds the second
rank, m 1352. In the 15th and 16th centuries, it

added to its possessions Aargau and Vaud, which
it lost during the wars of the first Napoleon ; but
it received in return Bienne and its territory, and
the greater part of the bishopric of Basel. The
present constitution of the canton, proclaimed in

1874, but based on the laws of 1848, is one of repre-

sentative democracy.

Bern, or Berne, capital of the above canton
and of Switzerland, is situated on a lofty sandstone
promontory formed by the winding Aar, which
surrounds it on three sides, and is crossed by
several bridges, one of Avhich is an imposing iron

structure of 1883, 751 feet long, and 115 high. Bern
is 68 miles by rail SSW. of Basel. It is one of the
best and most regularly built towns in Europe,
as it is the finest in bAvitzerland. The houses
are massive structures of freestone, resting upon
arcades, which are lined with shops, and furnish
covered walks on both sides of the street. Rills of

water flow through the streets. The view of the
Alpine peaks from the city is magnificent. The
principal public buildings are a Gothic cathedral
(1421-1573), whose restoration and completion
was undertaken in 1887 ; the magnificent Federal
Council Hall (1857), the mint, the hospital,

and the university. Bern has an interesting

museum, and a valuable public library of 50,000
volumes. The manufacturing industry is trifling,

and consists chiefly of dress fabrics and hats ; but
it has a considerable trade in the produce of the
surrounding district. Pop. (1893) 47,620. Bern
was founded in 1191, was made a free imperial city

in 1218, under Frederick II., and gradually ex-

tended its possessions until it l)ecame an independ-
ent state ; and between 1288 and 1339 successfully

resisted the attacks of Rudolf of Hapsburg, Albert
his son, and Louis of Bavaria. The ' Disputation
of Bern ' between Catholics and Reformers in 1528
(January 6-27) prejiared the way for the accept-

ance of the reformed doctrine. Bern is the residence

of foreign ministers, and, since 1849, the permanent
seat of the Swiss government and diet. On account
of the traditionary derivation of its name (old

Swabian hern, ' a bear
'
), bears have for several

centuries been maintained in Bern at the exi^ense of

the community, and the bear-pit is still one of the
' sights ' of the city.

Bei'liadotte, the French Napoleonic officer who
became king of Sweden as Charles XIV. (q.v. ).

Bei'Iialda, a town in South Italy, in the pro-

vince of Potenza. Pop. 6976.

Bernard, Great St. See St Bernard.
Bernard, Claude, a great French physiolo-

gist, born at Saint-Julien, near Villefranche, 12th
July 1813. He studied medicine at Paris, became
a hospital-surgeon in 1839, and two years later

assistant at the College de France to the great
physiologist Magendie, with whom he worked for

thirteen years, until his own appointment in Feb-
ruary 1854 to the chair of General Physiology. The
same year he was chosen member of the Academy
of Sciences, and in 1855 he succeeded to INIagendie's

chair of Experimental Physiology. Bernard was
elected to the Academy in 1869, and died at Paris,

Fel)ruary 10, 1878. His funeral was conducted at the
public expense, an honour never before given to a
man of science, and his clogc at the Academy fell

to Renan. As an original investigator, Bernard
stands among the foremost of the century. His
earliest researches were devoted to the physiological

action of the various secretions of the alimentary
canal. His proof that the sole use of the pancreatic
juice in the digestive system is so to modify the
ingested fats as to render them capable of being
absorbed by the chyle ducts, is a masterpiece of

biological demonstration. Another important dis-

covery established the saccharine function of the
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liver. Still niDie iiiiinntant wjts his deiiionstra-
tion of the connection between this function of
the liver and the nervous system. He sliowed
that the normal formation of sugar in tlie liver
coulil l>e totally interrupted hy -^everiny the i>ncu-
niogiistric nerve in tiie nei;;lilM)urhood of tlie Iieart,
and moreover, that l>v a wound made on the Hoor
of the fourtli ventricle of tiie hrain, an ahnonnal
formation of su;j:ar could he immediatelv induced a
jrreat contrilmtion to our knowledge of tlie i^itholo"^-
of dial>etes. For tiiese great discoveries Hernarll
received tlie jiiiysiological prizes of the French
Aca<lemy in iSol and in 1H53. Later researches
were on the change of temperature of the blood in
its passage from one organ to another ; on the
al)S(jrption of oxygen l>y the hlood, and the resiiec-

live amount of it in arterial and in red and hlack
^ enous IdoeMl ; on the comparative properties of
the opium alkaloids ; on tiie poisonous properties
of curarine ; and on tiie symiiatlietic nerves
in general ; a.s well as numerous investigations on
the individual pr<M?esses in the act of digestion.
The great expenmeiitalist was a remarkaljly lucid
lecturer, aiikt- in tiie academic chair and on tiie

jdatform, and Iuh Lcron.s ih- I'liijsiiiliitiii: E.nicn-
iiii/itii/c ttpitliiiuie (I In Mulciinc (1805) is a
standard work far iK-yond iiia country. Other
lM»oks are : Ltron.s sur h.s f^ct.s (fes 'Suhstdnccs
'/'•• I'l/iiis ,t M< t/i'Hiiii iitiit.ii:s {\Ho~ ), Ilitnxflirtioii a
I F.I ml, ,1, la Mnhrinr Ej-pfrimiiitiilr (1H65), and
l.iroiia ilf I'litltiiliiijii: Expfriiiirn(iilc (1S74). Many
of Ilis papers appear in tiie sjtecial scientific jour-
nals, an<l in tiie nmiiitis iriitlii.s of tlie Academie
des Science-s and tiie SiM-ictc dc Hiologie, of wiiicli

la.««t lie was a founder and president. See the Life
l.y Sir Michael Foster ( IS!H().

Ilcriiard, Sr, of Ciairvaux. one of the racst

iiiMueiitial tiienlogiiuis of the middle ages, was born
of a noblf family at l-'ontaines. near Dijon, in

IJurgundy, in KKJl ; entere<l the Cistercian niona.s-

terj' of Citeaux at twenty two; and became two
years later tiie first abl»ot of the newly-foundeil
!iion;istery of Ciairvaux, in Champagne. He died

at Ciairvaux, August '20, 11.V3; and was canon-
ised liy Pope Alexander III. in 1174. His ascetic

lift", solitary studies, and stirring elo(|nen(e made
iiim liuring iiis lifetime tlie oracle of Christendom.
He founded more tiian seventy monasteries, and
Ilis persu.i-sive earner«tne.Hs was such tiiat lie drew
also into tiie nioiuustic life l»otli his two ehler and
his two vounger lirotiiers, wiiile we are told that

motiiers liid tiieir sons, wives their iiusbands, com-
panions tlieir frieniis, that they might escape the

resir<tless s])eil of iiis spiritual enthusiasm. He was
lionoured with tiie title of tiie ' mellifluous doctor,'

and lie is regarded by tiie Catlwdic ciiurch as tiie

last of tiie fatiiers. IJernard drew up the statutes

«>f tiie Knights Temiiliirs at the refpiest of tiieir

grandmaster in 112«. Tiie reverence in v.iiich

lie was iield gave iiim great influence in tiie

political movements of ids time. It was due to

his persuasion that Iiin<Kent II. was recognised

at tiie SyntMl of Ktami>es (1131) by Louis VI.

of Fnui<-e, s(M)n after by Henn,' L of England

and tiie Fmperor Lothar of (Jermany, as i)one

in ojiposition to the anti]>ope Anacletus. His

iiillnence in Christendom rose to its height under

ill.' reign of I'ope Kugeiiius 111., liis disciple. It

was ilis glowing elo.|uence at the council at Vezelay

in lUOtiiat kindle.l tiie enthusiasm of France for

the secoiKi crusade. Charged by the pope to excite

the religious zeal (»f the people of France and

Cermanv, Hernard accomplished iiis mission with

fatailv iiiemorabie success. Fiehls, towns, cities,

and castifs were in nianv places almost depopu-

lated, and tiiou^ands of men, fired by his prophetic

ehj«iuence, iiurrie<l to the Ka-^t, Imt few of Avhoni

were ever to .see their homes again.

Tiie influence of St Bernard as a spiritual teacher
tiirough ilis fervid piety and living grasp of
Ciiristian doctrine was a wholesome antidote to the
<lry and cold scholasticism which jirevailed among
the churchmen of his age. ' If there ever lived on
the earth a God-fearing and ludy monk,' says
Luther, 'it was St Bernard of Ciairvau.x.' Yet liis

Christianity lacked the iierfect flower of gentle-
ness, and ilis harsh severity towarils the unhai)py
Abelard and Bishop Gilbert of Poitiers is a dis-
tinct blot on his character. His writings are
exceedingly numerous. They consist of more than
4(X) ejustles, 340 sermons, and' 12 distinct theological
treatises. Tiiey are all instinct with genius, thougli
it is ditlicult for us now to appreciate tiieir extra-
ordinary influence. The best edition of the works
of St Bernard is that of Mabillon, first printed at
I'aris in (J vols. ( 16G7-9(»). They ajipear as 4 vols,
of Mi<,'ne"s ratrvlofjia Latum (18ol-.V2). He was
one of the greatest of the Latin iiymn -writers,
many modern hymns being based on his Jcsu
DkIcIs McitwrUt. Tlie monks of the reformed
branch of tiie Cistercians, which lie instituted,
are often called, after liim, Bernardines. He
gave name also in F'rance to the nuns of the
Cistercian order, which his sister, St Humbeline,
is said to have founded. See Morison, Life and
Times of St Bernard (3d ed. 1877) and lives by
Batisbonne ( 9tii ed. Paris, 1883) ; J. Mabillon ( 1889;
Eiig. tran.s. by Bales), and B. S. Storrs (1893).

Bernard of Morlaix, a monk of Cluny
about 114(1. is said to iiave been born t)f English
jiarents at .Mnrlaix in Brittany. He is the author
of the remarkable jioeiii iJc C'ontetnjjtu Mundi, in

'M)()() long ndling, 'leonine-dactylic vei-ses, which
lias been freely translated bv Dr Neale as The
Rliijthia of Bernard of Morlaix. F^rom this

•Jerusalem tiie Golden' and other well-known
hymns are taken.

Bernard Doi;. See St Bernard Dog.

Bernardines. See Cistercians.

Bernardino, St, of Siena, bom in 1380 at
Massa-Carrara, of a distinguished family, made
himself famous by his rigid restoration of their

primitive rule amongst the degenerate order of the
Franciscans, of which lie became a member in

1404. In 1438 he was api)ointed vicar-general of

his order for Italy. Bernardino was unweariedly
devoted in his activity during the great Italian

plague of 1400, both as an impressive preacher and
an attendant ujion the sick and dying. He founded
the Fratrc.s dc OhnerraiUia, a brancii of the Fran-

ciscan order, which already numbered more than
300 monasteries in Italy <luring ids day. Ber-

nardino died in 1444, and was canonised in 1450.

His eminently my.stical works were publisheii at

Venice in 1591, and at Paris in 1G36.

Bernaner. Agnes, the beautiful daugliter of

a jioor surgeon of Augsburg, secretly married, in

14.32, to Duke Aibrecht of Bavaria, only son of the

reigning Duke Knist. Their liai>i)iness was undis-

turbed, till Albrecht's father, becoming aware of

his son's attachment, had the kni'ditly lists sliut

against iiim, as one who was living with a
woman in licentiousness. Alluecht now made
Agnes be openly honoured as Duchess of Bavaiia.

But in iier iiusliands absence, Duke Ernst liad

.Vgnes tried for sorcery, condemned for having

bewitched Aibrecht, and drowned in the Danube
in the juesence of tiie whole people, October 12,

1435. Aibrecht took u[> amis against his father;

but after a year of war he was prevailed on to

return to his' fatiier's court, and ultimately con-

sentetl to marry Anna of Brunswick.

Bernay. a French town in the department of

Eure, '25 miles WNW. of Evreux. One of the
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largest horse -fairs in Fiance is held here annually.

Pop. 6931.

Beriiays, -Jakoh, an eminent philologist, born

of Jewisli "parents at Haiahnrg in 1824, niade his

studies at IJonn, where he heeanie professor and

lil)rarian in hStJli, and died. May '20, 1881. Among
his numerous books were a Life of Scaliger ( 1855),

Lncian mid die Cyiiiker (IS19), au edition of Lu-

cretius (1852), ancl a translation of three books

of Aristotle'.s Politics (1872). His Gemmmcltc
AhhandliDigcn were edited by Usener (1885).

Bei'Ilblirif. a town in the (German duchy of

Aniiall, till 1863 capital of Anhalt-Bornburg, lies

on the Saale, 23 miles S. of Magdeburg. Dernburg

has manufactures of machinery, sugar, .-spirits, por-

celain, paper, and starch. Pop. (1890) 28,326.

Berne. See Beun.

Beriiers, or Baknks, Dame Jiliana, a Miiter

on hunting and hawking, of whom ahnost nothing-

is really known. Tradition has it that she was
prioress of Sopwell Nunnery, near St Albans, and
daughter of Sir James Berners, who was beheaded
in 1388. To her has been generally conceded the

authorship of the Trcatijsc pcricynymje to Hawkynge,
Huntyngc, and Fysshynyc ivith an Angle : also a
right noble Trcatysc on the Lynage ofCoote Armiris;
cndynge v:ith a Trcatysc which spccyfycth of Blasyng
of Annys ; although she probably wrote only the
treatise on hunting, and part of that on hawking.
The heraldry is certainly not hers. The earliest

extant edition, printed at St Albans in 1486, is

issued without the treatise on fishing. A fac-

simile of this with an introduction by William
Blades appeared in 1881. A folio edition was
printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 1496, and at least

ten more editions appeared before 1600, a testimony
to the popularity of the ' Boke of St Albans.

'

A fac-siinile was issued by Haslewood in 1810,
discussing how far she was the first woman-writer
in English. An edition of the Fysshynge was
printed by Baskerville in 1827, and another in 1880.
—For Lord Berners, see Froissakt.
Bernese Oberland. See Bern.
Bernhardt Buke of Weimar, a celebrated

Gernum general, l)orn in 1604, was the ycmngest
of the eight sons of John, third Duke of Saxe-
Weimar. On the outbreak of the Thirty Years"
War, he took the side of Protestantism, and first

distinguished himself in 1622 at the bloody battle
of Wimpfen. Subsequently, he became colonel in
the army of Christian IV.' of Denmark. In 1631
Gustavus Adoli)hus made his apjiearance in Ger-
many, anil Bernhard Avas one of the first who fiew
to his standard. He comnumded the left wing at
Liitzen, and after the king's death had the chief
command. He took a very important [lart in the
war ; but after a brilliant "career, he fell suddenly
ill, and died at Nenburg on the Rhine, July 8,
1639. Bernhard's own opinion, and that of others,
that he died of poison administered by his physi-
cian, who is supjiosed to have been in the pay of
Richelieu, is not supported by evidence. See
Droysen, Bcrii/iard rou lVcimar(Lei\>. 1885).

Bernhardt, Rosine, called Sarah, a French
actress, boiii of Jewish parents in Paris, October
22, 1844, was bajttised into the Christian faith by
her father's desire, and brought u]> in a convent at
Versailles. Entering the Paris Conservatoire in
18.58, she gained second prizes for both tragedy and
comedy, and in 18(52 made her debut as ' Iphigenie

'

at the Theatre Francais, but attracted so little
notice that she soon left the theatre, only to meet
with still less success in burlescjue at the'Gyninase
and Porte St Martin. In 1867 she played min'or parts
at the Odeon, and became famous* by her imper-
sonation of the 'Queen of Spain' in Etey Bios,

and of ' Zanetto " in Coppce's Passant. She was
recalled to the Thefitre Francais in 1872, and after

1879 made annual api)earances, with marked
success, in fjondon. Her tours in North and
South America, in Italy, Russia, >.*v:c., were also

j)ecuniarily successful ; but her essay at the

uuinagement of a Paris theatre involved her

in heavy debt. In 1882 she was married to

M. Jacques Daria or d'Anuila, a Greek actor,

from whom she was divorced shortly afterwards.

Madame Bendiardt is probably the greatest

tragi'dicnnc since Rachel, and in comedy also

she ranks as a finished actress. Her talent as

an artist is considerable, and both paintings and
statues from her studio have appeared in the
Salon.

Bernhardy, (4ottfriei), a German scholar,

born of Jewish parents near Frankfort in 1800,

was educated at Berlin, and in 1829 became
director of the philological seminary at Halle.

Here he died, May 14, 1875. Of his numerous
philological works may be mentioned his Syntax
der gricchischen S2)rache (1829); Paralipomena
Syntaxis Gra'ca; (1854); and the critical edition

of Suid(e Lexicon (4 vols. 1834-53). His works on
Roman and Greek literature, especially the history

of tlie latter, are also of high value.

Berni (also Bcmia), Francesco, a favourite
Italian poet, from whom comic or jocose poetry has
the name of J'ersi Bcrneschi, was born at Lampo-
recchio, in Tuscany, about 1496. He first entered,

the service of his uncle, Cardinal Bibliiena, and
was afterA\ards for several years secretary to
Ghiberti, chancellor to Clement VII. About 1530
he betook himself to Florence, w here he was made
a canon, and lived in favour with the two Medici,
Duke Alessandro, and Cardinal Ippolito, till his

death in 1536, which, however, according to another
story, was l)rought about by the former, in conse-

qxience of Berni's refusal to poison the cardinal.

His Ojicre Burlesche are to be found in the Classici

Italiani ( Milan, 1806 ). His recast or rifacimento of

Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato was received with
such favour that it was thrice reprinted from 1541-

45 ; it is still read in Italy (aiul justly so) in pre-

ference to the original. He had a large share in

establishing Italian as a literary language. A full

account of Berni is given in his Life ( Florence, 1882

)

l)y Virgili, who has also published a volume of his

lyrics, letters, and Latin verses (1885).

Bernicia, a Latinised form of the British word
Bryncich, used to indicate the northern part of

what became the kingdom of Northumbria, the
part north of the Tees. The Anglian kingdom of

Bernicia is said to have been founded by Ida, who
made his capital at Bamborough about 550 A.D.

See NORTHIMBRIA.

Berilier, Francois, a French physician ami
traveller, famous alike as a philosopher and a wit,

Avas l>orn at Angers, in France, and departed for

the East about 1654. He visited Syria, Egypt,
Arabia, and India, in the last of which countries

he resided for twelve years in the cajiacity of

physician to Aurungzebe, and on his return to

France he pitblished a delightful account of his

travels in 1670-71. Bernier died at Paris in 1688.

Berni'na, a mountain of the Rhictian Alps,
13,290 feet high, in the Swiss canton of Grisons,

Avith remarkable and extensive glaciers. Its sum-
mit Avas first attained in 1850. The Bernina Pass,

Avhich attains an elevation of 7642 feet, and over
Avhich a carriage-road Avas completed in 1864, leads

from Pontresina to Poschiavo.

Berni'ni, Giovanni Lorenzo, sculptor, archi-

tect, and painter, Avas born at Naples in 1598. He
early devoted himself to sculpture, and in his
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ei','ht«entli year Knislieil liis adniirpil proup of
Ai«»llo and nupliiu', wliicli ;.'a\e jmimise (if L'lvatcr
t'xccllenoe tliari Wiis afterwards realised liv tlie
artist. Pope I'rltan VIII. employed him to pro-
duce desijriis for the emUdlislimeiit of St Peter's at
Koine, and his ;,Meatest aehievemeiit in arehiteeture
i> its eolos.sal eolomiade. In ]WA he aceejited the
flatterinj; invitation of Louis XIV., ami travelled
t4. Paris with <,'reat pomp. In Paris he resided
alxtve tM;.'ht months ; hut his ilesii,'n for the Louvre
lieinj,' deemed inferior to Perraults, he eontined
Jiimself entirely to sculpture. His visit, however,
proveil a lii;,'hly remunenitive one. Richly ladeii
with ;,'ifts, he returned to Rome, where he died,
Novemlier "is, Kksd, leavin;; a fortune of t'l()<),()0<)

to his children. Resides his works in sculpture,
Rernini also left numerous paintin;,'s Itehind him.
Few artist.s have heen so much a<lmire<l and re-

wardwl durinj^ their lifetime a.s Rernini ; Imt
time has rather .sul)tracte«l from than inhled to his
fame.

Bernoulli, or Rkknoim.li, was the name of a
family that produce<l a succession r)f men who
liecame famous over all Europe for the successful
cultivation and e.xtension of various hranches of
mathematical and physical science. The family
ori;,'inally resided in .Vntweni, whence, in 1583, its

attiM'hment to the reformed reli;;ion drove it to
seek an jusylum in Frankfort. .Afterwards the Rer-
nouilis settled in RastsJ, where they achieved the
hij,'hest i»rofe>-ional honours. Ei;,dit of them he-
canie highly distinj^'uished ; hut special mention
can he made here only of the three most celehrated
—lames, .lohn, and f >aniel.

.LvMh-s Rkk.not 1.1,1 was horn at Basel, Decemher
•27, Ii).V», where he also died, .lu^'iist 1(», ITO.'i. He
«le\oicd his life to the stmly of malliemalics, of

which, in ItXT, he iK'came professor in the univer-
sity of Rasel, succeeding in that chair the distin-

;.'uishcd .Mej^erlin. His L'onitincn Xori S;/stiiiuitis

t'<jiiictiiniin, an e-ssay on comets, su;;;iested hy the
ajipearance of the comet of 1080, and his es.say

I)i (inirifnti- .f-'f/nri.t, Injth showed the influence
of Descartes' philosophy. Resides a variety of

memoii-s on scicntilic sulijccts, he puhlished no
other work of importance. Dr. Arte Coiijiitatuli

was a |H)sthumous work ccmcernin;,' the e.xtension of

the doctrine of jirohahilities to moral, political, an<l

economical suhjects. His collected works were
pul>li->hed in '2 vids. 4to, at (leneva, in 1744.

.Xnion;; his triumphs are to he recorded his solu-

tion of Leihnitz's |irolilem of the isochronous curve,

and his determination of the catenary. At his

re<|Uest, a lo;,'arithmic siiiral was en;u''aved on his

tomli, with the motto, hmlrin mntitin nsiirfjo.

J(tll\ P.KHNori.i.i, hrother of the jirecedin*,', was
lK>ni at Rascl, duly 27. n!<57. He and James were
the lirst two forei;,'nei-s honoun-d hy hein;; elected

n>sociates of the Academy of Sciences at Paris,

and they were also made mendiers of the Academy
of Rerlin. .I(din devoted himself to chemical as

well as to mathematical science. In 1694 he took

the dc;,'ree of M. I)., and soon after hecame nrofe.s.sor

of .Mathematics at Cronin^^en, whence ne only

removed to succeed his brother James in the

university of Rasel. His forte was pure mathe-

matics, in which he had no superior in Kurone in

his day. He died January 1, 174S. The <Ieter-

niination of the ' line of swiftest flescent.' and the

invention of the 'exponential calculus.' have been

< laimcd as his acddevements. His collected works

were puhlished at < leneva, in 4 vols. (1742).

Damki. Rkienoimj. horn at (;roinnj,'en, Feb-

ruary !», 17<J0. die<l at Rasel, March 17, 1782, was

the Second son of John. Like his father, he devoted

himself to medicine as well as to mathematics.

The family reputation early helped him to the

profeKsorship of .Mathemati<-s at St Petersburf,',

which he held for several years. Thence, however,
he ultimately retired to Rasel, much a>jainst the
will of the czar. At Rasel, he occupied in succes-
sion the chaii-s of Anatomy and Rotany, and of
Experimental and Speculative Philosophy. He
imblished various works between 1730 and 17r)t), of
which the chief are concerned with pneumatical
and hydrodynamical subjects.

Beroe. one of the commonest representatives
of the most intensely active sub-class of Ccelen-
terates—the Ctenophora ((i.v.). These are free-

swimmin<^ pelagic animals, of great delicacy and
beauty, generally of a more or less cylindrical form,
and without any trace of skeleton, which indeed
rarely occurs in the more active lower animals.
Rente is the type of a small family, Reroida', in
which the liody is oval or sjiherical, but slightly
tiattened in one plane. They are transparent, and
often lieautifully coloured, especially during reitro-

ductive periods. The lower pole is occupied by
the large mouth, which leads into a spacious and
cftmjilex alimentary canal ending at the top. The
sufierior pole bears a complex sensory organ, and
between the two are eight meridian bamls, each
l)earing a row of comb-like plates formeil from the
union of cilia. These ciliary plates move very
rapidly, producing a beautiful iridescence, and
wafting the beroe through the water in any
desired direction. It has been recently shown that
the limy 'otocyst,' which forms jiart of the sense
organ, may act as an automatic balancing and
steering ajiparatus. Like many other active marine
animals, the Ctenophora are phosphorescent, and
behie is one of the most brilliant examples. The
light shines out especially from the regions of the
meridional bands. The heroes are very voracious,
feeding on small crustaceans and the like, but with
a marked pieference foi- their own relatives. They
are themselves swallowed in shoals l)y whales.
During the day they descend to deeper water, but
come U^ the surface at night. In autumn they
seem to frequent the surface more constantly, and
may then be ol»served in great ciowds. The dis-

tribution of the genus, which includes three certain
species, is very wide, ami one form is (piite common
on British coasts. Reriie dirt'ers most marke<lly
from relate<l forms, such as Cydippe, Pleurobrachia,
&c., in the absence of a pair of long tentacles. See
C'TEXormntA.

Bcro'siis. a priest of I'laliylon, who had a know-
ledge of the tjreek language, and tiourished about
2(j0 II. c. He wrote, in (Jreek, three books of Raby-
lonian-Chaldean history, in which he made use of

the archives in the temple of Rel at Rabylon. The
wtu'k was highly esteemed by (Ireek and Roman
historians, but unfortunately only a few fragments
h.ave been preserveil by Josephus, Eusebius, and
Syncellus ; even these are of great value, as they
relate to the most obscure portions of Asiatic

histoiy. They have been edited by W. Kicliter

( Leip. 182;'i), antl Miiller, in the second volume of

Hlstoriroruia Gncconiiti FrtirjnirnUi f)f the ' Col-

lection Didot' (Paris, 1848). The Antlqiiitfitum

Libri QuiiKiiic runt < 'oiitimittdrii.s Joainii'i Aiinii,

first published in Latin by Eucharins Silber ( Home,
1498) as a work of Berosus, and often rei)ublished,

was the pseudonymous work of the Dominican,
(iiovanni Nanni of Viterbo. See Babylo.nia.

Berre. Et.vxg de, an extensive la'^oon of

France, dejtartment Bouches-du-Khone, ahout 45

miles in circumference, mth large salt-works and
eel-fisheries.

Berri, or Rkrkv, formerly a province of Central

France, now forming the departments of Indre and
Cher. Having come, in IKX), into the possession

of the French crown, it was raised to a iluchy in

1.360, and gave title at various times to I'lench
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princes, the younger son oi C'liarlo X. lieiiig the

last wlio hehl it.

Bt'rri. Ciiaklks Ferpixano, Drc de, second

son of llie CoiHit of Artois (afterwards Charles X.),

was l)orn at \'ei-sailles, January 24, 1778. In 17!)'2

he tied with his father to Turin ; fought with Inni

under CoikIc against France ; afterwards visite<l

Russia, and lived for some time in London and

Edinburgh. In 1814 he returned to France, and

the following year was appointed by Louis XVIII.

commander of" the troops in and around Paris. In

181t) he married Caroline Ferdinande Louise (born

1798), eldest daughter of Francis, afterwards king of

the Two Sicilies—a marriage on which depended

tiie continuance of the elder Bourbon line. The
duke was assassinated on 13th February 1820, as he

was conducting liis wife from the Opera-house to her

carriage, by a fanatic nanietl Louvel. He left only

a daughter, born 1819; but (m 29th Septeml)er

1820, the widowed duchess gave birth to the Comte
de Chambord (q.v.). After the July revolution,

18.S0, in which the duchess exhibited immense force

of character and courage, ottering herself to lead on

the troops against the insurgents, she, with her son,

followed Charles X. to Holyrood, but left a con-

siderable party in France in favour of the preten-

sions of her son as Henry V. During a visit to

Italy, she was so far encouraged in her ambition,

that a project was formed for reinstating the

Bourbons ; and, accompanied by several friends,

she landed near; Marseilles, April 29, 1832. After
many adventures, she was betrayed by a Jew at

Nantes, and was imprisoned in the citadel of Blaye.
The confession of the duchess, that she had formed
a second marriage with the Neapolitan marquis,
Lucchesi-Palli, at once destroyed her political im-
portance, and the government set her at liberty.

She died in Styria, 16th April 1870.

See works by Meniere (1882) and Imbert de St Amand
(1890; trans. 1893).

Berry (Bacca), a term employed in popular
language to designate almost any small succulent
fruit, but restricted in botanical language to simple
fruits with pericarp succulent throughout, whether
developed from superior (grape, potato, bitternut,
belladonna, bryony, asparagus, tomato), or more
commonly inferior ovary

(
gooseberry, currant, bar-

beriy, bilberry. Sec). Strawberry, raspberry,
blackberry, mulberry, yeM-1)errv, »S:c. are thus all

excluded from the definition, "for the first is an
expanded succulent axis, bearing the true fruits as
dry nutlets ; and the second and third are an
aggregation or (eterio of drupes (corresponding in
fact, save for their origin from a single Hower, to
a bunch of cherries). The mulberry arises from
the union of a crowded cluster of separate female
Howers of which the fruit of each is an achene,
the pulp belonging to the calyx, while the red
berry-like pulp of the yew fruit is a subsequent
upgrowtli or yl/-/7 (q.v. ).—The orange and other
fruits of the .same; family, having a thick rind
dotted with numerous oil-glands, and (juite distinct
from the puljt of the fruit, receives the name
hespcridiniu ; the fruit of the jwrnegranate, which
is very peculiar in the manner of its division into
cells, is also sometimes distinguished from berries
of the ordinary structure bv the name balausta
(.see P(JME(;hanate). Fruits which, like that of
the water-hly, are at first juicy, and afterwards,
when ripe, are dry, are sometimes designated berry-
mpsiili^s. Fruits of the gourd family (Cucurb-
itaceie) are commonly distinguished under the name
of pcpo, but, at anyrate when the rind as well as
the pulp is soft at maturity, are true berries.

Borryer, Pii:ui;k ANTorMc, a distinguished
Ircnih advocate and political orator, was born in
Paris, 4th January 1790, and lirst distinguished

himself l>y his brilliant defence of Lammennais in

1826, and ChJlteaubriand in 1833. In 1829 he was
chosen deputy, and ever afterwards steadily repre-

sented the rights and policy of the ehler Bourbons.
His legitimist tendencies kept him for a time in the
political background under Louis-Philippe ; but as

the legitimist party in the Chamber increased, his

position grew in importance. He repeatedly under-
took the defence of persons prosecuted by the
government, not only of his own party, but repub-

lican leaders. It was he who defended Louis
Napoleon, 1840, after the Boulogne escapade, as

well as Montalembert afterwards in 1858. With
the elder Bourbons he was in constant communica-
tion, and was one of the heads of the legitimist
part>' who made a pilgrimage to the Count of

Chambord in London in 1843. After the revolution
of 1848, he represented the Bouches-du-Rlione ;

seemed inclined to support the government of the
president, Louis Napoleon ; and became a member
of his privy-council. But this did not hinder him
from going to Wiesbaden in 1850 to do homage to
the Count of Chambord. He was one of the few
who boldly protested against the coup d'etat. In
1854 he was elected a member of the French
Academy. His inaugural speech contained some
uncomplimentary allusions to the emperor, and its

publication was for a time prohibited. He died
at his country seat near Paris, 29th November
1868. His Discoiirs Parlementaires fill 5 vols.

(1872-74); his Plaidoycrs, 4 vols. (1875-78). His
statue was erected in the Palace of Justice at Paris
in 1879.

Bersaglie'ri (Ital., ' marksmen'), the rittemen
or sharpshooters of the Italian army, first organised
in the Sardinian army in 1836. Light active

soldiers, wearing a picturesque but ser\-iceable

dark-green uniform, and hats with dark plumes of

cock's feathers, they have always been to the front,

alike in the Crimea and in the struggles that
resulted in Italian unity. There are over 46,000
bersaglieri in the regular army. Akin to them are
the Alpini, a force of mountaineer sharpshooters,
organised since 1876.

Ber'serker, a redoiibtable heroin Scandinavian
mythology, the grandson of the eight-handed
Starkadder and the l»eautiful Alfhilde. By the
daughter of King Swafurlam, whom he had slain
in battle, he had twelve sons, who inherited the
name of Berserker, along with his frenzied, war-
like fury or 'berserker-rage.' The name means
'bear-sark' (or .shirt), not ' Itare shirt,' and by
Baring Gould is connected with the Werewolf
(q.v.) superstition.

Bert, Paul, French statesman and physiologist,
was l)orn at Auxerre in 1833. He studied both
law and medicine, became assistant to Claude
Bernard at the College of France, and successively
occujjied the chairs of Physi(dogy at Bordeau.x
and Paris. Entering political life in 1870, on
the proclamation of the Republic, he was four
times re-elected to the Chamber. He brought
forward laws removing primary instruction from
the control of the religious orders, and making-
it compulsory. During the prenuershij) of Gam-
betta he held the post of minister of public
instruction and worship. While engaged in

puljlic life, M. Bert still pursued M'ith ardour his
scientific investigations, attracting Avorld-wide
attention by his exi)eriments in vivisection. Aj)-
pointed l)y the French Ministry to the governor-
ship of Tonquin and Annam, he went out there
in 1886, but died on 1 1th Novembei' of the saine
year. The anti-religious views of M. Bert excited
much controversy. He was also the author of
several works on anatomy and physiology, and of
numerous educational anJl political writings. M.
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Bert wa« a nieiiil»er of tlie Freiicli Academy of

Sciences, and of many other tlbtingriished bodies
at Ik till)- and abroad.

Uertlia. the name of several famous women in
the K'^^enilary liistory of the middle ayes.

—

!St

Berth.v, wliose day is kept on the 4th July, a
Frankisli |>rincess who married .Etlielhert, kinj; of

Kent (.")0<) A.l). ), l>ecame tlie means of his conver-
sion, ami of the spread of Christianity amonjj the
Anglo-Saxons.—In the romances of the Charle-
majjrne cycle, there fi;j:vires a Bertha, called also
' Bertra<la with tlie \V\<i Foot,' daughter of Count
Chanhcrt of Laon, wife of Fejiin the Little, and
mother of (harlemagiit'. Her whole personality is

of a mythical nature, and has several of the attri-

butes of the goddess ISerchta.— In the romances
of the Rviiiul Tdlifc, the name of a sister of

Charlemagne, mother of Roland by Milod'Anglesis.
—Better known is llKKTHA, wife of Rudolf II.

(937), king of Rurgundy l»evond Jura, who after-

wards married Hugo, king o^ Italy.

ICortlielut, I'iKUKK EroEXE Makcellix, an
eminent French chemist, bom at Paris, October 25,
18*27, at an early age made a special study of acids
nn<l fermentation, and was a]i|iointed professor of

Organic Chemistry in the Kcnle de I'iiarmacie in

1859, an<l in the Ccdiege de France in 1805. In

1870 he wa-s named ins^iector-genernl of education,

in 1880-87 he was minister of public instruction,

and in 1895 foreign minister. His labours to
reproduce the substances which enter into the
composition of organic ImhUcs, iM-sides opening up
a new Held of research, have directly benefited
jnore than one industry. His early studies estab-
lished the theor\' of nolyatomic alcolwds (see
Alchhoi. ), and he has devoted nnich attention to

explosives ; whilst, more recently, his observations
of the heat iiheiiomena which produce chemical
combinations have laid the foundation of thermo-
chemistry.

Aiiumg his works are Cliimie Or(ianique (18G0), La
Poudre tt les Mnlifreii Kxp/sirtA (1872), I^i Si/nthhe

Chimique (3d ed. 1881), M-'canif/iic Chimiqne (1879),

Lfn (h-i(/ines dc rAlrhimif (1885), Scicuct et Philomphie

(lK8t;),"aiKl Scirnrr et JitHtiion (1897). And see the

CumxiioiKlancc between him and Kenan (1898).

Kortllicr, Alexaxdue, Prince of Neuchatel

and W agraiu, was born at Ver.sailles, February -20,

1753. A soldier's .son, he entered the army in

1770, and fought with Lafayette in the American
war of independence. In the French Iieviilution

he soon ro>e to be chief of the stall' in the army of

Italy ( 17!»5), and in 179S entered the papal territory,

and proclaimed tlie republic in Rome. He accom-

panie<l Najioleon to Egypt in the same vear as chief

of the stair, a post wliich he also held in all the

subscijueiit campaigns. At the revolution of 18th

Rrumaire (niCI), he became war ndnister, but con-

tinued t<i accompany the emperor on his cami)aigns.

In 1807 he was made sovereign ui the formerly

I'rus>ian priiiciiiality of Neuchatel, vice-constable,

and imjierial prince. In the camjjaigns of 1812,

1813, and 1814. he was constantly by the emperors

side, and acted both iis chief of the stati" and as

ijuartermaster-general. On the fall of Najmleon,

I{<-rt bier had to surrender the principality of Neu-

chfitel ; and not to lose more, he submitted to Louis

XVllI., who continued him his rank as peer and

marshal. Napoleon made overtures to him from

Elba ; these he neither answered nor yet revealed

to Lcmis, and this made him susnected by both.

On the return of Napideon from Elba, in a ht of

irresolution Rerthier retire<l to r.ambcrg. in P.avaria,

to his father-in-law, Duke William. On 1st July

1815. as he looked from a window at a diyi.sion

of Russian troops marching towards the French

frontier, the bitter sight was too much—he threw

himself down into the street, and thus ended his

life. His Minioircfi appeared in 1826.

Bertliollet, Couxt Claude Louis, one of the
most distinguished theoretical chemists of his time,

was born at Talloire, a village of Savoy, in 1748.

He studied at Turin, ami afterwards went to Paris.

He now applied himself with great assiduity to

chemistry ; in 1781 he was elected a member of

the Academy of Sciences. In 1785 he announced
his adherence to the antiphlogistic doctrines of

Lavoisier, whom he aided both in his researches on
gunpowder and in the formation of a new chemical
nomenclature. In the same year, BerthoUet pub-
lished a paper on ' dephlogisticated marine acid '

—

now called chlorine—])ointing out its use for bleach-

ing purposes ; and following up the experiments of

Priestley, he showed ammonia to be a compound of

three volumes of hydrogen gas and one volume of

nitrogen gas. During the early part of the French
Revolution, he travelled through the country,
giving instruction as to the process of smelting
and converting iron into steel. He was made a
senator by Bonaparte, who also made him a count.

Notwithstanding, he voted for the dejtosition of

Nai>oleon in 1814; and on the restoration of the
Rourbons he was created a peer. He died at

Arcueil, November 6, 1822.

Bortliolh'tia. See Brazil Nuts.

Itcrlill, I.Ki IS Fraxcois, called Bertin rAini,
an eminent I'reiich journalist, was born in Paris,

December 14, 1700. The Revolution made him a
journalist, anil in 1799 he started the famous Jitin-

iiitl c/es Dcbdts. His royalist jirinciples oll'ended

Napoleon, and cost him imprisonment and banish-

ment to Elba ; thence, howexer, he escaped to

Rcmie, where he formed a frien<lsliip with Chateau
briand. In 1805 he returned to Paris, and resumed
theeditorshi|) of the iKhats, but was much hampered
by NajKjleon. The second restoration of the liour-

bons restored once more to Rertin the free control

of his journal, and henceforward he gave almost
constant sujiport to the ministerial party. He
supported the July monarchy, and e<lited the Dilxits

till his death, i3th September 1841.—Armand
Louis M.\rie Rertin, son of the former, was born

in Paris, August 22, 1801, and became, after the

restoration, secretarv to Chateaubriand during his

embassy in Englantl. In 1820 he joined the edi-

torial stair of the Jo)ini(il dcs Itflnts, and at his

fathers death assumed the chief direction. He
died at Paris, January 11, 18.")4.

Bcrtraiul. Henri (iRATiEN, Count, one of

Napoleon's generals, known for his faithful attach-

ment to the emi>eror through all his fortunes, was
born at CliAteauroux (1773), and early entered the

armies of the Revolution as engineer. He accom-

panied the expedition to Egypt, and directed the

fortilication of Alexandria." He distinguished

himself at Austerlitz, and became the emperor's

adjutant; and, after the battle of A.spern in 1809,

for his share in .saving the French army by bridges,

he was created count and goveinor of Illyna. After

serving with credit in the subsetiuent campaigns, he

retired with the ompenn- to Elba, was his confidant

in carrying out his return to France, and finally

shared his l)anishment to St Helena. On Napoleon's

I

death, Rertrand returned to France, where, though
I sentence of death had been pronounced upon him—
! a sentence which Louis XVIII. had wisely recalled

—he was restored to all his dignities, and in 18.30

appointed commandant of the Polytechnic School.

In 1840 he formed part of the expedition .>hicli

lirought back the remains of Napoleon to France.

He died at CliAteauroux, January 31, 1844.

Bervio, T'harles Cle.menT, engraver, born at

Paris in 175G, in 1790 made himself famous by

a full-length engraving of Louis XVI., from the
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picture by Callet, one of tlie linei^t works of the

kind ever produced. He died March 23, 1822.

Bervie. a Scotch bur<;h and seaport in Kin-

cariUuesliire, near the mouth of Bervie Water, 13

miles NE. of Montrose by rail. It has (lax and

tow mills, and factories of wincey and sacking, and

here in 1788 was set up the first machine for

spinning yarn in Scotland. Pop. 1194.

Berwick. .Jamks Fitz-.Tamks, Di'ke of, was

the natural son of .lames 11., by Arabella Churchill,

sister of the Duke of Marlborough. Born at Mou-
lins in 1070, he was educated in France as a

Catholic, and after serving in Hungary under

Duke Charles of Lorraine (1687), returned to

Englanil shortly before the Revolution of 1688,

wliich he exerted himself to prevent. The title

Duke of Berwick was conferred on him in 1687.

In 1680 he accompanied his father on his Irish

expedition, and, after the death of St Ruth, had
the nominal chief command. He next served in

Flanders, under Marshal Luxembourg, and after-

wards under the Duke of Burgundy and Marshal
Villeroi. In 1706 he was created a marshal of

F'rance, and sent at the head of an army to Spain,

where he established the throne of Philip V. by the

decisive victory of Almansa. For this important
service he was made a grandee of Spain, under the

title of Duke of Liria and Xerica. After several

years of comparative inactivity, he received the
command in 1733 of an army intended to cross the
Rhine. While besieging Pliilippsburg, he was
killed by a cannon-ball, 12th June 1734. Con-
temporary testimony, confirmed by his military
conduct, shows Berwick to have possessed some of

the best qualities of a great commander. His
defensive campaign in 1709, in Provence and
Dauphine, against the superior force of the Duke
of Savoy, has always been regarded as a triumph
of strategic skill. He was twice married. His son
by the first marriage succeeded to the dukedom of

Liria ; whilst the tlukedom of Fitz-James and the
estates in France passed to his children by the
second marriage. See his Menwlres ( Paris, 1778 )

;

C. P. Wilson, JtiDies II. and the Duke of Bo-w/'ck
(1876); and his Duke of Berwick, Marshal of
Framr (1S83).

Berwick, North. See North Berwick.

Berwiek-01I-Twee<l, a seaport town at the
mouth of the Tweed, on the frontiers of England
and Scotland, 58 miles ESE. of Edinburgh, and
67 N. by W. of Newcastle. The lil)erties of the
borough, called 'Berwick Bounds,' have an area
of 8 sq. m., and with Spittal and TAveedmouth,
form the 'county of the borough of Berwick-on-
Tweed.' Though long boasting to be neither in
England nor Scotland, and still possessing separate
quarter-sessions and commission of the peace, it is

to all intents and purposes part of the county of
Northumberland (the adjoining parts of which
formed till 1844 a detached portion of Durham);
especially since by the Redistribution Act of 1885
Berwick-on-Tweed ceased to send two members of
its own to ])arliament, and was for election pur-
poses merged in Northumberland. The town is

engirt with ram]iarts of Elizabeth's time, and has
large barracks (1710). Tweedmcmth and Spittal
(the latter a favourite watering-place), on the .soutli

side of the Tweed, have since 1835 Imth been in-
cluded withhi the nnmicipality of P>erwick-on-
Tweed. They are reached by a narrow stone bridge
(1600 .34) of fifteen arches; and the river is also
spanned by Robert Stephensons magnificent viaduct
(18.50) of 28 arches, 136 feet high and 2160 long.
The jmblic buildings include the town-hall (1760),
with a belfry 150 feet high, the corn exchange ( 1858),
and several churches, Presbyterian outnumbering
the Anglican. The harbour has been imi>roved by

the construction of a wet-dock ( 1873-76), at a cost

of £40,000 ; but its trade is not very great, the
tonnage of vessels entering during a tM'elvemonth
ranging l)etween 30,000 and 40,000. Nor is the
salmon fishery what it once was. For the manu-
facture of agricultural implements Berwick-on-
Tweed stands high, and in Spittal there are several

large artificial-manure works. Pop. ( 1841 ) 12,689;

(1881) 13,905; (ISOl) 13,378. The history of the

town is full of interest, especially in regard to

Border wars and the struggles of English and
Scots to possess the town, the siege of Edward I.

in 1296 being especially terrible. Its authentic
records begin in the 12th century, when it was one
of the principal seaports in the kingdom. It was
annexed to England in 1333, after the battle of

Halidon Hill, and was finally ceded by Scotland in

1482. See John Scott's Histor >/ of Berwick-on-
Tvccd {howA. 1888).

Berwickshire, a maritime and Border county
of south-east Scotland, bounded N. by Hadding-
ton, N. and NE. by the German Ocean, SE. by
Berwick-on-Tweed, Northumberland, and Rox-
luirghshire, and W. by Roxburghshire and Mid-
lothian. It extends from east to west 29 miles,

from north to south 21 miles, and has an area of

464 sq. m. , or 297, 161 acres. Berwickshire is divided
into three districts—the Merse, the Lammermoors,
and Lauderdale. The largest and juost fertile dis-

trict is the luxuriant valley of the Merse, the
richest plain of equal extent in Scotland, being
nearly 130,000 acres in area. The Lammermoors,
covering 90,000 acres, chiefly pastoral, divide the
valley of the Tweed from Midlothian and Had-
dington. Lauderdale, comprising 67,000 acres, a
mixture of hill and dale, runs along the banks of

Leader Water. The coast, 19 miles in length, is

rocky and bold, rising at St Ab1>'s Head and other
points to heights of from 177 to 528 feet above sea-

level, and having only two bays, at Eyemouth and
Coldingham. Geologically, as well as topographi-
cally, Berwickshire possesses numerous interesting

features. The Lammermoors (q.v. ), whose highest
point in Berwickshire is Scenes Law (1683 feet),

besides seventeen other summits exceeding 1240,

consist of Silurian strata, stretching to St Abb's
Head. In the south, carboniferous rocks are found,
while an extensive bed of red sandstone extends
easterly from the centre of the county to the sea-

coast. Gn the coast p(jrphyry is found, and some
traps and syenite in the interior. Ironstone and
thin seams of coal occur, as well as gypsum, clay,

and shell-marl. The streams—Blackadder, Whit-
adder, and Leader Waters—are all tributaries of the
Tweed, the Eye alone flowing direct to the sea.

Poi). (1801) 30,206; (1841) 34,438; (1861) 30,613;

(1891) 32,290. Berwickshire returns one member
to parliament. Agriculturally, Berwickshire occu-

pies a prominjent position, 65 "4 per cent, of the
entire area being in cultivation. The county has
suttered proportionally from the recent agricultural

depression, the valuation having actually decreased
from £.391,169 in 1875 to £291,210 for 1895. The
Earlston ginghams excepted, there are no manu-
factures worth naming. The principal towns are
Duns, the birthplace of Thomas Boston, Dr M'Crie,
and as some contend, of Duns Scotus ; Greenlaw,
the county town from 1696 till 1853, but now
flividing that dignity with Duns ; Lauder, a royal
burgh ; Eyemouth, a prosperous fishing-station

;

Coldstream, where (Jeneral Mcmk first raised the
( 'oldstream CJuarils ; and Earlston, the Ercildoune
of Thomas the Rhymer. The county contains some
very interesting examples, though on a compara-
tively small scale, of Norman or Pointed archi-

tecture, or both, at Coldingham, Dryburgh, Old
Cambus, Edrom, Chirnside, Bunkle, Legerwood,
and one or two other jilaces. There are also the
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IJeryl, ill its )>niii.iry t'

remains or sites of Fa-st, Hume, anil Cranshaws
castles, and of Britisli and Roman camps and
Jiarrows, Iwsides remains of a curious lirocli-like

stnnture at Edinsliall, near Duns.

B<'rvl (silicate of alumina and <;lucina), a
mini ral wliiili scarcely ditlers except in colour
from Emerald {i|.v. ), never exliihitinj,' the liri-dit

rich <,'reen which characterises that yein, but
colourless, yello\\i>h, j,'reenish yellow or hlue.
The liner varieties, which are transparent and of
lieautiful ctilour, are distin<j:uishe<l as Precious
lieryl, and are sometimes called A<|uamarine.

These occur in
crystals similar
in form to those
of emerald ; hut
there},'ularhexa-
{,'onal prism Ls

more fretpiently

modihed hy trun-
' <tion on the

jles or edj^es,

umination,\'c.
riie prisms are
often lonj;.
Their sides are
lon^^itudinally

j-trialed, often deeply so; Imt the truncating,' or
terminatin;; planer are sm<M)th. Tiie coarser
varieties of U-ryl (Common Iteryl) are also found
crvstallised, hut often massive. Heryl occurs
chiellv in veins that traverse j,'ranite or ^'neiss. or
imhedded in ;;ranite ; sometimes it is found in

alhnial soils formed from such rocks. Common
iK'ryl is found in a n»imlK»r of places in Europe.
The mountains of Aherdeenshire, and those <jf

Mourne in Ireland, yield precious heryl, which is

also found in various parts of the United States,
ISra/il. Ceylon, and SilK-ria. It is somewhat less

\alual»Ie than tin* t-mcrald. For its use a.s a niaj^ic

<ry»tal, in which tiie future lM?comes visilde, see
i;;,..,..ttis /.'„v, Miiry.

|{<'r>lliiiiii. See Glicini .M.

Berzolill.s, .loii.w .lAKon, H.vroN, one of the

founders of the science of ciicmistry, was horn at a

farm in East (Jothland, Sweden, Au;,'ust '2!l, ITT'.K

While studyinjj for the medical profession at the

university of I'psala, he was more attracteil hy
the prei>arat<irv studies in science, espe<'ially chemis-

try. .After l»ein;; some time employed in medical

i>ractice and lecturing, he was appointed (1S()6)

lecturer on chemistry in the Military .Academy of

Stockholm, and, in the followin;,' year, professor of

Medicine and I'harmjicy. He wa.s shortly after

<-lio>en president of the Stockholm .Academy of

iiciences ; and from ISIS till his death, Augu.st 7,

1H4S, held the ortice of perpetual secretary. The
kin^' raised him to the rank of haron ; othe'- hon-

ours from learned societies were conferred on him,

inchnlin;; the London lioyal Society's ;;old medal.

The field of his activity lay in his lahoratorv, where
he ac<juired a name of which his country, where
he ninks in science second only to Linn;eus, is

justly proud. The science of chemistry, as at

[•resent or^'anised, rests in ;,'reat measure upon the

discoveries and views of I'.crzelius, althimjjrh in not

a few points he has lieen controverte<l or found

wron;:. His multiplied and siccurate analyses

estahlished the laws of comhination on an incon-

trovertihle hasis ; and to iiiin we owe the system of

chemical syml«)ls. He discovered the elements

selenium, thorium, and cerium, and lirst exhibited

calcium, barium, strontium, columluum or tan-

tjjum, silicium, and zirconium, in the metallic

form. The multitude and accuracy i)f his re-

.searches in every branch of chemical iniiuirv, as

well aa in physics and physiolo^'y, make it ditticult

to conceive how cme nuin could have accomplished
so much. Of his numerous writings, the most im-
l)ortant is his Ldrcbuk i Kcmicn (Text-book of
Chemistry, 3 vols. Stock. 1808-18), which afterwards
jiHssed through five large editi<ms, on each occasitm
being almost wholly rewritten, and which was trans-
lated into every European language. His es.say
On the use of the Blowpipe exhausts the .subject,
and in that On the Division of Salts through Galviin-
ism he propounds the electro-chendcal theory, the
title to which is divided between himself and
I>avy ; while his Annunl Jiijiorts on the Pror/nss
of Phijsies, Chemist rij, ami Miner<ilorj]i, undertaken
at the recpiest of the Academy of Sciences in 1S20,
proved very valuable to science.

Besail^OIl. a French city, the capital now of
the <lepartnient of Doubs, and formerly of Franche-
Cttmte, is picturescniely situated on both sides of
the winding river Doubs, 57 miles E. of Dijon.
It was strongly but irregularly fortified by Vaulian,
the citadel being perched on an inaccessible rock,
31)0 feet above the town. Since then, the fortifica-

tions have been extended and strengthened, and
Hesancon is now considered one of the strongest
places in France. It was the ancient Vesontio or
Besontium : in o8 B.C. Ctesar expelle«l the Sefjuani
hence, and in the neighbourhood gained a victmy
over Ario\ istus. It finally came into the ]iossession

of France in 1(>74. Several streets in IJesancon
still l»ear old Koman names ; and in the neigh-
bourhood are found ruins of a triumphal arch
of Aurelian, an a(iueduct, an amjihitheatre, and
a large theatre. Amcmg later structures the l'2th-

century cathedral, the Madeleine church, the Pre-
fecture, the Palais de Justice (1749), and the
half-Cothic, half-Kenaissance palace (1534) of

Cardinal (Jranvella, are most remarkable. Besan-
con makes a very large percentage of the watches
nifide in France, and some 15,000 of its inhabitants
are engageil in this industry, which was introduced
from .Switzerland al>out ISIH. In 1875-85 Besan-
Von produced between 400, (XtO and 4.30, 00(J watches
annually, worth fiom twenty to thirty millions of

francs. Other manufactures are j)orcelain, carpets,

iron-wire. Seltzer-water, and beer. Abel Kemusat
and Victor Hugo were natives. Pop. ( 1840) 36,401 ;

( ISSO) 45,218 ; ( 1891 ) 44,793.

Bosailt, Sir W.VLTKK, a well-known novelist,
was born at Portsmouth in 1838. He studied at

King's College, London, and at Christ's College,

Cambridge, .and having abandoned his original

intention of entering the church, was appointed
to a professorship in the Koyal College of

Mauritius. Ill-health compelling him to resign

this post, he rettirneil to England and devoted
himself t<t literature. His first work, Studies in

Fremh Foetri/, ap]>eared in 1868, and in 1871 he
entered into a literary partnership with James
Kice. Reinhj-moneii Moitihojt, the hrst of the

novels which were the fruits of this conjoint

authorship, was i)ublished in 1872. It was followed

by M>l Little Girl : With Harp and Crown ; 7'his

Son of Vulran ; The Golden Butferjti/ (1876), which
greatly increjisetl the pojmlarity of its authors;

The Mfjnhs of Thelema; By Celiacs Arbour ; The
Chaplain if the Fleet ; and The Seamy Side (1881).

After the "death of Kice (q.v.), Besant (who was

knighted in 1895) wrote All Sorts and Conditions

of Men, The Captain's Room, All in a Garden Fair,

borrjthy Forsfer, Chddren of Gibeon, The World
Vint reri/ iccll then. Beyond the Dreams of Avarice,

The Master Craftsnaui (1896), &C. ; also French

Humourists ( 1873), short books on Kal)elais,Coligny,

and Whittington, a life of Professor Palmer ( 1883),

and works on London (1892) and AYestminster

(1S95); also Dicki:n8, Jerusalem, Palestine,

and PiAlJELAls in this work. He shows a first-
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hand knowledge of very various phases of hfe,

grasp of cliaracter, constructive skill, and humour

at once shrewd and genial. The distinguishing

feature of his novels is the interplay of ingenious

fancy and thorough-going, healthy realism. His

plots are sometimes as whimsical and charming as

a fairv tale, while the setting of each story is

worked out with scrupulous fidelity to local colour.

In such a hook as All Sorts ami Conditions of Men,

romance and realism are comhined with the happiest

results. Some of his later novels have heen

written for the furtherance of social reforms, and

one of his schemes, the People's Palace, described

in All Sorts and Conditions ofMen, has been happily

carried into eflect in the east end of London. As
secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund, he

has edited various works on the survey of Palestine

;

and lie was first chairman of the committee of the

Incorporated Society of Authors. See the Intro-

duction to the library edition of Ready-money
Mortihoy (1887).

Besaiits'. See Bezants.

Besika Bay. a bay on the north-west coast

of Asia Minor, opposite Tenedos, to the south of

the entrance of the Dardanelles. The English

fleet was stationed here during crises in the

Eastern Question, in 1853-54 and 1877-78.

Bessarabia* a government in the south-west

of Russia, on the Roumanian frontier. The area,

enlarged by the restoration in 1878 of the por-

tion ceded to Moldavia in 1856, is 17,627 sq. in. :

tlie population in 1893 was 1,688,600, composed
of Russians, Poles, Roumanians, Bulgarians,

Greeks, Armenians, Jews, Germans, and Tartars,

with a sprinkling of Gipsies. The Dniester flows

along the whole of its northern and eastern

boundaries ; the Pruth separates it from Moldavia
on the west ; and it has the Danube on the south.

In the north-west, the country is traversed by
well-wooded oflshoots of the Carpathian Moun-
tains. Generally, however, Bessarabia is flat and
fertile. The land is cultivated to some extent

;

but the breeding of cattle forms the chief business
of the inhabitants. Salt, cattle, wool, and tallow
are exp(n-ted ; leather, soap, and candles are

manufactured. Bessarabia, which fell under the
power of the Turks in 1503, suft'ered heavily
in all wars with Russia, and was ceded to Russia
in 1812. By the Treaty of Paris, the portions of

Bessarabia lying along the Pruth and the Danube
—3578 sq. m. , with some 200,000 inhabitants—were
assigned to ^Moldavia ; at the Berlin Congress of

1878, this region was again transferred to Russia.

Bessarioii, Johannes (ov Basilius), born at
Trebizond, on the Black Sea, in 1395, was one of the
earliest of those scholars who in the 15th century
transplanted (ireek literature and philosophy into
the West, and rescued the mind of Christendom
from the trammels of scholasticism. As Bishop of
Nicica, he accompanied the Greek emperor, John
Paheologus, to Italy in 1439 in order to effect a
union between the Greek and the Roman churclies.
Soon afterwards joining the Roman Church, he was
made Ciirdinal Ijy Pope Eugene IV. Ten years
later, Nicholas V. created him Bishop of Frascati.
For live years also he discharged the duties of
papal legate at Bologna. After tlie fall of Con-
stantinople, of which he had been titular patriarch,
he visited Germany, and endeavoured to promote
a crusade against the Turks. In philosojdiy, he
professed to be a follower of Plato, but without
depreciation of Aristotle. Twice he was nearly
elected nope ; but his partiality for the heathen
jjliilosophy, or his Greek birth, disqualified him
with the sacred college. He died at Ravenna in
1472, leaving his collection of 000 valuable (ireek
MSS. to the St Mark's Library, \'enice.

Bess^ges, a town in the French department

of (;ard, 21 miles N. of Alais. It has coal, iron,

and glass industries. Poj). 8068.

Bessel« Friedrich "Wilhelm, an eminent
Prussian astronomer, born at Minden in 1784.

Successively a merchant's clerk, a supercargo on
board ship, and a practical astronomer, he was in

1810 appointed clirector of the observatory at
Konigsberg, and jirofessor of Astronomy there.

In 1818 he published his Fundamenta Astronomim
—a work which was of the highest value to
astronomers ; and in 1830 his Tabular Regiomon-
tancc. Among the numerous papers may be men-
tioned his treatise on the precession of the
equinoxes. After a series of three years' obser-

vations he succeeded in determining the annual
parallax of the fixed star 61 Cygni (see Stars).
In the years 1824-33 Bessel made a series of

75,011 observations in 536 sittings, and completed
a catalogue of stars (extending to the ninth mag-
nitude) within the zone from 15° N. to 15° S.

declination ; and published Astronomische Unter-

snchinigen (1842) and other Avorks. Yli?, Po^ndar
Lectures on Astronomy were published two years

after his death, which took place March 14, 1846.

He AA'as a thoroughly practical man of science, was
remarkable for the precision of his calculations,

introduced many new methods, and greatly for-

warded the science of astronomy.

Bessemer, Sir Henry, F.R.S., inventor, born
19th January 1813, at Charlton, Herts, was the son
of a Frencli artist, and was to a great extent self-

taught. He was a prolific inventor, as the volumes
issued by the Patent Office show ; indeed, it was
said he paid in patent stamp duties alone as much
as £10,000. The working out of many of his inven-

tions, however, resulted in a loss to himself and to

others. His first pecuniary success was obtained
by his invention of machinery for the manufacture
of Bessemer gold and bronze powders, which was
not patented, but whose nature was long kept
secret. His process for the manufacture of steel,

noticed below, raised the annual production of

steel in England from 50,000 tons by the older

processes to as many as 1,600,000 tons in some
yeai's. Bessemer steel is also largely made abroad.

This steel soon averaged £10 per ton, while the
price of (much finer) steel before the introduction

of his process averaged not less than £50 per ton.

Bessemer was knighted in 1879, and received many
gold medals from scientific institutions. In addi-

tion he had, to use his own words, received in the

form of royalties 1,057,748 of the beautiful little

gold medals issued by Her Majesty's Mint. He
died 15th March 1898.

Bessemer Steel.—Sir Henry Bessemer's process

for making steel, which is now so largely practised

in England, on the continent of Europe, and in

America, was patented in 1856. It was first

applied to the making of malleable iron, but this

has never been successfully made by the Bessemer
method. For the manufacture of a cheap Imt

higlily serviceable steel, however, its success has

been so splendid that no other metallurgical process

has given its inventor so great a renown. Although
the apparatus actually used is somewhat costly

and elaborate, yet the principle of the operation

is very simple. A large converting vessel (see

annexed figure), with openings called tuyeres in its

1)ottom, is partially filled up with from 5 to 10

tons of molten pig-iron, and a blast of air, at a
pressure of from 18 to 20 lb. per square inch, is

forced through this metal l)y a blowing engine.

Pig-iron contains from 3 to 5 per cent, of carbon,

and, if it has been smelted with charcoal from a
pure ore, as is the case with Swedish iron, the blast

is continued till only from -25 to 1 per cent, of the
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carl>oii is left in the metal, that is to say, steel
is pro<lnceil. Sometimes, however, the minimum
quantity of carl>on is even less than '23 per cent.
In En;,'lan<l, where a less pure hut still expensive
cast-iron—viz. luvmatite pig—is used for the pro-
duction of steel in the ordinary Bessemer converter,
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Bessemer Converting Vessel

:

o, a, a, tuyen-s ; 6, air-space ; c, melteil metal.

the nroces-s «lifrers slightly. In this ca,se the whole
of the c.irhon is oxiilise<l hy the hlast of air, and
the requisite quantity of this element is afterwards
restoreil to tlie metal ))V pcmring into the converter
a small quantity of a peculiar kind of cast-inm,
called s/jitr/t/cijirii, which contains a known qu.antity
of carhon. But small quantities of manganese and
silicon are al.so present in Bessemer steel. The
• hlow lasts from 20 to .30 minutes. Steel made
from whatever kind of pig inm, either hv this or
hy the ' hasic ' process, presently to l»e ilescrihed,

Ls not sutlicieiitiy dense, at lea-<t for most pur-
poses, and it is accordingly manipulated under the
Hteam-hammer and rolled int^) a variety of forms.
Bessemer steel is employed for heavy objects, as
rails, tires, rollers, iMiiler i)lates, ship i»lates, and
for many other purposes for which malleable iron

wa.s formerly used.
liitsir St,; I.—This kin<l of steel is now largely

made from inferior pig iron, such as the Cleveland,
by the Thomas (Jilchrist orocess patented in 1878.

It Is, however, only a mo<iiticati<m of the IJes.semer

I)roce.xs to the e.xtcnt of substituting for the

siliceous or 'acid' lining generally use<l, a lime
or 'basic' lining for the converter. Limestone,
preferalily a magnesian limestone in some form, i.s

commonly employe<l for the lining. By the use of

a basic lining, phosphorus is eliminated towards
the end of the 'blow.' Phosphorus is a very

•leleterious substance in steel, and is present,

sometimes to the extent of 2 per cent., in pig-iron

smelted from impure ore.

Bes.si^res, .Ik.vn Baptiste, Duke of Istria,

and .Marshal of the French empire, was Ikuti of

pfH)r parents at I'reissac, in the department of Lot,

6th August 17(W. Entering the army in 1792

as a privat«3 .soldier, in less than two years he had
attained the rank of cajttain. After making the

Spanish campaign he |»a.s.sed into the army of

Italy, and .'<oon attracted the notice of Napoleon,

who" carried him to Egypt in 1798, where his

conduct at St Jean d'Acre and Aboukir covered
him with glorj-. At the accession of Najjoleon
( 1804) to the throne, he became marshal of France.
He showed his usual conspicuous courage at Aus-
teriitz, Jena, Eylau, antl Friedland, and raisetl to
the rank of Duke of Istria, commanded in Spain in
1808-9. In the Russian campaijrn he letl the
cavalry of the Guard, and did much by his sleeple.ss
courage and presence of mind to save the wreck
of the anny in the disastrous retreat from Moscow.
On the morning of the battle of Liitzen (May 1,

1813), he fell mortally wounded by a cannon-ball.

Bes'tiarv ( Fr. ), the name given to a class of
written books of great popularity in the middle
ages, describing all the animals of creation, real or
fabled, composed partly in prose, partly in vei-se,

and generally illustrated by drawings.' B)it they
were valuable for the moral allegories they con-
tained, no less than as handbooks of zoological
facts. The symbolism which was then so mucli in
vogue fastened spiritual meanings upon the several
animals, until every quality of good or evil in the
soul of man had its tyj»e in the beast world. It is

in this way to the bestiaries that we must look for
explanation of the strange, grotesque creatures
which are found sculptured on the churches and
other buildings of the middle ages. The oldest
Latin bestiaries had an early Greek original, the
well-known Fhijuiologus, under which name about
fifty such allegories were grouped. The Greek
text of this famous work is found only in MS.
There are old Syriac, Armenian. Ethiopic, AraViic,
Icelantlic, and numerous Latin versions. Editions
of the Latin have been is.sued—Mai, Heider, and
Cahier. An Old High CJerman version was made
earlier than the 11th centurj- ; in the 12th century,
versions in French were made by Philippe ile

Thaun and Guillaume, a juiest of Normandy.
The liestinire cTAmour of Kichanl do Fournival
was rather a i)arody upon the earlier form of such
books. The following is a characteristic extract
from the Bestiairc Dirin :

' The unicorn has but
<me horn in the middle of its forehead. It is the
only animal that ventures to attack the elephant ;

and so sharp is the nail of its foot, that with one
blow it rii»s up the belly of that most terrible of

all beasts. The huntei-s can catch the unicorn only
l»y jilacing a young virgin in the forest which it

haunts. No sooner does this marvellous animal
descry the damsel, than it runs towards her, lies

down at her feet, and so sutlers itself to be taken
by the hunters. The unicorn represents our Lord
Jesus Christ, who, taking our humanity upon him
in the Virgin's womb, wa-s betrayed by the wickeil
Jews, and delivered into the hands of Pilate. Its

one horn signifies the gospel truth, that Christ is

one with the Father,' &c.

Bestu.sliev, Alex.\xder, a Russian novelist,

born in 179.5, was an otticer in the guards, and
became involved in the military consjiiracy of 1825,

in consequence of which he wa'< degraded to the
ranks, and exiled to Yakutsk. After long entreaty
he was permitted to enter the army of the
Caucasus as a i)rivate in 18.30. In June 1837 he
fell in a skirmish with the as yet unconquered
mountaineers. His novels and sketches bore the

impress of his own life and atlventures in the
Caucasus.

BctanzOS (anciently BrificDdium FIavium), a,

town of Spain, 10 miles SE. of Corunna. Poj).

812'2.

Betel, properly the leaf of the betel-vine,

a plant (Chavica betlc, C. .tirahoa, Sec.) of the

natural order Piperacea^, indigenous to the East
Indian Archipelago, and cultivated also in con-

tinental India, Ceylon, and several of the Indo-

Chinese countries ( Burmali, Siam, &c. ), but more
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or less as an exotic accortlini; as the necessary

conditions of linniidity and heat have to he arti-

Hcially increased. Tlie name hetel (a ]MalayaLain

and Tauiil word for ' leaf " ) is freonently applied to

the holns (»f areca-nnt and shell-lime (chunaiii)

wrapped mnnd with hetel-leaf, employed as a
masticatory thr(ni<,diout a large part of the farther

East, especially hy the Malay and Hindu races.

As early as Fryer (1G73) hetel lte<j;ins to he used

erroneously as a synonym for the nut of the

Areca {<|.v.) palm. Betel-leaf ( Hindustani, pdti or

jHorii : Persian, tambtd ; Malay, sirih) is described

in <;lowing terms in the Hitopadcsa, hook iii., fahle

9. The ancient Hindu writers recommend it to be
taken early in the morning- after meals, and at

bedtime. Pills against phlegm are rubbed into an
ennilsion with the juice ; and the leaves are applied

to remove headache, reduce swollen glands, or

check the secretion of milk. The use of the

masticatory has become a matter of etiquette, and
the betel-box plays as important a part as the
snnti"-box did in England in the 18th century. In
India the offering of pawn by the host intimates
the termination of a visit. Among the Malays of

the Archipelago to offer siriJi, is accepted as a legal

sign of a]iology for a serious offence. Europeans
seuloni take kindlv to the haliit of chewing betel.

Betel-vine.

partly because it blackens the teeth and causes the
lips to appear as if covered with blood. Sir James
Emerson Tennent (Cci/lon) considers that it

supplies the antacid, the tonic, and the carminative
required by a people who usually eat no flesh. In
former days the betel-leaf was a monopoly of the
East India Company. The cultivation of the plant
is in many districts a highly important industry,
and requires consideraljle capital. In Bombay,
betel-vines are i)ut down in October, 3600 to 5000
per acre. They are sheltered from drought by
plantains grown along with them, and by bamboo
stages covered with grass. These are afterwards
replaced by stronger and taller trellis-work up
whicii the plants climb luxuriantly. In Tenas-
serim, again, the Karens train the vines to forest-
trees from whicli all but the topmost boughs
have been lopped ofV. See Marsden's Il/nfonj of
Suitmtra; Curtis's Botaniral Magazine (vol. v'i.

new series); Miguel, .'<i/sfcma Piperacearum :

Hunter's Gazetteer of India.

Betll'any ('house of dates'), bv the natives
of Palestine called ' El' Azariyeh " or ' Lazariyeii

'

( ' town of Lazarus '
), is situated on the southern

slope of the Mount of Olives, 2208 feet above
the sea, 2 miles ESE. of Jerusalem. It was the
home of Lazarus and his sisters, often visited
by the Saviour, and the scene of his ascension.
Ecclesiastical buildings were erected here in the
4th century, but it is now a poor place of some
200 inhabitants. There is nothing remarkable
about tiie village except the rejiuted house of

Martha and Mary, and the cave or grave of

Lazarus shown by the monks. Major Conder
thinks it more likely that the tomb of Lazarus
is one of the rock-cut sepulchres l)eside the
Jericho road, east of Bethany.—Bethany is also

the name that has been given to three German
mission stations in South Africa ; one in G reat

Namaqualand, one in the Orange Free State, and
one in the Transvaal.

Beth'el (
' house of God

' ), now called Beitin,

about 11 miles N. from Jerusalem, mentioned
in Scripture as the scene of Jacob's dream. The
old name of the place was Luz. Here Aljraham
pitched his tent ; at a later date it was a resting-

jilace of the ark, a royal residence, and a seat of

idolatrous worship. It is a heap of ruins.

Bethes'da, Pool of ('house of mercy' or
' house of the stream

' ), the scene of Christ's

cure of the impotent man (St John, v. 2-9), the
tank that was the resort of the ' impotent, blind,

halt, and withered.' Since 1102 it has been identi-

fied Avith the Birket Israil, which is situated within
the walls of Jerusalem, near the St Stephen's gate
and the Temple of Omar. Conder, however, identi-

ties it with the spring in the Kedron Valley called
(iilion and En Bogel, which was diverted through
a rock-cut tunnel to Siloam. But Schick in 1889
discovered the remains of the substructures of the
pool near the church of St Anne.

Betliesda is a small town of Carnarvonshire
(so named from its Nonconformist chapel), 4^
miles SE. of Bangor. Its 5799 inhabitants are
mostly employed in the neighbouring Penrhyn
slate-quarries.

Betlllelieui ( ' house of bread ;
' modern Beit-

1alt in), the birthplace of Jesus Christ and of

King David, and the Ephratah of the history of

Jacob, is now a small unwalled village of white
stone houses, in the midst of a most interesting

country, 6 miles S. of Jerusalem. The population,

about 3000 souls, is wholly Christian— Latin,

Greek, and Armenian. The Convent of the
Nativity, a large square building, resembling
a fortress, was built by the Empress Helena,
327 A.D., but destroyed by the Moslems in

1236, and, it is supposed, restored by the
Crusaders. Within it is the Church of the
Nativity, which is subdivided among the Latins,

Greeks, and Armenians, for devotional purposes.

The church is built in the form of a cross ; the
nave, which is by far the finest part of the build-

ing, belongs to the Armenians, and is supported by
48 beautiful Corinthian columns of solid granite,

each between 2 and 3 feet in thickness, and about
17 in height. The other portions of the church,
forming the arms of the cross, are walled up. At
the farther end of that section, which forms the
head of the cross, and on the threshold, is a
sculptured marble star, whicli the Bethlehenutes
say covers the central ])oint of the earth. Here a
long intricate i)assage descends to the crypt below,
where the blessed Virgin is said to have been
delivered. The walls of the chamber are hung
with draperies of the gayest colours ; and a silver

star, with the words, ' Hie, de virginc Maria Jesus
Christ us natiis est,' marks the spot of the nativity.

The manger stands in a low recess cut in the rock.
The site appears to have been venerated since the
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2d century A. I)., ami St Jerome, a monk of this
convent towards the end of tlie 4th oenturv, fouml
the jn-otto in possession of j)a<,'ans, who celebrated
here the birth of Adtmis. To tlie north-west stands

Bethlt-heiii.

(Fn>m a Photograpli by Fritli.)

a square domed Iniildiii;.', marking tlie re|iuted site

of Kachel's tomb. The IJetldehemites chieliy }<ain

their sul>sistence by the man\ifacture and sale of

cnicilixes, Iteads, lM)xe8, sliells, »Ji.c. of mother-of-
pearl and iilivt; wikmI.

ISctlllelieill, a post-borou^'h of Northampton
eounty, I'ennsvhania, on tlie Lehi;:h Hiver, ")5 miles

N. of I'hilaiklphia by rail, is tlie principal settle-

ment in Aiiienca of the Moravians, by whom it

was founded in 1741. It has silk, paint, and Hour
mills, and is noted for its e.\cellent schools. Two
briil;,'es across the Leiii;,'li c<mnect the borou;,'li

with South Hetlilehcm, tlie seat of Leliii,di

University ( ls«it)) and other Episcopal in.stitutions.

and pos.sessin;; iron and steel works. Another
lM)rou;,di. West IJethlehem, sejiarated from JJetlile-

heni by Monocacy Creek, contains silk and planin;,'

mills, machine-shops, and dye-works. Pop. (ISOn)

6702: of South lielhleheni, 1U,.30'2 ; and of the

thre.- borniii^'iis, l."),(MM».

Kotlll4'll<>lllit<'S. (1) a monastic order exist-

ing' in r:ii;,'laii.l in the 13th century, who had

a momusterv at < 'aml>ri<l^'e, founded in 1'2.')7.—

(2) A military order established by a bull of

I'ius II. in 14.j}», to provide a bulwark ai,'aiiist

the attacks of the Turks.— (.S) A society founded

in Cuatemala about KmO. ami raised to an "nb-r

bv Innocent XI. in IbsT. The followers of John

llu-s wen- stvled nethleliemites, from IJethlehem

riiiinh in l'ra<,'ue, where their leader pieacheil.

Bctlllolll. See HeDL.VM.

B<>tlil4'ii-<^alM>r (i.e. Gabrikl IJkthlkn),

descended fiuiii an ancient and distin^in.sjiea

Protestant family of llun;,'ary, was born in 1580.

He rose to prominence during' civil troubles in

Transylvania, and on the death of (Jabnel liathori

8Ucce«Mled (Kil.S). by the aid of the sultan, in

bein;: chosen so\erei^'n i)rince of Transylvania.

In l7>l!», when the liohemians rose in defence of

their reIi;,'ious and political riji'ds, they lookecl

ea;,'erly for supjiort to (Jabor, who was f,dad ot

such i'ln opiM.rtiinity to j,'ratify his ambition at

the expense of his' enemy, Austria. He accord-

ingly marche<l into Huii^'ary, took Kaschau, his

a«lvance more resembling a triumphal procession

than a hostile invasion, and on arrivinji under the
walls of Presburg, was greeted with acclamations
liy the citizens. He was subseiiuently crowned
king of Hungary by the assembled diet, August 2."),

1621. After various alterna-
ticms of fortune, in which he
was ultimately successful, a
peace was in 1021 concluded
with Ferdinand II. of Austria,
by which (labor ga\e up his

claims to Hungary and the title

of king, but obtained large
accessions of territory, and the
dignity of prince of the empire.
This treaty, however, was soon
broken by the emperor ; but the
prince raised an army of 00,000
men, invaded Moravia, and
obtained the solemn renewal
of the former treaty. He <lied

in 102S>. His reign was a glori-

ous e|>ocli in the history of tiie

principality ; for not only tlid

Ids military successes gi\e a
juestige to its arms, but his

protection of science and letters

dill much to aid the progress of

learning.

Betlllial CiJreeil. an eastern

sulmrb of Loiiilon, since IS.S.") a
parliamentary borough. It is

largely peopled by silk-weaveis,

I

an ottshoot of the Huguenot settlement in Sjiital-

I

fields. Its museum, opened by the Queen in 1872,

I
is a branch of the one at South Kensington. Pop.
(18S1) 120.001 ; (1891) 129,134.

|{<'tlis<lida, a village on the western shore of

the I.,ake of (Jalilee, the biilbplace of Peter and
.\iidrew and Philip. Its site has been identilied

with a heaji of grass-grown ruins.—At the north

eastern extremity of the lake was another IJeth-

.saida, a village, near which the five thousand were
fed. Pliili]) the Tetrarch raised it to the dignity

of a town, and renamed it .Julias, in honour of the

Emperor .Vugiistus's daughter.

BetllUllCN a town in the French department
of Pas-de-C'alais, on a rock overlooking the river

Dretle, 10 miles NNW. of Arras, with old fortifi-

cations by Vaubaii. It has bleacliing-works, manu-
factures of soap, and a trade in beet-sugar. Pop.

11,098. The town was Flemish till 1713. Sully

(ii.v.) belonged to the family founded here in 970.

Tlie Scottish family of liethune or Beaton ((|.v.)

is said to have come hence to England with William

the Comiueror.

Bet'oiiy. See Stachys.

Betterilieilt, an improvement to real pro])erty

made by a tenant such as ju.stilies him in claiiiiiiig

compensation from the landlord. A betterment

tax is one assessed on projierty benefited by a pub-

lic iminovement. See InX'KKMKNT (Uxeakneu).
Bi'ttertOII. Thom.v.s, actor, Mas born in Lon-

don about Hi'Ai), and, after serving as a bookseller's

apprentice, turned actor some three years before

the Pvestoration, and in 1001 joined Davenant's

theatrical coiiii)any. The best contemporary judges,

such as Aildison," Cililier, Dryden, \c., bear ad-

miring witness to his dramatic powers, which over-

came the natural disadvantages of a low voice,

small eyes, and an ungainly figure. Pepys thought

him tlie best actor in the world, and he was

patronised by royalty. His private character was

liighly estimable', ch'eerful, modest, and generous.

In an unfortunate speculation in 1092 Betterton

lost all his savings. When in straitened circum-

stances and able to act less frequently, a public

benefit was got up for him on the 6th April 1709,
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an.l he acted several times a-ain before his death

on ^Sth Ai.ril 1710. He was l.uried in AV estnunster

Vhhev Mrs Betterton, whom he had married in

ibU-i/took the same rank anion- contemporary

actresses as her hushand did among actors. Better-

ton's own eight dramas were adaptations. »ee i)r

Doraii, Their Majesties' Servants (2d ed. by K. >V.

Lowe, 1SS7) ; and the Life by R. W. Lowe (1891).

Bettin. a municipal town in the north-west

corner of Behar, India, on the line of the Tirhut

state railway. Pop. 22,780, of wliom about two-

thirds were Hindus. There has been a Roman
Catholic mission here since 1746.

Betting may just now be termed a national

craze, for more persons bet now tlian ever, though

individual speculations may not be on as large a

scale as formerly. For this state of things several

reasons may be' submitted. Racecourses and race-

meetings have multiplied ; sporting intelligence is

more widely disseminated by means of press agen-

cies, telegrams, and evening' papers ; while coursing

in inclosed grounds has given an impetus to wager-

ing in connection ^\itll tliat branch of sport. There

is also an increased number of bookmakers plying

their calling, and the growth of betting may be

further assumed from the fact that members of the

fraternity are constantly localising themselves in

provincial towns ; while it is not uncommon for a
tradesman in a town to do a commission business

on a large scale. The betting world consists of

two great divisions, bookmakers and backers. In

theory, bookmaking is a veiy simple business. The
bookmaker makes a book of a certain amount, a
hundred, a thousand, or a ten thousand pound
book, and his aim is to lay an equal amount against

every horse in a race—a hundreil pounds, assuming
the book to be a hundred pound one. The rate of

odds will of course vary with the market quotations
of each horse. If there are five starters for a race,

one of which is at level money, the bookmaker will

lay £100 level. Against another at 2 to 1 he will

lay £100 to £50 ; against a third at 5 to 1 he will

lay £100 to £20, and so on ; though the amount
laid against each horse may have to be made up of

many bets.

In practice, however, bookmaking is a much more
complicated business, and calls for great quickness,
industry, and a head for figures. It is seldom that
the bookmaker succeeds in laying ag.ainst even a
large proportion of starters; and when the majority
of races are won by favourites, the day's balance is

in favour of backers. Of backers tliere are two
classes, those who bet more or less, because it pro-
vides them with amusement and adds to the interest
of a race, and 'professional backers,' as they are
styled, wlio endeavour to make a living by attending
race-meetings and backing horses. ' Touting ' has
now been brought to a fine art, and the bookmaker
has little if anything the better of the professional
liacker in obtaining information ; consequently, in
tlie race between tlie two classes there is not a very
great margin on the side of tlie bookmaker, whose
riches come from the pockets of the general public.
' Hedging ' is an important operation in betting,
and consists in laying the odds against a horse
wliich the person desirous of hedging has previously
backed at a longer price. For example, suppose a
liorse l>acked for £1 Ijy A for a future race at 30 to
1, comes to 10 to 1 say a month before the race is

to be decided. A then lays tlie latter odds against
tlie horse, and tlius stands £20 to nothing. If the
horse wins, he gets the £30 for which he backed tiie

liorse, and loses the £10 he laid against him ; should
the hoi-se lose he pays the bookmaker £1, and re-
ceives £1.

Betting has probably existed ever since there was
anything to bet about ; but in the early history of

horseracing (with which betting is chiefly con-

nected ) there were no professional betting men, and
gentlemen had to bet with one another, the result

being, that those desirous of backing a horse often

experienced great difficulty in finding any one to

bet with them. The demand, however, created the

supply, and ' bettors round ' or ' legs,' as the phrase

then ran, sprang into existence ; though book-

making can hardly be said to have become a science

until the time of AVilliam Ogden, about 1793. Since

that day betting has undergone a great change.

Time was when a great amount of wagering took
place many montlis before the more important
races were set for decision, whereas now the bulk
of the speculation goes on when the numbers of the

horses are hoisted just prior to the start. Foal and
yearling books, too, are now ne^'er heard of.

The manner in which the law regards betting has
had a not unimportant influence on the method in

which it is carried on. A bet ^jcr se is not illegal,

it is only void at laAV—that is to say, neither party
can bring an action to enforce payment. Where
betting is carried out upon a tolerably extensive

scale, it has been found convenient to employ a
' commissioner,' who makes bets for his principal,

pays or receives, as the case may be, and then ren-

ders his statement. Although if A made a bet with
C neither party could recover, it has been held that
if A were to employ B as a commissioner, A could
bring an action against B to recover what had been
paid him by C, in the event of A winning, and that
B could successfully sue A for the amount of bets
lost by A, and i^aid to C by B. The result of this

ruling has been to encourage the business of a
' turf-accountant,' otherwise a commission agent.

Betting houses were forbidden in 1853 by 16 and
17 Vict. chap. 119, commonly known as Cockburn's
Act, from the bill having been introduced by the
late Lord Chief-justice, Sir Alexander Cockburn.
The act, however, did not extend to Scotland,

so the bookmakers removed their establishments
across the Border, settling chiefly in Glasgow.
They carried on their business with immunity
from legal proceedings until 1874, when the Act
37 Vict. chap. 15 was passed. This statute, by
extending Cockburn's Act to Scotland, again
ousted the betting men, who thereupon took
refuge in Boulogne, whence they were expelled in

1891. The Act of 1874 contained further provisions

to suppress betting advertisements ; but they do
not reach tipsters ; the act only makes it illegal to

advertise willingness to give information on bets
themselves, not to advise how to bet.

At the Ascot meeting of 1887, two welshers

were given into custody for attempting to run
away with money which had been deposited with
them by one of the* public, who had backed a
winning horse with them. The magistrates con-

\-icted the prisoners, and the Court for the Con-
sideration of Crown Cases Reserved affirmed the
conviction, thus making welshing a felony. An act

of 1892 made penal the inciting of infants (young
persons) to betting, wagering, or borrowing money.

Cockburn's Act put a stop to the exhibiting of

' lists ' in public-houses, an invention of Davies, the

'leviathan,' who, after beginning life as a jobbing

carpenter, rose to the position of the most influ-

ential man in the ring. He had scarcely been a
bookmaker for eight years, w-hen he was supposed

to have commenced the racing season of 1852 with
£140,000 lying to his credit at the London and
"Westminster Bank. It occasionally happened that

he encountered severe losses. In the Flying Dutch-
man's year ( 1849) he paid away nearly every pound
he possessed ; and his list clerks alone paid away
more than £40,000 over Voltigeur. In 1853 he is

reported to have won more than £50,000 over the

Cesarewitch and Cambridgeshire. The famous
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Lord George Bentinck won £20,000 by Crucifix's
victory in tlie Oaks in 1S40, and all her successes
are said to have put f7(t,(HK), exclusive of stakes,
into the pocket of her owner. In 1S43 Lord Cieor<:e
stood to win fl.")0,(X>0 over liis horse Gaper f7)r

tlie Derby on tiiat year, hut he saved upon Gother-
stone, and netted i.SO.tKX). When Joiin Gully and
Kidsdale were partners, their joint winnings are
said to have been enormous. St Giles and Mar-
grave lirougiit tliein in u])wards of £100,000 In-

winning the Derli}- and St Leger in 183*2. Sir
Josepli Hawley wits one of tiie heaviest hettoi-s of
his ilay ; he pocketed £80,00(J over Beadsnians
Derby in 18oS, and many other large suni.s at other
times. ' He took away jus much of the plungers"
money ;us any half-dozen boukmakei-s put t<)gether ;

'

vet wliile his two-year <ilds were winning races, and
lie w.os winning large bets, he was at tiie same time
advocating tlie abdlitiun of two-yctar-old racing,
and Wits declaiming against heavy betting ! The
unfortunate Manjuis of Ha.stings lost £103,000 over
Hermits Derl>y, and it was soon after his time tliat

plunging went out of f;u«hion. Two others liave
tried it since, but faiieil to win, and it may l>e

siifely said that men do not now bet such large
sums ;is formerly ; no modern speculator would care
to lay £!»0,000 to £3(>,(HX». a l)et wiiich is said to
liave Iteen liooked between the oM Lord (Miusgow
and Ltird George Ik'iitinck. The morality <if bet-
ting need not be here discussed ; but it is note-
worthy that the notoiiou.s O'Kelly, the owner of
Eclipse, \\ ho owed nearly all he jiossessed to suc-
cessful iK'tting and gaming, provided, on leaving
his Glav Hill estate to his nephew, that the
latter slmuld forfeit £.jOO f<»r every bet he ma«le
ujion liorseracing ; and at Iciist two others, who
owed their position to betting, adopted a similar
course with regard to the recipients of their
proiierty.

The use of a l»etting apparatus called a ' Pari-

niutuel,' lieserves a word of notice, owing to the
action, in 18S7, of the French authorities with
regard to tlie bookmakers. The ' Pari-mutuel

'

i.s a large frame, with a numlM-r of purse-like

receptAfles on it, eaeh recejitacle being devoteil

to a separate horse. The intending l>acker jilaees

his stake in the imrse appropriateil to the horse

of his fancy, and when the race ha-s been won,
the backei-s of the winner divide among themselves

all the money staked ui>on the dillerent hoi-ses, less

ten ]ier cent, which goes to the iiroprietor of the

maciiine. This method of gambling diHers from
ordinary betting, in so far as there are no regular

oflds against any of the starters. Suppose, for

instance, that four horses are engaged in a race,

ami that the stake is 5s. Ten peixons may l)ack A
the favourite, live may fancy H, while (' and D may
only have one sn])porter each. The machine will

thus contain seventeen contributions, amounting to

H.')s. in all. Should .\ win, the ten backers have

80s. to divide between them ; so each would get

3.S. (id. in addition to his original stake of 5s. : in

other words tliev would W laying altout 6 to 4 ou

the winner. If." on the other hand, (' or D won,

the solitarv backer of either would take the whole

of the 8.'»s.', equivalent to having taken 10 to 1 about

the winner. The ' I'ari-mutuel ' was introduced

into France a))out 1H(m, and fouml its way to

England about 18»>8 or lS(i9. Its use gave rise in

1870 to the case of 'Tullet r. Thomas,' in which

it was held to be a gaming machine, and there-

fore illegal. On nearlv everv racecourse are seen

l)laeards stating that • Illegal betting is strictly

j>rohibit«yl.' This illegal betting consists in the

Dacker depositing his money at the time of making

the bet. So long as they bet on credit, the partie.s

are safe from molestation on a raeecoui-se. Of

betting the Jockey Club takes no cogni.sance,

though this was not always the case, as they met
and settled a disputed case which arose in connec-
tion with the Ascot meeting of 1815. Matters
connected with betting are now ruled by the com-
mittees of Tattersall's and the NewmarkVt Rooms,
and in February 1886 Tattersall's overhauled the
rules of betting, and made some alteratitms ; the
most important of them being with regard to
defaultei-s, and a declaration that all races should
thenceforth he ' Plav or Pav.' See Tattersall's
Riitrs oil Bdtlnij, by Stuttield'l 1888).

Bettws-y-Coed, a village in Camarvonsliire,
North Wales, beautifully situated at the point
where the Conway receives the LIugwy. 15 miles S.
of Llandudno Junction by rail. Tiie rich greenery
of the vegetation, the waterfalls and streams, the
luxuriantly wooded hills all round, with tlie back-
grouml of the mighty Snowdon and her sister-

l)eaks, combine to make Bettws-y-Cocd almost
unitiue in the ^ariety of its natural beauty. At
the ' Koyal Oak ' is a former signboard, jiainted
by David Cox, who staved here everv vear from
1844 to 18.)(). Pop. 744.

'

Bett,V, WiLLi.vM Hkxkv West, better known
as the \oung Hoscius, born at Shrewsbury in 1791,
first ai>peared on the stage at the age of eleven in

Belfast, and achieved an immediate success. For
almost live yeai-s he sustained the heaviest parts
before crowiled and enthusiastic audiences, and
earned from 50 to 75 guineas nightly. In 1805 Mr
Pitt adjourned the House of Commons to permit
members to witness the boy's Hamlet. He quitted
the stage as a Ijoy-actor in 1808, but after studying
for a while at Cambriilge, returned to it in 1812.

He retired finally in 1824, and lived for lifty years
in the enjoyment of the fortune he had so early
amassed. He died in L(mdon, August 24, 1874.

Betulu. See Birch.

Bct>Vil4 a river in Bundelkhand. North-west
Provinces, India, which, after a north-east course
of 300 miles, joins the Jumna.

Boiist, Fkieprich Ferdinand, Count von,
German statesman, one of the most prominent
modern i)oliticians, was born at Dresden, Januaiy
13, 1800. Having conceived early a liking for

politics, he devoted himself to diplomacy, and was
employed bv his government in various capacities

in Berlin, Paris, and London. As minister for

foreign afl'airs for Saxonv, he, in 1849, declared
against the ado])tion of tlie new Gorman constitu-

tion, but in 1803 he supported the rights of the
smaller Gennan states on the Sleswick-Holstein
(luestion. In ISfiO, however, his friendship for

Austria induceil him to join that country in the
war with Pnissia, against the wishes of at least the
liberal jiarty in Saxony. He afterwards entered
the service of Austria, and rose in 1867 to the head
of artairs. The chief result of his policy in the

reorganisation of the enipiie was the reconcilia-

tion of Hungary, although he afterwards dis-

claimed the honour of introducing dualism into

the empire, and declared that he did so because
onlv Dcak"s plan would satisfy Hungary. A
zealous Protestant, he was an opponent of the

Ultramontanes, and his tenure of office saw the

removal of Jewish disabilities, and the establish-

ment of civil marriages. Having failed in 1870 to

keep his engagements to France, he resigned the

otlice of chancellor in 1871, and though he was
afterwards ambassador at London (1871 7.S) and
Paris (1878-82), he never again took a prominent

part in politics. He died October 24, 188(5. See

his J/cwo«Vs ( Eng. trans., with an introduction by
Baron Henry de Worms, 2 vols. 1887).

BeutlieiU a town of Prussian Silesia, 121 miles

SE. of Breslau by rail, close to thei^olish frontier.

It lies in a mining district, and has manufactures
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of woollen clotlis and earthenware. Pop. (1871)

17,942: (1S90) .Sli.OO").

Bcv'elaiid. North and Soith, two Duioh
isliuuls in the estuary of the Scheldt. South Beve-

lanil is the larjrest and most fertile of the Zeehind

(<j.v.) ishmds, and has a popuUitiou of 23,000.

Isortli Beveland is low and marshy.

Bevelh'd-sear. See Uk.vking.

Bt'Veroil, a town of Belgium, in East Flanders.

The principal industry is the making of point-lace.

There is a noticeable church. Top. 8637.

Beveridge, Willi.VM, Bishop of St Asaph,

was horn at Barrow, Leicestershire, in 1637, and

entering St John's College, Cambridge, in 1653,

as a sizar, devoted himself to the study of the

classical and Semitic languages, on -which latter he

published a treatise at the age of tAventy. In

1661, having obtained his degree of M.A., he

was ordained both deacon and priest. After

holding various preferments, in which he was
remarkable for his devotion to his pastoral duties,

he was, in 1704, appointed to the bishopric of St

Asaph, having previously refused to accept that of

Bath anil Wells, on the deprivation of Dr Thomas
Ken for not taking the oaths to the government
of William III. He died 5th March 1708. His
sermons and other Morks M'ere published in IS24

(9 vols.); and there is another edition in the

Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology (12 vols.

1842-46); but Private 'Thoughts upon Rcllfiion

( 1709) is his only work now read.

Beverlaiid, Adrian, a Dutch scholar, who,
by several of his writings, but more especially by
his unorthodox interpretation of the Fall, caused
great excitement among the theologians of his day.
Born at Middelburg, in Zeeland, about the middle
of the 17th century, he had studied law, visited
Oxford Universitj', and settled as an attorney in
Holland, when, in 1678, he published his pampldet,
PecmtHin Oriyinale, which not only was burned at
the Hague, but led to his own imprisonment, and
to his expulsion from Utrecht and Leyden. On his
return to the Hague, he wrote Dc Sfo/atce Virgiii-

itatis Jure (1680), which gave still greater offence
than his first work. Soon after, he came to
England, where he found a supporter in Isaac
Vossius. He became insane, and died in England
soon after 1712. His works are noAv mere biblio-
graphical curiosities.

Bev'erley, the chief town of the East Riding
of Yorkshire, 1 mile W. of the river Hull, with
which it communicates by canal, and 8 miles
NNW. of the city of Hull. Its trade consists in
corn and coal, and tanning and the manufac-
ture of agricultural implements are the staple in-
dustries. The finest object in Beverlev is the
superb Gothic minster, or the Collegiate Church of
St John, ranking next to York Minster among the
ecclesiastical structures of the county, and ex-
hil)iting different styles of Cothic arclii'tecture, the
oldest part being of the Kith century. It is 334
feet long and 167 across the transept

'; the western
towers are 200 feet high. The choir contains the
celebrated Percy shrine, of the most exquisite
workmaii.ship. The minster has l)een restored since
1867 l)y Sir G. G. Scott, by whom, too, was restored
the fine cruciform church of St Mary. Tlie 14th-
century North Bar is the sole survivor of four old
gates. The grammar-school of Beverley is so old
that the date of its foundation is unknown. Bever-
ley arose out of a priory founded by St Jolin of
Beverley, who was born at the neigh1t()uring village
of Cherry Burton, became Bislio]> of Hexham first,
and then of York, and died in 721. The name is a
corruption of Bcrerlar, ' lake of beavers ' Pon
(1851) 10,058; (1881) 11,442; (1891) 12,539.

Beverloo', a village of Belgium, in the pro-
vince of Limbourg, 12 miles NW. of Hasselt.
On the heath near is a permanent military camii.
Pop. 1090.

Beverly, a town of Massachusetts, on an arm
of the Atlantic, opposite Salem, with which it is

connected by a bridge, and 18 miles NE. of Boston
by rail. It has a good liarliour, witli fisheries,

and manufactures shoes. Pop. (1890) 10,821.

Bevis of llailiptuil. the hero of a popular
English medieval romance. The son of Sir (iuy,
Earl of Hamtoun, who was treacherously murdered
by Divoun, emperor of Almayne, he Avas given by his
false mother to some heathen merchants to be sold
for a slave among the Paynim. By them he was
carried to Ermony, where he soon became dear to
King Ermyn, and dearer still to his only daughter,
the lovely Josian. His chief exjiloits were the over-
throw of Brademond of Damascus, of a monstrous
boar, of the giant Ascapard whom he spared to
become his squire, and of a dieadful dragon near
Cologne. His famous sword INIoiglay he won in
battle ; his horse Arundel was the gift of Josian.
Still more romantic episodes in his story are his
canying his own death-warrant in a sealed letter to
the vassal Brademond, his escape from his noisome
dungeon after seven years" imprisonment, and re-

covery of his wife who had preserved his love,

though nominally the wife of King Ynor of Mom-
1 raunt. He next returned to England to avenge
his father's death, then sailed for Ermony and
defeated Ynor in a desperate battle. His last

great fight Avas in the streets of London, wlien he
slaughtered sixty thousand citizens, and forced
King Edgar to grant him terms. Thirty-three
years he then spent in love and jjerfect happiness
at Ermony, dying at the same moment as his wife,

Avhile his famous steed Arundel had died just

before. The romance was edited by Dr E. Kolbing
for the Early English Text Society'in 1885.

Bewcastle, a village of East Cumberland, 10
miles NE. of Brampton. Pop. of parish, 800. A
headless stone cross in the churchyard, 14i feet

high, bears an Anglo-Saxon runic inscription, Avhich,

as interpreted by Professor Stephens of Copenhagen,
shoAvs the cross to belong to the year 670. See
Runes, and Trans. Cumberland Ant. Soc. (1878).

Bewdley (formerly BeAi; LIEU, from its pleas-

ant situation), a municipal borough on the right

bank of the Severn, Worcestershire, 14 miles NNW.
of Worcester, on the Severn Valley Raihvay. Till

1885 BeAvdley returned one member to parliament.

It has manufactures of leather, combs, malt, car-

pets, and iron and brass wares. Near the toAvn is

a public park of 400 acres. BeAvdley in the 13th

century had a right of sanctuary for those who had
shed Itlood. Heairy VII. built a palace at BeAvdley

for his son Arthur, married here by proxy to

Catharine of Aragon. Pop. 2876.

Bewick, Tho.aia.s, to whom the modern revival

of the art of Avood-engraving is mainly due, AA^as

born at Cherryburn, Ovingham, Northumberland,
August 12, 1753. His father Avas a farmer and
the lessee of a colliery, an<l during his early years

he enjoyed the ordinary life of a country boy,

greatly interested in field-sports, and laying the

foundation of that knoAvledge of the face of nature

and of the appearance and habits of her living-

creatures, Avhicli afterwards so strongly influenced

his artistic productions. Soon he Ijegan to depict

the things that he had seen, embellishing the

margins of his school-books, and sketching Avith

chalk on floors and on the fiat stones of the church-

yard. At the age of fourteen he Avas apprenticed

to Ralph Beilby, a NcAvcastle engraver, who turned
out AA^ork of the most miscellaneous description,

and the first Avoodcuts that he produced Avere a
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series of diufrrann^ illustnitiiiy: Dr Mutton's Men-
suiatuin, jiiiMislied in ITtiS-TO. In 177G. after tlie
exjiiiy of liis ajiprenticeshii), Bewick settled as an
eii;:raver in London ; but the ways of the metro-
polis were little to his tjvste, and in less tlian a
vt'ar he returned to Newcastle. Soon after, he
liecanie the partner of ids former master, and
takin;,' his Ijrotlier John Hewick (])orn ITGO, died
17!».'»| jis an ajiprentice. he executed. |irol>al>ly witli
his jL-<sistance, the wotxlcuts for an edition of Sehct
F(if>/tJi, pultlisiied in 1784. Towards the close of
the followin;,' year Bewick Itejran to work upon the
hliK-ks of the animals and of tiie vi«jnettes and
tailpieces of Ids Ili.sturif »f Qiiaifni/ia/s, issued in
179(), which fully estahlished his reputation as an
e!ij,'raver. They were mainly drawn and cut in
the evening's, after the ordinary routine of the shop
wa-s ended ; antl the accompanyin;,' Ictterpre-ss was
compiled hv his partner. Uurinjr the projjre.ss of
this work he executed in 17S9 Ids ' C'hillinfjham
Bull,' a larj,'e woodcut, which some have re;,'arded
as his masteridece.
The success of the (Jiinilriipalu led to the puh-

lication of a sinular lli.sturt/ of British Birds, in
which the artist's hi;,diest powers were niani-
ffstetl, and which, like his otiier j,'reat works,
hius appeared in numerous successive editions.

The first volume, dealin;,' with land-birds, was
issued by the lirm in 17U7, an<l the second, on
waterbinls, in wiiicii he \vits aided by such talented
pu|dis a.s .lolin^on ami (.'lennell, wjis jiublished by
iJi'wick alone in 1H()4. The fi;iures of the various
birds are rendered with the utmost spirit and
aifuracy, and its examples of powerful and finely

decorative arranj^einents of lilack and white,
nothing' could surpiu^s his ' Ka;;le Owl,' his 'Short-
eared Owl," and his '(liddlinch.' The tailjueces

are vivid renderin;,'s of landscape and of rustic life,

and are frequently t4mched with a homelv and
most vi^^orous humour. In tecludcal metho<l these
illustrations show an immense advance upon all

jirevious examples of wiMid-en^^ravin;,'. Self-tau;.cht,

and working; from his own desi;,'ns, IJcwick instinc-

ti\fly adopted such nii'tlKuls as were in truest

harmony with the especial ca|iabilities of his

material, workiii;,' with white lines into the li;;hts,

from the black tint ;,'iven liv the Jintoucheil block.

Kach t<mch of his ;,'raver is laid with intenti<m and
ih'tinite meaning'; and while later en;.'ravers have
far snrpasseil him in (inessc and manual dexterity,

an<l have prodmed on wood marvellous imitations

of other styles of en;,'ravin;,' and surprising,' tran-

scripts «)f the tone and texture of l)rush-work,

Bewick's cuts will always maintain their place as

clii.s.sic in their kind, as standard examples of

ri;,'ht aims and true direction in wood-en-rravinfj:.

Numerous other works were produced by Bewick,
liiit we need only mention the .AV;/''.v luihhs, j»ub-

li-ijied in iSls, upon which he was en;,'a','eil for six

vears. In these illustrations he was assi.sted l)y

\Villiam Temple and William Harvey, and by his

son, H<d)ert F^liott Bewick (born 178S, died 1S49),

who became his jiartner in ISI'2, and also took part

in the <'uts fur an iinliinshed llistarii of British

Fishis, |.ublishe<l in isti'J in his father's channing
autobio;,'rapliv. This adndrable artist and most

estimable man die<l at (iateshead, November S,

1828. Interesting' collections of his water-colours,

drawings, an<l wood<-nts, the gift of his daughters,

are in the Briti-h Museum and the Newcastle

Natural Historv Lil)rarv.

See Hugo's Bcwirk Collector (ISGG), and 'Supplement

(
IHiiH

)

; Lift, by Tlioiiisou ( 1882 ) ; Bnrick and his Pupth,

by D<)bsc)n(lHS4); an.l for an accoimt of his technical

metluKl, .lack.Hon an<H 'liatto's Historij of Woixl-ennr'ninti

(1861; the first edition appeared in 183'J), Lmtons
HiiUs on W„,^i-(n<inirinfj (1879), and Hamerton s

Oraphir ArU (1SS2).
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Bex, a viiliige in the Swiss canton of Auuo.
26 miles SE. of Lausanne, with great salt-mines,
salt-works, and sulphur-baths. Pop. 3958.

Bey. See Beg.

Beybar.S, or Bib.\rs, the ISLamelnke commander
who in 1250 defeated St Louis at Danuetta, became
Sultan of Egypt in 1200, warred victoriously with
Cliristians and Tatars, took Damascus and Antioch,
:iMd died at Damascus in 1277.

Beyerlaild, one of the island-districts of South
Hidland, and lying between the Maas and the
Hollandsche Dieii. It is 15 miles long.

Beyle, -Mahie-Henki, a French author, better
known by his nam de plume, 'Stendhal,' born at
Grenoble, 1783, was painter, government-clerk,
soldier, and merchant by turns, and accompanied
the fatal Russian camiiaign of 1812. After some
years' residence in Milan, he returned in 1821 to
Paris, where he acquired a high reputation as a
litterateur. He was consul at Trieste and Civita
Vecchia from 1830 to 1841, aiul died at Paris, March
23, 1842. Stendhals keen powers of criticism and
psychological analysis give greater value to his
works on art and music than to his romances,
although the same pi<iuant style, brilliant wit, and
wide knowledge of the world, appear in all his
writings. His defects are a morbid straining after
originality, antl an ostentatious cvnicism and con-
tempt for moral sentiment. Jlis best novels,
which all lack consistency of plot, are Lc Ilouqi' ct

le Noir ( 1830) and La Chartreuse de Panne ( 1839).
His principal critical works are Histoire de la
I'eiuturc en Italic (1817); De VAmour (1822);
Jiaei/ie et Shakespeare (1823), which greatly aided
the cause of romanticism; Vie de liossini {lS'2-i) ;

and I'roineiiades dans Jiome (1829).—See Paton's
Henri/ Beyle (1874), and E. Kod's Stendhal (Paris,

1892).

Beypiir', a seaport of Western India, in Mala-
bar district, Madras, near the mouth of the Beypur
liiver, 6 miles S. of Calicut. Iron ore and coal are

found in the neighbourhood, and ironworks have
been established here. Since 1858 Beypur has
ac(juired import.ance as the terminus of a railway
across the peninsula of India from Madras by way
of Coimbatore, but is still a small place ; pop. 6739.

Beyi'UIlt, or Beirut, believed to be the Berofltai

or Jkrothfth oi the Old Testament (2 Sam. viii. 8

and Ezek. xlvii. 16); and known to the ancients

under the name of Beri/tus, as a Phajniciau seai)ort

belonging to Sidon. In the 12th century it was
for a few years in the hands of the Christians, and
has since )>eeu subject successively to the Saracen,
Seljuk, and Turkish sultans. In 1840-41 it was
bombarded by the English fleet under Sir C. Napier,

taken from the Egyptians, and delivered over to

the Turks. Beyrout is a flourishing commercial
town, situated in a most picturesque position on

the coast of Syria, and at the foot of Lebanon, 55

miles from Damascus, and 147 from Jerusalem. It

is the chief seaport, market-town, and emporium of

all the trade with the shores of Syria, Palestine,

and Cilicia, with a regular service of Egyptian,

French, and British steamers. The latter bring

Manchester goods, woollens, Rangoon rice, hides,

copper, iron, and coal, and return to England
with corn and silk. Since the opening of the

Suez Canal, a direct eastern trade in spices, cofiee,

indigo, and jute has sprung up. The roadstead

is full of san<l-l>anks, and large ships cannot

approach within half a ndle of the shore, but

shelter is found during stormy weather in the

Beyrout River, about 3 miles from the town.

Commerce has of late years very largely increased,

the annual value of iinitorts having risen in 1848

-88 from £550,000 to about £1,800,000, and the
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exiwrts from a little over t-2t>0.(X»0 to about

£600.000. About half the total impons are from

(Jreat Britain. In 1SS6, 4009 ve^^sels. with a burden

of 61S.699 tons, entered and cleared the port. Ship-

liuilding has received some attention. In 1859 a

line of'^omnibuses, the first ever seen in S\-ria,

was established here, ami a French company com-

pleted in 1S63 a good road to Damascus, of which

Iievn>ut is the port ; in 1875 an English company
conipleted an extensive system of water-works,

and in 1886 a concession for f'as-works was sold to

a Paris company. A Scottish school for Jews has

l>een founded at" Be\Tout, as also the depdt of the

American-Svrian mission, with a school, printing-

press, and medical staff. The poptdation numbers
some 80.000 (two-thirds of whom are Christians,

and some "iO^JO Europeans) against S0<30 in 1844.

In 189t>-95 a railway was made from Beyrout to

Damascus.

Beyschlag. Wilibald, a German evangelical

theologian, liorn at Frankfort in 1823, was appointeti

professor of Tlieolog}- at Halle in 1860. His Leben
Jesu (3tl ed. 1893V and ycutesfamentliche Thcol-

offie { trans. 1 895 ) are standard works ; others are :

Die Christologie des Xeuen Testaments (1866); Die
Paulinische Tkeodicee, JRom. 9-11 (1868); Die
Christlirhe Gemeindeverfassung im Zeitcdter des

Xeuen Testaments (ISli) ; and Zitr Johanneischen
Frafje (1876). Since 1876 he has edited the
De utsch -evangelische Blatter.

Beza« Theodore (properly De Beze), next to

("ahiii the most active and influential of the
Genevese refonuers, was born of a noble family
at Vezelai, in Burgundy, 24th June 1519. He
receivetl an admirable education at Orleans and
at Bourges in the house of Melchior Volniar, a
learned German, who taught him Greek, and also
inil>ued him with the principles of the Reforma-
tion. As early as 1539, Beza l)ecame known as a
writer of ^^^tty and elegant but indecent verses,

the publication of which ( 1548 ) caused him many
bitter regrets in after-days. After stud\-ing law
at Orleans, he obtainetl his degree as licentiate of
civil law in his twentieth year, and went to live

in Paris, where he appears to have spent several
years in fashionable dissipation. His handsome
figure, together with Ms fine talents and good
birth, openeil to him the most brilliant prospects.
It was the desire of hb relatives that he should
enter the church, but a private marriage which he
had contracted rendered this impossible.

After a severe illness, during which the sinfulness
of his career presented itself to his conscience, he
went to Geneva along ^\ith Ids wife, October 1548.

j

Shortly after, he was appointed Greek professor at
Lausanne, an office which he held for ten years,

i

In 1550 he published \iith success a drama, entitled
!

The Sacrijice ofAbraham, and delivered lectures to
|cniwded audiences on the Epistle to the Romans and '

the Epistles of Peter. Out of these lectures ulti-
mately grew his translation of the New Testament
into Latin. In 1559 he went to Geneva, where
he l)ecame Calvin's ablest coadjutor, and was ap-
pointed a theological professor and president of the
college. He had already signalised himself bv his
work De Hfereficis a Cicili Magistratn Puniendis
(1554), in which, like many other honest but mis-
taken men, he apnroveil of "the burning of Ser\-erus.
Beza was as skilful a dinlomatist as a theologian.

He induceil the king of Navarre to exert his in-
riuence on l>ehalf of the persecutetl French Protes-
tants, and wiis persuaded by the latter to attend
the conference of Catholic a"nd Protestant ili%ines
held at Poissy in 1561. Here his courage and dex-
terity made a very favourable impression on the
French court. While in Paris he often preacheii
before the king of Navarre and Conde. On the out-

break of the civil war he accompanied the latter as

a kind of military- chaplain, and after his capture
attached himself to Coligny. In 1563 he once
more retumeil to Geneva. The following year
Calvin died, and the care of the Genevese church
now fell principally upon Bezas shoulders. He
presided over the synods of French reformers
held at Rochelle in 1571 and at Nimes in 1572.

In 1574 he was deputed by Conde to transact im-
portant business at the court of the Palatinate :

and in 1586 measured himself with the Wiirtem-
berg di^-ines. After the death of his first wife in

1588, though verging on seventy, he married again.

In 1597 Ins calumniators spread the extremely
foolish report that he was dead and at the last

hour had returned to the l)osom of the church.
The witty patriarch replied in a poem full of spark-
ling vigour. He died 13th October 1605, at the
ripe age of 86. The works by which he is best
known are his translation of the New Testament
into Latin, and his Histoire Ecclesiastique des
Eglises Eefonnees de France, 15-1-1563 (3 vols.

Geneva, 1d80). There are lives by Schlosser ( 1809 ),

Baum (1851 ), and Heppe ( 1861 ).

'

Bezants', or Byzantines, are coins of the
Byzantine empire. The gold bezant varied in
value at diflerent times from a sovereign to half
a sovereign ; the silver one from a florin to a
shilling ; are of gold and silver : bear impressions
distinct from those of the earlier Roman coins :

and were copied in several countries where the
Byzantine standard was adopted. The commercial
relations of the Eastern empire served to distribute

its coinage over almost all the then known world.
It was current in India as well as in England till

the reign of Edward III. (see Numismatics).
Bezants were brought home by the Crusaders,
and hence are of frequent occurrence as heraldic
charges. Similar figures, when not coloured or
(gold), or argent ( silver K are known in heraldry
by the general term of roundels. A bezanty cross

is a cross composeti of bezants.

Bezdan. a market-town in the Hungarian
province of Bacs, and a starion for steamships,
on the canal joining the Theiss and the Danube,
fiom which latter river it is about 3 miles distant.

Much hemp is grown. Pop. 8366.

Beziers, a town in the French department of
Herault, is pleasantly situated on a hill in the
midst of a fertile country, at the jimcrion of the
Orb and the Canal du Mitli, 49 miles SW. of Mont-
pellier by raiL It contains some interesting archi-
tectural btiildings, the principal being the cathe-
dral, a noble Gothic edifice, and the ancient
episcopal palace ; and antiquarian remains dating
from before the time of the Romans. Beziers has
manufactures of silk stockings, woollens, gloves,
parchment, gltiss, soap, leather, brandy, and much
esteemed confectioneiy. Pop. ( 1871 ) 3"l,468 : ( 1891

)

42,436. In 1209 the inhabitants were indiscrimi-

nately put to the sword by Simon de Montfort and
the pope's legate for having aflbrded protection to
the Aloigensian fugitives.

Beziqne (also called Besique ), a game at cards,
playeil with a double pack, in which the objects
are principally to promote in the hand certain
combinations which, when 'declared," entitle the
holder to score, and to win certain cards of a
particular value. There are practically no restric-

tions in the game: it is not necessary to follow
suit ; and two, three, or four players may engage
in it.

Be'zoaF (through Fr. and Span, from Persian
jidd-zahr, "counter-poison,' :ahr, 'poison'), a con-
cretion found in the stomachs of goats or antelopes,
and formerly much valuetl on account of imaginary
meilicinal \-irtues, jvarticularly as an antidote to
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jMiisons. Concretions of various kinds are found
in the stonuu-lis of lierhivorous nuailrupeds, very
^'enerallv haviii;,' f..r their nucleus some small
iMdi;.'esitihle substance which hius l>een taken into
the stomach. Sometimes tiiey are of a radiatin<--
structure; sometimes formed of concentric layers'^
sometimes they are principally composed of super-
]>iiosphate of lime ; sometimes of i)liosphate of
ammonia or niaj,'nesiii. Other concretions found
in the intestines, \c. i>f various animals are some-
times also called l>ezoar (see Calcilis). The value
of a l»ezoar being supposeil to increase with its size,
the larger ones have Ijeen sold, particularly iii

Imlia, for verj- great prices.

Bliai;almir', or 1}o<imi'()or. a town of Bengal,
-lands iin tlie right bank of tlie (langes, here 7
miles wiile, and by rail is iGTi miles NW. of Cal-
cutta. Top. (1S91 ) »)!>, 1(H). —The long, narrow dis-
(rlrf of lihagalpur, lying S. of Nepaul, luus an area
of 4±2(j so. m., ami is divided into two nearly ecpial
portions by the (ianges. The lowlands are' fertile
and well cultivated. Indigo is the chief manufac-
ture, and rice and other cereals are the principal
articles of export. Of the population (over two
millions) 9»» j»er cent, are Hindus.—The division of
l>hagalpur comprises live districts.

KliatfUvad GitA ('The Song of the Ador-
alile) i> ilic title of a lengthy the<tsojthical jioem
wiiicli ha-s l>een ini-oriM)i;ated in the great Indian
epic, the .Mahnbliarata, although it is clearly of
later date than the rest of that work, its composi-
tion Insing usually lussigned to the lii-st or second
century after Christ. The leading theme of the
iMx-m IS the exaltation of the gixl Vishnu in his

human form or avatar of Krishna, ami throughout
it the giwl speaks in his own oerson. In this incar-

nation N'ishnu became the ciiariotccr of Arjuna, a
chief of the Pi^mlu.s, who were then at war with
their kinsmen, the Kums. On the eve of a
battle, when Arjuna is ajijiallcd at the thought
of >lau<'litering his own kindred, Krishna set.s

iH'fore liim the duties <lcmanded of him as a
meml»er of tlie inirnor ca.ste, and at the same time
pro|K)unds an eclectic system of philosophy of an
ethical iiantheistic type, laying esjiecial emi>liasis

on the tloctrine of bhitkti, or faith in the Supreme
IJeing, whom he declares himself to be. The poem
is divitie<l into three sections, each containing six

chajtters. called ii/Kiiiis/iai/s ('secret doctrine), a
name which shows the mystical character of the

work. In the yir>.>Y section, the iluties and observ-

ances of caste are directly inculcated, and asserted

to lie entirely in harmony with the principles of the

N'oga philosophy— viz. a.sceticism and medit.ition,

liy which absorption in the Deity, the highest

oitject of humanity, is attained. In the mcond,
the pantheistic d<)ctrines of the Vedanta ])liilo-

>ophy are exiMjunded ami taught. In the t/iinf,

the pantheism of the Vedanta is interwoven with

the dualism of the Sankhya nhilosophy. The
remarkal)le similarity existing ftetween many of

the idcjis and expressions of the poem and those of

the New Testament luus led some scholars—e.g.
Wel»er, Lorinser, ami Neve— to infer an actual

l>om)wing from the latter. This theory has, how-
ever, l»een vigorously combated by Telang, and is

still •iiifi jiidicc.

The IJliagava«l Gita has Ijeen edited by Schlegel

( I{<inn, lH4t)), with a Latin translation, and by

Thompson ( Hertford. 1K.m). It has been translatetl

into English by Wilkins (ITS.')), Thompson (1855),

Davie^ ( IHS'2), Telang (Bombay, 1875), ami by the

same in ' Sfu-red Books of the East,' vol. viii., and

Chatterji (1NK7): also into (Terman, French, and

m.Nlcrn (;reek, jus well ius into most of the modem
Indian languages. The i.hilo-ophy of the Bliagavad

• iita has l>een dLscu.-se<l by \\ . von Humboldt in

a special treatise (1827), and commented on by
Chintamon ( 1874).

Blia;;irathi, a branch of the Ganges, regarded
as sacred by the Hindus, leaves the Ganges at
Chhapghati, divides the Murshidabad district into
two pintions, forms the boundary line between
Nadiya and Bardwan ilistricts, 'and joins the
Jalangi at Nadiya town to form the Hooghly
(<l.v.).—Also the name of a head-stream of the
(Janges, rising in Gangotri Peak, Garhwal, North-
west Provinces, which joins the Alaknanda at
Deoprayag, and is afterwards known as the
( Janges.

Bliailio', a town of Burmah, is at the head of
the navigation of the Upper Irawadi, 40 miles to
the west of the Ciiinese frontier, and 300 miles
from Mandalay. It has long been a mart of Bur-
niese trade with China ; and attention has been
directed to it, especially since the annexation of
rpper Burmah by Britain, as an important centre
for the development of trade l>etween India and
China through Western Yunnan, along the trade
routes to the eastward. These prospects have been
greatly proiniUed by the Anglo-Chinese agreement
of 1893, and the establishment of a British Consul
at .Manwyne in Yunnan. The chief goods exported
to Yunnan are ornamental feathers, serpentine,
aml)er (for ollicial buttons), Englisii cottons, and
other cloths. The trade is mainly in Chinese
hands. Steamers ply to Rangoon, and a railway
has l)een projected. Pop. 6986, Burmans, Sliaius,

and Chinese.

Bliaildara, capiul of a district in the Central
Provinces, 40 miles E. of Nagpnr ; pop. 11,150.

Bliailj;, the native name for the Indian variety
of Hemp (ipv.) ami Hashish (q.v.).

Bliaiipiira, a walled town of Central India, in
Indore state, on the Kewa, GO miles S. of Kotali.
I'op. 13,40(J.

Bliartpiir, or Bhijrtpoke, the capital of a
jnoiectcd state in Kajimtana, is a large town,
measuring about 8 miles in circuit, 35 miles W. of
Agra by rail. It is worthy of notice chielly <ni

account of its two sieges in 1805 and 1827. Tlie
strength of the place lay in a mud wall, which
was practically shot-proof, and a surrounding ditch,
which lialHed four successive assaults by LokI
Lake. On the second occasion, however. Lord
Comberinere carried the fortress by mining. Pop.
(1891) 68,033.—The *^rt<c of Bhartpur has an area
of 1974 sq. ill. ; pop. 640,303, mostly Jilts. It
snfleis from want of water, having onl}' one river
flowing through it ; and yet, in many parts, the
soil is remlered highly ])roductive by means (jf

irrigation. Tiie revenue of the state is more than
£300,000 a year ; and the total military force
amounts to 10,000 men of all arnus.

Bliartriliari is the name of a celebrated
Indian writer of apothegms, of whom but little is

known. A legendaiy story makes him the brother
of King Vikramaditya, who lived about tlie middle
of the 1st century B.C., and relates of him, that
after a wild licentious youth, he betook himself in

later years to the ascetic life of a hennit. His
name has been given to a collection of 300 apo-

thegms, arranged in three centuries or groups ot a
hundred (rittaLa), but it is likely that these were
the work of various authors, but ascribed, .according

to the Indian custom, to a well-known name. Cheer-
ful descriptions from nature, and charming pictures

of love, alternate in these apothegms, with wise
remarks upon the relations of life, and jjiofound

thoughts upon the Deity and the immortality of

the soul. Bohlen imblished an excellent critical

edition (2 vols. Berlin, 1833-50), as well as a suc-

cessful metrical translation into German (Hamburg,
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1835). Bhartrihari has a special interest as the

first Imlian autlior known in Enrope, 200 ot his

ai>otlie<Mns having been translated by the mission-

ary. Abraham Roger, in a learned work pnbhshed

at" Nuremberg in 11)53, under the quaint title, Offene

Tltid- ZHiii trrborf/ciioi Hcidcntnm.

Bhatsaou, a town of Nepaul, 8 miles SE. of

Khatmandu. It is the favourite residence of the

Brahmans of Nepaul. Estimated pop. 30,000.

Bliailliagar {Bhdvanncjar), capital of a Bom-
bay native slate, on the Gulf of Cambay, 60 miles

NW. of Sural : ])op. 57,653. Area of state, 2860

sf|. m. ; pop. 400,323.

Blliivabbllti, surnamed ' Sri-kantha,' a great

Indian dramatist, who flourished in the Hist half

of the 8th century, and wrote three plays and a

domestic drama (see Sanskkit, Vol. IX. p. 152).

Bliavabhuti is often compared with Kalidasa,

whom he e(jualled in vigour and variety, but hardly

in genius. All three plays have been translated

into English.

Bhel, or Bael. See tEgle.

Bllil$« a, pre-Aryan race of Central India, in-

habiting the states from the Khandesh district of

Bombay to the wild hilly tracts of the Vindhya
range, north of the Nerbudda River. In 1825

James Outram organised a Bliil corps in order to

utilise the warlike instincts of the people, and at

the same time the lirst Bhil agency was formed.

The Bliils are dark, diminutive men, brave and
active, but predatory and superstitious. Their
normal habit of life has been nomadic, wandering
about with their sheep and goats, and living chiefly

on game and fi-uit. At present some faint pro-

gress has been made in civilising thein, and a
very few have been brought to till the ground.
They number some 750,000.

Bllilsa, a town of India, in Gwalior state, on
the Betwa, 26 miles NE. of Bhopal. At Sanchi,
near Bhilsa, is the most remarkable group of topes
(see Tope) in India. See ]Maisey's Sanclii and its

liana ins (\'6Q^). Pop. 7070.

Bhiwaili, a town of the Punjab, 37 miles SE.
of Hissar by rail. It is the chief commercial centre
of the district, and a brisk trade is done in sugar,
salt, spices, and metals. Pop. 35,487.

Bhopal, the cajntal of a native state in Central
India, 325 miles SW. of Allahabad. The largest
of two artificial lakes in the neighbourhood
measures 4^ miles by IJ.—The state of Bliopal has
an area of 6874 .sq. m. Though the vast mass of
the people are Hindus, yet the government is

Mohammedan, and Bhopal has the reputation of
being the best-govemed native state in India.
The state was founded in 1723 by Dost Mohammed
Khan, and a treaty of depenoence was concluded
between the niler and the British government in
1818. Shah Jahan, the Begum of Bhojial, in 1872 re-
ceived the Grand Cross of the Star of India. Pop.
of .state ( 1891 ) 952,086 ; of city, 70,338.

Bhllj, the capital of the Indian native state of
Cutcli, 180 miles SE. of Hyderabad. Its mosques
and pagodas, interspersed with plantations of dates,
give to the town an imposing appearance from a
di.'-taiice. Pop. 25,421.

Bhurtpore. See Bhaetpuk.
Bhutan, an independent state in the eastern

Himalayas, bounded on the N. by Ti1)et, S.
and E. by Assam, and on the W. by Sikkini.
It is divided into East and West Bhutan ; and
before the British annexation in 1841 and 1865
of the eighteen Dwars or passes which lead
from the plains to the lofty terraces of Bhutan, the
area was estimated at 20,0(X) sq. m. ; since, it lias

been estimateil at 15,000 sii. m. With summits
exceeding 24,000 feet, the Mhole surface may be

descril)ed as mountainous, abounding in sublime
and romantic scenery, with a gradual slope from

north to south. Generally speaking, the middle
ranges are the most productive. Wliile the south

presents but a scanty vegetation, and the north

rises far above the limit of perpetual snow, the

central regions, at an elevation of 8000 or 10,000

feet above the sea, are covered ^ith the finest

forests of oak and pine, with beech, ash, birch, and
maple. Amongst wild animals, elephants are

numerous, and leopards, deer, ^\•ild hogs, Ijears, and
the rhinoceros are also found. The Manas, a
triljutary of the Brahmaputra, is the most con-

siderable river. Turnips giow well, and nearly

all sorts of grain—Mheat, barley, rice, maize,

and buckwheat—are here and there cultivated

on terraces cut out of the sides of the hills.

The foreign trade, which consisted in the exchange
of commodities in return for native cloths, rock-

salt, rhubarb, Tibet goods, mules, and the famous
Tangastan horses or ponies, has declined. Tlie

nominal religion is Buddhism, but amongst tlie

common people this goes little further than the
recital of a few sacred sentences, and the projntia-

tion of evil spiiits. The government, almost purely
ecclesiastical, is in the hands of a rapacious oli-

garchy. The Dharm Rajah, the nominal head, is

treated rather as a god than as a sovereign ; while
the Deb Rajah, the actual head, is elected every
three years by the chiefs from amongst them-
selves. They are controlled b}- the Lenehen or

council of ministers. Polygamy and polyandry
are common. The lower orders are dirty in their

persons and habits ; their food consists mostly
of pork, turnips, rice, barley-meal, and brick-

tea. They are neat joiners, and their houses
of three and four stories have the appearance of

Swiss chalets, but are without chimneys. The
winter capital is Punakha on the Bugui River, 96
miles NE. of Darjeeling. The summer capital is

Tasichozong ( Tassisudon ), on the Gudada River,
a centre of Lamaism. The original inhabitants,
believed to be from Kiich Behar, were called

Tephu ; they were subdued by a band of Tibetan
soldiers 200 years ago, who settled in Bhutan.
The Bhutias .speak a dialect of Tibetan. In 1772
the rajah of Kuch Behar received assistance from
the British government against their invasions.
Later raids led to the treaty of 1865, when the
eighteen Dwars or passes of Bengal and Assam
Avere ceded to the British government in return
for a yearly subvention. The population of the
state, formerly estimated at from 20,000, seems to

be much larger—possibly 200,000.

Bia'fra, Bight of, a large bay on the west
coast of Africa, at the head of the Gulf of Guinea,
between Capes Formosa and Lopez. The principal

rivers flowing into it are the Niger (q.v.), the
New and Old Calabar rivers, the Rio del Rey,
the Cameroon, and the Gaboon ; its islands are
Fernando Po (Spanish), and St Thomas' and
Prince's Islands (Portuguese). Opposite Fernando
Po are the Cameroons

(
q. v. ).

Bial'ystok, a town in the Russian government
of Grodno, on the Biala, 55 miles W. by S. of

Moscow by rail. Its castle is now used as a
convent, but formerly belonged to the Counts of

Braniski, and was called the ' Versailles of
Poland.' More than thirty factories jjroduce
cloth and woollen stuffs. Pop. 56,611.

Biaua. See Bayana.
Biaiicavilla, a town of Sicily, on the soulii-

west declivity of Mount Etna, 24 miles NW. of

Catania. It has a trade in grain, cotton, and silk.

Pop. 13,021.

Biaiiohilli, Francesco, antiquary and astron-
omer, was born in 1662 at Verona. At Padua he
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stuilietl tlietilo^'v. mathematics, and botany; ami
in KiS-i proceeded to Kome, wliere lie became inti-

mate witli tlie most distin;,'uislied sai-a/its of the
day. and devoted liimself to the study of inris-
jirudence and f<>rei;,'n lanj.iiaf.'es. Alexander VIII.
1>estowed upon liim a rich l>enetice, and Clement
XI. ajipointed him secretary- to tlie commission for
reforminjr tlic calendar. He died in liome in 1729.
He was author of various works, Imt is cliieHv
remenihert'd in connection with the Meridian Line
( <|. V. ).

Biail'C'Olli. C».\rles, l)orn in Lonihardy in
17H«J. came at the l»e;rinnin<.r of the century to Ire-
lanil as an itinerant vendor of clieap prints. Hav-
in;,' accumulated a small capital, he started the
first public conveyance between Clonmel and Cahir
in 1S1.">, at a time when tlie i)eace and the caniaf,'e-

tax had tilleil the market with cheap horses and
jaunt in},'-cai-s. The enterprise succeeded, until,
40 yeai-s after, Hianconi"s cars were workinjr over
4<KX» miles of road daily. Havin;,' realised a larjre

fortune, he retired in 1S«m, and died in September
1S7"). at liis estate near Civshel. He w;is a devoted
adherent of OC.'onnell, into whose family 1)oth his
son and dau^^hter marrietl.

Biard. .VnasTK FH-Wcuis, a ffiiir painter,
born at Lyons in 17!»S, tnivelled in early lite in the
Levant, in IH.3!) visited (Jreenland and Sjiitzberf^'en,

in 1858-59 Brazil, ami in MUm travelled rouml the
worhl. Aiiionj; his best 'pictures are the ' Bef;gar's

Family,' 'African Slave-market,' ' Fijjht with
I'olar Bears,' ami 'Tlie Wanderinj,' Comedians.'
He ilied in Paris, June IS.S'2. His wife, Leonie
d'.Vunet ( 1S2«> 7'.)), separatetl from him since 1845,
Wits author of some ncjvels, a play, \c.

BiarritZ« a favourite watering-place in the
FnMiili dipartment of Bit^scs- Pyrenees, on the Bay
of BLsoay, G mile.s SW. of Bayonne. Here, in

1855. Loui.s Napoleon built the Villa Eugenie
fi>r tlie empress, who already, as Countess de
Teba, had lieen a freciueiit visitor. The presence
of the court <'ombine<l with the pleasant .situ-

ation and salubrity of the jdace to incrciise greatly

the fame of its baths and its caverned clitls. Dur-
ing the se.a-son Muly-September) the place is often

visited by licXKl guests, for whose accomuKMlation
have been built several g<Mtd hotels, a number of

.scattered vilhus. a ca-sino, a large l)athing estab-

lishment, an Knglish Protestant church, \c. Pop.

715!t. See, 1)e.sides the guidebooks, De Lavigne,

I'.Kinitz (Paris, ls,s2) ; Count Knssell, Biarritz

iukI the Bnsqttc C'oiintnj {Lond. 1873).

Bias, one of the Seven Wise Men of Greece, a
native of Priene in Ionia, Hourished about the

miilille of the tJth century H.r., famous for his

eloi|uence, his nobility of character, and his

anothegms. Among these perhaps the best were :

'know ami then act,' 'He i.s unfortunate who
cannot bear misfortune,' 'So onler your allairs

a-x if your life were to lie l)oth long and short,' and
that arldressed to the irreligiou.s .sailoi-s who during
a storm were loudly calling on the gods, ' Be quiet,

lest the giMls di.scover that you are here.' Once
when his fellow-townsmen in alarm before an
enemy were hastily carrying oil' tln'ir valuables,

Bias was .seen without a burden, and being asked
why he was not (K-cupied like others, replied in

words which have become a Latin proverb. Omnia
mill mciitm jjorto, ' I cany all my goods with me.'

Bias. See Be.\.s.

ICias. See Bowls.

Bib. also called Bn.v.s.sY, P«UT, or Whiting
I'oir {(rui/i/.i /ii.sriis), a lish of the same genus as

the Cod. Haddock (q. v.), and Whiting, pretty com-
mon on many parts of the British coasts, found also

on those uf S'orwav, Sweden, Creenland, &C. It is

seldom more than a foot long, but ditiers from
the other British Gudidw in the great depth of its

body, which equals at least one-fourth of the entire
length. The back is arched, and the nape exhibits
a rather sharp ridge. The head is invested with a
loose dilatable membrane. The names Bil) and
Pout, both originally local English names, were at
one time supposed to refer to distinct species
[G. hisca ana G'. barbata), but these, probably, are
really one.

Bib<'ra('ll. a tovm of Wiirtemberg, delightfully

situated on the Keiss, 23 miles SSW. of Ulm.
It retains its old ramparts and towers, and in

front of the theatre is a monument to Wieland,
who ^^•as born in the neighbourhood. There are
manufactures of machinery, artificial llowers,

leather, bells, children's toys, &c. I'op. S2G4. In
1796 Moreau won a great \ictoiy over the Aus-
trian general Latour at Biberach, the latter losing
4(HK) prisoners. Here also, in 1800, Saint Cyr de-

feated the Austrian general Cray. Biberach fell

into the possession of Baden in 1802, but four years
afterwards was ceded to Wiirtemberg.

Bi borioli. See Bikbrich.

Bib iri and Bib iriue. See Greenheart.

Bible. The Bible is in Or. Ta Bihlia. 'The
Books," jitir ccrclicncc. Though a jilural in Greek,
the word came, on account of its termination,
to be used in Low Latin as a feminine singu-

lar ; and from the Latin it passed in this form
into modern languages (la Bible, die Bibel, and
the like). The Bible consists of two great parts

—

the Old and New Testaments, properly Covenants.
The religion of Israel was considered a covenant
between Jehovah, their God, and the peo])le. As
this covenant had i>roved ineil'ectual for its pur-
poses, the prophets promised a new covenant ( Jer.

xxxi. 31 ) ; and in the appearance and death of

Christ this new covenant was established ( 1 Cor.

xi. 25; Heb. viii. 7 scq., and, according to some
readings, in the Gospels—e.g. Matt. xxvi. '28).

As earlv as tlie '2d century of our era the books of

the Ohl and New Covenants are spoken of, and as
the Greek ' covenant ' was rendered by the Latin
testament iini (though some preferred in.sfnancn-

tiim ), the phrase Old and New Testaments pa.ssed

into most modern languages, as into our own.
The Oi.i> Test.xment.—The literature of Israel

is very closely connected with its history. As in

all ancient states, the religion was national. The
religious unit or subject was not the individual in

the state ; but the iileal unity formed by the people
as a whole. Now this unity came into existence at

the e.xodus from Egypt. From that hour Israel

was conscious of being a people, ami Jehovah who
had delivered them was their Go<l alone— ' I am
Jehovah thy God, who brought thee out of the
land of Egjpt ' (Ex. xx. 2; Hosea, xiii. 4). The
sense of being a people, and the sense of being the
people of Jehovah, if not identical feelings, reacted

very powerfully on one another ; and lience the

religious literature of the people reflects from age
to age all the changing hues of its history. That
history ran very much such a course as we should
have expected.

( 1 ) The migration of the ancestors of the people

from the East, the descent into Egypt, the opjjies-

sion there, and the delivery under Moses, are

events testified to not only in the formal histoiy of

the Pentateuch, but by frequent incidental allusions

in other writers. These allusions express the funda-

mental historical feeling of the people, the very

basis of their national and religious consciousness.

(Amos, ii. 9 .yfy. ; Hosea, xii. 13; Micah, vi. 4).

(2) It was natural that the unity into which
the tribes had been welded at the Exodus by the

necessity of facing a common danger or sharing a,
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coiunion enterprise would lieconie relaxed when the

dan<rer was over and the enterprise had in great

measure succeeded ; and, accordingly, after the

settlement in Canaan we find the unity in some

degree disintegrated, and the various trihes fight-

ing each for its own hand, and only entering into

comltinations when some danger more serious than

usual threatened. Such is the liistoiy as reflected

in the Book of Judges. Even in this troubled

period, although practically the tribes are often

seen acting indejjendently and settling with a

strong hand their own local diflerences with the

native population, the sense of the ideal unity of

all the tribes as one ' Israel ' inspires the higher

minds in the nation (Judges, v. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, Sec.) ;

and the need of some single head, such as a king,

to represent this unity is often felt and expressed

by tiie people (Judges, viii. 2'2).
"

( 3 ) Wiien a danger so pressing that it threatened

the national existence of Israel arose in the Philis-

tine power, tlie need of a visible head to bind the

tribes togetiier and lead them against the common
enemy was universallv recognised, and the people

demanded that Samuel should give them a king ' to

go out before us and fight our battles' (1 Sam.
viii. 20). The aged seer, though reluctant to see

the ideal sovereignty of Jehovah, the sense of

which should have been enough to secure the
national unity, brought down and materialised in

the form of an earthly representative king, was
sagacious and patriotic enough to perceive the
necessities of the time, and to take them under
his direction. And thus arose the monarchy, a
partial attempt in the same direction having
already been made by Abimelech ( Judges, ix. ). The
history of this period is recorded in the Books of

Samuel and in the early part of the Kings. This
period is of intrinsic importance in the literary and
religious Idstory of Israel. Three powerful streams
of influence issue from it, and run through the
whole succeeding history, fertilising and enriching
it. These were, first, the prophetic order, a class

of men who probably existed from the earliest

times along with the Nazirites (Amos, ii. 11), but
who acquired an influence in the state at this

period, first as counsellors and seers of the early
kings (Nathan, Gad, 2 Sam. xii. 1, xxiv. 11), and
ultimately as an independent order who took the
religious destinies of the nation into their own
hand, and in whose writings, the prophetical
Scriptures, we have the fullest exposition of that
lofty spiritual religion in Israel to which the New
Testament directly attaches itself. Secondly, the
ele\ation of the Davidic dynasty to the throne.
Tiie brilliant reign of David, whose arms extended
the limits of the Jewish state, till for those days it

might justly be named an empire, became the ideal
of after-ages ; and when amidst disaster and
religious decline men looked back to it and trans-
figured it in tiie light of the religious hopes Mhich
filleil their minds, it became the type both of a
fiiture king and a future universal kingdom of God
tliat would arise upon the earth in the latter days.
Thus arose those special predictions of the per-
fection of the kingdom of the Lord called Messianic
prophecies. And thirdly, the choice of Jemsalem
as tiie centre both of the national and religious life
of the people. Tiie influence of the temple of
Solomon both in purifying and elevating the ritual
worship, as well as in leading ultimately to its
concentration at one shrine, can hardly be over-
estimated, lint the step gave a colour to all the
succeeding literature. Patriotism and religion
were once more wedded together. Jerusalem was
not only the perfection of beauty, the jov of the
whole earth (Ps. xlviii. 2), it was "also the 'hearth'
of Jehovah, Avho dwelt in Zion at Jerusalem (Is.

xxix. 1). National sentiment mingled witli re-

ligious emotion in one powerful stream, and the
union ha,s given to the religious poetry of Israel

which celebrates 'Zion,' or longs to revisit it, or

tells that its dust is dear, not only a religious value
but a never-dying human charm.

(4) There had always existed a jealousy between
the North and South, between the powerful tribe

of Ephraim, wldcii always as[)ired to the leadershij)

of the tribes, and the great tribe of Judah, and
very naturally the unity of the tribes under the
monarchy, Avhen subjected to a severe strain under
Rehoboam, broke asunder, and two kingdoms arose

and existed side by side, sometimes hostile to one
another but in the main friendly. Though either

of the two kingdoms might jjrove itself sufficiently

strong to hold in subjection the petty kingdoms of

Edom and INIoab, and even to maintain its own
against the more powerful state of Syria, when
confronted with the imposing empires of Assyria
and Babylon they naturally lost their independ-
ence, first Israel at the hands of Assyria ( 721

B.C.), and then Judah at the hands of Babylon
(586 B.C.), and became merged in these empires
as provinces. The external history of the tA\'o

kingdoms is told in the Books of Kings ; and the
internal condition of the people, the relaxation of

morals, the struggles of contending parties, and
the cniel idolatries to which despair had recourse,

are reflected in the pages of the prophets—in the
writings of Amos and Hosea during the last years
of Samaria ; in Isaiah and Micali during the conflict

of the South with Assyria ; and in Jeremiah during
the death-struggle of Judah with Babylon.

( 5 ) As one colossal empire followed another and
succeeded to the inheritance of its predecessor

—

Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome—the people
of Israel, no longer independent, existed as a
community, governed internally in the main in

accordance Avith its own conceptions, but forming
externally part of the heathen empire for the time.

Only after a successful revolt against the Greco-
Syrian rule of the Seleucids did the people again
attain to independence and become ruled by native
princes for about a century ( 167-65 B.C. ). It then
fell under the influence of Rome, which finally

destroyed the city and temple (70 A.D. ). No
external history of the Exile has been written ;

but the picture of the desolation of the land, tlie

sad silence in the streets and gates of Jerusalem,
which used to ring with the joy of the feasts,

and the sense of abasement and contempt into

which the people had fallen as a nation among
the nations, together with the flickerings of a
faith in the sure mercies of the Lord that refused

to be quenched (Lam. iii. ), may be seen in the

exquisite collection of elegies called the Lamenta-
tions, written not many years after the fall of tlie

city ; while the delirium of hope raised somewhat
later by the victories of Cyrus and the approaching
downfall of Babylon, and the gorgeous anticipa-

tions of the destruction of idolatry and the con-

version of the nations to the true religion of

Jehovah through the ministration of Israel restored,

'the servant of the Lord,' fill the pages of the
second half of Isaiah (xl.-xlvi. ). "The fortunes
of the returning exiles are described in Ezra and
Nehemiah, and in the three prophets of the return
(Zechariah, Haggai, Malachi), while the aims and
faith and hopes of godly Israel during the IMacca-
bean struggles are reflected in the Book of Daniel.
Thus, amidst all the vicissitudes of its eventful
history, the literary activity of Israel knew no
intermission. The great literary period extends
from 800 to 400 B.C., but much of the finest

historical Avriting is anterior to this period, and
several important books, as Chronicles, Ecclesi-

astes, and Daniel, fall later.

The threefold division of the Old Testament into
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the Law, the Prophets, and tlie miscellaneous
^^'ritiu•,'s is alreatly know-n to the translator of
Ecclesiastious ( 131 H.c. ). and is found in the New
Testament as tlie Law and the Prophets (Matt.
xxii. 40), or Moses and the Prophets (Luke, xvi.
29), or more fully the Law of Moxes, and the
Prophets, and the Psalms (Luke, xxiv. 44). The
ilate of the Law has heen the sulijeot of •,'reat

dillerence of opinion ; the perioil at which 7iiost
of the prophets lived is well ascertained, and the
l'nmhitii;tl Writhtgs may he referred to Hrst.

Tlie prophets Sanmel, Elijah, and Eiisha have
left no writing* ; the same is true of Jonah, (mr
present lt<H)k of Jonah l>ein<j; merely an iiistorical
episcnle in the life of tiiat prophet. The oldest
written prophecy is prohably that of Amos, after
whom the succession is continuous. The prophetic
call wius scarcely a call to an oHice : there was no
l)rophetic a.s there w.as a jiriestly ottice. The
prophet was a man who felt called of Clod and
inspire«l to direct for the time heing the relij^ous
destinies of the people and the kingdom of liod.
The prophets express the idea of their inspiration
hy various symljols : a cherult touclies the lips of
Isaiah with a live coal from the altar, and his sin is

taken away (Is. vi. ); the hand of the Lord himself
touches the mouth of Jeremiah (Jer. i. 9), while
E/ekiel is commamled to eat the roll of a book
( Ezek. iii. 1 ). The essential idea of Heltrew prophecy
is that in it G<h1 spake directly to the mind and
in the min<l of the intlividual. This makes it a
thing uni(iue in the religicms history of mankind.
Other metiKMls of reaching to knowledge <if the will
of (J<mI were divination or augury, not prophecy,
and were proscril>ed. Several detinitions of a
jirophet are given : according to the Pentateuch
lie is the s|H)kesman of the Ltrd (Ex. vii. 1 ).

Amos says (iii. 7) 'tlie Lord iloeth imthing with-
out revealing his counsel to his servants the
jirophets : tlie Lord (;<mI s|»eaks, who can hut pro-

phesy ?
' Such a delinition implies tiiat pralirtiun of

future events wjis hut a small element in the work
of the prophet. The jirophet was altove all things
a man of liis own present time, raised up to inter-

pret the events of pnividence, and guide the nation
over the coming cnsis. No doulit the most ellectual

guidance that could lie gnven would manv times he
to open up glimpses of tiie future. Such glimpses
are opened up l>v all the projihets, every one of

whom sketches tlie history of the kingdom of God
to its final perfection. Such an outlook into the
future was absolutely neceasar>-, if the people were
intelligently to strive after the de.sired goal. The
delinition given by Amos suggests that the prophet
will arise only wiieii (Jod is alxmt to do some great

work. And we hiid it to be .so; it is in threat

national cri.ses that the propliets appear—Amos
and Ilosca Itefore the fall of^ Samaria ; Isaiah during
the great Assyrian struggle ; Jeremiah before the

ilestniction of .lerusalem ; ami the author of I.saiah

xl. .v^Y. just before the Restoration. The prophets

tlien internret the events of i)rovidence, and pro-

l>hecy might almost be calle<l the religious philo-

sonhy of history. The .snirit of prophecy is not an
arbitrar>- or unacccmntaole inspiration ; it is the

sjiirit ii{ the covenant religion. The prophets are

the lK?arers of the itlea of the kingdom of the Lord.

This idea Is expres.sed in the two tables of the

decalogue.
The historj- of the Judges shows us that Israel

di.l n<it exterminate or drive out the native

populations, but absorbed them. The consequence

was Imth a corruption of morals and a debase-

ment of the forms of worship, for probably too

manv in Israel itself stoo<l on a religious level

not greatlv higher than that of the Canaanites.

The higher spirit of the religion thus al).sorbeil a

niiUMs of material which it was unable for long to

assimilate. Hence a struggle lietween the higher
religious spirit and the lower elements of life and
thought in the nation runs through its whole
history. The prophets are the exponents of the
higher ideas, which consist in the main of two
principles : ( 1 ) that Jehovah alone is God of
Israel, a practical doctrine which really meant
that he was God alone: and (2) that he was a
moral and spiritual being, who could be worshipped
truly only in spirit. These two principles came
into conflict with the tendency to idolatiy among
the people, and to a union of other deities with
Jehovah ; and with the sensuousness of their religi-

ous conceptions, of which the calf-woi-ship was a
result. The prophetic teaching is really little but
a teaching regarding the nature of Jehovah. God
of Israel ; but because he is God of Israel, teaching
regarding him reflects immediately back upon the
people, who, to be his people, nui.st be like him.
Keligion with the prophets is the source and the
tyiie of morals.
As the prophets are practical teachere for their

own time, ami have an immediate moral purpose in

view, they deal with all the great forces, ^^ hether
moral or political, of their day. They are states-

men in the Kingdom of God, and the figures that
stand in their jiages are those that bulked largely
in their time, whether at home or abroad. The
Jirophets of the Assyrian age occupy themselves with
Assyria, those of the Babylonian age with Babylon.
Hence the allusions in any prophecy furnisli a
criterion for fixing the aj^e to which the author
lielongs. When, for examine, we read in the second
half of Isaiah that Gyms shall let go the captives
and rebuild the city of the Lord (xlv. 13), and find

exhortations to the people such as this : 'Go ye
forth of Babylon, Hee ye from the Chaldeans ; say
ye, The Lord hath redeemed his servant Jacob

'

(xlviii. 20), the natural inference is, that the author
lived during the exile and shortly before the fall of

Babylon before Cyrus.
Tlie Jewisli division of the Prophets is into the

former prophets and the latter prophets. The
' former prophets " are the historical books—Joshua,
Judges, Samuel, and Kings. The 'latter prophets'

are the jirophets luoperly so called. These again
are divi(ie<l into the greater prophets—Isaiah, Jere-

miah, and Ezekiel ; and tlie minor, the twelve
smaller books. The historical division is more
instructive: (1) prophets of the Assyrian age

—

Amos, Hosea, I.saiah (740-700), Micah, Nahum,
Zephaniah ; (2) prophets of the Babylonian age

—

Habakkuk, Jeremiah (6'26-580), Ezekiel (593-57(i);

(3) prophets of the Exile and Restoration—Isaiah,

xl.-lxvi. (550), Haggai and Zechariah (5'20),

]Malachi (420). The age of Joel and Obadiah is

uncertain ; while J(mah is late.

The Law and Hi.'tturkal Books.—When Moses is

spoken of in the Prophets he is called a prophet
(Hosea, xii. 13), ana similarly in Deuteronomy
(xviii. 15; xxxiv. 10). This is in conformity witli

the larger definition of a prophet as 'one who
speaks from God.' The whole development of the

religion of Israel implies that the people were not

left by their leader without the knowledg'e of

distinct and lofty moral and religious principles.

Moses was also of the family which became the

priestly caste in Israel, and it is quite improbable

that tlie people were left destitute of instructions

regarding the ritual senice of their God. At the

same time, it is scarcely to be supposed that the

mass of minute and highly developed ritual ordin-

ances in the Pentateuch came in their present

form from Moses's hand. There has existed for

long, and continues, great difference of opinion in

regard to the origin of the Pentateuch, or rather

Hexateuch, for the Book of Joshua, which con-

tained a history of Israel's fortunes down to their
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settlement in Canaan, originally belonged to the

work.
1 • r

Two points deserve notice—first, the analysis ot

the Pentateuch into its primary elements; and

secondly, the relative age of these elements. It

was early noticed that there were elements in

the Pentateuch posterior to the Mosaic age, as

tiie statement, 'these are the kings that reigned

over the land of Edom before there reigned any

king over the children of Israel' (Gen. xxxvi.

'M). Double narratives also were noticed, as of

Creation (Gen. i.-ii. 4, and ii. 5 seq.), and of the

Flood. Ditterences of phraseology also characterised

the different passages, and upon the whole there

appeared one series of passages similar in tone and

thought to the prophetic writings, while another

betrayed the tone and interests of the priesthood.

These general observations had been made when
Astruc, a Belgian physician (1753), pointed out

that the former class \)f passages used the name
.Jehovah, while the latter employed God (Elohim).

With this discovery the passage (Ex. vi. 3)

seemed to agree, which indicates that the name
Jehovah came into special prominence at the

Exotlus. It was therefore assumed that one ^yriter

refi-ained from the use of the name Jehovah till he

reached the period of the Exodus, using Elohim,

while the other employed Jehovah from the

beginning of his historj-."^ According to this and
other distinctions. Genesis and the Pentateiich

fell into two great divisions, called, after the divine

names employed, Elohistic and Jehovistic sources.

'

It ^^•as taken" for gianted that the division using

the name ' God ' was primarj^ ; it began with
(u'u. i. , and hence was named the fundamental
writing. And the next step was the natural

assumption that the passages using Jehovah were
supplementary, and inserted in the primary docu
ment by their author. And thus arose the theory
known as the 'Supplement-hypothesis,' which
long prevailed. In 1853, however, Hupfeld ex-

pressed the opinion that there was a second writ-

ing that used 'God,' and that both this Avriting

and that using ' Jehovah ' were not supplements to

the first writing, but originally independent com-
positions. This view was generally accepted, bub
the state of opinion was hardly altered by it. The
two smaller documents, though originally independ-
ent, had been united together, and in this united
condition embodied in the great primary document.
This primary document, now called the Priestly
(-'ode, consisted roughly of Gen. i.-ii. 4, v. xvii.

xxiii. and many other small pieces, Ex. xxv.-xxxL
xxxv.-xl.,all Leviticus, and great part of Numbers.
The rest fell into the otiier division, and Deut-
eronomy was an independent work. Thus the
analvsis gave three great elements in the Penta-
teuch : the Priestly Code ; the element remain-
ing when this is subtracted (usually called JE.,
i.e. Jell. -i-Elo. ) ; and Deuteronomy.
Now arose the question of the relative age

of these three great divisions. The assumption
iiitherto prevailing was that the Priestly Code,
beginning at Gen. i., and, along M-ith a brief
outline of history, containing the Inilk of tlie
ritual legislation, was the most ancient element

;

the other division was more recent, while the age
of Deuteronomy, which was assumed to be in the
main identical with the Book of the Law dis-
covered in tiie temple in the eighteenth year of
Josiah (G21 B.C.), was approximately determined,
being at least somewhat anterior to the time of its
fliscovery. At this stage, however, the criticism of
tlie Pentateuch began to take a new movement.
The kind of evidence hitherto relied upon had been
in the main linguistic, i>hraseologyan(l style. Now
other matters such as history and comparis'on of laws
with one another were drawn into the question.

The criticism of the Pentateuch rose from being a
handling of documents to be a new reading and
construction of the religious history of Israel.

When the three elements were looked at, it was
observed that each contained a legislation set in a
bed of history. These legislations were the Priestly

Code, the Book of the Covenant (Ex. xx.-xxiii. ),

and Deuteronomy. The questions were asked,
' How do these legislations stand related to one
another? and How do they stand in regard to the
known historical practice ? in other words, How
does the national consciousness, as reflected in

history, respond to them and testify to their

existence?' The answer was that the presumable
progress from simplicity to complexity gave the
following order : Book of the Covenant ( Ex.
xx.-xxiii.), Deuteronomy, Priestly Code; and
that to tins answer history gave its consenting
voice, inasmuch as the historical practice for many
centuries reflects the Book of the Covenant, which
permitted ritual service of Jehovah at difterent

altars (Ex. xx. 2-t), while Deuteronomy, enjoin-

ing sacrifice at one central altar alone, was imme-
diately elevated into a law of the kingdom and
regulated practice henceforth ; and the Priestly

Code, with the hierarchy as rulers of the people,
represents the historical situation after the Restora-
tion, when the peojjle, no more a nation but a
social-religious community, was governed by the
priestly nobles ( Neh. viii. ). If the further question
be asked, ' What was the moving force in this ad-

vance from the Book of the Covenant to Deutero-
nomy and onwards?' The answer is, 'It w'as the
prophetic teaching. ' The prophets indeed were as

far as possible from having recourse to law them-
selves. The only law they knew* was the Word of

the Lord, which was law because it was his word ;

and their demand was that men should submit
themselves to this law freely, because it was good
( Micah, vi. 8 ). They occupy entirely the Christian
standing-point. It was in all probability to them
a matter of indifference whether Jehovah was
worshipjjed at one or several altars. The whole
matter concerned the kind of worshij), and the con-

ception of God which it imidied. Amos says, in

the name of God, ' Seek me and seek not to Bethel

'

—the god whom the people worshipped was another
than Jehovah. And even when Hosea says that

the people 'have multiplied altars to sin,' it is not

the many altars that he condemns, but the kind of

serWce, which the more it was practised was the

greater sin. The insane revelry at the feasts, and
the licentiousness that prevailed, was Baal-worship,

not serAace of Jehovah. Others than the prophets,

however, perceived that if the ritual Avas to be

purified and one (jod served, and the evils wdiich the

prophets pronounced removed, the niral altars or

high places must be abolished ; and thus arose

the reforms of Hezekiah and ultimately the more
complete enforcement of the Deuteronomic law by
Josiah.

Such is a sketch of the prevailing view as to the

Pentateuch, and the history of ritual in Israel.

The strength of the theoiy lies in its correspond-

ence with the practice, as we observe it in the

historical books, and in the general outline of the

religious history which it draws. Its weakness
lies in the incapacity which as yet it has shown to

deal with many important details, and particularly

in the assumption, absolutely necessary to its case,

that the ancient historical books have been edited

from a Deuteronomistic point of view. If the theory

be valid, the law as we know it was not the

starting-point of Israel's history, but its goal. The
prophets did not expound the Law ; the Law is

a precipitate that formed around the prophetic

truths. The prophetic appeals to the people to

accept the truths laid before them in the exercise
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Dt" their own free will, were in vain ; and the tniths
were enilKxlied in a minute ritual, re^^iilatinj,' all
tiie movements of life, and laid as a yoke of bond-
H;;e on tlieir necks, until the time appointe<l for
tiieir emaneii)ation. The Law reijaied from the
restoration to the t'hrifstian a;,'e. Uf course, it is

nil exa^'^^eration of the theor>- to suppose that the
ritual laws were all for tlie first time written ver>-
late ; it is reasonable to suppose that they <;rew up
;.'i-adually in priestly circles, and were (*nly tinally
I'ollecteil and c«xlilied at a later period. The "Te<at
historical work, Jud;,'es to Kin<,'s. is really one work
narrating; the fortunes iti the people from the settle-
ment in (.'auaan to the fall of Jerusalem.

Thi: Puftirnl Books. —Hebrew poetry possesses
neither rhyme nor strict niea<ures. Its principle is

that «>f parallelism or sense-rhythm. This balance
of two main conceptions gives a corresjxindinf;
balance to their expression, and makes the lines of
Hel>rew poetry, thi)U>,'ii not an exact measure of
feet, usually of a similar length. Acconling to the
Massoretic view, the I'salms. Job, and Proverbs are
the only strictly poetical Inxiks in the Bible. The
iNxtks eiubra<'etl in the third division, named the
Writings, are the ex^iression in the main of two
dirc<*tions of the mind—<levotion and religious
r»'tli'ction. To the devotional class l)elong in
gciifral the I'salms ; Joli, I'roverlw, and Ecclesi-
a->tes are products of the religious reHecting mind.
The lioftk of i'salms is a collection for purposes of

worshij* of the psalm<Mly of Israel from the earliest

tim<'<*. Our present lMM)k is made up of a numl>er
of smaller collections, gathered together for the
worship in the second temple. Though the collec-

tion Ih" late, there is no rejison to supjiose all or
'ven the greater part of the contents late. It

would l»e !is true to .s<iy that the Thames ri.ses at
Ijomlon Hridge, as t<i say that the Psalter dates
from jKist-exile times ; but from London Hritlge the
Thames l»ears on its Imjsoui the commerce of the
world, and from post-exile times the I'salter became
tin- medium for exjiressing the devotion of the
whole community of Israel. How much is implied
in this will a|>|>ear if we call to mind the struggles
of the prophets on the one hand, and consider on
thftither that the Christian church still finds in the
I'salter the purest expression of its own praise.

Tin- Psalms have many authors, named and anony-
mous, living .It diverse times. It is in general

dillicult to liml certain eviilence of authorship for

any particular psalm ; but there is no reason to

doubt that a numl>er, particularly in the first book
( Ps. i.-xlii.), and some also in the other books, are

from the hand of the Singer of Israel, who gives his

name to the collection.

The IJiMik of Proverbs also consists of a number
of ditlerent collecticms, and is an anthology of the

proverliial wisdom of the people. There are no
doubt Solomonic proverlw as there are Davidic

psjilms, though it may Imj difficult now U> deter-

mine with certainty which they are. The ' wise

man' had definite conceptions of (iod already

formed, and from (i<><l he came down ui>on the

world, seeing' (J(mI rellecting and realising himself

in all that liappene<l in events and human life.

The universe and human life as part of it was

a moral constitution. It was the eniljodiment of

a divine idea, and all its phenomena the expres-

sion of this idea. This divine world plan, from

bfin;,' in the mind of ( iod, seemed to take its place

outside of (JckI, and be witli God. It was the

divine \\i.sdom, archit<?ct of the universe, for crea-

tion and mans life were but this wisdom realising

itself externallv. This wisdom, the divine idea in

ail things, let its voice be heard everywhere, in

rev.-lation and the orderly life of mankind alike,

• aliiii;,' men to hear it and" be wise. An<l the fear

of til.- Lord is the begiiinitiL' of wisdom (Prov. I vm.).

This high conception of a divine idea and will
realising itself in human life and in historv w;is
rudely shattered by the misfortunes of the txile,
and the miseries of the righteous servants of the
Lord in later times. The discrepancies between
the idea of a righteous rule of God, rewarding all

according to their works, and actual pro\idence
were too glaring. And many mental conllicts were
the consequence. The <[uestion is asked in Job,
'Why are the righteous afflicted?' The answer
is of various kinds. It is, ' Nay, but, O man, who
art thou that repliest against God ?

' On the side
i>f the pious mind it is this :

' Nevertheless I am
continually with thee;' or it is that afflictions are
a trial of the righteous. And finally it is the rise

of a hope of a final blessedness with God beyond
death (chap. xi.x. ), although this hope, as yet too
feeble to sustain itself and satisfy. Is realised even
in this life (Epilogue). Ecclesiastes makes an
advance in drawing in the evils of life into life

itself, making them a discipline and lesson of
humility before God.
Canon of the Old Testament.—So long a.s the

lix-ing voice of revelation was heard speaking in the
prophets and other public servants of their God,
the people would less feel the need of any written
canon. The priests were the authorised ex-
pounders of the ritual, instructing men orally

between clean and unclean (Ezek. xliv. 23), and
the proi)hets and wise men were their moral and
j)olitical jiuides (Jer. xviii. IS). Writings that
existed were greatly read. Prophets not infre-

quently quote their predecessors ( cf. Is. il with
Micah, iv. ; Amos, I 2 with Joel, iii. 16; Jer. xlviii.

with Is. XV., xvi. ); prophets f)f the Exile refer to

the former prophets (Zech. vii. 12), and the author
of Daniel has the collected juophecies in his hand
(Dan. ix. 2). The only autliority which such
writings had lay in their claim to contain the word
of the Lord ; they apjiealed to men's consciences,

ami, while pious min<Is would reverence them, others

would neglect them. The he;uls or rulers of the

i)eople hatl not yet made any of them the public

law of the nation. The commencement of the
formation of an authoritative canon was made
when the Book of the L.aw, found in the temple
(621 B.C.), was elevated into a law of the kingdom
by Josiali. The wliole Law or Pentateiuh wa.s

raised into canonical authority when, under the

editorship of Ezra and the scribes, all its parts

were gathered into one collection, and it was
publicly read before the people by Ezra (444 B.C.),

and received the sanction of the priests and
authoritative nilers of the community. It is prob-

able that the prophetical writings were collected

together not much later. The prophetical canon
must have been clo.sed before the 2d century B.C.

,

otherwise the Book of Daniel would have been
receiveil into it. The third division, that of the

so-called Writings, must have been kept open
longer ; it contains writings of the later Persian or

even Greek ])eriod ( Chronicles, Ecclesiastes ) ; and
the Book of Daniel, at least in its present shape,

belongs to the fii-st half of the 2d century. There
are some Psalms too (e.g. xliv. Ixxvii. Ixxix.

Ixxxiii. ) which seem to reflect the pei-secutions of the

Syro-(ireek period, and Calvin was inclined to refer

some of them ( e.g. Ps. xliv. ) to the Maccabean times.

The canonicity of certain books, such as Ecclesiastes

and the Song of Solomon, continued tolje a sul)ject

of dispute in the Jewish schools down to the

end of the 1st century of our era. The Council of

Jamnia (90 a.d.) finally decided tliat both these

books were to be included in the Writings. It

is prol)aVtle from the lists of Josephus that these

books stood in the collection, the point in dispute

being whether they hatl been rightly received into

it. It is a curious coincidence that neither of
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tliese ln)oks is quoted in tlie New Testament. The
Helnew canon contained none of the books now
known as the Apocrypha. A number of such

books, originally written in Heljrew, were trans-

lated into CJreek, and along- with others, such as

the Wi.sdom of Solomon, written in that language,

were received into the Septuagint or Greek trans-

lation of the Bible. From there they passed into

tiie old Latin version, which was a translation from

tlie fSeptnagint, and became familiar to the West.
When Jerome translated the Old Testament into

Latin from the Hebrew (390-405 A.D.), he did not

include the apocryphal books in his version. He
regarded them as* a subordinate class of writings

which he called ecclesiastical, useful to be read, but
not authoritative. They continued to maintain
their place, however, in the Latin Vulgate, the

Biljle of the West, and were ultimately canonised

for the Church of Rome, with certain exceptions,

by the Council of Trent. Ainong the Protestant
ciiurches some, such as the Church of England,
adhere to the view of Jerome, considering the
apocryphal books useful for moral instruction, but
not of authority to establish or sustain the
faith of the Church ; while other churches have
entirely rejected them and reverted to the pure
Hebrew canon. See Apocrypha.

Text of the Old Tcstametit.—The Hebrew text

was originally purely consonantal. Of course,

words of which the consonants only Avere written
could not be read without supplying vowel-sounds
to them ; but as yet there were no signs for the
vowel-sounds. The correct reading of the text was
a tradition handed down in the schools. Neither
Jerome nor the Talmud (middle of 5th century)
knows of any signs for the vowels. The conson-
antal text was fixed, much as it still remains,
before the end of the 2d century ; the marks for the
vowels and other signs date from the 6th century
dowTiwards. Those who occupied themselves with
the reading and j^reservation of the text were
called Massorites or Traditionists, and the comj^lete
vocalised and punctuated Hebrew text as now
printed is named the iNIassoretic text.

The opinion that at all times the utmost scrupu-
lousness was exercised in regard to the text, and
that owing to this care our present Massoretic text
may be entirely relied upon, is only partially true. It
is ti-ue from the time that the consonantal text was
fixed—viz. the 2d century of our era ; but previous
to that time the text of the Old Testament books
was subject to all the vicissitudes and dangers to
which manuscripts are liable. A comparison

—

e.g. of Ps. xviii. in the Psalter with the same
as found in 2 Sam. xxii.—reveals a multitude of
divergences, unimportant no doubt, of the one text
froni the other. The Massoretic text has to be
purified by the same means as are used to gain a pure
text of the New Testament. These means are of two
kinds, manuscripts and versions. When the exist-
ing Hebrew manuscripts, however, are examined, it
is found that they are all copies of o)ie manuscript,
which at some early period, under what circum-
stances is unknown, had been elevated into a stan-
dard, and this standard existing, all manuscripts
diftering from it gradually fell into desuetude and
perishe(l. All existing manuscripts are virtually
alike, differing from one another in trivial particu-
lars, chiefly in what is called the plenary or defective
writing (i.e. as if in English one^ manuscript
si)elled 'honour,' while another read ' honor'); and
in the divine names, one manuscript having ' God '

where another has 'the Lord.' A comparison of
Hebrew manuscripts, therefore, offers almost no
contribution to the criticism of the text. Neither
are the versions of such use as might have been
expected. These versions are the Septuagint, the
Syriac, the Targum or Chaldee, and the Latin Vul-

gate ; others are late or secondary, being \'ersions

from the Greek or Syriac. When the tliree last-

nrentioned vei'sions are examined, they are found to

be translations of a text virtually identical with our
present ]\Iassoretic ; no doubt all of them, even the
Vulgate, the latest, exhibit occasional deviations not
without importance ; but on the whole they repro-

duce the Hebrew known to us. And the same is true

of the minor Greek versions—now existing only in

fragments—of Aqirila, Symmachus, and Theodotion.
All these versions belong to the same family

with our present Hebrew text. The Targum is

valuable as a purely Jewish version. The Syriac
must be used with caution, because .at some
time or other it has been accommodated to

the Sei^tuagint. In the great majority of cases
where Jerome differs from the current HeT)rew he
agrees with the Septuagint, by which he may occa-

sionally have been influenced ; in a certain number
of cases he agrees with the Syriac against the
Septuagint, and in some instances his manuscript
exhibited readings otherwise unknown. There
remains only the Septuagint. This version was
gradually produced from the 3d century B.C. down-
wards. It was executed ]>y different men at difl'er-

ent times, and the complexion of the translation
varies greatly. It comes, however, several cen-

turies nearer the autographs of the Old Testament
writers than we can be sure that the Hebrew does.

The Septuagint is of no use except in so far as it

can be retranslated back into Hebiew, so as to give

us the presumable Hebrew text that lay before the
translators. We should then have another Hebrew
manuscript to compare with our present Hebre^A'.

The difficulties of reading such a manuscript are

enormous. For, first of all, the present text of the

Septuagint is in a state of great confusion, and the
true Septuagint text is hard to reach. Then, even
if it Avere ascertained, account must be taken of the
capacities and procedure of the translator, his faith-

fulness or otherwise, his ignorance, his arbitrariness,

and much else. Then the work of retranslating back
into Hebrew requires much skill and experience.

And, finally, the Hebrew manuscript being gained,
it ranks at best as a manuscript, and its value
over against our present Hebrew has to be estimated
according to just critical principles. The value of

the Septuagint in the textual criticism of the Old
Testament is undoubtedly very great, though few
scholars have shown perfect aptitude in using
it, and, upon the whole, there is a tendency to

exaggerate its importance. Besides a number of

occasional emendations of the Hebrew which have
been based upon it, several more formal attempts
to construct the text of entire Old Testament books,
mainly after the Septuagint, have been made—e.g.

the Proverbs by Lagarde, the Books of Samuel Ijy

Wellhausen, and Ezekiel by Cornill. All these
attempts are marked by more or less exaggeration
of the worth of the Septuagint.

Printed texts of the Old Testament were first

issued by the Jews of Italy; the Psalter in 1475 ;

the first complete Bible at Soncino, 1488 ; Brescia,
1494. The famous printer, Daniel Bomberg of Ant-
werp, established a press at Venice, whence issued
his first edition (1517), edited by Felix Pratemis.
Bomberg's second edition ( 1525-26 ), edited by Rabbi
Jacob-Ben-Chayim, was the first to contain the
Massorah, with a text revised after the Massorah.
This edition speedily attained a great rejjutation,
and became the basis of most others. The Complv-
tensian Polyglot (Alcala, 1517) was prepared at the
expense of Cardinal Ximenes. Van der Hooght's
edition is well known (Amsterdam and Utrecht,
1705). Editions with various readings from manu-
scripts are those of Kennicott (Oxford, 1776), De
Rossi (Parma, 1784), J. H. Micliaelis (Halle, 1720),
Norzi ( Mantua, 1742 ). Editions of a number of Old
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Testament liooks eorreoted according to the ]Mas-
sdiali have liccii issiieil liv S. Baer—(Tenesis, Isaiah,
Minor I'mpht'ts, Ezekiel, Jo1>, Psalms, Proverbs]
Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, ami the five Megilloth
( Uuth, Song, Esther, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes

),

vhile otIieiN are promised.
New Tkstamknt.— tVjHMcc^/o;i of Old and Nev

Tcstinmiit.—Tiie Old Testament canon can hardlv
have heeii closctl lieforc tlie middle of tiie id centurv
B.C. Many hooks extant at the time were not
included—e.g. Ecdesiasticus. The literary activity
of the people continued v.ith no intermission. The
aiMKryphal literature may he divided into four
classes, not always very distinctly defmed : (1)
Historical writings, as 1st IJook of Maccahees

; (2)
liortatory narratives—e.g. Juditli, Tohit; (3) poeti-
cal compositions—e.g. Wi.sdom of Sirach ( Ecclesi-
a-sticus), P.salter of Solomon; ami (4) prophetical
writings in imitation of the liook of Daniel—e.g.
IJook of Enoch, Apocalyjtse of Baruch, 4tli Book of
Ezra. These pseudepigraphic propiiecies (i.e. bear-
ing the names of others than their real authors) owe
their origin to the liard comlitioiLs of the life of the
people, and on tiie other hatul to an undying faith,

rendered more inten.se by jiersecution and present
afllictions, in the future of the nati<m. The object
wiiich their authors have in view Ls to contirm the
peoide's stead fa.stness, ami <|uicken their hope and
Jaitii in their ultimate triumph over the heathen.
It is only this last class of writings that lie in the
line of development towards the New Testament

;

the (tthei-s, except some parts of the Psalter of

Sidomon, follow the line of Pharisaic Judaisn..
The Christology of Enoch is very develoiied,

though some doubt whether the most Chnsto-
logical jiart (cha]i. xxxvii.-lxxi. ) has not sutlered

from Christian internolation. The term 'Son of

Man," H.sed of the Slessiah, may be due to the
Book of Daniel (chaj). vii. i;j) rightly or wrongly
interpreted, and the fact that this is not a dis-

tinctive .Jewish name for the Me.s.siah lias little

weight, inasmuch as writings of this chuss emanated
more from the poitular miml, and were rejiudiated

by leariieil duoaisin. The Psalter of Solomon
(middle of 1st century It.c. ) exnres.ses the confident

expectation of a king of the House of David, who
shall leiwl Israel to the promised glory (Ps. xvii. 1,

5, '23-51 ; xviii. (i-lO, and elsewhere).

There can be no doubt that under the teaching
of j)rovidence, the Messiani<' hojie, i)articularly in

regard to the person of the .Messiah, became, before

the Christian era, much more delinite and full. This

appears abundantly from the New Testament. The
dimensions of this hope, however, among the Jews
at the beginning of our era may very readily be

ovei-stated. It is doubtful, for instance, if there

was any idea of a sud'ering Messiah. Again, it is

certain that among .lews outside of Christianity,

a great .Messianic development took place in the

1st century .v.D. This may have been due to

Christian "inlluence and intercourse before the

final .schism iK-tween .Judaism and Christianity.

And thinllv, it is certain that the Christology of

the New Testament was largely due to the teach-

ing of Christ .md rellection on liis life, p.articularly

the ccmception of the exclusively spiritual nature

of his aims and his kingdom. These points

exclude that construction of the New Testament

literature proposal bv Strauss ((j.v.). Strauss's two

jiresupiiositions were : ( 1 ) The sunernatural ele-

ment in the (Josjiels, being impossible, shows that

the narratives arose hmg after the life of Jesus—
they are mythical; ('2) the ideas which have been

clothed in liistory, an«l li.ave produced the myths,

were the jxipular .Messianic ifleas of the time. The
th.'ory falls with the falsehood of the last assump-

tion.
' No .su.h deveK>ped circle of Messianic ideas

can l>e shown to have existed before Christ.

Another attemi)t to construct the history of New
Testament literature on a priori principles, or at
least on certain general presuppositions, was made
by the Tilbingen school. Baur (q.v.) started witii
the assumption (derived partly from the Epistles to
the Corinthians) that the earliest stage of Chris-
tianity Avas characterised by a strong antagonism
between Jewish Christianity, represented by the
older apostles, which enforced the law on all con-
verts, and a free Christianity represented by Pa>il.

The history of this struggle, the eftbrts at recon-
ciliation, and the final union in a catholic Chris
tianity, is the history of the Church for two cen-
turies ; and the New Testament literature stands
like milestones along the road, marking the stejjs

of progress towards catholic union. Baur divided
the history into three periods : ( 1 ) The period of

acute antagonism, represented on the one side by
the genuine Pauline epistles (Gal., 1 and 2 Cor.,
Kom. ), and on the other by the Apocalypse (up to
70 A.D.). (2) The middle period, mai-ked by a
tendency on both sides to approach one anotJier,

the overtures being made lirst by the Jewish party,
who dropped circumcision, and resi)onded to in the
later (Pauline) epistles—e.g. Ephesi.ans and Colos-

sians. To this period (70-140 A.D. ) belong most of

the New Testament literature, the .synoptic gospels.

Acts, and Hebrews. (3) The period of the consuni
niation of the union (after 140), practically in lionic

and the West, and ideally in the (Jospel of Joim.
which signalises the victory in thought over tln>

antithesis. The extreme points of Baiir's theoiy
have been greatly softened l)y those who may still

in some .sense be called his followers.

Rise of a Nev Tratdinoit Literature.— Tlic

Epistles.—Our Lord left behind him no writing.

Tlie titadition of a correspondence with .Vbgarus.

king of Edessa, is fabulous. His gospel was his

manifestation on earth, the higher spirit which
he breathed into the forms of the old religion, and
his life and death. Neither was the gospel jmo-

jmgated by his followers by means of writing:

they went everywhere 'preaching' the word. Tlic

substance of tlieir preaching was the events of

Christ's life and death, his ascension and coming
again, with their redem])tive meaning—these events
with their meaning always supported by the Old
Testament Scriptures. When, however, especially

through the missionary journeys of Paul, a mult!

tude of believing communities arose scattered o\ er

the Roman world, many occasions occurred when
apostolic counsel was needed, which could only l>e

given 1)y letter. Hence arose the epistles, which
are all of the nature of occasional writings. At
the same time .advantage was taken of the occasion

not only to give advice, lint to develoj) the general

principles on which it rested. The epistles of I'aul

tall in the main between 53 and 63 .\.D. Besides

other reasons, the Epistles to the Thessalonians

were occasioned by a mistaken view of the nearness

of the Advent. This idea paralysed human occujia-

tions, and agitated men's minds about the st.ate of

tlie dead. The Epistle to the Galatians (55) was
written to frustrate an attempt of the Judaisers to

impose the law upon this Gentile community. The
attempt gave the ajjostle an opportunity of develoj >-

ing his whole doctrine of grace and justific.ition

by faith, the principles of which he had alic.uly

sketched .at A ntioch (G.al. ii. 14). The Ei)istlcs to

the Corinthians owe their origin to the rise of parties

in the Church .attaching themselves to particular

teachers (chap, iii.), to the m.any practical oues-

tiims which aro.se among a community in daily

relations with heathen friends outside, and paitly

also, as was natuival on (ireek .soil, to speculative

questions, .as alxmt the resurrection (1 Cor. xv. );

while the occasion of the Ejustle to the Piomans

was the apostle's projected visit to Italy and tha
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capital, and to Spain. This epistle has more of the

nature of a treatise than any of the others, and is a

systematic statement of the apostle's jjjospel, in

view of all the ([uestions which the gospel as he

preached it raised, particularly in view of the old

economy. Hence as he develops his .system he has

respect 'to Judaism at every step. The Jews called

all othei-s '.sinnei-s of the (Tcntiles,' and, when the

apostle declares that all alike are concluded under

sin, he has to face the question, 'What advantage

then hath the Jew?' (chap, iii.) Again, when in the

process of his argument he says, ' there is no differ-

ence, being freely justified by His grace,' he feels

he has to answer the question, ' Whereunto then

.serveth the law?' (chap, vi.-vii.) And finally the

unbelief of the Jew has to be accounted for, which
the apostle does by a profound theodicy of the

economies, or justification of the ways of God
to men ; drawing u]i even this unbelief into the

general purpose of God in manifestation of his

grace, who ' concluded all in unl)elief that he might
have mercy upon all' (chap, ix.-xi. ).

The type of doctrine in all these epistles is the

same. The Christology is a doctrine of atonement
by the Son of God, pursued somewhat into the

region of Christ's present exalted state. It seems
in this state that he is the new man, the head of

the new spiritual humanity. The rise of a theo-

sophic heresy at Colosse gave the apostle an oppor-

tunity of developing his Christology on another
side, the side of Christ's relation before incarnation
to the universe and the higher spiritual world,
which the Colossians were tempted to worship

—

' In him all things consist
;

' 'ye are complete in

him, the head of all principality and power.' The
Ephesians can scarcely be independent of Colos-
sians ; while Philippians, which has most of an epis-

tolary character, belongs to the Roman imprison-
ment. The pastoral epistles (1 and 2 Tim., Titus)
contain, as the name suggests, instructions regard-
ing the offices of the Church, and the character of

those who should hll them. These, with the small
personal note to Philemon, exhaust the Pauline
writings, for Hebrews bears every mark of a differ-

ent authorship. That epistle was probably written
(befcn-e 70 A.D.) from Italy (xiii. 24), to some com-
munity of Greek Jewish believers, by one himself a
Hellenist, who, though he reaches the same con-
clusion as Paul that the law and the customs have
been al)olished in Christ, reaches it by a different
road, and in a way less liable to wound the sus-
ceittibilities of Judaism. Tertullian names Barnabas
as the author ; Luther suggested Apollos, a view to
which many adhere ; while others have thought
of Luke or Silvanus.
The so-called catholic epistles (1 and 2 Peter,

James, Jude) form, along with Hebrews, the con-
triluition which Jewish Christianity made to New
Testament epistolary literature. First Peter is ad-
dressed to the small Jewish communities of believers
scattered throughout Asia Minor, and is designed to
sustain them under their sutterings ' as Christians

'

(iv. 16). James addresses the same class of persons
over even a wider area, while Jude has in view
some more particular community, Avliom he warns
against a class of persons who do not seem to have
been heretics, but libertines not only in practice
but in theory, men who turned the grace of God
into licentiousness. Second Peter contemplates a
similar class of persons, and undoubtedly depends
upon Jude. Both James and Jude were brothers of
the Lord and not apostles, having become disciples
probably only after his death.

Rise of an Historical Literature.—The Gospels-
Acts.—The problem of the origin of the gospels
and their relation to one anoliher is very com-
plicated, and many solutions have been offered.
( 1 ) It is natural to .suppose that by the continuous

intercourse of the disciples with one another, and
by conversation on the life and teaching of the
Lord, the recollection of one supplementing that of

another, as well as by their everyday preaching,

the tradition of Christ's life and sayings would
gradually assume a certain fixed f(U'm with definite

outlines. ( 2 ) It is equally natural to suppose that
in the lapse of years, when changes began to arise,

this tradition would be reduced to writino-. This
supposition is confirmed by the statement of Papias
that Matthew wrote down the ' sayings ' of the
Lord in Hebrew—i.e. in the vernacular Aramean,
and every one translated them as he could. The
' sayings ' would mainly be the parables and dis-

courses, not chronologically arranged, but grouped
together, though probably not without such brief

historical hints as to time and locality as were
needful to make them intelligible. ( 3 ) Consider-
ing the increasing relations of the Church at

Jerusalem with the outside world, the translation
of this collection of sayings into Greek would
speedily follow\ Such a primitive gospel in Greek,
the language in which our gospels are written, is

absolutely necessary to explain the coincidences in

phraseology "with one another which the gospels
exhil>it. This primitive Greek work lies at the
basis of the three synoptic gospels. It has been
used by the three with an eclecticism due partly to

the idiosyncrasies and partly to the aims of the
writers. In each case, however, the ' sayings

'

have been supplemented from other sources. In
the case of Mark, this additional source may have
been the personal reminiscences of Peter, according
to the ancient tradition of the Church. In the
case of Luke, whose gospel professes to repose on
formal investigations (i. 3), it is possible that
besides the ' sayings ' some one of the other two
gosjiels may have been used, while his history of

the Nativity, with the accompanying hymns, seems
drawn from some written source. It is probal)le

that INIatthew preserves the book of sayings with
most exactness. The date of Mark is before the
fall of Jerusalem (70 a.d.), that of the others per-

haps someAvliat later. The Gospel of John, dating
from near the end of the century, is entirely in-

dependent and personal, and possesses more of a
subjective character than the others. It is a free

reproduction of the life and teaching of Christ, as
these had been taken up by a highly ideal and pro-

foundly ethical mind, and combined with its own
modes of thought. Hence the sajdngs and works
of Christ are not presented historically and from
the outside, but set forth as embodiments and
manifestations of certain ideal conceptions, as the
'word,' the 'life,' the 'light,' and others. The
gospel contains a good deal omitted by the others,

and everywhere bears marks of having been Avritten

by an eye-witness. (For the question of the
authenticity of this gospel, see John.) The
first epistle of John is undoubtedly by tlie

Avriter of the gospel. The Acts of the Apostles
is from the pen of Luke, the author of the
third gospel (chap. i. 1). It is probable, from
the use of ' we,' that he was an eye-witness of the
events narrated in the latter part of the book ;

for the earlier part of the history he drew on other
sources, oral or written. The general purjiose of

the Acts is to trace the progress of the Kingdom of

God from Jerusalem till it overtook the world

—

from Jerusalem to Antioch ; from Antioch to Asia
Minor and Eastern Europe ; and from there to

Rome, the capital, and the world. The book
breaks oft' abruptly M'ith* the statement that Paul
continued two years in his own hired house, preach-
ing and receiving all th.at came to him. His sub-
sequent history is left in obscurity. There seems
no point in the narrative at which the jiastoral

epistles can be placed, and hence the hypothesis
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of ii liljeration and ' second imprisonment ' of the
Hjiostle.

Xiir Ttatamcnt Pro/>/iectf. —TUe class of ' pro-
pliets ' are freijuently referred to in tlie New Testa-
nuMit. There are elements of prophecy in Ciirists
esthatologioal discourse ( Matt. .\xiv.),"iind also in
I'auls Epistles to the Thessalonians, and even in
Itonians, xi. The only formal l>ook of jirophecv is
the Hevelation of John. It consists of two parts,
the epistles to the Seven Churches (chap. i.-iii.)|

and the Hook of Prophecy (chap, iv.-xxii.). The
Hook of Prophecy ( i. 3 : xxii. 10) is identical with the
lN.okseen on the Fathers ri<,dit hand, the seals of
which were opened hv the Lamh (chap, v.) ; this it

is which is sent to all the churches. The epistles
are accompanyin;,' notes to the .several churches,
containing aitprojjriate exhortations to each in view
of the things revealed in the prophecy. Anticjuity
is nearly unanimous in ascriluny the Revelatiim to
the Ai)ostle John. Dionysius of Alexandria, on
account of the style, suggested that it might lie hy
another John, the preshyter. mentioneil hy Papia.s,

a view whicii has many modern adherents. The
htyle is much more Hehraistic than that of tlie

gospel. It is not, however, the mere language that
distinguishes it from the gosi>el, hut the whole tyne
of thought. Like the Helirew prophecies, tlie

Hevidation i.s external and theur<'ical, the gospel
inward and ethical. In the one the iierfect Iving-
«lom of (lod is introduvi'd, and tiie ucstniction of
evil accomjilished hy a ilirect interposition of (Jod
amidst terrilile material convulsions ; in the other
the Kingdom of Uod is translated into the mind of

man, of which it is an ethical condition. If hoth
writings he hy the same author, the Revelation
niust !iot only Ik> prior, hut have jireceded the otiier

1»\ a long periiMl of years. The (late of composition
(if the hook he a unity ) seems lixed hy internal

e\ idence. Chapter xi. must have heen written
iK'fore the fall of Jeni.salem ; and more precisely

the author wrote under the sixth head or em-
peror (xvii. 10)—i.e. either Callia or V'espa.sian.

NVheri Irenaus says that the Revelation was
writt<'n under Domitian, he is prohahly confound-
ing a traditi(»n that the Reast was interjireted of

tlii.s emperor, witii the composition in his reign.

( For questions of date and autiiorship, see REVELA-
TION.)

The Canon of the Xetv Testament.—The Gospel
Cxnon.— In point of origin, the epistles preceded the

gospels ; the chuou arose in the inverse order. Tiie

preaching of the apostles had strictly no independ-

ence «)f its own ; they merely carried the glad

tidings regarding Christ to men, and were witnesses

of his resurrection. Ami their writings (the

epistles) were merely the su])i)lement of their oral

]>reaching a-s circumstances arose : the two, in the

minds of their converts, stood on tlie same level.

Thev naturallv desired their epistles to he read

hefoVe all the hrethren of the church to •which they

were sent ( 1 Thes.s. v. 27), or sometimes to he ex-

changed with others sent to a neighlKMiring church

(Col. iv. K)): hut these epistles as yet remained

the peculiar possession of the church for which they

were destine.l. The canon of New Testament

heiievers was as yet, ( 1 ) the Old Testament,

which wji-s read in the churches on the Lord's Day,

and to which the ajtostles themselves made con-

tinual ajijieal as tlie ' Scrii)tnre ;' and (2) the words

or commands of Chri.st, which are jilaced on a level

with the (Hd Testament i)roiihets(2 Peter, iii. 2;

Rev. i. 2). Ami tiiis c<mtinued to he the mode of

tiiougiit and exj.ression till the middle of the2dcen-

turv, as writers of that time express themselves, 'the

Law. the Prophets, and the Lord.' The .source from

whieh the Li.rds words were known was either oral

tradition and testimony, which Papias confesses he

l^refers to writings, or the written gospels, natuially

chiefly the synoptics, and anion" these prominently
Matthew. All the gospels, however, including
John, are already known to the Apostolic Fathers
(70-180). The writings of this time are scanty,
and their authors had little reason to make direct
appeal to the New Testament writings ; they
hetray their acquaintance with them hy employing
their ]tliraseology, and hy allusion, aVid as t"licre

was still a living tradition, their quotations are
free. As time wore on, however, and the living
memory of the Lord's words died out, the practice
arose of reading the gospels along with the Old
Testament on tlie Lords Day. Justin (died 14())

already testifies to this practice, althouojh he him-
.self seems still to distinguish between the gospels
a-s writings, and the Lord's words contained in them.
This reailing of the gospels naturally led to their
heing placed on a level with the ' Scripture,' and
the formation of a gospel canon. This was reallv
no new step ; circumstances and the losses througli
time merely hrought home to the consciousness of
the Church what it possessed in the evangelical
writings. The four-fokl gosj)el canon is so iirndy
lixed hy the last quarter of the century, that
Irenanis is found carrying on an arr^iment to show
how there should be in^tfuiir gospels and no more

;

and in the Ea.st. about the same time, there is

evidence of a similar collection of the four.

The Epistohtr Cauon.—The Apostolic Fathers,
by allusions and quot.ations, betray acquaintance
with most of the epistles. The allusions to 1 and
2 Thessalonians, Colossians, and Philemon are
less distinct, though Ignatius and Polycarp seem
to show accpiaintance with Thessalonians. The
pastoral ejiistles are well known. No knowledge
appears of Jude, 2 Peter, or 2 and 3 John. Tlie
epistles, however, are not quoted as authoritati\e.
Clement (96) refers the Corinthians to 1 Corinth-
ians, an epistle directed to themselves ; and
Ignatius and Polycarp, writing to the Ephesians,
refer to their epistle. Clement quotes largely from
the Hebrews, and Papias knows the Ajiocalypse,
which Ju.stin ascribes to John. The epistles had
been directed to \arious churches, each of which
cherished and used its own ; perhaps few, if any,
of the churches possessed a complete collection, for

no necessity had yet arisen for making such a
collection. The Church was in possession of the

faith as ji living belief; against those without, this

belief did not need support, and no contradiction of

it of magnitude had yet arisen within. It rciiuired

the rise of an internal antithesis, a conflict within
the Church, to direct her attention formally to the

treasure which she possessed in the apostolic

writings, and to bring to her own consciousness what
all along had been implied in her acceptance of the

apostolic preaching and writings, and her faith in

them. This needful conflict was found in the rise

of dangerous error, especially the Gnostic heresy.

This heresy came into collision with the living

faith of the Cliurch, and the faith had not only to

protest that it was being violated, but to show that

it was. This could only be done by showing tliat

tlie present living faith continued truly to reflect

the apostolic i)reaching ; and no means of showing
this existed except to show that it continued in

harmony A\itli the a]iostolic writings. This very

appeal to the apostolic writings was a canonising

or them ; and their formal collection and recog-

nition naturally followed. This was again no

new step ; circumstances merely brought home to

the mind of the Church what had always lieeu

implied in acceptance of the apostolic preaching

and letters. Her latent faith now became toinial

ami conscious ; and thus arose a jwinviph of

canonicitv. Tlie Church could not but ask ^liy

she had 'accepted the teaching of the apostles;

and the answer was, ' Because they were apostles
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ooiinnis:>ioneil ami eiulowed to teach.' This single

l.iiiK'ii>le, ho^vever, was dittieult to cany through,

iiiasiuuch as several of the New Testament writings

were not bv apostles, as the Acts, Hebrews, and
otliers. And in modern times the Church has felt

the same dithculty in finding a single principle to

guide it in forming its canon.

Two important witnesses exist for the canon

toward tlie close of the '2d century—the list edited by

Muratori (it. v. ) for the West, and the Syriac tran.sla-

ti« >n of the New Testament for the East. The :Mura-

toriau fragment ( 170 A.D. ) counts four Gospels, Acts,

thirteen Pauline epistles (excluding Hebrews),

1 John, then Jude ; 2 and 3 John are reckoned
among catholic epistles. The Apocalypse is in-

cluded, and it is possible that 1 Peter was referred

to in connection with Mark, though the passage is

lost. The Syriac translation includes four Gospels,

Acts, fourteen Pauline epistles ( Hebrews being of

the number), 1 John, 1 Peter, James; while Jude,

2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, and Apocalypse are omitted.

JJotli canons fail to include 2 Peter, and the West
rejects Hebrews, while the East does not admit
the Apocalypse. The A\Titings of Eusebius show
that this continued to be the state of matters in the
4th century. He mentions the books which, though
known. Mere disputed—i.e. James, Jude, 2 Peter,

2 and 3 John. He himself does not favour the
Apocalypse, but it is to be admitted by those who
believe it to be by an apostle. Intercourse between
East and West tended to form a canon common to

the two ; in jmrticular, the scruples of the West as
to Hebrews were overcome, as Augustine confesses,

by the practice of the East. Finally, the Council
of Carthage (397) sanctioned for the West our
present collection. It need hardly be said that
modern doubts have been extended over a much
wider area, including paiticularly the writings of
John, the Acts, and the pastoral epistles.

The Text of the Neiv Testament.—The history of
the New Testament text is really a history of the
printed editions. The first printed text was that
in the Coniplutensian Polyglot, published under the
auspices of Cardinal Ximenes. The New Testament
was printed in 1514, but not published till 1522.
The delay in publication enabled the printer,
Frobeu of Basel, to forestall the issue with an
edition hastily prepared by Erasnms from recent
manuscripts (1516). Erasmus superintended four
editions ; the second (1519) was used by Luther in
his translation. Frequent editions followed, especi-
ally from the press of Stephens at Paris (1546,
1549, 1550), and afterwards at Geneva (1551).
In this last edition first appeared our present
system of division into verses ; that into chapters
was already applied in the 15th century to the copies
of the (ireek New Testament. The text of the Old
Testament was early divided into verses l)y the
Kal)bins ; the division into chapters was fir.st printed
in Romberg's 1525 edition. Beza issued a number
of editions, that of 1598 being the basis of the
Knglish authorised version of 1611. The brothers
Elzevir of Leyden issued their first edition in 1624,
and another in 1633. In the preface to the last the
words occur: Textum ergo habes nunc ah omnibus
reread uin, which .suggested the designation text us
receptus. These editions had made but scanty
use of critical materials. Such materials are
mainly of three kinds : ( 1 ) Manuscripts, especially
the more ancient

; (2) ancient translations; and
(3) i-itations in ancient ecclesiastical writers.
The principal editions based on these witnesses
are those of the following scholars. John Mill
(Oxford, 1707) is said to have shown .30,000 varia-
tions of reading in the sources used. Wetstein
comes next (Amsterdam, 1751). Bengel (Tiibin-
gen, 1734) made the imjiortant step of attempt-
ing to classify the manuscripts into 'families,'

inrtuenced possibly by suggestions made by
Bentley. Griesbach (Halle, 1774 et scq. ; 2d
edition, 1796) carried the classification of manu-
scripts much further than Bengel had done.

Lachmann started with the principle of giving,

not the original text, but the oldest attainable,

that of the 4th century, the age of Jerome
(1st ed. 1831; new ed. with testimonies, 1842).

Tischendorf gave us a much approved text ( 1st

ed. 1841 ; 8th ed. 1872); prolegomena by Gregory
(1884). Tregelles completed his edition in 1872.

The Avork of Westcott and Hort (London, 1881),
the fruit of twenty years' study of the witnesses,
their relationships and genealogies, presents the
following classification of the materials : ( 1

)

A neutral text—i.e. a text still free from the
characteristics of the Western and Alexandrian.
This text is most perfectly exhibited in the
Vatican manuscript (B), less perfectly in the
Siuaitic, and is to be held nearest the original

form, and probably is the purer Alexandrian text.

(2) Western text, early brought to Rome from
North-west Syria, and from there widely diflused,

especially in the West. This is the prevailing

ante-Nicene text. Its characteristics are—a love of

paraphrase, a disposition to enrich the text with
additions from traditional sources, and a fondness

for assimilation and harmonising. It is represented

in the Old Latin and Old Syrian versions, and
in Fathers over a wide area (exclusive of

Alexandria), as Justin, Iren;eus, Hippolytus,
Methodius, and Eusebius. (3) A non-Western pre-

Syrian text, which may be called Alexandrian.
In this text, the neutral text (1), not later than
200, had been subjected to changes which had more
to do with language than matter, and are marked
by an effort after correctness of phrase. It is

represented in Alexandrian Fathers, Origen,
Cyril, and in the version of Lower Egypt.

( 4 ) Syrian text : the peculiarities of the other
texts arose gradually, and, as it were, uncon-
sciously in course of transcription ; the Syrian text
is strictly a recension or edition made consciously
by scholars. It is probably the result of two
efforts between 250 and 350 at Antioch to form a
lucid inoffensive text. It is 'conflate,' being con-

structed out of the other texts mentioned above.
Critically, therefore, it is without value, as its

sources are otherwise known. As Antioch Avas the
mother of Constantinople, this text prevailed at
Constantinople from the time of Chrysostom.
From there it spread AvestAvards, and from various
causes became the predominant text. It lies at

the basis of most later versions, of the early printed
editions, and of a vast number of manuscripts,
particularly of the Cursives.

Versions.—The ancient versions of the Old Testa-
ment from the original text are : the Septuagint,
Syriac, Targum or Chaldee, and the Latin (Vul-
gate ). Other ancient versions, such as Ethiopic and
Arabic, are mainly daughter versions of the Septua-
gint or Syriac. The ancient versions from the
Greek of the Ncav Testament are more numerous :

1. Syriac.—[a) The authorised Syriac is the Pe-
shito (simple), supposed to be of the end of the 2d
or of the 3d century. This version has undergone
revision, and must be used Avith caution in criticism

of the text. The books 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude,
and Revelation Avere not contained in it. First ed.

(Vienna, 1555) by Widmanstadt; later edition.s

—

Schaaf (1717), Avith Aaluable lexicon; Lee (1823);
and a beautiful print in Nestorian type and vocal-
isation by the American mission at Urmiah. {b)
Fragments of the Gospels Avere edited by Cureton
(1858), from MSS. brought froniEgypt; ixiidthe Fo ur
Gosjiels by Bensley, Rendall Harris, and Buikitt
froui a palimpsest at Sinai in 1894. (c) Philoxenns,
Monophysite bishop of Hierapolis, had a literal
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version inatle from the Greek in the intere.sts of his
iiiirty alKJUt 508. This version survives only in a
later recension by a monk, Thomas of He'raclea,
hi-iice calle«l the Harclusian (616), edited by J.'

White (U.\for<l, 177S-1S03). In addition to these
a leotionary of the Gospels was jiublisiied, text,
tran.slation, and j^'lossary, liv Count Minisealohi
Erizzo (Verona, ls<il). The lan«,'uage of this
.Jerusalem Evaiijreliary is debased, approaching
that of the Jeni'ialem Tahnud.

"

•2. Latin Vcraionji.—(») The old Latin, in the
Old Testament, from the Septua;,'int. It is usuallv
held that this version originated in North Africa,
while others contend for Italy. The date is the
•2d century. (6) The Vulgate': the text of the old
Latin had become so confused in the 4tii century
that Augustine complained that the recensions were
as numerous as the copies. At the solicitation of
Pope Damasus, Jerome undert<K)k, when in Rome,
a revision of the New Testament. The Gospels
were completed about .'K'i. and the whole New
Testament soon after. This revision of the old
Latin is the present text of the Vulgate. AlM)ut
the same time Jerome revised the Psalter. Tiiis
• Hoinan Ps<ilter' is still used in St Peter's*. After
going to I'alestine (.'is.")) he revLse<l the Psalter
anew, compr.ring the Hebrew. This so-called
M;allican Psalter' is the ]>resent Psalter in the
Vulgate, and that from whicli the Prayer-book
version was made. Jerome's translation' of the
Psalter directly from the Hebrew was never re-
ceived into the Vulgate ; it has l)een recently
edited by Lagarde. His translation of the Oltl
Testament from the Hebrew occupied him fifteen
\ eai s

( .i\H^-4^}o ).

:{. Ki/i/iitian Versions.—(a) The Sahidic, Ipper
Kgyptian, existing «)nly in fragments. (b) The
Mcmj)hitic, Lower Egyptian or Coptic. Editions :

Wilkins (Oxford. 1716); Tattam (18.52); Acts and
Epistles—Lagarde (1831). Fragments of otiier

versions have l»een discovered. The date of the
Egyptian versions is probably 'M to 4tli century.

4. The Ethiofiic (tiie Geez, or ancient language
ot .\byssinia) of the Old Testament is from the
Sf'ptuagint, that of the New from the Greek. The
translation is probably of the 4th centur\', edited
by T. Pell Piatt (Cam'b. 1826-.30); the Hexateych,
I'iilmann.

."). In addition to these may be mentioned tlie

(Jothic by riphila.s (died 38.3), the Annenian (440),

various Arabic versions, and tlie Slavonic, 9tli

centurA'.

Eiujlish Translations.—In modem times versions

have appeare<l in all spoken languages. Parti.al

translations and paraphnuses into Anglo-Saxon are

still extant. The first complete version in Engli-sh

was that of Wyciif about 1.38'2, from the Vulgate
(Foi-shall an.l Sladden, Wyciifs Bible). Of this,

however, the gosjiels alone can be certainly identi-

fied as the work of Wyciif him.self, and th.is portion

was done as early a.s 136<». The Old Testament
and apocrAjihal Ijijoks were translated principallj-

by Nicolas de Hereford. A later complete version

of it wiis linishetl by Wyclif's friend, Jcjhn Purvey,
alM)ut 1388. Printing was intro«luced into Eng-
land by Caxton in 1477, and translations and
summaries of parts of Scripture appeareil in

various works from his press. The New Testa-

ment of William Tyndale was issued at

Worms (1.V2.J); later editions (i:};U-35). Tyndale
aUo tnmslated tiie Pentateuch, and some other

parts of the Bible. The first complete English

I'.il.l.- wius that of Miles Coverdale (15.3.5). Cover-

dale's Hil)le is bivsed upon the Swiss-German version

(Zuridi, 1.5'24 29), witli tiie use of Luther, the Vul-

gate, and Tyndale. Matthews l'>ible (1537) is

comjM.site : the New Testament is Tyndales 1535,

the Pentateuch is also Tvndale. wliile of the rest,

part is Coverdale, and part prol>ably from Tvndale's
MSS. The so-called Great Bible, a revision of
Matthews, was undertaken under the auspices of
Cromwell, Earl of Essex ; the printing, being inter
nipted in Paris, was completed in London (1539).
In 1557 the English exiles who had found refuge in
Geneva during the reign of Mary, produced a
version of the New Testament, with preface by
Calvin, and in 1560 the whole Bible. This is known
as the Geneva Bible, sometimes popularly as the
' Breeches Bible,' from the rendering. Gen. iii. 7. The
version was provided with racy notes, which made
it a favourite with the comnion people ( 1st Eng.
ed. 1576). Meantime a new vei-sion had been in
preparation under the influence of Archbishoi)
Parker. Separate portions were allotted to dift'erent
scholars, chiefly of the Episcopal Church, and the
whole was then revised by Parker and other learned
<Uvines. This version (1568) goes by the name of
the Bishops' Bible, vulgarly the 'Treacle Bible,'
from the rendering, Jer. viii. 22, ' Is there no tryacle
in Giliad ?

' In 1582 a New Testament was issued by
the English Catholic College at Rheims, and the
Old Testament in 1609 at Douai. In 1604 James
appointed a conference at Hampton Court for deter-
mining of things said to be 'amiss in the church.'
The suggestion of a new translation, made by
K.ainolds, was taken up by the king, and six com-
mittees were ajmointed to execute the work. Two
of these sat at Westminster, two at Cambridge, and
two at Oxford, their work being revised by a
general committee. The version appeared in 1611.
Finally, the latest revision was due to the suggestion
of the coinocation of Canterburj-. Two companies
of translators were ai>]K)inted, one for the Old Testa-
iiieiit.arid the other tor the New. They began to
sit at Westminster in 1870; the New Testament
was issued in 1881, the Old in 1885, and the Ajxr-
lypha in 1895. After the work had been begun, a
number of American scholars were added, and all
points of ultimate difl'erence of opinion between
the Englisii and American reWsers were ajtpended
to the versions issued. The monopoly of printing
the authorised version of the Bible belongs to the
crown, by whom it is granted to certain patentees.
See BooK-TK.\DE. See H. Stevens, The Bibles in the
Caxton Exhibition, 1450-1377 (IS18). The Welsh,
Irish, and (iaelic translations will be noted in the
articles on the Welsh, Irish, and Gaelic languages.
German and other Translations.—Early in the

middle ages translations of portions of the Bible
were rendered into many of the western languages,
but these were mostly explanatory paraphrases or
versions of the Bible naiTatives in metre rather
than translations proper. The Anglo-Saxon para-
phrase of Ca-dmon was a century earlier than
Otfrids Krist, a rhymetl harmony of the gospels in

High German, and the Heliand in Low Sa.xon
alliterative verse. The Abbot of St Gall's version
of the Psalms (980) and the gospel harmony
of 'Tatian,' from the Latin of Victor of Capua,
follow next ; and to these succeed numerous
German versions of the histories and other books.
Complete German versions from the Vulgate existed

as early as the first half of the 14th century. It is

claimed that there were no fewer than seventeen
.such versions jjrior to Luther's, and of these five were
previous to 1477. Already in the end of the 12th

century Provencal translations were in the hands
of the Albigenses, and the demand for the Bible in

the vulg'ar tongue spread widely in spite of the

prohibition of the Church. In Spain, Alfonso X. of

Castile is said to have caused the Old Testament to

be translated. Another version was certainly made
during the 15th century. The history of the

earliest versions in Polish, Italian, and Hungarian
is hopelessly obscure. The discovers- of printing

gave an enormous impetus to the translation and
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production of the Scriptures. A Spanish version

bv liorrell was publislied at Valencia in 1478 ; an

Italian hv the Benedictine .Malherbi at A'enice in

1471 ; a French at Paris in 1487 ; a Bohemian at

Tra-rue in 1488 ; and a Dutch as early as 1477.

Luther's translation of the whole Bible was finished

in 1534, but the Ncav Testament had been issued

as early as 1522. It was by no means, as has

been seen, the earliest translation into a German
tongue, but it was the lirst that reached the

whole people, and it marked an epoch in the his-

tory of Hiyh German corresponding to that made
in 'English by the authorised version of 1611.

It was quickly translated into Platt-Deutsch,

Danish, Swedish, Dutch, and even Icelandic. A
revision was commenced in 18().S, and not completed

till 1882. The Bible of Holland is that authorised

by the Synod of Doit in 1637 ; of Sweden, the

official version, prepared by a company of scholars

since 1774. The Danish is the work of Resenius

(1607), revised by Svaning (1647); the Swiss, an

entirely new version prepared in 1772 by Hottinger

and othei-s, on the basis of the 1665 version.

French versions were made by Lefevre d'Etaples

(Faber Stapulensis) in 1523-28, and Olivetan, a

cousin of Calvin's ( 1535-45). The latter as revised

by Calvin in 1551, and later by Beza, became the

ohicial text of the French Reformed Church. The
translations of Osterwald of 1714 and 1744 are

also pojuilar in spite of their conspicuous errors.

Another edition still is in use, that prepared in

1588 by the Vencrahlc Compagnie under the direc-

tion of Bertram, on the basis of Calvin's, which
was subjected to some revision in 1805 and again
in 1835. There are many versions of the Old and
New Testaments by individual scholars, such as

the Latin Testament of Beza, but these belong
rather to the history of exegesis. Translations of

the Bible have now been made into almost all the
languages of the world. See further under the
article Bible Society.
The question whether the use of the Scriptures

in the \'ulgar tongue shall be unconditionally
permitted to the laity, is one of the main
points of opposition between the Roman Catholic
and the Protestant Church. In the earliest times,
we find no evidence of any prohibition of Bible-
reading by the laity. 6n the contrary, the
reading of the Bible formed an essential part
of the instruction communicated by pastors to
their congregations-, and the greatest orators of
the Church—especially Chrysostom and Augustine
—continually reminded their hearers that private
reading and study of the Scriptures should follow
attendance on public services. In the middle
ages, the distinction, or rather the separation,
l)etween the clergy and the laity was gradually
widened ; but, apart from any question of policy,
the widespread ignorance would naturally lead to
a dependence on such passages of the Bible as
might be read in the public services of the church,
even while there was no direct prohibition of its

common use. In 1080 Gregory VII. ordained that
Latin only should be used in the church services of
the West, and thereby indirectly excluded all ver-
nacular readings of Scripture in public worship.
Again, with regard to the Waldenses, Innocent III.
in 1199 prohibited the private possession and read-
ing of Scripture in the vernacular without the per-
mission of a bishop. Similar prohibitions were
repeated at Toulouse (1229), at Beziers (1233), and
with regard to Wyclif's translation, which was
extensively read, at the synod of Oxford (1383).
Indeed, as early as 1234 the synod of Tamagona
denounced as a heretic any one who, having a
translation of the Bible, refused to surrender' it

to be burned within the space of eight days.
This stringent measure, Iiom ever, was not generally

adopted. The Council of Trent, being required
to pronounce on the question of rival Latin
editions of Scripture, declared the A'ulgate the
only ' authentic version of the Church. Trans-
lations of the Bible—i.e. of the authentic Vulgate,
could be possessed only with the leave of the
bishops, who were required by Pius \Y. to refuse

lay persons leave to read these versions unless their

confessors or parish priests judged that such reading
was likely to prove beneficial. The publication of

the New Testament with practical annotations by
Paschasius Quesnel (1687) gave occasion to the
Roman Catholic Church to speak more definitely
on the subject in the bull Unigenitiis Dei Filiiis

(1713). A later ordinance issued by the ecclesias-

tical censor in 1757 permitted and even encouraged
the use of versions published under papal sanction,
and with explanatory notes extracted from the
Fathers, sucli as Martinis Italian version, a]i-

proved by Pius VI. Within the present century
the translations of the Bible Societies have lieen

condemned by Leo XII., Pius VIII., and Pius IX.,
partly on the ground of their alleged corruptness.

The principles, upon which these restrictions of the
Roman Church were based, are—that the reading of

Scripture is not necessary, that it is unsuitable to

the very young and ignorant, and that it is specially

dangerous in the hands of evil-disposed persons who
have not the key to its interpretation—i.e. the
traditional teaching of the Church. But in practice

the stringency of the prohibitive discipline has been
largely relaxed according to circumstances. For
English use, the colleges of Rheims and Douai pub-
lished an English translation of the Vulgate ( New
Testament, Rheims, 1582 ; Old Testament, Douai,
1609), which has gone through a nuniber of editions

and revisions (see Cotton's Rhemes and Doircnj,

1855). The current editions, provided with the
briefest notes to satisfy the rules of the Index of

prohibited books (see Index), are now practically

within the reach of all who care to possess them.

Bibliography.^Works on the EngUsh Bible are

:

Anderson, Annals of the Bible; Eadie, Englisli Bible;
Westcott, History of the Emjlish Bible ; and Stoughton,
Our EngUsh Bible. Full information on all Biblical

subjects will be fomid in the works on Biblical Antiquities
and Archaeology by Ewald, Keil, Holzinger, and Nowack

;

Schenkel's Bibel-Lcxikoii (5 vols.), and Rielini's Hund-
wbi'terbuch dcr Bibl. Aliertilrner ; the Bible Dictionaries

of Smith, Fairbairn, Hastings, and Cheyne and Black.

Good commentaries on the whole Bible are Lange'.s in

24 vols. ; the Kurzgefatsscs Exegetisehcs Handbuch
( Old Testament by various scholars, 17 vols. ; Xew
Testament, originally by De Wette alone, 3 vols, in 11

sect. ) ; and the f;peaker's Commentaiy in 10 vols.

Meyer's Commentary (trans. 20 vols.) and the Hand-
Coiiiiiicntar (4 vols.) deal with the New Testament

alone ; Ked and Delitzsch's (27 vols. ) with the Old Testa-

ment. To the individual books there are countless com-

mentaries both English and C4erman. Books of great

value are the ' Variorum Teacher's Bible,' also the Oxford
' Helps to the Study of the Bible,' and the Cambridge
' Companion to the Bible.'

General works on the Old Testament are the Introduc-

tions of De Wette ( Schrader's edition ), Samuel David-

son, Keil, Bleek (revised by Wellhausen), Riehm (ISS'J-

90), Driver (1891), Cornill (1892), Konig (1893) ; Ewald's

Historii of the People of Israel ; Milnmn's Histori/ of the

Jews; Grktz, Gesehichte der Juden; Kuenen's Bcligion of

Israel; Stade, Gesehichte des Volkes Israel; Kenan,

Histoire du Peuple d'Israel; Schultz, Alt-testamintliche

Theologie (trans. 1892) ; Oehler's Old Ttstunieiit Theologi/,

Riehm's Alt-tcstamenUiche Theologie (iy89), and Smend';i

Lehrbuch der Alt-test. Religionsgeschichte (1893); W. B.

Smith, Prophets of the Old Testament ; Duhm, Theologie

der Proiiheten ; Kirkpatrick's Doctrine of the Prophets

(1892); Pv,yle, Canon of the Old Testament (1892); Buhl,

Canon and Text of Old Testament (trans. 1892).

Works on the critical question of the Pentateuch : (1 i

The so-called supplement-hypothesis, Bleek's Introduc-

tion. (2) Hupfeld, Qnellen der Genesis (1853)—the Jelui-
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vistic writing not supplenientaiy Vmt indejiendent ; tlms,
there were three elements in the Pentateuch : Priestly Code,
J.E, Deuteronomy. (3) On the (]uestion of respective
age of these elements : Graf, Die Geschichtiichcn Biicher
des Alien TeMumenten (1806)—tho legislation of Priestly
Code post-exile ; narratives the oldest part of the Penta-
teucli. (4 ) I'ntenableness of this sei)aration shown in
essays by Riehm and Kuenen. Graf in an essay (18G9)
allowed both to l)e post-exile. Thus the order of elements
came to be: J.K, Deutt-ronomv, Priestly Code. (5)
Xoeldeke, Untersuchungen :ur Kritik dts Alten Testa-
mentts (18(39)—narratives in Priestly Code not strict

histt)ry, but merely a clothing of historical ideas. (6)
Wellliausen, deschichte Israels (1878), completed Grarf's

theory. IJeuss, La Bible (historical books I, claims to
have taught the theory as early as 1833. Works on the
one side are : W. K. Smith, The Old Testament in the

Jeicish CItuich (1881); Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the

Hi-ttori/ of Israel (trans. Edin. 1885); Kuenen, An
Histuriro-critiral IiK/itin/ into the Origin and Composi-
tion of the Hexateuch (trans. L'ind. 188<i). In defence of

the traditional view : W. H. (irt'en (of Princeton), J/o«ea

and the Profjhet-n, also The Hehrew Fea.sts (Sevr York);
E. C. Bissell, Till' I'tntateurh ( Lond. lS8o). Dillmann,
in his essay at the end of the last volume ( 188()) of his

complete ex|>osition of the Hexateuch, forming part of

the new is&wa of Knrzgijasstes Exegetisches Handhurh,
occupies an intermediate position. Delitzsch in his

Neuer Commentar iHxr die Genexis
(
18s7

) j)uts the Book
of the Covenant alone a.s directly Mosaic—the oldest

C"de. The Priestly Code is the most recent—not Mosaic,

tliough its source goes as far back as the Mosaic age. It

gradually received successive additions in j)riestly circles,

ami was tinally rounded off in j)ost-c.\ile times. The
narratives in it, however, are ancient and historical.

Deuteronomy again is not immediately Mosaic, but a free

reproduction of a Mosaic source.

(ieneral works on the New Testament: Joseph Angus,
The liiUe Handbook ; Bi.s.sell, The Historic Origin of
the BiUe CSevf York); the Introductions of De iWette
(«th e.L 1800 ), F. Bleek (M ed. 1875), S. Davidson (last

imI. 1H'J4), Hilgeiifeld (l.s75), Holtzmanii (1887), G.

Salmon ( 1.SS7 ), B. NVeiss (trans. 18^S7), Godet (triins.

1 8'.»4 ' t S' '/. ), and Jiilicher ( 1894 ) ; works on the Theology

l)y .Schmid, Baur, AVeiss, Keuss, lieyschlag, Bruce,

Bovon, Adeney; Keuss, Hint, of ."ierijitures of New Test.

(trans. 18S4); and the following, all trans. : Baur, Hist,

of the jirrt Thne Cent, and The Apostle J'aul, Hausrath's

Nein Test. Times, Scliiirer, Ifist. of Ih, Jiirish People in the

Time of Christ, Weiz.s.icker's ,4;>o«/o/iV -4'/* (trans. 1894-5).

The NewTestament Canon : Westcott, Hist, of the Canon,

also The Bible in the Chnreh; Charteris, Cammicitii—

based on Kirclihofer's Qatll'iuaminlnng : Sanday, The

(ioitpels in the ~d Cent. ; iCeuss. Hist, of the Canon (trans.

18.S4); Zahn, (ieseh. des iV. T. Kunons {1888-92), For-

sehawien znr G>seh.d,sX. 7'. A'<(ii-..(.^ (
18.S1 93) ; Bri-gs,

fieneral Introduction to the Xtiidn ofHoh/ Scripture (lS\)i)).

The Gos(>els : Holtzmanii, Die Si/nopt. Ecangilien

(1803); ^Veiz8iicker, Untersnehnngen iibir die erangelische

Oesrhirhte (1804) ; \Vestcott, Inlrod. to the Stiidi/ of the

Hosofts; Paul Ewal.l's HuiiptpnMem der Kiangelienfrage

(1890); Sanday, The Authorship ami Character of the

Fourth Gospel ( 1872) : Ezra Abbot, The Authorship of the

Fourth Gos,>el ( Lond. 18i<0 ) ; Ltithardt, St John the A uthor

of the Fourth Gostxl (trans. 1S75); and the Introductions

t.j the coiiimentariLS by W.-stcott, Godet, and Beynolds.

Textual Criticism aiid MSS. : ^Var^ield, Introd. to the

Ttxt. Crit. of the New Test. (1880): Hammond, Outlines

of New Test. Text. Crit. (1872) ; vol. ii. of NVestcott and

Hort's edition of the Greek Test. (1885); vol. iii. (1894) of

Tischendorfs great Greek Test.—the Prolegomena by C.

K. Crcgorv; Scrivener, A Plain Introd. to the Crit. of

the New Test. (2 vols. 1894); Ph. Schaff, Companion to

the Greek 7\st.{lHS7).

See also the separate articles on each book of the

Bible ; those on critics, as B.\iiH, Bleek, Delitzsch, De
Wette, Ew.\li), Kex.v.v, Keuss, Stuau.ss, &c. ;

and

those on :

AiKKTyplia.
AJKjlogetics.
U<x)k.
Kxf;;i!si8.

f;osi».|s.

Hebrew Language.
Iiis|>iration.

>Ia.ssorah.

PalieoKrajihv.
IViitat.'iK-h."

Rationalisin.

Samaritan Pentateuch.

Sci)tua;,'iiit.

T;u>;uiii.

VulL-ate.

Bible liiristiaiis. See Methouist.s.

Bible C'oiiiiuiiiiists. See Perfectiomsts.

Bible Sooiety, an a.ssociation having exclu-
sively for its object the dillusion of the sacred
Scriptures. Perhaps the lirst association ever
formed for the .sole and specific purpose of ])ro-

viding copies of the Scriptures for those who were
destitute of them, was that founded in 1710 by
IJaron Hildebrand von Canstein, an intimate friend
of Spener, in conjunction with Francke, at Halle,
and which, down to 1834, when other Bible Societies
had begun to be establislied in CJermany, had dis-

tributed 2,754,350 copies of the Bible, and alumt
2,000,000 copies of the New Testament.—Tlie im-
pulse, however, to tiie formation of the Bible
Societies now existing in all parts of Protestant
Cliristendom proceeded from England, where in

1780 an association was formed for the distriliution

of Bibles among sohliei-s and sailors. It was at tirst

simply called T/ic Bihlc Suclctij ; it exists to the
present <lay, is now known as tlie Navdl and Mili-
titrij Bible Sveicti/, and confining itself to its original

snecitic object, has accomplislied much good.—In
the beginning of 1702, a similar association was
formed in London, under the name of tlie French
Bihlc Socicfi/, witli a similar limited and s})ecilic

<d)ject of distributing Bil)le-< in the French tongue.
It was probably the attitude assumed by inlidelity

in France which gave occasion to the formation of

this Society, but the greater part of its funds having
been remitted to Paris for printing tlie Bible there,

were lost, and everytiling belonging to the Society
was destroved in the tumult of the Revolution.
—It was liot till 1802 that the first steps were
taken towards the formation of the British and
F()KEU;n BiI!LE Si)CIETV, the parent of a multitude
of similar instituti<ms, and the establishment of

whicii must be regarded as the great epoch in tlie

histury of this branch of Christian beneficence ; nor
was the Society fully organised and established till

Marcii 7, 1804. Its formation took place in conse-

i|uence of the deep impression made upon the mind
of the Kev. Thoma.s Cliarles of Bala, in Wales, by
the scarcity of the sacred Scriptures in the sjdiere

of his labours, and ]>articularly by a striking illus-

tration of that searcity. A little girl who had been
.saving uj) her small earnings for some years in

order to buy a Bible, after walking 25 miles to

procure one, foun<l that they hail all been sold.

Siie wept so bitterly that Mr Charles not only
contriveil to get her a cojiy, but on his next visit

to London, brought the subject of the want of

Bibles in Wales under tlie notice of the com-
mittee of the licli(jiuits Triict Society (<i.v. ), wiien

it was suggested by Mr Hughes, a member of the

committee, that a Sf)ciety might be formed for

the purpose of .su])])lyiiig Bibles not only in Wales,
but wherever destitution existed throughout the

wculd. The Society was constituted on the widest
possible basis, cliurclimen and dissenters being alike

included in it. It was able to exjjend only £691 in

the tii-st year of its existence, but its annual income
gradually increased, and in 1886 amounted to

£116,805, from siiliscriptir)iis, legacies, vVc. and
t;i04,8S9,fromsales,i*vc.—inall £2-21, 754; in 1898 the

'otal was £222,000. Auxiliary and branch societies

and de])endent associations rajiidly sprung uji in all

jiarts of Britain and in the colonies, the number of

wliich at present amounts to between 5000 and

6000. Much more than one-half of the expenditure

of the British and Foreign Bil)le Society has been

devoted to the ilitlusion of the authorised English

\eision of the Bible, the only English version with

which its fundamental rules i)ermit it to have any-

thing to ilo; it has also spent large sums ini)rinting

and circulating the Scriptures in the diti'erent Celtic

languages spoken in Great Britain and Ireland,

and a verv imjjortant branch of its operations has

been the printing of translations of tlie Bible pre-

pareil by missionaries. The number of transla-

61
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tions of the Scripture—in many cases complete, in

others extending only to the New Testament, in

some onlv to i)articiilar hooks—which have been

printed or distributed by tlie Society, is 279 (some

being indirectly distributed). Very many are

translations never before printed, and many in

languages possessing no previous literature. The
British and Foreign Bible Society now issues annu-

allv above four million copies of the Bible, the New
Te'stament, and such portions of sacred Scripture

as have been printed in languages not possessing

complete translations. The whole number issued

from the formation of the Society to 31st March
1887 was 112,253,547. This Society also employs

26 agents of high education and Christian charac-

ter, resident in various countries of Europe, Asia,

North Africa, and South America, also in Australia

and New Zealand. The names of Dr Henderson,

Dr Pinkerton, and other agents, must l)e familiar

to many readei-s. Upwards of 600 colporteurs are

empU)yed, chietly in Europe and Asia. A contro-

versy concerning the circulation of tlie books of the

Apocrypha along witii the canonical Scriptures by
the British and Foreign Bible Society (see APO-
CRYPHA), led to a resolution in 1826, that its

funds should be de\oted, according to its ori-

ginal design, to the diffusion of the canonical

books alone. — The Edinburgh Bible Society
became from that time forward an entirely sep-

arate Society, till 1861, when the leading Scot-

tish societies amalgamated to form the National
Bible Society of Scotland. In 1886 its income
was £33,767 ; its issue for the year, 707,580 Bibles,

New Testaments, &c., and total issue nearly ten
millions.

The American Bible Society is, in the magni-
tude and importance of its operations, next to the
British and Foreign Bible Society. It was founded
at New York in 1816, and still has its headquarters
in that city, in the ' Bible House,' a very large and
magnificent building erected by special subscription.

It reckons fully 7000 auxiliary societies in all parts
of the United States. Its income amounts to about
524,000 dollars a year, rather more than one-half
being derived from sales of Bibles and Testaments,
and the rest from donations, collections, &c. The
American Bible Society issues annually about
1,500,000 Bibles, New Testaments, aiid other
portions of Scripture, and has in all distributed
about 49,000,000 copies. The funds of the Society
have been chiefly expended in supplying the wants
of the inhabitants of the United States, amongst
whom the Indian tribes have not been neglected.
'The Bible Association of Friends in America,'
founded at Philadelphia in 1829, has also distrib-
uted the Bible extensively.
Of tiie numerous Bible Societies of Germany, the

most important and extensively ramified is tlie Prus-
sian Central Bil)le Society (Hau.ptbibd<irsrU.srli<(ft)
in Berlin. It was founded in 1814, has brandies in
all parts of the Prussian dominions, and distributes
annually about 80,000 Bibles and New Testaments.
There are besides numerous independent Bible
societies in other parts of the German empire.
A large number of Bibles are still, however,
annually supplied to the people of Germany by the
agents of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
They amounted in 1886 (including Switzerland)
to 363,094 coi)ies.—Bible societies were prohibited
by the Austrian government in 1817, and some
which had already been established in Hungary
were dissolved.—The Ru.ssian Bible Society,
founde<l in St Petersburg in 1813, through the
exertions of Dr Pateison, and under tiie patronage
of tlie Emperor Alexander I., entered upon a
career of great activity and usefulness, co-operat-
ing with the British and Foreign Bible Society
for the printing of the Scriptures in the numerous

languages spoken within the Russian dominions

;

but its operations were suspended in 1826, on
the accession of the Emperor Nicholas, its stock
of Bibles and the whole concern being trans-

ferred to the Holy Synod, under the pretence that
the sacred work of supplying the people with the
Holy Scriptures belonged to the church, and not to

a secular society. The Bibles and Testaments in

stock were indeed sold, and very large editions
were thus disposed of, but the activity of a society
which had no equal in continental Euroi>e >vas at
an end. A Protestant Bible Society was then
formed for the purpose of providing editions of the
Scriptures, and circulating them among the Pro-
testiints of all parts of the empire, which now
reckons about 300 auxiliary societies. But the
action of this Society ' does not touch the members
of the Greek Church, or, if at all, only slightly and
incidentally, and it makes no provision of the
Scriptures in the langnage spoken by the great mass
of the people. It is merely designed to meet the
wants of colonists and others who do not use the
Russian language.' Of the translations of the
Scriptures published by the original Russian Bible

Society, the greater number have never been re-

printed since its suppression. The British and
Foreign Bible Society still carries on an important
work in Russia. The issues in 1886 were 450,115
copies.

Biblia Paiiperilin ('Bible of the Poor') was
a sort of picture-book of the middle ages, giving, on
from thirty-four to fifty leaves, the leading events of

the Old and New Testaments, each picture being
accompanied by an illustrative text or sentence in

Latin. A similar and contemporaneous work on a
more extended scale, and Avith the legend or text in

rhyme, was called Speculum Humance Salvationis—'the Mirror of Human Salvation.' Before the
Reformation, these two books took the place of the
Bible with the laity, and were the chief text-books
used by the preachers of the mendicant orders.

According to one derivation, as these monks took
the title of Pauperes Cliristi, ' Christ's Poor, ' hence
the name ; but others explain it as referring to the

spiritually poor, the unlearned. Heinecken, how-
ever, is said to have first employed tlie title in his

Idee generate cCune Collection cVEstampes (1771).

Many manuscripts of the Biblia Purqicrum, and of

the Mirror of Salvation, several as old as the 13th

century, are preserved in ditt'erent languages. The
pictures of this series were copied in sculptures, in

wall and glass painting, altar-pieces, &c., and thus
became of importance in the art of the middle
ages. After the invention of printing, each picture

and text was at first cut on one block, and the

l)ages were pasted back to back, and made into a
1>ook. The use of separate types only increased

the popularity of the work ; but as improved
methods enabled printers to issue the whole Bible,

it gradually lost ground, and ceased to be used
about the beginning of the 16th century. There
have l)een English fac-simile reprints in 1859, 1877,

and 1884 (the last with preface by Dean Stanley).

—This book must not be confused with a work of

the same title by Boiiaventura (q.v. ). See Book,
Printing; and for illustration. Wood-engraving.

Biblio^anhy, a word which, meaning in

Greek merely the copying or transcription of books,
was for a long time employed in France for skill in

reading ancient manuscripts, and has since the 18tli

century (as witness De Bure's BihUographic Instruc-

fim, 1763) been generally adopted throughout
Europe as the technical designation of that depart-

ment of knowledge which deals with liooks as books,
and takes account of their literary, scientific, or

artistic contents only so far as these serve for the
orderly arrangement of books or descriptions of
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them. Tlie bibliojrrapher distinguishes between a
iKMik on art and a book on botany, as the china-
inercliant or the colleetor between a teacup and a
coHee eu]». With the art or the botany a.s such he
liJLs notlung to do. But tlie material of tlie book,
its size and )>ulk. pagination, comjionent i>arts,
printing and peculiarities of typo, date, autiiorship,
lan<ruage, ulace and press of Issue (real or pre-
tende<l), editions (legal or pirated), illustrations,
price, abundance or rarity—all these are within his
domain. A misprint may l>e of interest to him, not
as allecting the .sense of the jtas-sage, but ;us attord-
ing (like tiie mole on a chihls cheek) the means of
distinguishing two iMMjks otlierwi.se apt to be con-
foundetl. The iileal accomplishment of the bibli-

ographer's t;isk Wimlil l)e tlie registraticm and history
of every IxKtk (however unimjwtrtant in itself) that
has ever l»een jiublished in the worlil. IJut though
Conrad von (Jesner might still compile a Biljli-

ot/ii'ti L'liirtrsiiiis {4 vols. Zurich, l.Vl.V.V)) without
t<M) absurdly mi.sji|)plying the adjective "universal,"
even he woiihl jirobaldy have shrunk from using it

had he realised how much he left unchronicleil. It
is now sometimes the work of a lifetime to trace the
vicis.situtles of a single lK)ok or series of Itooks (for
example, the Karl of (rawfunl on the De IJry
l'i/i/ii</<:s), and even then something still remains
undone. .Many writers have ilevotcd themselves
to the chi.ssilication of InMiks according to some
allemiiracing scientiJic '.•M-lieme ; but this infjuiry

is not strictly bibliogra|ihical. The chussiher of
iNxiks must jtractically adopt those views of the
cliussitication of human knowledge most accepted
in liLs own time, and the most ]>erfect scheme will

leave on his hands a large residuum of books which
refuse to recognise his scientitic frontiers.

Of general liibliographies, the m<Kst im]iortant
are Ilrunet's Mmiml ((i vols. Svo, .")th ed. Paris,

I HtMJ «>> : supi.lenient, .S vols. 1^70 SO): (Iraes.se,

Ticsur (7 v(jIs. 4to, I)res»len, l.S.')9-»)i») ; Kbert,

Ai lift III. hihliiiijnnih. LixiLoii (2 voh. Leip. 1821 30;
Kng. trans, by .\. Hrown, 4 vols. (.Oxford, 1837);
(ieorgi, A//ifriii. Euro/m. Jinr/irriexikou (i> i)art.s

and 3 .supplements, Leip. 174*2 -58); and Watt,
liifi/iiit/wru lirituiiiiirii, a (inirrul Intk\r to British

(tiiil Fori'ii/ti Litrrntiirt, Aiitlior.s iiiiil Snbjcrts (4
vols. 4to, ' E<lin. 1824). This last work lalnmi-s

under all the disadvantages of a posthumous pub-

lication, but still remains an inilispensalde rmh'

iiicciiiii in every Knglish library'.

The tentlency to specialise has caused even the

more comprehensive schemes to be directed mainly
along one of three lines-^the registration either of

all the works of a single national literature, of

those of a single great dejiartment of knowledge,

or of those marked otV by some intrinsic or adven-

titious jteculiarity.

I. Nationai," Hiiili«m;|{A1'HIK.s.—For Creat

Hritain, W'sitles Watts BiUioffirn,, the standanl

works of reference are Ames and Herl>ert,

Ti//iij<fniji/iiiii/ A II fi</ III fits (3 vols. 4to, Loud.

178.V'90; new ed. by Dilnlin, 1810-19, not com-

pleted); Lowndes, Slniiunl (4 vols. Lond. ^^'^<

new ed. by IJolin, «j vols. sm. 8vo, Lond. 1857-

M); Allilione, IHrt. ofBritiJih and Aimrican
AutliiiiH (3 v<ds. 8vo, Pliil. 1859-71; siippt. by J.

F. Kirk, 2 vols., 1891 ); and Sampson Lows ii,V///.s7t

Cutii/i>i/iic of B'foLs (4 vols. 18.35-iM); also a yearly

vol. since 1862, and continuing to the present time).

These w<uks are arranged according to the names

of authoi-s ; but the KiKjIisk Catuloffiie is accoiii-

panie.l with Suhjot Catalogues. JSonnenschein s

I'll.: r...tt Boohs is a valuable guide to the reader ( 1st

ed. with 25,(J<H) works named. 1887; 2<l ed. with

50,(XK), 1891 ). The I'lihlisltrrs Ciirnlar (^mce 1838),

The BooLsdltr (WxwcG 18.58), The Bihlioffmjih cr (smc.e

1881 ). and such literary journals as the Athcnaniii

and the Aciuiemy, may Ije consulted for current

literature. Notes and Queries, too, often contains
good special bibliographies. In regard to English
publications previous to the 18th century, much
information is accumulated in Collier's Rarest Books
(1865); Hazlitt's Handbook (1867); and Collec-
tions and Notes (1876, 1882, 1886); Maitland's
Lambeth Index (1845) ; the British ]\Iu.seum Cata-
logue of Books printed in England, Scotland, and
Ire/and up to 1040 (1884); and the Registers of
the Stationers' Company, 1554-1040 (1875-76-77).
For books puWished in Scotland, reference

may be made to Howie, Dalrymple, Dempster,
Mackenzie, Nicolson, Irving,' Chambei-s, and
Edmonil (Aberdeen Printers, 6:c.), though the works
are in most cases only jiailially bibliographical.
Books printed in or relating to Ireland are treated
of in Shirley's Catalogue (1872), and O'Reilly's
Chronol. Account (Trans, of Iberno-Celtic Society,
1820). Of books dealing with the literature of a
district, a good example is Courtney and Boa.se's
Bib. Cornubien.sis(:i vols. 1876-81 ) ; of local topogra-
phical books, Mayo's Bibliotheca Dorsetiensis( 1885).
For English Ixwks jirinted in America see the

catalogiies of Leypoldt (1876), Bowker ^: Api>leton
(1876-84), the Annual Aimricaii Catalogue ; and
the works of Sabin ( 1869, i^c), Stevens ( 1856, \c. ),

Thomas (mainly previous to 1776), and Ivoorbach.
(lood bibliographical lists are issued by Mr Winsor,
librarian to Harvard University.
The standard French catalogue is that published

by Lorenz. It begins with 1840, and has correspond-
ing Subject Catalogues or Tables des Matidrcs of
great value. Querards La France Littcraire
embraces, with its continuation by C^uerard,
Louandre, and Bour<iuel<jt, the 18th and 19th
centuries down to 1849 (6 vols. Paris, 1846-57).

France has all ahmg been rich in jjeriodicals and
serials dealing with bibliography, as Le I^irre.

Among the authorities for German publications
are the series of Frankfort antl Leipzig fair

catalogues ( Me.sskataloge) (1564r-1860) now re-

juesented bv Hinrichss Verzeichnis ; Heinsius,
Bueherlexikon, ISOO-ISSS (he\\}. 1812-89); Kayser,
Volstdndiges Bitcherlexikon, 1750-lSOO ( Leip.

1833-91), and the Gesamint-verlags-katalog des
drutsrlien liucliluindcls. Every live years since

1851 Hinriclis has published a catalogue of all the

(fernuin works of the quinquennium, which have
been registered in his half-yearly and quarterly

catalogues.
Dutch literature is best represented by Brink-

mann s catalogues, for which Van der Meulen has
compiled a Rcjiertoriuiu (1850-82). As in Cer-

many, the several sections have often elaborate

monographs devoted to their bibliography.

Belgium is well equipped with the Bihliographie

Nationale (since 1830), and the otticial periodical

Bibliographic de Belgiquc (since 1875). See also

Schnees bibliograi)hv (1861) of works is.sued

between 18.30 and 1860.

The chief names a.s.sociated with Scandinavian

publications are for Denmark, Bartholinus (1666),

S'ierup (1820), Fabricius (1841-.58), Brunn ; for

Swe<len, Liideke ( 1781-96), and Klemming ( 1879)

;

for Norway, Ni.-sen ( 1814-47), Amesen, and Botten-

Hansen (1848-65), Boeck (1866-72), Cammermeyer
(1867-83), and for Old N^orse and Icelandic the

Cataloifus Librorum by Mobius (1856; 1880), and
Nieru]»s Litteratur-lexicoH ( 1820). Sweden has an

anonymous Bok Katalog, and for a time published

a monthly Bibliographi. The L^niversity Libraiy

at Christiania issues a Norsk Bogfortcguelse.

II. Dei'Akt.mental Bibliographies.—^5-; /(-•«^

/,„.e.—Weston (1773); Andre ( 1847-59) ; Henning

( 1860-61 ) ; Baldannis ( 1856-75).

AlcJiemij.—\ia.YT(it ( 1815) ; Ladrague ( 1870).

AstronoiH)/.—La Lande (1803); Weidler ( 1755)

;

Sti-uve, I'ulkova Vbscrc. Cat. ; Holden, United
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Statin Xaral Obncrv. Cat. : Houzeau :uul Lancaster

(1880). ^ .

Bota II I/.—Fiitzel, T/icnaiiriis (4to, Leip. 18/2-

77) and Icoiiiiin Jnch-.r (Berlin, 1855-66): Bem-

melen, Rcpcrt. (since 1873); the Botaii. Ja/tirs-

bcrkht ; DaytU)n Jackson, Index Society (J8S2)

;

Trimen, Bot. Bib. of the British Coiiiitic.'i (IS'Ji).

C7niiiistn/.—Zucho\d, Bib. Chemica (IH59, &q.) ;

Ruprecht ( 1872) ; Frank, Fiihrer(\S50-S2); Bolton,

Cat. of CheIII. Periodicals {1S85).

C7«A-MC5.—Harwood's View ( 1790) ; Dibdin ( 1827 )

;

Moss, .!/««»«/ (1825); Engelmann (1858); Losclier

(1858-69); Mayor, Guide ( 2d ed. 1879; supplement,

1885); and Biirsian, Jahrcsbericht Class. Alter-

thuinsivissensehaft (since 1873).

Ele^triciti/.—fih- Francis Ronald (1880); Salle

(1860-83) ; Hartleben (1883).

Eiifomoloc/i/.—Uagen (Leip. 1862-63); Shars-

wood (Leip. 1858-61); Wiener eiifoin. Zeitung

(since 1882).

Fine Arts.—The South Kensington Catalogue and
Sitppleinent ( 1870-77 ) ; Alnet ( 1874-77 ).

Geography.—Engelmann ( 1858) ; Vivien de Saint-

Martin, Aiinee Geogr. (1862-82); the Berlin Admir-
alty llegistrande (since 1870); Petermann's Mittcil-

ungen ; Roy. Geogr. Soc. Lib. Catalogue (1870);
Silver, Catcdogite {\SSQ) ; Jackson, Liste des Bibli-

ogr. Geogr. (1881); Anderson, British Topography
( 1881 ) ; Diet, de Giogr. a Vusage du Libraire (1870 ).

Geology.—Agsisaiz ( 1848-54) ; E. von Berg ( 1862)

;

Cat. Museum of Pract. Geology (Lond. 1878) ; Kat.
Bibl. der Kbn. Geol. Landes Anstalt (Berlin);

Geoloifieul Record (since 1874); Biblioqr. of Fossil

Inseeis ( Harvard Un. Bull. ).

History.—(1) Medieval and General: Franklin,
Diet, des Noins . . . de Moyen Age (1875);
Chevalier, Repertoire ( 1878 ) ; Oettinger, Hist.

Archie. Karlsruhe ( 1841 ) ; Adams, Manual (1882);
Griswold, Q. P. Indexes, No. IX. (1882); Koner,
Repertoriuni (1852-56); Miildener, Bibliothcca
Hist. (1870-1882; resumed by Masslow, 1887); Hist.

Zeitschrift and Hist. Review. (2) Great Britain
and L-eland : Nicholson (1776); Macrav (down
to 1600; 1845); Hardy (down to Henrv VIII.,
1862-71); Gardiner and Mullinger (1881). (3)
France : Lelong ( 1768-78) ; Ruelle, Bibl. gen. des
Gca^Zcs (since 1880); Franklin, ,S'o«/-ces . . . (1877);
Repertoire des Travaux historiques (since 1882).

(4) Germanv: Weber (1800); Dahlmann (1875);
Kletke (for Prussia; 1858-61). (5) Holland: De
Wind (1835); Nijholf (1871); Fruin, Repertorium
(1863). (6) Italv: Sir R. C. Hoare's Catalogue
(1825); Reumont (1863) ; Lozzi (1886) ; Biblioteea
Storica of iJeputazione di Storia Patria (1884);
Archivio Storico (in progress). (7) Scandinavia:
Warmholtz( 1782-1817) for Sweden; Baden (1815)
for Denmark; Horn and Solberg ( 1884), general.

(8) Switzerland : Von Haller ( 1785-87) ; Von Sinner
(1851); Von Muelinen (1874). (9) India: Elliot
(1849), and the India Office Lib. Cat. (1888); for
Ghina, Mollendorff (1876) and Cordier (since 1878);
f<n- Japan, Pages (1859) and De Rosny (1883); for
Persia, Sclnvab (1875) and Fraehn (1845); for the
Jews, Fiirst (1849-63); for the East generally,
Zenker (1846-61) and Friederici (1875, cKrc).

/v««-.—Mollat, Verzeichnis, 1820-82 (1886), and
Catalogues by H. G. Sweet (1883), and Stevens and
Haynes.
Mathematics.—\m\ Beughem (1688); Murhard

( 1797 1805) ; Rogg (1830) ; Solmcke ( 1854) ; Erlecke
(1873); Tenpiem, Bulletin (1855-61); Boncom-
pagni, Bulletino (1868-82).
Mcdicine.—TXxG Index Catalor/ue of the Librari/

of the Surgeon-general's Office (Washington, 1880,
and still—188S—in [.rogress) is worth consulting
on many matters not strictly medical. It registers
not oidy l)ooks and pamphlets but the individual
ai-ticles of periodicals. Dr Billings, the editor of

this enormous enterprise, founded the Index
Medicus (1879, &c.). See also Neale's Medical
Digest (1877 ; new ed. 1882) ; Waring, Bib. Thcrap.

( 1878-79) ; Clark, Bibliothcca ( 1878) ; and Schmidt's
Jahrbuchcr d. qes. Mcdicin (since 1834).

Politiccd Econunni.—M^cQwWocXx (1845); Mold
(1855-58); Blaiiqu'i (1838; 4th ed. 1860); Muhl-
brecht ( 1868 and ouAvards).

Theology.—Oi the vast number of guides to the
enormous literature classed as 'theological' \vecan
only mention Kempius (1677); Lipenius (1685);
Walchius (1757); Le Long, Bibliothcca Sacra
(various editions); Dorn (1721-23); Doderlein
(1780-92); Thiessen (1795-97); Keil (1792); Bal-
damus (Roman Catholic and Protestant theologv
apart); Fiihrmann (1813-21); Darling (1854-59)';

Zuchold (1868) ; Malcohn (1868) ; M'Clintock and
Strong (1867-79); Pettingell (1878); and Hagen-
bach (1833; 10th ed. Leip. 1880). In 1881 a Thco-
logischer Jahresbcricht was started by Piinjer.

Zoology.—Agassiz, Bibliogr. Zoologice (1848-54) ;

Engelmann, Bibliotheca Hist. Naturcdis, 1700-1846
(Leip. 1846); supplement by Cams and Engel-
mann, containing articles in periodicals (1846-60)

;

and continuation by Taschenberg ; the Zoological
Record (fiince 1864) ; Giebel, Thesaurus Ornithologiai

(1872); Bosgoed, Bibliotheca Ichthyologica ; the
Itibliographies in the report of the Challenger.

III. Special and Monographic Bibliogra-
phies.—Early Printing.—The name Incunabula
or Incunables ( i. e. ' cradle books

'
) is convention-

ally applied to all specimens of European typo-

graphy that issued from the press up to the end of

the year 1500. Except that it marks the close of

the century which saw the rise of the printer's art,

the date has no lelation to any bibliographical char-

acteristics : the book of 1501 or 1502 is the same
as the book of 1499 or 1498. Didot estimated
that 13,000 separate works had appeared in the
15th century, with an aveiage issue of 300 copies,

making the wealth of nations in tiiis department
amount to about 4,000,000 in 1501 ; but more
recent investigators (Hain, Van der Linde, iVc.)

have gradually raised the calculation to 30,000
independent publications ( including pamphlets

)

still known to exist, and show that 500 at least

may be accepted as the average edition. Works to

be consulted in tliis department are : Saubertus,
Historia ( Norisbergee, 1643); Panzer, Annates Typo-
graphici. . . . ad Annum al/i) (continued to 1536;
11 vols. 4to, Norimb. 1793-1803); La Serna San-
tander. Diet, bibliogr. choisi du XV' Siicle (3 vols.

8vo, Brussels, 1805-7); Laire, Index Libronnn (2

vols. 8vo, Senonis, 1791); Marchand, Histoire . . .

Invprimerie (1740 and 1775); Schaab, Gesch. . . .

Buchdruckcrhunst (3 vols. 8vo, Mainz, 1830-31);
Sotheby, Principia Typograjdiica (3 vols. Lond.
1858); Hawkins, Titles of the First Books; Le-
grand, Bibliogr. hellenigue, . . . Ouvragcs publics

cii Grec par des Grecs aux XV' et XVI' Siecles

(2 vols. 8vo, 1885). Special studies on the in-

cunabula of individual countries and localities

are: Claudin (1880) for Albi ; Mezger (1840) for

Augsburg; Aretin (1801) for Bavaria; Lanil)inet

(1810) for Belgium; Hanky (1853) for Bohemia;
Lechi (1854) for Brescia; Baruli'aldi (1777) and
Antonelli (1830) for Ferrara ; Brunet (1865) for

France; De Rossi (1795) for Hebrew works;
Za2)f (1778) and Wurdtwein (1787) for Mainz;
Saxius (1745) for Milan; Pcricaud (1840-51) for

Ly(ms ; Gcitze (1872) for Magdeburg; Volta(1786)
for Mantua; Panzer (1778) and Boeder (1742) for

Nuremberg; Vermiglioli (1823) for Perugia; Lele-

wel (1823-26) for Poland; Canensius (1740) and
Laire (1778) for Rome; Frere (1843) for Roiien ;

l>aur ( 1764) for Spires ; Desbarreaux-Bernard ( 1878)
for Toulouse.
Famous Presses.—Some bibliograjthers couline
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tlieiiiselves to the liistoiy of one famous press or
puljlisliinj,' liouse. Thus Butters ( 1877) chronicles
the Hipontine (i.e. Deux Fonts) editions of the
cl.i.s.Ki(s ; Henouard writes the annals of the Aldi
(.Sded. Svo. 1S.S4) and the Stephenses (8vo, 1S37-
:iH} ; liandini tiiose of the Junta family (2 vols. Svo,
LuccH', 1791): Hlades (18G1-G3) those of Caxton;
Duncan ( 1S.31 ) those of the Foulis pres.x.

IiKlii-iiliKil Authors.—Serviceahle monographs
have l»een produced on the works of many import-
ant authors and the illustrative literature that
gathers round tiiem. For Shakespeare, we have
among (»thers, Wilson ( 1827) : Boiiii

(
l8(i.S) : Mullens

(1872-7<J): Halliwell-Fhilinps; Wins<»r. Shepherd
has compiled handy liihliogiaphies of DicKens,
Thackeray. an<l ( 'arlyle : ana Axon a BiUio-
iiniiihlriil IJii,<fiti/i/iif of Kuskin. An elalwrate
1>ililiography of I!al/ac forms (me volume of the best
edition ot his works.

AniniijmoiiK (Hiii Pscxfloni/iuoiis.—The special
dithculty and curious interest of the sultject has
attracted a large amount of eflort to the task of dis-

covering the real authoi-sliip of those hooks which
make no sign, or whirji intentionally mislead or
niy>tify the reader on tliis point. Besides the old
works of Vincent Flaccius ( Hamhurg, 1708) anil

Mylius
( 1740), we have for French, Barhier (2d ed.

4 tom. Svo, Paris, 1822-27), Toinsot (1867), De
Manne ( 1862 : 2d ed. 18t)8), an<l C^u-rard ( 18()9, &c.)

;

for (lerman, Erscli ( 17N8, &c.) ; for Scandinavian,
Collin (18(J!»): for Dutch, Van Doorninck (iSfitJ);

for Belgian, Delecoiirt (18(i:{); for Italian, Melzi
(I.s48r)9); for Russian, (ihennady (1874); for

South American, Barros Aran.a (1HS2); and for

Ilclirew, (innldeck (1708). For Knglish, the more
serviceable lK)oks are Ital]ih Tliom;i.s (pseudimym
Ulphar Hamst), Hutulhuuk of FirtitiiniH Xftiiten

(I8»i8), and Af/i/riirofiiiif I.ik'His (1880); Haynes,
J'aiiiiliiiiijins (1882): fushing, Iiiitiuls (itid Pscu-
ihiinims (1886): and the Itiit. nf tlir Anon, and
Psrinl. Litriiituriofdrnit lii itnin ( 1881, &C.) begun
by Mr Halkett, keeper of the Advocates' Librajy,

continued by the Kev. John Laing. Weller's Mns-
kirtf I.Hiniiiir gives a general view of the subject.

I'lirtiti/i/ Print III Works have been curiously

neglected. J. Martin's Cutnloijnc has not been
rejirinted since I8:i4.

Prriodiriils.—This form of literature has become
one of the njost perplexing j)roblems of the bibli-

ographer : its value us .so various, its ramifications^

so endless. A mere catalogue of the names of

periixlicals, sm-h as have been long ](ublished

annually in Kngland, France, (Jermany. \-c., is of

little u.se ; and even histories of periodical litera-

ture leave the practical <|uestion how t« find

what one wishes barely unsolve<l. Towards this

the 'general indexes' of many of the leading jour-

nals (the Tiinr.t, tlie Ei/in/jiiif/h P<ririi\ &(•. ) con-

tribute; and for Knglish and American peri;jdicals

the gn-at Imli-.r, first jiublished by W. F. i*oole

in 1853 (3.1 ed. Boston, 1882; suppt. by Poole and

W. I. Fletcher to 1st January 1887), is of immense
value. A continuation to the la,st is the Co-opera-

tive. Index to Pi-riodirafs, edited by W. I. Fletcher,

with the aid of the membei-s of tiie American Library

Association, pulilishe<l (piarterly at New York, from

188,") onwards. The Uoval Society of London's Cata-

/ofjHc of Srirntijir pi,),.rs (1800-63 and 186-^74)

includes most scientihc periodicals; but as it is

arranged by authors' names, stands in need of a sub-

ject index.' Similar works are Keuss, Prjirrtoriiini

(16 vols. Gfitt. 1801-21); Schubarth, Uejicrtoriuni

dcr trr/ni. Lit. lS.'3-.-,.3 (Berlin, 18.56), and Karl's

continuation ; and Schotte's prpi-rtoriiim dcr fcchn.

iiuithcin. ntul natnrwiss. Journal-Lit. (1869, &c.).

6'c/»m</.— Petzhohlt's P.ihiiothern Bihhographica

(1864) is an a<lmirable guide to the biblio.'raphies

available in his time. It is .supplemented rather

than supei-seded by Leon Vallees Bibliogr. dcs Bibli-
ograpliics ( Paris, 'l 883), and \^fi Supplement (1887).
The British Museum Hand-list of Biblioqraphics
(1881 ), and the bibliographic chapter in W"lieatley,
Hov to form a Library (Lond. 1886), will also be
found useful. See also Boulard, Traits (Km. de
Biblioipaphie (1806); Peignot, Manuel Bibliorp-.

(1800), and Diet, raisonnt de Bibliologie (1802);
l^Amwr, Manuel du Biblioth(eaire (1S34); Brunet,
Connaissances nieessaires a un Bibliophile (Paris,
(1S78), and Kat. d. Bibl. d. Borsenvercins d. Detd-
schen Buchhiindlcr (Leip. 1886). Sonueuschein's
The Best Books (1887 : new ed. 1891) and Readers
Guide (189.">), an<l Fortescue's Sid)jcrt Catalorjue of
Additions to tlic British Museum ( 1886) are of great
service to the general reader. Le Petit, Principanx
Jfjditions oriq. iVf]rrirains franrais (1888), and
Konnecke, liilder Atlas zur Geseh. dcr Dcutsch.
Litt. ( 1887 ), are good examples of art in the service
of bibliography. An Index Society was founded in
London in December 1877 for the purpose of form-
ing indexes to rare and important nooks.
Compare articles Bibliomania, Book, Book-

CLl'B, BOOK-TRADK, ClIAP HOOK, HORN-BOOK,
LiBRAKY, PrintiN(; ; and the lives of Brunet,
Caxton, Dibdin, Elzevir, Foulis, Querard, &c.

Biblioiliniioy (Or. ta biblia, 'the Bible,' and
)nantria, 'divination'), a mode of divinaticm by
opening the Bible haphazard, and observing the
first pa.ssage which occurred, or by entering a j)lace

of woi-ship and taking notice ofthe first words of

the Bible heard after entering it. The apidication
was often very fanciful, and depended rather upon
the mere sound of the words than upon their proper
signification or the scope of the passage. Prayer
and fasting were sometimes used as a preparation
for a mode of consulting the divine oracles. Bibiio-

mancy was prohibited, under i)ain of excommuni-
cation, by the Council of Vannes, 465 A.D., and by
the Councils of Agde and Orleans in the succeeding
century. It continue<l, however, to jirevail for many
centuries thereafter, and is said to have been intro-

duced into England at the Norman Conquest.
Tennyson introduces it into Enoch Ardcn. It was
e.ssentially the same as the famous Sortes Virgili-

ana-, the only diHerence being in the book employed.

Bibliomania, the passion of the book-miser,
whidi im]pcls to the gathering and hoanling of

books without regard to their literary value or

practical utility ; or, in its nobler aspect, in Andrew
Lang's phrase, the ' love of books for their own sake,

for their ]ia])er, jirint, binding, and for their associa-

tions, a.s distinct from the love of literature.' The
word in English is modem, having been introduced
from France about 1750 ; but the thing must be in

.some form as ancient as the existence of printed or

written documents. In this, as in other pa.ssions

of the like kind, tlie freaks of individual fancy are

endless : while one man disdains everything save

the ' tallest ' copy of a rare work in the finest

condition, another takes pity on the dingiest waif

of the back-street bookstall. Fashion, too, exer-

cises a great infiuence on the form in which biblio-

mania displays itself : it is no longer the prevailing

hobby to collect Elzevir and Foulis editions, but he
is a si)ecial favourite of the gods who possesses a
set of the parts of Pickwick in tlie original green

jtaper covers, or of earlj^ Thackerays in their

original yellow. Competition between collectors

leads to the most extravagant prices being paid

in the book auction. At the jjrescnt time

Bernard Quaritch, bookseller and bil)lioplii!e, has

the credit of having paid the largest sum yet re-

corded as the price of a single volume—£4950 for

No. 1650 at the Syston Park sale, Decemlier 1884—
Psnlmorum Codex, (folio, Mogunt. Fust and
Schoffer, 1459 ). This quite throws into the shade
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the £2'260 for tlie first dated Decameron (published

at Venice by Valdarfer in 1471 ), wliich astonished

the buyers 'at the Koxburghe sale in 1812. At
the Syston sale also the so-called Mazann Bible

(one 'of the twenty-five copies known to have

belonged to Cardinal Mazarin), which is the first

printed Bible, printed by Gutenberg and Fust

about 1450, fetched £3900.' In 1827 a copy sold for

£504. At the sale of the Earl of Jerseys Oesterley

Park library in 1885, the only perfect copy of

Malory "s King Arthur, printed by Caxton, was
sold to a Chicago merchant for £1950 ; Caxton's

Hiatoryes of Troye brought £1820; and Caxton's

EneycfoA- brought £2350.

See Dibdin, Bibliomania (1811); Hill Burton, Tlie

Book Hunter (new ed. 1882); Percy Fitzgerald, The

Book Fancier (1886); Andrew Lang, Books and Book-

men (1887) ; Philomnester, Junior (i.e. Gustave Brunet ),

La Bihliomanie en 1SS3. See also BIBLIOGRAPHY; and

for famous bindings, BOOKBINDING.

Bibra, Baron Ernst von, a German chemist,

explorer, and man of letters, born in Franconia in

1806, and died in Niirnberg, June 5, 1878. His

works on chemistry are valuable, and his tales are

always marked by fine descriptive power. The
result of his travels in Brazil, Peru, and Chili Mill

be found in his Eeisen in Siidamerika (1854), and
two later Mxirks.

Bicarboiiates differ from carbonates in con-

taining twice as much carbonic acid. Bicarburets,

bisulphurets, and bitartrates are words formed on
the same plan ; but in recent chemical nomencla-
ture, the prefix bi- has been superseded by di-.

See Chemistry.

Bice (Ger. Beis, Ital. Biadetto), the name of

two pigments of a blue and green colour respec-

tively, known to artists from the earliest times

—

blue bice as mountain blue, ongaro, eizzuro di terrei,

&c. ; and green bice as chrysocolla, Hungarian
green, verele ele Minierei, vercle de Spagncc, verdetto,

&c. These pigments consist of a natural clay
mixed with yellow ochre, the blue and green
colours being due to native carbonate of copper.
Bice has not much body, but dries well with oil.

There are several artificial varieties, which, how-
ever, are not so durable as the natural. Altliough
a favourite with artists in the beginning of the 19tli

century, its use is dying out, so that it no longer
appears in colour catalogues, its place being taken
by ' Hooper's Green.'

Biceps ('double-headed'), an anatomical term
applied to two muscles, the one belonging to the
arm, the other to the leg, and distinguished from
each other as the biceps flexor cubiti and the biceps

flexor cruris. The former is the muscle which gives
a full appearance to the front of the upper arm

;

the latter is situated on the back of the thigh, and
is one of a gi-oup of three muscles known as the
'hamstrings.' See Arm.
Bicester, a market-town of Oxfordshire, 12

miles NNE. of Oxford, and seat of the county
court-house. There are manufactures of rope,
clothing, sacking, and pale ale, and several import-
ant fairs are annually held. The ruins of Alia
Castra, or Alcester, lie U miles to the south-west,
on the ancient Roman Akeman Street. The popu-
lation is 334.3.

Bicetre, a celel)rated hospital, situated on a
little eminence in the southern neighbourhood of
Paris, and commanding one of the finest vicMs of
the city, the Seine, and the environs. Founded
by Louis IX. as a Carthusian monastery, it was
acquired in 1290 by John, Bishop of Winchester
(hence the name Bicetre), and in 1632 it was
destroyed, because it had become a hiding-place
of thieves. Afterwards, it was rebuilt l)y Louis
XIIL, and made a ho.spital for old soldiers. It was

for a long time used as a prison for criminals, but
is now a hospital for indigent old men and for

incurable lunatics.—Bicetre is also the name of

one of the sixteen detached forts that defend the

approaches to the walls of Paris.

Bichat, Marie Francois Xavier, an epoch-
making anatomist and physiologist, was born in

1771 at Thoirette, in the department of Jura. He
studied chiefiy in Paris under Desault, who adopted
him as his son, and whose surgical works he edited.

In 1797 he began giving lectures on anatomy, along
with experimental physiology and surgery, and in

1800 was appointed physician to the Hotel-Dieu.
Worn out by his unremitting labours, he died of

fever in his thirty-first year, July '22, 1802. He
was the first to simplifv' anatomy and physiology
by reducing the complex structures of the organs
to the simple or elementary Tissues (q.v. ) that
enter into them in common. This he nas done
in his Ancdomie Gencnde (2 vols. 1801). In his

Recherches Physiologiqucs sur la Vie et la Mort
( 1800), he discusses all the functions of organic and
animal life, and their mutual relations.

BickerstaflFe, Isaac, popular play-writer, was
born in Ireland about the year 1735, and at the age
of eleven became page to Lord Chesterfield, the
lord-lieutenant. He was afterwards an officer of

marines, but was dismissed the service for some dis-

creditable offence, and in 1772 had to flee the countiy
on a capital charge. Nothing is certainly known
regarding his after-life, but he is sujiposed to have
died on the Continent in or soon after 1812. Of his

numerous pieces, produced between 1766 and 1771,

the best-known are : The Maid of the Mill, The
Padlock, He Woidd ifHe Could, Love in a Village,

Tlie Hypocrite, and The Captive.—Under the nom
de guerre of ' Isaac Bickerstaff,' Swift wrote Avorks

in 1708-9 ; and the same name was used by Steele

in the Tcdler.

Bickersteth, Edward, evangelical clergj--

man, was born at Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmoreland,
in 1786, and after fifteen years in the General
Post-office and in a solicitor's office, was in 1815
admitted to orders, and sent the next year by the
Church Missionary Society to reorganise their

mission stations in Africa. Having accomplished
his mission, he was in 1816 appointed secretary to

the Society, a post he filled with great success

until 1830, when he became rector of Watton,
Hertfordshire. Here, until his death on February
24, 1850, he took an active part in promoting, both
by tongue and pen, almost every work having for

its object the spread of religious truth whether at

home or abroad. He was one of the founders of

the Evangelical Alliance. Of his religious writ-

ings, which were collected in 16 vols. (1853), the
most popular are : A Help to the Study of the

Scriptures, The Christian Student, and A Treatise

on the Lord's Supper. He also edited The Chris-

tian's Family Library, a work consisting of 40 vols.

His Christian Psalmody went through 59 editions

in seven years. It formed the basis of the well-

known Hymned Companion, now in use in more
than 2000 churches, prepared by hLs son, Edward
Henry Bickersteth (born 1825), who, vicar of

Christ Church, Hampstead, from 1855, was in 1885
appointed Bishop of Exeter, and who is author of

Yesterday, To-day, and For Ever, and other poems.
—Henry Bickersteth ( 1783-1851 ) in 1836 became
Master of the Rolls, and was raised to the peerage
as Baron Langdale ; and Robert Bickersteth
(1816 84) was Bishop of Ripon from 1857.

Bicycle. See Cycling.

Bidar, a town in the Nizam's Dominions, near
the right bank of the Man j era, a tributary of the
Godavery, 75 miles NW. of Hyderabad. Formerly
a place of importance, it is now remarkable chiefly
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for its manufactures in a coiuiMmnd metal made of

tin, copper, lead, and zinc, and called Bidderv ware.
Pop. 13,IHHI.

Bidas.SO a, a river which, rising in Spain, forms
the l>oundary hetween that country and France,
anil, after a coui-se of li'.i miles, falls into the Bay of
Biscay at Fuenterrahia. During tlie I^eninsiilar
war its l.aiiks were the scene of several contlicts.

Bidderurd, a town of Maine, U.S., on the
right hank of the Saco Uiver, 6 miles from its

nioutii in the .\tlantic Ocean, opposite the town of
Saco (q.v. ), and 93 miles NNE. of Boston by rail.

It hiis manufactures of cotton and woollen goods
and machinery, and there is a large trade in timher.
It w.a.s settled ahout IG30, and named hv settlers
from Bitleford in England. Pop. (1S90) 14,443.

BiddinK-prayer, a form of e.\hortati<m.
always concluding with the Lords Prayer, enjoined
l>y the ooth canon of the Anglicin Church, in 1603,

t«» l>e use<l liefore all sermons and homilies. Except
in cathedrals and the university churches, it is

now .selilom used. The term is from the Anglo-
Sa.\on hiililitii, ' to pray,' so that ' hidding-prayer ' is

really pleonastic. The form is of extreme antiquity,

and we have a similar one in the Ajnwtolical Con-
stitutions, it was anciently used for the com-
municants or believers after the dismissal of the
catethumens, and was pronounced by the deacon,
each jR'tition In-ginning with the words, 'Let us•acli jR'lition iK'ginning witn the wonls, ' L,et us
iray fiir," \c. , and the iteople resjtonding at the end
if each with ' Kyrie Eiei.son," or some such words.
There is another verj' ancient example in the
Ambrosian Liturgy; and St Chrysostom alludes
to such a form in* one of his sermons. It must
have licen, and even now in its aliridgeil shape
still is, very im|»re-ssive, allowing each imlividual t^i

supply from his own thoughts special cases of neces-

sity under the <lirt"erent heiuls. These Bidding-
prayers have some resemblance to the Litany and
the IVaver for the Cliurcli Militant, now u.setl in

the .Vnglican <'hurch.

Biddle* .I<hin, sometimes called tlie founder of

En;,disii I'liitarianism, waslM»rn in Hll."). at Wotton-
undt-r-Edge. in (Jloucestershire, and in l(i.'}4 entercil

-NLigdalen Hall, <Kford, where he t<M)k his degree
of .NLA. In lt>41 he was elected master of the free

scho«d in the town of (Jloucester; but having
|

embrace<l certain opinions in regard to the per-

sonality of the Holy Spirit, at variance with tlio.se

held by the majority of Christians, he was thrown

into giiol, l)cceml»er IW."). He was summoned l)efore

the parliament at Westminster, tried, and thrown
into prison. The famous Westminster Assembly of

IHvines undert<Mik to 'settle' Biddies case, but

their argument-s ha<l only the effect of strengthening

his previous convictions. His work on the Hcdy

S|)irit. issueil in H>47. was burnt liy the hangman
as blasphemous. In ltU.S he published a Cotifc.'isiun

of Faith r„nr>-ruing t/i>- Hohj TiinUij, which was
followe<l by another tract containing the opinions

of the Fatliers on the same question. Parliament

lia<l pas.se<l an act ileclaring the denial of the Trinity

a crime iiunishable l»y death, and the Westminster

Assemblv Ix'sought parliament to have Biddle

executed. Parliament did not respond to this

ap|)eal, he never was brought to trial, and personal

friends .secured his liberation by becoming .surety

for his ai»pearance when wanted. Cromwell's

Act of Oblivion gave lum full liberty. He now
commenced to gather a congregation of tho.se

whom he had converted to his opinions. Twice

during the Commonwealth Biddle sutlered severely

for his creeil. and in lH.'>o was banished to one of

the S«illy Isle.s. In 165H he was released, and con-

tinued to preacli in London till the death of Crom-

well, and also after the Pvestoration, until June 166'2,

when he was again apprehended and tined in £100.

He could not pay it, so was committed to gaol,

where he died '2'2il September of the same year.

See rNiTARi.vxs.

Biddle. Nicholas, an American financier, born
at Philadelphia, January 8, 1786, graduated at

Princeton College, and became an energetic mem-
ber of the legislature of Pennsylvania. In 1828 he
was appointed president of the United States Bank,
and belli that post till 1836. He was next chosen
president of the L'nited States Bank of Pennsyl-
vania, but resigned in 1839 ; two years later the
bank became insolvent. He had conducted its

atiairs with great skill, integrity, and priidence,

and he published a series of letters in vindication
of his administration. A presentment was made
against him for fraud, which was never followed up.

Biddle had considerable literary taste, and for some
time edited TAe Phtliulclphia Portfolio, contribut-
ing many articles to its pages. By request of the
president of the L'nited States, he compiled from
the original papers a Histor;/ of Lewis and Clarke's

Expedition to the Parijic Oeean : also The Coinmer-
riat Digejit, a volume put forth by Congress. He
died February '27, 1844.

Bid'eford* a 'little white seaport town' of

North Devon, on both sides of the Torridge,

3i miles aViove its conlluence with the estuarv of

the Taw, and 9 miles SW. of Barnstaple. The
name signifies ' by-the-ford,' and is pronounced
IJid-deford, like that of its American daughter.
The old bridge of '24 arches and '226 yards long,

which unites the two divisions of Bideford, was
widened in 1864. The church was rebuilt, all but
the tower, in 1864. There are manufactures of

ropes, sails, earthenware, and leather ; and these

are exported, together with oak-bark, corn. Hour,

linens, woollens, iron, <S:c. Vessels of 500 tons can
get ui> to the quay. Pop. ( 1891 ) 7831. A place of

Viking sepulture, Bidefoid was the port whence
Sir Richard (Jrenville sailed on his last voyage,

and it figures much in Kingsley's Westward tio

!

BidpaU also PiLi'.w, the reputed author of a
collection of fables and stories widely circulated

Ijoth in the Ea.st and West, of which the earliest

extant form exists in an Arabic version of about
750 .K. D. The original was an Indian collection of

tales which are not now in existence, but of which
the Pauehatantra (q.v.), and to a lesser degree the

Mahdhharata (q.v.) and the Hitojiadcsa (q.v.),

contain each a jiart, though in a modernised and
artificially elaborated form. Of this Indian original,

the classical and elegant Arabic version, Kaldah ua
Dimnah, already spoken of, is a substantially

faithful reproduction. It was not made, however,

direct from the Sanskrit, but from a lost Pehlevi

version, the parent also of an incomplete old Syriac

version, dating from about 570, which was dis-

covered in the episcopal library at Mardin at the

time of the Vatican Council, and published in 1876

by Bickell with an introduction by Benfey. Save

this, everA' known version of the book descended

directly or indirectly from the Arabic version of

Abduliah-ibn-Almokatla of 750. This work as it

exists is made up of three elements : Indian, Per-

sian, and Arabic, three chapters being Persian, and

six appearing first in the Arabic version, ^vhile

twelve chapters are of Indian and Buddhist origin.

Of these last, five correspond to the five chapters

composing tlie Panehutantra, two anpear in the

first book thereof, three are found in tiie Muhubhd-
rata, and two .seem to have fallen out of the Indian

literature altogether. However, if Buddhism
originated the book, it was Islam which trans-

mitted it to Europe, for no fewer than five

ditt'erent translations were made from the Arabic

version—into Svriac ( 10th or 11th century) ; Greek

(about 1080bvSymeon Seth); Pei-sian (about 1120,
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a somewhat free translation, known as that of

NasruUah); Hebrew (13th century by Jacob ben

Eleazar); ami Old Spanish (1251, from winch

Rainiuntrs Latin version was made in 1313). A
somewiiat earlier Hebrew version formed the basis

of the Directon'u/n (about 1270) of John of

Capua, a converted Jew; which in turn gave

rise to German by Graf Eberhard (about 1480);

Spanish, the Exemplario (1493); Italian, (Donis

Moral Filosofia (1552), and Firenzuolas Discorsi

dcgli Auiimdi (1548); French; English (1570);

Danish (1618); and Dutch (1623) versions. The

En -dish edition was a rendering by Sir Thomas
North (1570) of the Italian Moral Filosofia of

boni. The Persian of Nasrullah gave birth to the

Anwdri-Suhaili, or 'Nights of Canopus the Star'

(late in 15th century), of Husain Wa'iz, which in

turn gave rise to theTurkisli Hnindyihi Ndmah, or

'Imperial Book' (early in 16th century).

As to the original transmission of the book from

India, the stoiT is told that the Persian king

Khosru Nushii-van (531-79), hearing of its exist-

ence in India, despatched his physician Barzoye to

India to procure and translate a copy of it into

Pehlevi, the literary dialect of Persia. Its trans-

lator into the older Syriac version was an ecclesiastic

named Bud (or Bod); into A-abic, the elegant and
accomplished but ill-fated scholar, ' Abdullah Ibn-

al-Mokafta.' Of this work each chapter forms a

story which is supposed to have been related to

a king of India by his philosopher, Baidaba or

Bidpai, to point some moral. The story itself is

simple in form, but usually branches out into a

number of parenthetical stories, conversations, and
sayings. In many of the stories animals play parts,

and act as if men and Avomen. With the chapter

on the lion and the ox, or how two friends may be

set at variance by a crafty interloper—the fifth in

De Sacy's text—we enter on the original Indian

book. The name given to the book, in Arabic
Kalilah and Dimnah, in Syriac Kalllag and
Damnag, is derived from the Indian names of the

two jackals who take a principal part in this story.

Perhaps the most pleasing story in the l)ook is that

of the ringdove, or the love of sincere friends. The
14th chapter in De Sacy, the story of the king and
his dreams, is unmistakably Buddhist, the Brali-

mans in it being presented in the most odious

light. In this story none of the parts are taken by
animals. The account of the mission of Barzoye to

India, and his biography, are given in all the
vei"sions except the later Syriac just before the
story of the lion and the ox, and after the table of

contents. The prominent part whicii asceticism

plays in this biograjihy Benfey connects with Bud-
dhism, then in full vigour in India.

An eclectic text of the Arabic version was edited
by Silvestre de Sacy (Paris, 1816), and has been
translated into English by Knatchl)ull (Oxford,
1819), and into German by Phillip Wolff (2 vols.

Stutt. 1839). The later Syriac version was edited
by Professor Wright (1884), and was translated
into English, with an excellent introduction, by the
late I. G. N. Keith-Falconer (1885).—See also
Loiseleur Deslongchamps, Essai sur les Fables
Indicnnes (Paris, 1838); Max Miiller, 'On the
Migration of Fables,' in vol. iii. (1880) of Chips
from a German Workshop ; and Rhys Davids,
Bmldhist Birth Stories (1880).

Biebricta, a town on the right bank of the Rhine,
2i miles S. of Wiesbaden

;
pop. 11,023. It has tlie

ca.stle of the Dukes of Nassau, and manufactures
cement, manures, sulphuric acid, and stucco.

Biel. See BiENXE.

Bielefeld, a busy town in the Prussian juo-
vince of Westphalia, picturesquely situated on the
little Lutter, at the foot of the Teutoburger-Wald,

28 miles SW. of Minden. The old walls which
withstood the last siege in 1673, have been con-

verted into promenades. Bielefeld is the centre of

the Westphalian linen-trade, its yearly output
having a value of about £50,000. It has extensive
bleaching-grounds, manufactures of woollen thread,

soap, leather, and its meerschaum pipes are cele-

brated. Pop. ( 1871 ) 24,521 ; (1890) 39,350.

BieleflF', an ancient town of Russia, in the

government of Tula, on the Oka, 160 miles SSW.
of Moscow. Pop. 9171.

Bielitz, a town of Austrian Silesia, on the left

bank of the Biala, 60 miles SW. of Cracow by
rail. It has dye-works, and carries on a trade in

woollen cloths, wine, and salt. Pop. 14,573.

Biella, a town of North Italy, in the province
of Novara, 56 miles NE. of Turin by raU. It has
some manufactures, and is the seat of a bishoji.

Pop. 11,66'2.

Bielo-OZ'ero ('White Lake'), a lake in the
government of Novgorod, Russia, covering an area

of 432 sq. m., its length being about 25 miles, and
its breadth 20. Its surplus waters are conveyed by
the Sheksna River into the Volga, and canals unite

it with the Onega, Sukona, and Dwina.

—

Biklo-
ZERSK is an old wooden town on the south shore

of the lake. Pop. 4286.

Bielo'pol, a town of Russia, 106 miles NAV.
of the city of Kharkov, with extensive brandy
distilleries."^ Pop. 12,178.

Bielslldllle, a stalactite cavern in the Harz
Mountains, on the right bank of the Bode. It was
discovered about 1672, but first made accessible

in 1788. Its entrance is 108 feet above the bed of

the stream ; and its total length is 230 yards.

Bielsk', a town of Russia, in the government
of Grodno, 112 miles NE. of Warsaw. Pop. 9763.

Bienne, in German BiEL, a town of Switzer-

land, in the canton of Bern, 56 miles SAY. of Basel

by rail, beautifully situated at the base of the
vine-clad Jura, and at the foot of the Lake of

Bienne. Pop. (1890) 16,937, engaged in the manu-
facture of watches, leather, cotton, &c. Bienne is

mentioned as early as 814. From 1262 it Ijelonged

to the bishops of Basel ; but in 1352 it entered into

an alliance with Bern, and after the Reformation
was essentially a free and independent city until

1798, when it was annexed to France. In 1815 it

was united to Bern.—The Lake of Bienne, lying

1424 feet above sea-level, extends 9 miles north-

eastward along the Ijase of the Jura Mountains,
its greatest breadth being 3 miles. It receives

the surplus waters of Lake Neuchatel by the Tliiel,

by whicli river it again discharges its own. Its

maximum depth is 256 feet. Towards its head is

the tie St Pierre, to whicli Rousseau retired for

two months in 1765.

Bieuiiial)^, or Biennial Plants, are plants

which (\o not floAver in the first season of their

growth, but flower and bear fruit in the second

season, and then die. The most familiar example
is perhaps that of the common foxglove {Digitalis).

Many of our cultivated plants are biennials, as the

carrot, turnij), parsnip, parsley, celery, &c., and
many of the most esteemed flowers of our gardens,

as stock, wallflower, honesty, <S;c. But plants

which in ordinary circumstances are biennials,

often become Annuals (q.v.), when early sowing,

warm weather, or other causes promote the earlier

development of a flowering stem, as is continually

exemplified in all the kinds already named. If, on

the other hand, the flowering of the plant is pre-

vented—or, in many cases, if it is merely pre-

vented from ripening its seed—it will continue to

live for a much longer period ; the same bed of

parsley, if regularly cut over, will remain productive
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for a nuni>jer of years, wliile a normally annual
plant like nii^iionette may he kejit ;,' rowing,' for two
years or more if its tiowering be carefully prevented.

Bierstadt, Albert, an Amorioan artist, born
at I>iisse|.|orf in IS^O, was brou;,'lit next year to the
liiited States, l)ut studietl in Europe, 1853-57. In
1S.')!» he visited the Rocky Mountains, and the tii-st

result of his sketches w.is • Lamlers Peak" (ISH.'J),

which created some impression at the I'aris Ex-
jtosition. Since then, mountain .scenes have been
his favourite subjects, and these he treats with
considerable vij^our of drawing and brilliancy o*"

colourinj,'. He has received decorations from
several continental countries, and is a nienil)er of
the St I'etersburg Acaxlemy.

Bios-BosC'll', a inarshy sheet of water of the
Netiierlands, extending over an area of 77 sq. m.,
between the provinces North Hrabant and South
Holland.

BirstiiiKs. See Bee.stixg.s.

Itiliill. See AlTLK.

Bigamy* according to the canonists, consisted
in marrying two virgins »ucce.s.sively, one after
the death of the other, or in once niarrving a
willow ; and persons so otVending were liehl to be
afterwards disipialilieil for holy orders. Hut accord-
ing to tiie onlinary English use of the word since the
l.'Uh centurv, bigamy is the entering into a second
marriage while the iirst subsist.s ; and this is con-
demned by the civil law ami the church law of
all modern civilised states. The severe English
statute of 1H(4 was m<Mlitie<l in 18'2!l. punishment
of nemil servitude (for not more than seven yeai-s)

ami imprisonment being suiistituted for that of
death. The Scottish statute of 1551 was directed
against the jierjury involved in the violation of the
solemn marriage oath taken in church ; but even in

cases of the most iiregular marriage by the nu>re

exchange of consent, bigamy is recognised by the
common law of Scotland .us an oflence, and in spite

of the protests of Uaron Hume, has frecjuently been
jmnished by imprisonment, and penal .servitude is,

in the ili.scretion of the judge, also .sometimes
inllicted. An account of .some foreign laws will

Ihj found in the UejM)rt of the Uoyal Conimi.s.sion

<ni the -Marriage Laws, ISJW.

The English Act of 1S*2*J e.\cejits from its pro-

visions the following four ca.ses : (1) That of a
.«econd marriage contracteil out of England by one
who is not a subject of the realm. (2) That of

any ])erson marrying a second time, whose husband
or wife shall have l>een continually absent from
such person for the space of .seven years, and
shall not have been known by such j)erson to

l)e living within that time. (3) That ot a pei-son

who, at the time of such second marriage, shall

have lieen delivered from the bond of the first

marriage on grounds recognised by English law.

(4) That of a i)erson whose former marriage shall

iiave l>een declare<l voiil from the beginning by any
court of competent jurisdiition. Tlie.se excejitions

bring out some |»oiiits of dillerence between the

English and Scottisii laws. (1) The Sc(»ttish law

would treat the foreign marriage as an <)flence

against the law protecting the first maniage at

home, and would therefore punish in this ca.se

also. (2) Kea.sonal)le ground for l»elievin<' in

the death of tin; first spouse would l)e a defence

to a jirosecution for bigamy in Scotlnnd, although

seven years luul not elapsed. (3) Tiie English

law <l«">es not recognise divorce from the first

niarriagfj as a defence, unless it has been given

in such circumstances as jusiify divorce on the

comiiarativelv limited grounds recognised by the

English Divorce .\ct. Hence, in the famous case of

Lollev. an Englishman was convicted of bigamy m
Englan.l, although he had obtained in Scotland a

divorce from the tii-st marriage on the ground of
adultery. There is a tendency in the English
courts now to treat divorce as an incident of the
law of the domicile of the spouses, l)ut the mattei
remains in an unsatisfactory position. (4) It Mill
be understood that bigamy is committed what-
ever may be the legal impediment otherwise (e.g.
relationship) to the attempted second marriage.
The unmarried person who knowingly enters into
a bigamous marriage is treated as a principal in the
second degree in England, and as art ana part in
Scotland.

In the United States, bigamy is everywhere
treated tO-s a crime, punishable W fine and ini-

misonment. It is punished in the several states
i)y state laws giving the courts discretionary power
to fix the punishment. The law gives the minimum
and maximum punishment, usually from one to
three years' imprisonment and SoOO and SIOOO fine.

Bigelow. the name of several notable Ameri-
cans, of whom the most important are— ( 1 ) Er.astus
BrI(;h.\.VI, l)orn in Ma.ssachusetts, 1814; invented,
while yet a lad, looms for weaving susj)ender
webbing and jiiiiing cord, and afterwanls con-
structed a machine for making knotted counter-
panes, and a valuable loom for weaving cari)ets.

He died in 1879.—(2) JACOB, physician, born in

Massachusetts, 1787 ; graduated at Harvard Uni-
versity in 1S(>C, and early became known as a
skilful botanist. He praeti-sed ft)r over forty years
in Boston, and filled several chairs at Harvard.
His nidfe.ssional puldications are numerous, and the
single- wonl nomenclature of the A iiicriatii P/iantia-
co/twia of 1820, afterwards ado])ted in England, is

largely due to liim. He died 10th January 1879.

—

(3) John, born at Maiden, New York, 181 7, was
managing edit()r of the Xeiv York Erciiiiig I'ont

fr<»m 1850 to ISO I, when he went as consul to Paris.

P'rom 1805 to 1800 he was United States Minister
in France; and in 1875 he was elected secretary
of state of New York, but since 1877 he has taken
no part in politics. He has, among other works,
written Lives of Fremont (1856) and William
("ullcn Bryant (1886), besides editing Franklin's
Autobiogranhy from the original MSS. which he
found in trance (1868; new ed. 3 vols. 1875);
Franklin's Complete Works (1886), and Tilden's
WrifiiHis and Speeches (2 vols. 1886).

Bi|;^, or Big Barley, a local name for the

common here, or four-rowed barley (Ilordcum
vulgare ). See B.\RLEV.

Biff^ar, a town of Lanarkshire, 28 miles SNV.
of Edinburgh, with which it has connectiim by rail.

The Collegiate Church of St Mary was founded in

1545; of Boghall Castle, the seat of the great

Fleming family, hardly a vestige remains. Dr
John Brown, author of Eab (tnd his Friends, was
born in the United Presbyterian manse ; and John
Cladstones (1693-1756), great-grandsire of W. E.

<;iadstone, is buried in the churchyard. Pop.
1356. See Hunter's Biggar and the House of
Fleming (2d ed. 1807).

Biffgltswadc, a market-town of Bedfordshire,

41 miles N\V. of London by rail, with a great corn-

maiket. Pop. of parish, 4943.

Biiiliorii. See Sheep, Vol. IX. p. 377.

Bij{ Horn, a navigable river of the L^nited

States, and the largest affluent of the Yellowstone,

rises near Fremont's Peak in the Rocky Mountains,

in the NNV. of Wyoming territory. It has a north-

east course of altout 350 miles.

Biffnoiliaoea', a tropical order of corollifloral

dicotyledons, closely allied to the Scrophulariacea^

(q.v.j, from which' they may be distinguished by

the longitudinal dehiscence of the capsule, and by

their winged exalbuminous seeds (see Trlmpet-
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FLOWER). Thev are in many eases noble trees,

and some of them afford valuable timber, among
which may be named Bignunia Icucoxi/lon, a tree

of Jamaica, which is sometimes imported for

cabinetmakers, c^c. under the name ot green or

Bignonia radicans.

yellow ebony ; some Brazilian species
(
Jacarancla

brasHian a) furnish exceedingly hard and beaiitiful

timber. Not a few of them are climbing shrubs

(lianas), and the tough shoots of Bignonia kererc

are used for wicker-work in Guiana. Bignonia
aliiarea, a native of the West Indies, is remarkable
for its strong alliaceous smell ; the leaves of

Bignonia Chica afford the red colouring matter
called Chica (q.v. ).—Some are herbaceous; of these
the most important is Sesamum (q.v.).

Bigod* the name of a family founded liy a poor
Norinan knight, which acqiiired the earldom of

Norfolk in the reign of Stephen. The second earl,

Roger, took a prominent part in securing Magna
Charta ; in 1306 the earldom became extinct.

Bigorre, a mountainous district of South-west
France, formerly belonging to Gascony, but now
for the most part embraced in the dejjartment of

Hautes-Pyrences. Tarbes (q.v.) has been the
chief town since the days of the Romans. See
Bagneres.

Big Saudy River, also called Chatterau-ah, a
navigable affluent of the Ohio, formed by the
junction of tMo branches which rise in Virginia.
The west fork traverses several counties of Ken-
tucky, and the east fork is, during the later
part of its course, the boundary between the two
states.

BihaCZ (Bihatch), a strong fortress-town of
North-west Bosnia, on the Una, near the Croatian
frontier. It has been the scene of frequent con-
tests during the Turkish wars, and there is a
fine monument to the Austrians who fell in the
campaign of 1878. Pop. 3597, mostly Moham-
medans.

Bill<'>, a fruitful district of South Africa, E. of
Benguela, and under Portuguese influence. The
eastern j)art rises to a lofty plateau, where tlie

climate is delightful. Bihe is an important cara-
van centre, as the only route across tlie con-
tinent south of the Congo passes through it.

The trade is chiefly in slaves and ivoiy. Area,
250() sq. rn.

; pop. 95,000. Kagnomba, the king's
capital, is more than 3 miles in circumference.
See Major S. Pinto's How I Crossed Africa ( 1881 ).

BijaiKigliur. See Vij.wanagae.
Bijapiir', a decayed city in the Bombay Presi-

dency, 160 miles SE. of Poona. It was for centuries
the flourishing cajutal of a powerful kingdom, but
fell therewith under various dynasties in succes-
sion, Hindu and Mussulman, till in 1686 it was
cai)tured by Aurungzebe. It passed during the

BILBAO

early part of the 18th century into the hands
of the Mahrattas, and became British in 1848.

Now that a gradual decay has done its worst,

Bijapur presents a contrast perhaps unequalled in

the world. Lofty walls of hewn stone, still entire,

inclose the silent and desolate fi-agments of a
once vast and populous city. With the exception
of an ancient temple, the sole relic of aboriginal
domination, the ruins are Mohammedan, and con-

sist of beautiful mosques, colossal tombs, a fort,

with an inner citadel, a mile in circuit. The
British government has done eveiything to prevent
further decay. Pop. 16,759. See Eergusson's
Indian Architecture (1876).

Bijawar, a petty native state in the Bundel-
khand Agency, with an area of 974 sq. ni.

Diamonds and ironstone are found, but the country
is poor and hilly. Pop. 123,414.

Bijbliaril', or Bubahar, a town in Kashmir
state, India, on the Jhelum, 25 miles SE. of

Srinagar. It is the second city in the state.

Bijliaiir\ a town of the North-west Provinces,
3 miles E. of the Ganges. Sugar, Brahmanical
threads, and cotton cloth are manufactured. It is

a seat of the American Methodist Mission and
headquarters of the Jats. Pop. 15,147.—Tiie dis-

trict of Bijnaur, in the N. of the Rohilkhand
division, contains more than a dozen towns with a
population of over 5000. It has an area of 1868
sq. m., and a pop. of 794,870.

Bikaiier, the capital of a Rajput state, lies

in a desolate tract, 250 miles AYSW. of Delhi.

It is surrounded by a battlemented wall of

3i miles in circuit, and from a distance presents

a magnificent appearance ; but many of the carved

buildings for which it is notable are situated in

narrow and dirty lanes, and the )>eople are ex-

tremely dirty. There are seven Jain monasteries.

Pottery, stoiie-cutting, and carving, the making of

a white candy and of blankets, are amongst the

industries of the place. Pop. ( 1891 ) 56,262.—The
state contains 23,090 sq. m., and a pop. of 831,955.

The Rajputs are the dominant race ; but Jats form
the great body of the inhabitants. The greater

l^art of the state is a dreary, undulating plain

interspersed with shifting sandhills, grass, and
jungle bushes. The horses, cattle, and buffaloes of

Bikaner are famous. The climate is remarkable
for extreme changes of temperature.

Bikll is an Indian poison. See ACONITE.

Bilba'o, a town of Northern Spain, the capital

of the Basque province of Vizcaya (Biscay), is

situated in a mountain gorge on the Nervion, 8

miles SE. of its month at Portugalete, and 63 miles
N. by E. of Miranda by rail. Bilbao is well built

;

the principal streets are straight and the houses
substantial ; but there are no public buildings of

any note. Four bridges span the river, which
divides the old town from the new. The city

is purely commercial. There are docks for build-

ing merchant-vessels, and in the vicinity are iron

and cojjper mines. The old fame of Billtao's iron

and steel manufactures is attested by the terms
bilbo, 'a rapier,' and bilboes, 'irons'—both com-
mon in Elizabethan writers. The canalisation
of the river in 1886 has since enabled steamers of

700 to 800 tons register to come up to the town ;

but the narrow channel and the heavy sea on the
bar still render the port equally difficult to enter or

leave. Nevertheless, the annual amount of British

tonnage entering Bilbao exceeds that of any
other foreign port in Europe with the exception of

Antwerp. The exports, wliich include pig-iron, red

wines, and wool, are numerous and unimportant,
with the exception of iron-ore, on which the jnos-

perity of the port depends. The total exports have
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a value of over £3,000,000, nine-tenths iron-ore
!

( mainly from Sominrostro, 7 miles to the west),

I

of which the hulk ^'oes to Hritaiii. The chief im-

I

ports are coal, coke, cotllish, timher, petroleum
tin. sujj^ar, cotVee, colonial i^oods, machinervl
an<l metal wares, and have an annual value of
e2..VKi.(HH)—nearly half from Britain. The ])lace,
which is ])urely a tradin;,' town, prides itself on
l>ein^' kept exceptionally clean. Top. {18S7)51 .314.
Bilbao was founded in the year 1.300 by lJie<,'()

Lopez de Haro under the name of Belvao—i.e.

'the tine fort'—and so(m attained f;reat pros-
perity. In the 1.5th century it was the seat of the

;

most authoritative commercial tribunal in Spain.
It suffered severely in the wars with France, tirst in
17i>.">, an<l a;,'ain ill ISOS, wht-n I'ilM) of its iidiabit-

aiits were slau;,'htered in cold lilood. During' the
Carlist stni<,';,des Bilbao lias stoml two great
siej,'es. Zumalacarre;,'uy here receiving his death-
wound in 18.3.">, whilst in 1S74 the nlace was vainly
besiege*! and heavily iKinibarded by the forces of
Dun ('.irlos for four whole months.

Killicrry. See WiiuuTLEMKurjY.

Bilbili.S, an old Iberian city of Spain, 2 miles
K. of the modern town of ("alatayud (<|.v. ), in the
jirovince of Saragossa, chielly celebrated ;is the
liirthplace of the noet Martial, but also famed for
it-^ highly tempereti steel blades.

Ifiih'ork. See ItAii,.

Kihh'rdijk. Wii.i.km, a Dutch poet and phil

ologist, Wiis born at Amsterdam, 7tli September
17."><). While studying law at Leyden, and after-

wards, when practising at the Hague, he devoted
himself assiduously to literature and poetry. Un
the inv;usion of Ilollaml by the French he repaired
to Bnniswick, and afterwanls visited London,
where he su])ported himself by lecturing and teach-

ing. In KSOt! he returned to Holland, where he
was received as one who had done his country
honour : ami the newly elected king of Holland
I Louis Bonaparte) appointed him president of the

new Institute at Anistenlam, and also made him
his own instructor in the Dut<'h language. Bilder-

dijk afterwards resided at Leyden and then .at

Haarlem, where he died iSth December 1831. His
contributions to ])oetic literature were very numer-
ous ; but though his lyrics esjiecially contain many
beauties, yet, with one or two exce]itions. none
of his poems display any remarkable originality,

or any great wealth of imagination. He also made
valuable contributions to the exposition of the

older monuments of Dutch literature, and wrote

a history of the Netherlands. He was .strongly

crmservative in his tendencies, theological and
other. His collected jioems have been edited

by Da Costa (Amsterdam, 18.-)G j!»)-

llllc is a tluitl secreted from the blood l)y the

li\er. One part of it is destiiie<l to serve in the

process of digestion ; the other to be eliminated

from the system. It is coloured yellow in man, anil

in carnivorous and mnnivorous animals ; it is <,'reen

in vegetable feedei-s. The jirimary cells of the

liver (the hepatic cells) separate the bile from

the blood of the i)<>rtal vein, and discharge it

into small ducts, wliicli unite to form larger ones,

an<l eventually the right and left hepatic ducts.

The latter unite to form the coinnum hepatic duct,

which is soon joined by that of the gall-bladder

(the cystic duct). this juncti<m forms the

common bile duct, which pierces the secoml part

of the duodenum, and running obliquely in its

wall for a short distance, opens on its mucous

surface.

Bile is constantly being secreted, more copiously

after food ; while the duodenum is empty, most of

it passes up the cvstic duct into the gall-bladder

where it is st<ned.' But when the contents of the I

stomach are carried past the o]»ening of the common
bile duct, a copious How of bile takes place into the
duodenum, where it is mixed with the food, in order
to aid the further processes of digestion.

The composition of human bile is on the average of

Water about 86 per cent.
Bile-salts , 8 ,i

Mucin M 2 ,,

Other organic substances i< 3 »

Inorganic substances (ash) „ 0-6 n

The bilc-sct/ts (glycocholate and taurocholate of
soda) are the most important constituents. If an
animal membrane be wetted with a solution of

these salts, it allows fatty substances to filter

through it much more readily than if pure water or

a soluti<in of an inorganic salt be used ; and this

))ro[ierty aids in the absorption of fatty foods by
the intestine. The bile-salts also assist in the
emulsitication, and to a certain extent, in the
solution of fats. The mucin gives bile its viscid

consistence. The other organic constituents include
/(lia and soaps; diulcstcrin, chemically an alcohol,

a crystallisable substance which is usually the chief

constituent of biliary calculi or gall-stones (see

C.\LCULU.S) ; and the bilc-pigmcnts. The ash con-

tains <a considerable proportion of iron, derived, like

the bile-pigments, from disintegrated red blood
corpuscles (see Blood).
Human bile ha.s the specific giavity of about ]02()

( water = 1000), is of a ropy consistence, with usually
a yellowish-brown cohnir ; does not readily mix
with water, but sinks therein, and only after re-

peated agitation becomes ditl'used through the
water, which then assumes a frothy appearance
resembling soai)-suds. Bile has a bitter taste and
a faint musky odour. liesides aiding in the diges-

tion of fats, bile stimulates the various muscular
fibres of the intestine, and thus aids both the
absorption and the propulsion of its contents

;

while the mucus it contains acts as a lubricant.

It has also an antiseptic acti<m, diminishing the

imtrefactive changes of the intestinal contents.

Should, from any cause, the elements of the l)ile

be in excess in the blood, or should the liver suspend
the function of secreting it, not only is digestion

imperfectly performed, but the general health sutt'ers

from the impure condition of the blood, and the

patient is said to be hilious. On the other hand,
the bile may be secreted, but its escajje interfered

with, and then its reabsorption will produce Jaun-
dice (q.v.). See also the articles Livkr and
Digestion.
BiLIOls Att.\ck.—When the functions of the

liverare temporarily interfered with, and jjarticularly

the secretion of bile diminished, most often in con-

sequence of imprudence in eating or drinking, a
hilious (tttidlc results. The liver, however, is rarely

if ever atlected alone, the stomach and intestines

being also disordered ; in most cases the stomach is

jirobably the first to sutter. There are pain and
discomfort in the abdomen, usually headache, and
a yellowish discoloration of the skin and whites of

the eyes ; the tongue is furred and the appetite

impaired, and the temper often becomes very irrit-

able. Vomiting and tliarrhu;a often occur, and are

in such a case .salutary processes. The administra-

tion of a purgative is beneficial; and the food

taken, if any, must be small in amount, simple, and
readily digestible—e.g. milk with potash water,

toast, biscuits, &c. See LiVER.

Bilge (sometimes spelled Bulge) is the part of

the bottom of a ship nearest to the keel, and always

more nearly horizontal than vertical. A ship

usually rests on the keel and one side of the bilge

when "aground. The name of hilqc-water is given

to water which finds its way into tlie bilge or lowest

part of a ship, and which,"when not drawn off" by

the pump, becomes dirty and offensive.
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Bilharzia

:

Bilharzia (Disfonimn or Gijna'cuphorKsfucma-

tobliis). a i)aiasitic Hat worm in tlie fluke or Trema-

tode order, and helonjrinj,' eitlier to the same yenus

as the common liver-thike [D. /tqiaficiim ), or to one

very closely related. The most remarkahle fact

al)out this Morni is the separation

and relation of the sexes. In all

other Trematodes the sexes are

united, the animals are hermaphro-

dite, but here a grooved canal,

formed from two folds of skin on

the ventral surface of the larger

male, contains the female. Pairs

thus united are found in the portal

and other vessels in the abdominal
region, both in men and monkeys.
They are especially abundant in

boys, and cause h.'ematuria and
other troubles. These are mainly
due to the inflammation caused liy

n, male; ?), female, the deposition of the ova in the

vessels of the mucous membrane of

ureter, bladder, intestine, tS:c. They occur from
Egypt southwards to the Cape. It is said that about
half of the Fellah and Copt population of Egypt
sufter from this parasite. The embryos are ciliated,

b>it the life-history is not known. See Fluke.

Biliary Calculi. See Calculus.

Bilinibi. See Caramdola.
Bilill', a town of Bohemia, on the Bila, 5 miles

SW. of Tejilitz, and famous for its mineral springs,

which, of a temperature of 60°, belong to the
alkaline group, and are remarkal)ly rich in native
carbonate of soda. The waters and tiieir various
mineral constituents are exported in great quanti-
ties, and tlie springs are largely sought by sufierers

from gastric, catarrhal, or scrofulous complaints.
The town, since 1464 the seat of the princes of
Lobkowitz, whose castle rises near by, is sur-
lonnded with basalt crags, and in its vicinity is a
remarkable isolated clinkstone rock, 1754 feet high,
Borzenberg or Biliner Stein. Pop. 6604.

Bill, in Natural History, the horny, toothless,
and lipless jaws of birds, {a) Structure.—The fore-

most bones of the skull (mainly, the premaxilla*,
but also the maxillse and nasals) are elongated in
variable degree and form, and are covered Avith a
horny sheath. The same is true of the lower jaw
or mandible, and the result is a bill. The upper
and lower portions are genei-ally equal, but the
upper is longer in birds of prey. The edges,
usually more or less sharp, sometimes (e.g. in
goosander) exhibit saw-like notches not unlike
teeth. In the majority of cases the bill is not
sensitive, the distribution of nerves being restricted
to a %vax-like patch (the cere) at the l)ase of the
upper part of the beak. In aquatic Ijirds, such as
ducks and snipes, which feel for their food in the
mud, this sensitive skin is carried forward almost
to the i)oint ; and the bill of the woodpecker is also
very richly supplied with nerves. The nostrils are
u.sually far back near the cere, Init often lie farther
forward, most markedly perhaps in puffins.

(6) History.—-No living birds have teeth. With
the evolution of the class these structures have been
lost. The fossil birds of America ( Odontornithes

)

exhibit teeth, within sockets in Ichthyornis, simply
in grooves in Hespcrornis. But even in these forms
the characteristic bones of the upper part of the
bill—the premaxillii!—were toothless, and prol^ably
insheathed in a horny beak. The primitive l)ird
Archwopteryx was also provided with numerous
uniform teeth. From the beginning of the Tertiary
Period onwards no toothed birds are found. Traces
of teeth, however, still persist. Geoffroy St Hilaire
(died 1844) observed small tooth-papilkc in the
embryos of certain parrots, and this observation

has been repeatedly conlirmed. The presence of

the characteristic t()oth-sul)Stance dentine has even
been asserted. The tortoise tribe have also lost

their teeth, and here again the presence of rudi-

mentary teeth in embryos ( Trioinjx)yroYes that the

toothless state is secondary. That birds ^et on well

without teeth is evident enough, but it is difticult

to give a physiological explanation of their absence.

The very spongy character of bird bone, olndously

inconsistent with teeth, the sharp antithesis

between the skin structures of birds and those of

reptiles, the disuse resulting from the developed
parental care which supplies the young with food,

the general nature of the nutrition, and the freedom
from fighting which birds must at first have enjoyed,

ought probably to lie taken into account , but some
deeper physiological reason is still required. This
is peculiarly difficult when Ave recall the very varied

nature and habit of toothless vertebrate animals

—

e.g. pipe-fish, toads, turtles and tortoises, birds,

duckmole, echidna, ant-eaters, and some Avhales.

(c) Eelation to Function.—The bill is chiefly used
in seizing and dividing the food, but also for fighting,

preening, nest-building, &c. It varies most with
the nature of the food. It is hardest in birds which
live on fruits, seeds, and flesh ; sharpest in the birds

of prey ; more delicate in insectivorous forms

;

and softest in those which pick their food out of

the mud. It is shortest in tlie graminivorous, and
longest in the marsh-birds. In birds of prey the

beak is hooked, and often notched ; in fishing-birds

it is usually very large ; in those Avhich catch

flying insects the gape is particularlj- Avide. Water
birds often exhibit cross plates at the margins,
betAveen Avhich the Avater taken in Avith the food

is alloAved to escape. Wallace has noted an inter-

esting correspondence betAveen the length of a hum-
ming-bird's bill and the depth of the floAver-tube

Avhich it visits. Finally, it is Avorth noting that
beaks sometimes exhibit ( e.g. in foAvls and sparroAvs

)

pathological variations, Avhich closely resemble Avhat

in other birds are the normal forms. See Birds.

Bill, in its general acceptation, means a formal
Avritten paper or statement of any kind ; originally,

it Avas applied to any sealed document, being
derived from Lat. bulla, 'a seal' (Middle English,
bille; English LaAV Latin, billa). It has a number
of technical apjjlications, for Avliich see the articles

that immediately follow, as also Parliament ;

Rights, Bill of ; Indemnity ; Exchequer Bills ;

Attainder.

Bill, in the criminal laAv of E"ngland, is the
formal name of a AAa'itten accusation of serious

crime preferred before a grand jury. If that body
by a majority finds 'a true bill,' the prisoner or

paity accused is thereupon tried upon an indict-

ment before a petty jury, Avhose A'erdict determines
his guilt or his innocence ; but if the grand jury
find 'no true bill,' the accused is at once set at
liberty. In the latter event, hoAvever, other bills

may be sent up against him. This Avhole procedure
is more quickly and cheaply managed in Scotland
by the system of public prosecutors, Avho take the
responsibility of proceeding to trial Avithout a pre-

liminary public investigation. See Grand Jury,
Indictment, Prosecution, Trial.
Bill, or Bill of Complaint, Avas the name

given in the English Court of Chancery, prior to the
Judicature Act of 1873, to the formal statement
of the facts and jirayer for relief submitted by a
jilaintitt' to the court. This is noAV in every case a
Writ of Summons (q.v.) and Statement of Cl.aim

(
q.v. ), and is not greatly difterent from a Avell-draAvn
summons and condescendence in the Scottish
courts. In the United States, the bill consists of

the statement, the charges, the interrogatories,
the prayer of relief, and the prayer of process.
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Bill-brokers are pei-sons wlio, l.einj,' skilled
in the niDiicN luiukt't. the state of inereantile and
I)ers()nal credit, and tlie rates of exehan<,'e, engage,
either on tlieir own aeeount, or tliat of their
enijilovers, in tlie pureliase and sale of foreign and
inhind hills of exchange, and promissory-notes.
They are to he distinguLsJied from discountbrokers,
or hill-diseounters, wiiose business consists in dis-
counting or ailvancing the amount of bills of ex-
eliauge and notes which have some time to nm
before tliey come due, on the faith of the credit
of the parties to the l»ill. Thus a bill-broker might
jiurchase a doubtful bill and iliscount it by means
of his own credit. The distinction between them
is not, however, in practice a very broad one. See
Hill UK Exchange, Bkoker, Promissory-note.

Bill-chamber is a department of the Court of
Session in Scotland which deals with summarv
liusine.ss—so called because formerly both suni-
monses and diligence or e.xecntion were for
the most part commence<I by a writ called a
bill. These bills went to the whole court, but
the necessity for them lia.s l)een in most ca.ses

alndished by the refonning legislation of the
lyth century. Since IHI.S the bill-chamber ijs

presided i>ver by a single jud;,'e called the Lord
Ordinary on the bills, and «luring the sittings of
tlie Court of Session, the duty is taken by the
junior or last appointed jmlge of the court ; but in

vacation-time, the bu-siftess of the Bill-chamber is

performed by a rotation of judg<'s.

The business of the Uill-ch;imber <oi;sists of all

matters of a summary nature; and generally all

cases requiring the immediate interposition of
judicial authority for arrestment of^ funds or
inhibition of heritable property, for stay or sus-

pension of diligence or execution. .Applications for

intenlict or injunctiuii, ami for certain warrants
necessary for tin- execution of process, are there at
once made. AjUM-als from the inferior courts are
now carried straight to tiie Court of Session ; and
the ordinary execution of decrees works auto-

m.itically. *rhe decision of the judge in the Hill-

chamlter may, with some exceptions, l>e brought
under review of the <'onrt of Session, ami the

iudgment of the court itself may be aiipealeil to the
^ouse of Li>rd.-. The proper jurix fiction of the

Hill chamlK'r luu^ been largely supplemented by
statute. Thus, under all the l>anknii>tcy statutes,

secjuestration may in- obtained either in the Bill-

clianilK;r or in the local slieriH' court ; and on
.••everal im|)ortant i>oints in sc(|Ue>tration there is

an appeal from the sherill' to the liillchamlier.

.Again in vacation, the ISill-chamber exercises many
of the powei-s of the Court of Session—e.}^. in

petitions for interim ap|)ointment of jiulilic officers,

petitions under the Entail, Lands, Houses, and
I'upil Protection Acts, \-c. The Hill-chamber is

open every lawful ilay from 10 to 4, and the papers

lodged are twice in the day laid before the .judge.

See CnlHT oK Sks-ioN, InVekDK T, CAVEAT.

Bill of .idveiltlire is a writing by a merchant,

stating that goods shipped by him, and in his name,

are tlie i)roiierty of another, whose luirent arc or

chance the transaction is—the shii)ping meichant,

on the other hand, undertaking to account to the

a<lventurer for the jiroduce. (Jenerally, in coiii-

luercial law, an adventure may be said to be a

speculation in goods shipped under the care of a

sniirrrttr</ij, to be disposeU of liy him to the best

a<(vaiitage, for the benelit of his employers.

Bill of C'o.sts is an account stating in detail

the charges an<l .lisbursements of an attorney or

solicitor in the conduct of his clients business. It

corres|.onds to the Account of Exi)enses in judicial

proceedings, and the Business and Cash Accounts in

Scotland. In both countries the solicitor may be

ordered to make out his bill if he claims any secur-
ity on the client's property or papers. See Costs.

Bill of Exceptions is a statement of objec-
tions, by way of appeal, against the decision of a
judge who is trying a case with a jury in the Court
of Session. The objection may be that the judge
has misdirected the jury in point of law, or has
improperly rejected or admitted evidence. The
bill is argued before four judges, and if it is

sustained, a new trial is ordered. The jihrase was
prior to the Judicature Act also used in Englaml in

the same sense, but is now merged in the 'motion
for a new trial' (see Trial). In the United
States, the phrase is used for a statement of the
objections of either party to the ruling of the
judge during the trial.' Exceptions must be
taken at the time, and should not be mixed up
with supposed conclusions in matters of fact.

Bill of Exchange, a document purporting to
be an instrument of pecuniary obligation for value
received, and w hich is employed for the purpose of

settling a debt in a manner convenient to the
parties concerned. The original and simi)le pur-
pose of a bill is to obviate the necessity of cash
payments in the settlement of accounts between
parties at a distance from one another. Thus,
A and B are two merchants in London ; and C is a
merchant in Cadiz. A owes C £1000; and C owes
B a like sum. Iiisteail of A sending cash to C, and
C to H, C draws a liill for £1000 ujion his debtor A,
and sends it on to B, who receives the amount from
A ; so that the transaction throughout is settled,

without a farthing in money beinjj; sent from Cadiz
to London, or from London to Cadiz. It is easy to

see that a bill may, in a similar manner, pass
through several other hands liefore it linally comes
back to A, and is paiil by him. Another simple idea
of a l)ill is this : One person owes another £100 for

goods, for which he is to have credit for three
months. The creditor, however, not being able

conveniently to be without the money for that
length of time, gets from the debtor an obligation

or bill bearing that the £100 is to be paid in three

immths. This bill, being a negotiable instrument,
will be discounted by a banker, or other cajfitalist,

who now stands in the position of the creditor, and
receives jtayment when the bill is due. Thus, a
bill of exchange performs two kinds of oHices in

commerce— it saves the transmission of coined

money, and it enables creditors not only to iix

down debtors to a day of payment, but to get the

use of a sum e(|uivalent to the debt (less a small

discount) before it is properly due.

The origin of this important mercantile instru-

ment is usually attributed to the Jews and Lom-
bards, when banished from P'lance and England
in the 13th century. It is certain that hitherto

no trace of such bills has been discovered either

in the Roman code, or in any other system of

ancient jurisprudence. The first notice of them
in modern times occurs about the middle of the

12th century, and by the end of the 14th they had

got into general use in all the commercial states of

Europe. In England, from about the middle of

the 14th century down to the time of James I.,

and for many years after, bills of exchange were

restricted to' the purposes of fcneign commerce.

What are called inland bills—i.e. bills drawn by

and upon jjersons resident in this country—were
not eini)loved much earlier than the reign of

Charles II.
i^ and even then they were regarded with

distrust and jealousy by the English judges. An-

other restriction upon bills of exchange was, that

the privilege of their use was confined to merchants.

Hut all restraints on such instruments gradually

yielded to the wants and conveniences of society,

and now any one ca,pable of making a contract can
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be a party to a bill transaction, without regard

to position, calling, or occupation. In Scotland,

inland bills were put on the same footing with

foreign bills, by an act of the Scottish parliament

passeil in 1696.' Numerous enactments were passed

from time to time, until in 1882 a measure became

law, known as the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882

(45 and 46 Vict. chap. 61), wliich was intended

to codify the existing law relating to bills of

exchange, cheques, and promissory-notes. Besides

doing this, tlie act introduces certain changes into

tlie existing law, and in particular it assimilates in

nearly every respect the laws of the three king-

doms in regard to bills or notes. Ditferences still

exist in the following points : A bill does not in

England, as it does in Scotland, operate as an
assignation in favour of the holder of a debt due
by tbe drawee to the drawer ; the act does not alter

tiie former rules as to bankruptcy in Scotland, nor

in regard to the sexennial prescription or limita-

tion, and the summary methods of enforcing pay-

ment, Avhich continue to ditter to some extent in

each country ; and in Scotland consideration is not

required to .supi)ort a bill as it is for simple con-

tracts in England. The laws relating to bills in

the United States, and in the various British

colonies, are similar to tlie English law.

A bill of exchange is defined to be a written and
unconditional order, addressed by a person who
is called the drawer, to another person called tlie

drawee, desiring him to pay a certain sum of

money to a specified person, or his order, or to

bearer, within a certain time after its date, or after

it is presented for payment, or on demand. If the
drawee signs the bill in token of his agreeing to

this request, he is called the acceptor. A Promis-
sory-note (q.v. ), though diftering in form, is in all

essentials equivalent to a bill. It is, in fact, simply
a bill in which the drawer and the acceptor are

identical. A bank-note is a promissory-note issued
by a banker, payable to bearer on demand, and a
bank checiue is a bill of exchange drawn on a
banker. Subject to certain special provisions they
are regulated by the same rules as other bills. For
the constitution of the bill itself, no particular
form of words is necessary, provided its character-
istic ([ualities clearly appear on the face of it, as
a pecuniary instrument and an unqualified order.

A bill of exchange is only good for a certain sum
in money ; such an instrument for the delivery of
goods or property other than money would not be
a bill. But although no particular words are
required in a l)ill or note, it is always advisable to
adhere, as much as possible, to their customary
form. The only restrictions in regard to amount
are that no bills or notes can be "issued or nego-
tiated in Scotland for less than 20s. ( 8 and 9 Vict.
chap. 38), and that notes for less than £5, payable
to bearer on demand, cannot be issued in England,
nor, except by bankers, in Scotland or Ireland.

Besides the other requisites mentioned, bills of
excliange must be duly stamped. The regulations
on this subject are contained in the Stamp Act,
1870, and are to be found in almanacs and other
publications in common use. The omission of the
stamp, or using a stamp of insufficient amount,
cannot be sulisequently rectified ; the lull is alto-
getlier void, and tlie parties to it are liable to a
penalty of £10. A bill payable on demand, how-
ever, which is only liable to a stamp-duty of one
penny, may be stamped with an adhesive stamp
subsequent to its issue, but the above penalties are
still enforceable. The duties on bills drawn out of
the United Kingdom are ilenoted by adhesive
stamps, to l)e affixed by the holder of the bill
bef(n-e ne<jotiating it.

The following is the usual form of an inland bill
of exchange (for foreign bills, see below) :

£100. London, 2d January 188-.

(Stamp.) Two months after date [or 'at sight,' or 'on
demand,' or ' at days after sight '], pay to Mr E. F.,

or order [or 'to me, ur order,' or 'to bearer'], One
Hundred Pounds, for value received. A. B.

To Mr C. D., Merchant, Bristol.

From this form it will be seen that there are

usually three parties to a bill of exchange, these
three "being: (1) The drauxr (A. B.); (2) the
acceptor or draicce (C. D. ), to whom the order is

addressed ; and (3) the payee, or party in whose
favour the bill is drawn, and who is entitled to

receive the contents (E. F. ). The transaction,

however, may be simply between the drawer and
acceptor, without the interposition of a third

party ; and there are other modifications and
changes of form, according to the circumstances of

the case, and the mode in which it is desired to

have the bill negotiated. The bill being thus in

proper form, and duly authenticated, is then pre-

sented for acceptance, whicli may be defined to be
the act by which the drawee evinces his consent
to comply with, and be bound by, the request con-

tained in the bill of exchange directed to him ; or,

in other words, it is an engagement to pay in

money the bill when due. Acceptance in the case

both of inland and foreign bills of exchange must
now be in writing on the bill, and signed by the
acceptor, or some person duly authorised by him ;

the mere signature of the drawee, without any
additional words, being sufficient. There are cer-

tain precautions to be observed before accepting.

The drawee should, upon presentment for accept-

ance, and before he accepts, assure himself that the
signature of the drawer is genuine, and that there
has not been a fraudulent substitution of a larger

sum than that originally inserted in the bill by the
drawer. And if the drawee accept a forged bill,

or a bill for a larger amount than that originally

named by the drawer, he will nevertheless be liable

to pay a bona-fide, holder. There is also acceptance
supra protest, which takes place where, after a
bill has been protested for non-acceptance, but not
before, any person, not already liable on the bill, may
accept it supra protest, which acceptance is so called

from the manner in which it is made. Where the
drawee of a foreign bill cannot be found, or is not
capable of making a contract, or refuses to accept,

this description of acceptance is frequently made
in order to save the credit of all or some of the
parties to the bill, and prevent legal proceedings.

In this country it is called an acceptance for the
honour of the person or persons for whose use it is

made, and in France an acceptance joor intervention.

The drawer or indorser of a bill may insert in it

the name of a person to whom the holder may
resort in case of its iion-accejitance. In place of

simply assenting to the order, the drawee may
qualify his acceptance by making payment depend-
ent on the fulfilment of a condition, as ' the deliv-

ery of bills of lading.' An acceptance may also

be qualified as to the amount or currency of the
bill or the place where it is payalde. An accept-

ance ' payable at Coutts' Bank ' would be general,

but ' payable at Coutts' Bank only ' would be a
qualified acceptance. It must be observed that
while the acceptance or indorsement may be quali-

fied, the bill itself as drawn must be an unconditional
order.

The bill as a negotiable instrument being thus
complete in all its parts, may either be held by
the drawer or other payee till due, when it is

presented for payment to the acceptor, or it may
at once be transferred by Indorsement (q.v.), the
indorsee taking it for its value at maturity, and
in the meantime cashing or discounting it to the
holder. There may be a succession of indorsees,

the last of whom is entitled to payment ; and to
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liim all the other iiulur^ees, jls well as the drawee
aiul drawer, are bound. Like the acceptance, the
indorsement may be (jualilied or conditional, and
it niav also be ri.'itrutn-e, as ' jtay A. IJ. only," thus
prohibit in-,' the furtlier negotiation of the bill.

An indorser may also a«ld the words ' without
recoiirse," .so as to ne;,'ative his own responsibility
to the bidder. This metiiod of disposiiij,' of bills
without a concurrent obli^'atii)n by indoi-sement
is Itetter known and more i)rartised in the United
State.s than in En<,dand. Instead of discountin<'
his bills in the usual form through a l)anker, a
merchant in New York will sell his bills to a
broker or dealer in this kind of instrument, the
jirice paid being acconling to the state of' tlie

money-market and the creditworthiness of the
acceptor. In such cases, the purchaser stands in
the place of the drawer, undertakes all risks, and
as custmlier of the bill has the power of legally
exacting payment.
When the bill arrives at maturity, that is, on

the day when its payment is due, it nmst be pre-
sented for payment to the accejttor at the place
or address mentioned in the bill ; if none is men-
tioned, then at his place of Ijusiness or residence.
If the holder fail to duly present, the drawer
and indorsers will be relieve<l of liability ; even
the known death or l)ankniptcy of the acceptor
will not excuse prcM-Mtiiicnt for payment. It

may, however, l»e disjiensed with if the accej)tor
is a fictitious i>«»rson «»r is not lH)und to pay the
bill, if the i)arties expressly waive presentment,
or if, after reasonable diligence, the uccei>tor can-
not )k- found.
When the bill is not payalile on demand or at

sight, thn-e days of grace are aildcd to the currency
of the bill, on the la-t of which the bill becomes
|)ayable. Should the la-<t day of grace fall on a
common-law hcdiday, as .Sunday, ("hristmas-ilay,

or (i<M>d Friday, or a National Fast or Thanks-
giving Day, the bill is payable on the preceding
day ; but if the hist day of grace is an ordinary
statutory b.mk holiday, the bill is due on the
succeeding busine.-<s day. If the iicceptor is iinable

to pay, he may endeavour to arrange for a n'mural
of the bill —i.e. the drawing of a new bill with an
exteniled currency. Failing such an arrangement,
if the iiill is not paid on presentment, the holder
must give immediate notice of its dishonour to the
drawer and ind<irser, from whom he can then claim

payment. To preserve this recourse, it is not neces-

sary t<» note or protest the bill, this .act being
now neces.sary only in the case of foreign bills,

and, in the case of inland bills. ,is a jireliminary to

acceptance or payment for honour, or to preser\e

the right of summary <liligence in Scotland. The
acceptor, as primary obligant, may tiieii l)e pro-

ceeded against in a very speedy form in England
under the 'Summary I'nMcdure" .Vet, ISS.'i,' and in

Scotland by the still more direct method of sum-
mary diligence, without further ai-tion, under the

old statutes of IliSi :ind IliiHi.

Hy tbr Statute of Limit.itions (>...> LIMITATION)
in kngland, and I'rescn|>tion (i|.v. ) in Scotland,

bills and notes (except banknotes) become of no
eflect in six years atter tiieir due date, but the

creditor may .still recover on the original claim in

satisfaction of which he received the bill.

.Accommodation Him,.—A bill in its legiti-

mate sense is a document constituting a debt, and

as such is l)enclicial to all partii's connected with

its negotiation. A owes li fKM). A cannot con-

veniently pay the amount, while B is in need of it

;

It draws on" A, ami (' (a banker) discounts—i.e.

for a c<msi<leration i)ays the amount to H. B thus

gets his money at once, A obtains time, while C
makes a profitfor advancing. Tlie.se facilities have

had the eflect of imlucing bills to be resorted to

for raising money where no value is given, and
in which one party gives the use of his name for
the arcumnioildtiuH of another. In the above ca.se,

for example, let us suppose that A does not owe
H, but yet accepts IVs draft. If C discounts the
bill, it is immaterial whether he knows that A
has got value or not—as an onerous holder, he
can conij)el payment from A if B cannot pay tlie

bill. 15ut if merely in B"s hands, the amount is

not recoverable from A if the latter can prove that
no value was received by him. Accommodation
bills, being a simple and easy way of raising money
on credit, often give rise to" fravid and rash specu-
lation, and many attempts have been made to
suppress the system ; but it is difficult to do so
without unduly interfering with the negotiation of
bdiia-Jidc bills.

FoHEioN Bill of Exchange is a bill which is

either both drawn and accepted abroad ; or drawn
by a i)er.son residing abroad on a person in this
country, or the reverse. The risk of miscarriage
to which these bills are liable in their transmission
to distant countries has given rise to the custom of
drawing them in sets: that is, writing out two or
three of the same form and tenor, and transmitting
them to the payee by ditterent channels, so that if

one or two of the individuals of any set are lost,

the other might reach its destination. The lirst

of the set that is presented and accepted is alone
entitled to i)ayment, and payment of it discharges
the accejitor ; but foreign bills, of course, may also
be drawn singly. The following is the usual form
of a foreign bill :

£1000. Jam.mc.^ 2d January 1^!8-.

Fifty days after date pay this First of E.xchange
(second and third of same time and date unpaid) to the
order of A. 1)., One Thousand Pounds sterUng, value
received. C. D.

To E. F., London.

If a bill l>e drawn in this country upon a corre-

sjiondent abroad, or a foreign house, it must be
stamped ; and when drawn abroad, it must be
stainpeil by the holder, before he can present it

for payment, or indorse, transfer, or otherwise
negotiate it within the United Kingdom (Stamj)
Act, 1870, sect. .51 ). Formerly, a bill drawn or

payable in Scotland or Ireland, was foreign in

England ; Imt such bills are now inland, and the
same regulation extends to the islands of Man,
(Jnernsey, Jersey, Alderney, Sark, and adjacent
islands (Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, sect. 4). The
same act, sect. 7'2, provides that the lial)ilities of the

drawer, the acceptor, and indorser shall be governed
by the laws of the countries in which the ilrawing,

acceptance, and indor.senient respectively took i)]ace.

The tluties of a holder are determined by the law
of the i)lace where the act is to be done, and the

due date dejjends on the law of the place where the

bill is i»ayable. Thus, a bill drawn in Paris or

Berlin on London, is entitled to three days of

grace, but a bill ilrawn in London on either of

these places has no days of grace, these not being

recognised by the laws of France or Uermany.
If a foreign ^jill is dishonoured by non-acceptance
or non-payment, it must be duly protested, or the

drawer and indoi-sers are discharged. In the case

of foreign notes protest is not necessary, but it

is always advisable if the makers of the note arc

to be sued alwoad, as the law of the foreign

countiy may require protest. Except in a few
points, the laws of most commercial countries

agree witli those of the United Kingdom in regard

to bills. See Byles, On Bills (1885); Chalmers,

0)1 Bills of Exvhanrjc (3d ed. 1887).

Bill of Health, a certificate or instrument,

signed by consuls or other proper authorities,

delivered "^ to the masters of ships at the time of
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tlieir clearinj,' out from all ports or places suspected

of bein^' particularly subiect to infectious disonlers,

certifviuK tlie state' of liealtli at tlie tune that such

ship sailed. A clam bill imports that at the time

the ship sailed no infectious disorder was known to

exist. A siis-pcrfrd bill, commonly calleil a touched

patent or bill, imports tliat there' were rumours of

an infectious disorder, but it had not actually

appeared. A foul bill, or the absence of a clean

l)ill, imports that the place was infected when the

vessel sailed.

Bill of Lading is a receipt from the captain

of the vessel to the shipper (usually termed the con-

signor), undertaking to deliver the goods—on pay-

ment of freight^—to some person whose name is

therein expressed, or indorsed thereon by the con-

signor ; and the delivery of this instrument—
indepenrlentlv of the actujil delivery of the goods-
will suffice 'to transfer to the party so named
(usually termed the consignee), or to any other

pei-son ' whose name he may think fit to indorse

thereon, the property in such goods ; and by the

Bills of Lading Act, 1855, it is provided that every

consignee and every indorsee shall have transferred

to him all riglits 'of suit, and be sul)ject to the

same liabilities in respect of the goods as if the

contract had been made with himself. The bill of

lading is thus a negotiable instrument, subject to

rights of stoppage in transitu, liability for freight,

&c. It is also provided that every bill of lading-

shall be conclusive evidence of the shipment made.
Bills of lading are thus the proper evidence of the

contracts of a 'general ship
"—i.e. where the ship is

not chartered wholly to one person, or where the

charterer takes sub-freights. They are made out

in three copies ; one of which is retained by the

shipper, anotiier sent to the consignee, another left

with the master. A ' mate's receipt ' is generally

given until the more formal bill of lading is made
out. Tile bill mentions the name of the master,

the destination of the .ship, the goods, the con-

signee, and tlie rate of freight (see also the article

Sale). In the United States, a bill of lading
is an instrument of twofold character : it is an
acknowledgment of receipt by the master of the
vessel, and it is a contract to carry safely and
deliver. Its prima facie legal ett'ect is to vest the
ownershij) of the goods consigned in the consignee.

Bill of Mortality is a return of the deaths
witiiin a certain district, specifying the diseases,

and giving a progressive view of the age at death.

Such were the mortuary tables of Geneva, tlie

Xorthampton and Carlisle tables, on which much
of the business of life-insurance has been founded.
The London bills were l)egnn after a visitation of

the plague in 1592, and continued by the company
of parish clerks till shortly after the Registration
Acts of 1840, being superseded liy the Kegistrar-
general's returns. The material for the returns
was obtained by pei"sons called '.searchers,' and
the system was one of disgraceful inaccuracy and
systematic imposition. The common expression,
' witiiin the bills of mortality,' is a local term
relating to an area which gradually increased
witli thf growtii of London, but defined under
municipal arrangements which no longer exist.

See London, Vital Statlstics.

Bill of Sale is, in the law of England, a formal
deed assigning personal property. It is the usual
mode of transferring ships, and in the case of a
registered sliip it is necessary to follow the form
provided by the Merchant Siiip])ing Act. But in
the case of other personal iiroperty, absolute bills

of sale are rarely used except on a sale under
execution by the sheriff. As mercantile securities,
on the other hand, over stock in trade, househohl
furniture, movalde maciiinery, cattle, t.^c., bills of

sale are in England t)f enormous importance. Con-
trary to the principle of Scots law, that the
property of mo\ables can only be transferred by
delivery, and hence that an effectual security over

movables can be created only by possession, the
English common law has recognised as etl'ectual

mortgages or bills of sale over movables which
are left in the possession of the debtor. Tiiis led

to great frauds on creditors, and the legislature has
interfered in 1854, 1878, and 188'2, to require public
registration and other safeguards in the case of

such securities. Kegistration must take place
within seven days, otherwdse the security is bad as

regards goods left in the actual or apj)arent

possession of the granter. By the last act, bills of

sale must henceforward have a schedule containing
an inventory of the jieisonal chattels assigned ;

must be attested by witnesses, else they become
^'oid ; those given for any sum under £30 are void

;

and when goods are seized, they are not to be
removed or sold until the expiration of live clear

days. This act does not apply to Scotland or I reland.

In Scotland the device of an absolute sale, followed
by a lease in favour of the debtor, has sometimes
lieen followed. Wherever the latter obtains the
full rights of a purchaser, even although only for

the purposes of security, he is pi-otected against the
bankruptcy of the seller by the Mercantile Law
Amendment Act, 1856, which entitles the purchaser,

who has given value, to enforce delivery of goods
sold from the bankrupt's estate. In Scotland, how-
ever, the common law as regards securities over
movables has fallen into a state of uncertainty, and
declaratory legislation is urgently required in the
interests of trade.

In the LTnited States there is no distinction be-

tween grand and ordinary bills of sale. The effect

of such bill is to transfer the property in the thing
sold. By an act of congress of 1793 every sale or

transfer of a registered shiji must be accompanied
by a bill of sale setting forth at length the certifi-

cate of registry. But now a contract to sell,

accompanied by delivery of possession, is sufficient.

Bill of Sight is an entry of inipoiled goods
of which the merchant does not know the quantity
or (juality. This is permitted to save time by the
Customs authorities on sworn information. The
bill must be made perfect in three days by in-

dorsing the particulars required for warehousing,
payment of duty, or delivery free of duty. If the

entry is not completed within a month, the goods
are sold.

Bill of Store is a license from the Customs
authorities to re-import British goods formerlj-

exported. Such goods are generally regarded as

foreign goods unless re-imported within ten years

from exportation, and unless belonging to the

original exporter. Bills of store, however, are not
given by the Customs regulations for corn, grain,

meal, flour, and hops.

Bill of Yictiialliiig, or Victualling Bill,

is a list of necessary stores shipped from the bonded
warehouse, or for drawback on board vessels pro-

ceeding on oversea voyages. It is made out by
the master and countersigned by the collector of

customs, the object being to prevent frauds on the

revenue. Stores not on the list are liable, under
the Merchant Shipping Act, 1883, to be destroyed.

In the case of ships sailing in ballast, the bill of

victualling acts as the certificate of clearance.

Billardiera, or Applkbekkv, a genus of

twining Australian evergreen shrubs of the natural

order I'ittosporacea-. The fruit is generally bluish

when ripe, and is eatable, although not destitute

of a resinous character which prevails in the order.

Some species are cultivated in greenhouses in

Britain.
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Billaud-Varoiiiie. Jeax Nicolas, one of the
Tern»ri>t.s in tlu- Fiencli Kevolution, Mas born at
La liochelle, '2:id April 1756. From 1785 an
atlvoeate in Paris, he soon joined the Jacobin chib,
and became one of the leaders of the revolutionary
movement. He took an active part in the Septeni-
ber massacres, and distinj,'uished himself in the
Omvcntion for his violence a;,'ainst tiie king and
the royal family, and ids general unfeeling cruelty.
During the Terror he wjus president of the Conven-
tion and member of the Comndttee of Public
Safety, and it was mainly at his instance that the
Duke of Orleans, tlie ijuecn, and a host of other
victims, were arraigned befiue the fatal Revolu-
tionary Trilmnal. lie joined in the end in bringin"
a1>uut the fall of liobespierre, but could not ward
off his own condemnation to be transported to
Cayenne! 1795), wiiere he lived alxjut twenty years,
rejecting the pardon otltMcd by the First Consul.
In iSlti he went to New York, but was coldly
received, and then sought an asylum in Hayti,
where he died at I'ort au I'rince, June 3, 1819.

ICiih't, in Architecture, an ornament belonging
to the Niunian style. It was formed by cutting
a mouliling—generally a round moulding—into
notches, so that the parts left reseml)le<l billets of
wood. When used in several rows, the billets and

BiUet.

emjity spaces are placed interciiangeably, as in the
accompanying illustration.

Billet* ill Heraldry. IJillets are small oblong
(igures, sumetimes taken to represent pieces of

wood, sometimes lettei^s. A lield or charge strewed
with an indelinite number of billets i.s called Billety

or Billfttee.

BlUctillfft or CANTONiXfj, is a mode of feeding
antl lodging .soldiers and their hoi-ses by (juartering

them upon the inhabitants of a town. As this

system obviates the necessity of carrying food,

forage, fuid, and camp e<|nipment, it is resorted

to as much as possible during a campaign, especi-

ally in its earlier stages, when collision with the

enemy is not imminent, and therefore concentration

has not l)ecome necessary. One or two men or the

same number of horses are billeted for several nights

on each hearth or family, which may be taken as

four or live persons ; for a single niglit the number
per hearth wouiil l)e greater. Hilleting is also used

on tlie Continent during tiie army mano-uvres, as

many lus nine men and three horses being allotted

to each hearth, but the food and forage provided

by the commissariat. In the United Kingdom
tfie system has always been most unpojiular,

from the time when monarchs were wont to quarter

their troops on the numasteries, and later when
s(ddiers compelleil tiie inhalntants of towns to

receive and support them, the authorities being

eitiier unable or unwilling to interfere. The civil

l)opuiation naturally resented Idileting, and one of

tiie provi.si(ms of the Petition of Kiglit (16'28) was

directed against tiie practice. The Mutiny Act,

»a.s.Hed for the first time in 1689, declared that no

housekeepers siiould lie compelled to accommodate
soldiers except on a recognised and fairly admin-

istered system. The chief civil magistrate of a

town, on'reiiuisition from the military authorities,

quartered tlie soldiers on the iniialiitants as fairly

as lie could. This continued, in England, until

1745, wiien the lialulity to provide Ijillets was

limited to certain tradeVs, and has so continued

ever since ; but the alteration was not made in
Scotland until 1857.

The Army Act of 1881 enacts that only the
keepers of public-houses of any description, if

licensed to sell beer, wine, or cider to be drunk
on the premises, are liable to have soldiers billeted
on tiiem, and livery-stable keepers to take in troo]i

horses. The excei)tions are canteens, and houses
kept by foreign consuls or Vintners of the city of
London. Tiie prices to be paid for food, forage,
and accommodation are fixed for each year by tiie

Army Annual Act. Before the present barracks
were built at the headquarters of each regimental
district, it was usual to billet militia, when called
out for tiieir iiumtii's training, in some convenient
town, but this is no longer necessary. Tlie cases
in which billeting is resorted to in the United
Kingdom are either when troops are called out in
aid of the civil power, or when monnted troojis

are marching for several days ; but wliene\er
practicable, they would be lodged in barracks,
and tlisiiiounted troops are always moved Ijy rail

or sea for any distance exceeding one days march.
Tiie order for the niarcii is the authority for draw-
ing l)iiiets. It is issued l>y the Secretary of State
for War, and specities the exact number of men
and iiorses for whicii billets may Ije drawn, and
the dates on which tiiey are to be at each town.
Tills document is called a ' route.' A billeting party
of two or three non-commissioned oflicers precedes
the main l>ody by one day's march, ami presents
the 'route" to the billet-master (usually liie cliief

constable) at the first lialting-i)]ace. Tius oHieia]

has a list of per.sons liable to have soldiers billeted

on them, and from it he selects those wiiose turn
it is to take them. The men and iiorses are told

ort'to tiieir billets by the billeting party in order that
no deltay may arise when the main body enters.

After its arrival, tiie soldiers go to tiie iiouses on
wiiicii tiiey are i)illeted ; ail tliose belonging to one
troo]i l)eing (piartered as near together as may l)e,

for convenience of muster, and the iiorses near tiie

men. The licensed victualler is bound to provide
each l)illet-holder with food, drink, bed, and ac-

commodation, either in his own iiouse or some-
where near at iiand, and the livery-stable keeper
has to provide stiaw, liay, and oats of good quality

for each horse. Tiie ollicers visit the iiouses, to

see that the men really have one hot meal per day,

instead of taking the value of it in money. The
soldier may demand facilities for cleaning his arms
and accoutrements. The (juartermaster of tiie

regiment makes the payments. Disputes often

arise between the innkeeper or others and tlie

othcers of the regiment, and there are provisions

of the Army Act framed to prevent irregularities

on either s'ide, but especially to safeguard the

rights of the innkeeper.
In the United States, a provision of the constitu-

tion specifies that no soldier shall in time of peace

be quartered in any house witiiout the consent of

the owner, nor in time of war but in a manner to

be prescriljed Ijy law.

Billiards (probably from old Fr. hiUard, 'a

stick with a curved end;' in Englisii, introduced

as tiie name of a game, and niacle plural). The
origin of billiards is uncertain. Some ascribe

its invention to Henrique Devigne, an artist who
flourished about 1570. It was brought into fashion

by Louis XIV. (middle of 17th century), wliose

physicians recommended him exercise after eating.

Others believe billiards to be of English ori<j;in. It

is mentioned by Spenser {Mother Iliihbartt.s Tale,

1591) and by Shakespeare (Antony and Cleopatra,

circa 1607).
" The earliest description of billiards in

English is in Cotton's Complcat Gamester (1674).

The bed of the table was then made of oak : some-

times of marble. Slate beds were first used about
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1827. The cushions were stuffed with flock : list

was used later. India-rubber cushions were fii-st

manufactured about 1835. Tlie pockets, called

hazards, were at tii-st wooden boxes, nets bein^

employed soon afterwards. Each player pushed

his ball with a mast (now corrupted into mace),

made of heavy wood, and til)ped at the broad end

with ivory.
' The game played was the white

winning game (single pool), live or three up. A
idaver holing his adversary's ball won an end (or

life) ; if he lioled his own ball he lost a life ( hence

the terms winning and losing hazards ). In addition,

a small arch of ivory, calleil a ' port,' and an ivory

peg or ' king,' stood'on the table, and certain scores

appertained to passing the port and to touching

the king.

In 173-4 French billiards first appears in Sey-

mour's Court Gamester. It is there stated that

port and king are now wholly laid aside. ]\Iaces

were still commonly used, but cue-playing was
liermitteil. Cues, however, had no tips until the

beginning of the present century. French billiards

was very like single pool, a hazard counting two, a

miss one, and a coup three. The game was played

twelve up.

The losing game, in which a player scored

for a losing liazard, was also occasionally played.

About I77o tlie carambole game (now corrupted

into cannon) is first heard of. A third ball,

called the caram ball (etymology unknown), was
introduced. Winning hazards and cannons counted
to the striker, losing hazards against him ; and a
l>aulk (now first so called) compelled the next
striker to play out of baulk, as at present. Early
in the present century, the white wdnning and
losing cai'anibole game, now known as billiards,

ousted all other varieties in this country. It is

l>layed on a table 12 feet by 6 feet, surrounded by
cushions, and ha\'ing six pockets, of no fixed size,

<jne at each angle of the two adjacent squares
which form the bed of the table : three balls,

iliaraeter 2i-\ inches, are used. The French have
long discarded pockets altogether, and play only
a cannon game, with larger balls and a smaller
table. The Americans added a fourth ball, and in

their game cannons and winning hazards counted
to the striker, and losing hazards against him.
They then abolished the two side-pockets, in con-
sequence of their interfering with cannon play (or,

as the Americans still spell it, more correctly,
carom ). Of late years pocket-tables have been 1nit
little used in America, except for pool ; and the
size of the table has Ijeen gradually reduced to 10
feet by 5 feet ; l)alls 2| inches in diameter. The
four-ball game is now seldom played by experts,
the three-ball French carom game having super-
seded it in match play. Each carom counts one

;

each miss, one ; and tlie game is usually 34 up.

The championship of the English game has been
held by John Koberts, senior ; Wm. Cook ; John
Roberts, junior ; and Joseph Bennett, each having
held it several times. From 1885, however, Joliii

Kolierts's (jun.) play was so superior to the phay of

.all the other professionals that his claim was not
called in question till 1898, when Charles Dawson
challenged iiim to i)lay for it.

Meanwhile considerable discussion had taken
place about certain strokes in the game—viz., the
' s])ot-stroke ' (where the red Ijall is holed from the
spot, the player recovering position with his own
ball to repeat the stroke cut lib.) and the 'push-
stroke' (where the player's ball is gently pushed
through the object-ball till it reaches the third ball

and makes the cannon ). This push-stroke Avas held
by its opponents to be a ' foul. ' The tables also had
their pockets of vaiying widths, so that 'records'
have to lie taken with caution. The 'championshii)'
tiiMe had the pockets 3 in. wido, instead of the regu-

lation 3j^ in. of ordinary tables, and the billiard spot
was 12i in. from the top cushion instead of 12|,
making the game nnich more ditiicult than on ordi-

nary tables. The rules of the game otherwise were
in a state of great confusion. On account of the
greatly increased popularity of this really scientific

and beautiful game this was very unfortunate, and
the Billiard Association finally framed a series

of rules which came into force on October 1, 1898.

Among other changes, these rules bar spot and
push strokes, and provide a standard for the width
and shape of the pockets.

It was under these new rules that the champion-
shij) match of 18,000 up was played l)etween Charles
Dawson and John Roberts in March-April 1899,
M'lien Roberts was victor by 1814 points. Roberts's
record break for the spot and push barred game was
679, made April 15, 1898 ; but this was beaten by
Dawson on October 21, 1899, when he made 722
under the association rules.

"While it is almost impossible to learn the game
of billiards without practical lessons, we may give a
few hints which will be found useful to beginners.
The first important matter is to acquire as easy an
attitude as possible in striking the ball. The player
should stand with his body a little to the left of the
line of stroke, the left foot in front with the toes
just under the cushion and jjointing towards the
ball to be struck. The right foot should be about
18 inches behind the left, and at right angles to it.

The body should be inclined forward, with the face
full in front of the ball. The cue is grasped lightly

with the right hand near the butt-end, the hand
being almost directly under the elbow, while the
left hand is extended on the table to form the
bridge on which to rest the cue. To form the
bridge, the points of the fingers and the ball of the
thumb should rest on the table, the knuckles being
raised about 2 inches or so and the thumb pressed
against the forefinger to support the cue. The
point of the middle finger should be about 8 or 10

inches from the ball. The cue should be held nearly
parallel to the table and pointing to the centre
of the ball, and in striking it should be draAvn
back several inches and sent forward with a free

and even motion without jerk, allowing the tip to
follow a little after the ball. For jjractice, place
the ball on the centre spot of the balk-line and
hit it straight up the middle of the table. If hit

truly in tiie centre it will return from the top
cushion over the centre spot. So much of the
game depends on striking the ball fairly that this,

simple as it looks, should be practised till it can be
done every time. If hit with 'side'—that is, on
either side of the centre—it will return to that side.

After acquiring ease and accuracy in striking the
ball the beginner will find it much to his profit

to study the ' half-ball ' stroke, as on this and its

modifications the foundation of the game rests.

The half-ball stroke is made by aiming with the
cue directly through the centre of the striker's ball

to the edge of the object-ball. When this is done
accurately the angle at which the striker's ball will

glance off the object-ball is invarial)le, unless force,

side, or screAV be applied. There are certain posi-

tions on a billiard-table from which the half-ball

stroke can be readily found. For instance, place
the red ball on the billiard spot, and draw an
imaginary line from its centre to the upper edge of

eitiier of the middle pockets ; if the cue-ball is

l)laced anywhere on this line, a half-ball h.azard off

the red can lie made into the opposite toj) pocket.
If the red is hit exactly a half-ball it will return
off the top cushion straight down the middle of the
talile, and the strength used should be enough to
bi ing it down to about the pyramid spot. Another
half-l)all stroke is when the red is on tlie billiard spot
and the cue-ball in line with its centre and one of
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the top i»ofUets. The stroke is into the other top
pocket. When the red is placed on the ))yranud
spot there is a half-hall hazard into either top
ixH-ket from the corner spots of the 1). The.-e
half hall strokes apply equally to cannons, an<l
should he practised until the eye gets thoroughly
accustomed to the angle, when the variations pro-
duced hy the use of force and side may be studied.
Another very important part of the game is 'screw.'
This is done hy hitting the cue-l)all helow the
centre, and without allowing tlie cue to follow the
hall, hut stopning it with a jerk just as the liall is

.struck. Tlie lower the cue-hall is struck, and the
fuller it is aimed at the object-ball, the more screw
will be produced. \Vitli screw, a ball may be
made to come off the object-ball at any angle
between the half-ball angle and the straight
' screw-back,' which is jiroduced by aiming at the
object-ball quite full, and striking' the cue-ball a.s

low as possible. The ' ftjllow-through ' strcd^e is

usetl when the object to be reached by the cue-ball
is nearer a straight line than the half-ball angle.
It is done Ijy aiming the cue-ball more or less full

at the (d)ject ball, and, when near it, a little above
the centre. The result is that the cue-ball follows
the object-ball more or less in a straight line as it

hits it more or less full. On these three .strokes

—

half-ball, screw, and f(dlow through—is based the
entire game; but their niceties and innumerable
\ ariations and modilicaVions must be studied under
a teacher, although any g(K>d handbook will be
found very useful by an aj>t ])Upil.

.See Works by Jo.s. 15ennett (1S7<>: a thoroughly pood
book for befjinners ), Wui. Cook ( iSi'itJ ; new ed. 1877),
( 'oUender ( Ni-w York. 1S.S1 ), Gamier (Xew York, ISJSO),

Dray-son (b'^'^'J), liuchanan (189.0), liroadfoot and others

I ' liadinintoii ' .>^erie8, ISIN'!), anil G. W. Hemming,
liilli.n-.lf M.itlicmtiticalli, Trrdtcd (IH'M).

BillillgK. Josh, the pseudonym under whicli

Henry M. Shaw ( 1K1S-,S."(), a laixlagent at Pough-
keepsie. New York, published facetious almanacs
and collections of witticisms, the wit in which, how-
ever, wa-s mainly due to their deliberate mis-spelling.

BillillSS, HnnKKT WiLMAM, lK>ni in London
in Isl.S. ai-.|uire<l, during a seven years' apjirentice-

ship with .bdin Ibitton, topographical draughtsman,
a taste for ami facility in the production of illus-

trations of historic Ituildings. IV-tween 1S38 and
1H46 he pnxluced illustraticms on his own account
of .several churches and cathedrals, including his

Arc/iitertitnii Aiiti'juitk.s nfthc ('<mntij of Dinhfnn.
The work, however, with which his name is per-

manently }Lss(K'iate<l is his Jinnminl nml Kn-lcsia.s-

tiriil Anti'jiiitiis i)f Srntliiiiil (4 v(ds. lS4.">-.")2), with
accompanying letterpress to its '240 illustrations.

He wrote several works on architecture, and con-

ducted a large business; amongst the buildings

restored under his direction are the chapel of Edin-

burgh ("a-stle and the Doughus Kooni in Stirling

<'astb", \c. He died 14th November 1S74.

Kiiliimsuatc. a gate, wharf, and fish-market,

a litlb- below London Bridge, to the west of the

custom-house. It was opened in looSa-s a landing-

place for j>rovisions ; and in 1609 was made 'a free

anil open market for all sorts of lish.' The present

handsome stone building was finished in 1874.

The unpolished jdira.seology native, though not

[rt'ciiliar, to this quarter of London, has given ri.se

tn till' jirovcrbial use of the name.

KillillUtoil. Kliz.vketh, a celebrated singer,

was iH.rn in L)ndi)n about 176S. Trained by her

father, a <Jerman musician named Weichsel, _she

appeared as an infant pianist in 1774 ; and in 1783,

alter a secret marriage with her singing-master,

dames lUllington, she came out with Itrilliant

success on the oi)era stage in Dublin. Ketiirning

to Lmdon in 1786, she was engaged at Covent

Garden at the then unheard-of salarv' of £1000 for
the season. She ajtpeared subsequently in Naples,
Venice, Florence, and elsewhere, with "the greatest
applause. In 1799, her first husband being deail,
she married a Frenchman, Felissent, but owing t<')

ill-treatment she left him and returned to London,
1801, where she received nearly £4000 for six
mimths, i)laying alternately at Covent Garden ami
I bury Lane. She retired from the stage in ISll,
and died ( 1818) at her villa near Venice, not without
suspicion of foul play from her husband. To a
voice of great compass and the richest tone, traineil
in all tlie art of the Italian .school, she added a
fascinating i)ei-sonal beauty and grace.

Bil'litou. or Blitono, an island in the Dutch
East Indies, between the SE. of Banca and the SW.
of Borneo. It is of round shape, about oO miles
in length by 45 broad, and l8o5 sq. m. in area.
To the noilh, which is hilly, the highest point rises
30<X) feet. It is rich in iron, tin, and timber, and
exports rice, trepang, edible Idrds' nests, seaweed,
tortoise-shell, and wax. Its coa.sts are beset with
rocks and islets. The best harbour is at Tandjong ;

Pandang is the chief town. Pop. 38,200, of whom
over HM) are Europeans, and 10,000 Chine.se, the
rest mostly Malays.

Billoill, a decayed town of Auvergne, in the
French department of Puy-de-D6me, 14 miles ESE.
of ClernK>nt. It was the'seat of a university from
145.5 to 1554. Pop. 3920.

Billon, a name ( originally French ) for a mixed
metal sometimes used in coinage, consisting of gold
or silver, with a large proportion of baser metal.

For some small French coins, a mixture of four

parts of copper to one of silver was used before

1810.

Billlia, a town of the Sahara, Central Africa,

situated in 18^ 40' N. lat., 14' E. long., on an oa.sis

called the Wady Kawar. It is the capital of the
Tiliu country, important as a resting-place of cara-

vans crossing the desert, but is a poor place.

Billiey, Thom.vs, martvr, bora about 1495,

probably at Norwich, stuilied at Trinity Hall,

('ambridge, and was ordained in 1519. He was
opposed to the formal 'good works' of the school-

men, and tlenounced saint and relic worship ; and
to the.se mild Protestant views he converted Hugh
Latimer and other young Cambridge men. In

1.527 he was arraigned before Wolsey, and on
recanting, absolved, but was confined in the Tower
for over a year. Stung by remorse, after two years
of suffering, he began to preach in the fields of

Nort'olk, but was soon apprehended and con-

demned ; and although allowed to receive the

sacraments of the church from which he differed

so little, he was burned as a heretic at Norwich,
19th August 1531.

Bilstoil, a town in South Staffordshire, situated

on a rising-giound, about 2i miles SE. of Wolver-
hampton, and forming part of its parliamentary

borough. It has extensive iron and coal mines,

iron-smelting works, iron-foundries for making
machinery-, besides works for manufacturing tin-

plate goods, japanned and enamelled wares, nails,

wire, screws, and coarse pottery. It is the centre,

indeeil, of the hardware trade, and con.sequently a
very busy place. Fine sand, adajited for metal-

casting, is found here. Pop. ( 1891 ) 23,453.

Biliicliistan. See Beluchlstax.

Billia. a seaport of Sumliawa, one of the Sunda
Isles, and capital of a state of the .same name, is on

a bay of the north coast, 100 miles E. of Suni-

bawa.

Bi'maiia (Lat., 'two-handed'), a temi first

employed by the Gottingen anatomist Blumenbach
( 1752-1840)^ to describe the human species in con-
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trast to other mammals. The separate order thus
desi^'iiatetl was reco<,'nis>eii by Cuvier (1749-1832),

ami by most of his contemporaries ami immediate
successors. But in 18(33 Huxley pointed out in his

work entitled Mcot's P/acc in yatior, tiiat as far as

the term BiiiKtna was concerned, it was equally

deserved by some of the higher apes. In ordinary

civilised man it is indeed obvious that the foot does

not grasp in th j way the hand does, but this is largely

a nuitter of use anil disuse. ]\Iany men in all races

have learned to use their big toes as if they were
thumbs, even to the extent, in more than one case,

of playing on the violin ; in less civilised races, the

foot i.s not unfreipiently used in rowing, climbing,

and handiwork ; and our own schoolboys and
sailoi-s exhibit considerable power of foot-grip.

Haeckel notes how a young infant can grasp a
spoon with the big toe as witli a thumb. In short,

man is four-handed if he chooses. The title is

now rarely used, and man and monkeys are zoologi-

cally united in the old Linna^an order—Primates.
See Monkeys.

Billlbia* a district on the southern slope of the
Cameroon Mountains in Africa, and on the northern
bank of the river Bimbia. Since 1884 it is part of

the German protectorate. See Cameeooxs.

Biiuetalliimil is the name given to a monetary
system in which both gold and silver are on pre-

cisely the same footing as regards mintage and legal

tender. At present, in the United Kingdom, gold
to any amount can be brought to the mint and
coined into so\-ereigns free of charge, and the legal

definition of the pound sterling is a certain weight
of gold of a certain fineness, iJvrc. ; and gold, and
Bank of England notes representing gold, are the
sole legal tender to any extent.

The silver coins of this country are at present
only ' token ' coins. The value of the silver of

which they are made ( Q\en at the valuation before
any depreciation of silver relatively to gold occurred

)

is Ijelow the nominal value—i.e. the silver in twenty
shillings ( reckoning silver as worth about 60 pence,
or a quarter of a sovereign, an ounce ) is not worth
the gold in a sovereign. As a consequence the silver

is coined only in limited quantities, and is legal
tender only to the extent of forty shillings. This
preliminary explanation is necessary, because it

is often said in a loose inaccurate way that bi-

metallism exists dc facto everywhere, because all

nations use both gold and silver for coinage.
There is, however, a fundamental difference

between standard coin and token coin. If by great
discoveries of gold, or by the opening up of hoards
in the East under civilising intiuences, the amount
of gold brought to the mints were increased to a
great extent, then there would follow a general rise

in prices. This depends upon the principle that,
other things remaining the same, an increase in the
quantity oif money will raise general prices. The
only object of converting the gold into coins is to
use the coins to spend, and the increase in spending
jiower tends to force up prices. The theory is con-
farmed by the effects of the great discoveries of gold
in Australia and California about 1850. Similarly,
in the 16th century, when silver was standard
money, the discovery of the rich mines of Botosi
caused a great rise in prices.

But if under present conditions, in which no
civilised nation coins silver to an unlimited extent,
there were similar discoveries of silver, there would
be no con-esponding efiect on prices. The only
effect would be that silver would, reckoned in gold,
l)ecome cheap or depreciated. The coinage, how-
ever, would not be increased, because the use of
silver is strictly limited. If silver were a standard
coin, tiienit would be coined in unlimited amounts,
and when expended would tend to raise the prices of

commodities. The principle may be expressed thus

:

The quantity of standard money, other tilings re-

maining the same, determines the general level of

prices, but the quantity of token money issued is

determined by the general level of i)rices. When
prices are high, cetcria paribus, more token money
will be reciuired as a circulating medium than when
prices are low.

If we consider any particular country, the prin-

cipal diiliculty in the adoption of both metals as a
joint staiulanl is generally expressed by saying
that the joint standard or double standard (to use
the more familiar but less accurate term) would l)e

in reality a fluctuating single standard. It is

argued that, considering the variations in supjily

and demand of the two metals, variations must
constantly occur in the relative market values of

gold and silver considered as bullion. At the same
time, it is said, if both are coined in unlimited
anumnts for unlimited payments, some definite legal

ratio must be adojited at which they are to be coined
and to circulate. If a contract for so many jKiunds
can be fulfilled by the payment of either gold oi-

silver, it must be assumed that in some way the
equivalent amounts are determined.
But suppose, when large amounts have been issued

at one legal ratio, the ratio for example at which
gold coins are reckoned as equal to \o\ times their

weight of silver, a disturbance occurs in the market
ratio of the metals, such as it is alleged must occur
with variations in supply or demand. Let it Ije

assumed that silver becomes cheaper, so that the
silver in twenty standard shillings is no longer worth
one sovereign in gokl, but only three-quarters. That
means practically that any person can for tliree-

quarters of a sovereign buy enough silver Inillion to

make into twenty standard shillings. Clearly under
these circumstances no one would pay his debts in

gold when by first exchanging it for .silver, he
would gain five shillings in the pound. On the
other hand there would be a rush to melt doMn
gold in order to get the cheap silver, and the golil

would, if silver remained below the old legal ratio,

be driven from circulation. Under the opposite
conditions of silver becoming relatively dearer, it

would be replaced by gold, and thus the conclusion
is reached that the joint standard would be an
alternating standard with the cheaper metal as the

real standard at any time. This law, according to

which the cheaper metal displaces the dearer, is

known as Gresham's Law ; and it is found, histori-

cally, that a very small difference between the
market and the legal ratio will suffice in any
l^articular country to drive the dearer metal from
circulation. This theory has been repeatedly illus-

trated in the history of particular countries. Thus,
in England in 1717, according to the ratio adopteil

by the advice of Sir Isaac Newton, gold was, com-
pared with silver, overvalued about \h per cent., that

is to say, it was so much more \aluable as currency
than as metal. Consequently the full-weight silver

coins were Avitlulrawn, and gold became the ]irin-

cipal currency. In France, on the other hand, at

the time of the great Bevolution, silver was slightly

overvalued, and thus became the principal currency,

the gold being to a large extent driven from circula-

tion.

The question then arises : What becomes of this

dearer metal, and whence is the cheaper metal
derived which must l>e coined to take its place ?

It is obvious that in any modern society, the gold

or silver displaced will not be hoarded, nor is there

any reason why the mere change in relative value
should lead to a greater use of plate made of the

dearer metal. Accordingly it seems inevitable that
this dearer metal should be exported, in order to

get the cheaper metal for coinage, for by i)arity of

reasoning it cannt)t be draMu from hoanls oi- plate
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witliin tlie ouiitn-. It is this consideration wliich
is tlie fiiuniliuion of the ar-^oinient, that aitliough
one country alone nii;:ht l>e unable to maintain hoTli
metals as le<,'al tender at a Hxed ratio, under a
union of the princijial commercial countries the
system would Ik? «iuit<' possible and perfectly stable,
l-or, i:r hiniuthcsi, there would in this case be no
place to which the golil, supposing it became dearer,
could l»e exportetl, or from which silver to take its
place c(mld Ije obtained. Again, if under these
conditions any disturbance in the ratio occurred,
(supposing it pos.Hible) to the advantage, for ex-
ample, of gold, the gohl w<mld l>e driven from cir-

culation and converted into bullion. Thus there
would l)ea great increji.-<e in the suiii»ly of gold, and
a corresponding increase in the demand for silver,

and it is maintained that the old ratio would at once
l)e restored. This process of reversion to stability
is known as the roinittnsatonj nction of the double
sttnithinl, ami is the counterjiart of Cireshanis
Law in tlie present controversy.

If, tlien, the ]»ossibiliiy of intemati<mal bi-

metallism on a conventional ba.sis is granted, it is

reijuisite next to incjuire into tiie advantages of the
proposed system, for in currency alxjve everything,
the maxim i/iiie(n noii titorere, to let things alone,
is held to be soun<l. The advantages claimeil are
twofold. In the Jirst jdace, it is argued that if the
main work of standard money is in the future
thr<)wn upon gold, there must l>e a great fall in
jiriees from the level to' which the world ha<l been
accustome<l with ImuIi metals iis standard money.
It isallegeil that the fall in jtrices that luvs actually
taken jdace since 1H74. is mainly due to the sulistitu-

tioii ot gold for silver as the stan<lard by (lermany
and other countries, l)«.-cau>e, taking the world as a
whole, the amount of gold has not suHiced to keep
up the level of prices. It is further argued that
having reganl to the increa.se<l use of gold for the
arts and the diminished supply from the mines,
this fall ill jirices will continue, or that there will
1m? a continuous appreciation <>f gold, witli a con-
stant increa.se in the real bunh-n of debts, aii<l a
disturbance of the real meaning of contracts and
great friction in the a4ljustment of customary retail

prices.

The term iij>/)nritifio)i, a.-* apj)lie<l to gold, re-

i|uires some explanation. If gold is tiie standard
of value, it may Ik> thought that its own value
cannot change, just as a foot me.usure always
remains of the same length— that a sovereign of full

weight must always remain of the same value.

Hut it is one thing to appoint by law that a certain

amount of gold shall i>e coined into a certain

nuinlfer of sovereigns, and <|uite another to supj)ose

that these sovereigns shall always exchange for the

.same amount of wealtii. If, on the whole, a
sovereign! purchiuses more tliiin it did, from what-
ever cause, that constitutes an appreciation of

gold. An appreciation of gold is tinis the same
thing as a general fall in j>rice.«<.

Seeing that the numoer of purclia.sable com-
modities is jiractically inlinite, it is of couree not
ea.sy to say even that a general fall is taking i>lace,

ami it is still less easy to measure exactly the

extent of the fall. For some commotlities may be

rising wiiilst others are falling. The general

method adopted is to take certain important com-
mnditit's jis fairly representative. Thus the Econo-

mist, in its annual review, takes twenty-two com-

modities and compares their price with the piice

which was the average between 184.V.J0. Taking
each of tiie average prices for that period as 100, the

total would be 2200. In any subse<juent year the

actual change in price is worked out in these ' index

Miimbers," as they are called. Thus suppose during

the given period the average price ot wheat had

been 60s. a (quarter, and in some other year it

1)ecame 30s., we should have to change the index
number from 100 to 50, that is, under it or half. If

in adding up the total of the index numbers in any
year we tind a rise has taken place, then it is a.ssnmeil
this fairly measures the general rise in prices. It

may be interesting to quote some of the principal
changes in the ' index numbers.' A fluctuating rise

took place from 1850 up to 1S64 when the index
numbers became 3787. This is equivalent to saying
that on the articles taken there was an average rise

of al)out 72 per cent. It would, liowe\er, olniously
be a mistake to argue that all prices must have
risen to that extent, especially when we consider
that owing to the American civil war the price of
cotton was al)norinally raised. From 1864 to 1871
there was a lluctuating fall in prices, the index
numbei-s in the latter year being 2590. Then arise
took jdace, the numbers in 1872, 1873, 1874, being
respectively 2835, 2947, 2891. Thus in these years
of inflation, as they are often termed, though there
was a rise of about 31 per cent, on the original
' imlex numbei-s," there wits a still greater fall from
the numbers of 1864. From 1874 there was a steady
and rajiid decline, until on 1st January 1886 the
aggregate ' index number ' was only 2023, which was
lower than the original numljer, and lower than
that of any year subsequent to 1850. It is this

very remarkable fall in prices that constitutes the
ai>preciatioii of g«dd, and it is maintained by l>i-

metallists that if silver were used to supi>lement
gold as standard money, the fall in prices would bo
checked, an<l that for the future the general level

would remain more steady. The fall in prices has
ajiparently atlected agriculturists more than any
other class, because many of the charges are fixed for

comparativelylong periods, and thusexpensescannot
be adjusted to the new level of prices very readily.

,Sc(o/t(//i/, the adojition of conventional inter-

national bimetallism (for that is the only system
practically |tr<>posed) is advocated not only as a
p^ial remedy for the apiireciation of gold, but
also as a preventive of fluctuations in the relative

values of gold and silver. It is said that the recent
depreciati(m of silver, caused by the monetary dis-

turbance, has injuriously affected our trade with
silver-using countries, and that in eH'ect this

depreciation has acted like a protective duty on
imports into such countries, and a bounty on their

exports. To these statements of alleged facts it is

replied generally that our exports to the East, or

silver countries, have largely increased, and that
the exjiorts from the silver countries, .such as Indian
wheat, have been really stimulated by other causes

—

e.g. railways and reduced freights ])y sea. It is,

however, undeniable, that if goltl prices on this side

ha<l remained at their old level, whilst at the same
time silver had depreciated, the ert'ects on our
eastern trade would be accurately described by
the analogies of a protection duty m the one case

and a l)ounty in the other. So far, however, as the

golil prices of commodities have fallen in the same
degi'ee a.s silver, no such stimulus or restraint

appears to take place. A Manchester merchant
may just as well .sell to India for the same silver as

before, even although it produces only thirty jier

cent, less gold, as sell to gold-using countries for

thirty per cent, less gold, directly without the

intervention of silver. Similarly, an Indian ex-

porter has no advantage from cheap silver if he

obtains for his exports thirty per cent, less gold

wherewith to purchase silver.

Here, however, the question arises whether the

depreciation of silver has not directly, to a large

extent, caused the fall in gold prices. It is gener-

ally a<lmitted that the effect of a bounty is to

lower prices in the foreign country, and pro-

tective iluties operate indirectly in the same way ;

and similarly, it is maintained (especially by M.
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Cernuschi) that the depreciation of silver has

lowered all prices measured in gold.

It will be oV)servetl that both of these advantages
claimed for bimetallism depend upon (piestions

of fact ; and the ditticulty in obtaining infor-

mation was tiie cliief reason for the appointment
of the Royal Commission in 1886. No one, how-
ever, denies that if by any means the relative

values of gold and silver could be fixed, it

would be beneficial to the world at large. Mere
lluctuations are certainly an evil. The possibility

of thus fixing and maintaining a ratio receives

strong practical support from the fact that for

seventy yeai-s, in spite of great variations in the

relative amounts of gold and silver produced, the
existence of bimetallism in France, and the large

use by other nations of silver as standard money,
kept the ratio, apart from small variations due to

exdiau'^e operations, at nearly 15i : 1. It may also

be said that an international convention, once
established, would not be broken in the same
capricious manner as a purely political treaty ; for

it may easily be shown that every nation makes
the agreement in the first place with its own sub-

jects, and that by breaking the agreement it would
injure them more than any one else. There is

really not much more apparent reason why, once
established, the system should be broken through,
than if all the nations had adopted the same system
of weights and measures. It is possible, of course,

that the initial difficulties may be insuperable in

spite of the extremely unsatisfactoiy condition of

the present relations of gold and silver. At the
same time it is difficult to supjiose that the present
state of things can continue.

The United States were compelled by the Bland
Act to coin large quantities of silver e\ery year

;

tiie Sherman Act (1890; repealed 1893) empowered
the Treasury to increase its purchases of silver,

but failed to maintain the ratio (see Silver).
The government of India also failed to maintain
the ratio by stopping (1893) the free coinage of

silver.

But any attempt to adopt gold as the sole prin-

cii)al standard throughout the world, would, in ]\Ir

Goschen's often-quoted opinion, produce a most
disastrous monetarj- crisis, and thus the choice
seems to lie between an international agreement
on a reasonable basis, and the reliance on the self-

interest of each particular nation to make no further
change through dread of further evil.

It is impossiljle to even mention in a brief
article all the points of controversy on the question
of bimetallism. Until the recent great and rapid
fall in the value of silver compared with gold, it

was apparently believed that from some curious l)ut

beneficial natural cause the ratio would remain fairly
steady, and for about seventy years the variations
were very small. Accordingly," very little attention
was paid to the question by economists, who for the
most part were content with saying that it would
lie difficult for one country to maintain ettectively
a double standard. Again, when the deprecia-
tion set in, it was believed that it would be
only temporary, but this belief has proved to be
unsound.
The partial failure of the Latin Monetary Union

to preserve an international coiruu/c, ought not to
prejudice the case of a bimetallic union like tliat
proposed by the United States. The Latin Union,
proposed in 1865 and accomplished in 1868, was
essentially a treaty between certain countries
(France, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland) for an iden-
tical coinage (apart from the mere stamp) to be
received as legal tender in each country. It was
only accidentally bimetallic, and no special pro-
vision was made for the unlimited coinage of either
gold or silver.

It is impossible to obtain accurate figures either
as to the production of gold and silver, or as to the
extra demaiuls made on gol«l and the extra supplies
of silver tiirown on the market since the demoneti-
sation of the latter. There is, however, no doubt
that the production of gold has decreased as that
of silver incre;ised, and that the demonetisation of

silver has to some extent increased the supply of

it as a commodity.
To understand the subject in its present bear-

ings, the reader must refer to recent writers,
and consult especially the Pieport of the Royal
Commission. On the monometallic side may be
mentioned Mr Fowler's Appfca'atioii of Gohl, Mr
Giften's Essays on Finance, and the pajiers jiul)-

lished in the Contemporary Iicn'eir by ]Mr ^^ ells.

On tiie other side muclimore has been written, since
attack is always more productive than defence—e.g.
various essays by H. Cernuschi, H. H. Gibbs,
Grenfell, R. Barclay, S. Smith, &c. ; a valualde
historical work by the Hon. Dana Horton called
the Sih'er Pound, and a Treatise on Money, with
Essays on Present Monetary Problems, by Professor
J. S. Nicholson, may also be mentioned.' The best
book for the statistics of the question is SoetVioer's

Materialien, translated from the German for the
use of the Royal Commission, and published in

America by !Mr Atkinson.

Bi'nary Theory, in Chemistry, takes cognis-
ance of tlie mode of construction of salts. It

assumes that all salts contain merely two sub-
stances, which either are Ijotli simple, or of which
one is simple and the other a compound playing
the part of a simjile body. The best and most
familiar illustration of the binary theory is com-
mon salt or chloride of sodium, NaCl, which is

constiiicted of the metal sodium, Na, and the non-
metal chlorine, CI, and is at a glance seen to l»e

a binary compound {& com\\o\inA of two). In like

manner, fluor-spar, or the fluoride of calcium,
CaFo, consists of the metal calcium, Ca, and
tiie non-metal fluorine, F; and iodide of potassium,
KI, largely employed in photography, of potassium,
K, and iodine, I. Although this theory attracted
mucli attention from 1837 to 1855, and was adopted
l)y Liebig and otlier chemists, it never met with
general acceptance, and has now been quite super-
seded. See Acids and Salts.

Bilicbe, a town of Belgium, in the province of
Haiuault, 10 miles E. of Mons, manufacturing delf-

ware and iace. Pop. 10,104.

Biiidrabau. See Brixdabax.
Bindweed. See CoxvoLvuLrs.

Billg'eil« an ancient town of Hesse-Darmstadt.
Germany, is charmingly situated on the left bank
of the Rhine, 39 nules SE. of Coljlenz. Below the
town is the celebrated BinycrlorJt, formerly a very
dangerous point in tiie navigation of the Riiine, Imt
in the year 1834 tiie sunken rocks were Ijlown up.

In the middle of the river stands the Mituseturm,
tiie tower of Bisiiop Hatto (q.v.). Nearly opposite
Bingen, in the Niederwald, is the colossal statue
Germania, erected 1877-83 to commemorate the
war of 1870-71. Pop. 7627.

Bingham, Joseph, a learned English scholar
and divine, was Ijorn iit AVakefield in Yorkshire,
Septeiiilier 1668. Educated at University College,

Oxford, he was elected fellow in 1689 and college

tutor two years later, but was obliged to resign his

fellowship owing to an unfounded accusation of

iieresy in a sermon wiiicii lie had preached in St
Mary's on the meaning of the word ' Person ' in

the Fathers. He was at once, liowevor, presented
to the rectory of HeadlK)urnw(utiiy in Ham])siiire.

and here he commenced his laborious and learned
Origines Eeelesiastica-, or Antiquities of the Chris-

tian Church (10 vols. 1708-22). In 1712 he was
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l)rt'ferred_to the reotoiy at Havant in Portsmouth,
and in 17"2<) lie h)!?t all his jnopertv in tlie great
S.iith Sea Iml.l.k'. He ilied August'lT, 1723.

"^

BillifliaiUtoil, a Ihmrishing city of New York,
at the juiietion of the Clienango ami Susquehanna
livers, -21.") iuik\s NW. of New York city. It is an
important railway centre, and manufactures Hour,
engines, carriages. leather, and cigars. Pop. (1870)
12,»j<»2; (KS90) 35,005.

BillKley, a town in tiie West Riding of York-
sliiie, l.} miles WNW. of Leeds. It has worsted
woollen, cotton, and paper manufactures. Pen'
(1861)5238; (1891) 19,284.

^'

Binney, Tiiom.vS, D.D., LL.D., a Congrega
tiuiial jiieacher, l>oni at Newcastle in 1798, in 1829
.seitie<l in Loiiddii where he soon acquired exten-
sive popularity. The new Weigh-iiou.-e Chapel,
near London IJiidge, was erected for him liy his

hearers in 1833, and here he continued to lal>our

with great 8Ucces.s till 1SG9. He died 24tli Feh
ruary 1874. Uf his namcrous writings the most
pojtular was /* it PosaiUr (u wake the J'rst of Both
WorUh/ (18.>3). See the Lives hy Stoughton

( 1874 J and Tax ton HfM)d ( 1874).

Binocular. See OrKR.x-oL.vs.s, MicRo.scori:.

Bilio lliial, in Algehra, is an expression which
coii>i.-i> III two terms, seiiarated hy + or - , such a.s

x+i/, nh-nl. Miinomial, trinomial, itolynomial
are the names given tj> expressions consisting of
one, three, more than three terms. The Binomial
Theorem is a nieth<Hl of expamling (j-r »/)" into a
Unite or an infinite series of jiowers of x and _",

when n is a numlier either integral or fractional,

positive or negative, rational or inational ; thus

a- + nx" \i/ + —J .2
-f • ''/^ +

j-..,.3
J" y -r •

It was di.scovered hy Newton ahout 1606, and wa.s

lirst pulilished in 1704 in the second appendix to
Newton's Ujitica. That jiarticular case of the
theorem when u i.s a iiositive integer was known
to mathematicians prior to Newton (e.g. Briggs
and I'ascal), and Newton himself gave no demon
stration of the truth of his theorem. Many
demonstrations have heen given hy suhsequent
mathematicians, l>ut the validity of most of them
ha.s been called in question.

For more information regarding tin- Binomial Theorem,
its applications and its developments, see Chrystal's
Tf.rtJtook of Alijibra.

Billtaili(, an islaml of the Dutch East Indies,
40 iiiiKs SK. of Singapore. Area, A7A s(j. m. ; pop.
Is.tMHi. (Jamliir, rice, and jiepper are exp<jrted.

Bill'turoili; {Airtlrtis - hear-marten ), a genus
of carnivores in the civet section. Its resemblance
to raccoons, lK?siile which it used to l»e placed, Ls

entirely sujierlicial. It is a slow arlwreal and
mwtumal animal, partly vegetarian, indeed omniv-
orous, in its diet, with lank Ixwly, coarse dark
hair, long tufted ears, and prehensile tail. There
is but one s|iecies (.1. bintiironij), found in India,

Malay. Sumatra, and Java. It is easily tamed.

Billll(>. See Bknte.

Bi4»bio« the largest river of Chili, has a west-
nortii westerly course of alxmt 220 miles, from near
the volcano of Antuco in the Andes to Concepcion
on the Pacific Ucean. It is 2 miles wide at its

mouth, and navigable for 100 miles.—The river

since 1875 has given name to a province with an
area of 4158 sq. m., and a pop. of 122,729.

BioKCIl'esis. ius ojiposed to Abiogenesis (q.v.),

is the name usetl by Iluxlev for the tlieorj- that
living matter always arises hj- the agency of pre-

existing living matter. See also Life, Spon-
TAXEUtS GEXEK.VTION.

BiOjSrapliy is the artistic representation in
continuous narrative of the life and character of
a particular individual. It may be eitlier a mere
curriculum vita', detailing' only the historical
sequence of the incidents ofa man's life, or it may
be an elaborate attemjit at an analysis of his
character, and at a complete reconstruction of the
whole motives of his actions. To the former class
tlio ancient examples of bioipaphy, as the Lives
of Cornelius Nepos, mainly belong, while modern
biographers have mostly' aimed at the latter
method. But of course the inward life is re-
vealed in the outward, and even such a biograjihy
jis the Aijricohf of Tacitus, with all its stately
dignity luid reticence, does give the reader some
real insight into the character of the man. The
main object of biography as now written Ls por-
traiture, and its success or failure mainly depends
on the degree of truth and completeness with which
the image is represented. The facts of a life may
be fully and truthfully told without any adequate
idea beiii'' given of the personality of the central
ligure, which is often revealed in small details
that might well escape the notice of a biographer
who lacked the eye to see them and their signili-
cance. Thus, as Dr Johnson points imt, Sallust
has not forgotten in his account of Catiline to
remark that his walk was now quick and again
slow, as an indication of a mind revolving with
violent commotion. But indeed it could not be
Id'tter piit than it is by IMutarch, the prince of
ancient biograpliei-s, in his 'Alexander,' in a jiassage
ajitly quoted by Boswell : 'Nor is it always in the
most ilistinguished achievement that men's virtues
or vices may lie best discerned ; but very often an
action of small note, a short saying, or a jest, shall
distinguish a person's real character more than
the greatest sieges or the most imjiortant battles."

It is hardly necessaiy to add that there is no
iiiore interesting department of literature than
bidgrajihy, that the most fa.scinating study of man-
kind has ever been and will ever be maii himself,
and this hardly less in the lyric or the occasional
es.say than in the formal biograiihy or autobio-
graphy. 'I never look," says Mim'taigne, 'upon
an author, be they such as write of virtue and of
actions, but I curiously endeavour to find out what
he Wiis himself.' The genuine lyric is a sjion-

tanecms and impa-ssioned expression of an emotion
of the writer, and its poetical value depends
ultimately on the poverty or richness of his jier-

sonality ; while the essay, as undei-stood by ]\Ion-

taigne, its inventor, and such masters in tliis form
as Addison and Charles Lamb, owes no small iiart

of its charm to the pleasing egotism by which
hints as to the feelings and foibles of tlie writer
are conveyed by the way to the sympathetic
reader. The essay has now come to be so much
a merely didactic medium that the personal
equation in it has become inconsiderable, and
we are apt to forget that in its simider and
perhaps more perfect forms it ever contained some-
thing of self- revelation, conscious or unconscious.
Even such severe examples as the famous essays
of Bacon, throughout wiiich we scarcely find one
word about the writer, yet really mal<e u]», as
Dr Abbott jioints out, a kind of autobiography
which tells the story of the intellectual and moral
history of youth passing into age, and the student
making way for the statesman.
Many lives are written in such eulogistic terms

that they fail by default to give a truthful pic-

ture of their suijject, while others, in their fear

of being unlike life, deepen the shadows until the
picture becomes equally untnie through its over-

truthfulness. Thus, in the life of Carlyle by Mr
Fronde, many critics accused its accomplished
author of having given such undue j'l'ominence to



tlie (lisajjreeinents between Carlyle and his wife

as to distort completely the picture of the ordinary

life of the pair ; while'Mr Fronde's defenders main-

tained tliat he had but painteil Carlyle as he wimld
have painted himself, every wrinkle on the face

truthfully represented on the canvas, and that his

business was to describe the man as he lived, not as

he should have lived. Again, a biographer may
not understand the relative significance of things,

and thus unct)nsciously give an untrue picture of

his subject. Especially is this danger close to him
when he has to deal with a time or a society in

which lie himself has not lived. It is ditticult for

him to breathe freely in another atmosphere than
his own, and avoid anachronisms in feeling if not

in fact.

A biographer must have an adecjuate knowledge
of his subject and his surroundings. He must
follow him in his controversies and his .speculations,

and must be able to weigh in the balance his

abilities as well as his j)rivate virtues. Thus the

best biography should be that written by one
almost as great as his hero, skilled in the same
things, with full sympathy and perfect knowledge,
as the life of Dr Arnold by Dean Stanley, and
Boccaccio's life of Dante—'a great man,' says
Emerson, ' to describe a greater

;

' while the
worst should be the production of the profes-

sional biographer, who is ready at a moment's
notice to write to order lives of poet, philanthro-

l)ist, or man of science alike. The latter part
of the proposition is much truer than the former,
which is indeed true, though not exclusively so, for it

will hardly be maintained that Boswell was nearly
as great a man as his hero, though he had insight
enough to write the best biography in the English
language ; while from a merely literary point of

vieAV, some of the most effective biographies Ave

possess were written by men of letters, lacking
the special technical knowledge that might have
been esteemed necessary. Southey's life of Nelson
is admittedly one of the most perfect biographies
in existence, yet the author tells us that he had
to move among the naval terms like a cat among
crockery. Indeed adequate insight and sympathy,
with a fine sense for literary form, may make up
a complete equipment for a biographer, for Wal-
ton's lives are absolutely perfect examples of
biography, though the garrulous old angler could
scarcely have understood the full significance of
the great work of Hooker. There are few books
in English of such abiding interest and excellence
as Johnson's Lives of the Poets—a singularly happy
combination of sympathy and intelligence, al-

though at the same time a collection of lives of
very varying values. Thus the lives of Pope and
Dryden are as conspicuous for their goodness as
those of Gray and Milton are for their badness, in
one respect at anyrate. That of Savage has the
additional interest of casting a reflex light on the
early struggles of Johnson himself, while yet he
was without his Boswell. No less admiralde are
Macaulay's short lives of Johnson, Goldsmith,
Atterl)ury, and Bunyan, written for the Encyclo-
imdiu Britannica ; and Scotts volume of Bio-
(jraphical ^lfe»^o^>5—short, shrewdly sensilde lives
of Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, Goldsmith,
Johnson, and others. Scott's lives of Swift and
Dryden, forming the first volumes of complete
editions of their respective works, still hold the
field.

Most modern biographies are too large—they err
by not selecting merely the significant. Perhaps it
is true that near things look too large, and that
the right perspective is only possible to the observer
at some distance. The lives of the greatest men
must teem with details that are quite ordinary and
unimportant, and we gain absolutely nothing by

having these set down. Just as in the art of

portrait-painting, it is relatively of but little im-
portance how the accessories are filled in, so as the
living look that made up the individuality of the
subject has been caught. And if it requires a
special gift of insight in a Velasquez or a Rem-
brandt to see so as to reproduce on his canvas
the subtle something on Avhich the expression of

a face depends, so to the luographer there is the
same necessity to see under the surface the hidden
springs of character ; while it cannot be doubted
that ins task—the moral diagnosis of motive—is

infinitely the greater in difficulty. The biographer
must be more than the mere realist who can
photograph facts—he must be something of the
idealist as well, for he has to create as well as
reproduce ; and we A'alue a biography exactly in
proportion as its author has succeeded in creating
for us the character of a new man or woman to
be added to our personal acquaintance. If, as has
been said, every man's life is worth telling for

something that there was in it of unique interest,

it may be equally true that all the life save this
particular part was not worth telling at all, and
had better been left untold. Although undoctored
human nature with its swarm of struggling and
contending motives is always an interesting study
—in its morbid no less than in its normal phases

—

yet the elaborate dissection of mere human frailty

must ever be a wearisome and unprofitaljle pursuit.

Man's spiritual aspirations cannot be fed upon
mere clever character-analysis, and lives that had
in them nothing high for humanity had better be
soon forgotten. There are perhaps no books more
really unprofitable to generous youth than those
that are often put into their hands—the lives of

men who have earned mere material success, and
carved themselves fortunes out of the hard con-
ditions in which they were born. Humanity in

its onward progress will soon get past this point,

and recognise that in the history of our race the
real spiritual and nltimatelv material makers of

the future were far more oiten men who seemed
to fail completely in the struggle of life.

The lives of the great men who have helped to

mould their times throw much light on contem-
porary history. The biogra}ihies of Cromwell,
Frederick the Great, and Napoleon, broadly
speaking, sum up great part of the public history

of their times, but do no more for us than merely
throw a side-light on its social history, which
must be reconstructed by a wide and jjatient study
of the conditions of life of the common people. Pro-
fessor Masson's life of Milton is the largest life of

an individual Englishman, but despite its ponder-
ous learning and great accuracy, cannot be regarded
as a model biography, overweighted as it is

with an enormous mass of detail about con-

temporaries unjustified by anything but a round-
about and indirect connection with Milton himself,

who, spite of his poetical and even political import-
ance, was not by any means the centre of the
destinies of England. Carlyle 's life of John Sterling,

again, is an example of an almost perfect bio-

graphy, and yet it is that of a man whose life

was in some respects hardly worth writing at all.

He was indeed a man of high aspirations and
clear intellect, but beyond this there was scarcely
anything very memorable in him, and the abiding
charm of the book is due to nothing but the con-

summate art of the writer and his revelation
of himself in sympathy with his subject. Mr
Cross's life of George Eliot errs in the opposite
direction. Here the biographer adopted the
method of making the subject speak entirely by
extracts from letters, with the very briefest possible

connection of narrative. But by keeping him-
self so much out of sight, the writer only avoided
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Scylla to fall into Charvlxlis, and succeetleil in
inakin;,' a l»ook dull ami lifeless that should have
Keen unusually full of interest.

Many l»io^'iai>hies, l»y having a subject of too
Marrow interest, or by treatinj; a subject in too
narrow and special a sense, do not reach the level
uf a permanent place in literature, though they may
have been treated with full knowleilge, line literary

sense working within the conditions laid down,
and even proper sense of relative proportion.
Everj- year produces examples of biography which
are doomed, spite of more or less creditable
litenary workmanshij). to be soon forgotten, from
the ephemeral importance to the world of their
subjects, and the controversies in which they were
involvetl. Each one, for examjde, of our hundred
religious denominations has its heroes—all im-
portant to its own .sectaries, but not necessarily of

the slightest value to the infinitely wider world.
The lives of these men are full of interest within
the small circle of their personal inlluence, but they
do not in the least touch the sympathies of readers
outside it, unless they chance at <jnce to be written
with more than consummate literary skill, and to
Ik? revelatiims of figures with dimensions much
l»eyond those of the usual church leader or pulpit
orator. Hut unfortunately the hero of our religious
biograjihies is not always a Wesley, a Chalmers, an
Edward Irving, a Whitefield, or a I'usey, anymore
than the biographer is always a Southey, a Hanna,
a Mrs ()lii)hant, or a Luldon. Similarly, there is

hardly an eminent man of science, actor, musician,

mere millionaire, or successful soldier whose life

is not written often in his dwii lifetime, at more f>r

less extravagant length, and with a more or less

al»surd overestimate of his relative iin]>ortance.

By no means the least really imiiortant of our
biographies are our lives of 'illustrious shoe-

makers,' and those unknown village naturalists

who so suildenly found themselves famous.
We have many lives, moreover, i>f very great

inherent imitortance indeed, but which a|)peal to

comparatively small circles of readers from the large

demand they make ui»on the possession of soecial

culture or knowledge. Such are many of our larger

lives of philosophers, and those of artists and
musicians. Excellent exanijdes of the last are

Crowe and Cavalcuselles lives of linphacl .and

Titiint, Sjdttas lim-h, Jahn's Muzdit, Kara-sowski's

(7in/ii/i, and Woltmann's Hitit.s Ho/hiin, all ex-

(•ellent examples of solid, c<mscientious, and
exhaustive biograiiliy, but of too large propor-

tions for the mere literary stu<lent.

All history is full of the materials of biography,

though it is'only in the narrowest sense true that

history is nothing but an aggregation of the

biographies of individuals. No little of the interest

in ancient anri i lern histories alike <lei^>ends on

the pictures of men an<l women with which their

pages are lightened u]>, and this wo find in

annalists like Livv and Tacitus, no less than in

nrofessed biographers like Plutarch and Suetonius.

Perhaps no more living iiortraits were ever painted

than those sketched in a few touches in the lurid

colours of Tacitus. In the hastiest sketch of the

master we see far more than in the most finished

painting by the dauber. Such books as Holinsheds
r///vy/i/V/f," Clarendon's Histunj of tlir ll'hrUion,

Ihirnets I[i.stnr;i uf liia Oini Time, and Shake-

speare's historical i>lays, from the i>oi-traits of

individuals thev contain, have an additional interest

that is only second to their historical importance.

Indeed it i.s far more than a iiara<lox to say that

such works of creative fiction as the last are

truer than the reconls of history themselves, for

tiiev are informed with a deeper inwardness than

these, and do far more to create for us the actual

iving objective figures of historj'. Shakespeare s

Kichard III. is not only a magnificent creation as
the dramatic revelation of a matchless usurper, but
it is so true a realisation of this working on a
sound basis of consistent tradition that it satisfies,

as Mr Gairdner tells us, the requirements of

historical truth almost as much as any formal
history. Shakespeare's historical figures arc not
puppets dressed in old clothes, but living and
i)reathing men and women, and the bare historical

details of their characters and lives have become
fused in his glowing imagination and harmonised
into consistent wholes stamped with the warm and
actual impress of very trutli. This is hardly less

true of ^lacaulay's Histonj, and still more of

Carlyle's French licvohttion,\\'\i\\ its vivid jiortraits

of even the minor figures Hasheil like instantaneous

fihotographs upon the reader's brain. Again, books
ike Disraeli's Calamities of Authors and Quarrels

of Authors are full of ricli material for the bio-

grapher, a.s are also such critical essays as those of

Macaulay and Carlyle, hardly less than luofessedly

biographic studies like Hayward's SLefrhrs of
Eminent Statesmen and M'ritcrs, and Bagehot's
Biograph ical St udies.

One word must 1>e said on the question of the
biographer's reticence. Voltaire said, ' We owe con-

sideration to the living ; to the dead we owe only

truth.' Doubtless this is true if the dead have
slumbered long enough to be regarded somewhat
imperson.ally even by their own descendants, but
no language is too strong to reprobate the conduct
of those writers of biography or autobiogiaphy who
ruthlessly tear open unhealed wounds and bridge

their malignant malice across the separating grave.

The concluding and posthumous volume of Camp-
bell's lives of the Chancelloi-s, containing the lives

of Brougham and Lyndhui-st, is an exanqile of

biogiaphy, whether due to deliberate malice or no,

so full of misrepresentation and inaccuracy, to say
nothing of lack of generosity and good t.aste in treat-

ing the life of great living contemiioraries, that, as

Sir Charles Wetherell wittily saiii, or at least re-

.said, the author had 'addeil a new sting to death.'

No fonn of this comjiosition is of more abiding
interest than the autobiograiihy in which a man
nanates his own history, unlocks his heart, and
takes the imblic into c<miidence by laying bare the

motives of his life. To know ones self was the

first and last stej) to wisdom, according to the

(ireek sage—the last, indeed, for nothing is more
difficult to attain than just such self-knowledge.

And if a man has so much ado to understand his

own heart, how much less valuable will be his

diagnosis of his neighbour's. Dr Johnson tlimiglit

every mans life could be best written by himself,

and doubtless so it could if every man were a Dr
Johnson. It is needless to say that nothing can
be more difficult than to preserve the just balance

l)etween due modesty and overweening self-con-

sciousness and self-esteem. In this form there

are no better examples in the English t<mgne than
those of Gibbon and Hume, and the opening

sentence of the latter is memorable as a canon
of art :

' It is diHicult for a man to speak long of

himself without vanity, therefore I shall be short.'

It would be invidious to name modern autobio-

graphies which reveal a complete overestimate of

the writer's own abilities or importance, though our

contemporary literature is by no means l)arren of

such books, often naive and unconscious to a degree.

Autobiogiaphies of more than ordinary interest and

value are those of Lord Herbert of Cherbuiy, Sir

Kenelni Digbv, Jerome Cardan, Ellwood, Claren-

don, 'Jupiter' Cariyle, Thomas Boston, Franklin,

Haydon, Talleyrand, O. W. Holmes, Harriet Mar-

tineau, Beranger, Miss Mitford, Mary Somerville,

Hugh Miller ('.!/'/ Schools and Schoolmasters'),

Meadows Taylor, H. C. Auder.sen, Scott (
'Jounud "),
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Leigh Hunt, Berlioz, Macready, Jolin Stuart Mill,

Geoi<.'e Sand, Mark Pattison," Anthony Trollope,

Kenan in Souvenirs d'Enfatu-c et de Jeunesse,

Alphonse Daudet in Trcnte Ans dc Fan's, Sir Henry
Taylor, John Ruskin in Pnvterita, and the frag-

ment in Carlyle's liotiiftisceiices, ^\•ith its strange

sad story of self-reproach lightened up with rare

literary charm and gleams of tenderness that make
it unii[ue in English literature.

St Augustine's Cou/essions stands by itself as a
revelation of the spiritual history of perhaps the

greatest intellect that has ever been entirely

mastered and moulded bv religion. Completely
dirterent in most respects, Wt hardly less valuable

as a confession of the strange spiritual history of a
mighty intellect and a great heart, is the Apologia
of Cardinal Newman. Sir Thomas Browne's
Bcligio Medici has high value as a confession of

faith, but not a little of its exceptional literary charm
depends upon the jileasing egotism with which its

author reveals his toibles to the reader. The Grace
Aboundiiiff of Bunyan is a spiritual autobiography
of singular intensity, in spite of itself of high value

as literature. Rousseau's Confessioiis is a book of

rare interest, but hardly of such precious value as

its author imagined, for the ear of the modern
reader never fails to detect the ring of the counter-

feit that dej)rives it of half its charm by robbing it

of reality. Goethe's Dic/itunc/ unci Wahrheit stands
quite alone as the self-told history of the artistic

growth of perhaps the best-cultured intellect that
the world has ever seen ; but its value would be
greater if, to use the author's own antithesis, we
knew quite how much is truth and how much is

poetry. Borrow's Lavcngro is a book difficult to

class, but is substantially an autobiography at
least ; and the same is equally true of De Quincey's
Confessions of an Opium Ecder, one of the strangest
books in our language. Some of our greatest novels
contain autobiography wrapped up more or less

obscurely in them, and to the consequent reality may
owe no little of their power. We know that the
story of David Copperficld closely follows the early
life of Dickens, and that George Eliot herself was
just such a girl as Maggie Tulliver in The Mill on
the Floss. There are other books about which it is

doubtful how far they are fact and how far fiction,

as the Memoirs of Captain Carleton and of Bani-
fylde Moore Carew. Defoe's Memoirs of a Cccvcdier
is exactly such a book as might well have been
true, and the great Chatham did no wrong to his
intelligence in accepting it as actual history.
The letters of Cicero, Madame de Sevigne, Pope,

Gray, Cowper, and such masters in this form,
teem with invaluable autobiographical details

;

and indeed most modern biographies are largely
made up of the letters of the subject, and thus
are to a great extent autobiographic in character

;

while many of the larger and more important of
recent biogrjijjhies, as those of General Grant by his
family, and Charles Darwin by his son, contain an
autobiographical portion, and so belong to Ijotli

divisions at once. Of Shakespeare, our greatest
Englishman, there is no adequate life, and it is

hardly probable that such ever will be written
;

of Thackeray, again, we have no life, in accordance
with his own desire, though such publications as
Anthony TroUope's study in the ' English Men of
Letters

' series, and still iiiore the collection of his
own letters published in 1887, go .some wav at least
to supi)ly the want. Some of the best English
biographies have been alreaily named; others are
Lockiiart's Scott : Moore's IJi/ron ; Morley's Diderot
and Rousseau; Trevelyan's Macaulay and Fox; Sir
Theodore Martin's Life of the Prince Consort;
Carlyle's Frederick the Greed, his Schiller, and his
Letters ami Speeches of Oliver Cromwell; Stopford
Brooke's Robertson of Brighton ; Chalmers, by

Hanna ; Coxe's Marlborough; Lewes's Goethe;
Talfourd's Lamb; Mi-s Gilchrist's Blake; Mi-s
Gaskells Charlotte Bronte; Washington Irving's
Columbus: Sparks's Washington ; Hayley's Cowper;
M'Crie's Knox and Andrew Melville; Lytton's life;

Spedding's Bacon, an elaborate and not unsuccess-
ful attempt to rehabilitate a hero; Hamerton's
Turner ; Mark Pattison's Casaubon ; Helpss Cortez,
and his Pizarro ; Fronde's Erasmus ; Forster's Gold-
smith, Landor, and Dickens ; Maurice, by iiis son ;

Loncjfellov;, by his brother ; Seeley's Stein ; Dowden's
Shelley; Cabot's Emerson; J. Dykes Campbell's
Coleridge ; and Lord Wolseley's Marlborough.
Some of the more remarkalde shorter biographies in
English literature are Adamnan's Life of St
Coliimba. More's Henry VII., Cavendish's Life of
Wolscy, Mrs Hutchinson's Memoirs of her husband,
and Crabbe's Life, by his son.
Examples of scoundrelism frankly owned, as in

Thackeray's Barry Lyndon, are Casanova's Memoirs
and the Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini ; while
exami)les of biographies in which the author abuses
his hero, in contrast to biography as usuallj- written,
are Sir Walter Scott's and Lanfrey's lives of

Xapoleon, R. W. GrisAvold's Poc, and O'Connor's
Beaeonsfield. A remarkable example of a biography
in which the reader finds almost no interest what-
ever save in the personality of the writer, is the
life of Lord George Bentinck, by Disraeli, after-

wards Lord Beaeonsfield.

One other class of writings often contains
miniature biographies, and at least are invaluable
as materials for the biographer no less than the
historian, the Memoires pour servir, in which
French literature is so rich. Such books as Pepys'
and Evelyn's Diaries are invaluable bits of auto-
biography, while they are more. Grammont's
Memoirs cannot be overlooked by any one who
wishes to understand the men and women of the
Restoration ; while Crabb Robinson's ^•oluminous
diaries and Senior's reports of conversations con-

tain invaluable materials, which will give colour to

biographies of nineteenth-century men and women
yet unwritten, as well as add no less valuable
qualifying clauses to the estimates of persons set

forth in lives already in our hands. Greville's

Diaries will ever be of great importance for the
Victorian era, covering as they do a period of over
forty years, and containing, with many stories and
no little scandal, a few elaborate portraits.

In the P'rench and German languages there are

many excellent examples of biography. Here it

may be enough to mention the names of the
authors of what are among the most valuable :

In France, Flechier, Fontenelle, Voltaire, Boissy
d'Anglas, Villemain, Cousin ; and in Germany,
Schrockh, Herder, Klein, Meissner, Heeren, Luden,
Varnhagen von Ense, Barthold, Doring, Pertz,

Haym, Arneth, Otto Jahn, Chrysander, Ka))p,

and Droysen. Dilthey's Schleiermacher, Haym's
Hegel, and Nippold's Rothc may also be named.
Some excellent biographies that have been trans-

lated into English are Kostlin's Lnther, Zellers
Strauss, Lomenie's Beatnnarclads, Duntzer's Goethe,

Schiller, and Lcssing.

Among biographical works, some are univeisal, as

lAichM\6!s Bioriraphie Uniierselle (1811-28; new ed. 4.5

vols. 1842-05) ; the English Cj/clcpa'clia, biograi)hical

section (18.5G-57); Nouvelle JiitMjruphie Genirale (4(i

vols. 1857-66
)

; among older books, Bayk's Dictionnaire

Historique tt Critique (1697); iJh3.\miiVii'& Biuijraphical

Dictionary (32 vols. ; new ed. 1812-17) ; and for our own
contemporaries : Vapereau's Dictionnaire Univa'sel des

Coiitemporaitis ( 6th ed. 1892 ) ; the Dizionario Bio;iraphico

of Gubornatis ( 1880 ) ; Men of the Time ( loth ed. 1891 )

;

and Celebrities of the Century (1887). Of certain classes

only are Vasari's Lives of Painters, Sculptors, and Archi-

tects; Mrs Jameson's Memoirs of Early Italian Painters;

Cunningham's Lives of the most Eminent Britisi„ rainters

;
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Doran's Their MajeMie^ Servants: Bettany's Eminent
Dortors : Lord Campbell's Lives of the Lord Chancellors,

and Lives of the Chief-justices : Dean Hook's Lives of the

Archbishops of Canterburi/ : Dr Smith and \)t Wace's
Dictionary of Christian Biex/raphi/ : Agnes Strickland's

Lives of the Queens of Emjland, of the Tudor Princesses,

nnd of the Lust Four Princesses of the House of Stuart

:

the Acta Sanctorum of the Bollandists ; Johnson's

Lives of the Pents {
17.S1 ) ; Suiiles's Lives of the Ewjinecrs,

and his Industrial Biixjrnphies ; tirove's Dictionarp of

Musicians (1879-85); and H. A. Miiller's Biographisches
Kiinstler-lexicon der (t'e'irnicart ( 1SS2 ). Others again are

fi>r certain countries only, as Fuller's Worthies of Ewiland
( l(j«i'J ) ; Bi'jijriiphia Britannica ( 1747 ; new ed., unfinished

by Kippis, n.v., in 177S 'J3); Chambers's Dictionari/ of
Eminent Sr,,tsmen (1S35); Si>arks's Amirican Bio^jraphi/

( 1S34 ),and Aiipleton'sCi/c'ci/xft/ia ofAmerican Bioejraphii,

edited by J. Grant Wilson and John Fiske ( G vols. 1887-

8^> ) ; and our own Dietioiuini of National Bicxjraphy,

which commenced in 18^5, and desigjied to extend to 50
vols., was first edited by Mr Leslie Stephen (20 vols.

1885 91), and afterwards by Mr Sidney Lee. There are

Kpecial biographical collections also for Italy, France,

Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, and Sweden, &c.
Special groups of books that are at ono.- biographies

and critical studies are the ' Englisii Men of Letters'

series and ' L^'S Grands IScrivaius Fran^ais.' In the
former, such jierfect iiieces of work as l^eslie Stephen's
Johnson, Dean Church's Spenser, Mark Pattison's Milton,
John Morley's Burke, Canon Ainger's Lamh, and Sidney
Colvin's Keats were permanent gains to English litera-

ture ; while the latter series opened well with Jules

Simon's Cousin, All>ert .S<jrers Montes'piien, Gaston
Boissier's Madame Ik S/vi'jne, and E. Caro's George
Sand. The ' .Vmerican Men of Letters ' series contains
good studies on Hnwthornt by J. K. Lowell, Washinijton
Irrinij by C. 1». Warner, and Emrrson by (J. W. Holmes

;

the ' American Statesmen,' lives of Jefferson by John F.

Morse, and Adams by James T. Hosiner. A similar

Series is tliat of tlie * English Worthies,' edited by Mr
Andrew I^ing, containing books so good as Darwin by
Grant Allen, Marlltorowjh by Mr Saintsbury, lialei'jh by
Mr Gosse, and Steele by Aiustin l)ol«on. Other series

depending largely on the biographic.il interest are ' Tlie

Great Musicians,' among tlieiii W'lhcr by Sir Julius

Be'uedict, and H'</</Hfr by .Mr Hueffer ; the 'Great
Artists,' with Diirer ami Titian by Heath, Mixjarth by
Dobson, Turner by Monkhouse, and Velasquez by Stowe;
the 'Eminent Women' series, with M<tria Ed'jctcorth by
Helen Zinimeni, Mary Lamh by Annie Gilchrist, and
the Countess of AlfMiny by Vernon Lee ;

' English Philo-

sophers,' with Bacon by Fowler, and J. S. Mill by
Helen Taylor ; and the ' New Plutarch,' with Colii/n>/

by Walter liesant, FranUin by Beesly, Victor Emmanuel
by Dicey, Aliraham Lincoln by Lelaiid, and Haroun
Alraschid by Palmer. Somewhat similar, and indeed

tlie earliest of such series as these, are ' .\ncieut Classics

for English Retnlers,' including literary studies with a

biographical setting of Horace, Cicero, Xemiphon, Plato,

Arist"tte, ic. ; and 'Foreign Classics for Engli»h Iteaders,'

including similar books devoted to Rabelais, Voltair

Got the, Pascal, Diderot, kc The •philosophical Classics'

include monographs so masterly as Hfjel by Edward
Caird, Berkeley by Professor Eraser, and Vico by Pro-

fessor Flint, 'i'he ' Twelve English Statesmen ' included

Freeman's William the Conqueror and Lord RoEebery's

Pitt. Other series are •I>>aders of Religion,' ' Rulers of

India,' 'Heroes of the Nations.' 'The Queen's Prime

Ministers,' and 'Contemporary Writers.' See Lettebs.

Biolou^V ((Jr. ftius, 'life;' loffos, 'discourse ).

Tliis tt'iiii fias been occasionally .ilmsed in Enj,'Iish

popniiir writin;:, more especially in the absurd
word c/cc(rof/io/i>iji/, wliicii at one time threatened
to take root in popular usa<,'e (see Ani>i.\l

Magneti.sM), ami lias even by some scientific

writei-s l»een confused witli ;,'eneral physiolo},'y,

or a special province of it. Yet tiie establislied

and only Ic^'itimate meaninj,' of biolo^ry is its literal

one, that of the science of life—i.e. tiie science

wliicii seeks to classify and <,'eneralise the vast and
varied multitude of jdienomena presented by and
iM'ciiliar to the livin;,' world. In tiie following out-

line the science and its general relations may be

conveniently discussed under seven heads.

1. Origin and liisc of Biologij.—Science being
simply a systematised development of our common
e.Kperlence, it is with no more than that simplest
knowledge of living beings possessed by the
savage or the child that the future bioloj^ist sets

out. These already keenly observe the tonus of

life around them : the sheep and goat, the dog and
cat, the fowl and sparrow, the trout and salmon,
are all clearly recognised and named ; and similarly

with plants. Classification, too, naturally arises

;

the birds, be.osts, and fishes liecome more and moii'

clearly defined ; and even the residual mob of

'creeping things' discloses possibilities of orderly
arrangement. Cedar and oalc obtain the common
name of trees, briar and bramble of bushes, lialm

ami hyssop of herbs ; but bevond this level it is not
easy to pass. He is thereiore ' the best botanist

who kuows most plants,' the greatest naturalist

who can recogniise the appearance and recall the
names of the greatest number of living things, or

at anyrate can remember most aboiit each of them.
This fundamental but a.s yet scarcely scientific

knowledge comes to be recorded in a literature of

natural history which varies imleed in accuracy and
fullness, yet remains unchanged in spirit and purpose
whether we open the pages of Pliny, tlesner, or

Hutibn. ^Vllite"s Xiitiu-nl lli.stonj of Sclbornc may
be taken as the classic English example of this

nascent phase of biology ; and its wide acceptance
is not hard to understand, since at this level of

simple but comprehensive interest in living beings,

every one is by nature, however uncon.sciously,

something of a tiiologist. I5ut the habit of obser-

vation insensibly develops an increased perception
of likenesses and ditl'erences ; collections too arise ;

the power and need of cKossification develop ami
cultivate each other beyond the popular level,

and a comnuinity of naturalists is tlius insensil)ly

formed. These divide, in the first place, into

zoologists and botanists, among wIkmii minor circles

of sjiecialists occupied with definite groups ajipear

in turn. While this division of laViour is apparent,

its result is always giving us more and more definite

general ideas of the groups studied, and this process

of generalisation is summed up from time to time
by a mind which unites the old breadth of interest

with the newer depth of knowledge. Classifications

are continually appro.ximating towards complete-

ness; our masses of knowledge respecting the jdant

and the animal world are at last brou'dit together

as botany and zoology, and the final advance is

made through seeking to unite the generalisations

of the two. .Just as ostrich and swallow, shark and
salmon, become united into the common logical

genera of bird or fish, so inevitably do i)lant and
animal become united into the general conception

of onjitnism. Their details of habit and processes

of liite come to be viewed in general terms of

environment and jKnction. Unity becomes more
and more discerned under the manifold variety of

these, and the conception of a united and general

bi(dogy at last lies clear before us. It is, in fact,

with tlie naturalist as with the chemist or mineral-

ogist : the latter has his interest at first awakened
by the variety of glistening stones, but soon liuds

himself eager to interpret and systematise the actual

varieties of cry.stalhne form in terms of a few
simjile ideal ones, with modifications in relation to

particular circumstances ; while the former passes

trom the empirical description of the experimental

details of the science to the interpretation of these

by reference to the properties of chemical elements

aiid the laws of their molecular interaction and

arrangement. Similarly, the naturalist passes from

empirically recording his observations of living-

nature or the treasuring of its defunct spoils, to

analyse and unify the general problems of life ; and
thus becomes a biologist proper. It may be well
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clearly to sum this historical advance diagram

-

maticallv :

Sheep
Goat
Dog
Cat
Ostrich
Sw-allow
Trout
Salmon
Cedar
Oak
Briar
Bramble
Balm
Hyssop

-Beast

I... 1
Bird

[- Fish

|- Tree

|- Shrub

!- Herb

LAuiraal
(Zoohxjy)

.Plant
(Botany)

Organism
(Biology).

From this diagram the striking contrast, yet

continuous frradation, between two such familiar

classics as White's Selboruc and Spencer's Prin-
ciples of Biology may he clearly understood, and
by tracing the steps of its correction and develop-

inent (see Botany and Zoology), the history of

scientific advance might be recorded, and even the

field of each investigator marked out. Since these

(letails will be outlined under Botany and Zoology,
it suffices here to point out that progress has lain in

continuously uniting these extremes, so that the

cnide empiricism which at first absorbed the more
concrete students, and the vague and useless meta-
physics which were wont to discredit the abstract

ones, are being steadily replaced by a compact body
of genei'alisation, along which the specialist .at any
point may safely ascend to the widest theories of

the science, and by which the most abstract thinker
may similarly return to lay clear hold of the minutest
details of any order of empirical fact. Hence Ave

can clearly understand the way in which the con-
ception of biology was actually first formulated at
the beginning of the century, independently and
simultaneously l>y Lamarck and Treviranus ( 1802) ;

the former rising from his early botanical studies
and his Histoire Naturelle des Animaux sans
Vertdbres to the elevated conceptions of his Philo-
sophic Zoologique, which reached general prin-
ciples as the outcome of detailed studies ; Avhile the
more aljstract mind of the German Treviranus
occupied itself with details essentially as inter-
preted by the help of general principles.

The conception of biology, it will be noted, has
thus come to be used with tAvo diiferent contents :

in speaking of the principles of biology, Ave refer to
the i)ody of generalisations common to plants and
animals : Avhile in speaking of the science of biology,
Ave include the entire body of botany and zoology,
A\-itli all their concrete sub-sciences. Yet there is

here no discord, and Ave may conveniently accept the
definition of Charles Robin :

' Biology is the science
which has for its object the study of organic beings,
and f()r its end the knoAvledge of the laAvs of their
organisation and activity.'

2. Subordinate Provinces ofBiology.—The results
of this natural history study of plants and animals,
which seeks above all things to knoAv the actual
forms of life, are of course in the first place to be
sought in the numerous separate articles devoted to
particular animals and plants ; next, in the articles
devoteil to separate families, natural orders, classes,
and sub-kingdoms, and finally under Botany and
Zoology ; Avhile the facts relating to their distrilm-
tion upon the earth's surface, in present and in past
time, are outlined under Geographical Dlstribu-
TION and Pal.^^ontology respectively. Under-
lying this empirical vieAv of plants and animals, yet
essential to the classification Avhich can alone give
this any intelligibility or comi)leteness, lies a de-
tailed analysis of each of these nmltitudinous forms,
Avhich Ave call anatomy. This involves compari-
son, and comparative anatomy arises ; but as Ave
come to discern the marvellous unity of type Avhich
underlies all api)arent differences, and as Ave (e.g.)

decompose all tloAvers into variously arranged
leaf-Avhorls, or fancy that Ave can reduce all skulls

to A-ertebr.-p, or again an.alyse the organism into

organ, tissue, or cell, the conception arises of Avhat

Avas at first called transcendental or philosophical

anatomy, but Avhich later became knoAvn as mor-
phology. This term has also been extended, and
on the Avhole Avitli advantage, to include not only
these Avidcst generalisations of unity in oro;anic

forms, but all the details as Avell, in fact all the
static aspects of organisms as distinguished from
their dynamic or A'ital ones, Avhich Ave similarly

group under physiology. In the same Avay the
crystallographer is, as it Avere, the pure morpholo-
gist, but Avitli him Ave can scarcely avoid including
the descriptive mineralogist as Avell.

But Avhile the morphologist deals primiirily Avith

the anatomical facts presented by the organism
before him at a given moment, lie can only fully

understand the origin of these and still more their

reseml)laiices and difl'erences by reference to its

form at earlier and earlier past times ; and in the
endeaA'our to reach this fuller conception of form
no longer vieAved at rest, but as a result and phase
of change, Ave constitute the sub-science of embry-
ology. See Anatomy, Morphology, Embry-
ology.
Yet our biological studies are even noAv not

biological in the most literal sense, for the study of

mere forms can take no note of the life Avhich

possessed or produced them. The morphologist's
dealings are Avitli fossil and corpse ; his botanic

garden is a herbarium, his appliances the scalj^el

and lens ; Avhereas it is the harder task of his

physiological colleague, instead of simply descril>ing

the machinery of life, to comprehend it in action.

He thus of course requires an acquaintance Avith

the results of the study of forms, but only for the

sake of applying, and if possible interpreting these.

In a Avord, his problems are no longer those of

statics, but of dynamics. These dynamic or

physiological problems in the first place concern
the individual organism at a given time both as a
Avliole and analysed ; Ave study its internal and
external relations—its respiration and nutrition

in all cases, its sensation and movement if such
there be. But the conception of phases of function
at successiA'e times necessarily also presents itself

;

and the more complex prol)lenis of groAvth and
adaptation, of A-ariation and of disease, thus arise

;

Avhile Aviien Ave pass from the study of the organism
alone to its relations to the species, the processes of

reproduction and the marvels of heredity appear
for elucidation (see Environment, Heredity,
Pathology, Physiology, Reproduction, Yaria-
TION). And in all these cases, as Ave shall see

beloAv, these problems may be attacked at ditterent

IcA'els—i.e. in terms of organ, tissue, cell, or proto-

plasm.
3. History of Morphology and Physiology.—The

progress of our concrete knoAvledge of plants and
animals is respectively outlined under Botany and
Zoology, and even from these articles it Avill be
sufficiently obvious that these tAvo deA'elopments
are not mere isolated streams of discoA-eiy, but
have a deeper tlian biographical interest. Our
historic inquiry must noAV seek to fuse these two
detailed chronicles of botanical and zoological

advance into a broad and general sketch. This
should shoAv hoAv the Avliole development of modern
biology, despite its multitudes of past and present
Avorkers, and its apparently oA-erpoAvering Avealth

and A'ariety of detail, lies upon a feAv essential lines

of investigation, Avhicli have been opened up by
a magistral succession of original thinkers, and
simply extended and elaborated l)v their respective
schools. For Avere this grasp of general principle

once obtained, it is eviclent that Ave should be in
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|)<».se.ssi<)n, not merely of an aiMitional fragment of
more or le^s interesting historical information, l>ut

of a well-twined and trustworthy clue which should
at once guide us througii the teeming maze of
organic nature, and among the corresponding re-
cesses of the vast antl increasing lihrary of biologic
science.

{(i) Morj)/io/offi/.— Starting then from those
chaotic accumulations of fact anil lilunder, myth
antl fancy, of practical usefulness and traditional
quackerj', which characterise tlie medieval encyclo-
pii'dias of natural history, we find tlieir inevitable
criticism and replacement at length fairly under-
taken in tlie latter half of the 17th century by the
lalnmrs of .John Hay and his minor c<inteiiii>oniries.

Yet the period of general natural history was not
to end for a century, for it is in IJuHonW wide and
brilliant survey of all that was known of animal life

—the famous ifustoiir Xutiire/le Gfn^ruk—that the
ancient scIkk)! fouml at once its iiighest cmtcome,
its monument and grave. The mo<lern period, then.
esM-ntially opens with Linn;ius, whose importance
depends u|Min his having brought to bear upon the
confu.se<l iU'cumulations of the pjust the critical and
analytic skill, the accuracy ami descriiitive jniwer,
and the cla-ssilicatory resources of existing logic,

which ha<l hitherto Inien dragging (tn a merely
academic or at mo>t controversial existence, but
left almost ilevoid of concrete or constructive appli-
cations. The importance of the order introduced
by hLs binomial nomenclature, his estaldishraent
of the categories of sjtecies and genus, order and
cl(i>M, his precision r)f deM-riptive terminology and
tlie like, can hardly l>e overrated ; while his (lefinite

concentration for cliissilicat<jrv pur]H»ses upon the
precise form of the organism as distinguished from
Us mere general ajipearance and mode of life, laid
the ba.sis of the future science of pure morphologA'.
Despite the opjMtsjtion of liutl'on, whose thoroughly
synthetic attitude and anient enthusiiusm of living

nature were alike naturally repugnant to the cold

an.ilysis of the new LiniKean school, this neces-

sarily triumphed, indee<l too completely. The
orderly ami exhaustive catalogue f)f natural forms
l)egun by Linna'us wiis anlently taken up by his

pupils, and handed on to his innumerable intellec-

tual heirs ; and it is still in progress, a.s everj* sy.ste-

matic monograph, such ivs those of the C/ia//cnffer

Kxj»editi<m, still testilies. Each new species <le-

sirilicd means in fact a new leaf added to his

Sj/striiiu \iitiirtr, and the original work is thus, jus

it were, under ciintinual revision and extension by a
succes-sion of .sectional sub-editors. Yet, although
invaluable as an index to the museum of nature,

and indisitensiible a.s a catalogiie for the future

library of the .science, the jireparation of this

systematic description of si>eci<>s gradually en-

.slaved its lalnmrers, antl blimletl them to all the

other i)roblenjs presentetl by the living beings

which came under their notice. lint although this

tlisastrous tentlency remains even nt)W too common,
the retpiiretl ileepening of the .science wiis six)n fairly

Itegun by .lussieu, who lui-sseil frt)ni the descriptiim

of external forms ali>ne, anil the artilicial ami pro-

visional grouping of .species by their superficial

characters, to the establishment of large natural

alliances ujKjn a ba-sis t»f com]»arative anattimy.

He thus not only ftmntletl the 'natural system'

in lK)tany, but siiggestetl to <'uvier that re-exam-

ination i>f the animal worltl upon similar lines

which became his life-work. lint tliis supi)le-

menting of superhcial description by tletailetl ana-

tomical and comparative research has not only

inven us the cla.ssic Jii'rjiic Aniinal of Cuvier, but

Its ct»ntinuation by an entire school—the com-

parative anatomists. Of these Meckel, Miiller,

and (Jegenbaur in Germany, Milne-Edwards antl

Lacaze-Duthiers in France, Owen and Huxley in

England, will be remembered among the most
histt)ric veterans.
The ne.\t step, that of penetration below the

study of organs, is due to Bichat, who analysed the
body into a series of siiuple tissues—muscular,
nervous, glandular, connective, tSrc, with tletinite

structural charactei-s. Here, then, a new movement
—the histological—found its beginning, and thus
under liichats Atiatomic Gnicra/c we may grouj>
not only the labt)ui-s of his immediate successors,
but all those researches on embryonic layers ami
tissue structure which have of late formetl an in
creasing jtroportit)n of recent literature.

Histology hatl not. however, found in the study
of ti.ssues its ultimate basis. The inicrtisct)i)ic

stuilies of the botanist Schleiden led him, in 1S38,
to the conclusion that all plant structures were
built up of separate unit-masses or rc/lfi, a generali-
satitm immediately extended to animal structures
by Schwann, who published in the folK>wiiig year
his famous Mtcroscoju'c Investigations on thr Accord-
tnirc in the Strueture and Growth of Plants and
Animals, a.s the English translation (Sydenham
Society, 1847 ) ha.s it. The tissue being in this way
analy!*ed into a cell -aggregate, that elaborate ami
detailetl stiuly of cellular forms and structures,
development and modilications, which still mainly
occupies the histologist, was thus fairly begun.

Finally, the descri])tit)n t)f the essential living
snltstance of some of the Itiwest animal cells by
Dujanlin, and the similar accmint of vegetable cell-

substance by Von Mold, have directed attention
frt>m the cell to the all-imjiortant protoplasm of
which it is composed. Here, of course, opens a
new .series of investigations, in which a basis for

the stutly of organic stnicture is sought in the
investigation of protoplasm. No ileeper analysis
is possible, without pa.ssing out of mori)lu>logy
altogether into chemistry ami physics ; and we
are thus warranted in regarding the preceding
live great categories of morphological intiuirv as

exhaustive, although progress within each of these
is still far fronremied. It must not l>e forgotten,

indeed, that e-specially .since the establishment of

the last two of the.se categories (cell and.prt)to-
plasm) we have had a new light ca.st uimn all live

thrtnigh the study of develoj)ment, with which
names like those of Vt)n Baer, Ktilliker, and others,

are st) imperishalily asst)ciated. Thus we can now
trace not only the origin ami ilifl'erentiation of the
cell itself, but that t)f the tissue, the organ, and the
organism, from the ovum f)r jjiimeval cell. Ke
cognising, however, this general indebtedness to

the embryologist ft>r elucidating, under the actual
facts of l>eing, their mode t)f bcroming, we may
still classify the labours of mt)rphologists as beini<

essentially ct)ntinuations of the five fundamental
classics above mentioned.

(6) Phusiologg.—The early physiolo^'v was a
matter or verj' vague and often mystical interpreta-

tion of the processes of the body, as phrases like those

of 'animal spirits ' and 'vital suirits' still survive

to show. At best it wa-s brt)adly little more than
a .superficial account of habit and temperament,
whicii, although ctjrresponding to the observation of

general form later inaugurated by Linna'us, had
yet little of the order and definiteness of this. The
progress of anatomical research could not, how-
ever, fail to suggest that many vital processes were
associateil with definite organs or systems of organs,

antl the analytic study of physiology may be thus

regarded as beginning witli Harvey's memorable
demonstration of the circulation of the blood. The
study of the functions of each organ, viewed as a

whole, long continuetl to form the sole problem of

physiolog>-. The illustrious Bichat ^^as, however,

no' le.ss a physiological than a morphological

thinker; and in the physiological portion of hi.
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Anntomie Gin^rale, function was referred from the

organ as a whole to the funilaniental properties of

its essential tissue. He tlius not only deepened

both morphology and physiology by a new analysis,

hut showed them to coincide ; and in this way we
come to understand how he so early clearly reached

tlie conception of a unilied science of biology.

With the advent of the cell tlieory, function,

which had thus been referred from organ to tissue,

had of course next to receive a yet deeper inter-

pretation in terms of the constituent cells of

these. Cellular physiology and pathology were
clearly foreseen by Cioodsir, and soon developed by
Virchow and his' school. Yet the interpretation

of function in relation to structure, which had been
successively undertaken at each deepening level,

began eveii at tiiis one to break down. Attention

came to be directed to the nature of protoplasm,

and physiology, as Foster expresses it, thus began
to undergo 'a change of front.' For the physi-

ologist has now to view the problems of function of

organ, tissue and cell alike, as outcomes or accom-
paivinients of tlie destructive and constructi\-e mole-

cular changes (metabolism) of its protoplasm, of

the physical and chemical processes of its waste
and repair, its katabolism and anabolism respec-

tively. Tills ultimate school of piiysiology may be
heailed by the works of the late illustrious Claude
Bernard.

It is a fact of no little significance that these two
independently deepened lines of research, morpho-
logical and physiological, are accurately parallel,

stage for stage ; not a little remarkable that the
two sub-sciences of morphology and physiology
should have independently undergone a precisely

similar evolution. The result of our survey may in

fact be conveniently illustrated by means of a
couple of similar bookcases—one for morphology,
the other for physiologj-—the shelves of each being
allotted, in descending order, to the literature of

the structural and functional aspects respectively
of organism, organ, tissue, cell, and protoplasm,
and each shelf being headed by its initial classic.

To this biological pentateuch, of morphology and
physiology respectively, each set of subsequent
researches must be simply regarded as commentary
or appendix. For since not qualitatively distinct,

the originality of these is simply of a quantitative
order. And if we imagine these cases, instead of

being placed side by side as in the diagram, to be
situated back to back, we have a yet clearer image
of the completeness of their parallelism, as well as
of the way in which they have independently been
filled by Avorkers approaching from quite different
sides.

(c) Evolution.—yVhere, however, it may be asked,
is the position on such a scheme of the literature of

evolution ? The reply of course is, that like the
conception of individual development of form and
function, that oi racial develonment does not lie

upon any one level, but e(jually below them all.

The evolutionist, like the embryologist, of coui-se

considers form and function in process of continu-

ous change, while the morphologist or physiologist

views them as constant at any given moment.
Hence the diagrammatic representation of our
evolutionary conceptions would lie in another
plane ; its literature might indeed lie placed on
the same .shelves, but behind the volumes occupy-
ing them. The history of the doctrine of evolu-
tion, like that of embryology, jiiay therefore more
conveniently be treated separately (see Emijky-
OLOGY, Evolution), while the subject of distribu-

tion, not being a department of pure biology at all,

but rather of geology and physical geography, does
not enter into the present discussion ( see i)iSTRi-
BUTION ).

4. Nature and Origin, of Life.—It is by this

time sufficiently clear that the biologist is solely

concerned with the positive facts of living nature,
and is seeking only verifiable generalisations. He
accepts the relativity of all scientific kno\\ledge,
and has long been wholly freed from alchemist-like
dreams of reaching any ' vital essence * or ultimate
secret of life other than that of a classified and
unified account of its phenomena. The history of

speculation as to the ultimate nature of life may
therefore be conveniently relegated to a separate
article (see Life), in which the various attempts to

define it will be found : for actual 1)iological purposes,
the life of an organism is simply the sum of its func-

tions, internal and external ; nor need any other
working conception be desired, if we agree that the
ideal of organic life, that of a maximum of healthy
function, implies the harmonised yet progressive

adaptation of function and environment. Similarly,

the history of sjieculation as to the unknoA\Ti origin

of life is separately discussed (see SP0NTAXE0l'.s
Generation ) ; while such actual knowledge as we
possess respecting the structural and functional pro-

perties and characteristics of living matter is sum-
marised under Protoplasm.

5. Place of Biology among the Sciences.—While
no special account of the logic of biology is re-

quired, save that its study demands ' observation and
experiment, comparison, classification, and historic

filiation '—in short, all the powers of the scientific

intelligence—its relation to other studies is a matter
of more serious dispute. The essential problems,
l)riefly stated, are : ( 1 ) How far and in what way
the phenomena of biology are interpretable by and
related to those of chemistry and physics; (2) How
physiological phenomena are related to mental
ones. The reply which is offered to these questions
by many biologists may be best stated in two
quotations from Huxley :

' Considered apart from
the phenomena of consciousness, the phenomena
of life are all dependent upon the working of

the same physical and chemical forces as those

which are active in the rest of the world. ... A
mass of protoplasm is simply .a molecular machine
of great complexity, the total results of the working
of which, or its vital phenomena, depend on the one
hand upon its construction, and on the other upon
the energy supplied to it ; and to speak of "vitality"

as anything but the name of a series of operations,

is as if one should talk of tiie " horologity " of a
clock.' Again, ' the biological sciences are those
which deal with the phenomena of living matter,
and though it is customary and c(mvenient to group
apart such of these phenomena as are termed
mental, and such of them as are exhibited by men
in society under the heads of ])sychology and socio-

logy, yet it must be allowed that no natural bound-
ary separates the subject-matter of the latter
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sciences from that of hioloj^'v. Psychology is insep-
arably associated with iihysiology, ami the phases
of social life exhibited by animals other than man
fall strictly within the province of the biologist.'
From these positions the transition is easy to

the dogmatic materialism of writers who look' for-
ward to completely reducing functional and psychi-
cal processes to chemico-phvsieal ones. But it has
long \teen pointe<l out that tlie functional states an<l
changes which we call jdiysiological, and the mental
states and changes which we know as jisychological,
have each their own detiniteness and continuity.
Motions are fontinuon>ly traceable to antecedent
motions, which may l»e termed their causes ; nor is

there any hiatus at which ' vitality ' or the like can
l)e in.serted ; similarly, however, changes in men-
tality are preceded by antecedent changes of men-
tality ; winch are eijually entitled to Ije termed
their causes. A comparison of the two streams
shows indt'cil a tletinitc parallelism lietween them ;

.so that we c(»nstantly interpret one by the other.
Feature, voice, and gesture are thus familiarly re-

garded as the 'expression ' of psyi-hologjcal states,
while the jihvsician constantly ascertains the state
of function liy inquiring into the feelings of the
jiatient. As, moreover, lie next verihes this by a
physical and chenucal diagno'^is, we l>ecome con-
vince<l of a complete con-*tanrv or parallelism of
normal and jtatlndogical relations lR«tween chemico-
physical changes, organic functi<ms, and jwychic
states. The materialistic interpretation—i.e. of
the latter two in terms of the tirst—is, however, as
Comte has especially insisted, Jis unvcrihable as
would be the converse transcendental one. The
links of the argument that jihy^ieal changes set up
the mental ones, may with e<|ual strength be placed
in preci-sely reverse order, to prove that psychic
changes set un the physical ones. (Jiven in fact
these three onlers of jthenomena. physico-chemical,
biological, and psychic, the labours of physiidogists
have done great service in estab]i>liing iletailetl

parallelism between all these processes, yet leave
the original distinctne.v* of each category unim-
paired. We can not only correlate the digestive
process with normal psycliic states of hunger and
satisfaction, but ileline its physico-chemical con-
stants, and even experimentally reproduce these in

our test-tulte outsi<Ie the orgaiii>m altogether. In
a dehnite and very important sense, therefore, we
can now say that we understand digestion in terms
of chemistry and physics; but this advance of our
physiological chemistry is apt to produce .serious

misunderstan<ling when it prevents tlie chemist from
seeing that his bi<»logiral colleague is not ultimately
concerned with the action of the acids and ferments,

in terms of which the chemical • cxjilanation ' of

digestion is exjiressed, but with digestion as one
factor of his binlDgieal unity, the organism—as one
process of its • life

'—i.e. of its ailjustment of inter-

nal anil external relations, a complex inoccss with
which no test-tul>e can present the slightest parity.

Similarly, the psychic state accompanying diges-

tion, wiiatcvcr its jirecise nhysico-chemical and
functional concomitants (altliough it is of course

mi»st interesting and desirable to define these), is

only truly known by reference to the whole succes-

si(m of phases or forms of mentality, which it is the

problem of |isychology to analyse and classify. It

similarly, thtrefore, eludes all attempt at expression

in terms of the c<mtents of our test-tube, unless,

indeed, we go so far as to endow this or its contents

with specific mentality as well : this, however,

would of course l)e aii un verifiable hypothesis of

transcendentalism, not a scientific materialism at

ail. in short, then, the i)hysiologist is entitled to

say that he knows of 'no thought without phos-

phorus,' but by no means that 'the brain secretes

thought as the liver does bile.'

Again, since in sociologj' our proVdem is of social
aggregates, the study of" the individual may and
does indeed furnish the most valuable data, but
our ultimate sociology-—i.e. our generalised ancl
unified science— is concerned not with the individ-
uals but Avith the essential drama of the race.
The final rcdiirtio (id absurdurn of the crudely mate-
rialistic position is attbrde<l by pushing it to its

logical consequence, for if, as we see many disj)osed
to think, social jdienomena fall truly within the
province of the biologist, and this be but the inter-
pretation of molecular machinerv in terms of
chemistrj- and physics, then the ultimate generalisa-
tions of sociology-, the philosophy of history, would
have to await elucidation by the organic cliemist !

It will thus be sutliciently clear that the parallelism
which we are constantly establishing between all

orders of phenomena, physical and biological, bio-
logical and psychologieaf, or these and social, and
which we may define as the province of a legitimate
materialism, in nowise interferes with that claim
to the unity and distinctness of each of these
sciences, which remains as the stronghold of an
equally legitimate transcendentalism.

6. Genercdisatious ofBiologij.—But while all these
provinces of the science must be separately dis-

cu.s,sed, their results demand unification. It must
not be forgotten that science, no less than music, is

to be tlistinguished from its printed records, anil

even from our power of recollecting its details piece-
meal. For the measure of our grasp of biology lies

in our power of simultaneous ordeny presentment
of its whole body of essential tniths before our
minds, and .such a breadth of synthetic vision,

although deiuanding an exceptional ettort, is be-
condng at lea.st partially possiule.

If we thus attempt to reach the largest possible
general view of the science, we have evidently not
cmly to unite the results of the morphological and
jihysiological study of the organisms before us at
the present moment, but to introduce the con-
ception of jiast, indeed also of future time as well.

This entire drama of organic existence is what we
have now learned to call its cculutiou ; and con-
seijuently, since this supreme generalisation has
been clearly laid hold of by the students of separate
sub-sciences, these have been well-nigh transformed.
Their unification and detailed jirogress have alike
made enonnous advances, and \\c are thus rapidly
approaching a unified and systematic account of

organic nature.
Within the juesent limits only the merest out-

line of this synthetic view can Ije attemi)ted. Start-

ing once more at the rise of modern botany and
zoology, we see the naturalists of the renaissance
slowly disencumbering themselves of the literature

of mere medieval traditions distorted from the
cla.ssic past, which did duty for natural history, and
returning to nature. We watch the rise of the
systematic movement from Kay to Linna-us, and
tlience trace its extending exhaustivencss, aided by
new appliances like the deep-sea dredge and the

microscope, new facilities like the marine station

and the exploring expedition, and carried on by an
ever-increasing multitude of workers. Accepting
this catalogue of organisms, which, though still

incomplete, is now for most purposes far more than
ade(piate, we have next to sum up each of the

successive planes of morphological ancl physiological

research, and seize the results of the scnitiny and
comparison of the form and function of orj^ans,

tissues, cells, and protoplasm of the multitude of

organisms which have now been submitted to this

detailed analysis. An attempt at the synthetic

presentation of this must set out from the Proto-

l)lasm (q.y. ), which is the 'common denominator'

or ' physical basis ' of life. Here Ave have to

acquaint ourselves with the conditions of its
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existence, and take note of the physiologists
enxinieration of its functions as 'contractile,

irritable and automatic, receptive and assimilative,

metabolic and secretory, respiratory and finally

reproductive '
( see Pkotoplasm ).

The study of the unit-mass of protoplasm or cell

should next be summarised, its varied forms sur-

veyed and classified from the simplest to the most
complex and many-celled plants and animals, and
these generalised into the conception of a simple
'cell-cycle,' ranging between a more or less passive
and encysted spheroidal form tt> a less or more
motile ( amoeboid or elongated ) one. The phases of

cell form are also seen to arise as so many stages of

the rhythm between growth and waste (anabolism
and katabolism) into which, as we have seen above,
all functions are finally summed (see Cell). The
simplest organisms are separate unit-masses of

protoplasm, of which the life-Iustory essentially coin-

cides with the cell-cycle aforesaid ( see Pkutozoa ).

In higher but still unicellular forms, the resting or

the motile phase becomes more and more permanent
and specialised, and a distinctly plant or animal
character thus makes its appearance. ^lultiplica-

tion soon becomes lial)itual at some one definite

phase, and instead of the separation of the resultant
portions to lead an independent life, we at length
have their continued union. Such a union of

normally resting cells gives us the multicellular
plants or JTctaj}/n/tcs ; that of normally amujboid
cells, the multicellular animals or Mctazoa (q.v. ).

By the more passive vegetable organism the energy
of the sun's rays is usually absorbed by aid of a
gi"een colouring matter (Chlorophyll, q.v.), and
applied to the reduction of the carbonic acid of

the atmosphere, starch and cellulose being also

normal products, while their nitrogenous matter is

obtained in solution as ammonia or nitrates. On
the other hand, the more active animal is dependent
for its nitrogenous food on proteids already directly
or indirectly worked up by the agency of plants,
and also for its carbonaceous on organic substances,
starch, sugar, fat, &c.
Of the multicellular plant or animal only a few

cells remain comparativeh' unditl'erentiated to form
the reproductive elements. In these that alternate
or permanent preponderance of katabolism or
anabolism, which is a constitutional feature of the
adult life of the great majority of living beings,
usually specially asserts itself ; and we have thus
the tlevelopment of those motile and resting forms
which are henceforth respectively characteristic of

the male and female 'sex' (ovum and spermatozoon ).

See Reproduction, Sex. After a more or less

distinct ' rejuvenescence ' of the primeval cell-cycle,

usually accompanied by that complete union with
a cell of contrasted sex which we term fertilisation,

the resultant cell (fertilised ovum) undergoes seg-
mentation into an emljryonic mass (see Embry-
ology ). From this a new adult organism gradually
develops. In the animal this embryonic sphere
becomes dimpled into a two-layered sac, the
primeval stomach or ' gastrula

;

' a third inter-
mediate layer arises, and from these three certain
definite organs constantly develop. The outer
furnishes the epidermis, nervous system, and sense
organs ; the inner layer the alimentary canal and
its appended glands ; and the middle one the skeletal,
muscular, excretory, and reproductive systems. This
unit of origin gives us a starting-point for Mentifi-
cation of like organs in ditl'erent animals, and the
fertile study of homolociij thus begins. Again, this
develoi»ment of at first sinular cell-unions into
tissues and organs is readily exi)lained as a conse-
quence of the division of laljour in the individual and
in the race. The associated units have their activities

restricted in one way or in another, and their
energies find new outlets varying with their special

circumstances. Function establishes structure, and
these gradually perfect each other; tlie tissue

is tlius formed, and by-and-by becomes rounded
ofi' or combined Avith other tissues into a definite
mechanism, the organ, while these may form a
still larger unit, the system. It is therefore the
development and complexity of this physiological
progress of division of labour which determines the
special and general form of the organism. "We thus
see how the results of pure morphology (anatomy
without regard to physiology) acquire a rational
explanation by reference to the physiological pro-
cesses which shape organic forms. With increasing
complexity of structure we have necessarily an
increasing simplicity of function, for the many
processes at first crowded into a single cell become,
so to speak, sorted out into the different organs.
Residual traces of all these protoplasmic properties
must, however, remain in varying measure in even
the most specialised of living cells, hence the
possibility of functional change is never closed,
since use, disuse, or changing circumstances may
set up a renewed increment of any one or a con-
tinued decrement of any other of these minor
processes, however apparently supju-essed. Here in

this latent potency of change we nave in short the
rationale not only of the cell-cycle with which we
set out, but the explanation of the otherwise
mysterious phenomena of reversion and progression
—in fact, of the occurrence of all variations, normal
or pathological alike. See Physiology, Path-
ology, Variation.

It is clear that this specialisation of organs
involves their dependence upon each other, and
that if one suffer or develop, this must aflect all

its partners in the general life. Hence we obtain
' correlated variations,' and interpret the various
symptoms of a given disease. Progress as regards
organs is thus twofold— ( 1 ) in continued develop-
ment and increased division of labour of the parts
( differentiation

) ; ( 2 ) in increasing correlation of

the parts to each other and in subordination to the
whole ( integration ). And^ when we note that any
higher integration depends upon a preceding new
differentiation, which of course disturbs the exist-

ing equilibrium of the whole, we are in a jiosition

at once to comprehend the beginnings of disease,

and to realise that the traditional pessimistic inter-

pretation of this admits of important modihcation.
A strict classification of the organs is rendered

difficult by the varied ways in which difierent

organisms have solved the problems of adaptation :

a general correspondence to those essential proper-

ties of protoplasm which we noted at the outset is

of course observable, since the frog has no functions
which were not foreshadowed in the amoeba. The
older physiologists, however, clearly pointed out
that the primary classification is that which
separates tlie reproductive or species-regarding

functions from the remaining individual ones

;

while the latter are again divisible according as

they are concerned with the internal problems of

the organism—i.e. with nutrition (also circulation,

mechanical support, &.c.) or with the external

problems of relation to the environment (sensory,

nervous, muscular). These fundamental contrasts

between reproduction and individual development,
and between the vegetative and the animal
functions, are in fact the largest physiological

features of organic nature, and admit of fruitful

application (see Variation ) to interpret the end-

less details of plant and animal form and life.

Returning to these, which we are now in a posi-

tion to view as an ordered whole, we find that (a)

the successive appearance of related types upon the

globe broadly (and sometimes even minutely) cor-

responds to (6) the order of increasing complexity
established on purely anatomical grounds, while
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the enibn-olofost (c) tinds that the development of
the inilividual from it.s uniceUular simjmcity to
adult i-oiiiplexity repeats the same essential suc-
cession of phiises. This threefold coincidence next
demands explanation, and the ' theory of descent

'

from a flora and fauna of increasingly simpler char-
acter in the past necessarily makes its appearance :

nor hius any other scientific explanation been suj^-

;:ested. Hut this iniKlitication during descent next
demands explanation ; a i>rol>lem of supreme ditli-

culty which has had many attempted .answers.

From all tliese rejieated attemitts to discern the
princiide of orj,'anie pro^'ress, the naturalist has
Iteen learning' to chan>'e the static or anatomical
view of living; nature for the dynamic and i>hysi-

olo;rical one—in other wonis, to rise from the
analysis of the individual as a deail specimen to
the conception of the species as a livm;; whole.
The commamliiij,' suiieriority and wide scientific

influence of Darwin amoii;,' naturalists are of course
popularly, thouj,'h ^^^rounillcssly, associated with the
ori;;in instead of the final j)opularisation of the
conception of descent ; while even by scientific men
they are fretjuently assumed to be essentially <a.s.so-

ciated with his particular hypothesis of natural
selection as the rationale of i»ro;^essive nKHlitica-

tion ; yet his l»iolo;,'ical influence and example
primarily dfjienil <in his haviii;^ fairly establishetf in

practice this ;^reat transition from the pursuit of

(lispersive specialisms t<iwanls attcmjttin^ a j^eneral

view and explanation of or;,'anic nature. Since his

time, our knowled;jje of the jdant <an no longer l>e

groujx'd round the drie<l heroarium specimen of it,

lus hiul W'cn the ca-se since Linn.i-us' day. It has
Itecome again for us a living being, not only breath-
ing, and growing in the sun, but moving, digesting,

sensitive, ofton in a measure hardly secoml in its

fulbx'ss to that of animal life— in a word, the dn'a<l

of old poetry has Im-ch nn-alled to life by m<Mlern
science. The iiulividual, too, has wide relations,

here it may l)e to other |dants, here to insects, there

to birds and Iwa-ts -. the entomologist must leave

his museum, and the Itotanist his herltarium, to work
out in tli<> garden together the steps by which
flower and jdant have wrought out each other's

form and tlestiiiy : they have soon to call in other

specialists to their aid ; and the world thus comes
to l>e understo<Ml as a vast and comjdex web of

life, and its many forms as related to each other
by innumeral)le complex ties. Thus the farmer's

cat influences ids clover crop, or the distril)ution

of a particular insect determines alike the civilisa-

tion and the scenery of vast regions of Central

Africa. In this way the unit-problem of the .science

has liecome no longer the description of the isolated

specimens of its index collections, but the history

of the entire species in its living relations, actual

and historic.

Since the d<H'trine of natural selection, which is

the more immediate contribution of Darwin and
his sclnMd to the theory of evolution, will be fimnd

summari.se«l under D.VKWIXI.W ThkoKY, and dis-

cussed under KvoLlTIoN, it sufhces here to j)oint

out that, desjdte its wide applicability and indis-

putaide services, its finality is again becoming dis-

liuted by various naturalists on difl'erent grounds

(.see EvoLiTHiN, \'.\KI.VTH)N). Uu one sitle the

oilier explanations, in terms of use and disuse,

environment, dvc, are l)eing revived; while on

another, it is being attemjited to replace the

received doctrine <)f in<lelinite variation, with pro-

gress by means of struggle for existence anumg
individuals, by the conception of definite variation

(even jiathological ), with progress essentially in

the measure of the subordination of individual

-t niggle and development to species-maintaining

••nils, rejinMluctive, domestic, or associative. With-

out entering into details, it is evident that such a

restatement of the theory of the evolution of living
beings—in terms no longer i>rimarily of strength and
competition, of hunger ami battle, but of love and
co-operation, of sacrifice and pain—would involve,
no less fully than luis the doctrine of struggle for

existence, a deepened reinterjiretation of plant and
animal life, and would similarly extend into other
fields than those of jmre biology.

7. Cuitchisivn—Biulo;/!/ and Practical Life.—
Wiule liiology as a science finds itsstturce and justi-

fication in the natural impulse to contemplate, and
reasonal>le desire to comprehend the world and
our place in it, its action and reaction with practi-

cal life requires brief consideration. Our Know-
ledge of animals, like the child's, obviously arises

.
with their chase ; and that of the aspects and pro-

perties of plants, wholesome and jmisonous, i)erhaps
even medicinal, with tiie hungry search for roots

and berries. The evolution through higher social

states finds its reflection in widening zoological

and botanical ft)lklore, and the develo])ed agri-

cultural conditions of civilised life not only admit
of the increasing and systematising of our know-
ledge, but even at length contribute valuable con-

ceptions, like that of selective breetling, of which
Darwin has made such especial use. The recent
contributions of biology to the arts of life have
lieen of course piimarily associated with the ad-

vance of me«Ucal treatment; hence the pojiular and
even medical concejttion of the botanist is still

based upon the traditional one of the herboriser in

quest of specific remedies. The increase of food-

supply, through pisciculture and breeding, and
through the destruction of the enemies of useful

species, is an apidication of more recent but widen-
ing giowth : in tact those ajiplications of our know-
ledge of cryj)togamic pests which have especially

culminated in the labours of Lister and Pasteur
(see (iEH.M ThkuKY), at ]>resent furnish the stock
illustration of the applicaliilities of pure bi(dogy.

New iileas are also germinating; thus speculation

is busy—e.g. with schemes of artificial human
selection ; while rajiid ])rogress is being made in

the transition from detailed medicine to wholesale

hygiene—i.e. beyond the mere ap])lication of specific

remedies to morliid individual ^ariations, and
towards a progressive and harmonious reorganisa-

tion of the functions and environments which are

afl'orded by the human hive or city to its indi-

viduals. For the task of biology ajijdied as

hygiene should not onlv be tosul)due the tendencies

to morbid variations, \m% to determine that maxi-
mum of optimum life-cycles, which is the biologist's

and hygienist's concrete rendering of the greatest

hapi)iness of the greatest number. And as the twin
scientific motives of childlike curiosity, with its

analytic j)ursuits, and of maturer contemidation,

with its synthetic aims, become balanced by the

corresponding practical ones of the arts and their

a]>pli<-ation to the general humanist problem just

outlined, our biological science and art may be

fairly expected to react more and more fully in

their associated yet alternate progress.

This hope is indeed confirmed l)y the whole past

histoiy of the science ; with a glance at which in

its most general aspect the present article may
fitly conclude. At the very outset (§§ 1,3) we saw
that l)iology is no mere i.solated stream of fortuitous

discovery ; next (§5), that it is no mere sejiaiate

discipline which can be exhaustively pursued apart

from other sciences; and—now (§7), that it has

arisen from, and constantly returns to, ordinary life

and practice. In tracing the progress of biology,

we are simply following the reflection of the chang-

ing ligiits cast upon the organic world by each

prevailing mode of general thought and social life.

In a word, the evolution of biology forms part

of the general social evolution ; the science is no
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completed body of truth, but merely such portion of

it as our stage of social progress enables us to see.

Else the rise of science from art would be little more
than an almost prehistoric process, instead of being

still and continually going on. Innumerable in-

stances, large and small, might be given of this

;

thus, the classificatory doctrine of the ' echelle

de.s etres' (see Zoology) due to the naturalist

Bonnet, is far more than a mere detail of the

biographical history of zoology ; for the conception

of an unbroken series of beings ascending in regular

gradation from the lowest up to the highest is

obviously tiie projection upon nature of that estab-

lished ecclesiastical and social hierarchy in which
the good abbe's mind was formed. Again, taking
a larger instance, the substitution of Darwin for

Paley as the chief interpreter of the order of nature
is currently regarded as the displacement of an
anthropomorphic view by a ptirely scientific one : a
little rellection, however, will show that what has
actually liai>pened has been merely the replacement
of the antin-(jpomorphism of the 18tli century by that
of the 19th. For tlie place vacated by Paley's theo-

logical and metaphysical explanation has simply
been occupied by tliat suggested to Darwin and
Wallace by Malthus in terms of the prevalent

severity of industrial competition, and those pheno-
mena of struggle for existence which the light of

contemporary economic theory has enabled us to

discern, have thus come to be temporarily exalted
into a complete explanation of organic progress.

Finally, the division of labour having become
fully established in industrial practice, and recog-

nised in economic theory by Adam Smith, it was
frankly borrowed for Ijiological application by
^lilne- Edwards, almost a couple of generations
later, Avith fruitful results. This industrial develop-
ment has indeed not only given us our present clear

conception of separate organic functions, where an
earlier school could see only their general resultant
as ' temperament,' but it has also determined the
prevalent intensity of scientific specialism within
artificially restricted fields. Hence too, the extreme
specialist's not infrequent loss, if not indeed denial,
of definite responsibility to the science as a whole,
and still more to that larger progress of which it

forms a part, is simply the equivalent of that loss

of conscious relation both to the special task and
to its general bearings, from which at present the
labourer also so frequently sufiers. But as we pro-
gi-ess with the synthetic reorganisation and practical
application of the science, we may anticipate the
recovery of lioth.

The manifold importance of biology in education
is seen not only in its jiractical applications in the
arts and in the study of medicine, but as a potent
agency of culture, and as preliminary to psychologi-
cal and social studies. See Botaxy.

Literature.—See, beside articles mentioned above,
Lamauck, Spexcek, Weismann, <S:c. ; also Comte, Philoso-
phic Politique; Kobin, La Philos. Pvs. ; Laffitte, .Ref«e
Occidenlale, i. ; Spencer, Principles of Biuloyii (18GG);
Haeckel, Generellc Morphologie ( 180G) ; Huxley, Anatomy
uf Invertebrate Animals (187>S) ; text-books by J. E.. A.
Davis (1888), R. J. H. Gibson (1889), T. J. I'arker (1891),
H. G. AVells (1893); J. Arthur Thomson, 'J'he Science of
Life: an Outline of the Histori/ of Bioloyi/ (18{)9) ; Alfred
Earl, The Livin'j Organism (1899).

Bion, second of the three Greek bucolic poets,
was a native of Smyrna, but .settled in Sicily,

where he is said to lia\e l^een poisoned by a jealous
rival. He imitated iiis earlier contemi)orary Theo-
critus; Moschus calls himself his pujjil. Little of
his work has survived save his ' Lament for Adonis.'
His works are usually edited with those of Theoc-
ritus (q.v. ) ; Mr Lang <;ave us a good prose trans-
lation of the three (1889).—Biox of Borysthenes
nourished about 280 B.C. At first a Scythian slave,

he studied philoso])hy at Athens, and afterwards
lived at the court of Antigonus Gonatas.

Bioj[>lasill is a word introduced by Professor

Beale tor the germinal matter of living beings—i.e.

living protoplasm. See PEOTOPLA.SM.

Bioriison. See Bjornsox.

Biot, Jeax Bai'TISte, a distinguished French
physicist and astronomer, born at Paris, April 21,

1774. He entered the artillery, but forsook the
service for science, and in 1800 became professor
of Physics in the College de France. Along with
Arago (q.v.), he was (1806) sent to Spain to carry
out the measuring of a degree of the meridian, and
in 1817 he visited England, and went as far north as
the Shetland Islands, in order to make observations
along the line of the British arc of meridian. His
most valuable contributions to science are on
the polarisation of light, for which he received
the Kumford gold medal in 1840 ; his researches
into ancient astronomy are also very valuable.
Among the latter may be mentioned his Rechcrchcs
snr rAncienne Astronomic Chinoise (1840) and
jLtiides sur VAstronomic Indienne (1862). His
works on physics are still esteemed ; the 3d ed.

of his Traitc Mimcntairc d'Astronomic Physique
(5 vols. 1841-57) was translated into English. In
1849 Biot was made a Commander of the Legion
of Honour ; he was also a member of the French
Academy, and of most of the learned societies in

Europe. He died at Paris, February 3, 1862.

—

His son, Edouard Constant, a distinguisheil

Chinese scholar, was born at Paris, Jul}' 2, 1803.

He was at first a railway engineer ; but his health
failing, he retired from the public service, and
devoted his leisure to the study of Chinese
and the history of the social organisation of the
Celestial empire. He was elected a member of

the Academy in 1847, and died March 12, 1850.

He wrote a Dictionnairc de rEmpire C/rinois ( 1842),

and a multitude of Memoires on Chinese subjects.

Biotite. See ]\Iica.

Biped (Lat., ' two-footed'), a descriptive term,
sometimes applied to man, but more frequently to

birds. It may be used in two ways—

(

a ) in refer-

ence to habit only (physiological), when animals
use only their two hind-limbs for moving along the
ground—e.g. man, kanfjaroo, bird

; (6) in reference

to anatomy (morphology), when the typical

number of four limbs is reduced to two. Thus
among mammals the order of whales (Cetacea) is

marked by the absence of hind-limbs ; among birds

the fore-limbs are consideraldy reduced in the inin-

ning birds of the ostrich sub-class, and especially

in the New Zealand Kiwi (Aptcryx) ; among rep-

tiles, some serpents (e.g. Pythons) retain traces

of hind-legs, while all the others have lost both
l)airs, and a few lizards have either only hind-feet

(Pseudupus, Vphiodes), or only fore-feet (CJiirotes)
;

among amphibians, a few (e.g. Siren) have only
fore-feet ; and the same is true of numerous fishes

(e.g. among Silurid;e), and especially of those
which live to a large extent in mud.

Bipinuaria, the technical name of a starfish

larva. It is a curicmsly-shaped free-swimming
form, with two ciliated bands, and with a tendency
to develop long stilt-like arms or processes. It

does not directly turn into the adult, but is only
its 'nurse.' The adult is formed within the
bipinnaria. See EcHiNODEioi.s, Starfish.

Biquadratic. See Equations.

Bir, a town of from 1800 to 2000 houses, of

Asiatic Turkey, on the east bank of the Euphrates,
80 miles NE. of Aleppo.—The Arabic Bir, which
signifies ' well,' is the Hebre^v Beer.

BirbhllUI* a district in the Bardwan division

of Bengal, with an area of 1756 sq. m. Rice is
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the chief crop. Birbhum is one of the gieatest
co|i|ter-tields of tlie world, though practically un-
ijijiped as yet.

Birch {Bet Ilia), a genus of Betulaceir, which
fonlains only the two genera, Hirch anil Alder
(<j.v. ), antl is frequently reckoned as a sub-order
of Amentifene (q.v. ). The twenty-Hve species of
birch are all trees or shrubs, natives of northeni,
temperate, and arctic regions.—The Common Birch

(
li. iilfxi ) has small, long-stalked, somewhat tri-

angular doubly serrated leaves. It is a ver>'

beautiful and rapid growiii'', but unfortunately
short-lived forest-tree, of the colder pahvarctic
region, which in favourable situations attains a
height of M to 00 feet, with a diameter of 1 to \h
feet, but diminishes in size towards its arctic or
al|>ine limit, at la.st lieconiing a mere bush. It is

the hist tree to disaj>pear as we proceed north-
wards or ujiwards, and hence the most important
tree of Northern Kussia, \c., where it often forms
whole wo(m1s. No other tree exists in Greenlaml;
and according to ohi popular Ijelief, it was the only
tree that grew in paradise. The bark is .smootli

and 8ilver>' white, and its outermost layers are
thrown oil' as the tree advances in age. The
smaller branches are very slemlcr and flexible,

and in a particularly graceful variety called the
Weeping Birch (B. A. jtnuluhi of some Injtanists),

they are still more slender, elongated, and pendul-
ous. The bark antl leaves of the birch are, in some
nuithern countries, used medicinally in cases of

fever and eruptions. They are also used for dyeing

Jb'lowerijjg Branch of the Common Birch.

yellow. The bark is sometimes used for tanning,

and for steejiing nets, .sails, ami cordage (see Bakk
FOR T.\XNlxa). It is in some countries made
into shoes, hats, diinking-cups, &c., and i.s even

twisteil into a coarse kind of ropes, and is the

iiiaterial of which the North American Indians made
tlieir liglit canoes. It is remarkable lor its dura-

bility, which even exceeds that of the wood itself.

In many i»arts of the north of Europe it is used in-

steail of slates or shingles by the pea.santr>' ; and

in Kussia—the outer or white layers being sub-

jected to distillation—there is obtained a reddLsh

emi>vreumatic oil called Birch <Jil, of which a

somewhat tarr>- form, the so-called ilrtjuit or dcrjfjct,

is emploved in the ]>reparati<m of Kussia leather.

l>rie<l, ground, and mixed with meal, birch bark

is usetl in Norway for feeding swine ; and in times

of scarcity has even ser\ed for human food. The
wfKxl is white, firm, and tough, and is employed

by turners, wheelwrights, and coojiers, who use

it in the manufacture of barrels for fish. Much
of it is made into charcoal for forges. The t^^^<'s

are in general use for l>esoms, and for the ' birch
_

used in flogging naughty boys. On account of

its fragrant smoke, birch' brushwood is much em-

ployed in smoking hams, herrings, «S:c. In many
countries the sap is not only used as a beverage
in a fresh state, but is converted by fermentation
into a kind of wine. The White Birch of North
America (B. poj)ulifolia) very nearly resembles the
common birch, and is also extensively used. The
Black Birch of the same country, but of more
southern range (B. nigra), also sometimes called

Ked Biich, jiroduces very hard and valuable
timber. But the name Black Birch is also given
to another species sometimes called the Sweet
Cherry Birch (B. /eiita), itself a large and valuable
timber-tree. Its leaves make an agreeable tea.

The Yellow Birch of Nova Scotia, Maine, &c. (B.
excelsa ) is a large tree with leaves 3i inches long

;

its timber is used in shipbuilding. The bark of

the Paper Birch {B. papyracca) is capable of

diWsion into \ery thin sheets, winch have been
used as a substitute for pai)er. It is used by the
Indians and French Canadians for canoes, boxes,

buckets, baskets, &c. Large plates of it are

curiously stitched together with the fibrous roots

of the White Sjiruce, and coated with the resin of

the Balm of Cilead Fir. B. occidcntalis is an
interesting species found on the Pacific slope.

The mountainoTis districts of India also produce
several useful species. Thin, delicate plates of

the bark of B. bhojintttra are used for lining

the tubes of hookalis, and were formerly used
as paper. B. acuminata, a native of Ne])aul, has
strong and durable wood.—The Dwarf Birch {B.

nana) is a mere Imshy shrub, seldom more than
2 or 3 feet high, and generally much less. It

ha-s orbicular crenate leaves. It is a native

of the whole of the most northern regions

of the glolie, and is found as far south as the

Highlands of Scotland. It is interesting because

of its uses to the Laplandei-s and other inhabit-

ants of verA' northern regions, to whom it supi)lies

their chief fuel, and the material with which they

stufl" their beds. Its seeds are the food of the

jitarmigan, on which the Laplanders in a consider-

able degree depend. A similar shnibby species

(B. aniarctica) occurs in Tierra del Fuego.

Bircll« S.\MUEL, EgA-jitologist, was bom in

London, .3d November 1S13, the son of a city

clergyman. Educated at Merchant Tayloi-s', in

l>s.34'he entered the public service under the Com-
missioners of Public Kecords; and in 1836 he

became a.ssistant in the antiquities department
of the British Museum. In this capacity. Birch

acquired an extensive acquaintance with archa-

ology in all its branches. He stmlied not only

Greek and Koman antiijuities, including numis-

matics, but applied himself with untiling zeal

to EgA-ptian hieroglyphics. In process of time, he

so distinguished himself in this difficult branch

of learning, that Baron Bunsen availed himself of

Birch's knowledge in the nhilological portion of

Egypt's Place in Unicersal History, the last ^olume

of which, after Bunsen's death, was admimbly
edited by Birch. In 1844 he was appointed assist-

ant-keeper of anti(iuities ; in 1861, keeper of the

Egyptian and Oriental antiquities. He received

an'honorar\- LL.D. from St Andrews in 1862, and

from Cambridge in 1874, in which year he was
president of the London Congress of Orientalists.

He was a corresponding member of several aca-

demies, and was a contributor to various learned

journals, to the English Encyclopcedia, and to

Chambers's Encyclopa:dia. Besides three works

connected with his Chinese studies, he was autlmr

»f Ancient History from the Monuments of Eimpt

(1875), Egyptian texts (1877), &c. He died in

London 2'7th December 1885.

Birch. Thomas, D.D., an industrious historical

ANTiter, bom at Clerkenwell in 1705, was the son of
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a Quaker, but in 1730 took Anglican orders, and
received half a dozen preferments in the coui-se of

the next tliirty years. He was killed liy a fall from
his horse in "tlie Hampstead Koad, 9th January
17G6. He was author or compiler of Lives of Boyle,

Tillotson, Queen Elizabeth, Prince Henry, &c.

Birch-Pfeiffer, Charlotte, a German act-

ress and dramatist, was born at Stuttgart in the

year 1800. She made her debut at Munich at

tlie age of thirteen, and afterwards played with
great success at Berlin, Vienna, and Hamburg.
In 1825 she married Dr Christian Birch of Copen-
hagen, and in 1837, after performing at Petersburg,

Pesth, Amsterdam, and other places, she under-

took the management of tlie theatre at Zurich.

At a later [>eriod, she acquired even greater renown
as a writer for the stage than as an actress. In
18-13 she made an engagement with the theatre-

royal at Berlin, in which town she died, August
24, 18G8. Madame Birch-Pfeilier's plays attain no
very higli standard, but are still popular A\ith

(Jerman audiences. A complete edition of her
dramatic works has been pul)lished in 23 vols.

( Leip. 1863-80), and of her novels and tales in

3 vols. ( 1863-65).-—Her daughter is the well-known
novelist AVilhelmine von Hillern, whose daughter
also is alreadv a successful novelist.

Bird* Birds are in some ways the highest of the
vertebrate animals. They represent the climax of

that passage from water to land which the back-
boned series illustrates. Their skeleton is more
modihed from the general tyi)e than that of mam-
mals; their arrangements for locomotion, breathing,

and nutrition are certainly not less perfect ; their

body temperature, higher than that of any other

animals, is an index to the intense activity of

their general life ; their habitual and adaptive
intelligence is familiarly great, while in range of

emotion and sense impres.sions they must be
allowed the palm. It is, in fact, only when we
emphasise the development of the nervous system
and the closeness of connection between mother
and otlspring, that the mammals are seen to have a
right to their pre-eminence over birds. Birds and
mannrials represent two divergent lines of progress,

and stand in no close connection, but the aliinities

between birds and reptiles are sufficiently marked
to warrant their being included in a common class

(Sauropsida), in contrast to the amphibians and
fishes (Iclithyopsida) on the one hand, and Mam-
malia on the other. Among the numerous points
of difterence which separate birds from their nearest
relations the reptiles, and from mammals, the fol-

lowing may be noticed :
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The toes are never more than four, except in
abnormalities. Tlie .spur of the cock i.s thoujrht
lir sonic to represent a toe. {<•) Tlie intiijitincnt
liitltT- iii.nk.dlv fiDm that of otlier animals in

/

Fig. 1.

(J, f'lre-liiub of pigeon ; b, fore-limb of bat ; c, fore-limb of
pterodactyl.

l»cin;;j clad witli featliers. These are skin stnic-
tnrcs ^^cnemlly comparalile to scales or hairs.
Tiicir tleveloiiment will l>e <liscusse<l .separately
(sec Feathku), but it may be noted that in con-
scr|U('nce of certain conditions of skin <,'rowth,
numorous elevations are fi>niicd both of the outer
and inner layers. These ;,'M>\vin;,' outwards, and at
the .same time lixed Inflow in little jdts, l»ecome to
a lar;,'e extent homy, and are sj)lit up in various
ways to form feathers. The <nitermost sheath
lK?come.s a horny ca.se which falls off iis the feather
j^rows ; the featlier jtropt'r is due to a horny modi-
fication of the inner stratum of the outer skin or
••pidcrmis ; the inner skin (ilcnnis) forms a nutritive
Ixuse which, with its blood-ve.sscls, keeps the vcnin;,'

fi-ather alive, but la'cominj; subse(iuently reduceil,
leaves the perfect structure virtually dead. They do
not usually occur all over the body, but in definite

feather-tracts, as can l>e re.idily seen by pluckinfi
small or youn;^ birds. S<ime birds, however, like

the j)enj,'uin are reallv feathered all over. Three
distinct kimls of featliers are at once distin^'uish-

able

—

(<i) the small hair-like downv rudimentary
fHoplumci ; (h) the numerous smaller contour or

coveriufT plumr.i : and ('•) the lar;,'e stnmjr quill-

feathers or /iciuiir on win;rs and tail. The ordinary
feather consists of a (piill at the base of a shaft up
the centre, and of the vane Ixirne on the sides of

the shaft. Tiie vane c(msists of jtarallel barbs,

which are linked to;,'ether by small iiarbules. The
Iiase of tiie quill bears a miniature feather or after-

shaft, which in a few cases becomes as Iar<,'e as the

main feather. On the bare le;rs of many birds the

feathers are replaced liy horny scales, and the horny
structures forming,' the beak and terminatlnjj: the

toes are very familiar. Skin ;,dands, .so abundant
in mammals and elsewhere, are here absent : but

at the ver>- end of the tail tliere is a two-lobed oily

nreen-<rland. the secretion of which is used by the

iiird for anointing; and waterproofing' its feathers.

Curious skin structures, such iis combs and wattles,

are often developeil.

Skeleton.—The most important peculiarities of

the bird skeleton are the modifications of fore-

limlis anil j^irdle in a.ssociation with fli^dit, the

abundant air-cavities (only absent apparently in the

kiwi or apteryx), which make the bones so light

and sj)ongv. and the tendency the bones have to fuse

toj;ethor.
'

{a) The barkhotie is very ditierent from

that of otiier animals. The several backbone
iMKlies (vertebra^) have a very complex shape, and

are not to be mistaken for those of any other

vertebrate. While the neck of mammals almost

always consists of seven vertebra% that of birds
includes a larger and variable number, amounting
to over a score in the swan. Unlike the very
movable neck, the dorsal regiim tends to become
more or less rigid, especially behind, where a large
number of verteljire enter into immovable connec-
tion with the hip-girdle. Behind this there are a few
caudal vertebra' which are again mobile, and end in
a compound ploughshare-bone which bears the great
steering feathers of the tail. The most anterior
ribs are fused to the vertebrre ; then follow a few
(two in the fowl) which are free, but do not reach

Fig. 2. —Skeleton of Fowl (exhibited in section) :

a, brain-cavity ; 6, hyoid bone ; c, neck vortebnv ; </, clavicle

;

f , intcrclaviclc ; /, coracoid ; g, breastbone ; h, scajmla

;

i, humerus; A-, rudiua ; \, ulna; m, WTist ; n, tluinib

;

(', united metacarpals; j), second finger; 7, third tiii^'cr;

r, ribs; s, ilium; t, ischium; «, pubis; v, ploUKlisliare-
bone; ip, femur; j, tibia ; »/. iinitiil unt.itarsals ; -. sipar.-iio

metatarsal ; 1, 2, 3, 4, toes.

the breastbone ; the next sot iiieot, at an angle,

upwanl processes from the breastlione, with which
they are thus indirectly connected. The last

ribs are again free. Almo.st all the ribs bear l)ack-

ward directed (uncinate) processes which overlap
the rib behind. These also occur in crocodiles.

(h) The skull of course coiTcsponds in o;eneral

structure to that of other vertebrates, but is

distinguished by the early fusion of the com-
ponent bones, so that the contours are no longer
visible, by the prolongation of the front bones
to bear the beak, by the ab.sence of teeth, bj^ the

large sockets for tlie eyes separated from one
another only by a thin (sometimes perforated)

I

partition, and by the marked lightness of the
•ones. There is only one ball (condyle) wliioli

turns on the cup of itlie body of the first (atlas)

vertebra, the bone (quadrate) on which the lower

iaw works is movable, the portion of the skull

lying in front of the eye-socKets is slightly mov-
able on the portion protecting the lirain, the

tongue-bone (fn/oid) is very well developed. It

is on the relations of certain bones of the skull

that Huxley bases his anatomical classification.

{o) The limbs.—"The shoulder-girdle consists (1)

of a long bone running backwards (the shoulder-

])lade or scapula), (2) of a shorter bone running
from the shoulder dovm to the breastbone (the
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coracoid, only a process of the scapula in mammals ),

and (3) of a slender collar-bone (clavicle) -which

extends from the shoulder to meet its fellow in

front of the breast, forming with the broad uniting

plate the familiar ' merrythought. ' The breastbone

or sternum forms the base of attachment for the

great muscles which work the wings, it is concave
internally, and in

most birds bears a
pronunent ridge or

keel on the middle
line in front. As
this ridge serves for

the fixing of the
Hight muscles, it is

largest in the birds

which use their wings
most, and absent in

those, such as the
ostrich family, which
use them either not
at all, or very little.

Tlie flying ' keeled
birds (Carinat;^) are
in the immense ma-
jority ; the running-
birds, with flat raft-

like sternum (Rati-
ta?), are few. Even

among birds of flight, comparative disuse of wings
may be associated witii a slight development of tlie

keel. In the Mew Zealand jjarrot (Strigojis), and a
few more, the keel is very rudimentary. The arut
consists as usual of a strong iipper Ijoneor hmnerus,
working in the socket formed by scapula and
coracoid, of two bones forming the forearm, the
radius and the stronger nlna, of a single pair of

wrist-bones, and of three fingers. The three bones
corresponding to the palm of the hand (the vieta-

carpals) are fused together, the thumb has two,
the first finger three, the second finger one or two
joints. The terminal joints of the thumb and first

finger are sometimes clawed. In the kiwi and
cassowary there is only one complete finger, appar-
ently the second. The feathers attached to the
hand are usually called primaries, and those borne
on the ulna, secondaries. The hip-girdle is very
long, and its most important part consists of two
dorsal bones (ilia) which are fused to a large
number of posterior backbone bodies. A second

Fig. 3, Breastbone and Shoulder-
girdle of Falcon

:

clavicle ; 6, scapula ; c, coracoid ;

d, keel of steruuiu ; e, ribs.

Fig. 4.—Hip-girdle of Fowl

:

o, ilium; 6, ischium; c, pubis; d, socket.

portion (the ischium) exten<ls backwards on either
side, nearly jiarallel to the hind part of the ilium
witii which it is firmly fused. The third part (or
pubis) also mns backwards from the socket of the
thigh, and is a slender bone nearly parallel to tlie

former. Only in the ostrich (Struthio) do the
two pubes really unite ; but in other birds thev are
bound together l)y fibrous tissue. In the Amencan
ostrich (Rhea) the two iscliia are united ventrally.
The socket formed by the union of tiie three
portions of the hip-girdle is incompletely bony
(jierforate), as is also the case in one of the lowest
mammals, the porcupine ant-eater, or Echidna. The
thigh (femur) is a short stout bone. It is followed
by the two bones of the lower leg, one of which
(the fbula) is always imperfect and fused to the
strong tibia. The knee is generally protected by

a knee-pan or patella. The ankle is peculiar in

this, that the upper portion unites in the adult bird

Mith the lower end of the tilna, Avhich is therefore

known as the tibio-tarsus, while the lower jjortion

unites with three of the bones corresponding to the
sole of the foot (metatarsals), which are therefore

known as the tarso-mctatarsals. In the adult
there are thus no distinct ankle bones or tarsals,

these having become fused to the tibia above, and
to three of the metatarsals below. Birds have
only four toes, and the metatarsals of the second,
third, and fourth are fused together. The meta-
tarsal of the great toe remains separate, but in

many birds this digit is wholly undeveloped. The

Fig. 5.—Feet of various Birds :

a, swift ; 6, stilt; c, black stork ; d, wryneck ; e, falcon
; /, raven

;

g, kingfisher ; h, pelican ; i, grebe ; k, coot ; /, smew-cluck.

ostrich has only two toes. In most cases the
number of joints in the toes increases by one, from
two in the first to five in the fourth toe. Tlie toes

vary considerably in direction according to the way
they are used. A bony spur enslieathed with horn
is sometimes developed ( as in the cock ) in connec-
tion M'itli the metatarsus.
Muscular System.—The most important muscles

of the bird are those Avhich work the wings. These
lie on the breastbone, which forms their base of

attacinnent. The great pectoral muscle Avhich

forms the greater part of the breast depresses the
wing ; a second smaller and deeper muscle, covered
by the former, is continued into a long tendon
which passes through a hole at the shoulder-joint,

is inserted on the back of the upper arm, and
raises the wing ; a third nnich smaller breast
muscle also assists in elevating the wing. It is

well known that birds nuiy remain firndy perclied

when asleep. This is efl'ected by an automatic
muscular arrangement. The tendon of a muscle
which bends the toes passes up to the hip over the
knee-joint, so that when the knee is bent in perch-

ing, the tendon is stretched, and the toes are kept
firmly fastened. There is a strong development of

muscles in association with the gizzard or stomach-
mill.

Nervous System.—The brain of birds is mark-
edly more developed than that of reptiles, the
parts no longer lie almost on one plane, and the
organ occupies the whole of the s])acious skull-case.

The convolutions characteristic of the fore brain of

mammals are not yet developed. The 'tween brain
(optic thalami) is quite hidden, the mid brain
(optic lobes) is thnist to either side, the hind brain
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{cerebellum) exhibits cross grooves. There are
twelve pairs of nerves given off as usual from tlie

brain. The spinal cord exhil)its in the hip rej^'ion a
conspicuous enlargement due to the <livergence of its

two sides. The sense-organs.—In a.-^sociation with
their manifold e.xperience, birds have well devel-

op >ed sense-organs.
'I ids is especially
true of the eyes.
They are large and
jiowerful, and can
'e rapidly accom-
moilated to differ-

ent ilistanees.
They difler only in
minor points from
those of any verte-
brate. Tlie form
is far from spheri-

cal, the front portion being protrude<l. and to a
c-rtain extent constricted otV from tlie ball l»ehind.
A special ring of .small Ixtny plates nrotects the ba.se
of tliis anterior |M)rtion. A comb-like nutritive fold
(pecten), absent only in the kiwi, orojects from
Whind into the posterior chamber of the eye. A
third transparent eyelid «tr nictitating membrane
( not restricted to birds) is conspicuously developed,
an<l i'anl)e drawn like a .screen across the eye. It
lies hidden in tlie anterior corner. Tear and other
glands are pies«'nt. The ear ditlers markedly from
that of niammals in the absence of any external

Fig. fi.—Brain of Pigeon :

a, fore brain; h, r.r'!» llna : .-. optic
lobes ; </, Iiuvlu' : ; f_

spinal ciinl; /, ; ^i,

pituitar>' bcnly ; i,
j

Fig. 7.—Head of Falcnn, showing beak, nostril, eye, and
ear ; opening exposed by reiuuval of feathers.

portion. In the birds of prey, however, a memhran-
ous flap is nresent. The external opening is usually
surrounded liy a circle of tine hair-lilve feathers. As
regards ear lH)nes, only one (the columella) is pres-

ent, ami ill this particular also the bird ear ditlers

from that of mammals. The snail-like coil of the
ear-cavity (tiie cochlea) is also much sim|)ler. The
( Eustachian) tul>es which lead from the ear-aperture
ilown to the mouth, unite before they open into

the latter. The nostrils are usually situated at

the ba.se of the beak, but may occur further

forward, and in the kiwi are .situated at the
very tiji. In some cases they are guanled by
bristles, in other ca.ses jirolonged into a tube, but
are usually simple apertures. The nasal cavities

may communicate with one another, and contain
two or more gristly or bony scrolls. A peculiar

n.is.il gland is present. The sense of smell is

iiiiiloubte<lly less developed than those of sight and
lii-aring. Taste is also nut slightly developed, and
is discliarged by the nerve terminations on the

tongue, and by a soft patch of skin (cere)

usually situate<r on each side of the base of the

beak." In rare cases (e.g. in mud-gnibbing birds)

a much larger area of the Bill (<i.v.) may remain
soft and sensitive.

Alimenfiini Si/stem.—The character of the food-

canal ditiers widely in ditlerent birds, varying with

the nature of the food. Even in one bird the

dillerence of f(M)d at diHerent sea.sons, such as the

change from fish to grain in the gull, may be

associated with a marked change in the nature of
the stomach. The beak may be helped by the
tongue in taking up food, but in the absence of
teeth no real mouth mastication takes place. The
tongue varies widely in form, Ijeing not unfre-
quently notched and rough, and \arios in size from

Fig. 8.—Beaks of various BirJs :

a, marabou stork; b, sparrow; c, boatbill ; d, swonlbill hum-
niing-birU ; t, species of thrush ; /, pelican ; g, spoonbill

;

h, scissorbill ; i, flamingo; j, avocet ; A", boatbill stork;

/, openbiU storlc : m, ibis ; n, condor ; o, merganser
; p,

Columba anas ; q, mycteria or saddle stork.

the rudiment found in the pelican to the long
protiiisible organ of the humming-bird. Salivary

glands open into the mouth-cavity, which in .some

Ciuses ( e.g. pelican ) is enormously distende<l. and can
hoKl quite a store of food. The gullet is soft and
elastic, in obvious asso-

ciaticm with thedownward
age of unmasticateil

l"'
birds ittood. In many

dilates into a spacious

thin-walled sack, known
as the crop, in which large

quantities of food can be

stowed away. It is from
the crop that pigeons

olitain the soft milkv
stutt" with which they feed

their young. In most
birds the succeeding por-

tion of the canal is divided

into two (and sometimes
three) distinct part.s—tin

glandular and the mus
cular stomach. In the

first (the proreiifriciilus)

the food begins to bo
digested, in the second (the

gizzard) it is subjected to

grinding. The former is

characterised by thick,

.soft glandular walls, an<l

near it the blood -gland,
known as the spleen, is

situated. Most peojde
are familiar with the
larire h.ard gizzard of

nio

k 1

lined internally by firm

homy skin. The cavity

fowl or pigeon, with its

very thick muscular walls

Fig. 9.—Alimentary Canal
of Pigeon :

a, crop; b, proventricukis;

c, gizzard ; d,d, intestine.

usually includes small

stones, and by the approach of the two sides
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the food is very effectively ground. The changes

dependent upon'food, above referred to, are expressed

in the varying i)reponderance of glandular and
muscular regions. The exit from the stomach is

turned upwards ( as in crocodiles ), so as to lie very

near the entrance. Of the long small intestine

and the short large one, of the blind processes

given oil' at the commencement of the latter, of the

a-ssociated liver (very often without a gall-bladder)

and pancreas, there is little of much interest to

notice. The gut ends in a common chamber or

cloaca, which also receives urinary and genital

products. The back wall of this common chamber
IS connected with a peculiar sac with glandular
walls, especially prominent in young animals, but
of dubious import.

Vn.-iriiJar System.—The heart of birds shows a
marked advance over that of reptiles, in the com-
plete separation of arterial and venous blood. Like
that of mammals, it is perfectly four-chambered.
The blood-vessel arrangements also resemble those
of mammals in the presence of a single main branch
(aortic arch) conveying pure blood from the heart
to the body ; Init this runs to the right instead of

to the left. The most remarkable physiological

fact about the blood is its liigh temperature of 100°

to 112° F. , greater than that of mammals by 2°

to 14°. ' The polished feathers are bad radiators,

the air entangled among them forms a bad con-

ductor, and thus the heat is kept in.' The usual
' blood-glands ' are present. There is only an in-

cipient partition [clicq^hragm) between the anterior
and posterior portions of the body-cavity.
Respiratory System.—The two lungs do not lie

freely in a closed space, as in mammals, but are
lixed to the back of the bird. They are further
peculiar in the way the supplying air-tul)e

(bronchus) branches in a tree-like fashion without
breaking up into finer and finer forkings. The ends

Fig. 10.—Lungs of Bird :

a, base of traclica
; 6, h, broncliial tubes ; c, branches of bronchi

;

d, blood-vessel.

of the bronchial branches are in connection with
air-sacs which lie round about the lungs. These
greatly increase the quantity of air which may be
taken in ; they are of use in warming it, and doultt-
less aid, not only by greatly reducing the specilic
''ravity, but also on tlie heated-air principle of
Montgolfier's balloon, in buoying the bird in the
air. These air-sacs are large l")ut thin-walled bags,
nine in number (see Air-sacs). They are con-
nected on the one hand with the bronchi, on the

other, as John Hunter showed, with the .air-spaces

found in the spongy bones. The M'indpipe or

trachea is often very long and coiled, and is

strengthened by gristly or bony rings. It some-
times comes into very close association with the
breastbone, running tlirough part of it in the swan.
At its upper end there is, as usual, a larynx ; but
this is not the vocal organ of birds. Further down,
at the point where the windpipe divides into the
two bronchial tubes, lies the seat of all the music,
the sing-box or syrinx (see the paragraph on Song).
The JExcreton/ System.—A pair of three-lobed

kidneys embedded under the shelter of the hip-

girdle perform the usual function of getting rid of

nitrogenous waste. They are connected by a pair

of ducts (ureters) with the cloaca. There is no
urinary bladder. The urinary secretion is semi-
solid, and rich in uric acid.

Beproductive System.—The male reproductive
organs (or testes) are paired, and lie in front of the
kidneys. The left is veiy often larger than the
right. They are connected by a pair of ducts

(
vasn

deferentia) with the common chamber, the wall
of which occasionally bears a copulating organ.
The female organs are peculiar in this, that
in the adult the left side predominates over the
right. In the embryo two ovaries are present ; in

abnormal and in a few exceptional cases (diurnal
birds of prey ) they may persist ; usually, however,
the right wholly degenerates. And similarly with
the ducts, but the rudiment of a right oviduct is

present. The end of the left oviduct is expanded
to receive the ova as they burst from the ovary

;

the upper part of the duct is glandular, and equips
the eggs with albumen ; the lower is firmer, and
contributes the limy shell ; and the end opens into
the cloaca whence the eggs are laid.

Nutrition.—The food of birds varies greatly, not
only in different birds, but also to some extent at
different seasons. Some are vegetarians, feeding on
the green parts of plants, and in these the intestine

is as usual long. Some confine themselves to grain,

and these have large crops and powerful gizzards,

while others combine cereals with insects ( usually
then without crop), or with the green parts of

plants. A few sip honey, and a large number feed-

ing on fruits probably play an important part in

the dissemination of seeds. In insectivorous and
fruit-eating birds the crop is usually absent, and
the stomach only slightly muscular. Others again
are notoriously carnivorous, or feed upon fish and
molluscs, and in these cases the glandular iiredomi-
nates over the muscular portion of the stomach.
The kea (Nestor) of New Zealand, originally a
fruit-eating bird, has recently developed an alarm-
ing fondness for the Ijlood and fat of living sheep.

The interest of the nutrition of birds is twofold : on
the one hand, in relation to the modifications of the
alimentary system ; on the other hand, in respect

to the role of birds in the economy of nature. The
experiments of John Hunter on the changes in

the stomach of gulls consequent on a change of

diet have been corroborated and extended. Such
changes appear to occur normally in nature. Food
is also said to have an influence on colour—e.g. in

bullfinches and parrots.

Locomotion.—Most birds use their wings inflight,

the feather-covered arms being raised and depressed
with great ra])idity by means of the breast muscles
already described. Every one mIio has watched
birds is familiar with tlie marked difterences in

rapidity and mode of llight. It has been calculated
that a common average of rai)idity is about 40 to 60
feet per second, but records of the feats of carrier-

pigeons, Ike. certainly greatly surpass this. It

seems probable that strong-winged birds, like eagles,

can cover about 80 feet in a second. Bufibn noted
that they disappeared from sight in about three
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niiiiutes. The importance of the air-sacs and spaces
has heen aheady noted. Stronj: birds, like the
alt>atr()ss antl l)irds of i)rey, can not only tly very
rajiidly, but can sustain their exertions for long

Fig. 11.—Wing of Pigeon, showing primary («) and sec-

ondary {Ij) feathers, and ' bastard wing' (c) at thumb.

periods, while many other birds rarely take pro-

longed flights, except during migration. The
ostrich uses its wings to lie)]) it along in its rajiid

race ; .some aquatic bjrds, like the .steamer-duck,
use them as jiadilles, auxiliary to its legs. On
tiie ground, l)irds vary greatly in rate and manner
of progression, the swift strides of the ostrich,

the rapid run of the partridge, the hojijung of the
sjiarrow are well-known illustrations of ditlerent
gaits. That many binls are expert divers and
ciiml)ers is also a familiar fact. See Fl-KiHT.

Jir.siiinitioti.—The great activity of birds is asso-

ciated with very ellicient respiration. Expiration,
or the expulsion of used air, is managed by the
contraction of l»rea.st and abtlominal muscles, which
compress the inclosed cavities and force the air

from the sacs and lungs. When these muscles are
relaxed the cavities again ehistically expand, and
fresh air rushes in by the windpipe to lungs andair-
sacs.

Sonrf.—With few exceptions, birds have a
vocal organ, ami are able to ]>roduce more or less

variable soumls. The organ is, however, awant-
ing in the ninning birds, such as the ostrich,

and in the American vultures. The sounds pro-

duced are almost as varie<l as the ilitlerent kinds of

birds, and an expert ornithologist has little tliHi-

culty in identifying a great number of forms by
their distinctive noises. That .some chirp and
others scream, that chattering describes tiie lan-

guage of manv and croaking tiiat of others, that

some boom an»^ others k-irk, that the cn)ws caw and
the laughing jackass laughs, that the mocking-bird
imitates and the jiarrot becoiues able to articulate,

and above all that the lark trills and the nightin-

gale tnily sing's, are well-known illustrati(ms of the

variety of bird language. The weird cry of the

curlew or whaup, tiie iiR'lanclndy voice of the .sea-

mew, the gabble of ducks, the crowing of the cock,

the .soft cooing of the ilove, the hoarse voice of

the corncrake, the ecstatic melody of the bolxdink,

the cheerful notes of the blackbird, the educated

music of the canary, are again a random selection

of instances from an almost infinite medley. It is

among the .so-called perchei-s, .songsters, or Inses-

sores, that we lind song really develojied, and that

for the most ]>art in the males, and in highest

<legree at breeding time. Though the notes are

not musically pure, many bird songs have been

expressed in musical notation, and every one is

familiar with imitations in word form.

In mammals the voice is produced by the

12.— SjTinx of

Tlirush :

c, iutcriKil tyiiii>.iiiif irm
inembnuic ; il, muscles
e, nerve siipiilyini

muscles.

mechanism of vocal chords situated in the larynx
at the top of the windjiipe. In birds these vocal
chords are never present, but their absence is

corapens.ated by the development of a sing-box
(or syrinx) at the base of the windpipe. In some
cases the sing-box is wholly produced from the
base of the windpipe (or trachea)—e.g. in T/icnii-

iiophtl'-^ and American Pa.sserines ; in a few cases
tht mechanism is conlined to the beginning of the
bronchial tubes (e.g. .'ifc(ttoniis) ; in the great
majority of songsters the
syrinx includes the base of

the trachea and the tops
of the two bronchi. The
mechanism is a very variable
one, and even in its simjilest

forms not to be understood
by any verbal description
unaccompanied by dissection
of a few typical singers. To
take a tyi)ical example of a
lower larynx or syrinx of

the last and commonest con-
struction, we find (a) that
the base of the trachea and
the tops of the bronchi are
altered by lateral compres-
sion or ^>y expansion, by
fusiim of several of the
strengthening rings, or by
incompleteness of some of

the same, (b) The end of a, trachea (opened below);

the windpipe is divided by fc, bmnelu (with rin^fs);

<a bony ridge, rising up at
the angle where the two
bronchi unite, and forming
the main stay of the reson-

ating cavity known as the ' tympanum.' (c) From
this bony ridge to the median surface of each
bronchus stretches the 'intenial tympanic mem-
brane.' {(I) Between the last tracheal and
the first bronchial ring, or between a pair of

modified bronchial rings, stretches a .secimd 'ex-

ternal tympanic membrane.' (c) In singing-birds

there is a third im]>ortant inward projecting

'.semi-lunar memlirane.' (./') Besides these there

are vocal membranes or folds of skin, projecting

inwards in both bronchi. The tension of the

membranes is varieil by the action of s])ecial

muscles; their vibration as the air pa.sscs over them
cau.ses sound ; the note varies with their muscular
state, with that of the tympanum, and with the

column of air in the windpii)e.

Singing is an unbidden expression of emotional

energy. It is most marked at the high tide of

.sexual emotion during tiie breeding-season. It is

best, sometimes solely, developed in the males,

who use their powers to attract the females, and
often vie with one another in so doing. In other

cases the note is obviously u.sed as language,

expressing alami and the like, for that some birds

are able by voice to convey impressions to one

another is indubitable. In so far as the song is an
instrument and ex])ression of sexual attraction, it

falls to be included among those powers which
liave been strengthened and developed by sexual

selection.

Moulting (q. v.).—After the strain of the repro-

ductive period, or sometimes at the low ebb of mid-

winter, the ol(l feathers drop off, and birds undergo

annual moult. The use of this in replacing break-

age, and in furnishing a complete machinery for

the flight of migration, is very evident ; the cause

is not yet sufficiently investigated. Moulting obvi-

ously presents sonie analogies with skin-casting

and 'hair-shedding in other animals, and must be

associated with some deep-seated constitutional

change, such as its connection with the end of
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the breeding-season suggests. Besides this annual

growth of new feathers, many birds exhibit double,

and some triple moulting. " The ptarmigan, for

instance, changes its suit three times in the year,

moulting after breeding into gray, changing tliis

for white as the winter sets in, and acquiring in

spring a third and most attractive set of feathers.

In association with sexual attraction many male

birds seem to undergo a partial moult, as the result

of which they acquire those special decorations

which are the "index of a reproductive climax.

liqiroditction.—Buds usually pair in spring-time,

but to this rule there are many exceptions. Fer-

tilisation is internal, and all birds are oviparous.

Tlie number of eggs is often in inverse proportion to

the size of the bird. Several, such as the apteryx,

lay only one ; the doves and the birds of prey

lay two or three, but the majority of birds many
more.

The Sexes.—The male birds are often markedly
ditterent from the female. In the Bird of Paradise

(q.v.), for instance, the two sexes are at first alike,

but with successive nioults and increasing maturity,

the male becomes in colour and plumage a most
marked contrast to the comparatively sober female.

The contrast between peacock and peahen is a yet

more familiar illustration of a very widely observed

fact. In rare ca,ses the female is the more brilliant.

The male has also a richer and more varied voice,

and in many cases the singing is all on his side.

Both with song and with dance, by strains of love

and display of charms, by the wildest excitement
of aerial evolutions, and by the most grotesque of

striking attitudes, the males strive to captivate the

females. For the details of this sexual attraction,

and for the importance of sexual selection in evolv-

ing decorations and charms, the reader may be
referred to Darwin's Descent of Man, w'here the
subject is very fully discussed. Birds associate

together to very ditterent degrees ; thus, eagles

live separately, the two sexes only coming to-

gether at breeding time ; the doves live in pairs ;

many birds are similarly monogamous, but live

in society, except during the breeding-season, while
fowls and some running birds are polygamous, one
male ruling over a number of females. See Sex.

Eggs.—The size of the egg is very generally pro-

portionate to that of the parent, but there are many
striking exceptions. The very centre of the egg
contains what is knoA\Ti as \vhite yolk which rises

as a plug to the surface. This white spot, usually
lying upi^ermost when the egg is opened, is the
area

(
hlustoderm ) where by the multiplication and

arrangements of cells the embryo chick is mapped
out. The ' yellow yolk ' is traversed by concentric

Fig. 13.—Section of Towl's Egg :

a, central pluK of white yolk; h, position of germinal area;
c, yellow yolk ; d, wliite of egg ; e, ' tread' or chalaza

; /, air-

space between outer membranes.

layers of white, which also forms a thin layer
round the outside. As tlie egg passes down the
upper portion of the oviduct it becomes coated with

fluid white of egg or albumen, which is separated
from the yolk by a (vitelline) membrane inclosing

the latter.' The Huid albumen is also disposed in

layers, separated by tibrovis networks, and almost
every one is familiar with two thick sets of fibres

(known as the 'tread') which extend from each end
of the yolk into the surrounding allmmen. In the
lower portion of the oviduct (the uterus) the egg
becomes, as we have already noted, inclosed in a
limy shell. This is an organic structure and is two-
layered. Its texture and microscopic characters
differ in the various orders, and appear to be tnily

diagnostic. The shell is separated from the white
of egg by a double membrane, the two layers of

which l)ecome separate at the broader end, and
leave a familiar air-space which increases with the
age of the egg. The form of the finished egg varies

from an approximately perfect sphere to more or

less symmetrical ovals. In the uterus the shell

usually becomes stained by complex secretions of

pigment which in some respects resemble tiiose of

the blood and bile. As many as seven distinct

pigments have been distinguished by Mr Sorby.
It is necessary to distinguish the ground colour

from the subsequent more or less circular markinjjs,

which become variously blotched and distorted by
the movement of the egg in the uterus. Tiie

markings are not always constant, but vary with
age and even in the same brood. The colouring is

apparently to some extent protective against the

sun rays, and varies also according to exposure.

That the colour of the eggs often favours their

being overlooked by enemies is a familiar fact.

Though the older naturalists, before the collect-

ing of eggs had been superseded by embryology,
doubtless exaggerated the importance of their

science of 'oology,' it is also certain that some
important hints in classification have been afforded

by the study of the characteristic colouring. The
extraordinary enthusiasm exhibited by egg-col-

lectors, from the time of Sir Thomas Browne's
cabinet onwards, is a most remarkable side chapter

in the history of science, which lias been recapitu-

lated in the lives of many of our famous naturalists,

and indeed in the boyhood of almost every lioy bred

in the country. See Egg, Cage-bieds, Incubation.
Development.—The development of the embryo

bird will be discussed along with that of other

backboned animals ( see Embryology ) ; but a

few general facts (with special reference to

the fowl) may be noticed here. The egg is

fertilised in .'the upper pai't of the oviduct

before the coating of albumen is added to the

ovum proper. The usual division commences in

the lower part of the oviduct, shortly before the

shell has begun to be formed. Owing to the vast

amount of nutritive, as opposed to formati\-e

material, the whole ovum does not divide, but only

a special part of it, known as the germinal disc.

It is also noteworthy that the division proceeds

somewhat unsym metrically. The subsequent

changes l)y which the different germinal layers are

established, and nervous system, backbone, gut,

muscles, and the organs generally are formed, cannot

be here discussed. The development of the chick

excited interest even among the old naturalist

philosophers of Greece, and we have not finished

the inquiry to-day. It was by observation of

the embryo chick that WoHl' first showed dis-

tinctly (in 1759) that development was a matter of

gradual growth, and not the unfolding of a minia-

ture ready-made organism. It was in regard to

the fowl "that Pander (1817) first drew emphatic
attention to the different germinal layers, the <lis-

tinctions between which are of such importance in

underst.anding the process of development. On the

development of the chick also. Von Baer (1828-37)

partly based his great generalisation as to progress
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from the simple to the complex, and showed tliat
the j)jL-<sa<^e of the embryo from one jjreat stage
to another corresponds to the successive stejis
which mark otl" tisli from ampliibian, amphibian
from reptile, reptile from bird. This law we now
express liy saying that the individual development
{oiito<jtui/) is a recapitulation of the historic evolu-
tion of the race ( I'lnjluijcini ). Mr Parker elonuently
compares watciiing the development of a oird to
reading a palimpsest ; under tiie more sujierlicial

characters are othei-s (at an earlier stage) more
primitive, l>eneath those others more orimitive
still, till the characters are seen to be uistinctly
reptilian, and so on backwards. The work tlms
begun bv WoltV, I'andtT, and Von Haer has been
vigorously continued ; many of the greatest embry-
ologists have contributed to tiie eluciilation of bird
development; in Britain Parker especially luvs, with
marvellous patience and skill, followed the develop-
ment of the binl skull. 15y the recent use of the
cimtrivance known as the embryoscope, the develop-
ment of the chick ha-s been watched going on, and
even experimented uin>n.

The c^iick is incl<)sed in an embryonic membrane
known as the amnion, and has a large resi)iratorv

sac called tiie allantois. The nutritive yolk whicli
is gradually absorU'd is inclosed in a 'yolk sac'
When alM)ut to be hatched, the cluck tlirusts its

beak through the egg-membranes, and breathes the
air in the air-chamber. .The lungs begin to work,
and the allantois siirivels up. The Umbilicus
((j.v.) l)ecomes completely closed, and 'the chick,

piercing the shell at the broad einl with repeateil

itlows of its beak, casts otV the dried remnants of

alhmtois, amnion, and serous membrane, and steps
out into the world.'

The period of incubation, during which the

parent, generally the female, but often also the

male, sits in most ca.ses constantly on the eggs,

varies greatly, from ten days to eiglit weeks. The
young bir»U may l»e at first naked, lilind, and help-

less, ami are then feil by the parents till fledged

(Altrices or Insessores)—e.g. Tliiusli, or tin-y may
l)e downy, active, and able at once to look after

themselves ( I'ru'coces or Autophag:i')—e.g. Chick.

In some ca.ses, however, they are hatched downy,
but remain for a while helpleks. See E.muryology.
Scsts.—\i is important to notice that the

higher development of birds, as com[>arod with

reptiles, is ji-ssociated with the production of fewer

otispring, but at the same time with the enormous

increa-se of parental care and sacritice. If the

young are to be developed within the eggs, the

latter must be kept at an appro.vimately constant

warmth. In almost all cjuses this is efl'ected by

brotHling. The comfort of the parents during

the hatcliing i)eri(Ml is secured by the nest, which

becomes further neces-sary for the protection of

the tledgliugs. The nest-buildinjj instinct is not

indeed the exclusive projierty of birds, but occurs

also among in.sects and lislies, not to mention the

numenms ciuses where homes rather than nurseries

are constructed by animals. But it is among birds

that the instinct reaches i)erfect development. The

l>rolonged period of broocling, the frequent helpless-

ness of the young, the very common arboreal habit,

the not uiifrefiuent enemies, have necessitated a

most varied .series of nest-building contrivances.

The nest is built before the eggs are ready to be

laid, and in most Ciises the female takes the

].rominent part in its construction. Bnt both in

the building and in the subsequent brooding the

male may do his share, or in some cases much

more. Kach si)ecies usually has its o>\ti oeculiar

style and material of constriiction, though this may
be adapted to varying conditions. The nests are

usually solitary, niore rarely grouped, and very

e.vceptionally (as among ciissowaries and ostriches)

common property. Rooks, sea-fowl, herons, are
familiar examples of breeding communities, while
the sociable grosbeak, the republican swallows,
.and a few others, form even closer associations. The
cuckoo and the cow-bird have managed by a sort of

parasitism to shirk their task, and quite <a number
of birtls lay their eggs in an exceptional manner in

the nests of neighbours. The beak is the organ
most used in construction, but the pressure of the
boily may round oil' tlie forming nest, and the feet

m.ay also be used. How comfortable a nest may
be made inside every one knows ; how adroitly

hidden it may be by external decor.ations of moss
and lichen is familiar to every nest-hunter. All
who have opi>ortunity should examine the cases of

birds and their nests so beautifully arranged in the
British (Natural History) Museum in London.
The smaller birds usually build the more lieautiful

nests, and every variety occurs, from the compara-
tively careless hole in the sand made by the ostrich

to tiie skilfully susiiended and neatly fashioned

nest of the tailor-binl.

Without entering into details of nest-construc-

tion, the following series given by Leunis may be

noted. For details, such a work as Bev. J. Ci.

Wood's Homes u-ithotit Hands, and for theory,

Wallace's essay on Nests in his Cuntrihutious to

the Theory of Natural Seleetion, may be profit-

ably consulted. It must at the outset be again

noticed that habits vary considerably, as the very

diverse nests built in (liH'erent circumstances by
falcon, eagle, heron, I'v.c. Mell illustrate. Nests

are shifted to suit food-.supply, and vary in struc-

ture according to the available material. And
again, since nest-building is obviously an acquired

habit, wliich gradually rewarded the species in the

greater success of botli parent and ofl's^)riny during

breeding time, it is natural to find it dispensed

with in many cases where the nature of the situa-

tion renderetl no actual nest necessary, or where
tlie birds for some other reason have never learneil

the habit. Some sea-birds, like the auk, simply

lay <m the rocky ledges of their haunts ; some
ground-birds simply deposit their eggs on the bare

soil.

( 1 ) BurroM-ed holes are made by sand-martins,

bee-eaters, penguins, kingfishers, and many others.

The prairie-owl, living in the burrows of the

prairie-dog and of the armadillo, is a well-known

example of peculiar lialnt, and in the first case of

curious partnership. (2) Ground-nests, generally

of the simplest character, with rough and scanty

accumulation of nest material, are nia<le liy swans,

ducks, geese, fowls, gulls, waterhens, corncrakes,

&c. (3) Mud-nests, constructed from daiui) earth,

are well illustrated by the house-swallows, l)lue-

creeper, flamingo, Ike. The common singing

thrush is well known to make a firm nest of clay

and cow-dung mixed with moss. (4) Carpenter-

nests, formed with more or less preparation in the

holes of trees, are used by woodpeckers and a few

other arboreal birds. (5) riatfona-nests, simply

consisting of flat seats, are formed by the ring and

turtle doves, by eagles, storks, and cranes. In

some parts of the Continent the Hat nests formed

by the storks on the tops of buildings are familiar

enough objects. (G) Basket-nests are such loosely

interwoven constructions of grass, stems, twigs,

\-c., as are made by crows, missel-thrushes, and

most singing-birds. The green weaving-birds

{Ploceus pensilis) hang their loosely woven nests,

with downward directed opening, on the Mada-

gascar trees. The South African republican birds

(Fhiletcpriis soeius) form hundreds of hanging nests

on the branches, under the shelter of a common

thatch. (7) iroren nests are the more delicately

constructed and really woven constructions of

wool, hair, bark, grass, &c., which are made by
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such birds as the goldiinch, the Baltimore bird,

and very many others. (8) Sewed nests, composed
of leaves sewed together by the beak as needle,

are well illustrated by various species of Icterus,

and by the Indian tailor-bird (Orthotomus ben-

nctii). (9) Fclt-u-ork nests are M'oven from the

wool of plants or animals, sometimes with other

material in addition ; the humming-birds and the

bullfinch form beautiful nests of this fashion. ( 10)

Ccmcnt-7irsts are bound together by a viscid and
very adhesive secretion, which is mixed with
saliva, and used to glue the materials of the nest

together. The nests of the American swallow,

the edible birds' nests of the Salangani, sought
after as luxuries by Chinese and others, are of tliis

cemented type. (11) Dome or moss nests are

roofed in above, and have an entrance on the side.

The common wren, the water-wagtail, and the tits

build on this principle. The beautiful bottle-shaped

nest of the titmouse is one of the best examples.

(12) The parasitic habit is well known among
cuckoos and cow-birds. The nest of another bird

is utilised to the future loss of the rightful inmates,

and with obvious economy of labour on the part of

the intruders. Thus sparrows usurp the nests of

swallows, and starlings those of woodpeckers.
Pheasant and partridge eggs are sometimes found
in the same nest, and the same has been observed

in many cases—e.g. gull and eider-duck. When
artificial nests are forthcoming, birds are glad to

be relieved of the labour of construction, and
different birds thus sometimes share a common
box. The resorts of birds, when convenient nooks
are available, are often extremely curious.

Migration.—It is a well-known fact that com-
paratively few birds (at anyrate, outside of the
tropics) remain in the same place all the year
round. They do not hibernate, but migrate on the
approach of cold. Some we know as winter
visitors returning north again in spring, most
we know only in summer, for in autumn they
tiy to the warmer south ; a third set we call
' Birds of Passage,' for these we only know
somewhat incidentally as they pass through on
their way elsewhere" Thus the swallow, the
cuckoo, the nightingale, &c. come to Britain in

summer and breed there, being winter residents

farther south ; the fieldfare, jack-snipe, bean-
goose, redwing, &c. reach Britain in winter, being
summer residents and breeders farther north

;

while the little sandpipers are familiar examples
of the true lairds of passage which we know only
for a short time as they rest on our shores in their

journey south in autumn, and north again in

spring. These three classes are obviously only
different cases of one fact of Migration

(
q. v. ). As

this will be discussed separately, only the general
facts are here to be noticed. Almost all birds
are in some degree migratory. Those which breed
in the equatorial regions are the chief exceptions,
and even they pass from hill to valley and back
again. Forms, too, which seem to be constant
residents of a non-tropical country are in many
cases known to exhibit a partial or a very local
migration. This is true, for instance, of the
common wren and the red grouse in the north of
Scotland. All birds breed in the colder regions
of their migration. Changes in food-supply and
temperature are the most important conditions
impelling them to shift their habitats. The
general trend of migration is always, as indicated,
towards the equator in autumn, from the equator
in spring ; but the investigations of the British
Migration Committee have clearly shown that the
courses often come to be circular. The llight is the
more universal in a country, the more marked the
contrast between summer and winter. The annual
migration from breeding areas too cold for winter

residence and food-supply to warmer subsistence

areas cannot be understood apart from the history

of climates. When the European climate was
more equable, it was virtually indifferent to the
birds where they went. As it grew colder, the
birds had to fiy farther and farther south every
few winters. Migration has become an inherited

habit, for they set about it before the impelling con-

ditions are directly present. According to Wallace,
natural selection has played an important part in

confirming this habit. Many facts about migra-
tion are still utterly obscure. The power birds

have of fiving straight and of returning to the
same locality is very marvellous. It must be
remembered that a continuous tradition is sus-

tained ; those who have made the journey before
guide the others. Doubtless they have memory
for great landmarks. They fiy across the shallower
parts of the Mediterranean, where a chain of

islands in this submeiged tract long remained
to guide them. The smaller birds usually keep
nearer the ground ; but it must not be forgotten
that the flight is usually mostly accomplished l)y

night. Bii'ds generally meet in concourses, and
migrate in flocks. Only a few fly alone. Some-
times the old males remain, Avhile the others ' flit.

'

The return northwards is more rapid, without young
ones or weaklings. The males often return first.

Intelligence and Emotions.—As birds have a full

active life, with considerable variety of function,

in usually complex environment, since, as we
have already noticed, their sense-organs and
nervous systems are highly developed, consider-

able exhibition of intelligence is to be expected.

They seem to have great vividness of sense im-
pressions, to judge from their power of recalling

old haunts and old friends. Birds often return to

the same place season after season, and they have
been known to recognise an owner after the lapse

of years. Their quickness of ear and power of

retention are evidenced by the power some possess

of learning to repeat sounds, both words and
tunes. Some have exhibited marked fondness
for music, and the eesthetic tastes of the Bower-
bird

(
q. V. ) excite deserved admiration. Much more

is known in regard to their marvellous hereditary,

general, and largely automatic reasonable habits

or 'instincts,' than in regard to their power of

individually adapting their conduct to novel cir-

cumstances. Their beautiful and adroit contriv-

ances of nest-building are very familiar instances
of the former, but many instances of the latter

have also been recorded. INIr Romanes has col-

lected numerous illustrations of curiosity, imagina-
tion, forethought, and instruction by experience.

He notes many interesting cases of their special

devices in obtaining food, in av^oiding capture, and
in nest-building. His valuable treasury of sifted

facts ought to be consulted on this subject.

As to feelings, it is hardly necessary to refer to

their unexampled exhibition of sexual emotion in

song and dance, parade and display, or to the
marvellous parental love and sacrifice expressed

in their nest-building labours, in tiieir j)rolonged

incubation, and in their care for and courage in

defending their brood. Subtler emotions of

jealousy, both in connection with and altogether

apart from sex, of ail'ection for owners or associ-

ates, of sympathy for wounded or enfeebled

fellows, are also not rarely exhibited. That a
bird singing continuously for hours does not
represent a rare height of emotion is not to be

])elieved. It may be fairly said that the joyous
song of the lark ' at lieaven's gate ' is an eloquent
expression of emotion only surpassed perhaps by
human music.

Distribution m Space.—It is a curious fact that
though birds are able to fiy far and wide, and are
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much less settleil than most animals, it was in

relation to them that the first <;reat essay towards
an understaiulin;; of ilistribution was made. In
iSoT Mr Sclater biused, upon the facts of the distri-

bution of perching birds ( Passeres or Insessores), a
division of tlie earth into six great regions, with
charact4?ristic fauna. Tiiese regions he termed
I'ahearetic, Ethiopian, Indian, Australian, Nearctic,
and Neotropical. l""or an account of the birds
wliich especially predominate over these great
regions, or others with somewhat altered limits,

the reader must l>e referred to the works of Murray
and Wallace on tJeographical Distribution of

Animals, an<l to the convenient summary of facts

given by Heilurin (Inter. Science Series). Some
genera of binis are very widely distributed, and
almost universally represented ; others, like the
birds of paradise and the humming-birds, are
peculiarly restricted. It hardly needs to l»e stated
that binis have unusually great facility of disper-

sion ; that they are more numerous in the warmer
ccmntries ; that according to the nature of the
region, ditlerent phy>iological tyjtes will preponder-
.ate—e.g. insect-eating birds in tiie tropics, and tish-

eating swimmers in the northern seas.

Distrihulion in Tiim'.— ( 1 ) In the Tria.ssic strata

of New England, various kinds <jf footprints

occur which mo>t naturalists now regard as repti-

lian, though others are inclined to see in some of

them the earliest hints, of birds. ('2) The oldest

known birds are found in the L'pper Oolite, the
well-known Archa-ojiteryx (i|.v. ), from the Solen-

hofen lithographic slates, and Ldoptniix jiri.sciis,

from 'a nearly eijuivalent horizon in the \N yoming
Territory' of the western I'nited Slates. The long
feathered tail, the unfused metacarpal l>ones, the

toothe«l jaws, ami other features of Archa-opteryx,
are exceedingly imi>ortant iiristine cluiracters.

{'A ) In the Middle ami Ipper Chalk, numerous fossil

binis have been discovereil, especially by Marsh.
These are grouped together in a somewhat mixed
division of toothed birds, or Odontornitlies ((j.v.).

Ot these the most remarkable are IIespen>rnis and
lehthvornis (ij.v. ), lM)th with teeth. The latter

had Iticoncave Hsh-like vertebne, well-ilevcloped

wings, ami a keeled breastlMine. The former

had vertebra' much like tho.se of mmlern birds,

rudimentary wings, and, Jis one would expect, no
keel on its breastiione. Its teeth were not im-

i)lanted in distinct .sockets ii-s in Ichtliyornis, but

lay in a longitudinal gniove of the jaw. Apatornis

w;is anotlier remarkable form, and Enaliornis has

been found in Eun>j»e in the l'pper (Jreensand of

Cambridge. (4) In the Terliarj^ deposits birds

become more numerous, and liker those now exist-

ing. Representatives of modern genera occur from

the Eocene onwanls. Many tyjies, such as tiie

great running binis, now with restricted distribu-

tion, are foun<l in regions far fmin their present

habitats. A giant goose-like form, (iastornis,

aii{)arentlv exceeiliiig the ostrich in size, has been

found in t'rance and Hritain. Heilprin notes how
Lentosomus, type of a small family now restricted

to Sladaga-scar, is found in the Eocene deposits of

Erance. In the Eocene al.so occur Megalornis,

little smaller than an emu ; Da,somis, uniting

o.strich and moa r 0</oiit»fitcri/x toliavirus,^ ' with

dental armature recalling the toothed binis' of the

chalk. A crane-like genus, Aletornis, is frequently

repn-sented in American strata, (iiant fijrms dis-

appear, the running binis are driven into corners,

tvetli degenerate and wings develop, as the modern

binl fauna is gradually api)n>ached. Those who
wish to read the full story should consult especially

the writings of Marsh, find in the lirst place con-

venient summaries, such as that of Heilprin.

Suh- fossil riu<l Historically Exterminated Birds.

—Within comparatively recent (semi-historic)

times, the ' moas ' of New Zealand ( Dinomis and
Mionornis), the ^pijornis tnoxiinus of Madagascar,
the Australian Droma'ornis (ancestor of the emu),
and others have disappeared. Much more recently
the dodo of Mauritius, the solitaire of Kodriguez,
the crested parrot and the Aphanaptervx of

Mauritius have been exterminated. t'nder
separate articles some of these will be discussed.

Thoughtlessness and cruelty are unfortunately
tending to the extermination of some other forms.

Clasbijication.—In 1880 Mr Sclater estimatetl the
number of extant bird si)ecies at 10,139, and Grays
estimate was somewhat higher. To these some
200 known fossils have to be added. The classifica-

tion of these numerous forms is still a matter of

the greatest ditiicultv. The older classifications

were based on the habits, or on comparatively
trivial characters ; but as this [)hysiological classifi-

cation has been gradually imjjroved, it has come
to be not so inconsistent as formerly, with the
anatomical classification suggested by Huxley. In

his famous paper on the ' Classification of lUnls,'

Prucea/iiit/s oj titc Zoological iSocicfi/, 1807, Huxley
gi'ouned birds according to certain features of the

skull, and though this may seem too narrow a basis,

it must not be forgotten, as W. K. Parker remarks,
' that the structures of the skull anil face govern
the wlude body, as it were ; every other i)art of the

organism corresjionds to what is observable there.'

Hut even when the great groups are marked oil' on
this basis, there remains the huge difliculty of the

genera and species. The difliculty of satisfactory

diagnosis is due to the narrow range of modifica-

tion. 'One bird is so like another,' say the non-

ornithologists, and Professor Huxley confesses the

same in saying that ' the structural modifications

which the specific forms present are of compara-
tively little importance ; any two birds which can
be selecteil dillering from another far less than do
the extreme types of the lizards.'

While there is general agreement in distinguish-

ing three great divisions of (1) ancient birds, like

Arclueoiiteryx (Saurura-); ('2) running keelless

binis, like dstrich (Katitie); and (3) keeled flying

birds (Carinatie), the divergence of classification

observed in grouping the last of these three divi-

sions is very great. In many works, especially

text-books, the old orders of swimmers (Natatores),

waders (Orallatores), scratchers (Kasores), climbers

iScansores), perchers (Passeres or Insessores),

and birds of prey (Uaptores), are still followed.

In other cases some of these are retained, and others

split up or rearranged in smaller orders, and a
dozen or more established in all. It seems there-

fore most useful simply to apnend the classification

of Huxley, with examples snowing their relation

to more familiar divisiims.

I. ^aKriirff.—Metacarpals not fused. Tail longer than body.

Often with teeth— e.g. Archcgopteryx.

II. Hal itte.—Hone of preceding cliaracters. Flat unkeeled

breastbone—e.g. (l)thc kiwi (apteryx), with a big toe;

(2) the 'moas,' cassowaries, and emus without a hallux;

(.3) the ostriclies, di tiering from the preceding in having

a long upper anil (humerus), and two (not one) clawed

digits— the Ann-rican ostriches or liheas, with ischia (see

hip-girdle) unitid, but i)ubes free, and the true ostriches

or .•itnilhios, with the ischia free, but the pubes united.

III. CariJio^''.—Ordinary birds with keeled breastbone.

1. (rt) Drovifeognaihtr.—\oinor broad behind, interposed

between pten,-g<iids, palatines, and basisphenoid ros-

trum— tlie Tinamous.
(b) (2-4) Vomer narrow behind, pterygoids and pala-

tines articulating largely with basisphenoid rostrum.

2. ScAizognn</ur.— Maxillo-palatines free, vomer truncated

in front. Plovers, gulls, penguins, cranes, fowls, sand-

grouse, pigeons, hoazins, goatsuckers, humming-birds.

3. /i"7j7/io(;?ia«A«,\—Maxillo-palatines free, vomer truncated

iii front. Part of Gerauomorpha;, the Heniipods,

swifts, Passerine birds.

4. Souro<7na<Aa;.—Vomerine halves permanently distmct,

maxillo-palatines arrested (except in woodpeckers,

united more or less completely). Woodpeckers, birds

of prey, parrots, cuckoos, kingfishers, trogons, goose-

like birds, flamingos, storks, cormorants.



While the meaning of the terms can only be appre-

ciated with the skull in hand, the above classihca-

tion is independently of value as showing what
orders of birds are on anatomical grounds most
nearly related.

Pediqrec.—It is generally allowed that birds

have risen out of reptiledom. Such an origin is

suggesteil not only by the general fact that

'reptiles 'in the wide sense form the nearest dis-

tinctly lower class, but by resemblances of struc-

ture revealed in anatcmiical research, and still

more by the study of bird embryology. But the
crowning evidence in favour of this origin is found
in tlie primitive characters of the first known bird

( Archa'opteryx, q.v. ), and bv the series of forms
connecting flying saurians and toothed birds. Birds
are derived from the ancient reptiles or saurians
known as Deinosaurs or Ornithoscelida. These
lead up to the primitive birds or Saurura?, from
which two branches diverge, represented by the
keelless birds ( Katita^ ) on the one hand, and by the
keeled birds ( Carinata' ) on the other. To discuss

tlie nature of the step by which birds took wings
and rose out of reptiledom, is to raise the whole
problem of organic progress. To refer the step, as
Button did, simply to a change in the quantity of

carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere, is to give the
process a false simplicity. To assume the ac-

cumulation of reptilian variations by natural
selection in the struggle for existence, is the con-
sistent Darwinian view. It is probably more
correct to regard the incijjient birds as, so to speak,
^fevered representatives of reptiles progressing in

the direction of greater and greater constitutional
activity. ' Flight would be at first spasmodic, but
as the structures became modified by function,
would gradually become more constant and less

pathological. The high temperature, the feathered
skin, the flight, the hollow bones, the long rest

of brooding, are probably all expressions of one
predominant constitutional tendency. It must also
be noted that the sacrifice of parental care justifies

itself in the success of the brood. See Evolution.
Economic Importance.—In their connection with

other parts of the web-like world of life, as well as
for their own sakes, birds are of much practical
importance. Though eagles are sometimes destruc-
tive of lambs, the birds of prey more than make up
for this by keeping down the vermin ; though
many birds rob fruit-trees, devour seeds, and pil-

lage growing crops, their services in keeping away
plagues of insects more than counterbalance the
damage they do. That some (e.g. humming-birds)
visit flowers and act probaldy as pollen-carriers, and
that others aid in the dispersion of seeds, are minor
oHices. That the flesh and eggs of many, both
wild and more or less domesticated, are common
articles of food ; that the down and feathers of
some are in common use for comfort and decora-
tion ; that the excrement of others forms the useful
manure known as guano, are facts familiar to all.

In exceptional cases, birds may be of more curious
utility, a variety of pigeon discharges the functions
of a letter-carrier, falcons used to be much em-
ployed in sport, the nests of one form are eaten,
and some birds are kept for amusement and decora-
tion. And when we think of their beauty and
song, we must allow that human life would be
poorer without them.

Conclusion. —In many centuries, and now more
than ever, birds have been studied by the naturalist.
The perfection of their structure, the variety and
ingenuity of tiieir habits, and in later days the
fact of their lofty ascent from lowly parentage,
have afforded material for thousands of researches
which, in a pre-eminent degree, have been labours
of love. In the eyes of simpler men, unacquainted
"with the technicalities of science, the majority of

birds have for long seemed the most delightsome of

animals. Apart from their importance as beneficial

or hurtful, ai)art from matters of food and sport,

and apart from their ancient augural significance,

birds nave been universally allowed to possess pecu-
liar charms. Their ethereal habit, their general
vivacitv, their grace of structure, the beauty of

tlieir plumage, the music of their song, tlie range of

their intelligence and emotions, the mystery of their

migrations, and other features, combine to make
birds the first and last favourites of man. To the
artist too they have supplied a wealth of colour, a
x'ariety and gracefulness of form, a suggestive
beauty of pose and attitude which are not elsewhere
equalled. Nor is it necessary to say that just as
some of the greatest ornithologists have been at the
same time poets, so most poets have been also
ornithologists, or at least bird-lovers. To poets of

every age and country l)irds have been ' symbols
and suggestions ;

' although to too many they have
been nothing more. They are emphatically the
poet's animals ; still he is often ignorant of their
habits, according to Phil Robinson's indictment in
The Poets' Birds ( 1883).

Literature.—Of the immense literature on birds,

the following may be noted :

K Alix, Appareil Locomotcur des Oiseaux (for mechan-
ism of tlight ) ; Balfour's Emhryoloyy, vol. ii. ( for develop-
ment) ; Brehm's Bird Life, &c. and Book of Birds

;

Brewer, North A merican Oology ( for eggs ) ; British
Museum, Catalogue of Birds ; Bronn's Thierreich

;

Cassell's Book of Birds and Natural History (Martin
Duncan) ; Darwin, Descent of Man, &c. (for sexual selec-

tion); Foster and Ji&liour, Elements of Embryology (for

development); Gould's Birds of Australia (for refer-

ence); Gray and Mitchell, Genera of Birds (for refer-

ence); Hewitson, Eggs of British Birds; Huxley,
Anatomy of Vertebrate Animals (for structure and
classification); Ibis: Journal of Ornithology ; Jerdon's
Birds of India (for reference); Leunis, Synojjsis des

Thierreiehs (for genera); Macgillivray's British Birds
(for anatomy and genera); A. Newton, 'Birds,' Ency.
Brit, (for distribution, &c.) ; Owen, Anatomy of Verte-

brates (for structure); W. K. Parker, 'Birds,' Eney.
Brit. ( for structure and development

)
; J. G. Komanes,

Animal Intelligence, Mental Evolution of Animals;
H. Seebolira, A History of British Birds, u-ith coloured
illustrations of their Eggs, vol. i.-vi. (1880); A. KWallace,
Contributions to Theory of Natural Selection, Fhilippine
Islands, &c. (geographical distribution of animals); J.

G. Wood, Homes without Hands, &c. (for nests and
general life) ; Yarrell's British Birds.

Bird, Edward, an English genre painter of

considerable celebrity, was born at Wolverhampton
in 1772. On the expiration of his apprenticeship
to a maker of tea-trays in Birmingham, where
his duty was to ornament the trays with flowers
and shepherds, he established himself as a
drawing-master in Bristol. In 1809 he sent to the
Royal Academy a picture called ' Good News,

'

which brought him into notice ; and two of his

pictures, the ' Choristers Rehearsing ' and ' The
Will,' having procured him influential patrons,
henceforth his reputation was secure, and erelong
he was elected a Royal Academician. Other
pictures were the ' Field of Chevy Chase the day
after the Battle,' his masterpiece; the 'Death of

Eli;' a number of rather pocn- Scripture subjects
;

and the unfinished ' Embarkation of Louis XVIII.
for France.' He died in 1819. His reputation
now depends on such of his works as ' The Black-
smith's Shop,' 'The Country Auction,' 'The
Village Politicians,' and 'The Young Recruit.'

Bird, Isabella (Mrs Bishop), an adventur-
ous lady traveller, long resident in Edinburgh,
visited Canada and the United States in 1854.

During a six months' residence in the Sandwich
Islands, from time to time she sent home glowing
letters describing what she saw and did, to a sister

in Edinl)urgh. From such materials most of Iier
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Iwoks of travel have been compiled. Her lively and
picturesque narratives of journeys made to the
Rocky Mountains, to the aborigines of Yezo, to
l'tM>ia and Kurdistan, to Tibet and other parts
of A>iia, have been very extensively read. The
daugiiter of the rector of Tatteniiall in Cheshire,
slie married Dr lUsJio]) of Etliiiburgh in IJSSI. Since
her widowhood slie lias conlinucd her travels and
her work at home and abroad on beiiaif of phiian-
throi>ic and mis.sionary objects. Siie lias lectured
on many platforms, wa.s elected tlie first woman
F. H.G.S.,and is also a F.K.S.G.S. Among her
IxHiks are The Einj/infitroinan in America (1858),
which appeared anonymously ; Six Months aoiuiir/

the Pidin Grures of tin- SuiKluich Jslftiicls {\S~5) ;

A Lady's Life in the liocLij Mountains (1879);
Unbeaten Tracks in Japan (1880); 2'he Golden
Chersonese (1883); Persia and Kurdistan (1891);
Antony the I'ibetans ( 1S94 ) ; Korea and her Nei<jh-
bours\\^^JS); The Yanfjtsc I «/% ( 1899).

Bird. ItonEKT Mo.nt(;()Mery (1805-54), prac
tised for a year as a physician, but, turning to

literature, wrote three tragedies. The Gladitdor,
Oraloosa, and The Broker of Bof/ofa .• and a series

of novels, com|)rising Valarar (18;{4i and The In-

fidel (both dealing with the Spanish conquest of

-\merica). The IIkvIcs of Ilntrl: IIolloii\ S/iej>j)ard

Lea, Nick of the Woods {\S^~, a tale of Kentucky
during the Uevoliitionary War), J'etcr J'ilr/rim

(sbnrt stories), and Bt,/,n'i M/v(lH.S9).

Bir<I. William. See Kvkd.
Bird-catrllili^ Spider, a name originally

given to a large spider, Mi/ffile ariciilaria, a native
of Ihazil, Cayenne, and Surinam ; but now more
extensively applied to a number of large species of
Mygale, l^neira, and perhaps other genera. The
IxmIv of j/. aricidaria is nearly '2 inches long,
verj- hairy, and almost black. When the feet
are stretdied out the animal occupies a surface
towards a foot in diameter. The hooks of its

mandibles are strong, conical, and verj' black.
This giant spider lives in clefts of trees or in

hollows between stones, where it sj)ins a muslin-
like tubular nest. During the day the Mygale

Dird-uitchiii^' ."rpuiLi- ( iiuui UatLi ;

lurks in the wide porch of its house, but issues

forth at night to hunt for its j)rey, which, accord-

ing to Hates and others, really includes small birds.

They are large enough to be led about by children

;is playthings. It is jirobably a .S[)ecies of this

genus that Dampier mentions as found in Cam-
pi-achy, the fangs of which, 'black as jet, smooth
.IS glass, and at their small end as sharp as a

tlioni,' are said by him to be worn by some persons

in their tobacco-pouches to ])ick their pipes with ;

and to be by others used as toothpicks, in the

belief of their having power to expel the tooth-
ache.

Mygale or Avicularia belongs to that section of
spiders in which there are four breathing organs
instead of the usual two. The members of -this

tribe do not form a proper web, but live in holes
in the manner above described, and gain their
livelihood by hunting. But even the quieter web-
spinning spiders (e.g. Epeirida^ seem to manage
occasionally to capture birds. Their toils are
occasionally many feet long, and sufficiently
strong to impede travellers in the forest, so that it

is little wonder that humming-birds, and even
larger forms, are sometimes entangled. See
Spider.

Bird-cherry {Prunns Padns) is a small tree
glowing wild in the moist woods in Britain and
through the pahearctic region. It is easily recog-
nised by its abundant racemes of small white
flowers and deciduous leaves. The drupes are
small, uni)alatable save to birds (whence the
popular name) and schoolboys, but are sometimes
used to colour wine and brandy, and arc said to be
eaten in Siberia. In Scotland the common name
is Hagherry. A larger but closely allied species (P.
xurginiana), of which the fruit is used to flavour
pemmican, has been introduced into Britain. The
wood of both species is esteemed by cabinet-
makei-s.

Bird-lioo, <a i)opular name for a family of
insects ( .M.-illojihaga), often ]>laced beside other
lice in the order Hemiptcra. These external
parasites are louse-like in form, usually with a
distinctly separated front ring in the brejist region
(prothorax), with 3-5 jointed antennjc, with bit-

ing mouth organs, and more or le.ss of a sucking
mouth. They live on the skin of birds and
mammals, and eat young feathers and hairs, and
also blood. Trichodeetes canis, I^hilopteriis versi-

color, Liothcum anscris, Menopon pallidum, are
common species. See Lou.SE.

Birdlime is a viscid and adhesive substance,
which is placed on twigs of trees or wire-netting,
for the i)urpose of catching the birds which may
alight thereon. A common practice is to place a
decoy or tame bird in a cage near where the bird-

lime is spread ; the wild birds, attracted to the
spot by the song of the tame bird, get entangled
with the birdlime. It is also exten.sively used for

catching mice, and even rats, in houses, where
|>ois(m is objectionable. The birdlime is spread
on a board, some toasted cheese placed in the
centre, and the trap laid on the floor. The mice
in endeavouring to reach the chee.se, are held fast
by the feet, and may be destroyed. The substance
s generally jirepared from the middle bark of the
lolly, mistletoe, or distatl-thistle, by cluipping uj'

the bark, treating it with water, boiling for several
loui-s, straining, and la.stly exposing it to ferment-
itiou for several weeks, when a gelatinous muci-
age is obtained, consisting mainly of a substance
to which the name viscin has been applied. A
.second mode of preparing birdlime is to employ
ordinary wheat-flour ; place it in a piece of cotton
cloth ; tie up the ends, so as to form a bag ; im-
merse the whole in a ba,sin of water, or allow a
stream of water to flow upon it ; and repeatedly
squeeze the bag and its contents. The result is,

that the starch of the wheat-flour is pressed out
of the cloth bag, and an adhesive substance named
fjluten is left on the cloth. This substance re-

sembles that prepared by the previous process in

its properties ; but the former mode of preparing
birdlime is a much cheaper plan, and is that
generally followed.

Bird of Paradise, the common name of a
family of birds ( Paradiseidte ), found chiefly in New
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Guinea and neighV>ourin<; islands, and remarkable
fi)r splendour of plumage. In all other respects,

however, they are very closely allied to the crow
family, C(>rvid;e (q.v. ), to which they exhibit a
great similarity, not only in the characters of the
bill, feet, \c., and in general form, but also in

their habits, and even in their voice. They have
been the subject of many fables. The state in

which their skins are usually exported from their

native islands, gave rise to the notion that they
were destitute of feet ; and free scone being allowed
to fancy, it became the prevalent belief that they
spent their whole lives floating in the air, except
when perhaps they suspended tliemselves for a little

by their long tail-lilaments from the uppermost
branches of trees. They were supposed to feed on
tlew and vapour, or more substantially on the
nectar of flowers. Some of them do, indeed, feed

partly on the latter. Antony Pigafetta, who
accompanied Magellan in his voyage round the
world, described them as having legs, and stated

that these were cut oil' as useless in the preparation
of the skins ; but his statement was not credited,

and Aklrovandus went the length of accusing him
of an audacious falsehood. Most of the characters
ascribed to birds of paradise are simply to be
regarded as imaginative revelling in the absence of

facts ; but it is also possible that some of the fables

are in part due to the desire of the inhabitants of

those islands in which they are found to increase
the value of their skins as an article of merchandise.
A sort of sacred character being attached to them,
they were employed not merely for ornament, but
as a charm to secure the life of the wearer against
the dangers of battle. Mr A. R. Wallace also
points out that the Malayan traders, from whom
the birds were usually bought, never saw ' them
alive, knowing them indeed by the name Burong
mati, or 'dead birds.' The people of Ternate call

them Manuk dewata, or ' birds of God ;

' which name
Butfon modified into Manncode. In different
languages they are known by names signifying
birds of the air, birds of the sun, &c. In 1760
Linnaeus described the largest species, Paradisea
apoda, and also referred to the King Bird of Para-
dise. The list was gradually increased, but
our real knowledge of the group dates from
Mr Wallace's visit to New Guinea in 1857-58.
Since then the quest has been followed up with
enthusiasm.
The Paradiseidfe are comparatively small birds,

but their spreading feathers are often of great
length. Though allied to crows and starlings,
the adult males are in beauty unsurpassed even by
humming-birds. Tufts of bright feathers spring
from beneath the wings, from the tail, or from the
head, back, or shoulders. Trains, fans, and ex-
quisitely delicate tress-like decorations occur
abundantly, and the gracefulness of the plumage
is enhanced by the brilliant colour and metallic
lustre. The females are plain, sober-coloured birds,
aTid it is only with maturity, and after successive
moults, that the males acquire that brilliancy of
plumage which they exhibit to such advantage in
their courtships. The true birds of paradise feed
on fruits and insects, and are practically omnivor-
ous. Their mode of life is more or less gregarious.
They are intensely active. Hitting about the whole
day long. There is still lack of information in
regard to nests and eggs. Some of them may be
readilj' kept in confinement.
The birds of paradise are usually gi'ouped in two

divisions—the Paradiseida; proper and the long-
beaked Epimachidie—but Wallace unites these in
one family. The former appear more nearly related
to the crows, the latter to the hoopoes. Among
the Paradiseidne proper, the following species
deserve special record. The Great Bird of Paradise

(Paradisea apoda) is the largest species, measuring
about a foot and a half in length. From beneath

The Great Bird of i'aradise (Paradisea apoda).

the wings of the male there springs on each side a
rich tuft of long plumes, sometimes 2 feet in

length. The gorgeous colours, from golden orange
to blackish violet, bafHe brief description. ' The
loud, shrill note is the most prominent and char-

acteristic animal sound in the Aru Islands.' The
natives shoot the males with blunt arrows Avlien

they are disjilaying themselves in courtship. So
preoccupied are they that many may be shot before

the thronging rivals take alarm.—The Lesser Bird
of Paradise (P. papuana) is smaller and pre-

dominantly yellow, except on the breast, which is

purpled. The females are white below, and so arc

the young males. They graduall}^ become more
brown and more handsome. This species is ver\

frequently used for ladies' head-dresses. Its home
is in New Guinea and adjacent islands. Wallace
brought two live specimens to Britain, and they lived

for one and two years in the Zoological Gardens in

London.—Among closely related sjiecies is the Red
Bird of Paradise (P. rnbra), restricted to the island

of Waigiou, near New Guinea. It is about 14 inches

long, and the side plumes are rich crimson. The
two middle tail-feathers form stiti" black ribands,

about 22 inches long. Wallace notes this bird as

one of the most vivid instances of the development
of colour and plumage through the selective action

of the females. The natives catch them by an

King Bird of Paradise (Paradisea rcgia).

ingenious snaring contrivance.—The King Bird of

Paradise (Paradisea regia, also called Cicinnurus
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re^iits) is much smaller, only about 6 inches
lon{j, but is even more brilliant in plumage.
The two middle feathers of this living gem are
wire-like shafts, about 6 inches long, bearing
at their extremities a spiral emerald disc. The
females and young males are, as usual, very
plain.—The MagniHcent IJird of Paradise (Z'/yy/zj//-

hxie^ sjitriosa) has a curious double mantle on its

back.—The Superb LJird of l^aradise (Lophoritut
atra) is yet rarer ami more brilliant, and bears a
most extraordinary sliield (like another pair of
outspread wings) on the back of its neck.—The
Six-shafted Bird of Paradise (Parutia scxjjcnnis)
\a a«lome»l in many ways, but especially by six
slender feathers springing from the back of the
heml and ending in oval webs. Wallace discovered
a beautiful bird, which he called the Standard-wing
(Seinioptira ivulhicei), especially distinguished by
a pair of long narrow white feathers, which spring
from lilt" bend of the wing, and are capable of being
erectetl at jtleasure.

Among the Ei)imaciiida', or L<m<'-billeil Birds of
Paratlise, <ine of the most remarkable is the Twelve-
wired Paradise Bird (Sdcuciden alba). About
twelve posterior plumes have the midrib elongated
into black wires, wliich curve backwards for about
10 inches. The female is not so jdain as in most
otiier sitecies. The males are solitary in habit.
Tiiese oirds frequent flowering trees, are almost
cea.sele.ssly in motion, and feed to a large extent on
the nectar of llowers. The great Epimatjue, or
Long-taiIe<l Paradise Bird (Epiiiinchus magiius),
' has a luagiiilicent tail, luore than 2 feet long,
glossed oM the upper surface with the most intense
opalescent blue. Broad brightly coloured j)lumes
spring from the sides of the breast. The rine-birds
of North Australia (Ptilurhin), and tiie paradise
oriole are not distinctly related to the birds of
para<lise.

These mar^•ellous]y l^autiful birds have some
commercial iiuportarice. 'They are the monoixdy
of the cliiefs of tiie coiust villages, who ol)tain them
at a low rate from the mountaineers, and sell them
to the Bugis traders.' The skull and feet are
usually removed, the skin is wrapped up in palm
leaves, and drie<i in a smoky hut. The colour is

often half sixnled in the process. That the feathers

are used for head-ilress decoration has l>een already
noticed.

The scientific interest of these birds is centred
in the relation of the beauty of the males to

their highly develoi>ed art of courtship. Wallace
gives a vivid description of the excitement and
display at pairing time. They meet in what the

people call 'sacaleli,' or ' dancing parties," on wide-

spreading forest trees, with large but scattered

leaves. A dozen or twenty fully-plumaged males
then display their l>eauty in ever\' variety of atti-

tude ami motion. It is ljelieve«t that the males
were originally like the females, as they generally

are when young. Changes in colour and form gave

certain males a preference in the eyes of the select-

ing females. The more attractive became the more
successful breeders, and thus the development of

their Ijeauty is laid to the credit of their courtship.

The real origin of the colour in the mature males

still reouires elucidation ; the theory of sexual selec-

tion only shows how changes once started might be

grjulually ;iccumulated ami enhanced.
The birtls of i>aradise are restricted in distribu-

ti<m as above noticed. Their home (New Guinea)
is rugged and mountainous, and in its recesses

almost inaccessible. The people are savages. ' In

such a country,' says Wallace, 'and among
such a people, are found these wonderful produc-

tions of nature, the birds of paradise, whose

exijuisite beauty of form and colour, and strange

development of plumage, are calculated to excite

W

the wonder and admiration of the most civilised and
the most intellectual of mankind, and to furnish
inexhaustible materials for study to the naturalist,
and for speculation to the philosopher. ' See A. R.'
Wallace, Malay Archipelaijo (vol. ii. 1869); Elliot,
Monograph ofParadiseida; (1873).

Bird's-eye Limestone (so called from the
crystalline points disseminated through the rock)
is a division of the Trenton group of the Lower
Silurian of North America, ajiiKuently equivalent
to the Llandeilo Hags, and containing', besides the
remains of brachiopods, many enormous ortho-
ceratites.

Bird's-eye View is a term applied generally
to moiifs ot perspective in which the eye is sup-
]M)sed to look down upon the objects from a con-
sideralde height. In sketching or drawing a
locality for military or economical purposes, this
kind of perspective is always used. The great
ditticulty is to represent at the same time the
relative heights of mountains and steepness of
acclivities. But the more usual kind of bird's-
eye view diHers from the common perspective
picture only in the greater height of the horizontal
line.

Bird's-foot {Onu'thopm), a genus of Legu-
minosa*, sub-order Papilionace.-e, deriving both its

1)opular and its botanical name from the resem-
)lance of the curved pods to birds' claws ; the
leaves are pinnate, witli a terminal leaflet. The
Common Bird's-foot (0. perpiisillus) grows on dry
sandy or gravelly soils, and is a small plant of
little importance, although eagerly eaten by sheei).

But 0. aatirus, an annual growing to the height
of 2 or 3 feet, a native of Portugal, is culti-

vated in that countrj' as green food for cattle,
and is verj- succulent and nutritious. Like its

British congener, it grows well on verj' poor soils.

Its Portuguese name is Scrradiila.

Bird'.S-foot Trefoil (Lotus), a genus of
Leguminosa% sub-order Paiiilionacea-. The English
name is derived from the resemblance of the clustei's

of pods to a birds foot. The common species
{L. cornicii/atus) is ver>- abundant everywhere in

Britain in pastures. It lias a stem 6 to \2 inches in

length, decumbent, and bearing umbellate heads of

8 to 10 yellow llowers, which have a rich honey-like
smell. The plant lias been .sometimes regarded as

Bird's-foot Trefoil.

the Shamrock (q.v.) of Ireland. It is eaten with

great avidity by cattle, and its deeply penetrating

roots adapt it well for very dry situations.—

A
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larger species, otherwise very similar, with stem
nearly erect, more compact heads of smaller

flowers, and smaller seeds, is the Greater or Narrow-
leaved Bird's-foot Trefoil (L. major), which also

is a common native of Britain, generally found in

moist, bushy places. The Winged Pea (i. Tetra-

gonolobns),otten separated as the type of a dis-

tinct genus on account of its quadrangular winged

f»ods, is a native of the south of Europe, and was
ormerly cultivated in Sicily and Spain as an
esculent ; it is sometimes so^\^l as an annual in

flower-borders in Britain.

ftird's-llCSt is a name applied to two or more
distinct plants, of similarly brownish colour and
leafless habit, which are root-parasites, and grow
more or less concealed under other vegetation.

Neottia (Listcra) Nidus-avis, the bird's-nest orchis,

grows in dai-k woods, especially beech ; Monotrojm
Hypopitys, a rare ericaceous plant, also grows in

beech or fir woods. There is also a bird's-nest fern

{Aspleniiim Nidus) ; and a group of Gasteromycete'

fungi, the Nidulariei (Cyathus, Nidularia), from
their cup-shape and egg-like spore-bearing masses,

have also acquired the same popular name.

Birds of Prey, an order of Birds also known
by the more technical names of Accipitres and
Eaptorcs. Vultures, eagles, hawks, falcons, and
owls are familiar examples. The division belongs

to an old classification, based as the terms suggest

on likenesses of habit rather than similarities of

structure. Unlike some of the other old orders,

however, the birds of prey form a well-defined

series, and correspond to the group Aetomorphce in

Huxley's anatomical classification. They feed for

the most part on warm-blooded animals, which they
catch alive and tear to pieces. They are in almost
every respect exceedingly highly developed birds.

Their senses are very acute, their flight strong and
rapid, their size and strength above the average.

The beak is very strong and sharp, the upper part
slightly overhangs the lower, the margins are

well adapted for cutting. The toes are armed
with strong bent claws, and the feathers come
down to the angle of the foot. The females usually
do all the brooding, but the males keep up the food-

supply for the young. Their nests are lofty. The
distribution is very Avide. Three families—Owls,
Vultures, and Falcons—are commonly distinguished.

See the separate articles.

Biretta (Ital. berretta; dim. of birrus, 'a
hooded cloak

' ), a square cap worn by the clergy of

the Roman Cath-
olic Church, and
bysome ritualists

in the Anglican
Church. That of

priests is black,
of bishops purple,
of cardinals red.

Originally round,
its present form,
with straight,
erect edges, and
a tuft or button
on the crown,
dates only from
the 17th century;
but the low head-
covering of Eng-
lish bisliops was
known as the bii--

ettmn as early as
the 13th century.

distinguished for

mechanics'

Biretta.

Birkbeck, George, M.D.,
the leading part he took in foundin^
institutions and in the education of the working-
classes, was born at Settle, in Yorkshire, in 1776.

He commenced his medical studies at Leeds, and
pursued them at Edinburgh, where he made the

acquaintance, among others, of Sydney Smith,
Brougham, Jeflrey, and Horner. Appointed in 1799
to the chair of Natural Philosophy in the Ander-
sonian Institution in Glasgow, he delivered his

first free course of lectures to the working-classes
in the following year. He took a leading part,

along with Brougham, Bentham, Cobliett, and
others, in the formation of the London Mechanics'
Institute (1824)—the first of its kind in the king-
dom. He was chosen its president for life, and it

is called the Birkbeck Institution after him. In
1883-84 it was rebuilt on an adjoining site.

Birkbeck died in London, 1st December 1841.

See the Life by Godard (1884), and the article

Mechanics' Institutes.

Birkenfeld, a German principality belonging
to Oldenburg, but surrounded by the Pi-ussian

Rhine province, and intersected by the railway
from Bingen to Saarbriick. It has an area of

nearly 200 sq. m., with a population of 41,242;
it has "been connected with Oldenburg, 300 miles
distant, since 1817. The capital, Birkenfeld, has
a pop. of 2500.

Birkenhead, a market-town, seaport, and
municipal and parliamentary borough of Cheshire,
lies opposite Liverpool, on the left bank of the
Mersey. Birkenhead owes its origin to the Benedic-
tine Priory of Byrkhed, founded in the 11th century.
Edward II. granted the monopoly of the ferries to its

monks. The ciypt and other portions of the prioiy
still remain. Birkenhead has Avithin the last few
years risen from comparative obscurity to its present
important position. No later than 1818 only a
few straggling houses existed, and the population
numbered 50. In 1821 it amounted only to 236.

In 1836 it received the grant of a market, in 1861
obtained the privilege of returning a member to par-

liament, and in August 1877 was created a municipal
borough. Besides the township of Birkenhead, the
borough includes Claughton, Oxton Tranmere, Rock
Ferry, and part of Higher IBebington. The princi-

pal streets of Birkenhead are laid out wdth great
regularity, crossing each other at right angles, and
about 20 yards wide ; but the back streets are
narrow and the houses mean. One of the features

of Birkenhead is the park, 180 acres in extent,
laid out at a cost of £140,000. There is another
park in Tranmere, called Mersey Park, of 29 acres

and £33,000 cost, opened July 1885. The princi-

pal public buildings are the market-hall, the new
town-hall, the new sessions and police courts, the
borough hospital, the free library, and the public
baths. A railway bridge over the Mersey at Run-
corn, opened for traffic in 1869, shortened by 10 miles
the distance between the Liverpool and Birkenhead
docks; and the Mersey railway tunnel, 1230 yards
long, was opened by the Prince of Wales on Jan-
uary 20, 1886. There is also communication with
Liverpool by ferry-steamers. The idea of con-
structing docks at Birkenhead is due to the great
firm of Laird & Son, who in 1824 purchased from
the Liverpool corporation, at a very low price, a
large piece of ground on the borders of the Wallasey
Pool. It was not, however, till 1847 that the first

dock constructed by the Birkenhead Dock Company
was opened. In 1857 the docks at Birkenhead were
amalgamated with those of Liverpool, and vested
in one public trust, called 'The Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board.' Including the Great Float, an
immense harbour, constructed on the site of Wal-
lasey Pool, with an area of over 140 acres, they
extend from Woodside to Seaconibe, a distance of

about a mile, the total area being about 170 acres,

with 9i miles of quayage. The Birkenhead docks
are not in themselves remunerative. The corn-
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warehouses at Seaeombe constitute an immense
f>ile of buildiujjs, and a great deal of coal is shipped
roni tlie port.

Birkenhead has for some years been celebrated for

its sliipbuildin^ yards, some of the largest iron ships
aHoat having been built there by extensive firms.

The too historical Alabiima was built by the Messrs
Laird, to whose enterjirise, more than that of any
other company, the Unvn owes its present eminence.
In the neiglibourhoinl of the docks are the Canada
Works for tlie construction of gigantic bridges, the
Britannia Machinery Works, the Birkenhead Forge,
and Messrs Cochran & Co. "s engineering and ship-

building works. Tliere are also oil-cake mills,

extensive flour-mills, wagon-works, and several
smaller engineering works. St Aidans College,
an Anglican tlieological college, is in the suburb
of Chiugliton. Pop. 1 1S71 ) 05,971 ; ( ISSl ) 84,006 :

(IS'.M) <J'J,.S.-)7.

Birkct-el-lla<lji ('lake of tlie i)ilgrims'), a
small lake 10 miles NE. of Cairo, wliere the Mecca
pilgrims a.ssemble and separate.

Kirmali. >>ee Blkm.v.

Itil*lllili;;liaill, a municipal, parliamentary, and
count}' borough ( wliose chief magistrate is since
1893 styled Lord .Mayor), is the chief town of tlie

Midlands, celelnaled for its metallic manufactures,
ami boa-<ls to be the 'best governed city in the
world.' It stands near the centre of England, in the
north-west of Warwirk.shire, with suImm It.-, extentl
ing into StalFordshin! and Worcestersiiire, 112A
miles NW. of London. The name appears in

Duonusdiii/ }us Bermirigeham. < )n the attainder of

E<lward (le Bermingiiam in 1.V27, it came into tin-

possession of Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, and
on the latter's attainder piussed to the crown. Dur-
ing the Civil War the town supjilied the Parlia-

mentarians with swords, but it was taken by Prince
Rupert in M'yi'.i. It sulFered severely from the
plague in ItJU.") Utj. The celebration by a number
of Radicals, 14tli July 1791, of the capture of

the Bastille, was the occa.sion of a .serious riot by
the ui»h()|ilers of church and king, who attacked
the himse of the I'liitarian minister, Dr Priestley,

an<I destroyed his library. Subsequently it was
prominently associated with the Chartist agitators,

and within recent years it was the liead<iuarters of

what was known as the Liberal ' caucus." It is

picture.s<iuelv situated on the east slope of three

undulating liills, on the Rea and the Tame, on a

gravelly foundation over-lying clav and new red

sandstone, and though rather irregularly built, with

many narrow and winding streets, has been greatly

improved in this respect within recent years, while

its water-supjtlv and .sanitary arrangements are of

the most .satishictory kind.' Owing to its rapid

growth the town is biully sunplied with open spaces

ami recreation grounds in the central districts, but

there are seven public parks, all situateil in the

suburbi It possesses a large number of fine public

buildings, among which may be mentioned the

town-hall (1S3-2 J2), in the Corinthian style,

erecte<l at a cost of jt;.')0,WX), the scene of the trien-

nial musical festivals and the great political meet-

ings for which the town is famous ; the market-

hall (18.38); the municipal buildings (1874-78), in

the Italian style, erected at a cost of nearly

1"'J()<),(MK) ; the corn exchange ( 1847); the exchange

buildings (l8G.3-6o), in the fJothic .style ; and the

t)ost-o(lice. The water-works, originally estab-

lishe<l by a company in 1854 at a cost of £300,000,

are nowOwned by tlie corporation.

The benevolent or reformatory institutions in-

chnle the borough gaol, the lunatic a.sylum, and

the general and Queen's hospitals. No town is

better supplied with institutions for the promotion

of education and the deyelopment of the arts and

sciences. These include Queen's College, incor-
porated by act of parliament in 1867, for the
.study of theology and medicine ; tlie Ma.son
Science College, the Birmingham and Midland
Institute, the corporation museum and art gallery,
the new school of art, the old librarj-, the free

library. King Edward VI. 's grammar-schools
(entirely remodelled in 1878), and the blue-coat
school. The M.ason Science College was founded
bj- Sir Josiah Mason, February 23, 1875, and Mas
opened October 1, 1880. Its object is to pro-
mote ' thorough systematic education and instruc-
tion, specially adapted to the practical, mechanical,
and artistic requirements of tlie manufactures and
industrial pursuits of the Midland district, and
particularly the boroughs of Birmingham and
Kidderminster, to the exclusion of mere literary

education and instruction, and of all teaching of

theology, and of subjects purely theological.'

Examinations for degrees in arts, science, and
medicine, and for honours, exhibitions, and
scholarships, conferred by the university of

London, take place annually. The foundation
of King Edward VI. consists of one high school
for boys and one for girls in the centre of the
town, together with boys' grammar-schools and
girls' grammar-schools in various parts of the town.
Elementary education is fully jtiovided for, and Mr
Dixon's generosity enabled the School Board to
establisii a technical school. A modern uiiivei.sity
on large lines was projected in 1899, to absorb
Mason University College; a draft charter was
submitted to the Privy Council ; and an endow-
ment of over half a million was secured. See the
articles on Priestley, Chartism, Bright, J. A. James,
J. H. Newman, Chamberlain, &c.

Statues or memorials have been erected to

Nelson (1809), Sir Robert Peel (1855), Thoma-s
Attwood ( 1859), Joseph Sturge ( 1862), James Watt
( 186S) ; Prince Cim.sort ( 1868), Dr Priestley ( 1873),

Right H(m. Joseph Chamberlain, M.P. (1880),
J. S. Wright (1883), Queen Victoria (1884), Ceorge
Dawson (1885), Burnabv (1885), Sir Josiah Ma.son

( 1886), and John Briglit'( 1892). Of the ecclesiasti-

cal buildings it must suffice to mention the parish

church of St Martins, erected in 1873 at a cost

of nearly £30,000, on the .site of the old building,

dating from the 13tli century ; and the Catholic

catheilral of St Chad ( Birmingham being the seat

of a Catholic see), erected from the designs of

Pugin, at a cost of over £30,000.

In Leland's Itinerary (1538) Birmingham is re-

ferred to as the abode of ' smiths and cutlers.' In

cutlery goods it has been completely superseded by
Sheffield, but in all other kinds of the finer metal
manufactures it is unrivalled by any other town in

the world. Iron and brjuss founding are carried on,

and steam-engines and various kinds of machineiy
are made ; but the principal manufactures are the

finer kinds of gold, silver, copper, brass, steel,

mixed metal, plated metal, glass, pamer-mache,
japanned and electrotyped articles, including fire-

arms, ammunition, swords, metal ornaments, toys,

jewelr}', coins, buttons, buckles, lamps, pins,

steel-pens, tools, arms, and locks. Over 560,000

gun-barrels were manufactured in 1891 ; and other

specialities, of which an enormous quantity are

manufactured, are steel-pens, buttons, nails, and

screws. The term Brummagem, an old name for

Birmingham, is colloquially used to denote any-

thing idiam or fictitious, such as cheap iewehy,

whicli is largely made here. Near Handsworth,

a little to the north of Birmingham, were the

famous Soho ^^'orks, founded by Watt and

Boulton, where steam-engines were first made.

Handsworth Church has a statue of Watt by

Chantrey, and a bust of Boulton by Flaxman.

Baskerville, the printer, carried on his business
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in Birmingham; Hutton, the antiquary, author

of the History of Biniiiuqham, was a bookseller in

the town. W'ilmore and Pye, the engra\ers, and
David Cox, the landscape-painter, were Birmin<;-

ham men. Thomas Attwood originated the Politi-

cal Unit)n here, which greatly hastened the passing

of the Keform Act of 1832, and the enfranchise-

ment of Birmingham. Dr Joseph Priestley, natural

plnlosoplier and metaphysician, was for some time

Unitarian minister in Birmingham, as was also the

brilliant lecturer George Dawson. Birmingham
has been remarkable in recent times for its

'school of politics.' Its leading principle may
be justly described as 'government by the people

for the people.' Birmingham was incorporated

31st October 1838, and on 26th June 1884 was
constituted an assize town. In 1867 the number
of parliamentary representatives was increased

from two to three, and in 1885 it was divided

into seven parliamentary districts, each returning

one member. A resolution was agreed upon by
the town council in January 1888, for enlarging

the town boundaries, so as to include the subur-

ban districts. The population in 1770 was 30,806,

which bv 1801 had increased to 60,822, by 1851 to

232,841, 'by 1871 to 343,787, and by 1881 to 400,774.

A county borough since 1888, it had in 1891 a
pop. of 478,113. See Mutton's History of Birmincj-
nam (1781); Langford's Century of Birmingham
Life ( 1868) ; and Dent's Old and Xciv Birmingham
(1879-80) and The Making ofBirmingham (1892).

Birmillgliaill, the capital of Jefferson county,
Alabama, and tlie most important seat of the
iron industry of the southern states, is situated at
the junction of several railways, 95 miles NN\y.
of Montgomery, with numerous foundries, mills,

factories, and machine-shops. Tlie development of
the iron interests of its immediate vicinity has
caused a marvellous growth of the city. In 1880
its ])opulation was scarcely more than 3000, and its

land of little value. In 1890 the aggregate value
of its property was estimated at over £5,000,000,
and its population was 26,178.

Birnam, a Perthshire hill 1324 feet high, near
Dunkeld, conmianding a splendid view of the valley
of the Tay. Birnam Wood, forming part of an
ancient royal forest, is immortalLsed by Shake-
speare in Macbeth. Opposite Dunkeld is the pretty
village of Birnam, the summer residence of Sir J.
E. Millais.

Birni, a to\\Ti of Bornu, Central Africa, about
100 miles W. of Lake Tsad, formerly the capital,
but now almost completely in iiiins.

"
Its place has

been taken by Kuka, close to the lake, with a pop.
of about 60,000.

Biron, the title of a family that has given
several marshals to France. The most distin-
guished of these are : ( 1 ) Aemand de Gontaut,
Barox de, born in 1524, fought against the
Huguenots at Saint-Denis and Moncontour, but
early joined and rendered great service to Henry IV.
He was killed at the siege of Epernay in 1592.

" His
Correspondancc was edited by Barthelemy in 1874.
—(2) Charles de Goxtaut, Due de, son of the
preceding, was born in 1562. His intre))id valour
gained him the affection of Henry IV., and the nick-
name of ' Fulmen Galliai

;
' but being convicted of

a trea.sonable correspondence with Spain, he was
beheaded in the Bastille in 1602.—(3) Armand
Louis de Goxtaut, Due de, born in 1753, fought
with Lafavette in America, joined the Revolu-
tionists in France, for whom lie conunanded several
armies, and defeated the A^endeans at Parthenay
in 1793. Accused, however, of oppression and
falsehood by two fellow-generals, he was guillo-
tined, 1st Januaiy 1794. His M6moires (new ed.
by Lacour, 1858) are valuable.

Biron, Ernest John de, Duke of Cour-
land, born in 1690, was the son of a landed
proprietor in Courland, of the name of Blihren.

His person and intellect gained him the favour of

Anna Ivanovna, niece of Peter the Great, and,
when she ascended the throne of Russia in 1730,

Biron was loaded with lionour. He assumed the
name and arms of the French dukes De Biron, and
.soon swayed all Russia through liis royal ndstress.

Proud and despotic by nature, he bated every one
who stood in the way of his ambition. More than
a thousand pei-sons Avere executed by his orders,

and a far greater number sent into banishment

:

still by the strength of his character he intro-

duced vigour and power into every l>ranch of the
public administration. On the death of the em-
press (28tli October 1740), Biron assumed the
regency, and acted with great prudence and
moderation. A secret conspiracy was, however,
soon formed against him, and three weeks after,

he was arrested, and, along with his family, con-

veyed to Siberia. On Elizabeth's accession in the
foUoAving year, he was recalled, and spent the
remainder of his life in retirement. He died in

1772.

Birr. See Parsonstown.
Birs» a small Swiss stream A\hich enters the

Rhine near Basel. Its banks were the scene of

two battles in the 15th century, in one of which
500 confederate SA\dss died heroically, in 1444, in

battle against the French ; in the other, 6000 of

their countrvmen gained a splendid victory over
15,000 Austr'ians in 1499.

Bir$-\imroiid. See Babel.

Birth is generally applied to the delivery of a
living ciiild, and not to the mere expulsion of an
ovum, or fretus, or dead child. Numerous medico-
legal questions of importance may arise regarding
the real or supposed birth of a child. Only a few
points regarding the most common of these can be
touched on here. (

a ) Has the supposed mother
been delivered of a child ? Was it at or about the
time alleged ? The fact of delivery is often con-
cealed, sometimes it is falsely assumed. It is only
for about eight or ten days after birth that, in
tlie case of a healthy woman, physicians can tell

certainly whether or not deliveiy has just taken
place. It is however generally possible to say
whether or not a woman has had a child at some
time or other ; so that delivery which is feigned
for the purpose of extorting charity, compelling
marriage, or disinheriting other parties, can gener-
ally be detected by medical jurists. (6) Was the
child mature when born ? or sufficiently developed
for it to live ? A child reaches maturity about
nine months after conception, when the head is

covered with hair, and the fanger nails are comjjletely
formed ; the average length is 18 inches, antl

weight between 6 and 7 lb. ; but wide deviations
from these figures are met with. It is very rare
for a child to Ii\e more than a few hours if born
before the end of the seventh month from concep-
tion, (c) Was the child born alive? how long did
it survive its birth? (see Infanticide). With
regard to questions of inheritance, a chikl is con-
sidered capable of taking and transmitting property,
if it has lived for an instant, although it may not
have cried or moved. See Abortion, Bastard,
Heir, iLLEGiTiMAcy, iNFANTieiDE, Legitima-
tion, Reproduction ; for Birtlnight, see Family,
First-born, Feudallsm, Succession ; and fcr

Registration of Births, see Registration.
Concealment of Birth is a criminal offeuce

in tlie law of all civilised countries. In England,
under the Criminal Law Consolidation Act of 1861,
every person who endeavours to conceal a birth by
8. secret disposition of the dead body of the child
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is liable to he imprisoned, with or without hard
labour, for any term not more than two years

;

it is not necessary- to prove whether the child died
l>efore, at, or after its birth. This law does not
apply to the case of a woman beinj,' delivered of
a tortus (see Abortion). dmcealment includes
the case of the iMnly bein<r laid down in an un-
frequented place thou^'h not hidden. Many cases
dealt with are undoubtedly cju-^es of murder tlirou>;h
exposure. Aooordin;,dv, a verdict of concealment
can be returned on an indictment chargin;,' murder.

In Scotland, from l(j9<) till IS()3, concealment of
birth was constnietl as presumi>tive of child-murder,
and puni.shed with death, in all ca.ses where a
woman concealed her Ijeinj; with child durinjj the
whole perio<l of her prejniancy ; wiiere she did not
call for, or make use of iielp or a.>i.sistance in the
birth ; and where the chihl was found dead, or
wjis amissing. The case of Tibby Walker (the
' Effie Deans' of Scotfa Hairt of MUUuthian) is

a familiar instance. The capital penalty was
first superseded by banishtnent ; and now, by a
statute of ISUi), the woman is liable to imprison-
ment for a periixl not exceeding two years. (Jf

course, this law does not apply to cases of
premature birth, at least where the oH'siiring
cannot properly l>e called a child. In Ijoth

England and Scotland, the law is dictated by
a desire not to pre.s.s charges of murder agiiinst
unfortunate women, hi Englaml, only the secret
disposal of the body is jtuni^hcil. and for this the
paramour is often responsjliie. In Scotland, if the
chilli were l)orn alive and shown to any one, no
conviction could l»e obtained. It has been decided
that disclosure by the mother to the putative
father, or even conduct implying di.-^closure, or
confession before a kirk-ses.sion, is a sufficient

defence. The jMinisiiment usually awarded for

this offence in Scotland is imprisonment from three
to six, an<l in aggravated cases, from nine to
eighteen months. See IXKAXTICIUE.

ICirtll. KKt;isTi:ATioN OF. See Keoistratiox.

ItirtlMlay Books. These had their origin by
the issue in ISOO of the Birthdnif Script ure Text-

book by .Mr W. Mack, bookseller, Bristol, who
was also its jr)int-com])iler. The success of the
idea w.-us imme<liate, and np till ISSS about a
million copies of this Intok alone hail been sold, in

various sizes, l)esides the sale of about half a
million of other kinds i.ssue<l by him at a later

date. His i)lan, which was .sfMtn widely imitated
by other publishers, was to issue <a daily Scripture

t€Xt-lM)ok, and so to interleave it that there should
be opposite each day sutfiiient space for the auto-

fTaplis of several friends. It tliiis served tiie

douhle puriiose of a rendnder of the liirthdays of

friends ami an .autograph-ltook. A Shakespeare
birthday lM)ok followed, and soim all the chief poets

and prose- writei-s were laid under contribution for

this i>urpose. The idea was extended to include

illustrations, and the Princess Beatrice furnished

fifteen water-colour designs for a birthday lx)ok,

wliirii were rejiriMluced by chromo-litliography.

Birthwort. See Arlstolochia.

Biru', a kingdoni of Soudan, Western Africa,

bounded on the E. by the Niger. The capiUl is

Walata.

Bisac 4*ia« a town of Italy, 60 miles E. of

Najdes. I'up. (J189.

Bisaoqili'no, a town of Sicily, 27 miles S. of

Palerjno. Agate and ja.sper are found in the neigh-

bourhood. Pop. 9588.

Bisalliagar* or VIsnagar, a town of Baroda,
ill Belli bay I'residency, 2'20 miles NW. of Mhow.
It lijis a' large transit-trade, and manufactures
cotton cloth anil copper vessels. Poj). 21,:S76.

Bisalpur, a town of India, in the North-west
Provinces, 24 miles E. of Bareli. Pop. 8903.

Biscacha. See Viscacha.

Bis'cay, or Vizcaya, the most northerly of the
Basque Provinces of Spain, is bounded N. by the
Bay of Biscay, E. and S. by its sister-provinces,
Guipuzcoa and Alava, and VV. bj- Santander (see
Basqiks, FlERo). It has an area (very moun-
tainous in the south ) of 849 sq. m., and a popula-
tion of 2;J5,659. Chief town, Bilbao (q.v.).

Biscay, Bay of (Fr. Golfe do Gascogne), that
portion of the Atlantic Ocean which sweeps in
along the northern shores of the Spanish peninsula
in an almost straight line from Cape Ortegal to St
Jean de Luz, at the western foot of the Pyrenees,
and thence curves nortliwaril along the west shores
of France to the island of Ushant. Its extreme
width is a])out 400 miles, and its length much
about the same. The depth of water varies from
20 to 200 fathoms, being greatest along tiie north
shores of Spain. The whole of the south coast is

bold and rocky, and great parts of the French
shores are low and sandy. The bay receives
numerous unimportant streams from the nuiun-
tains of Spain, and, through the rivers Loire,
Charente, Gironde, and Adour, the waters of half
the surface of France. Its chief ports are Sant-
ander, Bilbao, and San Seliastian, in Spain ; and
Bayonne, Bordeaux, Kochefort, La Kochelle, and
Nantes, in France. Navigation of ' the bay ' is

proverbially trying to inexiierienced voyagers, and
Ls fre<juently rendered dangerous by the prevalence
of strong winds, esj)ecially westerlj' one.s. Kennels
Current sweeps in from the ocean round the north
coast of Sjiain.

BiscegliCf a seaport town of Italy, on the
Adriatic, 21 miles NW. by W. from Ban. Bis-

ceglie has a cathedral (dating from tlie Pith
century ), besides several other churches, a seminary,

a hospital, &c. The neighbourhood produces good
wine and oil. Pop. 21,675.

Bisohof, Karl Gistav, a distinguished
chemist and geologist, bom near Nuremberg in

1792, in 1822 became professor of Chemistry in

Bonn, where he died .SOth November 1870. His
writings include technical treatises on botany,
chemistry, and geology, the ciiief being a Manual
of Chemical and Physical Geologj'. Between 1837

and 1840 he began a series of imnortant exj>eri-

ments on inflammable gases in coal-mines, and on
safety-lamps.

BisoIlofT, Mount, a post-town of Tasmania,
60 miles W. of Launceston, which owes its exist-

ence to the discovery here in 1872, by Mr James
Smith, of some of the richest tin mines in the

world. Between 1884-86 more than 20,(X)0 tons

of tin ore had been raised. The yiehl of pure tin

from the ore is from 70 to 80 per cent. The
mount takes its name from the chairman of a
land company (1828). There is railway communi-
cation with femu Bay, 45 miles distant. Pop. of

mining locality, over 20(X».

BisehofT. Theodor Ludwig Wilhelm, an
eminent anatomist and physiologist, and more
especially embryologist, wa.s bom at Hanover, 28th
October 1807. tie studied at Bonn and Heidelberg,

becoming in 1836 extraordinarj^ professor, and in

1843 ordinary professor of Anatomy and Physiology

at Heidelberg. From 1844 to 18'55 he filled the

same chair at Giessen, where he founded a physio-

logical institute and anatomical theatre, and from
1855 to 1878 at Munich. In the latter year he
retired, and he died at Munich, 5th December 1882.

Bischoff devoted his studies mainly to embryology

and biolog>', and has left numerous treatises and
papers of great value.
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Biscliweiler, a German to\\Ti of Alsace, on the

Motler, 17 miles Is. of Straslmig. Its fortifications

were dismantled in 170G. It has manufactures of

jute, cloth, carpets, and cartridge-cases, and raises

uops. Pop. 7014.

BiSCnit, in Pottery, is the name given to por-

celain and other pottery after the first firing. See
POTTERV.

Biscuits (Fr., ' t^vice-baked '), small, flat bread,

rendered dry and hard by baking, in order to their

long preservation. Biscuit-baking is rajjidly becom-
ing an industiy in itself, and factories are rising up
all over the country -where biscuits are made in

large quantities. In these factories the flour and
other ingredients of which biscuits are made is never
handled from the time it enters the works until it

issues from them as a finished article. In the case

of hard biscuits the various ingredients are run into

a kneading-machine, where they are thoroughly
incorporated into a stitf dough. This is then
'braked'—i.e. passed and repassed between rollers

until pressed into long sheets Avith smooth sur-

faces. These sheets are then placed on a biscuit-

cutting machine, which is provided with a pair of

rollers set to compress the doufdi as it passes be-

tween them into the desired thickness. The dough
is carried along by a woollen or canvas web, which
delivers the dough underneath a block containing
cutters which descend and cut the biscuits to the
desired shajje. As the block rises, the web carries

the cut dough onwards, the scrap dough being col-

lected ; they next pass on to a wire frame travelling

through a heated chamber or oven. The passage
through the oven occiipies about fifteen minutes,
during which time they are completely baked.
They are then carried to the packing-room, and
when cool at once packed in tins. So rapidly is

this operation conducted, that about 2000 lb.

weight of biscuits are passed through one of these
ovens every day of ten hours.

Biscuits are divided into two classes—the ^mfer-
metited and the fermented. Unfermented or un-
leavened bread, generally known as common sea-

biscuits or ship-bread, are made of wheaten-flour
( retaining some of the bran ), water, and common
salt.

Captains' biscuits are prepared from Avheaten-
flour, water, with common salt, and butter, with
an occasional small dose of yeast to cause partial

fermentation. Milk is also sometimes employed.
Water biscuits are made of flour and water ; hard
biscuits, of flour and Avater, AA'ith variable quantities
of butter, spices, and sugar. Soft biscuits contain
increased quantities of butter and sugar. Yeast
biscuits are those the dough of Avhich is mixed Avith

a small quantity of yeast, yielding more porous
biscuits. Butter biscuits are made Avith much butter
and a little yeast.

In making fancy biscuits great care must be taken
in the manipulative part of the process to incor-
j^)orate the ingredients in a systematic manner.
Thus, the butter is mixed Avith the flour in a diy
condition, and then the Avater or milk added ; and
Avhen eggs are used, they are thoroughly beaten up
Avith the sugar (if the latter is required), and the
egg-paste added to the dough, Avhich has been pre-
viously prepared Avith or Avithout butter. The
various kinds of biscuits in the preparation of
Avhich yeast is employed, present a more spongy
aspect than the unyea.sted biscuits. Occasionally
a little sesquicarbonate of ammonia (volatile salt)
is added, to assist in raising the dough, and make
a lighter biscuit. A great objection, however, to
fermented biscuits is that they deteriorate very
rajjidly on keeping.

Soft or sjiiced biscuits are \)rc]}a.red from flour, Avith
much sugar, a great many eggs, some butter, and a

small quantity of spices and essences. The eggs
tend to give a nice yellow cream-colour to the
biscuits.

The extent to Avhich biscuits are now consumed
may be learned from the fact that several of the
largest l)iscuit-manufactories each prepare and
throw into market every Aveek from 30,000 to

50,000 lb. weight of biscuits of various kinds.

Of biscuits requiring special methods of manufac-
ture, Ave may mention ' meat biscuits,' ' digestive
biscuits,' 'charcoal bisciiits,' and Avhat is known as
tlie 'perfect food biscuit.' The meed biscuit has not
met Avith much favour as an article of food. It con-
sisted of the usual ingredients of hard biscuit made
up Avith a soup containing the soluble matters of

beef. One of the objects of the meat biscuit—Adz.

the preservation of animal food of South America
and Australia, has been attained bj- other preferable
methods ( see Presera'ED Proa'ISIONS ). A coarse
kind of meat l)iscuit is used for feeding dogs.

Digestive biscuits are prepared in such a manner
that they may contain diastase, the nitrogenous
transforming matter of malt ; but AvhateA-er quantity
of this substance they may contain in the condition
of dough is destroyed in the process of baking.

Charcoal biscuits, originally introduced by Bragg,
Avere once held in great repute as a kind of medicinal
food. They contain Avood charcoal incorporated in

their substance. The Avood charcoal usually acts
as an absorbent of gases, but it loses this quality
Avhen saturated Avith moisture ; and it is in this con-
dition, of course, that it reaches the stomach, any
benefit that may accrae therefore from the use of

charcoal biscuits cannot be due to its absorbent
poAvers. It may, hoAvever, be of some benefit by
acting as a mild mechanical in-itant.

The perfect food biscuit, invented by S. Hender-
son & Sons, is one Avhose composition is based on
the proportion of chemical elements needed for a
complete and perfect dietary—i.e. it is designed to

contain all the food materials, and in the proper
proportion, that physiology indicates as requu-ed for

the nourishment and support of the human body.

Bish, BiSHMA, or BiKH. See AcoxiTE.

Bishopt The Avord comes to us from the Anglo-
Saxon biscop, an abbreviated form of the C4reek

episcopos—i. e. ' OA^erseer. ' In classical Avriters,

fi'om Homer doAVUAvards, it signifies an inspector

or superintendent of any kind, though they also

use it as a title of various officers Avith special and
determinate functions—e.g. of commissioners sent
by the Athenians to regulate the atfairs of colonies

and subject states, and of magistrates Avho su^jer-

intended the sale of provisions in the market under
the Roman empire. In the Septuagint the usage of

the Avord corresponds, on the A\'hole, to that in class-

ical A\Titers. Sometimes the sense is quite general,

as Avhen, for instance, in Job, xx. 29, it occurs as a
name for God Avho A\atches over the conduct of

men ; but usually it denotes officers intnisted Avith

the .superintendence of some particular Avork,

Avhether civil or religious. Had the history of the
Avord ended here, it Avould never have come, as it

actually has done, to form part and j^arcel of eveiy
language spoken by Christians of the East and
West. It apjiears in Syriac and Arabic, in S])anish

and German, and cA'ciyAvhere, even in the French
errque, the original Greek form may be recognise<l.

While, hoAvever, the Avord itself has been retained,

the sense attached to it has undergone a radical

alteration. Throughout the Noav Testament epiis-

copus is interchangeable Avith presbyter ; both are
synonymous titles of officers Avho direct the dis-

cipline and administer the afl"airs of a single con-

gregation, but, from the latter part of the 2d
century, it has assumed a Avidely ditferent meaning,
Avhich it still retains. Instead of being synonymous
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witli presbyter, it implies superiority over a body of
presbyters ; instead of superintendence in a par-
tifular con«ricj:ation, it su;^;,'csts rule over a number
of conjoecl'iti"""* united in a diocese. It has ceased
to mark an otlice which may be held by many in

the same place, and has been appropriated to one
who is supreme over presbyters and laity within
the confines of a diocese. A niotlern bishop occu-
pies a jKisition in his diocese which is unique. He
alone ordains presliyters and consecrates churches.
He exercises authority over cler<o' and laity alike.

To him the duty of preachinj^ ana instructing, and
of maintaining sound doctrine, is specially com-
mitted. A New Testament bishop or presbj-ter

was the memljer of a council which watchetl
over the government of a congregation. So far

we are on secure gioiind. Tiie proofs of the
alterations which have allected the meaning of the
term will be given funher on. Meantime, it is

enough to say that the fact is admitted by com-
fetent persons of every theological schiml, even by
toman Catholics, such as Dollinger, Fir.st Age of

the Chunk ( Eng. trans, n. "isti), antl is treated as

iirobable by Estius on iMiilippians, and Petavius,
irr/fxinsf. Hierarrh. lib. iv. caf). 2. 'Tiie orders,'

says Thomas Aquinas (on IMiilippians), ' were dis-

tinct, but not the names of the onlers.'

The matter is indeed verj- ilitVerent when we pass

from the word ' bishon ' to the histor>- of the epis-

copal fitlice. Thus, wnile the more learned Roman
Catholics admit that the words 'bishop' and
* presbvter ' are synonymous in the New Testament,
they also allege tliat moilem bishops are by divine

right sui)erior to presbyters, and are the successors,

not of tiiose who Ijear the same name in the New
Testament, but of the aj)osties. The Council of

Trent anathematises those who deny that bishops

are superior to jiresliyters, or a.ssert that the
episcopal power f>f onlination is common to the

latter (Ses.s. xxiil can. 7). True, Roman Catholic

divines make some distinction Itetween bisho{)s

and ajK)stles, whose successors they are .said to be.

It is ailmitte<l that the ap<)stles had jurisdiction

throughout the M'orld, whercius the bishop's power
is restrained to a particular diocese. But the

bishop, like the aiwstle, ordains priests, rules over

them an<l over the laity, and this by divine and
unalterable institution. The itosition of High
Church Anglicans Is much the .same. They
consider episcopacy as necessary, not onlj' to the

well-lieing, but to the being of a church. To
Anglicans of tiie more m<Mlerate school, episcopacy

is H venerable form of church government wliich

descends from apostolic times, but they do not

count it an essential matter, and they have no

mind to unchurch the Protestant communities
wiiich have l>een formed on another nu)del. Pres-

byterians, on the other hand, contend that the

government of the church by presbyters has, and
liivs alone, the sanctitm of the New Testament,

and thev reject nuHlem episcopacy as a corruption

of primitive Christianity. But at all tiines the

Protestant churches, whether Episcopalian, or

Preslivterian, or Congreg'ationalist, have had men
among them who could adopt none of these

j.ositions ; who believed that the free spirit of

Cliristianitv inculcates no delinite form of church

government, and have regarded the varying shapes

which it Ikus assumed as things indifferent in them-

selves, go<Hl or bad according to circumstances,

never so goo«l as to compensate in any tlegree for

the absence of spiritual life, never so bad as to

jireclude its existence. And just as there have

been men who forgot disputes al>out church govern-

ment in the interests of the spiritual life, so there

have been in England, and still more in Germany,

scholars who have investigated the histoiy of epis-

copal power with a learning and impartiality which

is not to be found in the war of the churches. We
may say, briefly, that the result of all real in\es-

tigation has been to show how utterly unlike the
state of the earliest churches was to anythiuf'
which either exists or could be reasonably desired
at the present day. An attempt will be made here
to state and to arrange the facts without entering
into sectarian controversy. It must be premised
that the whole tradition of the church, from the
close of the '2d century onwards, tells, on a 2'>''t»(t

facie view, for the Roman Catholic and High
Church theory of apostolical succession. Each
cause has enlisted consummate learning on its

side. But the method chosen here has at lea.st the
advantages that it is less familiar to the mass of

English readers, that it has commended itself to
scholars even within the pale of ejiiscopal com-
munions, and that it enables us to exhibit, without
prejudice to any theorj', the data by which all

theory must be tested and proved.
Our earliest and securest sources of information

are the undisputed epistles of St Paul, and there
it is si'aiilicant that the word ' bishop ' occurs
once only, and that in the latest of his epistles

( Philip, i. 1 ). But in one important passage
the apostle makes a formal enumeration of the
ditterent positions or grades occupied by the
members of the church. We use or set purpose
language which is vague, because, as we shall see

presently, the powers indicated are vague, at least

so far as the government of the church is concerned.
' God,' he says, ' hath set some in the church, first

apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly teachers, then
miracles, then gifts of healing, helps, governments,
divers kinds of tongues' (1 Cor. xii. 28). It

will be observed that he speaks of divine appoint-

ment, not of popular choice, and the reason is

plain, for 'powers,' 'gifts of healing,' 'tongues,'

'ijrophecy,' were obviously miraculous gifts, and
the same holds good, though perhaps in a lower

degree, even of teaching', as appears from 1 Cor.

xiv. 26 ; while Paul himself is a conspicuous

example of an apostle, sent neither from men nor

through human instrumentality, but by God
' through revelation of Jesus Christ ' ( Gal. i.

1-17).

Still the question remains whether the apostolic

included the later episcopal office, and to this ques-

tion diverse answers are given. Roman Catholics

and many Anglicans reply in the affirmative.

Pre-sbytenans and many inJependent scholars also

urge that there is scarcely a single feature

common to the two. It is only, they plead, in

the teeth of history that the distinction can be

reduced to one between universal and local juris-

diction. The apostles had no universal jurisdic-

tion ; and their nearest counterpart, though even

that is Avide of the mark, is to be found in the

modern missionary. The name of ' apostle,' which
occurs once only in Matthew (x. 2), and once in

Mark (vi. 30 ),

"^

oftener in Luke, was first given

to the twelve. They were sent to the twelve

tribes of Israel, and they continued this work,

after the death of Jesus, in Jerusalem, and then

throughout Jud.'ea. The same name was taken by

Paul after he 'had seen the Lord.' Among the

JeA\-lsh congregations it was extended to James,

the Lord's brother (Gal. i. 19), who had seen

the risen Christ (1 Cor. xv. 7), and no doubt

at a very early date to others, for Paul distin-

guishes 'all the apostles' as a larger class from

the restricted number of the twelve. In the

churches beyond Juda?a, Timothy and Silvanus

(1 Thess. i. 1, il 6), Barnabas (1 Cor. ix. 5), Apollos

(1 Cor. iv. 6-9), Andronicus, and Junias (Romans,

xvi. 7), were all apostles. Certain conditions

seem to have been required before a man was

generally recognised by this title. He must have
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seen the Lord ( 1 Cor. ix. 1 ), approved himself by
signs (2 Cor. xii. 12) and visions (2 Cor. xii. 1 ). The
appointment, tiien, of an apostle, and the qualifica-

tions according to this view were Avholly differ-

ent from the appointment and qualifications of

a bishop. No less different are the powers
in the one case and the other. The bisnop is

the supreme administrator within the diocese

in whicli he is nominated, being invested therein

with supreme disciplinary authority. An apostle

had no authority except over churches which
he had founded. Paul, believing in the truth
of his gospel, was ready to proclaim it to all, but
the position he adopts to the Romans is quite
other than that which he adopts to churches which
owed their faith to him. He will not build ' on
another man's foundation ; ' if he hopes to impart
some spiritual gift to the Romans, ne adds that
the benefit will be mutual (Romans, i. 12), and he
almost apologises for writing to them at all

(Romans, xv. 15). It was his converts who were
tlie seal of his apostleship ( 1 Cor. ix. 2 ).

Even within his own sphere there is scarcely a
resemblance between the authority of an apostle

and a Itishop. That of the former is much greater
and much less, much greater in moral influence,

much less in legislative authority. Paul's rights
over his converts Avere those of a father who had
begotten them in the gospel ( 1 Cor. iv. 15 ; Gal. iv.

19) : it was his duty to remind them of the gosi)el

they had received, accompanied and attested Ijy

the gifts of the Spirit, and to admonish them in
case they were unfaithful to it ( 1 Cor. iv. 18-21, xiv.

37 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 2 ). When he has a distinct com-
mand of the Lord, he lays down an absolute
precept. 'Unto the married,' he says, 'I give
charge, yea not I, but the Lord, that the wife
depart not from her husband . . . and that the
husband leave not his Avif

e
' ( 1 Cor. vii. 10, 11)

—

appealing no doubt to a saying of Jesus preserved
in the tradition of the disciples. On other matters,
and those most important, he distinguishes be-
tween his o%vn decision and that ' of the Lord,' and
does but give his 'judgment' as 'one that has
found mercy' (1 Cor. vii. 10-25). He also gives
his own opinion as a spiritual man to whom the
really spiritual will listen ( 1 Cor. xiv. 37, 38 ), and
he refers to the general custom of the churches
(1 Cor. xi. 16, \di. 17, iv. 17). But the congrega-
tion administered its own affairs in a completely
democratic manner. The stoiy of the incestuous
Corinthian is a crucial instance. Paul is sure of
what will take place ; he is present in spirit at
the meeting of the believers, but it is the meeting
itself which passes sentence of exclusion. ' St
Paul's spirit,' as Bishop Ellicott puts it, ' A\dth the
associated power of Christ, is present with the con-
voked synod, and with that synod passes the
authoritative sentence' (Comm. on 1 Cor. v. 3).
The older apostles had just as little official author-
ity, just the same scope for moral influence. When
Paul met them at Jerusalem in 51 A.D., they did
not decide for the believers generally, but for them-
selves and their own course. They gave Paul and
Barnabas ' the right hand of fellowship ' that ' tliey
should go unto the Gentiles.' Again, Paul felt he
had to do, not with a board of officials, but with
men whose past gave them great moral weight.
In the second chapter of Galatians he never once
uses the name 'apostle,' but he does mention 'the
men of repute,' ' those who were reputed to be
pillars.' Peter and John owed their position in
great measure to tlieir personal character, and
James also to the fact that he was the brotlier of
Jesus.

It may be objected that, anyhow, some official

government must have been required in the early
Christian gatherings, and that Paul implies that

there were persons who jiresided in the Thessa-
lonian Church (1 Thess. v. 12). To which the
ansMcr is, ' That no doubt government existed, but
that it was the government of those who were
marked out for it by supernatural or natural gifts,

not of officials.' We have seen already, that 'gov-
ernments ' are classed among tlie miraculous gifts

of the Spirit. Further, the lirst converts, or those in

whose hcmse the church met (Rom. xvi. 5; 1 Cor. xvi.

19), would naturally direct the others, and take the
lead in the congregation. ' I beseech you, brethren
(ye know the house of Stephanas, that it is the
first-fruits of Achaia, and that they have set them-
selves to minister unto the saints), that ye also
be in subjection unto such, and to every one that
helpeth in the work, and laboureth' ( 1 Cor. xvi. 15).

Here the ministry or deaconshin is one with the
episcopate or superintendence. AH is spontaneous,
nothing official. The profusion of miraculous
gifts prevented any desire for official teachers, and
would have thrown them into the shade had they
existed. Nor, some would add, could the apostles
have thought of proAnding the churches with a
regular government to last after their own death,
though even so early a writer as Clement of Rome
attributes this design to them. The fact, it is said,

that the apostles, like the other Christians, con-
fidently expected the coming of the Lord in their
own time, proves this theoiy untenable.

Philippi was the earliest of the European
churches, and there St Paul, towards the close of

his life, does salute ' the saints ' with the ' bishops
and deacons.' Possibly, even then, these titles

were beginning to be attributed, the former, to

those who were the acknowledged leaders of the
congregation ; the latter, to those who devoted
themselves to furthering and helping on its work.
In later books of the New Testament canon, there
is frequent mention of bishops or presbyters and
deacons. And in the Acts the origin of these
oflSces is traced back to the apostles them-
selves, and to the very begdnning of the gospel.

We are as yet, however, a long way from the
Presbyterian system, because the office of teaching
and preaching is quite separate from that of the
presbyter. He was not a minister or preacher, but
an 'overseer' or 'shepherd' of the church (Acts,
XX. 28). He replaced the presbyters of the Jewish
synagogue who presided over its discipline. And
we are still further from diocesan episcopacy.
Never once, from the beginning to the end of the
New Testament, is ' a threefold ministry' of bishops,
priests, and deacons so much as hinted at. On the
contraiy, bishop and presbyter are two words for

the same office. The jpresbyters of Miletus (Acts,
XX. 17) are also its bishops (verse 28); so are the
presbyters in Crete (compare Titus, i. 5 with 7).

The author of 1 Tim. iii. 7 having described the
qualifications of a bishop, passes straight to those
of the deacon, knowing nothing of any third office.

True, it has been suggested—e.g. by Rothe
(Anfdngc dcr Christ. Kirche, p. 173, seq.) and by
Bishop Lightfoot—that diocesan episcopacy may
have sprung up at the close of the apostolic age.

But it was uuKnown to Clement of Rome about
120 A.D. 'In his epistle,' says Bishop Lightfoot,
' there is no mention of episcopacy properly so

called, for bishop and presbyter are still synony-
mous terms ( see Clem. En. i. 44-47 ).

' Precisely the
same argument may be uraAvn from the ' Teaching
of the Apostles ' ( xv. ), and the Shepherd of Hernias
( Vis. iii. 5). These authorities carry us well
into the 2d century. An analogue to the diocesan
bishop has been seen by some in the ' angels ' of

the Revelation. They are the guardian sjjirits of

the churches, or possibly personifications of them,
but not human rulers, as Bishop Lightfoot with
others, before and since, has conclusively jn-oved.
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In the pastoral epistles, supposed by the more
atlvancea critics to liave been written in St Paul's
name against the Gnostic heresies of the 2d cen-
tury, we get closer to the point. There Titus
ami Timothy are certainly empowered to guard
tlie faith, to appoint bishops or presbyters in everj-

city, and to exercise authority over them. There
is a tendency- to identify the bishop or presbyter
with the teacher or i>reacher, for the bishop is

to be ' apt to teach ( 1 Tim. iii. 2 ), but the
itlentification is not yet complete, for it is taken
for granted that only some bishops teach (

1

Tim. V. 17). The recurrence of such phra,ses as
'sound doctrine,' and the jxtsition of Timothy and
Titus, make us feel that we are already on the
tliresiiold of the Catholic Churcli with its nile of

faith and its hierarchy. But even here much is

lacking. Timothy and Titus are temporary dele-

gates of the apostle, not diocesan bishops. It is

in the Ignatian epistles that the Rubicon is passed,
and here indisputably, in any case sis early as the
mid<lle of the 2d century, tiie claims of bLshops, in

the modern sense, are insisted upon peqietually.

It is useless to multiply quotations from writers
of later date. l?y the time of Irena-us ( 190 A.D.),

the diocesan episcopate was estal)lislied throughout
the Roman world. The old entlmsiastic life of the
early Christian meetings was replaced by the rule

of tlie hieranhy. Even Ignatius liad not reached
the view which Ls familiar to Iren;eus, and .still

more to Cyurian, thai bishoj)s are the succes.sors

of the apostles, an<l the channels through which
primitive tradition is conveyed to .successive ages.

Thus, it is held by many, the Catholic Church
arose, formed by a kind of necessity in the .struggle

against the exaggerated doctrines of the (Jnostic

sects, which threatened to dissolve Christianity in

systems of fantastic and variable sjjcculation. *rhe

canon or collection of New Testament books, with
binding authority equal to that of the Old Testa-

ment, the episcoi)acy united with itself, the appeal
to apostolic tnidition, all arose from the same need,

and on this triple foundation the Catholic Church
was built.

Two other points, however, deserve notice. First,

Jerome (died 420) (on Titus, i. 5 ; Ep. i. 46) and an
e.arlier writer, whose works are printed with those

of St .Ambrose (on 1 Tim. iii. 8, 9, 10), perceived

that bishoi>s and presbyters had been originally

one, and that the current distinction could claim

no higher sanction than the custom of the church.

Jerome's words, than which nothing can be more
clear and strong, were incorporatetl in the De-
rnfiiiii, the earliest me<lieval collection of canon
law {Di-sf. xciii. c. 24; xcv. c. 5), an<l thus all

through the midille ages the schoolmen retained

some idea of the real history of the olHce. Next,

even in the 4th century, the church had not reached

the modern principle tliat a bishojt alone can confer

valid orders. Tiius, the Council of Ancyra in 314

.v.n. (canon l.S) assumes that presbyters may
ordain presbyters with the bishop's sanction. The
fathers of the council recognised of course the

eiiiscoj)al authority, but they di<l not attribute any

sujiernatural efficacy to the imposition of episcopal

hands.
The foregoing is a statement of the opinions, and

the arguments on which these are based, held by

the less conservative New Testament scholars both

in England and Germany. Their argument has

been given the more fully as still being much less

known in England than the time-honoured High

Church view, which has been for centuries the

consistent theorj- of the whole Catholic Church.

That theory of course is a perfectly simple and

intelligible 'position, and the attitude of believers

towards it depends mainly on the view they hold

am to the literal interpretation of Scripture. ^"'•For

apart altogether from the much wider and more
difficult question, how far the general development
in dogma of the whole body politic of the church
is itself the outward evidence and expression of

Christ's promised presence and guidance to the
end of the world, the High Church theory of the
apostolical succession of bishops—the representa-
tives of the apostles, and through them of the
Lord himself—fands strong support from the plain
words of Scripture and the unforced exegesis of the
same.
We must content ourselves with a brief summary

of the later history of the ottice ; and here it will be
convenient to begin with the Roman Catholic and
Eastern churches. There the duties and jjower of

bishops remain much as they were in the middle of

the 3d century, excei)t so far as they have been cur-

tailed by the rise of the papal power in the West,
by the institution of Patriarchates and the inter-

ference of the state in the East. The Council of

Trent requires the bishop to preach the wonl of

God, and to maintain purity of doctrine among
clergj' and people. He lias to superintend divine
worship, and is bound to visit all the churches of his

diocese at least once in every two yeai-s. He approves

Sriests, and gives them f.aculties to hear confessions.

[e makes laws for his iliocese, without power, how-
ever, to alter the common law of the church

;

decides ecclesiastical causes in the first instance
;

can suspend his clerical or excommunicate his lay

subjects ; he coll.ates to all benefices, except those
reserved to the poi)e ; he directs the administration
of temporal goods belonging to the diocese ; he can
dispense from his own laws, and, within certain

naiTow limits, from the law of the church. Such
is the jurisdiction or ruling power of a bishop, but
he is by no means supreme or unfettered even in his

own diocese. He is subject by divine law to the

councils of the church, and, as Roman Catholics

believe, to the pope, and by ecclesiastical law he is

in .subordination to patriarchs, metropolitans, &C.

In respect of onlers—i.e. in power of consecra-

tion and the like—he has no superior, nor do pope
or patriarch pretend to higher power than that of

a simple bisliop. He alone can consecrate other

bishojis, and ordain jiriests, and he alone, according

to the Roman Catliolic theory, is the ordinary

minister of conlirmatif>n.

He is now addressed in the Latin Church as ' Most
Illustrious and Reverend Lord,' though once titles

which have become peculiar to the pope—e.g. 'Most
Holy, Most Blessed Lord,' 'Your Holiness,' 'Servant

of the Servants of God,' were common to mere
bishops. His insignia are the ring, pectoral cross,

episcoi)al throne, mitre, pontifical vestments, gloves,

and sandals.

Bishops were in the earliest ages chosen by the

people, sul)ject to a veto by the bishops of the pro-

vince (Cyprian, Ep. Ixviii.). In 3'25 A.D. the first

Nicene Council (canon 4) recommended appoint-

ment T)y the provincial bishops, subject to confirma-

tion of their choice by the metropolitan. Greek
canonists understood tliis canon as annulling the old

form of popular election, and at present the Greek
orthodox oishoj^s are nominated by the patri-

arch, though in Russia the final nomination rests

with tlie czar. In the West the canon was uiulor-

stood to leave the popular rights of election unim-
paired, merely requiring the presence of the bishops

of the province, and confirmation by the metro-

politan. In the 11th century the right of election

passed to the Cathedral Chapter, and the pope

gradually engrossed the sole right of confirmation,

till at last Clement V. and his successors claimed the

right of nomination also, first in certain cases, and

then absolutely. Since then the pope has restored

the right of election to the chapters in Prussia,

Hanover, the Upper Rhine, Switzerland, and. the
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Austrian archhishoprics of Salzburg and Olmiitz,

^^•itll tlieir sufi'ragan sees, the respective govern-

ments ha\-ing a right of veto. In Austria, with the

exceptions just mentioned, in Bavaria, France,

Spain, Portugal, Brazil, and Spanish America, the

head of the state nominates. The election is

purely papal in Belgium, also in Holland, Great

Ihitain and Ireland, North America, and other

Protestant countries. A right of recommenda-
tion, however, is conceded to the Roman Catholic

chapters in Belgium, Holland, and England, to

chapters and parish priests in Ireland, to the Inshops

of the province in North America. The right of

consecration, which used to belong to the metropoli-

tan and two other bishops, is now reserved to the
pope, or a bishop nominated by him. There are

about 180 archiepiscopal and 750 episcopal sees

in the Roman Catholic Church. In Ireland there

are 4 archbishoprics, 2-4 bishoprics; in England,
1 archbishopric, 15 bishoprics ; in Scotland, 2
archbishoprics, 4 bishoprics. Altogether there are

about 120 Roman Catholic sees in the British

empire. In the United States there are nearly 100.

Besides these, there are the titular bishops, till the
pontificate of Leo XIII. called bishops in partibns
infiddium. They have received episcopal conse-

cration, but have no regular jurisdiction. They
assist some other bishop, or are delegates of the
pope where the hierarchy is not established.

Passing to the Reformed churches, we find the
theory of the Anglican much the same as that of

the Roman episcopate, except that in England the

authority of the crown has replaced that of the

pope. The Anglican bishop is said, though the
statement is disputed by Roman Catholic contro-
versialists, to descend in direct line of consecration
from his predecessors in the middle ages. He alone
can ordain, confirm, and consecrate churches. He
institutes to benefices and licenses curates ; he has
the right to preach throughout the diocese, to in-

spect the churches and churchyards. He can with-
draw the licenses of curates, who may, however,
appeal to the metropolitan. He is ex officio presi-

dent in the Consistorial Court. With regard to
criminous clerks his power is veiy limited, not only
because the final decision rests wdth the Queen in
council, but also because the English law protects
the interests of the inferior clergy with a zeal un-
known to the modern canon law of the Roman
Church. Thus, whereas the Council of Trent per-
mits a bishop to decide in cases of certain grave
charges against clerks ' withoiit formal trial, having
simply ascertained the trath of the fact,' an Angli-
can prelate has no such power. He may institute
a commission of inquiry, and decide the case with
three assessors, one of whom must be a barrister, or
he may at once prosecute in the Superior Court. If
he himself passes sentence, an appeal lies to the
Court of Arches in the province of Canterbuiy, to
the Chancery in the province of York, and ulti-
mately to the Privy-council. If a bisliop refuses
to institute a clerk to a benefice, the appeal is first

to the archbishop and then to the Privy-council.
There are in England and Wales two archbishops
and thirty-two bishops, besides twenty-three
bishops-sufiVagan or assistant bishops, the arch-
l)ishops and twenty-four of the bishops having seats
in the House of Lords. There are two arclibishops
and eleven bishops in the disestablished Cliurch of
Ireland

; seven bishops in the Episcopal Church of
Scotland, one of wliom is called Primus ; eighty-one
colonial, eleven missionary bishops ; and seventy
bishops in the Episcopal Ciiurch of the U.S.

,
The early Lutherans were singularly moderate

and rational in their attitude to episcopacy. They
denied its divine institution, but they Avere quite
willing to tolerate it, when circumstances made it

expedient to do so. In Germany the name of

bishop fell into disiise, or was retained as a merely
civil title, or revived for a short time, and then
allowed to drop ; and the Lutheran superintendent
is a mere shadow of a medieval bishop. On the
other hand, the Liitheran churches of Denmark and
Scandinavia have always been episcopal. There are

seven bishops in Denmark, nominated by the crown,
one archbishop and eleven bishops in Sweden ; six

bishops in Norway, which last are chosen by the
clergy. These Lutheran bishops have the sole right

of ordination, but in Sweden their disciplinary power
is exercised in imion with a consistoiy, the majority
of Avhose members are laymen.

For the early history of the olEce, see Lightfoot on
Philippians ; Kothe, Aiifiinrw dcr ChristUchen Kirche,

p. 261 seq.; Ritschl, Entstehunri der Altkat/iol isc/icn Kirche,

p. 399 seq.; Baiu-, Christenthum itnd Kirche dcr erslen

drei Jahrhunderte, p. 2G0 seq. ; Hatch, Organisation of
the Early Christian Churches ; Weizsiicker, AjmstoUsches
Zeitcdter, p. 606 seq. The historical canonists of the
Roman Catholic Church, such as Tliomassin, afford abun-
dant and trustworthy information on the episcopate in

later patristic and medieval times. Dr Wordsworth's
Theophilus Anglicanns is a popular statement of the
High Church theory by a divine of great learning ; Dol-
Hnger's First Ac/e of the Church (trans, by Oxenham)
treats the subject in a masterly fashion from the Roman
Cathohc standpoint. For the Reformed churches re-

course has been had to Blunt's Church Law, revised by
Phillimore, and to tlie articles on the Danish and Scan-
dinavian churches in Herzog and Plitt's Encycloi^adie
fiir Protestantische Theologie. See also the articles in
this -work on Apostolical Sdccession, Archbishop,
England (Church of). Orders, Priest, Roman
Catholic Church.

Bisbop, a beverage composed of red \vine ( claret,

Burgundy, «&;c.
)
poured warm or cold upon ripe

bitter oranges, sugared and spiced to taste, and
drunk either hot or cold.

Bishop, Sir Henry Rowley, composer, was
born in London, November 18, 1786. His principal

musical instractor Avas Francesco Bianchi, an opera
composer settled in London. In 1806 Bishop Avas

appointed composer of ballet music at the Opera.
Among his 88 operatic entertainments Avere Guy
Manncriiig, The Miller and his Men, Maid Marian,
Native Land, and The Virgin of the Sun—all less

remarkable for originality than for their floAving

melodies and animated style. The opera Aladdin
(1826) Avas a failure. The famous glee, 'The
Chough and CroAv,' is his ; many of our most
popular songs, such as ' Should He Upbraid,' ' My
Pretty Jane,' are by him ; and his, too, probably,
is the setting of ' Home, SAveet Home ' (see

Payne). From 1810 to 1824 hcAA^as director of the
music at Covent Garden Theatre, from 1825 to 1830
at Dniry Lane, and for three years more at Yaux-
hall Gardens. One of the first directors of the
Philharmonic Society, he for nine years con-

ducted the concerts of Ancient Music. In 1839 he
received the Oxford degree of Mus. Bac, in 1853
of Mus. Doc. ; and from 1841 to 1843 he Avas Reid
professor of Music in the university of Edinburgh.
In 1842 he Avas knighted, and in February 1848 Avas

elected professor of ISIusic in the university of

Oxford. In his later years he A^as in veiy neces-

sitous circumstances. He died of cancer, April 30,

1855.

Bishop-Auckland, a toAvn in the county, and

9J miles SVV. of the city, of Durham, stands on an
eminence 140 feet above the confluent Wear and
Gaunless. Its abbey-like palace of the bishops of

Durham Avas founded about 1 .SOO by Bishop Antony
Bek, and rebuilt by Bishop Cosin shortly after the
Restoration. The toAvn-hall is a handsome edifice

of 1863, Avith a spire 100 feet high. There are
cotton-mills, eugineering-Avorks, and large neigh-
bouring collieries. Poj). ( 1851 ) 4400

; ( 1861 ) 6480 ;

(1881) 10,097; (1891) 10,527.
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Bishop's Castle, a municipal l>orough of Shiop-
sliiie. •2-2 miles SW. of Slirewsburv, and 9i WNW.
of Craven Arms junction \>\ a In'ancli line (1S65).
Till \s:i'2 it returned two members to j)arliament. It
is irregularly huilt on a hill slone. The bishops of
Hereford had formerly a castle here. Pop. 1586.

Bishop-StortTord. a town of Hertfordshire,
on the Stort, \'2 miles EXE. of Hertford. It chiefly
cou'^ists of two streets in the form of a cross. It
carries on a trade in grain and malt. Bishop-
Stortford was in Saxon times the property of the
l)ishops of Londun. Poj). 6o94.

Bishop's Walthani, a town of Hampshire,
9], miles SE. of Winchester. It has heen imme-
morially the property of the see of AVinchester.
There are remains of a castle, huilt in 1135
by Bishop Henry ile Blois, and reduced to ruins
during the civil wars of the 17th century. Pop.
of parish, 38S6.

Bishopwced, or Goitweed, also Goatweed,
or Herlj Gerard (LEgopodium Podagraria), an um-
belliferous weed common in hedges and grass plots,

and exceedingly ilitlicult of extirjiation on account
of its creeping rhizome.s. It is eaten by cattle, and
the leaf stalks were formerly boiled and eaten as
greens. The root -stock was long esteemed as a
remedy for gout.

Bisiira, a town of Algeria, 150 miles SW. of
Constantino l>v rail, ,in an oasis watered by the
Wiuly Biskra and by springs. Pop. 7166. Biskra
was known to the Romans as Zaba, and under the
Moors it became a large town. It is now a favour-
ite health-resort for Europeans. Herein 1663 .some
7LOW persons died of the plague.

Bisloy, a village of Surrey (pop. 700), 4 miles
NW. of Woking ; to Bislcv Common were remo\ed
in 1890 the meetings of the National IJille Associa-
tion—the Princess of Wales having opened the
meeting on June 12 of that year by firing a rifle

—

and Bisley became the new Wimbledon of volun-
teer marksmen. — Another Bisley is in CJloucester-

shire, 3 miles E. of Stroud ; jiop. of parisli, 5171.

Bismarck, capital of North Dakota, U.S., is

on tiie fast side of the Missouri, here crossed by
the Norliiern Pacilic Railway on an iron bridge
which cost t''2(M),(KK). Large quantities of goods
are forwarded lit'iice by steamers to the ui)per
settlements of the river Missouri, which is nav-
igable 1200 miles above Bismarck. Great sums
iiave been spent by the government in digging out
the sand bars from the river above the town.
Pop. (1890) 2260.

Bismarck .ircllipclaffo is the name officially

given by (a'rmany to New Britain, New Ireland,

New Hanover, and several smaller adjoining islands

in the South I'acilic, suice in 18S4 they became a
Gfrman dependLiK y. See New BkitaIN, ^:c.

Bismarck-Schoiihaiisen, Orro Eduard
LEoroLi>, Pkixce von, Duke of Lauenburg,
ciiancellor of the (Jerman empire and foremost

.statesman of his time, was born 1st April 1815,

at Selioidiausen in Brandenl)urg, of an olil family

ilistinguished both in war and statesmanship. Bis-

marck received his university education at Gottin-

gen, Berlin, and tJreifswald, where he studied law
and agriculture, but Ijecame more distinguished
a.H a sw(»rdsman than a.s a reading man. After
finishing his studies, he lived for a time on his

estates. Before 1847 he was little heard of, but
aljout that time he began to attract attention

in the new Pru.ssian parliament as an ultra-

royalist, and a fierce but unsuccessful opponent
of the constitutional demands resulting from
the March revolution of 1848. He oppo.sed the

scheme of a German empire as proposed by the

Frankfort parliament of 1849, for the reason that

the title to the imperial dignity offered to the kinc
of Prussia was merely based on the popular v-ifl
and not on the concunent assent of the German
sovereigns as well. His diplomatic career com-
menced in 1851, when he was appointed Prussian
member of the resuscitated German diet of Frank-
fort. ITeie he began to manifest that zeal for the
interests and aggrandisement of Prussia, which
has since undeviatingly guided him, often regard-
less of the means. In the diet, he gave open
expression to the long-felt discontent with the
predominance of Austria, and demanded equal
rights for Prussia. At Frankfort he remained till

1859, when he beheld in the amiroachof the Italian
war an opportunity of freeing Pnissia and Germany
from the injurious dominance of Austria ; but his
views of energetic action being not yet shared by
the cautious and pacihc prince-regent, Bismarck
was meanwhile recalled from the diet and sent as
niinister to St Petersburg. In the spring of 1862
King William, on the urgent advice of the Prince
of Hohenzollem, transferred Bismarck as ambas-
sador to Paris, in order to give him an insight into
the politics of the Tuileries, before intrusting liim
with the direction of affairs at home. During his
short stay at Paris Bismarck visited London, and
hatl interviews with the leading politicians of the
time, including Lord Palmerston and Mr Disraeli.
In autumn, when the king's government could not
obtain the consent of the lower house to the new
military- organisation, Bismarck was recalled, to
take tiie portfolio of the ministry for foreign aft'aii-s,

and the presidency of the cabinet. Not l>eing able
to pass tlie reorganisation bill and the budget, he
closed the chambers (October 1862), announcing to
the deputies that the king's government would be
ol)liged to do without their sanction. Accordingly,
the army reorganisation went on ; and the next
four sessions of parliament were closed or dissolved
in the .same way, without the government obtain-
ing, or even caring to obtain, the sanction of the
house. When the 'Conflict Era,' as it was called,

approached a crisis, the de.ath of the king of Den-
mark re-opened uji the Sleswick-Holstein question,
and excited a fever of national German feeling,

which Bismarck was adroit enough to work so as
to aggrandise Prussia by the acquisition of the
Elbe Duchies, and reconcile his opjjonents to liLs

liigh-handed policy by pointing to the success of
the newly-modelled army. Throughout the events
which ended in the humiliation of Austria at the
battle of Kfiniggriitz ( 1866), and the reorganisation
of Germany un<ler the leadership of Pnissia (see

Germ.\ny), Bismarck was the guiding spirit ; and
such is the magic of .success, that, from oeing uni-
versally dLsliked, he now became the most popular
man in Germany. It was Bismarck that negotiated
the neutralisation of the Luxemburg territory

(1867).
The action of France in regard to the candi-

dature of Prince Leopold of Hohenzollem for the
throne of Spain gave Bismarck the opportunity of

carrying into action the intensified feeling of unity
amongst Germans. During the war of 1870-71,

Bismarck was the spokesman of Germany; he it

was that in February 1871 dictated the terms of

peace to France. Having been made a count in

1866, he was now created a prince and chancellor
of the German empire. From the peace of Frank-
fort (10th May 1871) the sole aim of Bisniaick's

policy, domestic and foreign, was to consolidate

the young empire of his own creating, 1>y render-

ing its institutions more beneficent, authoritative,

homogeneous, and stable; and again by secur-

ing it, through alliances and political combinations,

against attack from without. Thus, conceiving the

unity of the nation and the authority of its govern-

ment to be endangered by the Church of Rome, and
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its doctrines of Papal Infallibility, he embarked on
that long and bitter struggle with the Vatican,

called the Kulturkanipf, in the course of which the
Imperial and Prussian parliaments passed a series

of most stringent measures (Falk or May laws)

against the Catholic hierarchy. But Bismarck had
underrated the resisting power of the Romish
Church, and motives of political expediency gradu-
ally led him to modify or repeal the most oppressive

of the anti-papal edicts, leaving the Catholics

virtual masters of the field. Otherwise, his domestic
policy has been marked, among other things, by a
reformed coinage, a codification of law, a nationalisa-

tion of the Prussian railways (as a preliminary
step to Imperial state lines), fiscal reform in the
direction of making the empire self-supporting (i.e.

independent of ' matricular contributions ' from its

component states), repeated increase of the army
and the regular voting of its- estimates for seven
years at a time (Military Septennate), the introduc-

tion of a protective tariff ( 1879), and the attempt to

combat social democracy and its attendant evils by
means at once repressive and remedial—among the
latter being a lightening of the burden of direct

taxation, the insurance of working men against
sufiering from accidents, indigence, and old age,
with other economic exijeriments, which have
caused Bismarck to be called the greatest state
socialist of the age. With a view to improve the
finances of the empire, Bismarck has repeatedly
tried to establish various government monopolies,
of tobacco, tSrc. , but hitherto without success.

In 1884 Bismarck inaugurated the career of Ger-
many as a colonising power, a new departure which
brought him into sliarp but temporary conflict
with the England of Mr Gladstone. Fo/ the rest,
his foreign policy aimed principally at isolating
France and rendering her incapable of forming
anti-German alliances. On the other hand, he
gradually combined the central powers of Europe
into a peace-league, aiming at counteracting the
aggressiveness of Russia and France, separately or
combined, on the Danube or the Rhine. The
nucleus of this peace-league was formed in 1879
l)y the Austro-German Treaty of Alliance (pub-
lished February 1888), which Italy joined in I8S6.
It entitled Bismarck to be called the ' Peace-maker '

of Europe, a character he first acquired when, as
'honest broker' between Austria and Russia, be
presided over the Berlin Congress in 1878. The
phrase, 'man of blood and iron,' is based on 'the
Iron Cliancellor's ' own use of the words in a speech
in 18G2.

Bismarck's life was repeatedly threatened, and
twice actually attempted—once at Berlin in 1866,
just before the Bohemian campaign, by a crazy
representative of popular dissatisfaction with Bis-
marck as champion of absolutism and fratricidal
war ; and again in 1874 at Kissingen, by an Ultra-
montane tinsmith named Kullmann. In 1885 Bis-
marck's 70th birthday was celebrated as a groat
national event. As a statesnum he was imperious
yet prudent, jealous, vindictive, and even un-
scrupulous—faults that sprang from his fervid
patriotism ; l)ut in private life he could be genial,
witty, and entertaining. He was tall and massive
in person, fair and fresli of comjjlexion, and quiet
and cultured in manner. Though no orator, in
public speeches he wielded the mother-tongue M'ith
trenchant vigour (see Germany); and he spoke
French, Russian, and English with facility. Soon
after the accession of William II., the relations be-
tween the veteran and his young master liecame
strained. The emperor resented the chancellor's
independent and masterful ways, and Bismarck
felt driven to resign in March 1890, retiring with
the title of Duke of Lauenliurg. He now became,
and—though there was a formal i-econciliation in

1894—continued, a caustic and inconvenient critic

of the emperor, the successive chancellors, and the
new polity generally. In 1895 his birthday Mas
again a national celebration, though the Reichstag
refused to jiresent an address of congratulation.
Bismarck died 30tli July 1898, and an autobio-
graphy was printed immediately' after.

There are German lives by Busch (3d ed. 1890) and
Gorlach ( 5th ed. 1885 ) ; and by Lowe ( 2 vols. 18SG, 2d ed.
1888 ; abridged 1895). See also Die Biamarck Litteratur
(1895) ; and Lowe, Bismarck's Tahletalk (1S9G).

Bisuiark, a small Piussian town of 2319 in-
habitants, 35 miles N. of ^Magdeburg.

Bi.siiiark. Friedkich, Count of (178.3-1860),
born at Windiieim in Westphalia, spent most of his
life in the Wiirtemberg army, but from 1804 to
1807 was in the English service. He wrote on
cavalry tactics and organisation.

Bismuth (sym. Bi, eq. 210) is a brittle metal,
white with a faint red tinge. It is found native in
Cornwall, France, Peru, Siberia, &:c., but is mostly
obtained from Saxony. It exists also in combina-
tion with oxygen, carbonic acid, lead, tellurium, &c.,
but the native ( impure ) metal is preferred. The ore
is placed in inclined iron tubes, and heat applied,
when the metal melting and partly volatilising,
runs down to the receivers, and when transferretl

to moulds, solidifies with a crystalline texture.
\\nien pure, it ciystallises more readily than any
other metal ; and it exhibits the singular anomaly,
that when it has been exposed to great pressure its

UP'
Bismuth

:

a, example of native bismuth from Redruth, in Cornwall

;

6, crystal of bismuth.

density becomes less. It may be distilled at a high
temperature, and repels a magnet more than any
other metal. Heated in the air, it burns with a
blue flame, forming yellow fumes of oxide. Bis-

miith unites readily with other metals, forming
Alloys (q.v. ). The most remarkable of these is

called fusible metal, consisting of 2 of bismuth,
1 of lead, and 1 of tin, the melting-point of which
is 200-75° F. (93-75° C), or 12° below the boiling-

point of water. Spoons made of this alloy, there-

fore, readily melt when placed in boiling water

;

a favourite trick with amateur conjurers. A still

more fusible metal is obtained by the addition of

mercury, and this is used in forming moulds for

toilet-soaps or in taking casts. Bismuth has a
specific gravity of 9-83, and melts at 507° F,

(264° C).
Bismuth forms several compounds of service in

the arts and in medicine ; it combines with oxygen
to form several oxides, of which the trioxide,

BigOg, is the most important. It may be ])repared

by boiling together a solution of the subnitrate

of bismuth, BiONO^, and caustic soda, NaHO,
when the oxide, in combination with water, is

thrown down, and nitrate of soda remains in solu-

tion. It is employed in the porcelain manufacture
as an agent for fixing the gilding, and for increas-

ing the fusibility of fluxes, at the same time
neutralising the coloure which are often com-
municated by them. The ternitrate of bismuth is

prepared by acting upon the metal bismuth with a
mixture of one part of commercial nitric acid and
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one part of water, and applying heat. The sub-
nitrate or basic nitrate or bisniutli receives the
names of Pearl White, Pearl Ponder, Blanc dc
Fard, and Blanc d'Espa<jnc. It is used as a
cosmetic, but is apt to become gray in tint, and
even brown or bhvck, wlien sulphuretted hydro-

Sen, often evolved from sewers, cesspools, and
niins, comes in contact with it. The subnitrate

and sul)carlx)nate of bismuth are used in meilicine
as very soothing, feebly iustriugent sedatives when
applied to irritated mucous membranes, and are
or great value in various forms of stomacluc
disease ; while externally they are useil as an
application to scrofulous sores. The citrate of
bismuth in combinatiun with ammonia being very
soluble, is more rapid and irritant in its action
than the soluble salts host mentioned, but is of

si>ecial use in cases of relaxation with excessive
discharge. Bismuth salts sometimes contain
arsenic, and must l>e used with caution. The
'bi.snmth breath' Is a ^wculiar garlicky odour
often felt in the l>reath ot those who liave taken
bismuth preparations for some lime. The cause of
this is not clearly known, although at various times
the presence of arsenic or tellurium iis imjturities

has l)een blamed for it ; but it would seem that it

may be produced even wlien these are absent.

Bison (Lat. ; Old High Ger. Wisund), a genus
of wild cattle, repre.sente<l by two rapidly disappear-
ing s^H'cies in EurojK" and .Vmericu The European
Bi>un { Bo.s curopniis or BonajniA-), wrongly con-
founded with the Aurochs (L'rii^), w;ls common
in Europe in Roman times, but ha-s gTadually been
all but exterminate<l. It only j>ersists in a dwin-
dling herd ' in the imperial preser^•es of Lithuania,
ami in the wilds of the Iral and Caucasus.' The
bi>on mcjisures aliout 10 feet in length, stands
about () feet liigh, antl is extremely strong, especially

in its fore i)arts. Uld bulls can knock down trees

5 or ti inches in diameter, and can rea<lily cope with
wolf or bear. The most striking dirterences between
a bison and an ox are the hump just l>ehind the

neck, the broader convex foreheiul, the longer
limbs, the shagg^ier heail and shoulders. There are

also internal ditVerence>, such a.s the presence of an
additional rib. The hump is due to the long .spines

of the backbone bo<lies in that region, and to the

enormous nmscles working the head. The honis

are short an<l very far apart, a little curve<l inwards
at the point, ami fixed not at tlie ends of tiie top-

most riiige of tlie head, but considerably in front of

it. The lung sliaggy hair on heail and lire;ist is of

a flusky brown colour, an<l is cast in summer. The
females are not so large as the males, nor do they

exiiilfit tlu' same .shagginess of the fore-part.s. The
bison is the largest <]uadruped now existing in

Europe, although within tiie historic period there

existed along with it an even larger ox (B. jirinii-

(frniii.i), the I'rus of the ancients, abundant in the

time of the early Uoman emperors. The ancient

Bunusim wius anparently the still extant bison.

The iinA of the bison consists of grass and brush-

woo«l, and the leaves and bark of young trees. Its

cry is peculiar, ' resembling a groan or a grunt,

more than tiie lowing of an ox.' It does not attain

its full stature till after its sixth year, and lives for

al)out thirty or forty years. The period of gesta-

tion appears to be the same jus that of the ox.

Tlie bison ha-s never been reduced to subjection

bv man, and the domestication even of individuals

taken young, liius been very partial. It generally

shows "a great aversion to "the domestic ox. The
bi>on is generally very shy, and can only be

approache«l from the leeward, its smell being very

acute. It is easily provoked, and is not ap-

proached without danger. It runs very swiftlv,

although it cannot long continue its flight, gal-

with its head very low, so that the

hoofs are raised higher than the head. Few-
authorities derive any of the domestic breeds of
cattle from the bison, but this theory has been
recently proposed by Wilckens. It is usually sup-
posed, however, that all have descended from B.
prinxigenius.

There is no historical record that the bison ever
existed in Britain ; but remains of this, or of a verj'

closely allied species, are found in pliocene fresh-
water beds in several parts of England, as well as
on the continent of Europe. The most abundant
fossil species is B. priscua, but other closely related
forms are also known (/>'. aividcnsis, latifrons, anti-
quus).

The American Bison (B. Americamis) is interest-

ing as the only living species of the ox family
indigenous to America, except the Musk Ox (q.v.)

of the subarctic regions. It is commonly called

Buffalo by the An^^lo-Americans, but must be
distinguished from uie true Bufialo (q.v. ). The
bison was within recent times very abundant in

America, especially in the prairies beyond the
Mississippi, and from G3" N. lat. to New Mexico.
Even in tlie 19th century it was .still found in Ohio.
Now it is nearly extinct—a result of liard winters,
cattle-ranchinjj, railways, and immigration. In
1886 the Smitlisonian Institute sent out emissaries
to procure a few skins and skeletons. On iiKiuiry

it was found none were left .save in the Yellow,
stone Park, and a few in Montana and in Texas,

lopint

American Bison.

the Montana herd conii>rising sixty head ; twenty-
live were secured for the institute. The Cana-
dians preserve a herd or two. The bisons u.sed to

congregate in large herds, ami when migrating,

travelled in solid columns of thousands and tens

of thou.sands, which could hardly turn or arrest

their progress for the pressure of the masses from
behind on those in front. They were of the utmost
importance to the Indians, who shot them in the

chase, or drove them into great snow pounds, or

fri'ditened them over precipices, and in other ways
killed them in enormous numbers.
The differences between the American and Euro-

pean bison are quite immaterial. The former is

slightly smaller, shorter in limb, and blunter in

horn. The fore-jiarts are still more shaggy, and

retain most of their shagginess in summer. In their

ijalmy days at least, the male and female American
bisons lived apart in separate herds, and the bulls,

though usuallv jtaciiic, were dangerous at the

breeding or fighting time. The grizzly bear is

said to be the only animal which could dare

singly to attack a bi.son.

The economic importance of the bison was once

great. The flesh, like coarse-grained beef, was

tender and juicy, while the tongue and marrow
bones and hump' were specially prized. The hump
formed pemmican ; the fat, tallow ; the skins, cloth-

ing or tent and canoe covers ; the hair, cloth ; and

the dried droppings, fuel. But all this, and the

noble animals themselves, will soon have receded

from life into history. See J. A. Allen, American
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Bisons, Living and Extinct (Cambridge, Mass.
1876).

Bissa'gOS Islands, a group of small volcanic

islands, about 30 in all, ott' tlie west coast of Africa,

opposite the mouth of the Rio Grande. The islands

are inclosed by a reef, and, with a few exceptions,

are thickly wooded ; many of them densely peopled.

There are several fine ports, but the climate is

excessively dangerous for Europeans. The prin-

cipal islands belong to the Portuguese, whose
governor resides at Bolama.

Bissao, an island and Portuguese station closer

to the African coast than the Bissagos.

Bissen, Wilhem, a Danish sculptor, was born
in Sles^^•ick in 1798, and from 1823 to 1833 studied in

Rome under Thorwaldsen, who, in his will, com-
missioned him to complete his unfinished Avorks.

In 1850 he was made director of the Academy of

Arts, Copenhagen, where he died 10th March 1868.

Among his masterpieces are the 'Valkyrie," 'Cupid
sharpening his Arrow,' and ' Moses ;

' his ' Orestes,'

and a frieze 134 feet long, perished in the burning
of the Christiansborg at Copenhagen (1884).—See
the life by Plon (2d ed. Paris, 1871).

Bis'tort (Pohfgo)ium bistorta), a perennial
plant, 1 to 1^ feet high, with a simple stem, ovate
subcordate and wavj" leaves, the radical leaves taper-
ing into a long footstalk, and one dense terminal
cylindrical spiked raceme of flesh-coloured flowers.

The root is about the thickness of the little finger,

blackish-brown externally, reddish within, and tor-

tuous ( whence the name bistort, and probably also
the other popular name of Snake- root). The whole

Bistort {Polygonum bistorta)

:

a, b, c, flowering stem and root stock ; d, a flower ; e, a fruit.

(From Bentley & Trimen.)

plant is astringent, containing much tannin ; the
root is one of the strongest vegetable astringents,
and was formerly much employed in medicine, both
internally and externally, in hemon-hages and many
other complaints. Bistort is a native of meadows in
Europe, and is found in Britain, but is by no means
common. In times of famine the root has been
used after washing as a source of starchy food.
See Polygonum.
Bistre is a pigment of a warm brown colour,

prepared from soot, especially the soot of beech-
wood.

^ BistritZ, a town of Transylvania, beautifully
situated on the Bistritza River, 50 miles NE. of
Klausenburg. Pop. 9109.

Bisutun. See Behistln.

Bit. See Bridle.

Bitclie (Ger. Bitsch), a German town of Lor-
raine, in a wild and wooded pass of the Vosges,
49 miles NNW. of Strasburg by rail. Its citadel
crowns a precipitous and isolated rock in the middle
of the town. The Prussians under the Duke of
Brunswick attempted to surprise it in 1793, but
failed. It resisted the Germans for seven weeks in
1815, and did not surrender till three weeks after
the close of the war of 1870-71. Pop. 2764.

Bithlir'« a town in India on the Ganges,
12 miles NW. of Cawnpore. It is particularly
devoted to the worship of Brahma, has numerous
pagodas, and is a favourite resort for pilgrims.
The stronghold of the infamous Nana Sahib, it

was captured by Havelock in 1857. Pop. ( 1881

)

6685.

Bithynia, an ancient division of Asia Minor,
separated from Europe by the Propontis (Sea of
Marmora) and the Bosporus, and bounded N. by
the Euxine. It contained the famous Greek cities

or colonies of Chalcedon and Heraclea ; and at
later periods, Nicomedia, Nica?a, and Prusa Avere

flourisliing cities of Bithynia. The Bithynians
were supposed to be of Thracian origin. The
country was subdued by the Lydians, and after-

wards became a part of the Persian dominion
under Cyrus. But during the decline of the
Persian empire, it became an independent king-
dom under a dynasty of native princes, who made
Nicomedia their capital. The last king, Nico-
medes III., made the Romans his heirs, and with
a large addition from the Pontic kingdom, Bithj'nia
became a province of the empire (74 B.C.). Under
Trajan, Bithynia was governed by Pliny the
Younger. The Emperor Diocletian made Nico-
media his habitual residence. In 1298 Osman
the Turk broke into the country ; and in 1326
Prusa, or Brusa, then the chief town of Bithynia,
became the capital of the kingdom of the Osmanli.

Bitlis, a town of Turkish Armenia, 120 miles
SE. of Erzerum. It is situated at an elevation of

5470 feet above the sea, in a deep ravine traversed
by the river Bitlis, one of the head-streams of the
Tigris. Bitlis is a straggling, irregular place,

covering a large surface of ground, and surrounded
by bare limestone mountains, rising 2000 feet above
the valley, which is filled with orchards and gardens,
and Avatered by inimerous streams and springs.

The population numbers about 15,000, of whom
two-thirds are JSIohammedans and one-third
Armenians. The Persians defeated Solyman the
Magnificent near Bitlis in 1554.

Bitonto (ancient Butuntum), a toAvn of Italy,

10 miles WSW. of Bari. It is situated in a fruitful

plain about 5 miles from the sea, is well built,

and has a fine cathedral and a theatre. In the
vicinity the Spaniards defeated the Austrians in

1734. Pop. 22,726.

Bitteiifeld. See Herwarth.
Bitter Apple. See Colooynth.
Bitter Cress. See Cress.

Bitter King (Soulamea amara), a shrub or
small tree of the natural order Simarubace;^ (see

Quassia), a native of the Moluccas and Fiji

Islands, Avhich has received its name from its

intense bitterness.

Bittern {Botaurns), a genus of birds nearly
related to the herons (Ardea). Bitterns are chiefly

distinguished from herons by the long, loose plumage
on the front and sides of the shorter neck, and by
the gi'eater length of their toes, the middle one being
as long as the shank. The feathers can be erected
so as greatly to increase the ajiparent size of the bird.

The back of the neck is downy or almost bare.
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They are almost all solitary birds, inhabiting reedy
and marshy places, where they lie hid during the
day, and will almost allow themselves to be trodden
upon before they take wing. They feed during the
night, and tiien often rise to a great height in
the air, making the night noisy with loud re-

sounding cries. Their food consists chiefly of fro"^,

and partly, also, of tisli, lizards, water-insects, »vcc.,

and even of small birds and quadrupeds. The claw
of the middle toe is serrated on the inner edge,
probably to aid in securing slipperj- prey. The
Common Bittern (Z^. stellan's) is distriouted very
widely over the Old World, l>eing found in almost

The Co 'ii liittem.

all, at lejust of the temperate, parts of Europe, Asia,
and Africa, which are sutliciently marshy for its

manner of life. It is now rare in Britain, owin^ to
drainage ; but was formerly more common, and in

the days of falconry, was carefully protected on
account of the sport which it afforded. Its flesh also
WiLs in high esteem, not Iteing rank and tishy, like

that of the herons generally. In size it is rather
less than the common heron ; the sharp bill is aljout

4 inches long, the feathers on tiie crown of the
head are greenish black, and the plumage in general
of a dull yellow colour, l>eautifuliy and irregularly

marked and mottled with black ami reddish brow^l.

The bittern makes a rude nest of sticks, reeds, &c.
in its marshy haunts, and lays four or live greenish-
brown eggs. It has a peculiar bellowing orl»ooming
cry, especially insistent at the l)reeding-seiUson. This
has earned for it such English provincial names as

Mire-drum, Bull of the l£)g, &c., and many of its

appellations in other languages, perliaps even its

name Bittern {Bituur, liotur, Butnunts). Some
naturalists used to assert that the booming cry of

the bittern was produced by the bird inserting its

bill into a reed ; that notion, however, has lon<'

since been exphxled. The animal is sluggish, and
its flight is neither swift nor long sustained. When
assaile<l, it fights desperately with bill and claws ;

and it is dangerous to approach it incautiously

when wounded, as it strikes with its long sharp
bill, if pos.sible, at the eye.—The Little Bittern

(B. itiinutiLs) is common in some parts of Europe,
but rare in Britain. Its whole length is only

alKiut 13 inches. The American Bittern (B. lenti-

yinijsiLs), a species almost equal in size to the

common bittern, and ver>- similar to it in habits

and voice, has occasionally been shot as a straggler

in Britain. It is common in many parts of North

America, miCTating northward and southward,
according to the season. The crown of the head is

reddish brown, and the colours and markings of
the plumage ditter considerably from those ot the
common bittern. The Least bittern (B. exifis) is

another North American species, of very small size,

which is also migiatory, and somewhat social in its

habits. The Australian Bittern {B. austnt/is) is

generally ditt'used throughout Australia, wherever
marshes or sed^' rivers occur. In habits it closely
resembles the bittern of Europe. The head and
upper parts generally are purplish brown, except
the wings, which are butt', conspicuously freckled
with brown ; the throat, breast, and belly mottled
brown and butt".

Bittern, Bitter Liquid, or Salt Oil, is an
oily liquid obtained during the preparation of com-
mon Salt (q.v. ). When the mother-liquor of the
evaporating pans ceases to deposit crystals of
common salt, there is left behind in the boilers

the material called bittern. It consists princii>ally

of a strong solution of common salt, along with the
chlorides of magnesium and calcium, to which the
bitter taste is due ; but it also contains the brom-
ides of sodium and calcium, Avhicli are valuable
sources of the element Bromine (q.v.). The bit-

tern obtained from the salt-works at Epsom was
at one time the source of the sulphate of mag-
nesium ( hence called Epsom salts ), but at present
this salt is obtained in other ways.

Bitter Root Mountains. See Rocky
Mountains.

Bitters are prepared from an infusion of herbs
contauiing bitter princij)les. Formerly the name
was limited to a favourite household remedy pre-

pared from the Garden Angelica (see Angelica).
The roots or seeds, or both, were placed in water,
and allowed to simmer for several days, when the
bitter infusion was strained oft' for use. Coincident
^^^th the disuse of the.se bitters, the term assumed
a wider significance, embracing all bitter infusions,

and having distinctive names attached to it, in-

dicating the origin of the bitter, as Angostura,
Qua.ssia, Gentian, or Orange Bitters. An aerated
beverage, called tonic bitters, flavoured with chir-

etta, calumba, qua-ssia, or gentian, is esteemed
by many. The medicinal properties of bitters are

mainly those of a mild tonic and pungent aromatic
stimulant, and hence they are serviceable as a
stomachic in ca.ses of weakness of the digestive

organs. When taken in excess, the more powerful
of them are apt to do more harm than good, the
tone of the stomach being undermined by the
excessive stimulation. The most widely used
bitter is that of the hop, to which, in part at

least, are due the tonic properties of beer. The
medicines known as hop bitters must not, how-
ever, be supposed to derive any virtues they
possess from the hop, their nature being rather

that of a purgative.

Bittersweet, or Woody Nightshade (Sola-

nu»i dulcamara), a plant found in hedges and
thickets in Britain, and throughout the palajarctic

region, also introduced into North America. The
root is perennial and creeping ; the annual stems
climbing and trailing, 4 to 6 feet in length ; the

leaves acuminate with 2 lateral pinna', the upper
halbert-shaped ; the flowers purple, in drooping

corymbs, much resembling those of its congener, the

potato, but much smaller, followed by ovate red

berries of tempting appearance, which, although by
no means approaching in poisonousness to those of

the trae nightshade (see Belladonna), contain

an apparently variable quantity of alkaloid, and
seem sometimes to have been the cause of acci-

dents, particularly to children; although some
physiologists have administered it without bad
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oU'ects. The twijjs, collected in autiinin after the
leaves are fallen, are still occassionally used in

medicine, a decoction being given in rheumatic or

Bittersweet {Solanum dulcamara )

:

a, a flower ; 6, IVuit.

cutaneous alTections. It is in the stems rather than
in the fruit (liat the ]>eculiar succession of tastes,

to Mliicli (lie plant owes its name, is best observed.

Kittor Vt'tcli. yee ()iu)iuTs.

Bittcrwood, a name jjivcTi to certain species
of Xylopia, a ;,'enus of Anonace;e, trees and snrubs
remarkable for the bitterness of their wood, particu-
larly tlie West Indian A', fflabra. Furniture nuide
of this wood is safe from the attacks of insects.

—The fruit of some of the species, particularly
A', scriira, is hi>;hly aromatic and pungent like

pepper. A', scriccd is a larj^e tree, a native of
nra/.il ; its bast tissue is used for uuiking cordage,
which is excellent.

Hitterwood is also the name of Picrccna cxcclsa
(formerly Qi(i(.ssia cxcclsa), a tree of the natural
order Simarubacetv. (q.v. ), a native of Jamaica, the
wood of which is now alone used in nuvliciius as
Cjbiassia (q.v.), owin,i:;t() tiie scarcity of the {hi(i,-is/a

(inidfif, to which the naum was lirst j.;iveu. It is,

botanical ly, very nearly allied to the true quassia,
and possesses very similar properties, containing
the crystallisable bitter principle called Quassite or
Qua.ssiii. The wood, which is intensely bitter, is a
very iiscfiil stomachic and tonic; an infusion of it

is a well-known aiitl useful lly-poison ; and it

app(>ars to act as a i)owerful narcotic on uumy
(lujidvupfds.

Ititu'llioil, a mineral substance, remarkable for

its inllamiiiability and its strong peculiar odour ;

generally, liowever, su|)posed to be of vegetable
origin. The name, which was in use among the
aiu'ient Komans, is variously employed, sometimes
to include a number of the substances called
Mineral Itcsins (see itiosiNS), particularly the
liquid mineral substances called Naphtha "(((.v.)

and retroleitm ((|.v.) or Mineral Oil, and the solid
ones called Mineral Pitch, Asphalt (q.v.). Mineral
Caoutch(mc, \c. ; sometimes in a intue restricted
sense it is anplied by mineralogists only to siune
of these, an<l l>y some mineralogists to the solid,
by others to the liquid on(>s. ,\11 these siibslances
are, liowever, closely allied tit each other. Naph-
tha anil petroleum consist essentially of carbon
and hydrogen alone, 84 to S8 |)er cent, being carbon ;

the others contain also a little oxygen, which is

particularly the ciuse in asphalt, the degree of their

solidity appearing to depend upon the proportum
of oxygen which they contain, which anu>unts in

some specimens of asphalt to 10 per cent. Asphalt
also contains a little nitrogen. It seldom occurs
quite i)ure, but is usually mixed with sand or

other inorganic ingredients. Not infrequently it

is found impregnating sandstone, linu>stone, shales,

clav-slates, iVc. Such is the character of the so-

called fetid sandstones and limestones. From
certain shales, marls, and slates, mineral oil is

distilled in large quantities (see SHALKand Makl).
.Vsphalt occurs plentifully on the shores and lloat-

ing on the surtace of the Dead Sea. It is met
with in mass in many other j)laces, as in Trinidad,
at Limmer in Hanover, at Lobsan in Alsace, at
Val lie Travers in Switzerland, iK:c. Now and
again it occurs also, in snuill quantities, in mineral
veins or lodes, where it is often mistaken for an-
thracite. Closely related to asphalt are the pitch-
like minerals called (Jrahamite and Albertite, which
occur in iissures in the Carboniferous system of

North America. The latter mineral has likewise
l>een met with in Scotlanil. Some authorities also
inchide the well-knoMn Boghead Coal (q.v.) under
the general head of Bitumen.
One of the most interesting of the bituminous

minerals is that called Mineral Caoutchouc or
Elastic Bitumen, and for which the new name
of Flaterite has been devised, as if to support
the dignity of its exaltation to the rank of ca dis-

tinct mineral species. It is a very rare mineral,
only three localities being knoAvn for it in the
world—the Odin lead-mine in Derbyshire ; a coal-

mine at Montrelais, near Angers, in France ; and
a coal-mine near South Bury, in Massachusetts.
It is elastic and llexible like caoutchouc, and may
be used, like it, ior cllacing pencil-marks. It is

easily cut with a knife. Its colour is blackish,

reddish, or yellowish-brown ; and its specific grav-

ity is sometimes a little less, and sonuHimes a little

more than that of water. It has a strong bitumin-
ous odour, and burns with a sooty llame, its com-
position being CH.j. Several substances occur in

Uciture with a similar comixtsitioii. Of these the
best known is the mineral called Ozokerite. It is

brownish, yellowish, or greenish in colour, streaked
or s])otted, and occurs in rudely librous masses, as

at Slanik aiul Boryslaw in (ialicia. It dissolves

with dilliculty in alcohol and ether. Various other
natural products have been described as Ozokerite,

to which they cli).sely approach in chendcal com-
position, ;ind from which they seem to ditler chiefly

in their ready solubility in ether.

ItitzillS. Alhkkt, better known under the nom
r/e pi II Die of Jeremias tJotthelf, a popular Swiss
autnor, beinaiscd by liuskin, was born at Murten,
in the canton of Freiburg, 4th October 1797. He
stiulicd theology at Hern, and became in 18.S'2

pastor of LiitzellliUi. in Fmmenthal, which otlice

lie retained till his death, '22d October 1804. A
iiionumeiit was reared to him in 1887. Bitzius has
assured himself lasting popularity by his masterly
delineations of Swiss i)o])ular life. Ilis stories are
characterised by rare simplicity and truth, lightened
by delicate humour and graceful fancy. The best
and most iiopular of his stories are Kiitlii, die

(h-ii.ssjti lifter ( 1847) : T//, </cr Kiiir/if (1841 ), and its

continuation, U/i, ifcr I'ar/itcr (184i)); and iiVro/t-

litiKjcn mid liildcr itua dcni Volhslcboi dcr Schwciz
(f) vols. 1852-55). In his later years he wrote
several ])amplilets against the tierman democrats,
without, however, violating those popular sym-
pathies and liberal coinictions which pervade his

writings, and which at an earlier jteriod led him
vehemently to opjiose the Hernese aristocrac>

.

Conqilete editions of his works appeared at Berlin

in 12 vols. (185G-57) and in 24 vols. (18(il). A
selection was edited by his son in 3 vols. (Berlin,
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1878).—See Brockhaus, Jeremias Gotthdf, tier

Vulksvhriftsteller ( 1876).

Bivalves form a class of shelled animals or
molluscs in which tiie shell consists of two limy
plates or valves, lyin;,' one on each side of the l)ody.

Nlus,sel, oyster, OK-kle, and clam are very familiar
examples. Compared with the other two {^'reat

classes of Molluscs—the snails ((Jasteropods) and
the cuttle-tish ( Cephalopods )—the bivalves are
marketlly (|^uiet and pjussive. The rjreat majority
live a sessile life except dunn;,' their youn^'est
stajres. With this inactivity certain characters are
directly associated, of which the most marked are :

(1) the undeveloped structure of the head; (2)
the absence of hea<i eyes ; (3) the absence of biting
or i>rehensile orgfins ; (4) the marked development
of large plate-like gills pnxlucing nutritive as well
a-s respiratory currents; and (.")) the presence of

thick limy shells which exhibit most manifold
variations within comparatively narrow limits.

Histury and Xumcnclatmr.—Aristotle included
bivalves among other shelled forms of very divei"se

structure in liis creiit gToup of hard-skinned
.minials or Ostracodermata. Linna'us wjis content
to refer them to an e(|uallv heterogeneous group of

worms. Cuvier ilelined them more exactly as a
-ulHlivisicm of moUiUiCs, and gave them the title of

headless (Acephala), which they still frequently
receive. To ()wcn i« due the designation Lamelli-
iiranchiata, which refers to the plate-like character
of their gills, and it is bv this title that they are
now generally known. Tlie term Lipocephala is a
yet more motlern one reff-rring to the undeveloped
nature of the hea<l, and the absence of the rasping
tongTie which Is found in other molluscs (Glosso-

phora). Hivalve sliells are exhibited by other
animals l)esides Lamelliliranchs, and esiiecially by
the small class of lamp-shells or Hrachiopoils, but
in the latter the structure of the animal is not in

anv sense that of a mollusc, and the position of the

valves is ventral and dorsal, instead of lateral.

The BrachioiMMls are therefore excluded from this

article, in which the title bivalve is regarded as

eipiivalent to Lamellibranch.
Sfrmture.—(«) The Ixxly of the bivalve can

usually be split along the middle line into .similar

halves ; it is bilaterally symmetrical. It is usually

eomjiressed from side to side, the breatlth or

thickness being small in proportion to the other

dimensions. (6) The ventral surface of the animal

—i.e. where the valves gape, is usually produced
into a ver>' charactensti<' idoughshare-shaped

/ / / /

f ,T-r-
/'

9

Fig. 1. -Longitudinal Section through a Fresh-water

Mussel (after Mar:.hall & Hurst, Practical Zootomy):

a, e<lKf' r.f mantle; fc, foot, with i>.>siti"n of Kanslioti iiiilieatt-d ;

c, Kills ; a, inoutli ; e, tentacl.-s or iwilps ; /. posterior ailfluctor

muscle; g, anterior aiMuctor; h, head-ganglion; i, ventricle

of heart : j, auricle of lieart ; k, rectum ; /, kidney ; m, ex-

halcMt aperture ; n. inlinlent aiwrture.

muscular organ called the foot, which is used in

i)oring and in locomotion, but tends to degenerate

in the forms which are most inactive. From a

gland frequently present in the posterior part of

the foot, a viscid secretion is exuded in tlie form

of threads (bv.^sus) by which the attachment of

f).-.

the bivalve is effected, (c) From the middle line
of the back—i.e. from the hinge of the shell—a tlap
of skin falls down each side of the body, covering
the animal entirely with a double cloak, and
closely adhering to the valves of the shell. These
two mHnth-skirts meet one another by their free

margins on the ventral side when the sliell is shut,
but are of course .separated when the foot is pro-
truded through the gajiing aperture. They are
in the closest connection with the shell, which
they in fact produce. The shell is an organic
gnnvth, and consists of three layers : ( (/ ) soft and
cuticular, (b) prismatic, and {c) mother-of-pearl.
The growth takes place on the internal surface,
an<l at the margin of the mantle. The concentric
lines and the modifications of colour remain as
indices of tlie rhythm of growth. In manv forms
the mantle is drawn out into a pair of lips ^)rming
a doulde tube or siplum. Through this the water,
circulated by the gills, passes in and out. Many
forms lie buried in the mud with the oi)en ends of
the siphons jirotruded. In Pecten, Lima, and
others, the margin of the mantle bears numerous
tentacle-like processes, (d) Between each mantle-
skirt and the side of the Ixidy proper, lie the Large
and prominent y/7/.v, which are covered with ciliateil

cells, causing currents of water which not only
purify the blood spread out upon the plates, but
whip minute food-jiarticles to the inconspicuous
mouth. They are indeed more nutritive than
respiratory. (c) There is seldom any marked
diHerence between the head and tail end of the
animal ; in the middle line in front lies the motd/i,

and the food-canal ends in a similar position
behind. The canal itself lies mainly in the plane
dividing the body into halves, but exhibits more
or less looping in the region of the foot. A large
gland (the so-called liver) is situated far forward
near the stomach expansion. Still further forward,
in the region of the pharynx, there often is a lilind

jtocket containing a cuiitms clear cylinder (the
crystalline style), which some regard as the ec^uiva-

lent of the ra-sper found in other molluscs. Flat
tentacles occur on each side of the mcmth and look
likesmall gills. They are richly supiilied with blood-

vessels and nerves. {/) The shell is opened liy

the action of a j)assive tendinous ]}a.nd (//(/nmeid

)

which lies at the dorsal meeting-place of the two
valves, and acts like

a piece of india-rubber
sfjueezed into the
hinge-line of a closed

door ; the shell is shut
by one or two great
muscles

(
adductors

)

which run across from
valve to valve. There
are also muscles, more
or li'ss powerful accord-

ing to habit, for work-
ing the foot. The
marks made by the in-

sertion of the muscles
on the sliell are readily

seen inside the empty
valves, ((j) The ticrr-

Otis system consists of

three chief pairs of

ganglia, the anterior

cerebral pair being
united liy connectives
to a pair in the foot

(pedal), and to a pos-

terior pair called
parieto-splanchtiic or viscercd. From these three

centres numerous nerves are given off to the 1>ody

generally. An auditorj* sac (otoryst) is found in

close association with the pedal ganglia, and a

Fig. 2. — Vertical Section

through a Fresh-water
^lussel

:

a. mantle; 6, filaments of gills;

c, ventricle of heart ; d, auricle

of heart ; e, gut grown round
by ventricle.
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patch of smelling or water-testing cells {osuhrad-

tuin) occurs at the base of the gills. Though
eyes are never present on the reduced head, they
sometimes occur in extraordinary abundance (to

the number of many hundreds) along the margin
of the mantle (e.g. Pecten, Area). (/<) The heart

lies just l)elow the hinge, and consists of a con-

tractile median ventricle driving the blood to the

body, and of two auricles symmetrically placed

on each side, receiving puritiod blood from the

gills. The %-entricle usually grows round the gut,

which thus api^ears to run right througli the heart.

The whole organ is inclosed in a special portion

of the body-cavity known as the pericardium, and
this is in indirect communication with the exterior

l)y means of two (/) kidney-tubes (nephridia)

which lie below the heart, and open externally

on the sides of the body, (j) A pair of repro-

ductive organs lie in the foot, and their ducts
open laterally near the apertures of the kidneys,

with which they are occasionally united. The
sexes are generally separate, but may be united,

and both those forms may occur within one genus
(e.g. oyster).

Habit.—Tlie majority of bivalves are marine
forms, but not a few occur in fresh water. Between
the rapidly swinmiing Lima and Pecten, and the
entirely quiescent oyster, intermediate degrees of

activity and passivity occur, but most decidedly
incline, towards the extreme illustrated by the
oyster. In Lima and Pecten the valves are opened
and shut Avith great rapidity, and swimming thus
effected; in the razor-shell (Solen) water is for-

cibly squirted outwards from Avithin the mantle-
cavity, and the animal moves backwards ; in the
cockle (Cardium) the foot is A-igorous enough to

enable the mollusc to take small jumijs ; in many
cases (Teredo, Pholas, Lithodomus, Xylophaga)

Fig. 3.—Several Forms of Bivalves :

A, Avicula; B, Pectuiiculus, with extended foot(n); C, Venus,
with respiratory siphons (a, &) and extended foot (c) ; D, Mya
truncala, showing respiratory siphons {a, b) and foot (c).

a permanent hole is bored in Avood or stone ; in the
majority the foot is used for a sIoav creeping pro-
gression along the sand. From the nature of the
nutrition, by the iuAvafting currents produced by
the gills, it is evident that the food must consist
of minute organisms. Alga;, Diatoms, Infusorians,
minute Cnistacea, and the like form the principal
diet.

Life-history.—In almost all cases the eggs are
fertilised Avithin the mantle-caA'ity. There they
remain for some time sheltered in the gills, or
even Avithin special brood-chambers (Cyclas). In
rare cases (Galeomma, Kellia) the larA-re issue
as such from the genital ai)ertures, but in the vast
majority the eg»s are developed as above noteil
Avithin the mantle-cavity. The larva^ very gener-
ally enjoy a period of free-SAvimming life before

settling down, but in some cases even tliis seems
to be suppressed. In the Fresh-Avater Mtissel (q.v.

)

(Anodonta) the larva' are not liberated by the

mother except in the presence of certain fishes

such as sticklebacks. Un the gills of the latter

the larva} become temporarily parasitic, and under-

go very considerable metamorpliosis.

Classification.—The Lamellibranchiata are usu-

ally classified according to the development of the
closing muscles of the shell.

Order I.—Isomya. Anterior and jwsterior adductors
approximately equal

:

Sub-order I.—Integripallia, Avliere the line attaching
the loAver margin of the mantle to the valve is a con-

tinuous curve and not inflected—e.g. Area, Trigonia.
Unio, Anodon, Lucina, Astarte, Tridacna, Chama, Car-
dium, Cyclas, Cjijrina.

Sub-order II.—SiniipaUia, where the line attaching the
loAver margin of the mantle to the valve is not a con-
tinuous curve, but inflected to form a sinus—e.g. Tapes,
Venus, Tellina, Mactra, ilya, .Saxicava, As[>ergLllum,
Pholas, Teredo.
Order II.—Heteromya. Anterior adductor decidedly

smaller than posterior— e.g. Mytilus, Modiola, Litho-
domus, MuUeria.
Order III.—Monomya. No anterior adductor, and no

siphons—e.g. Cardiola, Avicula, Ostrea, Lima, Pecten.

Distribution.—Bivalves are found all over the
Avorld, though only a fcAv species like Mytilus edulis

and Saxicava, aretica can be described as cosmo-
politan. The mariiae forms occur from the shore
level doAvn to great depths, and the same species

is not unfrequently found at the most diverse

depths. Historically, the bivalves appear in the
Cambrian strata, though only to a slight extent.

In the LoAver Silurian they are still far from
numerous, but Barrande enumerates 1100 species

from the Upper Silurian of Bohemia alone. Tlie

Heteromya at first preponderate. From the
Upper Silurian onAvards, bivah^es are exceedingly
abundant, and the satisfactory preservation of

their shells makes them of great value as index
fossils in determining the age of given strata.

Among Lamellibranchs occur some of the best

instances of types persisting throughout long-

periods.

Pedigree.—The bivalves must be regarded as a
group Avhich has developed along a line entirely

difi'erent from that of the other molluscs. From
an ideal ancestral mollusc like that sketched by
Ray Lankester, tAvo lines of progress have been
foUoAved. On the one hand, the shell has remained
single, the head has not been reduced, the buccal
apparatus has developed, and the life has been
relatively active. This path has been followed by
Gasteropods, Pteropods, and Cephalopods. On
the other hand, along the other line, the mantle
has become bilobed, the shell double, the gills

large, plate-like, and imtritive, the head much
reduced, and the life relatively passive. This path
has been folloAA'ed by the Lamellibranchs.
Economic Importance.—Many bivalves (oyster,

mussel, cockle, clam, &c. ) are used for food.

Others are largely utilised as Ijait in sea-fishing.

Pearls and mother-of-pearl are obtained from
Meleagrina and other forms. The valves of

Placuna are sometimes used for AvindoAv-panes.

Venus merccnaria and other types have been
used by savage tribes for coinage. Larger shells

are occasionally calcined for lime. The boring
bivalves have an iTuportant destructive influence

on piers and ship timber, but the custom of

ensheathing in metal noAv renders their attack
less efi'ectual. See CoNCHOLOGY, MOLLUSCS,
Oyster, &c., and Huxley's A^iatomy of Invertc-

brated Animals (Lond. 1877).

Biv'ouac ( through Fr. from Ger. beiwache : bei,

' near,' and icacJien, ' to Avatch
' ) is the encampment

of soldiers in the open air, Avithout tents, Avhere
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every one remains dressed in his place, and with
his weapons l>y hini. It ha-s always been necessary
for opposiu<j; armies thus to pass the night before a
battle ; but the French revolutionary armies first

introduced the practice of dispensing with tents
tlirougliout the campaign, tlms greatly lessening
their baggage-trains and increasing tlie' celerity of
tlieir movements. No European army now carries
tents for its combatant troops. At a distance from
the encMiy they are cantoned (see Billeting) in

tlie villages on tiie line of march. When an en-
gagement is imminent they bivouac. Each bat-
talion, or other unit, ha-s its allotted space, in the
centre of which the arms are piled in quarter
column. Round the piles of arms each company
hits its sleeping-ground marked out. A bivouac
would, if possii)le, be placed under the shelter of
trees, or so a.s to l»e protected from ^\'ind by hedges.
Improvise<l screens of straw, iieatlier. »Jv:c. would
Ije useil, and large lircs lighted. But the health of
troops always sutlers if bivouackeil constantly
in liad weather. In India and other hot coun-
tries it is found necessary to carrj' tents still,

and the bivouac is never resorted to if it can be
avoided.

Ri\a. See Annatto.

BizertlU or Bexzekt.v, a fortified seaport of
Tiini^, at the heatl of a bay of the Mediterranean,
and at the mouth of a lagoon, united to the bay by
a narrow channel. It is tlie most northerly town
in Africa, being 38 miles N\V. of Tunis. Its port,

formerly one of the lx.'st in the .Mediterranean,
lia> a-ain been ileepened, nnniib'd with break-
water-, and made a great riench naval station.

The tunny, nmllet, ami coral fisheries are very
productive. Pop. about lO.CXX). — The ancient
/lijijio Diarrhytiis or Zaritita, Bi/erta was founded
by the Tyrians, was fortified by Agathocles in

'Mil 11.c, anil under the liomans was a free city.

Since IbSi it ha-s been held by the I'rench.

Bizet* C1EOROE.S, a French comuoser, wius bom
•iJth October I83.S at Paris, an<l stuuied at the Con-
servatoire under Halevy, ami in Italy. His earlier

oj)era.s, Lts Pichcurs dc I'crlr.s (1.SG3), La Julie

J" illc lie I'l'itk ( 18G7 ), sJKjwed Wagnerian sympathie-s

and had little success ; l>ut his music to Daudets
L ArUsicimc wtus popular, and his comic opera
Cunncn {Itilo) was not more remarkable for its

originality an<l dramatic etlectiveness than for its

success. He iiad jusl begun to ta.-<te tiie sweets of

popularity when on 3d June 1875 he ilied. See
Lives by I'igot ( 1889) and Belhiigue (1891 ).

Kiziura. See Musk Duck.

Bjcla* a town in the Russian-Polish govern-
iiHiit III Siedlce, on tiie Krzna River, ha.s a palace
ot the Rad/iwill princes, and a trade in corn ami
garden produce. Pop. 9975.

BJurnson, BjoHNstJEKNE, a celebrated Nor-
wegian writer, was born !Sth December 1832, at

Kvikin', in < >>terdalen, where his father wa-s pastor.

After studying at the university of Christiania

fniin 1852, and then for a year at Copenhagen, he
returned to Norway in 1857, and published his

beautiful tale Siimwvc Solhakkcn, which at once

attracted universal attention, and is still regarded

its having marked an epoch in the recent litera-

ture of Norway. Immediately afterwards he was
appointed manager of the Bergen Theatre by its

l>i-oprietor Ule Bull, and in 1858 he i>ublished the

tale Anil- and the drama HaltcHutda. In 1859

he left Bergen to l)e editor of the newspaper
AftcHhliulct at Christiania, but his stay tiiere was
cut short by the violent controversies in which he

soon l)ecame involved ; and in consequence he with-

drew the next year to Copenhagen, where he

collected a number of his shorter tales, and
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brought them out, together with the drama
Mdlem Shtgcne, under the title of SinuastyLkcr.
From 1860 to 1862 he lived in Rome, where he
wrote several Ivrical poems, the drama Komj
Sverrc ( 1861 ), antl the trilogy Sigurd Slcmbe ( 1862 )

;

and on his return to Norway in 1863 the Storthing
awarded him a yearly pension. In the next two
years he produced two plays, Marie Stuart in
Skotland and De Nygijte, for the theatre at
Christiania, of which he wa.s director from 1865 to
1867, at the same time editing the Norsk Folkc-
blad ; but, residing these appointments in 1867,
he again lived abroad from 1872 to 1876, when he
returnetl to Norway, and settled for some years in
the country near Lillehamnier. Bjornson held the
highest nlace in popular favour as a political orator,
and took an active part in the movement which
led to the victory of parliamentary government
in Norway. Though he lived in Paris in 1883-88,
he still made his influence felt in Norwegian
politics as a leailer of tiie 'Peasants' Party.'
Bjornson has also written the tales En Glad (Jut

(1860), Jcrnbanen og Kirkcgaardai (1866), Fisker-
Joifcn (1868), Brudedaatten (1872), Maguhild
(1877), Kaptcjii Mansana (1879), and Dct Jlagcr i

lii/en og paa Uavncn (1884); the plays Sigurd
Jorsalfar ( 1872), En Fallit and Rcdaktorcn (1875),
Kongen ( 1877 ), Leonarda and Dct ng System

{ 1879 ),

En Hanskc and Occr (Evnc (1882); a volume of

Digtc og Sangc (new ed. 1880); and numerous
pamphlets on political and religious questions of

the (lay. A number of his tales have oeen trans-

lated into English and (lerman, and several of his

Slays have secured a footing on the German stage.

oth as a poet and a novelist Bjornson stands in

tiie first rank among living Scandinavian writers.

Some of his songs are among the chief favourites of

his countrymen ; and his tales,' wiiicli have been
comj)ared to the old sag;is for tlieir terse and
vigorous diction, are strikingly vivid i)ictures of

Norwegian pea-sant-life. See Brandos, Bjornson og
Ibsen (Copenhagen, 1882).

BjOrnstjerna* M.vgnu.s, Count, a Swedish
Lilteral statesman, born in 1779, in 1809 was sent

on a secret emljassy to Napoleon, in 1813 fought
at Leipzig, and subsequently in Holstein and in

Norway, where in 1814 he concluded the treaty

that united tliat country with Sweden. In 1826

he received tiie title of count ; and from 1828 till

1846 w;is ambassador to Great Britain. He died

at Stockholm, 6th October 1847. Besides some
political writings, he published a work on tiie

Hindu Tiieogony (1843).

Black may be considered as the negation of

colour, resulting from the absorption of tlie rays of

ligiit l)y certain substances. Painters produce it

approximately by an unequal combination of red,

blue, and yellow (see Colour ; also Dyeing). In
medieval art, black was symbolical of evil, error,

and woe ; and is still a' usual funereal colour

(see Funeral Rites). For its use in Heraldry,

see Heraliikv, Hatchment.
Black Pigment.s, used in painting, are derived

principally from animal and vegetable substances.

The most important are : Lamp-black.—The finer

kinds are prepared from the soot of burnt resin or

resinous woods. The coarser varieties are made
from the soot of an oil obtained from gas-tar and
other cheap bodies. Tiiis black is much used by
painters, and it is also employed for making print-

ing ink.

—

Blue-black consists of levigated charcoal

from vine twigs. It is also a very serviceable black

for artistic work.

—

Bone-black and Icory-black, as

their names imply, are simply animal charcoal, and
consequently possess the power of absorbing colour

from animal and vegetable solutions. Therefore

they cannot be safely mixed with other organic

I
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colours in water-colour painting. The above pig-

ments are, of course, jnepared either Avith oil or

gum, according as they are to be used in oil or

Avater-colour work.

—

Indian Ink (q.v.) is a black

prepared from a vegetable carbon, and so far

resembles lamp-black, but it is not very suitable

for mixing with other colours. For black dyes, see

Dyeing.

Black, Adam, publisher, was born in Edin-
burgh, 20th February 1784, and, trained as a book-

seller there and for two years in London, he with
a nephew established the Edinburgh business of

Adam and Charles Black. The two enterprises

which, above all else, gave position, fortune, and
success to the firm, were the purchase of the copy-

right of the Ent'i/clojicedia Britannica in 1827 after

Constable's failure ; and that of Scott's novels from
Cadell's representatives in 1851 for £27,000. A
seventh and eighth edition of the Britannica was
issued during Black's business connection ^Wth the
firm, while Scott's novels had a large and steady
sale. Black was long a prominent and useful

citizen of Edinburoh ; was twice Lord Provost ;

and was Lilieral M. P. for Edinburgh ( 1856-65 ). He
died 24th January 1874. A statue was erected in

Edinburgli in recognition of his services in 1877.

See Memoirs by Nicolson ( 1885).

Black, John, journalist, was born near Duns,
Berwickshire, in 1783. Left an orphan ere he had
reached his twelfth year, Black, after filling posts

in the offices of a Duns writer and an Edinburgh
accountant, in 1810 went up to London, and was
engaged as a parliamentary reporter for the Morning
Chronicle, of which from 1817 lie assumed the editor-

ship). Under him the paper was celebrated for its

independence and fearless advocacy of progi-ess—

a

fearlessness which led to his duel Avith Roebuck in

1835. Charles Dickens was one of his reporters

and contributors, and James Mill helped him with
almost daily advice. John Stuart Mill lias de-

scribed him as 'the first journalist who carried
criticism and the spirit of reform into the details

of English institutions.' He retired from the
editorship in 1843 ; an annuity of £150 a year
was bought for him by his friends ; and, until his

death on 15th June 1855, he lived in a pleasant
cottage at Snodland, near Maidstone. Black was
author of a Life of Tasso (1810), and the translator
of works from the German, French, and Italian.

Black, Joseph, an eminent chemist, was born
in 1728, at Bordeaux, where his father Avas engaged
in the wine-trade. Both his parents Avere of Scotch
descent, but natives of Belfast, to Avhich city their

son Avas sent for his education in 1740. In 1746 he
entered the university of GlasgoAV, and studied chem-
istry under Dr Cullen. In 1751 he Avent to Edin-
burgh to complete his medical course, and in 1754
took his degree. In his famous graduation thesis

(1756) he showed that the causticity of lime and
the alkalies is due to the absence of the carbonic
acid present in limestone and in Avhat are noAv
called the carbonates of the alkalies. To this

he gave the name 'fixed air,' Avhich gave Avay
before that of ' carbonic acid,' first used by
Lavoisier in 1784. The book AA'as a dis-

tinct contribution to chemical science, and by
Brougham and Koljison is placed second only to
NsAvton's Ojdics as a model for scientific investi-

gation. Black pointed out the path afterAvards
folloAved by Cavendish, Priestley, and Lavoisier.

On the removal of Cullen in 1756 to Edinburgh,
Pdack succeeded him as professor of Anatomy and
Chemistry in ClasgOAv, but soon after exchanged
duties Avith the professor of the Institutes of

^ledicine, and lectured on the subject for ten
years, practising the Avhile as a busy physician,

yet finding time for original investigation.

BetAveen 1756 and 1761 he evohed that theoiy of
' latent heat ' on Avhicli his scientific fame chiefiy

rests, and Avhich formed tlie immediate preliminary
to the next great stride in discovery by his pupil
and assistant, James Watt. In 1766 he succeeded
Cullen in the chair of Medicine and Chemistry in

Edinburgh, and henceforward he devoted himself
chielly to the elaboration of his lectures, in Avhich
he aimed at tlie utmost degree of perspicuity, and
Avith perfect success. His class became one of the
most popular in the universitv ; it occasioned, hoAv-

ever, some disappointment tliat one so capable of

enlarging its territory made no further contribu-
tions to chemistry. Though of an extremely deli-

cate constitution, he prolonged his life, by care and
temperance, to the age of seventy-one. He died on
December 6, 1799. His lectures Avere published in

1803 (2 vols. Edin.), edited by Professor Bobison.

Black, William, novelist, Avas born in 1841 in

GlasgoAV, Avhere he received his education, and
studied art at a government school a\ ith the vicAv

of becoming a landscape-painter. Instead, how-
CA^er, he adopted journalism, having Avritten for the
Glasgow Weekly Citizen prior to his removal to
London in 1864. During tlie Prusso-Austrian Avai-

of 1866 he Avas employed as special Avar correspond-
ent on the staft" of the Blorning Star ; and in a
noA'el, Love or Mai-riage ( 1868), he utilised some of

his experiences. In Silk Attire (1869) and Kil-
mcny [1870) proved more successful than the pre-

vious Avork ; but it Avas A Daughter of Heth ( 1871

)

that established his reputation Avith the novel-
reading public. Tlie Strange Adventures of a
Phaeton (1872) is founded on an actual driving
excursion betAveen London and Edinburgh. A
Princess of Thule (1873) is the best perhaps of all

liis manj- romances, Avitli its AiA-id transcripts of

Hebridean scenery, its ciuaint Gaelic-English, abo\e
all, its exquisite heroine. Among its successors

are : Three Feathers ( 1875) ; Madcaj) Violet ( 1876) ;

Green Pastiaxs and Piccadilly ( 1877) ; Madcod of
Dare (1878); White Wings (1S80) ; Simrise, a Story

ofthese Times ( 1880 ) ; Shatidon Bells ( 1882 ) ; Yolandc
(1883); Jtidith Shakespeare (1884), Avith Shake-
speare himself for one of the characters ; White
Heather (1886); Sabina Zemhra (1887); In Far
Lochabcr and Tlie Strange Adventures of a House
Boat (1888); The Penance of John Logan (1889);
New Prince Fortunatus ( 1890) ; Stand Fast, Craig
Royston (1890); Wolfenherg (1892); Handsome
Humes (1893); Highland Cousins (1894); Briseis

(1896); Wild Eclin (\8^8). Assistant-editor for five

years of the Daily News, jNIr Black in 1874 aban-
doned journalism. He died 10th December 1898.

Black Acts are a collection of the acts of the

Scottish parliament from 1424 to 1594, so called

because printed in Black-letter (q.A-. ). The name
Avas also given to an act of George I. (1723) aflect-

ing poachers Avho disguised their faces in black for

the purpose of committing outrages (referred to

in White's Natiiral History of Sclborne).

Black Art. See Magic.

Black Assize, the popular name commemo-
rative of an extraordinary and fatal pestilence

Avhich broke out at Oxford at the close of the
assizes, July 6, 1577. It Avas popularly inter-

preted as a divine judgment on the crueltj' of a
sentence passed by the court. From the 6th of

July to the 12tli of August, 300 persons in Oxford
and the neighbourhood are said to have died of

this terrible malady, among Avliom Avere tlie chief

officials Avho sat on the assize, most of tlie jury,

and many members of the university. Women,
])oor jieople, physicians, visitors, and children are

said to have escaped tlie infection. A similar event
is recordetl as having taken place at Cambridge at

the Lent Assizes in 1521.
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Black-baiid Ironstone is an ore of Iron
fouiul very extensively in Scotland and elsewhere.
It »)ccurs in the Car\x)niterous system in regular
hands or Layers, and is generally associated with
coal and limestone. It is mainly a carhonate of
iron with mnch coalv matter. The black-band
ironstone is easily re<lueed. It does not, however,
yield a tii-st-clai<.s iron wiien smelte«^l by itself, and
i> therefore generally mi.\e<l with a small quantity
of hematite (red iron ore), which communicates
strength and hardness to the iron obtained.

Klaok Boor. See Spruce Heer.

Bl:i4'k Beetle, at once a i)oj)ular and a scien-
tific term—popular when apiilRHl widely to all

sorts of fonns, from Hlaps (q.v. ) to the Cockroach
(<|.v. ), which is not a Im-ciIc at all ; scientific when
restricted to a gieat faiiuly of beetles known .as

Meianosomata in the Heteromerous sub-order of
Coleoptena. The }(os.xible e.xtent of the tenn will
l>e evident when it is note<l that even when re-

stricted to these MelanosomatJi, it may be apj>lied

to WtO ^'enera and al>out 45(K) species. These
Meianosomata (Cir., ' black-b«Mlied ') have short
strong upper jaws, the eyes to the sides, tiie feelers

Usually with 11 joints, the uppenuost joints of
the legs almost always separate (the anterior pair
spherical and sunk in .six-kets, the posterior lying
transversely), the wing-covers often fu.sed, and in
tlie.se ca.ses without wings, the alxlomen with five

free joint.s. They love -dark damp places, though
a few less dismally coloiuetl, for the ])revalent
black is sometimes relieve<l, get out into the open.
They mostly have a bad smell. The larva' are
ver>- long and narrow. The familiar Blaps, the
liolitophagiis of fungus, tlie verj- abundant Hypo-
jihlo'us, living under the bark of old trees, the
renebrio, with its larva the Mcnl-vurm, .so much
used in feeding birds, are some of the commonest
g'-nera of .Meianosomata or black beetles.

Blaekherry. See Hkamhle.
Blaekbird. or Merle (Turdiis merula or

Mcndit ni/t/arit), a well-known species of Thmsh
(f|.v. ). common in all parts of IJritain, and through-
out Kurope generally ; foun<l also in the north of

Africa, ami in the A/ores. In A.«ia, it gives place
to a do.sely allied species, Turdiis pitciloptcrus. In
si/e, the blackbird is intermediate l^etwcen the

Blackbird

ini-sci-tlirusli an<l tiie soiig-thnisli or mavis. The
plumage of tiie adult male is wholly of a deej) black
colour, the bill jmd orbits of the eyes yellow; the
female and the young are dark brown above, paler
on the throat, and nisty l)rown on the breast, with
brown bill, yellow, !iowever, in spring-time. Yeiy
old lilackbirds have the feathers on the back of the
neck tipped with fine hairs. White, cream-coloured,
and other variations occasionally occur. Theblack-
biril fre(juents hedges, thickets, and woods ; is shy,

restless, and vigilant, keeping ranch under cover of

eyergieens or shnibs ; and when disturbed, takes
wing with a vociferous chattering of alarm, seeking
refuge in some neighbouring thicket. Its food com
sists of worms, snails, insects, berries, seeds, .Jv:c.

Its fondness for fmit makes it often annoying to
the gardener ; but i)rol)ably it would in genVral be
better to protect cherries and peai-s by nets than to
shoot the bird, which is of great use as a destroyer
of insect larva\ Like some of the other thruslies.
it also devoui-s (esjiecially in winter) gieat numbers
of small snails, dexterously breaking the shell
against a stone. When searching for food, it jumjis
about with characteristic alacrity ; when disturbeil,
it flies ofl" with a somewhat magiiie-like chuckle ;

its familiar Hi-dit alon-' the hedges is 'wavering
and fitful,' and in the breeding-season the female
especially moves by a succession of starts. It is

not usually a gregarious bird, although great flocks
sometinies apjiear upon the British coasts in winter,
on their pa.ssage from more northerly to more
southerly countries. Otherwise, the blackbird is

not in Britain a liird of paj^sage. It pairs very
early in spring ; the male and female are indeed
very often seen together during whiter; it builds
its nest early, and generally has two lnooils in the
year. The nest is usually placed in some thick
uush ; it is of nuler workmanship than that of the
song-thnish, which, however, it resembles, and is

usually forme<l of strong stems of gra.ss, with a
liner lining of dry grass inside, and a massive
pla-stering of clay outside. The inside and outside
of the nest are kept very clean, and a male has
been seen to remove the dropping of a young bird
from the vicinity of the nest. The male aids in the
work of feeding the young. The eggs are four or
five in number, of a pale blue colour, generally
speckled with brown. A female blackbird and a
male thrush have been known to pair. The voice
of the blackbird is verj- powerful, and its song more
mellow than that of the thrush, but with 'much
less variety, compa.ss, or execution.' The black-
bird is often kept as a cage-bird, and w<mld be
much more frequently so, but for the too great
loudness of its song ; it is reatlily trained, exhibits
considerable powers of imitation, and has even
been taught to articulate.—The King Ouzel (q.v.),

.sometimes called the King Blackbird, is a nearly
related species (7'. (orqiidtits).—The Crow, the
Kedwing, and other Idackbirds of America are
entirely diflerent.—The Savanna Blackbird of the
West Indies is also of a diflerent family. See
' ROTOPH.VGA.

Blaek Book, an interesting collection of Eng-
lish Admiralty Law in the 14th century, first edited
l>y Sir Travei-s Twiss (4 vols. 1871-^6). It indi-

cates the pretensions of the civil law as regards trial

without juiy, torture, &c., which afterwards led
to legislation in vindication of the position of the
Common Law coiirts.

—

Black Book is also a usual
term for the reports presented to parliament in

1536, on which the legislation for the dissolution

of the monasteries and the seculari.sing of their

revenues proceeded. These reports probably never
existed as a book (fabled to have been burnt in

Queen Mary's reign ) ; such of them as remain are to

a large extent extravagant and malicious accusa-
tions without any evidence (see Letters and Pajjcrs

of the Bcigii of Henri/ VIII., edited by James
Gairdner. vol. x. 1888; F. A. Gasquet, Henry VIII.
and the EnrfUsh Monasteries {2 vols. 1888-89).—

A

list of habitual criminals, first published in 1877.

has been also so called.

Blaek-biilly, Bally-tree Wood, or Sapo-
DILLA Plum (Sapota MiiUeri or Achras Sapota),
a South American tree, belonging to the Sapotacea*.
Its wood, which is greenish and very durable, is

used for shipbuililing. The bark is febrifugal,
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i vliilst tlie seeds are diuretic and aperient. The
!
inspissated milky juice is largely imported from
Berltice as gutta-percha.

Blackburn, a town of Lancashire, 21 miles

NNW. of Manchester, and 9 E. of Preston. It

stands on a stream from which it apnears to derive

its name, a branch of the Rihble. Tiie suiTounding
district, formerly known as Blackburnshirc, or

Jilaghornshirc, was long very wild and dreary, hut
now is densely populous. Coal was formerly
jilentiful, and lime still abounds in it. Blackburn
had acquired some importance as a market-town
in the 16th century. Its manufacturing prosperity

can be traced back at least to the middle of the
ITtli century, when it was noted for the production
of a kind of linsey-woolsey knoA\'n by the name of

Blaclbuni Checks, afterwards superseded by the
Blackhuni Grays, so called from their lieing printed
unbleached. In the course of the 18th century
the cotton manufacture became the chief industry
of the town, which is now the largest and most
important cotton manufacturing town in the world,
the number of cotton-factories being very great,

and many of them employing from 1000 to 2000
operatives. Great improvements in machinery for

the cotton manufacture have been made in Black-
burn, among which the first place in importance
as well as in date must be assigned to the inven-
tion of the spinning-jenny by James Hargreaves
(q.v. ), a native of the to^^^l, in 1767. His in-

vention, however, was regarded with so much
dislike, that he was compelled to remove from the
town, and it was not till the beginning of the
19th century that it came into general use. The
growing importance of Blackburn is seen best in

the increase of its population from 36,629 in 1831
to 63,126 in 1861, to 104,014 in 1881, and to
120,064 at the census of 1891. The chief public
buildings are the town-hall (1856), an Italian
edifice ouilt at a cost of £30,000, the Gothic ex-
change (1865), the infirmary (1862), and St Mary's
Church, of verj' ancient foundation, but almost
entirely rebuilt (1826-57). There is a corporation
park of 50 acres, part of which is 700 feet above
sea-level, and commands a wide view ; a new
Queen's Park of 35 acres was opened on Jubilee
day, 1887. The grammar-school was established
by Queen Elizabeth in 1567 ; in 1888 the Prince
of Wales laid the foundation-stone of the teclmi-
cal school. Blackburn has returned two members
since 1832 ; and it received its municipal charter
in 1851. See Abram's History of Blachhurn (1878 ).

Blackblirne, Francis, Lord Chancellor of
Ireland, was bom at Great Footstown, Countv
Heath, 11th November 1782, and in 1798 entered
Trinity College, Dublin. Called to the English
bar in 1805, to the Irish in 1822, he was appointed
Attorney-general for Ireland in 1830 and again in
1841, Master of the Rolls in 1842, Chief-justice of
the Queen's Bench in 1846, and Lord Chancellor of
Ireland in 1852 and 1866. He thus served under
l)oth Whig and Tory governments, and was brought
into close connection with the leading politicians
on either side ; whilst at different times he had the
duties imposed on him of prosecuting O'Connell,
and judging Smith O'Brien. In 1867 he declined
an otter of a baronetcy, and for some vears he was
Vice-chancellor of Dublin Universitv. 'He died 17th
September 1867. See the Life by his son ( 1874).

Black Caucus. See Augustinians.
Black Can, the cap worn by English judges as

a part of full dress, and so put on by theni when a
prisoner is condemned to death.

Blackcap. Blackcap Wakbler, or Black-
cap Fauvettk (Sylvia utricupilla), a bird of the
great family of the Sylviadoe, or Warblers. It is

regarded as the sweetest song-bird in Britain, or

indeed in Europe, except the nightingale, to wIulIi

it is said to be even superior in ' its shake or trilling

note.' Very often, however, the strain is desultory,

and of short continuance ; but it is loud, rich in

tone, and has a ' great variety of sweet and gentle

modulations. ' The song is especially joyous during
and after rain. White says, in his Xafid-al History

of Selborne, that while the Blackcap warldes, its

throat is wonderfully distended. It is a rather
smaller bird than the nightingale : the female is

larger than the male. The general colour is gi"ay,

Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla).

with an olive tinge above, and becoming white below.
The upper part of the head in the male is jet-black ;

in the female, of a rusty-brown colour. The feathers
of the head, both in the male and female, are some-
what erected, giving the bird a hooded ap])earance,

on account of which it is called, in Germany, 'the
monk.' In Britain, the Blackcap is only a bird of

passage, arriving early in sjjring, and retiring in

Septemljer. It is most frequent in the southern
counties of England, but is found even in Scotland

;

on the Continent, it extends its migrations as far

north as Lapland. In the south of Europe, it is

found both in summer and winter, and especially
frequents bushy places. Its beautiful song, some-
times spoilt by successful mimicking, and its lively

afl'ectionate habits, make it a favourite captive.

See Warbler.
Blackcap Titmouse, or Chickadee, a North

American bird. The Marsh Titmouse, a British
bird, is sometimes called Blackcap, or Blackcap
Titmouse. See Chickadee and Titmouse.

Black Chalk. See Chalk, Black.

Blackcock, Heath-fowl, or Black Grouse
(Tetrao tctrix), a species of Grouse (q.v.), abund-
ant in Britain Avherever there are moors of con-
siderable extent, and more particularly where there
are bogs and morasses with rank herbage, or, adja-
cent to the moors, natural woods or young jjlanta-

tions of pine and fir. Comparatively rare in the
south of England, the blackcock becomes more
common towards the north, and is very plentiful in

the mountainous parts of Scotland. It is found in

some of the Hebrides, but not in the Orkney. or Shet-
land Isles. The only other British species, the
Capercailzie (q.v.) or Wood-grouse, became some
time ago virtually extinct in Britain, but the noble
bird has now been reinstated. On the continent of

Europe it occurs both in mountainous and marshy
countries, as on the Alps and in Holland ; it is

found as far south as the Apennines, and as far

north as the forests of Lapland ; it abounds in most
l>arts of Scandinavia, where it is carefully pi'o-

tected, the males only being killed, but these in

great numbers for the London market ; it is

diffused over almost all jiarts of Russia, and is

found in Siberia. Its range is restricted to the
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Eurasian continent. The male is much larger than
the femak', sometimes weij^liing as much as 4 lli.,

while the female weijrhs only ahout 2 lb. They
jilso (lifler very much in jjlumage. The male is of
a shininj; hluishhlack colour, with a conspicuous
M hite har on tlie winjjcs helow the ends of the great
winf'-coverts, ami a mixture of black ami white on
t lie legs ; there is a piece of l>are scarlet skin above
the eve ; the outer feathei-s on either side of the tail

are elongated and curve outwards, giving it a very
I'eculiar appearance. The female, called the 6'm(/
"

' oi a
'

lien, is rusty-l)rown colour, tlarkest on the

lilackcock ( Malo and i-iiaalc ).

upper parts, ever>'where barred and mottled with a
darker colour ; the tail is straight and only slightly

forked at the end. The young males resemble the
females in plumage. The shank in this species is

feathered, liut not the toes. The flight, though
heavy, is strong and rai)id, ami the birds can
also run with much agility. It is a gregarious
bird, but in winter the se.\es generally keep in

separate flocks. In spring the males resort to

elevated and open spots, where they crow, and
also make a s()un<l wiiich has been likened to

tlie whetting of a soytiie, tiius inviting tiie females
to rejiair to them ; tliev strut and trail their wings
like turkey-cocks, ami fierce contests often take

jdace among them. Thev are polygamous, and pay
no attention to tiie females during incubation, nor
do they take any part in rearing tlie voung. The
nest is' of the simplest construction, a few straws or

the like, placed together among tall heatii, or under
tlie shelter of a low thick bush. The eggs, sL\ to

eight in numl)er, are yellowish-white, speckled with

orange-brown, and about 2 inches long. The usual

to(jd consists of the seeds of nishes and other plants,

berries, insects, worms, the tender shoots of neat li,

b-aves, (!vc Hut the blackcock sometimes visits

cornfields an<l stubbles to feed on corn, is frequently

to be found in turnip-fiehls near plantations in

hilly districts, and, at lea-st in winter, eats the

young shoots of pines, firs, birches, and ahlers. It

is liighlv esteemed for the table. The shooting

season is from 20th August to 10th December.
Hybrids between different species of grouse, and

even between grouse and pheasant, are said to exist,

but not much reliable infonnation is available.

Thus it is prol>able that the bird called Tetrao

/ii/hricius or ftieifiiis, sometimes found in the Scandi-

navian t)eninsula and other parts of Europe, is a

livbrid Itetween the Black Grouse and the Caper-

cailzie, Tetrao urogcdlus (q.v.). The Ptarmigans
(q.v.) or Brown Grouse are nearly allied.

Black Death i'^ one of the names given to a
fearful epidemic which desolated the world from
China to Ireland in the 14th century. It raged
in England and the rest of Europe in 1348-19,
again in 1361-62, and in 1369; and at the time was
usually called in England the ' Pestilence ' or the
'Great Pestilence.' It is now believed to have
been a specially severe visitation of the oriental
pla^ie (see Pl.\c;ue), with some special symptoms,
mainly boils or buboes on the thighs and arms,
and putrid inflammation of the lungs, Mith vomit-
ing of blood. Its black spots (whence the name)
and tumours were the seals of a doom that
medicine had no power to avert. In most cases
the victims died in two or three days, and some-
times the very day they were stricken.

The pestilence seems to have originated in

China, and is said to have been preceded, if

not, as w.as believed, in some measure caused,
by strange convulsions of nature—earthquakes,
droughts, famines, floods, and swarms of locusts

;

while its westward course was accompanied by
dense and awful fogs, and an apparent inversion
of the order of the seasons. Tliere had been a
visitation of the ordinary plague in 1342 ; lint it

was in 1348 that Europe was terrified by the
a[)proach of a wholly unparalleled scourge. In

China 13.(KX),000 were reported to have perished,

and 24,(X)0,000 elsewhere in the East. By the

northern coa.st of the Black Sea and Constantinoi)le,

the contajjion reached the seaports of Italy and
Southern France, whence Germany and England
were infected. The first English victims succumbetl
in Dorsetshire in August 1348 ; but it was not
till winter that it reached London by way of

Gloucester and Oxford. The havoc was almost
incredible, but is well attested. Towns were
stripped of their inhabitants ; religious houses
lost nine-tenths of the inmates. In London
100,000 died, 50,000 being buried in a plot of

ground now covered bv Smithlield ; and Norwich
mourned 60,000 deatlis. Careful investigators

have come to the conclusion that the victims of

this one visitation must have comprised one-third

if rtbt one-half of the total population of England,
which is estimated to have then been from 3,000,000

to 5,000,000 in all. For a time Scotland enjoyed
immunity, and spoke of the 'foul death of the

English;' but erelong, like Ireland, it was also

severely visited.

The mortality caused by the plague was only

one startling consequence. Religious excitement
led to extravagances of fanaticism, especially in

Germany, to that of the Flagellants (q.v.); all

natural bonds of human society were loosened, so

that friend deserted friend and mothers lied from

their stricken children, and the demoralisation

showed itself in many cases in reckless debauchery.

Elsewhere perverted Christian zeal led to frightful

persecutions of the Jews, as at Majence, where
12,000 Hebrews were believed to have been

massacred.
But it is only in modern times that the extent

of the economic and .social consequences of this

plague has been fully understood ; the black

death forms a great economic turning-point in

English historv. The dearth of labourers caused

wages in Engfand to be nearly doubled ; law after

law was passed to prevent the inevitable rise in

the payment of labour; and the ill-feeling thus

engendered between landholder and tiller of the

soil led to numerous social changes and the rebel-

lion of Wat Tyler. Old methods of culture dis-

appeared ; farms on lease largely took the place

ot great estates managed by bailiffs.

The great pestilence is referred to by Chaucer

and Langland ; Boccaccio's Decameron gives a

singularly \ivid view of its ravages in Florence

;
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I'Ut see the article Plagie in Vol. YIII. : Heckers
Eindanics in the 3Itcid/c Ages {\S-i3) : Cieighton"s

Histo)-)/ of Epidemics in Britain (1892); JePSOi)ivs

Coming of the Friars (18S8); works by Thoroiil

Kogers, Cuniiinghani, Denton (for the economic
aspects), and (for sul)ject as a whole) F. Aidan
Gasquet, The Great Pestilence {IS94).

Black Draught. See Magnesium, Senna.

Black Earth (Tchcmozcm of Eussian geolo-

gists ) is the name given to a clejiosit which covers

vast areas in South Russia, extending over the

steppes and low-lying plateaus that l)order on the

BlacK Sea, and the depressed area to the north of

tlie Caspian, with a breadth from north to south
of from 200 or 300 to nearly 700 miles. It closely

resembles the Loss (q.v.) of Central Europe in

texture and structure, for it is fine grained, and
is usually devoid of stratification. It varies in

colour, however, fi'om dark bro'wii to black, and
in thickness from a foot or two up to 6 or 7

yards, occasionally reaching, it is said, even to

60 feet. It is composed chiefly of siliceous sand
(about 70 per cent.), alumina and other ingi-edients

(23 per cent.), and organic matter (about 7 per
cent.). But the composition is variable, the or-

ganic matter sometimes exceeding 10 per cent.

It appears to be unfossiliferous. It bears the same
relation to the glacial accumulations of Russia
that the loss of the Rhine, the Danube, ivc. does
to those of Central Europe, and is probably the
line-grained silt derived fi"om the torrents and
flooded rivers that escaped from the melting snows
and glaciers of the glacial period. According to

some geologists, however, it may owe its origdn to

the action of the wind. It is supposed by them to

be simply an accumulation of wind-blown dust
—the finely sifted mateiial being fixed by the
abundant grasses of those steppe regions.

Black Eye. See Bruise.

Blackfeet Indians, a tribe of friendly ab-
origines, generally Roman Catholic, now living
in Montana and British America. Those in the
United States number about 7200.

Black-fish ( Centrolojjhiis po}njnlus), a bony fish
of the family Stromateida?, in the division with
spinous rays ( Acanthopterygii). It is nearly allied
to the l)eautiful Coryphtenai (q.v.), so frequently
called dolphins. Though found in the Mediter-
ranean, on the western coasts of Europe, and occa-
>ionally on the southern coasts of Britain, it is
everywhere rare, perhaps because it is an inhabitant
chiefly of deep waters. It is known to attain a
It^ngth of more than 30 inches, and a weight of 14 11).

The ^^eneral form is not unlike that of a perch ; there
is a single elongated dorsal fin with short ravs; the
dentition is very feeble ; the body is covered with
minute scales ; the skin is tough and can be
stripped ofl" like that of an eel ; there is no air-
bladder. The colour is black, that of the fins in-
tensely so. It is remarkable for great strengtli and
velocity, and as an article of food is described as
delicious. Another British species ( C. britannicus)
is also recorded, and the genus Stromateus is closely
allied. The name is locally given to various species
of fish, and even to small whales and dolphins.

Black Flux is prepared by healing in a
covered crucible ordinary or crude cream of tartar,
the bitartrate of potash, KHCjH^Og, when the
tartaric acid, HX^H^Og, is decomposed, and
charred, forming carbonic acid, CO,,, which re-
mains in combination with the potash'as carbonate
of potash, K._,C03, accompanied by much free car-
bon. This very intimate mixture of carbonate of
potash and carljon, otiierwise called black flux, is

a fine black powder of great service in the fluxing
)f metallic ores, as of Lead (q.v.), and the .separtT-

tion of the metal therefrom. In the preparation
of black flux it is usual to add to the cream of

tartar half its weight of nitre, while white flux is

produced when twice its weight of nitre is used.

The black flux is likewise employed as the raw
material from which, on the application of heat
in iron vessels, the metal potassium can be
obtained.

Black Forest (Ger. Schwarzircdd), a wooded
mountain-chain in Baden and Wiirtemberg, run-
ning parallel with the course of the Rhine after its

great bend near Basel, and often only a few miles
distant from it. The Rhine also bounds it on the
south, and the level country betM'een the Enz and
the confluence of the Neckar with the Rhine borders
it on the north. The chief rivers rising in the
Black Forest are the Danube, Neckar, Murg,
Kinzig, Elz, Enz, and Wiessen. Of these, the
valley of the Kinzig divides the southern and
loftier portion from the northern district. The
chain attains its greatest elevation in the bare
and round-topped Feldberg (4903 feet high), above
celebrated Hollenthal, a narrow valley known in

connection with Moreau's retreat in 1796. The
great mass called the Kaiserstuhl (Emperor's
Chair), situated near Breisach, is quite isolated.

As to the geological character of the mountains,
primitive granite and gneiss fomi their core, por-

phyry occurs on theii- sides, and sandstone in the
north and east. Silver, copper, cobalt, lead, and
iron are found in greater or less quantity in the
principal chain, which is luxui-iantly wooded, its

name Schwarzwald being derived fi'om the dark-
tinted foliage and immense number of its fir-

trees. The district is also rich in mineral waters
—e.g. the baths of Baden-Baden (q.v.) and Wildbad
(q.v.). On the Rhine side the descent is pre-

cipitous, but towards the Danube and the Neckar
it is gradual. Among its numerous valleys,

the INIurgthal is the most famous for its natural
beauties ; but, indeed, the whole of the country
is here rich in picturesque sceneiy, gemmed
with cascades and deep mountain-lakes, around
which cluster the legends of many centuries. The
climate is healthy, but severe, although the western
slopes are studded with \'ineyards. Summer rye,

oats, and potatoes are cultivated in some parts, but
with difliculty, the rearing of cattle being attended
with much greater success. This, and the manu-
facture of articles of wood, forms the chief industry
of the inhabitants. The making of wooden clocks
and other kinds of timepieces employs about
40,000 persons ; and not less than 600,000 articles

of this kind, including musical boxes, are expoiled
annually to all parts of the world. A railway
starting from Pforzheim makes the complete
circuit of the mountains, which are now crossed
by a line from Oflenburg to Singen, and by numer-
ous shorter lines. The Black Forest rail%\-ays have
been diflicult engineering enterprises. The line

between Freiburg and Neustadt rises 2000 feet in

22 miles, and at some parts has rails on the rack
system. See Seguin's Black Forest, its People and
Legends (2d ed. 1886).

Black Friars. See Dominicans. The old
Dominican monastery in London, dating from 1276,

stood near the north end of Blackfriars Bridge.

Black Friday is a name given to the 11th
May 1866, from a commercial panic then at its

height, caused by the stoppage of Overend, Gurney,
& Co., London.

Black Guard is a term used in the 16th cen-

tury for the lowest menials of a noble house, the
scullions who cleaned pots and pans. It was also

used of the hangers-on of an army, camp-followers,
then a rabble, vagabonds.

Black Gum. See Tupelo.
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Blark llawk, a famous chief of the Sac and
F<>.\ Imliaus, born in 1767. He joined the British
in 1812, and opposing,' the removal west of his tribe,
foujrht a<,Minst the United States in 1831-32. He
died in 1838. There are Lives by Patterson (1834)
and Sni'llin^.

Blackheatll, a hi;,'h-lyin<,' open common in the
I'ounty of Ki'iit, 7 miles SE. of London, near
( Jreenwii'li I'ark. It commands a line view, and is a
healthy tract, thouj,'li now not more than 70 acres
in extent, many villas havinj; encroached upon its

mar<rin. It is a favourite lioliday resort for
Loniloners. The Roman road to Dover crossed it.

Hlackheath was tiie first place in England where
the ancient Scottish ;:ame of ;;olf wa-s introduced,
most likely in IfiOS. On it stands Morden College,
founded in KiO.j l>y Sir .John Morden for decayed
Turkey merchants. Uf schools innumerable, the
chief is the Proprietary, estal)lishe<l in 18.30. Black-
heiitii was fonucrly the scene of several insurrec-
tions, including those of Wat Tyler ( 1381 ), of Jack
Cade (14o0), and of the Comishmen under Lord
Audley ( 1497). Here, too, the Danes encamped in
loll; the Londnnt'rs welcomed Henry V. from
Agincourt ; and Charles II. (m his way from Dover
met the army of tlie Uestoratitm. Blackheath was
also a noted place for highwavmen. See Dr Drake's
Hixtoni nf lilnrhhcnth (IS8G)'

Black Dole, an aj>pellation familiarly given to
a ilungeon or dark cell in a prison, and associated
in the public min<l with a honible catastrophe in

the history of Hritish India— viz. the cruel conline-

ment of a party of Eiigli->h in the military prison
of Fort ^^ illiam, since calletl the 'Black H<de
of Calcutta,' on the night of 19th June 1756.

The garrison of the fort connected with the
English factory at Calcutta having been cap-
tureil by Suraja Dowlah (Siraj-ud-Daula), the
nawab of Bengal, he caused the whole of the
prisoners taken. U6 in number, to l>e contine<l in

an ajiartment 18 feet square. This cell had only
two small windows, and thest> were obstructed by
a veranila. The cnish of the unhapiiy sutl'erers

was dreadful : ami after a night of excniciating
agony from pressure, heat, thirst, and want of air,

there were in the morning only 23 sunivors, the
gliiistliest fonns ever seen on earth. One of them,
Mr Holwell, published a narrative in 1758 ; see

aUo Macaulay s es.«ay on ("live.

Blat'kilN John Sti akt, a versatile writer,

born in (;i;w<gowin 1809, was educated at Aberdeen
and Edinburgh, and in 1829 went to the Continent,

where he continued his studies at (Jiittingen and
I5erlin, and afterwards at Home. In 1834 he pub-

lished a good metrical translation of Coethes Fund,
and in the same year passed as advocate at the

Edinburgh bar. Hut the jiractice of his profession

failed to wean him from literary pursuits, and he

soon l>egan to make himself known by his articles

on (Jennan subjects contributed to the magazines
of the time. In 1841 he was apiminted to the

chair of Humanity in Marischal ("ollege, Aberdeen,

which he held until 18.V2, when he was elected to the

(ircek chair in the university of Edinburgh. After

he became professor he took an active part in

promoting educational reform, and in the move-
ment that led in 1859 to the remodellinj,' of the

Scottish universities. His incessant activity in

lecturing and writing letters to the newspaoers

showed his marvellous vitality and the breadth of

his sym[)atliies. He always figured as the patriotic

chan'ipion of Scottish nationality and its charac-

teristic features, and advocated with equal ardour

the preservation of things as dissimilar as old

south-countr>- customs and the (iaelic language.

During the years 1874-76 he advocated through-

out the country- with great enthusiasm the found-

ation of a Celtic chair in Edinburgh University,
and was successful in raising upwards of £12,000
for its endowinent. He resigned his chair in 1882
to become a kind of peripatetic philosopher, ex-
pounding througlumt Scotland alternately wit and
wisdom, and the inalienable rights of t"lie High-
land crofter. He published a fine verse transla-
tion of .Eschylus in 1850, another of the Iliad in
l>allad metre in 1866, a.s well as several volumes of
vei-se. His prose works embrace moral and religi-
ous philosophy, the method of history, the land
laws, and a short life of Burns (1888)."^ His prin-
cipal philological papers were collected in Horce
Hclhiiiai' (1874). He <lied 2d March 1895. See
the Life by Miss Stoddart (1895), and the shorter
sketch by his nephew (1896).

Blacking is the material employed for pro-
ducing a black glazed shining surface on leather.
The main ingredient in the various kinds of black-
ing is Bone-black (q.v.), which is mixed with an
oil, some sugar, and a little sulphuric acid. The
materials in Day tS: Martins blacking are iinely

powdered bone-black ground with sperm-oil, raw
sugar or mola.sses, a little vinegar, and some con-
centrated sulphuric acid (specific gra\-ity 1843).
The substances are incorporated together one by
one in the order in which they are stated, and the
action of the sulnhuric acitl is to convert much of
the lime in the i)one-black into sulphate of lime,
which causes a thickening of the mixture, and a
tenacious paste results. This i)iiste, diluted with
weak vinegar, is put, whilst warm, in stoneware
lK)ttles, and is then reatly for the market. For
harness the blacking consists mainly of beeswax,
softened with turpentine, and mixed with ivory-
black, Pru.ssian blue, and copal varnish.

Black Isle is the common name for the
peninsula in Easter Boss, lying between the
Beauly and Moray Firths and Cromarty Firth.

See Ktts.s-SHIKE.

Black Lead (or Bl.vcklead), Graphite, or
Pli'.m1!A<;ii, a mineral consisting chielly of carbon,
but contauiing also more or less of alumina, silica,

lime, iron, &c., to the extent of 1 to 47 per cent.,

apparently mixed rather than chemically com-
bined. Black lead is the popular name, ami that
by which it is generally known in the arts,

though no lead entei-s into the composition of

the mineral ; grajihite is that generally pre-

ferred by mineralogists. It sometimes occurs

crj-stallised in Hat hexagonal tables ; but generally

massive, and more or less radiated, foliated, scaly,

or compact. It is of a gr<avish-black colour, with
a somewhat metallic lustre, and a black and shin-

ing streak, and is perfectly oj)a(iue. It is greasy

to the touch, and is a perfect conductor of electri-

city. It occurs in beds and masses, lamina^ or

scales in the schistose rocks (gneiss, mica-schist,

clay-slate, &c.), and is sometimes in such abund-
ance as to give its name to the schist

(
graphite-

schist) in which it apj>ears. It occurs also now
and again in fissures in granite, or in scattered

scales in various other igneous rocks, as in syenite

in Norway, in i)orj)hyry in the Harz, &c. Thick
vein-like ma.sses of black lead are met with in

Siberia, Spain, Canada, New Brunswick, United
States (mines at Ticonderoga, N.Y., supplying

almost the whole output), Ceylon, and else-

where ; the once extensive supplies of Boitonv-

dale in Cumberland are now exhausted. It is

far more incombustible than even anthracite

(or blind-coal), burning with much difficulty even

before the blowpipe, on which account it is much
used for the manufacture of crucibles or ' melting-

pots,' which withstand a great heat. These are

not, however, made of mere black lead, but of

black lead in powder, mixed with half its weight
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of clay. Black lead is employed for making
Pencils (q. v.). It is also extensively employed to

give a black gloss to iron grates, railings, &c.,

and to diminish the friction of belts, machinery,
and ritle cartridges.

Black Leg. See Black Quarter.

Black Letter {§hck ||ettcr), the name
which came into use about IGOO, and is now
commonly applied in this country to the types
that on the Continent are most generally known
as Gothic. The first i^rinted books imitated every
peculiarity of the contemporary manuscripts ; and
as piintinj' was first practised in Germany and the
Netherlands, the first types were copies of the
letters in use in those countries in the middle of

the 15th century. Two sorts of letters have been
employed in the Avritings of ^yestern Christendom.
What have been called Boman letters prevailed
from the 5th to about the close of the 12th century,
when they gradually began to pass into what have
been called Gothic letters, Avhich continued till the
16th century, when, in most European countries,

they were superseded by Roman letters. The first

types, as has been said, were Gothic, and they
spread Avith the art of printing into various Euro-
pean states. In France and Italy they were
slightly modified by cutting off some of their

rougher points ; and when thus trimmed, they
came to be known in the former country as lettrcs

dc somme, being so called, it is said, from their use
in an edition of the Summa of St Thomas Aquinas.
The classic taste of Italy could not long tolerate
the Gothic character even of the Icttres de sommc ;

and they were still further modified, until they
assumed the shape to wiiich the name of Roman
letters has since been given. The first works
printed with these new types were two beautiful
editions of Pliny's Natural History: the one by
John of Spires at Venice in 1469; and the other
by his disciple, Nicholas Jenson, also at Venice,
in 1472. Another Venetian printer—the first

Aldus Manutius—attempted in 1501 to supersede
the Roman letters by what have been called
Aldinc (q.v.), or Venetian, but are best known
as Italic characters. These can scarcely be said
to have come into much more than temporary or
exceptional use ; but the Roman letters in no
long time spread from Venice all over the west of
Europe. Although thus supplanted in general
use, the Gothic or black letter was long retained
for special purposes, such as, in this country, the
printing of Bibles, prayer-books, proclamations, and
acts of parliament. Books in black letter being
the earliest, are highly prized by antiquaries and
bibliomaniacs, who are hence sometimes spoken of
as ' black-letter devotees.' A form of the black
letter still continues in general use in Germany

;

but al)out half of the books printed there are now
in Roman letters. See Printing. The Black-
letter Saints' Lays of the Anglican calendar were so
called from being printed in old calendars in black
or ordinary letters, whereas the greater feasts were
usually printed in red ( hence Red-letter Days ).

Black List. Such is the name familiarly
applied to printed lists connected with insolvency,
bankruptcy, and other matters aflfecting the credit
of firms and indi\-iduals, which are circulated
f(>r the private guidance of the mercantile commu-
nity. These lists are for the most part published
ill London weekly ; but some are bi-Aveekly. In
their contents are embraced the English ban'knipt-
cies and liquidations by arrangement under the Act
of 18S2 ; the bankruptcies of Scotland and Ireland

;

Scottish registers of protested bills ; decrees in
absence

;
judgments for debt in the Irish courts

;

ofiers of composition ; dissolutions of partnership

;

warrants of attorney and cognovits
; judges' orders

;

bills of sale, (S:c. The legality of issuing informa-
tion of this kind has been challenged, even when
not freely sold, but limited to regiilar subscribers,

on the ground that it amounts to a slander of the
credit of the merchant whose name is given. In
the case of the Scottish Mercantile Society's Eccord
in 1848, it was found by the House of Lords that
' such publication ' was not slanderous. In point of

fact, the lists are only extracts from public registers,

as are the ordinary lists of bankruptcies in the
newspapers. The itlea of furnishing to subscribers
pri\ate lists of a more searching kind is due to Mr
Thomas Perry of Cornhill, the proprietor of the
' Original Bankrupt and Insolvent Registry Office,

for Protection against Fraud, Swindlers,' &c. ; and
similar lists are prepared by the Scottish Trade
Protection Society, Edinburgh. Stubbs' is the best
known publication of this kind. In the United
States, the vast system of the mercantile agency
and other similar institutions provides information
of this kind ; and printed lists of forgeries of bank-
notes are issued. In one of these Cottnterfcit
Detectors may be counted some thousands of varie-

ties of forged bank-notes in circulation.

Blacklock, Thomas, D.D., the blind poet,

was born of ;humble parentage at Annan in 1/21,

and lost his sight through smallpox before he was
six months old. After going through the necessary
course of academic study in Edinburgh, he was
licensed as a preacher of the Established Church in

1759, and in 1762 was ordained minister of Kirkcud-
bright. The congregation objected strongly to the

appointment, and in 1764 he resigned the charge in

consideration of a small annuity. After this, he
took pupils to board with him in Edinburgh till his

death on 7th July 1791. It was a letter of his that
arrested Burns on the eve of his departure for the
West Indies, and thus, to all human appearance,
saved from oblivion the greatest lyrist that the
world has seen. The first volume of his own poor
poems appeared in 1746 ; and a collected edition

was published in 1793.

Blackmail, a rent or tribute formerly exacted
by freebooting chiefs from the people in the Border
counties of England and Scotland, and along the
Highland border. It was a kind of compromise
with robbers, and bought immunity from the
attacks not only of others, but also of those to

whom it was paid. It is mentioned in Archbishop
Hamilton's Catechisme (1552) and in Maitland's
Thievis of Liddesdale (about 1561), and it con-

tinued to be exacted along the Highland border
until about the middle of the IStli century. The
celebrated Rob Roy was about 1730 a notable
levier of l)lackmail in the southern Highlands and
adjacent Lowlands. Later, Coll M'Donell of Bar-
risdale was noted farther north. For ' blackmail-
ing ' by threatening letters, see THREATS.
Black Monday, Easter Monday, 14th April

1360, so called from the extraordinary darkness
and the fatally bitter cold.

Black Monks. See Benedictines.

Blackmore. Sir Richard, court physician to
W^illiam III. and Queen Anne, is remembered as
the most heavy and voluminous of jioetasters.

Born at Corsham in Wiltshire, he was educated at
Westminster and Oxford, taking his B.A. in 1674.

He was first a schoolmaster, then a London physi-
cian (1687-1722), and died at Boxted, Essex, in

1729. He seems to have been a good and well-

meaning man, and the merciless ridicule of con-
temporary wits was due, in some part at least, to

the moral and religious tone of his works, and to

his free censures of the libertinism of the time.
But the worthlessness of the poems has been amply
confirmed by the judgment of posterity. Tl(e

Creation, considered his best, Addison pronounces
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'one of the most useful and noble productions in

our Enj^lish verse;" but few modem readers are
likely to examine the f^rounds of this judgment,
still less to a^Tee with it. Blackmore wrote six
epics in sixty books (choosinj,' always the loftiest

themes), besides versions of various books of the
Bible, and theological, medical, and miscellaneous
treatises.

Blackmore, Richard Doddridge, a well-
known novelist, was Ixirn at Lonj,'worth, Berkshire,
in 18'J,j, and educated at Blundells School (Tiver-
ton), and Exeter Collej,'e, Oxford. He graduated in

1847, afterwards studied law, was called to the bar
at the Mitldle Temple in 1S52, and practised for a
time as a conveyancer. Ere long he united the
l)ursnit of literature with tlie management of a
market-gardi-n and orciiard at Tcddington-on-
Thames, and there he died 20th Jan. 1900. His
first publications were I'oeins hy Mclantcr (1854),
EpiillUi ( 1855), The Bugle of the Black Sen ( 1855),
followeil by The Fate of Franklin (18()0), and
a translation of the lii-st and second books of
Virgil's Ceorgics (1862). Other volumes of verse
have followed these, a.H well as a complete
translation of the Georgiea in 1871. His first

novels were Clara Vang/ian (18(i4) and Cradock
Noiixll ( 18<)»3), but his first <listinct success was
Lorna Doone, a Romance of Exmoor (1869). which
rejiclied a .'isih rdition in 189."). Lorna Doone is

almost a great novel. The plot is good and well

developed ; the style has the quaint and jdeasing
fiavour of its age, the time of James 11., with
Sedgemoor for its jtoint of highest interest ; and
the figures have much more life ami movement
than in any other of his novels. His plots are
usually <lefective in construction, and the human
interest in his Ixxiks is a nmcli weaker clement
than that rare insigiit into and sympathy with
inanimate life in which he stands alone among
English novelists. He has described for us with
absolute truth the Devon.shire farmer as he lives

and speaks ; and many of his women, if .somewhat
shadowy in outline, are yet figures of rare tender-
ness and gr.ace. His other novels are : The Maid
of Sker (187'2), j)erhaps his second-ltest story;

Alice Lorraine (1875); Crijijit the Carrier (1876);
Erenia (IS~~); Mary Anerley (1880); Christowell,
a Dartmoor Tale (1882); Tommy Upmorc (1884);
Siiringhacen (1S87); I'eilycross (1894) ; Tales from
the Telling Home ( 1896) ; and Dariel (1897).

"

Blackpool, a Jlourishing watering place, since
lS7ti .1 iiimiiiipal liorotigii of Lancasiiire, on the
coast of I he Irish .Sea, 18 miles A\NW. of Pres-

ton. The population has risen from 1664 in 1851

to .S506 in 1861, 14,229 in 1881, and 23,846 in
ls91 ; but the nuiiiliei-s who resort here dunng tlie

bathing-season far exceed tiie permanently resident

inhai)ilants, for Blackpool is one of the most fre-

fjuented watering-i>laces in the west of England,
the sands being excellent, the views delightful, and
the climate l»racing. There are two line piers, one
of them with a splendid i)avilion ; a promenade 3
miles long, with electric trams; winter-gardens, an
aiiuarium, a free library, and theatres. A tower of

the Eid'el style, 5(Kj feet high, with .shops and enter-

tainment rooms at the base, was elected in 1893-95.

Black Prince, the popular title conferred
ujion Edward (1330-76), eldest son of Edward
111. (<!• V. ). It is saitl, but not proved, that the
name was given from the colour of the armour worn
by him.

Black Quarter, also called Black Spald,
Black Leg, (Quarter Evil, Blood Striking, SyTupto-
matic L'liarbon, (habert's Disease, is a contagious
and infectious disease of cattle due to the presence
of a specific organism, which usually exerts its

malignant influence upon the tissues immediately

beneath the skin. It is caused by rich pasture
on stiff, retentive, and undrained soil ; or by sudden
changes from poor to rich keep, particularly with
animals in good health, thriving well, and putting
on beef. It is a disease which affects animals of

all ages, from six months to six years old, though
by far the largest number of victims is in those
ranging from nine months to two years old. The
malady occurs chiefly in spring and autumn, though
seen at all periods of the year.

The premonitory- si'ms are often overlooked.
The animal may be observed with a sleek coat,
voracious appetite, quick staring look, suddenly
to stop feeding ; the eyes become bloodshot ; there
is slight salivation or foaming at the mouth :

and in the very gi-eat majority of cases there is

lameness in one of the limbs, the cause of this lame-
ness being the rapid formation of a tumour at the
top of the limb. This tumour is at first hot and
Itamful to the touch, but soon becomes dead in its

centre, and the skin covering it becomes crackling,
and crepitates. Occasionally the tumour may
form in the head, neck, dewlap, the joints, or in

the body itself, but usually in the withers and
loins. The animals temperature rises to 103% or

as high as 107^ F. The pulse becomes rapid and
weak ; the pain is excessive. Animals in this state

are costive at first, but occa-sionally violent diarrluea
supervenes, and the excrement is tinged by black
extravasated blood, tumour rapidly increases in

size, the lameness becomes more intense, fits sujjcr-

vene, and death usually occurs in from four to forty-

eight hours, though some cases prove lingering.

The disease Is almost invariably fatal, and no treat-

ment is of any a\ ail.

Postmorteiii A/>pcaranres.—Owing to decomposi
tion taking iilace even before death, the first tiling

noticed is the {^reat swelling of the body, due to

the evolution of gases, not only under the skin, but
also in the stomach ami bowels. The blood is

found to be red, and to coagulate readily, so show-
ing that the disease Is not a form of anthrax, as

hail always been supposeil until quite recently.

The lungs are congested, all the viscera are spotted

with red patches, and are more or less congested.
The specific lesions are found in the region of the

tumour, which is indistinctly divided into three

zones. Microscojiic examination of a portion of

the outer or micldle zones reveals the presence of

large numbei"s of micro-oiganisms, known as the
Bacteria of Chauveau, which tjften contain one or

more spores, and which, if introduced under the
skin of healthy cattle, will jiroduce Itlack quarter.

Prevention is of two kinds. First, to render tiie

Sa.stures unlit to propagate the poison, by deep
raining, whereby many pasture-lands, after having

repeatedly mined tenant-farmers, have been ren-

dered perfectly safe from losses by black quarter ;

and, secondly, to render the .system of the animal
innocuous to the poison by protective inoculation.

The method of inoculation wliicli has met with the
greatest success, both in England in a small way,
anil in France in tens of thousands of cases, is as

follows : Take from an animal just dead of the
disease a portion of the middle zone of the tumour,
cut into small pieces, mi.x in a mortar with
three times its weight of distilled water, then
triturate ; remove from mortar, and roughly strain

through a piece of muslin ; then carefully strain

through three folds of fine muslin. Of the clear

fluid so obtained take from 5 to 10 minims in a small

sjiinge specially made for the purpose ( Fravazs ).

and inject it into the jugular vein of the healthy
animal. The animal must be carefully secured be-

fore the operation. The needle of the .syringe is then

pressed tnrough the skin into the vein, and then
the piston of the syringe slo^\•ly pressed ujjon.

During this part of the operation an assistant
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should pour ou the part boiue solution of boracic

aciil, so as to destroy any of the virus which might
escape. The great 'difficulty of this operation is,

that if the very slightest particle of the ^•irus, in-

stead of entering the circulation, should come in

contact with any part of the wound, black quarter

will be the result, and not protection. The second

metliod is to take small pieces of the tumour and
desiccate at a high temperature, and to introduce

some of the dust so obtained under the skin of the

healthy animal—a method which has not proved

very certain or successful.

Black Rod, Gentleman-ushee of the, an
officer of the House of Lords, appointed by letters-

patent. He is chief gentleman-usher to the

sovereign, and usher of the order of the Garter,

at the chapter-meetings of which he keeps the

(loor. He has charge of all arranoements for main-
taining order in the House ; takes into custody
any peer guilty of breach of privilege ; and ( him-
self, or by his deputy the yeoman-usher) summons
the House of Commons to the Peers when the

royal assent is given to bills, or when royal

speeches are read. If the sovereign is personally

present in the Lords, he commands, but if royalty is

represented by Lords Commissioners, he only desires

the attendance of the Commons. The appointment
of messengers, door-keepers, &c. , rests with Black
Rod. His title is derived from his wand, sur-

mounted by a gold lion, which he carries instead of

the mace.

Black Rood of Scotland. See Holyrood.

Black Sea, or Euxixe {t\\e Pontus Euximis
of the ancients), is an inland sea lying between
Europe and Asia, extending from 41° to 46° 38'

N. lat., and from 27° 30' to 41° 50' E. long. Its

greatest length from east to west, on the 42d
parallel, is 720 miles ; its greatest breadth, near
the west end, 380 miles ; and its area, exclusive of

the Sea of Azov, is 163,711 sq. m. , according to
Strelbitsky. On the south-western extremity it

communicates by the Bosporus, the Sea of Mar-
mora, and the Dardanelles, with the Mediter-
ranean, and on the north-east by the Straits of

Kertch, or Yenikale, with the Sea of Azov. The
Black Sea drains nearly one-fourth of the surface
of Europe, and also about 114,000 sq. m. of Asia.
Throughout its whole extent it has but one island,
and that a small one, lying opposite the mouths of
the Danube, called Adassi, or Isle of Serpents, on
which is a lighthouse. In the centre its depth
ranges between 1000 and 1070 fathoms, and as
there are no shoals along the shores, except at
the entrance of the Bosporus, the navigation of
the sea ought to be particularly easy and safe.

It is so in summer ; but in winter, being inclosed
on every side, it becomes the scene of conflicting
winds, and of storms which, though of short dura-
tion, are terrible while they last.

All the coasts are high, \\4th good harbours,
except between the mouths of the Danube and the
Crimea ; there the land is low, and the danger of
navigation greatly increased in winter by the
presence of floating ice ; for, from the many large
rivers which flow into this sea and that of Azov
(Danube, Dniester, Bug, Dnieper, Don, Kul)an,
and Rion, in Europe ; and the Kizil-Irmak and
Sakaria, in Asia), the waters are fresher, and
consequently more easily frozen than those of the
Mediterranean. The specific gravity of the water
of the Black Sea is 1014 (fresh water being = 1000),
while that of the Mediterranean is 1028. The
shores from Odessa to the Crimea are ice-bound
during January and Febniary ; and although the
harbour of Odessa is never frozen up, yet the drift-

ice frequently renders the entrance to it dangerous.
There is no tide in this sea, but the large rivers

flowing into it give rise to currents, which are
particularly stron" in spring when the snows melt.

There is a strong now out through the Bosporus.
The most important ports on the Black Sea are

those of Kustendji, Sulina, Odessa, Nikolaiev,
Kherson, Eupatoria, Kertch, Sebastopol, I'oti,

Batoum, Trebizond, Samsun, Sinope, and Varna.
The depth of the water is unfavourable to the

extensive establishment of fisheries, but sturgeon
are caught in the Straits of Yenikale, and other
fish are abundant.
The ancients believed that the Euxine was at

one time much more extensive, and that it had no
connection with the Mediterranean, until the
Thracian Bosporus had been burst through by an
earthqiiake, or by the great deluge known as the
Deucalion deluge, which inundated Greece.
The sea has been navigated from a Aery early

period. Its original Greek name was Axeitios, or
' inhospitable ' sea, afterwards changed euphemisti-
cally to Evxcinos, ' the hospitable.' In the time of

Xerxes, large quantities of corn were exported from
its ports to Athens and the Peloponnesus. The
Romans and Byzantines, and also the Genoese,
had large traffic on the sea. From the fall of

Constantinople (1453), all but Turkish vessels

were excluded from its waters, until the treaty of

Kainardji (1774), when the Russians obtained the
right to trade in it. Ten years after, Austrian
ships were privileged to trade here ; and by the
Peace of Amiens in 1802 British and French ships
were admitted. It was entered by the allied fleets,

at the requisition of the Porte, in January 1854,

and a dreadful storm in November of the same
year caused great loss of life, shijjping, and stores.

By the Treaty of Paris (1856) it was opened to

the commerce of all nations, and closed to ships of

war, while the erection of arsenals was forbidden ;

but this article was repudiated by Russia in 1870,

and in the following Alarcli, at a conference in

London, the neutralisation of the sea was abro-

gated. Since then both Russia and Turkev have
kept fleets in its waters. The Bosporus ancl Dar-
danelles are still closed to other ships of war, but
the sultan can open them at need to allies.

Black Snake (
Bascanium constrictor, see Col-

uber), a species of snake common in the United
States of America from Louisiana to Connecticut.
Barring the white throat, it is of an almost uniform
leaden colour, is one of the largest serpents in

North America, and is remarkable for its great
agility. It moves along the ground with a swift-

ne.ss equal to that of a horse, glides over bushes,

and climbs trees. It feeds on small quadnipeds,
birds, frogs, &c. ; frequently plunders poultry-yards
of eggs ; and enters dairies to drink milk or ci'eam.

A persistent enemy of the rattlesnake, it is generally
the conqueror in a struggle, enveloping its venom-
ous foe in its coils and crushing it to death. It has
no poison-fangs, but is not slow to bite. It is easily

tamed.—The commonest Australian snake {Pseiide-

chis porphyricus), found in marshy places, and
somewhat cobra-like in its actions, is also called

the Black Snake. The back is glancing black, the
sides carmine, the belly red ; the neck is not dilat-

able. It may measure over 6 feet in length. It

is very venomous, belongs to the family Elapida»,

and is nearly allied to the Cobra (q.v.).

Blackstone, Sir Willi.vm, commentator on
English law, was the posthumous s(m of a silk-

mercer in London, and was born there 10th July
1723. In 1738 he obtained a scholarship from the
Charterhouse to Pembroke College, Oxford ; in

1741 entered the Inner Temple; in 1744 was
elected a fellow of All Souls' ; and in 1740 was
called to the bar, but failed to attract either

notice or practice. In 1749 he succeeded an uncle
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as recorder of Wallingford, in Berkshire ; and in
1753 he delivered a course of lectures at Oxford
on tlie law of England. Three years later, a Mr
Viiier having left 1"1'2,0()0 to endow a chair of
English Law at (Ixford, lihu-kstone was in 1758
ai>i>ointed lirst Vinerian professor. Next year he
returned to Westminster ; and as the doctrines
which he had taught as a lecturer had coniniended
him to the Torj- government of that day, he was
made a king's counsel in 1761, in tlie same j'ear

liecoming memher for Hindon, in AViltshire, and
shortly after principal of New Inn Hall, Oxford.
Other honours followed fast, and in 1763 he was
made solicitor-general to the queen. In 1765-69
he j>ublL:<hed the four volumes of his lectures,

which form his celebrated Vuminetitarics on the

Ldira of England, and which brought liim in

£14,000. His practice, too, continuing to increase,

he resigTied in 1766 his Oxford appointments.
E<tur years later he declined tlie solicitor-general-

ship, and, having been knighted, was made a
justice of the Court of Common Pleas. He died
14th Februarj' 1780, and was buried at Walling-
for.l.

lilackstone's fame rests wholly on his Commen-
tarii.i. His seventeen other literary works, which
included some youthful poetry, were inconsiderable,

and his merits a.s pleailer or judge Mere not of

themselves such as to have ma<le his reputatio'n

outlive him. As a 'commentator, he had many
excellences. His style is in general clear and
gracefully ornate, his illustrations are plea-sing and
felicitous. While he conlined hiiiist'if to exposition

—to the accurate statement in scholarlike English
of what ha<l heretofore lain buried in the cumbrous
language of lawyers like Littleton—Blackstone
Mas unsurpa-ssetl, and rendered an important ser-

vice to the ctmntry. Hut he M-as ambitious of

combining witli this exjtosition the higher task of

explaining the reiusons of law, as well as its merits

and defects. For this survey of law from the

legislator's jioint of view, he had not the requisite

qualifications ; his knowledge of English history

was sujierhcial, his .studv of the piiilosophy of law

had been imperfect. ^Vith the works, indeed, of

Montesquieu an<l lieccaria he wjvs acquainted

;

but the mode in which he cjuotes them shows

that he had imbibed nothing of their .spirit. The
method followeil in the Commentaries was as

unscientific as could be imagined, and haxl not

even the merit of originality. It was taken with

little alteration and no imjirovement from Sir

Matthew Hale's Anahisis of the English Laic.

l'o>.sibly the ha«te with M-hicli the Commentaries

mu.st have been composed, bcin<' originally in the

form of lectures, may have led to some of their

imperfections. Since'lilackstone's death the Cow

-

mentaries have l>een verv frequently reprinted,

having reached a 23d edition in 18.^4, not to speak

of various American editions and abridgments,

such as Waits ( 1875) and Ewell's (1883).

Blackthorn. See Slok.

Bla<'k>vall, a suburb of London, in Middle-

sex, at ilie junction of the Lee with the Thames,

3A miles ESE. of St Paul's. It has foundries,

shipbuilding vards, EiU^t and "West India Docks,

and a tunnel under the Thames (opened in 189, ).

Black Watch (Caelic Freiccudan Dubh),

the tii-st of the Highland regiments, had its origin

in a commission gianted to John, second Earl of

Athole, in 1G68, 'to raise and keep such a number

of men as he shall think titt " to be a constant

guard for securing i)eace in the Highlands. The

t.Tiii blark arose from the dark colour of their

tartan uniform, mIucIi distinguished them from

the re'iilar troops, called the Saighdain Dearg,

or 'red soldiers.^ From 1704 till the I. nion.

there were three companies in existence directly

dealt with by the Treasury in regard to pay
and clothing, and wholly armed with firearms.

In 1729 the companies were six in number

—

three comprising 100 men each, connnanded
by captains, and three of 70 men each, com-
manded by captain-lieutenants. The body was
raised chiefly irom the ^^'hi^^ or loyal clans

—

Campbells, Grants, Muuros, iV:c. The duties of

the Black Watch were to enforce the disarming
act, to prevent political meetings of a seditious

kind, and to check depredation. After being of

considerable use for these local purposes, the

whole of the companies were fornieu into the 4'2d

Regiment, under the command of the Earl of

Crawford, in 1739 ; and in 1743 the regiment joined

the troops in Flanders, and first went into action

at Fontenoy, since when it has been one of the

most distinguished corps in the British army.
As it was embodied under a Lowlander, it was
necessary to adopt an arbitrary pattern of tartan,

which has ever since been known as the 42d or

Black Watch tartan. In 1872 the officers of the

corps erected a monument in Uunkeld Cathedral

in memory of those who had fallen in battle from

the creation of the regiment till the close of the

Indian Mutiny in 1859 ; and a memorial cairn,

raised by public subscription, was unveiled, 13th

November 1887, in the field near Aberfeldy, where
the regiment first assembled in 1739. "\Vhen in

1881 the numerical designations of the British foot

regiments were dropped, the former 42d and 73d

Regiments Mere made respectively first and second

battalions of the 'Black Watch (Roval High-
landers).' For the costume of the Highland regi-

ments, see HuiHL.\ND.S: also Ross's Old Scottish

llcgimcntal Cploitrs ( 1885).

Black Water, Red Water, Muir-ill, or

H.EMO-ALlJUMiM'Ki.\, is a dietetic disease of cattle,

M-hich is diagnosed by the foUoM-ing symptoms

:

Loss of condition, loss of appetite, obstinate consti-

pation, dicrotonous and Meak pulse, yellow mucous
membranes, staring dry coat, and freouent passage

of urine of a red-brown or almost blaclc colour, and
having a strong odour of rotten turnips. It is a

rapidly fatal disease, and most frequently seen in

ill-fed'animals, or animals grazing on badly drained,

poorly cultivated land. The cause of the disease

IS a want of pronortion in the quantity and quality

of the food, and particularly in a lack of albumin-

oids, and an increase in the Matery constituents.

The result of this bad food is to cause indigestion

and constipation, Miiich are then folloMed by a

breaking doMii of the blood constituents, and

elimination of the broken-doM'n blood by the kid-

neys, the consequence being that the animal really

succumbs from loss of blood or blood constituents.

Examination of the urine reveals the presence of

albumen, and also blood and bile pigments. Its

specific gravity is increased to about 1040. On post-

mortem examination, one finds great pallor and

wasting of the tissues and organs, emptiness of the

blood-vessels, dark-coloured urine in the bladder,

engorgement of the liver, and distension of the gall-

bladder M-ith thick bile, and generally the appear-

ance of bloodlessness.

The disease should be guarded against by drain-

ing the land, growing good glasses and turnips,

and feeding the animals Math food containing

sufficient .albuminoids. When animals become

affected, administer a quart of oil, to remove any

bad food from the stomach and boMels, and folloM-

M-ith tM-elve eggs and a quart of good ale night and

morning, and Mann clothing, linseed and cotton

cake, port Mine, drachm doses of sulphate of iron,

or ounce doses of turpentine. A special form of

this disease occurs in parturient cattle, Mhich

exhibits the same symptoms, but is induced in
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weak animals by paitiiritit)n, and manifests itself

a week or so after parturition.

Blackwater, the name of numerous rivers

anil rivulets in Great IJritain and Ireland, of which
the longest are : ( 1 ) The Blackwater of Munster,
100 miles in length, which enters the sea at Youghal
harbour; (2) tlie Blackwater of Ulster, 50 miles

long, which falls into the south-west corner of

Lough Neagh ; and ( 3 ) the Blackwater of Essex,

40 miles long, which falls into the North Sea.

Blackwell, Alexander, adventurer, seems to

liave been born in Aberdeen about the beginning
of the 18th century, and to have been a younger
son of the Rev. Thomas Blackwell (1660-1728),

principal of Marischal College. He may, or may
not, have studied medicine under Boerhaave at

Leyden ; anyhow, about 17.30, he Avas a printer in

Loridon, and becoming bankrupt in 1734, was sup-

ported in prison by his A\dfe, who published a
Herbal (2 vols, folio, 1737-39) -sA-ith 500 cuts of

plants, dra^^^l, engraved, and coloured by herself,

her liusband adding their Latin names, \i\t\\ a
brief description of each. Next, in 1742, Blackwell
turns up in Sweden, where, having cured the kin"'

of an illness, he Avas appointed one of the royal

physicians, and undertooK the management of a
model farm. While still in the full enjoj'ment of

court favour, he was charged Avith being concerned
in a plot against the constitution, and after being
put to the torture, Avas beheaded, August 9, 1747,

protesting his innocence to the last.

Blackwell, Elizabeth, the lirst woman that
oljtained a medical diploma in the United
States, Avas born at Bristol in 1821. Her family
emigrated to the States in 1832, and six years
later the father died, leaving a AvidoAv and nine
children. Elizabeth helped to .support the family
for some years by teaching, steadily deA^oting

her leisure the while to the study of medical
and anatomical books. After making many
fruitless applications for admission to A'arious

medical schools, she Avas permitted to enter that
of Geneva, in NeAv York State, and to graduate
in 1849. She next visited Europe to prosecute
her medical studies, and after much difficulty

Avas admitted into the extensive MatcrniU hos-

pital at Paris, and St BartholomeAv's Hospital in

London. In 1851 she retm-ned to Ncav York, and
there established herself in a successful practice.

In 1869 she returned to England, Avhere she took
an active part in connection Avith questions of

social reform and the position of Avomen. She has
lectured frequently, and is author of several
popular books on the laAvs of health, especially for
girls. See her autobiography (1895).

Blackwell, Thomas, scholar, a brother most
likely of Alexander BlackAvell (q.v.), Avas bom at
Aberdeen in 1701, and took his M.A. in 1718. In
1723 he Avas appointed professor of Greek in
Marischal College, and in 1748 its principal. He
died at Edinburgh, 8th March 1756. He Avas
author of Inquiry into the Life and Writings of
Homer (1735), Memoirs of the Court of Augustus
(3 vols. 1752-64), and tAvo or three other Avorks.

Blackwood, AVilll\m, a distinguished Edin-
burgh publisher, the originator of BluckwoocV

s

Magazine, was born in Edinburgh, November 20,
1776. After serving his apprenticeship to the book-
•selling business in his native city, and pro.secuting
his calling in Glas^AV and London, he settled in
Edinburgh as a bookseller—jtrincipally of old books
—in 1804. In 1817, having six years before become
a publisher on his own account, he issued the lirst

number of Blackwood's Magazine. The literary
ability displayed in this periodical Avas so much in
advance ot the monthly magazines then existing,
that from the lirst it Avas a great success. Its

remarkable popularity was sustained by the papers
of Wilson ('Christopher Ntnth'), Lockhart, Hogg,
and other spirits, wliom Blackwood had the liber-

ality and tact to attract to his standard. Over-
Avhelming its political and literary opponents, now
Avith the most farcical humour, and noAv Avith the
bitterest sarcasm— sometimes with reckless in-

justice—the magazine secured for itself a prodigious
reputation, more particularly among the Tories, of

Avhose political creed it has ahvays been a resolute

adherent. William Blackwood himself, Avho added
literary tastes and acquirements to his profession of

a bookseller, Avas the cliief manager of his magazine,
and conducted the Avhole of the corresi)ondence
connected Avith it until his ileath, Avhich took place
September 10, 1834. His place Avas tilled, between
1834 and 1852, by his sons, Alexander and Robert,
the early death of the former cutting short a career
of great promise. Under John (1818-79), the third
son, Avho Avas editor from 1852, Maga not onlv sus-

tained but increased its reputation. The pu"blish-

ing business has been greatly extended since the
days of the founder of the house, ' George Eliots

'

novels having all but one issued hence.

See Mrs Oliphant's Annals of u Publishinr/ House ( 1807

)

and Sir George Douglas, The Blackwood Group (1897).

Bladder (urinary) is a hoUoAV bag for the
reception of the urine. When moderately dis-

tended it has a capacity of about a pint, but under
various conditions it is capable of holding far more.
Thus, the bladder of a drunkard has been seen so

dilated that it held tAventj" pints, and Avhen com-
pletely paralysed there is no limit to its distension.

Instances of very large bladders are not infrequent
in females, but this is probably the result of over-

distension, and not due to the female bladder being
naturally larger than that of the male. Indeed,

competent authorities state that the reverse is tiie

case.

In all young animals possessing a bladder, it is

elongated in form, indicating that originally it Avas

a tube. In an infant it is pear-shajied—the con-

dition Avhich is permanent in quadrupeds ; but
as man gradually assumes the erect attitude, the
loAver part expands under the Aveight of the

urine. In the adult, its size, shape, position, and
relations to surrounding organs A'ary according to

its state of collapse or distension. When empty it

sinks deeply into the pelvis, and appears flattened

above and beloAV ; Avhen moderately full its form is

rounded, but still it remains Avithin the pelvis;

Avhen completely distended it projects above the
brim of the pelvis, becoming an abdominal organ,

and liaA-ing an ovoid or egg-shaped outline. It noAv

presents a base or larger end directed backAvards, an
ajiex or summit—the smaller end—directed ujjwards
and resting against the loAver part of the anterior

abdominal Avail. At the front of the base, the
urethra, Avhich leads off the urine, commences
abruptly in a thickened portion named the neck.

At this point the bladder is tixed to the Avails of

the peh'is by fibrous bands named true ligaments.

In all other directions it is freely movable, al-

though receiving support from surrounding parts
such as rectum or A-agina, according to the sex,

also to a slight extent from blood-vessels and the
two ducts from the kidneys (ureters), and lastly

from the peritoneum, Avhich, on account of its

various reflections from the organ, forms folds

knoAvn as the false ligaments. The Avail of the
bladder consists of several layers or coats, in Avhich

blood-vessels and nerves ramify. The outer coat is

formed of peritoneum, Avliich only partially invests

the bladder, being found on its upper and posterior

half. The next coat consists of bundles of muscular
fibres arranged in various directions. Between this

and the lining membrane there is a Avell-marked
layer consisting of areolar tissue, in Avhich the
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blcHxl-vessels rainifv, and named the vascular or
.iiibiii iicotis coat. *rhe lininj^ membrane (mucous
CKHtt) is soft and smooth. It Ls continuous with the
lining membrane of the ureters and that of the
urethra. Being loosely attached, it is nearly every-
where thrown into wrinkles, wliich disappear as
the bladder is distende<l. If an imaginary line be
drawn l»etween the openings of the ureters, and
from each end of this line others be drawn to the
orilice of tlie urethra at the neck of the bladder, a
triangular portion of the ba.se will be majiped out.
having its apex pointing forwards, and each side
measuring alwut an imli and a half. Within this
area, to which the name (riijonc is applied, there
are never any A>Tinkles, even when the bladder is

empty, l>ecause the mucous coat adheres more
clostdy to subjacent parts. This area has a greater
numlicrof blood-vessels and nerves than other part>
of the bladder, and tlierefore possesses more acut'
sensibilitjk'. As the urine accumulates in tht
bhidder, its pressure on the trigone gives rise to the
feeling of a full bladder and the necessity for mic-
turition. The iiit«'nsc pain produced by stone in the
bladder is due to the same cause (see CalCI'LIS ).

As the bladder becomes distended, its muscular walls
Ijegin to contract i>eri<Hlieally upon the Huid con-
tents ; so do the muscular fibres which surround the
outlet of the blailder— viz. the urethra. As long a.s

the pres.sure within tiie bladder is not very high, the
latter is able to resist-the former, as is seen during
sleep ; but after a certain stage of distension is

reacnetl, the contractions of tiie bladder wall over-

come those of the fibres closing the urethra, and
the bladder is emptied. This process occurs
naturally in young cnildren, but as age advances
the hbres surrounding the outlet of the bladder
come under the control of the will, and thus the
urine can be vcdiintarily retained or e.xpelled. The
bliulder is liable to catarrhal intlammation of the
coats, to paralysis, and other aHections. Kupture of

the bladder by accident Ls usually fatal. For incon-

tinence of urine and retention of urine, see Urine.
There is no urinary bla<lder in birds (see Bird).

In general zoological usage, the term bladder is

applied ( 1 ) to that outgrowth from the doi-sal sur-

face of the gut wliicli forms the Air- or Swim-
bladder (q.v.) of many tishes, and serves in a
few cases as an incipient lung; and (2) to the

nrinarv bh-uhler. It Ls necessary to note, however,

that ttie latter may have a very ditlerent origin in

diMerent animals. ' {a) In the gristlv lishes the ter-

minal extremities of tlie so-called ' Wolthan ducts'

coalesce to fonn a urinary cloaca, which opens

into the general cloacal chaml)er. (6) In the bony
fishes the urinarj- bladder is a dilatation at the exit

of the ureter, (c) In amphibia the bladder arises

a-s an outgrowth from tiie hind-gut, and rei)resents

tiie allantois of higher animals, (d) In reptiles the

stalk of tlie allantois dilates to form a permanent

nrinarv bladder, wiiicii Ls absent in birds, (e) In

mammals the stalk of the allantois again dilates to

form the l>ladder.

Ki.'ulder t'aiiipioii. See Silene.

Kladder-rlierry ( I'hymlis alkcLcngi). See

^\ I.N 1 i:i:l'HEI:i;v.

Bladder Greeu is derived from the Buck-

tlmni ( <i.v. ).

Bladder-nut (Staohylea), a verj' widely dis-

triliuted genus of deciduous .slirubs or small trees

of rather elegant appearance, usually referred to

the order Celastraceje (.see Sl'lNDLE-TREE). The
Common Bladder-nut (S. jji/mata) is frequentlj'

planted in siirubberie.s, as Ls also the North Amen-
can .S. tri/oliatu. The wood of both is firm and

w liite, well suited for the j>urposes of tlie turner.

The seeds yield a good oil, and may be eaten, but

act as a 'mild aperient. Tiie Hower-buds are

pickled as capei-s. The name bladder-nut has
reference to the curious inflated membranous

Common Bladder-uut (Staphi/lca piujiata):

a, a flowiT ; 6, fruit.

capsule, and the hard bony testa of the seed. The
name Stajj/ii/lea is from the Gr. ataphiflc, '

a

bunch of grapes,' and iias reference to the racemed
dowers.

Bladder-seed {Physospermum comubiense),
an umbelliferous weed, noted for its inflated fruit.

Bladder-.seUIia { Colutea arboresccns), a
leguminous tree of Southern Europe, occasionally

planted in sheltered shrubberies. It owes its name
jtartly to the dry inliated pod, partly to the

tradition of the use of its leanets for adulterating
senna.

Bladder-worm, tlie asexual stage of a tape-

worm or cestode. It is found encvsted in a host

which is likelv to be eaten l»y the 6nal host of the

tapeworm, 'the stage owes its name to the bladder-

like form resulting from the encysted embryo.
Within the bladder a 'head' is developed (a in fig.),

which is eventually turned outwards, and retains

the bladder as a sort of appenilage {/> in fig.).

In exceptional eases (see Hydatids) the bladder

buds oft" internally, not one head but many. On
passing to the final

host the bladder-

worm loses its bUnl-

der, and the head or

scolex, becoming
attached to the f,'ut,

buds off the familiar

chain of 'ioints,'

which gradually
become sexually
mature. Before the
life-historj' of cestoid

parasites was under-
stood, the bladder-

worms were described

as separate organisms, but they are now known to

be simply the a.sexual stages of an ' alternation of

generations.' Thus the Cysticercus cclluloacc or

bladder-worm of the pig becomes the Tcenia solium

or tapeworm of man ; the C. mediocanellata of ox,

the 1. saginatu of man ; the C. fasciolaris of the

mouse, the T. crassicollis of the cat ; the Cmiurus
cerebralis of the sheep, the T. ccenurus of dog ; the

Echinococcus of man, the T. cchinococcus of dog,

and so on. The bladder-worm is more passive,

vegetative, and entirely asexual ; the tapeworm

Bladder-worm.
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joint is more active, its nutrition probably more
stimulating and variable, its reproctuctiou sexual.

See Cestoid Worms, Tapkwokm.
Bladderwort ( Utriculana ), a genus of Lenti-

bulariacea^ which like its congener the Butterwort
(q.v.) is remarkable for its carnivorous habit.

The one hundred and twentj' species are often

aquatic or floating, the leaves frequently floating,

and divided, the flowers generally yellow. The
stems and leaves bear the characteristic insect-

catching pitchers. See INSECTIVOROUS Plants.

Bladensblirg, a village of Maryland, on the

east branch of the Potomac, 6 miles NE. of Wash-
ington by rail. It was here that the battle which
decided the fate of the capital was won by the
British on the 24th August 1814.

Blaeberry. See Whoktleberky.
Blaes« a, Scottish miners' name for the shale of

the coal-measures, originating apparently from the
' l)lae ' or bluish colour sometimes noticed in the
shale. The term is occasionally used by geolo-

gists.

Blaeil (spelt also Blaeuw and Blcmiv, Lat.

Ca-sins), WiLLEM Janszoon, a map-drawer and

S
'inter, was born at Alkmaar, Holland, in 1571.

is Terrestrial and Celestial Globes excelled in

beauty and accuracy everything that had preceded
them ; as also did some of his maps. He died in 1638.

—His son, Jan (died 1673), commenced business
on his own account at Amsterdam in 1637, but
afterAvards entered into companv with his brother,

Cornelis (died 1650). His Atlas Major, in 11

N'olumes, is a remarkable work, with many curious

l)lates ; and the maps are extremely valuable from
1 he light they throw on local history. Besides six

maps of Ireland, the volume on Scotland contains
forty-nine maps of that country, prepared liy

Timothy Pont (q.v.), and a great amount of local

details by Sir John Scott. He further published a
series of topographical plates and views of towns.
Two of Jan's sons carried on the business until
1700.

Blagovestschensk, or Blagovyeschensk,
capital of the Amur Province of Russian Asia, at
the confluence of the Amur and Seja riveis, with
some manufactures, an increasing trade, and 20,212
inhabitants. Khabarovka, lower down the Amur,
at the confluence of the IJssuri, is the capital of

the Maritime Province ; and both Blagovestschensk
and Khabarovka are on the line of the great
Trans-Siberian Railway.

Blaine, James Gillespie, journalist and
statesman, born at West Brownsville, Pennsyl-
vania, 31st January 1830, graduated at Washing-
ton College in 1847, and taught in a Kentucky
military institute, and in the Pennsylvania insti-

tution for the blind. In 1854 he settled as a
journalist at Augusta, Maine, and served in the
state legislature from 1858 to 1862 ; from 1862 to

1876 he sat in congress, being Speaker in 1869-74.
He was defeated in the Republican nominations
for the presidency in 1876, 1880, 1884, and 1892.

Senator for Maine in 1876, he acted as Secretary of

State under Garfield, and again under Harrison
(till 1892). He died January 27, 1893. He was the
author of Twenty years of Congress (2 vols. 1884-86).

Blainville, Henri Marie Duceotay de,
zoologist and anatomist, was born in 1778, near
Dieppe, studied medicine and the physical sciences

at Paris, and in 1812 was appointed assistant-pro-

fessor of Comparative Zoology, Anatomy, and
Physiology, in the university, as well as'professor
of Natural Histoiy at the Athen;eum ; in 1825 a
member of the Institute ; and in 1832 successor of

Cuvier in the chair of Comparative Anatomy in the
Museum of Natural History. He died May 1,

1850. Blainville achieved great success, not only
as a teacher, but as the author of Fuune Francaisc
(1821-30), De VOrganisation des Animatix (1822),
Cours de Physiologic Ginirale ct Co??ipar<^e (1833),
Ostiographic (1839-64), ^'c.

Blair, Hugh, was born at Edinburgh in 1718,
and in 1730 entered the university, Avhere his Essay
on the Beautiful gave his preceptors a high idea of

his ability and taste. In 1741 he was licensed as
a preacher, and after occupying the churches of

Collessie in Fife, Canongate, and Lady Yester's, he
was promoted in 1758 to one of the charges of the
High Church, Edinburgh. His discourses, which
display little power or originality of thought, and
Avhich derived nothing from the delivery of their

author, were greatly admired by 'persons of the
most distinguished character and eminent rank ' in

Scotland on account of their polished style. In
1759 he commenced a series of lectures on Com-
position to classes in the university ; and in 1762 he
was appointed to a new regius chair of Rhetoric
and Belles-lettres, with a salary of £70 a year. He
resigned this post in 1783, and in the same year
jiublished his Lectures, which obtained a reputation
far beyond their merits, and one that time has by
no means confirmed. His Sermons {1177 ) enjoyed
the approval not only of Dr Johnson, but of George
III., who showed his appreciation by bestowing on
Blair in 1780 a pension of £200 a year. Blair also

published three other volumes of Sermons, and a
fourth appeared after his death, which took place

December 27, 1800. They were all as successful as

the first. Opinion about their merits has much
changed since the date of their publication ; they
are now considered as moral essays rather than
sermons. Blair's critical acumen was not great ; he
strenuously defended the authenticity of Ossian's

poems.

Blair, Robert, author of The Grave, was born
in 1699 at Edinburgh, where his father was a clergy-

man. There and in Holland he was educated for

the church, and in 1731 he was ordained minister of

Athelstaneford, Haddingtonshire, where he lived in

easy circumstances till his death 4th February 1746.

He was an accomplished and thoughtful man, de-

voted considerable attention to natural science,

particularly botany, and corresponded on friendly

terms with several eminent contemporaries, among
others, Watts and Doddridge. To them in 1742 he
submitted the MS. of his poem, which Watts ottered

to two publishers. They thought it too heavy for

the times, and it did not appear till 1743. It

speedily attained an honourable place in the esteem
of those capable of appreciating a masculine, though
somewhat gloomy force of thought and imageiT,
applied to a profoundly suggestive and serious

theme. In William Blake it found a congenial

illustrator. Blair was succeeded in his ministerial

charge by Home, the author of Dovglas. His
third son, Robert Blair, of Avontoun (1741-1811),

became Lord President of the Court of Session.

Blair-Athole, a Perthshire village, situated at

the confluence of the Garry and Tilt, 20 miles
NNW. of Dunkeld. Blair Castle, the seat of the
Duke of Athole, dates in its oldest part from the
13th century, and as restored in 1872 is a fine

baronial structure. It has many memories of

sieges and royal visits, from Queen Mary's days to

Queen Victoria's. Claverhouse was buried in the
old church of Blair.

Blairgovric, a town of Perthshire, very
picturesquely situated on the rij'ht bank of the
Ericht, 20 miles NNE. of Perth by a branch line

( 1855). It has flax spinning and weaving factories

driven by the Ericht. Pop. 3714.

Blair's College. See Scotland, p. 247.

Blai/e. See I'.lasius.
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Blake, IJobert, next to Nelson the greatest of
Englisli atiiiiirals, was iHjrn at Bridgewater, the
ehlest of tlie twelve sons of a merchant tliere, in
August ir)J)9. From the grammar-school of his
native town he passed in l()ir> to St Allian's Hall,
and shortly afterwards to Wadham College, Ox-
ford, where lie rcmaineil til! lt>2."). He seems next
to have continued his father's husiness, and to have
j)rosi>ered, hut may from time to time liave himself
made voyages to distant seas, ivs prosperous mer-
chants at that time very often did. He led the life

of a quiet country gentleman until he had reached
his fortietii year, and was returneil for Hridgewater
to the Siiurt I'arliament <»f lt>4(», tliat preluded the
Civil War. He cast in liis lot with the jiarliament
without hesitation, hut did not l)ecome a memlierof
the Long I'arliament till l(>4r». An ardent Republi-
can, ami a man of hlunt, straightforward manners,
singularly devoid of fear, and of inllexihle cliaracter,

he WcLs much res|»ected hy Cromwell, hut he never
liecame personally very intimate with him. He
served undi-r I'oiiham in Somersetshire, and at-

tracted notice hy his conduct at tlie siege of Bristol,

and his olistinate ilefeiice of Lyme, in Doi-setshire,

in 1G44 against Prince Maurice. His defence of
Taunton for nearly a year against overwhelming
odils, when the town w.-u* little more than a heap of
ruins, covered him with fresii glory, and proved a
turning |>oint in the war.

In 104!! ln' w.is appointed with two others to
command the lleet, at that time in a state of
di.satrecti<m and weakne.s.s. IJefore two years he
had hlockaded Lislwin, destroyeil the s(|uadron
of Trince Kuiiirt. and forcetl the royalist.s to sur-

render the Scijly Isles and .Jersey, their la.st strong-
hold. Karly in Iti-Vi hegan the struggle with the
Dutth for liie supremacy of the seas, ami Hlake
found himself pitted against such redouhtahle sea-

men lus Van Tromji, De Huyter, and De Witt. In
the lirst engagement on the IKtli May, tlnnigh his

tleet numhered over forty ships to Blake's lifteen,

Villi Trom|i retreated under cover of darkness with
the loss of two ships. It is right to add that the
Knglish ships were larger than the Dutch, and their

artillery su|>erior. < hi the '2Hth Septemher Blake
gave liattle to De Huyter and De Witt oil' the mouth
of the Thames, hotli Meets ahout sixty-tive ships in

numlier. The fight ended with the Might of the
Dutch next day. On the "Jltth Novcml»er a Meet of

eighty ve.s.sels under \'an Tromp encountered Blake
with scarcelv forty oil' the (loodwin Sands. After

a two days' iiotly contested light, victory remained
with the Dutch. Blake lost six of his ships, but
brought the remainder in a sadly shattered state

into .safety. In his report to the council of state he
complains of tin- • i)aseness of sjdrit, not amcmg
the iinTchantnien oid> , but many of the state's

ship.-.' \'an Tntmp now scoured the Channel in

triumph, and to this period Itelongs the apocryphal

story of his having tied a broom to his miust-liead.

Blake jusked to be released from his command, but

by the middle of Ftd.ruary lO.'i.M, he was again at

.sea with iiearlv eightv ships. On the morning of

the iSth \aii Tromp" was sighted near I'ortland

with about an eipial force. \ long running light

at once l>egan, and busted from I'ortland to Calais.

I'.lake was severely wound»'d, but gained a complete

victory, sinking live ships and capturing four, as

well jLs over thirty merchantmen in Xan Tronip's

coiivov. His ill-health prevented him from taking

part ill the engag lit of the Hist July, which

liiialiv siiattered the naval supremacy of Holland.

In Seiitember 1().'">4 he sailed with a Meet to the

.Mediterranean, where he soon uiaile the English

Mag n-spected at Cadiz. Naples, and Leghorn alike.

Ill April Hi.").') he sailed under the guns of Tunis, a

nest of j.irates, and burne<l a Meet of nine ships.

lie next sailed to Algiers, where the dey in terror

GO

submitted to his terms. At the approach of winter
he returned to England, bnt early in the spring of
16.56 was cruising again ott' Cadiz. In September,
Stayner, one of his lieutenant.s, fell in with the
Plate Meet and cai)tured it—a loss to Sj)ain of
nearly two millions in treta-sure alone.
But the crowning exploit of Blake's career was

his last. Hearing early in April 1657 that a Meet
from America had arrived at Santa Cruz de
Teneritt'e, he at once sailed thither, and on the
morning of the '20th arrived in the bay where
there were sixteen ships lying at anchor, ' moored
close along the shore, which lies in a semicircle,
commandetl as far as the ships lay by the ca.stle,

and surnmnded besides with six or seven forts.'

Before night he comi>letely destroyed the Meet and
the town, and contrived to draw oM', owing to a
favourable change of wind, with a loss of 50
slain and 120 woun<led. The wonderful daring
and success of this exploit excited the utmost
enthusiasm througlnmt England, and jMlniiration

throughout Euroi)e. But it was the last of

the great admiral's glories. With health fast

failing, he returned homewards to ilie just as
his ship entered the harbour of I'lymouth, 7th
August 1657. Cromwell honoured his memory
by a stately funeral, and caused him to be
interred in Westminster Abbey, whence the body
was ousted at the Uestoiatioii. A window to his

memory Wiv-s placed in St Margaret's, Westminster,
in 1888. Blake's skill and courage were equalletl

only by his disinterested jiatriotisni, sterling

honesty, and love of justice ; he not only gained
a decided suj)eriority over England's mightiest
naval ojtponent, but, by the boldness and novelty
of the tactics he introduced, taught English sea-

men to attempt every enterprise, however ditlicult

and doubtful, with the same reckless and easy
daring. See Hannay's Ailiniral Blake (1886) in
' Englisii Worthies.'

Blake. Wii,li.\.m, engraver, painter, and poet,

was born in London on the '28th of November 1757,

the son of a hosier. He was a dieaiiiy boy, aildicted

to drawing and verse-niaking, and fond of solitary

rambles in the country, during which he belicNcd

that he saw visions of angels in the sky and among
the trees. At the age of ten he began to study art

in Par's Academy in the Strand, and fcmr years
later he was apprenticed to .James Basire, the
engraver, in whose antiiiuarian jjriiits he assisted,

ami ff)r whom he executed drawings from the
ancient monuments in the churches of London and
its neighb()urho<id. His ajiprenticeship ended in

1778; and, after studying in the Antifiue School
of the Royal Academy, he began to jnoduce water-

colour iignre-subjects, and to engrave illustrations

for the IakUcs' Jldt/d-inc, and, after Stotliard, for

the Xorr/i.sf.s' JSIftgaziiw. His lirst picture exhibited

in the Royal Academy was 'The Death of Earl

Godwin,' shown in 1780. His leisure had from

early years been devoted to the composition of

poems, of which the lirst volume, the Poctital

Shetrhcs bif II'. li., published in 1783, is full of

true i)astoral feeling anil of an exquisitely spon-

taneous lyrical power. This work, with the

Songs of Innoccmi' (1789), and the Songs of
Experience (1794), include the finest examples of

Blake's poetn', for the so-called 'Prophetical

Books'—the lioo/: of Thel (1789), the Marriagr

of Hcarrn and Hell (1791), The French lievolii-

tion (1791), Tlw Song of Los (1795), and many
others—are .strangely mystical and unintelligible,

and owe most of the interest to the imaginative

designs which are usually interwoven with their

text.

All his poetical works, with the exception of

the Poetical Sketches and The French Revolu-

tion, were produced in a method peculiar to the
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artist himself, a niethoil which, he related, was
communicated to him in a vision l),v tlie spirit

of a deceased brother. Their text, with its illus-

trative designs and decorative marginal enrich-

ments, was inscribed upon cojmer-plates with a

kind of stopping-out varnish, and the surrounding
metal was then bitten away with acid, tiie result

in each case being a plate in relief, which was
printed on paper with ink of various tints, the

impressions being finally coloured with extreme
beauty and elalmration by the artists own hand.

His innumerable designs of poetic and imaginative
ligure-subjects were usually executed in washed
monochrome or in water-colours. They include a
superb series of 537 coloured illustrations to

Young's Night Thoughts, of which 43 subjects

Avere engraved by Blake and pul)lished in 1797,

and 12 designs to Blair's Grace, which were etched
by Schiavonetti and published in 1808. In his

paintings Blake used a method which, he was
accustomed to style ' fresco '—in reality a pro-

cess of tempera upon a ground prepared with
glue and whiting. Among the most important
of such works is 'The Canterbury Pilgrims,'

purchased by Sir William Stirling-Maxwell of Keir,

Perthshire, which the artist himself engraved, a
picture quaint in conception, and showing the
erroi-s and exaggerations of form common in the
artist's productions, but full of character and
individuality ;

' The Spiritual P^orm of Pitt guid-

ing Behemoth,' now in the National Gallery,
London; 'Jacob's Dream,' shown in the Royal
Academy of 1808 ; and ' The Last Judgment,' one
of his latest paintings, executed for the Countess
of Egremont. It is, however, in his engravings
from his own designs that Blake's finest artistic

work is to be found ; and among these the 21
' Illustrations to the Book of Job ' hold the first

place. They were the production of the artist's

old age, published in 1826, when he was verging
upon seventy. In imaginative force and visionary
power they are unequalled in modern religious art
and unsurpassed in the art of the past, while the
directness and spirit of their method recalls the
works of Durer and the other great painter-
engravers of the luth and 16th centuries. They
were followed by the illustrations to Dante, upon
which Blake was employed at the time of his
death. He is also known as a wood-engraver by his

series of 17 cuts contributed to a now very scarce
edition of Thornton's Virgil. Though rude in
execution, these prints are full of the very spirit

of idyllic jjoetry, and their technique shows a
remarkable perception of the tnie direction and
special capabilities of the special artistic method.
During his life Blake met with little encourage-

ment from the public. The exhibition of his works,
which he held in 1809 in Broad Street, was a com-
plete failure ; his name was unknown to ordinary
picture-buyers, and even at the end of his life,

when he was producing his immortal ' Illustrations
to the Book oi Job,' he occupied, with his ever-
faithful wife, a single small room in Fountain's
Court, Strand. Yet he had his own little circle
of true-hearted friends. The poet Hayley rendered
him not ineffectual aid ; Flaxman was his friend
from youth ; among his disciples in age were
Samuel Palmer and John Linnell, and the gener-
ous assistance of the latter rendered his last days
free from pecuniary anxiety. And all through
liis life he was upheld Ijy the most real and viviil

faith in the unseen, guided and encouraged—as
he believed—by perpetual visitations from the
spiritual world. He died in London on the 12th
of August 1827, '.singing of the things he saw in
lieaven.' See Swinburne's essay (1868), and the
editions of Hie life and works by Gilchrist (2d ed.

1880), and by Ellis and Yeats (3 vols. 1893).

BlailCf Le, a town in the French department
of Indre, on the Creuse, 68 miles SSE. of Tours by
rail. Pop. 4065.

Blanc, Mont. See Mont Blanc.

Blanc, Jean Joseph Loris, a celebrated
French Socialist and historian, was born '29th

October 1811, at Madrid, where his father was
inspector-general of finance under King Joseph.
After finishing his school education he went to

stiuly in Paris. For two years he A\as a i)rivate

tutor at Arras, and in 1834 returned to Paris, where
he contributed to various political papers, and where
in 1839 he founded the licvue du rrogris, in which
he first brought out his chief work on Socialism, the
Organisation du Travail, which in 1840 ajipeared
in a separate form. The book obtained for its

author a wide, enthusiastic poiiularity among the
French workmen, who were captivated by the
brilliancy of the writing, the simplicity of the
scheme, and the freshness of the views advocated.
Tiie book denounces the principle of comjietitive

industry, and proposes the establishment of social

workshops (ateliers sociauoc), conijiosed of work-
men of good character, and subsidised by the
state. These workshops, conducted on the co-oper-

ative principle, and on the basis of an equitable
remuneration for all engaged in them, would,
he thought, in the process of time absorb all

the industry of France. Next, in 1841-44, Blanc
published an historical work, entitled Histoire de
Dix Ans (1830-40), which produced a deadly
eflect on the Orleans dynasty. Louis-Philippe
afterwards declared that ' it acted like a battering-

ram against the bulwarks of loyalty in France.'
It owed its success partly to the exposure it made
of the scandalous jobbery and innnorality of the
crown and its advisers, partly to that passionate
ardour which changed the tranquillity of history

into the vehemence of a pamphlet. This Avas

followed by the first volume of a Histoire de la

Eevolution Francaise, in which the author's aim
was to descrilte from his own point of view not
only the incidents of the first revolution, but the
social history of the 18th century. On the break-
ing out of the revolution of Febraary 1848, Blanc
had an opportunity of playing a most important
part. His great pojjularity with the working-
classes led to his being appointed a member of

the Provisional Government, and he was placed at

the head of the great commission for discussing the
problem of labour, which had its sittings in the
palace of the Luxembourg. At the same time, Marie,
Minister of Public "Works, began to establish

the so-called national workshops (see Ateliers
Nationaux), which, however, were in no sense

an attempt to carry out the views of Blanc. Blanc
was accused without reason of a share in the
disturbances of the summer of 1848, and escajjcd

to London, where he spent many years. During
his exile, he devoted himself to political and
historical literature. He finished his Histoire de
la Recolution Fraiiraisr, and carried on a large

correspondence for the French journals, a selection

from which was puldished in the blight and
charming Lcttres sur rAngleterre. On the fall

of the Empire, Blanc returned to France, and
was elected to the National Assemldy in 1871.

After 1876 he was member of the Chamber of

Deputies. In both these bodies he voted and
acted with the extreme Left, but Mithout exercis-

ing any great influence on the course of events.

He died at Cannes, 6th December 1882. Louis
Blanc was a man of genial and amiable personality,

aTid a sincere believer in the most advanced political

and social opinions, which he advocated with
polished and fervid eloquence, but he was not
robust enough to be a revolutionary leader.
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Blanch, or P.lenxh Holding, is one of the

ancient fciulal tennros in the law of Scotland with-
out service or prestation, exceiit as a mere badge
of superiority, the duty payaole to the superi(jr
Winy in general a trilling sum, as a penny Scots,
or merely illusory, as a peppercorn, ' if asked only,'
or a bunch of roses, or, as in the famous caseOf
JiK'k Howieson, a service of ewer and basin that
the kin'' may wa.-ih. Anciently, many estates in
Scotland were held, both of the crown and other
superiors, liy this tenure, and by the legislation
which foIlow»'d on the l{ebelli(m of 1745 all the
ward-h<d<lings or military tenures in Scotland
were converted into blench ; but it is now seldom
adopted in the constitution ui an original rigiit of
jiroperty. The tenure is suliject to the sjime
ciisualties of non-entry ami relief ius that of Feu
(q. v. ). See ChakTKK,' Texikk.
Blanrliard, Edwahd Laman, journalist and

theatriial writer, a son uf William Jjlaiichard, the
comf'dian, was Imihi in London, llth December
lS'_>(t, and early in life showed great ajititude for
iournali>tic work and compilation for the imb-
lishei-s. Long a nienil»er of the iMiili/ Telajruph
stair, lie wrote «)ver a humlred pieces for tlie

theatres, including many Christmas extravaganzas;
he also piil)iislied two novels. He died 4th Sep-
temlier ISHO. See Life bv Clement Scott and
Howard (

1.Sit 1).

Blanchard« Laman, born at Yarmouth, liith

May 1S(»4. iiecame a journalist in London in 18:^1,

and died l^tli February l.S4.">. He was a i)opular
writer of light literature. His prose es.>*ays were
collected in IH4»} a-s SLcdltes uf Lifr, and his jM)etrj'

in IsTC

BlaiK'liiiii;, or Etiolation, is a process of

culture resorteil t<» liy gardeners, to prevent certain
secretions which, in ordinary circumstances, take
place in the leaves of jilants, ami to render them
nu)re plea.xant ami wholesome for food. The action
of liglit is indispensable to the decomj)osition of

carlMtnic acid by the leaves of [dants, ami, conse-
<|uently, to the elalM)ration of many of the sub-

stances from which they derive their j>eculiar

<|ualities ; the exelusion ot light, therefore, remlei-s

tliem white or nearly so, and deprives them of

miieh of their natural coarseness and bitterness.

In cabliage and .some other cultivated plants, the
leaves of which form themselves into comj)act

heads, there is a pHK-ess of natural blanching.

Artilicial blanching is managed ( I ) by eartiiing up
the leaves and succulent stems of plants, s\ich as

celery, asparagus, \c. For this purpose celery is

planted in trenches, and earth is gradually drawn
in round the stems lus tliev advance in g^rowth.

(2) By tying together the leaves with string.s of

matting, a.s is sometimes done with lettuce, endive,

\c. (.S) By overlaying, which can be done with
tiles, slates, pieces of boanl, or utensils made for

the purpose. The most common is the blanching-

l>ot, used to exclude the light from seakale,

rhubarb, and .some other culinarj- vegetables, in

which the green colour is to be avoided. The
common blancliing-i>ot is of earthenware, in a

sugar loaf form, which is used in France for blanch-

ing lettuce, ami in the Pyrenees for blanching

celery, &c. Though so simple and easy, blanching

is of' great importance in gardening. Without it

such a plant as seakale is uneatable if not poison-

ous ; with it the ccmimon dandelion has become

a wholesome and even medicinal article of salad.

BlaiK'-lliailKC (Old Fr. hhtnc-imoKjcr, 'white

food), a dish formerly made of fowl, meat,

eggs, iVe. ; now of gelatine or isingla.ss and milk, or

«)f corn-Hour and milk.

Blanco, Cai-k, a remarkable headland on the

-west coast of Africa, in 20° 47' N. lat., and 16^

58' W. long., the extremity of a rocky ridge which
projects from the Sahara in a westerly direction,
and then bending .southward, forms a commodious
liarbour called the (ireat Hay. Cape Blanco was
first discovered by the Portuguese in 1441.—Cape
Blanco (i.e. 'white cape') is also the name of
several less important headlands in Spain, Greece,
America, and tlie Philippines.

Bland .4ct. See Bimetallism.
Blaildford, a town in Dorsetshire, on the

right bank of the Stimr, 10 miles NW. of Wim-
borne. It lies in a tine tract of iiasture-land,
famed for its multitude of cows. It suHered much
in 1579, 1677, 1713, and 1731, from fire, only
twenty-six houses escaping on the last occasion.
It is built of brick, and is neat and regular ; its

chief charm is IJryanston Park, Lord Portmans
.seat. It was formerly famed for its manufactures
of banilstrings and lace, the ])oiiit-]ace liriiiging f30
a vard. Shirt-buttons are made here. Pop. ( 1851

)

3912: (1S!)1) -.WVIA.

Blandrafa, (imnoio, properly Biandhata,
the founder of Unitarianism in Ptiiand and Tran-
sylvania, wa.s born of a noble family at Saluzzo,
in Piedmont, abt)ut 1515. The freedom of his
religious opinions compelled him to flee to (leneva
in l.")5li, where he remained till Calvin's displeasure
at his anti-trinitarianism drove him to Poland for

liberty of thought and .sj)eech. Finally, in 1563,
he betook himself to the court of John Sigismund,
Prince of Transylvania, whose favourite physician
he became. Here he exerted himself with as much
jirudence as jussiduity to spread his doctrines, and
succeeded in forming a consitlerable party. He
died about 1590, strangled, so it was said, by his
nephew, jis he slept.

Blane« Sir (Iilbeht, i)hysician, was born at
Blanelielil, Ayrshire, in 1749. He studied at
Edinburgh I'niversity, and in 1779 sailed Avith
Lord Kodney to the West ln<lies, where his

gallantry under lire gained him the ajipointment
of physician to the fleet. In 1783 he was elected
physician to St Thomas's Hosjiital, Lon<lon. As
head of the Navy Medical Boanl, he was instru-

mental in introducing the u.se of lemon-juice and
other measures for the prevention or remedy of

diseii.ses on board ship. In 1812 he had a barcjiietcy

conferred upon him. He ilied June 26, 1834. He
published several works.

Blank Bunds. See Bonds.

Blankcnhcr^fllC. a village on the coast of

W^est Flanders, !t miles N. of Bruges by rail and
canal, with a harljour and lighthouse. There are
tisheries and shipbuilding, and the jdace is a
popular suninier-resoit. Pop. 332S.

Blankcilbui'ST. a town and summer-re.sort of

Brunswick, 37 miles SSE. of the capital, on the
borders of the Ilarz Mountains. Pop. 7703, many
of them miners. ^Tliere is a .seccmd Blankenbuig,
with 2330 inhabitants, in the Iludolstadt division

of Scliwarzburg-Kudolstadt, 25 miles .S. by W. of

Weimar. It is a favourite b.atiiing-jilace.

Blankctcers, the name applied to a body of

Manchester oj)erativcs who (m 10th March 1817 met
in St Peter's Field, juovided each with a blanket

for bivouacking. They meant to join a contin-

gent from Derby, and march on London ; but they

were dispersed.

Blankets. The best (jualities of those made
in England are wholly of wool, but what may
be called a tynical English blanket of medium
or inferior finality is generally formed of cotton

warp and woollen Weft threads, since, owing to the

peculiar way much of the wool is spread in an

ojien pile over the surface of the fabric, the cotton

gives it strength. One of the chief aims of the
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manufacturer is to raise the fibres of the woollen

yarn into a loose, soft mat on tiie face of this

kind of blanket, whicli hides the threads below.

Tiiis is ett'ected l>y Teazles ((j.v. ), or steel brushes,

in wiiat are called gi^^s or brushing machines.

Scotch blankets, even i>f ordinary quality, on the

otlier hand, are entirely made of wool, and are

finished in a dirterent way, the pile on the surface

not being sufficient to hide the twilleil pattern into

which they are woven. An imit.ation of the Scotch

blanket is made in some mills at Sowerby-Bridge in

Yorkshire. Cloth or Bury blankets, again, have a
surface more like ordinary woollen cloth. Witney,
Kersey, Yorkshire, and Bath are the best-known
varieties of English blankets. Dewsbury in York-
shire is the principal centre of the trade. The
Scotch blanket mills are chiefly situated in Ayr-
shire, Berwickshire, and at ^larkiiich in Fife.

Some blankets made in Ayrshire are not of the

ordinary Scotch type. The ' Witney ' and ' Bath '

are perhaps the most comfortable blankets made
in Great Britain, but none of the English kinds
can compare with the Scotch Idanket for economj'.

The latter is by far the most durable.

Foreign visitors to the Philadelphia Exhibition
of 1876 were surprised at the luxurious nature of

the more expensive kinds of American blankets
exhibited, which find a market in that country at

from thirty to fifty dollars a pair. An official

report states that nothing comparable with these

in weight, thickness, softness, and perfection of

face had ever before been attempted. It also men-
tions that the lowest grades of blankets, composed
of shoddy, hair, and the coarsest wool, which are

saleable abroad, cannot be disjjosed of in America
—even tlie savage Indians will not have them.
Extraordinarily fine woollen blankets are made in

Mysore in India ; some, it is said, so delicate

that, though as much as 18 feet long, they can
be rolled inside a hollow l>amboo. Such fancy
blankets cost £30. English blankets range in

price from four to forty shillings per pair. Some
more costly kinds are made, but the market for

them is very limited.

Blank Verse, or verse Avithout rhyme, a
name applied especially to the iambic penta-
meter or unrhymed five-foot iambic, the so-called

heroic verse, the regular measure of English dramatic
an<l epic poetry. The first specimen of blank verse
in English is a translation of the second and fourth
books of Virgil's jEneid, by the Earl of Surrey
(beheaded in 15-17) ; but it had been used freely by
Italian and Spanish writers as early as al)Out the
beginning of that century. The first example
of an English jjoem of any length (not dramatic)
in blank verse is The Steele Glas (1576) of Gas-
coigne. Two short poems of Nicholas Grimald,
published in TotteVs Miscellany in 1557, are the
earliest specimens in English of original blank
verse. In England the adaptation of this verse
to the drama, from its elasticity and the freedom
gained by the variations of the pause, was
at once felt, and in that department of poetry it

soon became and has continued dominant, if we
excei)t the ettbrt made liy Dryden and others, after
the Restoration, to return to rhymed plays. For
dramatic purpo.ses the four-accent line is too short,
and breaks the sense too often, while the six-accent
line is so long as to be tedious without the relief of
rhyme. The five-accent verse was a satisfactory
mean between the two. The dramatic line, re-

presenting the language of actual life, approaches
more nearly to prose, and consequently enjoys more
license than any other metre. Not merely is the
trochee freely substituted for the iamlms after any
j)ause however slight, Init an extra syllable is also
allowed at the end of a line or sentence (even
in Milton), and in some cases even two extra

syllables, if these do not interfere with the regular
recurrence of the accent.
Of course in verses of five accents it is impossible

to divide the line into two eqii(d parts, so that there
must needs be variation in the position of the pause
to avoid what would otherwise be unendurable
monotony. In verse without rhyme much of the
beauty of the rhythm depends on the poet's skilful-

ness in the variation of the pause, and no one has^

varied it with more boldness and finer efi'ect than
Milton. Professor Mayor points out that ' Tenny-
son and Browning, as compared with ^Nlilton, have
more lines with final, but without internal pause ;

someM-hat fewer witli internal, but without final

pause ; about the same without any pause at all.

As to the forbidden internal pauses, they use the
pause after the first, third, and ninth syllables
more frequently than Milton, and do not difl'er

much from him in their use of the pause after

one and a half, two, and eight, ^^'ith regard
to the middle pauses, those which divide the
feet, coming after the fifth or seventh syllable,

are more favoured by the moderns than by
]Milton, whose commonest pause is after the
si.xth syllable, and then longo intervcdlo after the
fourth. The pause after the fourth seems to be
Tennyson's fav(mrite, while Browning seems to
jirefer the fifth and seventh. This last also

abounds in Swinburne. Feminine ending is very
rare in Browning, but in Tennyson is hardly less

frequent than in Milton. Nor is there any marked
diti'erence as regards substitution of feet, except
that the non-initial trochee is more common in

Milton than in the others.' The initial trochee.

is as common in Surrey as in Milton. The rhythm
of the former is frequently harsh and abrupt. Tri-

syllabic feet are not infrequent, and as often as

not there is no middle pause. Marlowe's rhythm
is much more regular in accentuation than Surrey's,

but occasionally we find monosyllabic feet and
lines of nine syllables formed by initial truncation.

Feminine rhythm is also more frequent than in

Surrey's usage, and even the two superfluous

syllables at the end of the line occur here also.

Niany of Shakespeare's defective lines are capable
of explanation by a pause or a lengthened syllable.

Examples of elision and slurring are frequent, and
trisyllabic feet are not uncommon, but genuine
Alexandrines are not numerous. The superfluous

syllable at the end is rare in his earlier plays, but
there is a steady increase in its use in the later

plays. It is but rarely a monosyllalde, still more
rarely an emphatic monosyllable. Such amphi-
brachic or ' double endings ' are especially common
in Fletcher's verse.

Dryden followed Corneille in demanding rhyme
for the dignity of tragedy. He sums up its ad-

vantages in aid to the memory, in additional grace
added by the sweetness of rhyme to the smartness
of a repartee, and in the limits that it lays upon
the fancy, whicli without such restraint tends to

outrun judgment. ]\lilton's Par((disc Lost (1667)
was the first great poem in our literature written

in blank verse. Ap])ended at the publisher's request
was a short preface in three sentences, entitled 'The
Verse.' Here the poet, with customary vigour of

phrase, claims exemption from 'the troublesome and
modern liond.age of riming ... to all judicious

ears, trivial and of no true nmsical delight . . . no
necessary adjunct or true ornament of i>oem or good
verse, in longer works especially, but the invention

of a barbarous .age, to set oil' wretched matter and
lame metre.' P'rom Milt<m's time blank verse has
been as common a form for narrative, didactic, or

descriptive i)oetry, as rhymed cou])lets with their

'jingling souikI of like fiidings. ' Some wouhl
restrict the name blank verse to the ordinary
heroic metre or lines of ten syllables ; by others the
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term is applied more widely to iinrhymed lines,
irrosj)ective of llieir lenj^th. from such examples a'^

the nmirat/ia of Loii^^'fellow, wiiiih oontaius ei^'ht
syllaliles in its lines, to his KraiDjc/hie, which has
as many ivs sixteen or even more.
The Jive-foot iamhic appears early in lioth Italian

and French, Imt in neither did it shake oil' the
l>onda;,'e of rhyme, as it did in Enj.dand V)y tlie

nii<ldle of the IGtli century, so as to oHer a surti-

<-iently stron;: and tlexilde form for dramatic and
epic poetry. French inlluences hmj,' exercised a
restrainin;: effect on its use in (Jermaii, Imt English
freedom made its way through the eHorts of the
elder Schit'gel. Wiciand. Klonstock. Herder, and
others, until Lessing employed the unrliymed five-

fcKjt iamhic in his \n(/inii in 177S, and thus set a
precedent for its use in dramatic poetry. In earlier
<;ermau verse in this mciusure as in Frencii, each
live-foot line was complete in itself, but Lessing
introducetl the usage of tiie Italians, and still more
the English, of connecting lines l»y cnjumbe.ment
and liuilding them up into long periods. Schillers
lirst plays were written in prose, hut in 1786 lie

liegan to employ the live-foot iamhic as modified
l>y Lessing.

See chapters ix.-xiL of J. B. Mayor's Chajiters on
EiujlM M'tre (!>*"<«;), with its 'Postscript' containing
a Mimiuary >>f an essay by Zanicke ( Leip. lf«>5).

Blaiiqili, .IkriVmk Ai">li'HK, a French econo-
mist, was Ihiiii in 17".W at Nii-e. and conimence<l the
study of jihilology at Paris, where he l>ecanie

ac<|uainted with J. 15. Sav, who induced him to

turn his attention to piditieal economy. In 183.'{,

on tiie death of Say, lie wivs ajipointed professor of

Industrial Economy in tiie Conservatoire des Arts
t .Metiers, and ln'came one of the editoi"s of the
Diitiiiiiiitiirc lie riiii/iiufni-. In is.'iJS he hecame a
memlier of tlie Academy »>f Moral and Political

Science. Suhseoueiitly he travelled in several

countries to Ntudy their economic condition. He
died at Paris 'iMtli January IS.">4. As a |)olitical

economi^>t, Hlani|ui "»vas a follower of Say, and in

favour of free-trade, and he recognised the social

ditliculties of his time. In method, he is ingenious
;

in style, transparent and lively. His most import-
ant work is the Hi.sfoirr ifr /'J-Jroiioiiiic Politique

'II Kiini/ic (ls:W).— His hrother. LoiIS AlorsTE
l!l,AN(ii I. wiis l)om at Nice in ISO.j, and made him-
self conspicuous chielly hy his piissionate advocacy
of the most extreme political opinions, for which he
-ufrered with the juide of a martyr. He was one
of tiie foremost fighteiN in all tiie Frencli revidutions
of tills century. In IS.'iO he was decorated for his

v.ilour at the liarricades. In 1.S4.S he ligured as tiie

• hief organiser of the popular movenieiit under tiie

Provisional (Jovernment. He took tiie lead also in

tlie revolutionary attcntut of tlie loth May, the

aim of which was to overthrow the Constituent
Assembly. At the head of an excited mob, he
demandeil of the Frencli representatives the re-

suscitation of the Polish nationality, wliiie one
of his friends jironounced tiie dissolution of the

assembly. For his share in these disturbances lie

was rewarded witli ten years' imprisonment in

Helleisle. In ISJJI Hian<|ui was sentenced to other

four years' imprisonment. After the downfall of

the second empire in 1S70, I5iain|ui resumed his

revolutionary activity, and in 1M71 took a promi-

nent part in forming the (ommuiie. Being too

unwell to endure transportation in New Caledonia,

be W!is condemned to inii»risonment for life, from
which he Wiis released in 1.S79. He died Januaiy 1,

I SSI, having spent nearly half his life in prison.

Blailtyre. oi HuiH Blantvke, a village of

J.anarkshire, situated near the right l>ank of the

Jiotteii Cal-ier, S| miles SE. of Glasgow by rail.in

a coal and iron mining district. Population, 2255.

Low Blantyre, If miles NE., has dyeworks, and a
weaving factory where young David Livingstone,
the future African traveller, and a native of the
place, worked as a ' piecer

;

" here Jiiso are his

memorial church and statue. Population, 1505.

—

Also tiie name of a Scottish mission-station
founded in 1876, to the south of Lake Nyassa,
Central Africa. It is situated on the heights
between the Ijiper Shire and Lake Sliirwa, in a
well-wooded district.

Blaps, a genus of Black Beetles (q.v. ), with
more than 1(K» species. They are dark and dark-
ness-loving forms, wingless, leisurely in their
movements, feeding on dead vegetatile matter,
and with the power
of ejecting for several

inches an acrid fluid of

pungent odour. B/iijis

inortifiagu is a common
British species, of about
an inch long, and of a
shining black cohnir.

It is sometimes called

Darkling Beetle, and
Churchyard Beetle, ami
sometimes seems to
share with the Cock-
roach (q-v. ) the appel-
lation of Black Beetle.

It is a frequent com-
panion of tlie cock- Blaps.

roach in jiantries and
cellars, and used to be tiiought a messenger of

death, but is rather fre<iuent for such an omin-
ous function.

—

Bluji.s siilaitu is cooked with butter

and eaten by Turkish women in Egyitt, under the
notion that it will make them fat, tiiis being, in

their estimation, one of the chief points of beauty.

Blarney ( from the name of a castle near Cork,
in the w.iil of which is a stone, dirticult of access,

that is said to einlue any one who kisses it with
heroic powers of cajolery ), ,an Irisii colloquial term,
now general, api>lied to any smooth and excessively

coiiqiiimentary or cajoling talk.

Blasiiis. St. Bishop of Sebaste, Cappadocia,
suirere<l martyrdom in 316. At one neriod his

cult must have been widely difl'used, judging from
the extent of territory over which his relics were
scattered. The woolcoiiibers claim him as tiieir

patron, tiie reason being tiiat inm coml)S Mere
used to tear his Hesh. He is said, moreover, to

have saved the only son of a rich widow from
choking by a fish-bone ; iience he is invoked in

extracting a tliorn or anytliing sticking in the

tliroat. His day falls on 3d February.

BlasplH'lliy, according to tiie canon law, was
eitiier heretical or siiiijile. Tiie former consisted in

denying God or an article of faith, and this was
regarded as injuring tiie reputation of the Deity,

and shocking the mysteries of religion. Simple
blasphemy, on the other hand, consisted in making
untrue and unbecoming statements about God, the

Virgin, or tiie saints. These ott'ences were severely

punished both at Koine and in the Cismontane
churches, though not with the capital penalty which
was usual against blasplieniers under the Jewish
law. In England the law is partly statutory. A
statute of 1698, which was repealed in 1813 so far

as it iirotecte<l the doctrine of the Trinity, declares

it to be an ottence ' to as.sert that tiiere are more
gods tlian one, to deny the Christian religion to be

true, or the Holy Scrijitures of the Old and New-

Testaments to be of divine authority." Tiie punisli-

ment is incajiacity to hold office, and on a secorid

conviction impriscmment for three years. I iidcr

this statute such writers as Matthew Arnold,

F. W. Newman, and J. S. Mill could undoubtedly
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be con\*icted, however serious and high-ininiled

are their books. But tlie prosecutions for bhis-

jtlieniy in Enghxnd have been under tlie common
law, and there is a ditterence of opinion among the

iiighest authorities whether the simjjle reverent

statement of certain opinions amounts to blasphemy,
or whether a scotting and contumelious spirit is not

necessary to complete the otlence. The older cases,

such as that of Woolston who in 17'28 attacked

the Christian miracles, Williams who published

Paine's Arfc of lieasoii in 1797, Carlisle in 1819, and
iloxon who sold Shelley's Queen Mob, tend to show
that, a^ Lord Kenyon said, ' the Christian religion

is i)art of the law of tlie land," and therefore that to

question its truth, however seriously, is an otlence.

The theory of such convictions is much weakened
by the legislation permitting jurors and witnesses

to avoid the oath, for it was thought that the
theological sanction of Christianity was necessary

for the due administration of justice. But the more
recent case of Cowan, who in 18G7 proposed to lec-

ture on ' the character and teachings of Christ ; the
former defective, the latter misleading, ' confirms
the view that blasphemy depends on the character
of the matter published, not the manner in which it

is stated. The opposite doctrine was laid down by
Lord Coleridge in the case of Foote and Ramsay in

1883. These men Mere guilty of scurrilous, offen-

sive, and even indecent caricatures of Christian
doctrine, and this is the character of much of the
free-thought literature of the day. The complete
toleration of religious opinion which now exists

renders it so improljable that any one will be prose-

cuted for a decent expression of disbelief in

Christianity, that it is unnecessary to discuss this

point further. All the definitions of blasphemy
protect not merely the leading Christian dogmas
and the evidences of Christianity, but also the
formularies of the Church of England as by law
established. It may be pointed out that, as in
the case of Page Hopps, at Glasgow in 1874,

Unitarian books are held not to be blasphemous
at common law, and to be therefore entitled to

copyright. This would seem to imply that the
principle laid down in Foote's case is right. In
Scotland there is also a statute law and a common
law of blasphemy. The Acts of 1661 and 1695
are unrepealed, and it is still an offence punishable
by fine and imprisonment to deny the authority
of the Scriptures or the providence of God in the
government of the world. It was under the latter
statute that the atrocious judicial murder of
Aikenhead, with the approval of the ministers of
Edinburgh, was perpetrated in 1696. As in the case
of the Edinburgh booksellers Paterson of West
Register Street, and Robinson of Greenside Street,
in 1843, it is a crime at common law to publish an
impious book devised to ridicule or bring into con-
tempt the Scriptures or the Christian religion.
Tlie accused in these cases were sentenced to fifteen

and tMelve months' imprisonment. The courts of
the United States also hold that one who mali-
ciously uses language calculated to sa]i the founda-
ti(jns of society and public order may be punished ;

but evil motive is e.ssential to the offence, and dis-

cussion of religious doctrine is not to be interfered
%vitli.

Blast-flirnacc. See the articles Blowixg-
MACHiNiiS and Ikon.

Blasting is the method of loosening or shatter-
ing masses of solid fracturable matter by means
of explosive comi»ounds. It is an operation of
fundamental importance in Engineering and Mining,
for, without the agency of powerful explosives,
many of the greatest undertakings of modern times
would have been practically impossible. Previous
to the invention of gunpowder the only means of

quarrying stone and of extracting minerals from the
earth was by the hammer, chisel, and wedge, or by
the expansive power of heat. For obtaining large
regular blocks of stone the wedge is still used, and
blasting has to do not so much with quarrying as
with disintegrating rock in the sinkin<^ of shafts,

the cutting of tunnels, the formation of roads and
railways, tiie removal of obstructions to navigation,
an<l generally the siiattering of solid masses, irre-

sjiective of the shape of the debris produced.
The explosives commonly used in blasting consist

of gunpowder ami jueparations of nitro-glycerine,

nitro-cottou or gun-cotton, and of several nitrates

and chlorates. Blasting-powder contains less nitre

than ordinary gunpowder, and is nuule in pellets of

varying size, according to the extent of the blast.

Nitroglycerine is now used in the free condition
only imder exceptional circumstances, owing to

the great risk of accidental explosion. As Dyn.a-
mite (q.v. ) it is absorbed and retained by porous
ingredients with comparative safety and little

diminished blasting etticiency. Gun-cotton (q.v.)

is employed in the form of Lithofracteur, and in

combination with nitrate of barium, under the
name of Tonite. Blasting-jelly or gelatine,
which is now largely used in the form of dyna-
mite, consists of a solution of gun-cotton in nitro-

glycerine, making a thick jelly-like mass of great
explosive power. Numerous other explosives have
been proposed and introduced, but many of them,
from their instaljility, or from the great risks of

their manufacture and handling, are jirohibited

under the provisions of the Explosives Act ( see Ex-
plosives). Among the drawbacks connected with
the use of these substances must be reckoned the
l)oisonous gases evolved by their explosion, and the
danger of gas and dust explosions in fiery mines
from sparks spread by blast-shots. For use in

coal-pits, blasting-cartridges of highly compressed
air, and of quicklime, have been proposed without
success ; but much more hopeful results are obtained
from the use of the new water-cartridge, in which
gelatine dynamite is surrounded with water.
The use of modern explosives renders three kinds-

of blasting practicable—(1) the small-.shot system,

(2) the mine system, and (3) surface blasts. The
small-shot system consists of boring holes, 1 inch
to H inch diameter, sometimes more, and from 18
inches to 6 or 7 feet into the solid rock. The boring
is done either by hand or machine power (see

Section of iMont Cenis Tunnel.

Boring). The hole is cleaned out, and the charge^
generally in the form of a cartridge of sufficient

diameter for the bore, is placed in its extreme end,
and the remainder of the hole is tamped or closed

with sand or clay. With the cartridge is connected
a length of Bickford"s time-fuse, which burns at a
rate sufficient to enable the workmen to reach a
shelter-place before the explosion takes place. In
tunnelling and shaft-sinking a series of shot-holes*
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whirli embrace tlie superficial area to be excavated
are driven and explcxfed in a connected manner, a
core or central .set beinj,' lii-st fired ot\\ after wliicli

a ring of allots around tlie core are sinniltaneously
fired, and t^o on till the whole area is enil)raced.
The aocompanyinj; sectional diagram of Mont ("enis
Tunnel shows tlie jM>sition of the shot-holes in the
face nf the workings. For this simultaneous firing,

lengths of fuse corresj>onding to the number of sliots

are connecteil in a metal ca.se, called an igniter,
Mhence they i>a.-<s each to a se])arate shot-hole. But
single or combined sliots .are fired with great advan-
Uige by electricity, for whicli purjiose special car-
tridges, pn>viiled with two insulated wires instead
of tinie-fii.se, are used. These wires are connected
up to any numl>er of shot-holes, and the e.xplosion
is pnxluced by a current of electricity pjussing from
a .special ai)paratus.

Large bla-sts or mines are re.sorted to when great
mas-ses of rock have to in? remove<l at once, or when
a great supply of irregularly broken st<me is re-

quired. The>e ljl;i.sts are of two kinds— shafts sunk
ironi the top of the rock, an<l headings or galleries
driven in from the face. In a shaft mine the charge
of powder is placet! in a chaml)er cut at one side
of the .shaft, so that the tamping may not l»e in tlie

direct up line of fire. It is exploded liy electricity,

tiie wires from the battery iK'iiig protected from
injury from the rough tamping by l»eing einlie<lded

in battens placed up one side of the shaft. Head-
ings are dnven, if iMissible, along a natural joint in

tlie rock. The exjuosive may be divided ano jilaced

in two or more separate chamlM.»rs, and it is l>etter

t4» distril)Ute large charges than to fire them at
one centre. The charges in these mines varA' from
fi<H» lb. t4i l.S,(HM» |1(. of jMiwder, and even more, and
they should di.-lodge f^rom 'A to U tons of stone j)er

lb. of powder exphxled. The Itound-down Ciifl", on
the Soutli-Lastern itailway at Dover, was in 1843
overthrown ity a bhtst of l.S,."»(K( lb. of |>owder in

three .separate charges. At Crarae (Quarry, Arg'^•ll-

sliire, in Septenil»er IS.SO, a blast of 14,ixXJ lb." of
powder dislodgfd t)<l,(MM» tons of granite. Imme-
diatelv aflt-r tiie explosion a crowd of onlookers
rushed into the ipiarry, and by the liljeration of

jKiisonous ga.ses in the confined state, nearlv sixty
persons were overcome, of whom seven die«l with-
out recovering consciousne.s.s.

The removal of Hell (Jate or I'lootl Island, in

79 parts chlorate of potash and 21 parts dinitroben-
zole ; and, second, a cartridge of dynamite, the two
togetiier filling the entire bore, hi all, there were
used 240,.-i99 lb. of rackarock and 42,331 lb. of dyna-
mite. Water was admitted to the mine, and it wa.'*

exploded on the lOtli October 1885. In the opera-
tions 80,1(56 cubic yards of rock were tunnelled out,
and 270,717 cul)ic yards were blasted. The resist-

ance ottered to the e.xplosives etjualled 500,000 tons
of rock anil 2()0,(J00 tons of water.

Surface blasts are exjilosions produced by firing the
exido.sive simidy in contact with, or placed near the
substance to be shattered. Such lilasts have become
possible only since the introduction of detonating
explosives. Gunpowder fired in an unconlined space
would si)end its force through the air, and jiroduce
little local ettect ; but tiie explosion of^ nitio-

Long Island Sound, New York, was the occasion of

the greatest bhist the world has yet seen. The island

was alMHit 9 acres in extent, and for blowing up this

huge mass, it was honeycombed umler low-water

mark with tunnels—24 "galleries running in one
direction, intersected l»y 4(5 at right angles. These
galleries were oierced in every direction with drill-

holes, of which there were bore<l 12,561, with a

depth of 9 feet, and a diameter of 3 inches—in all,

more than 20 miles of drill-holes. Into each of

these w;i.s inserted first, a cartridge of rackarock

—

one of Sprengels patent explosives, consisting of

glycerine, gun-cotton, and other iiitro cumpounds
IS so sudden that it acts with enormous violence
in every direction, though within a limited area.
Thus blasts of detonating compounds laid on the
surface of any rock, iSrc. , and fired by a detonator,
operate downward and i>roduce great sliatteriiig

ett'ects. Surface bl.asts have l)een largely used in

removing reefs antl other obstructions to navigation
in the Long Island Channel, New York, whicli alto-

gether has lieen the arena of the greatest of ail

blasting operations. Surface liiasting is illustrati d
by the ettects of the few successful explosions wlii<!i

have been perpetrated by dynamitards in London
and elsewhere.

Blastoderm, an embryological term applied to
the layer or layers of cells arising from the germinal
disc, or the portion of a jiartialiy segmenting egg
which undergoes division. In ova where tiiere is a
large quantity of nutritive material or yolk, as in

fish or bird, the whole ovum cannot divide, and only
a small (germinal) tlisc of 'f<»rniative protopiasm

'

iloes so. The cells resulting from tlie division

of this area become afterwards disposed in the
ordinary germinal layers, and are in tiieir earlier

stages, as thev grow round the yolk, and become
in their area of origin the .seat of embryonic develop-
ment, calle<l the blastoderm. See EMBRYOLOGY.

Blastuid.s. See Echixouekm.s.

BlattiU See CoCKKO.\CH.

Blaye (ancient B/nn'n), a river-port of France,
ia ilie de[>artiiient of (Mronde, 20 miles NNW.

of IJordeaux. It is imilt

on the right bank of the
isleted (iironde, here 2^
miles i)road, at tlie liase of

a rocky eminence crowned
witli ^'aul)an's strong cita-

del (1652). Koland tiie

Brave is said to have been
buried at Blaye l)y Cliarle-

magiie. Fop. 4157.

Bla/ou, or Blason
((ier. Uaneu, 'to blow,' as

with a horn), a heraldic

term which originated in

the custom of blowing a
trumpet to announce tiie

arrival of a knight, or his

entrance into the lists at a joust or tournament.
The blast was answered by the heralds, who
described aloud and explained the arms borne l)y

the knight. Blazon and blazonry thus came to

signify the art of descriijing a coat of arms in sucii

manner that any one acijuainted witii tiie teciinical

language of heraldry may be able to draw it

accurately from the' description. The rules of

blazon are exjilained under Hek.\LDRY'.

Bleaching (A.S. bUccan, from bhcc, 'pale,'

' bleak
'

) is the whitening of textile materials or

fabrics by the removal of coloured substances natu-
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rally present or adhering to them in the course
of tlieir nianiifactnre. It is also used to signify the
decolourising of beeswax, castor-oil, and similar

fatty materials hy exjmsure to sunlight, sometimes
in jtresence of water. From time immemorial 0})en-

air bleaching, with sun exposure, has been applietl

to linen and cotton fabrics, and is still for the
most part the method adopted for domestic pur-

poses. The strong bleaching power of direct

suidight is strikingly seen in the ca-se of a wax
or parathn candle coloured with some of the aniline

or vegetable ilyes, an hour or two sometimes
suMicing to discharge the colour. In ditt'use day-
light they also bleach, but much more slowly,

^lany dyes on textile fabrics, as is well known,
soon fade if much exposed to the sun's rays.

It was formerly the custom to send linen goods
inanufactured in Scotland to l)e bleached in Holland,
and the name Holland is still retained for a kind of

unbleached linen. Another variety, which, from
its fineness, was generally spread on the better
grass-fields or lawns, received the name of lawn,
still in use for a fine white linen. In those days
large areas of grass land, and several months' ex-
posure to air, light, and moisture, were required to

tdeacli linen white. The first bleachfield in Scot-
lajid was established by the Fletchers at Salton in

East Lothian about 1730 ; others were started soon
after at Ormiston and Perth. Near Perth, and in

Fife, there is still a good deal of open-air bleaching
combined with chemical treatment. Bleach-works
were also early set agoing about Glasgow and Aber-
deen.
Andrew Yarranton, writing in 1677, mentions

that a bleachfield then existed in Southwark by
the side of the Thames, but there does not appear
to be much known about early bleachfields in

England.
In the old Dutch process the linen was immersed

for some days in an alkaline lye of crude potashes,
which removed a large quantity of the natural colour-
ing matter and stains. It was afterwards treated
with sour milk before it was spread on the grass.

The process, including the field bleaching, took
fi-om six to eight months. Dr Home of Edinburgh
discovered about 1756 that dilute sulphuric acid did
better for the 'souring' operation than sour-milk,
an improvement which shortened the time occupied
in bleaching by one-half.

The modern process of bleaching calico, linen,

and other fabrics of vegetable fibre, may be said to
date from 1785, when Berthollet read to the French
Academy an account of his investigations on the
power of Chlorine

(
q. v. ) to destroy colouring matters.

A knowledge of the use of chlorine as a bleaching
agent appears to have been first brought to this
country by the Duke of Gordon and Professor Cop-
land of Aberdeen, who communicated it to a firm
of bleachers in that town. James Watt, who knew^
Berthollet, made the process successful at a bleach-
field near Glasgow, and along with Dr Henry of
INIanchester, explahied it to tlie Lancashire manu-
facturers of cotton cloth, a branch of industrj' then
rapidly rising in importance. Mr Charles Tennant
of Glasgow took out, in 1798, a patent for making
a solution of the chloride of lime, and afterwards in
1799 made this stibstance in the solid state by
exposing dry slaked lime to chlorine gas, which
it readily absorbs in large quantity. This was a
discovery of great imjjortance. Under the name of
Bleaching Powder this solid chloride of lime con-
tinues to be the chief material used as a bleach-
ing a»ent. This substance is commonly called
chloride of lime, but as explained under Bleaching
Powder its exact nature is still uncertain. The
use of the lime in the conqumnd is simply as
a convenient means of trans])orting the chlorine,
but no one has since been able to find a safer

or better way of applying the chlorine to the
bleaching of vegetable fil>re. The Ideaching action
of this gas is supjiosed to result from its strong
affinity for hydrogen, which it removes from the
colouring matter and hence tlestroys it. In some
cases the chlorine is believed to combine with the
hydrogen of the water, forming a part of the colour-
ing matter, thus liberating nascent oxygen, which
has an energetic destructive action on organic
bodies.

Bh'((rhing of Cotton.—Cotton fibre as gathered
from the seed contains some natural impurities,
consisting of a kind of vegetable wax, margaric
acid, pectic acid, and some other substances. These
do not amount to more than 5 per cent, of its

weight, and could l)e easily removed. But calico
from the loom contains troublesome artificial im-
purities, often amounting to one-fourth of its

weight. These chietiy consist of weavers' size,

which is made up of starch, tallow, soap, and.
other ingredients. Oil from the machinerj- is also
present. Before bleaching it is customary to singe
calico so as to remove all projecting filaments.
This is done by passing the cloth over a red-hot
half cylinder of copper, or over a row of gas-jets.

Sometimes a flame of carbonic oxide from a coke
furnace is used along with heated copper, and
another plan has l)een quite recently proposed

—

Aiz. to singe the calico by means of a metal bar
or rod kept at a red heat by electricity.

The actual stages in the bleaching of cotton
cloth which is to Ije printed are these : ( 1 ) "Wash-
ing after the singe

; ( 2 ) Boiling with lime in bowk-
ing kier : washing again ; ( 3 ) Souring with sulphuric
or muriatic acid, called the lime sour or gray sour :

washing again
; ( 4 ) Boiling with soda ash and

resin: washing again ; (5) Cheniicking—i.e. treat-

ing the calico with solution of chloride of lime
; (6)

Souring with sulphuric or muriatic acid, ' white
sour ;

" final washing.
Washing-machines.—For the repeated washings,

the old dash-wheel is still to some extent used, and
is a very efficient machine, but the operation can
be got through in much less time Ijy some more
recent machines. One of these consists of a pair of

squeezing rollers with suitable framework placed
over a cistern, through which there is a contmuous
flow of clean water. The pieces of calico, joined at
the ends, pass in a rope-like form between these
rollers, descend into the water, pass round a sub-
merged roller, and return to the pressure rollers,

from which they again descend to the cistern. In
this way, guided by a rail with pegs, the calico

travels round in a spiral direction, descending and
ascending till the operation is finished.

Bov:khig Kicrti.—Barlow's high-pressure 1)owking
kiers, which are much used, are worked in pairs.

Each is a cylinder of boiler-plate large enough to
contain 3500 lb. of calico, or about 40,000 yards of

medium thickness. They are shown in annexed
figure, one in section and the other in elevation.

The pieces of cloth, sewed together in one length,

after being passed through milk of lime, are intro-

duced into the kiers through the manholes at M,
M. A perforated plate, P, at the bottom of each
kier sujiports the calico, which is piled uj) in regular
layeis. Two pipes, A and B, connect the kiers

K 1 and K 2, tlie pipe A joining the toj) of K 1 to
the bottom of K 2, and the pipe B joining the top
of K 2 to the bottom of K 1. Communication be-

tween the kiers can be opened or closed by \alves
at V V, and in the centre of each there is a vertical

perforated pipe T, called a 'distributer.' When
they are filled the calico is held in its place by a
grid on the top, and then high-jiressure steam is

admitted through the valves. The steam issues

through the perforations of the distributer, and
impinging against the calico, forces downwards the
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lime-wator, wliich is let ofl" l>y the stopcocks SS, on
the bottom jiijies.

When the hiiie-water is all run off, the exit pipes
are closed, and thin milk of lime is admitted by the
pipe L to one of the kiers. High-pressure steam is

SCCTIOM ELEVATION

Pair of Barlow's High-pressure Bowking Kiers.

again admitted, wliich forces the liquor thinugh
tiie clotli to the lK)ttom of the lirst, and onwards
through the connecting jiipe to the distributer <jf

the se<ond kier, from which it gets into the folds of

the calico. When all the lime liipior has Ijeen

forced from one kier to the other, the steam is shut
«tr the tirst kier, an<l admitted to the secf)nd, l>v

which the nrrK-ess is reversed. For about eight
lumrs this alternate forcing of the liquor from one
kier t<> the other is continue<l, after which the pieces

are w.'ushed.

A low-pressure bowking kier with differently

aiTanged details Is preferre<l by some bleachei"s to

liarlows mctlxNl.
lloniirL.s on the Process.— Boiling the cloth with

<'.austic lime after the singeing, came into use as

a (listinct o|»cration in Idfaching about 1H20. The
length of time occupied and the projtortion of lime
<'mploved have varnnl at different times. At an
early jteriod one i».irt by weight of slaked lime to

a hundred of the (doth, with boiling for an hour or

two. was thought sutliiient : but now five or six

times that <juantity of lime is used, and the boil-

ing is made more effective by being done under
pressure.

The action of the lime is to decompose the fatty

Ixxlics. naturally present or imparted to the cloth.

With these it forms an in.soluble lime-soai» wliich

adheres to the faliric. If i>ota.-.h or soda were used,

the soajt formed woidd be soluble in water ; but in

practice an une<|ual distribution of the resulting

fatty soaj* occurs, which could not be removed
from the cloth witlnmt prolonged treatment. Ac-
<"ordingly, although no good theoretical reason

for lirst forming a lime-soan ajtjtears very ]>!ain,

the practice is universal. The calico after being

washed with water is ' soured '—i.e. treated \\'\t\\

weak suliihuric t>r muriatic acid, which combiries

with the lime to fonn soluble compounds readily

washed awav with water. This leaves the .solid

fatty acid adhering to the cloth, but now in the

free state, when it readily combines with soda to

fonn a soap soluble in water.

For this purpose, in the fourth operation, the
soda is generally used in the form of^ a rosin-soap
made by boiling rosin in solution of soda ash.
This soap readily takes up the fatty acids which
have been liberated by the souring treatment.
The quantity of rosin used is not nearly enough
to saturate all the soda, so that there is ample
left to combine with the fatty acid, giving, when
boiled with the cloth, a .solution of mixed fatty and
rosin soajis. The boiling lasts from six to twelve
hours. A thorough washing gets rid of the soapy
solution, and the cloth is then ready for treatment
with solution of chloride of lime.

This is the fifth o]>eration, and is called 'chennck-
ing.' The cloth is drawn through a weak solution
of bleaching powder, made by stirring the powder
through a large (piantity of water and allowing it

to settle till clear. The clear solution is then
diluted with water till the specific gravity is about
half a de},'ree Twaddell, or 10025. The cloth is

left in this solution till thoroughly impregnated,
and in some cases for a longer jieriod, when the
excess of bleaching liquor is pressed out by rollers.

The calico is then passed tliruugii a weak acid
bath, similar to that used after the liming ojiera-

tion, to liWrate the chlorine from its combination
with the lime, .so as to allow of its full bleaching
action. It is now only necessary to wash the lime
compound thoroughly out of the fibre, and then
the bleaching jirocess is fini.shed.

The Mather-Tliomjison bleaching jirocess is

Thompsons i>rocess, in which, instead of stronger
acids, carlK)nic acid is used to liberate the
chlorine from bleaching powder solution of about
one-half the usual strength, adapted to W. Mather's
continuous bleaching ajipaiatus, based on a series

of patents taken out in 1,S84 and 18S.5. The
oliject of the chemical part of this mode of

bleaching is to minimise the tendering of the
cotton fibre. For a detailetl description of the
jirocess see the Engineer journal for March 19,

1886.

Bleaching of Linen.—Flax fibre from which linen

cloth is made, contains a nuich larger amount of

natural impurities than cotton. At least it con-
tains a gneater pro|M>rtion of other bodies than the
useful part of the fibre. Again, water-steeping or

retting, which is the first stage in the i>reparation

of tlax, darkens its natural colour. The iiii|iurities

may amount to nearly onetiiird of its weiglit, ami
are chietly mucilaginous bodies and dark-coloured
resin.s. It follows that the bleaching of linen is a
much more tedious process than what is required
for cotton, and the machinery used difiers consider-

ably. Still the principle of both processes is the
same. Exposure on grass, called ' crofting,' being
to some extent necessary for linen, tlie bieailiing

of it can only be satisfactorily conducted at some
distance from large towns. The Ideaching lime

and acid solutions require to be more dilute for

linen than for cotton, because flax fibre is more
easily destroyed by chemical agents.

Bicarhiiig of Jiitr.—This fibre differs in its

nature from cotton and linen since it does not con-

sist of ordinary cellulose, but a more complex fonn
of this body, in its composition, and called basto.se.

Jute can be easily bleached by permanganate of

potash, but this is too expensive to be used on the

large scale. In the laboratory it can be bleached

by suspending it over phosphorus in a damp atmo-

sphere, the oxygen of which is thus converted into

Uzone (q.v.). Chloride of lime cannot be employed

as such for the bleaching of this fibre, Avhicli is

more easily injured by chemical agents, and especi-

ally acids, than linen, ('blonde of lime, mixed
with an equivalent quantity of sulphate of

magnesia, and both dissolved in water, is used

as a 'chemick' bath for jute. Another bleaching
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liquor for this textile material contains sodium
hyi)ooliloiite, obtained by the decomposition of

chloride of lime with soda.

Bliachivg iif Paper.—Rags, esparto grass, straw,

wood, jute, and other materials, are used for

makiiitf paper, ami these are usually bleached in

the state of half stull—i.e. after they have 1)een

so far reduced in the beating engine. White papers

are largely made of esparto mixed less or more
with rags.' The half stuff is bleached with chloride

of lime, which is subsequently washed out. After-

wards the jiaper material is generally treated with

an 'antichlore,' C(msisting either of hyposulphite

of soda or of liyi)Osulphite of lime, to remove the

last of the chlorine, which, if left, would rot the

l)aper. Straw is easily bleached, but this is not
the case with wood. When straw is used for

making bonnets, it is bleached with sulphurous
acid.

Bleaching of Wool.—Animal fibres, such as wool,

hair, and silk, cannot be bleached by treatment
with a solution of bleaching powder, because this

substance would destroy them. Wool has natu-

rally a coating of a peculiar substance, secreted by
the sebaceous glands on the skin of the sheep,

which dissolves to a considerable extent in water.

'Suint,' or 'yolk,' as this .substance is called, is a
complex fatty material partially saponified. It

has a strong disagreeable odour, and contains a
not inconsiderable quantity, varying with the kind
of wool, of potassium salts. When wool is soaked
in warm water, the natural soap in the suint is

nearly sufiicient for the removal of the whole of

the fatty matter.
The process Ity which the suint is removed from

wool is called 'scouring.' In this operation much
heat or friction must be avoided, else, owing to its

peculiar structure, the wool would felt, and, in

consequence, many of the fibres would be broken
in the carding or combing processes. The scouring
of wool is effected in a bath of alkaline carbonates
and stale urine, which, however, is also alkaline in

its action, from the presence of carbonate of am-
monia. Nevertheless, if the use of urine be dis-

pensed with, and artiHcial carbonate of ammonia
entirely substituted for it, the wool is left in a less

favourable condition for spinning. Soap is some-
times added to the scouring mixture. Alkaline
liquors require to be applied to wool in a dilute

state. The soapy matters with which the wool
becomes charged in the alkaline bath must be
thoroughly washed out with clean water. There
are a number of different machines in use for

washing. The best kinds are those which agitate
the wool least, and which, in their action, most
nearly resemble washing in a natural stream.
The actual bleaching or whitening of wool is

effected by the fumes of sulphurous acid ( sulphur-
ous anhydride), produced by burning sulphur in a
close chamber or stove. Another process is to use
the sulphurous acid in aqueous solution. This is got
by dissolving a bisulphite such as the lime or soda
compound, and a<liling acid. When wool ox undye<l
woollen clcjth is soaked in a strong solution of this

substance, ami then passed through a bath of weak
muriatic or sulphuric acid, the sulphurous acid is

liberated, and exerts its full bleaching action on
the fibre of the wool. If wool is to be dyed a dark
colour, it is not bleached in this way, but only
scoured.
Bleaching of Silk.—Raw silk yields scarcely more

than one-half of its weight of filjrine or true silk

fibre. The other half consists of a kind of waxy
material which stiffens the fibre, and is composed of

all)uminous, gelatinous, fatty, and resinous bodies
along with a little colouring matter. Silk is first

put through.what is called an ungumming process,

which consists of steeping it in very dilute muriatic

acid, and afterwaitls washing away every trace of

the acid. The silk is then lioiled with a strong

solution of olive-oil soap if it is to be made white,

or oleic acid soap if it is to be dyed. This
removes a large quantity of the extraneous matter.

The boiling recjuires to be done with great care, so

as not to injure the lustre and elasticity of the

fibre. Sometimes it is boiled a second time in

hemp bags in a weaker soapy solution than the

first.

As in the case of wool the silk after the
' boiling ' is exposed to the action of sulphurous
acid.

A recent improvement in the bleaching of silk

consists in treating it with peroxide of hydrogen.
The following instructions regarding the process are

given in a small work on dyeing Ijy Mr \A'. Crookes,
F.R.S. 'The articles to be bleached must be
freed from all mechanically adhering dirt, grease,

&c. This is ettected according to the nature of the
article, and of the impurities to be removed, by
means of soap, ammonia, sulphide of carbon, ether,

or alcohol. These cleansing agents must then be
entirely removed, either by washing or by evapora-

tion. A bleach-bath is then made up with the
peroxide of hydrogen, either alone, or along with
small traces of ammonia or of soda-lye. The silka

are simjjly laid in this liquid, and left to steep as

may be required. The process is accelerated by
heat not exceeding 77° F. and by the light of the
sun. The bleaching process may last from two to-

fourteen days. When it is completed, the silks are
rinsed in condensed steam-water, and carefully

dried.' This peroxide of hydrogen ])rocess is also

applicable to the bleaching of hair, feathers, furs,

and leathers intended for dyeing.

For reasons somewhat similar to the use of lime

as a carrier of chlorine in bleaching powder, Messrs-

Jacobsen of Berlin in 1887 proposed the dry
powder of peroxide of barium to supply a bleaching

bath of peroxide of hydrogen. When the peroxide
of barium is stirred in water, and acid added,
peroxide of hydrogen is at once obtained ; but
Avhen certain salts are added the decomposition
proceeds slowly, and the rate of production can be
so regulated as to produce in a limited time the
effect desired. Silicate of soda is the salt generally

preferred, since it is slightly alkaline, which favours-

the bleaching action. The proportions used are

1 part barium peroxide, and 1 part dry powdered
silicate of soda stirred in 100 parts of water. For
vegetable fibres a stronger solution may be used,

but for animal tissues some caution is reqxiired to-

avoid production of too much free soda. Flax and
jute can by this process be bleached in one or two
days.

Bleaching of Wood.—Trials nuxde in 1887 in the

bleaching of wooil for ornamental purjioses by means
of peroxide of hydrogen have proved very success-

ful. The W(jod is cut up to the required thickness,

which may be from one twenty-fifth to one-lifth of

an inch, and immersed in a bath of this liquid kept
alkaline by the occasional addition of ammonia.
In a few days this thin boarding appears almost
white and transparent. It dries without shrinking

or losing strength. The grain and veining, it is

said, lose nothing of their distinctness from being

suljjected to the process ; the colouring only dis-

api)ears.

For the bleaching action of charcoal, and
especially animal charcoal, on organic colouring

matters in solution—such as the watery extracts of

barks for medical purposes, brown sugar, paraffin,

and a few other bodies—see CHARCOAL.

Blcaclliliv: Powder, a compound formed by
the action of chlorine on dry slaked lime (see

Bleaching), was first manufactured on a large

scale in Glasgow by Messrs Tennant & Co. The
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use of chlorine for bleaching was introduced into
Glasgow in 1789 l»y Watt, the enjrineer. At lirst

it was nsi'd in the foini of solution ; l>ut soon the
addition of an alkali to the liiiuid was funnd to

he henelieial, and the ' Eau de Javelle,' as this

conipouml was calleil, was j;enerally used. The
next iini>roveinent was the siihstitution of lime
for the alkalies, when Mr Charles Tennant in

179S patented his h/t(ir/iiiiy /u/itor. In 1799 his

iiartner proposed the use ot dry slaked lime, and
rom that time to this the bleaching i)owder has
remained unaltered in its nature, fhe manu-
facture of 1)leachin<^ powder is one of the leading
chemical industries of (Ireat Britain, and at the
present time it is looked <m as the prop which
supjiorts luany other industries, more esi)ecially

the Lcldanc soda manufacture. At one time the

large (piantities of hydrochloric acid gas produced
in the maimfacture of washing soda were allowed
to escajie into the air, destroying all vegetation
for miles around. Restrictive acts of parliament,

limiting the amount of gas which might he allowed
to escape, resulteil in the ]>roduction of liipiid

hydrochloric aciil, which was allowcil, in many
cases, to run into the streams. 'I'lie manufacture
of chlorine aflbrded an ()ntlet for tiiis (see CHLoU-
IXK). and the introiluction of bleaching powder
following soon thereafter, the useless by-product
became the nucleus of a new departure, eiiual in

importance to the soila industry itself. On the
introduction of tiie Hruiiner-.MoMd process for mak-
ing soda, Ideaching powder became the mainstay
of old soda-works, only able to keep working by
making the bleaching powder ]>ay for the lo.ss on
the soda they manufa<ture. For the decomposi-
tion of salt into sodium and chlorine, see SoDA ;

see also HvouuchuikIC Acid. An electrolytic

or electrochemical method of producing caustic
soda and cidorine— i.e. from the decomposition of

salt in water by means of strong electric currents

—

was begun on a commercial .scale in 1)S94. The
average market price of ' bleach ' has varied nnich :

in 18U.') it was t"l'2(i per ton; in isl"), fso ; in 1J<2."),

£•-'7; in IH.lo, t'l.S; in ISbS, t"lO; in ISS.S, f.") ; in

lS9-_', fl(»: in ls94. f9. In the manufacture of

bleaching jtowder, the chlorine is passed i?ito large

htone or leaden chambers, measuring about (5<t feet

by 3U feet, and 5 feet high. On the lloor of the
chambers a layer of dry slake<I lime, about 6

inches deep, is placed, and this is allowed to

remain in contact with the chlorine for some
hours, during which time the temi>erature rises

considerably. The greater i>art of tlie unabsorbed
chlorine having been drawn into another chamber,
the lloor is opened, and the lime stirred up with
rakes to insure uniformity, the strongest bleach-

ing powder lK>ing found on the surface. Care is

taken to transfer it to casks witlnmt exposure to

wet or sunshine, as either of these are .sufficient

to induce ilecomposition and render it worthless.

The chemical changes which take place in the

manufacture of bleaclnng jiowder are still under
discus-iim ; but the resulting product con.sists of

liypfM-hlorite of calcium. ("a("lJ)„ along with a

variable jiroportion of chloride of calcium, CaCl.j,

and uncombined lime. Its value is judged (see

CllLOKlMKTKV) by the amount of chlorine which

it can give up f<n- bleaching purposes, the present

market strength varying from 38 to .39 per cent,

of chlorine, or 'available chlorine.' as it is called.

IJIeaching powder is a grayish-white powder, \yith

a powerful odour resembling chlorine. It rapidly

absorbs moisture in a damp atmosphere, at the

same time losing its bleaching ju-operties. Rubbed
with water in small <|uantity, it forms a thin

cream ; but on the addition of more water, thickens

to a paste, which again becomes thin when more
water is atlded. It is principally used in the

bleaching of paper and linen ; but as a disinfectant
it is extensively apjdied in the purificaticm of
sewage or other obnoxious matter, its virtues from
this as from every other jioiiit of. view depending
on the freedom with which it liberates chlorine.
In the manufacture of chloroform large quantities
of bleaching powder are required, and no practical
process for nroducing this substance has as yet
been devisetl which can dispense with bleachin'j
Jiowder.

Bleak (Albumus hicidns), a little fresh-water
lish belonging to the great Carp family ( Cyiirinidie ),

in the Physostoini division of bony lishcs, in which
the air-bh-ulder (if present) opens into tlie gullet.

Roach, dace, and minnow are familiar allies. The
body is elongated and comi»ressed, and measures
G or 7 inches ; the mouth is directed upwards ; the
chin projects ; the nature of fins and tail is shown
in the iigure. The uiijier surface is bluish green,
the sides and under surface silvery, the tins white
or transparent. The bleak is common in Kuropean

€i:^

Bleak {Alljiiriinx liirtUits).

rivers north of the Aljis, and especially freciuents

quiet llowing water. Its active motions on tlic toi>

of the water are familiar to anglers on Knglisli

rivei"s. These fish form a large part of the food of

pike, trout, and such fishes. Cooked like sprats,

they are a satisfactory dish. As in related lorms,

the scales are coated internally with a silvery sub-

stance, which has for many ages been used for

producing artihcial I'earls (i|.v. ) and the like.

Blobs (allied to blou; bubble), same as Bulla
(q.v.).

Bleeding, or Hemorrh.Voe, is one of the most
serious accidents which can hajipen to an animal,

antl constitutes the most anxious complication in

surgical oi)erati()iis. As there is but a limiteil

quantity of blood in the body (corresponding to-

about one-tenth of its weight), and as the sudden
escape of a large portion of it is sufiicient to cause

deatii, every one should be instructed as to the

measures which experience has shown to be the
most eflicient for preventing a dangerous loss of

blood.

Bleeding may be either from a wounded artery

or vein, or from a raw surface ; and it may be in

the form of a general oozing from the s\nface of a
sore or a mucous membrane. We shall consider

these varieties separately.

Arterial bleeduif/ is recognised by the florid red-

ness of tlie blood, and by its issuing from the cut

vessel per saltum or by jerks. There are excep-

tions to this, however. When an artery has been

tied, and bleeding occurs from below the ligature,

tlie How of blood is continuous, and of a dark

colour.

If a large artery be severed, the first gush of

blood may ])rove fatal, but more usually the i)atient

faints, which implies a great diminution in the

force of the circulation; and nature takes advan-

tage of this resiiite to place the cut artery in cir-

cumstances as favourable as possible to the ])re-

servation of life—viz. the artery draws up within

its sheath (see ARTERY); the blood, no longer

impelled so vigorously by the heart, clots between

the cut end of the vessel and the cellular tissue

suiTounding it ; the inner and middle coats not

only retract but contract, and another clot forms
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witliin the arterial tube. These clots—which, with

the faintness and the contraction and retraction of

the artery, are termed natural hwrnostatics (
' blood-

stoppers '")—are sufficient in many cases to prevent

a recurrence of the blee<Uny ; but such a happy
concurrence of circumstances is not to be depended

on, and we must be prepared to adopt some of the

many surgical or artificial means for restraining

the How of blood till Adhesion (q.v.) can occur

between the cut surfaces of the coats of the artery.

The principal surgical means are :

Immediate pressure, which may be applied by
pressing the finger-tip on the place whence the

blood is seen to How. This may be kept up by
pads of lint, or a coin of convenient size wrapped
in cloth, and secured witii a bandage to the part.

Pressure on the artery above, or as it comes to

the cut part. This requires some knowledge of

anatomy, but not more than any intelligent pers(m

may easily acquire. Thus, pressure on the inside

of tlie upper arm, about midway between its front

and back, Avill press the Brachial Artery (q.v.)

against the bone, and arrest any bleeding from
wounds of the forearm and hand. Pressure on the

middle of the groin with a thumb placed crosswise

will control the stream of blood in the femoral
artery, so that none can escape from any wound of

the lower limb l)elow where the pressure is made.
Tins pressure with the linger or thumb is very diffi-

cult to maintain with an adequate amount of firm-

ness and continuity : hence it is well to substitute

the handle of a door-key wrapped in cloth, for the

ilirect pressure of the finger-tip, which rapidly

becomes relaxed by fatigue.

Pressure on the course of the vessel may be very
efficiently etlectetl by tying a handkerchief (see

Bandage ) round the limb above where it is injured,

and then inserting a stick, and twisting it suffi-

ciently tightly. This is the principle of the

original tourniquet, which was invented l)y jNIorel,

41 French surgeon, at the siege of Besancon in

1674. He got the idea from seeing how carriers

tightened the ropes which secured bales of goods
on their carts. It has been modified from time to

time. At present it consists of a strap and buckle,
a pad which may be adjusted over the course of the
artery wounded, or likely to be cut in an ojjeration,

and a screw by which the strap may be tightened
as the surgeon may deem necessary. See ToCRXl-
«iUET.

Pressure on the main vessel leading to a limb is

only a temporary method of stopping bleeding,
.since it is not only very painful to the patient, but
fraught with danger to the liml), which may mortify
if it l)e too long continued. In a healthy man such
pressure maj' be continued for five or six hours with
impunity in case of urgent necessity, but a longer
supitression of the circulation would almost cer-

tainly be followed by partial or complete death of
the lim1>.

'Artiifir cautery, or hot iron, is occasionally
useful in lileeding from a bone, or at some points
where jiressure cannot be efficiently applied. It

is tlie oldest method of stopping bleeding, and tmtil
the 18th century was much in use : Vmt its abuse,
and the natural horror felt for it by both patient
and surgeon, have almost banished it from the list

of surgical luemostatics. If used, the iron should
be at a dull red heat, pressed for an instant in firm
contact with tlie Ideeding vessel. It causes shrivel-

ling of the artery : and if tiie latter be small, it

effectually stops tiie bleeding.
Ligature, or tying the artery, is a very old method

of arresting hemorrhage, and certainly the best.

It was not used generally, however, in operations
until improved anatomical knowledge and more
efficient tourniquets allowed surgeons the time
necessary for its application.

Another method was introduced by the late Sir

James Y. Simpson of Edinburgh, an(l was termed
by him Acupressure (q.v.), or i)ressure from a long

needle or [lin inserted from without, so as to press

the artery l)etwecn it and the tissues. The pins

are removed after twenty-four or forty-eight hours.

This plan promised to superse<le the older kinds of

ligature, especially in amputations, where the
vessels can be easily secured, and where occasion-

ally they are found so brittle from disease (see

Atheroma) as to break under the pressure of a
thread, but, since the introduction of the aljsorbable

ligature, it has been entirely discarded in surgical

practice. This ligature, consisting of catgut, pre-

pared tendon, or silkworm gut, has the peculiarity

that when placed around an artery and imbedded
in the surrounding textures, it gradually becomes
absorbed ])y tlie tissues around it, and does not
require removal from the wound as was the case

with the older silk or thread ligature.

Venous bleeding is recognised by the dark colour

of the blood, and its continuous flow. Pressure is

generally found sufficient to arrest it, and it should
be applied directly over the wounded part. In this

case, pressure higher up the limb only does harm,
by retarding the return How of the Circulation

(q.v.), and tliereby increasing the bleeding from the

injured vein. It is hence very important to distin-

guish venous bleeding from that which occurs from
arteries. In both, direct pressure on the bleeding

point is the first imperative indication for treat-

ment ; in venous bleeding this suffices for the per-

manent arrest of the bleeding in most cases ; in

arterial bleeding it must be supplemented by one
of the methods already described.

When a very large vein is divided, its two ends
must be ligatured ; if it be only partially severed,

the surgeon can sew up the wound in its walls in

many cases, and its function as an organ of the
circulation is thus preserved.

Oozing from cut surfaces partakes more of the
characters of venous than of arterial bleeding, as

there is no vessel sufficiently large to demand the

application of a ligature. The actual cautery or

cold may be used, or one of the many styptics—e.g.

perchloride of iron—may be specially recommendecl

;

it may be applied on lint or a sponge ; or local

astringents, such as alum and tannin, may be em-
ployed; there are also the puff-ball, nmshroom,
agaric, and matico-leaves, cobwebs, felt, &c.,

which act mechanically, and owe their reputation

chiefly to the pressure used in their application.

The best remedy for this type of bleeding is the

application of a steady stream of very hot water
to the injured surface. If continuously applied at

as high a temperature as the patient can possibly

endure, rapid cessation of the oozing takes place.

Some persons have a congenital tendency to bleed

(the hemorrhagic diathesis); if such a one have
a trifiing cut, or have a tooth pulled, he bleeds

perhaps to death. A prudent surgeon will not
perform cutting operations on one of a hemorrhagic
family.

Bleeding from the free surfaces of mucous mem-
branes occurs when they are much congested. One
may have fatal hemorrhage from the stomach, and
yet no open vessel may be found after deatli, even

on the most careful examination. In such a case,

we must trust to cold and internal remedies, such

as acetate of lead combinetl with opium, gallic and
tannic acids, and the extract of Witch Hazel

(
Hamamelis Virginica ).

In bleeding, of whatever kind, the posture of the

patient is a matter of great importance. The
recumbent position is associated witii a diminished

force of the circulation, and should therefore be

adopted in all serious cases. If the bleeding occur

in one of the limbs, the raising of the injured part
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is in itself often sutticient to cut short tlie loss of
1)1o(rI, anil this postural treatment should in all

cases 1h? eiiiiiloyeu in a<ldition to the special local
remedies alM)ve ilescribed.

Hleeding from internal organs, as the stomach
or the huij.'s, is a very serious symptom, and must
he immediately and carefully treated whenever it

occurs. In any such c;u-ie, the jiatient should be
placed in the recumlK?nt position in a ri>o/ airy
room, the dress loosened to allow of cooliny of the
surfaces of the IhkIv, and the application of cold
further etl'ected l»y jdacin-; wet ciotiis over the
chest and renewin;; them jus soon iis they become
warm from contact with the body. All these
remedies have the etlei-t of >lowin;,' and retlucinj,'

tlie stren>'th of the circulation, and the patient
tlierefore loses bloo«l less raoidly. A table-si»oon-

ful of turpentine mixed with a little milk should
J>e admiiiistereil by tiie moutli at once, and another
table sjioonful should Ik? added to a jufrful of boil-

in;,' water, an<l the |iatient caused to iidiale the
vapour from it. This acts directly on the Idood-
vessels, temlin;; to close them at the bleeding
l>oint. Keep the patient very quiet, and summon
mc'lical aid !us speedily as nossible.

15l<m»I)LKTTINi; (also called lUeedin^^ or Deple-
tion, and including l'idcl)otomy or S'enesection,
Arteriotomy,\\'et-cupping. Leeching, and Scarilica-

tiori ( i> a metlnMl of reiiev ing tiic iiuman >ystem in

states uf general or local plethora by the al)straction

of bl<MHl. (Jeneral plethora is best treated, accord-
ing to tliis method, by withdrawing a considerable
rpiantity of blcMwl from the arteries ( aileriotomy

)

or veins (venesection). Local engorgement, or
ltifi»iiimill, of a i)art is usually treated by absti-act-

ing 1>1o<mI from the smallest >iz<'d vessels, or capil-

laries, present in the skin, by the methods of .scari-

fication or leeching. In these ca.ses, the removal of

blood from tiie superticial te.xtures diverts the
bl 1 stream in part from underlying tissues, and
thus reduces the tenderuy to inflammatory action

in the deeper structures. In general bloodletting

the obj»'ct i^ to reduce the strength of tiie blood-

stream throughout the whole system, and thus to

tliminish the acuteness of feverish comlitions. The
most usually employol method of acc<jmi>lishing

this is bv the opening of one of the sujterlicial

veins of tde arm, and allowing a sulficient ipiantity

ctf blood to escajie from the blood-vessel thus
operateil \ipon. The vein chosen for the operation

is generally one of those near the front of the
elbow-joint, which can be conveniently reached in

this region without disturbing the j)atient, and
which can Ik> closed after the operation bv apply-

ing a dressing with the ellMtw l)eiit wlien the

oiieration is completed. In jierformin^jT the onera-

tion, it is first es>ential to make the vein stand out

clearly under the skin, and to do sti it is necessary

to remember that the veins return the bloo<l from
the extremities to the trunk, and therefoie that

pressure mu>t l»e ajjplied constricting the arm above
the elbow, thus causing the veins to swell from re-

tanlation of the blood-flow within their walls. A
bandage is thus tieil tightly around the middle of

the upi»er-arm, and, as a result of its action, the

veins in front of the ell>ow-joint commence to swell

and stand out as blue cords, distinctly to be seen

through the delicate skin of this region. Select-

ing the largest of these swollen veins, the operator

jilaces hi?- left thumb upon it immediatelv below

tiie jHiint where he desires to onen it. Tliis pre-

vents .iny backward tbnv of the blood in the vein,

and renders it yet more distinct at the jjoint where

it is to be opened. Now taking a siiarp lancet in

liis right hand, the surgeon pii^iies its point steadily

<lowinvanl> tlirougii tlie skin into tiie liiue column

that marks the po.sition of the vein, taking care,

however, only to divide its outer wail and not to

transfix it completely. Having by this means
made a slit about half an inch long in its outer
wall, he withdraws tiie instrument and removes
his left thuiiil) from the vein. A steatiy flow of
dark blood now takes place from the wound ; tiiis

is received into a graduated glass vessel, l>y wiiicii

the operator may <'auge accurately the amount of
blood removed. Should tiie How of blood tend to
diminish, the patient is requested to grasp some
hard object tigiitly with tiie iiand of the side
operated upon, and an ininieiliate increase will
occur in the blood flowing from the wound. AVlien
a sutticiency of blood has l>een abstracted by this
means, the operator jdaces a large and firm jlail of
lint over the wounded vein, aiiti bending tlie arm
at the elbow to a right angle, Itandages it firmly
in tliat position, ob.serving specially that tiie jiad

of lint is tightly pressed against tiie wound in the
skin. When the bandaging is complete, and only
then, the constricting band amuiid the upper-arm
may be removed. Tiiere is tlanger in removing it

earlier, since air may enter at tlie wound in the
vein ; and, being sucked upwards into the chest,

may cause sudden cessation of the hearts action,

and a considerable risk of immediate death. On
account of this danger, it is not advisable for uii-

skilleil persons to attemjit the operation. Wiien
the bandage and i)ad are firmly aiqjlied, and wiien
the constricting band is removed, tiie patient's arm
is placed in a sling and kept at rest for a week,
when the wound in the skin and the vein is gener-
ally healed, and the patient may be permitted to
use his arm again without incurring any risk. In
children the veins in the arm are too small to
be operated on satisfactorily, hence the external
jugular vein of tiie neck must be selected in sucii

cases; V>ut the danger of the entrance of air is

still greater in this region than in the arm ; the
ojieration shouhl therefore be reserved for very
urgent ca.ses, and only jierformed with the utmost
caution. The amount t>f blood actually abstracted
in bloodletting must depen<l on the age of the
patient and the nature of the ca.se. The operation
would be scarcely necessary if le.ss than a (juarter

of a pint is to lie removed, and it is now rare to

remove more than one pint at one operation, how-
ever severe the case in which it is eiiipioyed. For
the methods ami efl'ects <if local liioodietting, see

ClIM*IN(; and Lkech. For the bleeding of animals,
see Phleuotomy.

Block, Fkikdhiph, a (Jerman bililical critic,

liorn 4tii .liiiy ITlKi at Aiireiisliok in Holstein,

studied tlicology first at Kiel, and afterwards

under De Wette, Neander, and Sclileiermaclier, at

Berlin, where he was apjiointeil in 1818 a university

tutor, and in 18'2S an extraordinary professor of

Theology-. In iS'iil he was calieil to Honn, and lie

remained there till his deatii, '27th February 1859.

IJIeeks chief work was ids coninientary on Hcbnics,
which tlieologians .so diflerent as De Wette and
Delitzsch have ranked among the first exegetical

works of this century. Sciiieieriiiacher declared

that the ' Vharisma of IJiiilical Introduction ' had
been specially given to PJeek ; and it is by his

Einhittimi iii c/a.s- Altc Tcatuntctd (18(i0; 4th ed.

1878) anil his Eiiilcitutiff in das Neuc Testament

(1862; 3d ed. 1875), wliicli have been translated

into Englisli by ^'enables and L'rwick, that he is

best known in this country-. Solitl unpretentious

learning and clear sober judgment e<nialiy dis-

tinguish tiiese and his other postiiumous works,

wliicli include his SynoptiseJie Erklitruny dcr drei

ersten Evangelien (2 vols. 1862), and lectures ou
The Apocalypse (1862), on Colossians, Philemon,

and Ejdicsiuns ( 1865), and on Hehreics (1868).

Bleek, Wilhelm, phiiologi.st, son of the pre-

ceding, born in Berlin, 8th March 1827, studied
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there and at Bonn, and accompanied Baikie's Ni^er

expedition in 1854, but was compelled by ill health

to turn back at Fernando Po. He joined Bishoji

Colenso at Natal in 1855, and after eighteen months'

studv of the Kaffirs, settled at Cape Town, where

in 181)1 he was appointed keeper of the Grey

Library. Here he was en-iaged chiefly in philo-

logical' investigations until his death, 17th August

is'ys. His writings on Bushman and Hottentot

philology and folklore are important, and the

Handbook of African, Australian, and Polynesian

ridloloqii (3 vols. 1858-63) shows remarkable

erudition ; but his most valuable work is the

untinishetl Comparative Grammar of South African

Languages (\>&xi^ i. and ii. 1862-69), in which the

position' of the great Bantu family is assigned.

Bleibers, a village in the Austrian duchy of

Carinthia, 8 miles W. of Villach, in the valley

of the Drave, near the celebrated Bleiberg ( Lead
Mountain). Pop. 830.

Blekillge is a province in Sweden, also called

after Carlskrona (q.v. ).

Blende (Ger. blcnden, 'to dazzle'), a name
given to a number of minerals composed chiefly

of sulphur and of certain metals, all or almost all

of splendent lustre, at least in fractures and the

faces of crystals. It is also very often popularly

aj)plied more exclusively to one of these minerals,

to which alone, perhaps, it originally belonged,

Zinc Blende, Garnet Blende, or Sphalerite; also

called, according to its chemical composition,

Sulphide of Zinc. Among English miners it is

known as Black Jack. It is abundant both in

crystalline and in sedimentary rocks in many
parts of the world, and is often associated with
Galena (q.v.), or Lead-glance. It contains about
66 parts of zinc and 33 of sulphur, and is used as

an ore of Zinc (q.v.); but the reduction of it is

attended with difficulty, which much diminishes

its value. It is usually brown or black, some-
times red, yellow, or green. It occurs both massive
and crystallised in rhomboidal dodecahedrons,
octaheilrons, and tetrahedrons. Macles, or twin
crystals, are remarkably common. It is very
brittle ; before the blowpipe it decrepitates

violently, but only fuses on thin edges.—Man-
ganese Blende is a rare mineral composed of

sulphur and manganese.—Antimony Blende, or

Red Antimony, is also a rare mineral composed of

sulphur and antimony.—Ruby Blende is a name
.sometimes limited to Pyrargyrite or Red Silver

(see Silver, Ores of), sometimes extended as a
sort of generic term to include a number of other
minerals composed of sulphur and metals, among
"wliich are Cinnabar, Realgar, and Orpiment (q.v.).

Bleneau« a village in the French department
of Yonne, 29 miles WSW. of Auxerre. Here
Tnrenne gained a victory over the Prince de
Conde in 1652.

Blenheim (Ger. Blindheim), a village of

Bavaria, 23 miles NNW. of Augsburg, memorable
in connection with Marlborough's great victory over
the French and Bavarians, August 13, 1704. The
battle, however, really took place at the neigh-
bouring village of Hochstiidt, and is known to the
"Germans by that name. France and Bavaria
on the one hand stood opposed to England and
Austria <in the other. Tlie French and Bavarian
<ariny consisted of 56,000 men, commanded by
Tallard, Marsin, and the Elector of Bavaria.
Ol)posed to it was an army of 52,000 men,
under the command of Marlborough and Prince
Eugene. The French and Bavarian generals had
no idea that the allies would act on the otten-

sive, and accordingly, when, about two o'clock

in the morning, the line of tlie allies put itself in

motion, they believed that it was about to retreat.

Even at seven o'clock, when the heads of the eight

advancing columns became visible, Tallard re-

garded tlie whole proceeding as a stratagem to

cover the retreat. When the mistake was dis-

covered tlie army was hastily drawn up in battle-

array, and fought with dauntless courage ; Init at

live in the afternoon Marlborough broke through
the line of battle, and won a victory most complete
and decisive. Tlie French and Bavarians lost be-

tween 30,000 and 40,000 in killed and wounded and
prisoners, besides 120 pieces of cannon and 300

standards. The loss ot the victors amounted to

about 5000 killed and 8000 wounded.—Near to

Blenheim, also, the French defeated the Austrians
in 1800.

Blenheim* capital of Marlborough district, New
Zealand, cm the Waiiau River, near the coast,

20 miles S. of Picton by rail. Pop. ( 1881 ) 2107 ;

(1891) 3294.

Blenheim Dog, or Marlborough Dog, a
small and very beautiful variety of spaniel, much
resembling the King Charles breed in form and
general appearance, but difliering in the colom-,

which is white, with orange or flame-coloured mark-
ings. In weight it should not exceed 5 lb. The
Blenheim spaniel is the Fyrcone of Bufl'on. It

derives its English name from Blenheim Park, in

Oxfordshire, where the breed was a favourite one
from the beginning of the 18tli century.

Blenheim Park, near Woodstock, Oxford-

shire, the seat of the Duke of IMarlborough, erected

at the public expense in the reign of Queen Anne
as a testimony of gratitude to the victor of Blen-

heim. The sum, £500,000, that was voted for the

purpose did not suffice for the completion of the

work. The roj-al estate of AVoodstock, in which it

stands, was granted at the same time. The build-

ing was designed by Sir John Vanbrugh, and is a
grand though heavy monument of his powers as an
architect. The length of the principal front from
wing to wing is 348 feet. The interior is propor-

tionally magnificent, but its priceless collections of

gems and paintings, and its liorary, were wholly or

largely dispersed by auction between 1875 and 1886.

Eleven of the pictures were offered to the nation

for £350,000 ; amongst those acquired for the

National Gallery was the Ansidei Madonna
by Raphael, at a cost of £70,000. Among the

objects of interest in the grounds are a triumphal
arch, and a column 130 feet high, surmounted
by a statue of Marlborough. An inscription on
the pedestal, written by Bolingbroke, recites

the public services of the hero. The park, 2700
acres in area and 12 miles in circuit, was laid

out by ' Capability ' Brown. Its trees are said to

have been planted as the troops were ranged at

Marlborougli's victory ; and a mighty bridge spaiis

the rivulet Glynie, which then widens out into an
artificial lake. See Marshall's History of Wood-
stock (Oxford, 1873).

Blennorrheea [hlenna, 'mucus,' rhco, 'I

flow
'

) is a medical term for an unusually copious dis-

charge from any mucous membrane ; but as it has
been rather vaguely and inconsistently employed,
most modern writers do not often make use of it.

It has been used chiefl}' of discharges from the

genito-urinary mucous membrane (see GoNOR-
RHCEA), from the conjunctiva, and the lachrymal
sac (see Eye, Diseases of).

Blenny (Blennius), a genus of bony fishes,

l)elonging' to a large family (Blenniida-), in the

division with sjiinous rays ( Acanthopterygii ). The
family is characterised by (ninther as follows :

Body long, low, more or less cylindrical ; naked,

or with small scales ; usually slimy. Dorsal fins

extend along most of the back, often with prom-
inent spinous rays. The liind fins are on the
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tliidiit. witli few rays, and may l>e mdiinentaiy or
-absent. Tlie family iiiclutles [i'2 ;,'enera, witli more
tlian 200 species, widely distributed on the coasts of
teniiierate and tropical seas, tliou;,'li some are found
in lirackisjj or even fresh water. The Sea wolf
or Cattish ( Anarrhichas), with its formidable
teeth; the slimy HutterKsh (Centronotus) ; the
\'iviiiarous Hlenny (Zuiim-.s rin'jiarK.i), which brink's
fDrtli its numerous youn-,' alive, and is popularly
<>redited with bein;,' the |)arent of eels (Ger. aal-
miiffcr) ; the bri;,ditly cohmred Salaria-S ; and many
other interesting,' forms, belong' to this family.
They are caniivonms, and somewhat indiscrinii-
nate in their diet. There are but few British
representatives.

The blennies themselves have moderately elon-
fxated, short-tailed, naked bodies. There is usually
a tentacle over each eye. There are about 40
species, which are usually marine, thou^^di several
live temporarily or constantly in more or less

fresh water. They swim in small shoals, and can
live on tiie wet shore for a much Ionj,'er time than
the absence of a tide. They are said to use their
ventral tins in clamberin;; amony the seaweed.
They are all frreedy tlesh eaters. li. ffattonnfinc is

rare on I'.ritish coasts, )»ut abundant farther south.
The Ihitterlly IJIenny (li. inrlltii-is) is a t|uaintly

The Butterfly Blenny {Bknnius ocellarit).

pretty little lish about .S imdies Ion;;, with Mowing
spines, and with an eye-like spot on its dorsal tin.

It is most freouent towards the Mediterranean.
The Smooth Hlenny or Shaiiny [B. /i/mli.s), with
similar distril)Ution, has the spinous jiortion of the
d<ir-al tin separate from tin- soft portion, and is of

an olive-;,'ri'en cidour irre;,'ular!y marked with black
spots. Like .some of the others, it has in both
jaws a long curveil tooth, which it is said to use

in <let;ichin;i nndluscs. There is no eye-tentacle.

This organ is iK'st developed in li. teiifanifiois, a
Medit<'rrancan form. Jl. ru/>/(iris is found in fresh

water in Italy, and also in the l{hone. The
blennies are but rarely used its food, but their

u<'tivityand hardiness make them favourite inmates
of aquaria. See Giinthers Introduction to the

St III/ 1/ iif Fis/ic.s.

Klt'ssins* See Benediction.

Uh'SSill^tOIl, M.MtClERITE, COLNTESS OF,

Avas liorn Se]>teml)er 1, 1789, at Knttckbrit, near
<'lonmel, Ti])perary, where her father, Edmund
P<iwer, owned a small ])roperty. At the early age
of fourteen she was forced into marrying a wfnth-

less Cajitain Farmer. She (putted him in three

months' time, and in 181S, shortly after his death,

married Charles (Jardiner, Karf of BIcssington.

^Vith him in l.S2'2 she set out on a long tour on the

Continent, where, as well as in London, she gathered

around her all the most ilistinguislied men of the

time. Li (lenoa she fonned an intellectual friend-

ship with Lord Byron ; afterwards she resided in

Paris, until the death of her husband in 1829. He
left her a large fortune ; and she held a little
ccmrt of her own at her Kensington mansi(m, (Icne
House, Kensington, her celebrated soirees being
frequented by many of her distinguished contem-
poraries. Her connection with Count dOrsay
(((.v.), which dated from 1822, i)laced her in an
e(|uivocal position as regards society, and her lavish
expenditure overwhelmecl her in tlebt, though for
nearly twenty years she was making an e.\tra

:
income of more than .t;2(M>() i>er annum as author
of a dozen most trashy novels. She was the
authoress of T/ic Idler in France, The Idler in
Itahf, and Conversations irifk Lord Bijron (1834;
new ed. 1894), which jjlaced the poet in a more fav-
ourable light Itefore his countrymen. At length in
April 1849 she and D'Orsay liad to flee from tlieir

creditors to I'aris, and there on 4th June she died of
apojilexy. See her Life by Madden (3 vols. 1855).

Blot<*llill$;lo.V. an ancient town of Surrey, 5
miles NE. of Keigate, which till 18.32 returned two
membei-s to parliament, though now its population
is under 2(MtO. In the neighbourhood fuller's-

earth is raised.

Bletclllcy, a railway junction in Buckingham-
shire, 47 miles NW. of London, 31 NE. of Oxford,
and 4.J SW. of Cambridge.

Blots* rotten snots in apples, pears, medlars,
and other fruits.

—

Blettini; is the lirst stage in the
nitting of such fruits when the consistency of the
fruit hii-s altered, and the colour changed to brown,
but befr)re actual imtrefaction has set in. The
medlar is eaten in this state. See Era IT.

Blovliehls, Biaeitki^ps, Escondida, or Kio
m;L I)i:sA.sTHE, a river of the .Mosijuito Territory,

in Central America, which, after a course of

several hundred miles to the east, enters the
Caribbean Sea in 12° N. lat. and 83° W. long.

At its mouth is a good harbour, with a to\\n
of the same name.

BliclU'r. Stken Steensen, Danish poet and
nn\elisi, born lltli October 1782, at Vium, a vil-

lage of N'iborg ; studied at Coitenhagen, became in

1819 pjistor at Thorning, and in 182(5 at Spendrnp,
in Jutland. Here he died, 2Gtli March 1848. He
was long known only si-s the successful translator

of Ossian ( 1807-9), "but his Snecldokken (1826),
an<l his Ji/dshe L'oinanzrr, which ajqieareil in

the monthly periodical Xord/i/srf, soon became
widely popular. These, however, were eclipsed l)y

XationidiinrcUir, also published monthly, and noted
by their remarkably sympathetic insight into the
life of the people on the heaths of Jutland.
Blicher's poems are thoughtful, tender, and emi-
nently mitional. A humorous tautobiograiihy is

prefixed to the collecti<m of his Gamie og nye
Xorellcr (7 vols. 1840-47).

Blida* a thriving town of Algeria, 32 miles

SW. of Algiers by rail, which was ceded to France
in 1837. The orange orchards produce 50 million

fruits a year, which are mostly exported to France,
anil there is some trade in cotton, raisins, grain,

tol)acco, copper, and cork- wood. It suHered from
earthriuake in 1825 and 1867. Pop. 10,628.

BIi$i^ll< William, an English admiral, born of

an old Cornish family in 1753 or 1754, and cele-

brated in connection with the mutiny of the

Boitntji. He sailed under Ca])t.ain Cook in liis

secoiul voyage round the worhl, and earned early

a high rei)utation as a skilful seaman. In Decem-
ber 1787 lie was sent by the British government, as

commander of the ship Boiintij, to Tahiti, wliich he
reached about ten months later, to collect jjlants of

the bread-fruit tree with a view to their acclima-

tisation in the West India colonies. During their

si.x months' stay on the island, his men had become
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completely tlenioralised, and in a few weeks nuiti-

nietl under the overbearing temper and liarj^h

treatment of their commander. On 28th April

1789, Bligh, with eighteen men, was cast adrift

in an open hoat hut '2:i feet long, with a small

stock of provisions, anil without a chart ; while

the mutineers turueil their own course hack to

Tahiti, and ultimately settled on I'itcairn's Island.

After almost incredible hardship, Bligh arrived at

the island of Timor, near Java, on 14th June, hav-

ing witli intiiute skill and courage sailed his frail

craft for 3018 miles. ' Bread-fruit Bligh ' was again

sent out to collect bread-fruit plants, but though
on this occasion he was more successful, the l)read-

fruit tree did not supersede the plantain in the

SVest Indies. In 1805 he was appointed governor

of New South Wales, but his conduct here was
so harsh and overbearing as to cause universal

dissatisfaction ; and in January 1808, unable to

tolerate his rule, the civil and military othcers of

the colony summarily terminated his government
by arresting him. He was kept in prison by the

colonists for two years. The officer who arrested

him was tried in England and cashiered. After
Bligh"s return to England he was raised to the
rank of admiral in 1811. He died in London,
7tli December 1817.—The Bligh Islands are a por-

tion of the Fiji Archipelago, in nearly 180° of long.

Blii^hia. See Akee.

Blight, a diseased state of cultivated plants,

especially cereals and grasses. The term has been
very vaguely and variously used, having, in fact,

been applied by agriculturists to almost every
disease of plants in turn, however caused, especially

when the plant dies before reaching maturity.
See Plants ( Disea.ses of ).

Blinibillg, or Bilimbi {Avcrrhoa Bilimhi), an
East Indian tree belonging to the Oxalidace;e,
cultivated in the Antilles for the sake of its whole-
some and palatable fruit.

Blind. Blindness may arise from any cause
intercepting the rays of light on their way to the
optic nerve, or from disease of the optic nerve, or of

that part of the brain connected with it. Blindness
may vary in degree ; it may exist from birth, or
lie the result of disease at any period of life. It

may only lie present during the day or the night,
or a few weeks of the year, or it may be perman-
ent. Only a few are born blinil, although many
lose their sight in infancy from preventable causes.
One of the most frequent causes of blindness is

the inflammation of the eyes of new-born babies,
a disease which generally can be prevented, and
always cured. In almost all lilind schools in
England and the Continent, a third, and even
more, of the pupils' blindness is caused by the
neglect and unsaiUible treatment of this disease.

Eminent oculists state that half the blindness in

Europe is due to this inflammation of the eyes of
new- born babies. (See publications of the Society
for the Prevention of Blindness, 48 Wimple Street,
London, W. ). Many become blind by accidents,
smallpox, scarlet fever, measles, whooping-cough,
or the various diseases of the Eye (q.v. ).

The man who loses his sight after having had full

use of it for years is profoundly to be pitied. He
has lost not merely that great' gateway of know-
leilge, but it frequently happens that the loss of
siglit, for a time at least, shatters and enfeebles
mental energy, and weakens the remaining senses
and powers. Milton, blin<l himself, makes Samson
say :

Now blind, disheartened, shamed, disliouoiired, quelled,
Ti) what can I be useful ? wliereiii serve
My nation, and tlie work from heaven imposed?
But to sit idle on the household liearth,

A burdenous drone, to visitants a gaze,

Or pitied object.

BLIND

The man born blind is in many ways still worse
off : he cannot in the least imagine to himself what
it is to be a1)le to see ; colour and visual fonn are
unknown to him ( see Vision ). Locke's blind man
who inuigined that ' scarlet was like the sotmd of a
trumpet,' m<ade but a very random shot. Nor is it

true that the blind man's other senses are preter-

naturally actite, and that blind people are always
good nmsicians. A blind boy, under proper train-

ing, can indeed have his senses of touch and hear-
ing developed to a state of exceeding acuteness,
thoug'h they can never make up for the lost faculty.

A blind boy who can read with the first linger of

each hand, will be as unable as the seeing to tise

the other lingers for reading, unless he has practised
with them. Without careful training and persever-

ing industry, the blind cannot attain even creditable
proficiency in music. Amongst blind men, some of

them blind from infancy, who have more or less

completely triumphed over their disadvantages or
been otherwise famous, may be named Homer

;

Belisarius ; John Milton ; the Cambridge professor,

Nicholas Saunderson (q.v.); Dr Blacklock ; John
Metcalf of Knaresborough, road surveyor (blind
from six years of age); Holman, the blind
traveller ; Hliber, the nattiralist ; Prescott, the
historian ; Louis Braille ; Sir George Macfarren ;

and Professor Fawcett. The blind have at various

times suffered tinder special legal disabilities, for

example as to acting as witnesses and as to succes-

sion to fiefs and thrones ; by the canon law a blind
man was disqualified for holy orders.

At four successive censuses the total number of
blind was :

1851. 1801. 1871. 1881.

England and Wales 18,306 19,352 21,590 22,832

Scotland 3,010 2,820 3,019 3,158

Ireland 7,587 6,879 6,347 6,111

At the same dates the number of the general
population to each bliml person was :

1851. 18fil. 1871. 1881.

England and Wales 979 1037 1052 113S
Scotland 1065 1090 1112 1182

Ireland 864 843 852 847

'In England, Wales, and Scotland, the proportion
of blind to the whole population has decreased with
each successive enumelation since 1851, in which
year a special account of the blind was first taken ;

but the decrease in the decade ending 1881 was
much greater than in either the preceding decennial
intervals. The decrease may be fairly attributed to
the progressive improvement in surgical treatment
of affections of the eyes, and to the diminished
prevalence of such diseases as smallpox, to which
a considerable amount of blindness was formerly
due. Another cause of decrease is probably the
improvement of the health of the community due
to better sanitation. Had blindness been as conunon
in 1881 as in 1851, there would have been 26,523
blind persons in England and Wales, instead of

22,832, or 16'2 per cent, more than there actually

were. Among the 22,832 Idiml persons enumerated
were 1958 who, according to the returns, had been
l)lind from birth. This, however, must be inter-

preted as including not only tlio.se who literally

answered such description, but those also who had
lost their siglit at a very early age, for it appears
to be an extremely rare thing for an infant to be
actually blind at the time of birth. ' In England and
Wales the number of hliiul per million of the popula-

tion was, in 1880, as follows : under 5 years of age,

IGG; from 5 to 15, 288; 15 to 20, 388; 20 to 25, 422

;

25 to 45, 641 ; 45 to 65, 1625 ; 65 yeais of age and
upwards, 6915. At the census of 1891 the number
of tiie blind had again decidedly declined : in Eng-
land and Wales the nunilier was 23,467; in Scot-

land, 2797 ; in Ireland, 5341.

In the United Stales, in 1890, the number of the

blind was 50,411 ; in 1880 there were in the United
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States in all 48,9*28 liliml persons, of whom 26,748
were males ami '2'2, 180 females. There were 40,51)9

of them native, 8239 forei^ni ; and 41,278 were
white, while 7<i.')0 were eohmreil, 244 Indians, and
22 Cliinese. There was thus one lilind person to
every 1023 of the j;eneral i>i)]>ulatinn.

The followin<,' table shows the number of blind
l)ei-sons per million according to sex in different
countries :

Country.
Mnle Blinil per Female Bllml ]>ei

Mllliuli Muln. MiUiuD Feumle<.

England anJ Wales. .

.

Scotland
Irelaml
Denmark
Norway
Swetlen
Fiidand
German Empire
Austria and Hungary..
Holland
Belgium
France
8|iain

Italy

953
mb
1141
776

1313
767
1514
884
1280
409
982
944
1242
1106

809
827
1219
793

1411
843
2938
881
1123
394
(341

726
1011
925

Institutions.—The first institution for the blind
of which we have any record was a iios])it;il merely,
namejv, tliat fcmnded by St Louis at I'aris in 1200,
sjiecially for crusaders who had lost their eyesight
in Egypt. There have been many .such lio.spitals,

where no attempt at education was made. J.

Bernoiiilli (<i.v. ) seems to have been tlie (irst to

teach a blind girl to write (in 10.37). IJut it was
Valentin Haiiy of I'aiis wlio in 1784 made the
first suecessful attempt to educ.ite tlie Idind. To
him is due the honour of instituting a move-
ment which has resulted in tlie estal>Iishment of

institutions for education, and worksliops for tiie

training and employment of the blind in all

civilised countries. Before tlie end of the cen-
tury the following in-titutions were opened in

this eountry : School for tin- Indigent I'dind.

Liverpo(d, 1791 ; Koval IJlind Asvlum and Sihool,

Kdinbiirgh, 1793; Scho.d for tlie lilind, Ihistol,

1793; School for the Indigent Hlind, London, 1799.

Since the l>eginning of the 19th century many
institutions for the Idiml have l>een ojiened in the
Inited Kingdom. They may be divided into .six

classes, as follows :

1. Schools for Resident rupil.-! 14
'2. .\ coinl>iiiation of Sciiool and Workshop 13
3. Work.shojis 21
4. Asylums 9
5. School and Asylum.. 3
C. Workshop and Asylum 1

Nuinlicr atteniliii;^ .Schools 1GG4
Number in Workshops 1108

School Boards.—In other countries tiie state i)ro-

vides for the education of the blind, but as yet tiie

English government has not recognised its resnonsi-

bility in regard to the educati<tn of the olind.

A beginning inus been niaile by the School Boards
of London and some other large towns. The
Sclio(d Board of (ihisgow was the first to take
up this work, l)Ut the School I'loard for Lonchm
subseijuently took the le<i<l, and adoptecl a com-
prehensive and .\vstematic jdan. A sui>erintendent,

specially (|ualilied for the work, has charge of the

training of all Idind children under the London
School Board. This suj)erintendent has under her

five blind teachers, trained at the lioval Normal
C.dlege for the Blind. The blind children attend

lioard .schools, l)ut receive special instruction at

thirty centres, the cla.sses varying from 1 to 15 in

numiier, and the amount of teaching given weekly
being juoportioned to the size of the class.

H'jiiietnir/ii/iij Sorirties.—There are al)Out 80

home-teaching societies in the United Kingdom ;

they are established in all the large towns, and the

blitii<l, even in country districts, are visited. 'The
objects of the society are to visit the blind in their

67

own homes, to teach them to read by Moon's
system ( a few are also taught Braille ), and when
tliey have learned, to carry them books, which are
changed at stated intervals. Some of the Scottish
home-teaching societies attempt to start those wlioni
they visit in trades, or otherwise enable them t<>

maintain themselves."
Indiijrnt Blind Visiting Society (London).—

' This society, founded in 1834, has for its object to
visit, educate, and relieve the blind at their own
homes, independently of asylums. It is the great
nii-ssionary society to the blind of London, of Avliom
it assists about 900. It relieves pressing ca.ses

of temporary distress, assists those whose incomes
are nearly, but not quite sutlicient to live u])on,

and starts the blind in traile or business wiien-
ever it is likely they will succeed if assisted at
the commencement. It has also day-classes in
difl'erent jiarts of London, where the blind are
taught to read and write. The women are taught
knitting, \c. , and employment is given them wlien
they have learned.'

J^ritislt and Foreign Blind Association.—In 1868
a number of blind gentlemen, being aware of the
great ini|ut)vements which had been made in the
education and emidoyment of the blind on the
t'ontineiit and in America, founded the British

and Foreign Blind Association for the purpose of

iiromoting the education and employment of the
blind, by ascertaining what had been done in these
respects in this and other countries, and endeavour-
ing to supply deficiencies where they were ft)und to

e.\ist, and by attempting to bring about harmony
of action betwei'U the different existing schools and
institutions. The association soon gained infor-

mation through its corresponding members of what
was l)eing done abroad, and jjublished a report.

The executive council of the association has not
only endeavoured to induce the various institutions

to adopt the best methoiis and systems of educa-
tion, but has been indefatigable in its efibrts to

improve and cheapen the apparatus, books, maps,
&c. used by the blind.

United States.—lu the I'nited States, the 30
institutions, with about 2500 inmates, are as a
wliide ]ialatial in comparison with those of Britain.

Every l>lind chilil has a right to Ije educated at

the expen.se of the state. Some of the best insti-

tutions are, however, founded and maintained by
private benevolence. Different schools use different

.systems of reading ami \\riting; the Boston Komaii
letter. New York iioint ty])e. Moon, pure Braille,

and modified Braille being all in use.

The following table furnishes statistics for other
countries

:

Numlierof Bliiul Uliiid iii

Bliinl. Institutions, nutitutions.

German Empire 37,672 35 1811
Austria and Hungary 29,000 11 554
Switzerland 2,097 3 106

Hollaml 3,330 8 297

Denmark 1,400 3 156
Sweden and Norwav 4,830 7 171

Russia "
150,000(?) 15 397

tVance 23 1212

Belgium 6 198
Italy 22 C68

Si>ain 12 652
Canada 3 192
Mexico 1 80
Brazil 1 67

Australia .. 7

Egypt 1 65

In 1784 M. Valentin Haiiy commenced the

first juinting in raised characters for the blind,

and founded the Institution Nationale des Jeunes
Aveugles, which was the first, and still lioids its

place among the best managed schools for the

l)lind in the Old and New Worlds. The character

he chose was the Italic, or written form of the

Roman letter. Founts of types were cast and
books printed ; and having been approved by the
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Academy of Sciences, and exliibited before the

royal family at Versailles, the art created at the

time a j^reat sensation.

(liiN's ti/pc.—Mr James Gall of Edinburgh saw
s]iecimens()f Parisian books in 18'2G, and was deeply
impressed witli the importance of putting the Bible

into tiie hanils of the blind to employ their vacant
houi-s. Being himself a printer and publisher, he
resolved to improve the ali)hiibet so as to make it

more tangible. In IS'27, after much study and
many experiments, .Mr Gall printed his 'iirst book'
for teaching the blind to read, in a triangular

modilication of the common alphabet, of which the
following is a specimen :

t>^K<>U +kf M/M^ Of <^0^

This was followed by other little volumes, includ-

ing a series of Scripture statements and a con-

densed epitome of Old Testament history. These
were received with so much favour, that in 1829
he issued a prospectus for the publication of the
Gospel by St John, at one guinea, which •was to

pay not only for the copies, but preliminary
expenses. This work was printed in 1832, but
Avas not iniblished until 1834. In 1832 the Scottish

Society of Arts offered a gold medal, value £20,
for the best alphaliet for the blind. The award
was not made till 1837. Sixteen arbitrary alpha-
bets had been sent in, all of which were rejected,

ami the prize was awarded to a Ur Fry of London,
who had suggested the use of Roman capitals,

which were introduced in America in 1834. Great
interest began to be excited throughout Britain,

and extended even to foreign countries. Abbe
Carton Avas sent by the Belgian government to
visit Mr Gall's establishment, and returned to set

up a printing-press in Brussels. Mr Gall was
anxious to improve the printing and lessen the
cost ; the most important improvement consisted
in the use of serrated types, by which the letters

were formed of dots ( ) instead of lines. In
183G, therefore, he offered to societies and publishers
to print books for the blind in the improved type
at so much per sheet, as an ordinary business trans-

action, without either subscriptions or donations.
Of this otter the London Sunday School Union,
the Religious Tract Society, and the British and
Foreign Bible Society availed themselves in 1837 ;

and in 1838 he printed for the British and Foreign
Bible Society the Gospel by St Luke and the Acts
of the Apostles.
As the institutions for the blind in those days

'had not hitherto (as they expressed it) patron-
ised any device of this kind,' Mr Gall had to
contend with all the apathy and incredulity which
every new thing has to encounter. But now the
tide had turned ; readers were multi})lying over
the country, schools for the blind were beginning
to be formed, the institutions abroad had all

'patronised the device,' and iirinting-presses were
busy both in America and on the Continent; so
that when the Sunday School Union, the London
Tract Society, and the British and Foreign Bible
Society began to ))ul)lish class-books, tracts, and
Bibles for the blind, they all became convinced of
its importance.

Huii-cs or liostoii.—Dr Howe also, from Boston,
visiteil Scotland, and having received from Mr
Gall all the information which he could supply,
established on his return to America a i)rinting-

press in the Perkins Institution. In 1834 he
published the Acts of the A])ostles, and completed
the New Testament in 1S3(). About the same
time Mr Friedlandor of l'liiladc]i)liia puldished
the Gospel by St Mark, lie unfortunately adopted
the capital alphabet. Dr Howe, on the contrary.

had adopted an angular modification of the com-
mon alptiabet, similar to, but nuich smaller than
Mr (Jail's, an(l with that printed the Avliole Bible,

besides an ever-increasing number of other volumes
in all departments. For many years Dr Howe
supplied books for all the institutions in the United
States.

Alston's.—Mr John Alston of Glasgow, who
established a i)rinting-press in the Blind Asylum,
of which he was treasurer, printed in 1837 the
(iospel by St Mark in the same type in which
(unknown to him) it had been ])rinted in 1834 by
Mr Friedlander in Philadelphia. Through his

influence it was at once adojited in the other
institutions throiighout the kingdom ; and, having
thrown himself with much enthusiasm into the
work, he very soon raised funds by which he com-
pleted the New Testament in 1838, and the whole
Bible in 1840. To him, therefore, belongs the
honour of having printed the first complete Bible
for the blind in any language, because Dr Howe
of America, although he commenced the work
earlier, did not finish it till 1842. The efi'ect was
immediate and decisive, rivalry was extinguished,
hundreds of the blind were brought under instruc-

tion, and reading was thenceforth acknowledged to

l)e a necessary department of the education of the
blind. Mr Alston being encouraged by the de-

cision of the Scottish Society of Arts, which he
himself helped to influence, made a fatal error in

adopting Roman capitals. Reaction very soon
took place, the blind themselves being the first

to rebel. The want of sufficient legibility Avas, in

their judgment, a fatal objection, and outweighed
all other considerations. Even the large amount
of money that had been expended, and the exten-
sive ]il)raries that had been formed through Mr
Alston's energetic labours, they Avere prepared to

sacrifice, in order to obtain books Avhich they could
read Avith ease. Gall's Serrated Type is illustrated

-Bfkol<j tk<- L<3m[> ofGo<]
and Howe's American Type by :

bshold the hmb of God
Lucas's.—In 1838 Mr Lucas of Bristol introduced

an ingenious system of stenographic shorthand. It

is still used l)y the London Society for Teaching
the Blind to Read. The characters are altogether

arbitrary, consisting mainly of lines Avitli or Avith-

out a dot at one end.

Frcrcs.—Mr Frere also introduced his phonetic
shorthand system about 1838. The embossed
characters Avere only an application of his phonetic
system for the seeing, Avhich he hoped Avould

become general. His characters consist of straight

lines, half circles, hooked lines, and angles of 45
degrees, together Avith a hollow and solid circle.

Mr Frere also invented the ' return ' lines—that is

to say, the lines in his book are read from left to

right, and from right to left alternately, the letters

themselves being reversed in the return lines.

He devised a cheap and very ingenious method of

setting up and stereotyping his books. The letters,

formed of copper Avire, are laid on a tin plate,

l)reviously Avashed over Avith a solution of zinc

;

when heat is apj)lied to the under-surface, the

letter becomes soldered on to the plate, and such

l)lates produce extremely good printing. Both
Moon and Lucas adopted this system of stereo-

typing.
j\Ioon's.—Dr INIoon of Biighton, Avhose system is

used more than any other by the adult blind

throughout the country, adopted an arbitrary

alphabet, some of the characters resembling or
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sn<r<,'estin^ the letters which they rev>resent. He
aha fulo}>toil Mr Krere's return lines, uut does not
reverse the lettei"s.

It has already been stated that the lilind ohjected
to the Koiiian oaidtals on account of illegiiiilitv.

Towards the middle of the IKth century the intelli-

•;ent hlind in .all parts of the world liej,'an a very
earnest protest ajrainst the various line-types,
which had heen arran<.'ed with as much re>,'ard to
the seeinj; as the blind. In a short time the
uuestion became one of dots reruns lines. It wa.s
tlien tiiat the gi"eat invention of Louis Hraille
was reco;rnised. He hail imblislietl a .svstem in
iS-iU, and fully developed it in ls;u. llis blind
fiiends and coworkers immeili;^tely recojrnised its

superiority over the lioman letter, but the .school

authorities of the Institution Nationale des Jeunes
Aveu;,']es wo\ild not elian^'e the old svstem. It
was not otliciallv adopted in Paris until 1854.. two
vt'.ars after tin- death of its inventor.

Louis IJraille was l»orn in .January 1809 ,at

< oupvray. aliout 'i.'J miles from I'aris. lie became
blind throu^di an accident at tiie a<je of three. In
1S19 he becamea pupil of the Institution Xation.ale
des Jeunes Aveu;.des at Paris. In 1S2G he was
"•lected pn)fe»sor at the institution, where he had
distin;,'m"*hed himself as a pupil. As a i)Upil ami
jMr)fessor he laboured to invent a system which the
i>lind ciiuld not oidy read, but write in relief. He
had been trained as a .i>oy to re.ad the line type

;

after e.\aniinin<,' all systems, inchnlin^' arbitrary
characters, lie iK'came convinced that the one best
adaiited to rea<lin»,' and writinj,' was M. Harbier.s.
Harliier's letter contained six points, but was
too Ion;,' vertically to be covereil with the linf^er.

Ihaille worked ujion it until he devised tiie simple
and beautiful system which i>ears ids name.

In re;,'ard to the necessity for readable and cheap
books for the Idind, in a ch.iracter that can
be written as well a.s read, Mr Wait, New York,
^ays :

' liooks are as nece.ssar}' to the blind as
to the seein;;, and every reason which can be
ur;,'ed why there shotild be books cheat) and
plenty for all the seein;,', applies with eiiu.al force

with re;.'!iril to lM)oks {xtr the Idind. Tlie neces-
sities of the blind in this respect have l)een and are
urgent, and great ell'orts have been m.ade to supply
the want. Hut the institutions for the blind in or

about which these elb)rts have generally originated
have been so widely separated in regard to time of

origin and place of location, that there h.as been
little or no community of interest or of action.

The result is that there are no less than eight
• listinct kinds of alphabet and printing for the
blinil, each being advocateil as having ailvantages
over every other. Hut if we may judge from the

present condition of the art of reading amongst the

liiind, these aljihabets, though produced by the

most strenuous exertions .and most pr.aiseworthy

zeal, have failed in their general utility, and do not

answer the jmrpose for which they were intentled.

The re.-usons f<M- this probably are that the princi-

|des upon which an .alphabet for the blind should

l>e constructed have not been sutliciently under-

stood, and that the soundness of theories has not

'•een properly ascertained by experiment.
' Statistics collected from seven institutions in the

I'nited States showed that of ()ti4 blind persons

under instructi<m, only 22.), or 84 per cent., C(mld

read with facility; and 18.'), or S\ \»'r cent., could

read moderately well. As a whole, this table

-hows a markell uniformity in the general results

olitained in the several institutions named. If

uniler the most f.avourable conditions 35 per

cent, fail to learn the alphabet of the Boston and
<;iasgow systems, it is j.l.ain that a large majority

of all the" blind, probably 70 i)er cent, can never

enjoy the jjrivilege of reading. It is a fact which

every candid observer must concede, th.at the
systems of printing for the blind .at present used
in this country do not meet the wants of the blind.
'A trial of the i)oint system proved conclusively,

that those who cannot learn either the Boston
or i;i.a.'<gow print can learn the point alphaliet.
And it should be remarked, that while the aliility
to read those systems is lost by a short period oi
disuse, or by working at any business wliich
hardens the cuticle of the lingers, .such is not the
case with the point alphabet. It can be read by
any blind person of ordinary intellect, no matter
what his bu.siness, nor how long the period of
disuse. It is urged against the jioint signs, that
they are arbitrary and unlike the signs useil by
the seeing. But there is in reality no force in
this objection. The necessities of the blind grow
out of their coiulition, and the true value of
anything made for their u.se is found in the fact
that it is ,adai)ted to their condition and meets
their necessities, regardless of other considerations.
^\'hich is the more important, that all the young
blind slK)uld be able to read—thus being made, in
f.act, like the seeing;—or that they should be taught
an alphabet which in some sort resembles that used
by the .seeing, but by <loing which only 34 i)er cent,
ot them will ever be able to read with any pleasure
or i)rofit? The answer of every blintl person and of
every practical educator is obvious.
'The imijortant \nnui is that the blind shall be

like the seeing in what they know and can do, no
matter whether the means of knowing or doing be
the same as are used by the seeing or not. But
the point signs have otlier imjjortant advanta;,es
besides that of being easily learned .at .any time of

life by any blind person. They can be used in

writing music, keeping accounts, and transcribing
books ; so that in one and the .same system the
blind can read and write, thus relieving the memory
of heavy l)urdens and enabling them to grasp a far

greater range of sul)jects, or to engage more deeply
and successfully in any given study or pursuit.

' Point signs lia\e another great advantage, wliich

is, that while they are u.sed as lettei-s, they can
also be combined so as to represent whole words,
abbreviaticms, .and termin.ations ; thus combining
the features of the stenographic .and al))habetic

systems. The shorthand signs could be used in tlie

books and writing of tho.se t.aught in schools for

the lilind, while books for adults could be printed
in the common signs of the alphabet.

* The values of the jioint and line systems, in

regard to their susceptibility to the touch, m.ay be
stated .as follows : Point-.'^ign system, 95 per cent.

;

line-sign system, 48 ])er cent. This subject is

discussed at great length in the rejjort of the New
York Institution for the Blind of 1808. Full

information is also given in regard to the New
York point.' (It .should be observed that Mr
Wait's experiments with line systems did not
include Dr Moon's.

)

Braille.—The Biaille signs are arbitrary, and
consist of varying combinations of six ])oints

jilaced in an oblong, of which the vertical side con-

tains three, and the horizontal two points ( • • ).

There are sixty-two possible combinations of these

six points, so that after providing characters for the

twenty-six letters of the English alphabet there

remain a suflicient number of signs for punctuation,
contractions, ivc.

' The group of six dots, which is the largest

number of points that any letter can consist of, is

divided into upper, middle, and lower pairs. The
first ten letters, from a to j, exhaust all possible

combinations of the upper and middle jioints. The
next ten, from /. to /, .are formed from the first

1)3' adding a lower back i)oint to each. Thus, a

becomes /.-, b becomes /, \c. The third row is
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siini

Tim
laily foiineil bv a(Ulin<r two lower points.

<, a becomes it, b beeonies v, \kc.

A
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Tliis interlined writinj,' not only makes tlie writing
far more lej^'ilile than tlmt produced in tlie original
French tnuiii'. hut also I'lVeits a saving of space
amounting t<» ahout '20 per cent.'

Xiir York Pvint.—A modification <»f the Hraille,
now known as New York iioiut, is j,'enerallv

adopted in tlie United States. The lon^' diameteV
of the full letter of si.\ points is horizontal in-

stead of vertical (:::), the letters recurring most
fr«'i|ncntly being represented hy the smallest number
of iioints.

hiaillf Miifticnl Xotiitinii. — WxfuWc furnishes a
musical notation le.ss complicateil and easier to
learn than the onlinary stall' notation. Any
music whatever can be written. In instrumental
music a serious disadvantage arises from the fact
that the blind performer has l)oth to read and
jday with his hamls ; the usual plan is to read
with one hand and play with the other, until the
music is committed to memory. In vocal nnisic
this drawliack disappears. Durin;; a ]ierformance
before llei- .Maje-ty at Windsor l)y the ptipils of

the Itoyal Normal ('olle;;(! ami Aiademy of .Music
for the IJlind, a musician present .sent uj) a sliort

iomiiosition in manuscript. It Wius dictated,
<|uicKly written, and sun;,' from the notes with
accura<"V and ellect by the blind choir.

I'riiitiii;/.— Kmbossed books are produced in

various ways in I'rance, ;,'enerally from movable
tyjte. The printing, for the 10n;,'Iish sjieakin;,'

)>lind is done principally by the .American I'rint-

iti;,' Hou.se for the Miiud, [..ouisville, Kentucky,
I'.S.A. ; the Howe Memorial I're.ss, Perkins
Institution for the lUind, Hoston, U.S.A. ; Dr
Moon's I'rintin;,' Kstabli^hment, 104 t^ueen's

Itnad. l5ii;.diton ; ami the Ihitish ami I'orei^^n

Itliiid .Vssociation, '.VA
( 'amlnid^^'e Sepiare, Lomlon.

The .American I'rintiii;; House has an in;,'enious

and very peculiar method of stereotyping,' from
movjible type ; lack of space precludes a ilescrip-

tion. The press is worked by steam-power; four
sheets are printed at a time, cut automatically,
and deli\ered to the binder. 'I'lie American
I'rintin;,' Hou>e luus a subsidy of .'?10,(MM» per annum
from the American ;,'oveniment, and the institutions

in the United States have the ri;,'ht to order
books in any tyiie; jiractically, however, the
liooks are onlv emiMtssed in the Hoston tvpe and
New York ]>oInt. The Howe Memorial Vrc.ss of

r.oston is a steam-press with \ertical action,

which prints one ]<a;,'e at a time. The stereotyp-

in;,' is done from movable type by electrotyiiinj,'.

The cost is alM)ut double that of plates proiluced

bv the British and I'orei;,'n lUind .Association,

(hr .Moon's metlMid has been referred to under
tvpes. ) The Ibitish and l"orei;,'ii Ulind .A.ssocia-

lion prints from brass jdates. The frame for

producing stereo jdates is very sindlar to the

ordinary interlinin;,' writ in;,'- frame, oidy stronger.

-A sheet of bra.ss f(ddeil upon it.self is jdacetl in

the frame ami embossed by means of a punch and
hammer, in a similar way to that in which a style

would be used in writin;,' a sin;,'le sheet of paper.

The Jtssociation jdates an' made l)y the blind

tliems(dves, without the intervention of movable
tviie, and without any aid from seeing perscms or

skilled workmen. IJoth si<les of the [laper are

juinted at the same time by one pressure.

Dr .Arniita;,'e, theindefati^'able honorary secretary,

says: '.After the most determined ojiposition, the

IJraille system, which is the foundation of all real

educatioii for the blind, has been pretty ;,'enerally

adoj.ted by the .schools of the Uniteil Kingdom,

and the work of the a-ssociation has, to a ;,'reat

«'xtent, contributed to juodnce the same result in

(b-rmany. More l)ooks have been published in the

IJraille system, either in nrint or embossed by

Jiand, by the association than exist in all other

systems put together. As the Braille system is

generally adojited for music, and care is taken not
to reproduce what is already in i)iint in other
countries, l)lind musicians have now a very lar;^e

and varied library, which is daily extending,'.

Books eml>ossed by hand are also rapidly multi-
l)lyin;;, as about forty i)aitl blind writers and about
twenty lady volunteers are constantly eii;;a;,'ed on
this work. The lailies emlioss books in Braille
from ordinary type for the seein;,', and these ai(^

copied by the blind, who ;;eneially have no intelli-

gent reader to dictate to them. Much improve-
ment has taken place in the construction of maps
and other school apparatus.'

Writiini (ind School Aiipuratits.—Even a short
<lescription of each machine or ])iecc of apparatus
is impossible, but the following list may be of

use : \\'ritiiig frames— Elliott ISrothers, I'ooley's,

Levitte's, Thurslield's, Mocm's, AVed;,'ewood's.
Heboid's, Guldber;,''s, and Klein's. Dr ^loon has
iia|)er with r.aised lines, and the British and
Korei;,'!! Blind .Association corru;,'ated cardboard.
Tliou;,'li expensive, tyix'-writers as constructed for

the seeiii;,', with very sli;,'lit modilications, can be
used with eoual facility by the blind. l"\ir writiii;,'

with capital ami lowercase letters, Hemin;;ton's is

the (luicKcst and best ; for capitals only, the ("ali-

;,'rai)Ii ; and Hall's type-writer is very convenient
and less expensive, but much slower. I''or workiii;,'

arithmetical sums many ciphering-boards lia\(;

been constructeil, but the best is the octa;;<>nal

Ixianl introiluced by the Rev. William Taylor of

Worcester. For school j)uri>oses ;;ood and very
cheap maps are produced by the British and
F'orei;,'!! Blind As.sociation.

y'/7^A-.v. — The handicrafts which are usually pur-

sued in the principal workshops of the United
Kin^^dom are the makin;; of baskets, brushes,

brooms, bedding, mats, ship-fenders, rojjcs, sacks,

chair canin;,', wood-chopiiin;,', dvc. ; for ;,'irls, hand
and machine .sewin;,', knittiii;,', netting, I'roclietiii;;,

\c. Of all trades, oianofortetuniii;,' is the best;

but the blind can only succeed as pianoforte-diiieis

w hen they are lirst-class workmen. The plan pur-

sued by the Royal Normal College is not to

recommend any tuners who cannot pass the re-

(juired examinations, and obtain an orlicial certifi-

cate.

In the United States, lu-oom-makin;,', under
favourable c<inditioiis, jiroves very reiiiuiieiati\'e

(see repftrts of Home and Workshoit for Blind

.Men, I'hiladeljdiia). The (lermans have not adopted
our workshop system for the blind, but the itest

institutions, especially of Saxony, continue to

kec]) a methodical supervision over their pupils,

even in thi' <'ountrv districts, after they ha\e left

the institutions. It is claiiiH'd that by this system
a much lar;,'er jji-ojiortion of the blind become inde-

pendent members of society. Active friends of

the blind in all countries would do well to acquaint

themselves with the details of the Saxony system.

J'rofe.'isioti.s.—A considerable number of blind

;,'entlemen have passed thron;,'li the leadin;,' uni-

versities of Britain and other countries, and have
won by their talents and ener;,'y honourable jmsi-

ticms in the church, medicine, law, politics, and
commerce. In 1H,S8 an efl'ort wasbein;,' made in the

United States to estal)lisli a sjx'cial national univer-

sity for the blind. Such a university imist either

be second-rate, or very c(t.stly. K\(^n if the nation

should be willing to pay the nnmey to make it a

lirst-class university, such a course will be re-

gretted by intelligent blinil men all over the

world. They cimtend that a special university

for a few blind students can never ;,'iye them
the }irivile;,'es of existin;,' universities, with their

eminent jirofessors, their libraries, a.ssociations,

spirit of culture and i)rogress, and, aljove all,
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opportunities of coming in contact with the out-

side woilil, and forming lasting friendships with
young men who will soon be husy actors in every

Walk of life. The hlind ask n<)t for a special

university, but for scholarships in existing uni-

versities.

Music.—Music in its various 1)ranclies offers the

best and most lucrative employment for those

among the blind who, from an early age, can have
suitable educational privileges—an education which
develops alike the body, mind, and musical talent.

The Royal Normal College and Academy of Music
for the Blind has shown by practical results what
is possilde in the profession of music. The edu-

cation in the college is not limited to music :

to a casual observer it would seem that music
occupied almost a secondary place. The first

aim is manly character, healthy bodies, well-cul-

tivated and active minds, and prompt, business-

like habits, which qualify its pupils for practical

life. The pupils are taught swimming, skating,

rowing, cycling, canoeing, gymnastics (Swedish,
German, and American), military drill, and in the

season a great variety of outdoor sports. The
college embraces a preparatory school with classes

in Kindergarten and modelling, a grammar and
high school, a technical school, and an academy
of music. The course of instruction includes the
following departments: (1) General education,

including the training of school teachers; (2) the

science and practice of music, including the train-

ing of music teachers, pianists, organists, choir-

masters, and vocalists; (3) technical education,

including mechanical training and pianoforte-

tuning.
For a hundred years noble men and women have

laboured with untiring devotion for the education
and training of the blind, and have desired to lift

them as a class from pauperism ; liut the majority
of mankind still bewail the sad lot of the blind,

and only think of them with pity and commisera-
tion. Even in countries where the government
provides for the education of the blind, the institu-

tions are charitable rather than educational. In
a number of the American states the schools for

the blind are no longer regarded as charitable
institutions, are no longer under the control of

tlie State Board of Charities, but in common with
all schools for the sighted, are under the manage-
ment of the Board of Education ; consequently, in

the United States, the blind as a class are in a
better condition socially than the blind of any
other country. Too much praise cannot be given
to the noble philanthropists who have done so

much for the blind ; but the time has come when
the nation ought to recognise the duty it owes to

its defective classes. We need a comprehensive
scheme which will not only harmonise existing
agencies, but include government aid ; which will

at least provide employment for all the able-bodied
among tlie blind, even if it does not make them
entirely self-sustaining ; M'hich will give all the
young blind who ]>ossess even ordinary al)ility that
education and training Ijest calculated to make
them useful and independent memljors of society ;

which will grade the various institutions accord-
ing to the age, capacity, and requirements of the
pupils. Educational institutions should be entirely

separated from workshops, but each educational
institution should have a teclmical shop for pre-

paratory training, and when the time arrives to

decide the future career of the pupils, they should
be drafted to the institution or workshoj) that will

afford them the special privileges they require.

There should be at least one special institution

for feeble-minded children ; at present this class

of children must either be entirely neglected, oi-

taken into the ordinary institutions, where thev

are not only a hindrance, but exercise a deleterious
intluence iipon the other pupils. Such a compre-
hensive plan of working Mould minimise the cost,

and make the work in all deiiaitments more
ett'ective. But such a plan can only be instituted
and carried out under national control.

See Information irith regard to Institutions,

Societies, and Classes for the Blind in England
and Wales, by H. J. "Wilson, Secretary to Commis-
sion of the Gardner Trust for the Blind, 1 Poets'
Corner, Westminster; A few Statistics in eonnee-
tion u-ith the Blind of Scotland, by W. A. Arrol ;

A Guide to Institutions and Charities for the

Blind, by ^lansfield Turner and Wm. Harris.
For full and recent information in regard to tlii^

blind of all parts of the wcjrhl, see Education ((nd
Eniploi/mcnt of the Blind, a very comprehensi\ e

book by T. R. Armitage, M.D. Much of the
information of this article is derived from Dr
Armitage and Mr W. B. Wait, New York, who
have done more than all others to introduce an
educational type that can be both read and written
by the English-speaking Idind. See Eye, Vision.

Blind, Karl, author and revolutionist, was
born at Mannheim in 1820, and studied law at

Heidelberg. For his share in the risings in South
Germany in 1848 he was sentenced to eight years'
imprisonment, but while being taken to Mainz wa^^

liberated by the pojnxlace. After the reaction had
again triumphed over the Continent, Blind found
an asylum first in Belgium, and afterwards in Eng-
land, where he has taken an active part in demo-
cratic propaganda. An enthusiastic advocate of

German freedom and unity, he promoted the
Sleswick-Holstein movement. As an author he
has written on politics, history, and mythology,
including lives of Ledru-Rollin, Deak, Freiligrath

;

also volumes and magazine articles on such subjects

as Fire Burial, Yggdrasil, Water Tales, Shetlandic
and Welsh Folklore, The Siegfried Tale, and The
New Conllict in Germany.

Blind Fish. In situations where light is

absent, blind animals are commonly found. The
absence of the normal stimulus has necessitated

cessation of function and various degrees of de-

generation in structure. In most cases rudiment-
ary traces of eyes prove the fact of degeneration ;

and that the latter is largely the direct ell'ect of

Blind Fish of the Kentucky Caves (Ambli/ojms sjulceus).

the absence of the stinmlus preserving the health

of the eye is o,llowed by mo.st (see Degen-
ER.\.TION). The blind iish of the Kentucky
caves (Amblyopsis, q.v. )bas degenerate hidden

remnants of eyes ; Luclfuga dcntata, a very

different f<n-m, found in the subterranean caves

of Cuba (though numiber of a marine family), is

also blind; the Haglish {Myxine glutinosa),

though perhaps hardly a fish in the technical

sensed has also virtually lost its eyes in association

with its habit of spending much of its life buried

in the mud. or parasitically within cods and

liaddocks ; the primitive vertebrate, the Lance-
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let ( Aiupliioxus, q.v. ), is in the same state. In
tlie sea tlie eves of fish are lar<j;e in nioportion
to the depth inliabited, ilown to '200 fatlionis ; l)ij,'

eyes are needetl to make the most of tlie scanty
li^'ht. Below the li','lit-limit larye-eyeil forms
occur, pnibahly utili-<in^ the gleams of phos-
phorescence, or small-eyed forms with <;reatly

developed tactile organs. In the greatest depths,
however, jus the result of the Challcmjcr Expedi-
tion demonstrated (see Giinther's ChuUcmjcr Report
on Fishes), lishes with rudimentary eyes occur, as

one would indeed exjiect. See Cave Animals,
Envikonment, Fishk.s.

BliiHl Harry. See Harrv.
KUihIik'ss. ("uLoi'R. See Colour Blindness.

Bliiuistory. another name for the Triforium
(o.v.i. sii called as omiosed to the Clearstory or
Clen-tury ( "i-V.) of a ciiurch.

Bliiid-H'orill, or Slow-worm (Aiif/uis fra-'
(fills), a limlde>s li/ard, in the Skink family. The
form is worm like, tapering slightly in the tail ;

onlv internal traces of limits are present ; the two
ginlles are very nulimcntary ; the tail occu|iies about
half the total length ; the nostril is situated in a
shield ; the eyelids are scaly and movalde ; the ear-

hole very small and hidden ; the teeth home on the
jaws are htng, pointed, and directed backwards

;

the tongue Ls scaly iu front, with slender warLs
l>ehind ; the seale.s are smooth, and those of the
head very distinctive. 'The colour varies consider-
ably witfi .age ; the young are whitish above with

BUiid-worui.

a median black stripe, but black on the sides and
below; the adults are brownish above and black

below, often relieved by longitudinal lines. The
full si/.e is alxmt a foot, alnrnt half of which goes to

the tail, but large specimens may measure a foot

and a half or more. The blind-worms are shy
animals, living among bushes, an<l conung out at

night in search of earthworms arul white slugs.

They give a feeble bite, but are perfectly harndess.

So timid are tliev that they become rigid when
caught, an<l in tliis .state an attempt to liend the

greatly contracted muscles results in a breakage.

The iiody divides in two, as the specific title friKjili.f

implie.-^. ' The young are born alive in iiiiilsummer

to the numl>er of S to 2(). In winter they hibernate

in holes in the ground, not alone, however, but in

companies of two dozen or st). The Idind-worms

are found all over Euroue, except in Sardinia and
the northern regions, an«l are also known in North

Africa and Western Asia. The> apjtear to be

liardv animals, .and have been found more than 3(XXJ

feet iip the .\li)s. They occur, though not abund-

antly, in Britain. Wiute t>f Selborne gives an

interesting account of their habits. It need hanlly

be .said that tliev have no special connection with

.serpents, though "similarity of habit has come to be

associated with a superlicial external resemblance.

As true ILtards they must also be distinguished

from the much rarer amphibian Ciecilia (q.v.), to

which the name blind-worm is also sometimes
applied.

Blister-beetle a popular name for a number
of lieetles iu a laiiiily of Coleojitcra known as
Vesicantia, or in two distinct fanulics, Meloida- and
Cantharida'. The name refers to the vesicating or
blister-raising properties of their body-jiiice. The
Spanish-fly ana the Oil-beetle are familiar illustra-

tions. As to the zoological characters of the
family, the antenn;r are usually 11 -jointed, the
head depressed with a narrow neck, the front
shield narrower than the UexiVile wing ctivers, the
claws split into two usually unequal portions, the
abdomen with 6 to 7 free rings. They are usually
brightly coloured, especially at home in warm
countries, include about S(X) species, and almost
always j)o.s.sess the l)listering property above
noticed. The life-history is often very remarkable.
The larv;e live para.sitically on bees, on grass-
hopper or locust eggs, v^c, and .seem to pass
through an unusual number of changes, to wldch
the name 'hyper-metamorphosis' has been api)lied.

It is not merely that the larva- begin life lean,

horny, and G-footed, and soon become fat, soft, and
footless, but that before passing into the puj'a

stage, they pass through a series of preparatory
changes. The important genera are : ( 1 ) Lvtta or

Cantliaris, (2) Mylabris, (3) Cercocoma, (4)^Ieloc.

In regard to some of these, a few notes are requisite.

(1 ) The genus Lytta or Cantliaris has wings, long,

threadlike, ll-jointed feelers, and kidiicy-shapcd

eyes. It includes over 250 species, of which only
8 are Euro^tean. The most familiar form is the
common blLster-beetle or Spanish-fly, Lytta or
Cinithiiris venicutoria. This liright golden-coloured
or bluish-green beetle is common on manv trees in

Eurojte. It makes its presence felt by (levouring

the leaves. The females lay a large number of eggs
in a hole in the ground, whence, after 3 to 4 weeks,
the larva' pa.ss in all luobability into certain bees.

For medicinal purpo.ses, the beetles are dried and
ruiibed into powder. The irritant substance is

found throughout the body, but especially in the

ovaries. (2) Mylabris is a rarer European genus,

but includes even more tropical forms than Lytta,

restricted, however, to the Old World. (3) Cer-

cocoma, with 9-jointcd feelei-s, is commoner in

Europe ; C. sc/icfferi is indeed frequent. (4) Meloii

is a large wingless genus, with about 70 species,

represented everywhere except in Australia. The
females have a very broad abdomen. They live in

gijuss. Un irritation, they allow an oily, yellow,

blistering fluid to ooze out from between the joints.

The common Oil-beetle {M. pro-scarubiEits) and
another beautiful species (J/. I'ariefjatus) are strik-

ing illustrations of romantic life-historie.s. For
this and other particulars in regard to Meloc, see

article under that head. Apart from their medi-

cinal use, the physiology and life-history of these

blister beetles invest them with very considerable

biological interest. The common blister-beetle,

Spanish-fly or Cantliaris, will Ite further treated

at Cantilvrides ; and see below.

Blisters are medicinal agents which, when
aprdied to the skin, raise the cuticle into vesicles

tilled with serous fluid. They are a])i»lied eitiier

in the form of plasters or in a fluid .state, as suits

the convenience of the oer.son or part, and have

for their object the establishing of a counter-irrita-

tion or diversion of inflamniatory action from a

part in which it cannot be reached by remedies, or

from some organ where it may do jieniuuient mis-

chief, to .some niore superficial jiart of the Ix'dy.

The most common blister in use is made of

Cantharides or Spanish fly (Cantharis veskatoria).

Cantharides, mixed Mith'a convenient proportion

of lard and wax, form the blistering ointment in
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onlinary use ; the only olijection to this preparation

beiny, tliat if apolieil too" freely, it proJuces much
irritation of the Kidneys and urinary bladder. In

youny child ren and very thin-skinned persons, a

layer of silver paper, 'or thin gauze wet with

vinegar, may be laid between the blister and the

skin. But under no circunij^tances should a blister

be left long upon children, as it may produce sores

which are apt to take on an unhealthy action, and
are ditticult to heal.

Mustard {Sin(i/>is nigra) is frequently used to

redden the skin, Vmt seldom left on sufficiently long

to produce blistering. Tincture of cantharides,

croton-oil, strong liquor ammonia^ tartar emetic

ointment, and many other drugs are used in

practice.

If the occasion for the blister passes off, the

vesicles should be pricked, and their fluid contents

alloAved to trickle away, the vesicated surface being
then dressed with some cold cream or lard. But if

it should appear desirable to promote a discharge

from the skin, the raised cuticle may be snipped
off, and some stimulating application such as

savine ointment (Jiniipcrus sablna) used to dress

the raw surface. Great cleanliness should be ob-

served in dressing the part.

Blisters are used for the relief of acute inflam-

mation in internal organs—e.g. the pleura, lungs,

membranes of the brain ; for the dispersion of the
products left by inflammation—e.g. in indolent
ulcers of the skin, enlarged lymphatic glands, and
chronically inflamed joints ; and for the relief of

pain, even where no inflammation is present—e.g.

in many forms of neuralgia. To name all the con-

ditions where blisters maybe of use would mean an
enumeration of more than half the diseases known
to medicine and surgery.

Blister is also one of the names applied to a
bleb on the skin fllled with fluid, by whatever
cause produced—friction, disease, «S:c. , as well as

by vesicants, or other medicinal agents. See
BVlla.

Blizzard is a fierce storm of bitter frosty wind
with line blinding snow, in which, especially in the
western states of the American union, man and beast
often perish. In one which visited Dakota and the
states of Montana, Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas,
and Texas, in .January 1888, the thermometer fell

within twenty-four hours from 7-1^ above zero to
"28° lielow it in some places, and in Dakota went
down to 40' below zero. In fine clear weather,
with little or no warning the sky darkened and
was filled by snow or ice-dust as fine as flour,

driven before a wind so furious and roaring, that
men's voices were inaudible at a distance of 6 feet.

Objects became invisil)le a few yards ofl'. Farmers
died in the fields ere they could reach their houses,
and children on their way from school ; some of
those who died having been not frozen but suffo-

cated, from the impossibility of breathing the
blizzard. Some 2.3.5 persons lost their lives. This
was the worst since 1864; the Colorado River in
Texas was frozen with ice a foot thick for tlie first

time in tlie memory of man. In some districts
blizzards are looked for three or four times in a
winter ; but really disastrous ones are rare, those
of 18,36, of December 1863, January 1866, January
1873 being, till that of 1888, the severest on record.
The word, which seems to be akin to blunt, bluster,
first became usual throughout the United States
during the severe winter of 1880-81, but was in
colloquial use in the West early in the century.
See Wind and Storms.

Bloch, Marcu.s Elie.ser, a celebrated ichthy-
ologist, born of poor Jewish j)arents at Anspach,
in Bavaria, in 17*23. Resettled in medical practice
at Berlin, where his life was uneventful, and where

he died, August 6, 1799. He is chiefly remembered
for his great work, the Allqcuicinc 2\'(tturgcschichte

ihr Fisrhe (12 vols. Berlin, 1782-95, with 432
coloured plates), long the most comprehensive
work on iclithyology, and still valuable, e.specially

for its illustrations.

Block, in the rigging of a ship, is an important
part of the ai)paratus necessary for raising sails and
yards, tightening ropes, &c. The block comprises
both the frame or shell, and the pulley or pulleys—
usually termed ' sheaves '—contained within it. In
nautical and mechanical language a tackle includes
the rope as well as the block through which it

works. Ships' blocks vary greatly in size, shape,
power, designation, and use, but nearly every
block comprises a shell or wooden exterior, a
sheave or wheel on which the rope runs, a ^j/x or
axle on which the sheave turns, and a strap (of

rope or iron ) to fasten the block to any particular
station.

For very many years, the uniform practice was
to bind the shells by straps of rope—hempen or
wire—but in more recent times, only the smaller
class of blocks are thus bound, and those of a
heavy calibre are environed by a l)and of iron

—

sometimes inside the shell, and said to be ' inside
ironbound,' and sometimes outside, when they
are termed ' out-

side ironbound.'
Ironbound blocks
have been in use
in merchant-ships
for a much longer
period than in
government ves-

sels, on board
which modern im-
provements are
often slow of being
adopted. A single

block contains
only one sheave, a
double block, two;
a treble block,
three ; and so on

;

while the term 'purchase-block ' is generally applied
to all blocks having more than two sheaves. All
the blocks on board ship have distinctive names

—

e.g. eat-block, cheek-block, cleir-garnet-block, cleiu-

line-block, boat-block, snatch-block, &c., according
to the kind of service they have to perform, or to

their place of fixing, while not a few names are
examples of the odd and sometimes unaccountable
nomenclature adopted by seamen.

Ships' blocks are usually made of elm, and the
sheaves of lignum-vita^, the hardest kind of wood
proctirable in any consideralile quantity. The pins
are of iron or steel, and the bushes or bearing parts
of the sheave are usually of brass. Patent roller

bushes, which allow the sheave to turn with
minimum of friction, ha^'e for several years been
largely adopted. The figures show examples of

the blocks most commonly in use.

Blocks made wholly of iron (see Pulley) are
used to some extent about the decks of ships, btit

are ill adapted for use in ships' rigging, on account
of the chafing and fraying of ropes and sails

thereby entailed.

Until near the end of the 18th century blocks
were all made by hand, and the trade was of consider-

able importance. For one of the old seventy-fours
of the navy alone, more than 1400 blocks were
required, and for vessels of larger or smaller size a
proportionate number. The introduction of steam
in place of the ' unl)0ught wind ' as a pro]iulsive

power, has materially reduced the numlier of

blocks required on board sliip, and the adoption of

specialised labour-saving machinery has rendered

a, single 'outside iroiiljouml ' Ijlock
;

b, double ' inside ironbound ' block
(with swivel hooks).
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their manufacture at the present time a matter of

jrreat case and simplicity. Two men, compara-
tively unskilled, with the aid of the machines now
in use, can produce as many complete l>locks in

one ilay as would have taxed the etlorts of the
skilled artificers of other days during the best
jiart of a week. In 1781 a Mr Taylor be<,'an to
make the sheaves and shells of Idmks hy a process
Mhich he hiul invented. He made all the Ithnks
for the royal navy until tiie expiration of his

patent ri;;hts. The Admiralty then commenced
the manufacture on tlieir own account. In 1801

Mr (afterwards Sir) Mark Isamhard Brunei .sub-

mitted to the Admiralty plans of a system of
machinery f<»r blook-makin;^', which was accepted,
and the inventor en;,'aj,'ed to set up the ajijiaratus

at rortsmouth. In ISOM the system was pi;, into
eti'ective operation, it lu'ln;: found even then so

|>erfect, that very few additions or imjirovements
lave since been neede<l. The macliinery made
blocks more accurately than they had ever been
ina«le by hand, and with the aiil of ordinary work-
men only. It could ctlect £.%(», (KMJ worth r)f work
in a year, <ir 14(».<KK> blocks, by the assistance of

ten men in attemlance. I)u|)licate machinery wjis

made for ('h.itham. Hrunel received t"20,<XX» for

his invention and for his jtersonal superintendence
until the machinery was brou^rht int<i wf)rkin<^

order; tiiis sum wa-s money well laid (Mit. for the
system saved to the country more than i'iO.lKX) a
year, in the busy warlike periixl from 1S(I8 to ISlo.

Blork. MAflMrK. statistician, lM)rn at IJerlin of

.b>wi-li family, isth February iSHi, studied at Bonn
and (Jicssfu, but settled at Paris, where for a time
( 1H.V2 »>*J| he held a post in the stati.stical bureau.
He h.'Ls published very many works on the
statistics of France and Europe, includinj; the
Aniniairr t/e l' f'rnnomic I'ulitiijiir it ilc Statistiquc.

Blookudo. in a military sense, is an operation
fill < :ipturiii^' an enemy's town or fortress, often

without .a iHtmbardment or rej^ular sie<;e. The
atta«'kinj; party throws up works on the neigh-
bouring heights anil ro.ads, so as to guanl every
exit from the town. The rest of the besieging

force remains under cover in villages, or in a
temjioriiry camp, ready t<» repel any sortie at-

tempted by the I)e8ieged. The whole puq>ose in

view is to prevent the In'sieged from receiving

sujinlies of any kind, in order that, when the fowl

or tiie ammunition is exhausted, they m.iy be com-
jielled to surrender. Fortresses situatetl on steep

and rocky eminences, dillicult to conquer l»y bom-
bardment or lussault. may often be reduced by
blockade ; Iwcause the roads or paths for the

reception of supplies are few, and can be watclie<l

by a small numi>er of troiijis. Towns situated on

a jilain are less ea-sily invested : but if the in-

haliitants are numerous and commercial, they will

soon l»e impatient of the restraint |iroduced by a

bl<H-kade, and compel the governor to surrender.

When, therefore, resistance is determined on, the

governor sends out of the town as many non-

combatants as possible. He then collects all the

stores iu bomb-jtroofs, ]daces the inhabitants on an

allowance of tood and under military rule, and
enileavours, by fre<|Uent sorties, to prevent the

lK?siegers from completing the investment of the

l)lace. A blr>ckade slicmhl be the first .step in a

regular siege, and its ellects may often be made
more quickly felt by a bombardment. The
bl<Mkade of Paris by the Germans in 1870-71 is

the mo>t notable exam])le of such an operation

tliat h.Ls ever been known. It was of itself com-

pletely succes.sful, and the bombardment which

wa.s thought nece.ssarj- might have been dispensed

with. In this ca.se a large civil pojjulation was
blocka<le<l together with a numerous army ; but

at Metz, in the same campaign, a large and well
appointed army, comparatively unhampered by the
civil population, was compelled to surrender by a
blockade without bombardment (see also SiEGK).
Blockade on land depends on sovereignty or on mili-
tary occupation. But at sea the rights of the neutral
are pn'ntd /acir equal to those of tlie belligerents.

Blockailing, in a naval sense, is the prevention
of the entrance or exit of the enemy's ships at a
particular port, or at all the ports on a .stretch of
coast, so as to bring pressure to bear u])on the in-

habitants by obstructing their trade : and it renders
intercourse with the enemy's jiorts unlawful on
the i)art of neutrals. It is also sometimes an
auxiliary to the military' blockade by land. For
a valid blockade it is necessary that a state of
war should exist; that the blockade be really
eflective, that is to say, it must be maintained by
a force sufficient to ]trevent access to the enemy's
])ort, or at least to render approach hazardous

;

and neutral nations must be informed by the
blockading p()wer, either by otticial notilication to
all those powers, or by warning given to neutral
vessels which ajiproach the line of blockade. But
when a blockatle has become notorious, the know-
ledge will be presumed ag.ainst any merchant-
vessel which attemj)ts to enter the blockaded port.

Eflective blockade is the principle laid down in

the I)eclarati<m of Paris (IS.'jG), but this is con-
strued more rigidly bv continental nations than
by England or the t'nited States. Riga Avas

elleclively blockaded during the Crimean war at
a distance of 120 miles. Tlie French insist more
than we do on formal notice. The Idockading
force may seize any ves.sel with its cargo trying
to trade with the port, and send it home for con-
demnation ; and if the vessel succeed in breaking
the blockiide, it may be pursued and caj)turcd by
a belligerent, until it lias reached its port of

destinati<m. That breach of blockade involves
confiscation of the shij> is admitted by all civilised

nation.s. The cargo is not f<trfeited unless its

owner is the owner of the ship, or was cognisant
of the intended violation.

Najioleon s Berlin ilecree of 1806 declared the
British Islands in a state of blockade (see CoN-
TIXKNTAL SV.STE.M ).

The most memorable of recent blockades is that
of the ports of the Southern States by the Federal
government during the American civil war. The
blockade was begun in April ISGl, and, extend-
ing as it did to the whole of the southern coast

and ports, was at first somewhat inefl'ective.

I'ltimately it was more rigorous and systematic;
but to the last a considerable trade was carried on
by swift steamers (many of them Clyde-built)

through such blockaded ports as Charleston (the

harbour of which was obstnicte<l by sinking ol<l ships

ami stones to a.ssist the blockaders) and Wilming-
ton. The risks were gieat. Hobart Pasha, who
was a noted blockade-runner, says that more than
40 ships were captured out of 66 that left England
and New York to run the blockaile during the

four years of the war. But the jirotits were enor-

mous' ; Hobart .sold in Wilmington for twelve
shillings women's stays which he bought at

thirteenpence, and .sold cotton in Liver])ool for

half-a-crown which in Wilmington cost him only

twopence a pound. Besides those captureil, many
blockade-runners had to be run ashore or burnt to

escape the cruisers. Nassau, in tlie Bahamas, was
a great station for ships in the blocUade-running

enterprise. See Ch.vrlk.ston, Neutrality, Prize
Court; Hobart Pasha's Sketches from my Life

(1886); T. S. Taylor's Runninri the. Blorkade

(1896); and as to tiie law, Twiss, Hall, Pliilliinore,

Hazlitt, and Koche for England ; \\lieaton for the

United States ; Hautefeuille, Hefl'ter, Gessner, and
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Bluntschli for the continent of Europe ; the collec-

tions of treaties: and the proceedings of the Afa-

bama Commission. Lord Stowells decisions in the

rize court during the French wars may l)e said to

orm the substance of English law on this subject.

Blockhouse is a stockade or wooden Avail,

roofed in and loopholed. The timbers whicli form

the walls nu\y be laid horizontally or vertically.

They must be' bullet-proof (about a square foot in

section), and covered outside with earth up to the

loopholes, to i)revent their being set on fire. A
similar precaution is adopted for the roof. Where
timber is plentiful, and an artillery attack not to

be feared, blockhouses are useful defensive works,

and under these conditions they have been much
used in the backwoods of America. In niin-e

civilised countries they would only be used in

mountain warfare or as keeps to redoubts in the

plains. In the latter case they may be exposed to

artillery tire, and require then a double row of

stockading, with 3 feet of well-rammed earth be-

tween. A blockhouse may be of any size and
shape. It forms a barrack for its garrison, and the

guard beds are convenient as banquettes upon
which the men stand to fire. If large, a blockhouse
is generally cruciform in plan, so as to gain flank

defence, or it may have an upper story projecting

over the lower to enable men to fire through loop-

holes in the floor upon the attacking troops. The
same object is sometimes attained by placing the
upper story diagonally across the lower one. A
ditch is excavated round the blockhouse to provide
the earth which covers the woodwork, and also to

prevent the enemy getting close enough to set it

on Are. Stakes are planted in the ditch to make
it ditflcult for the enemy to collect in it, and there

rally for the final assault.

Block Islaild, formerly called Manisees, is

situated in the Atlantic about 9 miles S. from
Rhode Island, United States, to which it belongs.
It is about S miles long, has a lighthouse at its north
end, and contains the township of New Shorehani,
a summer resort. A breakwater on the east side

of the island forms a harbour of refuge. Pop. 1147.

Block-printing, the method of printing, or

producing Block-books, from wooden blocks. See
I3IBLIA Pauperum, Wood-engraving, Printing.

Block-system. See PiAilways, Vol. VIII. p.

55S.

Bloenifontein, the capital of the Orange Piiver
Colony (q.v.j, stands on tiie Modder, in a higli and
healthy district, 2(J0 miles W. by N. of Durban.
It is connected by railwav with Cai)e Colony and,
since 1890, with Joliannesl'mrgand Natal. It is the
seat of an Anglican bishopric and of sundry col-
leges, and has a good deal of trade, mainly in wool.
During the war Bloenifontein was occupied by
Koberts (.May 1900), and here it was proclaimed
that the Orange Piver Free State had become a
British colony. Pop. ( 1900) 12,000 (2800 coloured).

Blois, tlie capital of the French department
Loir-et-Clier, has a remarkably line situation on a
steep acclivity, and is built chiefly on the light
bank of the Loire. The old town, \vitli its crooked,
narrow streets, is mainly on the hill, crowned ])y the
historic castle ; the new business town, Avitli" fine
quays, is near the river. An eleven-arch bridge
( 1717), 1000 feet long, unites the town with its sub-
urb of Vienne on the left ]>aiik. It is 36 miles S. W.
of Orleans. Blois has a cathedral ; but its chief
glory is its old castle, which has been the scene
of many interesting historical events. Louis
XII. was born in it; and under its roof Charles,
Due d'Alencon, and Miirgaret of Anjou, and Henri
IV. and Margaret of Valois were married. Here
also the Due de Guise and his brother, the

cardinal, were murdered, by order of Henri III.,

23d December 1588. Isabella, queen of Charles
VI., here found a retreat; it served as a prison
for iNIary de' Medici ; Catherine de' Medici died
within its walls ; and Maria Louisa here held
her court in 1814, after Paris had capitulated.
The castle was then neglected and used as a
l)arrack ; since 1845, but especially in 1880-87,
a great part of it has been finely restored at
great cost. Blois is a place of great antiquity.
Stephen, who usurped the crown of England on
the death of Henry I., was a son of one of the
counts of Blois, by Adela, the daughter of William
the Conqueror. Other celeln-ated natives have
l)een Peter of Blois, suljsequently archdeacon of

London, and author, who died in 1200 ; and Denis
Papin (q.v. ), to whom a statue has been erected.
Blois is an archbishop's see, and has manufactures
of porcelain and gloves, with a trade in brandy,
wine, and wood. Pop. (1880) 16,881.

Bloinelield, Francis, the topographer of

Norfolk, rector of Hargham and Fersfield, and
afterwards of Brockdish, was liorn at F'ersfield,

23d July 1705, and died 16th January 1752. The
great achievement of his life was his History of
Norfolk, which, though abounding in errors, is

a vast storehouse of information on the suliject.

In 1735, while collecting materials for it, he dis-

covered the ' Paston Letters.' The first volume
appeared in folio in 1739, the second in folio and
quarto in 1745 ; Blomefield died ere the completion
of the third volume, which, with a fourth and fifth

by. the Rev. C. Parkin, appeared at Lynn (1769-75 ;

new ed. 11 vols. London, 1805-10; index, 1862).

Blomfleld, Charles James, Bishop of Lon-
don, was born in 1786 at Bury St Edmunds, in

Suftblk, where his father was schoolmaster.
Thence he passed to Trinity College, Cambridge,
of which he was elected a fellow; and taking orders

in 1810, he became incumbent of St Botol))h,

London (1819), Archdeacon of Colchester (1822),
and Bishop of Chester (1824), whence in 1828 he
was translated to London. Blomfield's reputation
for classical scholarship rests on his editions of

.^llschylus, Callimachus, Euripides, c^-c. He was
exceedingly active in the sitperintendencc of his

diocese, and was an originator of the movement
for the erection of new churches, setting about
the building of fifty at once. He died 5th August
1857. See the Life by his son (2 vols. 1863).

Blommaert. Philip, a Flemish author, with
Conscience a reviver of the Flemish tongue, born
at Ghent in 1809. In 1834 he published a volume
of verse ; but ho rendered better service to litera-

ture and to the patriotic cause by his editions
of 27tcophiliis (18.36), an old Flemish poem of the
14th century, and of the Omlclucnische Gcdichfc/i

(3 vols. 18.38-51) of the 12th, 13tli, and 14th cen-
turies. His most important work is a history of

the Belgians (1849), in which he shows that the
Low Countries, spite of political separation, have
a unity of culture, and that the jjolitical Avelfare

of Belgium is opposed to a F'rench alliance. He
died at Ghent, August 14, 1871.

Blondelc, a celebrated French minstrel of the
12tli century, born at Nesle, in Picardy, was a
favourite of King Richard the Lion-heart, and
accomiianied him to Palestine. When, in 1193,
liich.'ird on his homeward journey \\as seized and
im])ris()ned by Leojiold, Duke of Austria, the min-
strel wandered tlinmgh (lermany in ilisguise seek-
ing his master, and at length came to the castle

of Diirrenstein, in Austria, in which he heard that
there was some illustrious captive. He placed
himself under tiie tower and commenced singing
a love-song which Richard and he had composed
together. Hardly had he finished the first stanza,
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wlien a well-known voice from the tower took up
the soi'onn, iind carrietl it on to the end. So the
iniiistrt'l ilisi'overed liis monarch, and, returning
witli all speed to England, was the means of his

heing ransomed l>v his suhjects. Unfortunately,
tliis story rests solely on the French Chronicle of

Hlieims, lielonging to the latter half of the 1.3th

century : its popularity dates only from Gretrys
oi>era ( 17S4). Tlie poems that have come down to

us under Dlondel's name are p«M)r and uninterest-

ing : they are published l>y Tarl>c in the Collection

rf« Pottos L'hampcnois (vol. .\ix. Kheims, 1S6*2).

Bloildiu. L'HAIiLES, rope dancer, born '24th

Feliniai V 1S'_'4, at St Omer near Calais, his real

name la'ing Jean Francois (Iravelet : and, trained at
Lyons, wa.s soon known as 'The Little Wonder.'
After making a several yeaiis' tour of the United
States, on 30th June I8.j!t, l>efore a crowd of •2.j,(MJ0

persons, he cros.setl the Falls of Niagara on a tiglit-

rope in live minutes; on 4th July he crossed

blmdlold, trundling a wheelbarrow ; on ItUh

August he carried a man on his l)ack ; on 14tli

September ISGU he crossed on stilts in tlie jiresence

of llie I'rince of Wales. His engagement at the

Crystal I'alace in 1S6'2, where he |»erfi>rmed on a
rope '249 yanls long, and 170 feet from tlie j^round,

drew immense crowds. After several years' retire-

ment, he roappo.ired in ISSO, and died at Ealing,

•_'-_M F.-bmary 1S97.

Blood, the nutritive fluid of the tissues and the
great carrying tis.sue of the Ixnly, is the well-known
red fluid wiiidi tills iluring life the arteries and
veins of the body. It consists of an almost colour-

less lluiil, the liquor stiinjiiiniis or Uood-jtlasma, in

which float a large numlter of small corpuscular
Ixidies, the hloodcorjiusclrs or blootli/lohiilc-f. The
proportion of these to each other bv weight is about
one-third corpuscles to two-tliinls pjjisma. The
iiuantity of blood in the bo<ly l»v wciglit is about
one-thirteenth part tliat of the whole Ixxly. When
a drop of bloo<i is examitied umler the microscope,

the corpuscles floating alK»ut .ire .seen to be of two
kinds, distinguLshabie chiefly by their c<dour—the

white and the reil. Tlie white are verj- much fewer
in number than the red. the jiroportion in healthy
blood being alMiiit 1 to .S."m. Even in health, how-
ever, this proiHirtion is subject to considerable varia-

tions, and still more so in disease ; in some forms
of disease (e.g. Leuco cytli;emia) the white cor-

puscles almost equallinjj' in number the red.

The vfiifc curjinsrli: is a pale granular-looking
l»ody, containing in its centre a small round
nuileus. In common with all simple cellular

bodies, it possesses the power of altering its shape
from time to time, by alternately shooting out and
withdrawing small proces.ses from its substance, a
mf)vcment to which the term cnnaboid is given

from its resemblance to what is seen in the simple

organism the Auiolxi (q.v. ).

The red corjiiuirlcs, on being withdrawn from the

b(Hly, tend to run together into heaps repemlding

idles of coins or roulainr. Their jjeculiar colour is

due to the presence of a special cohmring matter

{h'rmorjlohin). It is only when in bulk that they

ajipear red ami give the Idood its characteristic red

colour; the individual corpuscle itself is not red,

but has more of a pale straw or fawn tint.

Thnmghout the animal kingdom two forms of

red corpuscles are to lie found. In man and in all

otlier mammalians, with the single exception of the

camel in which the shape is cllijitical, the red

corouscles are minute circular discs, flattened on

each surfaee, and entirely devoid of any central

kernel or nucleus. Each .surface presents a slight

hollowing out or depression, which gives rise to the

shaded appearance seen in the centre of the cor-

puscle when viewed from its flat surface. In all

a, Human retl bio (i-cor|iuscles as
si'cn from the sniface and from
the side; ^, human red blood-
corpuscles forming Touleovx ; c.

white blood - corpuscle ; d, red
corpuscles of the frog's blood,
seen from the surface ; d', the
same as seen from the side.

other vertebrate animals, including birds, reptiles,

amphibians, and fishes, the red corpuscles are oval
in shape, and contain
a large central oval
nucleus, the presence
of which gives rise to

a bulging in thecentre
of the corpuscle when
viewed from its edge.
The retl corpuscles

of the blood vary
much in size in ditler-

ent animals. In each
species of animal they
are always of uniform
size. The corpuscles
of mammals gener-
ally are much smaller
than those of birds,

those of reptiles and
amphibians being still

larger. In man the average size of the red cor-

puscle is about THjVij inch- I'he largest corpuscle of

all—about ^isj inch in diameter—is to be found in

Proteus
(
q.v. ).

The number of corpuscles present in even a drop
of blood is to be estimated by millions. In certain

conditions of disease (e.g. Ana^nia) the number may
l>e reduced by one-half, one-third, or even more.
They are formed in the spleen and red bone-marrow,
probablv also in the lymjdi glands, their exact
mo<le of origin, however, being as yet obscure.

Composition Iif the Blood.—The red corpuscles are

almost entirelv made up of the colouring matter
of the blood—luemoglobin ; but contain in addition

a ver>' small proportion of albuminous* bodies, with
lecithin and cholesterin. Uf the salts contained in

them, the most abundant are those of potassium.

The composition of the plasma is much more
comidex than that of the corpuscles. In addition

to water, of which it mainly is made up, it contains

albumens, fats, traces of sugar, and a large number
of extractive bodies and salts. As regards the salts

contained in it, the most important feature is the

l»reponderance of the sodium salts over those of

potassium.
The composition of the blood-plasma varies con-

siderably at difl'erent times and under diflereJit

conditions, according to the waste matters thrown
into it from the tissues, or derived by absorption

from the alimentary canal.

Coagiddtion of the Blood.—One of the most re-

markable properties of the blood, and one which
at all times has excited great interest and atten-

tion, is the propertv it possesses of 'clotting 'or

'coagulating on being withdrawn from the l»ody.

In the vessels of the body the blood is in a fluid

condition ; but sliortlv after being withdrawn, in-

stead of remaining fluid, it becomes viscid and
gelatinous, and finally ' sets ' into a linn jelly-like

ma.ss, so that the vessel containing it can be

inverted without any of it escaping. If it be now
set aside for a few hours, a clear somewhat straw-

coloured fluid gradually separates from this mass,

and collects between the clot and the sides of the

vessel in which it is contained. This gradually

increases in <|uantity till finally the blood is divided

into two portions, a firm red elot, which retains

the shape of the vessel, floating free in a clear,

transparent, straw-coloured fluid—the blood-seruiu.

Coagulation is not a simple cooling of the l»lood, as

was formerly sup]M)sed. Un the contrary, it is

delayed by cold; and bysurnmnding the blood '.Nith

ice it can be prevented altogether. The rapidity

with which it takes place varies considerably in

diflerent ca.ses. It can be entirely prevented bv the

addition to the blood of various salts, especially

those of sodium and magnesium. The blood
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remains tluiil within the bk)tKl-vessels in virtue of

some property juissessetl by their walls. Even after

death the blood may remain an indefinite time

without coagulatinj,' : but on l)ein<j; withdrawn
from tlie blood-vessel it at once coagulates.

Tiie clot which forms as the result of coagulation

retains the sliape of the vessel into which the blood

has been poured, and jiresents usually a cup-shaped

ilepression on its upper surface. It consists almost

entirely of the red corpuscles of the blood entangled

in a mesliwork of tine Hl)rils or threads, which are

composed of a substance termed Jibrin. This sub-

stance does not exist as such in the living blood,

but is formed at the moment of coagulation by
tlie action of a body also formed at the moment of

coagulation

—

tha fibrin-finnoit—on one of the chief

constituents of the plasma—^'6r/«o,f/t'» ; the origi-

nal blood-plasma thus separates into a solid and a

fluid portion, the former (fibrin) entangling in its

meshes almost all the corpuscles, the latter (the

scrum ) escaping free. By ' whipping ' the blood

—

i.e. beating it up with a sticlv, coagulation is

hastened, and at the same time the fibrin is

removed from the blood in the form of a tough
stringy mass ; the remaining blood is then made up
solely of the red corpuscles Hoating in the serum.

In former times, when blood-letting was so much
practised for the relief or cure of disease, much im-

portance was attached to the appearances presented

1)y the blood after being witlidrawn, and more
especially to the appearance of the clot which
formed. When the blood coagulates slowly, time
is given for the red corpuscles, which are the
heavier, to fall to the bottom, the white corpuscles

then forming a paler layer at the upper part of the
clot. The appearance of this paler layer—the so-

called ' buti'y coat '—was thought to be of great
significance, as indicating the existence of inflam-

mations, and the patients were repeatedly bled,

with a view to its removal. Little or no import-
ance is now attached to such appearances. The
colour and consistence of the clot, whether redder
or paler, firm or more gelatinous, are entirely

dependent upon the previous condition of the blood
—its richness in blood corpu.scles, or the poverty of

its plasma in solid constituents.

Functions of the Blood.—The blood is the great
carrying tissue of the body. As such its functions
are of a three-fold nature : ( 1 ) it conveys the food-
material to all the tissues of the body

; (2) removes
thence the waste-products; and (3) its red cor-

puscles are the great carriers of oxygen, without
which the act of resjjiration could not be carried on.

The blood going to the tissues (arterial blood) is of

a bright red colour, due to the presence of a large
excess of oxygen obtained in the lungs ; whereas the
blood returning from the tissues back to the heart
and lungs (venous blood) is of a dark purple colour,

its oxygen having Ijeen removed from it in the
tissues, and a large quantity of carbonic acid
having been added to it.

The red corpuscles possess great powers of

absorl)ing oxygen, solely from the presence of the
c(douring matter in them—the haemoglobin. This
substance, one of the most complex found in the
body, attaches oxygen to itself in a loose form in

the lungs, and then delivers it up to the tissues.

Tills is the change which occurs in the blood during
breatliing, the dark venous blood returning from
the tissues, poor in oxygen and rich in carbonic
acid, giving ofl" its carbonic acid in the lungs, and
again taking up fresh oxygen from the air, to

return once more to the tissiies as l)right arterial
blood. The highly important function of the white
corpuscles, the leucocytes, in attacking and absorb-
ing harmful and other microl)es, is dealt with at
I'liagocytes (q.v. ). See Ke.sfir.vtion, Artkhies,
Circulation, Veins ; also Antiseptic Surgery,

15.\CTERiA, Bleeding, Blood-stains, (_j;ERM(tor

the germ theory of disease), Inoculation, Ma-
laria, Pv.r.MiA, Transfusion, Wounds.

In the early ages of societj' it was looked upon
as the duty of the next of kin to avenge the dcaLli

of a murdered relative ; but anning some primitive
peo])les, as tlie modeiii Bedouins, as among the
ancient Anglo-Saxons, the rigiit is annulled by
comjiensation. Tlie Mosaic law placed it under
regulations, prohibiting the comnnitation of (he

penalty of death for money, and appointing cities

of refuge for the involuntary manslayer. The
wilful nmrderer was, in all cases wiiatever, to lie

put to death without permission of com])ensation
(see City of Refuge). For the blood-feud, see

Vendetta. The eating of blood Avas prohibited
by the Old Testament. Christians have generally
regarded the prohil)ition as having ceased with the
reason for it, and consider the exhort.ation of the
apostolic council of Jerusalem to the Gentile con-

verts, to abstain 'from things strangled and from
blood,' to have been merely an ajtplication of the
great law of Christian chaiity to the circumstances
of a transition period, with reference to the preju-

dices of Jewish converts. Jews still always kill

their own butcher-meat.

Blood, Thom.vs, adventurer, Avas born in

Ireland about 1618, and in the Great Rebellion
sided with the parliament. Deprived of his estate

at the Restoration, he put himself in 1663 at the
head of a plot to seize Dublin Castle and
Ormonde, the lord-lieutenant. On its discovery
his chief accomplices were seized and executed ;

but he himself escaped to Holland, and was
there received with high consideration. He soon
found his Avay back to England to try what
mischief might be brewed among the Fifth-Mon-
archy men ; and thence proceeding to Scotland
Avas present at the battle of Rullion Green (1666).
On the night of 6th December 1670, the Duke of

Ormonde Avas seized in his coach in St James's
Street by a gang of bravoes, tied on horseback
behind one of them, and hurried aAvay toAvards

Tyburn. The timely apjiroach of his attendants
at the moment Avlien, in struggling Avith his

riding-companion, he had succeeded in liringing

him to the ground, jirobably saved the duke
from hanging. Blood Avas the leader in this

daring villainy. His next enterprise Avas still

Avilder and more dangerous. On 9tli May 1671,

disguised as a clergyman, Avith three accomplices
he entered the ToAver, determined to carry on the
regalia. After nearly murdering the keeper of the
jeAvels, he actually succeeded in getting off Avith the
croAvn under his cloak, Avhile one of his associates

bore aAvay the orb. They Avere pursued, hoAvever,

seized, and committed to the ToAver. Now came
a singular turn of fortune. At the instigation of

Buckingham, Avho Avas accused of having hired

Blood to attack the Duke of (.)rmonde. King
Charles visited the dauntless miscreant in prison,

and, dreading the threat that there Avere hundreds
of Blood's associates banded together by oath to

avenge the death of any of the fraternity, ^)ardoned

him, took him to court, restored him his estate

of £500 a year, and raised him so high in favour
that for several years Colonel Blood Avas an influ-

ential medium of royal patronage. He quarrelled,

hoAvever, Avith Buckingham, and Avas committed by
I
the King's Bench on a cliarge of slander against him

;

I lie Avas bailed out, but died on 24tii August 1680.

See T. Seecombe's Lives of Twelve Bad Men (1896).

Blood-bird of New South Wales (Myzomcla
sanguineoleiita), a species of Honey-eater (q.v.)
(Meliphagidic), .so named from the rich scarlet
colour of the head, neck, breast, and l)ack of the
male. A very similar siiecies is found in Bengal.
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Blood-flower (Hcemanthus), a genus of
Ainaryllulacea' (n.v. ), mostly natives of Soutli
Africa, some of wfiii-h are common in j,'reenliouse>.

Tliey take their name from the nsiuil colour of
their (lowers, which form a tine head or crowded
umliel. The bulbs are sometimes jtropa'^ated by
cnttin;,' tiiem across aN)ve the middle, so as to stop
the siii;,de j,'rowin<j; point ; new axillary bulbs then
form around the outer eilj;e. The species seem
generally to possess poisonous j>roperties. The
inspissated juice of H. (uxirurius is used in Soutii
Africa fur iHiisuninj; arrows.

BloudllOUIld, a variety of Hound (q.v.), re-

markable for its e.\<juisite powers of scent, and
for the eajrerness with which it tracks a bleeding'

animal ; it is able to select a freshly-W(mnde<l deer
from anion;,' a herd, and follow its trail ; and from
tiiis faculty it derives its name. It was also
formerly called, lK)th in En^daml and Scotlaml,
sffut-Iiounil or sliiiflihoitml, from the Middic-
Ki);,'lish slruth, ' a slot or track '

( Icel. shAh ). The
bloodhound was formerly common and nmch in use
in IJritain, as well as on the contineiit of Eurojic
for hunting.' |iur]>oses, bciii;,' in tlie possession of

most noble families, who vied with one another in

the purity and e.xceilence of their diHerent strains,

in the pui-suit of felons and of fu<iitive slaves in
Cuba and the slave-holding states of the American
I niou, ditlers lar;;ely fiom the true l)loodli()und,

and is really the descendant of mastilVs witli a l>ull-

dog cross, inferior to the real bloodliound in scent
and all but ferocity ; it is also called the Culian
mastirt". According to Powell (The American
Siberia, 1892), foxliounds, s]iecially bred and
trained, are used for man-hunting in nearly all the
convict-cami>s of Florida, \c. For the true blood-
liounds kin, see T.\LiiuT.

Blood-poisOIlillff is a name loosely used of
I'yaiiiia (tj.v.) and allied diseases (see Dissection'
Wounds, Poison, Wounds ). It is also used popu-
larly in a wider sense for the results on the human
.system of poison geinis from malaria, bad drains,

v^'c. ; or for the condition of the blood caused by
I
such ailments as Bright's disease of the kidneys,
iK-c. See Gkkm, Hygiene, Mal.vri.v, PTOM.\iNk.s,

;
Tvi'HoiD Fever, t.K:c.

' Blood-rain, which doubtless has its origin in
the up-rusliing currents of watei>spouts and whirl-
winds, has freipiently fallen in Italy and Simtheni
Kurope, and has been repeatedly traced, through
the microscoi)e and chemical test, to the samly
deserts of Northern Africa adjoining. Similar rains
have fallen in the Canaries, and they may be like-

wise ascribed to the African desert to the eastward.
In these cases the oiigin is the rainless whirlwinds
of these arid deserts, which are locally called 'devil.s.'

Blood-root. See Geim, H.E.MoDurv.vcE.E, and
San(.i iN.\i;i.\.

Blood-stains, Detection ok, an important
subject in connectitm \\ itii forensic medicine. On
criminal trials the guilt of prisoners has freciuently

b(HMi establishetl l)y the discovery of these stains.

The f(dlowing scheme shows the various methods

but is now rare, though Lord Woherton. who died

in Iss7, at one time hunted a pack of bloodliounds
in Dorsetshire. Hloodhounds were also much use<l

to track esoajted jiri-ioners, and are mentioned in the
l»oetical histories of IJruce ami Wallace as being
usetl by their enemies to discover them ; and in

later days they were resorted to by slave-owners in

.Vmeiica in the pursuit of fugitive slaves. The
blooilliound is a large tan-coloured dog, with an
exceedingly handsome and noble head expressing

dignity and strength. The head should oe long

and narrow, with a dome shaped skull, the occipital

bone forming a peculiar peaK on the back of the

skull ; the eyes distinctly showing the third eyelid

or 'haw,' which gives the eye a bloodshot and
rather lierce look ; the ears long enough to meet in

front of the nose, but falling down close (m either

side of the face; colour, a rich tan with a dark
•sjulille, showing no white if i»ossible. The blood-

li<mnd is rather unmanageable when thoroughly

roused, on account of his courage and strength, l)ut

when properly treateil is generally docile, and makes
a capital watchdog. Many interesting anecdotes

are recordeil of the perseN eraiue and success of

bloodhounds in followmg a track upon which they

have been set, even when it luis led them through

much freouented road.s. As recently as ISTfi an un-

succe.ssful attempt was niade at P)la(kl)urn to track

a munlerer by means of a bloodhound.—The ClBAN
Hloodhocnd, notorious as having been employed

emjilo

t'is

doyed in the investigation
Kul—aided by a, ordinary lens ; 0,

scoj)e ; r, spectroscope ; d, artilicial light.

L'hciiiiiiii—«, heat

—

jxtnitirc .(1, change of colour ;

2, coagulation ) ; b, ammonia

—

ncyative ; c, luematiu
test ; </, guaiaoim test.

Blood when licpiid stains all articles with which
it comes in contact. It sinks into woven textures

and such material as soft wood, but on metallic

surfaces and on hard wootls it forms a iilm of

greater or le.ss thickness, and (juickly dries. At
tirst it is of a reddish-brown colour, but in the

cour.se of .a few weeks this deepens and becomes
almost Vilack.

Looked at with a lens of low power—say 10 or 20

diameters—the Idood, if in any quantity, and co-

agulated, and if it has not sunk into the texture of

the cloth, is observed to present an irregular surface,

and entangled in it have fref|uenlly been tietected

foreign materials which have allbrded a clue to the

culprit, and to the manner in which the crime
has been committed. Thus hairs, fragments of

cotton, ej)itlielial scales from the throat, and min-

ute fragments of birds' feathers have often been

noted. This j)reliminary investigati<m concluded,

the attempt is now made to discover the jieculiar

cor|)Uscles of the blood (see Bl-oOD). This is a
matter of great difKculty Mhen the blood has stained

such articles as linen or cotton stufis and become
dry, but when spilt on hard surfaces, or when it is

in such quantity as to form a distinct coaguhini,

the cr)rpuscles are generally easily determined by

the following process. The object is, by breaking

up the coagulum, to dissolve out the corj)uscles in

some medium as nearly as possible of the_ same
density as the liqiior sanfiuinis of the cii^cuiation.

Numerous media have from time to time beeji

jiroposed, such as solutions of sugar, phosphate

of soda, iodide of potassium, &c. , but the one

generally employed is a solution of glycerine in
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water of specific gravity 1"028. If this solution

Ije applied, for example, to the stained blade of a

knife, or if a minute portion of dried blood-clot be

gently dissolved in it, a reddish thud is obtained

Avhicl'i under a high oower of the microscope (300

diameters) rarely fails to exhibit numerous cor-

l>uscles which by their peculiar ajipearance (see

Bloou) are at once recognised to be mammalian
blood-discs. In the case of stained linen, tSrc,

there is greater ditiiculty. The stained portion

must be thoroughly moistened Mitli the solution,

and then squeezed over a glass rod. When tlie

reddish fluid reaches the surface, it mitstbe removed
with the blade of a knife, placed on glass, and
submitted to the microscope. By this simple pro-

cess, unless the stain be of great age, its character

is determined. Human blood in these circum-
stances, however, cannot be distinguished from the

blood of the other members of the great class of

the mammalia, with the solitary exception of the
camel tribe, which present an oval blood-corpuscle

(see Camel).
Of late years, the interesting fact has been dis-

covered that blood possesses a distinct spectrum, so

that it is possible to determine that a reddish fluid

is really blood, although the corpuscles may not
have been discovered owing to their accidental
destruction. The stained jjortion of cloth or a
portion of blood-clot is digested in distilled water,
and as the restilt a liquid of a reddish colour is

obtained. This should be placed in a deep narrow
cell and examined by a spectroscopic eye-piece with
a low power of the microscope. Two dark bands
make their appearance, one in the middle of the
gi-een rays, and the other at their junction with the
yellow. These are highly characteristic of the
presence of the blood of some red-blooded animal.
See Spectrum, and Spectroscope.

Lastly, under this head of the visual detection
of blood, the presence of blood-stains may unex-
pectedly be discovered Avith artificial light, by
examining the furniture and especially the walls
of an apartment on which blood has fallen. During
the dav the spots of blood remain tindetected, but
at niglit, and with artificial light, they are clearly
visible. It is especially on papers with dark-blue
figuring that this interesting fact has been
observed.
The chemical relations of blood are very definite.

All stains due to blood are soluble, and this fact
enables us at once to distinguish them from in-

soluble stains which closely resenable them, and
\\hich have frequently been mistaken for them,
such as paint and ironmould. The stain to be
examined is cut out and suspended by means of
thread in a glass tulje filled with distilled water.
Should the stain be at all recent, it immediately
dissolves, and long filmy streaks of colouring matter
are discharged and descend in wavy lines to the
bottom of the tube, where ultimately a stratum of
reildish fluid of greater or less intensity is collected.
The clear supernatant fluid is jioured off, and the
coloured portion is divided into two parts. One
part is boiled, and if the fluid contain Idood, the
following peculiar changes take place. The colour
is discharged, the redness disappears and gives
way to a grayish green, and in addition a distinct
coagulum is formed. Both these changes are
highly characteristic of blood. Should some liquor
potassfe be now added, the coagulum is redissolved,
and shows a green colour liy reflected light. Tliis
may be described as a ))ositive test of the presence
of blood. The action of ammonia supplies us with
a valuable negative one. If this volatile alkali be
added to a solution of blood, no change of colour
is ])roduced. All other solul)le stains are more or
less altered in colour, such as those from the juices
of fruits, &c., which have frequently been mistaken

for l)lood, and thus have given rise to grave sus-

{^)icions. Exi)eriments were made in France to
form a fluid which in its chemical reactions, it was
expected, could not be distinguished from blood.

Mixtures of madder .and other colouring nuitters

with white of egg were proposed, but whih' they
coagulated with he.at, there Mas no alteiation in
the colour of the liquid. If a particle of dried
blood can be remo\ed from a weapon or any
surface, an attempt n\n\ he made to 2»rove that
it is blood by the formation of blood or ha-matin
crystals. The procedure is as follows : the particle
is placed on a microscopic glass slide and moistened
with glacial acetic acid. The glass is now gently
heated over a spirit-lamp, when ebullition occurs,
the blood particle dissolves, and ultimately a red-
dish-brown stain is left. If this stain is examined
by the microscope, [jeculiar prismatic crystals are
visiltle among the dried debris.

Lastly, in several interesting medico-legal cases
where it was suspected that articles of clothing had
been washed in order to obliterate the traces of

blood, its presence has been determined by its

reaction with the resin of guaiacum. On the" sus-
pected site of the blood-stain are placed a feAv drops
of a spirituous solution of guaiacum freshly pre-
jiared. The resin is at once observed to sei^arate
on the surface of the cloth ; if to this is now added
a small quantity of peroxide of hydrogen, a beauti-
ful sapphire-blue colour is struck.

Such are the chief means emjiloyed to detect
blood. It is important to rememljcr that they do
not enable us to distinguish hitman from other
mammalian blood—Mith the exception already men-
tioned—nor arterial from venous, nor male from
female, nor ailult from that of the yoving ; but the
Idood-discs of birds and cold-blooded animals gener-
ally, from their size and other peculiarities, cannot
be mistaken for those of man.
The standard works on medical jurisprudence

are those of Taylor, Principles and Practice of
Medical Jurisprudence (3d ed. 1883); Guy and
Ferrier (5th ed. 1888); Woodman and Tidy;
Orfila, lilcdieine legale; Briand ; Caspar; Hoftman.

Bloodstone, a dark green stone spotted Mith
red ; see HELIOTROPE. Also a name for red
hematite and ironstone.

Blood-worm, a name given by anglers and
others to the very abundant aquatic larva of a
gnat-like Dijjterous insect known as Chironornus
2>lumosus. This is the commonest of a large

ntimber (195) of British species, and the larva is

very frequent in stagnant water. It has a worm-
like apjiearance, a blood-red colour, and is used for

bait. The development of Chironomus is of great
Ijiological interest on account of the very early

isolation of those elements which are to form the
future reproductive organs of the insect. Before
the cells of the dividing egg have had time to

change at all, these future reproductive rudiments
are set apart, and as they do not share in the future
changes of development, they must obviously pre-

serve intact the constitution of the jiarent, and
hand it on to the next offspring. See Heredity.

Bloomer Co.stnme, a ladies' dress partly
resembling male attire, which arose out of what
is termed the ' Woman's Rights Movement

'

that began to bo agitated in the United States
about the year 1848. Al)out the same time, and
in close coimection -with tliis movement, arose an
agntation for the reform of female attire. In 1849
Mrs Bloomer (who died 31st December 1894)

ailopted tlie costume to which she has given her

name, and lectured ou its advantages. Tiie Bloomer
dress consisted of a jacket with close sleeves, a
skirt falling a little below the knee, and a pair of

Turkisli trousers. Though a few ladies followed
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The example of Mrs BKiomer, the dress was
\treiiiely unpopiihir, and expt)s<od its adherents
to a degree ol social martyrdom whicli the more
jTiident, timid, or amiahle declined to brave.
Dress reformation societies and private persons
liave from time to time advocated changes in the

<'ostume of women less ra«lical than Mrs liloomer's,

• •>pecially a knickerliocker dress for liicycling.

Bloonicry. the first forge through which iron
ji.i^^cs .ifttT it has been melted from the ore, and
where it is made into blooms. See Iron. -»

!

Blooiufield, Rohert, the author of The
Fan/tir's Boij and other jiastoral pieces, bom 3d
December 176(5, at Honnington, near Bury St
Edmunds, was the son of a poor tailor, who died
when llol)ert was a year old, leaving his wife to
stniggle with a school, where the future poet
learned to re.id. At the a-'C of eleven he wa.s hired
to a farmer, but ultimately l>ecame a shoemaker
in London, where he wrote hij- Fanner's Iknj in a
poor garret. Through the elVorts of ("apel Lotlt it

wa.* ptiblished in 1S(X), had extraordinary popu-
larity, an<l wa.s translatetl into a numl)er of

languages. He subse<iuently puVilished Ihtrul
Titles, M'iltl Flouris, an<! other ineces. The Duke
of Grafton interesti'd himself in his behalf and
gave him a small allowance. He made .Eolian
harj>s, wrote poetrj.aml embarke<l in the b(K)k-trade,

but failed. Latterly his health broke down, he
liecame hypochondriac 'and half blind, and he died

in jioverty at Siiellord, in IJedfordshire, 19th
-August 1S'2.S. See liis llemaius in I'rose ami Verse
{isjti; and W. H. Hart's Sehetions from Corrc-
sjHiiiihiirr ( 1S71 ).

|{looillill<;t»ll« capital of M'Lean county,
Illinois, 1"J0 miles SS\V. of Chicago, is an im-
portant railway centre, and ha.s .i brisk trade and
large railway-works, with foun<lries, furnaces, and
coal-mines. There la a Wesleyan university in

the town ; and near it is the Illinois Nonnal
University (4.V) students), in connection with
which there is a state lalM)ratory of natural history.

IJloomington luus a court-htjuse built of Illinois

marble, a Roman Catholic academy, and the
Major College f<»r women. Pop. (1860) 7075;
(1S90) •2<),485.—There is another Dloomington, a

post-village lying between the branches of the

Widte Tiiver, 60 miles SSW. of Indianapolis, in

Indiana, seat of the Indiana Univei-sity. Pol". 4018.

BloilIlt« Cli.VRLt>, deist, was lioni at Upper
Hoiloway, Lonilon, '27tli April 1654. He became
not<'d for his contributions (often but flippant)

to the jM)litical, literary, and theological contro-

versies of the times, some of his works being Aiiinia

Mitudi, a translation of the first two books i>i Apol-

lonius Tijana-its, Great is Diana of the Kjiltestans,

.lanua Si-irntiariun, and Viia/ieation of Learning.

His miscellaneous works, with prefiice by Gildon,

appeared in 16!).">. Despairing of marriag^e with

his decease«I wife's sister, he <lied by his own
hand in 16'J3. The material <if Blount's volumes
was chielly lx)rrowed from other writers ; but his

contributions to freethought had an influence on

the dcistical movement.

Blount. Tmni.v.s (1618-79), was called to the

l>ar. but lived and died a country gentleman on
Hrlfton, his estate in Herefordslure. A zealous

<'atholic, he was author of some sixteen works, the

best known l>eing Ancient Tenures of Land and
.Tornlar Customs of some Manors ( 1679 ; new ed.

1S1.-)I.

Bluil.se« the French name for a loose, sacklike

over-garment .somewhat answering to the English

smock-frock. France is iire-eminently the country

of blouses, ordinarily blue, worn not only by the

countrj'-people, but "liy workmen in town.s.

Blo>r, John, composer, born about 1648, be-

came organist of Westminster Abbey in 1669, and
of the Chapel Royal in 1676. For the stage he
wrote a masque, ]'enus and Adonis, in which Mary
Davis sang the part of Venus before Charles II.

;

and he was author of many birthday. New Year,
and St Cecilia odes, about one hunured anthems,
and fourteen services. His contemporaries thought
him the • greatest master in the world ' in organ
playing, and unprejudiced critics now consider his

mu.sic in many respects in advance of his age, and
as displaying great power and individuality. He
died 1st October 1708.

Blow-fly, or FlE-SH-FLV {Sarcophaga car-

naria ), an insect of the order Di])tera ( ' two-
winged), (q.v. ), and of the large fannly Mus-
cida", of which the common House-fly, Blue-
bottle (fj.v. ), i^c. are familiar examples. It is

veiy similar to these in general a])j)earance ; the
body is hairy, the expanse of its wings about one
inch, the face silky and yellow, the palps black,

the thorax giay with tliree black stripes, the
alHlomen of a shining blackish brown, which, in

Blow-fly.

certain points of view, a.ssumes a bluish tint,

< hetiueieil witli glittering yellowi.sh spots. One
of the distinguishing characters of the genus is,

that the eyes are widely separate in both sexes,

but in colour, hairiness, and shape of abdomen the

males and females ditl'er slightly. The multiplica-

tion is a-s usual rapid (one female may jiroduce

•20,000 larva- ); some species produce their young
alive (viviparously ) ; the larva^ feed (as the generic

name suggests—Gr. sarx, ' t\es>h,' pfiago, '1 eat')

on the flesh of living or dead animals ; the insect

pas.ses the wint^M- in the pupa stage. The adults

are common in Britain on heaths, in ganidis,

copses, (.^-c. ; and the larva' are to be found fcciling

upon meat, the carcases of animals, sonietimcs

upon living earthworms, and too fre(iuently upon
sheep, of which it is one of the most grievous

pests, requiring the constant attention of the

shepherd duiing most of the summer and autumn.
Some districts are more infested with it than

others ; it is jjarticularly troublesome in the

fenlands of England, liiless the maggots are

removed, tliey eat into the skin, the sheep sutler

great torment, and soon die. At first they may
be removed by shaking them out of the wool, into

which dry saiid is then abundantly sprinkled ; but

if they aVe very numerous, a mercurial ointment

or wash of corrosive sublimate is applietl ; ami

when the skin is much broken, the wool is clipped

away, an ointment of tar and grease Is used, and

a cloth sewed over the part.

Another of the numerous species of this genus,

common in Britain, is S. mortuorum, so named
from its frequenting burial-vaults and laying its

ova on corpses. It is very similar to the blowfly,

but the abdomen is of a siiining steel blue, and the

palps, feelei-s, and head are reildish browu. There
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are altogether about 50 Euroiieau species of Sar-

cophaga.

Blo>villg-Ilia<*llilies. The earliest blowing-

machine was, (li)ubtless, some form of the common
Ijellows, tlie itlea of which is supposed to have

been derived from the lungs. A very primitive

form of this instrument is still in use in some
Eastern countries, consisting simply of the skin

of some animal sewed into a rude bag with a valve

and nozzle.

BiUoirs.—The domestic bellows are worked In-

drawing the boards apart, when air is sucked in

by the valve, to replace the vacuum which would
otherwise be formed ; and then, when the boards

are being closed, the valve, which only opens in-

wards, is shut by the compressing of the air ; so

that tiie latter, having no other escape, is forced

out at the nozzle.

The great fault of the common bellows is, that

it gives a succes.sion of putis, and not a continuous
blast. One remedy for this was to use two bellows,

so that one was blowing while the other was filling;

but it was afterwards found that the double-bellows
secured a still more uniform blast. This machine,
sho^\^l in fig. 1, is merely the common bellows with

Fig. ].—Section of Double-bellows for a Portable Forge.

a third board of the same shape as the other two
placed between them, so as to form two chambers
instead of one. The middle board is fixed, and
liotli it and the lower one have valves placed in

them opening inward. A weight on the lower
board keeps the under chamber filled with air

;

and when this board is raised by a lever or other-
wise, the air which it contains is forced into the
upper chamber. The exit-pipe is attached to the
lattiT, and a weight is placed on tiie tipper l)oard

sutliciently heavy to press the air otit in a continu-
ous stream, the continuity being maintained by
the large quantity of air always present in the
upper chamber, and the uniform pressure of the
weight. Even with the double-bellows, however,
the blast is not quite regular.

Bellows made entirely of wood e.xcept the nozzle,
first made in Germany in the 16th century, are in
use in some continental countries, but they are
only a modification of the common bellows.
The Chinese have a very simple form of bellows,

shown in fig. 2, which is not onlv interesting in

Fig. 2.—Chinese Bellows.

itself, but also because its action is almost the
sfime as the blowing-engine. It is merely a square
chamber of wood, with a close-fitting piston,
which, when drawn from the nozzle, opens the
valves, V, v, to admit air, and when pushed in

the opposite direction, shuts these valves, ana
forces the air out by the nozzle.

Blowing-cngiucs.—For iron blast-furnaces and
for Bessemer steel converters, blowing-engines
of large size are employed. In the former, the
strength of the blast is usually, in this country,
from 3 to 4 lb. per square inch, sometimes it is

6 lb., and in the Ignited States it is used at as
high as 10 lb. For the Bessemer Converter (q. v.),

where a much greater pressure is required, it occa-

sionally reaches 30 lb. i)er square inch. A general
view of a blowing-engine is given in the article

Iron. It consists in its simplest form of a steam-
cylinder, an air-cylinder, anci a large air-chamber,
to insure a uniform blast. Sometimes the latter

is dispensed with, aiul large main-pipes used
instead. We shall merely describe the blowing-
cylinder here. It is marlced X in fig. 3, and is of

Fig. 3.—Section of a Blowing-cylnder, Sheltan Iron-
works, Stoke-upon-Trent.

cast-iron, with an air-tight piston, P, which, as it

ascends and descends with the motion of the
engine, alternately inhales and expels the air at

each end. To effect this, a series of valves are
provided, and these are arranged as follows : Inlet

valves are placed on the top of the cylinder at A,
and also on three sides of the bo.x at B, but on the
fourth side of this box there are two outlet valves
at C. These valves consist of numerous openings,
against which leather fiaps lie when they are shut.

Valves of a similar nature are placed at the bottom
of the cylinder ; those for the inlet of air at D, E,
and F ; and those for outlet at G. When the
piston descends, it would create a vacuum in the
upper portion of tlie cylinder, provided there were
no openings in it ; but the external air pressing on
the inlet valves, opens them, and fills the space
above the piston ; at the same time, the outlet

valves at C, Avhich only ()])en outwards, are tiglitly

closed by the air pressing inwards from the pipe, ^I.

Again, when the ]>istoii ascends, it compresses tiie

air al)Ove it, and exactly reverses the action of tlie

valves ; that is to say, it shuts the inlet valves at

A and B, opens the valves at C, and allows the
compressed air to pass along the outlet jiipe, M,
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which is made of large size, so as to offer as little

resistance as jxissihle to the passage of the air.

The valves at the hotttnn of tiie cyliiuler work
exactly in the same way, the inlet valves, I), E,
and F, ojiening when the piston ascends, and slmt-

ting when it descends, thns compelling the inhaled
air to pass into the pipe, M, by the lower outlet
valves at G. The air is conducted hy the pipe, M,
into a receiver of large capacity, which serves to

equalise the blast before it passes to the tuyeres.

See Ikon, tig. 1.

A blast-engine at Slielt<in Ironworks, of which
tlie blowing-cylinder is 8 feet 4 inches in diameter,
and has a 9-feet stroke (represented in fig. .3),

working with 186 horse-]>ower, and making say
32 single strokes of the ])ist<>n per minute, inhales

lo,7(H) culdc feet of atmosjiheric air per minute :

but this is comi)re.ssed by tlie blowing-cylinder to

a pressure of ',i lb. per S(|uare inch alxive the atmo-
spliere, which reduces the v<dume supj)lied by the
cylinder to 1.3,08.3 cubic feet. Its volume, how-
ever, is largely increased again, when raised to

the hot-bla.-*t temperature, before entering the
furnace. See Percys M'tdlhirijij, vol. ii.

Among the finest blowing-engines in Kngland are
those W'longing to the Wig.in Coal and Iron Co.,

and are situatetl at Kirkless Hall, near Wigan.

Fig. 4.—Trompe, or Water-blowing Machine
( vertical section ).

They were designed ])y the late Robert Wilson

of the Bridgewater Foundrj', near Manchester.

Three pairs of engines are used, each pair con-

sisting of a high and a low pressure steam-cylinder.

The l)!owing-cylinders, six in number, are placed

directly over "the steam-cylinders, each of the

former being 8 feet 4 inches in diameter with a
stroke of 12 feet. One of these blowing-cylinders
weighs 25 tons. Valve gear of ingenious construc-
tion admits of the engines being worked at different

speeds to suit the number of blast-furnaces in

operation.

Trompe.—In the Catalan forges of Spain, the
south of France, and some parts of America, there
is a very ingenious water-blowing machine in use
called a Trompe ; but it can only be advantage-
ously employed where a fall of a few yards of

water is available. Its construction will be under-
stood by .an inspection of lig. 4. A strong wooden
cistern, C, to act as a reservoir for the water

;

wooden i)ipes, P (generally two in number),
through which it descends ; and a wind-chest, W,
to allow the air and water to separate, constitute

the essential parts of the apparatus. It is put in

operation by lifting the wedge v with a lever : this

allows the water to rush down the pipe, and in

doing so, draws in air through sloi)ing holes, o, a,

called aspirators, at the throat of the pipe. A con-

tinuous current of w.ater and air is thus supplied to

the wind-chest, which is provided with an opening
at o for the escape of the water, w hile the air passes

out in a regular stream by the noz/le-nipe at n.

The height from which the water falls uetermines
the tension of the blast ; but the height seldom
exceeds 27 feet, which gives a pressure of from
U to 2 lb. to the square inch. The separation of

the air from the water is tjreatly promoted by the
current impinging on the platform, ji.

Fans.—The tan is another machine for producing
blasts of air. It is employed for such ]mrposes as

the melting of pig-iron in foundries and for forge

tires. It is also used <as an exhaust to withdraw
foul air from mines, public buildings, .and ships.

For mines it is occasionally of a very large size

(see Ventilation). The winnowing of corn is

another application of it. The comnum Idast-fan

is shown in tig. 5. It is like a wheel with the

\ /

'S/ \

Fig. 5.—Fan (vertical section).

arms tipped with vanes or blades, r, ?', v, v, instead

of being joined by a rim, and it is placed usually

in an eccentric position, inside a chest, c, with

centr.al (q)enings on each side for the admission of

air, one of widch is shown at o. It is generally

driven by steam-power, and as it revolves, air is

sucked in at the centre, drawn towards the tips,

and impelled forward throu";h the exit i)ipe, e.

Blast-fans seldom exceed 3 feet in diameter.

The number of revolutions made per minute ranges

from 700 to 1800 ; but the pressure of tiie fan-blast

does not usually go beyond 6 ounces per square

inch for ordinary foundry cupolas. Sciiiele's fan

has numenjus curved Idades, and is nearly noise-

le.ss. It does not require much power to drive it,

and has been very much used. Lloyd's fan has

also curved blades, but they are fewer in number
than in Schiele's. B. F. Sturtevant of Boston is

the inventor of a fan with twelve curved bl.ades,
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and with conical annular discs on the same axis.

This form is very muoli liked in the United States
(see the Engineer for 1883 and 1884).

Rotanj Pressure Bloivers.—These are machines
introduced in comparatively recent years. They
act by regular displacement of the air at each
revolution, since tiieir pistons or drnms closely lit

their cases. In this respect they ditl'er from fans,

because, although there were no outlet for the
blast, a fan could l>e kept revolving, but in such
a case a 2)ressure blower would stop. The rotary
blower by Roots of Connersville, Indiana, is one of

i'ig. G.—Koots's Rotary Blower.

the best known, and is now very largely used for pro-

ducing blasts in metallurgical operations, as well as
for other purposes, in America and Europe. Its most
iml)ro^'ed form, patented in England in 1885, is

shown in Hg. 6. A pair of horizontal shafts traverse
a case of the form of two semi-cylinders, separated
by a rectangle equal in depth to the diameter of

the semi-cylinders, and in width to the distance
between tlie centres of the shafts. Tliese shafts
carry a pair of solid arms or pistons, the relative

positions of which are maintained by external
gearing at both ends provided with safety cover-
ings. Each has a section somewhat resembling a
figure of eight, and the action of which, as they
revolve, takes the air in by an aperture at the
bottom of the machine, and expels it with consider-
able pressure, if required, at the top. It gives a
much greater pressure of blast than is attainable
\}\ the fan.

Another excellent machine of this kind, designed
by J. G. Baker of Philadelphia, is employed for

the same purposes as Roots's. It has a central
drum with two vanes fairly fitting the two ends
and the bored semi-cylindrical top of the case.
Two lower drums, crescent-shaped in section, work
by external gears at double the velocity of the
central drum, the vanes of which move successively
through the opening in each of the lower drums.
The latter turn so as alternately to form abutments
to prevent escape of air from either the entrance
or delivery side. These rotary blowers produce
Idasts from a few ounces up to 3 lb. per square
incii.

Blowpipe, a small instrument used in the arts
for glass-blowing and soldering metals, and in
analytical cliemistry and mineralogy, for deter-
niining the nature of substances by tiie action of an
intense and continuous heat. Its utility depends
on the fact, that when a jet of air or oxygen is

thrown into a tlame, the rapidity of combustion is

increased, wldle the effects are concentrated by
diminishing tiie extent or space originally occupied
by the flame.

The blowpipe generally consists of a conical tube
of metal, about 8 inches long (see fig.), closed at the
wider or lower end, but open at the narrow or upper
end, which latter constitutes the mouthpiece, and

is turned over to admit of the lips closing per-

fectly round it. Near the lower end, a small tube,
fitted with a
finely jjcrfor-

ated nozzle, f^

is inserted in
the large tube
—the space
below being
intended as a
chamber for

condensing
the moisture
of the breath,
and through
this nozzle, a
fine current of

air can be pro-

jected against
Dhe fiame ex-
pe r imented
with.

The use of -r,,

the mouth Blowpipe.

blowpipe, so as to sustain a prolonged steady
1)last, requires some skill, and is at first very
fatiguing to the learner. In breathing, the manip-
ulator involuntarily closes the back of the mouth,
retaining in the expanded cheeks sufficient air

to last till the lungs have been replenished through
the nose. Where high temperatures are required
mechanical bloM'piijes are resorted to.

When a current of air from the blowpipe is

directed against a candle or gas-jet, the flame
almost entirely loses its luminosity, owing to the
perfect combustion of the gases evolved from the
source of heat, and is projected in a lateral direc-

tion, as a long pointed cone, consisting of three
distinct parts. The first or central cone is of

a dark-blue colour, and there the comlmstion
is complete from tlie excess of air thrown in

from the small nozzle. The second cone, or
that immediately surrounding the first, is some-
what luminous ; and here the oxygen being
insufficient for the combustion of the carbon, any
metallic oxide subjected to the action of this-

portion of the flame is deprived of its oxygen, and
reduced to the condition of metal ; for tlds reason
the luminous cone is generally termed the redrtcinxf

flame of the blowpipe. Beyond the second cone,
or where the flame comes freely in contact Avith the
atmosphere, and abundance of oxygen is present to

eft'ect comjjlete combustion of the gases, is a third,

or pale yellow envelope, containing excess of atmo-
spheric air at a very high temperature, so that a
portion of metal, such as lead or copper, placed at
this point, becomes rapidly converted into its

oxide ; this outer part of the flame is on this

account called the oxidisincjflame of the blowpipe.
Substances under examination before the blow-

pipe are generally sujtported either on wood-
charcoal or platinum—the latter in the condition
of wire or foil. In ajjplying the blowi)ipe test, the
body to be examined is either heated alone, or

along with some flux or fusible sul)stance ; this

being adiled, in some cases, for the purpose of

assisting in the reduction of metals from their ores

and otlier compounds : in others, for the production
of a transi»arent glassy l)ead, in which difl'erent

colours can be readily observed. When heated
alone, a loop of ])latinum wire, or a piece of char-

coal, is generally employed as a support ; the
former when the colour of the flame is to be
regarded as the characteristic reaction, the latter

when such effects as the oxidation or reduction of

metallic substances are to be observed.

The following are examples of the difl'erence

in colour communicated to the flame bv different
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siil)stances : Salts of potash colour the tlanie

viulct : soda, yelloiv ; lithia, purplish red ; baryta,
yellowish green: strontia, mnniiie ; lime, brick
rul : coiniM)nnils of iihosphoric acid, horacic acid,

and copper, green. The commonly occurring metallic
oxides reducihle hy heating on charcoal alone in

the inner llame of the hlowpipe are the oxides of
zinc, silver, lead, copjier, hismutli, and antimony

;

the princiiial ores not so reducilile are the alkalies
anil alkaline earths, as also the oxides of iron,

manganese, and chromium. The Muxes generally
used in hlowpipe experiments are either carbonate
of so«la, liorax (bilxtrate of soda), or the ammonia-
phospliate of soda, otherwise called Microcosmic
Salt (<|.v. i. The carbonate of soda, when heated
on jdatinum-wire in the oxidising llame, forms
with silica a colourless glass: witii oxide of
antimony, a white bead, &c. The following metals
are retluced from their comjiounds wiien heated
with carbonate of so<la on charcoal in the inner
llame nf the biowpi|»e : viz. nickel, cobalt, iron,

molybdenum, tungsten, mppcr, tin, silver, gold,
aiid platinum. Wiien comptiunds of zinc, leaA,

bismuth, arsenic, antimony, tellurium, and cad-
mium are similarly treated, these metals are also
formeil, but In-ing volatile, jia.s.s oft" in vapour at
the high temperature to which they are exposed.

l{orax, iis a Hux, is generally mixe<l with the
n plati

of thnum-wire. When thys heate<l in either ot the
llames, baryta, strontia, lime, magnesia, alumina,
aixl silica, yield colourless l>eads ; cobalt gives a. fine
blue colour; copper, a green, &.Q. With micro-
cosmic salt, the results obtained are generally
similar to those with borax, and need not be
specially mentioned, as the test is applied in the
same way. The Idowpipe has Ik-cu long used by

f

goldsmiths and jewellers for soldering metals, and
>y gla.ss-blowers in fusing and sealing gla.ss-tubes,

&c. ; it iia-s also been applietl in ((ualitative

analysis for many years, but more recently chemists
(especially I'lattner) have devoted tlieir attention
to Its use, ami have even employed it with great
success in i/unntitidire chemical analysis ; the
advantages l)eing that only a very small ipiantity

of material is re<juired to \te operate<l upon, whilst

the results may be obtained with great rapidity

and considerable accuracy.
The o.rgh;/drogen blowjiijir is an anangement by

wliicii a jet of oxygen and hydrogen, in tlie pro-

portions to form water, is ignited and directed

against any object. The most intense heat is pro-

duced, most of the metals being volatilised when
l>laced in it, and even the <liamond changes into

ordinary carbon, and is burned when expo.sed to

its llame. Wiien a cylinder nf (|uicklime is heated
by it, a most dazzling light is produced, rivalling

tiie electric light in brilliancy, ami known as

till' l)rnmiMuiid Light (q. v.).

ItlownilM't a kind of weapun much used by
some of the Indian tribes of South America, both
in war and for killing game. It consists of a long

straight tube, in which a small jxiisoned arrow is

placed, and forcibly expelled by the breath. The
tube or blow|iiiie, called graratdna, jntciina, ^.c,

is 8 to 12 feet long, the bore not generally large

enough to admit the little finger. It is made of

reed <tr of the stem of a small |»alm. Near Para, it

is in general very ingeniously an<l nicely made of

two stems of a palm {Irinrtrn actigcra) of ditferent

diameters, the one fitted into the other. In some
places the inner tube is formed of the thin stem of

a reed, protected by an outer one of this j)alm. A
sight is allixed to it near the end. The arrows used

in" that district are 15 to 18 inches long, made of

the spines of another palm, sharply jtointed, notched

so as to break oH" in the wound,' and their points

covered with Curari (q.v.
)
poison. A little soft

down of tlie silk-cotton tree is twisted round each
arrow, so as exactly to fit the tube. In Peru,
arrows of only U to 2 inches long are used, and a
different kind of poison seems to be employed. An
accidental wound from one of these poisoned arrows
not infreiiuently proves fatal. In the hand of a
practised Indian, the blowpipe is a very deadly
weapon, ami particularly when directed against
birds sitting in the tops of high trees. As his

weapon makes no noise, the hunter often emi)ties
his quiver l»efore he gathers uj) the game, and does
more execution than an English sj)ortsman could
with his double-barrelled fowling-jiiece. In Borneo,
the Dyaks have a similar blowpipe called a sump-
itan. It, however, has an iron spear head tied on
the end so that it can be useil as a spear. It is

employed both in war and Inmting. Small arrows,
which have on their end a piece of pith adapted to

the bore of the tube, are used. These are pointed
>vith sharp lish-teeth and poisoned with upas. They
are blown with great accuracy ; and if the uj)as-juice

is fresh, a wound from an arrow, fired tat a distance

of 40 yards, proves fatal to num. See Poisox.

Blubber. See Wh.vle.

Bliicher, (Jkbh-VHI) Leherecht von, Prince
of Waiilstadt, Field-marshal of Prussia, was born
at Koslock, in Mecklenburg-Schwerin, December
1(5, 1742. In 1757, shortly after the commencement
of the .Seven Years' War, he joined a regiment of

Swedish hussars, and in his first action wjis taken
j)risoner by the l*russian hussars, whose colonel

persuaded him to exchange out of the service of

Sweden into that of Prussia, and gave him a lieu-

tenancy. He attained the rank of captain, but his

dissipated habits lost him the favour of his colonel,

who jiromoteil a younger otlicer over his head, and
Hliicher, in 1772, left the service in di.sgust. He
retired to his estate of CJrossraddow, in Pomerania,
and for fifteen years devoted himself to farming.

In 179.S, having returned to the army, he fought, as

colonel of hussars, against the Prendi on the Rhine,

evincing great genius as a leaili-r of cavalry. The
breaking out of the war of 18()G led him, as lieu-

tenant-general, to the battle of Auer.stiiflt. He,
with the greater part of the cavalry, occupied the

left Hank of the Prince of Hohenlohes army in the

retreat to Pomerania. Bliuher himself marched into

the territory of the free town of Liibeck, and hastily

fortified the city ; but the French took it by storm,

and he was forced to surrender at Ilatkau, whither

he ha<l escaped with a few troops. A fortnight

after, he was exchanged for the French general

Victor, and was sent, at the heail of a corps, to

a.ssist in the defence of Stralsund. After the peace

of Tilsit, he was employed at Kiinigsberg and
Berlin, and siibsequently became comman<ler in

Pomerania. When the Prussians at last rose in

oiiposition to France, Bliicher was appointed to the

chief command in Silesia, and at the battles of

Liitzen, Bautzen, and Haynau, he displayed heroic

courage. At the Katzbach, he defeated Marshal
Macdonald, and cleared Silesia of the enemy. In

vain did Napolecm himself attem]it to .stop the 'old

captain of hussars,' as he called him, in his victori-

ous career.
• In the battle of Leipzig he won great advantage

over >Iarshal Marmont at Mockern, October 16,

181.3 ; and on the 18tli, in ccmjunction with the

crown prince of .Sweden, he had a great share in

tlie defeat of the I-'rench, his troops lieing the first

to enter Leipzig, the next day. In .January 1814 he

crossed the Rhine, and after winning the battle of

La Rothicre, pressed forward to Paris ; ])ut his

scatterecl corps were routed by Napoleon, and he

fought his way back to Chalons with great loss.

On the 9th March, however, he defeated Napoleon

at Laon ; and at the end of the month he again
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advanced towards Paris, although sickness com-
pelled him to make the jonrney in a Avagon. The
day at ^Nlontmartre crowned the brilliant deeds of

this campaign, and, on the 31st ^laich, Bliicher

eiatered the Frencli eaj)ital. Frederick-William
III. created him Prince of Wahlstadt, in remem-
brance of the victory at the . Katzbach, and gave
him an estate in Silesia. In England, whither he
followed the Allied Sovei'eigns, he received the
freedom of the city of London, and the university

of Oxford conferred on him the degree of Doctor of

Laws. After Napoleon's return in 1815, Bliicher once
more assumed the general command, and promjitly
led the army into the Netherlands. On June 1(5,

1815, he suffered a severe defeat at Ligny, but
he personally rallied his scattered troops, and
Wellingtoii's victory at the battle of Waterloo was
completed by his timely appearance on the held.

Bliicher despatched his Prussians after the fleeing

enemy, and the pursuit lasted all through the night.

Declining the offered truce, he marched again
against Paris, and on the second taking of that city

manifested a strong desire to retaliate on Paris the
spoliation that other capitals had suffered ; but he
was held in check by the Duke of Wellington. In
order to reward Bliicher's services, Frederick-
William III. created a new order, the badge of

which consisted of an iron cross surrounded by
golden rays. In 1819 a colossal bronze statue was
erected in his honour in his native town, and others
were afterwards raised in Breslau and Berlin. He
died September 12, 1819, after a short illness, at
his estate of Krieblowitz, in Silesia. ' Marshal
Forwards ' was not a great tactician, his victories

being due mainly to his dash and energy. In
speech and behaviour he was rough and unculti-
vated ; his character was a noble compound of
frankness, valour, integrity, and loyalty. His
ardent enthusiasm for the liberation of Prussia and
Germany from a foreign yoke, and his uncom-
promising pursuit of this noble aim, have justly
rendered him a hero in the eyes of the German
people. The statue of Bliicher at Breslau is Ranch's
masterpiece. The best biographies are those by
Forster (Leip. 1821); Scherr (1865); Blasendorii'
(Berlin, 1877) ; and the second volume of Wigger's
Geschichte der Familic von Bliicher [Rostock, 1878).

Blue. The blue pigments in common use by
artists are few in number, and consist of native
and Artificial Ultramarine, Cobalt, Indigo, and
Prussian Blue (q.v. ). Genuine ultramarine, pre-
pared from the mineral lapis lazuli, and ordinary
cobalt blue, sold for artists' work, are permanent
colours. They are used either alone, or mixed
with other pigments, chiefly for skies and distances
in landscape ; and by themselves, or to make up
grays and other mixed tints in figure-painting.
Owing to the exceptionally high price of real
ultramarine, the artificial colour, wliich is of
doubtful permanency, is usually substituted for it.

Prussian blue and indigo are highly useful colours,
since it is only these that yield dark blues, and
only from tliem, mixed with yellows or browns,
that strong greens can be obtained. It is unfortu-
nate accordingly that both are more or less fugitive.
All the blues above named are used both in oil and
water-colour painting, but indigo less than the
others in oil, since it is most apt to fade in that
medium.
A number of difterent names are used in com-

merce for what is essentially the same pigment, or
for pigments closely resembling one another. The
following statement gives some explanation of
these.

Cobalt blues are mixtures of cobalt with earthy
or metallic bases, wliich have been subjected to
the action of heat, and have received the following
names : Cobalt blue, cerulean blue, royal blue,

Duniont's blue, Saxon blue, Thenard's blue, Leith-
ner's blue, Hungary blue, Zafl're or enamel blue,

Vienna blue, azure blue, and Paris blue. The last

name is also applied to a Prussian blue, and azure
is also given to a variety of ultramarine blue.

—

Smalt is a powdered cobalt glass used in illumina-
tion and flower-painting.

—

Artificial nltranuirine
is also called French ultramarine, Frencli blue, new
blue, and permanent blue. Coarse qualities of this

colour are largely used by house-painters.

—

Intense,

blue is a relineil indigo.

—

Prussian blue (sesqui-

ferrocyanide of iron) is otherwise named Berlin
blue, Paris blue, and ferrocyanide of iron. The
name Paris blue is also given to a cobalt colour.

—

Antwerp blue is a variety of Prussian blue made
lighter by the addition of an aluminous base, and
not so permanent.

—

Blue ochre (hydrated phosphate
of iron ) is a subdued permanent blue, but not much
employed.

—

Blue verditer is a hydrated oxide of

copper which changes and ultimately blackens by
time. It is used in distemper work and paper-
staining.

Blue was worn as a distinctive colour by the
Scottish covenanters, and is in some places used by
Conservatives. The traditional Whig colour was
blue also, or blue and buft'. Navy blue is a dark
blue. Dark blue is the Oxford colour, light blue
the Cambridge one.

For Blue Dyes, see Dyeing ; and for blue colours
used in the manufacture of Glass and Pottery,
see these heads. Blueing is a name for indigo or

any material used for giving a bluish colour to
linen. See also Tempering.

Bluebeard, the hero of a well-known nursery
tale, so named from the colour of his beard. The
story is widely known in Western Europe, but the
form in which it has become familiar in England is

not an independent version, but a free translation

of that given by Perrault in his famous Contes

(1697). In this story Bluebeard is a seigneur of

great wealth, who marries the daughter of a neigh-

bour in the country, and a month after the wedding
goes from home on a journey, leaving his wife the
keys of his castle, but forbidding her to enter one
room. She cannot resist her curiosity, opens the
door to find the bodies of all Bluebeard's former
wives, and at once sees the fate to wliich she herself

is doomed. Bluebeard on his return discovers, from
a spot of blood ujion the key, which would not be
cleaned oft", that his wife had broken his command,
and tells her that she must die. She begs for a
short resjiite to commend herself to God, sends her
sister Anne to the top of tlie tower to look round
if any help is near, and finally is just on the point
of having her head cut off, wlien her two brothers
burst in and despatch Bluebeard.
Nothing is more common in folk-tales than stories

of forbidden rooms, the entrance into which is at
once followed by severe punishment. In the
eastern stories, according to Mr Clouston, the
room does not usually contain anything very
horrifying, unlike most of the western examples of

which the story of Bluebeard is a type. A very close

parallel to the classical form of the story is offered

by a Swabian tale in Grimm's collection ; so close,

indeed, that in later editions than the first,

Grimm omitted it as pro1)a))ly a direct loan from
the French. Greek, Tuscan, Icelandic, Esthonian,
Gaelic, and Basque versions of the story occur, with
varying circumstances of detail, but the main situa-

tions identical. Bluebeard is usually a monster or

ogre, and lives fittingly in the gloom of forest or
cavern—the only really essential detail that has
dropped out of the typical story. In one group the
monster is the devil, and the forbidden door closes
the entrance to hell. In many stories the heroine
is the youngest of three or more sisters who have
been less lucky, and sometimes, as in one of Camp-
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bell's Gaelic variants, she is able to restore tliem
to life. In Campbell's other version, as in tlie

Has<|ue story, it is the heroine lierself who cuts otl"

the monster's heatl.

In tlie face of such a wide geographical range
and self-evident antiquity it is as idle to look for

an historical ' Hluelieanl ' in Ciilies de Laval, sire de
liais, who was executed in 1440 for iiis atrocious
cruelties, .is it would be to lind him in our own
Henry Vlll., who wjus so unfortunale with his

wives. Literary use has l)een made of the story
by Tieck in his PhantasH.s, and by Gretry in his

opera of liunttl. See an excellent study on 'The
I'orbidden Chamber,' by E. Sidney Hartland, in
vol. iii. of The FolLlure JoihikiI

(
iss.")

) ; and Andrew
Langs edition of Perraults Vuiitcs (1887).

BIlK'-IX'll i> the Knglish popular name of the
coiiiiiioii wiltl iiyucinth [S'-ilhi nutiois : see S(^i"iLL,

HVACINTJI). The • blueliells" so familiar alike in

tlie everyday rural assiK'ialions and in the poetic
literature of Scotland are the llowers of Campanula
nitiindifulia, commonly called Harebell in Eng-
lanil ( >ef CAMI'AM LA, HAHKI5KLI-).

ItliK'hird. Hmk Wakiu^kk, Rmk Red-
mjKAsr, tir I5I.IK HolMN ( Si/lfia or Sialia sinlis),

an American binl, which, from the contidence and
familiarity it ilisplays in ai)]iroacliing the habita-
ti<ins of men, arnl fmm its gi-in-ral manners, is much
the same sort of favdufite with all classes of people
in the Cnited States as tiie redbreast is in Britain.

Exce|tt in tiie southern states, it is chielly known
as a summer bird of passage, aj>pearing early, how-
ever, as a harbinger of sjiring, and visiting again
' the box in the garden, or the hole in the old apple-

tree, the cradle of .some generations of ancestors.'

Bluebird (
Sylvia sialU ).

Their .soft agreeable note strikes one of the hours

on the living timepiece of the sea.sons, and has

been l>eautifully called by Burroughs the 'violet of

sound.' They are celebrated in American poetry

;

thus Lowell sjieaks of

The bluebinJ, shiftinR his light loa<l of song
From post to post almig tho clieerloss fence.

Few American farmers fail to provide a l)ox for

their nest. In size the bluebird rather exceeds the

redbre.'tst, which, however, it much resembles in

general ajjpearance. Its fofxl is also similar. The
iippi-r parts of the bird are of a rich sky-blue colour,

the throat and breast are reddish chestnut, and the

belly white. The female is duller in coloui-s than

the male. It lays live or six pale-blue eggs, and

lijvs two or three broods in the season. The male is

remarkaiily attentive to his mate, and both exhibit

extraordinary courage in driving away intruders

frf)m the vicinity of their nest. A hen, with her

brood, hius been seen to flee from the attacks of an

enraged and pugnacious bluebird. The bluebird
is known as an inhabitant of the Bermudas, Mexico,
the West Indies, Guiana, and Brazil.— In the
western and in the more northern parts of North
America its place is taken by nearly allied and very
similar species.

Blue-books, the name ]iopularlv applied to the
reports and oilier papers printed \>y i)arliament,
because they are usually stitched up in blue
paper wrappers. Some dejiartments, however,
issue their proceedings in drab, and some in white
covers. The practice of j>riiitiiig, and to some
extent publishing, the proceedings of the House of

Commons, began in the year l(j81, when ilLs])utes

ran high on the question of excluding the l)uke
of York from the succession to the throne. It

was stated that false accounts of the transactions
were circulated, and, as a remedy. Sir John
Hothan. moved that the votes and proceedings of
the House be printed. The motion .after con-
siderable discussion was carried. The docu-
ments ])rinted by the Hcmse of Commons accumu-
lated gradually in bulk and v.ariety, until they
reached their present extent. In IHlid the House
adopted the practice of selling their pajters at a
cheap rate, and has since that date grailually

increased the facilities ottered to the pul>lic for

acquiring parliament.iry papei-s. These are now
issued at the following rates : Single paper blue-
liooks, \c. , one halfpenny i)er sheet of four jiages,

except in i)articular cases where special i)rices are
charged. Eor the sum of .f'2() annually a subscriber

may obtain all parliamentary papers published
during the year. If the pajiers relating to the
daily votes ami proceedings of the two Houses be
excepted, a reduction of .1'3 is made in the cost.

The papers of the House of Lords and tiie House of

Commons may be obtained by annual subscription

for flO and il.^ respectively. Since August 188ti,

under the authority of the I'rcsident of the Board
of Trade, a most tiseful journal has been issued

each mcmtli (6d. ) by that (lepartment. It contains

in addition to its official notices much valuable

information from British, colonial, and foreign

sources relaling to the trade of the world. In 1898
were issued under the superintendence of Her
Majesty's Stationery ( )(Hce : Papers and Bills of the
House of Lords, .326 ; Bills of the House of Commons,
'.Vl~ : liepiuts and Papers of the House of Commons,
571 : Pai>ers by Command, G74. The chief contents
of these papers at juesent are the votes and nro-

ceedings of the House ; the bills read in tiieir

sever.al stages ; the estimates for the public services

of each year ; the accounts of the expenditure of

the moneys voted in the previous year ; any
correspondence or other documents which the minis-

try maj' voluntarily, or at the demand of the House
produce, as connected with a question under dis-

cussion ; reports of committees of in(|uirv appointed
by the House ; reports of commissions of inquiry-

appointed by the crown ; and annual reports by the

permanent commissions and other dejiartments of

the government, stating their proceedings during

the year. The blue-books of a session, when col-

lected and bouml up, now lill many thick folio

volumes. Nothing can seem more hopelessly

chaotic than those of a few sessions huddled to-

gether unarranged. It deserves to be known,
however, that they are all printe<I according to a

peculiar sequence, which enables the whole pajiers

of a session to be bound up in such an order that

any paper can be found by con.sulting an ample
index in the last v(dume. A pricis of the contents

also is now usu.illy given at the beginning of each

blue-book. In aiiy library where the blue-l>ooks

are preserved and properly bound nj), the most
trifling paper of any session may thus be found

with ease ; and it need hardly be said that with
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niueh that is useless or unimportant, tliere is an
enormous mass of valuable matter hidden in the
blue-books.
An important treasury minute having reference

to copyright in government publications was
issued August 31, 1887. It stated that while the
larger ])r()portiou of otHcial publications ' should
not, with certain exceptions, be restricted in any
form whatever' in their reproduction, a stringent
veto wouKl be placed upon the unauthorised pub-
lication of charts and ordnance maps, and literary

or quasi-literary works—e.g. the Reports of the
Challenger, the forthcoming state trials, the Board
of Trade Journal, ^c.—The official books of foreign
•governments corresponding to our blue-books are
designated by the colour of their covers. The prin-

cipal are : France, yellow ; Gernuxny and Portugal,
white ; Italy, green ; and Spain, red.

Blue-bottle. See Corx-flower.

Blue-bottle Fly [Musca vomitoria), an insect
of the same genus with the common House-Hy
(q.v. ). It much exceeds the latter in size, but
is smaller than the Blow-fly (q.v. ). The head is

black, with rust-coloured cheeks, the thorax gray-
ish, the abdomen blue, with a whitish shimmer,
and with three black bands. It tlies with a loud
buzz. The expanse of wings is nearly one inch.
It is abundant throughout Britain and Europe
generally from spring to autumn, and dejiosits its

eggs on flesh, for which purpose it often enters
houses, having a remarkably delicate sense of
smelling. The mag^gots are of very frecjuent
occurrence on meat in summer, notwithstanding
all care that can be taken.

—

M. cnjthroccphala is

also called Blue-bottle.—A nearly allied species
(M. ccesar), the Green-bottle fly, "is distinguished
by its golden -green colour, and is also common in
Britain, especially on excrement. The maggots
develop from the egg in about twenty-four hours

;

the whole metamorphosis occupies about a month.
31. cornicina is another common green-bottle.
There are many other species. See Fly.

Blue Cardinal. See Lobelia.

Blue-eoat School, a name commonly given
to Christ's Hospital in London, and to "similar
schools in Bristol and elsewhere, the dress of whose
scholars is a long dark-blue gown with a belt round
the waist, and yellow stockings. Such dress is

just that of boys in the first half of the 16th
century. See Christ's Hospital.

Blue-eye [Entomyza cyunotis), a beautiful
little^ bird, abundant and very generally dispersed
in New South Wales, although not found in
Victoria. It is one of the Honey-eaters (q.v.) or
Honey-suckers, and is sometimes called the Blue-
cheeked Honey-eater. It seeks its food almost
exclusively among the Idossoms and small leafy
l)ranches of gum-trees (Eucalypti), and finds it

partly in insects and partly "^in nectar, though
perhaps also in berries. It is a bold and spirited
bird, of most elegant and graceful movements.
Numbers are often seen together clinging and
hanging in every variety of position, frequently at
tlie extreme ends of the small branches.

Bluefiehls. See Blewfields.
Blliefisll (Poniatomus saltatrix or Teomodon

saltator), a fish of the family Scomberida-, of a
genus having no detached finle'ts, no isolateil dorsal
spines, and no lateral armature of the tail, two
dorsal (ins, the iirst of wliieli is small, and two
deeply-hidden spines in front of the anal fin. The
only known .species is abundant on the east coast
of North America. It goes southwards in M'inter,
niigrates northwaids in s])ring, and is widely spread
in trojiical and subtropical seas. The up])er ])arts
are of a bluish colour, the lower parts whitish, a

large black spot at the ba.se of the pectoral tins.

The mouth is crowded with teeth, the jaws are fur-

nished with large ones. The bluetish prevs on
other fishes, such as the menhaden, and macKerel,
the shoals of which it pursues. It is very swift,

strong, and voracious. It .sometimes attains a
length of 3, or even 5 feet, and a weight of 14 lb.

It is much esteemed fen- the table. It is often

caught by trolling, as it bites readily at an object
drawn swiftly through the water. It frequently
ascends ri\ers even to fresh water.

Blue-gowns, the name commonly given to a
class of jjrivileged mendicants in Scotland. The
proper designation of these paupeis was the King's
Bedesmen, or Beadsmen. In ancient times, a
beadsman was a person employed to pray for

another (see Bead). From practices of this kind,
there sprang up a custom in Scotland of appointing
beadsmen with a small royal bounty, who iilti-

mately degenerated into a class of authorised
mendicants. Each of the beadsmen on his majesty's
birthday received a gown or cloak of blue cloth,

with a loaf of bread, a bottle of ale, and a leathern
purse containing a penny for every year of the
king's life. Every loirthday, another beadsman
was added to the number, as a penny was added
to each man's purse. The most important part of

the privilege A\as a large jiewter badge, attached
to the breast of the gown, which, besides the name
of the bearer, had the inscription, ' Pass and Kepass.'
This inferred the privilege of begging, and bespoke
the kindly consideration of all to whom the beads-
man appealed for an alms or a night's lodging.

The fictitious character of Edie Ochiltree, in Sir

Walter Scott's tale of the Antiquary, is a fair

sample of this ancient and j^icturesque fraternity.

The practice of appointing beadsmen was discon-
tinued in 1833, at which time there were sixty on
the roll. The whole have since died out. The
last beadsman drew from the E.xchequer in Edin-
burgh his last allowance in May 1863.

Blue Crass {Poa pratensis) is a permanent
grass found in Europe and North America. By
reason of its creeping root-stocks it forms a dense
turf, but is more valued for pasture than for

cropping. The blue grass pastures of Kentucky,
where it grows spontaneously, have long been
celebrated. It is also called June grass. See
Grass, Pasture.

Blue-jay [Cyanocitta cristata ), a common North
American bird of the Crow family, and occupying
in the New ^^'orld the place hekl by the jays
(Garridus) of the Old. In the United States the
blue-jay is sometimes persecuted, sometimes pro-

tected, becoming as shy and cunning in the one
case, as he is familiar and impudent in the othei\

They are mischievous birds, but devour large
numbers of injurious caterpillars. The length of

the bird is almost a foot ; the colour is ' grayish
purple a])ove, black on the neck, lilac-brown to
white below.' The common blue-jay has a wide
distribution, and there are several other North
American species. The long-tailed blue-jays
belong to a rarer genus (Xanthura) found in

Central and in South America. See Jay.

Blue Light. See Bengal Light.

Blue AlouiltaillS, ( l ) the name of a brancli of

the Dividing Range, Now South Wales, which run
very nearly parallel with the coast, about 80 miles
inland. It was not till 1813 tliat a practicable
passage was found over them into the Bathurst
Plains. The highest j)oint of the Blue Mountains,
Mount Beemarang, is 4100 feet high, and some
jiarts of the road which crosses them are 3400 feet

above the sea. A line of railway crosses the Blue
Mountains, in the construction of which great
engineering difliculties have been overcome. The
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Jenolan Caves (q.v. ), in tlie limestone of tlie Blue
Mountains, are remarkable for their great size.

(2) The Hlue Mountains, in the centre of Jamaica,
attain in the West I'eak 710.3 feet.

Blue Pill (Pilnlu hijilntrgyri) is the most
simple form in which mercury can be administered
internally. It consists merely of two parts of mer-
cury rublted up with three jtarts of conserve of

roses, till ylobules of mercury can no longer be
detected ; to this is added one i)art of powdered
li(juorice-root, so that a |)ill of three grains con-
tains «»ne grain of mercury. lu cases of toriiid

condition of the liver or intiammation of that
organ, blue pill is much used a.s a purgative,
eitlier alone or ci>mbined with some otlier drug,
such as rhubarb. When it is given with the
view of bringing the system under the inlluence
of mercury (Salivation, ipv.), small doses of oi)ium
should be iulded to counteract its juirgative tend-
ency, and the state of the gums watched carefully
from day to ilay, so that the fii-st symptoms of sali-

vation may be noticed, and the medicine oniittetl.

As a purgative, the common dose of blue bill is one
or two pills of live grains each, followed by a purga-
tive draught. When the system is to be saturated
with it, or salivated, one |iill maybe given morning
and evening, or one every night combined with ^ of

a grain of opium, repeated till the gums become
.sore. IJut the sensibility to the action of mercury
varies with the individual ; sonu; may take large
<|uantities before it exhiiiits its physiological ell'ects,

antl, on the other hand, three blue pills, one taken
on each of three successive nights, have lirought on
a fatal salivation. When taking blue pills, all

sudden changes (if tenijteniture sluuild be avoiiled ;

and, iiuleed, though they are fouiul in every
domestic me<licine chest, lu'ither they nor any other
form of mercury should be given withoutgoodcaii.se
and without tin- greatest caution.

Blu«' Kihboil, a term a]iplied to any great
prize as the ' Dciby ' stake.s—from the blue ribbon
worn by knight.s of the darter.

—

Blue liihboii

Annif WAS the name adoj)ted, from the badge,
by tile iussociation of total abstainers since 1883

calling themselves simply the (Jospel Temperance
I'nioii. The organisation w;us introduced m 1878

from America, where it was known as the 'Murphy
Movement' (from its founder), ami in three vears

enrolled in its ranks .S,(MM),(HMl of membei-s. It ex-

tends over the I'nited Kingdom and the colonies.

BIlK' Ki(lt;c« the most easterly range of the

All'-gliaMJi'-. r.S. It forms the continuation of

the chain called South Mountain in Pennsylvania
an<l .Maryland. It is known iis the IJhie liidge

till it crosses the James lliver; thence till Nortli

Carolina a.s Alleghany .Mountain ; and in North
Carolina again as IJlue liidge.

BllH'-stockilli;, a name given to learned and
literary ladir^, w lio display their ac<iuirements in

a vain and jiedantic manner, to the neglect of

womanly fluties and graces. The name is derived

from a literary coterie formed in London about the

year I7.")(», wlliidi included both men and women.
A Mr l'.enjamin Stillinglleet, who was in the habit

of wearing blue stockings, was a distinguished

member of this society ; hence the name, which
lia.s l>een adopted both in (Jermany and France—/irt«

li/cit being a iMench translation. See l)r Dorans
J l.'iilii of Litst Cnitttrii (Mrs Montague), 1872,

which lontains a chapter on blue-stocking.s.

Blltethroat, or Blue»re.\.st (Ci/anecula

siiri-iru ), a beautiful and melodious bird, nearly

allie<l to the nightingale. Kroni its power of

imitating the notes of other birds the Laplanders

give it a name which signifies the bird of a

hundred tongues. Another of its many names is

Lusciiiia siiecica, or Swedish Nightingale. It is

very little larger than a redbreast, and much
resembles it, but has the throat and upper
part of the neck of a brilliant light-blue, with a
sjiot in the centre, which in some specimens is

mire white, and in very old males is red. The
females have less blue. Below the blue colour is

a black bar, then a line of white, and again a
broad band of bright chestnut. The bluetliroat is

well known as a summer bird of passage in many
parts of Europe, from the Mediterranean Sea to
the Arctic Ocean, but is very rare in Britain, only
a few instances of its occurrence having been re-

corded. It is supposed to spend the winter in
Africa. The bint is one of those known by the
names of BecHn and Beccalico (<i.v. ), and un-
fortunately falls victim to ejjicure tastes.

Bllie->vilis:, a kind of duck, either a sub-o;enus
of Anas, or a sjiecial genus ('yano})terus. The Tatter
title and the popular name refer to the conspicu-
ous colour. Tne be.st-known species, the Common
or Lunate Blue-wing {Atuis or Ci/atioptcnifi d/scors),

is generally called the Blue-winged Teal in the
United States of America, where it is very abund-
ant. Vast numbers spend the winter in the exten-
sive niai-shes near the mouths of the Mississippi, to
which they congregate both from the north and
from the co.ast regions of the east ; but the summer
migrations of the species extend as far north as the
57th parallel, and it is jdentiful on the Saskatche-
wan in the breeding-season. It breeds, however,
also in the marshes of the south, even in Texas;
and is common in Jamaica, where it is suj)posed
to be not a mere binl of passage, but a permanent
resident. In size it is rather larger than the com-
mon teal ; in the summer ])lumage of the male, the
upper part of the head is black, the other parts of

the head are of a dee]) puri)lish blue, except a half-

moon shaped patch of pure white bef(ue each eye
;

the prevalent colour of the rest of the plumage on
the u[)per parts is luown mixed and glossed with
green, except that the wings exhibit various sliailes

of blue, the lesser wing-coverts being «)f a rich

ultramarine blue, with .an almost metallic lustre ;

the lower parts are reddish orange spotted with
black ; the tail is brown, its feathers siiort and
j)ointed. The lliglit is extremely rapid .and well

sustained. The Hocks .are sometimes so numerous
and so closely crowded together on the muddy
mai-shes near New Orleans, that Audubon men-
tions having seen 84 killed by the simultaneous
discharge of the two barrels of a double-barrelled

gun. There are other .species of blue-wing, also

American ; but this alone seems to visit the more
northern regions. No member of the thick tribe is

in higher esteem for the table, and it has therefore

been suggested that the l)lue-wing is particularly

worthy of domestication, of which it seems to be
very easily susce])tilile.

Blum* KoDKKT, l)orn in very Innnble cir-

cumstances at Cologne in 1807, was secretary and
treasurer of a theatre at Cologne, and subseiiuently

<at Leipzig, until 1847, when he est.ablished himself

as bookseller and publisher. His leisure was
devoted to literature and politics, .and in 1840

he founded <at Leipzig the Schiller Society, which
celebrated the poet's anniversary, as a festival in

honour of political liberty. When the revolu-

tionary movement broke out in 1848, Blum was
one of its most energetic leaders. He was elected

one of the vice-))residents of the provisional parlia-

ment at Frankfort, and as such ruled that turbu-

lent assembly by presence of mind and a stentorian

voice. In the >Jational Assemlily he becis-me leader

of the Left, and was one of the bearers of a con-

gratulatory address from the Left to the people of

Vienna, when they rose in October. At Vienna
he joined the insurgents, was arrested, and was shot
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on the 9th November. Blum was a man of strong

character, great natural intelligence, and stirring

eloquence. Tlie news of his execution excited

great indignation among the democrats in (Jer-

many, who, besides instituting commemorations for

the ilead, made an ample subscrijition for his widow
and ciuldrcn. See the Life by his son (Leip. 1878).

Bluilioilbaell, Johann P'riedrich, a very
eminent naturalist, whose iuHuence extended to

almost all branches of natural science, was born at

(Jotlia, lltii May 17.V2. He studied at Jena and
(iiittingon, and at Gottingen he became extra-

ordinary professor in 1770, and ordinary professor

in 1778. Here he lectured for nearly 60 years on
natural history, comparative anatomy, physiology,

and the history of medicine. In 1785, consequently
before Cuvier, he made natural history dependent
on comjjarative anatomy, and zoology in liis hands
first attained full scientilic rank, the real relations

of animals being definitely ascertained. His
doctor's disputation, Dc Generis Humanl Varietatc
Nativa (1775), raised the great question as to the
unity of the human race ; his Institutiones

Phyniologicce (1787), and other treatises, gave a
decided impulse to scientific research. His Manual
of Natural History ( 1780) went through 12 editions
in 50 years. His Manual of Comparative Ana-
tomy and rhysiology (1804) was translated into
almost all the principal languages of Europe. The
natural history of man was always a favourite
study ; and his Collectio Craniorum Diversarum
Gentium, commenced in 1790, and completed in

1828, gave to the learned world the result of his

observations on the skulls of dirt'erent races, of

which he had an extensive collection (see Skull,
Ethnology ). He published other valuable works
on natural history, and many essays and papers.
Both as a writer and a lecturer he was eminently
successful. In 1788 and 1792 he visited England,
where he met Avith a distinguished reception from
the most famous naturalists. On the 19th Septem-
ber 1825, his friends and jiupils in all countries
celebrated the jubilee of his doctorate. In 1835
the increasing infirmities of age compelled him
to resign his academical functions. He died on the
22d January 1840. See Marx's Memoir ( 1840), and
the work Gbttingcr Professoren (1872).

Bluilieiltlial, JACCiUES, pianist, born in Ger-
many in 1829, studied under Herz, and in 1849 came
to London. There he received the appointment of
pianist to the Queen, taught music, and composed
many brilliant, pretty pieces, with songs, of which
My Queen is the most popular.

Blunderbuss (Dutch donderbus, 'thunder-
gun '

), a kind of short musket with wide bore,
capable of firing many balls at once. It is no
longer in use, as it had a very limited range,
thougli destructive enough at close quarters.

Blunt, John Henry, D.D., theologian, born
at Chelsea in 1823, was for some years engaged
as a manufacturing chemist, but in 1850 entered
the university at Durham. He took orders two
years later, and held several minor preferments, till

in 1873 he received the crown living of Bcverstone,
Gloucestershire. He died in London, 11th April
1884. Ainong his numerous works are The Atone-
ment (1855), Household Thcoloriy ( 1865), Annotated
Book of Common Prayer (18(i7), History of the
English Hrformation (1868), Book of Chilrch Law
(1872), Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical
Theology (1870), Dictionary of Sects (1874), and
Annotated Bible (3 vols. 1878-79).

Blunt, John James, divine, born in 1794, at
Newcastle-untler-Lyme, in Staflbrdshire, in 1812
entered St John's College, ('ambridge, graduated
fifteenth wrangler, and obtained a fellowship.
Till 1834 a curate in Shropshire, then rector of

Great Oakley, in Essex, in 1839 he. became Lady
Margaret professor of Divinity at Cambridge,
where he died 18th June 18.55, having the year
before declined the bishopric of Salisbury. The
best known of his works is Undesigned Coin-

cidences (1833). See Professor Selwyn's memoir
of him prefixed to his Tu-o Introductory Lectures

(1856).

Blunt, Wilfrid Scawen, traveller and poet,

was born near Crawley in 1840. His mother being
a Catholic ccmvert, he was educated at Stoneyhurst
and St Mary's, Oscott. He served for some years
as attache to various British embassies in Europe;
married in 1869 Anne, daughter of the Earl of

Lovelace, and granddaughter of Lord Byron ; and
thereafter travelled through Spain, Algeria, Egypt,
and the Syrian desert, as recorded in Lady Anne
Blunt's Bedouins of the Eupliratcs. In 1882 he
championed the cause of Arabi Pasha in Egypt.
The same sym]iathy with national aspirations
afterwards plunged him into the Nationalist cause
in Ireland, and led to his being imprisoneil for two
months in 1887-88 for taking part in a prohibited
meeting in County Gal way. Blunt is the author of

several volumes of verse. Sonnets and Songs, the
Love Sonnets of Proteus (the last containing poetry
of really striking merit), Esther, Love lAjrics, The
Wind and the Whirlwind (on Egyptian affairs).

In Vinculis, Satan. Absolved (1899), &c. A selec-

tion of his poetry was edited in 1898 by Henley
and Wyndham.
Bluiitschli, Johann Kaspar, jurist, was born

7tli March 1808, at Zurich, where in 1833 he became
professor in the new university. In politics he at
first inclined to reform, but after 1839 was Con-
servative leader. He was a councillor of state, and
liecame a member of the government and of the
federal directory, and afterwards worked for the
formation of a moderate Liberal-Conservative party
in Switzerland. In 1848 he went to Munich as

piofessor of Civil and International Law. There he
published his AUgemeines Staatsrechf (5th ed.

1876), on which his reputation as a jurisconsult

chiefly rests ; Dcutschcs Privatrecht (3d ed. 1864);
and, in conjunction with Arndts and Pozl, Kritische

Ueberscliau der Deutsehcn Gesetzgebnng iind Eechts-

icissensehaft (6 vols. 1853-58). In 1861 he removed
to Heidelberg University, and became a privy-

councillor of Baden, actively forwarding all liberal

measures in the state. Liberty in ecclesiastical

matters he had equally at heart ; he acted several

times as president of the Protestantenvcrein, and it

was after delivering a closing speech at the general
sjmod of Baden that he died suddenly at Karlsruhe,
21st October 1881. He is the author of valuable
histories of Zurich and of the Swiss Confederation,
and of a number of works on law, being especially

an authority in interjiational law. In 1884 his

autobiography appeared in three volumes.

Blushing is a sudden reddening of the skin,

induced by various mental states, particularly those
involving shame or humiliation, shyness or modesty.
It usually affects only the face and neck ; rarely

among civilised peoples the breast and other parts
of the body. But ' the men of certain races, who
habitually go nearly naked, often blush over their

arms and chests, and even down to their waists

'

(Darwin). It is often accompanied by expressive
movements ; the face is turned aside, the eyes cast
down or restlessly moved. It causes increased heat
of the parts afi'ected, with a sensation of heat and
tingling, and often a general feeling of discomfort.
It does not occur in young children.

Blushing is an excellent illustration of the con-
trol exercised over the circulation of the blood by
the nervous system. Under ordinary circumstances,
the muscular coat of the small arteries throughout
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tlie limly is constantly maintained in a state of
partial contraction l»y means of the nerves dis-

tril)nted to it {nisutiiotor nerves; see Nervoi'.s
System). The bhuxl nr<)j)elled into them by the
lieart is thus prevented from distending them to

their full extent, and its passaj^'c to the capillaries

in connection witii tliem is controlled. When,
liowcver, from any cause the action of these nerves
is suspended, the arteries under their intluence at
once dilate, the correspond inj,' capillaries become
fuller, aiul the tissues containin^i them appear much
redder than in tiieir ordinary condition.

Under tlie inlliience of siiyness, .shame, »S:c. an
alteration takes |>ia<e in the nervous inlluence pro-

ceeding^ from the lirain, wliicli, for the time, lessens
or stops the action of the nerves contndling the
arteries of the skin of the face and neck, and
blushing is the conseijuence. Why it should result

from the.se and not trom other mental states, and
why the effect shouhl Ite conlined in general to the
face and neck, are much more intricate questions,
which cannot l»e disi-usscd here. For one answer to

them, witii many interesting facts on tiie subject,
see Darwin, Ej-pres»ion of the Emotions, chap,
xiii.

Boa« a term po])uIarly applieil to the large
snak<'s of the Python and Boa Constrictor families.

The former are" Old -World, the latter New-World
giant«, and doselv resemble one another l)otli in

structure and hahit. J{oth are very large, not
poisonous, with great powers of crushing, with an
expansible gape, with pn-lu'tisile tails, with rudi-

mentary traces of the iiind-legs beside the anus,
and so on. Apart from general dillerence of hab-
itat, the two families may be distinguished by the
facts that in the pythons the premaxilhe (most
anterior upper jaw-ltones) bear teeth, but not in

the bo;i.s ; that the inferior shields of tiie tail are

in two rows in the former, in one in the latter.

Leaving the python family meanwhile, we may
resume the characters of lioid;e in the strict sense.

Head of Boa.

The body of these large non-venomous crushing

snakes is slightly compressed sideways, and is

covered with smooth or keeled scales. The gape,

tail, an<l hind-legs are referred to above. The
<'enus I5oa itself h.is smooth scales, a .scaly head,

hiteral nostrils, anil characteristic arrangement of

shields. The common species [Boa constrictor),

f(mnd in the nortii and ea-st of South America,

is tisually about VI, but, according to re])ort, may
be over 20 feet in length. The colour of the

back is reddish gray, with zigzag, broad, dark

longitudinal strijjcs, including ova! grayish-yellow

spcjts ; the head exhibits three dark stripes. It

frequents dry bushy regions, is shy of man, and

little feared. To a large extent arboreal in its

habits, it is aided in climbing by the rudimentary
claw-like hind-limbs. From its concealment tiie

boa swoops down on even comparatively large
mammals, crushes them in its coils, and swallows
them slowly. The bones are broken by the
external crushing, a copious flow of saliva within
the mcmth makes the laborious swallowing of the
large mass somewhat easier, but it is at the best
a tedious and exhausting jirocess. After a meal
comes a period of digestion and quiescence, and
in this state of torpid lethargy they may be readily
killed. On wakening up they are very hungry,
and the demands of appetite at this time prompted
a boa in the Zt)o to swallow its rug. which, after
a week or two of unsuccessful digestion, it put
up again. The boa bears its young alive. The
skin of tlie Boa constrictor is u.sed for making
boots, saddle-covers, Ike. The great water-snake
Anaconda (Eunectcs muriniis), the Xiphosoma of
the Amazon district, which occasionally visits

houses ; the Enygrus of Java, Amboyna, and New
Guinea, with keeled scales, are closely allied genera
of Uoida\ See Anacond.v, Python^ Snakes.

Boabdil (properly Altu-Abdallah, and nick-
nameil Ez-Zogoiby, 'the unlucky'), the last

Moorish king of (Jranada, dethroned his father,

Abu-1-Ha.san. in 14S1, and two years later was
defeated and taken i)risoner by the Castilians near
Lucena. He was set free on condition of paying
tribute, and returned to (Iranada to struggle witii

his father and with his heroic uncle, Ez-Zaglial, for

the throne. Thus the Moors wa.sted the strength
they sorely needed for the lin.al struggle with tiie

Christians. The fall of Malaga and IJaza was but the
prelude to the siege of tiie capital itself, which was
finally starved out towards tiie close of 14!)1, spite

of the reckless courage of the Moors and of ISoabdil,

wiiose weak and vaciiiating nature fell from iiim

in the hour of liattle. The uniiappy king gave up
to Ferdinand the keys of tiie city, tiien turned his

back on Granada, and rode on towards the moun-
tains. At Padul, on a spur of the Alimjarras,
he turned to take a last look at the towers of tiie

fair palace .and city he had lost. 'Allahu Akbar'
('God is great'), he exclaimed, as he l)urst into

tears. His mother stood beside him. 'You may
well weep like a woman,' siie said, 'for what you
could not defenil like a man.' The spot from
wliich Boabdil looked his last on Granada still

bears tiie name of rt ultimo sospiro del Moro, ' the
last sigii of tiie .Moor." He soon crossed to Africa

and flung away his life in battle.

Boadicc'a^ ' tiie British warrior-queen,' wife of

Prasutagus, king of the Iceni, a trilje in the time of

the Komans inhabiting the ji.art of l>ritain now
occupied by the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk.

On the death of her husband about the year 60

A.D., the Komans seized her territory, and treated

the inhaliitants with the most brutal cruelty. The
queen herself was scourged, her daughters were
outraged, and the noldest among the Iceni were
treated as slaves. Boadicea, roused to fury by her

wrongs, gathered round her a large army, de-

stroyed the Roman colony of CamuloduMuiii (Col-

chester), took Londiiiiiim and Veruiamiuiii ( Loiidim

and St Albans), and ]iiit to death, according to

Tacitus, as many as 70,000 Komans. Suetonius

Paulinus, the Konian governor of Britain, who iiad

been absent in Mona (Anglesey), now advanced
against the queen, and with not more than 10,000

men inflicted an overwhelming defeat on an enemy
twenty times as numerous. The Britisii loss is

sai<l to have been 80,000, the Roman only 400.

Boadicea, overwiieimed with despair, killed herself

by poison. Her story is best remembered by the

noble poems of Cowper and Tennyson.
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Boar. AViLD (Siis scrofa), a uon-mniinant,

even-toeil hoofeil inainnial, Avith conical teeth

(Un<,Milata, Artiodactyla, Buuoilontia). The
family (Suina) to \vliieh the boar l)elon<j;s, ami
vhich also iiK-lmles tlie river-hog, the babiroussa,

the Nvart-hoy, tiie peceari, &o., is characterised by

tiie i)ointeil head with familiar iiig-snout, large

ears and small eyes ; by tlie thin legs, often curled

tail, bristly hide; by the four toes on fore and
hind feet, of which only the two inner reach the

ground ; by the prominent canines, especially in

the males. ' Tiiey are also notorious for their vora-

cious omnivorous diet, love for damp places, and
raj»id multiplication.

The wild boar is a lai'ge powerful beast, measur-

ing 4 feet or more in length, with very strong

and formidable canine teeth in the male. The
liead is more elongated than that of the domes-
ticated form. The strong l)ristles are blackish-

brown, mingled with yellow, and these, along with
the brownish-gray under-hair, give the animal a
dark grayish-brown colour, often approaching black.

WUd Boai.

The young ones are yellowish for six months, and
have' white and brown stripes or spots. The
adult males usually live alone, but the female is

accompanied by her family, and sometimes by other

sows and families. Four to six young are born in

a litter. The boars come from their places of con-

cealment at night ; they devour all sorts of things,

but especially vegetable produce. The sense of

smell is acute, and they do not miss much of Mhat
they rout up. By their voracity and ruthless

grubbing they do great damage to crops and to

young trees. On account of this, as well as for

the sake of their flesh and Bristles (q.v. ), they are

much hunted in the regions where they occur, and
the fury of the enraged male, and the zeal of the
sow in protecting its young, add a sjiice of danger
to the ciiase. In some parts of India ' pig-sticking'

is the chief sport. INIany species of Sus have been
distinguished, but four or five alone are certain :

<S'. vittatus, 'from Sardinia to New Guinea, from
Japan to Daniaraland (South-west Africa); .S'.

verrucosus, from Java and Celebes ; S. barhutus,

from Borneo;' and ,S'. scrofa, formerly common
throu'diout temperate Europe and Asia. At
Chartley, in Stattbrdshire, the wild boar was not
extinct so late as 1683; and at Sydnope, in Derby-
shire, Alpine boars and sows, introduced from the
Continent, bred between 1823 and 1837, when the
last was siiot (Harting's Extinct British Animals,
1880). The wild boar is still common in woody
damp regions in some ])arts of the Continent.

—

Fossil species occur in the Miocene and Pliocene
strata. Hyotherium is abundant in the upper
Eocene and Miocene ages. The oldest representa-

tives are Eohyus and Acha-nodon (Parahyus?) from
the lower and middle Eocene, the former ' with at

least four functional toes, and with certain peculiar

carnivore modifications of tiie skull.' Heilprin
calls attention in this connection to the remark-
able Pachysimia, found in the phosphorite dei)osits

of C^iiercy, France, wiiich are held by Filhol ' to

possess striking structural features allying them
witii tlie Primates.' It woulil be indeed curious if

the monkeys should find their ancestors among
such beasts.

A boar's head, served up as the most imi)ortant
dish on the baronial table, was the subject of

many a carol and poetical allusion connected with
Christmas festivities in England. The boar's head
(see Heraldry) is a well-known cognisance. For
the wild boar's tooth, see also B.VCIROUSSA ; for

swine in domestication, see PiG.
In hunting the boar, any and every large and

powerful kind of dog lias been used, those with
rough coats being preferred, as being less liable to

severe injury from the boar's tusks. But the
name Boarhound is generally given in England
to the breed also known as Great Dane, Ulnier
Dog, Deutseher Dogge or German IVIastift". It is a
strong, handsome dog, which may reach thirty-

tliree inches in height at the shoulder, carrying
the head and neck higii, with prick ears. It unites

the strength of the mastiff with the elegance of

the greyhound. It hunts chiefly by sight, but is

usually a kindly, companionable dog, and is in

Britain rarely employed in the chase. The hair is

short, hard, and dense, the colour various shades of

gray (' blue '), red, black, or white, with patches of

the otlier colours.

Boarding is the name for an attack bj- one
vessel on anotlier, a companj'^ of armed men from
the one forcing their way on board the other. In
tlie (lays of ironclads, lioarding of war vessels is

less frequent than of old. See Tactics (Naval).
A boarding-net is a framework of stout rope-

netting placed so as to obstruct boarders.

Boarding-out System. See Poor.

Boardnian. George Dana, Burmese mission-

ary, was born in the State of Maine in 1801, and
educated at Andover. Ordained in the Baptist
Church in 1825, he sailed the same year to the East
Indies, and after mastering Buiinese, began his

labours at Maulmain in May 1827. He had great
success, especially in his preaching tours ; but
the severe strain soon broke down his healtii,

and brought on iiis death early in 1831. His
willow married the more famous Burmese mission-
ary, Judson.

Board of Trade. See Trade. For otiier

boards, see AVoRKS (BOARD OF), Educatiox,
Local Government, Poor, &c.

Boar-fish (Caj^ros), a genus of fishes in the

Boar-fish (
Capros aper).

Carangida? or Horse-mackerel family of Acanthop-

terygii or bony fishes with spinous rays. The
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Erotrusible mouth presents a reseinhlance to a
oys snuut as the name su^r-^ests. The hotly lias

an oval comjiresseil furm like that of the relattd
Jolin Dory, Irom which it diU'ers conspicuously iu

the absence of spines at the base of dorsal and
anal tins, and of lonj^ hlaments on tlie dorsal spines.

The common Hoar-lish (C. apcr) is a well-known
inhabitant of the Mediternineau, rarely caught on
the c<i;u»ts of England. The eyes are very large,

and placed far forward ; the IkkIv is of a carmine
colour, ligliter below, and with seven transvei^se

orange biimls (in the Itack.

Boarhoiiud. See Bo.\h.

Boat is the general name for a small open
vessel. IJoats dill'er, however, greatly from one
another. They may l)e slight or strong, sharp or

flat bottomed, swift for despatch or roomy for cargo,

ornamental for ole.isure or plain for hard service,

deep or light of uraught for deen or shallow water.
The royal navy formerly set tne pattern for the
large merchant-ships; out the introduction of

steam launches of all sizes has practically brought
alxtut the extinction of the largest kind of boats

Itropelleil Ity oars for the use of ships of war. The
ength of the steam lauiu-hes is usuallv 38 to 4'2

feet, and they weigh (without boiler) trom 90 to

113 cwt. A steam-pinnace, 'M) to 'A~ feet, weighs
(without ]>oiler) 52 to 8^J cwt. ; and a steam-cutter,

21 to 28 feet, weighs (also without iKjiler) from
i;i t<) 33 cwt. A hteam-Iaunch will carry 70 men ;

a pinnace, 50 ; a cutter, 2(J. The 1«>ats kept for

rowing are : Ji'in/r, a long, narrow, light boat, em-
jdoyed in carrying the principal otlicers to and from
the ship. An 'admirals barge' is :t4 feet long, and
weighs 23 cwt. ( For other kinds of Itoats or vessels

under this name, see H.VK<iK. ) A Pinnace, a lx)at

for the accommmhition of the inferior otlicers, rang-

ing from 25 feet to .35 feet in length, has usually

eight oars, whereas the barge luis ten or more ; a
Cntdr, broader and deeper than the barge or pin-

nace, ranging from 20 feet Ui 32 feet, ami weighing
from 10 to 20 cwt., is rowed with six oars, some-
times hoists a sail, anil is chietly employed in

carrying light stores, provisions, ami crew ; a
JolfijbtMtt is a smaller cutter, rowed with four oars

instead of six : whilst a Yowl is small in size, and
u.se«l for nearly the same purjioses <us cutters and
jolly-lK»ats. A Gi'j is a narrow l»oat, ranging from

22 to 32 feet, and weighing fr«jm 6 to 9 cwt. ; it is

rowed with six or eigiit oai-s, and emj)loyed liy

the chief othcer on exi»editions re<|uinng speed.

Some of the alxjve-named lM)als are diagonal-built

for strength ; the others are dencher-built, to l>e

as light as po.ssible. Hesides the foregoing, life-

houts, ranging in length from 23 to 28 feet, and

in weight from 8 t<i 11 cwt., are carried; also

a dinijhii of 12 or 14 feet, and weighing al»out

3 cwt. The latter are cajjable of being rowed by

one or two men. A merchantman ordinarily

carries a i»innaee of from 25 to 30 feet ; a life-

boat, 20 to 30 feet ; and a jolly-l>oat, 14 to 24

feet. Pa.-^senger-shij>s are, however, reciuired by

law to carrv- a sullicicnt number of lioats to hold

the whole n"umV)er on board ; but often this is not

done.
In reference to the legal regulation of l»oats in

the merchant-service, the foUowing are the chief

provisions : When a boat belongs to any shij) or

other ves.sel, the name of the ves.sel and of the place

to which she belongs mu.st be painted <m the out-

sifle of the stern of the boat, and the master's name
within-side the tran.som—the lettei-s to be white or

vellcjw on a black groun.l. IJoats not belonging to

ships or other vessels must be in.scribed with the

name of the owners and the port to which they

belong. All boats having double sides or l)ottoms,

or any secret idaces adapted for the concealment ot

g(X)ds, are liable to forfeiture.

The boats intended for the rescue of shipwrecked
persons, or crews and pa.ssengers exposed to that
danger, are described under LiKEBOAT.

Yachts' boats vary in size according to the dimen-
sions of the yacht. A cutter for an 80-ton yacht
would be about 17 feet long, and l»e rowed by four
oars ; whilst a yacht of 300 tons would have one
34 feet long, anc\ capable of being propelled by six

or eight oai's. A yacht's cutter is ot good depth
and breadth, and employed by the crew in water-
ing or other services, or by the owner in rough
weather ; the length is generally four times the
lireadth, and the depth one-tenth the length. A
yacht's gig varies in length from 18 to 32 feet,

and is rowed by four, six, or eight oars. The
length is about 4S times the breadth, and the
depth one-twelfth the length. A yacht's dinghy
ranges from 8 feet to 14 feet in length, the breadtli

being one-third the length, and the depth one-
seventh.
Boats diflTer very considerably at various parts

of the coast, and are generally adapted to the
nature of the lieach and general condition of water
they are eiiiiiloved in. Thus on the Thames, tlie

waterman's skitt' or wherry (tig. 1) is usually of

Fig. 1.—Thames "Wherry.

verv' light build, whilst on the coast they are com-
l>aratively heavy, to bear the straining they are
subject to in rough water and constantly beach-

ing. On the south cojust the s(juare-sterned skill' is

mostly in use, and is generally about 14 feet long,

with three thwarts (or transverse .seats), and the

seat in the stern, with two side-seats. These boats

are met with about the watering-places from the

Thames to Weymouth, and are usually in charge
of one man. At Portsmouth the waterman's boat

is sharp-sterned like .a wliale-l>oat, and is usually

termed a wherry. They are generally fitte<l with

a sprit mainsail, a niizzen, and a foresail. These
boats vary in length from 1(5 feet to 25 feet, and
are admirably a<lapted for g<iing through the broken
water between the harl«)ur and Sitithead, the sea

being very short and steep with an east wind on an
ebb. Indeed, these boats often kecji up comniuni-
cation with tiie

tleetatSpitliead

when the ships'

boats are not
allowed to
leave. On the
north-east coast

a peculiar tlat-

tloored boat is

in u.se, and termed a coble (tig. 2). They are of

shallow draught, and when being sailed, the pecu-

liarly deep ruilder helps to check their tendency to

make leeway when close-hauled.

On the Irish coast, the boats generally are of a

very primitive form and construction. The Wex-
ford cot is quite Hat-V)ottonied, with two outside

keels ( .see sketch )

;

whilst on the west
coast the boats

are 'round 'every-

where—round in

the bottom, round Fig. 3.—Wexford Ck)t.

in the bow, and . .

round in the stern. There are many other varieties

of boats around our shores, but those mentioned

are the most distinct in tvjje.

Of the many boats used for" pleasure, none are

2.—Coble.
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more popular than the Tliaines Randan skiff (fig.

4), raugin'r in len>;th from 20 to 40 feet. Thev are

Fig. 4.—Kaiidan Skiff.

Fig. 5.—Four-oared Eacing-boat.

usually built of cedar or mahogany, and beauti-

fully finished and fitted like a state barge.

Competition among oarsmen has brought into

existence the racing-boat with outrigged rowlocks.

These boats are usually built of cedar for lightness,

canvas-covered, and so light in construction that a
sculling-boat (termed a wager-boat) 30 feet long
weiglis no more than 30 lb. They are only of suffi-

cient width to seat the sculler, and require expert
handling to prevent an upset. The ends of the
boats are decked over with oiled or painted canvas.

The dimensions and weights of racing-boats are

as follow.s :
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a ' rule-of-thunib builder' turns out a handsomer
boat and better model than the man who works
by lines. Fig. 10, A, shows in detail the construc-

tion of a clencher-built boat ; * is an oak-knee

Fig. 10.

floor fitted to the sides of tiie timbers when the
iMtttom of the l)oat is so sharp that the timbers
cannot be bent round over the keel.

in a carvel-built boat the edj,'es of the plank
meet as shown by fiy. 10, H. The seams are

caulked with oakum or cott<in, and payed with
pitch or marine ii\ue. Uacin;;-boats and canoes
are usually carvel-built, but the plank is too thin

to admit of caulking,' ami a strip of canvas or

woo<l is worke<l over the seams inside. When a
strip of wootl is used, the work is termed ribbon
carvel (lig. 10, C).

Boatbill (Catirroma cuchleariu), a bird of the

Heron (t|.v.) family, the only known sjiecies of a
genus (iitlering from the true herons in little else

Boatbill {Cancroma cochlearia).

than the form of the brown bill, which is compara-

tively short and very broad, the mandibles resem-

bling the bowls of two spoons placed one upon the

other, tlie upper mandible overlapping the lo\yer,

keeled on its ui>i)er ridge, and hooked at the point.

The boatbill is about the size of a domestic fowl,

has shorter limbs than most of the herons, but

resembles them in i)lumage, and is abundantly pro-

vided on the back of the head and neck with

elongated featliei-s, which it erects when irritated.

The front parts are white (the crown black in the

male), tlie upi)er surface and tail whitish gray, the

un<ler side yellowish white, the bellv ru.sty red. It

inhabits Cayenne, Surinam, IJrazil, tVc, sits perched

upon trees which hang over streams, and darts down
upon li>h. which seem to be its principal food.

Boat-fly (Notonecta), a genus of insects of

the order Hemiptera (q.v.), sub-order Heteroptera,

and family Hydrocores, or Water-bugs (q.v.).

The English name well describes their boat-like
form, eminently adapted for progression in water.
They have the peculiar habit of always swimming
on their back, and of resting in this j)osture sus-

pended at the surface of the water. Their hind-
most legs are very long, and when these are
thrown out at rest the insect looks like ' a water-
man resting on his sculls.' One species, N. glaiica

(sometimes called the Water Boatman), is common

Water Boatman {yutontcta glauca).

in Britain and throughout Europe ; it is about half

an inch long, and varies considerably in colour

;

but exhibits a general greenish tinge, the other
colours V)eing black, brown, and gray. They fly

well, but seldom use their wings. They move
with ditiiculty on dry ground, and prefer to keep
to quiet water. When they descend into the

water, they carrj- down a supply of air in a
hollow between their folded wings. Thev feed

voraciously on animal substances, often kill and
devour those of their own species, and are said to

do damage among fish-spawn. There are many
species, but only two are European. An allied

genus (Cori.\a) .swims in the normal fashion, and is

represented in almost every quiet pool.

Boat-lo>veriii$; and Diseii$£agiii|r f-ear,
an inclusive term for the svstem of rojies, blocks,

and davits or cranes, by wliich ships' small boats

(see Boat) are lowered to the sea, and sent clear

of the fastenings. For a long time in the early

history of shij)ning, no proper means were employed
for launching ooats, but afterwards, and especially

as the passenger-carrj'ing trade developed, vessels

were built having davits with blocks and falls, or

tackle. At first the davits were fixed wooden
uiirights at the side of the ship ; then wooden
uprights, moving noon hinges or pivots called
' topping davits

;

' then of curved iron, fixed in

sockets, but caj)able of turning round. The last-

named method is still the one most universally

adopted, although a plan of working a curved iron

davit upon a hinge or jiivot, in a similar manner
to the old wooden topping davit, has been some-

times fitted within recent years. Until within

comparatively recent times, the almost universal

mode of attaching l)oats to the falls and blocks

was by a fixed hook on the bottom of the lower

block, which hooked into an eye or ring fixed near

the bow and stem of the boat. The many calami-

ties befalling boats thus fitted when being launched

in the hurrv- and excitement of shipwreck or other

emergency at sea, led to the invention of more
efficient and reliable means for .safely disengaging

them from the lowering tackle, and for regulating

the process of lowering as well. The first recorded

invention of an improvement in lowering and dis-

engaging boats is that of Lieutenant Cook, K.N.,

in 1830. The next invention was by Shore in 1836;

and in 1852 Stirling, Lacon, and 'Dewey each in-

vented a system of disengaging boats. From that

time till now, the records of tlie Patent Oflice show
a continuous and i)lentiful list of devices, many of

them, however, simjjly being modified forms of

methods formerly jiatented. A goodly proportion
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have related only to the mode of housing and lower-

itoj boats ; Init m the case of Clitl'ord's aj>])aratus,

wiiich, more than any other, at one time met with
wide acceptance, tlie work of disciujaffincf Avas also

embraced. Tlieaiin in this apparatus, whicli liegan

to be introduced in ISoO, was the rapid and equable
lowerinjj; of boats, by unreeving pennants placed
round drums and rollers, and the simultaneous
disengaging of botii hooks ; the whole ojjeration

being under tlie control of one man seated in the

boat. When hrst brought out, and when htted

and worked pro[>erly, this plan was a most success-

ful one, and without doubt its adoption led to the
saving of many lives. As time went on, however,
it was found that the pennants were allowed to get
out of order, and Ijeing often made of inferior

material, were uui-eliable, while in frosty weather
they became ahnost useless. The necessity also

of using the old blocks and falls to hoist the boat
was too often the cause of the apparatus not being
immediately and properly adjusted for lowering,
and in consequence found worthless at the moment
of necessity. Its adoption therefore did not extend,
and at the present time, although other and better

apparatus have been designed to accomplish the
safe lowering of boats, the almost universal prac-

tice, <as before stated, is to employ the old and
primitive plan of simple blocks and falls.

With regard to diseugaqing boats (perhaps the
most critical part of the wliole ojieration of launch-
ing), the number of patented gears is very large.

Captain Kynaston, K.N. , in 1857 invented and
patented a slip-hook which for several years
received the approval of the Admiralty, and was
iitted in the boats of many naval ships. An im-
proved form of the same hook was designed by
Mark Robinson. In 1870 Hill c*i: Clark patented a
novel hook—improved su])sequently—which has
been extensively adopted both in the naval and
mercantile marine ; and in 1872 a disengaging
apparatus, similar in principle to previous gears,
was patented by Douglass, and received for several
years extensive adoption in merchant-ships. This
consisted of a round ball attached to the end of the
falls, and a cup or socket fitted in the seats at each
enil of the boat, the balls fitting into the sockets,
and being held there by means of levers, the tops
of which pressed partly over the balls, and gripped
them. These levers were kept in position by
means of a tightened chain held by a trigger in
the centre ; when this trigger w^as released, the
chain slackened, and allowed the levers to open,
and the balls to clear. This plan, like some of
the other methods, had the disadvantage (a most
serious one in cases of dire emergency or panic ) of

permitting the boat to be detached Avhen suspended
at any height ; the disengaging thus being entirely
dependent upon the judgment of whoever had
charge of the trigger. Recent and more approved
metliods insure tliat a boat suspended from the
falls cannot lie unhooked or released until entirely
water-borne, and all strains taken off the falls.

It would occupy too much space even to simply
enumerate recently patented gears ; it must suffice
to illustrate and describe one of the simplest.
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 illustrate a disengaging appar-
atus designed and jiatented by W. F. Rees,
R.X., curator of the Naval ^luseum, Greenwich.
Fig. 1 shows the disengaging hooks in position,
with the boat under suspension. Fig. 2 shows
an enlarged view of the book as it appears with
the boat suspended. It will be seen tliat it con-
sists of a straight shank with, at its upper end,
the hook proper, pivoted through its crown, and
at its lower end the slot and jiiii-liole, wherewith
to fix it to the standard or sling reaching down to
the keel of the boat. Half-way up the sliank, and
pivoted to it, is a slotted tumbler which receives

and holds the bill or point of the hook when the
boat is suspended. W hen, however, the fore and
aft line, reaching from tumbler to tumbler and

Fig. 1.

holding them up, is allowed to slack, the tumblers
drop and allow the hooks to swing back on their
pivot (see fig. 3), thus freeing the block and tackle.
The fore and aft line is thus the key to the whole
operation ' of disengaging. It is attached to the
after-tumbler ; the end, after passing through the

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

forward-tumbler, is belayed round the cleat or after-

thwart, and is under control of the coxswain. By
keeping the line hand-taut w^hile the boat is being
lowered, there is no possibility of the boat dis-

engaging itself should one end of it touch the
water before the other. Indeed, even when the
boat is completely Avater-borne, the hooks of them-
selves cannot become disengaged, unless as the
result of an intentional slackening of the line.

The small safety-pin with chain shown on fig. 2 is

used to keep the hook in position when there is

no strain on the fall—i.e. the boat not under sus-

pension—and the fore and aft line is not taut ; for

example, when attaching the falls, previous to
hoisting up the boat. In rough weather or in the
dark, the boat can be hoisted up l)y simply slipping
tlie eye of the lower block over the second small
fixed hook, shown at the back of the shank, the
disengaging hooks being afterwards adjusted ready
for lowering again.

Boat-plllg, a wood, cork, or metal stopper,

fitted through the bottom of ships' boats, where-
with to drain them of the water which may have
been shipped or have leaked in while the boats
were in use, or of rain-water. The Board of Trade
require that each boat shall have two plugs—one
a spare one—both to be attached to a fixed part of

the bottom by lanyard or chain. To prevent
accidents from the omission to restore the plugs,

self-acting plugs have fr(nn time to time been
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devised, but h.ive never been very extensively
adopted. One of these inventions consists of a
metal valve and fittings secured into tlie bottom
of tlie boat, the valve l)eing formed of a ladlow
tnuicateil cone, wliicli remains close against the
valve seat Vty tl»e pressure of the sea as long as
the boat is \vater-l>onie ; but immediately the boat,
or that portion of it containing the plug, is out of
the water, the valve falls liy its own weight, and
ilrains tlie boat etlectively.

Boat-raciiis:. See Howing.

Boats>vaill is an otficer on iMjard ship, who
has cli.irgi' of the lM)ats, sivils, rigging, cables,
anciioi-s, Mags, and cordage. In the navy he is a
warrant-otlicer, and is immediately under the navi-
gating' olKcer in some of these duties ; he frequently
examines the masts and yaids, sails and rones, to
report on their condition and etliciency. He also
kee|>s accr)unt of all tlie spare rigging, iVc, and
superintends the replacement of ohl by new. He
assists in the neces.sary busines.s of the ship, and in
relieving the watcli. The bnittsu-iiiu s ntnt, assists
in III! tlii'>e duties. See Wai;i:ant ufkiikks.

Bobadil. a braggadocio, from a blustering
captain in l>en .lonson's Erni/ Mini in liis J/iniioiir

(1.598).

Bol)l»ill-ll4't. or HoHlUNKT, machine-made
cotton mt, an imitation t»f Ixjbbin-lace. See
L.\<K.

Bobbins are small woo<len reels or rollers,

Hanged at tlie ends, ami Ixired through the centre
lengthwise, so that they can be jilaced on a spindle
or skewer. The iMibbin or j»irn on whi<li oidinarv
sewing-threjid is wound, although gfiierally of small
size, is a goml example of their prevailing shape.
Itobbins are used in the spinning jirocesses for

cotton, llax, wool, and silk, and are <if various
sizes, the largest iM-ing generally those used for the
slubbing frames where the cotton, for example, first

paxses from the lap sluine given by the carder into

a loo.se kind of stranu. After this the bobbins
<Iiminish in size for the various succeeding stages to

the finished ysirn. A 'slubbing lM>bbin may be 15

inches long and ."» inches in diameter at the llange,

but one or two excejitional kinds are larger than
tlii.s. Kor si)e«'ial purposes, such ius lace-making,
the Iwbbins used are ijuite unlike the ordinary
kinds. The.se an«l some other varieties are made of

metal. Paper tubes are now largely a<lopted in

certain ca-ses where b<dibins were formerly em-
ployed. Bobbins are made of birch, beech, fish, and
j)lane tree, and machinery for their manufactuie
lia-s been erected here aiitl there in the Highlands
of Scotland and other wooiled parts of the country,

lint they are also largely niatle of American and
other foreign woods, as well jus from native material,

in factories in Lanca.shire and Yorkshire. Ingenious

automatic marhinery is now employed, especially

for making the smaller sizes. It will be readily

understood that Inddnns are used in enormous
numbers wherever there are large spinning-mills.

Bobbio, a L«uiibard town, 3 miles SSE. of

Tavia. mar the continence of tiie Bobliio and the

Trebbia. liobbio originated from a mona-stery

founded here in (ji'2 by St Columbanus (q.v.),

whose famous liinary has mostly found its way
to the N'atican. Siiue 1014 it has Ijeen the seat

of a bishopric. I'op. 4(j.S.j.

Bob-o-liiik, or BoBLiNK, Keki) Bird, or Rice
BiKI) ( l)i/lii-liniiijx oryzironoi or Irfcni.s arripctntiis),

a common American bird found from I'aragiiay to

Canada, the only one of its kind, and that difhcult

to classify. Son'ie place it near the Baltimore bird

(Icterus)", others near starlings, but both the char-

acterLstics and the character of the bob-o-link

e.xjiibit much that is unique. The beak is short

and straight ; the nostrils surrounded by a fold of
skin ; the wings are long, especially in their first

feather ; the tail-feathers are stitf-'pointed. The

Bob-o-link.

1)luniage is unusually conspicuous for a ground bird,

n the male the head, lower surface, .and tail are
black, while the upner surface is lighter, yellowish
white in front, blacK with yellow streaks behind.
The colour and the note change with the sea-sons

and with the functions of the bird. The female
is much itlainer—yellowish brown with darker
streaks above, and pale grayish yellow below.
The name—originally Bob Lincoln—is an imita-

tion of the bird's note. In song, the full-throated

male bolj-o-link is uniciue, rivalling the lark, inim-
itable by the mocking-oirti, 'in qualities of hilarity

and musical tintinnabulation,' according to Bur-
roughs {Birds atid I'octs), quite uneijualled. His
volubility borders on the burlesque. In disposi-

tion .also the male is interesting : he atlbrds the
' most marked ex.amjde of exuberant pride, .and a
glail, rollicking, holid.ay spirit, that can be seen
among American birds." His love-making emotions
apjiear to be unusually strong, .as strong indeed as
his C^uaker mate is shy, retiring, and inditl'erent.

The change of the m.ale in colour .and form at the
breeding time is very striking. He becomes black
.and white more eni]>hatically, so as sometimes to

be called the 'skunk bird," and .acquires ,a liroad

form and a curious 'mincing gait.' Bobert o'

Lincoln l>ec()nies 'an ornithological coxcomb' of

the highest order. He sings on brier and weed,
or jerking up and down in the .air, while his

mate may be brooding in a simple nest among
the gi-.a.ss. The bob-o-Iink is s.aid to exhibit the

common trick of seeking by exaggerated fuss

in some other quarter to lead intruders aw.ay from
the nest.

The bobolink is a bird of pa.ssage, spending
the winter in the West Indies. In summer it is

found as far north as the banks of the S.ask.atche-

w.aii, in .>4" l.at., but is most plentiful in the Atlan-

tic states and other eastern parts of America, where
it is to be seen in every meadow and cornlield. It

renders good service by the destruction of insects

and their lar^.a^ ; but in the South, both in Apnl
and August, at seed-time and harvest, its ravages

.seriously cripple the rice-growing industry, and
destroy about a fourth of the crop. Thousands of

men and boys are then employed to shoot the

trespassers, who are killed in gTe.at numbers for the

table ; their flesh is delicate, and resembles that of
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tlie ortolan. On account also of their beauty and

powei-s of sonj,', many are caught, caged, and sold

m the New York and' other markets.

Bobruisk, a fortified town of Russia, on the

Beresina, 87 miles SE. of INIinsk hy rail, with a
large trade in wood and corn. It was besieged

inertectually by the French in 1812, and was made
a fortress of tlie lirst rank l)y the Emjjeror Nicholas.

Pop. 58,056 (very many of them Jews).

Bocasre, Ulaiioel dll (1766-1806), a great

Portugue^se poet. See Portugal, A^ol. VIII. p. 3il.

Boca Tigre (also Bocca Tigris, and in English
Bogue). the Portuguese translation of the Chinese
name Hii-mun, ' tiger's mouth,' given to a portion

of the estuary of tlie Canton River (see Canton).
On its rocky islands are situated the Bogue forts,

which have been more than once captured by the
British.

Boccaccio, Giovanni, was born either at

Paris or at Florence in 1313. He was the illegiti-

mate son of a merchant of Certaldo, and at the

age of ten was apprenticed to a merchant of Paris.

Disliking commerce, he attempted but quickly

abandoned the study of canon law, and was then

sent by his father to Naples, with the intention that

he should follow a mercantile career. At Naples
he gave himself to story-writing in verse and prose

;

mingled in courtly society ; and fell in love with

the lady whom, under the name of Fiammetta, he
has made as famous as the Beatrice of Dante and
the Laura of Petrarch. In the Filicopo she is said to

have been an illegitinu\te daughter of King Robert
of Sicily ; in the Fiammetta she is represented as

a beautiful Neapolitan, of noble but not of royal

descent. She appears in a number of Boccaccio's

works, and is one of the story-tellers in the

Decameron. Up to the year 1350 Boccaccio lived

alternately at Florence and at Naples. Between
1340 and 1350 he produced the prose tale of

Fiammetta ; the Amcto, a pastoral piece; and the

A morosa Visione, in which he sang the praise of his

mistress in terza rima. To the same period belong
the Filicopo, the Tcseide, and the Filostrato. In the

Filicopo the story of Flore et Bkmc.hefleur, one
of the finest of the French ' Romans d'Aventures,'
is cast into prose and embroidered with fanciful

rhetoric, but is hardly improved in the retelling.

The Tescide is a graceful version in ottava rima of

the medieval romance of Palamon and Arcite, the
same story as forms the subject of Chaucer's
KiiigJifs Tale (a poem which is to a great extent
translated from Boccaccio's), and of Shakespeare
and Fletcher's Tivo Noble Kinsmen. The Filo-

strato, which is likewise in ottava rima, deals with
the loves of Troilus and Cressida, a story which
had become widely popular in various forms after

the appearance in 1287 of Guido of Messina's L<atin

romance of Troilus and Briseis. The heroine's

name was changed hy Boccaccio, from whose poem
Chaucer translated nearly half of his Troylus.

The year 1350 may be taken as the beginning of

a new period in Boccaccio's life. Until then it

is a life given to song and love and adventure.
Thenceforth, for some fifteen years, it is the life of

an honoured citizen, of a diplomatist intrusted with
important public ail'airs, of a scholar devoted to the
cause of the new learning. During this jieriod, in

which he formed a lasting friendship with I'etrarch,

Boccaccio, as Florentine ambassador, visited Rome,
Ravenna, Avignon, and the court of the Margrave
of Brandenburg. In 1358 he completed his great
work, the Decameron, which he had begun some
ten years before. In 1360 he lodged in his house
the wandering Greek scholar, Leontius Pilatus,

whom he persuade<l the Florentines to appoint to

a Greek jjrofessorship, and by whose aid he was
enabled to transcrilie and forward to Petrarch prose

\ei-sions of the Iliad and the Odyssey. He for some
time held a chair founded for the elucidation of the

works of Dante, on whose Divina Commedia he
produced a commentary, now mainly interesting

trom tlie light which it sheds on Florentine life in

the 14th century. During his last years he lived

principally in retirement at Certaldo, and would
have entered into holy orders, mo\ed by repentance
for the follies of his youth, had he not been dis-

suaded by Petrarch. He wrote in Latin an elabor-

ate work on mythology, De Gcnealoqia Dcornm,
and treatises De Claris Mulicrilnts, De Montibtis,

ike. He died at Certaldo on the 21st December
1375.

Boccaccio ranks among the great writers of

Europe in virtue of the prose tales of the Decameron.
This famous book opens with a description of the
plague at Florence in 1348. Seven ladies and three

gentlemen are introduced, who leave the city and
betake themselves in quest of security and distrac-

tion to a country villa. There they while away ten
days ( whence the name Decameron ) by each in turn
telling stories in the garden. In all, one hundred
tales are thus told. Many of these are extremely
licentious ; others are full of pathos and poetical

fancy ; several are masterpieces of imaginative
creation ; all are related in exquisitely graceful

Italian. Boccaccio selected the plots of his stories

from amid the Hoating popular fiction of the day,

and especially from the fabliaux which had passed

into Italy from France. His originality lies in his

consummate narrative skill, and in the rich poetical

sentiment which transforms his borrowed materials.

The intluence of his great book upon European
literature has been wide and profound. Among
his countrymen, by whom he has been generally

accepted as an almost incomparable master of

Italian jirose, he has found many imitators, the

most notable being Firenzuola, Bandello, Cinthio,

and Grazzini. In France the transformation of

the fabliau into the nouvelle was ])artly due to

the example set by Boccaccio. His influence is

apparent in such collections of tales as the Cent

Nouvelles N'ouvelles ascribed to Antoine de la

Salle, the Grand Parangon de Nouvelles Nouvelles

of Nicholas of Troyes (1535), and the HcjAameron
(1558) of Marguerite of Navaire. Several of

Boccaccio's stories are versified in the Contes of

La Fontaine, in whose hands they assume a close

resemblance to the form under which, as fabliaux,

they had crossed the Alps into Italy. The debt

of English writers to Boccaccio begins with the

translations in Chaucer's Troylus. In the Canter-

bury Talcs the stories told by the Reeve and the

Franklin, and the story of Patient Griselda, are

founded either on stories in the Decameron or on
the same fabliaux as had been recast by Boccaccio.

Sidney's Arcadia, says Mr Symonds, 'is a copy
of what Boccaccio had attempted in his classical

romances.' Cyril Tourneur's Athcisfs Tragedy,

Marston's Parasitaster, and Fletcher's Women
Pleased, are examples of plays of which the plots

were taken, wholly or partly, from Boccaccio.

The scene of the caskets in the Merchant of Venice

corresponds to a story in the Decameron. The
plot of All's Well that Ends Well is taken from
Boccaccio's story of Giletta and Beltramo, and the

plot of Cymbeline is partly drawn from tlie ninth

novel of the second day. None of Dryden's works
have had more enduring popularity than his Tales

from Boccaccio. In later days, Keats (in Isabella),

Tennyson (in 'The Falcon and The Lover's Tale),

Longfellow, Swinburne, and George Eliot are among
those who have turned for their subjects to the

deatldess pages of the hundred tales.

Apart from the narrative interest and beauty of

conception which mark its finest stories, the salient

feature of the Decameron is the contrast between
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the sulijec-ts and the style. Tlie matter is medieval,
wliile the form is classical. Hoccaccio collected
mucli that wa.s choicest ami most typical in the
popular fiction of his dav, and handed it tlown to
modem times en.shrined in imperishahle lun;,aiaj,'e.

The two •rreat tendencies which run through
European literature, the cla.ssical and the romantic,
are .seen workin;,' t<»gether in tlie L>cr/niicra)i as
tiiey are iiardly to be .seen elsewhere. The stories
retain their medieval colour and llavour

; yet the
style jireserves the classic di^Miity and elegance, the
classic disdain of unessential detail. Despite the
indelicacy of many of the novels, the impression
left l>y ti;e hook as a whole is neither one of
frivolity nor of gro-ssness. The satiric malice and
reckless levity of the fabliaiu- are replaced hy a
voluptuous mehmclioly, a relined pensive epicure-
anism. 'The central idea of the Kiok,' .says

M. Eniile Monte^nit, 'is that of love, represented
a-s the chief motive force in .social life, and the
soverei;,'n of the world. Love takes tlie place which
fate held with the ancients, and wiiich free-will
h(dds amon;,' Christian.s.' Tiie same fine critic

maintains that the tales have heen carefully linked
in the order hest suited to enforce this central con-
ception. Whether or not they were so arranged,
the frame in which they are set is a masterpiece of
literary art. The impressive account of the jilague
at Florence—the description of tlie hurning noon-
day calm, which recalled to Ampere the opening of
Plato's I'hinhi—the contrast wluch haunts the
reader throughiuit the Itook, ln'tween death ravag-
ing the world outside, and the quiet garden with
its graceful inmates engros.scd in .^uig and .storj-

—

the poetical fancy which invests Fiammetta and
her companions with an undying charm—to these
things there is no i>arallel in the works of Boccaccio's
followers, as there is none to the golden perfection

of his style.

See Baldelli's and Tiraboschi's bioijrapliies ; German
lives by Laiulau (187tS), and Koerting (!«*><-)); Bartoli, /
I'recursori del Boccuccio ; studies by Crescini ( 18S7 ) ; and
J. A. Symoiids, Boccaccio as Man and Author (l6'Ji).

Bocc'iiife, M.VKiK AxNE Fk^ikt di' (n^c Le
Page), a French poetess, once famous, now almo.st

forgotten, horn at Pouen, 'i-Jd October 1710. She
l>ulili>he«l a small volume of verse in 1740; next
an imitation of Milton, rmadis Tcrrcsirc, in 1748;

and in 17oG, her most imjiortant work. La Culom-

biu(U\ Her letters to her sister, written while

travelling through Knglan<l, Holland, and Italy,

are her most interesting work. During her lifetime

she w;us excessively hepraised hy men so great as

Voltaire and Fontenelle ; hut mixlern readers can-

not heli> thinking that her beauty must have recom-

mended her verses. She Wiis "elected member of

many learneil academies, and died Sth Augnist 180*2.

Boooliorilli, Lliui, composer, born at Lucca,

14tli .lanii.u V 1740, stinlied at Home, and appeared

with great success at Paris in 1708. He next went
to Madrid, and became chamber-comi>oser to the

Infante Don Luis, afterwards bidding the sanie

post under Frederick- William II. of Prussia. "With

the kings death in 17U7, however, Hoccherini's

salarv cea.sed, and the remainder of his life was
darkened bv itovertv an<l ill health. He died at

Madrid, 'isth .\lay 180."). He wrote three hundred

and sixtv six instrumental works, mostly trios,

quartets,' and (juintets for strings, in which the

cello is prominent ; of his vocal works, a Stabat

Mater for three voices has alone been published.

Melodious, dignified, and displaying great origin-

ality, his best works are still esteemed.

Kofiiart, Samiel, a learned Protestant divine,

was born of a good family at I'ouen in 1599. He
verv earlv exhibited a remarkable aptitude for

learning languages, and after extensive studies,

69

especially in the Semitic languages, at Paris, Sedan,
Saumur, and Leyden, ^\•as chosen pastor of the Pro-
testant church at Caen. Here in 1020 he gained
great reputation by his victory in a public discussion
of nine days" duration over the famous Jesuit,
Verin. In 1040 he published his Gcocjraphia Sacra,
a work of marvellous erudition. In 10o2 he went
to Stockholm along with his disciple, Huet, on
the invitation of Queen Christina. The court-life,
however, did not suit him, and his visit
was short. His great work, Hkrozoicon, sivc dc
Anunalibm Scripturcc Sacra; published in 1003,
had afterwards the honour of being commended by
Cuvier. He died suddenly. May 10, 1007. A
complete edition of his nuincrous' works was pub-
lished at Leyden in 1712; and a new edition of
the Hicrozoicun at Leipzig, in 3 vols. (1793-99).

Boclinia, a town of Austrian Calicia, 24 miles
ESE. of Cracow by rail. Extensive mines of rock-
salt employ upwards of 500 miners. Pop. 8S94, a
fourth of tliem Jews.

Bocliult, a town of Prussia, on the Aa, 13
miles >«'. of Wesel by rail, with mamifactures of
chicory, cotton goods, iron wares, and machinerv.
Pop. 13,034.

Bot'lllllll, a town of Prussia, 35 miles NE. of
Diisseldorf by rail, a great centre of Westphalian
industry. Its great steelworks emi)loy over 5000
hands, and jnoiluce about 150,000 ton.s annually

;

armour plating for sliii)s, steel ropes and cables,
machinery, files, tubing, .safety-lamps, coal-tar sub-
stances, tin, roofing-fell, bricks, oil, and carpets are
among its manufactures. There are great coal-
minesHear. Pop. ( 1871 ) 21,192 ; (1890)47,001.

Boolnild (i.e. book-land, or rather charter-
land or deed land), one of the early Anglo-Saxon
forms of land tenure. Being proved by writing, it

was distinguished from the Ethel, which had also
l)een severed by an act of government from the
Folcland (q.v. ). and converted into an estate of

peri)et>ial inheritance, but which was jiroved liy

the jiedigree of the owner and the witness of the
community. It might belong to the church, to the
king, or to a subject ; it might be alienable and
divisible at the will of the proprietor ; it might
be limited in its ilescent, Avithout any power of

alienation in the possessor. It was often granted
for a single life or for more lives than one, witli

remainder in perpetuity to the church. It was
forfeited for various delinquencies to the state,

and was exempt from services, except the fyrd or

military service, the repair of bridges, and the

maintenance of fortifications. See Allen, The
Ii(j;/a/ Prerogative ; Stiibhs, Constitutional History
(i. 70); CJneist, Vcriraltuugsreeld (i. 4); Robert-

son's Early Kings of Scotland (ii. 251).

Bode, Jon.vNN Elert, astronomer, was born at

Hamburg, 19th January 1747 ; in 1772 he became
a.stronomer of the academy in Berlin, and in 1780

director of the observatory there. He pu1)lislied

numerous astronomical works, including Stcrn-

kunde (3d ed. 1808), and Vranographia (2d ed.

1818), and founded the Astrononusrlic Jahrbueher.

He died 23d November 1820. The arithmetical

relation subsi.sting between the distances of the

planets from the sun, called after him Bode's Law,
may be thus stated : Write, in the first instance,

a row of fours, ami under these jjlace a geometrical

series beginning with 3, and increasing by the ratio

2, jiutting the 3 under the second 4 ; and by
addition we have the series 4, 7, 10, &c., which
gives nearly the relative distances of the planets

from the sun.444444444
3 12 24 48 90 192 384

4 7 10 16 28 52 100 196 388
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Thus, if 10 be taken as the tUstance of the earth

from the sun, 4 will give that of Mercury, 7 that of

Venus, ami so forth. The actual relative distances

are .as follow, nuiking 10 the distance of the earth

:

Mercury. Venus. Earth. 5I.\rs. Asteroids. Jupiter. Saturn. Uranu.i. Neptune.

3-9 7-2 10 15-2 27-4 52-9 95-4 192 300

Close as is the correspondence between the law and
the actual distances, no physical reason has been
given to account for it, although there is little

room for doubt that such exists. JJode's law is

therefore, in the present state of science, empirical.

Kepler was the first to perceive the law, and Bode
argued from it that a planet might be found between
Mars and Jupiter, to lill up the gap that existed

at the time in the series. The discovery of the
Planetoids (see Pl.vxets) has proved the correct-

ness of this prediction.

Bode, The Barons de, a family known in

England in connection with a claim for indemnity
frequently brought before parliament. The claim
was maintained by Baron Clement, the grandson of

Charles de Bode, a baron of the Holy Roman
empire, Avhose son, born in England of an
English mother, was one of those originally in-

cluded in the payment made by France in 1814 to

indemnify British residents wlio had suffered by
confiscation during the Revolution. As his estates

had been held under German tenure, and he was
not a British subject, the English government
repudiated Ids claim in 1852. See The Baroness
dc Bode, by W. S. Cliilde-Pemberton (1900), a
history of the family and its misfortunes.

Boden-See. See Constance, Lake of.

Bodenstedt, Fkiedrich Martin von, born
in Hanover, 22d April 1819. In 1840 he went to
Moscow as a tutor, and tliere translated Puslikin's
poems. After extensive travels in the Crimea,
Turkey, Greece, and Asia Minor, he returned to
Germany in 1847, and published Die Volker des
Kaiikasus (1848). He edited for some years the
Weser Zcitung, and in 1854 was appointed professor
of Slav languages at Munich, afterwards obtaining
also the chair of Old English there. These posts
he resigned in 1866 for the superintendence of the
Meiningen court theatre, which he retained only till

1873. Bodenstedt published many translations from
the Russian, English (Shakespeare), and Persian,
and several volumes of poetry, including dramas
and romances. His most ))opular work is the
Liedcr des Mirza Schnffu (1851; 143d ed. Berlin,
1893), feigned to be a translation from the Tartai-.
He published his autobiography in 1890, and
Theodora, a narrative poem, in 1892. He died in
April 1892.

Bodin, Jean, a great political thinker of the
16th century, was born at Angers about 1530.
After his studies in law at Toulouse, he settled in
Paris. By Henry III. he was appointed king's
attorney at Laon in 1576, and by the Due d'Alencon
he was carried as secretary to England in liis
journey to solicit the hand of Queen Elizabeth.
In the States-general at Blois in 1576 Bodin
asserted with great energy and eloquence the
rights of the people and freedom of conscience.
The later years of his life were spent at Laon, the
inhabitants of which he was able to persuade to
declare for the League in 1589, and for Henry
IV. five years later. Here he died of the i)lague
in 1596. Bodin's greatest w^ork is Les Six Lirrcs
de la Ecpubliqiie (1576), of which the author
issued a Latin version in 1586. According to
Bodin, property and the family form the basis of
society, and a limited monaichy is tlie best po.ssible
form of government. In opposition to certain con-
temporary Protestant writers on politics, he held
that under no circumstances are citizens justified

in rebelling against their ruler. One prince, how-
ever, may interfere in behalf of the oppressed

subjects -(If another. Bodin's book is the greatest

of its kind published during the 16th century
;
yrt

it had Init little intluence on contemporary opinion.

HiaJh-fhodKS ad Facilcm Ilistoriarum Cugnitionem

( 1566) is considered by some writers as having laid

the foundation of the true philosophy of history.

His famous Colloquium Hcptaplomeres de Abditis

licruin Suhlimium Arcanis,Wit in MS., and indeed
not published until 1857 by Noack, is a conversation

between a Jew, a Mohammedan, a Lutheran, a
Zwinglian, a Roman Catholic, an Epicurean, and a
Theist, who come to the conclusion that hence-

forward they will leave oft' disputing on religion,

and live together in charity and toleration. Bodin,
though so broad and liberal in his opinions as to

earn the reputation of an atheist, was not before

his age in his notions about witchcraft, as is

evidenced by his Demonomanie des Sorciers (1580).

See H. Baudrillart's Jean Bodin et son Tcvips (1853 ),

and vol. i. of Flint's Philosophy of History in

Eur02)6 (1874).

Bodle, an ancient Scotch copper coin of the
value of two pennies Scots, or (about 1600) one-
sixth of an English penny ; said to have been so

called from a mint-master of the name of Bothivell.

Bodleian Library, the public library of

Oxford University, restored by Sir Thomas Bodley
(q.v. ) in 1598, his first act being the presentation
of a large collection of valuable books, purchased
on the Continent at an expense of £10,000.
Through his intluence and noble example, the
library was speedily enriched by numerous other
important contributions. Among the earliest sub-
sequent benefactors of the Bodleian Libraiy, which
was opened in 1603, with a well-assorted collection

of upwards of 2000 volumes, were the Earl of

Pembroke, who presented it with 250 volumes of

valuable Greek MSS. ; Sir Thomas Roe ; Sir

Kenelni Digby ; Robert Burton, author of the
Anatomy of Melancholy ; and Archbishop Laud,
who made it a magnificent donation of 1300 MSS.
in more than twenty diff'erent languages. Upwards
of 8000 volumes of the library of the famous John
Selden (q.v.) went to the Bodleian Library.

General Fairfax presented the library ^^•ith many
MSS., among which Avas Roger DodsAvorth's
collection of 160 volumes on English histoiy. The
greatest benefactor in the 18th century was Dr
Richard Rawlinson, who, dying in 1755, left his

complete collection of books and MSS. to the
Bodleian Library. The MSS. amounted to upwards
of 4800. George Ballard, who died in the same
year (1755), bequeathed to the library 44 MS.
volumes of interesting letters, with other valuable
MSS. During the present century, the most
important bequests have been the collections of

Richard Gough, on British Topography and Saxon
and Northern Literature ; the choicest books from
the library of Edmund Malone, the editcn- of

Shakespeare; and the valuable books, prints, draw-
ings, and coins of Francis Douce; also a sum of

£40,000, by the Rev. Robert Mason, the interest
to be expended on books. By purchase, the library
ac(juired some magnificent collections of Oriental,
Greek, Latin, and Hebrew books and MSS. The
Bodleian Library is particularly rich in biblical

codices, rabbinical literature, and materials for
British history. By the Copyright Act it is entitled
to a copy of every book i>rinted in the United
Kingdom. The number of volumes it possesses is

estimated at about 460,000, in addition to between
20,000 and 30,000 in manuscript. The first cata-
logue of tlie printed books a\ as imblished by the first

librarian, Dr James, in 1605 ; the la.st, nearly two
centuries and a half later (in 1843), in 3 vols., by
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Dr Ikuulinel, the eleventh who hehl tlie otlice .since

the institution of the lil)raiy. In the interval,

several caUilojjiies of various departments of the
library were puhlished ; antl a supplemental volume
w;\.s jiddeil hv Dr Bandinel in IS.')!, lly statutes

drawn up for the •,'overnment of the liljrary by Sir

Thomas Bodley, it was decreed that the vice-chan-

cellor, the j>ructors. and the regius professors of

divinity, law, medicine, Hebrew, and (.Jreek, should

be visitors ami curators ; a statute oivssed in I806

added ' live more residents to J>e electe<l by con-

gre;,'ation for ten years, if continuin;,' to reside, and
to be re-eli;,'ible.' The library opens daily at nine
o'clock in the mornin;,'; from April to July it

closes at five ; in February, March, Auj^'ust, Sep-
tember, and (October at four; and in November,
Decemlx?r, and January at three. It is shut during
certain holidays, ami for visitation purposes, in

the aggregate, alntut 34 days in the year, besides

Sundays. Since ISOI the <lomed Kadclille Library
(now i'miuru li»<lkiaita) luus served .as a reading-
room, open all the year from 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

liocjks neither rare nor valualjle may be lent, by
vote of Convocation, to persons working in other
institutions of the university, ami, by the authority

of the librarian or curators, to professors of the
university of Oxford. The hi.story of the library

Is very carefully tra< ed in the Kev. W. D. Macrav's
Annals of the Budlciun Library { ISGS ; 2d ed. IS'JU).

BodleV, Slli TlIoMA.s, the restorer of the
library onginally established at Oxford by Hum-
Tihrey, Duke of (Moucester, w.ls l»orn at Exeter,
Slarch 2, l.")4.'). His family, iK-ing forced to flee

from England during the mtrsecutions of Mary,
settled at (Jeneva, where lJ<Klley studied languages
and divinity under the most distinguishe<l pro-

fessors of that city. On the accession of Elizabeth

he returned to England and completed his studies

at (xford, where he took tiie degree of M.A.,
Wits afterwanls elected a proc-tor, and olliciated as

public orator. He appliol himself to the study of

Hebrew, and four years spent abroad enabled him
to liecome prolicient in modern languages. He was
nt>w employed by the queen in diplomatic nussions

to Denmark, France, and Hollaml, and returned t(»

his favourite city, Oxford, in l.j!t7, where he de-

voted himself to literature, especially to the ex-

tension of the university library, now called the

Hodleian (ij.v.), in Htnlley's honour. In collecting

rare and valuable Inioks from many parts of Eurojie,

liodley expended a very large sum, and also left an
estate for salaries to ollicers, refiair of the library,

and i»urcluuse of liooks. He w;i.s knighted b}' King
.lames, and ilied at Oxford, January 28, 161.'i.

Having no family, he made the university his chief

heir. IJodleys :uit<»biography, extending to the

year IGOIJ, together with a collection of his letters,

lias been publishetl under the title lii/i<juiiv Bod-
Iciana- (1703).

ISodmer. .btllANN Jakoh, a Swiss poet an<l

litliiiit.Hr. wiLs born at Oreifensee, near Zurich,

in Itilts. The study of the ( Jreek and Latin writers,

together with the English, French, and Italian

niit-iters, having convinced him of the poverty and
ta.stelessne.ss of existing (Jernian literature, he

resolved to attem[it a reformation. Accordingly,

in 1721, along with a few other young scholars, he

commenced a weekly review, Dislcurnc dcr Maler,

in wiiich the living' poets were sharply handled.

After 1740, when Hodmer jmblished a treatise on

the Wonderful in I'oetry. a famous literary war
broke out l)etween him and Oottsched, the pedantic

dictator of (Jerman literature. Bodmers followers,

the Swiss school, who were nourished on English

t>oetry, maintained the claims of imagination and

free poetic impulse against poetry according to hard

and fast rules. The controversy partly prepared

the way for the Augustan epoch of German litera-

ture. Bodmer died at Zurich, where he had held
the chair of History for lifty years, 2d January 17S;^.

As an author, he was marked by inexhaustible
activity ; but his poems, tlramas, and translations
have no vigour or originality. He did greater
service to literature by reimblishing the old German
poets, the Minncsingei"s, and a part of the Aihclini-

(jcn/i\'d, as also l>y liLs numerous critical writings.

Bodlllill« the county town of Cornwall, in the
middle of the county, 30 miles XNW. of Plymouth.
It has some tr.ade in cattle and sheep, and shoes
are manufactured. The chief buildings are a
market-house, the county hall, and the Cornwall
Lunatic Asylum. Bodmin arose out of a priory,

which, founded in 936 or earlier, came at the
Keformation into Sternhold's hands. The church,
rebuilt in 1472, ha.s been restored since 1879.

From the time of Edward I. till 1808, Bodmin
returned two members to parliament ; then, till

1885, one. Pop. (1891) 5151.

Bodock. See Boi.s u'Arc.

Bodoni, (Jiamisattista, a distinguished Italian
printer, lM)rii in Piedmont in 1740, settled at Parma
in 1708, and died at Padua in 1813. His edition
of the I/iad and of Virgil, as also his Lords Prayer
in 155 languages, are admired for their elegance.
See the Life by Bernardi (1873).

BodtC'lier* Lidvig, one of the most finished

poets the North has produced, was born at Copen-
hagen in 1793, and after a long residence in Italy,

returnetl home in 1835, to die there in 1874. His
poems are mainly love songs, and form but two
small collections ; but almost every one of them
is a gem. See Go.sse's Northern Studies (1879).

Body, Human, will be treated of under the
names of the several organs and functions, a list of

which is given .at Anato.MY.

Body-cavity, the sp.ace inclosed by the body-
walls of an animal, and inclosing the gut and
other organs. It acquires special names in ditlerent

regions. In some ca.ses, such .xs ll.'it-wornis, such a
cavity is not present, either through non-develop-

ment or in consecjuence of degener.ation. In the
Co'lenter.at.a (liydr.a, jelly-lish, sea-.anemone) the

bo<ly-cavity is not vet distinct from the aliment.ary

system. The origin of the body-cavity is .a very

ditlicult problem which is not yet by any means
satisfactorily .solved. The brothers Hertwig have
(1881) sought to distinguish two main ways in

which the body-cavity arises

—

[a) from (co'lomic or

mesodermic) pouches gTowing out from the primi-

tive gut, and gr.adually inclosing it (Eiiterocwla),

or (6) from a splitting in a solid middle layer or

mesoderm, which does not arise as pouches from
the gut, but .apjiears in the form of indifl'erent cells

budded in between the two primitive germinal
layers. The latter set includes Molluscs, Polyzoa,

Rotifers, and Hat-worms, the cavity being unde-
veloped in the Latter. The former set includes all

the other cLasses. This view cannot be said, how-
ever, to l>e generally accepted.

Body Colour, a tenn applied to such pigments
.as have body encmgh to be opacjue, as distinguished

from tliose which are transnarent. As a general

rule, pigments have more body the nearer they

approach to white ; conse(|uently the light parts of

pictures in oil are in body colour to give them
ijiightness and strength, while the dark parts are

transparent to give them dejith. Water-colour

painting, when executed l)y mixing the pigments
with white after the manner of an oil-painting, is

sai<l to be painted in body colour.

Bo<ly's Island, a long, narrow strip of s.and,

oil' North Carolina, with a lighthouse (150 feet),

the highest in the United States.
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Boeoe (or, more properly, BoYls), Hector, a
(listiiiguifihed Scottish historian, was born of an ohl

family ahout 14U.5 at Dundee. He conij)lete(l his

education at INIontaigu CoUej^^e, in the university of

Paris, where from about 141)2 to 1498 he was a
regent or professor of Piiihisopliy. Among otlier

learned men whose friendshiit he acquired here was
Erasmus. About tlie beginning of the 16th century
he was invited by Bishoj) Elpliinstone to preside
over the imiversify newly founded by him at Aber-
deen. Boece accejited the otiice after some natural
hesitation, the yearly salary being but 40 merks,
or aliout £2, 4s. 6d. sterling. The value of money,
however, it has to be remembered, Avas immensely
greater then than now, and the learned principal
was at the same time made a canon of the cathe-
dral, and chaplain of St Xinians. During his tenure
of office the university was highly jjrosperous and
produced many excellent scholars. In 1522 he
published his lives, in Latin, of the Bishops of

JNIortlacli and Aberdeen. This work, a great part
of which is occupied with the life of his excellent
patron. Bishop El2)liinstone, was rei)rinted by the
Bannatyne Club in 1825. In 1527 Boece published
the Latin History of Scotland, on which his fame
chietiy rests, a work which, though proved to con-
tain a large amount of fiction, was deemed dis-

tinctly critical at the time of its puldicatiou. The
author was rewarded by the king with a pension of

£50 Scots, until he should be promoted to a benefice
of 100 merks, which appears to have occurred in

1534. By the excellence of his Latin style, and his

sympathy with Erasmus, Boece may fairly be
counted a humanist. He died in 1536, and was
buried in the chapel of King's College. See
Bellenden, John.

Boeckh, Philipp August, classical antiquary,
was born at Karlsruhe, November 24, 1785, and
entered the university of Halle in 1803. The pre-
lections of Wolf determined him to the science
of pliilolog^y, of which, in 1809, he became professor
at the university of Heidelberg. In 1811 he Avas
translated to the chair of Rhetoric and Ancient
Literature at Berlin, where he lectured for upwards
of forty years, and where he died, August 3, 1867.
Boeckh's conception of philology as an organically
constructed whole aimed at nothing short of an
intellectual reproduction of antiquity, and conse-
f[uently excited for a long time great opposition
among his professional contemiioraries, but it un-
doubtedly gave an impetus to a deeper study of the
old classical world. His lectures include not merely
a grammatico-historical interpretation of the ancient
authors, but also archaeology proper, the history of
ancient literature, philosophy, politics, religion, and
social life. His four great works, which have in
fact opened up new paths in the study of antiquity,
are (1) his edition of Pindar (2 vols. 1811-21), in
which the metre and rhythm of the poet, as
well as his artistic skill, are investigated and
discussed with profound knowledge of the sub-
ject ; (2) Die Staatshaushaltioiq dcr Athener
(2 vols. 1817; 3d ed. by Frankel, 1887), a work
which reniains unsurpassed for subtle research,
surprising results, and clear e.xposition : it was
translated into English by Sir George Cornewall
Lewis under the title of 'The Public Economy of
Athens (1828); (3) Metrologische Uyitcrstichungen
ilber Gewichte, Miinzfusse, t(nd Masse des Altcrtums
(1838); (4) Urknnden iiber das Seewesen des Atti-
schen Staats ( 1840). His lesser works are all valu-
able, and besides investigations in ancient chrono-
logy, editions of the Antigone of So])hocles (1843),
anil of the fragments ascribed to Philolaus (1819),
and dissertations on Plato's cosmical system, in-

clude lectures and critiques collected "under the
title Gesammelte kleine Hchriften (7 vols. 1858-74).
Boeckh has also the honour of having conmienced in

1824 the great work entitled Corpus Inscriptionum
Grararum, ])ul)lislied at the exjiense of the Royal
Academy of Berlin, which was continued by Franz,
Kirchhofi; Curtius, and Kohl.

Itoeliin, Sir Joseph Edgar, sculptor, was born
in \'ienna, July 6, 1834. He was educated from
1848-51 in England, and linally settled there in
1862. He hud previously gained the Ih-st imperial
prize in A'ienna in 1856, and his work soon attracted
notice in the country of his adoption. In 1867 he
executed a colossal statue of the Queen, and after-

wards received connnissions for .statues or busts of a
large number of distinguished jjersonages. Of the
seated statue of Thomas Carlyle, enthusiastically
praised by Mr lluskin in his Boyal Academy
Notes, 1875, a replica was erected at Chelsea. His
animal studies are also noteworthy. Boehm Avas

elected a member of the Academy of Florence in

1875, an A.R.A. in 1878, Jind a member of the
Academy of Rome in 1880. He Avas nominated in

1881 sculptor-in-ordinarv to the Queen, and Avas

made an R.A. in 1882," a baronet in 18S9. The
(Queen's effigy on the coinage issued in 1887 Avas

from his designs. He died 12th December 1890.

Boehme, Jakob, a German theosophist and
mystic, Avas born of poor parents at Altseiden-
berg, near Gorlitz, in Upper Lusatia, 1575, and
spent his boyhood in tending cattle. He received
no instruction till he Avas ten years of age ; but
even then, the contemplation of earth and sky had
so excited his naturally pious imagination, that he
conceived himself ins})ired. He learned the trade
of a shoemaker, and industriously folloAved that
calling for most of his life, but continued to devote
much of his time to meditation on divine things.

About 1612 Avas published his first book, called

Aurora. It contains revelations and meditations
upon God, INIan, and Nature ; betokens a remark-
able knoAvledge of Scri])ture, especially of the
apocalyptical books ; as also a familiarity Avith the
Avritings of the mystico-philosophic alchemists,

from Avhom he largely obtained his phraseology.
It Avas condemned by the ecclesiastical authorities

of Gorlitz ; but the persecutions to Avhicli its author
Avas subjected had not the effect of convincing him
of his errors. The chief aim of Boehme is to explain
the origin of things, especially the existence of

evil, and this he does by a mystical process of

thought expressed in material symbols, Avhich it

is not easy to summarise.
God is the Ungruitd or Urgrund, the original

and undistinguished unity, at once everything and
nothing, Avhich, hoAvever, has in itself the prin-

ciple of separation, Avhereby all things come into

existence. It is through the jirinciple of negation,
Avhich in a Avay is identified Avith evil, that creation

is explained. His philosophy, in fact, is an ai)plica-

tion of the jjrinciple of contradiction to explain the
great problems of philosophy and religion ; but the
difficulties are only concealed or shifted about under
a cloud of mystical language, in Avhich a system of

triads, suggested by the Christian doctrine of the
trinity, have an important jilaee. In Boehme Ave

have an obscure presentation of the thesis, antithesis,

and synthesis, Avhich have such a large application

in the philosophy of Hegel. Numerous attacks
from theologians disturbed Boehme's last years, but
he bore them all Avith great meekness. So great Avas

the interest excited, that he Avas induced by the
solicitations of certain courtiers and of his friends

to visit Dresden for the purpose of having his

doctrines investigated. The court applauded and
protected him. On returning to Gorlitz, he fell

ill, and died in 1624. The first collectiim of his

Avritings Avas published by Betke (Amsterdam,
1675); the most complete in 1730, at the same
place; and the latest (1831-46) by Schiebler, at
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Leip/i;,'. Next to CJerinany, Hollaml and England
are the countries in wliicli Boehme's works liave

been received with most favour. In En^jland,
where Hoeliine wa-s generally calletl llehnien, all

his works were translated hetween 1G44 and lt)G'2

(new ed. 17G4). Sir Isaac Newton studied him ;

William Law of Oxford might l»e called a disciple ;

in ItJMT, .Jane Leaile, a fanatical discijde of Boehme,
foumled a sect, called the IMiilatlelphists, for the
exposition of liis writings; and John Pordage, a
physician, is also famed among his English inter-

preters. Ahraham von Frankenherg, who died in

1652, puhlished the earliest hiography of Boehme.
In modern times, an<l in connection with specula-
tive philosophy in (Jermany, his views, which had
come t<i he regardeil a-s empty mysticism, have
acquired fresh interest and importance. This
arises from the kindred character of his funda-
mental princijile with the >pirit i>er\ading the
systems of Spinoza. Kichto, Sohelling, and Hegel.
See the works on Boehme and his philosophv hy
Hamherger (1S44), Fcchner ( lS.->7 1, I'cip (1SG(>),

Harless (1870), and Martensen ( Eng. trans, from
Danish, 188,-)).

Bli'llllieria* a genus of I'rticacea' ((|.v.), of

which two spciics, or rather what were f<jrmerly

coiisidtTcd as two distinct species, have heen from
a remote periixl cultivated in the East. The
Indian variety was cajled hy Hoxlnirgh Urtira

tenarissima, and tlie Chinese one Btifnticrin iiiim
hy ( Jaudichaud.
Thev are now
distinguished as
vaiieties, the
one heing called

li. /(/({•(/ and the
other li. tiivea,

var. raudicaus.

There are said to

he other d<mht-
ful species.
The tihre from
Bohmeria has
Iting heen used
in eastern coun-
tries for ropes

antl for cordage,

and also for

doth in China
anil in Japan.
This fibre is

known in com-
merce as Rhea,
as Ramie, or

as China-grass,

and if the most
recent views of

btJtanists as to

the identity of

several locally

distinguished species of this plant which yields

it be correct, it has a ver>- wide range, heing fouml

in several parts of India, China, .Japan, and the

East<»rn Archipelago generally. It has heen suc-

cessfully introduced into a number of foreign

countries, including the Cape, Mauritius, Algeria,

and the south of France; in America, Cali-

fornia, Louisiana, and some of the West Indian

Islands. It may be i)ropagated by cuttings, which

can b.' re.idily grown, by roots, or l»y suckers, and

it thrives best: in moist shady ])laces in the tropics.

Rln-a tibre of commerce," which is composed of

the biust-libres on the inner side of the bark of the

plant, is diUicult to separate in a state suitable for

the manuf.acturer except by a somewhat costly

process. Twice over, hrst in 1S69 and again in

1S77, the Indian government ottered, besides smaller

prizes, sums of £5000 for a machine which would

Bu.-lnncria nivc-a :

a, male flower; h, jjlomerule of female
flowers ; c, single female flower ; d, peri-

car{>.

prepare it economically, but with no satisfactoi-y

result.

In some respects rhea is the most remarkable of

all known vegetable fibres. For fineness, strength,
and lustre combined it excels any of them. It can
be spun at least as fine as tlax, is stronger, and has
a more silky lustre. Jute has also this lustre, but
it has neither the strength of rhea, nor its capability
for bleaching and dyeing. Rhea has the additional
advantage of being liker wool in its nature than
other plant-fibres, and it can be used as a substitute
for long-stapled wool. The knowledge of these
valuable properties has, for twenty years past,

stimulated an almost ceaseless activity among
ingenious persons interested in textile manufac-
tures, in order to discover some process by whicii
the fibre could be prepared at a price that would
make its extensive use remunerative.
The puvha fibre of the Himalayas is derived from

B. Pinja."

B(roticl< one of the ancient political divisions

of Greece, extended between Attica and ]\Iegara

on the south, and Locris and Pliocis on the north,

with an area estimated at 1120 sij. m., or a little

larger than Cheshire. The mountain-dosed country
falls naturally into live divisions—the basin of the

Lake Copais, now called '/'opolia.s, that of the Asopus,
the plain of Thebes, .and the coast-districts on the
Eubo-an and the Corinthian tlulf. The principal

stream was anciently called the Cephissus ; which
in the s[>ring, when sw(dlen by the rains, almost
converteil the Coiiaic plain into a lake. There were
.several subterranean channels for the outlet of the

waters towards the Eulnean Sea, but they were not
sufficient to carry them oft"; and in the days of

Alexander the (Jreat a vast tunnel was cut in tiie

rock for the discharge of the water. After tliis fdl

into ruin, the district became marshy and unwiiole-

.some ; aiul it was not till 1880 that it was once
more properly drained. The ilraining operations,

carried on for five years by a French company,
drained 60,000 acres of arable land, of whicli in 1896
17,000 acres were cultivated, 6000 were occupied by
adjacent proprietors, while 35,000 were still partly
in reeds, partly in pasture. Bceotia has always
been fertile. Uf the earliest inhabitants, the most
powerful were the Minva', who were dislodged by
the Boeotians, an .Eolian people from Thcssaly.

The Ba-otians excelled as cultivators of the soil, and
were lirave soldiers both on foot and horseback; but

they were rmle ami unsociable, and took little part

in tlie gradual refinement of manners and intellectual

development of the rest of Greece, so that the name
became proverbial for illiterate dullness. This was
usually ascribed to their thick damp atmosphere.
Yet their generals include E[)aminondas ; and
among their poets and historians were Hesiod,

Pindar, and Plutarch. The fourteen greater cities

formed the Boeotian League, with Thebes at its

head. Of this league, a shadow still remained
down to the times of the Roman empire. See

Pl.\T.E.\, and TllEliKS.—Along with Attica, Bceotia

now forms a province of the kingdom of Greece,

with an area of 2425 sq. m., and a pop. (1879) of

185,364.

Boerliaave, Herm.vxn, the most celebrated

iihysician of the 18th century, was born at Voor-

holit, near Levden, December 31, 1608. In 1082

he went to Leyden, where he studied theology

and oriental languages, and took his degree in

philosophy in 1689. In 1690 he began the study

of me<licine, and took his doctor's degree in 1093.

In 1701 he was appointed lecturer on the Theory

of Medicine at Leyden, and in his inaugural lecture

recommended to the students the ancient inethod

of Hippocrates in medicine ; but in 1703 his views

had become greatly enlarged. In 1709 he was



elected professor of Medicine and Botany. Alwut
this time lie published the two works on which
his <rreat fame chietly rests, Inatitutlones MaUca-

( 1708), and Aphorismi dc Cognosccndis et Curandis

Morhis (1709), both of which were translated into

various European languages, and even into Arabic.

In the first work—a model of comprehensive and
methodical learaing—he gives a complete outline

of the theory of medicine ; in the second, a classi-

fication of ilisea.ses with their causes and modes
of treatment. IJoerhaave also rendered important
services to botany. His best lectures include those

delivered on his resignation of the office of rector

of tlie iiniversitv, Dc Comjxtrando Ccrto in Physkis
(171-4), and De Honorc Mcdki, Senntute (1736);
in the latter of which he declares that to be the
servant of nature is the highest aim of medicine.

To combine practice with theory, he caused a
hospital to be opened, where he gave clinical

instructions to his pupils. Though so industrious

in his own profession, he undertook in 1718 the
professorship of Chemistry, and published in 172-1

liis Elcitienta Chemke, a work which did much to

render this science clear and intelligible, and one
that will always occupj- a high place in the history

of chemistry. His fame had meanwhile rapidly
increased. Patients from all parts of Europe came
to consult him. Peter the Great of Russia visited

him ; and it is even said that a Chinese mandarin
sent him a letter, addressed ' Boerhaave, cele-

brated jihysician, Europe.' His character was
amiable and unassuming, and tinged with a deep
but cheerful piety. He died September 23, 1738,

having realised from his profession a fortune of

two millions of florins. See Burton, Account of
the Life and Writings of Boerhaave (2 vols. Lond.
1743) ; Johnson, Life of Boerhaave (Lond. 1834).

Boerhaavia. See NYCTAGixACEiE.

Boers (Dutch, 'agriculturists,' 'farmers'), the
name applied to the Dutch colonists of South
Africa who are engaged in agriculture and the
care of cattle. The first settlement of the Boers
at the Cape of Good Hope dates from the 16th
century, and they have since been reinforced by
Huguenots from France, but they retain in a pro-

nounced form the old Dutch character, especially
the old Dutch love of freedom. After the final

cession of the Cape to England in 1814 they dis-

liked the new government, especially its friendly
policy to the natives and the emancipation of the
slaves in 1833. Accordingly, in 1835, bands of them
' trekked ' northwards. In this way they occupied
Natal, the Orange Free State, and the Transvaal,
seizing the lands of the natives as pasture-ground,
and reducing them to a form of servitude. Some
of the Boers wdio trekked from the Transvaal
during English rule in 1874, settled in Portuguese
territory. The Boers, though often ignorant and
by no means scrupulous or humane towards the
natives, are remarkable for their couiage and ])Ower-

ful ])hysique, and are good horsemen and splendid
marksmen. See G. M. Theal's History of tlie Boers
in Southern Africa (IHHl ); A. H. Keane, The Boer
States {1900) i Conan Doyle, The Great Boer War
(1900); also the articles' Natal, Orange IIivkr
Colony, and Transvaal, and books there cited.

BoetillS (more correctly Boethius), Anicius
Manlius Severinus, a Ptoman statesman and
philosopher, was born between 470 and 475 A.D.
of a rich and illustrious family. His father had
held the office of consul, but died while Boetius
was still a boy. Brought up under the care of

men of rank, he studied witli enthusiasm philo-

sophy, mathematics, and i>oetrv, translating and
elucidating with laborious care the writings of

Aristotle, Euclid, Archimedes, Niconiachus, and
others. Hia talents soon attracted notice, and

having gaineil tlie esteem and confidence of Theo-
doric, king of the CJoths, Avho had fixed the seat of

his government at Rome in the year 500, he was
appointed bv that monarch magisfer officiorum in

his court. iHis influence was invarialily exercised
for the good of Italy, and Ins countrymen owed it

to him that the Gotfiic rule was so little oppressive.

Boetius Avas made consul in 510, and his good-
fortune Eliminated in the prospeiity of his two
sons, who shared the same honour in 522. But
his bold uprightness of coTiduct, spiinging ap-
parently from his strong faith in the truth of his

philosophic ethics, at last brought down upon his

head the unscrupulous vengeance of those whom
he had checked in their oppressions, and provoked
by his virtues. He was accused of treasonable
designs against Theodoric ; and the king, having
become despondent and mistrustful in his old age,
was induced to listen to the charges. Boetius was
stripped of his dignities, his property was con-

fiscated, and he himself, after having been im-
prisoned for some time at Pavia, was executed in

525 ; according to long subsequent accounts, with
circumstances of horrible cruelty. During his im-
prisonment he wrote his famous De Consolatione
Pliilosophim, in which the author holds a con-
versation with Philosophy, who shows him the
mutability of all earthly fortune, and the in-

security of everything save virtue. The work is

composed in a style which happily imitates the
best models of the Augustan age, and the frequent
fragments of poetry which are interspersed through-
out the dialogue are distinguished by their truth-

fulness of feeling and metrical accuracy. The
Consolatio is piously theistic in its language, but
affords no indication that its writer was a Christian

;

and if the doctrinal treatises ascribed to him are, as

the acutest criticism maintains, not genuine, we
must class him in religion rather with Marcus
Aurelius than with his alleged friend, St Benedict.
Boetius was the last Roman writer of any mark
who understood the Greek language and literature.

During the middle ages his translations formed
to a large extent the medium by which men be-

came acquainted with Aristotle ; and his manuals
on arithmetic, astronomy, geometry, and music
were generally used in the schools.

Four editions of the entire works of Boetius appeared
between 1491 and 1847 (Migne). Of the Consolatio

(often edited, as by Peiper in 1871) many niannscrijit

translations into various languages aj^peared long before

the invention of printing. Among these may be men-
tioned that by King Alfred into Anglo-Saxon (ed. by
Fox, 1864). Chaucer's version in English prose was
published by Caxton in 1480. Colvile's translation ( 1556

)

was re-edited by Belfort Bax in 1897; another tran.slation

is by H. N. James (1897). H. F. Stewart's Bodhius :

an Essay ( 1891 ), holds that the philosopher was at least

outwardly a Christian, and inclines to believe that the
theological tractates ascribed to him were actually his

work.

Bog' is spongy land covered with peat. Bogs
of great extent exist in .some of the northern
jjarts of the world. A veiy considerable part of

the surface of Ireland is occui)ied with them. The
Bog of Allen (see Allen, 1>og of) is the most
extensive in the British Islands. The Solway Moss
(q.v. ), on the western border of England and Scot-

land, is about 7 miles in circumference. Chatnioss

(q.v.) in Lancashire is 10 sq. m. in extent. There
are large bogs in some of the Hebrides and the

Orkneys. The swamps of the east of En'dand are

in general not peat-bogs, but consist chiefly of .soft

mud or silt.

The general surface of a bog is always nearly

level, but it is usually varied with rushy tussocks

rising above the rest, and having a ratlier lirmer

soil. By the continued growth of peat, the surface

of a bog is gradually elevated ; that of Chatnioss,
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for oxanij)le, rises above the level of tlie sunouiul-
inj; c-oimtiy, having' a gradual slope of 30 or 40 feet
from tlie centre to tiie solid land on all sides. Occa-
sionally, the quantity of water becoming excessive
owing to continuous rains, a bog burstn, and poui-s
a terrible deluge down the course of a stream, caus-
ing great devastation, not only by the force of its

torrent, but l»v the enormousr|uantilies of peat which
it deposits unon meadows and cultivated lields, as
has happeneu in some memorable instances in Ire-

land. In December 1896 a hirge bog of 200 acres
burst at llathmore, near Killarney ; several lives

were lost, and many miles of country laid waste.
The depth of a bog is sometimes more than 40 feet.

The sjiongy mjv<s of which it is formed shakes on
tiie lea-st pressure. Sometimes it is iiui)os.sil)le to

traverse it ; in other ca.ses, it is possible only for

those wlio are well accustomed to it, a false step

l)eing a plunge into a <iuaginire, in which a man
sinks as in a quicksand. Safety is sometimes
insureil by ' jiattens

"—Inianls fastened upon the
soles of tiie feet—a method which has been also

employed to enable horses to work upon the sur-

face. Tradition rejiorts that at the battle of

Solway in l.>i2, a fugitive troop of horse i)lunged

into the moss, which instantly closed upon them.
One of the remarkable phenomena of peat-bogs

is the frequent presence of roots and fallen trunks
of trees, in a good state of preservation, many feet

l>elow the surface (see Ii(KS-o.\K OliNAMKNT.s), and
this freuuently wliere no trees exist on the surface

now. Hence it is inferred that in many instances

these mora.sses originated in the decay or partial

destruction of ancient forests (.see the article

Pe.vT). Bogs are jtopularly divided into two
cla-sses

—

lie^l Butjn an«l lihuk Jini/.t ,• the decom-
position of the vegetable matter in the former
l»eing less perfect, ami the substance, consequently,

more tibrous and light than in the latter. There is

indeeil no precise line of distinction, and all inter-

mediate conditi»»ns occur. The most extensive

and deepest bogs are the red bogs ; black bogs are

more numerous. See IJt»ii-I'I>ANT.s.

There can be no doubt that much of the land now
occupied by bog is capable of being rendered very

productive, whilst the efl'ects of extensive bogs
upon the climate are always injurious. The re-

claiming of shallow mountain Iwigs is comparatively
eiusy, and in some ca.ses it is etVected by a very

simple and inexpensive drainage, and by throwing
them at once under cultivati<m in a manner
analogous to that known in Ireland ivs the lazi/-

bai method of planting potatoes—the .soil upon
which the bog rests Wing partially digged up
and thrown over its surface. (Jreat ditticulties,

however, attend the reclaiming of red bogs ; the

chief being in some cases caiised by the low situa-

tion of the bog, and the want oi fall for drainage.

Another .serious obstacle is presented by the spongy

substance of red bogs being extremely retentive

of water, so that a ileep ditch onlv drains a very

narrow strip on either side of it. Drainage is cer-

tainlv elFective only when the drains are ciit

through the peat into the underlying soil, and this

operation is often too costly. Where a good soil

is known to exist below, "the peat is sometimes

removed bodilv ; thus it has been floated ott", as in

the long-contiiiued operations at IMair-Drummond,

on the banks of the Forth. A portion of the peat

taken from the upper surface is not infrequently

burned in heaps upon the spot, the ashes becoming

a manure, and assisting in the formation of a soil.

Of course, the first essential in the reclaiming

of bogs is drainage. The method of effecting this

must be varietl according to circumstances ;
but

verv frefiuentlv, after a general outlet with .suffi-

cient fall has been secured, wide open drains are

cut, by which the bog is divided into stnps,

which again are traversed and subdivided by
smaller drains^ "When these drains begin to
serve their purpose, the surface of the bog sinks,

and their depth is reduced ; they are then often
deepened, and at last a permanent system of

covered drains emptying tiiemselves into open
ditches is thus formed, and fits the land for all

the purposes of agriculture. It is, however, often
ploughed before tliis state of things is attained.
Lime, calcareous sand, clay, and other manures
are applied, according to circumstances, to pro-

mote tlie conversion of the peat into useful soil.

Sometimes the first crop taken from the ploughed
\to'' is a crop of oats ; sometimes it is found prefer-

able to begin with raue, turnip, or the like. In
some places in the nortli of Ireland fiorin grass (see

Bent-gkass) has been sown on bogs in process
of being reclaimed, and enormous crops have been
obtained. See Wa.ste Lands.

Bo$;ai*(lllS. James, American inventor, born in

Catskill, New York, 14th March 1800, was appren-
ticed to a watchmaker, and early showed the bent
of his mind by imi>rovcinents in the construction of

eight-day clocks, and by the invention of a delicate

engraving-machine. The dry gas-meter is his

invention, as is also the transfer-machine to

produce bank-note plates from sej)arate dies

;

and in 18.39 his plan iov manufacturing postage-

stamps was accepted by the British government.
Later he introduced imi)rovements in the manufac-
ture of india-rubber goods, tools, and machinery ;

and invented a pyrometer, a deep-sea sounding-
machine, and a dvnamometer. He died at New
York, 13th April 1874.

Bo? Asphodel (Xarthccium ossifragiim), a
jiretty liliaceous herb, with a characteristic raceme
of small golden-yellow star-like flowers, common in

early autumn on boggy mountainsides in northern

temi>erate regions.

Bouatzky. Kakl Heinhich von, a German
devotional writer, wa.s born at Jankowe in Lower
Silesia, 7th September IHSK). Coming under the

influence of Francke, the pietist, he stuilied theolo<;y

at Halle from 1715 to 1718. He was a long time in

the service of various noble houses of Silesia, and
afterwards lived some years at the Silesian village

of (Jlaucha, engaged' in the organisation of an
orphanage there. In 1740 be was received into

the family of the Duke of Sachsen-Saalfeld, and on

the duke's death he removed to Halle in 1746,

where he spent the rest of his life in writing books

of devotion, and died loth June 1774. His chief

\\ork is ])<is qitldenc Srhatzhustlciii dcr Kinder
Gottcs, which in 1893 had reached its 61st edition,

and Is well known in English translations as Bo-

gatzkys Golden Treasury. He wrote also many
popular hymns, which were collected in 1749 (3d

ed., within added, 1771). A new edition of his

autobiography apjieared in 1872.

Bog Butter (
IUtviiite or Bi^tyrellite of

mineralogists), a very peculiar mineral substance,

which is found in sonie of the bogs of Ireland. It

is evidently of vegetable origin, and has been

formed by the decompo.sition of the peat amidst

which it is found. In composition and qualities it

exhibits a general agreement with bitumen, asphalt,

amber, and the other mineral resins ; all ()f which

are not imiu'obably supjioscd to resemble it also in

their origin, although perhaps it is the most recent

of them all. It contains about 74 per cent, of

carbon ; its remaining constituents being oxygen

and hydrogen in nearly equal proportions. In

colour and consistency it much resembles buUer,

and at 124' F. it becomes li(iuid. It is not soluljle

in water, but is readily soluble in alcohol or ether.

Bogdanovicb, Ippolyt Fedorovich, a Rus-

sian poet, born in 1743, became president of the
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imperial archives in 1788, and died near Kursk in

1803. The mock-heroic Dii^/icii/.a (1778), the best
of his poems, is hascd on the story of Psyche, and
is characterised by a relincd and graceful style,

and \ivacious playfulness of language. His works
were collected in vols. (1810).

Bosei'llinilll, .lOHANN, the president of the
famous Synod of Dort, was born in 1576, at the
Frisian village of Oplewert. After stmlying at
Hei<lell)erg and CJeneva, he became pastor at Leeu-
warden, and soon distinguished himself by the
active part he took in the hot religious controver-
sies of his time, especially that against Arminius.
In IGIS he was elected president of the Synod of

Dort ; but his name is now rememljered only for

the translation of the Bible into the vernacular,
mainly by him, which soon became the standard
Dutch version. He died in 1633, at Franeker,
where he was primarius professor of Divinity.

Bogliaz-Keui (ancient Pteria), a village of

Asia Minor, in the province of Angora, 150 miles
S. of Sinope. In its vicinity are remains of a vast
temple, described in Van Lennep's Travels in Asia
Minor (1870). The remarkable bas-reliefs here
lia\e been recognised by Professor Sayce as of
Hittite origin.

Boghead foal (ToRBANixEor Bitumenite),
a seam met with in the Carboniferous system in
the lands of Torbauehill, Bathgate, Scotland. It

occurs in a regularly stratified manner, and is

closely related to cannel coal. Very rich in volatile
hydrocarlions, it was largely used in making Paraffin
(q.v. ) and Gas (q.v. ), but is no longer worked in
Britain. It is not properly a coal, but rather a
bituminous day or shale, and similar shales are
found in various parts of the world.

Bog Iron-ore, a mineral of very variable
composition, but regarded as consisting essentially
of peroxide of iron and water ; the peroxide of iron
often amounts to about 60 per cent. , the water to
about 20. Phosphoric acid is usually jjresent in
quantities varying from 2 to 11 per cent. Silicic

acid, alumina, oxide of manganese, and other sub-
stances, which seem accidentally present, make up
the rest. Bog iron-ore occurs chietly in alluvial
soils, in bogs, meadows, lakes, &c. It is of a
brown, yellowish-brown, or l)lackish -brown colour.
Some of its varieties are earthy and friable, formed
of dull dusty particles ; some are in masses of an
earthy fracture, often vesicular ; and some more
compact, Avith conchoidal fracture. It is abundant
in some of the northern and western islands of
Scotland, and in the northern countries of Europe
generally ; also in North America. When smelted
it yields good iron (see Iron, Ores of). Bog
iron-ore owes its origin to the chemical action of
organic acids arising from the decomposition of
plants. These acids attack and dissolve the salts
of iron Avhich they meet with in the rocks and
soils. The solutions thus formed, when they are
exposed to the air, become oxidised, and iron is

thus precipitated in the form of hydrous ferric
oxide, which, along with the various impurities
mentioned above, forms bog iron-ore. This
mineral occurs frequently in boggy or badly-
drained land, forming the hard ferruginous crust
known in Scotland as 'moorland-pan.' Consider-
able accumulati(jns of bog iron-ore or lake-ore
occur in the bottoms of lakes in Sweden and
Norway, forming with comparative rapidity on
the shallower slopes where reeds grow more or
less abundantly. According to Ehrenl)erg, the
bog iron-ore in the marshes about Berlin owes
its origin largely to diatoms, which separate iron
from the water and deposit it as hydrous ferric
oxide within their siliceous frustules.

Bog ^loss* See Sphagnum.

Bog Myrtle, Gale, or Sweet Gale (Myrica
Gale), an aromatic and resinous shrub, with small
lanceolate and
serrate gland-
dotted leaves,

the only genus
of the amen-
taceous sub-
order Myrica-
ceoe. It covei"s

large areas of

bog and of

wet moorland
in northern re-

gions, and was
formerly put to
many domestic
uses. Its twigs
were used to
make beds, and
to keep away
mothsand other
insects, while
its shoots and
leaves served as
a substitute for „ ,r ^i

hops, its leaves
,

^°? ^^}'^^^^
\ „ .

'
• ] a, male catkin ; h, female catkm.were mixed '

with tobacco, and wax was obtained from its

berries. See Candleberry.
Boglior, a Sussex watering-place, 9i miles SE.

of Chichester by rail. Founded in 1786 by a
London hatter. Sir R. Hotham, it has an iron pier

( 1865 ) 1000 feet long, and a good esplanade, restored
since the great storm of 1876. Pop. (1861) 2523;
(1891) 4096. For the geological strata called
Bognor beds, see Eocene System.

Bog-oak Ornaments. In the peat bogs of
Great Britain, Ireland, and other northern countries,
trunks of oak, yew, fir, and other woods, which
have been long buried, are often found of a dark
colour and well preserved, OM'ing to the antiseptic
properties of the peaty water. Black oak so found
is very suitable for turning and carving. In Dublin
a consideral)le trade is carried on in bog-oak
jewelry and other ornaments. The articles made
are small models of Irish buildings, Paddy and his

pig, brooches, necklaces, fans, crosses, and other
trinkets. Upon some of these the hari) and the
shamrock are frequent adornments. Some patterns
of the kind that used to Ijc carved are now stamped
by a heated die placed in a screw-press. Kecent
oak and other woods, stained black artificially, are
much substituted for true bog-oak in these articles.

The trade originated on the occasion of George IV. 's

visit to Ireland in 1821. The annual value of the
goods sold in Dublin has been estimated at fully

£20,000, but the manufacture is capable of con-

siderable development, if more attention were paid
to the designs, Avhich at present are often %ery
inartistic.

Bogodukliof, a town of Russia, on the INIerla,

43 miles NW. of Kharkoff. It has a cathedral,
an important leather industry, and much tiade in

cattle. Pop. 11,525.

Bogomi'li (Slav., 'lovers of God'), a religious
sect which arose in the r2th century within the
Greek Church in Thrace and Bulgaria. Their
theology was dualistic, and resembled that of the
Paulicians and Cathari. Out of the eternal Divine
Essence or Being sprang two principles—Satanael
and Logos ; the former, at first good, afterwards
rel)elled, and created in opposition to the original
spiritual universe a world of matter and human
beings. These human beings, however, received
from the Suj)reme Father a life-sj>irit ; but this was
kept in slavery by Satanael until the Logos or
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Clirist came down from heaven, and as.sumin<; a
pliantom IkmIv, broke the power of the evil spirit,

wlio was henceforth calleil only Satan. The IJoyo-

mili practised a severe asceticism, ilespised imajjes,

and rejectetl the sacraments. They accepted the
whole of the New Testament, hut o? the Old Testa-

ment only the Psjilms and Prophets, wliieh tliey

interpretetl alle;,'i)rically. In 1118, that vehement
hater of heretics, Alexius Comnenus, burned their

leiider Ba.silius. Persecution, however, did not put
an end to the Bo^'oiuili, and to the time of the
Mohammedan comjuest of Uosnia ( l^Jth century),

we find that the jixeatest number of the renegade
Christians who embraced the relij,'ion of the con-

querors belon<,'ed to this sect. See (Jaster's Grceko-
Stufiinir Lit'-niturc (1887); Heard's The Russian
C/iurr/t (iiiil RussifiH iJissoit

( 1887).

BogOtd« under Spanish rule S.VNT.V FE DE
BoG»»T.\, in S<mtli America, the federal capital of

the Republic of Colombj.a. It is situated within
the limits of the province of ("undinamavca, on
a taldeland which, at an elevation of .S(j!)4 feet

al)ove the sea, separates the basin of the .Magda-
lena from that of tiie ( Jrinm-o. The tableland has
an area of alxiut 4(H) sq. m., and is bounded on all

sides 1)V mountains which, thou;,'h lofty eno)i<;h to

yive shelter, are yet l)elow tlie line of peqtetuivl

s*now. This extensive plain—a temperate zone on
tlie ver;;e of the eipiator, with a salubrious climate
and an avera;,'e temjierature (»f (j<i F. — is exceed-
in;,'ly fertile, l)eing ius rich in ]>!V.-.ture as in <,'rain.

Tlie ;;reater nunii»er of its i>eoi)le, however, are

sunk in poverty. This is larj:ely due to the heavy
cost and dithiulty of transport, which hamper all

indu>itries. lioj^ota is (>."> miles from its port,

Honda, the hea<l of navi;;ation on the Magdalena ;

and from this jioint, aUho)i;,'h a railway has been
projected, at prt'sent ;:oods must be conveyed over

the mountains in packa;;es of not more tiian 125 lb.

The transport of heavy machinery is thus impos-

sible. The few manufactures of the place include

soap, leatiier, cloth, and articles made from the

pnfious metals. lto;;ota was founded in 1.">.S8, and
in l.")l>8 became the capital of the Spanish vice-

royalty of New (Jranada; since l.").'>4 it has Ijeen

the seat of an archiiishop. In 1H<»0 it containe<l

21,4t)4 inhabitants, and in 1821, .30,(iOO ; in 1884,

y.'>,si;{; an<l now, by estimate, al»oiit 100,000.

Prospectively, the surrounding' mountains promise

one day to <,'ive to in<lustry many valuable minerals,

such ius iron, coal, and .salt. The last two, in fact,

have already l>een obtained to some extent. Mines
of emeralds", <,'ol<i, silver, and copper are also said

to exist within the same district. The town is

re*,mlii>l.v '""l handsomely built, although most of

the houses have but one story, and little glass,

owing to the i)revalen(e of earthquakes. The
streets are at right angles, and paved and lit, but

not over clean. IJogoUi teems with churches, its

cathedral being famous for a statue of the \ irgin,

which is covered with costly jewels; its convents

were suppre.s-sed in 1861. It likewise possesses, in

a«lilition to the capitol, a oalace for the national

cliaml>ers, and other oHicial buildings, a mint, a uni-

versitv with six faculties, a number of schools, a free

library, observat<iry, two theatres, and museums ;

and, supporting about forty journals, the city has

been proudly named by its inhabitants the 'Athens

of South America.'—*riie river Bogota, otherwise

called the Funclia, is in itself an object of physical

interest. It is the single outlet of the waters of

the tableland, which, both fnim geological features

antl from aboriginal traditions, appears to have

once been a land-locked bjisin, somewhat like the

still loftier and larger plateau of Titicaca. Be this

a.s it niav, the river has found, if it has not forced,

a passage for itself towards the Magdalena. At
the cataract of Tequendaina the waters plunge

over a precipice G25 feet high, their force having
hollowed out a well 1.30 feet deep in the rock
below ; and the clouds of sj)ray clothe the adjacent
ground in the most luxuriant vegetation. Some
miles from the fall stands the natural bridge of

Icononzo, formed a.s if by the fortuitous jamming
of rocks from the opposite sides of the cleft ; and
the plateau also contains a lake, Guatavita, into
which the natives are said to have thrown their

treasures when conquered by the Spaniards.

Bog-plants. The extensive areas, especially
in the colder regions of the northern hemisphere,
which are covered liy bogs and marshes, have a
highly characteristic flora which is distinct from
the fully Aquatic Plants (q.v. ) on the one hand,
and from the ordinary terrestrial flora on the other.

The most important and widely distributeil of bog-

I>lants are the bog-mosses (Sphagnum), of which
the steady upward growth has formed the bulk of

our peat-mosses; but higher ciyptogamic i)lants also

occur, notably the horsetails (Equisetum), and
occasionally also rarer forms like Pilularia and
Marsilea. Many sedges and nishes, reeds and
gra-sses, are also highly characteristic, most of all

perhaps the curious cotton-giass ( Eriophorum ),

while heaths constantly struggle for i>ossession of

the drier and denser spots. The Bogmyrtle, (pv.

{Mi/rica Gale) often overspreads vast areas with
its low, scanty brushwood, above which rise only
occasional tufts of willow, or at most here and
there an alder. The insectivorous plants are

perhaps the most characteristic minor denizens,

sundews ( Drosera) .and butterworts (Pinguicula)
being thickly strewn, while the rarer blossoms of the

bladderwort ( Utricukaria) rise golden from their

st.agnant pools. The margins of these are fringed

by the beautiful bog-ljcan (Menyanthes) and the

smaller and less spreading forget-me-nots ( Myo-
sotis), or in spring are gay with m.arsh-marigolds

(Caltha) .and ranunculuses ; while the brown blos-

soms of the mai-shpotentilla (/'. Vouuirum), the

purjilLsh-pink hmseworts ( Pedicularis), and the

curious yellow-rattle (Uhin.authus) make their

appearance Later in summer.
The progiess of agriculture completely destroys

this flor.a, hardly a single bog-pl.ant, save the

versjvtile I'ohjfionuin (oiijihihimn, being able to

.survive thorough drainage. Many beautiful bog-

plants can, however, be cosily cuUivated where a
suj)ply of standing w.ater renders possible an <arti-

ficiarre-establishment of their natural conditions,

or at anyrate, the continual soaking of their garden
border, which shoulil, of course, contain a large

proportion of peat. For the geological agency of

bog-pl.ants, see Pk.vt.

Bog Spavin. This singular name h.as been
applied to a lesion of the hock-joint of the horse,

consisting in distension of the capsule inclosing

the joint. Usually arising suddenly from a sprain

in action, it most commonly aft'ects young horses

with defective hocks, and is .a.ssoci.ated with other

indications of weakness in the injured joint. As
the immediate result of a violent sprain, the hock

becomes swollen, hot, and tender, and there Ls

considerable lameness. The .acute symptoms sub-

side readily, but a circumscribed swelling remains

towards the front, inner, and lower part of the

joint. The swelling is firm and tense, and partly

disappears during exercise, to .again reappear after

rest. At every recurring strain, lameness super-

venes, but commonly passes off within a short

time. If the bog spavin has accidentJilly occurred

in a young horse with good hocks, it m.ay after

disappearance of the .acute symptoms never again

be attended with inconvenience. The treatment

of bog spa\-in consists in the application of a

high-heeled shoe, without a toe-piece, to the foot

;
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the administration of a purge, soft diet, and rest,

and the application of fomentations and mild
stimulations to the part, succeeded after a few
days by blisters, and perhaps, in cases of persistent

laineness, both firing and blistering. We can,

however, only obtain a reduction in the intiamma-
tory syniptonis and disappearance of the lameness,

but hardly ever a disappearance of the swelling.

See Spavin.

BoS'Ue, David, one of the founders of the Lon-
don Missionary Society, was in 1750 born in

Coldiugham parish, Berwickshire. He studied at

Edinburgh, and was licensed to preach by the
Chiirch of Scotland, but went to London to teach

in 1771. He afterwards became minister of an
Independent chapel at Gosport, and here he also

took a tutorship in a seminary for Independent
students of theology. This became a great school

of missionaries, and out of it grew the scheme
for foreign missions realised in the London Mis-
sionary Society. Bogue also took an active part
in the estal)lishment of the British and Foreign
Bible Society and the Religious Tract Society. He
was on the point of going as a missionary to India
in 1796, when the East India Company refused to

sanction the scheme. Bogue died at Brighton,
October 25, 1825. He published numerous books,
including an Essay on the Divine Authority of the

Xcw I'estament. In conjunction with Dr James
Bennet, he wrote a History of Dissenters (3 vols.

1SU9), of great value, though somewhat impaired
by partisan prejudices.

Boguslav, a town of Russia, 70 miles SSE.
of Kieti". Pop. 9030.

Bohemia (Ger. Bdhmcn), formerly one of the
kingdoms of Europe, no^^' forms the most northern
province of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy,
touching Saxony and Prussian Silesia, Moravia,
Upper and Lower Austria, and Bavaria. It has an
area of 19,980 sq. m., or aboiit two-thirds that of

Scotland; pop. (1869)5,1-40,544; (1880) 5.560,819;
(1890) 5,843,094. It contains nearly 400 cities, of

"which the most important are Prague, the capital
of the kingdom, and third citv of the empire,
with 184,109 inhabitants; Pilsen has over 50,000 ;

Reichenberg has over, and Budweis just under,
30,000. The country is suirounded on all

.sides by lofty mountain-ranges, the principal of

which are the Riesengebirge (part of the Sudetic
chain) on the north-east, dividing Bohemia from
Silesia, and attaining, in the peak of the Schnee-
koppe, a height of 5330 feet ; on the north-west, the
Erzgebirge, attaining a height of more than 4000
feet ; on the south-west, the Bohmerwald, reaching
47S3 feet. Oflsets from these traverse the interior
of the country, which has an undulating surface,
sloping generally to tlie north. The country belongs
to the upper basin of the Elbe, which rises in the
Riesengebii-ge range ; and it is well watered by the
affluents of that river. The chief of these are the
Moldau, the Eger, Iser, Aupa, Mettau, and Biela.
The climate of Bohemia is generally healthy, but

varies greatly in different districts. In the valleys
it is mild and pleasant, but raw and cold in the
mountainous regions, where the higher peaks are
covered with snow during a great portion of the
year.

The mountain-chains which rise on all sides of
Bohemia consist largely of primitive rocks, princi-
pally gneiss, mica-slate, and granite. Basalt,
clinkstone, greenstone, and red sandstone are also
common, and with the last, diluvial and alluvial
deposits are met with, often to a considerable
elevation. The extensive Silurian beds near
Prague are rich in fossils. The plains belong
chiefly to the Middle or Pliocene period of the
Tertiary formation, with sand, gravel, and marl.

A remnant of volcanic action, of which traces are
common, still continues in the eruptions of carbonic
acid gas which have established so many mineral
springs of deserved repute, at Carlsbad, Eger,
Marienbad, Teplitz, and throughout the country.

The mineral wealth is varied and extensive, con-

sisting of silver, tin, copper, lead, iron, cobalt,

bismuth, antimony, alum, sulphur, graphite, and
porcelain clay, with several precious and ornamental
stones. More coal is produced than in all the rest

of the Austrian empire. The swampy plains yield
an enormous amount of peat, and a large quantity
of asjihaltum is also obtained. On the other hand,
no salt at all is found.
The soil is generally fertile. More than one-half

of the area consists of arable land ; nearly one-
eighth is laid out in meadows and gardens ;

pas-
tures form about a twelfth ; and forests cover nearly
a third. The Avheat, rye, barley, and oats raised in

Bohemia amount to more than a sixth of the produce
of the whole Austrian empire. Flax and hops are
plentiful, and a great variety of fruit is exported
in large quantities. The culture of the vine is con-
fined to the vicinity of the Moldau and the Elbe.
Horned cattle, sheep, goats, and swine are reared
extensively in some districts ; bees and geese form
important items in the resources of the country.

In manufactures, Bohemia holds a very high
place among continental countries. It is a great
centre of dyeing and calico-printing. The linen

manufacture is more extensive than that of all the
other Austrian provinces together, and the fiax-

spinning employs more than 235,000 spindles. The
chief seat of the woollen manufacture is Reichen-
berg and its neighbourhood. Other important
branches of industry are the manufacture of paper,

ribbons, lace, chemicals, porcelain-ware, an<l the
Turkish fez. The glass-works of Bohemia are
celebrated, and very numerous and extensive, attbrd-

ing employment to some 27,000 persons. Beet-root
sugar is manufactured extensively, and there are
hundreds of breweries and brandy distilleries

throughout the country, mostly on a small scale,

although Bohemian beer is sold throughout Europe.
The manufacture of iron is considerable. Its

position secures Bohemia a large transit-trade.

Steamboats ply on the Elbe and JNIoldau, and
a canal crossing into Upper Austria conveys the
timber of the Bohmerwald from the latter into the

Danube. There are good roads and an excellent

svstem of railways centring in the capital, Prague.
There are nearly 3000 miles of laihvay, besides
the branch lines for mining purposes.
Fojmlation, Belie/ion, <l-c.—The Czechs, a Slavonic

race, form the bulk of the people, and in 1890 con-
stituted 62-8 per cent, of the total population, the
other 37-2 per cent, being German. They dwell
ciiiefly in the centre and east of the country.
The German population reside mainly in the
north-east and in the cities ; their inlluence on
industry, trade, and commerce is great in

proportion to their numbers. The distinction
between Czech and German is very sharply
drawn. There are about 100,000 Jews. The va.st

majority of the population belong to the Roman
Catholic Church, but other religions are tolerated ;

the Protestants only amount to 120,000, the
majority belonging to the Calvinistic confession,

and cherishing relations with the churches of
Scotland. The Roman Catholics are under the
supervision of the Archbishop of Prague and
the three bishops of Leitmeritz, Koniggriitz, and
Budweis. The monasteries and convents number
between 120 and 130. Education is much more
Avidely dillused than in any of the other jirovinces

of Austria. At the head of the educational estab-

lishments is the university of Prague, where since

1882 all subjects are taught in the German and
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the Czech lanjjiiaiies. Above 150 (German |>rofessoi-s

liave 1600 lieareis, and 130 Czecli professors, in
what is practically a tlistinct univei-sity, liave 2500
hearers. Tliere are some 2200 German and 2500
Czech i>nl>lic schools, and numerous seminaries and
teclinical institutes. Bohemia sends 54—.about a
fourth of the 20JI—membei-s to the Lower House
of the Austrian Keiclisrath, or parliament of the
western part of the empire.

Hi\ifori/.—The country derives its name from the
Celtic Jit)ii\ wIki wore expelled by the Germanic
Marcomanni alK)ut the l»e^'inning of the Christian

era. The victors themselves soon gave place to

others, and a.« e.arly as the 5th century* A.D. we tind

Bohemia jicupled by the Czechs, a Slavic race. In
the latter part of the 9th centurv, Swatopluk, the

kinfr of Moravia, subju'.'ated Boliemia, and intro-

duced Christianity. After his death, the dukes of

Prague, who in \0M h.'id the title of king conferred

on them by tlie Emperor Henry IV., ruled the
country as a state in the (Jerman empire until 1306,

wlii'ii the last of the dynasty was ji-ssassinated.

From 1310 to 1437 the country was ruled by kings
of the House of Luxemburg. In the time of \Venzel

IV. ( \\'enceslas ), a reformation of religion took
place under John Huss (q.v.) and Jerome of Prague
(q.v. ). After the death of Wenzel IV., the imimi-
tlent mea.sures a4lopte<l by the Emperor Sigismund
excited a war of sixteen years" duration, which
ended in making Bohen)ia an elective kingilom,

and, in 145S, the shrewd ami al>U' Protestant noble,

(ieorge of Podiebrad, ascended the throne. His
succes.sor, the Polish prince Ladislaus (1471-1516),

was elected ( 14!HJ) to the throne of Hungary, and
removed the royal residence to Ofen, where also

his son and successor, Lo\iis (1516-1526), resided.

After his death in battle against the Turks at

Mohacz, Bohemia and Hungan*- jia.ssed into the

hands of Ferdinand I. of Austria, who had married

Ijouis's sister. From that time the hi.stoiy of

I^)hemia merges in the history of Austria (O-v.).

The Keformation was tolerated under >Liximilian,

and religious lil»erty formally granted liy Rudolf

II. (KKrtt). The withdrawal i)f this freetlom a few

years later under Matthi.as. and especially P'erdi-

nand II., led to the troubles that broke out in

161H and the election of Frederick V. of the

Palatinate (q.v.) to Ik? Bohemian king (see THIRTY
Yeai;s" W.vr). The battle at the Weissenberg
(162<t) restore<l the Hapsburgs, and was followed

by the merciless extirpation of Protestantism, the

suppression of all national jirivileges, and the ruin

of the country. The reforms of Josef II. stirred

ujt in Bohemia a revival of Czech feeling ; and

from 1S4S—when a rising was swiftly suppressed

—onwards, there has lieen a continuous struggle

lK?tween Germans and Czechs for the supremacy.

A Bohemian diet elected umler the new constitu-

tion of lH6i made the Czech language a compulsorj-

subject even in German secondary schools. In

1«67 the Czechs refused to send their com]dement

of meml»ers to the Austrian Keiclisrath, and

8howe<l their growing sympathies with Panslavi.sm

(((.v.). In 1879 thev resumed attendance at the

Keichsratii. ami as a section of the Right secured

further concessions in favour of the Czech tongue.

The aim alike of the feudal and clerical old Czechs,

and of the Liberal new Czechs, is the restoration

of the full crown-rights of Bohemia, and the

predominance of Czech ideas and the Czech

Ian"ua"e. See works cited at AUSTRIA; also

those of Palackv (1836-60), Schlesinger ( 1870), and

Tomek(18S2), and, in English, of Count Lutzow

(1806), and E. C. Maurice ( 1896).

L'uirfiiaf/e.—The Czech language, spoken in

Ik)heii'iia, 'Moravia, and, with variations, among
the Slovaks in the north of Hungary, is one

of the most cultivated dialects of the Slavonic.

Its complicated and difficult forms remind one
of the Latin and Greek accidence. Its peculiari-

ties are the sibilated ?, which is harsher than the
r: of the Poles, and the distinct possession of both
quantity and accent, so that the Latin and Greek
metres can be exactly reproduced in it, though such
imitations are purely artificial, the native poetry
being accentual. Its syntax resembles Latin. It

has one guttural, ch. It has a passive participle,

but no formal passive voice, and makes a veiy free

use of reflexive verbs.

Literature.—Bohemian literature divides itself

naturally into three periods— ( 1 ) From the earliest

time to the burning of Huss in 1415
; (2) from 1415

to Josef II. s Edict of Toleration in 1781 ; and (3)
thence to the present time.
Period I.—The Greek Church Ls represented bj*

a Glagolitic
(
q. v. ) fragment (

circa 900 ), the Latin by
a fragment of St John's Gospel, with an interlinear

Bohemian translation of somewhat later date.

The greater part of the Bible was translated by
the end of the 13th century, and in the 14th the
whole Nvas complete. A manuscript containing an
unrliymed poem, the 'Judgment of Lilmssa,' was
found in 1817, and another was found by V. Hanka,
containing epic and lyric poems, all ascril)ed to the

end of the 13th century. These manuscripts have
both been attacked as forgeries, but it is ditlicult

to conceive a forger in 1817 posses.sed of sutticient

knowledge for the purpose, and microscopic exami-
nation has shown that Hanka both misread and
misundei-stood his nianuscrij>t in various places.

The Latin Alexattdreis was freely translated into

Bohemian rhyme between 1240 and 1250, and
legends of Christ and of several saints were cur-

rent towards the close of the century.

The lirst half of the 14th centuiy,'the great event

of which was the foundation of the university of

Prague by Charles IV. in 1348, presents a rhymed
chronicle^ called that of Dalimil, the earliest com-
plete manuscript of which (circa 1350) lay for one
iiundred and forty years unrecognised in the library

of Trinity College, Cambridge, and was unearthed
only in 1876. In this century didactic and satir-

ical poetrj* were well represented. The rhymed
legend of St Catherine (discovered at Stockholm
in 1850) is of considerable beauty, and that of St

Prokop is amusing. The travels of Marco Polo

were translated earlv, and those of Sir John
Mandcville late in the same century. A cycle

of chivalry was also current. A complete Life of

Christ was written. Romances of Alexander the

Great and of Troy were translated. Tkadle-

czek's dialogues between ' The Com])lainer ' and
'Misfortune' are a model of terse and elegant

Bohemian. Thomas of Stitny (1373-1400) wrote,

in order that higher matters might l)ecome gener-

ally accessible in the Bohemian as well as in the

Latin tongue, first for the instniction of his chil-

dren, and then for a wider circle, considering^ that
' tlie soul of a Bohemian was as precious to (iod as

that of a Latinist.' Theologian, homilist, and

l)hilosopher, his equal cannot be found in English

literature before the time of Elizabeth. As a

writer it is impossible to separate John Huss (Jan

Hus) from Stitny. Huss's activity lay between

1402 and 1415, first as a preacher, and then as a

writer. His Latin works, except those written

without books in prison, are little more than centos

and adaptations of Wyclif ; but his Bohemian writ-

ings are very difleren't, though he api)arently still

used Wyclif as an encyclopa'dia. He wrote a long

work on the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten
Commandments, sermons on the (Jospels for eyeiy

Sunday in the vear, and many smaller treatises,

the most beautiful of which is the Daitr/htcr, a

manual of advice to the human soul. His Bohe-

mian style is inferior to that of Stitny.
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Period II., from 1415 to 17S1.—The Hussite wars
were not f.avourable to any bnt controversial

literature. After the suppression of the military

Taborites (Uo'i), the teacliinj,' of Peter Chelczicky,

a great religious writer and tliinker (1430-")(j),

was adopted by the peaceful Bohemian brother-

hood. But for many years tlie brethren dis-

regarded human learning, until, under tlie influ-

ence of Jan Biahoslaw, the translator of the New
Testament, wiio first noticed the capacity of Bohe-
mian for representing the classical metres, they
proceeded in earnest to their new translation of the
Bible, which was printed in vols, at Kralitz, in

Moravia (1579-93). In poetry tiie Hussite times
proiluced a few songs, satirical and didactic poems
and ballads, among which are a spirited ballad on
the battle of Aussig, and the war song of Ziska's
soldiers on the march. J.an Ziska's military
arrangements, which still exist in writing, are
very remarkable. The Diary of cm Embassy from
King George to King Louis XI. of France (1464)
is ot historical rather tiian literary interest. Dur-
ing the Polish dynastj' (1476-1524) John Hasen-
steinsky wrote Travels in Palestine (1492) and
Advice to his Son in excellent Bohemian, and
Nicholas Konacz a grand book on the Plaint of
Justice, the Queen and Lady of all the Virtues.

Under Ferdinand I. and Maximilian II. (1526-75)
the study of the classics was much advanced
by the Jesuit academy established at Prague in

1555. Many of the Jesuits wrote in Bohemian
with great success. Sixtus of Ottersdorf's Memoirs
of the Years 1546-47, so fatal to Bohemian free-

dom, are very valuable. But tiie literary glory
of this era is the Kronyka Czeskd of V. Hajek of

Liboczan ( 1541 ), which in style rivals Herodotus,
though its historical statements are so unti-ust-

worthy, that Palacky terms him ' the corriipter
of Bohemian history.'

The time of the emperors Rudolf II. and Matthias
(1576-1619), or rather of the former, has been
termed the ' golden age ' of Bohemian literature,

although little rises much above mediocrity. But-
educational arrangements were excellent, and prob-
ably superior to those of any other country in
Europe. The centre of literature in liudolf's time
was the printer Adam of Veleslavin. Translations
were more abundant than original works. Matyas
Gryll ( 1592 ) wrote the only good original poem, ' On
the Providence and Government of God,' of this era.

The travels of Harant of Polzic in Palestine, Egypt,
and Sinai have been translated into German, and
the adventures of Wratislaw of Mitrovitz in Turkey,
into German, English, and Russian. Of Jirzik
Zaveta's ScJiola A ulica, Balbinus said that. ' if

translated into Latin, it need fear no criticism.'
The greatest literary man among the Brethren was
J. Amos Komensky (Comenius), the author of the
World in Pictures and the Labi/rintli of the World.
From Ferdinand II. ( 1619) to Josef 11. (1781) is a
period of literary decline, succeeded by slumber.
The Jesuits from the school of Ferdinand I.

gradually died out, and their successors did not
study Bohemian, but simply carried on an indis-
criminate crusade (till 1760) against the native
literature, one Jesuit boasting of having himself
destroyed 60,000 volumes.
Period III., from Josef II. (17S1) to the present

time.—We now come to the unexampled resuscita-
tion of a dead and buried language and literature.
The Abbe Josef Dobrowsky, tiie father of Slavonic
comparative jjhilology, devoted his life to gram-
matical, philological, and historical research, but
wrote principally in Latin and (Jerman. In 1795
Fr. V. M. Kramerius established a Bohemian
printing-press which, till his death in 1808, was
the centre of Czech literary activity. In 1806 Jan
Nejedly issued the first periodical, the Hlasatel

( Herald ), in the Bohemian language. Dobrowsky
unfortunately constructed a prosody intended to

reproduce the classical metres by accent irrespective
of quantity, wiiich was very embarrassing to poetry
till overthrown (1818) bv Palackv and Szafarzik
(Sciiafarik). Still A. J. Puchmajer (1795-1814) is

justly considered the reawakener of the Czech
muse. The stores obtained by the researches of

Dobrowsky were edited in the Starobyld Skladauie,
'Ancient Collections' (1817-24), by V. Hanka,
who also first successfully imitated the popular
songs and ballads of the jicasautry ( 1815-16). But
the greatest impulse to Bohemian poetry was given
by the 13tii-century manuscripts above mentioned.

In 1818 Count Kaspar Sternberg and others
succeeded in fully estal>lishing and endowing the
Bohemian Museum, which became the centre of

research and progress. In 1819 appeared the first

great poem of the revival, Polak's Sublimity of
Nature. Next came J. Kollar, Fr. L. Czela-
kowsky, and the Slovak Jan Holy. In 1821 J. S.

Presl established the scientific magazine Krok, and
ere long created a Bohemian terminology for

chemistry and other sciences. In 1825 Jungmann
pu1)lished his History of Bohemian Literature. In
1827 the magazine {Czasopis) of the Bohemian
Museum appeared under the editorship of Fr.

Palacky in Bohemian and German. Contrary to
expectation, the circulation of the German monthly
dwindled to nothing, while that of the Bohemian
quarterly rapidly increased. m 1831 the ^Nlatice

Czeska, a bye-committee of the museum, was in-

stituted for the republication of old and the publi-

cation of new works of value in the Bohemian
language. By its aid J. Jungmann's gigantic
Bohemian dictionary, the work of thirty years,

appeared in five large volumes (1835-39), and
in 1837 Szafarzik's Slavonic Antiquities, the first

Bohemian work that obtained a European reputa-
tion. In 1831 Fr. Palacky was elected historian

to the Estates of Bohemia. After searching the
principal archives of Germany and Italy, espe-

cially the Vatican Library, he brought out the
first volume of his history in German in 1836,

in Bohemian not till 1848, the year of the abolir

tion of the Austrian censorship of the jiress.

In 1849 J. A. Purkyne, a physiologist of Euro-
pean reputation, effected the establishment of

the periodical Ziva for natural science. Other
periodicals became numerous. Palacky's History
(to 1526) was completed in German in 1867, in

Bohemian not till 1876, the excisions and inter-

polations of the censorship being rectified. It was
continued by Gindeley ( 1829-92 ). The translation of

Shakespeare's dramatic works Avas completed ( 1854-

72). K. J. Erben deserves especial notice as poet,

archaeologist, translator, and editor of Huss's
Bohemian works (3 vols. 1865-68), of Stitny, &c.
V. V. Tomek, besides his history of the university
of Prague ( 1849), is author of an exhaustive history

of the city of Prague (vols, i.-vii. 1855-85). He
was justly appointed the first rector of the re-

established Bohemian LTniversity of Prague (1882).

Bolieiuinil Brctbreil, a religious society,

instituted in Prague about the middle of the
15th century, originally composed of remnants of

the Hussites. In 1453 they settled on the borders
of Silesia and Moravia. The Thirty Years' War
entirely broke up the societies of the Brethren

;

but afterwards they united again, though per-

secuted. Their exodus and settlement in 1722 on
the estates of Count Zinzendorf (q.v. ) in Saxony,
occasioned the formation of the Herrnhuters. See
Moravians.

BolieillOIld I., eldest son of Robert Guiscard
(q.v.), was born about 1056, and during his youth
distinguished himself in his father's war against the

I
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Byzantine emperor, Alexius Coninenus ( 1081-85).
After his father s death he was exohnled from the
throne of Apulia l>y his hrother Koj,'er, and only
gained the principality of Tarentum after a lonj,'

contest. He joined the crusade of 1U92 with a larj,'e

armv—most of which he had won over from his

brotliers service—and took a prominent part in

the capture of Antioch (lOOS). While the other
crusaders advanced to storm Jerusalem, Bohemond
remained in Antioch, where he estahlished himself
as j>rince, and route<l the besieging forces of the
pultan. He was afterwanls made prisoner by a
Turki>h emir, and remained two years in captivity.

Tancre<l, meanwhile, looked after his interests in
'

Antioch. liohemond returned to Europe to collect

tr<M)j)s, and after defeating Alexius in several en-
i

fagements, wa.s acknowledged by that emperor as
'rince of Antioch. He died in Aimlia | 1 1 11 ). His
8on a.ssumed the government of Antioch in 1126,
and was killed in battle ( 1130). <

Uollllie. Sec IJoKHMK.

BuIliUiscll-Brod, a town of 4(i<K) inhabitants, !

20 miles E. of Prague by rail, near whicli the
Hiissiies((|.v.) weredefeated in U;U. See I'liOKOP.

B«»llll. Hknky Georoe, publisher, was born in

London, January 4, 179H. His father, a (iennan,
wa.s a b(K)kbinder, and latterly a second-hand
lj<jokseller, and young IJohn, adopting the latter

bu.'^iness, in 1831 startt'd on his own acc()unt,

amassetl many valuable old books, and in 1841

i.ssuefl his famous 'guinea catalogue," containing
23,208 articles. Ne.xt he tried the ' remainder

'

tra<le, ami in 1846 lie began the issue of the series

of works with which his name is identified. It is

imi>ossil>le to estimate too highly the services he
h;is rendere<l to the community by republishing, at

a cheaji rate, a viust number of t)ie most valuable
works in literature, science, i)hilosophy, theologj',

&c. The whole eventually numbered over 600
volumes. He also edited the Bihliothcra Par-
rill nil, Lowndes's Hifj/iofjriip/irr's Manual, &c.

,

and issued translations of Schiller, CJoethe, and
Humboldt, besides a Iliinilhunk of Proverbs, and a
DiftiiiHiini iif Knijlish Puctirnl Qiiotation.s. After

retiring from business in 1SG4, his chief stock,

copyrights, and secondhand l>ooks, reali.sed aljout

£1()0,(I00. The china and art collections, sold both

before and after his death, realised £45,000. He
died August 22, 1884.

BUIltlillifk, < >TTo, Sanskrit scholar, was born

in isl.', iif C.Tiiian ancestry at St Petersburg; from

18.T) to 1S42 studied oriental languages, esjiecially

Sanskrit, at ISerliii and IJonn : and. after twenty-

six years in his native city, settled in 1808 at Jena.

Amimg his invaluable works are the lirst Euro]»ean

edition of the Indian grammarian I'anini (183!)), a

Sanskrit riirest^unathy (1845; 2tl ed. 1877), and a

trreat Sanskrit dictionary (7 vols. 1855-75). In 1888

he Cflibrated his jubilee.

Boliiiii. The Family of, was founded by the

Norman Humphrey de Hohun, and in 1199 the

head of the house W'came Earl of Hereford. The
then Earl of Herefonl was taken jirisoner at

Bannockburn, and a kinsman was slaiij in single

combat by Bruce. In 1.3S0 the heiress of the earl-

doms of" Hereford, Essex, and Northampton,

married Henry Bolingbroke (Henry IV.).

Boiardo, M-VTTEo Mahia, Count of Scandiano,

one <<\ tlic greater Italian poets, was born in 1434

at Scandiano, a village situated at the foot of the

Lombard Apennines. He .studied at the university

of Ferrara, and in 1462 married the daughter of

the Count of Norellara. He livetl i)rincipally at

the court of Ferrara on terms of intimate friend-

ship with Duke Borso and Duke Ercole, by the

latter of whom he was employed on important

diplomatic missions, and ai)pointed in 1481 gover-
nor of Modena, and in 1487 governor of Keggio.
As an administrator he was distinguished for his

clemency, and is said to have held that no crime
should be visited with capital punishment. He
died at Reggio in 1494. Boiardo has been called

the ' Flower of Chivalry.' His fame rests on the
Orlando Innamorafo (1486), a long narrative poem
in which the romances of the Carlovingian cycle
are recast into Ottava rima. Full of rich and
graceful fancy, this is the only work in whicli the
spirit of chivalry is found in union with the spirit

of the Renaissance. The chief characters, the
Palatlins of Charlemagne, are led in a maze of

adventure from Paris to Spain, Hungary, Africa,

and the far East ; Orlando, whose love for the
eastern princess Angelica is the central subject,

being none other than the hero of the old Chanson
flc Poland. Ariosto adopted Boiardo's characters
anil magic machinery, and brought his narrative to

a close in the Orlando Furiosu, by which the fame
of the earlier poem has been unfairly obscured.

After going through sixteen editions before 1545,

Boiardo's work became almost forgotten, its

vigorous but rough ami provincial style being un-
congenial to the Florentine taste. Boiardo's other
works com])rise various Latin eclogues, a versifica-

tion of Lucians Tiinon, translations of Herodotus,
the Ass of Lucian, and the Golden Ass of Apuleius,
and a series of sonnets and L'anzonl (Reggio, 1499).

The best edition of Boiardo is by Panizzi ( 9 vols.

Loud. 1830). See also Symonds's Penuissancc in

Italy.

Boieldieu, Adrien Francois, an eminent
French comjjoser, was born at Rouen in 1775. His
talent for music was early developed. At the age
of eighteen he brought out a one-act opera in his

native town, and two yeai-s afterwards he repaired

to I'aris, where he produced many successful com-
positions. ^^'hen the Conservatoire de Musitjue

was established, Boieldieu was elected a professor.

The Caliphe de Jiaijdad (l':d9)^\ns his first brilliant

succes.s. His unhappy m.arriage with the celeluated

dancer, Clotilde Matieuroy, induced him to accept

an invitation to St Petersburg, where from 1803

to 1810 he filled the post of imperial tnaifrr de

chapelle, wrote the music to Racine's Athalie, and
nroduced several operas. Returning to I'aris, he

brought out Jean de Paris (1812), La Dame
Blanehc (1825), his masterpiece, and other jiopu-

lar works. His strength lies in bright and grace-

ful meioily, light but tasteful instrumentation,

and i>ure" harmony. He has been called 'the

French Mozart.' he was elected an academician

in 1817, and on his death, 8th October 1834, the

nation honoured him with a public funeral. His

native city claimed his heart, and in 1875 erected

a monument to him. The government further

marked its sense of his merit by granting a pension

to his son Adrien (1816-83), wlio himself composed
several operas. See Pougin, Boieldieu, sa Vie, ses

(Euvres ( 1875).

Boii. a powerful Celtic people who dwelt origin-

ally in Tiansaljjine (iaul, part of whom settled in

the modern Bohemia, and bequeathed their name
to that country.

Boil (Old Eng. hi/I, Middle Eng. hdc; akin to

prov. Eng. and Scotch heal, 'to suppurate ;' its

present spelling having arisen through confusion

with the verb boil, which is from the French ) is a

hard painful swelling of the skin. It usually begins

as a small hard point of a dusky red colour, which

is hot, painful, and throbbing. This point extends,

and these .symi)tonis increase in severity till sooner

or later, wlien the boil ceases to enlarge, it is of a

conical form, with a broad firm base, and on the

apex a whitish blister, which contains a little
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matter ; this opens, and after a few days more
tliere is discliarged the core, a little pellet of dead
cellular tissue, and the small cavity left heals

rapidly, leaving a white depressed scar. Some-
times boils subside without any l)reach in the
i<kin, or any discharge. These are known as blind

boils, and are generally less conical in shape, less

painful, and slower in their progi'ess than the com-
mon form. Boils rarely occur singly : very often

the subjects of them suffer from successive crops

<luring a period of some weeks or months. They
may att'ect any jmrt of the skin, except the palms
of the hands and soles of the feet.

Boils are jirobal^ly always caused by some
abnormal condition of the blood or the nutrition

of the body, though they often occur in people
who appear to be in good health. They are most
common in spring ; are rare in young children,

most frequent in older children and young adults.

Any sudden change in diet and daily habits is very
apt to cause them ; thus persons undergoing a
course of hydropathic treatment, or training for

races, and country girls going into toA\'n as domestic
servants, are very apt to suSer. They often occur
also during recovery from exhausting diseases. ' In
many cases they must be looked upon as salutary.

After an outbreak of boils, the health often gradu-
ally improves ' (Erichsen).

The best application to a boil in the early stages
is collodion, frequently repeated, which often ]}ve-

vents its further development. Later, when the
pain is severe, frequent bathing with hot water,
or the application of small hot poultices, which
may be made of poppy-heads, or of oatmeal or
linseed-meal, vnll give relief and hasten the pro-

gress of the case. Incision is sometimes advisable
if the patient's suffering is great. The constitu-
tional condition must always be attended to, and
any error in diet or habits corrected. Aperient
medicines are generally useful, with, in enfeebled
conditions, tonics ; in plethoric conditions, alkalies.

Sulphide of calcium, in doses of a tenth to a quarter
of a grain, gi-eatly hastens the ripening of boils,

and prevents the formation of fresh ones.

Boileau, Nicolas, was born at Paris, where
his father was a registrar in one of the law-courts,
on the 1st November 1636. He was educated at
Beauvais, and received both a legal and a theo-
logical training. In his twenty-first year, however,
he inherited a competence, and decided to follow
a life of purely literary activity. In his youth he
appears to have been most generally knoA\ii by the
surname Despreaux, which he had taken in accord-
ance with a practice of the time. He published
his satirical Adieux d'loi Poete a la Ville dc Paris
in 1660, and in 1663 we find him united Avith
Moli^re, La Fontaine, and Racine, in the famous
'society of four.' In 1666 he published a collection
of satires from which the royal privilege was for a
time withdrawn, through the influence of Chape-
lain, one of the Avriters whom he had gibbeted.
Boileau, however, soon gained the favour of the
king, who awarded him various pensions, and in
1677 appointed him, along with Racine, to the
post of royal historiographer. L'Art Poctique,
which contains the exposition of his literary creed,
and which was imitated hy Pojie in the Essay on
Criticism, was published in 1674, along with four
cantos of the Lntrin, a clever serio-comic descrip-
tion of an ecclesiastical squabble over a reading-
desk. Two cantos, concluding the poem, ap])eared
in 1681. Between 1669 and 1677 Boileau pul)lished
nine epistles, written, like his satires, on the
Horatian model. To celebrate the cai)ture of
Namur in 1602, he composed an ode whicli remains
a glaring example of servile flattery and bad verse.
This deplorable production was admirably bur-
lesqued by Prior. In his last years Boileau retired

to Auteuil, where he died on 13th March 1711.

His works include several critical dissertations in

prose, a collection of epigrams, a translation of

Longinus On the Sublime, a Dialogue dcs Hcros de
lioman, and a series of letters, a number of which
are addressed to RacLne, extending from 1672 to

1710. He appears to have been of a jealous,
arrogant nature, but not without generosity.
Though he secretly preferred Corneille to Racine,
he did his best to exalt the younger at the expense
of the elder dramatist. Nevertlieless, when Cor-
neille's pension was stopped, he is said to have
made a courageous protest to the king against ' so
barbarous a spoliation.' His verse has Avit and
vigour, but he never rises to the level of the great
satirists. His influence as a critic has been pro-
found. The 16th century had Hooded French
literature Avith neAv Avords and ncAv ideas. The
riches Avhich it had imported and developed re-

quired to be sifted, refined, and reduced to order.

This task, Avhich had been begun by Alalherbe,
Avas carried out Avith drastic energy by Boileau.
He set up good sense, sobriety, elegance and
dignity of style as the cardinal literary virtues.

He discountenanced the conceits of the salon
coteries, and the grossness and grotesqueness of

the earlier Avriters. Tln-ough his influence more
than any other man's, French prose became almost
identical Avith clear, precise, and polished composi-
tion. But for more than a hundred years, Avhile

his authority Avas at its height, tliere Avas a
distinct falling-ott" in poetry. Verse Avas robbed
of fire and melody anel the poAver of A-ague sugges-
tion. The drama Avas divorced from real life, and
restricted to certain prescribed situations and
conventional characters. Boileau led Frenchmen to

look Avith ignorant contempt on the nation's early
literature. While he refined he impoverished
the A'ocabulary. The language lost its old pith,

colour, and flexibility, and became for a time
incapable of reflecting viAdd passion or complex
character. Boileau's immense influence has thus
been both beneficial and hurtful to French letters.

For more than a hundred years he Avas accepted
by his countrymen as the infallible ' laAvgiver of

Parnassus.' His authority has been reduced to

a closer conformity Avith liLs deserts since the rise

of the French Romantic school. See Fournier's

edition of Boileau (Paris, 1873), and Laverdet's
Corrcspondance de Boileau (Paris, 1858).

Boiler, the name given to a vessel in Avliich

steam, usually for a steam-engine, is generated. In
its simplest form, it consists of a close vessel made
of metal plate, having apertures for the admission
of Avater and egress of steam, fitted Avith apparatus
for shoAving the level of the Avater and the jjressure

of the steam, and in connection Avith a furnace,

either internal or external. When Avater is boiled

in an open pan, the temperature of the Avater and
of the steam rising from it remains at or very near
212° F., and the tension or pressure of the steam is

no more than sufficient to make its Avay into the
atmosphere, being exactly equal to that exerted in

all directions by the atmosphere itself—namely,
14 '7 lit. per square inch. In a close A'essel, on the
other hand, the temperature and pressure to Avhich

Ave can raise the steam are only limited by the
strength of the vessel or boiler against bursting.

The form of a boiler is deternuned by tAvo con-

siderations—namely, strength to Avithstand internal

pressure, and efficiency in producing steam ; and
the object of the designer is to comlnne in one
apparatus suflicient strength to Avork safely at the
proposed pressure, Avitli such a form and arrange-
ment as shall abstract the maximum of heat from
the gases of combustion, and at the same time be
in all respects suitable to the special circumstances
of the case. The globular form is that best adapted
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for strength, and wajs the earliest to be used. It

presents to the tire, however, the niiniuium area in
proportion to its contents, and therefore has a
niininiuni eJliciency. After splierical boilers, cylin-

drical ones came into use, at first set on end, and
afterwards laid on their sides, and later on, these
were furnished with internal cylindrical tubes for

furuiices. Watt's 'wagon Ijoiler" (so called from
its >liape) was used for many years, but being (luite

unlit for anv but the lowest pressures, it ha*; long
been discardeil ; and the ' egg-end ' boiler, or plain
cylinder with hemispherical ends, also n»uch used
at one time, has now almost tlisappeared on account
of its small evaporative eliiciency. At present, it is

ijuite common t<» use a working steam-pressure of

60 to 5>U lb. per square inch in ordinary factory
boilers, and in s<jme cases this is already gieatly
exceeded, while the tendency to use higlier pressures
seems to grow yearly. Already in marine \\ ork and
elsewhere i)ressures <)f 120 to loO lb. per stiuare inch
are as common .'us half those pressures were fifteen

yeai-s since. I'nder tiiese pressures, the only forms
of boiler which can be used without heavy and
e.vpensive internal stays to prevent tiie danger of

bursting, are the globular and the cylindrical. The
former shajte is rejected for the reason already
given, and the latter form is used almost invariably

in the construction of modern Ixjilers, as will be
seen from the examples given below. The ends of

the cylinders, when it Ls. necessary to nuike them
Hat, must, of course, be strengthened by stays.

Boilers may be classilied in several ways—as ( 1

)

Horizontal and Vertical ; (2) Internally and exter-

nally tired ; and (3) Plain, Multitubular, andTubu-
lous. Large boilers are almost invariably hoii-

/imtal, but small vertical lioilei-s are often used.

They are emi)loyed in Steam cranes (q.v. ) and other
situations where great length would be an incon-

venience, and otherwise very fre<|uently when
small powers are reijuired, esi»ecially for temporary
jiurposes. In (ireat Hritain, where moderately
good fuel is used, boilei-s with an internal furnace

are generally preferred ; but on the ( 'onlinent the

common brown coal is much inferior to our fuel,

and a correspondingly larger quantity of it must be
used to generate a given volume of steam. As the

size of a furnace linuts the fuel which it can burn,

this frequently invidves having a much larger grate

than could be conveniently arranged inside the

boiler, and on this and other accounts l>oilers are,

on the Continent, more frequently externally tired

than in this country. Under tiie head of 'plain'

boilers come all ordijiary cylindrical boilers, with
or without internal furnaces, horizontal or vertical.

They are the cheapest and simplest which can be

made, and, if properly prop(jrtionetl, possess a
considerable evaporative ellicieiicv. Wlien it Ls

necessary, however, to economise fuel, or space, or

both, * liiultitubular' boilers are frequently used.

These derive their name from the fact that in

them the tlame and ga.ses of combustion are made
to i>a.ss through a great number of small tubes

(surrounded by the water) on their way to the

chimney. The steam-generating power of a boiler

depends greatly on the extent of surface which it

presents to the" flame, an<l it is obvious that a great

number of small tubes present a much larger sur-

face than one large tube occuitying the space of

them all. Thus, with the same heating surface,

a multitubular boiler will occuoy nmcli less space

than a plain one, and at the same time the

etiiciency of its surface is found to be greater.

It is, however, neces-sarily more exi>ensive and

nmre liable to get out of order. Tubulous boilers

ditler from multitubular boilers in not only con-

taining tubes, but coii.sistinff of tiiem, and having

no large cvlinders whatever. Their chief advan-

tages are ( « ) their great strength, for it is easy to

make a metal tube strong enough to withstand
pressures far higher than any at present in use

;

and (b) the peculiarity, that if any accident
happens or explosion occui-s, it will only be to one
tube at a time, and not to an immense boiler shell

(as with the common boiler), and its evil conse-
quences will thus be greatly reduced. For this
reason tubulous boilers are often called ' safety

'

boilers. It will be readily undei-stood that there is

no distinct line of demarcation between the three
classes of which we have been speaking, but that,
on account of the immense variety of boilers which
have been designed and constructed, those of one
class pass through gentle gradations into those of
the next.

The commonest form of boiler for factories, «.^c.

is thiit known as the ' Cornish,' and shown in tig. 1.

It consists simply of a cylindrical shell, a, a, inclos-

ing a much smaller cylinder, /, /, called a Jluc.

The ends of the tlue are open, but the space between
it and the shell, which contains the water, is of

coui-se closed up antl made steam-tight. The tire-

grate, d, is in the interior of the tlue, and at the
end of it is a brick l)ridge, f, made so as to cause
the tlame to impinge on the ujtper side of the tlue.

Fig. 1.

The boiler Ls set in brickwork ; and the flame,

passing out at the back end of the tlue, is made to

travei-se the whole length of the boiler twice through
brick flues before pa.ssing away to the chimney.
The Cornish boiler has often two internal Hues or

tubes, which is a much more advantageous construc-

tion than that shown in tig. 1. A Cornish boiler

with two tines is known as a ' Lanciishire ' boiler.

In the ' Calloway ' boiler, a very excellent nu)dilica-

tion of the Cornish, which in outward ajqiearance

it exactly resembles, there are two furnaces, but
these join together in one chamber just behind
the bridges, antl the gases are made to pass

through a space considerably narrowed by side

pocket:)- projecting inwards in order that they may
Ije well mixed. From this point to the back of the

boiler there is just one tlue, made oval in section,

and crossed by a considerable number of \ertical

tai)er tubes, which form a direct communication
between the water beneath and that above the Hue.

These tubes (called 'Galloway tubes') both promote
circulation and strengthen the tlue. Multitubular

boilers of manv kinds are used, both for stationary

engines and other jjurjioses, Imt the largest number
of those constructed are certainly for steamers, and
a common type of marine boiler is shown in tig. 2.

The shell, a, a, is cylindrical, and contains one or

more cylindrical furnaces ; c is the Hre-grate ; d, a

brick bridge ; e, a conibusti(m chamber or tlame-

box ; /, the tubes through which the Hame passes

back to the front of the boiler ; and {/, the smoke-
box at the base of tiie funnel, h. The line

k, k, shows the ordinary level of the water in

the boiler. On board ship it is of course an
object to take up as little space as possible with

the boiler and machinen', and at the same time

to have boilers which shall use as little coal as

possible, both because of the saving in cost, and
becau.se of tlie saving in the room taken up by

coal. For all these reasons, marine boilers are

invariably multitubular.
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The varieties of vertical boilers are as numerous
as those of horizontal. When dirty water, or water
containing much insoluble sediment, has to be used
(as e.g. in steam-eranes frequently), they are of the

siinnlest construction, witli nothing but an inner

lire-box and an outer shell (both cylindrical), the

space between them being tilled with water all

round and over the top of the hre-box. If clean

water can be had, however, and it is desired to l)e

at all economical of fuel, some kind of multitubular
vertical boiler must be used, and of these probably
the best is that known as the ' Field ' Ixjiler, and
shown in fig. 3. The peculiarity of it consists in

Fig. 3.

the tubes, Avhieli are closed at the bottom and
hang down from the top of the fire-box ovej- the
grate bars, containing inner tubes of much smaller
diameter. The latter are intended to aid the
circulation of the water, which passes down the
inner tube and up again through the annular
space around it, where, being most exposed to the
action of the Hame, it is hottest. Of the difierent

varieties of tubulous boilers, those best known are
perhaps the Babcock and Wilcox, the Root, and the
Howard boilers. The great difficulty about all of

them is the obtaining sufficiently free circulation
for the water and the steam formed below its

surface. But this difficulty seems to have been
overcome in those first mentione<l. Locomotive
boilers are always multitubular, for much the same
reasons as marine 1>oilers. The boiler of a single
locomotive often contains 1500 or 1800 square feet
of heating surface, and occasionally as much as
2000 s(juare feet.

The principal test of the efficiency of a boiler is

the quantity of water (generally expressed either in
pounds or gallons), which it Avill evaporate from
and at a temperature of 212° F., with the con-
sumption of one pound of coal. Of course, this
varies very much with the quality of the fuel,

but with good pit coal ( not dross ), a Cornish boiler
often evaporates 6 to 8 lb. of water per lb. coal,

and a multitubular boiler, such as fig. 2, about
10 or 11 lb. jier lb. coal. Good Cornish or Lanca-
shire boilers, however, often attain as great economy
as those of any other type. The best rate of com-
bustion on the grate varies with the construction
of the boiler, from 10 to 18 or 20 lb. per square foot
of grate surface per hour, and much more with
forced draught, as in a locomotive.

Until very recently l)oilers were almost invariably
made of wnnight-iron plates riveted together. The
parts most exposed to the action of the flame were
made of the best quality of iron, and the other
parts of inferior qualities, according to their posi-

tion in reference to the flame. Now, however,
for all first-class work, and work where high
l)ressures are to be used, the common material for

boiler construction is ' mild ' .steel made by the

open hearth process, and having a tenacity of about
28 tons per square inch. Copper is often used in the
fire-boxes of locomotives, but seldom in any other
ilescription of boiler. Brass boiler tubes are some-
tiuR's seen, and on account of its l)etter conducting
qualities, brass is to be preferred to iron, but its

dearness prevents it superseding iron in the great
majority of cases, and there ai-e other drawbacks to
its use.

Every boiler lias, to render it complete and work-
al)le, a number of Jittiiigs or moimtuiffs, of which
the following are the princijjal : A glass gauge to
show the level of the water inside the boiler, and
gauge-cocks for the same purpose ; a gauge to show
the pressure of the steam ; a valve for admitting
water ; a cock at the bottom for emptying or
'blowing off;' a valve for the discharge of the
steam ; one or two safety-valves, weighted so that
when the pressure of steam in the boiler reaches a
certain height, they open and allow the steam to

rush into the air ; a door by which a man can get
in to clean the boiler, &c.

In order to imluce a current of air through the
furnace so that a proper combustion may be main-
tained, stationary boilers are generally provided
with a chinmey of considerable height, and made of

brick or sheet-iron, to wliich the products of com-
bustion are conducted after they have left the
boiler. In locomotive boilers, and in some other
cases where a sufficiently tall chimney cannot be
made use of, a very powerful current is made by
the ejection of the waste steam through a blast-

pipe with a contracted nozzle at the base of the
chimney. To prevent loss of heat by radiation,

and the consequent waste of fuel, boilers should
always be covered, in all parts exposed to the
atmosphere, with felt or some non-conducting com-
position.

For further details see also Boiling, Gas and
Gases, Injector, Safety-valve, Steam, and
Steam-engine.

Boiling, Boiliug-poillt. When heat is

ajiplied to a vessel containing a liquid (say Avater)

at ordinary temperatures, the temperature of the
liquid gradually rises. Vapour may be seen rising

from its surface ; and, after a time, bubbles of

vapour form in the interior and moA'e upwards, but
disappear before they reach the surface. The dis-

appearance of the bubbles is caused by the con-
densation of the contained vapour, and is accom-
panied by tlie so-called singing of the water. This
noise is produced by the falling in of the walls of

the bubbles when the vapour is condensed, and
increases in intensity as the number of the bubbles
increases. If heat be still applied, the tempera-
ture rises to such an amount that the bubbles no
longer condense, but ])ass freely to the surface of

the liquid. The liquid is then said to boil. When
this occurs the temperature remains constant on
the M'hole until all the water is boiled off. This
temperature is called the hoiliiig-point. It may be
defined as the temperature at which vapour comes
o^frechj from the surface of the li(|uid. Difierent

liquids boil at different tempei'atures ; and, for

each licjuid, this temperatiire increases with in-

crease of the atmospheric pressure. The following
numbers, extracted from Kegnault's tables, show
how the boiling-jioint of water is afl'ected by
pressure :

Temperature Centigrade.

0' 10^ 20° 30' 40° 50' 60" 70' 80' 90' 100°

Pressure in Atmospheres.

OOG 012 0-023 0-042 0-072 0121 0-19G 0-306 0-4GG 0-691 1-000

Thus, if the jjressure be 0'023 atmospheres, water
will boil at 20" C. or 68° F. And if water at a
tem]>erature much below its ordinary boiling-point

be placed under the receiver of an air-i)umj) anil

the pressure be reduced, it may be made to boil.
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It will give off vapour under these conditions
until the pressure rises to that corresponding (as in

the tahle al)')vo) to tht- given teniiicniture. Sviien

this condition of equilihriuni is readied, the vapour
IS said to be satiinitof. Thus we obtain another
lelinition—the Iwiling-point of a lii]uid is the
temperature at which its saturated vapour has a
pressure equal to that to wliich its surface is

subjected.
Abnormal boiling-points may be obtained artili-

cially. Tims, if water be carefully heated in a
very smooth and clean gliuss vessel, its temperature
may be raised considerably above the ordinary
point before it lK)iis. Hut in this c<ase the boiling
takes jilace exjdosively when it does begin.

Since the atmospheric pressure depemls ui>on tlie

heiglit above the earth's .surface, the boiling jioint

of water varies with the height. This furnishes

the principle of the hypsometric thermometer (see

B.VKOMETEK, and Hekjuts, Mka.sike.mkxt of).
L'nder the surface of a lii|uid the pressure incre.ases

with the dei)tli. Hence the boiling-point increases

with the depth. This explains the phenomena of

the (Jeysers (ij.v.). See also Pai-in'.s Dige.stkr,
and Sl'llKKtilli.VL St.vTE OK Lk^iids.

Boilili;;. in Cooker)'. One important prelim-
inary rule in boiling rests on the fact explained
in the jireceding article, that water cannot be heated
in an open vessel, or in one with the ordinary
littiiig lid of a cooking Mitensil, to a higher point

than '212 . NN'lien a vessel, then, has once begun to

boil, a stronger tire than is just sullicient to keeji

it l»oiling will only evajtorate, or waste, the water
in steam, but will not cook the food any fiuster. To
boil a joint of meat succe.ssfully, it is necessary to

place It in wiiter alrea<ly heated to the boiling-

point, in order that the all>nminous matters of the
skin, vS.c. may be coagulated as speedily as jio.ssible.

The coagulated alliumen forms an impenetrable
coating or varnish, as it were, thus preventing the

soaking out of the nutritious juices of the meat.
After tills ha.s been accomplished, the pot siiould be

withdr.awn from the lire, so as to allow the water
only to simmer. Tlie cooking goes on tiirougii tlie

agencv of the natural moisture of the llesii. (."(in-

verted into vaiiour l>y tlie iieat, a kin<l of steaming
takes i»ia<'e witiiin the jiiece of meat; it is, when
skilfully done, cooked liy its own steam.

The meat siiouid be trimmed, washed, ami drieil

before it is placed in tiie water. As it simmers, tiie

water siiouhl be kept well skimmed, l>ut witii due
rememi>iance of the fact tiiat raising liie iiil of tiie

ve.ssel lowei-s the temperature of tiie water; and

the preservation of an e<jual degree of heat tiirough-

out the operation is of the gri>atest importance.

For fresh meat, 2(J minutes is the allowance for

each jiound. Tiie weatiier must also be considered :

in frosty weather, or witii very tiiick joints, extra

20 minutes siiould be given. Slutton loses in iioii

ing, in 1 li)., :i\ oz. ; beef, in 1 Il»., 4 oz. .Meat tiiat

liits Iteeii saitetl and dried lias its outer coat already

sealed up ; it reciuires, therefore, to lie tiiorougiilv

wjusiied, soaked for '2 hours in colil water, dried,

and j.iit to i>oii in cold water, gra<liially Immgiit to

the lioiling-point, and kejit simnieiing for a time

l»roportioned to tiie si/.e of tlie j.iece. Hams and

tongues to be eaten cold, siiould lie allowed to cool

in tiie water in wiiicii tliey have been Itoiled. The
following is a time-talde for the cooking of these

meat.s, reckoning from tlie time the water Ixiils: A
ham of Iti 11). takes .") lioui-s ; a tongue of 10 lb.,

2 to 4 iiours ; a pigs face of lt> lb., 2 hours ; a piece

of itacon of 4 111., 2 iiours.

IJefore iioiling poultry or fish, it is advis.able to

rub the outside skin witii a cut lemon. This in-

sures a snowv-white appearance in the cookeil food.

Fish should' lie placed in c<dd water, in whicii a

tablesjioonful of .salt and one of vinegar is mixed

;
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should be gradually brought to the boiling-point,
a!id simmered carefully, lest the outer part should
crack before the tiiick jiart is done. If on drawing
up tiie tish-idate, a thin knife will easily divide the
Hesh from the bone in the thick parts, and if tiie

eyes contract, and become like balls, the fish is

sufiiciently cooked. Drain by laying the jilate

across the kettle covered with the lid, and dish jier-

fectly dry on tlie strainer, which siiould be covered
with a napkin.

^'egetallles require generally to be well washed,
and jilaced in boiling water, in which is mixed a
large spoonful of salt. To preserve the green colour
they are best boiled in a jian without a cover.
When they sink they are done. CJreen vegetaiiles
siiould be well iiicked, soaked in salt and water,
drained and lioiled in jilenty of water, in a vessel
witiiout a lid. Caldiage reipiires two waters;
sjiinach, very little, as ii; is full of moisture. Pease
and beans slKUild not soak, lint be merely rinsed in
a colander. Winter jiotatoes should .soak for an
hour or more ; whether they siiould lie jilaced in
colli or boiling water dejien Is on the descri]ition.

A piece of soda the size of a small marble assists

the boiling of pease and cabbage, if tlie water is

very hard.
trying is practically boiling in fat or oil, and

when imiperly carried out, with a jian full of oil,

is tlie iireferable way of cooking lish and some
vegetal lies.

Kois d'.iro (sometimes corrupted into BODOCK),
also Jiow-wood, or Osage-orange [Madura aiiraii-

tiaca), a tree belonging to the Artocarpacea', sub-
order Moracea*, is a native of the Soutiicrn United
States. Its large beautiful orange-like fruits aue
scarcely eatable, but its spines make it useful as a
hedge iilant. Its wood is strong, and hard, and
elastic, and hence was used by the Indians in the
manufacture of their liows.

Kois-dc-Koiiloifiie. See Boulogne.

Boise <"it.V. caiiitai of the state of Idaho, U.S.,

stands ill a fertile valley, iieai' the Boise l{i\er, 520
miles NF. of San Francisco. The public buildings

include a United States assay oflice, goUl being tlie

princiital article of export. A branch railway, 20
miles long, now ccmnects the city witii tlie Oregon
Short Line Kailmad. Fop. ( 1890) 231 1.

Bois!£Obcy. FultTlxl-: nr, a French novelist,

was linin ill 1^24 at (iranville in Normandy, anil

died 2Gtli February 1891. After several campaigns
in Algeria as army-jiaymaster, he ni.ade his first

ajipeal to tiie ])ulilic' in 18G8, with a story

in the pages of the T'ctit Journal. It was
followed in quick succession by a crowd of

sensational stfiries which soon gained a certain

jiopiilarity even in England, spite of the excep-

tionally poor quality of the current translations.

A close follower of (iaboriau, he has all his master's

vigimr and ingenuity, but lacks that sense of

dramatic (itness and respect for verisimilitude which

saved tiie original from the inipossilile absurdities

of the imitations. But lovers of 'police-novels'

are not exacting in literary workmanship, and Du
Boisgobey's stories are at least always readalile.

Among the best are LHomme sans Nom (1872),

Le Forrat Colonel ( 1872), L'As cle Cosur ( 1875), Les

MijsUrcs dc Nonveau Paris (1876), Lc Crime cle

VUl>tra (1880), ami Le Secret dc Bcrthe (1884).

Some twenty of tliem h.ave been translated.

Bois-le-i>llC (Dutch, 'a- Hcrtoricnhosrh, ' Duke's

Forest"), acitv of tiie Netherlands, capital of North

Brabant, is 28 miles SSK. of Utrecht l>y rail. It

is a clean, well-built town, al)out 5 miles in circum-

ference, intersected liv canals, and was strongly

fortified till 1876. Bois-le-Duc is the .seat of a

Catiiolic archbisliop, and has a very iine cathe-

dral (1312-1498), a town-hall, college, arsenal,
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<an academy of arts, a graniniar-school, several

hospitals, \e. Iron-founding, book-printing, the

making of beer, spirits, woollens, cigars, jewelry,

liuen-tliread, ribbons, and cutlery, are the prin-

cipal industries. Ilois-le-Duc was founded iu 118-4

by CJodfrey ill., Duke of Brabant, in a wood,
lience its name. His son Henry strengtliened the

town witli walls. The town was ineffectually

besieged in 1601 and 1603, but surrendered to

the Dutch in 1629. In 1794 it was taken by
tlie French ; and in 1814 retaken by the Prussians.

Pop. (1869) 2-4,395; (1891) 27,594.

Boisser^e, Sulpiz, was born at Cologne in

1783. Inspired with the idea of collecting the

scattei-ed specimens of early German art, he and
his brother Melchior gathered together two hundred
pictures in a gallery in Stuttgart. In 1827 the
collection was sold to the king of Bavaria, and
in 1836 transferred to the ^lunich PinakotJiek.

Sulpiz, who died in 1854, was author of Geschichte

des Doins von. Koln (1823-32) and other important
works. See his Life by his widow ( 1862).

Boissonatle, Jean Francois, Hellenist, bom
at Paris in 1774, became in 1809 titular, and three
years later actual professor of Greek in the uni-

versity of Paris; in 1813 member of the Academy
of Inscriptions ; and in 1828 professor of Greek
Literature in the College of France. His more im-
portant works are Fhilostrati Hcroica (1806) ;

Man'/ii Vita Prodi (1814), Tiberius Rhetor dc
Figuris (1815), Sylloge Poetarnm Greecorum (1823-
26), Babrii Fabulce (1844). He died at Passy,
8th Sei>tember 1859.

Boissy d'Aiiglas, Francois Antoixe, Count,
French statesman, born at St Jean Chambre, in

Ardeche, in 1756, was for some time major-domo
to the Count of Provence (Louis XVIII.), and a
member of the States-general. Daring the Reign
of Terror, fear of the ' 3Iountain ' kept him quiet

;

liut, yielding to the solicitations of Tallien and
Barere, he joined the conspiracy against Robes-
pierre. Two months after the execution of the
tyrant, he was elected secretary of the Convention

;

and shortly after, a member of the Conmiittee of
Pul)lic Safety, in which capacity he displayed
remarkal)le talent and discretion. As director of

the supply of provisions for Paris, he was exposed
more than once to popular hatred, but firmness
and presence of mind preserved him. He was
afterwards president of the Council of Five Hun-
dred ; was called into the Senate by Napoleon ;

and made a peer by Louis XVIII. '^Through all

the changes of the times he maintainetl the
principles with which he had commenced his
career. He died in Paris, October 20, 1826. His
chief ^v^itings are : Pcchcrches snr la Vie, les

Ferits, et les Opinions de Malesherbes (1819), and
Ftudcs Littiraires et Poctiques d'lcn Vieillard ( 1826 ).

Boito, Arrigo, Italian composer and poet, was
born 24th February 1842, at Padua, and studied at
the Milan Conservatorium. His first important
work is the opera Mrfistofele, produced without
success in 1868, but which has steadily groAvn in
popularity. It betrays the influence of Wagner.
Other operas are Ero c Leandro, Nerone, Oda alV
Arte. He wrote his own librettos, and has published
several songs, lyrical dramas, and novels.

Boivill, Marie, a French midwife, born in

1773, became a nun ; but after the destructicm of
the nunnery at tlie Revolution, she devoted herself
to midwifery. So distinguished was she as super-
intendent of the Maternite at Paris, that tlie king
of Prussia conferred an order on her, and ^larlnirg
University the degree of M.D. She died in 1841.

Bojador', Cape, a headland on the west coast
of Africa, in 26° 7' N. lat., 14' 29' W. long. The
Portuguese doubled this cape in 1432.

BojailO, an ancient Italian toMTi with a cathe-
dral, on the Biferno, 13 miles SW. of Campobasso.
Pop. 3506.

Bokha'ra is the name given to the countries

of Independent Tartary under the rule of the khan
(or emir) of Bokhara. The most important part
of it formed the ancient Sogdiana. The extent of

the khanate of Bokhara lias been constantly under-
going changes. Until recently it included the
whole basin of the Zarafshan ; but the Russians
have now annexed Samarkand, and the lower basin
of the river forms the essential pait of the territory.

The population of the present khanate has been
estimated at from 1,000,000 to 2,500,000; its area
is about 90,000 sq. ni.

Only in the neighbourhood of the rivers is culti-

vation possible. The rest of the soil is composed
of a stiff arid clay, interspersed with low sand-
hills. Bokhara has only three rivers of any import-
ance—the Amu-Daria or Oxus, the Zarafshan, and
the Karshi. Entering Bokhara at Koshtupa, the
Amu Hows through the country in a north-west
direction to the Sea of Aral. Its banks in some
parts are very fertile, especially in the neighbour-
hood of Balkh. The Zarafshan, which rises among
the glaciers of the Alai range, issues out into the
plain near Samarkand, and fertilises the district

thence to the city of Bokhara. Before reaching
the city, it sends out a northern branch, which,
after a fertilising course of several miles, is ab-

sorbed in the sand. The southern branch, which
passes Bokhara to the north, formerly extended
to the Lake of Kara-kol, a salt-water sheet
about 25 miles in circumference, which is con-
nected with the Amu by irrigating canals ; but
of recent years its volume has been seriously

lessened for purposes of irrigation, and now it,

too, is lost among the ever-encroaching sands.

Its upper banks, however, have been benefited

by the process, and its valley is the richest as

well as the most populous in Bokhara. The
Karshi has a course of about 60 miles before

it is also lost in the desert. Outlying provinces
of Bokhara, separated by mountains, are Darwaz,
Karategin, Hissar, and Kulab.
The climate is healthy, but subject to great

extremes of heat and cold. The rains usually
commence and end with February. Violent sand-
storms are frequent, and occasion ophthalmia
among the inhabitants. Minerals are scarce. The
sands of the Oxus yield gold. Salt deposits are

numerous. Alum and sulphur are found in the
vicinity of Samarkand, and sal-<amnioniac in the

mountainous districts. The other products include
rice and cotton, wheat, barley, beet-root, vege-

tables, hemp—only used in the preparation of

bhang—silk, fruits in immense abundance, and
tobacco. The camel's thorn, a plant that grows
luxuriantly in Samarkand and Karshi, exudes a
saccliarine gum or manna, extensively used as
sugar.

Sheep and goats form a great source of wealth.
Camels are numerous and valuable ; the horses are
celebrated for their strength and endurance ; and
the breed of asses is excellent. Myriads of silk-

worms are fed on' the mulberry-trees that clothe

the banks of every stream. The industry in-

cludes tlie manufacture of silk-stuff's, cotton-

thread, shagreen, jewelry, cutlery, and firearms.

Its geogi-aphical position secures Bokhara the

transit-trade l)etween Russia and the south of

Asia ; and the Transcaspian Railway has prob-

ably increased the ccnnmercial prosperity of the
country in proportion as it has lessened its

prospect of maintaining its independence. The
population, like that of the other khanates of

Turkestan, consists chiefly of the aboriginal Tajiks
of Persian, and of the dominant Uzbegs and
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Turkomans of Turkish origin. Nomadic Arabs
anil Persian slaves aie also numerous. The army
n)iml>ers alMUit .S(»,(KH>, formerly l>a<lly armed, but
since I8S.") vi;,'orously drilled by Russian officers,

and armetl with lierdan rifles.

Bokhara was conquered in the beginning of the
8th century by the Arabs, who were dispossessed
of it in l'2.'i2 by tJenghis Khan. It fell into the
hands of Tininr in 140;i, and in iJO.j was taken
by the l'zl»egs, its present masters. During the
ISth century the khans were characterised by the
worst .•xbominations of ea.stern vice an<l fanaticism

;

and Bokhara lost it.s political pre-eminence among
the khanates of Turkestan. The canals, which alone
gave fertility to the country. Mere neglected;
large areas were again overspread by the desert;
and tilt' population diminished. With tiie acces-
sion of the Khan Nasrullaii (lS2fJ), a barbarous
and incapable tyrant, the country l)ecame an
••bject f)f rivalr>' to Kngland and itussia, who sent
envoys U^ cultivate his friendship (see BUKNES);
but lie anil liis successor, .Moz;iirar-ed-din, treated
iKith with eijual insolence and contempt. After
the capture of T.i-siikend by the Itussians in

IHUTi (see TlKKRSTAX ), a religious war was
preached against the Uus>ians, and the khan was
comjielleil to opjMise them. He wa.s ilefeated at
the battle of Irdjar, May 'Jtl, iHiHi; and in May 1808
Samarkand (q.v. ), one of the most important cities

of Bokhara, was taken. The command of the upper
course of the /arafshan, which fertilises the cen-
tral i)art of the country, placed the khan entirely

under the jiower of Uussia. In July 18(38 a peace
was concluded by which Samarkand was ceded
to the czar, and stipulations were entered into

favoiirable to llussian tnule. The treaty caused
'Teat dis.satisfaction to the fanatic Mussulmans of

l{i>kliara. TIk'V rose in rebellion, placing at their

head Abd-ul>ii'lik Tore, the son and heir of

the khan. The Russians aideil the khan at

his request ; and in (,>ct«l)er the rebels were
defeated near Karshi. The rel)el jtrince sought
refuge in Afghanistan. Shere Ali, the Afghan ruler,

gave him a warm welcome, and would have invailed

Bokhara had lie not been restrained by Lord Mayo,
the Indian viceroy, who told him that Englantl

could not encourage him in any attack on his

neighlK)urs. While Shere Ali wius meditating this

invasion, .\lMlurraliman, his nephew, who had
married a daughter of the khan of Bokhara,
endeavoured to obtain Russian aid in invading

Afghan Turkestan with a Bokliarian army. I'.ut,

in this ciuse, Ru.ssia opposrd the enterprise ( see

Akijiianistan ). During the inviusion of Khiva
in I87;i the khan etliciently a.ssisted the Russians,

and was rewarded by a large addition to his

territory from the Khivan jjo.ssessions on the right

bank of the Oxus, under the treaty entered into

Itetween Russia and Khiva in JulylST.S. < >n the

death of .Mozatlared-diu in lSS-2 he was succeeded

by .VbdulAhad, liLs younger son, whose mental

and physical weakness h.os rendered him an.xious

to secure the jirotection of Russia, and her assist-

ance in governing his country. Since his accession,

a Russian political agent has been apjutinted, and

a liussian bank established in Bokhara, and
everything points to the early absorptiim of the

couiitrv into Rus.sian Turkestan, in which the

annexation of .Merv in 1884 has practically inclosed

it. See X'ambery's Ilistor;/ of Bokhara { 1873), and
Lansdell's Russian Ventral Asia ( 1885).

Bokhara* capital of the above khanate, is

' sitiiat.d on a plain a few miles from the Zarafshan,

i in :V.\ 4x' N. lat., tt4"26' E. long., in the midst of

trees and garden.^. It is between 8 and 9 miles in

circumference, and surrounded by embattled mud
walls about -24 feet high, and pierced by eleven

gates. The houses, which are small and ill lighted.

are built of sun-burned bricks on a wooden frame-
work ; and the roofs of all are Hat. The streets
are ill payed and very narrow, the widest barely
sufficing for the passage of a loaded camel. The
palace of the khan occupies an eminence of be-
tweeri 200 and 3U0 feet in height in the centre of
the city. It is surrounded by a brick wall GO or
70 feet high. The mosques, which are said (fabu-
lously ) to be 365 in number, necessarily form one
of the greatest features of Bokhara, wliich is tlie

centre of religious life in Central Asia. The most
imposing one occupies a square of 300 feet, and hjis

a cujiola 100 feet high, ornamented with blue tiles.

Attached to it is a tower of about twice the height,
built by Timur, from which criminals are hui-led.
The city has long been celebrated as a seat of
learning, and contains, in addition to a va.st

number of schools, about 80 colleges, which are
attended, it is stated, by some 5000 students;
among these, in past times, have been pupils
frimi India, Cashmere, and Chinese Turkestan. A
canal intersects the city, but the water, which
becomes very scarce in summer, is at all times a
source of disease from the lilthy state in which it

is kept. Bokhara is still the most important com-
mercial town in Central Asia, although the gradiuil
dn ing up of the Zarafshan, througli the Russian
irrigation-works at Samarkand, has le-^i-sened the
population by about a half. Silks, woollens, and
swords are manufactured, and large slave-markets
are held ; but the most striking feature of the
town is its numerous bazaars, gorged with the
richest wares of Europe and of Asia. Bokhara was
in 1888 connecteil by the Transcaspian Railway with
Merv, and so with the Ca.spian ports. The pop. is

estimated at 70.(K)0. See TlRKESTAN.

Itokliara <iover. See Mklilot.

Ilolail Pass, a narrow, i)recipitous gorge,

ascending in a generally north-west direction from
a point 5 miles NW. of Dadur to the broad jdateau
of Dasht-iBidaulat, in Beluchistan, and lying
pretty directly between Sind and Kandaiiar. Its

entrance and its outlet are respectively 800 and
5800 feet above the level of the sea. The total

ascent, therefore, is about 5000 feet, Mhich, on
a length of barely 55 miles, gives an average
of fully 90 feet to the mile. Along the bottom
of the pass descends a torrent, now repeatedly
bridged by a good military road ; and in 1SS5-S6 a
railway, 50 miles in length, was laid for military
pur{)oses. Over part of it there are three rails, the

central one being toothed to catch a cog-wheel on
the engine. The route, without being impracticable,

is highly defensible in a military point of view,

and is coniiiiande<l by the fortress at Quetta, now
British. It is bounded throughout by eminences
which sometimes attain a height of 800 feet ; and
yet, in 1839, a British column of artillery accom-
plished the whole distance in six days. From the

northern outlet there is no fall, and a good road

runs to Quetta, 25 miles away.

BoIa.S (Span., 'balls'), missiles used by the

natives and (janrhos of southern South America,
consisting of two he.avy balls, generally of stone

covered with leather, connected by a plaited thong

6 to 8 feet long. One bola is lield in the right

hand, while the other is swung rapidly round the

head, at the full extent of the thong, and both an;

discharged at the animal to be captured, so as to

wind round its feet, and bring it to the ground. In

another form of bolas, there are three balls, not of

the same size, connected at the common centre by

three short thongs or ropes.

Bolbec, a busy town in the French depart-

ment of Seine-Inferieure, 19 miles ENE. of Havre

bv rail. A stream of the same name supplies

water-power for several mills, where woollens,
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linen, cotton, and clieniicals are manufactured.

roj). (1S72) 10,009; (1891) 11,125.

Boldrovood, Kolf, is the pseudonym of

Th >nias Alexander Browne, author of Robbery
Under Arms (1888), A Modern Buceancer (1894),

and other tales of adventure in Australia. Born
ill En-.dand in 1827, he Avas taken to Australia in

1830 hy his father, Ca])tain Sylvester John Browne,
one of the founders of INIelhourne ; and tliere, after

a good education and a varied experience in stock-

farming and other vocations, he hecame a police

magistrate and gold fields commissioner. He con-

tiiimtod to the CurnhUl Magazine in 1865, and
has written in other serials.

Bole is an earthy mineral resembling clay in

structure, and consisting essentially of silica,

alumina, red oxide of iron, and water, which
occurs in nests and veins in basalt and other trap

rocks. It feels more or less greasy when placed

between the fingers ; is of diflerent colours—yellow,

red, brown, and black ; has a dull, resinous lustre,

but a shining streak ; and is readily friable and
not plastic. Armenian bole has a red tint, and is

used for colouring tooth-powders and false ancho-
vies. Lemnian Earth (containing a large percent-

age of silica) is tiie bole from the island of Lemnos;
it is red in colour, and was at one time prescribed

as a tonic and astringent modifine—no doubt from
the large percentage of oxide of iron juesent. The
boles wliich are employed in veterinary practice in

Europe are generally made from Armenian bole.

The savage tribes in South America eat bole to

allay the pangs of hunger. AVIien bole is calcined,

it. becomes hard ; and when after\\aids levigated, a
( oarso red kind is used as a pigment. French bole
is pale red ; Bohemian bole, reddish yellow; Silesian

bole, pale yellow ; and Blois bole is yellow.

Bole'ro, a Spanish national dance, invented in

1780 by the dancer Sebastian Zerezo. It is

danced in moderately cjuick three-quarter time by
two persons to the accompaniment of the castanets
and the guitar. The name is also applied to the
air to which it is danced. Like the fandango it is

said to be originally a refinement of an African
dance still performed by the Congos under the
name of chika.

Boletus, a genus of Hymenomycete Fungi
(q.v. ). The older botanists inchrded in it the
numerous species now forming the genus Polyporus

(see A>i.\DOU, Dry Rot,
and Polyporus ) and
other genera ; but even as
now restricted, it includes
about one hundred Euro-
pean species. Most of the
species resemlde the com-
mon mushroom and other
species of Agaricus in

general form, but are dis-

tinguishable at a glance
by the pore-like surface
occupying the place of gills.

Unlike Polyporus, the
whole spore-bearing tissue
(hymenium) is easily de-

•
_ taclied. Some of the species

are edible. B. cdtdis is much used in France, also
in Germany, Hungary, Bussia, tS:c. It is the ecps
ordhaa're of the French markets. It grows on the
ground in thin woods of oak, chestnut, or beech,
and sometimes in iiiouiitainous districts, in places
covered with moss, heath, or grass. In moist
V arm summers it sometimes appears in prodigious
quantities. It has also been jjartially cultivated
by inclosing a portion of a wood, aiid catering
the ground with water in which the ])lant has
been steeped, thus, in fact, sowing its minute

Boletus edulis.

spores.* In Britain it is comparatively rare. The
cap is smooth, 6 or 7 inches across, with a thick

margin, varying in colour from light brown to

brownish black ; the tubes at first white, then
yellow, and finally yellowish green ; the stem
thick and solid, beautifully reticulated. The tubes
are removed along with the skin and stem, and
only the tiesh of the cap is eaten, which is liriu,

white, delicate, of agreeable smell, and is ])repare(l

like the common mushroom, dried to flavour sauces,
ragouts, &:c., or eaten raw with salt and ])epper.

It is wholesoiue and nutritious, and is certainly to
be reckoned one of the very best of the edible fungi.—B. scabcr is another edible British species, but
much inferior.—i^. aenens is the ceps noir of the
French markets, and i>'. aura>ita(rHs is t\\e girolle

rouge or roussillc. They are used like B. edulis.

Forms of which the flesh turns lilue when broken
and exposed to the air, should be avoided as prob-
ably poisonous.

Boleyil, Anne, second wife of Henry VIII.,
was born in 1507, and Avas the daughter of Sir
Thomas Boleyn, afterwards Viscount Rochford
and Earl of Wiltshire, by Elizabeth Howard,
daughter of the Duke of Norfolk. She spent-

some three years ( 1519-21 ) at the coirrt of France,
and soon after her return to England was wooed
by Lord Henry Percy, the heir to the earldom of

Northumberland, and by King Henry himself, who
in the April of 1522 began to shoAver wealth and
honours on her father, and who ere this had dis-

honoured her sister Mary. Not till the king's
divorce from Catharine of Aragon was set afoot
(in INIay 1527) does Anne seem to have favoured
liis addresses ; but long before Cranmer pro-

nounced the divorce (23d May 1533) she was
Henry's mistress, and in the preceding January
they liad been secretly married. She was crowned
with great splendour in Westminster Hall on
Whitsunday ; but within three months Henry
bade her ' shut her eyes to his unfaithfulness, as
her betters had done, for he could abase yet more
than he had raised her.' His cooling passion was
not revived by the birth, in September 1533, of a
princess, the famous Elizabeth, still less by that
of a still-born son, on 29th January 1536, barely
three weeks after the death of t^ueen Catharine.
On next INIay-day the king rode ofl' abruptly from
a tournament held at Greenwich, leaving the
queen behind, and on the morrow she was arrested
and brought to the Tower. The story runs that
his jealousy was kindled by her dropping a hand-
kerchief to one of her lovers in the lists below

;

anyhow, a Aveek before, a special commission had
been secretly engaged in examining into ch.arges

of Annes adultery with her own brother. Lord
Rochford, with Sir Francis Weston, Henry Norris,

and William Brereton, gentlemen of the juivy
chamber, and with Mark Sineaton, a musician.
Only Smeaton made any confession ; but on the
12th till! four commoners, on the 15th Anne and
her brother, were tried and convicted of high
treason. Her own father and her uncle, the Duke
of Norfolk, were instrumental in her death, the
latter presiding over her judges, the twenty-six
peers, and pronouncing her doom. No vestige of

the evidence remains. On the 17tli Smeaton was
hanged, and the other four beheaded ; and two
days later, upon Tower Cireen, Anne submitted
her slim neck to the headsman's axe. Henry
the next day married Jane SeyiiKmr. That Anne
was guilty of adultery Avith Henry is certain ; that
she was guilty of incest with her brother, or even
of adultery with her other alleged jiaramours,
remains at least not proven. The character of

this ' mother of the English Reformation' was not
saintly ; but she probably was not the Jezebel
that Saunders, the Jesuit, would have us believe.
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Acconling to him, she was even in person ugly,
mis-shapen, monstrous ; whereas we know that she
was a comely brunette, her only <iefect a supple-
mental nail. See Hepworth Dixon's History of
Tiro Qiteciis (1874); Paul Friedmann's Antie
Boleijn (2 vols. Lond. 1885); and works cited
under Hknry VIII.

Bol;u:ary, a \illaj,'e in the Russian goveniment
of Ka/.;iii, near tlie Vtdga, with about 150 houses.
It oecuiiios tlie site of Holgar, cajiital of the old Bul-
garian kingdom, remains of whicli, in tlie form of
ruined huildings, walls, and minarets, yet attest its
former state.

Bolifrad. a town in the Russian province of
Ik-ss;iral)ia, '28 miles WV. of Ismail, at the head of
Lake Vapudi, a feeder of the Danube. It is well
bnilt, and lias some traile and manufactures of
soap, candles, pottery, t!v:c. Pop. 8170, many of
till-Ill Mnlgarian immigrants.

Boll, an aiii'ient town of Asia Minor, on the
left bank of tiie river lioli, 136 miles E. by S. of
Constantinople. Pop. 5(X)0.

Bolide is a name given to a large meteor which
explodes ami falls in aerolites; a fire-ball. See
Mki i;i)i;s.

Boliiiu'broke, Hknry St John, Viscount,
one of the most gifted of English statesmen ami
orators, wa.s liorn at Battersca, on October 1, 1G78.
He l)elonged to a good family, and was educated at
Eton. The statement wiiich his various l>iographei-s

have repeate<l of his having matriculated at Christ
College, (Jxford, hits l>een dispnjved l»v recent
research. .Vfter travelling on the Continent, he
entereil parliament in 1701 as member for Wootton
Bii-ssctt. There were at the time three pcditical

tiarties, the .Jacol»ites, the Torii.'s, and the Whigs,
tolingbroke joinetl the Tories, ami gained imme<liate
distinction l>y his vigorous and polisheil eloquence.
From 1704 to 1708 he was Secretary for War in the
(lodolpliin ministry ; in 1710 lie liecame Foreign
Secretary, ami shared the lcaderslii]» of the i)arty

with Harley. He was called to the House of

Lords in 17i'2, and in 1713 lie negotiated the Peace
of Utrecht. ThLs Wiis the one act of his political

career wliich was of benefit to his country. It did
not, however, bring him iiopularity as a statesman,
and he estrange<l his followers by his morldd love

of secret scheming, his desire to do everything
alone ami in the dark. After plotting succes.sfully

for Harl(>y's downfall, he set to wcuk to form a
Jacobite ministry in July 1714. A week afterwards
his designs were sliattered by the death (jf Queen
Anne. (Jeorge I. came to the throne, and Boling-

broke, who had intrigneil on behalf of the Stuart

cause, tleil to France. He wiis attainted in 1715,

and acted for some time sis Secretary of State to the

Pretender. While living abroad he wrote his lic-

Jtirtiuns on E.cili', and aildressed a letter to Sir

William Wyndham, in vindication of his political

career. His first wife, a daughter of Sir Henry
Winchcomb, having died in 1718, he married in

17'20 the rich wi<low of the Manpiis de Vilette.

By the shrewd use which he made of this ladys
wealth, he ol)tained permission to return to

England, where he was not allowed, however,

to sit in the House of Lords. He then settled

at Dawley, near Uxbridge, and became the asso-

ciate of Pope, Swift, and other men of letters. It

was bis ambition to be ranke<l among philosophers,

but the ethical studies in which he engaged could

not wean his attention from jjolitics. He intrigued

in London for an otlice which he never obtained,

and attacked Walpole with the utmost bitterness

in a series of letters which ajipeared in the C'raffs-

iiuin, and were reprinted as A DisscrUdion on

Parties: Disappointed in his hopes of readmission

to political life, he returned to France, where he

remained from 1735 to 1742. During these years he
produced A Letter on the True Use of Retirement,
and his most important contribution to literature—
the Letters on the St nihj of History. The precepts
which he laid down for the historian's guidance were
indorsed by Voltaire and carried into practice by
-Macaulay. Bolingbroke's last years were spent at
Battersea, where lie wrote his Letters on the Spirit
of Patriotism, and his Idea of a Patriot Kiny. He
died, after a bmg illness, on the 12th December
1751. 'The Alcibiades of his time,' Bolingbroke
is one of the most interesting and brilliant figures
in English history. He was idolised by his con-
temporaries f<n- the grace of his person, the
charm of his manner, and the splendour of liis

talents. An admirable speaker and writer, he
was not a great statesman—hardly a skilful party
leader. He was the arch-intriguer of Ids time;
as a politician he was thoroughly selfish ami
insincere. In his writings he preached a double
morality ; while he consitlered Christianity a fable,
he held that a .statesman ought to jji-ofess the
doctrines of the Church of England. His philo-
sophy is sensational ; ami as a cynical critic

of revealed religion, he was accounted one of
the notable English deists. His works, philo-
sophical and political, are written in an ora-
torical strain. They are models of polished,
pointed, ileclamatory prose. They deserve to be
.studied if only for the merit of the style ; their
niatter is of less interest, but their wit retains
its edge, and their eloquence its glow. Boling-
broke's collected works were ])nblislied by David
Mallet in 1753-54. See Broscli, Lord Bolinybroke
uml die Whirjs nnd Tories seiner Zeit (1883), and
Bolingbroke, a Historieal Study, by John Cliurton
Collins (1886).

Bolivar, the name of several states and terri-

tories of South America.— ( 1 ) A state of Colombia,
lying W. of the Magdalena. Area, 21,345 sq. m.

;

pop. officially estimated at very nearly 350,000.
The surface is mostly low and well watered, with
many swamps ; the climate in some parts is hot
and unhealtby. Capital, Cartagena ; chief port,

Baiianijuilla.— (2) The largest of the United States
of \'enezuela, extending from Colombia to the At-
lantic, and watered Iiy the Orinoco and its tribu-

taries. Area, 88,383 s(j. m.
;
pop. 58,560, in which

are included some sparsely settled districts around.
The state is frequently called Guayana; for its

cai)ital, Ciudad Bolivar, see AN(_;0STri{.\.— ( 3) A
province of llie rciniblic of Ecuador; pop. 63,000.

—

(4) An agricultural settlement of Venezuela, 30
miles NE. of Caracas, founded in 1874 to receive

immigrants.—(5) One of the new teriitories of

Buenos Ayies, 170 miles SW. of the capital. Area,
2070 sq. 111. ; pop. 2055.

Bolivar, Simo.v (named El Lihertador for

having rescued South America from the Spanish
yoke), was born in Caracas, in what is noAV \'ene-

zuela, July 24, 1783, and was descended from a
noble and wealthy family. He studied law at

Madrid, and visited several other capitals, witness-

ing in Paris the closing scenes of the lievolution.

In 1801 he returned to Caracas, but on the death

of his young wife he came to Europe again in

1804, and in 180!) visited the United States,

from which he returned with the deterniina

tion to free his country from foreign despotism.

Arriving in Venezuela, he at once associated him
self with the patriots tliere ; and after the insurrec

tion at Caracas in 1810, he was sent to London with

a view to interest the British cabinet in their aims.

The British government, however, declaring its

neutrality, Bolivar speedily returned. On the

declaration of independence by Venezuela on July

5, 1811, M'ar was commenced by the Spaniards, and
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Bolivar fought under General INIiranda in several

successful engagements. The royalists having
again obtained possession of Venezuela, Bolivar
had to Hee to Cunicao ; hm in September 1812 he
joined the insurgents in New (iranada, and driving

the Spaniards back beyond the Magdalenji, recrossed

the frontier with a force of 500 men, and pro-

claimed a war to the death. His army increased

with each victory ; and on August 4, 1813, he
entered Caracas as a conqueror, and proclaimed
himself dictator of western Venezuela. Fortune
soon deserted the patriots, however; in June 1814
they were routed at Cura, and 1500 slain. Bolivar
was compelled to retire to Cartagena, and, after

some further service in New Granada, to Kingston
in Jamaica, where an assassin, hired by the
Spaniards, tracked his steps, but by mistake
murdered his secretary. Having visited Hayti,
anil assembled there the insurgent refugees (1810),
Bolivar tMice landed in Venezuela ; he was finally

compelled to flee to Barcelona, and there formed a
provisional government. The following two years
were marked by a series of conllicts in which the
scattered parties of patriots were most frequently
beaten. In 1819 a congress was opened at Angos-
tura, and Bolivar was confirmed in the supreme
power. Having conducted his army, of which the
British legion formed a third, over the almost
impassable Cordilleras to New Granada, he
achieved the victories of Tunja and Boyaca, and
soon afterwards declared New (iranada united with
Venezuela as a republic, under the name of

Colombia. Nevertheless, although Bolivar had a
force at least twice as large as Morillo, the dis-

sensions of the patriots prevented any concerted
action, and it was only in June 1821 that the
victory of Carabobo virtually ended the war in

Venezuela ; while it Avas not till July 1824 that
the royalist troops were finally driven out of the
country. The constitution of Colombia was
adopted on August 30, 1821, and Bolivar was
chosen president.

In 1822 Bolivar added Ecuador to the republic,

and was summoned to help the Peruvians. Bolivar
was named dictator of Peru, from which possession
also the Spaniards were driven, after more than
two years' fighting. In 1825 Bolivar visited

Upper Peru, the name of which was changed in

his honour to Bolivia. A constitution prepared by
him in 1826, at the request of the Bolivians, excited
dissatisfaction and even alarm, chiefly on .account
of its proposal to intrust the executive power to a
president for life, without responsibility, and with
power to name his successor. In September he
intrusted the government of Peru to a council
a])pointed by himself, and returned to quell a dis-

turbance in Venezuela. His personal influence
prevailed, and he was re-elected president, in spite
of his expressed unwillingness ; but meantime, in

Peru his famous code had been renounced, and
tlie Colombian troops had been expelled from
Bolivia. His assumption of supreme power in
August 1828 roused the apprehension of tiie

republicans ; the dread of a second Na])oleon led
to a conspiracy against his life ; and in November
1820 Venezuela separated itself from Colombia.
In consequence, Bolivar laid down his authority in
AjM-il 1830, when the congress of Bogota, iiow
largely made up of his enemies, voted him a
l)i>nsion of 3000 dollai-s, on condition of his residing
abroad. He died at San Pedro, near Santa INlarta,

ITtii December 1830. Bolivar has been descril)ed as
tlie Washington of South America. The difficulties

of the war of liberation compelled him to assume
a dictator's power, but there is no proof that he was
ever insincere in his devotion to liberty ; and in
the service of his country he not ordy gained no
v/ealth, but freely spent his own large ifortune. In

1842 his remains were removed with great pomp to
Caracas, where a monument has been erected to
his memory ; statues have been raised to him at
Bogota, Lima, and New York ; and the Liberator's
centenary was celebrated at Caracas with great
enthusiasm in 1883, when sixteen foreign states
were represented at the various functions, Avliich

extended over forty days.

Boliviai> a rejtublican state on the west side
of South America, formed in 1825, and deriving
its name from Bolivar. Formerly called Upper
Peru, it Avas till 1825 i)art of the viceroyalty of

Buenos Ayres. It extends between 8° and 23° S.

lat., and 57° 30' and 73° W. long., and is inclosed
by Peru, Brazil, Paraguay, the Argentine Ke])ul)lic,

and Chili. A portion of the Argentine frontier
has been for some time undetermined. Its coast
provinces Bolivia lost to Chili in consequence of
the war between Bolivia and Peru with Chili in
1879-83. The area of the rejmblic—842,729 sq. m.
in 18(59—was reduced by the disastrous war on the
side of Peru against Chili to 530,000 sq. m. (more
than four times the size of the United Kingdom).
The poi)ulation is probably under 1,500,000, thougli
some estimates give 2,300,000, of whom ratiier
more than half are native Indians.

Surface and Hydrography.—Prior to the treaty
of 1884, Bolivia contained the loftiest and most
mountainous district of America ; but as since
then her Avestern frontier has been bounded
by the Andes, this claim would now be only
partly true. The Peruvian frontier is, lioAvever, un-
changed ; and the lofty plateau of Oruro, with an
average height of 13,000 feet, and about 150 miles
broad, is inclosed between the Andes proper and
the Cordillera Real, to the east. There are also

intermediate ranges and isolated groups ; and the
volcanoes, confined to the western region, include
Sahania, Illampu, and Illimani, all over 21,000 feet

high. The great plateau falls into two parts, of

which the northern is the more inhabited, the
Lake of Titicaca and the many Avell-watered

valleys around making the district not so unpro-
ductive as its great elevation would otherwise
render it. This lake, with an area of more than
3200 sq. m., and a depth of 120 fathoms, incloses

several islands, the largest of which Avas the home
of the founders of the empire of the Incas. The
Rio Desaguadero, with a course of IGO miles, con-

nects it ydt\\ the salt lake and swamjis of Aullagas
or Paria, scarcely one-third the size of Titicaca

;

and somewhat to the west lies the Laguna de
Coiposa, a basin covered, in the dry season, Avith a
thick crust of salt. The southern and lower table-

land is chiefly a desert, where the mountain
streams either sink into the sand, or flood, in the
rainy season, Avhat are salt pampas throughout the
rest of the year. The Cordiller.a Real system
descends al)ruptly, on the north, to the plain of
the Amazon ; but its eastern edge is a series of

terraces, sinking gently to the plains of eastern
Bolivia, Avhich in the north belong to the Amazon
basin, and in the south to the pampas of the Plata.

This eastern region is a cradle of both rivers,

gathering for the latter the I'ilcomayo, Avith its

tiibutary streams, Avhich floAvs through the (iran

Chaco to feed the Paraguay, and for the former
the truapey or Rio (^rande, Avhich afterwards be-

comes the Mamore, and unites \\\{\\ the Beni (q.A\)

to form the Madeira. See America, Andks.
Climate and Vegetation.— Although situated

entirely Avithin the tropics, Bolivia, from its varied

elevation, possesses a Avide range of climate and
productions. The regions Avith an elevation of

over 11,000 feet are called jnmas, Avliile the 2^y)i'i

hrava is the region of snoAv and ice above 12,500

feet. This division includes the Avhole tableland
of Oruro and the loftier mountain peaks. The
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climate is cold and dry, but generally healthy, in

spite of the cuttinf.' winds, the extreme rarity of

tlie atmos])here, and the occasional days of great
heat, followed by bitterly cold nights. Vegetation
is scanty, and cultivation mainly confined to pota-
toes, barley, ami coarse grasses, which maintain
the aninwals of this zone. Here, and in the higlier

parts of tlie next region, the dry and rainv seasons
are distinguished, the latter extending from No-
vember to March. The aibczcras tie vallcs are the
hcad.s of valleys descending to the lowlands, in the
eastern terraces, between 9500 and 11,000 feet; the
deeper valleys, between o(X»0 and 1)300 feet, are
called medio yungas. The fonner have a temperate
climate, and wlieat ancl maize arc produced in

large quantities ; in the latter, tropical fruits begin
to ilourish. East of the inner Cordillera lie the
i/initjaa, or plains under the 5000 feet limit. This
district, with its numerous streams, its luxuriant
trojdcal vegetation, its rich forests of valuable trees

in the nortli, and its immense open savannahs in the
south, >virpasses most countries of South America
in fertility and resources. C'otl'ee, rice, cacao, coca,

pine-apples, bananas, tobacco, cotton, and the
valuable cinchona are cultivated ; and among other
impttrtant nlants are the cojial and caoutchouc trees.

The rainfall here is uncertain. Intermittent fevers

are conlined to the northern plains, where the over-

flowing rivers and rank vegetation are added to a
hot ami moist atmi)sjihe;e.

Aniiniih.—In the jutnas are found the guanaco,
llama, ali)aca, and vicuna—animals almost a.s inde-

nendent of water a-s the camel—and tiic chinchilla ;

in the east, jaguai-s, taoirs, and other wild animals
common to Ihazil. Tlie tii-st three are prized for

their >kins, and are also largely employed a.s leasts

of burden ; the vicuna yields a long, soft wool : and
the chinchilla skins also form a valuable article of

commerce. Large numl>ers of sheep are herded in

the highlands, and of cattle in the plains.

Miiiiidls.—While agriculture ami stock-raising

have never received proper attention in Bolivia,

the development of its mineral resources hits

always been the most important industry of the

country ; for its great yields of gold, silver,

cop]ier', and tin ores Imve for centuries given a large

jtrolit, in spite of the excessive cost of transport.

The mines (jf I'otosi, which have been worked since

1545, are estimatetl to have prodiu-ed, up t(} tlie

present, over .l"lj(M».0«M),(KK) sterling of silver. Since

the war of independence (lS0<t-'i5), the industry

has been practically uninterrupted, and specially

fostered by favourable liscal regulations. The
want of good roads or accessilile seajiorts, and a

lack of better fuel than llama-dung or moss, have

seriously imoeded the work ; but the aj^uoach of

railways, ami the discovery of coal in several pro-

vinces,' promise to remove these checks. Couse-

•juently, a 5,'reat revival in mining enterprise

has been noticeable since 18S:^, many abandoned

mines having l»een reopened. I'otosi still produces

about '2,S00,(RK) ounces: Onirn yields as much;
and the richest mine, Huanchaca, to the scmth-

west of i'otosi, more than twice that amount.

The jiroduct of ail the silver-mines is estimated

at (jver £:i,(X)0,000 annually. Lead and quick-

silver are frequently found along with the silver.

Gold-mining has been abandone<l, except by the

Indians, who carry it on in a primiti\ e way ; but

the metal is stillVashed in grains from the rivers

of the cistern slope and foot-hills of the Cordillera

Keal. The rich copper-mines have recently been

less worked, chiefly owing to difficulties of trans-

portati(jn.

Coiiiincrre, Communication, <(c.—From the land-

lockeil position of the republic, its f(jreigii trade

laboui-s under heavy disadvantages, which the

nature of its great rivers, rendered unnavigable by

rapids, has increased. An uninternipt«d route was
reported to have been discovered in 1887, by the
Acquiiy, Purus, and Amazon ; but as this would
connect Brazil only with the extreme north of
Bolivia, beyond the Madre de Dios, its jtractical

value is doubtful. More is to be hoped for from the
railways, which are now steadily ajiproaching the
country from the south. Prior to the Chilian war,
its favourite marts were the Peruvian port of Arica
and its own Cobija, in Atacama. But both Argen-
tine and Brazil having granted gratuitous egress
through their ports, a great part of Bolivia's pro-
ductions have since been drained through these
countries, chiefly the former. In order to restore
tlie trade to the' Pacific, a railway lias been made
from the now Chilian port t)f Anlofagasta, which
forks at Uyuiii, in Bolivia, one branch going to

Oruro, the other to the Huanchaca mines. The
Paraguayan government has granted a concession
for a line l>v the Pilcomayo to Bolivia and Peru

;

and concessions have been granted by the Argen-
tine Kepublic for parallel routes through the (iian

Cliaco, and anotlier road approached Jujuy. A
railway to connect Potosi with the Argentine
frontier is also projected ; meanwhile, the bulk of

the trade of La Paz is still by rail to Aygacha (50
miles), and by steamer acio.ss Lake Titicaca to

Puno, in Peru, and thence by rail to MolJendo. A
railway from La Paz to connect with the Mollendo-
Puno one is projiosed. Concessions granted in 18C8,

for opening up the Maniore and Madeira to navi-

gation, produced no resnlt, although the Brazilian

government was reported to be willing to render

the Madeira navigable for 400 miles from its

junction with the Amazon, an<l to levy no transit

dues. There are about 4H() miles of telegraph lines,

mostly connecting with the Argentine system.

Recent customs returns there are none, but a careful

estimate would give the annual value of exi>orts at

slightly over £'2.(K10,000, and of inqiorts at about

flT4<X)',000. Two-thirds of the export.s consist

of silver. Li one year there have been shipped to

various countries tiirough Arica 550 tons of copper,

800 tons of copper ore, 500 tons of tin, and GOO tons

of silver iu bars and ore. The exports to Creat

Britain amount to about £'200,000 ; the imi)orts from

thence amount to £.")0,000 or £00,000, being chiefly

iron, cotton, woollen, and manufactured goods. A
considerable trade is carried cm also with (Jer-

inany and France, but there is no ilirect com-
merce with the United States. Bolivian manu-
factures are very backward, firearms and brandy

alone showing any recent advance ; but the coca

and cinchona plantations are attracting a great

deal of attention and cajiital. In 18sr) there were

over 5,000,000 cinchona-trees, yielding 200,000 lb.

of bark ; and the coca-leaf is in large demaml,
both for home consumption and for export.

Pvpulotivu.—The poi>ulati(m of Bolivia is a

mixture of various races, half-caste Spaniards and

Lulians, with some descendants of negro slaves

formerly brought from Africa. About a third of

the people live in the towns, the remainder in

hamlets or in the Campana. All the Indians are

divided into three classes—civilised, semi-civilised,

and wild. To the first belong the (,>uichua and

Aymani Indians, chiefly inhabiting the highlands

of' the west. The fornier are direct descendants

of the Incas, Mho.se language and manners they

preser\e, and form 50 per cent, of the pure native

population ; the Aymani are a kindred race, about

half as numerous'^ They are devout Catholics,

mild in character, apathe'tic, with more eiKlurance

than energy, and are mostly arricru.s, or drivers of

llama-train's, or engaged in llama and sheep rais-

ing and rude agriculture. The second division is

filled bv the Chiquito and Moxos Indians of the

great north-eastern llanos, who retain part of the
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civilisation introduced by the Jesuits in the 17th

century ; while the several trihes of nomadic
Indians inhabiting the eastern plains belong to the

third. These last are ouite wild, but although

more or less maliciously disposed towards the

Spanish race, their dislike seldom finds expression

in overt acts ; and in consequence, travel in Bolivia

is comparatively safe. The half-bred population

is about a third' as numerous as the pure Indian ;

the c/io/os, a Spanish and Indian mixture, form
tiie most important element, and to them Bolivia

largely owes her imlependence. The religion of

the country is Roman Catholic, but others are

tolerated ; there are four dioceses, including an
arclibishopric of La Plata. Education is extremely
backward. Of the four universities, three are for

law students alone ; and in 18S4 only 5 per cent,

of the children of school age attended the schools.

Consequently, literature is at a low ebb in Bolivia,

and its few newspapers have the least weight of

any in South America.
Govcrnmod, <.i-c.—According to the constitution,

the executive is vested in a president, with two
vice-presidents, and a ministry divided into five

departments ; while the legislature consists of

a congress of two chambers, the Senate and
the House of Representatives, both elected by
universal sufFrage. In practice, the law requiring

the election of the president every four years has
seldom been observed ; and since the presidency of

General Santa Cruz (from May 1828 to January
1839), the history of Bolivia is a record of military

insurrections, the supreme power having been
almost invariably seized by successful commanders.
There have been no returns of the actual revenue
and expenditure for several years ; in the budget
for 1894-95 the receipts were stated at £600,000, llie

expenditure at over £700,000. The i)ublic debt is

set down at about £6,000,000, including a 'forced
war loan ' to equip troo[)S against Chili, and a
foreign debt of £1,700,000, contracted in England
in 1872 to open up the Madeira route. The best
authorities, however, returned the total debt in

1894 at £2,500,000, of which the foreign debt
amounted to £1,500,000 ; though a general uncer-
tainty, in which the Bolivian government seems to
share, apparently exists as to the precise amount.
Some two-thirds of the annual revenue is expended
on the standing army, which consists of about 1400
men, commanded by 8 generals and 1013 other
officers. Bolivia is divided into fourteen provinces.

The seat of the executive government, formerly La
Paz, was transferred in 1869 to Oruro, and is now
at Sucre. The chief towns are La Paz (26,000),
Cochabamba ( 14,705 ), ChuquLsaca or Sucre ( 12,000 ),

and Potosi (11,000).
Bolivia declared its independence 6th August

1825, and took the name of Bolivia on the 11th
of that month. The first congress met in the
following year, and adopted a constitution pre-

{)ared by Bolivar
(
q. v. ), which has since, however,

jeen greatly modified. The subsequent history
of the state has been largely a series of restless

and purposeless revolutions. Slavery was abol-
ished in 1836. In 1879 a war broke out between
Chili and Bolivia allied with Peru, of which the
issue was disastrous to the allies. The terms of

peace were severe, and stripjted Bolivia of her
seaboard district, with its stores of nitre and
guano, besides demanding a heavy war indenmity.

BolkllOV, a cathedral city of Russia, on the
river Nugra, 37 miles N. of Orel. It manufac-
tures leather, gloves, hosiery, and soap, and has
an active trade in tallow, hemp, oil, fruit, and
vegetables. Pop. (1893)26,395.

Boll« a measure of capacity for grain, &c., used
in Scotland and the North of England. In Scot-

land it is usually equivalent to 6 imperial bushels,

but in England it varies from that to 2 bushels

—

the 'new boll.' It is also a measure of weight,
containing, for flour, 10 stone (= 140 lb.). The
word is pronounced boxc in modern Scotch ; being
entirely a northern word, it may be distinct from
the English bole, and be rather an old Norse
word—the Scandinavian equivalent of the old

English boUe, modern bowl. See a table of its

local values in Old Country and Farming Words
(English Dialect Society, 1880).

BollandistS« an association or succession of

Jesuits by whom the Ada Sanctorum (q.v. ), or

Lives of the Saints of the Christian Church, were
collected and published (1643—1794). They re-

ceived their name from John Bollaxd, born in

the Netherlands 1596, died 1665, who edited the
first 5 vols., containing the month of January
in 2 vols, published in 1643, and the month of

February in 3 vols, published in 1658. The vast
undertaking had been projected by a Flemish
Jesuit, Heribert Rosweyd, and on his death in

1629 his collections Avere intrusted to BoUand, who
established himself in Antwerp, opened a corre-

spondence all over Europe, and associated young
men of his order with himself in the work. The
suppression of the Jesuit order in 1773 caused the
removal of the Bollandist Society to the monastery
of Coudenberg, in Brussels, till the persecutions
under Joseph II. brought about its dissolution. In
1789 the abbey of Tongerloo in Brabant took up
the colossal task of carrying on the Acta Sanc-
torum; but scarcely had the 53d volume appeared in

May 1794, bringing the calendar down to October 6,

when the French occupation, and their destruction

of the MS. collections, put an end to the work.
In 1837 a new Bollandist association of Jesuits

was formed under the patronage of the Belgian
government, which set aside a yearly sum of 6000
francs for this object, and in 1845 the 54th volume
appeared. Upwards of 60 volumes have now
appeared (the part published in December 1887

carrying the work into November); and there is

thus a prospect of the completion of this vast work,
of which Gibbon has truly said, that ' through
the medium of fable and superstition it communi-
cates much historical and philosophical instruction.'

A new edition, in 61 vols., was published in Paris

(1863-67), and since 1882 supplements, with fac-

similes of the more valuable MSS. , have appeared
at Paris and Brussels, under the title Analecta
Bollandiana. See Saint.

Bologna, one of the most ancient cities of

Italy, beautifully situated on a fertile plain at the
foot of the lower slopes of the Apennines, 82 miles
N. of Florence, and 135 SE. of Milan by rail. An
irregular hexagon, it is inclosed by a high brick
wall, 5 to 6 miles in extent, with twelve gates,

and is intersected by the canal of Reno, while,

on either side, the rivers Reno and Savena sweep
past its walls. The streets in the newer parts
of the city are spacious and well paved, with rich

and varied colonnades, affording shelter alike from
sun and rain ; in the older portion, the streets

are narrow and dii-ty, and the arcades correspond-
ingly low and gloomy. The city is adorned with
many fine palaces of the nobility, which are
rich in fresco-paintings by the great masters.
Pre-eminently worthy of notice are the Palazzo
Pubblico, and the Palazzo del Podesth. The
former contains some fine frescoed rooms and
galleries ; the latter is interesting as having been
the prison and death-scene, in 1272, of Enzio, the
son of the Emperor P'rederick II. , and also as con-
taining the archives of the city. There are numer-
ous and important charitable institutions. The
great feature of Bologna, however, is its religious

1

I
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e<lifK'e«, which are remarkahle lM)th for the l»eaiity

of tlieir arcliitecture, ami the ahuiulanoe and
spleiulour t)f the art-trejii^iires they contain. It

liivs more than 70 churclies, tlie nio-st reinarkahle of

wliich are San Stefano, which is ricli in relics,

Mailonnju-*, ami Hy/antine frescoes of the 11th

ami l'2th centuries; San IVtronio—which, though
unlinished, is the largest churcii in the town

—

a noble specimen of Italian (Jotiiic, with a meri-

dian tnu-ed on the fhwr l»y the astronomer C<vs-

sini, and numerous masteritieces Itoth in sculp-

ture .and in iiainting ; San l)omenico, where the

founder of the order lived and died, and where
liLs tomli h.is lieen richly ornamented l>y Michael
Angelo and others ; ami the catiiedral dedicated
to St Peter, also rich in works of art. In the

centre of the city are two remarkalile leaning

towers, constructs! alntut the beginning of the
12th century : the Asinella, with a height of '274

feet, ami an inclination of 3 feet 4 inches, and the
(lari.semla, with an elevation of 1.S7 feet, and a
lean of 8 feet 2 inches. The university of

IJ<jlogna, the oldest in Europe, claims to have
Ix'en founded in 42o ; it certainly dates jus a law-

schiMtl from the llth century. Its reputation early

became so great, chietly on account of its sc1hm)1

of jurispnidence, that stndent-s from all parts of

Euro]>e were attrac'ted to it. In I2t»2 tiie number
receiving instruction is stated to have been l(l,(HH»,

and it wivs fouml neces-sj^ry to apj»oint professors

specially for the stutlent.s from each country.

Medicine has long l>een the primijial stutly, and
the discovery of Cialvanlsm by one of its profes.sors

ha.s shed a lustre on the university, which is also

celebrated jis the earliest school for the practice of
i

• lis.section of the human ImmIv, ;ts well as for the
|

fact, that for centuries learned female profes.sors

jjave prelected within its wails. Though the I

students now numl>er less than 1."><H), the university
I

still liolds a lirst tank among Italian educational i

institutions ; its eighth centenary w;us celebrated
1

in 1H^S.S. lJ<jlogna also pos.se.sses an acailemv of
|

music of some note ( 18(J.'>), at wlii<li Uossini studied.

The university library- contains l(j(j,(KKJ vols, and
6(XX) MSS., many of which are very rare and valu-

l

able, and there is l>esides a city library of 120,<XK)
1

vols. The Accademia ilelle Helle .\rti is particu-

larly rich in the works of those native artists who
fountled the far-famed l>«)lognese school of paint- i

ing, and it li;us also somr> line specimens of other
'

scliools. IJologna luus given s popes ami UHjre than
i

2(X) cardinals to the ("hurch. There are some
imitortant manufactures, including silk gootls,

velvet, crape, wa.\ camlles, musical instruments,

chemiciil ppnluct^s, paper, cards, and sausages i

almost a.s celel)rated as its paintings. I'op. (1S72)

1 ir),!».->7
; ( 1881 ) l().S,<t<.>S ; (

1S!»1
) 147, (MJO.

|

Bologna i>wes its origin, wiiich is saiil to be much I

more remote tlian that <)f Home, to the Etruscans,

by whom it wjus called Fclsiiifi. It was afterwaids,
j

as Bononi'i, the dnef town of the Boii, from wliom
|

it was taken by the Itomans ami maile a colony
,

(189 «.«•.). After tiie fall of the Ivoman empire, it

pa.ssed into the liands of the Longobards, from
|

wliom it wiis taken by the Franks. Charlemagne
nifide it a free city, ami the citizens were after-

wards invested with the choice of tlieir own judges,

consuls, an<l magistrates. The feuds of the Cuelph

and (Ihibelline factions led in l.>(Mi to the downfall

of the re|iublic, and the supremacy of the papal

see. In 17!H) IJologna was taken by the French,

and was constituted tiie ehief town of the Cisalpine

Kepuldic ; in 181.") it reverterl to the pope. In 1848

the Austrians vainly attempted to obtain i)osses-

8i«»n of the town ; iii the fidlowing year, however,

they captured it after a ten <lays' siege. Froin

the commencement of the Italian campaign of

1850, the Bolognese gave an active sympathy to

the national cause ; intimated their intention of
placing themselves under the rule of Mct<u- Em-
manuel ; and when the question of annexation to
Italy, or separate government, was suVmiitted to

the univei-sal vote of the people, in March 18G0,
the votes for annexation were 1000 to 1.—The
Prucincc of Bolixjna forms part of the conijiarti-

iiiiiito of Emilia. It is very fertile, and its

numerous small streams and canals are largely
utilised in the irrigation of rice-fields. Large
numbei-s of silkworms are reared. Area, 1432
sq. m. ; pop. (1892)486,059. See Burton's Etrus-
can Bulogna (\'S~S). For the Bolognese School of

Painting, see Cai{.\cci, Painting.

Boloi;iia Phial, or Philosophical Phial,
is a short, thick, narrow glass vessel, close at one
end, and oi)en at the otlier, which tiie glass-blower
prepares from each pot of metal before employing
It in the fashioning of tumblers, glasse.s, uottles,

&c. (see Gl.ass). It serves the purpose of

enabling the glass-manufacturer to judge of the
colour and other conditiims of the fused gla.ss or

metal ; and as tlie tlask is not subjecteil to anneal-

ing, it is very friable, and a small angular fragment
of any mineral allowed to drop into it, at once
causes it to lly in pieces. It is curious to notice,

however, that a Bologna jjliial will bear a very
heavy blow on the outside without being frac-

tured.

Bologna Stone, or Bononian Stone. In

the end of the lOtli or beginning of the 17tli cen-

tury, Vincent (_"a.sciorolo, a shoemaker of Bologna,

made the very remarkable discovery tliat the

mineral now known iv.s heavy spar (barium sul-

phate), which is found near IJologna (as it is in

a great many other places), when reduced to a
fine powder mixed witli gum, dried, and strongly

heated in a covered crucilile, is converted into a
sulistance having the property of sliining in tlie

dark. Ca-sciorolo nienti<med his discovery (1002)

to the alchemist Scipio Begatello and the mathe-
matician Maginus, and the latter made the sub-

stance (first called by its discoverer ' capis Solaris,'

but soon from the place where it was jirepareil",

'the Bologna, or Bononian Stone) famous by

the specimens which he sent aixnit. Peter Potier

(or Poteras), a French chemist resident in Bologna,

first published (IG'22) a recipe for making it.

The substance is e.s.sentially sulphide of barium,

but its phosphorescent cliaracter depends very

much on tlie way in which it is preiiarecl, and many
processes have been deserilied. It shines in the

dark only if it Ikis previously been siioiie on,

seeming slowly t<J give out the light it has ab-

sorbed. The now well-known 'luminous jiaint'

is made up of this or of other similar and similarly

prepared sulphides. See PHo.sriloRESCENCE.

Bolometer, an instrument invented (1881)

by Professor Laiigiey for tlie measurement of the

intensity of radiant licat— e.'^.sentiaiiy a Wiieat-

stoiie"s Bridge (.see Electiucitv, Vol.'lV. p. '208),

arranged .so that no current passes through the

galvanometer. The arms of the bridge are made of

a substance the resistance of wliich varies greatly

with the temperature. Hence, if one arm be ex-

posed to radiation from wliicii the other is screened,

tlie galvanometer needle will be at once deflected.

The instrument may be made iiiucli more sensitive

than a thermopile. A good one can measure varia-

tions of temperature of Toin-.th of a degree centi-

grade, and can detect a variation of roABoth-

Bolor-Tagll is a lofty border-ridge of the

Pamir plateau, ranging SW. to NE., wliich falls

abruptly to Kashgaria (.see A.siA, Pamik, TiR-
kestaN ). There wa.s near this an ancient kingdom

of Bolor ; see Proceeiltngn of Geoijrajjhkal Society

for 1881.
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Bolse'lia (ancient Volsinii), a town in the i)io-

vince of Konie, on the north shore of the Lake of

Bolsena (Lacus VolsiHioisis), 20 miles NNW. of

Viterho. It now has only 2200 inhabitants ; but
prior to 280 B.C. it was a place of great importance,

lorming one of the twelve Etruscan cities. At
Bolsena, in 12(53, a doubting priest was said to

have been convinced of the truth of the doctrine of

transubstantiation, by witnessing the How of blood

from the Host lie had just consecrated ; and in

commemoration of this miracle (the subject of a
masterpiece), Urban IV. instituted, in 1204, the
festival of Corjjus Christi. Half a mile from
Bolsena are a few traces of the Etruscan city, and
many fiagments of the later Koman one renuiin.

—

The Lake of Bolsena is a line expanse of water about
10 miles long and 8 broad, but its shores are very
unhealthy. It occupies a volcanic hollow. The
Marta Biver carries its waters into the Mediter-
ranean. It has two islands, Bisentina and Mar-
tana, which were favourite autumnal retreats of

Pope Leo X. See Etrukia.

Bolsward, an old town of Friesland, 15 miles
8W. from Lecuwarden. It has a line Gothic
church. Pop. 5789.

Bolton, or Bolton-Le-Moors, an important
English manufacturing town and parliamentary
and municipal borough in South Lancashire, on
the Croal, 11 miles NW. of Manchester. The
river Croal divides tlie town into Great and Little
Bolton. It was celebrated as far back as the time
of Henry VIII. for its cotton and its woollen
manufactures, introduced by Flemish clothiers in
the 1-ith century. Emigrants from France and the
Palatinate of the Rhine subsequently introduced
new branches of manufacture ; and the improve-
ments in cotton-spinning of the middle of the 18th
century rapidly increased the trade of the town.
Though Arkwright \\a,& at one time a resident, and
Crompton was born and all his life lived in the
parish of Bolton, the opposition of the working-
classes long retarded the adoption, in the town, of

their inventions—the spinning-frame and the mule.
Bolton, containing more than 100 cotton-mills,
with about 4 million of spindles, is now one of the
principal seats of the cotton manufacture in Lanca-
shire. ^Muslins, line calicoes, quiltings, counter-
panes, dimities, tS:c. are manufactured. There
are also extensive foundries and iron-works, bleach-
ing-mills, chemical works, paper-mills, and numer-
ous dye-works. Bolton jiarish has numerous coal-

mines. There are public reference and lending
liljraries and museum, toM'n cemeteries, public park
and recreation grounds, town-hall, which cost in all

£170,250, opened in 1873, market-hall, tish-market,
exchange, mechanics' institute, and many churches
and schools. The cost of bringing the water from
Entwisle Moor, a distance of 5 miles, was, up till

1887, £766,270. Bolton is an important railway
centre, being a principal station on the London and
North-western and the Lancashire and Yorkshire
railways. It is the birthplace of the daily evening
press (Bolton Eve)U)ig News), and has now three
evening and three weekly newspapers. During the
Civil War, the Parliament garrisoned Bolton; in
1644 it was stormetl bv the Earl of Derby. A
canal Avas maile from INIanchester in 1791. Pop.
(1871) 92,6.j5; (1881) 105,973; (1891) 115,002.
Since 1832 it returns two members to parliament.

Bolton Abbey, Yorkshire, is situated in a
highly pi<!turesc]ue district on the river Wharfe,
6 miles E. of Skipton, and 21 NW. of Leeds.
Founded for Augustinian canons about 1150, it

has been celebrated by Wonlsworth in T/ie White
Doe of Eyistone and The Force of Prayer. The
remains range from Early English to Perpendic-
ular ; and the nave of the church has been restored

for service. The old barn of the abbey is still in

use ; and the gateway, familiar through Landseer's
picture, has been incori)orated in Bolton Hall, a
modern seat of the Duke of Devonshire.

Bolns (Gr. holos, 'a lump'), a soft mass of any
kind of meiUcine, intended to be swallowed at

once. It ditlers from a pill in being larger.

Bonia, the capital of the Congo State (q-v.).

Bo'iuarsnnd, a Bussian fortress on Aland
Island (q.v. ), commanding the Gulf of Bothnia.
In August 1854 it was destroyed by an Anglo-
French force, after a six davs' bombardment. The
Treaty of Paris bound Russia not to restore it.

Bomb. BoMB-.SHELL, or Shell, is a hollow pro-

jectile, usually of cast iron, hred from a mortar or

other large piece of ordnance, lilled Mith gunpowder,
and htted with a time-fuse, which causes it to burst
at any required instant after it is hred. The frag-

ments are most destructive both to men and
material, and the flame of the explosion sets Hre to

anything inflammable with which it comes into
contact—even earthen parajiets are much damaged
by bombs, which, lodging in them and then burst-

ing, have the same ertects as a mine sprung under
them. Such projectiles were formerly tired from
mortars only ; but all modern pieces of artillery

now lire them. The name slicll has, however, lieeu

generally substituted for that of bomb, especially

since the introduction of rifled guns flring elongated
projectiles. The largest spherical bomb ever made
is 26 inches in diameter and weighs 21 cwt., for

Mallet's gigantic mortar, now in Woolwich Arsenal,
but only a few were ever fired, as the mortar was
found to be too weak to bear the shock of dis-

charge. The 13-inch is the largest spherical shell

in ordinary use. It weighs about 195 lb., with
a thickness of metal varying from 1^ to 2 inches

at difterent parts ; it bursts with about 8 lb. of

powder. The 10-inch bomb, weighing about 90
lb., is proportionately less in all dimensions than
that just described. The smallest is the one-
pounder shell of the ' pom-pom ' machine gun. The
elongated projectiles used with modern heavy guns,
some weighing as much as three-quarters of a ton,

are all liolloM'. See Shell, Mortar, Infernal
Machines, Machine Gun.
Boinba was an opprobrious epithet bestowed

in Italy on Ferdinand II. of Naples (1810-59), in

consequence of his cruel bombardment of Naples,

Messina, and other cities of his realm during the

revolutionary troubles of 1849.

Bombard, a kind of cannon in use about the

close of the 14th century and later, short, thick,

and wide in the bore, sometimes capable of throw-
ing balls of stone of 200 and even 500 lb. weight.

Bombardier, the lowest non-commissioned
ofticer in the British artillery, ranking A>itli

corporals in the infantiy and caxalry. The name
was api)lied in the 17th and IStli centuries to a
man employed about the mortars and howitzers

—

pieces of ordnance emidoyed in bombarding.

Bombardier Beetle, a name given to

several species of beetles, of the genera Brachinus
and Aptinus, in the sub-family CarabidR\ The
name refers to their of^msive and defensive habit

of discharging an acrid volatile fluid with ex-

))losive force from the abdomen. Some ants and
other insects exhibit the same curious ])rotective

device. The discharge has a pungent odour, acid

and caustic properties, and evai)orates with etl'er-

vescence in the air. These beetles are usually

found under stones or at tree roots, often in great

companies. The larger and more brilliant species

are tropical. Several small species of Brachinus are

natives of Englanrl. The most common English
species is only about four lines long. AS'hen
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roii;,'lily haiulletl. it will make more than a dozen
disLliar;.'es in rajiitl succession.

ICoillbardlllOIlt is an attack upon a fortress
or furiilit'd town by means of shells, red-hot shot,
csin-jusses, rockets, &C., to destroy the fortifications,
burn the houses, and kill the people. It is most
likely to he successful aj,'ainst a place destitute
of h<Mab-i)roof cover ; or <tne havinj? a larye civil
population. A homhardnient is a cruel operation,
especially when, as is often the case, it is directed
ayainst the civilians ami their huildin-jrs, as a
means of inducing or compelling the governor to
surrender the place, and terminate their miseries.
It re<)uires little engineering science; whereas a
regular siege, which is a much slower process,
retpiires the aid of eng^ineei-s to direct the attack
against fortilications, gims, and MtMiery, leaving the
inhabitants ami buildings untouched. In modern
times, a Ixjmbardment i.s generally adopted as an
adjunct to a siege, distracting tlie garnson by an
incessant lire from mortai> and heavy guns day and
night. At Sel>astopol, for instance, the mortai-s
fired shells into tin- centre of the city, while tiie

forts were cannonaded by the siege-guns. A bom-
bardment is more tn-(|uenlly a naval than a military
ui»eration, anil in that ciuse is undertaken witlumt
an investment, or anv intention of cajituring the
place, but simply witli tlie olijt-ct of destroying it.

Tlie stores required for a vigorous bondmrdment
are immense. Thus, in -IT")!* Kodiiey threw 2(),0(K)

shells and carca-sscs into Havre; in ITlfi tiie Duke
of Saxe-TeschtMi threw .Sli.OtM) shot and shell into
Lille in 140 hours; in IT'.ir) I'ichegru threw 8000
shells into .Manidieim in Ki hours ; and in 1807 the
Englisii threw 11,WN) .shot and shell into rojien-

hagen in .'{ days. In January ISTI the (lermans,
liombarding Paris and its foit.s, threw 10,0<K) shells

daily into tiie place, of winch .")(K» tVll in the city

itself. The siege and bond)ardment of Strasburg
in August and September is also memorable.
The bombardment of the forts of Ale.xandria
by the British lleet on the 11th .Inly 188'2, is

a recent example of the eflect of the enormous
modern shells. It was directed against the fortili-

cations with the intention <>f destroying them, and
not against the town, though the latter was set <m
fire in several places by these far-ranging projectiles.

The forts were silenced in '24 houi-s.

Koiiiliardoil. in Music. See S.\XHORN.

KoillbaX. >ee SiLK-COTTOX TUKE.

ItoilllKI.V, I lie Western Province of India, with
a (iiiM rncM appointetl by the crown, a Legislative

Countil, and a Lumpean and native garrison under
a local (.'ommaiiderincliief. IJombay. including

Sind an<l Aden (<|.v. ), comjui.ses "24 IJritish dis-

tricts, and 1!) native or teudatoiy states, and
contains H)7,8S7 sip m., of which "7.S,7.")3 are in

native states. The Nerbudda River divides the

presidency, a.s in accordance with the old name it is

still often* called (see INDI.V), into two portions : in

the north is (Mi/erat, chiefly consisting of alluvial

jdaiiis, with the Ciitch and Kathiawar peninsulas;

to the south is the .Mahratta country, wliicii in-

cludes parts of the Deccan, ("arnatic. and Konkan
or coiist-district.s. Tiie i>olitical control of liaroda

(q.v. ) was transferred in 187.^ from Honibay to the

sui)reme government of India. The small terri-

tories of the Portuguese—Goa, Daman, and Din-
have an area of 10«;'2 sq. m. The coastline is

irregular, broken bv the gulfs of Camltay and

Cutcli. witli several fine natural harbours, Bombay
anil Karachi ( Kurrachee) lieing tiie most important.

Tiie chief mountain-ranges run nortli and soutli

;

in tiie nortii are tiie Khirthar Mountains; in the

south-east are tlie Western Aravalli range; .south

of the Tapti are tiie Sahyadri Mountains or \\ estern

Gliats, which run almost parallel with the coast;

the Satpura range runs east, and forms tlie water-
shed between tlie Tapti and Nerlmdda. Sind is

watered and fertilised tliioiigiiout its whole length
by the Indus ; tlie Sul)armati and Malii ffow
through the plains of North Guzerat ; tiie Ner-
budda pui-sues a western course into the Gulf
of Canibay. Tiie Tapti flows through Kliandesii
district, entering tlie sea above Surat. Besiiles
these, there are numerous hill streams, wliich are
torrents during the rains and dry up in the iiot

season. Tiie Kunn of Cutch (q.v.), in tlie west
of (.Juzerat, covers an area of about 8000 sq. m.,
and is the gieat source of salt-su])plv for the
presidency. There are few minerals, anil no coal

;

iron is mined at Teagar in Dharvar, and there is

gold amongst the ouartz. Good building-stone is

abundant, with limestone and slate. As to
climate : in the dry sandy districts of Sind,
the thermometer has reached 130° in the shade ;

tlie mean temperature in Lower Sind, during
tiie hottest niontlis in tlie year, is 98° in tiie

shade. In ("utch and (iiizerat tiie lical is slightly
less. Tiie average rainfall is 70 inches. The coast-

districts are iiot and moist, with a heavy rainfall.

Tiie tableland of the Deccan has an agreeable
climate, except during the hot months.
The principal agricultural products are millet,

legumes, rice, wheat, cotton, oil-seeds, toltacco,

indigo, cane-sugar, (.^'c. Tiie languages spoken are

Marathi and Canaiese in the soulli, Gujarat i in the
nortiiwest, Sindi in Sind, and west of the Indus
Baluchi. Uf 80 newspajiers 80 appear in Marathi,
and almost as many in (iujarati. The University
of Bombay was founded in 1887 ; there are live

colleges in tlie jiresidency, and some 12,000 schools,

witli U2(J,.")00 pupils ( 70,000 females). Vov the gov-

ernnient of tlie presiilency, see Indi.v. Besides an
Anglican bishop and his clergy, there are chaplains

of the Church of Scotland. During the Mutiny
of 1S.')7 liie local army remained, on the wiiole,

faitlilul. Pooiia is tiie niiiilaiy centre. Bombay
has benefited vastly from tiie establishment and
extension of the Indian railway-system. The first

railway in Iiulia wjus opened in Bomljay in 1853 ;

the juesidency has now more than 3500 miles of

railway, giving coinmunicatioii with all the im-
portant towns of India. A cable telegrajiii from
Bombay to Aden was laid in 18G9 ; there are now
jirivate comiiany cables, while the Government
Indo-European Telegraph Department has its

headquarters at Karachi.
Of late years, manufacturing industries have

been extremely active in Bombay. Command-
ing the richest cotton-fields in India, it has im-
]iri)ved to the utmost its natural advantages.
Tiie stoppage of tiie American ci)tton-supi)ly ilnr-

ing the civil war gave a grand impulse to the

Bomliay trade, the exports of cotton during tiie

five years 1861 to 1866 averaging in value

£•21,582,847 a year. The wealth poured into

Bombay at this jieriod led to a vast extension of

the trade, wiiicli partly continued after the period

of inflation had passed. Tiie first mill was started
in 1854, and ten years later there were 13. In 1887

there were 75 factories ; and in 1891 there were 80,

witii IS, 192 looms and 2,330,408 spindles. There is

still a large but decreasing import of cotton goods

from England, but though, on account of currency

and other difliculties, the cotton trade was greatly

depressed in 1892-93, Bomliay not merely competes
with Maiiciiester in the Indian markets, but largely

ex])orts its own manufactures. The town of Bomliay
is naturally the chief centre of the cotton manufac-
ture, as it is the jtlace whence cotton and cotton

goods are exported. For Indian cotton-growing

and cotton-manufacturing, .see also \o\. III. ]»p.

509 and 515. The rajiid growth and present con-

dition of the cotton industry is the more striking
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in view of the abolition, in 1881, of the duty on

cotton imports, which placed the local industry

Cotton Merchants at Bombay.

at a disadvantage. After cotton, the other great

staples are opium, wheat, and seeds. The trade

in opium is worth nearly five millions sterling, two
millions being the clear revenue derived by govern-

ment from a pass duty of 550 rupees a chest.

Although of recent origin, the wheat trade has
assumed large proportions ; the exports in some
years have had a value of over £6,000,000. Other
principal exports are sugar, tea, raw wotd, woollen
shawls, libres, and ilrugs ; while among the imports
are machinery, metals, oils, coal, and liquors. Silk-

weaving is carried on at Ahmedabad, Surat, Nasik,
Yeola, and Poona ; carpets are made at Ahmed-
nagar ; leather- work and pottery in Sind ; brass-

ware in Bomliay city, Nasik, and Poona; cutlery,
armour, and gold and silver work in Cutcii.— In the
year 1891-92 the total imports had a value of

£36,776,556, including over £11,000,000 of treasure,
about two-thirds being from Great Britain ; while
the exports had a value of £43,307,113, including
£2,600,000 of treasure, of which total some
£10,000,000 were sent to Britain.

The pojjulation of the presidency (including
Aden, Sind, and Perim) in 1891 was in the native
states 8,059,298 ; and in British territory 18,901,123,
of whom 14,659,926 were Hindus, 3,537,503 iNIoham-
medans, 1,240,436 Jains, 213,618 of aboriginal
faiths, and 161,770 Christians.

Bombay (City) occupies the entire breadth of

tiie SE. end of Boml)ay Island or Peninsula,
bordering at once on the harbour inside, and on
Back Bay outside. The island, now permanently
connected by causeways and breakwaters with
Salsette Island and the^nainland, is over 11 miles
long by from 3 to 4 broad. For administrative pur-
poses the city constitutes a district by itself, with
an area of 22 sq. m. Its harbour, studded with
islands and crowded with shipping, is one of the
finest in tiie world ; the space available for shipping
being about 14 miles in length by 5 broad. Bombay
is the most European in ai>])oaiance of all the cities
in India. In the business ])art there are several
streets continuously lined with splendid buildings

;

while the bazaars, which extend from the fort
towards Mazagaon, are tra\ersed by fairly wide
streets, extensive lines of tramways passing through

even the most crowded parts. Many of the private

houses of European residents are built on the
suburb of Malabar Hill,

the ridge running into the
sea forming the west of

Back Bay ; and at Breach
Candy looking seaward.
The Hindus and the
Mohammedans form the

largest section of the popu-
lation, and the rest are

Parsees, native Christians,

Europeans, Indo - Portu-
guese, Jews, &c. Amid
these various classes, the
Parsees rank next to the
English in position and
influence. Among their

leaders may be nameil the
late Sir Jamsetjce Jeejee-

bhoy, and Sir Dinshaw
Manoekjee Petit, mer-
chant-princes who have
endowed Bombay with
magnificent charities. The
Banias, or Hindu traders,

rank next to the Parsees.

On the esplanade, facing
towards Back Bay, are the
secretariat, the university,

senate-hall, high court,

offices of public works,
sailors' home, and statue of the Queen. In the
neighbourhood of the fort are the town-hall, the

mint, cathedral, and custom-house. The ter-

minus of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway,
opened in 1876, is the finest building in Bonil)ay

—probably the finest structure of the kind in the
world, costing upwards of £300,000. On the pro-

montory to the east of Back Bay stood the old

fort, now a mere garrison, its walls having been
demolished ; the harbour is defended by batteries

and two ironclads. It has an extensive system of

quays, wharves, and docks, including Princes Dock
(1879), which cost over a million sterling, and
Victoria Dock ( 1889). Mazagaon Bay, the centre
of shipping activity, is at the head of tlie harbour.
The city water-supply is, since 1892, drawn from
Tansa Lake (q. v. ), 65 miles N. Always favour-
ably situated for foreign trade, Bombay has pro-

fited largely by being the lirst important port
reached by vessels from Europe, and by being the
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cliief mail line to India by Suez and Aden, whence
letters are sent on by rail to all parts of India.
Itoinliay now surjias.ses Calcutta in the amount of

her trade ; whereivs some 35 i)er cent, of the trade
of India is done through Calcutta, over 40 percent.
is done through Bombay. This jjroportion is

partly accounted for by the fact that the bulk of
the treasure imports to India are received in
Bomliay. The chief articles of export are cotton,
wheat, shawls, oniuiu, coflee, i>ej)]>er, ivorv, and
gums ; the chiei imjiorts, juece-goods, tliread,

yarn, metals, wine, beer, tea, and silk. The chief
industries are dyeing, tanning, and working in

metal. With 7o" large steam-mills, liombay pre-
.sents the ajipearance of a city in Lancashire. The
population, wliirh is exceedingly heterogeneous and
dense, amounted, in ISSl, to 7^3,190, and in 1891,
to 821,TW. Some 13,(J00 are British born.

In 1.VJ9, alK)ut a year before the capture of Goa,
the I'ortugue.se visited the island ; and by 1532
they had made it their own. In 1G61 they ceded
it to Charles II. of Englan<l, as part of the dowry
of his bride, the Infanta Catharine. In 1668 his

majesty granted it for an annual payment of £10
to the Kiust Inilia ('onn>any, whirh, in 1685, trans-

ferred what wa-s then Us jirincipal presidency to

Bombay from Surat. The name of the island,

styled Maimbi by the rortuguese of the 16th

century, is sjiid to l»e derived from the grnldess

Mumba-devi ; Colonel Yule hius traced it Viack

to M.iyamba, tiie name of the Konkan kingihmi
in the 16lh century. The bay towards the main-
land is one of the finrst havens in India. Amon<'
the numerous islands are Eie]>hanta (u.v.) and
Salsette. An ai)pallingand continued visitation of

tlie bubonic i)lague killed '2s,4lS jiersons in 139
days of 1896-97, 28,S69 in 115 days of 1898, 31,260
in 131 days of 1S99, an<l 50,3S3 between November
1S99 and April 19(KJ. Va>t numbers of the inhabi-

tants lied from the city, ami trade and commerce
were wholly disorganised. Bomliay is the birth-

place of Jejeebhoy, Monicr Williams, Dean Tarrar,

and Bu<Iyard KijdiMg.

Set' Macluan".s hmnlxtv (1876); Eastwick's Handbook
{•2\i:d. l-vSl); and Hunter's BoinUn/, 16d:o iK) {l)<*)2}.

Bombay Durk. or Bi mmaloti (Saxrus
ophiofliin), a. fish of the family Scopelidus nearly

allitHl to the .salmon and trout family. It is a

small but voracious lish of elongated form, with

large (ins and a very large mouth, the gape of

which extends far behind the eyes, ami which is

furnished with a great number' of long, slender

teeth, barbed at the jioints. It is a native of

the coasts of India, i)artieularly of the Bombay
and Malabar regions, from wiiich it is exported

in large «juantities, salted and dried, to other i)arts

of India and elsewhere, being higiily esteemed for

its rieh flavour, ami often used as a relish.

Boillha/.ilie is a cloth f<H- dre.s.ses, in which the

<listingui>iiing charaeteristic is that the warp is

.silk and the weft worste«l. The cloth has thus a

bare look. It is rather line and light in the make,

an<l mav be of anv colour. The fabric is now little

used. U was extensively made, and chiefly at

Norwii-h. from about 1816.

Buillll-nroors are military structures of such

immense thi.kne.ss and strength that .shells cannot

penetrate them. In every fort, the barracks, hos-

pital, stores, and magazines are covered with

masonrv and earth, or even, in some cases, with

thick armour-plates, so a.s to be impervious to the

lire of the most powerful siege-guns and mortars.

See C.v.SKM.VTE, ami M.vgazine.

Bi»iiil»y\. See Silkworm.

Boinilirl, a town in the Dutch province of

(;eldeil,ind, on the Waal, 20 miles SSE. of Utrecht.

Population, 3980.—The Bommelerwaard is a fertile

island -district (16 by 6 miles), formed by the Waal
and Maas.

Bona (Fr. BCue), a seaport to-wn of Algeria,
in the province of Constantine, situated on a bay of
the Mediterranean, near the mouth of the Sebus,
220 miles W. of Tunis by rail. The town, divided
into two parts. Upper and Lower Bona, is situated
in a beautiful but unhealthy district at the foot
of a hill, and is defended by a citadel and several
forts. Since the occupation of Bona by the
French in 18.32, the town has been much imji'roved,

and has good bazaars, shops, markets, reading-
rooms, tS:c. ; manufactures of tapestry, saddlery,
and native clothing; and a trade in wool, hides,
corn, coral, and wax. The exposed roadstead has
been made into a fair harbour. There are iron
and copper mines near Bona. A telegraj>li cable
was laid between Bona and Marseilles in 1870.
Among the public buildings, the Catholic church
and the convent of the Sisters of Mercy are most
remarkable. Near Bona are some scanty remains
of the once famous city, Hippo Regius, a centre of
commerce and civilisation in North Africa destroyed
by Calif Osman in 646. the favourite residence of

the Numiilian kings, and the episcoiial seat of St
Augustine, wlio died here in 430. Consi)icuous on
a hill top a1)ove the site of Hippo is the great

basilica of St Augustine, inaugurated in Ajuil

1900. Pop. (1900) 32,500.

Bona is law-Latin for goods, and occurs in the

Scottish legal i>hrase iu bouis—l.v. forming part

of the legal estate—and in the Koman iihrase

honornm noascssio. In English law the word has

some technical applications : Bona Vacantia—
such as wrecks, treiusure-trove, waifs, and estrays,

contrary to the general rule, which gives such

things to the finder—vest in the crown ; Bona
Waviata consist of goods waived or thrown away
by a thief in his flight, for fear of being appre-

hended ; they belong to the owner if he prosecutes

to conviction, otherwise to the crown. In cases of

outlawry, the iiro|»erty forfeited to the crown is

sometimes called Bona Conjinraia.

Bona Dca ( ' the good goddess
' ), a mysterious

Italian goddess of fertility, who is variously de-

scribed as the wife, sister, or daughter of Faunus.

She was worshi]>ped at Kome from the most
ancient times, but only by women, even her name
being concealed from men. Her sanctuary was a
grotto on Mons Aventinus ; but her festival (the

1st of May) was celebrated in the house of the

consul. The .solemnities were jterformed generally

by high-born vestals. At this celebration, no males

were allowed to be jjiesent ; even i)ortraits of men
were veiled. During the celebration in the house

of Caesar (62 K.c. ), the infamous Clodius was
discovered disguised as a female musician. The
symbol of the goddess was a serpent, indicating her

healing jiowers.

Bona Fides, a Latin expression signifving

good faith, enters as a legal doctrine largely into

the consideration of mattei-s of agreement, contract,

damage, tnists, and other dei>artments of the law ;

i
ami in all of them it remiires the absence of fraud,

or unfair dealing. This term, however, does

not ajjjiear to occupv any formal or technical place

in tlie law of England". It is the foundation of

many just and enlightened maxims in the Koman
jurisprudence, which in this respect, as in many
others, has been followed by the legal system of

Scotland. In the law of that country, a i)erson

who possesses and enjoys property upon a title

wiiich he honestly believes to lie good, althi/Ugh

it may i)e bad, is protected against the conse-

quences of this illegal position, and he is entitled

to retain the fruits or profits which he has reaped

or received during his hona-fide occupancy. But
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this protection ends when the possessor becomes
aware of tlie insuHicioncy of liis title, whether by
private knowlod^'o or othorwise. This rule, which
is largely founded on the negligence of the true

owner, would extend to a claim for interest on
money erroneously paid to a person honestly

believing himself the creditor. In the Scots law,

again, while honest belief will not render valid a
second marriage, the first subsisting, it would, it

is thought, have the ell'ect of rendering the children

of such second or putative marriage legitimate, and
would even confer rights of succession on the

innocent husband or wife. The law of England
is not so indulgent, for there children born under
such circumstances would certainly be deemed
bastards. As a general rule, parties are supposed
to contract at arm's length, antl therefore there is

not much rooni for the doctrine of bona fides in

considering business agTcements, which depend on
the true construction of the documents exchanged.
Positive misrepresentation or fraud will of course

upset a contract if it led to error, but it is only
in certain classes of contracts, such as partnership,

suretyship, insurance, tS:c., that the plea of undue
concealment has much force. The amount of

damages recovered is sometimes aliected by the
good or bad faith of the wrongdoer, as in the case

of wilful trespass of mining boundaries, where the
nature of the subject renders a severe check
necessary. In trust administration the beneficiaries

are entitled to place much confidence in the
trustees,, and bad faith on their part is severely

dealt with. See Bastards, Bastardy ; and see

on the subject of this article generally, Contract,
Damage, Executor, Guardian, Marriage,
Trustee.
The interpretation of the term Bona -fide

Traveller has given no little trouble to the magis-
trates of Scotland in reference to the famous
' Forbes ^lackenzie Act '

(
q. v. ).

Bonaire. See Buen Ayre.

Boimld, Louis Gabriel Ambroisb, Vicomte
DE, a French publicist, born in 1753 at Monna,
in Aveyron, was compelled to emigrate during the
French Revolution, and employed his pen at
Heidelberg on behalf of monarchy. His first im-
portant work, Theorie du Ponvoir Politique ct

Iteligieux (3 vols. 1796), was seized by the Direc-
tory. It prophesied the restoration of the Bour-
bons. Having returned to France, he was in 1808
appointed by Napoleon Minister of Instruction.
In 1815 he voted with the Ultramontane party,
and ever after displayed a marked hostility to the
freedom of the press, and all projects of electoral
reform. Raised to the peerage by Louis XVIII. in

1823, he retired, under the next dynasty, to Monna,
where he died '23d November 1840. His most im-
portant -svi-itings are : Legislation Primitive ( 3 vols.

1802), and Pi.echerchcs Philosophiqncs (2 vols. 1818),
which have been immensely applauded by his own
party, 1)ut are most remarkable for weak logic,

historical inaccuracy, and unreasonable devotion to
the pope and the Jesuits. A complete edition of
his works in 12 volumes was published under
his own supervision (1817-19).—His son, Louis
Jacques Maurice ( 1787-1870), became Archbishop
of Lyons in 1839, and a cardinal in 1841.

BoilJlllza (Span., 'a fair wind,' 'prosperity'), a
term originally applied in the mining territories of
the United States to the discovery of a rich vein
or ' pocket ;

' a mine was said to be in bonanza.
when producing ])rofital)le ore. It has since been
used colloquially of farms where steam is employed,
or of snccessful enterprises generally, in the sense
of a 'mine of M^ealth.'

Bonaparte (pronounced in Ital. in four syl-

lables; in Fr. and Eng. in three) is the name of a

famous family, and was spelt Buonaparte by the
Emperor Napoleon and his father till 1796, though
the more usual modern form also occurs in old

Italian documents. In the 13th century and after-

wards, several families named Bonaparte figure

with distinction in Italian records—at Florence.

San iNIiniato, Sarzano, and Genoa. But as the
name of Bonaparte occurs in Corsica so early as
the 10th century, it is probable that the island

may have been their original home. In the 16th
century we again find mention of the Bona-
partes in Corsica, where in Ajaccio they occu-
pied a respectable position as a patrician or
leading family. In the ISth century this family
was represented by three male descendants, all

residing at Ajaccio : the archdeacon, Lucien Bona-
parte ; his brother, Napoleon Bonaparte ; and their
nephew, Charles.

—

Charles Bonaparte, father
of the Emperor Napoleon, was born at Ajaccio in

1746; studied law at Pisa; and married in 1767
—without the consent of his uncles—a beautiful
young patrician lady, named Letizia Ramolino.
In 1768 he removed with his family to Corte, in

order to assist General Paoli in defending the
island against the French invasion. As the French
prevailed, and further resistance was useless,

Charles Bonaparte attached himself to the French
interest, and in 1771 was included by Louis XV.
in the election of 400 Corsican families to form a
nobility. In 1773 Charles Bonaparte was appointed
royal counsellor and assessor ot the town and pro-

vince of Ajaccio. In 1777 he was a member of the
deputation of Corsican nobles to the court of

France. In this capacity he resided for some time
in Paris, where he gained for his son Napoleon,
through the interest of Count Marboiuf, a free

admission into the military school at Brienne.
In 1779 he returned to Corsica, and in 1785 went
to Montpellier for the benefit of his health, where
he died the same year. He was a man of

•

noble presence and amiable character. By his

marriage with Letizia he left eight children :

Joseph Bonaparte, king of Spain ; Napoleon
(q.v. ), emperor of the French: Lucien Bonaparte,
Prince of Canino ; Maria Anna ( afterwards named
Elise), Princess of Lucca and Piombino, wife

of Prince Bacciochi ; Louis Bonaparte, king of

Holland; Carlotta (afterwards named INIarie

Pauline ) ; Princess Borghese Annunciata ( after-

wards named Caroline), wife of General Leclerc,

afterAvards of Murat, king of Naples ; Jerome
Bonaparte, king of Westphalia. These members
of the Bonaparte family, with the children of

Beauharnais (q.v.), adopted by the Emperor
Napoleon when he married Josephine, are dis-

tinguishetl as the Napoleonidw of modern French
history. By a decree of the Senate (1804), the
right of succession to the throne was restricted to

Napoleon and his brothers Joseph and Louis, with
their offspring. Lucien and Jerome were excluded
on account of their imequal marriages. As Josei)li,

the eldest brother of the emperor, had no son, the
descendants of Louis became nearest heirs to the
throne.—Maria Letizia Ramolino, mother of

Napoleon I., lived to see her family placed on the
thrones of Europe, and also witnessed their down-
fall. She was born at Ajaccio in 1750. After the
death of her husband she lived for some time in

Corsica, and in 1793, when the island came under
British rule, removed Avitli her family to Marseilles,

where she lived in poverty, mainly supported by
the pension given to Corsican refugees. After hei

son became First Consul she removed to Paris,

and when her son was crowned in 1804 received

the title Madame Mere, and was made patroness
of all the lienevolent institutions of the empire. A
lirilliant court-household was given to her, which,
however, was never pleasing to her modest tastes.
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Remeniberin},' former atlversities, and foreboding
reverses of tlie splendid success of her sons, she
was ^iropared for all that followeil. After the
dowmall of Napoleon, Letizia lived with her step-

brother. Cardinal Fesch, in winter at Koine, and in

siinnner at Alhano, and subniittetl to her change
«>f fortune with remarkable dignity. She died in

1SS.'W, leaving a consideralile i>roperty, the result of

saving habits during her prosperity.

Jo.sKi'H l>(>NAr.\RTK, eldest brother of Xap«deon,
was born at Corte, in Corsica, in 1708. (.)n the
death of his father he exerted himself to sui)port

the younger members of the faiiuly, and in 1793
removcil with them to Marseilli's, where he pre-

|wired for tiie bar. In 17'.t7 he was elected a
member of the Council of Five Hundred, and in the
Siime year was sent as ambassador from the re-

public to Rome. In 1800, after he had proved his

ability in several oflices of state, he was chosen by
the First Consul as plenipotentiary to conclude a
treaty of friendship with the I'nited States of

America. He signed the treaty of jicace at Lune-
ville IHOl, and tiiat of .Vmiens ISU'2; and with
Cretet and IJernier conducted the negotiations

relative to the roHconlut. .\fter the coronation of

Napoleon new hoimurs fell to the share of .Joseph

lionaparte, who Wivs mad<' commander-in-chief of

the army of Naples; in ISO."), ruler of the Two
Sicilies; and in isoti, king of Naples. Though,
<luring his reign, many benclicial changes of

government were efrecte<l, these ref<jrms were
not managed judiciously ; and his humane feelings

brought him into frequent collision with his im-

perious brother, a fact whirh did not conduce to

the clliciency of his nile. In truth, he Wivs far too

fond of the line arts to be a vigorous ruler in

stormy times ; and he is accused of leaving allairs

too much in tiie hantls of his minister, the subtle

Salicetti. In 1S08 Joseph Honaparte was sum-
marily transferred by his brother to the throne of

Spain, and Murat took his place as king of Naples.

For Joseph, this was no favtmralile change; lie

found himself unprepared to eope with the Spanish
in-^urgcMtx. and after the defeat of the French at

Vittoria in 18I.S, he retunie<l to his estate at Mor-
fontaine. in France.

After the battle of Waterloo he accompanied
Napoleon to Itoehefort, whence they intended to

.sail separately for North America. In his la-t

interview with Napoleon, .Fn-epli genenmsly
ollered to give up the vess.d hired for his own
escApe, but meanwhile Napoleon had deter-

mined to siirrender himself into the hands of the

English. Joseph became an .American citizen, and
lived for some years at IJordentown, in New
Jersey, I'.S., wheVe he emi)loyed liimself in agri-

cultiire, and was highly estccnieil liy his neigh-

iMuirs. In IS.S-J he returned to Europe, and he

die<l at Florence in 1844. Joseph wa-s the only

one of his brothers for

fes.sed to care anything,
intelligent looking man,
elegance of his manners
wife, Jil.i.v .Maimk Ci.aky. born 1777, was the

ilaughter of a wealthy citizen of Marseilles, and

the sister in-law of I'.ernadotte, king of Sweden.

She was a <|uiet unambitious woman, with no taste

for the splen<louj-s of royalty which fell to her share

during a few weeks only at Najiles, for she never

went to Spain. Ill-health appears to have pre-

ventctl her accomi)anving her husband to America.

She died at Florence in lS4r.. I5y her marriage

with Joseph Honaparte she hatl two daughters.

LUCIKN HoNAi'AUTi:, Prince of Caniiio, and

]»rother of Napoleon, was born at Ajaccio in 1775,

and received his e.lucation in the college of Autun,

the military school at Brienne, and the seminary

at Aix. In 1798 he was made a member of the

whom Napoleon pro-

He wa-s a handsome,
distinguisheil by the

and conversatitin.—His

Council of Five Hundred, and formed a party

I

favourable to the views of his brother Napoletm.
!
Shortly before the 18th Ilrumaire he was elected
president of the Council of Five Hundred, and was

I

the hero of that day. During the ferment which
followed Napoleon's entrance, Lucien left his
seat, mounted his hoise, and riding througli the
ranks of the assembled troops, called upon them to
rescue their general fnun assassins. .Vfterwards

I

appointed Minister of the Interior, he was active
in the encouragement of education, art, and science,

and organised the prefectures. As ambassador to

Madrid ( 1800) he contrived to gain the confidence
of King Charles IV. antl his favourite (Jodoy, and
to undermine the British inlluciice, which had

I until then been exercised at the court of Spain.
Lucien wa-s a republican in oiiinion, and therefore
opposed to the absolute rule of his brother ; and
his second marriage to the widow of a stockbroker
did not improve their relations. On condition that
he would (livorce his wife, the crowns of Italy and
Spain were ollered him ; but he refused them, and
preferred living in retirement at his estate of

j

Canino, in the province of Viterbo, near the fron-

tiers of Tuscany, where he devoted his time to art

and science. Here he enjcned the friendship of

the pope, who createtl him I'rince of Canino and
Musignano ; but having denounced in his private

I

capacity the arrogant and cruel policy of his

brother towards tlie court of Home, he was 'ad-

vised ' to le.ave the city in which he was at that

period residing. In 18li) he took ship for America,
but fell into the hands of the English. After

the defeat at Waterloo, Lucien Bonaparte alone

seems to have preserved his presence of mind. He
imme<liately a(i\ ised his brother to dissolve the

chambers, and assume the place of absolute dic-

tator. After the second ascent of the throne by
Louis XVIIL, Lucien lived in and near Rome, and
died at Viterbo in 1S40. He possessed consider-

able talents and firmness of character. He was in

his early years a keen repuldican, l>ut the weakness
of the Directory convinced him that a military crm-

sulship was necessary to allay the social anarchy of

France. He wrote poems of no particular merit.

Lucien had a numerous family. By his lirst wife

he had only two daughters. See Jung, Lucien
Boiifipartc ct ses Mvinui}X.i (.3 vols. 188'2-S;i).

His eldest son was Chahle.s Lucien Jules
Laurent Bonaparte, Prince of Canino and
Musignano, born at Paris in 1803. He never exhib-

ited any inclination for i>olitical life, preferring the

more quiet and wholesome pursuits of literature

and science. He aciiuired a considerable reputa-

tion as a naturalist, and es])ecially as a wiiter on

ornithology. He dieil in bS.w. He was a member
of the ])rincipal academies of Europe and America.

His chief publications are a ccmtinuation of

Wilson's Onuthohxj]] of America, and the Irono-

(frafia della Fauud'ita(ica.—1\\G second son, PAUL
Marie Bonaparte, born in 180S, took a part

in the (Jreek war of liberation, and died by the

accidental discharge of a pistol in 1827.—The third

son, Louis Lucien Bonaparte, born in 1813, at

Thorngrove, Worcestei-shire, during his father's

im]trisonment in England, early devoted him-

self with equal ardour to chemistry, mineralogy,

and the study of languages, and became an

authority of the lirst rank in Basmie, Celtic, and

comparative i)hilology generally. His election for

Corsica in 1848 was annulled, but he was sent to

the Constituent Assemldy for the Seine department

next year, and was made senator in 1852, with

the title of highness in addition to that of prince

which he already possessed from his birth. Most

of his contributions to linguistic science have been

privately i)rinte<l, and, according to a Catalogue

(8 parts, 1858-88), the total number of separate
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books written either by himself or at his instiga-

tion and encouragement, amounted to no less than

two liundred and twenty-two. Amongst these are

a translation of ISt Slatthew's version of tiic

parable of the sower into scvciitij-firo huiguages and

dialects of Europe ( 1857); a linguistic map of the

seven Basque provinces, showing the delimitation

of the 'Euscara' and its divisicm into dialects, sub-

dialects, and varieties (18(53); a Bas(iue version

of the Bible in the Labourdin dialect (1865);

a masterly treatise on the Basque verb (1869)

;

liesides many pai)ers in the jihilological journals.

Under his patronage from 1858 to 1860 a version of

the Song of Solomon was produce<l in twenty-two
English dialects, besides four in Lowland Scotcii.

For long he lived in England, where a Civil List

pension of £250 was granted to him in 1883.

He died at Fano, on the Adriatic, 3d Novem-
ber 1891.—The fourth son, Pierre Napoleon
BoXAPARTE, born in 1815, pas.sed through
many changes of fortune in America, Italy,

and Belgium, and returned to France in

1848. In 1870 he shot a journalist, Victor Noir,

a deed which created great excitement in Paris ;

and being tried, was acquitted of the charge of

murder, but condemned to pay £1000 to Victor
Noir's relatives. He died in 1881.—The youngest
son, Antoine Bonaparte, born in 1816, fled to

America after an affair with the papal troops in

1836, and returned to France in 1848, where he
was elected to the National Assembly in 1849; he
died in 1883.

Louis Bonaparte, third brother of Napoleon,
born in 1778, was educated in the artillery school

at Chalons, where he imbibed anti-republican prin-

ciples. After rising from one honour to another
he was made king of Holland in 1806 ; but, in fact,

was never more than a French governor of Holland,
subordinate to the will of his brother. Yet he
seems to have done his best to govern in the
interests of his Dutch subjects, and Mdien he found
his efforts useless, he resigned in favour of his son
in 1810. He returned to Paris in 1814, where he
was coldly received by the emjieror. After living

for some years in Rome—where he separated from
his wife—he removed in 1826 to Florence, where
he lived in retirement. He died at Leghorn in

1846. Louis Bonaparte was the writer of several
works : Marie, on les Hollandaiscs (1814), a novel,

giving sketches of Dutch manners ; Documoits
Historiques, dbc. sur le Gourcrncment de la Hol-
lanile (3 vols. Lond. 1821) ; Histoirc du Parlenient
Auf/lais ( 1820) ; and a critique on M. de Norvins's
History of Napoleon. Louis Bonaparte was mar-
ried in 1802 to Hortense Beauharnais, daughter
of General Beauharnais (q.v. ) by his wife Jose-
phine, afterAvards emjn-ess of the French.

Tiie amiable and accomplished Hortense
Eugenie Beauharnais, the adopted daughter
of Napoleon, queen of Holland and Countess
St Leu, was born at Paris in 1783. After tlie

e.^ecution of her father, she lived for some time
in humble circumstances, until Napoleon's marriage
with Josepiiine. In obedience to the plans of her
stei)-father she rejected her intended husband.
General Desaix, and married Louis Bonaparte in

1802. She lived mostly apart from her husband,
even as queen of Holland ; and on the downfall
of the Najioleons, passed her time in various
countries. She at last settled at Arenenberg, a
mansion in the canton Thurgau, Switzerland,
wiiere she lived in retirement, sometimes spendin<'

a Avinter in Italy. In 1S31, when her two sons had
implicated themselves in tlie It.alian insurrection,

the countess travelled in search of tiiem through
many dangers, and found tlie elder deceased, and
the younger, the late emjieror of the French, ill

at a place near Ancona. She died at Arenen-

berg in 1837, and was buried near the remains
of her mother, Josephine, at Ruel, near Paris. She
was the authoress of La Rcinc Hortense en Italic,

en France, ct en Anykterre, pendant I'annee 1S31,

and wrote several excellent songs. She likewise

composed some deservedly popular airs ; among
others the well-known Partant pour la Syne,
which the late emperor of tlie French, with a
delicate union of political tact and filial pride,

made the national air of France. Of her three

sons, the eldest, Napoleon Louis Charles, born
1803, died in childhood in 1807.—Tlie second, Louis
Napoleon, born 1804, crown prince of Holland,
married his cousin Charlotte, daughter of Joseph
Bonaparte, and died in 1831.—The third, CHARLES
Louis Napoleon, became emperor of tlie F'rench.

See Napoleon III.

Jerome Bonaparte, youngest brother of Napo-
leon, was born at Ajaccio in 1784. After receiving
his education in the college at Juilly, he served
as naval lieutenant in the expedition to Hayti.
When war broke out between F'rance and England
in 1803, Jerome was cruising off' the West Indies,

and was compelled to take refuge in the port of

New York. While in America he married Elizabeth
Patterson (1785-1879), daughter of a merchant in

Baltimore. He fought in the war against I'russia,

and in 1807 was made king of Westphalia. His
administration of his kingdom was careless, ex-

travagant, and burdensome to his subjects. The
battle of Leipzig brought the reign of Jerome to

a close. He fouglit by the side of the emperor
at Waterloo. After his brother's abdication he
left Paris and visited Switzerland and Austria,

but ultimately settled in Florence. At the out-

Ijreak of the February revolution (1848), Jerome
Bonaparte was in Paris, where he was ap])ointed

governor of the Invalides, and in 1850 was made a
French marshal. He died in 1860.

His marriage with Elizabeth Patterson ha\iiig

been declared null by Napoleon, Jerome was forced,

after he had gained the Westi^halian crown, to

marry Catharine, daughter of King F'rederick I.

of WUrtemberg. After the battle of Waterloo,
her father wished to annul the marriage ; but she
declared her resolution to share through life the
fortunes of her husband. Jerome Bonaparte left in

America one son, Jerome Najioleon (1805-70), by
his first marriage, who was a wealthy resident,

though he never became a naturalised citizen.

By his second wife he had three children.

—

The elder son, Jerome Bonaparte, born 1814,

died in 1847.—Mathilde Bonaparte, Princess of

Montfort, born at Trieste, 1820, married the lius-

sian Count Anatol Demidov, and lived at tiie

court of Louis Najioleon during his presidency.

—

The younger son, NAPOLEON Joseph Charles
Paul Bonaparte, born at Trieste in 1822, passed
his youth in Italy ; entered the military service

of Wiirteniberg in 1837 ; afterwards travelled in

several countries of Eurojie ; and was banished
from France (1845) on account of his intercourse

with the Piepublican party. After P'ebruaiy 1848

he Avas elected into the Legislative N.ational

Assembly. He commanded an infantry division

at the battles of Alma and Inkeiniann. In 1859

he married the Princess C]otii<le, daugiiter of

Victor Emmanuel, by Avhom he hail two sons and
a daughter. After the fall of the empire he took
up his residence in England, but returned to

France in 1872. On the death of the Prince
Imperial, son of the Emjieror Louis Na])oleon, in

Zululand in 1879, the eldest son of Prince
Na))ole()ii became the heir of the Bonapartist hopes.
When, in 1886, the cliiefs of the Bourbon family
were exi)elled from France, Prince Na])oleon and
his eldest son Avere exiled also as pretenders to tlie

throne. He died at Rome, 17tii March 1891. See
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Napoleon, Napoleon III., and works cited at
those articles : Wouters, Les Bonapurtcs deptm

1815 ; Bingham, The Marriages of the Bonapartes
(2 vols. 1881).

THE BONAPARTE FAMILY.
*

Charles Bonaparte.

(1) Joseph, (2) Najioleon I

kin;; of 1S04-H

;

Smiii, Uieii IS'il.

Duki- of
Reichstadt

(3) Lucien,
Prince of Canino,

died 1840.

(4) Louis,
king of Holland,

died 1846.

I

... , ... Cliarles, Paul. Louis
(Na>..l.-.m II.). died 1867. dii'd 1827. Lucien,

'1'^''' I*-*--
I die.1 isyi.

Lucien,
Canliiiai,

dind lSi»6.

Boiiar. Hev. 1)r Horatit.s, Free Church
iiiiiii>t<'r ;uid popular hymn-writer, wa.s horn in
E<linlmrgii, lUth Deoemlier 1808, and educated
at tile High School and university there. He
w;i^ ordainrd to tlie ministry at Kelso in 1837,
where lie remained for nearly tliirty years, when
he Wius translated to Chalmers Memorial Free
Church, Edinburgh. For a time e<litor of the
f'hii.stian Treu.sury, Prcshijtcrian Jiirieir, and
(,>iii(rfii/i/ Journal of Projihcri/, he has published
besides more than twenty volumes of a religious
character; but is best* known as the author of
J/>/ittiis of Fiutli (I ltd II1,1,1 (.S .series, 18o7-66),
sel<-<tions from whidi have found their way into all

c.illections for churcii jise. He died .Sl>t .hily 1889.

Boii:i.sia« a genus or sub-genus of gallinaceous
birds of the (Irouse family, comprising the Hazel
Crouseof Northern Kurojie and the Hulled Crouse
of Niirth America. See IJROf.sE.

Boiia.sii.s, or BoXA.s-si'.s. See Bi.soN.

Boiiati. CriOo, wius the groat Italian a.strologer

of his lime, anil ilied in I.V.M). His works were
iiulilished at Augsliurg in 1491. See his Life by
iJoncompagni ( Itomc, 18."(7).

Boiiavoiltlirsi« Sr, one tif tlie most eminent
Catholic tiieologiaris, whose real name was .lolin

of Fidenza, w;us born in 12*21 at Bagnarea, in

Tuscany. In 1243 he liecame a Franciscan monk ;

in 12.").S a theological teacher at Paris, where he
had studied ; and in Vl'^G general of his order,

which he governed strictly, but atl'ectionately.

His inlluence reconciled the did'erences which had
sprung uj» among the cariliuiils on the death of

Clt'iiient I\'. in 12tis. and procured the election of

(iri'gory X. The new |>ope created him Hishop of

Alliano and cardinal in 1273, .and insisted on his

presence at th<- Council of ]>yons, where he died,

July 1."), 1274. from sheer ascetic exhaustion. He
was honoured with a splendid funeral, which was
attended by the pope, the king, and all the car-

dinals.

( >n account of iiis unsiiotted character from
earliest youth, as well as tlie miracles a-scribed to

him, he enjoyed, even during his lifetime, esjjecial

veneration. Dante, who wrote siiortly after, places

him among the saints of his I'uvadim : in 1482 he
was formally canonised by Si.\tus IV.; and in

l.")K7 w!is rankeil by Sixtus V. as the sixth of the

great doctors of the church. The religious fervour

of his style ])rocured for him the title of Doctor
Siriinhiiiis, and his own order are <as proud of him
as tlie Dominicans are of Thomas Aquinas. A
great part of his writings is dcv«)teil to tiie praise

of his order, and to the defence of Mariolatry,

celibacy, transnbstantiati(m, communion in one

kind, imd other doctrines and practices of the

middle ages, which he attempts to deal with in a
philosophical manner. His most important works
are the lirrriloiiiiium, a text-book on dogmatics

;

71

i I

Pierre, Napoleon
died ls81. Charles,

died 1S07.

(5) Jerome,
king of Westphalia,

died ISGO.

I

Prince Napoleon,
died 1891.Louis Napoleon

(Napoleon in. ), I

1852-70;
| | |

died 1873. Victor. Louis. Marie.

I

Napoleon Louis
(Prince Iiii]Kiial),

died 1879.

the Itincrarium Mentis in Dciun, and Dc Bednc-
tionc Artiion ad T/tco/ofjiai/i, in which he represents
union with God as the highest good ; and a com-
mentary on the Scntcntia' of Peter the Lombard, in

which he acutely argues against the eternity of the
world, and also a<lvances some original j)n)ofs of

the immortality of the soul. He did more than
any other of the early theologians to give a
scientific form to the mystical theology. His
Bililia Paupcnim, or 'Poor Mans Bible,' is a
niystico-allegoric explanation of the plain contents
of the sacred books for the benefit of the laity. In

warmth of religious feeling, however, and in the
practical tendency of his ethics, he far excels the
hair-splitting scholastics. The most complete
edition of his works aj)peared at Bonie (8 vols.

l.")88-96). See the works ujion Bonaventura by
Hollenberg (Berlin, 18G2), Richard (Paris, 1873),

Borgognoni (Home, 1874), Vicenza ((Jernian trans-

lation, 1874), and Pro.sper, Amiens (1886).

Bona Vista, a bay, cape, and town on the east
coast of Newfoundland. The town is a ])ort of

entry, and one of the oldest settlements in the
Islaiid. Pop. 2r)U0.

Boiliiiaiun, Charles, Marquis de, one of

the bravest oi the Vendean leaders, was born at
the chfiteau of Jouverteil, in Anjou, May 10,

1700. He served as a volunteer in the American
revolutionary war, and was a captain in the French
army at the outbreak of the French revolution. A
strong royalist, he naturally disliked the revolution,

and consequently lived in letirement until chosen
leader of the Anjou insurgents. In conjunction
with La Rochejacquelein and Cathelineau he fought
with great bravery and fre<|uent success, but his

superior knowledge; of military tactics was not
sullicicntly maile use of by the insurgent .army. In
the sanguinary encounter at Cliolet, October 17,

1793, Bonchamp received a fatal shot in the breast,

and when his followers vowed to revenge his death
on live thousand republican prisoners, the dying
hero exclaimed :

' Spare your prisoners. I com-
mand it.' This last command was obeyed.

Bond, in Jiaw, is an instrument on stamped
paper, by which the i)arty granting it becomes
bound to pay .a sum of money, or perform any act

or duty, according to the terms of agreement.
In England and the United States, a bond

is said to be an instrument under seal, whereby
one person becomes bound to another for the
payment of a sum of money, or for the perform-
ance of any other .act or thing. The person
who is thus bound is called the obligor, and he
to whom the bond is given, the obligee ; and this

obligation may be either by or to one or seveial

persons. The bond may be unconditional simply
for the payment of money, or it maj' bo accom-
panied with a condition, tiie performance of which
is secured by a penalty ; but in any event, the debt
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created by a bond is a Specialty Debt, wliicli, bow-
ever, bas now no preference over simple debts, tbe
only distinction bein<jr tliat a specialty debt takes
twenty instead of six years to prescribe. In tbe
United States, Avliere the law is based ^n tbat of

England, tbe period of prescription varies from six

yeai-s for simple contracts, to ten, fifteen, or twenty
years for bonds in some of the states.

The requisites of a good bond are as follows :

(1) The bond must have an obligor and obligee. In
regard to such parties, it is to be observed that in

general no person who is under any legal disability

to contract can become an obligor, though it is

otherwise with an obligee. An infant cannot bind
himself unless tbe bond be fen- necessaries ; but a
bond may be given to an infant, a lunatic, or an
alien. (2) Tiie next requisite of a bond is, tbat it

must state the precise sum in whicii tiie obligor is

bound ; any omission in this respect will invalidate

the instrument. If, however, the sum be merely
erroneously stated, the courts will make tbe neces-

sary correction, and construe the bond so as to give
effect to the intention of the parties. The i)enalty

stipulated on failure to pay is always now reduced
to the debt and expenses. (3) A bond must be so

expressed as to create a clear legal obligation. But
for this purpose no jjarticular form of words is

necessary ; any mode of expression by which the
intention appears will suffice. A bond, again, may
be in the first or third person, only in order to
obtain legal facilities it must be expressed in
the English language, and not in Latin or
French. (4) The bond must be duly executed.
Such execution, in general, is the same as that of

deeds, the sealing being the essential solemnity
;

and although it is usual for the obligor to sign the
bond, his signature is not necessary to its validity.

Then the bond must be delivered, but it need not
be dated ; a bond has even been held good, though
it bear a false or impossible date, on the principle
that deeds take effect from, and have relation to,

the time of their delivery, and not in reference
to their date. Such, in general, is the form and
structure of an English or United States bond,
and it is used in an infinite variety of contracts.
A bond absolute for the payment of money differs

from a promissory note only by being under seal.

In Scotland, the bond—jjersonal bond, as it is

called—difters in several points of form from the
English instrument. Its general structure is dif-

ferent, and it is executed in a different manner,
with much solenmity and particularity, but without
sealing ; it does not bear to be for double the sum
due, or any sum other than the correct one, which
it states with precision, with a penalty, whicli
is usually one-fifth of the principal sum ; and it

must have a true date, and be very specific in all

its details. As in English practice, there are in Scot-
land two kinds of these instruments : first, bonds
for money simply ; and secondly, bonds for the per-
formance and accomplishment of some act, or, as
they are called in the Scots practice, bonds ad
facta prcestaiuia. The Scottish bond takes forty
years to prescribe. It is always registered in order
that summary diligence may pass upon it. Bonds
taken payable to heirs, secluding executors, do not
belong to the movable estate of the creditor.

A mortgage over land or other real estate is also
in Scotland in tlie form of a bond, by which name,
indeed, the mortgage is technically described.
Thus, there is the heritable bond, and the bond and
disposition in security, the latter being the more
modern form. By these mortgage bonds, the bor-

rower not only becomes personally bound in tbe
repayment of the loan, but ' in further security and
more sure payment ' he also conveys to the lender
the land, or other real property, itself, on which the
sum is to be made a charge, with, in a certain event

and under ceitain conditions, a power of sale, by
means of which tbe creditor, on the debtor's default,

may recover his money. Tiie transmission and
execution of these securities are regulated chiefiy

by the Titles to Land (Scotland) Act, 18G8. There
are, in England, bonds by which expectant heirs

may oi>erate on their reversions, and these are
c&WqA. Post-obit bonds (q.v. ). The English law as

to sales of reversionary interests was declared by
statute in 1808. See' Kevkesionaky Interest.
The name bond is also applied to many securities

or general charj^es on whicli limited companies are
in the habit of raising money, whether strictly in

the form of an ordinary bond or not ; thus also
Peruvian bonds or Egyptian bonds are spoken of.

The legislature of the United States authorises
municipal corporations to issue bonds in aid of
works of internal improvement. See DEBENTURE,
Lloyd's Bonds.
According to the law of both countries and the

United States, certain bonds are void ; such as a
bond conditioned either to do something which the
law considers wrong in itself, or which is legally
prohibited, or to omit doing something which is a
duty, or to encourage the performance of anything
which is in the nature of a crime or offence against
tbe law. In like manner, bonds to procure
marriage, called marriage brocage bonds, or to

restrain marriage, or for immoral considerations,

or in restraint of trade, are void. A bond, how-
ever, may be valid in part, or void in part, if such
parts are separable. Joint and several bonds are
the bonds of two or more obligors who bind them-
selves severally and jointly : if one pays the entire

debt he is entitled to contribution from the other
obligors. In some states of the American Union
a married woman's bond is good. See Brocage
Bonds, Mortgage, Specialty Debt.
Blank Bonds were Scots securities, in which the

creditor's name was left blank, and which passed
by mere delivery, the bearer or holder being at

liberty to insert his name in the blank space, and
sue for payment. The intention originally Avas to

facilitate the transmission of the obligation ; but
experience having proved that they were used for

fraudulent purposes, these bonds were, by a Scottish

act passed in 1696, declared void. The act, how-
ever, excepts from its provisions the notes of trading
companies, and indorsements of bills of exchange.
It is a difficult question how far certain debentures
of modern joint-stock companies are negotiable, and
if so, whether they are objectionable under this

statute.

Bond of Corroboration is an additional
obligation by the debtor in a bond to accumulate
arrears of interest, or granted to the heir of the
creditor to save tbe expense of title. It used to be
granted by the heir of the debtor, but since 1874
this has been rendered unnecessary by statute.

Bond of Caution is tlie obligation given by
guarantors for the faithful discharge of duty by
judicial factors and such officers ; and also for the
damages and expenses which may be incurred by
interdicts or sists of diligence (see Caution).
Bond Creditor, in England, is the name some-

times given to a creditor whose debt is secured by a
bond.

Bond, Sir Edward Augustus, born at Han-
weli, 31st December 181"), entered the Britisii

Museum in 18.38, became keeper of the MSS., and
in 1878 principal librarian. He has publisiied

catalogues of M8S. and facsimiles of Anglo-Saxon
charters in the museum ; and among other works,
be has edited the Statutes of Oxford University

(1853), Fletcher's liussc Commonwealth and Hor-
sey's Travels in Russia in the 16th Century (1856)
for the Hakluyt Society, Speeches in the Frial <f
Warren Hastings (4 vols. 18.59-61), and Chronica
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Momisterti de Melsa or Meaux ( Rolls Ser. 3 vols.
186<>-(i8 ). He h!\s also helped to edit the Facsimiles
publisheil by tlie riila'ogra])liic Society, of whicli
lie is a founder and lue^ident. He was made
LL.I). of Canil.iid^'e in 1879, a CA\. in 1885, and
K.CI5. just l>efore Ids death, -Jd .lanuary 1898.

Bond, WiLMAM Cranch, an American astro-
mmior, iiorn lOth September 1789, at I'ortland,
Maine, became a watchmaker, and erected one of
the lirst private observatories in tlie Inited States.
In l.s;}8 he accompanied the exploring expedition
sent by government to the South Sea, and in 1840
he Iwcame director of the observatory at Harvard
I'niversity. Here he ami his son, (leorge Phillips
Bond (18'26-65), discovered a satellite of Neptune
and t-he eighth satellite of Saturn. He dieil 29th
January 1859.

Bondas^er, the term ajuiiied in the south of
Scotland and in Northumberland to a female
lal>ourer whom a 'hind' or nuirried farm-worker
undertakes to supniy for the regular field-work on
a fann as a condition of his tenancy of his cot-
house. She is fre<iuently a member Of his own
family, or she may oe merely engaged and Ixtarded
by him. The origin of the bondager system is the
want of a suthcieiit rural population for the field-

work of the ncigliliourhood.

Bonded Waroliouse.s. The warehousing
system is a plan for Lessening the pressure of
excise or customs duties by postponing payment
of them until the gootls on which they are levied
pass to the consumer, or, at all events, to the
retail ilealer. A merchant who might import
£i(HX> worth of wine or t<il»acco if he only paid
duty im it by instalments as it went out to the
dealer, wrtuld l>e quite unable to imiwrt so much
if he had to pay heavy duty immediately up(m
the arrival of liLs g<Mwls. Hence the adoption of

the l>onded warehouse or wareiiousing system, I

which also aflbnls to merchants facilities for free

exportation. The taxable commodity is locked
up in a ' bonded " wareiiouse, which has been
aprirove<l l>v the Comnussioners of Customs or of

Inland Revenue. It is under the supervision of

the revenue officers from the time it is entered I

into until it is finally cleared out of the ware-
hou.se, and the revenue is furtiier protected by
bond given for due exportation or for payment I

of duty. This bond was formerly entered into l>y

the importer, but the security is now given by the
warehou.se-keeper. 'IJondiu''' was part of the
scheme of Sir Robert WalpoTe in 1733, generally
known as the ' Excise Scheme," which was defeatetl,

however, on account of its unpopularity. The
system was first authorised for the customs by an
Act of (Jeorge 111. in 1802. The e.xci.se system
of warehousing dates from 1823. In successive

years various acts and departmental regulations

have been issuetl, e.xtending or defining the privi-

leges, and in 18x2 the excise and customs systems
were a,ssinulated, the new code adoi)ting excise

methods to a considerable extent. \Vhiie in the

warehi>use ' wet ' goixls—i.e. wines and spirits—may
])e operated upon by racking, blending, mixing,
sweetening, and colouring, under strictly defined

conilitions. Wines may be refined and fortified.

No compensation can be made by the Customs or

Inland Revenue authorities to any importer or

proprietor of goods by reason of any damage
occiisioned in the warehou.se by fire or any other

accident. The warehousing system has also, by
retaining the goods for the owner, whoever he may
l>e, created a complete system of paper-money
in tlie transference of the title-deeds, as they may
be called, of such goods—the dock-warrants or

other documents—the possession of which is equiv-

alent to [)Ossession of tne goods.

Boildi, CLE.MENTE, an Italian poet, was bom
27th June 1742 at Mezzano, in Parma. He was
educated by the Jesuits, ami when still very young,
was appointed to deliver lectures on rhetoric in
the Royal X^onvent at Parma. Here he produced
his first work, Gioniata Villercccia (1773), a comic
pictiire of the rural pleasures of the brotherlu)od.
For having celebrated in verse the abolition of the
Jesuit order, he was compelled to Hy to the Tyrol

;

and after his return he lived at Venice, at Mantua,
and at Milan, where he found a patron in the
Austrian Archduke Ferdinand, who appointed him
his librarian at Briinn. Later he lived at Vienna,
where he died on 20th June 1821. His poems are
lyrical, descriptive, satirical, and elegiac, written
in pure style and graceful verse.

Bondu. a country of Senegambia, West Africa,
to the \\'. of Bamlwuk, lying between 14^— 15° N.
lat. and 12'— 13° W. long. Tiie surface of Bondu
is mostly level, the climate healthv, and vegeta-
tion luxuriant alike in field antl forest. Tiie
inhabitants, wiio are chieHy Fulahs, profess Mo-
hanmiedanism, but they trust greatly in sorcerers.

The sovereign is ab.sohite. When I'ark, the first

European to visit Bondu, was in the country, the
royal residence was at Fatteconda ; since, it has
been removed to Bulibani, a place of 3000 inhabit-
ants, on the principal river, the Faleme. The
countrv is now a French deiwndency. Pop. 30,000
—50,000.

Bone is the hard material of the skeleton of
mammalian animals, reptiles, birds, and certain
iishes. When the difieient bones of the skeleton
are connected together, they form a framework
whicli atlbrds support to soft parts, and protects
delicate organs from injury, while at the same time
preservinj; the shape of the body. Further, the
tjones, being movably joined to each other, and
being acted upon by the attached muscles, become
a series of levers capable of executing various
movements, and thus, in the case of the bones
of the lower extremity, they are the passive in-

struments of locomotion. In colour, bone is white,
but in the living l)ody it has in atldition a pink
and slightly bluish tint. Besides being hard, it

possesses a certain amount of toiif//inc.-is and
elasticiti/, properties which are well marked in

the ribs and clavicle. Arab chihlien are said to

make good bows of the ribs of camels, and the
elasticity of the merrj'thought—i.e. united clavicles

—of birds is familiar to all. Its strength is re-

markable as contrasted with other substances :

Fine Freestone I'O

Lead 65
Elm and Ash 85
Box, Yew, Oak 11-0

Bone 22-0

We thus see that bone is twice as strong as oak,

and a cubic inch of bone will support a weight of

5000 lb.

Chemical Composition of Bone.—It consists of an
animal and an earthy part intimately combined
together. The following table shows a percentage
analysis of adult human bones by Berzelius :

Aniiiml Matter 33-30

(Phosphat* of Lime 51 '04

Carbonate of Lime 11-30

Fluoride of Calcium 2-00

Phosphate of .Magnesium 1-16

Soda and Chloride of Sodium (Com-
mon Salt) 1-20

100-00

If we expose a bone to intense heat, the animal
matter is got rid of, and though tiie bone retains

its original form, yet the slightest touch will cause
its now unsiip})orted earthy matter to crumble
away. On the other band, by soaking a bone in

diluted hydrochloric acid, the earthy matters are
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gradually dissolved out, leaving- a tough, some-
what transparent, flexible, and even elastic sub-
stance, which also retains the original figure of

the bone in its most minute details. This residue
is softer and more Hexible than cartilage, and when
boiled in water it is almost wholly resolved into
gelatin, which sets or gelatinises on cooling. We
see in the ill-nourished children of large towns too
many examples of how necessary is the proper
relation of these two elements of bone to each
other. In the disease called rickets, the earthy
matter is deficient, and the too flexible leg-bones
bend under the weight of the trunk ; in the aged
jierson, again, the osseous substance being more
densely packed with earthy matter becomes brittle,

rendering them peculiarly liable to fractures.

Bones are classified according to their sjiapes

—

viz.: (1) long—e.g. thigh-bone and arm-bone ; (2)

flat or platc-lilce—e.g. shoulder-blade and ))ones of

skull-cap; (3) short ?a\A irregular or cubical— e.g.

those of the wrist or the vertebra'.

On making a section of a bone, it will be seen
that the osseous sul)stance is arranged differently
in different parts, being either dense and close, and
called compact, or open and reticulated, and called
spongy or cancellated. There is, however, no
abrupt limit between the two kinds, for they pass
insensibly into each other. Again, in all bones
the part next the surface is compact, and forms
a shell or crust which contains the spongy texture
within. Long bones have a shaft of compact sub-
stance with very little spongy tissue within, but
at each end the spongy tissue predominates, having
only a thin coating of compact substance, and thus
the expanded rounded extremities enter into the
formation of joints. Flat bones consist of two
layers of hard tissue with intermediate spongy
texture usually called diploe. Irregular bones are
spongy throughout, with only a thin crust of com-
pact substance. Close examination of cancellous
tissue reveals the fact that it consists of numerous
slender bars or lamella% which unite together to
form an open lattice-work (cancelli), from which
it takes its name. Considerable strength is thus
obtained without undue weight ; and it will be
seen that the strongest lamelhe run in those
directions which are naturally exposed to the
greatest pressure. The following experiment will
show that spongy tissue is able to sustain great
weight in spite of its ajjparently fragile nature :

A cubic inch of cancellous texture was taken
from the lower end of the thigh-bone and placed
with its principal layers upright. Four hundred-
weight was then placed upon it, but it did not
give way in the least ; six hundredweight made
it sink half an inch

; yet the cubic inch of bone
itself did not weigh more than fifty-four grains.
Compact bone is also full of holes which are very

small and require a magnifying glass to examine
them. If a transverse section be examined under
the microscope, these round openings are seen to
be the mouths of longitudinal canals named after
Clopton Havers, an English physician and writer
of the 17th century, who first specially directed
attention to them

—

Haversian Canals. Blood-
vessels run in them, and the widest also contain
marrow. They A-ary in diameter from ijTjVnth to

^ioth of an inch. They are short, and unite freely
with each other. Tliose nearer the circumference
open on the surface by minute pores ; those placed
deeply communicate JFreely with the spaces in the
spongy tissue, so that they form an extensive net-

work of tubes in which blood-vessels are lodged.
Each canal is surrounded by a series of con-

centric rings, each of which is a Layer of condensed
structure. Between these rings minute cavities

are found, called lacunw, generally oval in man.
These communicate with each other and with the

Haversian canal in the centre by means of fine

pores or tubes called canaliciili, and thus it is

evident that nutrient material can pass from the

^^^^y^ //m .^

#^%1^^^
Transverse Section of Compact Tissue of Humerus,
magnified about 110 diameters. (From Quain.)

Haversian canal through the rings of dense bone
which surround it, and which with the lacun.-e

and canaliculi are grouped together under the
name of a Haversian system.
Bone is covered externally by a fibrous membrane

which adheres %'ery closely, investing every part
of the surface excejit where there is cartilage, and
called the periosfenin. In this membrane fine

vessels and nerves ramify, ultimately sending
their minute branches into the Haversian canals.
If the periosteum should be stripped off", there is

great risk that the denuded portion of bone will

be deprived of its nourishment and die.

The interior of the shaft of long bones is hollow,
and thus we get a further combination of strength
and lightness. In some animals this hollow space
is filled with air, but in mammals there are no
air-sjiaces in any bones except those of the head.
The hollow shaft is therefore filled with onctn-ow
(medulla), which occui)ies the spaces of the
spongy bone, and even extends into the widest
Haversian canals. Lining the medullary canal
there is a fine membrane named the iiitcrnal

petiostemn. Its vessels partly supply the bone
and partly the marrow. In long bones the marrow
is like ordinary Adijjose Tissue (q. v.), but in short
bones and in cancellated tissues generally the
marrow is more fluid, contains fewer fat-cells, and
is red in colour.

In addition to the blood supplied to the bone
through the vessels in the periosteum, one of con-
siderable size, called the medullary artery, enters
the canal containing the marrow by a hole ninning
obliquely through the dense bone. Complete
anastomosis takes place between the arteries on
the surface and tlio.se in tlie interior of the bone.
As has been stated, nerves enter the bone, but how
tliey terminate is uncertain ; and experiments seem
to show that liealthj' bone is almost devoid of
sensibility, while, on the other hand, the pain of

an inflamed bone is extreme. In its earliest

stages, bone may be said to exist <as a mass of

cells having the outward form but none of tiie

characters of bone. Soon, howcAcr, these cells be-
come cartilaginous, and in due time points or
centres of os.nfication appear ; the cells alter their
form and arrangement, and by a deposit of earthy
materials the bony tissue gradually becomes
formed, rendering the previously flexible substance
rigid. However, bone does not form in cartilage
in every instance, for the bones of the face and
skull-cap arise in connective tissue. Hence we
have two great modes of ossification—viz. intra-
cartilaginous and intra-memhrancous.
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The uses to which a bone may be put are various.
In the eookinj; of soups, bones form a constant
iiif,'reilient, and become useful in supplying gela-
tin, wiiicli gives a hmhi to the soup it would not
otiierwise possess. Kven when buried, the organic
matter is long retained— e.g. (iinibernat made
soup from the gelatin of a mastodons tooth, and
I)r Huckland did the siime from the fossil bones of

the hyena. Where the soup is iXMjuired of great
lightness, for an invaliil with weak digestive
]>owers, till' >havings of stags" horns may be
employed, and these yiehl a /larfs/ioni j'cf/i/ free

from oil, and which therefore sits lightly uj)on the
stomach. How far gelatin is of itself nutritious
is a disputed iiuestion (see (Jkl.vtin, Food, and
NfTKlTlnN). Animals, however, like the dog,
which masticate, devour, ami tligest the entire bone,
do derive l»enelit tiierefrom, in part from the gela-
tin, and in part from tiie earthy substances ; and
the .same remark applies to tlie use sometimes
made of small lish, where, after being thoroughly
browne<l, tiiey are entirely eaten. In times of
scarcity in Norway and Sweden, the poorer people
even eat the l^»nes of mackerel and other fish.

lione is largely used in making tiie handles of
small brushes, tablt'-knives and forks, and pen-
knives, and in the manufacture of Combs (q.v. ).

Our forefathers, l>efore the metals were known,
fashioned (ishhooks out of bone, and used the
spines in the tail ami back-fin of certain fishes for

pointing arrov.s. These u.ses of ixuie, coupled with
the employment of the serrated teeth of sharks ;is a
war-weai)on, are still pr.actised liy many uncivilised
tribes. The fatty and other organic nuitters in

Imiuc allow of its l)eing employeil as a fuel where
coal or wo(h1 cannot be obtained, jus in the pampa-s
of South America and the steppes of Tartary. In
these re<'ions it is considered tliat the heat evolved
during tlie combustion of the bones of an ox suttices

t<j cook the llesh.

IJone is likewise serviceable in the arts in yield-

ing bijue-a.-*!!, lK)ne-black, Ijone-dust, dissolved
bones, pliosphonis, and superphosphates, also

certain oils and fats, which are employed in form-
ing Lampblack (ij.v. ), and in the manufacture of

soap. IJone may suH'er from atrophy, hy])ertroi)hy,

or degeneration (see KlcKKTs), often from con-

stitutional aflections due to Scrofula or Syphilis

(q.v. ) ; Caries and Necrosis (4. v.) are specific bone
dtsea-ses ; inflammation of the bone cau.ses Ostitis ;

of the periosteum. Periostitis (q.v.); of the me-
dulla, ( )steo-myelitis. For o.ssification of arteries,

see AHTKltlKs,' Tf.MolH ; and for broken bones,

Fl{A( TIHK. Various mattei-s connected with the

Innies will be found at An.vTo.MY, Ahm, UlHUS,
CoLL.vK-HoNE, Four), Hand, Joixt.s, Us.sifica-

TION, Kins, SkELKToN, SI'IXAL COLl'MN, &c.

Bone« a city. See Bona.

Bono* Henry, enamcl-i)ainter, was born at

Truro, Cornwall, tith February IT.m. Apjirenticed

to a Plymouth china-manufacturer, he removed
with his master the year after to Bristol, and
here he worked for six years at the famous
Bristol china-works until their failure drove him
to London to push his fortune. He soon tVmnd
employment in enamelling watches and fans, and
afterwards in making enamel portraits, brooches,

<.V:c. A portrait of his wife, exhibite<l at the Royal
Academy in 1780, first attracted public attenti<m ;

and ho soon obtained a position which rendered it

no longer necessary iov him to continue his drudgery
for the jewellers. In ISOI he was appointeil

enamel-painter totJeorge III., .and elected associate

of the i{(.yal Academy. Elected K.A. in 1811, he
exliibited in that vear his large enamel, 'Bacchus
and Ariadne," after Titian, which was sold for 2200

guineJis, and is now in the Nati<nial Callery. From

this time, until his eyesight failed in 1831, he pro-
duced a series of large ami beautiful works, among
them the well-known 'Death of Di<lo," and ' Hope
Nursing Love,' after Sir J. Keynohls. He also
executed a large number of historical portraits of
the time of Elizabeth, besides a series of portraits
of the Russell family. He died December 17,

1834. His works are now eagerly sought after by
collectors, and are esteemed among the very best
examples of his particular art.

Bone-ash, or Bone-kartii, is obtained by the
complete combustion of bones in an open furnace,
when the oxygen of the air burns away the organic
matter or gelatin, and leaves the earthy constitu-
ents as a white frialde mass, the size of the original
bone, but readilv reducible to the condition of
coarse powder which is bone-ash. A very large
(luantity of bone-ash is exported from South
America to other countries, especially Britain.
The used-up bone-black of the sugar-rehner is also
employed as a source of bone-ash, by being heated
in a furnace exposed to the air. Bone-ash of good
quality contains about 80 per cent, of phosphate
of lime, and 20 per cent, of carbonate of lime, phos-
phate of magnesia, soda, and chloride of sodium
(common salt) ; but it is occasionally found mixed
with sand, especially that procured from South
America. Bone-ash is emph)yed to some extent
as a .source of Phosphorus ((|.v.), and in the making
of Cupels (q.v.) for the process of A.^^saying (q.v.)

;

Imt the most extensive u.se is in the manufacture
of artificial manures, such <as Dissolved Bones (q.v.)

and superphosphates.

Bono-beds, the name given by geologists to

thin lieds or layers which are largely made up of

the debris of Itones of reiitiles, fish, &c. Examples
are the Lmllow bone-ued of the Silurian, the
Bettes hone-bed of the Bradford coal-measures,
the Rha'tic bone-bed, and the Tilgate stone of the
Wealden series. In the bone-beds of more recent
geological age mammalian remains al>ound, as in

the Sufl'olk V)one-bed of the Coralline eras.

Bono-blaok, the jiroduct of the carbonisation
of bones, used as a pigment (see BLACK) and as a
deodoriser. See ClI.VKCOAL.

Bono <'avos. See Caves.

Bono .llannros are applied to crops on
account of the nitrogen- e<|uivalent to 4 or 5 per
cent, of ammonia—and the phosphate of lime which
thev contain—the latter ivnnmnting to nearly half

their weight. Their value has only recently been
discovereil. The first crude bone-crushing machines
were used in England in 1814. In Scotland, when
bones began to be employed as manure, about 1825,

they were roughly broken into large splinters with
hammers l)y the farm-servants during wet weather,
and 30 bushels aiudied i)er acre, at a co.st of half-a-

crown a bushel. 1* ive hundredweight per acre is now
considered a gooil tlressing. Bones are not applied

in good practice in a. larger size than that of 7)teal

orJtour—in other words, ground into a tine state of

division.

—

Rough Bones, as quarter-inch size and
larger, are rarely used, as these lock up capital in

the soil by taking too much time to decay, and do
not give a remunerative return in comparison with
manures that act (piickly. Bones are sometimes
fermented to induce <lccay. They are piled in

heaps, and water or urine poured over them. When
the heat resulting from the fermentation goes down,
they should be turned and watered again, and this

kept up for a few months. I'ones in an altered

form are also used in making up concentrated

manure, and are either ground or acted upon Ijy

sulphuric acid—for examnle :

(1) Steamed Bone, or uegelatinised bone, results

when bone is made friable and more ea.sy of assimi-

lation by plants through the action of superheated
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steam (at 270°—280° F.) reiiio\-ing the fatty and
gelatinous matter ; Imt there is a loss of nitrogen

in the process, as there is also in the preparation of

ash ancl ciiar.

(2) Botic-ash is the residue from bones Imrnt as

fuel used in the ' rendering ' of tlie fat of cattle in

South America.
(3) Bone-char is made by heating in a close

retort, and used largely for refining sugar before it

goes for manure.
(4) Vitrioliscd Bone is a material only partially

acted upon by acid—the result of a most wasteful

practice deserving of condemnation, as destroying

microbes which bring about nitrification in the soil.

(5) Dissolved Bone is bone broken into half-

inch size, and then acted upon by sulphuric acid,

so as to change a portion (about half) of the in-

soluble tribasic phosphate of lime into the soluble

monobasic phosphate and the sulphate of lime ; thus,

Ca-PX), + 2H.,S04 = CaO,2H,U,P..05 + 2CaS04.
SulpGuric acid is peculiarly suitable for this pur-

pose as compared with say hydrochloric acid,

as by the formation of suliihate of lime—or in

common language, plaster of Paris—a part of the
moisture is absorbed, and the resulting material is

left in a dry condition, which is essential for its

proper distribution on the land. The object—extra-

ordinary nunuteness of division—is obtained,

althougli the soluble condition disappears soon
after its application to the soil. The dissolving of

bones is now held to be wasteful because soluble

phosphate of lime is procurable from many other
cheaper sources. It is also unsatisfactory on account
of the acid destroying the microbes of nitrification,

so useful to the soil, which exist in large quantities

in bones and all sorts of decaying animal matter.
Liebig was the originator of the method in 1839,

and during the next few years it was taken up by
leading farmers in England and carried out as a
farm operation. Now the work has fallen into the
hands of manufacturers who can make it cheaper
and, if they choose, better. Much adulteration has
been j^ractised in this trade at the expense of

farmers. This was made possible owing to their

ignorance and prejudices against learning any-
thing scientific. Much manure sold as 'dissolved

bone ' is merely a mixture of soluble phosphate and
some such nitrogenous material as nitrate of soda
and sulphate of ammonia—the valuable substances
being in the proportions present in bone. Soluble
phosphate of lime, from whatever source, has a more
beneficial infiuence on the turnip-crop than upon
any other crop, because the turnip roots are not so
able as the roots of other jdants, such as wheat,
to make use of the natural supply of phosphates
existing in the soil in the insolulde form, even
when this is abundant. Should the stock of phos-
phoric acid in the soil be reduced too far, the crop
produce is reduced accordingly ; it is necessary,
therefore, to apply at least sufficient of this

ingredient to make up for the loss resulting from
the removal of the sale produce of a farm. The
famous example of the deterioration of the Cheshire
pastures on the rich soils of the new red sandstone
t)y the yearly drain of piiospiiates through the sale
of dairy produce, is now a matter of history. It is

recorded that l)y the a])pUcation of bones to these
soils the value was doubled. Bone meal or flour

is the most valuable form for application to tlun,
light, or hungry scnls, as it decays in time to feeil

the growing crop, and is not liable to l)e washed
out. In heavy land, ground bones are of little or
no value—they get imbedded in the clay, and are
preserved so that they cannot yield tiieir substance
to act as manure. On such soils the i)hosphate of

lime slionld be used in tlie solul>le form. Many
thousands of tons of bones are annually imported
from South America, wiionce we dr.i\\- our largest

supply. India contributes the next largest amount,
the Hindus being prejudiced against the use of

bone as manure.

Bouer, I'lrich, one of the oldest German
fabulists, was a preaching friar of Bern, and is

frequently mentioned in documents of the yeare
1324-49. ' His collection of a hundred fables w^as

entitled Der Edclstein, and was first printed, with
woodcuts, at Bamberg in 1461. Only two coi)ies

now exist. Breitinger puldished a complete edition

of the work at Zurich in 1757, under the title,

Fabeln aits den Zeitcn der Minnesinger, which sup-

plied materials to Lessing for his studies on the
philosophy of fal>le. A more complete edition was
published in 1844 by Franz Pfeifier as vol. iv. of

Dkhtungcn dcs Deuischen Mittchdtcrs.

Bouesett a kind of Eupatorium (q.v. ).

Bonesetters are a class of men who often
possess a considerable local reputation for success
in the treatment of injuries to the limbs, especially

in cases where stillness and pain have persisted

long after an accident. They are usually unedu-
cated men ; and the knowledge they possess has
been handed down l)y oral tradition, often for many
generations and in the same family. Their chief

method in the cases alluded to consists in ettecting

a sudden forcible movement of the afi'ected part.

As they are ignorant of anatomy, and of the signs
of disease, they sometimes do immense harm by
applying the method to unsuitable cases. But
without doubt they have sometimes ettected a cure
where regular practitioners have failed. A detailed

account of their methods, ti'C. was given to the
medical profession by Dr "Wharton Hood in a
book On Bonescttinrj (1871). See Dislocation,
FRACXrEE.

Bo'liess, or BoRROW.STorxNESS, a seaport in

Linlithgowshire, on the Firth of Forth, 23 miles
^yN^V. of Edinburgh. A dingy place, it has a
fine parish church (1886), a wet-dock of Ih acres

(1881), a large shipping trade in coal, and manu-
factures of salt, soap, malt, vitriol, iron, earthen-

ware, »S:c. Graham's Di/he, otherwise Antoninus'
Wall, traverees the iiarish. Dugald Stewart
spent the last twenty years of his life at Kinneil
House (Duke of Hamilton) in the neigh bourliood.

Pop. ( 1851 ) 2645 ; ( 1881 ) 5284 ; ( 1891 ) 5866.

Bonfire, a fire kindled in celebration of some
event of public interest, usually in an open con-
spicuous place, as the top of a hill, or the centre of

a village-green, but applied also to any great
blazing fire of wliatever material. Such fires were
especially lighted on certain anniversaries, as the
eves of St John and St Peter, and their origin in

our country may be traced to pre-Christian times.

The Scotch form ha)ie-Jirc best shows the origin of

the word

—

a, fire for burning hones, and Dr Murray
notes tiiat for the annual midsummer ' banefire

'

or 'bonfire" in tlie burgh of Hawick old bones were
regularly collecteil and stored up down to about
1800. See Beltane, Beacon, and vol. i. of Ellis's

edition of Brand's Popular Anti'jitities.

Boilgar, or KocK-.SNAKE (Bniujariis), a genus
of venomous serjients allied to the genera Elaps
and Naja, and distinguisiied by the compressed
body, which bears on the back a row of hexagonal
scales larger than the rest. The head is broad and
depressed ; the tail is short. The species, whicli

ap])ear to be few—only two being certainly known
—are natives of tlie East Indies. B. coirideus

(paraguda) is very poisonous, and has a dark-blue
ground colour, with narrow white lines in front,

and cross rows of spots behind. B. annularis
(pamah), also very poisonous, has black rings on a
yellow ground, may be over 6 feet in length, and is

found in Cevlon and China as well as in India.
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Bonsardia* a peculiar herbaceous genus of
Berherideji'

(
q.v. ), natives of the E.ist. One species

{B. li(imrolfii) produces tul»ers, wliicli are eaten,
eitlier hniled or roasted, in Persia; and the leaves
of another (

/>'. chnjaiMjinniin) have an acid taste,

and art' eaten as a salad.

Bon^o. or <^)BONGO, are a Negioid people in

tli<> lia>in of the Ugowe Kiver.

Builb«'lir, Rosalie (metre commonly called
R(tSA), a French animal painter, horn at Bordeaux,
lOtli Marcli ISJ-J. Her first master was her own
fatiier, Itaymond Bonheur, an artist of merit, who
died in IHiiS. In 1841 she ligured for the first

time in the Salon, siiowin;,' a couple of small works
—"Two IJalihits' anil '(ioats and Sheen —that
indiuited the department in which slie Wivs
to attain future eminence. These were followed
by a succession of hi;,ddy tinlshed compositions

;

the year 1S49 producin;,' what some consider her
mjisterpiece, ' lMou;;hin;,' with O.xen," now in the
Lu.xemhour;,'. In l.s.").'} her famous -Horse Fair'
Wiis the ^irincipal attraction of the Salon ; it was
aci|uired lor over flO.CXXJ from the Stewart col-

lection hy Mr ('. Vanderhilt, wlio presented it to
the (Jallery of New York. One of the two smaller
replicas -that fntm which the well-known engrav-
ing was made -is in the National (Gallery, London.
In ISG.J she exhiliited a large landscape. 'Hay-
making in Auvergne. ' Rosa Bonheur long directed
H School of Design for young girls. In 18o3 she
hecame entitled to the cross of the Legion of
Honour, hut l»ecause of her se.x the decoration wsis
withh.'ld til! 186,5. During the siege of Paris ( 1870-
71 ), her studio an<l residence at Fontainehleau were
sjtared and respetted liy sjteeial order of the then
Crown Prince of Prussia. Her success in painting
animals hits l)een largely due to her conscientious
study of living subjects ; she luvs succeeded in

rendering sjiirited action in animals ; ami many of
her works are known in England through engrav-
ings. See Laruelle's liosa Jioii/niir, sn Vif, scs

CEurn.i ( 1883). Siie <lied 2Gth May 1899.

Boni« a state on the ciist co.ost of the south-
west peninsula of the island of Celebes, in the
Pacific ( )cean, with an estimated area of 935
sq. ni. It W!is formerly the most powerful state

in CelelK?s, but since 18,59 has been jtractically a
Dutch dependency. In the north the scenery is

fine, ami the soil fertile^rice, sago, ami cassia

licing jiroduced. The inhabitants, called Bugis,
have an allied language to the .Macas.sars, with a
literature of their own. Their towns ami villages

dot the coiust. and jxs enter|»rLsing merchants and
sailors the Bugis are founa in every port of the
E.ust Indian Andiipelago ; they also engage in

agriculture and in the manufacture of cotton and
articles of gold and iron, in which they have a
large trade. They are well built, active, and
brave, and are lighter skinneil. tts well as sujierior

in honesty and morality to other Malay races.

Tiieir institutions, .said to l»e very ancient, partake
of the character of a constitutional monarchy. The
British have twice attacked tiie Honcse for injur-

ing their commerce, ami selling the crews of British

ships into slavery. In the .second attack, in 1814,

the Bonese king was killed. The number of the
population is unknown ; some estimates give as

much :is '2WM00. The capital, called Boni, stands
on the coast of the .south-west peninsula.—The
Cll.F (IK Bom separates the south-east and south-

west peninsulas ot Celebes. It is 200 miles long,

and 40 so miles broatl.

BoiliraC'O. the name of nine popes, most of

whom are of no historic note.—lionitace I. (418-22)

was the first who assume<l as Bishop of Rcjme the

title of First Bishop of Christendom.— Boniface III.,

who was pope only for ten months in the year 607,

was the first to whom the title of Universal Bishop
of Christendom was conceded by the Greek Emperor
(Phocas).—Boniface Vlll., j)reviously Benedict
Cajetan, a native of Anagni, was elected pope in

1294. His inauguration was distinguished by great
ponip : the kings of Hungary and Sicily held the
reins of his horse as he proceeded to the Lateran,
and with their crowns uptin their heads, served him
at table. His tenure of the Roman see was marked
by the most strenuous assertion of pajtal authority.
In a bull of 1.SU2 he claimed to possess supreme
power alike in temporal and spiritual atlairs. He
tailed, however, in his attempts to assert a feudal
sujieriority over Sicily, and to exercise his papal
authority in the disputes between France and Eng-
laml. He sought without success to call Edward I.

of F^nglanil to account ft)r his attempted com[uest
of Scotland. Philip the Fair of 1"ranee, supportetl by
his states and clergy, maintained the independence
of the kingdom, disregarding many bulls and briefs,

and even the sentence of excommunication to which
the poj)e jiroceeded. Philii) at last, with the aid
of Itahan enemies of Boniface, made him prisoner
at Anagni, to which he had lied : and though he
was liberated by the peojile of Anagni. he died at
Rome soon afterwanls in 130.S. F'or his simony
Dante has given him a jdace in the Infinio (canto
xxvii.). He instituted the Roman jubilee in the
year l.SOO, granting a plenary indulgence to all

who .should visit the sanctuaries of Rome in that
vear.— Boniface IX. ( Peter Tomacelli ), a native of

Naples, succeeded Crban VI. as pope at Rome in

1389, whilst Clement VII. was pope at Avij^non.

He became notorious for his shameless sale of

ecclesiastical offices and benefices, and of dispen-

sations ami indulgences. He acquired, after a
stniggle, a most despotic power in Rome. The
annates, which had previously been an occasional

pavment. were bv him made permanent in 1392.

He die.l in 1404.

Builifaci% a generic name for an innkeeper,
like ' mine host " or ' landlord," from the name of

the jovial innkeeper in Fan|uhar"s Beaux' Sti((ta-

fjcni
(
IT'lT I.

Bouifaco. St, ' the Apostle of (lerniaiiy,'

whose original name was \\'infried, was born at
Crediton, in Devonshire, about 080. / He entered a
Benedictine monastery in Ivxeter at the age of thir-

teen, anil afterwards removed to that of Nursling, in

Hampshire, where he taught rhetoric, history, and
theology, and became a priest at the age of thirtv.

,

He seems to have adopted the name Boniface when
he first turned monk. A movement, proceeding from
England and Ireland, was then going on for the
conversion of the still heathen peoples of Europe ;

(Jallus and F^mmeran had been sent in 614 to

Alemannia, Kilian (murdered 689) to Bavaria,

Willibrord (died 696) to the country of the F'ranks,

and Siegfried to Sweden. Winfried also took the

resolution (716) of preaching Christianity to the

F'risians, among whom it had not yet found
entrance. But a war broke out between Charles
Martel and the king of the F'risians, and Winfried
returned from I'trecht to Nursling, of which he
might have become abbot. But bent u])on his

design, he rejiaired to Rome in 718, and received

the authorisation of Pope Gregory II. to preach
the gospel to all the tribes of Germany. He went
first to Thuringia and Bavaria, then lal)oured three

yeai-s in F'riesland, and travelled through Ile.sse

and Sa.xony, everywhere baptising multitudes, and
consecrating their idolatrous groves as churches.

In 723 Gregory II. called him to Rome ; consecrated

him bishop, and furnished him with letters to

Charles Martel and all princes and bishops, request-

ing their aid in his pious work. Returning to

Hesse (724), he destroyed the objects of heathen
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worship (among them the great oak of Geismar,
sacred to Thor, ami an idol named Stutto, on a
summit of tlie Harz, still called Stuttenberg),

founded churches and convents, and called to his

aid priests, monks, and nuns from England, whom
lie distributed through the various countries. In
recognition of his eminent services, • Gregory III.

sent him ( 732 ) the pallium, and named him arch-

bishop and j)rimate of all Germany, with power to

establish bisliopiit's wherever he saw lit. Boniface
now made a third journey to Home (738), and was
appointed papal legate for Germany. The bishop-

rics of Katisbon, Erfurt, I'aderborn, AYiirzburg,

Eichstiidt, and Salzburg owe their establishment to

St Boniface. The famous abbey of Eulda is also

one of his foxindations. In 74G he was chosen
Archbishoji of Mainz, and in 7.52 he is said to have
consecrated Pepin as king of the Franks at Sois-

sons. In 754: he resigned the archbishopric, and had
resumed his apostolical labours among the Frisians,

when at Dokkum, IS miles north-east of Leeuwar-
den, in West Friesland, he was fallen upon by a band
of armed heathens, and killed, along Avith the con-

gregation of converts that were with him ( 5tli June
755). His remains were taken lirst to Utrecht,
then to Mainz, and finally to Fulda. In the abbey
there is still shown a copy of the gospels written by
him, with a leaf stained with his blood. A collec-

tion of his letters, and the canons he promulgated
for the discipline of the newly-established churches,
have been preserved, and are instructive as to the
state of Germany at the time. The best editions
of his Letters ( EpistoLe ) are those of Giles ( 2 vols.

Lond. 1844), and Jatie ( Berlin, 1866), to which is

appended the Life of him by Willibald. In 1811
a monument was erected to St Boniface on a hill

near Altenberga, in the principality of Gotha,
where, according to tradition, he liad founded ( 724

)

the first Christian church in North Germany. A
statue by Henschel was also erected to him at Fulda
in 1842. See German works on Boniface by Seiters

( 1845 ), Muller ( 1870 ), Werner ( 1875 ), Fischer ( 1881 ),

and Ebrard (1882); also Merivale, Conversion of
the West: the Continental Teutons (1878).

Boilifa'cio, Strait of, the modern name of
the strait between Corsica and Sardinia, the Fretum
Gallicum of the Romans. At the narrowest part it

is only 7 niiles wide, and the navigation is difficult.

The strait receives its name from the small town of
Bonifacio in Corsica, with an excellent harbour

;

pop. 3307.

Boilillo, a town of Spain, 34 miles WNW.
of Albacete. Pop. 4500.

Boiiiii', or (Japanese) Ogasaw.vra Islands, a
volcanic group in the Pacific Ocean, 700 miles SSE.
of Japan, stretching between 26" 30'—27 45' N.
lat., and between 140'— 14.3° E. long. Area, 32
sq. m. ; 2)op. about 200. Disco\ered by Quast
and Tasman in 1639, they Avere taken possession
of for Britain in 1827 by Captain Beechey ; but in

1878 the .lapanese reasserted their sovereignty,
with the view of making them a penal settlement.
The harbour is named Port Lloyd.

Bonin$£toil, Richard Parkes, painter in

oil and water-colours, was born at Arnold, near
Nottingham, on 25th October 1801. His father,

who had been governor of Nottingham prison,

after many vicissitudes settled at Calais, Avhere
the .son was placed under Louis Francia, the
water-colour painter ; an<l he afterwards studied in

Paris—in the Louvre, at the Institute, and under
Baron Gros. His water-colours sold ra])idly. In

1822 he begaTi to exhibit in the Salon, and received

a premium from the Societe des Amis des Arts for

his views of Havre and Lillebonne ; and two years
later he was awarded a medal at the Salon, Avhen
Constable and Copley Fielding were .similarly

decorated. He now occupied himself with Jitho-

grai)hy ; many of his sketches were reproduced by
this method in such works as Baron Taylor's

Voyages Pittoresqiies dans I'aneienne France, and he
occasionally drew upon the stone himself, from his

own designs and those of other artists. A fine col-

lection of his work of this kind is preserved in the
print-room of the British Museum. About 1825 he
took to oil-]>ainting, and in that year visited Eng-
land, accompanied by Delacroix, in whose studio he
Avorked after his return to Paris ; and having visiteil

Italy, he produced his splendiil A'enice views of the
'Ducal Palace' and the -(irand Canal,' which
figured in the Salon of 1827, along with his
' Francis I. and the Queen of Navarre ' and his

'Henry III. receiving the Spanish Ambassador.'
He also exhilnted in the Royal Academy and the
British Institution. His i)osition was now fully

established, and commissions came to him in

plenty ; but he caught an attack of brain-fever
from exposure while sketching in the sun. and
speedily fell into a decline. He visited London for

medical advice, and died there, 23d September
1828. Of late years the fame of Bonington has
been steadily increasing, and he is recognised as a
most accomplished and original painter of landscape
and architectural subjects, as w^ell as of scenes of

historical fl'CH re. He is especially admired for the
purity and brilliancy of his colouring. His ' Henry
III. receiving the Spanish Ambassador ' was 1)ought
by Lord Hertford for 49,000 francs ; and his ' Graml
Canal, Venice,' and the ' Fishmarket, Boulogne,"
realised £3150 each at the Novar sale. The Louvre
contains several of his studies and an admirable
example of his figure-pieces in oil, 'Francis 1.,

Charles V., and the Duchess d'Etampes.' The
National Gallery possesses the ' Piazzetta, St
Marks, Venice,' 'Sunset,' and three water-colouis
by the artist.

Boili'tO, a name common to several fishes of

the mackerel family ( Scombridae ).—(1) One of

these, Tlnjnnus pelamys, sometimes called the

Eonito, or Stripe-bellied Tunny.

Stripe-bellied Tunny, and of the same gej^us with
the Tunny (q.v. ), is well known to sailors as an
inhabitant of the tropical parts of the Atlantic and
Indian Oceans, and as one of the fishes most
frequently seen pursuing the flying-fish. It is

often taken by an inutation flying-fish made to

skim along and touch the waves. Its flesh is not
regarded as very wholesome, though not unnatu-
rally relished by those who have been previously
confined to salt provisions. It is occasionally
but rarely caught on the British coasts. It is a
very beautiful fish, seldom exceeding .30 inches in

length, of a beautiful steel-blue colour, darker on
the back, and whitish below. Four dark lines

extend along each side of the belly. The general
form resembles that of the mackerel, but is less com-
pressed.—(2) The Mediterranean Bonito {Pelaniys
sarda) is closely allied. It has the same blue back
and dark transverse bars reaching from the dorsal

ridge to the lateral line. It is ])lentiful in the
Black Sea, and has been found in the North Sea.
Its flesh is esteemed. ^—(3) The Plain Bonito (Avxis
vulgaris or A. rorhci), found in the Mediterranean,
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may be distinfjuishe<l at once from both of these
by its more uniform Itlue colour, without stripes or

bands, and by tlie widely sejuirate<l dorsal lins.

Its Hesh is little esteemed when fresh : it is ;,'ener-

ally used either salted or iiiokletl. Tliis fish has
been occasionally caught on the coast of England,
and even of Scotland.—The Sucking-fish (Echrncis
reinora), credited with retarding ships, the gor<'eous

John Dory {Z'lis fitUr), the beautiful 'Dolpliins'

{Cun//th(Fiia ), are allied genera of the same family.

See SIackkrel.

Boilivard, Kkancoi.s de, a younger son of a
family wliiili held large possessions under the
House of Savoy, wius l)oni aboiit UiHi at Seyssel, on
the Rhone, and in l.")l.S l>ecame prior of St Victor
at (ieneva. Falling under the suspicion of the
Duke of Savoy, he was taken jirisoner by him in

1519. After twenty montiis' imj)risonment he was
set free, but in I.kSO he was again seized, .an<l taken
to the cjtstle of Chillon at the east end of the Lake
of (Jeneva, where he was imprisoned for six years,

the last four in that subterranean vault which the
genius of Hyron has made famous by his poem on
the suflerings of J'/n- I'n.soui'r of Chillon. The
details of IJonivard's history were unknown to

IJyron ; the iiighly wrought description of the
pri.Honer 'chained to a colunm stone ' s])rang from
the imagination of the poet, and is now emlMidied
in the local traditicm. On the capture of Chillon
by the Bernese and (tonevese in 15.30, he was
liWrated, and returned to (leneva. Tlie priory

of St Victor had meanwhile been ra.sed for the
defence of the city, and the now Protestant
government, having devotetl its revenues to the
liospital, awarded Honivard a pension. He died in

l.)70, leaving the town his books, which were the

nucleus of the (ieneva library. I'onivard was an
indefatigable writer. His chief works are his

L'hroniqnc.s ik (icnirc ( l.wl ; new ed. 2 vol.s.

1831), and iJc iAnrieunc ct Xoit relic Police de

Gciuh-e {1353), in which he paints in the blackest

possible colours the opp<ments of the dominant
Calvinist i>arty. The credit of Honivard, both as

an historian and as a man, has in recent years

.sufl'ered much from the investigations of more

trustworthv historians. See works by Chaponnibre

(1846). Vullieiiiin (1863), (Jaberel (1869); and
Ros-sel's Hi.st. Lift, dc la Suisse liomandc ( 1889).

Bonn, a town of Hhenisli Prussia, beautifully

situated on the left bank of the Rhine (here 6()b

yards wide), 21 miles SSE. of Cologne by rail. The
Minster, said to have l>een founded by the Empress
Helena in .S2(>, but dating chiefly from the 11th

and i;Uh centuries, has lieen restored since 1847.

It is a good specimen of Romanesnue and Transi-

tion, and has five towers, the midille one .SI 1 feet

high. Near the .Minster is a mcmument to Heet-

hoven, who was born in the Rheinga.s.se ; and at

lionn are buried. Niebuhr, Runsen, and Sch\imann.

There are seven other jtlaces of worshij), besides

English and Old Catholic congregations; Rein-

kens, tlie first Old Catliolic bisho]). having made
Bonn his residence. The university, founded in

1777 !S(i, in 1H(>2 was transformed into a lyceum,

but Wius reestablished in 1818, receiving fjoni

government the beautiful electoral j»alace (1717-

30) and other buildings, with an annual revenue

of nearly fir),(KM) sterling. There are five faculties

-medical, legal, philosophical, and two theologi-

cal (Protestant and Catholic). The university

had, in 1886, 124 professors ami lecturers, and
1.331 students. Among its professors have been

Niebuhr, A. W. Schlegel, Arndt, Welcker, Dahl-

mann, Hermes, an<l Simrock ; whilst Albert, the

Prince Consort, was a student here. It has a

library of above 250,0{X) volumes, a splendid

laboratory (186.S), an art nmseum (1884), archajo-

logical and other collections, a botanic garden,
and an oV)servatory ; there is also a celebrated

agricultural academy. The manufactures—jute,

soap, chemicals, vS:'c.—are unimportant. Pop.
(1871) 26,030; (1891) 38,505, chiefly Catholic-
Bonn derives its origin from Botnia, one of the
Roman stations in (Jermany. From 1273 till

1794 the residence of the Electoi-s of Cologne, it

was held by the French 1673-89; in 1703 siir-

rendereil to .Marlborough ; was acquired by France
in 1801, and by Prussia in 1814.

Bunnat, Leon Joseph Florextin, was bom
at Bayonne (1833), and studied at Madrid under
Frederic Madrazo, and in Paris under Leon
Cogniet. He gained the .second Grand Prix de
Jiom^, and, aided by his friends, went to Italy in

1858, where he resideil for four years. He was
first brought into notice by his 'Adam and Eve
findin'' the Body of Abel ' ( 1860), now in the gallery

at Lille ; and his ' Pas»iua Maria' ( 1863) was much
praised. He devoteti him.self to Italian ijenrc

pictures of moilerate size, varied by such religious

subjects as 'The Assumption' (1869), an<l the

terrildy realistic 'Christ on the Cross' (1874), com-

missioned for the Palais th' Justice, Paris. He has

produced many remarkable portraits, among others

those of M. Thiers, Victor Hugo, Grevy, Pasteur,

Duma^, Carnot, and Renan.

Bonner, EdmIND, Bishop of London, was born
about 1500, of ol>scure and tloubtful jtarentage.

The reputation he gained at Oxford by his know-
ledge of canon law recommended him to the
notice of Wolscy, who made him his chaplain, and
promoted him to several benehces. His zeal in

King Henry's service, after Wolsey's fall, earned
him due i)roniotion ; and in 1533 he was deimteil to

appear before the pope at Marseilles, to appeal for

the excommunicated monarch to a general council.

His language on this occasion is said to have sug-

gested to his holiness the fitness of having him
burned alive, or thrown int(» a caldron of molten

lead, .so that Bonner judged it prudent to leave

Marseilles without notice. In 1540 he was made
Bishop of Lomhm, .and as such juonounced sentence

on several IVotestant martyrs, though it is certain

he did his liest to befriend Anne Askew. After
Edward VI.s accession, he gave proofs of his luke-

warmness in the cavise of reformation, and at

length, in 1549, was committed to the Mar.shalsea,

and denrived of his bishopric. The accession of

Queen Slary (1553) restored him to oflice ; anil by

his part in that bloody persecution which has made
her reign infanums, he rendered himself thoroughly

unpojmlar. On Elizabeth's accessi<m (1558), Bon-

ner accompanied his episcopal brethren to salute

her at Higligate, but was excejjted from the hon-

our of kissing her hand. In May 1559 he was
summoned before the Pri%-j--council, and refused,

with a consistency worthy of respect, to take the

oath of supremacy. He was accordingly deposed

from his l)ishopric, and again imprisoned in the

Marshalsea, where he died in 1569. The utmost

allowance for Fox's exaggerations cannot free

Bonner from the charge of persecution ; thoii^di

it seems that he did no more than his otlicial

position demandcfl, and tliat with siich reluctance

as to bring down on him the censure of the Privy-

council (see Blunt, T/ic Peformation, vol. ii.).

And one should not forget that he was strict in

castigating the lax morality of his clergy, that

he remained steadfast to his principles, and that

he bore his final misfortunes with manly resigna-

tion.

Bonnet, a covering for the head, of which
there are many varieties. The French, from

whom we have the word, apply it as we do to male
as well as female head-dress. The bonnet rouge.
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or ' cap of liberty ' of the revolution, was shaped
like a mans niglit-cap (bonnet de nnit). A felt

cap of this shape, sucli as was worn by the Phry-
gians, was anionjist the Romans the emblem of

liberty, and was assumed by slaves when manu-
mitted. The English bonnet of former times w.as

made of cloth, silk, or velvet, more or less orna-

mented. It was generally snpersetled by the hat

in the early part of the l(3th century ; but in

Scotland, bonnets were commonly worn for two
centuries later. The genuine old bonnet of the Low-
land Scottish peasantry was of a broad, round, flat

shape, overshadowing the face and neck, and of a
dark-l)lue colour, excepting a red tuft on the top.

The fabric was thick milled woollen, ^^ithout seam
or lining, and exceedingly durable. No head-
dress ever invented could stand so much rough
usage. This ' braid bonnet ' very closely resembles
tiie bonnet Bearnais, or beret Basque, of the south
of France. From its having been worn, till com-
jjaratively late times, by small rural proprietors,

these came to be called Bonnet Lairds. The High-
landers have long worn bonnets of the same fabric,

but these generally rise to a point in front, Avitli

ribbons hanging down behind. Such is the cap
knoA\Ti as the Glengarry Bonnet. The Bahnorul
is flat, and is liker the Lowland bonnet. From !

time immemorial, these various kinds of Scotch
i

bonnets haxe lieen manufactured at Stewarton
\

and Kilmarnock, in Ayrshire. Except in the case
of cavalry regiments, the Glengarry bonnet is in

almost universal use as an undress cap in the
British army and amongst the auxiliary forces.

Ladies' Bonnets.—Those made of the line stunted
wheat straw, gi-own for the purpose in Tuscany, and
called Leghorn and Tuscan bonnets, are everywhere
known to the female world. These have formed an
important trade in that province for nearly two
centuries. Split-straw plait and bonnets formed of

it are made on a large scale at Luton and Dun-
stable (see Straw Manufactures). Willow-chip
bonnets are made extensively in the neighbourhood
of Modena. Bonnets, partly or entirely, of richer
materials, such as horsehair, crape, velvet, and
satin, with trimmings of feathers, lace, and arti-

ficial flowers, are made on a great scale in Paris.

It is there that all novelties are created, and the
annual value of its millinery exceeds a million
sterling.

Bonnet, Charles de, an eminent naturalist
and philosopher, born at Geneva, 13th March 1720,
was eilucated for the law, btit devoted himself at a
very early age to the study of natural history. A
<lissertation on aphides procured his election, in
1740, as a corresponding member of the French
Academy of Sciences ; and in 1743 he was ad-
mitted a Fellow of the Royal Society. At this
time he was engaged in researches concerning
polypi, the structure of the tapeworm, the respi-

ration of insects, &c. ; and in 1745 appeared
his Traite d'Lnsectologic. His lieeJierches siir

r Usage des Feuilles des Plantes (1754) contained
the result of much observation on important
points of vegetable physiology. A severe inflam-
mation of the eyes, putting a stop for two yeais
to his researclies in natural history, gave another
direction to his studies, and he piiblislied several
works on psychologj', in which materialistic views
decidedly prevail : the body is represented as the
ori<nnal source of all the inclinations of the soul,
an(l all ideas are referred to movements of the
nervous fibres ; but his religious convictions re-

nuiined always strong and unshaken, and in his
Idecs siir I' £tat Futur des Etrcs Vivants, ou
I^alinginesie Philosopliique (2 vols. 1769), he
endeavoured to demonstrate the reasonableness of
the Christian revelation. In this work he also
maintained the future life of all living creatures.

Boiiiiet-j^iece.

and the perfection of their faculties in a future
state. His C'onsid^rrdions siir les Co7-ps Orqani.f^s

(2 vols. 1762) is largely devoted to an examination
of the theories of generation. He died on 20th
May 1793. Collective editions of his works
(8 vols, and 18 vols.) appeared in 1779 and 1788.

See the monographs on him by Lenioine (1850)
and the Due de Caraman (

1859).'

Bonnet-piece, a gold coin of James V. of
Scotland, so called on ac-
count of the king's head
being decorated with a
bonnet instead of a crown,
as was usual. James V.
was the first Scottish sove-
reign to place dates on his
money, and to diminish the
size of the gold coins by
increasing their thickness.
His bonnet-pieces were
struck of native gold, and
are now much prized by
collectors. See Edward Burns' Coinage of Seoi-
land (ISS8).

Bonneval, Claude Alexandre, Count de,
also called Achmed Pasha, a French adventurer,
was born of a noble family at Cotissac, in Limousin,
on 14th July 1675 ; and entered the army in his

thirteenth year. He served with distinction in
Italy and the Netherlands, but for extortion and
insolence was condemned to death by a court-
martial. He fled to Germany, where he obtained
employment in the Austrian service ; fought
against his native country, distingaiished himself
by many daring exploits, and . bore a principal
part under Prince Eugene in the war against
Turkey. But during a residence at Vienna he made
himself disagreeable to the prince, and was sent,

in 1723, as master-general of ordnance to the
Netherlands, where he quarrelled with the
governor, was brought to trial, and condemned
to death by a court-martial. The femperor com-
muted the sentence to one year's imprisonment,
upon condition of his never afterwards setting foot
on German soil. He went to Constantinople, be-

came a Mohammedan, was made a pasha of three
tails, and achieved success as general in the war of

the Poite with Russia, and in Persia. The sultan
appointed him governor of Chios ; but his own
imprudence, and the envy of others, caused his

banishment to the shores of the Black Sea. He
died at Constantinople on 27th March 1747. The
memoirs published as his are spurious. See Prince
de Ligny. Mevioire sur la Comte de Bonncval
(1817).

Bonneville, Nicholas de, one of the earliest

French students of German literature, was born at
Evreux, March 13, 1760. Early works are his
Nouveau Theatre Alleniand (12xols. 1782-85), a
collection of German tales, and a translation of

Shakespeare. After the revolution, he founded
and edited several newspapers ; but his moderation
in tone and his liberality rendered him obnoxious
to the ruling party, and on the fall of the Girondists
he was thrown into prison. He also got into
difliculties with Napoleon, and died November 9,

1828. His Ilistoire de rEurope nioderiie (3 vols.

1789-92) and his De rEsjjrit des Religions (1791)
are still read.

Bonny, or Boni, a town and a river of Guinea,
now in the British Niger protectorate. The river

forms an eastern debouchure of the Niger, and falls

into the Bight of Biafra, in about 4" .30' N. lat.,

and 7° 10' P]. long. It is accessible at all times of

the tide to vessels drawing as much as 18 feet of

water, and safe anchorage at all seasons of the
year is found within its bar. Its banks are low,
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swampy, ami uncultivatetl. On the east side, near
its iiiotitli. is tlie town of Bonny, notorious from
the IHtli to the 19tli century ius the rendezvous of
slave-trading sliips. Tlie houses forming tlie town
stand in a swamp where fever prevails ; European
traders generally take up their ijuarters on river-
hoats moored in the current of the Bonny. It

exports considerahle (luaiitities of i)alm-oil.

Boiionii. .losKril. an-liitect, was horn at Rome
in I'.i'.K settled in England in 1707, became an
ii-s>iiciate of the Royal Acailemy, and died on 9th
March 1806.—His .son, JnsKl'H Bhnomi, the
younger, horn in Rome 9th Uct<djer 1796, studied
art in Loiuloti. and hecame famous as a draughts-
man, especially of Egyptian remains. He re-

peatedly vi>iteil Egypt and the Holy Land, and
illustrated important works liy AViikinson, Birch,
Sliarpe. Lepsius. and other Egypt<dogisi.s. He also
|)ulilishe<l a wtuk of his own on Nineveh, and at
lis death, .'id March 1.S7S, he was curator of Soane's
Mu.-cuiii.

Buuplaild. .\l.MK, an eminent traveller and
botanist, was l)orn at Rodielle, France, Augu.st
2*2, 1773. Having studied medicine and botany
at I'aris, he accompanied Humboldt in 1799
to South America, where they travelled nearly
five years, iluring which time Bonpluiid collected
IMXMI new species of plants. After his return, he
published several splendid and valuable botanical
works. He went to Buenos Ayres in hSiO, and
was named jirofes.sor of Natural History. Bon-

' pland unilertook an expedition of scientific dis-

covery up the I'araiKi ; but I>r Erancia, then
<lictator of I'araguay, arrested him, and kept him
pri.soiier for alwiut nine years. He sul)se(juently

settled near San Borje, in the province of Cor-
rientfs. and died at Santa Anna in 18.").S. Among
liis works are : Plmitr.s Etjuiniixiali.n (2 V(ds. 1808-

IG): Mo)i'ii/rit///iic (fc.s Xlrlnst'inicfs, &ic. (2 vols.

I8U9-1G); and /><srnj/(iiin i/ci I'ltnids iiircn de
Nantrn ( l.sl.'{-17 ). See his Life by Brunei (Jiil ed.

Paris, 1.S72).'

Boiispicl. See Ci rlinu.

BoiisK'ttrii. K.\KL Victor vox, publicist,

born at Bcin, .'Ul September 174."), studietl at

Leydeii, Cambridge, and Paris, entered the council

of Bern, and be<ame district governor, and in 179.3

a judge in Lugano. He lived in Italv and at

Copenhagen from 179G to ISOl, ami after ids return

settled at (Jeneva, where ln> died 'ii\ February
1832. Among his larger works are lirr/icn/ics siir

la Xtttiire ct lis Lois dc riiiuKjinutiun (Geneva,
1807), PfH.sfrs Diccrses (1815), £(udeA(fe L'Hoinmc
(1821), and L'Homme dit Midi et L'Hummc du
Nord ( 1824), an examination of the inlluence of

climate. Three volumes of his correspondence have
been publi>hed.

Bwillis I Lat., ' gixkl ), an originally jocular use

of the Latin word to mean 'a good thing,' specially

for an extra dividend given to shareholders of a

comi»any from surplus prolits, or a portion of the

protits (if an insurance company distributed amongst
policyholders. Sometimes u.sed for a mere douceur
tn bribe.

Bony Fishes {Tefeostci) form the most im-

portant sub-cla.s-s of fishes, and include the va.st

majority of known forms, jirobably 8500 out of

10,(J<H» species. They are the modem successors of

the ancient Hshes '( Paiaichtiiys), of wiiich the

direct survivors are now in the marked minority.

The Teleostei appeared in all probability in the

Chalk period, and have increasingly predomin-

ated over their gristly (
Elasmobranciis or Chon-

dropterygii) and heavily-armoured (Ganoidei) fore-

runners. Many naturalists have found in Ganoids

the direct ancestors of the Teleostei ; but this is

not allowed bv our greatest modern authority

—

I)r Giinther. They are, hoAvever, their geological
successors.

In the Ininy fishes (Teleostei) the skeleton is

bony, with comjdetely formed vertebra' ; the skin
is usually clad in the characteristic light scales ;

the heart has a non-contractile .swelling of the
artery in front of the heart (the biddiis arteriosus) ;

the gills are free and protected by a bony cover
( operndtim ) ; the intestine has no spiral fold run-
ning down it ; the nerves to the eyes simply cross
one another, and do not fuse as they cross. Gener-
ally speaking, they are more active than their fore-
runners.

Giinther divides the bony fishes into six orders,
and since these must be repeatedly menticmed,
the following key, ba.sed on the same authority,
and copied from Leunis" Synopsis dcs T/iiernic/is,
is essential :

I. Acanthoptciygii—e.g. perch, mullet, beryx,
mackerel, l)ull-head, lump-sucker, goby, bleuliy,
gray mullet, stickleback.

II. Aniidhojttcrtjgii Phorynfjoffuaf/ii—e.g. wrass.
IIL Anacanthini—e.g. cod, liiig, sand-eel, turbot,

flounder.

IV. Phijsostomi—e.g. carp, minnow, llying-lish,

pike, salmon, trout, herring, eel.

V. Lophobranchii—e.g. pipe-fishes and sea-
horses.

VI. Plerfognathi—e.'^. file-fish, coffer-fish, globe-
fish, sun-tish.
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F<n- further information, see the article on Flshks,
and separate articles ; consult Giinther 's Ititroduc-

tion to the Study of Fishes, and Huxley's Anatomy
of Vertebrates.

Bonyliad^ a market-town of Hungaiy, in

the county of Tolna, about 150 miles S. of Btida-
Pesth. It has some trade in corn, wine, and
tobacco. Pop. (1880) 5970.

Bony Pike {Lepidosteus), also called G.\R-
I'lKK aiid CiAli-KlsH (di.stinct from the other CJar-

fish, q.v. ), a genus of Ganoid fishes, found in

widely distributed fossil form as early as Tertiarj'

times, and still surviving in temperate America
and Cuba. The fish nieasures at full size to-

wards 5 feet in length, and is covered with a
complete mail of lozenge-shaped enamelled and
bony scales. The outer enamel layer is bright and
glistening. The general colour is brownish -yellow
or greenish with darker markings. The skeleton
is completely bony, the vertebra- (like those of

salamanders) convex in front and concave behind,

the fins with accessory pieces known as 'fulcra,'

the doi'sal and anal composed mIioIIv of jointed

rays, and situated far back. The snout is long and
narrow, the mouth opening wide, the upper lip

protruding beyond the lower, the dentition very

well develoj)ecl, with large catching and numerous
small conical teeth arranged in rows. The paired

lins are unlobed : the tail is markedly uu.symme-
trical ( heterocercal ). There are no spiracles, but

accesson' gills on the hyoid bones. The undivided
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air-bladder is lunfi-like, opens into the gullet, and
receives hlood-vessels from the aorta. The dilated

muscular chamher in front of the heart has eight

transvei-se rows of valves. The bony pike or

gar-fish lives in rapid rivers, swims with great force,

has gieat llexibility in the neck region, and preys
voraciously on other fishes. Formerly more widely
distributed, it is now found in the fresh waters
of North Central America and Cuba. Many
species have been distinguished, but GUnther only
recognises three

—

L. viridis, L. jilatystomiis, and
the commonest L. osseiis. The genus occurs as

such in Tertiary strata, and is represented in earlier

times by many forms ( Lepidotida', »S:c. ). The flesh

of the bony pike is esteemed for food. See
Ganoids.

Bonze, a modified Japanese word applied by
Europeans to the Buddhist priests of Japan and of

China.

Boobv (Siila 2^iscator), a species of Gannet
(q.v. ), wliich has received this name from its

apparent stupidity in allowing itself to be knocked
down with a stick or taken by the hand. Accounts
dift'er very much, however, as to this character of

the booby, some representing it as singular in not
taking alarm nor becoming more Avary even when it

has had reason to apprehend danger from man ;

others, as Audubon, asserting in such a manner as
apparently to place it beyond dispute, that it does
learn to be upon its guard, and even liecomes diffi-

cult to approach within reach of shot. The booby
is not quite so large as its congener, the common
gannet or solan-goose, but, like it, is a bird of

powerful wing. It feeds on fish, which it takes by
diving in the sea, observing its prey as it sweeps
along in graceful and varying flight, sometimes

Boobj-.

at a lieight of only a foot or two from the sur-
face of the water, sometimes twenty yards above
it. The bird is sometimes taken, like the gannet,
by means of a fish fastened to a board, through
which it drives its bill, as it dashes at the bait.
The booby is of a blackish-brown colour, whitish
beneath ; its colours are subject to some varia-
tion, and in young birds a general brown colour
prevails ; the sexes difl'er very little, except that
the female is not quite so large as the male.
The expansibility of the gullet enables the booby
to swallow fishes of considerable size. The bill,

which is straight, conical, and longer than the
head, opens beyond the eyes, as in the rest of this
geniis. It is found on almost all troi)ical and sub-
tropical shores, and sometimes even 200 miles from
land. On the east coast of North America, it

reaches about as far north as Cape Hatteras, but
is much more abundant farther south, great num-
bers breeding on the low islands oft' the coast of
Florida. The nest is often placed upon a low bush.

and ' is large and flat, formed of a few dry sticks,

covered and matted with seaweeds in great
quantity.' It contains only one egg or young one
at a time. The booby is much persecuted liy the
Frigate Bird and Man-of-war Bird (q.v.), which
are more jiowerful and of swifter flight, and often
compel it to disgorge for their use the prey which
has just been swallowed. The flesh of the booby,
altlKKigh sometimes eaten by sailors, is dark
coloured, and not very agreeable.

Booby Islaud. a level rock in Torres Strait,

in 10^ 36' S. lat. , and 141' 53' E. long., 3 feet above
high water, and \ mile in diameter. Being danger-
ous to navigators, and destitute of resources of its

ow-n, it is pretty regularly supplied with provisions
and water by passing vessels, for the benefit of

shipwrecked sailors.

Boodrooiu. See Budrun.

Book. The volume which the reader has at
present in his hands i§ a normal specimen of what
is now understood by a printed book. Printed
matter occupies both sides of a certain number of

leaves of paper, which are so arranged that, be-
ginning at the ujiper end of the left side of the first

page, he may proceed without dislocation of thought
always from left to right till he reach the lower
end of the last page. The first page or recto of
the first leaf or folio (often omitted, as in the
present work), containing usually an abbreviated
form of the title, is technically knoMu as a bastard
or half title-page ; the next page or verso of

the first folio is left blank. 'Then follows the
title-page proper, usually with a blank page at
the back. In many books there intervenes a
preface or introduction, a dedication, and a table
of contents before the main body of the book beo;ins.

If any portion of the book has got out of its place,

there are two ways by which the true order can be
discovered. At the outer corner of each page is a
number— 1, 2, 3, &c. ; this is the pagination or

numerical order of pages. At the left-hand foot

corner of page 1 is the number 53 ; and 54 will l>e

found similarly on page 17. The sixteen pages thus
indicated have been i^roduced by the folding of a
single sheet of paper. Fifty-three is the signature
(as it is called) on the first page, because 52 sheets

have been used in the previous volume. A, B, &C.
are often used for numerals ; and if the book goes
beyond the number of letters in the alphabet, the
series is continued—A A, B B, &.c., or 2 A, 2 B, tS:c.

To understand the historic origin of this normal
modern book, we must go back to a remote
antiquity. The word ' book ' itself ( Saxon boc,

Ger. buch, Dutch bock) appears originally in

Gothic as a plural noun meaning primarily, as is

generally believed, the runes inscribed on the bark
of separate branches of the ' beech ' tree ( Saxon boc,

Ger. buche, Dutch beuke) for the i)urposes of

divination, «.^-c. Liber, the Latin equivalent (which
has been adopted by all the Romance and Celtic
tongues—Fr. livrc, Ital. libra, (iaelic Icabhar,.

Welsh leor—and is the source of our English word
library), projierlj^ meant bark, and Mas applied to
prepared papyrus tissue fiom its bark-like appear-
ance. The Greek biblia, in like manner, is asso-

ciated with bijblos—i.e. papyrus.

As is now well known, the ancient Babylonians
and As.syrians had a wide and varied literature.

This was preserved in two ways : either painted on
the leaves of the papyrus which grew in abundance
on the banks of the Eui)hrates, or impressed on
clay shaped into tablets or cylinders. Such skill

was displayed in the treatment of this latter

material th.at the inscribed characters by their

minuteness ' suggest that they must have been
written with the help of a magnifying glass.' A
representation of a typical polygonal Ass\Tian
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cylinder \\'ill be found in Sayce's Assyria (1885).
The defects, as well as certain advantages, of this

form of • Iniok ' are obvious. It lias no direct con-
nection with the niotlern Euroj)ean book. Tiie case
is ditlerent, however, witii the ancient E>r\i)tian
iMiok. The sequence may be maintained from tlie

volume at present in the readers iiands back for

thousands of years to the oldest E'ryptian ' volume
'

still extant ( in a sense the oldest book in the
world I—the J'tif>i/rus Prissr, wliieli must be a-ssij^ned

to a very early periml (»f E;,'y|itian history, accord-
ing to Chabas and to A'irey, f'tmlis sur /» Papi/nis
Frisse (Paris, 1H!S7), to a date jirobablv prior to

the XII. dynasty—i.e. at leivst '2(«X) K.c. Owin-,'
tAJ its womferful ailaptability to literary- purposes,
the prejiared jiapyrus tissue (see l*.\l'VKls) spread
to CJreece (at least bt'fore the time of Herodotus)
and to Home ; and tliouj;h it was so far sup-

Iilanted, especially in certain rejrions, by tlie finer

Limls of jjrepareii skins—the material used by the
.lews, Persians, and other oriental nations—it

maintained its position as a lK)ok-material down
t<» the lotli century .\.i). Ali Ibn el Azha<l in
9*2() <lescribes the difl'erent kinds of pen reijuired

for writin;,' on jiajier, parchment, and papyrus
(see Dr Josej)h KaraliaceKs iJti.s Ambisrhc Pajiirr,

Vienna, 1887 ). The ancient papyrus-book, whether
Ef^yptian, (Jreek, or Koman, was got uj) very
much like a modern mounted niaji. A length of

the material, written on one side only, was
fiLstened to a wooden ndler, round whicii it wa.s

wf)und ; this formed a taiiid (Egyptian), hiilimlros
((Jr.), or folunun (Latin); hence our 'volume.'
Sj)ecimens of Egyptian rolls still exist, extending
to unwards of 20 and even 40 yards (see Hirt, Uns
antihc liitrhursen, page 439); but the gTcat in-

convenience attaching to the consulting of .«uch

enormous .scrolls (though we still lind sinnlar
pedigree rolls in England—e.g. at Helminghani,
Sutl'ulk) nuule it much more usual to break up
any lengtliy literary jiroduction into sections, each
on a separate roll. Certain suitable sizes became
normal, and this conventional length of the roll

exercised a considerable intluence on the length
«if what are still called the 'books"— i.e. divisions

of the cliussical authoi"s. In Egypt the rolls were
kejit in jars (holding say nine or ten Ciich ) ; in

K<jme in wooden boxes or canisters (often of costly

workmanship), or in i>archn)ent ca.se.s. The change
from the rolled to the folded form of book appears
to have taken place in the ancient world after the
adoiition of parchment or vellum, though prac-

tically the same arrangement of successive sur-

faces hail been in vogue in the books or tablets

of waxed wood used for notes ami letters. Coder,

the Latin name for such a jtarchment volume, is

still retained as the designati<m of the more im-

portant ancient MSS., as Ci/i/r.r Alij-((ii(lriinis.

The form remained jiractically unallero<l tliron;:li()iil

the middle ages, and being even more suitable lor

paper than for vellum, was ready on the invention

of jirinting to facilitate its full development. Eor

«letails in regard to the ancient MS., see P.U-.ICOG-

KAIMIY. For J{lock-bo(dis, .see Wood EN(;k.\viN(:.

Sizr6 of 7iW.A-.—The velluni, an<l afterwards the

}taper liook of medieval times, was made uj) in the

ollowingwav. '(Quires' or 'gatherings were formed

sometimes of four sheets folded in the nudille and
placed one within the other, .so as to furnish eight

leaves, sometimes of tive sheets yiehling ten leaves,

sometimes of six yiehling twelve. These groupings

were known ius <iuaternions (trtradia), quinterns

or <|uinternions iprnfiidifi), and sexterns (hcxadia).

This same method was adopted by the early printers,

who at first indeed only jjrinted as the copyists had
written, one page at a time. In the colophons (see

i.elow) of many of the older books, a register or col-

lation, as it is called, of all the c^uires—whether

temions, quaternions, or so on—is supplied for the
guidance of the bookbinder. The sigtiatures on the
several quires were at first inserted by hand, and
were first printed at Cologne in 147'i. When it

became usual to i)rint a certain nunilter of pages at
once, the paper was not fokled and cut up till it

had passed through the press. The number of

times it required to be folded afforded a ready
means of distinguishing in a general way the
different sizes of books as long as the pajter con-
tinued to l>e made by hand, in frames the size of

which did not greatly vary. The nomenclature is

still in vogue, though it has ceased in these days of

machine-made paper to be a correct guide to the
real sizes of books. In America, the propo.sal to
distinguish sizes by an actual measurement of height
and breadth of j)aper has met with some accept-
ance ; but the <dd tashion still prevails in Europe.
A sheet being folded in the nnthlle forms two leaves
or four pages ; aiul a book compo.sed of such sheets
is styled a folio whether it measure H feet or 4 feet

in height. When the sheet is again folded it makes
a (juarto. In hand-made paper (i.e. the pajter used
in nearly all books of purely bildiographical interest)

the water-line, runs either across or down the page
according to the number of foldings. The follow-
int' scheme is serviceable :

Folio, foMed
guarto (4to)
Octavo (8vo)
Dualecimo (12inoi
OctcHlcciino ' 18ino

1 time = 2 leaves, water-line perpeiulicular.

2 tiine.s 4 n > horizniitnl.

3 .• 8 i> II pcriiciulieiilar.

4 li \i > 11 liurizoiital.

5 •• 16 " <• i)ori)fiiiIiciilar.

Le.ss ordinary, and of coui-se diminutive, sizes of

books are produced and kno^\•n as .S'2mo (water-
line perpentlicular). 3()nio (horizontal), 41Smo (hori-

zontal), ()4mo (horizontal), 7'2mo (jierjtendicular),

96mo
(
peri>endiciilar), l'28mo (perpentlicular). In

this country for a long jieriod iirinting-paper was
chietly of three sizes— royal, demy, and crown ;

and according iis any one of these was employed,
the size of the book was large or small. Demy,
however, was the most commonly used ; and the

demy 8yo may be sai<l to have become the estab-

lished form of standard editions. The size of the

present work is imperial 8vo. Among books, as

among men, there are giants and dwarfs. Certain
church-books in the Escurial are described as (j feet

in height by 4 in breadth; and the 'Antiquity'
volumes, for exam])le, of the Najioleonic iJcsrrijition

dr rEijijjiff niea-sure 37^ inches in height. The
'Thumb liible ' is, on the other hand, not much
bigger than a postage-stamp ; I'ickerings Diamond
edition of Ttmso measures 3* inches lii'fh by 1|

wide ; and Hoejtli's 1878 Divina Commedia is less

than 2\ inches by H.
L'olojjhuus.—The sciibes emjjloyed by Assur-bani-

pal (680 B.C.) used to j)lace the account of their

documents at the close of the last column on their

cylinders. In like manner, the early p]tiropean

printers often gave details about their books in

the closing paragraph, now technically known in

English as the colojihon (from a Greek word for

a])e\ or terminus), in French as soiiscription, in

German as SchlH.ss-.scIirift. Caxton varies his colo-

phon from the simplest Explicit, Hie Jinis, or
' Here endetli," to elai)orate epilogues or ])ost-face:;.

Quaintest of all, perhaps, is Iils rhyming conclusion

to the Moral Proverbs:

Go thou litil quayer
|
and reeomaund me

Unto the pool prace of my special lorde
Tlierle Ryueris, for I have emprinted the
At hi.s comandement, folowying eury worde
His c'ipye as his secretaire can recorde.

At Westmestre of feucrer ( Fcbruarj') the .xx daye
And of Kyng Edward the xvij yere vraye (truly).

Abundant exami)les of the colophon Avill be found

in Mr Blades"s Caxton, and Legrand's Bibliographie

Hcllcniqiic (1885).

Title-pages.—Though Caxton's work affords no
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instance of a title-i)ai;e—unless The Chastising of
God's Children (1-491?) be his, and it contains

simply three lines of onlinarv print—this does not
represent the general stage of typographic devel-

opment. As early as 1474 Pictor, Lt)slein, and
Katdolt in A'enice issued a Calendario by John de
Monteregio, with a quaint rhyming title-page, with
place, date, and names at the foot (see fac-simile in

Houchot. The Printed Book). With the adoption of

the title-page, the colophon naturally disappeared,

though instances are found well into the 16tli cen-

tury. The treatment of the title-page has varied
enormously at diil'erent periods : in the 16th and
ITtli centuries becoming at times so crowded with
details as to lose half its value as a ready means
of determining the purport of the book. Laudatory
descriiitions of the author and his work were freely

introduced :
' ^'ery necessary to be known ;

'
' Very

pleasant and beneficial r 'A book right rare and
strange,' are among the phrases familiar to all

book-lovers. Except in the case of works of fiction

and popular theology, the tendency of the present
time is to make the title brief and business-like.

Dickens's Adrent urcs of Oliver Twist even contrasts

curiously with the title-page of the first edition

of, say, Robinson Crusoe. Metaphorical titles (so

abundant in the Elizabethan and Jacobian jieriods

)

are serviceable as distinctly individualising a book,
but are very apt ( as in Mr Ruskin's Notes on the

Construetion of Sheepfolds) to mislead the unwary.
Double titles ( as in Mr Ruskin's Proserpina

:

Studies of Wayside Flowers) are equally danger-
ous ; and open to strong objection is the habit
of re-issuing an old work with a new title. The
title of a book is by English law as much the
property of an author as any other part of his book.
Consequently, a lawsiiit may be the result of even
unsuspectingly using a title already appropriated
(see Copyright). Compare the fac-simile title-

pages in Konnecke, Bildercdlas ( 1887 ) ; Le Petit,

Princijndes Editions orir/incdes d'Ecrivains Fran<^cds

( 1888) ; and A. Lang, ' Old French Title-pages' in

Books and Bookmen.
Dates.—In the dating of their books the early

printers, like the scribes, were extremely negligent.
'Of twenty-one works,' says Mr Blades {Caxton, i.

p. 31 ),
' known to have issued from the press of

Colard Mansion, not more than five have any date
to them ; and of nearly one hundred publications
attributed to Caxton's press, considerably more
than two-thirds appear without any year of im-
print. ' At other times we find the date given with
great precision : thus. The Book of the Knight of
the Toicer has ' and enprynted at Westminstre the
last day of Janyuer, the fyrst year of the regne of

Kynge Richard the thryd.' In the present day
nearly all respectable publishers put the correct
year in which their books are issued at the foot of

the title-page, either in ordinary figures or in the
Roman notation. When a book is not dated, one
suspects a desire on the part of the publisher to
sell his old stock as if it had newly seen the light.

Unfortunately, the device of attaching a new title-

page with a fresh date to matter that has lain in

the warehouse for many years is adopted by firms
whose reputation ought to be above reproach. The
following are among the more important deviations
from the normal methods f)f Roman notation to be
found in the colophons or title-pages of early printed
books (see Brunet, Connaissances necessaires d un
Bibliophile) :

MCCCCiiijXXVIII = 1488 (i.e. 1000 -f 400 -f 4 x 20 -|- 8).

MiiiiCiiiiXXViij^ 1488 (i.e. 1000 + (4 x 100)-f (4x20)-f8).
MCDXCV = 1495 (i.e. 1000 + (500-100) + 95).
MiiijD = 1496 (i.e. 1000 + 500 - 4).

M HID = 1497 (i.e. 1000 + 500 - 3).

CIO 10 CXX VI =1626 (i.e. 1000 +^ + 100 -f- 26).

In many cases the older printers indulged in

curious chronograms ; sometimes using them to
repeat in the preface a date already distinctly

stated on the title-page. An extreme instance is

the De spIrltaLi IMItatlone ChrlstI saCrcc et

VtlLes plls In LJ'CeM Data, a R. P. Antonio
Vanden Stock Societatis Jesu, Rurcemtindce, Apud
Gasparem du Pres—a book which contains upwards
of 1500 chronograms on the date 1658 (see Chrono-
gram) ; and James Hilson, Chronograms, 5000 and
more in number (4to, Lond. 1882); and Chrono-
grams Continued ( 1885).

When dates are wanting, the age of a book
may often be approximately determined by certaia
external characteristics, which must, however,
be used with caution. Watermarks (Ger. imsser-
zeichen ; Fr. fligranes), for example, are of im-
portance, but their evidence has been frequently
strained. Compare article Paper ; and see the
works of Fischer (1804), Boyer (1860), Midoux and
Matton (1868), and Sotheby's Principia Typo-
graphica.

Place of Publication.—Even when the name of

the place of publication is given in full, it may re-

quire some knowledge to recognise it under the
several forms current in difterent languages and at
different periods. Thus Cologne may appear as

Colonia, Colonia Agrippina, Cueln, Ceulen, Keulen,
Koln, ike. ; or the periphrasis in civitate Coloiesi

may be employed, the /i's being represented by
strokes above the vowels (see Palaeography);
Venice may be more or less disguised as Venetia,
Venetias Venezia, Venedig (German), Wenez (in

the local dialect), Enetiai (in Greek), and Mleczi,.

Bnezieh, Mnezik, and Mljetka (in Slavonic).
Well-known places may be concealed under
some pseudo-classical translation of, or pun
upon, the true name ; thus, Herl>ipolis stands
for Wiirzburg ; Leucopetra for Weissenfels ; Pro-
batopolis for Schaft'liausen ; Eleutheropolis for

Freystadt, Francheville, Francavilla, »S:c. This
latter is a good instance of a difficulty that
may arise. Not only may Eleutheropolis represent
one of many towns, but from the meaning of

the word it has frequently been employed by
printers who did not wish to declare the true
place of publication. Another instance is Iren-

opolis ('City of Peace'), which is hLstorically an
equivalent of Berrea. The following list will

be convenient: Argentoratum, Strasburg; Augusta
Vindelicorum (often only Augusta), Augsburg j

Basilea, Basel ; Bipontum, Deux-Fonts ; Bononia,
Bologna, or Boulogne ; Cadomum, Caen ; Ciesar-

augusta, Saragossa; Cantabriga, Cambridge; Cor-
ona, Cronstadt ; Dortracum or Dordrechum, Dort

;

Eboracum, York ; Gippesvicum, Ipswich ; Grati-

anopolis, Grenoble ; Hafnia, Copenhagen ; Hala,
Halle ; Holmia, Stockholm ; Insula or Insula?, Lille

;

Ispalis, Seville ; Leodicum, Liege ; Lipsia, Leip-

zig; Lugdunum, Lyons; Lugdunum Batavorum,
Leyden ; Lutetia, Paris ; Massilia, Marseilles

;

Matisco, Macon ; Mediolanum, Milan ; Moguntia-
cum, Mainz; Mons Regalis, Mondovi ; Mussipons or

Pontimussum, Pont-a-Musson ; Neapolis, Naples ;

Neapolis Casimiriani, &c. , Neustadt an der Hardt

;

O^nipons, Innsbruck ; Olisipo, LHyssipo, Ulyssi-

polis, Lisbon ; Oxonia, Oxford ; Petropolis, St
Petersburg ; Regiomontium, Konigsberg ; Roto-
Tiiagus, Rouen ; Sarum, Salisbury ; Tarvisium,
Treviso ; Tornacum, Tournai ; Trajectum, Ultra-

jectum, Utrecht ; Trec;e or Civitas Tricassina,

Troyes ; Tridentum, Trent ; Turoni, Tours. See
Dictionnaire de Gtographie Aneienne et Moderne a
Vusage du Libraire (Paris, 1870).

To divert suspicion, printers have often put
totally erroneous names on their title-pages : hun-
dreds of European l)ooks bear to have been issued

at Pekin; thousands of tiie products of the Parisian
presses claim The Hague (La Haye) or some other

I
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Duk'h town as their birthplace. Quit* recently
liurton's liter.ll translation of the Arabian Xuj/its

Ix^ars to have l>een printed at IJenares. In the
earlier centuries printinj; ami puldioation were so

nuicjj the same thiiij; that to know tiie place where
a lH>ok was printed was practically to know where
it wius published, and vice rersii. At present it i

is not uncommon for a work to be printed in one
country and published in another. When publish-

ing hrms have houses or agencies in ditlerent cities,
]

all may be mentioneil on the title-page, and pre-
'

cetlence accorded rather in keeping with the im-
.

E)rtance of the cities. Thus. • London and
dinburgh" fre<juently ai)i>ears in l>ooks which

were entirely pnxlucetl in the les.ser city. With i

the introduction of stereoty|)e or electrotype jdates

it has become possible for a book to be printed

in more places than one with only one setting-up
of type. See Weller, Die Falschen und Fingirten
Driickurte (lHij4).

I'aginntiun.—Ai first the printed book was issued

like the manuscript without any numbering of the
pages. IJefore long it was fouml conveiii'ent to

number the leaves ; th<' iiumi)ering of the pages
followe<l. In many modern Inioks, when the page
contains two or more columns, each column is num-
bered consecutively. When a iMxik consists of

several volumes, eaih h;is usually its own pagina-
tion ; but in some great treatises running tlirough

several volumes, it e.\i)e»lites reference from the

index to number right through from the beginning
to the eiul of the whole series. In the old folios

antl (juartos letters were not infre<iuently inserted

on the margin, so as to break each page into dis-

tinct portions witlnmt interfering with the con-

tinuity of the text. The marginal letters from the

tirst e<litions of the cla.ssics are often rejjroduced in

nKxlern editions just as they originally stood, and
form a convenient method of reference.

I'refare, dr.—The Prefarc is the intrtwluctory

address of the author, in which he exitlains the

purpose and scope of his Iwok, and, as it were,

intr«i<luce8 himself to his readers. Our ultra-

Saxonists prefer to call it a ' foreword," in keeping

with the (Jcrman Vunrort. Formerly it was
usually heatled To the Reader, To the Gentle

Header, To the Courteous Header, &C.

In the times when the professional author de-

pended largely on the patronage of some person of

rank, the iJedication was an integral and indis-

pensable part of a Imok. If he made sure of his

Siacuiias he could let the many go. At present

being for the most ^>art a mere expression of per-

sonal esteem or atlection, the * 1 dedicate ' has

Ijecome as simple in form a,s in the 17tli and 18tli

centuries it was elalK)rate with all the rhetorical

artifice to which Hattery could attain.

I'irtoricd Inijirint.s or Printers' Derires.—One of

the happiest pas-sages in the Boo/: Hunter deals

with the trade emblems of the old printers. The
subject on which it merely touches has been

treated at length in such works as Silvestie s

JfarijucsTi/pofjra/)hifjues('2voh. Paris, 18G7); Koth-

Scholtz's Thesaurus Sijnibolontni ac Emblemutum,

idkl est, Insiifnia Bibliopoloruni et Tijpofjraphorum

; Norimberga-, 17.S0); Herjeau's Karhj Printers'

Marks ( Loml. 1S(J()). It is enough here to mention

the Ijoldlv drawn three-mast ship of Mathis van der

Goes, Antwerit (1472-94) ; the windmill of Andrew
Myller, Edinburgh (1508, ike); the curious wild

men and fruit laden tree of Thonicos Davidson,

Edinburgh ( l.>tl ) ; the olive-tree of the Stephenses ;

and the sphere of the Elzevirs. In many instances

there is a punning allusion to the printers

name : Froschover has his frogs ( Frosch in Ger-

man ), and Le Chandelier his seven-branched can-

dlestick : Nicholcos Eve gives us a picture of

the presentation of the forbiilden fruit. Others

^i^:<$>:^:^:<^^'.<^:^i^'

Imprint of C'axtoii.

make use of the amis of the cities in which
thev worked. Leeu shows the castle of Antwerp,
li. Hall the
half-eagle and
key on a shield
of Geneva.
Stadelberger
the lion ram-
pant of Heitlel-

berg and the
shield diapered
of Zurich.
&c. Ascensius
( 1462- 153-2) ha>
'bequeathed tti

fiosterity the
ivelyand accu-
rate represen-

tation, tlown to

every nail and
screw, of the
press in which
the great works
of the Kith
centurv were
printeil, with the brawny pressman pulling his proof.'

His device with the inscription Prcl^i Aseesiaml
was adopted
bv Jos.se Bade,
Paris (1501
.S5 ), who adiled

his initials at

the foot ; by
I)e Gourmoiit
(1507-15) : I..'

Preux (1501

87) : and in ;i

modilied loriii

bv l)e Marncl
( 1567 ) and Dc
Koigny (1565 ).

The anchor
and dolphin of

the Aldi was
employed by
Turrisan, Dc
Chenney, I]ril

lard, Tardit.

Cou lom be 1.

sometimes, a>

in the last in-

stance, with
the divided
Aldus.

Decoration of the Book.—Leaving out of view the

pictorial illustration devoted to the elucidation of

the subject treateil of in a book (see Illistua-
TION), there are certain forms of illustration which

are merely decorative apjiendages to the book itself.

Besides the ornamental treatment of the title-page

with peculiar lettei-s, the use of red or blue ink, and
the insertion of a printers emblem or some appr()pri-

ate vignette, we must mention the engraved title-

paf'e (in the 16th and 17th centuries often a most

elaborate and costly piece of work), the frontis-

piece or engraving placed opposite the title-page

;

ornamental initial lettei-s for chapters ; headpieces or

vignettes for the blank space generally left before

the beginning of a new chapter ; and tailj)ieces at

the end of the chanters. The amount of artistic

eH'ort lavished on these apparent trides will best

be understood bv consulting Niedling, Biichcr-orna-

mentik ( 1888) ; "Bouchot, The Printed Book: and

Austin Dobson's chapter in A. Lang's The Library

( .see also the works supra at ' Title-i)ages ' ). By the

earliest printers the insertion of decorative details

was left to a special artist—the rubricker ( so called

from the red ink which he mainly employed).

Imprint of Gaspard IMiilippe, Paris

( lOOO-lO ).
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Space was often left for his initial letters, and at

most only a small letter inserted to guide liini.

In describing .seeoiul-liand books various technical

expressions are employed. Black Letter is explained

in a separate article. Uncut means that the

original size of the paper has not been reduced by
cropping the edges, not, as is often supposed, that

tlie i)aper is still in the sheet, a condition for which
there is no generally accepted term. The French
use non coupe in this latter sense, and for
' uncut ' non ror/ne. Foxed means that a book is

damaged by brown or yellow spots. Curious is

used euphemistically for 'improper.' 'Unique,'
' rare,' and ' \ery rare,' require no explanation,

but should be accepted with caution. Many books
originally printed in thousands (e.g. school-books)
have become rare and even uniqiie in course of

time ; others have been so from tlie first through
the intentional limitation of the numbers issued.

A common device to enhance the market value of a
book is to issue only a few copies and promise to

destroy the plates. Thus the word edition conveys
no idea of number. See Egger, Histoirc du Liere
(Paris, n.d.) ; Bouchot, The Printed Book (1887).

Bookbiudill.^ is the art of connecting together
in a durable and convenient manner the several

parts of a book. Before the invention of printing,

the l)inding of manuscript books, which in those
days consisted chiefly of Bibles, Psalters, Books of

Hours, and other works of an ecclesiastical char-

acter, was performed by various orders of monks,
who prepared the books up to a certain point ready
for ornamentation by the goldsmith and jeweller;
and the earliest works from the press were at first

printed and bound in direct imitation of these
manuscript volumes. Fig. 1 is cojjied from the side

Fig. 1.

of a Book of Hours l)ound in the early monastic,
or, as it is commonly called, Byzantine style,

with a figure of C'lirist carved on an ivory plaque
in the middle, surrounded by gold filigree work
and sixteen jewels. It was not till the eml of

the 15th century, when the printing-press had be-
come common in Italy, that landing took rank as an
art by itself, and it was probably in tlie workshops
of Aldo Manuzio (Aldus), the famous printer of

Venice, that <lecorative art of the highest character
Avas first applied to the ornamentation of book-
covers. Tliere are in the National Library at
Paris, books bound for an Italian connoisseur

named Tommaso Maioli, and for another celebrated

bibliophile, Jean Grolier of Lyons (1479-1565), at

one time trea.surer to the Duke of ^lilan, which are

unsurpassed in beauty of design and workmanship
at the present day. Tliis taste for artistic book-
binding soon spread to France, Avliere the king and
the richer among the nobility vied with each other
in the possession of handsome bindings. Louis
XII. and his queen, Anne of Brittany, both
possessed fine examples, probiibly of Italian work-
manship. Henry II. and Catherine de Medicis
were perhaps tlie most enthusiastic royal patrons
of the art, and the king's favourite, Diana of

Poitiers, had probably the finest collection of

s])lendidly bound books that was e\er got together.
Henry III., who was also a great lover of books,
Mas attlicted with a peculiar mania for all kinds of

emblems of death, and carried it so far as to cause
the well-known deaths head and cross-bones to be
introduced on the bindings of his books'; it thus
became verv easy to recognise volumes which had
once formetl part of his library. Jacques Auguste
de Thou (Thuanus), president of the parliament,
and a great friend of Grolier, was another cele-

brated collector of sumptuously bound books of

this period.

It is in the reign of Henry III. (1574-89) that
we learn for the first time the names of the binders
M'ho were employed in the royal service. Among
these, Nicolas and CloWs Eve were the most cele-

brated. They were the first to introduce the style

known as fanfare, with geometrical patterns filled

in with sprays of leaves, palm branches, and other
foliated forms.

In the middle of the 17th century we meet with
filename of Le Gascon, prol)ably the by-name of

Florimond Badier, whose work merits great praise.

The peculiaritv of his ornament, known ?is, pointiUe,
consists in filling in a geometrical outline with
innumerable minute gold dots, often thus forming
very pleasing patterns. At the end of tliis century
the most famous workmen of the craft were Duseuil,
Padeloup, and Derome, who faithfully carried on
the tradition of their predecessors. A famous
binding attributed to Nicolas Padeloup is that

figured in our engraving (fig. '2), a Daphne et Chloe

I

I

of 1718, with the arms of the then regent of

France, the Duke of Grieans.
During the lOtli century, bookbinding con-

tinued to preserve its rank as a fine art, especi-

ally in Franco, wliere the most elaborate work,

executed witli the greatest care and skill, and often
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very beautiful in result, is more sought for than in
other countries.

In Germany and the Netherlands most of the
books were orij^inally bound in vellum, calf, and
pi^'skin, many of them stamped with ornament in
t)lind-tool (i.e. without gohl ), and for a few years
after printing wius invented, the decorative art
generallv employed Mas of tiie most primitive
de.scription. In tlie 17th century, many very
elaborate blind-tooled bindings were executed

;

and during the la^t half-century, tJerman binders
have wakened from their long sieen, and we now
see work issuing from IJeriin ana Leiji/ig that
deserves uin|ualitied admiration.

In England tiie history of the art is obscure, and,
thougli it must have teen e.xtensively practised,
the names of few of its followers are known.
Julian Notary, in the reign of Henry VII.; John
Revnes, in the time of Henry \11I. ; John Gibson
of kdinburgli, in the reign of James I. ; and Roger
Payne, at tlie end of the 18tii century, are those
which have chieHy survived. Of tlie work of

many Englisii binders of the end of the I8th and
beginning of the I'Jth century, IJaumgarten,
Kaltliocber, Rohn, Staggemeir, anil otliers, it is

im|>ossible to speak too liighiy. They were suc-

ceeded bv Hering, Lewis, Mackenzie, Hayday,
!

Riviere, liedlord, Zaelinsdorf, and other excellent
binders ; and there are at tlie present day members
of the craft whose names' will go down to posterity
among those of the most celebrated of their

brethren.
Rookliindiiig may be divided into two cla-sses

—

viz. ciuse bimling or 'cloth-work,' and leather
or 'bound work.' The former wa.s introduced liy

Pickering, the publislier, and Leighton, the binder,

in I8'i'2. Refore that time books were issued bv
the publishers bound in milll)oards covered with
coloured paper. In both France and (Jermany
most books, even the Jinest, are originally Lssued
in paper c<jvers ; whereas in England the whole
etlition often ap|)ears in cloth binding. As the
latter is that most generally used for ordinary
books, it may be first de.scribeil.

l}«»oks are usually supplie«l to the binder in sheets
of sixteen pages, that being the number most
ea>i!y foldiMi. If for convenience tiiey are printed
in larger sheets of thirty-two or sixty-four pages,
then tiiese are cut into the proper size oefore
going to the bimler. Each sheet has its pages
arrangetl ( see Pkintixc ) .so that, when folded, they
will follow one .another in their proper order; <ind

on the first page of each sheet is a letter called

it-s sigmttiirc. The first sheet of a l>ook is A, tiie

second R, an<l so on. The sheets are folded either
by hand or by any one of a variety of ingenious
machines which do the work with great expedition
and accuracy. When folded, bundles of the ditl'er

ent sheets of the Iwjok are laiil in order on a table,

and a sheet is ' gatiieied ' otl' eacii bundle till a book
is complete<l, and so on till the number of books is

Hnished. The separate books are then collated or
reviised to see that the signatures follow each other
in proper order. They are then pressed in a
macliine to give them a little solidity, and being
put straigiit, are passed over a table having three
or four (according to the size of the book) circular
saws projecting slightly, which make shallow cuts
across the back. The cuts make holes in the
sheets, through which they are stitched on a cord
which is placed in the saw-cut. The stitching is

either dcme by hand in a frame on which the cords
are stretche<l, or by one of the clever machines
which have been invented for the jmrpose. Some
of the machines sew the sheets on tapes, in which
case the sawing is dispensed with. The cords or
tajyos on which the 1)ooks are sewed are cut with a
little piece, half an inch or so, left projecting, and

7'2

this, after the end or ' waste ' papers are tacked on
with paste to each side, is pasted down on the
outside sheet. The work up to tiiis point is
executed by girls. The sewed books are taken to
the forwarders, who commence operations by cut-
ting the edges by means of a 'guillotine," after which
any ornamentutiitn of the edges, such as sprink-
ling with colours, marbling, or gilding, is ajtplied.
They are then rounded on the back by hammering
on a plate, and put into a press which forces a.

piece of the back over the sides, forming shoulders,
called the joints, which grip the ca.se. A jiiece of
thin canvas lieing glued over the back, with a
portion overluiyjiing. the book is ready for the case,
Mhich has meanMhile lieen also in preparation.
The case consists of two pieces of millboard, cut
to the oroper size by a most ingenious machine,
which, like the greater part of the machinery usetl
in bookbinding, is of American invention ; the
boards are separated bv a piece of paper of the
proper width to form t)ie back of the book, and
the whole covered with sjiecially prepared cloth
of any desire<l colour. The cases are made witli
great expedition by three or four girls working in
concert. The ornamentation of the case is next
executed. This varies from the simplest lettering
or title (>n the back or side to the most elaborate
decoration .specially designed by artists who study
that branch of art. This may be stanijied in gokf,
ink of various cohmrs, or bli'nd (i.e. jylain), or a
combination of all three. The designs are engraved
on bra-ss, the gilt portion on one jiiece, the ink
or blind on another, and stamped on the case by
means of a press worked either by hand or steani.
Where gilt work is intended, golil-leaf is fii-st put
on the case, and after being impressed by the
stamp, which is kept hot when in use, the super-
Hucnis gold is rubbed off, the parts stamped only-
adhering to the case. The ornamentation of cases
is capalile of an infinite variety of modifications.
When the case is ready, the outside end-j)apers of
the book are pasted, including the pieces of cord
and canvas alreaily mentioned ; the case is carefully

E
laced in the joints, and the whole placed in a
ydraulic press till diy, when the binding is finished.
Leather or bound work differs from case work

in the essential particular that the boards ar«
put together on the book. The sewing is much
similar to that already described, except that it

is more carefully done, and the cords are stronger,
and longer j)ieces are left. The /orvarder hammers
the back round and forms the joint by hand, laces
the ends of the cords through the boards, and
pastes them down securely. The edges are then
marbled or otherwise ornamented, and headbands,
ingenious arrangements to strengthen the ton and

1 bottom of the back, are worked on. After lining

the back with strong brown paper, little strips of

I

pasteboard to form the back into panels are stuck
on, and a piece of leather, very carefully preparetl,

1
with the edges pared thin, and cut to a proper size,

is pasted over the whole cover, with about an inch
turned over the boards. The work is then handed
over to the finisher. In his hands the leather is

sized with diluted paste, varnished with glair made
of white of egg, and the gilt ornamentation, letter-

ing, &c. , is executed by hand tools at liLs discre-

tion. This part of the process demands great

skiU on the part of the workman, who should
have the instincts of an artist. In ' calf ' binding,

a differently coloured piece of leather is generallv

pa.sted on the title jyanel, but in ' morocco ' work
this is dispensed with. During the finishing pro-

cess a book may pass through the workman's hands
as many as thirty or forty times, a separate opera-

tion being pcrformetl every time.

In half-binding, a strip of leather is glued or

pasted over the back of the book and reaching
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about an iueli and a half on the board on each
bide ; a triangular piece of leather is usually
pasted over the corners to strengthen them. The
cloth or jjaper to cover the sides is then jiut on
and turned over the boards, the marbled or other-

wi!>e ornamented end-papers are pa-^ted on the
inside, and after being pressed, the liook is

finishetl. What is called Koxburghe binding is

simply half-binding in morocco, \vithout leather

corners ; generally with the top only gilt.

In magazine parts, or other books covered in

paper, the sheets are stitched together and the
paper cover pasted on the back. Sometimes they
are fastened with two or . three wire-stitches

damped through by means of a machine. In what
are called 'limp' books—i.e. books with thin
boards which do not project beyond the leaves, the
cloth is generally pasted over a paper cover stitched
along with the book, and the edges cut afterwards.
There are several divisions of the bookbinding

profession. "Where publishing is on a large scale,

as in London, Edinburgh, New York, and Phila-

deJphia, binding for publishers, which is princi-

pally cloth-work, is carried on in extensive
tactories, fitted up with costly and elaborate
macliincry driven by steam. The binding of

account-books is a separate branch called ' sta-

tionery binding.' Other binders devote themselves
to fine art binding ; others to paper-work ; others
again to Bibles and Prayer-boolcs exclusively. In
Jill, however, the same three requisites, solidity,

elasticity, and elegance, are necessary to a well-

bound book. The marbling of edges and the pre-

paration of end-papers is a separate industry.

See L. Gruel, Manuel Historique (1887); G. Brunet,
La Reliure Ancienne (1880); L. Deroiae, La Reliure de
Luxe (1880); O. Uzanne, La Rdiure Modcnit (1887);
H. Bouchot, Les Reliurcs d'Art (1888); the fac-saiiiles

of Mr Gibson-Craig's Collection (1892); Tlioiiian, Lcs
Rclieurs Fran^tis (1893); Halfer, I)ie Fortschritte

der Marmorier Kanst (1891); Buokbindiiuj Ancient a)id

Modern, by the present writer (1881) ; and wurks on the
subject by J. B. Nicholson (1882), J. "\V. Zaehnsdorf
(1880; 2d ed. 1890), W. Salt Brassington (]8y3), and
Herbert P. Home (1804). See also the articles Book,
iLLUillXATIOX, IlLUSTKATIOX, &C.

Book-club is either (1) an association for

fiurchasing and reading new Ijooks as they issue
rora the press, or (2) an association for the print-
ing of books relating to some special branch of
inquiry. The importance of the former kind of
book-club has greatly diminished in Britain since
the general establishment of circulating libraries
after the style of Mudie's in London. The present
article deals with the printing book-club only. The
oldest is the Cymmrodorion or Metropolitan Cam-
brian Institution, founded in 1751, and reconsti-
tuted in 1820, and again in 1877. The still earlier
Dilettanti Society (1734) is also a kind of book-
club, its magnum opiis the Antiquities of Ionia (4
parts, 1769-1882). But the practical prototype of
tlie true book-club was the Koxburghe, instituted
(17th June 1813) in commemoration of the sale
of the Duke of Roxburghe's library, and more
especially in honour of the Yaldarfer Boccaccio.
At first the club M-as largely convivial, its dinners
costing sometimes £5 or £6 a head ; though it was
understood that each member was to be at the cost
of reprinting as many copies of some scarce wosk as
there were members in the association—the chair-
man's copy to be on vellum. The first issues were
quite trivial ; and the solid work of the club began
onlj' with Sir Frederick Madden's Romance of
Havelok the Dane in 1828. It was the Bannatyne
Olub (q.v.), founded by Sir Walter Scott in 1823,
which began the regular issue of really substantial
productions. The Camden Society introduced the
method, now universal, of taking an aimual sub-

scription from each member, instead of leaving the
whole expense of a book to be defrayed by one
individual ; and thus, amonjr other advantages,
secured a more equal standard of excellence.

Omitting learned societies which ]uil)lish only
Proceedings and Transactions, the following is a
brief list of tiie more important book-clubs and
book-printing societies of (Jreat Britain : Mait-
land Club (Glasgow, 1828-59), aft«r Sir Richard
Maitland of Lethington, works illustrative of

Scottish historv, anticjuities, and literature

;

Oriental Translation Fund (1828-58); lona Club
(Edinburgh, 1833-38), history, anthjuities, and
early literature of Scottish Highlands .and Islands ;

Surtees Societv (Durham, 1831), after Robert
Surtees of Mainsforth, manuscripts dealing with
the Northumbrian region ; Abbotsford Club ( Edin-
burgh, 1834-37), history, literature, and antiquities,

English and Scottish; Camden Soc. ( Lond. 1838),
civil, ecclesiastical, and literary history of the United
Kingdom; Spalding Clul) (Aberdeen, 1839-70; re-

vived 1887), after the local historian, literature of

north-eastern counties of Scotland ; Parker Soc.

(Lond. 1840-55), after Archbishop Parker, the
fatliers and early writers of the Reformed English
Church ; Percy Soc. (Lond. 1840-52), after Thomas
Percy, ballad poetry ; Shakespeare Soc. ( Lond.
1840-53); Soc. for the Puljlication of Oriental
Texts (Lond. 1841-50); .Elfric Soc. (Lond. 1842-56),

Anglo-Saxon works ; Chetham Soc. ( Manchester,
1843), after Humphrey Chetham, works con-

nected with Counties Palatine of Lancaster and
Chester; Sydenham Soc. (Lond. 1843), medical
literature; Spottiswoode Soc. (Edin. 1843-51),

authors of the Episcopal Church of Scotland'; Ray
Soc. (Lond. 1844), natural history; Wernerian
Club (Lond. 1844), scientific works; Cavendish
Soc. (Lond. 1846), chemical science ; Hakluyt Soc.

(Lond. 1846), geography and travel ; Arundel Soc.

(Lond. 1848), important works of old masters;
Earlv English Text Soc. (1864); Spenser Soc.

(1867-68); Holbein Soc. (Lond. 1868), illustrated

works; Ballad Soc. (Lond. 1868); Chaucer Soc.

(1868); Harleian Soc. (1869), historical; English
Dialect Soc. ( 1873) ; New Shakespeare Soc. ( 1873)

;

Folklore Soc. (Lond. 1877); Index Soc. (1878);
Wvclif (1882); Paheogiaphical and Pipe Roll
Socs. ( 1883) ; Palestine Pilgrims Text Soc. ( 1884)

;

Scottish Text Soc. (Edin. 1883); Scottish History
Soc. (Edin. 1886). Among the many similar
societies in the United States, the oldest is the
Massachusetts Historical Society (Boston, 1792).

See Burton, Book Hunter : Martin, Bibliogr. Cat.

of Books privately printed (1834) ; Hume & Evans,
Learned Societies and Printing Clubs of the United
Kingdom; English Catalogue (Appendixes); Bohn,
Appendix to Lowndes' Bibliographer s Manual
( 1864 ) ; Yearbook of Learned ana Scientific Societies

(1885 ; new ed. 1888).

Book-keeping is the art of recording com-
mercial and financial transactions in a regular and
systematic manner. Its object is to preserve a
distinct and accurate record of such transactions,
and from a well-kept set of books a merchant
should be able to ascertain at any time the state
of his account with any person with whom he has
dealings, and the profits or losses resulting from
each venture or department of liis business, his

assets and liabilities, and the exact state of his

affairs. The stability of a business depends to a
verj' large extent upon the accuracy of^ the infor-

mation thus conveyed, for without it, the trader,
in ignorance or with only a vague idea of his true
position, often proceeds upon wholly erroneous and
inflated ideas of his resources, and is only awakened
to the real state of matters by the impossibility
of meeting his liabilities when they fall due.
Many a bankruptcy may be traced directly to the
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errors antl confusion arising from neglect or care-
lessness in this department. But these considera-
tions are far from lieing universally realised and
acted upon l>v business men. Among the class
of small trailers especially, the time recjuired
for keeping lMK)ks in proper order is grudged as
l>eing unremunerative, and the work, if iloiie at
all, is performed in a careless and inettiLient way,
frequently with the disiustrous results alK)ve re-

ferred to. The necessity of keepin<,' proper bfM)ks
has \teen recognised by the legislature. The
Debtors Act ( Scotland ), 1880, contains provisions
for the punishment of bankrupts who have failed
to keep satisfactory books, and the English Bank-
ruptcy Act (1883) hiis a similar clause. A mer-
chant's iKtoks freijuently constitute important
evidence in a court of law, and they should for

this ro;i.<on, if for no other, be kept as neatly and
carefully jis possible ; the presence of blots, dele-

tions, and enusures, or the tearing out of p.ages,

will render them liable to suspicion, and greatly
lessen their value in this respect.

It is probable that at a verj- early j)eriod, so sinm
a-s trading transjictions l»ecame too involved to be
readily Ixtrne in mind, means would be found to

keep some record of them. Thus we read in t la-

Book of Ecclesiasticus (chap. xlii. 7), 'put all in

writing that thou givest out or receivest in ;
' and

excavations in Bal)ylon have brought to light

the records of a great banking-house inscrilied

ujKin the bricks or tiles which served the puri)ose
of Itooks. From certiiin passages in Cicero and
Pliny it seems evident that the Romans understoijd
something <>f D>/jit ami Credit, so far, at least, as
to make entries falling under these t<'rms ujion

ojiposite pages. .\s an art, however, book-keeping
appears to ha\e arisen in the great mercantile cities

or Italy during the loth century, and the prineijiles

of doulde entry [flo/tjtift srrittuni), under the name
of 'the Italian methixl,' gratlually spread over
Europe, many languages still retaining the original

Italian names as technical t-erms. The earliest

treatise, so far iis known, on the subject was
cont'iined in an algebraic work by a friar named
Lucas lie Burgo, which Wiis published at Venice
in 14!)4. The great work of Edward Thomas
Jones, which Ls still the standard work on book-
keeping, and is now in its iSth edition, wa* lii-st

imblished in i7!*.5. Jones's Enrjlish Si/stnn of Baith-

xviiiu;/, as ho called it, is in reality a simidilied

anu methodised form of the Italian doulde entry,

and his rules, with various mo<li(ications, are now
almost universally followed. Blunders and con-

fusion freiuently arise from the .attempt to follow

slavishly definite rules without an intelligent

knowleilge of their meaning, a comiireliension <if

the general jirinciples being much more imixtrt-

ant than a strict a<lherence to any particular

style however excellent. It may fairly be said

that a just appreciation of the terms Debtor and
Creditor, which, abbreviated to Dr. and (V., are

usually place<l at the top of the left and right

hand respectively of every ivccount, afl'ords a
master-key to the whole subject. A person, or

his account, is regarde<l in l»ook-keeping as debtor

for what he reeeires, and cre/litor for what he gives.

Thus the value of goo<ls sold to a person, or cash
paid to him, is placed to the debtor or left-hand

side of his account, while cash or goods received

from him are entered on the credit or right-hand
side.

The details of book-keeping vary largely accord-

ing to the nature and extent of the transactions

which are to be recordc<l. Thus the shopkeepers
books dilFer from those of the great wholesale

merehant, and these again from the books of banks,
]iul>lic companies, and government departments

;

out the same general principles underlie all, and

when once these are well mastered, they may, with
the exercise of a little intelligence and ingenuity,
be applied to ever}- emergency.
There are two kinds of book-keeping in general

use—SiXGLK Entry and Double Entry. In the
first of these, the only accounts kept in the ledger are
those of the persons with whom lliere are dealings,
and a statement of afl'airs is arrived at by adding
together the debts due to the trader, and tliose due
by him. To the former is added the value of any
stock-in-trade or other property he may have, and
the excess of these usacts, as they are called, over
the liabilities, is the amount of his cajiital. By
comparing this figure with his capital at the last
balancing date, and taking into account any sums
he may have paid into or withdrawn from the busi-
ness, he estimates his profit or loss fur the period.
But this is a manifestly crude and imperfect system,
and most traders, even though they may not adopt
double entry in its fullest and most elaborate form,
import more or less of its principles in order to
have some check upon the accuracy of their
balance sheet and to gain information as to the
det.ails of their business.

Doulile entrj- is the true art of book-keep-
ing, and it completely fulfils the requirements
of clearness, completeness, and .accuracy. Its

theory is founded ujjon the obvious fact th.at every
commercial transaction has two sides : if it is a
(jiving l>y one person, it must be a receiving by
another. Thus every sale involves a purchiise,

ever}- debtor must have a corresponding creditor,

and every creditor a debtor, and the double-entry
system derives its name from recording both sides

of each transaction. If an entry is made to the
credit of any account in the ledger, there must be a
corresponding entry to the debit of some other
account. In this way the two sides of the ledger
must always .agree, or bahance one another, and
their failure to do so discloses the presence of

an error—e.g. if a merchant buy a quantity of

calico of the v.alue of ITiO from the m.anufactuiers,

A. B. i^- Co., he will i)lacc .f5() to the credit of

A. B. & Co's. account, .anil the same sum to the
debit of ' calico ' account, which represents himself
as the receiver. In the same way, if the calico is

afterwards .sold to C. D. & Co. for £60, that sum
will be placed to the debit ctf C. D. & Co.'s

account, and to the credit of ' calico ' account.

Many .are deterred from ado]iting the double-entry

system by an exaggerated idea of its complexity
and laboriousness ; and it would no doubt be most
unwise for a tradesman with a small business to

1)lunge into the most elaborate form of the system.

>ut if his books are accurately kept by single

entry it is j)ossible to convert them yearly or

periodically into double entry with very little

trouble, 'this is done by casting up the purchases,

sales, and expenses for the period, from which a

goods account and profit and loss account can be
constructed. Thus the principle of double entry is

carried out, though roughly, .and its check taken
advantage of without multiplication of books,

.accounts, or labour.

The same books are used in both systems except

the journal, which is ]>eculiar to double entiy, and
a brief description of the most import.ant books

which would be kejit by an ordinary merchant will

serve to exemplify the general principles of book-

keeping.
Day-book, or Sales-book.—This book contains a

daily record of all goods sold. Under each d.ay's

date should be stated the name of the purchaser,

and a full description of the goods—their ([uality,

qu<antity, and tiie rate. If sever.al items are sold

to the "same person on the s.aine day, the various

items are usually stated in .an inner column, and

the total amount extended to a second column.
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Where this is done, a test of the accuracy of these

additions is obtained by adding up both columns,
the total of which ouglit of course to be the same.
Casli sales—that is, goods paid for at the time of

purchase—may be entered in one sum at the close

of eacli day.
The Invoice-book, or Purchase-book, keeps a

similar record of all purchases. It is written
up from tiie invoices or accounts sent along with
all. goods received, and the invoices themselves
are preserved either in tiles or by pasting them into

a book called a Guard Invoice-book.

Cash-book.—In this very important book, all

receipts and payments of cash are recorded from
day to day. The two opposite pages of the book
are used concurrently, the receipts being entered
on the left-hand or debtor side, and the payments
on the right-hand or creditor side. It is thus in

form simply an account current between the cashier
and his employers, all money received by him being
placed to las debit, and all disbursements to his

credit. On the two sides being summed up, the
excess of the total receipts over the disbursements,
called the cash balance, is the sum for which the
cashier is accountable, and should agree Avith the
cash actually in his till. This test should in-

variably be applied every day, as an error or
omission becomes more difficult of detection the
longer its discovery is delayed. Payments by
means of cheques on the banking account, though
they do not afi'ect the actual cash on hand, are
usually entered as disbursements on the creditor
side, while a corresponding entry for the same
amount, as if received from the banker, is made on
the debtor side. It is also usual to have a separate
column in which the discounts or abatements on
each account paid or received are noted. The
cash-book is also sometimes provided with several
cash-columns on either side, so that transactions of
the same kind may be collected together and added
up separately. Thus the debtor side may be
divided into bank entries, bills receivable, &c. , and
the creditor side into bank, bills payable, wages,
charges, &c. , the total in each case being extended
into the last column.

Bill-book.—Tiiis book is a record, in the order of
their date, of all bills receivable or payable by the
firm, a separate book being usually kept for each.
It should contain appropriate space for such par-
ticulars as—number of bill, date, name of drawer,
indorser, and acceptor, currency and due date,
amount, when and how paid or disposed of. See
article Bills of Exchange.
Journal.—The journal may l)e called the master-

book of the double-entry system. It contains an
abstract or synopsis of all the other books, the
whole of the transactions being here digested under
proper heads so as to facilitate their transfer to
the appropriate accounts in tlie ledger. By the
old Italian system, debit and credit entries were
made in the same colunm of the journal, but the
modern journal has two columns in each page, the
first for debit and the second ft)r credit entries,
corresponding to the Dr. and Cr. sides of the
ledger accounts. As the ledger contains precisely
tlie same entries as the journal, though ditterently
arranged, the summation of the columns of the
latter for a given period should, unless a mistake
has occurred, exactly agree witii the aggregate of
eitiier side of tlie former. Tlie su])sidiarv books
are usually journali.sed, or al)stracted iiito the
journal, mcmthly. The strict rules of double entry
require tiiat no entry should l)e made in the
ledger except from the journal, but to save time
and labour the cash-book is often posted direct,
the monthly totals only being j)assed thnmgh
the journal, and some follow the same jdan with
the day-book and invoice-book. All sorts of cross

entries, or transfers from one account to another,
must be made by means of the journal, which
shows clearly wliere the corresj)onding entiies

are, and how the equilibrium of debtor and creditor

is preserved.
Lcdijer.—The ledger (called in Yx. grand livre)

is the most important of all the books. It

exhibits under distinct headings the accounts of
all persons with whom the merchant has deal-

ings. It also contains accounts for every descrip-

tion of property and for outlay, such as waj^es
and general expenses not chargea]>le to particular
accounts. Here will ultimately be found, in a
tabulated form, the contents of all the other
books, the debits being on the left and the credits-

on the right hand side of the account. It has been
already explained that in doul)le entry all these
entries should be posted from the journal, and that
no entry can be made on either side of any account
without a corresponding one lieing made on the
opposite side of some other account. To balance
a ledger, accordingly, the book-keeper must take
down on a sheet of pajier, or book for the pur-
pose, the total sums on the debtor and creditor
sides respectively of all the accounts. This is-

called a Trial Balance, and if the two sides agree,
the accuracy of the work is demonstrated ; if not,

he must examine the transfers and additions till

the error is discovered. This done, the balances-

of the various accounts instructing the gains and
losses or expenses of the business are transferred
by jovirnal entry to jirofit a)id loss account, and
the balance of that account in turn is carried ta
capital account or divided among the partners if

there be more than one. The remaining accounts
are then closed by transferring their balances to-

balance account ; and the books are reopened for

another period by a reversing entry bringing down
the balances thus transferred to start a new
account. A Balance Sheet is a statement of the
merchant's ati'airs, and exhibits on the one side

his whole assets, stock-in-trade, debts outstand-
ing, property and furniture, and cash in bank or

on liand. On the other side are his liabilities and
his capital, which is just the excess of the asset.s-

over the liabilities. The following is a specimen
of a. balance sheet of the simplest description :

Dr.

Balance Sheet of George Wliite, Grocer, Loiidou,
as at 31st December 1887.

Tn Sundry Creditors 1004 11
It Bills Payable.... 256 18
II George White,

Capital a/c 1889 5

3150 15 7

Cr..

£ s. d.

By Stock-in-trade ..1285 3 8-

.. Sundry Debtors.. 1281 9 6-

II Bills Receivable. 173 11 lO
II Wari-hinise Fur-

niture 125 15
II Cash at Banker's 273 11 5
II Do. on hand.... 11 4 2

3150 15 T

Besides the books enumerated, others of a sub-
sidiary kind are kept by most merchants, as a
Return Book for goods returned by or to him, an
Order Book where all orders are prom])tly noted,
a Warehouse Book to keep account of all stock
entering or leaving the warehouse, a Package or
Case Book for barrels, cases, &c. to be returned,
and Account Salc^ Book, showing the net proceeds-
of each cargo or consignment of goods, a Letter
Book, and many others. The ledger is frequently,
for convenience, kejit as two or three separate
books—Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, and PrivaK;-

Ledger—but they must, for l)alaiicing purposes,
l)e considered as forming parts of one whole. In
extensive businesses, each branch or department
may have separate Itooks of its own, the whole being
brought to a gener.al balance .'it periodic times.
While the princi])les of book-keeping are thus

demonstrably unerring, it must lie borne in mind
that no system, however perfect, will make uj>
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for slovenliness or caI•ele^ssness on tlie part of the
Itook-keeper, or for want of due oversigiit on that
of the employer. The utmost rejxularity, vigilance,
and honesty are requireil to avoid snares and
fallacies, and there are some errors which the
most elaborate book- keeping will not detect, Init

in some cases, even help to conceal. Many a
company, for example, has paid its shareholdei-s
a dividend out of apparent out delusive ])rolits,

resulting from over-valuation of property, or from
reckoning bad debts as if they were gooil. Hence
in taking stock, which slujuld be done at least
annually, great care must be exercised against
over-valuation. In no ca.se should stock be valued
at more than it cost ; if it has deteriorated, it

should Ije entereil at a correspondingly reduced
figure. A de<luction should also be made to cover
depreciation in value of machinery, plant, and
furniture, new additions being at tlie same time
added.

Book-keeping is taugjjt in our scluxds as one of

the branches of a commercial educatiim ; but of no
subject can it be said with greater truth, that a
pinch of inactice is worth a neck of theory. There
are, however, several good oooks on the subject,

and among them may be mentioned, besides the
M'ork of Jones alrea<ly referred to. Practical Booh-
Kccpimj, by V. H. Carter, C.A. ( Edin.) ; and Boo/:-

kccjiiiKj hi/ Single and Double Entrif, hy William
Inglis ( Ellin. ), a convenient and reliable handbook
on the subject. There are also several manuals
of 1)ook-keeping specially suited to the reijuire-

nients of the government Civil Service.

Book-lice* varicms small insects wiiich damage
books : ( 1 ) Thus in the family Psociilir, in the
order Urtlioptera. tiiere are numerous minute
wingless insects which slielter in iMtoks ami among
jtapei^s, and do e.sjiecial damage to collections of

insects. One »)f them (Atrojtoa pidsatorius) was
long credited with lieing the Death-watch. The
olosely allied Trodes iliriniatoriiis is a yet com-
moner pest of entomological cabinets. See De.vth
"Watch.—(2) Aimmg beetles, too, in the wood-
Iwring family, Xyloiiiiaga, I'tiliiiiis jicctinicarnis

is known to attack books with wood in the bind-

ing. See the article li(»REK.s.—(3) Very diHerent

are the Ixiok-scorpions (Cheliferidic) in the spider

cla.«»s ( Arachnifla). See r.DnK-.scctHPloN.

Book of the Dead. See I)i:ad ( IJuok of
THE).

Bo4»kl>lates. This is the somewhat awkward
English name for lal>els of ownershij) frequently

placed on the in.-«ide covei-s of l»ooks. Abroad these

labels are styled rx lihris. The use of bookjilates

is of some antiouity, and mention lias been made of

one dated in the iniddle of tiie loth century, but

at present the fine bookplates of IJilibaldus Pirck-

heimer ( 147U-1.").30), designed by Albert Diirer, hold

the foremost idace in point of time. Engraved
English book]ilates are not found of so early a date,

but an old folio volume from Henry VII I.
"s library,

now in the Uritish Museum, cimtains an elaborately

emblazoned drawing which formed the luMikplate

of Cardinal Wolsey, with his arms, supporters, and

cardinal's hat. Tlie earliest English engraved bmik-

plate at ])resent known is that of Sir Nicholas

iJacon, father of Lord Chancellor Bacon, which is

elated 1574. The number of English e.xamitles dated

previous to the Restoration which have come down
to us are singularly few, but after this period the

series is well represented, and some of these plates

are of considerable historical interest. Samuel
Pepys ha<l several bookulates ; those with his own
iKirtrait could not have been engraved before 1685,

1)ecause he is described therein as Secretary to the

Admiraliy under Charles II. and James II., but

the one with his initials and the crossed anchors

was probably engraved as early as 1668. The book-
l>late of Pepyss faithful friend, William Hewer (in
wiiose house at Clapham the diarist died), is dated
1699. The date on the plate of the well-known
alderman and Lord Mayor, Sir Robert Clayton, is

1679. Tlie names of Bishop Burnet, William Penn,
Robert Harley, Matthew Prior, Lawrence Sterne,
David Clarrick, Horace Walpole, John Wilkes, and
Charles James P'ox, may be mentioned among
those found on the highly prized bookplates of the
collectors.

The styles of design adopted by l>ook-collectors

for their bookplates liave been very diverse. Some
of these labels have contained merely the name of

the possessor, but the majority are armorial, some
are allegorical in design, and others are ornamented
with miniature landscapes. Many distinguished
artists have condescended to produce bookplates.
The name of Albert Diirer has already been men-
tioned as the designer of Pirckheimer's two plates
—one in which tiie allegorical and the aiinorial

elements are united, and the other consisting of a
large and bold portrait of the once celebrated senator
of Nurcml)erg. Of English engravers, William
Marshall ami Robert White may be specially

mentioned. Hogarth engraved a IxKjkplate for

John Holland, heraldic artist, and another for

George Lamliert the scene-painter. Ceorge Vertue
and Thomas Worlidge also jiroduced bookjilates,

and Thomas Bewick was at one time fully employed
in their jiroduction. One of the juettiest of l>ook-

plates is that designed by Agnes Berry in 1793 for

the Hon. Mi's Damer. This was engraved l)y

Francis Legat. The earliest bookplates were of

large size, ius if made specially for folios, but a
smaller size soon became general, a size which was
used for both large and small books. Sir William
Stirling Maxwell used a variety of sizes for dif-

ferently sized books, and some of these bookplates
were of gigantic proportions. The fashion of collect-

ing bookplates is a very modern one, and not many
years ago little attention was paid to them. A
label of special interest might be retained in a book,
but in most instances the bookplate of the latest

owner was placed over that of the former one. The
existence of these labels in Ijooks adds much to

their interest, but the craze for collecting book-
plates, apart from the books they once adorned,
lias little to be said in its favour. In 1837 the Rev.
Daniel Parsons published an article on bookplates
in tlie Third Annual Itcport of the Oxford bniver-

sity Archwolofiical ana Heraldic Societij, and in

J851 he announced his intention of writing a history

of bookplates, but this work was never produced.

TIk- Hon. J. I>€ice.ster Warren puljlislad in 1S80 the

first English work on the sul)ject ( A Guide to tlie Study

of Bookphitex), and in 1884 Mr Griggs ])rinted privately

a very small edition of a work entitled Eiiihly-three

Examples of Armorial Bookplates. i^ee also, among
others, the following works : Egerton Castle, EiKjlish

Booleplates (W33); Walter Hamilton, French Bookplates

(1893); Poulet-Malassis, Les Ex-
libris Fran^ais (2d ed. 187."));

Dexter Allen, American Bookplates

(1895); Vinyconilj, The Processes

for the Production of hx- lihris

(1894); Sauler, Art in Bookplates

(1895).

Book-seori»ion ( Chelifir

crincroidcs), a small Arachnid,

in appearance between scor-

pion and mite. It is like a

small flattened scorpion with-

out a tail. The front of the

body is scorpion-like, and

beais a transverse dorsal

<'roove ; the posterior body is

Hat, with 10 or 11 rings. There are two eyes ;
the

respiration is by means of air-tubes ; the eggs are

Uook-scorpioii.
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carried about on the abdomen of the female. Spin-

ning-glands are present, and tlie body is sometimes
covered by the secretion. The size is about one-

eighth of an inch, the cohnir l)nnvnish. The book-

scorpion hirks among oUl books and papers, and
probably helps their jjreservation hy killing oti"

and eating book-lice, mites, and other small insects.

Upon the wliole it likely does more good than
harm. Other related forms are common under
bark, moss, »S:c. Some species are found attached

to the legs of house-tlies, which not improbably
indicates a partial parasitism. See Arachxida,
Book-lice, Scorpion, Spider.

Book-trade. The business of dealing in

books comprehends three classes of traders—Pub-
lishers, who prepare and dispose of books whole-

sale ; Wholesale Booksellers, who distribute books
to retail dealers ; and Retail Booksellers, who sell

books to the puldic. The latter class may again
be divided into dealers in new books, in second-

hand books, and in periodicals. Although ordin-

arily distinct, these classes may conveniently
l>e treated together. While publishing apart
from bookselling is of modern date, the selling

of books is as old as the origin of literature.

Manuscript copies of the works of authors were
sold in the ancient Greek cities and in Rome.
The first book of Martial's epigrams was to be had
for an English equivalent of about three shillings ;

his other books for less. Slave labour was employed
in transcription ; and there were men wlio em-
{»loyed copyists and sold their work. Horace cele-

)rates ' the brothers Sosii ' as eminent booksellers

(hibliopolfe). In the middle ages the monks of

various monasteries were in the habit of bartering
the books they transcribed. B;it books were rare

and costly because of the ignorance and the apathy
of the ijublic. With the foundation of several uni-

versities in the 12th century, the preparation and
sale of books increased ; Init the trade of booksell-

ing attained to importance only after the invention
of printing. The lirst booksellers were also book-
lenders, under the control of the universities. In
1292 the book-trade of Paris consisted of 24 copj^-

ists, 17 bookbinders, 19 parchment makers, 13
illuminators, 8 dealers in manuscripts ; the last

had increased to 29 in 1.323. The business was
more in lending than selling. Students at the
English universities bought their books or received
them on loan from the ' sworn stationers.' Some
of the French kings and princes of the royal blood
were liberal patrons of authors and all engaged in
the production of books. Philippe, Duke of Bur-
gundy (1396-14G7) gave constant employment at
Bruges to a host of authors, translators, copyists,
and illuminators.

The first printers acted also as bocjksellers, and
being mostly learned men, they were generally
the editors, and, in some instances, the authors
of the works which they produced. The manu-
facture of books had become such an important
item of commerce that at Bniges (1454) and
Antwerp (1450) a guild of Iwoksellers, copyists,
and allied trades was formed (see Printing).
Fust and Schoffer, the ])artners of Gutenberg
(q.v.), carried the productions of the Mainz
press to the fair of Frankfort-on-the-Maine and
to Paris. Some instances of division of the two
branches, printing and bookselling, occurred in
the 1.5th century. The founder of the Stephens
(q.v.) family of printers and puldishers had settled
in Paris in 1502; Louis, the first of the Elzevirs
(q.v.), was settled as a book.seller and bookbinder
in Leyden in 1.580. Tlie jiress established by Aldo
Manuzio, during one hundred years (1490-1597),
printed 908 different works (see AldiNE EDITIONS).
Plantin (q.v. 1514-89) of Antwerp had sometimes
twenty presses at work.

Migrating from place to place, and resorting
to the great continental fairs for customers, the
earlv booksellers became known as stationarii, or

stationers—i.e. occupiers of a 'stance' or station

at a fair. The first stationers in England seem
also t-o have engrossed what they sold. Caxton
and Wynkyn de Worde chiefly issued transla-

tions. The Reformaticm caused .a great demand
for Bibles. The pedlars who frequented the coun-
trv' fairs were of some importance in the early

days of bookselling. It was a common thing for

government, in the 16th century, to enforce the
printing of restrictions as to i)rice on the la.st pa^je

of a book. The number of readers was but small,

and in 1540 Grafton printed only 500 copies « of

his complete edition of Scripture. There exist 326
editions of the Bilde or parts of the Bible printed
between 1526 and 1600. Ames and Herbert record
350 printers at work in England and Scotland
(1476-1600); at least 10,000 distinct works were
printed during that period. The British Museum
has a collection of over 2000 volumes of Tracts
all relating to the period of the lirst English
Revolution from 1640 to 1660, whicli include 30,000
separate publications. This was the era of the
controversial pamphlet. Dr Johnson has remarked
tliat from 1623 to 1664 the nation was satisfied

with two editions of Shakespeare. The .stock of

books in sheets lost by the booksellers around St
Paul's in the great fire of 1666 was of an estimated
value of £200,000.
Whether settled or migratory, the early book-

sellers were subject to many restrictions. In
England, the book-trade was trammelled by royal
patents and j)roclamations, decrees and ordinances
of the Star Chamber, licenses of universities, and
charters granting monopolies in the sale of ])ar-

ticular classes of works. In 1557 the Stationers'

Company of London was constituted by royal
charter, and exercised an arbitrary censorshiij of

the press. The Crown, by an Act 13 and 14 Car.

II. chap. 23, commonly called the ' Licensing Act,'

assumed this species of control over the issue of

books. The Licensing Act, and its renewals, ulti-

mately expired in 1694. By the first Copyright
Act, 8 Anne, chap. 19, the legislature interposed to

protect the rights of authors, and to relieve them,
as well as publishers, from the thraldom of the
Stationers' Company. But by the same act, the
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor,
and certain judges in England, and the judges of

the Court of Session in Scotland, were empowered,
on the complaint of any person, to regulate the
prices of booKs, and to fine those who sought higher
prices than they enjoined. This provision was in

force till 1738, when it was abolished by the Act 12

Geo. II. chap. 36. From this time the book-trade
was free.

Many of the bibliopoles who flourished in the 17th
and 18th centuries have been rendered famous, not
less by their enterprise and vigour of mind, than hy
association with the authors and wits of the period.

Thomas Guy (1644-1724) is remembered in con-
nection with the Bible-trade, and as the founder of

Guy's Hospital ; Cripps, the publisher of the seven
folio editions of Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy
(1621-76), according to AVood, 'got an estate by
it;' John Dunton's (1659-1733) name has been
preserved by Swift, and he is notal)le as one of the
first men the Pretender purposed to hang at
Tyburn, if ever he ascended the British throne, ' for

having WTit forty books to prove him a Popish
impostor;' Jacob Tonson (1656-1736), Dryden's
])ut)lisher, and satirised by the poet, was the first

to popularise Paradise Lost and Shakespeare ; Lin-
tott ( 1675-1736) enriched himself and Pope with
editions of the Iliad and Odyssey; Curll (1675-
1748) was pilloried not only by the govern-
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ment, but by Pope in Ins Dunciad ; Richardson
(1G89 ITtil) was hotli nnvdist ami printer; John-
son, who wrote the life i>f Cuve (Ki'Jl 17.")4K said
Cave 'scarcely ever looked out of the window but
witli a view to the inii)rovenient of his Gentle-
man's Magazine.' Of the pubiisiier of Thomson,
Fieldiuf;, and Hume, lie also sai<l, ' I respect Millar,
he hius raised the price of literature.' One of the
Newberys, bookseller aii«l nie<licine vendor, was
assoi'iated with (loldsmitli. and is spoken of in tiie

Viatr uf Wakrfidil as ' the philantliropic bookseller
of St Paul's Churchyard.' Kalpii Griffiths is

notable as the foumler of the Monthhi licview in

1749, and Dodsley of the Auiniul lieqister (\~b^).
Joseph Cottle ( 1770-1 8.).3), the Bristol bookseller,
wa-s tlie friend and early patron of Coleridge,
Southey, and Woniswurtli. Tiie names of Hutton,
Cadell, Straiian, Ualdwin, Kivin;,'t<m, Lonj^man,
Dilly, Lackiniu'ton, were no less notalde in their
day, than have been, in later times, those of
Knight, of Edwanl Moxon, the friend of Lamb,
and jMiblisher of tiie early works of Hrowning ami
Tennyson, and of Hell \- Sons, lientley, Cassell,
Chapman \- Hail, Chatto \- Windus, Longman,
Low, .Macmillan, Murray, Nisliet, Kiviugton,
Koutiedge, .Seelev, and Smitli, Kider, (!v: Co.

In Scotland, after struggling tiirough an age of
I restriction, the book-trade was lieveioiied ai>out

the middle of the 18th century. In Eiluiimrgh, it

engaged Allan Ramsay,, wiio pultlished and s<dd
iiis songs and ids ciiarming ]>;u<torai. Among his

successors were Donaldson. Ueii, Miller, Klii>)t, and
Creech (author, and puldisher of the first edition of
Burns), each eminent in his way ; but it \\ii6 mainly

j

.Areliiltahl Constable (<i.v. ), the lirst publisher of

the Kf/iithuri/h licview an<l ]\'arcrlci/ Xorc/s, and
later William Blackwood (q.v. ), the originator of

li/<ir/:iroin/'s Miii/iizim , wiio raised tiie reputation of

Edinburgii iis a literary mart in tiie early part of the
19tli century. Still more recently the reputation
of the Eilinlmrgh Inxik-trade luis lieen maintained
by W. iK: R. Cliamlieis ; by Adam Black (q.v.),

fmbiisher of tiie Enri/r/ii/zirifin Bnfini/iim, wliose
louse removed to London in ls!)"2 ; by T. Nelson &
Son.s, well known for their educational, juvenile,

and religious publications; by \V. Ov A. Iv. John-
ston, pul)lisiiei"3 of mails and atlases ; and b^- Mr
Bartholomew, geographical puldisiier. The pre-

paration of school-books lias largely occupied the
energies of the two princijial publisliing lirms, wiiile

it is wortiiy of note tliat two of the most success-

ful encyclop;eilia.s of tiio liHIi century, tlie Jirit-

niinirn and the present work, emanated from p]din-

burgh. (lla-sgow during recent years ha-s become
energetic in i)ulilishing, and many l)ooks, chieHy
educational, li.ive been issued from local presses.

Tlie purchase of books in tiie l.'itii ami 16th cen-

turies was conlined to tlie iiol)ier ami riciier citizens

and scholars. In the 17tii and 18tii centuries the

demaml for books began to sprca<l among the

middle cla.«.ses. The plan of issuing ne.at cheap
eiiitions of po|)ular works was initiated more tlian

a humlreil years ago (17bO-70) iiy Alexander
Donaldson (an Edinl»urgh l)ookseller), and by John
Bell, who in 1777 issued Hritish Ports, from Vhaiiccr

to Churchill, whicii le<l to tlie famous meeting of

forty members of tiie London book-tr.ade in the
Chapter Coffee-house, and to tiie puldication of

Johnson's Lirrs of the Ports. Tiiese were followed

np by several jmblishers in Lomlon, one of wiiom,
C. Cooke ( 179(»-1S(M) I, issued an extensive series

of che.ap reprints, of a pocket size, caiieil Cooke's

Editions, wliicii for tastefulness of preparation have
hardly lieen excelled. In the early years of the

present century, Suttaby's, Sharpe's, Walker's, and
Dove's pocket editions were stock articles in the

tra<Ie. Alnrnt 1817-18 some enterprising book-

sellers l»egan to break through certain old usages,

by issuing reprints of standard works, in a good
style of typograpiiy, at considerably reduced prices.
At the same time, numerous c^ieaj) jieriodicals

made tiieir appearance ; but tiiese, tor tiie mast
fiart, were of so seditious, irreligious, and libel-

ous a ciiaracter, tiiat tlie law interjioscd to
check the growing evil, by the Act of 1819 (see
New.*;p.\persI During the next ten yeai-s the
only periodical tliat attained to permanent suc-
cess was Limliird"s Mirror (lS'2'2), an illustrated
weekly .siieet. In 1827 the Society for Dillus-
ing I sefnl Knowledge began to issue its low-
priced scientitic treatises ; and Arcliil)ald Con-
stable commenced the cheap series of works in
original literature, called Constfih/r's Miscr/lany.
' Tliough (\mstable in his grand style,' says Knight,
'talked of millions of Imyers, he cliarged liis little

volumes .Ss. (mI. each. He was right. The millions
were not ready to imy such l>ooks at a shilling, nor
even at sixjience. Tliey are not ready now '

( 1854).
All this is changed, and as good value caii now Ite

had for sixjience and a shilling.

\'ie\\ing all previous enterprises of this kind as
fitful ami insiiilicient, as well as unsuj)|)orted by
any breadth of apiireciation, wel ;ive to reft>r to this

Seriod ( 1827-3'2) lor the true origin of wiiat is now
esignated the • cheap press. ' Taking advantage

of tlie growing demamf for ciicap literature, and
desirous of guiding it in a riglit direction, William
and Robert Chambers (q.v. ) of Edinburgh began, on
the 4th of February 18.S'2, to issue Chambers's Edin-
burr/h Jotiriinl, a weekly sheet at Htl. : on the 31st
of March following appeared in London the Penny
Magazine of the Society for the Dillusion of l^seful

Knowledge ; and tliis was followed, July 7, by
tlie Satiirildi/ Magazine, which was issued under
tlie direction of a committee of the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge. The success of

Chambers's Jourmd led to the issue of Information
for the People, Cyrlopadia of English Litera-

ture, Miseellang of Trarts, and many educational
and other works. Charles Knight (q.v.), lii-st

editor of the Prnng Magazine, witli Ids Penny
Enryrlopailia, and Library of Entertaining Know-
ledge, ami other works, was .anotlier ))ioneer of the
cheap jiress. Within twenty vears he expended
£80,00(J upcm co])yrights and literary lal)(>ur, and
during the same period £50,000 niuin pajier-duty.

The etl'ect of the repeal of the advertisement-duty

( 185.3 ) and of the paper-duty ( IStil ) w,is to encourage
the production ot cheap literature. John Cassell's

(q.v. ) name survives in the largest liook-factory

of modern times, along with Ids Popular Educator,
Family Bible, and innumerable other works ; Rout-
ledge's liailway Library .and Popular Library of

cheap novels, ami shilling and sixpenny editions of

standaril works, are \\ell known. Bolin's Libraiies

are familiar to scholars and lovers of good literature

all the world over. The Longmans, honourably con-

nected with the L(mdon book-trade for more tlian a
century and a half ; Strahan, originator of Good
Words (1800) and Contem]>orary llrvieu- (1866);
Smith, Elder, (.S: Co., jiroprietors of the Cornhill

( 1860), and jmlilishers of Thackeray aTid Browning's
works ; Macmillan \- Co., publishei-s of Lord
Tennyson's works, and those of men eminent in

all departments of science and literature ; along

with many others, have all added their quota to the

rapidly increasing volume of cheap literature.

At present, we have the works of Shake-

speare at sixpence and one shilling, and penny
reprints of some classics. Well iirinted threepenny

editions of standanl books, and portions of books,

began to be issued in 1886. For many years

previously the liibliothi^rjue Xationair in I'rance,

and the Unirrrsal-bibliothrk in (Jermany, had

supplied the pul>lic on the Continent with standard

literature at the same figure. The good, well
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Erinted volumes of standard literature now to be
ad at sixpence and one shilling must make literary

rubbish less saleable. There is now less reason for

Mr Ruskin's reproof than ever, that ' we call our-

selves a rich nation, and we are fdthy and foolish

enough to thumb each other's books out of circu-

latin" libraries. . . . How much do you think we
spenu altogether on our libraries, public .and

{)rivate, as compared with what we spend on our
loi-ses?' The trade in light literature, and in cheap
periodicals and newspapers, has been fostered by
the railway bookstalls, of which Messrs W. H.
Smith \- Son had 600 in 1888. The 'shilling dread-
ful ' had a phenomenal sale during 1885-88. Such
books as R. L. Stevenson's Treasure Island and
H. Rider Haggard's Kinr/ Soloinoii's Mines revived
the taste for tales of adventure. A London pub-
lisher (Routledge) reported in 1885 that in round
numbers he printed 6,000,000 books annually, of

which 4,000,000 were l)ound, being at the rate of

about 14,000 books per day. One reason of the
cheapness of good Ijooks i.s the expiry of copyrights

;

in the case of such popular authors as Scott,

Dickens, Thackeray, and Carlyle, it has led to
many competing editions, some of them at a very
clieap price. Advertisers -seizing the idea have
even issued penny editions of some of the most
popular works by popular authors.
The present generation, which has witnessed a

great reduction in the price of books, has also had
the privilege of purchasing the most luxurious and
artistic editions de luxe, frequently printed from
type specially cast for the purpose, the illustrations

in the highe.st style of art, and printed on china-
paper. Shakespeare, Thackeray, Dickens, and
isolated volumes, such as George Eliot's Romola,
and Blackmore's Lorna Doone, have been treated in

this magnificent manner. The price for such books,
of which only a limited number is printed, runs
from one to four guineas. To get up a book in this
way necessitates the expenditure of many thousands
of pounds. We hear of the plant of an Illustrated
Shakespeare costing £10,000, and an illustrated book
of Natural History, £16,000. The trade in the manu-
facture of children's pictuie-books has assumed
great dimensions; those by Caldecott (q.v. ) having
been eminently successful. The best talent in

literary and artistic circles has been employed
in the production of books for the young. The
bright and attractive books and periodicals for
juveniles are often the envy of older minds. There
are fashions in books, as in ladies' dre.sses, and
the sale and iLse of Birthday Books (q.v. ) led to
an enormous business being done. The great
improvements in Bookbinding (q.v.), including
artistic covers, abundance of illustrations (many
of which are electrotypes purchased and adapted

)

in Christmas books, or books for presents, has
given a stimulus to certain branches of the trade.
The great bookselling season is from October
to February, when the nights are long ; during
the summer, fiction and the lighter periodicals
sell best. For the last three months of the year
the wholesale booksellers have a hard time of it,

executing orders for the various annual volumes of
the periodicals, and Christmas literature of every
kind. The practice which Dickens inaugurated of
issuing Christmas numbers has grown enormously,
and has been adopted with profit by many leading
illiLstrated newspapers and ijcriodicals. Good news-
paper notices sometimes start the sale of a book

;

when it has begun to sell, if really good, its success
proves its best advertisement. Wlien a book has
oeen issued at one guinea, or two guineas, after the
richer pul^lic has been exhausted, a moderately
clieap edition may be brought out at a price from
be,, to 10s. 6d., followed up at a proper interval, if

the book is calculated for wide circulation, bv an

edition at 2s. 6d. , or even less. The following were
.some of the best selling Englisli books in 1887, in
the order of popularity, from a London retail book-
seller's point of view : The works of Shakespeare,
Tennyson, Longfellow, Byron, Milton, Scott, Hood,
Dickens, Thackeray, Besant, Mrs Henry Wood,
Mrs Craik (John Halifax), George Eliot, Lord
Lytton, R. D. Blackmore, Mark Twain, Macaulay,
R. L. Stevenson, Miss Braddon, &c.
The position of those who, in the hurry of

business life, and in the time occui)ied in earning a
living, have little leisure for solid reading, has been
abundantly catered for in the ' story ' paper, and
the lighter periodicals. Convenient' abriilgments,
manuals, compendiums, and primers of almost
every branch of knowledge exist ; while many
publishers have made quite a feature of ' con-
densed ' lives of celebrities. See Biography.
The circulation of our weekly and monthly

periodical literature is enormous, and can only be
calculated by millions of copies. At the end of
1831 there were issued 177 monthly publications

;

in 1833 tiiere were 236 ; in 1853, 362 ; and in 1893,
2060 ; more than 470 of the latter were of a
religious character.

As circulating libraries, by creating a taste for

reading, led to the establishment of the cheap
press, so, as might be expected, has the cheap press
extended the sphere of literature, and given rise

to public libraries and book-clubs. C. E. Mudie
in 1842 introduced a new system of subscription
lending librarj', and since then the firm have pur-

chased some seven million volumes for the use of

subscribers ; the number of volumes issued and re-

issued daily during the busy season now exceeds 5000
volumes. About 250 persons are employed, and
now there are over 40,000 subscribers. As many as
lliree thousand copies of a single work at eighteen
sliillings or a guinea are sometimes added ; so that
ill many cases what woukl formerly have been con-
sidered to be large editions are absorbed by one
purchaser. After being used for several months,
the surplus copies are sold at a clieap rate. It is

not unusual for the catalogue to exceed 300 pages.
For country subscribers some 700 lioxes of varying
size are sent out every day. The London Library
and the Grosvenor Library are also well known.
Messrs Smith's remarkable system of bookstall
lil)raries was begun in 1858.
The selling of second-hand books from open stalls,

and from Booths (q.v.), is a practice so ancient
as to be connected with the trade of the statiouarii

of the middle ages. Some men of considerable
note in the book-trade began in the humble quality

of stall-keepers. London is the chief seat of the
second-hand book-trade ; but it is also conducted
(m a respectable scale in Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Manchester, Liverpool, Oxford, Cambridge, Dub-
lin, Bristol, and other centres of wealth and
intelligence. In many cases what are called
' remainders ' of an eilition are purchased and sold

at a merely nominal price by the second-hand book-
sellers. But the dealers procure supplies chiefly at

public auctions of the libraries of deceased clero:j'-

men, professors, and private gentlemen, of which
sales there is a constant succession in London,
Edinburgh, and elsewhere. At these auctions,

good editions of standard books may usually be
obtained at moderate prices ; but rare and curious

works, prized by the ' bibliomaniac,' frequently

bring very high sums. Mr (^uaritch spent £40,000
at the Hamilton sale, and £33,000 at the Sunder-
land sale. He paid £3900 for the Mazarin Bible,

and £4950 for the I'salmorum Codex (1459), a
portion of the Scriptures. A vellum copy of the

Gutenberg and Fust Bible sold for £3400, a
paper copy for £2690. See Bibliomania. Dealers
in seconil-hand books send catalogues to their
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customers throu;,'liout the countrj- ; and from this
source not a few jrentlemen's libraries are mainly

1 maile ny>. Large quantities of second-hanrl higii-

clas-s works are j>urciiaseil for jmljlic libraries

forming in the I'nitetl States. From France, Italy,

and (.lermanv, there has been a similar export-trade
in fine old etlitions to North America. In 1888 was

' published a new edition of The Director}/ of Sccoml-
nand Booksellers in Great IJritain, on the Continent,

\
and in America.
The CfDirassing trade consists in the plan of dis-

posing of lx)oks mostly in weekly and monthly
numljers or jjarts by house-to-house visitation.

Smollett's Historif ofEnghiiul, Siackhouse's Histori/

of the Bible, and Scotts Bible are early examples
of successful pulilioation in number form. Amongst
modern authors, Thackeray, Dickens, and George
Eliot tried the jiart form of publication Avith

success. There are also various societies in this
countrv employing iMmk-hawkers or colporteurs,
who visit outlying districts which are not reached
by the ordinary lK>okselk'r.

Apart from the general trade, the i>ublication of
small books, tracts, and j)eriodicals is carried on
to a large extent also by a.ssociations for reli<aous
purposes, the funds for wiiich are raiseif by
voluntary subscription. See the article TRACT
SOCIETV.
Another <listinct kind of trade is that of printing

and publishing authorised versions of the Bible,
New Testament, and IJook of Common Prayer.
The prej>aration of these works ha.s always been a
prerogative of the crown, which grants exclusive
privileges or patent rights to certain parties for the
jmrpose. According to old usage, England, Ireland,
and Scotland are treated separately. The last patent
for England was '^ranted by George IV. to Andrew
Strahan, George Eyre, and Andrew Spottiswoode,
for a term of tliirty years ; and having commenced
on the '21st of January 18.S0. it expired on the
21st January 1860, and was then renewed during
pleasure. The universities of Oxford and Cam-
oridge have, by royal charters, enjoyed the
light of i)riiiting ISiltles, v'v.c. in common with the
patentees ; but as the (.Queen's printers represent

the owners of the copyright, the privilege of prose-

cution for infringement belongs to them alone. In
the case of the revised versitin of the IJible, issued

in 1881 and 1885, the university authorities pur-

chased the copyright from the revisers, and conse-

quently have the .sole right of publication ; over
one million copies of the New Testament were sold

(by the Oxford Press alone) on the first day of its

appearance. See P.vtem'.
In Ireland, George III. in 17(36 granted a Bible

patent to Boulton Grierson for forty years. He
was succeeded by his son, George Grierson, who in

1811 obtained a renewal. Trinity College, Dublin,

had also a concurrent right. In Scotland, the last

patent exi)ired in 1839, and was not renewed. The
crown appoints a li<tard with authority to grant
licenses to jiarties desirous to print editions of the

Bible and other books falling within the royal pre-

rogative, such as the Confes.sion of Faith.

The modification of tlie patent having tended to

lower prices, the possibility of any further material

reduction seems doubtful. ~ One noticeable feature

of the trade in Bibles is, that the publishers in Eng-
lanrl sell large numbers in sheets to the various

religious societies, such as the British and Foreign

Bible Society and the Society for Promoting Chris-

tian Knowledjj'e, who i.ssue editions to the public

under cost price—the New Testament from one

penny, and the complete Bible from sixpence per

copy.' The better bindings, in morocco or orna-

mental styles, are retailed at pnmortionately higher

prices. In London alone, probably more than 2000

persons are employed in binding Bibles, prayer-

books, and other books of devotion ; but the ten-
dency now is for the publishei-s or printers to do
their own binding. From their cheapness, but
more particularly from their accuracy, English-
printed Bibles and New Testaments are purchased
in larc'e quantities by the United States. The
Oxford University Press now carries on the whole
process of Bible production within its o%^-n premises.
Although the printing of the authorised version

of the Bible, the Ncm- Testament, and the Book
of Common Prayer, seems to be reserved to the
nominees of the crown, practically no objection is

taken to the printing or these works by others.
Translations of the Bible, other than the authorised
version, are also issued freely by Koman Catholic
and other bodies.

The universities of Oxford and Cambridgf ; the
four Scotch universities ; and the colleges of Eton,
Westminster, and Winchester, obtained an act of
parliament, 15 Geo. III. chap. 53, giving them a per-
petual copyright of all woiks belonging to tliem,
or which might afterwards be bequeatheil to or
given to them, provided such works are printed
at the university or college presses. The only
work in existence older than the present centurj-,
claimed by any of the above institutions, to which
any value can be attached, is Clarendons History
of the Rebellion, with his life and continuation.
The right to this and other works possessed by the
university of Oxford, was confirmed by the (^'opy-

right Act (5 and 6 Vict. chap. 45). The profits of
the first edition were applied towards the erection of
the 'Clarendon Building' (1713), which till 1830
was the university press ; but, its business increas-

ing', the ' Clarendon ' has been superseded by the
' L niversity Press.'

The British l>ook-trade is centred in London,
though carried on to a considerable extent in

Edinburgh, and to a less degree in Oxford, Cam-
bridge, Liverpool, Manchester, Dublin, Glasgow,
and a few other jtlaces. The London Post-office

Directory alone contains the names of over eight
hunilred jiersons who were connected with tiie book-
trade. Among these booksellers are included com-
mission-houses ; iind among the publishing estab-

lishments are branches from Scotland, America,
and several English provincial cities. The Lon-
don book-trade is partly carried on in distinct

departments : miscellaneous literature, law books,
medical books, educational treatises, periodicals,

&c. , respectively engage the attention of pub-
lishers ; and as reganls religious books, each sect

may be said to have publishers and booksellers of

its own. The larger number of the publishing and
commission houses are situated in Paternoster
Row and the streets adjoining ; so that this part of

the city has become the great and acknowledged
market for literature. Covent Garden and Fleet

Street are likewise centres of the business. Be-

tween the country booksellers and the leading
publishers and commission-houses a continual cor-

respondence is kept up. In addition to his daily or

weekly parcel every provincial bookseller makes
up a 'monthly order for magazines, periodicals,

and books.
In the infancy of the trade, authors frequently

resorted to the i)lan of getting friends and patrons

to subscribe for copies of their forthcoming works

;

the publisher in such cases acting only as com-
mi.ssion-agent. Literature has now risen above
this degrading system. At present, ( 1 ) the author
sells his work in inanuscript to the jjublisher for a
specified sum, giving him an assignment of the

copyright, and leaving him to bring out the v.ork

according to his own taste ; or (2 ) the author

retains the copyright, pays all expenses, undertakes

all risks, and gets a publisher to bring out his

work ; or ( 3 ) the author, retaining the copyright,
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incuis no risk, and only allows the publisher to

print and issue an edition of a certain number of

copies for a sum agreeil on ; or (4) the author and
puulisher issue the work at their joint risk, in that

case sliariuj,' equally in prolit or loss, or on such
other terms as are mutually agreeable ; or (5) the
publisher agrees to issue the works of a popular
author at liis own risk and expense ; the clear

proiits are divided into three equal shares, one of

which is paid to the author, and two retained by
the publisher, or the author may receive halt-

profits, which, in the case of a os. book, may
amount to 9d. or Is. a copy; or (6) the familiar
' royalty ' system, by which the publisher takes
whole or partial risk and pays the author a certain

sum per copy, after the disposal of a si)ecified

number of copies. Under the French system the
publisher takes the book, and makes what he can
of it, but pays the author a royalty. A successful

author on a book nominally priced 3 "50 francs

receives a royalty of about od. per copy, but a very
successful author may command as much as lOil.

Under the French law the printer is forbidden to

print copies except by order of the author.

Publishing is an exceedingly hazardous profes-

sion, and those engaging in it must possess wide
and special knowledge, else they may soon lock up
their capital unprofitably, and fill their warehouses
with waste-i^aper. This is especially the case in

dealing with literature which is sold at a very
small advance upon the actual cost of paper, print,

and binding. Attached to the larger publisliing

houses are men who read and give judgment on
the manuscripts submitted to their care, when this

is not undertaken by the head of the firm. Works
of which the highest expectations are formed may
not pay expenses ; and books of a seemingly M'ortii-

less kind may prove exceedingly renmnerative.
Mr Ruskin has objected on principle to the book-
sellers' system of discounts and abatements : after

1S73 he severed his connection with his former
publishers, and appointed an agent of his own,
who has issued new editions of most of his writings.

Mr Ruskin, however, had to relax this rule of sell-

ing at a fixed price, and allow the booksellers a
discount of 10 per cent. An ' Incorporated Society
of Authors ' was founded to watch over the interests

of authors, and to support the Copyright Associa-
tion (composed of publishers and authors) in

furthering the establishment of the International
Copyriglit Union.

Milton's agreement with Simmons the jirinter,

disposing' of the copyright of Paradise Lost for five

pounds, is an oft-quoted but inadmissible argument
against publishers, as a larger sum was paid, and
at tliat time it might even have been a losing
bargain. It would be easy to cite many publishers'
blunders, in at first refusing works which, when
issued, have taken their place amongst the classics

of literature. Publishers as a rule are high-minded,
fair, though keen men of business, and it is quite
to their advantage to treat an author well. Tliere
have been cases of gross injustice, but when an
author's books find a ready market, he reaps a
ready benefit. If we take the line of fiction, in
which Great Britain is said to have an average of
two books a day, Sundays included, we find many
instances of large sales and larjje earnings. Scott's
income from his pen ranged from £10,000 to
£15,000 per annum for many years. He is said
to have received £110,000 ifor 11 novels and 9
volumes of tales. Woodstock alone yielded him
£8228, and his Life of Bonaparte (2 editions),

£18,000. Thackeray, when he became famous, was
well paid for every line he wrote, and received a
handsome salary for editing the Cornhill. For
sev'eral novels Trollope .and Dickens each received

more than £3000, while the bargain for Edwin

Drood was £7500 with a share in after profits.

Routledge paid Lord Lytton £20,000 for the right

to publish a cheap edition of his novels for ten

years. ' George Eliot ' ( Marian Evans ) was paid

£40,000 cash down for the first sales of her various

books ; for Felix Holt she was paid £5000 ; Romola,
£7000; and Middlcmareh, £8000. Macaulay re-

ceived a cheque for £20,000, l)eing his share of the
profits of two volumes of his Ilistary. Browning re-

ceived 100 guineas for his ballad ' Herve Riel ' in the
Cornhill. These may be thought exceptional pay-
ments, but the rule holds good that where an author
finds a large public, he secures a willing publisher
and large payments. But not many books have
a sale like the Pickwick Papers, 900.000 copies of
the authorised edition having been disposed of by
Chapman & Hall up till 1887.

In publishing new books, the copyright, setting-

up the types, author's corrections," stereotyping,
press-work or printing, paper, binding, advertis-
ing, and presentation copies to editors for review,
all need to be taken into account. When the-

author retains the copyright, the publisher charges,
besides the above items for printing, &c., a com-
mission on the sales of the work. Editions of a,

book are frequently wanted for an export order,

or sets of stereotype plates are purchased by pub-
lishers in the United States or Canatla, in order 1 <>

print from. New books are issued at a certain

selling price to the public, and the publisher allocs
a percentage off the price to the retail bookseller.

In a large proportion of cases, there is interposed
the commission-agent or ^^ holesale dealer. A new
book on the eve of publication is offered to the trade
at a slightly cheaper rate than at a later date. At
the trade sales, which are now less common than
fonnerly, some piil)lishers do a large business.

Throughout the more respectable part of the
trade there is a constant effort to maintain
unbroken prices ; for when a book can be obtained
by booksellers below trade-price, it is essentially-

ruined for all regular business. On the other hand,
the practice has become very general among retail

booksellers of selling new books to the public at

prices little above cost. This sj'stem of under-
selling has caused much disquietude in the trade.

Mr Sampson Low was secretary of a trade associa-

tion (abolished 1852), which had for its object the
protection of the bookseller against underselling.

For a long time resolute attempts were made by
the heads of the profession to refuse to deal with
undersellers ; but these, appealing to the public,

ultimately conquered ; and now books of all kinds
are disposed or at such prices as the bookseller

pleases. After making all ordinary deductions, to
which losses, »S:c. may be added, publishers can
reckon on receiving little more th.an half the price

at which their books are nominally issued. Many
publishers annually spend very large sums in

advertising new books.
Publishers are under the legal obligation to

deliver, free, a copy of every book they issue (new
editions without alterations excepted ) to the five

following public institutions : Libraiy of the British

Museum ; Bodleian Library, Oxford ; University
Lil)rary, Cambridge ; Trinity College Library, Dub-
lin ; and the Library of tlie Faculty of Advo-
cates, Edinburgh. Lord James and Sir Richard
Webster gave in 1887 a decided opinion that

copies of every American Ijook issued in Great
Britain, though printed and originally published
in America, must also be sent to the British

Museum. Manufactured American books aie

imported in large quantitif s by British publisheis,

who, for the convenience of purchasers, print on
the title-page the name of the firm whicli has
introduced tlie work into Great Britain ; hence the
claim of copies by the British Museum. There is
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ni) coinimlsion as to registration of titles at
Stationers' Hall, the fee for whicli is 5s. (see
C'orviMiiiiT). Tiie title of a popular book or
periojlioal is often of yreat value, and is jealously
{Tuanleil \>\ the publisher ; tlie use of this title by
anotiier is an infringement of copyright. Owing
to tiie rapid multiplication of books, it is becoming
increasingly ditticult to steer clear of titles already
111 u^t^. la lSl}3-y+, 12,7-39 volumes were loilged at

the Britisli Museum in terms of tlie Copyright Act,
ami 51 1 by international e.xchange, 19,US4 acquired
liy purclia,se, besides 4944 pieces of music, and about
•25"M) <.>ts of newsjiapei-s. See Ukitlsh Ml SEIM.
The gra<lual increiise in magnituile of the book-

trade is interesting. (->ne of the Hrst catalogues com-

fiiled in England [ lGGO-80) has a list of .35.50 w(uks,
>eing a vearly average of 258. From 1700 to 1756,

without Including pamphlets, 5280 new books were
i.ssuetl. The Motltni Catalo(jue of Bouks (1792-

1802) has a list of 4096 new works, or an annual
average of 372 new books. According to the London
C'<if<(/iii/iic of l8(X>-27, the publications, inclu<ling

reprints, amounted to 19,860 v(dumes; that of 1816-

51 contains the titles of 45,072 books, an average
annual ptil>lication of more than 120<J books. There
were three times a-s many IxMiks published in 18.5.3

a.s there had been in 1828. The annual production

of new books in the period 1877-87 avcra''ed

40< 10 volumes ; of new editions, 14(K). The number
ot new l)o>>ks issued during 1893 was 5129 ; the
new editions, 125.3. Of this number 1328 were
novels and tales; 533 theology, sermons, Sec., and
622 Cilucational. Owing to the absence of com-
pulsory registration, however, statistics respecting

the publishing trade of Great Britain cannot be
wholly accurate. The only statistics now issued

are those associate<l with the compilation of Low's
Eniflisk Ciitalofjue. In 1893 the books imported
into the United Kingdom were valued at £249,277.

()f these, tlie value from Germany was £19,2.36;

l' ranee, £47,9.55; Holland, £101,921; Belgium,
£16,794; the United States, £51,629; other coun-
tries, £5160. Tlie value of English printed books
exported in 1893 was £1,261>J21. The United
States purcha.sed to the amount of £392,219;
Australasia. £438,595 (the returns for 1885 showed
an average annual expenditure in Australia of more
than 1 Is. per head in books and stationeiy ); Canada,
£83,259; British India, £1.33,508. FVance, Ger-

many, Holland, ami Bclgiuui unitedly took to the

value of £lO«j,526 ; our next largest customer being

S<Mith Africa, for £99,682. The total to British

possessions was £714,423; to foreign countries,

£547,498.
, ^ , \

In Gennany, where the Ijook-trade first liecame
|

establisiied, the principal mart wiis Frankfort,

to whose fairs the early booksellers and printers
,

resorted. Leipzig also' became a great mart for ,

b<M.ks as earlv a-s 1680 ; but in 1885 as many books
]

were published in Beriin as in Loinzig ; and .since

about 1S30 Stuttgart has come to the fnmt, whilst

Frankfort has entirely lost its ancient i.rcstige.

From the teeming press of Baron Bernhard Tauch-

nitz of Leipzig there had been issued h\ 1888, by

arrangement with British and American authors and

publishers, a series of more than 20(K) volumes of

cheap rejnints of English popular works in aj)ocket

size. The bringing of these German reprints of

English copyright works into (Jreat Britain is

against the "law, and copies are liable to seizure.

From a table prepared by Hinrichs of Leipzig, we
learn that 16,2.j3 books were issued in (ieniiany in

1886, ami 21,275 in 1891. Of tiiis numb.-r, educa-

tional and the(dogical works toi)ped the list. Book-

buvers in Germany have the privilege of receiving

books on aiiprol)ati<m from the booksellers and pub-

lishers : in this way an examination can be made
of the proposed purchase, which may be returned.

Though Germany has the largest number of
new books of any country in Europe, editions are
relatively small ; and the encouragement to men
of letters is poor. Great use is made of the cir-

culating library, upon which the publisher mainly
depends for the sale of a popular work. Some of
the illustrated i)apers have an enormous circula-

tion. Die Gartculaitbc has a circulation of 300,000 ;

Ceber Land iind Meer has 150,00(1

In F^rance, every book and pamphlet must be
registered before publication, and publishing is

carried on chiefly in Paris, Avhere there are many
extensive printing establishments. About two-
thirds of all the books published issue from
Paris. A large number of the scientific works are
published at the sole cost of the state. French
Dooks are, with few exceptions, done up simply in

coloureil paper covers, for temporary service ; works
of a superior class are executed with a high degree
of taste—the excellence of pictorial embellishments
being always conspicuous. The finest editions de
luxe used to be French : and many expensive works
in French, and also in the classical languages,
issued from the Parisian press still command a
large sale. Owing to the almost universal know-
ledge of the French tongue, there is a large e;:port

to foreign countries.

Belgium possesses a flourishing book-trade ; and
Bnissels, as a kind of minor Paris, is the seat of

some extensive ])rintiiig and publishing concerns.

In Italy there are recent signs of revival in book-
publishing and lK)okselling. The trade of the other

European countries is of less interest.

The Itook-trade of the United States has sprung
up from small lK.'ginnings within the present centurj-.

Hezekiah Usher was in business in l^oston in 1652

;

bookselling was well established at the beginning
of the 18th century. Benjamin F'ranklin (<i.v.) was
one of the most famous of the early printers. But
at first scholars and libraries were mainly sui)plied

with books from Europe, and the bulk of American
publications were rcjtrints of British literature. In

the periixl 1830-42 about 1.300 books were issued,

half of them being original, and half reprints; in

1853 there were 879 ; in 1S.55, 1092 ; in 1859-60, 1350

a year; and in 1S71, 3fKMl. The Pitblishcrs Weekly
re'conled the publication of 4665 new books and new
editiims in 1891, and 4862 in 1S92. The number of

new books entered for copyright in 1878 was 5632,

and in 1879, 6580 ; and it is estimated that, of the

10,212 articles in the form of books entered in 1887,

about three-fourths may be reckoned as properly

coming under that designation. There are nearly

.3.50 tirms in the United States which publish books.

Of these New York has 130: Bostcm, .38; Chicago,

.35 ; and Philadelnhia, .34. The great distributine

houses are locateu at New York, Philadelphia, and

Chicago; Caspar's General Directory of the Ameri-

can Book, JSeas, and Stationery Trades (1888),

wholesale and retail, contains the addresses of

20,000 firms actually in business. A few of the

larger publishing houses, such as Hanier's in New
York, and Lii>iiincott's in Philadelphia, print,

bind, and manufacture the books they sell. The
latter firm conilnnes the business of the publisher,

' jobber,' or middleman who Imvs from the publisher

to sell again, and retailer. The names of Appleton,

Roberts Brothers, Ticknor & Co., Houditon, MitHin

cS: Co., Scribner, and others, are well known. A
very large proportion of the book business is done

by book-af'ents or canvassei-s. At the fall and

spring trade sales, a large business is done, both in

new publications and in older standard works, at a

discount of from 25 to 40 per cent, ofl' the usual

tra<le prices. Local booksellers have sufiered

through the commission-agents and library associa-

tions who deal directly A\ith publishers.

Between 1820 and 1856 a very large proportion
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of American books were reprints of English works.

But as Holmes expresses it, 'the Yankee mind,
wliich has for the most part Imdiled and flowered

in pots of English earth," has now asserted its

own intlividuality, and produced writers of genius
and culture, and of world-wide reputation, such
as Irving, Hawthorne, INIotley, Holmes, Prescott,

Emerson, Longfellow, Whittier, Poe, and Lowell,
whose works have lent dignity and importance to

American literature, and given an impulse to the
book-trade. ^Nlrs Stowes Uncle Turn's Cabin had
a phenomenal sale, 500,000 copies being sold in less

than live years in the United States, and by April
1852 more than 1,000,000 had been reprinted in

Great Britain. Of Longfellow's poems, without
taking into account unauthorised English re-

prints, the American sales in 1839-57 amounted
to 325,550 copies; from the latter date till 1881,

194,000. Webster's Spelling Book (Appleton «!;•

Co.) had reached a sale of 50,000,000 copies in

1887, and is said still to sell at the rate of

about 1,000,000 copies a year. In spite of the
ruinous competition with unpaid English litera-

ture, a popular American author commands a high
figure for his work. C. L. Webster & Co. are said

to have paid Mrs Grant £40,000 as her share of the
profits of vol. 1. of General Grants Life, prob-
ably the highest payment for a single volume on
record. Louisa jNI. Alcott is reported to have received
£20,000 for her Little Women series. Bonner of

the Ledger paid Henry Ward Beecher £6000 for his

Noricood, and £1000 to Dickens for one short
story. The Harpers gave Longfellow £200 for his
' Keramos ' for Harper's Magazine, and the same
figure for ' iNIorituri Salutamus. ' T. B. Aldrich
once received £240 for a short story, and W. D.
Howells and Mark Twain (Samuel L. Clemens)
can command £100 or £200 for a short story or
article.

A common arrangement between the American
author and publisher is a payment of 10 per cent,
royalty on the retail price of all sales ; sometimes
a lump sum is paid, and the publisher secures the
copyright, which is granted for twenty-eight years,
subject to renewal by the author, liis widow, or
children for other fourteen years. A condition is

that a copy of a title-page must be registered with
the librarian of congress, and two copies of the best
edition of the book lodged there within ten days of
publication. The entry fees are 50 cents, aiid 50
cents additional for a certificate of lecord. A copy
of any new edition must also be sent to the
librarian.

American books are now executed with great
neatness and taste ; their wood-engravings, notably
those in Harper's, The Century, and Scribner's
Magazine, have been brought to a pitch of remark-
able beauty both in design and in printing, largely
by help of improvements in process engraving.
All these magazines have gained a firm footing in
Great Britain. The Bookbmjcr (1888) says that
the seven leading magazines in New York have
an average monthly circulation of 650,000 copies.
The Atlantic Monthly and the North American
Heview have had as contributors and conductors the
most eminent literary men that America has pro-
duced. Several English publishers have found it to
their interest to have branch establishments in New
York, while several American publishers have also
branches in London. Owing to the prevalence of
education, and the abundance of cheap series of
books under the title of libraries, book-T3uyers in a
humble position in life are niucli more numerous
than they are in the United Kingdom.
By the provisions of the International Copyright

Act (1886), a foreign author's rights are protected
in Great Britain, Belgium, France^ (}ermany, Hayti,
Italy, Spain, Switzerland, and Tunis. Colonial

authors can also secure copyright without publica-
tion in the United Kingdom, and a work copyright
in the United Kingdom is copyright in Canada.
American cheap reprints of British books are
admitted to Canada subject to a customs duty of

12^ per cent., to be paid over to the British author,
but hitherto the returns from this source have been
very small. It is understood that an American
author by prior publication in England secures
British coiiyright, althoudi the matter has never
been properly tested ; the British author until 1891
had no such privilege in the United States. Hence
the constant (l)ut for long futile) proposal of
plans for an international copyright arrangement,
whereby an English author and his publisher might
reap the benefit of an American sale, and vice ixrsd.

As the matter stood, British copyright books were
freely reprinted to a public of luore than 50 millions
at a price from a few cents upwards. A book which
sold in England at any price from a couple of
shillings to a couple of guineas, could thus be re-

printed and sold for little more than the price of

paper and print. Bills were introduced into the
American House of Representatives and the Senate
without ettect. The American Copyright League,
founded by G. Parsons Lathrop in 1882, which
soon attained a membership of several hundreds,
including Mark Twain. Julian Hawthorne, AViil

Carleton, Howells, Stoddard, Boyesen, and other
well-known authois, sought to influence the legisla-

ture in favour of some equitable arrangement.
Dickens, Carlyle, Lytton, Besant, and other Eng-
lish authors, also spoke strongly on the subject.
The American Publishers' Copyright League ( 1888)
existed for a like purjiose. At length, on 1st Jul}'

1891, an act came into force whereby copyright
can be acquired by authors who are not citizens

of the L'nited States, provided two copies of the
Avork be left with the librarian of congress not later

than the day of publication, such book to be jirinted

from type set up in the United States, or from
plates made therefrom. See Copyright.
The ' libraries, ' collections of cheap reprints of Brit-

ish copyright books, extend some of them to more
than 500 volumes. The best known i)erhaps are
Harper's Franklin Square Library (new series,

1888 ), Munro's Seaside Library, SMd LovclVs Library.
Of the previous edition of the present Encyclopaedia
there are several unauthorised reprints. There is

a reprint of all Buskin's works at a much lower
figure than one of his earlier books now costs in

England ; while his Sesame and Lilies, Crotcn of
Wild Olive, and Ethics of the Dust, appear in one
volume for about 2s., or about one-eighth of what
Mr Buskin charges for them in England. Fronde's
Carlyle and George Eliot's Life can be had for

fewer i)ence than they at first cost shillings in Eng-
land. When the average published price of Black
or Blackmore's novels in England was 6s. a volume,
they could be bought in New York at 10 or 20
cents. Lord Tennyson has of course sufl'ered along
with other English authors. These unauthorised
reprints, if imported into the United Kingdom, are

liable to seizure by the custom-house officers. We
have many examples, on the other hand, of Ameri-
can books being reprinted in England without any-
thing beino; paid to the author.

The modern bookseller and publisher has many
trade helps, the best of which are the following :

TJte London Catalogue, giving a list of 42,340
works published between 1831-55 ; the British

Catalogue; Lows handy and useful English Cata-

logue of Books (published annually); Whitaker's
Befcrence Catalogue of Current Literature (first

issued in 1874), which is a volume of publishers'

catalogues in alphabetical order, modelled on
the late V. Leypoldt's Amei'ican Trade List

Annual; Roorbacli's Bibiiotheca Americcma, a
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catalo'jue of hooks issued from 1820, continued by
Kelly, in supplements, to 1871 ; and F. Leypoldts
Ai/uricdn Cutulogue (2 vols.) of authors and titles,

the first volume of which has 70,000 entries.

SonnensciieiiiVs Best BooLs (1887; 2il e«i. 1891 ) can
be reconiMiended. The recognised trade journals
are in tiiis country the Bookseller (monthly) and
Ptiblishrrs' Circular (weekly ), in the United' States
the Pu/j/i'shcrs' Weekly and American Booknellcr, all

of whicii issue Christmas numbers containing an-
nouncements and criticisms of books, with speci-
mens of the illnstrationi. The Athoiaum prints a
weekly list, witli nrices atii.xed, of works otlered for
sale in London. In Germany the Bomenb/att is the
organ of tiie trade, but the (iermans have also an
encyclop;ediaof the book-trade, edited by El)nerand
Weisbach, the Eiu-ijldopadie lies Gesammtcn Biich-
handlerisclien IF/.v-sr/ts ( 1887 ). The French organ
of tlje trade is entitled Bibliographic de la France.

See Kiiijjlifs Old PriiiUr and the Modern Press (1854)
and Shadows of the Old Bookselleis ( 18tj.") ) ; Curwen's
History of B'fjkscUers (1873); Kapp's Geschirhte dcs
deutichen Biichhindtli (1886) ; Welsh's Bookseller of the
Ltut Century : Xihn Newheri/ (1885); Bihlio'jraphical
Catalogue of MneniUlaii Jb Co.'g Publications, 16'4S-89
(1889) ; Roberts's Earlier History of English Booksclliny
(1889); Arber's List of Ei'jht Hundred and Thirty-nine
Ijondon Publishers briireen 1553 and 1*J$J (1890); Put-
nam's A uthors and tlo ir Public in A nei(-nt Times ( 1893 )

;

tlie lives of Lackinj^ton, Hutton, W. & K. Chambers,
Constable, D. Macinillan (q.v. ), Adaiu Black (q.v.), John
Murray (q. v.), Hatchard; and the articles BIBLIOGRAPHY,
Book, BooKBixni.SG, Copvbicht, Illc.str.\tiox,Libuaby,
Xewsi'apeks, Paper, Periodical.s, Press, Pri.ntixg,
Stationers' Hall, Stereotyping, Wood-engraving.

Bookworm, any grub whicli feeds on the
paper of iKinks. The name more especially belongs
to the larva of an anobium (Anohimn pertinax, A.
rriulifiiin, (Ivc. ), a small coleopterous insect, which is

one of the Death-watch (q.v.) insects; though the
larva of LEcojdiora psciido.fpirtclla, a small brown
moth, seems to have nearly an equal claim to it.

The latter much resembles the anobium, save that
it ha.s si.v legs, while the anobium has none. Most
I>eople are familiar with tiie effects of the Iwok-
worm's ravages ; but the creatures are extremely
rare in this country, especially since so many
chemical substances have been introduced into

the manufacture of |»aper. In Southern Europe,
the book-eating anobium is still common enough.
It is not unlike the little grul> fouml in hazel nuts
—has a soft ImkIv witii a horny brown head ami
strong jaws, and rea<lily succumbs to exposure.

As it usually attacks from the boards inwards, the

interior pages <,.' a b(M)k are generally .safe from
its ravages ; though M. I'eignot asserts he found
twenty-seven volumes standing in a row, pierced

from end to end by a single worm-tunnel, and Mr
Blades has known this hai)pen with at least two
volumes. In America, Imjoks in libraries, though
free from the ravages f»f the bookworm, are in-

fested and damageil by a small cockroach —the
Croton Hug. or lUatta Gennanira. Probalily

several kinds of caterpillai-s of moths, and grubs
of l>eetles, injure l)ooks more or less. See BoKlN'o-

BEETLE.S, B<)<)K-LICE ; Blades' Enemies of Books
(new eil. 1888); N. and Q., May 1885; Booklore

(1886) ; Antiquary, vol. x. ; and E. A. Butler, Our
Household Jnserts\ 1893).

Boole, (iEOROE, a distinguished mathematician
and logician, was born at Lincoln, 2<1 November
181.5, and received his education mainly from his

father, an intelligent tradesman. He .successfully

started a school at Lincoln in 1835 ; devoted his

spare time to study, and in 1849 became pro-

fessor of Mathematics in Queen's College, Cork, a
post he held till his death, 8th December 1864.

He had long been one of the foremost mathematical

thinkers of his time. Among his publications are
Ancdi/ticcd Transformations ( 1839), General Method
in Anedi/sis (1844), Medhcmatical Analysis of
Logic (1847), and pajiers on Probability. His
fame as a logician chietly rests upon his Laws of
Thought (\S54). It has come to be regarded as a
work of gieat originality and power, and is one of
the first attempts at ' the emidoyment of symbolic
languao;e and notation in a wide' generalisation of
purely logical processes.

'

Boom, a town of Belgium, 10 miles S. of
Antwerp, with great brick and tile works, brew-
eries, tanneries, rope-walks, sailcloth manufactures,
salt-works, \c. Pop. 13,892.

Boom, in a ship, is a general name for the
long spars which jut out from certain supports or
uprights, to stretch or extend the bottom edge of
sails. According to their connections, they receive
the names of jib-boom. Hying jib-boom, main
l)oom, square-sail boom, &c' In the old 110-gun
ships of Nelson's days, these l>ooms varied from
57 to 32 feet in length. Modern ironclads are
provided with a number of booms to be fitted at
intervals along their sides, from whicli may be
suspended a huge net encircling the ship at a
sufficient distance from the side to render an
explosion from an enemy's torpedo harndess. The
term boom is also applied to a strong iron chain,
or a combinaticm ot spars, &c., lashed together
with chains and cables, and employed in l>arring
the navigable pa.ssage of the mouth of a harbour
or river. The wootlen boom across thn harbour
was an important feature in the famous defence of
Lf)ndonderry in 1689.

Boom is a word frequently useil of late in
America and Britain and the colonies for a start or
rajiid development of commercial activity or specu-
lation, as when shares go oH', or prices go up ' with
a boom.' The word is assumed to be suggested less
by boom in the sense of noise than by the rushing
progress the noise often accompanies.

Boomerang, a wooden missile used l)y the
alx)rigines of Australia in hunting and in war. It
is of hard wood, bent in a curve, and is from 2
feet to 2 feet 9 inches long by from 2 to 3 inches
broad. It has one side convex', the other tlat, with
a sharp edge along the convexity of the curve.
The curve varies greatlv in dillerent instruments.

Various Forms of Eoomerant;.

When to be thrown, it is taken in the hand by the
handle (which has cross cuts on it), and "held
up at arms length over the shoulder. AVith the
conve.x edge forward and the Hat side down, it is

then thrown directly onward with a strong quick
fling, as if to hit some one 40 yards in advance.
The hand is drawn back at the same time, with a
movement like that in the ' screw-back ' stioke at
billiards. The missile slowly ascends in the air,
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whirling round and round, and describing a curved

line of progress till it reaches a considerable height,

when it begins to retrograde, and finally, if thrown
with sufficient force, falls 8 or 10 yards behind the

thrower, or it may fall near him. Tiiis surjirising

motion is produced by the bulged side of the

missile. The air impinging tliereon, lifts the
instrument in the air, exactly as ])y hitting the

obli([ue bars in a windmill, it forces it to go round.

It should be added that the path of the boomerang
can be varied by the will of the thrower, and that

the sweep of no two boomerangs exactly agrees.

The force Avith which it Hies is great ; the Rev. J.

G. Wood has seen a dog killed on the spot, and
nearly cut in two by tlie stroke. The ingenuity

of the contrivance, and the skill with which it

can hit the mark aimed at, are very extraordinary

as coming from almost the lowest race of mankind.
Attempts have been made to derive it from some
liypothetical high culture, but the intermediate
forms between it and the war-club or battle-axe

have been found in its own country, and there

are good grounds for considering it really a native

invention developed through such stages to its

present form. 'Various missiles,' says Tylor, 'have
been claimed as boomerangs : a curved weapon on
the Assyrian bas-reliefs, the throwing-cudgel of

the Egyptian fowler, the African l/sscoi or curved
club, the iron hungamunga of the Tibbus, but
Avithout proof being brought forward that these

weapons, or the boomerang-like iron projectiles

of the Niam-Niam, have either of the great pecu-
liarities of the boomerang, the sudden swerving
from the apparent line of flight, or the return-

ing to tiie tlirower.' Sir Richard Burton (in The
Sicord) alleges that some Indian throwing-sticks

fly back.

Boondee. See Buxdi.

Boone* Daniel, a famous American pioneer,

was born in the state of Pennsylvania, P'ebruary

11, 1735. At an early period of his life he emi-
grated to North Carolina ; liut his love of the
wilderness not being sufficiently gratified there, he
planned an expedition into Kentucky, then almost
unknown. In June 1769, along with five com-
panions, he halted on the Red River, a branch of

the Kentucky. After a few months' hunting, he
was cajjtured by the Indians, but soon escaped,

and accidentall}' falling in with his Ijrother, Avho had
pursued his track, lived with him in a cabin during
the whole winter. In May 1770 his brother went
home, and Boone himself was left alone in the
perilous forest. In July his brother returned, and
after exploring a consit'lerable portion of country,
they returned in 1771 to Carolina, determined to

emigrate with their families to Kentucky ; but the
opposition of the Indians rendered the attempt
unsuccessful. Shortly after, Boone was engaged
as the agent of a Carolina company in purchasing
the land on the south side of the Kentucky River,
and here in 1775 he built a stockade-fort on the
site now occupied by Boonesborough. In 1777 the
place was twice attacked by a swarm of Indians,
who, however, were repulsetl. In 1778 Boone was
once more captured, out once more managed to

make his escape and reach the fort in time to
repel, with his little garrison of fifty men, another
determined Indian attack. On the admission of

Kentucky to tlie Union, Boone lost his pro])erty

for want of formal titles, and retired in 1798 in

disgust into the wilderness of Missouri, which did
not become United States territory till 1803. In
1812 his claim to a tract of land was allowed in

recognition of his public services. Boone died at

Charette, on the iSIissouri River, September 26,

1820. An account of his life, based on his own
relation, was written by P^Uson in 1784, and lives

have been written by Flint, Bogart, and J. S. C.
Abbott.

BooilCVillCt a town of Oneida county, New
York, 35 miles N. of Utica by rail, with manufac-
tures of gloves, leather, and wooden wares. Pop.
4118.—There is another Booneville, or Boonville,
in Cooper connly, Missouri, 100 miles E. of Kansas
City, with coal-mines near. Pop. 4141.

Boorde, or Borde, ANDKE^y, facetiously styled
by himself 'Andreas Perforatus,' was born about
1490, near Cuckfield in Sussex, and was brought up
under the stern discipline of the Carthusian order.

About 1528 he managed to get a dis])ensation from
his vow, and next studied medicine, as he tells us,

at Orleans, Toulouse, Montpellier, and Wittenlierg,
travelling moreover as wide as Rome and Com-
postella. On his return to England, he was patron-
ised by Ci'omwell, and afterwards travelled in his

behalf on a confidential mission through great part
of France and Spain. The year 1536 he spent in

practising and studying medicine at Glasgow, and
tells us that he found the natives flattering and
false. He next returned to London, thereafter
crossed the seas and travelled by Antwerp, Cologne,
Venice, and Rhodes to Jerusalem. After his return,

he lived a while in London, then most likely in

Winchester, where his flagrant immoralities soon
brought him into serious trouble. In the S])ring of

1549 he found hin)self in the Fleet prison in London,
and soon after he died. Boorde's chief works are his

Dyetary and the Fyrst Boke of the Introduction of
Knowledge, edited by Dr Furnivall for the Early
English Text Society in 1870. His Itinerari/ of
Europe has perished, but the Handbook of Europe
survives, and the Itinerary ofEngland or Peregrin-

ation of Doctor Boorde was printed by Hearne in

1735. Many books, moreover, have been fathered
on the fantastic old reprobate, and some have
asserted that he was the original ' Merryandrew.'
The earliest known specimen of the Gypsy language
occurs in the Introduction.

Boos, Martin, a Catholic priest, born 25th
December 1762 at Huttenried in Bavaria, was from
about 1790 the originator of a religious movement
closely akin to those of the Protestant Pietists.

From 1806, when he settled at Gallneukirchen,
his influence spread widely among the Catludic
laity, and extended to about sixty of their priests.

Himself a staunch Catholic, he was often and bitterly

persecuted, till in 1817 the Prussian government
appointed lum a professor of theology and teacher
of religion at Diisseldorf. In 1819 he removed to

Savn, near Neuwied, and died there 29tli August
1825.

Boot. See Boots and Shoes.

Boot, also called BoOTS, or BooTiK'lx, an in-

strument of judicial torture, formeily used in Scot-

land to force confessions from persons accused of

crimes, or answers from unwilling or suspected
witnesses. Bishop Burnet in the History of his

Own Time, and Sir Walter Scott in his Old
Mortality, speak of the boot as made of iron

;

but the Rev. Thomas Morer in his Sliort Account
of Scotland (1702), written from ijcrsonal observa-

tion of the country at a time Avhen the boot was
still in use, describes it as ' made of four pieces of

narrow boards nailed together, of a competent
length for the leg, not unlike those short cases we
use to guard young trees from the rabbits.' One
or l)oth legs of the person to be tortured having
been placed in this case, wedges were inserted

between the limb and the sides of the case, and
these wedges were driven down by the executioner
with a mall or hammer, questions ])eing at intervals

jiut to the sufl'erer, until either he gave the desired

information, or fainted away, or showed such en-

durance as satisfied the judges that uo ansv/er
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couM be extorted from him. In one case—that of

a lad in Orkney in 1596— it is recorded tliat they
stnuk as many as tifty seven times. In another
—tliat of Jolin Fian, schoohnaster at Preston-
pans, liurned for sorcery in 1591 — the victim
'did abiile so many blows, that his legs were
crusheil ami beaten together as small as mij^ht
he, and the bones and tlesh so bniised that
tiie blood and marrow spouted forth in great
abundance, whereby they were made unser^•iceable
forever.' "Still," it is added, 'he would not con-
fess;' and, indeed, it is remarkable in how many
cases we are told that the torture, ag<mising as it

was, failed in its purjiose. When the Iwtots were
Jirst used in Scotland is not known. In a case
where a deed of conveyance of land was challenged
as a forgery in 1579, two witnesses, a clergyman
and a notary, both of Korfarshire, were ordered to
be ' i>ut in the boots, gins, or any other torments,
to urge them to declare the truth.' In a letter,

preserved in the Reconl Ottice at London,
Sir Francis Walsingh.im writes to the English
ambas>ador at Edinl>urgh in 1583, that Queen
Eli/al>elh desires that Father William Holt, an
English Jesuit then in Scotland, maybe 'put to

the boots.' The boot was subject of allusion on
the English stage in lt)()4 ; in Mai-ston's Midcvn-
tcnt, j>rinted in that year, one of the characters is

made to say :
' All your empirics could never do

the like cure ui)on x\\6 gout the rack did in

England, or your Scotch boots.' A young gentle-
winnan of Aberdeenshire was tortured by the
l>oot in 1630. Soon afterwards, it is said to have
fallen into desuetude for about thirty years. It

wiis revived after the insurrection of the west-
land Covenanters in 1606, and continued to be
used throughout the reigns of Charles II., and
James II., and during the first years of ^\"illiam

III. The Claim of Kit,'ht brought forward by
the Scotti.sh Convention in 1689, denounced 'the
use of torture, without evidence, and in ordinary
crimes, as contrary to law.' Notwith-stamling.
Neville Payne, an English gentleman wIkj was
supposed to have entered Scotland on a treason-

able mission, was in 1690 imt to the torture under
a warrant subsciibed by King William, and
utill shown in the Kegistor House at Edinburgh.
The boot was applied to one leg, the thundt-

screws to lioth hands, but without any eflect,

although, in the words of one of the Privy-

counciHors, the torture, which lasted for two
hours, was iiillicted ' wiiii all the severity that

wa-s consistent with humanity, even unto that

pitch that we could not preserve life and have

ijone further.' This is believed to be the last

time that the lj<3ot was used. But it was not

until 1709, when Scotlantl hail cea-sed to be an
indepen<lent kingdom, that the British ]iarlia-

raent enacted that in future ' no person accsed
of any crime in Scotland shall be subject or

liable to .any torture.' Torture is believed not
to have been used in England after 1640. An
instrument similar to that known in Scotland
was in use in Germany under the name of

'Spanish Boots.' And in .some collections there

are shown iron bocjts which were heated to an
unbearable degree on the foot of the victim (see

Torture). For the boot in France, see Bingham's
Bastille {\SSS).

Buotnii. See Bhutan.

Buute.s, in Greek Mytholog}', the son of

Demeter and lasion, who, ])eing plundered of all

his possessions by his brother, invented the plough,

and cultivated the soil. He was translated to

heaven with the plough and yoke of oxen, under

the name of Bootes ('ox-driver'), which is still

borne bv a constellation beside the Great Bear (.or

Wain). According; to othei-s, Bootes was the son
of Lycaon ami Callisto (see Ursa Major). The
bright star Airtitrus is in Bootes.

Booth (from a Scandinavian word, seen in
Danish Ijod, Icelandic biia, 'to dwell,' and perhaps
in (Jennaii ludc), a covered stall or hut at a
market or fair, from which goods are sold, still

nmcli used in the east of Europe and in Asia, and
in England at Weyhill Fair, near Andover. As
towns sjiran"; up, the yearly irair was more or less

suiijilanted by the weekly market. The slight
l>ooth which was set up in the same spot everj'

week, had an irresistible tendency to become sub-
stantial and permanent ; and the records of the
twelfth and some following centuries are full of
unavailing complaints against the encroachments
which were in this way made upon the market-
places and streets. Thus, Joceline of Brakelond
chroiucles the ineffectual etl'orts of his j^reat and
wealthy abbey, in 119'2, to dislodge the hurgesses
of Bury St Edmunds from the shops, sheds, and
stalls which they had erected on the market-place
without leave of the monks. Stow relates that the
houses in Old Fish Street, in London, ' were at the
first but movable boards set out on market-days to
show their fish there to be sold ; but procuring
license to set up sheds, they grew to shops, and
by little and little, to tall houses.' The same
chronicler tells us that ' in Cheapside, from the
great conduit west, were many fair and large
houses, which houses in former times were but
sheds or shops, with solars (i.e. lofts or upper
chandlers) over them.' So in Edinburgh the range
called at first 'the Boothraw,' an<l afterwards 'the
Lucken-bocjths," arose in tlie very centre of the

High Street. The trader who for years had spreatl

his stall under the shelter of the same buttress of the

church or town-hall, be''an to rest a fixed wooden
booth against it, gradually transfornung the timber
beams into lath and plaster, or even into brick or

stone, until at length the ba.sement of the .stately

cathedral or hotel ile villc was incnusted all over
with unseendy little booths (or hramcs, as they
were called in Scotland), like limpets on a rock.

The booth which thus arose had often but one
apartment, opening on the street by a narrow door,

and a broail unglazed window, closed at night by
a wooden shutter, dividing in the nnddle, and
hinged at top and bottom, so that the uj)i)cr half

formed a sort of awning, while the lower half

served as a table for the display of the trader's

wares. It was at this window tliat business was
conducted, the trader standing within, the Iniyer

without. Traces of the middle-age booth still

remain in this country, and in France there are

many jierfect examples, some believed to he of the

l'2th century.

Booth, Barton, a celebrated ISth-century

actor, born in 1681, the son of a Lanca.shire squire,

nearly related to the Earl of AVarrington. He
received a good education at Westnnnster, and was
just about to l)e sent to Cambridge when he chose

a career for himself by beconung an actor. He
first ottered his services without success to Better-

ton, then i)layed for two seasons at Dublin. A
fresh application to Betterton was more successful,

and in 1700 he appeared as Maximus in Valen-

tinian, in Lincoln s Inn Fields, London. He was
well received, and became at once a public

favourite. In 1708 he appeared in Dniry Lane,

playing the ghost to the Handet of Wilks. In

Downes' lioseins Anglicanus ( 1708), he is described

as ' a gentleman of liberal education ; of form

venust ; of mellifluent pronunciation ; having

proper gesticulations, which are graceful attend-

ants of true elocution ; of his time a mo.st com-
plete tragedian.' His performance of Cato in
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Addison's tragedy iii 1713 brought him to the
height of his reputation, and yielded wealth as

well as honour. Other great parts were Henry
VIIl., Othello, Brutus in Julius Ca-sar, Hotspur
in Henri/ IV., and Lothario in Howe's lair
Pcnitott. He died at Hainpstead, May 10, 1733.

Booth. Junius Brutus, a distinguished Eng-
lish tragedian, the son of a lawyer of some note,

was horn in the parish of St Pancrat;, London,
May 1, 1796. He received a classical education,

but' early manifested a predilection for the stage,

and when seventeen years of age appeared in

some unimportant parts. Subsequently lie played
Richard 111. at Covent Garden, a part in which he
suddenly became famous. In 1821 he migrated to

the United States, where for the ensuing thirty

vears he followed his profession with much success.

!He died suddenly on board a iSILssissippi river

steamer, November 12, 1852. He had long been
subject to a natural eccentricity, whicli, at times,

when aggravated by domestic affliction or habits of

intemperance, developed into temporary insanity.

—His son, Edwin Thomas Booth, ' American
actor, was liorn in Harford county, Maryland,
November 13, 1833. "When sixteen years of age,

he made his first appearance on the stage, in the
part of Tressel, his father acting as Ricliard III.

T^\o years later he himself successfully assumed the
part of Richard in place of his father, who unex-
pectedly refused to fulfil an evening's engagement.
The following year the two went to California,

where the son remained for se%eral years, visiting

Australia meanwhile. Meeting with little pecuni-
ary success, in 1856 he returned to the Atlantic
states, and from that time thenceforward was re-

cognised as a leading member of his profession. He
visited England ( 1801-62), and in 1864 produced
Hamlet at New York for 100 nights consecutively.

In 1869 he opened a splendid theatre in New York,
whose building cost over a million dollars, but
whicii involved him in i)ecuniary ruin. He revisited

California in 1876, and in the spring of 1877 was able
to settle with his creditors, having earned during the
season over £120,000. Booth visited Great Britain
and Germany in 1880-82, and was everywhere
received witli enthusiasm. He died at New York,
7th June 1893. See his Life and Art by William
Winter (1894).—John Wilkes Booth, another
son of Junius Brutus Booth, was born at Baltimore
in 18.39, and was an unsuccessful actor. In 1865 he
entered a conspiracy to avenge the defeat of the
Confederates, and shot President Lincoln (q.v. ).

He l)roke his own leg, but managed to e«cai)e to
Virginia and conceal himself till 26th April, when
he was tracked, and, refusing to surrender, was
shot.

Booth, Rev. William, founder and ' general

'

of the Salvation Army (q.v.), was l)orn at Notting-
ham in 1829, was educated tliere, and from 1850 to
1861 acted as minister of the Methodist New Con-
nection. From the fii^st he wa-s zealous in holding
evangelistic services, but the new departure whioli
led to the creation of the Salvation Army on
military lines began in 1865 with mission work
among the lower classes in the East End of London.
Since 1878 Booth's movement has been known as
the Salvation Army, of which he has continued to
be the mainspring and controlling power, directing
its movements at liome and abroad from his liead-
quarters in London. His enthusia.sm and wonder-
ful organising power have given life to the religious
militarj' system, of which he is really 'general.'
The property of the Salvation Army Ls'held for its

exclusive u.se by Booth. His wife (1829-90) was
fully associated with him in the movement and
the publications dealing with it, and Booth has
written Darkest England and the Way Out (1890).

See tlie Life of Mrs Booth by Tucker- Booth (1892),
and tlie works (pioted at Salvation Aumy.
Boothia Felix, a peninsula on the north

coast of North America, in which is the most
northern part of the continent, Murchison Point,
73'' 54' N. hit. It is joined to tlie mainland by
Boothia Isthmus, is bounded on the N. by Bellot

Strait, and to the E. is separated from Cockburn
Island by Boothia Gulf, a southward continuation
of Prince Regent's Inlet. It was discovered by Sir

John Ross (1829-33), and named after his liberal

friend Sir Felix Booth (1775-1S50), a London dis-

tiller, who had furnished £17,000 for the expedition.
Here, on the Avestern coast, near Cape Adelaide,
Ross discovereil the magnetic pole, 70' 5' 17" N. lat.,

and 96" 46' 45
" W. long.

Bootle-CUni-Linacre, a northern suburb of

Liverjiool, including a large portion of the Liver-
pool docks, l)ut since 1868 forming a separate
municii)al borougii. Pop. (1861) 6500; (1881)
27,112; ( 1891 ) 49';217.

BootOIl, or Boi'TON, an island of the Malay
Archipelago, separated by a narrow strait from
the south-eastern ray of Celebes, and from the
island of Muna. Area, 1700 miles. It is high, but
not mountainous, and thickly wooded, produces
Hne timber, rice, maize, sago, »S:c. The people
are Malays. The sultan, who resides at Bolio, is

in allegiance to the Dut-ch, an under-resident being
stationed on the island. Pop. 17,000.

Boots and Shoes. The foot -coverings of the
human family are exceedingly varied in form, and
tliev are not less diverse in the material out of

which they are made. These differences are not
merely due to the cajirices of fashion and the in-

fluence of traditional costume and habit, but they
owe their existence in large measure to the con-

ditions of climate, and to the necessities of the
daily life and occupations of their wearers. It must
be at once olnious that the foot-coverings which
would l)e sufficient and healthy amid tropical sands,
would be most unsuitable for withstanding the
rigours of a Greenland winter. The lightest sandal,
whicli simply defends the sole of the foot, is appro-
priate for the one condition, while the other de-

mands the closest, most warm, and water-tight
covering which can be dcNised. The elementaiy
foot-covering is the sandal, which consists only of a
pad or sole shaped to the sole of the foot, and held
on by straps or thongs. From the sandal grows up
the slipper, in which straps and lacing are dispensed
with, and a sufficient ' upper ' of leather or other
soft material is i)rovi<led to keep the article on the
foot. The ordinary short shoe is the next develop-
ment, it being laceil, buttoned, or otherwise fastened
on the foot; and in the boot the ujiper is continued
so as to embrace more or less of the leg.

The sandal is the most ancient foot-covering of
which we have any record, and examples of very
ancient manufacture, taken from Egyptian niuni-

mies, are preserved in jjiiblic collections. The shoe
frequently referred to in the Old Testament, and
which played an important part in buying and
selling, and in other social usages, was a sandal.

Fi<'. 1. Fit

The common sandal of the ancient Egyptians (fig. 1

)

consisted of strijies of pa]>yrus jjlaiteu into a kind
of mat, and that form remains the type of sandal
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ot iihiiteil grains or straw worn to this day by niulti-

tuilesiii Central Asia, Irulia. China, and Japan. The
."windal wa.-< tlie ortiinary ^lioe of the ancient Greeks,
an ornamental example <if wiiich is .shown in lij,'. '2.

In (ireece, shoes were nsed only in exceptional cir-

cumstances, and lonj; hoots lacinj; np the front were
worn by huntei>>. Sandals {.so/iw) were the every-
day wear of the Roman populace ; the patricians
wore shoes (ru/rci) of black leather; red leather
shoes were reserved for senators; and tiie lonj,' boot
or ' buskin ' (rof/niniii.s), reachinjr sometimes to near
the knee, and frequently supplied witli a thick sole
to add to the apparent stature of its wearer, was
apjiroiiriated to tra;,'edians and hunters. Sandals
and slippers continue to this day to be the staple
foot-^'ear <if oriental communities, and <,'reat wealth
of ornamentation inlaying' of wood in sandals, and
elaborate embroidery in ^'old and cidoured silks,

with fantiistic curlinj^of thet<)es—are cluiracteristics

of the richer productions of the eastern tradesmen.
In nieilieval times, shoes witii long pointed toes

were worn by the high-born ; and towards the end
of the !4th century these points liecame ridiculously
elongated, su that tiierc appeared to Ite a long strap

firojecting from each foot. Dill'erent kinds of lialt-

loots were worn by the Anglo-Saxons and Anglo-
Normans ; and in the reign of Edward IV., if not
earlier, the boot proper, with tops and spurs, wjis

established as an article of knightly
dre.ss. In t-lie reign of Charles 1., a
species of lioot, exceedingly Mide at

the top, made of Sjianish leather,

came into use ; and with Charles II.

the highly decorated French boot
wa-s introduced as an article of gay
courtly attire. Meanwhile, the jack-
boot, as it is called (see J.\CK), had
become indispensalile in thocostunu'
of cavalry soldiers and hoi-semen
generally; and by William III. and
his folhiwers it was regularly natu-
ralised in England. Eig. 3 is a re-

presentation of this highly charac-
teristic boot, which we readily

associate with the civil and foreign wars that dis-

tracte<l the ITtli century. This huge sjjecies of

lx)ot remained in use in British cavalry regiments
until comparatively recent times, an<l, in a some-
what jiolished and improved form, it is still worn by
the Horse guards. The jack-lxxit is almost entitled

to be called the ]iarent of the toj) and some other
varieties. Hoots with tojis of a yellow colour were
so commonly worn by gentlemen in the 18th cen-

tury, as to become a iieculiarity in the national

costume of the English. When Philip, Duke of

Orleans, and other revolutionists of note, allected to

imitate the sentiments ami manners of the English,

they ostentatiously wore top-boots. Among jockeys
ami fox hunters, top-boots are liki'ly to remain in

permanent use. What perhaps contributed to break
up their general use, was the intro-

duction of the Hessian boot as an
article of walking-dre.ss. Worn over

tight pantaloons, the Hessian boot

wiis a liandsome piece of attire, giv-

ing, uinloubtedly, an elegant appear-

ance to the nether costume. A
repre.sentation of a He.ssian boot,

with its ta.ssel, is seen in fig. 4.

Boots of this shape were worn by
English general otHcei-s in the early

jtart of the French war, and some-
what later. At length they were
sujjerseded by the well-known Wel-
lington boot, which, as its name
im])orts, was introduced by the great

Duke, as a simplification, under the loose military

tax)user. When the name of Blucher was given to
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Fig. 4.

Hessian Boot.

a half-boot, the Wellington was almost entirely
abandoned in England in consequence of the uni-
versal use of short ankle-boots. It is still largely
used in some continental countries and in the
I'nited States.

The shoemaking industry of the United King
dom, which has to do princii)ally with boots and
shoes made of leather, is dividetl into two depart-
ments—one the old handicraft, the other a factory
industry. For many reasons the ancient domestic
craft of shoemaking is dying out. Machinery and
appliances for every operation are l)ein<f gradually
perfected, and although no machine work can equal
in combined solidity and elasticity the productions
of a first-cla.ss craftsman, superior operatives are
comparatively scarce, and the }iroducts of the factory
are at least even in quality, and nnich cheaper
than hand-made boots and shoes.

Shoemaking as a handicraft is a sedentary and
contemplative industry. The foot to be fitted ^jein»

duly mea-sured, the upper leathers are cut out and
sewed together, an o])eration called 'closing.' The
'stuH' for the scdes is then cut out of tanned ox-

hide, the ]>ieces being the insole, the outsole, and
the lifts of the heel. These are steeped in water

;

a last or foot-model suitable for the boot or shoe to

be made is chosen, and to the bottom of it the
insole leather is nailed ; and then Ijy pulling and
hammering it is moulded accurately to follow the

c(uit<mr of the last .sole. The edges of the insole

are then pared and rounded down ; the ui)per is

drawn tightly down over the last, and its lower
edge is nailed temj>orarily over the edge of the

insole. A narrow strip of leather, the welt, suf-

ficient to run round the whole sole excenting the
heel part, is then selected, and the three edges, sole,

upi)er, and welt, are by an inseaming stitch sewed
together. The welt tlien forms a band to which
the outsole is sewed around the edges. The heel

lifts are built up, and sewed and nailed together ;

and thereafter tlie finishing operations include the

burnishing of the sole and eciges, the insertion of

eyelets or buttons in the up])ers, vSjc.

The shoe-trade as a factory industiy only grew
with the development of the sewing-machine, and
now, except for repairing, there is scarcely such a
thing as hand-sewing in tlie uppers of shoes. The
great difficulty which, apart from hand-sewing, at

first lay in the way of applying machinery to shoe-

making, was in the fastening together or the sole

and the uppers. Early in the present century, one

Kandoliih, and a little later, the celebrated engineer.

Sir M. I. Brunei, patented methods of fastening

together soles and uppei-s by means of metal jiins

and rivets. The upper leather was drawn well over

the insole, the outer sole was then apjilied, and the

whole ])inned together and riveted l)y the point of

the jtins coming against, and being turned by an

iron-shod last inside. The germs of the modern
sewing-machine were embodied in a patent secured

in 1790 by Thomas Sant, the object of his invention

being to' sew boots and shoes ; but the sewing-

machine was not applied to boot-making till after

its success in ordinary stitching was demonstrated.

A machine for sewing together .soles and uppers

was patented in America by Blake, and as sub-

sequently improved by Mackay, it becanie the

apparatus which, for the period during which the

patents were current, dominated the factory shoe-

making intlustrj'. The Blake-Mackay machine

sewed through outsole, upper, and insole at one

operation ; but as the corporation owning the

machine held the patent right for machine-sewed

boots and shoes, improvements by outsiders were

for the time liarred. Now there are in operation

many varieties of sewing-machines, some of which

sew welted boots in all respects like the hand-made
product.
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Facton^-made boots and shoes are now entirely

cut out by machinery, the uppei-s are sewn by
strong sewing inaohiiies, and soles and uppers are

fastened together eitlier by (1 ) sewing, (2) pegging

with wooden pegs, {S) riveting with metal pins,

or (4) screwing by means of the Standard screw

machine. Tlic latter most ingenious apparatus

uncoils a reel of screwed brass wire, inserts it into

the sole, and cuts oil" tlie wire dush with the outsole

with remarkable rapidity ; and for solidity and
durability the work leaves nothing to be desired.

Both in the United Kingdom and in the United
States, the factory trade in boots and shoes has

since 1860 undergone a remarkable development.

In America, tlie trade is generally distributed

throughout the New England states, with its head-

quarters at IJoston, Massachusetts. In the United
Kingdom, Northampton is the capital of the in-

dustry, the other toAvns in which it forms a prom-

inent' feature bfeing Leicester, Statford, Norwich,
Bristol, Linlithgow, and ^Maybole. A large export

trade is carried on from the United Kingdom to

the colonies.

Booty is the victors' share in property captured

from the vanquislied. It is generally a military

term, the word prize being more generally used in

the navj'. For the regulations concerning prizes

and prize-money in the British navy, see Prize.

Bopp, Franz, the distinguished phUologer,

was born at INIainz, 14th September 1791. By the

lectui^es of Windischmann, he was led to devote
himself to the study of oriental languages, a study
which he continued under Chezy, De Sacy, and
A. W. Schlegel at Paris. Here he composed his

fii-st work on T/ic Conjugation of the Sanskrit Verb
(1816), in which he scientifically demonstrated the
original community of the Indo-European lan-

guages. He next removed to London, aided by a
small pension from the King of Bavaria, where he
published an improved edition of his previous work,
and at the same time edited several episodes from
tlie Mahabharata. He returned to Germany in

1821, and some years after received the appoint-
ment of professor of Oriental Languages at Berlin,

where he remained till his death, which took place
23d October 1867.

During these years he published his great work,
A Comparative Grammar of Sanskrit, Zend, Greek,
Latin, Lithuanian, Old Slavonic, Gothic, and Ger-
man (1833-52); in a new edition he added Old
Armenian. A final edition was published after his

death (1871). It was translated into English by
Eastwick ( 3d ed. 1862 ). In this work he elaljorated

his theory of the origin of grammatical inflection.

According to this all the words of the Indo-
European languages are derived from monosyllabic
roots whicli are of two kinds, verbal and pronominal,
and by the addition of one or several of such roots
to another root, grammatical inflection is produced.
Bojjp further held that this stage of language,
which has been called the agglutinative, was prior

to the separation of the Indo-European languages,
and that their succeeding history was one of

jihonetic decay, not of growth. It is in tlie treat-

ment of tills part of the liistiny of language that
Bopj) is at his weakest. He allowed himself great
latitude in dealing with plionetic laws, and Hnally
showed he had no true method at all when he
made the unfortunate attempt to connect the
Malay-Polynesian languages (1841) with the Indo-
European.

Besides the works mentioned above, Bopp wrote
monographs on the Celtic, Caucasian, Old Prussian,
and All>anian languages, as well as a Sanskrit gram-
mar and glo.ssary. See the Life Ijy Lefmann ( 1892).

Boppard, a town of lihenisli Prussia, on the
left bank of the Rhine, 10 miles S. of Coblenz.

The Baudobriga of the Romans, it was after-

wards an imi)erial city till 1312, and the seat of

a diet in 1234. Pop. 5610.

Boi*a« a strong, cold, and diy, nortii-east wind,
which often rages with great severity in the Upper
Adriatic, especially in winter, sometimes for eight
or nine days together. Diez explains the word as

a Milanese form of Italian borea, 'north wind,'
from Lat. borcas ; others identify it with an
Illyrian bura, 'storm,' of Slavonic origin.

Bora, Katharina von, the wife of Luther,
was born of an old family in the district of

Meissen, 29th January 1499. At a very early age
she entered the Cistercian convent of Nimptschen,
near Grinima. Becoming acquainted with Luther's
doctrines, she found herself very unhappy in her
monastic life ; and finally, along with eight other
nuns, whose relatives, like her own, refused to
listen to them, she applied for assistance to Lutlier.

Luther obtained the services of Leonhard Koppe,
a citizen of Torgau, and by him and a few asso-

ciates the nine nuns were liberated from tlie con-
vent in April 1523. They were brought to Witten-
berg, and Katharina became an inmate in tiie

house of the burgomaster Reichenbach. Luther,
through a fi'iend, Amsdorf, offered her the hand of

Dr Kaspar Glaz. She declined this proposal, but de-
clared herself ready to marry Amsdorf, or Luther
himself. Her marriage with Luther took place on
13th June 1525. She bore her husband three sons
and three daughters, and is best described in

Luther's own words as ' a pious, faithful wife, on
whom a husband's heart could relj'.' She died
20th December 1552 at Torgau. See Stein, Katha-
rina von Bora (Halle, 1879) ; and Bayne's Life of
Luther (1887).

Boracic Acid, or Boric Acid, is found native

( 1 ) in the steam or vapour which rises from ceilain
volcanic rocks in Tuscany, (2) as the mineral
Sassolite, occurring largely in California, and (3)
as a saline incrustation in the crater of a mountain
in the island Volcano, in the Lipari group, 12 miles
N. of Sicily. Boracic acid also occurs in combina-
tion in Borax, Datholite (q.v. ), Boracite, Ulexite,

and other minerals, and to a very minute extent
in trap rocks generally. The plan of collection

pursued in Tuscany is to form a series of caldrons
— 100 to 1000 feet in diameter, and 7 to 20 feet

deep—partly by excavation, and partly by build-

ing, in the side of the volcanic mountain where
the steam and boracic acid vapours are issuing

from fissures, and divert the course of a mountain
stream, so that at pleasure the caldrons or lagoons
may be supplied Avith Avater. As the volcanic
vapours gurgle through the water contained in

the lagoons, the boracic acid is arrested l)y

the water, wliich becomes impregnated witli it.

The liquid is passed from one lagoon to another,

then on to settling-vats and flat-bottomed evapor-

ating pans, till it becomes so concentrated that
on cooling, impure crystals of boracic acid separate.

In this condition it is exported.
The production of boracic acid from ulexite, a

native borate of lime and soda found in California,

has of recent years assumed importance. Ulexite
is found as rounded concretions, white in colour,

vaiying in size from \ inch to 12 inches in diameter,
and is locally known as ' cotton balls.' After being
broken down, it is heated to 200° F. (93 3° C.) along
with tiiree times its weight of water, and sulpliur-

ous acid gas is forced in till saturation takes place.

The whole is allowed to settle, and the clear
solution of boracic acid run off" and crystallised.

So prepared, it contains about 4 per cent, of im-
purities. In this process there are produced in

addition to boracic acid the sulphates of lime and
soda, as well as sulphuretted hydrogen. Native
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t>oracic acid is employed as a source of Borax (q.v. ),

and contains about three-fourtlis of its weight of

true VM)racic acid, accompanied by one-fourth of

water and impurities. In a pure condition boracic
acid may be prepared by dissolving forty parts of

borax, Na._,I5j(.>7, in one hundred of water, and
acting thereon by twenty-tive jtarts of Ijydrochloric

acid, H("l, which removes the scnla, forming chlo-

ride t>f sodium, NaCl, and water, HA), and on
cooling the mixture, the boracic acid, HH(».„
crystallises out. Un resolution in water and re-

crystallisation, it is obtained in pure white featheiy
c^^•stals. These crystals have the composition of

H1JO.,H.jO, and on heating lose the whole of

the water thev contaiu, yielding boracic anhydride,
B.p3, thus :

'
'

Biiracic Acid. Boracic Anhydride. Water.

2Hli(;)...H.,0 = B.O3 -f 2H,().

Boracic acid is used in the arts as a Hux, as an
ingredient in the glaze employed in i>ottery ; and
the wicks of stcarine and composite candles are
treated with it, so that when the candle is burning,
the end of the wick, when it gets long, may fuse

an<l fall to the side, where it can be burned away.
As an antiseptic and preservative of food, boracic

acid is extensively employed eitlier alone or along
with borax. An ointment, called ' Lister's Oint-

ment,' of great antisentic power, is prepared from
lK>racic acid, wax, ancl luiraJlin. In the preserva-

tion of butter, milk, wine, l)eer, meat, and lish,

it is probalily used to a greater extent than any
other antiseptic. There is still much discussion

as to tiie desirability of preserving food l»y this

means, but as yet no authentic eviilence has been
nrmluced to show that its use has been followed
i»y evil results. Boracic acid is volatile when its

s(jlution in water or alcohol is evapyrated, and
when alcohol containing it is ignited, the Hame
has a "jfreen colour ciiaracteristic of Iwracic acid.

—

Boro-glyceride (<i.v. ), prepared by heating boracic

acid witli giycenne, possesses very valuable anti-

septic properties.

Borujfe* Borago, or Borrago, a genus of

Boraginaceic (q.v. ), of which the three species are

all natives of the countries around the Mediter-

ranean. Tlie Common Borage ( Borago officinalis ) is

n-

CkMnmon Borage {Borago officinalis)

:

a, a flower.

found in waste places in many parts of Europe,

and is pretty frequent—no doubt naturalised—in

Britain. It is a herb of somewhat stout and coarse
appearance, but is easily recognised by its scorpioid

cymes of few large (J in.) beautiful blue llowers
with purple-black anthers, sjjurred at the back.
Borage was formerly much cultivated and highly
esteemed, l>eing reckoned amongst the cordial
flowers, and supposed to possess exhilarating quali-

ties, for which it no longer receives credit. The
belief in its virtues was at one time extremely
prevalent in England, its very name being, acconl-
ing to some, a corruption of corage, and its use cor-

respondingly universal. The Howers were put into
salads, CJerard tells us (1597), 'to make the mind
glad ;

' and he adds :
' There be also many things

made of them, used everywhere for the comfort of

the heart, for the driving away of sorrow, and
increasing the joy of the mind.' It was also

frequently put in wine, and although it has no
sensible properties, its traditional virtues still

retain for its leaves a place in the preparation of

claret-cup. The young leaves and tender tops

are pickled, and occasionally boiled for the table,

and are still used in salads in Germany.

Boragi'ncir. or Bohagixa'ce.*:, a chiefly her-

baceous order of cordiHonil dicotyledons, the alter-

nate exstipulate leaves generally rough with haii^s

which proceed from a thick hard base (whence
the old name Asperifoli;e), and the whole plant
mucilaginous and emollient. The inflorescence is

usually a .scorpioid cyme ; the calyx and corolla

5-lobed regular ; the stamens epii)etalous and alter-

nate ; and the primitively '2-lobed ovary becomes
early divided into four 1 -seeded nutlets, much re-

sembling those of Labiata* (q.v.),' and with a single

gynobasic style. The order Ehretiacea' of some
botanists ditters chiefly in the fruit, which in the

more typical species Ls a succulent drupe; and in

the H el iot rones consists of four dry aclicnia more or

less cons(diaatcd.—There are about 1500 known
si>ecies of the proper Boraginea-, and about 300 of

Ehretiacea-. The former are natives principally of

temperate climates, and are particularly abundant
in the south of Europe and in the temperate parts

of Asia ; the latter are more tropical, but not ex-

clusively so. Borage (q.v. )> Alkanet (q.v.), Com-
frey (q.v.), and Forget-me-not (<i.v. ), are familiar

examples of the former ; the exquisitely fragrant

Heliotrope (q.v.) is the best known of the latter.

Tlic driii>cs ot some species of Ehretia are eatable.

Boras'sus. See Palmyka Palm.

Borax, or Biborate of Soda, is found native

as a saline incrustation on the shores of certain

lakes in Persia, Tibet, Nevada, and California, but

it also occurs widely scattered over the world. It

has been long known, but it was not till 1732 that

its chemical nature was ascertained. At lirst, and
till conqKiratively recent years, the main source

was the crude article brought from Tibet in skins,

an<l going by the name of HiickL As so obtained,

the crystals were coated with a greasy matter, said

to be derived from the skins, and this had to be

first removed by means of soda before the borax

could be refined. In 1856 the Califoniian sources

of borax were discovered, the bottom of a lake

being found to be covered to a depth of about

18 inches with a nmd impregnated with borax,

and containing large crystals of it. Prom this

mud, l>y treatment with hot water and crystallisa-

tion, tliere is first obtained concentrated borax, and
by further treatment this yields the refined borax.

In other places in California the borax is found

mixed with sand in a light granular form, containing

ab<mt T^^th of the pure salt, while large crystalline

ma.sses of it occur below the surface of tiie ground.

In all these ca.ses a similar method of purifica-

tion is adopted. The importance of these deposits

may be gathered from the figures showing the
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pioiluction of borax in the Pacific States—Wz.
in 1872, 280,000 lb. ; in 1876, 5,140,000 lb. ; and in

1884, 3,732,000 lb. In Europe, lar^e quantities of

artijicial Ixnax are jjrepared from tlie Boracic Acid
(q.v.)of Tu.scany. This, niixed with carbonate of

soda, is heated in a furnace, carbonic acid being
liberated, and the crude salt is then dissolved in

water to free it from impurities, and cry.stallised.

The changes which take place in this operation
are represented by the following equation :

Boracie Acid. Carbonate of Soda. Bora.x.

2B2O33H2O + NaXOa = Na^BjOy +
Carbonic Acid. Water.

COo + 3HoO.

The common variety of borax contains ten equiv-
alents of water, Na-jEjO- + IOH.,0, and forms jnis-

niatic crystals ; but another variety exists, known
as octa/icdral borax, and containing only live mole-
cules of Avater. Borax is soluble in twelve times
its weight of cold water, and in half its weight
of boiling water, yielding a clear solution with
a slightly sweetish taste. It is of great use
in the chemical arts owing to its properties of
dissolving metallic oxides, and of forming a tlux
when heated with other substances. On this

account it is much used in connection AAdth the
Blowpipe (q.v. ), before which it yields different
coloured glasses corresjjonding to the metals
present. It is also employed in the manufacture
of enamel, and for glazing or coating vessels in
pottery, as also in the formation of the paste for
artificial gems. To the metallurgist it is an aid in
the readiness with which it promotes the fusion
of metallic mixtures, and the separation of the
metals ; and to the solderer it is of service in
forming a thin glassy coating over the edges of
the metals, Avhich prevents their oxidation at the
time they are being joined together. It is nsed as
a mordant in calico-printing, while as an adjunct to,

or substitute for, soap in Avashing, it gives satis-

factory results in the proportion of i lb. to 10
gallons of Avater. For the toilet, borax in solution
is invaluable, making in itself an admirable
shampoo, while its utility for cleaning brush and
comb are well known. A varnish prepared by
boiling together one part of borax and five of
shellac with water is used for stiffening hats ; and
as an insecticide it is very powerful, being specially
destructive to cockroaches. For preserving meat,
fish, butter, and milk, either alone, or along with
Boracic Acid (q.v.), borax has a wide application,
no less than 20,000 lb. having been supplied to
the Chicago canning works in one year for the pre-
serving of meat alone. Besides thes'e technical uses,
borax is much used in medicine as an antiseptic,
being applied either in powder or as lotion. For
ulcerating surfaces, and in the treatment of the
infantile disease thrush, it is extensively applied

;

Avhile throat lozenges, designed to relie\e the
hoarseness of public speakers, generally contain
this valuable salt as a constituent.

Borda, Jean Charles pe, mathematician and
astronomer, was born in 1733 at Dax, in the French
department of Landes. As early as 1756 Ids
Mcinoirc sur les Projectiles procured him admission
to the Academy of Sciences. Entering the navy,
he busied liimself with nautical, astronomical, and
hydraulic investigations, and suggested great im-
Srovements in the form of vessels. In 1777-78 he
id good service in the American war ; in 1782

he was captured by the English on the voyage
home from Martinique, but was pei-mitte(\ to
return on parole to France, where he entered the
ministry of marine. He died at Paris, 20th Feb-
ruaiy 1799. He Avas a leading menil)er of the
commission intiiisted with the measurement of a

meridian arc ; and he rendered essential service to
the new system of weights and measures.

Bordo. See Boorpe.

Bordeaux* the third seaport of France, and
the chief town in the department of Gironde, is

beautifully situated in a plain on the left bank of

the (Garonne, about (iO miles from its mouth in

the Atlantic, and 359 miles SSW. of Paris by
rail. Transatlantic steamers can easily ascend
Avith the flood to 15ordeaux, Avliich is accessible at
all times to vessels of GOO tons. The commerce
both l)y the Garonne and by raihvays is very
extensive, and its long and crescent-shaped harbour,
providing anchorage for 1200 ships, has a singularly
noble appearance. But the quay accommodation
is limited ; most of the ships have to anchor in the
stream, exposed to very high and sAvift tides. In
1867-79 a spacious dock Avas constiiicted at the
loAver or northern end of the toAvn, Avith a depth
at ebb-tide of 22 feet, and an area of almost 25
acres ; and in 1888 the construction of stone em-
bankments, iron jetties, and other improvements
Avas commenced. The river is crossed by a noble
bridge of 17 arches and 532 yards in length,

erected in 1811-21. The old toAvn has narrow
crooked streets ; but the neAver parts of the city

and the suburbs have Avide streets, fine squares,

and pleasant promenades lined Avith trees. In
spite of damjj Avinters and oppressiA-e summers, as
Avell as of its imj^erfect drainage system, Bordeaux
is a healthy toAvn. The cathedral of St Andre,
Avhich Avas consecrated in 1096, is remarkable for

its beautiful toAvers, designed and built, it is said,

by English architects during the English occupa-
tion. St Croix dates from the 10th century, and
St Seurin is also A-ery ancient. Several handsome
large churches have been built between 1868 and
1881. Bordeaux is the seat of an archbishop, and
contains a faculty of science and letters (rebiiilt

in 1885-87, and constituting part of the university
of France, Avith 900 students), schools of theology,
medicine, art, and navigation, an academy of arts

and sciences, a valuable gallery of paintings, a
museum, and an observatory. The Grand Thciltre

is one of the largest and finest buildings of its

kind in France. The public library has upAvards
of 160,000 volumes. Pop. (1872) 190,682; (1886)
235,374; (1891) 247,890.

The principal branches of industry are the pro-

duction or preparation of sugar, Ijraudy, liqueiirs,

vinegar, tobacco, printed calicoes, AvooUen goods,
casks, paper, earthenware, glass bottles, capsules,

labels, and chemical products. There are large
dockyards, but shipbuilding has lieen practically at

a standstill for some years. The old Canal du Mu\i
connects Bordeaux Avitli the Mediterranean ; and
a great canal has been recently i)roposed, to con-

nect Bordeaux Avith Narbonne. Wine, brandy,
vinegar, fruit, fish, lace, jeAvelry, ready-macle
clothing, and skins are among its principal ex-

ports, tlie largest trade being Avith England and
South America. Bordeaux is an imjiortant centre

of the French cod-iishing shijjs for NcAvfoundland
and elsewhere. Annually about 1500 ships of from
1,000,000 to 1,500,000 tons enter, and as many
clear the port, almost half the A'essels being usually
British. The value of imports runs to £15,000,000
or £16,000,000 a year, tlie ex|)oits somewhat less.

The Bordelais held an exhibition in 1895.

Except those of Champagne, no French Avines

haA-e been so much exported to foreign countries as

those groAvn in the department of Gironde, espe-

cially the Medoc, and Known as Bordeaux Avines.

Some of them are red ( known in England as

Claret), others Avhite. The finest red Avines are

l)roduced l>y the vineyards of Chivteau-Lafite,

Chateau-Margaux, Chateau-Latour (all Medoc
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wines), and Haut-Hrion, the best of the vitis de
Graven. St Julien and 8t Estephe are of the second
rank. The St Eiuilion wines are a distinct <,'ronp.

Of the white wines, the Chateau d'Yquein is tlie

finest of Saiitcnwa, others being Boinmes, Barsjic,
Preij^nac. Of late yeai-s, however, the ravages of
tlie Pliylloxera (<i.v.") have seriously diminished the
vintages, and large <iuantities of wine have been
iinnorted in c()nse<iuence from Spain and Sicily, and
eitlier mixed witii, or sold as, Bordeaux wines.

liordeaux, anciently called Bunligitla, was the
capital of the biturigcs Vicisci, and being made
by Hadrian the capital of Aquitania Secunda, it

became l>oth the principal emjxirium of the south-
west of (iaul, and the seat ot its best educational
institutions. Tiie only important Roman remains
are the so-called 'palace of Gallienus," reallv the
ruins of a large amphitheatre. The town sliared
the fate of Aquitania, and suHered successively
from Vandals, (Idths. Franks, and Moors. It was
taken by t'harles Martel in 735 ; but was again
spoiled by Xornian jilundcrcrs in the 9th century-.
It became the capital of the Duchy of (luienne ;

and in 1152 passed, by the marriage of Eleanor of
(Juienne with Henry of Normandy (afterwards
Henr\- II. of England), under the dominion of
England. The town was for a considerable time
the seat of the splendid court of Edward the
Black Prince, but was restored to Prance in 1451.
It wa;!5 the seat of the College de Guyenne,
in which George Buchanan and other noted Scots-
men were profes.sors in the 16th century. Dur-
ing the Revolution it wius the principal seat of the
( Girondists, and suffered fearfully at the hands of
the Terrorists. Its inhabitants, disaffected to
Napoleon's government, were the first to <leclare

for the Bourbons in 1814. During the Pranco-
Pru-ssian war, the lirst sittings of the National
Assembly in 1871 were held here in the Grand
TheAtrc. Bordeaux is the birthplace of Richard II.

of England, the poet Ausonius, and Rosa Bonheur.

Bordelais, the country- round about Bor-
ileaux, was a recognLsed division of the province
of (Juicnnt-.

Bor<leilto>vn« a town of Burlington county,
New .Jersey, on the Delaware, 6 miles SE. of

Trenton by rail, and '28 miles ENE. of Phila<lelphia
by rail or steamer. It has iron foundries, machine-
shops, shirt-factories, shipyards, and great railway
worlcs. Pop. 4'232.

Borders, Tm;, ju>; denoting the tract of countrj-

lying immediately on both sides of the frontier line

between England and Scotland, is a term somewhat
elastic in its signification. Geonraphicallij, the
frontier line runs diagonallv north-east or south-
west, between the head of tlie Solway Firth at the
latter extremitv, and a point a little north of the
mouth of the 'fweed at the other extremity ; the
counties touching upon this line being Cumber-
land and Northumberland on tiie EnglLsh side, and
Dumfries, Roxburgh, and Berwick on the Scottish

side. The distance Ijctween the two extremities is

nearl^V 70 miles as the crow Hies ; but, following the
frontier line in its irregularities, about 110 miles.

The line of division is for the most part a natural
one. The middle portion, extending 35 miles, is

formed l»y the high barrier of the Cheviot range,

the watershed of which may be regarde*! as in

general the line of division. Leaving the Cheviots
in the south-west, the line descends for nearly
22 miles by the Kershope Burn, and the waters
of the Liddel, the Esk, and the Sark, to the

Solway Firth. From the north-east extremity of

the Cheviots, the windings of the Tweed, for about
13 miles eastwanl, form the natural boundary.
But at a point about 5 miles from the mouth of

that ri\ er, the line strikes out semicircularly in a

north-easterly direction, till it reaches the east
coast a few miles north of the town of Berwick-on-
Tweed ; the space thus inclosetl, embracing within
it what are known a-s the ' Liberties ' of that town,
having been at one time regarded as neutral terri-
tory between the two kingdoms. On the western
Border, near the Solway, was a corresponding tract
of country claimed hy both kingdoms, and hence
called the ' Debateable Land.'
While the above may be taken roughly as defin-

ing the Border in the geographical sense', the Moid
has for historical purposes a wider signification,
especially on the Scottish side. In old Scots Acts of
Parliament applying to the Border district, and in

j

general in Scottish history, the counties of Selkirk
and Peebles, though they nowhere touch the fron-
tier line, are embraced within the term. While,
therefore, the southern limit of the English Border
may be defined by a line drawn from Carlisle to
Newcastle, following nearly the route of the Roman
Wall, the Scottish Border may for historical pur-
p'oses be descril>ed as a truncateil or rounded
triangle, its Ijase-line extending from Wigtown Bay
on the west to the mouth of the Tweed on the
east, the apex or central portion running as far
north as the town of Peebles, nearly 40 miles from
the Cheviots. The territory thus indicated as the
Scottish Border includes the whole of the counties
of Berwick, Roxlnirgh, Selkirk, and Peebles, a
considerable portion of Dumfriesshire, and part
of tialloway.

There is yet a third and more popular sense in

which the word Border is used, and here again
affecting the Scottish side. This, which may be
called the litcrari/ sense of the term, arises out of

the extraordinary prtjminence which has been given
to the vale of the Tweed, including its tributaries
the Yarrow, the Ettrick, and the Teviot, by the
splendid romances and poems of Sir W.alter Scott, by
the poetry of Leyden and the Ettrick Shepherd, by
the ancient and traditional ballads relating to the
<listrict, and by the pathetic songs and legends
more immediately connected with the Yarrow, and
ghjiified by the genius of Wordsworth. While,
indeed, all these three senses of the word—the
geographical, the historical, and the literary—fall

to be recognised in any fonnal treatise on the sub-
ject, it must be admitted that in ordinary usage
the third or literarj' sense nredominates. Hence,
when Border tales or Boruer ballads or Border
traditions are spoken of, it is the Scottish rather
than the English side of the frontier that is

referred to.

Although the name of the Border, or Borders, is

not perhaps older than the 13th century, it is of

interest to note that from the very dawn of British
history the district so called has exhibited in its

annals the characteristics of a frontier or borderland,
ui so far as it has almost constantly formed the
boundary or j)oint of contact between contending
races and nations. It is first maile known to us by
Tacitus as part of the kingdom of Brigantia, or the
territijiy of theBrigantes—probably a Welsh-speak-
ing race of Celts—who ruled all the country l)etween
the Hunilier and Mersey as far north as the Firth of

Forth. They were a strong, courageous, and war-
like people, able for many years to keep the Roman
cohorts at bay, and thus to sene as a check upon
the northward progress of the invaders. It lias

even been suggested, on plausible grounds, that
the great earthwork whicli runs almost parallel

with the Roman Wall between Carlisle and New-
castle, was the work, not of the invaders, as hitherto

supposed, but of these native tribes, and erected
by them as a barrier against the atlvance of the

Romans. The earthwork faces south, and is there-

fore presumed to have been built as a defence
against the south ( see paper by Professor Hughes
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' On the Ancient Eartlnvorks between the Sohvay
and the INIoiith of the Tyne,' in Comntitmca-

tious of Camhi-idrjc Antiquarian Societij, vol. vi.,

1S87-S8). If so, we have here a defined frontier

line as far back as the 1st century of the era.

The district immediately to the north of this

line and the Sohvay Firtli was subsequently, how-
ever, conquered by Agricola, and lield by the

Romans, tiioush not without many insurrections

on the i)art of the natives, until the departure of

the former from the kingdom. The district then

became the common battle-ground successively

of Picts and Britons and Angles, until the

6tli century, when we again find it appearing
in history under the name of Bernicia (a name
regarded i)y Professor Rhys as traceable to the

older Brigantia), and occupied by an English-

speaking people. Bernicia, in the succeeding cen-

tury, was conjoined A\ith Deira to form the great

kingdom of Northumbria, which kingdon as

Brigantia had done, included all the territory

between the Humber and the Forth. From the

7th to the 11th centuries, Avhat we noAV call the
Border district still continued to be the meeting-
point of hostile races, the Scots of Dalriada an . the

Picts, and latterly the Scots alone, contending, now
•with the Angles,'and now with the usurping Danes,
for the possession of the countrv watered bv the

Tweed. At length, in 1018, the' Scots, under Mal-
colm II., defeated the Angles of Northumbria in a
great battle at Carham, near Coldstream, where-
upon the Northumbrians ceded to the Scots the

district then known as Lothian (q.v.), that is, the

whole of the territory between the Tweed and the
Forth. The Scots afterwards obtained possession

also of Cumberland, but this was wrested from them
by William Rufus in 1092. The Tweed, however,
still remained as the boundary between England
and Scotland on the eastern Border, until the
frontier was iinally adjusted, much as it exists, by
a commission of both countries in 1222.

From the time of the rise of the Celtic djaiasty
of Scottish kings in the person of Malcolm II. a
change for good is observable in the condition of the
Scottish Border. Under his descendant, Malcolm
Canmore, the aristocracy was strengthened by the
settlement of noble Saxons and Normans ; and by
David I. Avere planted the gi'eat religious houses of

Kelso, Melrose, Jedburgh, and Dryburgh, which
could not fail to have a civilising and ameliorating
effect upon the people and the country. On the
English side the church had a less vigorous growth,
having no such munificent patron as King David,
yet there also it could boast of the fine cathedral of

Carlisle, the Premonstratensian abbey of Alnwick,
the ancient monastery and priory of Hexham, and
the till more ancient and classic shrine of Lindis-

fariie or the Holy Island. The Scottish side of the
Border made, moreover, at this time a great advance
as compared with the English side. This advance
was due not a little to its i)hysical superiority.
Northumberland, which marches with Scotland for
fifty miles, and almost of itself constitutes the Eng-
lish Border, was mostly, with the exception of the
south-eastern portion, a barren and bleak country.
Even now, its western and nortlierly ])arts, with
their high and uncongenial exposure, are little better
than moorlands. The soil, being cold and wet and
sour, is unfavourable to plant-life, and for miles on
miles, in some places, scarcely a tree is visible. On
the other hand, the Scottish Bijrder, with its broad
and fertile valleys fed by numerous streams, its

valuable woodlands, and its green hill-pastures, was
extremely favourable, notwithstanding its exposure
to hostile inroads, for the settlement and support
of a numerous and thriving population. Hence
Berwick and Jedburgh and Roxburgh rose in the
13th century into towns of great wealth and im-

portance, having an extensive home and foreign

trade, Berwick being described as the greatest sea-

port in the British island. But with the death of

Alexander III., and the outbreak of the War of

Succession, all this was changed. Berwick was
captured by the English king and sacked ; the
castles of Jedburgh and Roxburgh weie from time
to time taken and retaken, being alternately

garrisoned and demolished. (.)f the ancient busy
trading town of Roxburgh, not one stone is left

upon another ; and of its great castle and fortress,

but the merest vestiges. Even the splendid re-

ligious establishments—the abbeys, churches, and
monasteries—did not escape spoliation and de-

struction, Melrose requiring, after the time of

Edward I., to be almost rebuilt. On the English
Border, the ruinous efl'ects of these national wars
were felt also, though not to the same extent ; for

in Northumberland was no town to speak of nearer
than Newcastle, and the intervening moors and
mosses aftbrded but scant booty to the spoiler.

The Scots, therefore, in their reprisals, while not
omitting to ravage the nearer dales of the Rede
and the Till, were obliged to extend their inroads
beyond the high and barren tracts of Northumber-
land ; and it was the richer though more distant
valleys of Durham and Yorkshire that heard the
fierce war-cry of Randolph and the Douglas, and
yielded to the invaders the harvest of the sword.
Weardale and Teesdale were better hunting-grounds
in which to 'drive a prey,' than the upper waters
of the Coquet and the Tyne.

It was doubtless due to the exigencies occasioned
by these constantly recurring Border wars and
raids, from the I3th to the 16th centuiy, that the
whole country on both sides of the frontier became
so thickly studded with castles and peel-towers, the
numerous ruins of which still form a distinctive

feature in Border scenery. These castles and
towers, generally planted on heights overlooking
the river-valleys, stood as a rule within sight one
of another, in order that the signals of invasion or

alarm might be the more rapidly spread from point
to point. From a survey made in 1460, we find

that Northumberland alone possessed thirty-seven

castles and seventy-eight towers ; and the Scottish

side was equally well strengthened and defended.
Among the larger and more important fortresses

on the English side, Avere the castles of Wark,
Norham, Alnwick, Newcastle, Carlisle, Naworth,
and Cockermouth ; and on the Scottish side, the
castles of Berwick, Roxburgh, Jedburgh, Fernie-

hirst, Cessford, Branxholme, Hermitage, Loch-
maben, Caerlaverock, and Threave ; besides the
hundreds of peel-towers and bastel-houses scattered

(!ver the country. On both Borders also grew up
many fortified towns, upon whose walls the citizens

by tunis kept nightly watch and ward.
To narrate all the invasions that took place on

either side of the Border would be to repeat great

part of the general history of England and Scot-

land ; but as giving some itlea of the extraordinary

havoc and destniction occasioned by these wars and
invasions, two authentic reports may be referred

to. In 1544 Sir Ralph Evers and Sir Brian

Latoun, with an English army, invaded the Scot-

tish Border, and between July and November they

destroyed 192 toAvns, toAveis, barmkyns, parisn

churches, i^c. ; slew 403 Scots and took 816

prisoners ; carried ott' 10,386 head of cattle, 12,492

sheep, 1296 horses, 200 goats, and 850 bolls of corn,

besides an untold quantity of ' inside gear and
plenishing.' In one village alone—that of Les-

sudden (now St Boswells)—Sir Ralph Evers Avrites

that he bunied '16 strong bastel-houses. ' Again,

in September of the following year, the Earl of

Hertford a second time invaded the country, and
between the 8th and 23d of that month, he ' razed
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ami cast dow-n ' the abl^eys of Jedburgh, Kelso,
Drvhurgli, and Melrose, and burned the town of
Kelso. At the same time he destroyed about 30
towns, towers, and villages on tlie Tweed. .36 on
the Teviot. 12 on Kule Water, 13 on the Jetl, 45
on the Kale, 19 on the Bowmont, 1()9 in the
parislies of Eccles and Duns in Herwicksliire, with
21) otiier towers and villages in the same county.
Tlie places destroyed are all named in the report
to the English king, along with a classitied list of

that terrilile sixteen days' destruction, embracing
7 monasteries and friars' h(»uses, 16 ca-stles, towers,
and peels, 5 market-towns, the immense number
of 243 vilhvges, with 13 mills, and 3 ' spitals and
hosiiitals.

'

The Borders have likewise been the scene of
some great historical battles. Of what may be
called national contests, in which Scots and
English armies were opposed to each other, there
Is the battle of Haliilon Hill (1.333), Otterbum
(13SH), Homildrm Hill (1402), I'iperden (14;j.5),

FltKlden ( 1.513), Solway Muss (
1.'342 ). and Ancrum

Moor ( l.">44 ). In three of these battles—Utterbum,
Pi|>erden, ami Ancrum Moi>r—the Scots were vic-

t<iriou.s. Of what may be calleil internal contests,

we have the tight at Arkinholm, now Langholm
(14.'»;j), lietween Scotsmen, when James II. broke
the power of the Dougla-ses; the battles of Hedgeley
Moor, near Percy's Cross, and of the Levels, near
He.vham ( 1463), Wt ween, the English adherents of

Lancaster and York, when the Lanca-strians were
defeated ; the skirmish of Haliden, near Melrose
(l")2o), l>etween Scotsmen under Angus and liuc-

cleuch, when Angus vani(uished the Border chief

;

and the battle of I'hiliphaugh ( 164")), when Leslie

drove Montrose otV the tield. Of many faction
fights and <leeds of daring, such as the Raid of the
Reitlswire (1.57")) and the rescue of Kinmont
Willie from Carlisle Castle (1596), the ancient
ballatl-writers are the best historians.

In order to provide against the exceptional tend-
encies of the liorderers on the one side of the
frontier to fall out with and plunder those on
the other siile, the governments of both countries,

in the 14th century, divided the frontier into the
East, West, and Nliddle Marches, over each of

whicli divisions wardens were appointed by their

respective sovereigns. These wardens were salaried

officials, and endowed with great administrative
and iudicial powers. Tliey stood to their respec-

tive db-tricts in the jilace of the sovereign ; ami the
otlice was at one time hereditary, being practically

vested as the prerog.ative of a few of the higher
nobles who haa estates on the Bordei-s. At certain

times, a day of tnice was held, when the English
an<l Scottish wardens met, examined each other's

credentials, and settled any (juestions that might
be in tlispute lietween their followers. As in the

case of the Raid of the Keidswire, these meetings
did not always end peacefully. ( For details as

to the duties of the wardens, and the laws and
usages of the warden courts, see The History of
Liddvs'lale ami tlir DrlnitiaUe Lmid, by K.' B.

Anrstrong, part i. 1883.) One district which
was the cause of much trouble to the wardens of

the West March, was that known as the Debate-
able Land, which lay partly in England and partly

in Scotland. Its south boundary was formed by
the Esk, from its junction with the Liddel to

where it enters the Solway ; and within the
L)el)ateable Land were comprehended the baronies

of Kirkandrews and Morton in Cumberland, and
Brettalach or Brjntallone (now Canonbie) in

Dumfriesshire. It is first mentioned in a pro-

clamation of l,5tji November 1449, as 'the lands

calle<l Batable or Threep lands.' Its ciiief families

were the Armstrongs and Grahams, both clans

being noted as desperate thieves and freebooters.

They had frequently to be dealt with by force of
arms, till in the 17th century the Grahams were
transported to Ireland, an<i " forbidden to return
upon pain of death. Other districts of the Borders
from time to time called forth hostile visitations
from the Scottish kings or their commissioners,
when great numbers of the robbers were frequently
seized and hanged. So late as 1606, the Earl (if

Dunbar executed as many as 140 of them. The
union of the crowns removed soTue obvious grounds
of contention between the English and Scottish
people, and after the middle of the 17th cen-
tury the Borders gradually subsided into a more
peaceful condition.
The character and habits of the Borderers were

much alike both on the EnglLsh and the Scottish
side. While the greater nobles lived in large and
strong castles, the inferior gentry occupied the

C
eel-towers, in which the accommodation might
arely suffice for the wants of a small farmer of the

present day. And yet the accommodation, meagre
as our modern ideas would esteem it, was probably
sufficient for the simple wants of a rude and hardy
people, who must have set Itut little value upoli
movable and perishable property, knowing how
li.'ible they were to have it stolen or con.sumed, and
how readily, by equally predatory means, they might
replace it from the stores of othei-s. The tie or
feudal Ijond, on the Scottish Border at least,

between the chiefs and the principal men of their
clans, was that implied in the term ' kimlly
tenant'—i.e. a tenant who was of the kith, kin,

or family of the chieftain, or who had held his

lands in succession, from father to son, for several
generations. This tie was not dependent upon
payment of rent either in money or in kind, but
upon kinship, anil was for the binding together of

the leading members of the clan in the common
objects of self-interest and self-defence (see Ediit-

bun/h Jicvieu; July 1887, pp. 12, 13). In a state of

society so constituted, it was inevitable that there
should be much strife and contention, not only
between the residents on opposite frontiers, but
among the clans themselves, and many instances

of cnielty and almost savage vindictiveness have
l)een left on record ; yet what to some extent re-

deemed this state of things from sheer l)arl)arity,

was the fine and elevating spirit of chivalry which
actuated both knights and nobles, and which
spread itself froiu them throhgh men of less degree.

Hence the achievements which have found lasting

enshrinement in the Border ballads, instinct as

these are with the poetry of action, of chivalrous

bearing in love and war.

For the early history of the district, see Dr Skene's

Celtic Scotland ( 3 vols. 1876-80) ; Professor Rhj's's Celtic

Britain (2d ed. 1884). For later periods: Kidpath's

Border Hidory of EiKjIand and Scotland ( 1776 ) ; History

of Northumberland, bv Wallis { 2 vols. 1769 ) ; by Hodgson

(7 vols. 18-20-58); F.'H. Groome's Short History of the

Borders (18«7); and Family Histories by Sir William

Fra-ser (q.v.). For general antiquities: Dr Collingwood

Bruce's Homan Wall (3d ed. 1867); W. Sidney Gibson's

Descriptive and Historical Notices of Northumberland
Castles, Churches, and Antiquities (3 series); Scott's

Borda' Antiquities of England and Scotland (2 vols.

1814-17); Sir T. Dick Lauder's Scottish Rivers (1874);

and the great History of Northumberland (1893 et

fq.); and Proco/in'/.i of Scottish Society of Anti-

quaries, ArcluP'ilo'jia yEliana (Newcastle), Benvickshrre

Natui-alists' Club, and Haivick Archceolot/ical Society.

For manners, customs, dress, weapons, superstitions,

poetry, &c. : Scott's Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border

( 3 vols. 1802 3) ; Professor Veitcli's History and Poetry

of the Scottish Border ( 1877 ; new ed. 189.5 ) ;
Henderson's

Folklore of the Northu-n Counties (2d ed. 1879). For

local history : Tate's History of Alnwick { 2 vols.

1866 ) ; A. Jefirev's History and Antiquities of Boxburyh-

shire (4 vols. 18'o8-69); Dr VT. Chambers's History of

Peeblesshire ( 1864) ; T. Craig-Brown's History of Selkirk-
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«Aire ( 2 vols. 188(5); Mi-s Oliver's Upper Teviotdale, and
the Scotts of Bucclciu-h (1887). See Ballads, Castle,
Peel-tower.

Border-warrant, an obsolete form of dili-

gence used in the Border counties of Scotland for

oetaiuing the pei-son of an English debtor. It was
more rigorous tlian the general mcditatio fugiK
warrant. See DEBT, Meditatio Fucd.
Bor<tis:llora, a winter resort in the Riviera,

North Italy, on a hill overlooking the Mediter-
ranean, 7 miles WSW. of San Kenio by rail. It

was founded in 1470, but its modern progress dates
from tiie opening of the Cornice road in 1823, and
of railway communication. The place, which is

noted for its palm gardens, suffered severely from
earthquake in February 1887. Resident i)opulatiou,

2556. See Hamilton's Bordighera, translated from
tlie French by Dowson (1883).

Bordoiie. Paris, a painter of the Venetian
school, was born of noble parentage at Treviso
in 1500. He studied under Titian, to whom his

works are often attributed ; and under Giorgione.
He worked in his native town, in Vicenza, and in

Venice. In 1538 he was invited to France by
Francis I., who employed him to paint portraits

of himself and of leading members of his court.

He was knighted by Francis II. At Augsburg he
painted in the Fugger Palace, and at Milan in the
chapel of St Jerome ; and he died at Venice in

1570. His most important monumental work in

painting was the six sacred subjects with which he
decorated the dome of San Vicenzo, Treviso ; and
his ' Fisherman presenting the Ring of St Mark to
the Doge,' now in the Academy, Venice, is ranked
as masterpiece among his easel pictures. He is

represented in the National Gallery, London, by
' Daphnis and Chloe, ' and 'A Portrait of a Genoese
Lady.

'

Bordlire, in Heraldry, a border surrounding
a shield (tig. 1), generally saitl to occupy one-
fifth of the field. Though sometimes an inde-
pendent bearing, it is often a difference of a cadet

;

and the differencing of cadets Ity bordures, according
to a definite system of rules, has never ceased to be
in use in the heraldry of Scotland. There is a
great variety in bordures. Besides being engrailed,
invected, wavy, &c., they may be parted in many
ways and charged. A bordure compony or gobo-
nated—i.e. divided into sixteen squares (fig. 2)— is

often an indication of illegitimacy ; and in later

times a bordure wavy has been used in England

Fig. 3.

(not Scotland) with the same significance. A chief
or a canton is sometimes placed over a bordure :

but this is not done when the bordure is a mark
of cadency. It then always surrounds a coat, and
may even surround a quartered coat, a very fre-

quent arrangement in Scotland.
When, however, a coat having a bordure is

impaled with another, the bordure is omitted along
the line of impalement (fig. 3).

Bore, a tidal i)henomenon at the estuaries of

certain rivers, also called Eagre. When a river ex-
pands gradually towards a very wide mouth, and is

sul)ject to high tides, the spring tlood-tide drives an
immense volume of water from the sea into the river

;

the water accumulates in the estuaiy more rapidly

than it can How up into the river ; and thus there
is gradually formed a kind of watery ridge stretch-

ing across the estuary, ami rushing nj) towards
the river with great violence and much noise.

In some cases this ridge or bore is many feet

in height. This phenomenon is observable in

several British rivers, as the Severn, Trent, Wye,
and Solway. The most celebrated bores are those
of the (tanges, Brahmaputra, and Indus : in the
Hoogly branch of tlie Ganges, the bore travels

70 miles in four hours, and often api)ears suddenly
as a liquid wall over 7 feet high. That at Hang-
choo-foo is verv dangerous ; and the Bay of Fundy
is remarkable for its tidal plienomena. See Tide.

Bore is the internal cavity of any kind of fire-

arm. It is in most cases cylindrical ; but in the
Lancaster gnu it was oval, and in the Wliitwortli
hexagonal, both being also spiral ; while in all

rifled firearms it is furi'owed Avitli spiral grooves,
and for the same reason—viz. to give that rotation
which enables an elongated projectile to be used (see
Rifle ). In most modern guns and small arms there
is a chamber at the bottom of the bore. In
breech-loading weapons this chamber is larger
in diameter than the bore, in order that the
cartridge and projectile may enter it easily. In
muzzle-loaders it is generally of sm.iller diameter,
but an enlarged chamber has been tried in some
lieaA'j' guns in order to give more air space for the
expansion of the gases when the cartridge is fired.

The diameter of the bore is called the ' calibre.

'

In rifled guns it is measured, not from the bottom of

the grooves, but from the smooth surfaces between
them, called the 'lands.' Heavy iron guns were
formerly cast solid and then bored out, but, as it

is essential that the surface of the bore should
be extremely hard to prevent its being ' scored ' by
the shot, endeavours were made in America to

attain this object by casting them hollow, and
cooling the inner surface more rapidly than the rest

of the metal. Large guns of modern construction
are, however, either made entirely of steel, as in

the ' Krupp ' process, or as in the Woolwich and
Armstrong systems, have a steel tube, toughened
in oil, for the bore, and strengthened outside by
coils of wrought iron shrunk on over it (see Can-
non ), so that the hardness of the bore is assured.

Boreas, the Greek name of the north-east
wind, blowing towards Hellas from the Thracian
mountains, .and personified in mythologj^ as the
son of Astrieus and of Eos or Aurora, and as
brother of Notus, Zephyrus, and Hesperus. He
was said to dwell in a cave of the Thracian Haemus.
He had a temple in Athens, because he destroyed
the Persian fleet of Xerxes ; and at Megalopolis,
a yearly festival was celebrated in honour of his

aid against the Spartans.

Borecole. See Kale.

Borelli, Giovanni Alfon.so, a distinguished
mathematician and astronomer, and the founder
of the iatro-mathematical school, born at Naples
28th Januaiy 1608, was educated at Florence, and
became professor of Mathematics at Pisa, and of

Medicine .at Florence. Having taken part in a
revolt, he was obliged to leave Messina, and spent
the remainder of his life at Rome, where he died

31st December 1679. He carefully observed the
motions of the satellites of Jupiter, then little

known, and w.as one of the first to recognise the

parabolic paths of comets. He wrote a treatise

on fevers, and a number of works on sul)jects

of applied m.athematics, of which the most cele-

brated is that De Mot it Animaliitni (Rome, 1680-

81 ). In this work he applies the laws of mechanics
to the motions of animals.

Borers, a name applicable to many beetle-like
or ColeopteroiLs insects in the family of wood- eaters
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or Xylophaga, but peculiarly applicable to the genera
Ptinus an<l Anobiuin. Tlie larv;e eat their way
thniugh wood, and wlien that happens to be furni-
ture, the species of I'tinns, \-c. cmne to have some
practical human interest. Tliey are mostly incon-
spicuous animals, resting during the day in tlie

larval tunnels, active and roving at night. Ptinus
fur is common all the world over, and both as adult
and larva much too common in the experience
of herbarium keejjers. insect collectors, owners of
stutre<l birds, not to mention wearers of furs, and
housewives generally. They are most reatlily got
rid of l)y the lure of a damp cloth or by vegetable
matter left in the room over night, and destroyed
with its attracted victims in the morning. The larva
of Anobiuin .striatum d(jes <'reat damage to furniture
made of .soft W(kx1. Its little round tunnels, hxtking
as if matle by a drill, and full of the finest powder
fomie«l from the devoured wood, are familiar enough.

^<^

Borer (Aiwbiuin striatum):
Natural size, aiid uiagnitied.

The larva rests after a while, spins a silken cocoon,
sleeps and grows for a time at the bottom of its liole,

and finally emerges a miniature beetle, a dark-brown
insect, with a i)roportiouately large thorax overlap-
ping the heatl, but not metusuring in all nmch alw)ve
a line in length. Like its relatives in this family,
it pertinaciously feigns death when touched or
alarmed, an instinct probably at first due to a
Eathological panic and paralysis, but now normal,
abitual, and doubtless of sulvantage. Uther

species (A. tcssclutuni and ^-1. pcrtinujc), also found
in furniture, but likewi.se, as is indeed usual, on
trees, have in their adult stage some importance in

the history of superstition as insects which produce
a knocking ni>ise, regarded as a presage of the
approach of death. The adult Is wont to knock
against the wood with his upper jaws, but tlie.se

'blows, which are taken for tlic knockiu'' of Death
himself, are nothing but a knocking of the male at

the door of his loved mate.' The larvie should be
smothered. There are many other genera of borers,

Lynic.rijlon naralc on siiip-timber, Ptilinu^ on
books, Apate on oak furniture, and so on ; but the
point <jf interest is the general habit of the family.

See Dkath-warh. al.so Bohin(;-animal.s.

BorjifcrllOUt, a suburb of Antwerp, on the
Schyn, witli manufactures of tapestry and tobacco,
and dye and bleaching works, and a monument of
Carnot, who defended it. Pop. '2>5,8S'2.

Borglie'se, a family of great distinction in

the republic of Siena, and afterwards at Rome.
One ot tlie family, Camillo Borghe.se, ascended
the papal throne in 160.5 ius Paul V., and by him
other menil>ers of the family were advanced to
high positions. A marriage with the heiress of
the house of Aldobrandini brought the Borghese
family into the possession of great wealth.

—

Cam-
ILLO FiLiPPu LuDoyico BoRfJHESE, Prince Bor-
ghese, born at Home in 1775, joined the French
army, and in iSO.'i married Pauline, the sister

of Napoleon Bonaparte, and widow of General
Leclerc. Under the French empire he was for

some time governor-general of the provinces be-
yond the Alps, and held his court at Turin. He
sold the Btjrghese collection of artistic treasures
to Najioleon for 13,000,000 francs, receiving in part-

payment the Piedmontese national domains; but

when these were reclaimed by the king of Sar-
dinia in 1815, he received back some of the works
of ancient art. After the overthrow of Napoleon
he separated from his wife, and broke off all con-
nection with the Bonaparte family. He lost Guas-
talla, which he had received through his wife, but
retained the principalities of Sulmona and Kossano,
his hereditary possessions. He died in 1832.—The
Borghctie Palace is one of the most niagnilicent at
liome, and its collection of paintings is remark-
ably tine.

Boi'g'liesi, Bartolommeo, Count, a distin-
guished Italian antiquary, born at Savignano, in
1781. At Bologna and Piome he devoted himself to
arclueological researches. He next arranged and
catalogued various collections of coins, including
tiiat of the A'atican. In 1821 he fixed his residence
in the little republic of San Marino, where he lived
devoted entirely to study, and died 16tli April
1860. Borghesi did enormous service to Roman
epigraphy and nunusmatics. See his complete
works, published at the expense of the French
government by the Academy of Inscriptions at
Paris (vols. i.-ix. 1862-79).

Borgia, a family originally of Jativa, in the
Spanish province of Valencia, where, at the time
of the expulsion of the Moors (1238), the name
fifjures among the Caballeros de la Conquista. One
of its members, Alfon.so de Borja (1378-1458),
bishop, and private secretaiy to Alfonso of Aragon,
accompanietf that monarch to Naples, where he
had gone to establish his rule. This Borja, chosen
po])e as Calixtus III., settled a number of his
family in Italy. Rodrigo de Borja (1431-1503),
his nephew, in turn ascended the papal throne in

1492, under the title of Alexander Vl. (q.v.
) ; and

from that time the principal seat of the family was
in Italy, while its name took the Italian form of

Borgia. Before his elevation to the pontificate
Alexander had had a number of children by a
Roman girl, known in history as Vanozza, but
whose real name was ( iiovanna Catanei ( 1442-
1518). Two of the.se children, Ca.sar, the fourth,
and Lucrezia, Duchess of Ferrara, the fifth, were
destined to play imj)ortant jtarts, and to acquire
in historj- an unhappy renown.—CtSAR BoRGIA
was bom in April 1476, and died in 1507. An
ambition that knew no lx)unds, energy that never
Hagged, and a contempt for laws divine and
human, joined to qualities of the first order as a
general and administrator, rendered him one of the
most extraordinary figures of the Renaissance
period. To arrest his vast projects, there was
required a league of all Italy and of the most
powerful sovereigns of Europe. Vowed to the
priesthood from his birth, and from the age of

seventeen invested with the dignity of cardinal, he
early resolved to surmount all obstacles to his

ambition ; he shrank from neither sacrilege nor
murder, and procured the assassination of his elder
brother, Giovanni, Duke of Gandia, whom he
shortly after succeeded in the post of cajjtain-

general of the Church, for which lie readily dotted
the purple to assume the breastplate. His father,

Alexander, had made an alliance with Louis XII.
of France for the invasion of the kingdom of

Naples. In the Princess Charlotte d'Albret, sister

of the king of Navarre, a bride had been found for

Ca-sar, who, named Duke of Valentinois, Avith a
rich pension and the promise of a company of two
hunclred lances for the support of the throne of St
Peter, went to contract his marriage (11th May
1499) in France, and carried in exchange to Louis
the papal bull, which was indispensable to the king
before he could espouse his predecessor's widow,
Anne of Brittany. Cjesar's active life extended
over no more than four years. Whilst his father
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was crushing the feudal power of the barons of the
Roniagna, he umlertook to recover, one by one,
all the iiefs along the Ailriatic coast which had
ceased to acknowledge tiie over-lordship of the
Holy See. In two successive campaigns, he made
himself master of the Komagna, Perugia, Siena,
Pionibino, the duchy of Ihbino ; he went so far as
to threaten Florence itself, and was planning the
reconstruction of a kingdom of Central Italy,

with himself at its head, when a powerful league
>vas formed against him. His own officers sought
to arrest his march, but he misled them by a
feint, divided them, invited them to Sinigallia, and
there coldly passed on them sentence of death.
Named Duke of Komagna liy the pope, he was pro-
ceeding to menace Bologna and expel the family of

Bentivoglio, when, on tlie eve of his departure for

his third campaign, l)otii he and his fatiier were
stricken with sudden illness Mhile at a farewell
banquet given by the C'ardinal of Corneto. There
was talk of poison. The old man succumbed
(August 18, 1503), but Ci^sar's youth, and his
extraordinary force of Avill, triumphed over the
malady ; the death of Alexander, however, was in
effect the end of his projects, and his enemies now
raised their heads. The election of Pius III. (a
Piccolomini) gave him a moment's hope; the
succession of Julius II. (Delia Rovere), his
bitterest enemy, after Pius's brief Tcign of twenty-
seven days, was fatal to him. Ciiesar surrendered
at Naples, under the promise of a safe conduct
from the king of Aragon ; but Gonsalvo de Cor-
dova broke his oath, and (25th May 1504) had him
arrested and carried to Valencia. After an attempt
to break out of Chinchilla, where he Avas first im-
prisoned, he was removed to Medina del Campo,
from whence, on the 25th October 1506, he made
his escape to the court of Navarre. Here he took
commaml of the royal forces against Luis de
Beamonte, Constable of Navarre, who refused to
surrender the citadel of Viana, which he held for the
king ; and in a sortie, 12th May 1507, at the age of
thirty, Cajsar Borgia fell, after heroically defending
himself, at a place called Mendavia." Despite
attempts to rehabilitate it, his memory remains in
execration—despite, too, the estimate of Machia-
velli, who had him in view when he wrote the
Fr/tictj)c ; he has moreover left among the peoples
whom he governed, the reputation of a just
prince, upright and severe, and of an able adminis-
trator. He encouraged art, and was the friend of
Pinturricchio, and t ,e protector of Leonardo da
Vinci.—LucREZiA Borgi.v, born at Rome in 1480,
married in the lirst instance Giovanni Sforza, Lord
of Pesaro (June 1493); but her father, ambitious
of a more advantageous alliance, annulled this
marriage ( 20th December 1497), and gave Iier (20th
June 1498) to Alfonso, Duke of Bisceglia, nephew
of the king of Naples. The same motive induced
her father and brother to separate her from her new
husband, who was assassinated, 18th August 1500,
by Miclielotto, Cicsar Borgia's bravo. For the third
time free, the pope's daughter became, in spite of
the rejmgnance of the Duke Ercole d'Este, the wife
of the latter's son, Alfonso, who soon after inherited
the duchy of Ferrara. Lucrezia has been represented
as placed outside the pale of humanity ])y her
wantonness, her vices, and her crimes ;' but the
recent researches of most accurate and unprejudiced
historians have demonstrated that in her youth,
with no initiative, no choice permitted to her, she
was rather the too pliant instrument in the hands
of Alexander and of Ca'sar Borgia. She died 24th
June 1519, enjoying the respect of her subjects, a
generous patroness of learning and of art, whose
praises were sung by the i)oets of her time ; the
closing years of her career being in singular contrast
to her early life at the Vatican.

BORING

Bor^Of a name gi\en to a number of towns
and villages in Itafv and Southern Tyrol, aiul

indicating tiie growtli of the town or village around
a castle or castellated rock, the original Borgo
(see Borough). Thus there are the Borgo, the
north part of Rome, on the right bank of the Tiber ;

Borc/o-Mana-o, an Italian town, 20 miles NNW. of
Xovara, with 4821 iniiabitants ; Bvnjo Sim Don-
tiino, in the province of Parma, with 4493 inhabit-
ants, »&c.

Borgo$;iloiie, Amhkogio, a Milanese painter,
whose real name was Ambrogio Stefani de Fossano.
The assertion that he designed the facade of the
Certosa of Pavia in 1473 is very doubtful; but he
is known to have been working upon frescoes there
in 1490, and the series, in which he was aided by
his brother, Bernardino, is so extensive that it

must have occupied many years. He returned to
Milan in 1494 ; painted the tribune of the Incoro-
nata, Lodi, 1497 ; and in 1508 produced an altar-

piece, still in San Spirito, Bergamo. His latest

undoubted work was a 'Coronation of the Virgin,'
in San Simpliciano, Milan, 1524. His devotional
subjects are characterised by a gentleness and a
measured calm ; but in treating dramatic incident
he is frequently forced and exaggerated.

Borgll, or BUSSANG.A., an African state at-

tached by treaty since 1884-86 to the Royal
Niger Company, lying on both sides of the Niger

(
q. V. ), and bordering on Gaudo and Illorin, provinces

of the empire of Sokoto (q.v. ). The country is

generally level, but rises in the north into lofty

ranges of hills, and is very fertile and thickly

populated. It was at Boussa, one of the chief

towns, that Muugo Park lost his life in 1805.

Boring is a process in mechanical and engineer-

ing operations, variously jierformed according to

the medium dealt with. For making small holes in

soft woods and like substances, awls are eniploj'ed,

which merely cut and displace a portion of the
yielding material. In boring hard woods and large

holes, carpenters use gimlets, augers, and the brace
and bits, which all cut and scoop out the material.

In the jewelry and small metal industries, hand-
drills, which consist of a spindle with steel bits, to

which reciprocating rotation

is given, are the implements
for piercing small holes. The
boring of holes in metal
plates is effected by means of

drills driven by machinery.
The annexed figure sliows

the essential parts of such a

boring machine. The drill is

inserted in the end of n

vertical spindle, P, which re-

volves in a fixed frame, and
is driven by the bevel-wheels,

G. The metal to be bored
is placed on a table or other
support below the ilrill ; and
the up-and-down motion, or

end-pressure and off-action,

of the drill is efi'ected by the
hand-gear, O, N, turning the
screw, M ; which being coupled
to tiie top of the spindle at

L, presses it down or raises

it, according to the way it is

turned. The spindle .slides

vertically in the collar form-
ing the axis of the bevel-

wheel, but is carried round
with it by means of the pin, I, which 2)rojects into

a groove seen at J.

The boring of cannon and of cylinders for

steam-engines, and for the propeller shafts of

BoriiiK Machine.
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steaiiHM-s, is most conveniently described under
I
Cannon ; see also Lathe.

!
As applied to the earth and to rocks, boring

I

enibrac'fs two chusses of operations—boring of shct-

;

holes for Blasting (q.v. ), and the sinking of Ixjres

in prosjiecting for minerals, and in forming wells
for water, salt-brine, and mineral oils. Bhist-holes
in rocks are made from 1 to '2—sometimes more

—

inches in diameter, and may pierce to the depth of
9 feet. Such holes are most simply made in hard
rock by a steel pointed drill, struck by a hammer,
and turned partly round after each blow to make
the hole cylimlrical. The addition of a little water
serves to preserve the temi)er of the boring tool,

and makes the rock more e.usy to cut. In soft rock,
whenever the hole is to be vertical, a 'jumper' is

u.se<l. This is a weighted tlrill, which acts merely by
its own weight when let fall from about a foot in

height. The iK)wdereil stone is removed at intervals
by a • scraper." IJut in all great engineering under-
takings rock-boring machinery now sujiplants hand
work. The machines are jirincipally tlevised to
imitate the percussive action of the hand-drill, the
Imring chisel being w()rke<l and rotated by com-
pressed air, and sometimes directly by steam. The
compressed air machines possess the great advan-
tage of aiding in the ventilation of the working

—

often a most important consideration, seeing the
operations are chielly carrie<l on in confined spaces
where vast volumes of poii^onous gases are evolved
from explosions. The earliest practical rock-
boring machine was that of Sommeiller, one of the
engineers of Mont Cenis Tunnel, at which under-
taking the apparatus was lii-st used. Now the
forms of percussion machines are very numerous,
improvements being directed towards lightness ami
simplicity of jiarts, and to the method—automatic
or otherwise—of advancing the boring tool as the
work i)roceeds. Among the best-known machines

Darlington Hock-boring Macliine.

are the Barrow, Burleigh, Darlington, FeiTOux,
Ingersoll, and M'Kean rock-borers. Diamond-
drills working in the manner described below are

also used. Brandt's rotatory borer is an apparatus
similar in action to the diamond-drill, but with
a crown of hardened steel in place of cutting
dianjonds. The tool is pre.s.sed against, and rotated

by water-power. An apparatus similar in prin-

ciple to the brace and bits of the carpenter is used
with advantage in uniform rock such as slate.

The bores for deep wells of all kinds, and for dis-

covering the mineral contents of a region, come
under one category. As a jireliminarv operation in

mining, boring is of the utmost importance for dis-

covering the position, thickness, and dip of mineral

strata or lodes, and for ascertaining the nature of

the overlying dejjosits. Bores are made by three

classes of implement—(1) boring-rods, (2) rope-
borers, and (3) diamond-drills.
The rod boring instrument consists of an iron

shank, having a cross-bar at the top and a hollow-
screw at the bottom ; to this all the successive
boring instruments are fastened. A simple chisel
is lii-st attached to the screw, and one or two men
pre.ss upon the cross-bar, and at the same time force
it round like an auger ; while another workman,
by means of a lever erected overhead, with a chain
descending from it to the cross-bar, gives an up-
and-down motion to the instrument, ^yhen the
chisel becomes clogged, from the accumulation of
material which it has loosened, it is exchanged for
a cylindrical auger, [novided with a valve, which
scoops out the separated material ; and thus by
alternate chopping and scooping the work is carried
on. The nature of the strata is determined with
considerable facility ami certainty by examining
the fragments brought up by the auger. As the
work advances, successive lengths of lod are
screwed on at the upper end. A ilerrick pole is

erected over the bore-hole for the purpose of
elevating the rods, to permit the change of the
tools.

The rope method of boring has been long in use
among the Chinese. By it the great loss of time,
arising from the screwing and unscrewing the rods,

at each elevation of the chisel or auger, is saved.
The chisel and scooping instrument are fastened to

a rone, which is alternately elevated an<l allowed
to uescend by the simple force of gravity; the
instrument thus forces its way through the ground.
In the softer rocks of the newer formations this

method has been successfully employed in boring
for artesian wells. The nme-boring machinery
of Mather and Piatt of Salrord, in which a flat

hempen rope is employed, is in extensive use.

For deep well-sinking, as in tlie I'ennsylvanian
oil region where depths of 2000 feet and more
have to be reached, and for mineral prospecting, the
• liamond-drill luis of late years largely superseded

II other borers. With this apparatus the earth
can be pierced at any angle, which is a great
advantage in investigating mineral deposits ; and
moreover, the drill produces solid and continuous
cores of the strata through which it passes, so that
a complete section of any bore can be exposed to

view. The diamond-drill consists of a ' crown,' or

cylinder of steel, around one edge of which are

fixed <a series of V)lack diamonds. These diamonds
.are so set that they project alternately a little

bej^ond the outside and inside edge of the cylinder.

This crown is screwed to lengths of iron tubing as

it cuts its way by rotation into the rock, and it

makes as it descends an annular cutting somewhat
bigger than the thickness of tlie continuous tube,

wliich the crown and its shaft form. Thus a core

of rock is cut out and held within the tube, and
the pieces may be lifted out from time to time as

the work proceeds. The detritus resulting from
the abra-sion of the ring of rock is continuously
washed away liy a current of ^\ater forced down
witliin the tubing. Diaiiiond-flrills are made of

many sizes, from \\ uj) to IS inches diameter. The
prototype of the diamond-drill was M. Fauvelle's

iiollow Doring-rod with steel crown described at the

British Association meeting in 1846.

BorilliT-aniinals. While individual l)oring-

animals are noticed undei- many separate articles

(e.g. Bark-beetle, Bee, Bivalves, Borers,
Caterpillar, Ship-worm, I've), it may be con-

venient to indicate the widespread nature of the

habit. Eveiy one is familiar with the appearance
of an oyster-shell on the shore riddled with small

holes. This is the work of a small sponge, Clione

or Vioa, one of which inhabits each hole. Other

Clionids exhibit a similar power, but hoM' the
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boring is effected is not known. The action is

probably both chemical by means of secretion,

and mechanical by means of spicules. JNIany worms
not only bore in the sand and soil, bnt into soft

organisms like sponges, or among corals and the

like. Some sea-urchins, being well equipped with
a protruding masticatory apparatus, seem to bore
or at least to improve holes for themselves.
The Crustaceans can hardly be said to bore,

though they burrow very considerably, as in the
case of the common crayfish. One of the Isopods,

however, Limnoria terebrans, devours the wt)od
•of harbour piles and the like, and does no little

damage to such structures on northern coasts.

Many insects are consummate borers both in their

adult and in their larval stages. The work of the
Bark and Boring Beetles (q.v. ), and of the Car-
penter Bee (q.v.), are good illustrations of this

activity. The name bore-lly is sometimes applie<l

to the large genus of Dipterous insects (Trypeta)
whose larva? do great damage to many plants.

The most important borers, however, are the
molluscs, especially such bivalves as Pholas (q.v.),

Xylophaga, and Teredo. These belong to the large
family Pholadida>, Avhich includes some four-score
species, all more or less efficient borers in wood
or soft stone. Of these the Ship-\vorm, Teredo
(q.v.) is probably the most formidable. A closely
allied family of Gastrocluenida- is characterised
by the same habit ; Gastrocluena, Clavagella, and
Aspergillum (q.v. ) are the most important genera.
A common bivalve on most coasts, Saxicava, is

nsually credited with considerable boring powers,
but it seems probable that its activity has l»een

overrated, and that it utilises old holes to a
large extent. Lithodomus, belonging to the edible
mussel family, is a powerful borer, and has left

its marks on the well-known i)illars of the Serapis
temple near Nai)les. Many Gastropods, too,
bore with their odontophores into the shells of
other molluscs, into coral stocks, and the like ; and
any one who likes to confine snails in a paste-
board box will soon have evidence of the rapidity
of their boring powers. There is considerable
divergence of opinion as to the exact way in
which bivalve molluscs bore, but there can be
little doubt that the foot rather than the shell is

the chief agent.

Boris.SOV, a town in the Russian government
of Minsk, on the Beresina, 418 miles WSW. of
M0.SCOW by rail. Pop. 18,103.

BorkuiU, one of the East Frisian Islands, at
the mouth of the Ems, 25 miles NW. of Emden.
Pop. 684, increased in the summer l)y over 2000
visitors.

Borlase, William, antiquary, was born at
Pendeen, Cornwall, P'ebruary 2, "l()9o. Educated
at Tiverton and Exeter College, Oxford, lie was
presented in 1722 to the living of Ludgvan,
near Penzance, and to the vicarage of his native
parish of Ht Just in 1732. He devoted himself to
a study of the natural history and antiquities of
Cornwall, antl in 1754 published his Observations
on the Antiquities of Cornwall. His account of
the Scilly Isles three years later drew from I)r
John.son the praise of being ' one of tlie most
pleasing and elegant pieces of local inquiry that
our country has i)roduced.' His Natural History
of Cornwall appeared in 1758. Soon after he
presented his entire collections to the Ashmolean
Museum. He had already l)een elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society in 1750, and in 1766 his
university gave him the <lii)loiiia of Doctor of
Laws. Borlase was one of P()])e"s correspcmdents,
and furnished the poet with most of the curious
fossils of which the Twickeiiiiam grotto was com-
posed. He died August 31, 1772.

Borniio, a place with eight hot sulphur-baths,

in the Italian province of Sondrio, 27 miles NNE.
of Tirano. Pop. 1744.

Born, Bertkand de, a famous troubadour,
born about 1140 in Perigord, who played a con-

spicuous part in the struggles of the English king
Henry II. and his sons, during the latter part of

the 12th century. He died before 1215. More
than forty of his poems are extant, among them
both glowing love-poems and stronj^ and sarcastic

satires. See his Life by Stimming (Halle, 1879).

Born, Ignaz, mineralogist, born at Karlsburg
in Transylvania, in 1742, w>is trained as a Jesuit,

but became a lawyer and judge, and ultimately
devoted himself to mineralogy. He prepared im-
portant catalogues, wrote several works, and intro-

duced valuable new processes in mining, bleaching,
and salt-working. He died in 1791.

Born;!, a town of Saxony, on the Wyhra, 17
miles SSE. of Leipzig by rail. Pop. 7485.

Borne, Ludwig, a noted German Avriter, was
born 18th May 1786 at Frankfort, where his father,

Jakob Baruch, was a Jewish money-changer.
He first studied medicine at Berlin under the
guidance of the Jewish physician Marcus Herz, to

whose wife he addressed the letters published in

1861. From 1807 he studied law and political

economy at Heidelberg and Giessen, and in 1809
he returned to Frankfort, where he was for two
years (1811 to 1813) registrar of the police board.

After this he devoted himself wholly to politics,

and in 1818 he had himself baptised, changing
his name from Lob Baruch to Ludwig Borne.
In various journals started or edited by him
( 1812-21 ), he established his reputation as a
vigorous opponent of the government. The French
Revolution of July 1830 drew him to Paris, where
he finally settled in 1832, and died of consumption
12th February 1837. His disappointment with
the results of the Revolution drove him from
the Liberal to the Radical camp. His views are

fully developed in his Briefe aus Paris and
Neue Briefe aus Paris (1832-38), which, while
reproaching the German people with e\ery kind
of vice and folly, labour to incite the nation to

revolution. He and Heine became bitterly hostile

to each other ; it was the mutual antipathy of a
practical enthusiast and an a-sthetic indiH'erentist.

Borne's bright and polished style was for many
years the favourite model of German journalists

;

Ids strength lay in witty satire, but the restless-

ness of his mind made all his productions frag-

mentary. The first edition of Borne's Gesammette
Schriftcn (1829-31) was followed by a more com-
plete edition in 12 vols, in 1862-03 (new ed. 1868).

In 1840 his biography was published by Gutzkow,
and Heine gave vent to his hatred in Heine ilber

Borne. See Gervinus, Ueber Borne's Briefe aus
Paris ( 1838), and Beurmann's Borne ( 1841 ).

Borneo, next to Australia and Papua the
largest island in the world, is situated in the
Indian Archipelago, in 7" 3' N.—4° 10' S. lat., and
108° 53'—119" 22' E. long. It is bounded on the
E. by the Sea of Celebes and the Macassar Strait,

S. by the Sea of Java, W. and N. by the Gulf of

Siam and the China Sea. Its length is about 800
miles, with a breadth of 700, and an area of

about 284,000 s(j. m. Tlie i)opulation is roughly
estimated at 1,865,000, but may be more. The
coasts, which are often low and marshy, and
rendered dangerous to navigation by numerous
islets and rocks, present no deep indentations,
though they are pierced by numerous small ba.ys

<and creeks. A great ])art of the island must be
descril)ed as mountainous ; but the relations of

the various ranges and grouj)ings ai'e still very
imperfectly known, an<l in very few cases has the
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altitude of the leadinjj suininits been accurately
asfortainetl. In the far north rises the niagniliccnt

structure of Kinalialu (13,698 feet hi'di), built up
of iioijihyritic j,'raiiite and i<,'nenus roc-ks—the cul-

niinatini,' peak probably of the whole Indian Archi-
pelaj^'o, and not unworthy in its jncturesqueness
of sueh a rank. Throu<,diout the narrow northern
portion of the island there runs a kind of central
rid<;e in <a "general south-west direction, with
lii^rhest jioints ran^nn^ from 4(KH) to SfM)0 feet ; and
this can be traced, at le.ist as a water-jiartini:, far

tt) the south-west ; thou<j;h liroadly speaking, the
whole southward country is eorru>;ated and crinkled,
as it were, in a most irrefjular manner. This is the

i l_ I 1 4 -^iKt)*'"
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result of the ;,'reat jiKtcess ut" iltMiiiilalion canied
on by tiie tropical rains, N\hich. scooping,' out the
interior valleys and plains, have laid down the vast

alluvial tracts that extend seawards into fleltaic

mora-sses. As far as is yet known, the mountain
framework of the whole island consists, like Kina-
balu, of eruj>tive and crvstalline rocks of high
anti({uitv. <.)f inixUrn volcanic activity, so pre-

valent elsewhere in the Indian Archi|)elago, there
is in Borneo no trace either in tradition or in the
record of the rocks. A lar;^e i)roportion of the sur-

face, not covered bv alluvium, consists of tertiary

deposits, in regan"! to the age of which, how-
ever, gef)logists are not agreed. Pages might be
filled with the mere nomenclature of the rivers of

Borneo ; the more important may be seen on the

accompanying maj). Though many are powerful

streams, navigal>le far inland for boats of consider-

able burden, their value as waterways is lessened

by the bars which usually prevent the entrance of

seagoing vc^.sels, and in their upper reaches by
fre<|uent ranids and occasional waterfalls. In con-

nection witli the river-systems there are numerous
lakes in Borneo ; but of true moiintain-lakes on a
large scale there are pmbably few. The great lake

of Kinabalu, which figured in oliler accounts with
UK) miles of circumference, is a i)ure myth, ba.sed

perhaps on a misunderstood descri[)tion of the great

grass-covered plain of Danao.
The climate in the low grounds is humid, hot,

and unhealthy for Europeans ; but in the higher

])arts towards the north the tenij)erature is gener-

ally moderate, the thermometer at noon varying
from 81° to 91" F. During the rainy season, from
November to May, heavy storms of wind with loud

tliunder are experienced on the west coast. The
influence of the land and sea breezes passed inland

to quite remarkable distances across the level
plains and up the river-valleys. Vegetation is

extremely luxuriant. The forests produce iron-
wood, bilian, teak, ebony, sandal-wood, gutta-
percha, dye-woods, benzoin, wax, dragon's blood,
sago, various resins, vegetable oils, and gums.
The camphor of Brunei is the best in Asia. The
mohor tree, well adapted for making native boats,

i

attains a height of 80, and the kaladang, suited
I for large masts, of 200 feet. Nutmegs, cloves,
cinnamon, pepper, betel, ginger, rice, millet, sweet
potatoes, yams, cotton in Amuntai, sugar-cane
ui Sambas and Montrado, indigo, tobacco, collee
in Sambas, pine-ajtples, coco-nuts, &c., are
cultivated. The mountains and forests contain
many monkeys, among which is the orang-outang.
Tapirs, a small kind of tiger, small INlalav bears,
-wine, wild oxen or banteng, and various ^inds of
deer abound. The elephant is only found in the
north, and the rhinoceros in the north-west. The
few domesticated animals are buft'aloes, sheej),

goats, dogs, and cats. A few horses are seen in
Banjermassin. Among the birds are eagles,
\ultures, Argus-pheasants, peacocks, flamingos,
l)igeons, parrots, and the swallows

( Collocalia
rsiiifenta ) which construct the edible nests prized
by the Chinese for making soup. The rivers, lakes,
and lagoons swarm with crocodiles, and many kinds
of snakes, frogs, lizards, and leeches. Fish is plenti-

ful, and the coasts are rich in tortoises, pearl-

mussels, oysters, and trepang. Brilliant butter-
tlies and moths are in great variet}'. Among the
mineral oroducts are coal, gold, and copper, especi-

ally in Slontrado ; antimony, iron, tin, platina,
nickel, diamonds and other precious stones, rock-
crystals, jioicelain-clay, petroleum, and sulphur.
The diamond mines are chieflv in Laiidak and
I'oiitianak (q.v.); Sambas j)ro(\uces the greatest
ijuantity of gold ; the kingdom of Brunei, Kutei,
anil Banjermassin, the largest amount of coal.

The Pengaron coalfield, worked by the Dutch
government, is one of the most im))ortant.

The ])opulation consists of three classes : the
Dayaks or Dyaks (q.v.), who are the aboriginal
heathen inhabitants, and constitute the great bulk
of the population ; the Mohammedans or ' Malays

'

—for this name is extended so as to include all

professors of Islam, whether true Malays, Buginese,
Javanese, Dyaks, or Arabs ; and the Chinese. The
Dyaks live chiefly in the interior, and employ
themselves with tillage and the collecting of gutta-
percha, resin, gums, ratans, gold-dust, and wax.
They are divided into numerous tribes. The Malays
(taking the name ethnogra]diically ) dwell on the
coasts, are traders ami bold sailors. They are more
civilised than the Dyaks, cultivate the grounds
around their houses, lay out gardens, keep cattle,

and live i)artly by fishing. The Chinese, chiefly

from Canton, have penetrated far into the interior.

Thev engage in trade and mining, are unwearied
in tlieir efl'orts to make money, and then return

to their native country. They have always
endeavoured to live as independent republics

(kong-si) under chiefs chosen by themselves, and
according to Chinese laws. In 1857 the Chinese
living in Sarawak rebelled, and were nearly

exterminated. The Dutch were also compelled
to put them down by force of arms, and have
im]iosed a ])<)ll-tax.

The women of Borneo, except the Dyak, weave
cotton fabrics, make earthenware, baskets, and
mats of beautiful designs and colours. In the

district of Banjermassin are factories of weapons.

The principal ex])orts are gold, gold-dust, diamonds,
coal, ratans, gutta-percha, edible nests, cotton,

wax, timber, dye-woods, mats, resins, sandal-wood,

camphor, &c. ; the imports, earthenware, iron,

steel, and copper work, piece-goods, yams, woollen
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and silk fabrics, medicines, provisions, wines,

spirits, rice, sn<,'ar, tea, tobacco, opium, trepang,

gambir, gunpowder, \c.

Borneo has never formed a political unity, and
there is no native designation for the island as

a whole. The name Borneo ( Burnei or Brunei ) in

fact properly applies only to tlie Malay kingdom
on the north-west coast ; and Kalaniantan or Kala-

mautin, sometimes quoted as a general appellation,

is also of limited purport. The following are the

present political divisions :

(1) Borneo Proper.—This originally included

nearly the whole of the north-west of the island.

The sultan has absolute authority. In 1847 he
undertook not to surrender any of his territory

to any other power without the sanction of the

British government. The capital, Brunei, 20 miles

from the coast, on the river of the same name, has

at the most 20,000 iuhal)itaiits. The population of

the country within its present limits may be stated

at 125,000. Its area was reduced by the erection of

(2) Sarawak (q. v.) into a practically independent
principality by Sir James Brooke ( 1841-68), though,
like Brunei itself, the much larger state of Sarawak
has since 1888 been under British protection ; as

also by the establisliment of

(3) The British North Borneo Company as a re-

cognised governing body. The company's charter,

granted in 1881, transferred to them rights origin-

ally obtained by an Anierican adventurer in 18(55.

This territory consists partly of a portion of the old

kingdom of Brunei, partly also of districts on the

east coast, claimed by the sultan of the Sulu
Islands. Against the British occupation of the

Sulu territory, a protest was matle by Spain, which
had for some time been gradually incorporating the

sultan's possessions. As a matter of fact, the
British North Borneo Company has been successful

in appropriating and developing its territory, which,
with an area of 30,709 sq. m., and a coast-line of

900 miles, is now divided into the East Coast Resi-

dency and the provinces of Dent, Keppel, and
Alcock, and has its capital at Elopuraor Sandakan,
the largest settlement, witii 5000 inhabitants. The
population of the territory is estimated at 200,000.

(4) Dutch Possessions.—By far the largest part

of the island is ruled dii-ectly or indirectly by the
Dutch, who have divided it into the Kesidency of

the Western Divisi<m of Borneo, and that of the
Southern and Eastern, the former having Ponti-

anak (q.v. ) as the seat of government, tlie latter

Banjermassin (q.v.). Besides a number of smaller
dependencies, the Western Division contains the
kingdom of Landak, Tayan, Mampawa, Suka-
dana, Simpang, Matan, Sekadow, Sintang, Sambas.
Among the separate states which go to form tlie

Southern and Eastern Division are Kotaringin,
Banjermassin, and Martapura. In consequence of

a decree of the sultan of Banjermassin, the district

watered by the Great Dyak or Kahayan is pre-

served for the native tribes, who in 1879 were
estimated at 18,000 souls ; Chinese, Malays, &c.
are forbidden to ascend the river higher than the
Kanpore Pilany. The same is the case with the
basins of the Kapuas Mururg, known as the Little

Dyak district. The population of the whole of

tiie Dutch jjortion of the island in 1894 was set

down at 1,288,000, of whom about 1000 were
Europeans, 35,000 Chinese, 2500 Arabs, and the

rest ' natives ' of various kinds. In tlie iiiiniUcr of

natives are included from 200,000 to 300,000 Malays
settled along the coast, who used formerly to te
counted amongst the strangers.

(5) The Island of Lubuan (q.v.), oft" the coast of
Brunei, has belonged to the British since 1846.

The chief towns in Borneo are Sambas ( 10 000),
Pontianak (9000), Banjermassin (30,000), Brunei
(20,000), and Kuching (12,000).

The Chinese had commercial dealings with Borneo
as early as the 5th century, but they made no
settlement for a long time after. The Malay king-
dom of Borneo proper dates back to the 13th

century. Another Malay settlement of later origin,

Sambas, was at first dependent on Johore (q.v.) in

the Malay Peninsula. Sukadana was founded by
Hindu Javanese from the kingdom of Majapahit
(see Java), and spread its inliueuce on the whole
south i)art of the west coast. Mampawa was a
Buginese settlement, and Pontianak was founded
as late as 1771 by a colony of Arabs, Malays, and
Buginese. Islam began to be preached by Arabs
from Palembang in the 16th century.
The Poituguese effected a settlement in 1690 at

Banjermassin ; from whence they were, however,
soon expelled. The Dutch succeeded in concluding
a treaty of commerce with the princes of Banjer-
massin. They erected a fort and factory in 1643,

and a second in 1778 at Pontianak. The British
made unsuccessful attempts in 1702 and 1774 to

effect a settlement in Borneo, but have within
the present century acquired a preponderating influ-

ence on the north-western coast. See Wallace's
Malay Archipelago (1869); Burbidge's Garden of
the Sun (1880); Bock's Head Hunters of Bor)ico

(1881); Frank Hatton, North Borneo (1885);
Handbook of British North Borneo (1886); J. J.

de Hollander, Nederlandsch Oost Indie (1884);
Posewitz, Borneo (trans, by Hatch. 1892).

Borneo Camphor is a variety of camphor
produced in Sumatra and Borneo. It is obtained
from the tree Dryabalanops camphura, and is

highly prized by the Chinese, who give for it from
eighty to a hundred times the price payable for

ordinary camphor.

Boruholm, an island in the Baltic Sea,
belonging to Denmark, about 90 miles E. of Zea-
land, to the SE. of the Swedish coast. Area, 226
sq. m. It is rocky, and traversed from north to

south by a high mountain-ridge (511 feet), the slope

of which is in great part a waste heath, but else-

where it is not unfertile, and agriculture and cattle

husbandry are successfully prosecuted. High cliffs,

sand-banks, and breakers make the coast danger-
ous. The most notable product of the island is

porcelain-clay, with freestone, limestone, blue
marble, and coal. The capital of the island is

Ronne or Rottum, on the western coast, a place
of 7000 iiiliabitants. Pop. ( 1890) 38,765.

Bornillg* or Boning, is a process of judging of

the straightness or level of a surface or line by the
eye, which looks along two or more horning or

boning rods or pieces set up for the purpose. The
term is used by masons, surveyors, and gardeners.

BorilU, a Mohammedan state of Central Sudan,
bounded on the E. hy Lake Tchad, and N. by
the Sahara, ;inil now mostly in Nortiieru Nigeria
(British), but partly in the Gennam hinterland of

Cameroon. Much of the countr}' is perfectly level,

and is liable to be overllowed in the rainy season
(October to April). The heat from March to Jnno
is excessive, ranging from 104° to 107° F. The
two principal rivers are the Shaii and the Koma-
duga Yaobe, both of which fall into Lake Tchad.
The soil is fertile, yields plentiful crops of maize,

millet, and other tropical produce. Wild beasts

are very numerous. Coats-of-mail are made both
for horses and their riders. The population,

which is estimated at about five nmlious, are

mostly of negro race, and called Bornuese or

Kanuri. The ruling race, called Shuwas, are

of Arab descent and bigoted Mohammedans ; but
many traces of fetichism remain among the

masses. Whatever they have of civilisation is

derived from the Arabs. The shores and islands

of Lake Tchad are inhabited by negro pirates called
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Yedinu or Budduma. The slave-trade is eagerly
prosecuted in Bomu. In the bej,'inning of the
19th century, Boriiu w.is conquered hy the Fellatahs,

whose yoke, however, was soon shaken oH' under
tlie leailei-ship of a fanatic fakir named Moliani-
med-el-Ainin. The ruins of Hirni, the old capital,
on the Vaohe, may still he seen. Kuka or Kukawa,
the present eai)ital, on tlie west slioie of Lake
Tchad, iiiis a p(j[>ulation of ahout GO,OOU, and is

one of the great centres of trade in tiie Soudan,
carried on i»y caravan routes iicross the Sahara.
Other towns of over 10,U<)0 inliahitants are Hirni,
Bundi, Gummel, Mashena, Borsari, and Surrikolo.

Boro Budor (the -(ireat Buddha'), the ruin
of a splendid Buddhist temple in Java, residency
Kadu, near the junction «)f tiie Elio and Frogo, is

the most elalM)rate monument of the Butldiiist

style of architecture anywhere existing. Buddhism
was early introduced into Java, and Javanese
chronicles place the building of the temple in the
beginning of the 7th century ; tiiere are no inscrip-

tions, but it was probably Hnisiied between 1400
and 1430. Boro Budor is built on a low hill,
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Hulf-elevation of one side of Temple of Boro Budor.

between four vast volcanoes, which supplied the

blocks of trachyte of which the edifice is built ; its

height to the cupola is 1 18 feet. It is a pyramid of

a square form, each side at the ba.se mea.suring

520 feet, and consists of .seven walls, which are

built like the steps of a stair up a hill. Between
the walls are narrow terraces running round tlie

building : in each is an arciied d(jorway leading to

the ne.xt iiigher terrace. These walls are richly

ornamented with statuary. Outside are over 400

niches topped with fantastic domes, and each

occupied by a large statue of Buddha. Between
each of tiie.se are ba^-reiiefs. including figures of

the gml seated, and architectural ornaments and
carvings of all sorts. Below the niciies, on the

lower story, is an immense ba^^-relief iiuining

round the whole building, repre.senting scenes from

the life of Buddha, ami religious subjects. The
inner faces of the building are also profusely orna-

mented with bius-reliefs, repre.senting battles, sea-

fights, processions, and chariot-races, carried to an
extent unrivalled l>y any other building in the

world. Of the large reliefs alone there are over

2000 ; and most of them are as vigorously designed

as they are carefully executed. Within the upper

.square terrace are three circular ones, tlie outer

ornamented with 32, the next with 24, and the

upper with 16 small bell-shaped .shrines {ilaf/o/ifi),

eacli containing a seated statue of Buddha, which

can be seen through the open W(jrks of their roofs.

The whole is surmounted by a cupola, tlie principal

and probably the most ancient part of the struc-

ture. It is nrjw empty, a sunken chamber 10 feet

deep representing what was, no doubt, a dagop
intended to contain the precious relic for which
this splendid temple was erected. The niches

cfuitaining the cro-ss-legged figures have been sup-

posed to be a copy, in durable architecture, of the

cells of a Buddhist monastery, each occupied by a
shaven prie.st ; the cupola is rather to be classihed

with the topes or stupas of Afghanistan. The
structure is thus a compound of a Tope (q.v.) with
a copy, in durable architecture, of the frail cells

of a N'ihara (q.v.). See Leemans, Boro-Bocdoer
ojj ltd cilatid Java (Leyden, 1873).

BorodillO. a village of Russia, 70 miles W.
of Moscow. It is situated on the Kaluga, an
atHuent of the Moskwa, and gave name to the
great battle fought between the French army
under Napoleon and the Kussian under Kutu-
sotf, 7th September 1812. The battle of Boro-
dino was one of the most obstinately disputed in

history, and the loss on both sides was almost
equally great. Out of 257,000 men engaged, be-

tween 70,000 and 80,000 were killed and wounded.
The Russians retreated on the following day, but
in the most perfect order, and therefore claim this

battle as a victory ; but the honour certainly be-

longs to the French, who name the battle from the

Moskwa.

Boroglyt'eride, a compound prepared by
heating together 62 parts of boracic acid and 92

l)arts of glycerine. It is extensively used as a
preservative of food, and also in antiseptic sur-

gery, combining, as it does, the valuable properties

of the above-mentioned substances.

Boroil ( syni. B, eq. 1 1 ) is a non-metallic

element present in boracic acid and Borax (q.v.).

It was discovered in 1808 by Gay-Lussac and
Thenard in France, and Davy in England. In

some resjiects boron resend)les carbon, existing like

it in the so-called amorphous, graphitoid, and
diamond forms. In the amorphous or pure state,

prepared Viy heating boric anhydride with sodium,

It is an olive-green i)owder, very slightly soluble in

water, and unaltered by exposure to moist air.

When heated in air, it takes lire, uniting with

oxygen to form boric anhydride, B^Oj (see BORACIC
Aciu). The graphitoid and diamond boron are not

pure forms of the element, but contain a detinite

proportion of Aluminium (q.v.). The dianumd
boron is ol)tained by heating the amorphous form

to a high temperature, along with aluminium, when
boron is left as minute crystals intei-spersed through
the earth alumina. These crystals possess great

interest from their sinularity in properties to pure

crystallised carbon, or the diamond. They are

remarkably transparent, are tinged yellow or red

(though the colours may be accidental), and rival

the ordinary diamond in their lustre and refractive

power. Boron diamonds not only scratch glass,

Itut also the corundum and the sapphire ; they are,

however, somewhat softer than real diamonds.
Resembling as in some degree they do the carbon

diamond, it was at Hi-st hoped that as the metiiod

of manufacture became perfected, they \\ould be

obtained sufiiciently large to become a serious rival

to the natural carbon diamond ; but as yet they

have only been obtained in very small crystals,

and their advent in the diamond-market is therefore

problematical. They are veiy indestructible, even

withstanding a temperature sufficient to burn the

ordinary diamond.
Boron forms but one oxide, Boracic or Boric

Anhydride, B.,0;, (see BoR.\clc Acid), while it

unites with chlorine and bromine directly to form

a chloride, BCI3, and bromide, BBrg.

Borough (A.S. hyrig, burg, burh ; It. horgu

;

Fr. hourg ; Scot, burgh). The original meaning
of this word, by which we now designate a cor-

porate township, seems to have been a hill,

rising ground, or heap of earth ; and it was prob-

ably from the elevated positions on which places

of (lefence were erected, that it afterwards came
to signify a fortification or castle, and latterly the
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aggregate of houses, churches, and other structures,

whieli, in unsettled times, usually gathered under
the walls of a castle ; together with their inhabit-

ants, and the arrangements which were made for

their government. The rjuestions whether we owe
our municipal cori)oratious to Koman, or to Saxon
and other Teutonic influences, or to both ; and if

to both, then to what extent they have severally

contributed to their formation, have been keenly
discussed by constitutional historians. In so far

as etymology goes, its authority is pretty equally

divided, the term municipal, from the Latin niuni-

cipalis, and city, from civitas, favouring the Roman
view ; whilst buroiigh, from the root above indi-

cated, and town, from the Anglo-Saxon tihi, 'an
inclosure ' (cf. Ger. zaiin, 'hedge'), suppoi't the
Teutonic. But the discussion forms a branch of a
very wide subject, which has divided recent writers

into two opposite schools. The Teutonic side is

espoused by most of the Anglo-Saxon scholars of

England, and in general by German writers. But
from whatever source derived, that the l)oroughs

of England existed, not as aggregates of houses
merely, but as corporate bodies, in the Saxon
time, is now generally admitted. The borough
system of Scotland is also of great antiquity. A
Hanse, or confederation of free burghs for mutual
defence and the protection of trade, existed in

Scotland, and was knoMTi by this name in the
reign of David I. (1124-53), more than a century
before the formation of the Hanseatic League of

the continental cities ; and the famous Burgh Laws
date from about the same period. ' This code of

Scotch burglial regulation,' in Mr Cosmo Innes's
opinion, ' though collected in the reign of David,
and sanctioned by him, was the result of the ex-
perience of the towns of England and Scotland ;'

and Mr Innes points out the close resemblance
between these laws and the burglial usages of

Newcastle, and even of Winchester, which seems
to suggest their common Saxon origin. Mr Innes
also speaks favourably of the burgh life of our
ancestors, and considers the burgh domestic archi-

tecture, of which monuments remain, sufficient

to show that ' the burgess of the Reformation
period lived in greater decency and comfort than
the laird, though without the numerous following,
which no doubt gave dignity if it diminished
food.

'

Of the boroughs and cities of the middle ages,
some were entirely free ; they had, like the pro-
vincial towns of Italy before the extension of the
Roman conquests, a constitution independent of any
other powers. Venice, Genoa, Florence, Hamburg,
and Liibeck all .stood in this position. Next in
dignity were the free imperial cities in Germany,
which, not being comprehended in the dominions
of any of the princes, were in immediate depend-
ence on the empire, ftlost of these cities rose into
importance in the 13th century ; and their liberties
and privileges were fostered by the Franconian
emperors, to ati'ord some counterpoise to the grow-
ing power of the immediate nobility. Niiniberg
was especially celebrated for its stout resistance
to the House of Brandenburg, and the successful
war which it waged with the Franconian nobility.
In England, the more important cities were im-
mediate vassals of the crown ; the smaller munici-
palities sometimes owned a subject superior, some-
times a greater municipality for their overlord.
Under the Anglo-Saxons, the Englisli boroughs

were .subject to the rule of an elective officer, called
the 'Portreve,' who exercised in the borougli func-
tions similar to those of the shire-reve in the shire.
The Norman conquerors recognised the already
existing privileges of the towns by granting theiii

charters. Instead of a shire-reve, a viscount was
placed by the king over each shire, and a bailiff'

instead of the former elective officer over each
borough. In the larger towns, the bailiti was
allowed to assume the Norman appellation of

Mayor. The municipal franchise seems to have
been vested in all the resident and trading inhabit-
ants, who shared in the payment of the local taxes,
and performance of local duties. Titles to freedom
were also recognised on the grounds of birth,

apprenticeship, marriage, and sometimes free gift.

In all the larger towns, the trading population
came to be divided into guilds or trading com-
panies, through membership of which companies
admission was obtained to the franchise. Eventu-
ally the whole community was enrolled in one or
other of the guilds, each of which had its property,
its by-laws, and its common hall, and the com-
munity elected the chief officers. It was on the
wealthier and more influential inhabitants that
municipal offices were generally conferred ; and the
jiractice gradually gained gi-ound of these function-
aries perpetuating their authority without appeal-
ing to the popular suttrage. Contentions and
disputes arose regarding the right of election, and
eventually the crown threw the weight of its influ-

ence into the scale of self-elective ruling bodies.

As the greater municipalities grew in strength, we
find their right recognised to appear in parliament
by means of representatives. The slierifts were
considered to have a discretionary power to deter-

mine which towns should, and which should not
have this privilege of representation. The sove-
reigns of the House of Tudor and Stuart acquired
the habit of extending the right of parliamentary
representation to boroughs not in the enjoyment of

it, while at the same time, by granting or renewing
to them municipal charters, they modelled the con-
stitution of these boroughs to a self-elective type,
and restricted the right of voting in the choice of

a representative to the governing body. During
the reigns of William III., Anne, and the earlier

Georges, the influence of the crown was largely
employed in calling new municipal corporations
into existence, with a view of creating additional
parliamentary support for the ministry in power.
The boroughs of Scotland had a history much like

that of the boroughs of England ; their earlier

charters were mere recognitions of already existing

rights, and were granted to the inhabitants at large.

In its modern sense, a borough {or burgh) is

commonly understood to mean a city or other
town that sends burgesses to parliament—a pri\d-

lege the nature and extent of which will be ex-

plained under Parliament (q.v. ). But apart from
their importance as areas for the parliamentary
franchise, boroughs are important units of local

government in the United Kingdom. Following,
as a necessary consequence, the great change in

the political franchise introduced by the Reform
Act of 1832, came the reconstitution of the
municipal corporations—separate acts of parlia-

ment for this i^urpose having been passed for

England, Scotland, and Ireland respectively, within
the succeeding ten years.

I. In England, by the Municipal Corporations
Act, 1835 (5 and 6 Will. IV. chap. 76), one definite

form of government Avas imposed ui>on boroughs,
and all charters inconsistent with the purpose of

the act Avere abrogated. In 1886 there were 282

municipal boroughs in England, of which 178 were
included in the Act of 1835, difi'ering greatly both
in population and rateable area. By the Municipal
Corporations Act, 1882, the last-mentioned act, and
various amending statutes, were consolidated and
amended. They are governed by corjiorations,

called Town-councils, consisting of a mayor,
aldermen, and common council of burgesses ; the

number of councillors varying from forty-eight

to twelve. The mayor and aldermen are chosen
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by tlie council, and the councilloi-s are elected
by liallot by the burgesses. They serve •,'ratiii-

tously. Tlie (jualiHcution required for a councillor
or alderman is in addition to onlinary burgess-
sliiit, flOOO property, or £30 rating, in tlie larger
boroughs (when divided into four or more wards),
and £.j()0 property, or £15 rating, in other ca.ses.

{)n the other iiand, the qualihcation reciuired for
the municipal franchise con.sists, in the ordinary
case, of those who are on the burgess roll, or
who occupy a house or other building, and reside
witliin .seven miles of the iMjrough l)oundaries, and
who pay poor and l)orough rates. F'emales,
thimgii excluded from the parliamentary, are
entitled to exercise the municipal franchi.se. The
tenure of office is, in the c;i.se of the mayor, one
year; in the c.use of the aldermen, si.x years; in
the ca.se of the councillors, three years. The
town-clerk, tiie treasurer, and other officials, are
appointeil by the council.

3laiiy of the larger iMiroughs i)os.sess a .separate
commis.siou of the peace. Under the .Municii»al

Corporations Act, the mayor and ex-mayor are
eu: ojfiiiii justices of the peace, and tiie other
borough magistrates are appointed by comniis.sion

from the crown. The town-council lia.s no magis-
terial functions as such. In m<»st lM)roughs tlie

magistrates are unjiaid, but in .some of the larger
boroughs a stipendiary luu\ Ijeen appointed by the
crown on the application of the town-council, his

salary being paid out of tiie lM)rough funds. A
borough may also obtain the right by petition to

the crown to iiold a separate (|uarter-sessious,

which involves the api)oiiitiiieiit of a sal.aried

recorder, coroner, and clerk of the peace. Tiiis

gives freedom from control of county justices, and
from payment of county rate.

As regards the iulministrative functions of the cor-

poration, the primijial are to provide for the wat<'li-

ing (by means of a force ot borough constables)
and the lighting of the l>orough, ius prescribed
by tlie Municipal Corporations .Vet. 1882; and to

enforce the sjinitary laws under the Public Healtli

Acts, 1873 and 187.). In its capacity as siinitarv

authority, the town-council has power to regulate

sewerage, burial-grounds, water and gas su^jply,

comm<m lodgdng-liouses, baths, and other sanitary

niattei>. The execution of the Elenientivry Educa
tion Acts liits also l>een intrusted to the Ixirough

councils in certain cases where tiiere is no school

board ; and by recent legislation, certain other

functions have Ikjcii a-ssi-'ned Xm them, such as the

regulation of weights and measures, and the estab-

lishment of free libraries.

ExjieiiACs <if Ailmiuiatrutiijii. —The expenses in-

curred by tiie council in the exercise of their func-

ti<ms are ordinarily defrayed out of tiie Bmuiuih
Fund, sui)plemeiited wheie nece.ssary by a Burouyh
Rate. The borough fund was expressly defined

by the Municipal Corporations .\ct, 18.3."), wliicii

declared tliat the rents and profits of all heredita-

ments, anil tiie interest, dnidentls, and annual
proceeds of all moneys, dues, ciiattels, and valu-

able securities Itelonging or payalde to any body
corporate named in conjunction with a l>orougli

in the schetlules, w to any member or officer

thereof in liis corporate capacity, and every tine

and penalty for every otlence against this act

(the application of wiiicii iias nut i)een already pro-

vided fori, siiall l)e naiil to the treasurer of such

bonmgii : ami all the moneys which he shall so

receive shall l»e carried by him to tiie account of a

fund to be called 'the Borough Fund;' and sue li

fund, subject to certain payments and deductions,

hhall be ajiplied towards the payment of the

sjilary of tlie mayor, anil of tiie recorder, police

magistrate, town-clerk, treasurer, and other

officei-s. (See 4."> and 4(> Vict, cliaj). 50, .sects. 1.38

144.) In a few favoured boroughs tlie liorough
fund is large enough to meet the whole costs
of administration and to leave a surplus, whieii
must be applied, not as of old in private boun-
ties, but for the benefit of the inhabitants and
improvement of tlie town. The borough rate,
on the otiier liand, which has to be levied to a
greater or less extent in most lioroughs, is similar
to the county rate. Autiioiised liy tlie Municipal
Coiliorations Act to be levied in all cases where
tiiere is a deticiency of Ijorough fund, it is intended
to meet the maintenance of the police force,
iMiroujjh jail, public baths and wash-houses, public
libraries, parks and cemeteries, and lunatic
asylums, together with 'general expenses." These
'general expenses " include tiie exjiense of paving,
lighting, sewerage, and all aiiiuopriate town im-
provements. The school rate is also included in
the iKjrough rate. Wlieie parties consider them-
selves aggrieved by a borough rate, tliey may
appeal to tiie recorder at the next quarter-sessions
for the borougli ; or, if there be no recorder, to the
next county quarter-.sessions.

Besides bonmghs jnoper under the Municipal
Corporations Act, there are other organisations of

a burghal character with administrative boards
possessing many of the powei-s of town-councils.
Such are the ' Local (iovernment Districts," of
which there are a very large number, constituted
under the Public Healtii and Local Government
-Acts, and the ' Improvement Act Districts," con-
stituted under various local acts. There are also

certain semi-urban districts, constituted under the
Ligiiting and Wat<-liing Act, 18;«.

The |»)sition of tiie City of London among the
urban communities of Englaiul is in nearly all

respects unique, and will lie explained under the
article London.

II. In Ireland, the term liuroiKjIi is not much
use<l ius a designation for cities and towns, either

in their pariianieiitary or municipal ciiaracter.

Tiie iiistory ot burghal life in Ireland prior to tiiis

century, sliows an absence of that free and vigorous
life which was to lie found in the sister-kingdoms.
This is in large measure to be ascribed to the
pernicious system of excluding Koman Catiiolics

from municipal liberties and offices, and admitting
non-resident freemen to take part in elections.

Tlie Irisii towns are partly corporate, partly

governed I)v coniniissioners. Tiie corporate towns,
or borougiis proper, are regulated by the Irish

Municijiai lieform Act, 1840 (3 and 4 Vict. chap.

108). riiere are eleven sucii borougiis governed by
a mayor, aldermen, and councillors. Tlie number
of members in a council varies from sixty in

Dublin to twenty-one in Wexford. The aldermen
and councillors are elected for three years. Tiie

qualification fin- a burgess elector is a house of £10
yearly value, residence within the lioiough, or

occupancy for a dehned ()eriod, and payment of

rates. Councillors, on the otiier liand, must be
(|ualified as electors, and must also be owners of

a certain amount of real or personal property, or

occupiers of a house of a certain value, the amount
depending upon tlie size of the borougli.

The municipal council administer tiie ordinary

affairs of tiie borougli. such as ligiiting, watching,
cleansing, and all sanitary business ; and they have
power to levy rates for tliese jiurposes. In one or

two borougiis the liscai powers of the grand
jury liave been transferred to tiie town-council.

Besides the incoriiorated boroughs, there are

a large number of towns in Ireland with an
organisation and administrative functions similar

to tiiose of the incorjiorated boroughs. These
towns have been constituted mainly under the

Lighting and Cleaning Act of 1828 (9 Geo. IV.

chap. 82), and the Towns Improvement Act of
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18o-4 (17 and 18 Vict, cliaj). 103). One unincor-

porated niunicinality—viz. Carrickferyus—lias been

constituted under the above-mentioned Act of 1840.

The governing; body in these cases is composed
of elected commissioners, whose numbers vary from
twenty-one to nine. There are certain qualifica-

tions (occupation of premises of a certain value)

required for electors and commissioners respectively.

The commissionei-s have, as a rule, powers to carry

out all ordinary municipal purposes, and can levy

rates.

III. In Scotland, the word burgh corresponds
to the English borough. There were originally

three distinctive classes of burghs—viz. burghs of
barony, burghs of regality, and royal burghs. The
effect of the Reform Act, 1832, was to bring into

existence a new class—what are called jmrlia-

mcntary burghs—i.e. towns or burghs not being
royal burghs, but sending or contributing to send
representatives to parliament, under the Act 2 and
3 Will. IV. chap. 05. Besides these, the necessities

of modern urban life have created vet another class

;

for, by the General Police Act for Scotland, the
word burgh was declared to mean also any ' popu-
lous place,' the boundaries of w^hich are fixed by the
act.

( 1 ) Burghs of Barony are corporations consist-

ing of the inhabitants of determinate tracts of

ground Avithin the Barony, and municipally gov-
erned by magistrates and a council (or sometimes
by magistrates alone), whose election is either
dependent on the ]>aron superior of the district, or
vested in the inhabitants themselves. Sometimes
their charter of incorporation gave them power to
create subordinate corporations and crafts, as in

royal burghs ; but all exclusive privileges of trading
in burghs are abolished by the 9 and 10 Vict. chap.
17. The magistrates (along with the council when
there is one) have power to administer their cor-

porate property ( common good, as it is called ), to
elect their burgh-officers, and to make bye-laws.
They may be ( where the inhabitants so resolve ) the
local authority for executing the provisions of
various statutes affecting urban interests—as, for
in.stance, matters of police under the General Police
Acts, 1850 and 1862; and sanitary matters under
the Public Health Act, 1867. But Avhere separate
police commissioners have been elected for burghs
of l)arony, separate from the burgh council, the
administrative functions of the latter become
merged in those of the former. A proportion of the
land-tax is payable by Ijurghs of barony.

(2) BrRGH.s OF ' Regality were'^ burghs of
barony, spiritual or temporal, enfranchised by
crown charter, with regal or exclusive criminal
jurisdiction within their oa\ti territories, and thence
called Regalities. Some of these Ijurghs of regality,
especially those which were dependent on the
greater bishops and abbots, were of high antiquity,
and possessed jurisdiction and privilege of trade
only distinguishable from those of royal burghs by
being more circumscribed in their limits. Since
the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions, by the
Act 20 Geo. II. chap. 43, the distinction between
burghs of regality and burghs of barony has ceased
to be of any practical importance.

(3) Royal BiiuiHS.—A Royal burgh is a cor-
porate body deriving its existence, constitution,
and rights from a royal charter—such charter
being either actual and express, or presumed to
have existed, and by the accident of war and time
to have perislied. By a Scotch act passed in 1469,
a constitution was <,dven to royal burgiis, by wliich
the right of aj)pointing tlieir successors belonge<l to
the old councils, the act also containing the singular
provision, that when the new council was chosen,
the members of it, along irith those of the old
council, should choose all the office-bearers of the

burgh, each craft or trade corporation being re-

eresented at the election by one f)f themselves,
ut this simple plan was not universally adopted,

and tlie election gradually lost its former free and
popular form—a close and exclusive proceeding
being ultimately established in its i)lace. This
'close system,' as it has lieen called, notwithstand-
ing its repugnancy to the sjjirit of the times and
niodern ideas of public administration, continued
in force until the year 1833, A\hen an act of jjailia-

ment was passed,' the 3 and 4 Will. IV. chap. 76
(amended by the 4 and 5 Will. IV. chap. 87, and
the 16 Vict. chap. 26), by which it was abolished, and
an entirely new constitution given to royal burghs,
with the exception of nine of them,' which, on
account of the smallness of their population, were
left unchanged till the passing of the Municipal
Elections Amendment Act (Scotland) in 1868.
At the union of England and Scotland there

Avere seventy royal burghs, all of them except
four (viz. Auchtermuchty, Earlsfeny, Falkland,
and Newburgh) returning members to the Scottish
]iarliament. Two royal burghs (Rothesay and
Peebles ) were deprived of the burgh parliamentary
franchise in 1832, and nine (Stranraer, New Gal-
loway, Whithorn, "WigtoAvn, North Berwick, Had-
dington, Dunbar, Jedburgh, and Lauder) in 1885.

One town—viz. Coatbridge-—was created a muni-
cipal burgh with the municipal i)rivileges of royal
burghs by special act of parliament in 1885.

Under the Municipal Acts of 1833 and 1868 the
following organisation has been provided for royal
burghs. They are governed by corporations com-
posed of magistrates and councilloi's elected by the
citizens. The number of members of a town-
council varies from fifty in Glasgow to six in Oban.
The electors consist of the persons qualified to vote
for a member of parliament under the Reform Acts
of 1832 and 1868, and the jiersons possessing the
qualifications wliich would be sufficient for the
parliamentary franchise under the said Reform
Acts in respect of premises situated within the
municipal boundaries, when such boundaries extend
beyond the parliamentary. The councillors are
chosen from among the electors residing, or ]>er-

sonally carrying on Tmsiness, within the royalty ;

and formerly, where there A\'as a body of burgesses
in the liurgh, each councillor, before his induction,
required to be entered a burgess, but by an act
passed in 1876, the right of burgess-ship is now
l)ractically extended to all resident ratepayers.

By 44 and 45 Vict. chap. 13, sect. 2, women who
are unmarried, and married women living separate
from their husbands, were admitted to the muni-
cipal franchise, but they cannot be elected town-
councillors. The electors of Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Aberdeen, Dundee, Perth, and several other of the
larger burghs, are divided into wards. At the

election immediately succeeding the passing of the

act, each ward elected six councillors ; but as every

year the third part of the council goes out of office

in the order prescribed by the act, two councillors

are now annually chosen by each ward, there being
no liar, however, to the re-election of an outgoing
councillor. It is now competent for Imrglis with a
])Opulation above 5000 to be divided into wards for

the purpose of municipal as well as parliamentary
elections by resolution of a majority of two-thirds

of the couiicil to that effect. The electors in other

burghs clioose the whole council exactly as these

wards do their proportion of it, and consequently

elect each year a third part in jtlace of that whicli

has retired' Upon the third lawful day after the

election succeeding the jiassing of the act, the

councillors meet and choose, by a pluiality of

voices, a provost, liailies, treasurer, and other office-

bearers, as existing in the council by the 'sett'

or usage of the burgh. Vacancies taking jilace
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durin;.' the year by death or rcsijrnation are
supplied, (id interim, 1>y the remaining memhei-s
of the council, and the persons so elected by
the councillors retire at the succeeding election.

The rights of the guildry, trades, tic, to elect
their own dean of guild, ^.c. , are still preserved;
but these othcers arc now no longer recognised
as constituent members of the council, their
functions being performed by a member of tiie

'

council, elected by a majority of the councillors. In
Aberdeen, Dundee, and I'erth, however, the dean of

guild, and in Edinl)urgh and (Ua,sgow, the convener
of tratles and the dean of guild are, t\c officio, mem-
bers of council ; and tiie electors in all the alnjve-

named burghs choose such a numljer of councillors

as, together with these officers, makes up the
proper number. No magistrate <jr councillor can be
town-clerk. The magistrates and council possess

the same powers of adnnnistration and jurisdiction

as were enjoyed by the magistrates and town-
council before the piussing of the act ; and none of

them is responsible for the debts of the burgh, or

the acts ot his predecessors, otherwise than as a
citizen or burgess. The existing council in all

burghs royal must every year make up, on or

before the loth of Uctolter, a state of their atiairs,

to be kept in the town-clerk's or treasurer's

otiice.

From an early period .in Scottish historj' the
royal burghs have been in use to consult together
an<l take common action in matters concerning
their welfare. Evidence of this is found so far

back as the middle of the l'2tli centurv, when the
court of the four burghs ( Edinburgh, Berwick,
Stirling, and Uo.xburgli ) met uridt-r the presidency
c»f the High Chamberlain of Scotland. This court

was superseded in the l.lth centurv by the meeting
of representatives of all the roval burghs. This
was calleil the Contention of lioyal Burij/t.s, and
according to the Scottish Act, 1487, chap. 3, which
organise*! it, the duties of the convention were to

deal with 'the welfare of merchandise, the gude
rule and statutes for the common prolit of burrows,

and to provide for remeid ui»on the skaith and
injuries sustained within the burrows.' The con-

vention still meets annually in Edinburgh, and
though shorn of much of its jirevions inHuence, it

still shows a considerable amount of vitality, par-

ti<nilarly in furthering legislative measures which
may be u.seful to trade. The convention is recog-

nised as a corporation. The proportion of the

land-tax payable by royal burghs is also adjusted

by the convention. By an act pa-ssed in 1879,

parliamentary burghs (.see below) are enabled to

send representatives to the convention.

(4) P.\KLIAMENT.\KV BlKOHs.— For municipal

ptirposes these bur>'hs stand practically in the same
position as roval l>urghs, being regulated by the

Municipal Reform Acts of 18.33 and 1868. Among
parliamentarv burghs are Paisley, Greenock, Leith,

Kilmarnock," Falkirk, Hamilton, Peteriiead. iS:c.

The boundaries of iiarliamentary burghs, being

fixed *or the lirst time liy tiie Bef(nm Act of 1832,

were adopted for municipal purposes. A numljer

of parliamentarv burghs were previously burghs

of barony and regality, their character as the latter

being generallv mergeil in the former.

(5) Police "Blkgh.s.—Prior to 1833 it was neces-

sary for towns desiring to make provision for

police and sanitary matters to obtain si)ecial acts

of parliament for "the purpose. In this year the

first General Police Act was pas.sed, laying down
certain general provisions for watching, lighting,

and cleansing, which might be adopted by a

royal, regalitv, or barony Imrgh. Another general

act was pa.ss*ed in 1850,' and the existing General

Police Act in 1862 (25 and 26 Vict. chap. 101),

which supersedes the earlier ones. In this last-

named act ' burgh ' is defined to mean all burghs
and pojiulous places whose boundaries have been
fixed ; and it is provided that the sheritV may lix

the boundaries and so constitute a burgh in this

sense, for purposes of improvement and police, at
the instance of seven or more householders.
The local authority in jwlice burghs is the police

commissioners. Their number varies from twelve to
six, and in the case of towns diviiled into wards the
number nmst be so arranged that each ward be
represented by three membei"s. The commissioners
are elected by occupiers of premises (including
females who are unmarried or living separate from
their husbands) of £4 value m ho have paid rates.

The same qualification is required for a commis-
sioner as for an elector, but a female cannot be
elected. The commissioners hold office for three
years, retiring annually l»y thirds, or as nearly as
may be. They choose magistrates, one senior or
chief, and two junior magistrates. The principal
adnunistrative functions of the commissioners are
watching, jiaving, cleansing, lighting, and improv-
ing the liurgh. The expenses are defrayed by a
rate called ' Police Assessment,' levied upon occu-
piers of lands within the burgh.
By the Local Government Act of 1888 a system

of administration resembling that of boroughs was
introduced into counties ; and certain towns weie
constituted 'county boroughs.' The election of

eleven peers as mayors in England in 1895 was
a somewhat new (and successful) exjjeriment in

municipal management.
Blrgh L.vw.s

( Lq/cs Burgonim), in Scottish legal

history, was the name given to a collection of ancient
laws relative to burghs, which claim to have been
enacted in the reign of King David I. in the 12tli

century. See KE(ii.\.M M.\jest.\tkm.
In the Uniteil States of America and in the

British colonies, cities and towns have grown up
and have been organised in accordance with (speak-
ing generally ) the most enlightened ideas of modern
civic life. Accoiding to the opinion of American
constitutional lawyers, the city or borough organi-

sation is regarded as a grant from the state for the
purpose of carrying out minor matters of civil

government in urban communities. It has attached
to it the general jjoweis inlierent in all corporate
bodies, with powers to make bye-laws.

See the articles Birgess, City, Corporation,
County, Education, Guilds, Licensing Laws, Livery,

Local Government, Mayor, Municipality, Parlia-
ment, Provost, and TowNsnir ; Gneist, S(lf-;joiern-

meat (3d ed. 1871) and other works; the Cobden Club

Essays on Local (Jovemiiient and 'I'a.xation (1875 and

1882 )
; liogcTs, I{([list rat ion, Parliaincntari/ and Muni-

ci/>al ( new ed. by Carter, 1887 ; books on the law of

municipal corporations by Arnold, Chambers, Lely, Owen,
Kawlinson, Saunders, Vine, &c. ; Mrs Green, 2'owu Life

in the 15th Century (1894); Albert Sliaw. Municipal

Oorcrnment in Great Britain (1895); F. J. Goodnow,
Municipal Home-Rule (1895); and F. Dolman, iVunt-

cijxilities at Work (1895). For information regarding

the history of borouglis, see Maine's Early Institutions

and Stubbs' Constitutional History.

Boroilgllbridge, a small market-town of

Yorkshire, on the Ure, 21 [; nules NW. of York.

Edward II., in 1322, defeated the Earl of Lancaster

here. Hard bv are three gieat monoliths, called

the ' Devils Arrows,' 16 to 22 feet high. Pop.

966.

Borough English is a custom that prevails

in some ancient boroughs in England, according to

which the youngest son inherits the heritable

propertv within borough in preference to his elder

brothers. The origin of this custom has not been

satisfactorily determined. One reason assigned for

it is, that the voungest son, on account of his

tender age, is not so capable as his elder brothere
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to maintain liiniself. Another explanation is that

it was the result of the »o-cii\\ed jii.s- j>ri)ti(c uoctin-

a barljarous feudal custom by which a feudal over-

lord is said to have obtained the right of concn-

biiui,i:e with the wife of his vassal on the ni>,dit of

her weddin.u : Imt tlie existence of this custom is

more than doul)tful. Maine suggested that it was
derived from the Patriit Putcstan (q.v. ) ; and Elton

that it is a survival from pre-Celtic, pre-Arvan
usages. A posthumous son is entitled to this i)rivi-

lege, and dispossesses his elder brother. The right

of representation also exists with reference to it,

for should the ycmngest son die in his father's life-

time leaving a daughter, she will inherit the pro-

perty. This custom obtains in parts of Kent,
Surrey, Sussex, Middlesex, Somerset, and more
rarely elsewhere. See Gavelkind, Inheritance,
Primogeniture ; and Elton's Origins of Eiiglislt

Histori/ (ISS'2).

Borovitchi. a town of Russia, on the river

Msta, 9S miles E. of Novgorod. Pop. 10,912.

BoroVSk, a town of Russia, 49 miles NNE. of

Kaluga. In its vicinity is a convent founded in

1477, and former! v one of the richest in the empire.

Pop. 10,191.

Bori'oiue'au Islands, a grouj) of four small
islands on the west side of Lago Maggiore, Northern
Italy. They are situated in the western arm of the
lake, and are named after the ancient family of

Borromeo. Vitaliano, Count Borromeo, about 1671,

caused soil to be carried to them, built terraces,

and converted them into beautiful gardens. The
two most celebrated are I^ola Bella and Isold

Bladrt. On the west side of Isola Bella, which
rises above the water in ten successive terraces,

stands a palace of the Borromeo family, containing
many admirable paintings and other works of art.

Isola Madre is laid out in the same terraced style,

and is crowned by a now dilapidated palace. The
Isola dc' Pescaton is inhabited by about 200
fishermen. Jean Paul Richter has described the
place in his Titan.

Borrome'o, Carlo, St, a great church-
man and saint of the 16th century, was born 2d
October 1538, at his father's castle of Arona, on
the Lago Maggiore. He studied law at Pavia,
took the degree of doctor in 1559, and next yeai'

was appointed in quick succession by his uncle,

the new Pope Pius IV. (formerly Cardinal de'

Medici), apostolic protonotary, cardinal, and Arcli-

bishoit of Milan. As a counsellor of the pope the
young cardinal showed wisdom beyond his years,

did much to bring the Council of Trent to a
successful conclusion, and had the principal part
in drawing up the famous Cuteehisnius Roman us.

The saintly simplicity of his manners, his ardent
piety, and his seli-forgetful devotion to duty, united
to make him the ideal bishop, and have kept his

memory green until the present day. But his own
severe morality and his determined efforts to main-
tain ecclesiastical discipline drew upon him the
hostility of the monastic orders, and in 1569 a
wretch of the order of the Uiniliati actually shot
at the archbishojy as he knelt at prayer in his

chapel. Borromeo devoted the greater part of his

revenues to the relief of the poor, and during the
famine of 1570, and the i)lague at IVIilan in 1576,
showed such energetic benevolence and fearless

devotion as to make his name a proverb throughout
Christendom. With a view to provide well-ciualiiied

priests for Switzerland, he founded in 1570 the
Helvetic College at Milan ; and he brought about an
alliance of the seven Catholic cantons—the Golden
Boirontean League—for the united defence of the
faith. Exhausted by his labours and his auster-

' ities, he died 4th November 1584. He was canonised
by l*o[)e Paul V. in 1610. His theological works

were published at Milan in 1747, in 5 vols, folio.

On the western T)ank of the Lago Maggiore, in the
neighbourhood of his birthplace, is a colo.ssal bronze
statue of him. His Life has been written by
Sailer, Dieringer, Sala, Abbe Sylvain (1884), and
(iiussano (Eng. trans, with jireface by Cardinal
Manning, 1SS4 ).— His brother's son, Cimnt Frederico

Borromeo, born 1562, was also a cardinal, and from
1595 to 1631 Archbishop of ]VIilan, where he
founded the Ambrosian Library.

Borrow, George Henry, was born at East
Dereham, Norfolk, 5th July 1803. His father, a
captain of militia, during the war moved about
w'ith his regiment to Scotland, Ireland, and many
parts of England, then settled at Norwich, where
young Borrow attended the grammar-school ( 1816-

18), and for the next live years was articled to a
lirm of solicitors. Already he deserved his Gypsy
title Lavengro ('word-master'), having picked up
a knowledge of Irish, French, German and Danish
(these two under 'Taylor of Norwich'), AVelsh,
Latin, Greek, even of Romany, the language of

that strange G.yi)sy race of which he was almost an
adopted membei". On liis father's death in 1824 he
came up to London to seek his fortune, and fared
ill as hack-writer to Sir Richard Phillips the pub-
lisher. Anon he wandered Gypsy-wise through
England, and, on his wanderings, was all but
l)oisoned by a Romany lieldame, fought and van-
ijuislied the Flaming Tinman, with Isopel Berners
tented in Mumper's Dingle, ami met with other
moving accidents (are tliey not chronicled in his

own book, Lavengro .'). Next—and here facts and
dates are again realities, without any suspicion of

fancy—as agent of the Bible Society he visited St
Petersburg (1833-35), and Portugal, Spain, Morocco
(1835-39). In 1840 he married a weU-to-<lo widow,
and settled down on a small estate of hers at Oulton,
near Lowestoft, where, after travels in South-
eastern Europe (1844), a tour in "Wales (1854), and
a residence of some years in London, lie ended his

days, 26th July 1881. The chief of his fourteen pub-
lislied works are : The Zincali, ur Gi/jjsics of ^pain
( 1840) ; The Bible in Spain ( 1843 ) ; Larenc/ro ( 1851 )

;

its sequel The Poniang Eye (1857): ^\ ild Wales
(1862); and Romano Laeo-Lil, or Word-hook of
the Englis]i- Gypsy Language (1874)—six works, ul

which the iirst three increased, as the last three fell

otf, in vigour and interest. All but the first and
last are autobiograiihical ; an<l even the Zinecdi

and Laro-Lil are full of the author's strong in-

dividuality. He has been likened to Cervantes,

Defoe, Lesage ;
' a Lesage in water-colours ' is how

he described himself. In truth, all three were in

some ways his literary jirogenitors ; none the less he
is always original, always tJeorge Borrow , with his

love of horseflesh, boxing, strong ale, and oi)en-air

life, his hatred of gentility, priestcraft, cant of any
kintl. His rare mastery of good stntng English,

his rarer power of depicting mankind and nature,

are often marred by studied mannerisms, trans-

])arent mystifications, unreasoning crotchets, j\Ian-

fred-like posings. N«)t that here lay his chief

ofl'ending. He was too Englisli for the squeanush
age tiiat prcfedcil the gosjii*! of 'Muscular Christi-

anity ;
' and no writer so well worth reading is even

nowadays so little read. In Mr Watts Dnnton's
' Reminiscences of George Borrow' (Athcniciim,

September 3, 10, 1881) we get a sjilendid picture

of the man—his mighty lignre, frank and childlike

gaze, his line East Anglian accent, his love of

n.ature and love of adventure, his reverence and
unswerving belief in (iod's beneiicence, his talk
— fresh, racy, whimsical— of all the wondrous
things he had seen and heard in his wondrous
life. ' No mans writing can take you into the

country as Borrow's can ; it makes you feel the

sunshine, see the meadows, smell the ilowcrs, hear
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the skylark sing and the grasshopper chirp. Who
else can ilo it ? I know ..f none.'

. .See also AVatts-Dunton's introduction to Lavengro
(lSy3). Dutt's Borrow in East Aivjlki (18%), and the
Life l.y Piof. Knapp (2 vols. 1X99).

Borrowdale, a beautiful valley of West
CunilierlantI, ascending from the head of Derwent-
water towards the Honister I'ass. Its rich and
famous plumhagu miiM- was ..\iiauste.l in KS.iO (see
Bl.ACK Lkaiii.

Borro>viii<;. See Loan, Interest, L'si kv.

BoriMn^illu: Oay.s, the last three days of Mareli
(old styli'), supiiused in Scotch folklore to have
been Itorrowcd by March from April, and to l)e

especially stonny. In ("heshire, the Hrst eleven
days of May are called ' Iwrrowed ilays,' because
in ohl style they l>eIong to April. See Brands
Pojjnifir Antiipiitir.'i { KlJiss ed. vol. i.).

Borrowstouiiiioss. See Bo'ness.

Borsad, i town in the northern division of the
province of IJomliay, 24 miles XE. of the port of
< 'am bay. I'op. 12,228.

Borsippa. See Babel.

Bort. diamon<| -dust. See Dl.VMOXD.

Bo.^iiwick Castle, a splendid ruined peel-
tower, i:iA miles SSK. of Edinburgh. Founded in
1430, it is 110 feet high, and measures 74 bv 69
feet, but has a long reces.s' on the west side wliicli

gives it the shane of a Greek 11. In June 15G7
Queen Mary an<l Bothwell spent four days here.
The historian Kobertson was born at the manse
hard by. ('rieliton Castle, whose beautiful court-
yanl is finely descrilx'd in Mnrmiun, stands If
miles to the east.

Bory de Saint Vincent, .Ieax Baptiste,
a Freiu'h tra\eller and naturalist, was born at

A*i;en in 17H0. In 17!)H he explored Bourbon and
other, islands. He served in the army at I'lm and
-Vusterlitz, on Soult's stall" in Siiain, and as a
colonel at Waterloo: in 1816 he had to retire to

Belgium. He returned to France in 1S20, wrote
for Liberal journals, and for Courtin's Encydu-
pidit, &c. In l.S21t he headed a scientitic e.xpedition
t<i the Morea, and in 1839 to .Vlgeria. He <Ued
22<I December 1846. His most important produc-
tions were: Essui sitr Iis Tli's Forfiinees (1803):
Voyaiji: ihin.'i k\s IIrs iVAfrinnr (1804); Voymfr
Soufrrruui (an account of the Maestricht chalk-
quaiTies, 1823) ; Ll/ummr, Essui Zuulogique sur Ir

Genrr Unmnia (1M27); Rtsiun^' ile la Geographic
de III /'iiiinsiilr ( 1S38).

Borzoi. See Wolf-hound.

Bosa, a cathe<lral city on the west coast of

Sardinia, 8.5 miles XXW. of ("agliari, with a small
port ami some tradi'. Pop. 6096.

Bo.soan-.ilnioffaver, Jr.\N', a Spanish iwet,

born about 149.5 at Barcelona, of an ancient noble
family, came to (iranada to the court of Charles V.
in 15i9. The education of the celebrated Duke of

Alva was aft<?rwards intrusted to him. He died in

1542. He wjis the first to make use of Italian

measures in Spanish verse, and thus became the
creator of the Spanish .sonnet. His poems, which
are still esteemt'd, were first iiublished in 1543; the

best eilition api)eared at Mailrid in 1875.

Boseawen, Ehward, an eminent English
admiral, third son of Viscount Falmouth, was born
19tli .Vugust 1711, and highly distinguished himself

at the taking of Puerto Bello, and at the siege of

Carthagena in 1741. Successively in command of

the Priurr, FrctlrricL and the Drrndnought, in the
latter in .April 1744 he captured the French shij)

Mrxlee, with 800 prisonere. He had an important
share in the victory off Cape Finisterro (3d May

1747), where he was wounded in the shoulder ; and
six months after receiving the command of the East
Indian expedition, he displayed high military
skill in contlucting the retreat' from Pondicherry.
He returned in 1750, and in the following vear
became a lord of the Admiralty. In 1755 he 'was
again afloat, and intercepted the French fleet ott"

X^ewfoundland, capturing two 64-giin ships and
1500 men. In 1757 he was appointed second in
command of the main fleet under Hawke, and in
175S. now admiral of the blue, he was appointed
commander-in-chief of the successful expedition
agahist Cape Breton. Boscawen crowned his
career by his signal victory over the French Toulon
fleet in the Bay of Lagos, 18th August 1759.
On his return home, he received the thanks of
parliament, a pension of £3000 a year, a seat in
the Privy-council, anil the comniand'of the marines.
In the following summer he commanded the fleet in
the Bay of Quiberon. He died 10th January 1761.
Boscawen was notable for his ready and decisive
courage ; amongst the sailors he was known as
'Old Dreadnought.'

Bos'cobel, on the eastern verge of the county
of Shropshire, 7 miles E. of Shift'nall, and 37 X.
of Worcester, was, after the defeat of Worcester
(3d September 1651), for two davs the hiiling-
place of Charles II. The ' Itoyal Oak " in which,
with Major Careless, he concealed himself for more
than twenty-four hours, is represented by a tree
grown from one of its acorns ; but Boscobe) House,
then occupied l)y the Penderel family, still stands,
a half-timbered dwelling. See Thomas Blount's
Bosrijhrl ( KiOD SI ) ; ed. bv J. Hughes ( 1857) ; by C.
G. Thomas (1S94).

BOSCO Rea'le, a village of South Italy, at the
south l)ase of Mount Vesuvius, 10 miles ESE. of

Naples. Pop. 5190.

Boscoyieh, Koger Joseph, a celebrated
mathematician and astronomer, was l)orn at Ka-
gusa in 1711, and at an early age entered the
order of the Jesuits. Before the completion of

his course of studies in Rome, he was appointed
teacher of Mathematics and Philosophy in the
Collegium Romamnn there ; his reputation had Ijeen

previously established by a solution of the problem
to find the sun's equator and Hx the time of his

rotation by observing the spots. The pope gave
him a commission to measure a degree of the
meridian in the States of the Church. He was
sent to London in 1760 in defence of the interests
of Kagusa. In 1764 he was apjiointed to a pro-

fessorsliip in Pavia, and subsequently at Milan.
After the dissolution of his order in 1773, he
went to Paris, received a pension from the king,
antl was appointed director of optics to the navy.
Boscovich afterwards returned to Milan, but fell

into a depres.sion of spirits, which at last grew into
complete insanity. He died in 1787. His works
incluile dissertations on a great variety of im-
portant questions in mathem.atical and physical
.science, and were published collectively under the
title Opera Pertinentia ad Opticnm ct Astrononiiam
(5 vols. 1785). His name is connected with a
molecular theory of physics, flrst published in his

Thcoria Philosophiri; Naturalis (\ieni\&, 1758). He
was also a poet, and his Latin poem, De Solis ac
Lunte Defectibus (1764), was dedicated to the
London Royal Society, of which he had been elected

a member.

Bbsio, Francols Joseph, Bakon, an eminent
sculptor, born March 19, 1769, at Monaco ; studied
first at Paris, next in Italy, and first became famous
by the figures which, at the request of Xapoleon,
he executed for the column in the Place Vendome.
Louis XVIIL and Charles X. also patronised Bosio,
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the fonuer niatle him royal sculptor, the latter, a
baron. He died director of the Academy of Fine
Arts in Paris, July 29, 1S45.

Bosjesilinil. See lUsiiMEN.

Bosiia-Scrai', or Sarajevo, capital of Bosnia,
stands oil tlie liill-slopes that overlook the Bosna
River (3 miles distant), IGG miles SW. by rail of

Bosna- Hrod, on tlie Danube, and 100 miles E. by
rail ( 1S!)1 ) of Metkovicii, a port near the mouth of

the IS^arenta in the Adriatic. The citadel and the
minarets of 100 mosques, the crowded ' charsia ' or
bazaar, and the steep and narrow streets climbing
the hillsides amidst gardens, represent the ancient
Moslem town ; the wide streets on the plain near
the railway station, traversed by tramways and lit

with the electric light, tiie Roman Catholic cathe-
dral, and the Bosnian museum reflect the swift
progress that has taken place since the Austrian
occupation in 1878. Tiie Bogova-Jamia mosque
dates from 1506 ; the Greek cathedral is a large
building; and the Moslem college (1890) is in

Oriental style. The town has considerable trade,

and manufactures tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes ;

the Hungarian government has revived, in a large
factory, the ancient Bosnian art of inlaying gold
and silver in copper and wood. Pop. 30,000,
mostly Bosnians by race, and more than half

INIohammedans, with 5000 Greek Catholics, and
nearly as many Roman Catholics, and 3000 Jews.

Bosnia and Herzegovina, a province lying
between Ualmatia and Slavonia, which has made
very rapiil progress in ])i-osperity since the Berlin
treaty of 1878 put it, till then Turkish, under the
administration of Austria-Hungary. Although not
foruially incorporated by treaty, these provinces
form virtually a ])art of the empire-monarchy.
With the sanjak of Novi-Bazar, occupied but not
administered by Austria-Hungary, the area is

nearly half that of England. Bosnia, the most
beautiful of the Balkan provinces, reminds one of
Styria or the Tyrol in its rugged mountainous
character, its dense forests, and in the ]>icturesque-
ness of its valleys. The Dinaiic Alps, here attain-
ing a maximum altitude of 7663 feet, form the
water-parting between the Adriatic and Danube
basins; and four rivers—the Unna, the Vrbas, the
Bosna (from which the province takes its name),
and the Drina—flow northwards to tlieir confluence
with tlie Save. Herzegovina, on the other hand,
is a bare, rugged, ill-Avatered country of limestone
mountain masses, overstrewn with cyclopean rocks ;

its few valleys are exposed in summer to broiling
heat.

Unlike Slavonia and Hungary, Bosnia offers
no advantages for tlie growth of cereals ; but,
as in Switzerland and the Tyrol, flocks and
herds niay be reared with profit Tiie commerce
of Bosnia is almost exclusively in the hands of the
Jews, tlie majority of whom reside in Sarajevo or
Bosna-Serai, the capital. Witii the exception of
tlie Jews, Tsigans (Gypsies), a few Bulgarians and
Albanians, and some Osmanli Turks, wlio live
in the larger towns of Bosnia, all the inhabitants
of the Illyrian Alps are Slavs, and in Herzegovina
their characteristics are most strongly marked
The Bosnians themselves, though united liy race,
are divideil liy religion, Mussulman against Chris-
tian, Greek-Orthodox against Roman Catholic.
Hence, in spite of every natural advantage, they
were, unlike their Servian lirethren, unable to
emancipate themselves from the Turkisli yoke.
Although they form little over a third of the popu-
lation, the Mussulmans possess more tlian their
siiare of landed pr()))erty.

The superficial area in square miles of Bosnia
is about 16,142; of Herzegovina, 3515; and of
Novi-Bazar, 3522. According to the census of 1885

the po]mlation of Bosnia and Herzegovina was
1,336,091 (Mohammedans, 492,710; Greek-Ortho-
dox, 571,250 ; Roman Catholics, 265,788 ; Jews,
5805); in 1890, 1,505,000. Novi-Bazar has a
population of 153,000. Herzegovina, Slav for
' ducliy,' is formed from the German Hcrzog.

Hiatory.—Bosnia, in ancient times a part suc-
cessively of lUyria, Pannonia, and Dalmatia, was
during the great migrations occupied by Slavs or
Slavonised lllyrians, at first dependent on Hun-
gary ; but it became a kingdom in 1376, under
Tivartko, a native prince. Occupied by the Turks
in 1401, it was annexed in 1463, but not recognised
l)y Europe as a Turkisli province till 1699. Extor-
tionate taxation caused a rebellion of the Christians
in 1849, suppressed by Omar Pasha ; but a more
determined rising in 1875, which the Turks failed
to put down, led to the occupation of the province
by the Austro-Hungarians, which the Moslem pop-
ulation opposed in a flerce but unavailing struggle.
The treaty of Berlin formally intrusted the admin-
istration to Austria-Hungary. Since 1880 extra-
ordinary progress has been made in roads, railways,
flnance, and commerce. See A. Evans, Tlirungh
Bosnia and Hcrzcgoin/ia on Foot (1876); Strauss,

Bosnicn (1884); Laveleye, The Balkan Peninsula
( trans. 1887 ) ; and Asbotli, Bosnia and Herzego-
vina (trans. 1889).

Bosporus ( also BOSPHORUS,' Latinised forms
of a Greek woixl meaning ' ox-ford

' ), the ancient
name of the channel which separates Europe
from Asia, and connects the Black Sea [Euxinc)
with the Sea of Marmora (Propontis). It was
so called, according to the legend, from lo, who
swam across in the form of a cow. Afterwards,
as the same name was bestowed upon other
straits, this was designated the Thracian Bosporus.
Both its south and north entrances have light-

houses on either side. Its shores are elevated, and
throughout its length the strait has on either side

seven bays or gulfs, with corresponding promon-
tories on the opposite side. One of these gulfs

forms the harbour of Constantinople, or, as it is

often called, the Golden Horn. Across the Golden
Horn is Pera, and opposite the imperial city, on
the other side of the Bosporus, is Scutari. The
length of the Bosporus is about 17 miles, with a
breadth of from little more than a third of a mile
to two miles, and its average depth is about 30
fathoms. Both sides look highly picturesque from
the deck of the steamers plying up and down the
straits, being richly dotted with cypresses, laurels,

and ancient plane-trees, and covered with jjalaces,

kiosks, villages, villas, and gardens. At the
middle of this strait, where it is about 2800 feet

in breadth, Darius made his bridge of boats when
he marched against the Scythians. The Bosporus
has long been under Turkish control, and repeated
European conferences, including that of Berlin in

1878, have conlirmed the stipulation of the treaty

made in 1841, that no ship of war belonging to any
nation but Turkey shall pass through it without
the consent of the Ottoman authorities. For map,
see Constantinople.
The name of Cimmerian Bosporus was given

by the ancients to the Strait of Katt'a (q.v. ), also

called the Strait of Yenikale or of Theodosia. The
country on both sides of the Cimmerian Bosporus
formed, about 500 15. C, a kingdom which grew till

it embraced the whole Crimea, and of which the

capital was I'anficapa'idti. Many of its kings

were in close alliance with the Athenians, but

it at length became trilnitary to the Scythians.

Bosquet, PiEPtRE Francois Joseph, French
marshal, born 8th November 1810, at Mont de
Marsan, in Landes ; entered in 1834 the Algerian
army, and reached the rank of general of brigade
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in 1848. In the Crimean war, he contributed
greatly to the victories of Alma and Inkermann,
and took a leailinjjc part in the capture of the
Malakort", where he Wius severely wcnuuled. Made
senator and field-niai-shal in ISoG, he died i5th
Fel)ruary 18G1.

Boss, in Architecture, a raised ornament, cover-
ing the intersections of the ribs of ceilings. They

Boss.—From N'otredamc la Itiche, Tours.

are more frequently seen in vaulted roofs, as in the
aisles of a church, but occur also where the ceiling
is Hat. In early Norman work there are generally
no bosses, and they become richer anil more fre-

quent jvs we advance towanls the Decorated and
lVri>cndicular styles. In. the Decorated style the
l)oss usually consists of foliage, sometimes combined
with animals, heads, and the like. Coats-of-arms,
charged with armorial bearings, came then also to
l)e used for tiiis puriu)se, though they were more
freipient in the IV'r|iendieular. -The boss of a bit is

the ornament witli whic-li a liridlebjt terminates
at eacii end. It was borne in tiie arms of the
corporation of Lorimers. See LuKt.MEH.

Boss, a modified form of the Dutch baaa,
' master,' is used in the United States for an
emnloyer of labour, or a local political chief;
ana in Britain is a slang woril, or is employed
humorously. To ' bo.ss ' is to play the master.

Bossiiet, J.vcijCES Hkxi(;ne, wlio ranks with
Mas.-illon as the greatest of Kreiicli pulpit orators,

w;us born at Dijon on the 27th Sei)teml)er 1G27.

His family l>elonged to the middle cUuss. He Wiis

educated m tiie Jesuits' School in Dijon, and at the
College de Navarre in Paris. He received a
canonry at Metz in 1052, and soon afterwards
earned di.stinction as a controversialist by a reply to

a work of the I'rotestant di\ine, I'aul Ferri. In

1061 he preached for the lirst time in the cliai)el of

the Louvre before Louis XI\'., who was so impressed
by the discoui-se, that he wrote to Bo.ssuet's father

congratulating him upon iiaving .such a son. lios-

suet remained at Pans until 1G69. His reputation
as an orator sprea<l over France, and he became
the recognisetl ciiief of the devout party at court.

After hoKling for a short time the bisiiopric of

("ondom, he wa.s apjjointed tutor to the Dauphin,
for whose benelit he is said to have written his

IH.scouis sur r Ilistoirc Cniirrscllc {IG19). In 1G80
he wjis electeil to the academy, .and in 1681 he re-

ceiveil the bishopric of Meau.x. He took a leading

I)art in the (Jallican controversy. His Ej-position

ilf la Doitrinc dc I' itijli.w L'ntholiqnc nnr les jiatidres

dt' Controvcrse—in which he advocated the royal

as oppose«l to the papal claims—was adopted by
the assembly of the French clergy held in 1682.

He was less fortunate in his controversy with
Fenelon, wiiose mysticisin he regarded as heretical,

and whom he attacked with an excessive violence,

in strong contrast to the (luiet and telling irony of

Ids adversary's reply. Tlie king, however, and
ultimately the pope, supported Bossuet. He wa.s

made a member of the Council of State in 1697,

and first almoner to the Duciiess of Burgumly in
1698. He died at Paris on the 16th April 1704.
Bossuet's character is not an attlactive one. He
never protested against the king's licentiousness,
o{)l)ressions, and unjust wars. As a preacher, he
had neither the outspoken courage of Bourdaloue
nor the persuasive gift of [Nlassillon. His greatest
works are the Hisfoin- Universclle, reganled by
niany as the first attempt at a philosopiiy o'f

history, and the Oraisous Funcbrcs, discourse's on
the death of the two Henriettas of England, of
Conde, of Turenne, and of the Princess Palatine.
Their chief characteristics are the splendour of
the diction and the sustained flight of the rhetoric.
While their author cannot be classed among great
original thinkers, he is not a mere weaver of
elotpient words. Intense religious conviction and
deep knowledge of human nature give fervour and
weigiit to his imposing sentences. As a contro-
versialist, he combines, when at his best, the
energ^V of enthusiivsm with great dialectic ability

;

gra.sping his subject firmly, and showing remarkable
wealth and felicity of allusion and metaphor. His
chief controversial work is the Histoire dcs Varia-
tions des £qlises Protcstantcs (168S). Bossuet was
also the author of Muximcs sur la Com^die ; Confer-
ence acec le Ministrc Claude (1678); Ncgociations
avec Leibnitz ( 1691 ) ; Dc r£tat Present de V£glise ;

Sur la Morale licMchfe ; Mimoircs pr(sent(s d Louis
X/r. (1700); Politique Tirfe dc Sainte £criture,
in which he upholds the divine rights of kings,
and which was published in 1709. The be.st edition
of Bossuet's works is the Benedictine (Versailles,
1815-19). See his Life by Keaume (3 vols. Paris,

1870), ami the Mhnuires et Journal of the Abb^
Ledieu, Bossuet's secretary.—JACQUES BossUET,
nephew of the al)ove, was born in 1644. He became
Bishop of Troves, where he died, 12th July 1743.

He left a voluminous correspondence, dealing mainly
with the controversy between his uncle and Fenelon.

Kossut. Charles, mathematician, born at
Tartaras, near Lyons, 11th August 1730, was
furthered in his earlv studies by Clairaut and
D'Alembert, and was, trom 17521111 the Revolution,
1)rofessor at Mezit'res, and under the empire in the
'olytechnic Schools at Paris, where he died, 14th
January 1S14. In the compulsory retirement that
followed the Revolution he wrote his famous Essai
sur rili.stoire GfnCrale des Matheniatiques. He
edited Pascal's works (5 vols. 1779).

Bostail' (El), 'the (Jarden,' a town of Asiatic
Turkey, situated in a pltiin on the Sihun, on the
north side of Mount "Taurus, 40 miles NW. of

Marash. Pop. 8500.

Boston, a parliamentary and municipal borough
and seaport in Lincolnshire, on both sides of the
Witham, 30 miles SE. of Lincoln, and 107 miles
NE. of London, by rail. Its name is a contrac-
tion of ' B(jtolph"s town,' and it is commonly sup-
posed to occuny the site of the Benedictine abbey
toumled on tne Witham by St Botolph in 654,

and destroyed in 870 by the Danes. Lender the
Normans, Boston became a place of importance,
and in 1204 it i)ai<l the largest dues (£780) of

any English port but London (£836). In the
reign of Edward III. many foreign traders settled,

and the merchants f)f the Hanseatic League estab-

lished a guild in Boston. After their departure,
the town declined, and the suppression of the
monasteries by Henry VIII. further injured it;

but his grant of a charter of incorporation,

and Mary's subsequent grant of extensive lands,

partly compensated for this. The modern town
consists clueHy of four good streets, two on either

side of the river, here crossed by a handsome bridge.

The parish church of St Botolph measures 283 by
99 feet, and is one of the largest without transepts
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in England. The tower is 26;^ feet hij^'h : it is ui

the Perpendicular style of architecture, and ter-

minates in an ocfajronal lantern, doubtless intended

.Sc JJotuliih'.s Church, Uotton.

for a lighthouse hy land and l>y sea, as well as a
campanile, and by all the district, as seen rising

above everything for miles around, is known as
' The Stump.' The founder's chapel is in the Early
Decorated style of Edward II. ( 1307), and the nave,

aisles, and the western part of the chancel are of

the Late Decorated, Edward III. In 1843 the
restoration of the church was commenced, the
works continuing ten years, and over £10,000 being
expended. A cliapel to the memory of the Kev.
Thomas Cotton, at one time vicar of Boston, was
erected at the expense of the inhabitants of the
daughter-city of Boston in America. A promenade
by the river is tastefully laid out, with a people's

park, ])ublic gardens, and recreation ground adjoin-

ing. Boston has also a free grammar, charity,

national, and other schools, a guildhall, covered
markets for fish, fo^ls, l)utter and eggs, a working-
men's college, and school of art. The clearing of

the river of silt, the formation of a new channel in

1881, and the opening of a new dock in 1884,

have greatly jtromoted the trade of Boston. Ships
of 2000 tons can reach the heart of the town ; and
the number of foreign vessels entering the i)ort rose

from 17 in 1884 to 170 in 1887. The chief exports
are coal, machinery, corn, and wool ; and the im-
ports consist of timber, maize, cotton-seed, and
general merchandise. The river ami canals fuinish
conununication witli Lincoln <and several other
towns. Boston is a great market for cattle and
sheep, and has manufa<;tures of canvas, sail-cloth,

ro])es, sacking, beer, iron, brass, leather, bricks,

whiting, and hats, with some shipliuihling. Fox
the martyrologist, and Herbert Ingram, founder of

the Illustrated London Ncios, to whom a statue
was erected in 18(52, were natives of Boston. Since
the Distribution of Seats Act ( 1885) Boston returns

only one member to parliament. Pop. of municipal
borougli (1851) 14,733; of parliamentary, 17,518;
(18!J1) 14,593 and 18,711.

Boston, the capital of Massachusetts, and one
of the chiei cities of the United States, is situated
on an inlet of Massachusetts Bay, copyright isss m u.s.

called Boston Harbour, at the by j. b. uppincott

mouths of the Charles and Mystic company,

rivers, in 42° 21' 27" N. lat.,'7r 3' 30" W. long.,

and 234 miles NE. of New York by rail.

Boston possesses an excellent harbour, protected
by several forts, and covering 75 m^. m., with a
mininuim deiith of 23 feet at low tide, and is in

all respects favourably situated both for foreign
commerce and coasting-trade ; the harbour has four
line lighth(juses, and is dotted with more than fifty

islands, on some of which hospitals have been built.

Eight lines of railway, controlling over 2000 miles
of road, converge at this city, in the outskirts of

which the Junction Railroad connects most of the
lines with one another ; and ten lines of ocean-
steamers ply regularly between this and British
and other foreign ports. The chief imports are
sugai, wool, hides (for its large boot and shoe
manufactories), chemicals, flax, and cotton goods;
the piincipal exports, meat and dairy products,
lattle, bread-stufl's, cotton, and tobacco. The value
ot imports for the fiscal year, ending June 30, 1887,
was 161,018,330, and of exports $59,001,505; 2647
\essels in the foreign trade, of 1,258,524 tons,

enteied the port in 1886, 1949 of them, with a
tonnage of 892,897, being British. The Charles-
town government navy yard is within the present
limits of Boston, and the city, besides being the
seat of many varied local manufactories, is the
iieadquarters of heavy railroad, mining, and in-

surance interests, the active operations of which
are carried on in all sections of the L^nited States.

It has 60 National Banks, with an aggregate capital

of about $60,000,000, 13 savings-banks, and a board
of trade.

Boston is exposed to east winds, and pulmonary
complaints are very prevalent ; but otherwise its

I

Map of Boston and Vicinity.

climate is healthy. It is one of the best built

cities in the Cnited States, prominent among
its specimens of elaborate architecture being

Trinity Church and the Roman (.atholic cathedral,

the former erected at a cost of $750,000, an<l

said to l)e the finest church in New England.
The streets in the (dder portion of the city, once

singularly irregular in their course, have been very

generally straightened, at great expense, and most
of the principal ones are traversed by tramways,
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wliioli extend for many miles, eoniiectiny with
sulturban towns. Nevertheless, the ' North End '

still preserves somethinj,' of the
appearance that rharacterised
the town in colonial times. Tiie
older buildings include the State-
house ( 179.")), with a consjiicuou^
;,'ilded dome, and frr)ntinj; nn
the well-ke])t Common, the Olil

State-house (1712), ('hri>t

Church (1723), Faneuil Hall
( 1743), afterwards termed 'Tiic
Cradle of Lil)erty,' an<l Kin;;s
Ciiape! (17.">4). .(\monj,' later
pulilic Imildings ;ind institution^
may l»e noted Tremont Temple.
the liead(i\iarters of New Eng-
land Bantists, containing an
auiiience-liall. with seats for

2()(X>, ami a line organ: the Free
TuMic I.ii.rary, with a half-

million hound volumes, acces-
silile to all comers; the govern-
ment Post ollice and Suh-trea-
sur>- huilding, of granite, ereoteil

at a cost of ahont .Sli.OOO.CHX);

the Lowell Institute, for the
support of free puldic lectures;
the -Massachusetts, City, and
several minor hospitals ; a large
numher of homes, a.sylunis, and
ornhamiges, under the charge of the various
religious denominations ; and city ilispeiisaries and
institutions for the insane, the Mind, \c.

Boston has ahout 22.') churches, of which M are
Congrcgationulist. .SI lioman Catholic, 27 Bajjtist,

30 Methodist, 2t) I'nitarian, and 2() Ejiiscopalian.

Its elaborate .system of public .schools embraces
high, normal, and Latin schools, over 50 gram-
mai schools, and more than 4<K) schools of nunor
graile, with a stall' of some 14(KI teachers. The
average attendance of pupils is over 60,000, and
about .s2,tXM>,(MM> is expended annually for school

purposes. Among the higher institutions of learn-

ing are the Boston College (Catholic); the Boston
I'niversity (Methodist), for the education of both
.sexes ; schools of technology and industrial

science ; two conservatories of music, both of high

rei)ute ; schixds of law ami ilivinity ; and the
Ma.s.sachusetts Medical College, connected ^\•ith

Harvard I'liiversity, which, though located in the

adjacent city of Cambridge, is virtually a Boston
uistitution.

The ' Hub of the I'nivoi-se' has long been noted
for the interest taken by its citizens in literature,

science, and art. The city possesses some 250

literary, musical, and kindred ii.ssociations, many
of them incorporated atid endowed, besides a
number of social and political clubs. The number
of newspaper- and periodicals here published is

about 2.50, of which are issiu'd daily, and the I

remaimler weekly, monthly, or i]uarterly.
j

(Jriginallv founded in 1030 unon a peninsula
j

known as sliawmut, it was lirst called Trimountain,

from the three hills which were then a marked
feature of the territory, and was afterwards oHi-

cially named Boston, after Boston in Lincolnsliire,

the native place of some of the principal coloni.sts.

This tract, purchiused from the original settler,

William Blaxton (or Blackstoue), for £.30, com-

liriseil 783 acres ; but by successive additions the

territory of the city has been increa.sed, until, in

1H8S, it covered 2.3,661 acres, or nearly 37 -sq. m.

Among these additions are comi)rised the city of

Koxburv, annexed in 1.S67; Dorchester, annexed

in 1869; and Charlestown, AVest Roxbury, and

Brighton, annexed in 1.S7.S. Charlestown had in

1870 a ]>oi>ulation of 28,000. Large tracts of ground

also have been reclaimed from the harbour and its
branches, and sixteen bridges, bos^ides the railway-

IVabudy, Boston.)

bridges and steam -ferries, connect the city with
its suburbs.

Boston has been identilied with many events of

general interest to Americans, such as the meeting
of the lirst grand jury (1635), and the publication
of the lirst regular newspaper ( 1704). The stern,

imi)atient Puritan spirit of its founders led to the
banishment of heretics and the execution of

t^uakeis and witches, and later, to the ex])ulsion

of .lames ll.s odicials. The consi)icuous part
borne by the town in the early troubles with
England brought about the 'Boston Ma.ssacre ' of

1770, in which several people were killed by the lire

of the soldiery ; and after the destruction of the
British-taxed tea in the harbour (1773), the port

w;is practically closed, and the town occupied by a
Briti.sh force, which, in March 1776, was linally

compelled to evacuate the i)lacc (see Bl'NKKK II ILL).

From 18.30 to 1860 Boston was the headfjuarters of

the movement for the supi>ression of slavery, against
which its citizens had shown a strong feeling as

early as 1645. The city has suttered from several

destructive contlagrations, that of 1872 having been
exceeded in the L'nited States in the extent of the
calanuty only by the Chicago lire (1871).

Boston was the birthidace of Franklin, Copley

the painter, his sou Lord Lyndhurst, Poe, Emerson,
Ticknor, Sumner, and ParUmiui, as Caml)ridge was
of Holmes and Lowell ; while as.sociated with it

and Cambridge have been Hawthorne, Longfellow,

Agassiz, Whittier, Motley, Bancroft, Prescott,

Clianning, Theodore Parker, Dana, Margaret
Fuller, Thoreau, Aid rich, the Alcotts, Jameses,

an.l Howells. Pop. (1800) 24,937 ; (1840) 9.3,383 ;

(1860) 177,840; (1880) .362,839; (1890) 448,447.

Besiiles tlie suburbs already named are South
Boston and ( on Noddle s Island ) East Boston ; and
the cities of Cambridge (<j.v.), on the other side of

the .James, Newton, Somerville, and Chelsea are

practically suburbs. See Winsor's History of
Boston (4: vols. 1880-82).

Boston^ TiloM.vs, a Scottish divine, was born

at Duns, Berwicksliire, 17tli March 1676, son of a

father who was imprisoned for nonconformity.

Two years after leaving the grammar-school of his

native town, he in 1691 entered the university of

Edinburgh. He received license as a preacher
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in 1697, and was greatly appreciated by the serions

portion of the coninuinity ; but his uncoiuproniising

character prevented him from receiving a clerical

charge kn- two years. As he puts it in liis autobio-

graphy, he was', ' through the mercy of God, gener-

ally accei)table to the people, but could never fall

into the good graces of those who had the stroke in

the settling of parishes.' At length, in 10t»9, he was
ordained minister of Simprin, Berwickshire, and in

1707 was translated to Ettrick, in Selkirkshire, where
he died on the 20th May 1732. Of his works the one
by which he was best known is the Fourfold State,

published in 1720. It discourses of human nature

in its fourfold state of primitive integrity (in Eden),
entire depravity (by the fall), recovery begun on
earth, and happiness or misery consummate here-

after. This work went through many editions, and
was long recognised as a standard exposition of

Calvinistic theologj-. The Crook in. the Lot was a
little book of a more attractive character, written

in a quaint and striking style, and full of allusions

to Bible history and biography. This book anil

his posthumous A Ktobiography (the latter publishetl

in 1776) were great favourites with the Scottish

f)easantry, and were to be found in almost every
louse. As a pastor, Boston was eminently laborious

and deservedly pojjular. In the ecclesiastical courts

he distinguished himself by his zeal in defence of

the church's independence, anil in the controversy
regarding the Marrow of Modeni Bivuu'ti/ {which
was objected to as being too free in its oilers of

salvation) he was one of the ten ministers
who declared their approval of that work
(see Marrow Controversy). As a theologian,

Boston had a marked influence upon his own and
succeeding generations. His language, sentiments,
and characteristic modes of expressing the pecu-
liarities of Calvinistic psychology, have coloured
the style of Scottish iireaching more than have
those of any other writer of the same school.

Although often displaying what we should now call

narrowness, Boston exhibits also Hashes of insight
and beauty, quaint felicities of diction—as, for in-

stance, when in The Crook in the Lot he warns the
profligate against the possibility of a ' leap out of

Delilah's lap into Abraliam's bosom '—and an occa-
sional shrewdness of thought, which render his

works even yet worth studj-ing.

Boswell, James, immortal as the companion
and biographer of Dr Johnson, was born at Edin-
burgh, 18th October 1740. He was the eldest son of

Lord Auchinleck, a judge in the Court of Session,
who had taken his title from an estate in Ayrshire,
which had belonged to the family since the reign
of James IV. He had his education at the Edin-
burgh High School and at the universities of
Edinburgh and Glasgow, but his impressionable
nature and characteristic love of such distractions
and dissipations as were available showed them-
selves early, and caused much dissatisfaction to the
surly but shrewd old judge. A year in London at
twenty spoiled him for ever for a provincial. That
restless itch for writing, which was yet to lead
him so far, made him, a boy of eighteen, keej)
an 'exact journal,' write poems and prologues
to iLdinburgh plays, and j)uljlisli, at twenty-three,
a series of would-be clever and Avitty letters
that had passed between himself and a companion
of equal age and experience. His capacity for
making friends and for falling temporarily in
love, and his eagerness to know people that were
notorious for anything, were as deep-rooted in his
nature as his love of letters and literary distinctions.
During his second visit to London he had the
supreme ha])piness to make the acquaintance of Dr
Johnson in the back-parlour of Tom Davies's shop
in Russell Street (May 16, 1763). The sincerity
of the disci[)le's respect seems to have touched the

master's heart, and the acquaintance quickly
ripened into a warm friendship, which stood the
strain of many a brutal rebufl' on Johnson's part,

and was kept in repair by frequent letters on ooth
sides throughout the rest of Johnson's life. A few
months later Dr Johnson accompanied Boswell
to Harwich, on his journey to stmly civil law at
Utrecht, and parted from him with counsels to
be studious and steady, and many expressions
of warm att'ection. At Utrecht Boswell spent
one winter between study and dissipation, on an
allowance from his father of £240 a year ; after
which, instead of returning home, he proceeded on
a tour through Germany, Switzerland, and Italy,

making on the way, with his usmil assiduity, the
acquaintance of Voltaire and Rousseau. The latter

gave him a letter of introduction to Paoli, and to
that hero the indefatigable Boswell at once repaired.

He was well received by the Corsicans, and for a time
played the great Englishman to his heart's content,
not forgetting the while to ask Paoli ' a thousand
questions with regard to the most minute and
private circumstances of his life.' Soon after his

return he was admitted advocate (July 1766), and
seems to have had some little professional success,

and to have employed himself voluntarily at least

in the last stages of the famous Douglas cause.

His Acroitnt of Corsica appeared early in 1768,

and had great success. Johnson said the journal
was ' in a very high degree delightful and curious

;

'

but the poet Gray, whose eyes were undimmed by
the partiality of friendship, called it, in a letter to

Horace Walpole, ' a dialogue between a green goose
and a hero.' Early in 1767 Boswell waited upon
Chatham in Corsican costume to plead for Paoli,

and was honoured some time after by ii Marni
letter from the great statesman, which encouraged
him in reply to the characteristic temerity of ask-

ing, ' Could your lordship find time to honour me
now and then with a letter ? To correspond with
a Paoli and with a Chatham is enough to keep a
young man ever ardent in the pursuit of virtuous
fame.' From this time Boswell's mind was much
taken up with a succession of matrimonial schemes,
which ended somewhat prosaically with his mar-
riage, in November 1769, to his cousin, Margaret
Montgomery, a i)rudent and amiable woman, who
bore him seven children, and who proved herself

a sensible and forgiving wife. On the same day
his father married a cousin of his own, to the son's

disgust and alarm. The old judge allowed his son
£300 a year, and from time to time paid his

debts for him, but not without much grumbling
and many threats. Boswell never became a pros-

})erous lawyer, and continued to make visits to

London almost every year. In April 1773, fortu-

nately for the world, but against the Avishes of

many of the members, he was elected, through
Johnson's influence, a member of the famous
Literary Club. Later in the same year occurred
the memorable journey to the Hebrides. Neither
the old judge nor Boswell's own wife could under-
stand the enthusiasm for the uncouth-looking
philosopher, and although the latter was studiously
polite, she could not hide from the astute Johnson
the fact that he was disliked. In 1775 Boswell
began to keep his terms at the Inner Temple, and
was ultimately called to the English bar in 1786 ;

in 1776 the Auchinleck i)roperty was entailed upon
him ; and in the August of 1782 he succeeded, on
his father's death, to an estate of £1600 a year.

His last meeting with .Johnson A\as at a dinner at

Sir Joshua Reynolds's early in 1784, the year
towards the close of wiiich Johnson died. Croker
calculated that Pxiswell met Johnson in all (m 180

days, or 276 including the Scotch tour. Boswell
now made some attem))ts to enter on a political

career, for some years entertained hopes from the
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patroiuij^e of Lord Lonsdale, and could not under-
stand I'itfs ' utter folly ' in not seeing the value of
' my itopularainl pleasant talents

;

' but his sole reward
wa-s the recordersliip of Carlisle, which he resigned
in a year, through resentment of his patron's treat-
ment of him. In 1789 his wife died, and hencefor-
ward his drinking habits gained the better of him
inore completely. But indeed he had been drink-
ing all his days, with tits of repentance and
.solemn promises of amendment between. From his
drunkard's hypochondria and the pressure of dith-
culties for money he found refuge in the prepara-
tion of his life of Johnson, which occupied him
several years. Spite of occasional despondency and
the pinch of financial ditticulty, he refused td part
with the copyright, and his conhilence was justihed.
The book appeared in the Mav of 1791, was received
with deligiit, and sold rapidly. A second edition
\yjis issued in July 1793. Hut his success failed to
lift him out of his gloom and intemperance, and his
health began to give wav. He died in London,
after a brief illness, 19th May 1795.

IJoswell's Lift- of Johnson is admittedly our
greatest biography, and the remarkable meVit of
the book has led many to wijiider how it could
po.ssibly have been written by a man of such egre-
gious weakness and vanity as Boswell. Indeed,
Macaulay ailvanced the preposterous parado.x that
it wiis becau.se of his unrivalled (iiuilities as a fool

that its author had written the Itest life in exist-
ence. The true explanation, however, is that this
vanity and folly by no means maile up the whole
mental eiiuipmcnt of Boswell, ami that these un-
enviable fjtialities in his character have merely
become so conspicuous because he had so much
less reticeni'c than ordinary men. The nijui who
coulil retain the friendship of Sanuiel Johnson,
and who could be described as ' the best travelling
companion in the world,' was .something more than
a parasite and a fool. Nor could the most veracious
fool have written such a dexterously artistic book.
Nothing has sut!ere<l in his hands; indeed, we know
from some evidence we happen to have about a few
conversatictns, that these at anyrate have gained
greatly in j)oint from his editorial touch. He adds
not one word too much, but gives us the most vivid

dramatic pictures by a few simple but subtle strokes.

This Is not the work of memory nearly so much as

of artistic reproduction—it is not photographic and
realistic half so much as it is idealistic ami creative.

We have here a special literary faculty, and, more-
over, one of the rarest. This noisy, uglv, foolish,

drunken Scotch lawyer and laird had in liim some-
thing of the true Shakespearian secret.

The latest ami best editiijiis of Boswell's great
work are those by Napier (4 vols. 1884; two sumde-
nientary vols, contain Btjswell's Jouninl of n lour
to flu: Hthrid's, and ' Johnsoniana') and Ijy Dr
Birkbeck Hill (6 v(ds. 1887). Invaluable for the

new light thrown on Boswell's innei character are

his own lifelong Lifters to Temple (1856), whose
aci)uaintance he had made while yet a student at

Kdiiiburgh Tniversity, and Bosuxlliann (1874) by
("liaries Rogers. The famous essays by Macaulay
and Carlyle contradict rather than correct each

other ; but the latter has much more truth in it

than the former. There is a Life by Percy Fitz-

gerald (2 vols. 1891).

Boswell's eldest son, ALEXANDER, was bom at

Auchinleck in 1775, and educated along with his

younger brother James at Westminster and Ux-
iford. He settled at Auchinleck, and set up here

a private press, at which he i)rinted many rare

books in early English and Scottish literature.

He had all his" father's industry and love of letters,

and published many volumes of more or less meri-

torious verse. Alreaily, in 1803, he had printed a

volume of vigorous poems in the Ayrshire dialect,

and in 1817 he contributed twelve songs to Thom-
son's Select CoUcetion of Original Scottish Airs, of
which ' Good-night, and joy be wi' ye a',' ' Jenny's
Baubee,' and 'Jenny dang the Weaver ' are still

popular. A devoted admirer of Burns, Boswell
raised by his exertions £2000 for the monument
on the banks of the Doon. He was created a
baronet in 1821 for a loyal son<', ' Long live George
tiie Fourth.' He died' at Balmuto in Fife, 27th
Marcii 1822, of a wound received the day before in
his duel with James Stuart of Dunearn, who had
challenged him as the author of some anony-
mous political pasquinades.

—

Jame.s Boswell,
his younger brother, was born in 1778. He early
became intimate with Malone, and assisted him
in his Shakespeare work. His name is now known
chieHy to Shakesjjeare scholars as the editor of
what is known as the third Variorum Shakespeare
(21 vols. 1821). He died suddenly at his chambers
in the Temple, February 24, 1822.

Boswellia, a genus of Amyridacea', of which
the species are still very imperfectly known,
although the product of some of them—Olibanum
(q.v. ), generally believed to have been the Frank-
incense (q.v. ) of the ancients—has long been of
considerable commercial importance for the pre-
paration of incense. The mo.st important species
appears to be B. carteri, but several other species or
varieties have been described from the same region
( Southern Arabia and Eastern Africa, near Cape
Guardafui). B. thurifera or scrrata of Coromamfel
yields a .'^oft fragrant incense-resin, but which is

not true olibanum ; and the closely allied B. glabra
also yields a comparatively coarse resin, sometimes
used as incense, but also boiled with oil as a sub-
stitute for pitch. The Abys.sinian B. papyrifera
(so called from its laminated paper-yielding bast)
also yields an olibanum, but it is not collected.

Bosnortll, or Market Bosworth, a small
market-town in Leicestershire, 12 miles W. by S.

of Leicester. On a moor 2 miles to the south was
fought ( 1485) the battle in which Richard III. was
slain, and which terminated the Wars of the Roses.

On an elevation, called Cnjwnhill, Lord Stanley
placed the crown on the head of the Earl of Rich-

UKmd, Henry VII. Simpson the mathematician
w as a native, and Dr John.son was an usher in the

grammar-.school. Pop. of parish, 4100.

Bos>vurtIl, Joseph, D.L)., an Anglo-Saxon
scholar, was born in Derbyshire, in 1789, and
eilucated at Repton, Aberdeen, and Trinity College,

Camljridge. Presented in 1817 to the vicarage of

Little Horwood, Buckinghamshire, he devoted all

his spare time to literature, and especially to re-

searches in Anglo-Saxon. The result of his labours

appeared in his Elements of Anglo-Saxon Grammar
( 1823), and A Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon Lan-
guage (1838), his magnum opus, a new edition of

which, bv Professor Toller, has been issued from

the Clarendon Press since 1882. Bosworth resided

as British chaplain in Holland from 1829 to 1840,

when he obtained the vicarage of Waithe, in

Lincolnshire, in 1857 becoming rector of Water
Stratford, Buckinghamshire, and in 1858 professor

of Anglo-Saxon at the university of Oxford. He
gave £10,000 towards the estaldishment of a pro-

fes.sorship of Anglo-Saxon at Cambridge, having,

according to his own statement, realised £18,000

by the sale of his works. He died 27th May 1876.

Boszor'llieiiy, a town of Hungary, 10 miles

NNW. of Debreczin. Pop. ( 1880) 19,0.35.

Bot, Bot-fly, Gad-fly, and Warble-fly,
names common to many insects of the family

(Estrida-, the genus ( JLstrus of Linna-us. The name
bot is sometimes restricted to the parasitic and

destructive larva', which appears to have been its

original use, the other names being given to the
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perfect adults, aud the name gad-Jly often to blood-

sucking insects of the very different genus Tabanus
(q.v. ), to mIucIi some try to restrict it. The insects

or this family are now supposed not to be those
which were called (Jistrus by the ancients, although,
like them, extremely troublesome to cattle. They
are Dipterous (two-winged) (q.v.) insects, nearly
allied to the Muscides ( House-riv, Flesh-llv, Blow-
ilv, &c.).

The liead is large, and as if blown out ; the
antenna^ are short and spring from deep pits ; the
proboscis and palps are degenerate ; the eyes are
small, and there are three eye-spots ; the posterior
part of the body is roumled ; the hindmost legs are
often very long. The larva> have toothed body-rings,
and are parasitic in the nose, throat, stomach, or

under the skin of mammals, and <ire unfortunately
more familiar than the bee-like adults.

( 1 ) The Horse-bot, or (iad-fly of the Horse
(Gasteropfiiltis, or Gastrus or CEstrus cqui), some-
times also called the Breeze and Horse-bee, is much
less common in Britain than in some parts of the
continent of Europe, and occurs chiefly in elevated
heathy districts. It is not quite half an inch in
length, woolly, with yellowish-gray head, rusty
thorax and abdomen, and whitish wings, with
brownish-gray spots. The alxlomen of the female

Horse Eot-Hy :

a, a liorse-liair with eggs of bot-fly ; 6, one egg iiiagiiitied ; <-,

)arva ; d, pui)a ; e, perfect insect female, a little larger than
lile.

ends in a l)lack horny egg-laying tul»e. In the later
part of Slimmer, the female hovers about horses.
and deposits her eggs on their hairs, where the>-

remain attached l)y a glutinous substance, until
they, or the larv;e just emerging from them, are
licked off by the tongue of the horse, their destined
l)lace being its stomach. It is believed that the fly

deposits her eggs only on those parts which are
acce.s.sible to the horse's tongue, seeming to prefer
the back of the knee-joint, where they may
sometimes be found in hundreds. The larva is

yellowish, without feet, sliort, thick, soft, com-
posed of rings which have a double row of short
teeth surrounding them ; it is somewhat sharply
pointed at one end—the head ; and the mouth
is furnished with two hooks, one on each side,
for taking hold of the inner coat of the horse's
stomach, to which the bot attaches itself, an<l
from which it derives its subsistence, hanging in
clusters sometimes of three or four, sometimes
of more than one hundred. Here it spends the
winter, and in the following summer, when it is

about an inch long, it disengages itself, and being
carried through the horse's intestines, burrows
in the ground, and changes into an oval black
pupa with spiny rings, from which, in a few
weeks, the perfect insect comes forth. Multitudes,
of course, become the prey of birds l>efore tliey can
accomplish their burrowing. It has been disputcid
wliether or not bots are very injurious to horses

;

and some have with apparent imjirobability )nain-

tained that, when not excessively numerous, their
presence is rather beneficial.—The Red-tailed Horse-
bot ( (r. ha'inorrhoiddiis), also a British species, de-
posits its eggs upon the lips of the horse, distres.sing

it very much by the annoyance which it gives in so
doing. The larvie attach themselves chiefly to the
surface of the intestine and about the anus of the
horse, and sometimes cause an annoying irritation.

Linseed-oil is used for their lemoval. G. naaulis
also Hnds its way into the stomach, more frequently
the small intestine, of the horse.

(2) The Ox-bot, Ox Gad-fly, or Warble-fly (Hy-
pndcrmo or (Estrus buiris), is iliore troublesome than
any species of horse-bot. It is a beautiful insect,
not unlike a humble-bee, not quite half an inch long,
and thicker in proportion than the horse-bots ; it has
brown unspotted wings ; the face whitish, the crown

Ovipositor
of Bot-fly

:

highly magnified.

Ox liot-fly :

(I, larva, fnll grown, natural size ; b, pupa ; c, perfect insect,

a little larger than life.

of the he<ad brown, the thorax black, the abdomen
whitish, with a broad black l)and around the middle,
and yellow hairs at the extremity, where also the
female has an ovipositor, a remarkable organ, formed
of a horny substance, and consisting of four tubes
retractile within one another, like the pieces of a
telescope ; and the last of them ter-

minating in ti\'e points, three of

which are longer than the others,

and hooked. By means of this

organ, a small round hole is pierced
in the hide of an ox's back, in

which an egg is deposited. Egg-
laying takes place during summer,
especially in heat and sunshine

;

hence the importance (jf cattle

having shade, and when possible

water shelter. The fly is very
quick in depositing her egg, not
remaining upon the back oi the anunal more
than a few seconds. Cattle exhibit great alarm
!ind excitement at the presence of the warble-
fly, and rush wildly about, with head stretched
forward, and tail stuck out, to escape from their

tormentor. The further injury done by this insect

is often, however, very great ; the larva—a little

pearl-white maggot
(
icarhlc or irormal

)

—feeding
upon the juices beneath the skin, causes a swelling,

called a toarh/r, forming a sort of sac, within which
it lives and grows, amidst a kind of purulent matter
suited to its appetite ; and from which it finally

emerges, leaving a small sore, and like the horse-

bot, undergoes its further transformations in the
gr(mnd. Tlie warbles open in Jainiary or February,
and a breathing chinmey communicates with the
surface ; the larva; should then be squeezed out, and
smothered with any thick greasy matter, .such iis

M'DougaH's dip, cart-grease and sulphur, &c. To
prevent the panic and often fatal galloping, train-

oil, jn-eferably with some flowers of sulplnir and
spirits of tar, should be inbbed on spine, loins,

and ribs. Warbles also occur, usually singly,

under the skin of horses.

(3) The Sheep-bot ( CZiV/-«.s- ov Cc/j/tulunii/id oris)

is a much more .serious pest than any other British

species, and is not nnfre(|uently very destructive to
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flocks. The insect is smaller tlian eitlier the
ox-l>ot or horse-lxit, is of a yellow isli-^jriay colour,

witli a larj;e head and yellow face, and is most
abundant in damp situations and wchxIv districts.

It is to he seen chieflv in the months of June and

sheep Bot-Uy ( (Estrm ovtx )

:

u, lana IPMii above; h and t, the same seen from lu li"iii ami
from behiud ; rf, a>liilt insect.

July. Sheeii exhihii ;.'reat alarm when it approaches
them, and seem to seek, hy keepin;; their noses
close to the j,'ronnd. and hy incessant motion of

their feet, to kcei> it from entt-rin;; their nostrils.

It is in the nostrils <jf the sheep that this Hy deposits
its eggs, and tlie larv;i-. when liatched, make their

way into the maxillary and frontal sinuses, feedinj;

upon the juices there, until they are ready to
change into the pupa state, in .\pril or May of the
following year, when tl>ey liml their way again
through the nostrils to the ground. They seem to

cause great initation in their i)rogres> up the
nostrils of the sheep, and the iioor animals run
hither and thither, snorting and in great excite-

ment. 'The common saying, that a whimsical
jierson is iihujijiAij, or has got nuujtfut.s in /u'.s hcail,

j)erliaps arose from the freaks the sheep ha\e heen
observed tu exhibit when infested 1>\ their bots.

"

The lM»ts cause considerable irritation in the
cavities, where they usually \\\ themselves, and
.sometimes getting into the brain cause death.

—

These larva- move with eon.siderable ipiickness,

holding on by the hooks with which tlieir mouth is

furnished, and contracting and elongating the body.

It is said that Hocks ivA where broom is in Hower
are never infested with tiiem ; and when many
cases arise in a fl«K'k, removal to a dry >uil is found
particularly a<h antageous.
These three genera, with their tiiree modes of

parasitism, do not complete the list of bot-Hies :

Cephenomyia and I'haryngomyia are two others

witii several specie> infesting, in their larval state.

deer, goats, and other hoofe<l mammals. Elei)liants

are also afflicted ; and C'uterebra deposits its eggs

under the skin of hares anil the like. The eggs of

one of the s|>ecies which attacks the fallow-deer

are depo.sited in the nostrils, and the larva- make
their way in large numbers to a cavity near the

pharynx. Keimieer are exces.sively tormented by
these iiLsects, one kind dejiositing its eggs in their

nostrils, and another in their skin ; and it is no
unfrefjuent thing for a huge part of a Hock to be

destroyed by them. When feeding where l>ot-rties

are "lumerous, they are .said to keeji >ucli watcii

against them, that they neglect to eat, become
emaciate«l, and often actually perish in con.se-

quence. Even human beings are said to be .some-

times afflicted by insects of this family. Humboldt
saw Indians in South Amerit-a having the al)domen

covered with tumours proiiuced by their larva-.

They touch human life more i-erlainly and disas-

trously in an indirect way by the injuries they inllict

upon stock. Daily and sheep farmers, and stock-

keepers generally, not to speak of leather n)anu-

fjicturers, know well the disastrous work of the.se

Init larvji-. 'The attack of warldes (alone) is now
grown to lie one causing enormous animal national

loss, estimated by practical men at sums frcun two

million to seven million pounds sterling pei;

annum, at the lea.st, and there is no reason why we
sliould suffer it to go on' (Miss Urmerod, 1887).
Those practically interested should con.sult Miss
Urmerods reports on tlie Warble-lly and other
insect ]iests.

Botallurk is the name of a fam<ms mine on
the west coast of Cornwall, 8 m. N. of Land's End.
The works are on the edge <if the cliti'; part of

the underground workings (abandoned in 1875) ex-
tended 2448 feet beneath the sea. The mine was
worked as a tin mine in 1721, in 1841 was famous
as a veiv rich copper mine, and has subsequently
been wroui:ht tor iiotli or lor one of those metals.

Botanical (ieosrapliy. See (iEocK.vpHicAL
I)i-i i;ii;i- ri(iN ok 1'i.anis.

Botanic Garden. NVhiie <jrdiuary "ardens
are concerned with utility or beauty only, the
botanic garden has for its primary aim the pro-

motion of botanical science, and is thus necessarily
of comparatively modem origin (see BoT.\NY).
Like the science itself, the botanic garden owes
its birth to the needs of jdiarmacy : thus at the
earliest European school of metiicine, that of

Salerno, we tind reconl in 1309 of the medical
garden of Mattha-us Sylvaticus ; while in 1333 a
similar ganlen was established by the Republic of

Venice. These jirivate and public examples seem
to have been more or less w idely followed, yet the
botanic ganlen in the modern sense is usually

dated from a private one founded at I'adua (be-

tween l.)2.") and 1533), from the j)ublic one of I'isa,

otablisheil by ("osmode' Medici in l.)44, or from that
of Padua, w hich dates from the follow ing year, and
w;is greatly enriched by its founders, the Signiory
of Venice. The other great Italian cities soon
follow eil this example, and a botanic garden was also

foundetl at the university of Leyden in 1577, and
at the universities of Montpellier, Leipzig, Breslau,

anil Heidelberg before the end of the (-entury. At
Paris, too, a royal ;;arden was founded in 1597,

but at hrst, it is said, only with the petty aim of

varying the bouquets worn at court : in 1626,

liowe\er, its >cientitic purposes were defined : in

1635 chairs of Botany and Pharmacology were
foundetl, and it soon liecame famous as the Jardin
(If.s PUiiitia. The estaldishment of phy.-^ic or botanic

gardens continuetl during the 17lli century, and
tho.--e of Oxford (16.32) Chelsea (1677), and' Edin-

burgh ( 1680) may be particularly noted. A further

imjietus was given by the popularisation of botany
in the last century by Linna-us, and by the con-

sequently increased importance of the subject as

a Itranch of academic education : most European
universities, inclmling all tierman ones, have now
their botanic gardens, as well a> many purely

commercial cities. The leading American univer-

sities and citie-; have also followe<l suit, the gar-

dens of Philadeliihia, New York, and Canibiidge

I

being es])ecially well known. Similar institutions,

usually of more tlelinite economic aim, have been

founded by tlie principal governments in their

I

colonial dominions; those of Buitenzorg in Java,

of Calcutta, and of Paradenya in Ceylon, may be

I mentione<l as of special imp<jrtance. While almost
' every botanic garden boasts its own jieculiar excel-

lence, the comparatively modern establishment of

j

Kew, founded in 1760, is reckoned the largest,

j

richest, and most fully organised (except for

I

teaching purposes) in the world; those of Paris,

Berlin, Vienna, and Edinbuigh may also be men-
tioned as each in certain respects claiming in the

foremost rank.

The mode of arrangement of botanic gardens

varies inlinitelv in detail, yet more or less

faithfully reflects the state of scientific knowledge

and of horticultural and general taste at the period
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of its foundation or reconstruction ; hence the

advantage of the more modern gardens. The
Liimean system of arrangement has of course uoav

been replaced by the natural, but in their mode
of expressing this no two gardens agree ; in some
the principle of arranging plants according to their

geographical distribution is also largely followed,

while economic or medical interests have had a

very variable share. The primeval and convenient

separation of plants as trees, shrubs, perennial

herbs, and annuals has also to be largely attended

to ; while the very varied origin of the collection,

from all countries and climates, necessitates their

disposition as nearly as possible in corresponding

artificial climates and soils ; and thus not only

the rockery and alpine garden, the bog garden,

and the pond are required beside the ordinary

garden beds, but a series of greenhouses and hot-

houses of different temperatures and sizes ; the

latter culminating in the gigantic palm-house.

The best garden may be taken as that which best

combines all these advantages, and reconciles them
with the respective claims of simplicity and beauty;
yet no garden can be considered as complete with-

out its accompanying hortus siccus or herbarium,
its museum, and its library, as well as its labor-

atories for research, and its lecture-rooms for

teaching. It is concerned with the introduction

of new plants and the exportation of others to

new countries, and thus requires a colonial and
international organisation of exchanges and corre-

spondence. It forms a natural centre for the
preparation of scientific travellers and the train-

ing of gardeners, arboriculturists, nurserymen, and
florists ; while it owes services both to medical and
general education.
While for the full performance of all these varied

functions the resources of a great botanic garden
are never too ample, it is important to note in

conclusion that many of these pui'poses, and par-

ticularly the educational one, can be largely

reached upon an incomparably smgdler scale. A
'type botanic garden,' illustrating all the more
important natural orders of temperate climates, and
therefore containing examples of the majority of

the plants most important from the point of view
alike of botany and medicine, of history, literature,

and economics, can be made at altogether trifling-

expense, and within the narrowest limits. The
establishment of such small popular gardens has
been followed by the most beneficial results, and
their adoption by public and private schools and
other institutions is happily in active progress ( see
Botany). For the literature of botanic gardens,
see Jackson's Guide to the Literature of Botcaiy,

pp. 405-453. On Tvpe Botanic Gardens, see Trans.
Bat. Soc. Edin. (1884).

Botaiioiiiaucy. See Divination.

Botany is that sub-science of biology which
has for its special province the phenomena of the
vegetable A\orld. Its general origin and rise, its

{>lace among the sciences, its progress in morpho-
ogical and physiological analysis, and its broadest
generalisations, have thus been already outlined
under Biology (q.v.); here it remains to give a
sketch of the history of the special study of plants,
an account of its present state, and an indication
of the most direct and profitable way of approach-
ing the subject. From this brief account the
reader may therefore pass on the one hand to the
major article Biology, with its subordinate general
articles like MoRPH()Lf)GV, I'iiysiology, &c., and
on the other to any of the numerous minor articles

concerned with the details of the subject.

1. History of Botany.—The special history of

the science may be very 'ijriefly outlined. Aristotle's

treatise On Plants, if indeed it was Aristotle's, is

lost, but the writings survive of his pupil Theo-
phrastus, who not only describes about 500 plants,

i)ut discusses the vegetable world with something
of his master's philosophic spirit. The 1st centuiy
produced the Materia Medica of Dioscorides—in
which 600 plants are named, 400 with descriptions

—as well as the writings of the elder Pliny, which,
however, contain no original matter, but are simply
a compilation of literary and poinilar knowledge,
chiefly with reference to practical uses. Although
some knowledge of botany must have been con-
served in the medical traditions of the following
centuries, we hear nothing of botany until the
time of Charlemagne, who was a hearty patron of

gardening as well as agriculture. The early Greek
knowledge of the subject found its way through the
Herbal of Avicenna into Western Europe, and it

is probably to this transmission that we owe the
13th-century work of Albertus Magnus, although
this is a mere Avorthless commentary upon the
classical writers already mentioned. The merit
of initiating the independent observation of

plants themselves is usually ascribed to Otto
Brunfels of Strasburg, whose Kraiitcrhuch was
published in 1537, three years after his death.
Similar descriptive efforts followed with increas-

ing rapidity during the remainder of this and
the following century, to -svlnch period belong
many botanists of honourable memory. Among
these may be especially named, in Ger-
many, Bock, Fuchs, and the brothers Bauhin

;

in Switzerland, Gesner ; in the Netherlands,
Dodonteus, Lobel, and Clusius ; in France,
Ruellius and Delechamps ; in England, Turner

;

and in Italy, Csesalpinus ; while the rate and
reality of progress may be judged from the fact

that while Brunfels describes only 240 species,

Bock has 800, Lobel 2191, and Bauhin (in 1623)
6000 species. Botanical travellers also arose,

among whom Clusius in Europe and Albini in

the east are especially remembered. Botanic
Gardens (q.v.) next were founded, classificatory

attempts were made with more and more fre-

quency, and the advent of Linnams was thus
fully prepared for. The later portion of the
17th and beginning of the 18th century is also

memorable for the fruitful application of the
microscope to the study of plants by Malpighi
(q.v.), whose discoveries were continued and
extended by his English exponent Grew, as well

as by the indefatigable enthusiasm and industry
of Leeuwenhoek. The study of cryptogamic
plants was thus rendered possible, and its initia-

tion is ascribed to the labours of Micheli and
Dillenius during the second quarter of the 18th
century. The rise of Vegetable Physiology (q.v.)

is also dated from the classic observations (1727)
of Stephen Hales upon the movement and pressure

of the sap.

The descriptive botanist still necessarily occupied
by far the foremost place, especially as the progress

of botanical travel was now passing the limits of

Europe to bring home an indefinite variety of plant
marvels from all the most distant countries. Many
stately monographs thus date from the same pre-

Linnean period, while the replacement of the crude
and empirical classifications due to Ciesalpinus
and other writers of the 10th century became
increasingly hopeful as well as urgent. The classi-

fications proposed by Morison, Kay, and Tourne-
fort were especially of service, and will be con-

sidered at Vegetable Kingdom. Under this

head nmst also be discussed the epoch-making
Systema Natura; of Linnicus, .as well as the various
phases of that necessary replacement of his arti-

ficial method of larger grouping which has been in

progress during the past hundred years. Although
the foundation of tne ' Natural Svstem ' is with

1
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substuntial justice cossijjjned to the two De Jiisssieus

(uncle and nejihew ), it must also l>e reniemheied
that its essential piincijile—that atKnities are to he
•leterniined not hy any sin;,de character, hut hy
the sum of all—had heen more or less familiar to
many of the earlier hotanists, jiarticularlv to Kay,
as certainly also to Linnaus himself, rfe in fact
proposed his artificial system avowedly as pro-
visional ; and the hlame of its obstinate and
hij^oted retentifin for well-nij^rh two generations
after Linmeus and the elder De Jussieu had
departed, nmst thus, as in so many other historic
cases, be a.scril)ed, not to the purpose of the master,
but to the Idind and indiscriminating reverence of
his disciples in adhering to the letter of his writings
at the expense of their general aim and spirit.

The stor^- of this long and laborifnis indexing of

the l>ook of nature is an interesting tale. The
wanderings of ("hisius were rejieateil and outdone
by the immediate scholars of Linna'us, a genera-
tion later by Humboldt, and again by the younger
H(M)ker, with whom the roll of great travellers fitly

clo.ses ; and the story has in it an element of epic
breadth, a.s Ijecomes what is indeed the modern
re-.searcli after the golden a]»]iles. Nor should the
patient comi)lementarv systematic toil, of which
the colossal PnxIromKS Si/.stri/mti.s yatiiralt'.s, the
monument of three generations of De Candolles
{(Jeneva. 20 vol.s. 1818-73), is only the central
work, pa.ss without recognition.

But It is a less favonralde a.sj>ect of the progress
of ])otany which forces itself on the student.
From the jtetrifying preilomiiiance of letter over
snirit, no science has indeed been wholly exempt.
Yet happily, for the yast century at lea-st, no
ilepartment of knowleuge save botany has ever
fallen into such utter intellectual torpor, lain in it

so long, nay, indeed, even now escapeil from it so

incompletely. It was much certainly to have done
with commentaries upon Dioscorides and Pliny,

and ag.ain begun after an interregnum of fifty

generations to gather fresh tloweix and look at

them in themselves ; still, this return to nature was
far le.ss thorough than it seemed. Vor although
tlie old herbalist's refeience-l)ook of dried simples

gathered from the fields and wo<m1s around his

town was growing into a vixst herl>arium of all the

world, and although he had lieen sudilenly raiseil

into a position of high academic honour and infiu-

ence, tne unnoticed drawbacks of such apparently

comj)let€ scientific success were neither few nor
small. The best l)otanist was thus he who lia<l

de.scril>ed most plants and hatl accumulated the

richest herbarium; but the art of describing plants,

once clearly learned, became a mechanical routine,

a mere Latin clerkship. The inventory done, the

interest of the consignment of new plants Wiis

exhaiLsted, or thereafter oscillated Ijetween the

petty pride of priority and ])ossession. and the

exercise of tlie surviving commercial jtassions in

incessant barter. In their new-won academic
seats, the systematic botanists in fact speedily

absorbed all' the Wees of the old-world pedantry
around them. First, the simple descriptive lan-

gu.age of Linn;eus was elalnirated into a tiarV)arous

terminology which he W(mld have been the first to

denounce ; and the concrete teaching of the facts

of lx)tanv became more and more jiushed aside.

The whole course of degeneration was in fact a

curiously perfect outcome and refiection of the

established course of general education, in which
the abstractions of grammar, at first admitted as a

preliminary aid to the study of literature, had
finally come to exclude that study for the^majority

of learners altogether. Nor did the.se vices by any
means wholly end with the victory- of the Natural

System ; some residue of them is insei)arable from

all study of the subject on a purely morphological

basis. Linnaeus and De Jussieu alike committed
themselves to this, and that necessarily so far as
their immediate problem was concernecl (see Bio-
logy, § 3). They failed sufficiently to realise,

or at anyrate to jjoint out to their successors, what
an abstraction from the realities of the living world
is involved in looking at the plant from a primarily
morphological point of view—in regarding it as a
fixed and empirical i)henonienon of pure form,
which may be analysed and compared, named and
classified, but admits of nothing more. Hence,
while their followers rightly continued to avail

themselves of this abstraction, which they found
to yield a wealth of detailed results, they became
unconsciously enslaved by it, and henceforth mis-
took for the sole method of botany what was really

no more than the necessarj- artifice of its morpho-
logical department. They even unhappily lost

sight of the only real problem of their subject, that
of interpreting the plant as a changing manifesta-
tion of /ife. It was much indeed to pa.ss from
the counting of the reproductive organs only with
the Linnean systematist to that comparison and
scrutiny of all which was initiated by De Jussieu,
anil hence to extend our knowledge to the crypto-

gamic world ; and much also to discern with
Goethe and succeeding morphologists the deep
unity of principle which underlies the widest
apparent varieties of form, and which has enabled
us to reduce all organs to the simple categories of

root, stem, leaf, and trichome or hair, and even to

analy.se these into their component tissues—epider-

mic, fundamental, and fibro-vascular ; and finally

most of all with the embryologist to describe all

these forms as the final phases of a process of con-

tinuous development from unicellular to multi-
cellular, general to special, simple to complex. In

this way we at length reach a morphological con-

ceiition of even the evolution of organic beings, as

it kind of phantasmagoria in which the empirically

known forms undergo a broadly similar indi-

vidual and racial development, and in which indi-

viduals and si»ecies alike are constantly replacing

or being rejjlaced by others. Yet so long as our
original standpoint is unaltered, our botany is one-

sided ; nay, our knowledge is not yet truly bio-

logical at all, for we are forgetting that it is the

phenomenon of life which is the differentia of the

science.

Here, then, it is that the real understanding of

the subject must begin ; our essential problem is

to understand the life of the plant, to comprehend
the sum of its functions, to answer first of all

the cjuestions natural to every healthy mind,
whether child's or beginner's, and inquire what is

the use to the plant of its root, stem, and leaves,

its flower and fruit. To answer these questions
rightly involves indeed at once all the preceding
morphological inquiries, yet now in a new spirit

;

for these parts are no longer to be thought of as

forms to be discussed by themselves, but as the

result of the adaptations in the past and the

present of the living being to its surroundings, of

organism to environment, inside to outsiile. Some
of these adajjtations are active, enabling the

idant to utilise its favourable conditions ; others

passive, to resist its unfavourable ones. Hence,
wliether we seek rationally to comprehend the liis-

torA- of botany, or its present state, or profit-

ably to undertake its study, the physiological

standpoint is the essential one. While recognising

the importance and legitimacy of morphological

inquiries, of description of general form, or of the

study of organs, tissues, cells, and protoplasm

(see 'Biology, § 3), we have distinctly to corre-

late and subordinate this sub-science to the

physiological interjiretation the mind is primarily

seeking. Our biological science is a concrete and
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dvnannc, not an abstract and static one ; its

highest ideal is a synthetic view of functions and
forms, anil to this tlie analysis must be subservient.

Yet in the pre-Linnean. Linnean, and even post-

Linnean period, the morphologists predominated
almost exclusively : the discovery of the sexes of

plants had indeeil been made, but lay almost
uiuitiiised. Kolreuter might indeetl experiment
on the fertilisation of plants, and Sprengel exult-

antly publish his Secret of Nature Biacorered, but
these admirable laboui-s were absolutely ignored
until tiieir repetition a century later by Darwin.
The physiological investigations of Hales were
similarly left uncontinued until comparatively
recent times ; and the yet more important line of

discovery as to the function of leaves and their

relation to the atmosphere initiated by Bonnet.
Ingenhousz, and Senebier a century ago, seems to

have met with similar indifference so far as pro-

fessed botanists were concerned, altlujugh their

transcendent physiological, chemical, and agricul-

tural interest secured their continuance after

Priestley by chemists like T. de Saussure and
Boussingault.
The tendency towards recovery from this dryas-

dust character of the science can of course be traced

in the writings of many botanists, especially after

the time of Goethe. From faults of this order the
' Naturphilosophie," of whicli Oken (q.v. ) was tlie

leading representative, certainly escaped. The
peculiar extravagances of his speculations can only
be explained as the violent reaction of an original

but inaccurate mind of strong physiological bias,

and his conspicuous failure to make any substantial
contribution to science, and the natural repugnance
of all the more exact although narrower minds
around him to his baseless hypotheses, had a most
disastrous effect in discouraging and postponing
any trespass beyond the con\'entional lines of

labour, or any progress to a fresher and more vital

point of view. The developmental and physiologi-
cal attitude was, however, much more effectively

reasserted by Schleiden, whose Principled of Botanu
(1846) is full of a trenchant and perfervid criticism,

in spirit and expression often curiously suggestive
of Carlyle. His views gained great weight from
his high histological and physiological position
as the founder of the cell theory ; anil in no
small measure through him progress in Germany
henceforth became so rapid as soon to place that
country in the van instead of the rear. Not only
have the labours of cryptogamists like Hofmeister,
Cohn, and De Bary been of wide influence, but
great schools have arisen of vegetable physiology

—

e.g. those of Sacks and Schwendener. Since 1859,
tiie commanding influence of Darwin has been
steadily saturating botanical thought. It is to
him (see Biology, p. 161 ) we owe the authoritative
accomplishment of the change from the primarily
analytic and static, or morphological view of the
plant-world, to the dynamic or physiological one.
Here, with the science centred no longer upon the
herbarium specimen, but once more, as it were,
upon the living dryad, this retrospective sketcli
of the progress of botany may fitly conclude,
leaving further details to lie sought for in the
articles devoted to the lives of different botanists,
and to special departments of the subject.

2. Present State of the Science.—Wliile more
and more inlluenced by the historic movement
above outlined, the present state of botanical
research presents many examples of work in all

deiiartments and aspects of the sul)ject.' AVhole
battalions of workers are Ijusy upon eacli succes-
sively deepening plane of analysis (see BioLocjv,

§ 3). Thus, although the age of great travellers
is necessarily ended, tiie explorer still linds aVmnd-
ant gleanings in many parts of tiie world, ami the

minor fungi and algic will al.so long furnish an
especially fertile held of systematic labour. The
essential problems of the morphology of the higher
plants may be said to lie mainly solved ; and
though those presented by cryjitogamic plants
are less understood, the splen(iid generalisation
whicii unifies the cryptogamic and phanerogamic
plants as members of a single series must always
remain the backbone of the subject. As respects
tissue and cell, the progress of microscopic investi-

gation is .still yielding results of the highest
importance, while the study of protoplasm is also
rewarding an increasing mimber of workers. Physi-
ology, as we have seen, is steadily ac(iuiring its due
jiredominance ; indeed, the aluuidance of workeis
and of results demands a separate discussion. Here
we may merely note how these w<jrkers fall into
two main schools, the one, rejiresented by Saciis,

studying protoplasm and cell, tissue and organ, by
help of all the resources of chemistry and physics

;

the other, of which Darwin was the head, con-
cernetl Mith the detailed interpretation of the
adaptation of the plant to its mode of life, and
with the history of its evolution. In this relation

the studies of the botanical geographer and the
Ijaheontologist are also of special importance ; and
it is naturally from this evoluti<jnarv school that
the synthetic impulse chiefly emanates which is

now beginning to be felt in all departments.
The voluminous literature euiliodying the results

of all these labours is published sometimes as of

old in separate volumes ; more frecjuently in the
jiroceedings of learned societies ; but oftenest in

special journals too numerous for mention, of

which the weekly Botaninche Zeifiiiig may be said

to occupy the foremost place. Of this copious out-

How of new luiblished matter a jiartial idea can be
obtained fntm such abstracts of selected papers as

are published in the Journal of the liojini Jliero-

scopieal Society ; while the entire literature of each
year is indexed and summarised in the volume of

the Botanisehes Jahrenbericht. The most ready
and convenient method both of obtaining a general
idea of the literature of the subject, and of thread-

ing ones way into any of its minor mazes, is by
help of Jackson's Guide tu the Literature of Botany
(Index Society, 18S0).

3. Method of Botanical Study.—While the pro-

fessed student of botany cannot avoid embarking
upon this sea of literature, he can now happily
obtain such more or less ade(iuate section charts
us are afforded by the manuals of Vegetable
Physiology, of the Vegetable Kingdom, or of such
special groups as Fungi and Bacteria, which the

rising synthetic spirit of recent years has fairly

commenced to supply. The beginner, however,
demands a single introductory text-book ; and
simple as his demand may seem, it is absolutely

the most difficult to supply. At best, .such manuals
can never replace good jiractical oral teaching,

or keej) abreast of the most recent developments
of knowledge, ^lany of the existing manuals are

even positively mischie\ous. Survivals of one or

other of the earlier phases of the science, they
land the student at the very outset at some long-

past stage of its progress, wiiere he is only too

likely permanently to remain. And when not
altogether i)re-piiysiologica] and pre-evohitionary,

tliey are a])t to intioduce the student to evolution

and physiology at tiie conclusion of his course of

study, instead of training him from the <mtset to

grasp and interpret e\erything by their aid.

Tlie worst of these many introductory manuals
are mere crowde<l morphological compilations, all

more or less anti(|uated, if not inaccurate. Even
when they do not confuse and rejiel the stiulent

from the outset, they are wont to reverse tiiat

fundamental principle of pi-ogress from the kno'WTi
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towanls the unknown wliidi nmlerlies all effective
research. To tlie hej^inner tiie cell and jirotoplasm
are not the fundamental units tliat tliey are to the
teacher ; they are i»reciseiy the things which lie

furthest from his experience, and are only intelli-

gil»le as the ultimate results of a lonj^ j>rocess of
analysis (cf. BloLdOY,

J5 3). Most manuals still

retain these grammarian's vices more or less com-
pletely ; even Sachs's serviceahle Textbook is no I

exception. A partial transition Is affordetl hy the
nioile of teacliinj,', and series of manuals, of wliich
Huxley and Martin's well-known Elementary Bio-
logij is the type. Here, althougli tlie attractive '

but illusory simplicity of proceeding from the soli-
'

tiiry cell towanfs tlie cell-complex presented hv the
'

higher plant.'* is retaineil, the steps are worked out
;

concretely in the lalMtratory hy the student for
|

himself. Yet this utter cliange of the field of
|

experience, or at le.%st its sudden narrowing and
deei>ening to that of the micro.scoi»e, is not found
in jtractice to Ije widely satisfactory or attractive

]

to the student : for it is witii the diangeful carpet
of the woihIs ami fields, and its world-summary in t

the lx)tanic garden, that most of the i)rolilems of

the science and of its general interest alike for ever
lie. With child and herhalist the student nmst
begin in the fields, must learn on the one hand
ti» ob.serve and tlelight in the varied life of plants, 1

and on the other to collect and name and analyse
its forms. His .studies l»egin with the buttercup,
not with the amolta ; hence should be mentioned
Oliver's small manual of Elcinentury Botany ( 1st

ed. lSti3), in whicii we have .some record of the
village school teaching of Henslow, the l>otanist to

whom Darwin was wont gratefully to ascribe the
first scientific imimlse of iiis life. Even in the
liest of such IxMiks the moqihological bijis usually

;

remains ; and hence it is that the majority of :

l>eginners smm instinctively abandon the whole
subject as 'dry,' while the nunority tend to be-

come, with t<M» many field naturalLsts, mere un-
thinking herlMirisers, and as Schleidcn was wont
Ut Iwwail. bcciime intellectually lost and smothered
amid accumulations of mere unused 'hay.' When
this tfinlency is guarded against, however, a,flora is

invaluable; while even the worst text-book may be

helpful as a work of reference. Among relatively

good manuals may be mentioned those of *Jray,

Van Tieghem, Sachs, Luerssen, &c.

Is there then no way of escape from this per-

petual tendencv to the desiccation alike of the

matter antl of the spirit of the science? Assuredly

;

it is simply that while we have indeed to collect,

and name, and analy.se in death, these are not ends

in themselves, but simply means towards widening

an<l deepening the continuance of that observant

delight in the sum of living things with which
(mr interest surely began, in a word, the highest

UKxIern botany neither harvests plants with the

herbali.st, nor picks them to pieces with the child,

but finds alike its rise and climax in watching the

blossoms open and the bees come antl go. The
iiedigree of the science is oidy on one siile from the

herbals of I )ioscorides and Bninfels to the system

of Linn.i'us or Jussieu ; the other and nobler line

rises in Virgil's .song of living nature, run.s through

the keen yet simple records of naturalists like

those of Selliome and Walden, and culminates in

the monumental volumes of the greater naturalist

of Down. It is in the school, or rather garden, of

Darwin, viewed both a-s the last of the old-world

naturalists and as the first of evolutionists and

Ehysiidogists, that our modern 'introduction to

otany ' must begin ; studies in the herbarium

of the svstematist and the s])ecial laboratories

of the nliysiologist, anatomist, and microscopist

may follow thereafter as occasion requires. For

the' age of mere analysis, guided only by the love

75

of incessant novelty, or even by that of unity amid
details, is ending ; the student may now ai)proach
the science in a new spirit, since he can interpret

its literature as but tlie incijuent record of that
vast drama of the evolution of life, at which it is

his rare gtxid fortune to be an awakening spectator.

Avoiding at the outset all terminology, and even
all anatomy as well, the beginner cannot do better
than attempt some actual observation of plants in

their living relations, as of llowers to insects,

and the like, and reatl some of the abundant
and popular literature of such subjects. Or if his

curiosity need awakening, it cannot fail to be
stimulated by such a tale of living wonders as

Darwin's cla.ssic Insectivorous Phnif.s. His intro-

duction to the subject through such characteris-

tically animal attributes as digestion, movement,
and sen.sitiveness, has the peculiar advantage of

soon leading him to .see how these are only the
more conspicuous developments of functions widely
diffused throughout the whole vegetable world, and
inherent in all living matter alike. When these

apparent anomalies are once uudei^stood as illustra-

tions of the thorough unity of organic nature, he
may still follow the course of Darwin's own mind
and work in his Climbing Plants and Movement
in Plants, and see how the wonderful sensitive-

j)lant shows only a development of the 'sleep

movements ' of every cabbage-seedling, or how
climldng and twining have been generalisetl with
all other plant-movements as mere developments
of the gentle rircumnutation of everj' growing
point. This is indeed questioned in detail, yet the

fundamental lesson will have been learned, and
the conventional Linnean and utilitarian concep-

tion of the plant, as a mere specimen, useful or

otherwise, will have been clearly replaced l)y the

physiological one.

iiut i)lants not only move but glow : thej^ have
relations to soil and atiiKJsphere ; they thirstily

absorb and cojiiously transpire. Here we have to

inquire into the chemical composition of plants,

to investigate their ash and their organic constitu-

ents, and to inquire how these were respectively

obtained (see Veget.vble Chemistry, Soils,

&c. ). The germinating plant and the blossom are

manifestly breathing, sometimes as warmly as an
animal (see Ani.mal Heat) ; yet this, again, is no
anomaly, for all living matter must oxidise and
burn away. The functions of the leaf next engage
us. We find that given green colouring matter
(see Chlorophyll), it can seize the energy of

sunlight, reduce the carlx)nic anhydride of respira-

tory waste, and pour back oxygen into the atmo-

sphere. Leaving for the present the problematical

details of this process, but noting the perfect
' balance of nature ' between vegetable and animal

life, which is the general result, we must pass to the

structure of leaves, and study this first in the light

of the.se essential functions, thence working back to

the stmcture of stem and root ; and next, in so far

as modified in relation to special functions and
envinmment—e.g. floating or submerged, storing or

protective from climate or enemies, insect-catching

or attracting, and so f»n ; while leaf-arrangement

and bud-packing may here be appropriately con-

sidered.

Hut leaves are not merely vegetative, nor even

confined to the j)urposes of the individual life;

they became modified in relation to that of the

species, and so we have ultimately floicers. This

subordination of vegetative life powerfully attects

the mode of branching, and gives us the pheno-

mena of inflorescence, while in the individual

fiowers we liave to note the forms and uses of all

the separate parts— ( 1 ) accessory ( sepals, petals ),

and (2) essential (stamens, carpels). We study

the adaptation of all these (n) to the collective
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and general function of (cross) fertilisation, and

(6) to their res])ective special functions— ( 1 )
pro-

tection from climate and enemies, attractive,

mechanical; (2) reproductive. The deej) modifica-

tion of floral types in relation to fertilisation hy

insects or by the wind, as of the lily type towards

orchids on one hand, and grasses on tlie other, nsxt

demands notice : and the corresponding utility of

floral details—e.g. position and shape of parts,

colours, markings, and perfume—may be exqui-

sitely traced.

In the same way, the mature ovarj"- or fruit

opens xip a new wealth of interest ; and its adapta-

tions must be traced for ( 1 )
protecting the seed

from climate and enemies ; (2) dispersion of seed

—

(o) passive, by aid of wind, water, or animals ;
{h)

active, by scattering or planting the seed. Finally,

the mature ovule or seed rewards attention : its

contained embryo has special protection from
climate and enemies, its external ' albumen ' or its

internal store is an accumulated capital for its

start in the struggle for existence ; and this pro-

cess of germination has again countless points of

interest.

Having in this way gone through the general
physiology of the plant, we must not only sum
these up into a complete notion of our plants,

which we are no longer in danger of thinking of

as mere names or specimens, but as varied life-

histories. Then, remembering that these are but
the individuals of the larger drama, we learn to

read some of the complex relations of living beings

;

to see their incessant individual and interspecific

struggle for existence, yet also their increasingly

important relations of interdependence.
But this wealth of interesting and varied know-

ledge, this comple.x lore of life, encourages us
towards a wider and ^\^der acquaintance with the
flora, which now promises not merely new specimens
for our collection, but an unknown wealth of new
knowledge, we may almost .say a multitude of

strange individual biographies. Yet our observa-
tion, to be profitable, must be orderly and detailed ;

descriptions must be given ; and these accurate and
exhaustive, yet of tersest, as it were telegraphic
brevity. As specimens and descriptions multiply,
indexing and nomenclature become indispensable ;

and thus, at this point, we need help from, and
are therefore ready to apjireciate, the labours of

Linn.-eus and the whole systematic school. The
conceptions of species and genus, and the modes of

arranging these into larger gi-oups, are thus no
longer the arid abstractions they necessarily seemed
before the intellectual need had arisen, but are
now indispensable aids ; while classification is no
longer viewed as an arbitrary jargon only to be
learned by rote, but as a provisional attempt
towards the rati<mal statement of the actual like-

nesses and differences between kindred forms, and
towards the estimation of their relative importance.
See Biology, § 2.

But since our systematic studies have now
brought us face to face with the quarter of a
million or more species of tlie modern herbarium,
we require a botanic garden to illustrate a selec-

tion of these, nay, a smaller 'type botanic garden'
as a key to this again. The phanerogamic series,

and in some measure also the cry])togamic orders
also, thus commence to lie more clearly before us.

Finally, soine knowledge of the distribution of the
vegetable kingdom in space .and time is here seen
to be reasonable, and therefore interesting.
Our attempts at classification—at discerning the

degrees of likeness—compel a detailed compari-
son of stems and roots, of leaves and flowers,
and this often leads to a difficulty which long
perplexed the botanist as well as the zoologist.
Obvious and superficial resemblances due to

similarity of environment and function are seen
to overlie iiTeconcilable ditt'erences of internal

structure or jtiinciple ; while conversely, some
given structural principle becomes modified in the
most widely different ways for functi(m and
environment. This at first led to mere c(mfusion,
but the patient and critical researches of the past
generation have clearly distingaiished between
physiological and morphological resemblance (see

Morphology); while, finally, the study of in-

dividual development and racial evolution enable
us to interpret these apparently fundamental and
often functionless morpliological characters as the
residual traces of what were once themselves
physiological adaptations in their turn ; thus
finally demonstrating that ultimate subordination
of morphology to physiology which has already
been so frequently pointed out. Within its minor
province, however, which we have now fairly

reached, the study of pure morphology must be
abstracted from physiological considerations, and
thus j-ields a series of generalisations of an intel-

lectual simplicity and beauty analogous to those of

the crystallographer's. The utmost varieties of form
in stem and root are generalised into the concep-
tions of ascending and descending axes ; similarly,

disregarding shapes and uses, we have bulb-scales,

bud-scales, foliage-leaves, and bracts all generalised
M'ith sepals, petals, stamens and carpels as append-
ages. Conversely, the plant thus reduced to axis

and appendages may be gradually modelled back
into the essential types of the various natural
orders.

Next, tissues and cells need consideration from
the same strictly morphological standpoint, a2)art

from use. Axis and appendages are tlius reduced
to their constituent systems of tissues—epidermic,
fundamental, and fibro-vascular—and these may be
either modelled in thought into the many varieties

of tissue, of which these furnish the common
materials, or traced back to the primeval embryonic
tissue from which they are tnemselves difleren-

tiated. This, again, is found to have arisen from
the nmltiplication and differentiation of a single

embryonic cell, the (fertilised) plant-egg. And
in this way the full magnitude and beauty of

Schleidens deep generalisation of ultimate unity
of vegetable composition, which we call the cell

theory, becomes manifest when we have similarly

worked towards it, and, as it were, rediscovered it

for ourselves ( see Cell). From this to protoplasm,
and thence to the attempt to return along that

return wave of progress from simple cell to cell-

aggregate and cell-complex, with Avhich, as we
have seen, so many manuals attempt to start, is

an easy step. Such treatises may now profitably

be employed ; and we may, as it were, proceed to

Imild up the living world afresh. We thus return

once more to the actual living plant with which we
started, yet rich in the results of our prolonged
analysis. We know the process of development,
the facts of structure, and tiieir relatiim to func-

tion ; hence the plant, as it were, is transparent to

the intellectual eye, and our final mental image of

it is something wholly diflerent from the shrivelled

index-mummy of an earlier but aberrant botanical

school ; it is a working thought-model which not

only develops under the mental eye from uni-

cellular simplicity to ultimate individual form and
complexity, but in which all that is known of the

details of structure and processes of life can be

summoned uji and watched at will, and of which
the very incomj)leteness furnishes a jierpetual sug-

gestion and impulse to new research.

Although the processes of physiology and develop-

ment have thus been ke])t in ])r()minence from tlie

outset, the cognate (luestion of the origin of ])lants

still remains for discussion. The history of the
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conception of organic evolution, and the evidences of
its actual occurrence, have yet to he set forth ; while,
if evolution luus actually taken place, its rationale
still demands explanati<jn. The various hypotheses
dealing with tiiis, more especially the current one
of natural selection, have thus to he considered

;

hut the prohlem of variation demands a deeper
treatment, of which the essential results have heen
alrejwly indicated under BlOLuciY (>;*>). In any
case, so much Ls clear that our studies culminate
in the percei)tion of the vegetalde kingdom as a
genealogical tree. Our ultimate thought-model is

thus ' the great tree of life, whicii fills with its dead
and hroken hranches the crust of the earth, and
covers the surface with its ever-hranching and
lieautiful ramilications. ' The prohlem of account-
ing for tliis incessant l»ranching. of determining the
law of this iK'autifnl ramilication, nuiy therefore
be postjKmed to Evolttion.

4. Ji'itany i« Ediinttinn.—The place of Ijotany
in medical education is historically due to its

fundamental relation to materia medica, and
hence, since pharmacy is becoming completely dis-

tinguished from medicine, tiie teaciiing of botany
is iK'iug abandoned in many medical sehools. Vet
its claims reai)pear in a far stronger way when it

is consideretl jus a preparation in elementary biology.
For although the student of meilicine may not un-
justifiablv care little for the collection or <li.ssec-

tion of plants, viewed as an end in themselves, he
can never dispense witii tliat training in reading
tlie j)rt>ce.sses of organic life which is afforded by
these their simplest manifest.ations.

.\s a subject of general education, too, the im-
portance of botany has hmg been recognised, and
now that the dryasdust teaching of the subject is

l)eing superseded by a more living and interesting

meth<Ml, it« re-adoption into the curriculum both
of schools and colleges is in jirogress, and the

l»otanic garden is becoming a familiar adjunct of

the school. At anyrate so far as observing goes,

the study of botany may more effectively l>e com-
menced in childhood than in later life, while initial

discijdine in drawing, in manipulation, and in the

accurate use of language, may all be profitably

associated with it. .Vnd if it be admitted that ft)r

the study of the social sciences preliminary biologi-

cal studies are re(|uisite, it is in obtaining .some

concrete acqiiaintance with the facts of iwtany
that such preparation most conveniently begins.

See, besides Biology, and the articles on the

several plants, groups of plants, and botanical

authoi-s, the following :

Algie. Seaweeds.
Aquatic Plants.
B.n-t.ria.

Bark, liast.

B^jtiiiiic Garden.
Brunch.
Bud, Bulb.
Cell.

Chlorophyll.
Crvi)togaiuia.
Cyea.ls.
Darwinian Theory,
Dicoty'tMlons.
Eintiryolo,'y.

Enviroiiiiienl.

Evolution.
Ferns.
Flower, Fruit.
FiHiction.

Fungi.
Geog. Uistrib.

Gynmosperms.
Hereility.

Inflorescence.

Insectivorous Plants.
Leaf.

Lichens.
Life.

Monocotyledons.
I Jlorijhology.

Mosses.
Ovule, Seed.
PaUi-OMlology.
Parasitic Plants.

Phaneroganiia.
Plants.
Protoplasm.
Reproduction.
Sex.
Species.
Stamens.
Stem, Root.
Variation.
Vegetable Physiology.
Wood.

Botany Bsty, a shallow inlet in the coast of

New South Wales, 5 miles S. of Sydney, dis-

covered by Cook on his first voyage in 1770, and
named by him from the great number of new
Idauts in its vicinity. The spcjt where Cook
anded, on the south shore, is now marked by a

monument. In 1787 it received England's first

penal colony in the east ; and though it was sup-

1)lanted ne.xt year by Port Jackson, a much
>etter harlx)ur to the north, yet it long continued

to be the popular designaticm, not merely of this

convict settlement, but of the Australian convict

settlements generally. The ground is still remark-
able for the variety and beauty of the flowering
.shrubs and jdants witii which it is covered, but, un-
like what might be expected, is a .sandy and other-
wise barren tract, for the most part unfit for cul-
tivation. The village of Botany is connected with
Sydney by tramway, and has several schools and a
mechanics' institute.

Both. Andre.as and J.\n, two celebrated
Dutch jiainters, brothei-s, were bom at Utrecht in
1609 and 1610. After studying under Abraham
Bloemaert, they went to Italy, where they won for

themselves a hifjjh reputation, Jan painting land-
scapes in the style of Claude, while .\mlreas tilled

in the figures in .so careful a manner that the
pictures look like the work of a single hand.
Andreas was accidentally drowned in a canal in

Venice in 1650 ; Jan tlien leturned to Utrecht,
where he ilieil api)arently <ui the 9th August 1652

—

though a latei- date is sonu'times uiveii.

Botllic (perhaps from the Gaelic bothag) signi-

fied originally a humble cottage or hut, but for a
considerable number of yeai"S the term has been
more popiilarly apjOied to a barely furnished, gen-
erally tincomfortable habitati(m for farm-servants.

Though lK)thies are i)rincipally confined to the
eastern and north-eastern counties of Scotland, a
few are .scattered over a much wider area. The
bothie, strictly speaking, of modern times is situ-

ated either under the same roof as the stable, or

oftener at a short distance from the steading.

While the cubic contents are invariably dispropor-

ti(mate to the number of inmates, the furnishings

are of an uninviting, sometimes actually repulsive

character. One long, roughly numufactured table,

a few long stools, a chair or two, a number of

Wctual Ininks, a few wooden caps or bowls, and a
pot or two, constitute the bulk of the liftings. The
inhabitants are generally unmarried men, who fre-

ouently have their own food to prepare. Some of

tlie larger farmers provide a woman for cooking and
cleaning the bothie. The bothie system can only

be defended as under present circumstances a
necessary evil. With the increase of farm-cottages,

and under the pressure of public opinion and the

growing <lesire for social elevation, the evil is

diminishing, and will, there is reason to hope, be
entirely abolished.

Bothnia, the name formerly given to a country
of Northern Euroiie, extending along the east and
west shores of the (Julf of Bothnia, the eastern

portion now being comprised in Finland, and the

western forming part of the Swedish province of

Norrland.
The GiLF OF Bothnia is that part of the Baltic

Sea (q.v.) which lies to the north of Aland Islands,

having on its eastern shore Finland, on the western

and northern Sweden and Lapland. It extends

from 60' to 66" N. lat. and 17° to 25° 35' E.

long., its greatest length being 415 miles, and its

average breadth 100 miles. Its depth varies from

20 to 50 fatlioms, but both along its shores and in

the middle are many small islands, sand-banks,

rocks, and cliffs, calied skacrs, which render the

navigation difhcult. It has many good harliours,

and from Hudiksvall, Sundsvall, and other ports,

timber is largely exported. The rivers which fall

into this gulf, both from Swetlen and Finland, are

numerous ; in the upper i)art of the gulf the

alluvial dejiosits from these have caused the land

to extend ; in the extreme south-west, on the con-

trarv, the land has apparently been sinkin>'. The
waters of the gulf are but slightly salt when the

river-dow is greatest ; but much more so in winter

when the streams are frozen. In winter it is

usually so hard frozen that it can be crossed by

sledges.
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Botliriocu] ihalus

Botlirioft'plialus iCir. huthnuu, -a little nit,'

aud ce/i/ia/i\ tiie liead"), a Hat parasitic worm allied

to the tapeworm ( Twnia), in the class Cestoda. In
its adult staue it is chielly found in man and tlogs,

and is common in some j>arts

of P]urope, such as AVestern
Switzerland, Northern and
North-western Russia,
Sweden, ».*cc. The adult
form consists of a small
' head ' without hooks, but
with two spindle-shaped
lateral suckers, and of a
lonj;- chain of joints budded
oil' from the attached region.

The joints are at iirst very
slender, but gradually in-

crease in length and l>readth

( the latter always the
greater), and become at a
certain distance from the
head sexually mature 'in-

dividuals. ' The joints differ

conspicuously from those of

the common tapeworm in

the position of the genital
apertures on the flat sur-

face, and also in this, that
they are not lilterated from
the host individually, but
in stretches of a few at a
time. The total chain may
attain the prodigious length
of 5 to 10 yards.

The life-history of the
conmion Bothriocephalus of

man [B. latats) cannot yet be said to be fully known
with certainty. The embryo which escapes from
the eg^s of the ripe expelled joints {proglottides)
differs from that of the T;enia in being ciliated and
devoid of hooks. It is free-swimming, and passes,
according to Braun, into a fresh-water fish—Pike
(Esox) or Burbot {Lota vitlnarifi). There it be-
comes the usual asexual bladder-worm, after it has
passed from the gut into the muscle of the fish.

When the fish is eaten raw or half-cooked by dog
or man, the bladder-worm becomes the ' head ' of
the Bothriocephalus, and attaching itself to the in-

testine, buds off" the long chain of sexual individuals
or joints. These are liberated as they ripen, and
so the vicious circle is complete. B. curdatius is

another not uncommon .s])ecies found in fish-eating
animals and occasionally in man. There are numei"-
ous species, some of which occur, as we would
expect, in birds. Bothriocephalus is not so firmly
attached to its host as the Ta'nia usually is, and
thus admits more readily of expulsion ])y purgatives
and similar expedients. An obvious preventive
precaution f(n- man is to see that the fish

( Esox and
Lot(t)he well cooked. See Ckstodes, Parasitism,
T.VI'EWOUM ; and Leuckart's Parasites ofMan.
Bothwell, a village of Lanarkshire, on the

right bank of the Clyde, 8 miles SE. of Glasgow.
The parish church includes the choir of the old
collegiate ciiurch (1398: restored 1898-99). The river
is crossed Ikmc l.v Botliwell Brii;-, the scene of Mon-
mouth's bloody defeat of the Covenanters in 1679.
A mile from the village are the stately ruins of
Bothwell Castle, at whose l)ase the Clvde washes
the fair scenery of ' Bothwell Bank,' "famous for
centuries in Scottish song. Held before that by
Olifards and Murrays, Bothwell Castle was i)os-
sessed by the Douglases from l^G.") till 145.'); and
to them it reverted in 1492, being now owned by
their representative, the Earl of Home. Thus, cori-

traiy to Professor Schiern's statement, the infamous
Earl of Bothwell had no i)ersonal coiniection with
the castle, as neither had his nephew, Francis

Stewart {circa lo63-l(i'24), who in 1576 was created
Earl of Bothwell, and who figures in history
through his daring attempts to obtain possession
of the person of ,James VI. Bothwellhaugh, about
'2 miles ESE.

,
gave designation to James Hajuilton,

assassin of the Ilegent Moray. Joanna Baillie was
a native of Bothwell. Pop. ( 1891 ) 2400. See Sir

\V. Eraser's Dour/las Book (4 vols. 1885).

Bothwell, J.\MES Hepburn, Earl of, born in
1536 or 1537, received an ill training at Spynie
( 'astle under his grand-uncle. Bishop Patrick
Hepburn of Moiay, and in 1556 succeeded his

father as fourth earl and as hereditary Lord High
Admiral. One of the greatest nobles in Scotland,
he professed ailherence to the Reformation, but
stood staunchly by Mary of Guise, the Ciueen-
i-egent, who in 1558 made him Warden of the
Border Marches, and in 1560 sent him on a mission
to France. Then it was that he first saw (^(ueen

Mary, and then that Throckmorton described him
to Elizabeth as ' a glorious, rash, and hazardous
young man, one whom his adversaries should have
an eye to.' In 1561, shortly after her landing at
Leith, Mary made him a privy-councillor ; but his

own turbulence and Murray's jealousy made the
next three years of his life a period of captivity
oi- exile—captivity first at Edinburgh Castle, and
then for more than a twelvemonth in England.
Not till her marriage with Darnley did Mary recall

him from France ; but, on 20th September 1565,
she restored him to all his dignities ; and five

months later he married at Holyrood, with Pro-
testant rites, the Catholic sister of the Earl of

Huntly. By hostile accounts, he had ere this had
many mistresses, and was addicted to far fouler
vices. The hurried events of the next sixteen
months must be told in full in our life of Queen
Mary—the murder of Rizzio by Darnley (9tli March
1566), the birth of James VI. (19th Jane), Both-
well's appointment as keei)er of Dunbar, Mary's
visit to him at Hermitage Castle, where he was
lying sore wounded by the outlaw Jock Elliot ( 16th
October), Darnley's nuirder by Bothwell (9th
February 1567), the mock trial and acquittal

( 12th April ), Mary's abduction to Dunbar ( 23d
April), Bothwell's divorce (3tl and 7th May), his

elevation to the dukedom of Orkney (12th May),
his marriage to Mary (15th May), and the last

parting at Carberry Hill (15th June). On the
27th he sailed from Dunbar, and after brief visits

to the Earl of Huntly and to Spynie Castle, passed
on to Orkney and Shetland. Narrowly escaping a
squadron sent in pursuit, and driven by a storm
over to Norway, on 2d September he was brought
by a Danish warship into Bergen, and detaineil as

having no passport. He never regained his free-

dom, but from January 1568 was imprisoned at

Malmbe, and from June 1573, more rigorously, at

Dragsholm in Zealand, where he seems to have
gone mad l>efore his death, on 14th April 1578.

His Declaration, or so-called 'Testament,' acquitting
Mary of all share in Darnley's nmrder, must, if

genuine, have been made before October 1569, but
is probabl>' a forgery. See his Life by Professor

Schiern (Danish, 1863; 2d ed. 1875; Eng. trans.

Ijy the Rev. D. Berry, 1880).

BotOCUdos, the most barbarous of the Indian
tribes of Brazil, inhabiting the East Coast range,

between the Rio Pardo and the Rio Doce. They
are of mitldle height, sturdily built, and have small
hands and feet ; their features are strongly marked,
with broad cheek-bones, and repulsively thick lips

and nose, redeemed by white, regular teeth, and
sparkling black eyes. They are rather yellow than
copper-coloured, and their hair, of which only a
tuft is worn on the smooth-shaven head, is not
quite black. Their name is derived from the
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Portuguese botoque, 'bung-hole,' with reference
to their under-lip pierced to hold a disc of wood,
sometimes ,Sj' inches in diameter. They generally
L'o <niite naked, and have no tixed si'ttlements.
hnt in tlieir \van<lerings tlirough the conniry keeji
the routes open by means ot bridges of creepers
woven into ropes. Their food includes anything
not absolutely poi.sonou.s tiiat will stav' theiT
hunger ; even soft earth is eaten. Tlieir speech is
entirely distinct from tiiat of the other Indian
nations: tliey iiave no religion, properly speaking,
but are al»jectly afraid of spirits, and \k\.\ a certani
worshij) to the moon its creator of the world. Un-
governably pa.ssionate, they often commit out-
rageous cruelties ; but through systematically cruel
treatment they have been almost annihilated, and
now number not more than 40(M).

Botosliaili. a town of Molilavia. on the Slilska,
62 n I lies N\\ . nf .liissy, at the terminus of a branch
railway, lias an active tnide in country- protluce.
Pop. .S!>,!)4I, G.3 per cent, of whom are Jew.s.

Bo-tree, the name given in ( 'evlon to the PiP.\L
or I'KKl'lL (q.v. )of hi^Wn. (Fir „.s nliijiusd). It is

held .sacred by the Buddhists, and planted close
by every temple. The Ho-tree of the sacred but
ruine<l city Anuradhapura, SO miles N. of Kamly,
is in ail iir<dial>ility the oldest tree in tiie world.
It is saitl to have been planted in 288 B.C., a.s a
branch of the tree under which (lautama sat when
he l»ecame Buddha. Sir James Emersim Tennent
l>elieveil that the tree Wius in 1859 really of tiie

wonderful age of 2147 years. Its leaves are carried
away ius trea.sures by jdlgrims. The main stem
was broken ort" by a storm in October 1887, and
the severed jiortion solemnly cremated with
religimis rites. See Ferguson, C'cyluit in ISS4.

Itotryrliiiiiii. See Mooxwoht.

Botr> lis, a genus nf Ilyphomycete Fungi
(see I'"iNiil), containing many nf the plants com-
monly called .Mould ami Mildew (q.v.). The
silkworm dise;use known jus Musc.ardine (q.v.) is

caused by Ji. Jids.sia/in. Some species luive been
i«lentified a.s simply conidium-bearing forms of

Ascomycetes, like I'eziza and Srlirotinia.

Botta. <'-\Krj) (IiisEiTE (;i(;i,iKi,M(), an
Italian poet ami histfuian, born in Piedmont in 1766,

studied medicine in Turin, and in 17!*4 became
a phvsician to the French army. In 17!l!) he was
appiunted a member of the provisional government
ot Piedmont. After the incorporation of Piedmont
with France, he rejiaired to Paris, where, a.s a
member of the Corps Lfijiabttif, he gave ollence

to Napoleon. After the Restoration he became
rector of academies at Nancy an<l Kouen ; and in

18,30 he wa-s allowed to return to his native town,

and received a pension. He died in Paris, August
10, 18.37. Early works are those on Corfu (1799),

Dalmatia (1802), and the American Ke\olution

(180!)); and his epic jKieni, 11 Cumillo (1806).

His most important works are the llistoirc dea

Penplisd'Itiilir ( 182.i) ; and Storin dltnlia rhil U'.IO

III IS 14 (20 vols, ls.32), which c<msists of (Juicciar-

dini's work (1490-15.34), and his own continuation

of it. See tiie Life of him by Pavesio ( 1874).

Botta, P.WL EmiI-E, a distinguished archa

-

ologist and traveller, the son of the preceding, was
born at Turin in 1802. After extensive travels in

the New World and in Egypt, he became in 18.3.3

French con.sul in Alexamlna, and thence under-

taking a journey to Arabia, jiublished the results

in his Rilution (Tiin Voi/of/t; ilatis I'Ycnicti (1841).

He was soon after appointe<l consular agent at

Mosul, and commenced a series of discoveries

which form an epoch in archa-ological science.

Early in the spring of 1843 Botta began his

diggings in the heaps of ruins near the Tigris

I

for monuments of Assyrian antiquity ; and the
Journal Asiatiqm soon contained accounts of
his enterprise, and disquisitions on the cunei-
form writing, which afterwards appeared as a
sejiarate jmlilication under the title, Jh'moircs
(k rEcritun: Ciiiteifornie A.ssyruinte (1848). The
French governnient took up the matter warmly,
and a commission of learned men was appointed
to conduct the publication of the magniticent
archa-ological work, Momunentti dc NiHivr, (1847-
.>0)._ In 1848 he published I)i)n-riptiou.s decoiivcrtcs
a Klior.saliitd. In 1846 Botta wa.s appointed consul-
general at Jerusalem, and in 1857 at Tripoli. He
returned to France in 1868, and diecl at Acheies, near
Poi.s.sy, I8th Ajtiil 1870. See A.ssyria, Babvldnia.

Bottesilli. (;iovaxni, contrabassist, born at
f'rema, in Lombardy, 24th December 1823. A
concert tour, begun in 1840, and extending to
.\merica. established his fame as the greatest
master of the double-bass tiddle. From 1846 he
wa.s director of Italian oj)eia in Havana. Paris,
P.-tlermo. and Barcelona, and died 7tli July 1889,
diiectcnof the conservatory at Parma. His conipo-
sitioiis included four o]ierasand an oratorio: lint his
best worl< is Ins Methodc dc Complete de Conin -basse.

Bottifer, JoilANN FciEDRiCH, imjnover of the
porccl.iin manufacture, was liorn 4th February 1682
in Keu.ss-Schleiz. He became an enthusiast in the
search for the philosojiliers st(me, .md found patnms
at the court ot Saxony. The king, dissatisfied with
his gold-making, sought to avail himself of the
skill which Biittger really posses.sed, and tlie latter
was compelled to enter upon those experiments,
of which the celebrated Meissen Porcelain was the
result (see Pottery). He died March 13, 1719.

Botticelli. Sanduo, originally Alcssaudro
Filiiieid, an eminent jiainter of the Tuscan school
of the 15th i-entury, was born at Floience in 1447.
Hi> was at first apjirenticed to Botlicello, a gold-
smith, whose name he assumed : but as he .showed
evidence of his genius for painting, he was trans-
ferred to the school of Fra Lipjx) Lijmi. In his
y<mth and early manhood, Botticelli felt the spell

of classical mythology, and jiroduced many works on
clii.ssical subjects—the finest his ' Birth of Venus,'
in the I'flizi, and his ' \'enus with the (iraces,' in

the Florence Academy. Two smaller examples of
this style <are in the N.ational Uallery. He also
executed numerous devotional i)ictures, marked by
much imaginative refinement—the ' Con mat ion of

the N'irgin,' in the Florence Academy, and tlie large
circular ' Madonna and Child," in the Uflizi, being
f.amous examples. The ' Assum])tion of the \'irgin,'

mentioned by Vasari, was painted, about 1470, for

Matteo Palmieri, according to the .scheme of the
Heavenly Hierarchies adopted in his poem the Citta
di Vita. After Palmieri's «leath, the picture was
condemned and concealed from view, as heretical

in teaching the linal restoration of the angels who
had reniaine<l neutral in the strife with Lucifer. It

was acquired for 4500 guineas at the Hamilton
Palace sale, by the National Gallery, which also

contains a hnely ' Nativity,' hinting at the .same

heresy, a work bearing a mystical inscription, and
the date, apparently, of 1.50(3, formerly the property
of Mr Fuller-Maitland. Botticelli's colouring, often

enriched by gold, is brilliant and fanciful, and the
minutest care is shown in all the details of his

compositions. His Howers, especially his roses, are

painteil with marvellous delicacy. In the counten-
ances, whether of Madonnas and angels, or of

Venuses and (Jraces, there is a fascinating expres-

sion of wistful melancholy. Among Botticelli's

greatest works are his three frescoes, representing

the 'Life of Moses,' the ' Destruction of Korah,
Dathan, and Abiram,' and the ' Temptation of

Christ,' executed before 1484, in the Sistine Chapel
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at the Vatican. He was powerfully impressed by
the teachinj; of Savonarola; and, according to

Vasari. in his later years he ' occupied himself with
commenting on a certain part of Dante, and made
tijjures for the Inferito, and ])nt them into print."

His great series of pen and silver-point drawings,
illustrating the Diriiia Co)nmcdia, was acquiretl

by the Berlin Museum at the Hamilton Palace sale.

It has been admirably reproduced in phototype,
with the addition of eight other drawings of the
set which were discovered in the Vatican, and fac-

similes of the engravings to the Dante of 1481,

which aie now believed to have been executed—
perhaps by Baldini—under Botticelli's inliuence.

Tn age Botticelli became lame, decrejjit, and unfit
for ^\()rk, and lie died in l.")10, a pensioner of the
Medici familv. See the Monograph by H. Ullmann
(Municli, 1894).

Bottiger, Karl Augu.st, a German archae-

ologist, born in 1760 at Reichenbach, in Saxony, was
successively rector at Guben (1784) and Bautzen
( 1790), and director of the Gymnasium at Weimar
( 1791 ). His literary activity was prodigious, but
his works, once held in high estimation, are now
only valued for the mass of materials they contain.
From 1804 he delivered lectures on special branches
of classical antiquities and art at Dresden, where he
died in 1835. Among his writings may be mentioned
Sabina (1803), Amalthca (1820-25), and Idccn zur
Kunnt-mytkologie, ( 1826-36 ). His smaller works
have been collected and edited by Sillig ( 1837).

Bottle ( Fr. bonteille, which is the dim. of botte

or boute [allied to Eng. butt\ 'a vessel'), a vessel,

generally of a round shape, with a narrow neck,
for holding liquids. Tlie first l)ottles were prob-
ably made of the skins of animals, mostly goats

—

of this kind were the bottles spoken of in Scripture.
Skin bottles are still used in Southern Europe for

the transport of wine, and by tribes of Africa and
Asia for carrying water. The ancient Egyptians
had bottles of alabaster, stone, gold, ivory, and
other substances. Glass bottles, often of great
beauty, were made by the Phcenicians and Romans,
and in the middle ages at Venice. Porous earthen-
ware bottles have been long in use in the East
to keep water cool in. The Chinese have beautiful
small bottles of jade, rock-crystal, agate, and a
peculiar glass of two coloured layers. Modern
bottles are chiefly made of Glass" (q.v.), and of
stoneware (see Pottery). In America, cheap,
light, unbreakable bottles for most ordinary pur-
poses have of late been made of paper, especially
at Chicago. A long strip of paper is bent round
a mandrel, and so made into a tube, which, after
being covered with an outer glazed sheet of paper,
is cut into lengths. Tliese are fitted with bottoms
and necks of paper or of wood, and the insides are
lined with a composition intended to resist the
action of acids, dyes, spirits, &c.

Bottle-briisll Plants, a name applied to
species of Metrosideros, Callistemon, and other
genera of Myrtacepe (q.v.), which agree in having
sessile crowded flowers with reduced floral enve-
lopes, but large conspicuous compound stamens

;

the whole inflorescence thus suggesting a red bottle-
brush.

Bottle Chart is one which purports to show
the track of sealed bottles thrown from ships into
the sea. Lieutenant Becher, an English naval
oflScer, constmcted in 1843 a chart of bottle-
voyages in the Atlantic, so iis to illustrate the
currents. The time which e]a])s('s l)etween tlie
launching of tiie bottle from the siiip and the find-
ing it on shore, or picking up l)y some other ship,
has varied from a few days to sixteen years ; wiiile
the straight-line distance between the two points
has varied from a few miles to 5000 miles. The

Bottle Chart has been re-edited from time to time,

and republished.

Bottle-glass. See Gl.\ss.

Bottle-gourd (La(/cnari(>, from Lat. lagcna,
' a l)ottk>

' ), a sub-genus of Cucurbita ( natural order
Cucurbitaceu', q.v.). The Common Bottle-gourd,
or False Calabash (C. lagenaria or L. vulgaris), is

a native of India, but is now common almost
everywhere in Avarm climates. It is a climbing
musky-scented annual, clothed with soft down,
having its flowers in clusters, and a large fruit,

from 1 to sometimes even 6 feet in length, which is

iisually shaped like a bottle, an urn, or a club.

The fruit has a hard rind, and when the pulp is

removed and the rind dried, it is used in many
countries for holding water, and is generally called

a Calabash (q.v.). In its wild state it is very bitter

and poisonous, and even in cultivation some of its

varieties exhibit not a little of the bitterness and
purgative properties of Colocynth (q.v.). Other
varieties, particularly the more luxuriant, how-
ever, have a cooling edible pulp. The bottle-

gourd appears to have been introduced into Europe
about the close of the 16th century, but it re((uires

for its advantageous cultivation a warmer climate
than that of Britain. It is, however, much culti-

vated in warmer countries as an esculent, and its

rind lends itself to many domestic uses, often
furnishing, for instance, not only bottles and
dishes, but spoons and hats. It is groAvn in some
parts of the United States. Another species, L.
idololatrica, is a sacred plant of the Hindus, much
employed in their religious ceremonies.

Bottlebead, or Bottlenose [Hyperoddoti),
one of the toothed whales in the same family as the
Sperm

(
Physcteridcc). The most striking feature is

the abrujit rise of the head from the small snout.

The bones forming the front of the upper jaw rise

suddenly behind the nostrils, expanding in crests as

they ascend. The result is a rounded and prominent
upper head. There is a small conical tooth hidden
in the gum at the end of each lower jaw, and some-
times another behind this again. Tiie blow-hole

Bottkhtad.

is crescent-shaped. The colour is blackish, vergdng
to white below. Two s[)ecies are certainly known,
both from the North Atlantic, and sometimes
found in the North Sea. H. rostratus (or bidois,

or biitzlcopf), the common Buttlaiosc, measures
about 24 feet in length, and is sometimes stranded
on European shores. One described by Hunter in

1787 was caught above London Bridge. H. lati-

frons is somewhat larger, has a flatter forehead,

and attains a length of 30 feet. The genus Xi])]iiits

is closely allied. The Hyperoiidon must be distin-

guished from the Bottle-nosed Dolphin (Delphinus
titrsio) occasionally found on British coasts. See
Cet.vce.v, Whale'.

Bottling and Bottling llaebines. Atten
tion to bottling is of importance not only for the

fluids we drink, but also feu- medical preparations,

])erfumes, and other liquid bodies, where a porous

c(u-k ])ermitting V(datiie substances to escape, or

air to enter, often leaves the contents of the bottle

quite Axorthless. To clean bottles thoroughly they
siiould be left in warm water, containing soda,

long enough for any dry films to soften, and then
everything adhering to the sides should be removed
with a bottle brush. After several rinsings they
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Ji^rv

^

Buttling Machine.

^houlll be quite filled with clean water before lieing
left to drain. Sliakin;: uji with vitriol removes
l>etroleiini aiul paratiin oil.

From many varieties of maehine.s in nse for
l«>ttiiii;,' .Verated Waters ((|.v.) we select one
((\>dd s

) for description which i.s reported to V>e verv
serviceable, and which will be easily nn<lei-stoo"d

from the annexed
outs—one a front
and the other a
side view partly
sectional. Its im-
portant parts are
the valve, V, for

controlling the ad-
mission of the
aerated water ( it

<loes more than
this), the lever, L,

and slide, S, with
their connecting
link, which raise

the bottle into posi-

tii>n and lower it a
little for removal
when Hlled. As
aerated ^^aters re-

quire to be kept
under pressure,
there is a metal vn\i

at C, sujtplied in-

ternally with an
india-rubVier ring
or wiusher, against
which the mouth of

the bottle is pressed to prevent the escape of gas.
This form of machine is only suitable for bottles
with gla.ss ball stoppers. The attendant has just
to raise the liottle into position by the lever, and
open the valve by the liamlle, when the aerated
water rushes into the l>ott!e, and, as it lills, lifts

the glass stopper into its iilace. lie then lowers
the buttle, removes it. ami repeats the operation
with others. The valve, V, is so designed that
while it admits aerated water from the pipe, W, it

at the siime time lets the displaced air in tlie bottle

escape at tiie pipe, A.
W hen it Ls used for lemonade or any similar

sweet drink, the proper (piantity of sirup is put
into the Injttle liefore it is tilled with the aerated

water. Another form of this machine has a siruj)

pump attached to it, in which ca.se the same handle
works the valves to a<lniit both sirup an<I aerated

water.
A very simple and efficient kind of bottling

ap{>aratus for Ijeer consists of a small wooden
trough fed from a Imrrel, and of sufficient capacity

Ui hold a.s much liquid as will keep a con.stant How
through six siphon tubes. The machine is -^et

ag<»ing by the operator sucking the air out of the

siphon tul)es. He removes a bottle from each of

these ius fjust a.s it is hlled.

For corking-machines, see Cork.

Bottomry, Bond or Cqntr.vct of, is a
security by which a ship and tackle is expressly

mortgage<l or hi/iiothenited by the owner or master,

for repairs to the ship, or for money aiivauced for

its outlit or some other necessary purpose abroad.

It is called a security by bottuinnj, because the

bottom or keel of the sfiip is limiratively used

to express the whole of it. The loan or debt is

repayal)le only in the event of the shi])'s safe

arrival at the port of destination ; ami in con-

sideration of this risk, the lender or creditor

exacts a i>remium, the amount of which dejjends

on tiie nature of the adventure. If the ship

>>e totally lost, the lender h)ses his inoney : but

if sjie returns safely, he recovers his princijial.

I
together with interest at the rate agreed upon.

I

These contracts are not treated as ordinary mort-
gages, and preferred according to the order of date ;

j

but inversely, the latest is preferred to the preced-
!
ing, because it is presumed that the last loan saved

I

the ship. Hottomry is sometimes granted in the
I form of a bill, sometimes as a bond, but it must
(
always be in writing, and must state the sum

1
advanced, with the marine interest agreed on ( whicli
often amounts to 25 per cent. », the voyage proposed,
with the duration of the risk, aucl whether the
security includes cargo as well as ship. The
nia.ster's authority to grant such a bond arises only
in foreign ports, and depends on the question
whether the money is necessary to complete the
enterprise. The owners of the' ship are not per-
sonally liable for the advance, as the marine interest
generally swallows up their profit, but the master
IS liable on his own obligation. Where the per-
sonal ciedit of the owner might be obtained by
telegraj)!!, the bottomry liond, granted without his
authority, is void. The Imttomry creditor is not
subject to general or particular average. Bottomry
was not known to the civil law; the law df
the I'nited States is based on that of England.
Bottomry contracts, which are subjected to rigid
scrutiny, are assignable and negotiable. See the
works of Arnoukl, Parsons, Marshall, Abbott,
Park, \c. on Marine Insurance ; also Insurance,
Mkhciiant Smi'i'iNG Act, Respondentia.

Botzeil, or BoZEN (Ital. Bolzano), an important
trading town of the Austrian Tyrol, charmingly
situated on the Eisach, 35 miles' NNE. of Trent
by the Breimer Itailway. An Italian-looking place,
it has several churches and nu)nasteries—one of
the former dating from the 13th century—a castle,
and a gymnasium. It is jirotected from the inun-
dations of a mountain-torrent in the vicinity by
a strong wall about 2 ndles in length. It has
Mumufactures of silk, cotton, linen, hosiery, leather,
Hour, and vinegar. Wine and fruits in abundance
•are pnHluce<l in the fertile valley of the Adige, pro-
tected l)y lofty mountains. Pup. 11,744.

Boucher, Francois, a French painter, was
Itorn at Paris in 1703, studied at Rome, and
became a member of tlie Academy (1734), and
painter to Lcmis XV. (1765). He was an artist
of much ability, and ecjually facile in the produc-
tion of figure or land.scape pictures. The number
of his pictures and drawings is said to ha\e
exceeded 10,(X)0 ; he also executed engravings. At
his ileatli, \\ lucli occurred May .30, 1770, he was
director of the French Academy.

Boui'lier de C'rt'vt'ca'ur de Perthes,
JACtilKS, anthropologist and writer, born at
Rethel, 10th September 1788. Through his father,

an active botanist, he came under the notice of

Napoleon, and was employed in numerous missions
to Italy, (Jermany, Au.stria, and Hungary. From
the Restoration he lived at Abbeville, and there he
died, 5th August 1868. He wrote travels, poems,
and an early apology for free-trade ; but only his

works on the archa-ology of man are of conse-

ipience now. The lirst, Df la Creation (5 vols.

1839-41), already biought him .some reputation,

but his long investigations on .stone weapons and
other remains of early human civilisation in the

tertiary and older quaternary diluvial strata made
him famous. His most striking discovery was
that of a fossil human jawbone in the quarries of

Moulin-Quignon, near Abbeville, in 1863. Other
works of great value are Antiquites Celtiqitex ct

Anfcdilin-iennc.^ {:i vols. 1846-65). and Th-rHontme
Antediluvien if de ses CEuvres ( 1860).

Bouehe.S-du-Rhone ( 'mouths of the Rhone'),

a department in the south-east of France, formerly

a part of Provence, with an area of 1971 sq. m.
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It it! divided into the three anoudissements of

Mai-seilles, Aix, and Aries. Through tlie northern

and eastern districts the jNIaritinie Alps slope

gently down to the l)asin of tiie Rhone. Towards
the seasliore there are several jjlains of consider-

able extent ; the western portion called the

Caniargue is very unhealthy. Tiie amount of

arable land is sinall ; heaths, woods, wastes, and
water oceupv the rest. The Rhone—which between
Aries and the sea separates into several branches,

forming a delta, called lie dc la Camanjue—and
its affluent, the Durance, are the principal rivers.

The department is intersected by several canals

of importance, and by a great aqueduct conveying
water from the Durance to ^larseilles. The soil

in some parts is strongly impregnated with salt.

The great plain of Crau, to the east, is stony
and arid. Besides the Etang de Berre, there

are numerous salt-lakes communicating with the
sea by natural or artificial channels. Marble,
limestone, and gypsum are found, and from 1000

to 2000 men are engaged in coal-mining. Leather,
hats, perfumes, soap, olive-oil, vinegar, and chem-
ical products are manufactured ; there are ex-

tensixe brandy-distilleries and sugar-retineries ; the
produce of the salt-works is larger than that of

any other part of France, and that of wine is large.

Pop. (1872) 554,911 ; (1891 ) 630,622.

Boiicicault. Dion, dramatist and actor, was
born at Dublin, 2Gth Decemlter 1822. He was
educated at ("niversity College, London, and in

1841 produced his first drama, London Assur-
ance, before he was nineteen years old. It was
signally successful, and its success determined his

career. Once embarked in the career of a play-

WTiter, Boucicanlt produced piece after piece in

rapid succession, in comedy, farce, and melodrama.
When he went upon the stage he secured a high
reputation as an actor. From 1853 till 1860 he was
in America. On his return to England in 1860, he
produced 17tc Colleen Baivn, the first of several

popular IrLsli dramas which proved among the
most successful of modern times. This was fol-

lowed by Arrah-na-Poguc (1864), and The Sltang/i-

raiin (1875). The popularity of another '.sensa-

tion ' drama. The Octoroon ( 1861 ), Avas inferior only
to that of The Colleen Baivn. For a time he
was joint-manager of the Adelphi, and in 1862
opened a new theatre in London, the West-
minster, but was ruined by the speculation.
He afterwards re-established his fortunes by
new jjlays, in some of which he and his wife
took the leading parts. The Streets of London,
Flying Scud, and After Dark were the most
notable of his later works, all of which are of the
'sensation' school, with which, it may be said, he
first familiarised the puldic. He wrote more
than 140 original pi^eces and adaptations. In 1876
he went to live in New York, but in 1887 visited

England, taking part in one of his own plavs. The
JUt. He died at New York, 18th September 1890.

Boili'. Ami, geologist, was born at Hamburg,
16th ^larcli 1794: studied at Geneva, Paris, Edin-
burgh, and Berlin ; lived at Paris, and then at

Vienna, Avhere he died, 22d November 1881. He
travelled extensively, and Avrote many geological
works, one on the geology of Scotland ( 1820), and
three on tiie geology of Turkey in Europe.

Boilfai'ik, a town of Algeria, 23 miles S. of
Algiers l)y rail. Pop. 4621.

Bouflei'.s, Loiis Fk.vxcois, Drc de, peer
and marshal of France, one' of tlie most distin-
guisheil generals of his time, was born in 1644, of an
ancient family of Picardy. He l)egan his military
career early, and served \inder the great Conde,
Turenne, and Catinat in the wars of Louis XIV.,
with such distinction that he received the mar-

shal's baton in 1693. His famous defence of Namur
against William III. in 1695, and of Lille against
Prince Eugene in 1708, made him a duke and peer
of France. After the defeat of Mali)laquet in 1709,

he conducted the French retreat with admirable
skill and success. He die<l at Fontainebleau, 20th
August 1711.—His son, Joseph Makie, Due de
Boutlers (1706-47), was likewise a marshal of

France.

Bouflers, Stanislas, Marquis de, com-
monly styled the Chevalier de Boufiers, was born
at Luncville in 1737. He was the son of the witty
Marquise de Boufiers, who played a brilliant part
at the court of Stanislaus, the exiled king of

Poland. He rose to the rank of marshal, was
a poet and literary man of some note, and much
admireil in the P'rench salons of his time. He
died in 1815. We hiive his CEuvres Clioisies (4 vols.

1828), and a neAV edition of his Contes en Vers et

Prose {\S:8).

Bougainville, Louis Antoine de, navigator,
was born at Paris, 11th November 1729, studied
there, and attained great proficiency both in lan-

guages and science. In 1755 he went as secretary
of the French embassy to London. In 1756 he
acted as ^Montcalm's aide-de-camp in Canada,
where he served with distinction, as also in the
campaign of 1761 in Germany. After the peace
he entered the naval service, in Axhich he soon
signalised himself. He undertook a voyage round
the world (1766-69) with a frigate and a St INlalo

transport, the first voyage round the world which
the French ever accomplished. He gave an account
of it in his Descriptio)i d'un Voyage autour du
Monde ( 1771-72 ). Geography and other branches of

science were enriched h\ it Avith many discoveries.

In the North American Avar Bougainville com-
manded several shijis of the line, and in 1779 AA'as

made elief d'escadrc : in the following yeai' he Avas

made a field-marshal in the army. After the out-

break of the Revolution he retired from public

service, and devoted himself entirely to scientific

pursuits. By Napoleon I. he Avas made a senator,

count of the empire, and member of the Legion of

Honour. After lam are named one of the Solomon
Islands, a strait in the NeAV Hebrides, and a bay
on the north side of the Strait of Magellan. He
died 31st August 1811.

Boilgaiuvillea, a neotropical genus of Nycta-

1

Bougainvillea, foliage and flowering branches :

fl, two set.s eacli of three tlower-buds, witli coluurcil bracts.

ginacea', frecpiently trained over trellises or undei
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the roofs of greenhouses, on account of the beauty
of its jieculi.ir inHorescence, the small Howei-s, which
^Tow in tliri-es, lieinj,' almost concealed liy as many
niemltraneous hracts of sj)lendid rosy "or purple
colour.—Tin- same name is given to' a genus of
hydroid /oojdiytes.

Boujcll. Samiel, U.S.A., landscapc-iiainter,
w;us horn Sth January 18-22, at Carlisle, where for
two years he was employetl in the office of the
town-clerk. He received hints from various
painters, ))ut never obtaine<l any systematic art
instruction. In 1845 he was a scene-painter in
Manchester, and later in (ilasgow, where Daniel
Macnee, afterwards P. U.S. A., encouraged him to
become a landscape-painter; and he .shortlj- pro-
duced several sketches in ("ailzow Forest, and
'Shipbuilding on the Clyde.' Ani(mg the more
important of his oil-pictures are ' Edinburgh from
the Canal ' ( l8tj-2l ;

' Holv Island "

t 18U3) ;
• In the

Trossachs' (1HG.">); 'The Vale of Leith' (1866);
'Kirkwall Harl>our' (1867); ' Borrowdale ; ' 'St
Monance;' 'London from Shooter's Hill" (1872).
His 'Royal Vcdunteer Review' (1860) is in the
National ( Jallery of Scotland. His l»e.st oil-pictures
are spirite<l and expressive in touch, and possess a
fine sense of atmosphere; l)Ut he freiinently painted
carelessly and hurriedly, and produced much,
especially during his later years, that was unworthy
of his brush. His numerous water-colours are of
more uniform excellence :' they are stnmgly influ-

en<ed by the example of David Cox, and are esj>eci-

ally remarkable for the delicate gray tones of their
skies. In 1S.'>7 Hough was elected A. li.S. A., and
in 1875 R.S.A. He had settled in Edinburgh in
185."), where he died 19th November 1878. A
collection of over '2<>0 of his works was brought
t<»getlier ill till' (ilasgow Institute in 1880.

Bouiflit and Sold Notes. See Contract
NoTKS.

BfllliGrie. a ]>ort of Algeria, on the Bay of

Bou<jie, l'20 miles E. of Algiers. Rougie was the
SnlXr of the Romans, anil in the 5tii century was
a chief seat of tlie N'andals ; under the Arabs it

was raised to such importance that it was called

Little Mecca, and wjis the entrepot of the trade
between Christendom .and North Africa ; l»ut .after

various vicissitudes, it had sunk to a small village

in 183.3, when the French cajjturetl the place.

Their extensive works have since rendered it a
strong fortress, and a commercial centre of some
vain.-. I'up. 6248.

Bougies are nnls of metal or other substances,

used for distending contracted mucous canals, as

the gullet, bowels^ or urethra (see STRICTURE).
For the urethra, they are fretjuently of German
silver or pewter, and vary from I'.th to :Jth of

an inch in diameter. Still larger sizes are used

by many surgeons. For the other canals, they
are usually m.aile of plaited thread, like an
ordinarj- ri<ling whip, impregnated with a sub-

stance c.alled ijuinelnstii\ of which the chief con-

stituent is india-rubber. This combination of

materials possesses a degree of lirmness united

with Hexibility, and a smoothness of surface very

suitable for the end to l»e att.-iined. In form

they are cylindrical, with either a slightly

tapered round extrenuty, or a somewhat acorn-

shaped dilat.'ition at or near the ]ioint. The n.ame

is also .applied to roils of similar sh.ape made of

gelatin, cacao-butter, or some such substance,

which melts at the temperature of the body, and
charged with medicaments, which it is desired to

apply to the mucous memlirane of the urethra or

the n.os.il cavities.

BouifUer, Pierre, a great French physicist,

iKirn at Croisic, in Brittany, 16th Februarj- 1698.

It. 1735 he was sent with Codin, La Condamine, and

Jussieu to South America to measure a degree of
the meridian at the equator. During their seven
years" absence Bouguer and his companions made
valuable observ.ations on the length of the seconds
pendulum .at gre.at elevations, the deviation of the
plumb-line from a vertical position through the
attraction of a neighbouring mount.ain, the limit
of perpetual snow, the obliipiity of the ecliptic,
«S:c. He published an .account of his labours in
the Thiurie de la Figure dc la Terre (1749). His
investigJitions concerning the intensity of light laid
the foundation of photometry ; their results were
fully eml)odied in his Traite d'Optiqiic (1760).
In 1748 Bouguer invented the heliometer, after-
wards brought to greater perfection by Fraunhofer.
He died at Paris, August 15, 1758.

Bouguereaii, William Adolphe, born at La
Rochelle, 30th November 18'25. While eng.aged in
business at Bordeaux he was instructed in art; and
proceeding to Paris, he worked under Picot, and in

the Ecole des Beaux Art, where in 1850 he gained
the Grand Prix dc liotne, which entitled him to
study in Italy, whence he returned in 1855. In
1849 he produced his dignified .and austere 'Angel
of Death,' but he tii-st made a distinct mark in 1854
by ' The Body of St Cecilia borne to the Cata-
combs,' which, along with his ' Philomela and
Procne ' ( 1861 ), is now in the Luxembourg, and his

'Maria Consolatrix ' (1877) w.as also a government
commission. Among his other works may be
named ' The B.ather ' and ' Vow of St Anne ' ( 1 870 )

;

'Harvest-time' and 'The Mower' ( 1872); 'Nymphs
and Satyrs' (1873); ' Homer and his Guide" (1874);
' Holy Family' (1875); 'Youth .and Love' (1877);
'Triumph of Venus '( 1879); and ' .Alm.a Parens'
( 1883 ). His productions are distinguished >)v a kind
of cultured academic grace, linished and balanced
design, and careful execution with a smooth
surface. He is seen at his best in classical sub-
jects, and in softly idealised scenes from rural

life. Occasionally he has painted portraits ; and
.among his decorative works are subjects in the
Hotel Pereire, Paris, a ceiling in the theatre,

Bordeaux, and paintings in the churches of St
Clotilde and St Augustin, Paris.

Boiiilhv Francois Claude A.mour, MAUCiUis
de, a distinguished French general, was born in

I7."i9atthe castle of Cluzel, in Auvergnc, entered
the army at the age of fourteen, and served with
distinction in Germany during the Seven Years'
War. In 1768 he was ai)pointed governor of the
island of Guadeloupe, .and afterw.ards commander-
in-chief of .all the French forces in the West Indies.

When war broke out in 1778, he successively took
from the British, Dominica, Tobago, St Eustache,
Saba, St Martin, St Christophers, and Nevis. Louis
X\T. nominated him a member of the Assembly
of Notables in 1787-88; in 1790 he w.as made
commander-in-chief of the army of the Meuse, the

Sa.ar, and the Moselle. His decision of character

prevented the dissolution of the army and the out-

break of civil war. For his share in the .attempted

escape of Louis XVI. he had to llee from Fr.ance.

In 1791 he entered into the service of (iustavus III.

of Sweden, and afterwards served in the corps of

the Prince of Conde. He rejected a proposal made
in 1793 th.at he should take the chief comm.and in

La Vendee ; and went to England, where his .advice

in West Indian .att'airs was useful to the govern-

ment, and where he wrote his Memoiren sur la

Rivohdion FratK-ai.sc. He died in London, 14th

November 1800. See Gabriel's Louis XVI. , Bouille,

ef Varcuncs
( 1874).

Bouillon, a duchy, originally German, in the

Belgian part of the "grand-duchy of Luxeiiiburg,

consisting of a woody and hilly district in the

Ardennes, about 145 sq. m. in extent. This duc'.iy
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was tlie possession of the famous crusader, Godfrey

of Bouillon, Avho, in order to raise money for his

crusade, pledged it in lODo to the Bishop of Lit'<,'e.

It was comiuered l>y France in the war of 1672.

By the peace of 18l"4, the greater part of it was
includeil in tiie grand-duchy of Luxemburg, and
the sovereignty of it passed to the king of the

Netherlands. By the revolution of 1830, Bouillon,

along with Luxemburg, was separated from the

Xetlierlands, and in is;i7 united to Belgium.—The
principal town is Bouillon, situated between steep

hills on the Semoy, 9 miles NNE. of Sedan, and
near the French frontier. Pop. 2765. For the

crusader, see GODFREY.

Bouilly, Jean Nicolas, a prolific French
dramatist, born at La Coudraye, near Tours, 24th

January 1763. During the fever of the Revolu-

tion he tilled with rare prudence se^•eral import-

ant public offices. He died at Paris, 14th April

1842. In his writings, Bouilly reveals a character

of rare elevation and sincerity, but the effect is

somewhat marred by his prolixity and by an over-

sentimentality that earned him the name of the
' poete lacrymal.' Of his plays the following

deserve mention : the comic opera Pierre Ic Grand
(1790), L'Ahbc de Ctpie (1795), Les deux Jour-

men (1800) for Cherubini's music, i^a/ic/ioM ( 1803),

Une Folic (1803), Madame de Scvigne (1805). He
wrote many popular books for the young, includ-

ing Contcs a tnu Fille (1809).

Boillak, or BuLAQ, the port of Cairo, on the
Nile, opposite an island of the same name, nbout
one mile NW. from that city, of which it forms a
suburb. It is a close-built town of poor houses,
extremely dirty, with \'ery narrow and irregular
unpaved streets. It contains the custom-house and
warehouses of Cairo, a school of engineering, cotton,
paper, and sugar factories, and the government
printing-press. Here was formed by Mariette Pasha
the national museum of Egyptian antiquities
(removed in 1889-90 to Gizeh) which contained the
results of systematic excavation, including many
of the relics brought to light through the Egvptiau
Exploration Fund. Pop.'20,000.

Boulaiuvilliers, Henry, Count, an eminent
French author, descended from an .ancient family
in Picardy, was born llth October 1658, at St Saire,

in Normandy. He resigned the military profes-
sion, and devoted himself to the investigation of
tlie genealogy of the ancient families of France.
His writings, which are pervaded by extreme aris-

tocratic sentiments, -svere first published after his
death, which took place on 23d January 1722. The
most valuable of them are his Histoire de /'Ancien
Gouvernement de France (3 vols. 1727), his Histoire
de la Pairie de France et du Parlcmcnt de Paris
(2 vols. 1753), and his Abrege Chrnnuloyiqne de
rHistoire de France (3 vols. 1733).

^ Boiilaiijfer, George Ernest Jean Marie, a
French general, was born at Kennes in 1837, and
was educatetl at St Cyr. He served in Algeria,
Italy, and (yOchin-China ; was with Bazaine at
Metz, but escaped to Paris, and Iielil a lieutenant-
colonelcy under tlie Government of National
Defence; in 1S76 headeil the deputation of French
officers at tiie celeliration of tiie centenaiy of
American Independence ; became brigadier-general
in 1880, by the inllueni-e of the Due d'.Vumale; and I

in 1884-85 commanded the army of occupation in
]

Tunis, till an arbitrary attempt to exalt the niili-
|

tary over the civil authority led to his recall. He 1

was wounded in action in Italy and (hiring tlic
I

(Jonimune. He was minister of war from Januar\-
1886 to May 1887, urged forward the expulsion
of the Due <rAuniale and the other jtrinces from
France, and througli tlie introduction of some
desiiable army reforms and the appearance of a

fortunate music-hall sonj' in his praise, w-as ailopted
as the embodiment of the ' revenge ' policy by the
Parisians, wlio for some montlis sntl'ered from what
^^as termed the Boulanger fever. In 1887, while
commanding an army corps at ( lermont-Ferrand,
lie was, for his remarks on tiie then war minister,
ordered under arrest for tiiirty days. In Marcli
1888, for disobedience to orders, he was deprived of
his command; but was immediately elected deputy
for Dordogne, and shortly thereafter for NonJ.
He was wounded in a duel with M. Flo<|uet, tiie

minister-president, in tiie same year. Boulangisni
became still more formidable in 1889, and was
supported with large sums of money by leading
Royalists for their own ends. But when tlie

government prosecuted Boulanger for intrigues
against tiie republic and malversation of funds,
lie fled (1889) tlie country. He was condemned in

absence; his schemes wholly collapsed, and on 30th
September 1891 he shot himself on his mistress's
grave in a cemetery in Brussels.

Buiilay de la Uleiii'the, Antoine. Count,
a French statesman, born at Chaumouzey, in tlie

A'osges, in 1761. He espoused the cause of tlie

R(noIution, but became known as the ojiponent
both of Jacobinism and the despotism of the Direc-
tory. Under the Empire he had an important part
in the preparation of tlie Code Civil. Returning in

1819 from Germ.any, he lived in retirement at Paris,

Avliere he died 2d February 1840. He published an
essay on the Coininonivealth iit Enghmd (1799),
and Bourricnne et scs Erreurs (1830).

Boulder-clay is a stony clay which has a very
wide geographical distribution. It occurs in the
British Islands, as far south as the Bristol Channel
and the valley of the Thames. It overspreads
extensive areas in Scandinavia, Holland, Northern
Germany, and Central and Northern Russia. In
tlie lower valleys of the Alps, and many other moun-
tain districts of Central and Southern Europe it is

also well known. It has likewise been traced over
\ast regions in British America and the northern
states of the Union. Boulder-clay varies in thick-

ness from a few feet up to 20 or 30 yards—being
generally thickest upon low-lying regions, and
thinning away as it is followed up towards the
mountains. It is unstratilied, and contains stones
scattered confusedly through its mass without any
reference to their relative size and weight. These
stones are of all shapes and dimensions, from mere
grit up to great blocks several tons in weight.
Many of them are blunted and subangular, and
show on one or more sides that smoothed, abraded,
and striated appearance which is characteristic of

glacial action. The clay itself is generally more or

less tough and hard, anil has apparently been sub-

jected to intense pressure, as is further shown by
the presence now and again of a kind of ' pseudo-
lamination ' or 'pseudo-bedding,' often marKed by
differences of colour, and sometimes by lines of

stones. These structures ai>j)ear to be tlue to the
shearing and yielding of the clay under pressure.

Here and there lenticular patches of water-worn
stones, and gravel, sand, and clay occur com-
pletely inclosed in the tumultuous stony clay

—

tieing confused, contorted, and involved wdtli the

latter in such a way as to show that they ami the
stony clay had been rolled forward upim each other.

The included stones are more or less local in char-

acter—that is to say, the great majority in any
individual sheet of boulder-clay have been detached
from rocks belonging to the drainage area within
which that particular sheet of boulder-clay occurs;

while those fragments which have come from a
greater distance can be shown to have travelled in

one and the same direction as the locally derived

stones and boulders, lu like manner, the coloui" of
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the clay is more or less local. Thus, in regions
conijMised largely of red coloured rocks, the boulder-
clay is re»l ; wliile it may l>e yellow, j,May, or blue in
other regions, according to the j)revailin'g colours of
the rocks upon or near to which it lies. Fossils
have been met with at rare intervals in Ijoulder-
clay, but these are always derivative, and th>x

untrequently they are smoothed and striated in the
same manner as the stones ; in other words, thev
are Inmlders just us are the stones amon;j;st wliieli
they lie. In many places, where the boulder-clav
has l>een .stripped ott' the underlying rocks, the.se
are found to present a highly smoothed and abraded
surface, streaked with rectilinear gnM>ves and
scratches, the trend or direction of which cone-
sponds with that followed by the stones and l»ouldei-s

in the bouMer-clav. Not unfrequently, however,
the underlying rocks present a very shattered anil
confused appearance under the clay—larger and
smaller ma.sses bein<' inclosed in the lower part of
the Ixiulder-clay—the Ixjttom portion of which,
indeed, is often entirely ct)mi>osed of the debris of
underlying rock-ma-sses, which have all the appear-
ance of having been t(jrn (tut of their places and
dragged forward in the direction followed by the
further-travelled blocks and l^>ulder>i of the boulder
day. In the lower reaches of mountain valleys.
IS m those of Britain, the Alps, the Pyrenees, &c..
boulder-clay tends to form gently undulating oi

approximately level sheet.s- or layers, which beui-
cut through by streams or riveivi, form more or les>

bold blurts and .scaurs. In some low-lying tracts,

however, it is often arranged in long parallel banks
or 'drums,' and 'sowbacks"—the general trend of
which corresj)onds with that of the stria- or .scratches

on the underlying rocks, and with the direction
followed by the lM)uldei-s in the boulder-day. Ex-
cellent exami)les of tirumti occur in Nithsdale and
in the lower valleys of the Tcviot and the Tweed.
In these ami many other rejrions the bouKler-clay is

frequently found heaped up on one side of promi-
nent rocky knolls ami hills, the steejt faces of which
front the direction in which the bouldiis of the
clay have travelled. This is the appearance called

'crag and tail '—the tail being composctl largely of

Ijoulder-clay. .\s examples may be cited Edin-
burgh Ciistle, Dalmahoy Crags, and other isolated

hills near Edinbur;,di. The origin of iMUilder-day.

which has been the subject of much discussion, i;-

now hardly in disjiute. I5oaldcr clay is un<(nestion

ably the pnxluct of glaciation, and the phenomena
menti<jned al»ove leail to the belief that this stony
clay is simply the bottom-iiKuaine or ground-mor-
aine of extinct j,'laciei-s, which formerly liatl a most
extensive development in the northern and temper-
ate latitudes of the globe (see GLACIAL Period,
Kaimks, Mokaines). Houlder-clay nnist not be

confounded with the nmriiir clays, which contain

the remains of marine shells, <S:c. of arctic and
northern species. These clays are usually more or

less well bedded, and the stones contained by them
have evidently lieen dropped from Hoatin;^ ice.

Houlder-day is known in Scotland as Till—a term
which many ;;eoloj,'ists prefer, inasmuch as l>oulder-

clay Ls often rather a stony earth than a clay.

Formerly the terms Diluiuum and Drift were u.seil

to desif^nate boulder-clay ami certain gravelly and
arenaceous deposits frequently a.ssociated with that

accumulation ; but they are now seldom or never
used. In the Alpine re<,aons iMjulder-clay is known
under the names of Gntiid-iiinniKr. Moraine jiro-

fonde, or Moraine defond; in (Jerniany it is called

(renchiebemergcl , Geschiebelehm, or Blorklehm ; and
Krosstenslera in Sweden.

Boulders. Ekk.vtic, are large masses of rock
found at a distance from the formations to which
they belong. The term is generally applied when
they are found lying detached on the surface.

Large blocks of ScandinaWan rocks are scattered
over the plauis of Denmark, Prussia, and Northern
Germany. From their magnitude and number they
frequently form a strikin- feature in the landscape
Some of these have been washed out of the Boulder-
clay (<i.v.), but the larger number are dotted over
the .surface of the terminal moraines of the .'reat
norfhern ice-sheet (see Gl.\cial Period). They
abound on the shores of the Firth of Forth. Such
Ixmlders are simply the residue of the boulder-clay
winch has been denuded and washed away by the
action of the sea. The pedestal of the statue of
Peter the Great, in St Petersburg, wa:s hewn out of
a large erratic boulder, 1500 tons in weight, that lay
«m a inai-shy plain near that city. The boulder
called Pterre de Mamictte^ at -Monthey, in the
canton of V'alais, contains 70,030 cubic fJet, and is

EiTatic Boulder at Moutliey.

large enough to have a chalet built on it. From
the nature of the stone, it is believed to have been
carried by ^^lacier action a distance of 35 miles
down the valley. On the other hand, the well-

known ' Bowder Stone' of Borrowdale (q.v.) is

simply a detached block, wluch has fallen from the
adjacent crag's.

Boulevard (Fr., also spelt boidevart ; ap})ar-

ently a co]TU|>tion of a Teutonic word = Ger.

bollircrk ; cf. Span, ba/itarfr, Ital. bahtardo, 'bul-

wark'), the name given in France to a liroad

street or jtromenade ]tlanteil with rows of trees.

Originally it was applied to the bulwark portion

of a rampart, then to the promenade laid out on
a demolished fortilication. The boulevards of

Paris are the most famous. The line from the

Madeleine to the Bastille became a walk in the days
of Louis XIV^., and then a street. The so-called

outer boulevards date from 17«0, and were also

old fortihcatious, levelled and jilanted. But many
.so-called recent boulevards in Paris and elsewhere

are simply new and hamlsome .streets, planted with

trees, and have no relation to old fortifications at

all. Some jiarts of them present a very dazzling

spectacle ; and, as a wIkjIc, they aliord a striking

exhibition of tlie life and character of the French

capital in all the ditterent cla.s.ses of society. The
Boidevardu de la Madeleine, des Capuciites, and
Montmartre are the most notable. The Thames
Embankment is a boulevard in the usual sense of

the term.

Boulogne* a town of France, in the depart-

ment of the Seine, on the right bank of the river

of that name, about 5 miles SW. of Paris, from

which it is separated l)y the Bois de Boulogne. It

has numerous villas, and over 400 wash-houses on

the river, wliich is here crossed by a line stone

bridge of twelve arches. Pop. ( 1891 ) 32,569. The
Bois de Boulogne is traversetl by many walks,
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throu^'li the broadest of which the fashionable

world of Paris travels in Easter-week to the Abbey
of Lonijchanip. At the entrance of the wood lies

Auteuil (ij.v.). During tiie Revolution, the trees

of the oilier walks were mostly cut cIomti ; but
when Napoleon chose St Cloud, in the immediate
neij^dibourliood, for his summer residcTice, new
walks were planted and laid off, and the inclosing

walls were restored. All traces of the injuries

inflicted during the siege of 1870-71 have now dis-

appeared, and the Parisian can again enjoy his

favourite place of recreation.

Bouloglie-SUr-Mer, a fortified seaport in the
French department of Pas-de-Calais, situated at

the mouth of the Liane, in the English Channel,
27 miles SW. of Calais, and 158 N. by W. of

Paris by rail. The town consists of two parts

—

l^pper and Lower Boulogne. The upper town
was in former times strongly fortified ; but its

ramparts have been converted into beautiful pro-

menades, from which, in clear weather, Dover
( "astle can be seen. The upper town contains
the hutel-de-ville, on the site of the castle where
(lodfrey de Bouillon was born in 1061, and the
former cathedral, relniilt (1 827-66) in the Italian

style, with a dome 300 feet high, and with a miracu-
lous image of the Virgin. The lower town, the
seaport pro]ier, is newer, more populous, and more
lively, inhabited chiefly by merchants, mariners,

and fishermen. It contains the barracks, the great
hospital, the theatre, the museum and gallery of

art, and many elegant residences. Boulogne has
a college, several schools, English as well as
French, and a public library of o5,000 volumes

;

there are extensive and excellent salt-water baths ;

and, on account of its fine sands, it is a favour-

ite, though somewhat expensive resort for sea-

bathing. The English residents have recently
become much less numerous. Pop. (1872)39,700;
(1891 ) 4.5.205, actively engaged in the manufacture
of linen, cordage, iron, steel pens and buttons.
oil, soap, and chemical products. Boulogne is the
chief station in France of the North Sea fisheries.

It has an active coasting trade, and ranks with
Calais as one of the nearest and most frequented
places of passage l)etween France and England,
steamers plying daily to London, which they reach
in from 9 to 10 hours, and twice a day to Folke-
stone, which they reach in about 2 hours. Paris is

reached by railway in 4^ hours. About 5000
vessels, most of them English, of over 1,000,000
tons burden, enter or clear the port annually, their
cargoes lepresenting a value of some £20,000,000.
The principal imports are woollen, cotton, and silk

material ; the exports are manufactured fabrics,

leather, and wine. The harbour of Boulogne is

too shallow for large s\n\m of \\ar, although it

has been repeatedly enlarged and improved. A
large wet-dock was completed in 1872; and
a new deep and extensive outer harbour was
constructed in 1878-95, at a total cost of little

less than £1,000,000. The blue clay cliffs have
been cut away, ami a solid sea-wall built of the
stone and soil ; and the works, which have been
steailily puslicd forward, include outer nmles or
breakwaters with a length of over 4400 yards,
and an inner mole or traverse, 1200 yards hmg
and 200 wide, alongside which stcanisliips may
lie at all states of the tide. The whole Frencli
navy could find a haven in this harbour, where the
largest ships will be able to lie at anchor even
at low-water, an advantage hitherto enjoved by
only the military ports of Brest and Cherbourg.
Boulogne was known to the Romans as I'urtus
GesoriMus, but after the time of Constantine the
Great, it was called Jiononki, and after that of the
Carlovingians, Boloma. In 1435 it came into the
possession of the Duke of Burgundy, and was

united with the crown of France by Louis XI. in

1477. The town Mas taken by the English in 1544,

and restored to the French in 1550. From this

jtoint has been contemplated every invasiim of

England since the days of Caligula ; and here
Najjoleon encamped 180,000 men and collected

2400 transports, reaily at any favourable moment
to swoop down on the shores of Britain : but after

months' watching, the war with Austria created
other employment for them. As a memorial of

this great camp, a tall marble column was erected
on the higher grounds, ami in 1841 surmounted by
a colossal statue of Na])oleou. In 1840 Boulogne
was the scene of one of the adventurous expedi-
tions of Louis Napoleon, who was imprisoned in the
citadel. The i»oets Churchill and Canij)bell, and
Le Sage, the author of Gil Bias, died here. Of
late years, from its accessibility to English tourists,

and rapid railway transit to Paris, Boulogne has
greatly superseded Calais as a place of debarkation.
See Merridew s Boulognc-sur-Mcr (Lond. 1882).

Boultou, Matthew, a celebrated English
engineer, was born 3d September 1728, at Birming-
ham, where his father had made a considerable
fortune as a silver stamper and piercer. On his

death in 1759, Matthew carried on the business
of the manufactory with great energy, and
extended it by the purchase of a piece of

land, then a barren heath, at Soho, near his

native town, his works there being opened in

1762. Here he improved not only the work-
manship, but the artistic merit of his work.
One of his first inventions was a new mode of

inlaying steel. He entered into partnership with
James Watt (q.v. ), who had obtained a patent for

the great improvements in the steam-engine which
have immortalised his name, and they established

a manufactory of steam-engines in 1769. After
eighteen years of anxious labour, this department
of the business began to be remunerative. They
jointly contributed also to the improvement of

coining machinery, and so to the perfection of the
coinage itself. It was only in 1882 that a Boulton
jjress, at the Mint, Tower Hill, was finally discarded.

Boulton obtained a patent in 1797 for his method of

raising water by impulse. Boulton died at Soho,
18th August 1809. His long life was devoted to the
promotion of the useful arts and of the commercial
interests of his native country. He was a Fellow
of the Royal Society, and member of the Lunar
Society, and was on terms of friendship with the
chief scientific and literary men of his time ; he was
a man of extremely ])leasiug conversation, and of a
most generous dis^josition. See Smiles's Lives of
Boultun and Watt (1865).

Bound, or Boundary, the utmost limits of land
by Avhich the same is known and can be described.

These are recognised in various ways—e.g. by a
line of march stones, a hedge, a ditch ; by reference

to possession of tenants ; by reference to a plan ;

by measurement. The plan is the safest, because
least ambiguous, lioumlary. A boundary-fence
generally belongs equally to the two neighbours.
A boundary by the sea gives property in the fore-

shore (see Bounding Charter). The boundaries
of towns depend in many cases on those of a grant
of lands or jurisdiction ancientlv made to the town.
The Reform Acts of 1832-33, 1867-68, and 1884-85,
or commissions acting under them, defined political

bouiularies, but these are in many cases difi'erent

from the municijial boundaries. In Scotland,
statutes passed in 1857 and 1861 pro^•ide a simple
mode of extending boundaries of burghs, provided
the inhabitants in the outside distiicts substan-
tially assent. Where a police-burgh in Scotland,
or a local-board district in England is formed,
the presiding authority defines a boundary, which
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is publicly recorded. Tliere is no survey of
Scotland for administrative purjtoses, hence the
boundaries of parishes and counties are nowhere
laid down and recorded by public authority, except
in the case of parishes erected under iJrahanis
Act for church purposes. The Ixjundaries of a
|iarish are ascertained by the private boundaries of
the estates lying within it. It is often doubtful,
liowever, to whicli jiarish lands really belong. To
avoid poor-law disputes on this point, it has been
suggested tiiat the Ordnance Survey ( which was
Itased on hearsjvy information) siiould be made
conclusive evidence of parochial boundaries.

Boillldiim Charter, in tlie Scots law, is a
charter wliich descrilics tlie lands by their l>ound-

aries. It gives right to everytliing within the
bounds, but it prevents the acquisition by posses-

sion of any jdece of property outside the Ixjunds,

even altlmugh the charter contains a clause of parts
and pi'rtinents. This rule, however, does not apjdy
to servitudes, which can lie acquired beyond tiie

limits of a bounding ciiarter, nor to such an incor-

poreal rigiit as salmon-lishing. If the boundarv' be
the sea or the seashore, the right is extended or
limited as the .se.a i)ern»anently recedes or advances.
If, again, it be a stream, the property may be sub-

ject to alteratiou, either extended by Alluvion
(o.v. ), or tiie gradual and imperceptible variation

ot the channel; or the stream may cease to be the
lioundary, in consequence 6f some violent change.
But if the property describe<l in the charter is

Iniundcd by walls, tlie walls, as a general rule, will

not lie held as imluded in the grant ; and where it

is intendeil that a wall is to l»e mutual, this must
l»e expre.s.setl. When the grant is described Inith

l»y lM)undaries and by measurement, the boundaries
tletermiue its extent, although containing a larger

quantity of ground than the measurement. See
C'HAiirkii, Co.NVEY.vxcE, Gk.vxt, and Title.

Bounds, IJe.\TIN<; ok the, or Pcrnmhulatlon,

the piqmlar expression in England for those period-

ical surveys or i>eraiiibulations by which the ancient

boundaries of jiarishes usetl to l)e preserved, and
which in many respects resembled tlie old Roman
teriniufiliu, celei>rated every year on Febniary '23,

the last month of the year. On Holy Tliui-sday or

Ascension day, the clergyman of the jiarish, with

the parochial officers and other parishioiiei>i, followed

by the Ixiys of the parish school, headed by their

masters, u.sed to go in jirocession to the ditterent

parish iKJundaries, which bmndaries the l)oys struck

with peeled willow-wands that they carried in their

hands. Sometimes the boys were whi]qjed at im-

portant ptdnts 'to make them remember.' At
Shrewsbury the bounds-beating wiis called Banner-

ing, and was kept up annually till the middle of

the lOtli centtiry. At Ludlowit still retained its

religious character in 182*2. For an account of

the ceremonies, see BrandV Pufjulur Aiituj^uiliai,

under ' Rogation Week and Ascension Day. The
custom is not conlined to England. See Mackenzie
Wallace's li'iissia.

BoMnty, a term applied to any sum granted by

the legislatvire towards creating or encouraging

some kind of undertaking believed to be of national

imi>ortance. At one time the system of granting

such lM)unties was very prevalent, and it still con-

tinues in scnue countne.s. There were bounties on

tlie tonnage of ves-sels emjdoyed in the herring and

whale fisheries ; on the importation of materials of

manufactures ; on the iriijiortation of indigo from

the colonies ; on the exportation of Irish and Scotch

linen. That this system was a costly and factitious

prf)ce.ss for fostering commerce, manufactures, and

agriculture was ablv contended bv Adam Smith

in his Wealth of Nations (\TS). \Vith regard to

the herring- fishery in particular, the drift of his

remarks is to show that in consequence of the
bounty the herrings cost more to the govern-
ment than the price they fetched in the market.
The bounty on linen, which was not abolished tiU

1830, had before that time averaged £150,000 a year.

The bounty on the exportation of grain from Eng-
land, al)olished in 1814, had for some years averaged
£160,000. The French still give bounties to en-
courage their cod-lishery on the Banks of New-
foundland, and to stimulate the building and run-

ning of ships, both of iron and wood. In 1881 the
French bounties on shipping amounted to £400,000.

In 1888 the Argentine Republic granted a bounty
on the export of live cattle an<l preserved meat.
The most important form of the existing bounty
system, however, is that on sugar, which prevails in

Germany, France, Austria, Holland, and Belgium.
The bounty on sugar is not a direct one, but is paid
on the principle of returning on exportation the
suju charged as inland duty. In consecjuence of

mechanical improvements, the (juantity of sugar
actually extracted from the beetroot is greater than
the estimated yield on which duty is paid. Thus
the government paitl as drawback a sum greater

than what it received as revenue, and, accordingly,

spends a considerable amount in artificially en-

couraging the production of sugar. The annual
average of sugar bounties in 1887 was in France
about £600,(M)0, in Belgium £170,000, in Holland
£1.")0,000. This state of things having been found
unsatisfactory, a conference of European powers
on the bounty .system was held in London in

1887-88 ; and tlie governments represented accepted

the view that the bounty system ought to be
abolished by levying duty on sugar as it goes into

consumption. The l)ounty designed to stimulate

exjiortation must be di.stinguished from the Draw-
back (<j.v. ), meant to put in a fair jiosition for

exportation those commodities more heavily taxed

at lioiue than abroad. See Fkee Tr.\i>e.

An annual grant of £2000 to the Church of Scot-

land for mission purposes is called the Royal
Bounty. Another annual grant called the Royal
Bounty has long been given in Britain for improv-

ing tlie breed of horses. It has been generally

expended in prizes at race meetings ; but a Royal
Conimissi(m in 1887 recommended that it should

l»e given in prizes for thoroughbred stallions at

hoi-se-shows. The name Queen's Bounty is popu-

larly given to a charitable donation bestowed on

the niother of triplets. For Queen Anne's Bounty,

see that article.

Bounty is also the familiar name for the sum
of money given to induce .men to enter the

army or navy. In time of peace, when there

is little or no need to augment the forces, the

bounty sinks to a minimum ; but in cases of

exigency, it is raised according to the dirticulty and
urgency of the circumstances. In the British army,

no bounty was paid to recruits until the nine-

teenth century ; the temptations ofi'ered to them,

if any, were of some other character. The highest

bounty ever paid during the great wars against

Napoleon was in 1812, when it amounted to

£18, r2s. 6d. for limited service, and £23, 17s. 6d.

for life ; but these sums were subject to many
unfair and absurd deductions ; and even so late as

1849, when the bounty to an infantry recruit was
nominally £4, he received little more than one-

eighth of that amount. In 1855 the bounty was

£7 per head (for line infantry); in 1856, only £2;

in 1858, £3 ; and it afterwards underwent further

changes. It was always higher in the cavalry and

artillery' than in the infantry, and higher in High-

land than other line regiments, on account of matters

connected with dress and j)ersonal ornaineiits. It

was suiJposed that recruits were tempted more by

immediate bounty than by prospective pay and
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neusions ; so tliat while the rate of bounty varied

trequently, that of pay and pensions luulerwent
little change. For sonie time it was custoniaiy to

otter a bounty to men belonging to a regiment
ordered home from abroad in order to induee them
to continue there ; and in 1887 a bounty of £2 was
ottereil to men who jirolonged their service with
the colours. The name is now in use in the
militia for the £2 a year given to each efficient

man who entere what is called the ' Militia

Reserve,' and thereby renders him.self liable to

service in the ranks of the regular army if required.

The term bounty is also used in the navy to signify

the distribution of money made to the olHcers and
crews on particular occasions of active sen'ice.

See Booty, Prize, Salv.-^cie.

Bounty, in the United States, is a term for

grants of land to soldiers and sailors, their widows
and children, for services in the army and navy. It

is also ajiplied to sums of money paid by govern-
ment to owners of iishing-vessels, by Act of Con-
gress of July 29, 1813, for the encouragement of that
industry, and to sums of money appropriated by
diflerent state legislatures iov the destruction of

wild beasts and destructi\ e birds, when the country
was comparatively new and sparsely settled. The
amounts now paid to companies and corporations
which carry the mails Ijy land and water have been
called bounties, but are more properly termed appro-
priations for carrying the mails. See Pensions.

Bounty, Mutiny of the. See Pitcairn's
Island.

Boiiqiietin. See Ibex.

Boiirbaki, Charles Denis Sauter, French
general, born at Pau, 22d April 1816, entered the
amiy in 1830, and fought in the Crimea and Italy.
In 1870 he commanded the Imperial Guard at
Metz, from whence he was sent to England, on
a secret mission to the empress. V nder Garabetta
he organised the Army of the North, and com-
manded the Army of the Loire. His attempt to
break the Prussian line at Belfort, though ably
conceived, ended in disastrous failure; in a series of
desultory attacks on a much inferior force, January
15-17, 1871, he lost 10,000 men. In the wretched
retreat to Switzerland that folloM^ed on the 27th,
reduced to despair by the ill-success of his plans,
he attempted to commit suicide. From 1873 to
1879 he commanded the 14th Army Corps at Lyons,
and in 1881 he retired from active service.

Bourbon, a French family which for several
generations occupied the thrones of France and
Naples, and still nrles in Spain. It derived its name
from the castle and seigniory of Bourbon, in the
former province of Bourbonnais, in the centre of
France. The first member of the family recorded
in history was Adhemar, sire or lord of Bourbon,
at the beginning of the 10th century, who traced
his descent from the illustrious Charles Martel.
After several changes the seigniory of Bourbon de-
volved upon an heiress, who in 1272 married Kobert,
the sixth son of Louis IX. of France, and the name
and possessions of the house thus passed to a branch
of the royal fanuly of the Capets, under whom it

was converted into a duchy. From this Robert
snrang two lines, an elder and a younger. The
elder Tine had many eminent representatives among
the nobles of France, but ended with the famous
Constable of Bourbon, who in 1523 was deprived
of his possessions and dignities for allying himself
with Charles V. against his own country.
A representative of the younger line inherited

the possessions of the Constable, and was raised
to the dukedom of Vendome. His son, Antoine,
ol)tained l)y marriage the throne of Navarre, and
Antoine's son was the famous Henry of Navarre,
who in 1589, on the extinction of the male line of

the House of Valois, fell heir to the crown of

France. Among the many collateral and less

eminent branches of the Bourlwn house among
the French nobility may be mentioned those of

Montpensier, Conde, Conti, and Soissons. Only
a few members of the coll.ateral lines, however,
have actually borne the name of Bourbon ; for

example, the Cardinal Charles de Bmirlton, Duke
of Vendome, who, under the name of Charles X.,
was set up by the Catholic League as a rival

king to Henry IV. The ducal dignity was revived
l>y Louis XIV. in the H<tuse of Conde, so that the
eldest son of that house should bear the title of

Duke of Bourbon.
Main Line oft/ie House of Bnurlxni.—As we have

seen, the male line of the Valois branch of the
French royal family died out in 1589, and Henry of

Navarre of the Bourbon line became king of France
as Heniy IV. On his assassination in 1010 he
left, by his second wife, Mary de' Medici, live

legitimate children: ( 1 ) Loiiis" XIII. (q.v. ), his

successor on the throne; (2) J. B. Gaston, Duke
of Orleans (q.v.), who died in 1000, and left no
male heirs ; ( 3 ) Elizabeth, married to Philip IV. of

Spain; (4) Christina, mamed to Victor Amadeus,
atterAvards Duke of Savoy ; (5) Henrietta, married
to Charles I. of England.— Louis XIII., on his

death in 1043, left two sons by his queen, Anne
of Austria: (1) Louis XIV. (q.v.), his successor;
and (2) Philip, who received from his elder brother
the title of Duke of Orleans, and was the founder of

the family which has become the younger Bourbon
dynasty.—The Dauphin Louis, styled Monsieur,
the son of Louis XIV. by his marriage with Maria
Theresa of Austria, died in 1711, and left three
sons l)y his marriage with Maria Anna of Bavaria :

'(1) Louis, Duke of Burgundy; (2) Philip, Duke
of Anjou, who afterwards became king of Spain, as

Philip V. ; (3) Charles, Duke of Berri, who died
in 1714.—Louis, Duke of Burgundy, died in 1712.

By his wife, Maria Adelaide of Savoy, he had three
sons, of whom two died in early youth, the only one
who survived being Louis XV., who succeeded his

great-grandfather, Louis XIV., in 1715.—Louis XV.
having married Maria Leszcynska, daughter of the
dethroned king Stanislaus of Poland, had by her
a son, the Dauphin Louis, who married Maria
Josepha of Saxony, and died in 1705, leaving three
sons: (1) Louis XVI. (q.v.), who succeeded his

grandfather, Louis XV., in 1774; (2) Louis Stanis-

laus Xavier, Count of Provence, afterwards Louis
XVIII. ; (3) Charles Philippe, Count of Artois,

afterwards Charles X.—Louis XVI. had three chil-

dren by his queen, JNIarie Antoinette of Austria :

( 1 ) The Dauphin Louis, who died in 1 789 ; ( 2 ) Louis,
called Lcmis XVII. (q.v.), who died in 1795; (3)
JNIaria Therese Charlotte, styled Madame Royale,
afterwards Duchesse d'Angouleme (q.v.).—Louis
XVIII. had no children ; but Charles X. had two
.sons : ( 1 ) Louis Antoine de Bourbon, Duke of

Angouleme (q.v.), who was dauphin prior to the
Revolution of 1830, and died without issue in 1844

;

(2) Charles Ferdinand, Duke of Berri (q.v.), who
was assassinated in 1820. The Duke of Berri left

two children : ( 1 ) Marie Louise Therese, styled

Mademoiselle d'Artois, married to the Duke of

Parma; (2) Henry Charles Ferdinand Marie
Dieudonne, Duke of Bordeaux, styled Count de
Chambord (q.v.); he died childless in 1883, Mhen
the Legitimists of France accepted in his room the
Orleanist Conite de Paris as head of the House of

Bourbon.
Urlccois Branch.—As already stated, the founder

of the Orleans or younger branch of the Bourbon
royal family of France, was Philip, Duke of

Orleans (q.v.), the only brother of Louis XIV. He
died in 1701, lea\ing, by his second marriage with
Elizabeth Charlotte of the Palatinate, a son of his
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own Maine iis liis lieir, who was liej;ent of France
ilurin<: the minority of Louis XV. His son, Louis-
Pliilippe, Duke of Orleans (horn 1703), married a
princess of Haden, and died in 17.V2, leaving an only
son of his own name, whose son and heir was that
Louis Joseph Philippe, Duke of Orleans (q.v. ), so
notahle in the French Revolution, who in 1792 re-

nounced his rank, taking thename of Citizen Kgalite,
and di«;d l>y the guillotine in 1793. He left four
children : ( i ) Louis-l'hilippe, who, liefore the Revo-
lution, was styled Duke of (hartres—that being
the ordinary title of the elilest son of the Orleans
family- -hecame afterwards Duke of Orleans, was
king "of the French from 18.30 to 1848, and died
in Kngland, 1S.")0; (2> the Duke de Montpensier,
who died in England in 18U7; (3i the Count de
IJeaujolais, who died at .Malta in 180S

; (4) Adelaide,
styled Mademoiselle d'CJrleans, horn 1777, died
1847.—Loui-; Philippe left a numenuis family by
liis (^ueen, Amelia (tf Naples; but his eldest son,
Ferdinaml, Duke of Orleans, lost his life by an
jiccident in 1842, leaving by his wife, the Piincess
Helen of Mecklenburg Schwerin, two sons, the
ehlest of whom, Louis-Philippe, styled C<iunt of

I'aris, was at his death ( 1894) the rejtresentative of

the Orlean.s family, and head of the House of

IJourbon. Hi-i son Louis- Philippe Robert was
already known !i-< Duke rif Orleans. As jtretenders

to the thioni', the chiefs of the Orleans family
were expelle<l from France in 1887. Nee the article

Louis-PlllUPPE, the articles on the kings of this

family, the works (pioted at Fkanck, and the

family history by CoiUier de Moret (2 vols. 1824).

S/miii.s/i llnim/i.—The Spanish branch of the

House of HouriM)!! was foumleil by Philii>, Duke of

Anjou, grandson of Louis XI\'. He ascended the

Si.anish throne in 1700 ius Philip V. Philip V.
was Hucceedctl on the Spanish throne by hi.s son,

Ferdinand VI., who died witho\it issue in 17.')9,

an<l the crown fell to his brother, Charles IlL,

who.se son and successor, Charles IV., was com-
l»elled to resign it in 1808 in favour of a successor

nominated by Napoleon, and died at Naples in

1819. The two eldest sons of Charles IV. by his

marriage with Maria Louisa of Parma were—(1)

Don Fernando, Prince of Asturias, who, after the
overthrow of Napoleon, reigned as Ferdinand VII.
(q.v.), whose eldest daughter was Isabella II.,

the mother of Alfonso XII. ; (2) Don Carlos,
who, on the death of his elder brother in 1833,
became pretender to the Spanish throne (see
Carlos). Isabella II., who succeeded in 1833,
was expelled in 1868; but the Bourbon line was
in 1874 restored to the throne of Spain in the
person of Alfonso XII. On his death in 1885 his
daughter Maria reigned till the birth of a posthu-
mous son, Alfonso XlIL, in 188G. See Spain.
Neapolitau Brunch.—On the elevation of Philip

of Aujou to the throne of Spain, Naples and Sicily,

which till that time had been Spanish possessions,
were transferred to Austria. By the Peace of
Vienna in 1738, however, a younger son of Philip
V. became king of Naples and Sicily, under the
name of Charles III. Upon his accession to the
throne of Spain in 1759, he gave up that of Sicily
to his third son, Don Fernando, called Ferdinand
IV., with the express stipulation that it should
never again be occupied by a king of Sjiain.

Ferdinand IV. was compelled to yield to the
French arms in 1806; but after the overthrow of
Napoleon he became king of the Two Sicilies as
Ferdinand I. (q.v.). His son, Francis I., left

the throne in 18.30 to his son, Ferdinand II. (q.v.),

whose son, Francis II., was expelled in 1860, when
Naples was incorporated with the new kingdom of
Italy. See Naple.s.

I'armcsc. Bi-anvli.—By the peace of Aix-la-
Chapelle in 1748, Austria made over the duchies
of Parma and Piacenza to Don Pidlip, the youngest
son of Philip \'. of Spain. Except during the
interval 1814^47, when the duchies were assigned
to Marie Louise of Austria, second wife of the
tirst Napoleon, Parnui and Piacenza were under
Bourbon iiikrs till 1859. In that year they were
incori)orated with the new kingdom of Italy. See

I Italy and Pai;.m.\; and .seeCoillier do Moret,
llistoire du Boiirbunnais (1828); Achaintie, His-
toirc de la Maison de Bonrbon (1825); Bingham,
The Marriages of the Bourbons ( 1889 ) ; also histories

by Mure (Paris, 1860-68) and Du.ssieux (1869).

THE HOUSE OF BOURBON.

Henry IV., died ICIO.

Louis XIIL, died 1643.

Louis Xl\., died 1715.

L<juis, Uraud-dauphin, died 1711.

I.

Louis, Duke of Burgundy, died 1712.

I

Louis XV., died 1774.

Louis, Dauphin, died 1765.

Philip, Duke of Anjou, died 1746.

Cliark's HI. of Spain, died 1788.

Louis XVI.
died 1793.

I

Cliarles I><iuis

(Louis XVII.),
.lieil 1795

Louis XVIII.
died 1S24.

Charles X.
( Conite
d'Artois),

di.d 1S36.

I

Charles IV., Ferdinand L
died 1819. died 1825.

Elder
Sjaiiish

lii-aiich.

Branch of

the Two
Sicilies.

, Infante
Gabriel,
died 1788.

I

Junior
Spanish
Branch.

Philippe,
died 1765.

I

Paniia
Branch.

Philip, Duke of Orleans, died 1701.

Philip, regent, died 1723.

Louis, died 1752.

Louis-Philippe, died 1785.

Louis-Philippe (EgalitC'), executed 1793.

Louis-Philippe, king 1830-48; died 1850.

Djuis Antoine, Charles Ferdinand,

Due Due de Berri,

d'Angouleme, died 1820.

died 1844. I

Henri, Conito
de Chaniboril
(Henry v.),

died s. p. 1883.

Bourbon, Charles. Drc di;

Stvled CuN.STABLE DE BoURBON,
tiie son of the Count of Montpensier.

tin- death of his elder brother, and his

Ferdinand, died 1842.

Louis-Philippe,
Conite (le Paris,

died 1894.

Robert, Due
de Chartres.

I
III

Louis, Due FranQois, Henri, Antoine,

de Nemours. Prince de Due Due de

I

Joinville. d'Auuiale. Mont-
Louis, Comte pensier.

d'Eu.

BOI'RIIONNAIS,
born 1490, was

Through

_^ _
marriage

withtheonlv daughter of the Duke of Bourbon,

he united in his own hands the vast estates of both

these branches of the Bourbon family. His great

ability, bravery, and large possessions soon made
him the first subject of France. For his exploits

at the battle of ^larignano in 1515 he was raised to

the rank of Constable of France and governor of

Milan. But at the French court there was a strong
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party that !<ought to umleniiine him in the favour
of the kinjr, Francis I. It is said that they were
assisted in their intrigues by the widowed mother
of Francis, because B<)url)on, himself then a
widower, had refused lier hand. In tliis way
Bourbon was threatened witli the loss of tiie lands
brought him by his wife, and of many of his other
dignities. Deeply injured, he renounced the service

of France, and concluded a private alliance with
the Emperor Charles V., and with Henry VIII.
of England. The former agreed to give him in

marriage his sister, Eleonora, who had Portugal
as her jointure, and to make an independent king-
dom for him of Provence and Daupliine, with his

own possessions of the Bourbonnais and Auvergne.
The king, who was engaged in an expedition to

Italy, received intelligence of this conspiracy, and
proceeding in person to the Constable, otiered him
restoration to favour and also of his estates. The
Constable, however, did not trust him, but fled in

disguise from France in 1523. In order not to

appear as a fugitive to the Spanish army, which
awaited him in Lombardy, he drew around him a
force of German mercenaries, and soon contrived
to gain their entire attachment. He took the
field in 1524 against his own country, and invaded
France, l)ut failed at the siege of Marseilles. In
the following year, however, he contributed to the
great victory of Pavia, in which Francis I. was
taken prisoner by the Spaniards. But the victory
did nothing to restore Bourbon to his old position.

Charles Y. distrusted him, and his interests were
not considered in the treaty of peace between
France and Spain in 1526. He was, however,
made Duke of Milan by Charles, and appointed
Spanish commander in Northern Italy. Along
with George of Frundsberg he led the mixed army
of Spanish and German mercenaries that stormed
and plundered Rome in 1527. Bourbon fell in

the fierce stmggle by which the fortifications

were carried. Resolved to conquer or die, he led
his troops in the most impetuous manner, and
with his oAvn hands eagerly seized a scaling-ladder,
in order to naake his way over a weak place of the
walls, wlien he was mortally wounded by a bullet,

which Benvenuto Cellini afterwards asserted that
he had shot. For a time his death was kept
secret from the storming army under his command.
When the army departed from Rome two months
after, his corpse, which the sokliers would not part
with, was taken with them, and buried at Gaeta,
under a magnilicent monument, which, however,
was afterwards destroyed.

Bourbon, Isle de. See Reunion.
Bourbonnais, a gently undulating, terrace-

formed district in the centre of France, northward
of the high lands of Auvergne, abounding in grain,
fruits, wine, iron, marble, and mineral springs.
From 1327 to 1523 it formed the duchy of Bourbon,
and afterwards, becoming a domain of the crown,
it formed a separate province of France. It now
constitutes the department of Allier and part of
the department of Cher. The capital was Moulins.

Bourbonne-Ies-Bains, a town in the French
department of Haute-Marne, 29 miles ENE. of
Langres. From June to ()ctober it is much visited
for its saline S2)rings, which reach a temperature of
over 130° F., and are efficacious for rheumatism,
wounds, scrofulous afiections, and digestive ail-

ments. Poj). 37G6.

Bonrboule. a bathing resort in the French
department of Puy de Dome, on the Dordogne,
mth springs of 88-129" F., recommended in scrofu-
lous, nervous, and rheumatic afiections. Pop. 1127.

Bourdaloue, Loui-S, one of the greatest
pulitit orators of France, was bom at Bourges,
20tn August 1632. At sixteen he entered the

order of the Jesuits, and afterwards filled in

succession the chairs of Rhetoric, Philosophy, and
Moral Theology in the Jesuit College of his native
l)lace. But his remarkable powers of eloquence
determined his superiors to employ him as a
preacher. Disdaining the infiated and theatrical

style prevalent among the pulj)it orators of his

time, he assailed with fearless vigour and simple
earnestness the passi(ms, weaknesses, and errors of

men. The dignity of his manner and the fire of

his eloquence made him famous even when the
public mind was occupied with the festivities of

Versailles, the victories of Turenne, and the liter-

aiy masterpieces of Corneille and Racine. At
the court of Louis XIV. he was remarkably well
received. The year after the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes, he was sent to Montpellier to
bring back the Protestants to the Roman Catholic
Church. The orator understood how to accom-
modate his elotjuence to the minds of those
whom he addressed. Simple among the simjile,

a dialectician among ecclesiastics, he was equally
a favourite with the common people and with the
learned and the great. He was also much esteemed
and beloved as a man, and bore throughout his life

a high reputation for candour and licmesty. In the
later years of his life he relinquished tlie pulpit,

and devoted his time to hospitals, prisons, and
pious institutions. He died at Paris, 13th ^lay
170-t. The best edition of his sermons was edited
by Bretonneau ( 16 vols. 1704-37 ). A recent edition
is tliat ]inblish('d in 6 vols, at Lille in 1882. See
Lives by Lauras (1881) and Feugere (1888).

Bourdon de I'Oise, Fkancois Louis, was
born in the middle of last century at Saint Remy,
near Compiegne. He was a fanatical revolutionist,

took an active part in the storming of the Tuileries
on 10th August 1792, and under a false name
obtained a seat in the Convention. Bourdon con-
tributed to bring about the execution of Louis
XVI. and the destruction of the Girondists. In
La Vendee, however, he objected to the cruelties

of the extreme party, and thus became suspected
by the followers of Robespierre, whom he helped to

overthrow in 1794. From that time he inclined

more and more to the moderate or even royalist

party, till in 1797 the Directory had him proscribed
and transported to Cayenne, where he died soon
afterwards.

Bourgas* See Burgas.

Bourgelat, Claude, veterinary surgeon, was
born in Lyons in 1712, and died there in 1799.

An ex-cavalry officer, he in 1761 founded (at
Lyons) the first veterinary school, and students
flocked to it from all parts of Europe. Its suc-

cess induced the government to establish similar
institutions, and Bourgelat was chosen to super-

intend that at Alfort, near Paris, which became
the most celebrated school in France. Bourgelat
wrote with authority on farriery.

Bourg-en-Bresse, the chief town of the
French department of Ain, on the Reyssouze, at
the junction of five railways, 23 miles SE. of MScon,
and 37 miles NE. of Lyons. The church of Notre
dame de Brou here was built by Maigaret of

Austria in 1505-36, and contains a sujierb monu-
ment to Philibert of Savoy. Bourg manufactures
artificial mineral waters and pottery, and has a
brisk trade in c^rn, wine, ])oultry, and horned
cattle. Here were born Lalande and Edgar Quinet,
and in the Place de Grenette stands a statue to

Bichat. Pop. ( 1872) 12,912 ; ( 1891 ) 17,716.

Bourgeoisie, a French tenn, originally de-

noting the citizens of towns .is a rank or class

of society as opposed to the nobility and the
working-classes proper. The French communists
and socialists (especially since Saint-Simon) have
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wiilenetl its si^nilication to express the more or
less (•(imfortable niid(lle-clas.s as opposed to the
workin^'-clivss and tlie proletariat ; and, moreover,
invarialily read into the name a one-sided, narrow-
hearted, anil selfish devotion to the interest of
capital as aj^ainst laliour.

BourgOS the capital of the French department
of Cher, situateil in a fertile plain at the confluence
of the Auron and the Yevre, 144 miles 8. of Paris,
an<l 69 SSE. of (^)rleans. Bourjres is divided into an
old and new town, the latter heing built round the
former. Its h<mses are of antique architecture,
and its streets crooked and dirtv. It was fonnerly
surrounded by ramparts Hanked with hiyh towers,
some of whicfi still remain ; but the ramparts have
been converted into promenades. The cathedral

( 1220-1538) is a splendid (Sothic edifice, the interior

one of the noblest in France, l>einj,' 405 feet long
and 117 high. The sculptures of the west facade
are admirable, and there is some very gocxl stained
glass. A university ( 14ti5) was suppresse<l at the
kevoluti<m. Tiie hotel-de-\ille. l>egun by Jacques
C'leur in 1443, is in the florid style of that centurj'.

Bourges luis prosi>ered since the era of railway
communication, and luis some tnule in hemp,
grain, cloth, leather, wool, and cattle. Brewing is

carried on, an<l tliere are nurseries in the suburbs.
Chosen in lH<jl to be one of the military' arsemils

of France, Hourges has a cannon foundry, and has

fjreativ increased in strategical importance since the
ass ot Metz. Pop. (ISTi') 27,377; (1S91) 41,224.

Bourges is of great antiquity, l»eing the Aniriruni
of the (lauls, in the cnuiitry of tiie Bitiniijcs Cnbi.

Taken by ("a'sar in 52 H.c, it became the capital of

the Koman province of Aqiiitiiiiui I'rimd, and in

the middle ages, of the pn)vince of Berri. Charles
VII. ha<l his residence at Bourges, when almost all

France hiul l>een taken from him liy the English.

Louis XI. was a native, as was also the great

I>reiuher Bourdaloue. Se\eral important ecclesi-

astical syiKKls were held at Bourges.

Boiirifct, Lk, a village 6^ miles NE. of Paris

by rail, during the siege of the capital in 1870 the

scene of a series of bloody struggles di.sii-strous to

tlie French, of which the most important were
those of 30th OctolM-r and 21st December.—The
Lac du B<jurget, the largest wholly French lake, in

the ilepartment of Savoie ami the basin of the

Hhonc, lies 78U feet above sea-level, and measuring
7\ by 3 miles, has an area of IG sq. m.

Boiiruct* P-VII-, an eminent French novelist,

was born at Amiens, September 2, 1S,j2. After a

l)rilliant course at the Lyceum of Clermont-Ferrand,

where his father was orofessorof Mathematics, and

the college of Sainte Barl»e, he giatluated ^yith the

highest honours in ls72. His early distinctions

|K)inteil to an aca<lemical career, but the spell of

literature ]iroved too strong. He l>egan to write in

1873, but it was ten yeai-s ere he found his tme
work, though he contnbute<l the while numerous

articles to the magazines, and published as many
as three volumes of striking verse : La Vic Inqui(;tr

(1875), fjhl (1S78), and /,« Aveux (1881). HLs

Esmi.s ( 1883) was the first indication of his strength.

The second series, Noitvcftujc Es.stii.s cfe Psijchologir

cottfciipontiiir (1886), was a singularly subtle and

searching inquiry into the causes of pessimism

in contemporarv France. BourgetV first novel,

L'Irrr/iarti)j/c (1884), was followed by Crue/le

Eiiiffine (188ij), Uit I'riim: d'Amour (188G), Andre

Vorndis (1887), and Meusongoi (1887). The keen

insight into the hidden springs of human motive,

ami the marvellous subtletv of psycholojrical

analysis in these stories, togetiier with their clear-

ne.ss"and refinement of style, have lifted Bcnirget

into the front rank of contemporarv French novel-

ists. His intimate knowledu'e of EnglLsh and

76

Italian life, and his travels in Spain and Morocco,
gave him the materials for Sensations d Italic

(1891) and Cosmopolis (1892) ; and he recorded his

impressions (1894) of travel in the United States.

Other novels are Le Disciple, Notre Cwtir, La I'crrc

Promise, and Un Saint. Their author was admitted
to the Academic in 1894.

Bouriglion, Antoinette, a celebrated re-

ligions visionary, born at Lille, 13th January
1616. Her intellect was very acute, and its i)Owers
were early developed ; and soon she fancied she saw
visions, conversed with God, received special revela-

tions, and was called to restore the pure spirit of the
gospel. At the age of twenty she lied from home in

male disguise, fell into the hands of a soldier from
whom she was rescued, and liy the good ofiices of

the Archbishop of Cambray obtained admission into
a cimvent, where she won over .some of the nuns
to her opinions. She afterwards had charge of a
hospital at Lille, but from this position she was
driven to (Uient (1662) in consequence of her
extravagant fancies. She now travelled to gain
proselytes, and for a time was head of a hospital

in East Friesland. She died at Franeker, 30th
Uctol>er 1680. According to Madame Bourignon,
religion consists in internal emotion, and not in

either knowledge or practice. Her own character
exhibited a strange combination of pride and
avarice, with a sort of mystic piety. Among the
chief expounders of Bourignianism, as this form
of mysticism was calletl, was Peter Poiret, a Cal-

vinlstic minister. It spread to a remarkable ex-

tent, and about the beginning of the 18th century
l)revailed so much in Scotland that a solemn
renunciation of it was demanded from everj' en-

trant on the ministry at his ordination. The
works of Madame Bourignon were edited by Poiret

(25 vols. Amsterdam, 1676-84; 2d ed. 1717). There
are English translations of her LigJd of tlic World
( 1786), Treatise of Solid Virtue ( 1699), ami Restora-

tion of the Gospel Spirit ( 1707 ). They exhibit not
a little fiery eloquence.

Bourniont. Loris de Gh.\isne.s, Comte de,

a French mai-shal, the conqueror of Algiers, was
bom in 1773 at his paternal castle of Bourniont, in

Anjou. He went into exile at the Kevolution, and
from 1793 to 1799 was actively engaged in the anti-

revolutionary struggle in La \'endee. Subse-

quently, he obtained the favour of Napoleon, and
for his ))rilliant services in the campaigns of 1813

14 was promoted to the rank of general. In March
1814 he declared for the Bourbons; yet, on
Napoleon's return from Elija, he went over to him,

only once more to desert on the eve of the battle of

Ligny, and to betake himself to Louis XVIII. at

Ghent. His evidence went far to bring about Ney"s

execution. He was appointed minister of war iii

1829, and in 1830 received the command of the

expedition against Algiers, whose rapid success was
ascribed to his prudence and energy. For this he

received the mai-shars baton, but on the July

revolution he was superseded, and went to England
to share the exile of Charles X. Refusing to take

the legal oath, he was struck oti" the lists of the

French army and peerage in 1832. In 1833 Dom
Miguel of Portugal placed him at the head of his

troops, but the campaign was brief and unsuccess-

ful. Bourniont finally settled on his estate iii

Anjou, and died there 27th October 1846.

Bourne. High, the founder of the sect of

Primitive Methodists (q.v.), was born 3d April

1772, at Fordhavs, parish of Stoke-upon-Trent,

Statlbrdshire, and died at Bemersley, 11th October

1852. At first an assistant to his father, who was

a famier and wheelwright, and to an uncle, he be-

came a preacher among the Wesleyau Methodists.

His zeal for large open-air meetings, carried on on
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one occasion from six in the morning till eight at
night, received no countenance from the leadei-s of

the denoTnination to -which he belonged ; and in

1808 ]}()urne was cut otl' from the Wesleyan con-

nection for continuing to hold camp meetings in

defiance of the repeatedly and strongly expressed
disapproval of the Wesleyan Conference. But his

preaching was wonderfully acceptable, and he
quickly gathered round him many devoted ad-
herents. In March 1810 a committee of ten members
was formed at Standley, near Bemersley. This may
be regarded as the lirst otiicial organisation of the
body which adopted the name Primitive Methodist
in 1812 ; by the people thev were sometimes called
Ranters. Bourne and his 'ijrother founded the lirst

chapel of the body at Tunstall in 1811. For the
greater part of his life he worked as a carjtenter
and builder, but found time to visit Scotland, Ire-

land, and the United States. Amongst his writings
was a History of the Primitive Mct/iodists (1823).

Bourne* Vincent, Latin poet, was born in

1695, from Westminster passed in 1714 to Trinity
College, Cambridge, and after obtaining a fellow-
ship in 1720, became a master in his old school.
Such he remained till his death on 2d December
1747. Cowper, one of his pupils, expressed his
' love for the memory of Vinny Bourne, ' and
actually thought him ' a better Latin poet than
Tibullus, Propertius, Ausonius, or any of the Avriters

in his way except Ovid, and not at all inferior to
him. ' And Lamb, more happily, remarks :

' What
a sweet, unpretending, j^retty-mannered, matterful
creature! Sucking from every tiower, making a
flower of everything. His diction all Latin, and
his thoughts all English !

' The best edition of his
Poemata (1734) is that with a memoir by Mitford
(1840).

Boiirnemoutll* a town in Hampshire, a
favourite health resort, on Poole Bay, 37 miles SW.
of Southampton, and 116 of London. It is included
Avithin the parliamentary borough of Christchurch,
from which it is 4 miles distant. Its rise has been
rapid ; until 1838 it consisted of l>ut a few fisher-
men's huts and a coastguard station. It is situated
for the most part in the pine-clad valley of the
Bourne Brook, the banks of which are laid out as

f»ublic gardens. The sands extend for about 3 miles
rom east to west. The climate is fine, the air
soft -without being relaxing, and tlie country around
is beautiful. Two piers, one 800, the other 840 feet
long, were erected in 1861 and 1879. Of several
churches the finest is St Peter's (1864), by Street,
with memorial windows to Keble, and the graves, in
its churchyard, of Godwin, Mary Wollstonecraft,
and Mary Shelley. Other buildings are a town-hall,
a national sanatorium ( 1866), the Herbert Home for
consumptives (1867), besides a home for incurables,
a hip hospital, an aquarium and winter-garden,
golf-course (1894), &c. Pop. (1861) 1940; (1871)
5906 ; ( 1881 ) 16,858

; ( 1891 ) 37,650. The town was
made a nmnicipal borough in 1890. See works by
Dobell (2d ed. 1886), Morgan (1889), and Briglit
(new ed. 1891).

Bouroudjird, a town of Persia, 190 miles
NW. of Ispahan. Pop. 12,000.

Boiirrieiiiie, Lours Antoine Fauvelet de,
the secretary and early friend of Najxjleon I.,
Avas born at Sens in 1769, and received his educa-
tion in the military school at Brienne, where he
formed the closest intimacy with the future
emperor. In 1792 he became secretary to the
eml)assy at Stuttgart. Deprived of this oflice
through the breaking out of the rtivolutionary wars,
he lived a retired life for some time, until in 1797
his former schoolfellow appointed him his secretary.
He accompanied him to Italy and to Egypt, and iii

1801 was nominated a councillor of state. In 1802

he was dismissed from his oflice for being impli-
cated in the dishonourable bankruptcy of the
house of Coulon, army contractors ; but in 1804
he was apjiointed to a jiost at Hamburg. He was
recalled on a charge of jieculation, and had to
refund 1,000,000 francs into the jjiiblic treasury.
He now decidedly joined the party which sought
the overthrow of the emjieror and the restoration
of the Bourbons. After the return of the Bourbons
in 1815, he sat for several years in the Chamber
of Representatives, where he figured as an oppo-
nent of Liberalism. He was also for a short time
minister of state. The revolution of 1830 and
the loss of his fortune (occasioned by extrava-
gance) caused his reason to give way, and he
died in a lunatic asylum at Caen in 1834. His
venomous memoirs on Napoleon, tlie Directory, the
Consulate, the Empire, and the Restoration ( 10 vols.

Paris, 1829; new ed. 1895 ct seq.) are at best of
doubtful authority. An Histoire de Napoleon,
Manuscrit de St Hclene, dire, attributed to him
lare certainly spurious.

Bourse. See Exchange.
Boussa, or BUSSA, a town of Central Africa, on

laii island in the Niger, in 10° 20' N. lat., is hemmed
in by rocks and surrounded by walls. Pop. 10,000.
Mungo Park (q.v.

) perished here.

Boussingault* Jean Baptiste, a French
agricultural chemist, was born at Paris in 1802,
and after a visit to South America, where he
served as a colonel under Bolivar, became pro-

fessor of Chemistry at Lyons, in 1839 Avas ad-
mitted into the Institute, and in 1857 Avas made
commander of the Legion of Honour. His tlcoao-

•mie ^«r«/c ( 1844 ; Eng. trans. 1845) embodies the
investigations which made him famous. Of four
or five other Avorks the most important is Agro-
nomie, Chimie arfricole, et Physiologie (7 vols. 1860-

84). He died 12th May 1887.

Boustrophe'don. See Alphabet, vol. i. p. 189.

Bouterwek, Friedrich, liorn in 1765 at Oker,
near Goslar, Avas educated at Brunswick and Got-
tingen, Avhere he held a chair of Philosophy from
1797, and died 9th August 1828. A poet first and
romancist, he attached himself in philosophy to

the system of Kant, but exchanged it presently for

Jacobi's. But the work on Avhich his reputation
really depends is his Geschichte dcr ncuem Pocsie

Hiid Beredsamkeit (12 vols. 1801-19). The part
relating to Spanish literature Avas translated into
Spanish (1828) and English (1823).

Bouts-rim^S ( Fr. ,
' rhymed endings '

) are a
kind of A'erse, the making of which forms a social

amusement. Some one of the party gives out the
rhymes or endings of a stanza, and the others have
to fill ui> the lines as they best may. Suppose the
rhymes prescribed are wave, lie ; brave, die ; the
folloAving are tAvo of the Avays in Avhich the lines

might be completed :

Dark are the secrets of the gulfing wave,
AVhere, wrapjied in rlealh, so many heroes lie;

Yet glorious death 's tlie guerdon of the brave,
And those who bravely live can bravely die.

Whenever I sail on the wave,
O'ercoine with sea-sickness I lie

;

I can sing of the sea, and look brave
;

Wlien I feel it, \ feel like to die.

These Avere once very popular, especially in France,
and endless ingenuity Avas Avasted on ' this foolish

kind of Avit.' See No. 60 of the Spectator.

Boutwell, George Seavall, an American
statesman, born at Brookline, Massachusetts, 28th
January 1818, Avas a memlier of the state legisla-

ture ( 1842-51 ), and governor of Massachusetts ( 1851
and 1852). Having joined the Repul)lican party, in

1862 he organised the ncAv department of internal
revenue, and sat in congress from 1862 to 1869,
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takin<' a leading part in the impeachment of
President Jolinson (1868). He was secretary of
the treasun,-, 1869-73, and for two years after
represente«l Massachusetts in the senate. Besides
speeches, he lias published Eifnrafiunal Topics and
Institutions (1858), and works on United States
Taxes (1S6.3 and 1865).

BouvardiiU a Mexican genus of Rubiacesp,
suitorder Cinciionaceie. Bournrdia triphylla, with
oblong temate leaves and l>eautiful corymbs of
scarlet Howers pnxluced from June to XoVember,
has obtained a place among the favourite ornaments
of Hower-borders in Britain, but requires careful
protection from frost. To presene it, the roots are
generally taken up.

Boiivilies a village in the French department
of Nord, s miles SE. of Lille, the scene of the

I'hilip Augustus of France over thevictory (>t

Em|)eror Otto iV. in 1 "214—commemorated by a
monument (1863)—and of a series of struggles' in
1794 iMjtween the Aiistrians under Kinsky and the
victorious French army of the north.

Bovate (Lat. hos, 'ox') or OXGAXG, an old
English land-measure ; as mucli as an ox can
plough in a sciuson—an area varying according to
circumstances fnjm S to IS, or sometimes even 24
acres. It was the eighth of a riinnatr.

Bovey Coal is a form of wood-coal or lignite,
which derives its name from being found at Bovey,
in l)«'\onsliirt'.

Buvida', a family of even-toed, hollow-homed,
ruminant, hoofed mammals {Arfiodartyla nnni-
nantix, Carirornift). The sheep and antelope
t\'pes form the other division of the same .series.

The Bovida- include the various varieties of ox
(lios), the butlalo (linhnhi.s), the Tibet ox (Poe-
phagits), the bi.son, and jjcrhaps also the more
widely separate<l musk-ox (Orihos). The limits
or relative value of the ditl'erent genera are some-
what doubtful, but there is no doubt that the
distinctions l>etweeti Bos and Ovibos are greater
than those l)etween B4)s and any of the other
genera or sub-genera. The term is sometimes
used as e<iuivalent to hollow horned ruminants,
but is here used (.xs equivalent to liovina-) to in-

clude those that remain after subtracting the
sheep and antelope ty|M's {Orina and Antclo/iind).

The large comjiact hairy body, the short strong
legs, the usually smooth and round curved horns,

the broa<l snout .md nake<l nostrils, the undivided
upper lip, the absence of tear-pits and hoof-glands,

the frequent dewlap, the four teats, and the more
general characters of the replacement of upper
front teeth by a fibrous ela.stic ])ad, of charac-

teristic canon-bones (fused metacarn.als ami meta-
tarsals), of eomplex stomach an<i cu<l-chewing

ruminant habit, are familiar to most. In their wild

state they are gregarious nomadic animals, swift

of foot, eating hurrieilly, masticating and digest-

ing at leisure. They fee<l on grtiss and herbage, i

which seem to l>e c<dle<ted by tlie tongue, held 1)V
|

the lower teeth upper Ii|t, and fibrous juul, and
half bitten, half torn away i>y a quick movement.
The hollow horns, (K-currin-' on both sexes, are

formed from the skin, and sinq)ly based on a
process of the forehead (frontal) bone; they obvi-

ously serve as weapons botli against foes and
rival fellows. The ancient and ancestral Bos
nriniigeniiis, tlie numerfwis wild species such as

hanteng and Caur, the abundant varieties of

domesticated cattle, the Asiatic Buffalo (Bub(dm
hujfelns), the giant Ami {BiifxilKS ami), the wild

and also domesticated Tibetan Yak (Poephagus

grunnicn.s), the ancient and still extant European

Mison {B. eiiropfciis), the American Buffalo or

Bison (^. americaniis), a.re important forms in no

way widely .separated from the Bos type. But in

the Musk Ox {Ovibos nwschatus) the verj' small
naked portion of the snout and the short hair-
covered tail are marked, though hardly important,
differences. It is often included among the sheep
and goats {Orina). Altogether tiiere" are about
thirteen modern species, widely distributed in
Europe, Asia, Africa, and JS^ortli America.
Numerous fossil forms are known from the Plio-
cene upwards. The utility of these forms to
man, both in their wild and" in their domesticated
states, is too well known to require statement.
The flesh, the fat, the milk, the hair, the skin,
the viscera, bones, horns, dung, &c. are in com-
mon use, and the animals themselves have in
many cases become beasts of burden. See Cattle,
and other separate articles.

Bovi'lio, a cathedral city of South Italy, 20
miles SSW. of the town of Foggia. Pop. 7388. The
Imperialists defeated the Spaniards here in 1734.

Bow of a ship is the general name for the stem
and fore-part, or that which cuts the water. The
word is often used in the plural, the ship being
considered to have starboard and port bows, meet-
ing at the stem. Starboard is applied to the right-
hand side, and port to the left-hand side, looking
forward. A fine or lean bow, and a full or broad
bow, are seamen's phrases for difierent types ; and
the ' V fonn,' or ' U form,' is a nomenclature
adopted by the naval architect to denote the char-
acter of a section of the bow. See Shipbuilding.
Bow and .irrow. See Archery.
Bowdirll, Thomas Euwahd. African traveller,

was born at Bristol 20th June 1791, for a year was
a hatter in his native city, but in 1814 received a
writership in the service of the African Company.
Selected in 1816 to conduct a mission to the king
of Ash.anti, he succeeded in his ditticult negotia-

tion, and thus paved the way for commerce and
the exploration of the interior. On his return to

Europe (1818) he resided for some time in Paris,

where he studied mathematics and other subjects

to such purj)ose as to gain a \aluable Cambridge
prize. Aggiieved at his treatment by the African
Company, he exposed their management in a
volume which led the government to take over

their possessions. In 1822 he sailed for Africa,

and began a trigonometrical survey of tlie Gambia,
where he died of fever, 16tli January 1824. See
his Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashanti
(1819), and the nanative of his last voyage,

edited by his wife (1825).

Bowditclh Nathaniel, an American mathe-
matician and astronomer, born 26tli March 1773,

at Salem, Massachusetts. He sliowed at a very

early age a great inclination for mathematics, in

which he afterwards made gieat proficiency with-

out ever attending a univei-sity. He was at first

bred to his father's trade of a cooper, and after-

wards apprenticed to a ship-chandler. He ac([uired

Latin tliat lie might study Newton's Prinrijiia, and
at a later i»eriod studied' French, Spanish, Italian,

and Oerman. He particularly devoted himself to

the study of the practical applications of science.

Betweeir 1795 and 1803 he acted in turn as clerk,

supercargo, and master of a merchant-ship in five

long voyages, and added a thorough practical

acfiuaintance with navigation to a theoretical know-

ledge of it. His Nor A incriran Practical Navigator

{ 1802 ) was received with great favour. He published

also an admirable translation of Laplace's Mecanique
CUestc {

1829-38), to which he added valuable anno-

tations, and upon this achievement his fame chiefly

rests. These works obtained for him marks of

honour from scientific societies in Europe, and led

to offers, which he declined, of the professorship of

Mathematics and Astronomy in Harvard College

(1808), the university of 'Virginia (1818), and
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West Point (1820). In 1823 he became actuaiy of
|

the ^Massachusetts Life Insurance Company, and
-was afterwards president of the Academy of Arts

and Sciences in Boston, and a member of the cor-

poration of Harvard College, from -svhich he received

the degree of LL.D. He died at Boston, lOtli

Marcli 1S3S. See Memoir by hits son (1839).

Bowdlcr, Thomas, who has immortalised him-
self unliai>pily as the editor of the ' Family Shake-
speare,' was l)orn of wealthy parents at Ashley,

near Bath, July 11, 1754. At sixteen, he went
to St Andrews' to study medicine, but graduated
M.D. of Edinburgh in 1776, and after some years

of travel, settled in London, devoting himself

mainly to charitable work. He lived for ten

years' at St Boniface, Isle of Wight, and for

the last lifteeu years of his life at Rhyddiugs,
near Swansea, where he died February 24, 1825.

In 1818 Bowdler published 'The Family Shake-
speare, in 10 vols.; in which nothing is added
to the original text ; but those words and expres-

sions are omitted which cannot with propriety be

read aloud in a family.' The work had a large

sale, and was long popular, spite of the ridicule it

brought down upon the head of its over-prudish
editor, who has had the happiness or unhappiness
to add permanently to the English tongue the

word boiccUcrifiin as a synonym for senseless ex-

purgation. The last years of Bowdler's life were
given to the task of preparing a purified edition of

Gibbon's History, which was published in 6 vol^.

the year after his death, edited by his nephcM-.
under the title :

' Gibbon's History of the Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire, for the use of

Families and Young Persons, reprinted from the
original text, with the careful omissions of all

passages of an irreligious or immoral tendency."
In a note, the editor says that ' it was the peculiar

happiness of the writer' to have so purged Shake-
speare and Gibbon, that they could no longer ' raise

a blush on the cheek of modest innocence, nor plant
a Jiang in the heart of the devout Christian.

'

Bowdoill, J--VMES, an American statesman, of

Huguenot descent, born in Boston in 1727, gradu-
ated at Harvard in 1745, was elected to the Conti-
nental Congress in 1774', but was unalde to attend,
and in 1785-86 was governor of Massachusetts. He
published scientific papers, poems, tS:c. ; referred, in

a letter to Benjamin Franklin, the phosphores-
cence of the sea to animalcules; was F.R.S., LL.D.,
and in his honour Bowdoin College, at Brunswick
(q.v. ) in Maine, was named. He died in 1790.

Bowels. See Abdomen, Colic, Constipa-
tion, DiARRHCEA, Digestion, Dysentery, En-
teritis, Hernia, Intus-susception, Peritonitis,
Tapeworms, &c.

Bower, or Bowmaker, Walter, frequently
spoken of as 'the continuator of Fordun,' com-
pleted the historj' of Scotland which is known as
the Scotichronico7i, and which was begun by
Fordun. Not much is known of Bower's per-
sonal history. We know from his own statement
that he was born in 1385 ; and in the British
Museum MS. of the Scotichronicon—y\\\ich. MS.
is known as The Black Bool: of Paisley—he is

spoken of as 'the venerable father in Christ,
^^'alter Bower, Abbot of the Monastery of St
Columba.' This monastery was situated on the
island of Inchcolm in the" Firth of Forth. He
died in 1449. Bower has been too much over-
looked as one of the authors of the ScotichronicoH

,

which is freciuently rjuoted as if Fordun wrote the
whole of it, whereas his share of the work, with
the exception of certain further materials which
he had collected, ends at the close of Book A',

with the death of David I. (1153). Bower con-
tinued the history to the death of James I. (1437),

and as he was contemporary with the later events

wliicli he describes, he is for this period entitled to

be regarded as an independent liistorian. Like
Fordun, he wrote in Latin. The only edition

of his history is that printed by Walter Goodall,
Edinburgh, in 1759, and no complete translation

of it has yet ajipeared.

Bowerbaukia. a common genus in the class

of Bryozoa or Polyzoa. These are colonies of

minute but highly organised animals, which used
to be included among the hydroids or zoophytes, but
are now unanimously placed at a much higher level.

B. imbricatu is one of the commonest British

coast forms. It grows on seaweeds, corallines,

stones, &c., between high and low water mark, or

in no great depth of water, and forms branching
tufts sometimes H inch in height. The branches
are smooth and transparent, and bear numerous
individual animals of microscopic size. The genus
is named after James Scott Bowerbank (1797-

1877), who wrote a famous monograph on the
British Spongiado? ( 1 864 ). See PoLYZOA.

Bower-bird, a name given to certain Aus-
tralian l)irds, probal)ly in the great family of

Timeliuiv, or babbling thrushes, remarkable for

their habit of making bower-like erections, called

runs by the colonists of New South Wales, and
for adorning them with gay feathers, rags, bones.

The Spotted Eower-bird ( from Brelnn ).

shells, and such other white or brightly coloured
objects as they can pick up. These bowers are
not used as nests, but they appear to l)e places of

nmch resort at the breeding-season in jjarticular.

Their structure has been carefully examined,
and fine specimens of them, trans^jorted with
no little difficulty, were deposited in the British
Museum by Mr (4ould, in whose magnificent work
on the Birds of Australia (1848) a full account
of them was first given to the A\orld. The 1 towers

of the Satin Bower-bird (Ptilonorhynchus holu-

scricens) are built among the low branches of

some tree, and ajipear to be repaiied and frequented
from year to year. The base consists of an
extensive and rather convex platform of sticks,

firmly interwoven, on the centre of which the
bower itself is built of more fiexible twigs. It

is chieHy at and near the entrance that the shells,

feathers, &c. employed for decoration are placed.

The bowers of the Spotted Bower-bird (Cldamydo-
dcra manduta) are longer and more avenue-like
than those of the satin l)Ower-l)ird ; tliey are

placed upon the ground, are outwardly built

of twigs, and beautifully lined with tall grasses
so disposed that their heiids nearly meet. The
decorative iiropensity appears in the highest
degree in this species. 'In some of the larger
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bowei-s, wliich liail eviilently lieen resorted t<i for
many years,' Mr (ionld says, 'I have seen nearly
half a bushel of Ixmes, "shells, i\:c. at each of
the entrances.' These are arranged in much the
same way at lM)th entrances. Small pebhles are
often transported l»y the birds from considerable
distances.

Tiie satin lM)\ver-bird is particularly abundant
in the niountaincms districts of the west of New
South Wales, and is found in all the 'l)nisiies"
from tiie mountains to the coast. The adult male
has the whole i>lumage of a deep, shining black.
The colours of the female are grayisli green and
brown, curiously mingled.—The Spotte<l Bower-
bird, whidi is rather smaller than the satin bower-
bird, or aliout tiie size of a starling, has a general
colour ()f rich brown, beautifully marked with
black and but}'; a band of elongated feathers of
light rose-pink cros.ses the back of the neck,
and forms a brofwl, fan-like, occipital crest. It
is rc-^tricted exclusively to tlie interior of
Australia. —The Kegent-bird {Srriculit.s mdimis)
ha-s al.so l>een shown to form bowei-s. Mr
Coxen, an Australian ornithrdogist, to whom
many intere.stiiig oliservations on bower-birds
are due, has descril»ed tlie love-tent of the
regent-bird. It is less dome-shai>ed and smaller
than that of the satin bower-bird, ami appears to be
wholly adorned with snail-shells. The use of such
elaborate contrivances in -the process of courtship,
and the iM)ssession of such obvious asthetic ta.stes,

arc »'ircumstances of great interest in estimating
the iieight of dfvtdopment reached by birds.

Bowie-knife, an American hunting dagger,
named after its inventor. Colonel Jim Bowie, who,
lK)rn alniut 17!H). fell at Fort Alamo in the Te.van
war (l.s:{«ii. In a great melee near Natchez
(1.S27), in which six men were killed and lifteen

woun<letI, the colonel despatched an oppoiK-nt with
a knife made out of a blacksmith's rasp or big lile ;

and this knife he afterwards had fashioned at
I'hiladclphia into the weaiion with which his name
is associated. Its curved, douiiIe-e<lged blade is

10 t"i !."> indit's long, antl alntve an inch wide.

Bowles, C.VKOI.INE. See Soithey.

Bowies. \ViLLi.\M Lisi.E, D.D., i)oet, wa-s

born '24111 September 17<i'2, .at King's Sutton, in

Noitiiamptonshin', where his father was vicar.

Educated at NN'iuchestcr School and at Trinity
College, Oxford, in IH()4 he became a prebendary
of Saiisburj- Cathedral and rector of Bremhill, in

Wiltsliire. Here he s]»ent in ea.<v circumstances
the rest of his long life, dying at Salisbury, 7th

April IH.KK His earliest jmbiicution, Foiirtrcu

Sfjiiiii:tf>, im'ttni r/n'ijfi/ mi PirtinrsifKC Sjiofs (furiii//

a Joiiriiii/ (1789), wius receive<l with extraordinary
favour ; the contents of the little volume were
fresh and natural, all the more charming because
<if the contrast they offered to the style of poetrj-

which had long been in vogue. Coleridge, Words-
worth, and Southey were among their enthusiastic

admirers ; ami through his influence over them,
liowles may be looked on as the foumler of a school

of English jtoetry in which his own name was soon

eclipsed bv theirs. (_>f ids subse^^uent poetical works
( 14 vols. lYsil 1S.S7) tlie longest is The Spin'f of I)is-

lovnij, and the l)est, jierhaps, JZ/c Mifssioudrji. As a

|)oet Bowles shows a line appreciation of the beauties

of nature, and pleases by the expression of jaire

and generous sentiment, as well as by the play-

fulness of fancy and perfect scholarly correctness^

but lie is deficient in vigour and depth. In 1807

he ]»ubli.slied an edition of Pope, and an opinion

which he expressed on Pope's poetical merits led

to a ratlier memorable c(mtrovei-sy (1809-25) in

whicli Camjibell and Byron were his antagonists,

an«l whieii turned cliieHy upon the comparative

value in poetry of images derived from nature and
those derived from art. Of his prose writings may
be mentioned a ratiier dry Life of Bishop Ken (2
vols. 18;W). See the Meiiioir "l»y (Ulfillan prefixed
to liis collected poems ( Edin. ISoo).

Bowling, a Dumbartonshire village, on the
Clyde, .31 miles ESE. of Dumbarton. Pop. 803.

Bowling' Green, a town of Kentucky, capital
of Warren county, on the Barren River, 114 miles
S. by W. of Louisville by rail. It lias a woollen
factory and several mills, and some river traffic.

Pop. 7803.

Bowls, or Bowling, is an English pastime of
undoubted antiquity. Strutt in his Sjwrfs xnd
FKstimen reproduces a picture of two men play-
ing a game with bowls from a MS. of tlie 13th
century ( Royal Library), and another from a MS.
of tiie 14th century, representing tiiree men bowl-
ing at a 'jack,' very much as the game is now
mactiseil, except that the players have only one
oowl aj)iece.

It seems to be a dojibtful point whether the
ancient <'ame was played in the open air or in
closed alleys, or both ; or whether, i)erhaps, there
may not have always l>een two varieties of the
game, one the outdoor game as we now know it,

and an undercover game of bowling at pins. There
is no doubt that, in the loth and Kith centuries,
hoir/iiifj-xf/ci/s were not only very numerous, espe-
cially in the city and suburbs of London, but
also became public nuisances on account of the
gambling and dis.sipation carried on in connection
with them. In the reign of Edward IV. a stringent
act was passed forbidding any one to play at,

among otlier games, hu/f-boicl, either in 'house,
tenement, garden, or other place,' on account of

players being induced to play ' till they be utterly
undone and impoverished of their goods.' This
game of lialf-l)owl is described by Strutt as still

being played in Hertfordshire in his day (1801);
fifteen small pins were bowled at with lialf of a
sphere of w»jod, hence the name.
The name boiHs first occurs in several acts pas.sed

by Henry V'lIL, who prohibited any person or
persons, • for his or their gain, lucre, or living, to

keep, have, hold, occupy, e.xercise, or maintain any
common liou.se, alley, or place of bowling.' In spite

of these acts, however, the game continued to exist,

as it was not till the reign of tJcorge II. that tiie

ganil)iing allei/ game, again.st which the denuncia-
tions of the law seem to have been directe<l,

became, more or less, actually suppres.sed. From
about the same time, however, the out<loor game
spread with such rapidity, tiiat before the close

of tiie century it was almost universal all over
England and Scotland.
Bowling as now played is a delightful summer-

evening game, and .affords pleasant recreation to

tiiou.sands who are past the .age .at which the more
violent exertions of cricket or football have charms.

Every vill.age has its club and 'gTeen,' .and larger

towns have tiiem in every district. Its great draw-

back as a popular game is tiie expen.se of prepar-

ing the necessaiy smooth, fine turf-green, this being,

according to circumstances, from £100 to £.300, or

even more. So much, however, is it acknowledged
to be a healthful and innocent recreation, that

the civic .authorities of m.any towns have prepared

public greens, wiiere, for a sm,all ch.arge, players

may enjoy the game who are not able to mdulge
in the luxury of private ground.

The game itself is a very simple one. Tlie

requirements are a piece of tine ferel turf 40 to 60

yards square, suiTOunded by a siiallow ditch, a pair

of bowls for each i)layer, .ami a small white ball

or 'j<ack.' The green is usually sunk l)elow the

level of tlie sunounding ground. Tiie bowls are
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made of lignuin-vit.t, 6 to 7 inches in diameter,
turned more or less oval, with one side a little

rounder than tiie other. This gives a hias to the
bowl, Avhich rolls in a ourved direction instead

of straight.

The pla^•ers are usually arrangetl into opposing
sides of four each, although any number can
play. The jack having been thrown by one of

the players to a distance of not less than 20 yards
from one end of the green, the object of the com-
batants is to ndl their bowls so as to lie as near
the jack as possible. The bias gives scope for con-

siderable skill in playing the bowl, as it may
be made to curve in, either from the right or from
the left, as may seem l)est in order to dodge round
other bowls which may be in the way. When
all the sixteen bowls have been played, a point
is counted for every bowl belonging to one side

which is nearer the jack than the nearest bowl
of the other side. The jack is then thrown by
the winning side to the other end of the green,
another ' end ' played as before, and so on till one
side or the other becomes game ; which may be
any number mutually agreed on—usually 21 or 31.

The game may also consist of so many ends to
be played, the side counting most at the con-
clusion to be the winner. Each side appoints one
of their number 'skip,' who has full authority to
direct the play of the others of his side. The game
is identical in principle with 'Curling' (q.v. ), with
the difference, that the distance is always fixed
in the latter, while in bowling it is uncertain.
There are regularly appointed rules for playing
the game, providing for such points as the jack
being moved by a bowl, or being thrown into the
ditch, and many other details which are beyond our
province.

Bouiing is also the name applied to a game
of ten pins introduced from the United States.
It is evidently either an imjjroved variety of the
English Skittles (q.v.), or a revival of a game
called long-howlhig or Dutch rul)bers, which was
played in England about the middle of the 18th
century, and was exactly like the American game,
exce])t that nine pins were used. This game of
long-bowls again was obviously either a develop-
ment of the ancient half-bowl or similar game of
l)owls and pins, or a bodily introduction of the
Dutch game of ninepins as played by ' Rip Van
^^ inkle. ' The game is becoming common in this
country, where, in the suburbs of almost every large
town, the ' American Bowling Alley ' is a popular
resort of the youth of the district. It is played
in a covered alley on a prepared board 60 feet long
by 4 feet wide. In America the Ixjard is slightly
convex in the centre, and bevelled to the sides.
The ten pins, usually of ash, and about 1 foot liigh,

are arranged as in the figure. Each
player in turn rolls three bowls from
the other end of the board, trying to
knock over as many pins as possil)le.

If he knocks all the ten down before
he exhausts his three throws, he is

entitled to get them set up again to
complete his turn. He may even
knock all the pins down with each of
his three bowls, in which case he scores

the maximum for his turn, m, being one for each
pin down. The other players then liave tlieir
turn. A gaine consists of^ three or more such turns
of three bowls for each player ; he who knocks
over most pins being the winner. The bowls are
usually made of lignum-vitii% are round, an<l of
unlimited size, generally \aiying from .^ a 11). to
5 or 6 lb. in weight. Such is the principle of the
game, but in practice a complicated method of
scoring exists. When a player knocks all the
pins down with one or two bowls, he has what

o o o o
o o o
o o
o

is called a 'spare' or a 'double spare'—i.e. he
has one shot or two shots, as the case may
be, to spare. To save time he does not get the
pins put up again immediately, but waits for his

next turn, when, in the case of a 'spare,' his first

shot, and of a 'doulile," his first two shots are
counted double— viz. once for the spares of the
turn before, and once for the current turn. He
may even have another double or single spare,
when the scoring is carried over into the third turn,
and so on. In the last turn of the game, however,
the spares must be played ofl" at once. This game
is undoubtedly good exercise, but it has the draw-
back of not being played in the open air, and it is

also too often associated with the public-house to
l)e an altogether desirable game for young men.
For boAvling in cricket, see Cricket.

Bowman, Sir William, oculist, was born
in Nantwich, 20th July 1816, studied chiefly in
Lond(jn, where he commenced practice as a surgeon,
and became curator of the Anatomical Museum.
In conjunction with Todd he published the Ana-
tomy and Physiology ofMan (5 vols. 1845-56), and
gained reputation as an oculist by his Lectures on
Operations on the Eye ( 1849). He was professor of
Physiology at Kings College, London (1845-55),
F.R.S., LL.D., and a baronet ( 1884). He died 29th
March 1892, and his Collected Papers (2 vols.) were
published the same year.

Bowness, a town of Westmorland, on the east
side of Windermere, 8 miles NW. of Kendal. Pop.
2062.

Bowring, Sir John, born in Exeter in 1792,
on leaving school enterecl a merchant's office, and
there pursued that couise of polyglot study whereby,
as he afterwards boasted, lie kne^v two hundred,
and could speak a hundred, languages. The national
poetry of different jieoples had special attractions
for him, and he rendered great service to liter.ature

by translating both the more ancient and the more
modern popular poems of almost all the countries
of Europe. In 1821 he formed a close friendship

with Jeremy Bentham, and in 1824 became the
lirst editor of his radical Westminster Review, to
which, as beseemed the descendant of an old Puritan
stock, he contributed many articles on freedom in

religion and politics, as well as on literary subjects.

In 1828 he visited Holland ; and his Sketch of the

Language and Literature of Holland (1829) pro-

cured for him the degree of Doctor of Laws from
the university of Groningen. Subsequent travels

were undertaken by him, on a commission from
the British government, to inquire into the com-
mercial relations of certain states. He visited

Switzerland, Italy, Egyiit, Syria, and finally the
countries of the German Zollverein, and everywhere
found materials for valuable reports. He sat

in parliament for Kilmarnock from 1835 to 1837,

for Bolton from 1841 to 1S49, and actively pro-

moted the ailoption of free trade. In 1849 he was
appointed British consul at Hong-Kong, and super-

intendent of trade in China. He returned in 1853,

and in the following year Avas knighted and made
governor of Hong-Kong. In 1856, an insult h.aving

Iteen otiered to a Chinese pirate bearing the British

Hag (the 'affair of the lorcha Arroic'), Bowring,
Avithout consulting the home government, ordered

the bombardment of Canton, a jn-oceeding which
excited grave dissatisfaction at home, and nearly

up.set tlie Pahnerston ministry. In 1855 he con-

cluded a commercial treat\- with Siam, in 1858

made a tour througli the Phili])])ine Islands ; and
his accounts of those two visits are a-b<mt the
most readable of his thiity-six works. He retired

with a pension in 1859, and died at Claremont,
Exeter, '2.3d November 1S7'2. See his Autobio-

graidiical Reminiscences ( 1877).
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Bowsprit is a strong Ijoom or spar projecting
over the stemhead or l»ow> of a sauing-.ship, and
also of a steaiiisliii) when the stem of tlie latter i>

of the curved or ent-water description. Its use is

to sujiport the jih-l>ooni, a lonj,'er and li<,diter spar,
fornung a continuation of the bowsprit, which
receives tlie lower ends of the foremast stay-ropes,
on which sails are carried.

Bowstring, the string of n how, is a name
P|)ecili( ally used for an old Turkish mode of execu-
tion, the ollender being strangled by means of a
l>owstring.

BowstrinsT Hemp, or Moorva, is the libra of
a species of Sanscviem (specially S. ZcyUnuca), a
plant of the natural order Liliacea^ (q.v. ), tribe
Hemerocalleu', used for making bowstrings in the
Kast Indies. The libre is hair- like and silky,
ela.stic, and in strength apparently about equal to
hemp. It does not rot in water so soon as hemp.

—

A very similar specio (,s'. iitiinrnisls) is founil in
abundance on the west coa>t of Africa, and its fibre
has been imported as African Bowstring Hemp.
Bow-wiiidow. See B.w-window.

Bowyer, Sik (;k()R(:e, born in 1811 at Radley,
near Ox fori I, in iS.'Slt was called to the bar. Con-
verted to Catholicisiii ill 1,S.")0, he represented
Dundalk 1S.V2 (W, and the county of Wexford
1874-80, when his Home litile i)rinciples estranged
him from the LiiM'ral party, and in 187(5 led to his
expulsion from the lleform Club. He succeeded
his father as seventh baronet in 1H6(), ami died
s\iddcnly in London. 7th .luiie 188."?. He was
author of several able work> on constitutional law
and ( 'atholic subjects.

Bowyer, Wim.iam, an eminent Engli.sh j)rinter

and classical schcdar, born in London, 19th Decem-
lier KiOn, was educat«Ml at Cambridge, and in 1722
joined his father, William IJouyer ( ItitiS 1737),
in trade. Appointed in 1720 printer of the votes
of the House of t'oiiirnons, he siibsen^ucnlly became
iirinter to the Society of .\ntii|iianes and to the
{oval Society. In 17(>7 he was nominated printer

of the Kolls of the House of Lords ami the .Journals

of the House of Commons. He die<l 18th Novem-
l»er 1777. Howyer publi>hed several philological

traet.'», edited several volumes of Swills works,

translated Kousseau's famous but paratloxical Dis
rnnr.sc (17ol), and wrote two essays on the Orif/in

of rriutiiKj (1774): but his chief jmxluction was
an edition of the New Testament in (Ireek with

critical and ememlatory notes.

Box (Biuus), a genus usually reckoned to

belong to the Euphorliiaccie ; evergreen shrubs or

small trees, with greenish inconspicuous mona--

cious llowers in little axillary spikes or fascicles.

The Common Hox { li. snii/irrriirtis) grows wild

through South Kurope. North Africa, North A.sia

to .Japan, West -Asia to West Himalaya. It is

generallv regarded as a true native of Surrey and

the sou'th of Englaml. where it grows on dry

chalkv hills. In Britain, it seldom attains a

height of more than 12 or 14 feet, though in warmer
countries it is often twice that height, and though

the three cla.ssic box-trees in <^ieen Mary's 'child-

garden' at Inchmahome, in the Lake of Menteith,

are 20.'. feet high. The box is remarkable for its

<-om|iact habit of growth and densely crowded

branches ami leaves, presenting a very soliil mass ot

f<diage, hence it bears dipping remarkaldy well :

and in the old ' tojuary " style of ornamental garden-

ing it occupied an imi)ortant place, being cut intfi

architectural and fantastic figures. A dwarf variety

is used for edging garden-plots, and ditterent kinds

are grown in our shniliberics. The bitter and pur^

gative leaves are no longer ofHcinal. The wood of

the box is heavier than that of any other European

tree, and is the only European wood that sinks in
water. It is of a beautiful pale-yellow colour,
remarkably hard and strong, of a tine regular and
compact texture, capable of a beautiful polish.

Branch of the Conuuon Box ( Buxus scmpervirens).

and not liable to be worm-eaten. It is much
valued for the purposes of the turner and the
wood -carver ; is preferred to every other kind of
wood for the manufacture of flutes, flageolets, and
other wind-instruments, as well as of mathematical
instruments ; and is unrivalled for wood-engrav-
ing, ailmitting of a finish as sharp and flue as
metal, whil.st it takes the ink much better (see

E.\(;k.\vin(; ). The box of commerce comes mainly
from Caucasia, parts of Turkey in Asia, and
Persia ; but the reckless destruction of the box-
trees has rendered the supplies scarce and dear.

In 181o as many box-trees were cut doAvn at Box
Hill, in Surrey, as brought upwards of £10,000;
but the tree is of so very slow giowtli that it is

seldom planted in Britain except for ornament.

—

The Minorca Bo.x, or Balearic Bo.x (B. balearica),

a native of the Mediterranean countries, &c. , is a
larger tree than the common box. The wood is

of a bright yellow, and inferior to the true box-
wood, Imt is brought in large quantities from Con-
stantinople under that name.

Box-days. These are days apjiointed by the
Court of Session in Scotland, in the vacations and
Christinas recess, on which pleailings or other law-

papers may be lodged or filed, the object being to

expedite the procedure, notwithstanding the vaca-

tion or recess. The name is derived from the fact

that all printed papers in the Court of Session

must be placed in boxes, one for each judge,

for each legal society, and for the reporters. These
lM)xes were introduced in 1690 to avoid the evil of

piivate solicitation of judges.

Box-liaillillg is a mode of turning a ship,

when the swell of the sea renders tacking im-

possible, or when the ship is too near the shore to

allow room for veering. The operation is ettected

by hauling the head-sheets to windward, bracing

the head-yards aback, and squaring the after-yards,

the helm "at the same time being put .alee. Boxing-

off is a very similar operation.

Boxiiiju;. See Pugilism.

BoxillJS-diiy, the day after Christmas, and so

called in England from being the day on which
Cliristiua-s-bo.irs, or presents, are given to servants

and others. See CHRISTMAS.

Boxtcl, a town in the Dutch province of North
Brabant, .'^8 miles S. by E. of Utrec^ht. An Anglo-

Dutch army, under the Duke of York, was iiere

defeated with great loss by the French in 1794.

Poj). 60S2.

Box-thorn (Lycium), a genus of Solanace«,

having funnel-shaped or tubular flowers, and
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2-cellecl berries. Several species are natives of the

south of Europe, tliorny shrubs, with lon,L;- slender

shoots and simple lanceolate leaves. L. ciiropaum

may be trained to a hei<,dit of 30 or 40 feet, and is

often planted—as are also other species—to cover

walls, &c. L. i-tdgarc has been sparingly natural-

ised in the I'nited' States. L. fitchsioidcs, although

destitute of spines, is used as a hedge-plant in the

Andes of Quito.

BoyaCti, a department of Colombia, touching
Venezuela. In the west it is mountainous ; in the

east it has vast prairies, and is watered by the
Meta and its trilnitaries. The Muzo emerald
mine is the ricliest in the world, and the depart-

ment is rich in salt s])riiigs, coal, iron, plumbago,
and copper ore. Area, 33,351 square miles ; pop.

483,874. Capital, Tuiija, with 6000 inhabitants.

Boyar, an order in old Russia, next to the
knjazes or knjeses (ruling princes). They had
their own partisans, and gave their services to

a prince of their own choice, whom they left

again at their pleasure. They held the highest
military and civil offices, and were so universally
looked up to by the mass of the people, that
the most powerful rulers considered it prudent
to use this form in their ukases :

' The emperor
has ordered it ; the Boyars have approved it.

'

Their rank was always proportioned to length of

state-service. In their housekeeping the Boyars
were excessively fond of splendour, and their con-
tempt for the serfs or ' lower orders ' was im-
measurable. Their power acted as a wholesome
check upon the authority of the princes, in conse-
quence of which the latter became their bitter

enemies. Peter the Great finally .abolished the
order by giving them a place among the Russian
nobility, but at tlie same time stripping them of

their peculiar privileges.—The higher nobility of

Roumania are also called Boyars.

Boyaux (Fr., 'bowels') are tlie zigzag-

approaches used in siege operations to connect
the parallels. See Siege.

Boy-bishop. The custom of electing a boy-
bishop on St Nicholas's Day dates from a very
early period. It spread over most Catholic coun-
tries, and in England seems to have prevailed
in almost every j)arish. Although the election
took place on St Nicholas's Day (6th December),
the authority lasted to Holy Innocents' Day (28th
December). Tlie boy-bishop was chosen from the
children of the church or cathedral choir, or
from the pupils at the grammar-school. He was
arrayed in episcopal vestments, and, attended by
a crowd of subordinates in priestly dress, went
aliout with songs and dances from house to house,
blessing the people, who, as Bishop Hall says,
' stood grinning in the way to expect that ridiculous
benediction.' The mock prelate exacted implicit
obedience from his fellows, who, along with their
superior, took possession of the church, and per-
formed all the ceremoiues and offices except mass.
The custom found countenance not among the
populace only. In 1299 Edward I., on his way to
Scotland, permitted a boy-bishop to say vespers
before him at Heaton, near Newcastle-on-Tyne.
At Salisbury the boy-bishop, it is said, had the
power of ilisposing of such prebends as happened
to fall vacant during the days of his episcopacy ;

and if he died during his office, the funeral lionours
of a Inshop, with a monument, were granted him.
The genuineness of the efligy in Salisbury Cathedral
known as 'tiie boy-bishop's monument ' has, how-
ever, been seriously questioned. In England, the
custom was abolished by a proclamation of Henry
VIIL, dated July 22, l.')42; restored by Queen
Mary in 1554 ; and again abolished during the
reign of Elizabeth, though it seems to have lingered

here and there in villages till about the close of

her reign. On the Continent it was the subject of

a formal interdict at tlie Council of Basel ( 1431 )

;

and at Zug, in Switzerland, a similar usage was
suppressed so recently as 1 797.

Boyce, Willi.vm, composer, born in London,
1710, was a chorister at St Paul's, and Avas appointed
composer to the Chajtel-royal in 1736, and organist
in 1758. He received the degree of Doctor of

Music from Cambridge in 1749, and was master of

the king's band from 1755. He died at Kensington,
7tli February 1779. Boyce holds a high rank as a
composer of church music, his two services and
several of his anthems being still frequently
performed. His songs include 'Hearts of Oak,'
written for one of Garrick's pantomimes ; and a
miscellaneous collection of his songs and cantatas
extended to 6 volumes. His best work is the
serenata of Solomon (1743); his most valuable
publication is a collection of the Cathedral Music
of the two preceding centuries (3 vols. 1760).

Boycotting, the system of combining to hold
no relations, social or commercial, with a neigh-
l)our, in order to punish him for differences in

political opinion—a kind of social excommunica-
tion. It was first formulated by ^Ir Parnell, the
Irish leader, at Ennis on 19th September 1880, and
derived its name from one of the first victims.

Captain Boycott, a Mayo factor and farmer, who
has li.ad for his sufferings the consolation of giving
a new A\-ord to most European languages. The term
' exclusive dealing ' has Ijeen ajjplied by its apolo-

gists to boycotting, which Avas brought within the
law by the Crimes Act of 1887.

Boyd, Rev. Andreav Kennedy Hutchison,
D.D. , son of the parish minister of Auchinleck,
Ayrshire, where he was born No\-ember 1825, was
educated at King's College, London, and Glasgow
University, where he took the highest honours in

philosophy and theology. He was in succession
minister in three Scottish parishes before his

settlement at St Andrews. He first became known
in literature by his familiar essays contributed
to Frascr's Maxjazine under the now well-known
initials A. K. H. B., most of which have been re-

printed—some of these, in three series of them as
TIic Recreations of a Country Parson (1859-61).
Three volumes of reminiscences

—

Ticcnty-fivc Years
of St Andreivs (2 vols. 1892) and St Andrews and
Elseichere (1895)—were his last considerable work.
He died 1st INIarch 1899.

Boyd, Zachakv, born in Ayrsliire about 1585,
and eilucated at Glasgow and St Andrews, became
a professor in the college of Sauniur (q.v.). The
persecution of the Huguenots having caused him
to return to Scotland in 1621, he was two years
later appointed minister of the Barony parish, Glas-

gow, and was thrice elected rector of the university.

His principal prose work. The Last Battell of the

Soule in Death (1629), was reprinted, with a life

of the author, by Galiriel Neil, in 1831 ; of the
(juaint Zion's Flowers (1644)— mostly metrical
versions of Scripture history, and commonly called
' Boyd's Bible '—a selection was reprinted in 1855 ;

and the Four Letters of Comfort (1640) were
reprinted in 1878. He died in 1653 or 1654,

leaving numerous MSS. and his library, with a
considerable legacy, to Glasgow I'niversity.

Boydell, John, engraver and publisher of

prints, was Ixirn at Dorrington, Shropshire, in 1719,

and in 1741 trudged up to London, where he learned
engraving, and presently started a print-shop.

Englisli engr.aving was tlien at a low ebb, but
under Boydell's liberal i)atr(mage of native artists,

the importation of foreign prints not only almost
ceased, but English jirints were exported to the
Continent. Boydell n(jw determined to do for
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Enjilish i>aiiitiii^' wliat he had done for engravini'.
He accordingly selected Shakespeare's works for
illustration, and seciired the most eminent painters
in the kingdom, including Upie, Keynolds, North-
cote, and \Vest. The result was the ' Sliakespeare
(Jaliery." from which was engraved a superb volume
of jdates ( lso;i) ti> accompany a splendid edition of
Sliakespeare's works in V) vols. fol. (1792-1801).
Tiie immense sums of money he spent on these
illustrations, ami the commercial depres.sion con-
se<|uent on the French lievolution, l)rought him
into dirticulties, from which he was not wholly
e.xtricated at his death, I'Jth December 1804. In
1790 he hatl l>een Lord Slayor.

Boyer, .\lkxis, Bakox de, a great French
surgeon, wiis Ixtrn in 1757 at Uzerches in Limousin.
A tailors son, lie in ISO.') wa.s appointed first

surgeon to the Emperor Napcdeon, who raised him
to tlie rank of baron, and whom he accompaniecl
on his campaigns and journeys. .After the Restora-
tion he l»ecame jirotessor of I'ractical Surgerj- in
the university of I'aris. and first surgeon at the
H6i>ital <le la (haritf. In lH-2.") he was a<lmitted a
member of the Institute. He died 2oth November
1H33. His great<?st works are his TraiU Complct
(TAnutomif (4 vols. 1797-99), and TraiU des
Mii/fuliejs Vhiiurginihs (II vols. 1814-26; 5th ed.
1S.-).1).

Boyer, Je.\n Piekkk. president of the republic
of Hayti, wa> lM>rn of* a mulatto family, 28th
February 177H. at I'ortau-I'rince. Sent to France
at a very early age. he received a Euroj)ean edu-
cation, and in 17!»2 entere«l the military .ser^•ice.

He .s<K)n distinguisheil himself by his conduct
against the liritish on their invasion of his native
isle, and afterwards joined the party which aimed
;it the complet*' enuincipation of the colony. He
uiib'd I'ctioii ill overthrowing tli»' blooily tyrant
Ih'ssalines in 1S06, ami establishing an independent
republic in the western part of the island. His
wisdom and courage .saved the stniggling state,

and his loyal supjMirt of IVtion cau.sed the latter

on his deiithl*e<l to recommend him to the peoiile

iis his successor in the presidents chair. .Vfter

the death of < 'hristoiilie. he united the negro district

with the mulatto in ls20, ne.xt year added also

the ea-stern district, hitherto Spanish, and in 1825,

upon payment of l.")() millions of francs, obtained
recognition of intlependence from France. He
governed the republic of Havti well for fifteen

years, but at It-ngtli his jiartiality to the mulattoes
made him >o unpopular with the pure negroes that

they rosi- in insurrection in 184.3. Boyer Hed to

Jamaica, and subse<)ueiilly went to Paris, where
he died Uth July IH.')0.

Boyle, ii town in Tounty Roscommon, Ireland,

on the river IJoyle, alnive its expansion into Lough
Key, 108 miles' NW. of Dublin by rail. It has a
thriving trade in corn, tlax, butter, and provi.^ons.

An abl>ey, built here in the 12th century, was re-

duced to its present ruined state in 1595 by the

Earl of Tyrone. I'op. 2404.

Boyle, <"H.\KLKs, fourth Earl of Orrery, waslxim
in JtiTti, succeedeil to the title in 17(»3, in 1721 was
imprisoned in the Tower as a Jacobite, and died in

17;il. In the liottle of tlir BuoLh (1695-98), the

great controvei-sy on the Lrttrrs of Phalaris, he

w;i.s Atterburys stalking horse against Bentley

(<j.v. ); and in his honour the name 'Orrerj-' was
given to the scientific apparatus of that name bv
itx inventor, (Iraham, to wlumi he had been kind.

Of his poems, even Sir Richard Blackmore said :

.\ft»T Ills f<"ilish rhymps, »K)th frienii.s and foes

('•nclii'l.- thi>y know who did not irrite his prose.

Bovle, Jnrtx, bom in 1707, succeeded as fifth

Karl of Orrery in 1731, and of Cork in 1753. In

spite of his father's statement in his will that his

son had no taste for letters as a reason for be-
queathing his library to Christ-Church, he made
wr himself a place in literature by Bemar/cs on
Swift (1751), a book marred V)y grudging praise
and manifest malice, as well as an incapacity to
comprehend the genius of his subject ; as also liy

a translation of the Letters of Pliny (\~,b\), whidi
is still considered excellent. He died in 1762. He
was long the intimate friend of Pope and Swift

;

the latter, indeed, writes to Pope that ne.xt him-
self he loves 'no man so well.' It is now im-
jtossible to determine Mhy this much-loved friend
tried to stab Swift when laid in the quiet safety
of the grave. Berkeley said of Boyle that he
' would have been a man of genius had he known
how to set about it,' and Johnsim says he 'would
have been a liberal patron if he had been rich.'

Boyle, PvlCH.VRD, the founder of the house of
<"ork and Orrery, and iilly styled the Great E^arl of
Cork, was Ijom 13th Octobe/ 1566, at Canterbury,
of a good but not wealthy family, originally from
Herefordshire. After having studied at Cambridge
and the Middle Temple, he went over to Ireland
with a few pounds in his pocket to hew his way
to fortune. His energy, pnidence, and signal
capacity for government received their reward.
He married at Limerick, Joan, daughter and co-

heiress of William Ansley, at whose iiremature
death he became possessed of £500 a year in
lands. He purchased estates and imi>roved them,
for flOO<j buying 12,000 acres of fertile laud in
Cork, Waterford, and Tij)perarv ; he promcjted
the immigration of English Protestants, and
triumphed over the envy of his enemies, making
good his cause with Queen Elizabeth, and winning
her favour. Cromwell is said to have remarked
regarding his improved estates, that hail there been
one like liiiii in every iirovince reliellion would
have l>een impossible. He profited by the intro-
duction of manufactures and mechanical arts,

reaping, it is said, from his ironworks £100,000.
He built briflges, founded harlx)urs and towns, and
thirteen strong ca.stles fen- their ilefence. About
4(KM) persons found employment on his vast plan-
tations. For his services in connection with
English rtile in the south of Ireland honours
Howed in upon him ; he was knighte<l in 1(503 ; and
in 1620 he liecame Viscount Dungarvan and Earl
of ('ork. In 1631 he was made lord high-treasurer,
an office which remained hereditary in his family.
On the ai)pointment of Wentworth, afterwards
Earl of Straflord, as lord-deputy, he suffered to the
extent of £40,000 by charges prefeiTed against him
by the latter. In his old age the Munster rebels

compelled him to gird on annour, and turn his

ca.stle into a fortress. He soon raised a little army
of his servants and tenants, and with an au.xiliary

force commanded by his four sons ( and paid, when
his money was spent, out of his plate-chest), the
noble old earl took castles, smote the rebels, and
(|uenched rebellion in his borders. He died I5th
September 1643, and wa-s buried at Youghal.

Boyle, The Hon. Robert, the most celebrated
natural jihilosopher of his time, seventli son and
fourteenth child of Richard Boyle, fii^st Earl of

Cork, was bom at Lismore Castle, province of

Munster, Ireland, January 25, 1627. As a child,

he was distinguished by precocity of intellect, a
rare love of truth, and a serious disposition. After
studying at Eton, and under the rector of Stal-

bridge, Dorset, he went to the Continent, where
he stayed for sLx years. On his return in 1644,

he found himself in possession, by his father's

death, of the manor of Stall)ridge, where he took
up his abode, and resided till 1650. He took no
part in political strife, Imt devoted himself to the

cultivation of science, and particularly of chemistry
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and natural philosophy. He was one of the lirst

members of that association of scientific men
which about that time (1645) heUl private meet-
ings at Oxford and London, and some years after

became better known as the Royal Society. After
several visits to his Irish estates, in 1654 lie settled

at Oxford. Here he experimented extensively in

pneumatics, and improved the air-pump. At the

same time, he devoted earnest attention to the

study of theology. After the Restoration, he was
urgently advised by Lord Clarendon to enter the
church, but he thought that he could do better

service to religion as a layman. Among the proofs

which he gave of this, besides his own theological

writings and eminent example, were his exertions
as a director of the East India Company (for which
he had procured the Charter ) for the propagation
of Christianity in the East, as well as procuring
and circulating at his o\vn expense translations of

the Scriptures, and his bequest for the foundation
of the ' Boyle Lectures '

(
q. v. ) in defence of

Christianity. In 1668 he took up his residence
permanently in London with his sister, Lady
Ranelagh, in Pall Mall, and was thenceforth able

to devote much of his time to the business of the
Royal Society. In 1680 he was chosen president,

but declined the honour. A peerage had repeatedly
been offered to him, and declined. In 1688, finding
his health decline, be shut himself up against all

interruption, in order to husband his remaining
time for the labour of repairing the loss caused l>y

the accidental destruction of his MSS. In 1691
his health finally gave way, and on the 30tli of

December 1691 he died, seven days after his

beloved sister. Lady lianelagh. Boyle, who was
ne\er married, was tall and emaciated in person,
and extremely temperate in his habits, often sub-
ject to low sijirits, but naturally lively and of rare
conversational powers. He was on terms of inter-

course with royalty. He believed in the possibility
of some of the alchemistic transmutations ; but
by the number of facts and observations which he
patiently collected, and erroneous notions which be
cleared away, he has been termed the true precursor
of the modern chemist. He invented a compressed-
air pump, and the first English hermetically sealed
thermometer was made under his directions. He
is known to have discovered the law commonly
called ' Mariotte's law ' seven years before Mariotte
(q.v.), and to have established it independently.
His piety, benevolence, and charity would have
made him remarkable, apart from his scientific
attainments and reputation. His complete Avorks
(including his very interesting correspondence),
with a Life by Dr Birch, and an index, were
published in 5 vols. fol. (Lond. 1744).

Boyle, Roger, soldier and statesman, was born
in 1621. The third .son of the Earl of Cork, he was
made for his father's services Baron Broghill in
1627. He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin,
and on the outbreak of the Civil War naturally
took the royalist side ; but after the death of the
king, came under the personal influence of Crom-
well, and distinguished himself by his conduct in
the Irish campaign, especially under the eye of his
chief in the desperate struggle at Clonmel. In
Cromwell's (1654) parliament he sat for Cork, and
in 1656 was named for Ijoth that city and Edin-
burgh, where he had been lord president of the
council for a year, and 'gained more,' says Robert
Baillie, ' on the aflections of the people than all the
English that ever were among us.' He became one
of Cromwell's special council, and a member of his
House of Lord.s. It was chiefly at his instance tliat

the parliament urged the Protector to assume the
title of king, and it was he who proposed a marriage
between Cromwell's daughter Frances and Charles
II. After Cromwell's death, he tried to .support

Richard, but foreseeing that his cause was hopeless,
crossed to Ireland, and secured it for the king.
Indeed, his letter inviting Charles to land at Cork
actually reached the prince before the first message
from Alonk. Four months after the Restoration,
Broghill was made Earl of Orrery. He continued to
enjoy the favtmr of the king, who put a stop to ah
attempt at his impeachment by the House of Com-
mons in 1668. He died in 1679. He wrote poems,
six tragedies, two comedies, a romance entitled
Parthenissa ( 1654), and a Treatise of the Art of War
(1677); and enjoyed the friendship of Davenant,
Dryden, and Cowley.

Boyle Lectures, so called from the founder,
the Hon. Robert Boyle (q.v.), who, by his will
dated July 28, 1691, settled £50 a year "^for 'some
preaching minister,' who shall preach eight sermons

!
in the year for jnoving the Christian religion
against Atheists, Theists (i.e. Deists), Pagans,
Jews, and Mohammedans, not descending to any
controversies among Christians themselves. The
ottice is tenable for three years. They are now

i

preached in the Chapel-royal, Whitehall, in the
afternoon of some of the Sundays following Easter-
day. The first series of eight lectures, A Confuta-
tion of Atheism, was preached in 1692 by Richard

! Bentley. In 1704 Dr Samuel Clarke preached on
the Being and Attributes of God, in answer to the
arguments of Hobbes, Spinoza, and their followers.
All the lectures preached up to 1732 were collected
into a fine folio edition, in 3 vols. ( 1739); from that
period down to 1802 few of the lectures were pub-
lished. In 1846 the course by the Rev. F. D.
Maurice was published under the title, The Ee-
iigions of the World. The most eminent lecturers
of recent years whose courses have been published
are Merivale, the historian (1864-65), on The Con-

1 versioti of the Roman Empire and Northern Nations :

Professor Plumptre (1866); Professor Stanley

I

Leathes (1868-70); Dr Hes-sev (1871-73); Henry
Wace (1874-75); Alfied Barrv'( 1876-78 ) ; Dr Mac-

!
lear (1879-80) ; and G. H. Curteis (1884).

I Boyle's Flimiug Liquor is the term applied

to a solution of sulphide of ammonium ol)tained by
distilling a mixture of slaked lime, sal-ammoniac,
and sulphur. The same substance is produced by
passing sulphuretted hydrogen into a solution of

ammonia. It is a straw-coloured liquid, possess-

ing the odour of rotten eggs, and liberating sul-

phuretted hydrogen on addition of an acid or

exposure to the aii".

Boyne, a river in the east of Ireland, rises in

the Bog of Allen, and flows through Kildare,

King's county, ]\Ieatli, and Louth. It passes

Trim, Navan, and Slane, and enters the Irisli Sea
4 miles below Droglieda, after a course of about
80 miles in a carboniferous limestone basin, its

total descent being 336 feet. On its estuary near
Drogheda there is a lighthouse with fixed light,

there are three at the entrance to the harbour,

and a viaduct 95 feet in height conducts the

Great Northern Railway across the river. Its chief

trilmtaries are the Mattock .and Blackwater. It is

navigable for vessels of 250 tons to Drogheda, and
for liarges of 70 tons to NaAan, 19 miles up. Its

l)anks are studded with many ruins of monasteries
and castles. In 838 Turgesius the Dane sailed up
the Boyne and plundered Meatli. But this ri vei-

ls chiefly famous for the battle of the Boyne, which
was fought on its banks, 3 miles W. of Drogheda,
onl2th Julyl690, and in which William III. defeated

.lames II. William's loss was 500, James's three

times that number. An obelisk, 150 feet high,

marks the scene of the battle.

Bozen. See BoTZEN.

Bozrull (motlerii el-Busaireh), a strong town of

Edoni, in the mountain district to the south-east
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of the Dea<l Sea, about 300 B.C. capital of the
Nah.itaiuis, hut now an unimjiortant village.

Bozzaris, MAKCt).s, tireek patriot, was born
al«<ut 178S at 8uli, in the mountains of Epirus.
His youth was spent amid the din of arms. In
1803 he was forced to retreat to the Ionian Isles
by Ali Piisha ((KV. ), wlio had nearly exterminated
tlie Suliotes. In 18'20 Vpsilanti summoned the
Greeks to insurrection, and war broke out l)etween
Ali I'iLsha and the sultan. Un learning the news,
Bo//;iris jdit himself at the head of some 800
expatriated Suliotes, and pii.s.sed over into Epirus.
Ah fouml means to .secure their .services against
tiie comniDU enemy, ami IJozzaris gained several
victories, antl on .Vli's ileath continued the war
successfully. Shortly after. Prince Mavrocordato
landed at Mis.solonghi with a Ixidy of disciplined
trooj)s, and l>eing joined bv Bozzaris, lie engaged
the Turks at I'etta. Kith .July 182'2, but was
compelled tu retire to Missolongld, whicli place
liozzaris skilfully defendeii. In J823 a Turco-
Albanian army of 13,(KX) men descended from the
nortii of Ejiirus. IJozzaris ailvanced swiftly at
tiie head of I'2(Ml men, and on 'JOth August reached
Karpenisi, where the van i>l ti»e Turkish army,
4(K)0 strong, was encamped. .\t nigiit, 'A'tO Suliotes
burst in upon tlieir startletl foes, who were routed
witli great shaugliter : but IJozzaris fell while lead-

ing on Ins men to tlie tiual attack.

Buzzolo, a town of Nortli Italy, 14 miles

WSW. of Mantua. Pop. 4K')4.

Bra« a town of North Italy, 31 miles SSE. of

Turin by lail. Pop. !ts."iti.

Bralmil(^OIIII('. the patriotic song of the
IJelgiari-. originally sung by the insurgents during
the revolution of Septeiiil>er IS.'JO. The words were
written by .leiin<\.il. a young French actor, tiien

at linisstl>. the music by (ampenhout.

Braliailt ^^as the name formerly gi\cn to an
important iirovince of the Low Countries, extending
from the left bank of the Wiuil to the sources of the

Dyle, and from the .M.uis ami the plain of Limburg
to the Lower Scheldt. In the time of C;esar,

IJrabant wjus inhabited by a mixetl race of iJermans
and Celts; it afterwards came into posses.sion of

the Franks; and in the mi<ldle ages it formed a

duchy by it.self, de|>endent u|ion Lower Lorlaine,

with whicii in 1107 the county of Antwerp Wius

incorporated, and in 1347, for a time, the lordshin

of Mechlin or Malines, formerly connected with

Li(-ge. After many changes, IJrabant was made a

part of the kingdom of Holland, at the Congress of

Vienna; but since the revidution of 18.30, the three

provinces of Ihjiliant have been divided as follows :

( 1 ) Nortli or iJutdi IJialpaiil, containing 1980 sij. m.

and (1802) 510,022 inhabitants; (2) the IJelgian

province of Antwerp, which contains 1094 .sq. m.

and (1892) 72(5,2.33 inhalntants ; ami (3) South

IJrabant, also lielgian. containing 12G8 sfj. in. aiul

an extremely dense population of (1892) 1,13G,827.

The country consists of a plain gently sloping to

the north-west, and rising in the south into low

hills, which are oHsets of tho.se of the Ardennes.

In the level northern part are many he.athy and

fennv tracts; one of them, a morass called the

Peel", is over 20 mih's in length, and from 2 to (J

broad. In the hillv .listrict of the south is the

Forest of Soignics.
' The Maas and the Scheldt are

the principal rivers ; but some of their tributaries

are also very useful for internal commerce, which

is further promotecl by canals and railways. The

soil is fertile, and grain, vegetables, and hay are

extensivelv grown ; also liojis, tobacco, and chicory.

Farm stock is large. The making of salt, beet-

sugar, cigars, thread, woollen cloths, leather,

earthenwiue, and soap, with luinting, distilling,

and turkev-red dveing, are the chief industries.

Brabant lace has a certain celebrity. The principal
towns are Brussels, the former capital of Brabant,
Bois-le-Duc ( Hertogenbosch ), Tilburg, Breda, and
Ber-'en-op-Zoom. Most of the inhabitants are
Catholics ; those in the north are Dutch ; in the
middle district, Flemish ; and in the south, of

Walloon race. The main boundary between the
languages is a few leagues to the south of

Brussels, the Walloon French being spoken to

the south, and Flemish and Dutch to the north
of this line.

Bracoio, Fortebeacci, Count of Montone,
a celebrated Italian free-lance, born at Perugia, of

an ohl patrician family, in 1368. From his early
youth he was engaged in warfare, and had already
given his sword to very various causes, when in

1416 he obtained the .sovereignty of his native city.

The year after he held Kome for a time. Next he
accepted from Queen Joanna of Naples the com-
mand of her land-forces, and soon for his services

was created Count of Foggia and Prince of Capua.
In 1423, by the queen's commaml, he was crowned
at Perugia, as Prince of Aquila and Capua. His
ambition now soared to the throne of Naples itself.

He overran Campania and Apulia, and advanced
into Calabria, but in a battle before Aquila, was
wounded and taken jjiisoner. Three days later he
died, .June 5, 1424.

BracCo in Carpentry, an obli(|ue piece of wood
used to bind together the ])rincipal timbers of a
roof or other wooden structure. The name is alsi)

used of the curved iron tool (holding a bit) used by
carpenters for boring. See KooK, BOHING.

Brace, C"ii.miles Lorino, an American author
and philanthropist, born at Litchlield, Connecticut,

10th .June 1826, studied theology in New York,
where he took up the question of the education and
housing of the i)oor. He founded the Children's

A ill Society in 1853, and subsequently acted as its

secretary ; its annual income is about a quarter of

a million dollars, and it has provided homes for

over (50,000 children. He published notes of visits

to Hungary ( 1852 ), Germany ( 1853 ), Norway ( 1857 ),

;uid California ( 1869), besides The liarrs of the Old
World

( 1863), (Irst,, Christ I (1882), and other works
He died in the FLiigadine, llth August 1890.

Bracelet (through Fr. from Lat. hrachimn,
' the arm '), a pei-sonal ornament, of dillerent mate-
rials, worn on the arm, generally at the wrist.

Bracelets and armlets ( Lat. ((rmilUc ) have been used
by almost every nation, both savage and civilised,

from the earliest periods to our own. In the text

of the Old Testament there are three ditierent

words rendered l)y 'luacelet' in our authorised ver-

sion. One of these probably means an armlet

worn by men (Num. xxxi. 50, 2 Sam. i. 10) ; the

second was a bracelet worn by women, and some-
times hymen (Gen. xxiv. 22, Ezek. xvi. 11); the

tliird a peculiar bracelet of chain-work, worn
only by women (Isa. iii. 19). That referred to in

2 Saim i. 10 was an ornament that belonged to the

king, like those famous armlets with their splendid

diamonds which now form part of the regalia of the

kings of Persia, and which are said once to have
belonged to tlie Mogul emperors of India. The
ancient Medes and Persians were remarkable, even

amongst Asiatics, for their love of ornaments of

this kind ; and they were worn in Europe by the

Gauls and Sabines." They do not seem to have been

worn by men among the ancient (Greeks, but Greek
ladies wore l)oth armlets and bracelets of the most

various materials and forms. Some of these Mont
rounti the ami twice or thrice, and a favourite

form was that of a serpent. Many examples

of this kind occur on painted vases. Amongst the

Romans, armlets were not usually worn by men, but

were fre<iuently conferred upon soldiers for deeds of
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valour ( Livy, x. 44). Koinaii ladies wore bracelets,
not only for ornament, bnt also for the purpose of

containing- amulets, as it is said that Nero wore on
his rij^jlit arm the skin of a serpent, inclosed in a
ji'oldeu armilla. Some of the early armlets of Scan-
dinavia and Clermany were evidently worn more for
defence than ornament.

Braces, on shiiihoard, are ropes attached to
the yard-arms, and employed to turn or swing the
vaiils round.

Bracll, or Brache, is an old name (originally
French) for a scenting hound or other hunting dog.

Brachial Artery is the great arterial trunk
supplying the upper extremity between the armpit
and the elbow ; in other words, it is the direct con-
tinuation of the axillary artery. It runs down the
front and iimer side of the upper arm, giving off
several named branches as it proceeds, and at a
point about an incli below the bend of the elbow
it terminates by dividing into radial and ulnar
arteries. In cases of arterial bleeding from Avounds
of the hand or foreann, the brachial artery may
be compressed against the middle of the shaft (if

the humerus, just behind the inner margin of the
biceps muscle. See Arm, Artery, Circulation.
Braclliopoda, a class of shelled animals

having certain affinities with worms and with
Polyzoa, but less with molluscs, though often in-
cluded within the limits of the last-named group.
The presence of two shells gives them a superficial
resemblance to true bivalves ( Lamellibranchs ), but
the shells lie dorsally and ventrally instead of right
and left, and the anatomy of the inclosed organism
is quite different.

History.—Naturalists were for long content with
placing Brachiopods beside Anomia or among
Lamellibranchs. Forbes and others have shown
that this is impossible, and the growing tendency,
due to better acquaintance with their structure
and to the researches of Morse, Kovalevsky, and
others on their embryology, has been to regard
them as specialised and passive Annelid types.
Other suggestions have not been wanting,' but
there is now a general consensus of opinion in
defining them as one of the many offshoots from
tlie ' worm ' branch of the genealogical tree. The
Tunicata have been removed from any close
alliance with Brachiopods, while the Polyzoa have
come to be regarded as very closely allied.

Struct arc.—The external form of the animal
certainly suggests that of an ordinary bivalve, but,
as above noted, the position of the' two valves is

quite different. The size varies fj-om considerably

Fig. l.—Rhijnrhonella psittacea seen from the
dorsal aspect

( a ) and from tlie side
(
h ).

under half an inch to an inch, or rarely two inches
in length. The shell consists of two distinct valves,
the ventral usually larger than the dorsal, and
each divisible into symmetrical halves. Where the
valves unite, a perforated beak is often present.
Through the hole of the beak a muscular bundle
passes, serving in some cases for mooring the animal.
Tiie shell may be horny (among DiscinidsE and Lin-

gulida^), glassy, or nuissively limy. Its structure is

very nnich simj)ler than that of ordinary bivalves,
and often consists of a single layer, which, in the
majority, is i)enetrated by skin processes, which
po.ssibly have a respiratory signihcance. These
are absent in Hhynchonellidii- and a few others,
where the shell is therefore described as non-porous.
The outer surface may be sculjitured and coloured.
The dorsal valve bears internally a limy ribbon of
very varied shape, which forms the supporting
organ of the respiratory apparatus. The ventral
valve is in many cases' provided with hinge teeth,
which lit into depressions in the upper valve and
lock the two halves firmly together.
The shell is secreted' and lined by a delicate

double membrane or nuoitle. Between the two
layers there is a rich distrilnition of blood-vessels
(tlie arterial system according to Huxley) which
are connected with the body proper by two or four
contractile heart-like organs. They comnuinicate
with the mantle-
cavity, and with
a chamber which
occupies most of

the body-cavity
pioper. The outer
layer of the mantle
next the shell often
sends blind pro-

cesses into canals
which traverse the
valves. The mantle
is often strength-
ened by microscopic
limy plates, and
the margin very
generally bears stiff ^ o -Interior of the smaller
bristles. The m-
ternal surface of

the inner layer is

ciliated. The body
proper lies towards
the hinge, and the

( dorsal ) valve of a Brachiopod
shell (WaUlhcimia), showing
the limy framework which sup-
ports the arms.

arge space between the
two mantles is occupied by two large and
exceedingly characteristic organs, which are prob-
ably respiratory, and certainly serve to wait little

food-particles to the mouth. They consist of long
tubes, bearing on one side movable cirri, and
varying greatly in their degree of freedom and
manner of twisting. In some cases these can be
protruded through the open vahes, in other cases
they return upon themselves and are supported
throughout by the limy ril)bon above mentioned.
They are tentacular, or lalnal organs, and arise

from the outpulled margins of the mouth ; in a
few cases they are absent. The thi'oe or more pairs
of niKsrlcs working the valves of Braidiiopods are
more complex than those of Lamellibranchs, and
vary considerably in the two main divisions. The
nervous sijstcni consists of a ring round the gullet,

with superior and larger inferior pairs of ganglia,
and of nerves regularly distributed to the various
organs. Sense organs seem to degenerate in the
veiy passive adults, but the young may possess eye-
spots, and sometimes also ear-sacs. The aliment-
ary system consists of the inconsiucuous mouth at
the base of the long tentacles, of an ascending
gullet widening into the stomach, of an associated
digestive glaml, and of an intestine which bends
downwards, and either ends Ijlindly or in an anus
on the right side anteriorly. The respiratory
system, as already noticed, probably consists of the
processes from the mantle and of the tentacular
ai'ms, but further researches are necessary to make
this certain. The rasriilar system between the
mantle-layers has been already noted. The heart is

usually described as a pear-shaped organ above the
stomach, supplied by a main vein, and giving off
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two arteries. The excretory system consists of a
uair of tubes (compare se>,'inental organs of otlier
In\ertel>rates) to the ri-'ht and left of the gut,
opening internally into tlie boily-cavity, and ex-
ternally into the space between the two inantle-
flajis. In Uhynrhonellu p.sittaa.n a second pair is

present. Tliese tubes serve iilso for genital ducts.
Tiie ri'prodnrfirc syfitetn is usually represented in
one division by two pairs of glands, situated in
sacs from the body-cavity into the mantle-cavity,
and in the nther division by glands near the coils
of the gut. Ill the former the sexes are separate,
in the latter the glands are hermaphrodite.

Moiff of Life. —The adult Brachiopods are
excessively passive organisms. Some are fixed by
whole or part of their ventral valves, others .seeni

to have been anchored in the mud by long spines,
while a few are stalked either for life or in their
earlier stages. The lamp-shell Lingula, witli the
hmgest stalk, is at the same time, as one would
expect, one of the le.ist limy, ami ha.s in fact a
horny shell. L. pyramiilnta has been shown bv
Morse to have the power of moving along the sand,
and T>ri hi'Kt iiliim mjnit acrjiinti.s has also con-
siderable power of moving on its stalk. The
nadir of luussivity as expressed in enormously thick
limy shells is well illustrated by tlie very large
and ma.s.sive fossil I'roductida-. The food seems
largely to consist of diatoms, Imt the Lingulida'
are also known to sweep' in small crustaceans ami
abuiiilance of mu<l. They are all marine, and
attach themselves to nn-ks, corals, molluscs, ^:c.

Ijirehijnmnt. -The eggs may be laid externally,

or develop within the ilucts. or in Thcridliint in a
Kjiecial brood -chain her. The segmented larva',

whicli in some cases show marked attinities with
Chietopod worms, are free-swimming and very
unlike the adults. They lix themselves l)y tlieir

posterior |)ortiou, lose their anterior sensory region,

and fiirm the ImmIv out of the rest.

Ihstiihiitinii ill S/niri\—The Biacliiopods are

widely tlistiibuted, but are at the same time much
localised. In favourite haunts they occur in great

numbers. Lingula abiiunds at above half-title

mark, while the more abiindanl limy forms go

down to very great depths—as far as 'iWK) fathoms.

The horny forms are fonder of warm and tropical,

the limy of cold and temperate waters.

Di.sfn/jiitiDii ill Time.—The lhacliio)iods furnish

a striking illustratitm of a moribund cla.ss. In

former periixls they were vastly more numerous.

The hingeless form.s ajijiear lii-st, soon accompanied

by hinged types, in the Cambrian .strata; in

Silurian times they were exceedingly numerous

;

in the Devonian was their golden age. In the

Carboniferous strata tiiey are much rarer, and still

more so in the Dyas. They increase again in the

Juia-ssic, and reach another climax, sinking again

in the Chalk, and gradually dwindling t<> the

juesentlv existing ic-idue. Of the Uo genera and

'2&H> species, 17 genera and 110 species are .still

extant—a striking instance of decadence, ^yhich

may in part be <lne to their extreme passivity,

ami also to the number of relatively tiivial

characters so often connected with this state.

Lingula and .some othei-s have pei-sisted from the

earliest times.

Classijirittiijii.—T\\v Biacliiopods are often divided

into two orders of Testicardines and Ecardmes,

respectively with and witlnmt hinges. In the

former it iuav be further noted that the shell is

always limy, the mantle-llaps are unite<l posteriorly,

the-ut en.'ls blindly. In the latter the shell may

Ik; fiornv, there is no arm .skeleton, the mantle-

llaps are alwa\s sejiarate, the gut has an anal

aperture. Terebratula, Thecidium, Stringocephalus,

Khynchonella, Spirifer, Strophoniena, and Pro-

ductus are examples of tlie vaiicms families of tlie

former ; Crania, Discina, Obolus, and Lingula of
the latter. The absence or presence of an anus,
in regard to which there is a good deal of reasoning
from analogy in default of observation, is expressed
in another couple of names—Clistenterata for the
former sub-class, Tretenterata for the second. The
terms Articulata and Inarticulata refer to the same
twofold division, and emphasise the presence or
absence of the locking liinge. The two terms
Testicardines and Ecardines are, however, generally
adopted. It has been proposed to erect a third
ilivision—Abrachia—for a few armless forms, in
which these characteristic organs are replaced by
a tentacular sheath formed from the mantle. In
other respects they resemble Testicardines. For
further information, see T. Davidson, Fossil
Brachiopoda (1859), Challcnqcr Reports, Huxley's
Invertebrates, and other text-'ljooks.

Braohyptera' (i.e. 'short-winged'), an orni-

thological term sometimes applied to such peculi-
arly aijiiatic birds as auks, ])uflins, penguins,
grebes, guillemots, and divers nroijer ( Colymbus ).

The term Divers (li-v.) is often used with the
same meaning.

Bracliyill*a< a technical name applied to the
short-tailed ilecapod crustaceans or crabs, in con-
trast to the long-tailed forms like the lobsters,

where the abdomen is not tucked in on the under
surface in the characteristic crab fashion. The
term is al.so ai)plied to a family of bats, including
-Mystacina ami Noctilio, in which the tail is very
siililt.

Bracken, or Brake, a large genus of Ferns of
tlie<livision Polyixulea', distinguislied by spore-cases
in marginal lines covered by tlie reflexed margin of

the fiond. It is very widely distributed from arctic
and temperate to tropical countries. The Common
Brake or lirncken (Ptcris atjuilina) is the largest,

commonest, and
handsomest of

European ferns,

often cover-
ing considerable
tracts in woods
and parks, or on
heaths and hills.

It has a long,

creeping, black
rhizome, or root-

stock, behind the
apex of which a
new frond arises

annually. The
fronds are bipin-

nate, but the
fii-st two pinna-

are as large as

tlie remainder of

tlie frond, which
is moreover bent
into the same
horizontal plane,
so producing a
three - branched
appearance,
which is very

Common Brake :

, end of a brancli, much reduced ; b, end
of a pinnule, lower side, showing fructi-

fication.

characteristic. The fibro-vascular bundles of the

stalk of the frond, when cut across, exhibit an
appearance slightly resembling a s])read eagle,

wlience the si)ecilic name aquilina (Lat. aquda,
' an eagle') ; while the two dark strands of scleren-

cliyma in the root-stock suggest the letters J C,

whence the medieval name of Christ-root, and a

character of sanctity confirmed by the crozier-like

unrolling of the fronds in spring. The root-stock

is bitter, and has been u.sed as a substitute for

liops ; it has also been ground, mixed with barley,
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and made into a wretched bread in times of distress.

It was of importance as a food-supply in Tenerifie,

furnishing the so-called Helecho-bread. Tlie plant

is astringent and anthelmintic ; and as such, it had
at one time a high reputation in medicine, and was
also employed in dressing kid and chamois leather.

The ashes were formerly used in the manufacture
of soap and glass. Bracken is also employed for

thatching, for littering cattle, for manure, &c.,

and has been chopped up with straw or hay for

feeding cattle. It is a favourite covert of deer and
of other game. The abundance of this plant is

sometimes regarded as a sign of poor land, al-

though, probably, its absence from the richer soils

is very much a result of cultivation. To extirpate

it, nothing more is necessary than a few successive

mowings of the young shoots as they appear. The
annual growth of brake is killed by the first frosts

of autumn, but remains rigid and brown, still

affording shelter to game, and almost as charac-

teristic a feature in the landscape of winter as in

that of summer.

—

Pterls caudata, a large species

of brake very similar to that of Europe, is one of

the worst pests which the farmer has to contend
with in the south of Brazil.

—

Fteris csculenta,

a native of New Zealand, Tasmania, «S:c., has a
more nutritious rhizome than the common brake
(see TarA Fern).—Fteris serrulata of India,

China, and Japan is largely used as a table

decoration on account of its grace and hardiness.

Bracket, an ornamental projection from a
wall, used for the purpose of supporting a statue,

bust, or the like ( see Corbel ). Brackets are either

of stone, wood, or metal, and they are sometimes

Ornamental Brackets.

elaborately designed and carved. The term
bracket is also employed in joinery, &c. , to

designate supports, in the form of a bent knee,
of shelves, galleries, &C. Bracket is also generally
applied to such gaslights as project from the wall.

Bracklesliam Beds, a group of highly
fossiliferous strata in the middle Eocene forma-
tion, included in the Bagshot series

(
q. v. ).

Bract is a term applied to any leaf from the
axil of which a flower or a floral axis is produced,
instead of an ordinaiy leaf-bud or branch. In
some cases the bracts present no marked difterences
from other leaves ( e.g. Belladonna ), and such flowers
are then often termed axillary, meaning in the
axils of unmodified leaves. In the great majority
of cases, however, the familiar antithesis between
vegetation and reproduction is strongly marked, the
size and vegetative development of the leaf being
greatly checked ; thus the T)ract is usually small anil

entire, even though the vegetative leaves may be
large and divided. They often exhibit an interesting-

gradation between leaves and petals, for the colora-
tion of the flowers, which is so often evident for

some distance down the flowering axis, may extend
more or less completely to the bract ; and this may

go so far as to ccnnpletely replace floral magnifi-

cence altogether, as in the Poinsettia and Bougain-
villea (q.v. ) of our greenhouses. The subordination
of vegetative life may go so far as to suppress the
parenchyma altogether at a very early age, leaving
only a dead membraneous structure, brown and
wizened in the bract or spathe of the daftbdil, or
glossy and bright coloureit in the immortelle and
other so-called everlasting flowers. Finally, in

Crucifer;c the bracts ha^•e tlisappeared in the great
majority of species ; yet in excei)tional cases (par-

ticularly in double or otherwise highly vegetative
specimens), their entire or partial reappearance
shoA\'s that the apparent anomaly of their absence
in this family is only the extreme case of a physio-
logical contrast which is perfectly normal. It will

be noticed that the term is applied ( 1 ) to bracts
proper, each subtending a single flower

; ( 2 ) as in

Compositiie, to the crowded leaves of the axis below
the similarly crowded inflorescence (in which, how-
ever, true bracts subtending the florets also often
occur—e.g. Zinnia, ike, also in Dipsacacete ) ; (3) to
the leaf subtending an entire inflorescence, which
may be either free-growing, Avith minor bractlets
(palm), or compressed, as in the spadix of Aracete.
Such a bract is termed a spathe.

Bractoil, Henry de, English ecclesiastic and
jurist, of whom tut little certain is known save
that he was a 'justice itinerant,' in 1264 became
archdeacon of Barnstaple and chancellor of Exeter
Cathedral, and died in 1268. He is memorable as

one of the earliest writers on English law, his De
Legthus et Consuctudinibus Anglkc being indeed the
first attempt at a systematic treatment of the body
of English law. Coke and Seklen valued the work
highly, and Milton quotes from it in his Defence of
the People of England. The first printed edition

of the entire work appeared in folio in 1569. A
revised text and translation was edited by Sir

Travers Twiss in the 'Rolls Series '(6 vols. 1878-

83). In 1887 Mr F. W. Maitland published a
Collection of Cases (3 a'oIs. ), accompanied by a
series of strong and almost conclusive arguments
that this was the actual collection of cases on
which Bracton's great treatise was founded.

Braddock, Edward, a British general, born
in Perthshire, Scotland, about 1695, entered tiie

Coldstream Guards in 1710, and was appointed
major-general in 1754. Nine months later he sailed

as commander against the French in America, and
with a force of nearly 2000 British and provincial

troops, reached the Monongahela, a branch of

the Oliio, on July 8, 1755. Leaving the baggage
beliind, on the 9th he pushed forward with a chosen
force to invest Fort Duquesne, on the present
site of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. In spite of his

obstinacy, he appears to have so far regarded the
warnings of his American officers that he threw out
flank and advance parties to guard against a sur-

prise. He twice forded the Monongahela in order

to avoid a dangerous defile ; and it was on the

right bank of the river that his advance guard
was attacked by a party of about 900 French and
Indians from the fort. Properly s])eaking. Brad-
dock fell into no ambuscade ; but tiie dense cover

of the forest, of which the Indians immediately
took advantage to surround his force, and his

dogged insistence on his men lighting in line, in-

stead of imitating the tactics of the foe, exposed
the British as a helpless living target to a wither-

ing fire, to which they could make none but a
desultory Jind iincertain return. After two hours'

fighting, in which Braddock, whose bravery was
never called in question, had four horses shot under
him, and was mortally wounded while vainly

trying to rally his men, the survivors made a hasty
retreat under Washington, Braddock's aide-de-
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camn, the only oue of his statt"who escaped unhurt.
No le-ss tlian 63 out of 8»5 officers, and 914 out of
1.S73 men en>raj,'ed, were either killed or woun<led.
The French loss was triflin;;. Hraddock was carried
from the field, and dietl July 13, 1755, at Great
Meadows, about &) miles from the scene of his fatal
surprise. See Winthroi> Sarj^'ent's nionoj^naph
(Philadelphia, 1855), and Parkmans Montcalm
'Old Wuljf (1884).

Braddon, Mary Elizabeth ( Mrs John Max-
well), novelist, wa.s horn in Soho Square, London,
in 1837, the dau;;hter of a solicitor. Siie very early
showed a turn for literature, which siie indulged in
the usual iiumner, l>y sending verses and other
trifles to the magazines and newsi)apei"s. Neither
a comedietta hrouglit out at tiie Strand in 1860, a
volume of verse, nor one or two novels, had had
much success, wlien, in 1862, Lmhi Audlcij's Secret,
the story of a golden-haired murderess, attained an
enormous popularity, in three months reaching its

eighth three-volume edition. A mora Floyd ( 1863)
wa.s little less jtopular. Of all her fifty novels, per-
haps tlie hest is Is/niKicl

( 1884), a tale of the Second
Empire, wiiicli depends not so much on sensation as
character. Several of them a])j)eareil in Temple Bar,
St James's Maijaziiii\ and Behjraeia, a magazine of
which she wjus for some years editor. Mainly her
works depend for their interest on incident, and the
art of their aii|>eal to ' that low vice, curiosity,' in

the conduct of a story carefully leading uj) to some
suspended and unforeseen denouement. In their

particular way, they <lisplay undoubted talent : in

style, they are fresli and vigorous, and their narra-

tive power strongly excites the reader's interest.

Bradford, an imjiortant manufacturing town
and pariiaiiK'iitary ami municipal borough in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, on a tributary of the
Aire, at the meeting of three vales, 9 miles W. of

Leeds, 34 SW. of York, and 191 NNW. of London
by rail. Besides very convenient railway conununi-
cation, there is a branch canal in connection with
the Liverpool and Leeds Canal. It issaiil to derive

its name from a fonl o\ cr the river here called Broad
Aire, or from brae, 'a hill,' i\.m\ ford. The area of

the ancient i)arish Is .'{4,146 acres, and includes 13

township.s. Bradford in 1S.32 was created a parlia-

mentary bonmgh, returning two members. It

became a municipal borough in 1847, and is

governed by a mayor, 15 aldermen, and 45

councillors. The municipal borough was extended

in 1873 an<l again in 1882, and the j)arliament-

ary borough maile conterminous with it in 1885.

For parliamentary ]niri)oses it is now divided

into 3 districts, each returnin<,' one member. The
cori>oration hits been noted for its activity and

spirit of improvement shown in beneficial local

acts ; in the execution of main drainage-works, the

remodelling of portions of the town, its splendid

water-works, and the acquirement of the gas-works

( 1871 ). Bradford is the chief .'^eat in England of

tlie spinning and weaving of worsted yarn, and the

great mart for the long wo(ds used in worsted

fabrics. It has developetl of late worsted coating,

velvet, an<l plush industries. The first mill was

built in 1798 ; there are now more than 3(Mt mills,

employing a large population. There are great

merciiants' wareiiouses for worsted goods ; also a
' conditioning-hou.se '

( the only one in this country),

established by the corporation "in 1887 for the weight,

measure, ^.c' of such goods. Manningliam Mills,

for silk and velvet, erected at a cost of f500,000, are

among the most extensive in the kingdom. For the

alpaca and mohair industry in the neiglibourhood,

see also Salt (Sir Titus), Saltaihe. Coal and

iron mines occur near Bradford, and the ironworks

at Bowling and Lowmoor are very large and import-

ant ; the making of machinery is a considerable
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industry ; and stone is exported from quarries in
the neighbourhood. There are 30 churches belong-
ing to the establishment in the borough, and more
than 80 Dissenting churches. The parish church
of St Peter is a fine building in the Perpendicular
style, with a tower of later date, and contains a
number of interesting monuments. It has a town-
hall (1873) of medieval desig-n, which cost over
£100,0(J0, with ^camjianile tower, and caiillon
chimes; mechanrcs' institute (1870); St George's
Hall (1853); exchange (1867); extensive wholesale
and retail markets, which have cost £150,000,
exclusive of an annual rental of £5000 a year for
market rights

; grammar-school ; technical college
(1882); free library (1872); new post-ofhce, a fine
building in the Italian style (1887); and two
court-hou.ses. The gross rateable value of the
borough was in 1887 £965,231. It has five puldic
parks. Peel Park, with an area of 56 acres ; Lister
or INIanningham Park (56 acres), Horton Park
(39 acres). Bowling Park (53 acres), and Brad-
ford Moor Park ( 15 acres), and also many ex-
cellent charities. The early history of Bradford is

connected with the De Lacies, in who.se hands the
manor remained until the beginning of the 14th
century, when it passed by marriage to the Lan-
caster family. On the death of John of (Jaunt, in
1399, it was afterwards held by the crown till the
reign of Charles I., who sold it to the corporation
of London. After being held by the iSIarsdens
and the Kawsons, the manorial rights were leased
by the corporation. In the civil wars, the people
of Biatlford took the parliament side, and twice
ilefeated the royalists, out were afterwards them-
.selves defeated by the Earl of Newcastle. The
worsted trade, introduced to Bradford at the end
of the 17th century, has made rajjid progress since
the era of the steam-engine. In a riot at Bradford,
.against the introduction of worsted power-looms,
in 1826, two of the rioters were shot dead by the
tlefenders of the mill which contained the obnoxious
machinery, and many more were wounded. In
1S25 a stiike for increased wages, in which 20,000
jiersons ^^ere concerned, lasted si.x montIi.s. The
Baptists had a college here, which has been removed
to kawdon, 6 miles distant, and the Iude])endents
have Airedale College. This town is the seat of

the first English temperance society. The National
.Association for Promoting Social Science met here
in 1859, and the British .Association in 1873. The
merchants of Bradford are distinguished by their

liberality and enterprise, the names of the Listers

and the Salts being consjjicuons. Statues of Sir

Robert I'eel, Richard Oastler, Sir Titus Salt, S. C.

Lister, and W. S. Forster (1890) adorn the town.

The population of the municipal borough in 1881

was 183,032, the population of the same area in

1871 being 145,830. The population of the area

now composing the municipal and parliamentary
borough, in 1881 was 194,495 ; in 1891,216,361. The
local government measure of 1888 constituted Brad-

fortl a county by itself. See James's Histonj of
Bradford (2 vols. 1841-66).

Bradford, a town of M'Kean county, Penn-
sylvania, 65 miles S. of Butialo, with oil-wells and
.skwmills. Pop. 10,514.

Bradford Clay, a su1)division of the Great

Oolite (Lower Oolite), is a blue unctuous clay,

occurring at Bradford, near Bath, and extending

for a few miles around : it is about 10 feet thick at

Bradford, but may l)e thicker at F'arleigh. It is

remarkable for the occurrence in it of large numbers

of a Crinoid (q.v.), Apiocrimies Parkinsoni. The
upper surface of tlie calcareous rock on which the

clay rests is completely incru.sted over with a con-

tinuous pavement forn'ied of the stony bases of this

crinoid. It had once formed the bottom of a sea.
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iji which these luiinials lived, their stems bending
^A-ith every motion of the water, and their star-like

crown of arms outstretched in search of food. At
length, however, the clear water Mas invaded by a

current largely charged witli mud, which threw

them down, aiid broke most of their stems oft" near

the base. The stem, luxly, .and arms have been
dismembered, and are confuseiUy scattered througli

the clay. Although Bradfonl Clay is considered a

local (leposit, yet deposits containing the same
fossils occur in Dorsetshire.

Bradford-Oll-Avon { Sax. Bradanford, 'broad
ford"), a town of Wiltshire, on both sides of the
Avon, and on the Kennet and Avon Canal, 9

miles SE. of Bath. It is an ancient town, and
still shows some gable-fronted houses, built and
roofed with stone. Formerly it was the seat of

important woollen manufactures, and kerseymeres
were first made here. The tiny church of St
Lawrence, built by St Aldhelm (q.v. ) between
675 and 709, is the only perfect building of pre-

Norman times now remaining in England. Only
38 feet long, it consists of a nave, chancel, and
north porch ; the most striking featuie of the

interior being the narrowness of the chancel-arch,

which is not more than 3 feet across. It had been
used for two centuries as a school and dwelling-

house, when in 1856 it was rescued from profana-

tion ; and it has since been put in a state of

thorough repair. Hard by, on the site of Aid-
helm's monastery, is the parish church of the
Holy Trinity, of various dates from the I'ith to

the 16th century, and restored in 1865-66. On the
summit of Torr Hill are the ruins of a 14th-centuiy
chajiel of the Virgin ; and tiie town bridge retains

its desecrated chapel. In the neighbourhood is the
pleasant valley of Avon, with many picturesque
spots. At Bradford, Cenw.alh, king of the West
Saxons, gained a great victory over the Welsh in

652. Pop. 4957. See an article in the Saturday
Bericiv for 11th September 1886.

Brading. a small l)ut ancient town, once a
parliamentary Ijorough, in the Isle of Wight, 4
miles S. of Ryde by rail. The place can still

show its stocks and ItuU-ring ; and in 1880 the
remains of a Roman villa, M'ith a tesselated floor,

were unearthed near the town. In the ruins,

assumed to be those of the villa of the Roman
governor, were found numerous coins and tiles

;

there are also traces of a whole row of buildings.

Bradlailgll, Charles, a prominent social

reformer, but vigorous anti-socialist, was born in

London in 1833. He had early to shift for him-
self, and was in turn errand-boy, small coal-

merchant, and trooper at Dublin. Procuring his

discharge, he returned to London in 1853, liecame
clerk to a solicitor, and ere long a l)usy secularist

lecturer, and pamphleteer under the name of

'Iconoclast.' His voice was heard in all popular
causes, alike on platforms throughout the country
and in the pages of his organ, T/ie National
Bcfonin'r ; but in 1880 his name assumed a new
im})ortance on his being elected ]\I.P. for North-
ampton. He claimed to make attirmation of allegi-

ance in lieu of taking the parliamentary oath ; but
after the report of two select committees, the House
refused to allow him either to make oatii or to

attirni. He continued his struggle with the House,
was thrice re-elected by Northampton, and at

length, in 1886, having taken the oath, lie was
allowed to take his seat. In parliament he gained
respect by his strong sense and debating power,
and he earned wide popularity by his agitation
against perpettial pensions. Of his writings the
best known is the Impeachment of the Uonsc of
Brunswick. His republication, in conjunction with
Mrs Annie Besant, of an old pamidilet, Tlic Fruits

uf Plulvsophjj—a proposed solution for the over-

l)opulati<)n fjuestion— led in 1876 to a sentence of

six months' imiirisonment and a £200 fine, but the

conviction was quaslied on a])peal (see Oath).
See his Life by liis daughter. ^Irs Bonner and J.

M. Robertson (1894). He died 30tli January 1891.

Bradley, \\y.\. Edwaud (-Cutliliert Bede'),
was l)oni at Kidderminster in 1827, and educated
at Durham University. He was successively rector

of Denton, Huntingchinsliire, of Shelton, near
Oakliam (1871-83), and of Lenton, near (irantham.
His facetious descrii)tion of Oxford life in Adven-
tures of Verdant Grecti (1853-57) lias been ex-

ceedingly popular, and was followed by the Book
of Brau/i/ (1856), Fain/ Fables (1858), Gleticraci-

(jan (1861), Tales of i'ollajc Life (1862), Little

Mr Bouncer and his Friend Verdant Green (1873),
Fotheringhaij (1885), &:c. He died 11th December
1889.

Bradley, James, astronomer, was born at
Sherborne, (Jloucestershire, in 1693 ; from North-
leach grammar-school passed in 1711 to Balliol

College, Oxford. The scientific bent of his mind
was moulded and directed by his uncle, the Rev.
James Pound, of Wanstead, Essex, and in conjunc-
tion with him his first discoveries were made.
Devoting himself to mathematics and astronomy,
he soon exhibited such a genius for these pursuits
as won him the friendship of all the leading mathe-
maticians of his time, including Halley and Sir

Isaac Newton, and secured his election to the
Royal Society in 1718. In 1719 he obtained
the vicarage of Bridstow, and in 1720 a sinecure
rectory in Pembrokeshire ; but he resigned both
in 1721 on his election to the Savilian professor-

ship of Astronomy at Oxford. In 1729 he i)ub-

lished his theory of the aberration of the fixed

stars, containing the important discovery of the
aberration of light—suggested by the observation
that the vane of a boat in which he was sailing

on the Thames in 1728 never lay in the line of

the wind, but was always inclined to it at an
angle depending on the line and amount of the
boat"s motion. See ABERRATION, and Astronomy.
Three years after this publication Bradley became
lecturer on Astronomy and Physics at the Oxford
]\luseum. His next discoveiy, published in 1748,

after twenty years" research, was that tlie inclina-

tion of the earth's axis to tiie ecliptic is not con-

stant, a fact including the exjilanation of the
precession of the equinoxes and tiie nutation of the
earth's axis. In 1742 Bradley succeeded Halley
as regius professor of Astronomy at (Greenwich,
where, by his observations, he still furtlier en-

riched the science. His refusal of the vicarage of

(Greenwich was compensated in 1752 by a crown
pension of £250 a year. He died at Chal-
fonl, (Gloucestershire, 13th July 1762. Bradley
is described as having been gentle, modest, com-
j)assionate. and liberal ; little " given to speak-
ing or writing, from diffidence and the fear of

hurting ids reputation. He lias been called the
fouiulei- of o1)servational astronomy, and no man
ever ])etter merited the title of a great astro-

nomer. His astronomical okservations, which num-
bered about 60,000, fill two folio vols. (1798-1805).
Bessel was al)le in 1818, from Bradley "s labours,

to deduce a catalogue of 3222 stars for tlie epoch
of 1755. See Rigauds Miscellaneous Works and
Corresitondcnee of Bradley, tcith Memoir ( 1832).

Bradsliaw, John, regicide, was born near
Stockport, of a good Cheshire faiiuly, in 1602, and
in 1627 was called to the bar at (Jray's Inn. 'He
practised," says his friend Milton, 'with singular

success and reputation ;
' still, he was little known

when, on 13th January 1649, he was, in default of a
more able lawyer, appointed president of the high
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court of justice for tlie trial of Charles I. On that
solemn occasion his manners were as sliort as his
sjK^ches were len>,thy. For reward he was made
permanent president of the Council of State, and
t'liancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, with a j,Tant
of estates worth 1'2«KM> j.er annum. His " stitt' re-
puhlicanism' emhroiied him witli Cromwell, who
twice attempted to deprive iiim of his ottice of chief-

tustice of Ciiester ; Init there is no direct proof that
le ever en-jrayed in the Fifth Monarchy and otiier

plots. After Olivers death he wius aiipointed a
conunissioner of the llreat Seal ; and his last public
act wjis to protest against the violent seizure of
Sj>eaker Lenthall hy tlie army. He died 22d
Novemher U>59 ; and his Ixtdy" w.is huried with
jH>mi» in Westminster Abl)ey, "l>ut after his post-
Iiumims attainder, it was disinterred and hung on
a gihhet, with those of Cromwell and Ireton.

Bradslijiw's Railway (iiiide, the pioneer
of its ciiL-s. licrivo its name fnnu Ceorge Brad-
shaw (1801-.j3j, orij,'inally a map-engraver in Man-
chester, who on I'Jtli (k-toher 18:^9 connnenced
the i.ssue of an occa-sjonal w(»rk, called Bnuishau's
Hailwny Time tithlis (a name changed in 1840 to
liiithriiy Vumjiitiiion ), whicii was corrected l»y a
monthly time-sheet. This sheet was freipiently
delaye«i to the r>tli or tith of the month, and was
subject to changes made by the Comi>anies, perhaps
in the mi<ldle, or even the latter eml of the month.
By great ellnrts, the railway companies were in-

duced to consent to adjust their tables, onee for all,

for the b«'giiining of i-ach month ; and the lii-st

number of tlie monthly Unihrnij Huiilr was brought
out in I)eceml)er 1841, tiiough the ( ''</«/«////»/« sur-

vived till lH4o. The second number of the Guide,
pulilished '1st month (January) 1842,' runs to 32

S)ages, and contains 42 or 4."{ lines of railway, in

"England only, withmii any advertisenn-nts (T.

Marian in .Itlien'rum, 'lAi\\ hecember 18S7). The
Guide now «'xtends to upwards of 400 pages, and
gives copious information regarding all luies in the

three kingdoms, besiiles much al>out steamboats
and coaches, with advertisements. Its jilan has
lieen imitated at home and abrojid. In 1847 the

first numlH'r «>f liniilslunr'.s Cuntiiientnl Ji'oi/iraj/

Guide wjus issued, which, in addition to the tables,

contJiins a large oiiaiitity of topographical informa-

A series of hiiiidhtiuL.s was also issued by Mr
See an article in the L'unihiU for April

tion.

liradshaw.
1888.

BradwanlillC. Thomas, wius l»oni in England
not lat.T tiiaii IJ'.Mt. His biithnliice is uncertain;

in his chief work he mentions that his father lived

at <'liicliester. He studied tJieoiogv-, pliiiosopiiy,

and matheniati<-s with distinguisiied success at

Merton College. Oxford, and in 1.S2J wji-s one of

the proctors of the university. His fame ;us a theo-

logian was founiled <m the "theological lectures he

«lelivere<l for a series of yeai-s at Oxford, and

now rests on his De Causa Dei contra I'dn-

?num, et de rirtufe causaruin, lilni tirs (edited

.V Henry Savile. Lond. I(il8), an able defence

t>\ the Augustiiiian doctrines of grace, fully

j.roving his riglit to the scliola.stic title <tf 'Doctor

profundus.' Called to the court o( Edward III. by

Stratford, Archbishop of Canterbury, he became

confes.sor to the king, canon of Linc(dn. and ciian-

cellor of the withe.lral church of St Taul in London.

From i:{:{!» h.- a«.ompanied Edward III. on his

campaigns in France. On the death of Stratford

in 1348, Bradwardine was elected his successor by

the chaj.ter of ( anterburv. The king and the nope

preferred .I(din Iflord ; but Cflord <lying in May
1349, In-fore he lia.l been consecrated. Hradwardine

was appointed arclibisiioi», and was con.secrated in

July bv Cardinal IJertrand at Avignon. Returning

to En-land, he died on the 26tli August m that

77

year. Bradwardine wrote also Arithmetica JSpecu-
tativa (Paris, 1502); Geometria Specidativa (lb.

1512); and a Tractatus Proportionum (Venice,
1505).

Brady, Nicholas, with Nahum Tate, versifier
of tiie P.salms, was born at Bandon, County Cork,
in 1659. He was educated at Westminster, Christ-
Church (Oxford), and Dublin, and held from 1696
to his death in 1726 the living of Richmond,
Surrey, along with the rectories of Stratford-on-
Avon and Claidiam in succ>.'s:non. He also kept a
scho(d at Richmond, honcared by the apjiroval of
Richard Steele. Tate and Bradys metrical version
of the Psalms was authorised ' in 1696, but with
the strong opposition of many among the Tory
clergy. His tragedy, The Hape, or the Innocent
IiHjjostcrs, his blank verse ^Encid, and his sermons
have long since sunk into the oblivion they
deserved.

Bra'dypus. See Sloth.

Braoiliar', a Highland district, occupying the
south-west corner of Abenleenshire (q.v.), in the
heart of the (Grampian Mountains, and traversed
by the upper waters of the Dee. In the east part is

Balmoral (q.v.) ; and near its centre, 61 miles W.
liy S. from Alierdeen, is the small village of Castle-
ton of Braemar, a favourite resort for travellers,

sportsmen, and lovers of grand scenery. Here
in 1715 the Earl of Mar raised the Pretender's
standard. See Crombie's i^;-rtc>/i«r ('2d ed. 1875).

Brag, a game at cards, so called because each
])layer endeavours to impose upon the others, and
to make them believe that his hand is better than
it really is. A sum of money is usually staked, and
the cards lieing compared, the best hand wins.

Braga, a city of Portugal, cajdtal of the pro-
vince of Minho, is situated on an eminence between
the riveis Cavado and D'Este, 34 miles NE. of

Oporto by rail. It is the residence of the primate
of Portugal, who has a palace here. It has also

a fine iJotliic cathedral ( l'2th century), partly
modernised, the churcii of Santa Cruz (1642),
and manufactures of linen, hats, cutlery, firearms,

jewelrj-, &c. The Bracura A iigii.sta of the Romans,
it retains ruins of a temple, an amiihitheatre, and
an aiiueduct. Near it is the celebrated Sanetuario
do bom Jesus do Monte, which is still a ])lace of

jiilgrimage. In the 6tli century Braga was the
chief city of the Sue\i, and it fell successively into

the hands of the Goths and Mo(trs, from the latter

of whom it was taken by Alphonso of Castile.

Poj). 19,755.

Brajfan^a, the name of two considerable
towns in Brazil.—(1) Braganca, a seaport, 100
miles NE. of Para, at the mouth of the Caite,

whicli is here navigable to the town. Pop. of

town and district, 6000.—(2) Braganca, an inland

city of about 10,000 inhabitants, 50 miles to the

NE. of Sfto Paulo.

BratfailZil, or BKAf;ANC.\, a city of Portugal,

cai)ital of tlie j)rovince Traz-os-Montes, on the Fer-

venca, '26 miles NW. of Miranda. It has an upper
and lower town, the former l)eing surrounded with
walls ; has a citadel, a college, a hospital, is the

see of a bishop ; and has manufactures of silk and
velvet. This city gives its name to the House
of Braganza, the present ruling dynasty in Portugal,

John, 8tli Duke of Braganza, having ascended

the throne as John IV. in 1640, when the Portu-

guese liberated themselves from the Spanish yoke.

His daugliter, Catherine of Braganza, was the

qneen of our Charles II. See Portugal. Pop.

5495.

BraS^g, Bk.vxTon, Confederate general, born in

North Carolina, '2'2d March 1817, graduated at the

United States military academy in 1837, served in



the artillerj- through the Seminole ami Mexican
wars, rising by successive brevets for gallantry in

action to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, and retired

in 185G. He connnanded in several great battles

of the civil war, and was for a time military

adviser to the Confederate president. He died

in Galveston, Texas, '27th September 1876. — His
brother, Thomas, born in 1810, was governor of

North Carolina, 1854-58, United States senator,

1859-61, and attorney-general in Jell'erson Davis'

cabinet, 1861-63. He died in Raleigh, 21st January
1872.

Bragi, in Northern ^Mythology, son of Odin and
Frigga, god of poetry and eloquence. Upon his

tongue were engraved the runes of speech, so that

he could not utter a sentence that did not contain
Avisdoni. According to the elder or 2>oetic Edda,
he is the most perfect of all scalds or poets, and
the inventor of poetry, which is designated by a
kindred word, hrayr. Unlike Apollo, who in the
Greek mythology enjoys eternal youth, Bragi is

represented as an old man with a long flowing
beard ; but his brow is always mild and unwiinkled.
His wife's name is Idunna. Together with Her-
mothr or Hermode, he receives and welcomes all

those heroes who have fallen in battle, on their

arrival in Valhalla. On festive occasions, as well
as on the burial of a king, a goblet, called Bragafull
(Bragi's goblet), was presented, before which each
man rose up, made a solemn vow, and emptied it.

Braliaiu (i.e. Abraham), John, tenor singer,

born in London of German-Jewish parents, about
1774, and left an orphan at an early age, is said to

have for a time sold pencils in the streets. Leoni, a
chorister of Duke's Place synagogue, adopting him,
gave him instruction in music and singing ; he
appeared at Covent Garden in 1787, but his first

great success was at Drury Lane (1796). He had
an unusually long professional career, and con-
tinued to make occasional appearances at concerts
until within a few years of his death. To study
singing he visited France, Italy, and Austria ( 1797-
1801 ), in company with one Nancy Storace, singing
at Paris, Florence, !Milan, Venice, and Vienna ; his
triumph on his return was transcendent, and
thenceforward, for half a century, he held the
reputation of one of the greatest tenor singers
in Europe. In 1809 he had an engagement at the
Royal Theatre, Dublin, for fifteen nights, at 2000
guineas. He acquired a large fortune during his

Erofessional career, much of which was squandered
y his purchase of the Colosseum, in Regent's Park,

for £40,000 ; and the building of St James's
Theatre, at a cost of £30,000. He died at Bromp-
ton, 17th February 1856. In Sir Walter Scott's
words, Braham ' Avas a beast of an actor, but an
angel of a singer

;

' and it was as a concert-singer
that he most excelled, his great declamatory power
and florid execution giving a wonderful etl'ect to
his rendering of the national songs, especially
his ' Death of Nelson '

( 1811 ). Most of his operas
were produced at Drury Lane ; 1)ut his own
compositions were of the feeblest description,
rendered only tolerable by the embellishments
introduced in singing them. One of his daughters,
Frances, in 1840 married the Earl of M^aldegrav^e.
She was for many years a leader of society, and
died 5tii July 1879.

Brah^, Tvcho, one of the most distinguished
names of which astronomical science can boast,
was born at Knudstrup, near Lund, in the
south of Sweden, 14th December 1546. He
was descended from a no]>le family, and was
sent at the age of thirteen to the university of
Copenhagen, where he had not been more than a
year, when an eclipse of the sun turned his atten-
tion to astronomy. His uncle, who destined him

for the law, furnished him with a tutor, and sent
him to Leipzig in 1562 ; but Brahe, who cared
nothing for that study, devoted just so much time
to it as would save appearances, and while his

tutor slojjt, busied himself nightly with the stars.

By these surrei)titious observations of the heavens,
and with no other mechanical contrivances than a
globe about the size of an orange, and a pair of

rude compasses, he succeeded, as early as 1563, in

detecting grave errors in the Aljilionsine tables
and the so-called Prutenic (i.e. Prussian) tables,

and set al>out their correction. The death of

an uncle, who left him an estate, recalled him
to his native place in 1565 ; but he very soon
became disgusted with the ignorance and arro-

gance of those moving in the same sphere with
himself, and went back to Germany. At Witten-
berg, where he resided for a short time, he lost part
of his nose in a duel with a Danish gentleman ; but
for the lost organ he ingeniously contrived one of

gold, silver, and wax, which fitted admirably. After
two years spent in Augsburg, he returned home,
where in 1572 he discovered a new and brilliant

star in the constellation Cassiopeia. In 1573 he
married a peasant girl, and this his fellow-noblemen
thought even more undignified than being addicted
to astronomy ; that too they considered very de-

grading in a gentlemen, and the king was obliged
to interpose in order to reconcile them. After
some time spent in travel, Brahe received from his

sovereign, Frederic II., the otter of the island of

Hven or Hoene, in the Sound, as the site for an
observatory, the king also ottering to defray the
cost of erection, and of the necessary asti'onomical

instruments, as well as to provide him M'ith a
suitable salary. Brahe accepted the generous pro-

posal, and in 1576 the foundation-stone of the castle

of Uranienborg ( ' fortress of the heavens
'
) was

laid. Here James VI. of Scotland paid him a ^'i.sit

when on his way to Denmark to marry the Piincess

Anne, and wrote some verses in his honour, and
here for a period of 20 years Brahe prosecuted his

observations with the most unwearied industry

—

with a zeal, in fact, sufficient to create a new epoch
—one of the three great epochs indeed—in astro-

nomy as a science of observation. See Astro-
nomy, Comet. The scientific greatness of Brahe
was no protection against the petty prejudices of

the nobles. So long as his munificent patron,

Frederic II., lived, Brahe's position was all that
he could have desired, but on his death in 1588 it

was greatly changed. For some years under
Christian IV., Brahe was just tolerated; but in

1597 his persecution had grown so unbearable that

he left the country altogether, having been the

year before deprived of his observatory and emolu-
ments. After jesiding a short time at Rostock and
at Wandsbeck near Hamburg, he accej)ted an
invitation of the Emi)eror Rudolf II.—who con-

ferred on him a pension of 3000 ducats—to Benatek,
a few miles from Prague, where a new Uranien-
liurg was to have been erected for him ; but he
died at Prague (m the 24th October 1601. At
Benatek he had Kepler as his assistant, and to

the advice of Brahe that celebrated astronomer
owed much. The scientific pultlications of Braht'

are numerous. His complete works appeared at

Prague in 1611 ; his Letters have been edited by
Frijs (Copenhagen, 1876); and there are Lives of

him by Gassendi (Latin, 1655), Frijs (Danish,

1871), and Dreyer (English; Edin. 1890). See
also Brewster's Martyrs of Science (1841).

Braliilov. See Braila.

Brahma. In the religion and jjliilosophy of

the Hindus, this word has two meanings. The
crude form is hrahinan, the etymological significa-

tion of which seems to be expansion, with the
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secondary meaning of religious devotion. Brahma
(neuter) designates the universal Spirit, the ground
and cause of all existence ; which is not, however,
conceived jus an individual personal deity to he
woi-slii|)|>ed, hut only as an object of coiitennila-
tion. It is spoken of as 'that which is invisihle,
unsei/ahle, without origin, without either cohmr,
eye, or ear, eternal, manifold (in creation), all-

pervading, undecaying— the wise behold it as the
cause of created beings.' The human soul is a
ftortioii of this universal Spirit, and a man can only
)e freed from transmigration, and l)e reunited to
Brahm.1, by getting a correct notion of it and of
the soul.—Brahma (masculine) signifies an offerer

of pnnfrr, uprieat, as well a-s the Supreme Being
regarded as a person. In the later mytholog\- he
Ix'came the chief god of the Hindu pantheon, and
is specially a-ssociated witii tlie function of creation
(see Tkimikti). Vet lie himself is a creation of
or emanation from Ihaiim;!, tiie Fii-st Cause. The
origin of lirahma, and the way in which he created
heaven and earth, is thus narrated by Manu :

'This univei"se was en\ eloped in darkness, un-
1»erceived, undistinguisliable, nniliscovcral>le, un-
cnowalile, as it were entirely sunk in sleep. Then
the irresistible self existent Lord, umliscerned,
causing this univers,^' with the live elements, and
all other things, to become discernible, was mani-
fe.sted, dispelling the gloom. He who is beyond
the c«»gnisance of the sensrs, subtile, undiscernible,

hims(df shone forth. He, desiring, seeking to

ju'oduce various creatures from his own hoiiy, first

createil the waters, an<l deposited in them a seed.

This [seed] became a gobleii egg, resplendent as

the sun, in which he himself was born as Brahma,
the progenitor of all the worlds. Jieing formed by
that First Cause, undiscernilde, eternal, which
is both existent and non existent, that Male
(purusha) is known in the world as Brahma. That
lord having continued a year in tiie egg, divided it

into two parts by Ms mere thought. With these

two shells lie formeil tiie heavens and the earth;

and in the middle lie jilaced the sky, the eight

regions, and the eternal abode of the waters.'—See

Dr.J. Miiir's itriijinal Sitiisrrit Tr.rts, vol. iv.

In later times at least, Brahma has had few
special worsiiippers ; the only spot where he is

|>eriiMlicallv adored being at I'ushkara in Kaj-

putana. lie sometimes receives a kind of secondary

liomage along with other deities. Brahma is

represented with f<mr heads. See INDIA (section

on lU'liijioH), Tui.MlKTl, Vl.SHNf, SlVA.

Bralllliail. <>r Bijaiimin, the name of the

higiiesi (jist.- ((|.v. ) in the system of Hinduism.

For Mr.ihminism, see 1ni>1.\.

Kralllliailharia. a town of India, Tipnerah

district, in tiie presidency of Bengal, on the J itas

Kiver. 'i.^O miles NP]. of' Calcutta, with which it

has communication l>y rail and river. There is a

large trade in rice. Top. KS.oOO.

Bralllliapiltra ( ' son of Brahma'), one of the

largest rivers of India, rises in Tibet, and, after

partially mingling with the Ganges, Hows into

the Bav of Bengal. As a result of exi>lorations

(1«7H-S'2) by one of the Asiatics attached to the

Imlian Survey, the fact that the Sanpo (see llBET)

is the higlies't Hource of the Bralimaimtra was re-

duced to almost a certainty. Tiie Sanpo has its

rise in Lake Manasowar in Western Tiliet, in an

elevated tableland, from which al.so spring liie Snt-

lej and the Indus; Hows eastward for about 1000

miles on the jdateau of Tibet; tlien, turning SE., it

pierces the liimalavas to descend to the valleys ot

A.ssam, where it is known as Diboiig, and unites

with the Uiboiig an.l tlie Bralimakunda, the three

rivers forming the Hiahmaputra, winch Hows S\\.

and S. The entire length from the latter source

exceeds 900 miles ; from the former 1800 miles.
The term Brahmaputra has heen derived from
the Hindu name of the river in Assam ; hy
the Assamese it is known as Haraniya ; above
its junction with the Ganges it is known as
the Jamuna. The united stream bears along a
vast hody of water ( 700,000 cubic feet per second
on the average; 1,270,000 at high-water), hroken
hy many islands, and throwing otl' hranches ; it

Hows from NE. to SSW. for about 450 miles,
leaves Assam near Dhoohri ; Hows S. round the
tiaro Hills ; for 180 miles its course is through
the plain of East Bengal, till it joins the Padma,
or main stream of the Ganges, at Goalanda. Here
the conjoint delt.a of these rivers hegins ; the great
hody of its waters (1,250,000 cubic feet per second
on the average, and 2,435,000 at high-water)
Howing SE. reaches the sea hy the estuary known
<as the Meghna. The old bed of the stream lay
farther to the east, and still brings down a portiim
of its waters past the civil station of Mainiansinh
district, to join the main stream hy means of the
Meglina. During the rains the Brahmaputra
Hoods hundreds of sq. m. of country, reaching a
height of 30 to 40 feet above its usual level. This
supersedes artificial irrigation, and the jdains so

watered yield ahundantjy in rice, jute, and mus-
tard. It is navigable for steamers to Dibrugarh,
800 miles from the sea. The knowledge of the
river l)y Europeans dates from 1705. The down-
river traflic is largely composed of tea, also timber,
<iil-.seeds, jute, tobacco, and rice ; the imports include
European cotton goods, liquor, tea-seed, &c.

Itralimin Ox. See Zebu.

BralllllO Soiliaj (
Brahma SamAj—i.e. ' Church

of the one (iod," ' Tlieistic Church ') is a religious

and social association in India, originated liy the

celebrated Hindu rajah, Bamniohun Koy ((j.v.), in

1S.S0, nntler the title Suciety of God. The acces-

sion of Debeiidranath Tagore, a wealthy Calcutta
Brahman, in 1842, gave the movement a great im-

petus, which was al.so much aided by the spread

of Englisli educaticm. Its main de\ elopment took
place under Balm Keshub Ciiunder Sen, born in

L83S, who died in 1884. He joined the new church

in 1858, and visited Europe in 1870. It was his

aim to ai)j)ly the principles of the church to juac-

tical life, and under his leadership the })rogressive

party seceded from the original church, and
assumed the title of ' Branio Soniaj of India.'

Their fundamental luincijiles are that there is hut

one Suiireme God, the object of worship ; that

nature and intuition are tlio sources whence our

knowledge of God is derived ; they reject all special

revelation, and h(dd that religion admits of progres-

sive development. They ignore all distinctions of

caste, and consider all men as God"s children ; they

alijure all idolatrous rites, and acknowledge no

sacred books or places, liut value what is good and
true in all religions, and recognise the necessity of

public worship. They have reformed the marriage

customs and promoted female education. It is

believed that the spirits of the saints and proi)hets

may be invoked, or at least spiritually drawn into

the' life and character of the devotees. They have

more than a hundred hranches throughout India,

and maintain two periodicals and several schools.

Sen's co-religionists who disapproved of some of

the tenets of the 'New Dispensation,' and of his

conduct in marrying his daughter to a Hindu
maharajah, seceded and formed in 1878 the Sad-

haran (or Universal) Brahmo Somaj, which rapidly

rose to the foremost rank among the Tlieistic

churches of India. The Arya-Soinaj, founded by

Dayfinanda Sarasvati, Avho died in 1882, differs

from the Brahmo Soniaj in that, like all the ancient

theologians of India, he looked upon the Vedas as
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divine revelation. The most recent inventions of

science were held to be alluded to in the Vedas ;

Avhatever was not found in them was false and use-

less. Amongst authoiities see Brahmo DItanna, or
Religiiin ofthe Bndiiiiiis ( ISoO ) ; The liraJimo Somaj
Vhidirdtril [ 1S6.S ), by Keshub ('liunder Sen ; Brahmo
Year Books (ISTO, and following,' years); L((/it Days
in England of the llnjah lianimohioi lloy (1866),
edited by Marv Carpenter ; and her Six Months in

India (i868);"//o»/-.v of Work and Play, by F. P.

Cobbe ( 18G7 ) ; the English works of Kammohun
Roy (1888); Mozoonidar's Life and Teachings of
Kcshid) Ch under Sen. (1888); and the Theistic

Quarterly Review, which began to appear in Bengal
in 1880 as oi'gan of the Brahmo Soniaj.

BralllllS, JOH.VNNES, composer, was born in

Hamburg, where his father was a musician in the
theatre, on 7th May 1833, and early began the
study of music. In 1853 his performance of some
of his lirst sonatas so impressed Schumann that
the latter, in an article in a musical pulilication,

prophesied the conung greatness ot the lad.

Several years sjjcnt in stuily find retirement pre-

ceded the publication of a series of works that
quickly established his reputation as a writer of

chamber music. In 1863-64 he became conductor
of the Singakademie in Vienna, where in 1869
he linally settled. The leading characteristics of

his works (which exceed the 'opus' number 100)
are an ascetic earnestness and a regard for pui'e

musical form, causing him to pursue his main
idea throughout a work, while steadfastly refrain-

ing from exalting expression at the exjiense of

beauty. Of all the composers of the present day
Brahms is held to approach most nearly to Beet-
hoven, not only in individuality, vigour, and clear-

ness, but in the ideal scope of his melodic inven-
tions. These last vary greatly, some being slight

and simple, but are always matured and full of

expression. His subjects touch every department
but the dramatic. Over fifty of his works are
vocal ; as a song-writer he had latterly no living
e(|ual in Germany, and after his Deidsches Bei/uieni

(1868), his successive compositions were musical
events. His technical execution as a piano-jjlayer

was remarkable. He died 2d April 1897. See
his Life by Deiters (Leip. 1881 ; Eng. trans. 1887),
and Recollections by Dietrich and Widmann (Eng.
trans. 1899).

Braliiii. See Beluchistan.

Braid, James, l)orn in 1795 in Fife, studied
medicine at Edinburgh, and settled as a surgeon in

Manchester, where he died, 25tli March 1850. He
is noted for his researches on Animal Magnetism
(q.v. ;, which he called Hypnotism.

Braidwood. Thomas, born in 1715, studied
at Edinburgh University. He settled as a school-
master there, and after 1760 became famous as a
teacher of the Deaf and Dumb (q.v. ). His school,

which was visited by Dr Johnson, was afterwards
transferred to Hacknev, London, where Braidwood
died, 24th September i798.

Braila, or Brahilov, a river port of Roumania,
on the left bank of the Danulie, 10 miles above
Galatz, and 142 NE. of Bucharest by rail. A free

port till 1883, it exports large quantities of corn
and other ])roducts. Of its twelve churches the
chief is the (Jrcek cathe(hal. The fortidcations
were dismantled in 1S28. Pop. 46,716. Biaihi was
burned by the Russians in 1711, and Gortschakoff
crossed here in 1854.

Braille, Louis. See Blind.

Brain is the term a])])lied to that part of the
central nervous system wiiich in vertebrated
animals is contained within the cranium or skull,

and, in the invertebrata, to the nervous ganglia near

the head enil of the body. The brain is enveloped
by three membranes, named the Duia-matcr, the

Fig. 1 —(Vrebruui—u]iper .surface (Quain)

:

To show, firstly, division into two nearly equal hemispheres by
the gi'eat median fissure ; secondly, general appearance and
apparent irregularity of arrangement ol the convolutions and
fissures; F.L., frontal lobe; O.L., occipital lobe.

Arachnoid, and the Pia-mater. These support
the blood-vessels which nourish tlie cranium and

Fig. 2.—Under Surface, or r>:isc' nf Brain :

F.L., T.L., O.L., frontal, tempnral, and nccipital lobes of the
cerebrum; c&, i^ cerebellum, the medulla oblongata lyiuy

between its two lobes. Cron ial Nerves.— 1, ollactory lobe (the
nerve of smell); 2, optic nerve (nerve of .sight); 3, third or

oculo-motor nerve, motor nerve to most of the muscles of the
eye ; 4, fourth or trochlear nerve, motor nerve to the superior
oblique muscle of the eye ; 5, fifth, trigeminus, or trifacial,

.sensory and motor, the large root sensory to the face and
eyes, &c. ; tlie small root, motor to muscles of mastication

;

6, sixth orabducous nerve, to external rectus nuiscle of eye,

turns eyeball outwards ; 7, seventh or facial, motor to nuiscles
of expression ; 8, eightli or auditory nerve, sensory for liearing

(cochlea) and for equilibration (se?uieireular canals); 9,

glosso-pharyngeal, sensory nerve of taste, and motor to some of

the muscles of <leglutilion; 10, pneumogustric, sensory and
motor to larynx, lung, heart, and stomach ; 11 , sjiinal accessory,

motor to muscles of heart ( inhibitory) and steriio-mastoid and
trapezius; 12, hypoglossal, motor to all the ujuseks of the
tongue ; n|, first cervical spinal nerve.

the brain, and also contain a clear iluid—the cere-
bro-spinal fluid—which removes the products of
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brain waste, and at the same time serves, like a
water-ctir^liion. to diiiiinish tlie ettect of external
sll(.(•k^^. IJiaiii sul.stiinoe is ooiiiposed of (/my and
wlnte mattfi- (witii some connective tissue and
bl<»od-vessels ). Tlie ;,'ray matter consists of iitnr
cflls, wliicli arc minute structures, variouslv
sliaj)e<l, communicating' by numerous fine processes
with ucrre fibres. These cells disciiarj,'e nerve ini
pulses to. anil receive impressions from nerve lil)res
Thi' wliite matter is composed nearlv entirely of
wliite medullated nerve fibres, wliose function is to
transmit nerve imi>ulses from one point to another.
Tlie relation- of tlie <,'ray and wliite matter varv
•rreatly in the diflerent parts of the lirain. The
main divisions of the brain are the rcrcbrtini (great
brain or cerebral hemispheres), the cereM/inr
(with the pons V'trulii). the optic lobes (corpor
(jiKif/iif/eiitiiin. with the rrirru nirbr-i), and the
mcihilla obloiifjatn. An examination of ligs.

1, 2, ."?,.'>, from different a-spects of the human
brain, will ccmvey an idea of the relative size and
IMisition of these parts. The cerebrum underlies
the whole vault of the cranium, and covei-s all the
rest of the brain when seen from alwive ( Hg. 1).
Helow its posterior extremity, an.l separated from it
by a fold of dura-matcr. is the cerelieiluiu. Below
tlie cerebellum, again, lies the medulla oblongata,
which is continuous, through an opening in the base
of the skull called the foramen magnum, with the

Fig. ;{.—Mffiian Longitudinal >S<?ct.ion tlirougli Head and
upper part of Neck, to show relation of Brain to

Cranium and the Sjiinal Cord (Original drawing from
iirejiaratiiiii in Anatomy Rooms at Surgeons' Hall,

ulinhurgh )

:

c, ciTi'lirum ; c6, cerpbelluin ; sc, spinal coixl ; spc, spinal

Column; mo, medulla oblongata iiassinp, through foramen
magnum, into the spinal cord; )>r, pfins Varolii; cp, cerebral

pe<luncles, or crMru cerebri; iqit, anterior corpora quadri-

gemina ; ci[p, posterior corp<ira quadrigemina
;

jig, pineal

gland ; ;*, pituitar>' b<Hly ; cc, corpus callosum, divided

transversely; /, fornix; mg, marginal gyrus; gf, gyrus
fomicatus; cmg, calloso-marginal sulcus; O., occipital lobe

;

po, parieto-occipitnl fissure; c/, calcarine fissure; dm, dura-

mater, sepaniting cerebnim from cerel)ellum. The lines AB
and CI) show the jmsition of the sections in tigs, (i and 7

respectively.

Spinal Cord (ipv. ). The medulla passes directly

ujtwards into the protuberance called the pons

\ andii, wiiicii is cnmiccted by the crura cerebri or

cereliral ]>eduncles with the ceiebrum. liehind the

crura cerel»ri, in the angle between the cereltruin

an<l cerelKdlum, lie the ojdic lobes (corpora quadri-

gemina). The cerebi-um consists of two nearly

equal hemispheres, divided l)y a deep median

fissure, at the bottom of which lies a great
transverse commissure, the corpus callosmn.
The hemispheres are covered with a thin layer
of gray matter (or nerve cells), and thrown
into ridges and furrows (technically called convolu-
tions or g>-ri, and fissures). These seem (fig. 1 ) to
be arranged without any definite older, but
Gratiolet, by comparing ithe simpler brains of
monkeys and of the human embryo, discovered
that certain fissures ( ' luimaiy ' fissures) were

I'ig- 4. — Lateral (A) and medi.an (B) surface of the Brain
of the Human Emhrj-o, to sliow tl;e simple Convolutions
and the primary Fissures ( Miiialkovics)

:

js, lissiire of Sylvius
; /r, Assure of Rolando

; poc, parieto-
occipital fissure; dc, calcarine fissure; cin, calloso-marginal
fissure; ir, island of Reil (not visible fr..m the surlace
in the adult): olf, olfactory lobe; /, lornix; pv, \vms
Varolii ; mo, medulla oblongata ; cb, cerebellum.

always present. There are, on the outer surface,
the fissure of Si/lvius (/.v), the fissure of liulaudo
(fr), and, on the inner surface, um parieto-orripital
(po). These fissures form the boundaries of tlie

various lobes of the cerebnim. ( 1 ) The frontal lobe
(FL) is that part of the outer surface, and the cor-
lesjionding part of the median surface, which lies

anteriiu- to the fissure of K(dando. ( 2 ) The ttniporo-
sphoioiilal lobe (TL) lies beiow the fissure of
Sylvius. (.S) The oeeipiital lobr lies behind the
parietooccipital fissure, and iticludes the corre-
sponding ])arts on the cmter surface. (4) The
jKirietal lobe is bounded by tiie fissures of Kolando
and of Sylvius, and by the occijdtal lobe. (,">) The
ixlmul if Iteil lies at the bottom of the fissure of
Sylvius (//•, fig. 4), and is obscured in the adult by
the adjacent lobes. Secondary fissures on these
l(d)es divide them into con rolut ions. Thus (fig. 5), on
the frontal lobe, we have the first ( F, ), second ( F.j),

third (F3), and ascending [af] frontal convolutions;
on the temporo-sithenoidal, the first (TJ, second
(T.J, and third (T.,) temporal convolutions; on the
jiarietal, the a.scending (ap), jjostero-parietal (pp),
angular (13'), and suiua-marginal (13) convolu-
tions. On the median surface (fig. 3) we have the
inan/inal convolution, the ffi/rus foniiccitus ((jf),
immediately above the corjtus callosum, and the
gyrus hipiiocainpi, &c. On the under surface of

the cerebrum we see the two olfactory nerves ( 1

)

and the two optic nerves ( 2 ). The latter, crossing
like the letter X, wind round the tMo cerebral
peduncles {cp), to terminate in the optic thalami
and optic lobes. These peduncles are seen passing
from the under surface of the hemispheres, and
aiiproaching each other as they enter the pons
V arolii. If we jiress apart the two cerebral hemi-
spheres, we come ujxm the corpus callosum (cc,

fig. 3). This is a band of white fibres that prob-

ably connects coiTcsponding convolutions of both
hemispheres. On dividing this and removing some
white fibres (the fornix, iig. 3, /'), and a layer of

connective tissue (velum interposituni ), with its

vascular margin (the choroid plexus), we expose
the ventricles of the cerebrum—viz. the two lateral

and the third ventricles. The former occupy the

hemispheres, the latter lies between them, and is

continued backwards through a narrow channel
(the aqueduct of Sylvius) into the fourth ventricle,
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which lies behind the pons Varolii and medulla
(figs. 6, 7, 8). Projecting into the third and lateral

ventricles are rounded masses of gray matter, the

corpus striatum and optiv thalamus, often called

the basal ganglia (ligs. 0, 7). A better idea of the

/r cif

Fig. 5.—Outer aspect of Brain, showing relation to the
bones of the Skiill, and the position of Terrier's areas

( liandois )

:

fr, fissure of Rolando ; fs, fissure of Sylvius
;

po, parieto-
occipital fissure ; F] supi-rior, F.j middle, P3 inferior frontal

;

a/, ascending frontal convolution ; ap, ascending parietal

;

pp, postyro-parietal convolution ; T] superior, "T.2 middle,
T3 inferior teraporo-sphenoidal convolution ; O., occipital lobe

;

ch, cerebellum; 1 (postero-parietal convolution), advance
of tlie opposite leg, as in walking; 2, 3, 4 (round upper ex-

tremity of fissure of llolando ), complex movements of opposite
leg, inn, and of the trunk, as in swimming; a, b, c, d
(ascending parietal convolution), individual and combined
movements of the fingers and wrist of tlie opposite hand, or
preliensile movements ; ( posterior end of superior frontal
convolution), forwanl extension of opposite arm and hand;
6 (upper part of ascending frontal convolution), supina-
tion and Hexion of opposite forearm ; 7 (median part of
ascending frontal convolution), retraction and elevation of
opposite angle of the mouth; 8 (lower part of ascending
frontal convolution), elevation of ala nasi, and upper lip, with
depression ol lower lip : 9 and 10, opening of mouth with pro-
trusion and letraction of tongue—on tlie left side is aphasic
region ; 11, between 10 and lower end of ascending parietal
convolution, retraction 01 opposite angle of the mouth, the
head turns slightly to one side ; 12, posterior part of the
superior and middle frontal convolutions (eyes open widely,
pupils dilate, head and eyes turn towards opposite side); 13,
13' (supra-marginal and angular gyrus), eyes move towards
opposite side, or upwards and downwards (centre lor vision);
14, superior temporo-sphenoidal convolution (centre for
hearing).

relation of all these part.s will be gained by .study-

ing the two transverse sections (tigs. 6 and 7)
made in the direction of the dotted lines AB and CD
in lig. 3. Surrounding the whole cerebrum is the
thin convoluted envelope of gray matter, about
a quarter inch thick. Within this lies the cen-
trum ovale composed of white fibres. Connecting
the two hemispheres is the corpus callosum [cc]

with, underneath it, the .septa liicida and fornix
(fig. 7). Projecting into the ventricles are the
ovoid optic thalamus and the caudate nucleus (en)
of the corpus striatum. A wedge-shaped mass of
gray matter (In), tlie lenticular nucleus of the
corpus striatum, is separated from the first two
nuclei by a band of white fibres, the internal cap-
sule (ic), which in fig. 6 we see to be composed of
two parts, an anterior limb and a posterior limb,
which meet each other at an obtuse angle (the
knee). Immediately outside the lenticular nucleus
is the white external capsule (ec), separatetl by a
thin band of gray matter, the claustrum, from the
island of Keil (//•). The centrum ovale consists
of nerve fibres passing in various directions, very
difficult to unravel from each other. Certain of

them pass between adjacent convolutions, others
again connect parts at a distance, such as the
frontal and t)ccipital lobes, many cross by the
corpus callosum to end probably in corresponding
convolutions of the opposite hemis})here. Othere
connect the ba.^al giinglia with the cortical gray
matter. From the internal capsule an important
group, known as the corona radiata (see fig. 7),
pa.sses to the whole of the cortex. That part of the
corona radiata entering the occipital lobes is called
the optic radiation of Gratiolet, who considered it

to be the central expansion of the ojjtic nerve
(
or,

fig. 6).

The optic lobes consist of two (anterior and
posterior) pairs of rounded eminences of gray
matter (figs. 3 and 8) situated close to the optic
thalami, and underlying the i)ineal {|land. They
are very intimately connected witli the optic
nerves, part of these ending in the anterior jiair

;

and also to the third and fourth nerves, whose
nuclei of origin lie just underneath them in front
of the aqueduct of Sylvius (3', fig. 8). The crura
cerebri are formed of fibres passing down from the
cerebrum to the pons, medulla, and cord (see

fig. 3), and of others passing up from the medulla
and cord, and from the cerebellum (superior
peduncles) to the cerebrum.
The cerebellum possesses a median and two

lateral hemispheres which have been subdivided
into lobes ( iigs. 2 and 3 ). Its parts are arranged in

thin laminaj or folia with deep intervening fissures.

Fig. 6.—Transverse Paction of Cerebrum in plane of

line CD (fig. 3) ( Original drawing)

:

F.L., frontal; T.L., temporal; O.L., occipital lobes; fs, fissure

of Sylvius; ir, island of Reil ; en, caudate nucleus; Ini,

ln.2, Ills, the three divisions of the lenticular nucleus ; ica,

anterior limb of internal capsule ; icp, posterior limb of

internal capsule (the anterior part conveys motor, the pos-
terior sensory fibres), tlie part generally injured in cerebral

hemorrhage ; ot, optic thalamus ; or, optic radiation, prob-
ably conveys sensory fibres to occipital and temporal lobes ;

ac, anterior commissure, connects both temporal lobes ; /,

fornix
; pc, posterior commissure

; pg, pineal gland ; Iv, lateral

ventricle ( posterior liorn ).

These lamimi? have a central core of white matter
with a thin covering of gray matter. Sections
through them recall the appearance of a tree and its

branches (hence the term arbor vita^). The cere-

bellum has tiiree pairs of peduncles (fig. 8)

—

(a)
stiperior, which p.ass upwards and .across the middle
line towards the ojiposite cerebral hemisphere, but
ending under the optic lobes; (b) middle, which
form the main part of the j)ons Varolii, and w hich
enter indirectly into connection with fibres from
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the opposite cerebral hemisphere; ( c ) inferior ( the
resti/unn body), wliich is connected with tlie
mediilhi and Spinal Cord (q.v.). There is also an
intimate connection by tlie auditory nerve with
the semicircular canals of the ear.

Fig. 7.—Vertical traiisvtrse Stction of Brain in direction
of line AB (fig. :\) (.Original drawing)

:

The shaded outline of the cerebrum indicates the superficial
(fmy matter.

/», tlssiire of Sylviu-H ; ir, i«laiid of Kt-il, a convolution at the
l<)tt..iii of tlie lissure of .Sylvius concealed in the adult: cc,
C'Tpus callosuiii. the transverse interheniisplierical coni-
'"'""'"•• '' '"'-' • •(](.: /, fornix, divided transversely.
' corpus callosuni are seen the thin

nucleus; In, lenticular nucleus
' • '• ....-.-.,-; ut, optic thalamus; ic, internal
ra[wiili'; ec, external caiwule, and outside it a layer of gray
matt.T, the claustniin

; f>r, pons Varolii; mo, medulla
iiLiluiiKatB ; 01, inferior olivary iKxIy; cb, cerebellum;
/, II. /, s, mark the origin of the dott«-d lines representinj;
motor flbri-s passing fn)m the leg, ami, lace, and speecli
'centres,' fhningh the internal cai>s«le, cerebral peduncles,
[xiiis Varolii, niolulla ..lilongata. und crossing at dp, the
l<iu»ation of till- i>>ninrds to the opitosite side of the spinal
Curd (to explain cros.Mil |iaralysis). Another dotted line
pa.s.Hes from i { speech centre , to hearing centre in Brst tem-
l>oral convolution.

The Malnllii OUonijutn is the lowest division of

the Itrain. It Una a somewliat conical form, witii

the ba.se towards tlie ikhis \'arolii, the narrow end
towards the spinal cord. On tlie under surface, on
each side of the middle line, are tlie aiiteriur piirn-

inids decus.satiii;,' with ( crossing; ) each other where
the medulla pa.s.ses into the spinal cord. E.\ternai
to them is an ovdid prujectioii, the oliranj
body {W^i. 2). On the dm-xal juxjiect is tlie lozenge-

shaf>ed foiirtii ventricle, which is bounded below
by the two inferior and above by the suiierior

jieduncles of the cerel>elluiii. All the cranial

nerves l>elow the fourth <)rij:iiiate from the fi.ior

of the medulla in the jiositiims marked by the
numbers mi the ri^dit side nf li^r. 8. Their
jKjiiits of emei^xence on the umler surface are

indicated in ti;,'. '2.

Size ok Ui:.\ix.—The brain of the male has an
averajie weight i»f 49A ounces, that of tlie female
is alKiut .") ounces lij.di"ter. (/uviers brain wei;,died

ISHl ^'ranimes (1 <,'ianime is Ij^ jrrains), Turj;e-

nielfs 'ioi'i ^'lammes. On the other hand, Virchow
has found a brain weii,diing 1911 orrammcs in a man
without any specially high mental development,
and the brains of some very alile men have been

f<nind below the average weigiit. Too much stress

lias l)ei'ii laid \i\Hm the connection of mental capa-

city witii brain weight in individual instances.

Still the general fact is that the inost highly

develo|K'd races have the heaviest brains.

Flxction.s ok thk CKHK15KIM.— If we remove
the cerebral lobes from an animal, we deprive it of

Its volition and its intelligence. We may leave
it capable of performing very complex movements,
almost, if not quite, as perfectly as before ; but we
have destroyed its power to initiate these move-
ment.s, we reduce it to the condition of a responsive
inachine. Thus a frog without its cerebrum will,
if undisturbed, remain motionless for an indelinite
time. If it be placed on a board, and the board
tilted, it will change its position till its equilibrium
IS stable, and then it becomes motionless. If put
into water, it will swim, and if a piece of wood be
put before it, it will climb up on it, and there
remain

; if it be pinched, it will sjiring and will
avoid any obstacle placed in its way, just as an
entire frog Avould. A pigeon similarly treated
becomes drowsy and stupid. If food lie jtlaced
before it, it will not take it ; it exhibits no sign
of terror at what would otherwise cause it alarm,
further than to start slightly at a loud sound, or a
bright light. But if thrown into the air, it will
Hy to a con\enient resting-idaee ; if jilaced on its
back, it will regain its feet, and thereafter become
drowsy again.

Fig. 8.—Medulla Oblongata with Corpora Quadrigemina
seen from behind (Cerebellum cut away) (Landois):

'A, optic thalamus; juj, pineal gland; cnu, anterior corpora
quadrigemina; c/p, posterior corpora quadrigemina; sp,

superior cerebellar peduncle ; mp, middle cerebellar
l>eiluncle, goes to pons Varolii; ip, inferior peduncle, or
rest iform bi^xJy, goes to medulla oblongata and spinal cord;
fij, funiculus gracilis, or column of GoU; nfg, nucleus of
the funiculus gracilis ; /c, funiculus cuneatus, or column
of Burdach ; n/c, nucleus of the funiculus cuneatus. The
lozenge-shajied area in the centre of ilie figure is the fourth
ventricle. The numbers 4-12 indicate the superficial roots of
the corresponding cranial nerves. The numbers 3'-12', their
nuclei of origin.

Similar experiments on other animals shoAV

similar re.sults. In man we find that imperfect
development of the cerebrum is accompanied by
imbecility and idiocy, and that the races that
have the heaviest cerebra and the most fully

developed convolutions are the most intelligent.

Among animals, again, the degree of intelligence

increases with the increase in size of the cerebrum
relatively to the other parts of the brain.

Flourens, the great French jihysiologist, held

that the ichole of the cerebrum was employed in

eixry mental process. He removed parts of the

hemispheres of pigeons, and came to the conclusion

that (dl the mental functions became enfeebled,

and thcd to an eqxiul degree, in proportion to the

amount of brain mutter removed, no matter from
what part of the cerebnini it were ; and that as

long as any part of the giay matter remained, so
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long could mental functions be carried on. This
doctrine lonjj; held the lielil. It seemed to explain

why large masses of brain substance could be
removed by injury without apparent effect on tlie

mind, and why there was no constant relation be-

tween symptoms and locality of lirain lesions. But
it did liot explain all the facts. Tlie condition of

Ap/ia.fia
(
q. V. ), or loss of articulate speecli, was found

to be almost constantly associated with a certain

conv(dution, and certain paralysis anil limited con-

vulsive ])henomena were found by Hughlings Jack-
son to be apparently due to definitely localised

lesions. In 1870 Fritsch and Hitzig, two CJerman
observers, discovered that when certain areas of the
cerebral cortex were stimulated by the galvanic
current, movements of the opposite side of the
body were produced. This discovery put the
question of cerebral localisation on a new footing,

lerrier repeated and extended their results, and
soon succeeded in mapping on the brains of

animals (rabluts, dogs, and monkeys), areas,

stimulation of which by the faradic current pro-

duced movements which coiTesponded to the area
as accurately as the notes correspond to the keys
of a pianoforte. A great controversy immediately
arose as to the meaning and value of these dis-

coveries, the result of which has been to sub-
stantiate their accuracy, and to lead to their

extension. Ferrier' s ' motor areas "

( see lig. 5

)

lie on either side of the fissure of Rolando, and
extend into the postero-parietal and part of the
first, second, and third frontal convolutions. The
lower part of the area corresponds to the move-
ments of the face and tongue ; the intermediate
{)arts to those of the arm ; the upper to those of the
eg. Recently, a centre for the nuiscles of the tiiink,

arm, and leg has been found on the marginal con-
volution (on the median aspect of the parietal
lolje ) ; and Ferrier's areas have been further sub-
divided, so that centres for such tine movements
as, e.g., the apposition of the forefinger to the
thumb have been mapped out on the Ijrain of the
monkey by Horsley, Schiifer, and others. A know-
ledge of the correspondence between the convolu-
tions of the sinuan and the human l)rain, and of

the relation of the convolutions of the latter to tlie

bones of the skull (see fig. 5), has already led to the
successful removal of tumours whose seat was indi-

cated by definite motor disturbances. When these
areas are destroyed by disease, the power of the
corresponding voluntary movement or movements
is lost. Wlien they are irritated, corresponding-
spasms of movement are set up (Jacksonian epi-

lepsy ).

Aphasia.—The left hemLsphere controls the
right side of the body, and as we are mostly rigid-

handed, so we are left-brained. When the pos-
terior enil of the third frontal convolution on the
left side is destroyed, aphasia results. An aphasic

t)erson understands what is said t(i him, but has
ost the power of articulate speecli— tlie words
wanted are either forgotten or cannot lie uttered,
and this although the muscles of articulation are
unimjjaired. They cannot be co-ordinated. In
left-handed individuals aphasia has been found
associated with the corresponding lesion on the
right side of the cerebrum. The third left frontal
convolution is said to be well developed in the
brains of remarkable men, and to be very simjjle
in deaf-mutes, and quite rudimentary in idiots.
The corresponding condition of lajraphiu, or in-
ability to express one's self intelligently by writing,
has been recently fouii<l assoi-iated with lesions of
the posterior end of the second frontal convolution.
From these various areas white nerve fibres pass

downwards through the centrum ovale, and con-
verge toward the internal capsule, where they
occupy the anterior two-thirds of the posterior limb,

the fibres from the face and tongue being farthest

forward, then come those for the arm, and lastly

those for the leg. The fibres that go to the nuclei

of the facial and tongue muscles, cross the middle
line a little below this, those for the limbs and
arm at the decussation of the pyramids at the lower
end of the medulla. When a cerebral hemorrhage
injures them in the internal capsule (the most
frequent seat), crossed paralysis will follow, with
aphasia if the lesion has been on the left side

(Hg. 7,/,/, «, s).

Cortical Sensor 1/ Areers.—The determination of

the existence of definite areas for the conscious
perception of the difl'erent forms of sensory impres-
si(ms is much more difficult than that of the motor
areas, and physiologists are yet far from being
agreed on this point.

Centre for Sight.—^lunk places this centre in

the occipital lobe ; destruction of one lobe iiroduces
permanent blindness in one side of both eyes
(what is called homonymous hemianopsia). Ferrier
destroyed the occipital lobes in monkeys, and
found no appreciable alteration of vision, but when
in addition both angular gyri were destroyed,
jiermanent blindness followed. Destruction of

one angular gyrus caused only temporary loss of

vision in the opposite eye, while destruction of

both caused a smdlar temporary condition in both
eyes. In man, disease of the left angular gyrus
produces what is called vord-blitidness. In tliLs

condition one loses the power of reading words,
although one sees the characters distinctly, and
may even be able to spell the word. One may
even retain the power of writing spontaneously or

from dictation, and yet be unable to read what has
l)een written. It may be compared to the con-

dition where one has completely forgotten a foreign
language ; one can A\rite or read the words, but
has absolutely lost their meaning. Recent investi-

gation seems to show that the occipital lobes alone
are the centre for sight, each lobe being connected
with the corresponding lateral halves of the two
eyes.

Ce/itrc of Hearing.—This seems to lie in the first

tempero-sphenoidal convolution in both sides. In
man, partial destruction of this convolution on
the left side causes the condition of word-deafness
(where one hears the sounds, but has absolutely
lost their meaning).

Centre for Taste and Smell.—Ferrier locates the
former of these in the uncinate gyrus (on the inner
surface of the tempero-sphenoidal lobe).

Centre for Toiteh (common sensibility).—Many
physiologists place these in the motor area.

Ferrier, Horsley, and Schiifer find that they are in

the gyrus fornicatus and the gyrus hipjiocampi (on
the median aspect of the brain, above and behind
and l)elow the corpus callosum, tig. 1 ).

Fil)res from the various sense organs lead to the
cortical areas, through the posterior third of the
internal capsule. If this is injured, loss of all

forms of sensibility—hearing, sight, taste, touch,

&C.—of the opposite side follows.

Frontal Lobes.—No definite result follows from
the e.xpeiiments made on the anterior part of the
frontal lobes ; but it is pr()l)a])le that they are

associated with the exercise of the higher mental
faculties. They are well developed in highly
intelligent individuals, and vice versA. It must be
admitted, however, that cases have been recorded
(as in the American case of a man injured in

this region by a crowltar) where the frontal lolies

have been greatly damaged without api)arent

effect on the mind. (It is usual to speak of the

cerebrum as being the se((t of the various mental
faculties, and of the will as producing voluntary
movement. All we know is this—that changes in

consciousness are aceompanied by molecular changes
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in the brain ; the one does not produce the other. ;

So it is nervous activity that produces movement; i

imt the mental action of tlie will.)
'

[

Ba.sitl (;««v//«.—Stimulation of the corpus stria-
'

lum causes general contraction of the muscles on
the oi)posite side of tlie hody, as if the whole motor
area were heinp stimulated at once. Destruction
of the optic thalamus seems to cause interference
with the vision (the optic tract ends partly in its
l>osterior i)art), and sometimes with other forms

;

of sensation. Further investij,'ation, however, is

nee«le<l to establish definitely the functions of these i

ganglia.
'

'

Oiiik Lobes.—The optic lobes seem to lie concenied
in tne co-ordination of tliose movements noted in
the frog a-s persisting after removal of the cerebral
hemispiieres. A frog without these hd>es lo.ses the
j)ower of recovery from a disturbance of its equili-
hriuiii, or of properly performing any other set of
combineil movements. In man tiie anterior pair
of the corpora quadrigemina seems to control tlie

;

refie.x contraction of tlie pupils, and of some of the i

movements of the eyes through the third nerve;
|

while tiie posterior pair has some more general
co-ordinating jtower. I'nilateral lesions cause in
animals what are called 'forced movements'—i.e. a
tendency to niii in a circle, like a horse in a circus,
or to turn like tiie hand of a watch round the tip
of the tail a.s a centre, or to rotate round the a.\is

of the ImxIv.

i.'neh) IIum.^¥\n\xTen^ considered that the func-
tion of tiie cerel»ellum was to <'o-ordinate voluntary
movenient-s. He found tiiat removal of superficial
layei-s in a pigeon i-aused slight weakness ami dis-

iiannony ot iiiovement : tiiat further removal
cau.sed general agitation, and finally loss of ability

to 8tan<l or lly or walk. It could not rise when
pla<ed on its l>a<k. Uut it was not paralysed, it

made continual iiiefl'ectual struggles to recover its

jKisition, and only cejused when completely ex-
hausted. There was no loss of volition or intelli-

gence. It could see and hear and feel ipiite well.

I)i.se:ise of tiie iiumaii cerebellum, however, when
it causes symptoms, does not cause giin nil inco-

ordination, liut merely a staggering gait like that
of intoxication, and a feeling of giildiness. Ferrier

holds tliat it is the centre for coordinating move-
ments nece.s.sjirv for the equilibrium of the boily,

and tiiat its tlilVerent parts control dillerent sets of

tiiese movements. For instance, destruction of tiie I

anterior part of the median lobe causes tendency
to fall forwards, loss of its posterior part causes

tendency to fall l»ackwards, and of one lateral lobe
,

a tendency to rot.ate towards the side injured.

Stimulation of aiiv one of these jiarts causes move- '

meiits of tiie heaii, eyes, and limbs, such as wouhl
,

counteract tiie ilisturbance of e<|uilibrium pro-

liuced by the ilestiuction of tiie jiart. The ana-
,

t'omical connections of the cerebellum, with the

semicircular canals of the ear, seem to i)oint to

tlie same conclusion. Otiier oliservers iiave regarded

the cereijeiium jis tiie seat of tiie muscular .sense, or

for the maintenance of muscular tone, Ijut without

suflicient warrant.
Tiie Mr,l,(ll,i ohlonifdtii is the great seat of the

|

centres for tlie fuiicti<ms of «uganic life, iis may be

understood from the fact tiiat it gives origin to ail
|

tiie cranial nerves, except tiie lii-st four paii-s (see fig.

H ). Tlie various centres are : ( 1 ) The centre for

resiiiratorv movements, near the lower extremity

of the fourtli ventricle; (2) for the inhibition (or

restraint), and for the acceleration of the move-
\

ments of the heart; (^^) for the control ()f the

hhxMl pressure ( va.so-motor centre), including the

'diabetic" centre, which is simjily the vaso-motor I

centre for the liver; (4) centre for swallowinL'

;

(5) centre for movements of the gullet and stomach, I

and tiie vomiting centre; (6) for movements of I

articulate speech; (7) for the secretion of the
saliva. The term 'centre' involves the following
mechanism : ( 1 ) A sensitive end-organ or surface ;

(2) an afferent nerve going to (3) a nerve cell, or
group of nerve cells, from which passes (4) an
efferent nerve fibre to (5) a muscle. That the
action of the ' centre ' be possible all the links in
the chain must be intact.

Di.sEASES OF THE Bkaix.—.46scf.sA\—Abscess of
the brain is a collection of pus in its substance.
The most common causes are compoimd fractures
of the skull, diseases of the middle ear and tem-
poral bone, and pyivmia. ^lany cases develop
quietly, otiiers are preceded by headache, pain,
vomiting, delirium. When pus has formed, the
.symptoms will depend on the site ; usually there is

more or less paralysis of motion. Finally the
signs of compression precede the fatal termination.
^yllen an abscess in the brain has formed, if its

situation can be made out, the pus should be
evacuated by Trephining (q.v.). Many cases have
recently been treated .successfully in this way.
Anam/a of the brain is a deficiency in the quality

or in the quantitv of blood in the luain. It may
result from direct loss of blood, exhausting disea.ses,

weakness of the heart, or from the pressure of
growths or fiuids within the skull. Headache,
drowsine.ss, hypera^sthesia, giddiness, muscular
weakness are generally present, and most marked
in the erect position. Syncope, or fainting, may
result from tlie too rapid assumption of the erect
position. In amemia from acute loss of blood, and
in synrojie, the head must be kept low, and stimu-
lants a|q)lied to the skin, and, if [lossible, ad-
ministereil internally. In chronic anaiiiia, the
cause must be removed, stimulating nourishment
given at fretjuent intervals, and iron administered.

Atn/ji/ii/ of the Ijiain is a wasting of its substance,
and is either congenital, or a condition accompany-
ing old age, or resulting from exhausting disease,

and very frequently from alcoholic excesses. The
congenital form pHxluces iml>ecility or idiocy. The
acquired form leads to loss of memory and of mental
power, and generally to diminution of nmscular
power.

C'jtiiprrn.s'ioii, concussion, and contusion of the
brain are three terms often popularly confounded
with each other. Compression means the squeezing
of the brain l»y any fiuid such as blood, serum, or
inllanimatorv exmlation or tumour. Concussion is

the result of shock to the brain from an injurx', but
without visible ed'ect on its substance. In con-

tusion the brain substance is more or less lacerated.

In comiuession there is paralysis, insensibility,

coma gradually deepening, dilated pupils, and
generally a slow j»ulse. In concu.ssion there is first

a period of collapse, witii pallor of face, feebleness

of pulse, and c(dd extremities. If this is recovered

from, consciousness gradually returns with vomiting,

fever, and a more or less sleeiiy comlition. Perfect

quiet, and the avoidance of all stimulation, must be
idjserved till convalescence is complete.

Congestion of the brain causes headache, giddi-

ness, mental excitement, and sleeples.sness. If long

continued, a period of depression follows with
drowsiness, mental and physical weakness. Some
attacks are so acute as to produce delirium, or

convulsions, or even symptoms of apoplexy, which
may be fatal. Among the causes of acute congestion

may be noted excessive mental .strain, the use of

alcohol in excess, and some of the acute fevers. It

is of frequent occniTcnce in certain diseases of the

nervous system.
Inflmnnuition of the brain substance is usually

the result of injury or disease of the bones of the

skull, and is accompanied with more or less

meningitis.
Hemorrhage into the brain leads to Apoplexy
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(q.v.). It is probably always preceded by disease

or the blood-vessels, more especially with chronic

Bright's disease and alcoholism. The vessels which
rupture are most commonly the small arteries which

Eass through the basal ganglia. The onset may
e quite sudden, or there may be premonitory

symptoms siieh as headache, giddiness, or numb-
ness in the limbs, .!tc.

Meningitis, Hydroccpltaliis (or water in the

head), Epilepsy, Apluma, are all forms of brain

disease, but are treated as separate articles.

Brain Fever is a popular term Mhicli includes

congestion of the brain and its membranes, delirium

tremens, and inflammation of the brain substance

itself. It ought to l»e discontinued altogether.

Softening is a term popularly and very errone-

ously used to indicate failure of mental power and
general feebleness, often accompanied with drowsi-

ness, dullness, loss of memory, and with emotional
excitability. There may he no actual softening in

such a condition—merely atrophy of the brain.

True softening is the result either of clotting of

blood in the vessels, disease of the walls of the
arteries (atheroma), or Embolism (q.v.), or the
presence of tumours. The brain substance becomes
red, or yellow, or white, and the fibres l>reak up
as oil drops, and are gradually absorbed, a cyst

containing fluid being left. The symptoms will

depend on the part affected ; if in the motor area,

there will be paralysis of motion ; or in the

sensory area, loss of the corresponding power of

conscious perception.

Tunwnrs may grow from the membranes, the
blood-vessels, or the connective tissue of the brain.

They vary greatly in structure, many being allied

to the sarcomata. The symptoms vary greatly

according to their position, or may be absent entirely.

The most common symptoms are intolerable head-
ache, vomiting (without sickness), giddiness, con-

vulsions, paralysis, and a condition of the optic

nerve and retina recognisable by the ophthalmo-
scope, called optic neuritis. Some tumours can
be removed h\ medical treatment, a few by surgical

means. Generally all that can be done is to relieve

pain and support the strength.

See also the articles ANIMAL MAGNETISM, Aphasia,
Apoplexy, Cerebro-spinal Fluid, Concussion, Con-
sciousness, Epilepsy, Hydrocephalus, Hysteria, In-
sanity, In.somnia, Memory (Diseases of). Meningitis,
Nervous Diseases, Nervous System, Paralysis, Per-
sonality, Right-handedness, Shock, Somnambulism,
Sunstroke; Ferrier, Functions of the Brain (2d ed.

188G); Calderwood, Mind and Brain (1879); Quain's
Anatomij (8th ed. ); Ross's Diseases of the A^e?n'ous

IS/jstem
(
2d ed. 1883 ) ; and papers by Horsley, Schiifer,

and otliers, in the Philosuphical Transactions.

Braiii-coral, or Brainstoxe Coral, a popu-
lar name for massive corals l)elonging to the family
Astraeid;e. The windings of their limy framework
and their common rounded form have suggested
that general resemblance to the convoluted ])rains

of higher animals which the name implies. The
name is especially ajiplicable to the genus Mi^an-
drina (M. cercbriformis, sinuosissima, &c. ), where
the individual animals which compose the colony
are arranged in long winding rows. Those of one
row are not separated from one another by the
usual r(3und walls, and tlius elongated continuous
furrows are formed not unlike lirain convolutions.
The entire shape is roughly hemispherical ; the
rate of growth slow ; the total size often large.
They are abundant in the West Indian Ocean.
About tAventy species of Ma-andrina are known,
some living, others occurring from the chalk on to
tertiary strata. See Coral, M.vorepore.

Braine-Ie-€oillte, a busy town of the Belgian
province of Hainaut, on the Senne, 19 miles SSW.
of Brussels. It has an old church of the 13th cen-

tury, cotton and corn mills, dye-works, breweries,

&c. Some of the hnest lia.x that can be proiluced

is grown in tlie district. Pop. ( 1884 ) 8176.

Brailiord, David, missionary to the American
Indians, was born at Haddam, Connecticut, 20th
April 1718. He entered Vale College in 1739, but
three years later was exi)elled for declaring that
one of the college tutors had no more of the grace
of God than a chair. That same year he was
licensed to i)reach, and sent as a missionary to the
Indians in ^lassachusetts. He laboured afterwards
among the Indians in Pennsylvania, and with much
success in New Jersey, baptising there no fewer
than seventy-seven converts, of whom thirty-eight

were adults. In 1747 he died in the house of

Jonathan Edwards, by whose able pen his Life was
soon after written. The year before his death
Brainerd published the narrative of his labours in

his Mirabilia Dei inter Tndicos and Grace Displayed.
These were republished, together with the Life, in

1822, and had some popularity. See Sherwood's
essav, introductory to the third edition (New
York, 1884).

Brailltree, a market-town of Essex, 45 miles
NE. of London by rail. It has manufactures of

silk, crape, and straw-plait, with malt-kilns, corn-

mills, breweries, and an iron-foundry. The ancient

church of St Michael ( 1350 ) was restored in 1864-66

;

there are also a corn exchange and mechanics' in-

stitute. Pop. of parish 53U3.

Brake. See Bracken.

Brakelonde. See Jocelix.

Brakes. Any contrivance for controlling by
friction the speed of carriages, wagons, trains, or

revolving drums is called a brake. In its simplest
form, as applied to road vehicles, wooden blocks
are pressed by the driver through the medium of

connecting-rods or levers against the tires of the
wheels ; the friction thus set up checks the speed,

enabling the vehicle to go steadily down inclines,

or to lie rapidly pulled up.

Brakes, however, find their most important
application on trains. Soon after the introduction

of railways, improvements in the locomotive com-
pelled engineers to devise means for controlling its

speed. Stephenson arranged a brake, in which
steam admitted into a small cylinder, pushed out
its piston, and so through the action of levers

pressed the blocks against the tires. It was a
failure partly because it was applied only to wheels
on one side of the engine, thus tending to cause it

to leave the rails. Since then much labour has
been spent on this question, chiefly with the object
of making brakes continuous and automatic. The
conditions <i train-brake must fulfil are these : It

must be continuous, automatic—i.e. in case of

accident, such as the breaking apart of the
train, it must instantaneously put itself on—be
equally readily put on or off any vehicle, and be
simple in construction and durable. Moreover, it

should allow of vehicles l)eing slipped or detached
without putting it on, should be tell-tale to indicate

if it is in working order, be constantly in use, and
lastly, very powerful, cajiable of stopping a heavy
train at a liigh speed in a few hundred yards.

The chief types now used are chain, vacuum,
and pressure brakes ; but the first great atlvance

was in the application of the screw to regulate tiie

pressure of the bi-ake-blocks on tlie tires, a plan
still used in hand-brakes, \\here compressed springs

give great power ; the blocks are now cast-iron.

The chain-tuake is simply a continuous chain
extending under several veliicles, wound up by a
drum on the brake-van so as to be in tension ; tliis

keeps the blocks of! : but if the guard slacks the
chain, or it breaks tin-ough the train parting, com-
pressed springs come into play, forcing tiie blocks
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against the tires; it is thus partly automatic,
and has been much used. Vacuum-hrakes work
on the pnm-ii.le of keepinj: U]. a vainuiii in a con-
tinuous pipe or pipes extfiidiu;,' under the train,
and in hrake-evlindens connecteil to tliem under
each veliicle, the air heing sucked
out by ejectors or pumps on the
locomotive. Each cylinder ha.s a
piston workin-; in it which is, with
a vacuum on l»otli sides, in such
a position that tiie bl(K-ks are ott";

but if air is let into pipes the
vacuum on one .side is destroyed
and tlie j)iston moves over, put-
tin;,' on the brakes by the lielp of
suitable levers. In other forms
the cylinder is a lle.\il)le sack
which Is collapsed by the atmo-
sphere, and jiuts on "the l»rakes
directly a vacuum in the pipes is

pHKluced.
The l)est known pressure-brake

is the invention of Mr We.stin;,'-

hou.se of I'ittsbur;:, I'.S.Al,
whose Hrst brakes were non auto-
matic, but were superseiled by his automatic
brake. In the latter, compres.sed air, at from 80
to 100 lb. per s(iuare inch, is stored in a reservoir
under each veliicle and in a pipe connecting them,
also under each vehicle- is a brakecylinder with
pistons, the nnls of which operate the brake- levei-s,

and la-stiy, a connectin;,' valve called a 'triple valve.'
As lonj^ !us pressure is maintaine<l in the |iij>e the
brake is oil ; but if air escapes intentionally or
otherwise from the pipe, the brakes are iiut on.

The triple valve is an inj^enious jiiece of meciianism.
A piston with a sliding valve attached to its top
works in a small cjusc, with connections to the pijie,

cylinder, and reservoir. If there is pressure in the

given out by an engine by absorbing it in over-
coniing friction. The usual method is to hang a
weight from a strap or series of blocks encircling
a pulley or flywheel of the engine, then to tighten
up these straps till the friction produced is great

aw' '-'

—

i^
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where he was lust eiupltivt'd by Pope Alexander
VI., and afterwards by Julius II. The first great

work which he undertook for the latter was to

connect the Vatican palace with the two pavilions

of the Belvedere by a series of immense galleries;

the second was the rebuililiiig of St Peter's Church,
of which he laid the new foundation in 1506.

When only a small portion of his plans had been
realised, Bramante died at Rome, Ilth March 1514,

and succeeding architects departed widely from the
oiiginal design of a grand cupola over a Greek cross.

Among other works of Bramante in Rome may be
mentioned the Cancellaria and T(n-loiua palaces, in

which he adhered more strictly than in other works
to antique forms, but not without a characteristic

grace in his application of these.

Brambaiiail. a district of the province of

Surakarta, Java, rich in remains of Hindu
temples, of which there are six groups, with tAvo

apparently monastic buildings. The edifices are

composed entirely of hewn stone, and no mortar
has been used in their construction. The largest

is a cruciform tem])le, suriounded by five con-

centric squares, formed by rows of detached
cells or shrines, embracing an area of 500 feet

square. In several of these dagobas the cross-

legged figures of Buddha remain ; but the larger

figures which must have occui)ied the central

temples have disappeared from all but one. The
outer one consists of 84 temples ; the second, of 76 ;

the third, of 64 ; the fourth, of 44 ; and the inner

one, of 28. In the centre stands the largest and
most imposing structui-e of all. It is 90 feet high,

and profusely decorated with mythological figures,

which are executed in a very fair style of art. On
the south face of the outside parallelogram there
are two monstrous figures, with uplifted clubs,

kneeling in a threatening attitude. One of the
single Buddhist edifices is pretty entire, as are
also about a third of the cells, but the rest lie

strewn upon the ground.

Bramble, or Blackberry (Ruhus fndicosns),
a plant common in Britain and most parts of

Europe, having prickly stems, which somewhat
resemble those of the Raspberry (q.v. ). The
floAvers do not appear till the summer is consider-

ably advanced, and the fruit ripens towards the

-^^^. if

iJninch of Coiimion Bramble :

a, a flower ; 6, fruit.

end of it, continuing to be produced till the fi'osts

of winter set in. The fruit is too well known to
need description. Preserves are prepared from it

of very delicate flavour, besides a pleasant and
fairly potent wine. The bramble is little cultivated
in Britain ; but it seems to deserve attention at
least as much as the raspberry, and shows great
capacity for improvement by cultivation. A slight

rail on each siae of a row of brambles, to restrain

the straggling stems, att'ords the necessary security
for neatness and order, and the care bestowed is

repaid by abund.ance of fruit, A'ery acceptable where
wild brambles are not plentiful, and at a season
when there is no other snuxll fruit in the garden.
This being one of the most variable of British plants,

its systematic arrangement has been a matter of

great controversy, especially among pre-evolutionary
botanists. Baker enumerates 21 sub-species, of

which most again pass into varieties. Some are
very pretty, and reward cultivaticm on the rock-
garden. In America, where they are called Black-
berries, they are extensively cultivated for their

fruit ; and of late American kinds have been with
advantage introduced into Britain.—Species of

Rubus very similar to the common bramble, or
varieties of it, abound in the northern parts of Asia,
the Himalaya ^lountains, and North America.
See Rubus.

Braiubliiig', Bramble Finch, or Mountain
Finch (Fringilla montifringilla), one of the
Finches (q.v.), very like the chaffinch, but slightly

larger, and with a more forked tail. In the males,
the croMTi of the head, the cheeks, the back and
sides of the neck, and the upper part of the back,
are mottled in Avinter with brown and black ; but
in spring all these })arts have a rich velvety l)lack.

The throat anil breast are of a rich fawn colour,

which is also the prevailing colour of the wings.
These are crossed, however, when closed, l)y an
oblique band of jet-black, and by another oblique
band of white. The quill-feathers are also black,
edged with yellow on tiieir outer webs ; the tail-

feathers black, edged with reddish white ; the
rump and the belly are white ; a small tuft of

feathers under each wing and some of the loAver

wing-coverts are bright yellow. The female has a
reddish-gray head. So far as is known, this finch

has no song, but only a monotonous chirp. It is a
mere Avinter visitant in Britain, and eA^en in the
south of Sweden it is only a winter bird. It breeds
in the more northerly parts of Eurojie and Asia, and
is A-ery Avidely distributed.

Brainhall, John, a great anti-Puritan Irish

prelate, Avas born in 1594, and educated at Sidney-
Sussex College, Cambridge. He Avas already sub-

dean of Ripon, and on the road to high preferment
Avhen he Avent to Ireland as WentAvorth s chaplain
in 1633. He soon became Archdeacon of Meath,
and Avas consecrated Bishop of Derry in 1634.

Bramhall's intolerance roused the Avrath of the
stubborn Scotch settlers in his diocese, and ruined
the king's cause in Ulster. When the Civil War
broke out, for safety's sake he crossed to England,
but the royalist disasters soon drove him to the
Continent. At Paris, he argued with Hobbes on
necessity and the freedom of the Avill, but the
dogmatic bishop Avas no match save in his oaatq

opinion for that subtlest of sceptics. The Restora-
tion gave him the metropolitan see of Armagh,
Avhich he filled till his death in 1663. Bramhall
closely imitated Laud in policy, and CA'en resembled
him in person, but Avas far his inferior in intellect.

Not strong but merely obstin.ate in purpose, the
so-called Athanasius of Ireland by his impolitic

intolerance sealed the doom of Episcojialian sujjrem-

acy in leister. His collected writings have slum-
bered since their publication in 1677.

Brampton, a very ancient toAvn of Cumber-
land, 9 miles ENE. of Carlisle by rail. It has a

moot-hall, l)oar(Ung schools, and brcAveries ; there

are coalnunes near. Two miles east stands the

abbey of Lanercost (q.v.). Pop. of parish, 2790.

There is another Brampton close to Chesterfield

(q.v.), and several hamlets of the same name.

Brail is tiie material obtained from the outer

covering or husk of grain during the process of
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Eindin^, and which is separated from the finer flour
fore the latter is made into Bread (q.v.). It is

generally met with in coiiiinurce in thin scaly
jellowish-lirown jiarticles, with sharp edges, and
Us composition in 100 parts is as follows : Water
14: i]\,nn, Sic, lo

; starch, 44; fat, 4; lignose and
fellulo^e, 1, ; ash, (i. Bran contains a nitrogenous
iKMJy called cerealin, wliich is cajiahle of proifucin",
by a process (»f fermentation, a chemical change fii

the starch, ilextrrii, \c. of Hour, llrcad uniSe of
Hour containing l>ran is known as Brown Bread (see
Bkeau). The main uses to \yhich bran is put are
in the fee<lingof horses and cattle, and pcmltry, and
in clearing and brightening goods during the pro-
cesses of Dyeing and Calico-printing iTj.y.). In
the practice of medicine, bran is employed as a
warm poultice in alnlominal inliammation', spasms,
&c., and an infusion is used as an emollient foot
bath. It Ls also used internally in catarrhal afiec-
tions.

Branch, Brail<*llill«:. In the widest sense
we may >\>i-.\.k of l.ranciiing \vhencyer one part
gives rise to anotht-r >iniilar one, be it the thallus
of the lowest plants, or the rort or stem of higher
ones ; more strictly, however, the term is restrained
to the ramitication (»f stems. Branches then 'are
Becondary stems developed from a jjrimary one, or
tertiary from these, and soon.' The growing point
in many cryptogams forks c<mstantiy, while in the
higher plants we have a potential branch in every
vegetative bud except the terminal one which con-
tinues the main axis (see BiK). The number and
|M>sition of the branches is thus in the first place
determine<l by those of the leaves, but in the vast
maj<)rity of cases .such exuberant ramilication is

impossihle, ami many or most of such buds jierish

early or never even develop. This arrest depends
largely on in<lividual circumstances, and the
iiranches may thus ome to have a <|uite irregular
or at anyrate iindetinable |M)sition ; yet this is by
no means always the case, even in our trees. The
gen»'ral a-^pect of trees depends more ujion their
iiKMie of branching than the form or exuberance of

their foliagi* ; notably that broadest of all arlwireal

contrasts, between the spire-like growth of the
coniferous trees and the more sjireading deciduous
ones. In tlie conifers the lateral branches often

|>erish and are thrown oil' from below upwards, and
the mltilt stem thus appears branchless to a great

height ; yet even here sooner or later a branchy
head is formed, as in the familiar Scotch tir or the

Italian |iine. The predominance of the main axis

over the branches may long persist in many decidu-

ous trees, and e>pecially in their fastigiate varieties,

like the Lombardy poplar ; freiiuently, however, as

in the elm, the main axis soon becomes altogether

lost, or apparently contimieil by .several main
branches. The angle at which branches come off

also largely varies ; usually ascendir" and acute,

they may Ikj at a right angle—e.g'. cedar—or even

dro«)j», as in ' weeping ' trees. With regard to the

conifers, it may Ije noticed that the shortened

branchlet of the" larch, with its tuft of needle-like

leaves, is rei»resented in the pines Ijy a still more
re<luced form, which has only two leaves, sur-

rimnde<I at the base by a number of bud-scales.

When the vegetative life of these ceases, the branch-

let is disarticulated as a whole— a fact the more

curious in relation to the separation of the large

lower branches of the stem, which also snap *>i\\

leaving a clean cicatrix. That more or less distinct

t«-ndency to the development of the lateral buds,

and the conse(|Uent subordination of the apical one.

which all branching implies, may be traced from

the general aspect of the tree into the details of its

in-ow-th. and vet more fully into its inflorescence.

Thus, while in the simplest case, the secondary

axes are all subordinate to the i)rimary one, as in
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a pine-tree or a raceme, the growth of the branches
tends continuously to predominate. The shorter,
more rounded, and long- branched conifers and
other trees, or the 'corymb' variety of the raceme,
are the simplest cases of this ; biit more delinite
forms also arise. Thus, when the leaves are
opposite, the large development of the lateral
branches to an equality with the main stem may
give a three-branched appearance, which is well
exhibited by valerian (tig. 2). More frequently.

Fig. 1.—Mode ot Branchin,' in alternate-leaved plints;
with series of nioditicat uns brou^lit aliout liy increas-

ing subuniiiiatioii uf the main axes and dcveloinuent of
tlie secondary niies.

o, uiiiiKxlifieil form, or racpniose type; b, spnindary axes
leiij;theiie<l (C'-ryiiiimse typcj; c, the .secou lary axf.s (arising
in axils ol leaM-s nearly as well ilevelopej as main axis ( Uni-
bellifers); d, primary axis quite aire.sted a ter giviiij,' ofl' its

first axillary bud ; this develops as a .secondary axis, its bud
as a teiti.iry, and so on, the slam being thus a composite
or ' fal.se ' axis.

however, the development of the lateral branches
exceeds that of the apical one altogether, which
may be reduced to Uower- bearing or totally

arresteil, and fa/se e/ic/iotovii/ is the result ; the
autumnal arrest of the apical Imd of the iilac, with
development of its two lateral ones in sjning, the
ajjjiarent forking of the mistletoe, and the ' dichot^>-

mous cyme' of the pinks or duckweeds, are all

familiar instances of this. Where the leaves are
alternate we may also have an ajijiarent forking,

due to the equal development of the axillaiy

Ijranch, Jis often happens in L'mbellilera' ; or the

main axis may be reduced to terminate in a flower,

as in the scorpioid and lielicoi<l cyme, or may be
checked altogether, as in the shoot of the lime.

Fig. 2.—Similar mc'ific- 1 .u ..; ilranch.ng i. i^hjusiL^-

leaved plants :

e, primitive fiTin ; /, equal divi- ii'ont of lateral branelie^

(Valerian); u :iriest >" uiaiii av s w h ilevelopirent of seeond-

ary alone, and consequent restiuuiaui e to dichotomy (ili.s-

tletoe).

Where, as in most of these cases, the priniary axis

is not only checked by its secondary axis, but thi>

bears a bud or tertiary axis, which again over-

powers it, and so on, a fti/.se axis or si'inpofle is

lonned. Pliysiole)gically indistinguishable from an

ordinary main axis, examination shows that the

leaves are not borne in the ordinary way, but have
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developed the successive segments of stem in their

respective .axils.

Tlie untlei<riouncl branches of a rhizome are

often thiokeneil as tnfnr.-i ; or tliey may send np
tertiary branches to become new ascending axes
—the Sliders of the raspberry or rose. A stolon

is a prostrate branch wliich roots at tlie tips and
then develops an .ascending branch ; it may often

be long and thread-like, and is then called a
runner (strawberry). Br.anches m.ay also undergo
modifications from vegetative forms to new pur-
poses—tiiey may become sensitive and supporting
as tendrils, their vegetative life may be diminished
and their growing points hardened oif as .spines or

thorns ; the flower too is of course a reproduc-
tively shortened axis with modified appendages.
See Inflorescence.

Branchiii^. See Gills.

Braiiclliop'oda* a sub-order of Crustaceans in

the order with leaf-like feet ( Phyllopods ). The
name

(
gill-footed ) refers to the fact that many of

the numerous ( 10-40 p.airs) appendages liear respira-

tory appendages. The body is distinctly jointed
;

the shell may be absent, shield-shaped, or bivalved

;

there ai'e well-developed steering antenna? ; the
eggs are borne on several of the legs, or, in

Branchipus and Artemia, in a special brood-sac.

The heart is unusually elongated. They are mostly
comparatively small, though not microscopic. Apus
may be over 2 inches in length, and the brine-

shrimp measures about half an inch. The males
are less frequent, and often appear to be absent
through a series of generations. The young mostly
begin at the lowest level of crustacean life, known
as the Nauplius (q.v. ) stage, and pass through
striking metamorphoses. None of the Branchio-
poda are marine; a few live in salt-lakes and brine-

pools ; the rest in fresh water, in pools, ponds,
marshes, lakes, &c. Only a few (Ajnis, Estheria)
are known as fossils. See CRUSTACEA, Brine-
shrimp.

Braneliios'tomnm. See Amphioxus.

BrailCO, Kio, a river of Northern Brazil, which
rises in the Parim.a Mountains, on the very borders
of Venezuela ; .and after a southerly course of about
400 miles, it joins the Rio Negro, of which it is the
principal tributary, on its way to the Amazon.

BrailClirsilie. a French popular name intro-

duced by old writers for Acanthus mollis (see

Acanthus ) ; nho ai)plied to the Cow-parsniji

(
Heracleum Sjiliondylium ).

Brand is the mark left upon the skins of cattle,

often for the purpose of recognition by the OAvner,

as in cattle-ranches in America, produced by se.ar-

ing with a hot iron ; or a mark made in the same
way on a cask or box for trade or excise purposes,
hence the expression ' a good brand ' of cigars, or
the like (see Fisheries, and Trade Marks).
The Branding of criminals is a separ.ate article.

The name Brand is given to the fungoid diseases or
blights of grain crops—Bunt (q.v. ), Mildew, Rust,
and Smut (q.v.)—and refers to the burnt appear-
ance which characterises the diseases to which it

is applied. See Plants ( Diseases of ).

Brand. John, antiquary, born in Durham
county, 19th August 1744, was apprenticed to .a

cordwainer in Newcastle, .and educated at the gram-
mar-school there. His industry r.aised up for him
l)atrons, who sent him to Oxford, where he gradu-
ated B. A. in 1775. He had been ordained some
years previously, and in 1 784 he was jnesented to a
rectory in the City of London ; in the same year
he w<as elected resident secretary of the Society
of Antiquaries, to which oHico he was re-elected

annually until his death, lllh September 1806.

His Obse7'vations on J'opn/nr Antiquities, first

published in 1777, .and edited with additions by Sir
Henry Ellis (3 vols. 1813; new ed. by W. C.
Hazlitt, 1870), is the best book «m its subject in
the English l.angu.age.

Brandane. See Brendan.

Braude, William Thomas, chemist, born in
Lonilon in 1788, was apprenticed to his brother, an
apothecary, .and studied chemistry at St George's
Hospital. His first paper was read before the Royal
Society in 1805, and lie w.as elected a Fellow in 1809,
h.aving commenced lecturing on chemistry and
physics the year before. In 1812 he was appointed
professor of Chemistry to the Apothecaries' Com-
pany, .and in 1813 succeeded Davy at the Royal
Institution, where he Mas assisted by Faraday.
He resigned in 1854, and was head of the coinage
department of the Roval Mint until his death,
nth Febru.arv 1866. He w.as a D.C.L. of Oxford,
and published a Manual of C/icntistry ( 1819 ; 6th ed.

1848), a Dictionary ofMateria Medica (1839), and a
Dictionary of Science and Art (18^2; new ed. 1875).

Brandenburg, a central province of Prussia,
formed the nucleus of the jjresent monarchy, though
the modern province does not quite correspond ^vitli

the old Mark of Brandenburg, which included .also

parts of the province of Saxony and of Pomerania.
Almost the whole province is a idain, so low that at
Potsdam the surface of the river Havel is only about
15 English feet above the level of the sea. The
ground becomes slightly hilly towards Silesia. In
gener.al, the soil is sandy .and naturally unfruitful.

Without its numerous rivers and canals, Branden-
burg would be one of the most barren tracts on the
Continent. The inhalutauts are mostly Germans,
mixed with French and Dutch colonists, who, how-
ever, are almost completely Germanised ; and in the
south of the province, with people of Wend extrac-

tion. Shipping, agriculture, and the rearing of

cattle alibrd occupation for a considerable number.
The chief manufactures are cotton, avooI, linen,

sugar, glass, tiles, and machinery. There are also

numerous distilleries. The province is divided into
the governments of Potsdam and Frankfurt—Berlin,

which is the capital, forming a separate jurisdic-

tion. Area, 15,410 sq. m. ; pop. (exclusive of

Beriin) in 1880, 2,266,651; in 181)0. 2,544,783, of

whom .all but 89,951 Roman Catholics .and 13,755

Jews belonged to the Protestant Cliuicli. In the
beginning of the Christian era, Brandenburg
was inhabited by the Senmones, and afterwards
by Slavonic triltes. In 927 Henry I. defeated the

latter at the Elbe, and idundered their capital of

Brennibor, afterw<ards raising the district into a
Mark (q.v.). Albert the Bear (q.v.) became the

first Markgraf in 1134, and Frederick of Nurem-
berg the first Elector in 1415. The Mark or
Elector.ate became united with the duchy of

Prussia in 1611, which, imder the Great Elector,

Frederick-William I., shook oft' the suzerainty of

Poland in 1657, to become, under the Great Elector's

son Frederick, in 1701, the kingdom of Prussia.

See Prussia.

Brandenburg, the ancient Brrniiihor of the

Wends, 38 miles \VSW. of Berlin. The Old Town
and the New are on either side of the Hiivel ; on
an island in the river st.and the castle and the

cathedral (14th century), with a fine crypt. The
m.anufactures include Avoollens, silks, li.ats, l)askets,

leather, .and st.arcli. Pop. (1890) 37,817.

Brandenburg, Neu. See Neubrandenburg.

Brandes, George, a Danish literary critic of

Jewish family, born 4th Fe])ru.ary 1842, in Copen-
hagen, where he gr.aduated at the university in

1864. Several books on a'sthetic and j)hiloso|)hic

subjects brought on him a charge of scepticism,

which was not removed by an epoch-making series
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of lectures, tlelivereil before large audiences, and
publishe«l under the title. The Great Tendencies of
Xineteinth-centiiri/ Literature (1872-75); for his
description of the later intellectual position of

j

Europe, as broken away from the orthodoxy and
romanticism of the be<,nniiin<,' of the century,

'

brou-rht on him the bitter attacks of all the i

reactionary forces in Denmark. His Dunske Dig-
tere, a nK\stcr|>iece of jisychological analysis,

|

apueare<l in 1877 ; but the hostility of his enemies i

induced him in the same year to leave Denmark,
and settle in Herlin. where he published, ann)ng

|

other works, critical biographies of Lassalie ( 1877),
Esaia-s Tegner (1878), and D)rd Beaconsheld
( 1879). A lecture tour through Norway and Den-
mark brought a powerful party to his side, and in

1882 lie returned lo ( opfidiagen. Later works in-

clutb* Dm Uuinnnti.ihe SLulr i Frnuhriij ( 1882) and
a Life <if Holberg ( 1885). His three books on Ibsen i

( 1867, 18S2, and 1898) were translated into English
ami i>nblisiied together. Shakespeare: a Critical \

St lull/, appeare<l in 1898.

Braildilisr has been practised from very early
times. Thi- (Ireeks marked tlieir slaves with the
stiifiii't ; in Home, runaway slaves {/lujifiri) and
thieves (fiires) were branded witii the letter F;
and the slaves who workeil in the mines, and
c<mvicts condemned to the games or to tiie mines,

were also branded on the forehead for identification.

Constantine limited branding to the hand, arm, or

calf; the face had been fashioned in the image of

(i<k1, ami was to !«' protected from such degrada-
tii>n. The ("anon Law provided for this puiiisii-

ment, and in France, down to 18.32, galley slaves

were marked T F (traraiix forces) ; but in tJermany
it has never been recogniseil by the common law.

Under tiie ancient law of Englaml. branding was
practised for various oU'eiiees by tiie apiilication

of a hot iron, the end of which had the form
which it was desired sliouhl be left imniinted on
the skin. The famous Statute of x'agabonds

under Kdward VF. authorise<l the branding of the

letter V on the breast of a runaway servant ; and
where such a .servant had been sold, antl after-

wards escai)ed, he nuglit be liramled with the

letter S on cheek and forehead as a slave. In the

same HMgn, Hrawling (q.v. ) in church was pun-

ished by brandinji witii the letter F (m the cheek
ax a fni'ymaker. Daring the two centuries of per-

secution to wjiich tlie Gypsies were subjected

throughout Europe, this "was a mild form of

imnisbment : in U)S<i some ' Egii>tiaiiis' were

s»'iitenced at Haddington. ' the men to be hangit,

and the weomen to l)e drowned; and .-uche of the

weomen as lies chiMrcn to be scourgit throw tiie

burgh and brunt in the cheeke.' In the time of

Henr>- VII. bmnding had been substituted for

ecclesiastical compurgation in tlie case of all rlcrgi-

ahle oflences liy burning on tlic hand (see Hknffit
(»F CLKKfiV);' and with a view still further to

repress theft and petty larceny, it was provided

in 1698 that such offenders a.s had the benefit

of clergy allowe<l them should be 'burnt in the

most visilde part of the left cheek, nearest the

nose.' This additional severity, however, had not

the desired deterrent ellect. and was repealed in

1707. Cold ttranding. or bran<iing with cold irons,

was a wav of nominally inflicting the penalty.

Branding was discontinued in tiie reign of tJeorge

III., and finally done away with in 1829. Army
'bramling or ''marking' with the letter D. or

B. ('. (Deserter or Ba<l Character), by tattoomg

with needles and Indian ink, not by burning, was

alM.li<lied in 1879.

Braiidi.s, Christian ArcrsT, was bom in 1790

at Hiidesheim, and from 1822 till his death on 24th

July 1867, was professor of Pliilosophy at Bonn,

except that during 1837-39 he was cabinet-counsel-
lor to the young king of Greece. With Bekker, he
edited Aristotle, ami he published two works on
ancient pliilosophy. His .son Johannes (1830-73)
wrote on numismatics and Assyrian archteology.

Brandling. See P.vr, and Salmon.
Brandon, a quaint old market-town, mostly

on the Suffolk side of the Little Ouse, 7i miles
NW. of Thetford, an<l 86 XE. of London by rail.

It has a considerable trade in corn and rabbit-
furs. In the neiglil)ourliood are the Grimes Graves,
demonstrated by Canon Greenwell to be Neolithic
flint-workings. Gun-Hints are still made here,
chiefly for the African market ; and the continu-
ity of this industry can be traced at Brandon in
unbroken sequence to the early prehistoric periods,
when the Hint was excavated with stone tools and
])icks made of the antlers of the red deer. Pop.
of parish . 23.34.

Brandon, a place of growing importance in
Maiiitolta, Canada, situated on the Canadian
Pacific Railway, below the junction of the As-
siiiiboine .and Little Saskatchewan rivers, in a
prolific wheat-growing district. It was founded
in 1881, and in the following year had over 1500
houses. Pop. (1891) .3788.

Brandt, Sebastian, author of the Narrenschiff,
or Siiip of Fools, was born at Strasburg, 1458;
studied law and the classics with zeal at Basel,

where he received permission to teach ; and soon
became one of the most influential lecturers in

that city. The Emperor Maximilian showed his

regard for Brandt by appointing him an imperial

c(umcillor. He died at Strasburg in 1521. His
Ship of Fools, a satire on the follies and vices of

his times, which was published at Basel (1494), is

not verj' poetical, but is full of sound sense and
good nioral teaching, and was so much esteemed
that the tJerman popular preacher Geiler occasion-

ally took his texts from it. The best editions are

by" Zarncke (1854), and Goedeke (1872). It has

ajjpeared in almost every European language ; it

was translated into Latin by Loclier (1497), and
into English by Henry Watson, The Grete Shyppe

i,f Fooles of the Worlde (1517); partly translated

and partly imitated by Alexander Barclay (q.v.),

:ind imitated by W. H* Ireland in the Modern Ship

of Fools (IHOl).

Brandy (Fr. eau de vie) is a term proi)erly

restricted to the liquid obtained by distilling the

feimented juice of the grape. The fermented

liquoi-s or wines which are employed for that

purpose are various, and contain a proportion of

Alcoh<d (<|.v.), which runs from 10 to '25 per cent, of

their weight. The red wines generally are pre-

i ferred. In the 17th century, French brandy was
1 made only from white wine!! About 1000 gallons
' of wine give by distillation from 100 to 150 gallons

of l.randv, which varies in strength, but is gener-

ally diluted with water till it contains from 50 to

i 54"i)er cent, by weight of absolute alcohol. AVhen

originally distilled, brandy is clear and colourless,

aniT if wished to remain so, is received and kept in

f^lass vessels; but when placed in wooden casks,

the spirit dissolves out the colouring matter of the

wood, and acquires a light sherry tint, which may be

deeiiened by burnt sugar and other colouring matter,

intentionaliy added by the dealers. The pleasant

aroma of biaiidy is due to the presence of more or

less Fusel Oil (q.v.) accompanied by (Jinanthic

Etiier (q.v.), derived from a volatile oil in the husk

of the grape. The most famous brandy is that

distilledln the countrj- round Cojfuac, in Charcuce,

in the west of France, from the clioicest wmes, but

comparatively little of that sold under the name

of Cocniac co'nies from this district. Armagnac is

the brandy of another district. Since the ^^nes of



France have suttered from oicliuni, j>hyll()xera, and
mildew, only a very small 2)roportion of what is

imported and sold as Cognac is made from wine,

or even from cider, j^rape refnse, wine lees, and
fruit. A British consular report from La liochelle

in 1887 aflirms that most French houses (except a
few of the most respectable) import potato-spirit

in large ([uantities from Germany, and re-ship it

to England as French brandy ; beetroot-spirit is

also much used ; the coarse sjiirit being liavoured

with tenanthic ether, with Cognac oil (made from
palm oil), the essential oil distilled from husks of

the grape, and other flavouring matters. From
500,000 to 700,000 gallons of brandy are annually
distilled in Portugal, almost exclusively from
white grapes ( which contain more alcohol than
red ones), and a .small quantity is also m.ade
from grape refuse (marc). To 2)roduce 1 gallon
of this brandy, 5 to 7^ gallons of Avine are

required. This brandy contains 75 per cent, of

absolute alcohol (33 over proof of Sykes); and
is principally used in checking fermentation in

wine-making, and in preserving the sweetness
of Portuguese wine. Some of the brandy sold

in Great Britain and Ireland is prepared at
home from ordinary grain-alcohol, by adding
thereto Argol (q.v. ), bruised French plums, some
French wine-vinegar, a little good Cognac, and
redistilling. The Germans use the name Brannt-
icein for all kinds of grain-spirit, or that dis-

tilled from plums, blue-berries, &c. Kirschivasser
or kirschbrunnticciII is distilled from cherries and
their kernels. In England, chcrry-hrandy is brandy
in which cherries have been steeped and preserved.
In tlie United States, brandy is also made from
cherries, apjdes, pears, and peaches ; and the States
exjjort much common whisky to France, which
is reimported as brandy. Brandy is frequently
administered as a stimulant, and in cases of

susjiended animatiim, exhaustion, and in mild
diarrhoia. It may be used externally for checking
hemorrhage, and for hardening tender skin. See
Alcohol (U.ses of). Distillation, Wixe.
The duty on brandy imported into Great Britain,

which from 1814 had been as high as 22s. lOd. a
gallon, was reduced in 1846 to 15s., and in 1860 to
8s. 2d. , but was soon afterwards raised to 10s. 5d.

,

and remained at this till June 1881, when it was
reduced to 10s. 4d. The consumption in the United
Kingdom from 1822 to 1862 averaged about 1,400,000
gallons ; and for the ten years ending December 31,

1887, 3,058,987 gallons. " Tiie import in 1891 Avas
3,162,548 gallons, worth £1,419,028; and in 1892
it was 2,986,-366 gallons, Mortli £1,346,763.

Braildywiue Creek, a stream rising in
Chester county, Pennsylvania, flowing Avith a
general south-easterly course into Delaware, and
emptying into Christiana Creek at the city of
Wilmington. During the War of Independence,
a liattle was fought on its banks, September 11,
1777, in which 13,000 Americans, under Washing-
ton, were defeated by a force of 18,000 Britisli,
under Lord Howe.

Brailk, or Branks, an instrument formerly
used for the i)unishment of scolds in England and
Scotland, and often in the former country called
'the scold's bridle,' or 'gossip's bridle.' It seems
in England to have come in place of the ducking-
stool or Cucking-stool (q.v.), and is said to be of
Scotch origin ; but according to Mr Llewellynn
Jewitt it was never a legalised instrument of punish-
ment, although corjxirations and lords of the manor
in England, and town-councils, kirk-sessions, and
barony courts in Scotland, exercised the riglit of
inflicting such punishment. Men were put in the
stocks or pillory, Avomen in the branks, for such petty
misdemeanours as are now described as breaches

I?>

Branks.

of the peace, using abusive, insulting, or threatening
language, cursing and sAvearing, and contumacy.
The brank in its simjdest form is a hoop of iron,

opening by hinges at the
sides, so as to inclose the
head, and fastened by a
staple A\-ith a padlock at
the back ; a plate Avithin

the front of tlie hoop pro-

jecting inwards, so as tn

lit into the mouth of tin'

culprit, and by pressing
upon the tongue, be an
ett'ectual gag. In some in-

stances this mouth-plate
Avas armed Avith a knife
or point Avhich cut the
tongue if moved. In its

last most complicated
shape, the brank, l>y the
multiplication of its hoops and bands, took the
form of a conical cage or lantern, the front taking
the shape of a rude mask, Avith holes for mouth,
nose, and eyes ; in one instance, the mask quite
covers the face. With this cage upon her head
the unfortunate Avoman Avas pai'aded through the
streets by the bellman, beadle, or constable, or

Avas chained to the market cross, a target for

ridicule and insult. When the brank first came
into use is unknown. It is found at Edinburgh
in 1567, at GlasgoAv in 1574 and 1596, at Stirling

in 1600, at MacclesHeld in Cheshire in 1623, at
NeAvcastle-on-Tyne in 1655, Worcester in 1658,

Congleton in 1662, at Chesterfield, the only instance
in Derbyshire, in 1688. Cheshire had thirteen ex-

amples extant in 1660. An old description of the
Isle of Man mentions the tongue of a scandalous
person being tied Avith a noose of leather called

a bridle. One brank in the church of Walton-on-
Thames, in Surrey, has the date of 1633. In
another, called ' the Avitches' bridle of Forfar,'

dated 1661, the gag for the mouth is not a flat

plate, but a long piece of iron Avith tluee sharp
spikes. A brank at Stockport Avas sonieAvhat of

the same description. Of examples in private
custody in England, one had the date of 1688,

the other the croAvned cipher of King William III.

,

and another had a mask Avith apertures for the
eyes, a jirominence to lit the nose, and a long
funnel-shaped peak projecting from the mouth.
The brank Avas used at Langholm, in Dumfries-
shire, in 1772; at Morpeth in 1741 ; it AA-as used
at a later date at Manchester and at Macclesfield ;

and at Bolton-le-Moors, in Lancashire, the iron
bridle Avas in use up to 1856 for the correction
of immorality. Examples of the l)rank may be
seen in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, in the
National Museum of the Anthjuaries of Scotland
at Edinburgh, at Abbotsford, in the county-hall at
Forfar, in the Guildhall at Lichfleld, at Leicester,

NeAvcastle-on-Tvne, Shrewsbury, in the toAvn-hall

at Macclesfield, in the parish church of Walton
in Surrey, and in St Mary's Church at St AndrcAA's

in Fife ; Chester has fou)- examples. Brank Avas

at one time a common name in Scotland for any
sort of bridle, and the Avord is so used by Burns.
The Avord is derived from the CJaelic brangus, an
instrument fm- punishing petty oft'ences, hrang, a
halter, Avords cognate Avith the Dutch granger,
pincers, and the German jiranger, a pillory. See
the paper by Llewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A., 'Scolds;
and HoAv they Cured them in the "Good Old
Times,'" in Relkjnarj/, vol. i. ( 1860-61 ); also notes
in vol. xiii. (1872-73); and AndreAVs, Pnnishments
in the Olden Times. See JouGS.—The afl'ection

called 7)/»y»/).y (q.v. ), causing a SAvelling about the
jaAvs or neck, is in Scotland vulgarly knoAvn as the
h)xtnks.
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BranU Joseph, chief of tlie Mohawk Indians,
born in 1742. foujiht on the side of the Biitisli in
the Indian and lievolutionary wars. In the latter
he headed several liene raiils a;,'ainst tiie colonists,
but was eqnaliy zealitns afterwards in exertinj; his
immense intluenee t<> hrin;,' ahuut a jreneral Imlian
peace. In later years an earnest ("iiristian, he
translate<l theJJnspel of St Mark and the En<,'lish
Prayer-lMM>k into Mcdiawk. and in 17JS6 visited
Enjjland to raise funds for the erection of tiie first

Episcopal ciiurch in Canada. He died '24th Novem-
ber 1807. He wa-s a brave warrior, a sa;;acious
leatler. loyal to his friends, and merciful to his
captives. A monument to Hrant, surmounted by a
colos.sal bronze statue, Wius unveiled at lirantford
in iss(j.

Brailtford, a town and port of entry of Brant
ccmnt y. < iiiiario. 24 miles S\\ . of Hamilton l)y rail,

on the (Jrand Hiver, widch is navi^'ahie to witliin

24 miles of the town, from whicii point a canal
affords a waterway to Lake Erie. There are
manufactures of metal and stoneware, madiinery,
and a;,'riculiuial impletrient.s. Pop. (1891) I2,7.")3.

Braiitdnie, I'ikkhe de Boirdeilles, Seig-
NEl K l>E. one of the most notalde of French
memoir writei-s, wjis born aliout l.")40 in tiie ]>ro-

vince of lVTi;,'ord. The exact date and place of his

birth are unknown. He was the thud son of
Fnincois, Comte de Bourdeilles, and wa.s educated
at Paris and at Poitiers.' In his si.xteenth year
the abbacy of Brantonie wjvs l»estowed on iiim by
Henry II., but he never took orders, and spent
most of his life ius a courtier and free lance. In
15«jl lie accompanied Mary Stuart on her journey
from France to Holyr«M>d. ami in l.Vi.j he joined

the expe<lition sent to Malta to a.ssist the Knij.rlits

of St John a;,'5unst tiie sultan. He served in Italy

uniler tiie Mareciial de Hrissac, in Afri<a under
the Spaniards, ami in Hun;;aiv a.s a volunteer
a;;ainst the Turks. He was maile ciiaml>erlain to

Charles IX. and Henry III., and took part ayainst

the Hu;,'uenots in the reli;,dous wars of his time.

Alwuit I'tiH he be;.'!in to write his memoirs, and
thenceforth lived in retirement until his death on
the ir)th of July ltil4. His works were not pub-
lished until hiV.t. They comprise I'/V.v (fcs Granils

Cn/ii fill HIS f^tritiujcrs ft Friiin-iii.s, I'un (/cs Dames
(jii/iintis, and Viis ihs Dnmcn Iltnstres. Their

literary merit and liistorical interest are very con-

siderable. Their matter is often of tiie most
scamlaious description, but they pve a wonderfully

vivid and faitiiful picture of their autiiors times.

Brantome depicts the corrupt court society with

tiie most complacent frankness; lie writes as if he

were immoraiised rather tiian demoraliseil. He
had a keen eye for character ; the men and women
who ai>|>ear" in liis crowded, bri<,'htly coloured

pictures have each a lifelike, shanily-ni'iiked

individuality. His style is easy, lively, and

Eictures«|ue.' There are editions of Brantome by

acour and .Merimee (11 vols. 1859-94), and by

Lalaiine ( 10 vols. 186.5 81 ).

Brash. See Pyro.sis.

Brasidil.s, tiie j,'reatest Spartan ^reneral in tiie

earlier years (.f the Pelopoiinesian war. Already

in A.n n.c. he had distinjruislied himself by

the coura^'e witii wliicii he relieved the town of

Methone from a hostile attack, for which lie was

made one of the chief ina^nstrates of Sjiarta. In

424 he relieve<l Me},'ara, and lie was no less success-

ful tlirou;,'li combined diplomacy and military

skill in his expedition to Macedonia, the same

year, for the purpose of seducing; the cities from

their alie-.'iance to Atliens. His jrreate.st acquisi-

ti(m was Ami-hipolis. Here in 422 he had to

encounter with a liandfulof iielots and mercenaries,

the Hower of tiie Atiienian army under Cleon. In

78

the battle both generals were killed, but the
army of tlie Atlienians Avas completely beaten. He
w;us buried at Amphipolis within the walls, and
for lou"; after his death his memory was honouied
as that of a liero by the celelnation of yearly
sacrifices and games. Thucyilides speaks of the
eloquence of Bra.sidas, so unusual in a S)>aitan,
as well as his justice, liberality, and wisdom

;

while Plato compares iiim to Achilles.

Brass. In ancient history, biblical and pro-
fane, fiefpient allusions are made to the employ-
ment of brass in the construction of musical
instruments, vessels, implements, ornaments, and
even gates ; but as no mention is made of its

mode of manufacture, or even of its composition,
it is doubtful if tiie brass of tlie ancients, with the
exception of some made by the Romans, was
composed of copper and zinc. L)r Percy (Mctal-
ii'i-iji/ of Copper, Murray, 1861 ) concludes, from
the analysis of some of their coins, tliat the
ancient Konians were well acquainted with the
art of preparing brass, in the sense of an alloy of
copper and zinc. However this may be, it was
bronze, and to some extent iron, not ordinary
bnuss, that was all but universally used Ijy them
for metal objects other than those made of gold
antl silver. Zinc does not appear to have been
known as a separate metal in Europe till the 16tii

century ; but no doubt one or more of its ores
might have been employed by the Konians along
witli coj)per to prepare bra.ss.

The term brass is ccjiumonly understood to mean
an alloy of copper and zinc of a more or less yellow
colour. Bronze (q.v. ), on tlie other hand, means
an alloy of cojtper and tin. But there is now a
tendency to make brass a generic term, so as to
include Itronze as well as alloys of cojiper and lead.

In this way, under one general name, there would
be a zinc, a tin, and a lead group of alloys. For
tlie tin group, see Bronze.

Zinc Group (W. Graham)—
Pinchbeck brass 4 of copper to 1 of zinc.

Dutch brass (Dutch metal) 3 » I .•

Yellow brass '2 n 1 n

Pale brass 1'75 n 1

Ship sheathing brass (Muntz's
metal) 1-&0 „ 1 ii

Lead Groi'|'(W. Graham)

—

Stopcock metal 4 parts of copper, 1 of lead, 1 of zinc,

ami f of tin.

<, 2 parts ot copper, 1 of lead, and 1 of tin.

Tap and pot metals.. Various proportions, from I'a to 1 part of
copper to 1 of lead.

A tough brass for engine-work can be made of

copper 6'5, tin 1, and zinc 1 ; and another kind for

very lieavy bearings of copper 6j, tin 1, and zinc i

(Spretson).
As a rule, brass is easily fusible and also very

malleable and ductile. Therefore it can be readily

cast into moulds, rolled into sheets, hammered or

stamped into various shapes, and drawn into wire.

It is likew ise of a pleasing colour. Bra.ss is harder,

and so stands wear better than copper, resists

atmospheric influences as well, and is cheaper than

that metal. These valuable properties render it

next in importance to iron and steel in the metal-

lurgical arts. The malleability of brass, however,

varies with its composition, Avitli the temperattire,

and with the presence, even in minute quantities,

of foreign metals. Some kinds are mallealile cmly

while cold, others f)nly while hot, and there are

varieties wanting in this property at any tempera-

ture. All kinds become l)rittle if heated well up

to their fusing-point.

Brass is more tenacious than any of the common
metals except iron, steel, and copper. But if sub-

jected to a continuous tension for some length of

time, it undergoes, in many cases at least, a molec-

ular change, and loses its tenacity. It is therefore
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not quite safe to Imng i)ictures with heavy frames
or weights of any kiml on brass chains or wire.

The surface of tliis metal, if iu)t protected by
lacquer, soon tarnishes and becomes l)hick.

Tlie oKl process of making brass by mixing small
bits of copper \\ith powilered zinc ore, and heating

the mixture in pots in a furnace, is now almost
ob.*olete. The modern way of preparing it is by
mixing metallic zinc directly with copper in cru-

cibles or in a reverlieratory or cupola furnace.

There is least waste with crucibles. The copper

is lirst melted, and the zinc then added in a hot
state, care being required to prevent much loss

by the latter volatilising. AYhen other metals are

added they are also heated first.

From the crucibles the molten brass is either

poured into moulds to form ingots for remelting,
or more commonly into ordinary sand moulds
prepared from patterns (see Founding). Brass
takes a sharp impression when cast in a mould.
Plates or slabs for rolling into sheets are cast be-

tween two marble blocks thinly lined with loam,
the sides and ends being made up with sand.

These are reduced by ' breaking-down rollers,' and
afterwards by other rollers, till they become of

the required thickness. As is the case with tube
and wire drawing, these sheets are annealed
at intervals during the process of rolling. See
Annealing.
Ordinary drawn brass tubes are soldered longi-

tudinally, but the tubes for locomotive boilers are
formed by drawing out a solid cylinder of brass.

This was looked upon as a great feat, when the
process, after many trials, first succeeded in 1838.
The industries which either wholly or partially

depend upon brass for their raw mateiial, so to
speak, are so numerous and so varied, that even
tlie more important of them would form a con-
siderable list. Ijiniiiiigham is the headquarters of

these industries. See Alloy, Metallurgy,
Metal-work, Wire ; and works on brass-found-

ing by Larkin (186(j), and Graliam (1887).

Brasses, Monumental, large plates of brass,

or of the mixed metal called latteii or laton, inlaid
on slabs of stone, and usually forming part of the
pavement of a church. The figure of the person
intended to be commemorated was generally re-

presented either by the form of the lirass itself, or
by lines engraven on it. Such, however, was not
always the case, an ornamented or foliated cross,

with other sacred emblems, being frequently sub-
stituted for the figure. Nor was the practice of
imbedding them in the pavement uniform, as we
sometimes find them elevated on what were called
altar-tombs. The incised lines on these brasses
were occasionally filled up with nicUo, and in the
case of armorial decorations and the like, the field

or background was often cut out by the chisel, and
filled up Mith some species of coarse enamel, by
which means the appropriate tinctures were pro-
duced. In England, the brass was usually of the
form of the figure, the i)olished slab forming the
ground, and the ornaments, arms, inscription, &c.
were also inserted each as a separate piece. On
the Continent, where the metal was more almndant,
the brasses were one long unbroken surface, formed
of plates soldered together, on which were engraved
all the objects represented, the portions of the plate
not so occujiied being ornamented by elaborate
Hower-work. Uiasses are known to have been
used for monumental purposes from an early
period, though tiiere are no existing traces of them
m England previous to the middle of the 13th
century. There is reason to think that, if not
inqKJrted from France, they were at fii-st executed
by French artists, but as no example of a brass
exi.sts now in France, it is impossible to establish
this. Subsequently the art took root in England,

and English brasses, like English architecture,
acquired a distinctive national character. The
oldest complete specimen in England is that on the
mcmument of Sir John dAubernoun, at Stoke
dAbernon, in Surrey. The knight died in 1277,
and it is probable that the brass was executed
shortly after that date. Next in antiquity are
those of Sir Roger de Trumpington, Avho died in

1289, and of Sir Richard de Buslingthorpe, 1290;
the former at Trumpington in Cambridgeshire, the
latter at Buslingthorpe in Lincolnshire. In addi-
tion to the interest wnich they possess from their
age, these brasses are remarkable as being still un-
surpassed in the beauty of the workmanship and
the spirit of the design. In the following century
(1325), on the brass of Sir John de Creke, at
Westley Waterless, in Cambridgeshire, the artist's

Inlaid brass Monument of Eleanor Boliun, Duchess
of Gloucester (about 1400).

mark is affixed by a stamp—a fact which has been
regarded as a proof that his craft had attained to

some importance, and that his services were pretty

frequently called into reqiiisition. But in this

case, as in every other, with one exception, the

name of the artist has perished. The exceptional

case is that of the brass which once covered the

tomlj of Bishop Philip, in the church of the

Jacobins at Evreux, in Normandy, where the in-

scription ended with the words, ' Guillaume de
Plalli me fecit.' Some of the brasses executed
in England in the 14tli century are probably
Flemish ; and in the churches at Bruges some
exist which appear to be by the same hand as

others which are found in England. But England
is the only country which now possesses a series of

brasses fairly representative of the diflerent periods,
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aad exhibiting the characteristics of a national
style. Very few brasses are to be found in Wales,
and there are only two on record in Ireland, and
three unimpoitant examples in Scotland. For
this. ;us for most otlier arts tiiat subsequently
tlonrisiiefl iu IJrilain, we were indebted to tliV
artists of France and Flanders, who in their turn
were debtors to Hy/untine craftsmen for the art of
working in brass also. Uf late years there lias been
a decided revival, not merely o^ interest in the art,
but in tlie use of it in Ihitain for its oripnal pur
pose -for the most i>art in rather close imitation of
ancient paiterns ami metiiods.

See Cotinan's Sepulchral Brasses in Norfolk (1819),
Boutell's Monumental Jiranses of En<iland ( 1849), Haines'
Monumental Brasses ( 18(jl i, Creenys Monumnital Brasses
of the Continent of Europe (1S84), and Macklin's Monu-
mental Brasses ( 1S91 ).

Brass Estuary, or Hras-s River, one of the
deltaic mouths of tlie Niger (q.v.), east of the Nun
mouth, ent«ring tiie sea al)out 6° 15' E. long. On
it is Bra.ss Tity, and ln'uce tlic Hrassmen, energetic
savages, are named. The country is in the British
Niger protectorate.

Brass*')'. Tudm.v.s, tlie great railway-contractor,

was born, a farmer's son, at liuerton near Chester,
7th November ISO,'), was ediuatcd at Ciiester,
articled to a land-surveyor, am! in 1M'2(3 had charge
of a l»usiness in this line at IJirkeniiead. In
1H34 he obtained, through (Jeorge Stei)henson,
contracts for a viaduct on tlie (Jrand Junction line.

Settling in London in l.s.% lie turned his great
energies and business ability into his jirofession as

a railway-contractor, for wliich the development of

the railway-system j»reseiited a good opening.
His operations soon extended to all parts of the
worhl. Amongst his chief contracts were the (Ireat

Northern Railway (1847-51), when he had in his

emplovmeiit Iwtween .VMM) and (MKK) men : as also

French, Italian, Canadian, .\ustialian, and Indian
railways. He died at Hastings Hth December
1H7(». See llelps's Lijr ami I.ahourH of Brttssey

( 1X72).—Tllo.MAS, Hakox 15H.VSSKV, eldest son of

the preceding, was iMjrn at StaHbrd in 1836, and
called to the bar in 18(j6. He was elected for

Devonport in 186.), and afterwards represented

Hasting's (1868-86), As Civil Lord of the Ad-
miralty ( 1880). ami Secretary (1884). his inlluence

hits been felt in naval questions, and he is author

of several works on seamanship and naval afl'airs.

He was made Iv.C. B. in 1880, and w;us raised to

the peer.age in 1886. He is a veteran yachtsman ;

and La4ly Brasseys pleasant records of their yacht
voyage round the world in 1876 77, and of succeed-

ing tri|)s of the Siinhifiin, including the posthu-

mous L/ist Vuijiif/c (1889), were widely poi)ular.

She died at sea, 14lh September 1887. Lord

Bnussey is author of Work anil Wages (1872),

Brilisk Scftinni ( 1877 ), T/te Eaxtcrn Question ( 1878),

The British Nav>i (5 vols. 1882-83), Voijar/es and
Travels (1895), Papers and Addresses, the Naval
Annual, iu\i\ of Co.\MN(S StatioN.s in this work.

In 1895 he was made governor of Victoria.

Brassira« the turnip and cabbage genus
of I lie Crurifera' (<pv. ). The Wild Cal)bage (B.

oleniicn) nr(-nm on the west an<l s(»uth coast.s of

England. Ireland, and the Continent, particularly

on sea-clifls. The cultivateil forms are of jt^reat

economic importance, and are enunicrateil by
Hooker as varieties : (a) anphala ( Scotch kale,

cow-cabbage, borecole, see Kalk); (b) bullcata

(savoys); (r) ijeinmifera (Brussels Sprouts, q.v.)

;

\d) capitata ( reil antl white cabbage, see Cab-
bage): (c) crtH/wYf/>rt (Kohlrabi, q.v.); (f)botrytis

(Cauliflower and Broccoli, q.v.). The Turnip (.B.

campestris [poh/inor/tlia]) has also many annual

or biennial varieties : of tliese B. eampestris proper

is cultivated as the Swedish turnip. B. campestris,
sub-species Rapa, is the common Turnip (q.v.

) ; an<l
the sub-species Napus is the rajie or coleseed. The
Isle of ^Lan Cabbage (B. monensis) occurs on sandy
shores, and its cultivation in such soils has accord-
ingly been suggested as fodder for cattle. For the
sul)-genus Sinajiis, see MrsTAKD.
Bratliwaite. Richard, minor poet, was bom

in WestmorelaiKl about 1588 : entered Oriel Col-
lege, Oxford, at sixteen

; passed afterwards to Cam-
bridge, Pembroke College most likely, and thence
to London, where he tells us he devoted himself to
^toetry and ]>lay-writing. In 1611 he published
f/ic Golden Fleece, a collection of poems, and in
1614 three works, one of them a book of pastorals,
entitled The Poet's Willow. In 1615 he published
the collection of satires, .1 Strappado for the Devil,
in imitation of The Abuses Whipt and Stript of
George Wither, his ' bonnie brother.' After his
first marriage, Bratliwaite lived the life of a
country gentleman in Westmoreland, and after
his secoiul in Yorkshire, without, however, ceasing
his literary activity. He died near Richmond, in
Yorkshire, in 1673. Of his numerous books, the
only one that remains to be mentioned is B(ir)taba;

Itinerariuni, or Barnabee's Journal, published in
1638 under the i)seudonym ' Corymb.-i'us. ' Often
reprinted under the title of 'Dninkeii Baniaby's
Four Journeys,' tliis lively book in rhymed Latin
and doggerel English verse was popular in the
18tli century, and hail the hon<mr of an eleventh
edition in 1876. With the seventh edition, edited
by Joseph Ha.slewood in 1818, its authorship was
first made known. See the life and liibliogra^iliy,

forming a preface to Haslewood's ninth edition
(1820).

Brattloboro, a post-village of Windham
county, N'ermont, 110 miles S. of Montpelier by
rail, on the Connecticut River, which is here
cro.ssed by a bridge. Oigans, carria;:es, furniture,

and machinery are manufactured, ainl the town is

a centre of the maple-sugar industry. Pop. 6862.

Brauer, Adrian. See Brouwer.
Brauil, Alexander, born at Ratisbon in 1805,

was professor of Botany at Berlin from 1852 till

his death, 29th March 1877. He did special service

in the departments of the morphology of plants,

svstematisation, and the lower cryptogams. See
liis Life by Mettenius (Berlin, 1882).

Braiin. Arou-sx E.mil, arcluvologist, born at
Gotlia in 1809, studied at Gottingen and Munich,
and in 1833 went to Rome, where in a short time
he was made .secretary to the Archa'ological Insti-

tute. He wrote many valuable works on art and
mythology in German and Italian. Of these the

most iiiii>ortant are his I'orschule der Kunstmyth-
oloffie (18.)4), and an admirable guide-l)ook. Die
lluincn und Musecn lionis (1854), both of which
have been translated into English. He died in

Rome, Septemljer 12, 1856.

Brauiisbcrg, a town of East Prussia, on the

navigable Pas.sarge, 8 miles from its mouth, and
38 miles SW. of Konigsberg by rail. It contains

a Catholic seminary and gymnasium, and manufac-

tures machinery, felt, and leather goods. A con-

.siderable trade is carried on in yarn, grain, flax,

and -ship-timber. Pop. 10,851.

Bra'VO ('excellent!' 'well done!'), an Italian

exclamation of praise, the superlative form of which

is Bravissimo ! It is commonly used in England
without distinction of number or gender ; but the

Italians say bravo! to a male singer or actor,

brava ! to a" lady, and bravi ! to a company of actors

or singers.

Bravoes were those persons in Italy, but

especially in Venice, who undertook to perform
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any dangerous deeds for money. The name is

now employed cliieHy to designate hired assassins.

Bravura, an Italian word, in nnisio applied

to a composition as well as style of performance.

As a composition, the hravnra is a Horid <air or

song, with many dillicult and rai)id passages,

requiring great spirit and dexterity of execution.

The intention of merely astonishing l>y execution

has lieen carried to such an extent that it has
hrought this species of composition into undeserved
discredit. The comi)ositions of Mozait, for instance,

give abundant proofs of how true artistic merit

may he united with the bravura style.

Bra>vliiis in Cliiirclie.s, in the laAv of

England, was an old statutory offence in the
ecclesiastical courts. If it was committed by
words only, the bishop might exclude a lay

offender from church, and might suspend a priest.

In more serious cases excomnmnication and brand-
ing were the punishment. Anglican priests may
still be punished for such conduct by their own
courts ; but the riotous, violent, or indecent con-

duct of laymen in any pl.ace used for religious wor-
ship is dealt with by the ordinary criminal courts.

Brawn (M. E., 'muscle,' 'boar's flesh;' akin
to Ger. bratcti, 'to roast'), a preparation of meat
made from j)ig"s head and ox-feet, cut up, boiled,

pickled, and prejiared into a shaj^e. The brawn
of "Wiltshire is celebrated, and it is also a famous
dish in Canterbury.

Braxy, or Sickness, is a name loosely used
to indicate a disease in sheep ; but in ditterent

parts of the country totally diiferent disorders

are included under this head. Of the tAAO most
generally recognised as braxy, the one is an in-

testinal affection attended with obstinate diar-

rhfX'a; the other is a blood disease, and the result of

plethora or fullness of blood. The second, Avliich

is spoken of by the better informed shepherds as
the true braxy, may best be described here, and
is most usually seen in hoggs or sheep a year
old. The disease is most prevalent during the
months of October, November, and December, and
occurs almost as an epidemic after a dry summer
which is followed by an autumn aftergrowth.
It also occurs among hoggs which have been
removed from a poor pasture into turnips or

rich succulent grass. The sudden alterations of

diet caixse irritation of the stomach and bowels,
which is followed by the generation of gases, and
acute inflammation of them, resulting in sudden
death. It also occurs in hoggs which are in very
high condition, and whose digestive systems have
been so overworked that they cease acting ; and as

a consequence, gases are generated in the bowels
and stomach, and inflammation following, death
quickly ensues.

The majority of cases are found dead, but in

the few which have l)een noticed during life, the
following symptoms have been observed: loss of

appetite, walking Avith an arched back, short
steps, signs of pain, hurried breathing, swelling
of the abdomen, then conviilsions and death.
Putrefaction sets in almost before death. After
death the flesh appears of a dark-red colour, and
the veins are charged with dark blood, but, on
the whole, the body of the sheep looks so well
that the mountain-she])herd cuts it up to make
' braxy mutton. ' The bowels are found nuich
inflamed and filled with gases, but there are no
other special symjttoms than the above to indicate
the ilisease.

In the second form of braxy, chronic indigestion
is induced by bad, unwholesome, non-nut^ritious
foods, which cause consti|)ation, dropsy of the de>v-

lap, limbs, and alxlomen, aiid terminates in death
from blood lessness, or in other words, starvation.

The prevention of the disease alone attbrds hope,

and it consists in regulating the animals diet,

to prevent sudden transitions from low to rich

keep ; to mix food so as to modify the action of

the more highly nitrogen<ms kinds ; and to check
the development of plethora or fullness of blood
by saline purgatives and diuretics, such as Epsom
and (Jlauber salts or nitre.

Bray« a small Berkshire ])arish, near Maiden-
head, ot which Simon Aleyn was vicar from 1540 to

1588, during the reigns of Henry VIII., Edward
VI., Mary, and Elizabeth. He kept his vicarage
by changing his faith according to tiiat of the state

for the time being, becoming a Protestant with
Henry, Catholic again in the reign of Mary, and
Protestant again on the accession of Elizalieth.

His principle was to live and die vicar of Bray, and
to it he adhered. The modern ballad. In Good
King Charles's Golden Days, makes the versatile

vicar live in the reigns of Charles II., James II.,

William III., Anne, and George I.

Bray, a seaside town, partly in Dublin county,
but chiefly in Wicklow, 13 miles SE. of Dublin by
rail. The beauty of its situation has raised it from
a small fishing-village to a watering-place, popu-
larly known as the ' Irish Brighton,' with well-

built houses, and an esplanade a mile long, hotels,

and Turkish baths. Pop. 6S8S.

Bray is a district of Normandy, now the south-
eastern part of Seine-Inferienre, famous for its

cattle and dairy produce.

Bray. Anna Eliza (nee Kempe), author, w^as

l)orn in London, 25th December 1790, and was
intended for the stage, but in 1818 married the
artist, Charles Alfred Stothard (1786-1821). In
18'25 she married the Piev. E. A. Bray (1778-1857),
vicar of Tavistock ; and after his death she settled

in London, where she died, 21st January 1883.

Between 18'20 and 1874 she published a score of

romances, books of travel, and other works, the
best being The Borders of the Tamar and the Tavy
(1836; 2ded. 1879); Life of Thomas Stothard, E. A.
( 1851 ) ; and A Peep cd the Pixies ( 1854 ). Her Auto-
biography was edited by Mr Kempe in 1884, in

which year also ajipeared a 12 vol. edition of her
romances.

Bray, Thomas, divine and philanthroitist, born
at Marton, in Shropshire, in 1656. From Oswestry
School he passed to All Souls, Oxford, where he
graduated in 1678. In 1690 he was presented to

the rectory of Sheldon, and here he wrote part of

his Catechetical Lectures, which l)rought him a wide
reputation. Soon after he was selected to act as

the Bishop of London's commissary in Maryland
in the settlement of the church there. Not being
able to start at once, he devoted himself with
characteristic energy to a scheme for establishin<j

parochial libraries in England and America, and
had such success that l)efore his death eighty
had been founded in England and thirty-nine in

America. Out of his library sclieme grew the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge

;

and he may also be regarded as the founder of

the Society for the Pro|)agation of the Gospel.

About the close of 1699 he sailed for Maryland,
but in 1706 returned to England to accept the

living of St Botolph Without, Aldgate, where he
laboured with the utmost devotion. He died

F('1)ruary 15, 1730.

Brayera. See Cusso.

Brazil, the largest state of South America, and
the third largest jjolitical division of the Western
Continent, is greater in area than European Russia,

Austria-Hungary, (Jermany, France, Norway and
Sweden, Denmark, Italy, and Greece together.

It extends from 4° 30' N. to 33° S. lat., and



from 35' to 73 VV. Ion-,'., having a length of
2000 miles, and a Itreadth of 2705 miles between
extreme iM)ints (Carta Gcnil, 1883). Its coastline
extends from Cape Urange on the north to Kio
Cliuy on the south, a distance of nearly 4000 miles.
It lM)rders on every state in South Anierica except
Cliili. l>ut the iMjundary lines witli some of them
are still in dispute. The area of ISrazil, estimated
by -ome us liigli as 3,2SS.o<X), is more likely about
3.219.000 .sq. m. ( 3,210. i;U. Ctrta Geral), or nearly
one lialf of the South American continent.

Phijau-al /V<f^//T.v.— Brazil is a triangular-shaped
country, ix-cupying tlie eastern angle of the conti-
nent. It lies almost wholly within the tropics, and
is still in great part unexplored and un.-ietlled. (Jn
tlie north and west are the great depres.sions of
the Amjizon and Paraguay rivers, which comprise
large areas of tio<Ml-plains and swamps, heavily
wiRMletl, and almost uiiin!:abitable. Tlic upper
coast is bordered l)y low, alluvial bottom-lands
and sandy plains, full of lakes, and in places
very sterile ; while the southern angle of the
country is ndling in,iii>n land, l)ordered by a low
Bantly coast. AlM>ve its eastern angle a large
area of coiust-lands and neigidtouring plateau is

subject to i)eriodical devastating dnmghts. The
interior of tlie cimntry. however, is a hij^h plateau,
with a general elevation of KXK) t<i :i(KX) feet,

irregularly ridged i>y mountains and «kv|ily cut
by large rivers. The iiiountainous ranges of the
maritime .system form the ejistern margin of this
plateau, the easternmost of which is known as the
Serra ilo .Mar. Tiiis range plays an important

tart in the development of Brazil, for it is a costly
arrier to commuiiitation with the interior, ami

turns nearly all tin- great rivers iidand to find

outlets through the distant .Vma/on and La Plata.
To the west of the maritime system tlie elevated
talilelands of the Parana and San Francisco make
great bay like indentations in the luuthern ami
southern margins of the mountainous area, nearly
uniting about the headwaters of the latter. To
the westward of tliese plains there is .i second
raiigf, nearly parallel with the maritime system,
constituting the iiiouiitaiMs of (Joyaz. To the
westward of these come the great elevated })lains

of the .\mazoniau and Ijijier Paraguayan regions.

The mountains are i-om|M»ed almost exclusively of

uplifted strata of great ''eological age, gneiss and
nietamorphic schists, with granite and other erup-

tive rcK-ks. The great elevated jilains are com-
posed of hori/ontal strata dating from the Silurian

age, so profoundly iiKHlilied by the deep excava-

tions of the valleys that this |)art of the country is

generally, but ernmeously, represented as moun-
tainous. Brazil possesses three great river-systems
— the .\mazon. La Plata, and San Francisco. The
Amazon and its triltutaries drain fully a half of the

country. To the ea.st of the Madeira tlie.se tribu-

taries are tableland rivers, broken by raj»ids and
freely navigable for comiiaratively short distances.

West of the Madeira they are lowland rivers,

sluggi-h, Iwrilereil by extensive tlood plains, and
allbid free navigation for long distances. The La
Plata system drains nearly one-lifth of the country

through its three branches— tiie Paraguay, Parana,

ami I'ruguay. The Ki-st of these is a lowland

river, freely 'navigable for a long distance, while

the other tw(» are talileland rivers, full of obstruc-

ti<ms, and without free outlets for their upiier-level

navigation. The San Francisco is a tableland

river, (lowing north-east l)etween the (ioyaz and

maritime mountains, and then, breaking through

the latter, .south-eiust to the Atlantic. Its tribu-

taries are comparatively short, and nearly dis-

appi-ar along the lower river in the region of .slight

rainfall. It is not freely navigable because of the

Paulo Aflonso Falls. The other coast-rivers are
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generally short, the longest being the Parahyba, and
have but little utility for navigation. The climate
of Brazil varies greatly—the lowlands of the
Amazon and a great part of the coast being hot,
humid, and unhealthy, while the tablelands and
some districts of tiie coast swept by the trade-
winds are temperate and healthy. See Ajiazon,
America.
The vegetation of Brazil is luxuriant and varied.

The vast forests of the Amazon contain hundreds
of species of trees, draped and festooned by cliiiib-

I ing plants, lianas, orchids, \c. Ro.sewood, Biazil-
I
wood, and othei-s supply valuable timber ; tropical
fruits are abundant, and other products are noted
in the section on commerce. The number of species
of animals is also very large, but the individuals in
each are comparatively few. Bea.sts of prey are
the jaguar, puma, tiger-cat, and ocelot ; the "other
animals include the monkey, tapir, cajjybara, pec-
cary, ant-eater, sloth, and boa-constrictor. Alliga-
tors, turtles, oorpoi.ses, and manatees swarni in the

,
Amazon ; and am<mg birds, the parrots and huni-

i
ming-birds are esijecially numerous.

I

Po/iulation.—The population of Brazil, according
I
to the census of 1872, was 9,9.30,-178 of all races
and classe.s, not including about 250,000 wild
Iiulians. As immigration has been small, a h1 the;

rate of mortality is very large, the annual ; te of
increase since then has prol)ably not exceeded '. per
cent., which gives an approximate populati< \ of

14,950,1X)0 at the close of 1S92. The proportio or

non [uoducers is very large, tlie natural condit us
of the country rendering labour but slightly neces-
sary to meet the ordinary reciuirements of life.

The institution of slavery has had much to do
with this state of things, by degrading manual
labour, and making idleness resj)ectalile. The
.\frican slave-trade %\as prohibited in 1831, but did
not actually cease until 1854. In 1871 a gradual
eiiiancii)ati(jn law was adopted, which declared
the cldMren Ixirn thereafter of slave mothers to be
free, but oblige<l to serve the mother's master until

, the age of twenty-one years. It also provided for a
• fund with which to liberate slaves by purchase.
' The number of slaves registered in 1873 under this

law was 1,540,796. Through the operations of the
fund 30,014 slaves had been ransomed u]i to the
lieginning of 1887, at a total cost of Its. 19,094,0795
(//(/V/v/.s), to which the slaves contributed
lis. 1,G14,405.'5 from their own savings. Tiie

nunii>er of slaves voluntarily liberated and ran-

some<l through private etlorts was very large, an<l

two provinces (Cearii and Amazonas) had been
declared entirely free. In 1885 a second law was
adoi)ted, iiroviiling for a new registry, declaring all

sexagenarians free, but with obligatory service

iiiitil the age of sixty-five years, and fixing an
official valuation on all slaves, to prevent further

abuses of the emancipation fund. The official

returns of the registry under this law (closed March
31, 1887) gave 723,419; the number of sexagen-

arians liberated was al)out 100,000, and the num-
ber enrolled for obligatory service under the law

was 18,946. Finally, by the law of l.Sth May 1888,

immediate and unconditional emancipation was
decreed, although Brazil had been unable wholly

to replace the system of slave labour. Immigrant
labour was still limited, the poorer iiiral population

was both untrained and opposed to habits of in-

flustry, and the labour of freed slaves had hitherto

been "utilised only to a limited extent. Recent

events, however, have proved that kind treatment

and good i)ay will keep a very large percentage of

the frecdiiieii on the plantations.

The Koiiian Catholic was the established religion

under tin; empire; under the republic there is no

state cliuich, and all sects are tolerated. There

are less than 30,000 non-Catholics in the country.
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Education is compulsory in several provinces, but
is still in <a very backward condition ; 84 per cent,

of tlie population Avas returned as illiterate at the
last census. Tlie lan^'uaije is Portuguese, with
dialectal varieties, discussed by Vasconcellos in

dialecto Brazilirro (Oporto, 1888); aiul the
literature, which dates back to the 16th century,
will fall to be noticed under Poirrr(;AL.

Gorcrnmcut.—Under the empire the government
of Brazil was a constitutional monarchy whose
executive governed tlirough a cabinet of seven
members—empire, finance, war, marine, justice,
foreign affairs, and agriculture—and through a
president in each of the twenty provinces of the
empire. The executive power was vested in the
emperor and his cabinet, the legislative in a
General Assembly of two houses—the Senate and
Chamber of Dejjuties—ami the judicial in a
council of state (advisory only), a supreme tribunal,
twelve district courts, and the usual subordinate
courts. At the revolution of 1889 the empire
became a republic, and in 1891 the new constitution
was proclaimed by a national congress convoked
by the pro\isional government. The United States
of Brazil are a federative republic, each of the old
pi-ovinces and the federal district forming an
c ganised state administering its own affairs at its

^
.vn expense, and having distinct administiative,

"egislative, and judicial bodies. But the federal
','overnment takes charge of national defence,
public order, and federal law, as well as customs,
stamps, postal arrangements, and the issue of
bank notes. The national congress, the legislative
authority, consists of a Chamber of Deputies and
a Senate, Avhich meet annually; and the president's
sanction is required to new laM-s. No member of
congress can accept any paid office except diplo-
matic or military ; nor can he hold contracts under
government. Neither deputies nor senators can be
ministers of state ; both arc paid. Deputies, who
must have been citizens of the republic for four
years, are elected by the direct vote of the several
states for three years, in the proportion of one to
70,000 of the population. Senators are chosen by
the state legislatures, three for each state, and for
a term of nine years. The president has supreme
command of army and navy, power to declare war
and make peace (within certain defined limits),
appoints and dismisses ministers, and with the
assent of congress, ambassadors and the judges of
the Supreme Federal Court. All citizens of twenty-
one years duly enrolled exercise the franchise,
except illiterates, beggars, soldiers in service, and
monastics under vows.
The army of Brazil consists of 30,000 men,

besides 15,000 gendarmerie. The navy comprises
60 vessels of all classes (including two powerful
turret-ships and 10 other armour-clads), manned
by 8900 officers and men (includino- marines).
Finance.—The revenue of Brazil has varied from

195,253,406 milreis in 1890 to 346,164,000 milreis in
1899; the expenditure, from 220,645,844 milreis in
1890 to 346,000,423 milreis in 1899. Of the revenue
for 1899, 222,000,000 milreis were derived from im
port duties, 45,080,000 milreis from railways, and
12,900,000 milreis from post and telegraphs ; the
other items being stamps, lottery taxes, tobacco
duties, and various. The public del)t in 1898 was
2,000,277,691 milreis. The milreis of 1000 reis is of
the par value of 2s. 2Ad. ; but the actual value of
the paper milreis fluctuates greatly. In 1891 it was
12Jjd.; in 1896, between 8d. and lOd.; in 1898, 5Sd. ;

and in 1900, 7^(1.

CVj//)7«e?Tt'.—The total value of the exports frcmi
Brazil in 1897, exclusive of specie, was 831,806,918
niilreis; and of the imports, 671,603,280 milrei.s.

The industries are ccmlincd to agriculture, min-
ing, and forest products, manufactures being but

slightly developed. Stock-raising has totally failed
to keep pace with the domestic consumption of

jerked-oeef, which is largely imported. Tlie coast
fisheries have also been neglected, although Brazil
is a large consumer of codfish. The forest products
are rubber, mate, nuts, cocoa, medicinal plants,
cal)inet and dye woods, &c.—the first ranking third
in imi)ortance as an article of export. Of agricul-
tural products, coflee occupies the first place, and
furnishes about two-thiids of the total exports of
the whole empire. The Kio and Santos export in
1886-87 was 5,871,170 bags of 60 kilogrammes each.
The normal export from the whole empire is 6i to
7 millions of bags. Su^^ar ranks second in import-
ance as an export, and is now receiving special en-
couragement from the state, in the grant of interest
guarantees on central usines. The production of

cotton and tobacco has considerably decreased, and
that of tapioca has nearly disappeared. Rice,
maize, and many other products are easily groMn,
but have been oA'ershadowed by coffee and sugar,
and to some extent discouraged l)y the high cost
of internal transportation. In colonial times the
mining industries attracted much attention, and
yielded large results. They are now comparatively
unimportant, and are restricted in development by
unfavourable mining laws. Gold and diamonds
are found in Minas Geraes, Parana, and Baliia, but
the annual production at present is not large. Iron
ores of superior quality exist in several provinces,
but there are no large mines in operation, the
absence of coal being a serious obstacle to the de-
velopmcTit of this important industry. The pro-
ductions and commerce of Brazil cannot be treated
Ijriefly and comprehensively, because of the total
lack of reliable statistics. There are no trust-

wortli.y official reports on these matters, the tables
given being so defective and full of clerical errors

as to render them valueless. An official report for

1884-85 gives the aggregate value of the agricul-

tural, grazing, and extractive products for that year
at about Rs. 237,000,000$. The total value of imports
in 1890 was estiinated at Rs. 260, 100,000$ ; that of

exports at Rs.317,822,000$, of which coffee alone
contributed more than half. The impoits from
Britain in 1892 had a value of £7,910,000, the
exports to Britain £3,512,000. The mistaken
policy of levying export duties on domestic pro-

ducts, and heavy import duties on foreign goods,
has done much to restrict ])roduction and commerce.
Moreover, the system of iirotection is even gaining
ground, and a few industries have already been
established on the encouragement given. As no
land-tax, which would be opposed by the great

landed proprietors, is levied, the loss of revenue
through any effort to protect national industries

will certainly lead to serious financial difficulties.

It should be added that the inhabitants of the

southern provinces of the empire are broadly dis-

tinguished by their energy from the more indolent

northerners. It is in the southern provinces that

the numerous German colonies (comprising some
220,000 Germans) are mostly established.

Steam communication with Euro})e was opened
in 1850, and telegraphic communication in 1874.

The first railway was opened in 1854 ; Brazil now
possesses a total extension of 8650 miles under
traffic, and 4800 miles in construction. Of these,

15S0 miles uiuler traffic belong to the state. There
are 10,000 miles of telegraph lines in Brazil. Trade
has been seriously hintlered by the insurrections in

Rio (irande, San Paulo, and Rio Janeiro (q.v. ) in

1891-93.

History.—As early as 1480, expeditions sailed

from Biistol in search of the island of Brasylle( for the

name see Bkazil-wood), rumoured to exist in the

western seas ; Brazil was discovered on 26th Janu-
ary 1500, by Vicente Yauez Pinzon, who landetl
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at Cape St Aujriistine, near Pernanibuco, and then
followed the coast north to the Orinoco. In the
same year a I'ortufruese expedition to tiie East
Indies, umler Pedro Alvarez Cahral, discovered tiie
Brazilian coast near Porto Se.uuro on 'iotli April
(Amil '2-2, razal). Cal.ral took formal posse.ssion
and named his new discovery 'Terra da Vera Cruz.'
Two Portii;ruese expeditions were sent out in 1501
and 15(»;i tiie lii-st exploring the coast from 5° to
32 S. hit and the second plantinjj a colony and
hnn-iri;,' hack a ncii carj,'o of Brazil-wood (q.v.),
which gave a name to Portugal's new |K)ssession.

In l.')30 the Portuguese government resolved
uiHtn the delinite settlement of Brazil, an.l the plan
a<lopted was its division into liereditarv captaincies,
which should he granted to private individuals!
with ample powers for the founding of colonies on
tlieir own account. Many of tiie earliest colonies
failed through lack of means, and from inability to
hold their ground against tiie natives. In 1567 a
Huguenot colony, estahlisiied on the hay of Rio de
Janeiro twelve years before, wits overtlirown by tlie
Portuguese, who then founded the present capital
of Brazil. Portugal and iier colonies having be-
come dependencies of Spain, a squadron sent out
by the I)utch in 16'2.S to seize Brazil captured
the colonial capital, Baliia. The Diitcii lost the
city in n)'J5, but in H).SO tliey cai)tured Pernanibuco,
which, with several neighbouring ]ilaces, they held
for oyer twenty years, hi 1640 Portugal regained
her indepeinleiice, and in I6.">4 her former posses-
sions, Itiit without any delinite settlement of her
boundary dis|>utes with Spain. To strengthen her
claim to the territory on the eastern shore of the La
Plata, the town of Colonia, opposite Buenos Ayres,
was foumled in 1679; this was the beginning of a
bitter struggle for the present rejiublic of Uruguay,
busting nearly l.">(» years, until tlie independence of
that territory was formally recognised in 1827 by
Dom Pedro I. The discovery of gold in Miiias (Jeraes
in WX\, and of diamonds in 172?), gave a new
im|>etiis to the growth of the country, one result
of which was the removal of the colonial capital
from Bahia to Kio de .Janeiro. The cultivation
of cotton, tol>acco, and sugar-cane had already
attained great jirominence and prosperity in the
northern captaincies. The colonial system of Por-
tugal, however, was one of sellish exclusion and
ereedy extortion. The cohmy was rigidly closed to

loreigners, industry was burdened by restrictions

an<l monopolies, the taxes were farmed out, the
authorities were arliitrary and grasping, the ad-

ministration of justice was slow and corrupt,

|iriiiting wius forbidden, the people were grossly

Ignorant, turbulent, and immoral, and internal

communication was slow and dillicult. In 1808

the royal family of Portugal was exj)elled by the

French and took refuge in Brazil, and tiie very

hi-st act of Dom .loAo Vl. was to open Brazilian

ports to foreign commerce. He tlien removed
various restrictions on domestic industries, founded

a i»rinting-ollice and library, createil new courts,

an<l opened various schools ami public institutions.

All these acts greatly stimulated the growth of the

country. In 1.S21 he returned to Portugal, leaving

his eldest son in Brazil as prince-regent. Personal

ambition, ami the advice of men opposed to

government from Lisbon, led the young prince to

declare for Brazilian indejtendence, 7tli September
1822. He was nrodaimeil and crowned emperor-
as Dom Pedro I.— before the end of tiie year, the

small Portuguese force in tiie country being quickly

and easilv exjielled. The constitution was ratified

and sworn to earlv in 1S25, and some amendments
were ailded in IS.i'). The new empire, however, did

not start snu)othlv, nor was the reign of Dom Pedro

I. a fortunate one. Vexed with the opposition

encountered, he in 1831 voluntarily al)dicated in

favour of his eldest son, and withdrew to Portugal
JJuring the next nine years Biazil was governed bv
regencies, but in 1840 a popular agitation led to
the declaration of the young prince's majority at
lit teen years of age, and to his coronation the
following year as Dom Pedro II. The reign was
one of almost unln-oken peace, iiiterru])ted by two
wars—one with Buenos Ayres in 1852, and the other
with Paraguay in 1865-70. At tiie revolution of
iSovember 1889, the empire became a repulilic
and Dom Pe.lro and his familv exiled. Tiie ex-
eniperor (see Pedro II. ) died in' 1891.

See A Journeii in Brazil, by Professor and Mrs Agassiz
(1870); Hartt, Geulogy of Brazil (Boston, 1870); A. R.
Wallace, Travels on the Amazon (1870); Bates, The
A'uturalist on the Amazon (1873); Mulliall, Handbook
of Brazil

( Buenos Ayres, 1877 ) ; Fletcher and Kidder,
Brazil and the Brazilians (9th ed. Philadelphia, 1879);
H. H. Smith, Brazil, the Amazon, and the Coast (1880);
Sellin, Das Kaiserreich Brasilien (1882); Zoller, Die
Deutschen im brasilisrhen Uncald (1888); Wells, Three
Thousand Miles t/iroiit/h Brazil (188G); and for the
history, Southey's Historii of Brazil (1810-19), and the
Portu^'uese works of C'ostaucio and Pereira da Silva.

Brazil Cabbage, Cuou Caraibe, are names
somewhat vaguely ai)plied to various sjiecies of
Caladium and Colocasia (natural order, Araceje),
which yield edible tubers, and are largely culti-
vated in the tropics. See Ari.M, Cocco.

Kraziliail harass, an incorrect pojiular name
apjiiied to a substance used in the manufacture of
a \ery cheap kind of hats, known as Brazilian
grass hats, and also as chip hats. It consists of
stripes of the leaves of a palm, C/iama-rops argen-
tcu, \\ liicli are imported into Britain for this manu-
facture, and chielly from Cuba. See CllAM.EROPS.

Brazilian Fliiiu. See Hot; Plum.
Itra/il \uts are the seeds of the Bcrtholletia

cxccUa, a majestic and beautiful tree belonging to
the Lecythidacea?, a sub-order of Myrtacese (q.v.).

Brazil Nut

:

a, the fniit ; h, the same, with half the pericarp removed to

show the nuts or seeds ; c, a single nut or seed ; d, a nut cut

across ; c, a leaf.

The tree grows to tlie height of 100 or 120 feet, and
abounds on the banks of the Orinoco, and in the

northern parts of Brazil. It produces a round
woody seed-vessel, almost as large as a mans head,

within each of the four dinsions of which lie six or

eight of the seeds. The pericarp is very heavy and
solid ; and at the time when this great fruit is

ready to fall, it is dangercuL^ to walk under the
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tree. The seeds, Avhieh are pojjiilarly culled nuts,

and ninch resemble fruits of that description, are

wrinkled and trian-i'ular, liavin^' a hard shell and a
pure white kernel, which, when fresh, is very agree-

alile. They are cliietly exported from Para and
French tJuiaua. and aic well known in our shops.

They yield as much as ,")0 ]>er cent, of oil, which is

good for hurninj^. The also much esteemed nuts
or seeds of the Leci/this ol/aria, the Sapucaya or

Monkey-pot tree, are produced in a jtericarj) which
resembles a rusty iron pot \vith a lid, and which is

indeed emyiloyed as a vessel for many purposes by
the Brazilian Indians. L. hractcata (Cuurunpita
guaucHsis) is the cannon-ball tree ; the fruit con-

tains a sweet, fragrant, .and refreshing pulp.

Brazil-wood, a dark-red or yellowish-brown
dye-wood, whicli forms a considerable article of

export from l^razil. It is the i)roduce of ditterent

species of Ca'salpinia (q.v. ). Much of the Brazil-

wood of commerce is ol>tained from the hefirt-wood

of Ciesalpinid brasilioisis, a native of the West
Indies.

—

Pkhxambitco Wood is the produce of

C. ec/)i)iaf(i, sometimes regarded as the Brazilian
form of the i)receding species. The timber is called

Nicaraguji-wood. The 8ap])an-Avood (
('. Sappan)

of the East Indies has similar properties, and is

described as an article of Euiopean commerce in

1193 under the name of brasill, brasilly, &c. (cf.

Span, brasil ; Fr. hrcs/'l, for which Marco Polo has
bcrzi). Thus Brazil-wood does not really owe its

name to the country of its freqxient origin, but
the country to its abundance of red dye-woods.
C. crinta probal)ly yiekls some of the inferior West
Indian Brazil-wood.
The colouiing matter is termed brasilin ; strono-

decoctions of Brazil-wood are used by the dyer and
calico-printer in the fabrication of reds, browns,
&c. ; it is also used in the manufacture of red ink.

See Ink, Dvkstuffs, and Sandalwood (Red).

Brazillii:, or Soldering, is the process of

uniting together two pieces of brass, two pieces
of copper, or one of each, by means of a hard
solder, partaking more or less of the composition
and properties of ordinary brass. The edges or

parts of metal to be joined are first filed bright, so
as to be thoroughly clean, then there is strewed
over the j')int a mixture of the solder and borax.
The solder employed varies in composition accord-
ing to the kind of work, and mav be rendered
more fusible by the addition of a larger amount
of zinc. Hard solder, or 'spelter solder,' for brass
consists of 1 part of copper to 1 of zinc ; for copper
or iron it is usually 1 part of copper to Jths of

a part of zinc. The proportions, liowever, vary,
3 of coj>per to 1 of zinc being about the hardest
solder. After the solder is made it is again
heated and granulated in a mortar for use. The
borax is enij)loyed to form a glaze over the
brightened surfaces, and thus prevent the oxida-
tion of the metal, which would seriously interfere
with brazing, and even stop the oj)eration. An
outward coating or layer (»f charcoal is likewise
serviceable in the exclusion (jf the air during tlie

brazing of large pieces of metal. Where a very
high heat is required in the process, a little

powdered glass is mixed with the borax. The
mixture of solder and borax may be applied dry,
but it is better to moisten it with water, and to

lay it on the liled surfaces with a sjioon. The
wliole is then gently heated, when the water
evaporates and leaves a crust of borax and solder.

The work may now be strongly heated by a
bellows, blowuipe, or over a clear charcoal or
coke fire, ana at a bright red heat the solder
fu.ses and the zinc begins to burn with a pale-

blue flame. At this stage the solder Jlashes or
becomes liquid enough to permeate the joint or

crevice ; but slumld it be tardy in acting thus,

several slight tai>s will insure the projjcr result.

The whole is now cooled, and, towards the close,

the articles may be introduced into cold water for

more rai)id reduction in temi)erature. Pieces of

metal whicli have undeigone the i)rocess of braz-

ing are so lirndy united that they may be rolled

and re-ndled witho\it the jiarts yielding. Steel is

brazed with a solder c()m})osed of 19 i)arts silver,

1 of copper, and 1 of brass. See SoLDEH.

Brazos, formerly BuAZOS de Dios, a river

of Texas, U.S., rising in a tableland called the
Staked Plain, in the NW. of the state, and running
950 miles south-eastward, till it falls into the (Julf

of Mexico about 40 miles SW. of (Jalveston. It is

navigable at all times to a distance of 40 miles from
its mouth, and at high-water for 250 miles.

Brazza, the largest and most populous of the
Dalmatian islands of the Adriatic, with an area of

152 sq. m., and a pop. of 22,650 (Croats). Its sur-

face is mountainous, attaining 2578 feet, and richly

wooded ; excellent marble is quarried. San Pietro
is the chief town.

Brazza, Pierre Savorgnan de, a French
ex[)lorer, of Italian descent, was born at Rome in

1852. He studied at Paris, entered the French
navy in 1870, and served on the Gaboon station.

In 1876-78 he made a famous exploration of the
Ogoway, and of some of the northern tributaries
of the Congo. In 1878 the F'rench government
gave him 100,000 francs for exploration and the
I)romotion of French interests in the country north
of the Congo, where he secured vast grants of land
for France, and founded several stations, that called

Brazzaville being on the northern shore of Stanley
Pool. In 1883 he again returned to extend the
territory secured to France, this time with a
go-\ernment grant of 1,275,000 frajics, besides stores

and provisions of all kinds ; and by the end of 1885
he had established twenty-si.x stations, Franceville
being the chief. The securing for France of her
great dependency lying between the Gaboon and
the Congo is mainly his work ; and of that depend-
ency he was made governor in 1886.

Breach, in a military sense, is a gap or opening
in any of the defences of a fortress, ett'ected either
by mining or by the fire of guns placed in what
are called ' Ijreaching-batteries. ' The high earthen
ramparts of all fortresses are surrouniled by deep
ditches. In order to supi)ort the weight of the
rampart, and make the ditch a more formidable
obstacle, its sides are Iniilt up with retaining walls
of masonry, technically called ' revetments,' often
30 feet high and 15 feet thick at the foot. To
breach by mining, the ex])losives are lodged at the
back of the revetment and near its foot under the
parapet in sutlicient (juantities to bring down the
greater part of the whole l)ank of earth and retain-

ing wall. The ilebris falling into the ditch forms a
ramp or slope, up which the assaulting party rush
into the fortress. At the same time the wall
retaining the far side of the ditch, called the
' c(mnterscarp,' is treated in a sinular manner to

facilitate the descent into the ditch. The same
result may be obtainetl by artillery lire. Heavy
howitzers are placed in batteries about 1000 yards
from the ' escarj) ' or revetment of the rainpart,

upon which they drop shell, at an angle of descent
of about 14', crumbling it away from the toj) down-
wards, until a practical breach 20 or 40 yards wide
is nuide. During the Peninsular M'ar there were
some formidabh! examj)les of breaching. At Bada-
joz, 14,000 shot l)rouglit down 180 feet of wall in

104 hours, from a distance of 450 yards. At St
Sebasti.an, 13,000 shot brought down 100 feet of

wall in 62 <lays. from a distance of 620 yards. It

was then calcumted that 10,000 24-lb. shot, or
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240,000 lb. of iron, would breach 100 feet of wall of
I

averaj^e (liiiiensious from a ilistaiu-e of 500 yards.
IJiit iiiiiirovt'iiients in nioderii artillery have greatly
rednciMl tlu'sc figures ; thus, at the siege of Stras-
burg ill ls7<>, KHKt rouiiils from a (iO-pouiuler gun
brouglit down .S(» yanls of a wall lo feet high from .

a iiatti-ry sTU yards distant. See SiKG E.
\

BrOiU'll is a legal term used in Enghu'.d and I

Se<)tland to denote the violation of a legal rigiit or
obligation. The most common fttrm of this is

lireach <>f <'ontract. A contract may be broken by
simjile failure to ])ay or to jierform, or by the
debtor making it imjiossilde for him to perform
Iw'fore tlif time arrives, or by his seri<msly declar-
ing that he will not jierform. In some cases the
creditor htus a right to specilic implement—i.e. an
onler by the court on the other party to do what
he promised to <lo ; but in most ciuses the remedy
is an action of damages for breach of contract ; and
dillii'ult i|uestions arise as to tiie proper measure
of damages. In an onlinary mercantile sale, for

instance, if the seller fails to deliver, the buyer
niufit go into tiie market within a rea.sonable time
to supply himsulf. On the other hand, if the
buyer breaks the contract, the seller should dis-

pose of the goiwis as soon iis possilde, and charge
the ilifference of market and contract price.

Hreach of Trust consists in the violation ot the
express or implied obligiitiuiis of a trustee—e.g.

making an investment of trust funds not sanctioned
by the trust deeil, or using trust fuinls in the bu.si-

ne.ss of the trustee, '''he liability so incurred is

generally to rejilace the fiuuls, sometimes with
penal interest. Such acts are often restrained by
interdict or injunction at the instance of the
beneliciaries. Hreach of trust often takes a
criminal comjilexion, and is punished Jis embezzle-
nn-nt. IJreaches of contract are very rarely

criminal — indeed only where the element of con-

spiracy <iccurs. Hreach of the Peace includes a
great \ariety <if rriininal .acts, from molibing and
rioting down tu Miiall pulice ollences. In England,
Breach of ( 'lose ii a teclmical expres>ion for trespass

on i)rivate groun<l : Hreach of Pound is the oHence
of breaking ojien the place where distrained goods
are placed for custody with a view to sale. In

Scotland, Hreach of Arrestment means the disregard

of the iirohibition to pay or deliver, which is

elb'cted iiy the use of arn'stment in the hands of

a debtor ; it involves only civil consequences—viz.

the liai)ility to pay or deliver a secon<l time.

Hreach of Interdict, on the other hand, is regarded

as a more serious contenipt of court, and is often

severelv j)unished iriminallv. Si-e ('(intiiact,

Dam vt";h><, Tkist, Wakkanty ; and for Hreach of

Promise of Marriage, see Markiage.

RrciU'llilltf To>v«'r, or Hfkkkoi, was the

name ,,i a tower u-ed in the military sieges of

ancient and medieval times. "When a town was

to lie besieged, a movable tower, a--* high as the

walls, was iirought near it ; and this tower wa.s

the Ijellroi. Its use is more than once spoken of

by Ca'sar in his account of his campaigns in

( Jaul. Froissart describes, with his usual spirit, a

beflroi emplove<l at the siege of the castle of

Hreteuil in i:io6. At the siege of Jerusalem by

tiie Crusaders, a betlroi was carried in pieces,

put together just beyoinl liow-shot, and then

pii.shed on wheels to "a proper position. Some-

times thev were pushed on by pressure, sometimes

bv capstans and ropes. The highest were on six

or eight wheels, and had as many as twelve or

fifteen stories or stages ; but it was usual to limit

the height to three or four stages. They were

often covered with raw hides to protect them

from liie llames of boiling grease and oil directed

against them by the besieged ; and there was a

hinged drawbridge at the top to let down ujion
the parapet of the wall to aid in landing. The
lower stage freciuently had a ram (see Hattering-
l!AM ) ; while the others were crowded with bowmen
and slingers ; or there were liowmen on all the
stages except the top, which had a storming or
boarding party. The lociii! clas.siciis for a descrip-
tion of such military engines is this from Lord
Herners' Froissart, I. cix. 131: 'Two belfries of

great timber, with iii. stages, every belfry on four
great wheels, and the sides towards the town, were
covered with cure boly [Fr. ruir boiu7li] to defend
them from lire and from shot ; and into every stage
there were pointed C. archers.' The engine was
also called a sow.

Bread. The earliest and most primitive way of
making bread was to soak the grain in water, sub-
ject it to pressure, and then dry it by natural or
artiticial heat. An improvement u]ion this was to
])ound or lirui/ the grain in a mortar, or between
two Hat stones, before moistening and heating.
A rather more elaborate bruising or grinding of the
grain leads to such simple forms of liread as the oat-

cakcs of Scotland, which are prepared by moisten-
ing oatmeal (coarsely ground oats) with water
containing some common salt, kneading with the
hands upon a baking-lioard, rolling the mass into

a thin sheet, and ultimately heating liefore a good
lire, or on an iron plate called a ginlle, mIucIi is

suspended above the tire. In a similar manner,
the barley-meal and pease-meal baniturks of Scot-

land are ]>iepared ; and in the I"2ast Indies (es])eci-

ally the Punjal) anil Afglianistan ), as well as in

Scotland, Hour is kneaded witii watei', and rolled

into thin sheets, as sconvs (although this term
is usuallv ajmlied to bread lightened with butter-

milk and baKing-soda. ) The passover caAcs of

the Israelites were al.so prepared in this way. A
similar prejiaration of wheat-Hour, but where the

sheet of dough is made mucli tliiid-cei-, forms the

(luiitjicrs of .\nstralia. Tlie Indian corn-meal,

kneaded with water and lired, affords the corn-

hrcad of America. The kinds of bread referred to

aljove are design.ated utihxircucil, as no leaven has
been added to the dough to excite fermentaticm.

No chemical change has therefore been produced
except tliat the starch has been rendered more
soluble by the process of baking. Even in tlie time

of Moses, however, Icaren was employed in mak-
ing bread. It is held probable that the Egyptians

were the lirst to use leaven ; that the secret after-

wards became known to the (Jreeks ; anil that the

(Jreeks communicated the process to the Itomans,

who spread the invention far anil wide in the

northern countries during their campaigns.
The grain of wheat is generally emplored in the

manufacture of bread among the better clas.ses and
more advanced nations, though rye, barley, Indian

corn, and rice are also extensively used. The
average composition of the grain of wheat is -.

Moisture 140
Mineral matter 1'8

Albuminous bodies (soluble in alcohol). .

.

7'2

Nitrofjeiious matter (insoluble in alcohol). 4'5

SuKar. 2-2

Cellulose 3-0

Starch 65-8

Fat 1^
. Total 100-0

Tlie jiropoition of these ingredients, however, varies

considerably. Much depends on soil and climate.

Taken as a general rule, to which there are ex-

ceptions, tlie wheat becomes more starchy as we
proceed southwards. The .strongest foreign Hours

( i.e. those richest in gluten ) are grown in Minnesota,

Manito>>a, Hungarv, and Kussia. Indian wheat

ustiaily furnislies nwea/c Hour. The principal con-

stituents of wheat mav be separated from each

Other without much difficulty. Thus, if wheat-
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flour be placed in a cloth-bag with the mouth well

closed, and the whole introduced into a basin of

water, and pressed bv the fingers for some time,

the starch is squeezetl through the clotli as a fine

w^hite powder, and the gluten is left in the clotli as

a viscid or sticky sulistance. Again, if wheat-Hour
be Imrned on a porcelain jjlate on a fire, or oven,

or gas-lamp, till it can liurn no longer, it leaves

behind a small amount of ash or saline matter.

Previous to ])eing employed in the fabrication of

bread, the grain of wheat undergoes the process of

milling, with the double object of reducing it to a
fine state of division, and separating the more hard
and indigestible parts (see Mill). During the
grinding operations, the wheat as it passes from
grain to flour nearly doubles its Ijulk. The pro-

ducts come from the dressing-machine divided into

ditl'erent qualities, a (piarter of wheat yielding by
some sys'iems of milling :

Flour, 1st and 2d qualities 71'86 per cent.

Bran (small and large) 'iS'Ol n

Germ, sweepings, light wheat, exhaust
dust, i;c 3-23 "

Waste 1 "

Total 100-00

In the making of bread in Great Britain, the
flours are blended by the baker so as to produce
bread of desired quality. In the making of good
bread three things are absolutely requisite : flour

or meal, yeast or leaven, and water containing
salt. The Yeast (q.v. ) or leaven is added to give

a stai-t to the Fermentation (q.v.) process, thereby
supplying carbonic acid, which communicates a
spongy or light texture to the Ijread. Leaven is

the more primitive ferment, and is simply a portion
of moistened Hour or dough in which tlie putrefac-

tive agencies have begun to work. It may be
procured by allowing moistened flour to lie in a
warm apartment (summer heat) for six or eight

days, and when sufficiently formed, has an acid

taste and reaction, and a somewhat fusty odour.

When brought in contact with a new portion of

flour and Abater, and incorporated therewith by
kneading, it very quickly acts as a ferment, and
develops partial ferinent.ation in the whole. Hence
it is that where leaven is used, it is customary to

retain a portion of the leavened dough for the next
baking. On the Continent, leaven is still very
extensively employed, especially in districts far

from l)reweries. In Britain, yeast is generally
used as the ferment. There are three forms in

common use—viz. 'brewers' yeast,' 'German com-
pressed,' and 'patent.'
The materials l^eing at hand, and the proper

benches, utensils, and oven being within reach, the
baker takes a quantity of water and adds to it

the yeast and salt ; after which the flour is added,
and the whole thoroughly and laboriously kneaded
togetlier till it assumes a ropy consistence. It is

then called the spotxjc, and is placed in a kneading-
trough in a warm place, which is styled setting the
sponge. In a short time, the yeast begins to act on
tlie gluten, starcli, and sugar of the flour, compell-
ing tiie latter to pass into alcohol and carbonic acid
gas in every part of the dough, which thereby
becomes inflated with innumerable air cavities.

When the fermentation has sufficiently advanced,
the baker takes the sponge, adds more flour, water,
and salt, a second time subjects the whole to a
thorough process of kneading, and makes it

into dough, after wOiich he allows the mass to
lie in a warm place for from one to two hours.
The dough swells cf)ns!dera])!y from distension by
gas, and is weighed out into lumps of the pro))er

size, which are shaped into loaves, constituting
the batch, or placed in tin pans, and allowed
to lie for a short time till they get further dis-

tended. The oven has previously been heated to a

temperature of at least 450° F. , which is the lowesb
temperature at which bread can be baked, and
ranging up to 572° F. ; when it has been thoroughly
cleaned out, the loaves are introduced, and the oven
shut up. Until recent years bakers had not im-
proved upon the method used in the l)akeries of

Pompeii—viz. by burning wood in the floor of the
oven itself until tiie ])ropcr temjierature had been
reached, then cleaning out and introducing the
loaves. Latterly, however, this somewhat incon-
venient metliod has been imiJioved ui)on, and many
large bakeries are fitted with ovens heated either
by flues, gas (regenerator), or superheated steam.
The heat acts in dissipating much of the water
from the dough, in distending the air cavities more
fully, and in partially boiling the starch and gluten
of the dough, and developing some gum from the
starch. Indeed, though the temperature of the
oven is much higher, yet the loaves beyond the
mere crust are bathed in an atmos])here of steam,
and are never heated above 215" F. , as has been
l>roved by direct experiments with the thermometer.
One effect of the heat is to arrest any further Fer-
mentation (q.v.; see also Yeast). After about
one and a half hours' baking in the oven, the length
of time being determined by the temperature, the
loaves are withdrawn, and allowed to cool. The
brown ajipearance of the crust of loaves, and the
pleasant taste of the crusts, are due to the action
of tlie heat on the starch and the formation of

Dextrin (q.v.), a sort of gum. The number of

(piartern ( 4-lb. ) loaves which a sack of flour weigh-
ing 280 lb. yields, is from 86 to 96 according to the
strength of the flour. It will be apparent, there-

fore, that as 280 lb. of flour yield on an average
360 lb. of bread, a good deal more water must be
present in the latter than in the former ; and,
indeed, ordinary good wheaten bread contains
al)out 45 per cent, of water. This water is retained
even after the loaf is apparently dry, and e\en
mealy, as the gum and gluten have a great affinity

for water.
Machinery has now superseded manual labour

in many of the operations of bread-making. In a
few of the largest bakeries the flours obtained
from various sources are Ijlended by passing through
a sifting-machine, and are thence conveyed by a
strap or endless screw to large bins. From these
bins, when Parisian barm or brcAvers' yeast is

used, the flour is drawn ott' into barrels or troughs in

which the sponge has to be stirred. The stirring

is usually performed liy means of a vertical spindle

provided with horizontal blades, wdiich is made
to revolve in a barrel or trough. At the ju-oper

time the sponge is enqitied into a kneading-
machine, the remainder of the water and salt is

added, and a quantity of flour is drawn ofl' from
the bins sufficient to make the mass of the desired

consistency. The whole is now thoroughly mixed
into dough. This operation is completed in from
five to ten minutes in batches which will turn cmt
from one hundred to five hundred loaves. There
are several kinds of kneading-machines in the
market, but the two most commonly used are the
' Thomson ' and the ' Pfleiderer ' machines. They
consist essentially of an iron trough provided with
blades revolving in opposite tlirections. In the
' Th(mis(m ' machine tlie blades revolve upon the

same axis, while those of the 'Pfleiderer' revolve

u])on ditJ'erent axes. As soon as the dough is

thoroughly made, it is emptied into troughs, where
it lemains for an hour or two. It is then con-

veyed to a table and weiglicd out, and afterwards
moulded into loaves as already detailed. There
have been several attempts to make machines to

divide and mould the dougli into loaves, but the.se

have not yet been jjcrfected.

The baking business is chiefly carried on in shops
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of motlerate dimensions, in which on an avera<^e
perhaps twenty bags of flour are used per wee^,
liut in many hvrge cities the factory system has
been introduced. Some of these are <")n a very larce
scale, usinj: KXK) to -itXHJ l)a<rs every week. '

PVoni
the nature of the industry, operations are princi-
pally carried on at ni<dit or early morning. In
England till recently almost every family in the
country l>akeil its (')wn bread, Init the Scottish
custom is gradually creeping in, of getting supplied
by a l»aker from a neighbouring town.
The apjiearance which good wheaten bread

ought to present is that of a vesicular or spongy
ma-ss, from which layers can be readily detachecl";
and this, kiiown to bakers as j.ilrd fjrrnrl, is the
best index of good, wholesome, an<l easily diiTested
bread. When the layei-s cannot be detachefl, and
the loaf cannot be crumbled down by the Hn^ers
into a coarse powder, or the fragments " be
thoroughly soake«l and be readily ditlused through
water, Imt become a iiermanent tough mass of
dough, the brea<l is imperfectly made.

Rye-bread is very exten-iively used in northern
Eurojiean countries, where the soil being .sandy is

'

admirably a<lai>ted for the growth of that grain.
It yields a tlour darker than wheat-flour. It is

almost e(iual in nutritive value to wheaten bread.
Harley and oats, which, when used as bread, are '

generally made into cakes or liannocks, possess
also a comjiosition not unlike wheat. Indian corn,

j

which thrives luxuriantly on tlu' American soil, I

and is largely used there for breail, as al.so to a
considerable e.xtent in the <Jld World, is little

ditterent from wheat in the proportion of its in-

gredient.s. Itice is occasionally emidoyed in making
brea*l, but it is not nearly so nutritious as wheat.
Hut although, with the excejition of rice, the

various kinds of grain do not sensibly diHer in
the amount of nutritious matter contained in the
meal, yet there is a great diflerence as to the
quality of yielding a light, spongy bread. In this
respect the flour of wheat excels all othei-s. This
quality seems to de])end ujxin the mechanical
structure of the gluten of wheat, which gives a
glutinous, sticky consistency to the dough, ren-

<lering it impervious to the carbonic acid gas
formed in it during the fermentation, so that the
gas thus imjirisoned swells it uii. The meal of

other grains forms a more granular and less tena-

cious dough, which allows th<' gas to escape with
more or less ease as it is formed. It is thus
inqiossilile to make a light spongy loaf of oatmeal,
liowever flnely it might be ground. In the case of

whole-meal liread, or l)rown l>read, the rough, hard
particles of the bran interfere with the onlinary

tenacious quality of wheaten flour, and make the

dough sligiitly jtorous, so that nnich of the gas
escapes, and thus this kind of bread is never so

niucii raised as liread of tine (lour.

Instejid of raising the dough by the action of

yejust, which decomposes a part of the flour and
cau.ses the loss of about 2 i>er cent., bicarbonate of

soda anil hydrochloric acid, or bicarbonate of soda
anil tartaric acid, are sometimes employed. The
proportions by this process are 4 lb. of flour inti-

mately mixeil with :i2() grains of l)icarbonate of

soda ; to this is abided a mixture of .T) ounces of

water and 6.^ fluid drachms of hydrochloric acid,

sp. gr. 110, or .S'2() giains of bicarbonate, and 160

grains of tartaric acid, and the whole is kneaded

and pl.aced in the oven. When the mixture is made,

the acid acts on the bicarbonate of soda, forming

common salt, which is left in the dough, and car-

bonic acid is li}»erated at every point, and communi-
cates a spongy texture to the mass. This process

is chiefly used in making vholc-mml bread, as the

usual fermentation [irocess would cause too tnucli

change in the bran, and produce a bread liable

to sour by secondary fermentation. It is also
employed in making ' fancy ' and 'small bread.'
Sesquicarbonate of ammonia is employed to some
extent in the preparation of rusks, ginger-bread,
and other light fancy bread ; when heated, it
entirely passes into gas, and thus yields a very
spongy mass. Short-bread is prepared from Hour
with which butter has been incorporated.

Brou-n, Composition, or Whole-flour Bread is
made from the ground but undressed wheat, and
therefore contains the bran as v.-ell as the flour.
Some years ago it was suggested that as the l)ran
contained more nitrogenous matter than the flour,
the whole meal must be more nutritious than the
finer flour alone. But that ojiinion is now con-
siderably modified. The great argument in favour
of the use of whole-meal bread is that it contains
more nitrogen than white bread. This is perfectly
true, but as Mas jiointed out by Wigner, the nitro-
gen of cereals exists in two forms—viz. the
coagulable and the non-coagulable albuminoids,
the former being tliose available for the purposes
of nutrition, whilst the latter are almost useless
for the j)urposes of food, consisting of alkaloids
and salts of nitrogen. The fine portion of the flour
^yas found by him to contain the nitrogen in the
first condition, whilst the bran contained the com-
paratively useless form of nitrogen. A strong
argument against the use of whole-meal bread
is that the gritty particles which are present in
the bran cause an unnatural irritation in the
alimentary canal, and lead to a quicker evacua-
tion of tlie but partially digested ami absorlied
food. This exjdains why brown bread possesses
laxative properties, and why labourers fed on
it consider that it makes them hungry soon
again; they feel that it does not last in the
stomach, and conseijuently think it has little

nourishment in it.

The Act of 188G prescribes that bread, except
French rolls and fancy bread, must be sold by weight
only ; and the Factory and Workshops Act of 1878
regulates the condition of bakehouses. See also
BisciiT, Cekealia, CooKKiiv, Diet, Digestion,
Food, Mill, Whe.vt.
Aerated Bread is prepared by a process

patented by Dr Dauglish in March 1859, and was at
one time very popular, but its use is now almost
exclusively confined to London and district. The
process consists in jjlacing the flour in a strong
mclosed iron box, and moistening it with carbonic
acid water, pre})areil as stated under Aerated
Waters (q.v. ). The dough is then worked up })y

machinery for ten minutes or so inside the box,

from which it is dropjied into moulds, which form
it into loaves. It is then placed in an oven, when
the carbonic acid, jireviously introduced with the

water within the dough, expands, and forms a
light palatable bread. The advantages claimed
for this method of working bread are : ( 1 ) There
is a saving of the whole of the waste caused by
fermentation, which admits of more bread being
made out of a sack of flour than by the old process ;

( '2 ) The process, instead of occupying eight or ten

hours, is completed in half an hour; (3) The cost

of machinerv" and gas is less than that of yeast

used in the old process; (4) The dough requires

no handling to knead it and form it into loaves

;

(5) The bread is absolutely pure—it is simply

flour, water, and salt. Not having undergone the

];rocess of fermentation, however, it has not the

peculiar sweet flavour that we are accustomed to

in ordinary bread, and the palate soon tires of the

somewhat vapid taste.

Gluten Bread is a bread prepared in such

a way that it contains no starch or sugar, so as

to be "suitable as a food for diabetic patients. The
flour is made into a stiff dough with water, and
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allowed to stand for a short time, usually an hour.

It is then kneaded under runninj,' water so as to

separate .and wash away the stareli. When the
wash water ceases to be milky, the remaining
gluten is made u]) into small rolls and baked.
The Kdaltcnittiiiis of bread are dealt with in the

article on ADri.rKUATioN.

Broadalhaiie. See ( ampbkll.

BroaU-l'ruit Tree [Artucarpus incim), a tree

of tlie sub-order Artocarpacea^ of Urticacea' (q.v. ),

a native of the islands of the Pacific Ocean and of

the Indian Archipelago, is one of tlie most important
gifts of nature to tiie inliabitants of these regions,

its fruit sui)plying the principal i)art of their food,

and its inner bark a considerable part of their
clothing, whilst its timber and its nulky juice are
also employed for economical purposes. Tiie genus
to which it l)elongs (Gr. A itwarp as, 'bread-fruit")

Bread-fruit (Artocarpus incisa).

is distinguished l)y having the male flowers in cat-
kins, with a two-leaved perianth and one stamen

;

the female flowers naked ; the fruit roundish,
fleshy, and tuberculated. The bread-fruit tree is

a rather slender tree, 40 to 50 feet high, and often
rises almost half its height without a branch. It

has large pinnatilid leaves, frequently 12 to 18

inches long, dark-green, and glossy. The fruit is

generally oval, or nearly spherical, and about the
size of a child's head, and 3 or 4 lb. in weight. It

is a soro.'ii.s, a compound or aggregate fruit formed
from numerous flowers on a common axis, and is

covered with a roughish rind, which is marked
with small square or lozenge-shaped divisions,

corresponding to the separate fruitlets ; it is at first

green ; when imperfectly ripened, brown ; and when
fully rii»e, assumes a rich yellow hue. It is attached
to the small branches of the tree l)y a short thick
stalk, and hangs either singly or in clusters of two
or three together. It contains a somewiiat fibrous
pulp, which, when ripe, becomes juicy and yellow,
but has then a rotten taste. At an earlier stage,
when the fruit is gathered for use, the pulp is white
and mealy, and of a consistence reseml)ling that
of new bread. In a still less mature state, the
fruit contains a tenacious white milk. The seed-
less vaiiety is of course esi)ecially fleshy, but the
seeds of the normal form are sometimes roasted like
chestnuts or used as sources of starch. The common
practice in tiie South Sea Islands is to cut eacli

fruit into three or four j)ieces, and take out the
core ; tlien to place heated stones in the bottom of

a hole dug in the earth ; to cover them witii green
leaves, and upon this to place a layer of the fruit,

then stones, leaves, and fruit alternately, till the
hole is nearly filled, when leaves and earth to the
depth of several inches are sjiread over ail. In
ratlier more tiian luiif an iiour, the l)read-fruit

is ready; 'tiie outsides are, in general, nicely

browned, and tiie inner jiart presents a white or

yellowish cellular pulpy suljstance, in appearance
slightly resembling the crumb of a wheaten loaf.'

It has little taste, Imt is frequently sweetisii, and
more resembles the plantain tiian inead made of

wheat-flour. It is sliglitly astringent, and liigiily

nutritious. Sometimes tiie inliabitants of a district

join to malce a prodigious oven—a pit 20 or 30 feet

in circumference, the stones in which are iieatetl by
wood burned in it, and many hunilred bread-fruits

are thrown in, and cooked at once. Baked in this

manner, bread-fruit will keep good for several
weeks. Anotiier mode of preserving it is by sub-
jecting it in iieaps to a siigiit degree of fermenta-
tion, and beating it into a kind of paste, wiiicli

altliougii rather sour, is much used when fresli

bread-fruit cannot be obtained. There are numer-
ous varieties of the bread-fruit tree in the South Sea
Islands, and they ripen at diflerent seasons. Tiie

tree produces two and sometimes three crops a
year, in fact is bearing during eight or nine nn)ntiis

of the year. In tiie West Indies and Soutli

America, into wliicli it lias also been introduced,
the bread-fruit is valued as an ornamental tree,

but has not come much into use as an ordinary
article of food ; various preparations of it, however,
are reckoned delicacies.—The fibrous inner bark of

young bread-fruit trees, beaten and prepared, is used
for making a kind of cloth, wiiich is much worn liy

tlie common people in the South Sea Islands, though
inferior in softness and whiteness to that made from
the paper mull)erry (see Mulberry, Paper).—
There exudes from tiie Ijark of tiie bread-fruit tree,

when punctured, a thick mucilaginous fluid [latex),

which liardeus l)y exposure to tlie air, and is used,
when boiled witii cocoa-nut oil, for making the .seams

of canoes, paiis, &c. water-tight, and as birdlime.

—

The timber is soft and light, of a ricli yellow
colour, and assumes, when exposed to air, the
appearance of maiiogany. It is used for canoes,

iiousebuilding, furniture, and many other purjioses.

It is durable wiien not exposed to tiie weatiier.

Tlie leaves serve fen- wrapj>ing articles of food, and
the fallen male catkins turnisii a convenient source
of tinder.—Tlie Jack Tree or Jaca (A. integri-

folia ) is a large and very thick tree, a native of

the East Indies, but cultivated also in the Antilles,

with large entire leaves and much larger fruits (up
to 25 lb. ), of wliich some varieties are as eatable as

those of tiie commoner species. Tlie mahogany-
like timber is known as jacqueira-wood, and is used
botii in l)uildiiig and furniture. Tiie sap yields a
kind of dammar, and is also a source of caoutciiouc.

A. hirsata (Maialiar) yields paper from its bast.

Bread-nilt, the fruit of Brosiinuin alicastrum,

a native of Jamaica, an artocarpaceous tree closely

allied to the bread-fruit. The bread-nut tree is

dia'cious, with ovate-lanceolate evergreen leaves,

and abounds in a tenacious gummy milk. Its

leaves and young shoots are much eaten by cattle,

but deleterious qualities are saiil to Ite developed
in them as tiiey liecome old. Tlie fruit is a one-

seeded drupe, and the kernels, boiled or roasted,

form an agreeable article of food, and are eaten
instead of bread. Their taste resemldes that of

iiazel-nuts.

—

The Pa/o dc Vaca, or Cow-tree (q.v. ),

of Demerara is often referred to tiie same genus.

—

B. atibletii of liritisii (iniaiia and Trinidad yields

heartwood of a ricii deej) mottled Itrown, hence
called letterwood, snaivcwood, or leojiiirdwood.

It is ciiiefly used for veneering.

Bread-rout. See Yam and Psoralea.
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Breadth is a t*rm used bv paintei-s and critics
to imliiute tliat artistic (luality which gives con-
ceiitratiim, rt*iM»st', an-l harmony of eH'ect to a
j)icturt'. In a work tlistinguislied by breadth, the
individual component parts do not force themselves
unilnly upon tlie spectator, the eye is not tempted
to wander aindessly from point to point of tiie

canva-s; in such a jdcture we do not feel inclined to
count the several bricks of the artistic structure,
but we are led to atlmire the general proi>ortitm
and total ert'ect of the building. Breadth of effect
is most commonly and reailily attained by massing
the shadows, ami >kilfully leading the eye through
the half-tones to the brilliant concentration of tlie

highe^<t lights ; and of this miwle of treatment the
portraits and ligure jdeces of Kembrandt are typical
and uiisurpassabjf examj>les. Tiie introduction of
the triangular sjiaces ot shadow, which appear so
frequently in the fort-ground of Waterloo's etchings,
an<f in the landscape work of his contemporaries, is

a well-known conventional and mechanical device
for securing breaiith of eHect. Breadth, however,
may—in the hands of an accomplished painter— l)e

attained mor»' siilttly when tin* greater part of the
canvas is kept in full sunshine and the spaces of
shallow minimise<l (instead of the points of light,

an in the practice of Rembrandt alM)ve referred to);
and of this method of attaining breadth the nu)st
r)erfect examjilcs that art hiis yet jiresented are the
later landscajx-s of Tunien The term ' breadth of
handling,' or 'a broa<l touch,' is used to exjiress

certain characteristic^ of manipulation, to ilesignate

the nractice of a painter who wf>rks with a full

hnisii, and aims less at niinute and searching
expression of ilctail than at truth and Ijeauty of

gener.ll tone, etf'ect, ami relation.

Br«'jnI-fr«M'. See Kaffir Bread, Cvca-
DA<K »:.

Brrakilltf Blllk« in Scots law. signifies

making u-c of an arcicle sumilied in bulk, or in

quantity ; by which act one is .-aid to break bulk,

and is, in conse«|uence, prevented from afterwards
objecting to it, and returning it to the .seller. It

may be necessary to ajiidy for judicial inspection

Wf(»re <loing this, or at Iea.st to give notice to the
carrier or t<> the seller. See .Sai.K of (loons.

Brrakiim llirlosiires. the technical name
of an old statutory oMence in Scotland, which con-

sisted of injuring plantations or breaking their

inclosures. Special punishments were provided

f<)r the purpose i>f favouring planting and inclos-

ing in the 17th century. This would now be

puni>lied a.- iiialiciotis mischief. See I'l.vntatioN.

Brcakspear. See AintiAX.

Br<'ak>vat4'r is a barrier intende<l for the

rotection of shipping in harlxturs or anchorages.

t sfimetinic- happens that, in front of a semi-

circular bay, a small island is so situated as to

form a natural breakwater. This i.-. to .some

extent the oise with the Isle of Wight, which

occupies such a posit itui as to protect Portsmouth

and Southampton from the south. In many other

places, however, bays and harbours are without

such screens. A pier may be so placed and c<in-

structed .xs to serve also the purj)ose of a break-

water, but the term breakwater is generally con-

fined to a structure u.sed solely for protection, and

not for iKMthage or traffic, and breakwaters are

fre<|uently insulated, so as to be cut ott" from any,

communii-ation with the shore unless by water.

I'lvinouth Breakwater is the best known of these

engiiieering works. The sound or harbour, being

open to the south, was so much exposed to storms

that, early in the present centun*-, it was ile-

termined "to construct a breakwater across its

mouth, with openings between it and the shore,

on either side, for the ingress and egress of ship-

r,

ping. The works were commenced in 1812, fioni
designs by Kennie, and were estimated to cost
£900,000. The operations consisted in transport-
ing along a tram-road large Idocks of limestone
got from a neighbouring quarry, shipping them
in vessels fitted with trap-doors," and by means of
these depositing them in the shape of a huge
mound in the required situation. The design
was to carry the rubble mound to a height of 10
feet above low-water, to give the seaward face a
slope of 3 to 1, and the inner face U to 1, and
the width on top 30 feet. As .soon as the stones
began to appear above water, a perceptible benefit
resiilted in the relative calmness of the sound
during the prevalence of storms ; but the struc-
ture was frequently very roughly handled by the
waves, which altered and flattened its shape. A
severe storm in November 1S"24 ovortlirew a length
of 796 yards of the finished work ; after this the
breakw ater was raised 10 feet higher, the seaward
slope made 5 to 1, and the to]) width 45 feet, the
top and slopes paved with ma.sonry, and the top
protected with expensively dressed gnanite blocks,
joggled together and bedded with cement. It was
not until 1841 that the works Avere finally com-
pleted, by the deposit of more than 3,000,000 tons
of stone, and the expenditure of nearly £1,500,000.
The breakwater is nearly a mile long, the central
portion is 1000 yards ; and two wings, of 350 yards
each, extend from the ends of this at a slight
angle. The ojien channels at each end, between
the breakwater and the shore, are each about half
a mile wide, and their depth is respectively 40 and
22 feet at low-water. The breakwater is 400 feet
wide at the base, and 45 at the top—the two sides
being made very sloping for the security of the
st<tnes. The slo[)es and tojt are faced Avith masonry.
The water-s|iace protected by this breakwater com-
prises 1120 acres, and it is generally admitted that
the money has been well spent on the work. The
breakwater requires constant repair ; the sum voted

in some years exceeds £2500.
Holyhead Breakwater was designed by Mr

Kendel for the purpose of converting Holyhead
Bay into a harlxiur of refuge. It is f<unied of

stone quarried from Holyhead Mountain, the stone

being run out upon a timber staging and dropped
into the sea. This mode of construction was first

a<lopted at this work, an<l it permits the stone

being deposited in nuigh weather, when it would
not have been safe to use barges. The rul)ble

reached up to the level of high -water, and has
assumed a se.award slope of 1 in 12 ; the inner

slope is 1
4^ to 1. A vertical wall, 20 feet thick, is

founded in the mbVile at low-water level and
carried up to 40 feet above that level ; the width
of roadway inside is 40 feet. The breakwater
shelters an outer roadstead of 400 acres, with a
depth of from about 20 to 50 feet, and an inner

harbour of 267 acres, with a depth of 3 to 7

fathoms. It was oiiginally contemplated to in-

close the area by two breakwatei-s—a north one
5360 feet long, and an east one 2000 feet in length.

The east breakwater was, however, abandoned, and
the north breakwater lengthened to 7860 feet. The
original estimate was £1,400,000. The stone for

the breakwater v.as obtained by enormous blasts :

one of the mines exploded on 21st May 1857 con-

tained 21,000 lb. of gunpowder, which disi)laced

130,(KXJ tons of stone. On Mr Kendel's death the

comjiletion of the work was intrusted to Sir John
Hawksliaw, who completed the head, which wa.s

founded by divers at a depth of 20 feet under low-

water, and carries a lighthouse rising to the height

of 70 feet al)ove high-water. The cost of the break-

water has l)een £163, 10s. per lineal foot. The work
was begun in 1847 and finished in 1873.

Portland Breakwater is of verj^ great value.
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in converting into a harbour of refuge the ex-

panse of water between the Dorsetsliire coast

and the Isle, or rather peninsula, of Portland.

HARBOUR
or IS =m

p E r u cc

Plan of Portland Breakwater.

An 1847,act of parliament was obtained
authorising the Morks, Avhich were begun in 1849.

The breakwater, starting from the north-east point
to the isle, stretches nearly due north for more
than 2 miles, with one or two intervening open-
ings for the ingress and egress of shipjiing. The
works ai'e of the same engineering character as
Holyhead, but were conducted more easily than
those of any other great breakwater ; for the isle

contains an abundance of stone easily quarried,
and the steep shores afforded facility for transport-
ing the stones by their own gravity to their desti-

nation. The work, linished in 1872, is for the
most part a rough nibble stone bank, surmounted
by vertical walls from the low-water level ; the
depth is about 50 feet at low-water. From the
nature of the operation, any part of the breakwater
became useful as soon as constructed, increasing
the safety of Portland Bay as a harbour of refuge.

A battery constructed of iron and mounted with
heavy ordnance has iieen erected on the extreme
end of the outer Vireakwater, and another has been
placed on the end of the inner breakwater, while
formidable batteries have been erected on shore.
Dover Breakwater has been chiefly useful as the

French mail-packet station. Thei'e is no stone
near to form a mound, as in the other breakwaters
spoken of, and, in consequence, the work has been
brought up in solid ashlar from tlie bottom by the
diving-bell, with the interior formed of blocks of con-

crete. In 1891 a bill was passed for extending the

commercial harl)our, and the memorial stone was
laid by the Prince of Wales in 1893. The work
includes an extension of the Admiralty Pier 580

feet in length, with another new east pier, and
enclosing an area of 75 acres. It is expected to be
completed in 1901. Meanwhile, works for a further

extension in the form of a National Harboui of

Refuge were commenced in the beginning of 1898.

These consist of a further extension of tlie Admi-
ralty Pier of 2000 feet, an east arm extending 3320

feet, and a breakwater 4200 feet long, at a distance

of tliree-quarters of a mile from the shore, to form the

sheltering arm of tiie harbour on the soutii. The
area enclosed, including the commercial hail)our,

will be 685 acres ; the cost is estimated at £3,500,000,

and the whole is to be completed in 1908.

Alderney Breakwater was designed for the
government l»y the late James Walker in 1847.

The situation is fully exi)osed, and tlie depth of

water at its extremity is 130 feet. This break-

water consists of a rubble mound, with walls

above founded 12 feet under low-water. The
work was completed in 1864, but has been at
various times seriously damaged. Up to now the
cost of repairs was nearly £150,000; the total cost

of the structure has been £1,327,050. The length
of breakwater is 4500 feet ; but the outer portion
has been abandoned on account of the difficulty of

maintaining it.

Small breakwaters have been constructed at
( 'ette near jVIarseilles, at the mouth of the Dela-
ware in the United States, and at Butl'alo in Lake
Erie ; but they do not call for description.

Cherl)ourg Break^\ater is the greatest and the
most costly ever constructed. Alore than 100 years
ago, M. de Cessart proposed to the French govern-
ment the formation of a breakwater at Cherbourg,
to be commenced by the construction of a number
of hollow cones formed of timber-framing, sunk in

a line as close as they could be jilaced to each
other, and then filled with stones. These cones, of

which there were to be 64, each about 70 feet high,

150 feet in diameter at the base, and 60 feet at the
top, were intended to form a nucleus to the stone

breakwater, to pre\"ent the stones, during its for-

mation, being knocked about and too much spread
out by the action of the waves. In 1784-88, 16

cones were constructed, and 13 of them sunk ; but
so great w^as the destruction which they underwent
during stonny weather, that the government at

length abandoned the plan, and carried on the

stone breakwater without the aid of the cones. It

was completed under Napoleon III. at a cost

Breakwaters.—Sections,

Plymouth.

Dover.

Scale, in feet.

exceeding £2,500,000. The breakwater itself was
finished in 1853, but since that year large fortifica-

tions have been built uj)on the upper works. The
length is nearly '2\ miles ; the breakwater is 300
feet wide at the bottom, and 31 at the top. The
chief mass consists of rubble or nnshaped stones,

thrown down from shi])S ; but there is a larger ratio

of wroiight and linished masonry than in the

Plymouth Breakwater, consisting of granite blocks

imbedded in cement. The depth of water is about
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6<) feet at low-water sprin j;- tides ; and tlie break-
water rises to 12 feet above high-water level. The
water-space ineliide.! witliin and protected bv the
breakwater is about 2()00 acres, but two-tliirds of
this has scarcely .lepth enough for the largest sized
ships. The relation which this breakwater bears
to the vast military and naval arrangements of the
place will W noticeil under Chekboiri;.

Concrete Brenlnuteis.—The introduction of con-
crete made from Portland cement has in recent
years greatly modilied and simplified the con-
struction of breakwaters. The cement is mixed
with sand, gravel, and broken stone in various pro-
portions according to exposure ; 1 of cement to 7 of
other materials lieing a common proportion for
breakwaters. Sometimes the concrete is made into
large bl.K-ks on shore and deposited under low-
water. < )n the other hand, it may l>e lowered down,
inclosed in large bags ; or it may be lowered down
in boxes, with hinged l>ottoms, and deposited in

COLOMBO

Jln^ a,- /ic/

Sectiuu of Colombo Breakwater.

niiuss on the Iwittom. either within timber casing,
or even without any j>rotection at all. The south
breakwafer of Aberdeen is formed of large blocks
from the lM)ttom uji to 4 feet jilMtve low-water, and
alMive that level of concrete in mass furme<l within

1
temiK)rarj' casing. The CoIoiuIm) Breakwater is

j

com|M)sed of a mound of rubble brought up to 24
feet under low-water, and al>ove that level of con-

;
Crete blocks weighing lio tons each set on edge.
S<mjetimes breakwaters are made by tiivt ilepositing

large concrete blocks of 20 to .")0 tons in weight,
in inerres perdnes style from the liottom up to a
little al>ove low-water, and then forming a mono-
lithic mass of concrete alK)ve, such a-s the break-
water at St Jean <le Luz. The breakwater in

l'eterliea<l Bay (part of the great harbour of

refuge, begun in 1><.S6), is in the Colombo style,

and is being made by aid of convict labour. The
breakwater at FrjiseVburgh, begun in 1878 and
Knished in 1882, is constructed of Portland cement
concrete ; the lower portion is formeil of fifty-ton

bags dro]>])ed from a barge on the system adojited

first by .Mr ("ay at .\l)erdeen. The result at Al)er-

deen )ias not been favourable to the bag-work

system for exposed situations, serious damage hav-

ing In-en sustained by the works. Mr Abernethy
rejiorted to the trustees that a sum of fl 1,000

would lie reipiired to repair the work and make
the stnicture safe. The bag-work has had to be

protected at some parts by large concrete blocks

deiMisitetl in front ot tiiein.

.\laiiy substitutes have been i)roposed for solid

break \vatei-s, such as Hoating breakwatei-s con-

structe«l of timber framework, open iron screens,

t*v:c., but ncme of them have been shown to be suit-

able for actual practice. Close timber-work, filled

in with stones, is found to be quite efficacious ;
but

on most of our coasts the timber is liable to be

eaten by the marine worm, which is an almost

insuperable objection to its being used under
water. See H.vrbour.
Bream, a popular name applied to three veiy

diti'eient kinds of fish, but especially to the firet
mentioned. (1) The Fresh-water Bream (Ahnnnis
brama), a common little fish nearly allieil to the
Bleak (q.v.). It has an elongated.' laterally com-
pressed body, a short blunt snout, and long aiial fins.
The colour varies from silver gray to browTi. It may
measure over a foot, and usual'ly weighs between
two and four pounds, though often more. The
bream is fre(iuent in North Europe, including Eng-
land and Ireland, and lives in great shoals, in quiet
Matei-s. They are shy in habit, hardy in constitu-
tion, and very prolific.' Fresh-water plants, such as
Isoetes, form the favourite diet. At the breeding-
time the males become adorned with numerous
whitish knobs, which become amber-coloured : as
many as four are said to follow the spawning
female. The flesh is esteemed, especially on the
Continent. The White Bream (A. blicca) is an-
other common species, also British, but its flesh is

not eaten, or at any rate not liked.

(2) Quite distinct from these is the large family
of Sea-breams or ^jmrichv, in the Acanthopterygii
division of bony fishes. They have compressed
oblong bodies, one doi-sal fin, with approximately
equal soft and spinous portions, with the lower rays
of the pectorals usually branched, with thoracic
ventrals. They are especially characterised, how-
ever, by the nature ot their" dentition. Anterior
cutting teeth, or lateral molars, or both, sometimes
plus anterior conical canines, are present, and the
palate is usually toothless. The family is a large
one, with 30 genera and about IGO species, occuning
abuiKlantly along the coasts of tropical and tem-
perate seas. They feeil on fiesli or al-riie, and are
for the most part fit for eating. The solitary Black
Sea-bream or Old Wife (Caiitharus lincut'm), the
Common Hea-hreum {J'(igclh<s ceiitrodont iis), caught
in great numbers with the seine net, the Medi-
terranean ( Jilthead

(
C/iri/so2)hri/s aiirata ), and many

Comrnon Sea-bream (Payellus centrodontus).

others, occur in varying abundance on Southern
British coasts. Box, Sargus, and Pagrus are allied
genera. (3) The term Bream is also applied to
liKiiiin rail (q.v.), a widely distributed fish of the
mackerel family.

Brea.Stplate, in ancient armour, was a i)late

of iron, steel, or other metal, so fastened as to
nrotect the chest of the wearer. The backjjlate, in
like manner, protected him from attack from
behind. The two together form Mliat is now called
the cuirass, worn by the cuirassiers of European
armies, and by the household cavalry ( Life-j^iiards

and Horse-guards) in England. See Ak.mour.

Breasts <••' niammaiy glands, are the organs
which secrete milk for the nourishment of the
young in the Mammalia, and from the presence of

which that class of animals takes its name. In the
human subject they are two in number, situated on
the front of the chest. In very exceptional cases
additional glands are found, sometimes in remote
situations. In children they are small and rudi-
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mentaiy, Imt about the age of j)ul)erty they en-

large. In bt)y8 this enhugeinent, if it occurs, jjasses

oft" after a few days, and the breasts remain rudi-

mentary during the rest of life ; but in girls it leads

to the full develo])nient of the organ. Over the

centre of the gland there is a circular patch of skin,

thinner and darker than the rest (the areola) ; and
from it rises a small conical projection (the nipple).

On the ape.v of the nijjple the milk-ducts (15 to 20
in numl>er) open by separate orifices. Each of these

ducts passes outwards to one ilivision or lube of the

bre<ast, dilating beyond the nipple into a sinus, and

Brea.st, showing the lower half dissected, during the
period of lactation ( from Luschka ).

then branching repeatedly to terminate in the
lobules, or clusters of .small rounded vesicles in

which the milk is secreted. The lobules and lobes
are bound together by connective tissue, and well
packed in fat, which increases sometimes to an
enormous extent the apparent size of the organ.

In the adult female the breasts swell a little at
each monthly period. During pregnancy consider-
able enlargement takes place, and shortly after the
birth of the child the milk begins to be freely
secreted.

Di.SEASE.S OF THE Breast are of frequent occur-
rence in women, probably on account of the great
changes in activity and blood-supply to which the
organ is subject.

Fissures of Nipple.—During suckling the delicate
skin of the nipple often becomes abraded. The
ulcers or fissures thus formed are usually very
painful, so much so it may be as to render nursing-
impossible, and fre(iuently lead to abscess of the
breast. Their formation may usually be prevented
by applying to the nipple several times daily
a spirit lotion—e.g. diluted eau-de-Cologne or
brandy—or an astringent— e.g. glycerine of tannic
acid—both before and after nursing is begun, and
by scrupulous attention to cleanliness. When
they have formed, similar measures may be used

;

or oxide of zinc, starch, or some otlier drying
powder, frecpiently applied. If severe or persistent,
the use of lunar caustic may l)e necessary.
Acute Inflammation and Abscess.—Acute in-

flammation of a part of the breast or of the adjacent
tissues frequently occurs during nursing, rarely at
other times. In its treatment, besides mea.s'ures
generally useful in inflammation, tlie free ai)plica-
tion of l)elladonna in the form of ointment or
liniment is of special value ; and care must be
taken that the milk is not allowecl unduly to
accumulate in the organ. When abscesses result,
they should be opened witli antise])tic jirccautions

;

but they are often very tedious and intractable.
Chronic Inflammation of the whole or a jiart of

the breast sometimes occurs, and may closely
resemlde a true tumour. It may disappear under
the prolonged application of warmth anil moisture,
or other remedies which favour absorption, or may
end in abscess.

Tvmours.—The breast m.ay be the seat of almost
any of the numerous forms of Tumcmr (q.v. ) met
Mith in the body. P\ar the most common varieties
in this situation, however, are (jlandular tumours
and la(rd cancer. (Jlandular tumours (adenocele)
vary nuich in size, form, and consistence, but pre-
sent in their intimate structure more or less resem-
blance to tiie normal structure of tlie breast, and
are not dangerous to life. Their removal may be
necessary on account of the pain or inconvenience
they cause the patient. Cancer (q.v.), on the other
hand, is all but invariably fatal if left ahme, and
the whole gland aHected with it should be removed
at once as soon as the nature of the case is

recognised. Unfortunately, however, the disease
frequently returns. It is most important that any
luni]) in the breast, not obviously inflammatory,
should at once be shown to a medical man, though
in some cases it may be hardly possible, even ftjr

the most practised, to decide at once its nature.
Here it must suffice to say that cancer of the breast
very rarely begins l»efore the age of thirty ; in a
Avoman younger than this, therefore, a tumour is

not likely to be of a serious nature.
The male breast is occasionally, Init very rarely,

the seat of disease.

Breastwork, in Fortification, is a hastily con-

structed earthwork of sufficient height to protect
men standing on the natural surface of the ground,
and firing over it without requiring a ' banquette

"

to stand ui)on, as would be the case with the more
carefully constructed work called a ' parapet.' The
ditch in front, from which the earth is taken to

f(n'm the breastwork, atl'ords a slight additional
obstacle to the attack. The inner surface of a
breastwork is revetted (that is, faced with sods,

timber, hurdles, &(:.), in order that it may
stand at a steep slope, thus improving the cover
it gives by enabling the defenders to get close up
to it. In this respect it differs from the still

simpler work called an ^paulemcnt.

Breath and Breathing. Bee Respiration.

Breath, Offex.sive, may depend upon some
cause limited to the mouth or nose, or it may
arise from diseased conditions of the respratory
or digestive apparatus. If, from want of proper
attention, the teeth have collected a quantity of

putrescent particles around them, they must be
well scnibbed Avith a brush and tepid water, with
some powdered carbonate of magnesia mixed with
it. A wash com])Osed of a teaspoonful of tincture

of myrrh or of Condy's fluid in a pint of water is

also very useftil. Occasionally, the secretion from
the Tonsils (q.v.) is very offensive; and then a
solution of nitrate of silver, 4 grains to 1 ounce
of water, should be applied to them every 7uorn-

ing, with a camel-hair brush, and small alterative

doses of medicine administered. Solutions of soda
in water are also very useful. Should the fetid

smell arise from a pinlion of dead bone, the latter

must be removed whenexer it becomes loose. In-

halations of steam from hot water into which some
creosote has been drojqied, is nnicli iecomnien<led

for cases in which the cause resides in the nose and
respiratory passages. When, however, it is caused
by digestive derangements, the treatment should

consist in purging to empty the intestinal canal,

followed by soda to correct acidity, and tonics,

of which the bitter infusions and tinctures, and
the dilute mineral acids, arc among the best.

All mcilical treatment is unavailing to correct

the foul odour which rises from the stomach of the

I
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baliitiml ilruiikanl, f>r from the victim of gangrene
or ah^^^•es.s in the lungs. See also Oz.ENA.

Breccia* a term ailopteil from the Italian to
designate a ma.-<s composed of angular fragments
of rocks of the same or different kinds, cemented
together by an enveloiiing paste, as, for example,
by iiitiltrate<l oxide oi iron or carbonate of lime.
Bones and fragments of Ixmes cemented together by
calcareous matter often occur upon the tioors of
caves in limestone : these accumulations are termed
bo»e-/jrfrri)(.

Brechin, a town of Forfarshire, on the left
bank of ill.' S(mth Esk, Si miles W. of Montrose.
Pop. (1,S.-)1) 6(i3.S; (1 891)" 8955. With Montrose,
&c. it returns one member to parliament. Linen
and paper are the leading manufactures ; bleach-
ing, distilling, and brewing being also carried on.
David I. founded a bishopric here about 1150.
Part of the cathedral, late First and Second Pointed
in style, is now the oarish church, at whose .south-
west angle rises the Kound Tower ( (]. v. ) of a Culdee
college, similar to the Irish ones, ami to the one at
Abernethy, the only other example in Scotland.
Dating probably froin alwut 983, it is 87 feet high,
25 feet in diameter at the base, and 12^ feet at the
top, which is surmounted by a 15th-century conical
roof of '2."i feet. Brechin Castle, the ancient .seat

of the Maules, and now of their representative,
Arthur Maule Kamsay, fourteenth Earl of Dal-
housie (boiii 1878; succeerled 1887), wa.s taken l»y

Edward I. in l.SO.S after a twenty days' siege. The
town itself was burned by Montrose in 1645; and
near it Huntly defeated the retellious Crawfords
in 1452. Dr Thomas (Juthrie was a native of
Brei-liiii.

Brecl\iiiridi;e, John Cabell, vice-president
of the I'liitt'd Slates, was bom 21st January 1821,
near Lexington, Kentucky, where he practised law
until 1847, when he was chosen major of a volun-
teer regiment for the Mexican war. He sat in

congress 1S51 7)'). and in 1850 was elected vice-

president, with Buchanan as pre.-<iilent. In 1860
he Wits the i>ro-sIavery candidate for the jjresidency,

but was defeated by Lincoln. A United States
senator from March to December 1861, he then
entereil the (Jonfederate army, was appointed a
major-general in 18(52, and held some important
commands during the civil war. He wtis secretary

of war in JeH'erson Davis's" cabinet at the clo.se of

the struggle, and e.scaijcd to Europe, whence he
returned in 1868. He died at Lexington, 17th May
1875.

Brecknock, or Brecon, the capital of Breck-
nocksliire, is situated in an open valley in the

middh' of the county, at the continence of the L'sk

and H<»nddu, 183 miles W. by N. of L(mdon by
rail, and 40 NE. of Swansea. It lies in the mid.st

<»f tine mountain scenery, and has beautiful public

walks, the triide-peaked Brecon Beacons (2;)10

feet ) rising to the south. From 1536 to 1885 Brecon

returned one mciulifr to parliament. Flannels,

coarse woollens, and hats are manufactured. Pop.

(1861) 5325: (1891) 5646. Bernard de Newmarch
fiuinded the town, and built a castle here in 1094.

Henry VIII. in 1.541 converted a Dominican friary

into a college, which was rebuilt in 1864 ; the

priorv, now the parish church, was restored by Sir

Gilbert Scott in 1862. The county-hall was built

in 184.3. .Mrs Siddons, the actress, was a native.

Brecknock.shire, or Brecon, an inland

wmnty of South Wales, to the south of Radnor-

shire, from whiili it is separated by the Wye. The
maximum length is 39 miles ; its breadth ranges

between llA and .30 miles; and its area is 719 sq.

m., of which only 43 percent, is cultivated. Breck-

nockshire Is one of the most mountainous counties

in South Wales, and has deep, beautiful, and

79

fertile valleys. Two principal mountain-chains,
the highest in South \Yales, culminating in the
Brecon Beacons at a height of 2910 feet, inter-
sect the county in the north and south, and occupy,
with their oHshoots, a great part of the surfac-e.
Old red sandstone occupies the south and middle
of the county, and Silurian rocks the north. The
chief rivers are the Wye and Usk ; and Llangoi-se
Lake covers nearly 1800 acres. The climate is
moist but healthy among the mountains, and ia
the valley.s comparatively mild. The agriculture,
though still defective, especially in the higher
districts, has been greatly impro\-'ed by the IJreck-
nockshire Agricultural Society, instituted in 1775.
The chief crops are oats ancl barley, but wheat
is also grown in Talgarth and Crickhowell, the
most fertile districts of the county. The native
small black-cattle are reared in the hills, while in
the lowlands the Hereford breed predominates.
The mineral produce is small, consisting of iron,
especially along the south border ; coal and lime-
stone are also found in the south and west. The
Brecon Canal connects the county with the Bristol
Channel, an<l many railways have been constructed
throughout the county. There are .several small
factories of woollens and worsted hosiery ; also
.several important ironworks, liut the ore is chiefly
obtained from adjoining counties. Brecknockshire
returns one member to parliament. Pop. (1801)
32,325; (1871) 61,627; (1891) 57,031. The chief
towns are Brecon (the county town ), Builtli, Crick-
howell, Hay, and Llanelly. There are many re-

mains of British and Roman camps, Roman roads,
cairns, cromlechs, mounds, and castles, throughout
the county. Brecknockshire formed i)art of the
territory of the Silures, who bravely withstood the
Romans. The Normans, under Bernard de NeAv-
niarch, wrested the county from the Welsh princes
in 1092. Llewelyn, the la.st British prince of \\ales,
was killed at Llanafanfechan, near Buillli, in 1282,
and by his fall the native mountain-chiefs were
entirely subdued. Welsh is still the language of
the middle-class and the peasantry. See Jones's
Hi.sfori/ of Brecknochshire (2 vols. 1805-9).

Breda, a town of Nortli Brabant, Holland, at
the confluence of the navigable Mark and Aa,
60 miles ENE. of Flushing by rail, and .30 NNE. of
Antwerp. It formerly possessed the means of lay-

ing the surrounding countiy under water in the
event of an attack, but the importance of the town
as a military position has passed away, and in

1876 the fortifications were removed. Its (Jothic

cathedral (1510) has an octagonal steeple 311 feet

high, and several interesting monuments ; whilst
the ca.stle (13.50) received its present shape from
William III. (1696), and in 1828 was converted
into a militaiy academy. There are manufactures
of car])ets, linen, hats, soap, leather, »S;c. , and dye-
works, breweries, and rope-walks. Pop. (1869)
14,765; (1891) 22,987. Breda is celebrated as the
place wliere, in 1566, the protest of the Dutch
nobles, known as the ' Compromise of Breda,'
against the measures of Philip II. of Spain in the
Netherlamls, was presented and rejected. The
'Declaration of Breda' (April 1660) was Charles
II. 's manifesto prior to the Restoration ; whilst

by the 'Treaty of Breda' (1667) between England
France, Holland, and Denmark, England got St
Christopher, Antigua, and Montserrat, and France
Acadia. Breda has suffered numerous sieges,

having been captured by the Spaniards ( 1581 ), by
the Dutch under Maurice of Orange (1590), by
Spinola (1625), again by the Dutch (1632), and
twice by the French (1793-95), who were finally

driven out in 1813.

Brederode, Henry, Count of, bom in

Brussels, in December 1531, was a leader of the
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disatt'ected iu>l)ility in tlie stni}j:j,'le ajjainst Spain.

He tlrew up tlie ' Ci)ni|intiiiise " ot l.'>(i6, and headed
tlie <lei>utation to whom tlie name (Jueux (q.v.

)

was lii-st applied. He was active in or<^anising

the fraternity, hut the failure of an attempt, in

the following vear. to raise an armed revolt in

Amsterdam, obliged him to tlee to (iermany, where
he died at Keckiinghausen, 2-lth August 1568.

Bree. Matthia.s Ignatit-s van, a Flemish
painter, was horn at Antwerp in 1773, and in 1797
gainetl the jiri.r de Home hy his 'Death of Cato.

'

In 18U4 he returned to Antwerp, where he became
director of the Academy of Fine Arts, and died

15th December 1839. ftis chief works are the
'Entrance of Napoleon into Antwerp,' the 'Death
of Rubens," in the Antwer]> Museum, and the
' Patriotism of the Burgomaster at the Siege of

Leyden. l.'>7l>, in the town-house of Leyden.—His
brother, Philipp Jacob van Bree (1786-1871),
also acquire*] some reputation as an historical

painter.

Breeches Bible. See Bible, p. 127, col. 2.

Breech-loading is tlie method of introducing
the charge into a firearm at the breech instead of

the muzzle. The breech is then closed by a block
of metal which is held in its place by a hinge and
lever, or by a bolt with a bayonet joint, in the case
of small -arms, and in that of heavy guns by a screw
or a wedge.

Militaru Small-arms.—The advantages of the
breech -loading military rifle are very manifest.
It enables a recruit to fire four times as fa.st as
the best-drilled soldier armed with a muzzle-loader,
and a cavalryman to load his carbine even at a
gallop. The absence of Windage (q.v.) rendere the
action of the powder stronger and more uniform,
thus increa.sing the range and accuracy of the
weapon. The rapidity of fire can be still further
increased by the addition of a magazine, as
described under Rifles.
The Prussian needle-gun ( 1841 ) was the first

breech-loading rifle carried by European troo])s. Its

l)reecli is closed by a bolt carrying a long needle.
This is driven by the hammer completely through the
powder, and ignites it in front by striking a patch
of fulminate placed at the base of the sabot which
carries the bullet. The latter is oval, and fits the
bore loosely, the sabot taking the grooves and
causing it to rotate. The cartridge is of thin paper,

and intended to be consumed on discharge, thus
avoiding the necessity of extracting the empty
ca.se. The French Chassepot (1866) is also a bolt-

action breech-loader firing a paper cartridge ignited
at the base.

The Sharp breech-loading carbine, long used by
the cavalry in British India, has a similar consum-
able cartridge. The breech of each of these lifles

is ineff"ectually closed, and the 'spitting' incon-
veniently great, in spite of an attempt, in the case
of the Chassepot, to prevent it by an india-rubber
washer or ring ; nor is the cartridge paper always
consumed. The metallic cartridge (called l>v the
French rarfourhe oht lira trice), which ' ol)turates

'

and seals the breech at the moment of explosion,
has now been universally adopted to remedy this

defect.

The first re-armament (1866) of the British in-

fantry with breech-loading weapons was ett'ected by
converting the Enfield rifle on the Snider principle ;

the result of ex])eriments carried on with fifty

different systems in 1864. The breech-action of this

rifle is well described by its Frencli name, fusil a
tabafiere. The breech-block is hinged on to the
side of the barrel, and contains a piston or striker,

by means of which a blow is communicated from
the hammer to the cap at the base of the cartridge.

After firing, the hammer is raised, and the breech-

block opened like a siiutt-box. The block also
slides nj)on its hinge, and when pulled towards the
butt, catches the empty cartridge-case and loosens
it, so that it can be thrown out.
The Martini breech-action, which superseded the

Snider in 1871-74, and which was retained in the
Enlield-Martini rifle issued in 1888 to the British
army, is a block and lever system. The lever, r,

in fig. 1 is hinged behind the trigger-guard, and

Fig. 1.—Enfield-Martiiii Breech :

A, in section ; B, \vith part of side plate removed.

free at the end next the stock. On being pulled

down, away from the stock, this lever depresses

the front end of the breech-block, hinged at d,

which contains the striker, opens the breech, and
compresses the spring, thus bringing the trigger to

full-cock, and extracts the empty cartridge-case.

A fresh cartridge being introduced, the block is

leturned to its place by the return movement of the

lever, and the rifle is ready for firing. The Lee-

Enfield rifle at jnesent in use has the Enfield barrel

in connection with the Lee breech-acti(m.

As an example of the bolt-action, fig. 2 shows
the GeiTuan Mauser rifle. This action lias been

Fig. li.— Genuan 3Iauser KLfle.

adopted l)v all European nations, except Great
Britain, as being sim]>ler and more direct. To
close the breech, the bolt, a, canying a striker and
extractor, is pushed forward and turned down to

the right. After firing, the reverse process opens
the breech and extracts the cartridge.

The Lee-Metford rifle, introduced into the British

araiy in 1890, Mill be found fully described, with

diagrams, under Rifle. See also Bullet, Cae-
TRIDGE. Revolvers (q.v.) usually have a breech-

action similar to that of sporting guns (see p.

420).

Artillery.—The difficulty of closing the breech in

a simple and eflectual manner, especially with
heavy gains, the structural complications invohed,
the impossibility of using a simple time Fuse (q.v. ),

owing to absence of Windage (q.v.), and the greater
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lireecli.

cost, were long tlie chief objections to breech-loading
artillery. Knipi) ( 1812-87), in Germany, always ad-
vocated this construction, and in 1859 tlie Annstrong

breech-loading system
was introduced into the
Hritish service, only,
however, to be aban-
doned in favour of
muzzle-loading some six
years later. Other
nations gradually re-

armed their artillery with
breech-loaders, and in
1880 breech-loading lield-

guns began again to be
made at WooKvieh Arse-
nal : in 188S tlie heaviest
guns were being so con-
structed. The reasons
given are chieHy due to

fortress and naval re(|uirenients. The immense
power nece.>*sarv to pierce modern shiiis" armour is

obtained by using a slow-lmrning powiler, requiring
the projectile to be held fast until a pressure of
from 1 to 2 tons per s<piare inch is set up in the
powder chamber, which can only be doni> in a breech-
Ioa<ler. The power of the gun is incresused by mak-
ing it longer, and many such guns are placed in

turrets, or other coidineil spaces, where their length
prevents their bein<' loadetl at the muzzle. The
nse of the so-calle«T obturator has met th(> difli-

• •ulty of satisfac-

torily closing the
l>reech. Thea<l-
vantagcs include
better cover for

the gunners, re-

iliiccd size of the
emliiasure, less

smoke in the tur-

ret or casemate,
easier e.xamina-
tion of bore, en-
larged powder
'liamber, econ-
omy in relining,

vVc. , a.s against
Lireater first

cost, expense of

relicwing breech

-

lit tings, and
their g^reater liability to injury on service.

Tiiere are jiractically only three methods of clos-

ing the breech of a gun—viz. the screw, the wedge,

and the intn-ni/ifn/ .screw. In the Armstrong
*crew-gun, shown in lig. .">. the breech is closed

_A-, cd

hfw ill ,' < Ihtiiratni'.

Fig. 5.—Armstrong Breech.

by a ' vent-j)iece,' ri, held in its place by a hollow
' breech-screw,' r, throu^^h which the gun is loaded ;

tlie lever, />, being used to screw it uj) lirnily. A
copper face to the edge of the vent-]iiece, or a tin

cup in front of it, more completely closes the breech,

an<l is the earliest form of ' obturator.' The u-edfje

breech-action invented by Lord Armstrong con-

sisted of two wedges sliding on their sides in a slot,
and also a heavy sliding handle arranged to act as
a hannner, and so tighten the wedges, which, when
loose, could be drawn out sufficiently to admit the
charge. Very few guns were made with this
action.

The Krupi> breech system, shown in fig. 3, has
a round-backed wedge pushed in from the side, and
forced firmly home by a screw and lever handle.
Its face carries a removable fiat plate, Mhich presses
against a Hioadwell ring let into the end of the
bore. It is axial vented, like all modern heavy
breech-loading guns.
The intcrriijited screw system (fig. 6) has been

adopted by the French, by the Royal Gun Factories
at Woolwich, and the Elswick Ordnance Comi)any
(Armstrong, .Mitchell, I'v Co.). It consists of asoliil
steel breecli-block furnished with a screw-thread of
the requisite pitch and strength titling intoa similar
female .screw in the gun. The surface of the block
is ilivided longitudinally into six or eight equal

parts, and the screw-thread i)laned away from alter-

nate porticms. In the gun the parts corresjtonding
lo the smooth |)ortions are left, and those iietween
them slotted away. A turn of omvsixth or one-
eighth of a circle enables the block to be drawn
cmt, and a carrier, hinged to the side, swings it

clear of the bore. The bearing surface, and conse-
quent strength of the screw, is reduced one-half Ity

this method, but this can be compensated for by
increasing its length, Mliich would not appreciably
afiect the time occupied in opening or closing the
breech, or by making it conical, and forming the
screw-threads in steps, with the blank sj)aces on
one opi>osite the .screw-threads on the other.

Additional mechanism and extra leverage are sup-
plied when the size of the gun requires it.

The oliturator, O in fig. 4, the inventicm of De
Bange, of the French artillery, is similar in the
French, Woolwich, and Elswick guns, but the
latter sometimes have adiflerent i)attern, called the
' Elswick-cuji. ' Some safety arraiigenu^nts, making
it impossilili' to fire the gun until the breecii-ldock

is screwed home, are common to all thnie. See
Cannon, Firk.\h.ms, Gun, Kevolver, and Rifle.

Breech-lofuliiiff Sjiorthuj Giot.s are made on a
totally ditlerent principle, called the dro])-<lown

action. Nearly every maker has a patent for dif-

ferent details, but almost all are founded on the

Lefancheux action, invented in 1825. 'I'his con-

sists of a piece of steel called the ' lump,' securely

fastened to the underside of the lireech enil of the

barrels, and about 2 or 21 inches long ;
the fore end

of this lump is hinged "by means of a pin to the

corresponding ])art of the breech-piece (r/, e,,/, tig. 7)

at d, and on this hinge the barrels are moved in

opening and shutting the breech. The lump is, in
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most L'uns, cut into two divisions, c, which tit

into slots in the breech-piece, and both parts

have notches, into which an ingenious arrangement
called, from the inventor, a ' Purdey ' bolt, snai>s

when shut. An additional grip to add solidity is

also generallv provided in various forms of an ex-

tension of tiie top ril), b. The modern breech-

loading sporting gun is generally made hannner-

less—i.e. witliout outside liammers, l)ut the locks,

wliicli are let into slots in the breech-piece, are

usually made, more or less, on the old principle.

A main-spring, on the pull of the trigger, explodes

the caji in the rear end of the cartridge by means of

a hammer, either acting directly through a hole in

the l)reech (as in the Anson antl Deefey lock), or

by means of a detached rod inserted in the hole.

9

Fig. 7.—Greeners Self-acting Ejector Gun.

Fig. 7 represents one of the many first-class breech-
actions. Greener's self-acting ejector gun. A move-
ment of the top lever, a, to the right, simul-
taneously slides the cross bolt from the hole in the
extension top rib, b, withdraws the double Purdey
bolt from the lump, and the barrels tilt over.

Swivels attached to either side of the rear end of

the lump cock the liammers ready for firing again
;

a lever at the same time ejects the used cartridge-

case. The figure shows the gun as opened after

firing the right barrel, from which the cartridge-

case, g, is being ejected, ^yhen the breech is

closed, all the bolts snap into their places. There
is a safety arrangement on the sicie of the gun,
acting on the tri'fger, and another automatically
obstructing the fall of the hammer, which prevent
the gun being accidentally discharged. See GuN ;

also J. H. Walsh's (' ^tonehvu'j^e') Modern Sports-
men's Gun and Eijle (1SS2-S4); W. W. Greener's
Gtui and its Development ( 1881 ), and his Modern
Shot Guns (1888).

Breed, a term applied to varieties of animals
which have been developed more or less directly
under human control. Since organisms are liable

to change, even the encroachment of civilisation

on their old habitats is liable to cause variation.
When useful animals are sul)jugated or tamed by
man, when they are brought under the changed
conditions of domesticated life, and above all, when
their coupling is controlled by human selection,
distinct breeds arise. Some breeds have doubtless
arisen unintentionally, or as we say naturally,
others have froin the first been subject to man's
purposeful improvement. Some have l)een formed
very slowly and insensibly (e.g. race-horse, grey-
hound, gamecock, carrier-pigeon ), while others have
appeared as sudden, more or less abnormal and
pathological, variations (e.g. ancon and mawchanip
sheep, turnspits, pug-dogs, short-faced tumbler-
pigeons ). The slowly formed varieties, arising, like
most of the species in nature, 1)y steady progress in
some definite direction, are more permanent ; the
more sudden sports and fancy forms are less fixed,

and are more apt to revert to the [triniitive type,

or to vary again in some new direction. From
zoologicalanalogies, from the occurrence of rever-

sions, and from dctinite historical evidence, it is

now regarded as certain tiiat very many of the

domestic varieties or breeds with which we are

familiar have descended from a common stock.

The domesticated cattle, dojis, fowls, horses, pigs,

sheep, ike, are regarded zoologically as variations

of one or a few species. The old notion of a dis-

tinct origin for each distinct breed is no longer

seriously maintained. Their history in general

terms has always been the same : wild forms were
domesticated, were allowed to breed among them-
selves, further variations were selected as more fit,

revereions were thrown out, and desired forms
stereotyped by controlled coui>ling.

History.—Domestication began in the early

savage state. Only a few animals were tried, be-

cause few were capable of taming, few promised
direct usefulness, and only a few coulcf endure
domestication without loss of fertility. The aninuils

thus domesticated in ditterent localities varied very

greatly in their ncAv conditions, and as the fitter

variations were selected for breeding, numerous sub-

breeds arose, and the variety as a A\hole came to

vary more and more markedly fi-om the original

wild forms. In some cases, ditterent wild sjiecies^

e.g. of dog, ox, pig—were in this way sul»jugated

and changed, and thus we have distinct domestic
species. In other cases the same wild species would
in its domestication in diverse localities experience
different changes, and thus ditterent domestic
varieties of the same species occur in \arious

countries. As the animals continued—with in-

creased ra])idity indeed—to vary under the mani-
fold inttuences of domestication, the breeder might
set apart one set of variations for one purpose,

another set for another, and thus a breed T)ecame

split up into various sub-breeds. For the detailed

history of the ditterent breeds, the reader must con-

sult the various articles dealing with domesticated
animals—e.g. Cattle, Doo, Horse, Sheep.—AVhat
is true of animals is also true of plants, whether
cereals, vegetables, or decorative ttowers, though
the word breed is not usually extended to vegetable
organisms. De Candolle's treatise on the Origin of
Cidtivutcd Plants (Inter. Science Series, 1884) may
be profitably consulted on this suViject.

Theory of Breeds.—A^'hile the whole sul)ject of

domestication will be elsewhere discussed (see

Domestication ), some general facts in the forma-
tion of breeds must be noticed. (a) The whole
process is started by the lial)ility of organisms to

change, either ( 1 ) in the line of their constitutional

tendencies (e.g. increase of fat, hair, decoration,

strength, swiftness ), or ( 2 ) as the direct result of

novel external conditions, or ( 3 ) in consequence of

the increased use or disuse of various structures.

(b) The process is sustained by restricting the
pairing to organisms of similar constitution. If

a variety were allowed to pair with another of a
very ditterent tendency, the result would be that
the desired variation would in all probability lie

less marked in the ott'spring. The secret of breed-

ing is of course to coui)le those forms from which
a continuance of the ))eculiar features of the breed
may lie most probably expected. Sexual reproduc-

tion, being the mingling of ditterent experiences,

is in itself an alnimlant source of variation, hence
the importance of pairing similar forms. To
analyse the results of domestication is a comjilex
problem, for the inttuence of constitutional \ari-

ability, of restricted or selected sexual range, of

changed environment, of altered function, have all

to be kept in view. The process of breed-forming
is only a special case of what goes on in nature's

species-forming, with those important ditt'erences,
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that the life is artificiallv conditioned, the habits
artificially restricteil, tiie sexual reproduction
artihcially selected. By artificial, we describe
conditions which do not tind any accurate parallel
in nature when unrestricted In- human interfer-
ence. In drawing' analojries lietween the orij^n (if

breeds and the origin of species, it must also l»c

reniemljered that the number and range of domes-
ticated animals is comparatively small, that the
variations desired liy man concern for the most
part the vegetative or nutritive a.s opp(<sed to the
reprotluctive system, and that in many ca.ses tlie

domesticated males are only in e.\cei)tional forms
allowed to become reproductive at all.

Vaiidtionji of Bria/.i. — ^^hile many of the
peculiarities which di.stinguish the various breeds
and sub-breeds are very sligiit, 'no part of the
organisation escapes the tendency to vary." Tlie
skin and its outgrowths of hair, feathers, horns,
wattles. \c., vary extremely in form, texture,
colour, and degree of development. The wool of
Khee|), the plumes of fowls and canaries, the horns
<if cattle, the wattle of the carrier-pigeon, are
familiar examples. The weltbing of the feet of
water-dogs is also an instructive case. The
muscular svstem also varies, especially in response
to increased use or tli.suse. What hai)pens in men
ffdlowing ilitterent tra<les, happens sinnlarly in
domesticated animals, such as l)ea.sts of burden,
when habituated for generations to special services.
Tiie driMiping of tiie ears is also an illustration
of freijuent muscular change. The skeleton, too,
varies, as is well iKjinted out by Darwin in the case
of pig, niiita ox, rabbit, fowls, pige<nis, iKrc. By
attending to such trivial characters as the form of
the comb or the plume of feathers on the head, the
breeder has given ridges to the skull. The various
}»ree<Is of short-legged animals (e.g. sheep and dogs)
illustrate considerable motlihcations of the skelet^jn.

The teeth also exhibit many variations in domestic
animals. The alimentary system and other in-

ternal organs are not such that the breeder can
direct much attention to the increa.se or decrease of

their tendencies, but they do vary for all that.

The bnigs and liver of imprrived breeds of cattle

are found by Professor Tanner 'to be considerably
reiluced in size when compared with those pos-

sessed by animals having perfect liberty.' In the
ca.se of the pouter pigeon, the zeal of the breeder
for the peculiar form characteristic of that variety
of bird, has enormously increased the width of

the esojihagns. The changed conditions of life

frequently render the repnuluctive organs more or

less impotent. Many other modihcations of in-

ternal structure, even of the brain, have been
rec<}rde<l. For a iletailed account of the various

direct and imlirect inlluences of mans control

of animals, Darwin's work on the Van'atioH of
I'laufs ami Aiiiimils iiiiilrr Duincstirntioii must be

consulted, and also such wrjrks on the structure of

our domestic animals as are refeiTcd to under
special articles. It hardly needs to be pointed out

that the characters due directly to breeding—i.e.

t<i intentional control—must be distinguished from
those which are sim|ily the secondary results of that

change of life which is expressed in domestication.

J'rarfirn/ BreediiKi. -On this subject works on
animal culture must obviously be consulted. The
general theory is simple, the practical details

numerous. Since many desiretf variations are

still unstable, the breeder has constantly to be on

the watch that these do not revert under changed
c«mditions, or In-come washed out by careless

coupling. To preserve a given peculiarity, sinular

forms must be paired, and yet this ' breeiling in

and in " may be pursuecl too far to the degeneration

of the stock. Too great attention to non-repro-

ductive characters, in the anxiety to spread and

stereotype some desired feature, may tend to
general reproductive inipotency. When a varia-
tion crops up which is novel "and desirable, the
breeder has to segregate the varying forms, and by
controlling the range of reproduction, manufacture
a new sub-breed. That this has been repeatedly
done is demonstrated by the history of breeds. It
seems tolerably certain, however, that only con-
stitutional variations can be transnutted to the
otispring, and not such as may be imjiressed from
without upon the parent. The latter may in-
deed become part of the hereditary cajiital if the
external condition inciting change persist through
a series of generations. When this is so, tlie ex-
ternally impressed variation l)ecomes deeply rooted,
saturates through the organism, becomes part of
the constitution, attects the reproductive elements,
and may be then transmitteil. See Heredity.
The whole subject of lireeds is one of immense

jnactical and theoretical importance. Without
our existing breeds of domesticated animals, from
silkworms to horses, human life would be a very
ditterent matter. And while the experimental
energy of breeders has in some cases become an
enthusiastic craze, this same energy has vastly
increased the wealth of those civilised countries
where the sul>ject receives most attention. The
body of experimental fact now accunnilated has
raised the practice of breeding from the more or
less haphazard affair of earlier days to a practical
art, in which skill and patient care can (within
certain linnts) insure any desired result. To the
biologist again, the subject is one of nnliounded
interest. For, in the annals of lireeding, tis

Darwin's patient investigations hrst enqihatically
showed, he has the record of a vast series of experi-
ments on the origin of species. On the problems
of variation, of environmental intlnence, and of

hereditarv transnussion, the facts accumulated by
breeders have shed and are shedding a great flood of

light. See Canary, Cattle, Dog, Domestica-
tion, Enyikonmext, Fowl, Hekedity, Horse,
Hybrid, Pigeon, Sheep, Variation, «S:c.

Breeds, a river in Cai>e Colony, rises in the
Warm-Bokkeveld, and Hows chieKy in a south-
east direction through the district of Zwellendani,
entering the Indian Ocean at St Sebastian's Bay,
about (JO ndles NE. of Cape Agulhas, the most
southerly point of Africa. It is navigable for

vessels drawing not more than 10 feet of water to

a distance of 40 miles, and drains a very fertile

district.

Bresenz* a town of Austria, capital of the dis-

trict of^'orarlberg, is picturesquely situated on the

east shore of the Lake of Constance, 6 ndles SE. of

I

Lindau by rail. The opening of the Arlberg Kail-

way (1884) increased its importance. The ancient

Brigantium, it was an important Roman station,

and was for several centuries one of the chief forti-

fied places in Southern (Jermany. During the

Thirty Years' War, the S^\•elles in 1646 stormed

and captured the fortress. Pop. 6739.

I

Brelllll. Alfred Edmund, naturalist, was born

2(1 February 1829, at Renthendorf, in Thuringia,

I and was son of the pastor there. Christian Ludwig
P.rehni (1787-1864), a great ornithologist. Young

j

Brelim travelled five years in Africa, then went to

' Jena and Vienna to study natural science. He
subsequently travelled in Spain, Norway, Lapland,

Siberia, and Turkestan, became keeper of the Ham-
burg Zoological Carden in 186.3, in 1867 founded

the Berlin Aquarium, and died in his native placje,

nth November 1884. His marpuim opus is die

1 Illustricrtes T/tierkOcn (2d ed. 10 vols. 1876-79).

Brehon Laws, the name given by the English

to the system of jurisprudence which prevailed

1 among the native Irish from an early period till
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towards the inuldle of the 17th ceiiturv. The
breitheamhuiii (pronounced brci-hoo-in or brchon),

from wlioni tlie laws have received their name, are

supposed to have been hereditary judges, who
administered justice among the members of their

tribe seated iii the o])en air, upon a few sods, on a

hill or rising ground. The poet Spenser in his View

of the St((te of Ireland, written in 1591), describes the

Brehon Laws as 'a rule of right unwritten, but

delivered by tradition from one to an(»tlier, in which

oftentimes' there appeareth great share of equity

in determining the right between party and party,

but in many things repugning «]nite both to God's

law and nian"s
:

' as, for exami)le, in tlie case of

murder, tlie brehon—i.e. their judge—will com-

pound between the murderer and the friends of

the party inurdered, which prosecute the action,

that the malefactor shall give unto them, or

to the child or wife of him that is slain, a

recompense, which they call an erir : hy which
vile law of theirs many nnirders amongst them are

made up and smothered.' Spenser was ignorant

that pecuniary comi)ensation for manslaughter had
obtained in the ancient laws as well of England as

of most European nations. He was mistaken, too,

in believing that the Brehon Laws were an unwritteji

code. Among numerous portions of manuscript col-

lections of tiie Brehon Laws still existing in public

and private libraries may Ije mentioned those of

the Royal Irish Academy, Trinity College, Dublin,

tlie British Museum, and the Bodleian. These
manuscripts are regarded as varying in date from
the early part of the 14th to the close of the 16th

century.' For the laws themselves a much higher

antiquity is claimed. Portions of them are referred

to in compilations of the lOtli century, and it may
be, as has been suggested, that the redaction of

them in their present form was due to Cormac
Mac Cuilleanain (killed 903 A.D.), king and arch-

bishop of Ciishel, a man of great learning and
energy ; but of this there is no actual record. The
recension of the code, known as the Seanchus Mor,
is traditionally a.scribed to St Patrick (5th century),

who is said to have expunged from the laws all

institutions savouring of heathenism ; and here

again we are met with references to written laws
dating from the reign of Cormac Mac Art (3d

century ). The language in which the Brehon Laws
are composed is Ancient L-isli, and though in general

intelligible enough, it is sometimes rendered obscure

by technical and obsolete legal terms, of which the

exact meaning is uncertain.

The f(n-m of society presupposed by the laws
is such as is known to h-Ave existeil in L'eland

in the earliest historic times. The basis of it is

the trilic, and the principal occupation is the

pasturage of cattle or the tillage of the soil.

The whole community is arranged in a graded
system of monarchs, provincial kings, chiefs,

proprietors, clansmen, and serfs of an alien race.

The land seems to have been divided into two
parts, one as common pasture ground, the other
portioned out among the chiefs and other tribal

dignitaries, with the poorer clansmen and serfs

holding as tenants under a proprietor. The use
of coined money is apparently unknown, as Ihies

and valuations are represented in terms of so many
head of cattle.

Every \y.\,Yi of life comes within the range of

the law ; tlicre are regulations for tlie fostering
of the cliildrcMi of the nobles, for their food
and education, for their dress and its quality,

along with or<linances regulating the holding of

courts and the giving of evidence. And in the
midst of all this, there survive the remains of a
}>agan past not yet eradicated by Christianity,

such as the laws of marriage and magical ordeals.

In 1852 a Royal Commission was ai)pointed 'to

direct, sui)erintend, and carry into effect tiie tran-

scription and translation of the ancient laws of

Ireland, and the pre))aration of the same for

publication.' The commissioners intrusted the
transcription and translation of the Brehon Laws
to the two most eminent Irish scholars—Dr John
O'Donovan, jnofessor of Celtic in the Queen's
College at Belfast, and Eugene O'Curry, professor

of Irish Archaeology in the Roman Catholic uni-

versity of Ireland. Four volumes have appeared
under various editors—the last in 1S85—under the

title of Aneicnt Laws and Itistifutes of Ireland.

Along with the Irish text, an English translation

is given, accompanied with preliminary disserta-

tions and indexes, and they give a vivid and char-

acteristic picture of the polity and social life of a
Celtic people.

Breisacll, Alt, a town of Baden, situated on
an isolated basalt hill (804 feet) on the right side

of the Rhine, 14 miles W. of Freibuig. The I\lnns

Br/siacus of C;csar, it was taken by Ariovistus
when he invaded Gaul ; being regarded as the key
to the west of Germany, it figured prominently in

the wars of the 17th and 18th centuries. The
minster is a ]3th-centnry structure. Pop. 3088.

—

Neu Breisach (pop. 2500), on the other side of the
Rhine, in Alsace, was built by Louis XIV. in 1697,

when Alt Breisach was given back to the empire.

Breisg'ail, a district of Baden extending along
the right bank of the Rhine, from Strasburg to

Basel, embracing the southern Black Forest. The
chief town is Freiburg.

Breiteilfeld, a village of Saxony, 5 miles

N. of Leipzig, remarkable for three battles fought

in its neighbourhood. In the first, fought on

the 17tli September (old style, 7th) 1631, Gus-

tavus Adolphus inflicted a decisive defeat ui)on

the imperialists under Tilly, who, as well as

his generals, Pappeuheim and FUrstenl)erg, was
wounded. The second battle was also a victoiy

of the Swedes under Torstenson o\ er the imperial

forces under the Archduke Leopold and Piccolo-

mini, 2d November (old style, 23d October) 1642.

The third battle was one act of the great ' Battle

of the Nations' at Leipzig, 16th October 1813.

Breiueil; one of the three free cities of

Germany, is situated on the Weser, 39 miles by

rail SSE. of its i)ort, Bremerhaven, and 76 miles

NW. of Hanover. Pop. (1S75) 102,177; (1890)

124,955, or with suburbs, 145,000, nearly all Pro-

testants. Bremen is divided into the Old and

the New Town—the former on the right, the latter

(dating from 1620) on the left bank of the river,

which is spaniRHl l)y four Ijridges. The ramparts

and bastions round the old town have been levelled

and formed into public promenades, which are laid

out with excellent taste. Among the principal

buildings, the cathedral ( 1043-70 ; reconstructed

13th to 17tli centuries; being restored in 1888),

the Gothic town-hall (1409), with its famous

wine-cellar, said to contain hock of the vintage

of 1624, the ' Schiittiiig " or guildhall (1537), the

exchange, the museum, the post-office, and the

observatorv of Dr Olbers, from which he dis-

covered the ])lanets Pallas and Vesta, are remark-

able. Its jmsition makes Bremen the emporium

of Brunswick, Hesse, and other countries through

which the Weser flows. Besides its excellent

water-communication, it is connected by rail-

ways with the whole of Western and Central

Germanv. liremen is an exceedingly thriving

place aiid now ranks as the second commercial

city ill Germany. Till of late all large vessels had

to stop at Bremerhaven. and only sliijis not draw-

ing more than 7 feet^ of water came up to the town

itself ; but a comi)rehensive scheme for the deepen_

ini' of tlie river-bed, so as to allow the passage of
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ships drawing 16 feet of water, was carried out in
1885-95, at a cost of £1,5(X),(KK). Hrcnien carries on
an extensive comnierce with Cireat Britain, North
and Soiitli America, tlie West Indies, Africa, llie

Kast Indies, and China. Its -reat foreign trade, how-
ever, is with the I'nited States, from whicli alone
it imports annually produce of tlie estimated value
of £lu,(M)0,(M>(», exporting in return goocls to tiie

value of about £5,U<K>,(XR). Ihenien shijjs aliout oU
per cent, of all emigrants sailing from (lerniany,
principally to the L'nited States. The total nuniher
of vessels arriving at ISremen annually is ahout
25(J<J, with a tonnage ol" above I,.51XJ,000 lon.s. The
ships belonging to the port number about 400 ( 170
steamers) of a tonnage of 400,000 tons. The
annual value of the imports is over £30,000,000, of

exports £'25,(MXi,(M»(l. Bremen claims to be the lirst

port in the world for the import of tobacco and
rice; for cotton and indigo the fast on the Continent

:

for wool ami petroleum it fairly rivals Antwerp
and Hanibur''. In the vear 1.S5S the imports were
valued at tjiily £H,237,0<')0, and the exports at ab(mt
£S,04»0.(«)0. The chief imports are tobacco, collee,

sugar, cotton, rice, skins, dyewoods, wines, petro-
leum, timber, and hemp. The exports consist of

woollen goods, linens, gUiss, rags, wool, hemp,
hides, oil-cake, colours, ami wooden toys. Large
i|uantities of tobacco are re-exported. There are
manufactures of woollens and cottons, cigars, paper,

and starch, and breweries, distilleries, rice-mills,

and sugar-relineries. The cigar and sugar maini-
l.ictures have of late declined, the former owing to

the increjuse of duty. Uremen is the head(|uarters

of the North (Jerman Lloyd Steauiship Company
( 1857), and has steain-coiumunication with all parts

of the world.

Bremen lii-st became of historical note in the 8th
ctmtury, wlien it was erecteil into a bishopric by
Charlemagne. It soon attained considerable com-
mercial importance, and l)ecame one of the principal

cities of the llauscatic League (4. v.). It fre-

([Uently suH'ercd at the hands of the French, and
was in 1810 incorporated with that em]>ire ; but
recovered its inilependence in 1813, and by the

Congre.ss of \'ieuna was iulmitted in 1815 .as one
of the Hanse towns into the (ieruumic confedera-

tion. In 18(i7 it became a member of the North
Cerman confederation, and m)w it forms part of the

(lerman emjiire. In 1884 it agreed to a surrender

of its piivileges as a free port, to take etlect from
1st October 1888 ; but certain new tlocks and ware-

houses (the Freilitifrn Gc/iirt), as well as the

Bremerhaven docks, are e\ci'^)ted from this arrange-

ment. The area of the territory is about 100 s(|.

m. ; pop., including the town of Bremen (18!>0)

17!t,7l4. The government is intrusted tt) a .senate

of 1(» members, 2 of whom arecho.sen burgoma-sters,

and to a municipal council of 150 burge.sse.s.

Bremer, Fkkiujik.v, the well-known Swedish
novelist, was born at Tuorla near Abo, in Finland.

I7tli .\ugust ISOl ; and was lirouglit uji at Arsta,

ai»out '20 miles from Stockholm. At .seventeen she

wjus taken for her health a tour through Germany,
Switzerlaiul, and France. Soon after, the poetry

of Schiller set her young imagination aglow, and
the restlessness of her temperament drove her to

writing--the ordy outlet for her energy that was
open to her. In 18'28 api)eared the first volume of

her Sketr/ir.s of' Ei-cn/Jiiii Life, but the second

volume, Tin- 11. Faiaih/ ('l8;«; Eng. trans. 1844),

lirst revealed her power. From this time she

devoted herself to writing stories that (piickly

became popular in translations far beyond the

bounds of Sweden, antl she varied her literary

lalMiiir bv long journeys in Italy, England, the

I'nited States, Creece," Palestine, which supplied

the materials f(n- her Homes of the New World

(1853), an.i Life In the Old IVorld (1862). full of

fine descriptions of scenery and vivid pictures of
social life, with sound views on political and moral
miestions. The admirable translations of Mary
Howitt had preceded her in America as well as
England, and insured her an c(|ually warm wel-
come (m both sides of the Atlantic. ( >n her
return to Sweden she gave herself up to philan-
thropy, but more particularly to the education and
emancipation of women, and the consequent pro-
pagandist character of her later novels, Bertha and
Father and Baiif/hfer (1859), was detrimental in
no small degree to their literary value. Her
religious views she set forth in her Morning
Watrhes (1842). She spent her last years at
Ai-sta, and died there 3Lst December 1865. Her
Life and Letters were edited by her sister in 1868,
and were at once translated into English and
(Jerinan. She has been called, and not inaptly,
the Jane Austen of Sweden. She resemblecl the
English noveli.st in delicacy, shrewdness, and love
of (juiet domestic incident, but fell far short of

that .sul>tlety in simi)licity which is the secret of

her charm, and that marvellous insight into Momen,
if not men, on which depends her ))ower. Of Miss
Bremer's stories perhaps the most jierfect is The
XeliihhoHrs (1837; Eng. 1844). Tin- Dlari/, The
Prctiidcnt's iJaiujhtcrs, Brothers and Slaters, Strife

and Peace, and Scenes in DalcrarllK are only less

popular.

Breilierliaven, the port of Bremen, on the east
shore of tlie Weser estuary, nearly 10 luiles from
the open sea, and 3!) NXW. of 13reinen. It was
foinided by Bremen in 1827 on ground acquired
from Hanover, and rapidly became a thriving

place. A second dock was opened in 1866, a
tliiril in 1874; and in 1888 a great jjort, with
docks, was undertaken at Nordenham, on the
opposite bank. A dreary place, with its music-
halls and beershops, Bremerhaven was the scene

in 1875 of a dynamite outrage, the premature
ex[)losion of a mail steamship, liv which 60 ]iersons

were killed. The (Jeeste .separates it from (!eeste-

miinde
(
q. v. ). Pop. ( 1 850 ) 3.300 ; ( 1890 ) 1(),414.

Brendan, St, of Clonfert, born at Tralee in

4.S4. studied under St Jarlath of Tuam, and was
ordained by Bishop Ere. His name is memorable
chielly for his voyages in search of ' the mysterious
land far from human ken.' After seven years'

fruitless wandering he returned, but once more,
in a ship of wood instead of hides, set sail with
sixty fiienils, and at length after many wanderings
reacheil ' that paradise amiil the waves of the sea.'

Brendan founded a nmnastery at what is now
Clonfert, and died in 577 in the ninety-fourth

vear of his age. His festival is on the 16tli of

Slay. The Navlr/atwu of St Brendan was a very

popular book in Western Europe as early as the

11th century, but the two voyages were coin-

pres.sed into one, and many other ailventures

added. In mai)s before Columbus' day, 'St

Brendan's country' is placed to the south of the

island of Antilia and west of the Cape Verde
Islands. See O'Donoghue's lirendenlana (1894),

and Lord But(! in the Srottlsh Rcrleir for 1893.

Brenner Pass, a pass in the Central Tyrol

Alps, on the road between Innsbruck and Botzen,

connecting Cermany with the nortli-ea.st of Italy.

It is the lowest pa.ss which crosses the main chain

of the Aljjs, the suniniit being only 4,588 feet above

the level of the .sea. Lofty mountains rise above

it, but the scenery is less sublime and less interest-

ing than that of any other of the great jtasscs of

the Alps. It is open at all .seasons of the year.

At the srimmit of the pass the traveller lind.s in

(dose contiguity the Eisach, a small .stream, which,

after growing to ))e a considerable river, joins the

Adige and the Sill, a tributary of the Inn ; the
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one stream flo\\-ing to the Adriatic, and the

other into the Black Sea. In 1867 a railway

through the pass was opened, and thus a complete

line of railway communication was established

between (lermany and Italy. This work was
begun l>y the Austrian government when Venetia

belonged to the Austrian empire. The distance

from Innsbruck to Botzen in a direct line is only

52 miles, but frequent windings extend the railway

to 78 miles. It passes over numerous viaducts and
bridges, and through twenty-seven tunnels, one of

which has a length of 935 yards. This line is still

the shortest route between the eastern half of Ger-

many and Italy, though it has now a rival in the St

Gotliard liaihvay.

BreilllllS, the Latinised form of a Celtic royal

title.—(1) The leader of the Senonian Gauls who,
in 390 B.C., crossed the Apennines and overthrew

on the banks of the Allia (q.v.) the Roman army.

On their entry into Rome the Gauls found that

most of the inliabitants had tied save the senators,

'^lio, with pathetic heroism, had resolveil not to

s -vive the destruction of their homes. Clothed in

their robes of dignity or office, and sitting in their

curule chairs, they waited the approach of their

enemies, and received their death in majestic

silence. Brennus plundered the city and besieged

the Capitol for six months, during which time
occurred the famous night-attack, which would
have been successful had not the cackling of the

geese in Juno's temple awakened the garrison.

The Romans were at length compelled to treat

with the besiegers. They offered a thousand
pounds of gold for their ransom, which was agreed
to. To counterpoise the gold, Brennus flung his

sword into the opposite scale, crying as he did

so, V(e vidis ( ' woe to the vanquished
'
). But

Camillus, who had been recalled from banish-

ment and appointed dictator, appeared with his

soldiers in the nick of time, at once set on the
enemy, and after a desperate struggle cut them off

to a man. According to Polybius the Gauls re-

turned home in safety with their booty.—(2) The
Gallic chief who invaded Greece, 279 B.C., at the
head of 150,000 foot and 20,000 horse. After
desolating Macedonia, he forced his way through
Thessaly to Thermopylfe, and hurried on to Delphi
with a view to plunder. The Delphians bravely
resisted, and aided by an earthquake and a terrible

.storm, besides the supernatural help of Apollo,

they utterly routed the Gauls, who fled in dismay.
Brennus was taken prisoner, and drank himself to

death in his despair.

Brenta {Medoacus Major), a river of North
Italy, issuing from a small lake in the Tyrol, and
flowing 120 miles southward and eastward through
the Venetian territory, till it falls into the Gulf of

Venice at the haven of Brondolo. The old bed of

the river was made use of as a canal, which forms
the chief communication by water between Venice
and Padua ; while the Brenta is Intt little used for

navigation.

BreiltailO, Clemen.s, romanticist, the brother

of Goethes 'Bettina,' was born at Ehrenbreitstein,

8th September 1778. Save for the six years (1818-

24) he passed with the ' Nun of Diilmen,' recording

her revelations, he led a restless, unsettled life, and
showed plain signs of derangement some years
before his death at Aschafl'enl)urg on 28th June
18-42. In his earliest poems the peculiarities of the
Romantic school of his time are carried to excess.

His dramatic productions, the best of which is

Die Griindung Prags, are characterised by great

dramatic power, amusing though rather far-fetched

wit, and a wonderful flow of humour. Brentano
was most successful in his smaller novels, particu-

larly in the Geschichte vom bravcn Kaspar. His

collected works fill 9 vols. ( 1852-55), and there is a
good selection by Diel ( 1873), who has also written
his Life ( 1878).

" See also Armm, Ludwig VON.

Brentano. Lrjo, political economist, was
born at Aschafl'enburg, in Bavaria, 18th December
1844. He studied at Dublin, and at four German
universities ; and after attaining a post in the royal
statistical seminary in Berlin, went to England to
.study the condition of the working-classes, and
especially trades' associations and unions. The
outcome of this was his Avork Vn the History and
Development of Eiiiflisli Guilds (Loud. 1870); Die
ArhcitergiklcH der Gcgenivart (2 vols. Leip. 1871-72).
He has been professor at Breslau ( 1873), Strasbnrg,
Vienna, Leipzig. Munich (1891). He supports
the 'Socialists of the chair' {Kathedersozialisten)
against the German free-trade school, and has
written works on wages (1877), labimr in relation
to land ( 1877), and compulsory insurance for work-
men ( 1881), on the English Chartists, on the Chris-
tian Socialist movement in England (2d ed. Leip.

1883), and numerous polemical pamphlets.

Brentford, the county town of Middlesex,
10 miles W. of Paddington station, at the influx of

the Brent to the Thames, which is crossed here by
a bridge leading to Kew. Consisting chiefly of one
long irregular street, it has figured in literature,

not ah\'ays ci'editably. Falstatt' disguises himself
as a 'fat woman of Brentford.' Cowper and others
allude to its 'two kings on one throne.' Thomson
calls it ' a town of mud ;

' Gay has spoken of its
' dirty streets

;

' and its modern condition is not
irreproachable. It has gin-distilleries, a brewery,
sawmills, a soap-work, tlie Grand Junction Water-
works, the terminus of the Grand Junction Canal,
and railway docks. There are many market-
gardens in the vicinity. Here Edmund Ironside

defeated the Danes in 1016, after expelling them
from London ; in 1558 six martyrs were burned at

the stake ; and in 1642 the Royalists under Rupert
defeated the Parliamentarians under Colonel Hollis.

Pop. (1881) 11,808; (1891) 13,736.

Brent Goose, or Brext Baexacle (Bemida
brenta), a species of wild goose, breeding in the

far north, coming south in winter in great niimbers,

and often shot along British and other coasts. It

is common in markets. The head, neck, long wing-
feathers, and tail are black, the belly white, the
rest slaty gray. It is often called the black goose.

It lives on marine plants and small animals'. There
are twelve other species—e.g. B. leueojisis and B.

rnficollis. See BARNACLE GoosE, Goo.se.

Brentwood, a market-town in Essex, 10 miles

SW. of Chelmsford by rail, stands on an eminence
in a well-wooded country. It has a richly endowed
grammar-school, founded by Sir Anthony Browne,
Chief-justice of England, in 1567. There are

remains of an old chapel, dedicated in 1221 to St

Thomas a Becket. Pop. 4949.

Brenz, Johann, the Reformer of Wiirtemberg,

was born 24th June 1499, at Weil, in Swabia, and
went in his thirteenth year to study at Heidelberg.

From Luther's visit to Heidelberg in 1518 he

became his zealous adherent, and after his appoint-

ment as a preacher in the imjjerial free city of

Hall, in Swabia ( 1522), he openly attached himself

to the Reformation. He was %it the Marburg
Disputation in 1529, and the Diet of Augsburg in

1530, and in 1536 was summoned by Duke Ulrich

to Wiirtemberg to lead the Reformation there.

For his energetic opposition to the Interim of

Charles V. he A\as forced to flee to Stuttgart, where

in 1553 he became 'propst' (or sujjerintendent ),

and died 11th September 1570. Brenz was co-

author of the Wiirteml)erg Confession of Faith,

and his Catechism (1551) has held the next place

to that of Luther in Protestant Germany. Eight
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volumes of his collected works were published in
l.iTtl tK). See his biography by Hartniann (1862).

Brescia, a city of Italy, in Lonibardv, 51
niile> E. of Milan by rail. It i.s romantically
sitiiatt'd on thf rivers Mella and Garza, in a wide
fertile plain, at the base of several hills, on the
summit of one of which is an old ca.stle formerly
known as the P'alcon of Loml)anly. The city is

for the most part regularly built, and besides two
catheilrals—the old (dating from the 7th century),
and the new ( 16<>4-18'25)—it has numerous ancient
churches, and the Tosi Gallery or Town Museum,
adorneil with pictures and frescoes, including many
by miisters of the Venetian school. The olil

Broletto Palace dates from the 12th centurj-. A
valuable public library, the Bibliotcca Quiriniana,
was founded and nobly endowed in 1750 by
Canlinal «4»uirini ; it contains 40,00() volumes, with
many rare manuscripts. The Temple of Hercules,
built by Ve.spiusian. and excavated in 1822, forms a
repositorjk" for classical antiquities. The cemeterv,
founiU*<l in ISlO, is regarded as the linest in Italy,

A statue «>f Arnold (4. v, ) of Brescia was unveiled
in 18S2. Brescia has manufactures of woollens,
silk, leather, paper, arms, cutlery, \c., and its

wine is of g<M>d <jiiality. Brescia, whose old name
was Bri-cin, is supposed to have been founded by
the Etruscans ; it was a town of the Cenomani,
an<l its inhabitants were. allied with the Romans
when Hanniltal cros.sed the .\Ii)s. It was captured
by the Huns, and piis.sc<l throu<di the hands of

Lombards, Charlemagne, the Fraiiks, the Germans,
and wius taken by tin' French under Gaston de Foix
in l.")12. The republic of Venice held it till its own
downfall in 17!>7. In March 1.S49, Brescia, as the
only inioortant town onposed to Austiian iiile in

Linnbjinly, was l)esieged bv Haynau, and forced to

capitulate. The city ami province were incor-

{Kirated with the kingilom of Italv after the war of

1859. i'op. (18SJ2) Gt»,.-)(JO.

Breslaii, the capital of Pnissian Silesia, 150

miles SK. of Frankforton< )der by rail, is situated

at the conlluence of the Uhlau and tMer, which
divides it into two parts, connected l)y numerous
hantls<jme bridges. The fortifications were con-

vertetl in IHI."? into lieautiful promenatles, and the

ditch has Wen transformed int<» an ornamental
sheet of water. The streets of the new oortion of

Breslau are spacious ami regular, and trie houses

stately and hamlsome, airording a plea.sant contrast

to the sombre, massive structures of the old town.

Educational institutions are numerous, including a

uoiversitv fouiuled by the Emperor Leopold I.

in 1702, and attendeii in 1886 by 1436 students.

The library- contains 3(K),(XJ0 volumes. Besides a

cathedral (1148 1680; restored 1875). Breslau has

many churches, the most remarkable lieing the

Protestant clnirch dedicated to St Elizabeth, with a

steeple 29S feet in height, and a splendid organ ; a

Jewish synagogue ; and a bishop's palace. The
other buildings include the Pvathhaus, the royal

palace, now used as government buildings, ex-

change, barracks, and court hou.se. Breslau has

many hospitals and charitable institutions. The
iM>sition of Breslau, in tiie centre of the mami-
fiicturing districts of the prtjvince, secures it a large

tra<le, which its railway connection with all the

important cities on every side, in addition to the

facilities of communication which the < )der ationls,

enables it to turn to the best account. Linen fairs

are held, and it is a great wool-mart. It has manu-
factures of linen, woollens, cotton, silks, lace,

jewelry, machines, earthenware, soap, alum, starch,

&c., vi-ith many distilleries; and a tiade in corn,

coal, metals, "timber, hemp, and Hax. Breslau

Is a citv of Slavonic origin, an<l was for many
centuries occupied alternately )>y the Poles and the

Bohemians. It afterwards passed to Austria, from
w^liich it was taken by Frederick II. of Prussia in
1741. Six years afterwards it was captured by
the Austrians after a bloody battle, but retaken
by Fredeiick in about a month. From that time
until 1814 it was fieciuently besieged. Since 189U
Breslau is to be iiuule again a tirst-class fortress by
means of detached forts. It is the second city of
Prussia, and tiftli largest in the empire. fop.
(1870) 207,997; (1885) 299,405; (1890) 335,186 (37
per cent. Catholics, 6 per cent. Jews).

Bressay, one of the Shetland Isles, separated
from Lerwick by Bressay Sound. It is 6 miles long,
1 to 3 miles in breadth, and lOJ sq. m. in area.
The prevailing rocks are Devonian. Flag and
looling stones are quarried for exportation. The
coast is rocky, there are several caverns, and the
highest point is 724 feet above sea-level. Pop.
799, most of them fishermen. Bressay Sound is

one of the finest natural harbours in 'the world,
and is a rendezvous for herring-boats, and for all

whalei-s and other vessels proceeding north. In its

west centre is the harliour of Lerwick with light-

house. East of Bressay, and separated from it by
a narrow and dangerous sound, is a rocky isle,

called Noss, 6 miles in circuit, girt on all sides by
perpendicular cliHs, and rising aliruptly from the
sea to the height of nearly 6(M) feet, with a tlattish

ton. A detached rock or holm, on the south-east
side, in former years communicated with Noss by
means of a cradle or wooden chair run on strong
ropes stretchetl across a yawning gulf, and admitting
a man with a sheep to be drawn over at a time.

Brest, a strongly fortified city in the depart-
ment of Finistere, one of the chief naval stations of

France, is situated 3S9 miles by rail W. of Paris, on
the north side of the Bay or Road of Brest. One of the
finest harbours in Europe, the roadstead is formed
by the promontory of Finistere on the north and
Keleriin on the south, and is broken uj) into various
bays formed by the mouths of streams as they enter
the bay. The only entrance to the bay is by a
narrow channel called Lc Goulct, which is scarcely

a mile wide, and is strongly defended by l)atteries

;

the difficulty and danger of access to hostile ships

being increased l>v rocks in the middle of the
channel. The roadstead from this entrance to the

nujuth of the Elon is aljout 6 miles in length.

Under Napoleon III. £600,(XX) was expended on
harbour and fortification works, and a further

sum of fl,500,fK)0 between 1883 and 1894. The
small river Penfeld flows through the town; on
its left bank is the town proper, on its right the

suburb of Recourrance, connected by a splendid

iron swing-bridge ( 1861 ), 65 feet high, and 347 long.

Brest Is, on the whole, iiTegularly built on an
uneven site, and has steep, narrow, dark, and very

dirty streets. In some places, communication be-

tween the lower and upper parts of the town can be

effected only by staii-s. The fine promenade known
as the Cou'rs ilAjot runs along the shore to the

south of the town, and is planted with trees.

There are an old castle, an exchange, town-

house, naval hospital, lyceura, observatorj-, and

public librarv. The manufactures include leather,

wax-cloth, paper, and rope ; the exports are

chiefly beer, grain, brandy, and fish. Brest

has 'extensive shipbuilding yards, rope-walks,

storehouses, kc. ; extensive quays, arsenals, and

dry-docks ; its industry is chiefly confined to the

equipment of the navy' in its various branches. It

has telegraphic communication Avith America by a

submarine cable. The Bagnes or hulks were closed

in 1860, and the prison is now used as a storehouse.

The splendid position of Brest made it an object

of contention to French, English, and Spaniards.

The Count of Leon ceded Brest to the first Duke
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of Brittany in 10-40 ; it was given up to the English

by Duke John IV. in 1372, but again came into the

hands of the dukes ; it was held by an English

garrison till 1397. Again held by the English, it

was retaken by the French, to whom it passed on

the marriage of Louis XII. to Anne of Brittany.

In 1631 Cardinal Richelieu resolved to nuike it a

naval station, and commenced the fortifications,

which were completed by Vauban, ]>ut have since

been greatly extended. In 1694 the English under
Lord Berkeley were repulsed here with great loss.

In 1794 the French fleet under Admiral Villaret-

Joyeuse was defeated off Brest bv the English

fleet under Admiral Howe. Pop. '(1872) 66,272;

( 1886) 70,778 : ( 1891 ) 7r).S.34.

Brest LitOVSk (Polish Brzcsc), a strongly

fortifled town of the province of (4rodno ( Russian
Poland ), on the Bug, commands the intersection of

several important railways, being 132 miles ESE. of

Wai-saw, and 682 miles WSW. of Moscow. It has
vast magazines and military stores, and has an
extensive trade in its cloth manufactures, Russian
leather, soap, and wood. Once the occasional

residence of the kings of Poland, it is now the seat

of a Greek and an Armenian Catholic bishop. It

fell to Russia in 179.3. Pop. 45,137.

Bretagne. See Brittany.

Brethren. See Brotherhoods.

Bretigny. a village in the French department
of Eure-et-Loir, 20 miles S. of Paris by rail. Here,
in 1360, Edward III. concluded a peace with France,
by which John II. of France was released from his

captivity in England on agreeing to pay three
million crowns for his ransom, whilst England re-

nounced her pretensions to Normandy, Anjou,
Maine, and Touraine, and was confirmed in posses-

sion of (iascony, Guienne, and several other parts
in France, recently acquired by conquest.

Breton, Jules Adolphe, born in 1827, the
son of the flavor of Courrieres, was educated at St
Omer and at Douai, and trained as a painter under
Felix Devigne at Ghent, and in Drolling's atelier

at Paris. The subjects of his earlier pictiires, such
as ' Misere de Desespoir ' ( 1849), are taken from the
French revolutionary period ; but he soon turned
to the scenes from peasant life which he has
treated in a most poetic and suggestive manner,
A\ith an admirable union of style with realism. In
1853 he exhibiteil ' Le Retour des Moissonneurs,'
and in 1855 his celebrated ' Les Glaneuses. ' He is

represented in the Luxembourg by ' La Benediction
des Blcs '

( 1857 ), admira])le for its rendering of sun-
light ;

• Le Rappel iles Glaneuses '
( 1859) ; and ' Le

Soir' (1861). His later works are simpler in their
component parts and larger in the scale of their
figures, and of these ' La Fontaine ' is a typical
example. Breton is also known as a poet ; and his
brother and pupil, Emile Adelard Breton, is a dis-

tinguished landscape-painter.

Breton de los Herreros, Don Manuel,
Spanisii dramatist, was born in 1800 at Quel, in
the i)rovince of Logrono, and served as a volunteer
in the army from 1814 to 1822. Su1>sequently he
held several government oflices, but was always
losing them—finally in 1840—on account of Iris

expression of Liberal opinion. He died at Madrid,
13th November 1873. His poems fill 5 vols. ( Madrid,
1850-52), and a selection ajipeared at Paris in 1875.
He brought out upwards of 150 pieces, partly
original, jjartly adaptations from tiie older Spanish
classics, and partly translations from the Italian
and French, most of whicli have l)een iiighly popu-
lar. Indeed, Senor Riano says, ' he was unrivalled
in Spain in the comic situations of his plays, in
originality, in the delicacy with wliidi lie coi)ied the
ty^Jes of the middle classes, tiie facility \\ itli which

he versified liis dialogues, ami his extraordinary
fecundity.'

Bretsehneider, Heinrich Gottfried von,
asatiri.st, of unsetlU'd life and eccentric habits, born
at Gera in 1739, from the Moravian Institute at

Elbersdorf passed to the Gynmasium at Gera, ami
at seventeen entered the army. In 1778 he be-

came librarian to the university of Ofen (Buda),
and in 1782 Joseph II. gave him a government
appointment. He died in 1810. Of his numerous
works, including plays and poems, the chief are
his satires, Alinanach dcr Hcilkjcn auf 17SS and
Wullcrs Leben und Sittcu ( 1793).

Bretsehneider, Karl Gottlieb, a distin-

guished German theologian, born lltli February
1776, at Gersdorf, in Saxtmy, studied theology at
Leipzig, was appointed pastor at Schneeberg in

1807, general superintendent at Gotha in 1816, and
afterwards councillor of the Upper Consistory there.

He died at (Jotha, 22d January 1848.*^ Bret-
sehneider established a reputation as a sound and
judicious thinker of rationalistic bias, and liis

theological writings are admitted to have a per-

manent value. In 1820 appeared his Prubabilia de
Enntgclii et Ejiisiolaruiii Johannls ApostoU Imlolc
et Origine, an attack upon the Johannine author-
ship from internal evidence, and in 1824 his Lexicon
Mamiale Gricco- Latin um in Libras Novi Testa-

menti. Another work of importance is his Hand-
bitch der Dogmatik (4th ed. 1838). Besides these,

Bretsehneider wrote on various theological ques-

tions and controversies. An autobiography was
published at Gotha in 1851.

Bretten, a town of Baden, the birthplace of

Melanchthon, 16 miles ENE. of Karlsruhe by rail.

The house in which the Reformer was born belongs
now to a foundation bearing his name for the

support of poor students, established in 1861. A
monument was erecleil in 1867. Pop. 4020.

Bretts and Scots, the Laws of the ( Lat.

Leges inter Brettus et Srotos), the name given in the
13th century to a code of laws in use among the
Celtic tribes in Scotland. The ' Scots ' were the
Celtic people dwelling in the western and more
mountainous districts north of the Forth and the
Clyde, who, when it became necessary to distin-

guish them from the Tetitonic inhabitants of the
low country, received the names of ' the Wild
Scots,' ' the Irisliry of Scotland," and, more recently,

'the Scotch Highlanders.' The ' Bretts ' were the
remains of tiie British or Welsh people, who were
at one time the sole or chief inhabitants of the
region now divided into the shires of Dumbarton,
Renfrew, Ayr, Lanark, Peebles, Selkirk, Rox-
burgh, Dumfries, and Cumberland. This province

was for some centuries an independent kingilom,

known by the names of 'Cumbria' and ' Strath-

clyde. ' It became about the middle of the 10th

century a tributary i)rincipality held of the king
of the English, by the heir of the king of the Scots.

It so continued till after the beginning of the 12th

century, when Cumberland having been incorpor-

ated with England, the gradual absorption of the

rest of the territory into the dominions of the king
of the Scots seems to have been imi)erceptibly com-
pleted. The last ' Prince of Cumbria ' named in

record was the brother and heir of Alexander I. of

Scotland, 'the Earl David,' as he was called, who,
on his brother's death in 1124, himself became king
of the Scots. No more is heard of Cumbria as

a principality ; but ' the Welsh ' continue to be

named among its inhabitants, in the charters of

King David's gramlsons—Malc<dm the Maiden
(1153-65), and William the Lion (1165-1214).

And they seem to have retained more or less of

their ancient Celtic laws until after the beginning
of the 14tli century. It was not until the year
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1305 that an ordinance of Edward I. of England
who appeared then to have reduced all Scotland to
his subjection, <lecreed ' tluit tlie usa-,'es of the
Scots and tlie Hretts he abolished, and no more
usetl." It is unknown how far this prohibition took
ertect. Of the code wiiich it proscrilied, only a
fragment lias been preserved. It was printed
by Sir Jolm Skene, in iiis Rerjiam Mujestatem
( 1609) ; and by Tliomas Tliomson'and Cosmo Innes,
in the A<t.s <,f tli> Pur/iauictits of Scotfaiu/, vol. i.

( 1844), wliere tiie laws are given in three languages— Latin, French, and English. The French version,
which is the oldest, is jirinted from a manuscript of
alMjut 1'270, formerly in the public library at Bern,
in Switzerland, now in the Register ' House at
Edinburgh. Tlie fragment of the ' laws of the Bretts
and the Scots' tlius published, is of mucii the same
nature as the ancient laws of the Anglo-Sa.xons,
the Welsh, tlie Irish, and other nations of Wcsteni
Europe. It fixes the n-o, or price at which every
man wjus valued, according to his degree, froiii

the king down to tiie churl, an<l which, if he
were slain, was to be naid to his kindred by the
homicide or his kindred. The cro of the king was
10(H) cows : of the king's s(m, or tif an earl, 150
cows ; of an earl's son, or of a thane, 100 cows ; of a
thane's son. Gtiij cows ; of the nephew of a tliane,
or of an ogthieni, 44 cows and 21

>i
pence; {uid of

a villain or fhurl, l«j cows— all persons of lower
birth than a tiianes iie|>hew or an ogthiem being
accounted villains or thurls. The cro of the
married woman was le.ss by a third than the cro of
her husliand. The cro of the unmarried woman
was as much a-s the cro of her brother. A chapter
'of blood-drawing'—corresponding with the mod-
wytc of the F^nglish—fixes the fine to l)e paid for
a blow t4) the eM'usion of blood, according to the
degree of the person wounded and the place of the
wouml.

Br<'t>vaI(Ia, a title of supremacy among the
early Anglo .S.ixon kinjrs, the exact signification

and history of which are highly uncertain. The
Aiii//i)S(tjoii C/ironi'ff says of Egbert, 'and he was
the eighth king that was Bretu-ulila,' and the word
only occurs elsewhere in an English and Latin
charter of .\thelstan in 034, in which that king is

styled ' King of the .Vnglo-Saxons and Jlri/tKcn-

inililit of all the islaml.' I*algra\e attcmi»ted to

explain the title as ' wielder of Britain,' an honour
to which the most powerful king was elected, and
which was substantially an assertion of a kind of

continuity with the old Roman imperial power
within the island. Kemble explained the word as

merely 'wide ruler' (f/ri/lni, 'broad'), and ridi-

culed the idea of iiny kind of federation and elective

hegemony among the early English kings. Free-

man inelines to ' an intermediate position between
Kemble and I'algrave,' but refuses to admit the

idea of Roman inlluence, maintaining that the

institution was of purely En^dish growth. See

note B to vol. i. of Freeman's Xonnan Cotiquest.

Br<'llullol, I'KTKR, the founder of a family of

Dutch paiiitei-s, was born in the village of Breughel,

near Breda, in \.'A0 (or, as others say, 1.530), and

dieil at Brussels in l.">()9. After travelling through

Italy and Fiance, he fixed his residence at Antwerp,

wliere he was elected to the Academy. He painted

chietlv the pleasures of mstic life, which he trans-

ferre<l to Ids canvas with vivid colouring, and at

times iinneccssarv coarseness. His son, I'KTKH, dis-

tinguishe.l bv the strange title ' Helli.sli Breughel

—becau.se he loved to paint scenes in which the

leading characters were devils, hags, or robbers-

was i»orn about 1559, and died 1637.—J-VN, brother

of the preceding, usually called 'Velvet Ikeugbel,

from his rich dress, was bom in 15()9, and died m
1625. He was chietlv a flower painter, but was

also distinguished for his landscapes and for his
minute finish of small figures. He painted several
works in concert with Rubens, who supplied the
chief figures.—Other membei-s of the same family
attained to some note, in most cases as painters of
stiU-life. See monograph by Michel (Paris, 1892).

Breve, a note in Music. The name was origin-
ally applied to the shortest of the three notes used
in early music, but is now appropriated to the
longest note met with, and it occurs but seldom,
except in church music, modern music being divided
into bars which usually fall short of it in length.
It has the time-value of two semibreves, and was
formerly written thus, CS, now o or o,. The ex-
pression (i//f( brccc at the beginning of a piece

—

also denoted by the vertical stroke through the

sign of common time, (|)—signifies that the time-
value of the notes is reduced to one-half.

Breve, or Biueve, in the practice of the Scots
law, is a writ issuing from Chancery in the name
of the crown, to a judge, ordering "liini to try by
jury the points or ijuestions stated in the breve.
In ancient times these writs appear to liave been
the foundation of almost all civil actions in Scot-
land ; but latterly they have Iteen used only in the
following cases : ( 1 ) Breve of Im^uest, now, how-
ever, superseded by a petition ot service to the
sheritV to ascertain the heir of a deceased person.
(2) Breve of Tutory, the purpose of which is the
appointment, as guardian to a pupil, of the nearest
agnate or person most nearly related through the
father, of lawful age. (3) Treves of Idiotry and
Furiosity, for the ai)pointment, in case of ascer-
taintMl insanity, of the nearest male agnate, of
lawful age, as guardian or curator. Proceedings
2 and 3, however, are much superseded by the
appointment of judicial officers. (4) Breve of
Terce is to enable a widow to recover her terce
or dower. It is issued to the sheriti" of the county,
who divides the possession of the land between
the \yid()w and the heir (see TlCRCE). (5) Breve
of Division amongst lieirs-portioners. By means
of this breve an heir-portioner—i.e. one of two
or more sisters succeeding in ecjual portions to a
landed estate—may have her share of the lands
separated or set apart by a judge, who appoints
an inquest, or jury of fifteen persons. An arbi-
tration or ordinary action is now more generally
resorted to. See Hkiks-poktioners.

Brevet ( Fr. , ' a writ or ' warrant' ), in tlie British
army, is a promotion of olficers by selection to a
higher rank irresjiective of there being any vacancies
in its established numbers. A general promotion
by brevet used formerly to be made once in about
six years ; but more recently it was limited to very
special occasions, as a coronation, the birth of an
heir to the throne, the termination of some great
war, «S:c., and given only to (officers who had some
particular claim to promotion. A brevet was deter-

mined on l)y the cabinet, and carried out by the
commander-in-chief. It hail formed part of the
British military system ever since the time of

James 11. ; but it was unsatisfactory, becau.se the
flow of promotion caused by it was arbitrary, uncer-

tain, and much liable to abuse. There were brevets

in 1837, 1838, 1841, 1846, 1851, and 1854, some of all

ranks, from lieutenant-general to captain, receiving

promotion. On one of these occasions, 200 colonels

were at once nia<le major-generals. The increase

of pay following tiieir promotions was in 1837

£11,000; in 18.38, £7000; in 1841, £15,000 ; and in

1846, £21,000, iK:c. ; but it must not be forgotten

that death and sales had in the intervals cleared off

jierbaps an equal number of officers at the higher

rates of pay. In 1854 the new major-generals

alone involved an additional charge of £18,000 a
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year. In that year general brevets were abolished

—a fixeil establishment of general officers being

substituted : but individual brevets were still given

to Held-otlicers after live years' service in each rank,

and to all officers, except subalterns, for distin-

guished service in the held. This promotion carried

with it the higher rate of pay, but was neither

purchasalde nor saleable. It has never been given

to olHcers below the rank of captain, and now
(ISS8) is only conferred for distinguished .service.

The ln)lder retains his place and rank in his

regiment if it is alone, but if acting with other

troops he will take command of the whole force,

provi<led that he is senior by brevet, or, as it is

called, ' army ' rank, to the other officers. This

rule has been known to cause a change of command
in the middle of an operation, which, on active

service, is very undesirable. The official title of an
officer holding brevet rank is captain and brevet-

major, or major and brevet-lieutenant-colonel, or

lieutenant -cohmel and brevet-colonel, as the case

may be ; but an officer may have as many as three

brevets, and be a captain and brevet-colonel. All

colonels are placed on a seniority list for promotion
to major-general, so that it is possible by means
of brevets to greatly accelerate the iiromotion of

a deserving officer to that rank.

There is no brevet promotion in the navy.
In the United States, brevet rank does not entitle

the holder to the higher rate of pay, nor to corre-

sponding rank, except under special circumstances
detined by law.

Breviary. By this word Roman Catholics
understand tlie book which contains all the ordi-

nary and daily services of their church except
(a) those connected with the celebration of the
Eucharist, which are contained in the Missal, and
(6) those for special occasions, such as baptisms,
marriages, ordinations, funerals, &c., which are

contained in the Ritual or Pontifical, according as

they fall within the sphere of ordinary priests or of

bishops. In the Established Church of England,
therefore, the breviary would be exactly repre-

sented by a Prayer-book containing, after the
preface, tables, &c. , the morning and evening
prayer, litany, Athanasian creed, collects, psalter,

and all the lessons for every day in the year, wdth
the addition of a complete set of hymns for the
different occasions. What is called a ' Church
Service,' with Hymns Ancient and Modern bound
in, is, in fact, a breviary, only differing from the
contents of the Latin one in the fact that it

provides only for Sundays and holidays, that the
hymns are more or less left to selection, and that
it contains the Eucharistic and occasional offices

in addition. The word breviary is colloquially

applied by Latin-Catholics to the corresponding
portion of the services of the Oriental churches

—

e.g. one may hear the remark that the services of

the Greek breviary are very long, or those of the
Coptic breviary very unchanging—l)ut the present
article deals only Avith Latin breviaries.

The word itself signifies an abbreviation or siim-

marl/, and is used to indicate that the book is a
compilation designed to obviate the necessity of

using several different Vjooks in the same service,

that is to say, a separate liook for the prayers, a
hymn-book, a I3ible from which to read the lessons
and Psalms, copies of the Fathers from which to
read their homilies, &c. An Anglican Church
Service is a compilation on exactly the same prin-

ciple and for the same object, as well as very
similar in contents. The origin of the different

hours of prayer during the day, which is un-
doubtedly older than Christianity, and adojjted by
the church from the synagogue, is beyond the
scope of this article, as are also the changes and
moaifications which they have undergone. The

compilation called the breviary is believed to owe
its origin to Gregory VII. in the 11th century. It

underwent several changes under succeeding popes,
and in 15.36 Francis, Cardinal de Quinones, a
Spaniard, published at Home a reformed breviary
which had the approval of Clement VII. and Pam
III. It was, at least in the earlier editions,

perhaps too sweeping in its changes, but is of

great merit, insuring the reading of the whole
Book of Psalms every week, and of almost all the
New Te.«tament and a great part of the Old every
year. It is ujton this work that the daily service

of the English Established Church is largely

modelled, some parts of the preface being embodied
entire in that of the Book of Connnon Prayer.
The use of this breviary was never made compul-
sory, but while it was permitted as a substitvite

for the unreformed breviary, it was very widely
adopted both for public and private worship. It

was, however, considered that its services were
both too short and too divergent from ancient
custom, and Pius V., in conformity with a decree
of the Council of Trent, issued in 1568 a reformed
edition of the old Roman breviary, whicli he
imposed aljsolutely upon all the Latin churches,

to the exclusion of the breviary of Quinones, and
of all other breviaries which did not possess an
antiquity of 200 years. This breviary- was further

altered by Clement VIII. and L'rban VIII., the
latter of whom, with deplorable taste, made a
series of changes in the texts of the hymns which
has been most disastrous to both the literary merit
and the historical interest of these poems. The
breviary has since undergone many other modifica-

tions, chiefly by the addition to the calendar of

great numbers of feast-days in honour of saints, to

such an extent that the ordinary service of a week-
day became very uncommon. Finally, in 1883 Pope
Leo XIII. permitted, though not commanded, the
substitution for the week-day service, upon almost
every day in the year, of a voluntary office of a
festal character according to the day of the week.
The state to which the practical use of the breviary

has thus been reduced, especially by the virtual

abrogation of the weekly reading of the whole
Book of Psalms, which is, in theory, its main inten-

tion, is now acknowledged on all hands to call for

a new and sweeping reform. This reform will

probably follow, at least in this respect, the lines

of the reformed l)reviary of Cardinal de Quiiiones.

It may be regarded as imminent, and had the

sittings of the Vatican Council been continued,

would very likely have taken place before now.
The exception made by Pius V. would have

spared some at least of the old English breviaries,

but owing chiefly to the English Roman Catholic

clergy being educated abroad in the 16th, I7th,

and 18th centuries, their use has become extinct.

Great numbers of new breviaries were, however,

brought into use in France in ditterent dioceses in

the ITth and IStli centuries. These are generally

works compiled with great care and learning.

They are mainly distinguished for an exclusive

use of scriptural phrases, an intense nationalism,

the substitution for early and medieval hymns of

compositions written in imitation of Horace by
French scholars, and certain indications of a lean-

ing to the doctrines of Jansenism. They are now
almost, if not entirely, extinct, the Roman breviary

having been adopted in their stead. The principal

Latin breviaries at present in use, other than the

Roman, are the Monastic, used by all the male and
female disciples of St Benedict—i.e. by all monks
and nuns properly so called ; the Dominican, used

by all disciples of St Dominic; the Ambrosian, in

the ecclesiastical province of Milan ; and the

Mozarabic, the original national rite of Spain, in

use in part of the cathedral and city of Toledo.
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What here foHows will relate only to the Roman
bre\iary. It is to be observed at' the same time,
that wherever the Roman breviary has been intro-
tluced, it has been subjected to aihlitions to the
calendar and other changes, so as to give it a local
or national colour. In England, for instance,
there are about seventy days in the year—without
reckoning others within 'octaves, alterations in
imixirtance, or changes of date—upon which the
service ilitb'rs from the text of the Roman breviary.

After the general rubrics, tables to find Easter,
calentlar, &c., the body of the breviary is divided
int<. live parts. The "first of these consists of the
Hook of I'.salms arranged in sections, with tlie

»laily pniyei-s and some hymns, for the different
servi<-i's of the day and week. The first of these
is Mutiiis, whirii prop.-rly belongs to midnight, but
is usually said in Italy abcmt 7.30 or 8 x.si. In
France, on the contrary, it is usual to forestall it

on the preceding evening. It c(msists of Psalm
xcv. ( Vciiitr) and a hymn, followed by one or three
sections called Xortuniw or Wathcs of the Night.
(Jn Sundays there are three of the.se, the first

containing twelve psalms, and each of the others
three. .\t the end of oach is read a lesson, divided
into tliree portions, whence the whole are counted
as nine. The lii-st reading is from Scripture, the
.oeconil from one of the Fatliei-s, and the third fnmi
one of the Fathers, «hi the gospel which will later
l>e read at ma.-is. The YV Ditim usualfv follows.

On week-days there is onlv one Xiirtiniui of twelve
psalms, and one lessim (tiiree), all from Scripture.
The second daily service is Lnmls or the Morning
Praises, theoretically proper to sunri.se. It consists
of f<mr jisalms, a Scrijiture canticle, Psalms cxlviii.

,

c.xlix., and <•!.. a liymn, the Bemt/irtits or Thanks-
iving of Zacharias (Luke, i. 68 79), and prayers.

"he succeeding services, or Little Ihii/ Hours, are
Prime or the First Hour (6 A.M.), Teree or the
Third Hour (9 .\. M. ), Sest or the Sixth Hour {noon),
and \<inc or the S'iitth Hour (3 P.M.). They are
all alike, consisting of a hynm and some sections of

Psalm cxix. ( \'ulgate cxviii. ), followed by a prayer.

Primt' ditlers a little from the others, being suscej)-

tiblf of some extra and changing psalms, and on
Sundays of the creed of St Atlianasi\is, and con-

taining 8peci<al prayers for the morning; in choirs

a les.-<ou IS also read at it taken from the Martyr-
ology. J'es/ters or Kreusoiiif is theoretically proper

to sunset, and is reckoned to l>egin the next day,

acc(»nling to the eastern reckoning— ' The evening
an<l the morning were the day.' It consists

of five |>siilms, which vary according to the day of

the week, a iivmn, the MiK/uifieat or Thanks-
j^ving of the l{le.s.sed Virgin (Luke, i. 46-.'35), and
prayers. Vouijiletoriuin itr i'oitipliiie, 'the complet-

ing service," l»elongs theoretically to 9 l'..M., and is

a supplication for protection during the night. It

is always the same, consisting of the general con-

fession, four unvarying psalms, a hymn, the

Nunr Diuiittis or Song of Simeon (Luke, ii. 29-32),

prayers, and a Commemoration of the Blessed

V' ir'gin. Tin- unchanging character of this and of

the Little Hours conveys no idea of the practical

monotonv fn»m <lay to ilay. This arises from the

multiplication of festivals "of .saints already .spoken

of. Tliesc have, i)ractically speaking, always got

special psalms, which are always the same at

lauds, and vary very little at vespers and matins.

Heiu-e, as a matter of fact, almut fifty or sixty

psalms are repeated constantly, and the others

rarelv or never.

The second part of the breviarj- consists of what

is called the Proprium fie Tempore. This means

the whole service for Sundays and week-days as

deitendent ujkju Christmas and Easter. It con-

tains the homilies of the Fathers, hymns, «S:c. for

the whole year, as far as so dependent, but is

mainly occupied by the course of daily scripture-
reading. This consists of selected extracts aver-
aging about 20 verses a day. Roughly speaking,
Isaiah is read in Advent (the three or' four weeks
preceding Christmas), the epistles of St Paul from
the Epiphany (January 6) till Septuagesima ( the
ninth Sunday before Easter), when Genesis is
begun, but broken of}' at chapter xiv. on Shrove
Tuesday. Homilies, not Scripture, are read in
Lent, excei)t on feasts of saints, and then the
Scrii)ture is special, but Genesis continues to be
read on Sundays, aiid a small portion of Jeremiah
aiul Lamentations in the last fortnight. A week
after Easter the Catholic Epistles and Apocalvpse
are begun and read till Whitsunday. A Aveek
after Whitsunday, Samuel and King's are begun,
and read till the beginning of August. At that
date Proverbs are begun, and followed by Ecclesi-
astes. Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Job, Tobi't, Judith,
Esther, both book-, of Maccabees, and the rest of
the Prophets. The weakness of this arrangement,
besides the scantiness and scrapiuness of the ex-
tracts, is in the omission of so much, including
entire books and the greater part of the Penta-
teuch. It forms, however, a kind of imperfect
epitome of scriptural history, and a limited course
of scriptural reading.
The third part of the breviary consists of what

is called the Proprium Sanctorum, or .special oHices
of saints. This consists of whatever is special to
any day fixed by the day of the month. The
greater j)art of it as regards bulk is occupied by
summaries of saints' lives, exactly like articles in
a biographical dictionary. This is certainly the
weakest part of the breviary, and is accordingly
always selected as the point for controversial
attack. Although sometimes drawn up Avith care,,

and often altered—as has been done by Leo XIII.
among others—to keep them abreast of historical

criticism, the biogra])liical notices are open to the
charge of occasional inaccuracies in matters of fact.

A notion sometimes obtains among Protestants
that Roman Catholics are obliged to believe these
biographies. This is wholly baseless. No such
idea exists even as a superstition. As these notices
embrace the lives of a very great number of persons
of religious eminence, of all nations, ages, and
conilitions, they form a sort of imperfect epitome
of chuich history, just as the Scripture readings
form one of Scripture.

The fourth part of the breviaiy is called the
Commune Sanctorum. These are a series of twelve
oftices for festivals of saints according to the class

to which he or she may belong. They are for ( 1

)

the eves of apostles
; ( 2 ) the feasts of any martyrs,

including ajtostles, within the season from Easter
to Pentecost; (3) apostles and evangelists; (4) a
single male martyr

; ( 5 ) a group of several martyrs

;

(6) a canonised bishop not a martyr, technically

styled confe.isor, as having confessed Christ before

men, though not by death; (7) a confessor not a
bishop—i.e. a priest or layman ; (8) doctors of the

church—i.e. certain eminent theologians, but this

differs little from 6 or 7; (9) virgins, divided into

martyreil and not martyred—the latter are mainly
canonised nuns; (10) other women ; ( 11 ) dedication

festivals of churches
; (12) the Blessed Virgin Mary.

The Commune Sanctorum is the most used of any
part of the breviary. In fact, the service from day
to day usually consists of 4, 6, 7, and 9, with

occasional changes to 2, 3, 5, and 12. All these

have special psalms, Avhich differ little, 6, 7, and 8

being absolutely the same, as also 9, 10, and 12,

and 2 having the psalms of 3, 4, or 5. The festal

office is a good deal shorter than others, a circum-

stance which probal)ly accounts for a good deal of

its multiplication. iThere are three Nocturna; at

matins, with only three psalms in each. At the
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end of the lirst are read the lessons from Scripture,

wliicli are usually those of the day from the Pro-
prium de Tempore, as only festivals of some im-

portance have sj>ecial Scripture lessons ; at the

end of the second is read tlie Inographical notice ;

at the end of the third, a homily on the gospel.

These lessons of the third Nocturn, which are

often most striking and powerful passages from
the greatest writers of the early church, vary a
good deal, and form, along with those of the Pro-
pn'in/i dc Tetnj/ore, a sort of imperfect epitome of

theology, as those of the Hrst ^Jocturn do of Scrip-

ture, and those of the second, of churcli historj'.

The lifth part of the bre\iarv consists of extra
services, the principal of which are the vespers
(placebo), and matins, and lauds {dirge) of the
dead, and the Little Office of the i'>lessed Virgin
Mary. None of these extra services are ever
obligatory, except that of the dead on All-Souls'

Day. It is funereal in character, and is mainly
used at funerals, anniversaries of deaths, «!v:c. The
Little Office of the lilessed Virgin is a sort of ab-
breviated festal office of the Blessed Virgin, w^ith

only one Nocturn. It contains 31 psalms daily,

with 4 canticles, hymns, prayers. Sec, and is very
widely used by itself among the laity and the
active religious orders.

Notwithstanding the weaknesses of its scrip-

tural course of reading and its liiographical notices,

and the practical monotony caused by the multi-
plication of festal offices, the breviary forms a
marvellous mine of powerful and tender religiotts

thought, amassed by the devotional experience of

ages. It must be remembered that at every
separate service, nearly all, or l)y far the largest

part of the matter used, is the language of Scrip-

ture, a circumstance which invests the office with
great grandeur and vitality. The i-eadings form a
sort of storehouse, albeit imperfect, of scriptural,

historical, and theological knowledge. Exquisitely
chosen quotations or adaptations of Scripture also

enter largely into what are among the most striking

passages of the brevdary—viz. the Invitatories or

exhortations to worship joined to the Venite, the
Antiphons or anthems attached to the psalms and
canticles, the Short Itcsponsorica which precede the
prayers at the little hours and compline, and above
all, the responsories by which eacli section of the
lesson at the end of each nocturn is followed.

These are always jioetical, generally beautiful, and
not unfrequently rise to the sublime.
The rules for arranging the service for every day,

and especially for uniting and harmonising the
Propriurii dc Tcmpjure A\ith the Proprimn Sanc-
torum, are contained in the general rubrics, and
till 37 chajjters. Being printed in black, with the
quotations and technical words in red, these pages
present a motley appearance, wliicli has obtained
for them the technical name of the Pica or Pie ( cf

.

raagy^/e, piehaXiX ). The rules are so complicated
that it wT)uld be almost impossible for any one to

find the service for himself upon the spur of the
moment, upon any given day. This difficulty is

accordingly met by the publication in every
separate country or diocese of a sort of annual
almanac, called the Ordo Pecitaiidi Diriui Officii,

which contains under every day, clothed in a mass
of technical contractions, minute directions as to

what is to Ije read.

The breviary is sometimes to be met with in one
bulky volume, in which case it is called a Totinn ;

sometimes, especially in Spain, in two ; but most
frequently in four, for sjn-ing, summer, autumn,
ancl winter, in which case each volume contains
the Psalms, a quarter of the Propriitm de Tempore,
about a third of the Propirium Sanctorum, and the

whole of the Commune Sanctorum and the addi-

tional matter.

The duty of publicly joining in or privately

reading aloud—i.e. so as to utter every word with
the lips—the whole of the breviary services every
day, is incumbent upon all clerks in holy ordei-s,

all members of leligious orders, male or female, and
every person holding a l)enelice (such as a prebend)
to which attendance in choir is normally attached.

The serving 1)rethren or sisters in religious orders,

and the members of active religious orders, such"
as sisters of charity, form an exception, but these

are always bound to some shorter substitute, such
as the Little Office of the Blessed Mrgin, a similar

office in praise of the Blessetl Sacrament, or the

like. In all properly conducted cathedral and
collegiate churches, the service is performed pub-
licly every day with surpliced choir, &c., as in

similar institutions in the English Established
Church ; the ceremonial is also similar, except
that, if the sen'ice is choral, incense is ottered

during the Benedictus and Magnificat. For this

purpose the services are usually massed together,

as matins and lauds at 7.30 or 8 a.ji., prime, terce

(after which high mass is sung), sext, and none,
at 9.30 or 10, and vespers and ccmipline at 4. The
time consumed varies, principally according to the
amount of music used. A jierson reading alone
and pronouncing rapidly can read the whole of

the services of the day through in about two hours,

or even less. In the cathedral of Se\'ille, on the
other hand, where the entire daily service is sung
with the utmost pomp and solemnity, and with the
addition of generally two, often three, and some-
times four high masses, as many as eight hours are

often spent in choir.

The use of the breviaiy as a book of private

devotion by laymen lias become rare since the
invention of printing has led to the multiplication

of devotional works of ditl'erent kinds, bixt at

present seems to show some tendency again to

increase, and it has always been a common custom
to sing vespers or compline, at least on Sundays,
in parochial and other public churches. For this

reason, most Roman Catholic manuals of devotion
contain compline and the more common psalms of

vespers. Spanish prayer-books usually contain the
ordinary forms of all the services except matins ;

and in that country the singing of such ser\ices in

the parochial churches, and the participation of the
laity in them, is more cimimon than elsewhere.

This seems to have been the case in England before

the Reformation, the laity also habitually attend-
ing matins. The Parisian lireviary of 1737 was
translated into French under the title of the
Breviaire Fran^ais ; and there is likewise a French
version of the Roman breviary. The latter has

also been translated into German ; and an English
version was published by the present writer in

1879. See Pierre BatittV)], Histoirc dv Breviaire

Romain (1893).

Brevipeillies (Lat., 'siiort-winged'), an obso-

lete name, applied by Cmier to the running-birils

like ostrich, rhea, and emu, in which the wings
are rudimentary. See BlRD (p. 173), (OSTRICH, cS;c.

Brewer, John Sherren, born at Norwich in

1810, graduated with classical honours at Queen's
College, Oxford, in 1833, took orders, and was
appointed i)rofessor of English in King's College,

London, in 1841. For nearly twenty years he

laboured in the Record-office, editing the Monu-
menta Franciticana (\^b^) •,i\\ii Opus 2'erttum and
Opus Mimes of Roger Bacon (1859) ; vols, i.-iii. of

The Works of Giraldus Camhrensis ( 1861 ) ; the

Ccdendar of the Carew Papers (1861), with the aid

of Mr BuUen ; and vols, i.-iv. of the Calendar of
Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, of the

Beign of Henry VIII. ( l'86'2-7'2 ). As an editor.

Brewer possessed patient industry and a rare sense
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of onler, besides marvelloiislv sound judgment and
extensive knowledge. His essavs and reviews in
English Stiulifs, edited l>v Dr \Vac'e, with a l>rief
biography (1880). reveal his vsist knowledge and
his broad sympathies, as well as a delicacy of
touch antl a tineness of literary- insight seldom
found in the laliorious student. Brewer wa,s elected
Honorary Fellow of (Queens College in 1870, and
in 1877 was presented to ilie living of Toppe.sfield,

I

in Kssex. wliere he died February 16, 1879.
|

BreMing. See Beer.

Brewster, Sir D.wrn, an eminent Scottish
natural philosopher, was Ikjhi at Jedburgh. Decem-
]>er 11, 17H1. From the early age of twelve he was
e<lucated for the Church of Scotland at the univer-
sity of Edinburgh, where he highly distinguisheil
hiin.self. A constitutiimal nervousness disinclining
him for a clerical life, he l>ecame editor in 1802 oi
the EtHnhtinjh Mugaziii,, and in 1808 of the Edin-
Iniiijh EnrtjdojKiiUn, to which he contributed many
important scientific articles. Previous to this lie

haij entere<l deeply on the stu<ly of optics, with
which his name is nowenduringly a.<sociatetl. Tiic
l.eautiful scientific toy called ' the kaleidoscope
was invented by him in 1810, and many years after
he improved Wheatstone"s cumlirous" stereoscojic
by the introduition of lenses, and pnxluced tlic

lenticular instrument now in u.se. In 1S19 the
Ediiihimjli I'liifn.sojiliiral .Jfjiiinnl took the jilace of
the Mdijnzitu- : and in 1831 Brewster wa^s one of
the chief originators of the British Association.
In 181.T he was electe«l a Fellow and Copley
iiiedallist of the K(»yal Society; in 1816 he
received half the jirize K'stowed l»y the French
Institute: in ISIS the Hoval Society awarded him
the Kumford gold and -liver medals for his dis-

coverie> on the iMilarisation of light ; in 1825 he
l»ecame corresiMniding mcml>er of the Institute of
France; in 18."12 he was knighted, and had a pen-
sion conferri-d upon him ; in bS.'ls he wa.s appointed
principal of th»- united colleges of St Salvador and
St Leonard, St Amlrews ; in 1H49 he was elected
one of the eight Foreign .Associates of the Frencii
Institute ; he was also a member of the academies
of St Petersburg. Berlin, Copenhagen, and Stock-
holm. Ill l.s.')!( he was chosen principal of Edin-
burgh Iniversity, and lilled this |M(st until within
a few miuiths of his death at Alleriy, Melrose,
February 10, 1868. He iiijule imi»ortant dis-

coveries in everv branch of tlie great subject of

polarisjition. ami in most dei»artments of optics,

dealt with optical illusions, the colour of mother-
of-pearl, fringes of colour, the o]>tical jiroperties of

innumerable sul>stances, bia.xial crystals, dichro-

ism, till- absorption of light, i>hosphorescence.

fluorescence, jihotograiihy, and the value of com-
binations of lenses. Tlie most immediate practical

result of Brewster's disc(»verie-s was the introduc-

tion to British lighthouses of the dioptric .sy.stem,

the honour of having elalMuated which he shared

with Fre>nel. He resolutely maintained his own
theor>- of the three iirimary colours, and never t

fully "accepted the un<lulatory theory of light. It
;

has*l>een sjiid that he wrote with the calm decision

of a philosopher, the vivid imagination of a poet,

and the fervour of a preacher. In 1822 he edited

Legendres (jromctry, translated by Thomas
Carlvle. His Life >>f Ncvto,,. lirst j.ublished in

|

1828" ill the Family Library, was issued in a

totally new an>l greatly enlarged form in 1855.

Among his other works are his interesting Letters

on Xiitiirul Muijir, addre.-ssed to Sir Walter Scott ;

More Worlds than Ow (1854); his treatises on

the Kaleido>cope and on Optics (Cuhmet Cyelo-

vadift): his Mnrti/rs of Srieiin- : and his treatises

in the 7th and 8th editions of the Eneyelopcedta

Britftnniift on Electricity, Magnetism, Optics, the

Stereoscope, &c. He also contributed largely to
the Edinburgh and North British Reviews, and
communicated hundreds of papers on scientific sub-
jects to tlie transactions of learned bodies and to
scientific journals. See LLomc Life of Bretvster, by
his daughter, Mrs Gordon (1869).

Brezowa, a market-town of Hungary, 20 miles
NAV. of Leopoldstadt. Pop. 5549.

Brian, a famous king of Ireland, the Brian
Boroimhe or Boru (' Brian of the tribute ') of the
old Irish historians. He succeeded his elder brother
as chief of the Dal Cais, on the murder of the latter
in 976, and after much lighting, made himself king
of Cashel two years later. After establishing his
rule over all Munster, he marched into Leinster, and
was acknoAvIedged as kin^ by its chiefs in 984.
King Brian supported a rude l)ut princely state at
his chief castle at Cenn Coradh, near the modem
town of Killaloe, and he had also seats at Tara and
Cashel. He formed an alliance with Maelsech-
laiiin Mac Domhnaill, chief king of Ireland, crushed
with his help an outbreak of the Leinster men in
1000, next made terms with the Danes of Dublin,
and with their help overpowered his late ally, com-
pelled him to give him hostages, and thus made
liimself chief kin" of Ireland. He next carried liis

cfUKjuering sword to the west, subdued the (^on-

naughtmen, and in their turn tlie men of the north.
After marching from Meatli to Armagh, he made
a circuit of Ireland, taking hostages from all the
territories through which he passed. Thus he had
become Ardrigh na Erenn, chief king of Ireland,
and such he remained until his death. In 1013 war
broke out again with the Danes of Dublin, who
found some Irish allies. The great struggle took
place at Clontarf, on the north side of Dublin Bay.
The Danes were routed with ^reat slaughter, never
again to recover their strength in Ireland ; but the
aged hero perished in the battle, April 23, 1014.

In his lifetime he had defeated the Danes in no less

than twenty-five battles.

Brianehon, Charle.s Julien, French mathe-
matician, was born at Sevres in 1783. Besides
some important papers contributed to French
mathematical journals, he has left small treatises

on lines of the second order (1817), and the appli-

cation of the theory of transversals (1818). He is

best known by a theorem, the correlative of

Pascals, which he published in 1806. The theorem
is. If a hexagon is circumscribed to a conic, the
straight lines joining the three pairs of opposite
vertices are concurrent. He died in 1864.

BriaiK^on (ancient Brigautium), a town in

the French department of Hautes-Alpes, 162 miles

NNE. of Marseilles by rail, on the right bank
of the Durance, which is here spanned by a
bridge of a single arch 130 feet wide. It is

the highest town in Fiance, being situated at an
elevation of 4330 feet above the sea-level. As the

principal ai-senal and depot of the French Alps, it

IS so strongly fortified as to be deemed impregnable.
There is sonie transit trade. Poj). 3638.

Briansk, a trading town of Ku.ssia, on the

Desna, 77 miles W. of Orel by rail, with iron and
glass works, &c. Pop. 20,203'

Briar. See Ro.se.

Briare, a town in the Frencii department of

Loiiet, on the Loire, 102 miles SSE. of Paris by
rail. Tiie Canal de Briare (35 miles long), which
unites the Loire and the Seine, was the first con-

structed in France (1642). Pop. 5651.

Briareus (also called ^Egccon), in Greek

ISIythology the son of Uranus and Ga?a, who,

like his two lirothers, had a hundred hands and

fifty heads. He fought for the gods against the

Titans (q.v.).
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Briar-root, a Hue hard wood obtained from
the roots of a species of very large heath (Erica

arborca) whieli grows in tlie Pyrenees, in Coi-sica,

and in Algeria. It is largely used for tobacco-

?ipes. The name is a corruption of the French
n(t/c^re ('heath'), and has nothing to do with briar.

Bribery* as a system atiecting all social rela-

tions, is best exemplified among oriental nations

and in Russia. It forms a serious diiticulty for

government in the latter country. In Great
Britain, although the system of commissions and
promotion-money has been carried to great lengths,

it cannot be said that there is any general corrup-

tion in either private or public life. Formerly,
however, and especially during the 18th century,

parliainentary corruption was a serious abuse.

Develoiietl in the reign of Charles II., when king
and ministers and opposition alike received bribes

from Louis XIV., it was reduced to a .system by
Sir Robert Walpole, in whose day the votes of

electors were regularly bought, and often those

of members of parliament. Indirect considerations

also, though not always expressed in money,
seriously prejudiced appointments to the public
service and the adndnistration of justice. In all

these matters, however, there is now something
approaching to puritv. Statutes were passed in

1729, 1809, 1842, and 1854. The committees of

parliament never did justice to the petitions

against returns obtained by bribeiy and other cor-

rupt practices ; and accordingly in 1868 the jurisdic-

tion in such cases was given to the judges of the
Superior Courts with the best results. The Ballot
Act tended further to starve out the coai-ser forms
of bribery, because of the uncertainty whether
the money produced any result. Convictions
of agents of good standing, and severe sentences
upon them, and the wholesale disfranchisement of

constituencies proved to be specially cornipt, had
a wholesome influence in the same direction. The
heaviest bloAv, however, dii-ected against bribery
was Sir Henry James's Corrupt Practices Act of

1883, the most important part of which limits the
legal expenditure of the candidate and his agents
to a certain sum calculated on the number of

electors, and visits with heavy penalties any
authorised expenditure beyond this linut, or any
unauthorised expenditure of any description ; and
this altogether irrespective of the purpose for
which the expenditure was incurred. Bribeiy may
be committed before, during, or after the election,
if the payment can be connected with the election.
Bribery may consist of a promise to give refresh-
ment, to pay travelling expenses, to procure an
office, to supply money for any of these purposes,
or indeed to give or offer any valuable considera-
tion for the purpose of corrupting tlie nund of the
elector. Loans and large charitable payments,
the emploj^ment of electors, even giving a holiday
to workmen mthout deducting wages, may, iia

certain circumstances, amount to bribery. li it

appears that the candidate or any of his agents
have been guilty of bribery, or that bribery
( though not traced to any one ) has taken place on
a large scale, the election is void, and the persons
guilty may be punished by imprisonment or fine,

electoral incapacity, and incajtacity to be elected
to parliament or any public office. The imprison-
ment is limited to one year, and the fine to £200.
The civil incapacity lasts for seven years. If

bribery is brought home to the knowledge of the
candidate, he may be declared incapable of ever
rej>resenting the ])articnlar constituency ; and
bribery by agents will exclude the candidate from
that constituency for seven years.

Bribery in Municii'.vl Elections.—By the
Corrupt Practices (Municipal Elections) Act,' 1884,
the offence of bribery in England is put on the

same footing as in j)arliamentary elections. This
does not api>ly to municipal elections in Scotland,
but the common law applies to these and all other
elections, sucli as those of parochial boards.

Bribery of Cistom-hou.se and Excise Offi-
cers.—By the Customs Consolidation Act, the 16

and 17 ^'ict. chap. 107, sect. 262, every person who
shall give or oiler any bribe, or make any collusive

agreement with any officer of Customs or Excise,
or other person employed for the prevention of

smuggling, in order to induce him to neglect his

duty, shall fc feit the sum of £200. A former act,

passed in 1S27, still in force, specially enacts in the
case of the Excise, that persons in such service

taking money or reward, or entering into any col-

lusive agreement contraiy to their duty, shall for

every such ott'ence forfeit the sum of £500, and be
incapable of serving the crown in any office or

employment ; and any person giving or offering

money or reward to Excise officers, in onler to

corrupt and prevail upon them, shall forfeit the
like sum of £500, but simply and without any
further penalty of disqualification.

Bribery of Judges.—There is no statute in
England against bribery of judges, but the punish-
ment inflicted on Lord Bacon—viz. fine of £40,000,
imprisonment during the king's pleasure, incapacity
to be employed, and exclusion from parliament

—

shows how the ott'ence is regarded. The same
severity is traceable in the cases of Lord Middlesex,
Lord Macclesfield, Lord ^Melville, and to some
extent in that of Lord Westbuiy. This ott'ence

ill the old Scots law was called Barratry (q.v. ).

BriC€, St, Bishop of Tours in the beginning
of the 5th century, is commemorated as a con-

fessor. St Bricc's Day, in 1002 ( in the reign of

Ethelred II.), is notorious in old English history

for a great massacre of the Danes. It was believed

that it was a concerted attempt to exterminate all

the Danes in England ; but failing of its bloody
purpose, it led to reprisals by the Danish king
Sweyn.

Briok. The earliest examples of this branch
of the ceramic art were doubtless the sun-dried
bricks of Egypt, Assyria, and Baljylonia. Remark-
able to say, many of these, which, in a northern
climate, the frosts of a single winter Mould destroy,

have been preserved for some 4000 years by the dry,

warm atmosphere of those countries. Sun-baked
bricks of ancient date are also found in the mud
walls of old towns in India. They are still much
used for walls of houses in Persia, but are there

faced either with burnt bricks or Avith plaster of

Paris. Kiln-baked bricks must have been the pro-

ducts of a later time ; but they are found in all

the chief ruins of ancient Baliylouia, where they
were often used to face or bind together Avails of

sun-dried bricks, and occasionally they Avere even
ornamented Avitli enamelled colours. Burnt bricks

Avere employed in the foundations of the ToAver of

Babel (q.v.). These ancient Inicks, Avhether baked
by the sun or by fire, Avere all made of clay mixed
Avitli grass or straAv. Most of the great ruins in

Rome are built of brick, and the Romans appear
to liaA'e introduced the art into England. Inter-

esting historical information has been obtained

from the impressions on R(jman, and especially on
Babylonian Inicks. Bricks of the modern or

Flemish make Avere used in England in the 13th

century. For the unburnt bricks of Texas, Mexico,
and Central America, see Adobe.
Man It/act lire of Bricks.—Clay suitable for the

manufacture of common bricks is an abundant sub-

stance, but there is a great ditterence in the nature

and quality of the clays found in various localities.

The oasis of clay consists of hydrated silicate of

alumina, Avith a varying proportion of other mineral
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matters, chiefly free silu-a (.sand), iron, lime, ma-nes,a, an. ,><,ta..h. Great a.lvanta-e is derived fromdi^Ling clay in autumn, and exj.osin- it all winter
t.. tl.e di-smte-ratin- action of fro.t. The next pro-cess IS that of tempenncr ,„ niixin- the day into ahomogeneo.is paste, winch is sometin.es .lone l>v thespme but nmre c.,mn..,nly in the nu-milfisee
hg. 2 . In makin- l.ruks l.y the ..1.1 liand process
the shape is jr,ven l.y a nmuM either entirely ofwood, «,r of w.HKl faced with metal, and without
t«)p or bottom. A ' plane ' is n.se.l to pres.s in the

tire i.Hck
^*' '''

'
*''^ "^'*^'' ''"•^ ^''"^'" ^^^ «^

Althougli handmade bricks are still ver\- common, yet inachinerj- is now largely employed to

moduce them. Brick-making machines are of two
leading' kin.ls

; one class of them being constnicted
to work the clay in a wet plastic state, the other
class reqmnn- it to be in a dry or semi-dry con-
ilition Of the two sorts, the wet-clay machines
are the simpler, but the dry-clay machines, by
lorcing the clay into moulds by .strong pressure
shorten the process, as no time is "required for drying
tliem. Ihe bricks .so made, too, are not only of Imore perfect shape, but they can be moulded intoany torm, and may even be made ornamental at a
^ ery slight additional cost.

Fig. 1 will convey a good idea of the generalK "'lp"'''^^'»
n»o-^t. of the wet-clay machines

Tio • J . ,

i»achine is driven by steam, and the
c ay IS fe. by a hopj.er into the pug-mill, A, on
the central shatt ot which strong pugging blades
are pi ace. 1 in a spiral manner. These prepare and
force the clay out at the bottom, whence it passesm^r the carrying rollers, C, to the i.re.s.sing roller.s
I P, which force it through a die at D, m a rect-

pecu-

angular stream. S. so exactly sliape.1 to the required
size that nothing more is neces.sarv than to cut it
into single bricks by the wires, W." These are set
in a rocking frame, which can l)e .so adjusted a.s to
cut the bricks on the s.niare or at an angle : the one
plan b.-ing a.h.pt.'.l when the clay is at rest, the
other while it is in moth.n. The figure shows what
IS calle.l a single-en.l.-.| machine. .Some of these
machines are iirovide.l with a
pair of j>owerful .TUshing r.dlers,
which reiluce any har.l lumps or
stones before the dav entei-s the
pug-mill. HoUow bricks and
drain files are ma.Je by the same
kin.l of maciiinery, with
liarly cmstnute.l dies.

Fig. '2 shows a dry-clay machine
by .Messrs JJra.lley & Craven,
Wakefield, which is considere.l
an excellent one. Tlie tig^nre is

a simplified diagram (vertical
section) with only the principal
parts shown. The machine c.tni-

prises a mixer (n.»t shown), a
pug-mill, .M.M, a circular r.)tary
moulding table, TT ( iiDie .larkly
sha.le.! than the .(ther parts ), ami
a p.»wertnl press, I', w.)rke.I by
an eccentric, and moving in slides.

The rotary t.able may have from
twelve to twenty-four m.iul.ls round its jjeri-

phery. In operation the clay is cairie.l forward
through the ui. lined mixer to the pug-niill, from
which a pair of m.)ul.ls (one only seen in figure at
B) is directly under the operation of the pug-raill,

the blades of which by their screwlike action com-
80

^ Machine.

I

press the clay into the moul.ls. At each partial
I

rotation of the table two pugged bricks are lifted
out of the ni<mlds(one seen at B'). These bricks
are ejected by the lever, L, acting on the mould-
pistons, X'. Self-acting gear (not shown) delivers
the two bricks under the press, one of which is
seen at B". One of the dies of the press, which
are kept hot by steam, is shown at D ready to

Fig. 2.

descenil upon one of the bricks. After being pressed
they are taken to the kiln. For brick-making
machines in the United States, see Gillmore, in the
Reports on the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876.
The green bricks, after being carefully dried,

either in the .sun or by artificial heat, are usually
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baked in a kiln with a suitable anaiiyenient of

fires and Hues. Kilns are of different forms, but
Hoffman's is considered a great improvement on
the older kinds (see POTTERY). In it the waste
gases from the main firing are utilised to par-

tially burn newly-made bricks. The time required

for firing in ordinary kilns varies from 40 to 00

houis for common red and white bricks, while for

some fire-bricks 150 hours are necessary. Where
kilns are not used, bricks are burned in clamps, the

clay re(iuiring to be mixed up, in the process of

tempering, with a quantity of ground coal sufficient

to burn them. A good test of the character of a
clay is obtained by the result of firing. The aver-

age contraction in the kiln for prepared clays is 7^
per cent. If a luick contracts much more than this,

the clay is too fusible.

All brick clays contain iron, and the colour of a
burnt brick almost entirely depends on the amount
of it which is present ; thus clays containing less

than 1 or Ih per cent, of iron, change in the kiln to

various shades of cream colour and buff, whilst

those containing more than 2 yiev cent, range in

colour from yellowish-fawn to dark red. Blue
bricks are made from the same clay as the red by
controlling in a peculiar way the supply of air in

firing, and by carrying the heat slightly further.

It is asserted by some that the red is changed to

the black oxide of iron in the i)rocess.

London Stock Brids.—This is the common kind
of brick used in and about London. Fine-sifted

ashes and coal are mixed with the clay in its manu-
facture. It is of a yellowish colour, and very
serviceable ; but it is only the best qualities of it

that arc fit for the fronts of buildings.

Euhbers.—Norfolk and Suffolk red and white
bricks are largely used for facings in the metro-
polis and elsewhere. Some kinds of these, as well
as some ' Malm stocks,' are soft enough to be
rubbed true on the faces and beds for fine work,
and they can even be carved.

Staffordshire Bricks.—For fineness of texture and
uniformity of colour many bricks made in the
pottery districts of this county are the best in

England.
Glazed Bricks.—These are made of any desired

colour on the face, which is imparted to the glaze.

They are highly useful, not only for decorative
purposes, but for passages, stables, and other places

which require frequent cleaning.

Slate-bricks are made from the debris of slate-

quarries. It has been ascertained that bricks com-
posed of powdered slate are among the strongest
kinds known.

Fire-clay Bricks.—Refractory clays are abundant
In the coal-measures, some of fine quality being
found about Newcastle and Glasgow, but tlie most
celebrated is that of Stourbridge. The kinds con-

taining least oxide of iron and alkaline substances
make the best, because the most infusible fire-

bricks. Gannister bricks are of the most refractory

description. They are made of a highly siliceous

fire-clay, and used for steel furnaces (see Fire-
clay ).

Comjwsition Bricks. — In districts where the
carboniferous formation occurs, excellent building
bricks are made of a mixture of fire-clay, shale,

and common clay.

Dinas Fire-bricks.—These Welsh bricks are almost
pure silica, and were long supposed to stand the
high and long-continued heat of metallurgical and
other furnaces better than any other known brick.

They must not be placed near alkaline substances.
Bauxite Bricks, the most refractory of all fire-

bricks, named from Bauxite, a clay from Baux,
near Aries in France. They have been recently
introduced, and are composed chieHy of alumina
and oxide of iron, with a little silica. The iron

is reduced to the metallic state by the addition
of a little plumbago.

Float intj Bricks.—A diatomaceous earth called

fossil meal, and consisting largely of silica, is used
to make these curious bricks which fio.at in water.

They are made in Tuscany, and are very refractory,

Imt wanting in coherence. A similar earth has
been found in the Isle of Skye, and one or two
other places in Scotland.
American Bricks.—In the United States, bricks

are as a rule of excellent quality. The face bricks

of Philadelphia and Baltimore are equal to any
made in other countries.

The duties formerly levied on bricks in Great
Britain were wholly repealed in 1850.

Bricklaying^. In some countries, and in large
provinces or over extensive areas of others, brick
is the only available material for house-building.
Not unfrequently brick has to be resorted to

even where stone abounds, if, owing to its hard-
ness, the cost of working it is excessive, or if it

be of a perishable nature, or has other fairlts

which render it unfit for building purposes. Most
of the towns of southern England, of Holland, and
<jf North Germany, are largely or almost entirely

built of brick.

The standard size of English bricks being 9 inches
by 4h, the thickness of walls is regulated thereby.

They are either half-brick, 1 bi'ick, li, 2, 3, or 4
bricks in thickness. In moderate-sized modern
English houses, the inside partition-walls are

usually half-brick, the outer walls, I or 1^. Modern
brick houses are, for the most part, far less subst.an-

tial tli.an those erected by our forefathers. Building
leases being usually granted for ninety-nine years,

at the expiration of which term the whole property
reverts to the freeholder, the object of the builder
is merely to make a house that shall stand for that
period, and not to expend any money for the sake
of further stability. In laying the foundations of

walls, the first courses should be thicker than the
intended superstructure, ami the projections thus
formed, usually of quarter brick on each side, are
called 'set-offs' (see Foundation).
Mortar composed of lime and sand is the common

cement for brickwork. It should be equally and
carefully applied ; and the bricks wetted, in order
that the mortar may adhere more firmly, by being
absorbed into their pores (see Cements).
The most important thing in bricklaying is to see

that the wall is properly bonded. The bricks of

every course should cover the joints of the course
below it, or, to use the bricklayer's phrase, the
work must 'break bond.' A layer or stratum of

bricks is called a course. Bricks laid with their

lengths in the direction of the course, and their

sides to the w.all face, iire called stretcJtcrs ; those
laid transversely, with their ends forming the wall
face, headers ; a layer of headers, a heading course ;

of stretchers, a strctchitig course.

The two kinds of bond almost exclusively used
in England are the English and Flemish bond.
English bond consists of alternate stretching and
heading courses ; Flemish bond, of a stretcher and
header laid alternately in each course (see fignires);

English bond is the strongest ; Flemish bond, the
more ornamental ; and they are used accordingly.

There are two other kinds of bond occasionally

used for thick walls, in both, the centre of the
wall is filled up with bricks laid diagonally, by
what is called in the one case raking courses, and
in the other herring-bone work. In order to

strengthen the Ixmd. l»ands of hoop-iron, tarred

and sanded, are sometimes laid flatwise between
the courses. This ' hoop-iron bond ' has superseded
the old practice of using bond-timbers. Walls of

brick are frequently built hollow, and these diy
quicker and perhaps more thoroughly than those
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built solid. In such walls there is a thin outer
and inner face of brick witii hollow spaces between.
Diri'erent ways are adopted for bomliny or tying

these walls. Hollow

T z T-

yjrrj
±

TZ~J.

1

TT

bricks are also used
for walls, partitions,
tioor arches, and other

j^ work. Neat pointing
"^— of the joints oftenp— gives a \eiy pretty

.^,u~..— ap])earance to briclc-

work.
Bricks of the ordi-

Old English Bond. nary rectangular
shape are often used

I , for arches, leaving the

-| ;

—

I

1—
J—_^ . gaping intei-stices at

J—4,,^ ,
^

„.
1

' the upper ends to be
^-'ij'i L-M' -'" p- 1

filled with mortar, or

] i J
^ ^jr chips of brick. Such

""T

—

^— —1—|-^— an arch cannot be
strong. As the joints
radiate to a centre,
the arch bricks should

Flemish Bond. be made of or cut to
the proi)er form, just

as arch stones are cut to the ri^ht shape. In all

kinds of bricklaying the walls sliould be built up
level throughout, in order that the settlement may
be ecjual, and evidently they should be quite
vertical.

Bricklaying is measured by the rod or by thou-
sand. A rod contains 272 S(piare feet of standard
thickness—that is, lA brick. This is equal to 306
cubic feet, and will, on an averaj,'e, require 4500
bricks, allo^^•ing for waste. A cubic yanl contains
384 bricks, and on an average 373 will weigh a ton.

BrirhUniiiKj in Frosty \VcatIicr.—The British

Foreign (JHice issued in 1S87 a very interesting
report by Consul-general Michell on the building
of brick walls in Norway in winter. For twelve
veans previous to 1887 buililing during frost has
been practised at Christiana, and in that time a

i,Teit many houses and some public Imildings have
jeen erected of brick either i)artly or entirely

during weather which was frequently from 14' to
9° F. below freezing-point. It is still an open
question to what limit of temperature such work
can be carried on. The buildings hitherto erected

have stood well. Building during frost is also

executed to some extent in Berlin. Mr Paul Due,
a leading architect in Christiana, says :

' In the use

of unslaked lime lies the whole art of executing
brickwork in fnjsty weather.'

Coloured bricks, as a means of external ornament,
have been extensively and most effectively used

in North Italy and 'Germany, and in England
speciallv bv Butterlield—e.g. in Keble College,

Oxford.' Tlie works of Mr Knskin, .Mr (-ally

Knight, Webb's Continental Ecrlesiolofj'j, Street's

Brick ami Marble of the Middle Ages, and Fergus-

son's Handbook of Architecture, an<l especially

Gniner's Terracotta Architecture of Xortfi Italy,

may be consulted for illustrated examples of these.

Chromatic brickwork is now becoming vers' ex-

tensively used in England, especially by architects

who are endeavouring to revive the style of archi-

tecture called by themselves English Gothic, and
by some othei-s' Venetian Gothic, in which the

pointed arch, formed of coloured l)ricks, forms one

of tlie prominent features (see Terka-cotta).

Bride (A.S. bryd) alone denotes the newly-

married woman ; with the addition of the word

groom (a corruption of A.S. guma, 'a man,' allied

to Lat. homo), the newly-married man (A.S.

bri/d-gumu). The r in -groom is intmsive, as in

part-r-idge, vagr-ant, co-r-poral for Fr. caporal,

cart-r-idge for Fr. cartouche, and hoa-r-se. Bride

has cognate forms in the other Teutonic tongues

;

bridegroom has parallels in Dutch bruidc-gom,
Danish brud-gom, Ger. brdutigam. Bridal, the
marriage-feast, again, is for bride-ale (the latter
being a common name for a feast, seen in lect-ales,
scot-ales, church-ales, clerk-ales, bid-ales, and bride-
ales).

_
Originally it meant merely the carousal or

drinking in honour of the bride, and indeed bride-
ale is still in the Cleveland dialect of Yorkshire the
name given to the draught presented to the wedding-
party on its return from church. See Wedding.
Bride, St. See Bridget.

Bridewell, a well between Fleet Stieet and
the Thames, dedicated to St Bride, which has
given its name to a palace, parish, and house of
correction. Bridewell was a forniidalde castle in
the days of William the Conqueror, and a residence
of our early sovereigns. A palace described as ' a
stately and beautiful house,' was rebuilt here in
15.52 by Henry \'III. for the reception and accom-
modation of the Emperor Charles V. and his
retinue ; and King Henry himself also often
lotlged here, as, for instance, in 1525, when a
parliament was held in Blackfriars. In 1553
Edward VI. gave it over to the city of London
to be u.sed as a workhouse for the poor, and a
house of correction 'for the strumpet and idle
pei-son, for the rioter that consumeth all, and for
the vagabonil that will aldde in no place.' Queen
Mary having coidirmed the gift, it was formally
taken possession of in 1555 by the lord mayor
and corporation. The chief portion of the palace
was destroyed in the great fire of 1666. The
biidewell was afterwards used for other pei-sons
than the class above named, and at last became a
place r)f punisliment till its removal in 1864. See
Prison, Keformatokv.

Bridge (A.S. brycg; Dutch brug ; Ger. briirke)

is a structure raised over a river, lake, canal, road,
valley, chasm, or other impediment, to connect
the opposite sides, and form a passage across. To
speculate on the absolute origin of bridges is un-
profitable. The simplest, and no doubt the earliest,

form of bridge is that by which a stream was crossed
by laying a tree on two piles of stones, or on the
banks, at oi)posite sides. The next step was prob-
ably a development of the simple log into a system
of cantilever bridge, which atl'orded means of greatly
increasing the span, as has for centuries been prac-
tised by Japanese bridge-builders. For spanning
a stream of considerable width, they would lay two
balks of timber, imbedding one in one bank, and
the other in the other bank, with their ends project-
ing over the stream, so as to form two cantilevei-s,

and would then add a centre balk reaching across
from one to the other. A good bridge of this kind
was one constructetl across the mountain-stream
flowing through Nikko, which, although it was
built two hundred years ago, is known as the
' temporary bridge,' to distinguish it from the more
elaborate stnicture crossing the stream near it,

which has its approaches closed against all but
imperial and aristocratic travellers. There is an
ancient Indian cantilever bridge across the Sutlej,

the side beams of which, 100 feet in length, are
imbedded to the extent of 50 feet in the masonry of

vertical abutments, leaving 50 feet projecting. On
their ends rest a centre beam, with which the span
is made up to about 200 feet.

But the skilful and intelligent construction of

a permanent bridge, with a large number of

blocks of stone, in combination, held together
mainly by the force of gravitation, was a problem
of another order : api)arently outside the .scope

of the Greek forms of constnictive de.sigri, when
the people of Athens crossed the Cephissus by
wading or feriying. But it was thorougldy giasped
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by the practical genius of the Romans, to whom,
by general consent, the adoption of the arch as a
constructive feature in works of arcliitecture ami of

engineering is attributed. The Roman bridges
generally consisteil of a level road supported on one
or more semicircular arches, exemplilied in the
Ponte de Rotto, or Senatoi-s' Ilridge ( lig. 1 ), erected

Fig. 1.—Ponte dv Kotto.

by Caius Flavins, 127 B.C.—probably the tirst in-

stance of the application of the arch in bridge
design. The most remarkable bridge of antiquity
was built by Trajan across the Danube, near
"Warkel, in Hungary, 4500 feet in length, 60 feet
wide, consisting of twenty arches having a span of

170 feet, and 150 feet high from the foundations,
constructed of squared stones. It was afterwards
destroyed l)y Adrian, moved by jealousy probably,
on the pretext that it would aftbrd a passage for

the barbarians into the empii-e. Some of the piers
remain visible. The next considerable Roman
work of this kind is the Pont dii Gard, built in
three stages, serving the double ptirjiose of a bridge
o\er the CTardon, and of an aqueduct for supplying
the population of Nimes with water. The bridge is

•465 feet in length, and consists <if si\ arches, which
sui>port a second series of arches, eleven in number,
continued at each end to join the sloping sides of
the mountains ; and over these a third series, of
thirty-five arches, much smaller than the lower
arches, 850 feet in length, supporting a canal on a
level with the mountains, 190 feet above the river.

This unique structure was built with very large
stones, worked with perfect accuracy to the required
forms, and held together by iron cramps, without
cement. It continues in a good state of preserva-
tion.

The semicircular arches of the ancients were suc-
ceeded by pointed arches, generally of small span

;

whilst in those of modern date the arches have
generally been segmental—i.e. a segment of a circle

less than a semicircle—or semi-elliptical. The
segmental and ellijitical forms are in general much
the more suitable, as they combine wide spans and
free waterway with moderate elevation. But they
incur a much greater lateral thrust on the piers and
abutments than the semicircular arch, which must
of course be provided for in proportioning the form
and mass of the sujiporting elements.
The Gothic ' triangular ' Itridge of Croyland, more

Fig. 2.—Croyland JJridgc in 17'J0.

properly 'tiefijil' or three-way bridge (lig. 2), now
usually called ' Trinity Bridge,' was built appar-

ently about 1380 by the then abbot of Croyland
in Lincolnshire (q.v. ). It was erected at a point
where a branch from the main stream of^ the
Welland (l\ mile distant) divided into tAvo smaller
branches ; and its three arches provided for tiiree

watercourses and three roadways. But it could
never have been intended for heavy traffic, as it

is too steep and too narrow for any vehicle. In
1854 the stream passing beneath, then become a
common sewer, was arched over ; and the bridge
is now high and dry. On three i)iers or abut-
ments arranged in a circle at the apices of an equi-
lateral triangle, three semi-arches rise and meet
in the middle—every two semi-arches balanced
by the third. The longest bridge built in England
in medieval times, was that over the river Trent,
at Burton in Staftbrdshire, erected in the 12th
century, of freestone, consisting of thirty-six
arches, and 1545 feet long. It was superseded
by a new bridge in 1864.

One of the most interesting bridges in the
world is the bridge over the Taft', on the road from
Llantrissant to Cardifl' and Merthyr, which crosses
the Taft' at the village of Newbridge. It is named
the ' Pont-y-tu-Prydd,' or Pontypridd, which means
literally 'bridge Ijy the earthen house,' derived
from a mud hut that stood near the site. It was
first determined to erect a bridge at a spot lower
down the river : and William Edwards, a country
mason, undertook the work, which was commenced
in 1746. The bridge consisted of three arches ; but
two years and a half after it was finished, it was
swept away during one of the great floods to
which the Taft", like other rivers in mountainous
districts, is subject ; the water rising to so great
a height as to flow over the parapet. Edwards,
to guard against the danger which led to the
destruction of the first bridge—the obstruction of
the channel by the piers—conceived the bold design
of spanning the river with a single arch of 140
feet span. The second bridge had barely been
completed, when by another, but very different

accident, the bridge fell like its predecessor. The
quantity of material in the centre of the arch was
so limited in proportion to that laid over the
spandrils or haunches, that the deadweight on the
haunches forced up the crown of the arch ; and,
again, the whole was reduced to ruins. After this

second failure, most men would have relinquished
the attempt. Not so with Edwards, who, per-
severing and ardent, determined on a third ettbrt

to overcome the difficulty. He rebuilt the bridge
in conformity with the second design of a single
arch ; and profiting by experience, he adopted the
precaution of greatly reducing the deadweight on
the haunches, by making in each spandril three
through transverse cylindrical openings, from face
to face of the bridge ; and, in addition, he filled

the internal spaces between the faces with char-
coal, a material weighing not more than one-
fourth of rubble stone, bulk for bulk. By this

means, a permanent structure, finished in 1750,

was reared, which has now lasted nearly 150
years. The arch is a segment of a circle ; it

measures 140 feet wide between the abutments,
as already stated, and has a rise of 35 feet. The
arch is not parallel faced, but is 14 feet 5 inches
wide at the crown, widening to about 16 feet

wide at the springing, or the abutments. This
expanding form is an element of stability. The
roadway is 11 feet wide at the crown. From
the great rise of the arch, the roadway over it

was uncommonly steej) and even dangerous ; and
about 1830, the roadway was raised at each end,
and the surface was paved. But even now it is

.so steep—-tiie inclination being at the rate of

1 foot rise in 4 feet horizontally—that it is found
necessary to use a chain and drag, so that when
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a carriage reaches the centre of the bridge, one end
of the chain is attached to the hindeqiart of it,

the otlier end being secured to the drag, upon
wliich a boy generally places himself, so that as
the carriage descends upon one side, the drag is

pulled up on the other side, and thus relieves the
norse in descen<ling. Edwards erected several
other bridges in South ^^'ales. With the occupa-
tion of a mason he combined that of a Methoclist
minister, having preached for upwards of forty
years at White Cross Chapel, in his native parish.

The nature of the arch, with detiiiiticms, has
already been noticed in the article Arch. Each
stone of an arch is acted on by three forces, one of
which, its projjer weight plus the weight of the
loatl alxne it, is vertical. The second and third,
tlie pre.<sure of the two contiguous stones upon it,

are perpendicular to the surface of contact with
these stones. The nature of the stress everywhere
is essentially compres.sive—that is to say^ every
individual stone acts and reacts by simple pres.sure

—the result of gravitation. When every portion
of the arch is equally stressed, no part tending
to yield before another, it is in a perfect state of
efjuilibrium. But, as says the old proverb, ' an
arch never sleeps "—always rea<ly fr)r a fall—and
if too great a load Ije placed on the crown of the
arch, it will open outwards at the haunches, and
sink inwards at the crown. If, on the contraiy.
there be a deficiency of weight at the crown, the
crown will ojten uj>wards, and fall in at the
haunches, as happened in the case of the second
i'ontypridd.

It is readily conceived that the higher the rise

of the arch in proportion to the span, the less

intense iiroportionally is the stre.ss m its compo-
nent [)arts, the loss injurious is any slight inaccu-
racy of workmanship or design likely to prove, and
the e<T,sier is the work of construction. But the
inconvenience of the steej) slopes resulting from a

great proportionate rise of tiie arch, in situations

where the approaches are low, has enforced the
atloiition of the lowest pnacticable rise and a low
elevation of the roadways of bridges—segmental or

semi-elliptical in form, as before stated.

The celebrated Gntsvenor Bridge over the river

Dee at Chester (tig. 3). sui>plies a tine example of a
segmental arch of large span, the second largest span
of a stone bridge in the world, the arch over Cauin

solid rock, except where a fault occurs from the
rock dipping almost vertically, at the back part of
the nortli end, and where tilling was necessary.
So soft was the material with which the tissure

was filled, a kind of (luicksand, that the piles went
down o or feet at a tilow for a considerable depth.
A tloor of stone was laid on the head of the tilling,

and the abutment was l)uilt iipon it. The arch
stones are 4 feet deeji at the crown, and gradually
increase to 6 feet at the springing. The radiating
courses of stones on the principle of the arch is

earned through the abutments, even down to the
foundati(ms ; and the rock itself becomes the actual
abutment as shown in tig. 4. The bridge was con-
structed of native sandstone, excepting the faces of
the abutment and the tii-st two courses of the arch,
which are of granite.

The centering (tig. 4) on which the stu])endous
arch was raised consisted of six ribs in width of tir

timber. The s{)an of the arch was divided into four
spaces by means of three nearly equidistant piers

Fig. :!.— Grosveuor Bridge.

John Creek, in the Washington Aqueduct, being

the largest, 2*2(> feet. The old bridge connecting

<"hester with a suburii, Handbridge. first noticed in

the Kith century, is recorded to have fallen down or

been earned away twice. The third erection was
of stone, in 1280, consisting of seven arches, pointed

<;othic, supported on huge piers or buttresses. The
old bridge has l>een aptly described by Ormerod.

as 'a long fai>ric of red stone, extremely dangerous

and unsightly, and approaclie<l by avenues to

which the same epithet may lie safely applied.'

The new bridge was designed by Mr Harrison,

a local architect. It consists of one arch of

20() feet span, and 42 feet of rise—a segment of a

circle of 140 feet radius. The total length is about

.345 feet, and the clear width of roatlway is 33 feet.

It is Itelow the old bridge, and stretches from the

rock below Chester Castle towards the village

of Overlekh. The abutments are founded on the

Fig. 4.—Centering' of Grosveuor bridge— Half Length.

of stone liuilt in the river, from which the timber

si)read fan-like towards the sotlit or under face of

tlie arch, wliere they were bound together with
thick planking bent round to the curve of the arch.

On the rim thus formed, the lagging or covering

to form the bed on which the stones were laid was
supported over each rib by wedges, by means of

which the bed could be a<liusted to the true curve,

and Mhich were driven out when the liridge was
completed in order to remove the centering. The
framing of the centering was composed entirely

of whole and half timbei-s, from 22 to 36 feet in

length ; and, in all, the centre used up 10,000

cuiiic feet of timVier. The etiectiveness of the

.system adopted was proved by the circumstance

that half of the arch was turned before the centre

was tinished ; and that on its removal, the crown
of the arch sank only from 2i inches to 2g inches,

the joints remaining perfectly close, and no
derangement of form, or of ' spaiilching ' or cracking

Ueing perceptible. The cost of the centering did

not exceed €500.

The Crosvenor Bridge was constructed in the

course of ti\ e years, and was opened in 1832. The
total cost of the work was £49,900, which included

a sum of £7500 for the embankment forming the

approaches, or £145 per lineal foot.

John Kennie led the way to the adoption of semi-

elliptical bridges. His first important bri<lge

—

across the Tweed, at Kelso—opened in 1803, con-

sists of live semi-elliptical arches of 72 feet si)an,

with a rise of 28 feet, and four piers 12 feet thick,

with a level roadway 23i feet Avide between the

parapets, and 29 feet'^above the ordinary surface of

the river. The foundations were laid on solid rock.

The piers and altutments are ornamented with

three-quarter columnar pilasters of the Koman-
Doric order, surmounted l>y a plain block-coinice

and balustrade of the same character. Kelso

Bridge, as Dr Smiles observes in his Lives of the

Engineers, may be regarded as the model of the

greater work by the same engineer—Waterloo
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Biidge. It Avas, he adds, one of the liist bridges
ill this counti y constructed with a level roadway,
contrasting vividly witii the old-fashioned bridges,

slopetl like the roof of a house, as, for instance, the
Pontypriild already noticed.

"Waterloo llridge, across the Thames, designed by
John Itennie, has a level roadway, carried on nine

equal senii-elliptical arches, of 1'2U feet span each,

and 32 feet rise, leaving a clear height of 30 feet

above high-water spring-tides. It was built of

granite, in a style of solidity and magnificence
previously unknown. Inverted arches were built

between the ellijitical arches in or.ler to counteract
the lateral pre.ssure. The elliptical arch was carried

to a greater extent of Hatness than in bridges
previously built. Isolated coflerdams upon a great
scale, in a tidal river, with steam-engines for pump-
ing out the water, were employed in the building
of this bridge, for the first time, it is believed, in

Britain. The length of the bridge lietween the
abutments is 1380 feet, and the width between the
paiapets is 42 feet 4 inches. The long inclined

approach on the Surrey side is formed by a series

of thirty-nine semicircular arches of 16 feet span,
besides an elliptical arch, of 20 feet span, over the
Narrowwall Road, and an embankment 165 ya,rds

long, on an inclination of 1 foot rise in 34 feet

of length. The total length of the bridge, with
approaches, is 2456 feet,

are of 130 feet span. The roadway is 52 feet wide.
The clear waterway at all times of the tide is 692
feet, or 60 feet more than tiie old bridge afibrded

at high-water. The whole length of the bridge is

1005 feet. At the C'itv side the bridge is cariied

Fig. 5.—Centering of Waterloo Bridge.

The bridge was finished in 1817. The centering em-
ployed in the erection of the arches is illustrated

by fig. 5, and is an excellent example of centering-

supported at the piers. It may be observed that

tlie loads on the upper face of the centering are

resisted Ijy oblique struts i)assing to the right and
to the left, finally taking their bearing on the base
of the piers. At each of the points r, c, g, &.c. a
pair of o1)lique struts is placed to take the thrust,

one of them resting on a pier, the other lodged in

the central shoe, /.', and opposed Ijy the correspond-

ing strut from the other half of the arch. When
the centres were struck, the sinking of the arches

did not exceed from 2i to 3^ inches at the crown.
NeAv London Bridge (fig. 6), across the Thames,

was built 180 feet higher up the river than the old

bridge. It consists of five semi-elliptical arches,

the least of Mhich is wider than any other elliptical

arch ever before erected. The centre arch has

152i feet si)an, with 37^ feet rise ; the next two
arches are of 140 feet, and the two abutment ai-ches

Fig. 6.—London Bridge—Half Length.

over Thames Street on a dry arch. At the Borough
or south side the approach is formed on an inclined

plane, supported on a series of brick arches, with
a large dry arch facing Tooley Street. This bridge
deserves further remark for the difficulty of the
situation in Avhich it was built, above the old

bridge, in a dejith of from 25 feet to 30 feet at low-

water, on a soft alluvial bottom, covered with large,

loose stones, scoured away by the force of the cur-

I'ent from the foundations of the old bridge. The
whole of these stones had to be removed by dredging
befoie the cofferdams for the piers and abutments
could be commenced ; otherwise it would have been
extremely difficult, if not impracticalde, to have
made them watertight. The difficulty was further

increased by the old Itridge being left standing, to

acconmiodate the traffic whilst the new bridge was
Iniilding, and the restricted waterway of the old

Ijridge occasioned such an increased velocity of the
current as materially to reta,rd tlie oi3era,tionG of

the new bridge. At times the tide threatened to

carry away all before it ; and it was found ex-

pedient that two of the small arches of the old

bridge on each side should be thrown into one,

to compensate for the additional obstruction which
the water occasioned to the navigation. The
jjiers and abutments stand upon platforms of

timber, the floors of the cofferdams resting upon
piles about 20 feet long. The masonry is from
8 feet to 10 feet below the bed of the river.

The great magnitude and extreme flatness of the
arches, of which the keystones are 4 feet 9 inches

long, demanded unusual care in the selection of the
materials, which were of the finest blue and white
granite from Scotland and Devonshire, as well as

great accuracy of workmanship. The new bridge
was opened for traffic in August 1831, the period

occupied in its erection, from the time of driving

the first pile for the dam of the south pier, being
seven years, five months, and thirteen days.

The centering employed for the new London
Bridge is worthy of notice. It consisted of trussed
timber girders, supported at the piers. The striking

plates and A\edges, by which the centre was lowered
after the completion of the arch, were strong beams
suitably notched, one of which, the wedge, was kept
in its place by cross wedges. ^Yhen the centre M-as

to be lowered, the cross wedges were knocked out,

and the main wedge driven back.
In the following table are given the leading

dimensions of the largest stone arches that liave

been built for common roads, fro!i! 150 feet of span
upwards :

Name.
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The development of the railway system, Avith

command of plenty of capntal, has afforded oppor-
tunities for the construction of bridges on a grander
scale than for common roads. The largest railway
bridges usually cross rivers or canals, the smaller
single-arch hriilges over or under local roads, and
for held comnmnication. The number of these
is surprising. There are no fewer than 63 such
bridges under or over the railway on the 30 miles
between Livei-pool and Manchester. There are 160
bridges over and 110 under the London and
Birmingham line ; on the South-Eastern line there

are 141 ; and between London and Gosport, on the
St)uth-Western line, there are 1S8 ; maKing a total

of nearly (KH) bridges on 287 miles of railway, or

over two bridges per mile.

The brick bridge over the Thames at Maiden-
head, on the (Jreat Western Railway, designed by
Mr L K. Brunei, supplies a remarkably daring
instance of wide spans, comluned with a low rise

of arch. It consists of a central pier and two
main arches, flankai at each end bv four openings
for the pa-ssage of flooil-water. The main arches

are elliptical, 128 feet span, witli a rise of 24:^ feet

only. The land arches are semicircles, 28 feet in

diameter. The central pier stands in the middle of

the river upon a shoal which provided a good founda-

tion, whilst the deep watenvay was left free for

the navigation. The low rise of the arches was
inijiosed by the condition of the gradients.

With the railway system, nevertheles.s, the serai-

circular st<jne arch has been revived in bridges as

well as in viaducts. One of the most imposing

structures of this class, forming ])ait of the CJlasgow

and Southwestern Railway, is the Ballochmyle

stone viaduct (fig. 7), over the river Ayr, which

Fig. 7.—Ballochmyle Bridge.

spans the river by a semicircular arch of 180 feet

span, founded on rock—the largest snan of railway

masonrv in Britain or elsewhere—with six auxiliary

arches of 50 feet span. The arch stones of the

central arch are 4A feet broad. The centering of

timlier erecte<l for the construction of this arch wa.s

a masten)iece of carpentry, well worthy of careful

stuilv. Its principal meml)ers were composed of

14-inch square balks, carried up from the bed of the

river, well braceil bv diagonals, especially trans-

verselv, a.s the height was very great in iiroi.o.-fion

to the width. Rails were laid at the upper part ot

the framing to carrv the traversing cranes emploj;ed

in the construction "of the arch. The highe.st point

of the centering stood 157 feet 4 inches al>ove the

1)ed of the river. The level of the rails on the

viaduct is 167 feet higii.

The Congleton Viaduct, on the Manchester and

Binningham Railwav, is amongst the longest in

Britain. It is of stone, 1026 vards, or more than

half a mile in length, and 10<5 feet high. It cost

£113.000, or £113 per lineal yard. The Dane

Viatluct, on the same line, is of brick, 572 yards

Ion". 88 feet high : and it cost £54,(KXJ, or £95 per

linejil vard. having 23 arches of 63 feet span. On
the railwav lines entering London and other large

cities and iovrm^, there are miles of brick viaducts,

extending often as far a-s the eye can reach. On

the Vincenza and Venice Railway there is a via-

duct (1845) of stone and brick, by which the

Laguna Veneta is crossed, consisting of 222 arches,
and 12,000 feet, or more tlian two miles long.

Thus is Venice, the ocean city, chained to the
mainland.
Timber bridges, or frame bridges, as they are

occasionally called, are now almost unheard of

in Britain—particularly on railways, by reason
of their want of durability ; and such railway
bridges as have in earlier times been built of

timber in Britain, have for the most part
been reconstructed of stone, brick, iron, or

steel. Nevertheless, timber bridges are in some
situations, in new and poor countries, practically

the only works available where timber is abun-
dant and cheap. It may be proper to place on
record the frame bridge constructed at East Linton,
on the North British Railway (fig. 8), as a master-
piece of construction, having stone abutYnents and
timber arching, tiie timber being so disposed as to

combine a perfectly stiff', unyielding platform with
free circulation for air and economy of material.

Fig. 8. —Frame Bridge at East Linton.

Tiie main timbei-s are all in compression ; there is

nothing in tension, and stmts are inserted Ijy which

the inclined timbei-s are firmly combined and
stiffened to resist the compressive stress. It may
l)e explained that this 1>ndge, which is over the

Haddingtonshire Tyne. was built originally with

a stone arch, which fell and was replaced by the

timber structure. A viaduct, having timl)er arches

of hmg span, was erected on the line of the Man-
chester and Siiettield Railway over Dinting Vale,

and opened in 1S44. This viaduct consists of

16 arciies, 5 of which are of Memel timber, each of

125 feet span, with 25 feet rise. There are four

laminated main ribs in each arch, each 4i feet deep,

18 inches wide, consisting of 3-inch planks laid

longitudinally, firmlv stayed together. The remain-

ing 11 arches' are of brick, of 50 feet span.

It is to the United States of America that we
must look for examples of high-class timber bridges

and via^lucts on a large scale. The 'inflexible

arched truss,' introduced by Mr D. C. McCallum,

has probably been in more general use in the States

than anv other system of timber l)ridge. It is

illustrated in fig. 9, showing one half of a railway

Fig. 9.—Inflexible Truss Bridge—Half Length.

bridge of 200 feet span, 15 feet wide in the clear for

a single line. The depth of the truss is 26 feet at

the c'entre, 21 feet at the ends. Its cost is said to

be from £6 to £8 per lineal foot.

Cast-iron ^/vrfj/e.y.—Towards the close of the 18th

centurj', some Ijridges were erected, the arches of

which were constructed mainly of cast-iron. The

first of these structures was the bridge over tbe

Severn, near the town of Ironbridge, erected by

Mr Darbv, of Coalbrookdale Ironworks, in 1779.
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The bridge consisted of a single tiroh, nearly semi-

circular, of 100 feet span. The most celebrated

bridge of cast-iron is Soutlnvark Dridge, across

the Thames, designcil and erected l)y Mr liennie,

opened in 1824. It consists of 3 cast-iron arches,

with stone piers and abutments. The arches aie

tiat circular segments, the central arch having '2-iO

feet span, with a rise of 24: feet, and s])ringing at

a level of 6 feet above high-watei' of spring-tides.

The two side arches are of 210 feet span, with a rise

i)f 18 feet 10 inches. The piers are 24 feet wide at

the springings. There are 8 arched ribs in the

width of the l)ridge. The arches are 2| inches

thick, and from 8 feet deep to feet deep at the

crown ; they are in 13-feet lengths, bolted together
and joined by transverse plates of the same depth.

The roadway is 42 feet wide. The weight of the
'central arch is 1605 tons, and that of each side arch
1460 tons, making a total of 4585 tons of metal.

The rise of the arch due to expansion by heat was
oVtserved to amount to 1^ inches for 50° rise of

temperature. The liridge is 718 feet long between
the abutments.
Two railway bridges of a composite character,

coml lining a cast-iron arch with plate-iron horizontal

members, were designed by Sir John Fowler for the
Coalbrookdale Railway, and the Severn Valley
Railway, crossing the river Severn. Each bridge
has a sjjan of 200 feet, with a rise of 20 feet, con-

.sisting of 4 ribs for supporting a double line of way.
The high-level bridge over the deep ravine

through which the Tyne flows between Newcastle

Fig. lU.— Britannia liridge.

and Gateshead is a uniijue structure in cast-iron,
a fine example of the bow-string arch. It formed
the junction between railways from York and from
Berwick, then separate (now the North-Eastern

most striking features of the bridge. It is sus-

pended from the ujipcr or railway roadway. There
are 4728 tons of cast-iron in the bridge, and 321
tons of wrought-iron. The liridge cost £243,000,
or, say, £176 }ier lineal foot. It was opened by
the Queen in 1849. The hrst difficulty in building
the bridge was to secure a good foundation for the
piers. The lirst iiile was driven to a depth of 32
feet in four minutes ; and as soon as one was
placed, the traveller hovering overhead presented
another, and down it went, like a }»in into a pin-

cushion. When the piles had been driven find the
cofferdams completed, the water was pumped out.

But though powerful engines were employed, it

forced itself through the bed of quicksand as fast

as it was removed. Every effort was matle for

months to overcome it, but without success, until
at last a beil of cement-concrete was laid in, a
foundation was made, and the piers were built.

This bridge is historically interesting, as it

shows a transitional form intermediate between
the arch and the girder—between cast-iron struc-
tures and wrought-iron structures (see also the
article Newcastle).

Wruitght-iroii Bridges.—The unsuitability of

cast-iron as a material for bridges of very large
span—long-span bridges as they are called—raised

the question of the sole employment of wrought-
iron as the material for the crossing of the Con-
way and the Menai Strait, on the line of the
Chester and Holyhead Railway, involving spans
of 400 feet and upwards. The inaximum existing

span in cast-iron—that of South-
wark Bridge—did not exceed
240 feet ; and for the greater
spans Mr Rol)ert Stephenson
conceived the idea of wrought-
iron tubes for crossing the Con-
^\•ay River and the Menai Strait
in large spans, through which
railway trains were to be con-
ihu'ted. Sir William Fairbairn
(le\ iscd and conducted the pre-

liminaiy course of experiments
required for the purpose of test-

ing by models the strength of

such a structure, with others of

elliptical and rectangular section

for comparison. Rectangular
tubes had the advantage in

point of strength, and a model
l»eam accordingly was con-

structed, to a scale of one-sixth
of the proposed bridge. It bore
the test most satisfactorily, and
showed that the proposed tube
could be made self-sujiporting

over the desired span of 460
feet. Arrangements were
accordingly made for the erec-

tion of the colossal structure

itself. The Britannia Bridge (fig. 10), so called

after the Britannia Rock on which the central

pier rests, was built across the Menai Strait. It

consists of two independent continuous wrought-
main line). It was jiroj^osed by Mr Hudson, the iron tubular beams, 1510 feet in length, weighing
railway king, and designed by Mr Robert Stephen
son and Mr T. E. Harrison. There are two road-
ways—one for carriages and foot-passengers, level
with the Castlegarth, and the other, 22 feet above
it, for railway traffic. Tlu^ bridge consists of six
spans of 125 feet each ; the jiiers, 16 feet thick,
being of masonry, the arched rilis of cast-iron, and
the ties of wrought-iron. The soffit or under side
of the roatlway is 83 feet aliovo higli-water. The
total height of the jiiers is 131 feet from the found-
ation. The carriage-road is 1380 feet in length

—

about a quarter of a mile. It forms one of the

4680 tons each, independent of the cast-iron frames
inserted at their bearings in the towers. They
rest on two abutments and three towers of masonry
at a height of 100 feet above high-water. The
middle, or Britannia towci-, 230 feet high, is liuilt

on a rock in the middle of the strait. The bridge

is thus in four spans, of which there are two spans
of 460 feet over the water, and two spans of 230

feet over the hand. The weight of one of the

longer spans, single tube, is 1587 tons, and that
of one of the shorter spans 630 tons. The average
weight of a single tube is over three tons per lineal
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FiK. 11.

foot of advance. A transverse section of each
tube is shown by fig. 11. The chief mass of the
material is placed at the top and the bottom,
represented by the upper and lower flanges or
taoles of an ordinary beam, the two sides serving
to connect the top and the bottom. Constructed
of plate-iron, the toi) requires more metal than the

bottom, in order to resist the

XI TTTTI T T buckling stress to which it is^nB^ subject. But, instead of put-
ting the metal into one thick
plate, or into several plates
laid one on another, it is con-
structed to form a set of small
tubes or cells, which give addi-
tional stiH'ness and strength
to the whole tube. The floor,

in like manner, contains cells.

Each tulie is straight on the
lower face, and slightly curved
on the ui)iier face, in.somuch
that tiie height of the tube
e.vternally is 30 feet at the
middle in the Britannia Tower,
and 26 feet internally, and 22
feet "J inches and 18 feet 9
inches at the extremities in the
abutments. The width of each

tulie externally Ls 14 feet 8 inches, and 13 feet 5
inches clear inside. The side plates are from h inch
to i inch in thickness; the top plates are from | inch
to '^ inch, for resisting compression ; and the bottom
jdates are from ,v. incli to yc inch thick, for resist-

ing extension. The tubes repose solidly on the
centre tower, but on the land towers and abut-
ments they repose on roller beds, thus permitting
free expansion and contraction according to the
temj)erature. Tire tlaily variation of length is

from i inch to 3 inches for the whole length of the
tube, tiie extremes (if tiie movement being attained
at al>out 3 P.M. and 3 A.M. The efl'ect of sunshine
in deflecting the Britannia Briiige, as obsei-ved by
Mr Edwin Clark, is very curious. A short spell

of sunshine on tiie top of tlie tube raised it on one
liccasion nearly an inch in half an hour, with a
load of 2fM) tons at the centre, the toj) plates of the
bridge being expandeil by increase of tempera-
ture, while the lower plates remained at ccmstant
temperature by railiation to the water beneath
them. In like manner, the tube was drawn side-

ways to the extent of an inch by the sun shining

on one side, and it returned immediately to its

normal i»osition as clouds passed over the sun.

The tubes sometimes move as much as 2A inches

vertically or horizontally when the sun siiines on
them. The tube is in fact a most delicate ther-

mometer, in constant motion, both vertically and
laterally. The Britannia Bridge was opened in

March "l8")0 In* the passage through it of three

powerful locomotives with tenders. The second
experimental train that went through consbted
of twenty-four heavily laden coal-wagons, aggre-

gating 3(K) tons weight. The train was drawn
through the tubes at leisurely speed. During
the pa.ssage a breathless silence prevailed, and
when the train emerged at the other end the

event was announced by great cheering, mingled
with the reports of pieces of ordnance. One can
imagine the relief from intense anxiety to the

engineer. 'Often at night,' said Mr Stephenson,
' I would lie tossing about, seeking sleep in vain.

The tubes filled my head. I went to bed with

them, and got u)) witii tliem. In the gray of the

morning, when I looked across Gloucester Square,

it seemed an immense distance across to the houses

on the opposite side. It w'as nearly the same
length as tlie span of my tubular bridge.'

A similar tubular bridge acnws the Conway, on

the line of the Chester and Holyhead Railway,
was designed and erected by Mr Stephenson. It
consists of two tubes, each of one span of -400 feet,

and was opened for tratiic in May 1848.
The Victoria Railway Bridge (1854-59) over the

St Lawrence River, at Montreal, Canada, is tubular
in design, like the Britannia Bridge. It is 9144
feet, or nearly Ij^ miles in length, in twenty-four
spans of 242 feet, and a cential span of 330 feet.

The total length of each of the tubes is 6592 feet

;

and there are 9044 tons of iron in the tubes, or
about 1 ton per lineal foot. There is a total painted
superficies equal to 32 acres. The river is 8660 feet,

or about Ig miles wide at the crossing, where it

descends at the rate of 7 miles per hour. The
bridge is remarkable chiefly for its ice-breaking
piers, which are constructed with large bows at
the up-river ends to resist the enoi-mous pressure
of the ice in sjiring. The rails are 60 feet above
the level of the river.

Although tubular bridges are not likely to be
constructed in the future, it should be remembei'ed
that it was in tubular bridges that the first

.attempt was made to introduce wrought -iron in

long spans ui)on railways. This was done by Mr
Stei)hen.son at a time when perhaps it would not
have been in the power of any other man to in-

fluence the introduction of wrought-iron in such
stmctures. The experience of the tubular bridge,

nevertheless, has led to a development of plate-iron

gdrder bridges, in which the cellular principle of the
tubular bridge has lieen applied in the designing of

the longitudinal girders or beams between which the
roadway is carried. The early forms for such girders

are typified in the wrought-iron girders of the
Torksey Bridge, Lincolnshire, erected in 1850.

The bridge is c<mstructed of two spans of 130

feet each. The girders are of uniform depth—10

feet. The upper lioom or member of each girder

is cellular, being the form liest adapted to resist

compression, and is constructed of plates s inch
and t\ inch in thickness. The lower boom is not
cellular like the top, as it is exposed only to tensile

stress, and is constructed of plates § inch and ^
inch thick, riveted together. The two side plates,

inclosing a hollow sjiace, are made of |-inch plates.

Latticc-fiinlcr Brldyca.—The iron lattice bridge

—

.so called from having sides constructed with cross-

bars, like lattice-work—is the natural outcome of

the tuljular bridge for long spans, developing ecjual

strength with considerable economy of material

and labour.

Lattice bridges of timlier were first used in

America, where timber is chea]). The first lattice-

girder in iron was designed by Sir John MacNeill,
and erected in 1843 on the line of the Dublin and
Droglieda Railway, near Dublin, of 84 feet span.

Fi-. 12.

Lattice-girders are now almost universally adopted

for iron bridges for long spans. Amongst the

eariiest of them is the lattice bridge forming a
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E)rtion of the Bovne ^'i;l(l^u•t on the line of tlie

nblin and Belfast Junction Railway, near
Drogheda, completed in 1855. It has three large
openings, of wiiicli the middle span is 2()4 feet
long, and the side sj)ans 138 feet. There are two
side girders 2(ih feet deep, '24i feet apart, con-
nected hv cross girders of lattice-work aliove and

below—forming a rectangular inclosure, within
which, on a platform, two lines of rails are laid on
which the trains run. Each of the lattice-bars is

crossed by six others at the angle 45 degrees, form-
in"- squares (fig. 12).

The Charing Cross Bridge across the Thames, f)n

the line of the South-Eastern Railway (fig. 13), is

Fig. lo.—Chariiig Cro.ss Bridjie— Half Length.

a lattice bridge of a ditlerent order, having a total

length of 1365 feet, over a quarter of a mile. It

consists of nine spans, six of which are 15-4 feet

clear, and three are 100 feet clear. In the super-
structure of each opening of 154 feet there are two
main girders, 49 feet 4 inches apart transversely
between their central lines, connected beneath by
transverse girders, carrying four lines of rails, and
projecting at each side to carry a footpath. The
main girders are 14 feet deep. The sides are con-
structed of top and bottom booms of plate-iron,

and are in panels divided by vertical bars, each
panel containing two diagonal bars, crossed at
the angle 45 degrees, and fastened to the booms
by means of large round pins or bolts from 5
inches to 7 inches in diameter. The weight of
one main girder is 190 tons. The bridge was
built on the site of Brunei's old Hungerford Sus-
pension Bridge, the two brickwork piers of which
were utilised for the present bridge. The piers

for the spans
-4a'-4"-— >e, of 154 feet,

other than the
brick piers, are
cast-iron cylin-

ders, 10 feet in

diameter above
ground, and
expanded to a
diameter of 14

feet in the
ground, thus
supplying a
very Avide base
for each cylin-

der. Each pier

consists of two
such cylinders
(fig. 14), one
for supporting
each main
girder. The
]) i e r s are
formed of seg-

mental cast-

iron plates
bolted to-

gether, and
they were sunk

to a depth of 62 feet below high-water mark, by
excavating the material from the inside by divers
armed with helmets, until they became bedded
on the London clay. They were Aveighted with 150
tons of load, to overcome the friction of the soil on
their sides, and to sink them to their destined
depth. They were filled with concrete and brick-
work, capped with granite bearing-blocks. Under
a load of 700 tons, the cvlinders thus filled sunk a

Cliariiif

Fig. 14.

Cross Bridge : one of the Piers.

further depth of 4 inches into the clay. Altogether
there are nearly 7000 tons of metal in the bridge.

The total cost of the bridge, including the abut-
ments, Avas £180,000, or £131 per lineal foot. The
bridge thus at first constructed has recently been
doubled in Avidth to meet the development of

tratMc. For the Tay Bridge, see Dukdee.
American Quadrangular Girder Bridges.—One

of the best examples of American long-span iron-

liridge construction (fig. 15) is the bridge across

the Kentucky River on the Cincinnati Southern
RaiiAvay, designed by INIr C. Siialer Smith—
notcAvorthy for the economical design and com-
paratively light Aveight. The ironAvork of the
bridge is 1138 feet in length, and it consists of

three spans of 375 feet each. It crosses a limestone

I'lg 15.

Bridge across the Kentucky River—Half Length.

canon at a height of 280 feet above the bed of the
stream. The piers are of stone to a height of 60 feet,

to clear the highest recorded Hoods ; and they are

about 34 feet thick at the fiood-level. Above the
stoncAvork the jiiers are of iron. The truss or girder

is rectangular in section, 37i feet high, 18 feet

Avide, consisting of top and bottom pairs of booms,
forming the corners, united by ])anels or frames
at intervals of 18f feet longitudinally, stittened

and bound Avith diagonal tie-rods. The booms
each consist of fiat plates jdaced vertically, riveted

together. The piers consist of liolloAV pillars of

plate-iron riveted together in box form. The
diagonal rods are ' pin-connected '—that is to say,

they are connected to the framework A\ith cylin-

drical pins, a form of connection much practised in

the States. The l)ri(lge was completed in February
1877. The exi)ansi(m and contraction of the bridge

o])erate each Avay from the centre. Itending the toits

of the piers correspondingly towards or from the

shores ; the greatest observed movement being
half an inch either Avay. The ends of the girder

rest 1)A' means of rollers on the abutments, and
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tliey liave a luaxiinuiii of 3 indies of travel result-
ing from variation of temperature. The ironwork
of the hriilge weighs 1631 tons, or 1-43 tons per
lineal fcxjt—less than half the weight per lineal
foot of the tul)es of the Britannia Bridge.

Cantilever Bridges — The Forth Bridge.—The
Tirinciple of the cantilever bridge has already
iieen noticed ;\s applied
primitively in Japan
ami India, and in China
also. A cantilever is,

as Baker has said, a
bracket ; a structure
overhung from a ti.xed

base. The bridge acro.ss

the river Forth ( tig. 1(3),

on the North British
Railway sy.stem, o]>ened
bv tiie Prince of Wales,
4th March 1890, i.s the
largest and most mag-
niticent bridge in tiie

world. The engineei-s

were Sir John Fowler,
K.C.M.G., and Sir

lienjamin Baker. Tiie
site of the bridge
is at Queensferrj-.

At this place, the
estuary of the Forth
is 4livided by the island

of Inehgarvie into two
channels, wliose deptii.

as much as "JOO feet, '

preclufled the construc-

tion of intermediate piers. Hence, two large spans

of 17(X) feet each were atlopted. iJetween these,

the central j>ier is fountled on the island midway
across, and is known as Inchgarvie jder. There are

two other main jders—slioro-iiiei-s—known respec-

tively a.s the Fite jner and the gueensferry pier.

On these three piers respectively three double

lattice-work cantilevers (lig. 17), like scaiebeams,

cylindrical columns of masonry 36 feet high, each
49 feet in diameter at the top, and 55 feet at the
l)ottom, founded on rock or on boulder-clay. To
make assurance doubly sure, the superstructure is

bolted down to each column with forty-eight steel

bolts 1\ inches in iliameter and 24 feet long.

The piers were founded l)y means of ("otlerdams

1360 feet, or a quarter of a mile in length, are

poised in line, reaching towards each other, and
connected at their extremities by ordinary girdei-s

3.")0 feet long, by whicii the two main spans are

completed. The bridge consists of two main spans
of 1700 feet, or nearly one-tldrd of a mile each ;

two of 675 feet each, fjeing the shore-ends of the

outer cantilevers ; and 15 spans of 168 feet each.

Tlie total length of the viaduct, including piers, is

8*296 feet, or a little over U miles, of which almost

exactly 1 mile is covered by the great cantilevers.

The clear heatlwav under the centre of the bridge

is 152 feet at high-water, and the highest part of

the bridge is 361 feet above the same level. Each
of the three main piei-s consists of a group of four

iL- Forth Brills

(q.v. ) for shallow de}>ths under water, and Caissons
(q.v. )worked with comjuesse<l air for the deep water
at Inchgarvie and at Queensferrv. At Inchgarvie,
two caissons constructed of wrought-iron plates, 70
feet in diameter, were sunk, the rock being ex-

cavated from below the lower edge of the cylinder,

to a depth of 72 feet below the waves of the Forth.

The operations were conductetl under the pressure

of compressed air in a miiiing-cliamber 7 feet high,

lightetl by electricity, at tlie lower end of the
caisson. A striking incident .served to impress the

reality of the high pressure of the air in this

cliaiiii)er. A Hat-sided spirit-Hask was taken down
anil emptied. The bottle of course was filled with
comjiresseil air, of a pressure of 33 lb. per square
inch, and was corked. Under this pressure it

explodeil when passing through the Air-lock (q.v.)

into the open air. At Queensferry, four caissons

like those employed at Inchgarvie were sunk to

depths of from 71 to 89 feet below high-water.

The bed of the river was of soft mud, through
which the caissons were sunk into hard boulder-

clay. The mud. after iiaving been diluted with
water, was blown out by the conqiressed air

supplied to the mining-chamber. The cais.sons

were giadually filled with concrete as it was
required, to steady them, and at the same time
to drive them down by deadweight through the
clay. When they were sunk to the required depth,

the bottom or mining-chamber was cleared out and
rammed with concrete, grouted up under pressure.

No subsidence took place after this final operation,

the boulder-clay being very hard. But independ-
ently of this consideration, it is readily seen that

by in this way substituting the -whole area of the

immense circular caisson for tlie mere circular cut-

ting-edge at the bottom to take a bearing on tlie

clay, the bearing surface, and with that the resist-

ance to a vertical load, was almost indefinitely

increa.sed. When the concrete was filled to the

water-level, the piers were carried \\\^ with massive

stones laid in cement, the whole pier becoming ens
solid mass.
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The bridge is taper in i)lan, each span narrowing

from a width of 120 feet^—tlie distance apart of the

lower meinhers of each cantilever—at the pier, to a
mininiuni of 3U feet at the extremities of the

cantilever, giving an outline, in a vertical view of

it, like a truncated triangle, in order to confer a

degree of stiftness laterally, for resisting irregular

stresses, wiiid-iiressvue in particular. The metal
columns above each pier, forming the basis of the

cantilever, are 12 feet in diameter. The members
iinder compression are tubular, those in tension are

of open braced forms. The wind-pressure is as-

sumeil from calculation at a maximum of 56 lb. per

square foot. The maximum possible stress on any
member of the bridge is calculated to be at the

rate of 7h tons per square inch of sectional area,

leaving a plentiful margin of strength, since the

steel of which the bridge is constructed is capable

of resisting a tensile stress of from 30 to 33 tons per

square inch, and compression to the extent of from
34 to 37 tons per sipiare inch. Between the two
main girders a double line of railway is carried

on an'internal viaduct supported by trestles and
cross girders. The whole of the metal-work of the
superstructure is of Siemens steel. The way will

consist of heavy bridge-rails laid on longitudinal

sleepers bedded in four steel troughs, into which
the wheels will di-op in case of ilerailment, when
they will run on the sleepers.

In the piers tliere are about 120,000 cubic yards
of masonry, and in the superstructure 44,500 tons

of steel. The bent steel plates which go to make
the tubes and struts Avould, if placed in a line, end
to end, stretch a distance of 42 miles. There are

20 acres of surface to be painted. The contract was
let for the sum of £1,600,000, or £215 per lineal foot.

An impression of the great magnitude of the bridge

is derived from a comparison with the largest com-
pleted railway bridge in England—the Britannia
Bridge, which has spans of 460 feet—little more tlian

one-fourth of the spans of the Forth Bridge. The
best proof of approval is imitation. In this connec-
tioTi mention should be made of the tine organisation

of labour secured by Sir Wm. Arrol, of Tancred,
AiTol, & Co., the contractors, and of the ingenious
special tools designed by him for carrying out the
work of construction. Since the first publication of

the design for the Forth Bridge, nearly every new
long-span liridge throughout the world has been
built on the principle of that design.

For comparison with the largest bridge in the
world, tiie following particulars of a few mammoth
railway l)ridges are given :

Lengtli. Greatest Sijau.

Feet. Feet.

Forth Bridge 8206 1700
Brooklyn Bridge 50!59 1595
Niagara Bridge 821
Britannia Bridge 1510 400
Victoria, Montreal 9144 SSO
Boyne Viaduct 1760 264
Tay Bridge 10,780 245
Charing Cross Bridge 1365 154
Crunilin Viaduct, ilonniouthshire 1800 15:)

Higli-level Bridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 1380 125
Anm-Davia Bridge 6320
Meiiiiiliis Bridge (over Mississippi). .

.

1886 790
Ceniavoda ISridge (Danube) 2350 600
Sukliur Bridge (Indus) 1250 785

The latter has cantilevers each 320 feet long.

SuspCHnio/i Bridges.—These are bridges in which
the roadway is suspended from chains, links, or

ropes, passing over piers or towers, and fixed or

anchored at their extremities. Another line of

evolution had its origin in the princijile of suspen-

sion. The sim.itlest form, if possil>le, is a rope,

traversed by a ])ulley, ring, or grooved Idock of

wood, from which a rude car is susi)ended, or, in

some cases, only a loop, in which the passenger

sits, and either works himself across with his own
hands, or is drawn froiii side to side by a smaller line

attaciied to the car. Such elementary bridges have
been in use from the earliest ages. More than a
hundred and thirty years ago, Don Antonio de
Ulloa described tliem as commonly used in the
mountainous districts of South America. Struc-

tures of a more Ijridge-like character were erected

by the Peruvians. Six strong cables are suspended
across the river, four of whicli carry the platfoiin,

consisting of sticks laid across them, and Inanches
of trees laid longitudinally upon the sticks. Tlie

two other ropes are considerably higher than the
platform, and are connected with it. They serve

as rails for the security of the passenger. Ulloa
observes that ' the appearance of the Ijridges, which
move with the wind, and are agitated by the move-
ments of every passenger that crosses them, is veiy

frightful at first.' They cross chasms hundreds of

feet deep, through which cataracts of water, derived

from the melting snow, rush, lashed into irresistible

furv.

Fig. 18.—Suspension Bridge.

Fig. 18 is a typical illustration of a modern
susjiension bridge. When the weight of the road-

way is known by the stiess on the suspending
links, the problem of statical equilibiium assumes
the simplest form, and the conditions of strength

and stability are readily determined. But when
there is a shifting or rolling load on the roadway,
which is heavy in jiroportion to the weight of the

l^ridge, as, for example, a railway train, the con-

tUtions are involved. When the train occupies, say,

only one-half of the bridge, the chain is depressed

on that side, and is laised on the other side.

Thus an undulation is produced in the bridge,

which, especially if the train be moving rapidly,

may seriously disturb the equilibrium, and even
endanger the staliility of the bridge. Various com-
binations have been devised to overcome this diffi-

culty. The simplest and probably the best cour.se

is to stiHen the roadway, so that the stress of the

passing load may be distriljuted over a considerable

length of the chain. In this manner large railway
bridges have been constructed in America—for

example, the Roebling's bridge (1855) over the

Niagara, 2^ miles below the falls, having a span of

822 feet, and l)eing 245 feet above the level of the

stream. A hunihed yards higher up is a new
cantilever railway bridge (1883).

The Menai Suspension Bridge, designed and con-

structed by Thomas Telford, was as great a step,

in its own time, as its neighbour the tubular rail-

way bridge of Robert Stephenson. After various

abortive designs were proposed and abandoned,
Telford put forward his plan for crossing the straits

by a .suspension l)ridge of one large span, 100 feet

high above the water-level. The roadway is sus-

pended from four cables, each consisting of four

tiei-s of bars, making in all sixteen chains, having
a dro]) of 57 feet, or about one-tenth of the span.

There are two carriage-ways, each 12 feet wide,

with a footpath between tiiem, 4 feet wide. The
cliains consist of Hat bars on edge, 10 feet long,

1 inch thick, and 3^ inches wide, connected to eacli

other l)y round bolts. The total lengtli of tiie

l)ridge is 1710 feet, or about one-third of a mile;

and the distance b(?tween tlie points of suspension

is 579 feet. The total weight of iron used for the

structure was 2187 tons. The bridge occujjied six

years in construction, and was opened in 1825. The
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total cost, including the eRibankineut and about
half a mile of new line of roail, was £120,000.
The success of the Menai Suspension Bridge

having been assured, one of a still larger span,
870 feet, at an elevation of 167 feet above the river,

wjus constructed at Freiburg, which crosses the
valley of the Sarine, in Switzerland. The bridge
was susi)ended by wire ropes, each consisting (tf

eighty wires, j'j inch thick, tied together by rdils

at intervals. The bridge was finished in 1834.

There is a similar, but rather smaller, bridge over
the (Jotteron, a tributary of the Sarine.
The Clifton Suspension Bridge (tig. 19) has an

interesting record. In 17")3 William Vick, a
Bristol alderman, beijueathed tiie

sum of £1000, to accunmlate at

compound interest until it readied
£10,(MX), and then to be used in

constructing a stone bridge at or

near the site of the present Clifton

Biidge. This sum was augmented
by contributions, and in 1830 an
act was obtained for the construc-

tion of the bridge, to the design
of Mr Telford, having a central

span of 400 feet. The work subse-

quently p.ussed into tiie hands of

Mr I. K. Brunei, a man of large

ideas, who iriade a new de>ign for

a single span of 702 feet„ at a
height of 2o0 feet above high-water
level. The m-w design was pro-

ceeded with in I8.3(i, and the abut-

ments and piers were completed ;

but, for want of funds, the ^ork
Mas arrested until ISOO, when ad-

vantage was taken of the removal
of the (dd Hungerford Su.spension

Bridge, to make room for the

Charing Cross Kailway Bridge.

Tlie chains were bought at a low

I'ost, and in IStil the works of the

Clifton Uridgi' were resumetl, in which the old

chains were utilised. In the new bridge there

are three chains on each side, s\ii>i)orting longi-

tudinal stirtening girdei-s of wrought-iron, with

ojien-work cross-girders to carry the lloor of the

bridge. The hand-railing was also ingeniously

utilised with lattice-work a.s a girder to co-operate

in stillening tiie platform. The span of the bridge,

jusured between the centres of the piei-s ()r

towers, is 702J feet ; the wi«ltli is 31 feet, includ-

ing 20 feet of roadway defined by the distance

ajliirt of the chains, and' two footways, one at each

si.le. The roadwav is not on a dead level, but

between the piers has a rise or arching of 2 feet.

The chains, j.-ossed over the piers on cast-iron .said es

or rollers, are carried downwards to land-saddles

at a distance of 190 feet from the piers, bedded on

brickwork set upon the solid rock. Sixty feet fur_-

ther the chains are carrie<l down at an angle of 4,>

degrees to the anchorage-idates. bedded in a mass

of brickwork in the form of an arch abutting on the

solid "ock far below the surface of the ground. All

the links were proved with a stress of 10 tons per

s.iuare inch. The platform is suspended by vertical

r(»ds from the chains, and that the stress on the

rods niav be adjusted and etiualised, they are titte.l

each with a doulde adjusting screw at the lower

end. The roadwav is of creo.soted timber .> inches

in thickness. The footwavs are laid with timber

of half this thickness. The weight of the chains

between the piers is 554 tons; and yet they are

subject to a ten.sional stress of 680 tons at the

middle, bv their own weight. The susijeiision-rods,

crirders, flooring, \c., weigh 440 tons, making, witli

the chains, a total weight of nearly 1000 tons. It

i^ calculated that, if the bridge be loaded all over

the platiorni at the rate of 70 lb. per square foot,

whicli is estimated as the maximum Aveight of a
crowd, the final stress on the chains at the middle
would amount to 2094 tons, or 4i tons on each
square inch of section of the chains. In order to

provide for the effects of expansion and contraction
and other causes of disturbance, the two ends of

the roadway are furnished with hinged Haps 8 feet

long, which give perfect freedom of movement ver-

tically as well as horizontally.

The Brooklyn Suspension Bridge across the East
River, between New York and Brooklyn, opened in

1883, is built of .steel. It has a central span of

1595A feet, and two land sjians of 930 feet each

;

Fig. I'J.—Chfton Suspension Bridge.

making, with the approaches, a total length of

5989 feet, or about one mile and one furlong. The
anchorage at each end is a solid cubical structure

of .stone, measuring 119 feet one way, by 132 feet

the other, rising to a height of 90 feet above high-

water mark, weighing 60,000 tons each. The
towers are 276 feet high. The weight of the whole

structure suspended between the towers is nearly

7000 tons. The stress of suspension is borne by

four cables, of 5000 steel wires each, 15^ inches in

diameter. The foundations of the towers were laid

by means of caissons and compressed air, at a level

oif about 80 feet below high-water mark. The
roadwav presents five parallel aAcnues, of an aver-

age width of 16 feet each. The two outmost

avenues, 19 feet wide, are devoted to vehicles ;
the

central avenue, 15i feet wide, for foot-passengers

;

and on the two intermediate avenues are laid tram-

ways for car-trattic. For illustration see BROOKLYN.
Movable Bnthjc.s.—Mo\dh\e liridges are usually

required in the neighbourhood of rivers, docks,

wharves, canals, and like situations, for the jiassage

of ships and boats. They are variously designed

and adai)ted to ])articular situations, and may be

classihed as : ( 1
) Bascules or drawbridges, (2) swing

bridges, (3) traversing bridges, (4) lift bridges,

{ 5 )
pontoon Ijridges.

Basrnh.s or Drawbriflfics.—The bascule bridge is

such as is raised by turning, in one piece or in two

pieces, round one or two horizontal axes or hinges.

The most ancient form of the bascule was that of

one Hap of framed timber used to cross the moat or

ditch of a fortress or castle, and capable of being

drawn up bv means of chains from the mside. For

lar"-e dimensions it is convenient to constnict the

bridge in two halves, lifting from each side, and
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abutting together at the miildle. An excellent bas-

cule bridge, erected in 1S8'J, on the North-Eastern
Railway, across the river Ouse, gives a clear water-
Avay of 45 feet. The bridge is opened by two men,
one at each leaf, in about one minute and a half,

and is opened about eight times every day. One of

the largest b.ascule bridges is that at Copenhagen,
which was opened for tratiic in 1867, giving a free

passage-way of .5(i feet 8 inches. The l>ridge is

counter-weighted with 57 tons load at the end of

the tail, which is 13^ feet from the centre of the
hinge.
The Tower Bridge, a bascule bridge, across the

Thames, at the Tower of London, opened in

J894, is constructed on such a scale as to be the
largest bridge in the world of the bascule class.

It is illustrated by tig. 20. The bridge may be

the arcliitect, and Mr J. Wolfe Barry is the
engineer.

Swing Bridrjcs.—Swing bridges are by far the
most commonly employed of movable bridges.

The large rivers to oe crossed in America have
demanded swing bridges of great span, with excel-
lent contrivances for minimising friction and in-

Fig. 20.—The Tower Bridge.

described as a compound suspension and bascule
bridge of three spans, of wliicli the centre opening
is fitted with a bascule or drawbridge, shown lifted
in the tigure. The bascule is carried by two
massive Gotluc towers, from which the chains or
links are suspended, and in which provision is
made for the machinery rerjuired for opening and
closing the nuddle span. Lifts at both sides, as
Avell as internal staircases, are provided for the use
of foot-passengers. Tlie lifts communicate imme-
diately with the upper footway connecting the
towers, so that the foot-trattic is never interrupted.
The leaves of the drawbridge, when open, will be
Hush with the towers, allowing the largest shipping
to pass through. When the bridge is closed, there
win be sufficient height at high-water for the
ordinary traffic of the river to pass under. Tiie
bridge has been built of gray granite for the lower
portions, hard red brick for the upper portions of
the towers. The opening of a passage for vessels,
and the closing of the bridge, may be accomplishedm the course <jf four or hve minutes. Of the three
spans, the clear centre opening for shipjiing is 200
feet, the side spans are each 270 feet, and the total
length between abutments is 800 feet. The head-
way of the centre span when closed is 29i feet
above Thames high-M-ater, and that of the side
spans IS 27 feet. The height of the foot-bridge
across the centre span is 135 feet above high-water.
The approach-roads and the foot-bridge are 60 feet
wide. Tiie iiarliamentarv estimate cost of the
bndt^e, inchuling land, is £750,000, or about £940
per lineal foot. The late Sir Horace Jones was

spai

^ fric

suring steadiness when closed. The swing bridge
over the Raritan, in New Jersey, U.S., allows two
free passages, each 216 feet wide. It is what is

known as a double-swing bridge—the bridge being
balanced on a central pivot assisted by a system of

rollers—opening and closing two passages at once,

and affording two passages instead of only one,

as in the earlier bridges, which were generally
made in two leaves to cross single passages. The
Kansas City Bridge crosses two passages, each 160

feet wide. The total
moving weight is 303
tons. The bridge is

opened by steam-power
in about one minute
and a half, or l)y

manual power in two
minutes. From two-
thirds to three-fourths
of the moving weight
rests on the central
pivot.

Traversing Bridges.—^lovable bridges,
sometimes called tele-

scope bridges, ca])able
of being rolled horizon-
tally backward, or in

an oblique direction,

are occasionally em-
ployed. The bridge
across the Arun, near
Arundel, on the South
Coast Railway, is 144
feet long. It is

traversed on wheels,
and acts as a sliding
cantilever, the over-

hanging portion resting on the opposite abutment
when in place.

Lift Bridges.—These are not common. There
appear to be only two—one erected over the
Suri'ej' Canal, which is lifted by the four corners

;

and another over the Royal Canal, Dublin. In the
second case, a branch railway crosses the canal at

an angle of 25 degrees. The bridge first made for

the situation weighed 14 tons, and was balanced
by a counterpoise consisting of a tank tilled with
water, the counterpoise, empty, being 1 ton lighter

than the bridge, and when loaded with 2 tons of

water, 1 ton heavier. The bridge could thus be
raised and lowered with the aid of a man at a
winch. The lift of the bridge was 7^ feet, which
gave a headway for barges equal to that of the
adjoining stone bridge. The supply of water for

working the bridge was taken from an adjacent
lock. At the four corners rams worked into

cylinders, which admitted water from the lock to

enter through small holes, and fill the cylinders as

the rams were drawn up in the raising of the
bridge, acting as a check in case of accident. The
bridge has been reconstructed for a greater lift.

Pontoon or Flouting Bridges—Bridges of Boats.

—Bridges of boats are made of boats laid over vxitli

planks, fastened across the stream l>y means of

anchors or stakes. The bridge at Rouen is 300
yards long, paved with stone for the passage of

carriages and horses. The so-called ' Hying bridge'
is rather a ferry than a bridge of boats (see Ferky).
A well-known pontoon briilge was designed by

Mr Alallet to cross the Royal Canal at the Broad-
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stone terminus of the Midland Great Western
Railway of Ireland. The general idea is that of a
f)ontoon or flat-bottomed boat of iron. When the
mdge is in place, water is admitted until it settles

down lirmly on timber wall-iilates. To open it the
water is ilrawn off by a movable siphon, which is

connected with a fixed pipe, having a considerable
vertical fall. A smaller branch ]iipe is set at an
angle to the exhaust-pipe, and through it a strong
jet of water is allowed to Issue. This operation,
on a well-known principle of hydroilynamics, sucks
away the air from the siphon and causes it to act.

The bridge then floats, and is drawn into a recess,

leaving the pa-ssage clear along the canal.

The longest floating Ijridge in the world, prob-
ably, is the pontoon bridge across the river

Hooghly, at Calcutta, designed .and constructed
by Sir Bradford Leslie. The bridge is loSO feet

long Ijetweeu the .abutments, and is cariied on
14 pairs of jMjntoons, which are held in position by
ujeans of chain-cables, IJ inches thick, and anchors
weighing li tons each, laid on the up-stream and
down stream sides, 900 feet asunder. By their

gre<at length, the cables afl'ord the necessary spring

to allow for the ordinary rise and fall of the river,

the stress on each cable varying from 5 tons to

25 tons, according to the state of the weather and of

the tide, the maximum velocity of which is 6 miles

an hour. The pontoons are rectangular iron boxes,

having rounded bilges and wedge-sh.aped ends.

They are each of the great length of 160 feet, m.ade

of such considerable length in order to obviate

l>itching motion in rough weather, with a beam (jf

10 feet, and depth of from 8 to 11 feet, jiresenting a

side of from Sh to 4 feet above water, according to

tlie state of the traflic. For perfect .safety, each pon-

toon is divided l>y bulkheads into 11 compartments.
Tliev are maile of iron i)lates ^ inch and ,'« inch in

tliickne.ss, riveted together. The platform of the

briilge is supportetl by tressel-work on the pontoons

at a clear heiglit of 27 feet above the w.ater—a con-

venient heigiit for Ijoat navigation. The ro.adway

platform is of 3-inch planks of teak-wood from

Burma, forming a ro.a«lway 48 feet wide, with a
footpath at each side, 7 feet wide. An opening

'200 feet wide, for the pa.ssage of ships, is made by
removing, when occa-sion requires, four of the uon-

toons with their superstructure, and sheering tiiein

dear of the opening. The portion so removed is

in two divisions, which .are separately secured, right

and left, and when in place, are connected by draw-

bridges with the fixed portions of the bridge.

Before launching, the pontoons were ballasted

sutticientlv to make them float upright : and were

afterwanls coupled in paii-s by the cills of the main

trusses, when the ballast was removed. The float-

ing bridge iii connected with the shore at e.ach end

bv adjusting w.ays hinged to the shore. The ordi-

nary time taken to open the bridge is 15 minutes

;

and to close it, 20 minutes. It is only oi)ene(i twice

a week. The bridge cost £182,000, or about £120

per line.al foot.

Military Bridges are temporary constnictions

to facilitate the p,a.ssage of rivers by trooi)s, to

restore a broken arch, or cross a chasm of no verj'

great width. Those over a river are either floating

or fixed. The former are made of Pontoons (q. v.),

boats, casks, rafts of timber, or anything that will

give suHicient buoyancy, .and the latter of piles,

tressels, or other timber work. Spars, ropes, and

jdanks are used in a variety of Mays for spanning

narrow chasms. The pontoon bridge is the only one

which is carried with an army. Enough material

for 100 yards of lengtb .accompanies each army

corps. All military bridges have then roadway

formed in the following manner : five to nine road-

bearers of stout timber support chesses or flat

planks 10 feet long, held in position so as to

form a level surface, by two ribands placed above
them and over the outer road-bearers, to which
they are f.astened by rack-lashings. The road-
bearers .are supported by the pontoons, casks, Ijoats,

Military Bridge.

tres.sels, or piles, which form the piei"s, usually 10

to 15 feet apart, or by tr.ansoms on the ropes in the
case of suspension Itridges. To prevent injury to

the boats, balks of timber are built u)) along the
keel of each for the road-bearers to rest upon. A
saddle on pontoons and f/nnnc/s on casks answer
the same purpo.se, and in the latter case keep the
ca.sks together by being lashed to them. The
maximum loads such bridges are usually calculated

to be.ar are, for infantry, 5 cwt. jier lineal foot

;

for cavalry, 2 cwt.; for field artillery, with two
horses per gun only, 4i cwt. Heavy guns are

better warped across on specially constructed rafts.

AJlijinfj bridge is a boat or raft anchored by a long
caljle up-stream, and carried across by the action

of the current .acting obliquely against its side,

which should be kept at about an angle of 55
degrees with the current.

Of the rock formations called Natural Bridges,

the most remarkable is the natural T)ridge over

Cedar Creek, in Virginia, U.S., 125 miles W. of

Richmond. The mass of siliceous limestone through
which the little river passes is presumably all that

remains of a cmce extensive stratum. The cavern
or arcli is 200 feet high and 60 feet wide. The
solid rock walls are nearly perjiendicular, and the

crown of the arch is 40 feet tliicK.

See Edwin Clark, T/ie Britannia and Conway Tubular
Bridf/es (1S50) ; James Hodges, Construction of the Great

Victoria BrUUn in Canada (18G0); Samuel Smiles, Z((r.»

of the Enijineers (1802-G8); J. Gwilt, An Enci/chjxclia

of Architerture (18G7) ; J- A L. Waddell, Iron Hi(/hivai/

Bridges (18S4); C. B. Bender, Desiija ofMetallic Bridyes

(1885); Henry Law and D. K. Clark, Civil Engineering

(1881); J. Cla.xton Fidler, A Fractical Treatise on

Bridge Comtraction (1887) ; and the Minutes of Proceed-

ings of the Institution of Cicil Engineers.

Bridge-head, or Tete-DU-Poxt, is an arrange-

ment of defensive works on the far bank of a river

which runs at right angles to the line of advance

^ "^

Bridge-head Defence AVork.

of an army. It consists of a central work immedi-

ately covering the bridge or bridges, and a line of

detached redoul)ts, on a wide arc, at some dis-

tance from it. Thus, the enemy's artillery fire is

prevented from reaching not only the bridge itself,
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but also the wide space behind the redoubts upon
which the troops can deph)y without molestation

after crossing tlie river. The ground in front

of the redoubts is swept l>y batteries placed on the

hither bank, and therefore a bridge in the centre

of a re-entering bend of the river is well placed for

such defence.—A double bridge-head has a similar

system of works on each bank. It is necessary

when, the course of the river being in tlie same
direction as the line of advance, it is desired to

retain the power of manoiuvring on either bank.

Bridgeuorth. See Bridgnorth.

Bridge of Allan* a beautiful village on Allan
Water, 3 miles N. of Stirling by tram. Sheltered

by the Ochils, it owes its prosperity partly to the

nlineral saline wells of Airthrey, and partly to

its delightful situation and mild climate, which
render it a favourite resort of invalids, especially

in spring and autumn. There are excellent hotels,

abundance of good lodgings, four churches, and
the Macfarlane Museum ( 1887 ). Pop. ( 1861 ) 1803 ;

(1891)3207.

Bridgeport, a city and port of entry of Con-
necticut, U.S., at the mouth of the Pequannock,
which empties itself into an inlet of Long Island
Sound. It is 53 miles SW. of Hartford, and
57 NE. of New York. Bridgeport is connected
by railways both with the interior and with
several im2)ortant towns on the seaboard. It

has a safe harbour for small vessels, a consider-

able coasting trade, several fine puldic parks, and
a system of street railways. The city is modern
and well built, and the streets are shaded by trees

;

the elevation, called Golden Hill, commanding fine

views of the sound and shore, is covered Avith good
residences, many of the inhabitants belonging to

New York. Its manufactures are extensive, par-

ticularly of carriages, harness, machinery, metallic
cartridges, and seAAdng-machines. Pop. (1870)
18,869; (1880)27,643; (1890)48,866.

Bridget, St (properly Birgitta, aftei-wards

transposed to .By/(//<^rt), a famous Roman Catholic
saint, was born at Finstad, in the district of

Upland, in Sweden, in 1302 or 1303. Her parents
were of the blood-royal of Sweden. When only
fourteen she married Ulf Gudmarson, afterwards
'Lagman' (provincial judge) of Nerike, a youth
of eighteen, by Mhom she had eight children. She
was for some years mistress of the royal household,
and afterwards made pilgrimages to the shrines of

St Olaf at Trondhjem, and of St Jago de Com-
postella in Spain. On their return, Ulf died in 1344,

and Bridget founded about the same time the
monastery of Wadstena, in East Gothland. Sixty
nuns and seventeen monks, witli eight ]ay-l)rotliers,

were its first inmates. They received the rule of

St Augustine, to which St Bridget herself added a
few particulars. They constituted a new order,

sometimes called the order of St Bridget, sometimes
tlie order of St Salvator, or tlie Holy Saviour,
which flourished in Sweden until the Keformation,
v\hen it was suppressed. The order has had no
fewer than seventy-four establishments scattered
througliout Europe, from Finland to Spain, but has
now only a few representatives in Spain, Bavaria,
and Belgduiii. In 1349 St Bridget went to Rome,
where she founded a hospice for Swedish students
and pilgrims. After having made a pilgrimage to
Palestine, she died at Rome on her return, 23d
July 1373. Her bones were carried to Wadstena,
and she herself was canonised in 1391 by I'ope Boni-
face IX. Her festival is <m the 8th of October.

—

Her daughter Catharine, born about 1335, died in

1381, and was canonised in 1489. She is distin-

guished as ' St Catharine of Sweden.' 'T\\q lievela-

tione.'i St Brif/ittce, written by her confessors, was
keenly attacked by the celebrated (Jerson, but

obtained the approval of the Council of Basel, and
lias passed through many editions, of which the
earliest appeared at Rome in 1474, and the best at
Ltibeck in 1482. Besides the Ilevelationes, there
have l»een attributed to this saint a sermon on the
Virgin, and fifteen discoui-ses on the passion of
Jesus Christ. See Hammerich, Den Helligc Birgitta
og Kirken i Norden ( 1863).

Not to be confounded with this Swedish saint
is the Irish St Brigit, or Bride of Kildare
(453-523). It is tolerably certain that she was
the daughter of one Dubtach at Fochart Muir-
themne, in Leinster, entered a monasteiy at
Meath in her fourteenth year, through her extra-
ordinary piety and beneficence gainetl great fame
and influence, and founded four monasteries, the
first and chief of these at Kildare, where, after
her death, she was buried, and a perpetual fire

was kept up in her memory. The rest of her
traditional history is a mass of astonishing miracles,
and it is supposed that many of these, along Mith
the sacred fire ( which was abolished by the bishop
of the diocese in 1220), were transferred to St
Brigit from the heathen goddess Ceridwen, the
Celtic Ceres, on the ruins of whose chief sanctuary
the monastery at Kildare was built. In many old
legends and hymns she is celebrated as the ' Maria
Hibernorum," and in the Officium St Brigkke (Paris,

1622) as ' Altera Maria.' Her day falls on the 1st

of February. She was regarded as one of the three
great saints of Ireland, the others being St Patrick
and St Columba. She was held in great reverence
in Scotland, and was regarded by the Douglases as
their tutelary saint. The earlier Lives of St Bridget
are collected in Colgan's Trias Thawmatiirga ( 1647).

See Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, iii.

75, and Dr J. H. Todd's Book of Hymns of the

Ancient Church of Ireland (Dublin, 1855).

BridgetOIl, a city and port of entrj^ in New
Jersey, U.S., on both sides of Cohansey Creek,
navigable up to this point, 38 miles S. of Phila-
delphia. The town contains the West Jersey
Academy, South Jersey Institute (1870), more
than a dozen churches, a public library, several

newspaper-ottices, an iron-foundry, a rolling-mill,

a nail-factorj', a glass-work, and has manufactures
of woollen goods, leather, carriages, machinery,
and canned fruits. Tlie surrounding region is well
cultivated and fertile. Pop. (1870) 6820; (1880)
8729; (1890) 11,424.

BridgetO"*>ll, the capital of Barbadoes (q.v.),

is situated on the west coast of the island along
the north side of Carlisle Bay, which forms its

roadstead. The inner harbour is protected by a
l)reakwater known as the ^lole Head. Founded
in 1628, the town took the name Indian Bridge, and
later its present appellation, from a iiide aboriginal
structure which spanned a neighbouring creek. The
town Avas almost destroyed by fire in 1666, and
again in 1766. In 1831 a part of Bridgetown was
destroyed by a hurricane, and in 1845 it again
suffered severely from fire. It is the residence of

the Bishop of Barbadoes, has a college, several

high-class schools, town-hall, government builil-

ings, hospital, water-works, and jail. To the
south are the l>arracks, with parade-ground and
arsenal. A railway of 23 miles in length to the
parish of St Andrew was completed in 1882. Pop.
(1891) 21,000.

Bridgewater, Fi:ancis Egerton, third Dike
OF, the 'father of British inlaml navigation,' was
bom in 1736, and succeeded his ekler brother
as duke in 1748. In 1762-72 he constructed,

after the plans of the celebrated Brindley, the
earliest canal in England, 42 miles long, uniting
Worsley with Manchester and Runcorn on tiie

Mersey above Liverpool. The canal crossed the
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Invell by an aqueduct 39 feet high and 600 feet
long. The duKe exhausted his credit to the
utmost on Ills undertaking, nobly lestricting him-
self to the simplest fare for the sake of his idea,

but Ills far-sightedness wa^i equal to his public
spirit, and great wealth ultimately flowed in upon
him. The success of this canal gave an impulse
to the internal navigation of England, and led to

the extension of tiie canal-system throughout the
kingdom. In 1873 the Bridgewater Canal was
purchased from Lord Ellesmere for £989,612, in-

cluding the plant, valued at £150,000 ; and in
1887 it was resold to the Manchester Ship Canal
Comi)any for £1,710,000. The duke took little

Start in politics, but belonged to Pitts party. He
lietl unmarried, March 8, 1803, and with his death
the dukedom became e.xtinct.

Bridsewater, Fr.vncis Henry Egertox,
Earl ok, son of John Egerton, Bishop of Duriiam,
grandnepliew of the hrst Duke of Bridgewater,
was born Uth November 1758, and succeeded his

brother as eij'hth earl, October 21, 1823. Educated
for the ciiurcL, he had previously been prebendary
of Durham. He died unmarried, Febraary 1 1,

1829, and the title became extinct. By his last

will, dated February 25, 1825, he left £8000,
invested in the public funds, to be paid to the
autlior of the best treatise "On the Power, Wisdom,
and Goodness of God, as manifested in the Crea-
tion,' illustrating such woric by such arguments as

tlie variety and formation of God's creatures in

the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms, the
ertect of digestion, tiie construction of the hand of

man, and by discoveries, ancient and modern, in

arts, sciences, and the whole extent of literature.

The then nresident of the Koyal Society of London,
Davies Gilbert, to wiioni the selection of the autiior

was left, with the advice of the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Bishop of London, and a fnend
of tlie earl, resolved that the money should be
allotted to ei'dit diHerent pei-sons for eigiit separate

treatises. The earl also left upwards of £12,000
to the British Museum, the interest to be em-
ployed in the purciiase and care of MSS.
The Bridgewater Treatises are: (1) The

Ailnptatiun of External Nature to the Moral and
Intelltrtual Constitution of Man, by Thomas
Chalmers (1833); (2) Cheniitttry, Meteorology, and
Digestion, by William Proutt, M.D. (1834); (3)

History, Habits, and Instincts of Animals, by
Kirby (1835); (4) Geology and Mineralogy, by
Dean Buckland (1837); (5) The Hand, as evinc-

ing Design, by Sir Charles Bell (1837); (6) The

Adaptation of Extermd Nature to tlie Physical

Condition of Man, by J. Kidd, M.D. (1837); (7)

Astronomy and General Physics, by Whewell
(1839); (8) Aninud and Vegetable Physiology, by

P. M. Roget, M. D. ( 1840 ). All these work^ were

afterwards republished in Bohn's Scientific Library.

Bridu:iliau, Laura. Tliis famous blind-mute

w;is b(»rn iu Hanover, New Hampshire, U.S., on

the 21st December 1829. She w:is a bright, in-

telligent child, but at two years of age was seized

with a violent fever, which utterly destroyed sight,

hearing, and sense of smell, while her sense of

taste was also impaired. For a time this so

shattered her system that there seemed no hope

of recovery ; but she rallied, and soon learned to

find her way about the house and neighbourhood,

and even learned to sew and to knit a little. At
the age of eight Dr Howe of Boston undertook her

care and education at the Perkins Institution for

the blind. The first attempt was to give her a

knowledge of arbitrary signs, by which she could

interchange thoughts with others. Then she

learned to read embossed letters by the touch

;

next, embossed words were attached to different

81

articles, and she learned to associate each word
\vith its corresponding object. Thus far, however,
the work was only an exercise of imitation an(l

memory ; but at last the truth llaslied upon her,
that by this means she could communicate to
others a sign of what was passing in her own mind.
Her whole being seemed changed. The next step
was to procure a set of metal types, with the
letters cast at the ends, and a board with square
holes for their insertion, so as to be read by the
linger. In three months she could write down the
name of most common objects, and iu two years
had made gieat bodily and mental improvement.
She grew happier, and enjoyed play like other
children, amusing hei-self with imaginary dialogues.
Her touch grew iu accuracy as its power increased ;

she learned to know people almost instantly by
the touch alone. In a year or two more she was
able to receive lessons in geography, algebra, and
history ; and learned to do needlework and various
household duties. She received and answered
letters from all parts of the world, and was always
employed, and therefore always happy. She learned
to write a fair, legible, square hand, and to read
with great dexterity, and at last, even to think
deeply on religious and other subjects, and to
reason Mith good sense and discrimination. She
afterwards became skilful as a teacher of the blind
and deaf and dumb. Dickens gives an account of

her in American Notes: and see a work on her
life and eilucation by her teacher, Miss Lamson
(Boston, 1878). Siie die<l 24th .May 1889.

Bridgnorth (formerly ^;-?<^ or Bruges=BTidge),
a municipal borough of Shropshire, 19 miles SE. of

Shrewsbury. The Severn divides it into tiie upper
or ' High Town,' and lower or 'Low Town.' The
former is built on a red sandstone rock rising 180
feet alx)ve the right bank of the river. This rock
was fonnerly crowned Ijy a royal fortress, a huge
leaning fragment being all that now remains of

tlie keep. The walk round the castle-hill was
said by Charles I. to be ' the fairest in his domin-
ions.' Bridgnorth has two parish churches, a
grammar-school existing in Henry VII I. 's reign,

carpet, Avorsted, and tanning industries, and agri-

cultural trade. Until 1868 it sent two members,
and until 1885 one member, to parliament. The
Danes wintered here in 896, and tlie site of a
Saxon castle, built by the princess Etiielfleda, is-

still distinctly marked. Early in the 12th century,

Robert de Belesme(a kinsnuin of the Conqueror)
built the Norman castle, and unsuccessfully de-

fended it against Henry I. It was also besieged

by Henry II. and Edward II. According to Shake-
speare (.Hewr^ /U., Pwr^ /., III. iii. ), Bridgnorth was
tlie meeting-place of the royal forces before the

battle of Shrewsbury ; and, according to Clarendon,
before the battle of Edgehill. The castle was
demolished bj- the Parliamentarians after a three-

weeks' siege, duiing which the ' High Town ' was
destroyed by fire, one of the few houses surviving

being tlie fine old Tudor mansion, still standing,

in which Bishop Percy was afterwards born ( 1728).

To recompense the inhabitants, Charles II., by
proclamation, authorised them to make a special

collection in every ciiurch throughout the kingdom.
Higli Town and Low Town are connected by an in-

clined railway ( 1892 ). Pop. (1861 ) 5876 ; ( 1891 ) 5865.

Bridgwater, a municipal borough and sea-

port town of Somersetshire, on both sides of the

Panet, 6 miles in a direct line, and 12 by the river,

from the Bristol Channel, and 29 miles SW. of

Bristol. It stands on the border of a plain between

the Mendip and Quantock Hills, in a well-wooded

country. It is chiefly built of brick, and an iron

bridge' connects it with the suburb of Eastover.

St Marj-'s Church has a remarkably graceful
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spire, and contains a fine altar-piece. Tlie Parrel

admits vessels of 700 tons np to the town ; it

rises 36 feet at spriiiji-tides, and is snltjeet to a

bore or perpendicular ail\anoing wave, U or S

feet high, often causing much annoyance to ship-

ping ; a canal gives water communication with
Taunton. liath or scouring bricks, of which
Bridgwater iuis a monopoly, are made here of a
mixture of sand and clay toun<l in the rivei', and
there are carriage-works and potteries. Coal,

grain, wine, liemp, tallow, and timber are im-

ported ; while l>atli-bricks, earthenware, cement,
and agricultural produce are exported. The Con-
queror gianted the numor to one Walter de Douay,
and its name thereui)on l)ecanie Bunih-Walter, of

which Bridgtcatcr is a mere corruption. A castle

was built here in the reign of John, and an Augus-
tinian abbey al)ont 1230. Admiral Blake was a
native of this town, which sutt'ered severely in the
civil wars, wlien liesieged for a whole week by
Fairfax, and forced to surrender, the castle being
dismantled. The battle of Sedgemoor (q.v.) was
fought in 1685 near Bridgwater, whose corpoiation

had proclaimed the Duke of jNIonuKmth as king.

Bridgwater formerly returned two members to

parliament, but was disfranchised in 1870. Pop.

( 1851 ) 10,317 ; ( 1891 ) 12,419. See the history of tlie

town by 8. J. Jarnuiu (1889).

Bridle and Bit, that part of a horee's har-

ness which is attached to the head and mouth,
by means of wliich he is governed and restrained.

The proper bitting of horses has lieen a matter of

much study in England, and innumerable kinds of

bits have been introduced for the purpose. It will

be sufficient for our purpose, however, to describe

only a few of those
most generally used.

The ordinary single

liding-bridle, with a
snaffle-bit, is shown
in tig. 1. The driv-

ing-bridle is similar
in principle, with,
generally, the addi-
tion of blinkers—i.e.

])ieces of leather
fastened to the cheek-
pieces of the headstall
to prevent the horse
seeing in any direc-

tion except straight
forward ; the theory
being that he would
be startled by any-
thing catching his

eye from behind.
There are .several forms of the snalHe-bit. The
common riding form ( Hg. 2, « ) is a round smooth
bit, jointed in the middle, attached at either side
to straight bars oi- cheeks, which prevent the
bit being pulled through the horse's mouth, and
with rings to wliich the reins and cheek-pieces of
the headstall are lixed. The twisted snaffle has
the nunithpiece twisted or Huted, increasing its

severity on the horse's mouth. The ring snaffle is

made without cheeks ; and the rings for headstall
and reins are not fixed, but work loose in holes at
the ends of the mouthpiece. Another form which
i« very generally used, especially in driving, is the
double-ring snaffle (fig. 2, /;), having two rings at
either end, one working within the other, to one of
which the reins arc fastened, and to the other the
headstall. The snaffle being jointed, its action is to
press on the sides or burs of the lower jaw, and not
on the tongue, while its shape prevents anything
like severity.

The double or Weymoiilii l)rid]e is generally used
in the hunting-field and often for ordinary purposes.

It has two separate bits, the snaffle and curb, or
bridoon and bit, each having separate headstalls
anil reins. The snaffle or bridoon is like the plain
ring snaffle already described. The bit or curb
(fig. 2, c) has a fixed unjointed mouthpiece having

Fig. 1.

a, headstrap; 6, front; c, cheek-
piece ; d, throat-band ; e, no.se-

band ; / reins.

i-'JK. -',

an upward curve, or portr, of varying size, in the
centre, Mhich ansMers the same [)urpose as the
joint in the snaffle of confining the pressure of the
bit to the bars, where it is most eflective. Hooks
are fixed to the upper end of the cheeks, on
which the curb-chain is hung, and which is passed
round the chin-groove under the horse's under-jaw.
To the lower end tiie curl)-reins are attached : the
other reins are fastened to the bridoon-rings.
One advantage of the double bridle is that its action
can be varied accoi-ding as the curb or snaffle rein is

tightened or relaxed. Military bridles are double,
and generally sinular to that just described, except
that the cheeks are made in the fonu of the letter

8, and other ornamentation added.
The Pelliam is an extensively used modification

of the double bridle. It consists of a single bit

( fig. 2, (/ ) similar in form to the curb-bit of the double
bridle, but with the additiim of rings fixed to the
cheeks at either end of the mouthpiece to which
reins are attached, in addition to those fixed to the
lower end. The curb-chain is adjusted as in the
double bridle. The running martingale is an
arrangement applicable to any bridle, by which a
pair of reins run through rings at the ends of two
straps attached to the horse's girth to prevent him
throwing his head up.

In connection with driving-bridles, two questions
have in recent years caused considerable discussion
—viz. hearing-reins and blinkers. The l>earing-rein,

in its simple form, is intended as a support to the
horse's lieail, and consists of a strap buckled to the
ring of the bridoon-bit of a donl)le bridle, passed
through a swivel on the throat-band, and fastened to

a ring on the saddle-pad. In its severe form, known
as the 'gag,' it is attached to the headpiece, passes
through the bridoon-ring, through a swivel on the
throat-band, and then to the saddle. The effect is

to cramp the horses neck, and prevent him throw-
ing his no.se forward, but it is supposed to improve
his appearance in a carriage. The opponents of the
l)earing-rein complain of the torture unnecessarily
inflicted on the horse, and hold that nature supplies

all the support necessary for the head. The blinker

question is not so important, and consists of a
difference of opinion as to whether a horse would
or would not be more easily startled with his eyes
uncovered.

In European nations and in North America, the
bridles u.sed are generally similar to those described ;

but among the Arabs and in South America and
some parts of Mexico and Texas, a heavy, old-

fashioned, and terribly cruel curb-bit is used. On
the other hand, the stockmen of the Australian
bush employ the plnin snaffle-bridle alone, with
whicli they manage their i)owerful and usually
half-broken horses easily, an equal tribute to the
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sufficiency of the suattie and their own horsenian-
shui.

It is interestinj: to know that in the repi-esenta-
tions of harnessed liorses in the Assyrian sculptures
the bridle generally shown is appaiently almost

Fig. 3.

identical with the modern snattle. Fiy. 3 repre-
sents a chariot hoi-se with hridle ( Kovunjik) ; a, a
bronze bit from Nimroud. See Major t)wyers Seatu
atul Saddles, Bits and Bittiny ; Stonehenj^es Home
in the Stable and Field. See also HOBSE, RiDING
AND Driving.

Bridlilliftoil, or liiRUNGToN, a town in the
East Kiiliii;; ot \'()rksliire, G miles SW. of Flam-
l>ori)u;,di Head. ;iiid '2'A SSE. of Soarborouj^h. An
oKlfa-<hi()ued place, with narrow irrej^ular streets,

and witii a considerable trade in corn, it issujiposed

to have lK?en the site of a Roman station. From
1664 till 175.S it gave title of Earl of Burlinj^ton in

the peerage of England to tiie Boyle Earls of Cork.
An Augiistinian ])riorv of immense wealtii, foundeil

in tiie reign of Henry 1., is re|nesented l)v tlie nave
of its sjtlendid cliurcli, whicli, iiuxed Early English
and Perpendicular in style, was restored by Sir

<jill>ert Scott in 18.57. < >n IJritllingtoii Bay, a mile
to the .south-east, is Bridlington Quay, the port of

the town, which has risen into repute as a wateiing-

]»lace, ha.>> line sands, a jiaradc. ornamental gardens,

a chalybeate mineral spring, and hot and cold baths.

The bay has good anchorage, ami the harbour is

inclosecl by stone piei-s. In 1643 Henrietta, (pieen

of Charles I., landed here from Holland with arms
and ammunition bought with the crown-jewels,

when Bridlington was cannonaded for giving her

refuge. Bridlington is noted for its chalk-Hint

fossils. Hundreds of windbound ve.s.sels may some-
times lie seen in Bridlington Bay, stretching north

to Flamborougli Head, which aHords good shelter

and anchorage. I'oi). (lS61)577o; (1891)8916.

Bridport* a nmnitipal borougii of Doi-setshire,

at the cimtluence of the Asker and the Brit, 2
miles from tiie Knglisii Ciiannel, and 16^ M'. of

Dorchester by rail. It stands on an eminence
surrounded by hills, and consists chiefly of one
spacious street nmning east and west, and of an-

other stretching towards the sea. It ha.s a town-
hall (178o), and a good cniciform parish church
(restoreil in 186.5). Till 1867 Bridport returned two
members to ])arliament; and till 188.5, one. The
chief manufactures are ropes and cordage (a ' lirid-

Sort dagger' was proverbial for a halter in Leland's

ay), besides twine, shoe-thread, Hshing-inets, and
sailcloth. Bridport was a considerable to^^'n before

the Norman Conquest, and had a mint for coining

silver. Vessels of 250 tons can enter the harbour,

which is 1.^ mile below tlie town; and there is some
foreign and coasting trade, timber, coal, and tla.x

being imported. Pop. ( 1861 ) 7719 ; ( 1891 ) 6611.

Brief, or Breve, P.\pal (from Lat. brevis,

'.short'). The word breve was originally used in

the Low Latin of the middle ages for ecclesiastical
documents of ^•arious kinds—e.g. for inventories of
church goods. It now signities sucli pajjal docu-
ments as are issued without some of the solenmities
proper to bulls, and which assumed a recognised
name and form in the loth century. They were
introduced in order to lighten the work of the
pai)al chancery. The brief is written on a sheet
of tliin white parchment, of greater bre.adth than
height, in current Latin characters. It has a stamp
of red wax bearing the impress of the lishermans
ring—i.e. a figure of St Peter hauling in his net,
surnnmnted by the name of the pope. The name
of the pope also appears on the iirst line of the
brief, then follows • Dilecte hli (or the like),
salutem et apostolicam benedictionem,' 'In per-

fetuum,' v*v:c., being sometimes added as in bulls,
t ends with the words '^dven at Rome at St Peter's

under the ring of the fisherman,' followed ])y the
day of the month (not as in bulls according to tlie

old Roman, but according to the modern mode),
the year of the ( 'Jiristian era and of the pontilicate.
It is sub.scribed by the secretary of briefs. A com-
parison with the article Bl ll will show the differ-

ence between the two kinds of documents, which
ha-s been considerablv lessened by the legislation of
Pope Leo XIII.

Brief, in the practice of the English bar, is the
name given to tlie written instructions on which
barristers advocate causes in courts of justice. It

is called a brief because it is, or ought to be, an
abbreviated statement of the pleadings, proofs, and
afhdavits at law, or of the bill, answer, and other
proceedings in equity, with a concise narrative of
the facts and merits of the ]daintitrs case, or the
defendant's defence. Probalily, wlien jjleadiiigs

were entirely oral, nothing was handed to counsel
except the brief or writ originating the action. The
briei^is often called 'observations' in Chancery pro-
ceedings. In Scotlan<l, the corresponding term is

Memorial. Brrrc (q.v.) in Scotland has a dillerent

meaning. This pajier should be conlined to the
statement of facts without argument or (j notation.—Ki)t(js Bric/d were royal mandates ordering col-

lections to be made in chapels for building churches,
relieving sufferers by fire, refusjees, and sufl'ering

Protestants abroad. See Walford, Kings Briejs

(1882).

Brieg* a tow n of Prussian Silesia, on the left

bank of the Oder, 27 miles SE. of Breslau by rail.

The principal building is the 13th-century church
of St Nicholas, witli a splendid organ, and with
towers added in 1 884 8.5. Brieg is a thriving town,
its manufactures including machinery, ironwares,
thread, fringe, sugar, leather, and tobacco. The
battlefield of Mollwitz (q.v.) lies a little to the
west. Pop. (1871) 15,367 ; (1891 ) 20,154.

Briel, *"' Bkielle, sometimes The Brill, a
fortilied >eaport town of South Holland, situated

on tlie nortli side of the island of Voorue, near the

mouth of the Maas. It contains a government
arsenal and military magazines, and possesses a
good harbour. The tower of St Peter's Church
serves as a liglithouse. Pop. 4'286, most of the men
engaged as pilots and fishermen. Briel may be
considered as the nucleus of the Dutch rejiublic,

having been taken from the Spaniards by William
de la Marck in 1572. This event was the first act

of open hostility to Philip II., and paved the way
to the comi)lete liberation of the country from a
foreign yoke. The celebrated admirals De Witt
and Van Tromi) were natives.

Brieillie-le-('llllteail, a town of 1800 inhabit-

ants in the French department of Aube, on the

right bank of the river Aube, 35 miles ENE. of

Troyes. At the military school here (suppressed in

1790) the great Napoleon .spent five years. Here,
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too, he v.as defeated by the allies, after a desperate
struggle in the last ilays of January 1814. This
victory opened the way to Paris, and led to the fall

of tlie empire.

BricilZ« a Swiss town, beautifully situated at

tlie loot of tlie Bernese Alps, on the north-east
shore of the lake of the same name, 30 miles ESE.
of Bern. Pop. 2531.—The pretty lake of Brienz,
which is 8f miles long and 1.^ in breadth, is an
expansion of the river xiar, and is believed to have
been at one time united with Lake Thun. It lies

1857 feet above the sea, is 859 feet deep at one
point, and is surrounded by lofty mountains, the
pi-incipal of which is the Kothorn. The Giessbach
Cascades, a series of line falls, are now rendered
accessible by a cable tramway. A small steamer
plies on the lake.

Brierly Hill, a town of Staftbrdshire, 2^ miles
NE. of Stourbridge. It is a place of much activity,
the district abounding in coal, iron, and fireclay ;

and there are here numerous collieries, large iron-

works, glass-works, brick-works, and potteries.
Pop. (1871) 11,0-16; (1891) 11,847.

Brig, Brig°'ailtine. A brig is a square-rigged
vessel with two masts. A brigantine, or herma-
phrodite brig, is a two-masted vessel, with the
mainmast of a schooner and the foremast of a brig.

Brig.

A brig's mainsail is the lowest square-sail on the
mainmast, whereas the mainsail of a brigantine is

a fore-and-aft sail like that of a schooner.

Brigade, in its proper military sense, is a
tactical group of regiments or battalions acting
together under one commander, called a Brigadier-
general (q.v. ). In most European armies an
infantry brigade consists of two regiments, each of
three battalions ; but in the British army it has
only three battalions. There are three regiments of
cavalry in all cavalry brigades. A brigade in this
sense has no existence during peace in Great Britain
or the United States, except at camps of exercise,
such as Aldershot (q.v.), and temporarily for drill

purposes ; but tlie word is applied to a grouj) of
Batteries of Artillery (q.v.), for administrative pur-
poses, to tlie household troops. Life-guards, Horse-
guards, and P\jot-guards, wiiich are sometimes
called the Household Biicfcule, and to the four
battalions of rifles, called the Rifle BiUfade. In
India there are 28 brigade commands. These are
territorial—the officers in charge, who are colonels,
having under them all the troops quartered in

their districts, whose numbers and nature may
vary from time to time. In the United States the
brigade consists of two regiments, each of two
battalions.

Brigade-major is a military staH-officer who
exercises duties, in a brigade, analogous to those of
the adjutant of a regiment. When regiments or

battalions are brigaded, a brigade-major is appointed
as statt-officer to the brigadier. He superintends all

correspondence, iiaving a regular office and stall' of

clerks, issues orders from the brigadier, keeps the
lollster or roster of duties, inspects guards and
pickets, and directs exercises and evolutions. In
the British army he is either appointed for live years,
as at the camps of exercise, or holds the appoint-
ment only so long jis the troops are brigaded, after-

wards reverting to regimental duty, as is the case
on active service and during autumn manoeuvres.

Brigadier, or Brioadieu-general, Ls the
commander of a Brigade (q.v.). His rank in tiie

United States army is next below major-general,
but in most foreign armies and in ithe British
army when on active service it is that of major-
general. The infantry brigades at Aldershot, the
troops at Chatham, the Curragh, and Belfast, are
also under major-generals holding the rank of

brigadier-general. But when battalions are tem-
porarily brigaded, the command is often given
to the senior colonel, who liecomes the brigadier
for the time being, and reverts to the command of

his battalion when the brigade is broken up. In
India, the sub-districts called brigade commands
are under colonels with the temporary rank of

brigadier-general, which they hold for a term of

five years, or until promoted to major-general.

Brigandine, a coat of mail worn during the
middle ages, made of small plates of iron, sewed
upon quilted linen or leather, and covered Avith a
similar substance to hide the glittering of the metal.
The brigandine was named after the Brigands.

Brigands ( Ital. brigante, from briga, ' an in-

trigue or quarrel
' ), a name originally given to the

mercenaries who held Paris during King John's
imprisonment (1358), and who made themselves
notorious for their ill-behaviour. It was applied
by Froissart to a kind of irregular foot-soldiery

(see Brigandine), and from them Mas transferred

to simple robbers ; it is now used especially of such
of these as live in bands in secret mountain or

forest retreats. In this sense, the pest has been
common to most countries, by whatever name the

robbers may have been known—whether the escaped
slaves and gladiators of Koine, the pre-Islauiite

brigands of Araliia, English outlaws and highway-
men, German robber-nobles, the later banditti of

Mediterranean countries and of Mexico, American
stagecoach robbers, Australian Bushrangers (q.v.),

or the dacoits and hill-robbers of Asia. It has ever
flourished under weak or corrupt governments, and
patriotism at times has swelled its ranks, always
largely recruited from tliose disi)osed readily to join

in any political movement, and has transformed
them into guerilla companies, mIio lia\e carried

on a bitter Avarfare against the invader. Such
Spanish bands harassed the French during the

Peninsular war ; in Italy, the Austrian troops

were frequently engaged in expeditions against the

banditti led by the daring Belliuo (
' II Passatore')

;

and in Greece, the Klei)hts reiulered brave and
worthy service in the war of independence. In

Cuba, in 1888, political discontent was made the

excuse for the brigandage then rampant in the
island, where four provinces were on this account
declared in a state of siege. Religious persecu-

tion also has encouraged Ijrigandage ; in Bosnia,

which has always produced the most perfect speci-

mens of bandits, it Mas formerly very common,
the unhappy Christians, mIio Mere reduced by
tiie Turks to tlie condition of serfs, frequently

taking to the mountains in despair, and thence
wreaking vengeance on their oppressor. Gener-
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ally speaking, in countries with a notably scanty
population, wiiicli is yet in many districts as
notably overcrowded, brigandage will be found still

in existence. Vigorous steps have been taken
during the last fifty years to repress the practice,

and in some countries with signal success. In
iireece, organised oompanios of brigands, as dis-

tinguished from bands of highway robbers fortui-

tously collected, have disappeared ; and in Italy,

the chiefs with whom princes niaile treaties are
found only in history. Nevertheless, brigandage
is by no means obsolete. In Hungary, where it

has nourished from time immemorial, and where
even the free towns in the 15th century enrolled

companies for t)rganised rapine, and thus raised

it to the height of an institution, it has found a
stronghold in the shades of the Bakony Forest,

whose swineiierds are said to be in league with the
bctyars, and even to do an occa.sional stroke of

business on their own account. In Sicily it is to

be feared that this is still the only trade which
really prospers in the iskind (see M.VFIA); and
tiie bands that infest the Turkish frontier are

notoriously dangerous to the wayfaring merchant
and the defenceless tourist. In 1887 special atten-

tion was attracted by the boldness of brigands in

the Pyrenees, Tuscany, Servia, Macetlonia, Asia
Minor, and Mexico ; and from the United States
several ca.ses of train-robb^y were reported.

Brigailtes. the most powerful of the old

Britisii tribes, inhabiting the coimtry between the
Huniber and the Konian wall. See Brit.VNNIA.

Brigaiiline. See Brig.

Brij;gs« Henry, a distinguished nuitheniatician,

was born in 1.361, at Warley Wood, near Halifax,
Yorkshire, and studied at St Johns College, Cam-
bridge. He took the degree of B.A. in 1081, that
of 5l.A. in ir)8o, and obtained a fellowsiiip in

1.jS8. In 159*2 he was ajipointed reader of the
Physic Lecture founded by Dr Linacre, and in 1596

lirst reader in geometry at Gresham House (after-

wanls College), London, and in 1619 lirst Savilian

professor of Astronomy in Oxford. This oHice he
retained till the time of his death, which took place

at Oxford, January 'l*i, 1631. Briggs made an
important contribution to the theory of logarithms,

of which he constructed invaluable tables. Napier
the inventor had in 1614 published a table of tiie

so-called natural bjgarithms, when Briggs observed

that another system, in which tiie logarithm of

10 should be taken as unity, would atlbrd great

facilities of calculation. In 1616 he visited Napier
at Edinburgh to discuss the suggested imjirove-

ment, and again in the following year, when Napier
admitted the improvement on his own system. He
published his Lofjaritliinorum Chilias Prima in

1617, containing tiie first thousand natural numbers
calculated to eight decimal places. He was nho
the author of a tract on the Aorth-nxst Pa-ssnge to

the South Seas, by way of Virginia anil Hudson
Bay (1622); and in 1624 he published his A rith-

metica Logarithniica, the fruit of many years of

unwearied application, and giving the Logarithms
(q.v. ) of 30,000 natural numbers to fourteen places

of figures, besides the index. His system of

logarithms is that now commonly ailopted. He
next employed himself on a Table of Logaiithms of

sines and tangents, carried to the hundredth part

of a degree, and to fifteen places, wliidi, with a

tal)le of natural sines, tangents, and secants, was
printed at Gouda, in Holland, in 1631, and pub-

lished in Ltmdon in 1633, under the title of Trigo-

noinetria Britannka. The Greek epitaph written

on him by Henry Jacobs, finishes by saying that

his soul still astronomises and his body geometrises.

Briii^ht, John, a politician, first brought

into notice by the Anti-Corn-Law agitation,

son of Jacob Bright, a cotton-spinner and manu-
facturer at Rochdale, Lancashire, was born at
Greenbank, near that town, November 16, 1811.
The family were members of the Society of Friends,
and Bright was educated at a Friends' school at
Ackworth, and afterwards at York and at New-
ton. AViiile ill his father's factory he took a great
interest in jmblic questions, and before he had
attained his majority spoke upon such subjects as
capital punishment, church rates, temperance, and
parliamentary reform. In 1835 he made a foreign
tour, which included a journey to Palestine, and
on his return delivered before a literary institution
at Rochdale, of which he was one of the founders,
lectures on the sul)ject of his travels, and on topics
connected with comnierce and political economy.
When the Anti-Corn-Law League was formed in
1839 he was one of its leading members, and,
with Cobden, engaged in an extensive Free-trade
agitation throughout the kingdom. In the spring
of 1843 he oHered himself as a candidate for the
representation of Durham, and though at first

unsuccessful, he became in July of the same year
M. P. for that city. At all times an animated and
ell'ective speaker, Bright was incessant, both at
[)ublic meetings and in parliament, in his opposi-
tion to the Corn Laws, until they were finally

repealed. In 1845 he obtained the appointment of

a select committee of the House of Commons on the
(iame Laws, and also one on the subject of cotton
cultivation in India. An abridgment of the
evidence taken before the former, published in one
volume, contained from his pen an Address to the

Tenant Fanners of Great Britain, strongly con-

demning the existing Game Laws. At the general
election of 1847 he was elected one of the members
for Manchester. He co-operated with Cobden in

the movement in favour of financial reform. On
the formation of the first Derby ministry, February
27, 1852, Bright aided in the temporary reorganisa-

tion of the Corn-Law League, in favour of the

principles of Free-trade ; and at the general

election which followed, was re-elected for Man-
chester. Like Cobden, a member of the Peace
Society, he energetically denounced the policy of

the Crimean war (1854). A severe illness com-
pelled him to withdraw for a time to the Continent,

and in his absence he was rejected by Manchester.
Elected in 1857 for Birmingham, he seconded the

motion against the second reading of the Con-
spiracy Bill, which led to the overthrow of Lord
Palmerston's government. Mr Bright advocated
the transference of India to the direct government
of the crown, together with other reforms aft'ectiiig

our eastern dependency. When the civil Avar in

America broke out, he warmly supported the

cause of the North, although his own business and
the whole of the Lancashire cotton-trade suttered

severely in consequence. His name next became
chiefly associated with the movement for reforming

the electoral representation, which resulted in the

Act of 1867. In 1868 he accepted ottice as President

of the Board of Traile, but in 1870 was again

obliged to retire in consequence of severe illness.

His health having been restored, he took office in

1873, and again in 1881, as Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster ; he was appointed Lord Rector of

Glasgow University in November 1880. Mr Bright

retired from the (Gladstone ministry in 1882, being

unable to support the government in its Egyptian

policy. His appearances in public were afterwards

infrequent ; but in 1883 lie defended himself in

the House of Commons from a charge of breach

of privilege in connection with speeches delivered

at Birmingham. His completion of 25 years of

service to this town was marked by a series of

popular demonstrations there, in June 1883. In

1886-88 he opposed the Home Rule policy uf Mr
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Gladstone. He is recognised as one of tlie most

eloquent public speakers of his time. A collection

of his Speeches -vvas published in 1868 ; a Life by

Robertson (1877); his Life and Speeches, 2 vols.,

by G. Barnett Smith ( 1881 ) : aiul his Public Letters

(ed. by Leech, 1885). He died '27th March 1889.

Bright. Richard, physician, was born at

Bristol. '2Sth September 1789, and studied at Edin-

burgh, Berlin, and Vienna, and from 1820 was
connected with Guy's Hospital. He died 16th

December 1858. He 'made many important medical

observations (see Bright's Disease) and wrote
numerous medical dissertations. His Travels

through Lower Hungary ( 1818) contains a valuable

account of the Gypsies.

Brig'lltoil. a parliamentaiy and municipal

borough and fashionable watering-place in Sussex,

50| miles S. of London by rail (\\ hour). Its

former name, Brigldhclmsionc (1252-1810), was
superseded about 1800 by Brighton, which occurs,

however, as early as 1660, and also in 'The Girl I

left behind Me'' (1759). The town is built on a

slope ascending eastward to a range of high chalk

cliffs; to the west, these hills recede from the coast

;

and the nearest point of the South Downs is the

Devil's Dyke, 5 miles distant. Ancient Bright-

helmstone was a mere fishing-village on a level

under the cliff. It suffered much at the hands of

French, Flemings, and Spaniards, and still more
from the sea, whose inroads in 1699, 1703, and 1706,

undermined the cliffs and destroyed many houses.

During excavations in 1818 the walls of some of

the old streets were found under 15 feet of beach.

Further inroads are prevented by a sea-wall of

great strength (60 feet high and 23 feet thick at

the base), extending along the east cliffs, and
built between 1827 and 1838 at a cost of £100,000,
the money being raised by the imposition of a duty
on all coal entering the town. This duty was
abolished in 1887, the whole of the debt having
been paid off. The writings of Dr Richard
Russell, a celebrated physician, first drew^ public

attention about 1753 to Brighton as an eligible

watering-place, and the discovery of a chalybeate
spring in the vicinity increased its popularity. Dr
Johnson in 1770 described the country as 'so deso-

late, that if one had a mind to hang ones self for

desperation at being obliged to live there, it would
be difficult to find a tree on which to fasten a rope.'

Now the growth of trees is encouraged, and they
have been freely planted both in and around the
town. The visit of the Prince of Wales in 1782,

and his subsequent yearly residence there, finally

opened the eyes of the fashionable world to Brighton's
immense attractions, and it thenceforth became the
crowded resort of a health-seeking population, in

which the opening of the Brighton Railway in 1841

greatly assisted. It was made a parliamentary
borough in 1832, a municipal one in 1854 ; its pro-

gress has been very rapid, and the town is still

steadily increasing. Brighton is for the most part
extremely well Iniilt, as becomes a favoured i-etreat

of wealth and aristocracy. It mostly consists of

new and elegant streets, squares, and terraces.

Kemp Town, as the east end of Brighton is locally

known, has a famous crescent and square. The
public hotels are magnificent ; besides these there
are the boarding-houses and nearly 1000 lodging-
house keepers. A range of splendid houses fronts

the sea for upwards of 3 miles, the promenade
—asphalted from end to end, and exceptionally
well lighted—being almost on a dead level, within
a few feet of the sea, for the greater part of its

length, but rising at the east end of the town to

a height of 60 feet, on the top of the sea-wall
already referred to. Beneath this is the Madeira
Road, a fine drive and promenade a mile in length,

and sheltered efVectually from the north wind.

The population is greatly increased during the

fashional)le season by the influx of visitors, the

average number being 30.000, chiefly from London,
for which reason it is sometimes called London-
super-Mare. There are more than twenty churches,

that of St Nicholas, dating from the time of Henry
VIL, and restored in 1853, being the only ancient
building, and more than fifty chajjels. Holy Trinity

Church has been rendered famous from the ministry
of F. W. Robertson. The public buihlings include

the town-hall, the town-hall in the adjoining toAvn-

ship of Hove (part of the parliamentary borough,
but not included for municipal purposes), the un-
rivalled aquarium (1872), museum of British birds,

school of science and art, Brighton college, theatre,

Sussex county hospital, workhouse, blind asylum,
various bathing establishments, and an abundant
supply of good schools. At Queens Park, in the

east of the town, is the German Spa establishment,
and at St Anne's well and wild gardens in the west
is a chalybeate spring. In the north of the towTi

is the Preston public park of 62 acres, which was
opened in 1884, and cost £50,000, the money being
left to the town bv the ' leviathan " bookmaker, Mr
W. E. Davies( 1819-79).

Near the centre of the town is the Royal Pavilion

or Marine Palace, a fantastic oriental or Chinese
structure, with domes, minarets, and pinnacles, and
Moorish stables, begun for the Prince of Wales in

1784, and finished in 1827. It was purchased in

1850 for £53,000 by the corporation, and with its

fine pleasure-grounds it is devoted to the recreation

of the inhalntants. The concert-hall known as

the 'Dome,' formerly the royal stables, can accom-
modate 3000 people. Adjoining are the public

library and museum and picture-gallery. The
site of the Pavilion is in the Steyne V"alley, Avbich

is practically in the centre of the Brighton sea-

front, and tiie starting-point for the main road to

London. There are three piers used as ^iromenades

—the Chain Pier (IS'23) on the east, opposite the

Marine Parade (as the eastern part of the 3 or 4

miles of esplanade is called), 1136 feet in length;

the much wider 'West Pier' (1866), 1115 feet

long, which superseded the Chain Pier : and the

New Pier, with the ^Marine Palace (1893), 1700

feet long. Numerous groynes to intercept the

shingle constantly moving ifroni w^est to east, and
thus protect the' promenade, intersect the beach
from north to south. Most of these are of stout

timber, but three are costly concrete structures, 12

or 15 feet wide at the top, with side-walls shoulder

high, and these are favourite promenades. Brighton

lias no maritime trade, but there is some mackerel

and herring fishing. The water-supply, which is in

the hands of the corporation, and has cost £450,000,

is derived from the chalk, and is practically inex-

haustible. The several sources are all within two
miles of the borough boundaries. An intercepting

sewer many miles in length receives the sewage,

which is discharged into the sea at Portobello,

4 miles beyond the eastern boundaiy of the

borough. From its salubrity, the town abounds

in boarding-schools ; races are held on the Downs
in August and November, and the volunteer

reviews there have had a further tendency to

attract visitors to Brighton. The ' Brighton

reviews,' however, are noAv things of the past,

marching colunms having taken the place of the

field-days with the movements of '20,000 volunteers

hampered by much larger crowds of spectators.

Pop. (1801)' 7339; (1821) 24,429; (1841) 46,661;

(1861) 77,693; (1881) 107,546; (1891)115,873; of

parliamentary borougii (1891) 142,129. Brighton

returns two meml)ers to parliament. See the

works on Brigliton by Erredge (1862), J. Bishop

(1875-80), and Sawyer (1878).
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Bright's Disease (of the kidneys), so called
after i)r Richard Bright (q.v.), who' fii-st investi-
gated its cliaracter. In 1827 he puMished a work in
which he showed that dropsy is freijuentlv associ-
ate<l witli inflammatory changes in the kidneys,
and an abnormal condition of tlie urine, \\hen
we apply heat or certain chemical reagents to the
urine in such a case, it becomes opaque, showin(f
that it contains Alhuitun (q.v. ); and on ex^
amining the sediment under the microscope, we
observe exuded lymph mixed witii epithelium in
the form of csists of the small ducts of the dis-
eased organ. Further research has shown tiiat
these conditions of the urine occur in connec-
tion with several distinct allections of the kid-
ney, varying mucli in duration, severity, and
ilanger to life ; and, while Bright's disease is
retained as a generic term for tlie wh<de group,
more precise names are applied to the several
diseases included in it—e.g. acute inflammatory,
cirrhotic, i^c. Bright's disease, or nephritis. See
Kidney ( Diseases of).

Brizitta. See Bridget.

Brijiflioles, a town in the French department
of V'ar, 42 miles ESE. of Aix by rail. A very
salubrious place, it lias a trade in Mines, brandy,
olives, ;uid prunes. Pop. 4298.

Brihlieifa, a town of New Castile, Spain, on
the Tajnfia, 20 miles ENE. of Guadalajara. Pop.
4140. Here in 1710. during tiie War of the Succes-
sion, the Englisli general Stanhope, cnving to the
dilatoriness of his allies in attording iiim support,
wa.s defeated by the Duke de Vendome, and com-
pelled to surrender, with all his force, amounting
to about ooOO men.

Bril* tlie name of two landscape painters, both
natives of Antwerp.—Mattys Bhil (ir).")0-84)

went during his youth to Italy, and, under the

fiatronage of Pope Gregory XI II., i>ainted several
rescoes in the ^ atican. He was also distinguisheil

as an liistorical and landscape painter.—His more
celebrated younger brother, P.viL Bkil( 1.55(>-162G),

received instruction under Mattys in Home, and
soon excelled his master. The works of his riper

age exhibit high poetical qualities, and a line

appreciation of the eflects of li"ht in the sky,
vv'hich have l)een described as but little inferior to

those of his great succe.ssoi-, Claude Lorraine.

They have a character of solenm rest and calmness,
and at times even an elegiac tone of melancholy,
whicli well .accords with representations of the
glories of fallen Rome.

Brill, a Dutch port. See Briel.

Brill (lUtiiinbiis lu'vis), a common Hat fisii on
Britisii and other tluropean coa.sts, belonging to the
same genus as the Turbot (q.v.), from wiiich it is

distinguished by its being much less high in pro-

Iiortion to lengtli, by the ab.sence of bony tubercles,

>y the small, almost smooth scales, by theditt'erent

curve of the lateral line, by the reddish-brown
spots on the gTayish lirown of the 'upper" side, t.*tc.

It is seldom above 8 lb. in weight, is much eaten,

but lacks the tinnness and delicacy of turbot.

Brillat-Savarill, Axthelme, French gas-

tronomist, born at Belley, 1st April 1755, was a
deputy in 1789, and mayor of Belley in 1793; he
resi<led for a time in Switzerland, and afterwards
in America, where he played in the orchestra of a
theatre in New York; and from 1796 until his

death, 2d Febnxarj- 1826, he was a member of i

the Court of Ca.ssation. Shortly before this

event, appeared his Physiolofjie rlu Gout (1825), an i

elegant ami witty compendium of the art of dining,

to which he brought the experience of half a cen- I

tury. It has been repeatedly republished and
translateil ; the latest English' form is A Hand- I

book of Gastronomy, w^th 52 etchings by Lalauze
(1884).

Brilliant is a popular name given to the
diamond when cut in a particular way. See
Diamond.

Brimstone (
' a stone that bums ;

' from Anglo-
Saxon bjinian. 'to burn," and 'stone') is the com-
mercial name for Sulphur (q.v.) in sticks or rolls.

Brindaban, or Bindraban, a to^Ti of the
North-west Provinces, on the riglit bank of the
Jumna, 6 miles N. of Muttra. It is one of the
holiest cities of the Hindus, and crowds of pilgrims
come from all parts of India, more particularly in
honour of Krishna ; and througii the munificence
of wealthy devotees there are a large number of
temjdes and shrines. Amongst the most notable
temiiles are those of Gobind Deva (1590), INIadan
Mohan, Gopinath (1580), and that of the Seths,
erected between 1845 and 1851 at a cost of about
£450,000. Here, as at Benares, the immediate
margin of the river is occupied by flights of steps
or ghauts. The iniiabitants of' Brindaban are
almost exclusively Hindu. Pop. 31,611.

Brin'disi (the ancient Bruiidiaiuin or Brun-
dusium), a seaport town of Southern Italy, in the
province of Lecce, is situated on a small' promon-
torj- in a bay of the Adriatic Sea, 346 miles SE.
of Ancona by rail. A place of very great anti-
quity, it was taken from the Salleiitines by the
Romans (267 B.C.), who some twenty years later
established a colony here. It rapidly increa.sed in
wealth and importance, chiefly on account of its

excellent port—consisting of an inner and outer
harbour, the former perfectly landlocketl, and cap-
able of containing the largest fleets, and the latter
also very well sheltered. Indeed, it soon became
the principal naval station of the Romans in the
Adriatic, and attained a population of 100,000.
Horace has made a journey to Brundisium the
subject of one of his satires (6'n^. i. 5), and Virgil
died here (19 B.C.) on his return from (Jreece. The
city suffered greatly in the wars which followed the
fall of the empire. AVhen the Normans became
possessed of it in the 11th century, the Crasadere
made it their chief port for embarkation to the
Holy Land ; but with the decline of the crusades,
the i)ort again sank into insignificance. The city
subseciuentiy suflered greatly from wars and earth-
quakes. The principal buildings are the cathedral
( ll.jO), now in a somewhat ruinous state ; and the
castle, commenced by the Emperor Frederick II.,

and finished by Charles V. The neighbouring
district is still remarkable for its fertility, olive-oil

being produced in large quantities. Since the estab-
lishment of the Overland Route (q.v.) to India,
Brindisi has greatly increased, and as the terminus
of the Mont Cenis and other laihvay routes, it has
become a great point of dejiarture for passengers
for the East. It is about 60 hours from London by
rail ; and the weekly steamers to Alexandria make
the pa.ssage in three days. The extensive and well-

sheltered harbour has undergone gieat improve-
ment. Since 1866 two long quays have been made
in the inner harbour, and a great breakwater and
mole. Mail steamers can now lie alongside tiie

quays in 26 feet of water. About 1000 vessels

annually enter the port, of upwards of 600,000 tons
burden. The citv is the seat of an archbishopric.

Pop. 14,508.

Brindley« James, an eminent Englisli ineclianic

and engineer, born in Thornsett, near Cliapel-en-le-

Firth, Derbyshire, in 1716. His parents being in

poor circumstances, he received very little educa-

tion ; he was apprenticed at seventeen to a mill-

wright, afterwards became an engineer, and in 1752

showed great ingenuity in contriving a water-engine

for draining a coal-mine. A .silk-mill on a new
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Elan, and several others of his works, recommended
im to the Duke of Bridgewater (q.v. ), who em-

ployed liini to exetnite the canal between Worsley
and Manchester. This ditlicult enterprise was
crowned witii success, including the remarkable
aquetluct over the Irwell at Barton, 39 feet above
the river, removed in 1888, to give i)lace to a steel

aqueduct in connection with the >[anchester

ship-canal. Tlienceforth he devoted his great skill

and genius to the construction of navigable canals ;

commenced the Grand Trunk, and completed the
Birmingham, Chesterfield, and others. He appears
to have constructed or laid out 365 miles of canals.

Up till the last he remained illiterate, most of his

problems were solved without writings or drawings,
and when anytliing specially difficult had to be
considered, he would go to bed and think it out
there. Once, when under examination before a
committee of the House of Commons, Ijeing jocu-

larly asked for what purpose he supposed rivers

to have been created, he is said to have replied :

'Undoubtedly to feed navigable canals.' His life

was shorteneil by his excessive thought and labour,

and he died at Turnlmrst, Statl'ordshire, 30th
September 1772.

Brine-slirimp (Artemia), a genus _ of small
animals belonging to the Branchiopod

(
gill-footed

)

division of Crustacea. They have leaf-like swim-
ming and resi^iratory appendages ; the last eight
rings bear no legs. Tliey are hatched at the lowest
level of crustacean life as Naiiplii (q.v. ). The

Fig. 1.—Side View of Male Brine-shrimp
(
A rtemia salina ),

enlarged.

full-grown animal is about half an inch long, and
having no shell, is transparent. The male has a
strong embracing organ, the female a pouch-like
brood-sac. The multiplication is veiy rapid. They
swim actively and gracefully on their liacks. There
are five species of Artemia, all found in salt-lakes

or in brine-pools where salt is manufactured. Of
these species the most unlike are A. salina and
A. milhausettii. Schmankewitsch has made the
exceedingly interesting experiment of manufactur-
ing one species of brine-shrimp into another. By
increasing the salinity of the water, in the course
of several generations, A. salina became A. mil-
Jiansenii, and vice versd, by decreasing the salinity

of the water in which the latter normally lives.

Not only so, but by decreasing the salinity of the
medium natural to A. salina, he was able to make
it assume at least some of the characters of a quite
ditterent fresh-water genus—Branchii)us. In the
course of generations the Artemia acquired nine

Fig. 2.—Transformation of A. salina to A. milhausenii :

1, tail-lobe of A. salina, and its transition througli 2-5 into 6,

that of ^. milhatisenii. (After Schmankewitsch.)

instead of eight rings in the tail region, and a
partial transformation was thus effected. This is

one of the most striking instances of the effect of

the environment on the organism (see Environ-

ment). In respect of habitat, the brine-shrimp is

indeed remarkable, occurring, as it does, in myriads,
in the concentrated brine of salt-pans. The work-
men at salt-pans so confidently ascribe to it the
rapid clearing of the l)rine in which it occurs, that
when it does not a])pear in their salterns, they
transport a few from other pools.

Brink, J.a.n ten, a Dutch writer, born 15th
June 1834, at Appingadam, studied theology at
Utrecht, but early devoted himself to literary

studies. After a short residence at Batavia, he
returned in 1862 to teach Dutch at the Hague, and
since that time has earned for himself a foremost
place as a critic of acuteness and insight, especially

in the department of fiction and belles-lettres. A
popular novel of his own is Het verloren Kind
(1879); and his Caiiscrien over Modcrne Romans
(1885) is a valuable critique of modern novels.

—

Bernard ten Brink, philologist, born at Amster-
dam in 1841, from 1861 to 1865 studied philology at
jNIiinster and Bonn, and in 1870 became professor of

Modern Languages and Literature at Marburg, in

1873 at Strasburg. Among his works are two
l)ooks on Chaucer (1870 and 1884), a history of

English literature (1874; Eng. trans. 1883), one
on Beowulf (1882), and two volumes of literary

remains. He died at Strasburg 29tli January 1892.

Brinvilliers, Marie ^Madeleine, Marquise
de, poisoner, was the daughter of Dreux d'Aubray,
lieutenant of Paris, and in 1651, while still young,
was married to the Marquis de Brinvilliers. A
gay and careless spendthrift, he allowed her to do
very much as she pleased, and even introduced to

her a handsome young officer, the Seigneur de
Sainte Croix, who inspired her with a violent

passion. Her father caused Sainte Croix to be
arrested and imprisoned in the Bastille, where he
learned from an Italian the properties of arsenic.

On his release he imparted his fatal knowledge to

his mistress, who, during his incarceration, had
affected the greatest piety, spending most of her
time in visiting the hospitals and in attending the

sick. She now resolved to destroy her father, and,

to test the efficacy of the poison, tried its effects on
patients in the Hotel Dicii. Having satisfied her-

self, she commenced operations on her parent, kissing

and poisoning him continually for eight months,
until her diabolical patience was exhausted, and
she was at last induced to administer a very violent

dose. He died, and no one suspected his daughter,
who, aided by Sainte Croix and a domestic,
.Jean Amelin or Chaussce, next pois<med her two
brothers and her sisters ; her object being to find

means of supporting her extravagant style of living

with her paramour. She made several attempts to

poison her husband ; but Sainte Croix is said to have
given him antidotes, dreading that he should be
compelled to marry the widow. Sainte Croix died
suddenly in 1672—his glass mask having fallen off

while he was engaged in preparing a poison—and
left documents inculpating the marchioness. She
escaped to England, afterwards travelled into Ger-

many, and next took refuge in a convent at Liege.

From this, however, she was decoyed by an officer

of justice disguised as an abbe, and conveyed to

Paris. Among her jiapers was found a general
confession of her crimes, whose truth she acknow-
ledged after having been put to the torture, and on
16th July 1676 she was beheaded and burned at

Paris (see Chamhre Ardente). Scribe made her

the subject of a comic opera, and Albert Smith
of a romance (1856). See also Bauplein, La Mar-
quise de Brinvilliers ( 1871 ).

Brioilde, <i town in the French department of

Haute-Loire, 44 miles SSE. of Clermont by rail,

with a Romanesque church of the 12th century.

Pop. 4832.
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Briquette' is the name, orijiinally Frenoli
(' small brick' ), given to a comparatively new form
of fuel, made mostly from waste coal-dust, and used
not merely for household purposes, but in various
imlustries. A briquette is simply an admixture of
coal-dust with pitch, moulded under pressure and
heat, the pitch or some similar substance being
introduced to form the cementing material. The
size most generally adopted in Britain is about
double that of the common l)uiiding brick, and
the weight about ten pounds. For household and
domestic purposes, the smouldering qualities of the
britjuette give it especial value : it will remain
alight for seven or eiglit hours, and can at any
moment be roused by the poker into a cheei-fiil

tlame. The heat given out is equal to that
olttained frotn coal ; and there is almost no smell in
burning. Brinuettes do not deteriorate by keeping.
The coal-dust liaving been thoroughly cleaned by a
stream of water from particles of clay, pyrites, shale,
\:c., is well dried in a cylindrical tube; it is then
mixed with lumps of pitch in a disintegrator,
wiiich thoroughly combines the two ingredients,
jirior to their delivery into a vertical 'pug-mill.'
Steam is now introduced into the pug-miil, render-
ing the pitch viscid and adhesive ; the mixture,
thoroughly amalgamated, then passes into moulds
cut in a rotaiy die. Powerful rams, exerting a
pressure of twenty pounds, per square inch, force
the material into each mould as it passes in
rotation beneath. Nothing further remains but
the delivery of each briquette after moulding on to
a creeping band, where it is met and cooled by a
current of air from a fan, and delivered into a
wagon below. Some kinds of baking coal will
form briijuettes without cementing material ; and
various suljstances have been used as cement—tar,

a.s|»halt, grease, spoilt flour and starch, waste from
soap and other manufactures, gypsum, iS:c. On the
Continent, l)rown coal is most frequently used, but
there are bri(|uettes of charcoal and coke also.

France is the original home of l)riquette-making,
which first attained commercial importance in 1832.

France still manufacttires briquettes on a larger
scale than any other countiy. The use of hard
pitch as cementing material is due to an English-
man, Wylam, in 1842. Briijuettes ha\e been ap-
proved of for heating the boilere of locomotives and
marine engines, and in puddling and other furnaces,

the chief Tiindrance in the way of their use being
for a long time their cost. There are special works
on the subject by Habets (Paris, 1870), Gurlt
(Brunswick, 1880),' Berg (Berlin, 1880), and June-
mann( Vienna, 1881).

Brisbane, the capital of Queensland, a sea-

j»ort and chief seat of trade in the colony, is

situated alM)ut 500 miles N. of Sydney, in Moreton
tlistrict. It stands aljout 25 miles from the mouth
f)f a river of its own name, which falls into ]\Ioreton

Bay, antl it is divided into the four divisions of

North Brisbane, Stmth P>risl»aiie. Kangaroo Point,
and Fortitude Valley. Pop. (187G) 26,911 ; (1881)
31,109 ; ( 1891 ) 48,73^, or within a five-mile radius,

93,657. The Victoria lattice-gdrder bridge ( 1080 feet

l<mg ), connecting Nortli and Soutli Brisbane, was
destroyed by the disastrous Hood of February 1893,

whidi laid half of Soutii Brisbane in ruins. Brisbane
possesses broad and handsome streets, and some fine

ijuililiiigs, among the chief of whicji are the Houses
of Legislature, which cost £100,000, the post-

otHce, telegraph-office, the viceregal lodge, and the
Queensland National Bank. The other liuildings

of importance are the new otlices for the colonial

secretary's department, town-liall, masonic hall,

customhouse, Queensland club, school of arts,

museum, central market, and schools, banks, rail-

road <le])ot, and insurance offices. It is the seat

of an Anglican and of a Itoman ratholic bishop.

There are some forty churches, the chief being
the two cathedrals ; and several daily and weekly
newspapers are published. There are four park's
and well laid - out botanic gardens. Brisbane
is very well lighted, and part of the water-snpi>Iy
is drawn from the Enoggera watershed, about 7
iniles distant. The export trade, which is lai-ge,

includes gold, wool, cotton, sugar, tallow, and hides;
and the imports, most of the articles in use among
a thriving connnunity. Regular steam connnuni-
cation is kept up with the other Australian ports,
as well as with London (11,295 nules), and tliere
is an extensive system of wharfs on both sides
of the river. The channel of the river has
been deepened, and admits of large vessels coming
up to Brisbane. South Brisbane, on the south
side of the Brisl)ane Kiver, is a favourite place of
residence, has good wharfs, and a spacious dry-
ilock, opened in 1881. Brisbane is the terminus of

se\eral local railways, and since 1888 it has had
through railway connection with Sydney, Mel-
bourne, and Adelaide—the last link to be made
Ijeing the bridge over the Hawkesbury River. A
transcontinental line from Brisbane to the Gulf of
Carpentaria has also been surveyed. A move-
ment has been set afoot for the establishment of a
univei-sity here.

Brisl>ane was settled as a penal station in 1825
by Sir T. Brisbane (q.v.), governor of New South
Wales, when a batcli of desperate and incoiri-

gible characters were landed at Eagle Farm, near
the i)resent town of Brisbane. At first they Mere
employed in clearing the land, making roads, and
building; and as might be expected, the early his-

tory of the colony was not entirely satisfactory.

In 1836 the town comprised the houses of the com-
mandant and other officers, barracks, a tread-mill,

stores, &c. Three years later the convict settle-

ment was broken up. The era of progress began
in 1842, when the colony was opened to free

settlers. At first an appanage of New South
Wales, the Moreton Bay district was erected into
an independent colony in 1859, when the city was
incorporated, and the prosperity of the town and
district 1)ecame moie steady and rapid. The
climate on the \\hole is diy and healthy, with a
high summer temperature, the mean temperature
in the shade being 70' F. Race meetings are
held at the Eagle Farm course in the neighbour-
hood.—The Brisbane River rises in the Burnett
Range, and receives the Bremer and other rivers

before its entrance into Moreton Bay, below the
town of Brisbane.

Brisbane. Gexeral Sir Thomas Mak-
nouGALL, soldier and astronomer, was born at

Brisbane House, Largs, Ayrshire, July 23, 1773.

At the age of sixteen he entered the army, and
served with distinction in Flanders, the West Indies,

Spain, and North America. In 1821, on Welling-
ton's rec<immendation, he wjis appointed governor
of New South Wales, a position he held for four

years, during which time he introduced many wise
ref(jrms in penal treatment ; j^romoted the cultiva-

tion of the sugar-cane, vine, tobacco, and cotton
;

and left at the close of his administration 50,000
acres of cleared land where he had found only
25,000. Emigration to this colony also began
during his term of office ; he found a colony of

23,000 and left 36,000. Under his auspices the
river which bears his name, and on which stands
the town of Brisbane (q.v.), was discovered. Bris-

bane holds a high place as a man of science. While
in Australia, he catalogued no less than 7385 stars,

f(jr which work he received the Copley medal fiom
the Royal Society. On his return to Scotland, he
had an astronomical and a magnetic observatory
established at his residence. He was president of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh after Sir Walter
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Scott. He was Tiiade a baronet in 1836, and a

G.C.B. in 1837. He died January 27, I860.

Brissot, Jeax Pierre, one of the leaders of

the Frenc'li Kevohition in its early stage, and
afterwards numbered among its victims, was born

at Chartres in 1754, and educated for the bar.

After completing his studies at Paris, he went
into the ollice of a procurator, but cpiickly aban-

doned the legal profession for the more congenial

one of author-shij). From his earliest years he
had devoteil himself with passionate eagerness to

literary studies, especially history, economy, and
politics. His first work, Thi'orie des Lois Criirii-

«€//cs "(1780), gained the approbation of the best

judges, and was followed by his BibliotMquc dcs

Lois CrimincUcs, which established his reputation

as a jurist. He was imprisoned in the Bastille on
the false charge of having written a brochure against

the queen ; but after four months was liberated

through the intervention of the Duke of Orleans.

His love of freedom again involved liim in danger,
and to escape from a new term in the Bastille he
retired to England. He afterwards visited North
America as representative of the Societe des Amis
des Noirs. On the outbreak of the Revolution in

1789 he returned to France, and was elected by the
citizens of Paris their representative in the National
Assembly, where he exercised a predominant
influence over all the early movements of the
Revolution. He also estaldished a journal called

Lc Patriate Franqais, which became the recognised
organ of the earliest Republicans. As the Revo-
lution proceeded, Brissot was recognised as the
head of the party usually called Girondists (q.v. ),

from Gironde, the province to which most of them
belonged, but also named Brissotins after their

leader. Brissot contributed powerfully to tlie fall

of the French monarchy, and strongly enjoined
war against Austria and England, and the diffusion

of republican principles throughout Europe. In
the Convention, his moderation made him suspected
as a friend of royalty, as he opposed the ' men of

September ' and the trial and condemnation of the
king. When Louis XVI. heard his doom pro-
ncninced, he exclaimed :

' I believed that Brissot
A\-ould have saved me !

' But Brissot was weak
enough to imagine that the best way to save the
king would be to vote first for his death, and then
appeal to the nation. Brissot and his party, per-
haps the purest in principle and the weakest in
action, ultimately fell before the fierce accusations
of the Mountain or Jacoltin party, which believed,
or at least jtretended to believe, that the virtuous
Brissot had received money from the court to
employ against the Revolution. With twenty other
Girondists, Brissot was guillotined, October 31,
1793. See his Memoirs [Legs u mes Enfunts, ed.
by Lescure, 1885).

Bristles* the strong hairs growing on the back
of the hog and wild-boar, and extensively used in
the manufacture of brushes, and also by shoemakers
and saddlers. They form an important article of
British import, between two and three million
pounds being annually imported, chiefiy from Russia
and CJermany ; but they are also obtained from
France ancl Belgium, and large quantities of in-
ferior quality have recently been received from
China. From Russia, including Siberia, the average
annual quantity of bristles imported into Britain is

declining of late years. In 18S6 it was nearly
907,000 lb., valued at £139,315. Russian bristles
vary in value from £8 to £60 per cwt. Ratlier more
bristles now come from (Tcrmany, but none of these
are so valuable as the l)est ([ualities from Russia.
They vary from £12 to £40 per cwt. From France
fully 100,000 lb. are annually received, and smaller
quantities are got from Denmark, Holland, and

Belgium. The supplies from the United States and
East India have risen into importance within the
last few years. The quality of bristles depends
on the length, stillness, colour, and straightness

—

white being the most valuable. The best bristles

aie produced by hogs that inhabit cold countries.

The Russian hog is a long, spare animal, and the
thinner the hog, the longer and stiller the bristles.

When it is sent to the south and fattened, the
bristles become soft, and of course depreciated
in value. In the summer the hogs are driven in

herds through the forests, to feed on soft roots, &c.,
when they shed their bristles by rubbing them-
selves against the trees. The bristles are then
collected, sewed up in horse or ox hides, and sent

to fairs, Avhence they find their way, through
agents, to all countries. The value of bristles has
increased by one-half since 1858. See Brushes.

Bristol, a mercantile city 6 miles from the
mouth of the Avon, and at its junction with the
Frome, is locally partly in Gkmcestershire and
partly in Somerset, but since 1373 has been itself a
county. The ancient town stood wholly on the
north of the Avon, on a peninsula formed by that
river and the Frome, which then flowed across

the bottom of Corn Street ; a new course was dug
for the Frome in 1248, and this added a large area ;

and soon afterwards a stone bridge was built across

the Avon, connecting the town with Temple-fee,
and with Redcliff, which belonged to the lords of

Berkeley. After a violent struggle with the House
of Berkeley, these districts were included in the
town and county by the charter of 1373. The
castle, first built probably by Geofirey, Bishop of

Coutances, and rebuilt with a vast keep by Robert,
Earl of Gloucester (died 1147), fell into decay, and
was demolished in 1654 ; some remains may be seen
in Castle and Tower streets. The cathedral Avas

formerly a church of Augustinian canons (1148);
the nave and aisles, pulled down for rebuilding in

15th century, were rebuilt in 1877 ; the choir is good
14tli-century work ; fine Norman chapter-house and
gateway remain. Bristol, originally in the diocese

of Worcester, was created a see and a city in 1540,

with the abbey-church of St Augustine's as cathedral,

and was united to the see of Gloucester in 1836 ; its

re-erection as a separate see is now contemplated.
Other noteworthy churches north of the old course

of the Avon are St James' (Benedictine), with
fine Norman work, and showing the division of the
building into jiarochial and monastic churches

;

St Phuip's and St Jacob's, St Stephen's, All

Saints, and the Mayor's Chapel. South of the

river is St Mary Redclitt', justly declared by Queen
Elizabeth to be the ' fairest and most famous parish

church in England. ' Of the church rebuilt, ' from
the cross aisles down\vards,' by William Canynges,
sen., merchant [circa 1376), only the south transept

and south wall of nave remain ; the rest was
wrecked by the fall of the spire, and was built by
Canynges' grandson and namesake

( circa 1470) ; it is

vaulted throughout, and is a magnificent specimen
of Perpendicular architecture. The truncated spire

was comi)leted, 280 feet from ground, and 170 feet

from top of tower, in 1872. In the muniment-
room is the chest in which Chatterton (1752-70)
})retended to have found the Rowley poems. The
l)resent Temple Church, on the site of an oval

church of the Tem})lars, was built in the 14th cen-

tury ; the tower leans about 5 feet, through a defect

in the foundations ; attached to the chui'ch is the

Weavers' Chapel of St Katharine. Among the

ancient houses of the town are Canynges' house,

Redclifl' Street, Spicer's (or Back) Hall, and St
Peter's Hospital. The principal educational insti-

tutions are University College (1876), Clifton

College (1862), and the grammar-school (1531);
and tlie charitable foundations, C^ueen Elizabeth's
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Hospital ( 1586), the Red Maids' School ( 1621 ), and
Colston's School (1704), now removed to Stapleton,
(Gloucestershire. A technical school has lately
been opened by the Mercliant Venturei-s. The
City Library (free) dates from 1613. Bristol first

appears in liistory on a coin cirra 1000. Tlie town,
wliich derived its early wealth from exporting
slaves to Ireland, took a lar;,'e part in tlie Mar of
Stephens reign, and was besieged
by the kin^j. The iirst charter
was granted by Henry II., who
also (1171) gave Dublin to tlie

men of Bristol. By 1'217 tlie town
hatl a mayor. In tlie reign of
Edward II. tlie burgliers made an
insurrection, stood a siege, and
were not brouglit to obedience for
nearly four years. Tlie town did
a large trade in wool, leather.
Mine, and salt, Mas famous for its

cloths, and Mas one of the ' staple
'

towns (13r)3). In the ne.xt cen-
tury its trade M\as in the hands of

f:reat merchants, many of them,
ike Canynges, men of princely
liberality, and generally on the
Yorkist side. Bristol took a
prominent part in discovery and
colonisation. In 1497 John Cabot
sailed from the port, and was the
first to discover North America

;

his son Sebastian <leclared that he
Mas born in Bristol, an<l sailed

thence on his voyage of 1498.

Bristol men colonised NeMfound-
land, engaged in several early
attempts to colonise Maine, and
establislicd a large trade Mith the
^\'est Indies and American colonies. Tlie city
was taken liy Prince Rupert in 1643, and by
Fairfa.x in 164.5. Colston the philanthropist (1636-
1721) founded many charities, and his 'day' is

annually kept in Bristol. In the 18tli century
l>rivateering Mas largely carried on, and Mas
encouraged by the success of Captain Woodes
Rogei-s in 1708-10. Other famous names connected
M-ilii Bristol and Clifton by birth and residence are

those of (irocvn, Wraxall, Cottle, Sir T. Lawrence,
T. L. Beddoes. Simthey (1774-1843) Mas a native

of Bristol, and he and Coleridge Mere much tliere in

their younger days. Burke Mas returned for tlie

city in 1774, and declined the poll in 17M). One
of his chief supporters Mas Clianipion (1743 1791),

maker of tlie famous Bristol china ; true Bristol

china is the product of 1773-81 only. The Reform
riots of 1831 occasioned great loss of life and property.

The first steam-sliip for the transatlantic voyage,

the Great Western, Mas built in the port in 1838.

Strenuous eilorts liave been made to iiiiiirove t!ie

dock accommodation ; in 1809 tlie Avon for about
3 miles Mas turned into a floating harbour, and it

has been proposed to extend the endockment of

the river to its mouth, so as to make tlie town
accessible to large ships. In 1883 tlie corjjorat ion

f

purchased large docks at Avonmouth and I'ortis-

lead. The principal imports are grain, provisions,

oils, hides, talloM", sugar, and i)etioleuni ; the ex-

ports coal, salt, tin-plates, cotton piece-goods,

chemical products, oils, and sundries. Vessels of

about 1,500,000 tons entertlie portannually. In 1885

the number of its inembers of parliament Mas raised

from tMO to four. The toMii Mas made a county

borough in 1888. A statue of Burke Mas unveiled in

1894. Pop. (1801) 61,153; (1841) 125,148; (1871)

182,552; (1881) 206,503; (1891) 221,578, and of

pari, borough, 234,815. The HotMell, noticed by

the Bristol chronicler, William Worcester (died

circa 1491 ), Mas a fashionable resort during the

later half of the 18th century (see Hionphri/ Clinler
and Evelina

) ; it is uom- deserted and 'decayed.
Clifton, hoM^ever, the parish to mIucIi it belongs," has
thriven. It is mentioned in Domesday, but lias
little history till it appears as a 'beautiful village'
in 1760 ; it is noM' a large and handsome suburb
of Bristol, of M-hich it forms part for municipal
and parliamentary puiposes. It stands above St

R' Cliiuch of .St Mary UcdclilT, Bristol.

Mncent's Rocks, mIucIi rise majestically from the
Avon. The river is spanned 245 feet above liigh-

M'ater by a suspension bridge (1864, see Bridge).
Clifton is Mell furnished M'itli places of Morship of
dill'erent denominations, and has a zoological garden
(1836), line arts academy (1858), museum and
library, and other public buildings. In the neigh-
bourhood are the remains of some Roman camps.

See Ban-ett's History and Antiquities of Bristol [MX'd);
Seyer's Bristol Charters (1812), and Mcmoirx of Briatol

(2 vols. 1823) ; NichoU's and Taylor's Bristol, Past and
Present (3 vols. 1881); Hunt's Bristol, Historic Towns
Series (1887) ; Latimer's Annals of Bristol in Nineteenth
Centura (1887).

Bristol, ( 1 ) a toM-n of Bucks county, Penn-
sylvania, on the DelaMare River, 20 miles NNE.
of Philadeljjhia by rail or river. Here is the
terminus of the DelaM-are Canal from Easton ( Pa. ),

iind a line of steamboats also connects the toM'u
Mith Philadelphia. It has a foundry, and manu-
factures of machinery, flour, felt, Morsted, and
furniture. Pop. 6553.—(2) A port of entry and
capital of Bristol county, Rhode Island, on Narra-
gansett Bay, 15 miles SSE. of Providence by rail,

M'ith shipl)ui](ling and sugar-retining, and manu-
factures of cotton and rubber goods. Pop. 5463.

Bristol Bay« an arm of Behring Sea, lying

immediately to the north of the peninsula of

Aliaska, receives the Maters of tMO large lakes, by
M'hicli communication M'ith the interior is opened
up for a considerable distance.

Bristol (^liailliel, an inlet of the Atlantic

Ocean, in the south-M'est of England, between
South Wales on the north, and Devon and Somer-
set shires on the south ; or it may be regarded as

an extension of the estuary of the river Severn.

It Ls about 80 miles long, and 5 to 43 miles broad ;

the depth ranging from 5 to 40 fathoms. It is the

largest inlet or estuary in Britain, having a very
irregular coast-line of 220 miles. The chief rivers
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which How into it are the Towy, Taii', Usk, Wye,
Severn, Avon, Axe, Parret, Taw, and Torridge.

Tiie tides in it rise to an extraordinary height—at

Bristol, 35 feet ; at Kings Koad, 40 ; and at Chep-
stow, once at least, 47. The rapid How of the tides

meeting the currents of the river produces, in the

narrow parts of the channel, and in the mouths of

one or two of the rivers which enter it, the pheno-
menon of the Bore (<i.v.), the title advancing like

a wall of water sometimes 6 to 9 feet high. The
chief bays and harbours are Caermartlien and
Swansea Bays, Cardiff Koads, on the north, and
Bideford or Barnstaple, Ilfracombe, ]Minehead,

Porlock, and Bridgwater, on the south.

Brisure, in Heraldry, is a variation on the

original arms of a family, introduced to distinguish

cadets from the head of the family and from each
other. See C.VDEXCY, HERALDRY.

Britain. See Great Britain, New Britain.

Britaiinia, the name ajjplied by Ciesar and
other Roman writers to the island of Great Britain

;

Aristotle having referred to the Xesoi Brctannikai
('British isles') as early as the 4th century B.C.

According to Rhys, Britannia has nothing to do
with the Welsh 'i/vY/;, 'spotted, tattooed,' from
which it is commonly derived ; but ' so far as we
know, the only Celtic words which can be of

the siime origin are the W^elsh vocables brcthyn,
"cloth," and its congeners;' in which case the
Britons may have styled themselves ' cloth-clad

'

in contradistinction to the skin-wearing neolithic

nation that preceded them (see Celts). Though
the Romans kept possession of Britain for nearly
four centuries (43-410 a.d. ), their occupation of it

remained essentially military, and consequently the
influence of their civilisation was to a great extent
restricted to the towns. The general tendency of

their government was to break up the native tribal

system, and substitute their own in its stead, but
in this they did not succeed so completely as in

Gaul and Spain, neither did the Latin language
displace the native British, as it did in these
countries. The country south of the Solway Firth
and the mouth of the Tyne, in the reign of

Claudius, formed one Roman province under a
consular legatus and a procurator. Ptolemy
mentions seventeen native tribes as inhabiting this

tract. Severus (210 a.d.) divided it into two
parts, Britannia Inferior, the southern, and Brit-

annia Superior, the northern, placing these under
separate prefects. In the di\isi()n of the empire
under Diocletian, Britain was made a diocese in

the prefecture of Gaul, and was governed by a
vicarius residing at Eboracum ( York ). It was
divided into live provinces, of which the bound-
aries, though uncertain, are supposed to have been
as follows : Britannia Prima, England south of

the Thames and the Bristol Channel ; Britannia
Secunda, Whales ; Flavia Ca'sariensis, the country be-

tween the Thames, Severn, Mersey, and Humber

;

Maxima Cicsariensis, the rest of England to the
Wall of Hadrian ; and Valentia—soon abandoned
by the Romans—or Scotland south of the Wall of
Antoninus. The population of Roman Britain was
in the main Celtic, divided, as at present, into two
branches, the Cymric and Gadhelic. Tlie former
occupied the south and east, the latter the north
and west. Besides these, there probably existed
remnants of two earlier races which were ulti-

mately absorbed, a small dark-haired race possibly
akin to the Basques (q.v., hence sometimes called
Eus/carian), and a tall fair-haired race supposed to
be of Finnish descent. The traces of tiie dark
stock are most marked in South-west Eingland,
South Whales, and parts of the Scottish Highlands.
To insure the obedience of the natives, at least

three Roman legions—chiefly comj)osed of Gauls,

Germans, Iberians, and but few pure Romans

—

were stationed in Britain—viz. at Eboracum, Deva
(Chester), and Isca (Caerleon) in South Wales.
Under tlie Romans, many towns (colonicB and
mitnicipia)—iifty-six are enumerated l)y Ptolemy

—

arose in Britain, and formed centres of Roman law
and civilisation. The towns of Eboracum (York)
and Verulamium ( near St Albans ) had the privi-

leges of Roman citizenship. The Romans made
many roads or streets (strata), of which there are

still numerous remains, across the country, all

centring in London. They also developed it into

a corn-growing country. Druidism was the re-

ligion of the Britons at their conquest by the
Romans, but the latter introduced Christianity
and Roman literature into the country, though
Christianity was not recognised as the state
religion till 324 A.D. There are many remains
still extant of the presence of tiie Romans in

Britain, such as camps, roads, ruins of houses,

baths, flues, altars, mosaic pavements, painted walls,

metallic implements and ornaments, weapons,
tools, utensils, pottery, coins, sculptures, bronzes,

inscriptions, &c. These remains show that the
Romans wished to render their British conquests
permanent, and that they had greatly improved
the arts of the ancient Britons, as is evident
on comparing the remains with the far ruder
native antiquities of the British pre-Roman or

prehistoric era, such as tumuli, barrows, earth-

works, so-called Druidical monoliths and circles,

cromlechs, cairns, pottery, weapons, tools, utensils,

ornaments, &C. Many of the Roman remains in

Britain also shoAv that the Romans had introduced
into the country the refinements and luxuries of

Rome itself. See England, Roads, Watling
Street ; Elton's Origins of EiuiUsh History ( 1882),
and Scarth's Eoman Britain (1883).

Britannia Uletal. The composition of Brit-

annia metal varies. ]Much of it is 90 tin, 8 anti-

mony, and 2 copper. Another formula is 81 tin,

16 antimony, 1 copper, and 2 zinc. But most of

the alloys passing under this name have between
80 and 90 per cent, of tin with varying proportions
of antimony and copper. The manufacture was
begun at Sheflield by Hancock and Jessop in 1770;
it reached Birmingham towards the close of the
century, and made gradual progress. At first, the
articles were made by stamping with dies, and
soldering up into form ; this, being a slow operation,

rendered the articles expensive. Afterwards, the
cui ions process of metal-spinning was introduced;
and this, with the subsidiary operation of swaging,
rendered a great reduction in price possible. In
the spinning process, a thin sheet or piece of Brit-

annia metal is placed upon a wooden model shaped
like the article to be made ; the model is made to

rotate in a lathe ; and steel, hardwood, bloodstone,
or other tools are employed to press the yielding
metal into all the curvatures of the model. Duc-
tility is an essential quality to the attainment of

this end with the metal ; how complete it is, may
be seen in such articles as Britannia metal teapots
and dish-covers, the principal forms of which are

not given by hammering, stamping, or casting, but
by sj)inning. Besides spinning and swaging, the
l>rocesses include stamping, soldering, casting,
and polishing. Britannia metal forms a good
ground or basis for electroplating M'itli silver. Brit-
annia metal spoons and ladles, nuide by casting,
stamping, and burnishing, have been nearly driven
out of the market by German silver; but the former
metal is more largely used than ever for hot-water
jugs, coftee-pots, sugar-basins, soup tureens, gravy-
dishes, vegetable and sitle dishes, dram bottles,

drinking-cups, wine coolers, soap-boxes, liquor-

frames, cruets, waiters, trays, &c. ; and as a basis
for electroplate. Sheffield and Birmingham are
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the chief se.ats of the manufacture. After electro-
platin},' came into general use in the decade 1840-
50, the trade in Britannia metal wares became
double what it was previously.

Britannia Tnbular Brid:;e. See Bridge.

Britann i<'lIS, or in full, Claiulius Tiberias
Britannicus C;esar, was the son of the Emperor
Claudius (q.v. ) and his wife Messalina, and was
born 42 A.D. The second wife of Claudius, Agrip-
pina, caused her husband to adopt her son Nero,
and treat Britannicus as an imbecile ; and Nero,
after his accession to the throne, caused his miser-
able half-brother to be poisoned in 55.

British Association, an association whose
object is, by lirinjjing together men eminent in
all the several departments of science, to assist the
progress of discovery, and to ditt'use over the whole
country the latest results of scientific research. A
firevaiiing imi)ression that England had fallen

(chiud otiier countries, botli a.s to the general
e.stimation in which scientitic men were held, and
the prosecution of science itself, led to its forma-
tion. It Wiis thought that an imi)osing union of

men of science with the nobility, gentn,', and
clergj' might tend to revive the philosophic spirit

of the countrA'. Such meetings had already taken
place in tiermany, and probably suggested the
idea of this institution. Many leading men of

the age took part in its formation, but the
honour of being its founder must be a.scribed to

Sir David Brewster. By his exertions the tii-st

meeting' of those who were favourable to the design
w;u» held at York in the year 18.31. At this meet-
ing the constitution of the society was determined,
the several sections had their provinces ;issigned to

them, and subjects were proposed on which reports

were to be drawn up and read at the ensuing
meeting. This took place at Oxford in 1832. The
university had cordially welcomed the new associa-

tion, the papers read gave it a higii character, and
from this date it may be said to have been
in comj)lete and successful operation. The several

sections of the society, eacli of which has its

(twn ( ommittee and president, now are : Section A,
Mathematical and x liysical Sciences ; B, Chemi-
cal Science; C, Geology; 1), Biology (Zoology,

Botany, «S:c. ) ; E, Geograi)hy ; F, Economic Sci-

ence and Statistics; G, >leclianical Science; H,
Anthropology' ; I, Piiysiology (a separate depart-

ment only since 1894). Many of the .successive

presidents have been men of great political and
social as well as scientific enunence.
At the close of each meeting, the town at which

the meeting shall be held is determined two years

in a«Ivance, and a president appointed. In 1884

the place «»f meeting, contrary to the usual prac-

tice, was at Montreal in Canada. The subscriptions

of a continually increa-sinj,' membership have placed

a large fund at the society's disposal, wliicli has liccn

expentled in the prosecution of science. In many
cases, svs in long astronomical calculations or ex-

tensive meteorological observations, tlie labour of

subonlinates is required, and certain apparatus, and

it is m defraying such expenses that the funds of

the British Association are ver>' wisely employed.

The annual meeting takes place about the end of

August and lasts more than a week, excursions and

social gatherings diversifying the more serious

labours of the association. The attendance varies

consi<lerably, having been 3335 at Newcastle in

1803, only 915 at Swansea in 1880, and 2533 at

the jubile"e gathering at York in 1881. The meet-

ing at Manchester in 1887 was attended by 3838

persons. The income fluctuates considerably, having

in recent years varied horn £2200 to over £4000

(£4336 in 1887), and the annual grants for the pro-

motion of science are usually between £1000 and

£2000 in amount. The sums given range from
£5 to £100 to private persons and institutions, for
the promotion of science and publication of results
of original observations. A volume is published
annually containing reports on the progress of
science, addresses delivered, papers and abstracts
of papers read at the meetings, and copies are
presented to societies and libraries at home, in the
colonies and abroad. There are similar American,
French (1872), and (lerman Associations for the
advancement of science.

British Colnmhia, &c. See Columbi.v,
Guiana, Hondiras, &c. For British South,
Central, and East Africa, see Nyassaland, Mata-
BELELAXD, Zambesia, ..Vc. ; and for the British

Empire, see Grk.\t Britain.

British dum. See Dextrin.

British Jlllisenni. The British Museum, an
important national institution in London, origin-

ated in a bequest of Sir Hans Sloane, in accordance
with which his extensive collection of objects of

natural history, works of art, books and manu-
scripts, was offered in 1753 to the government,
for the sum of £20,000, or two-tifths of its original

cost. The oiler was accepted ; the necessary funds
were raised by a lottery ; and the collection, along
with the Harleian and Cottonian Libraries, was
aiTanged in Montague House, which had been
purchased for £10,250. The new institution,

thenceforth called the BRITISH Museum, was
opened in 1759. The presentation by George III.

ol a collection of Eg^'ptian antiquities in 1801,

the j>urcliase of the Townlcy Marbles in 1805, and
of the Elgin in 1816, necessitated the erection of

a new wing. Soon afterwards the old house was
condemned, and pLans were prepared by Sir R.
Smirke for new buildings ; but none were under-
taken till 1823, when the eastern wing of the
present building was erected for the reception of

the library of George III., which had been pre-

sented to the nmseum by George IV. The build-

ing, a hollow square in the Ionic order of archi-

tecture, was not completed till 1847. Its principal

front is towards the south, facing Great Russell

Street, and presenting an imposing columnar
facade, 370 feet in length. On each side of the
museum there is a semi-detached house, containing

the residences of the chief officers of the establish-

ment.
Scarcely had Smirke's plans been carried out,

when it \\as found that the increase of the library,

both in books and readers, made fresh building

imperative. A plan devised by Mr (afterwards

Sir Antonio) Pauizzi, the keeper of the depart-

ment of printed books, was accepted. Parliament
voted the first grant for it in 1854, and it was
executed in three years, at a total cost of £150,000.

The new building was erected in the interior quad-
rangle, which it almost completely occupies. The
reading-room is circular and contains ample and
comfortable accommodation for over 300 readers.

It is constructed principally of iron, with brick

arches between the main ribs. The dome is 106

feet in height, and its diameter 140 feet, being

second only to the Pantheon of Rome, and that but

by 2h feet. Equally remarkable has been the saving

of space in the fitting up of the library. The
shelves are formed of galvanised iron plates, edged
with wainscot and covered with leather, and are

supported on malleable-iron standards. With the

exception of those placed against the external walls,

the bookcases are all double, a lattice of ironwork

being fixed for the longitudinal separation of the

books. Thus, throughout the whole interior of the

new building, walls are dispensed -vvdth, the divisions

being in all cases formed of the double ranges of

books. The building contains 3 miles lineal of
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bookcases 8 feet high. Assuming them all to be
spaced for the average octavo book size, the entire
ranges form '25 miles of book-shelves, and wcmld
accommodate 1,000,000 such volumes. In addition
to this, the dome-room, which is the reading-room,
has accommodation for 60,000 volumes.
With the rapid increase of the collections, both

by donation and purchase, the need of space was
soon again felt, and the tnistees resolved to erect a
building to be devoted entirely to Natural History
—that is to say, to the departments of Botany,
Zoology, Geology, and Mineralogy—on the site

occupied by the International Exhibition of 1862.

Parliament voted in the year 1873, £80,000 for this

purpose, and the new rooms began to be occupied
in 1881. The whole cost of the new museum very
nearly reached the sum of £400,000. This elegant
terra-cotta edifice, Avhich is situated at Kensington
in the Cromwell Road, was designed by Mr Alfred
Waterhouse. Its galleries are finely proportioned
and well lighted, and the entrance-hall is one of the
linest of modern erections. In 1879 the reversion
of a bequest of about £65,000, left more than half
a century earlier, h\ Mr AVilliam White, enabled
further important additions to be made to the
building at Bloomsbury. On the west side has
been erected a new gallery, measuring 153 feet by
40, for the exhibition of Greek sculpture; on the
east, on ground formerly occupied by the principal
librarian "s garden, are buildings containing a com-
plete set of rooms for the department of prints, and
new accommodation for readers of manuscripts and
newspapers, which were opened to the pviblic in
1888.

Contents.—At first the contents of the museum
were arranged under three departments—Printed
Books, JNIanuscripts, and Objects of Natural His-
tory. From time to time the number of the depart-
ments has been increased, so that, instead of three,
there are now eleven—viz. Printed Books ( with the
sub-department of Maps ), Manuscripts, Prints and
Drawings, Oriental Antiquities, Greek and Roman
Antiquities, Coins and Medals, British and Medi-
eval Antiquitiesand Ethnography, Zoology, Botany,
Geology, and Mineralogy. In noticing the contents
of the museum, we shall refer to them in this order.
Printed Books.—This is the largest department in

the museum. It occupies the whole of the ground
floor on the north and east sides, the new building-
erected in the quadrangle, and a considerable por-
tion of the basement of the museum.
The original bequest of Sir Hans Sloane con-

sisted of 50,000 volumes. In 1757 George II.

presented the library of printed books which had
been collected ])y the kings of England since Henry
Vll., and which included the libraries of Cranmer
and Casaubtm. He also annexed the important
privilege, which the Royal Library acquired in the
reign of Queen Anne, of being supplied with a copy
of every publication entered at Stationers' Hall.
Among subsequent additions to the library may be
mentioned the voluminous collection of pamphlets,
ike. relating to the civil wars of England between
1040 and 1660, presented by George III. ; the
musical libraries of Sir J. Hawkins and Dr C.
Burney ; Garrick's collection of old English plays

;

Dr Bentley's collection of the classics, annotated by
his own hand ; the Rev. C. M. Cracherode's library
of about 4500 volumes, reniarkal)le for their beauty
and excellence of condition ; Sir J. Banks's valu-
able and extensive collection on natural history

;

and a large mass of tracts and pamphlets relating to
the French Revolution, jiurcha-sed from J. Wilson
Croker, and of very great value. The most im-

fortant addition was made in 1823, when George
V. presented the splendid library that had been

collected by his father during his long reign, at an
exi)ense of little less than £200,000. The mag-

nificent library of the Right Honourable Thomas
Cirenville was bequeathed to the museum in 1846.

It consists of 20,240 volumes, which cost upwards of

£54,000. In the .same year was ol)tained also the
extensive collection of Chinese works, amount-
ing to 11,509 volumes, which belonged to Robert
Morrison. By purchases, 1)equests, and donations,
the library has become one of the first in the world,
containing now about 1,500,000 printed volumes.
See LiBKARiES. During the year 1886, there
were added 33,844 volumes, including music and
volumesof newspapers. In 1892, exclusive of 170,618
neMspapers, 41,097 distinct works were added to the
National Library, 12,715 being j)urcliased, 15,761
acquired under the Co^iyright Act, and 12,131 pre-
sented.

A catalogue of the printed books, in seven octavo
volumes, was published in 1813-19. So great have
been the additions to the collection, that in 1880
the general MS. catalogue occupied upwards of

2000 volumes folio. The adoption in that year of

the plan of printing the title-slips, has checked this

rapid rate of growth, and a printed catalogue is

now in progress. At the end of 1887, 169 printed
volumes had taken the place of 633 in manuscript,
and it is calculated that the beginning of the
20th century will see the whole of the catalogue
represented by some 600 printed volumes. The
adoption of printing has also facilitated the com-
mencement of a subject-catalogue of all new acquisi-

tions, and the first instalment of this was issued in

1886. Another important catalogue issued by this

department is that of old English books published
previously to 1641, a work of the highest biblio-

graphical importance.
The right of access to the library is easily obtained.

Any person desiring it is ' to apply in writing,

addressed "To the Principal Librarian of the British
Museum," specifying his description and place of

abode, and accompanying his letter with a written
recommendation.' Since the adoption (1880) of

electric light in the reading-room, the number of

readers has greatly increased, and in 1893 they
reached the total (not so large as in 1892) of

194,102. The numlier of books consulted by these
readers was 1,402,875.

Maps.—There are over 50,000 published and
20,000 manuscri})t maps in the museum. A cata-
logue of these in two large quarto volumes has
been published.
Manuscripts.—The manuscripts are contained in

several rooms in the south-east angle of the build-

ing. The collection consists of : ( 1 ) The Sloane
manuscripts, relating chiefly to medical and natural
history subjects. (2) The Cotton manuscripts,
rich in documents referring to the history of

Britain, including two of the originals of Magna
Charta, in registers of English monasteries, and
in original letters of royal and illustrious per-

sonages. This collection contains the Durham Book
—a copy of the Latin Gospels, with an interlineary

Saxon gloss, finished in the year 720. (3) The
Harleian manuscripts, a collection rich in illumi-

nated MSS., in ancient, civil, and ecclesiastical

records, in manuscripts of the classics, among
which is one of the earliest known copiw.: of the
Odyssey, and in early English poetry. (4) The
manuscripts of the Ancient Royal Library. These
were collected by our kings, from Richard II. to

George II. ; many of them were obtained from
the monasteries at the dissolution. Amongst
the most valuable treasures here are the Codex
Alexandri)ius, a manuscript of the Bible written
in uncial (ireek, before the close of the 5tli century,
and the Basiiicon iJoron of James I., in his own
handwriting. (5) The Lansdowne manuscripts.
This collection comprises the Burghley and Caesar

papers, the manuscripts of Bishop Kennett, and
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numerous valuable historical documents and state
papei-s. (6) The Hargrave mauviscripts, almost
exclusively connected witli law. (7) Ihe Barney
manuscripts, containing a large collection of the
Greek and Latin classics. Among them is a copy
of the Iliad, answering that of the Odt/ssey in the
Harleian collection. (S) The Howard-Arundel
manuscripts, obtained from the Koyal Society.

This collection is singularly rich in materials for

the history of our own country and language. (9)
The Oriental manuscrij)ts, a collection composed
of several purcliases and bequests. It includes

the manuscripts acquired by Mr Rich while consul

at Bagtlad, and consists of numerous Syriac,

Arabic, Ethiopic, and otlier oriental codices. A
large series of Ethiopic manuscripts was obtained
at Magdala on the occasion of the Abyssinian war.

(10) Additional manuscripts. This collection con-

sists of innumerable bequests, donations, and pur-

chases, which from the establishment of the museum
have been and are still being acquired. Catalogues
of tlie coiujtlete collections have long been in

existence, while that of the additional manuscripts
is continually being increased by fresh volumes.

Separate catalogues have also been issued of the

collections of Greek and Latin, and also of Persian

manuscripts, and a valuable catalogue of romances
is in j)rogress. The most important recent addi-

tions t<» the department have been the purcha.se of

the Stowe manuscripts from Lord Asliburnliam,

and the gift by the Earl of Chichester of the

Duke of Newcastle's papers in 430 volumes. In

18S7 the department containe<l upwards of 50,0(X)

volumes, 47,000 charters and rolls, nearly 10,000

detached seals and casts of seals, and upwards
of 100 ancient Greek, Coptic, and Latin papyri.

Prints and Drauings.—The collections of this

department are kept in rooms in the new build-

ings erected from the bequest of Mr William
White. They consist of prints and drawings
bequeathed to the museum in 179'J by the Kev.

C. M. Cracherode ; of those beciueathed in 1824

by Mr Payne Knight ; and of numerous smaller

bequests and donations. No purchases were made
for tliis department until about 1840, when a sum
was first included in the estimates for this purpose.

The collection now contains examples in all English

and foreign schools of original drawings, etchings,

and engravings, also of prints from pictures by

well-known masters. It is peculiarly rich in earlv

Italian and early German, and Dutch and Flemish

engravings. Anion'' the drawings are fine ex-

amples of Raphael, >Iichael Angelo, Leonardo da

Vinci, Albert Diirer, and Claude : among the

water-colours, of David Cox, Girtin, and W.
Miiller. The collections of etchings by Kenibrandt

and of engravings by Hogarth are alike unrivalled.

There is also an extensive collection of English

and foreign portraits and of satirical prints. A
large number of Japanese drawings and paintings

liave recently been acquired, and of these a cata-

logue was issued in 1887.

Oriental Antiquities.—The. Egj'ptian monuments
in this department date from a period as remote

as 2000 years before the Christian era, and come

down to the Mohammedan invasion of Egypt (640

A.I).). The collection comprises tlie antiquities

which fell into the hands ot the British army at

the capitulation of Alexandria: presents from

General Vyse, the Duke of Northumberland, &c.

The sculptures are formed of granite and basalt;

they represent human and allegorical figures, some-

times of colo.ssal size. There are several beauti-

fully sculptured sarcophagi. The key to the Hiero-

glyjthics (q.v.) was furnished by the celebrated

Rosetta Stone (q-v.), which is placed in the centre

of the gallerv. The smaller Egyptian remams are

exhibited in a gallery on the upper tloor ; they

consist of objects relating to religion, as repre-

sentations of divinities and sacred animals in wood,
metal, stone, and porcelain ; of objects relating to

civil and domestic life, as dress, personal orna-

ments, household furniture, artistic and writing
implements, armour, and weapons of war, &c. ;

and of objects relating to death and burial, as

mummies and coffins, with the scarabtei, amulets,
and other ornaments found with them.
The Assyrian antiquities are contained in a

suite of rooms erected on the outside of the
Egyptian Gallery, and in a spacious room on the
basement. The collection consists of sculptures

excavated at Nimrud, Khorsabad, and Koyunjik
by Layard in 1847-50, and more recently by
Rassam and Loftus, under the direction of Sir H. C.

Rawlinsofi. The Nimrud sculptures are the oldest,

belonging to a period ranging from 930 to 747

B.C. Those obtained from Khorsabad seem to have
been executed under a monarch who reigned about
747-721 B.C., while the collection from Koyunjik
belong to the time of Sardanapalus, apparently
721-625 B.C. The monuments consist chiefiy of

slabs of gypsum, alabaster, and limestone sculp-

tured in low relief, the subjects being the exploits

of the king whose palace walls they ornamented.
Greek and Roman Antiquities.—This collection

occupies a series of rooms extending from the

reading-room to the north-west angle of the
museum. The Lycian Gallery contains a series of

architectural and sculptural remains from ancient

cities in Lycia, obtained by Sir C. Fellowes in

1842-46. The Elgin ( Jallery contains the sculptures

from Athens and Attica, the greater portion of

which were obtained by the Earl of Elgin, and
purchased from him by parliament in 1816 for

£35,000. The most important series in the gallery

is the decorations of the Parthenon (q.v.), which,

notwithstanding their dilapidated condition, form
the most valual)le monument of Greek art which
has descended to modern times. The gallery con-

tains also sculptures and casts from the Temple of

Wingless Victory, the Temple of Theseus, and the

Erechtheum, at Athens. The Hellenic Gallery

contains a number of antiquities brought from
Greece and its colonies at difierent times. The
most important are twenty-three slabs of a frieze

sculptured in mezzo-relievo, which, from the locality

where they were found, are called the ' Phigalian

Marbles.' In a new gallerj-, built out of the

White bequest, are the remains of the famous
Mau.soleum (q.v.) at Halicarnassus, erected in

honour of Mausolus by his widow Artemisia.

These remains were discovered by C. T. Newton,
Esq., in 1857-59.

The gallery on the south side of the building is

occupied with the Roman and Gra'co-Roman sculp-

tures. The bulk of the collection was formed by
Charles Townley, Esq., and purchased in 1805 for

£20,000. It contains an interesting series of Roman
{(ortrait sculptures, and a very extensive mytho-
ogical series, amongst which are some of universal

fame—the Venus, Clytie, the Discobolus, and many
others. A room on the basement is appropriated

to mosaics and miscellaneous monuments, such as

representations of animals, architectural and deco-

rative fragments, and sacred and domestic imple-

ments. A fine collection from Southern Italy,

exhibiting specimens of the arts of the Etruscans,

Greeks, and Romans, was bequeathed to the

museum by Sir William Temple in 1856. The
former reading-room of the department of prints in

the north-west angle is now occupied by a collec-

tion of Greek and Roman sepulchral monuments.
The collections of smaller remains are placed in a

suite of rooms on the upper fioor. They consist of

( 1 ) An extensive series of vases, commonly, though

not correct Iv known as Etruscan, formed from the
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collections of Sir W. riamilton, «S:c., and froir.

excavations in Sicily, Rhodes, and on the sites of

Greek colonies in C'yrene and elsewhere. ( 2 ) A
miscellaneous collection of terracottas, mural
paintings, and other objects. ( 3 ) Bronzes of Greek,
Etruscan, and Konian workmanship, consisting
of sculptures, anil various domestic and other
articles, ' as candelabra, lamps, vases, horse-trap-
pings, armour, tSrc. ( 4 ) The collection of engraved
gems and gold ornaments, now, since the addition
of the Blacas and Castellani collections, perhaps
the richest in the world.

Coins (tnd Medals.—The very large collection of
these objects is arranged in chronological order
under live great divisions—viz. : (ireek, Roman,
Medieval and Modern, English, and Oriental.

British and Medieval Antiquities and Ethno-
graphy.—The British collection is arranged in
chronological order. The oldest series contains the
antiquities of the Stone and Bronze periods, con-
sisting of celts, daggers, swords, shields, and early
pottery. The British-Roman antiqiiities comprise
specimens of earthenware, lamps, and miscellaneous
articles. A small collection of seiJulchral urns,
weapons, and personal ornaments represents the
Anglo-Saxon period. The Ethnographical collec-

tion contains antiquities as well as objects of
modern use. In 1855 Mr Henry Christy bequeathed
to the museum his extensive collections of an-
tiquities and ethnography, and these are now
exhibited in the former 'Bird Gallery.' Another
valuable bequest is the Slade collection, illustrating
the history of glass in all its branches. But the
department has had no more generous donor than
its present keeper, IMr A. W. Franks, whose numer-
ous gifts to it cannot be valued at less than
£20,000.
Natural History Museum at South Kensington.—

In 1856 the trustees united the Natural History
departments under Professor Owen, who was then
appointed superintendent of Natural History. In
the spring of 1881 the new building erected at'South
Kensington, for the reception of the zoological,
mineralogical, geological, and botanical depart-
ments, was opened to the public. The following
departments, therefore, though belonging to the
British Museum, now form the Natural History
Museum at Cromwell Road, South Kensington.

Zoological Department.—This department con-
tains a collection of animals arranged in systematic
order in the galleries, comprising stuffed mammals,
birds, reptiles, and fishes, and the hard portions
of radiate, moUuscan, and articulate animals. A
room is specially devoted to the fauna of Britain.
In rooms on the ground and basement floors are
arranged the collections of insects, of osteology, and
of specimens preserved in spirits. In 1873 the
unique and extensive collection of birds formed in
the Eastern Archipelago by Wallace, was acquired
by purchase. Recent additions are the magnifi-
cent Gould collection of humming-birds, and the
Walsingham collection of birds and Ijirds' nests.
Botanical Department.—The herbarium of Sir

H. Sloane, the nucleus of this collection, con-
sisted of about 80f*0 species, bound in 262 volumes.
In 1820 the magnificent herbarium of Sir Joseph
Banks was bequeathed to the museum, and under
the superintendence of Robert Brown, was trans-
ferred to two rooms prepared for it in the south-
east angle of the building. The collection has
since been rapidly increasing : during the year
1880 about 9000 species of plants were added ; and
in 1873 William Wilson's herbarium of British
and foreign mosses was acquired by purchase.
The collection contains an extraordinary number
of typical specimens—the identical plants from
which the original descriptions were taken by
ijianajus, Aublet, Jacquin, Brown, Bentham, Ben-

nett, and others. The exhibition rooms contain a
series of specimens illustrating the most striking
characteristics of the great divisions of the vege-
table kingdom, arranged in order ; and a series of

fossil plants, the value of which is increased by the
transparent sections showing their structure, which
are placed beside them.

Geological Department.—This collection occupies
the wall-cases of the principal gallery on the north
side of the museum. It contains an extensive
series of the fossil remains of plants and animals
from the various fossiliferous strata ; it is especially
rich in the fossils of the secondary formations.
Amongst its more valuable contents may be men-
tioned the collections of Dr Mantel! , the Tertiary
fossils collected by Dr Falconer in India, and the
remarkable fossil birds from New Zealand.

3Iineralogical Department.—The minerals are
contained in the table-cases in the Geological
Gallery. They are arranged according to a chemical
classification. Many valuable and unique specimens
exist in the collection, which is rapidly increasing.
The expenses of the museum are paid by grants

of public money. The sum provided by the esti-

mates in some years considerably exceeds £150,000.
While the usefulness of the museum must always

be gauged by the help it renders to real students,
much of late years has been done to increase its

popularity with casual visitors. To every article

exhibited is attached a label, giving its name, and
where needful, something of its history. In depart-
ments, the bulk of whose treasures cannot be dis-

played, selections are placed in show-cases, among
the most interesting of which are those containing
autographs of celebrated personages ; ancient, ori-

ental, and illuminated manuscripts, books illus-

trating the history of printing in various countries,

rare bindings, &c. By the Dej)fi,rtment of Prints a
permanent exhibition is given of works illustrating

the history of etching and engraving, and arrange-
ments have been made for temporary exhibitions of

rarities. During the last few years also exhibitions
have been given in the King's Librarj^ in connec-
tion with tlie centenaries of Luther, Wyclif, tS:c.

The number of visitors to the museum in 1892 (the
largest since 1885, 1893 siiowiiig a small falling off)

amounted to 558,548 to the parent institution, and
some 400,000 to the museum of Natural History.

Britoil Ferry, a seaport of South Wales, in

Glamorganshire, at the mouth of the river Neath,
2| miles from the busy town of Neath, to which it

serves as a port. Pop. of parish, 6061.

Brittany (Fr. Bretagnc), the great north-

western peninsula of France, extending in tri-

angular form into the sea, its base resting on
Normandy, Maine, Anjou, and Poitou, its sides

washed by the Channel and the Atlantic Ocean.
In earlier times it formed, with the name of duchy,
one of the provinces of France ; now it forms the

five departments of Finistfere, Cotes-du-Nord,
Morbihan, Ille-et-Vilaine, and Loire- Inferieure,

with a total area of 13,130, sq. m., and a popula-
tion (1891) of 3,162,272. Before the Revohition,
this district fell into the nine dioceses of Rennes,
Dol, Nantes, St Malo, and St Brieuc, Treguier,
Vannes, Quimper, and St Pol-de-Leon ; of which
the first five made up the two popular divisions,

the names of which are still indeed in general use :

Upper Brittany (Haute-Bretagne) ; the last four,

Lower Brittany (Basse-Bretagne). Though the
height of its mountains nowhere exceeds 1150 feet,

their structure gives to the peninsula a wild and
savage aspect. Clay-slate forms the centre of the
country, and masses of granite rise in the north
and the south. The climate is often foggy, and
subject to violent storms of wind. Large tracts

of land lie imcultivated ; but in the well-watered
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valk'vs vegetation is luxuriant. The peculiar
shut-in situation and the characteristics of soil and
climate in Brittany, seem to have had a powerful
etlect on the character of its people. The Breton
hius generally a tinge of melancholy in his disposi-
tion ; and often conceals, under a dull and indillerent
exterior, a lively imagination and strong feelings.
He is iia.s.sionately attached to his country and his
customs, and is strongly averse to change! A Ijold
seaman ami steady siddier, he is tlevoted in his
loyalty to time-lionoured authority in church and
state, and is capable of extraordinary devotion and
sacrifice of self for his ideal. His pietv is pro-
found, although simple and unattected ; his pride,
serious and self-respcctfnl, entindy free from that
l)etty peevishness and uneasy watching for small
slidits which so (tften helittle "the real dignity of the
Celtic nature. The manners of the natives migiit
be called rude hut Uir their simplicity. The j)er-

centage of illiterate persons in Morhihan is .W

;

in Loire-Infcrieure, ('otes-<lu-Xord, and Finistere
it sinks to 40; in Ille-et-Vilaine it is as low as
30. Thus hook learning, so far as regards French
books, lias hardly yet reached more than a half
of Brittany, and the Bretons would be ignorant
and uncivilised indeed hut for a qiiite extra-
ordinary wealth (if traditional song and story.
that serves eH'ectively all the purposes of a national
culture. Perhaps nowhere in the world has folk-
lore reached sucli a high devtdopment, and tiiis not
less in quality than in (piantity ; for no traditional
stories come near the Breton folk-tales, no pojjular
poetry the Breton folk-scmgs. It must not he
forgotten that there has long existed a pretty
abundant literature, at least in religious subjects,
in the Breton language, and that even in our day
many natives are capable of reading this who do
not read, and need not evtm speak, French. No
part of Flurope contains so many megalithic
monuments as Brittany. Within tiie province
are more than six iiundred (fo/itirns, and more
than eight hundred isolated mcnliirs, and these,
moreover, the grandest examples in the world.
Tlie largest, at Locmariaquer in Morbihan, is

67 feet high and no less than 342 tons in weight.
Croinlcrlis also are very common, some of rect-

angular form. The great a/iif/n/ir/ifs near Carnac,
situated within a few miles of each other, are the
most celebrated megalithic monuments in the
world.

In ancient times, Brittany, under the name of

Armoricft, was the centre of the confederated
Armorican tribes, who were of Celtic origin.

Later it wa.s known as Pruvinria Luf/dmieiisis
Terfift, but it never \\as more tiian nominally
under Roman sway. Already entirely liberated

in the 4th century, it became divided into several

allied republican states, which afterwards [la-sseil

into petty monarchies. The Franks called its

turbulent and warlike pojmlation Breton: the
Latin writers, since the oth century, Britanui
and Brittoues ; whih^ the country was called Brit-

uiiiiiii Cistnariiia, also later Brifini>ii(( Minor, to

distinguish it from the island of Britannia across

the Channel, and to mark the original identity

in the populations of the two. Brittany became
subject to the Franks in the reign of Charlemagne,
and wa.s handed over by Charles the Simple to the
Northmen in the 10th century. After tierce

struggles the Bretons at length acknowledged the

suzerainty of the Norman dukes. Geotiroi, Count
of Rennes, was the first to assume the title of Duke
of Bretagne, in 992. The duchy of Brittany was
incorjiorated with France in ir>32 by Francis I., to

whom it had come by marriage ; and subseijuently it

shared in the general fortunes of the kingdom. Its

local ptirleinent at Rennes was of course merely its

supreme court, wliich but rarely played a political

82
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role. At the outbreak of the Revolution all tli(

towns, and even some of the larger communes as well
as the coast villages, embraceil the new ideas, but
tiie country-people mostly followed the lead of their
cures and landlords, and remained intensely loyal
to the ancient royal house. Brittany accordingly
became the arena of a long and bloody .struggle
against dominant republicanism, its Chouans almost
rivalling the Vendeans in the heroic stubl)ornness
of their opposition to the Revolution ; but it iinist
be remembered that the revolt against tlie now ideas
was at no time general as it was in Vendee. It
was still smouldering so late as 18,S2, when there
was an outbreak of popular feeling in favour of the
ehler Bourbons. Brittany has given many great
men to France: Abelard, Duguesclin, tlie Con-
uetable de Richemont, Jacques Cartier, Michel
Columb, Dom Lobineau, Duclos, Surcouf, Broussais,
Lacnnec, Jules Dupre. Duguay-Trouin, Keratry,
Maupertuis, Chateaubriand, Lamennais, Jules
Simon, and Renan, not to mention countless sea-
men and admirals. See Daru, llisioirc dr Brctaqne
(.3 vols. 1826); Le Saint, La Brctatim- Ancienn'c et

Modcrne (2d ed. Limoges, 1879); Loth, LBniigra-
tion Bretonne en Armorique (1883); Joanne, Bre-
tdfjni' (1884); and Dean Churchs essay (1846), full
of insight and sympathy, reiirinted in the first

volume of his MisccUdn/c.s ( 1888).
Langiiuijeand Literal lire. —'V\\e Breton (Brezonek,

Brezouncic; Fr. Bas Breton), the ancient language
of Brittany, still called sometimes Armorican, to
distinguish it from insular Breton, is one of those
small Celtic tongues which have continued to be
.spoken languages down to the present time. It
forms, togetiier with AVelsh in Wales, the Imt
recently extinct Cornish in Cornwall, and that
language known from a number of inscriptions to
have been the tongue spoken by the ancient ( jauls,
the Cymric or southern grouji of the Celtic lan-
guages. It is at the present day spoken chiefly
in the department of Finistere .and the western
parts of Cotesdu-N<ud, and in Morbihan, and is

still, according to the careful calculations of M. Paul
Sebillot (in La Iterue d'EtlnaKjraiduf for January
1886), the ordinary language' of ab<mt 1,322,000
pei-sons, of whom no fewer than 679,700 know that
language alone. Tlu; paper referred to contains
majis showing village by village the existing limits
of Breton and French. M. Sebillot estimates
that by the close of the present century there
will be no more than 100,000 persons ignorant
of French, without, however, the Breton ceasing
to be the 'vernacula lingua' of almost all the
actual Breton country. Breton has four dialects :

that of Valines {Vannctai.s), of (^liiimper (Cor-
nounillait;), of Treguier (Tr6rorrois or Trc;)orois),

and of St Pol-de-Leon (Lro/iais), of which the last

is the most imiiortant. The dialect of Leon is the
l)urest of the four, although the narrowest in its

geographical extent ; while the ( 'oinouaillais is

the widest, and next to it the Vannetais. These
dialects indeed follow very nearly the limits

of the ancient dioceses. Breton is most closely

allied to Comish and next to Welsh, but it sur-

passes both these tongues in the refinement of its

grammatical forms and words. Most comjietent
scholars consider it as having been carried across
the Channel from England in the settlement made
in the 6th century. See Rhys, Lectnres on Welsh
Philolofjij (2d ed. 1879), and Belloguet, Ethnogenie
Gauloise (4 vols. 18.58-75). The greatest service to

the grammar and lexicography of the language has
been done by Pater Gregoire of Rostrenon, Le Pel-

letier, and especially Le Gonidec (died 1838). The
last wrote the best grammar ( Paris, 1807 ; 3d ed.

1850), as well as an excellent lexicon ( Angouleme,
1821 ; St Brieuc, 2 vols. 1847-50). Many valuable
papers on questions of Breton philology have been
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contrilmted to the licvue Celtique, which was coin-

menceil by H. Gaidoz at Paris in 1870, by (Jaidoz,

All. Pietet, Dr Stokes, Professor Ithys, DArbois de

Jubainville, Lo Men, Sauvo, Liizel, and other

seliolars. At the present day Breton phih)k)gy is

brilliantly represented by two yonnjj; scholars,

Bretons both by birth ani\ tongue : ISI. Loth, pro-

fessor at Kennes, and M. Ernault, professor at

Portiers. At the instigation of M. Loth, and
mainly under his editorship, tiie Faculte des Lettres

at Kennes has published since 1885 a review, Lcs
Aiinales de Brctagnc, devoted in great i>art to

Breton philology. See also Whitley Stokes, Middle
Breton Hours, with translation and glossary (Cal-

cutta, 1876), and his Old Breton Glosses (Calcutta,

1879 and 1880 ; and reprinted in the ' Transactions

of the [London] Philological Society' for 1886).

The Breton literature of the earliest period (since

the 6th century) is grouped together with the

Bardic literature of the British Isles. Many of the

oldest and most famous of the bards (as Gweznou,
Taliesin, Sulio) belonged perhaps to Brittany, and
their strong and spirited poetry, partly of a patriotic

and historical, partly an erotic character, may have
had no small inlluence on the work of the French
trouveres of the succeeding centuries. We need only
allude to the Arthurian cycle of legend, worketl
up with such poetic wealth and variety of form by
the medieval poets. The chief monuments of old

Breton are two miracle-plays, a prayer-book or
' Hours,' ii dictionary, and the cartularies of two
monasteries. Of the plays, the first is founded on
the life of St Nonna or Nonita, and exists in a
manuscript ascribed by Zeuss to the 14:th century.

It was chietly from this source, together with the
two cartularies of the monasteries at Rhedon and
Landevin, alluded to above, that Zeuss drew the
materials for the Armorican part of his famous
Graiuinatica Celtiea. It was published in 1837
under the title of Buhez Santcz Nonn, but a much
better edition was given by M. Ernault in vol. viii.

of the Revue Celtique. The second play, the
Burzud hraz Jezuz, the great miracle or mystery
of Jesus, wiis edited by Hensart de la Villemarque
in 1865, with a translation. It should, however,
be added that this mystery has since been shown
to be a translation from the French. As in course
of time the French speech and culture spread over
the country, and became the more familiar form
for literary expression, the Breton struck root all

the deeper into the atl'ections of the common people,
by becoming the chosen medium alone for the
expression of their homely proverb, song, and
story. Although it gradually ceased to be used
for formal literary composition, Breton continued
for centuries to be the medium through which the
manuals of piety supplied by the church reached
the faithful. The i)rimitive manner of life pre-

served the conditions necessary not only for the
transmission, but the creation of the folk-tale and
the ballad, and genuine examples of these have
continued to be produced by the free working of

tiie popular imagination almost down to our own
time. The extraordinary wealth of Breton popular
literature was first levealed to the world, although
under a somewhat fictitious garb, by La Ville-

marque. His Barzaz Breiz ( 1839 ; Englished by
Tom Taylor in 1865) professed to be the fruit of

many years' collecting in every part of Lower
Brittany, but unfortunately it cannot l)e accepted
as a genuine undoctored product of the popular
imagination in the ]iro])er and scientific sense.
It consisted of qwerziou (])lural of gwcrz), heroic
or mythological balla<ls, many of which are
siiort, but some have as many as 600 verses; soniou
(])lural of so)in, or son), love and festive songs;
and religious poems ; and was accompanied with
translations and notes, and the original airs noted

in the sixth edition (1867), some of which had,
however, been given already in the first edition.

Other volumes of i)oetry in the Breton language
were Lnzel's Bepred Brcizud ( ' always Breton '

),

consisting of original verse ( Morlaix, 1865), and
a tine collection imder his editorship of genuine
gucrziou or jiopular l)allads chielly in tiie dialect

of Treguier, Uu-erziuu Breiz-Izcl (2 vols. 1874).
M. Luzel, who is one of the most intelligent no
less than patriotic representatives of ' Bretagne
bretonnante ' now living, as well as one of the
most profouniUy learned and scientific folklorists

of France, is at i)resent preparing a great collec-

tion of so/iiou. The legemls oi Brittany were
worked up with fine effect by Emile Souvestre in

his Foyer Breton (1844), and to their rare literary

charm we owe some of the finest passages in the
pages of George Sand and Kenan. Since the 16th
century, as has already been said, the native clergy
have used the Breton speech for the composition
of religious plays and hymns, as well as sermons
and books of edification and instruction. At the
present day there still appear one or two almanacs
in Breton, some of wiiich, however, are bi-lingual

;

Mhile the journals issued in Brittany publish from
time to time articles in the native language, aiul at
election times there is a plentiful crop of Breton
jilacards and posters ; but it cannot be said that
the Breton is now a cultivated language other than
accidentally. The weekly journal Feiz ha Breiz
('Faith and Brittany'), which had a predominantly
religious character, died iit Quimper after nineteen
years' existence ( 26th April 1 884 ). There yet waited
in Upper Brittany an ample harvest of folklore, no
less than song and story, for the most learned and
indefatigable of its editors, M. Paul Sebillot, the
chief of whose collections are his Contes Popidaires
de la Haute-Brctagne ( three series, 1880-82), Litter-

ature Orcde de la Haute-Brctagne (1881), Tradi-
tions et Superstitions de la Haute-Bretagne ( 2 vols.

1882), Contes de Terre et de Mer, Legendes de la

Haute-Bretagne (1885), and Coututncs I'opulaircs

de la Haute-Bretagne (1886). And from La
Villemarque's own ground, Lower Brittany, M.
Luzel has given the world the rich gleanings
of years in Legendes Chreticnnes de la Basse-
Bretagne (2 vols. 1881 ) and Contes Popidaires de la

Basse-Bretagne (3 vols. 1887), tAvo invaluable col-

lections that have a place on the shelves of all

folklorists everywhere. There is also a good
collection of Breton proverbs, ' Lavarou-Koz,' by
L. F. Sauve (1878). See a fine paper by Henri
Gaidoz on ' La Poesie Bretonne pendant la guerre
de 1870-71,' in- the Eevue des Deux Mondes for

December 15, 1871 ; and for other books and papers
the ' Bibliographie des Traditions et de la Littera-

ture Populaire de la Bretagne,' by H. Gaidoz and
Paul Sebillot, in vol. v. of the lleviie Celtique.

Brittle-stars (Ophiuroidea), one of the classes

of Echinodermata, including forms not far removed
from starfishes (Asteroids), but ditt'ering markedly
in the more centralised l)ody, more sharply defined

arms, and more active habit. Compared more fully

with starfishes, the brittle-stars are more muscular
and less limy ; the arms do iu)t contain digestive

cii'ca from the gut nor reproductive organs, and are

supported by an axis of central limy bodies like

vertebra^ ; the tube-feet are smaller, probably
simply tactile, and locomotion is ett'ected by the

muscular wriggling of the arms ; the groove so well

seen on the ventral surface of the starfish arm is

here closed in by liiny i)]ates ; the alimentary canal

is blind—that is, without anus ; the entrances to

the water-vascular system (madrei)oric plates) are

ventral ; and the larval form is quite diflerent.

The popular name ' brittle-stiir ' refers to the ex-

treme ease with which the arms break ; another

common name, 'sand-stars,' refers less happily to
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their occasional occurrence on the shore ; the
technical title Oithiuroid descrihes the snake-like
coils of their •arms.' The ooninionest British
species are the Common Sand-star ((Jphiuni tr.ifu-

rata), the Lesser Sand-star (O. alhiila), and the
Common Brittle-star ((//<// /wo;/*// rosiifa). Another
important j,'enus is Etiryale, to which tlie Basket-
fish or Arjfus Stiirhsh belongs. See EcuiNoDERMS,
Stakkisii.

Brittoil, .I<»H\. topographer and antiqnarv,
the son of a small farmer and viilajre shopkeeper,
was Ixtrn in 1771. near Chipi>enliam, \Viltsinre. and,
losing his parents young, received hut a scanty
etlucAtion. At sixteen he went to London, and
was in turn cellarman. clerk, and compiler of a
songlKMik. Some ccmtrilmtions to a dramatic
miscellany le<l the iml)lislier to employ him,
with a young friend, Brayiey, to compile the
Beantie-i of M'ilt.sliirr ; its success led \ip to the
Bvanties of Englamf ami Wales, on l^'half of
which tlie joint authors travelled 3")00 miles to
ins|>ect the hn^'alities descrii>ed, and which cost

£50,000. They also prepareil the Beauties of Bal-
fordshire in tlie same manner. Britton after-

wards issne<l a more elalM)rate work, entitled
the Arrhitirt iiral .Intiijiiitiis of Kiifjlaial. He
die<l in London. January 1. KSo7. One of the mo.st
im)K)rtant of his publications was The Cathedral
Antiijin'tics of Enqland (14 vols, folio and 4to,

1814 .T), withupwaVdsof 300 higiily finished plates).

.\ltogether. his illustrated works number eightv-
seven, besides othei-s of a similar kind whicli he
edited. Britton was amongst the fii^st to combine
and jM>puiarise antiquarian and toiiographical

<lescrii)tion. and by his letter to .If>sepn Hume in

18-U) on the ]ireservation of ancient monuments,
he anticipat<Ml the Act of 1882. See \i\s Autobio-
graph]! ( 1H.")0).

Brivc-liffiaillarde, a town in the French
department of ( Orn/e, .V) miles SSE. of Limoges
l»y rail. Top. l.'>,44.j.

Brixou* a town of Tyrol, on the Brenner
ll<iilway, .37 niiles SSE. of .Munich. It is the seat

of a pi ince-bishoji, and has several monasteries and
a tiieolo-ical seminary. Pop. 5S42.

BrivliaiU, a market-town and seajKirt of

Devonshire, Knglan<l, on Tor Bay, 25 miles S.

of Exeter (32j, by rail). It Is an irregular place,

sprinkletl over three valleys and four hillsides

;

picturesque, though pos.sessed •)f no architectural

features, and fishy as even few fishiii>'-towns.

(treat quantities of fresh fish are sent to Lomlon,
Bath, and Bristol ; .several vessels are engaged in

the foreign and coasting traile ; there is a little

shipbuilding; and the place is a favourite sea-

batliing resort. There are iron-mines, limestone
quarries, mineral-paint works, and .a b<jne cave on
Windmill Hill, discovered in 1858, which cimtained
l)ones of the mammoth, rhinoceros, horse, reimleer,

hyena, l>ear, «S:c., besides pahrolithic flint imple-

ments (see CWK). Kent's Cavern (q.v. ) is beyond
Torquay (ci.v.), at the other end of the bay. At
Berry Head is a Koiiian camp. It was at Brixham
that William of Urange landed, November 4, 1688.

I'op. ( 1851 ) .")627
; ( 18S1 ) 53Gb ; ( 1891 ) 0224.

Krixfon is a district of London (SW.), in

Liiiiiliciii parish.

Bri/iU <>' Ui'.vKiNG Gr.vss. See Gi{.\ssES.

Broai'll. Baroaph. or Bharith, a town of

Guzerat, liomliay Presidency, 228 miles N. of Bom-
bay by rail, on the north bank of the Nerbudda,
from who.se inumlations it is protected by a river-

wall, :<0 t<) 40 feet hi-di, built of large blocks of

stone. Eighteen hundred years ago Broach was
one of the chief ports of Western India, and its

foreign commerce did not absolutely disappear

until the end of the 18th century. In the 16th
century the Portuguese reported ' it a town of
weavers, ' who make the finest cloth in the world ;

"

this fame led to the founding of English and Dutch
factories here in the following century, and even
yet its hand-loom weaving is of importance. Broach
was taken by the British in 1772, ceded to Siiidliia
in 1783, and again stormed by a British force in
1803, since which date it has' remained a Britisli
l>osses.sion. It carries on a small coasting trade,
the principal exports being raw cotton, grain, aiul
seeds. There is a Hindu hospital for old and sick
animals, maintained at a cost of £530 annually.
Broach passed from the .Moguls at tlie (lealli of
Auningzebe to the Mahrattas. Pop. 40.108, in-

cluding many Parsees and Jains.—The district of
Broach, an alluvial i)lain sloping westwards to the
shores of the Gulf of Cambay, is 54 miles in length,
and from 20 to 40 miles in bieailth, with an area of
1453 scp 111. The black soil of the district is highly
fertile. There is a railway bridge of 67 spans over
the Nerbudda, with a length of 4122 feet.

Broad .4rrow, a government mark, thus,
stamped, cut, or otherwise fixed on all solid

materials used in Her Majesty's ships or <^^
ilockyards, and on government stores of all ^
kinds, ill order to prevent larceny. The origin of

the mark is obscure; Walford [llistrini of New-
castle, vol. iii. 1884) says it was used in 159S by the
collector of customs in Newcastle as a mark for

goods seized. The acquittal of a dealer in marine
stores prosecute*! for having in his possession cer-

tain stores bearing the broad arrow of his majesty,
led to the jiassing of tiie .\ct of HiOS. which enacts
that pei-sons in possessicm of naval stores, or goods
of any kind marked with the broad arrow, or other
marks therein mentioned, and usually employed
in marking naval stores, shall forfeit all such goods
and £200, and also pay costs. The mark is for iron,

wood, \'c., what the colour-thread is for sail-cloth

aiul ropes, as it enables the smallest jiiece of such
articles to be identified as government property.

Broad-bill. See Siiuvki.i.kr.

Broad-liottoiii Adiiiiiiistratioii, a name
derisi\ely apjdied to the ministry formetl by Henry
Pelham in 1744, because it professed to include all

parties of weight and influence in the state in a
grand coalition, and comprised no less than nine
dukes. Thus for a time the Whig party were
reunited, and even Tory support secured. The
ministry was dissolved in 1754, by the <leath of

Pelham, thcrngfi several of its original members had
secede<l long before.

Broad Church. See England ( Church of ).

Broadmoor, in SE. Berkshire, 2 miles from
Wellington College Station, is the state asylum for

.")00 criminal lunatics. It is a large brick building,

opened in 1803.

BroadiS, The Norfolk, are a .series of inland

lakes usually .said t<j be formed by the widening
or 'broadening' out of the rivers. M<ire probably
their origin is due to a change in the general

level of the land surface of the county ; for

even within historic times the river Yare was
an estuarj- of the sea, in which herrings were
caught at the time of Domesday. The broads
-par excellence are those uj) the Buie or North
liiver (which empties itself into the sea at Yar-
mouth), and its tributaries the Ant and the

Thurne. On thr- Bare leaving the coiiii)aratively

hilly land north of Wroxham, it enters a iiat

marshy country very little above high-water mark,
and right and left of it are the well-known broads
of Wroxham, Salhouse, Hoveton, Homing, and
Ranwortli, all of which can be seen from the

main river, and are approached from it by more
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or less narrow waterways or cuts. The first

(Wroxham) is the hirjjest and deepest, there

being sailing-water for large boats all over it

;

but some of the others are very shallow, and are

fast growing up o\\-ing to the accumulation of

decayed vegetable matter, which is gradually

adhering to tiie banks. There is indeed no doubt
that a hundred years ago tliere was double the

area of open water here that there is now, and
some broads— e.g. that at Dilham, where not so

long ago sailing matches were held—are now simi)ly

a reed bush, with liardly any water visilde. Up
tlie Ant tliere is the line broad at Barton and
anotlier at Sutton ; but the latter is fast closing

up, and is covered with water-lilies, and both
these are inaccessible to large yachts, owing to

tlie smallness of the bridge at Lxulham stopping
the way. I'p the Thurne tliere is a very large

broad at Hickling, and two others at Martham
and Horsey, and these are all of note in the east

part of the county, on which it is possil)le to sail

;

for the three tine broads of Ormesby, Rollesby, and
Filby, though connected and forming a chain,

have no practicable outlet to the river. The
Yare or Norwich River his no broads on which
sailing is possible, but the visitor at Norwich will

find those at Surlingham, Strumpsliaw, and Rock-
land well worthy a visit, and very accessible by
rail. Near Lowestoft, on the Waveney, is Oulton
Broad, but this is near the town, and possesses few
of the charms of the other sheets of water named.
The broads have grown greatly in favour Avith

holiday-makers of late—for wliere twenty years
ago it was possible to sail from end to end of the
Bure witliout meeting more than two or three
yachts, it would now be hard any fine Saturday,
during August and September, to find a moor-
ing-])lace by Wroxham Bridge, where perhaps
a hundred yachts may be seen at once, the
place resembling Henley at a regatta time. The
great influx of visitors has of course sent up the
prices of everything, and has destroyed tiie

extreme quiet which was the great charm of the
place to naturalists and fisliermen. Still the
strange scenery—the great expanse of the land-
scape, and the rank profusion of vegetation and
flowers of all sorts, the lofty reed bushes especially

attracting attention—will always render the spot
a pleasant one, and the keen air being especially

beneficial to invalids, it will always be recom-
mended by doctors. Game and fisli abound, but
it must be clearly understood are as jealously
preserved liere as anywhere else, and though
plover, moorhen, and an occasional duck and
heron, can be shot from the deck of a yacht, the
sportsman is liable to heavy fines if he lands on
the bank to pick up what he has shot. Still the
occasional visitor is not generally interfered with
if he leaves tlie game alone. Fish, and especially
pike, perch, liream, and rudd, are very plentiful
still ; but tliere are only the rivers and one or two
broads free to all, though permission is generally
easily obtained. For the coarse fish it is absolutely
necessary to ground-bait liberally in order to bring
the fish to tlie spot. To the antiipiary tiie district
is full of interest, the ruins of St Benet's Abl>ey,
of Burgh Castle (Roman), and many interesting
churches, being within easy reach. See (t. A.
Davies' Norfolk Broads ( 1884 ), Walter R>'e's Month
on the Norfolk Broads (1887), and Emerson and
Good all's Life and Landscape on tlie Norfolk Broads
(1887).

Broadside, the .simultaneous discharge of all

the guns on one side of a ship of war. Tlie fighting
power of a ship used to be estimated l)y tlie weight
of all the sliot and shell that could be fired ott' at
once from one side or half of the ship. Thus, the
broadside of the old-fashioned Duke of Wellington,

131-gun war-steamer, amounted to '2400 11). With
ironclad turret-ships the term is ina|)plicable. See
N.wv.
Broadsides. See Ch.\pbook.

Broadstairs, a (piiet watering-place in Kent,

If miles NE. of liamsgate, so named from the

breadth of the sea-gate or stair, which N\as formerly

defended by a gate or archway. Near it is a noble

orphanage, founded by the wife of Archbishop Tait,

wlio lived much in the vicinity. Dickens was a
frequent visitor. Pop. 532'2.

Broadsword, a sword with a broad blade, usu-

ally for cutting only, not stab])iiig. See Claymore.

Broca, Paul, a distinguished French surgeon
and anthropologist, was born at Sainte-Foy-le-
Grande, Gironde, in 1824. After pursuing his

medical studies with distinction, he was named
professor of Surgical Pathology in the Faculty of

Medicine at Paris, and surgeon successively of the
four hospitals of Bicetre, the Salpetiiere, Saint
Antoine, and La Pitie. He was a^so director of

the Laboratory of Anthropology in the High School
of Paris. Celebrated not only as a surgeon, Broca
was regarded as one of the most learned masters of

the existing sciiool of anthropology. He founded
the Paris Anthropological Society, of which he was
secretary till his death, and he was a member of all

the leading medical, biological, and anatomical
societies of Paris and the Continent. Elected a
member of the Academy of Medicine in 18(56, he was
decorated with the Legion of Honour in 1808. Broca
was a voluminous writer, and among his more
important works may be cited the following : Des
Anevrisines et de leur Traitement (1856), Sur
I'Anesthesie Chirurqlcale Hypnotiqtic (1859), Ltitdes

sur Ics Animaux nessiiscitants (1860), Instructions

Generales 2^oicr Ics Eecherches Anthropologiques
(1865), Trude des Tumeurs (1865), Caractcre
Physique de VHomme Prchistorique (1868), and
L'Anatomic Comparce dc I'Homme ct des Primates
(1869). He also collaborated in the production of

several important medical and physiological works.
In 1878 he presided over an International Congress
on Anthropology held in Paris. He died July 9, 1 880.

Brooade ( Span, hrocado ). This term is applied
to a kind of figured silk resembling on the one
liand a damask, and on the other a piece of

embroidery. To some extent it partakes of the
character of both, but a piece of silk, woven on
the old hand-loom with a slightly raised pattern
somewhat resembling a piece of embroidered work,
was called a brocade. The name is now applied to

a figured silk with a satin or cord ground in which
several colours are used, and in which a coloured
thread (or more than one) is put in by a shuttle

only travelling a short distance, or just the width
of a flower or figure. This part of the pattern is

technically said to be ' brocaded in. ' A brocade may
only be of silk on the face, and the back of some
other material. Johnson defined the term as mean-
ing ' a silken stufl' variegated with gold or silver,

and raised and enriched with flowers and various
sorts of figures, originally made by the Chinese.'
With the exception of those woven in modern
times, brocades are very generally composed in

part of gold, silver, or gilt silver threads.

Oriental brocades date from a remote period, but
there were probably no European stufl's of this

nature earlier than the 13tli or 14th century, when
they were made in Italy and Spain. In common
with damasks, fif,nired tissues, and other varieties

of ornamented silks made in i)ast times, Italian

and Spanish brocades, dating from the 14th to the
17th century, as well as those of Persia and Asia
Minor, extending over a longer period of time, are
extremely valualde o])jects of study for the textile

designer and decorative artist. Their richness,
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heautv, and variety of pattern are very great. The
Frenoli hrocades of the 18th oontnrv, and even
siiiiic of (luite iiiodern date, are al-^o intt'icstiiig in

an artistic sent<e. Fine exanijilos of all these are
to he fonnd in some eontinentcvl niusennis. The
collection at South Keiisiiij,'ton is very rich, and
is hcinj; made available to persons at a distiince

bv hijihly finished chromo-litlio^naiihs of the best
pieces, already iiartly j)ublislicd under the super-
vision of tlie authorities of tiiat in>titution. Some
interestinj; specimens of these fal)rics can also be
seen in the museums of Manchester, Edinburgh,
ami Dublin.

Brooaffe Bonds. «>r l)onds securing a reward
for tiie promotion oi a marriage by inlluence to be
used, are voiil by the law of England ami of Scot-
land.

BroOOOlK a well-known and much-esteemed
garden vegetable, one of the many varieties which
cultivation lias i)roduced of the lirassirK ulcrwra,
the common kale or cabbage. Hmccoli is .said to
have been origiuallv brought to Italy from Cyprus
about the middle of the lljth ccntuiy. Its name is

Italian. It is merely a variety of the Caulillower
(<j.v. ), with the same general characteristics, but .a

hardier constitution, which enables it to withstand
all l>ut our severest wint'-rs. Many improved sub-
varieties have been introduced within the past
fifteen or twenty yeai-s, with greater delicacy of

flavour and jturity of colour, while the original

hardy constitution of the race has remained un-
impaired. Some of the varieties are early in com-
ing into use from the time of sowing, and otliei"s

late, and by a judicious selection and a careful
stuily of the times at which eacdi slmuld be sown,
broccoli may be made to span the period when
caulillower cea.ses, in Oetolx-r or November, till it

may again be ha<l in .June. The traile in broccoli

during winter and spring is very great. .Ml Hritish

markets are Nupplied chielly from I'en/ance in

the earlv months of the year, the winter climate
there being jiarticularly favourable to its early jiro-

duction. Tlie market-gardeners arounrl Edinburgh
are noted for the high excellence of the brocc<di

they jiroduce in the later spring months, and arc

able to keep up the supjily after that of the
southern growers fails, ami till the liixt crops of

caulillower ••ome in. See Ukassica.
In the cultivation of broccoli the seeds are sown

in the open grouml in Ajuil and .May, thinly, so

that the plants may not become crowded while

they remain in the seed-bed. Deep rich loam is

HMpiisite to produce the best i|uality. The plants

are tinally jilanted out in .June and duly, at

distances of from two to threi' feet apart, according

to the vigour and bulk eventually attained by the

individual sorts. Fre(pient stirring with the hoe

or the fork between the plants is conducive to

vigorous growth. In severe wintei-s it is necessary

to protect the plants by some means from frost.

The most usual means practiscil is that of digging
the soil away from the northern side of each iilant,

and laying the latter with an angle towanls the

north. The overhanging leaves prevent the lodg-

ment of rain and snow in the hearts, and oiler s<mie

protection also against frost, but the size of the

heads is usually somewhat diminislied liy the check

adniinist«'red to the growth. When only small

i|uantities are grown, they may be ell'ectually pro-

tected by spreading litter over them when fro.st

is severe, but in the; ca.se of large (piantities this

would prove tfx) laborious and costly.

BrocllS (O.N. horq; A.S. hiirh, Jmnj: Eng.

htinjh, honniffh ; Scot. )iroiifih, 'a fortified indosure

or castle'), the local name aitjilied in the north of

Scotland to the ancient, dry-built, circular castles,

known also to the Gaelic-speaking i)eople as duns.

and to antiquaries (since Pennant's time) as
' Pictisli towers,' of which Mous.a and Clickemin
in Shetland, Dun Dornatlilla in Sutherland. Dun
('arloway in Lewis, and the two in (ilcnla'g of
(Jleneig (called Castle Tellve and Castle Troddan
by Gordon ) are the best-known examples. These
circular castles apjiear to have been more thickly
planted along the straths of the northern counties,
and around the shores and in the lochs of the
northern and western isles, than the later pteh in

the Border valleys. The sites or ruins of more
than two hundred are known in the three northern
counties. They occur also in very considerable
numbers in lio.ss, Inverness, and Argyll, and a
few examples are known in the counties of Perth,
Forfar, Stirling, and P.erwick. It is onlv in recent
yeai-s that the structural characteristics of the
brochs and their relation to the other antinuities
of the country have been disclosed, chielly by
means of an cxteTisive series of excavations made
at the instance of the Society of Antiijuaries of
Scotland, the details of which, with plans, sec-

tions, and measurements of many of these singular
editices, are publisiied in their TrattsavtiDns. The
general conclusion is that these structures, which
are peculiar to Scotland, belong to a period subse-
• [uent to the colonisation of Britain by the Romans,
and continued in use, at least in the more northern
districts, till after the close of the Viking period of

the Northmen, or approximately from about the
6th to about the Ultli century. The typical broch,

of which Mousa, situated on a small islet near
Lerwick, in Shetland, is the best preserved

Urocli of Mousa.

examjde, is a circular tower, built without mortar,

the wall 15 feet thick, inclosing a circular area or

court %) feet in diameter. The exterior face of the

wall has a slight batter or set inwards ; the interior

face is perpendicular, but has a ledge or set back-

wartis. at a height of about 8 to 10 feet. There is

no opening to the exterior excot the door, wjiich

is always on the ground-level, and usually about 6

feet in "height by about 30 to 36 inches wide. This

doorwav, or tuiinel-like passage, into the interior

court through the thickness of the wall, is provided

with checks or rebates for a door, with holes in the

wall behind them for a long horizontal sliding

bar, and these are always jjlaced at some distance

within the ])assage-way,\vhicli is further defended

by a guanl-chamber opening in the thickness of

tiie wall on one or both sides. Bound the inside

of the court, on the ground-floor, there are, in

some CcO-ses, doors ])laced at intervals opening into

chambers with beehive roofs, formed in the thick-
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ness of the wall. In other cases the wall is solid,

except on the left of the main entrance, where
there is one openiii-;- or doorway, which gives

access from tlie court to a stair in the thickness

of the wall leading to the upper stories. Above
the first 8 or 10 feet of its height the whole wall

is divided, and carried up with a space of about

3 feet between its outer and inner sections, which

is traversed horizontally by floors of llagstones at

vertical intervals of little more than a num's

height. These llagstones are securely bonded into

botTi walls, and each horizontal series passing all

round the building forms a Hoor to the vacant

space or gallery above it, and a roof to the gallery

below. The stair either crosses all the galleries at

one slope, or goes fi-om one to the next by making
the floor of each gallery a longer or shorter land-

ing to the next flight of steps. The galleries are

Section of Broch of Mousa.

lighted from the court or inner area of the tower,

which is open to the sky. The windows are placed
in perpendicular rows, separated from each other
only by the thickness of the flagstone which forms
the top of one Avindow and the sole of the next
above it. No broch being now complete in its

upper parts, it is not known what may have been
the original height, or the actual number of super-

posed galleries. INIousa is still 40 feet high, and
shows six galleries, and Dun Carloway, which is

still 34 feet high, shows live galleries. The brochs
vary considerably in size on the ground-plan, the
largest known being 70 feet in diameter, and the
smallest 40 feet. The average of thirty-one ex-

amples is : Exterior diameter, 55i feet ; inner area
or court, '2Sh feet; thickness of wall, 13^ feet.

Many of them have wells within the court, or near
the exterior, in which case there is usually a
covered way leading to them. Some have drains
passing out of the court under the Avail. Some
are defended by outworks, others completely sur-

rounded by ditch and rampart. In many cases
they are placed on promontories cut ott" from the
land by a ditch, or defended by ramparts, while in

other cases they are built on islets in lochs, with a
causeway of stepping-stones to give access to the
islet. At Clickemin there is a gatehouse Avith

guard-chambers at the end of the causeway. But
their most remarkable feature is the persistent
uniformity of plan and construction Avhieh charac-
terises the whole, though Avith such diversity of
detail that no tAvo are exactly alike. Their pur-
pose appears to have liccu to ])rovide places of
secure refuge for the agricultural population, to
Avliich they might have recourse Avith their goods
and cattle while the danger of jilunder and inurder
V)y marauding bands Avas imminent. Tlie brochs
could only be reduced bj' investment, and as the

marauders' object was to scour the country (|uickly

and get away with their jilunder, tiiey could not

stay to besiege such strongholds. It is on record

that iSIousa was once besieged by Harold, Earl of

Orkney, about 1155 A.D., but the earl failed to

take it, because ' it Avas diflicult to take by assault,

and the besieged had made great prejjarations ' to

enable them to hold out. The aflinities of tlie

typical structure, however, are so distinctively

Celtic that none of its essential features have been
observed in any construction outside of the Celtic

area. Tiie general character of the relics obtained
from the systematic excavation of the brochs (of

Avhich a collection of some thousands is deposited

in the Scottish National jNIuseum) is also clearly

Celtic, and of post-lloman times. They shoAV that

the occupants cultivated grain, kept flocks and
herds, and hunted the forests and lished the seas

for their sustenance, that their tools and Aveapons
Avere swords, spears, daggers, axes, knives, and
chisels of iron, ami their ornaments, rings, brace-

lets, pins, and brooches of brass and silver. They
made these implements and ornaments themselves,

as the moulds, crucibles, and cakes of rotigh metal
found in difl'erent brochs testify. Of the bones
and horns of animals they made i)ins, needles,

bodkins, buttons, combs, spindle-Avhorls, and play-

ing-dice, and many other furnishings of everyday
life and industry. They made beads and bracelets

of jet oi' lignite, and they had flner beads of vari-

ously coloured vitreous pastes, enamelled on the

surface Avith spiral and other patterns. They also

made beads and discs of highly polished stone,

such as serpentine, marble, and mica-schist. From
the commoner varieties of stone they made querns

or hand-millstones, mortars, pestles, hammer-stones,
whetstones, bowls, cups Avitli handles, lamps, and
culinary vessels of various kinds. Their pottery

Avas often flne in shape and flnely ornamented.
They practised spinning and Aveaving to a large

extent, as many as eighteen AveaAing-conibs and
thirty spindle-Avhorls having been found in a single

Ijroch.

For early notices of brochs, see Gordon's Itine-

rarium Septoitrivnule (1720); Pennant's Tour in

Scotland (1769-72); Low's Tuur throuijh Orkney
and Shetland in 1774-, published at KirkAvall ( 1871) )

;

Pococke's Tunr.s in Scotland, 1747-60, published at

Edinburgh by the Scottish History Society (1887).

For recent excavations of brochs, Avitli plans and
detailed descriptions, see Archa'ologia Scofica, vol.

v., and Dr Joseph Anderson's Scotland in Pagan
Times {ISSd).

Brochure, a French Avord (from hrocJier, 'to

stitch'), equivalent to the English Avord Pamphlet
(q.v.).

Brocken {Mons Bmctcrvs of the Romans),
popularly known as the Blocksberg, the highest

summit of the Harz Mountains, is situated in

Prussian Saxony, about 20 miles WSW. of Haiber-

stadt, and has an elevation of 3740 feet above the

sea. It holds an important i>lace in the folklore of

North Germany. There the pagan worship lingered

long after the introduction of Christianity, and
there the superstition of the Kith century annually

assembled the Avitcheson Waljiurgis Night (q.v.), to

hold their revels on its summit. The mountain is

also interesting for the phenomenon knoAvn as the

'Spectre of the Brocken' (see MiUAGE). Two
carriage-ways lead up to the hotel on the treeless,

griinite-strewn summit, where suoav lies generally

from November to ,)un(! ; visitors are numerous
during the summer months ; ajid in clear Aveather

a line vieAV is obtained.

Br<M'kli:illS. Fimkdricii Au?\"OLD, the founder
of the well-known lirm of Brockhaus in Leipzig,

.and publisher of the Convcfsations-Lexikon, Avas
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bom at Dortmund, May 4, 177'i. In 1802 circum-
stances led him to Holland, Ijiit lie returned to

Germany in 1810, and in the followinj:; year com-
menced business in Altenburg. Before this, liow-

ever(in 1808), lie had nurchtvsed the copyright of

the (Jonrctsatiuns- Lt.nhnii , whicli had r>eeii com-
menced by Liil)el in 17!H>, and \v;u~i completed in

1811. In 1812 a second improved cditittn of the

work w;is commenced under tlie su[)ervision of

Brockhaus as editor. In 1817 his business liad

so increased that he foun<l it necessary to leave

Altenburg for Leijizi;:, where, in the following

year, he commencdl b<»ok-i)rinting in addition to

book-publishing. Tliroiigli all the enterprises of

Brockhaus as a pubU>Iier, a zealous devotion to tlie

cause of liberty anil general enlightenment may be
traced. He died August 20, 1823. See his Life

and Letters (3 vols. 1S72-81). Tlie business w;us

afterwards carried on by his sons Friedridi ( 1800-65)

and Heiuricli (1804-74); from 18.-)0 by the latter

alone, iiiid now by Heinrich- Rudolf and Heinrich-

Etluard, iiis sons. The Ciinrrrsnttonn-Lvxilcun lias

c«ntinue<l to l>e a conspicuous succes.s ; its 13tli ed.

(for tlie first time illustrated), in 16 vols., was
published, with a supjilementary volume, 1882-87.

Tiie 4tli eil. of an abridged edition of the work
was jmblisheil in 188.") in 2 vols. Another publica-

tion, issued by the house (since 1831), is tiie

monumental work, Alliiiutciiic Ennirloinulie dcr
Wisscii.svhii/tcii Hill/ Kiinsir of Kisch and (iruber,

begun in 1818, and .still unlinished ( 168 vols, up
to 1888).

IlKltMANN Hkockhaus, third son of ¥. A.
Hrockhaus, was ]»orn at Amsterdam, .lanuary 28,

1806; studieil at Leipzig, (iottitigen, and Bonn,
and liveil successively in ("oiienhagen, I'aris,

London, and Oxford. From 184.S till his death, he
held at Leipzig the chair of onliiiary professor of

the Sanskrit Languagt; ami Literature. Among his

heveral works on oriental literature may be men-
tioned the eilition of the l"'ables of Somadeva,
Kittlii'i Siirit Siii/iini (ls,3!»6t)); of the Tei-sian

version of the ' Seven Wise Miusters '
( 1843) ; and of

the 'Songs of Hatiz ' (1854-60). He died at Leip-

zig, January 5, 1877.

Brorkraill (signifying 'broken mck') is the
local Maine givi'ii to the brecciius of Lower Permian
age which occur in the north of England, or near
Appleby anil Kirkby-Sti'idien. Tln,'se breccias con-
sist largely nf fragments of limestone set in a red
s;iiidy matrix, and are occasionally quarried for

limestone and building-stone.

Brooktoil, formerly called North Biidgewater.
is a post-\illage of Miussachusetts, U.S., 20 mile>

S. of Boston. It manufactures Ijoots. Pop. (1880)
13,608; (1800) 27,204.

Brookvillo, a town of Ontario, <m the left

Itaiik III ill.- St Lawrence, 12.") miles SW. of

Montreal. It is on the (Jiaiid Trunk anti the
BrocUville and Ottawa railways, and a port of

call for sieanieis on the St Lawrence. It took its

name from Sir Isaac Brock ( I76!)-1S12), who fell

in the battle of tiueeiistowri. Pop. ( 1891 ) 87'J3.

Brodie,Sii! Bkn.iamiN ('oF-I-INs, Bart., surgeon,

was born at Winteislow liei-titry, Wiltshire, in 1783.

He studied under Sir I'^veraid Home at St (Jeorge's

Hospital, to whi<di he was in 1.S08 elected assistant-

surgeon, and afterwards surgeon. He had \ne-

viously lectured both on anatomy and on surgery.

In 1810 he Wiis elected a Kellow of the lioyal

Six'it^ty, anil in 1811 received their Copley medal.

In 1834 he w:is created a baronet, and he held

the a^)poilltlllent of .serjeant-surgeon to Queen
Victoria. He wjis ma<le D.C.L. of Oxford in

1850 ; was president of the Royal Society, a
corresponding member of the Institute of France,

and a foreign member of other learned societies

and academies in Europe and America. Among
his works were : Lectures on Local Nervous
Affections (1837), Introductory Discourse on the
Duties and Conduct of Mediccd Students (1843),
Psijcholoijicnl Inquiries as to Mental Faculties
(1854); and an Aufobioijraphi/, forming part of

the collected edition of his works (1865). He died
at Broome Park, Surrey, 21st October 1862.—His
son, Sir B. C. BRODlE,"born in 1817, was in 1855
appointed professor of Chemistry at Oxford. He
was the discoverer of grai)hitic acid. He died 24tli

November 1880.

Brody, a town of (Jalicia, is situated on a
swaiiipy plain, surrounded by forests, 89 miles
ENE. of Lemberg by rail. Leather and (lax manu-
factures, breweries, relineries, and fur-dressing are
carried on. The trade, which has fallen oil" lately,
is almost entirely in the hands of the Jews, who
form three-fourths of the inhabitants, so that
Brodv has been called the ' (Jerman Jeiusalem.'
Pop. '17,534.

Broek, long famed as ' the cleanest place in the
world,' is a village 6 miles NE. of Amsterdam,
with a great dairy farm. Pop. 1553.

Broglie, a prominent French family, of Pied-
monti'se origin ; its most important members have
been the four dukes of the name: (1) Fhancois
M.VRIK, first Due de, marshal of France, born 1671,

took jtart in every campaign from 1689, and died

in 174.J.

—

(2| Vktiik Fi!ANCois, his .son, born 1718,

was the most capable of the French commanders in

the Seven Years' War. Made a marshal in 1759,

he entered the Russian service after the Revolution,

and died in 1804.—(3) AcillLl.t; CHAKMCs Leonce
Vktok. grandson of the last, and son of Prince

Claude Victor (born 1757, guillotined 1794), born

in 1785, was distinguished as a Liberal jiolitician

and an earnest advocate for tlu^ abolition of slavery.

He was foreign .secretary ( 1832-34) and jirime-min-

ister ( 1835-36) under Louis- Philippe ; after 1851 he

lived in retirement, and died in Paris, 25tli January
1870. He was a member of the Academy, and
jmblisheil Kcritsct Disraurs (-.ivoh. 1863), whilst the

lourth and last volume of his Sourniirs ai>iK-aii'il in

1887.—(4) jAan'i-s Victor AuiEirr, hiseldest son,

born 13th June 1821, early entered the field of

literature, and was elected an Academician in 1862.

Returned as a deputy in 1871, he was till May 1872

amliassador at London ; he then became leader of

the Conservative right centre, and with a view to

force a monarchical government on France, he

brought about the resignation of Thiers, and the

election of MacMahon. in 1873. He was twice

premier—in 1873 74 and in 1877— resignation being

on both occasions forced on him by (lambetta's

exposure of his reactionary tactics. His inost

important works are his orthodox L'fJ(//isc et

L'kiujjire liouiain an IV. Siicle (6 vols. 1856-69),

Lr Scrrrt du Iloi (3d ed. 2 vols. 187!)), and two

hostile works on Frederick the Cheat, from family

papers (1882 and 1884).

BroglK' (Iii^i' iiiid Caelic Z'/v/r/), a light shoe

fiirmcd of one i)iece of hide or half-tanned leather,

gathered round the ankle, which was formerly much
ni use among the native Irish and the Scottish High-

landers, and of which there were liitrerent varieties.

—The term l)rogue is also used to signify the

peculiar pronunciation of English that distin-

guishes natives of Ireland.

Bl*oilill$; i^ a convenient and expeditious mode
of cooking small jiieces of meat, by laying them on

a gridiron over a bright lire, or even on the coals

themselves. This is perhaps the most jiiimitive

mode of jireparing meat for eating, as may be

supposed from the great ea.se and simplicity

with which the operation is managed. Broiling is,

in fact, a quicker sort of roasting. The albumen
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of the outside being sealed up at once, the meat is

cooked in its own juices aiul rendered extremely

nutritious. But to l)roil meat so as to preserve its

odour, juice, and fat, reiiuires care. The lire should

lie perfectly clear, dust before setting the gridiron

over, some' .salt should be siirinkled on it to prevent

the flare. The giidiron should be perfectly clean,

and warmed and greased with suet before using.

The meat should never be touched Mith a fork,

but turned rapidly with the broiling tongs. In

large ranges there shouKl be a broiling stove, and
an apparatus for broiling suited to it ; by this the

lieat of the fire can be easily regulated. But for

all ordinary [>urposes, a hre of charcoal, or of

common coal, and a grooved gridiron, to preserve

the gravy, is all that is necessary. Sometimes a
gridiron is used to hang before the tire, when a
dinner is being dressed and tlie top of the tire

occupied ; this is convenient, but it is an inferior

A\ay of cooking, the meat being roasted rather than
broiled.

Broke, Sir Philip Bowes Vere, rear-admiral,

born at Broke Hall, near Ipswich, 9th September
177(j, entered the service in 1792, was made captain
in 1801, and appointed to the SIiaiuio)i frigate,

38 guns, in 180(j. In her he fought the memorable
tluel with the American Chesapeake frigate, oti"

Boston, 1st June 1813, which has made 'brave
Broke " ever since a hero in popular English .song.

The Americans were confident of success, but
proved no match for Broke's hardy and thoroughly
iliscii)lined men, who, after delivering with excel-

lent efl'ect tAvo terrific broadsides, sprang across the
gunwale, and, after a moment's struggle, ran up
the English colours hfteen minutes after the com-
mencement of the action. A blow received in

boarding seriously affected his health, and he
retired from active service with a baronetcy. He
died in London, 2d January 18-11. See his Life by
Dr Brighton (l8G(j).

Broken Hill, See Silverton.

Broken Knees, The part commonly termed
the knee of the horse correspoiuls to the carpus or
wrist of man ; it is much exposed, and liable to
serious injury. By broken knee is meant the
abrasion or more serious injury of the front of the
joint by a fall ; and if, even after the wound has
healed, the scar remains to indicate that the horse
has once fallen, and is 'broken-kneed,' then that
horse is regarded as unsafe, unsound, and is

seriously deteriorated in value.
A horse may fall from various causes : ( 1

)

Defective conformation, which induces ' speedy
cutting' and 'brushing,' consequently pain and
falling; (2) diseases of the feet, either intrinsic
or extrinsic, causing the animal to shuffle more or
less in its gait, and to stumble

; (3) brain affection,
causing a sudden stumble and fall; (4) accident
{>ure and simple, such as putting the foot on a
arge stone or broken post in the ground. See
Horseshoeing.

After a fall, it is important at once to de-
termine the extent and depth of the Avound.
If it be merely a superficial wound, the case
is a simnle one ; and unless the skin is nuich
bruised, the hair will grow, and the animal not
be permanently blemished. The sheath, however,
through which the tendon over the joint passes,
may be opened, and the tendon itself i'niure<l. The
wound is then gaping, heals rather slowly, and
sloughs are thrown ofl". Lastly-, the joint itself
may be opened, and this is indicated by a discharge
of the joint-oil or synovia, and by the' bones being
seen. The worst form of accident is that when the
bones of the joint are fractured. The .system suffers
when the wounds are serious, and .severe fever sets in.

in treatment, first cleanse the wound V>y pouring

or squeezing from a sponge warm water on it,

and ascertain by looking, but not by probing,
the extent of the injury. If the injury be slight
and no joint-oil escape, tie the animals head to the
^)illar reins, to keep it from lying down, and
from injuring the part by knockmg it against the
wall or manger. Give oi>ening metlicine, bran
mashes, and a little h.ay or grass. Dress the
wound daily with antiseptic lotions or with anti-

sei)tic lint. If the injury be a serious one, and is

accompanied by fever, the animal must be at once
placed in 'slings,' and in addition to the before-
mentioned treatment should receive febrifuges
and anodynes. When the bones are broken, the
animal shouUl be destroyed. When the wound is

thoroughly healeil, the hair may not grow rapidly,
nor may the swelling disappear ; in this case its

production may be accelerated by the use of a mild
cantharidine ointment, which should act as an
irritant, Ijut not as a blister. In some cases of
severe liroken knee, it is advisable to fix the limb so
that the animal may not move the joint. In veter-
inary jurisprudence, a broken knee is regarded as a
blemish, not as an unsoundness. An animal once
broken-kneed never thoroughly regains its previous
action.

Broken Wind is a disease or unsoundness of
the respiratory organs of the horse, Avhich was
termed by some old English writers pursiness.
The nature of the malady is of a reHex, nervous
origin, and apjiears in the form of difiiculty in the act
of expiration, the horse makiiig an extraordinary or
second effort to expel from the lungs the air which
has readily entered them during inspiration.

A broken-winded horse is usually an animal
that does not thrive, is lean, and has a depend-
ent belly, the muscles of which are unusually
active as expiratory muscles. The characteristic

symptoms are best observed when the horse is

exercised, the breathing becoming very laboured,
the nostrils dilated, the eyes bloodshot, and even
blue, showing imperfect purification of blood in the
lungs. On watching the chest and Hank, the
exjtiratory effort is seen to be double, the animal
taking two jerks to expel the air from the lungs.

A broken-winded horse has a cough, which is

low and hardly heard at a distance of a few
yards, and which is usually accompanied by the
passage of flatus from the anus. When the animal
is oppressed bj' fast work, or dragging a load up a
hill, the pulse is excessively rapid, and the heart
beats energetically.

Low-bred horses are liable to broken wind,
especially if improperly fed on innutritions and
bulky food, and at the same time kept at hard aiul

fast work. It is a dietetic disease, and is due to

the irritation in the .stomach, caused by indiges-

tible food, being reflected from the nerves of the
stomach to those of the lungs—in the same way
as with ourselves, disease in one tooth seems
to set all the other teeth aching. As a matter of

fact the nerves of the stomach and lungs have a
common origin, and consequently are easily afl'ected

one through the other. This indirect irritation

causes firstly spasm, and later on relaxation of

the little muscles around the air-tubes ; conse-

quently too much air gets into the lungs, and
causes pressure on the walls of the air- vesicles,

terminating in wasting and rupture of them. The
result of the destruction of air-vesicles is a les.sened

area for the aeration of the blood, and is followed
by debility and loss of condition. On post-mortem
examination we find the stomach much distended
with food of a dry nature, and its walls thinned.

The lungs are lighter in colour, and float much
njore buoyantly than in health; little or no Idood is

seen in them, but they contiiin a large quantity of

air, which makes them crackle when pressed.
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The treatnient of broken wind is very un-
satisfactory : and we can only liope for mitiga-
tion of the symptoms by ktrping tlie alimentary
canal in proper order, ailministering oceasiimal
jiurgatives, and feeding on a jiroper (|nantity of tlie

best oats, which siiould always be bruised ; also ])y

allowing the hoi-se the best hay in spare (juantities
— viz. from 10 to 12 lb. daily. We may say that
liroken wind is incurable ; and horses very fre-

([uently drop tlown exhansteil when at hard work,
and die either from congestion of the lungs,
hemorrhage, or sinqde sutlneation.

Broken wind is so bad a form of unsoundness,
that horse-dealers sometimes attempt, and even
successfully, to hide the defect at the time of

the sale, .ind this they do by causing the animal to
swallow shot or ijnu.se. A certain portion of lead
weighing in the stomach has a wonderful ert'ect

in ilinunishing the symi)tonis, wiiich become ag.ain

<)bviou> enough a few hours after the ru.se has
been practised on some unwary purchaser.

Broker* an agent employed to make bar-

gains and contracts between other persons, in

matters of ctjmmerce, for a compensation commonly
called brokerage. A broker usually confines his

attention to one particuliir market, as wool, sugar,
or iron, and the special knowledge he thus aciiuires

renders his services usetul to the general niercliant.

who has no such intimate ac(iuaintance with the
trade. The broker is strictly a middle-man, or
intermediate negotiator between the i»arties, find-

ing buyers or sellei-s as re<iuire<l. He does not
act in his own name, nor h.is he generally the
custody of the goods in wiiich he deals, thus
ditl'ering from a factor, ami he cannot sell publicly
like an auctioneer unless licensed as sucii. He is

treated as tlie agent of both parties, though
primarily he is deemed the agent of tlie jiarty by
whom he is originally employed. IJesides oniinary
commercial brokeix, there are several other sorts,

such as Stock-brokers (see Stock-KXCHANck),
Share-brokers, Siiip-l)rokei"s, Insuraiice-lirokers, and
Bill-brokers ((|.v. ). Persons wiio deal in old furni-

ture antl sell and distrain furniture for rent are
also called brokers, although difleriiig entirely in

their occupations from the preceding commercial
agents. The business of a Pawnbroker (q-v. ) is

also of a diflerent nature.
Brokers in London were formerly admitted by

the lord mayor and aldermen, paying .t!5 on
mlmission, and a like sum annually, under a
iienalty of t'lOO. They were termed sworn or

licensed l)rokers, and a list was kejit by the city

of brokers admitted, ami of those who hail been
convicted «)f fiaud or dis(|ualilie«l (33 and 34 Vict.

cha]>. UO). The corporation has ceased to grant
licenses or e.xiict fees.

By the Larceny Consolidation Act, 24 and 2.")

Vict. chap. JMi, sect. 70, it is enactctl that any
}»erson who, being a banker, merchant, broker,

att^irney, or agent, and being intrusted feu- .safe

custody with the property of any other persons,

shall in any tuauner convert or apinopriate it to

his own use, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and
l)e liable to Im? kept in penal servitude from five to

seven years, or to suHer some other punishment,
by imprisonment for not more than two years,

with hard labour or confinement. See FACTOR.

Kritkoratfe is the remuneration or compensa-
tion alloweil to a Broker (q.v.).

BrtMlllX'ri;, a town in the rrussian province of

I'o^cii, on tiie r.rahe, (I miles from its influx to

the \i-tula, an<l !»!) miles SSW. of Daii/ig l>y rail.

It has iron-foundries, machine-shops, and manu-
factures of cloth and paper, distilleries, breweries,

and corn-nulls. There is a ctmsiderable nrovincial

tra<le both by shipping and railway. Tlie Brom-

berg Canal, 17 miles long, by uniting the riveis

Netz and Brahe, connects the Oder and Elbe with
the Vistula. Pop. ( 1843) 8S78 ; ( ISitO) 41,.3!ti».

Broilie. Kkhakd, a minor dramatist, of whose
lite but little is known save that he was of humble
origin, having been in his earlier days servant to

l>en .loiison, that he lived in familiar friendship
with Dekker, Ford, and Shirley, wrote as many as
twenty-four popular plays, was a devout believer,

though a hater of Presbyterians ami Puritans, and
died about 16.V2. His best i)lays are The Aort/icrn
Lan.s, a comedy, written mostly in prose, and I'/ie

Jorial Crctr. The revival of the latter in 1819
delighted Charles Lamb, who speaks with enthusi-
astic warmth of this ' protest in favour of air, and
clear liberty, and honest license, and blameless
assertion of mans original blest charter of blue
skies, and vagrancy, and nothing-to-do.' Other
plays are T/ic Lamaali Iic Witrln .t. written in colla-

tioration with Heywood, Ihc Court Beggar, and
Till' <^hlrrll milt Coiiriihinc. Brome was a poor
l>oet, and the lyrics interspersed in the plavs are
very indifieient verse ; some f.air lines of liis in

memory of Fletcher are in the 1047 folio of Beau-
mont and Fletcher. Bromes dramatic works were
reprinted in 3 vols, in 1873. See vol. ii. of Ward's
Histiirji of Kinilisli DriDiiatic Literature (187;")).

Br<»Ill<*-y:rass {Bromiis : Gr. brottios, 'a kind of

oat), a genus of grasses, very nearly allied to

Fescue (q.v.). The species are numerous, and some
of them are very comnum British grasses^none
more so than the Soft Brome (B. itio/fi.s), an
annual or biennial, which has very soft downy
leaves, grows well on poor soils, aiul is readily

Rrome-fjrass.

eaten by cattle, but is not much esteemed by
farmers, either for the quantity or quality of fodder
which it yields. The seeds of .some species are

unwholesome. B. seealinus (rye brome-grass) is a
troublesome weed, especially in rye-fields, whence
the legends of the transmutations of lye into brome
through supernatural agencies. See Grasses, and
Pasture.

Broilielia'cecff an order of monocotyledonous
plants, allied to Amaryllidace;e and Lidace;r, and
of oouise to Liliace.t (q.v.), of which, in the larger

sense, many .systematists reckon all these mere sub-

orders. They most resemble Amaryllidacea* (with
which they are practicallv continuous through
Agave), but are usually distinguished by their
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poiianth-wlioils difieientiated as calyx and corolla,

and by their habit. They are usually short

stemmed, with close-set lon<,' rigid leaves, often

spiny or scaly, channelled and sheathing at the base.

The species are all natives of the wanner parts

of America, although some of them are now
naturalised both in Asia and Africa. The best-

known jilant of the order, and the only one much
valued for its fruit, is the Pine-apple (([.v.).

Some species, with their strong spiny leaves, form
imi)enetrable thickets. ]Many of them are epiphytic,

or grow u])on trees without being parasites, and arc

ofteu called air-plants. TiUandsia usncuidcs, Beard
Moss or Si)aniards' Beard of the West Indies and
of the southern parts of the United States and
Mexico, hangs from the trees like the lichens of

colder climates, and gives the foliage of the cypress-

groves, where it occurs, a peculiar and melancholy
picturesqueness. Many species are known in

cultivation, and grown suspended from balconies in

South America, or greenhouse roofs in this country,
chiefly on account of their peculiar mode of vegeta-

tion, sometimes although their flowers are often
beautiful and fragrant. ]\Iany species are also

cultivated as ornament<al stove-plants. Species of

this order also furnish valuable hbres. TiUandsia
usneoidcs, already mentioned, yields a fibre, easily

obtained and in great abundance, which is used
instead of hair for stuffing mattresses. The libi-es

of the leaves of the pine-apple, and of some other
species of this order, have been made into fabrics

resembling the finest white muslin, whilst they are
found also to possess sufficient strength for cordage.
The produce of diti'erent species of Bronielia is often
included along with that (jf the American Aloe or

Agave (q.v. ), under the name of Pita lil)re or Pita
flax, the appearance and properties of the fibres

being very .~,imilar, as well as those also of the
fibres of the species of Yucca. The fibre of the
pine-apple is, in some countries, very frequently
twisted into iishing-lines, and made into nets and
into ro]jes intended for immersion in water, being
very little liable to injury from this cause.—The
pine-apple cloth of the Philipjjines, called Fina
muslin and Batiste d'ananas, also sometimes errone-
ously called grass-cluth, from which it may be dis-

tinguished by its untwisted fil)res(see BcEHMERiA),
is obtained from small-fruited varieties of this and
allied species—e.g. Billhcrgia ovata.—The fruit of

B. pinguin, the Wild Ananas of the West Indies,
affords a beverage employed in various ailments.

Brouiic Acid, HBrOs, is the best-known com-
pound of bromine and oxygen. It is prepared pure
by acting on bromine, Br, Avith bromate of silver,

AgBrOa, when bromide of silver and bromic acid
are produced. Bromic acid is a very unstable acid,
being readily decomposed by reducing agents. It
forms a whole series of salts called Bromates, none
of Avhich are of importance. They are mostly
crystalline, but their watery solutions readily de-
compose wlien evaporated. When heated, "they
liberate oxygen and form l>romidcs (see BROMINE).
Mixetl with sulphur or charcoal, tliey explode Ity

percussion, and in this and other properties re-

semble the chlorates. See Chloric Acid.

Bromine ((ir. hromos, ' disagi-eealde smell:'
sym. Br; atomic weight, 80), one oi the elements,
occurs in combination in sea-water to the extent of
about 1 grain to the gallon. It is found more
abundantly in certain saliiu; springs, especially
those at Kreuznach and Kissingen in Germany.
It is also present in nuirine and land plants and
animals. In the extraction of bromine from con-
centrated sea-water, from which common salt has
been separated in <iuantity, and which is then
called Bittern (q.v.), or from salt springs, the
liquor—which contains the bromine, as bromide

of magnesium, MgBr.—has a stream of chlorine
gas, Cl, passed through it, which forms chloride
of niag!iesinm, MgCl.j, and liberates the bromine.
The liijnid thus becomes of a more or less yellow
tint, and if it be then agitated with ether, and
allowed to settle, the latter floats up the bromine.
The ethereal solution is tlien treated with potash,
which princi))ally forms bromide of potassium,
KBr, and Axes the bromine, so that the ether mav
be distilled ott'. The residue is then treated witli

oxide of manganese and sulphuric acid in a retort

with heat, which results in the liberation and dis-

tillation of pure bromine. Bromine is a deej) red
liquid of density 2 "98 at 59°

(
15" C), which readily

evolves red fumes of a very irritating and suttbcating
nature. It is very poisonous, acting by destroying
the animal tissues. When even a little of its

vapour is inhaled, there is danger of spasm of the
glottis and consequent suttbcation. In medicine it

has been found of service internally in scrofulous
diseases, and as an application to ulcers or in iios-

pital gangrene. It is sparingly soluble in water,
more so in alcohol and ether, and its watery solu-

tion possesses great bleaching properties. When
raisetl to the temperature of 145" '4 (63° C.) it boils,

and when reduced to 9° "5 (-12°"5C. ) it becomes
a red crystalline solid. Treated with sulphur-
etted hydrogen, bromine yields hydrobromic acid,

HBr, which is the analogue of hydrochloric acid,

as bromine is of chlorine.

Bromides.—Bromine combines very rapidly with
most of the metals, occasionally so as to cause
ignition, as in the case of antimony, and ftn-ms a
class of salts usually known as bromides, though
perhaps they are rather hydrobromides ( see

Hydrobromic Acid ). Bromide of silver, which is

very sensitive to the sun's rays, is used in photo-
graphy. Bromide of potassium, which is the most
important of the bromides, nuiy be ^jrejiared by the
action of bromine on solution of caustic potash.
The whole is then evaporated to dryness, and
ignited along with charcoal. On solution in water
and crystallisation, the l)romide is ol)tained in

colourless, cubical crystals, possessing a pungent
saline taste, and which are very soluble in water.
This salt has been used in a very large number of

diseases, owing to its jiowcrful sedative properties.

Other bromides (such as those of sodium and
lithium ) are of comparatively little importance,
although they possess similar metlicinal properties.

Hydrobromic acid coml)ines with these the tonic

eft'ects of hydrochloric acid. In epilepsy, bromide of

potassium attbrds marked relief. As a sedative in

nervous excitement and sleeplessness, its use pro-

duces beneficial results, Avhile in delirium tremens
and tetanus large doses give relief. In excessively

large doses, general depression, lowering of the
temperature, and even death may result. And it

should be known and remembered that the
administration of bromine compounds in large
doses and for long periods often leads to un-
pleasant eflects, collectively termed bromism.
The earliest and most common are skin eruptions,

reseml)ling Acne (q.v.) or boils ; the further results

are due to diminished activity of the nervous
system—viz. lassitude, low spirits, weakened brain
poM'er, tfcc. All these symptoms soon disapjiear

when the use of the drug is discontinued.

Bromley, a market-town of Kent, on the

Ravensbourne, 10 miles SE. of London. Long the

residence of the bishops of Rochester, it has a town-
hall ( 1864), a college for clergymen's widows ( 1866),

and a church, with the grave of Dr Johnson's wife.

Pop. of ])arish ( 1851 ) 4127 ; ( 1891 ) 21,684.

Brompton is a district of London in the parish
of Kensington, SW. Part of what was once
Brompton is now known as South Kensington.
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Brompton, once specially a quarter for artists,

contains a fine consumption hospital and the
Oratory (q.v.).

Broill'sebro, a villa;,'e ami ciistle of Sweden,
27 miles S. df Kalinar. Treaties were sij^ned here
between Sweden and Denmark in 1.J41. 1G41, and
1&45.

BroillS^OVe« a market-town of Worcester-
shire, near tlie small river Salwarp, 12 miles NNK.
of Worcester, and Ih mile from a station on tiie

Birmiiigliam and (Jloucester Kailway. Situated in

a rieldy wooded valley, it lias a i>rincipal street

a mile in lengtli, a ^'ramm.ar-school ( la.l.S ; re-

founded 109.S), and a line old church, restored by
SirCilbert Scott in IS.'.S. witli a sj.ire 1.S9 feet high,
and monuments of tiie Tallntts. The linen manu-
facture has been supei^seded bv nail and button
makin- Pop. ( 1S.-)1 ) 442(i ; ( isiu ) 79;U.

Uroiinvii'li. See Wkst Bkomwich.
Br<MI4*lli are tlie sulxlivisions of the trachea

or wiiidiiipe. Ooposite the tlnrd dorsal vertebra,

the windpipe liivides into two branches or bronchi,

of similar structure to itself- namely, round and
cartilaginous in front ; and tiat, with muscular and
fibrous tissue behind, lined with mucous mem-
brane. Of tlioe bronchi, one g()es t<i each lung,

the right being little more than an inch ; the

left, aljout two inches in length. On entering
the substance of the lung, the bronchi divide' into

smaller branches, which again sul)ilivide, until

they are no larger in diameter than -Vth to ./.ytli

of an inch, and give origin to, or terminate in,

small polyhedral sacs, wiiich seem to cluster round
their extremities, and oj>en into them. These are

tlie air-cells ; they consist of elastic tissue, with a
lining of mucous membrane, antl !:; neatli the

latt«'r, a layer ot minute lilood-vessci-i of the lung.

See LrN<;s, Kkstiua ri«»N.

Br<»ll<'llitis, or inllammatiim of the lining

membrane dt tiie bronchial tubes, is a dLsea.se of

very common ixciirrence in (Jreat Britain and in

the I'nited States, and one of the greatest import-

ance, for, though in most ca.ses completely recovered

from, it may, if carelessly treatetl, lead to pre-

mature and miserable old age, or even in .some ca.ses

t« speedy di'ath. .Moreover, besides occurring in-

dependently, it is an extremely ciuiimon complica-

tion in other tli.sease.s—e.g. in fevers, and in allec-

tions of the heart or kiilney. It is usually caused

by exposure to cold ; but jiersons whose occupations

expose them to the constant inhalation of irritating

«lust (masons, needle gainders, and many othens),

often sulVer from a form of bronchitis which is ex-

tremely ajit to lead to di.seiu^e of the lungs.

The lirst .symiitoms of acute bronchitis are

generally those which distinguish a common cold

—viz. shivering, headache, and sense of weari-

ness, with occasional cough : but the cough con-

tinues, and recurs in paroxysms; there is a feeling

of oppression on the clie>t and jiain liehind the

brea.'^tbinie on coughing, anil the person ir/tcezc.s

when he breathes. He also breathes more rapidly,

si.x or ten respirations in the minute more than he

di<l wlien in health, his pulse is iiuicker, and his

temjierature a little above normal ; and the ear

api>Iied to his chest, after these .>iyni]>toms have

continueil for two or three days, will hear a rat-

tling, as if air was liubbling through tliickisli lluid,

which indeed is the ca.se ; he is lueathing through

an extraordinary amount of mucus secreted by the

inflamed lining membrane of the tubes. During

his ]iaroxvsiiis of cough, this mucus is s]iit un. If

the inllaiiimation extend no further than the larger

hroiK-liial tubes, it is termeil fiiluilnr bnmchitis,

and is seldom a fatal disease in the fust attack.

When the minute ramifications of the lironchial

tubes are chiellv or alone affected, either from the

first or by downward extension of the inflamma-
tion, the danger to life is very <jreat ; this form
is called caiii/lar>/ lu'onchitis, ami is most often
seen in children, though hapjjily less fretjuently

than tubular bronchitis. In sut'h a ca.se, the
cough ami associated pain may be less severe, but
all the other symptoms—feverishness, distress, juos-

tration, >.^c.—are much more inten-se than in the
milder f(uin. The breathing may be .so embar-
rivs.sed that the patient can no longer lie down,
but requires to sit or stand uj), and use all his

muscles of respiration. Though he coughs, he spits

very little, till about the third day, when he expec-
torates large quantities of yellow tluid. At last,

prostration becomes so complete that he ceases to
spit, anil dies suftocated by the accumulated muois,
from the fifth to the seventh day.

A patient who has once had acute bronchitis is

very ajit to sutler from it again, and after one or

many attacks the disease may become chronic.

Chronic bronchitis leads to important structural

changes in the lungs, especially iMiipliysema (<|.v.
),

to consequent embarrassment of the respiration

and circulation, with secondary changes in other
organs, and is generally fatal, though, it may be,

not for many years. The patient is always liable

to severer attacks, much resembling acute bron-

chitis, and often induced by very slight causes.

The treatment of bronchitis must vary with the
pcatient's constitution ; but in most cases, counter-
irritation, applied through the medium of mustard
uv hot turi)entine foiiieiitations, will be found very
useful. lliese remedies act more rapidly than a
blister, and may be frequently repeated. It is of

the greatest importance that the patient should
remain in a warm, eijuable, and moist atmosphere.
In the early stages, liefore free expectoration is

establishe<l, ipecacuanha is generally the most useful

remedy; but it should be remembered that patients

suflering from hronchitis are very easily depres.sed,

especially after the first few days, and then stimu-
lating expectorants, such as amnumia, .squills,

balsams, shoultl be added. In very acute cases,

after a brisk purge, an emetic is often very useful

to remove accumulations of mucus. In some cases

of bronchitis, the irersistence of the disease de])ends

upon some constitutional weakness (gout, syphilis,

i^'c); aufl no treatment will ellect a cure unless it

include remedies for the [)articular condition which
may be present.

In chronic bnmchitis, avoidance of the causes

which lead to 'catching cold' is of the utmost
imi)ortan<-e. I'esidence during the winter in a
mild, eijuable climate, or confinement to a well-

warmed house, is sometimes the only mea.sure that

will be of much service. The exacerbations must
be treated on the same principles as acute bron-

chitis. In the bronchitis of old persons, chloric

ether will be f<mnd very useful, and may be com-
bined with sedatives, as henbane ; but o])ium must
be given with great caution, or not at all, as it

tends to diminish the exitectoration of mucus from

inflamed tul>es. The paregoric elixir (compound
tincture of camphor) is an old and popular remedy
in bronchitis, but enough has been sai<l to impress

on the reader the danger of tampering witii hroii-

cliitis. In every case where it is possible, a skilled

medical man should be employed, to determine,

by the stethoscope, not only the disea.se but its

exact situation and cau.-^e ; and as it is Imt too

likely to recur at some future period, or symptoms
caused by it to appear, a skilled opinion has a per-

manent value to tne patient. See C.\tai;hh.

BroiK-liooele. See Goitre.

Kroildst<'<l, Pktkr Oluf, a Dani.sh arclue-

ologist, born near Horsens, in Jutland, 1780, studied

at Copenhagen, where in 1813, after some years
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spent in travels anil excavations in Italy and Greece,

lie was api)c)inted extraordinary professor of Philo-

logy. Returning to Rome in 1818 as agent of the

Danish government, he was enabled to carry on his

researches for several years. He died rector of

the Copenhajj^en Univei-sity in 1842. Brondsted's
principal work is his licisen und Untersuchungen in

Gn'cc/icnhmd (Stnttgurt, 1826-30), of which only 2

vols, were published.

Broilgniart, Alexandre, an eminent French
scientist, lH)rn at Paris, 1770, became in 1797 i>ro-

fessor of Natural History at the Ecole des Quatre
Nations, and afterwards in the Museum of Natural
History. Appointed in 1800 director of the por-

celain manufactory at Sevres, he held that office

for the remainder of his life, and revived the
almost lost art of painting on glass. In his Essai
d'une Classijinition des Eejdiles (1805), he proposed
the fourfold di\-ision of reptiles into Saurians, Ba-
trachians, Chelonians, and Ophidians. His Traite
Elcmentaire de Mineralogie, published in 1807 at
the instance of the Imperial University, became
a text-book for lecturers. In 1814 appeared his

monograph on Trilobites, a name which, as well
as a basis of classification for those singular
Crustacea, naturalists owe to Brongniart. In 1815
he was elected a member of the Academy, and
shortly after made a careful study of the geology
of Italy and Switzerland, and of Scandinavia. In
1829 he puVtlished the Tableau des Terrains qui
cuniposent FScarce du Globe, and in 1835 he colla-

borated with Cuvier in preparing the admirable
Description Gcologique et Mineralogique des En-
virons de Paris. In 1845 appeared his Traite des
Arts Ceramiques, He died October 7, 1847.

—

His son, Adolphe Theodore, was a botanist of

some note. He was born in Paris (1801), in 1833
became professor of Botany at the Jardin des
Plantes, and in 1852 was made inspector-general of

the Scientific Faculties of France. He died in
1876. His principal work is the Histoire des
Vegetaux Fossiles (2 vols. 1828-47).

Broni, a town of Northern Italy, with mineral
springs, 11 miles SE. of Pa\aa. Near by is the
castle of Broni, where Pi-ince Eugene obtained a
victory over the French in 1703. Pop. 5147.

Bronn, Heinrich Georg, a German naturalist,
born at Ziegelhausen, 1800, was educated at Heid-
elberg, where in 1828 he commenced a course of

lectures on natural history and palteontology. In
1833 he was nominated professor of Physics, and
was afterwards appointed to the zoological lecture-
ship. In 1834 appeared his most important
geological work, Lctluea Geognostica ; in 1841-49
Ids Geschichte der Natur ; and in 1850 Ids Allge-
meine Zoologie, which was the first attempt to
develop zoology in its entirety with reference to
extinct organisms. Bronn died 5th July 1862.

Bronte, a town of Sicily, situated at the
western base of INIount Etna, 33 miles NW. of

Catania. The lava streams of 1651 and 1843 lie

on either side, but the district around is fertile,

and produces wine. Lord Nelson was created
Duke of Bronte l)y the Neapolitan government in
1799. Pop. 16,427.

Bronte, Charlotte, one of the most gifted
English novelists, was born at Thornton, in York-
shire, on the 21st April 1816. Her father, ori-

ginally Patrick Pnmty (1777-1861), who was a
clergyman, belonged to Ireland ; her mother was
a native of Cornwall. Her life almost to its close
was one of sorrow and struggle. In 1821 the family
removed to the parsonage of Haworth, a village

situated anud the Yorkshire moors, and in the fol-

lowing year Charlotte's mother died. In her eighth
year she was sent to Cowan's Bridge School, the
Lowood of which she has given so dark a picture

in Jane Egre. After the ileaths of two of her sisters

at Cowans Bridge, Charlotte, whose health had
broken down, was taken back to Haworth, and
remained there until 1S31, when she was sent to

a school at Bocliead kept by Miss Wooler, with
whom she formed a lifelong friendship. Mr
Bronte's austere and gloomy nature cast a shadow
over his children's lives. His means were narrow,
and his daughters, Ciiarlotte, Emily (born 1818),
and Anne (born 1820), were forced to seek a
livelihood as governesses. To fit themselves for

higher educational work, Charlotte and Emily
studied at Brussels, where they lived in a pen-
sion from 1842 to 1844. In 1846 the three sisters

published a volume of poems bearing on its title-

page the names Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell
—Currer Bell being the pseudonym of Charlotte.
The book attracted little notice. Its authors then
turned to prose fiction ; Charlotte writing The
Professor; Anne, Agnes Grey; and Emily ('Ellis
Bell'), the strange, moN^ing romance of Wuthering
Heights. The Professor ha\'ing been rejected on the
score of deficiency in plot-interest, Charlotte set to
work upon Jane Eyre, which was published in 1847,
and gained a great but not an uncontested success.

Her sister Emily and her brother Branwell died in

1848, and after the death of Anne, in the following
year, Charlotte was left alone with her father in

the gloomy Haworth parsonage. A third novel,

Shirley, appeared in 1849, and in 1852 Villctte,

which was her own favourite book, and which con-

tains in Paul Emmanuel the best character she ever
drew, was given to the world. She was married in

1854 to Mr Nicholls, who had been her father's

curate at Haworth. Her brief married life was a
happy one, though her husband had no sympathy
with her in her literary work, which, indeed, he
would have preferred her to abandon. A new story,

Emma, had been begun, however, before her death,
which occurred on March 31, 1855. Her life and
writings are very closely connected. She is herself

the heroine of Jane Eyre and of Villette, while
Shirley was intended for the portrait of her sister

Emily. Her range was not wide, but in imagina-
tive strength her stories rank with the greatest in

literature. Her peculiar power lies in delineating
and in suggesting intense passion without having
recourse to unusual or exciting situations. Except
in part of Jane Eyre, where she endeavoured,
against the bent of her genius, to construct a sensa-

tional plot, her scenes and incidents are those of

uneventful, everyday life. Her style, though un-
equally sustained, is at its best admirably terse

and vivid. Emily Bronte revealed in Wuthering
Heights a genius in some ways higher and finer,

tlio-ugh far less mature than Charlotte's. The story

is as wild as a dream ; but the strange, passionate
figures are the creations of a daring and fiery

imagination, and the beautiful descriptions of moor-
land scenery have hardly been surpassed in fiction.

See The Life of Ciiarlotte Bronp', by Mrs Gaskell

(1857) ; A Note on Charlotte Bronte, by A. C. Swinburne
(1877) ; Ch'irlotte Brontf-, a 3Iono</raph, by Sir W. Reid
(1^77); Miss Eobinson's study on Emily (1883), and
Augustine BirrelFs on Charlotte ( 1887 ) ; Dr W. Wright,
The Bront'S in Ireland (li^^Z : 2d ed. 1S90) ; the Bibliog-

raphy published by the Bronte Socitty (1894) ; Clement
K. Shorter, Charlotte Brnnf- and her Circle (IX'Mi).

Bronze is usually defined as an alloy of copper

and tin. Neither ancient nor modern br<mzes con-

sist always of only these two metals. Zinc, lead, and

even silver are often present in Greek and Roman
bronze objects, although the general result of an

alysis of these shows a composition of from 80 to 90

parts copper to 10 or 12 of tin. Some of the fine

French bronze statues of the time of the Renais-

sance are made of an alloy of nearly this compo.><i

tion—copper 92, tin 2, zinc 5, lead 1. Much of our
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modem statuary consists of bronze varying from 10
[>arts copper to 1 of tin—a proportion reooinnientleil

Ky Sir H. Davy—to 8 parts copiiiT plus 2 of tin.

Some zinc or lead, or IkjcIi, jis well as other metals,
are occiisionally substituted for part of the tin.

Mr W. (iraham hius chussitied the alloys of cojjper

and tin in this way : \'2 to 20 part* copper with 1 of

tin yield red-coloured alloys ;
,"> to 10 parts copper

with one of tin yield alloys of strenj,'th : 2 to 4 parts
copper with 1 of tin yield alloys of sound (hell-

metal): h to 1 part copper with 1 of tin yield alloys

of reflection (speculum metal). The alloys of

strength here reterreil to include the hronze usetl for

statues, and .also that, sometimes called gun-metal,
employe<l for bearings and other jvarts of machinerj',

as well as the alloys of which cannon are, or per-

liaps we should rather .say were, made. A good
deal of the bron/.e for all three puiposes is verj'

similar in composition.
A bulky and valuable volume of rejwrts on the

strength .and other properties of metals for cannon,
by oflicers of the (Jrdnance Dejiartment of the
United States Army, published in ISoOi H. C. Baird,

Philadelphia), contJiins a section on the manufac-
ture of bronze guns. The bn>nze used in casting
tlie various guns tested was of the same composi-
tion—namely, copper 8 parts, tin 1 part. It hatl

a mean density of 8 51H, and an average tenacity

of '27,79.S lb. per s<iuare inch. It is clearly seen
by the results of these- experiments, that bronze

made of the same nnxture may varv considerably

in its (|uality. The report states that 'the .same

kind of copper, and of tin, mi.xed in the .same uro-

jMirtions, and melted in like manner, w.os used in

all the c^Lstings ; vet the table exhibits a remark-
able diversity in tlie results.'

tb-neral Ichatius (l,sll-81) of Vienna devised

a plan of hanlening Austrian bronze guns by forcing

hanlcned steel idstons into them. The metal is

then called strd bronze.

Alloys «>f copiier, tin, and zinc, employeil for parts

of engines anu other machinery, are frecpiently

called brass, .as widl as g\in metal, and are referred

to under the head l!i:.vss ; and see .Vl.iMINIlM.

i//.*/'////.—The bnvss referred to in the Bible w.as

no doui)t bronze (see IJhass). The Egvptians.

Greeks. Etm.scans, Uonians, and other ancient

nations, employe<l bronze not only foe art objects

pure and simple, but for a great nundter of useful

articles, very m.any of these, however, being .artis-

tically (lecorated. The magnilicent collection of

bronzes in the National Museum at Naples shows,

almost at a glance, how extensive was the use of

this allov for .articles of daily and domestic use. It

Ls believed that l»oth the (Jreeks and Kom.ans, for

such objects as swords, si»eai-s, saws, razors, and

other tools, were able to make an alloy of copper

and tin which surpas.sed modern bronze in some
properties, and that they possessed some method of

tempering bronze, the secret of which has been lost.

See Bkd, L.\mp, MiKKoK, ScLLiTfRE, Sword,
and V.vsK.

Keference is ni.atle in the next article to the use

of bronze in northern countries in prehistoric times

during the Bronze Age. Bronze has been use<l from

eailv times for st.atues .an<l statuettes, chietiy repre-

sentations of deities, .as well as for ornament.al pur-

Ijoses, in India and China. The Japanese, who .are

very clever workers in inlaid metals, make bronze

of .several odours, such as black, blue, purple, and

green. These are all diflereiit mixtures.

Phosphor-bronze.— \i is <liHicult to make ordin<ary

bronze a (|uite homogeneous comjiound. An .alloy

more perfect in this respect is formed when copper

is mixed with tin i)hosphide instead of metallic tin.

The phosphorus, which is a<lded to the extent of

from O-2'i to '2o percent., m.akes the bronze harder,

more elastic, ana of greater tenacity. This alloy

suits liest for machinery purposes, for Avhich it is

now largely employed, when the proportion of tin

is from 7 to S j)er cent. Phosphor-bronze is used
for bearings of shafts, i>iston-rings, pump-rods, pro-

pellers, boiler-fittings, and other parts of engineer-

ing work. ( )ruamental castings are also made of it.

See t'AST, FoiNDiNG, and Br.vss.

BrOIlZO .4g04 a term in prehistoric arduvologj',

denoting the condition or .stage of culture of a

\'\-^. 1.— Bronze Axes :

a, flat, 1(33 iuclii^ in kiigtli ; b, flaiigeU, C inches; c, socketed,

5^ inches.

people using Inonze as the material for cutting-

implements and weapons. As a stage of culture,

it comes in between the use of stone and the use of

inm for these imriKises. It is not an absolute

division of time, but a relative

conditicm of culture, which in

some areas may have been

re.ached earlier, in others later,

while in some it nuiy have been
pndonged, and in others brief,

or even, as in the I*<dynesian

area, it may have been non-

existent in c(mse<|uence of the

people p.a-ssing directly from the

use of stone to that of iron. A
bronze-age people in one region

may thus li.avc been contem-

l>orary with a stone-iige peoi)le

in another, and with an iron-age

peojde in a third ; that is to say,

the succession of the three ages

was not necessarily synchronous,

either in contiguous or in widely

separated areas. The Homeric
poems depict the culture of a

people passing from the use of

lironze to th.at of iron. The
Mexicans and Peruvians, on the

other hand, were .still in their

bronze age in recent times. The
bronze age of Europe generally

is marked by the use of cer-

tain forms of implements .and

weapons, as well iis by certain

conditions of life and customs of

buriiil, which dillered from those

. of the preceding age of stone and
: of the succeeding .age of iron.

The implements and weapons a, Bronze sword found

of the bronze age include knives, ^J^^^^ , i°
saws, sickles, awls, gouges, Danish bronze dag-

hammers, anvils, axes (fig. 1). ger, 13 inches in

swords, daggers (fig. 2), spears length.

( fig. 3 ), arrows, shields ( fig. 4 ).

The forms of each class differ in different areas,

and vary with advancing time. Blades and axes,

Fig. 2.
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which were at first made with tangs to he inserted

in the handles, became socketed for the insertion of

the handles ; and articles which it was at first the

custom to finish in the mould were finished with the

hammer, and shields, and vessels made of hammered

Fig. 3.

a, Tanged bronze spear-head, lO.i inches in length ; 6, socketed
bronze spear-head, 19 inches ; c, looped bronze spear-head, 9
inches in length ; d, Danisli battle-axe, 15 inches.

plates were ornamented with chasing and repousse
work. The ornamentation of the bronze age con-
sists chiefly of concentric circles, sjiirals, and bosses.

The workmanship is always of a very high order,
the shapes graceful, and the finish' fine. The
moulds used for casting were of stone, or bronze, or
clav. The svstem of coring was carried to gieat

Fig. 4.
I

Bronze shield (a, front ; b, back view), l-3i inches in diameter.
]

perfection, and many of the more difficult castings
were turned out in a manner that would do credit
to the most expert of modern workmen. The com-
position of the bronze varied considerably, but may
l>e stated in general as about 90 per cent, of copper
to 10 per cent, of tin. See Evans's Bronze Imple- I

merits of Great Britain ; Chantre's Age du Bronze
|

en France; Anderson's Scot/and in Pagan Times
;

(2d series, T/>e Bronze and Stone Ages, 1886) ; and
works named under Aech.eologv. '

Brqiize-wiiig and Bronze Pigeon, names
given in the Australian colonies to certain kinds
of wild pigeon, on account of the lustrous bronze
colour with which their wings are variously marked.
In other respects also they are beautiful birds.
—The Common Bronze-wing or Bronze-winged
(iround Dove {Pham r/ia/ri,/,fir(i) is distributed
over all the Australian colonies. It is often seen
in flocks, feeds on the giound, and builds its nest
chiefly on low branches of trees growing on
meadow-lands or near water. It often flies long
distances to water, and may be followed as a
guide. It is a plumj) bird, often weighing fully a I

pound, and is acceptable at every table.—The

Brush Bronze-wing or Little Bronze Pigeon (P.
clegans) is not so plentiful nor so widely distrib-

uted, found chiefly in Tasmania and the simth-
ern parts of Australia. It inhaV»its low swampy
grounds, never perches on trees, resembles a par-

tridge in its habits, and makes a loud burring
noise like a partridge when it takes wing on
being alarmed.—The Harlequin Bronze wing (P.
histrionica) is found in the north-western parts of

New South Wales in great flocks, feeding on seeds.

—Some of the species of Ocyphaps, another of the
genera or sub-genera of the Columbidie, are also
sometimes called Bronze-wing. Their partridge-
like appearance and habits have gained for them
the name of Partridge Pigeon (see PIGEON,
COLUMBID.i;).

Bronzing. An imitation of bronze may be
produced on the surface of other alloys and metals
either by corrosive chemical solutions, which is the
most efficient way, or by coating them with tarnish
and bronze powder. In most large towns bronzing-
liquor for l)rass and zinc can be purchased where
chemicals are sold. Bronzing is very largely applied
to brass-works of various kinds, and especially to

gas-fittings. For this purpose the following solu-

tions are used, but the brass is fii-st pickled with
nitric acid and scoured with sand and water, or it

may be treated with a potash solution.

For dark olive-green bronze, muriatic acid and
ai-senic ; sometimes iron scales are added. After-
wards brush ^^'ith black lead and coat with yellow
lacquer. For steel-gray bronze, boiling solution of

chloride of areenic. For brown bronze, solution of

the nitrate or perchloride of iron. For black bronze,
solution of the chloride of platinum. To produce
on new bronze an imitation of the patina on an
antique bronze, a mixture in hot water of .sal-

ammoniac, cream of tartar, common salt, and
nitrate of copper is used. Salt of sorrel, sal-ammo-
niac, and vinegar is another mixture employed.

Iron castings are \erv etlectively bronzed by
covering them with an electro deposit of copper in

the form of a thin film or layer, which can then be
darkened by any of the chemical bronzing solutions,

and either lacquered or varnished. The copper
surface is often simply varnished. Many beautiful

foreign statuettes in zinc are also bronzed in this

way. See Electro-metallurgy.
A brown colour, sometimes called a bronzing, is

given to the surface of iron and steel objects by a
concentrated solution of trichloride of antimony
{liquid buffer of antimony), having a specific

gravity of 1 So. This has been a good deal used
for gun barrels.

Coating with Gold or Bronze Powders.—Metal,
wood, plaster of Paris, and other materials can be
coated with these in the form of a paint. Doors,
friezes, cornices, and other parts of rooms are now
frequently bronzed in this way. When bronze
powder is used, the wood or plaster first receives

three or four coats of yellow oil paint, then two
coats of a mixture of the bronze powder with Hat
varnish, and finally this is covered with another
layer of varnish. If it is desired to give an object

with bas-reliefs or other raised ornaments the
appearance of a bronze, change<l more or less to

green Itv time and exi)osure, perhaps the most taste-

ful way is to partially gild the projecting portions

and paint the rest of the surface of a sombre
green, running the colour partly over the gold.

Bronzite. silicate of magnesia and ferrous

oxide, a rock-forming mineral belonging to the
Pyroxene group (q.v. ).

Brooch ( from a root signifying to pierce ; comj).

Eng. to broach ; Fr. brocher, ' to spit," or ' to stitch ;

Wei. proc, 'to stab'), an ornamental pin or instru-

ment for fastening the dress, consisting for the most
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f)art eitlier of a liii-,' or tlisc, or of a semicircle, there
H'iuj,' a jiin in either ca-^^e passing across it, fastened
at one end with a joint or loop, and at the other with
a hcMik. The oldest known brooches are tiiose found
in j,'raves iussigiied to the earlv iron a<;e of Soutliern
Kiirupe. They are made of Vron/e, and consist of
a Itent or bow shaped body, with a spring pin com-
ing from a spiral twist at one end, and its point
fitting into a loop of the bow at tlie other end, like
the modern 'safety ' siiawl-pin. They are exceed-
ingly varied in form, often i)resenting grotesque
imitations of the shapes of animals. The form
which prevailed in Northern Europe was more
massive, having a cross-bar at one end, and covered
with cliased ornamentaticm inlaid with gold. In
Scandinavia a i)eculiar form of brooch of l)ra.ss of
oval bowl-shaiie, covered with dragonesque orna-
mentation, i>lated with gold and studded with
iiosses and coloured pastes, was characteristic of

the N'iking periotl. Tiie early Celtic brooches of

Scotland and Ireland were penannular, the ring
lK.'ing incomplete, with exjianded ends, winle the
|tin, which w.us loosely looited upon the ring, was
greatly longer tiian the uiametcr of tiie brooch.
They were made of bronze or silver jdated with
gold ; the Hat ring, di\ ided into jcinels, was richly

ornamented with interlaced or sjdral jiattems, or
dragonesque filigree work, peculiar to Celtic art.

an»l studded with settings of amber or coloured
glass. The most elalwrate work of art of tins

description is the Tar'a Brooch, i)reserved in tiie

museum of the Koyal Irish Academy at Dublin,
of which a woodcut is subjoined. The linest in

patterns of interlaced work, scrolls of foliage, and
gi"otesque animals. Those of silver have their

decoration often inlaid with niello, and sometimes
enriched with settings. The Ugadale Brooch, in

The Tara Brooch.

Scotland Is the so-called Hunterston Brooch, which

was found in 1S30, on the estate of Hunterston, in

the parish of West Kilbride, Ayrshire. It is of silver,

ridilv ornamented with gold liligree, elal)oratelv

worked into lacertine and libltoii patterns, and

set with ornaments of amber ; diameter, 4y\ inches.

On tiie reverse is an inscription scratched in runes :

'Maeil)ritha owns this brooch." Tiie later form of

the Hi'dilaufl brooch of brass or silver is annular,

having"a pin of the length of tiie diameter of the

rin" Those of brass are decorated with chased

lirooch oi L giiiiuitj.

the possession of Hector Macneal of Ugadale, in

Kintyre, which is here Hgured, is a characteristic

example of a form of reliquary brooch of West Higli-

land origin. Tiie Brooch of Lorn, in tiie possession

of Macdougal of Duuoliy, near Oban, lias the reputa-

tion of being identical with one torn from tiie

breast of Koltert Bnice by Alexander of Lorn, tlie

ancestor of Macdougal, in a personal contest with
the king, l)ut it is also identical in form and
clianacter with the Lociil)uy Broocii, now in the

Britisii Museum, and classed as a work of tiie lOtli

century. They are all about 4^ inches in diameter,

having a circle of jewelled obelisks rising round a
central capsule, crowned by a large rock-crystal.

The cajisule is removable, and discloses a cavity,

designed, doubtless, for the purpose of a reliqnary.

Brooke, Hknry, dramatist and novelist, was
bom in the year 1708, at Kantavan, County Cavan,

Ireland, the' son of a wealthy clergyman. In 17'2"

lie entered Trinity College, Dublin, and in 1724

went to .study law in London, where he became
the chosen friend of Tope and Lyttelton. From
tlie heart of this brilliant literary society he was
recalled to Ireland by a dying aunt, who left him
guardian of her child, a girl of twelve, wiioni he

afterwartls married. His iioem, Unircrsut Bcaiitij

(1735), is .supposed to have supplied the fimpda-

tion for Erasmus Danvin's Botanic Garden. In

1739 he published Iiis play, Gu.staviis Vasa, full

of the noblest sentiments' and the most incon-

ceivable characters, the acting of which was \no-

hil)ited at Drury Lane; Dr Johnson writing a
satire in vindication of the licensers of the stage.

It was afterwards produced in Dublin as tiie

Patriot. In 1740 Brooke was taken ill, and
returned finallv to his native country, where lie

published several books. He died at Duldiri, in

a state of mental debility, 10th Octol)er 1783.

The sonorous eloquence of his plays has not saved

them from oblivion ; and his novel. The Fool of

Qudlitji, is tiie sole survivor of his numerous works.

It is distinguished by humour, clo.se observation,

simplicity of style, and a religious and philan-

tiiropic tone tliat highly commended it to .John

Wesley. A new edition was published in 18.")9, \\\i\v

a preface bv Kingsley, who considered that the

reader, in sjute of tiie defects of the book, would

learn more from it of what was pure, sacred, and

eternal, than from any book since Spensei's Faerie

Queen e.

Brooke, Sir Jame.s. rajah of Sarawak, in

Borneo, and governor of Labuan—a man strongly
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imbued with the spirit of tlie old adventurers of

tlie Eliz:il)i'lhiiu tiuie—was bom at IJenares, '29th

April 1S08, and educated at Norwich. He entered

the East India army ( 1S19), was seriously wounded
in the Burmese war", and returned houie on furlou<;h

(1826). Tiie voyaj^e out to join his rej,nment was
so protracted tliat he was unable to reach India

before his furlou^L,di had expired ; his appointments

consequently lapsed, and he quitted the service

in 1830 and returned to England. He now con-

ceived the idea of putting down piracy in the

Eastern Archipelago, and of carrying civilisation

to the savages inhabiting these islands. He pur-

chased a small brig and made a voyage to China.

On his father's death (1835) he inherited £30,000,

and after a cruise in the Mediterranean, sailed

in a schooner-yacht from London for Sarawak, a

province on the north-west coast of Borneo, in

1838. When he arrived there (1839), the uncle

of tlie sultan of Borneo was engaged in a war
with some rebel trilies. Brooke lent his assist-

ance, and in return had the title of Rajah and
Governor of Sarawak conferred upon him, 24th

Septemlter 1841, the native governor being forced

to resign. Brooke immediately set about reform-

ing the government, instituted free trade, and
framed a new code of laws. The murderous
custom of head-hunting, prevalent among the

Dyaks, he declared to be a crime punishable

with death, and vigorously set about the extirpa-

tion of piracy. Revisiting England in 1847, he
received a warm welcome, and was invited by
the Queen to Windsor. He was created a
K.C. B. in the year following; and the island of

Labuan, near Sarawak, having been purchased
by the British government, he was appointed
governor and commander-in-chief, and British com-
missioner and consul-general in Borneo. Certain

charges brought in 1851 against Brooke in the

House of Commons in connection with the receipt

of ' head-money ' for the slain pirates, were declared

by a Royal Commission to be unsubstantiated;
the 'head-money' was received, not by Brooke and
his associates, but by the British ships-of-war that

had co-operated with him. In 1857 Brooke, who
had been superseded in the governorship of Labuan,
but who still acted as rajah of Sarawak for the

sultan of Borneo, was attacked at night in his

house by a large body of Chinese, wdio were irri-

tated at his efforts to prevent opium-smuggling.
The Chinese committed great havoc on his property,

but Brooke soon collected a force of natives,

attacked the Chinese, and defeated them in several

successive fights. He Avas in England in 1858,

returned to Borneo in 1861, and visited England
again twice before his death. He had the satis-

faction of seeing the independence of Sarawak
recognised by the English government. The
country prospered greatly under his regime ; he
found the chief town a place of some 1000 in-

habitants, he left it a town of 25,000 ; and the

exports to Singapore, which in 1840 amounted to

£25,000, were in 1858, £300,000. Brooke died at

Burrator, in Devonshire, 11th June 1868, and
was succeeded at Sarawak l)y his nephew. See
Sarawak ; also Letters of Sir James Brooke
(1853), Jacob's liaja of Saraioak (1876), St John's
Life of Sir James Brooke ( 1879).

Brooke, Stopkord Augustus, writer and
preacher, was born in Letterkenny, Donegal, in

1832. After a brilliant course at Trinity College,
Dal)lin, he took orders, and after holding various
curacies, was incund)ent of St James's Clia])el from
1866 to 1875, thereafter of Bedford Chapel, lilooms-

bury, where his sermons, at once rich in thought
and graceful in literary form, matle him one of the
chief preachers in London. In 1872 he was ap-
pointed chaplain-in-ordinary to the Queen. In

1880, through a conscientious inability any longer

to believe in miracles, he seceded from the Church
of England, biit continued to preach in his pro-

prietary chapel in Bloomsbury. Brooke showed
line literary sense and si>iritual sympathy in his

Life of Frrilrrirk Robertson of Brighton ( 1SG5) ; and
his reiiutation did not suHer by his Tlieohxjii in the

Englisli J'oets ( 1874), Primer if Knglish Literature,

anil Mifton (1876), and six volumes of Sermons
(1868-88).

Brook Farm, a comnmnity on Fourier's prin-

ciples, 8 miles S\V. of Boston, (u-ganised in 1840
by George Ripley, and largely an outcome of the
Transcendental movement of the time. Here, on
an estate of 200 acres, a comjiany of scholars and
educated men and women settled down to a com-
munistic experiment, in which every member
should do his share of the necessary nianual work.
The phalanstery, 175 feet long and three stories

high, was burned down before it was occupied ;

and the attempt ended in hopeless failure. Haw-
thorne was one of the founders, and lived for some
months on the farm, in which he invested all his

savings ; a charming memorial of this singular
enterprise is his Blithedale liomance.

Brookliine {Veronica Bcccahunga), a species

of speedwell, having a superficial resemblance to

watercresses, which it also slightly resembles in

taste, if not also in anti-scorbutic properties, abund-
ant in ditches, watercourses, and wet places near
springs in Britain, and common throughout the

pahearctic region. See Speedwell.

Brookline, a suburban town, about 4 miles

SW. of Boston, LT.S. , by rail or tramway, with
numerous handsome villas and parks, and manu-
factories of philosophical instruments, &.c. Pop.
(1885) 9196 ; (1891) 12,193.

Brooklyn, the fourth city of the United States,

and capital of King's county, New York, is

situated on the west end of Long copyright i888 in u.s.

Island, opposite New York City, by J- b. Lippincott

from which it is separated by a Company,

strait called East River, nearly a mile in width,

running from Long Island Sound to New York
Bay. Twelve or more lines of steam-ferries ply

between the different points of Brooklyn and New
York, and a magnificent suspension bridge (finished

1883), 5989 feet in length by 85 in breadth, and with

a river span of 1595i feet, intended for foot-passage,

carriages, and railways, extends from one city to

the other (see Bridge). Branches of the Long
Island system of railways have their A\est terminus

in IJrooklyn, running tlience to Greenport and Sag
Harbour near the east end of the island, and five or

more lines connect this city with Coney Island, a

famous bathing-place 10 miles distant. Two lines

of steam elevated railways and numerous lines of

horse-cars traverse the streets of Brooklyn, making
easy communication between the suburban sections

and the ferries. Although not a port of entry, the

amount of foreign and domestic freight that comes
to its warehouses is enormous. Ereight-cars are

brought to its docks on fioats, and great numbers of

canal-boats from the interior discharge their cargoes

here. Some of these docks are among the most
extensive works of the kind in the United States,

covering from 40 to 60 acres each, and are lined

with immense storehouses for grain and other

freight.

At the south-east extremity of the city, upon a

high ridge overlooking Ncm' York Bay and its

environs, is the beautiful (ireenwood Cemetery,

covering about 400 acres, and containing inany fine

monuments ; and near at hand are the RidgeAvood

reservoir and Prospect Park, a public pleasure-

ground of 540 acres, Avhich has cost, including two
noble boulevards connected with it, extending
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respectively 3 auJ 2^ miles to Cunev Island and
East New York, nearly §12,000,000. The city
proper has a water front of K) miles, and within its

Brooklyn Suspension Bridge.

area of 2."> sq. m. are carried on hir^^c and varied
industries, amonj^ wlueh are embraced the retininjj;

of sn;,'ar and potroh'um, tlie mannfacture of j^lass.

chandlery, clnthinjr. carpets, chemicals, paints, oil-

cloth, metallic wares, tohacco, steam-lxiilers, lace,

hats, hnttons, paper, felt <;oods. I'v.'c., and tlie hniid-

inj; and repairinjr of shijis.

Hrooklvn has l.S national hanks, 14 sa\ in;^s-hjinks

(2 of which have deposits ..f .s22,()<M>,(M}() each). 8

daily, 2 weekly, and many monthly periodicals. Its

school system emhraccs a hiv'h sclmnl, a training,'

schoid for the puhlic school teacheis, 70 ^'rammar
and primary school-, (emjdoyinj; KS17 teachers, and
costin;,' .$I,S<»<>.<K)0 annnaliy ), 2 medical colle^'es, a
Homan Catholic c<dle;.'e. and nnmemns convents,

iicadeiuies, antl seminaries, attended l>y ahontGO,(MX)

jmpils. An avera<;e of T.l.CMH) ciiildreii attend the

jinhlic schools daily. Ihooklyn is 'the ("ity of

(hnrciies :' of snch edilices tliere are .")S .Methodist,

54 Homan Catholic, .S9 I'rotestaJit Ei)iscopal, 'A'2

Hajitist, 2"> Con','re<,'ational, 24 I'reshyterian, 21

Lntheran, 16 Dntch lieformed, !» .lewish, vK:c. The
pnlilic hnildin^isare not ;ienerally imposin;:,' : amonj,'

the most notalile are the court honse, erected at a-

cost of .S')4.S,(MM»; the hall of reconls, costin;,'.S"}2.S.OOO:

the municipal huildin;;, costin;,'.^2(M»,(KKt; an academy
of mu.sic, with a seating capacity of 2400. \c. Its

charitable institutions comprise lunatic and deaf-

mute a.sylums, homes f(H- destitute children, for the

aj,'ed, the idiotic, and tiie deformed, and nuniennis

pharmacies, dispensaries, inlirmaries, hosoitals, (K:c.

There is a tinej,'overnment iM)>t-otlice. and a I'nited

States navy yard, which occupies about 40 acres of

j,'round. with extensive .ship-houses, workshops,

and militarv st<nes, and a drv-dock which cost

about .sl,0(K),0(J<l.

First settled in 16.Slj. the town was organised by

the Dutch governor of New Amsterdam in 1646, and

named IJrenkelen from a place of the same name in

the Netherlands, s miles NW. of Itrecht. It was

incorporated as a <ity in IS.'U. to which Williains-

burg (now ' Brooklvii ?M).,' or Eastern District)

and Bushwick were'added in 1H.").">, and in 1886 the

town of New Lots (East New York) was annexed.

83

It is divided into 26 w.ards, and according to the
census of 1890 was the fourth city in po})ulation
in the United States. The po])ulation in 1810 was

4402: in 1830, 15,396;
in 18.")0, 96,838; in

1870. .396,099: in 1880,
560,603 : and in 1S!)(),

806,343.

Brooks, ('"-^Ki.Kii

Wll.I.lA.M SHIKI.KV,
editor of Piniili, was
born in London, the
son of an architect,
-'9tli April 1816. In
1 832 he was articled
to an (Jswestry attor-
ney, but literature had
more charms for him
than the law. From
clerk lie became, like
Dickens, a reporter,

and settling in Lcm-
don, wrote dramas,
contributed to some
of the leading i)eriod-

icals and journals,
and for live sessions
wrote the Parlia-
mentary Summary for

the Jloniiiu/ ('/iron-

trie. \\\ its pro-

prietors he was sent
in 1853 on a mission
to report on the con-

dition of labour and the poor in Russia, Syria,

an<l Eg_\pt : and a result of his observations ap-

peared in Till- Itit.ssidiis of the South (18.")6). In

1851 he formed a connection with Punvh which
lasted during liis lifetime. He wrote its ' Essence
of Parliament,' and on Mark Lenum's death in

187(» succeeded him as editor. In his novels he
showed a thorough knowledge of contemporary
life and literature ; the chief are Aupcn Court

(18.55), Thr CordInn Knot (\^m). The i>llver Cord
(1861). and Soo/ier or Later (1868). He died in

London. 23i I Feb. 1874. Mis Wit nitd Humour a.\)-

peared in 1875. See Life by Henry Johnson ( 1899).

Broom, a name given to a number of species

of shrubs of the closely allied genera C'ytisns,

(enista, and Spartium, of the initural order
Leguminos;e, sub-order Papilionacete—all of them
having long slender branches, along wiiicii are

proiluced axillary llower.s.—Common Broom, Ci/tl-

.^•/^y (Sorotha in II K.s) aeojjarlii.s. the trivial name being
from the Lat. seo/ia-, 'long twigs," or 'a besom'), is

a well-known native of Britain, Europe, and North-
ern Asia, ranging also as far as the Canaries and
the Azores, growing in dry soils, and ornamenting
hedge-banks, hills, and bushy places, in ]\Iay and
.lune, with its large yellow Howers. which are on
short stalks, drooping, solitary, but produced in

considerable number along the straight slender

branchlets. Tiie lower leaves have three oblong
leaflets, the ujiper ones are simple ; the branches

are angular ami of a very dark green, very tough,

and much in use f<n- making besoms, as also in

Belgium, \c., for baskets. They have also been
used for tanning and dyeing ; and their fibre has

been woven into a coarse strong cloth, and even

made into paper. In South Germany it is sonie-

tinies planted on sandy wastes for the .sake of its

fibres ; while its ashes are also valuable additions

to the soil <»n account of their high percentage of

potash. The whole plant is very bitter, ancf the

young toj)s and seeds are diuretic, hence the plant

is a very unsuitable ingredient of fodder. The
flowers were formerly employed in medicine (florc-s

spartii), and as a yellow dye ; they are much
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visited by hees for cross-fertilisation, for which
they are very heautitully ailapted (see tij,'. ). The
mode of diii'usioii of tlie seed by the explosive

rupture of the dry pod-valves in hot weather is

also worthy
of notice.
Broojn in-
hal)its colder
climates than
furze, reach-
ing to a
greater eleva-

tion on moun-
tains, and
1 )eing found
beyond the
northern limit

of furze. It

usually varies

in size from 2
to 6 feet, but
in some local-

ities grows
much larger,

the wood then
being of greatf

value to cab-
inet-makers
and turners.

A 1 1 h o u g li

sometimes
annoying to

the forester,

it is also cap-

able of ren-

dering him
service as
a quick-grow-
ing shelter to

young trees,

especially on wind-swept and sandy soils.—Irish

Broom ( Cytisus or SarotJianums patens), not unfre-

quent as an ornamenial plant in British shrub-

beries, is not at all a native of Ireland, l)ut of

Spain and Portugal.—Portugal Broom or AVhite
Broom (C. albi(s), a native of the countries

bordering on the Mediterranean, is very often

planted in Britain as an ornamental shrub, and is

nmch admired for the l)eauty of its fascicled white
Howers, which are produced upon long filiform

branches. Its leaves have three leaflets. It some-
times attains a height of 15 or 20 feet.—Spanish
Broom (Spartium junceum) is a native of the
south of Europe, generally gi-owing in dry soils

and rocky situations, and attaining a height of 8

feet or upwards. Its branches are upright, round,
and nish-like, a characteristic of this genus. They
are smooth, and bear only a few small simple
leaves, which soon drop oft'. It is the Spartium of

the ancients, and the fibre of the branchlets has
been used from time immemorial in some parts of

Italy, France, and Spain, for making canA'as, nets,

ropes, »S:c., and even for the prejiaration of a kind
of linen. Its twigs also are employed for basket-
making, and the finer ones for tying up the grapes.
In the south of France, tlie plant is cultivated on
dry unproductive soils. The branchlets are made
into bundles, dried, beaten, steeped, and washed,
in order to the separation of the fil>re. It possesses
medical properties sinular to those of the common
broom.—A white-llowered species (.S". monosper-
mvm), occasionally to he seen in British shriib-

beries, grows abuntlantly on the loose sands of the
coasts of Spain, and produces a similar fibre. It

is mentioned by Barth as giowing in great abund-
ance in Africa to the south of the Great Desert.
Many species somewhat resembling these are occa-
sionally to be seen in Britain among ornamental

Branch of Common Broom :

«, flowerina; braiicli.

plants, some of them often in greenhouses. The
<"anary Isles produce some remarkable for the
fragrance of their flowers.—Dyers Broom (Genista
tinctoria) is, with other members of the same
genus, a well-known source of yellow colouring
iniitter. This European shrubby ]dant is thoroughly
naturalised in some parts of North America. The
name broom is not given to those species of Cytisus
and Genista (ij.v. ) which do not display in a marked
degree the character of having long slender twigs.
— Butchers Broom (q.v.) is a plant of an entirely
ditt'erent family.

Brooill-eoril, a grass cultivated in North
America for the manufacture of brooms and
whisks, which are made of the tops of the culms
and the branches of the panicle. See SORGHUM.
Broome, Siu Frederick Napier, was born in

Canada in 1842, and emigrated to New Zealand in
1857. Seven years later, on a visit to England, he
married Lady Barker, whose Station Life in New
Zealand (1869) quickly became popular. In 1869,
too, Broome, who had meantime returned to
England, formed a connection with the Times, and
began to contribute prose and verse to the maga-
zines. In 1875 he was appointed Colonial Secretary
of Natal, in 1877 of jNIauritius, in 1882 Governor of

Western Australia, and in 1891 of Trinidad. He
w^as knighted in 1877. He died 26th Nov. 1896.

Bi'oomrape. See Orobaxche.e.

Brora Beds are a series of strata occuiTing

at Brora, a village in Sutherlandshire, of the same
age as the Inferior Oolite of Yorkshire. They are

chiefly remarkable for the occurrence in them of a
seam of coal of good quality 3^ feet thick, being
the thickest stratum of true coal hitherto dis-

covered in any secondary strata in Britain.

Brose (Gaelic hrothas), a dish sometimes used
in Scotland, made by pouring boiling water, milk,

or the liquor in which meat has been boiled, on
oatmeal, and mixing the ingredients by immediate
stirring. Butter may be added, and sweet milk
when the brose is made with water. It is hail-

hrose, water-brose, or bcef-hrosc, according to the

liquid used. Athole-brose, a famous Highland
cordial, is a compound of honey and whisky.

Broseley, a small town of Shropshire, on the

Severn, 15 niiles SE. of ShreAvsburv, famous for its

manufacture of excellent clay tobacco-pipes. Its

'churchwardens,' or long clay ])ipes, are in request

all over England. Pop. of parish 4033.

Brosses, Charles de, historian, was born at

Dijon in 1709, and died president of the parliament

of Burgundy, 7th ^lay 1777. Among his works
were : Lettres sur Hereulaneum ( 1750) ; Histoire c/cs

Nariffations aux Terrcs Australes (1756), in which
he introduced the names Australia and Polynesia ;

Du Cultc lies Dieux Fetiches ( 1760), the word fetich

being first used by him in the sense now usual ; the

ingenious Traite de la Formation Mecanique des

Langucs (1765); and Histoire de la Rdpublique
Bomaine (1777). His Lettres ecrites d'Italic en

1739-40 was edited by Colomb in 1885. See
Marnet, Lc President de Brosses (1875).

Broth is an infusion or decoction of vegetable

and animal substances in water. It is customary
to use more or less meat, ox-flesh or nuitton, with

bone, and certain vegetables, as cal>bage, greens,

turnips, carrots, pease, beans, onions, ^c. The
whole are mixed together in cold water, heat

slowly applied, and the materials allowed to simmer
for some hours. The meat yields up certain in-

gredients, whilst others are retained in the residual

tlesh. Flesh heated with water yiehls to the water
albuminous matter, gelatin, kreatin, extractive

matters, lactic acid, salts, fat, saccharine matter

;

and leaves in the boiled meat fibi-in, coagulated albu-
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men, jielatinous tissue, fat, nervous matter. Tlie
vegetivMes yield allmininous constituents, colour-
in*' anil mucilagintms matter, an<l volatile oils and
salts. The real nutritive material luesent in hrotli

is le.ss than is generally thought, tliough it aids in

satisfying the cravings of the ajinetite, and acts
to a certain extent as a mild stimulant. See Sorp,
Beef-tea.

Brothels. Law
PRUSXn ITIiiN.

AS TO. See NuiSAN'CE,

Brotherhoods, Religioi's. were societies

institutetl for pious and benevolent puriioses, and
were numerous in the middle ages. Where the
rules of monastic lite appeared too narrow and
severe, the Romish Church favoured a freer form
of consecrated life without vows other than that
of devotion to good works or penitential exercises,

hut in many other respects, a.s in living together
and the like, resemlding the spiiitual orders. Such
brotherhooils or confraternities were, in earlier

times, those of Marv, of the Scapular, and of the
Rosary ; in later times, that of the Sacred and
Immaculate Heart of Marv for the convei-sion of

sinners, that of Francis ^^avier or the Mission
Brotiierhood, and that of Christian Learning
(/VM'a- ignonintins) for the education of the
5>eople. The bridge-building brotherhood (Fratrcs
"(/iitijiri-.s) originated in-Southem Fiance towards
tlie end of the I'ith century, and wa-< recogiiise<I by
Pope Clement in 1189. Their occuiiation wa.s to

keep un hospices at the most frequented fords of

great rivers, maintain ferries, ami build bridges.

Other brotherhoods were the Familiars and Cross-

l)earers of the In<iuisition in Spain, ami the Fratns
Cnlnidiirii in North (Icriiiany and the Nether-
lands. Tiie great brotherhood of Coiiinion Life was
founded alwut 137(j by tJeert (Iroote ( liorn i:i40;

died i;iS4) and Florentius Radewin (Inim L350

;

died 1400) at Deventer. Its members were some-
times styled Brethren <»f (;oo<l Will, also Hierony-
niites and (Iregorians, from Hieronymus and
(Jregor>- the Great, whom they claimeil as patrons.

Community of goods, ascetic habits, industiy, and
the use of the vernacular language in divine

.service, were .some of the chief points insisted

on by the brethren who were not fettered by
monastic or any other vows. Their principal

occupations were the cojtying of the Bible and
other iKioks for the common purse, prayer, and
the instruction of the young, and their services

in the la.st direction can hardly be overestimated.

Their most famous houses were those of Windes-

heim, near Deventer, ami Agnetenberg, ^ near

Zwolle. They l)ecanie numerous in the Nether-

lands and North (Jermany, but also spread

themselves in Italy, Sicily, and Portugal, so that

in U.SO they reckoned more than VM) societies.

The last was founded in ("ambiai in 1505. The
most important and distinguislic<l meiiibei-s of the

society were (ierhard Zerlxild of Zutphen, the

famous Thonias-h-Kemi»is, an<l the learned Car-

dinal Nichola-s Cu.sa.—temale societies of a similar

character sprung uj) at the same time with those

of the Brothers of Common Lite. At the head

of each was a superior or directress who wa-s styled

the Martha. See Kettlewells Thomas-aKempis
and the Brothers of Common Life (2 vols. 1882).

They were usually founded at first without eccle-

siastical authorisation, on account of which several

of the confraternities that either did not seek

or did not obtain the recognition of the church,

a.ssume<l the character of sects, and were suspected

of heresv. To this class, among others, belonged

the BegWds and Beguines (q.v.), the Brothers

and Sisters of the Free Spirit, the Apostolic

Brethren (q.v.), the Flagellants (q.v.), who, toler-

ated by the church for a while, at last incurred

its displeasure and were severely persecuted.
The Brothers of Christian Schools are noticed at
Schools. Even within the Protestant churches
single brotherhoods have been formed, as the
liiiuhes Haus, founded by Wichern at Hamburg in

1S.3.S ; tlio.se formed by Father Ignatius and the Cow-
ley Fathers at Oxford are Anglican brotherhoods.
Se\ eral similar institutions for women exist within
the Church of England. See Sisterhoods.

Brothers, a name given to three isolated

mountains near the coast of New South Wales,
between Harrington Inlet to the south, and Port
Macquarie to the north. They are valualde as
landmarks.—The name is also common to several
groups of small islands.

Brothers, L.\y, an inferior class of monks,
not in holy orders, but bound by mona-stic rules,

ami emjiloyed as servants in Mona-steries (q.v.).

Brothers, Richard, the originator of the
Anglo-Israelite craze, was born in Newfoundland
ill 1757, and in 1772 enteretl the British navy, which
he quitted with a lieutenants half-pay in 1789.

Refusing, from conscientious scrujiles, to take the
oath requisite to enable him to draw his half-pav,

he was reduced to great distress, and ultimately
placed in the workhouse. In 1793 he announced
iiiiiiself <is the apostle of a new religion, ' tlie Nephew
of the Almightv, and Prince of the Hebrews,
appointetl to lead them to the land of Canaan ;

' and
in 179-4 he published a book, A Rcrcalcd Knoiclcdije

of the Prophecies and Times. For prophesying the
death of the king, and the destruction of the
monarchy, he wa.s committed in 1795 to Newj'ate,
and thence soon transferred to a lunatic asylum.
His discipies included Nathaniel Hallied the M.P.
and orientalist. Sharp the engraver, and Finlayson,

a lawyer from Fife, with whom, after his relea.se in

l8(J(i, he chiefly resided till liis death on 25th
JanuarA' 1824.

Broiish. See Brochs.

Broii!>:haiii. Henkv, Lord BRoraHAM and
Vai.x, was l)oin ill EdinVmrgh, 19th September
1778. His father, Mr Henry Brougham, was the
descendant of an old \\'estmoreland family, and
his mother, Eleanor Synie, a woman of great
worth and beauty, was a niece of Robertson the
historian. Brougham received his educatiim at
the High School and at the university of Edin-
burgh. He gave early promise of future al)ility,

some scientiiic papers written l)v him at the age
of eighteen finding admission to the Transactions
of the Royal Society. In 1800 he was admitted
to the Scotch bar ; in 1802 he heljied to found
the Edinfiiirrjh Ileriew (q.v.), to whose first

twenty numbers he contributed eighty articles.

His Liberal views shut him out from the hope of

promotion in Scotland, ami a character whicli he
had acquired for eccentricity and indiscretion

excluded him from all legal practice, excejjt the

unremunerative practice of the criminal courts.

In 1805 he settled in London; in 1806 was for

three months secretary to a mission to Lisbon ; and
in 1808 was called to the English bar.

In London he first made his mark at the bar

of the House of Commons as counsel for the Liver-

pool merchants who petitioned against the Orders

in Council. Shortly after, in 1810, he entered

parliament, and four months later brought in and
carried his first public measure—an act making
])articipation in the slave-trade felony. He was
welcomed by the opposition leaders, to whose
party he had attached liimself, as a most powerful

assistant in their attacks upon the government.

In 1812 he succeeded in carrying the repeal of the

obnoxious Orders in Council, and then ventured

to contest the nienibershii) for Liverpool against

Canning. He was defeated, and remained without
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<a seat till 181(5, when he was retuineil for AVin-

chelsea, and ajjain became an active meniher of

the opposition. By this time he had also estah-

lished some reputation in the courts of law. He
never, indeed, acquired a very lar<;e i)ractice, but

lie repeatedly distin<,'uished liiniself liy speeches

of jrreat vi;.;our and ability in the defence of persons

prosecuted for libel by the crown. His most
famous appearance as an advocate, however, was
in defence of Queen Caroline ( 1820). His eloquence
and boldness, though they forfeited for him the
favour of the crown, gained him that of the
people, and for the ten years between 1820 and
1830 Brougham was the pojjular idol. He made
no bad use of his power. In 1822 he used it,

though in vain, in support of a scheme of national

education ; .and to his activity was due, in great
measure, the estaldishment of tlie London Uni-
versity, of the first Mechanics" Institute, and of

the Society for the Diffusion of L'^seful Knowledge.
In 1830 he delivered a jio^verful speech against
slavery, and in consequence of it—so he himself
believed—was invited to stand, and returned, as

member for the great popular constituency of the
county of York. The aristocratically disposed
Whigs would, had they dared, have excluded
Brougham from the Reform ministry ; but, in

addition to his enormous popularity, he A\as

virtually their leader in debate in the Ccjmmons,
and thus, in spite of his unmanageableness, was
indispensable. After various intrigues he was
offered, and was persuaded, to accept a peerage
and the chancellorship. He took his seat in the
Lords in November 1830, and assisted materially in

carrying the Reform Bill through that house. But
his arrogance, self-confidence, and eccentricities,

which sometimes verged on insanit.\% rendered
him as unpopular with his colleagues as he Avas

on the bench. He went out with the Whig
government in 1834, and on its reconstruction
five months later, found himself quietly shelved.

He never held office again, never thenceforth
exerted any appreciable influence on any great
political movement, thougli still as before he
continued to forward every measure for social

progress, and was founder of tlie Social Science
Association (1857).

It is as a law-reformer tluit Brougham will be
best remembered. He took up Konully's uncom-
pleted task of carrying into practice the ameliora-

tions suggested l>y Bentham. His efforts in this

direction began as early as 1816, when he intro-

duced into parliament a liill to remove various

defects in the law of liliel. In 1827, in a
memorable six hours' speech, he enumerated the
defects in nearly every branch of English law,

and made proposals for dealing with law-reform
on a proper scale. These, as might have been
expected, met with little encouragement. It has
been the fortune of many of his measures to ])e

carried afterwards, in a mutilated form, by other
hands. After he left office, Brougham also suc-

cee<led in carrying various reforms in the l.aw,

among which may be noted some very e.xtensive

changes in the law of evidence. His acts and
bills, as well those regarding the slave-trade,

education, and other public questions, as those
touching on law-reform, were collected and ])ub-

lished by Sir J. E. Eardley Wilmot (18r)7). The
large volume they form is the most fitting monu-
ment that could be preserved of the activity,

perseverance, and public spirit of the man.
As an orator, more especially as a tlebater in

parliament. Brougham was, among tlie men of his

time, inferior only to fanning. He was wont,
however, to indulge in his si)eeclies in too large
an adnnxture of exciting elements ; argument
was mingled with fiery declamation ; ridicule,

sarcasm, invective, were freely used ; anil these
he dealt out with a vehemence and energy that
at times carried him far beyond l»ounds. The
power of ready, rapid, and forcible diction was
pre-eminently liis. In many other fields besides
oiatory he won a high reputation. He cultivated
mathematical and i)hysical science, and ventured
upon the domains of metaphysics, history, theology,
even romance. His miscellaneous writings are
upon an almost incredible variety of subjects,
and. numbering 133, fill 11 vols, in the collected
edition ( 18.55-61 ; 2d ed. 1873). They were, how-
ever, intended more to serve purposes of the
moment, than as jjermanent additions to our litera-

ture : and thougli tliey disj)]ay gi-eat powers of
rapid comprehension and nervous clear exj^osition,

it cannot be said that we are indebted to their
author for any new truths in ]iolitics or morals, or
any original disco\eries in science.

While not engaged in parliament, Brougham
chiefly resided at Cannes, in the south of France,
where he had built a chateau in 1835, and where he
died 7th May 1868. Two daughters had long pre-

deceased him, and the title passed to his brother
William (1795-1886). Brougliam's memoir of his
own Life and Times (3 vols. 1871) was written
in extreme old age, and is very untrustworthy.
Peacock hit him ofl' well in CrafrJict Casflc as ' the
learned frien<l ;" and Rogers remarked of him, as
he once was leaving Panshanger, ' Tliere goes
Solon, Lycurgus, Demosthenes, Archimedes, Sir
Isaac Newton, Lord Chesterfield, and a great many
more in one post-chaise.' O'Connell's gibe, on
Brougham's elevation to the Avoolsack, was less

kindly :
' If Brougham knew a little of law, he

would know a little of everything.'

BroilglltOIl, RiiODA, a popular novelist, was
the daughter of a clergyman, and was born 29th
November 1840. One of her first novels, and per-

haps her best, is Not Wisely hut Too Well ( 1867 ).

Others are Cometh up as a Flower (1867), Red as
a Bosr is Slir (1870), A'wiry ( 1873), Joan (1876),
Belinda ( 1883 ), Doctor Cupid {IHS6 ), Alas! (1890),^!
Beginner ( 1894), Scylla and Charijbdis ( 1895), Dear
Faustina (1897), f/ic Game and^flie Candle (1899).

Her later works are not her best. Her plots are
usually but ill constructed, her cynicism is shallow
and unreal, and her stories too often contain equiv-
ocal situations unjustified by dramatic necessity ;

but the work shows a vigorous individuality, and
the style is clever and graphic, though too often

marred by a vulgarity that seems in grain. ' In
Miss Broughton's determination not to be mawkish
or missish,' s.ays Mr Trollope, 'she has made her
ladies do and say things which ladies would not
do and say.' Her heroines need not be so often

plain, so often extravagantly worship or detest their

parents, ncn- take such an unconscionable time in

flying; while her abuse of italics and the present

tense are devices that are merely monotonous, and
a<ld no strength to the work of so clever a writer.

Bl*011ghty-Fori*y« '^ town of Forfarshire, on
the Firth of Tay, 3^ miles E. of Dumlee. It is

connected with Tayport, in Fife, by a railway-ferry

over the firth, here a mile broad, which, before the
opening of the Tay Bridge, to the westward, formed
the chief connection between Edinburgh and Fife

Avith Dundee. Many Dundee merchants occupy
fine villas at Broughty-Ferry, and it enjoys all the
amenities of a favourite "watering-place. On the
shore stands a castle, Avhich, built in 1498, Avas

held by the English 1547-50. In 1860-61 it Avas

repaired as a defence for the TaA\ Pop. (1861)
3513; (1891)9256.

Broussil^ Brusa, or Boursa, the ancient

Prusa, Avherethe kings of Bithynia usually res id e<l,

situated in Asiatic Turkey, at the foot of Mount
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<Jlympus, in Asia Minor, 13 miles S. of tlie Sea of

Mannora. Broussa is pleasantly situated, fating
a Iteautiful and luxuriant plain. The water-
supply is good, and water Hows down the centre of

some of the streets, which are clean, hut for the
m(*st part narrow and dark, and tlie hazaars very
good. It contains ahout ^(M) nios(jues, some of

which are very tine huildings, also three (Jreek
churches, an Armenian and .several synagogues.
The old cjtailel stands on a rock in the centre

i

of the town. IJoth •ireek> and .Vrnienians have
an arclihishop here. The silks of Hnnissa are ninch
esteemed, hut the proiluction of the silk-factories,

many of which are in tiie haiid> of Eurojieans, has
fallen otl". Wine is largely iiro<luced liy the (ireeks,

and fruit is exported ; carpets and tai>estry are also

maile. As cai>ital of a vilayet (often called Khoda-
vendighiar), nrous.sa is the otticial residence of a
Turkish pasha, and the seat of a Turkish trihunal.
Brous.sa is suhject to frequent carllKpiakes. In
a.ncient times it was famous for its thermal hatiis,

which are still much esteemed : they are sulphur-
ous, and spring out of the tlank of .Mount (Hympus.
During the terrihie eartlupiakes of 1855, thev
ceased for a time to llow, hut soon returned with
a fuller current tlian Itefore. Meerschaum clay is

also oht.'iined from a iiiil in the vicinity. Prusa is

-said to have Keen l)uilt 1»\ I'rusias, king of
\

Hithynia. It was plundered hy the Saracens in
]

950, hut retaken and fortilied. Tlie sultan
Othman l)esieged it in 1.S17 ; ami in l.S"27 his son
Orkhan, the secoml emperor of Turkey, captured
it, and made it tiie capital of his empire, and it

<;ontin)ied s(» until the taking of ( 'onstantinople hy
.Mohammed 11. in 145.S. 'I'iie lirst six sultans of

the (Utoman empire are huried here. Ihrahim
Piwha occupied tlie city in 1833 ; Alwl-el-Kader
found refuge here from 18.V2-55. The population
of Hroussa amounts to ahout 37.(H>0 soul>, of whom
oOCMJ are tJreeks.

Broiis.suis, Fi;.\N<;ni.s .Ioski-ii N'lcrnij, the

founder of ;i tlieory of nieilicine, was liorn at St
Malo, 177"2, and >erved as a surgeon in I lie navy
and army. In ls2n he was appointed professor at

tiie military lio-pital of \'al-de-(;race. In 1830 he
became profosor of (Jeiicral I'athology in the

Academy of Medicine in Paris, and afterwards was
nia<le a memher of the Institute. He died at Vitry

in 18.38. His peculiar views are fully explained

in his chief wmk—the J-J.inni'ii <lc l<t Doctriin:

Mcdii-fdc Cciirriilmiriit Adi>i>to- (181G), which
as.serts the following principles : that life is sus-

tained only hy excitation or irritation ; that this

excitation may he either too stum'^ (siirciritfitiun)

or too weak (('ifi/iiiniu'r). These ahnormal con-

ditions at lirst manifest themselves in a specihc

organ of the In^dy, hut afterwards, liy .sympathy,

are extemled to other organs, as in fever— i.e. all

disea.ses are originally /oni/, and heconie ijcnvraj

only by sympathy of the several organs. His
theory and practice, wliicii strongly resemble the

Brunonian system of dohn Brown (tpv.), gained

man_\ adhfients in Fiance, who took the name of

the I'iiysi(dogifa! School."

Broussoiietia. See Milhkkrv.

BroilWOl* (sometimes written IIi:.\r\VKR),

Alii:iAN. a Dutch painter, was horn at Oiidemude
<now in Belgium) in M^b or HXMi, of extremely

i»(M)r parents, studied at Haarlem under Franz

Hals, and about \iVM) .settled at Antwerp. Here,

under tiie intluence of Kubens, wiio tlionglit liighly

of him, he attained to great briiliancy of colour;

and from tiie beginning he hail sliown great

power of strong and graphic ciiaracterisatioii. His

favourite subjects were scenes from tavern life,

country merrymakings, card-playeix, smoking and

drinking groups, and roLsterei-s generally. His life

wa.s dissipated and embarrassed by debt ; and he
died of the i)lague in an Antwerp hospital in 1638,

not yet thirty-three years of age. His intluence

was marked on Teniers the younger, \'an Ostade,
and othei-s. His best pictures are at Munich, St
Petersburg, Madrid, Dresden, and Vienna. See
Lives bv Schmidt (Leip. 1873) and Bode (Vienna,
1884).

Bro>Vll, Moi'NT, in the Bocky Mountains, near
the soune of the ("olunihia River, and on the borders
of British Columbia and Alberta, is 16,000 feet high.

Bl*0>VIl, Ch.mm.ks BiuX'KOEN, an American
novelist, of Quaker ancestry, was born at Piiila-

delphia, January 17, 1771. After abortive studies
in law lie adoi>ted literature as a profession, the
lii-st American to do so. Wicland (1798), the
earliest of liis lictions, was followed in 1799 by
Onimiid, or the Smrt Jl'ifiuss, in wliicli the char-

acter of Constantia Dudley was greatly admired
by Shelley. Other novels were : Art/iia- Mr/ri/n,

or Mcitiuirs of the Year 1793—the fatal year
of yellow-fever in Piiiladelphia; Juff/ar Hinit/i/,

or the Adceiditres of n Sleep-tnillcer (1801);
Clara Hoirard (1801); and Jane Talbot (1804).

He died of consuniittion, February 22, 1810.

Brown liail great imaginative and psychological
ingenuity. He invents incidents and analyses
feelings with remarkable subtlety, but liis success
is marred by lack of reality and extravagance. As
a novelist he owed much to (iodwin. A Life of

Brown by W. Dunlap was pielixed to the edition

of his novels in 7 vols. (Boston, 1827); there is

another edition in vols. ( Pliiiadelpliia, 1857); re-

issued, 1887). See Life by W. H. Prescott (1834).

Brown, Fohd M.vdox, historical nainter, cme
of the most intellectual, forcil)le, ana unconven-
tional artists of our time, grand.son of the founder
of the Brunonian system of medicine, was born at
Calais in 1821. His earlier stu<Iies were conducted
mainly at Antwerp, under BaKJii Wapjiers, who,
in his turn, had been inlluenccd by tiie Boiiiantic

school of France ; ami, after a brief ]>eriod spent
in jiortrait-painting in England, lie resided fortliree

years in Paris, where he prodiue<l his ' Manfred on
the Jungfrau' ( 1841 ), and ' Parisina's Sleep' ( 1842),
works intensely dramatic in feeling, but sombre in

colouring. In 1844-45 lie contributed three sub-

jects to the Westminster cartoon competitions,
preliminary to the mural decoration of tiie Hou.ses
of Parliament, winks praise<l by Haydon, though
they gained no prize ; and one of them was earned
out in 1861 as an oil-picture, titled ' Willeimus
Conquistator,' one of the most digniheil and monu-
mental of the artists productions. A visit to Italy

about 1845 led him to seek greater variety and
richness of colouring, and its results were seen in

•Wyclif reading his Translation of the Scriptures

to .John of Caunt' (1848), and 'Chaucer reciting

his Poetry at the Court of F:dward III.' (1851).

.Vlready liis art had been developing new aims,

which demanded fiesli methods for their expres.sion ;

and gradually he formed a style characterised by
great originality, force, and directness, nuich in

liarmony witii that of tiie Pre-Kapiiaelites, and, in

point of time, anticipating tlieir ettbrts. In 18.50

lie was a contributor of verse, prose, and design

to tlie Pre-Bajihiiejite magazine the (iirni, and in

ills youth KosscLti worked in his studio. Among the

most important works in his fully develojied manner
are 'Cordelia and Lear,' 'Christ washing Peter's

Feet,' ' Work,' ' Tlie Last of England,' ' Romeo and
.Inliet,' 'The Entombment," 'Cromwell dictating tiie

Vaudois Despatch to Milton,' and, in landscape,

tlie ' English Summer .\ftenionii.' In 1865 he held

an exiiihition of Ids collected works in London,

the interesting and valuable descriptive catalogue

of wliicli was written by himself. He was known to
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some extent as a book-illustrator, ami amonrt liis

designs for stained glass are the windows of St
Oswald's, Durliuni. From 1879 till a few months
before his death—which took jiiace on the Gth
October 1S93— he was engaged upon a great series of

twelve subjects from local history for the town-hall
of Manchester. They are executed by the Gambier-
Parry process, the earlier works oeing painted
directly upon the prepared surface of the walls,

and some of the later upon canvas.—His son,

Olivek .Maddx Drown, author and artist, was
born at Finchley, '20tli January 1855. At the age
of twelve he executed a water-colour subject

—

' Margaret of Anjou and the Robber '—of very con-
siderable merit; two years later his ' Chiron ' was
shown at the Dudley Exhibition ; in 1870 his eques-
trian ' Exercise ' found a place on the line in the
Koyal Academy : and already two of his designs,
'The Deformed Transformed ^ and 'Mazeppa,' had
been engraved. In 1871-7'2 he wTote Iiis first

novel, published in an altered and mutilated form
in 1878, under the title of Gabriel Dencer, and
reprinted in original form and under its first title

of The Black Sican in his Literary Remains ( 1876).
As the work of a lad under seventeen, it is a
marvellous production. The tales of The DiraJe
Bliith and Hebditch's Legacy, with some minor
narrative pieces, were left incomplete at the time
of their author's death. As a poet he was no less

precocious. At the age of fourteen he had written
several remarkable sonnets ; and from time to time
he produced lyrics and other fragments in which
the dominant note is that same passionate inten-
sity which IS the main characteristic of his fiction.

His promising career was cut short ; he died of
blood-poisoning on the oth November 1874.

See a life of the father by Ford Ma.lox Huefier (lS93i,
and of the son by J. H. Ingram (1883).

Bro'Wll, Sir George, British general, was born
at Linkwood, near Elgin, in 1790, and entered the
army in 1806. He served through the Peninsular
campaig^n (1808-13), and in 181-1 joining Ross's
expedition against the United States, was wounded
at the battle of Bladensburg, and obtained his
lieutenant-colonelcy. In the Crimean war (1854-
55) he commanded the Light Division, and was
severely wounded at Inkermann. In 1855 he was
created a G.C.B., and in 1856 was gazetted ' General
for distinguished service in the Held.' In 1860 he
became commander-in-chief in Ireland, and he died
at Linkwood, 27th August 1865.

Brown, George Loring, American ai-tist,

born in Boston, 2d February 1814, spent more than
twenty years in the art-centres of Europe, and
returned to America in 1860 with a high reputa-
tion as a landscape-painter. His works include
American and Italian landscapes of considerable
merit, among the more important being ' The
Crown of New England' (1861), purchased by the
Prince of AVales ;

' Niagara by Moonlight '
( 1876) ;ami \ enetian .scenes. He died 25th June 1889.

Brown, Henry Kirke, sculptor, born at
Leyden, Massachusetts, in 1814. He studied for
some years in Italy, and returning in 1846, settled
at Brooklyn, where he execute<l the first bronze
statue ever cast in America. Besides several
subjects in marble, his notable works include
statues of Lincoln in Brooklyn and New York, an
equestrian statue of General'Scott in Washington,
and a colossal equestrian statue of General
Washington in Union Square, New York. He
died July 10, 1886.

Brown, John, of Haddington, author of the
Self-intcrpretinrj Bible, was born in 1722 at Car-
1K)W, near Abernethy, Perthshire. A poor weaver's
child, at the age of eleven he lost both father and
mother, and himself shortly afterwards all but died

of four fevers. His schooling was scanty ; but, as
a herd-boy on the Tayside hills, he studied Greek,
Latin, and Hebrew with such success that the
neighbours declared he had dealings with the evil

one. Once, after ftdding his tlock, he .set ott" for St
Andrews, 24 miles away, and stood the next morn-
ing in a bookseller's sho}), impiiring the price of a
( Jreek Testament. The man laughed at him ; but
a professor, who was in, said he would give him
one if he could read a verse. Ay, could he ; and
so the Testament was his. Then he turned pedlar,
a pedlar like him in AN'ordsworth's Excursion ; dur-
ing the "45 served in the Fife militia ; and from
1747 to 1750 was a schoolmaster at Gairney Bridge,
near Kinross, and at the Spittal, near Penicuik.
The vacations were devotetl to theological study
in connection with the Associate Burgher Synod ;

and in 1751, having the year before been licensed
to preach, he Mas called to the congi'egation at
Haddington. He was a man of great learning,
knowing Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac,
Persic, and Ethiopic, French, Spanish, Dutch,
German, and Italian ; open-handed, on a stipend
of from £40 to £50 a year ; not narrow-minded, the
age and his statit)ii considered ; a kindly humorist,
though harrowing self-doubts tormented him all

his life through ; and a powerful preacher, witness
David Hume s well-known remark :

' That's the
man for me, he means what he says ; he speaks as
if Jesus Christ was at his elbow.' In 1768 he
accepted the unsalaried Burgher chair of Divinity ;

in 1784 he refused the pastorate of the Dutch
Church at New York ; and on 19th June 1787 he
died at Haddington. Of his twenty-seven ponder-
ous works, published between 1758 and 1804, and
dealing with the Scriptures, church history, ike,

the most widely known are the Dictionary of the
Bible (1768) and the Self-interpreting Bible (2 vols.

1778), whose object was 'to condense within a
reasonable space all the information Avhich the
ordinary reader may find necessary for attaining
an intelligent and practical knowledge of the
sacred oracles.' See his Memoirs and Select Re-
mains, edited by the Rev. W. Brown (Edin. 1856).

John Broayn, D.D., his grandson, was son of
the Rev. John Brown of Whitburn (1754-1832),
and nephew to the Rev. Ebenezer Brown of Inver-
keithing, whose eloquence amazed Brougham and
Jeffrey. Born in 1784, he studied at Edinlnirgh
L^niversity from 1797 to 1800, and then, not yet
sixteen years old, left home with his father's bless-

ing and a guinea, to keep school for three years at
Elie, meantime attending, during the summer
vacations, the Burgher Theological Hall at Selkirk.

In 1806 he was ordained to a pastorate at Biggar

;

in 1822 accepted a call to Rose Street Church,
Edinl)urgh ; and thence in 1829 was translated to
Broughton Place. Created a D.D. of Jeflerson

College, Pennsylvania, in 1830, he was elected
professor of Exegetical Theology in 1834 ; during
1840-45 was engaged in the vexatious atonement
controversy ; and died 13tii Octo1)er 1858. He
published close upon twenty religious works ; but
for us the interest is in the man himself, strong,

saintly, learned, yet Mith a passion for riding, and
'a steady liking, nay hunger, for a good novel.'

See Dr Cairns's JNleinoir of him (1860), and
especially the letter, appeinled thereto, by his son.

That son, Dr John Brown, the es.sayist, Avas

born at Biggar, 22d Sentembcr 1810. Till' 1822 his

education was undertaken by his father. Mho had
lost his first M'ife in 1816; then, Mhen the family
removed to Edinburgh, the boy had four years at
a classical academy and the High School. In 1826
he entered on the arts course at the university, and
in 1828 on the medical, at the same time becom-
ing pupil and apprentice to Syme, the eminent
surgeon. In 18.33, after a year spent at Chatham
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—the {Treat cholera year—as a sur<,'eon's assistant,

he <:ra«luatetl M.D. , anil at once established a
practice in Eilinhurjih. It never was large, lor lie

was soniethiiijT l»esiiles a ilootor, and nothinj; at all

of a money-getter. His life was quiet and un-
eventful, save that its latter years, all Imt tiie hust

one, were douiled l>y lits of the darkest ilepression.

Tiie end came somewiiat suddenly, liut sweetly, on
11th May 1882. He is buried Ix'side his father
in the New Calton Cemetery. Almost all Dr
John Brown's writings are comi>rised within tluee
volumes—tiie two Horrc Si(h.sccinc ( 'leisure hours,"

1858-61 ), and Juhn hrrh ami other Papers { 1882).

Editors ami publishers had to 'pester' him to

write, for he Wiis distrustful, as few men, of his

powers, l>elieving tiiat ncme should venture to
publish aught ' unless he has something to sav,

and has «lone his best to say it aright.' Herein
lay the secret of liis writing >o little, and of that
little's hyper-e.Kcellenee. Dogs, ohililren, old-world
folk, friends gone before, ami lowland landscapes

—

these are the subjects which he wrote on best ; his

esjMivs on art and medical topics are good, but it is

not W them that he will be remembered. Humour
is the chief feature of his genius—humour with its

twin-sister j)athos ; we find them both at their

liighest perfection in his sketches of ' Italj ' and
' Marjorie'—the uncouth iiiastitl' and the dear deail

child. Then, sileut Minciniioor, tlie Enterkin's

wild p.uss, and peaceful Inchmaliome— lie is to

them what Wordsworth is to Yarrow ; himself to

Yarrow he applied tiiat most exi|uisite epithet,

'fabulosus as ever Hydiisi)es.' Writing of nothing
that he did not know, he wrote, too, of nothing
that lie did not love, or at least did not greatly

care for. Hence ImjiIi tiie lucidity and tlie tender-

ness of liis es-says. Tiiev rank witii Lamb's, and
with Lambs alone in tlie language. See Swin-
burne's Sonnet, Jn/ni Urovn aud his Sister Isabella

(2d ed. 18!Kt), and Ped. lie's lleroUertions ofDr John
Brown (1893).
Samiki. HlCdWN, M.D., chemist, was a grand-

son of Jolin IJniwn of Haddington, and son of

Samuel Hrown, provost of tliat Imigii (1779-

1839), wlio in 181" estaldisiied tlie Ea.st Lotiiian

itinerating liliraries. Horn in 1S17 at Hadding-
ton, he was educated tlicie till 18.S(), wiien lie

entered the E<linburgii Higii School. Tiience in

1832 he i»!i.xsetl on as a mcilical student to tiie uni-

versitv, and, after a visit to St Fetei-sburg ( 1837-

38), gra<luated .M.D. in 1839, but immediately
surrenilered iiimselt to tlie fa.scinatioii of ciieiiiistry.

Tlie dream of liis lifi- was the pn>sibility of recon-

structing the whole science of atuinics, and to its

e.xperimental realisation he devoted his nights and
days witii all the self forgetful ardour of the

medieval alchemist. In 1843 he delivered in Edin-

burgh four memorable lectures on the atomic
theory, but in the same year was unsuccessful in his

candidature for the chair of ('hemistry. His nolile

siiiciMity of nature, his subtlety and versatility of

intellect, and his brilliant conversational powers
endeareil him to a group of friends that included

such ligures as Etlward Forl)es, De C^uincey,

.lellrey, Carlyle, Harriet Martiiieaii, and Emerson.
For some years liis health was uiiceitaiii, and he ilied

at Edinburgii, 20tli September 18.")(}. He was autlior

of tli<» Triitfeili/ of Giililio { ls.-»(»), a monogiaiih on
his father ( l8.-»0i, and two admirable volumes of

Essni/s, Scientific anil Litcrar;/ ( 18.38 ), on Chemistry,

Nature and Man, Christianity, (ieorge Herbert,

David Scott, Physical Puritanism, Magnetism,
Ghosts, \c. See Xorth British llrrietr, Feb. 18o7.

Bro^^ll, .Toiix, M.D., foniKler of the Brunonian
system of medicine, born in 173tt, of itoor jiarents,

in Biinkle jiarisli, Berwickshire, w.as eilucated at tiie

gi-amiiiar-sciio(d of ])uns. At sduiol he was looked
ujKin sus a proiligy, his physical power.- were great,

he i)ossessed strong intelligence, and an extraor-
dinary memory. After acting as teacher and tutor
in Duns and Edinburgh, lie obtained leave from
Monro, professor of Anatomy, and the other iiro-

fessors, to attend ttieir lectures free ; meanwhile lie

was tutor to tiie children of the celebrated Dr Cullen,
and became his a.ssistant in his university lectures.
Conceiving himself sli<dited by Cullen^ he com-
menced giving lectures liiinself upon a new system
of medicine, according to wiiich all diseases are
divideil into the stiienic, or tiio.se depending on an
excess of excitement, and the a.stlienic, those
resulting from a deiiriency of it ; the former to be
removed bv ileljilitating medicines, as opium, and
the latter uy stimulants, sucii tus wine and brandy.
His system, in w iiicli he freely exposed the errors
of former systems, and those of Dr Cidlen, gave
rise to much opposition, but his partisans were
numerous ; for a time his o[>ini()ns had some intlu-

ence, and what was true in liis lectures has been
gradually atlopted in ordinary medical treatment.
in 1779 lie took tiie degree'of M.D. at tiie uni-

versity of St Andrews, and in 1780 nublisiied

his Elementa Me(licina\ He was noted for tiie

freedom with which he wrote and spoke Latin.
A Lite liy Dr Bed<loes of Bristol wa.s ])ielixed

to tiie second edition (2 \-ois. 179.')) of Browns
own Englisii translation. 'Die book w.is reprinteil

on the Continent and in America, and translated
into Fiencii, Italian, and German. He also wrote
On the Present System of Spasm as Taught in the

Unicersitij of Eilinhiirgh (1787), and a Short
Account (f the Old Method of Cure. Being over-
wiielmed with debt, for \\ liicli he was at one time
thrown into prison, in 178tj he removed to London,
wliere he was again in ditlicuities. Just as iii>

prospects had begun to brigiiteii, and as he lia<l

arranged with a [mblisher to produce a work on
gout lor £o(X), with literary \\()rk mapped out for

ten veal's to come, lie was struck down l>y .ai)0])lexy,

of wiiicii he died, 17tli (.>ct(d)er 1788. 'His works
were edited, with a memoir by his son, Dr William
Cullen Brown (3 vols. 1804). The merits and
demerits of the Brunonian .system continued to

be matter of controversy both in Europe and the
colonies long after the death of its founder. Vol.

ii. of Thomson's Life of Cullen (1859) is largely

occupied with a discu.ssion t)f the system ; and
Uii-schel published, in tJerman, a History of the

Brunonian Si/stcni (184G).

Bro>VIl. Jonx, of ( )ssawatomie, abolitionist,

was lK)rn in Torrington, ('onnecticut. May 9,

If^OO. Descended in the sixth copyright isss lu r.s.

generation from Peter Brown, a by j. b. uppincott

M((i(/lauer pilgrim, he jireserved company,

the stern religious eiitiiusiasiu of ids ancestors. In
180") his father, Owen, removed to Hudson, Ohio,
and in 1812 had a contract to supply Hull's army
with beef. John, already a vigorous lad, acconi-

l)anied his father to Detroit, and acquired a hatred

of both war ami slavery. He became a tanner and
land-surveyor, and from 182.") to 1835 lived at Kich-

mond, Pennsylvania, where he was made postmaster,

lieturning t<) Ohio he engage<l in land speculations,

wilicil proved disastrous, and then turned shepherd.

In 184G he removed to Massachusetts, but in 1848

purcliase<l a farm at Nortii Elba, New York. He
wandered much tiirouj,di tlie country in ])rosecution

of anti-slavery enterprises, in which he was assisted

by his family. He was twice married and had
twenty chilflren. In 1854 five of his sons reinoved

from Ohio to Kansas, and he joined them in the

next year after the border conflict had begun.

Brown became a leader in the strife, and two of his

sons Avere arresteil l>y Cnited States cavalry. Soon

after tlie town of Lawrence was sacked by border

lutHans, he ordeie<l five pro-slavery men at Potta-

w atomic to be slain as dangerous. Ossawatomie,
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lirown".s home, was Imined August 30, 18.16, and
his son killed. Wlien the war in Kansas ceased,

Brown began to drill men in Iowa, using rities

wliich had been sent to him from Massacluisetts.

His scheme tlien was to establisli a stronghold in

the monntains of N'irgiiiia as a refuge for runaway
slaves. This plan was disapproved by tlie few to

wliom he mentioned it. and he resumed anti-slavery

work in Southern Kan.sas. In dune 1859 lie hired

a farm near Harper's Ferry, and here gathered
twenty-two men, of whom six were coloured. Boxes
of rifles, pistols, and pikes were also received. On
Sunday night, October Hi, with eigliteen men, he
l)roke into tlie United States armoury in the town
and took several citizens prisoners. On Monday
some lighting took jilace, and Colonel Robert E.

Lee, with a company of marines, arrived from
Washington. Lieutenant J. E. B. Stuart, Avho

accompanied them, recognised Brown, whom he had
met in Kansas. Brown, with six men, now driven
into the engine-house, refused to surrender, and
continued to light until his two sons were killed

and himself se^"erely wounded. Brown was tried

l)y a Virginia court for conspiracy to produce
insurrection, for treason, and for murder. He was
convicted and hanged at Charlestown, Virginia,

December 2, 1859, having sho^^^l the utmost firm-

ness throughout his imprisonment. Four of his

men were executed with him, and t\\o others later

;

six escaped. The raid was investigated by a com-
mittee of the United States .senate. Its full

ettects were not seen until the civil war was over.

Brown's Life has been written by James Kedpatii
(1860) and by F. B. Sanborn (1885).

Brown, Robert, an eminent botanist, the son
of an Ei)iscopal clergyman, was born at Montrose,
Scotland, December 21, 1773, and educated there
and at Marischal College, Aberdeen. While a
student of medicine at the uni\ersity of Edinburgh,
he evinced a strong taste for liotanical studies. He
became, in 1795, ensign and assistant-surgeon in

a Scottish F'encible regiment, with which he went
to Ireland. In 1798 he visited London, and was
introduced to Sir* Josej^h Banks, who gave him the
free use of his collections and library. Devoting
himself to the study of botany, he resigned his

commissions in 1800, and the following year was,
on the recommendation of Sir Joseph Banks, en-

gaged as naturalist in the expedition sent out
under Captain Flinders for the survey of the
Australian coasts. On his return iii 1805 he
brought home nearly four thousand species of

Australian plants, a large proportion of which
were new to science. Soon after, he was elected
an associate and appointed librarian to the
Linnean Society. To the Transactions of the
Edinburgh Wernerian Society, and those of the
Linnean Society, he contributed memoirs on
Asclepiade<e and Proteacea', and i)ublished Pro-
(Iromus Flone Nome Hollandicc ct Insidcc Van
Diemen (vol. i. 1810); a supplement to tiiis work
appeared in 1830, relating to the Protcarra; only.
He also wrote the General Remai'ls on Botany,
attached to the narrative of Cajjtain Flinders'
expedition (1814). His adoption of the natural
system of Jussieu led to its general substitution in
place of the Linnean method. Brown's numerous
memoirs in Transactions of societies, and otlier
contributions to botanical science, secured for uni-
versal approval the title conferred on him by
Alexander von Humboldt of ' facile princeps botani-
conim.' In 1810 Brown received the charge of
tlie library and splendid collections of Sir Joseph
P.anks, which in 1827 were transferred to the
liritish Museum, when he was appointed keeper
of tlie botanical dei)artment in that establishment.
in 1811 he was elected F.R.S. ; in 1832, D.C.L. of
Oxford ; and in 1833 was elected one of the foreijin

associates of the Acatlemy of Sciences of the In-

stitute of France. In 1839 the Royal Society
.awarded him their Copley medal. Sir Robert
Peel granted him a ])ension on the Civil List of

f20() a year. He was ])resident of the Linnean
Society from 1849 to 185.3. Darwin thought him
' chieliy renuirkable for the minuteness of his

observatitms, and their perfect accuracy. His
knowledge was extraordinarily great;' much of

it died with him, however, owing to his morbid fear
of committing himself to mistakes. BroAAii died in

London, June 10, 1858. A collected edition of

Brown'sworks was published in Germany in 1825-34.

The Ray Society in 1866-68 reprinted liis complete
works, except the Prodronuis, under the editorship
of Mr J. J. Bennett. See Botany.

Brown, Thomas, a Scottish metaphysician,
born in 1778 at the manse of Kirkmabreck, Kirk-
cudbrightshire, went to Edinburgh in 1792, and
for several years attended the university, though
without ever completing the arts curriculum. He
began the study of the law, but shortly abandoned
it for medicine, and became in 1806 the partner
of Dr Gregory in his large practice. His strong
bent, however, was for literature and pliilosophical

speculation. At the age of twenty lie hau pub-
lished a lefutation of Darwin's Zoonomia, and he
contributed at the outset to the Edinburgh Revieiv.

In 1804 appeared his essay on Cause and Effect, in

which he holds that there is nothing in a cause
but the fact of immediate and invariable ante-

cedence to the change called its effect. Dugald
Stewart, professor of Moral Philosophy in the
university, being obliged, from bad health, to

retire in 1810, Brown was appointed colleagTie

and successor, which office he continued to dis-

charge till his death during a visit to London,
2d April 1820. He was jjopular as a pro-

fessor ; and his Lectures, published after his death,

reached its 19th edition in 1851, although the
book has now fallen into neglect. He also wTote
a good deal of rather indifferent poetiy. Brown
attempted to overtuin the jisychological system
of his predecessors, Reid and Stewart, and to

substitute a new and simplified scheme of mental
phenomena. The greater part of this new philo-

sophy was the production of his first session as

professor, the writing of each lecture being begmn
on the evening previous to its delivery. A philo-

sophic system thus improvised could not be but
crude and inconsistent, however acute and imagina-
tive its author might be. F'rom their subtlety

and originality his works were valuable in their

time, as suggesting and advancing the solution

of many problems ; but the lack of a coherent
system, due to their incompletion, will largely

account for their having been superseded by
later writings. BrowTi's chief contribution to

psychology is the establishment of a sixth or

muscular sense.

Brown, Tom, ' of facetious memory ' in Addi-
son's phrase, was born at Shiffnal, Shropshire, in

166.3. His studies at Christ Church, Oxford, Avere

most probably cut short by his irregularities, but
are remembered by his clever extempore transla-

tion and application to Dr ¥e\\, the dean of Christ
Church, of^ Martial's epigram, ' Non anio te,

Sabidi:' 'I do not love thee, Dr F^ell, the reason
why I cannot tell.' After a few years of teaching
at Kingston-on-Thames, he settled in London,
where he made an uncert.ain living by writing
satirical poems and pamphlets, many of them
remarkable more for their vigimr and scurrility

than their wit. He is principally interesting now
as the assailant of much Ijetter men than himself,

among them Drv'den, Sherlock, Tom Durfey, and
Sir Ricliard Blackmore. He lived a shifty and
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ILsreputable life, ami dieil l(>tli June 1704, being
tittin;,'ly lmrie<l near Ids frienil. Mrs Afra Behn.
His works were collected into :^ vols. ( 1707 !S ).

Brown. Sii: William, fouii<lcr of the Liver-
poo] Free LiKrary, was liorn at Hallyniena, County
Antrim, in 17S4, and saile<l in ISOf) with his parents
for Baltimore, I'.S. lieturnin;,' in 1809, he estab-
lished at Liverpool a branch of his father's linen
business, and laid the foundation of one of the
largest mercantile firms in the world. A liberal
reformer and aide advocate of a decimal coinage,
he took a prominent part in local and public aflairs,

and unceiusingly jiromoted the education of the
people. In ls44 he vainly contested South Lanca-
shire, but wii> returned for it in 184(5, and was thrice
afterwards re-elected. In 18o7, at a cost to him.self
of f40,(KH», he founded the Free Public Library of
Liverp<K)l, and in I8r)9 he raised a corps of volun-
teer artillery. He was made a banmet in 1863,
and died lid March 18G4, leaving a fortune of
t!»<Ml,(HMi personalty.

Brown Coal. See Li(;mte.

Browne, <'hahlk.s Fakkar, American humor-
ist, eiiiuinoidy known by his pseudonym ' Arte-
mu> Ward," wjis born in Water- copyrijht isss in us.
f(»rd, Maine, '26th April 18;}4. Hav- by j. b. upi.tncott

ing learned tyi>e-setting in a news- Company,

paper-ottice at Skowhegan. Maine, he soon re-

moved to Boston. aiCd thence to Toledo and
Cleveland. Meantime he had become a reporter
and contributor to the new.-^jjapers. In 1858, under
the style of ' Artemus Ward, showman,' he wrote
for the CUvIkiuI riniiiikidcr a <lescrii»tioa of an
Imaginary travelling menagerie. This was followed
by letters profes.sedly from the same source, in

which grote-^que sj»elling an<l an irie.\tri<'able inter-

weaving of busine.s.s putlerj- ami moralising served
to convey sound sense and shrewd satire. The
letters were widely circulated, and the author was
invited to a share in the edit<irship of a new comic
paper, Vanitij Fair, in New York. In the stress of

war times the nsvjier failed, after a brilliant career,

and in Decemner 18(jl 'Artemus Ward' entered

the lecttire field. Cnder the title. The Bahis in the

Wiiinf, he delivered a telling .satire on the dull

twaddle which had been impose<l on the pul>lic by
pompous bores. Such was its success that a
theatrical manager in California telegraphed to

him, ' Wiiat will you take for forty niglits in Cali-

fornia? Answer immediately.' His prompt reply,
' Brandy-and-water," assured him a welcome among
the miners. Making his way thither by stage-

coa<'li over the plains and Rocky Mountains,
' Ward ' hail .some exiterience with the Indians, and
especially with the Mormons, ' whose religion,' he

afterwarils explained, ' is sing\ilar, but their wives

are |dnral.' As an adjunct to his lectures on these

attraetive topics, he got a panorama, whose artistic

wretche<lness funiished oc<'Jision for countless jokes.

In 1864 the lecturer was di.sabled by jmlmonarj-

consumption. In 1866, having rallied somewhat,

he went to England, where he was received in the

most friendly manner. He contributed to Punch,

still in the character of 'the genial sho\yman.' In

November he opened the exliibitioii of his pano-

rama in F^gyjitian Hall in London, and achieved

grejit iK)i)ularity as a representative of American
hunumr. Though the seal of death was on his

features, he did not abate any of his quaint origi-

nality and amusing .satire. HLs keen observation

and graphic revelation of human nature stood forth

from a background of truisms, which removeil for

a time anv suspicion that the satire was aimed at

the audience. In F'ebniary 1867 Browne went for

the benefit of his health to the Isle of Jersey, but

returned to die at Southamj)ton, England, 6th

March 1867. He was deeply beloved by his a,sso-

ciates, and tenderly tlevoted to his mother, to whom
he left a modest competence. His writings were
gathered into .several volumes: Arfimus Ward,
His Book (186'2); Artemus Ward, His Panorama
( 1865) ; Artemus Wttrd among the Mormons ( 1866)

;

Artemus Ward in Enr/land (1867).

Browne. Kiavakh Hakuld, divine, was born
6th March 1811, at Morton House, Bucks, and
educated at Eton, and at Emmanuel. Cambridge.
He became fellow and tutor, professor of Hebrew
at Lampeter (1841), and of Divinity at Cambridge
(1854), Bishop of Ely (1864), ami of Winchester
(1S73). His works (•om])rise several volumes of
sermtms, a book on tiie Pentateuch, and the Er-
position of the T/iirfi/-ni)ic Articles (1S50; 13th ed.

1887). He died 1 7th December 1891. See his Life
by Dean Kitchin (1895).

Browne, Hablut KNUiirr, artist, the 'Phiz'
of many clever and humorous book-illustrations,
was born at Kennington, Surrey, loth June 1815.

He early showeil a strong taste for drawing, and
was ap]>renticed to Finden ; but the laborious
methods of line-engraving were little to his taste,

and he took to the freer processes of etching and
water-colour painting, and in 183.S gained a medal
from the Society of Arts for an etching of 'John
(Jilj)in." In 1836 Browne succeeded Seymour and
K. W. Bu.ss as ilhistrator of Dickens's Pivhrirk,
competing successfully against Th.ackeray for the
work ; and he soon enjoyed a rejiutation which wa.s

contintied and preserved by his designs to \icho/as
Xicldeby, Master JIumj/hrei/'s Clock, Martin
('huzzleuit, Douihey, Darid Copperfield, Bleak
Houar, Little Dorr it, and .1 Tale of Two Cities.

He also illustrated many of Lever's and several of

Ainsworth's novels. He laboureil for thirty yeare
with unceasing activity, save for occasional breaks
during the hunting-season, and a little travel. In
1867 he was struck with j)aralysis; he died at West
Brighton, 8th July 188'2. His son, AV. Gordon
Browne, is also known as a book-illustrator. See
Life, by D. C. Thonis<m (1884).

Browne, Bohkht, f<junder of the Brownists,
was born about l.").")() at Tolethorjie, Rutlandshire,
and after graduating at Cambridge in 157'2, w;us

a .schoolmaster in L«jndon, and an open-air preacher.

In 1580 he began to attack the order and discipline

of the Established Church, and soon after formed a
distinct chunii on congregational princij)les at
Norwich. Committed by Bishop FVeake to tiie

custody of the sherill', he was released through the
influence of his kinsman. Lord Burghley ; but in

1581, with his followers, was obliged to take refuge

at Middelburg, in Holland. In 1584 he returned,
viA Scotland, to F^ngland, and reconciling himself
to the Established Church, in 1.586 became master
of Stamford grammar-school, in 1591 rector of

Achurch, N<ntliamptonshire. Of a very violent

temjter, he was, when eighty years old, sent to

Northampton jail for an assault on a constable,

and in jail he died about 1633. The Brownists
continued, notwithstanding their leader's defection,

to subsist as a sej)arate s('ct for some time both in

Holland (among the English there) and in England.
From Holland many of them sailed for America in

1670, the rest being absorbed in the Presbyterian
Church in 1701 ; in England, they may be said to

have given biitii to the Imlependents or Congrega-
tional ists.

Browne, Sir Thomas, author of the Religio

Medici, was l)orn in London, October 19, 1605,

the son of a n)ercer of good family at Uj'ton in

Cheshire. His father died early, and his mother
married again, leaving her .son to the care of a
rapacious guardian ^\ho seems to have made inroads

upon his ward's fortune of £6000. He was educated
at Winchester College and at Broadgate Hall (now
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Pembroke College), Oxford, graduating B.A. in

1626 ami M.A. in 16*29. He next studied medicine,
travelled in Ireland, France, and Italy, continued
his medical studies at Monti)ellier and I'adua,

graduated as Doctor of Medicine at Leyden alioiit

1633, and at Oxford in 1637, settling the same year
at Norwich. He lived calmly throughout the
troubles of the Civil War ; maintained an active

correspondence with some of the most learned
antinuaries and scientists of his time, as Evelyn,
Duguale, Elias Ashinole, and Kay the naturalist

;

and was knighted by Charles II. on his visit to

Norwich in 1671. He had nuirrieil Dorothy
Mileham in 1641, and his domestic letters that
have been preserved give glimpses of a home-life
of singular happiness. Of his twelve children, but
one son and three daughters survived him. He
died on the day on whicli he had completed his

seventy-seventh year, 10th October 1682, and was
buried in the church of St Petei"s Mancroft, where
his ootthi was acciilentally discovered l)y some
workmen in 1840. The skull, which was Avell

preserved, was ' knav'd out of its grave ' and jdaced
in the hospital-museum—a ' tragical abomination'
that the men of Norwich might well have spared
their greatest citizen.

Sir Thomas Browne's greatest work is his

earliest, the licligio Medici^ written about 1635
at Shipden Hall near Halifax, after his return
from his travels, when his life was still a ' miracle
of thirty years.' He tells us in the preface that it

was composed ' at leisurable hours ' for his ' private
exercise and satisfaction,' and that 'the intention
was not publick.' Two surreptitious editions pub-
lished in 1642 obliged the author to issue an
authorised edition in 1643. The book did not need
Sir Kenelm Digby's ' observations ' to make it at
once famous if not popular. It was translated
into Latin, and had the honour to be inserted in

the Index Expurfjatoviits. Certain passages gave
rise to much undeserved misrepresentation of

its author's religious opinions, although, as Dr
Johnson says, ' it is no difficult task to replace him
among the most zealous professors of Christianity.

'

The book indeed is a kind of confession of faith,

though it is more of a contribution to piety than to
faith. It is the spiritual self-revelation of a nature
of rare beauty and attractiveness, and the sympa-
thetic reader is startled by occasional passages that
reveal a depth of insight into the dim mysteries
of the spiritual life that seems as unconscious as it

is unexpected. ' Wingy mysteries in divinity and
airy subtleties in religion ' had ever a strange charm
for the speculative side of Browne's intellect. He
loves to abandon his mind to a full sense of the
mysterious in religion. ' There are not impos-
sibilities enough,' he says, ' in religion for an active
faith. ... I love to lose myself in a mystery, to
pursue my reason to an altitudo!' The book,
moreover, reseals a lofty toleration for conditions
of life and opinion widely different from the author's
own, and a rare width of spiritual sympathy,
extending even to virtuous heathens and to those
ceremonies which ' misguided zeal terms super-
stition.' It is startling to find such a sentence as
the following in a seventeenth-century writer

:

' Persecution is a bad and indirect way to plant
religion. It hath been the unhappy inethod of
angry devotion.' Unfortunately, the "^clear-sighted
thinker was not in all jioiiits before his time. He
makes avowal here of bis belief in the existence of
witches, and a pitiful commentary on this was his
opinion given at the request of' the Lord Chief-
justice, Sir Matthew Hale, during the trial of
two women for witchcraft at Bury St Ednninds
in 1664, which doubtless helpeil to send the un-
happy victims to their doom.

Sir Thomas Browne's next woik was Pscndo-

doxia Ej)i'dimica, or Enquiries into very monij
received tenets and commonly presumed truths,

u-hivh c.ramined prot'C but Vul<iiir and Common
Errors (1646), a strange amalgam of humour,
acuteness, and credulity. This is by far the largest

and most elaborate of his wor'hcs, yet even it is

entirely discursive and occasional. It contains the
most remarkable out-of-the-way learning, lightened
up Ijy grave humour ; here and there a really acute
scientific renuirk alternating with a laboured and
serious discussion of such old pojjular opinions
about natural objects as have long since i)assed
into absurdities.

In 1658 ai)peared Hydriotaphia ; Urn Burial, or
a Discourse of the Sepulchral Urns lately found
in Norfolk; and The Garden of Cyrus, or the
Quincuncicd Lozenge, net-work plantations of the
Ancients, artificially, naturally, mystically con-
sidered. The former is mainly an elaborate dis-

cussion of the l)urial-customs in various countries
at various times, showing all the author's vast .and

curious learning set in language of such rich and
gorgeous eloquence that its splendid roll is not
surpassed by the veiy loftiest passages in Jeremy
Taylor or Milton. The echoes of the sombre and
sonorous eloquence of its concluding chapter—

a

solemn homily on death and immortality—will

never die a^way from the ear of a reader with any
sense for the hnest cadences of majestic and im-
passioned English.

The Garden of Cyrus is the most fantastic of
Browne's writings. Its aim is to show tli.at the
number five pervaded not only all the horticulture

of antiquity, but that it recurs throughout all plant-,

life, as well as the ' figurations ' of animals. From
the date of the above (1658) Sir Thomas Bro\\ne
published nothing, but after his death appeared
(1683) a collection oi Miscellany Tracts under the
editorship of Archbishop Tenison. These were re-

printed in the folio edition of his works ptiblished

in 1686. The Letter to a Friend upon occasion of
the death of his intimate friend first appeared in

1690. Not a few passages in this work were Avorthy

of the master's hand. In 1712 appeared Posthnmous
Works of the learned Sir Thomas Brovne, contain-
ing some new papers, together Avith a reprint of

the Letter to a Friend. The Christian Morals,
an incomplete work, evidently intended to have
been a continuation of the licligio Medici, was first

published in 1716 by Archdeacon Jeflery.

Sir Thomas Browne's works are unsystematic
and unequal—there is an unpremeditated desultori-

ness throughout that strikes an observant reader.

His thought, no less than his style, is strikingly

original, marked by high and occasionally tran-

scendent intellectual power, often expressed Avith

quaint humour or searching pathos, and ahvays
carrying Avith it a strange impressiveness. His
favourite theme throughout all his books is ever the
mystery of death and what lies beyond the grave,

and the visible signs of mortality mean as much to

him as they did to Shakespeare himself as a text

from Avhich to descant on Avhat transcends the little

sjiliere of human life. His style is too peculiar,

idiomatic, and indeed difficult, ever to lie generally

popular, and it nnist be adndtted that his studious

brevity often falls pitifully into obscurity. In

his OAvn Avords, 'the quality of the subject Avill

sometimes carry us into ex])ressions beyond mere
English apiirehensions

;

' and indeed no Avriter

has e(|ualled him in the free coinage of Latinisms.

Our language Avas then in a transition stage as a
medium for expressing high thinking in prose, and
some extenuation for his long and sonorous Latin-

isms may be foiind in the difficulty of finding at

that periofl, alike in sound and sense, adeciuate

English Avords for ideas so remote and extraordinary.
It maA' be Avell for our language that such Avords
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as nutnudiiction, sitpputation, assuefaction, magnal-
itics, omnieti/, opinionatri/, and 7'esipi-iiccuci/ have
never passed into general usa^'e ; hut at least it

cannot he denied that in Sir Thomas Browne's pages
even tliese are rhetorically in perfect harmony with
tiie thought, and help to give his rhythm that roll

wliicii resemhles nothing so much ;vs the sound of

the distant sea hreaking in long hillows on the
siiore. Browne's influence on English literature

ha-s been deep, if not wide in extent. No writer
bears the impress of his influence more strongly
nijvrked, alike in style and cast of thought, than
Charles Lamb, who indeed boa.-:ts that he was the
first 'among the moderns" to discover Ins excellen-
cies. l)e (.^uincey ranks Sir Thomas Browne with
Jeremy Taylor as the richest and most dazzling of

rhetoricians, and Mr Lowell calls him 'our most
imaginative mind since Shakespeare :' perhaps it is

tnier to say that his supremest merit rests in his

lieing the highest type of the profound humorist,
to whom ' all existence had been but food for con-
teniidation.

'

The only complete c<dlection of Sir Thomas
Browne's works ls the monumental etlition of

Simon Wilkin {4 vols. Pickering, 18.35-36), the
labour of twelve years. Dr Greenhills scholarly
edition of the litliijio Meilici appeared in 1881.

The l>est Life is still that by Dr Johnson, with
Wilkin's '.Supplementary Memoir.'

Browne, ri,Ys.sE.s Maximilian', Count, born
at Ba.-^cl, 'J.Sd October 170.5, of an Irish Jacobite
family, entered the Austrian service at the age
of twelve, and l»ecame one of the foremost field-

marshals in the army of >Laria Theresa. As
governor of Silesia ( 173!) 42), he had to face the
first of Freilerick the (Jreats attacks, and in the
Seven Years' War he commanded the Austrians at

Lobositz ( 17."><>). He was mortally wounded at the
battle of Prague, ami died June '2tj, 1757.

Browne. William, Knglish pastoral poet, ^ya.s

bom at Tavistock in 1591. He liad his education

at Exeter College, Oxford, was next a student

at the Inner Teniiile, then tutor to Robert Dormer,
the future Earl of ("aniarvon. According to Wood
he was taken into the household of the Herberts

at Wilton, where he 'got wealth and purcha-sed

an estate.' But little is known of his life. He
was living at Dorking about the close of 1640,

and seems to have died about 1643. His great

work Wivs lirititiiitiii's I'd.stnr/i/s (books i. ii.

1613 l(i; reprinted 1625). Browne here shows a

fine descriptive faculty, and rich poetry gleams
through his quaint and tedious allegorising. A
tiiird lM)ok was i)rinte<l by the Percy Society

in 1852, and by W. C. Ha/.litt in his collective

edition of P.rowne's works for the Koxburghe Club

(2 vols. 186.S). The onlv other work that needs

mention is T/ie S/icj'/irn/'.s /'<>'• ( 1614), a collection

of eclogues. Browne was read by Milton and Keats,

and himself was a devote.l imitator of Spenser.

Browninn IHovenients. When small solid

I>art ides -e.g. of gamboge—suspended in water are

viewed through the microscope, they are seen to

Ite in incessant vibratory motion. The same move-

ments are also manifested l)y microscopic germs,

but are easilv distinguished from those projier to

the active state of tiiese, there being no motion of

translation in the former civ^e. This ob.servation

was first maile by the botanist, Robert Brown,

whence the name.' Its physical cause is somewhat

obscure, but the late W. Staidey Jevons showed

that these movements (for which he proposed the

name tfittpa/rsis) varied greatly in proportion as

the siiiface tension of tiie fluid was modifaed by

the aildition of other substances in solution. Soap

greatly increases the am])Iitude of these vibrations,

hence; according to Jevons, we have an at least

partial explanation of the facility with which it

detaches foreign particles.

Brovk'Ilie, a kind of domestic si>irit in the folk-

lore of Scotland, represented as a good-humoured
drudging goblin, who attached himself to farm-

houses and other dwellings in the country, and
occupied himself over night, while the family were
in bed, in doing any kind of work, as churning,
tlirashing corn, and tlie like. He was neither seen

nor spoken to, but was kntswn only by the obliging

performance of his voluntarily undertaken labours,

and his sole reward wa.s a dish of cream left out for

him. His services were much valued Ijv good house-

wives, ' who,' says King James I., ' were so blinded
{US to believe that their house was all the sonsier,

as they called it, that such spirits resorted there.'

The resemblance of the Scotch brownie to the L'oljin

Gooflfdiov of English, and the Kuhold of German
folklore is obvious, but perhaps they niay be

traced further to the lares or hearth spirits of the

ancients. The Russian doitiovoi/, Mr Ralston tells

us, lives behind the stove, and in some families a

portion of the supper is always set aside for him ;

tor if he is neglected he waxes wroth and knocks the

tables and benches about at night. Spirits witli

tlie same functions elsewhere are the Lithuanian

kaida, tlie Finnish y)rt«/7?, and the French lidin.

Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, the most
distinguished of modern poetesses, was born

at Coxhoe Hall, Ihuham, >Iarch 6, 1806. Her

father, Mr Edward Moullon, tissumed the sur-

name of Barrett on succeeiling to estates in

.lamaica. The family afterwards settled at Hope
End, near Ledbury, in Herefordshire. Miss Bar-

rett's childhood was nurtured amid beautiful

scener>- and the hapniest of home inlluences.

Her extraordinarv talents were very early de-

veloped. At ten she was able to read Homer
in the original, and at fourteen vears of age she

wrote an epic on T/ic Bnttlf of Mnrathon. About
18*24 she seriously injured her spine, the result of

an accident while endeavouring to saddle her horse.

She was compelled for a long period to remain

in a recumbent positicm. After her mothers

death the family went to Sidmouth, and subse-

quently settled in London. Miss BaiTett's Esstt;/

on Mind, and other Poems, was published when
she was nineteen years of age. This was suc-

ceeded bv The Seraphim, and other PocHiS (18.38),

in which volume was renublished the fine poem on

Cowpers grave. Shortly after this time she was

taken to Torquay for the benefit of her health,

and during her stay at that place a tragic incident

occurred, which, in her own language, 'gave a

nightmare to her life for ever.' Her brother

Edward, who had gone down to see her, went

out in a skiff with some friends, and the wlude

party were drowned in Babbicombe Bay. The

shocic was a terrible one for Miss Barrett, and

even after her return to her father's town

residence in Gloucester Place she remained an

invalid, and was confined for many years to the

sickroom. Her genius, however, was strongly

fostered by her relative, Mr Kenyon. In 1844

appeared 'Poems by E. BaiTett, ^vliicb con-

tained, amongst other stirring lyrics, The Cry of

the Children, a noble outburst over the wrongs of

young children employed in factories. Early in

1846 she first saw Robert Browning, whom she had

described, when writing of himself and other poets,

as a ' pomegranate which, if cut deep down the

I middle, shows a heart within, blood-tinctureo, ot

!
a veined humanity.' The two were married in

the following autumn, and in consequence of lier

fragile health, Mr Browning immediately took

his" wife abroa.1. Poems by E. B. Browning
' appeared in 1850, containing new poems, and an
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entirely new translation of the Proinethcus Bound
of .Ksi'hylus. This remarkable version testified to

the learning; as well ius the <,'eniiis of the translator.

The IJrowninj^'s settled in Florence, where a son,

Robert Barrett, was born to them in lcS49. While
in Italy they were visited by many friends,

Nathaniel Hawthorne, AValter Savage Landor,
W. W. Story, and others, who were invariably

struck by the sweet demeanour and pure and
loving spirit of Mrs lirowning. She was described

as 'a soul of tire inclosed in a shell of pearl.' In

1851 Mrs Browning wrote her poem entitled

Cusa Guidi Windoirs, in which she expressed lier

earnest sympathy with the movement for the re-

generation or It.aly, her adopted country. George
Eliot observed of this poem that, inter alia, it is 'a
very noble expression of the true relation of the
religious mind of the past to that of the present.

'

Anrora Leiffh, published in 1851, the authoress
described as ' the most mature of my works, the
one into which my highest convictions of work
and art have entered.' It is a bold, lieautiful,

and strikingly human poem, into which all the
treasures of its writer's mind and heart have been
poured. In her later works an added strength and
impressivenoss are to be found, the result of the
influence of her husband. In Poems before Con-
gress, which appeared in 1860, Mrs Browning
again manifested her interest in public affairs,

and especially in the development of Italian
freedom. It was her deep feeling for the Italian

cause which led her to hail Napoleon III. with
admiration and enthusiasm as tlie liberator of the
land of lier adoption from the yoke of despotism.
Mrs Browning died at Florence on June 30, 1861.

The same month had witnessed the death of the
great and patriotic statesman Cavour, and it is

said that his end hastened her own. A tablet,

voted l)y the municipality of Florence, with an
inscription by Tommaseo, has been placed to Mrs
Browning's memory on the walls «)f Casa Guidi.

In 1862 the Last Poems of the deceased were
published by her husband. These posthumous
effusions included several translations written in
early life. Mrs Browning's Greek Christian Poets
and the English Poets, also published posthu-
mously by Mr Browning, appeared in 1863. The
work consisted of prose essays and translations,
originally published in the Athcnrciim in 1842.

Since Mrs Browning's death, various selections
from lier works, and illustrated editions of certain
of her poems, have ai)peared in England and the
United States. The genius of this writer is in-

contestable. Her view of life was lofty and serene,
and she has inshrined in immortal verse the highest
and most sacred aspirations of the human heart.
As a poet, her diction was at times splendidly
fervid, and always musical and beautiful. She
had a fine sensiliility, an almost painful delicacy
of perception, and a true woman's heart. Her
Sonnets from the Portiiguese are amongst the best
love poems in the language. Her genius taken
as a whole, but few of her sex approach her
in strength, imagination, and knowledge. Her
letters also, like her achievements in verse, were
full of learning, of poetic fancy, and of spiiitual
insight. She has adorned English literature with
poems which can never cease to l^e hehl in remem-
brance by a grateful and admiring posterity. See
her Letters to R. H. Home, edited by Mayer ( 1S76).

Browning, Kobeki', the most .subtle and intel-
lectual of contemporary ETiglish poets, was ])orn at
Camberwell, May 7, 18i2. His father, anian of parts,
was engaged in the city of London. The future jjoet,

after receiving a local education, attended lectures
at University College, and then travelled abroad.
From his earliest years he had been accustomed to
write verse, and while still a youth, acquired the

triple reputation of poet, musician, and modeller.

Pauline, a dramatic jioem, written at the age of

nineteen, was pul)lished in 1833. Two years later

api)eared his Paracelsus, which revealed a greater
force. Its energy, its l)oldness of thought, its lofty

aspirations, and its grij) of human passion, st.amped
the author as one of the most promising of the
younger poets. In 1837 he wrote (for Macready

)

his first tragedy, Strafford, but this and subsequent
plays were not of the usual popular stage order.

Sordello, which for its involutions of thought has
given more trouble to Browning's readers than
any other of his works, appeared in 1840. In
it the author traces the development of a soul,

following his hero (an Italian poet named by
Dante) until his ambition closes in death. A series

of plays, tragedies, and dramatic lyrics was issued
under the collective title of Bells and Pomegranates
( 1841-46). The plays included Pippa Passes, King
Victor (tnd King Charles, and Colombc's Birthdatj ;

and the tragedies The Return of the Itruses, A Blot
on the 'Scutcheon (produced at Drury Lane), Luria,
and A Soul's Tragedy. Amongst the lyrics were
Hoiv they Brought the Good jXeics from Ghent to

Aix, Said, The Lost I^eader, and The Pied Pijier of
Hamclin—poems which l)ecame, and still remain,
the most popular of all Browning's writings. In
these lyrical efforts the poet pressed into his service,

in a masterly degree, humour, pathos, passion, and
tenderness ; while the whole were distinguished for

their ringing and melodious versification. Browning
married in 1846 Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, herself

a poetess of high and noble gifts, and with her he
went to Florence, where they lived for fifteen years
in perfect and happy union. In 1850 Browning
published Christmas Ere and Easter Day, poems
which defend catholicity in religion, the good to be
discovered in the varying forms of Christianity.

Men and Women, which appeared in 1855, con-
tained some of its author "s finest work, including
the stirring poems of Fra Lippjo, CJtildc Roland,
Andrea del Sarto, Evelyn Hope, Holy Cross Day,
and Up at a Villa.

After the death of his wife in 1861, the poet
settled permanently in London with his only
son. Dramatis Persona', issued in 1864, again
attested the strength of Browning's dramatic gifts

in monologue. These jioenis included A ht Vogler,

Caliban, A Deatli in the Desert, and Rabbi ben
Ezra, in which the writer unfolded his views upon
music, philosophy, and the higher questions afl'ect-

ing life and immortality. Browning was elected

an Honorary Fellow of Baliol in 1867. The same
year he was made M.A. of Oxford, and at a later

period received the honorary degree of LL.D. from
Cambridge. Other distinctions of a sinular character
have also been conferred upon him. Browning's
generally-accejited masterpiece, The Ring and the

Book, was published in 1869. It is an epic dealing
with the passions of humanity in a manner most
searching and complete, and having for its liasis the
narrative of a murder by an Italian count, as

related by the various jiersons concerned in the
tragedy. The intellectual labour involved in this

stupendous achievement, which em])races 21,116
lines, is immense, and there are many poetic pas-

sages scattered throughout the work which are as
splendidly beautiful as anything that has been
written in verse since the l(5th (-entury. Hervi.

Riel, a poem u])on a French sailor hero, was jnil)-

lished in 1871, the jn-oceeds l)eiiig given to the fund
for the relief of l*aiis. From 1871 onward, works
by Browning appeared in raj)id succession. Balaus-
tion's Adventure (1871), with the Alkestis of Euri-
pides in an English dress, was the poet's first essay
in (Jreek subjects; Prince Hohcnsiicl-Schtvangau,
Saviour of Society, dealt with the career of Louis-
Napoleon ; Fifine at the Fair (1872) handled a
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nuestion in morals very jKnverfully ; Red-cottmi
Xight-cup Country (KS73) told the story of a
famous 5soriuan law case; Aristophanes' Apolugy
(1875) was a seo»»inl venture amongst the great
IJreek poets ; Tfir Inn Album ( l.ST")) was a graphic
story of a deeply-wronged woman ; Pdir/iiarofto,

and Hov Hi irorhnl in lUsti ni/n r ( ISTO). gave the
author an ojiportunity of defending his poetic

methods ; the Affnmnnnon of .Eschylus ( 1877) was
a graphic transcript of that famous work ; and La
Saisidz, thr Tiro /^^«7»' <j/' r.'/v</.v/c ( 1878), advanceil

a strong vindication of the faith in a future life.

Two volumes of Dninintir I, I,/Is ( 1879-80) may he
descrihe<l as vigorous character sketches, each idyl

haNing a distinct and leading purpose. All are
intense in their realism, and across the jiage con-
stantly hreaks the strong lightning Hash of genius.
Jocoseriti, a volume containing a immher <jf nana-
tive poems, was puhli.shed in 188.S ; and in 1884

api>eared I'rrislitnh's Ftnu-irs, a work consisting of

twelve poems, each dealing with some jirofound

(jui'stion touching the relations of man with the
;

divine. I'arli i/inys with Certain People of Jni-
j

portanrr in their Day was issue<l in 1887. Here
|

again the author adopted his favourite method of 1

developing throngli tiie medium of narrative his

views upon important philosophical, literary,

artistic, Jiml otlier (piestions. 'I'lic • Urowning
Society' was estaMished in l.ssl for the jmrpose of

promoting the study and inlluence of the iwets
works, and the e.xamjde of London luis l)een

followed hy many other large centres in (4reat

Britain, tiie colonies, ami the I'nited States. As
a jM)et, drowning is distinguished for his cajiacity

in tlie creation of real men and women, and also

for the depth of his spiritual insight. His lyiical

facultv, dramatic energy, and p«twer of psycho-

logical analysis have rarely heen equalled. Besides

l>eing one of the most erudite of j>oets, he has

intense human svmpathy and high imaginative
gifts, and a profound and \igon)us faitli. His
style is too frciinently ohscurc and dillicult, ids

versitication hard and rugged, and his rhymes
force(i. Ijrowning's son. It. I». lirowning (boin

1849), is a promising artist. On the l'2th Decendier

1889—the very day his last volume of poems.

Asolando : Fanries and Farts, was ]iul>lished—

lirowning died at Venice ; and he was Imried in

Westminster .Vlihey on the last day of the year.

See the liroiniiii;/ S„ci'tii':< Pnperif, FiinuvaH's Broun-

ing Bibfio'jrapliii, Mrs Sutherland Orr's Ihrmllmk to

Brownimi \\^i>), with minor work.s by !<ynions (1887),

Fotheringliam (18.S7), and Sharp ( 18!tO); and the IJfe by

Mrs SutlKiliind Orr. A uniform edition of bis work.s (17

vols. I appeared in 1S88-90, and a 2-vol. edition in 18%.

ICr»>viiists. Sec KiiowxK, Robert.

Brovil I'ijJIIK'llts, MM.xtures of reil and black,

often containing also bine and yellow. Hrown

pigments ( chiefly niint'ral, and used .sometimes in

a raw hut usually in a burned state) include

Caledonian brown, Cappah brown, umber, terra

ili sienna. Mars brown, Ca.ssel e<irth, sejna. and

brown madder. See (Jl.v.ss, I'oTTKUV, DVElNti.

Browil-S«'qii;ird. FrMMAHH, physiologist and

physician, was born in Mauritius in 1818, liis

father being a sea-cajdain from I'inla«leli>hia, I .S.,

who married on the islaml a lady calle<l Seipiard.

The son .studie<l at I'aris, and gnuluate.l .M.D. in

184H. He devoted himself mainly to physiologica

research, anil received numerous prizes, French and

British, for the results of valuable experiments on

1)1<>.m1, nuiscular irritabilitv, animal heat, the spinal

cord, and the nervous system. In 18t>4 he became

pn.t.-ssor of I'hysiologv at Harvard, but iii 1869

returned to I'aris as j.rofes.sor of I'athidogy m the

S<-h.M.l of Medicine. In 187.3 he became a medical

practitioner in New York, treating specially dis-

eases of the nervous system ; and in 1878 he
succeeded Claude Bernard as professor of E.xperi-

mental Medicine at the College de France. He
has repeatedly lectured in England also. He has
published lectures on Physiology and Pathology of
the Nervous System ^ I'liila. 1860), on Paralysis of
the Lover IC.vtremitics ( 1860), on Xerrous Ajfertions

(187'^), and on the dual clniracter of the brain.

He died 1st April 1894.

Browiisoii, nKKsTKs AiciisTUS, a versatile

American writer, born at Stockbridge, Vermont, in

1808. In turn a Presbyterian, a Universalist, and
next a I'nitarian pastor, in 1844 he found rest in the
Koman Catholic communion. Througliout his life

he wrote with alnlity and warmth in <lefence of his

opinions at the time, and took an active interest in

social and political questions. His most important
work was published in l\w Boston Quarterly Eeview,
and afterwards in Jirmrnson's liericu: He died at

Detroit, April 17, 1876. Anumg his books are

Charles Eluood, or the Infdel Converted ( 1840), The
Sjiiritrajijier (1854), and The Concert (1857), all

with an autobiograi>hic interest ; an<l The American
Republic, its Constitution, 'Tendencies, and Destiny

( 1865).

Brown Spjir, a name often given by miner
alogists to certain varieties of Dolomite (<[.v.), or

magnesian limestone, of not unfieijuent occurrence,

distinguished by a brownish or reddish colour, and
a jiearly lustre, ui)on a«'count of which they are

also sometimes called j/earl spar.

Brownsville, a i>ort of entry and capital of

('aMiernii iniuity, Texa.s, on the north bank of the

Kio tirande, ofiposite Matamoros, alnint .35 miles

from the mouth of the river in the Gulf of Mexico.

It has a custom-house, and some river trade by

steamers. The Bio (Iiande Railroad connects it

with Boinl I.sabel, '22 miles Iv, near the gulf. In

May 1846 the town was occupied and fortilied by a
few Unite<l States troops, who maintained their

i>ositi<m in the face of a heavv Iximbardment that

fasted for 160 liours. Fop. ( 1870) 4fM)5 ; (1890) 6134.

Broxburn, a mining and manufacturing village

of Linlithgowshire, on the riiimi Canal, 12 miles

\V. of Kdinburgh. It is chietly notable for its

shale-oil works. Those of the Broxburn Oil

Companv, built in 1878, employ about 1600 men,

and turn out annually alxmt 10.000,000 gallons

of crude jiaraHin oil from the shale mined in the

neighbourhood, besides paratlin candles, parallin

wax, sulphate of ammonia, and other bye-jjroducts.

i'o|.. ( KS71 ) 1457 ; ( 1881 ) .3210 ; ( 1891 ) 5898.

Bruoe, the surname of a family illustrious in

Scottish history-, descended from Bobert de Bruis,

a Norman knight, who accompanied William the

Conqueror to England in KMMJ. The name, which

is undoubtedly territorial, can inobably be traced t()

the lands and castles of Bruis, near Cherbourg in

Normandv. The first Bobert de Bruis received

extensive lands chiefly in Yorkshire. His son, the

second Boliert, was a companicm in arms of Prince

David of Scotland, afterwanls David 1., from whom
he received a grant of the lordship of .Aiinandale.

At the commencement of the war in England

between Stephen and Matilda, niece of the king of

Scots, Bobert de Bruis adhered to the former, and

renounced his allegiance to David, resigning his

lands in Annamlale to his son Bobert. In 1138 he

was sent liy the barons of the north of England to

negotiate with David, who ha<l advanced in sujjport

of his niece's claims as far as Nortlialleitim, York-

shire. In the battle of the Standard which followed,

trailition relates that he took prisoner his son

Bobert, then fourteen years of age, who, as lord ot

.\nnandale, fought on the Scottish side. He died

in 1141. His English estates were inherited by his

eldest son, Adam, whose male line terminated in
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Peter Bruce of SkeltDii, Constable of Scarborough

Castle in 1271. Hol)ert r>ruce, second lord of Annan-
ilale, liad two sons : Robert—who married a natural

daughter of William the Lion, and died, without

issue, before 1191—and William, whose son, Robert,

fourth lord of Annandale, married Isabel, second

<laughter of David, Earl of Huntingdon and Chester,

brotlier of William the Lion, and thus laid the

foundation of the roval House of Bruce. He died

in 1245.

Robert de Bruce, fifth lord of Annandale,
son of the fourth lord above mentioned, and the

competitor with John Baliol for the crown of Scot-

land, was l)orn in 1210. On the death of his

mother, the Princess Isabel, in 1251, he did homage
to Henry III. for her lands in England, and in

1255 was made Sheriff of Cumberland, and Con-
stable of the castle of Carlisle. About the same
time he was appointed one of the fifteen regents of

Scotland during the minority of Alexander III. In

1264 he led, with Comyn and Baliol, the Scottish

auxiliaries to the assistance of the English monarch
at the battle of Lewes, where he was taken prisoner,

but released after the battle of Evesham, the follow-

ing year. On the Scottish throne becoming vacant
at the death, in 1290, of Margaret, the ' Maid of

Norway,' granddaughter of Alexander III., Baliol

and Bruce claimed the succession, the former as

great-grandson of David, Earl of Huntingdon, by
his eldest daughter, jNIargaret ; the latter as grand-
son, by his second daughter, Isabel. Edward I. of

England, to whom the dispute was referred, decided
in favour of Baliol in 1292. To avoid swearing
fealty to his successful rival, Bruce resigned Annan-
dale to his eldest son, Robert Bruce, Earl of Carrick.

He died at his castle of Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire,
in 1295, leaving three sons and a daughter.

Robert de Bruce, Earl of Carrick, eldest son
of the preceding, is said to have accompanied King
Edward I. of England to Palestine in 1269, and
was ever after greatly esteemed by that monarch.
On his return to Scotland, he married, in 1271,

Marjory, Countess of Carrick, and in her right

became Earl of Carrick. In 1292 lie resigned the
earldom of Carrick to his eldest son, Robert, the
future king of Scotland, then a minor. On the
death of his father in 1295 he did homage to

Edward for his English lands, and was ajjpointed

keeper of the castle of Carlisle, and in the follow-

ing year, when Baliol renounced the authority
of Edward, Bruce fought on the side of the
English. After the battle of Dunbar, in which the
Scots were defeated, and Baliol compelled to re-

linquish the sovereignty, he made ai)plication to

Edward for the vacant crown, but was refused it.

He afterwards went to live on his English estates,

where he died in 1304.

Robert Bruce, tlie most heroic of the Scottish
kings, eldest son of the preceding, was born in

1274. In his youth he favoured the English
interests, in the expectation, doubtless, of his father
being preferred to the Scottish throne. In 1296, as
Earl of Carrick, he swore fealty to Edward I. at

Berwick, and the following year he renewed his

oath of homage at Carlisle. Shortly after, he aban-
iloned the cause of Edward, and with his Carrick
vassals joined the Scottish revolt under Wallace.
By the Capitulation of Irvine, however, Bruce
speedily made his peace with the English monarch.
In 1298, the year of the Scottish defeat at Falkirk,
I5ruce again rose against Edward. He had his
lands wasted by the English, and he burned the
town of Ayr. But Edward did not i)roceed to
extremities against him. Though Bruce was one
of the four regents of Scotland in 1299, he did
not again fight against Edward till the final

rising in 1306. But while publicly an adherent
of the English king, Bruce had entered into

a secret alliance with Lamberton, Bishop of

St Andrews, one of the most patriotic of the

Scottish clergy. The decisive step was taken
by the nnirder of Comyn at Dumfries. With
John Comyn, called the lied Comyn, the

nephew of Baliol, he seems to have entere<l into

some agreement as to their rival claims to the
throne. Tliey met in the church of the Minorite
Friars, Dumfries (10th February 1306); a quarrel

took place ; and Bruce, in a i)aroxysm of passion,

stabbed Comyn with his dagger. Rushing out to

his attendants, he exclaimed :
' I must be oft', for

I doubt I have slain the Red Comyn.' 'Doubt!'
cried Kirkpatrick of Closeburn ;

' I mak sikker !

'

(i.e. sure), and running into the church, despatched
Comyn.
The motives and circumstances that led Bruce to

the murder of Comyn are not quite clear, but the
die was now cast. Bruce hastened to Lochmaben
Castle, assembled his vassals, and asserted his right

to the throne. Two months later, he was crowned
king at Scone. An English .army, under the Earl
of Pembroke, nominated by EdAvard governor of

Scotland, took possession of Perth, and surprised

Bruce in the wood of Methven, compelling him to

retreat into the wilds of Athole. At Dairy, near
the head of Loch Tay, Bruce was attacked by
Alexander, Lord of Lorn, chief of the ]Macdougals,

the Red Comyn's uncle, and compelled to retire.

Sending his queen and her ladies to Kildrummie
Castle, Alierdeenshire, under the charge of Nigel
Bruce and the Earl of Athole, Bruce continued
his wanderings in the West Highlands, and
then took refuge in the little islanil of Rathlin,

on the north coast of Ireland, where he remained
all winter, supposed to be dead. In his absence,

the English took the castle of Kildrummie,
hanged Nigel Bruce and other chiefs who had
defended it, and tore the queen and Princess

^larjory from the sanctuary of St Duthac, at

Tain. All Bruce's estates were confiscated, and
himself and adherents excommunicated by the

pope's legate at Carlisle. In the spring of 1307

Bruce landed in Camck, and at midnight surprised

the English garrison in his own castle of Turn-
berry ; but before a superior force he retired into

the mountainous districts of Ayrshire. At Loudon
Hill in the same year he defeated the English
under the Earl of Pembroke.
The death of King Edward in 1307 was the turn-

ing-point in the struggle of Bruce. In the following

years the English were cleared out of the country
and all the great castles recovered, with the excep-
tion of that of Stirling. It too was closely pressed

by Edward Bruce, who entered into an arrange-

ment with the governor. Sir Philip Mowbray, by
which the latter bound himself to sunender it, if

not relieved before 24th June following. This led

to the memoralile battle of Bannockburn (q.v. ),

24th June 1314. The English, under Edward II.,

amounting, it is said, to about 100,000 men, were
totally routed by Bruce with an army less than one-

third that num'lier. In 1317 Bruce passed over to

Ireland to assist his l)rother Edward, elected king
of that country, and defeated the Anglo-Irish at

Slane, in Louth. In the year after Bannockburn
the Scots repeatedly invaded England, taking the

town of Berwick in 1318. The truce of 1323 for

some time put a stop to the struggle ; but on the

accession of Edward III. in 1327 hostilities re-

commenceil with a great Scottish inroad into the

northern counties. The war was at last clo.sed by
the Treaty of Northampton (1328), recognising the
independence of Scotland, and Bruce's right to the

throne. His warfare was now accomplished, and
suft'ering under the disease of leprosy, lie spent the

last two years of his life at Cardross Castle, on the

northern shore of the Firth of Clyde. He died in
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1329 in his fifty-tifth year, ami the twenty-third of
his rei;,^n. His lieart, extracted and einbahiied,
was deliveretl to Sir .lames Douj,das, to be carried
to Palestine and luiried in Jerusalem. I)<m;,'las

was killed fi;,'litin<,' aj,'Hin-<t the .Moors in Spain,
and the sacred relic of IJruce, with the body of its

devoted cham|>i(m, w.os lirou;,'ht to Scotland, and
buried in the monastery t)f Melrose. Hruce's body
was interred in the Abltey Church of Dunfenuline ;

and, in clearing the foundations for a third church
on the same spot in 1818, his bones were discovered.
He was twice married : ( 1 ) to Isabella, dauj^hter
of Donald, tenth Earl of Mar—issue, a daughter,
Marjory, wife of Walter the High Steward, whose
son ascended the throne ju^ Hobert II. ; and (2) to
Elizabeth, daughter of Aymer de Burgh, Earl of
Ulster—Issue, one son, who succeetled him as
David II. (<i.v.), and two daughtei-s.

Edward IJutrE, king of Ireland, l>rother to
the above, a chivalntus but rash ami impetuous
prince, wa.s actively engageil in the struggle for
Scotland's indejtendence ; and in 130S, after defeat-
ing the English twice, made himself ma.ster of
(Jalloway. In ]'Mo the chieftains of Ulster ten-
dered to him the crown of Ireland on condition
of his assisting them to expel the English fnmi
the island. With a small army of 0(H)<) men he
embarked at Ayr, and reached Carrickfergus in

that year, accomjianicd by Sir Thomas Handolph,
Earl of Sloray, and irther Scottish knights of

renown. His rapid victories so(m made him
master of the province of Ulster, and he was
crowned king of Ireland in 1310, but was slain at
the battle of Dundalk in 1318.

Bruce. .Iame.s, 'the Abyssinian," was lK)rn at
Kinnaird Hou.se, Stirlingshire, December 14, 1730.

From Harrow he pa><sed, in the winter of 1747,
to the university of Edinburgh, with the inten-
tion of studying law ; but changing his views, he
went to Lonilon, and having, in February 17.'>4,

married the daughter of a winemerchants widow,
became a ])artner in the business. His wife dying
within a year, he made a t<mr on the Continent,
and on his father's death in 17">8 he succeeded to

the estate of Kiiniaird. In 1761 he retired from
the wine-traile, and in 1703 wa-; ajinointed consul-

general at Algiers. He reiiiainetl there about two
years, studying the oriental languages, and acrjuir-

ing the rudiments of surgery. He then went to

Alejipo, where he t«M)k further instructions in the

medical art, being resrdved to travel in the char-

acter of a physician. In June 1768, he proceeded
to Alexandria, and from Cairo set out on his

famous journey to .\llys.^inia, which forms an e]>och

in the annals of discovery. Sailing up the Nile to

Syene, he crossed the desert to Cosseir, and arrived

at Jcddah in April 1769. After various detentions,

he reached (Jondar, the capital of Abyssinia, in

February 1770; and on November 14 of that year,

succeedcfl in reaching the sources of the Abawi,
then considered the main stream of the Nile. This

accomolishment of the chief object of his journey

tilled him with the greatest exultation. He re-

mained about two years in Abyssinia, and return-

ing by way of Sennaar and the desert of Assouan,

after'great hardsliip reached Alexandria, whence
he embarked (.March 1773) for Marseilles. In

FraiK'c he spent a c(Uisiderable time visiting

Hullbn and otlier distinguished men, and in 1774 he

returned to Scotland. His long-expected Travels to

FUsroixr the Sources of the Nile, in the Yeors 176S-73,

were published in 1790, in live large quarto vols.,

with i)lates and charts. The work contained such

curious accounts of the manners ami habits of the

people of Abyssinia that it startled the ])elief of

many, and soine of them were set down as fabrica-

ti(ms. Among other doubters were De Tott in

France, and Dr John.son in England. Modem

travellers, including Pearce, Burckhardt, Belzoni,
and othei-s, have, however, testified to his general
accuracy. Bruce died April 27, 1794, at Kinnaird,
of a fall down-stairs.

Bruce, John CoLUNG\yO(>D, anticiuary, born at
Newcastle in 180.5, gi-aduated at Glasgow in 1S26,
and was traineil for the PresViyterian ministry, l)ut

devoteil himself to teaching. ' He was Moderator
of the Engli.sh Presbyterian Church in 1881. His
works include The Ionian Wall (1851; 3d ed.

1866); The Bayeitx Tapestry Elucidated (1856);
Lapidariion Septentrionale (1875), an account of
all the Roman monuments in the north of England;
and a Ilandhool: to the Ihnuan Wall (1863; 3d ed.

1883). Me died 5th April 1892.

Bruce, Michael, Scottish poet, was born 27th
March 1746, at Kinnesswood, near the eastern
shore of Loch Leven. A weaver's son, he tended
sheep in his lH)yhood, but in 1762 was sent to
Edinburgh University to study for the ministry.
He had all his life to struggle with i)0verty ; and
after he left the university in 1765, and settled as a
schoolmaster, first at Cairney Bridge, then near
Tillicoultry, to poverty were added sickness and
melancholy. He died of consumption, 5th July
1767, aged twenty-one. His ten<ler and pathetic
Poems on Several Occasions, seventeen in number,
were i)nblished by the Bev. John Logan, his college

friend, in 1770. The authorship of the Ode to the

Cuckoo, and of some of his hymns, has proved a
vexed question of literary controversy, Logan
having been charged with api)roi)riating poems by
Bruce, and publishing them as his own. Logan's
claim is iletended by David Laing and J. Small
(1S73-78), Bruces b\- Crosart (1865-86). See the
Life of Bruce by Mackelvie (1837).

Brucea, a genus of Terebinthacea^ (q-v.),

named after the famous Abyssinian traveller.

—

Ji. antidyscntcrica or ferruyinea is an Abyssinian
shrub, the leaves of which are said to be tonic,

astringent, and useful in dysentery. Those of B.

suinatrana, a native of the Indian Archipelago,
China, t.*v;c. ,

possess the same medicinal properties.

They are intensely bitter, their proi)erties resem-
blin-' tho.se of Quassia (q.v. ).—The Abyssinian
species acquired a factitious importance in the

beginning of the 19th century, from a mistaken
belief that it produced the dangerous False Angos-
tura Bark (see Ango.stur.v Bark), and in this

belief the name Brucin (q.v.) was given to an
alkaloiil really producetl by the Nux Vomica (q.v.)

and other si»ecies of Strychnos (<i.y. ).

Briiclisal, a town of Baden, on the Saalbach,

12 miles NE. of Karlsruhe. The Old Town, around
which are four suburbs, contains the castle of the

prince-bishops of Spires, who resided here from
the 16th century, and whose ancient tombs .are

pointed out in the church of St Peter. Bruchsal

lias a large prison organised on a modified form of

the Pennsylvanian system. Machinery, cigars,

paper, and soap are manufactured, and there is

an active trade in hops, toljacco, and corn. Pop.

(1872)9762; (1890) 11,909.

Briicill is one of the Alk.aloids (q.y.) present

in Sfryhtios Au.r Vomica, and St Ignatius bean,

along with strychnine, &c. In action it resembles

strychnine, but is only about one-twelfth of its

strength, and on this account is seldom emj)loyed.

It is mainly characterised by giving a Idood-red

colour with concentrated commercial nitric acid,

and. indeed, the red colour always yielded by nux
vomica, and occasionally by strvchnine, when
treated with nitric acid, is due to ithe presence of

bnicin. Brucin is ca])able of ])eing converted into

strychnine by he.ating it with five times its weight
of

"

dilute nitric acid, carbonic acid gas being

iriven ott".
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BrilC'k, (1) a walled town, datiiij,' froin the

3il eeutuiy, on the Lower Austrian bank of the

Leitha, 26 miles SE. of Vienna l>y rail, v.ith a
princely castle: ])0\>. 4r)7().— (-) A town of Upper
Styria, on the Mnr, HKS miles S\V. of ^'ienna hy
rail, with ironworks, iVc. ; po]\ oQOo.—(3) A market-
town of IJavaria, 15 miles W. of INlunicli by rail,

with the Cistercian monastery, foiiniled in 1266,

now useil as liarracks ;
pop. 32*22.

Bl'Jickciiail. a small town of I5a\aria, on the
Sinn. 17 miles NW. of Kissinjien. The baths of

Briickenau are picturesquely situated in the valley

of the Sinn, about 2 miles from the town. The
three warm springs are chiefly of use in nervous
att'ections and cutaneous diseases. The grounds are
tastefully laid out in gardens, and charming walks
traverse the surrounding woods. The number of

inhabitants ( 1549) is surpassed by that of visitors.

Briieker, Johann Jakob, historian and
biographer, born at Augslmrg in 1696, studied at

Jena, and became pastor at Augsburg, where he
died 26th No\ember 1770. A laborious and
voluminous writer, he is chiefly remembered by
his Historia Critica Philosophkc (5 vols. 1742-44;
new ed. 1767).

Bruges (Flem. Brugge), a city of Belgium,
capital of the province of West Flanders, is situated

in a fertile plain about 8 miles from the sea, with
•which it is coimected by the three canals from
Ghent, Sluys, and Ostend, the latter admitting
ships of 500 tons. By rail it is 14 miles E. of

Ostend, and 62 WNW. of Brussels. Bruges derives
its name from its many l)ridges, all opening in the
middle to admit of the passage of \essels. The
inhabitants depend, nevertheless, for their supply
of water principally upon rain-water, which is

collected in large cisterns, public and private.

The ramparts form an agreeable promenade, and
the streets have a venerable and picturesque yet
deserted aspect, the population being now scarcely

a quarter of what it was during the middle ages.

Among the most interesting buildings are Les
Halles (1364), a cloth and flesh market, with the
famous Belfrv (q.v. ); the Gothic hotel-de-ville

(1377), with 'a library of 100,000 volumes; the
church of Notre Dame, with a spire 442 feet high,
many valuable paintings, exquisite wood-carvings,
a statue of the Virgin (said to be by ^Michael
Angelo), and monuments of Charles the Bold and
his daughter Mary, wife of the Emperor Maxi-
milian ; the cathedral of St Sauveur, with an ugly
brick exterior, but a tine interior, containing the
stalls of the knights of the CJolden Fleece (q.v. )

;

and St Johns Hospital, with Hans Meraling's
masterpieces adorning the relicjuary of St Ursula's
arm. IBruges has manufactures of lace, woollens,
linen, cotton, leather, soap, starch, and tobacco ;

and distilleries, sugar and salt refineries, and
shipbuilding yards. During the 19th century its

])osition on the railway and canal system has to

some extent lestorcd its conimeicial importance,
and a siiip-canal to Heyst is pro])0.sed. Poj).

(1890) 47,497, of whom almost half are in extreme
poverty, the excellent charitable institutions be-
ing accordingly heavily taxed. Dating from the
3d century, Bruges by 1200 was the central mart
of the Han-eatic League ; and a hundred years
later it may be said to have l>ecome the nietro-

polis of the world's commerce. ( "ommercial agents
from seventeen ditlerent kingdoms resided here, and
no less than twenty ministers from foreign courts
had mansions within its walls. Its jjopulation
at tlus time tunounted to upwards of 200,000.
In 1488 the citizens rose in insurrection, and im-
prisoned the Arclnhikc MaxiniiliaM, and with the
harsh measures of repression which ensued com-
menced the commercial decline of Bruges. Many

of the traders and manufacturers, driven forth from
their own country by the religious persecutions
of the following century, settled in England, and
brought with them their manufacturing sui)eriority.

In the 16th century, however, the tajiestry of

Bruges was still celebrated. Taken by the French
\n 1794, in 1815 the city became a part of the
kingdom of the United Netherlands, and in 1830 of

the Belgian monarchy. At Bruges Ii\ ed John van
Eyck (1428 41), Caxton (1446 76), and Memling
(1477-94). See James Weale, Bruges et ses En-
virons (4th ed. 1887).

Brill^g, a town in the Swiss canton of Aargau,
on the right bank of the Aar, and near the mouth
of the Reuss, 36 miles ESE. of Basel by rail. .Near
it is the site of Vhuloiissa, the chief Roman station
in Helvetia ; and it was also the cradle of the
House of Hapsburg, whose ruined castle, fountled
in 1020, crowns a wooded height 2 miles from the
village. Nearer is the al>bey of Konigsfelden
(1310; converted in 1872 into an asylum), in the
vaults beneath which are interred many of the
members of the Austrian royal family. Pop. 1535.

Zimmermann was a native.

Brilgsch, Heinricu Karl, an eminent Egypto-
logist, oorn at Berlin, February 18, 1827. At
twenty-one he published a Latin treatise on the
demotic Aviiting, and gave such promise as soon
gained him the favour of King Frederick-William
IV., by whose aid he was enabled to visit the
museums of Paris, London, Turin, and Leyden. In
1853 he first visited Egypt, and took part in the
French archfeologist Mariette's great excavations at
Memphis. He Avas called to the chair of Oriental
Languages at Gottingen, but returned to Egypt
in 1870 on the invitation of the viceroy to take
charge of the School of Egyptology at Cairo with
tlie rank of Bey, becoming pasha in 1881. In 1884
he went to Persia with the German embassy.
He died lOtli September 1894. Brugsch's Morks
on Egyptology are numerous and of the first value.

The chief are GcographiscJie Inschriften altiigypt-

ischer Denkmdlcr (3 vols. 1857-60); Geschichte

Egyptens unter den Pharaonen (1877; Eng. trans.

1879); Hicroglyphisch-demotisehes Worterbuch (7
vols. 1867-82); Grammaire Hieroglyphique d
r usage des Hudiants (1872); Dictionnaire G4o-
graphique dc VAncicnnc ^gypte ( 1877-80 ) ; Thesaurus
inscriptionmn jEgyptiaearuni (1882, et seq.) ; and
Religion und Mythologie der alien Egypter (ISS-i).

Briihl, a town of Rhenish Prussia, 8 miles
SSW. of Cologne l>y rail. It has a .splendid castle,

erected in the early part of the 1 8th century by the
Elector Clement Augustus of Bavari.i, and restored
by the King of Prussia in 1842. After his banish-
ment from France in 1651, Cardinal Mazarin took
up his residence in Briihl. Pop. (1885) 4030.

Bl'UllI, Heinrich, CoiNT vox, prinie-mrnister
of Augustus III., king of Poland and Elector of

Sa.xony, memorable among unworthy ministers

and venal statesmen. He was born in 1700 at
Weissenfels, and in early life entered, as a page,
into the service of the Duchess of Saxe-Weissen-
fels. His winning address and tact gained for him
rapid promotion through several ottices of state,

until, in 1746, he became iirinie-minister to that
idle and unpatriotic rulei-, Augustus III. With
the basest and most slavish sycophancy, he hum-
oured the whims of his unworthy master, draining
the cofl'ers of the state, and burdening the country
with debt, to su])ply him with money to squander
on his follies. Yet he contrived to enrich himself,

and to accumulate honours and titles. He kept a
horde of servants, and maintained the most splen-

did establishment in the kingdom. The efl'ect of

his reckless robliery of the national finances nuule
itself felt at the outbreak of the Seven Years' War,
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when the country could furnish only 17,000 men
U> oppose Fredorii'k of Prussia, wlio surprised and
CAptured the wliole Saxon army in its eanij) at
rirna. Augustus and ISriUd lied to Warsaw.
\\'lien peai'o was coiu'luded, tliey retunied to
Dresden, wliere Augustus died on the oth October
170;^. His wortidess parasite liad the grace to
follow luiu three weeks later ('28th Octwher).

Bruise, or Contusion, signifies an injury
intiiited l)y a lilow or sudden pressure, in wlneli
tht! skin is not wounded, and no l>one is broken or
dislocated. Hotli terms, and especially the latter,

are emphiyed in surgery to include all such injuries
in tiieir widest range, from a black eye to a
thoroughly crushed mass of muscle. In the slighter
forms of this injury, a-s in ordinary simple bruises,

tiiere is no tearing, but only a concui^sion of the
textures, tiie utmost ilamagedone being the rupture
of a few small blood vessels, which occasions the
discoloration that is always oliserved in these
cii-ses. In more severe contusions, the subjacent
structures—nniscles, connective tissue, vessels, \c.
—are more or less ru])tured, and in extreme ca.ses,

are tlmroughly irushetl, and usually become gan-
grenous. The ([uantity of blood that is extrava-
.sated maiidy depends upon the size and number
of the ruptured blood-vessels, but jiartly also on
the nature of the textures of the injured jiart.

Thus, a lax tissue, as that of the eyelids, favours
the escape of blood into 'the surroumling parts.

More<)ver, the constitution of the patient luis

some influence, and many jiersons, especially,

according to I'aget, pallid, fatty, st)ft skinned
women, though sufl'ering from no ap]>arcnt disea.se,

as well as those affected with scurvy or with the
'hemorrhagic tliathesis' (see H.KMitrmiJ.v ), are
subject to extravasations, ami conse<iuently to dis-

colorations, very tlisproi»f)rtionate to the injuries

that cause them.
The most characteristic signs of a recent contu-

sion are more or less Shock (ij-v. ), pain, swelling,

and discoloration of the surface from efliised blooil

(connnoidy known as Eirlnjinosis, <|.v.). There is

nothing special in the character of the shock, biit

it is worthy of notice that it is most severely felt in

injuries of special jiarts -as tlie testes, the breasts,

and the larger jniiits. which ai'c ofti'ti followed by
remarkable geni'ral de[)ressioii, faintness. loss of

niusrnlar power, ami nausea. The immediate pain
f<dlowing the blow is succeeiled by a feeling of

numbness, which, after a varying time, uidess the

jiart is killed, gives place to a heavy, aching pain.

Although some depression may usually lie observed

immediiitely after the inllirlioii of the blow, swell-

ing of the jiarts rapidly follows, as may be well

seen when a child receives a blow (m the he.ad,

or in the wale that rises after the lash of a whip.

In lax jiarts, such as the eyelids, the swelling is

often considerable, and may remain for a week
or more ; but in other parts it usually sub-

sides in two or three days. The discoloration of

the skin conseipient on blows is of a more or less

purjile tint, varying from black to crimson or pink.
' Hhu'kness,' says I'aget, ' usually indicating in-

t<'nse injury, is probably due to the extravasation

of a large proportion of entire blood ; crimson or

jiink tints, to the prevalence of a bloodstained

fluid ; l)lue, to the degrees in which blackness i.s

veiled by the cuticle and skin, as the cohmr of

blood in veins is ; and |>erlia]»s some of the shades

of pink to the partial a»>ration of the blood by the

penetration of air through the ejiidermis. ^Vfter

a variable time, proportionate to the severity of

the injury, these colours fade out, passing most
commcnly through gradually lightening shades of

brownishOlive, green, and yellow.' Tlie causes of

tlie.se changes of colour are not clearly known ; as,

however, the changes are not observed in bruises

84 .

of parts removed from air and light, they are
nroliably due to oxidation and actinic agency.
When a severe bniise tends to a natural cure, and
there is no inflammation or sloughing, the eH'used
blood is generally absorbed, the licjuid portion
rapi<lly disappearing, while the blood-cells are
more slowly removed. In some cases, it is possible
that the etl'used blood may become organised into
v;uscular connective tissue, which takes part in the
repair of the injured tissue. \Ye need not follow
the course of a bruise in which active inflammation
with suppuration ensues, or in which sloughing
takes place, ;is these complications must be treated
according to the ordinary rules for those afl'ections.

There are, however, one or two ill consequences
following partial recovery, which reijuire notice.

Thus, in some organs, as the breast, abscess may
ensue long after a blow ; or a sensitive indurated
lump may remain ; or (mtue I'ommonly) there may
be long-ct)Utinued pain, without change of texture ;

or, hustly, cancer may ensue. Blows on superficial

bones, as those on the skull, are not uiifieqnently
followed by very painful thickening of the perios-

teum ; a muscle violently struck may be paralysed,

and rapidly waste away ; and constitutional ilis-

eases, such as gout and rheuniatisni, are well
known to lt)calise themselves with special severity
in parts that have once been seriously bruised.

VN'ith regard to treatment, simjile and not very
severe bruises reciuire little treatment but the rest

neces.sarv for the avoidance of jiain ; but the re-

moval of the swelling and discoloration may be
hastened by the application of various local stimu-
lants, which seem to act by accelerating the
circulation through tlie bruised part, and promoting
the absorption of the effused fluid. Friars balsam,
compound soap liniment, or poultices made witli

the roots of black bryony beaten to a Jiulp, are
iiopular remedies of this class. Tincture of arnica
lias a great rei>utation ; but experiments have
made it very (loublful whether it is any more
efficacious than simple spirit of the same strength.

A solution of sulphurous acid, and ha/eline and
other preparations of the American Witch-hazel
(<|.v. ), are of more \alue. They should be kejit

constantly applied to the bruised part on lint or

I'otton-wool. I'ugilists, who are inobably lietter

;ict|uainte<l with ordinary bruises tli.'in any other
da.ss of men, are in the habit of removing the

swelling of the eyelids that often naturally occui-s

during a prize-light to such an extent as to close

the eyes, by at once puncturing the eyelids at

se\-eial points with <a lancet ; and their favourite

remeily tor a black eye or other bruise on the face

is a fresh beefsteak applied locally as a poultice.

Ihuises of a more severe nature, as w hen there is

much breaking or crushing of the tissues, must, of

course, at once be placed in the hands of a surgeon.

See Sir James I'aget on 'Contusions' in Ilolmes'.s

Si/.strm of Siirijrrif.

Brillliail'C < I'r., 'foggy month'), a division of

the year in the republican calendar of France. It

includes the time fnyn October 22 to November 20.

The celebrated iStli IJrumaire, vhich witnessed
the overthrow of the Directory (q.v.) and the estab-

lishment of the sway of Napoleon, corresponds

with NoNcniber 9, 179!', of the Cregorian calendar.

ICl'llllllliell. (JKORfiE Brvan, better known as
' Beau Brummell,' was born in London, 7tli June
1778, the son of Jvord North's jirivate secretary, and
grandson of a gentleman's gentleman. At Eton,

and duiing a lirief sojouin at Oxford, he was le.ss

distinguisheil for studiousness tiiaii for the ex-

quisiteness of his dress and manners ; and after

four years in the army, having come into a fortune

of £;iO,()0(), he entered society on his true vocation

of arbiter of elegancies. His success was brilliant

;
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but the pace was too liot, ami his wit was, more-

over, too fine for his twenty years" patron and
admirer, the Vrince Ke.iient. Tliey (|uarrelled in

1813, and ganil'ling debts tliree years later forced

Hruuimellto tlee to t'alais. He struj;gled on there,

reckless as liefore, for fonrteen years ; from 18H() to

183*2 lield a sinecure consulate at Caen ; and, after

three years of drivellinji imbecility, died in the

pauper lunatic asylum of that old Norman city,

30th March 1840.
' See his Life by Jesse ( 1844; new

ed. 1886).

Bl'llliai, or J5KIXE1. a ihitish ])rotectorate in

tht! N\V. of Borneo, till 1S8S nomiiutlly an inde-

pendent Mohammedan territory, whose sultan was
foimerly overlord of the whole island. Area, about
18.000 sq. ni. ; pop. estimated at 125,000, divided

into trade castes. The capital, Brunai, on a river

of the same name, is a miserable, dirty town, built

on piles, with some 30,000 inhabitants, who trade

with 8in>;apore. See BuKXEO.

Brilliailbinil. the scene in 937 oi a bloody

battle, in m hieli Athelstan (tj.v.) defeated an allied

army of Welsh. Scots, and Danes. It is difficult

to say whether Brunanburh was in Lothian, North-
ninberland, Yorkshire, at Brumby in Lincolnshire,

or at Bromborough in Cheshire ; and .some have
contended it was near Axminster in Devonshire.

Of the Anglo-Saxon poem on the victory, pre-

served in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, there is a
spirited version by Lord Tennyson.

Bi'uiick. KicnAKD Francois Philippe,
classical scholar, was born at Straslmrg, December
30, 1729. He ^^as educated under the Jesuits in

Paris, but abandoned his studies, and for some
time was engaged as a military commissary during
the Seven '^'ears' War. A professor in Giessen,

with whom Brunck hapjiened to lodge while the
army was in winter-quarters, revived in him the
lov'e of classical studies, lieturning to Strasburg,
he devoted all his spare time to Greek, and soon
distinguished himself sis an able but daring
critic and emendator. His lielief that all inac-

curacies in ancient (Jreek writings were introduced
by copyists often led him astray ; but few critics

since tlie revival of learning have done more for

the progress of Greek literature. His lirst Mork,
Analerta Vctcrinn Poetai-um Gnvconitti. (l~72-~6),
was followed by editions of Auacreon (1778), Apol-
lonius Rhodius (1780), Aristophanes (1781-83),
Pvctrij Gtto)n(i-l (1784), Virgil (1785), and Sophocles
(1786). The outbreak of the French Revolution
interrupted Brunck's studies. During the Terror
he was imprisoned, but was liberated after the
downfall of Ro1)espierre. His means had been so
much reduced, that he was compelled to sell his
valuable library. He died June 12, 1803.

Bruiie, Gi^iLLAi'ME Marie Anne, a French
marshal of the First Empire, was born at Brives-
la-Gaillarde, 13th March 1763. At lirst a Paris
bookseller, he was a membei- of tlie Cordeliers'
Chib, and a friend of Danton. In 1792 he was sent
as civil commissary to Belgium, but he soon entered
the army, fought in the \'endean war and in Italy
under Massena, and after Rixoli, Avas made general
of division. Sent by the Directory to Switzerland
in 1798, he executed his orders with brilliant suc-
cess. In 1799 he was ap])oiiited to the command of
the army of Holland, where he achieved the reputa-
tion of being one of tiie best generals of his age.
He defeated the Duke of "^'ork at Bergen, Septem-
ber 19, and forced him to capitulate at Alkmaar.
In 1803 he was ambassador to Turkey ; next year
he obtained the dignity of marshal. In 1807 he
Ijecame governor-geneial of the Hanseatic towns,
but .scxm exciting the; distiust of Napoleon, was
recalled. After the return from Ellia he joined the
emperor, was made a peer, Ijut, like many better

men, had his prospects blasted by Waterloo. On
2d August 1815 he was brutally murdered by an
infuriated royalist mob at Avignon. See his Life

( Paris, 1821 ), and Conchard's monograph on
Brunes murder (Paris, 1887).

Bl'lllior, IsAMBARD KINGDOM, engineer, only
son of the following, was born at Portsmouth, 9th
April 1806, and in 1823, after tAvo years spent at

the college of Henri t^uatre, in Paris, entered his

father's otiice. He helped him in the construction
of the Thames Tunnel, and himself, in 1829-31,

planned the Clifton Susjiension Bridge, which,
commenced in 1835, was com]>leted only in 1864
with the materials of his own Hungerford Suspen-
sion Bridge (1841-45) over the Thames at Charing
Cross (see Bridge, p. 445). He designed the
Greed. Western (1838), the lirst steamshij) built to
cross the Atlantic, and the Great Britain (1845),
the first ocean screw-steamer. The Great Eastern
(q.v. ), the largest vessel ever built in the world,
was built under his sole direction in 1853-^58. In
1833 he was appointed engineer to the Great
W^estern Railway, and designed and constructed
the whole of the tunnels, bridges, viaducts, and
arches on that line. Among docks at English sea-

ports, in the improvement or construction of which
he was engaged, may be mentioned those of Bristol,

Monkwearmouth, CardiflF, and Milford Haven.
Made a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1830, he
was chosen on the Council of the Institution of

Civil Engineers in 1845, and its Vice-president from
1850. He died suddenly, 15th September 1859.

See his Life by his son (1870).

Bi'Ulier, Sir Marc Isambard, engineer, was
born, a farmers son, at Hacqueville, near Rouen,
in France, April 25, 1769. He was destined
for the church, but early showed an inclination

for mechanics, and at school preferred the study
of the exact sciences to the classics. In 1786
he l)ecame a sailor in the French navy. In the
revolutionary period of 1793, having compromised
himself by his political opinions, he escaped from
Paris to the United States. His career as an
engineer began in 1794, when he was appointed to

survey for the canal which now connects Lake
Chaniplain with the river Hudson at Albany. He
afterwards acted as an architect in New York, for

which city he was appointed chief-engineer, and
erected an arsenal and cannon-foundry, with
ingenious machinery for casting and boring. On
his return to Europe in 1799, he married the
daughter of William Kingdom, Plymouth, and
settled in England. His mechanical skill was
shown in various minor inventions, such as a
writing and drawing machine, and a machine for

winding cotton thread. A plan submitted by him
to government for making block-pulleys for ships

by machinery was adopted in 1803, and he was for

many years employed in carrying it into execu-
tion in Portsmouth dockyard. On the completion
of the machinery in 1806 the saving on the first

year in the m<anuf<acture of the blocks was about
£24,000. He received £17,000 from government as

a reward for this invention. He was also success-

ful in the construction of other jiublic works—in

Woolwich arsenal and Chatham dockyard, &c. He
made experiments in steam -navigation on the
Thames in 1812, but his ])ro])osals for the use of

steam-tugs were declined by the navy board. The
destruction of his sawmills at Battersea by fire

(1814) led, with financial mismanagement, to his

bankruptcy (1821), when he Avas thrown into
prison for debt. He was released from i>rison on
a grant of £5000 being made by government
for payment of his debts. His most remarkable
undertaking was the Thames Tunnel beneath the
bed of the river, which, commenced in March

I
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1825, was openetl in Marcli J 843. Asssisted by
liis son, Isunibarcl Kinj^loni Urunel, he for ten
yeai> pui-snetl a roiii-se of cxiitTimeiits for eni-

j)lovin>; carbonic acitl ;,ms as a uiotiv e iM)\ver, but
tlie cost of the luacliinery prevented its introduc-
tion ius a substitute for steam. Anion;,' tlie h'ss

important of Urunels in\entions were madiiiies
for making' wooden boxes; for rulinjr i)aper ; foi-

shuHliii;,' a pack of cards witliout usiii;,' tlie liands ;

for tlu' manufacture of nail> ; for makiii;,' seamless
sluK's for the army : a knittin^'-machine ; a prepara-
tion of tinfoil for ornamentation ; and improve-
ments in stereotyjie plate?-. Elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society in 1814, he was appointetl Vice-
nresiilent in 18.S'2. and w;us a member of various
lorei;,Mi M)cietie>. He was kni},dited in 1S41 ; ami
died Decemlier I'J, I84it, in his eightv-lii"st vear.

See his Life by Beamish (1862).

BriilK'Ik'Sclli, Filii'I'o, one of the greatest
Italian anliitects, wa-; born at Florence in 1377.

A goldsmith lirst, then a sculptor, he linally de-

voted himself to architecture, studying zealously

perspective ami geometry. At Home he became
imbued with iliL"..>ica! tradition>. ami s<M>n after

his return to Florence in 1407, he ottered his plan
for completing the cathedral of Santa Maria del

Fiore, founded in 12tH5. and now only wanting a
dome. It wa> approveil, spite of its boldne.ss and
novelty, but the work was not juit into his hands
till U'lJl. The great work was linished. all but
the lantern, with which he intended to crown
the whole, when he died at Florence in 1446.

Brunellcschi s dome, meji-sured fliametrically, is the
largest in the world, and served a.s a model to

Michael Angelo for that of St Peter's. Besides this i

ma^terjiiece he exe<'tited several other great works,
such !is the churcho of S|»irito Santo and San
Loienzo, tus well ius the de>ign> for the I'itti

Palaee, which originated the In-auiiful style of

Tuscan palace architecture in the l.')th century.

IfirUIlllilda. ( l ) i" the XiUhnif/rti/icii, the young
and stalwart ipieen of Iceland, wife of (iunther,

the Burgundian king. She hated pjussionately

Krienihild and her husband, Siegfried, who hail

once been her own lover ; and she caused his murder
by the hamU of Ilageii. ( )riginally she was iden-

tical with llie Norse Walkyrie AV////////'//'. wliofor

a fault w;i> stripped of her divinity by Odin and
sunk into a charmed sleep from which she wiis

awakened liy Sigurd ( Siegfried ). -i 2 ) The daughter
of the Visigothic king .\tlianagild, niarried King
Sigl>erl of .Austnisia in .')(i7, and afterwards ivs

regi-nt for her two grandson^. Theodel>ert 11.,

king of .\ustr;isia. ami Theodoric II.. king of

Buigimdy, divided the government of the whole
Frankish" world with her rival Fredegimd, who
governed Neiistria for the youthful Clotaire II.

On the death of Fiedegond in .VIS she seized on

Neustria, ami for ;i while united under her rule

the whole .Merovingian dominions, but was over-

thrown in t\\:i by ;i lomliiiiation in their own
interests of the .Vustnusjan nobles under the nom-
inal leadei-ship of Clotaire II., and i>ut to death

by being dragged at the heels of a wild horse.

Krillli. LKct.N AKIJO, a famous humanist, a native

of Arezzo, and hence styled Antino, Wiis born

in i:«ji). He lirst studied law at F'loren<e and

Havenna, but afterwards turned liis attention to

cliussical literature. In UO.") he olitained the ortice

of iiapal secietarv, aiitl as such served under fcmr

|)ope>. the last of' whom, .lolin Will., he attended

to the Council of ('<mstance. On his iKitrons

dei)osition he returned to Floience. His Histuria

Fli,rcnliiiii procured for him the rights of citizen-

.ship, and at a later period, through the favour of
|

the Me<licean family, he wius ai)i»ointed state
j

secretary. He ilied 9th March 1444. Brunt aided
|

in advancing the study of Greek literature mainly
by his literal translations into Latin of Aristotle,

Demosthenes, IMato. and IMutarcli. Among his

original works were Comiinnturius Rcnim m/u
Tempore Ge.-itayuin (Ven. 1476), Z)c Oriqine Urbis
Mii/ifurr, De Jioiixr (h-itfitie, Ep/.sfola; Patiiiliare^,

and Lives of Petrarch and Dante in the vernacular.

BriilliSf, a Swiss pass (3396 feet), forming the
shortest and ejisiest route between the ' F'orest Can-
tons' and the Bernese Oberland. A road was foiiiied

in 18.j7 62, and in 1888 a Briinig branch of the
Berne-Lucerne Bailway was opened.

Briini Island (North and South) lies oil' the
south part of the east coast of Tasmania, from
w liicli it is separate<l by D'Entrecasteaux Channel.
It has a lengtli of 32 miles, a varying breadth of 1

t(» 1 1 miles, and an area of 160 sq. m. Coal is mined.

Bl'JilllU ;i city of the Austrian empire, the
i-.ipital of Moravia, is b«'autifully situated, partly

on the slope of a hill, and partly in a i)leasant

v.illey at the continence of the Schwarzawa and
the Zwittawa, 93 miles N. of Vienna by rail.

Behinil the city, on an eminence (984 feet), rises

the castle of Spielberg, formerly the citadel, and
now used ;us barracks, but notorious as the

state-prison where Silvicj Pellico w;us confined from
IS22 to ia30. Surrounde«l by walls till IStiO,

Briinu pos.se.sses a .steam-traniwav and numerous
other modern improvements. Among the most
interesting buildings are the cathedral of St Peter;
St daniess Church, a Oothic edilice, with a tower
30.") feet in height ; the church of the Minorites

;

and the Augustine convent. The Stadttheater,
opened in 1882, was the lii-st continental theatre
lit by electricity. Briinu is one of the most im-
jMirtant manufacturing towns in the Austrian
dominions. Its wocdleiis are .specially celebrated,

ami it has also large manufactures of machinery,
linen, leather, pajtei, iroin\are, u]>holsterv, liqueurs,

and numerous cliemical ])roducts. Pop. (1881)
s2.i;(lM : ls!)(i

I
'.M,4ti_' (40 jier cent. Czechs).

Brillllie, H(JBKRT OK, the name by which
BolK-rt .Manning, a monk of the order founded by
.St (!ill)ertof Semprin;;ham, is usually designateil.

His monastery was in South Limolnsliire, near the

modem town of Bourn, and he lived in the reigiLs

of Edwanl II. and Edward 111., and probably died

alMHit Ki4(). His chief work is his JJ(ui(//i/ti(fe

Si//uie. a free and am)>lilied translation into English
\erse of William of Waddington's Jloma/ drs

I'crhirz^ with such judicious omissions and excellent

additions as made his \*'rsion much more enter-

taining than the (uiginal. The pu rpo.se of the book
Wits to convey religious instruction to the peoi)le in

the agreeable form of moial anecdotes. It is of

great importance from the linguistic point of view
:is (me of our licst landmarks in the transition from
the early to the later Middle English. He also

made a new version in octosyllabic rhyme of Wace's
Brut (VAiifileterre, and added to it a popular trans-

lation of the F'rench rhyming chronicle of Peter
Langtoft of Bri<lliiigton. liobert deliberately wrote
in English instead of French, in order to reach the

common people, to gi\ e them the means ' for to haf

solace and ganien, in felauschip when tha sit sanien

[ together ].

'

BriIIllU'll. a village, the port of the Swiss
canton of Scliwvz, on the Lake of Lucerne, near
the mouth of tlie Muotta, 17 miles by water,

but 28i by rail ESE. of Lucerne. Here in 1315,

after the battle of Morgarten. the deputies of the

F'orest Cantons formed a league.

BrunilOM', Puilii'P, (Joint von, a Russian
ilililoiiialist, was born at Dresden in 1797, and
entereil the Russian service in 1818. He was
jiresent in a civil capacity in the campaigns of
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1828 and 1829 against the Turks, ami in 1839 he was
sent on a special mission to London, where, in the

following spring, lie was accredited as permanent
ambassador. In this capacity he soon acquired

distinction as a diplomatist. After retiring from
London on the outhroak of the war in 1854, he
represented iJussia in Frankfort, and, along with
Count Orlotr, was sent to the Conference of Paris

in 1856. He was afterwards appointed to the court

of Prussia; but in 1858 he returned to his old

place in London, where he represented Russia at

the conferences in ISiii and 1871. He was raised

to the rank of count in 1871, and in 1874 retired

to Darmstadt, where he died 12th April 1875.

Bruno. (Jiordaxo, a fervid, restless, pro-

found j)hilosopher, was born at Nola, in the
kingdom of Naples, about the middle of the
16th century. He entered at an early age the
order of the Dominicans, but soon began to

express his doubts in regard to the doctrines of

Transul)stantiation and of the Immaculate Con-
ception, in consequence of which he was obliged
to Uee from his convent. Henceforth his life was
unsettled. In 1577 he went to Ceneva, where he
spent two years, but having excited the suspicion

and dislike of the strict Calvinists of that city by
his general scepticism, he judged it prudent to

betake himself to Paris, where he delivered pre-

lections on the 'Great Art' (Logic) of Raymond
LuUy. His disputes with the bigoted Aristotelians

of the university of Paris compelled him, however,
to leave France. He passed over into England,
w'here he resided for two years in comparative
quiet, enjoying the friendsbiji of Sir Philip Sidney
and the protection of the French ambassador,
Michel de Castelnau. Here he composed his most
important works, but at last, having incurred the
displeasure of the clergy by his vehement denuncia-
tion of the Aristotelian philosophy and by other
grave heresies, he returned to Paris in 1585. In
1586 he proceeded to the university of Marburg,
where he matriculated, but was forbidden to lecture,

and to Wittenberg, where he became professor.

After spending some time in Prague, Brunswick,
Helmstedt, and P'rankfort-on-the-Maine, he re-

solved to go l)ack to Italy. He fixed his residence
at Padua ; l>ut venturing to settle in Venice, he
was arrested by the officers of the Inquisition,

and conveyed to Rome in 1593. He was noAv
subjected to a long imprisonment and persecution,
in the vain hope that he would recant ; but Avlien

all the endeavours of his enemies pi'oved inefl'ectual,

he was brought to the stake, 17th February 1600,
and burnt as a heretic. On the scene of his martyr-
dom, the CciDijJO dei Fiori, a monument to his

memory was unveiled in 1889. Two new editions
of his works, one by Lagarde and one by Tocco and
Vitelli, have been published.

Bruno's writings, of which the most valuable are
composed in Italian, display throughout a strong,

courageous, excitable soul, susceptible of deep
enthusiasm, full of mental unrest and scepticism,
but guided by an unsatisfied yearning for truth.

His speculations are sul)lime. The Cetia delle

Ceneri, or F^vening Conversations on Ash-Wednes-
day, is an apology for the Copernican .astronomy

;

the Spacclo ddla BrMld Trionfante, or Expulsion
of the Triumphant Beast (Paris, 1584), is a satiri-

cal and somewhat heavy allegory in the style of

the times, but which perhaps gives the clearest
account of Bruno's philosophy. His greatest
works are metaphysical, such as the Delia Causa
Principio cd LTiio (On the One Sole Cause of
Things), and the Del Diftiito Unircrso c Mondi
((Jn tlie Infinity of the Universe and of Worlds).
The doctrine enunciated in these is Pantheistic
(see Panthkism). Bruno held that the infinite

soul of God did not merely inhabit or pervade the

universe, but that the universe was simply a
manifestation of Him, and therefore itself divine.

God was therefore, in the most literal and physical
sense, all In all. Bruno's philosophy, in later

times, was quite unappreciated and even neglected,
until Jacobi drew public attention to it in his

Letters on the Ductrinc of Sjttn(i::<(. Both Spinoza
anil Descartes were mucli iiidebteil to Bruno. His
influence is also discernible in the sjjcculation of

modern Germany ; one of Sclielling's notable woiks
is entitled Bruno. C>riginal editions of his works
are very rare. Those in Italian were jjublished by
Wagner in 1830 ; some Latin ones liy Gfrcirer in

1834. See works on Bruno by Bartholmess (Paris,

1846), Berti (Flor. 1868 and'l880), Sigwart (Tiib.

1880), Brunnhofer (Leip. 1883), and the Life of
Giordano Bruno, tlic Nolan, by Miss I. Frith,

revised liy Professor Moriz Carriere (Lond. 1887).

The Eroici Fnrorl was translated by L. Williams
in 1888. A novel based on Bruno's life, by C. E.

Plumi)tre (Lond. 1884), has slight value.

Bruno, St, the founder of the Carthusian order,

was born at Cologne about 1040, and received his

earliest education there. Subsequently he became
rector of the cathedral school at Rheims. But the
wickedness of his time soor. began to weigh upon
his soul, and in 1086, with six friends, he betook
himself to the wild mountain of Chartreuse, near
Grenoble. Here he founded the order of the
Carthusians (q.v. ), one of the most austere of all

the monkish orders. Bruno and his companions
had each a separate cell in which they practised the

severities of the rule of St Benedict, keeping silence

during six days of the week, and only on Sundays
seeing one another. Pope Lhban II., who was one
of Bruno's most eminent scholars, in 1089 summoned
the saint to Rome. He obeyed the call reluctantly,

and steadily refused all oilers of i)referment. In
1094 he established a second Carthusian monastery
at Delia Torre, in a solitary district of Calabria,

where he died in 1101. He was canonised in

1628 ; his festival is the 6th October. Bruno left

no written regulations for his followers. These
first appeared in a complete form in 1581, and were
enjoined on all Carthusians by Innocent IX.

Bruno the Great, one of the most eminent
men of his time, was born about 925, the third

son of Henry the Fowler. He became archbishop
of Cologne and chancellor of the empire under his

brother Otto I., and after\A'ards, as a reward for

his services, Duke of Lorraine. Distinguished
alike for piety and learning, he strove to reform
the monasteries and advance the love of learning

among the clergy. He died at Rheims, 11th

October 965.

Brunonian System, See BRow^f, John,
p. 487.

Brunswick, Duchy of (Ger. Braimsclm-eig),

a state of Northern Germany, cimsisting of three

larger and five smaller distinct ])arts, with a total

area of 1423 sq. m. Pop. (1875) 327,493; (1890)

403,773. Of the three larger parts, the princijial

one, forming the circle of Wolfenbiittel, and in-

chnling the cajjital, lies between Prussia and
Hanover ; the second, extending westward from
Prussia to the Weser, divides Hanover into two
parts ; and the third, forming the Blankenburg
district, lies to the south-east, between Hanover,
Anhalt, and Prussia. The smaller parts are the

isolated enclaves of Calviirde in the east, Theding-
hausen in the west (not far from Bremen), and
some very small demesnes on the Hanoverian
boundaries. Brunswick belongs mostly to the

l)asin of the Weser, which serves as a bcmndary on

the Avest. Its surface is mo.stly nnmntainous,
jiarticularly in the southern portions of the country,

but it has nevertheless level tracts of considerable
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extent. The eliiiiate in the lowhintls resenililes

tlie "xeueral elinuite of Northern (Jeiniany; l)ut in
the Harz ilistriet it is so nineh coKUt tliat harvest
is «,'enerally a month hater than in tlie jihiins.

Tlie quarries and mines of Brunswick produce
m:ul»le, ahihaster, limestone, eoal, iron, copper,
lead, sulpliur. alum, and salt in large quantities,
with some little gold and silver. Agriculture
constitutes the diief wealth of tlie dueliy. The
j>asture-land is extensive, and great attention is

j>ai<l to the rearing of cattle, and especially to the
breeding of .sheep, wool heing an im|)ortant article
of commerce. A large numl>er of persons are
employed in the cutting and preparation of timher.
The manufactures are com|iarative!y unimportant.

Tiie iniialiitants are mostly Saxons, and with the
exceptions of al)out 3(X>0 Keiformed, 16.000 Roman
Catholics, and lti<X> .lews, ail adhere to tiie Lutheran
Church. Tlie people in the rural districts speak a
very luoad LowtJerman dialect ; hut good Higli-
Ceriiian is spoken hy the educated classes. The
government is a limited monarchy, the duke'.s
|)ower heing restricted hy the legislature. The
annual revenue of Brunswick is ahout £700,000, and
just halances the expenditure. The puhiic deht
amounts to a little over O,(MK),0()0, mainly in-

curred for the formation of railways. The civil

li.st is not comprised in the hudget, heing |)aid out
of the revenues of tlir state domains and other
fun<ls ahout t'40,(JO(» a year. The private
estates of the dukedom of Ihuiiswick are very
large.

Bninswick was included as a part of Saxony
uniler the enipin; of Chiirlemagne. In I'iS.l, with
Liinehurg, it was made a <lucliy under Utto, who
•lied in 12.')2, and was succeeded in 1207 hy his

son, -Allu'echt, founder of the older line of Wolfeu-
hiittel. .lolin, another son of (Jtto, was the founder
of the older Liinehurg line, which became extinct
with William of Liinelmrg in \'WJ. In l.")(i9 Henry,
who styled himself Duke of Brunsw ick-Liinehuig-
Dannenherg, foumh'd the new House of Brunswick-
Wolfenhiittel ; and his hrother William f()unded

the new line of Brunswick-Liinehurg, and ius such
iM'came ancestor of the House of Hanover (q.v. ).

The ancient ensign of the race is the w hite horse.

Duke Frederick- William came to England in 1809,

and with his 'Black Brunswickers ' (so called from
their uniform, in mourning for the losses at Auer-
stiidt ) entered the Knglish .service, fighting in the

I'eninsular war till ISl.S, when he retuiiied to his

duchy ; in 1S1."» he »lied a .soldiers death at t^hiatre

Brsi-s.' At the death of the childless Duke William
in 1884, the succes.sion pa-ssed to the Duke of Cum-
herlaiifl, .son of (Jeorge V., the dethroned king
of Hanover. As the heir refused to recognise the

new constitution of the (lerman empire, the

imperial government dtclined to allow the suc-

cession to take place, an<l an interregnum occurred.

In October 1885, I'rince Albrecht, a nephew of

the emperor, was elected regent of the duchy by
the diet.

Biil'N.swiCK, the capital, stands on theOker, in a
level and fertile district, 14.3 miles W8W. of Berlin.

It is supposed to have been fimntled in 801, l)y

Bruno, Duke of Ostfalen; but Henry the Lion,

in the 12th century, so peatly strengthened and
beautilied the city that he may be almost said to

be its founder. In the l.Sth century Brunswick

became a member of the Hanseatic League, and
soon attained cimsiderable commercial luosperity,

but its importance ileclined with tlie de(;ay of l^lie

League. I'lie town is most irregularly built, with

narrow and crooked streets, but pos.ses.ses the

advantage of an abundant supply of water. The
cathedral (1173-1409), and the churclies of St

Martin, St Catharine, and St Amlrew with its

steeple ;i41 feet high, are among the principal

l)uildings ; the old Kath-haus is a line specimen of
Gothic, and a number of the older houses are
interesting for their (juaintly carved wooden fronts.

In the museum are some notable antiquities
and works of art by Jan Steen, Albert Diirer,
Holbein, llembrandt, Kai)hael, Cuido, Buy.sdael,
Michael Angelo, and Benvenuto Cellini.' The
industry of the town consi.sts chielly in manufac-
tures of jute, woollen and linen, leather, sewing-
machines, chicory, beet-sugar, tobacco, /xt/iicr-

inilchc, and lackered wares, and in ])ul)lisliiiig.

The old fortifications have been domolislietl, and
their site converted into pleasant promenades. A
line avenue of linden-trees leads to the ducal
palace, which, destroyed by lire in 1830 and 1865,
IS now an imposing" edifice of 1869. Pop. (1871)
57,8.33; (1891) 101,047.

Bl*lllis>vi<*k. ( 1 ) a port of entry and cajntal of
(Jlynn county, (ieorgia, on St Simon Sound, an
inlet of the Atlantic, 186 miles SE. of Macon by
rail. It has connection by steamer with Savannah
and New York, and exports cotton and timber;
naval stores are manufactured. Pop. ( 1890) 8459.

—

(2) A town of Cumberland county, .Maine, 29 miles
NE. of Portlanil by rail, is at the head of na\iga-
tion on the Androscoggin River, whose falls or
rapids supply water-power for cotton, i)aper, and
other mills. It js the seat of Bowdoin College

f 1794), a Congregation.al institution of high stand-
ing, at which Nathaniel Hawthorne and Longfellow
graduated ; it has 15 resident professors and
al>out 2.">0 students, and the Maine Medical
School is affiliated to it. Pop. of townsiii]) ( 1880)
.-).384; (1890) 6012.

BrilllS>vil*k Black is a varnish employed for

coating over coarsely linished iron grates, fendei-s,

i^c. , and is prepared by melting together a.sphalt,

linseed oil, and oil of turpentine. For liner work,
it has lieen superseded by Berlin Black, a similar
conqM)sitioti of liner ([uality.

Brillis>vi('k Circeil is a i)igment used in the
arts, the composition of which is very variable.

The native varieties sometimes consist of carbon-
ates of co|q>er, but the artilicial compounds fie-

quently contain arsenite of copjier, Prussian blue,

indigo, or chrome yellow. A superior product is

obtained by the action of sal-ammoniac on copper
tilings, an oxychloride of cop|)er being produced
identical with the mineral Atacamite (q.v.).

Brilliswiek, New. See Niiw BitUNSwicK.

Brilslll'S. Few things are in more universal u.se

than bru.shes. One kind or another is to be found
wherever people dwell or are at work. The
materials used for the manufacture of brushes are,

taking first those of animal origin, hogs bristles,

horsehair, strips of whalebone, and to a smaller

extent goats hair, badger's hair, fitch (nolecat),

sable sind camels liair. Those of vegetable origin

are principally aloe fibre, called also Mexican llbre

[Ar/ave amcricaua) ; kittool fibre (Caryota itrens)

;

l)ass or piassaba libre {Attalcafanifcra ) ; and cocoa-

nut fibre ( Cr>rr« iiiucifira). But many other vege-

table fibres, as well as esparto grass and the like,

are used locally for brushes or brooms in difl'erent

parts of the world. Brushes of steel and brass w ire

are used for certain purposes.

For the stocks of the commoner kinds of brushes

and brooms, native woods, such as sycamore (often

called plane-tree), beech, elm, birch, chestnut, and
oak, are employed, and ash for the handles of small

brooms. Veneers or plates of rosewood and satin-

wood, of ivory, tortoise-shell, mother-of-pearl,

xylonite, and silver adorn the backs and handles

of toilet-brushes.

Bristles, though less so than they were, are still

the chief material u.sed in the manufacture of

blushes. The chief sources from which they are
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obtained are noted under BRISTLES. They are so

far soited into qualities when received by the

manufacturers, who sei)arate tlie larger and more
valuable sizes by means of steel combs with one

row of vertical teeth. The lar<,'est size stick in the

teeth of tlie lirst cond), the next size in the second

cond), and so on. Every l>undle of the better quali-

ties yields a small proportion of Ion-;- and strong

bristles which have a higli value, and are not made
into lirnshes but sold to shoemakers. The bristles

are also sorted by hand and a size-stick or gauge
into various lengths, and by the eye into various

coloui-s, as black, gray, white, and other shades.

Either before or after they are sorted, bristles re-

quire to be washed, and the 'whites' are bleached

with suli)hurous acid or other agent (see Bleach-
ing; ). French white bristles are generally beauti-

fully bleached.
A hair-brnsh may be taken as an example of how

the class known as 'drawn' brushes are made.
With the assistance of a perforated lead or wood

gauge the stock is drilled

Avith holes for the tufts.

These are formed by
doubling the bristles, and
are then drawn into their

place l>y thin brass wire,

which loops in tuft after

tuft, and is continuous all

through the filling of a
single brush (see fig. 1,

in which the bold line

shows the wire ). A back
which conceals this Nnre-looping is then glued on
and otherwise fixed. It may be stateil that a
hair-brush has the points of the bristles of unequal
length, in order to penetrate the hair. Hat-
brushes and babys hair-brushes are made of horse-

hair. The work of filling drawn brushes with
l)ristles is very generally done by women working
in their own homes.
Brooms, bannister, and other ' set ' brushes, many

of which have long tufts, are made in a ditt'erent

way. The stocks are turned, cut to shape, and
drilled with holes of the proper size, but in this

style of work they are only sunk to a certain

depth. The root ends of the tufts, which are also

the root ends of the bristles, if they are not doubled,
are first dipped into melted brushmakers' pitch,

next tied with a string at the root, and again
dipped into the pitch ; this fixes the tuft when
pusiied with a certain twist of the hand into one of

the holes of the stock. In some cases the stock is

twisted with one hand, and the tuft held steady by
the other. In this manner the broom or brush is

filled with bristles.

A painter's round brush or sash tool is one of the
simplest kinds of brushes, and is made in one way
by fixing a bundle or tuft of bristles, previously
dipped into a cement formed of rosin and linseed
oil, to the end of a two-pronged wooden handle by
a piece of twine, which is then coated with glue.
There are other methods of lunding the bristles of
large round brushes, such as by an iron or copper
ring, or by wire.

Whitewash and other flat brushes of similar
shajie consist, in some cases, of two, three, or more
cylindrical brushes, placed side by sifle, and fastened
separately on a projecting edge of a flat stock or
handle. Each of these single luushes forming the
conijiound brush is bound with twine or copper wire,
the latter being now jireferred. There are other
kinds of the same shape clitlerently made : one
variety, for example, is merely a single brush of
oblong form with the bristles held together l)y a
strip of leather and nails ; another sort is formed
by tufts fixed with pitch in the manner of a hearth-
broom. In those ca.ses where the root ends of the

Fi-. 2.

bristles are exposed, they are singed with a hot bar
of iron. It is curious how sometimes one, some-
times another kind of these brushes is preferred

for the same purpose in diflerent districts of the
country. The brushes used by artists are, for large

sizes, made of hog's hair bound with tin, and for

small sizes of sable and camel hair. The latter are

either bound witli <iuill or tin. A sable-hair pencil

is the most costly brush for its size that is made.
Softening brushes of badger's hair are used both by
artists and gnainers of wood.
Marltiuc-made BnisJtes.—There are several kinds

of mechanism in use for making brushes. The
Woodbury machine, which has been extensively
usetl in America, is perhaps the best known. Its

chief i)arts are a coml» with an arrangement for

filling its divisions with bristles ; a shaft to work
devices by which the l>ristles are fed in tufts to

plungers that double them, l)ind them A\ith wire,

and introduce them into the back of the bnish ; an
arrangement l)y

which the wire is

fed to and through
the bristles aftei'

doubling; and
mechanism for
centring the
brush-back under
the two plungers
concerned in pre-

paring and insert-

ing the tuft. The
machine is too elaborate for illustration here.

Fig. 2 shows how the tufts are bound with wire,

which takes the form of a spiral, and by a move-
ment of the plunger is made to screw its way into
the hole in the bi'ush-liack.

In England, machinery is chiefly applied to the
manufacture of the cheaiier kinds of brushes from
vegetable fibres, although
it is not confined to these.

The fibres have to undergo
a process of preparation.

The tufts in these machine-
made brushes are secured
in diflerent ways, such as
l)y a cross wire, shown in

fig. 3, or by a hard steel

wire loop bent into a trian-

gular shape, and placed as

in fig. 4, with the shoulders pressc'd firmly on the
sides of the drilled hole, and the points fixed to

the bottom.

Brush Turkey. See Mound-birds.

Brussels ( Fr. Bruxdles ), the capital of Belgium,
is situated in a fertile plain on the ditch-like

Senne, 27 miles S. of Antwerp, and 19.3 NE. of

Paris. It comnumicates by canal with the Scheldt,

and so with Antwerp, and railways connect it with
tiermany, France, and Holland, as well as with all

the principal towns of Belgium. The city has a
circumference of about 5 miles, and is Imilt

partly on the side of a hill ; though some of the

streets are so steep that they can be ascended only

by means of stairs, Brussels may on the whole be
pronounced one of the finest cities in Euroi)e. The
Upper Town is the newest an<l most fashionable

quarter, and is the residence chiefly of the great

and wealthy. The king's palace, public offices,

chief hotels, and mansions of^ foreign ministers are

here. It is also nnich more healthy than the Lower
Town, which is greatly subject to fogs, owing to its

intersection by the canals and the Senne, although
the stream now passes under an arched covering,

which supports a new boulev ard. But the closely

built old streets, with their numerous handsome
buildings, formerlv belonging to the Brabant

Fi- Fig. 4.
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nobility, l>ut now occupied by luercliants anil linen, ribbons, embroidery, najier, jewelry, bats,
trailers, have a fine pietures(]ue appearance, while
some of the public edifices are unrivalled as speci-
mens of (Jothic architecture. This part has also
several nolde churches, but it is now wholly ^'iven

over to trade. French is spoken in the upper divi-

sion ; but in the lower Flemish is prevalent, and in
one quarter the Walloon dialect is spoken. The
Enjrlisli lan<,Tia<,'e, owing to the large number of
English who reside here for economy, is also very
common. The walls which formerlv surroundeil

soap, porcelain, mathematical and musical iiistni-

nients, &c. Carriage-building is an important
brr nch of industry ; and jninting and lithographic
establishments are numerous. A great World
Exhibition was held here in 1888. Pop. (1846)
1'->.5,S74: (1866) 157,905; (1885) 171,751; (1891)
with suburl>s. 4S-J.'26S.

As early as the 8th century, we find Bntc/iscl/a,

then probalily a villa of the Frank kings, mentioned
in old chronicles ; and that a church existed here in

Brus.sels have been removed, an<l their i)lace is now 966 is proved by a <leed of the Emperor Otho 1

occupie<l by pleiusant Iwuilevards extending all

arouml the old town, and shatled by alleys of limes.

Tiie Alice Verte—ailoublc avenue along the Scheldt
Canal—fonns a splendid promenade, and leads
t<»ward the country palace ot Lacknt, 3 miles north
of the city. Besides the fine park in the I'ppcr
Town, covering an area of some 32 acres, orna-
mented with fountains and statues, and surrounded
by the jialace and other
state buildings, IJrussels

lia.s several i>ther s<juares

or places, among which
the most noteworthy are :

the I'lare Iloijnlr, with
its colossal monument of

(Jctilfrey of Bouillon ; the
Giinid I'lan\ in which is

situated the h6tel-de-

ville, a splendid Gothic
structure, erected in the

beginning of the l.")tb cfii-

tury, willi a spire of open
stonework 364 feet high,

and where, in 1568, the

patriot counts, Egmont
and Morn, were beheaded
by order «»f the Duke of

Alva ; and the Plmr dcs

Miirfi/rs. where a memo-
rial liiis been erectetl to

those who fell here in

the revolution of IS.'iO.

Among the churches the

largest anil finest is the

cathfdral of St (Judnif,

which ilat<'s from the 13th

century, and is built in

the pointed (Jothic style.

with many richly i>ainted winilows. ami a ituljnt

considered" to be' the masterjtiece of N erbruggeii.

In the I'll/id's (Icsi Ikniij- Arts is the ].icturegallery,

containing the finest specimens of the Flemish

8chiM)l of jiainting; a valuable museum; and the

public librarv. with 234,000 volumes and 22,0(J0

RISS., manv of the latter being beautifully iHunun-

ate<l. Theobservatorv is well e«|nipped. The new

Paliii.s de Jttstii;:, built in lS6(i S3 from designs by

Poelaert at a cost of more than £2,000,(KK), is oneot

the most magnificent buiUlings in Europe. The

royal palace and the national palace (for the

chambers) are important buildings. There are

several celebrate<l scientific societies, and educa-

tional institutions are l>oth numerous ami im-

portant. The universitv, fountleil in 183-4, has

over 12(»0 students. There are schools of painting

and sculi)ture, and a cim.servatorium. The city

contains also numerous charitable and benevolent

in.stitutions, and is the seat of the provincial

government of South Brabant, as well as of the

Under Charles V. Brussels was made the court-

residence in the Netherlamls, and became after-

wards, under Philip II.. the chief arena of the
revolution, and of tlie atrocities committed by the
Duke of Alva and the Inquisition. The city

suttered greatly in the war of Spain against Louis
XIV.—in whose reign it was boniliarded by Marslial
A'illcroi. and upwards of 4000 buildings destroyed

Palais de Justict, Brussels.

—anil in that of Austria against Louis XV.: Vmt

still more from the continual inevalenee of party

animosities caused by the policy of Austria.

Under the mild rule of Maria Theresa, it fiourished

greatly, and in this time many of its best institu-

tions and public buildings were founded. In 1789

occurred the Brabant revolution under Joseph II.;

and scarcely had Austrian rule been re-established,

after a brief time of indeiiendence, wiien Brus.sels

fell into the hands of the French (1792). After

other changes of fortune, Brussels, with the other

parts of Belgium, was incorporated with the king-

dom of the Netherlands in 181.J, and so remained

until the revolution of 1830, by which it became

the capital of the independent kingdom of Belgium.

Brussels Carpets. See Carpets.

Brussels Sprouts, a sub-variety of Bmssica

ohracca (B. 0. bullcf't fiemmifcnt). so named on

account of its peculiar habit, jjroducing a bud-like

cluster of leaves in the axil of each leaf from the

base to the top of the stem. These buds or sprouts
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its extreme hardiness, worthy of a considerable

space being devoted to it in the gardens of the ]>oor.

There are strains of the phmt distinguished from

each otlier l)y greater or less talluess of stem, and
by the larger or smaller size and compactness of

the sprouts. As a rule, the shorter stemmed
strains have the largest and most compact sprouts,

and are consequently the most favoured. The
superior strains once obtained by seed-growers and
by market-gardeners are very carefully selected

for the purpose of producing seed, only those

individual plants which present the most perfect

points being reserved for seed production. As
regards cultivation, the plant, like all of the

cabbage tribe, requires deep rich soil to bring it to

fullest perfection. The seed is sown in the open
ground in February or March, according to the

character of the weather, and again in the first

week of April to prolong the succession of crops.

Those sown in February will come into use in

October or November, and the later sowings suc-

cessively for about six months. Having compara-
tively little spread of leaves, the plants may be

set more closely than most other Brassica?, from
eighteen to twenty-four inches apart each way
being the usual distances allowed from plant to

plant.

Brut, or Brutus, the eponymous Trojan hero

who gave his name to the island of Britain,

according to Geoffrey of Monmouth, Wace, Laya-
mon, and all the earlier historians in verse or prose.

The great-grandson of ^^neas, he was banished
from Italy, and after many adventures, found his

way to Albion, then the abode of giants, who were
not destroyed without desperate fighting.

Bruttium, the country of the Bruttii, anciently
the name of the south-west peninsula of Italy. See
Calabria.

Brutus, Lucius Junius, in the legendary
history of early Rome, the hero Avho overturned
the monarchical and established the republican
form of government. The son of a rich Roman, on
whose death Tarquin the Proud seized the property
and put an elder brother to death, he himself only
escaped the same fate by feigning idiocy, whence
the name Brutus ('stupid'). When the popular
indignation was roused at the brutal outrage upon
Lucretia, he placed himself at the head of the
people, and drove the royal family from Rome. He
was then elected one of the two first consuls (509
B.C.). With stern justice he sentenced to death
his own two sons, detected in a conspiracy to

restore the monarchy; and at last fell in mortal
combat repelling an attack led on by one of the
sons of Tarquin.

Brutus, Marcus Junius, born 85 b.c, appears
to have spent the early years of manhood in exclu-
sive devotion to literary pursuits, and not to have
taken part in the political dissensions agitating
Rome till he had attained a mature age. When the
civil war broke out between Poinpey and C;esar,
he .sided with the former, but after the battle of

Pharsalia made his submission to the latter, and
in the following year was appointed governor of
Cisalpine Caul. On returning to Rome lie divorced
his wife in order to marry Portia, the daughter of
Cato, of whose ijrinciples in politics he professed to
be a disciple. The influence of Cassius prevailed
upon him to join the cons))iracy which ended in the
murder of C;esar (q.v.). The'efibrts of Brutus to
retain popular favour afterwards being unavailing
to counteract the effects of the eloquence of Antony,
he was forced to leave first Rome, and then Italy.
The remainder of his life Mas spent partly in

.Athens, jtartly in Asia Minor, and ])artly as the
leader of a marauding force, which maintained
itself by plundering the inhabitants of the eastern

shores of the Adriatic. Defeated at Pliilii)pi

(42 B.C. ; see AUGUSTUS), he fell upon his swoid.

Briix, a Bohemian town, 78 miles NW. of

Prague; near are coal-mines, and the mineral
springs of Scidlitz. Pop. 14,894, mostly (Jermaiis.

Bruyere. See La BKUviiKE.

Bryan, William Jknnings, was liorn at Salom
(Ill.),'l9Lli March 1 SCO, studied at Jacksonville and
Chicago, and practised as a lawyer in Nebraska.
He was elected to Congress in 1890, and in 1896
and 190U was chosen Democratic cainlidate for the
presidency. He advocated free coinage of silver

and governmental control of railways and monopo-
lies, was the labour candidate as against capitalists,

and in his second candidature opposed expansion or

imperialism, lint was even more completely defeated
by McKinley (q.v. ) in 1900 than in 189(3."

Bryanites. See Methodists.

Bryant, Jacob, Itorn at Plymouth in 1715, was
educated at Eton and King's College, Cambridge,
and in 1756 became secretary to his old pui)il the
Duke of Marlborough. He died 14tli Nov. 1804.

Tlie chief of his many works is the Analysis of
Ancient Mythologij (3 vols. 1774-76), largely based
upon the Abbe Banier.

Bryant, William Cullen, born of good New
England stock at Cunimington, Massachusetts,
Novembers, 1794, was trained to coiiyright isss in u.s.

adnuie the jxietry of Pope, and I'y J- b. Lippincott

early encouraged to imitate him. company.

The most noted fruit of these attempts was
Tlie Embargo, a Satire by a Youth of Thirteen

(Boston, 1807). In 1810 he entered Williams
College, but soon resumed his studies at home,
and formed himself by loving study of such poets

as his favourites, Blair and Kirke White, while

watching with a keen eye the quiet life of nature
as he rambled among the woods. His quickened
imagination found expression in the majestic

blank verse of Thanatopsis, which, published

in the North American Rcvieio for September
1817, was at once acknowledged to surjiass in

grandeur and beauty anything previously written

by an American. Meantime Bryant had studied

law, had been admitted to the bar, and had settled

at Great Barrington. Being called to contribute

further to the Ecvicw, he sent both verse and
prose ; among the former Lines to a Water-fowl,
and among the latter a criticism on American
poetry. In 1821 he delivered before the Phi
Beta Kappa Society at Harvard a poem in Spen-
serian verse called The Ages. In the same year
he was married to Miss Frances Fairchild, who
inspired his poem Fairest of the Rural Maids;
l)ut he also lost his father, to whom he paid a
tribute in his Hymn to Death. Other noted poems
of this time are : The Rivulet, The West Wind,
Green River, The Forest Hymn, and Jime, which
were published in Boston periodicals. In 1825

the poet was induced by his friends to remove to

New York to become editor of 'The Neio York
Review, and when it failed a year later, he was
made assistant-editor of the Evening Post. In

1829 Bryant became editor-in-chief, and by his

ability, dignity, and steady adherence to principle,

did much to raise the tone of the daily press. A
collection of his poems was published in 1832, and,

on its republication in England through Washing-
ton Irving, received favoural)le notice from Black-

wood^s Magazine. Bryant was now, however,
absorbed in journalism. His paper was democratic
in politics, but when the slavery question became
prominent it inclined to the anti-slavery side, and
in 1856 it assisted in forming the Republican party.

As editor of an influential paper, Biyant was often

called upon to make public addresses. A volume of
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these .addresses was publL'^hed in 1873. His visits

U> Europe, the Wi-.-i Indies, and many parts of the
United States, j^ave occasion for lettei-s to his paper,
which were repuVdislied, niakin;,' three vohinies.

Meantime his poems had sunk deeply into the minds
of his countrymen, and several editions, some of

whicli were linely illustrated, were issued. In
his old ajre, when relieved of the more pressing;

demantis of a daily newspaper, he again periiiittetl

the deeper emotions of his heart to Mow in verse.

The poems of his age hear striking resemljlance
to those of liLs youth ; they have the same grand
simplicity, transparent clearness, wide generalisa-

tion. Sometimes, as in Robert of Lincoln and Tin:

Planting of an Applotrce, he seemed to strike

off a more air^- and musical lyric than ever Ijefore.

At seventy-two he commenceil a translati(m of

Homer's Iliiul and Odi/ssti/ in Englisli blank verse,

wliich proved as inailequate as that of many
greater men before him. Almost his last poem
Wiis The Floor/ of Yci.trs, a noble counterj>art to

Tlinnatopsis. On May "29, 1878, Hryant delivered

an eloquent address at the unveilin^; of a bust
of Ma/./ini, in Central Park, New York. After
its close, Jis he was entering a house, he fell on
the doorstep, receiving injuries of whicii he died
June 12. His comi>lete works were published in

4 vols. (lS8.'J-84): his Life was written by his

son-in law, Parke CJ<Mlwin (2 vols. 1883), and other
volumes relating to his life and works have been
pulilislie<l.

Bryce, J.vmk.s, author and politician, wa.s lK>rn

at |{<'ffast, lOth .May 1838, and educiUed atlila-sgow

University, and at Trinity College, U.xford, where
lie graduated in 1862 iis double lii-st. Called to the
bar in 1807, he wa-; in 1n70-93 n-gius i)rofessor of

Civil Law at Oxford, and entered parliament in 1880.

In 188G he w.ws made Under secretary for Foreign
.Vllairs, and in 1892 Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster. A strong home-ruler, he has been
active in connection with university reform, the
Ea.steni <juestion, commons and access to moun-
tains, an«l copyright; and is author of The Holy
R'lnuin Empire (1864; 9th ed. 1888), Traii.srauiiisia

and Ariiriit (1S77), 'Ihe Anieriran Cojmnon wealth

(3 vols. 1888; new ed. 1890), and Impressions of
South Africa (1897).

Krydffcs, Sir Samiel Ecerton, bom at

\Vooiioii Hou.se, Kent, in 1762, was educated at

Queen's C'ollege, Candiridgc, and called to the
bar in 17S7, but retired a few years later to his

books at his country house in Kent. He published

poetry and novels, and seems iioui his Aiitobio-

(jraphij to have valued these much above their

merits, while he speaks of his editorial labours as

'unworthy imrsuits' that 'overlaid the lire of my
bosom.' Much more valuable were his editions of

Edward Pliillij)'s Theafriim Poetarinn Anfjlicni-

oriiiu (l.SOO); his Ccn.sitra Litcruria, containin(j

Titles, Ahstracts, and Opinions of old English

Books (10 vols. 1805-9); and his edition of

Collins's Peerage of England (9 vols. 1812). The
claim of his family to tlie barony of Chandos broke

down, but Hrydges wiis gratified with a Swedish

knigiitiiooil in' 1808 and an English baronetcy in

1814. He representeil Maidstone in 181'2-18, and

printed privately at the 'Lee Priory Press' small

editions of many rare Elizabethan books and tracts.

After 1818 lie lived mostly abroad until his death

near Geneva, 8th September 1837. His later biblio-

grapliical works were the British Bibliographer (4

vols. 1810-14); Restitnta (4 vol.s. 1814-16); and
Excernta Tndoriana (2 vols. 1814-18). His

Antoniographg wjis published in 1834.

Bryennios, Philotiieos, theologian, born at

Constaiitiiiople in 1S33, studied at home and in

(Jermany, and presided over the great Greek .school
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in Constantinople from 1867 to 1874. He was one
of two rei)resentatives of the Greek Ciiurch at the
Old Catholic conference in Bonn in 1875, and while
absent there was cho.sen Metropolitan of Serrae in
ALocedonia. In 1877 he was translated to Nico-
media. Bryennios is known as editor of the Epistles
of Clement (q.v.) and discoverer of the Didache{mQ
ArosTLE.s, Teaching of the).

Brynmawr, a place in Brecknockshire, 8 miles
WSW. of Abergavenny, with ironworks

; pop.
13,703.—For Bryn Maw r College near Philadelitliiji,
U.S., see Women's Ukjhis.

Bryology, the study of Mosses (q.v.).

Bryony (Bryonia), a genus of Cuciirbitaceae
(q.v.), of which the Common Bryony (B. dioica)
is the onlv British species. It is frequent in hedge-
rows in tngland, but becomes rarer in the north,
and is not indigenous to Scotland. It has cordate
palmate leaves, axillary bunches of dowers, and
red berries about the size of a pea. It abounds in

a fetid and acrid juice. The root-stock is peren-
nial, very large, white and branched, has a repul-
sive smell, and is acrid, purgative, and emetic,
owing to the presence of a bitter and poisonous

Common Bryony ( B)'ynnia dioica) :

a, flowering, and b, fruiting branch.

alkaloid, bn/onin. B. alba, which is monoecious,

with black ^jerries, is common in Central Europe,

and posses.ses similar properties. The root of both

is applied to bruises, was formerly in use as a

purgative, and its tincture is still enijdoyed in

homceopathic and veterinary practice. The young

shoots of both species are free from acrid and dan-

u'erous qualities, and are sometimes used as pot-

herbs, especially in Eastern Europe.—The roots of

other species of the genus are also aci-id and purga-

tive ; and are used medicinally in India ; but it is

said that the root of B. abyssinica, when cooked,

is eaten without danger.—.e. boykinii is a, species

t found native in the southern United States.—

I

Black Bryony (Tumus communis) is a plant of

a ditt'erent natural order (Dioscore», q.v.). Its

habit and distribution is similar to that of BrAony

proper, but it may be readily distingiiished by

its simple entire heart-shaped leaves, which are

smooth and somewhat glossy. The flowers are

small and greenish, and the hemes red, the root-

stock ver\- large and fleshy, black e.xternally. The

! benies are unwholesome, and the whole plant is

j

acrid, the roots so much so as to have been for-

I
merly employed for stimulating plasters. But the

!
young .suckei-s, in which the acrid principle is not
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mucli developed, may be eaten like asparagus,

after careful boiling witli change of water.

Br.VOI>liyllulll(<^Tr. />rj/(in. "blossom,' andphyl-
loti, 'leaf)," a genus of ("rassulaceiV (q.v. ). B.

cali/riiiiim, a succulent shnibby plant, a native of

the Moluccas, with oblong, crenulated leaves, and
large drooping panicles of greenish-yellow dowers,

is not unfretiuent in British and other hothcmses,

being regarded as an object of interest on account
of its ])roducing buds on the edges of the leaves

more readily than almost any other plant, especially

when the leaf is pegged down upon the soil, tlie

buds then at once forming independent plants.

The same habit is exhibited by tlie British Bog-
orchis (3Ialaxis paludosa), by some species of

ferns, tSrc. The leaves are valued for poulticing in

the East. See Bud and Leaf.

Bryozoa. See Polyzoa.

Bryillll (Gr. brijon, 'moss'), a large genus of

common Mosses. They are all small, and generally
grow in dense patches of a beautiful bright green.

See MossE.s.

Brzeso. See Brest Litovsk.

Brzezail. a town of Galicia, situated on the
Zlota-Lii)a, 52 miles SE. of Lemberg. It has
manufactures of cloth, leather, meal, beer, and
brandy. Pop. 11,221 (40 per cent. Jews).

Bliache, Philippe, a French geographer, born
1700, became in 17'29 royal geograjdier, in 1730 a
member of the Academy of Sciences ; died in 1773.

He published both atlases and geographical works.
—His nephew, Jean Nicolas Buache (1741-1821),
was also a celebrated geographer.

Bliaze (Securidaca {Lophostylis) longifolia and
angnatifolia) is an Asclepiadaceous shrub found by
Livingstone north of the Zambesi, where its twigs
are employed as a source of fibre, which much
resembles Hax.

Bubalis, a genus in the Antelope division of

hollow-horned even-toed Ruminants, not to be con-
fused with the genus Bubalus—the Buffalo (q.v.).

The species of Bubalis are among the more ox-like
antelopes, and one of them is supposed to be the
Bubalus of the ancients. In this genus the head
is elongated, the snout broad, the horns twisteil

and present in both sexes, the tear-pits small, the
back sloping off behind, the teats two in number.

Ihihalis.

The Bubaline of the North African deserts (B.
mdiiretarnea = Antilojir, hnhalis) is a handsome
animal of a reddish-brown colour, standing about
5 feet high at the shoulder, living in herds, and
readily tamed. It is figured on Egyptian monu-
ments. The Hartebeest {B. raanin) is found in

the south, is perhaps slightly larger, has a general
gray-bnnvn cokmr (black on the outside of the
legs and on middle of forehead, with large white
spots on haunches), and is at home on the moun-
tains. The Sassaby {B. limata), the Bastard
Hartel)eest of the Cape Colonists, is slightly

smaller, and is differently coloured. The Bonte-
bok (B. pygarga) is a smaller and more beauti-
fully cidoured form of the southern interior, where
another species, the violet-coloured Blesbok, is

also abundant. See Antelope.
Bubastis (the Plhcsctli of Ezek. xxx. 17; now

I'd Bast), a ruined city of Lower Egypt, on the
eastern main-arm of the Nile, near Zagazig, named
from the lion-headed and cat-headed goddess Bast,
who was worshipped here with peculiar reverence.
She Mas daughter of Ra, and bride of Ptah, and
symbolised sexual i)assion. Her festival took
place on the 16th of Khoiak (about Christmas).
Bast (also called Mciik) and Sekhet were regarded
as sisters. Under the 25th dynasty (725-68(5 B.C.

)

the city Avas a royal resiclence, but after the
Persian conquest (352 u.c. ) it gradually lost its

importance. The ruins of its great temple were
discovered by M. Naville in 1887, and extensive
excavations next year revealed that Bubastis was
once the seat of a great Hyksos .settlement.

Bubble Shell. See Bulla.

Bubo. See Owl.
BubO« an inHammatory swelling of the glands

in the groin ; used occasionally also of the armpit.
See GoNOREHCEA and Inflammation.

Buccaneers (through the Fr. verb boncaner,
and noun boucanlcr, from Cariltbean boinan, 'smoke-
dried meat'), a name given to the celebrated
associations of piratical adventurers, mIio, from the
commencement of the second quarter of the 16th
century to the end of the 17tli, maintained them-
selves in the Caribbean seas, at first by systematic
reprisals on the Spaniards, latterly by less justi-

fiable and indiscrinunate piracy. The arrogant
assumption by the Spaniards of a divine right to

the whole New Worid, and their consequent ex-

clusive monopoly of trade, could not of course be
tolerated by the enterprising niarinei's of England
and France, who began to band themselves to-

gether for mutual defence, and for the plunder of

the common enemy. In 16'25 an attempt Mas
made to found a .settlement on the island of St
Christopher as a centre of smuggling enterprise
M^ith San Domingo, and in 1630 the small island of

Tortuga Mas seized and converted into a strong-
hold. From this the buccaneers made their incur-

sions against the Spaniards, and here they stored

the gains of their roving adventurous life. Their
earlier history shoM s that they had a rude honour
and fidelity in their relation Mith one another,
M'hich attracted to their flag hundieds of adven-
turous spirits from every European trading nation.

Tortuga Mas taken and retaken by the Spaniards,
but the capture of Jamaica in 1655 finally gave
the buccaneers a surer footing. Their poMcr had
noM' become considerable, and their seamen Mere
as famous for their desi)erate courage as for their

consuming hatred of the Spaniards. Their history

embraces narratives of cruelty and bloodshed
hardly to be surpassed in the annals of crime,

but is brightened by many a stoiy of high and
i07iiantic adventure, of chivalnms valour, and
brilliant generalship. Among the 'great ca))tains'

M'hose names figure most prominently in tlie

records of buccaneering Mere the Frenchman
INIontbars, .surnamed by the terrible title of 'The
Exterminator ;

' Peter of Dieppe, surnamed ' The
Great '—as truly, perhaps, as many others so dis-

tinguished ; L'Olonnois ; Michael de Busco and
Bartolomeo de Portuguez ; Man.svelt, and Van
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Horn. I're-t'iuiiient, liowever. among tliem all was
the Welslinian. Henry Morgan, afterwards kniglited

by Cliarles II. and made depnty-governor of

Jamaica, a man of rare capacity and courage.
He it was that led tiie way for the buccaneers to

the Southern Ocean, by his daring march in 1671
across the Isthmus of Panama to the city of that
name, which he took and plunilered after a desper-

ate battle. In UWO they crosse.l tlie Isthmus of

Darien and seized some Spanish vessels in the
Bay of Panama, after whicli some returned, but
others cmised for months througli the Soutii Sea,
coming back with enormous wealth to the West
Indies by Cape Horn. ( Uher e.\i)editions followed,
whose rasages almost paralyse<l tlie Spanisii trade
in the Pacific. In 1(38.'>, when their lleet defied the
Spanisii ]><)wer in the Bay of Panama, their glory
was at its lieight. The strange confederacy now
began to fall to nieces under the jealousies that
grew up with wealtii and greater security : and the
next .stages in their history are disunion, decay,
and extinction. The war between France and
Britain, after the accession of Wilii.im III., dis-

solved the ancient alliance of the French and
English buccaneei-s. After the Peace of Hyswick,
anil the accession of the BourlMjii Pliili[> \'. to the
Spanish crown (1701), the buccaneei-s finally dis-

appeared to niiike way for a race of mere cutthroats
and vulgar desperadoes, wbo lacked the greatness of

their i)redecessors. The l.ast event in their history

wa.s the capture of Cartagena in l(ilt7, where the

booty wiLs enormous. See Dampier's Vmjfigrft ; the

ynnatire.s of Wafer, Ringrove, and Shai i> :
( 'aptain

Burney's Hislnnj of the Buccaneers of America

{
1816)": Tiiornbiirv's Mouarchs of the ^I'ain (1855)

;

Les Fliljnatirrx an XVII. SU'r/c (1884); Powell's

edition (1893) of Esquemeling"s Biicrntwers of
Amrririi.

Klir <*:iri. or B.\k.\k, a small i>oit of Croatia, on
an inlet of the (Julf of Quarnero. .1 miles bv rail

ESK. of Flume. Pop. '2(MKt.

Blircillcltor (Lat. from hiiiriiiare. 'tosimnd a

trumpet"), the name of a flat muscle in the cheeks,

(jo called because, when the cheeks are distended

with air, the contraction of the buccinator muscles

forces it out.

Biicriiiiiin. See \\ mki.k.

BlKM'h'IK'll. a small Selkirkshire glen. 18 miles

SW. of Selkirk, with tiie site of an early strong-

hold of the Scotts, to whom it gave the title of

earl ( 16MM and iluke ( l«i6.S). See ScoTT.

Kurt'll taill* ( Ital. /inn iitoro), the name of the

state-galley in which the former Doges of Venice

u.sed to sail out every year on Ascension-day, amid
great festivities, in oider, by sinking a ring into tiie

sea, to well it in token of jierpetual sovereignty.

The word signilies a monstrous ligure of half bull,

half man, siicii as may originally have been

depicted on tiie vessel. Tiie ceremony was already

in use in the l.Sth century: in 1798 the last

Bucentaur, built in 17'22 '29. was burned by the

FieiK-li. l»ut some jiortions, .spared for their gold

work, arc siill picserveiTln the ai-senal.

lllK-cpll'alll^ (f'""-- 'ox-head"), the name of

the favourite charger of Alexaniler tiie (Jreat. was

proliablv also the name of a neculiar lueeil of

horses in Thessalv. The voung hero was tiie first

to break in the steed, and tlius tullilled tiie con-

dition stated bv an oracle iis necessary for gaining

the crown of Macedon.—The town BlCKl'HALIA,

on the river Hvdasjies (.Ihelnin), in India, was

founded near tlie grave of Bucepliaius, wiio died

during .Alexanders Indian expedition.

BiK'cr. or P>t"TZKl!, M-MrriN, reformer, was

born in It'* I at Sciilettstadt, in Alsace. At the age

of fourteen he entere.l the Dominican order, and

went to Heidelberg to study theology, (Jreek, and
Hebrew. In 1521 lie cjuitted the order, and was
appointed ciiaplain to the Elector- Palatine, an
ac(|uaintance witli tiie works of Erasmus having
already inclined him towards Protestantism. He
married a former nun in 1522, and next year settled

ill Straslmrg. In the disputes between Luther and
Zwingli, Bucer adoptecl a middle coui"se, and
endeavoured to reconcile them ; but his view of

till' sacraments, whicii approaclied that of Zwingli,
exposed iiini to Lutliers harsh reproliation. At
the Diet of Augsburg, where lie conducted himself
witli <;reat circums])ectioii and moderation, he
generally accorded with tlie Lutheran views, but,

along \\nth other Strasburg theologians, declined to

subscribe to the proposed confession of faith, and
afterw.ards drew u]> the t'diij'cssio Tctrapniitaiia

(15.30). At Wittenberg, however, an agreement
was in 1586 entered into between Bucer and the
Lutherans. In consequence of his refusal to sign

the Interim (q.v. ) in 1548, Bucer found his situa-

tion irksome in CTermaiiy, and therefore accepted
Crannier"s invitation (l.iiil), and came to England
to teach theology at Cambridge, and assist in

fiMwarding the Reformation. His modesty, blame-
less life, and great learning gained many friends in

Engliind ; but his labours were soon terminated
by death, February 27, 1551. His remains were
interred in St Marys, Cambridge, with great
solemnity, but during Marys reign were exhumed
and burned in tiie market-place. Bucers constant

atteini»ts to express himself in language agreeaVde
botli to Luther and Zwingli, induced in him at

times an obscure and ambiguous style, and Bossuet
stigmatised Bucer as ' the great arcliitect of sub-

tleties. ' His work, a translation and exposition of

the Psalms, lie imliiished under tiie i)si'udonym

Aretinus Feiinus (152<)). Leiiz has edited (1880)

his correspondence with the Landgrave of Hesse,

whose ' second ' marriage Bucer defended. See
Bauin, Capita uud Bucer (1860): Tollin, Scrret und
Barer ( 1880) ; and a long article liy Professor Ward
in tiie Dirtinnanj of Xatiomd Biofjraphij (vo\. vii.

ISHdl.

Kiioeros. See HdHNHiLL.

KiK'll. LKurou) VON, (ierman geologist, was
Itorn at Schloss-Stoipe, near Angerniiinde, in 1774,

and received instruction under Werner at the

.Mining Academy, Freilterg. He afterwards tra-

\ elled in pursuit of his favourite .science, through
all tiie states of (icrmany, through Scandinavia
a,s far as the North Ca]ie, and tlirough several

parts of Great Britain, France, and Italy, visit-

ing the Canary Islands in 1815. He strenuously

upheld the now exploded theory of ' Elevation

Craters,' according to wliich volcanic mountains
have been formed by a single sudden sweiling-up

into a Imllow bladder of previously existing hori-

zontal beds of lava and scoria\ He died in Berlin,

March 4, 1853. His collected works fill 4 vols.

( 1867-85).

Buclian« the north-east district of Aberdeen-
sliiie (q.v.), lying between tiie Ytiian and the

Deveron. It rises in Morinond ITill to 769 feet;

portions of tlie coa.st are Ixild and precipitous, and 6

miles south of Peteriiead are tiie famous Buiieis of

Buclian, a huge vertical well in the granite margin
of the .sea, 50 feet in diameter and 100 feet deep,

into whose liottom the sea rushes by a natural

archway. Buchan contains the towns of Peterhead,

I-'raserburgh, Macdufl', and Tunifl', besides the

remains of the Aliliey of Deer, and of several

castles of the Coinyns, who held the earldom of

P.iichan, but forfeited their title and property in

1309. See Pratt's Historij of Buchau (Aberdeen,

18,59). Buciian Ness is tiie easternmost promon-
tory of Scotland, 3 miles S. of Peteriiead.
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Bucllilll, David, explorer, born in 1780, held a

lieutenants commission in the British navy in

ISOU, and in ISIO was in command of a schooner on

the Newfoundland station. He exploretl the river

Exploit (1811), and penetrated KiO miles into the

interior. Promoted commander in 181G, he was
two years later appointed to the command of a

Polar expedition, at the same time as Koss and

Parry started on their voyage in search of a north-

west' passage. Buchan reached S[)itzl)ergen with

the Dorothea and Trent, but all attempts to pierce

the gigantic icy barrier were in vain. On his re-

turn he connnanded for a time on the Newfound-
land station, was apiiointed high-sheriff of New-
foundland (1825), and a few years later sailed

on another voyage to northern waters, from which
he never returned. His name was removed from

the list of living captains in 1839.

Blioliail. Peteu, an industrious collector of

Scottish ballads, was born at Peterhead in 1790.

At twenty-four he ))ublished an original volume
of verse, next taught himself copper-engraving,

and after learning the art of printing at Stirling

in ten days, set up a press at Peterhead (181(5).

He afterwards removed to London, but returned

after two years to Peterhead, where by his business

he made money enough to buy a property in

Stirlingshire. He died in I^ondon, September 19,

185-J:. Buchan's Ancient Ballads and Songs of the

North of Scotland was published at Edinburgh in

1828. it contained about forty new ballads, and
many fresh versions of ballads printed elsewhere.

A second collection was edited for the Percy
Society in 1845 by J. H. Dixon. Buchan wrote
many books, among them Annals of Peterhead
(1819), and The Eglinton Tournament and Gentle-

men 6^«yM«5/terf (Glasgow, 1839).

Buchan, William, physician, was born in 1 729
at Ancrum, Roxlnirglishire, and studied divinity
and medicine in Edinburgh. He settled in Shet-
tield, but removed to Edinburgh about 1766, where
he practised and lectured on natural philosophy.
His Domestic Medicine, perhaps the most popular
book of its kind ever issued, appeared in 1769.

Its success was great and immediate, 19 large
editions, amounting to 80,000 copies, being sold
during Buchan's lifetime. He removed to London
in 1778, where he died, and was buried in West-
minster Abbey. Buchan was also author of works
on Cold Bathing ( 1786), Diet ( 1797), and Offices and
Duties of a Mother (1800).

Buchanan, Claudius, born at Cambuslang,
near Glasgow, 12th March 1766, studied for two
years at Glasgow University, and afterwards,
through the influence of the Rev. John Newton, at
the university of Cambridge ( 1791-95). From 1797
he was a chaplain in the East India Company's
service at Barrackpur, w^here he studied Hindu-
stani and Persian ; in 1799 he removed to Calcutta,
and became vice-provost of the college founded l)v

Lord Wellesley at Fort William. He translated
the Gospels into Persian and Hindustani, and
ma<le two tours tln-ough southern and western
India ; but debarred as a chaplain from tlirectly
engaging in missionary enterprise, he returned iii

1808 to England. There, liy his sermons and his
l»eriodical. The Star of the East, he excited so much
l)opular interest that the government took his side,
and before his death, February 9, 1815, tiie lirst
English bisliop had been ii,p))ointed to Calcutta.
See his Life by Pearson (."{d ed. 1819). His Chris-
tian Rrsearrhes in India was publislied in 1858,

Buchanan, Gkorge, the most distinguished
scholar whom Scotland has produced, and one of
the most brilliant representatives of the intel-
lectual and religious movements of his age, was
born of parents poor, but of good descent, at

Killearn, in the county of Stirling, in February
1506. Buchanan received the rudiments of his
education in Scotland : but at the age of fourteen
was sent by an uncle to the university of Paris,
where his chief study was the composition of Latin
verse. The death of this uncle who hatl suiii)orted
him, as well as the state of his own health, forced
Buchanan at the end of two years to return to
Scotland. After nearly a year's illness, he enlisted
in a force led by the Duke of Albany against
England ; and from the hardships of this campaign
his health again sufl'ered severely. In 1524 he
matriculated as a pauper student at St Andrews,
and the next year took the degree of B.A. In 1526
he returned to France, took tbe degree of M.A. at
the Scottish College of Paris, and after two years'
great privations, was appointed professor in the
college of Ste Barbe. About this time, also, he was
engaged as tutor to the son of the Earl of Cassilis

;

and on his pupil's return to Scotland, probaljly
about 1535, Buchanan accompanied him. On the
termination of this engagement, he was intrusted
by James V. Avith the education of one of his ille-

gitimate sons. To this period belong Buchanan's
two satires against the Franciscans, the Somnium
.and Franciscanus, the latter prompted by the king
himself, who, nevertheless, was either unable or
unwilling to shield Buchanan from the anger of

the monks. At the instance of Cardinal Beaton,
Buchanan was imprisoned in the castle of St
Andrews ; but, having made his escape, he lied to
England, whence, after a short stay, lie proceeded
to Paris ( 1539). Finding Beaton here, he hastened
to Bordeaux on the invitation of Andre de Gouvea,
the head of the college in that city, and in that
college acted as one of the i)rofessors for the next
three years. During his stay here, Buchanan
wiote and translated several plays, mainly with
the object of weaning the tastes of the students
from the allegorical representations so popular at

that time. After leaving Bordeaux in 1542 on
account of the plague, he seems for some years to

have held the position of professor in the college

of Cardinal le Moine, at Paris. In 1547, again
through Gouvea, he was appointed professor in the
newly-founded university of Coimbra, in Portu-

gal. Gouvea, however, dying shortly afterwards,

the authority of the Romish Church subjected

Buchanan to the most annoying persecution on
account of his supposed heretical opinions ; and
it was during his enforced stay in a monastery
here that he began his celebrated Latin paraphrase

of the Psalms. On his release he shortly after-

wards proceeded to England, and thence again re-

turned to France towards the end of 1552. In 1555

he was appointed tutor to the son of the famous
Marechal de Brissac, an engagement Mhich he

held for five years. Shortly afterwards Buchanan
returned to Scotland, a7id never again left it

for a lengthened period. The notices we have of

him during this last period of his life show that

he played an imi)ortant part in public attairs.

Immediately on his arrival in Scotland, he became
classical tutor to t^ueen Mary, and to her he

dedicated his completed version of the Psalms.

In 1566 Murray appointed him principal of St

Leonard's College, St Andrews ; and during three

successive years he was chosen one of the four

electors of the rector. On his return to Scotland

Buchanan had joined the Reformed Church, and
in the struggles l)etween Mary and her lords,

especially after the murder of Darnley, he vehe-

mently took the side of the latter. Ten days after

Mary's imprisonment in Lochleven, Buchanan was
chosen moderator of the General Assembly that

met in Edinburgh, June 25, 1567 ; and the next

year he accompanied Murray to the celelirated

Conference of York, where the question of ]\lary's
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part in Parnley's murder was l>rouj;ht before the
coniniissioners of Elizabeth. Previous to this meet-
ing he liad written the Detictio Mariw Ji'rtjina', in

which he stated witli undue violence tlie case of

the insurgent h)nls against Mary. During the
regency of Lennox, Buchanan was aitiiointed tutor
to tlie young king, James VI. In after-years

James spoke with pride of liis great teacher,

though his feeling towards him had more in it

of respect than ail'ection. In 1570 liuchanan was
made keeper of the Privy Seal, an office that
entitled him to a .seat in parliament. He resigned
this post in l.")7S, and devoted his remaining years
to the completion of his Hi.stunj of Srntland, which
w;is publislied just thirty days before his death.

He died on the 'iJSth of September 1582, and was
buried in Greyfriars' Churchyard, Edinburgh, at
the expen.se of the citv.

In his own day, Buchanan had a European
reputation, which restetl mainly on his skill in

Latin i>oetrv. This was an exercise in which all

his learned coiitoniporarits vied with each other ;

and bv tiieir unanimous a<lmission, Buchanan wa>
on this ground without a rival. The piiblicati<jn

of his llttitunf of SriitUmd wa-s looked forward to

as an event in the history of letters. The only
part of this history which still retains a cert^iin

importance is that which deals with the events
of his own time. Of these, indeed, his account is

that of a strong partisan; )>ut it is also the account
of a practical statesman and a far-seeing oliserver.

Buchanans influence subse(|uent to his death wa-s

chielly through his tract Ih: .1 iirr Itnini. In this

tract, written in the form of a dialogue between
himself and a brother of Maitland of Lethington,
he stati's with tiie utmost boldness the doctrine

that kings exist by the will, and for the good, of

the peo]iIe. Buchanan's teaching on this point

ha<l a most jtowerful intluence on many statesmen
who took a lea«ling i>art in the great jiolitical

movements of the ITth century. For continental
scholars and men of lettei-s of his own ag»',

liuchanan was the most disting^uished person then
living in Britain. He may, indeed, be fairly

regarde<I as the most brilliant British humani.st of

the 16tli centurj-. As in the case of P>ii.smus, the
reformer ami the humanist were in Buchanan
pretty well mixed. I'p till his final return to

Scotland, the humanist distinctly predominated.
All through his life, indeed, he wrote against the
monks; but it wjus not so mu<h their false doctrine

that otlended him, as their ignorance and brutality.

Moreover, much of his verse written tluring this

peiiod reveals a \iew of life far more suggestive

of the irony of the humanist than the zeal of a

religious reformer. It has been matter of tlispute

whether the subjects of his erotic verses were real

persons or not ; but some lines in one of his later

poems seem clearly to jirove that they were imagi-

nary. On his return to Scotland, politic.-- and
religion gradually occujiied more and more «tf his

thoughts ; yet it is a mistake to supjiose that he

ever became a politician or a reformer of the type
of Knox or Andrew Melville. Our information

reganliii"' Buchanan is insufficient to enable us to

form a distinct idea of the minuter shades of his

character ; but we can have no doubt that his

personality was of the most conimaniling order.

He had the reverence ami ail'ection of men them-
selves eminent for genius and virtue ; while, by
those opposed to him in ]»olitics and religion, he was
sj)oken of as a monster of \ ice and ingratitude. See
live> by living (l,Sl7)and the jtresent writer(1890).

KlK'liaiiail, J.\.MK.s, lifteenth juesident of the

I'nited States, was lK)rn near^Ier- copyright isss in u.s.

cers1>urg, Penn.sylvania, April 2.3, by j. b. Lippincott

1701, tlie son of an immigrant company.

Irish fanner. He was educated at Dickinson Col-

lege, and in 1812 was admitted to the bar, where
he enjoyed a large practice. He served in the

state legislature ( 1815-16), and in congress (1820-

31 ). In 1832 he was sent as envoy-extraordinary to

neirotiate the first commercial treaty with Russia;
and in 1833 he was elected a member of the United
States senate, in which he sat till 1845. Appointed
by President Polk, in March 1845, secretary of

state, he held that office till the close of Polk's

presidency, and by his lirmness succeeded in

settling the Oregon boundary question on lines

satisfactory to the I'nited States. Buchanan was
ambassador to England from 1853 to 185G, and in

the latter year, on the nomination of the Demo-
ciatic party, he was elected president. During his

ailministration the slaveiy question drew to a head.

Buchanan himself was strongly in favour of the

maintenance of slavery ; his cabinet was largely

made wy of advocates of the .system ; and he freely

suiiported the attemi»t to establish Kansas as a
slave state. As the close of his term a]>pr<!ached,

it became evident that a contlict was impending,

and the election of Lincoln precipitated the out-

break ; on the 20th of December, South Carolina

formally seceded. The president declined to rein-

force Fort Sumter; but neither would he with-

draw its garrison, and his cabinet, partaking in

the sectional ditlerences, hurriedly broke up. The
closing days of his adnunistration were marked by

a supiueness which facilitated the movements of

the party of secession, by whom most of the forts

ami arsenals in the ilisafl'ected states were seized

during the winter. After his retirement from

office. Buchanan took no part in public atlairs

;

but he published in IHUG a defence of his admin-

istration. He die<l June 1. 1868. See Ins Life by

<;eorge Ticknor Curtis (2 vols. New York, 1883).

BlK-iiaiiail. l{<»ifi;UT, a versatile writer in verse

and prose, boin in Glasgow on the KStli August

1841. He w;ts educated at Glasgow University,

where his closest friend was the short-lived David

Gray (183S 61). In the year 1860 the two set

out' for London to set the" Thames on fire ;
but

gloom and poverty hung over their steps, and fame

di<l not come until too late for the elder of the

pair. IJuchanan's first work, UiKkrtoncn, a volume

of verse, published in 1863, was well received.

The Idijlls and Lajcnds of Innrburn followed in

1865, and next year Loudon Poc/ns, the latter his

first distinct success, and indeed a rare combina-

tion of lyrical vigour and insight into humble life,

lightened up with humour and sweetened with

pathos. Later volumes of verse are a translation

of Danish ballads ami ll'^/y.v/r/f iW/cs ( 1866); Xorth

Coast I'ocms (1867); Xapofca/i Faf/oi : a Lijnral

Drama (1871); The Drama of Kings (1871);

Ballads of Love., Life, and Humour (1882);

and Tlie City of Dream (1888). He has besides

contributed prose to the magazines, and one

„f his articles earned for itself an unhappy

notoriety, that under the pseudonym of 'Thomas

Maitland,' on ' The Fleshly School of Poe_try in

the Confcmporari/ liericic for October 1871. It

was mainly an attack upon Dante G. Rossetti,

and that poet answered for himself in a famous

letter to the Athena- urn on 'The Stealthy School

of Criticism.' Mr Swinburne's scathing pamphlet,

Under the Microscope (1872), followe.l, and event-

ually Buchanan was fain to withdraw the main

i)art of his charge. Buchanan has also written

several novels; among them A Child oj Aature

(1879) God and the Man (1881), The Martyrdom

of Madeline (1882), and Fojylore Manor (1884).

He was successful as a dramatist with A Nine Days'

Queen, Lady Clare, Storm-heatcn, and Sajdiia (an

adaptation of Tom Junes). His poem. The Wander-

in<i dev ( 1893), attacked Christianity. The poet's

finances were latterly much embarrassed.
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Bucliailites, an extraonJinary sect of fanatics

which jipranu up in the west of Scotland in the

hust ([uarter of tlie 18th century. Its founder was
Elspeth Budian, born in 1738, the daugliter of

John Simpson, a wayside innkeeper near Bauil".

Slie married Kohcrt lUu'han, a potter, hut ulti-

mately separated from him, having begun mean-
while to preach strange religious doctrines which
she professed to iind in the Scriptures. At Irvine

she became acquainted with the Rev. Hugh White,
minister of the Relief Chui-ch there, a weak and
vain man, who adopted her opinions, for which he
was deposed by his ]>resbytery. A few followers

joined them, but the nuxgistrates e.\i)elled her from
the town in May 1784. Accompanied by NVhite

and a handful of crazy fanatics, she travelled

towards Nithsdale, and found a resting-place in

a barn at New ("ample, near Thornhill. Their
whole number was forty-six, and here they built

for themselves a house of one apartment with a
loft, in which they all dwelt, supported chiefly by
the money of the more wealthy of their number.
Mrs Buchan, who gave herself out as the woman
of Rev. xii. , seems to have been rogue as well as

fool, for with all her other-worldliness she had a
very mundane interest in money, and could hardly
have herself believed in the bogus miracles she
wrought. The [loet Burns in a letter (August
1784) speaks of the idleness and immorality of her
fcdlowers. They seem to have had a community of

women. Mrs Buchan died in May 1791, and was
buried clandestinely l\v White. The last survivor
of her sect died in 1848. See 2'he Bitchanitcs from
First to Last, by Joseph Train (Edin. 1846).

Bucharest (Bucurcscl), the capital of the
former principality of Wallachia and of the present
kingdom of Roumania, stands 265 feet above sea-

level, in the fertile Init treeless plain of the small,
sluggish Dambovitza. By rail it is 716 miles SE.
of Vienna, 40 N. of Giurgevo on the Danube, and
179 NW. of ^^arna on the Black Sea. A strange
meeting-point of East and West, the town as a
whole is but meanly built, but the streets are now
mostly paved, and lighted with gas. An elaborate
system of fortilication was undertaken in 1885.

There are some handsome hotels ; and the metal-
plated cupolas of the innumerable churches give to
the place a picturesque aspect. The royal palace
was rebuilt in 1885 ; and the Catholic cathedral is

a tine edifice of 1875-84. The number of cafes
and gambling-tables is excessive ; and altogether
Bucharest has the unenviable reputation of being
the most dissolute capital in Europe, with all the
vices but few of the refinements of Paris. There
is, however, a university, founded in 1864. The
corso, or public promenade, is a miniature Hyde
Park. Bucharest is the entrejidt for the trade
between Austria and the Balkan Peninsula, the
chief articles of commerce being textile fabrics,
grain, hides, metal, coal, timber, and cattle.

its manufactures are unimportant, and the
workmen are chielly Hungarians and Germans.
Bucharest has been several times besieged ; and
between 1793 and 1812 suttered twice from earth-
quakes, twice from inundations, once from fire, and
twice from pestilence. At it in 1S12 a treaty was
concluded l)etw('en Turkey and Russia, by which
the former ceded Bessarabia and part of Moldavia

;

and in 1886 the treaty between Servia and Bulgaria
was made here. Pop. (1866) 141,754; (1892)
196,372. See JNIrs Berger's Winter in the City of
Pleasure (ISII).

Buchcz, Phu.ipi'e Benjamin Joseph, a Freiu-h
])hysician and puldicist, was born 31st March 1796,
at Mortagne in Arilenncs. After his studies at
Paris, he took part in several of the secret ])lots

for some time the commuuist journal , Lc Prodticte itr.

After the revolution of 1830, he established and
conducted the journal L'Europien, as an organ of

Neo-Catholicism, and, in concert with M. Roux
Lavergne, began the Ilistaire Parlonditaire dc la

Involution Franmise (40 vols. 1833-38). His Ititro-

(luctiott a la Science dc fHistuirc had alrea<ly

appeared in 1833, ami was followed by his Essai
d'ltn traite complct de FhilosopJtie, au jjoint de vue
du Catholicisme ct dii Progr^s (3 vols. 1839-40).

-Aiter the revoluticm of Feluuary 1848, Bucliez was
made president of the National Assembly ; but his

want of energy during the disturbance of May 15

cost him all political influence. On the establish-

ment of the Empire, he returned to his studies.

He died 12th August 1865.

Biicllliei% LuDWio, physician and materialist

philosopher, was born at Darmstadt, where his

tather was a doctor, 29th March 1824. He studied
at Giessen, Strasburg, Wiirzburg, and Vienna.
He became a lecturer at Tiibingen University,
and in 1855 publislied Kraft und Stoff (14th ed.

1876; Eng. trans. Force and Mcdter, 1870), in

which he attempted scientifically to establish a
materialistic view of the universe. A violent con-

troversy was raised ; and Biichner saw himself com-
pelled to resign his university post, and begin
medical practice in Darmstadt. He wrote much in
periodicals on physiological and pathological sub-
jects, as also in support of his atomistic philosophy

;

published Natur und Geist (1857; 3d ed. 1876),
Aus Nattir unci WissenscJiaft (1862), as well as
woi'ks on Darwinism, the idea of God, the intelli-

gence of animals ; and translated Lyell's Antiquity
of Man (1864). He died 2d May 1899.— Hi's

brother, George (1813-37), also a doctor by pro-
fession, made a name for himself as a poet ; and
his sister, LuiSE ( 1823-77 ), was a poetess aud
nov'elist.

Buchll. See BucKU.

Buck, a name sometimes distinctively ajjpro-

priated to the adult male of the Fallow Deer
(q.v. ), the female of which is a Doe. But the term
is often also applied to the male ot other species of

deer, as of the Roebuck (q.v.), although never to

that of the Red Deer (see Deer), which, when
mature, is a Stag or a Hart.

BuckclU, a manufacturing town of Prussian
Saxony (pop. 16,050), incorporated in 1887 with
Magdeburg (q.v.), of Avliich it was a suburb.

Buck-bcan, or Marsh Trefoil {Menyanthes
trifoUata), a sjiecies of Gentianacea' (q.v.), widely

against the Bourbons, and as a St Simonist edited

Bucli-bean (Meniianth.es trifoUata)

a, fniit ; b, u flower.

distributed in all the c(jlder parts of the northern
hemisphere, common in liritain, and not rare in

the northern parts of the United States and in

(Canada. It is easily recognised by its trefoiled

leaves, and its small white or i)ink shaggy flowers.
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These are dimorphic, like Primrose (q.v. ) or
Lytlinim. It grows in iiiai-sliy places, its creep-
ing root-stocks and densfly matted roots often
rendering lx)ggy ground firm. It is a traditional
tonic ami fehrifuge in rustic and veterinary medi-
cine, especially in Germany, and is also sometimes
employed to give bitterness to beer. The root-
stock was fornierly ust-d as a source of starchy
f 1 in Nortlicni Europe.

Buck-*')**, an American name for the species
of lioi-se chestnuts (.£»(•«/««, Pavia), more especi-
ally yE. glabra and its varieties. Pavia rubra
is known a.s red buck-eye, .E. flava as sweet buck-
eye, \c. See Hok.sE-CHK.st.nl;t.

BllckllOlllld, a name apj.lied to the royal pack
of staghonnds, wliicii are large-sized foxhounds.
The mastership of the IJucklionnds, which it wa-s

proposed in 1S9"J to abf)lish, is always iield by a
prominent 7ioblenian, n\ ho goes in and out with the
government. From \'.\Wi till 163.^ the mastership
wa.s hereditary in the Brocas family. See the mono
graph on the Brocas bv Burrows (1886), and J. V.
Hon "s Ili^hnii of the iifj]ial Biickhoutiih (1894).

BiM'kliurst. Loud. See S.vckvii.le.

BlH'kic a lishing-town of Bantlshire, Scotland,
l.-i mi!.- KXK. of Klgin by rail. 'The largest
purely lishing-village ' in Scotland, Buckie is the
liead of the Hshery ilistrict from Banflto Findhorn.
The present harbour ( 1S74 80). constructed of con-
crete at a cost of f60.(KMi. consists of an outer and
inner b.-isin. wiili an area of 9 acres. Poj). (1841)
2 Km; I lS!tl ) .">849.

BlK'killiSliaiU. the c<)unty town of Bucking-
hamshire, stands, almost encircled by the Ouse,
til miles N\V. of London. An ancient place f»uti-

tied by Edward the Elder (91S), it yet has no
antiquities, owing to a great hre in 17'2.j. Since
iH48 Aylesbury luis superseded it Jis the assi/e
town, and it lost its bust member in 1885. The
church (1781) Wivs restored by Sir (iilbert Scott,
who w;i.s lM)rn close by ; ami there are a town-hall
of much the -same date, and a grammar-school
founded in l.")4S. The bolibin-lace manufacture
ha.-* declined. I'oiiulalion. '.VMA. Stowe House,
the princely seat of the Duke of Buckingham. ;{

miles to the north-west, was rebuilt towards the
close of the 17th century. Its art treasures were
sold in 1S4«. William" (Jill'ard became Earl of

Buckingham in the reign of William I. The same
title w;is conferred on th<^ .\ounge.-.t son of Edward
III. For the tii-st dukes of Buckingham, see l>elow.

In 1784 (ieorge (irenville. Earl Temple, became
niiinpiifi of the town of Buckingham, and in 1822
his son l>ecanie duke. The title of Duke of Buck
inghamshire was conferred in 1708 on John Shertield

(q.v.). Marquis t»f Xormanby. His town house
Wiis bought by George 111. in 17(31, and Inus

Inien repeatedly altered and exten<led ; :ind in

18.S7 Buckingham Palace became l^ueen \'ictoria's

orilinar\' low n residence.

Biickiii;u:liaiii. Geor«;k V'illieks, Duke ok,

third son of Sir < ieorge \'illiers, was born at his

fathers seat of Brooksby, Leicestei-shire, in 1592.

In Hjl4 he was bnmght before the notice of James
I., and Wivs soon received into high favour, as

successor to the Earl of Somerset. He was
knighted, rai.sed t<j the peerage as \'isct)unt Villiers

in ItilH, ami became Mar(|uis of Buckingham in

1618. Well |)aid offices and rich lands were heaped
on him so profusely, that, from a threadbare hanger-
on at court, he became, with a single exception,

the wealthiest noble in England. In 1620 he
married the daughter of the Earl of Rutland, the

richest heiress in the kingdom. In 1623, while
the Spanish match was in progress, Buckingham
persua<led Charles to go himself to Madrid and

prosecute his suit in person. The ultimate failure
of the negotiations was greatly owing to Bucking-
hams arrogance. Both Charles and Buckingham
returned from Spain in fierce wrath against that
power. In his au-sence Buckingham Wiis created a

' duke, and on his return nonunated Lord-Warden of
the Cinijue Ports. He carried on the negotiation for
tlie marriage of Charles with the Princess Henrietta

,
of France; and on Charles's accession in 1625, the

I duke maintained his ascendency at court. But
after the ill-fated expedition again.st Cadiz, he
became odious to the nation, was impeached by the
Comniohs, and only saved by the king dissolving
liarlianient. His insolent behaviour, shown at this
period in making love to the c^ueen of France, next
helped to embroil us with that country. In 1627
he appeared with an armament before Kochelle,
then in po.ssession of the Huguenots, and in revolt
against the French crown. But they refused him
admis.sion within the harbour ; and when his troops
made an ill-conducted descent on the neighbouring
Isle of Khe, they were defeated, and Buckingham
returned in disgrace to England. He soon after
undertook a .second expedition to Kochelle, and
had gone ilown to Portsmouth for endtarkation,
when on 23d August 1628 he was jiss;i.ssiiiated by
a discontented subaltern, .)ohn Felton, who was
hanged for the crime at Tyburn.

BuckiiiKliaiii.GEOKcjE Villiers, second Duke
i)K, was born at Wallingford Hou.se (on the site of
the Admiralty), .SOth January 1627, and, after bis
father's as.sas.sination, was brought up with Charles
I.s children. On the (mtbreak of the Civil War,
he hurried from Cambridge to the royalist camp,
antl lost, recovered, and once more lost his estates
—almost his life, too, during Lord Holland's un-
fortunate rising in Surrey ( 1648), when his younger
brother did meet a hero's death. He attended
Charles II. to Scotland, and after the battle of
Worcester and an escape more marvellous e\en
than his master's, went again into exile. Keturn-
ing secretly to England, he married, in 1657, the
daughter of Lord Fairfax, to whom his forfeited
estates had been assigned. The Kestoration gave
them back to Buckingham, and brought Bucking-
ham to court, where for twenty-live years he was
the wildest and wickedest roue of them all. In
1671 he killed in a duel the Earl of Shrewsbury,
whose countess, his ))aramour. looked on, disguisecl

iis a page. When sated with jdeasure, Ik; would
luin foi- a change to ambition, and four limes his
mad freaks lodgeil bim in ijie Tower. He was
mainly instrumental in Clarendon's downfall ; was
a member of the infamous 'Cabal ' (q.v.) : anil on
its break up in 1673 passed over, like Shaftesbury,
to tiie pojiular side. But crippled with debt, lie

retired, after Charles's death in 1685, to his manor
of Helmslev, in Yorkshire, and aniu.sed himself
with the chase. He died on 16th April 1688 at
Kirby-Moorside, miserably, if not, indee<l, 'in the
worst inn's worst room.' Buckingham is renu'm-
bered as the author of several comedies, the wittiest
t)f which. The llchear.sul (1671), was a travesty of
Dryden's tragedies ; but he is better remembered
as the ' Zimri ' of Dryden's Abaolom and Achito-
phcl, a portraiture of merciless fidelity.

Bliekingham. J.v.mes Silk, traveller and
lecturer, a farmer's son, was born at Flushing,
near Falmouth, in 1786, and went to sea before
he was ten. After years of unsettled and wander-
ing life, he in 1818 established a journal at Cal-
cutta, the boldness of wlio.se strictures on the Indian
government led to his expulsion from Bengal.
In London he established the Oriental Herald
(1824), and the Athenwnm (1828), now the leadin-'

weekly literary journal. Sub.sequently he travelled

through the United States, and from 1832 to 1837
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was member for Sheffield. He was projector of a
literary club, the British and Foreign Institute

(1S43-46); and president of the London Temper-
ance League (1851). Besides eighteen books of

travel, &c., he h.ad published two volumes of his

Autobiography, when he died June 30, 1855. His
youngest son,' Leicester (1827-65), was a skilful

dramatic adapter.

BiK*kiii$:iiaiiisliire, or Brcics, a south-mid-
lanil county of England, surrounded by Bedford-

shire, Herts, Middlesex, Surrey, Berks, Oxfordshire,

and Northamptonshire. Thirty-third in size of the
English counties, it has a maximum length of 57
miles, a varying breadth of Si and 27 miles, and
an area of 730 sq. m. , or 466,932 acres. It is

finely diversitied with hill and dale, wood and
water. To the south is a broad chalk-band,
including the Chiltern range of chalk-hills, which,
entering from Oxfordshire and stretching across

the county in a north-easterly direction, are
partly covered with heath and wood, and rise

near Wendover to a height of 905 feet above
sea-level. Sloping north from these hills, and
crossed by narrower bands of greensand and oolite,

is the extensive and very fertile vale of Aylesbury,
watered by the Thame. The chief rivers are the
Thames, bordering the county on the south-west,
the Ouse, Ousel, Colne, and Thame, the last two
falling into the Thames. The Grand Junction
Canal, and the Great Western and North-Western
Raihvays, with numerous branch lines, traverse

the county. The climate is mild and healthy

;

the soil is mostly good, chalk and clay predominat-
ing. Buckinghamshire is eminently an agricul-

tural county, 87 per cent, of the entire area
being in cultivation. The farms are generally
small, averaging 70 acres. Wheat is the principal
crop. The chief dairy product is butter, which
finds a ready sale, chiefly in London. In the vale
of Aylesbury, fattening of cattle is extensively
carried on ; the sheep are noted for their hue and
hea\'y fleeces ; and large numbers of ducks are
reared for metropolitan consumption. Nearly 40
sq. m. are under woods and plantations, beech and
oak being the chief timber-trees. The chief manu-
factures are paper, straw-plait, and thread-lace.
The county returns three members to parliament

;

Aylesbury, Buckingham, Marlow, and Wycombe
having ceased in 1885 to be parliamentary boroughs.
Buckinghamshire contains some Roman and British
remains, as traces of Watling, Icknield, and Ake-
man Streets or Ways ; remains of the religious
houses of Missenden, Notley, Burnham, Medmen-
hani, and Ivinghoe ; and vestiges of Lavendon and
Whitchurch Castles. There are many examples
of Early English and Decorated architecture ; and
the church of Chetwode (13th century), near
Buckingham, contains some line examples of
ancient glass-staining. Many events of historical
interest occurred in this county. It was the
scene of contest in the civil wars of Stephen and
John. At Chalfont St Giles, Milton finished his
Paradise Lost, and at Horton he ^vrote L'Allegro.
At Hampden lived the great patriot of that
name ; Atterliury was born at Milton ; Stoke
Poges Churcliyard suggested Gray's Elegy, and
is the place of his burial ; at Olney, Cowper lived.

Beaconsfield Manor was the seat of Waller ; Gre-
gories, near Beaconsfield, of Ednuind Burke

;

Bradenham, of the elder DTsraeli ; and Hughen-
den, of the Earl of Beaconsfield. Scott, tlie

biblical commentator, was rector of Aston Sand-
ford ; Herschel's great telescope was erected at
Slough, where he made most of his important dis-
coveries

; and at Stowe is a magnificent mansion
—one of the finest in England, alike for extent,
architecture, and beauty of site. Pop. (1801)
108,132; (1881) 176,323; (1891) 185,290. See the

histories of the county by Lipscomb (1847) and
Sheahan (1862).

Biickiiigliaiusliire, Dike of. See Shef-
field (John).

Bucklaiid, William, D.D., geologist, was
born at Tiverton, Devonshire, in 1784. From
Winchester he passed in 1801 to Corpus Christi
College, Oxford, of which he became a Fellow
(1808); and in 1813 he was appointed Oxford
reader in Mineralogy. The same year he was
elected a Fellow of the Geological Society, and he
was twice its president. In 1818 he became
reader in Geology at Oxford, and was elected
Fellow of the Royal Society. In 1822 he received
the Copley medal for his account of the Kirkdale
Cave (q.v.), which in 1823 he supplemented with
ReliquiiB Diluviame, or Observations on Organic
Remains, attesting the Action of a Unircrsal
Deluge, a theory he afterwards saw cause to
modify. In 1825 he was apjiointed a canon of

Christ Church, Oxford ; in 1832 he was president
of the British Association at Oxford ; and in 1836
he published his Bridgev/ater Treatise, Geology
and Mineralogy considered toitlt lieference to

Natural Theology. In 1845 he was made Dean
of Westminster ; but under his great and con-

tinuous labours to benefit others, his mental
faculties gave way seven years before his death,
which took place August 14, 1856.—His son,

Francis Trevelyan Buckland, Avas born 17th
December 1826, at Christ Church College, Oxford.
He was educated at Winchester and Christ Church,
and after for five years devoting himself to the
study of medicine at St George's Hospital, London,
was assistant-surgeon to the 2d Life Guards
(1854^63). From his boyhood he manifested an
enthusiastic delight in natural history, especially

when it could be applied practically to the culti-

vation of useful quadrupeds, birds, or fish, in which
study he was encouraged and guided by his father.

He contributed largely to the Times, Field, Queen,
and Land and Water, which last he started in

1866. He was also author of Curiosities of Natural
History (4 vols. 1857-72), Fish-hatching (1863),
Logbook of a Fisherman and Zoologist ( 1876 ),

Natural History of British Fishes (1881), and
Notes and Jottings from Animal Life ( 1882). He
was an acute observer, and his writings on natural
history exhibit the results of fresh and original

observations in a most interesting manner. He
took a great interest in fish-culture, and at his

own cost established under the Science and Art
Department, South Kensington, a ' Museum of

Economic Fish-culture.' In 1867 he was appointe<l

inspector of salmon-fisheries for England and
Wales ; in 1870 special commissioner on the
salmon-fisheries of Scotland ; and in 1877 on the
Scotch herring-fisheries. He died December 19,

1880. He was not a Darwinian. See his Life

by G. C. Bompas (1885).

Blicklaililia, a magnificent and beautiful ever-

green tree of the order Hamamelidea^ ( see Witch-
hazel), a native of the Himalayas, and growing
in the island of Sumatra. The timber is not valu-

able.

Buckle, Henry Thomas, was born at Lee, in

Kent, 24th November 1821, the son of a London
merchant, a Tory and staunch churchman. A
sickly child, he was for a verj^ short time at an
academy in Kentish-Town ; no other school and
no university claims credit for his education, which
yet was lilieral in the highest degree. At the age
of eighteen he found himself m.ister of £1500
a year, and by 1850 he knew eighteen foreign

languages, and had amassed a library of 22,000
volumes, chosen mostly to iieli) him in a magnum
opus, which gradually took shape as The History
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of Civilisation in England. The first volume ap-

f)eare<l in 18o7, the second in 1J<G1 ; hut his healtli

»a<l heeu ineuutiine shattt'red hy tlie loss of an
idolised mother ; and on •iKth May 18G'2, after six

months' wanderinj; in Eg_\-pt and Palestine, he
died of typhoid fever at Daniiuscus. For more
than twenty years he had been reckoned one of
the first chess-players in the world.
Uuckles plan involved, hefore tracing the par-

ticular history' of Eii;_di>h civilisation, a general
consideration of the progress (jf those countries,
England. France, Germany, Scotlaiul, Spaui, and
America, in which the elements of modern civilisa-

tion are originally found. The two volumes pub-
lished are occupied with this j>reliminaiy examina-
tion, which they do not even complete. His objects,
however, are dear. They are ( 1 ) to discover what
is the essential sjiirit of a nation's historj- a])art from
particular men and events, and ('!) to trace out
the causes of the progress which has l)cen made
in England and France. Under the first heail he
endeavours to show that the spirit «»r character of

a people is determined by material environments,
such as soil, climate, food, a.^pects of nature, and
the like ; under the second head occurs the theory
—whose vigorous application startled and offended
many readers—that the ])rogre.ss of .society depends
ujion scepticism ; that the retanling force is cre-

dulity ; and that the excessive 'protection' exer-

ei.sed by governments, ihe nobility, the church,
&c. over the ' people,' hiis dwarfed and held back
the spirit of freedom and civilisation. These and
other positions are defendetl by Buckle with great
ingenuity and lucidity of argument and expression,

and have been iulmitted, even by his opponents, to

contain much truth. He is accused—not unjustly
—of being often one-sided, an»l of drawing sweep-
ing deductions from an imperfect survey of facts.

See Mincellaiuoug and Postlmmoux Works, ed. by .Miss

Taylor (1S72; new ed. by Grant Allen, 1^80); the Life

by .\. H. Huth (2 vols. ls«0); and J. M. Kobertsoii,

Buckle and his Critic* (
1S9.3).

llllokles« metal in-stniments, consisting of a
rim and tongue, used for fastening straps or bands
in dress, harness, &c. These are matle on a very

large scale in the neighbourhoo<l of Birming-
ham. Both brass and iron are usetl for them, the

chief kintls Wing called tongue, roller, brace, and
gear buckles. The u.se of buckles, instead of

shoe-strings, was intrtxluced into England during
the reign of Charles II. They soon became ver^-

fashionable, attained an enonnous size (the largest

being called ArtoLs buckles, after the Comte
d'Artois, brother of the king of France), and were
usually mjule of silver, set with diamonds and
other j>recious stones. In the latter half of the

18th centurj- the manufacture of buckles wa.s

carrie<l <m most extensivelv in Birmingham, there

being at one time not less tlian 4(MM) people directly

employe<l in that town and its vicinity, who turned

out •2,">(X),(X)<) pairs of buckles aiinuaJly, the prices

ranging from one shilling to live guineas, and even

ten guineas a pair. When the trade was at its

height, however, fashion changed, and in 1791 we
find buckle-makers petitioning the IVince of Wales
for svmpathy, on the ground that owing to the

intriMluction of shoe-strings and slippers, 20,000

persons were in terril)le distress. The prince

promised to a-ssLst them a-s far as he could by
wearing buckles himself, and enjoining his house-

hold to do the same ; but fashion w as too strong

even for him, and before the dose of the century

a great staple trade of Birmingham had become
extinct, though shoe-buckles are still by no means
unknown.

BaC'kram. This name is now applied to a

coarse open-woven fabric of cotton or linen made
85

very stiff with size. It is used for the framework
of ladies' bonnets, for the inside of belts and collars

of dresses, and for bookbinding. But the buckram
of olden times was an entirely diH'erent kind of

stuff. The Rev. Dr Rock, in his Catalogue of

Textile Fabrics in the South Kensington Museum,
after stating that the term came from the city of
Bokhara in Tartary, where a peculiar kind of cotton
texture was made, savs :

' All along the middle
ages buckram was much esteemed for being costly
and very line, and consequently Kt for u.se in
church vestments, and for secular pei-sonal wear.
Grandison, consecrated Bishop of Exeter in 1327,
gave to his cathedral banners of white and red
liuckram ; and three of the rich veils for covering
the lectern in that church were lined with Idue
bokeram. As late as the beginning of the lOth
century this stuff was held good enough for lining
to a black velvet gown for a queen, Elizabeth of

York ;
' but to most minds it is now familiar

through F"alstafl "s antagonists, the ' rogues in

buckram suits."

Buckskin is a soft leather made of deei-skin or
sheejiskin ; also a strong, twilled woollen cloth,

cropi)ed of nap and carefully finished. ' Buckskin
breeches ' are usually of this cloth, not of the
leather. See BlFF Le.\thek.

BlK'kstoiie. John B.\lI)Wix, comedian and
dramatic wiiter, was born at Hoxton, London, in

1802, and, having in 1822 exchanged an attorney's

office for the provincial stage, appeared next year
at the Surrey Theatre. His success was so un-
e(|uivocal that in 1(S27 he was engaged Ijy the
Adelphi Theatre, where he continued till 18,33

as leading low comedian. Except for a visit to

the United States in 1840, and short engagements
at Dniry Lane and the Lyceum, he thenceforward
plaved chietlv at the Havmarket, of which he was
lessee from 1853 till 1878. He died 31st October
1879. Buckstone's acting was not more noted
for its comicality and humour, which never de
generated into vulgarity, than for its distinct

ai)preciation of the jieculiar traits in each individ-

ual character he assumed. He was also a prolific

dramatic author, and of the 150 pieces he wrote
for the stage, several have been hignly [)opular.

Blicktliorn (Rhanuius), a genusof Khamnaceae
((|.v. ), including sixty species, all shrubs or trees,

wiilely distributed through temperate and tropical

regions, but absent from Australia.—The Common
Buckthorn (li. catharticus) is characterised by its

spinous and cross-like branchlets, serrate leaves,

and yellow-green diojcious Howers. The berries,

which are about the size of peas, gloliular, bluish-

black, nauseous, and violentlv purgative, were
formerly nmch used in medicme, Init now more
rarely, and only in the form of a sirup prepared

from their juice. They supply the Sap Green (q.v.)

or Bladder Green of painters.' The bark affords a
beautiful yellow dye. The buckthorn is sometimes
planted for hedges, but is of too straggling a habit.

—Tlie Alder Buckthorn, or Breaking Buckthorn

(
R. frangula ), also ( wrongly ) called Black Alder,

or Berr>-bearing Alder, is spineless, with oval

entire leaves, and small, whitish, axillary flowers.

The berries are small and black, and also violently

purgative, yet are freely eaten by birds. The
charcoal of the wood is light, and is used by
gunpowder-makers ami called dogwood. The
bark, leaves, and berries are used for dyeing. The
flowers are peculiarly grateful to bees.—Dyer's

Buckthorn (It. iii/ccf'oniifi) is a low shrub, abun-

dant in the south of Europe, whose unripe fruit

yields a brilliant yellow dye. The French Berries,

Avignon Berries, or Yellow Berries of dyers, are

the fruit of this and other species.—Of North
American buckthorns there are, besides the Com-
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mon one, six or more i)eculiar species. The most
imi)ort;iiit is the /'. jntrfihiana oi tlie north-west
Pacific slope (especially scmth-west Oregon), the

Alder Buckthorn (Rhamaus frangula)

:

(I, a flower.

cathartic bark of which is used in medicine under
the name of Cascara Sagrada.—The Sea Buckthorn
(q.v. ; Hippojihae rluimnoides) is a shrub of a
different genus and order (Ehagnece). It is occa-

sionally planted as an ornamental shrub.

Bucku, or BucHU, a Hottentot name common
to several small aromatic evergreen rutaceous
shrubs of the genus Barosma (Diosina), natives
of the Cape of Good Hope, the leaves of which
(folia Buchu) have enjoyed considerable medical
repute, especially as a diuretic.

Buckwheat {Fagopymm esculentum, or Puly-
gonnm Fagopymm) is a native of the basin of the
Volga, the shores of the Caspian Sea, and many
parts of Central Asia. A recent German authority
affirms that there is no authentic mention of it

Buckwlieat [Fagopyrum esculentum)

:

a, a flower ; h, a seed ; c, root.

until 1 436 at Mecklenburg, whence it spread over
Europe in the following century. It is also said to
have been introduced by the Moors into Spain, and

thence to have extended over Europe, or, again, to

have been brought to Europe by the Crusaders.
The French name S(trras/)i seems to su])port these
latter traditions. It is cultivated on account of the
farinaceous albumen of its seeds, which are used, as
grain, for food of man and cattle. It is upright,
branched, 1 to 3 feet in height ; the leaves are be-

tween heart-shaped and arrow-shaped, the flowers
pale red, the seed (nut) black and triangular, its

angles entire. The resemblance of this seed in

form to the beech-nut is supposed to be the reason of

the German name Buchircizcn (lit. 'beech-wheat'),
from which the English name is derived. Buck-
Mheat is a very common crop in some parts of

Europe and of the United States of North America,
but is seldom sown in Britain, except as food for

pheasants, as it requires continued dry weather in

autumn for prohtable harvesting. In north-east
Germany, and also in Brittany, buckwheat is valued
as a croj), particularly for sandy heaths, moorlands,
and other poor soils. It yields abundantly, and
requires little manure or attention. Forty bushels
or more per acre may be expected, weighing 46 or
48 lb. per bushel ; and notwithstanding the resem-
blance of the seed to grain in its qualities and uses,

wheat or any other cereal crop generally succeeds
well after buckwheat. The seed is most frequently
used in the shape of groats, or made into pottage ;

in the United States, thin cakes of the flour are a
standard food. It is very nutritious, containing
about 10 per cent, of gluten and 52 per cent, of

starch, besides about 6 per cent, of gum and sugar.

It is said to be as good as barley for fattening
cattle, and better for horses than oats. But as the
seed is covered with a very hard rind or thin shell,

it must always be shelled before being given to

cattle. Poultry are very fond of it. Beer is some-
times brewed from it, and it yields a spirituous

liquor of good quality ; indeed, it is frequently
used in gin-distilleries. As green fodder, the herb-

age of the plant is said to be more nutritious

than clover ; but it is said to act as a narcotic

on sheep. Bees delight in its flowers, and in

some parts of the United States it is sown on
this account. In America the seed is usually
sown broadcast over the land, which has Ijeen

ploughed in autunm or early spring, and well
scariiied or harroM'ed. About a bushel and a half

of seed per acre is required when sown broadcast,

but a bushel is sufficient if drilled with a machine.
In the latter case it should not be sown in narrower
drills than one foot apart, but two feet is recom-
mended as being better for the succeeding crop, as
the wider intervals can be properly cultivated. It

should not be sown in England before the middle
of May, as the least frost is injurious. When the
lower seeds are ripe it should be mown, as they are

easily shed out if allowed to stand too long.

—

Tartarian Buckwheat (/'. tataricuin) is distin-

guished by the toothed edges of the seeds and
its more vigorous growth. It is hardy, and
adapted for cold situations, but yields inferior

meal, and is reckoned a mere weed in (Germany.
In Canada, on the other hand, it is nnich grown

;

l)ut its use, as well as that of common buckwheat,
is thought by many to induce skin disease. F.

emarginatumis cultivated in China.—Dyer's Buck-
wheat is Folygoninii tinctoriant. See POLVGONE.iE.

BucoliCt a term derived from the Greek, ' be-

longing to herdsmen,' nearly equal to Pastoral,

from Latin. It is specially used of a kind of

Pastoral Poetry (q.v. ). The great bucolic poets

were Theocritus, Bion, Moschus ; and Virgil's

Eclogues arc sometimes called Bucolica.

BucZclCZ. a town of Austria, in Galicia, on the

Stripa, an aHluent of the Dniester, 47 miles ENE.
of Stanislau by rail. A treaty of peace between the
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Fig. 1.—Longitudinal section
through the apical region
of an upright shoot of Hip-
purin fu/iutrin :

«,KTiiwiii),'i). lint of the stem; h,b,h.
thi! wliorle.l leaves ; k, k, tlie

buils in tlieir axils, which all
develop into flowers : g, <j, the
tirst vessels ( the dark parts of
the tissue indicate the inner
cortex with its intercellular
spaces). (After Sachs.)

Poles and the Turks was sij^ed here in 1672. Poj).
9fl7(), (if whom 6281 were Jews.

Bud. The hud is the nidiiuent of an axis with
its aiipeudages. Starting; witii the seed, we may
trace tiie fontinned u]ij,'n)Wth of tiie primeval hii'd

or plumule in germination. Again, hy e.xamina-
tion of the growing
point at any age, we
may observe the pro-
gressive development
of new aiijjendages
with crowded nodes
hut lengthening inter
nodes of stem from
the undiHerentiated
emhryonic tissue (.see

Mkklste.m ) of its apex
( lig. 1). In monocotyle-
dons especially, an axis
may have only a single
apical hud ; and of this
mode of growth the
[)alms furnish the most
salient example ; in

the majority of dico-

tyledons, on the other
hand, e\eiT vegetative
leaf may be regarded
as having, if not an
actual, at anyrate a
potential or latent hud

in its axil, which may, at le;ist umler exceptional
circumstances, vegetate iis a new axis or Branch
((J. v.), or hecome develojted for reproduction as a
iiower.

In some hardy sliruhs and trees the buds are
quite inconspicuous in winter, heing .so minute as
to he hidden under an apical coating of hark
(e.g. Taxodium, I'liihuh-lphus); generally, however,
the hiids are well formed before autumn, and are
thus fully exposed to the severity of winter. In a
few cases (e.g. species of Vilmrnum, although not
the common Guelder Rose) the outer leaves still

retain sullicient vitality to expand as the lirst

foliage of spring. In the vast majority of plants,
however, the leaves are not so hardv, and the outer
ones have thus to be sacrificed for tlie protection of

the rest. Since in ;iny upward-growing axis, the
lower and earlier formed appeinlages tend to grow
beyond the eml>ryonic apex with its short inter-

nodes, and thus cover it U]) more or less entirely
with its developing higher and younger appendages,
the normal form of every bud is thus, as it were, a
kind of incipient cabliage ; and this overlapiting

mode of growth comes to be of the
greatest protective usefulness. For
the changes of day and night, of

weather, and most of all, of the
seasons, render the ])rocess of growth
not continuous l)ut rhythmic ; and a
growing jxiint has thus latent as well

its active periods. During the former,

however, the outer a[)pendages are

exposed to the climate, and usually

pre.sent adaptive modilications of

great variety and interest, wliicii

are known as the biid-.scalc-i. These
are often waterproofed with an
exudation of resinous varnish, or

warndy lincil with an epidermic
down.

While, in what may be safely

taken as the simplest cases, the bud-
scales are moditlcations of entire

leaves (e.g. lilac or rhododendron,
fig. 2), in many plants the bud-scale

is reduced to the petiole imly. This is lieautifully

shown where a series of gradations survives, as is

w
Fig. -'.

Bud Scales of

Rhododendron

very often the case in the hoi-se-chestnut ; in open-
ing buds of which it is often possible to tiace every
step of the reduction of the complete foliage-leaf to
the petiolar hud-.scale ( lig. 3, b). Finally, bud-scales
may be derived fiom stipules, as in the niagnolia or

Fig. 3.

a, opening ends of beech, showing stipular bud-scales ; 6, peti-
olar bud-scales of horse-chestnut, showing transitions to the
two true leaves above.

the beech (lig. 3, n). in ail tliese cases alike, the
scales are thrown off by the oi)ening buds in spring,
and often carpet the ground like a foreshatlowing
of autumn.

Hulls, as has been .said, when other than ter-

minal, are usually axillary to the leaves, and their
origin may lie traced almost as far back as that of
the leaves themselves ; this may be conveniently
seen in a section of the growing point of the mare's-
tail (Ilijipuris, Hg. 1). Occasionally, too, tlie bud
forms quite under the base of the leaf-stalk, and is

concealed by it until this falls off in autumn
( I'latanus). There is usually oidy one bud in each
axil, yet in many plants 'accessory buds' occur.
These may be collateral in po.sition, the middle one
being largest, as in some hawthorns, willows, and
maples; in other cases, however, they form a ver-

tical series, of ^\ liich either the lowest, and alone
strictly axillary bud, may be largest and strongest,
as in .some honeysuckles, or the uppermost, as in

the Aristolochia or the l)utternut, where, indeed,
the main branches are thus extra-iixillary.

In many cases l)uds are also of mlrcntitioiis
origin— i.e. may arise (|uite independently of leaves,
from any jtart of the stem—as is well seen on the
trunk of the elm-tree, in pollarded willows, in fact
in any tree deprived of its branches, or often even
after being felled. This is intelligible when we
reflect that at all such points there lies the Cain-
biuiii (q.v. ) or embryonic layer of cells; in the rarer
ca.se of origin of

adventitious buds
from roots, as in

the bramble, we
have similarly a
/ifrii'diubiuiii (see
liooT) : the mo.st

curious and ex-

cej)tional (yet in

a deeper view of

cellular physi-

ology the most
natural ) mode of

origin is when the
leaf-parenchyma itself retains a sufiiciently embry-
onic character to give rise to new l)uds without the
presence of any specially reproductive cells. This
IS well seen on the surface of the fronds of certain

ferns, and is also experimentally reproduced by
gardeners, who often raise young plants froisi the

edges of a Bryojdiyllum leaf (lig. 4), or from the

petiole or wounded surface of a leaf of Begonia,

by sinijdy placing it on sand in a warm and moist
atmosjihere.

This passage from (ordinary vegetative growth to

Fig. 4.—Bryopliylluni Leaf, from
the edges of which two new plants
have budded.
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that discontinuous f,'rowth whifli we call asexual

reproduction, and also that further transition to

sexual reproduction (see Repkoduction, Sex), is

adniiralily illustrated hy the interestinj,' reversions

to ordinary liud-growth which these more specialised

processes often exhibit in unusually favourable

ve<j;etative conditions, or even as a permanent
haliit. Thus in Ferns (q.v. ) we may have the

budding of prothallia directly upon the frond in

the place of spore-cases, (n- that of the fern i)lant

directly upon the prothallium in place of arclie-

gonia. ' Again, the reversion of lioral to leafy

buds occurs more or less completely in many
garden-Howers, while in many wild species of

Allium the flowers become largely replaced by
vegetative buds capalde of independent growth.

This tendency to bud-independence is also well

shown in the bulbils and buUis of many other allied

Liliacea' ; while the nniltiplication of jilants by
cuttings of course takes advantage of the same
widespread latent possibility of separate bud-
life. In the old disputes about the individuality

of plants and animals, the bud was in fact often

defined as a separate individual, and the tree thus
viewed as a mere colony cf buds. For the growth
of buds, see Branch ; and for an-angement of leaves

in buds, see Vernatiox, ^Estivation, Flower.
Budding or gemmation is also a frequent mode of

growth in animals. See REPRODUCTION.

Buchl'US (the Latinised form of Guillaume
Biide), the greatest French .scholar of his age,

was born in Paris in 1467. His works on phil-

ology, philosophy, and jurisprudence display exten-
sive learning, the two best known being the Dc
Asse et Partlhus ejus (1514), which contains a
very thorough investigation into ancient coins,

and the Commentarii Lingucv Grcecw (1519),
the basis of all subsequent works in this de-

partment. His abilities were manifested not only
in literature, but in public business. Louis XII.
twice sent him to Rome, and Francis I. also

employed him in several negotiations. At Buda?us's
suggestion, Francis founded the College de France,
and was also persuaded to refrain from prohibiting
printing, which the bigoted Sorbonne had advised
in 1533. He was royal librarian at the time of

his death, 23d August 1540. He was suspected, not
without reason, of a leaning toM'ards Lutheranism.
His works were collected in 4 vols. (Basel, 1557).

See his Life l)y Rebitte (1846), and E. de Bude
(1884); and the latter's edition of his Lettres

inedites ( 2 vols. 1887 ).

Bll'dapest, the official designation of the
capital of Hungary, which consists of Buda ( Ger.

Ofen) on the right and Pest or Pesth on the left

bank of the Danube, the two cities having formed
a single municipality since 1872. See Pesth.

Budauil, a town of India, 140 miles NW. of

Lucknow, giving name to a British district of the
Rohilcund division of the North-west Provinces.

Pop. (1891) 35,372.—The district, a level, fertile

tract on the Ganges and its tributaries, contains
an area of just over 2000 sq. m. ; and nearly six-

sevenths of its inhabitants are Hindus.

Buddllisill. The religion known as Buddhism
(from the title of 'The Buddha,' meaning 'the
awakened,' 'the enlightened,' acquired by its

founder) has existed now for perhaps 2400 years,
and is, as regards the number of its adherents, the
prevailing religion of the world. In India, the
land of its birth, it has now little hold, except
among the Nepalese and some other northern
tribes ; but it bears full sway in Ceylon and over
the whole Indo-Chinese Peninsula ; it divides the
adherence of the Chinese with the systems of Con-
fucius and Lao-tse, claiming perhaps a majority of
the iJopulation ; it prevails also in Japan ( although

not the established religion); and, north of the
Himalayas, it is the religion of Tibet (where
it assumes the form of Lamaism), of the j\Ion-

golian population of Central Asia and Southern
Siberia, and of the Tatar tribes on the Lower
Volga. Its adherents are estimated at more than
500 millions—or about a third of the whole human
race. Yet, till towards the middle of the 19th cen-

tury, nothing was known in Europe respecting the
nature and origin of this world -religion, beyond
the vaguest notices and conjectures. About the
year 1828, Mr B. H. Hodgson, British resident

at the court of Nepal, where Buddhism pre-

vails, discovered the existence of a large set of

writings in the Sanskrit language, forming the
national canonical books. The.se books were after-

wards found to be the texts from which the Bud-
dhist scriptures of Tibet, iSIongolia, nnd China
must have been translated. The books of the

Ceyicn Buddhists are in the language called Pali

;

and though not translations of the Nepalese
standards, they are found to agree with them in

substance, and to be only another and somewhat
later version of the same traditions. Translations
from the Ceylon standards are used by the Buddhists
oi Burma and Siam. Copies of the Sanskrit books
of Nepal, having been sent by Mr Hodgson to the
Asiatic Societies of London and Paris, engaged the
attention of the great orientalist, Eugene Burnouf,
Avho published in 1844 his Introduction a VHistoire

du Bouddhisme Indlen ; and this l)ook may be said

to have lieen the beginning of anything like correct

information on the subject among the western
nations.

The most diverse opinions had previously pre-

vailed as to the time and place of the origin of

Buddhism. Some looked upon it as a relic of what
had been the original religion of India, before
Brahmanism intruded and dro\-e it out ; a relic of

a widespread primeval worship, whose ramifica-

tions they endeavoured to trace by identifying
Buddha with the Odin of the Scandinavians, the
Thoth or Hermes of the ancient Egyptians, and
other mythological personages. Others held that
it could not be older than Christianity, and must
have originated in a blundering attem^jt to cojjy

that religion—so striking are the many points of

resemblance that present themselves. Although
the materials are still wanting for a circum-
stantial history of Buddhism, the main outline is

no longer doubtful. Oriental scholars now gener-

ally concur in fixing the date of its origin some time
in the 5th century B.C., and in making it sjiring

up in the north of India. According to the
Buddhist books, the founder of the religion was a

Srince of the name of Siddhartha, son of Suddho-
ana, king of Kaj)ilavastu, which is placed some-

where on the confines of Oudh and Nepal. He is

often called Sakya, which was the name of the
family, or Sakya-nmni—i.e. the Sakya sage—and
also Gautama, the name of the great ' solar ' race
of which the family was a branch. To Gautama is

frequently prefixed Sramana, meaning ascetic. Of
the names, or rather titles, given to Siddhartha in

his state of perfection, the most important is the
Buddha, which is from the root budh, 'to awake,'
'to know,' and which in this connection means 'he
who is liberated from existence by the knowledge
of the truth

;

' it is indicative of the leading doc-

trine of his .system. Others are— ' The Blessed
'

(Bhagavat); 'the King of Righteousness' (Dharma-
raja) ;

' the Conqueror ' (Jina), &c. The history of

Buddha is overlaid with a mass of extravagant and
incredible legend ; and H. II. Wilson thought it

doubtful whether the Buddha was an actual

historical personage, and not rather an allegorical

figment. Senart and Kern sought to show that the

Buddha of the legend is the sun-god, and that the
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details of his life have 1)een taken from solar iiiyth-

olo^ry, an<l that tiie whole has been iiioiUIhmI imder
the inriueuce of the nioiiastie ideas aiiiitl which the
lefjend <:rew up, thou<:h they allowed that Buddhism
had a human founder. Few orientalists are pre-
parefl to follow them.
Thr Fuunikr.—Assuming that the Buddha was a

real person, and that there is a hasis of fact under
the mass of extravaj^ant fahle with which he is

surrounded, the history of Buddhism may be thus
hrieHy outlined : The Prince Siddhartha gives early
imlications of a contemplative, ascetic disposition ;

and his father, fearing lest he should desert his

high station :is Kshatriya (see Ca.ste and INDI.\)
and ruler, and take to a religious life, has him
early marrie<l to a charming i)rincess, and sur-

rounded with all the sjdendour and dissipation of

a luxurious court. Twelve years spent in this

environnient only deei)en the conviction that all

that life can oH'er is vanity and vexation of spirit.

He is constantly brooding over the thought that
old age, withered and joyless, is fast ai)proaching ;

that loathsome or racking sickness may at any
moment seize him ; that death will at all events
soon cut oH" all present sources of enjoyment, and
usher in a new cycle of unknown trials and sutter-

ings. These images hang like Damocles' sword
fiver every jirojiosed fe.ast of pleasure, an<l make
enjoyment imiH>ssible. JHe therefore resolves to

try whether a life of austerity will not lead to peace

:

and, although his father seeks to detain him by
setting guards on ever^• outlet of the palace, he
escapes, and l>egins the life of a religious mendicant,
lieing now alniut thirty years old. To mark his

breaking oH' all secular ties, he cuts off the long
lf>cks that were a sign of iiis high ca-ste ; and
as the shortened hair turned ujnvards, he is

always repre.sented in pictures with curly hair.

He commences l>v studying all tiiat the Brahmans
can teiich him, imt finds their doctrine unsatis-

factory. Six years of rigorous asceticism are
equally vain : and resolving to return to a more
genial life, he is <le.serted by his live disciples,

ami then undergoes a fierce temptation from the
demon of wickedness. But no discouragement or

opposition can divert Sakya-muni from the search

after deliverance. He will con(|uer the secret by
sheer force of thinking. He sits for weeks plunged
in abstraction, revolving the causes of things. If

we were not Iwirn, he reflects, we should not be

subject to «»ld age, misery, and death; therefore the

cause of these evils is birth. But whence comes
birth or continued existence ? Through a long

concatenation of interme<liate causes, he arrives at

the conclusion that ignorance is the ultimate cause

of existence : and therefore, with the removal of

ignorance, existence and all its anxieties anil

miseries wouhl be cut off at their source. Passing

through successive stages of contemj)lation, he

realises this in his own person, and attains the per-

fect wisdom of the Buddha. The scene of this final

triumph received the name of Bodhimaiida ( 'the seat

of intelligence ), and the tree umler wiiich he sat

WHS called Bodhidruma ( ' the tree of intelligence
'

),

whence Bo-tree. The Buddhists believe the spot to

}>e the centre of the earth. Twelve hundred years

after the Buddhas death. Hwen-Thsang, the

Chinese Pilgrim, found tiie IJodhidruma—or a tree

that passed for it— still standing. Although the

ieli;.'-i()n of Ihiddlia is extinct in tlie neighbourhood,

there are, 6 miles from (laya town, in Bengal,

extensive ruins and a 14th-century temide
(

J)ar-

tially restored since 1878), which are believed to

mark the place. Within the temjde courtyard is a

pi]»al-tree, which claims to be the lineal descendant

of the original Bo-tree. See Bo-TKKK.
Having anived at the knowledge of the causes of

misery, and of the means by which these causes

are to be counteracted, the Buddha was now ready
to lead othei-s on the n)ad of salvation. It was at
Benares that he fii-st preached, or, in the consecrated
phrase, 'turned the wheel of the law." (This ex-
pression comes from one of the titles of the Buddha,
cfm/jrarartin, ' a monarch,' being taken in its

etymological sense—i.e. 'the turner of a wheel;'
hence, too, have arisen, probably, those praying-
wheels seen standing before Buddhist monasteries
in Tibet and elsewhere. The doctrines of Buddha
are inscribed on the wheel, which is then set in
motion by a windlass, or even by horse-power.
The individual monks have jiortable ones, with
which they jjeiform tiieir devotions.) But the most
important of his early converts was Bimbisara, the
sovereign of Magadha ( Behar), whose dynasty con-
tinued for many centuries to patronise the new faith.

During the forty years that the Buddha continued
to preach his strange gospel, he appears to have
traversed great part of Northern India, combating
the Brahmans, and everywhere making numerous
converts. He died at Kusinagara i in Uudh ), at the
age of eighty : and his body being burned, tiie relics

were tlistriiiuted among a number of contending
claimants, and monumental tumuli were erected to
preser\e them. See Toi'ES.
Hiatory of the Order.—The most important point

in the historv of Buddhism, after the death of its

founder, is tliat of the three councils which fixed

the canon of the sacred scrijttures and the discipline

of the church. The Buddha had written nothing
himself ; but his chief followers as.sembled in coun-
cil immediately after his ile.ath to settle the iniles

and doctrines of the order. About a hundred years
later, a second council was held to vindicate these
against innovatoi-s who seceded and held a rival

council. In the reign of Asoka, in 244 B.C.,

there was a third, in which the canon seems to

have been fixed more accurately. Some 150 years
later it was reduced to writing, apparently in its

present form. These canonical writings are divided
into three classes, forming the Tri]>itaka, or 'trijile

basket.' The first cla.ss consists of the Sutras, or

discourses of the Buddha for the laity ; the second
contains the ViiKdja, or discipline for the order;
and the third the Abhidhannu, or metaphysics.
The fir.st is evidently the fundamental text out of

which all the subse(|uent writings have been elab-

itratetl. The Buddhist religion early manifested a
zealous missionary spirit ; .and jirinces and even
princesses became devoted ])roi>agandists. A
]>rince of the royal House of Magadha, Mahindo,
carried the faith to Ceylon immediately after the
last council, whence it sjire.ad to Burma, 4")0 A.D.,

and Siam, 038 A.D. The Chinese annals speak of a
Buddhist missionary as early as '217 n.C. ; and the

doctrine made such progress that in 65 A.D. it was
acknowledged by the Chinese emperor as a third

state religion. The Chinese Buddhists have always
looked on India as their 'holy land;' and, be-

ginning witii the 4tii century of our era, a stream

of Buddhist jiilgrims continued to How from China
to India during six centuries. Several of these jul-

giims have left accounts of their travels, which
throw a light on the course of Buddhism in India,

and on the internal state of the country in general,

that is looked for in vain in the literature of India

it.self (see Hwkn-Tiisang). As to the spread of

Buddhism north of the Himalayan Mountains, we
have tiie historical fact that a Chinese general,

having about the year 120 H.C. defeated the bar-

barous tribes to the north of the Desert of Gobi,

brought back as a trophy a golden statue of the

Bud.lha.
A prominent name in the history of Buddhism is

that of Asoka (q.v.), king of Magailiia, in the 3d

century n.c. , whose sway seems to have extended

over tiie whole peninsula of Hindu.stan, and even
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over Ceylon. This prince was to Buddhism what
Constantine was to Cliristianity. He was at tirst a
pei-secutor of the faitli, but- being converted—by a
miracle, according to the le«;end—he became its

zealous propagator. Not, however, as princes

usually promote their creed ; for it is a distinguish-

ing chiiracteristic of Buddhism that it has never
eTn}>loyed force, Iiardly even to resist aggi'essicm.

Asoka siiowod his zeal by building aiul endowing
viharas or monasteries, and raising topes and other
monuinents over the relics of Bmldha and in spots

remarkable as the scenes of his labours. Hwen-
Thsang, in the 7th century of our era, found topes
attributed to Asoka from the foot of the Hindu
Kush to the extremity of the peninsula. There
exist, also, in ditlerent parts of India, edicts

inscribed on rocks and pillars, inculcating the doc-

trines of Buddiia. The edicts are in the name of

King Piyadasi ; but orientalists are almost unani-
mous in holding Piyadasi and Asoka to be one and
the same. Not a single l)uilding or sculptured stone
has been discovered in continental India of earlier

date than the reign of this monarch, whose death is

assigned to 223 B.C. A remarkable spirit of charity

and toleration runs through these royal sermons.
The ' king beloved of the gods " desires to see the
ascetics of all creeds living in all places, for they
all teach the essential rules of conduct. ' A man
ought to honour his own faith only ; but he should
never abuse the faith of others. . . . There are
even circumstances where the religion of others
ought to be honoured, and in acting thus, a man
fortifies his own faith, and assists the faith of

others.' The next name of importance after Asoka
is that of Kanishka ( 10 A.D. ), king of North-western
India, under whose direction a council was held for

a fresh revision of the canon. It seems to have
been shortly after this that the Buddhists broke up
into two schools—viz. the ' Lesser Vehicle,' or con-
servative party, formed by the soiithern Buddhists,
and the 'Greater Vehicle,' or progressive party,
eml)racing the Buddhists of the north.

For the glimpses we get of the state of Buddhism
in India, we are indebted chiefly to the accounts of

Chinese pilgrims. Fa-liian, at the end of the 4th
century, found some appearances of decline in the
east of Hindustan, its birthplace, but it was still

strong in the Punjab and the north. In Ceylon, it

was flourishing in full vigour, the ascetics or monks
numbering from 50,000 to 60,000. In the 7th cen-
tury—i.e. 1200 years after the death of the Buddha
—Hwen-Tlisang represents it as widely dominant
and flourishing, and patronised by the powerful
Siladitya, king of Kanoj, who held a council at
which the doctrines of the Little Vehicle were con-
demned. Its history Avas doubtless more or less

checkered. The Brahmans, though little less

tolerant than the followers of Bu(ldha, seem to
have been in some cases roused into active opi)osi-

tion ; and some princes employed persecution to put
down the new faith.

It was probably during the first four or live cen-
turies of our era, and as a result of persecution, that
Buddhists, driven from the great cities, retired
among the hills of the west, anil there constructed
those cave-temples which, for their number, vast-
ne.ss, and elaborate structure, continue to excite the
wonder of all who see them. There are reckoned to
be not fewer than 900 Buddhist excavations still

extant in India, nearly all within the luesidency of
Bombay. The destruction of Buddliism in India
seems to have been brouglit about l.irgely by in
ternal corruption, but most of all by the Moham-
medan invasion. For several centuries we have
notices of it as existing in Kashmir, Bengal, and
the Deccan, till it at last disappears in Orissa in
the jniddle of the 16th century.

AVhat, then, is the nature of this faith, which lias

been for so long, and is still, the sole light of so

many millions of human beings? In answering this

question, we must conflnc ourselves here to a brief

(mtline of the intellectual theory on which the
system is based, and of the general character of its

morality and ritual observances, as they were con-
ceived by the founder and his more immediate
followers ; referring for the various forms which the
external observances have iissumed to the several
countries where it is believed and practised. See
Burma, Ceylon, China, Japan, Lamaism.
The Doctrine.—Buddhism is based on the same

views of human existence, and the same philosophy
of things in general, that prevailed among the
Brahmans, although it was a reaction against
their hierarchy. It accepts without questioning
the doctrine of the transmigration of souls, which
lies at the root of so much that is strange in the
Indian character. For a fuller account of this

iznportant doctrine, the reader is referred to
Transmigration : while the peculiar cosmogony
or system of the universe with which it is asso-

ciated, and which is substantially the same
among Hindus and Buddhists, is des'cribed under
India (Vol. VI. p. 106). It is sufficient here to say
that, according to Buddhi.st belief, when a man
dies he is immediately liorn again, or appears in

a new shape ; and that shape may, according to
his merit or demerit, be any of the innumerable
orders of being composing the Buddhist universe

—

from a clod to a divinity. If his demerit would
not be sufficiently punished by a degraded earthly
existence—in the form, for instance, of a woman
or a slave, of a persecuted or a disgusting animal,
of a plant, or even of a piece of inorganic matter

—

he will be born in some one of the 136 Buddhist
hells. These places of punishment have a regular
gradation in the intensity of the suftering and in

the length of time the sufferers live, the least term
of life being ten millions of years, the longer terms
being almost beyond the powers of even Indian nota-
tion to express. A meritorious life, on the other
hand, secures the next birth, either in an exalted
and hap])y position on earth, or as a blessed spirit,

or even divinity, in one of tlie many heavens ; in

Avhich the least duration of life is aliout ten billions

of yeais. But however long the life, whether of

misery or of bliss, it ends when the karma is ex-

hausted, and the individual must be born again,

and may again lie eitlier happy or miserable—either

a god, or, it may be, the vilest inanimate object.

One legend makes Bhagavat, in order to impress
upon the monks of a monastery the importance
of their duties, point to a besom, and, by his super-
natural insight, reveal to them that it had once
been a novice who had been negligent in sweeping
the hall of assembly ; the walls and pillars, again,

he told them, had once existed as monks, who
soiled the walls of the hall by spitting upon them.
The Buddha himself, before his last birth as Sak-
ya-muni, had gone throtigh every conceivable form
of existence on the earth, in the air, and in the
water, in hell and in heaven, and had iilled every
condition in human life. When he attained the

l)erfect knowledge of the Buddha, he was able to

recall all these existences ; and that part of the
Buddhist legendary literature called the Jatakas
narrates his exjjloits when he li\ed as an elephant,

as a bird, as a stag, and so forth.

The Buddhist conception is peculiar of the way
ill which the quality of actions—which is expressed
by the word h(iriiK( ("doing'), including both
merit and demerit—determine.s the future condi-

tion of all sentient beings. They do not conceive

.any god or gods as being pleased or displeased by
the actions, and as assigning the actors their future
condition by way of punishment or of reward. The
\erv iden, of a gocl, as creating or in any way
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nilin;: the world, is utterly absent in the Butldhist
svsteni. (Jod is not so nnu-h jus denied: he is

sunjily not known. Contniry to the opinion once
conliclently and jrenerally held, that a nation of
atheL-*ts never existed, tlie Bmldhist peoples are
essentially atheist : for they know no i»eings ^^^th

greater supernatural jtower tlijin any man is sup-
posed capahle of attaininj; to l)y virtue, austerity,
anil science. Indeed sonic of tlie liuddhist nations
—the <."hinese, Mongols, and Tibetans— liave no
word in their lan^iiages to e.xjjre.ss the notion of
(iod ai? supreme ruler. The future condition of the
Buddhist, then, Ls not assi<,'ned him by the Ruler
of the universe ; his Lunna determines it by a
sort of virtue inherent in the nature of thin^rs—by
the l)lind and unconscious concatenation of cause
and ('fleet. But the laws ]iy which consequences
are rc;,nilated seem dark, and even cajiricious. A
bad action may lie dormant, as it were, for manv
e.xistences ; tlie taint, however, is there, and will
some time or other lireak cmt. A Buddhist is thus
never at a loss to .account for any calamity that
may l>efall himself or otiiers.

Anotiier ba.'^is of Buddhism is the as.sumption
that human existence is on the whole miserable,
ami a curse rather than a blessinj,' (see Pes.simis.m).

This notion, or rather feelinjjr, is, like transnut^ra-

tion, common to Buddhism and Brahmanism, and
is even more juominent .in Bud<Ihism than in the
old faith. It IS dithcult for a European to conceive
this state of mind, or to l>elieve that it can be
habitual in a wliole people ; and many sij^nial erroi-s

in deiiling with tlie Indian nations have arisen from
overlooking the fact. The cause would seem to lie

largely in tlie <'oiiiparatively feeble jthysical organ-
isjvtioii of Eiisterns in general, together with tliat

want of .security .and peace, and that habitual
oppression of tlie many by the few, with all the

attendant degra<lation and positive suHering, which
w;us long the normal state of things in India. The
little value that Hindus set ufion their lives is

maiiiN'sted in many ways. Tiie ]»unisiiment of

death \uis little or no terror for them, and is even
stimeiimes coveted as an lionour. For, in adilition

to tilt; little value of their present existence, they
have the most undoubting assurance th<at their

soul, if dislodged from its jire.seiit tenement, will

forthwith find another, with a chance, at least, of

its being a better one.

In the eyes, then, of the Sakya-muni and his

followers, sentient existence was hojielessly miser-

able. Misery was not a mere taint in it, the

removal of which wouKl make it happy ; miser>-

wiLs itvs very essence. Death was no escape from

thi> inevitable lot ; for, according t<i the doctrine

of transmigration, death was only a passage into

some other form of exi-stence equally doomed.

Even the heaven and the state of godhead which
form fiart of the cycle of changes in this system

were not final ; and this thouglit jioisoned what
ha|M»iiies.s they might be cajiable of yielding.

Braliman philosophers h.ail sought escape from this

endless cycle of niis.atisfying cli.anges by making
the individu.al soul be absorbed in the universal

snirit (see Brahm.\). Gautama had the s,ame

object in view—viz. exemjition from being lioni

.again ; but he declared the Brahiiianic penances

inadcfpiate to accomplish thi.s. His jihilosophy

wiis utterly atheistic, like that of the original

Sankhya school of pliilosojdiy, with which it is

most clo.sely connected, and ignored a supreme
(Jod or Creator; it did not leave even an im-

personal spirit of the universe into which the

lium.an soul coulil be .absorbed. Cautama sees no

escape but in wh.at he calls Nirvana, the exact

nature of which h.a.s been matter of dispute.

Acrording to its etymology, the word means 'ex-

tinction," • blowing out,' as of a candle ; and in the

Buddhist scriptures generally it is equiv,alent to
the cessation of indiWdual existence. Even in
those schools which have attempted to draw a dis-

tinction, the distinction is of the most evanescent
nature.

The key of the whole scheme of Buddhist salva-
tion lies in what Gautama called his Four Sublime
Verities. The first .asserts that pain exists ; the
second, that the cause of pain is desire or .att.ach-

nient—the meaning of which will appear further
on : the third, that pain can be ended by Nirvana

;

and the fourth shows the way th.at lea<ls to Nir-
v.ana. This way to Nirvana consists in eight things

:

right views, right feelings, right words, right
behaviour, right exertion, right obe<lience, right
memory, and right meditation. The immediate
cause of pain is birth, for if we were not born we
should not be exposed to de.atli or any of the ills of

life. Birth, .ag.ain, is caused by previous existence;
it is only a transition from one state «)f existence
into another. A sentient being consists of an
.a.ssemblage of material qualities, sensations, ideas,

tendencies, and ment.al powers, none of which are
pernijinent, but dissf)lve at death. What alone is

permanent is the bein''"s karma. It does not die.

But for it there wouKl be freedom from existence.
The cause of existence is a ' grasping state of mind,'
or .attachments, good and bad. These de|>end u|)on

desire. We thus arrive at desire—including both
the desire to possess and the desire to avoid^as
one link in the chain of causes of continuetl exist-

ence and pain. Desire is said to be cau.sed by
sensation, sensation by contact, and so on untU
we come to ideas, ideas, however, are mere illu-

sions, the results of ignorance or error, attributing
durability and reality to that which is transitory
and ini<aginarv. Gut off this ignorance, bring the
min<l into a state in which it can see .and feel the
illusory n.ature of things, and forthwith the whole
train vanishes ; illu.sorv ideas, distinction of forms,
senses, contact, sensation, desire, att.achment, exist-

ence, birth, misery, old age, death !

Moral it If and lUligioiis O/mrra/irrs.—The eight
parts or jtiirticuhars constituting the theoretical

'way' (to Nirvan.a), were developed by Gautama
into a set of jir.actical precepts enjoining the
various duties of coniiiion life and of religion.

They are all ostensibly intended a.s means of

counteracting or destroying the chain of causes
that tie men to existence and necessitate being
born again, especially that most iini>ortant link

in the chain constituted by the attachments or

desires resulting from former actions : .although

the special Htness of some of the precepts for that

end is far from being ajijiarent. It is ea-sy to

understand how the .austerities that are prescribed

might subdue the passions and atlections, and
lessen the attachment to existence : but how the

exercise of benevolence, of meekness, of regard to

truth, of respect to p.arents, tS-c. on which Gautama
laid so iiiucli stress, should li.ave this effect, it is

difHcult to conceive. Luckily for the Buddhist
world, Gautama's moral nature was better than
his logic ; and as he felt strongly that these things

.are essentially right and good, he t.akes it for

granted that they must contribute to what was in

his eyes the chief good—e-scape from existence, or

Nirvana. In delivering his precepts, the Buddha
considers men as divided into two classes—those

who have embraced the religious life (Sramanas),
and those who continue in the world, or are lay-

men. These la.st .are considered as too much
att.ached to existence to feel any desire or have
any hope of emancipjxtion, .at least at this stage.

But there are certain precepts which it is necessary

for all to oljey, that they m.ay not bring greater

misery upon thera.selves in their next births, and
rivet the bonds of existence more indissolubly.
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There are ten moral precepts or ' preceuts of aver-

sion.' Five of these are of universal oltligation

—

viz. not to kill ; not to steal ; not to commit
adultery ; not to lie ; not to be drunken. Other
five are for tiiose entering on the direct pursuit of

Nirvana l»y embracing the religious life : to abstain

from food out of season—that is, after mid-day ; to

abstain from tlaiices, theatrical representations,

songs, and music ; to abstain from personal orna-

ments and perfumes ; to abstain from a lofty and
luxurious conch ; to aljstain from taking gold and
silver. For the regular ascetics or monks there

are a number of special observances of a veiy severe

kind. They .are to dress only in rags, sewed to-

gether with their own liands, and to have a yellow
cloak thrown over the rags. They are to eat only
the simplest food, and to possess nothing except
what they get by collecting alms from door to door
in their wooden bowl. They are allowed only one
meal, and that must be eaten before mid-day. For
a part of the year, they are to live in forests, with
no other shelter than the shadow of a tree, and
there they must sit on their carpet even during
sleep, to lie down being forbidden. They are

allowed to enter the nearest village or town to

beg food, but they must return to their forests

before night.

Besides the absolutely necessary ' aversions and
observances ' al)ove mentioned, the transgiession
of wliich must lead to misery in the next exist-

ence, there are certain virtues or ' perfections ' of

a supererogatory or transcendent kind, that tend
directly to ' conduct to the other shore '

( Nirvana ).

The most essential of these are almsgiving or

charity, purity, patience, courage, contemplation,
and knowledge. Cliarity or benevolence may be
said to be the characteristic virtue of Buddhism
—a charity boundless in its self-abnegation, and
extending to every sentient being. The benevo-
lent actions done by the Buddha himself, in the
course of his many millions of migrations, were
favourite themes with his followers. On one occa-
sion, seeing a tigress starved and unable to feed
her cubs, he hesitated not to make his body an
oblation to charity, and allowed them to devour
him. Benevolence to animals, with that tendency
to exaggerate a right principle so characteristic of

the East, is carried among the Buddhist monks to
the length of avoiding the destruction of fleas and
the most noxious vermin, which they remove from
their persons with all tenderness.
There are other virtues of a secondary kind,

thougli still higlily commendable. Tims, not con-
tent witli forbidding lying, the Buddhist strictly

enjoins the avoidance of all offensive and gross
language, and of saying or repeating anything
that can set otliers at enmity among themselves

;

it is a duty, on tiie contrary, especially for a
sramann, to act on all occasions as a peacemaker.
Patience under injury, and resignation in mis-
fortune, are strongly inculcated. Humility, again,
holds a no less prominent place among Buddhist
graces than it does among the Christian. The
Buddliist saints are to conceal their good works,
and disj)lay their faults. As the outward expres-
sion of tins sentiment of humility, Gautama insti-

tuted tlie practice of confession. Twice a month,
at the new and at the full moon, the monks con-
fessed tlieir faults aloud before the assembly. If

these were slight, some slight penance was im-
posed, such as sweeping the courtyard of the
monastery. This humiliation and repentance
seems tiie only means of expiating sin that was
known to Gautama. Confession was exacted of
all believers, only not so frequently as of the
monks. The edicts of Piyadasi recommend a
general and public confession at least once in five

years.

Such are the leading features of the moral code
of the Buddha, of whicii it has been said that ' for

pureness, excellence, and wisdom, it is second only
to that of tlie Divine Lawgiver himself

.

' But the
original molality of Buddhism has, in the course of

time, been disfigured by many subtilties, puerili-

ties, and extravagances, derived from the casuistry
of the various schools oi later times ; just as the
casuistry of the Jesuits, for instance, perverted
many of the precej>ts of Ciiristianity. The theory
on which the Buddha founds his whole system
gives, it must be confessed, only too mucli scope
to such perversions ; for, on that theory, truth is

to be spoken, self to be sacrificed, benevolence to

be exercised, not for the sake of the good thus
done to others, but solely for the effect of this

conduct on the soul of the actor, in preparing him
for escape from existence. To teach men ' the
means of arriving at the other shore ' "v\as another
expression for teaching virtue ; and that other
shore was annihilation. On this principle, the
Buddhist casuist can, like the Jewish, render of

none effect the universal law of charity and the
duty of respecting and aiding parents, on which
the Buddha laid such stress. Thus, a Bhikshu

—

i.e. one who has engaged to lead a life of self-

denial, celibacy, and mendicancy, and is thus on
the high-road to Nirvana—is forbidden to look
at or converse with a female, lest any disturbing
emotion should ruffle the serene indifference of

his soul ; and so important is this, that ' if his

mother have fallen into a river, and be drowning,
he shall not give her his hand to help her out ; if

there be a pole at hand, he may reach that to her

;

but if not, she must drown '
( Wilson ).

Contemplation and science or knowledge (i.e. of

the concatenation of causes and effects ) are ranked
as virtues in Buddhism, and hold a prominent place
among the means of attaining Nirvana. It is

reserved, in fact, for abstract contemplation to

effect the final steps of the deli\'erance. Thought
is the highest faculty of man, and, in the mind of

an Eastern philosopher, the mightiest of all forces.

A king who had become a convert to Buddhism
is represented as seating himself with his legs

crossed and his mind collected ; and ' cleaving
with the thunderbolt of science the mountain of

ignorance,' he saw before him the desired state. It

is in this cross-legged, contemplative position that
Sakya-muni is almost always represented in that
crowning intellectual act of his, when, seated under
the Bo-tree, he attained the full knowledge of the
Buddha, saw the illusory nature of all things,

broke the last bonds that tied him to existence,

and stooil delivered for evermore from the necessity

of being born again.
' Complete ' Nirvana or extinction cannot, of

course, take place till death ; but this state of

preparation for it, called simply Nirvana, seems
attainalde during life, and was, in fact, attained by
Gautama himself. Tiie process by which the state

is attained is called hhijuna, and is neither more
nor less than ecstasy or trance, which plays so

important a part among mystics of all religions.

Tiie individual is described aS losing one feeling

after another, until perfect apathy is attained, and
lie readies a region ' wiiere tiiere are neither ideas,

nor tiie idea of tiie absence of ideas I'

The ritual or looi'shq) of Buddhism—if worship
it can be calletl—is very simple in its character.

Tliere are no priests or clergy projierly so called.

The Sramroias o\- Bhihshiis (mendicants) are simply
a religious order—a kind of monks nvIio, in order
to tiie more speedy attainment of Nirvana, iiave

entered cm a course of greater sanctity and austerity

than ordinary men ; they have no sacraments to

administer or rites to perform for the people, for

every Buddhist is his own priest. The only thing
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like <a clerical function they discharge, is to read
the scrijttures or discourses of the Huddlia in stated
a>vsemhlies of the people helil for tliat jiurpose.

They have also everywhere, except in C'liina, a
nionoiM)ly of education ; and tlius in Buddhist
countries education, whatever may l>e its (juality,

is verj- jrenerally ditlused. In some countries the
monks are exceedingly numerous ; around La'^sa
in Tihet, for instance, tiiev are said to Ije one-third
of the population. Tiiey live in filninta or monas-
teries, and sul>sist i)artly hy endowments, hut
mostly hy charity. Except in Tihet, they are not
allowetl to engage in any secular occupation. The
vow is not irrevix'ahie. Tliis incuhus of monachism
constitutes the great weakness of Buddhism in

its social aspect. See Burma, China, Lamaism,
&c.

Tlie aiioration of the statues of the Buddha and
of his relics is the chief external ceremony of the
religion. Tiiis, with prayer and tiie rei)etition of

sacred fonnuljus, constitutes the ritual. The centres
of the worsliip are the temples containing statues,
and the topes or tumuli erected over the relics of

tlie Buddha, or of liLs distinguished ajmstles. or on
spots consecrate<l as the scenes of the Buddhas
acts. The central ohject in a Buddhist temple,
corresponding to the altar in a Roman Catholic
churcli, is an image of the Bu<ldiia, or a dagoha or

shrine containing his relics. Here Howers, finit,

and incense are daily offered, and processions are
made with singin" of liymns. The <juantity of

Howers used as offerings is prodigious. A royal
devotee in Ceylon, in the ir)th centurA, offered on
one occasion 6,4H0..'?'2() Howers at the shrine of the
tooth. At one temple it was provided that there
should l»e oHered "every day l(X»,(HHj Howers, and
each day a different Hower. ' Of the relics of the
liuddha, the most famous are tlie teeth that are

K-eserved with intense veneration in various places.

wen-Thsjing saw more than a dozen of them in

different parts of India ; and the great monarch
Sil.uiitya was on the eve of making war on the
king of Kashmir for the ])os.sessiou of one, which
w}t>» in conse<inence given uj). The tooth of the
Buddha i>reserved in Ceylon, a piece of ivorA" ahout
the size of the little linger, is exhihited very rarely.

See Ceylon.
There ajijiears at Hrst sight to he an inconsist-

ency lietween this seeming worship of the Buddlia
and the theory hy which he is consjilered as no
longer existing. Yet the two things are really not
irreconcilable ; not more so. at least, than theory
and practice often are. With all their admiration
of tlie Buddha, his followers iiave never made a god
of him. (iautaina is only the last Burldha—the
Buddha of tiie ])resent cycle. He had predecessors

in the cycles that are jiast (twenty-four Buddiias of

the past are enumerated, and Gautama could even
tell their names); ami when, at tlic end of the
present cycle, all things shall he reduced to their

elements, and the knowledge of tlie way of salvation

shall perish witii all things else, then, in the new
world that shall spring up, another Buddha will

ajijiear, again to reveal to tlie renaj^cent heings the

way to Xirvana. (iautama foretold that Mitreya,
one of his earliest a<lherents. sIkiuIiI he the next
Buddha (the Bu<ldiia of the future), and he grati-

fied several of his followers witii a like prosjiect in

after-cycles. The Buddha was thus no greater tiian

any mortal may asjiire to become. The ])rodigious

and supernatural powers which the legends repre-

sent him as pos.sessing are quite in accordance with
Indian idea-s ; for even the Brahmans believe that

by virtue, austerities, and s<ienoe, a man may
acquire power to make the gods tremble on their

thrones. One who is on the way to become a
supreme Buddha, and has arrived at tliat stage

when he has only one more birtli to undergo, is

styled a Bodhisatva (liaNing the essence of know-
ledge) ; a mere candidate for Nirvana is an arhat
( venerable ).

The liuddha, then, is not a god ; he is the ideal

of wiiat any man may become ; and the great object
of Buddhist worship is to keep this ideal vi\ idly in

tlie minds of the believers. In the presence of the
statue, the tooth, or the footprint, the devout
believer vividly recalls the example of him who
trod the path that leads to deliverance. This
veneration of the memory of Buddha is perhaps
hardly distinguishable among the ignorant from
worsliip of him as a present god ; but in theory, the
ritual is strictly commemorative, and does not
necessarily involve idolatry any more than the
garlands laid on the tomb of a parent by a pious
child. See Tope.
The prayei"s addressed to the Buddha are more

ditticult to reconcile with the lielief in his having
ceased to exist. It is improbable, indeed, that the
original scheme of Buddliism contemjilated either

the adoration of the statues of the Buddha or the
offering of prayers to him after his death. These
aie an after-growth—accretions upon the simple
scheme of Gautama, and in a manner forced U])on

it during its struggle with other religions. For
a system of belief that seeks to suj)plant other
systems finds itself enticed to present sometiiing
to rival and outdo them, if possible, in e\ery
point. Even the Christian church in the middle
ages adopted with this view rites and legends of

paganism ; merely casting over them a slight dis-

guise, and giving them Christian names. Prayer,
too, is natural to man. And then the inconsistency

of uttering prayers when there is no one to hear
or answer, glaring as it appeal's to us, is by no
means great to the Eastern mind. Prayers, like

other sacred formulas, are conceived less as in-

Huencing tiie will of any su|)erior being to giant
tiie rc<iuest, tiian as working in some magical
way—protlucing their ellccts by a blind force in-

herent in tliemsei\es. They are, in short, mere
iiicantatitins or charms. Even the prayers of a
Brahman, who believes in the existence of gods,

do not act so much by inclining the deity

atldressed to favour the petitioner, as by com-
pelling him tiirough their mysterious potency

—

through the operation of a law alxive the will of

the highest gods. The Buddhist, then, may well

believe that a formula of prayer in the name of
' the Venerable of the worhl ' will be potent for his

good in this way, without troubling himself to

think whether any conscious being hears it or

not.

The element in Buddhism which more than
any other, perhaps, gave it an advantage over all

sunounding reli^ons, and led to its suri>iising

extension, was the spirit of universal charity and
sympathy that it breathed, as contrasted with the

exclusiveness of caste. In this respect, it held

mucli the same relation to Brahmanism tiiat

Ciiristianity did to Judaism. It was, in fact, a
reaction against the exclusiveness and formalism

of Brahmanism—an attempt to render it more
catholic, and to throw off its intolerable burden of

ceremonies. Budiliiism did not expressly abolish

caste, but only declaretl that all followers of the

Buddlia who" embraced the religious life were
tlieiel)y released from its restrictions ; in the bosom
of a community who had all equally renounced the

world, high and low, the twice-horn Brahman and
the outcast were brethren. This was the very way
that Christianity dealt with the slavery of the

ancient world. This opening of its ranks to all

classes and to both sexes—for women were ad-

mitted to equal hopes and ]>rivileges ^yith men,
and one of (iautamas early female disciples is to

be the supreme Buddlia of a future cycle—no
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doubt jrave Biiddliisiu one great advantage o\er
Biahnianisni. The Buddha, says Max iNIuller,

'addressed himself to castes and outcasts. He
promised salvation to all : and lie commanded his

disciples to preach his doctrine in all places and to

all men. A sense of duty, extending from the
narrow limits of the house, the village, and the
country, to the widest circle of m.ankind, a feeling

of sympathy and brotherhood towards all men, the
idea, in fact, of humanity, were lirst pronounced by
Buddha.' This led to that remarkable missionary
movement, already adverted to, which, beginning
300 B.C., sent forth a succession of devoted men,
who spent their lives in spreading the faith of

Buddha over all parts of Asia.

In the characteristic above mentioned, and in

many other respects, the reader cannot fail to
remark the striking resemblance that Buddhism
presents to Christianity, and this in spite of the
perverse theory on which it is founded. On the
other hand, by giving prominence to the extrava-
gances and almost inconceivable puerilities and
absurdities with which the system has been over-
loaded, it would be easy to make it look suffi-

ciently ridiculous. But this is not to depict, it

is to caricature. The only fair—the only true

account of any religion, is that which enables
the reader to conceive how human beings may
have come to believe it and live by it. It is this

object that has been chiefly kept in A'iew in this
meagre sketch of a vast subject.

For the history of the Buddha and his religion, see
Jiwrnowi, Introduction a I'Histoire du Boiiddhisme Indicn
(187(3); Koppen, Die Jieligion des Buddha (1857);
Oldenberg, Buddlm (1881; Eng. trans. 1882); Wnrin,
Der Buddha (1880^; St-Hilaire, Lc Bouddha (1862);
Wassiljew, Der Buddhismus (1860); Kern, Gesckiedenis
ran hct Buddhisme (1884); Rhys-Davids, Buddhism
(1880) and Hihhert Lectures (liSl) ; Mills, The Indian
Saint (1876) ; Arnold, The Lirjht of Asia (1882) ; Feer,

Etudes Bouddhiques (1873) ; Titcomb, Buddhism (1885);
Bastian, Der Buddha in seiner psi/cholor/ie ( 1882 ) ; Alvis,

Buddhist Nirvana (1871); Senart, La Lec/ende du
Bouddha

( 1875) ; Bigandet, Legend of Gaudama ( 1886 )

;

Ohry, Du Nirvana Bouddhique (1863); Max Miiller,

Buddhist Nihilism (1869); Lillie, Buddha (1881);
Seydel, Das Evanqelium und die Buddhasaqe ( 1882 )

;

Eitel, Buddhism (1873); Kistner, Buddha (1869), with a

coini)lete bibliography; Sir Monier Williams, Buddhism
(1888); the works of Beal, Edkins, Eitel, Legge, and
Scliott for Chinese Buddhism ; of Koppen and Schlagint-
weit for Tibetan ; and of Alabaster for Siamese.
The following are some of the principal translations of,

or compilations from original works in Pali, Sanskrit,
Tibetan, ami Chinese : Spence Hardy, Manual of
Buddhism (1860), Eastern Monachism (1860), and
Legends and Theories of the Buddhists (1866) ; Biirnouf,

Le Lotus de la Bonne Lol (1852); Schiefner, Tara-
nalha's Geschichte des Buddhismus ( 1869 ) and Lehensbc-
schreibung Sakjamunis (1849); Rhys-Davids, Buddhist
Birth Stories, vol. i. (1880); Rogers, Buddhaghosha's
Parables ( 1870 ) ; Foucaux, Histoire du Bouddha ( 1868)

;

Fa man's Travels, translations by Remusat, Beal, Giles,

and Legge ; Hiouen-Thsatig's Travels by Stan. Julien and
Beal; La/ita Vistara by Raj. Mitra and Lefmann;
Dliauimapada by Fausbijll, Miiller, Beal, Rockhill,
Wulier, and Schulze

;
parts of the canon in Sacred Books

of the East, vols. x. xi. xiii. xvii. xi.x. and xxi. ; other
parts by C. Swamy, Cliilders, and Beal ; Rockhill, Life
of the Buddha; Beal, Romantic Life of Sakya Buddha
("1875).

Budclliism, Esoteric. See Theosophy.
ISllddili;^^, a process in the jiropagation of

ligneous plants anal()g()<is to Grafting (q.v'. ). It
consists in the transferring of a liud from one shoot
to another on the same or dill'erent plants, although
chiefly employed as the most rapid and economical
method of increasing new and choice or rare kinds
of fruit-trees and flowering trees and shrubs; it may
also be used to improve the fruitfulness of l)arren

fruit-trees, it being quite practicable to insert

blossom-buds into the branches of trees that are
deficient in them. Shield-budding, which is the
most commonly practised of several modes, is pre-

ferred for fruit-trees with gummy sap, such as the
plum, cherry, peach, and apricot, as it obviates the
tendency in such trees to canker at the wouiuled
parts. It may be performed at any time when the
bark rises freely from the young wood. This it

usually does from June to September, but the fit-

ness of the bud for the operation is to be judged of

solely by the freedom with which the bark separates
from the wood. The bud must be well formed,
but not necessarily mature. The subjoined cut

represents the various parts in the mode known as
sieicld-huddinq : a is the bud cut out, with a shield

of bark attaclied to it ; b, the stock, Avith a slit in

the bark to receive the shield and bud ; c, the bud
inserted and the leaf cut away. The bud is cut by
means of a sharp knife from the branch on which it

has grown—usually a branch of the current year's

growth—a small portion of the bark and wood
being taken together, extending to about half an
inch above and three-quarters of an inch below the
bud. The woody part is then removed from the
bark, taking care to prevent the base or root of the
bud from being injured. If injured, the base will

present the appearance of a circular cavity, which
is caused by the removal of the centre or growing
point of the bud, in which case it is worthless, and
should be thrown aA\'ay. A longitudinal and
transverse cut in the form of the letter T, as shoAvn
at b, are then made in the bark of the stock to

receive the bud ; the thin ivory point of the handle
of the budding-knife is used to raise the bark, and
the bud is inserted. The bark extending above
the bud is then cut over so as to fit exactly the
transverse cut in the stock. A strand of soft mat-
ting or soft cotton-yarn is then wound firmly but
not tightly around the stock to bind the bark down
on that of the bud, in order to keep the latter in its

place and prevent the access of dry air or heavy
rains to the wounds. Of other methods of budding,
the reversed shield is that commonly used by
nurserymen and gardeners about Genoa in the rear-

ing of orange-trees. The only ditt'erence between
this and the mode first described is that the trans-

verse cut in the stock is made at the bottom instead
of the top of the longitudinal one. Sccdlop-budding
is another mode in which the wood adhering to the
bark of the bud is not removed, but instead is care-

fully fitted to a corresponding section in the stock,

made by the removal of a portion of the bark and
wood. The fitting of the edges of the bark of the
bud to that of the stock is essential to success in

practising this method, but it is altogether less

sure than ordinary sliield-budding. It may, how-
ever, be performed in spring, and if it fails, the
object in viev/ maybe attained by the other method
during summer and autumn.

Bllddlea, a genus of shrubs of the order
Scrophulariacei^ (sub-order Loganiacea;), of which
eighty species are known, all natives of the warmer
parts of the world, and some of them much admired
tor their beautiful flowers. B. globosa (Chili),

with globose heads of orange-coloured flowers, is

hardy enough to endure the climate of most parts
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of Enjilanil, and several half-hardy species have
iilso l)oen introduced.

Bll(le< a waterin^JT-place on the north coast of
Cornwall, 17 miles N\\ . of Launceston. Pop. 1000.
IJufle Castle \va.s the home of Sir G. Curney,
who in 18."59-41 patented the Biidr burner, consist-

inj; of two, three, or more Ar<,'and (q.v. ) hurners,
each inner one a little alKjve the outer. The Bude
liijlit wa-s a brilliant flame produceil l»y introducing
a current of oxygen into the interior of the tlanie.

Ull«lU<^ri&;ar is a kind of Parrakeet (q.v.).

Biul^et, from the same source as the French
bouijittc, means a small hag, and ha.s heen used
metaphorically to exjiress a compact collection of
things, as a budget of news, a budget of inventions,
and the like. Water-budgets or buckets were a
very honourable blazon on a coat -armorial, as
being generally conferral in honour of some valiant
fe.at for supplying an army with water.
The term ' Tlie Budget ' is in Britain, from long

n.sage, apnlied to that nuscellaneous collection of

matters wiiich aggregate into the annual financial
statement maile to iiarliament by the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. It contains two leading elements
—a statement how the nation "s account of charge
and discharge stamls in relation to the past, and an
explanation of the probable expenditure of the
ensuing year, with a scheme of the method in

which it is to l>e met', whether by the existing
or new taxes, or by loan. The statement of the
budget is always an important, sometimes a verj'

exciting occasion ; as, for instance. Sir Robert
Peel's adoption of an income tax in 1842, and his

legislation for free trade in 1846. Mr (Hailstone's

eight budgets { 1859-0(5), when Chancellor of the
Exchequer in I^ord John Russell's government,
have always been considered as models of lin.ancial

exposition. Their principal object was to carry on
the remission ami reduction of imiireet taxes com-
menced by Sir Roliert Peel. Mr CJo.schens budget
of 1888 was also memorable. Specimen Imdgets of

the chief countries will ])e found under the names
of those countries, as at Ure.VT BRITAIN, Fr.VNCE,
i^e. : see also RlcVKNlE.

BlulrillK a seaport town f)f Asiatic Ttirkey,

on the north shore of the (lulf of Kos, about 90
miles S. of Smyrna. It is the site of the ancient
Balifirrnassiis (q.v.), the birthplace of Herodotus
and Dionysius. Pojt. about 0000.

Blldweis (Czech Burhjovire), a town of

Boiieiiiia, on the navigable Moldau, 133 miles NVV.
of N'ienna l>y rail. It ha.s a cathedral, with a
detached belfry dating from about lo.lO, manu-
factures of stoneware, machines, lead-pencils,

saltpetre, &C., besides a brisk trade in grain, wood,

coal, and salt. Pop. ( 1890 » "28,491. In the neigh-

bourhood is Schloss Frauenberg ( 1840-47), liie seat

of Prince Schwarzenberg.

BlU'Iiaveiltura, a town on the Pacific coast

of the rejmlilic of Colombia. It has a hot, sickly

climate, but is tlie jwirt for the healthy and rich
( ";.uca valley. Pop. 5000.

Buena Vista, a village of Mexico, 7 miles S.

of Saltillo, where, on February 22-23, 1847, some
50(M» Cnited States troops under Taylor defeated

20.<M)0 .Mexicans under Santa Anna.

Blien-Ayr*' (Span.), Fr. Bonaire, a West
Indian island, 60 miles from the coast of Vene-

zuela, and 30 E. of Curacao, like which it l)elongs

to llie Uulch. It iinuluces timl)er, cattle, cochineal,

and salt. Area, 127 sq. m. ;
pop. 4043.

Buenos Ay'res (
Buenos Aires), the largest and

most imi)ortant province of the Argentine liepublic

in South America, extending along the Atlantic,

from the mouth of the Plata to that of the Rio Negro

on the 41st parallel. On the NE. it is washed by

the Plata and the Parana, the latter separating
it from the province of Entre Rios. Its aiea is

estimated at 63,000 si(. lu.. about equal to that of
Scotland and Ireland combined ; its population,
048,140 in 1885, was in 1892 estimated at 102,000.

With a nnich larger area it was originally an
appendage of Peru, and became in 1775 a sejjarate
viceroyalty of itself. 'The United Provinces of
the Pljita' continued down to 1853 to recognise
the city of Buenos Ayres as their head ; and
after the constitution of the Republic, the inland
states endeavoured both by war and dijilomacy to
reanne.x the maritime province. Their object was
attained in 1800, and the city remained cajdtal of

the province ami temporary capital of the con-
federation until it was federalised in 1880, the seat
of the provincial government being removed to La
Plata, 30 miles to the south-east, in 1884. The
province is divided into 80 departments, and
returns 10 of the 86 members of congress, the city

sending 9 more. The i)ublic debt of the province
amounts to £.35,000,000. The annual budget is

about £2,000,000, and is usually much exceeded by
the expenditure.
The countrv approaches so nearlv to a plain,

with only two ranges of hills, 660-3830 feet high,
that most of the rain which falls is either absorbed
or evaj>orated, or lost in salt-lakes, comnaratively
little drainage entering the Parana or tne Plata

;

the largest rivers, the Salado (300 miles), and the
Negro (630) and Colorado (700) in the south,

empty into the Atlantic. The climate, though on
the whole healthy and .agreeable, is yet by no means
steady or uniform. Every wind, in general, has,

to a remarkable degree, its own weather—sultri-

ness coming from the north, freshness from the
south, moisture from the east, and the dry and
piercing 7^f/?«y>fro winds from the ^\est ; and besides

the periodical heats of every summer, successive

years of more than ordinary drought occur. The
rainfall ranges from 19 inches at Bahia Blanca to

38 at Matanzas ; snow falls only in the far south,

though thin ice is occasionally seen, the tempera-

ture ranging from 24° to 108° F. Agriculture,

properly so called, is followed chiefly in the more
temperate and humid districts of the ea.stern coast,

and in those to the west and south-west of the

cajiital, where most of the Scottish and Irish im-
migrants have settled ; there were about 2,500,000

acres under cultivation in 1891, and land has lately

greatly increa-sed in value. The interior presents

almost uninten-upted pasturage to countless herds
of hoi-ses and cattle, and the business of grazing
occupies or interests the great bulk of the popu-
lation ; but the droughts that afiect the high
northern camiis, as well as the frequent inundations

to which the low-lying southem camps are exposed,

are often more destnictive to the herds than the not
infrequent plague of locusts is to the crops. The
coast-line (740 miles, with about 150 miles on the

Parana ) is low and sandy, and the ports of the

province are very few. The harbour of the

city of Buenos Ayres is very bad, and Bahia
Blanca, in the extreme south, is little frequented.

Under the circumstances, a commercial future of

some importance is anticipated for the newly-

founded La Plata, which possesses a harbour at

once commodious and easily accessible. Immigra-
tion from Europe has been wannly encouraged by
legislative enactment ; and a comparatively con

genial climate, as a recommendation to foreigners,

has powerfully seconded the efforts of liberality and
patriotism. In 1887 a bill was passed for estabiisii-

ing 'agricultural colonies' at all railway stations

within 00 miles of the capital, where towns did not

alreatly exist ; and here farm lots were to be marked
out at a very low cost. The annual immigration into

Buenos Ayies averaged only 40,000 for the twelve
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years preceding 1882 ; but since then it has greatly
increaseil, ami in some years lias exceeded 100,000

(60 percent. Italian, Ijpercenl. Spanisli), although
a proportion of the innnigrants went on to the
agricnltural colonies of Santa Fc and Entre Kios.

Several railways, with ahout 1000 miles of road,

traverse Buenos Ayres ; and over the less populous
routes ahout seventy lines of stagecoaches run.

Tiiere are 6150 miles of telegraph wires in the pro-

vince. Besides those mentioned, the only town of

any importance is San Nicolas, on the Parana, with
a po|mlation of over 10,000. See Mulhall's Hand-
book of the River Plate (6th ed. 1892).

BueuOS Ayres, the federal capital of Argen-
tine Kepublic, on the right bank of the Plata,
which here, at a distance of 150 miles from
the open sea, is 28 miles across, but so shallow
that ships drawing 15 feet of Mater are obliged to
anchor 7 or 8 miles from the shore. It has other
great disadvantages as a maritime town : the Hood-
tides of the ocean, when backed by easterly winds,
are apt to make the estuary overflow its banks

;

and again, Avhen westerly winds prevail, the estuary
loses both width and depth. Monte Video, on
the opposite shore, possesses a better harbour, and
would, but for the greater facilities of Buenos
Ayres in carrying on an inland trade, have
proved a dangerous rival. Of the trade, however,
with Chili by Mendoza and the Andes—a trade
which must always be carried on by land—Buenos
Ayres must still command the monopoly. INIore-
over, an elaborate system of harliour works was
carried out between the years 1887-95, at a cost of

£4,000,000 ; it includes an advanced river wall,
a north and south basin, and a series of four
docks, which connects two channels of the Plata,
and so brings large vessels up to the wharfs. Tlie
city has had to contend against some peculiar
disadvantages. Until recently, its supplies of fresh
water were received from the Plata in rudely con-
structed carts ; and although some granite is now
forwarded from Jandil, 180 miles to the south,
its immediate territory, purely alluvial, is almost
as destitute of stones as of timber—the former
being principally brought either as ballast from
Europe or as freight from jNIartin Garcia, an
island on the opposite side of the estuary, and the
latter from Entre Bios and the Gran Chaco, and
from the islets of the Uruguay and the Parana.
Fuel is almost as scarce as building material

—

peach-trees, charcoal brought from the coast, and
the withered thistles of the prairies yielding the
only indigenous supplies. The citv. including
sul>urbs, contains (189-1) 592,328 inhabitants—
about a tliird of whoui are of European birth or
descent. Among the Europeans the vast majority
are Italian ; the rest are princijjallj' Spanish,
French, and British. Newspapers are published in
French, English, Italian, and German, as well as
in Spanish. The city is partitioned into blocks
of about 150 yards square, with muddy, uneven
roads, and pavements under chronic repair. In
1887 plans for a grand boulevard through the lieart
of the city were adopted ; there are about a dozen
plazas of from 8 to 12 acres in size ; new houses,
generally of brick faced with marble or stucco, are
everywhere taking the ^dace of the old comfortless
Spanish-American erections, and the value of pro-
perty lias enormously increased. The principal
buildings are the cathedral, second in South
America to that of Lima alone, the chapel of Santa
Felicitas, with elaborate frescoes, Anglican,
Lutheran, Methodist, and Presbyterian churches,
the university, tiie congress-hall, a military college,
the new post-ofiice, the residence of the governor,
the archbishop's palace, the mint and government
offices, and .some of the banks and palatial railway
depots. There are also printing establishments

;

manufactories of cigars, carpets, cloth, furniture,
and boots and shoes ; some small dockyards ; and
an Emigrants' Home, where about 7000 immigrants
annually are received. The city is the seat of an
archbishopric, and possesses several public libraries
and museums, eleven hospitals, and numerous
other charitable institutions. The terminus of
six railways, it has some 100 miles of tramway
lines ; there is cable communication with Europe
and the United States ; and one telephone was in
1888 in use for every 173 of the population. The
drainage is well planned, and the water and gas
supply excellent, only the suburbs being still lit

with oil-lamps, and sni)plied with water by the
carriers. The exports ( one-sixth to England ) and
imports (about one-half British) are practically
those of Argentine Republic (q.v.), and there is

besides a considerable trade by the river. The
debt of the city amounts to over £15,000.000. In
1890-95 the annual revenue, about £1,000,000, did
not nearly meet the expenditure. There was a Con-
tinental Exhibition held here in 1882. Buenos Ayres
was founded in 1535, but was subseqiiently twice
destroyed by the Indians. In 1806 a British force,

which had just captured the city, was obliged to
surrender; and in 1807 another, which attempted
to recover the jilace, Avas repulsed with heavy loss ;

and these successes over so formidable a foe em-
boldened the colonists, three years afterwards, to
throw otf the yoke of Spain.

Buffalo, a city of New York state, capital of
Erie county, is at the east end of Lake Erie, and at
the head of Niagara River, in 42° copj-right isss m u.s.
53' N. lat. , and 78° 55' W. long. It by j. b. Lippmcott

is about 295 miles NW. of"New compauy.

York city in a direct line, but by the Erie Railroad
423 miles ; the distance from Chicago is 539 miles.
In population and wealth, Butl'alo ranks fourth
among the cities of New York. It has a capacious
harbour, which has been dredged so that vessels

of 17 feet draught can enter. There is an outer
breakwater 4000 feet long, besides other break-
waters, piers, basins, and canals, constructed by the
Federal, state, and municipal governments, at an
expense of many millions of dollars. The harbour
is guarded by Fort Poller, which stands two miles
out from the heart of the city ; close by is the old
fort, built in 1812, and now in ruins. Two miles
below, at Black Rock, long since included in the city,

is the International Iron Bridge by which the Grand
Trunk Railroad crosses the Niagara River. The
water front of the city extends 5 miles along the
lake and river, while Buffalo Creek has been ren-

dered na\dgable for over a mile. The commercial
importance of Buffalo dates from the completion of

the Erie Canal in 1825; but since 1862 the lake
commerce has yielded to the competition of the rail-

roads. The Board of Trade A\as incorporated in

1857. The chief business is the receiving, trans-

ferring, and storing of grain, which employs over
thirty elevators, some of them stone structures,

others iron and brick, with a total capcacity of

over 8,000,000 bushels. There are also large
floaters and transports, some of which have a
capacity of 60,000 bushels. The annual amount
of grain (including flour) received bv lake and
railroad is from 70,000,000 to 90,000,000 bushels.

The live-stock trade, in which liuU'alo ranks third

among the cities of the Union, liids fair shortly to

exceed the grain trade in importance ; the iron and
steel works rank next to those of Pittslmrg; and
the shipments of Pennsylvania coal, which fliids a
depot here, have greatly increased in recent years,
about 1,500,000 tons being distributed yearly.
The lumber trade is also large, but has been partly
diverted to Tonawanda, 10 miles below Buttalo,

where more room is aflbrded. The industrial works
coni2)rise four blast-furnaces, large rolling-mills,
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machine-shops, car-shops, iron shipyards, stove-

foundries, tanneries, breweries, flour-mills, and
manufactories of aj^ricultural iiiipleinents, besides

many small establishments of all kinds. The
navi;,'ation of Lake Erie usually opens al>out the
midille of April, the extreme ilates being a month
earlier ami a month later. Main lines of railroad

connect Buffalo with New York, l'liiladeli>liia,

Chicago, and ("ana<la. In November 1896 electric

power generated at Niagara Falls was rendered
available for factories and tiamways in Hiittalo.

The city has wide streets, well pavetl and lighted,
and generally lined with trees. It has excellent
sewerage, and extensive water-works supplied from
Niagara River ; and its healthfulness is ^.ttested

by the low death-rate of 14 per KM). There are five

public squares, ami the magniticent i)ark consists

of three sections, connected by boulevards which
encircle the city. Delaware Avenue, the leading
street for private residences, is about 3 miles long,

an«l is lined with double rows of trees. Main
Street, the principal trading thoroughfare, has
many substantial business blocks. The city and
county hall is an imposing structure of ^Iaine
granite, in the form of a double Koman cross,

with a tower 245 feet high, surmounted by four
statues. The other prominent buildings are the
Unite<l States custom-hcmse and post-ottice, the
state arsenal, the county jienitentiary, and a state

asylum for the insane (in North Buffalo), which
has accommodation for GtKJ patients. Of the
two finest of its 1(X) churches, St Joseph's
Catheilral (Roman Catholic) is a gray (Jothic

structure ; and St Paul's ( Episcopal ), in brown
stone, was burned in ISHS. Among the othei^s

are 21 Catholic, lo Methodist. 12 Epi.scopalian,

12 Presbyterian, 11 Baptist. The public schools

comprise '.Hi ilistrict schools, a state normal, and
the Central High School. The Catholics have
CanLsius College, C(jnducted by Jesuits, and St
Joseph's, by the Christian Brothers, besides convents
and panxrhial scIhh>1s. Among the private .schools,

the most noted is the Buflalo female Academy.
There are also a meilical ccdiege ami several busi-

ness colleges. A number of daily newspapere are

published, nearly half of them in German. The
Grosvenor Free (reference) Library has over 25,000

volumes; the Young Mens Association has 45,000

vcdumes, and its building gives accommodation
also to the library and interesting collections of

the Historical Society (tVmnded in 1862), the

Society of Natural History, ami the Mechanics'

Institute. There are also a Fine Arts Academy,
Young Mens Christian Union, and Catholic Insti-

tute. Among the charitable in.stitutions are six

hos|)itals, a dispensary, and orphan asylums. There
are twenty-one cemeteries, the finest being Forest

Lawn, with 75 acres.

Buffalo was founded in 1801 by the Holland

Land Company. It was burned in 1813 by British

and Indians. It was incorporated a-s a city in

1832, and had then a population of 15,000, which
ha<l increased in 18.jO to 42,3(X) ; in 1860 to 81,130 ;

in 1870 to 117,714; in 1880 to 155,137; and in

1800 to 255,664.

Buffalo, a name often applied to two distinct

bovim' genera or sub-genera—viz. the Asiatic Buffalo

(Bubalus) with the Cape Buffalo; and the American
Buffalo, better called Dison, and discussed under

that head. The genus or suli-genus Bubalus has

the usual bovine characteristics, and whatever be

its exact limits in strict zoological cla.ssification,

remains for practical purposes a large, clum.sy ex.

The horns rise from the posterior side corners of the

skull, are usually thickened out of proportion at the

base, and irregularly ridged, though smooth towards

the points ; the forehead is short and arched ; the

covering of hair is comparatively sparse. The

Head of the Asiatic Buffalo

(
Bubalus buffelus).

common or Asiatic Buffalo (B. buffelus) has beauti-

fully twisted horns, thick and broad at the base,

rough on to the middle, somewhat triangular in

section. The horns lie back on the shoulders when
the animal walks or runs, with its muzzle pro-

jecting characteristically forwards. The hair is

short and scanty, almost bristly, slightly longer on
head, shouldei-s, and front of neck, and all but
black in colour. The bare brown polished hide is,

however, the more
striking feature.

The animal mea-
sures about 7 feet in

length, and stands
alK)Ut 4 feet high at
the shoulder. It

is a native of the
East Indies, has
been domesticated
in India, and thence
introduced into
Egypt, Greece,
Itafy, Hungary, &c.

It is said to have
reached Italy to-

wards the end of

the 6th century A.D., and there it has been its

fate, as elsewhere, to become a beast of burden.

The animal is atlapted for marshy situations, which
it naturally affects ;

preferring for its food the

rank coarse herbage which they afford, delight-

ing to immerse itself in water till only its heatl

appears above the surface, in which condition it

will remain for houi-s. It often envelops itself in

mud as a protection against insects. On account
of these propensities, the buffaloes used as beasts of

Imrden in India are seldom laden with any goods
liable to be spoiled by water, as the animal is

always ready to take an opportunity of lying down
with his load in any river or pond which presents

itself. In Italy the buffalo seems nowhere more at

home than in the Pontine Marshes and the pesti-

lential Maremma.
The buffalo is a very powerful animal, much

more powerful than the ox, and capable of dragging
or carrying a far heavier load. The female yields

a much greater quantity of milk than a cow, and of

excellent quality. It is from buffalo milk that the

fj/iec or semi-fluid Imtter of India is made. The hide

is greatly valued for its strength and durability,

but the flesh is decide<lly inferior to that of the ox.

The buflalo exhibits a considerable amount of

intelligence. In a .state of domestication, it is

capable of becoming very docile. In a wild state

the buft'alo is savage and dangerous, and even in

domestication it is apt to resent injury. Alone,

perhaps, of wild animals in India, it will attack

unjirovoked. The native princes of India make
buttaloes and tigers fight in their public shows ; and

the buflalo is more than a match for the tiger,

even in .single combat. The buflalo is used in some
parts of the East in the shooting of waterfowl ; the

sportsman conceals himself behind the animal,

which, being a familiar sight, does not alarm the

birds.—The Arnee is a very large variety of the

common buflalo ; a head has been known to

measure 13 feet 6 inches along the horns. It occurs

in the Indian islands and in Farther India in a

wild state, but is also domesticated and used as a

beast of burden.
The Cape Butt'alo < Bos coffer) is generally re-

garded as a distinct species. The horns are very

large ; they spread horizontally over the top of the

liead, and are then bent down laterally, and turned

upwards at the point. The head is carried, as by

the common buflalo, with projecting muzzle and

reclining horns, but the bases of the boras nearly

meet on the forehead, where they are from 8 to 10
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inches broad. The lenjrth of a full-prown Cape
l)ullalo is about 8 feet from the root of the horns to

the tail, and the height is 5i feet. Tliis animal

The L'ajje iJutialo [J^oa rajicr).

is regarded as more formidable than any other
in South Africa. The butl'alo is still found iu

large herds iu the marshy wooded regions of ]Mid
and South Africa, but in Cape Colony, where it

was once plentiful, it has now become compara-
tively rare. It grazes chiefly in the evening, and
lies in woods and thickets during the day. It

will readily act on the aggressive, and has never
been domesticated. The flesh though coarse is

palatable.

—

B. hnichyceros is another African
species.—The Dwarf Wild Cow of the island of

Celebes {Anoa or Prolmbalua celehcnsis) is also
related to the buflaloes.

Buff Leather, or Oil-dressed Leather,
is usually made out of salted and dried South
American light ox and cow hides. After being-
limed in the usual May, they are unhaired and
rounded, so that only the best part of the hide
is inade into bull' leather. The grain and flesh

being then scraped or cut ott', the true cuticle,
which is of a flexible Hbrous nature, alone
remains. The hide is next sprinkled over with
cod-oil, and placed in the stocks, where it

is worked for about 15 minutes. Having been
taken out and partially dried, it is again sub-
mitted to a similar process of oiling and stocking

;

and duiing the flrst day these operations may be
repeated six times, decreasing daily for about a
week, when one oiling and stocking in a day is

suflicient. The gelatin of the hide combines with
the oil, heat being evolved in the process. The
hides are then placed in a stove, and subjected
to an operation called 'heating oft",' after which
they are scoured and rendered free from oUiness
by being soaked in a strong lye of carbonate of
potash. They are next worked 'well in the stocks,
hot water being ])oured copiously upon them until
the water runs ott' pure. Having been dried, they
are subjected to a process called fjrottnding—i.e.

they are rubbed with a round knife, and also with
l>umice-stone and sand, until a smooth surface is

produced. The leather, which is very pliant, and
not liable to crack or rot, is now ready for the
market, and is generally used for soldiers' belts
and other army purposes. Buckskin and chamois
or wasli-leathur are dressed in a similar way.

Biiffoii, <Jeorge Loris Leclerc, Comte de.
vas born at Montbard, in Burgundy, on September
7, 1707. His father was a rich man, belonging
to the noblesse de robe. After studying law at the
Jesuit college in Dijon, he devoted' himself wholly
to science. At Dijon he became acquainted with

an English nobleman. Lord Kingston, with whom
he went on a tour through France and Italy, and
in whose company he visited England. While in

England he translated into French Newton's
Fluxions, Haless I 'ajctable i>tat/cs, and a work on
agriculture by Tull. On returning to France he
soon gained distinction as a writer on scientific

subjects, and after being admitted to the Academy,
was in 1739 appointed director of the Jardin du
Roi, a post which gave him connnand of the royal
museums and collections of living animals and
plants. He then formed the design of his Histoire
Naturelle, in which all the known facts of natural
science were to be embodied and discussed in what
he believed to be langiiage of the loftiest eloquence.
In producing the hfteen volumes of the Histoire,
which appeared between 1749 and 1767, he was
assisted by Daubenton, the Abbe Bexon, Gues-
neau de Montbeliard and others, whom he in-

trusted with the compilation of facts, and the com-
position of the less ambitious passages. The work
brought him an immense reputation, and ^vas

translated into most of the languages of Europe.
Its rhetorical flights were regarded with extrava-
gant admiration ; Rousseau, who visited Button at
the chateau of Montbard, is said to have fallen on
his knees and kissed the doorstep of the pavilion in
which parts of the book were composed. Montes-
quieu, D'Alembert, and Voltaire, however, formed
a ditt'erent estimate of its author's ability. Though
he may be ranked among the philosojihes. Button
was not one of the leaders or militant members of

the party. After receiving various high honours,
he was made Comte de Button by Louis XV. He
died at Paris on April 16, 1788. Button, it has
been said, completely exemplifled his own phrase :

Lc style c'est I homme. He was as pomp(jus in his

manners as in his writings. He regarded himself
as a supreme authority on all that related to literary

form ; his reuiark, however, that certain verses

which he happened to admire were as beautiful as
beautiful prose, illustrates his thorough misunder-
standing of the principles of sound criticism. After
being greatly overrated, his work is now, perhaps

—

at least out of France—somewhat unfairly dis-

paraged. He was rash and over-confldent in his

speculations ; his book has no longer any scientific

value ; much that he ^\'rote and that once passed
for soaring eloquence is now recognised as fustian.

But he was inspired by a genuine love of knowledge.
He sought to invest natural science with new
dignity and interest in the eyes of the world
at large, and he undoubtedly achieved his object.

He may claim a place in the history of the doctrine
of evolution, from having opposed the old system
of zoological classification, on the ground that an
unbroken succession of forms could be traced
through the animal kingdom.

See Kichard's edition of his (Euvres completes ( 1825-28 ),

his CorrespOiulance (2 vols. 1860); Flourens, Buffon

;

Histoire de ses Travaux it de scs £tudes (]844);
Xadault de BuSbn, Buffon, sa Famille et ses Familiers
(1S(;.3); and the Life l.y L.-liasteur (1889).

Buffoon is a Jester (q.v.), from the Ital. buffa,

'a trick.' From the same word comes i((^b, 'a comic
actor or singer;' and the French name, opera-boitff'e,

for comic opera.

" Bug, the name of two Russian rivers. The
Western Bug rises iu Austrian Galicia, and after a
course of about 470 miles, forming fin- the most ^ay
the eastern frontier of Poland, it joins the Vistula,

near Warsaw. The Eastern Bug, the Hypanis of

the ancients, rises in Podolia, and flows 520 miles

south-east into the estuary of the Dnieper.

BuiJC, 3, popular name tor insects in the order

Hemiptera, and in the subdivision with unequal

mngs—Heteroptera. It may lie ^\'idely applietl to
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Cimex lectularia.

the whole of thus subdivision, including land-bugs
and water-bugs, the former to the number of
almost SOOO species, the latter mucli less numer-
ous. The Boat-Hy (4. v.) or water-boatman has
been already described, and may, along with the
water-scorjjions (Xeiiida, q.v.), serve to illustrate
the water-bugs. Tlie GeocOres or land-bugs vary
considerably, but have large long feelers with four
or five joints, are especially at iioine in Mann
countries, are often brightly coloured, have an un-
pleasant smell, and usually eat other insects or
sometimes also the juices of plants. The bug jnir

fjccellente, however, is the
Cimex or Acanthia lectu-

laria, the well-known
lied-bug. It was known
to the Greeks a.s Koris,
to the Komans as Cimex,
and was believed by
Aristotle to arise spon-
taneously from sweat. It

is a wingless insect, thus
ditl'ering from most of its

fellow liugs. The body
is very Mat, the long
slender feelei-s and tlie

legs with line hairs, the
posterior part of the body

almost circular. The length is about
, a of an inch.

The colour is rusty red, with traces of yellow.
The mouth is suctorial. During the day the insect
lurks (juietly in crevices of walls and bedsteads,
but is active and hungry at niglit, sucking tlie

blooil of higher animals, and notoriously of man.
Since such oj»portunities but rarely occur, the animal
f»rei>ares for long fasting by distending itself with
)lood when a meal Ls offered. As pests, they are
too well known, especially where the furniture is

not kept clean, and exa^iperateil sleepers are no
lonjjjer able to console themselves with the old
belief that the bite w:is an antidote to the venom
of snakes. The female bug is said to lay eggs four
times lietween March and September, and each
time about fifty. Tiie larva- are in most respects
like the adult, the metamorphosis being incom-
plete. The first three broods, each reaching sexual
maturity in aljout eleven weeks, develop, the last

brooil appears to perish, while the atlult insects

persist through the winter, enduring a considerable
degree of cold. The bed-bug is said to have come
fnim the Ea-st, and it certainly follows human
migration. It was not known in Strasburg',

according to henms { Si/nupsis t/cji Thierrcichs), tin

the Ilth century, and the refugee Huguenots have
been blamed for bringing it to London. Strict

cleanliness is the best preventive ; turpentine and
even corrosive sublimate are among the reconi-

mendetl insecticides. The same species is known
t«» attack pigeons, and other species trouble bats

and swallows. For an account of the buy family
as a whole, systematic works on insects must be
consulte<l. Many of the thou-sand forms have
some scientific interest and practical importance.
A large numl>er niiiy be studied on our common
plants and trees. Some of the winged wood-bug's
or field-bugs are capable of indicting very painful

wounds. Forms an inch in length are known to

<»ccur. Flying-bugs, 'enormous and fetid,' are

among the pests of India. Niglit is the time of

their activity. Warm countries generally have
winged bugs of great size and beauty ; but if

touclied or initated, they 'exhale an odour that,

once perceived, Ls never after forgotten.' A winged
bu'', as large as a cockchafer, lodges in the thatch

and roofing of hou.ses in Chili, and sallies forth at

ni'dit, like the >)ed-bug, to suck blood, of which it

takes as much as a common leech.—It is worthy of

uotice that a species of field-bug { Acantkosonia

griseum), a native of Britain, is one of the few
insects that have yet been observed to show aft'ec-

tiou and attention to their young. De Geer
observed the female of this species, Avhich inhabits
the birch-tree, conducting a family of thirty or
forty young ones as a hen does her chickens, show-
ing great uneasiness when they seemed to be
threatened with danger, and waiting by them
instead of trying to make her own escape.

Bugbane, or Bigwort (Cimicifuga), a fetid
genus ( )f Kanunculace;e, allied to Baneberry

{ Actcca ),

of which both the European and American species
are said to drive away insects.

Blljfeaild. Thomas, French marshal, was born
at Limoges in 178-t, and entering the army in his
nineteenth year, showed such bravery during the
Napoleonic campaij^ns as by 1814 earned him a
colonelcy. Recalled from a fifteen years' retire-
ment to active life by the July revolution of 1830, he
was elected deputy for Perigueux, and soon gained
L()uis-Philij)pe"s esteem ; in 18.36 was despatclied
to Algeria, where he distinguished himself against
Abd-el-Katler; and in 1840 was appointed governor-
general. The Zouaves owed theii- organisation to
him. HLs victory at Isly in 1844 over the
emperor of ^Moroccos forces gained him the title
l)uc dlsly, an«l the year before he had received the
luai-shals baton. In the revolution of February
1848 he commanded the army in Paris. He died
of cholera in Paris, June 9, 1849. See his Memoire
by Count dldevillc (Eng. trans. 2 vols. 188*2) : and
Bodies, Lc Marfchal Bugcauil en Afriquc (1885).

Bllgeilliageu, JoHANN, surnamed DoctorPomc-
raiitt.s i)Y r<iiiiiiiir, one of Luther's chief lielpers in
the Ileformation, wa.s born in 1485 near Stettin, in
Pomerania, studied at Greifswald, and as early
as 1503 became rector of the Treptow academy.
In 15'20 his religious \iews were changed by read-
ing Luther's little book, Dc Capticitatc Babylonicu.
He now betook himself to Wittenberg, where he
busied iiiuiseif in preaching and teaching in the
univer>ity. His great talent for organisation found
work to do in estaVilLshing churches in Brunswick,
Hamburg, Liibeck, and Pomerania, and in reform-
ing the ecclesiastical establishments of Denmark,
whither he Wixs called by Christian III. in 1537.
He died 'iOtli Ajjril 1558. Bugenhagen aided
Luther in his translation of the Bible. Of his own
works the best is his Intcrjiretatio in Libruui,
Paaimorum (1523). His Life has been written bv
BelleiTuann (1859), Vogt (1868), and Zitzlalf

(1885).

Bllgge, Elsen.s Sophus, a Norwegian i)hilolo-

gist, l)orn 5tli January 1833 at Laurvik, studied at
Christiania, Copenhagen, and Berlin, and in 1866
was ajtpointed professor of Comparative Philology
and Old Norse at the univei-sity of Christiania.
His Old Norse ballads (1858)' and historical

legends (1 854^65), critical edition of the earlier

Eikla (1867), studies in ancient Italian dialects

(1878) and on the origin of the Scandinavian
legends of gods and heroes (1881-82), besides
numerous dissertations on all departments of the
Teutonic and Romance languages, place him in the
first rank of living jihilologists.

Buggy ( an Indian word ) is a gig with a hood
ui India ; in England it is a light two-wheeled
vehicle without a hood ; but in the L'nited States is

a light one-horse four-wheeled vehicle with a hood.

Bugis. See Bon I.

Bugle (Ajiiga), a pala^arctic genus of Labiata^.

The Common Bugle (A. reptans) is abundant in

moist pastures and woods of Europe. Its flowers

are generally blue, but white and purplish varieties

are sometimes grown in flower-borders. A. alpina
is one of the beautiful Howers of the Swiss Alps.
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Bugle (Fr. biKjlc : ViGr.flugclIioru : Ital. trumlxt),

a treble nmsical instrument with acuj) mouthpiece,
usually made of eojijier, ^ith strengthening pieces

of brass soldered on where most exposed to wear.

The bell is less expanded than the Trumpet (q.v. ),

and the tube is shorter and more conical. (Com-
pare the ligure with those in the articles Cornet
and Trumpet.) This form gives it that peculiar,

Bugle.

penetrating, and far-reaching sound which renders
it so admirably suited for its sole purpose—viz. a
military signalling instrument. The bugle was
formerly used only in the infantry branch of the
service ; but it has now superseded the trumpet for

field duty in the cavalry and artillery branches.
It is made in the key of Bb, and its notes are the

open notes of the tube—C (below the stave), G, C,
E, ( i. It has also C, octave lower, and Bb and C
above ; but the lirst live are the only effective

notes. It is provided with two rings, to wiiicli a
cord is attached for suspension to tlie shoulder of

the bugler. See B.VNi) (Military).
The Kent bugh, ii bugle with keys to provide the

additional notes (see Music

—

Musiral Instrioncnts),
Mas at one time very popular as a leading instru-

ment in brass bands. It was, however, difficult

to play, and another modilication, the vulved
bugle, was introduced. Both are now entirely
superseded by the Cornet (q.v.) as a leading
instrument, except in the purely bugle-bands of
some of the riHe regiments. A valved attachment
to fit on to the ordinary bugle, to enable it to be
used as a band instrument, has also been invented,
but little use has been made of it.

Bugle sounds or calls, as the military signals are
calleil, are all written within the comjjass of the
five principal notes of the bugle. They vary in

character from a single note G, meaning ' right

'

(two Gs being 'centre,' and three 'left'), to the
infantry 'reveille,' or morning call, which may be
said to have some pretensions to being a musical
composition, as it has five movements, a largo,

allegretto, vivace, adagdo, and presto. The soldiers

display much ingenuity and considerable humour
in adapting words to many of the calls. We
append a few of the ' sounds ' as specimens :

INFANTRY SOUNDS.

Prepare for Cavalry. Halt. Men's Dinner Call (First).

CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY SOUNDS.

Draw Swords.

Bugle is a name for a slender, elongated kind
of Bead (q.v.), usually black.

Bugloss, a name popularly applied to many
plants of the natural order Boraginea; (q.v.), more
strictly to Anchusa {Lycopsis) arvensis, a common
weed in cornfields in Britain. The beautiful
Echiuni vulgare bears the English name of Viper's
Bugloss. Both these plants are naturalised in the
United States.

Buguluia« a town in the Russian government
of Sanuira, on the Bugulminka, a tributary of the
Kama. Pop. 13,400.

Buguruslau, a town in the Russian govern-
ment of Samara, on tlie Kinel, in the great Volga
steppe, with 20,511 inhabitants.

Buhl or Boule Work, the name applied to
a sort of inlaying of brass scrolls and other orna-
mental patterns in wood. The name is derived
from its inventor, Charles Andre Boule ( 1642-1732),
an Italian cabinetmaker in the service of Louis
XIV. He eni])loyed veneers of dark-coloured
tortoise-shell, inlaid with brass. Cabinets of his
nianufacture are highly prized, as are also those of
his contemi)orary Reisner, a (4erman, who used a
ground of tulip-wood, inlaid with flowers, t.\:c. in
dai-ker woods, and varied with margins and l)ands
of light wood, with the grain cro.ssed for contrast.
This modification of buhl-work is correctly called

Reisner work. For details of the methods of
working, see Inlaying, and Mosaic ; also Mar-
quetry.

Bulirstone, a variety of Quartz (q.v.), con-
taining many small empty cells, which give it a
peculiar roughness of surface, particularly adapting
it for millstones. The name is given without
reference to geological relations, but it is vein
quartz, rather than true quartz rock, which ordin-
arily assumes the character of liuhrstone. There
are difl'erent varieties of liuhrstone, some of A\liich

are more compact, or have smaller cells than others

;

and those in which the cells are small and very
regularly distributed, about equal in diameter to
the spaces between them, the stone being also as
hard as rock-crystal, are most esteemed. Good
buhrstone is found at Conway in Wales, and at
several places in Scotland, as well as near Cologne
in Germany. Buhrstones are quarried in New
York, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina. But the
finest millstones are olttained from the quarries of

La Ferte-sous-Jouarre, in the department of Seine-
et-Marne, near Paris. It is not unusual to form
millstones of pieces of Inihrstone cut into parallelo-

pipeds, like great wedges of soap, and l)ound to-

gether by iron hoops. The stone is found in beds
or in detached masses, and the mode of quarrying
is peculiar. When the mass is large, it is cut out
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into the form of a huge cylinder ; around this
grooves are cut, at distances of about 18 inclies, the
intended thickness of ilie millstones ; into these
grot)ves woollen \ved<,'es are driven, and water is

thrown upon the wetlj^es, wlueh, causing the wood
to swell, splits the cylinder into the slices required.
—Millstones are sometimes made of siliceous grit-

stones, of sandstone, and even of granite (see
Mill). Buhrstone millstones are extremely dur-
able.

Building. The walls of a house may be built
of wood, stone, brick, Itrick and timl>er, iron, miul,
turf, and even snow. In the arctic regions a house
with snow walls is felt to be fairly comfortable.
In the tropics a strong tent constructed of posts
and palm-leaves suttices for an alnxle. The follow-
iuL' tradesmen take part in tiie erection of an
ordinary' dwelling-house : Mason or bricklayer,
marble-cutter, carpenter, joiner, slater, plasterer,

glazier, smith or founder, plumber, gas-titter,

painter, and l»ell-hanger.

Site anil Foundation.—If there is a choice of

site, one siiould l)e chosen with a dry subsoil and
gooil natural drainage. Where ground has lieen

made up artiticiallv, it should either be carefully
avoided, or the tracks for the foundation courses of

the walls iimst be sitnk till they reach the natural
stratum of earth or surface of rock. In certain
situations, as where the ground is marshy, wooilen
Piles (q.v. ) are u.sed to carry walls. However dry
the ground may be, a ' ilamp-prooi course " should
be formed a little alM)ve the level of the ground by
levelling the walls and spreading a thin layer

of asohalt over them, or by laying a coui"se of

glazeu pottery slabs. The damp-proof course
should be l)elow tlie lov/est tiooriug-joLst.s. .See

Foundation, and A.si'Halt.

Walls.— For buildings such as churches and
houses in most civilised countries, walls are nearly
always constructetl of brick or stone. But in

Norway, Sweden, Ku.«isia. and Switzerland, as

well as in parts of Asia and America, many
houses, and in some ca.ses churches, are erected

entirely of wood (see Chalet). Another way
of constructing walls has recently been adoi>ted

largely on the continent of Eurojie, anil to some
extent also in America. This consists of a con-

crete (called bctuii in France) fonued of sand,

|)ebbles, broken stone, and lime mixed with

water. It is a revival of an ancient Koinan
metho<l, and, on the Continent especially, luis pro-

duced satisfactory results. Stone walls for ordinary

houses are usually built two feet thick, but they

are often made much thicker in the ca.se of large

public buildings. Their Ma.sonry (q.v. ) is either

of Ashlar (q.v.) work or of Hubble (q.v.
),

jointeil

with mortar, which is also used for brickwork

(see Cements). The external brick walls of some
houses are only 9 inches thick, but they .-"lioald lie

at least U incWs thick, especially if the building

is two stories or more in height. They are often

built hollow—i.e. with hollow spaces formed in

their thickness—which tends to keep down daiup

(see Bkicklaving). Drains, chimneys, and staii-s

are referred to un<ler their respective heads. For

the construction of arches, .see liKlDGE.

Parfiti'jns.—Oii the ground-tloor, and wherever

strength of construction is required, these are liest

forme«l of brick, usually 4h inches, occasionally 6,

and sometimes 9 inches thick. They are now occa-

sionally built of hollow bricks. Wooden partitions

are formed of upright quarterings or studs, called

in Scotland standards, -Ih by 2 inches, and from 12

to 14 inches apart, and covered with lath to receive

plaster. In Great Britain these timber i)artitions

are left hollow, but in Paris the (juarterings are

nailed over horizontally with strong oak laths a few

inches ajiart, and all the interspaces lilled in with

86

stone rubble. A plaster of Paris mortar is then
pressed through the rubble, leaving as nuich body
on the surfaces as will cover and imbed all the

timber, and in this way form a solid partition.

Floon'n'j.—The lowest tloor, if formed of wood,
should Ije above the level of the ground, should
have a space below the joists, and air should be
admitted by openings through the walls for venti-

lation. If tfiLs is not done, the timber is apt
to be attacketl by ilry-rot, caused by a species of

fungus. Floors near the level of the ground,
when laiil with flagstones, asphalt, or cement,
require a six-inch layer of Viroken stones, covered
with a bed of mortar or cement below them. All

the floors of a house, except in some apartments of

the lowest story, are usually formed of wood ; but
if they are of large size, the joists are often sup-

ported by iron beams ( see GiRDEK ). Floors \\ hose
under sides fonn ceilings of rooms below them
require to be ' deafened ' with a layer of .some

mixture such as coarse plaster, mortar, and chopped
straw, or of ashes and lime, under the flooring-

boards. In large or important buildings floors are

often constructed of either solid or hollow brick

arches thrown between iron beams, in which case

they are fire]uoof. See Floor.
lliMifing.—For large si)ans iron roofs are a feature

of the age, and the French have been particularly

successful in the artistic treatment of this material;

but woodi!n roofs are commonly put on ordinary
houses. Where it is available. Slate (q.v.) is for

the most jmrt used to cover sloping roofs, but
occasionally thin flagstone takes the place of slate.

Tiles of red, blue, and other colours are now some-
times chosen, even for the roofs of public buildings,

in preference to slate when colour efl'ect is sought
after. Flat roofs are covered with lead or zinc, the

former being the more durable. The gutters, flush-

ings, and generally the ridges of roofs, are of lead ;

but they are frequently made of zinc, which does

not last long in large towns, althougli it is more
durable in the country. Thatch, felt. Asphalt
(q.v.), and wooden Shingles (q.v. ) are all used to

cover roofs; and glass is largely used in roofs of

railway stations, exhibitions, and the like.

Joincrvork.—Doors, windows, shutters, and
generally what are called the internal Hnishings

of a house, are niade and litted up by the joiner.

Information on other points of interest will be

found at FiKE, GA.s-LicuTixt;, Timhki:, Ventila-
tion, Warming, and Water-sii'i-ly, besides

those elsewhere referred to in this article.

Plaster-work.—Ihii covering of the internal sur-

face of walls, and the surface of partitions and

ceilings with plaster, as well as the construction

of the cornices and (Jtlier modelled decorations of

nxuns in plaster of Paris, is done by the pla.sterer.

The inside of external stone and solid brick

walls should be strapped ami lathed before being

plastered, otherwise it is diflicult to keep the

plaster dry.
Plumber-icork.—'Slach. of the comfort of a house

depends upon the etticiency with which the plumber

does his work. The lead water-pipes should be

placed in situations protected from frost, and they

should be of a suHicient thickness to stand the

required pressure. Lead piping is not very suit-

able for the conveyance of hot water ( see LEAD ).

Easy access should' be given to water-cisterns, in

order that they may be fre<iuently cleaned. All

the flttings of 'cisterns, baths, and water-closets,

and soldered joints everjwhere, require the utmost

care and attention. A verj- small hole, through

which an almost invisible drop of water can escape,

will often cause nuich damage before it is detected.

The lead and zinc work of roofing noticed above

,is done by the plumber. Zinc baths are not so

common as they were, enamelled iron ones being
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piefeneil to them; but those made of strong

eartlieinvaie, with a white glaze, are perhaps the

best of all, as a glaze on burnt clay does not chip

like an enamel on metal. Excellent kitchen-sinks

are also made of glazed earthenware, but those

formed of leail on a wood framing have also advan-

tages, and have been longer in use. tSuch (juestions

as the non-desirabilitv of having iixed wash-hand
basins in bedrooms, and the trapping of pipes

which enter drains, will be treated of under the
liead Sewage.

Gas-fitting.—The gas-pipes of a house should be
of tin, as it is harder and stands much better than
the cheap composition tubing, made of a mixture
of lead with other metals, noAV so much used.

Unless they are formed of iron, gas-pipes should be
placed in protected channels, and not exposed on
the surface of walls. Leaks in tin or other more or

less soft-metal pipes are frequently caused by the
carelessness of joiners driving nails through them.
It occasionally happens that rats gnaw through
these kinds of pipes when they are in their Avay,

and they more frequently destroy lead water-
pipes in the same manner. In order to be sure

that the gas-pipes in a house are perfectly air-

tight, they should be tested with a force-pump and
an indicator.

Glazing.—Windows of houses are most commonly
glazed Avitli sheet-glass varying in weight from 15

to 26 ounces per superficial foot. Thicker kinds
are made for very large-sized panes. When plate-

glass is used, it is generally about one-fourth of an
inch thick. In some shop windoM's it is consider-

ably thicker. Few persons, except those who have
much experience in the matter are aware how
great is the difference in the qualities of plate-

glass. Some kinds will keep clean six times as

long as others under precisely the same circum-
stances. The qualities of sheet-glass also differ

considerably, but it is much more easy to select

good glass of this kind. See Glass.
Painting and Papering.—The painting or paper-

ing of plastered walls should not be attempted till

they are thoroughly dry. Paint greatly helps to

preserve external wood-work, and it is equally
necessary to frequently renew the painting of light

railings or balcony panels, if they are made of mal-
leable iron. Inside work, such as doors, shutters,

architraves, window-breasts, and walls (if not
papered), should get at least four coats of oil-paint.

Frequently these finishings receive three coats of

varnish instead of paint, if it is desired to show
the grain of the wood. It is often the case that
a first coat of glue-size is substituted for one of

varnish, which makes an inferior job.

Building Materials.—Building stone, brick, terra-

cotta, slate, and cement are noticed under their

respective heads. In the better class of houses
the roof-timbers, joists, window-frames, and other
external wood-work are made of what is known in

commerce as Baltic redwood, which is imported
from Danzig, liiga, St Petersburg, and other
places on the Baltic. It is the i)roduct of the
Scotch fir {Pinns sylvestris). This wood Avhen
grown in fireat Britain is not so valuable for

building purposes as the imported timber. It

is a moderately heavy, resinous, durable, and
easily worked wood (see Pine). For room-
doors, shutters, dados, and other internal work,
the wood of the American yellow pine {Pinns
mitis) is very generally used. It is an excellent
timber for these purposes. Californian redwood
{Semioia sempcrvircns) is now, to some extent,
used in (ireat Britain for the same kind of work as
yellow pine. 1\\e.])itc\\]}me [Pinns rigida) of the
United States yields a very resinous wood with a
showy grain, which has also been occasionally
employed for the joiner-work of houses in England.

An inferior wood, imported from Danzig, called

whitewood, and said to lie olitained from a species
of spruce, has of late years been largely used for

joists and roofing, owing to the comparatively high
price of Baltic redwood. This whitewood is also,

to some extent, employed for the internal finish-

ings of rooms. Oak, nuihogany, and other hard
woods are only in request for parts of exception-
ally important and costly buildings.

Machine-work.—Machinery is now extensively
employed for sawing and cutting ordinary lime-
stone and sandstone, as well as granite and marble
(see article Stoxe). The sawing, planing, mould-
ing, mortising, tenoning, dovetailing, and turning
of wood is likewise executed on a large scale by
machine tools. Sash and door clamping machines
are also in use, so that in the workshojis of many
large builders hand-work in the construction of such
articles as doors and window-sashes and frames is

confined to snioothiuf;- the machine finish and
glueing together their different parts. Wood-
cutting for builder's purposes liy machinery has
made greater progress in the United States than
elsewhere.

Building Leases. Under a variety of stat-

utes in England and Scotland, the crown, repre-

sented by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

heirs of entail under strict settlement, the Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners, the great university cor-

l^orations, mortgagees in England, are authorised
to grant building leases for ninety-nine years. The
term of ninety-nine years has thus come to be
associated with building leases, but such leases are
granted for various periods. In England it has
been decided that municipal corj)orations cannot
at common laAV grant building leases for more than
seventy-five years. In the case of the IMontgonierj-

Act, passed for Scotland in 1770, very stringent con-
ditions were laid down as to the number of houses
and the extent of ground, but these have l>een

practically superseded by later legislation. It is

much questioned whether the building lease is a
convenient and economical tenure in towns. In
the United States, building leases include repairing
leases, and may continue for any term of years
agreed upon by the parties, no time being specified

by State or United States law. See Ground-
RENT, Lease, and Leasehold.

Building Societies are societies established

for the purpose of raising, by periodical subscrip-

tions, a fund to assist members in obtaining herit-

able projjcrty, freehold or otherwise. In the
United Kingdom, they were formerly regulated by
an act passed in 1836. After an elaborate inquiry
by Royal Commission, with which the name of Sir

Stafford Northcote ( Lord Iddesleigh ) is connected,

a new act was passed in 187-4 ( the Building Societies

Act, 1874), and was amended in 1876 and 1877.

Regulations are issued from time to time by
the Home Secretary, as in 1876 and 1882, and the
Court of Session has framed an act of sederunt
regulfiting the liquidation jiroccedings of Scot-

tisii societies in the Sheriff Court. All societies

established after 1874 ninsf be governed by these

later acts, and those which were in existence in

1874, called 'old societies,' may adopt them, but it

is not compulsory ujion them to do so. The Act of

1836 declares that it shall be lawful to establish

such societies, for the purjiose of enal)ling the mem-
l)ers to erect and purchase dwelling-houses, or

acquire other re<al or leasehold estate, which shall

l)e mortgaged to the society until the amount or

value of the shares drawn on shall be fully repaid

with interest and all other appropriate payments.
A share is not to exceed in value £150, and the
corresponding monthly subscrijjtion is not to be
more than twenty shillings. A majority of the
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meml>ers may make rules and rejrulations for the
goveniment and guidance of the society, such rules
not lieiny repugnant to the provisions of the act
or to the general laws of the realm ; and fort>H"ences
against these rales and regulations, tines, penalties,
and forfeitures may he intlicted. No member shall
Ije allowetl to receive anv interest or dividend on
his share until the same has been realised, except
on tlie withdrawal of such member according to the
rules of the society.

The Act of 1874 considerably enlarges the scope
and powers of building societies. Section 13 declares
that any number of j>ersons may estaljiish a society,
eitiier terminating or iieniianent, for the purpose of
raising, by the subscriptions of the members, a
stock or fund for making,' advances to members out
of the funds of the society, upon security of free-

h(dd, copyhold, or Iea.>iefi<dd estate, by M-ay of
mortgage ; and any society under the act shall, so
far as i> necess;irv for tiie said j)ur]>ose, have power
to hold land, witli the right of foreclosure, and may
from time to time raise funds by the issue of shares
of one or more denominations, either paid up in full

or to l»e paid by periodical or other subscri[ttions,

and with or without accumulating interest, ami
may repay such funds when no longer required for

the i»urposes <>f tlie society. It will be seen that
the restrictions of £ir>0 and twenty shillings have
disappeared, the contribirtions and ultimate value
of a member's interest l>eing at his own iliscretion.

Tiie liability of members, in respect of shares upon
which no advance hits been made, is limited to the
amount actually paid or in arrear thereon ; and in

respect of siiares uimn which atlvances lia\ e been
made, is limited to the amount payaljle under any
mortgage or other sectirity, or under tlie rules.

S<K'ieties are empowered to receive deposits or loans,

from memliers or other persons, corporate bodies,

joint-stock comiianies, or terminating building
s«>cieties, proviilcd, in tiif case of permanent
societies, tfi.at the total amount owing at one time
shall not e.xceed two-thirds of the amount for the
time being .secured to a society by mortgages from
its memliers ; anrl in the case of terminating
societies, shall not exceed two-thirds as aforesaid,

or a sum not exceeiling twelve months' subscrip-

tions ou the sliares for the time being in force.

Societies established under or adojiting the Act of

1.S74 are Inxlies corporate, having perpetual succes-

sion and a common seal, tiius dispensing with the

cumbrous and inconvenient system of tru.steesiiii).

Their rules must specify the .society's name and
place of meeting ; mode of raising funds, with their

puq>oses anil niiMle of investment : terms of with-

drawal and repayment ; manner of alteration of

rules ; tlie api>ointment, remuneration, and removal
of oflicei-s : j»rovisions as to general and special

meetings, and tlie settlement of disputes, custody

of seal, mortgage deeds, and securities, powers of

directors and other othcers, lines, and mode of dis-

solution. Societies may unite with others, or one
society may transfer its engagements to another.

Tliey may purchase, build, hire, or take on lease

any building for conducting their bushiess. Minoi-s

may be members, Iml cannot vote or hold office

during nonage. Accounts are to l)e furnished to

membei-s an<l loan depositors annually. The
societies are exempt from stamp-duties of every

kind, except those upon nmrtgages ; while those

which continue under the Act of 18.S6 retain their

former exemption from stamp-dutv upon mortgages

up to t;5fK). It is not probable tfiat this diflerence

will be permitted to continue long ; and even now
the slight gain is more than counterbalanced l»y the

privileges of incorporation, &c. conceded by the

.Vet of 1H74. Receipts indorsed upon mortgages

are sutlicient discharges witbonl reccmveyance.

Two great divisions of building societies exist.

the terminating and the permanent, but the latter
are rapidly superseding the former. In the best-

conducted societies, subscriptions are received at
any time and to any amount, at the option of the
member. The majority of menibei"s pay from ten
to twenty shillings per month., and others pay
smaller or much larger sums as convenient. ^ ery
large sums are received in some societies. The
National Permanent of London receives £783,000
in the financial year from 11,395 members, and the
Bradford Third Eouitable receives £596,000 from
8148 members. Other large towns in the provinces
are not far behind, and in London the societies are
numerous, and in the main prosperous. The Royal
Commissioners, in 1872, assumed that building
societies had a subscribed cajntal of over £9,000,000,

I

a loan or deposit capital of over £6.000,000, over

I

£17,000,000 total a.ssets (of which £16,000,000 was
advanced on mortgage), and an income of over

,

£11,000,000. In 1885 the number of societies in

I
England an<l Wales was 2044, with a subscribed
capital of £32,235,452, a loan or deposit capital of

£15.().")5,162, assets amounting to £49,472,827, and
total receijjts in that year of £21.093,977. These
figures are below the mark, as 200 societies made
no return. The total memliersbip is ])robably

above 600,000. In Scotland there are only 50 incor-

porated societies on the register, with a subscribed
caj.ital of £696,803, a loan capital of £278,120,
assets amounting to about £1,000,000. There are
also 153 unincorporated societies. The large.st

Scottish societies are the Paisley Heritable and
the Bon Accord of Alienleen. In Irelaiul there are

40 societies, with a subscribed capital of £672,585,
loan cajiital of £41(),t)6;"), assets amounting to

£1,108,00(J. Much the largest of these is the Ii-ish

Civil Service of Dultlin, with annual receipts of

£330,801, but there are also thriving societies in

Belf.ast, Deny, Cork, and elsewhere.
The theory of these institutions is very simple.

Money is collected in comparatively small sums
from ^arge numbers of people, and lent to others

who borrow upon real security, either to build or

trade, or for any other jmrpose. There was a time
when membei-s were only permitted to subscribe

fixed sums at stated times, and every departure
from nile was visited by heavy fines. Now, in the
best-conducted societies at least, every facility is

given for varying powers of investment to find a
place for capital ; and entrance and withdrawal are

equally ea.sy. In most cases, the repavments are

upon a scale calculated to pay oil' both principal

and interest in a certain number of years, usually

about fourteen, but advances on private mortgage
or repayable at the borrowers convenience are

becoming more freciuent every year. In fact, the

almost limitless adai)tal>ility of the building society

.system has only been appreciated of late years, and
every decade sees changes and improvements in it.

Under the new legislation the societies may look

forward to a still more jirosi)erons future. Unfortu-

nately the bad draughtsmanship of the acts has led

to much litigation. The jiractical ])oints raised

have been chietly as to the right of Mithdrawal on
one month's notice by 'unadvanced ' members—i.e.

members to whom no advance has been made ; the

liability of borrowing members, who share in profits,

also to share in losses ; the ri<,dits attaching to

'matured' shares—i.e. fully paid up; the juris-

diction of courts of law, whether ettectually ex-

cluded by the arbitration clause in the rules. The
Starr-Bowkett Society is one form of the terminable

building society. In' the original Bowkett Society

the .subscriber lends the society a small sum
annually for a very long time, say 31 years, and

the society lends him a large sum for a short time,

nominally without interest. In the Starr form,

after a niember has repaid money lent to him on
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property, he has to pay an increased subscription,

so as to make the society terminate sooner. The
atlvanta<je of these societies depends on whether
the nieniber gets liis loan early or late.

In the United States, especially in and near

Philadelphia, the number of buildin>,' associations,

as they are usually called, is very great, there being

nuvny thousands in all. The usual })eriodical in-

stalilient paid for shares of stock is one dollar per

share each month. The funds are lent to borrow-

ing members, a prenuum for the privilege being

paid by such members in addition to interest.

Small fines for non-payment of dues are sometimes
exacted. Experience shows tliat in well-managed
associations, the returns for money paid in is con-

siderably in excess of simple interest.

See tlie four reports of Royal Connuission on
Building Societies from 1871 to 1874, with the local

reports of assistant-commissioners ; annual reports

of the Registrar of Friendly Societies, Monthly
Gazette of the Building Societies, and works by
Davis, Wrigley, Scratch)ey and Brabrooke, Starr,

&c.

Building' Stone. No artificial building ma-
terial such as brick, terra-cotta, or cement can give

dignity and beauty to an edifice in anything like

the same degree as an ordinary limestone or sand-
stone which can be cut by a chisel. Much less can
burnt clay or artificial stone, no matter how much
it is enriched by ornament and colour, approach
marble, granite, or porphyrj', in giving a noble
character to an architectural monument.
By far the most common kinds of buikling stone

are sandstones and limestones. The term free-

stone is applied indifferently to such examples of

both kinds as dress freely with masons' tools. Both
are bedded on sedimentary rocks, and both as a
rule, when cut up into l)locks for building, should
be laid on their natural beds. In the northern
part of Great Britain the name whinstone is

always given by workmen to such igneous rocks
as Basalt and Diabase, (q.v. ) ; but this name is

also apjilied by them to a sandstone, for exam^jle,
which lias been locally much hardened, as well
as to a metamori)hosed sedimentary rock such as
graywacke.

Sandstone.—Rock of this kind suitable for build-
ing is found plentifully in some parts of England,
but principally in the central and northern counties,
though it also occurs in Devonshire and Mon-
mouthshire. Among numerous quarries it will

suffice to name Darley Dale and Bakewell Edge
in Derbyshire, Longridge Fell in Lancashire,
Viney Hill in Gloucestershire, Bidston Hill in

Cheshire, Addingly in Yorkshire, and Hadley in
Worcestershire. There are several well-knoAvn
quarries about Newcastle-on-Tyne, and sandstone of
a pleasing red colour occurs at Penrith and other
places in Cumberland. These English sandstones
are obtained from the Devonian, the Carboniferous,
the Permian, and the New Re<l Sandstone for-

mations. It is from the ' millstone grit ' division
of the Carboniferous that the stone for numy of

the public buildings in Manchester, Bradford, and
Leeds was oljtained. So far as can be judged from
the appearance of comparatively modern edifices,

the stone stands the smoky atmosphere of these
towns very well. Ancient buildings in England,
however, do not on the whole show that any sand-
stone used in them resists decay for centuries.
Durham and Chester cathedrals and numerous
small churches furnish examples of this.

All tiie towns of any size in Scotland, except
Aberdeen and one or two small places, such as
Dalbeattie in Galloway, are built of sandst(me. So
are almost all the ancient l)uildiiigs of any note.
The stone is chiefly obtained from the Carbon-
iferous and Old Red Sandstone formations, but the

Pernuan rocks of Cund)crlaiul being prolonged into

the county of Dumfries, some fine red sandstone is

got thei-e from that formation. In Scotland, accord-

ingly, there is ample means of jiulging of the
durability of this building material, which is on
the whole so suitable for architectural purposes.

It is vexatious in tlie extreme to have to say that
much of the beautiful carved work at Kirkwall,
Holyrood, JNIelrose, Kelso, and Jedburgh is quite
wasted by decay. The age of the oldest of tnese
abbeys is but little more than 700 years. Many
modern buildings likewise show that, even when
believed to be carefully selected, this material is

often not durable.
So far as is known, the sandstone from Craig-

leith Quarry, near Edinburgh, resists atmospheric
agencies better than any other in Scotland, or

perhaps in the British Islands. A great part of

the New Town of Edinburgh has been built of it.

More recently, 'Binny Quarry in Linlithgowshire,
the stone from which stands next in quality to

Craigleith, has supplied the material for tlie prin-

cipal buildings erected in the Scottish metropolis,

and to some extent also for buildings in Glasgow ;

but for some years, owing to the unfavourable
state of the quarry, it has yielded only a trifling

supply. The cost of working Craigleith is double
that of any other Scottish sandstone that would
do for a fine building, and consequently no archi-

tect has for many years ventured to use it. Binny
stone can only be got Avitli difliculty. There are,

however, plenty more quarries all through the
length and breadth of Scotland, except in the
north-west. Strange to say, not one of them,
especially in the central part of the country, can
furnish a stone upon which an architect can rely

as being certainly durable. Yet so strong is the
desire to have ornament for merely present appear-
ance, that large quantities of building stones are
now being brought from great distances both to

Glasgow and Edinburgh, simply because they are

of fairly uniform colour and can be cheaply
worked.

Sandstones, being composed of grains of quartz,

are highly siliceous. Darley Dale contains 9() per
cent., Craigleith 97 per cent., and Binny 92 per
cent, of silica. Some, however, have not more
than 80 jjer cent, of this substance. The other sub-

stances they contain are chiefly carbonate of lime,

alumina, and oxide of iron. It is hardly possible

to tell a good sandstone merely by chemical
analysis. A hard non-porous stone is, of course,

more likely to be lasting than one which is soft

and porous. There are a nunaber of ancient build-

ings on or near the banks of the Rhine, between
Basel and Cologne, which show the durability of

a sandstone in a northern climate better than any
in Great Britain. In these it is of a hard nature.

See Sandstone.
Limestone.—Marble and chalk are the purest

limestones, but it will be convenient to notice first

those more or less composite limestones which are
sufficiently hard and strong for building, yet not
highly crystalline like marble. One of the best-

known kinds of English building stone is the
dolomite, or magnesian limestone of the Permian
formation, which ranges from Nottingham to Tyne-
mouth. It is a double carbonate of lime and mag-
nesia, containing a varying ])roportion of silica.

At Mansfield in Nottinghamshire, the amount of

silica is exceptionally lugh—viz. 50 per cent.,

while at Bolsover and Manslield Woodhouse it is

only 4 per cent. The Houses of Parliament are
l)uilt of this dolomite, which unfortunately decays
rapidly under the influence of the London atmo-
sphere. Among ancient buildings, some parts of

York Minster show its perishable nature. Yet in
Conisborough Castle, built in the 12th century.
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and in some countrj- cliurches nearly as old, it has
stood the ettects of time very well.

Tlie liiuestoiie of the oolitic formation, which
extends from Doi-setshire into Yorksliire, is ob-
tainetl for Imilding imrjioses, for which it is exten-
sively useil, at several well-known ipiarries, such
as tliose of tlie Isle of Portland. Katli, and Leck-
liam]it<in Hill in ( lioncestershire, Harnac in Nortli-
amjitonshire, and Ancaster in Lincoln.shire. The
Bath stone contains !».') per cent, of carbonate of
lime ; and the Tort land stone, wliich, though
l)elon«rin<,' to the same formation, is not of oolitic

structure, contains the same percentage of that
carlionate. Tlie former has besides 2h per cent,
of carlM>nate of magnesia; tlie latter r2 per cent,
of this substance, and the same amount of silica.

Small fjuantitit's (tf alumina, iron, and water are
present in lK)tli. Much <>f the oolitic limest<me is

easily cut with a saw when newly quarried, but it

hardens on exposure, ami is fairly durable. Like
the dolomite above mentioned, it is very .suitable

for enriched as well as pl.ain work, and is of a
pleasing colour. Some ancient structures built of

the oolitic limestone of their own neighl>ourliood
are in a good state of preservation. Among these
are Lincoln (.'athedral, some churches at Oxford,
.an<l Wells Cathedral. There are others, however,
which have n<it so well resisted decay. St Paul's
('athetlral, London, is built of Portland stone.

Kentish rag is an imjinre limestone, compact,
heavy, non-absorptive, and diHicull to dre.ss. It

is used in London chielly for rubble work, and is

very durable.
There are extensive deposits of limestone in

England, Scotland, and Ireland, which are imly
lit for burning into lime, or at least are not suit-

able ft)r the iu'wn work of buildings.

Tiie line limest«me from Caen in Normandy is

much used for internal architectural work in Eng-
laml, and to some extent even in America. It is

a line-grained, eiisily chi.selled, beautiful material,

of a creamy-yellow uniform colour. lint in ex-

ternal work it is very liable to decay, especially

in towns. In the middle ages it was emiiloyed for

some cathedrals—that of Canterbuiy, for example
—as well as for smaller churches in the south of

England. Travertine is a iieculiar kind of lime-

stone believed to l»e formecl by jirecipitation from
water containing lime. It is somewhat cellular

in structure, of a bull' colour, and very liuiable in

Italy, where, in Home especially, it has l}een ex-

tensively employeil for both ancient and modern
buildings, among others the Colosseum and St

Peter's. Nummulitic limestone is chiefly compo.sed

of beautiful fossils like coins or buttons of filigree

work. Some of the Egyptian pyramids are built

of this stone. See NlMMit.lTK. '

Marhle.^ln the Hritish Islands marble is only

used for the decorative jiarts of l)uildings. White
marble is found in Skye, Sutlierland, and one or

two other places in Scotland. It Jilso occurs

in a few localities in Ireland ; but it is doubtful

whetlier it would be prolital)lo to work it in either

country. C<doured marbles, some of which are

handsome, are regularly ouanied in Deycmshire,

and also in Derbyshire, wliere they contain shells,

encrinites, an<l other fossils, which give them an

attractive ajipearance when i)()lished. Ireland is

comparatively rich in coloured nvrbles. The wavy
and mottled green serpentinons marble of Con-

nem.ira is a very beautiful stone. Black marble

is worke<l in Kilkenny and other counties, and a

veined red marble iii Cork. Italian and other

foreigTi marbles are, however, more used in the

United Kingdom than the native kinds. See

Marble.
Srrpnitinc. —Thin has a general resemblance to

coloured marble, but it is of quite diflerent com-

employed for bridges over the Thames, and for

doc-ks and breakwatei's. There are some good

lK)sition, being a silicate of magnesia. Cornish
serpentine is perhaps the most beautiful orna-
mental stone in the British Islands. It is princi-

pally used for internal decoration. Serpentine is

found in Banttshire and in Shetland, but only pieces
of limited size can be got. See Serpentine.

Granite.—In the granite districts of (ireat

Britain, the stone is used for ordinary building
lturpo.*es. Aberdeen, for example, is almost wholly
built of this material. It is usually only hammer-
dressed, but even with the nmgh face so imparted,
it gives a building a good appearance. For decora-
tive purposes it is polished. Peterhead and Ross
of ^lull are red granites, while the Aberdeen,
Dalbeattie, and Creetown varieties are gray or
bluish gray. Peterhead granite especially is a
good deal used in London and other large towns
in the British Islands for some of the more pro-

minent features of buildings, and is also sent to
America. The Cornish granites have been much

iplo;
- - - '

-

L-ks

granites in Ireland. See Gr.\nite, and Syenite.
United States.—Many excellent building stones

are found in America. The quarries of Maine have
been the chief source of the supply of granites

;

and of tho.se from this state the Calais variety is

red, and that from Spnice Head gray, both of

these taking a fine polish. The granite from
Hallowell, also in Maine, is remarkable, as its

dressed surfaces are nearly as white as marble.
New Hampshire, Vermont, Ma.ssacliusetts, Con-
necticut, Rhode Island, and several other states

contain granite. Sandstones constitute the most
valuable group of building stones in the United
States, as they have a wide distribution, have
much divei'sity of tint and texture, and can be
comnaratively cheaply obtained. They are prin-

cipally of triassic and carboniferous age. ^^ liite

marble has been quarried on a considerable scale

for important public buildings. That from Lee,
Mas.sachusetts, which is strong and durable, was
used in the construction of the Caiiitcd at Washing-
ton, and for the city hall at Pliiladeli)hia. From
Stockbridge, in the same state, the marble was
got for the state-house at Boston and the city

hall of New York. Tuckahoe marble, which is

pure white, strong, and coarse-grained, has been
enii)loyed for some of the finest buildings in New
York. For St Patrick's Cathedral a jiure white
dolomite called 'snowliake marble,' from Pleasant-

ville. New York, has been chiefly used. Rutland
county, Vermont, is the great centre of the marble
industry for purely decorative purposes. Numerous
beautiful coloured marbles have been discovered

in the United States during the last thirty years.

BllitcnzorgC« capital of a sub-residency in Java,

35 miles S. of Batavia by rail, stands in moun-
tainous country, 880 feet above the sea, and has

so fine a climate that it is becoming more and more
a favourite summer resort of the Batavian mer-

chants. The splendid country palace of the

governor-general is here, and around it an exten-

sive and famous botanic garden.

Bujalan'cVs a city of Andalusia, Spain, 25

miles E. of Cordova.
"^

It has an old Moorish
castle, and manufactures of leather and woollen

cloth. Pop. 9974.

Biikkiim Wood. See Brazil-wood, and
SAI'TAN-WOOD.

Bukklir, a fortified island of the Indus, in

Sind, between the towns of Rohri and Sukkur.

Composed of limestone, it is 800 yards long and 300

broad, and lises 35 feet above the stream. The
great Lansdowne cantilever railway briilge ( 1886-

89) across the Indus here, which is 1200 feet long,

takes advantage of the island.
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Bllkovilia ('beech-land'), a province in the

extreme east of the Austro-Hungarian empire,

surrounded by Galicia, Russia, Moldavia, and
Hun-ary. Area, 4035 sq. m. ; pop. (1869)513,404;

( 1890 ) 646,501 , of wlioiu 42 per cent, are llutlienians,

32 Moldavians, and 13 Jews, while 70 per cent,

belong to the Greek Cliuicli. It is traversed by
offsets of the Carpathians, culminating at 6077

feet ; gives rise to many rivers Uowing to-wards the

Slack Sea; and abounds in wood, along with con-

siderable mineral riches. Large numbers of cattle

are reared, and also excellent horses. The Buko-
wina, according to many Austrian historians, was
wrested from Transylvania in 1482 by Moldavia

;

but it had long before formed an integral portion

of the latter state, whose fortunes it shared till, in

1775, it was ceded by the Turks to Austria. For
a time it was united to Galicia, but in 1849 was
made a separate 'crown-land,' or province, and is

ofhcially still a duchy. Czernowitz is the capital.

Blllacail, a tov>Ti of Luzon, Philippines, at the

head of the bay of Manila, and 20 miles NW. of

the city of that name. Pop. 13,000.

Bulnk, See EoULAK.

Blllaildsliahr, a British district in the Meerut
division, S'orth-west Provinces of India, with an
area of 1915 sq. m., lying between the Jumna
and the Ganges. It forms a part of the Doab,
and presents the aspect of a monotonous culti-

vated plain, with an average elevation of 650 feet

above sea-level. The Ganges Canal passes through
the district from north to south, and artificial

irrigation has made many unpromising districts

ft-uitful. More than one-fourth of the cultivated

area is so supplied. Cereals, safflower, indigo,

cotton, and wool are exported. The East India
Railway passes through BuLindshahr, the Oudh
and Rohilkliand Railway crosses its south-east
corner. There are twelve towns Avith a popula-
tion of over 5000, of which the most important
are: Khurja (27,190), Sikandarabad (16,479), and
Bulandsliahr or Baran. This last, the administra-
tive headquarters, is a place of grefrt antiquity,
coins of Alexander the Great being still found here.

Pop. of town, 18,500.

Bulb* Our perennial herbs which die down
during the winter have always accumulated dining
the summer some store of reserve material (starch
and nitrogenous matters) which serves as capital

upon which to draw for their new and rapid start

in spring. This sub-

terranean store may
l)e deposited in roots

(e.g. orchis), in an
underground creeping
stem (e.g. rhizome of

iris or primrose), in

definite portions of

rhizome which are
then called tubers

(e.g. potato, Jeru-
salem artichoke ), or
in the lower portion
of the main axis

(
corm

of crocus), which thus
assumes a bullions
form (see Root, Rhi-
zome, Tuber, Corm ).

The term bulb is,

however, restricted

by botanists to those

a, side view ; 6, front view ; c, section, ^ases in wllicll the
store is deposited in

the leaf-bases, or in modifications of entire leaves.
The incipient bulb is })est seen in tlie common
wood-garlic (Allium urninum), in wJiich the store
iii deposited in the swollen spindle-shaped base of a

foliage leaf (tig. 1). Tiie first leaf of the following

year's growth is not swollen, but almost completely
insheathes the developing Hower a.xis, the hrst

foliage leaf of which again thickens as the
bulb, and develoi)S in its axil the bud of next
year. From such a simple form transitions in

all directions are easy : thus if we increase

the number of leaves, and unite without greatly
thickening their sheathing bases, we have the
incipient bulb of the leek. Here the store

is tleposited along an indefinite extent of leaf-

base, which the gardener accordingly artificially

extends by hoeing up earth around the plant, and
so arresting vegetation in the blanched portion,

and giving us the succulent parenchymatous escu-

lent which is so familiar in cookery. In the onion
or hyacinth, however, the area of storage becomes
clearly marked of!', and in autumn the vegetative
portion of the leaf dies away, leaving the succes-

sive leaf-bases overlapping each other around the

Fig. 1.—Bulb of Allium
ursinum

.

Fig. 2.

a, Timicated bulb of onion ; fc, onion leaf dissected off ; c, bulb
of Lilium candidum, showing a reduction of leaves towards
scaly bulb.

excessively shortened disc-like axis. This is the

so-called tunicated bulb (fig. 2).

In almost odl forms of this, one or more of the
lowermost leaves of the axis cease to appear above
ground ; and in some cases (e.g. Lilium candidum)
where the bull) is made up of more . than one
year's growth, it is composed of first the thickened
leaf-bases of a previous year; next the short, thick,

scaly leaves of the lower portion of the axis ; and
within this the swollen leaf-bases of the upjier

portion (fig. 2, c). This leads to the case presented
by other lilies (e.g. L. marfagon and hulbiferum)
in which the foliage leaves are restricted to the
upper portion of the axis, and the leaves of suc-

cessive years forming the bulb are all subterranean
and reduced to sAvollen overlapping scales. This
is the so-called scaly bulb.

In some cases many new daughter-bulbs may
develop in the axils of the leaves composing the
parent bulb ; such are the so-called cloves of garlic

{ Allium sativum). Tunicated bulbs are hence
sometimes propagated by cutting across trans-

versely ; a series of axillary Imds is thus compelled
to arise. In Lilium bulbiferum the same prin-

ciple appears, and in its sim])]est form; for the
buds in the axils of the foliage leaves are developed
as small bulbs (Imlbils), and these readily fall of!

and take root. In otlier species (A. Schuitujjrasum,

A. fallax), we find incipient cases of bud formati(m
along a rhizome; and this becomes strongly marked
in the common Saxifrar/a granulata, of which the
crowded bulbs are not unfrequently mistaken for

mere tuberous swellings along the roots, until

dissection proves that we have to do with the
bulbous buds of spreading rhizomes.
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The use of the built to the plant, as atlonling at
once a citadel of refu>,'e tlurinj,' the severity of the
winter of cold climates, or of the dry season of
wanner ones, and a store of materials for a vijjor-

ous start in spring l>efore the competition of other
plants has liecome active, will he sufficiently
obvious; and the importance of bulbous ])lants in
such peculiar climates as that of Siberia or of the
Cape of (Jood Hope is tiius readily accounted for.

The large nutritive store gives a jtroportional possi-
bility of reproductive outlay, and the remarkable
size and beauty as well as the earliness of flower-
ing of most bulbous plants is thus explained. For
all these reasons, jvs well as the ease of their culti-
vation, preservation, and transport, they have
always been greatly valued by the Horist; their
nutritive store in some cases makes them valuable
and savouiy articles of food ; while othei-s—such as
that of S(iuills (Scilla, fj^.v.)—c<mtain also products
of vegetable waste, which have turned out to be
of mediciiiiil importance.

Blllblll. a Turkish name (used also in Persian)
for the nightingale, which has found its v.ay into
English ]M)utrv through Moore's and Byion's patron-
age. IJut the same name is given in India to a
verv ditlerent bird, PijiiKniotiis hanionhoii.s, usually
ranlced among the babbling thrushes (Timelina?).
It is a little bird of brilliant plumage, and the
male ha.s a crest or tuft on its head. It is remark-
able for its pugnacity ; the Singhalese consider it

the nu)st ijiuitr of ail hirds. Its powers of song
have also earned for it the name of 'Ceylon nightin-

f;ale.' The name bulbul is also applied to related
onus like the Hristle-necked Bulbuls (Cn'n/ijcr) in

Western Africa, India, &c., and the Ked-whiskered
Bulbul (Otori()nj)sajocos(() of India and IJurma.

Bulgaria, a principality in the Halkan Pen-
insula (cj.v.i, lying between the Danulte and the
Balkans, was created by the Treaty of Berlin, 13th
July 1S78. Th<- area <if Bulgaria is 24,699 sij. m. ;

that of Eastern lioumelia, 1 3,801 -together nearly
e<|ual to two-thirds of the area of England ( without
Wales). The north of Hulgaiia is fertile |)laiii and
hilly country ; the south is wooded and mountain-
ous. A fine waterv.ay iis her northern boundary
and an outlet to the Black Sea, a seaboaril, a
mild climate, a purely agricultural country capable
of great de\elopment and of maintaining five times
the present po|)ulation, free institutions aii<l about
the most liberal constitution in Europe, a jieasantry

possessing the solid nualitics and persevering in-

(lustry of northern races—with these elements for

her eronomic development her right to a national
existence cannot be disputed.

In lSi)3 tiie population of Bulgaria and Eastern
Roumelia logetiier was 3,3tJ9,Sl(; —76 per cent.

Greek-Orthodo.\, 21 .Mohammeilan, 0-59 Roman
Catholic, and 0-77 Jewish. Since 1850, /e^ilous

efforts by American missionaries iiave forwarded

education, but ma<le few converls. The ' Robert

College' at Con-taiiiinoide has educated many
Bulgarians in Englisli and American political

\
ideas. Grouped according to language, 67 Jier cent.

;
were Bulgarians, 26-26 ])er cent. Turks, 244 per

cent. Wallachians, 1-87 percent. Tsigans (Gyiisies),

and the remainder chiefly ( Jreeks, Jews, and Tartars.

Sofia (ii.v.) is thecai)ital ; the other j>rincipal towns

being \ arna, Shumla, Rustcfiuk. \\ idin, Razgrad,

Sistova, Tirnova, and Plevna. The iiopulatious in

the towns have greatly diminislied since the Russo-

Turkish war, owing to the emigiation of the Mus-
sulmans (chiefly to -Asia Minor) in onler to avoid

military .service ; and the same may be said of

Eastern Roumelia. It has been stated that 200,000

Mussulmans have thus emigrated fnmi Bulgaria

alone. Farther westwards the emigration has been

more pronounced. For example, Widin, which

before the war had 30,000 inhabitants, in 1881
had only 13,714. Their deitarture has been a gain
to the native populations, for their lands have been
sold at a nominal price to the peasantry, and the
commercial trathc (chiefly with Austria) has nearly
doubled in value.
E.\sTERN Roumelia—now incorporated with

Bulgaria—is, in many respects, in advance of the
sister-country ; it has much longer been open to
European influences, connected as it is \vith

Constantinople and the south by the valley of

;

the Maritza. Eastern Roumelia obtained adminis-
' trative autonomy by the Treaty of Berlin.

The physical asjiects of the country are very

I

varied, the surface in the west being broken up by
the ottshoots of the Albanian ranges, and in the
north and north-east by the Balkans and their
spurs. According to the latest statistical returns,

1,663,000 acres of land were under tillage. The
principal exports are cereals, and the imjtorts live-

stock ; but there are important woollen mainifac-
tures, and the growth of the vine and t()l)acco

receives considerable attention. One of the most
thriving branches of native industry is the jiroduc-

tion of attar of roses ; in the sheltered villages

south of the Balkans its value in one year may
reach i;.')00,()00. The silk industry was revived in

1890-95. The census of 1SS5 gave the total ]iopu-

lation of the province at 975,030, composed of the
following: Christian Bulgarians, 681,734; Turks
and Moslem Bulgarians, 200,498 ; Greeks, 53,028

;

(iyp.sies, 27.190; Jews, 6982; Armenians, 1865;
foreigners, 3733. These figures show the prepon-
ilerating numbeis of the Bulgarians. Pliilippopolis

(q.v. ) is the caiutal.

In the first two years of the autonomy, the
nationalities, as migfit have been ex|)ccte(l, M'ere

in constant conflict, but the Bulgarians had no
difliculty in obtaining the upper hand. Both
parties of the government ecjually desired the
union of the two Bulgarias ; but it \\ as the
Unionists (Nationalists) who, in the summer of

:884, organised the peti1;ion for incorporation with
the principality.

The Bulgarians in general are of smaller stature
than their neighbours, the Servians ; but they are
powerfully built, anil carry a firm head on their

shoulders. The ithy.sinue is distinctly dill'erent from
lliat of ^)ure Slavs ; the features show some traces

of the origanal. Without possessing the vivacity of

the Roumanian, or the esprit of the Servian, the
Bulgarian has no less a share of intelligence. The
typical Bulgarian is a jteaceful j)easant, laborious

and sensible, a good husltand and a good father,

loving the comforts of home, and practising the

domestic virtues. Education h,as Iteen very zeal-

ously and steadily promoted. There were only a
few private schools in 1878; in 1881 there were
1760 teachers, in 1892 upwards of 5000.

The Bulgarians exteiltl far beyond the boundaries
of the two Bulgarian states. In a great part of

Macedonia they constitute the Inilk of the people ;

in Bessarabia they are numerous ; and in the Banat
they number sonie 26,000, alF-X-atholics. The Bul-

garian authorities state the total number of Bul-

garians at si.x or even seven millions ; most others

compute them to amount to about five millions.

They are very numerous in Constantinople.

Bulgaria possesses one of the freest and most
democratic constitutions in Europe, wliicli, like

tliat of Eastern Roumelia, seems to be modelled
on the lines of the Belgian constitution, except

that there is no second chamber, and election of

the Sobraiijr or National Assemldy is by universal

suffrage. The monarchy is ' hereditary,' ami under
the sovereignty of the Porte. Military service

is obligatory. Tiie army of Bulgaria (with Eastern

Roumelia) contained in 1894 about 36,000 men on a
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peace footing, while tlie war streiijj;tli is 100,000.

The fleet comprises 4 ships of war and 10 armed gun-

sloops. Tlie budget of 1894 showed a revenue of a

little over £4,(J00,000, wiiich was considerahly ex-

ceeded hy tlie expenditure ( largely for public works ).

Histoni.—The country nov.' known as Bulgaria
was orig'inally inhabited by Thracians, and under
the Romans formed the province of Moesia.

Wasted by Goths and Huns, it was afterwards
overrun and occupied by the Slavonic Slovenians.

The Bulgars were originally an Ural-Altaic iieoi)le.

Coming from the banks of the Volga (where
IJolgary was their capital), they first crossed the

Danube in the Gth century, and occupied the

eastern jiortion of the jjeninsula. Though jirob-

aljly fewer in number, they rapidly subjected their

Slav predecessors, adopted their language and
customs, and, at once absorbing and being absorbed,
became a great Slav power. In 864 their prince,

Boris, was baptised, .and the Bulgarians became
dependent on the patriarchate of Constantinople.
During the 9th and lOtli centuries the Bulgarians
were victorious in their wars against the Magyars
in the north and the Greeks in the south, and
had reached the height of their power. Their
prince, Simeon, assumed the title of 'Autocrat or

Czar of all the Bulgarians and of the Greeks.'
They dominated the greater part of the penin-

sula, including Macedonia, Thessaly, Epirus, and
Albania. The Bulgarian archbishop was made
an independent patriarch, and the Serbs and even
the Byzantines paid Simeon tribute. It is inter-

esting to note in reference to the Bulgarian
ascendency that, already in 976, their czar, Shish-
man, whose power ranged over the whole peninsula,
conceived the idea of a state founded on the unity
of race, and caused himself to be styled ' Emperor
of the Slavs.' In 963 the western part of Bul-
garia broke loose from the eastern to form a new
kingdom, and so weakened the Bulgaiians in their

constant rivalry with the Byzantine emperors.
The bloody wars continued ; in the end of the
10th century part of Eastern Bulgaria was incor-

porated with the Byzantine empire, and in 1018
the Avestern Bulgarian kingdom became a Byzan-
tine province. A third Bulgarian kingdom was
formed in 1186 by a successful rebellion, and
maintained itself against the emperors of Con-
stantinople until the arrival of the Osmanli
Turks. The Greeks, Avho feared and hated
them, attril)uted such shameful vices to their
persistent enemies, that the name of Bulgarian
came in most European tongues to be the
most odious of epithets. (For the Bogomili puri-
tanism of the l'2th century, see BOGOMILI.) In
1356 Bulgaria and her ally, Servia, pressed to the
walls of Constantinople, and only failed in the
establishment of a great Slav state by reason of the
defectiveness of their administrative organisation.
The Servians finally succumbed at the decisive
battle of Kossovo in 1389, and Tirnova, the
Bulgarian capital, was taken four years Later by
the son of Bajazet. From that time the Ottoman
power commenced to dominate. Bulgaria, under
the influence of Byzantium and of Christianity,
had attained in the middle ages a degree
of civilisation equal to that of western nations

;

but the invasions, first of the Tartars, and sub-
serjuently of the Osmanli, entirely destroyed it,

and the ancient warlike character of the race
seemed to have been lost for ever, though rebellions
took place from time to time. The first national
awakening dates from the year 1762, when the
monk Paysios, then at Mount Athos, wrote the
national chronicles, and revived memories of
ancient glory. A new national literature l>egan ;

the first Bulgarian school was opened in 1835, and
was followed by others. A newspaper tippeared in

1844. The Crimean war stirred up Slavonic sym-
pathies whicii Russia has sedulously and naturally
cherished. In 1872 the Bulgarian Clmrch and arch-

bishop became again inde])endent of the hated
supremacy of the tireek i)atriarcb.

During the troubles in Bosnia and Herzegovina
in 1875, excitement in Bulgaria began, but two or

three ill-organised local risings in 1876 were swiftly
suppressed by Turkish troojjs. The unconcealed
aspirations of the Christians provoked the sus-

picions and fears of the Moslems, and the Turkish
inhabitants of Bulgaria rose against their unarmed
Christian neighbours, assistecl hy the notorious
Bashi-Bazouks, or irregular troops. In the pro-

vinces of Philippopolis and Tirnova fifty-eight

villages had by June 1876 been destroyed, and
twelve thousand men, women, and children cruelly

slain. The ' Bulgarian atrocities ' awakened horror
throughout Europe, especially in England ; and
a conference at Constantinople ])roposed to tlie

Porte the organisation of two autonomous pro-

vinces. The Porte refused to make concessions.

Russia, in its assumed capacity as guardian of the
Slavic races of Turkey, declared war (1877). By
the treaty of San Stefano, the viotoricms Russians
(March 1878) proposed to constitute a Bulgarian
state within the limits of the old kingdom, ex-

tending from the Danube across Macedonia to the
^Egean. But the dissatisfaction of Austria and
Britain with the proposed arrangement led to the
Berlin Congress ; and the Berlin treaty ( 13th July
1878) constituted an autonomous, though tributary,

Bulgaria north of the Balkans, whilst to the inainlj'^

Bulgarian province south of them, that of Eastern
Roumelia (q.v. ), it granted administrative auto-

nomy. The prince of Bulgaria, freely elected l)y the
people, must be confirmed by tlie Porte with the
assent of the Powers. The first choice of the Bul-

garians was Prince Alexander of Battenberg, a cousin
of the Grand-duke of Hesse, who in 1879 became
Alexander I. of Bulgaria. In the autumn of 1885,

the outbreak of a revolution in Eastern Roumelia,
and Prince Alexander's acceptance of its union
to Bulgaria, provoked the jealousy of Servia ; and
on 14tli November King Milan invaded Bulgaria,

anticipating an easy march to Sofia. In the four-

teen days' A\ar which ensued, the Bulgarians
sufi'ered temporary defeat, till, by his gallantry

and generalship at Slivnitza, Prince Alexander
turned the tide of fortune, and, driving the Servians
back through the Dragoman Pass, entered Servian
territory at the head of 50,000 men, and captured
Pilot. In March 1886 peace was concluded be-

tween Servia and Bulgaria ; and Prince Alexander
was ultimately recognised by the Porte as governor-
general of Eastern Roumelia. The prince, origin-

ally regarded as too Russian in his symijathies,

had become the centre of Bulgarian national
aspirations, and the darling of the people. At
the same time he fell more and more into disfavour

with Russia and the czar. In the summer of 1886
he was kidnapped by Russian })artisans and carried

into Russia. Returning immediately, he received

an enthusiastic reception ; but owing to the
hostility of Russia, he felt himself compelled to

abdicate. A i)rovisional government was formed,
and firmly maintained the national cause in de-

fiance of very strong Russian ])ressure. In the

summer of 1887 Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg,
against the will of the great Powers ( especially

of Russia), accepted an invitation by the regency
to fill the vacant throne.

Language and Literature.—Tiie (u-iginal Bul-
garian was of course an Ural-Altaic or Ugrian
liinguage, but it has left only a few traces in

the Slavonic speech adopted by the Bulgarians
who settled in the Balkan Peninsula. The old

Bulgarian Slavonic tongue is closely allied to the
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great Russian, Imt some Servian, (ireek, Romanic,
Albanian, and Turkisli elements have found their
way into t!ie lan^ruajre. The literature in the old
palmy days consisted cliieHy of translations from
tiie Greek, and theological works. The modem
literature (since 1762) is chielly educational and
jKipular and political. The poems of Slaviikov,
the novels of Karavelov, the hi.storical works of
Drinov, deserve mention ; there is also a rich
lyrical popular poetry. The Cyrillic alphabet is

tiiat ordinarily used, as in Russian—namely, that
nKxlified out of the Greek by Cyril (q.v.f. tjee

Dozov, Chnn-sons Bulfjairs (iSTo); Rosen, Bid-
gari-sc/tc VoUcsdichtinir) (1879); the grammar and
dictionary (Bulgarian-English) by Morse ami
V'a,silief (Constant. lS.i9-6()) ; and' for an article
on the literature, the Westminster lievicir im 1878.
On Bulijaria, see the history by Jirecek (Prague,
187o; (Jerman trans. 1S7(5); the German work of
Kanitz (2(1 ed. ISSO); Rarkleys Bnhniria before
the Jr«/(1S77); Minchin, Bulyaria sinrc the War
(1880); Samuelson, Biitijaria, Fast and Present
(1888) ; Dicey, The Pea.sa„t State [ 1894) ; Huyshe,
The l.ihirfitinn of Bid'/aria (1894).

Bnlgarill, F.vddki Vknediktovich, Ru.ssian
author and journalist, born in Minsk in 1789,
served in the I'lissian army, but linding himself
neglectetl, in 1810 joined Napoleon. In 1819 he
retunjed to St Peterslmrg, where his writings soon
attracted notice by their intense satire and intense
servilitv. In 1825 he started the S.seremaju Ptchela
('Nortiiern Ree'), a daily jiaper, which for long
was alone permitted to discuss jmlitical fjuestions.

He w.as a privy-councillor at his death, l.'kh

September 1S.')9. A zealous supporter of reaction
and of al>soIutism, he enjoyed, through relations
with the secret police, Jin unlimited jiower, which
he freely used to the detriment of opponents. He
wjus a witty and versatile writer, and published
travels, histories, novels, and statistical wcnks,
some of them of value. His Memoira appeared in

G vols, in l.s4t> oO (Ger. trans. Jena, 18j8^1 ).

Bulkheads, in a shij), are the jiartitions between
the several portions of the interior, whether to
sejiarate it into compartments t<j suit the exigencies
of stowage or l<»ading, or as a safeguard against
foundering (.see HlDV.VNCV). Rulkheads are
either tran.srersr—i.e. running athwart the vessel

—

or lonrjituilinal— i.e. in the direction of the vessel's

length, and are usually made watertight, thus
•lividing the interior of the vessel into three, four,

or more compartments, each of which is self-con-

tained, and watertight in reference to its neigh-

bours. Should any one of tlie compartments,
through damage to the skin of the vessel, be laid

open to the sea, its .self-contained character pre-

vents the water penetrating the other compart-
ments, thus les.sening the risk of foundering, if not
altogether i)reventing it. In very many of the
mfnlern high-class mail ami passenger steamships,
the hull is subdivided to sucli an extent that if any
two compartments b<! simultaneously laid open to

the sea, the vessel still retains sufficient floating

power. T<j a very large extent this degree of sub-

division has been attained through the encourage-
ment held out to shipownei's by the Admiralty,
that for .ships so divideil there is the likelihood of

employment in time r)f war. The great majority
of menhant steamers, however, are not yet so per-

fectly subdivided, objections being taken to the

system by shipowners on the score of expense, of

extra weight of hull, and of the alleged incon-

venience in the working of cargo. The Merchant
Shii>i»ing Act of 18r)4 provided for the fitting of a

certain number of bulkheads in steamers, but the

erowth in ship dimensions soon rendered this

inelastic provision utterly useless, if not mis-

chievous, and it was repealed in 1862. Lloyd's
Registry for the classification of ships has virtually
assumed the functions which the government and
the Board of Trade then discarded, and the rules
of this society provide for a degree of subdivision
in steamships, which is on the whole satisfactory.

In sailing-ships there is almost an entire absence
of bulkheads, the only one consiilered necessary
being that nearest the bow, the intention being
to provide against damage to the bow through
collision, hence this bulkhead is generally known
as the ' collision ' bulkhead. In numberless in-

stances the collision bulkhead has saved the vessel
which struck another 'bow on;' but the cimimon
case is for the iron ship which is struck to founder,
if her broadside is penetratol l)elow water.

Since 1874-78 tlie practice of carrying ^vate^
ballast (see Ballast) in the bottom of merchant
steamers, to secure the recjuisite stalnlity when un-
loaded with cargo, has resulted in various types of
double or cellular l)ottoms, which are of the greatest
benefit in the event of damage to the vessel's outer
skin. The presence of the inner and watertight
bottom in such cases has iu)t unfrequently been the
salvation of the vessel after grounding on rocks.

In ironclads such as the Achilles and the Derasta-
tiuit, which have inner bottoms, there are compart-
ments to the number of about 105, each of which is

watertight as regards its neighbours. In the tor-

pedo-ram Polyphemus and other recent vessels the
subdivision j>rinciple has been carried out to even a
more elaborate extent.

Bull. The word is derived from the Lat. bulla,

'a bu])ble of water,' .and then 'a round ball of

any kind.' In the middle ages it came to signify

the cap.sule of the seal appended to letters from
emi)eroi-s or poi)es, next it was used for the seal

itself, and lastly for the document to which the
seal was appended. Its use is now commonly
restricteil to papal documents issued with certain
indispensaVde formalities.

These formalities have varied greatly from age
to age, and we must content ourselves with an
account of the modern practice down to December
1878, and of the changes made at that date liy the
reigning pontill' Leo XIII. Down to that time, a
bull had a seal, usually of lead, occasionally of gold,

attached to it. On one side was the ollicial name
of the pope (e.g. (Jregory XV 1., I'ius IX.), on the
other the heads of Peter and Paul, separated by
a cross and surmounted by the letters SPE (i.e.

' Sanctus Petrus')and SPA (i.e. ' Sanctus Pauhis')
resi)ectively. The seal was fastened by red or yellow
silk, or by uncoloured hemp, according to the
nature of the contents. Bulls were written on
strong parchment and in the Latin tongue. They
began with the words ' N. episcopus servus servo-

nim Dei dilecto filio (or dilectis liliis, &c.), salutem
et apostolicam l>ene(lictionem.' Sometimes in

cases where permanent decisions were given or
privileges of great moment conferred, the words
' In perpetuuni," or ' In it'teniam rei memoriam,'
were sul)Stitutefl for ' Salutem et apostolicam bene-
dictionem.' Sometimes, also, when no special

persons were addres.sed, 'In peii)etuum,' «.\:c.,

immediately follows the 'Servus servonim Dei.'

Usually signatures are added below in testimony
that the bull is authentic. Formerly it was
common for the cardinals to sign ; later on this was
done by various meml>ers of the curia, specially l)y

the protodatary, secretary of briefs, and vice-chan-

cellor. The bull is dated according to the year of

the incarnation, the year of the pontificate., and
the day of the month after the old Roman reckon-

ing. The character used from the reign of Adrian
YI. to our own day is of that crabbed and indis-

tinct kind known as ' litera S. Petri,' or in Italj'

as the ' carattere bollatico ' or ' teutonico. ' Finally,
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the bull is expedited from the apostolic chancery in

the Vatican.
By a Mutii propn'o of December 9, 1878, Leo

XIII. ordained that the leaden seal in use for more
than a tliousand years should be employed hence-

forth only in case of bulls concerning collations,

erections,' and dismemberments of greater benefices

(reserved to the pope), and other solemn acts of the

holy see. In other bulls, ' especially those relating

to ordinary benefices and marriage dispensations,'

the old leaden seal is to be replaced by a red one
stamped on the parchment itself, with the heads of

St Peter and St Paul surrounded by tiie name of the

reigning pope. The ordinary Latin current writing

is henceforth to displace the Gothic character.

The divisions of bulls into different species—e.g.
' consistoriales,' issued after consultation in con-

sistory ;
' dimidife,' by a pope not yet crowned, &c.—

possess little general interest. If v»'e add to the

words of Leo XIII., just quoted, bulls conveying
doctrinal decisions, we have a correct idea of the

objects for which bulls are published. It is a mis-

take to suppose that bulls are always, and of

necessity, more important than briefs.

A BullariuDi is a collection made without official

authority of papal documents ( not necessarily bulls

in the strict sense) which have not found a place in

the Corpus Juris. A bullarium may contain the
acts of a particular pope, or may l>e limited to bulls

relating to particular orders, churches, &C., or it

may comprise bulls of all ages, and on all kinds
of subjects, excluding only those already to be
found in the Corpus Juris. The first bullarium
appeared at Rome in 1586, edited by Cherubini.
The most convenient is that published at Turin ( 24
vols. 1857-72).

Bull, a ludicrous blunder in speech implying
some obvious absurdity or contradiction. The
origin of the name is supposed to be due to the
contrast in papal bulls between the assertion of

excessive humility in the title, by which the pope
styles himself 'servant of servants,' and his

assumption of absolute supremacy and authority
over tlie world. It is found with much the same
sense as early as the 14tli century in the
Cursor Mundi. Bulls in their best form are usually
alleged to be an especial prerogative of Irishmen

—

at least it is certain that the best examples have
come from Ireland. Coleridge, remarking on the
well-known laill, ' I was a tine child, Imt they
changed me,' says :

' The bull consists in the bring-

ing together two in.compatible thoughts, with the
sensation but v/itliout tlie sense of their connection.

'

Sydney Smith, whose authority is supreme in this

region, says :
' A bull is an apparent congruity, and

real incongruity of ideas, .suddenly discovered.' It

is ' the very reverse of wit ; for as wit discovers real

relations tliat are not apparent, bulls admit ajjparent

relations that are not real.' See iheEssai/ on Irish

Bulls ( 1803) by Miss Edgeworth and her father.

Bull, George, D.D., divine, was born at Wells,
Somersetshire, in 1634, and studied at Exeter
College, Oxford, whence he retired in 1649, hav-
ing refused to take the commonwealth oath.

Ordained in 1655, he took the small parish of St
George's, Bristol, and suUsequently obtained the
rectory of Siddington, Cirencester (1658), that of

Averiing, Stroud (1685), the archdeaconry of

Llandatt" ( 1686), ami the bishopric of St Davids
(1705). He flied at Brecknock, 17th February
1710. His Hurinonia Apostolica (1670), whose
object vv^as to reconcile the apostles Paul and
James on the subject of justification, occasioned
considerable controversy among divines, and, in

answer. Bull publislied his Exameii Ccnsitra; and
Apologia pro Harmunia. His greatest work, the

Defensio Fidei Nicenos (1885), was directed against

Arians and Socinians, Tritheists and Sabellians
;

for liis Judicium Ecclcsiiv Catholicw (1694) the

thanks of the whole French clergy were sent to

him tiirough tiie celebrated Bossuet. These are

included in l)r Burton's edition of his works (8 vols.

Oxford, 1827), to which is j)refixed a Life by R.
Nelson ; and they are translateil in the Library of
Anglo-Catholic Theology (Oxford, 1842-55).

Bull, John, a generic name for an Englishman
as a personification of what is supposed to be the

English type, from Arbuthnot's use of the name in

his History of John Bull ( 1712 ; reprinted complete
in Pope's 'Miscellanies' in 1728). The subject of

that history is the ' Spanish Succession during the
reigns of Queen Anne and Louis XIV.' Queen
Anne is ' Mrs Bull

;

'
' John Bull's mother ' is the

Church of England; and 'John Bull's sister Peg'
is the Scotch nation, represented as in love with
Jack ( Calvin ). The description of Bull is so close

to the familiar figure in the pa<'es of Fun 'It that a
sentence or tAvo must be quoted :

' Bull in the main
was an honest plain-dealing fellow, choleric, bold,

and of a very inconstant temi)er. He dreaded not
old Lewis (Louis XIV.), either at l)ack-sword,

single falchion, or cudgel-play ; but then he was
very apt to quarrel with his best friends, especially

if tiiey pretended to govern him. If you nattered
him, you might lead him as a child.'

Bull, John, musician, born in Somersetslure
about 1563, was appointed organist in the Queen's
Cha.pel in 1591, first music lecturer at Gresham
College in 1596, and organist to James I. in 1607.

A Catholic, he tied beyond seas in 1613, and at

Brussels entered the archdukes service ; in 1617 he
became organist of Antwerp Cathedral, and there

lie died, 12th March 1628. Little of his music has
been printed. Tlie claim advanced for him to the

authorship of 'God save the King' (see NATIONAL
Hymns) is better founded than the impossible story

of his adding, within a few hours, forty parts to a
composition already written in forty parts ; but
from the extreme difficulty of his instrumental

music, it would appear that his great rejjutation as

an organist was deserved.

Bull, Ole Bornemann, a famous violinist, was
born 5th February 1810, at Bergen, in Norway. His
father's opposition only deepened his na,tur-al passion

for music. In 1829 he went to study under Spolir

at Cassel, but was so coldly received that he betook
himself to Gottinge'n to study law. But music
soon asserted its mastery over him, and an acquaint-

ance with Paganini gave him the impulse that he
needed. He accompanied his master to Paris, but
here his fortune sunk so low that he thought of

drowning himself in the Seine. The i)atronage

of a lady of rank saved him, and soon he rose

to fame as a violinist. His style of playing was
in some respects like that of Paganini. He was
received in Italy with prodigious enthusiasm, and
after visiting England, Scotland, and Ireland, he
made a tour of triumph through Ru.ssia, Germany,
and Norway. In 1844 he sailed to America,
whence he returned three years later. In 1855 he
went out once more, and made enormous sums
by his concerts, much of which he lost by unfor-

tunate land speculations, especially an attempt to

foun<l a colony of Scandinavians in Pennsylvania.

This turned out a complete fiasco, and once more
Bull had to take to his violin. He .afterwards paid

a third visit to the United States, but returned to

end his days in Europe. He died at his villa near

Bergen. 17th August 1880. If it is not true that he

was half charlatan, half genius, it may be .said with
truth that lie was quite as much a bizarre A-irtuoso

as a great artist. His compositions have had but
little rejiutation apart from his own playing. See
the Memoir by Sara C. Bull (1836).
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Bulla

Bulla, or BlBBLE-.SHELL, a ;_'eims of Gasteropod
Moliusos, formerly somewhat ambiguous, l)ut now
detiDeil as one of the Tectihranchs or 'snails' with

concealed posterior gills. In
the family (HuUiiUe) to which
the liulihle-shell lielongs, the
shell is tiiin, often almost glob-
ular, with concealed spire and
wide aperture. It serves to
protect tiie gills, and less fre-

'luently the entire animal. In
some ca^es it is quite c(jvered

bv the mantle and foot lobes. In tiie closely
allied Haminea, tlie shell is hoiny and elastic; in
the Sea-hares (Aplysia) it is verv rudimentary;
in some of the likewise nearly related Philinidie
it is entirely absent. The Bnliid:e are carnivo-
rous, and limy plate;; in the gizzard aid iA in-

ternal mastication. Tliere are numerous fossil

and living species, all marine, and some British.
See (iAsTEUoi'ous.

Bullil, a metallic seal. See Bull, and Se.\l.

Bullaoe (I'mnus insititia), a shrub or small
tree, larger and much less sj)iny than the sloe, but
very closely allied to it, a.s it i.s also to the plum,
so that many liotanists regard them all as one
species (.see Plim). The fruit is larger tlian the
sloe, generally "lolxjse, and although it partakes
in some degree both of t.lie acidity and the rough-
ness of the sloe, it is not unpleasjint, especially
after having Ijeen mellowed bv frosts, and makes
excellent pies or tarts. ' A bullace-pie is a stand-
ing disii at tiie harvest-home supper in the south of

Englan<l, only it reouireth rather more sugar than
the housewife is always willing to allow.' The
bullace is common in liedges, coppices, and banks
in England, and in many jiarts ot Europe, and is

sparingly naturalised in the L'nited States.

Blll!uei'*|>linu« the Jamaican name of the
plea-sjint fruits of .\le/irorc» bi/iii/n, a sapindaceous
tree intn-uluced from Guiana and New Granada.

BullaN <>r Blebs, are collections of serous fluid

of considerable size, situated imiiiediately beneath
the cuticle, and rai.sing it from the tnie skin.

They diiler from ve.~icl<'s only in -ize ; aiil no very

delinite line can l>e drawn betv.een a large %esicle

and a small bulla. They usually vary in diameter
from a quarter of an inch to two inche:^. The most
familiar examjiles are tlie ' blistei-s ' produced on
the hands by rowing, or the feet by walking.

They are inet with occasionally in many diseases

of the skin—e.g. eczema, erysipelas, urticaria,

.scabies, t!v:c. ; but in pemphigus and in sojiie forms

of hydroa they constitute the chief feature of the

disease.

Bllll-I;aitiim« a barbarous sport, once very

popular in England, and in which all clii.sses of

society delighted equally. A number of dogs were
set on to attack a bull ;'and in order that he might
be matle a.s furious as possible, his nose was some-

times blown full of beaten pepjier before he was
turned loose. Another form ot the sport was to

fasten the bull to a stake, by a rope of .some yards'

length, and to set bulldogs on him, one at a time,

which were trained to seize iiim by the ncse—
which, v.'lsen accomplished, was callesl piinnng

the bull. But no small iiart of the enjoyinent of

the spectators v.as derived from the success with

which the attacks of the dogs were met by the bull

lowering his head to the ground, and receiving

them on his horns, often tossing them to a great

distance. King James I. greatly delighted in this

sport ; and when the Czar Nicholas of Ku.ssia

visited England, before his accession to the empire,

a lM)xing-matcli and a bull-baiting were got up to

show him English tastes. Bnll-baiting v.as declared

illegal in 18;J5.

An equally barbarous sport, termed Bull-rmuititg,
was formerly practised at Stamford and Tutbury,
where men and women took the place of dogs,
maddened the bull with hideous noise, and then
pursued it with 'bull-clubs,' till the wretched
brute sank under the blows of its assailants.

Bulldog, a breed which is regarded as peculi-
arly English, the only country in which it has
been kept pure. The bulldog disputes with the
CTeyhound the honour of being the oldest known
dog. The general appearance of the bulldog
is that of a smooth-coated, compact dog, low in
stature, but broad and powerful, with a massive
head, large in proportion to its body, which is

short and well knit. The Imlldog should convey an
impression of determination and strength, without
unwieldiness. The following are its principal
points : Head as large as possible, measuring over
20 inches in circumference in tiist-rate specimens

;

'^aiJ?*^.:-c

Bulldog.

forehead flat, with the skin much wrinkled,

with a groove or indentation called the ' stop

'

running up between the eyes ; ears small and
thin, folding over at the back, showing the inside ;

eyes round, black, and not bloodshot ; the face

very short, the nose being set almost between the

eyes, allowing the dog to breathe while pinned on
to the bull in the old days of bull-baiting ; upper
lip joining the lower, quite covering the teeth,

wnich should not project ; shoulders sloping back
and muscular ; Ixxly well ribbed up, with the

belly tucked uj) ; back short, narrow at the

loins, the spine rising from the shoulders to the

loins, and curving to

the tail, forming an
arch, a characteristic

of the breed termed
'roach-back ;

' the tail

short and smooth, with
a slight twist which
[jrevents it being raised

ligh—an abortive or

'screw-tail,' though
common, is not a
good point ; fore-legs

straight boned, but
carried «ide a,part,

presenting a bowed
appearance ; action, a
peculiar roll, the body
swinging between the

fore-legs ; colour,
brindle, white, or
fawn; weight, about
50 lb. The bulldog Mas extensively used for Bull-

baiting (q.v. ), whence he derives his name. After

Bull-terrier.
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the aliolition of this pastime tlie breed fell into

iliscieilit, till his (lualities as a devoted and faithful

coini)auion gradually restored his poimhirity. The

bulldog shares with the gamecock the distinction

of being the most fearless of animals, but in dis-

position is so lazv that he is slow to take offence,

though he will tight to the death if attacked.

Tlie IJi'LL-TEKRiER was originally a cross be-

tween the bulldog and the terrier, but is now a

distinct breed. He combines the courage of tlie

bulldog with the activity of the terrier; his quick-

ness and sagacity make him a good companion,

though somewhat quarrelsome. Head long, with

pointed muzzle ; ears naturally large and erect,

but generally cut to a fine point; body lightly

ribbed but powerful ; colour, pure white.

Bllllei% Charles, bom in Calcutta in 1806,

was educated partly at Harrow and at Cambridge,

but during 1822-24 was Carlyle's pupil at Edin-

burgh. He Avas called to the Englisii bar in 1831,

and entering parliament as a philosophical Radical

before the Keform Bill, continued a member till

his untimely death, 29tli November 1848. He
accompanied the Earl of Durham (q.v.) to Canada
as his secretary, and was credited Avith the main
share in writing the Governor-general's famous

report on Canadian constitutional reforms.

Bllller« Sir Redvers Henry, born in 1839,

entered the armv in 1858. He served in China

(1860), the Red"^ River expedition (1870), the

Ashanti (1874) and Kaffir (1878) Avars, the Zulu

Avar (1878-79, Avhere he Avon the V.C), and the

Egyptian Avar. He Avas made C.B. in 1874,

K.C.M.G. 1882, K. C.B. 1885, lieutenant-general and

G.C.B. in 1894. In 1898 he had the chief com-

mand at Aldershot, and Avas sent to South Africa

as commander-in-chief in 1899, but on the arrival

of Lord Roberts he assumed the divisional com-

mand in Natal, where, after very severe figliting, he

succeeded in raising the siege of Ladysmith.

Bullet is the leaden projectile discharged from

any kind of small-arm. Formerly all bullets Avere

spherical, and cast in moulds. Now all ritiebullets

are elongated, and cut and stamped by machinery
from roils of lead. The forms are singularly

numerous. Robins's bullet Avas egg-shaped, Avith

the centre of graAdty at the larger end ; Beaufoys
Avas ovoid, Avith a hemispherical cavity at one end ;

Greener's Avas oval, Avith a plug of mixed metal

driven into a hole barely large enough for it ; Nor-

ton's, Delvigne's, and others Avere of various shapes,

generally Avith some kind of plug, Avhicli, driven

MODERN rifle-bullets.

Snider.

Length, 1-065'

Diameter, -STS'

Weight, 480 grs. 480 grs.

French Lee-

Chassepot. Metford.

1" Mark IV.
•463" pattern,

actual size.

380 grs.

into the lead by the force of the explosion, caused
it to expand, and take the grooves in the barrel.

This expanding or dilating action has l)een claimed

by many inventors ; but the government in 1857

awarded" ]Mr (ireener £1000, as the person Avho had
practically solved the dilliculty as far back as 1836.

Its efi'ect'is to communicate a twist to the bullet,

thus steadying it, and causing it to travel point

first. This enables a heavier, because longer, pro-

jectile to be liretl A\ith accuracy from a smaller

bore than Avas formerly used ; thereby presenting

less surface to the resistance of the air, and so in-

creasing the range.

The Prussian Itullet does not touch the grooves

;

the sabot takes them and communicates the twist

to tlie bullet. The shoulders of the Chassepot
bullet and the slight taper in the Martini-Henry
are for the same purpose. HolloAv-headed explo-

sive bullets are only used for shooting big game,
such*as elephants and tigers. Their use in Avar is

forliidden by the Convention of Geneva.
The bullet of the Lee-Metford rifle (see RiFLE),

which consists of a lead core covered with a nickel

casing, weighs only 217 grains, as compared with
the 384 grains of the Enfield- Martini of 1888. The
dum-dnm l)ullet Avas devised and made by tlie

Indian military authorities in their arsenals at Dum-
dum, near Calcutta, and is similar to the ordinary

Lee-Metford bullet, with the point flattened and
the lead exposed instead of being covered by the

nickel casing. This caused it to expand when it

struck, and made it much more effective than the

original bullet. The soldiers in the Indian frontier

Avars liled oft" the points of the bullets themselves
in imitation of the dam-diim. A Lee-Metford
bullet (Mark IV.), with a hollow in the front end,

intended to have the same 'stopping' pi"operty

as the dum-duin, Avas issued for service in the

British army in 1899 ; but it Avas not used in the
Transvaal Avar ( 1899-1900) on account of its being
considered an ' explosive bullet.' It is shoAvn in

the figure. See C.-VRTRIDGE, RiFLE; and, for steel

bullets, Machine Guns. Shot is treated in a
separate article.

Bullet- tree, or Bully -tree (Mimnsops
bakda), a sapotaceous tree found in Guiana, and
valued for its Avood, Avhicli is solid, heavy, close-

grained, and durable, and also for its delicious

cheriy-like fruit. It yields balata-gum, a valuable

substitute for india-rubber. The name is someAvhat

vaguely shared Avitli other fruit-bearing congenei-s.

Thus Bumclia rcttisa is the Bastard Bully-tree, and

B. ingens the Black Bully-tree, AA'hile Lticuma
mammosa, of Avhicli the fruit is called the marma-
lade, is sometimes called Jamaica Bully-tree.

BuU-fig'llt. Combats of men Avitli l)ulls for

the entertainment of the public Avere common in

Greece, particularly in Thessaly, and in Rome
under the emperors, though in later times they

Avere forbidilen both l)y emperors and popes. They
are still a favourite spectacle in Spain and Mexico,

Avhere, indeed, the corrida dc toros is the national

jjastime. In Spain they Avere aliolished by Charles

IV. ; but Joseph, Napoleon's brother, re-established

them out of policy, the mass of the Spanish popula-

tion being passionately fond of the sport. The
most magnificent bull-fights Avere at one time

instituted by the monarchs themselves ; at present,

Ijotli in the capital and in the larger towns of

Spain, they are held either as private speculations

or for the benefit of public institutions. So also in

the city of Mexico, where in the season of 1887

nearly £70,000 Avas spent in fitting up the six

rings" in Avhich bull-fights are held. In Madrid
the bull-lighting season commences in April and
lasts until November. During that time there is

at least one Sunday or Saint's-day afternoon in

every Aveek devoted to the sport. The )>rocceds

go to the funds of the public hospital. The
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fif^hts take place in a kind of circus, called the
Plaza cle Toros, round which the seats rise one
above another, like the steps of a stair, with a
tier of boxes over them. The Plaza is capable
of containinj^ from 10,0()0 to l.j.OOO people, wlio

pay a hiyli price of admission, considering the
rate of wages in Spain ; and all g<i attired in

their best to the spectacle. The Ciustilian bulls,

usually chosen for figlit in Madrid, are fiercer

anil more active, but inferior in strength to British

animals. The horses engaged in the conflicts are
worthless brutes, fit only for the knacker. The
men employed in the tight are generally those
who have oeen bred to it as a profession ; but
occa.sionallv amateurs may take part in it.

The bull-fight luus been described a.s a tragedy
in three acts. The j)rincipal performers in the first

are the piradoics ; in the second, the chidos are
the only actors ; the third and last act devolves
solely on tiie espada. The piradores are all

mounted, dressed like Spanish knights of the
olden time, and armeil witii a lance ; tiiey take
up their position in the middle of the circus,

opposite the biillstalls. The c/tidos, ^\ho are on
foot, are ^^ay with ril)lM)ns, and wear very bright-

coloured cloaks ; they distribute themselves in the

space between the barriei-s. The cupada or swords-

man is also on foot. He is handsomely dressed,

and iiolds in the right luyid a nake<l sword, in the

left the tnulita, a small stick, witli a piece of

scarlet-coloured silk attached. On a sign f,aven by
the president of the sport, .a bull is let out from the

stalls ; the /licadoici stanil ready in the arena wait-

ing his charge. Witli a bjave bull, tliev find all

tiieir skill re<|nisite in acting im the defensive;

with a cowardly one, they acton the ollensive ; and
should tiieir stabs be inefiectual in rousing the

animal to the re(iuisite fury, the poor bea.st is hooted

by the crowd, and ultimately stal)bed ingloriously

in the spine. Whenever a horse is woundetl,

the rider betakes himself to flight ; and when
either the above casualty happens, or a picador is

thrown, the r/iidos rusli in, and attract the bull by

their cloaks, saving themselves, if need be, by leap-

ing over the barrier which incloses the circus. At
the same time, another picador calls oil" the bull's

attention to himself by shouting. When tlie bull

begins to tlag, the picadores are succeeded by the

rhidos, who bring with them the Ijatidrrdla.s—i.e.

barbed darts about twi) feet long, ornamented with

coloured paper-llags, which they stick into the

neck of the animal. Sometimes these darts have

crackers attacheil to them, the explosion of which

makes the bull furious. The cspada now enters

ah)ne to complete tiie tragic business. As soon as

the bull's eve catches the itudrfa, he generally

rushes blindly at it ; and tiien the cspada, if well

skilled, dexterously plunges the sword between the

shoulder-blade and spine, up to the very hilt, and

the animal drops dead at his feet. A splendid team

of mules then enter, glittering with flags and tink-

ling with ^)ells, who drag oil' the slain at a gallop.

The victorious matador is greeted with acclama-

tions, and not less so the bull, siiould he wound or

even kill his antagonist, in wliich case another

matador steps forth into the arena ; but human life

is rarely sacrificed. From six to ten bulls are

usually despatched in a single day, twenty minutes

being about tlie time usuallv taken to slay one. It

has »)een computed that abiint 25(X) bulls and 3500

liorses are annually killed in Spanish bull-fights.

Every large town in Spain possesses a Plaza

de Toros, and so do many towns in Spanish

America; those of Madrid, Seville, and Caceres

are especially handsome. Bull-lighters personally

are esteemed much as prize-fighters are in Eng-

land ; but they are the idols of the lower classes,

from whose ranks they are drawn. Formerly, those

v/ho were killed on the spot, and died without con-
fession, were denied burial rites ; but a clergyman
is now in attendance with the consecrated host, in
case of accident.

Bullfinell [Pyrrluda ruhricilln or vidc/aris), a
bird of the great finch family Fringillida' (q.v. ),

a little larger than the common linnet, and of a
genus closely allied to the grosbeaks and crossbills.

The genus is particularly characterised by the
short, thick, rounded bill, of which the sides are
inflated and buljjing, and the tip of the upper jaw
overhangs that of the lower one. The plumage is

very soft and dense. The crown of the head, the
long wing-feathers, and the tail are shining black.

The back of the male is ashy gray, that of tiie

female brownisii gray. The under surface of the
male is a brigiit tile-red, tiiat of tiie female blnisli

gray. There is a conspicuous white bar across the
wing. The tail of the bullfinch is almost even.

This bird is not unfixviuent in l^ngiand, Irelanil,

and the south of Scotland ; and is found in most
parts of Europe, from the south of Norway to the

Mediterranean, extendin": eastward throughout
Asia, even to Japan. It frei^uents woods and
gardens, and buihls its nest in trees or bushes a
few feet from tiie ground. The nest is loose, made
of dry twigs and tilirous roots. Tiie eggs are four

in number, bluisli or purpiisii wiiite, spotted and
streaked with purplish gray and reddisii luown.

It feeds chiefly on seeds and lierries in winter, and
in spring is excessively destructive to the Inids of

fruit-trees in tliose localities in wiiicii it is aliund-

ant, selecting the flower-buds, and apparently find-

ing them the most palatable of ail food. Selijy

says :
' I iiave known a pair of these binls to strip

a considerable sized plum-tree of every l)ud in the

space of two days. ' On this account gardeners aie

.sometimes compelled to wage war against the l)ull-

finch. He is also deliberately adjudged to lie tiie

farmer's enemy by impartial judges (see Wood's
Farmer's Friends and rocs, 1888).

The song of this bird, in a wild state, is very

simple, but it is remarkably susceptible of improve-

ment by education. Some trained bullfinches can

wiiistle an air very accurately, and with a power and
variety of intonation far exceeding their natural

song.
"

Tiie ability to wiiistle several airs well is

rare. The training of these birds is a work botii

of time and trouble : it is chiefly carried on in

Germany. Not less than nine months of training

are requisite : it begins when the bird is a mere
nestling, and must l)e carefully continued till after

the fii-st moulting ; for it is a curious circumstance,

that all whicli has been previously acquired is very

apt to be lost at that time, or is afterwards so
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imperfectly rememlieied that the bird is of little

value. The buUlinch is capable of very strong

attachment to those who feed and caress it, and
often Ix'comes so thoroughly domesticated as to

exhiliit no desire for liberty (see Cagk-bikds).—
Curious variations of plumage are sometimes ob-

served in it.—Other species of the genus Pyrrhula
are known, natives of difl'erent parts of the world ;

and in this genus some ornithologists include Cory-
thus of Cuvier, of which one species, the Pine-tinch

or Pine Grosbeak, is a native of Britain. The
canary (Scrinus ccotur/niis) is closely allied.

Bllll-frog {Rana mitgiens), a species of Frog
(q.v.) found in most parts of the United States and
Canada, but cliiedy abundant in the southern
states. It is of a large size, 8 to 12 inches
long. The colour is olive green or reddish brown,
with large brown or black spots, and with a yellow
line along the back. The under surface is yellowish.

It receives its name from the remarkable loudness
of its voice, heard as a hollow bass in the froo-

concerts which take 2)lace in the evening and all

night long in marshy places in America. Its voice

can be distinctly heard at a distance of forty or

fifty yards. It sits for hours during the day, bask-
ing in the sun, near the margin of a stream, into
which it plunges with a great leap on the least

appearance of danger. It does not confine itself to
insects and worms like smaller frogs, but eats fish

and other frogs, and is said to be partial to young
ducks, and to swallow them entire. Audubon says
'its flesh is tender, white, and affords excellent
eating,' the hind-legs, however, being the only part
nsed. He adds that these parts make excellent
bait for the larger cat-fish, and that he generally
used the gun for procuring bull-frogs, loading with
very small shot.

Bullhead, or Miller's Thumb (Cottus gohio),

a small fish in the Acanthopterygii subdivision,
abundant in clear rivers and streams, in some
parts of the British Islands, throughout the greater
part of Europe, and in the north of Asia. It

seldom exceeds 3 or 4 inches in length. The colour
varies somewhat with the activity of the fish, but
is brown on the upper parts, and white beneath.

Bullhead.

The fins are rather large, prettily spotted, and
with rays slightly produced into spines. The
general appearance is not unlike that of the Gur-
nards (q.v.). The smoothness of the slippery skin,

and the quaint depressed head, have suggested its

names, that of miller's thumb referring to the
flatness caused by the miller's perpetually rubbing
flour between finger and thumb. The bullhead
eats all sorts of little animals and the spawn of

rival genera. Its own is buried in <a hole, mIucIi

the female makes with her tail, and over the
cradle the male watches. Its flesh is delicate,

and, when boiled, is reddish, like that of the
salmon.—The other British species of the genus
Cottus (q.v.) are marine. The Sea-scorpion [C.
Scorpio), or Father Lasher, is a common form
which sometimes ascends rivers. The name bull-

head is not usually given to any of them. A

sea-fish of a nearly allied genus ( Aspidophonis

)

is sometimes called the Armed Bullhead ; it is also
known as the Pogge (q.v. ).

Bullillgcr, Heinrich, a Swiss Reformer, was
born at Biemgarten, in the canton of Aargau,
July 18, loO-4. The son of a priest, who later
embraced the reformed doctrine and married the
mother of his fi\e sons, he became acquainted with
the writings of Luther during his studies at
Cologne ; next he attended the theological exposi-
tions of Zwingli at Kappel, and accompanied his
master to the religious conference held at Bern in

1528, which resulted in the reformaticm of the
canton. In 1529 he married a former nun, and
two vears later became jjastor of the principal
church at Zurich, and Zwingli's successor as
leader of the reformed party in its struggle with
the Catholics, as well as with the Zealots and the
Lutherans. He took a principal part in drawing
up the first Helvetic Confession at Basel in 1536,
and aided by his counsel the stru^^gling church
both in France and England. He died September
17, 1575. Part of the stoiy of his Life he wrote
himself in his Diarimn. His history of the
Reformation was edited by Hottingev and Vogel
(3 vols. 1838-40). See the Lives by Pestalozzi
(1858) and Christoftel (1875).

Bullion usually means uncoined gold and silver

in bars or other masses, though occasionally it is

used as practically synonjnuous with the precious
metals, coined and uncoined. The origin of the
word bullion in its present sense, as well as that of

the French Billon (q.v.), and the corresponding
Spanish vel/oti, seems to be as follows : Bullion
originally meant the mint, where the alloy for the
coinage was prepared and the coin stamped (either
from the Lat. bulla, a round boss or stud, or stamp ;

or from the verb hullare, to boil or bubble ) ; and
hence it came in England to signify the standard
metal of which the coins are made. In France,
where the kings del)ased the currency much more
than ever took place in England, billon, the mint,
came to signify the base mixture issued therefrom.

It is difficult to obtain trustworthy statistics

regarding the production and consumption of the
precious metals even at the ])resent time, and still

more so at remote periods. For ancient and medi-
eval times the reader may consult Jacob's Historical
Inquiry into the Production and Consumption of the
Precious Metcds, published 1831, which was long
regarded as the standard work on the whole sub-
ject. Recently, however, Dr Adolpli Soetboer has
made much more thorough investigations for the
period 1493-18S5, iind his Materials for the Study
of the Precious Metals is now the work most gener-
ally relied upon.
As regards the production of the precious metals,

two great revolutions are to be observed in the
16th and 19th centuries. Between 1493-1520 the
total production of gold and silver was in the
proi)ortion of about 57 per cent, of gold to 43 per
cent, of silver (the value being reckoned at the
actual value of the time), whilst between 1581-1600
the proportion became (in value) 17 '2 gold to 82 '8

silver. This change was principally due to the
discovery of the silver mines of I'otosi (1545).

Between 1831-40 tlie production (in value) was
34-9 gold to 05-1 silver, and for the i)eriod 1851-55
tlie proportion had become 77 '6 gold to 22'4 silver.

This change was caused by the discovery of the
great gold mines in Australia and California. The
magnitude of these discoveries may be estimated
from the fact that between 1493-1850 (358 years)

the total jiroduction of gold is given at 4,752,070
kilograms, whilst T)etween 1851-85 (35 years) it is

given at 6,383,388 kilograms. The value of a kilo-

gram of gold is £139, 10s. Since 1855 the relative
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product ion of yoM to silver lias ;,'r:uluiilly ileclined,

the lij,Mires for l)S81-85 l>ein''493 gold to 50 '7 silver.

The total production of gold (in value) was (1493-
1850) ahout £663,000,000, and from 1851-85
ahout £890,000,000 ; the total [iroduction of silver

(estimated at its actual gold value at diflerent
times) was (1493-1S50) ahout £1,472,000,000, and
from 1851-85 al.out £480,000, (MM).

The most remarkable circumstance in these
changes in the relative amounts of gold and silver

produce<l is the slight ettecl on the ratio between
gold and silver. Before the discovery of the rich
silver mines of Fotosi tiie ratio was (1521-40)
about lli : 1, and from 1601 20 it was only 12^ : 1.

A^ain, just before the great gold discoveries in

this century (1841-50) the ratio was 15'83 : 1, and
Ijetween 1851-55, in sj)ite of the enormous increase
in gold, it fell only to 15-41 : 1. See Bimetallism.

Tiie nroduction of tiie i>reci(ms metals must of

course be compared with tlieir consumption or use.

The principal uses are for cijiiuige, including keep-
ing up the coins to their full weight, for the arts,

an<l for hoiirds. Tiie statistics are largely con-

jectural, and are given by Dr Soetboer with due
re.serve. The most interesting conclusion is the
large increase in the use of gold for tiie arts ami
for exportation to the East, more tiian live-si.\ths of

the annual supply being used for tiiese purposes.

Biillo4*k's lieart. See Custard Aim'le.

Bllll-roaror« a provincial English name for

a boy's playtiiing, made of a piece of wood about
8 incites long and 3 broail, sliarpened somewhat
at the ends, to one end of whicli a string 30 inches

or so in length is tied, then twisted tigiitly round
the hnger, wiien tlie wiiole is whirled rai>idly round
and roiiml until a loud and peculiar whizzing noise

is produced. An instrument of tiie same kind,

called tnrnduH, is still used by the native Austra-

lians to produce a sound warning ott" intruders

during several religious mysteries; and Mr Andrew
Lang has not only collected evidence of its similar

u.se in New Mexico. New Zealand, and South
Africa, but identities it witli tiie ihumhos used in

the ancient (ireek mysteries, itself an unconscious

survival of more ancient and more savage mysteries.

See 'The Bull-roarer,' in Lang's Custom and
Mijtii ( 1SS4).

Bull Kllll. a small stream separating Fairfax

an<l rrince William counties in Virginia, about

25 miles \V. by S. of Wasliingtoii, and giving its

name to a faniims American ))attlelield, where two

battles were fougiit during the civil war on July

21, IHIil, and August 29, 1S()2. In the liist, the

Confederate army Of 22, (MX) men, commanded by

Beauregard, witii reinforcements of 80(K), after a

hard-fougiit contest, routed the Union forces,

34, (MM) strong, under MDowell, and drove them
back on Washington with a loss of 2950 men.

The Confederates' loss was U).52. In the second

battle, tiie I'nion forces of 49,000 men, under

Pope, were defeated by Longstreet, with 32,000

men, and T. J. Jackson, with 23,000. The Union

loss was 11,000, that of the Confederates 7241.

See Umtki) States.

Bulls and Bears. In the slang of the stock

exi-iiange, a lndl is a person who seeks artihcially

and unduly to raise the price of stock, and specu-

lates on a "rise. On the other hand, a hear is one

who speculates on a fall ; who sells stock for

delivery at a future date, in the liope that mean-

while prices will fall, so that he will buy at a

lower price what he has sold at the higher price.

See Stock Exchange.

Bull Trout {Salmo camhrirus or f/nsem), a

species of the Salmon genus, and like it, migra-

tory in its hal)its, a.scending rivers, in which it

deposits its spawn, but living chietiy in the sea. It

occurs in many of the rivers of Britain, and is not
unfrequently taken in the Tweed and its tribu-
taries. It is frequently called the Gray Trout,

Bull Trout [Sahno camhricus).

or .simply the Gray, and is the Sewen of the Welsh
rivers. It occasionally attains the Aveiglit of 20 lb.,

although even the larger ones are commonly under
15 lb. weight. It is less elegant in form than the

salmon ; the head and najie oif the neck are thicker

in proportion ; the teeth are longer and stronger

;

tlie gill-cover is larger and more nearly square ;

the anal Hn is further back ; and the tail, beyond
the adipose fin, is more bulky and muscular. The
tail lin is square at the end in young lisli (in some
places called nhitlings), and in older ones becomes
convex by the elongation of the central rays,

whence the name roundtuil sometimes given to

this species. The scales are rather smaller than

those of a .salmon of equal size, the lower jaw of

the male less elongated; the cohmr is less bright;

the males in the spawning season being reddish

or orange brown, tlie females black''-:li gray ; at

other times the general colour is like that of the

salmon trout. The bull trout agrees with the

salmon in having only a few teeth on the most
anterior part of the romcr (the bone which runs

down the centre of the i)alate); while the salnum

tnmt, the common trout, and tlie great lake trout,

have a long line of teeth in that position. To
anglers, the Inill trout is next to the salmon as

a prize, and by many is mistaken for it. The
flesh is paler in colour, coarser, with much less

flavour, and is jiroportionately less esteemed.—
The name has l)een also given to the Hucho (.S'.

huiiho), or salmon of the Danube, which sometimes

attains the size of 30, or even, it is said, of (iO lb.

The laws for fishing salmon apply also to the Bull

Trout. See Salmon.

Biilow, P'HiEDKicH Wilhelm, Baron von,

Prussian general, was born in 1755, and entered the

army young. Wlien Prussia <leclared war with

France in 1813, it was Biilow that commanded in

the first successful encounter with the French at

Mockern, and revived the self-conlidence of the

army after the adverse battle of Liitzen. His

victories over Oudinot and Ney at Grossbeeren

and Dennewitz saved Berlin, and inilicted severe

loss on the enemy. He acted a conspicuous part

in tiie battle of Lei])zig, and, by taking possession

of Montmaiire, finished the campaign of 1814.

The king acknowledged Jiis services by an estate

worth £30,000, and the title of Count of Den-

newitz. In the camjiaign of 1815 he joined Bliiclier

by forced marches, and headed the column that

tii-st came to the aid of Wellington at Waterloo.

He died at Konigsberg, February 25, 1816.

Bttlow, Hans Guido von, pianist and com-

poser, was born at Dresden, 8th January 1830, the

.son of Kari Eduard von Biilow (1803-53), poet

and author. Hans studied music with zeal, and

after being sent to Leipzig and Beriin to qualify for
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a legal career, resolved to give himself to niusie.

Having spent some time with Kichanl Wagner, he

in 1857 became the pupil of Liszt, whose daughter

he married. In 1S54 he became Prussian court-

pianist, in IS64 pianist to the Bavarian court, and
head of a music-school at Municli. In 1869 family

troubles led him to resign his appointments and

retire to Florence ; and subsequently he under-

took great concert tours in England and America.

In 1880 he settled as director of music to the court

at Meiningen ; and after a year in a Berlin lunatic

asylum, he died at Cairo in Egypt on the 13th Feb-

riiarv 1894. One of the most brilliant pianists of

his time, remarkable for his extraordinary memory
and unparalleled skill in conquering technical diffi-

culties, he was famous as a concert director, and
as a representative of the Liszt-Wagner sciiool.

He produced works for piano and for tlie orchestra,

as al.so numerous editions of pieces by the great

musicians, with arrangements and translations

from Berlioz, Wagner, and Liszt.

Bulrush, an English popular name for large

rush-like or reed-like plants growing in marshes,

not very strictly limited to any particular kind.

The application of the term, both in literature and
botany, has hesitated particularly between two dis-

tinct plants of tolerably similar vegetative habit

—

Typha latifolia and Scirpus lacustris. The former

Bulrush

:

A, Common Cat's-tail {Typha latifolia); B, Common Bulrusli
{Scirp\is laciistris).

of these, also called Reed-mace or Cat's-tail, belongs
to the Typhacere ; it is a large handsome plant of

grass-like habit, and reaching a height of 5 to 7 or

8 feet. The characteristic long nowering heads
bear the male above the female flowers, although
other species are dioecious. The cloud of pollen is

collected to adulterate the Lycopodium (q.v. ) of

Ifharmacy ; the rhizome is astringent, but contains
starch used by the Kalmucks ; and the shoots of

this and allied species are eaten by the Don Cos-
sacks, and hence are sometimes called Cossack
Asparagus. The stems of bulrushes are used in

many countries for thatching and fuel, the leaves
for mats, chair-bottoms, packing, t!v:c. The woolly
fruiting heads are also used as packing material,
and in combination with feathers to stutl' beds.

The other and apparently rightful claimant of

the name bulrush belongs to the Cyperacea\ There
are about 50 species of Scirpus, widely distrib-

uted through all climates, and applied to almost
identical uses with the precetling where they
sufficiently abound. It is easily recognised by its

compound umbel-like (but probably cymose) heads
of spikelets. One species, S. fid/crostts, is cultivated
in India as a source of starch. The common British

species may reach a height of 8 feet, and like

Typha grows in vast swamp jungles along the
margins of lakes and slow-rtinning streams, to
which they impart a characteristic picturesque-
ness. S. maritimiis grows extensively along the
shores of the Baltic.

lSnlsai% a seaport of India, 115 miles N. of

Bombay by rail. Timber is exported. Pop. 14,330.

Bultfouteiu. See Kimberley, Cape Colony.

Bulti, the northern part of Cashmere (q.v.).

Bul-tSO ('Borax Lake ') is a lake of Tibet, 100
miles NW. of Lassa. Its area is 24 sq. m.

Buluwayo, or Bulawayo, capital of Mata-
beleland, is 400 miles from Beira on the Pungwe
Estuary, connected with Cape Colony 'by tele-

graph. Once Lobengula's kraal, it was successfully

defended during the Matabele troubles of 1896.

Bulwer, Henry Lyttox, diplomatist and
author, was born 13th February 1801, the second
son of General Bulwer, and an elder brother of

Lord Lytton. Entering the diplomatic service in

1827, he was attached successively to the British

embassy at Berlin, Brussels, and the Hague. In

1830 he was returned to parliament, and during
the following seven years rei)resented, as an
advanced Lilieral, the constituencies of Wilton,
Coventry, and Marylebone. In 1837 he became
secretary of embassy at Constantinople, where he
negotiated and concluded a very important com-
mercial treaty. In 1843 he was made minister

plenipotentiary to the court of Madrid, and, as

arbitrator, neg^otiated the peace between Spain and
Morocco in the following year. His firmness and
candour oftended Narvaez, the Spanish marshal-

dictator, who, pretending to have discovered Bul-

wer's complicity in certain plots, ordered him to

leave Madrid. The House of Commons indorsed

the whole course of his conduct, and he was made
a K.C.B. in 1848, a G.C.B. in 1851. In 1849 he
l)roceeded to Washington, where he concluded the

Clayton-Bulwer Treaty (q.v.) ; in 1852 to Florence,

and"in 1856 to Bucharest. From 1858 to 1865 he Wixs

aniliassador to the Ottoman Porte, and as successor

to Lord Stratford de Redclifle, ably carried out
Palmerston's policy on the Eastern Question. In

1871 he exchanged the familiar title. Sir Henry
Bulwer, for that of Lord Dalling and Bulwer. He
died at Naples, 23d May 1872. Among his works
were An Autumn in Greece (1826) ; France, Social,

Literary, and Political (1834-36) ; a Life of Byron
(1835); Historical Characters (1868-70); and an
unfinished Life of Palmerston (1870-74).

Bulwer Lytton, Sib Ed\vabd. See Lytton.

Bumboat, a boat employed to carry provi-

sions and other articles from harl)ours and ijorts

to vessels lying at some distance from the snore.

Boats of this kind belong to a class of petty

traders, who in England are, for the most part,

Avomen.

Bummaloti. See Bombay Duck.

Bunbury, Henry AVilliam, caricaturist, was
the son of the Rev. Sir William Bunbury, and was
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bom at Mildenhall in SuHolk in 1750. Educated
at Westminster and Cambridge, he earlv became
distinguished for his humorous designs, wliicli ga^ e
him the riglit to rank after Howhmdson and Uillray.
He usually avoided political subjects. He drew
mainly in pencil and chalks, but also produced
water-cohmrs. He die<l in 1811. His .son. Sir
Henry E<lward Hunbury, seventh Hart. ( 1778-1860).
wrote several historical works, including one on the
Peninsular war.

Buiirraiia. a watering-place on Lough Swilly,
12 iiiili> N\V. iti Londonderry by rail. Pop. 735.

Blliulaberg, a i)ort of Queensland, at the
mouth of the Burnett Kiver, and 272 miles N. of

Biisbane by rail, in a great sugar-growing district.

It was destr(jy<.'(I by a Hood in February 1893.

Buildehesh is the name o" a Pelilevi book in

tlif l.uiguagi', wiiicii is an authority on Zoroaslri-
ani>tii. .Sc- Zkm).

BuildelkllHIld. a region of Upper India, be-

tween the risers (.'liaiubal and Jumna. It includes
five ilisiricts belonging to the British Nortii-westeru
Provinces ( Banda, Jahiun, Jiiausi, Laiitpur, and
Hamirpur), and also the ' Buiidelkhantl Agency,'
a sulxlivision of the Central India Agency, which is

a ^inup of some .30 native states and jietly jaghires
under native princes. The area of the agency is

10.332 sq. m., and the population about 2,500,000;
whilst the figures for tht' a^^cncj' are 10,241 sq. m.,
and (1891) 1,480,095. Notwithstanding that it is

well watered, the climate renders irrigation indis-

pensable ; and it is accordingly inlerspei-sed, at the
<;ost of great labour and ingenuity, with artihcial

dams and a canal. It possesses depf)sits of iron

ore, diamonds (in Fauna), and copper, but the pro-

duce is almost solely agricultural. The principal

towns of Bundi'lkhand are Kalpi, .Jhansj, Kalinjar,
Banda, .lalaun, Chhatarpur, and Datia.

Blllldi, a native state of Rajputana, lying
bi'twc<-ii Jaipur, Tonk, Kotah, and Cdaipur. It

is traversed from S\V. to NE. by a double range
of hills, lijvs large tracts of woodland, and is

drained by the river Mej. Area, 23W sq. m. ; pop.

295,675, nearly all Hindus. The chief town, Bundi
(pop. 22,544), built on the steeji side of a hill,

commands the principal pass, and has u|iwards of

42.T t«»m|>les and shiincs.

Blllld4»rail. a wateiing-idace on Donegal Bay,
4 miles S\V. of Ballyshannon. Pop. 764.

Bllllifalow, the species of house usually
ocriipied by Kuropcans in the interior of India,
anil commonly provided for oflicers' quarters in

cantcmmcnts. Bungalows are projjerly of only
one story, with a veranda, and a pyramidal
roof, generally of thatch, although tiles are some-
times substituted ; houses of masonry, with ter-

raced roofs, arc distinguished as [nn-ka houses.
The name is a corruption of the native wonl
Banglil, 'Bengalese,' and probably refers to the
first district where the form of building was
noticed bv Pjiropeans.

—

DAkbutajdlims are houses
for travellers, still to a reduced extent maintained
by government, where bed, table, and bathroom
are provided, and food can l>e had at a moderate
cost. A rupee a day is charged for the use of

these bungalows, which are found on the main
routes every 10-15 miles, and on the less frequented
roads at intervals of 40 50 miles.

Bllllgay, a market-town of Suffolk, on the
Waveiiev, fi miles W. of Beccles. It grew \i\>

around the 12th-centurv castle of the Bigods, Earls
cf N'orf<dk, .some ruins of which still remain ; but
mostly it is later than the great fire of 1688. It

has a largu printing establishment, and carries on
a considerable trade in com, malt, flour, coal, and
lime. Poi>. 3560.

87

Buugener. Loris Felix, Protestant writer,
born at Marseilles, of German family, in 1814,
studied theology at ( Jeneva, and became director of
the g>ninasium there in 1843, but was removed by
the new Radical government in 1848. Engaging
in literature, he published a series of writings
on theologncal and historical .subjects, but is most
widely known for several works, in the form of
romances, in which the principles of Protestantism
are set forth and defended. He died 14th June
1874.

Bliuias, a small genus of Cmcifera-. The
leaves of /.'. orientalis are eaten in Russia, and are
cultivated in Western Europe as a fodder-plant.
The leaves and root of B. eriicago are eaten in
< Ireece.

Bunion is a term applied in Surgery to enlarged
bursjc, or synovial sacs, situated on any part of the
foot ; but most common over the metatarso-phalan-
geal joint of the hi-st or the fifth toe (sec Foot),
and accompanied by more or less di.stortion of the
joint. In the great majority of cases, bunions are
ilirectly produced by the pres.sure of badly-litting
boots ; and if the boots are constnicted of patent
leather, or any material which stops the excreting
action of the skin, this, too, may be regarded as an
indirect cause of their formation. Sometimes, how-
ever, the tenilency to suffer fiom btinions is heredi-
tary, and almost irremediable. A bunion begins
iis a painful and tender spot at some point exposed
to pressure ; the )»art gradually eidarges, and there
are indications of an ellusion into a natural bursa
or a newly-formed sac. The progress of the att'ec-

tion may stop here, the enlarged bui-sa remaining,
an<l serving to i)rotect the subjacent parts from
pressure ; but far Tuore fre<|uently the bunion
undergoes repeated attacks of inflammaticm, caus-
ing further increase in size ; or becomes the seat
of corns or of suiqmration. The last action may
be followed either by obliteration of the cvst and a
cure; or, especially in persons of languid circula-
tion. In' a troublesome form of ulcer. The
one great thing, when there is a tendency to
bunions, is the wearing of ro(uny iiuots or shoes, of
soft anil pervious material, and so shaped as not to
press upon susceptible points. When i)ain occurs,
wet lint covered with waterproof material, or ])oul-

tices, should l>e ajiplied, at all events at night.
Enlargement may sometimes be reduced in its

earlier stages by the ai)plication of iodine <ir a
mercurial ointment. Where sujijiuration takes
place, the sac sIkjuIiI at once be laid freely open.
The disea.se sometimes proves so troublesome that
amputation of the toe, or excision of the ends of

the bones atlectod, has been resorted to.

Bunker Hill, an elevation (112 feet) on the
peninsula of Charlestown, now j)art of Boston,
Massachusetts, connected by a ridge, 700 yards
long, with Breed's Hill (75 feet). The two heights
were the scene of the first hard-fought battle of the
American Revolution (June 17, 1775), in which the
Americans, from behind .some works hurriedly con-
structed during the jireceding night, repulsed two
attacks by (Jeneral (Cage's forces, and were dis-

lodged only after reinforcements had been brought
up, and their ammunition was spent. The British
loss was 1054, that of the Americans 449. A
granite obelisk, 221 feet high, marks the site f)f the
redoubt. See United St.vtes.

Bunkum, a phra.se used in the United States
for mere bombastic speech-making, intended for

the newspai)ers rather than to j)ersuade the audi-
ence. There is a county named Buncombe in

North Carolina, to which the Avord seems origin-

ally to have been due. Bartlett quotes from
Wheeler's History of Xorth Carolina: ' Se\eral
years ago, in congress, the member for this district
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arose to address the house, without any extra-

ordinary powers in manner or matter to interest

tlie audience. Many members left the hall. Very
naively he told those who remained that they

might go too : he should speak for some tijue, but

lie "was only talking for Buncombe."'

Bunnell, Christian Karl Josias, Baron,
the distinguished German diplomatist and scholar,

was born 25th August 1791, at Korbach, in the

principality of Waldeck. He first studied theology

at Marburg ( 1808), and then philology under Heyne
at Gottinge.i (1809-13). His prize essay De jure

Athcniensium Hcrcditario appeared in 1813, and
in that year he went to Copenhagen to study
Icelandicunder Finn Maj^nussen. He spent some
mtmths of 1815 in Berlin, and there became
tacquainted with the historian Niebuhr. In 1816

he went to Paris, and studied Persian and Arabic
under Silvestre tie Sacy, and in the same year to

Rome, where he married FrancesWaddington ( 1817),

and was appointed (1818) secretary to the Prussian
embassy on the recommendation of Niebuhr, then
Prussian ambassador. On Niebuhr's departure

from Rome (1824), Bunsen, who during Friedrich-

Wilhelm III. 's visit to Rome in 1822 had gained
liie king's favour by the frank expression of his

views on the Prussian ritual and hymn-book ques-

tion, conducted the embassy provisionally for a
time, and was appointed resident minister in 1827.

Bunsen employed the years of his Roman sojourn
partly in the study of Plato and the constitutions

of antiquity ; and still more in biblical inquiries,

Egyptology, and researches into the history of the
Christian church and its liturgies. He contributed
largely to the Bcschreibung der Stadt Rom (3 vols.

Stutt. 1830-43), and wrote the explanatory text to

the volume of engravings Die Bcmliken des Christ-

lichen Ronis (Munich, 1843). The Arch.-fological

Institute, established at Rome in 1828, found in

Bunsen its most active supporter, and it was at his

instance that Lepsius obtained from the Prussian
government the means for his expedition to Egypt
in 1842. He founded a Protestant hospital on the
Tarpeian Rock, and with the help of Richard
Rotlie, then chaplain to the embassy, introduced
into the services there a remodelled liturgy, the
most part of which was afterwards embodied in his

anonymous Gesang- und Gebetbuch zuni Kirchen-
und Hdusgebruucn (1846), which has found very
great favour in Germany. Becoming involved in

the question of mixed marriages, and in the dis-

putes between the Prussian government and the
Archbishop of Cologne, he saw his position as

Prussian ambassador at the papal court compro-
mised, and, being recalled from Rome in 1838, he
was appointed in 1839 Prussian ambassador at
Bern. In 1841 he was sent on a special mission
to London, to negotiate the erection of an Anglo-
Prussian bishopric in Jerusalem, and in the next
year was appointed ambassador at the English
court. On a visit to Berlin in 1844, he represented
the urgency for a deliberative assembly, and also

made a complete plan of a constitution for Prussia
closely resembling the English. In the Sleswick-
Holstein question, Bunsen strongly ailvocated the
German view, in op])osition to Denmark, and pro-

tested against the London protocol of 1850, but
was obliged to sign the treaty of 1852. His
views regarding the part that" Prussia should
act in the Eastern question not being in accord-
ance with those of his court, he ceased in 1854
to represent Prussia at the court of England,
and retired to Heidelberg. In 1857 he was created
a baron. The last two winters of his life were
spent at Cannes, and, settling at Bonn in 1860, he
died there on the 28th November of that year. In
the estimation of Englishmen, Bunsen nuist ever
hold a high place. No foreigner has ever shown a

deeper appreciation of their national character-
istics, or a heartier love of their social and politi-

cal liberty. Bunsen was all his life an ardent
student, and all his investigations tended to the
one aim which he set before himself at the begin-
ning of his career— ' the knowledge of God in man,
especially in language and religion.' His eager
desire for positive results and his lively imagina-
tion led him in many cases to form premature
conclusions, and the fresh impulse which he gave
to the studies of others has been a still greater
service to religion and science than his own re-

searches. His chief works are : Die Verfutisung
der Kirche der Zukunft ( 1845 ; Eng. ed. The
Constitution of the Church of the Future, 1847);
Die drei iichten und die vier uniichten Biiefe
des Ignatius von Antiochien, and Ignatius von An-
fiochicn utid seine Zeit (Hamb. 1847); ^gyptens
Stellc in der Weltgeschichte (6 vols. 1844-57), of
which the English edition (1847-67), with many
additions by Bunsen and Sanuiel Birch, is the more
valuable; Hippolytus and his Age (2 vols. 1852),
which A\as specially written for English readers,
and in its second edition formed j)art of the
extensive work, Christianity and Mankind (1 vols.

1854), including 3 vols, of Analecta Ante-Niccena,
with contributions by Lagarde and other scholars,

and Outlines of the Philosophy of Universal History
as applied to Language and Retigion (2 vols.), Avith

contributions by Aufrecht and Max Miiller ; Die
Zeichen der Zeit (2 vols. Leip. 1855; Eng. trans,

by Susanna Winkworth); Gott in der Geschichte

(3 vols. Leip. 1857-58); and the Bibelwerk fiir die
Gcmeinde, completed by Kamphausen and Holtz-
mann in 9 vols. (1858-70). See Bunsen's Memoir
(2 vols. 1868) by his widow, Frances Waddington
( 1791-1876), and her own Life and Letters by Hare
(2 vols. 1879). His correspondence with Fried-

rich-Willielm IV. was published by Ranke in

1873. His five sons were Heinrich ( 1818-85), rector

of Douington, Shropshire; Ernst (born 1819),

author of Bible Cliromilogy and other Morks ; Georg
(1824-96), Prussian statesman; and the diploma-
tists, Karl (1821-87) and Theodor (1832-92).

Bunsen, Robert Wilhelm, a distinguished
German chemist, born at Gottingen, March 31,

1811. He began the study of zoology, chemistry,
and physics at the university of his native town,
and continued them at Paris, Berlin, and Vienna.
After having lectured at Gottingen and Cassel, he
filled the chair of chemistry in succession at Mar-
burg, Breslau, and, from 1852, Heidelberg. His
papers on physics and geology, as well as on
chemistry, are numerous. The charcoal pile and
the burner which bear his name are in e.xtensive

use. That the hydrate of oxide of iron is an anti-

dote to arsenic, is an important fact which was
made known by him, along with his friend Berthold,

in 1837. Bunsen was the first to produce magnesium
in large quantities ; aiul in 1860 he invented the
magnesium light, which has proved so important ti>

photography. But the greatest discovery with
which his name is associated, is that of the spec-

trum analysis—nuule in conjunction with his fi'iend

Kirchhofi—which has been the means of working so

many wonders in chemistry, and revealing so nmch
to astronomers. Its first result was the discovery

of two new metals. Besides his original work in

chemistry, Bunsen proved himself also one of its

most successful teachers, with a singularly happy
nuinner of demonstration. Among his works are :

Enumeratio uc iJescrijifio Ilygromctrorum (1830),

Das Eisenoxydhydrcd (2d ed. 1837), Gasometrische
Mcthoden ( 1857 ; English by Roscoe ), Einleitung
zur Analyse der Aschen u. Mineralwdsser (1874),

and Flarnmenreaktiuncn (1880). The government
of Baden maue him a privy-councillor in 1863. He
dio.l Ifith Ausrnst 1S99. See Nature for 1881. 1 S99.
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I>iui:>en Burner.

Biiiiscii Burner. Prolr.ihly no invention has
done .-<o imuli to facilitate work in the chemical
lalioratory a.s that of the Bunsen hnrner, so nametl
after the distinguished chemist. Prior to its intro-
duction, the heating hy gas or oil had been unsatis-
factory, owing to the imperfect combustion of tlie
carbon causing the ileposit of soot on anv body in
contact witli the Hame. Ai>].lying the jirincipfe of
the Blowpipe (ti.v.), a plentiful supply of air was
caused to mingle mth the gus before" ignition, so
that a smokeless Hame of low luminosity but great
heating power wjis the result. The Bunsen burner

hiis undergone
many changes,
by which it has
been adapted to
the various re-

el uirements of
domestic life, but
through all, the
essential prin-
ciple remains the
same. The sim-
plest form con-
sists of an ordin-
ary gas-jet, over
which is placed
a piece of metal
tube, 4 to 6 inches
Ion", and perfor-

ated with holes
at the bottom. The gas having been turned on,
air rushes in at the holes, so that when a light is

applied to the upper end of the tube, a greenish-
blue Hame is obtained. If the air is in excess, the
Hame inclines to green ; if dehcient, a yellow Hame
results. The great objection to this, the original
form, lies in its tendency to bunt ixick, if the gas
pressure lie but small. \Vhen this occurs, and the
flame burns at the jet, before it mixes with the
extra volume of air, a long smoky Hame issues
from the tulie, wliile the tlisagrecable odour of
acetylene, C.^H.,. a product of the imperfect com-
bu.-tion of coal-gas, at once becomes apparent.
To remedy this drawback, wire-gauze, tnrough
which Hame cannot jta-ss, is sometimes placed over
the aperture, forming a ' solid Hame ' Vuirner, or the
mixture of gas and air is allowed to issue through
small holes or narrow slits. The purposes for

wliich the Bun.sen burner is u.sed are very varied.

For cooking, Hre-lighting, heating, ironing, solder-

ing, &c., its utility is well known, while for the

JnxMluction of asbestos gas-Hres many ingenious
orins have been devLsed.

Bunt* a parasitic disease of cereals, due to
Tilletia caries, a mould belonging to tiie I'sti-

lagincie. See S.MLT, Plants ( 1)isk.\ses OF).

Builter Saild.steill, or ' variegated sandstone,'
is the lowest inenibtT of the Triius.sic .system. As
the Trias is more i)erf('ctly developed in Germany
than ill Britain, the (lermaii beds are considered
the typical group of this system. The hunter
sanilstein consists of various coloured sandstones,
interstratilied with red marls and tiiin beds of

limestone, which occasionally, as in the Har/, are
oolitic, but in other places dolomitic. They attain

a maximum thickness of 1500 feet. The Engli.sh

representatives of the hunter sandstein are chiefly

developed in Lancashire and Cheshire, and consist

of re<l and mcjttled sandstones with beds of marl,

and thick rather irregular l)ands of partially con-

solidated conglomerate called 'pebble beds.' Many
species of fossil plants have been found in the
hunter sandstein of Germany, consisting chiefly of

ferns, cycads, and conifei"s. The English hunter
sandstein, however, is for the most part unfossil-

iferotis, an equisetum, one or two ferns, and a few

conifei-s being all the plants yet met with. But
the most remarkable fossils in this formation are
the remains of huge batiachians. Originally, the
footprints which hail been left by the animals on
the moist sand were alone observed. From their
resemblance to the impressions made by a human
hand, the animal producing them was provisionally
named Cheiruthcriuni (q.v. ). The subsequent dis-
covert' and examination of the remains of teeth and
bones in the same l)e<ls have attorded sufficient
materials to enable Owen to reconstruct an animal
named by him Labyrinthodon (q.v.), which un-
doubtedly produced tlie footprints. ( More recently
these footprints have been assigned to more than
one form of labyrinthodon.) These remains have
been detected in Lancashire and Cheshire, as well
as in Germany.

Bunting, Jabez, Wesleyan minister, was born
at Manchester in 1779, and in 1799 entered the
ministry, in which he was very successful. He was
president of the conference in 1820, and again in
1828, 1836, 1844. In 1835 he was chosen president
of the Wesleyan Theological Institute, and he acted
as second secretary to the Wesleyan Missionary
Society for upwards of twenty years. He was the
chief authority in all matters relating to the govern-
ment and polity of Wesleyan Methodism. He died
16th June 1858. See his Life by his son ( 1887 ).

Bunting (Emherlzn), a genus of birds in the
great linch family Fringillid:e. Tiiey are nearly
allied to tiie crossbills. The most marked character-
istics are a short, straight, conical bill ; a curved
form of the gajte, produced by a narrowing of the
sides of the upi)er jaw, and a corresponding en-
largement of the under one ; and a hard rounded
knob on the palate or inner surface of the upper
jaw. This knob pn)bably aids in crushing the
seeds, which are a principal ]iart of the food of
these birds. The species of bunting are numerous,
and may be arranged in several sub-genera.—The
Common Bunting, or Corn Bunting (E. miliaria),
is a bird considerably larger than a house-sparrow,
brown, with darker streaks on tiie upper parts,
whitish brown with spots and lines of dark
brown (m the under jiarts, and with a slightly
forked tail. It is frequent, particularly in low
cultivateil grounds in Britain, and in most parts
of Europe, extending also into Asia, living in
pairs during spring and summer, but in flocks in

winter, and often visiting barn-yards at that

Keed Buntiiijj (Emitriza schoeniclus

season, along with chaffinches and sparrows. It

is the largest of the British buntings. It is sup-
posed that the winter flocks in Britain are much
increased Tiy migiation from more northerly
regions. This bunting often passes the night oa
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the ground in stulible-Helds, and is taken in the

nets employed for eatoliing larks, and brought
with them to market. It usually builds its nest

on or very near the ground. Its notes are harsh

and unmtisical, and sometimes sound like the

elifking of knitting needles.—The Reed Bunting,

or Black-headed Bunting (J^. schocnidns), is a

species connnon in marshy situations, both in

Britain and on the continent of Europe. It feeds

much on willow and other buds. It is a very

pretty little bird, in the male Avith black head,
cheeks, and upi)er throat ; in the female with
brown instead of l)lack, and with a white throat.

—

The Cirl Bunting [E. cirlus), of which the head is

olive-green, with black streaks, and with patches
of bright lemon-yellow on the cheeks and over the
eyes, is a rare British Mrd, and belongs chiefly to

the south of Euroi:^ and the north of Africa. To
this genus belong also the Ortolan {E. hoi-tulanus.

q.v. ), and the Yellow-hammer (£. r/7/7»cWrt, q.v. ).

—The Snow Bunting (q.v.), or Snowtlake (E.

nivalis of many authors), has been placed in the
new genus Plectrophanes. The name bunting has
been often very vaguely used, and many species

have l)een almost indiscriminately called buntings
or finches. The palatal knob aft'ords the best dis-

tinctive cliaracter. North America has a large

number of species of bunting.—The Black-throated
Bunting (JB". Aniericana) is extremely plentiful on
the prairies of Texas and other south-western parts
of the United States ; extending, however, as far

as to Ohio, and even to Massachusetts. In the
middle and northern states it occurs only as a
summer bird of passage. In its habits it closely

resembles the Common Bunting of Europe ; but
the palatal knob is less hard. See Macgillivray's
British Birds, vol. i.

Bllllting, or BUNTINE, is a thin woollen
material of which the tiags and signals of ships are
usually made.

Bunyail, John, author of the PilgrwrCs Bro-
qress, was )}orn at Elstow, near Bedford, in 1628.

His father describes himself in his will, the original
of which is still in e.xistence, as a ' braseyer,' and is

ordinarily spoken of as a tinker, in which craft his

eldest son John was duly trained. Sir Walter Scott,

in the Quarterly Review of 1830, started the idea
that, as Gypsies were frequently tinkers, Bunyan
may have belonged to the Gypsy race. Recent
researches, however, have shown that there is no
historical basis for the suggestion. The name
originally took the form Buingnon, and the family
were certainly in Bedfordshire in 1199, if not
earlier. There is also documentary evidence con-
necting them with the identical spot where Bunyan
was born, in the east tields of Elstow, as early as
1327. From the Court Roll of the manor of Elstow
we find that Thomas Bonyon did fealty and suit of

court for his cottage and nine acres of land to the
lord of the manor in 1542 and on to 1550. In a
minute of the Privy-council he is described as
'Bonyon, victualler,' and in the Court Roll of the
manor as a ' common brewer of beer ' and as a ' com-
mon baker of human bread.' He probably kept a
little roadside inn in his cottage on the bridle-
road between Bedford and Wilstead. The place
where he lived is also described in the same record
as ' Bonyon 's End,' that is, the end or extremity of
the parish where the Bunyans lived. This is the
name which it had evidently borne for a long time
previously, and it is the name by which that part
of Elstow lias continued to be known down to our
own day. The grandson of this Thomas Bonyon,
who was I^unyans grandfather, describes himself in
his will as a ' pettie chapman,' or small village trader.
According to the transcript registers from the
parish of Elstow, Bunyan's fatlier married Margaret

Bentley on the 23d May 1«27, and on the 30th
November 1628 their illustrious son was baptised at

Elstow Church. AVhen he was in his sixteenth year
his mother and his sister Margaret died within a
month of each other ; and the following year
Bunyan, i)rol)al)ly under the action of a levy made
by parliament \\\nn\ the villages of Bedfordshire,
was drafted into the army, and took nart in the
civil war between Roundhead and Royalist. Prob-
ably not for long, however, as he did not rccach

the army regulation age of sixteen till Noveml)er
1644, and in June 1645 the battle of Naseby
practically put an end to the war. On the dis-

banding of the army, Bunyan returned to Elstow,
and about 1649 married a wife who brought him no
dower of worldly wealth, for, says he, 'this woman
and I came together as poor as i)oor might be, not
having so much household stutl' as a disli or spoon
betwixt us both.' She brought with her, how-
ever, two books which had belonged to her father,

the Plain Matis Pathivay to Heaven, and the
Practice of Piety, in 'which they read together,
and by which Bunyan was considerably influenced.
His Life and Death of Mr Badman, which he
published in 1680, shows not a little resemblance to
the first of these books. During these early days
of his wedded life, he lived in the cottage at the
entrance of the village of Elstow, now known as

Bunyan's cottage, the house in which he was born
being in the fields about a mile to the east. It was
while living here that his blind child was born, and
that he took such pleasure in ringing the bells in

the tower of Elstow Church. It was here also that
he began to pass through those deep religious

experiences which he has described so vividly in

his Grace Ahonnding.
During this time he was introduced by some

good people at Bedford to their minister, John
Gitt'ord, a converted royalist major who had organ-
ised a little community, sometimes incorrectly de-

scribed as a Ba])tist church, it ])eing a church in

which baptism and some other questions much
debated in those days were left to the individual
conscience, and not made an essential part of

church life. Bunyan joined this Christian felloAv-

ship in 1653, and about 1655 he was asked by the
brethren to address them in their church gather-
ings. This led to his beginning to preach in the
villages round Bedford, and in 1656 he was brought
into discussions with the followers of George Fox,
which issued in his appearance as an author, his

first book. Some Gospel Truths Opened, being pub-
lished against the Quakers in 1656. This earliest

eft'ort of his pen, though ra})idly written, is a vigor-

ous production, and altogether remarkable as the
composition of a working-man whose school-days
had become a far-oft" memory. To this Edward
Burrough, an eminent Quaker, replied, and Bunyan
gave rejoinder in A Vindication of Gospel Truths
Opened. Two other works were published by him,
after which, in the month of November 1660, he
was arrested while preaching in a farmhouse at

Samsell, a little hamlet a few miles south of Ampt-
hill. The imprisonment which followed upon
this arrest lasted for twelve long years, during
which Bunyan wrote Profitable Meditations, Pray-
ing in the Spirit, Christian Behaviour, The Holy
City, The Resurrection of the Dead, Grace Abound-
ing, and some smaller works. This imprisonment
was in the county gaol, which stood at the corner
of the High Street and Silver Street, in the centre
of the town of Bedford. Bunyan was released after

the Declaration of Indulgence of 1672, under which
he became a licensed jtreacher, having been chosen
by the church to which he belonged as their pastor.

He liad occupied this j)osition for three years, when
in the month of February 1675 the Declaration of

Indulgence was cancelled, and the licenses of the
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Nonconformist preachers recalled by proclamation.
The following niontli, March 4, a warrant, si-jned
by no fewer tlian thirteen magistrates, and sealed
hv ten out of the thirteen, was issued for his arrest.
This warrant turns out to have been preserved
among the Chauney MSS., and came to light in
.July 1.S87 when these were brought to the hammer
at Me.xsrs Sotheby's. Brought to trial at tlie
midsummer sessions under the Omventicle Act,
Hunyan was sent t(» prison for six months in the
town gaol on r.edford Bridge. It was diiring tliis
later and l)riefer imprisonment, and not during the
twelve yeai-s in tlie county gaol, that he wrote tlie
lirst part of Ins memorable work, the Pilfjrim's
I'rogresa. This was entered in the register "of the
Stationers' Company, 22d December 1(J77, and in
a contenijiorary catalogue of ])ooks appears as
licensed I-'ebruaiy is, 1078. When lirst Issued it
was shorter than it afterwards Itecame. It then
contained no Mr Worldly Wiseman, and no second
meeting with Evangelist. The discourse with
Charity at the Palace Beautiful, the further
accounts of Mr By ends rich relations, the storv of
Dillidence, the wife of (iiant Despair, and vanous
other passages, were added afterwards in the second
and tiiird e<liti.)ns, whieii appeared in the autumn
of 1()78 and the early part of 1679. Tiiis was fol-

lowed by the Life khU Iknth of Mr Badnmn in
1680; by the llo'hj IF^/-, Jiis most memorable work
aft<?r the I'llarim's Progn.s.s, in 1682 ; and by the
second part of the Pilgrim, containing the story
of Christiana and her children, in 1684. Bunyan
had been pastor of the Bcflford Church for si.xteen
years, when, after a riile through the rain on horse-
back from Heading t<j Loudon, he was seized with
a fatal illness at the Inmse of his friend, John
Stnidwick, a grocer at the sign of the Star on Snow
Hill. Holl.orn, and here hi' «li.'d on the .Slst August
1688, ami was buried in the Canqju Santo of the
Nonc<mforniists in Hunhill Fields.

During the si.vty yeai-s of his life, Bunyan Avrote
.'something like sixty books, but he will be best
remembered by three of these—the Grace Ahoiiud-
in<f, the lloh/ War, and the I'ihirini's I'rot/rr.ss,

and best of all by the last of the three. The J'i/-

(jrinis PrDijnss s|irang at once into fame, 100,000
copies being sold during the subsecpient ten years
of its author's life. It was also jjiinted at Boston,
in New Kngland, in 1681, and a Dutch translation
wiis issued by .Joannes Boekholt of Amsterdam in

1682. This last and a subsequent editioJi of a
suj)erior character, issued in MiS,!, were illustrated

by Dutch engravers, then the lea<lei-s of the art of

engraving in Eurojie. The book was also trans-

lated into Welsh, WalIo(m French. ( Jerman, Polish,

and Swedisli, between 1688 and 174.3. Since then
it has been translatt««l into no fewer than eighty-four
languages and ilialects, the versions in .Japanese
and tlie Canton vernacular l)eiiig admirably illus-

trated by native artists, who have adapted the
scenery and costumes to tlio.se of their own country.
Traces of the intluencc of the work upon Schiller

have been pointed out in his two jioems, ' Der Pil-

grim ' an<l 'Die Sehnsucht,' by Gustav Kettner

;

and Wieland mentions that he Hrst learned English
from the Pilgrim's Progress. Of tlie English issue

six copies of the first edition of the first part are in

existence, and a complete series of editions down to

the thirty-fimrth, with the excepti(m of the seven-

teenth. Since the thirty-fourth no record has been
kept, the editions becoming in number nunil)erless.

An incomplete folio edition of Buiiyans general
works was published in one volume in 1692, and
comi)lete editions in two volumes folio were issued

in 17.36-.S7, and in 1767. A folio edition in one
thick volume of 1112 pages, double columns, was
also published in Edinburgh by Henry Galbraith in

1771, and various other collected editions in quarto
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and octavo were subsequently issued in England,
Scotland, and America. A statue of Bunyan was
unveUed in Bedford in 1874. See the Lives of him
by Southey (1830), Offor (1862), Eroude (1880),
and the present writer (1885 ; new ed. 1888).

Blllizlau, a town of Prussian Silesia, on the
Boher, 2,> miles WNW. of Lieguitz by rail, manu-
factures earthenware, woollens, glass, anil hosieiy,
and there is trade in corn, wool, and cattle. Here
Opitz was born. Pop. 12,921.—Jixi; BuNZLAU
(Czech Mladd Boleslau) is a town of Bohemia, on
the Iser, 32 miles NE. of Prague by rail, manufac-
turing woollens, starch, spirits, and soap. It was once
a centre of the Bohemian Brethren. Pop. 11,518.

Biiol-Schaueiisteiii. Karl Ferdinand,
(CoiNT, Austrian statesman, born 17th May 1797,
wasminister in succession at Karlsruhe, Stuttgart,
Turin, and St Petersburg. He was second Aus-
trian plenipotentiary at the Dresden Conference
(1850), after which he was minister at London,
until the death of Schwarzenberg recalled him to
Vienna, to hold the portfolio of foreign allairs. He
presided at the \'ienna Conference in 1855, and
represented Austria at the Congress of Paris. He
died (.)ctober 28, 1865.

Kiioii:i|»:irt4'. See BoNAPAitTK.

Itiuni.irroti. See Michklangelo.
Itiioiidoliiioiiti. !>ee Florence (p. 786).

KiioiUMiriiii. or Boxoncini, Giovanni Maria
(1640 78), wrote instrumental pieces, songs, and
church music. His sons, Marc Antonio (1660-
1726) and (iiovanni Battista (1672-1750), were
known as composers of operas. The latter settled
in London in 1720, and for some years was very
famous aJid po})ular.

IClloy. ill nautical affairs, is a Hoating mark
placed in the navigable track of vessels to indicate
the existence of a sunken danger. They are made of
various shanes and colours so as to indicate on which
hand vessels nmst keep them in passing. A con-
ference of the nautical authorities of (Jreat Britain
and Ireland resolved in 1883 to adopt a systema-
ti-sed scheme of buoyage. Eor full j)articulars the
reader is referred to this report ; but the chief
conditions are as follows : Buoys showing the
pointed top of a cone above water shall be called
conical, and shall always ])e starboard-hand buoys.
Buoys showing a Hat top above water shall be
called can, an<l shall always be port-hand buoys.
Buoys showing a (h)iiied top above water shall lie

called spherical, and shall mark the ends (jf middle
grounds. In Scotland, however, port and starboard
hand buoys must be painted of a dill'erent colour.

Port-hand buoys are black, and starboard-hand
buoys are red. Spherical buoys are distinguished
by white stripes. The starboard liuoys are on the
right hand when the vessel is ascending a river.

On the coast the starboard-hand buoy is on tna
right hand when the vessel is going a\ ith the main
stream of Hood-tide. Wreck buoys are painted
green, and marked Wreck. Buoy dues are levied

on ships coming to j)orts within the jurisdiction of

the several authorities which maintain the buoys.
Lighted Buoys.—River buoys are now in many

cases lighted by compressed oil-gas on Pintsch s

principle ; the buoy is charged to a pressure of

about 7 atmospheres, or 105 lb. per square inch.

The buoys are surmounted by a small dioptric

apparatus in which the light burns constantly.

The buoys are charged once a month. The Clyde
Lighthouse Trustees were the lirst (in 1880) to

introduce these buoys in Scotland, having erected

a work at Port-Glasgow for the manufacture and
compression of the gas. This trust also lights the

buoys of the Clyde Navigation Trust. Twelve
lighted buoys have been moored in the Clyde.
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The Courtenay Automatic Sound-
ing Buoy :

a, cylinder ; b, mooring shackles

;

c, rudder ; d, buoy ; e, diaphragm
;

/, ball-valves ; g, air inlet tubes

;

h, outlet tube to whistle ; i, com-
pressed-air inlet to buoy ; k, man-
hole ; /, steps ; m, whistle.

Ei^ht lighted buoys have been moored by the
Tnnity House in the Thames. In the United

States certain buoys
are lighted by elec-

tricity ; others by
various systems
of compressed -gas
burning.
Coiirtenai/sAuto-

mat ic Sounding
Buoys.—The Cour-
tenay buoy is a
largecom )idal buoy

,

but rounded at the
base and moored
with the apex up.

It is surmounted by
a large, deep-toned
whistle. From the
lower end a large
tulje descends about
30 feet, where the
water is not much
aftected by the sur-

face undulation

;

the surface of the
water inside of this

tube therefore
stands at the mean
level of the ocean,
while the Ijuoy rises

and falls l)y the
swell of the sea.

Tliere is accord-
ingly an alternate
inlialing and exhal-

ing of air, Avliich by an arrangement of valves is

compelled to impinge on the edge of the whistle,
and thus produce a deep loud sound, heard in
favourable circumstances at a distance of 5 to 7
miles. One of these buoys was in 1879 moored
at the east end of Inchkeith in the Firth of Forth.
A similar ' whistling buoy ' is largely used in
American waters.

Bell Buoy.—The bell buoy is formed as a large
segment of a sphere, the flat side being uppermost.
On this is erected a framework which carries a bell

of about 3 to 7 cwt. The bell is a fixture, and is

rung by the swinging of movable clappers. It is

not nearly so efficacious as the Courtenay l)uoy.

For Life-buoy, see that head.

Buoyancy is that quality whereby a ship, or
any other floating body, is enal)led to support a
certain weight. In the case of a ship, it is neces-
sary that such weight should be carried without
her sinking too deeply in the water, or floating too
lightly on it. The weight of a sliip, not loaded with
any cargo, is exactly equivalent to the weight of
the voluiue of water she displaces (see Hydro-
.STATics ). Therefore, given a certain draught-line
to which a sliip is to l)e loaded, multiply the num-
ber of cubic feet of the volume of the immersed
part by the weight of a cubic foot of sea-water ( 64
lb. ), and the product will be the weiglit of water
displaced by the ship at the given drauglit-line. If

from this the weight of the ship herself be sub-
tracted, the residue is the amount of extra weight,
or cargo she is cai)able of carrying at tliat drauglit-
line, and is a measure of her quality of buoyancy.

Bu'pliaj^a. See Beef-eater.

Buprcstis, a genus of beetles, typical of a large
family—Buprestidie. Those occurring in warmer
countries are conspicuous for lively colour and
metallic .sheen. Some of them are popularly
known as Golden Beetles. B. giga.'i, found in
Cayenne, is about 2 inches long. Some small
species occur in England. The larvjp bore tunnels

in wood. The adults are drawn from their hiding-

places among plants liy the warmth and brightness
of the mid-day sun, witli which their own vividness
seems so markedly in harmony. The wing-cases of

Bujirestis Bicolor. Larva of Buprestis guias.

some species are used to enrich the embroidery of

the Indian zenana, and the joints of the legs are
also strung into necklaces and bracelets.

Bur, in an engraving, is a slight ridge of metal
raised on the edges of a line by the graver or the dry
point. It produces an eft'ect like a smear, and is

therefore usually regarded as a defect, and scraj)ed

ofl'. Some etchers, however, take advantage of it

to deepen their shadows, and Kenibrandt made use
of it in this way with telling effect. As the bur
soon wears ofl', in valuable old proofs its presence is

strong evidence of the early date of an impression.

Bur. See Burdock, Thistle.

Bura'no, an island and town of Northern Italy,
,") miles NE. of Venice. Vegetables are raised, and
fishing employs the greater number of the inhabit-

ants. There is a school for the designing and mak-
ing of fine laces ; this manufacture, once famous,
then nearly e.xtinct, having latterly been reviveil.

Pop. of town, 4492 ; of commune, 6800.

Burbage, Richard, one of the gi-eat English
actors, born most probably about 1567, the .son

of James Burbage, himself an actor, and the
builder of the Shoreditch and Blackfriars theatres.

Richard made his debut early, by 1588 having
already earned some reputation, and during the
next ten years outstripped all competitors, and
earned the title of 'Roscius.' The deatli of his

father in 1597 brought him a share in the Black-
friars Theatre, and in 1599, togetlier with his

brother Cuthbert, he pulled down the Shoreditch
house, and built with the materials the famous
Globe Theatre as a summer playhouse, while the
Blackfriars was to become exclusively a winter
house. For the expenses of building Burl)age had
to borrow money, and he t(X)k as partners in his

undertaking Shakespeare, Hemming, Condell, anil

others. At one or other of these two theatres

Burbage gained Ins greatest triumphs, and took the
leading part in almost every new play until his

death in 1619. Thougli short and stout in person,

he played heroic tragedy with great fire and genius,

and dverbury tells us of the modulations of liis

voice, and his 'full and significant action of body.'

Richard III. was one of his most popular parts.

Burbage was a not imskilful painter, and an
undoubted picture of his is ]ireserved at Dulwicli
College. See J. P. Collier's History of English
Dramatic Poetry ( 1879 ).

Burbot (Lota vulgaris), a fish closely allied to

the Ling (q.v. ), and remarkable as the only fresli-

water species of tlie Cod family (Gadida^). It is

found in the Cam, the Trent, and other rivei-s of

the eastern and midland counties of England, but
is one of the most local of Britisli fresh-water
fishes. It is found also in various parts of middle
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Europe, and in Asia. In English rivers, it often
reaches 2 or 3 lb. in weight, but has been taken
of 8 lb. weight : ami in some parts of Europe, it
is said to reach as much as 10 or 12 lb. In
appearance, the burbiit ver>- much resembles the

t

Burbot

ling, but is rather thicker at the neck, and tapers
somewhat more rapidly, although still of a some-
what elongated form. "

It has two doi-sal tins, the
first short, tlie second very long, and a very k-ng
anal tin. It ilitfers from tlie ling in the form o?
the tail-fin, which is oval and sliglitly pointed ;

but agrees wit li it in iiaving a single barlmle on
the lower jaw. It is of a greenisli-brown colour,
cloude«l and spotted with darker brown on the
upper parts, the under jiarts lighter ; the scales
are small ; and the wh<)li- l)ody is covered witli a
mucous secretion. The Mesh is white, firm, and of
good riavonr. The burl)ot usually keeps to the
bottom of deep water, and swims u]) the river at
spawning,' times (midwinter). It can survive for
a long time out of water. It is commcmly taken
by trimmers and night-lines, as it feeds princi-
pally during the night. Its food consists of small
shes, worms, molluscs, flsii-si)awn, &c. Its liver

yields an oil similar to cod-liver oil. It is one of
the hosts of tlie iusexual stage of the formidable
panisit*', Hothriocephalus (q.v.).

Blirrkliardt. .Ti>h\ Lewis, traveller, born at
Lausaiiiie, Swit/triand, in 17X4, Wiis educated at
Neuchatel, Leipzig, ami (Jiittingen. In 1806 he
came t« London with an introduction from Hlumen-
bach to Sir .Fosepli Banks, the leading sjiirit of tiie

.\fric,an .\ssociation, who accejited liis services to

explore the interior of .\frica ; an<l in 18051 he em-
barked for Malta, having previously mialitied him
self for the un<lertaking by a study of Arabic, and
also by inuring himself to liunger, thirst, and ex-

posure. From Malta he proceeded, under the
flisguise of an oriental ilress and name, to Aleppo,
M'here he studied more than two years, at the end
of which time he liad become so nroticient in the
vulgar Arabic, that he could safely travel in the
ilisguise of an oriental merciiant. He visite<l

Palmyra, Damascus, Lebanon, and other remark-
aide places, and in 1812 went to Cairo, his object

l»eing to proceed from thence to Fezzan, and so

to the source of tlie Niger. N<i ii])portunity offering

itself at the time for that journey, he went inti

Nubia, and thence in 1814 proceeded to Mecca,
one of the very first Clinstiaiis to perform the

pilgrimage. So comidetely liail he ac<|uired the

language and ideas of his fellow-pilgrims, that,

when .some ijuestion arose respecting his orthodoxy,
he was thoroughly examined in the Koran, and was
not only accepted as a true believer, but was highly
commended ;is a great Moslem scholar. In 1815
he returned to Cairo, and in the following year
a.scended Mount Sinai. The Fezzan caravan, for

whicii he had waited so long, was at Last about to

depart, and Burckhardt had made all his prepara-
ticms for accomi>anying it, when he was carried otl"

by dysentery at Cairo, October 15, 1817. He was
buried, as a holy pilgrim, in the Moslem cemetery.
His c(dlection of oriental MSS., in 350 volumes,
was left to the university of Cambriilge. His
journals of travel, remarkable alike for their in-

terest and evident truthfulne.ss, were published in

1819-30 by the African Association. They form

{

five works—Travels in Nubia, in Syria, and in
i Arabia, Notes on the Bedouins, and Arabic Pro-
ccrbs.

Blirdekill. a river of Queensland, draining the
district of North Kennedy. It rises not far from
the coast, and after an irregular course forms a
delta emptying into Bowling Creen and Upstart
bays. It was discovered by Leichhardt in 1845,
and explored by Dalrymple and Smith in 1859 60.

Burden, a term of law in Scotland, used to
signify any restriction, limitation, or encumbrance
affecting either person or property. With regard
to mere personal burdens, or obligations to pay, no
difficulty occurs. IJut if the payment f>f a sum of
money is intended to make a real burden on land,
or to be secured on land which is being conveyed,
care must be taken to give the exact sum and' the
name of the creditor ( or by reference to recorded
ileeds to give the means of a,scertaining these), and
to .state distinctly (although no ))articular form of
words is essential) that the money is to l)e a burden
or charge on the land. Registration of such words
in the Register of Sasines is essential to the validity
of the burden. The creditor in a real Imrden can
poind the movables on the land, ami can adjudge
the land it.self, and thereafter sue the tenants for
rent. See the Scottish Land Title Acts of 1868
and 1874.

Burden of Proof, in legal procedure, signifies
the obligation to establish by evidence certain dis-
puted facts ; and, as a general rule, this burden lies

on the party asserting the aflirmative of tiie issue
to be tried or que.sticm in dispute, or on the party
who wouM fail if no evidence were adduced on
either side. Accordingly, it almost always rests on
the plaintillor pursuer in an action, or on the party
asserting the facts on which the result of the litiga-

tion must depend. There may, however, be such a
legal presumption in favcmr of the pursuer, that the
burden falls on the defender. Thus, where a deed
gianted by a client in favour of a law-agent is im-
peached, the law-agent would have to prove that
it was projierly obtained, and afterwards confirmed
by the client. And matters alleged in defence must
of coui-se be proved by the defender. Thus, in an
actiim for infringement of ])atent, it is presumed,
unless the defender proves the opposite, that the
patent was for an original and meritorious inven-
tion. In fact, all the legal presumptituis—e.g. in
favour of innocence of charges of crime and fraud,
in favour of the course of business having been fol-

lowed, in favour of the onerosity of bills of ex-
change (i.e. that they were granted for value)

—

throw the burden of jnoof on the party contradict-
ing these presumptions. A i>artv is generally
bound to nrove what is peculiarly within his know-
ledge. Tne general presumption in favour of inno-
cence is often displaced by statute for reasons of

])ublic policy, as in prosecutions under the Poaching
and Post-oflice and Inland Revenue acts. This
suliject is treated by all the writers on Evidence, as
Taylor, Roscoe, and Powell in England ; Dickson
in Scotland; and (ireenleaf in America. See also
Bentham's lliitio)ifile of Judicial Eridence.

Burder, (JEOltCK, Congregationalist minister,
was born in London in 1752. He studied for an
artist and engraver, but in 1776 began jneacliing,

and in 1778 was appointed jtastor at Lancaster.
He removed in 1783 to Coventry, and in 1803 to
London. Here he became secretaiy to the London
Missionary Society, and editor of the Evangelical
Magazine. He died 29th May 1832. His Village
Sermons have been translated into many lan-

guages ; and he was the author of other series of

sermons and publications whicli have had an
immense circulation. See his Life by H. Burder
(1833).
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Bui'dett. .Sn: Fuancis, Uait., tlie most popu-

lar English politiiian of his time, was born 25tli

January 1770. Educateil at Westminster and
Oxford^ he spent three years (1790-93) on the

t'ontinent, ami was a witness of the progress of

the Freni-h Revolution. In 1793 he married

Sophia, youngest daughter of Coutts, the wealthy

Londim banker; in 1796 was elected M.P. for

IJorougiroridge, Yorkshire, and in 1797 succeeded

to the baronetcy. In the House of Commons he

made himself conspicuous by his opposition to the

war, and his advocacy of parliamentary reform,

Catholic emancipatitui, freedom of speech, prison

ref(u-m, and other liberal measures, most of which
wore afterwards carried. One of the most effective

political speakers of that excited period, he for

many yeare prominently occupied public attention,

and was the idol of the London populace. His
candidature for Middlesex in 1802 involved him in

four years" costly and fruitless litigation ; but in

May 1807, in which same month he fought a duel

with a Mr Paull, he was returned for Westminster,
which he represented till 1837. Burdett having in

1810 published, in Col)bett"s Political Rrrjifitcr, a
Letter to his Constituents, declaring the conduct
of the House of Commons illegal in imprisoning a
radical orator, the Speaker's warrant was issued

for his apjirehension, as being guilty of a lireach

of privilege. For two days he barricaded his

house ; the populace supported him in his resist-

ance, and in a street contest between them and
the military one life was lost ; but after two days
an entry was forced, and Burdett conveyed to the
Tower. The prorogation restored him to liberty.

In 1820 a letter on the ' Peterloo massacre' in-

volved him in three months' imprisonment and a
fine of £1000. In 1835 he joined the Conserva-
tives ; in 1837 was returned for Wiltshire, which he
represented till his death, on 23d January 1844.

Biirdett-Coiitts, The Rioht Hon. Angela
Georgixa, Baroness, daughter of Sir Francis Bur-
dett, was born 21st April 1814. In 1837 she inherited

much of the property of her grandfather, Thomas
Coutts, the banker, on the death of his widow,
Miss Mellon the actress once, now Duchess of St
Al])ans. The liberal and philanthropic use she
made of this wealth, in her efforts to mitigate the
sufferings of her fellow-creatures and of the lower
aiUTuals, has rendered her name well known and
deservedly popular. Besides spending large sums
of money in building and endowing several churches
and schools, she endowed the three colonial bishop-
rics of Ca]ie Town, Adelaide, and British Columbia,
founded an establishment in South Australia for

the improvement of the aborigines, got up the
Turkish (.'ompassionate Fund (1877), and estab-
lished a fishery school at the Irish village of

Baltimore (1887). In her zeal for the good of

her own sex, she effected important reforms in

the teaching of girls at the National Schools,
and established a shelter and refoiniatory for

fallen women. To the city of London she pre-
sented, besides several handsome fciuntains, the
Columbia Market, Bethnal Green (1870), for the
supply of lish in a ])oor district ; she also built
Columbia S(juare, consisting of model dwellings at
low rents, for about 300 families ; and the People's
Palace owes nuich to her generosity. A lively
interest in emigration led her from time to time
to assist many jxtor families in their ]iassage and
outtit. Her ])rivate charities iiave been on a corre-
sponding scale ; and she is also a liljeral jiatroness
of art. In 1871 she accejited a peerage from
government. In 1872 the freedom of the city of
London was confeired upon her, in 1874 that also
of Edinburgh. In 1881 she was married to Mr
William Aslimead-Bartlett (born 1846), who in 1882
obtained the royal license to assume her name, and

who, in 188o, was elected Conservative member for

Westminster.

Burdock (Arctium), a genus of Compositor

(<l.v. ), familiarlj' characterised by the bracts of the
involucre which" are hooked inwards at the point.

By means of these hooks, the llower-head, popu-
larly called a bid-, readily lays hold of the clothes

of a passer-by, the wool of a sheep, or the like, and
thus the fruitlets are transported from one place to

Greater Burdock {.Ai-ctiuiii Lappa, var. majus) :

a, section of flower-head, showing hooked bracts.

another, the short hairy pappus being insufficient

to waft them far on tlie wind. The Common Bur-
dock (A. Lappa) is consequently of wide distribu-

tion throughout the north temperate zone, and has
numerous varieties or sub-species ; it is very com-
mon in the United States. It Howers in July
and August. The root was formerly used in

medicine, and the young shoots for culinary

purposes, for which it has even attained cultiva-

tion in Japan.

Bureau, a French word signifying a writing-

talkie or desk ; also an office for transacting busi-

ness, a department of government, or the officials

that carry it on. In the United States, it is also

used in the latter sense ; but is universally the
word for a chest of drawers.

—

Bureaucracy is a
name often given to signify the kind of govern-

ment where the administration is centralised in

legularly graded series of go\-ernment officials, who
are responsible only to their chiefs, and who inter-

fere with and control every detail of public and
pri^ate life.

Burg', a town of Prussian Saxony, on the I hie

Canal, 15 miles NE. of Magdeburg by rail. It has
busy manufactures of woollens, jxjttery, leather,

aiul tobacco, besides dye-works, foundries, &c.
Pop. 15,572.

Burgage Tenure is the name of two different

tenures of land, one in England, the other in Scot-

land. In England, it is a species of free Socage

(q.v. ) holding, and it prevails where the king or

other person is lord of an ancient borough in which
the tenements are held by a certain and determinate
rent, and subject to a variety of customs, the prin-

cipal and most remarkable of which is that called

Jiorniif/h Etiglifih.
(
q.v. ). Among the other customs

was one that the wife shall be endowed with all her

husband's tenements, and not with the third part

only, as at common law.

In Scotland, by this tenure is meant a peculiar

sort of military holding affecting property m royal
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burghs, the sovereign Iteiug superior or oxerlord,
and each individuiil j>roprietor or burgess holding
director the crown, lor tlie rcddciulo or service of
H'lttc/tiii,/ and U'urdhtf/. This service is other-
wise termed ' service of "burgh used jind wont,' and
is now merely nominal. The proper vassal of the
crown is the whole community ; hence the tenure
wiis not sul)ject to the incidents of non-entrv and
relief, and the burgesses enjoyi-d peculiar facilities
in tiie cumpli'tion of titles Itv" heirs and purchasers
through tiie intervention of tlie magistrates. Since
the conveyancing legislation of 18t)8 and 1874, how-
ever, there is not for practical ptirposes much
ditference between burgage and the ordinary feu-
lioldings in Scotland. At one time no widow's
terce was due from burgage laiuls, but this was
altered by the Conjugal Rights Act, 1861.

Blirua.S. a port of Eastern Koumelia, on the
(inU of Hurgas, in the JJIack Sea, 7H miles NE. of
Adrianoplc. It has a trade in agricultural jiroduce,
anil sends large «iuantities of clay to the Turkish
pipe makers. Top. alxuit 58()0.

Burirdorf ( Fr. Untlioiid), a Swi.ss town, U
niik-s N E. of Hern by rail, with manufactures of
silk, linen, and colours. In the old castle here
r.'stalo/.zi estal)li>hed his famous .school (1798-
ls(n). I'op. 0S7.").

BUrifer. (itniKKlKl* AiCf.sT, German lyric
jioet, WJI.S lM)rn Hist Decemlter 1747, at .^Iolm'ers-

wende, near Hall»erstadt, the son of the Lutheran
l>a.><tor. In boyhood he displayed no inclination
to study, and Latin he esjtecially abhorred ; but he
showed at the same time a relish for verse, though
ills only modfd was the hyinn liook. IK' was e(lu-

eated at .Asclierslcben ami llalir, when' in 17l)4 lie

began to study theology; but in 17G8 he migrated
to (jlottingeii, and entered on a course of jurispru-
dence. His life here was wild and extravagant,
and he might have sunk into obscurity, if the inti-

macy which he hajipily f(»rmed with \'oss, the two
St<dbergs, and others of that youthful poet band,
had not stirred up his better nature, and inspiieil

him with an ambition to excel, lie studied closely

the ancient and modern cla.ssics ; Shakespeare and
Percy's Jie/i>jiii:.s had the strongest influence of all.

As to his poems, cliielly ballads and songs, even
Gernnin critics, such jus Schiller, (Jervinus, and
\ ilmar, ditl'er widely in their opinions ; but all

agree in praising the clear, strong versilication of

J.iiiorf, tlie ll't/i( lliintsiitKn, and other of his

ballads. As Percy's lirliintis had insj)ired IJiirger,

so IJiirger in ttirn inspired Sir Walter Scott, whose
earliest prodiu'tion was a translation of Lcnorc.

IJiirger's life was spent in great poverty and misery,

the result partly of nnsfortune, and partly of his

own sin. Thrice he married, ami thrice uidiap])ily

- lirst in 1774, Dora Leonhart ; next in 17S5, her

sister Auguste, the ' .Molly' of his poems, who had
borne him a son in Dora's lifetime ; and la.stly, in

171M), his ' Swabian maiden,' Elise Halin, whom he

divorced in 17!»2. Unfortunate speculations in-

vtdved him in embarrassment ; and, favourite poet

though he was of th(! tiermau nation, he was left

to earn liis bread l>y translations and similar

hack-Avork. He <lied at (Jottingen, Sth June 17!»4.

Of his poems, the lirst collection of which api>eared

in 1778, there have been numerous editions, the

best being Keiidiard's (4 v(ds. 17!M> 08), Tittmanns
(1S(J9), (Jrisebach's (2 vols. 187.'J), and Sauer's

(1884). See his Life by Diiring ( 182(5) and Prohle

( 1S.-)G), and his Letters ('o vols. 1802 74).

Burjjess, or I>1'h<;iii;k, from the same origin

as borough, means, when taken in a general sense,

the inhal)itant of a burgh, or much the same thing

as the word citizen, but has a variety of special

meanings, according to local institutions. In

almost all parts of Europe, when used in a technical

sense, the word means a person who holds some
peculiar privilege in a town or municipal corpora-
tion. The burgesses of tiie towns of southern
Europe were, and still nominally are, an interest-
ing relic of ancient Roman institutions, existing in
contest and rivalry with the institutions of feud-
ality. The burgess is virtually the cicia or citizen
of the Roman municipality, with a diflerent
name. The European moiiarchs frequently found
it their interest to sui)i)ort the burgesses, as a
check on the inlluence of the feudal aristocracy

;

and thus was nourished the great system of city
comnnmities, which have exercised so important
an intlnence on the fate of the world. See MUNI-
CIPALITY.

In the law of England, a burgess is a member of
the coriKuation of a corporate town, or he may he
describeil as a freeman duly admitted as a member
of the corporate body. Tliis privilege was, and to
s(mie extent still is, accjuired by birth or api)rentice-
ship—that is, by being born of a freeman, or by
apprenticeship for seven years within the borough
to a freeman. It might also be obtained by gift
or purchase. The .\luniciiial Corporation Act of
18."J5, Mhile abolishing the last-mentioned mode of
admission by gift or purchase, expressly reserved
the rights of freemen and their families ; and
it also provided for the making up and preserva-
tion of a list of burgesses so admitted, to be called
the Freeman's llnll ({\.\.). As the law at present
stands under the Municipal Corporations Act,
1882, a burgess (and this includes females) is a
pei-son of full age who has occupied a house or
other building, and has resided for one year in a
borou'di, and has jiaiil poor and borough rates, and
as sucli has been enrolled in the Ihirgess Roll (45
and 46 Vict. chap. oO). See IJoRoitJH, ToWN-
<<»rNClL.

In the Scots law, the delinition of burgess is

very similar to the English one above mentioned.
l!ut there was this distinction, that a person could
always be admitted to the privilege //// cIcrtioH of
(he 7nagistrates of the hiir///i-A\w burgesses taking,
on the occasion of their admission, a i|U.aint fomi
of oath, in which they pn>fess the religion of the
country, and loyalty to the sovereign and to the
]irovost and bailies of the burgh and their oHicers,
and declare, inter alia, that they will ' make con-
cord where discord is, to the utmost of their ))ower.

'

( )n taking this oath, aiid jiaying the customary <lues
of admission, the burgess obtained an extract of
the <act of his admission from the town-clerk. One
of the peculiar j)rivileges of a l)urgess in Scotland

—

viz. that of his heir having a right of succession to
Iteirship movables, was abolisheil liv the Titles to
Land (Scotland) Act, 1868. The admi.ssion of
burgesses is now regulated by the Act 2;j and 24
N'ict. chap. 47, which applies to royal burghs, as
amended by 39 Vict, chaji. 12, which applies to
both royal and parliamentary burghs. The last-

mentioned statute was intended to assimilate the
law of Scotland to some extent to that of England
as regards the creation of burgesses. It provided
that every i)erson is a burgess who is of full age
and who has occupied property within any burgh
for a period of three years prior to any term of

Whitsunday after 1876, and who during the term
of such occupation has been an inhabitant Iiouse-

holder within the burgh, and who has ])aid jioor-

rates during the period of such occupancy. A
female may l)econie a burgess, but not an alien or

one who has within 12 months immediately jire-

vious to the last term of Whitsunday of the jieriod

of his occuj)ation received parochial relief or any
charitable allowance.

BrR(;E.s.s List and Bi'Rgess Roll are lists

made under the jjrovisions of the Municipal Cor-
poration Act of 183."), as amended by 20 and 21



Vict. chap. 50, and 32 and 33 \'ict. chap. 5;>.

The overseers of tlie poor of every parish wholly
or in part within any borough are directed

to make out an alpliabetical list, called ' The
Burgess List,' of all persons who may be entitled or

qualified to be enrolled on tlie burgess roll of that

year, such list to be printed and made public. This
list is afterwards revised by the revising barrister,

and tiie names of those persons allowed, on revision,

to remain are then transferred to the Burf/ess Roll,

which is copied into a general alphabetical list in a
book provided for that purpose by the town-clerk
or clerk of the peace, and which book must be
completed on or before the 2'2d of October in every
year ; every such book being the burgess roll of the
burgesses entitleil to vote for councillors, assessors,

and auditors of the borough. Copies of such
burgess roll, so completed, shall be made in

wriiiiig. or printed for sale.

In Scotland, the list corresponding to the English
burgess roll is the Register of Municipal Electors

;

the 'roll of burgesses' in Scotland being quite

different. It is the custom for the magistrates of

the more importiuit cities and towns of the United
Kingdom to admit persons of distinction, whether
residenters or strangers, to the position of iionorary

burgesses, by 'presenting the freedom of tiie city.'

If strangers, such honorary burges.ses cannot exer-

cise the municipal franchise or be inducted to the

town-council. In 1899, both in Scotland and Eng-
land, women who had deserved well of the republic

were made honorary burgesses.

Burgess John Bagnold (1830-97), a painter

especiallv of Spanish subjects, born at Chelsea,
became A.R.A. in 1877, and R.A. in 1889.

Burgh. See Borough.

Bui'gll, Hubert DE, from 1215 to 1232 was the
patriotic Justiciar of England, for the last four

years the virtual ruler of the realm, but now is

chielly remembered as the jailer of Prince Arthui-
(q.v.). He was created Earl of Kent in 1227, and
died at Banstead, Surrey, 12tli May 1243. Walter
de Burgh, Earl of Ulster, who died at (ialway in

1291, was his grand-nephew.

Biirgliers. See United Presbyterian.

Burghley, William Cecil, Lord, one of

England's greatest statesmen, was born at

Bourn, Lincolnshire, his grandfather's seat, 13th
September 1520. His father, Richard Cecil of

Burghley, Northamptonshire, rose high in favour
with Henry VIIL, and left large estates at his

death in 1552. Educated at the grammar-schools
of Stamford and Grantham, young Cecil thence
passed in 1535 to St John's College, Cambridge,
where he was remarkable alike for his diligence
and aptitude in learning, but where he formed an
imprudent attachment for a wine-seller's daughter,
Mary Cheke, the sister of the great Greek scholar.

They were married in 1541, two months after his

entering (Jray's Inn, but she died three years later,

leaving him one son. At Gr.ay's Inn he devoted
himself assiduously to the study of law. History,
genealogy, and theology also formed part of his

studies at this time ; and his knowledge of the
last recommended him to the notice of Henry
VIIL, who in 1547 presented him with the valuable
office of custos hrcvium. His second marriage
(1545), to the daughter of Sir Anthony Cooke,
procured him the patronage of the Protector
Somerset, who in 1547 made him Master of

Requests, and in the following year his secretary.
He shared in Somerset's disgrace, even to two
months' imprisonment in the Tower ; but in 1550
his pre-eminent abilities secured f(ir him the post
of secretary of state, and in 1551 the honour of

knighthood. During his seccmd secretaryship.

Cecil effected most important and beneficial

changes in the commerciiu i)olicy of the country.

With a sagacity far beyond the spirit of his age,

he endeavoured to throw trade open, and did

succeed in abolishing some monopolies ; but
others proved too strong for him, standing as he
did alone, at a time when exclusive privileges

were considered the only sureties of a profitable

trade. During Mary's reign he conformed to

Catholicism, and was one of Pole's escort from
Brussels to England, but to him was mainly
owing the rejection of the bill introduced into

parliament to confiscate the estates of Protestant
refugees. Prior to Marys death, he had entered
into correspondence with ElizaVieth, who, on her
accession to the throne (1558), at once recognis-

ing Cecil's capacity for government, appointed
him chief secretary of state. A life of Cec-il

from this time until his death would be a forty

years' history of England, when England was
gre.atest, seeing that he was alike the originator
and director of that policy which made Elizabeth's
reign memorable above that of any other English
sovereign. For although Elizabeth, in occasional
caprice, might favotir other courtiers, Burghley
was the statesman whose judgment she relied on
in all matters of consequence. His policy at home
and abroad was at once shrewd and cautious,

liberal and comprehensive, w^iile he displayed a
power of decision, ready and stern, when necessity
demanded. As a statesman, he was above ani-

mosities and favouritism ; liis enemies never
suffered, and his friends profited nothing, by his

power. Capacity, truth, and honour were what
lie sought in public men. Had he been less just,

history might have been more generous to Ids

memory, whose darkest blot is his employment of

a whole army of sjjies. The queen created him
Baron Burghley in 1571, and conferred on him the
Order of the Garter in the succeeding year, when
he Avas also made lord high treasurer, an office he
held till his death. His emoluments were as noth-
ing to his expenditure, which was especially lavish

in the building and beautifying of his stately

mansions—Burghley, Tlieobalds in Herts, and
Cecil House in the Strand. He died at the last of

these on 4th August 1598, and was buried in West-
minster Abbey. From his first-born, Thomas
(1542-1622), created Earl of Exeter in 1605, was
de.scended Henry, eighth earl (1754-1804), who in

1801 was made Marquis of Exeter, and whose
marriage, as 'John Jones' in 1790, three years be-

fore his accession to the earldom, to a Shropshire
maiden, Sarah Hoggins (1773-97), forms the theme
of Tennyson's ' Lord of Burleigh.' From the second
son, Robert ( 1563-1612), created Earl of Salisbury
in 1605, came James, seventh earl, who was raised to

the Marquisate of Salislniry in 17S9.

See tlie Memoirs of Lord Buriihlen hy Nares (3 vols.

1828-31), the Life by Martin Hume' ( 1898 ), and works
cited at Elizabeth.

Burgklliair, Hans, a noted old German painter

and wood-engraver, was born at Augsburg in 1473,

and died there in 1531. He was the father-in-law

of the elder Holbein and the friend of Albert

Diirer, whose influence is manifest in his works.

Several excellent paintings by Burgkmair are pre-

served in the galleries of Munich, Berlin, Augsburg,
and Vienna ; but he is best known as a wood-

engraver, his cuts amounting in all to nearly 700.

Among the most celebrated of these is his ' Triumph
of the Emperor Maximilian,' in 135 cuts, with a

de.scription by the emperor (see MAXIMILIAN); and
Weisskunl(j, another line series of 237 cuts.

Burglary (an Old Fr. law term, made up of

hoiirg, 'a town,' and lercs, 'a robber,' from Lat.

latro), in the criminal law of England, is defined to
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be a breaking and entering a dwelling-house by
night, with intent to commit some felony therein,
wliether such intent he executed or not.' By the
C(msolidatii>ii Act, 1861, night is defined as extend-
ing from 9 1*. M. to 6 A.M. House means a per-
manent building in which tlie owner, or the tenant,
or any memWr of the family habitually sleeps at
night. A building may Ik? constructed in several
parts without internal communication so as to
constitute separate houses, but outhouses, at least,

where there is communication either immediate
or by means of a covered or inclosed pa.s.sage, are
reganled as part of the dwelling-liouse. Occasional
residence is suflicient, but not the mere sleeping
of a caretaker in a house not otherwise u.sed as
a resith'nce. IJurglarj' thus corresponds to the
ancient liamsocna or iiamfare of the Anglo-Saxon
law, whicii did not adoj)t, as was elsewhere done,
a distiiH'tiou depending on the number of house-
breakei-s. Tiie punislmient was formerly capital,

but since 1837 the maximum punishment is penal
8ervitU(k* for life, and not less than five years'

j>enal servitude, or two yeai^s' iiiiprisiinment. This
|)unishm<'nt may also be iiiHicted in tiie ca.se of

jreaking into a ]ilace of wor.sliip and committing
a felony tliere, although by day. As regards simi-

lar otlt-nces during the day, ami in buildings not

dwelling houses, see Hmiseiikk.vkino. Neither
the name Burglary, nor the legal distinction, is

known to the Scottish law, although housebreak-
ing by night is generally reckoned a more serious

atiair tiian housebreaking by day.

In the I'nited States, burglary is punished by
state laws, but the common law is generally fol-

hiwed. Some states include lireaking into shojis.

otbees, warehouses, factories, and meeting-houso
as burglary. An act by congress of 18'2.") expressly

includes l»reakirig into Iniats and ve.s.sels with intent

to commit a ftdony. In some states the same de<'i!

ilone in the daytime is delined as Imrglary in tip

.sectmd degree.
" The night is the time between on'

iiour after sun.set and one hour l>efore sunri>'

or when the features «)f a man cannot be cleail;

discerned. In the I'nited States, burglarj- is neve i

punished by penal servitude for life.

Bilrglcil. a village of Switzerland, in th.

cantnii ut I li, about a mile from Altorf, is the

traditional birthplace of William Tell. The sup-

iMised site of the patriot's house is now occupied

by a cliapel, erected in 1522, upon the walls of

which are represented certain well-known scenes

from his history. Pop. 1478.

ICliruoiliastl'r. a kind of (Jull ((i.v.).

Bliruoiliastcr. the Anglicisetl form of the

Dutch tjiinjciiirrsfir ((Jerman biirgcrmci.ster), the

title of tiie chief-magistrate of a city or town,

analogous to the French miurc, the English mayor,

and the Scotch prornst.

Burgos, a citv of Spain, the ancient capital of

the kin;:doiii of ()ld Castile, stands on the right

bank of the river Arlan/on, 225 miles N. of Madnd
bv rail. Burgos, which is the see of an archbishon,

w-as founded in 884. Many c)f the gloomy old

hou.ses of its rarlv history still remain. In the

castle, K<lward l! of England was espoused to

Eleanor of Castile. The cathe<lral, founded in

1221, ranks with those of Tole<lo and Lecm, the

three great Spanish churches of the Early Pointed

period. ' Better known than either of the others,

savs .Mr Street, 'Burgos is inferior in scale and

interest, and its character has been much altered

by abided works more or less Rococo in character,

w") that it is only by analysis and investigation

that the IStlicentury church is still seen under

and behind the more modern excrescences.' Still, it

is a glorious building, with its twin-spired western

facatle, its exquisite lantern, an<l its fifteen chapels

so rich in fine sculpture and tombs, of whicli there
are upwards of 60, with 44 altars and fully 100
full-length statues. The chmcli of Agueda is

associated with the legend of the Cid ; that of

San Esteban was formerly a convent. The chief
street is the Esiiolon, which forms a promenade
by the river. The town-hall is a modern build-
ing. There are several convents in the neighbour-
hood. The suburbs are connected with the older
part of the town by three stone bridges. Burgos
was the birthplace of the Cid (q.v. ), whose bones
are presented at the town-hall, as also those of
Pedro the Cruel. San Julian, and San Lesme.

iiurgos (JathcdraL

It has manufactures of woollens and linens,

and some tratlic as a mart of agricultural pro-

duce. It has several hospitals and educational

institutions ; the university founded in 1550 is

now extinct, but there is "an institute and semi-

naries for priests and teachers. The city formerly

had a much larger jiopulation—as many as 50,000

— l)iit on the removal of the court to Madrid in the

16tli century, it began to decline in j>opulation

and importance. It was further greatly injured in

November 1808 by the French, who sacked it. In

1812 the city was four times un.succe.ssfully

besieged by Wellington, who, however, took it in

the following year, when tiie French blew it up,

as well as the fortilications. Pop. 34,.S25.—The
province of Burgos has an area of 5651 sq. m., and

a population of 338,551. The surface is elevated,

the .soil fertile, yielding grain and fruits. The hills

afford rich pasturage ; and gold, silver, iron, lead,

and copper are found.

Blirgoyiie, John, British general and drama-

tist, was born in 1723, and entered the army in

1740. He eloped three years later with a daughter

of the Earl of Derby, resided nine years in France

(1747-56), and then resuming active service, di.s-

tino-uished himself in Portugal by the capture

of Alcantara (1762). Several years followed of

fashionable life, duiiiig which he .sat in parliament

as a Tory, till in 1774 he wa.s sent out to America,

i

and in the summer of 1777 led an expedition
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fioiu Canada into the rebellious districts. On 6th

Jul V he took Ticoudero^'a ; but on 17th October,

after two engagements, his retreat cut olf, and his

ammunition exhausted, he found lumself forced to

surrender to General CJates at Saratoga (q.v.).

The British and Ahierican armies at the time of

the capitulation are estimated by American writers

at ")804 antl 10.817 : by English, at 3500 and 20,000.

On his return to England he lost all his appoint-

ments, and went over to the Whigs, who, when in

1782 tliey came into power, made him commander-
in-chief in Ireland. This otlice he held eighteen

months, and subsequently devoted himself to light

literature. He was the author of some pamphlets

in defence of his conduct, of The Maid of the Oaks
\

( 1775), and of The Heiress ( 1786), a most succe.ssful
\

comedy. In 1787 he was one of the managers for
|

conducting the impeachment of Warren Hastings ;

and he died on 8d June 1792. See his Life by
;

E. B. de Fonblanque (1876).

Burgoyiie, Sir John Fox, Bart., engineer

olHcer, a natural son of the above, was born in

1782. After three years at Eton (where he was
Hallam's fag) and two at Woolwich, he entered

tlie Royal Engineers in 1798 ; from 1800 to 1807

served in the Mediterranean ; was with Moore at

Corunna in 1809; and served under Wellington
tlirough all the Peninsular war, well earning the

K.C.B., which he did not, however, receive till

1S38. In 181-4 he was commanding engineer of

the expedition to New Orleans, and in 1826 of

Clinton's to Portugal. In the Crimean war he was
chief of the engineering department of the British

army ; but the discovery that Sebastopol could not

be taken oft'-liand led, in February 1855, to liis

unjust recall. However, he was made a baronet

in 1856, constable of the Tower in 1865, and a
tield-marshal in 1868, besides receiving many more
marks of honour. He died 7tli October 1871. See
his Life by Colonel Wrottesley (2 vols. 1873).

BlirgUIldy, once an independent kingdom of

wide extent, and later a French province (Fr.

Bourc/of/m). The ancient Burgundians (Bur-
ijundii or Burgundiones) were originally a Ger-

man tribe settled on the banks of the Oder
and the Vistula, who afterwards extended them-
selves to the Rhine and the Neckar, and in 406

penetrated into Roman Gaul. In 437 they sus-

tained a defeat from the Huns, and placed them-
selves under the supremacy of the Romans, by
whom they were settled in the modern Savoy.

From their seat there they extended their do-

minion in the confu.^ion attendant on the downfall

of the Roman empire till it embraced nearly

the whole Rhone valley, with the exception of

Provence. Their conversion to Christianity took

]ilace in the course of eight <lays ! They adopted

a brief Arian confession of faith, and were baptised.

The Burgundian kingdom was, however, unaljle to

maintain itself against the Franks, and in 534 it

was con(juered by that people.

The weak government of the later Carlovingian

kings allowed Burgundy once more to assert an
independent existence tinder Boso of Vienne in 832.

Bcjso's realm, known as Cisjuran Burgundy, or, from
its capital, the kingdom of Arelate (Aries), lay

mainly in the basin of the Rhone. A second Bur-

gundian state arose about the same time in the

country between the Saone and the Reuss, and was
known as Transjuran or U])per Burgundy. These
states, united in 930, were for a time powerful and
famous ; but in 1038, on the extinction of the royal

dynasty, Burgundy became part of the German
empire, and continued to form a part of it for

nearly three centuries. It was afterwards broken
into several fragments, nearly all of which were
gradually absorbed by France.

In medieval times the name of Burgundy is

better known as as.sociated with the dukedom
founded l)y Richard, Count of Autun, a brother of

the Boso above mentioned. The nucleus of the

dukedom was in Lower Burgundy, the region

which afterwards became the French province of

Burgundy, to the north and west of the other

Burgundian realms. Its brilliant period began
when John of France in 1363 conferred the duke-
dom on his son Philip the Bold. By his marriage
with Margaret, heiress of the Count of Flanders,

Philip added to his dukedom a great part of the

Low Countries, and was appointed regent of France
during the insanity of Charles VI. of France. The
quarrels of the rival dukes of Burgundy and
Orleans at this period, and during the English
invasions of Henry V., made a great noise in

France, and were most fatal to its prosperity. In

1435 their feuds were arranged by the treaty of

Arras, which led to great increase in the posses-

sions of Burgundy. Charles the Bold (1467-77)

was one of the most powerful princes in Christen-

dom, and had a gorgeous court. The possession

of the flourishing cities of Flanders made him the
wealthiest monarch of Europe, and by this time
the House of Burgundy had acquired almost the
entire Netherlands. His power was shattered by
the victories of the Swiss at Granson and
Murten, and he was slain at Nancy (1477).

After that Burgundy no longer played a great r6le

as an independent state. Louis XI. of France,
as overlord, appropriated the dukedom. Mary,
daughter and heiress of Charles, marrying Maxi-
milian of Austria, transferred to that house the rest

of her dominions ; and they passed to ISIaximilian's

grandson, the emperor Charles V. The final result

was, that the domains of Bur^mdy properly so

called were incorporated with France, while its

possessions in the Low Countries remained with
tiie House of Hapsburg. The portion of Burgundy
that fell to the Hapsburgs, together with the seven-

teen provinces of the Netherlands, formed, from 1512

till the rebellion of the Netherlands, one of the ten
' circles ' of the German empire. Ultimately they
went to constitute modern Belgium. See Charles
THE Bold, Holland, Philip the Bold, Philii'

THE Good.—A later Duke of Burgundy (1682-

1712), grand.son of Louis XIV. of France, is known
.s the unworthy pupil of the great Fenelon.

The county of Burgundy corresponded to Franche-

Comte(q.v. ). The YvancXi ])roiHnec oi Burgundy,
as constituted in 1477, comprised what are now the

departments of Ain, Cote-d'Or, Saone-et- Loire,

and Yonne, witii i)arts of adjoining departments ;

and among its towns were Dijon, Macon, Autun,
Chalon-sur-Saone, and Bourg.

See also FnANCHE CoMTfi ; Dubois, La Bomyogne
depaig son Orlijiitc (2 vols. 1SG7).

Burg'UIKly Pitoll. a resinous substance pre-

pared from common Frankincense (q.v.), the si)on-

taneous exudation of the Norway spruce-fir {Abies

excelsa ; see Fir ) by melting it in hot water, by
which means it is freed from a considerable part

of tlie volatile oil which it contains. By straining

it tiirougli a coarse cloth, impurities are also re-

moved. Burgundy jiitch is of a yellowish-white

colour, hard and brittle when cold, but softening

by the heat of the han<l, and readily adhering to

the skin. It has a not unpleasant resinous odour,

and when pure, no bitter taste. It is used in medi-

cine as an external application only, and generally

acts as a mild irritant. A very common applica-

tion of it is as a piaster in complaints of the chest,

and in rheumatic complaints. It enters also as an
ingredient with resin, oils, dvc. , into a conifiound

plaster of similar use. The Burgundy pitch of

commerce is now principally brought from Fin-

land, Austria, and Switzerland ; but the j^reauir
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part of what is sold under that name is made by
meltinj,' together pitcli, rosin, and turpentine, and
agitating witli water, tlierel.y iiiij.arting to it tlu-

necessary yellowish colour. Tliis imitation mav
be distiiiginshed fnmi the genuine Hurgnndy pitcli
by its bitter taste, less a^'reealile oilour, and by its
not being soluble in twice its weiglit of glacial
acetic acid.

Burtnindy Wilie.S are chiefly the prmluce of
vin.'vanls cultivated on the hilly lands forming the
Cote-dUr. and rank amongst the finest in the
world. The wines of Ipper Htirgnndy, and tlie

wines of Lower Burgundy (Yonne), Macon, and
lieaujolais, are other two groups of Burgundies.
The Unest of the irhitc Burgundy is Mont Hachet

;

Chablis is a irhitf wine of Lower Burgundy,
lieauuf is the centre of the trade. The most cele-
lirated nf the ml wines of Burgiuidy are Hoinanee-
<'onti. ( liaMibfrtin, HichelM)urg, Clos-Vougeot.

BurliaiBIMir. a town of India, in Nimar
district, Central I'rovinces, on the north bank of
the Tanti, 'i.HO miles NE. of Bomliay. and '2 from
tlie railway station of Lalbiigh. The remains of
buildings show that the town t'xtemled over an area
of 5 sfj. m. when under the Moguls. Eight .sets of
aqueducts can still Iw traced. The city was taken
by Ceneral Wellesh-y in 1S().3, but it wjus (mly
in IWM) that Burhanpur came completely under
control of the British •government. The town
contains a jialace built by Akbar, and a nuKsijue

built by Aurungzeln'. Although <m the decline,
there are still some manufactures of cotton and
of muslin, silk, and brocade, for which the place
was toinicrly notable. Pop. '^'l,2')'2.

Burial, a word of Teutonic origin (xV.S.
hyiijiiii, "to burj'), is apj>lied to the prevalent
method among civilised nations of disposing of the
dead by committing them to the earth. The gen-
eral tendency of mankind has always been to bury
the dea<l out of sight of the living; and various as
the methods of jiecomplishing this end have been,
they have resolved themselves into three great
classifications : ( 1 ) The simple closing up of the
body in earth or stone ; ( 2 ) the burning of the l>ody,

and the entombing of the ciinlers ; and (8) the
embalming of the l>odv. The fii-st of these is the
earliest form of whicli we have any knowletlge.

The jiala-olithic cave-dwelleiN of France and Bel-

gium buried their deail in natural grottos and
crevices of the rocks similar to those in which they
lived. The later stone-age people throughout
Eun>pe burietl in chaml>ered barrows and cairns.

The bronze-age peoj)le buried in unchambered
barrows, or in cemeteries of stone cists set in

the ground, often in natural eminences of sand or

gravel, or surrounded by circles of standing stones.

Oemation was practiseil side by side with simple

inhumation throughout the prehistoric ]>eriod. It

was also a general characteiistic of burial in pagan
times that the dead, whether cremated or not, were
provided with grave-gootis, such as urns or vessels

•of clay, bronze, gold, or ghiss, clothing and pei-sonal

ornaments, implements, and weajtons. Christianity

al)olished cremation, and restricted the provision of

grave-goods to the burial of kings and priests, who
ccmtinued to be interred in their royal and sacer-

dotal robes, and with their insignia of office. The
stone cist became the stone-lined grave of the early

Christian cemeteries, and the stone .sarcophagus,

which can be traced back to the time of the Egyp-
tian kings who built the Pyramids, continued

throughout the middle ages.
" In the first four

centuries of the Christian era the Christians at

Kome had buried their dead in the Catacombs, a

series of subterranean excavations, consisting of

long horizontal ])assages, with recesses on either

side, arranged in tiers, for the reception of the
i

bodies, closed in by slabs bearing inscribed memo-
rials and emblems of the faith. During the per-
secutions of the '2d century the Catacombs were
used as places of assembly for worship ; and the
association of the church and the cemetery thus
established has continued ever since. It was not
till the 9th century, however, that the formal con-
secration of churchyards l>ecame customary. In
Egypt, and perhaps also in Palestine, the Christian
church inherited the practice of embalming, to
which there is frequent allusion in the Scriptures.
The Israelites may have learned the art from the
Egj-ptians, among whom it was .so extensively
practised, that Egyptian corpses, as inoffensive as
any article of wood or stone, are scattered over
Europe in museums, and are oven to l)e found as
curiosities in private Inmses. The soil and climate
of I'pper Egyi>t seem to have afl'orded facilities for

embalming unmatched in any other part of the
world ; and in other places the vestiges of the prac-
tice are comparatively rare, though it is not unusual
even yet to embalm royal corpses, Jind in some
places U^ preserve a series of desiccated bodies, a.s in
the vault of the monasteiy of Kreuzberg, at Bonn,
where the monks have been successively preserved
in their costume for centuries. Cremation is

described in the Homeric poems as an honourable
mode of sepulture practised in the heroic ages of
Greece. The Romans, who in the time of the
Republic had interred their dead, adopted the
(Jrecian usage in the days of Sulla. It is mentioned
in the Sagas as the older custom of the early Norse-
men, who used occasionally to place the viking in
his ship, and 'send him flaming out to .sea,' instead
of entombing him beneath the mound of earth,
with all his belongings, in his vessel set on even
keel, which was the more usual method. The
Esthonians also i>ractised cremation ; and the custom
was retained till the 10th century among the tribes

along the Volga, along with the horrible accom-
paniment of human .sacrifice in honour of the dead,
a.s we leani from the narr.ative of Ahmed Ibn
F'ozlan, who states that he was an eye-witness of

the whole ceremonies. It was prohibited among
the conquered Saxons, under pain of death, by
Charlemagne. It is still practised in India, but
without the suttee, or burning of the living widow
with the corpse of the husband. Until quite
recently cremation was a common custom in .Japan,
and was jiractised side by side with unburned inter-

ment. The latter Inus been the univei"sal custom in

Europe from the several dates of the introduction
of Christianity into the different countries.
Some of the grandest buildings in the world have

been toml>s ; such are the Pyramids, the castle of
St Angelo, the tomb of C;ecilia Metella, and many
temples in eastern ctmntries. The notion that
the dead may require the things they have been
fond of in life has also preserved to the existing
world many relics of the customs of past ages ; the
tombs of Eg>pt have sui)plied an immense quantity
of them, wliicli have taught the present age more
of the manners of ancient nations than all the
learned books that have been written. Herodotus
tells us of favourite hoi-ses and slaves sacrificed at

the holocaust of the dead cliief. The same thing
has been done in our own day in Ashanti.
Amongst the ancients an unburned or unburied

body was held to l)e disgraced, and the spirit was
unhappy till a kindly stranger at least threw a few
handfuls of earth on the corpse. In the Christian
countries, too, the denial of the rite of C'hristian

burial involved a judgment on the life of the
deceased ; this sad fate was usually or frequently
reserved for the unl)aptised, including unbaptised
infants, non-Catholics, excommunicated persons,
notorious mockers at religion and evil livers, unre-
pentant sinners, persons who did not take the
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Eixcharist at least once a year, executed criiuinaLs,

suicides, persons who fell in duels ; and till the

Kevolution every French stage-player had to he

content with hurial in unconsecrated ground. Thus
in 1730 the hrilliant actress, Adrienne Lecouvreur,

had for this reason alone to he huried in unconse-

erateil ground without the semblance of a religious

rite, in spite of strong pressure brought to bear on
the Archbishop of Paris.

In England, hurial in some part of the parish

diurchyard is a common-law rite, which may be
enforced by mandamus—that is, every person may
be buried in the parish where he dies. But the

body of a parishioner cannot be interred in a metal
coffin or vault, or even in any particular part of

a churchyard, as, for instance, the family vault,

without an additional fee. By the canons of the

Church of England, clergymen cannot refuse or

tlelay to bury any corpse that is brought to the
church or churchyard ; on tlie other hand, a con-

spiracy to prevent a burial is an indictable otlence.

It is a popular error that a creditor can arrest or

detain the body of a deceased debtor ; and the

doing such an act is indictable as a misdemeanour.
It is also an error that permitting a funeral ]>ro-

cession to pass over private grounds creates a public

right of way. By Acts of 1823, the inhabitants
of any parish, township, or place, when going to

or returning from attending funerals of persons
in England ^\•llo have died and are to be buried
there, were e.xempted from any toll within these

limits ; and in 1824 the same regulation was
extended to Scotland ; the only difference being,

that in the latter case the limitation of the district

is described by the word parish alone. Not till

1823 was the barbarous mode of burying suicides at

cross roads, with a stake driven through the body,
abolished. It was then enacted that their burial

should take place, without any marks of ignominy,

ftrivately in the parish churchyard, between the
lours of nine and twelve at night, under the direc-

tion of the coroner. In Scotland, the right of

burial in a churchyard is an incident of property in

the parish ; but it is a mere right of burial, and
there is not necessarily any corresponding owner-
ship in the solum or ground of the churchyard.
Registration (q.v. ) of death should precede burial.

The solemn rites of burial at sea are regulated by
the necessities of the case. Usually the dead body
is sewn up in a hammock, with a weight attached
to the feet, and a modified form of the English
burial service is read before the body is committed
to the deep.

At various times, and in various places, there has
been much popular excitement as to the possibility

or probability of persons being buried in a state of

suspended animation, but still really alive. Few of

the many stories of cases of this kind have been
authenticated ; if any such occurs, it must be the
result of inexcusable haste and carelessness. A
competent medical man can easily decide by auscul-

tation whether the heart has ceased to beat. ( For
the other signs of death, see DEATH, Catalepsy. )

In some places the dead are kept for a time in

mortuary houses specially fitteu up for the pur-

pose—a bell-pull being attached to the extremities
of the corpse, so as to give a summons on the
smallest motion of the body. But these precau-
tions have always proved needless ; a corpse has
never revived under such circumstances.

In Christian countries, if the remains of the saint
to whom a church was dedicated could be obtained,
they were buried near the altar in the choir. It

became a prevalent desire to be buried near these
saints, and the bodies of men eminent for their

piety, or high in rank, came thus to be Imried in

churches. It can scarcely be said that a practice
eo detrimental to the public health as the burial

within churches, was checked in this country until

the whole system of intramural interment, includ-

ing the practice of pit burial, as it was called, was
attacked by Southwood Smitli, Walker, Chadwick,
and other sanitary refoiniers. Measures were
afterwards carried for shutting graveyards in

crowded cities, and placing interments in open ceme-
teries under sanitary control. The first great
measure was passed in 1850, when the Board of

Health was made a Burial Board for the metropolis,

and power was given to the Privy-council to close

the cit}" graveyards. The act was extended to the
English provinces in 1853, and to Scotland in 1855,

and has been repeatedly amended.
The main features of burial legislation are these :

The Privy-council may, on the representation
of the Home Secretary, order the discontinuance
of burial in any j^raveyard, and may interfere

to prevent any vault or place of burial becoming
dangerous to health. They may also regulate
burials in cemeteries established under statute.

Licenses may be got for the continued use of

private vaults and graves. The Privy-council
may also require the vestry in an English parish
to meet and consider whether a new burial-

ground shall be provided. If they proceed, a burial

board of from three to nine persons is appointed by
the vestry. Town -councils in boroughs, and local

boards of health, may be constituted burial boards
by order in council. Parishes may combine for

this purpose, and the burial-ground need not be
within the parish. It must not be within 100 yards
of any dwelling-house, without the consent of

the owner in writing. Part of the burial-ground
must be consecrated, part unconsecrated ; but the
fees, which are subject to public control, must be the
same in both parts. The boards are authorised to

arrange for the conveyance of the dead, and to pro-

vide reception-houses. They are also bound to keep
accurate registers of interments. Any expenses
beyond receipts are charged on the poor-rate. In
1872 very valuable suggestions for providing and
managing burial-grounds were issued by the Home
Secretary. These deal with situation, soil and
drainage, paths, fencing and planting, size of grave
spaces (wnich should be 9 feet by 4 feet, or 4
square yards, with a depth of from 4 to 6 feet),

reopening of graves, which is permitted after 14
years, Sec. The controlling authority in such
matters in England as in Scotland is "the Parish
Council. The burial boanls in England have ex-

pended millions on cemeteries ; thousands of church-
yards have been closed. Tiiere is also a veiy laige
number of cemeteries conducted by companies for

protit. The administrative arrangements in Scot-

land are very similar; tlie ratepayers are entitled

to raise the question of closing an old, or provid-

ing a new burial-ground by petition before the
sheriff. (For Disinterment, see EXHUMATION,
Post-mortem Examination, IiEsuKRKCTioNisTs.i

In the United States, neglect to bury a dead body
by any one whose duty it is to bury it, and having
sufficient means to do so, is a misdemeanour. It is

also a misdemeanour to fail to notify a coroner that

a body on which an inquest ought to be held is lying

unburied, or to bury or otherwise dispose of such
body without giving notice to the coroner.

For other matters connected with the subject of

burial, see Cemeteries, Churchyards ; Crema-
tion, Embalming ; Tomb, Coffin, Catacombs,
Barrows, Cairns, Parish, Pyramids, Stone
A(;e, Tope. And for the hiw of tlie subject, see

(lien, Laii: relat'uKj to Bitrkd of the Dead (1881);
Maker, Lairs rrlotlvfi ta Ihirials (18S2).

Burial Societies are friendly societies con-

stituted in tiie usu.al manner, and with the express

object of supplying a fund for paying the funeral

expenses of the members on their death (see
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Friendly Societies). It became customary to
enter the names not only of aihilts, but of cliildren,
in sucli societies. Tlie proceedin-^'s of the ciiniinai
courts have shown that, in some instances, cliildren
on wliose lives such an insurance was effected liave
l>een killed <>r allowed to die of neglect, and the
alarm created by sucli instances was enhanced by
the discovery that chii<iren were frequentlv insurell
in more than one .s«K-iety. To obviate this calami-
tous use of a beneHcial arran'.'ement, it was pro-
vided that no insurance of a child under si.x years
of age in a burial society should Ije legal.

' The
Hon. E. Lyuljth Stanley. Inspector under the
Friendly Societies Act. 1875, savs, in a report on
Friendly Swieties, IS.S.-1 (B.B.*89), referring to
l>urial .societies :

• I wi>h to make a general
remark on burial s«Kieties which has been im-
ores.sed uiH)n me during this insjiection. It is that
I am satisfied that there is a large amount of insur-
ance of persons without their knowledge by pei-sons
not entitled to insure them, and that in this way
frauds are extensively practised on Imrial societies,
and no doubt these are temptations to murder.' Un
the other hand, in evidence l)efore the Select Com-
niittee on Friendly Societies in 1849, it was stated
in respect of LiverjK>ol, that in the s(x;ieties of that
city, numl>ering .some 100,0()() members, no ca-se of
death by vii)lence fur the sake of Imrial money haxl

t)ccurred. In the Friendh" Societies Act of 18.50,

and in that of 187o (38 and 39 Vict. chap. 6()),

stringent arrangements for certifying tlie cause of
deiith have l»«'en a<lopted.

Buriat.S 'i Mongol race, with several branches,
in Ea-t .Sil)eria, on lK)th .sides of Lake Baikal,
numl>eiing alMiut 'iOS,(HH). They are a |>eace-loving
but slothful and di>c»iuiteous people, prone to
petty thefts, and pa.Nsi(mately fond of drink.
Though some have Itecome g<Mjd farmei's, the
majority are nomads, breetliu"; cattle, or living by
hunting and fishing. Some of the tril)esmen have
of late years, however, stiulie<l with success .several

branches of science ; and the blankets, leather, and
metal-work of the |H'ople are known throughout
Sil>eria. Those dwelling west of the lake have con-

formed t«» the Greek Churcli, and the others have
adopted Buddhism ; but of most, Sham.anism (q.v.)

is still tiie actual religion. Under Kus.sian inile

since 1644, they yet preserve among themselves a
patriarchal form of government. There is a dram-
mar and Vocal lu lark- by Castren and Schiefner

(St Petersburg. 1857) of their language; and a
Grammar by Urlofl" ( 1878).

Bliridail, Jkan, a French schoolman of the
14tli (fntiuy, lM»rn at Bethune, in Artois, alK)ut

l.'WHJ, studied at I'aris under Occam, l)ecame him-
self a teacher of the nominali.st jiliilosophy, and
was rector of the university of Paris in 1.327. < 'f

his life almost nothing is known, but it is certain ,

that he was alive as late as 1358. There is a
traditicm that he had to Hee from France, and that

at Vienna he helpeil to found the university, but

this Ls contrary to historical fact. His works treat

of logic, metaphysics, phy.sics, ethics, and politics

—almost every subject save theolog^•, which he

avoided because it (loes not rest on reason alone,

the sole authority in philosophy. Like Occam, he

denied objective reality tf> universals, which are

mere words, singulars or individuals alone exist-

ing (see No.MINALISM). In his comments on the

Siiomachenn Et/iicjs of Aristotle he makes the ^^•iIl

depend entirely on motives, the only freedom

l>eing a certain i)Ower of suspending the judgment
and determining the direction or the intellect.

The celebrated sophism known to the schoolmen

uniler the name of Buriilan's Ass, has been dis-

cus.sed at superfluous length, and with needless

ingenuity, by Bayle. It occurs nowhere in his

Ixwks, and was no doubt due to some opjionent
who wished to cast ridicule u^-on his determinism.
The sophism referred to is, that if a hungry iiss be
l>laced exactly between two bundles of hay of equal
size and attractiveness, it must starve, as there is

nothing to determine the will of the animal to-
wards either bundle. (This hypothetical case is,

however, found in Aristotle, iJc Calo, ii. 14, and in
the fourth book of Dante's Paradiso.) His chief
works are Stdinnida dc Dialecttea (1487), Com-
pcndium Lwjitxv ( 1489), In Aristotdis Mctaphysica
(1518), and Quccntiones in x. libros £thicorvm
A risfotclis (U89).

Burin, or Graver (Fr. burin, from Ital. borino;
l)ut originally cognate with English bore), the piin-
cipal instrument u.sed in copper-engraving, is made
of tempered steel, and is of prismatic form, the
graving end being giound oft" obliquely to a sharp
point. The distinctive style of a master is fre-

quently described by such expressions as a soft
lixriti, a ffraphiv burin, or a brilliant burin.

Burino. See Ciiizerots.

Bliriti PallU (Mauritia Sagas vinifera), a
beautiful palm which grows in gieat abundance in
the swami)s of Northern Brazil, particularly on the
Orinoco. It is one of the loftiest of palms, reach-
ing 100 feet. The stem yields a kind of sago, which
is cut in slices and eaten like bread ; the pulp and
seed of the sago-like fruit are eaten and made into
sweetmeats—and the abundant sweet sap before
(lowering is dmnk fresh, or is easily fermented
into palm wine by the natives. Hiiniboldt de-
scribes how the (uiarani people at the mouth of the
Orinoco not only derive their food from the tree,

but make their nets, mats, hats, i^c. from its fibres

and leaves, and yet more literally live upt)n the
tree, by suspending huts of its matting from stem
to .stem during the rainy sea.son, annually returning
to this arboreal existence. JI. Jtexuonu, the Moriti
or Sea Palm of Trinid.ad and Brazil, is of similar
anpearance and uses ; but its leaves yield better
tibie, antl its stem a useful wood.

Burke, En.MrND, a celebrate*! orator and
philosophic j>olitician, was born in 1729 at Dublin,
where liis lather had an extensive practice as an
attorney. In 1741 Burke was sent to school at
IJallitore, in the county of Kihlare, and in 1743
entered Trinity College, Dul)Iin. His under-
gratluate course was not marketl 1)V the ordinary
distinctions, and he mainly devoted himself to a
verj' extensive and desultory course of reading.
Cicero was his favourite author. In 1748 he
graduated B.A. Being destined for the English
l)ar, he proceeded to London in 1750 to keej) his

terms at the Middle Temple. He never took
kindly, however, to legal studies, and ultimately
abandoned the idea of becoming a barrister.

The period from 1750 to 1760 in the life of Burke
was a time of obscurity, spent chiefly iu literaiy

work, which in time laought him a consider-

able reputation. His first important publication

was the celebrated Vindication of Xatural Society,

written in imitation of the .style and ridicule of the

reasoning of Lord Bolingbroke, in which, with
well -concealed irony, he confutes Bolingbroke's
views of society by a reductio ad absurduni. It was
published anonymously in 17i56, when its author
was twenty-seven ; with many of its readers it

passed as a serious work. Soon after, in the same
year, appeared his well-known essay, A Philo-

sophical Inquiry into the Oriyin of our Ideas of the

Sublime and Beautiful—a treatise which attracted

considera])le attention both in this country and in

Germany, and which, though crude, contains much
able and independent thinking (see Esthetics).
The same year Burke made a happy marriage with
the daughter of a Bath physician, Dr Isugent.
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In 17^0 the first volume of the Annual Reginter

appeared, a work whicli Burke orijnnatefl, and to

which lie f-ontril»ute<I largely till 17H8. These
writing-* of Hurke not only intro«luce<l him to

sfjciety, hut opened up a wider field of activity.

In 1761 Mr W. O. Hamilton ('Single-speech Hamil-
t<^m'), then Seeretan.' for Ireland, na\'ing appointed
him hi.H private secretary, he returned to Duhlin,
where he s[K;nt ahout two years, and received a
pension on the Irish estabfishrnent of £3W. In

return for this favour Hamilton claimed that Burke
should thencefor\vard devote his whole time to hLs

sjKjcial service, with the result that they had a
violent fjuarrel, and Burke threw up hLs pension.

On hLs retuiTi to Lonrlcm he hecarne a member of

the Literary' Club, the history of which is associated
with almost ever>' con.siderable name in the litera-

ture of the |)eriod. But literary society did not
tiraw his atteiitifin from the chances of a i)olitical

career. In l7fio he became private secretary to the
.Vlanpiis of Iif)ckin^ham, at that time premier, and
in the same year was returned to i)arliament as
member for Wendover. He obtained the seat
through the influence of Lord Vemey. His elo-

Muence at oncf; gained liiiii a high position in tlie

Whig party, and in the House of Commons. The
llockingh;i,rii administration, however, lived only
al)out a year, and witli it terminated his second
political employment. Though he held no office

till the downfall of the \ortli ininistry in 17H2, the
pul)lic activity of Burke never ceased till his

death. His eIof|nf!ne(;, political knowledge, and
force of character gave liim a foremost place among
the statesmen of tiir; time.

The times were, indeed, unfavourable for a neir

man, who had only his natural genius to rely on
for advanceuKint, and whose strong convictions
unfitted him to br- an instniment of mere court oi'

jiarty interests. At that time there were two
great forces in Kngiish ])olitics, the court and the
territorial aiistocrat^y. With the accession f)f

(Jeorgc! III., \\\i' court had reasserted itself, and by
an unsparing use of the ])ub]ic monej- in influencing
ele<;tions, hiul gjitliered round it a powerful party.
(Jeorge III. found a willing servant in Loril North,
whosf! long admiiiistratio)! from 1770 till 1782 was
marker] by tht; uiisiu-cirssful coendon of the Amer-
i(^aM colon i(!s, by corru))tion, extravagance;, and a
jirevailing n^action. Against this policy Burke
and his Whig friends could only raise a strong
protest. Tlie best C)f Murke's writings and speeches
belong to this jumIoiI, and may be describe*! as
a d(;fenf;(! and exposition of sound constitutional
statesmanship against pnn'ailiiig alnise and mis-
government. His (irsl great painplilet- was Oh.ser-

niliniis nil llir, I'nsriit Stiitr. of the Nntinii, a reply
to (n^orge (Irenviiie, written in ]7(i!>. In 1770 he
l»ublished another great politi<-al pamphlet On tin:

Viiams (if the, I'rc.sciit Di.scontcntu, whicii treats of

the many (|uestions arising out of Wilkes' con-
troversy, an<I the attitude of the court. Three
great w litings on tlie .American struggle ai'e perhaps
the finest of his many ellbrts. Tiu-se are tiie speech
<m Avici itufn Tu.aUion (1774), the speech cm Con-
filidtiiiii with Avierira (177.')), and the Letter to ike
Shenfs oflinst<il{ 1777). In all three Burke is the
advocate, wi1,ii reference to the (rolonies, of wise and
liberal measures, wiiicli would have avert e(l ail tlie

miscliief that (ensued. In 1774 IJurke had to retire

from ids seat for Wendover, but the important con-
stituency of Brist(d elected him as its representa-
tive. His Bristol seat he lost throu<di loyalty
to his political convictions. He claimed the right
not to 1m( a mere (hdegate, but tlu; reasoning ami
indepi>ndent representative of his constituents.
When proposals weic uia<ie Inr relaxing tlie restrie-
li'ins (III tlie tratle of Ireland with Great Britain,
ttntl for alleviating the laws against Catholics, he

su^jportefl them in opiK>sition to the wish of iiis

Bn-stol constituents. With regard to Ireland gener-
ally, he showed a knowledge of her afl'airs, and a
sympathy with her [>eople, worthy of the best states-

manship. He had a kimlly and reverent feeling

for Catnolicism ; his mother and wife had been
brought up in that faith, and he always advocated
a broad and liberal policy towards its members.
The enlightened views of Burke were not pleas-

ing to the majority of liLs Bristol constituents.

He lost the seat in 1780, and from that time till

1794 he represented Malt<jn. When the disasters

and difficulties arising' out of the American war
had at last brought Lord North's government to
a close, Burke's patron, Lord Rockingham, was
called to office in 1782. Under him Burke held
the post of Paymaster of the Forces, and he
resumed it under the coalition government headed
by the Duke of Portland in 1783. His tenure of

office on each occasion was for only a few months ;

and the emoluments were reduced to £4000 a year
in accordance with the principles laid do\vn by
himself in his Plan for Eeonomieal lieform.
After the fall of the Whig ministry in 1783

Burke was never again in office, and he was so far

niLsled by party feeling that he opposed Pitts
measure for Free Trade with Ireland and the Com-
mercial Treaty with France. In 1788 he opened
the trial of Warren Hastings by the celebrated
speech which will always rank among the master-
pieces of English eloquence. Till his death the
energies of Burke were now practically absorbed by
the French Revolution. Loving ' liberty only in

the guise of order,' he had from the beginning
regarded the jtroceedings of the Revolution with
suspicion. In 1773, during a vLsit to Paris, he had
learned to dread the new opinions current amongst
the leaders of PVench thought, and the excesses
which soon marked the progress of the revolutionary
7novement made him treml)le for social order. In
1790 he a]ipeared as the champion of the old state
of things in Europe by the publication of his

famous lieflertlons on tlie French Revolution. This
book had an influence far beyond that of any other
writing of Burke. In less than a year it reached
its eleventh edition. It was read all over Eunjpe,
and tended ])owerfnlly to encourage its rulers in

a strenuous resistance to the Revolution. In the
subse(ju(!nt career of Burke, his attitude to the
Revolution had a decisive influence, alienating him
from Ff)x and many of his other Whig associates,

but giving him a ])osition of credit and honour
in tiui political world, and especially with the
reactionary jiortion of it, which he never enjoyed
before. As time went on, Burke became more and
more vehement in his denunciations of the French
innovati(ms, till lie became inca])able of expressing
a calm and rational judgment about them. M(jst
of his subsecpient writings, the Appeal from the

New to the Old IVhiff.s, Tlmughts on French Affairs,

and Letters on a Fet/icii/e Peace, are maired by the
passion with which he urges the go\ernnient not
only to fight the Revolution but to sujipress free
opinions at home. Burke died 9th July 1797. He
was buried in the little church at Beaconstield,
where in 1768 he had ])urchase(l the estate of

(Jregories. Durin'j; his whole ptditical life Burke's
jirivate afl'iiirs were sadly embarrassed. He had to
liorrow money to buy his estate, and he was always
deeply in debt. He had consideraltle pensions
granted him in 1794. A proposal to raise him to
the peerage under the title of Lord Beaconsfield on
his retirement from the House of (Commons in that
ye.ar, was arrested ])y the death of his only son.
Burke ranks as one of the foremost orators and

iMilitical tliinkers of England. He had vast know-
ledge of atl'aiis, a glowing imagination whicli
kindled everything he touched, a wide and passiou-
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ate sviiipatliy \yitli the most remote iind unfamiliar
comiitioiis of life as shown in his great speeches
on India, ami an inexhaustible wealth of powerful
and cultured expressiim. His manner and deliv-
ery as a speaker, however, was unattractive and
even awkward and ungainly. Speeches which
captivatetl tiie reader only served to empty the
IxMiches of the House of Commons. Generally, and
especially in his earlier days, lie was on the side of
an orderly freedom and a well-considered progress;
yet it should he rememhered that party feeling led
him to oi»i)ose some of the wi.sest and* most liberal
mejusures of the younger Pitt, and that the fiery
^ ehemence of his utterances on the French Kevolii-
tion did much to let loose the jiassions which made
Europe a scene of war ftjr three and twenty years.
His views were lucid, comprehensive, and philo-
sophic. Society he regarded as a stable and orderly
system moved by large historic intluences ; but iii

his jiassionate reverence for ancient order, he
greatly t'xaggerated tiie value of things as they
were. The irritable and uiitractable temperament
which grew upon him during his later years,
together with his circumstances a.s a new man
haiulicapped by social prejudice, prevented him
from attaining a worthy position in the ministries
of the time. Vet in the application to politics of
vjist knowledge, high moral principle, great in-

tellectual power, and ricii and noble gifts of ex-
pre.ssion, lie still stands unrivalled among English
statesmen and oratore.

A collecteil edition of his works in ipiarto, begun
in 179'i, was finished in l!S'27 ; another edition
of Works (Imi Corris/jondciirc, in 8 vols. 8vo, in

1H,")'J: an edition of Select Wurk.s by E. J. Payne
in Clarendon Pres.**, 3 vols. 1874-78. His writini's

on Irish aflairs were edited by Mr Matthew Arnold
in 1881. The Ijest biographv of Burke is that
of Sir J. Prior (1824; 5th e<l. 18i'>4). See also

J. Morleys Kdimiud Bttrhe, a Historical Study
( lS(i7) ; his admirable sketch in the Men of Lettei-s

serie-i ( 1.S7<J) ; and DiWiG a I'ajicrs of a Critic (1875).

Uurkc, Sir John Bekn.\1;i>, herald and gen-
ealogist, the son of .John Burke (1787-1848), re-

Iiresentative of a Tii)perarv family, who settled in

..ondon as a literary man, and in 182G puldished
the Feeraqe (iiid Biironctaffcof the United Kingdom.
The son, horn in London in 1815, an<l e<lucated at

Caen in Normandy, was trained as a laN\yer, and
called to the l)arin 1839. In 1853 he wa ai)i»ointed

lister Kingof-arms, was knighted in 1S.")4, became
LL.D. ot Dublin in 18U7, C. B. in 1868, and in 1874
governcjr of the National Cjlallery of Ireland. He
(lied 13th December 1892. Besides editing the
successive issues of the Pccraffc founded by his

father (55th eil. 1893), he published otiier works on
Landed Gentry (184(i), Extinct Peerages (1846),
Anecdotes of the Aristocracy (1849), Family
liu/nancc ( 1853), The Vicissitudes of Great Families
(1859), The Rise of Great Famdies (1873), and
Rcmiuisreiircs ( 18S2).

Burke. KoIJKKT U'H.\.r.\, one of the lirst white
men ki cro.ss the Australian continent from south
to north, was bom at St Cleram, County Galway,
in 1820, was eilucated in Belgium, served in the
Austrian army (1840), became captain, joined the

Irish constabulary (1848), and emigrated to Aus-
!

tralia in 1853. While insjiector of police in Victoria

he accepted the leadership of an expedition for

crossing the Au.stralian continent. After many
hardships, Burke and Wills reached the tidal

waters of the Flinders River. Burke died of

starvation on his return journey, 28th June 1861.

.\n expetliticm brought his remains and Wills's to

.MellKmrne ; and statues have been erected to their

memory. See Australia, vol. i. p. 592 ; and
Wills's Exploration of Australia ( 1863).
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Burke, William, born in 1792, the partner
with William Hare in a series of infamotis murders.
Both Irishmen and labourers, the latter started a
lodging-house in a West Port close, Edinburgh, to
which Burke came to live in 1827. Towards the
close of that year they sold for dissection to Dr
Iiobert Knox, instead ()f burying it, the body of an
old pensioner who had died 'in the house, and the
ease and safety with which they had earned this
money tempted them to commit a series of nmrders
to procure more bodies. Their plan was to inveigle
unknown travellers into the lodging-house, make
them drunk, and then sutlocate them in such a
way that the botlies showed no marks of violence.
With the help of their wives they had already
murdered fifteen i)ersons, and received from Dr
Ivno.x for their bodies sums of money varying from
f8 to £14, when their infamous trade was dis-

covered by the police, aroused by the suspicions of
the neighijoui-s. Hare, the more execrable wretch
of the two, was admitted king's evidence, and after
his release found shelter in a nameless ol)scurity

;

while Burke Mas hanged, amid the execrations of
the crowd, 28th January 1829. His abhorred name
has added a word to the English tongue.

Blirkittv ^ViLLiAM, commentator, was born
at Hitcham, Sutt'olk, in 1650. He was educated at
Stowmarket, and Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, and
nnist ha\e been ordained at a veiy early age, as in
1672 he was curate, afterwards rector, at Milden,
in Sutlblk. In 1692 he was jireferred to the
vicarage of Dedham, in Essex, anil here he died in

1703. Burkitt's sermons were .soon forgotten ; his
Xotes on the four Evangelists, and his Expository
Notes on the New Testament, were long popular.
The last was a meritorious compilation, although
as Doddridge said, the ' sentiments vary in diilerent
parts of the work, as tiie authors from whom he
took his materials were orthodox or not.'

Burleigh. See BrnciMLEV, and Balfour
(John).

Burlesque ( through Fr. from Ital. burla, ' a
jest" ), denoting a style of speaking, acting, writing,
drawing, is a low and rude grade of the comic. The
legitimate comic brings together c(uitrasts with a
linal view to harmonising and reconciling them ;

the burlesque distorts and caricatures, ami brings
the incongruities into stronger relief. The farce is

the burlesque of comedy. Deformities and mon-
strosities that excite disgust do not belong to the
burlesque. The lofty and the abject, the great and
the little are conjoined, with the sole view of

exciting a laugh. Nor docs the true burlesque turn
real greatness and nobility into laughter, but only
sham greatness—false pathos, and all hollow pre-

tension and affectation. There is pure burlesque in

.Ajistophanes, but the modern burlesipie in sus-

tained form may be said to have originated among
the Italians, more particularly with the poet Berni.

The genuinely national ljiiffo)ie of the Italians

personates the burlesque. Carlo Gozzi, in his

tragicomedies, is perhajis the gieatest in this

vein. Some of the more remarkable burlesques
in English literature are Chaucer"s Rime of Sir
Thopas, a burlesque of the long-winded and inter-

minable stories of the middle ages ; Beaumont and
Fletcher's Knight of the Burning Pestle, on the
imitations of tiie tales of chivalry ; and the Duke
of Buckingham's ])lay, TIic Rehcarsa/, intended to

ridicule the heroic language in contemporary plays.

There are no hajtpier examples in English than
some of The Rejected Addresses. Butler's Hv.di-

bras has much of the burlesque in it, but is a
book that stands quite by itself. Similarly, Don
Quixote contains burlesque elements enough,
while it is one of the gieatest and wisest books
in the world. Parody or Travesty is a species of
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l)urlesqiie. See Burlesque Flai/s and Poems in

Morley's 'Universal Library' ("iSST), and W. D.
Adams's Book of Burlesques ( 1891 ).

Blirlini!failie« Anson, American diplomatist,

born in 1820 at New Berlin, New York, was educated
at Harvard, and after settling as a lawyer at Boston,

became a prominent member of the Free-soil party.

Elected to the Massachusetts senate in 1853, he
entered congress in 1854. He was sent as United
States minister to China by President Lincoln ; and
when, in lSti7, he was returning home, the regent.

Prince Kung, made him special Chinese envoy to

the United States and the great powers of Europe.
As such he succeeded ( 1868) in securing the accept-

ance and ratitication by the United States and
China of the Burlingame treaty, by which China
officially accepted the principles oif international

law. He subsequently visited England, France,
Denmark, Sweden, Holland, Prussia, and Russia
as Chinese envoy, and died at St Petersburg, 23d
February 1870.

Burlington^ the name of three cities in the
United States : ( 1 ) The capital of Des Moines
county, Iowa, on the right bank of the Missis-

sippi (here crossed by a railway bridge), 207
miles WSW. of Chicago by rail. It occupies r

natural amphitheatre formed by the limestone
bluffs which slope backward from the river, and
is an important centre. Laid out in 1834, it is

the seat of a Baptist college, and has manufac-
tures of machinery, farming implements, flour, car-

riages, &c. Pop. (1870) 14,930; (1890) 22,565.—
(2) A ])ort of entry of Burlington county, New
Jersey, on the Delaware, 20 liiiles above Phila-
delphia, with which, as well as with New York,
it is connected by rail. It possesses an Epis-
copalian college (1846), and large manufactories of

shoes, ironware, thread, &c. Pop. 7264.—(3) A
port of entry and capital of Chittenden county,
Vermont, and the most populous city in the
state, beautifully situated on the eastern shore
of Lake Champlain, 40 miles WNW. of Montpelier
by rail. It has a good harbour, with a breakwater
and lighthouse, and has access by canals and the
Richelieu River to the Hudson and St Lawrence,
besides railway communication with all parts of

the United States and Canada. It is the seat of

the State Agricultural College (1865), and of the
Vermont University ( 1800), which crowns the slope
on which the city stands. It has cotton, flour, and
planin<j mills, machine-shops, and manufactures
of furniture, &c. , and is one of the largest lumber
markets in the United States. Pop. (1870) 14,387;
(1880)11,365; (1890) 14,590.

Burlington. See Bridlington.

Burma is the largest of all the provinces of the
Indian empire. It stretches from 28" lat., on the
confines of Tibet, southward for 1100 miles, to 10°

lat., far down the Malay Peninsula, and from 103°

long., on the Chinese border, for 700 miles westward
to the Bay of Bengal. It is conterminous with
China and Siam on the east ; and for the rest it is

bounded ))y the Indian provinces of Bengal and
Assam, and by the ocean. Its total area is about
280,000 sq. m., of which one-third belongs to the
old province of Lower Burma and two-thirds to the
new province of Upper Burma. The country con-
sists of the great basin of the Irawadi and its

affluents ; the rugged co\intry drained l>y the Sal-
ween and Sittaiig rivers, on the upper waters of
which are situate the Shan States ; and the narrow
maritime provinces of Arakan and Tenasserim.
The deltas of the Irawadi, Salween, Sittang,
and Koladan rivers are flat plains, and there are
smaller areas of level land at tlie moutlis and on
the banks of some of tiie feeders of the Irawadi.
The level cultivable plains probably do not exceed

50,000 sq. m. in all. The rest of Burma is hilly

broken country, covered for the most jiart ^\itll

forest. There are large highl.and tracts, with a
mling elevation of 2000 to 4000 feet. The principal

hill-ranges are the Patkoi Mountains in the north,

which reach at one point a height of 12,000 feet,

and from which outliers jut far down into the
valleys of the Irawadi and the Chindwin ; the
China hills in the north-east, cuhainating in per-

petual snow-peaks 15,000 feet high, close to the
Chinese city of Talifoo ; the Arakan Yoma range,
running from Bengal to Cape Negrais ; the Pegu
Yoma range, separating the Sittang valley from
the basin of the Irawadi ; the Tenasserim ranfje,

running from the Salween River to the foot of tlie

Malay Peninsula ; and lastly, the Shan States, a
vast upland, cleft by deep chasms, in which flow
the Salween and the Cambodia rivers and their

feeders. The chief river of Burma is the Irawadi,
with a course of probably 1100 miles from its un-
known source in the snows of Til)et down to the
Bay of Bengal. This great stream is navigable all

the year round by river-steamers, which, with their

flats, cany 1000 tons of cargo and hundreds of

passengers up to Bhamo, 700 miles from the sea,

and 50 miles from the Chinese border. Some
hundreds of miles of deltaic channels of the Ira-

wadi are also navigable by large river-steamers.

Of the affluents of the Irawadi only the Chind-
win, the Shweli, and the Myit-nge are navigable
l)y large craft. The Chindwin is navigable for 300
miles in the rainy, and 150 miles in the dry season.

The Salween River, which has its origin in the
Tibet snows, is navigable for only about 80 miles
from the sea. The Sittang River rises in the
hills to the south-east of Mandalay. All these
rivers and many of their feeders are traversed in

the rainy season by tens of thousands of native
barges and boats, which carry cargoes up to 120
tons. The rivers are the chief, and were, until

British occupation, the only highways of the
country. During the dry season all the rivers,

except the very largest and the tidal channels,
are too low for navigation ; and therefore, imtil

recently, no movement of heavy goods for any
distance could take place from December to July
over the greater part of the country. During the
flood season the Burma rivers top their banks.
The Irawadi at Prome, 200 miles from the sea,

is about a mile wide, and there the difterence

between the highest and lowest level of the river

is 45 feet. During the great floods the river water
spreads over the country ; and sometimes the flood-

waters of the Irawadi submerge the country for

10 or 15 nules on either side to a depth of 4 to 14
feet. The inundated villages, however, do not
suffer, as the houses are all built on piles, and the
flood-waters move slowly.

Climate and Rainfall.—The rainfall varies widelj^

in different parts of Burma. Along the coast from
Akyab to Mergui the average rainfall exceeds 200
inches a ye.ar at each of the six registering stations.

At Bassein, Rangoon, and Pegu, a little way in-

land, it averages 100 inches. Up the Irawadi
valley the rainfall decreases rapidly ; at Prome it

is 42 inches, and at Thayetmyo only 37 inches.

Information about the rainfall of Upper Burma is

as yet meagre. Apparently there is a dry belt,

witli less than 30 inches of rain per annum,
from Thayetmyo to Myingyan ; at Mandalay,
where the hills approach the river, the rainfall is

about 45 inches a year ; it may increase to 60
inches at Katha, and perhaps to 80 at Bhamo. On
the Upper Chindwin, on the Ruby Mines plateau,
on the Shan hills, and in the narrow valleys of the
Salween and Sittang, the rainfall is heavy. In the
delta and along the coast the rainy season lasts for

five, six, or sometimes even seven months. During
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those months the cliuiate is very moist, but the
heat is by no means excessive. From the middle
of NoveniWr to the end of January the climate is
cool, and the thermometer at dawn sometimes falls
as low as 60^ F. From Febniarv to the end of
April the climate of the delta is dry and hot, and
the thermometer occasionally readies 100' in the
shat^Ie ; l)ut the ni^dits are always tool, and tliere
is never any hot wind as in India. Higher up tlie
Irawadi valley at I'mme, Thayetmyo, and in
the dry belt, tlie cliiiiate is much "iiotter and dner
in tlie summer, and it is mucii cooler in tlie winter
months. At Maudalay and liliamo the months of
DeeeiiilttT and .January are cooler still ; at Man-
«lalay and over the dry" belt, tiie dust and glare are
sometimes excessive in April and Mav. On the
Ruby Mines plateau, at an elevation of ")600 feet,
the thermometer in the shade does not exceed 80'
in the hottest sea.son : in this neighbourhood an
attempt is being made to found a sanatoriunj for
European troops. The climate of Burma is more
trying to Europeans than that of the plains of
Indisk

Flora anil Fauna.—The forests of Burma con-
tain an abundance of useful and beautiful trees.
The most important and valualde tree is the Teak
{Tectuiui grunilis). Teak trees, .as well as trees of
otiier kinds, are >een 1.") to "i.") feet in girth, and
90 or 1-20 feet fiom ilie .ground to the lowest
branch. Tlie most beautiful and not the least
useful of the ^mxlucts of the Burma forests is the
bamboo. Dillerent species, from the slender bam-
bo<} use<l for arrows, uji to the giant bamboo
9 inches thick and 1(X) feet high, are employe<l for

manifold jinqxises (see B.VMnoo). Several Bunna
trees produre valuable w(M)d-oil, varnish, tannin,
and gnms ; and many creepers yield valuatjle

Hbres. There are rublM:>r-yielding creepers besides
the Fiats eUuslica .• and cutcli, obtained from the
Acacia rutei-hu, is a most valuable giuu. Orchids,
ferns, and mos.ses of much Ijeauty are found in

abundance. (Jrouiid flowers an- comj)arativelv
few ; but a Burma forest, i)articularly in the montli
of March, is ipiite bright with the many colours,

and sweet with the varying scents of thousands of

flowering trees, llowering creepei-s, Howering shiiibs,

and orchids.

Among the wild animals of Burma may l)e

mentioned tin* elephant, tlin-i' species of rhinoceros,

tapir, bulValii, bison, many kiiuls of deer, small
wild cjittle, hog, tiger, leopard, l»ear, and wild

dog. The forests are so vast, and in parts so

dense, that the pursuit of wild animals is dithcult.

Among domestic animals, the buHalo, oxen, ele-

iihants, and jwinies are all g(X)d. No horses are

oreil, sheep and goats are rare, and tlonkeys are

hardly ever seen. The domestic fowls are better

than in India. Pythons and cobras alwund ; and
the hama<lryad, the most deatlly of eastern snakes,

is occasionally met. The variety of birds is

immense : the i)eac<H'k of Burma is larger and
more gorgeous than its Indian congener; the

argus phea-sant, the golden and the silver pheas-

ant, are the most i.rilliaiit of the gallinaceous

birds ; aquatic birds, from the jielican and wild

goose down to the snijie, alwund. The quantity

and variety of the fish caught on the coa.sts and

inland waters of Burma are prodigious. Alligators

are not usuallv eaten, but every other iidiabitant

of the water, from the shark down to the shrimp

and sea-slug. eith<'r fresh or diie<l and salted, con-

tributes to the food of the Burmese. Among the

rarer delicacies furnished by marine creatures may
l)e named the edible birds'-nests found in the caves

of the Mergui Archipelago, and the eggs of the

sea-turtle. The right to collect these eggs is leased

by the state ; and a small turtle-bank, not one mile

long, on an Island near one of the mouths of the

Irawadi, yields a rental of £1500 a year to the
public treasury' for turtle-eggs only.

Minerals. ~T\\e geolog\' of Lower Bumaa lias
been examined by scientific officers of the Survey,
tyold is found in small quantities by washing
river-sand

; silver is extracted at lead-workings in
the Shan States, but not in great quantity. Iron,
copper, lead, and tin exist in great quantity, but
none of these pay for working, except tin, which
is worketl by Chinese settlers in the Mergui district.
Attempts to work tin and lead after European
methods have failed. Earth-oil or petroleum is

found at many points on the Irawadi River and in
Arakan. The Irawadi oil is a dark, viscous Huid,
>-ielding only 20 per cent, of burning oil ; while the
Arakan oil is a light-coloured, clear fluid, that can be
burned in a lamp as it comes from the well. Alwut
.550 wells in the Irawadi oil-remon, and 150 wells
in the Arakan region, are or have been worked.
As yet, nothing in the shape of a spiinging well
or of a constant supply has been found. Jade and
amber are both found"^ and worked in the country
north of Bhamo, on the feeders of the Chindwin
River. The mines are worked by the local tribes
under the superintendence of Chinese ; and jade is

exported to (."liina and Japan to a value of some
£50,000 a year. Fine white marble is found near
Mandalay, and is used for images of Buddlia and
for ornamenting pagodas. Coal exists at several
places in the Shan States, at Kale on the Chindwin
River, and at Thingadaw on the Irawadi River
above Mandalay. All these coal somces are in
Cpper Burma ; one only, that on the Chindwin
River, is being worked for steamer-fuel ; some of

the others were examined in 1887. The coal found
as vet in Lower Burma has proved of poor quality
ant\ .scanty in quantity. Limestone of good type
is found and burned in many parts. Building
stones are found in most districts outside the
delta ; near Mandalay the stone is particularly good.
The niby mines north of Mandalay yield the best
rubies in the world. The ruby-yielding area
stretches over about 200 s([. in. Rubies are found
by sinking holes down t« the ruby-bearing stratum,
and then sifting or washing the earth raised there-
from. The mines were worked in nide fashion, and
vielded alxiut £1(X),000 worth of rubies a year. All
large stones were royal property, but, in practice,

most of the valuable gems were secreted and
smuggled away. European macliinerv and skill

have since 1888 been applied to worlcing these
mines.
Population.—The census of February 1881 showed

the population of Lower Burma to be 3,736,771,
that of 1891 gave 4,569,680 for Lower Burma, an(l

2,984,730 for Upper Burma, witliout the Slians
(q.v. ), wlio number about 2,000,000. Probalily the
whole population of Burma may be distributed
somewhat thus :

Bunnans 5,450,000
Shans 2,000,000
Karens 700,000
Other hm tribes 800,000
Indians, Chinese, Europeans, and others 300,OuO

Total 9,250,000

The Burmans are a short-statured, thick-set

f)eople ; they wear long hair on their heads, but
lave little hair on their faces. They are flat-

featured, and nearer the Chinese than the Aryan
type. They are excitable and impulsive ; fond of

fun and laughter ; much given to dramas, dances,

and shows of all kinds ; up to a certain point

courageous. They are callous to sutt'ering in others,

and ready to commit crimes of violence. Dacoity
or robberv with violence by gangs is a common
crime among Burmans ; the proportion of \iolent

crimes and of convicts to the population is far

larger than in any other Indian province. Burmese
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women are well treated ; they go to market, keep
shops, and take tiieir full share in social and
domestic att'aii-s. Men and women are well clad ;

they delight in gay colours and in silk attire. Bur-

mese young men and maidens arrange their matri-

monial all'airs for tliemselves when they grow u]).

Women as well as men can pniciir divorce for 'jonil

Buddhist Monks, witli their Piiirils.

cause. AYidows and divorced wives can re-niarry.

Burmans make good peasant farmer.s, good boat-

men, good shopkeepers. But they are unmethodical
and unpunctual ; they do not make good soldiers,

or policemen, or factory hands. They are lavish

in their expenditure, and seldom hoard money.
The general level of prosperity and standard of

comfort is high ; there are iew poor, and no
beggars. The wages of unskilled labour may be
quoted at 4 rupees a week in the delta dis-

tricts, and at 2 rupees in Upi)er Burma, as com-
pared with 1^ rupees in continental India. The
staple footl of the people is rice, which is as
cheaji as in India. Burmans eat lish or meat
daily, and have more liberal diet than Indians
of the same class. The existence of ample fertile

land, near to good markets and available on pay-
ment of a moderate land-tax, explains the high
rate of wages. Burmans are Buddhists by religion,

and their form of Buddhism is purer than in any
other country except Ceylon. There are no large
land-owners, and there is no aristocracy in the
country except the officials. The most influential

and respected class are the Buddhist monks, whose
function is to set an examjde of a correct life, and
to instruct the youiig. These monks, of whom
there are over 20,000 in the country, strictly ob-

serve their vows of celibacy and i)overty ; but they
can unfrock themselves and return to the world
when they jdease. They shave their heads, wear
yellow robes, and live in monasteries. They are
well cared for by their lay supporters. Nf) monas-
tery or pagoda has any property or endowment.
The Shans resemble the Burmans ; but being

highlanders, are ])00rer, hardi(u% and more courage-
ous. They have a remarkable turn for trading
of all kinds. The Karens used to be nature-wor-
shippers ; they were despised and oppressed by the
Burmans among whom they lived. They are less

clever, but more pei-severing and methodical
than Burmans. A large number of Karens have
embraced Chiistianity at the teaching of Ameri-

can Baptist missionaries ; and now there are over
500 parishes of Christian Karens, containing
nearly 200,000 souls ; each parish supports its own
church, pastor, school, and schoolmaster. The
Chins live in the uplands between Arakan and
the Chindwin River ; they make yearly raids ujjon

tlie peaceful villages of the Kubo and Chindwin
valleys. Some Chin settlements
are found on the hills of Lower
liurma, where they live very
poorly. The Kachins inhabit
the hills, and dominate the trade
routes north and east of Bhamo

:

tliey used to levy blackmail on
caravans to China. They are
courageous, and defend their
mountain fastnesses well. They
command the ajjoroach to the
jade mines, and the path from
the Upper Irawadi into the
Assam valley. Close under the
Assam hills the Chins merge
into and are apparently identi-

cal with the Singphos. The
Palouugs are the Maldest of the
Shan races ; they pluck and
send to market wild tea from
their hills.

LaHgtta(je.—The Burmese lan-

guage is monosyllabic ; it is

written from left to right ; the
shape of the letters is circular

;

and most of the letters are per-

haps rounded modihcations of
Sanskrit letters. The grammar
is sim]>le ; but the language is

difficult to acquire perfectly bj' reason of its many
breathings and tones. Among other peculiarities

of the langiiage, two may be mentioned. Ordinary
acts, such as sleeping, eating, or walking, are de-

noted by diflerent words according to the status of

the actor ; and, when a number of persons oi- things
is mentioned, a generic noun is added after the
numeral. For instance, one man = In ta youk, or
man one person ; two monks = pongyi na bd, or
monks two holy men ; three cows = naiva ma thdn
goung, or she cattle three head ; five hills = toung
nga loii, or hills five round things ; ten guns = they
naf tsc let, or guns ten long things. Burmese has
been a written language for perhajis 800 years.

The Shan language has also been long written ; it

is akin to Burmese. Karen has recently been
reduced to writing by the American missionaries.

None of the other hill tongues are written lan-

guages. The classical language of Burma is Pali,

in which are written the sacred books and the laws
of Manu. Pali manuscripts are kept in many
monasteries, and learned monks study Pali. The
older literature of Burma consists of manuscript
Pali books on religion and law, and of Burmese
translations from these books. There are some few
more or less apocryphal histories in Burmese. The
favourite literature of the country consists of dramas
and poetical fables. Of late years tens of thou-
sands of cojties of old and new dramas and fables

have been struck ofl' by presses established at
Rangoon. About 1872 it would have been nearly
impossible to find a book anywhere save in a
monastery or in a large town. Now printed books
are finding their way all over Lower Burma, and
are sohl in iiearl> e\-erv iiuuket. There are seven
or eight vernacular newspapers. A. Judson i)ub-
lished a grammar (1866; new ed. 1891) and a dic-
tionary (3d ed. 1877), and A. W. Lonsdale a
grammar (1899). The name Burma is, according
to Yule in Hobnon-Jobson, an Englished form of
Mrani-uKi, pronounced by the peo]»le Bam-mil. The
following passage is the translation of .I<dni iii. 16.
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in Burmese, as published by the British ami Foreign
Bible Society (and see Alphabet, vol. i. y. 189) :
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Kdmntiiiii.—Tiie pdniaiy schools of the country
are the Buddliist monasteries, in which every Bur-
man l.-vd must, according to national custom, sanc-
tioned by religion, spend a part of his boyhood as
pupil and as acolyte. At every monastery- boys are
taught to read and write ; in Lower Burma most
monasteries liave accepted inspection by jmblic
officials, and teach up to the government standards.
Some of the improved monastic schools have 120 or
150 boys apiece, and earn up to £100 a year as grants
in aid. Census figures show tiiat over 60 per cent.
of the males in Lower Burma above the age of
twelve could read and write. Girls are not ad-
mitted to mon;u-;tic schools ; Init they are frequently
taught with buys in lay sciiools, and schools tor girls

are being gTadually established. Recent statistics

of etlucation for Lower Burma show :

Numhtrr »f
Institntluiu.

Colleges 1

Secnndaiy Schools "0

Primary Sohiiols ( chiefly monastic ) 5325
Training ami Technical Schools 16

Boys and Olrli
on Rolls.

20
8,881

149,621
410

Total 5412 158,932

Boys, 143,715 ; Girls, 15,217.

T'/vf^/c. ^The external sea-borne trade of Lower
Burma is valued at fourteen millions sterling.

Most of this trade centres in Rangoon. The chief

export items are rice, valiie<l at six millions sterling;

teak tinilier, one million ; cutch, hides, cotton ;

while the chief import items are cotton piece-goods
and vams, silk gofnls, coal, hardware, salt, and
metals. The tra<le between British and Upper
Fiurma before the last war wiis valued at three and
a ([uarter millions sterling. The great staple of

Lower Burma is rice, of which as much eT-s 1,150,00(J

tons are exported in one year. This gneat trade ha-s

been fostered by the establishment of rice-cleaning

mills at all the .seaports. Burma rice goes direct

to England, (lermany, Italy, America, Singapore,
and China ; it fetches a Itetter price than any
Eastern rice excejit the Jajian and Java products.

It is usually quoted about 20 per cent, above the
rice of Saigon or Bangkok. The activity of inter-

nal tra<le in Burma may be meiisured by the finan-

cial success of the Irawadi Flotilla steamei"s, and
of the two r.aiKvays.

Arts and Mainifacturrs.—The arts in wliicli

Burmese excel are wood-carving, silver repousse

work, woven silk faluics of many colours, and
lacquer-ware. In wood-carving Burmese workmen
display much skill and imagination ; each man
draws on the wood his own patterns, according In

his own fancy, before he begins with his graving
tools. Much of the lacquer-ware is made on
delicate woven bamboo fiames. Excellent boats

are built on all the larger rivers. The foundation,

or lower part of the hull, always consists of a
hollowed, widened tnink of the tliingan tree : the

sides are built up Mith planks; both
prow and stern are raised several feet
above the deck, and are ornamented
with much beautiful and grotesque
carving.

Public Works.—Under Burmese nile
no roads or public buildings save
temjilos and monasteries were made
by the state ; but certain valuable,
though short, irrigation canals were
iiiaile near Mandalay, Kyoukse, and
Salen ; while in many towns and
nllages brick jiathways were laid
ilown, and bridges were built, as worke
of religious merit. Since Burma came,
jirovince by province, under British
rule, about 500 miles of metalled ami
bridged roads have been made, besides
streets and roads in towns; three navi-

gation canals, aggregating 70 miles in length, have
lieen dug ; many cross-country roads and jiatlis have
been cleared ; two railways, aggregating .S30 miles,
had already been ojjcned, when a third (ISSS), 44(1

miles long, connected Man<lalay, the capital of Ipper
Burma, with the seaboard ; embankments to keep
Hood-waters off the land have been erected for 250
miles along the banks of the Irawadi River ; the
Irawadi Flotilla Comjiany have placed on the Ira-

wadi River a fleet of forty-seven large steamers and
one hundred tlats ; court-houses, hospitals, schools,

barracks, prisons, churches, and public offices

have }>een built all over Lower Burma, and are
being begun in Upper Burma ; and the peace of

the country is safeguarded by forts at Rangoon,
Thayetmyo, Toungoo, Mandalay, and Bhamo, as
well as by batteries at the ports of Rangoon and
Maulmain.

Architiriiirr.— Evervbodv in Burma lives in either

iway Uagun Tagoda at Rangoon.

a wooden house or a bamboo hut, save in the large

towns where a few rich people have built masonry
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lionses. Every house is built on posts or piles, so

that the lowest tioor is fioni 1 foot to 12 feet

ott" tlie groiiiul. In the inunilated tracts house-

posts are necessarily high ; but even in upland
country a Burnian always has a space between his

lowest' Hoor and the ground, as he deems it un-

healthy to sleep on the ground. Well-to-do people

build their houses of teak or other wood planks ;

the higli-i>itched roofs, -with projecting eaves and

carvoil liiiials, are picturesque. The solid pagodas

of masonry, and the teak monasteries, surmounted

by three or seven-tiered roofs, and ornamented with

beautiful or grotesque carvings, are the most notable

structures in Burma. Monasteries {kijoungs) and
rest-houses (zaijats) are erected in every town and
village l>y devout Burmans, who consider that such

works secure for them A«///(>—that is, merit or

reward in the next life. Rangoon, Maulmain,
Prome, and Pegu, all possess beautiful pagodas and
monasteries ; so also do many towns on the banks

of the Irawadi. But JNIandalay is famous beyond
all places in Burma for the number of its monas-

teries. The finest and most sacred pagoda in

Burma is the Shway Dagon Pagoda at Kangoon ;

and among the finest monasteries are the Atoo-ma-
shee ( ' incomparable

'
) Monastery, and the Mee-baya

('Queen's') Monastery at Mandalay. The most
graceful wooden structure in Burma is the lofty

woodwork spire above the hall of audience in the

Maiulalay palace ; the exterior is gilded, beauti-

fully carved, and lit up with innumerable mirror

facets.

Finances.—The rate at which the revenues of

Lower Burma have increased since the annexation
of Pegu in 1854 may be seen from the following

figures :

1855 total revenue, 45 lakhs.

1861 -t ,1 80 .t

1871 -r .1 123 „

1880 II II 270
1886 II M 308

As a lakh of rupees is equal to £7500 at an ex-

change of Is. 6d. per rupee, these 308 lakhs w-ould

equal £2,310,000. But 34 lakhs must be deducted
as being rather municipal than public ; so that

the total public revenue in 1886 was 274 lakhs
(£2,055,000). In the same year the imperial ex-
penditure was 184 lakhs. lii the year 1892-93 the

total revenue of Burma, Lower and Upper, was
38,2.32,210 rupees, the expenditure 24,561,220, leav-

ing a surplus of 13,670,890 rupees (rupee then
worth Is. li<l.) for the Indian treasury.
Land is held by petty occupiers direct fiom the

state, on payment of a land-tax, ranging ordinarily
from half a ru])ee to '2h rupees per acre. The
average value of the rice croj) on an acre may be
quoted at 20 rupees, so that the land-tax is probably
about one-tenth of the gross yield. The total area
under cultivation is close on 5,000,000 acres, of

which six-sevenths are under rice, and 300,000
acres are kept fallow. The cajjitation-tax is an
old Burmese impost, leviable on all adult males.
The >isual rate is 5 rupees a year for each married
man, and 3 rupees for each bachelor.

All forests belong to the state, and the teak
tree is everywhere reserved by ancient custom and
by law as a royal tree. In all reserves conservancy
and reproduction of teak is scientifically conducted.

Excise revenue is raised by a still-head duty of

4 rui)ees i)er gallon on all London-proof spirit, by
fees i)aid for licenses to sell opium and liquor, and
by the sale of Bengal opium to licensed vendors.
Tlie excise revenue remains low by reason of the
refusal to license additional liquor or ojiium shops.
Tliere are in Lower Burma only some 20 licensed
o|)ium shops, as compared with 68 shops in 1880.
The salt-tax is levied at 3 annas per maund (about
5d. per cwt. ), or one-tenth of the Indian salt-tax

rate. Most of the salt consumed in Burma comes
from Europe ; some little is made locally from sea-

water and from brine-wells. The import customs

revenue to the amount of 7 lakhs a year is derived

from duty on imi)orted liquors. Export duty to

the amount of 50 lakhs is levied on rice exported

by sea, at the rate of 3 annas per maund, equal to

about 7 per cent, ad valorem

.

During the best times of Burman rule the public

revenues of Ujiper Burma were approximately

about 95 lakhs. But, for various reascms, more
than one-third of the nominal revenue of the late

government was lost to the British administration ;

and for some years the cost of occupying the

country by troops and military police was very

great. And so Ui)per Burma caused a heavy drain

on the Indian exchequer. The cost of the army and
military police was largely reduced as the country

was brought into order. A convention was con-

cluded witli China in 1894 by which Burmese goods

had free passage into China "for six years, the duty

arranged for ultimately being 6 per cent, ad
valorem. In the same year the Northern Chin

Hills were subdued and disarmed.
Government.—Burma is governed by a lieu-

tenant-governor (till 1897 a chief-commissioner),

whose headquarters are mainly at Rangoon. The
territory is divided into eight provinces, over each
of which a commissioner is the suiireme judicial

and executive officer ; and each commissionership
is again divided into districts. The deputy-commis-
sioner is the head of his district in all executive,

judicial, police, and revenue affairs ; he has under
him one or more European assistants ; and each
district contains five to ten townships {myos), over
which presides a Burman magistrate. Beneath the
township officer are the circle officers (tJivgyis). In
each village one of the chief inhabitants is appointed
headman, and is vested with petty police and
revenue powers. The district administration is

supported by a strong police force, partly Burmans
and partly Indians, who are commanded hy Euro-
))ean officers. A military garrison, consisting in

1894 of 14,500 men (4000 Europeans), occupies the

country.
History.^-The royal chronicles kept by the kings

of Ava derive the earliest Burmese dynasty from
Buddhist monarchs in India. It is conjectured

that the Burmans came into the Irawadi valley

from the highlands of Central Asia about 2000
years ago, and amalgamated with the races then
living in the country. It seems certain that the

Buddhist religion and a Buddhist dynasty were
established on the Irawadi, perhaps near Prome,
about the time of the Norman Conquest. In the

12tli and 13th centujies nourished Burmese kings
who had their cajjital at Pagan on the Irawadi,

about 400 miles from the sea, where are still extant
most remarkable groups of temples built by that

dynasty. In those days Burmese was a Avritten

language, and the Pagiin kings had a civilised court.

After that time the seat of power was transferred

at intervals to Pegu, to Toungoo, to Prome, to

Sagain, and to Ava. The empire was wrested
from the Burmans, and held for a short time by
the Slians, and by the Talaings, a race who had
jireceded the Burmans in the Irawadi delta. In
the 16tli centuiy a European traveller visited the
court at Pegu, and has recorded an account of its

magnihcence. During the 17tli century settlements
in the Irawadi delta were made by the French
and the English. At Syriam, near Rangoon, the
Portuguese iiad estal)lislied themselves nearly two
centuries earlier. The Last Burman dynasty was
founded by Alomprau (Ahompya), a Burman villager

of Monshobo (Siiwebo), 50 miles nortii of Maiulalay.
He rose against the Pegu king in 1753, and event-

ually established his power over Burma in 1757,
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butilit'd at tlie UetuX of liis army iliiriiij; an inv}u<ion

of Si.im. His suece.ssor carrieil Huriiiese arms to

Arakan, Manipur, and the caiiital of Siani.

Durinj; the hitor part of the 18tii century Siani

revolted, ami Huriiia suH'ered three invasions hy
Chinese armies from the nortli. Early in the

liUh century the lUirmese eoncjuered Assjim, and
ahout 1820 tliev lirst eame into contact witii the

liritish power in India. The Ihirmesc made in-

cursions into Hritish territory, maltreated IJritish

su)>jects, attacked Hritish troops, and refused re-

peated denian<ls for redress. In lS'24 hroke out a
Nvar which ended ( Fehruary iS'Jti) witii the Van-
dalx) treaty, wherehy Ava ceded to the liritish the
provinces of Arakan and Teiiiusserim. For a while
the Hurmans ol*served the treaty. Hut after IS.'Ut.

when a new kin^ .succeedeti to the throne. slij;hts

and insult.s were put u|M»n the resident, who had
to leave the capital and reside at l{an<;<M>n. IJy

various acts the Hurmans showed their h«»stility

and contempt for tiie Hritish. Kventually they
seized certain liritish .sailors, and refuseil redre.s.s.

After a final jirotest hy the Hritish, war a^rain hroke
<»ut, and ended, aft^T ten months' duration, in the :

acfjuisition of I'egu hy the Hritish. Kin;: .Mindoon I

Mill, who succeeded to the throne in 1S.">.S, made
compiicts with the Hritish. treated traders well,

entertained an Kn;.dish resident at Mandalav, and
abstained from aiiytljin;; that mi;;ht |>ro\oke liostil

ities. Durin;,' the crisis of the Indian .Mutiny in

lH.-)7 the Hurmans kept (piiet. In 1879 this en-

li^^htened monarch <lieil, and wa.s succeeiled hy his

.son Tliehaw, whose accession was si^^nalised hy the

massacre of his hrothers, sisters, and relatives.

The Hritish resident i)rotest<'d a;,'ainst these har
harities, and his jtosition at Mandalav was matle .so

oerilous that he w.us recalle<l. From 18H()-H.j the
Niandalay ;;overnment showed unfrie/nlline.s8 in

|

many ways ; infrin^'ed the terms of the e.xistin^ '

treaty : arran;,'ed to ;:ive to a rival Kuro|»ean power
preiionderatin;,' inlluence on the I'ppcr Irawa4li ;

ami imposed a tine of a quarter of a million sterling;

on a I'.ritish comjiajiy workin;: in r|)pcr Hurma.
The .Mandahiy government refused requests for

redress; in Octolwr 188.'> an ultimatum was de
spatched to Mandalay, the terms of which were
refused ; and early in Novemlx-r Kin;: Thehaw
pulilished a proclamation callin;: all Hurmans t<)

Join him in drivin;: the Kn;:lish into the se.i. On
the l.")th Novemlier a Hritish force crossed the

frontier ami steamed uj> the lrawa<li. What
little resistance was matle proved inellectual. H.\

the '28th Novemher the Hurmese troops had laid

down their arms at Ava; the cajiital (>Iandalay),
with the palfice, fort, and arsenal, were surrendered ;

an<l the kin;: wiv.s carried oil" cajitive to India.

Karly in 1880 the whole of I'pner Hurma wjus in

corporated with the l^ueens Indian domini<ins.

For a time yuerilla warfare wa.s wa;:ed in diflerent

parts of the country ; hut hy 189'> the countrj- was

practically pacified.

See Forbes, fl;i7iji/i Jiitrma (1876); Fytche, Burma,
r,iM ami I'rtnetU (1878); Hcott ('Sliway Yoe ' ), Tht

liiirnian, hi.i Life <ind Notions ( 18H2 1 ; Sir Arthur

I'iiayre, HiMorii'of linrma (1883); Scott, Burma as it

Iran, it, and will be i 188G) ; K. 1). Cuming. Jn Hir Shadof
of the Panodn ( IhDS) ajul With thr Jiii,;/lf Folk (

1H%)
;

if. Fieldins, ThiUnrx Quern {]SW} ; and for tliu railway

scheme from Inflia tlimunh liiiniia, Siam, and the Shan
Statts to China, see works by Ci>l<|ulioun anil Molt Hallett.

Kliriliailll, a Ihit^-h family of scludars, ori;,an-

ally iniHi Colo;,nie.—(1) Peter 'the elder,' lx)rn at

Itrecht in 1668, studied law at Utrecht and Ley-
deu. and next travelled thr(ni;:h (Jermany and
Switzerland. .At lirst an advocate, he became j)ro-

fessor of History and Uhetoric in the university of

Itrecht, afterwards of (.ireek at Leydcn, where he
died in 1741. In his lit«rai-y career, hif* hot temper

and intolerant spirit involved him in many con-
troversies, tiften with adveixaries like Le Clerc and
Hentley. His chief wt>rks are e<litit)ns of the Latin
cla-ssics, in stately (luartos, with e.\tensive notes
often tireary and tiusteless to a de;:ree. (2) I'eter 'the

youn;:er," nephew of the precedin;:, lH)rn in 1714 at

-Amsterdam, made his stutlies at Itrecht, and
became in succession professor at Franeker, pr«-

fe.s.sor iit the Amsterdam Athena'Uin, and keeper
of the jiublic library there. He retired in 1777 on
a pension, and died the year after. He eilited

Vir;:il, Aristophanes, Claudian, ami l'ropertiu.s,

and an antlitili>;:y of the Latin eiii;:rammatists

;

l>iit his editions are now little valueu.

Itlir-lliariuold {Jli(/iiis), a widely distributed
;.'chiis <il composite annuals.

Burn. Klt'H.VKi), born in 1709 at Winton, in

Westmoreland, was e<lucated at ii>ueen"s Colle;:e,

Oxford, and in 17.SG received the liviu"' of Orton, in

his native county, which he held till his death in

1785. Anion;: his ei;;ht works were the Jiistirc of
the Peace, which has j^ias.seil throu;:h '29, and
Eccle^'iitsticdl Lair, 9 editions ; a Hi.stori/ of the

I'vor-lmrs : and a llistunj of ('umlierltnnl.

Burn* Wii.i.iA.M, architect, born in Kdinbureh,
'20th !)ecember 1789, wa-s trained under SmirKe,
founded a successful business in Edinbur;:li, and
reni<>\ed to London (1844), where he Wius e<iuallv

popular and well employed, and where he diet! iritli

Feiirnary 1870. Specimens of his work are scat-

tered o\er the whole kin;:dom. His 'restoration'

of St (;iles' Church ( 18'29 W.i) in Edinbur;:h was
sin;:ularly devoid of tiuste or reverence, and has
been as far iLs possible undone.

Bnriiaby, FitKHKiut k Cf.sTAVf.s, a daring;

tra\cll<M and dashin;: sabreur, was l>orn at Hed-
ford. 'M .March IS42. The .son of a cler;:yman and
siiuire of Somersby Hall in Leicestershire, he was
educated at Hedford, Harrow, an<l ]privately in

(o-rmany, and early became a capital liii;:uist.

He joined the Hoyal Horse (Jinirds Hlue in I8.">9,

and became captain in the re;:inient in 18(((),

lieutenant-ccdonel in 1880, and colonel in 1881.

His travels in Central and South America, his

experiences in the Carlist camp in 1874. and
with (Jordon in the Soudan in i87">, prepared him
for the peat exploit of his life, his ride to Khiva,
in the winter of 187r>, across the stejipi-s of Tartary.
His bri^'htly written Jliili to Khira (1870) at once
made him famous ; and imieed his ;:reat stature,

immense stren;:th, and reckless coura;:e, no less

than the outsiiokeii frankness of his manners, his

hearty ]iatriotic hatred of Hussia, and uncoinjiro-

misin;: .)in;:oism. were exactly the kind of (|Ualities

for a hero of the En^dish jieojde. He conlestetl

Hirmin;:ham without success in 1880, but jiolled

over 15,(^KX) votes. In 187(J he travelled in Asia
Minor an<l Armenia, ])ul)lishin;: on his return, (hi

Hor.srlxirlc throiif/h Asm Minor, which was no less

successful than Ins earlier book. In Oraham's ex-

pedition to the Eastern Soudan In- was attached
to the lntelli;:ence Department, and was badly
wounded at El Teh; ami in 1884 he made his way
witli«)ut leave to join Sir Herbert Stewart's column
in the Nile exjtetiition, and was killed by an Arab
spear-thrust in the lirst battle, that of .Abu Klea,

17tli January 188."). Huinal)v was a darin;: aero-

naut, and crossed the Channel to Normandy in 1882

in a balloon. See his Life by Ware ami .Mann ( 1885).

Burnand, Fk.vncis Cowley, author and
dramatist, was l)orn 29th November 18;i6. He
wiis educated at Et<m and Trinity Colle;;e, Cam-
brid;:e ( 18.">4-58), and afterwards went to Cuddes-
ilon Theolo;:ical Colle;;e with a view to becomin;: a
cler;:yman of the Church of En;;laTid. In Decem-
ber 1858 he joined the Catholic Church, and for

four months continued his studies at the hou.se of
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the Oblate Fathers at IJayswater. His first farce

h:ul been produced at Eton in IHol. ami at Cam-
bridge he hiwl founded the 'A.D.C.,' of which,

subsequently, the Trince of Wales became presi-

dent, and of wiiidi MrBurnand published a, HiJitori/

in 1879. He was called to the bar in 18G2, but the

success of some early dramatic ventures altered

his plans. He lias produced between eiylity and a

huudred pieces, eluetly extravaganzas and bur-

lesques ; tour dramas • and some very successful

comedies. He joined Mr H. J. Byron in start-

ing Fun, but left that pajier for Pioich, then

edited by Mark Lemon, m 18G3. His Hi-st con-

tribution to Fiinc/i was Mofcaoina, a burlesque on

sensational romance writing ; soon after appeared

How, Ulirn, and U'/n-ir, followed by the now well-

known Huppy T/ioii(]/its, which in book form soon

ran througli over sixteen editions. Later, he con-

tinued the Happy Thoughts series, and wrote a

series of burlesipies of popular novelists, that on

Ouida's style, ^trapmore, being perhaps the ha]>

piest. Mr Burnand became eilitor of Punch in 1880.

He wrote the libretto for Sullivan's Chieftain
(1894).

Biinie-Joiies, Sir Edward, was bom at

Birmingham, of Welsh descent, 28th August 1833.

He was destined for the church, and educated at

Exeter College, Oxford, where William Morris, the

poet, was his friend ; but his thoughts turned
strongly to art ; and ha%-ing, about 1857, submitted
some pen-drawings to Rossetti, whose work hail

powerfully inlluenced him, he received from this

artist encouragement and guidance in his first

attempts a.s a painter. His subjects were always
poetical and imaginative. From the first he was
a fascinating colourist, and his earlier works, as
' The Merciful Knight ' ( 1864), ' Merlin and Vivien,"
the figures of the two heroines of Meinhold's
Sidonia and 'The Wine of Circe' (1867), along
with much medieval (juaintness l)oth in form and
feeling, jiossess great expressional intensity. They
attain, in water-colour, greater brilliancy and
purity of hue than is usual even in works executed
in oil, and are sometimes, as in ' Love among the
Ruins' (1873), on such an extended scale as we
usually a.ssociate with the more dignified medium.
About 1870 he began to be known as an oil-painter,
and liis works of this period are inspired by the
earlier art of the Italian Renaissance, and show
more of ^race and less of emphasis than his
former paintings in body-colour. Among his
pictures are, ' The Days of Creation,' ' The Beguil
ing of Merlin,' and ' The Mirror of Venus ' ( 1877 ) ;

'Laus Veneris' (painted 1873-75), ' Le Chant
d'Amour' and 'Pan and Psyche' (1878); 'The
Golden Staii-s' (1880); 'The tree of Forgiveness'
(1882); 'The Wheel of Fortune' (1883); 'King
Cophetua' (1884); 'Andromeda Chained,' 'The
Fight with the Sea-beast,' and 'The Brazen
Tower

' ( 1888) ; antl tlie ' Legend of the Briar Rose '

pictures (four, 1890). He became D.C.L. in 1881,
A.R.A. in 1885 (resigned 1893), and a baronet in
1894. Several of his latest works show a realism
and a thorouglmessof draftsmanship ami modelliuL;
in his treatment of the nude uidcnown in his formi'i

productions ; but his colouring tended on the whole
to become less splendid. He furnished many strik-

ing designs for stained glass— as for Christ Church,
Oxford. In 1898 'Love ati.l the Pilgrim ' sold for
5000 guinea.s. He died 17th June 1898.

See monoKraph by .Malcolm Bell ( 1.S02) ; the illustrated
A rtAnnnalioT 1K94, l)y .Julia C'artwright ; and the authori-
tative biography by liis son-in-law, J. W. ilackail (11)00).

Kurncs, Siu Ai,kx.\ndki{, was born in 1805 at
Montrose, in Forfarshire, where his father was
provost. (The provost's father was the cousin
of Robert Burns). In 1821 he entered the Indian

army, and his knowledge of oriental languages

gained him rapid promotion. After performing

some important missions for the Indian govern-

ment, he was, at his own suggestion, sent on a
twelve-months' expedition into Central Asia.

Starting from Lahore in 1832, and adopting the

Afghan dress, he passed through Peshawur and
Kabul, and crossed the Indian Caucasus to Balkh.

Thence he passed on to Bokhara, Astraliad, and
Teheran, and journeying through Ispahan and
Shiraz, reached Bushire on the Persian Gulf, whence
he embarked for India. On his return to England
in 1833, he was received with high honours ; and
in September 1839, having previously l)een knighted
and promoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel,

he was appointed political resident at Kabul, where
he was murdered by the Afghan mob, 2d November
1841. See his Travels into Bokhara (1834), and
Kabul ( 1842) ; and Kave's Lives of Indian Officers

(1869).

Burnet, Gilbert, Bishop of Salisbury, was
born at Edinljurgh, 18th September 1643. At the
age often he entered Marischal College, Aberdeen,
and, four years later taking his M. A., applied him-
self to the study first of law and then ot divinity,

with such diligence and success that in 1661 he
was admitted a probationer. In 1663 he \isited

Cambridge, Oxford, and London, where he met
with many of the leading divines of England ;

and next year passing over into Holland, perfected
his knowledge of Hebrew under a learned rabbi
of Amsterdam. In 1665 he became minister of

Salton, Haddingtonshire ; in 1669 professor of

Divinity in Glasgow University; but in 1674,
having brought on himself the enmity of his old
patron Lauderdale, he found it prudent to resign
his chair, and settle in London, where he was made
chaplain to the Rolls Chapel, and afterwards
lecturer at St Clement's. In 1676 he publislied his

Memoirs of two Dukes of Hamilton ; in 1679-81
the fir.st two volumes of his History of the Reforma-
tion, which procured him a vote of thanks from
parliament; in 1680 Some Passages in the Life
and Death of the Earl of Rochester ; and in 1682
his Life of Sir Matthew Hale. The etlbrts which
had previously been made were now repeated to
induce him to break with the liberal and moderate
party, and to attach himself to the king. He was
offered the bishopric of Chichester, Init refused it.

In 1683 he attended the execution, and vindicated
the memory, of his friend Lord William Russell.
The king exhibited his nnkingly spite by depriving
Burnet of his lectureship ; and on James's accession
he went to the Continent, and travelled through
France, Italy, Switzerland, and Germany. In
1684 he was introduced to the Prince of OrauM,
with whom he became a great f<avourite, and by
whom he was frequently consulted in reference to
the great scheme for the deliverance of England.
When William came over, Buinet accompanied
him as royal chaplain, and in 1689 was appointed
Bishop of Salisbury. He entered on the duties of
his diocese with great ardour ; but his first pastoral
letter, in which he founded William's right to the
throne on conquest, gave so much oflence to both
houses of parliament, that they ordered it to be
burned by the common hangman. In 1698 he was
a])pointed preceptor to the Duke of Gloucester ; in
1699 he published his celebrated Exposition of the
Thirty-nine Articles, which was condemned as
heterodox by the Lower House of Convocation.
In 1714 appeared the third volume of his History of
the Rcformcitinn : and on 17th March 1715 he died
at Clerkenwell of a pleuritic fever. He was thrice
married ; his first wife Avas remarkalde for her
beauty, the second for her fortune, and the third
for her piety. Not until 1723-34 did Bishop
Burnet's History of his Own Time make its appear-
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anoe—a work that was sarcastically but f«H>lishly

abused by Swift. Pope. Arbuthiiot. and other Tor>-

writfps of the day. A Whiju' and broad iliinchnian.

Buriit't wa-s u man of strict, ahnost i>uritJinical

virtue, of marvellous charity, j,'eniality, and modera-
tion. His style is often harsjj. his jud^rnient not

always reliable, yet the honesty, earnestness,

simiiiicity, and vijjour of his writin;,'s. ius well as

their fullness of details, make his works very

valuable to llie student of Instorv. Of his two
histories jjimmI editions have lH?en i.ssue<l from the

Clarendon Press.

Burnet* .Ions, painter, enjrraver, .and author,

was l>orn at Fisherrow, near Kdinburj^Ii, in 17H4,

and die«l at Stoke Newin;,ton, 29tli .Vpril 1868.

He first became known throu;,'li liis admirable
en;ifravin;,'s of Wilkics works, nf las f)wn paint-

in;.fs the Iwst known is the " (Jreenwicli Pensioners"
(18.*i7). He wrote several l*<M)ks on art, the most
important l»ein<^ a I'rartiinl Treatise on Painting ;

and he was also author of lletnhrandt and his M'orLt

(1849), and, in conjnnctiim with Cunninj^hani, of

Li/'- a nil W'ljihs i,f Turner ( 1S.V2).

BlirilOt. Thomas, l>oni in Yorkshire al>out

l&i."), studied at ( "aml»rid;:e, and in 1 685 wa.s elected

Master of the Charterhouse. He succeeded Arch-
bishoj) Tillotson its clerk of the closet to William
III., I)ut havinj; in IHlJ'i published a work, Arr/uvo-
logia I'hilosofifiira ( jUso in En;;lish ), displaying
great Icaminj^, but treatin<; the Mosjiic account of

the Fall as an allejrorv, lie was obii;,'cd to retire

from the clerkship, ami lived in the Charterhouse
till his deatii in ITlo. Ilis T'llnris T/noria Sana
(1680-89) was written in Latin, but translated, or

rather recom|M)se«l in English, by the author. It

is an infijenious speculation, written in ij;norance of

the fact.s of the earths stnicture, ami is therefore

a mere system of rosuinffony, ami not j^eolo^y.

But it alxiunds in sublime and poetical conceptions
and ilescri|itions, and caibnl fortli the hi-rhest

applause at tlie time. See Life bv Heatlicote
prefixed lo the seventh etlitioii of the l/ifori/{ 17.'j9).

Burnet* the En^^Iish name of two closely

1, Coiiunon liumet {Foteriuni t>anffuitorba);

2, Great Burnet {Sawjuitorba officinale)

:

a, a floret; 6, flowor-heaii.

allied and often united genera of Kosaceje—Pote-
riuni and Sanguisorba.—Great Burnet (Poterium

[Sanqnisurbti] officinale) is common in meadows
in all parts of Euro|>e. It is cultivated in CJer-

many on jMKir soils tor nnlder. The root-stock is

astriii;,'ent. and w.a.>i formerly use«l in medicine.

—

Common IJurnet ( /'"^'/v///// Samjiiisorha) \iY<.t\\s in

dry j>astures, e!<|iecially on chalTky soils, on which
it sometimes becomes of importance, and has
also been cultivated as a fodder plant. It ;.'rows

wild in the Initetl States. It used to lie cullivaled

in gardens, its siii:!itly astringent leaves being
useil in sivliuls or soups, also iis an ingredient in

rool tankard (the name Potiriuin being from a
Greek wonl sigiiifving a drinking- ves,sel). S.

Canadensis is an interesting American si>ecies

sometimes cultivatetl in g.ardens.

Burnet-saxifrSlKe [Pimvinella Sa.rifrag(t) \n

an umbelliferons iilaiit. which, on account of its

similar foliage, haoit, use as fodder, and (more dis-

tinctly) astringent root stock, has Ik-cii associated

or confused with burnct from the earliest times.

Burnett. Fhancks HoiHisox, novelist, was
l>ornat .Maiuliester, Noveml»er 24. 1849. AlMnitthe
ilose of the American civil war >he emigrated with
her parents to the I'niteil States, and settled in

Tennes-see. She married Dr Hiirnett in 1S7.S. and
after a lengthened t<mr in Europe, settled in

Wa-xhington. She ha<l early begun to write, but

her first great success was her story. That La.ss li

l.owrie's, which, after running through Srrihncr's

Magazine, was issued at New ^'ork in 1877. Her
second stork', J/iiin,rf/i's, appeared in ls79. IJotli

were novels of no commoTi jiower, studies of

Lancashire manufacturing life. The earlier of the

two startled the reading public by its fresh-

ness and reality, no less than by a simple jiathos

and a delicate humour that recalled the t^)U(•h of

Mrs (Jjuskeii. .1 Fair liarhiirmu (1882) and
Through One Administration ( 188.3) were later

novels; Li/nLiiann (1880) and Little Lord Fnnnt-
/rroj/ were admirable minor tales; The one I h new
i„st\ 1893) is antobiographic.-il ; A l.adij of Qualifg
I 1896 ) and His Grace of Ormonde ( 1897 ) are novels.

Burnett, .Iamks. See Monhoddo.
Burnett Prizes two theological ]iremiuiiis

founded l)y be<|ucst of .lohn Burnett ( 1725( 84). an
-Vberdeen merchant. Part of his fortune was
to 1)6 accumulate<l for forty years at a time as
a pri/e-fund to the authors of the two be>t treatises
on 'The evidiMice that tiieie is a IJeiiig all powerful,
wise, and g<M»d, by whom everything exists; and
particularly to ol»viato ditliculties regarding the
wi.sdom and gcKxlness of the Deitv ; ami tliis inde-
l)en<lent of written revelation, amf of the revelation
of the Loril .Jesus ; and from the whole to point out
the inferences most necessjiry and useful to mankind.'
On the first competition in is]."), ."id essays were
given in ; ami the juilg<'s .iwaided the first prize,

£1200, to Dr W. L. Brown, Priiicijial of .\berdeen
I'niversity; the sec(md, f4(M), to the Bev. .J. B.

Sumner, afterwards Archltishoii of Canterbury.
In 18.'j."). 208 es.sjiys were given in ; and the first

prize, t'1800, fell to the Bev. B. A. Thompson, for

an ess,iy entitled <'liristian Theism: tiie second
prize. t;60<), to Dr Tullocii, afterwards I'liiicipal of

St MaiTs College, .St Andrews, for an es.say on
Theism. The four essays were published. The
fund has since Iwen .ajiplied to found a lectureship
on some l»rancli of science, history, or archa-ology,
illustrative of natural theologv. The first lectures

under the new scheme. On t)ie Xnline of Light,
were delivered .at Aberdeen, in Noveml>er 1883,

bv Profes.sor Stokes of Cambridge, and published
iii 1884.

Burnett'.s llisinreetins: Liquid is a liquid

intro<luced by Sir William Burnett (1779-1861) for

tiie purpose of deodorising the bilge-water of ships,

sewage-water, )kc. It is a strong .solution (sp. gr. 2)
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of chloride of zinc, accoiiiltanieil liy a Miiall amount
of chloride of iron ; and wlicn intended to be nsed, it

is mixed with water in the projjortion of one pint to

five gallons of water. The liquid acts only as a deu-

iluriscr and (iiifiscjtfic {see Antiseptics ), and does

not yield any vapour which can exhildt the pro-

perties of a Disintectant (q.v.). It is of service in

preserving' dead animal tissues, as in tiie dissecting-

room, and in jars containing anatomical specimens.

It is said to have little acti(m on dissecting knives,

but this is doul)tfnl. When added to bilge or sew-

age water, the chlori<le of zinc, ZnCL,, mainly acts

by decomposiu'' the otl'ensive sulphide of ammonium,
NH^HS, whic-li it does by forming the suliddde

of zinc, ZnS, and chloride of ammonium, NH^Cl,
both of which are odourless. The strong solution

of chloride of zinc has also been applied to the

preservation of timber from the ravages of dry-rot,

and the jirocess of so treating wood is called, after

its inventor, Burnett ishig. Crewe's disinfectant

liquid is chemically the same as the above.

Bliriiey. T>i! Charles, nuisician and author,
was liorn in 17'2t) at Shrewsbury, and having studied
nuisic there, at Chester, and under Dr Arne in

London, he conimencetl giving lessons in music
himself. After composing three pieces

—

Alfred,
Robin Hood, and Queen Mab—for Drury Lane
(1745-50), he .settled as organist at Lynn, in

Norfolk (1751-60), where he planned his work on
the History of Music. In 1770-72 he travelled in

France, Italy, Germany, and Austria, collecting
materials for that work, which appe.ired in 4 vols.

( 1 776-89 ). Beside minor works, and accounts of his
two tours, Burney wrote a Life of Metastasio, and
nearly all the nmsical articles in Rees's Cyclopcedia.
In 1783 he became organist to Chelsea Hospital,
where he died 12th April 1814. He knew inti-

mately many of the most eminent men of the day,
including Edmund Burke, Dr Johnson, Reynolds,
and Garrick. See the Life (1832) by his famous
daughter Fanny, Madame D'Arblay (q.v.).—His
son, Charles Burney, D.D. (1757-1817), was a
schoolmaster and classical critic. His line library
was purchased for the British Museum for £13,500'

Blirntaum Beeches, the remains of an ancient
forest in Bnckinghamslure, 25 miles W. of London.
The London Corporation purchased the surround-
ing 374 acres in 1879, and set them apart for
public use, 3d Octol)er 1883. The poet Gray, early
in the 18th century, first called attention in his
letters to the wild woodland. Many of these
beeches have been, and still are, of inmiense size.

Mr F. G. Heath, who was the first to urge their
acquirement for public use, has described them in
Burnhaiii Beeches ( 1880).

Burning, Chemistuv of. See Combustion.
For Burning-glasses, see Hkat, Lens, and
Mirror.

Burning Bush (Euonymus atro-jiurpureus) is

a small ornamental .shrub of North America, with
oblon<' leaves, deep jiurple llowers, and scarlet
smooth capsules ; its congener, E. americamts, has
scarlet pnckly capsules. The French Buisson
ardent is a red hawthorn ( Craticyus Fyrueanthu).
Burnh'y, a thriving town of Lancashire, in a

narnnv vale on the banks of the Brun, near its
influx to the ("alder, 21 miles E. of Preston, and
27 N. of Manchester. A gieat seat of the woollen
and then of the cotton manufacture, it is a modern,
well-built place, with a literary institute and
exchange ( 1855), a market-hall ( 1868), the Victoria
Ho.spital (1886), a grammar-school (tcmj'. Edward
VI.), and an ancient ])arish ciuirch, restored in
1856. Beside.s numerous cotton-mills, it has calico-
l)rinting work.s, iron and brass foundries, machine-
shops, breweries, tanneries, aiul rope-works. There
are collieries in the vicinity. Burnley was created

a municipal borough in 1861, a parliamentary

borough (returning one member) in 1867, and a

county borough in 1888. Pop. (1871) 44,320;

(1881) 63,638; (1891) 87,016. A Roman way
pa,ssed through the town, and Roman remains have

oeen found.

Burnoilf, Jean Louis, French philologist, bom
at Urville, 14th September 1775, became professor

of Rhetoric at the College de France in 1817, and
subsequently in succession inspector of the uni-

versity, general director of studies, and librarian.

Elected a member in 1836 of the Academic des
Inscriptions, he died at Paris, 8th May 1844. He
was the author of grammars of Greek and Latin,

which have gone through numerous editions, as
well as an excellent translation of Tacitus.

—

Eugene, a great orientalist, son of the preceding,
born at Paris, 1st April 1801. He first studied law,
but soon devoted himself, under Abel Remusat and
Chezy, to the oriental languages, especially those of

India and Persia. In 1832 he became a member of

the Academic des Inscriptions, and in the same
year succeeded to Chezy's chair of Sanskrit at the
College de France, which he filled until his death,

at Paris, 28th May 1852. His first works were
his Essai sur le Pali (1826), written in conjunc-
tion with Lassen of Bonn, and Observations Grani-
maticcdes sur qiielqucs Passages de I'Essai sur
le Pali (1827). His next task was the decipher-

ing of the Zend manuscripts Ijrought to France
by Anquetil Duperron. He commenced by pub-
lishing a splendid lithographed edition of the
Vendidad-Sadc, the most important part of the
Zendavcsta (1829-43), and published from time to

time in the Journal Asiatique the brilliant results

of his laborious studies, to the admiration of the
learned world. His Commentaire stir le Ya^na
(1833), a masterpiece of lucidity and erudition,

first revealed the language and doctrine of Zoro-
aster to the western world. He next made an
attempt to decipher the cuneiform inscriptions of

Persepolis, in his Menioire sur deux Inscriptions

Ctineiformes (1836). Here, however, the later

discoveries of Lassen, Holtzmann, Oppert, and
others, have shown that his Zend studies hin-

dered him to some extent in deciphering, for

relying on Zend analogies he assumed too many
signs for vowels, and did not leave enough for

consonants. In 1840 he published the text, along
with a translation, of the BhAgavata Piirdna, a
system of Indian mythology and tradition. As the
fruit of six years' study of the Sanskrit books of

the Buddhists, sent by Hodgson to Europe from
Nepal, apjieared in 1844 his Itdroduction a I'His-

toirc du Bduddhisine, an epoch-making work in the
history of that great Asian religion. His last work
was a translation of Le Lotus de bonne Loi, which
was passing through the press at the time of his

death. Among Burnouf's pupils were Max Miiller,

(4oldstucker, Gorresio, and Neve.

—

Emile Louis,
also an eminent orientalist, nephew of Jean Louis
Burnouf, born at Valognes, 25th August 1821,

lectured on ancient literature at Nancy, and was
for a time director of the French school at Athens.
His works include Mcthode pour ttudier la Langue
Sanscrit (1859, 3d ed. 1885), Essai svr le Vida
(1863), Dictionnaire Classique Sanscrit-Fran^ais
(1863-65), Histoire de la Littcruture Grecque
(1869), La Scicjice des Religions (1872), La Ville

ct I'Acropole d'At/idnes aux diverscs lipoques ( 1877 ),

La Mythologie des Japonais (1878), mhnoires svr
f'Antiquit6 (1879), and Le Ccdholicisme Contem-
porainc (1879).

Burns, Rev. Jabez, D.D., a Baptist minister,

and one of the most prolific religious writers of the
19th century, was oorn at Oldham, near Man-
chester, 18th December 1805, and was educated at
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C'liester, au<l afterwards at UKlham ^'raiiimar-

seliool. He joiueil tlie Methodist New Counectioii,

and removed at the aj,'e of twenty-one to Lontlon.

In 1828 and 1829 he puldished las first two works.
The Christian. Sketch-book and I'hc Spiritiml
Cabinet, wliii-h gaineil him inucli popularitv. After
havinijj exercised the functions of tlie ministry at

Perth (1830-35), he returned to London to l>ecome
minister of a General IJaptist con;,ne;,'ation in

MarylelHHie. He lectured in all parts of the United
Kingdom on tenqierance, jieace, alHilition of caiiital

punishment, «&c. He received the degrees of I). D.
(184*5) and LL.D. (1872) from American colleges.

He visited America in 1847 and ls7'2. and Egypt
and Palestine in l8tjy. Meantime ids pen ha«l not
been idle, the number of his separate works Kdng
npward.s of thirty. One of tliem. Sketches ttiul

Skeletons of Sermons (15 vols.), reachetl a 14th
edition; another w;us the Pulpit C[/i/iijHe(/ia (4
vols. 1846-60). Dr P.urns died at his residence in

Padding^on, 31st Januaiy ls76.

Burns, Koukkt, the national ]Hiet of Scotland,
and in all literature one of the most singular

f^niuses, wa.s Itorn at Ailoway, in tlie neighlK)ur-

ioo<l of Ayr, Januarv' 25, 1759. The history of

ma^t of his life is .so well known, and what i.-

not well known requires so much conjecture and
research to elucidate it, while so much space
were needed for the. eluciilation. that a meagre
sketch must liere suHice. Alxiut Hums, as alM)ut

Sheliev, our knowledge is almost too abundant.
We might prefer that poets should live oidy in

the light of their works, and that their jHTsitnal

existences were as obscure as those of Shake-
speare and of Homer. Hut, in the case of Hums,
tills jienumltra is impossible. Even if we ha<l

not his letters and the records left by i>eo]de

who nu't hiiri. his poems would tell all the
tale. In hi> poems Ills story lives unc«mcealed
and imperishable ; his loves and hates, his vices,

his mirth, his shame, his ni«K'ker>-, Ids bitterncKs.

his repentance; there is not a nuMxl Imt has its

verse. There is no possibility here of keeping the
poetry and blinking the poet.

Hurns's family w.as of thf humliler and less

(>rosperous yeonuinry. His father built the 'clay
)igging ' where he was Immu. When the Ixty was
seven, the father, an intelligent man with a great
belief in education, move<l to Mount OJiphant,
four miles south-e;ist of Ayr. AVhen the boy wjus

thirteen, there wius another move to Lochha. Hut
the elder Hums did not prosper, and died when
the poet wtus twenty-(iv«>. His education liegan at

a sciKHd at Ailoway Mill, and was continued by
Mr John Murdoch, jus a kind of private tutor.

This e<lucation was thoroughly literarj' ; the
boy was exerci.seil in turning verse into jtrose,

selecting synonyms, and .so forth. A metrical

Life of W'illimn Wallnrr wiis a favourite book;
and his letters to Clarinda, and many other
correspondents, owe something to a selection of

correspondence of l^ueen Anne's rei<Ti. There is

to Ije noticed in Hums not merely a natural
fire and gift of exjiression, but a steady c(m-
scientious culture of the gnft. He had scarce any
Latin, and no (Jreek, Imu it is not eiisy to see how
his poetical style could have been improved by a
knowie<lge of these languages. With French he
W!us acquainted, and however much one may
believe m the educational influence of (ireek, it is

perfectly idain that true literaiy genius can dis-

pense with it. Tnlike Hogg, Hums had always
more or less consciously studied the trchuitjiic of

bis art. He otdy fails when he iirdtates the artifi-

cial Englisji manners of his age. .Vniong the early

intluences which give the idy to his genius, ought,
no doubt, to l»e reckoned the popular tales and
ballads an<l songs of Hetty Davidson, an old woman

who lived with the poets family. One of the first

b<ioks that Sir Walter Scott ever jiossessed was a set

of ballads, collected by himself when a boy, bound in

three volumes, an<l often rescued with ditliculty from
the servants. Burns grew up with the same old

lays in his ears, not read on Hy-sheets, but recited.

Popular Scotch poetry and traditions are thus the
soil, as it were, in which the genius of our two
Scottish j)oets grew. Hut Scott saw life in the
magic of romance. Bums beheld it in the light of

every day.
Even in boyhootl the education and native

genius of Burns .soon made him friends among
pet)ple Inirn to a better place at the table of life

than his own. He went to a dancing-school, and
began to make a great deal of love for himself and
for less confident swains. He read Allan Ham.say,
an<l Itegan to write a little. Acquaintance with
sailors and smugglei-s very considerably widened
his moral ideas. He l>ecame a kind of rural Don
.liian, though he had t<K) much heart for the role.

It is uselos to ileny that the tone of Scotch rustic

morality alMiul the relations of the sexes is, and
was, very like the morality of Sicilian swains in the
time of The<KTitus. If Burns had to appcju" among
the penitents, there were seven other sinners with
him. The institution of w<K)ing a iMmny la.s.sie

'when the kye comes hame,' the Oori.sti/s, as
Them-ritus and Homer call it, has never been pecu-
liar to Sicily. Hums wjis a man of more attractions
and stronger passions than his neighbours, and
when that hius iK?en .-^aid, there is really no more to
say. A worse man, or a man with a worse heart,
w<»ul<l easily have escaped from the entanglement
with dean Armour. A luckier man miglit have
married Highland Marv, and l>een happy with his
one true love, but such luck is gi\en to tew.

The death of Hurnss father in 17S4 left him to
try to farm for himself. Farming without capital
was, even then, like gambling without ca]iital.

One reverse meant ruin. Hurns's husbandry went
ill, he met Jean Armour, the entanglement began
( he wius then twenty-live), and out of his poverty,
his passion, his despair, and his dcsjierate mirth,
came the extraordinary poetic harvest of 1785.

To this year lielong tlie Eiiiatle to Duvir, Death
(Hid l>r tlornbook ( where tne poet Ls very frank
alMiut his c<mvivialities), The Tica Herds, T)ie Jolly
]i'<jij<trs, Ualloic E'en, The Cottar's Satiirdai/ \if/ht,
IIolu Willie's I'rayer, 'The Holy Fair, ami The
Address to a Mtmse. If we had only the verses of
this year, Burns would remain the greatest of
known popular poets. His tojiics were tonics at
which, probably, dozens of other niral rnymers
were hammering—the quarrels, lay and clerical, of
the neighbourlr)od ; banter of local notorieties;
and sketches of rural manners. Hut then Hums
touched them with the hand of an artist ; he Wius a
master already in this craft, ami no poet, p«'rhai>8,

of any language hiis ever attained such a wild per-

fection SIS he reaches in the reckless merriuient of
The Jolly Be(j<jars:

Life is all a vnrinruiii,

Wi' ffganl mil how it goes ;

Ix't them cant about decfiruni

Who liave c)iaract«rM to lose.

That is the essence of Lcs Giteiix ; AL Richepin
gives us a volume of the poetrj* of 1)eggarlioo<l,

but a little is enough. The next year found Hums
still busy ; it was another annus mirahilis, though
much of the verse is satirical, and necessarily

less interesting. The Tira iJoffs is a ma-'^terpiece

of humour; I'he Lamrut and JJesjjonde)iry remind
one of Kegnier, who sinned in earnest and le-

jiented in vei-se. In this year there was abund-
ant trouble with Jean Armour ; there was
the betrothiil to Highland Maiy, and her death.

Looking about him foi' money, that he nnght
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emij^MUte t»» Jamaica, Hnrns puMislied the famous

ami much-songlit-after Kilmarnock edition of his

iK)ems ((500 copies, ITSO). Tiieir fame spread.

Burns -jot a few pounds, and was just setting sail,

when the praises and promises of atlmirers induced

him to stay in Scotland. In winter he went to

K«linl>ur<rh. niet the wits and the great, was a lion,

and tastetl all the sweets of that estate, with much
more than a necessary proportion of the hitter. He
Wius as proutl as he was poor, and no douht fancied

many slights and afii'onts tliat were in the mind of

no one else. Here, too, Scott saw him, Scott being
then a hoy, and rememV)ered the lire and heauty of

his dark brown eyes. The poems Mere rei)rinted in

1787, and some money came in (about £500 ulti-

mately). Burns erected a tomb over Fergusson,
his ill-fated predecessor and master. On returning
to the c(mntrv, he was much made of, and, like

Sir Lancelot in the romance, ' fell to his old love

again,' Jean Armour. After a Highland tour with
a blackguard dominie called Nicol, Burns went
back to Kdinburgh, and began the epistolary

flirtations with Mrs .M'Leho.se (Clarinda). Neither
the friendship with Nicol nor the affair ^Yith

Clarinda was very creditable to Burns's taste. In
the ' Lettei-s to Clarinda,' as Mr K. L. Stevenson
remarks, ' the design may be that of an Old HaAvk,
but the style is more suggestive of a Bird of

Paradise :
' indeed. Burns elsewhere speaks of him-

self as 'an old liawk at the sport' or bringing his
bird to his feet. Like Keats's love-letters, the
letters to Clarinda should have been burned at
once. But men will write, aiid women will print,

while the world stands. By this date Mr John-
son had set altout publishing his Scots Musical
Museum, to which we owe all that is briefest and
brightest of Burns. He contributed an astonish-
ing number of the most beautiful, tender, pas-
sionate, and vivacious songs in any language,
chiefly adapted to old Scotch airs, and moulded
now and then on old Scotch words. An editi(m
of Scotch S(jngs, with the old words and the
words of Burns, would be a valuable book,
though not precisely a liook for diawing-rooms.
Many of the ancient ditties were of a singular
license, though that does not make them less
useful to the student of popular manners and of
literary history. But very often, as in tlie deplor-
able case of Allan Ramsay's verses, the new songs
have devoured and destroyed the old. Indeed, as
Hogg's mother told Scott, printing popular songs
generally kills their natural life, much more than
the printing of sul)stituted words.

In 17H8 Bums was writing to Mrs M'Lehose of
Jean Armour as ' the expiiing glimmer of a farthing
taper besitie the glory of the nieridian sun.' Such
are the loves of the poets: here is their gratitude—'in less than two months they were married,'
Burns proving l)etter than his word. ' I am the
fool,' he wrote once, ' of my feelings and attach-
ments.' He took a lease of Ellisland farm, on the
Nith, near Dumfries, and next year received an
appointment in the Excise. The following year
again ( ITiiO ) saw the birth of Tarn rj Shantcr, written
in one day. By 1790 Ellisland, like all Burns's
worldly enterprises, j.roved a failure. In November
1791 came his farewell to Clarinda (Mrs M'Lehose)
—'Had we never loved so kindly;' and other
nymphs had been loving rather blindly in the
meantime. Burns left his farm, withdrew" to Dum-
fries and to ganging, flirted with the French
Revolution, drank, wrote songs, expressed opinions
then thought Radical, and made himself unpopular
with the local lairds. If h« wrote lampoons on
ladies at this date (1794), Horace, Martial, and
Landor at different times Iteiiaved no better. In
179.J he became, one may be glad to note, a patriot
again, and wrote songs against the French. He

died—the deplorable causes of his death need not
be lingered over—on July 21, 1796.

His country has been much scorned for her treat-

ment of Burns. How was she to treat him? He
deserved, what Socrates saitl he merited, ' to be
kept at the public expense in the town-hall.'

But he would not have accepted the oft'er had
Scotland jtossessed a Prytaneum, and had Scotland
made the oll'er. He did not try to live (as others in

his position, and not without a share of his genius,

have lived) by literature. He came too early.

Such a poet now might actually exist on the juo-

ceeds of his poetry. What can the world do for

such geniuses as Burns an<l Byron ? They do not
'plough a straight furrow,' as the Greek proverb
ran ; their passions are i)art of their glory, their

sorrow, and their shame. Their reward is immor-
tality.

Burns is so much the gieatest of Scotch poets
that no other comes into the reckoning. Scott is a
genius more universal, more genial, and a character
infinitely more amiable and delightful. But for the
mere essence of poetry and spirit of song, there is not
the equal of Burns, not only in Scotch verse, but in

the literature of the world. Sappho and Catullus
are his peers ; perhaps, indeed, no other lyric poet
can be named with Sappho. The Tenth Muse
does not compete with mortals, as the Nine
sang against Thamyris the Thracian. She has a
legendary magic, and dwells alone. But Catullus,
with much of the tire, affection, and humour of

Burns, has nothing like his range. Burns is

not only a lyric poet of unsurpassed energy,
and of an ai't usually unerring, but he is a
satirist, and a descriptive poet second to few. He
takes our hearts by storm ; he rushes in with the
fifes and pipes playing gloriously ; he wins us at
once by a natural intrepid gallantry of art. It is

for this gay courage, or again for his brief natural
sadness, that he is so esteemed, and for an art

neither fairy-like, like Keats' ; nor magical, like

Virgil's ; nor full of winning grace, like that of

Horace ; but simple, unaffected, completely appro-
priate, and classicalh' clear. For loj'al despair
what can equal

Now a' is done that men can do.

And a' is done in vain ;

for loyal gallantry.

Oil, Kenmure's on and awa. Willie ?

for fresh beauty of nature,

Wlien o'er the hill the eastern star ;

for proud content,

I hae a wife o' my ain I

for jollity (the rhyme Scott jiarodied in his last

year),

Blythe, blythe, anil merry was she ;

for pathos,
John Anderson, my .jo, John !

and so on. Who can number all these watchwords
of the Scotch people, to which a ready response is

made by how many myriads of hearts all the world
round ! If he carried the famed theory of Aucassin
rather far when he A\rote

The kirk and state may gae to hell,

And I'll gae to iny Anna,

his examjde was not so attractive as to tempt many
readers after him. It is not the faults of Burns, on
the whole, nor his shamefaced glorying in them that
remain in the memory and the imagination. We
cannot believe that he has really encouraged
the faults of his countrymen, as some say. There
is no encouragement in that shamefaced glorying
of 'The Daddy o't,' nor in his pitiful repentances.
It is the good element in him, the tender heart,

and proud courage and sound humour that survive.
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lliat iuspiie liis vei.>e, and commuuicale iheinselves

to his hearers. (Jn tlie rest tht' rij^liteousuess of

Oblivion scatters his poppy, ami k'a\ es iis «)iily the
iiieiuory of a great i>oet.

Biblio'/raphi/.—Poems ( KUiiiariiock. 178(j ; EiUnliurgh,

1787; Loiijon, 17S7 ; Edinbur','li ami Luiidoii, 1793).

—

Editions, with Life, bv Ciirrie (4 vols. Loiiduii, liSOO);

Allan Cuiiiuiigiiaiu (fi vols. London, 18;i4); Chambers
( with the poeius and lettci-s iuter-sperscd throughout the
hfe, 4 voLs. Kdin. 1S51 ; new ed. by W. Wallace, ISiHJ);

W. Scott l>ou-laa (7 voLi., with Life, A:c., by I'rof. Xichol,
Edin. 1S77-82; reissued 18%); Henley and Henderson
(4 vols. I89t>-y7); and the present writer (1 vol. ISiKj).

There were niatiy minor editions in the centenary year
from Burns"s death, 18%, when enthusiastic commemor-
ations were carried out, monuments erected, and a liurns
e.\hiljiti./n held at Glasgow. See also the Life by Lock-
hart ; by .Sliairp, in ' Men of Letters ;

' by Ale.vander
Smith, in tlie ' Globe ' .series ; the Essays by C"ai lyle, and
by K. L. Steveus<jn (^fen and Bonks); and the French
Life and Works by Angellier ( Paris, 1893).

Burns and Scalds are injuries to the body
caii>.eil liy t-xoes-sive lieat or by clieniical ageuta.
Tlie.se acciilents are exireiiiely eoiiiiiioii ; moreover
they are in their severer forms far the most iijiinlul

of injuries, ami the most eommonly fatal in eivil

life. Dupuytren's chussilieation in si.\ degrees,
according to the depth of the injury, is now gener-
ally accepted: (1) Skin reddenetl ; (2) skin
blistered -i.e. cuticle destroyed; (3) true skin
partly destroyed; (-1) skin wholly destroyed; (.">)

soft parts l)elow skin ( niu.scles, tendons, iVc. ) more
or le.ss destroyed; (U) all partes, including l>one,

destroyed, in almost everv burn beyond the lirsl

degree, two or more of the degrees are combine<l in

different i»arts of the allected surface. The last

two are rarely met witli. Hut the danger to life

from these injuries depends even more on their

extent than on their depth ; if a verv large surface
of skin be involvetl, even in the first or second
degree, the case is a serious one ; and the more so
the younger the sutlerer. Persons 'burned to

deatli ' in a conflagration, however, perish much
oftener by sull'ocation. resulting from the noxious
gases evolved, tiian from the etl'ects of a burn
properly so called.

In a severe burn or scald the pain is intense, and
the Shock (q-v. ) and prostration extreme and often
fatal. At this stage ojiiates, warmth, and stimu-
lating remedies are necessary. In two days or

less, if the patient survive the shock of the injury,

reaction set»< in, and serious internal inllammations
frefjuently occur. Tiie organs situated l»eneath the
injured surface are often affected, if this be <>n tlie

trunk ; but whatever part of the skin has suffered

there is a ten<lency to inflammation and ulceration

of the mucous membr.ane of the iligestive tract, par-

ticularly the iluodeiium. These inflammations are

not readily amenable to treatment, which must in

the great majority of c.xses Iw dirccte<l chiefly to

the support of the patients strength and the
alleviation of his sufferings. They occur for the
most part within two weeks of the injurv ; after

this period, however, there is the further risk that
he may sink from exiiaustion in conseijuence of the
prohjnged suppuration which follows the .separation

of the dea<l portions of tissue in Imrns deeper than
the first degree.

F<ir the local treatment of Imrns, innumerable
measures have been recommended. Here only a
few of the simpler applications, suitable to the
slight degrees and early stages, can be describetl.

The clothes must be removed with the greatest

care, cut and not dragged off the injured part, lest

the cuticle be adherent and be torn off with them,
exposing the tender skin beneath. If the bum be
of the first degree and not extensive, cold appli-

cati<jns are generally most u.seful and plea-sant to

the patient; lint or rags dippe<l in plain water, or

l>etter, Goulard water (dilute solution of subacetate
of lead), or a st)lution of carlKinate of soda, and
frequently moistened, do well. If the injured
suriace be extensive, cold applications are apt to

increase the shock and the tendency to internal

inflammations ; and fine flour should be thickly
dusted over the surface ivnd coveietl with cotton-

wool. If the burn l)e of tlic second degree, the
blisters should be snipjied with scissors and the
contained fluid let out ; but the raised skin must
be carefully preservetl ius a protection to the tender
surface below. In the second and higher degrees
Hour may be used as described above ; or canon
oil may l>e applied on lint or rags. ( t'arron oil

consists of linseed oil and lime-water mixed in

equal parts. Any unirritating vegetable oil, such
as olive oil, may be substituted if linseed oil be not
procurable. It takes its name from the ("i*ron

in)nworks, where it has long been u.sed, ami is an
excellent application). C"arbolic lotion, carliolic

oil, iodoform in powder or ointment, and many
other antiseptics, are useful fioiii their power of

preventing putrefaction of the discharges and con-

-(•(jiicnt irritation. A solution of cocain is often
\aluable at the early stage from its effect in

• leadening pain ; but such remedies should not lie

used except to a small surface without medical
advii-e, lest they become absorbed and cause symp-
toms of poisoning. It is most important that the
ilre.ssiiigs l»e not changed oftener than absolutely
iiece.s.sarv, whatever a|)pIication is adtijited ; they
should Ik* left till the tliscliarge loosens them, or till

they Ivecome uncomfortable, or offensive on account
of putrefaction of the dead tissues ami di.scliarges.

The local effects of burns, particularly those of the
fourth degree, are of great imporlance ; for during
anil after the healing of the resulting sores there is

an e.xce.ssive tendency to contiiu'tion of the cica-

trix, and ver>' serious deformity often result*,

es|>ecially when the injury is on the neck or near
the joints of the limits. Severe injuries of this

kind should therefore be un<ler skilleil observation
not only during the healing jirocess, but for some
time after its comi>letion, in order that, if any such
tendency appears, measures may at once be taken
to counteract it.

When the clothes catch fire, the jierson should
lie down on the floor, antl roll herself, or be
rolled, in the nig, tablecover, or anything suf-

ficiently voluminous to stifle the flames ; and after-

wards the clothes, esjiei-ially stockings, should Imj

leiiHtved with great care, lest the cuticle should
seiuirate with them, which would materially in-

crease the sufferings of the patient.

Extensive .scalds or burns are very fatal to young
children : and it must be remembered that their

skin is more susct-ptiltle to external impressions,
and will suffer from h degree of heat innocuous to

an arlult. Infants have frecjuently been scahled to

death in too hot baths, cjr by too hot fomentations.
The principles of treatment for burns luoduced by
the contact of chemical agents to the skin, are the
same as those for burns by fire.

Bliriiside. .Amhhosk Evkkett, American gene-
ral, liorn at Liberty, Indiana, '2."id May 1824, served

an ap|>renticeship to a tailor, but received a nom-
ination to West I'oint, where he giaduated in 1847.

He left the anny as first-lieutenant in 1852, but
returned as ccdonel of volunteei"s in 18<il, com-
manded a brigaile at Bull Run, and in rebruary
1862 captured Koanoke Island. Having rendered
inij)ortant services at South Mountain and Vntietani,

he in November reluctantly super.seded MClellan.
On December 13, he cros.sed the Ilaitpahanuock,
and attacked Lee near Fredericksburg, but was
repulsed with a loss of over 10,fXX) men, and was
.soon after transferred to the department of < )liio.

In November 1863 he successfully held Knoxville
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against a superior force, ami in 1864 he led a corps

under (Jrant through tlie battles of the Wilderness

and Cold Harbour. liesigiiing in April 1865, he

was elected governor of Rhode Island (1866-68).

and rnite<l States senator in 1875 and 1881. He
die<l 3d September 1881.

Buriltislaild, a seaport of Fife, on the Firth

of Forth, 5 miles X. of CIranton by steam-ferry

(1848). of great importance till the oi)ening of the

Forth Bridge in 1890. Backed by the Bin, 682 feet

high, it hius a (juaint ))arisli church (1594), and the

old castle of Kossend, where Chastelard (q.v.)

incurred ids doom. The liarbour has been much
improved ; coal is shipped in large quantities ; and
in summer Burntisland is resorted to as a watering-

place. It is one of the four Kirkcaldy burghs.

Pop. ( 1841 ) 1959 ; ( 1881 ) 4271
; ( 1891 ) 4993.

Kiiriit Ofleriiig. See Sacrifice.

Uurilt 8ieillia, a line orange-red pigment,
obtained by burning the ferruginous ochreous earth

known as Terra di Siena. See SlEXA. For
BiKNT I'mher, see Umheh.
Burnt Stones, antique camelians found in

ruins, and seeming to have been acted upon by
fire, having a dull appearance externally, but
exhibiting a beautiful red colour when held up to

the light.

Burr, Aaron, an American statesman, born at
Newark, New Jersey, 6tli February 1756, graduated
at Princeton, where his father and grandfather
(Jonathan Edwards) had been president of the
college, and in 1775 joined the patriot army, in

which he gained a high reputation, and in 1777 the
rank of lieutenant-colonel. Retiiiiig in 1779, he was
in 1782 called to the bar, where he soon became a
leader. He was attorney-general in 1788-90, United
States senator in 1791-96, and vice-president of

the United States in 1800-4. His defeat in a con-
test for the governorship of New York led him to
force a duel (11th July 1804) on the most active of
his opponents, Alexander Hamilton, who had been
his pei-sonal rival for many years, and who now fell

mortally M-ounded at the first lire. Burr tied to
South Carolina, and though indicted for murder,
returned after the excitement had .subsided, ami
completed his term as vice-president. He now pre-
}tared to raise a force to conquer Texas, and estab-
isii there a republic, which might detach the
western states from the Union. This enterprise Avas
proclaimefl l)y the president, and Burr tried for
trea,«on ( 1807 ). Acquitted, but bankrupt in reputa-
tion, he spent some wretched years in Europe, and
in 1812 returned to his law practice in New York.
Here, shunned by scwiety, tlie unhappy man, who
had long survived all the members of his own
family, died on Staten Island, 14th September 1836,
in a home for which he was indebted to the charity
of an old friend. Burr was a man of the world, of
polished manners and fascinating address. He
early adopted i)ronouncedly inlidel views.

Burra Burra is the name of a famous copper
mine in S(nitii Australia, 101 miles N. by E. of
Adelaiile. From 1.S44, when it was discovered, to
1875, 215,000 tons of ore, valued at £4,000,000, were
rai-^ed : but mining soon became less remunerative.

Burrard Inlet, a narrow inlet at the south-
west corner of British Columbia, a little north of the
mouth of the PVaser River. Nine miles long, it forma
one of the finest harbours on the Pacific coast,
deep, safe, and easy of access for the largest slnps!
It has become of nnich more importance to the
world by the opening of the Canada Pacific Rail-
way, wlK)se terminus is at Vancouver on the north
shore of this irdet.

Bur-rec<l [Sparganium), a genus of Typhacejc
closely allied to the Bulrush (q.v.), and of similar

habitat and distribution, but readily distinguished
by its globose tlower-heads.

Burriana, a town of Spain, 34 miles N. of

Valencia, and 1 mile from the Mediterranean. Pop.
10,058.

Burritt, Eliht, a distinguished advocate of

the doctrines of the Peace Society, and widely
known as 'the learned blacksmith,' was born at

New Britain in Connecticut, United States,

Deceml)er 8, 1810. He was brought up to the trade

of a blacksmith, which he pursued in his native
place and at Worcester, Massachusetts, whither he
removed ; but devoted all his leisure to study,
especially to mathematics and languages. In the
latter held of study his range was very wide, em-
bracing more or less Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
and other oriental tongues, and almost all modern
European languages. He was, however, much better

known to the world as an earnest ajiostle of jieace

than as a scholar. At W^orcester he edited the
Christian Citizen, advocating the peaceful settle-

ment of international difficulties aiul the doctrine
of 'universal brotherhood,' for which purpose he
also travelled through Europe and the United
States. His chief works are Sjxirksfrom tlie Anril
(1848), Olii-e Lciives (1853), Peace Papers (1869),

Lectures and Speeches, and A Walk from John o

Groat's to Land's End ( 1865 ). He took a prominent
part in several Peace Congresses, and in advocat-
ing an ocean penny-postage. For many years he
resided in England, from 1865 to 1870 as United
States consul at Birmingham. He died at New
Britain, 6th March 1879. See the memorial volume
containing his Life, by Charles Northend (1879).

Burroughs, John, a popular author on both
sides of the Atlantic, born in Roxbury, New York,
April 3, 1837. He was l)rought up on a farm, and
after some years of teacliing, journalism, and clerk-

ing in the treasury department at Washington, he
settled down in 1874 on a farm in New York, to

divitle his time between liteiature, fruit-culture,

and periodic duties as a bank-examiner. His l)ooks

mostly deal with country life, and show great
sympathetic insight into the life of nature. The
chief are Wake Robin (1871), Winter Sunshine
(1875), Birds and Poets (1877), Locusts and Wild
Honey ( 1879 ), Pepacton ( 1 881 ), Fresh Fields ( 1884 ),

and Signs and Seasons ( 1886).

Bursary (Late Lat. hursarius, 'a treasurer,'

from Gr. hursH, 'a skin'), the annual proceeds of

a sum permanently invested for the maintenance of

a student at a Scotch secondary school or university.

Elsewhere a bursar is merely the treasurer of a
college or monastery. A number of small bursaries
were long the only equivalents at the Scotch
universities for the scholarships of the English ;

but by the University Commissicmers of 1863 many
of these were consolidated into others of greater
value for the encouragement of the higher learning,

for which there had hitherto been the most meagre
provision. Many restrictions that had become
antiquated were removed, but a number of pres-

entation bursaries were allowed to remain, some
with a preference for a particular name, or natives
of a particular district. Since 1863 a considerable
number of scholarships for graduates, corresponding
to English fellowships, have been founded by private
individuals, particularly in Edinburgh and Glas-
gow ; as well as many additional bursaries for

undergraduates, among them ten founded at Edin-
burgh in 1881 by Thomas Carlyle to commemorate
the name of his wife's father. At Edinburgh there
are now over 200 bursaries of values varying from
£2, 15s. 6d. to £100. At Glasgow there are about
200 bursaries, many of then) small, the larf'est

about £100. Its Snell exhibitions to Balliol
College, Oxford, and its four Clark scholarships,
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the last amounting to as much as £200, are the

chief provision for higher learning. At St Andrews
there are over KM) luii-sjvries, varjing in amount
from 1\) to £50 ; and at Alterdeen there are more
than 250 hursaries, varying from £5 to £50.

Blirs<*lieifl« a town of Prus.'sia, on the Wupper,
20 miles 8E. of Dii.-iseldorf, witli woollen and plu.sh

manufactures. Pop. 6884. See IkKTscHKli).

Burschen.sohaft is the name of a famous
as.sociatioii of ( uTiiian students, at one time pro-

minent in the politics of the Fatherland. The
name i.s derived from Jiiirsr/i, a word onlinarily

meaning 'student' or 'young fellow,' but nu>re

properly a stu<lent a.s meml^er of an as.sooiation.

Bursch is itself from the Lilt, bursa, ' purse,' the
common fund of a company of students living at

a tommtm tahle in the uiiiver.-ities of tlie middle
ages. The hitrsrhcnsclutft w<as a clul) of students
who had fou'dit in the great war of lilieratiim, and
was founded at .lena in 1813. The nxitto was
' Honour, Freeiloiu, Fatherland,' and the aim was
in contra-st to the maiidy convivial character of

other student clubs, to cherish the higher iileals

of patriotism, ami especially of (icrm.an national
unity. At a great festival at tlie Wartlmrg in

1817, almost all the other (Jerman universities sent
representatives ; and the burschenschaft s<M>n com-
prised studt'iits of fourteen universities. It was in-

evitiible that in the time of reactionary i)olicy the
club should Im> suspected of revolutionary tenden-
cies ; Sand, till' iiiuiiierer of the uiipoimlar Kot/e-
hue, was an old meiiiljer; and in 1819 tiie burschen-
schaft was duvsolved by the Pru.ssian and other
governments. The result was the formation of

numerous secret and really revolutionary assm-ia-

tions, in consequence of which hundreds of students
were prosecuted and imjirisoned (some for yejirs),

and several comlemued to death (though not exe-
cuted). It wjis not till 1840 that Prussia gave an
anmesty to those implicated in the JusscKiations ;

and after 184.S all kinds of student clubs were
free<l from the severe restrictions that ha<l so

long create<l mischief, ami allowe«l to conduct
themselves very much in their own way.

Burslf'lll, a town of Statrordshire, within the
iiarliamcntary iMirougii of Haidey, '20 miles N. by
\V. of Stallord. It is known as the 'mother of

the potteries,' the pottery iiiaimfacture having
been here e.stablishe<l al>out 1»>44. Porcelain and
pottery of all kinds—Parian, iron and .stone

ware, &c.—are pnxluced on a large scale, ivs well its

encaustic tiles. There is also a gliu-s manufactory.
A tine town-hall, Kemiissance in style, with a lofty
clock-tower, wjis erected in 1S(;5 Biiislcm, a
nmnicipal borough since 1878, wa.s the birthplace
of .losiah Wetlgwootl ; and a We<lg« ooil Memorial
Institute ( 1870 j serves as a school of art, free library,

and museum. Pop. ( 1851 ) 16,954 ; ( 1891 ) 31,999.'

Burton, Siu Fhkdkiiic William, water-colour
painter, was lM»rn in County Clare in 1816, and
e<lucate<l at Dublin. In 1856 he became a member
of the Society of Painters in \\'ater-colours ; in

1874, director of the National Callery ; and in 1884
be wius knighted. He retired in 1894.

Burton, .John Hill, historian, was lM)rn at
Al)erdeen on the '2*2d of August 180f>. HaWng
j^Taduated at Marischal College, Alierdeen, he
was articlefl to a lawyer, but scnin came to the
Edinburgh bar, where, however, he mainly devoted
himself to study ami letters. He wjus in 1854
ap|M)inted Secretary to the Prison Hoard of Scot-
land, and liecame one of the Prison Commissioners
for Scotland. He held the old oHice of Historio-
grajiher Itoyal for Scotland, was LL. I), of Erlin-

Durgh University, and D.C. L. of Oxford. He died
near Edinburgh, 10th Au;,'ust 18M1. For a long
series of years, from 18.3.3 ilownwards, he was a I

contributor to the Wtstminster Jinucw of articles

on law, history, and political economy ; t«i Blnvk-
icuud's Magazine, the Scotsman, Sec, he furnished
many literary sketches ; and he was a con-
tributor to the first edition of this Enri/rlujxcdia.
Among his original works may l>e mentioned Life
of Hume (18-46), Liirs a/ Simon Loril Lovat and
Duncan J-'urbcs of Cullodcn (1847), J'oliticid and
Social Economy (IS4^), 2^'((rratires from Criminal
Trials in Scotland, A Manual of Scottish Law, A
Treatise on the Lair (Scottish) of liankruptcu.
History of Scotland from the Revolution to the
Extinction of the I^ast Jacobite Insurrection ( 1853),
The History of Scotiaml from A(]ricola\f Invasion
to the lievolution of PJSS (7 vols. 1867-70; new
e«lition, enlargetl and partly rewritten, 8 vols.

1873), The Hook-Hunter (1862), The Scot Abroad
(2 vols. 1864), The Cairngorm Mountains (1864).
He edited vols. i. and ii. of the Jicgister of I'rivy
Council (Scotland) for 1545-78; antl i.ssued A
History of the lleiqn of (,>iinn Anne in 1880.

He further edited tlie works of Hentham (in con-
junction with Sir John Uowring), with an able
mtnxluction ; and publishetl a volume of Hen-
thamiana. See The Book-Hunter, new edition

(1882), with Memoir by his wife.

Burton, Sik liuii.vKi) Fuantis, <uie of the
most daring and successful of modern travellers, w;is

born in ls21 at Harham H<mse, Hertfordshire, the
, son of Colonel J. N. Burton, and was educated
in P'rance and England. In 1S42 he entered the
Indian service, and serveil in Sind under Sir
Charles Napier. In 1851 he publishetl his first

im|M)rtant work on Sindh. Burton ac<|uired a very

I

familiar ac(|uaintance with Hindustani ami Persian,
and lejirne<l to speak Aral>ic like a native. He
resolved to explore Arabia in the disguLse of an

I

Afghan pilgrim ; ami after a visit to Englan<l, in

1851 he set out on his journey. His Personal Nar-
rative of <i I'ilgrimage to El Mrdinah and Mecca

I

(18.55; new ed. 1879-80) records one of the uut»t

I <laring feats on record. His next journey wa-s into
I the countPk" of the Sonnilis, in E.istern Africa.

He was chief of the stall* to ( Jeneral Heatson in the
Crimea. In 1856 he set out in com|iany with
Speke (q.v.) on the jouniey which led to the dis-

covery and exploration of the great lake of Tan-
ganyika (<j. v.), and afterwards travelled in North
.Vnierica. In 1861 he married, and was ajipointed

consul at Fernando Po ; and while hoiiling this

appointment, he visited the Cameroon .Mountains,
and went on a mission to the king of Dahomey.
He was subseijuently consul at Santos in Brazil,

,
and at Daimuscus; and in 1872 he succee<led Charles
Lever in the iM)st of British consul at Trieste. In

187<>-78 he jiaid two visits to .Midian. In 18>s2 he
visited the g<dd-producing country of the (Juinea
coast, along wiiii Captain Cameron. He received
tlie gold metlal of both the English and French
geographical societies. He wjls master of tliirty-

hve languages and dialects. He received the
iionour of knightluxxl in 1886. Lady Burton, who
was of a Catlu)lic family, was the companion of

his wanderings since 1861, and wrote a narrative
of travel, Arabia, Egypt, India (1879), and Inner
Life of Syria, Palestine, iL-c. (1875).
Among Burton's many works are : First Footsteps

in East Africa ( 1856), The Lake Ilegions of Central
^/rica (1860), The City of the .SV«/«/,s- ( 1861 ), Wan-
derings in West Africa (18(}3), The Nile Basin,
Vikram ami the Vampire (1869). He also wiote
two other books on Sind, and works on (loa,

Abbeokuta, Paraguay, Brazil, Syria, Zanzibar,
Iceland (l^ltim/i Thule, 1875), Bologna, and
Miilian; on Falconry, Swonl Exercise, ami Bayonet
Exercise; gave us a translation of Os Lusiadas
of Camoens ( 1880), his lyrics, and a Life and Com-
mentary ( 1881 ) : and a history of The Sword ( 1883).
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In 1885-88 lie puhlished a new aiitl literal trans-

lation of {he A raina II Xig/its (qv. ) ( U) vol^. and

6 vols, of supplement), of which iiis wife issued an

expui-,'atetl edition. He died at Trieste, '20tli Octo-

ber 1890. A Life hy Hitehnian appeared in 1887;

the Life by Lady Burton, and the first volumes of

a Mcinurial Edition of his works, in 1893.

Burton, KonKirr. author of the Anatomy of
Mihnulcilii, was born at Lindley in Leicestershire,

in l.")77, and educatetl at Nuneaton and Sutton

(\ildtield. He entered IJrasenose College, Oxford,

in 1593, an<l in 1599 was elected scholar of Christ

Church. In 1G14 he took his B.D., and two years

later wa.s presented by the dean and chapter of

Christ Churcli to the vicarage of 8t Thomas at

Oxford, and aViout 1630 by Lord Berkeley to the

rectory of Segrave in liis native county. Botli

livings he kei)t ' witii much ado to his flying day,'

and appears to have co::tinued ail his life at

Christ Church, where he <lied "ioth January 1639,

leaving beiiind iiim a Kne collection of books, many
of which were beimeathed to the liodleian. He was
buried in the nortli aisle of Christ Church Cathedral,

where a monument was erected to his memory, on
which his bust was placed, with the calculation of

his nativity inscribed above it, and beneath the

epitaph he had composed for himself : Paucis notus,

paucioribus ignotuti, hie jacet Democritus Junior,

cui vitam deciit ct mortem Melancholia. His death
took place at or very near the time he had foretold

some yeai-s before W the calculation of his own
nati\itv. This gave rise. Wood tells us, to a report

that he had ' sent up his soul to heaven thio' a slip

aliout Ids neck.' Burton is thus described by
Anthony a Wood :

' He was an exact mathematician,
a curious calculator of nativities, a general read
scholar, a thro' paced philologist, and one that
understood the surveying of lands well. As he was
by many accounted a severe student, a devourer of

authors, a melancholy and humorous person ; so by
others, who knew him well, a person of great
honesty, plain dealing, and charity. I have heard
some of the antients of Christ Church often say
that his company was very merry, facete and
juvenile, and no man in his time did surpass him
for his ready and dextrous interlarding his common
discourses among them with verses from the poets
or sentences from classical authors, which being
then all tiie fashion in the university, made his
company more acceptable.' Little is known of his
life, but there is one story in Bishop Kennet's
Rcfjister and Chronicle (1728) that must not he
omitted, from the light it throws on a passage about
Democritus in Burton's preface :

' In an interval of
Vapours he would be extreamely pleasant, and raise
Laughter in any Company. Yet I have heard that
nothing at last could make him laugh, but going
down to the Bridf'e-foot in Oxford, and hearing
the Barge-men scold and storm and swear at one
another, at which he would set his Hands to his
Sides, and laugh most profusely.'

The lirst edition of the Anatomy of Melancholy
was in (j\iarto form, and appeared in 1621. Four
more editions in folio were published within the
author's lifetime, each with successive alterations
and additions, spite of the author's announcement
in the preface to the third (1628) that he would
make no more changes. In this edition also first

appeared tiie famous emljlematic frontispiece. The
tinal form of the book was the sixth edition
(1651-52), ])rinted from an annotated copy given
just before Burton's death to the publisherj Henry
Cripps, wIkj gained. Wood tells us, great profit out
of tlie l>ook. This great work is divided into three
divisions, each subdivided into sections, meml/crs,
and subsections, and each preceded by an elaborate
synopsis of its contents. Part I. treats of the
causes and symntoms of melancholy, Part II. of

the cure of melancholy, and Part III. of love

melancholy and religious melancholy. One of the

most inte'resting parts of the book is the long

preface, 'Democritus to the Reader,' in which

Burton gives indirectly an account of himself and
his studies, and apologises for not having bestowed

liis time on the composition of books of divinity,

for which he saw 'no such great need,' there being

'so many books in that kind, so niany com-

mentators, treatises, pamphlets, expositions, ser-

mons, tliat whole teenies of oxen cannot draw
them.' Burton has had no better critic than
himself in tliis same preface. He says :

' I have
laboriously collected this Cento out of divers

Writers, and that sine injuria, I liave wronged no
authors, but given every man his own.' And
further, of his style he says :

' I neglect phrases,

and labor wholly to inform my reader's understand-

ing, and not to please his ear ; 'tis not my study or

intent to compose neatly, which an Orator requires,

but to express myself readily and plainly as it

happens. So that as a River runs sometimes pre-

cipitate and swift, then dul and slow ; now direct,

then per ambages ; now deep, then shallow ; now
muddy, then clear ; now broad, then narrow ; doth
my stile How : now serious, then light ; now
comical, then satyrical ; now more elaborate, then
remisse, as the present subject required, or as at

that time I was affected.' In the same preface he
tells us ' I writ of melancholy, by being busie

to avoid melancholy ... to comfort one sorrow
with another, jdlenes with idlenes, ut ex vipera

theriacwm, make an Antidote out of that wliich

was the prime cause of my disease.

'

This strange book is uni(]ue in its interest, and
is far more systematic in its construction than
the superficial or merely occasional reader is apt
to imagine. It is indeed a farrago from all, even
the most out-of-the-way classical and medieval
writers, yet not one quotation out of all his

ponderous learning but lends strength or illustra-

tion to his argiiment. Every page is marked
by keen irony, profound and often gloomy humour,
and by strong and excellent sense ; while through-
out the book there runs a deep undertone of earnest-

ness that fits well with its concluding sentences,

and at times rises into a grave eloquence of quite
singular charm. The ' fantastic old great man ' is

as certain of immortality as the greatest masters in

English literature, and his readers will ever love
him with no conunon love. Boswell tells us that
Dr Johnson said Burton's Anatomy of Melan-
choly was the only book that ever toolc him out of

bed two hours sooner than he wished to rise ; and
Charles Lamb shows the influence of the book not
less in many a turn of his own quaint style than
in that marvellous direct imitation, the ' Curious
Fragments extracted from a Common-Place Book
which belonged to Roliert Burton, the famous
author of the Anatomy of Melancholy,^ first pub-
lished in 1801 in the small volume containing the
tragedy of Julin Woodvil. Milton's VAllegro and
11 Penseroso owed much to ' The Author's Abstract
of Melancholy' prefixed to his book, and Ferriar in

1798 pointed out to the world the indebtedness of

Sterne. Byron speaks of its great value as materials
' for literary conversation, ' but Wood had long before

pointed out this merit :
' 'Tis a book so full of

variety of reading, that gentlemen who have lost

their time and are put to a push for invention,
may furnish themselves with matter for common or

scholastical discourse and writing.

'

Burt«ll-011-Treilt, a nuinicii)al borough of

East Stafibrdshire and South l)('rl)yshire, 25 miles
from Stfitt'ord, on the river Trent, with stations on
the Midland, London and North-Westem, Great
Northern, and North Stafford railways. The
Grand Trunk Canal also passes the town, and enters
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the Trent l»elow. The luioient hritlj^o of thiityfour
arches was rcphiceil in 1SH4 ]>\ a new «»ne of

twoiityiiiiK'nrnies. IJiutoii-oii-'rKMit owes its iai>iil

extension to tlie l)re\\in;; of ule. wliidi is the sta|^ile

Inoiluct of tlie phiee. 'I'he <)i»enin^ of the .Mi«l

and Railway in lS.SSt j>ave«l the way for fnture

nro;,'ress. ('ottonsi»inninj; was at first tlie chief

imlnstrv, Imt this has lieen (liseontiiiiaHi since

1849. Its rise and jiroj,Tess as a lirewin;,' centre has
l>een larj^ely <lno to the suitahility of the water for

this pnrjiose. There was some small local trade in

beer in the Kith century here ; Ihirton ale hail a
repute in London in lt».SO;and a consideralile export
trade had iM-en estalilished with the Haltic jiorts liy

the middle of the 18th century. IJurton-on-Trent
hatl nine hreweries in I71U, sixteen in 18.51, and
now there are thirty, some of them, such as tho.se

of Ba.ss (i|.v. ) and Allsopp (<|.v.), heiii;,' on a
scale of unparalleled nia-^'iiitutle. These thirty

breweries employ about 8(HX) men and lM»ys. There
are, of course, extensive c(M)pera<;es, and also

iron-ftiundries. The town was incorporate<l by
niyal charter, datetl .'Jil Septemlier 1878. It has an
endowed seliof)l, a ;n"ft'mn<ir school, and various
Ixiard schools. There is a recreation-;;rountl, with
walks and ;,'ardens, readin;;-rooms, ami literary

institutions. A church or moniustery wius erecte<l

by the Trent in the '.Uh century ; Ihirton Abl>ey
was founded and endowed by Wulfric, Earl of

' Mercia, in 1002. It was made over by Henry \T II.

I

with its lanils to his secretary. Sir William ra;,'el,

I
ancestor of the present lord of the manor, the Mar-
quis of Anglesey. In a fray wlii«li took place in

1321 on the ohl briil^'e, the forces of Thomas, Karl

of Lancaster, were defeated by those of Kdward II.

The town sutl'ered in the civil wars of the ITtli

century, ami has sull'ered repeatedly by llootls, the
water standing to a ilepth of 4 <tr ."» feet on some
streets in I ST."). |»op. ( 1861 ) 18,74.j ;( 1881 ) .39,285

;

( 181H ) I(i.ni7.

Blirts<'ll<>i(l, or Hli.'SCHEin, a town of llhenLsh
I'russia, practically a suburb of Aixla CliapoUe,
has manufactures of woollens, and siiiplnir sprinj^s

and batlis. wilii a temiieratuie of lOU to lao P.
.S.-e also lU'lcsillEIl). I'op. I.S,388.

Burn, or HoKWoK, an island of the Malay
Archipelago, in the residency of AmiHivna, from
which it lies aliout 40 miles to the \\ . Area,
with the small island of Amblau, .3.300 s<|. m.

;

po])ulation variously estimated at from 10,0(M> to

.50, (MX). The marshy eoast-lands are notoriously
unhealthy, but lofty mountains rise in the interior,

one peak (Tomahoe) attaining an altitu<leof 10,320
feet. A den.se natural forest covers most of the
country, and only a very small portion has been
brought under cultivation. The .soil is rich, and
vegetation everywhere luxuriant ; but the only
important article of export is Cajeput-oil (<|.v. ).

Bury, a nourishing manufacturing town of

South-east Lanc.-ishire, on a rising groun<l backe<l
liv hills on the north ami east, bi-tween the Irwell

and the K<H-iie. 10 miles NNW. of .Manchester. The
w<M>llen manufacture introduced by Flemings in

the 14tli century attained its /enitli under Eliza-

beth, but h.ad greatly declined by 1738, when IJury

was merely 'a little market-town,' and it has long
been all liut eclipse<l by the eottoii industry.
I'esides spinning and we.iviiig factories, there .ire

iiiiliortant paper, j>rint, bleach, and dye works, and
some large fcnindnes and enjnne manufactories. In
the vicinity are e.vcellent freestone (piarries, and
abundant coal-mines. The town lias been much
improved in drainage, and an ample supjily of

water introduced. Some improvements in the
cotton maiiiifacture arose here—notably, the inven-

tion by .lohn Kay of the iiy-shuttle. Sir Robert
Peel ( 1 788-18.50) 'was born at Bury in a cottage

89

near Chaniber ILill, his father being a great calico

m.anufacturer. In 18.52 a l>ron/e statue of him wjis

•ri'cted in the market-s(|uare. Hury was made a
parliameiUaiy borough, ix'tiiiiiiiig one member, in

1S.32 : a municipal borough in 1876, and ,a county
b-.rniigh in 1888. I'op. ( 1851 ) 31,262; ( 1891 ) 57,206.

Bury, Ricii.\i;i» dk. See Aitn(;i;kviij,k.

Burying; Beetle {Xcrn>j,/i„nis), a genus of

Coleopterous (o. v. ) insects, of the family Silphida',

with short cluo-shaped antenna', remarkable for

their habit of liurying the bodies of mice, moles, ami
other small animals, in order to deposit their eggs

Burying Beetle.

in them, and to juovitle a supply of food for tljeir

larv.e. Tliey all pioiliice a diirping noise caused
by rubbing the lifth .ilHlominal ring against the
wing-covei-s. When touched they give oil a lliii<l

with an extremely fetid ami pci-sistent smell. They
are often covereil with little red mites. Some of

the sjiecies are natives of Britain, among which is

X. ri.sjiillo, in which the habits were first observed.

This form is still commoner in some jiarts of con-

tinental Europe. It is a black beetle, about an
inch long, with two bright orange b.amls on its

wing-covers. Its sense of smell would seem to be
extremely acute, ami a dead animal so<ui attracts

it, a jiair generally arriving together to feed upon
the Innly. The male proceeds to inter the corpse if

siillicieiilly small, previous to which, however, they
have sometimes to drag it to siuiie <listjime to ;i

|)lace suitable for tlu'ir piiriiose. The head of the
insect is the only tool employed in the oiieration,

and is held sloi>ing outwards, ami employed in a
manner which exhibits great muscular power. A
furrow is first made around the boily, then another
within llie lirst, and so on till the earth is so exca-
vatetl from beneath, that the body begins to sink,
when the in.sects, by great ell'orts, drag it down into

the hole, .ind when it is fairly in, the excavated
earth is thrown back over it. The female then lays

her eggs in it ; and when this is accomplished, and
the cravings of ajipetite are satisfied, it is left for

the larvif, which are of a lengthened form, with
six feet, whitish colour, and a Itrown head.—The
known species are mostly mitives of Euro])e and of

North America. Silpha and other genera of the
same family are common forms on dead and putre-
fying bodies.

Bury St Edniuiids, or Sr EDMrxn.siu-Hv,
a clean, well built tow n of \\'est Sullolk, plefisantly

.situated on the littU" river Lark, 26 miles NW. of

Ipswich, and 76 NNE. of London. The Vill((

I'tiK.sfiiii perh.aps of the Romans, it reccive<l its

name from Edmund the Martyr, wjioon Christmas-
day 8.56 w.as crowned here king of the E.vst .Angles,
and wiio in 870 wjis shot to death at Hoxne
iiy the Danes. His relics were translated hither
in !M).3, .and in 1020 Canute reared a Benedictine
abbey in his honour, which in time became the
richest and most important in England, (_iIa.ston-

bury only excepted. At the di.s.soIution its annual
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income was equivalent to £200.000 of our money.

Of tills inagnllicent estal)lisliiuent little now
remains but the nolile Ablioy Catc (l.S'27-77),

Dec-orated in style, and (i'i feet liigli : and the

Xorniiui Tower "or Church (Jate (circa 1090), a

(|uadrangular tower of massive simplicity, 86 feet

hiirh. The crueiform church itself, wiiich measured

r)12 i)y 21*2 feet, is represented only by the west

front "and the piei-s of the central tower, one of

which bears the inscription :
' Near this spot, on 20th

November 1214, Cardnial Lanj^^ton and the Barons

swore at St tldmund's altar that they would

obtain from Kinj,' .lolin the ratification of Magna
Charta." Among the many religious and charitable

institutions connected with the abbey, of which
portions still exist, is St Saviour's Hospital,

founded by that notable abbot, Samson, whose life

and actions, as recorded by Jocelin (<J.v. ) de Brake-

londe. Carlyle has so vividly recalled in his Past and
J'irsctit. The poet Lydgate was a monk of Bury
St Edmunds ; and Bishops Gardiner and Blomfield

and Sir Nicholas Bacon were natives. Parlia-

ments were held here in 1272, 1296, and 1446,

the last of which ordered the arrest of Humphrey,
tiie good Duke of Gloucester, who was found dead
in his betl the morning after his arrest ; and
sovereigns as late as Elizabeth's time were often

nobly entertained at Bury St Edmunds. St Mary's
and St James's churches are both fine Gothic edifices

of the loth century; in the former is the tomb of

Mary Tudor, the widow of Louis XII. of France.
The gr.animar-school, founded in 1550 by Edward
\'I., was rebuilt on a new site in 1883 in Queen
Anne style at a cost of £12,000. Donaldson was
one of its head-masters, and amongst its scholars

have been Sancroft, Cumberland, Blomfield, Fitz-

gerald, and Spedding. Defoe, Wollaston, and 'Mr
J'ickwick' were residents. Bury St Edmunds, in-

deed, is richer in memories than, perhaps, any town
of its size. The very police-office is an old Norman
house, a synagogue once, and known still as
Moyse's Hall ; whilst the guildhall has interesting
remains of antiquity. Among modern buildings
mav be noticed the com exchange (1862), the
Sutlblk (ieneral Hospital (1826; rebuilt 1864), the
new barracks (1878), and the Mechanics' Institute
(1853-78). Three miles SW. is Ickworth House
(1792), the seat of the Marquis of Bristol. Since
1883 Bury returns only one member to parliament.
Pop. (1801) 7655; (1841) 12,538; (1891) 16,6.30.
See Gillingwater's History of St Edmnndsbury
(1804); Memorials of St Ediinind's Abbey, edited
by Thos. Arnold (Rolls series, 1890 et seq.).

Busacliiiio. See Bi.sACQuiNO.

BlliSa'OO, a ridge (1826 feet) on the north side
of the river Mondego, in the Portuguese province
of Beira, 16 miles NNE. of Coimbra. Here
AN'ellington, with 40,000 British and Portuguese
troops, rei)ulsed the attack of Massena with 65,000
French, 27th September 1810.

Busbccq, 0<iiER Ghiselinde, a Flemish
diplomatist, was bom at Commines in 1522, and
educated at Louvain, Paris, and Padua. He held
various ofllices at the court of the emperor ; but is
best known as ambassador of Ferdinand (1556-62)
at Constantinople. He wrote two works on Turkey.
He brought many MSS., coins, and plants to
Europe, and died 1592. See his Life and Letters
by Forster and Daniell (Lond. 1880).

Busby, a town with cotton-mills and print-
works, in a mining district, 7 miles S. of Glas<i-ow
by rail. Pop. 1943.

'^

Busby, KiCHARn, a great English schoolmaster,
^\as born at Lutton, otherwise Sutton St Nicholas,
Lincolnshire, in 1606. Educated at Westminster
Srhool, and Christ Church, Oxford, he was in 1640
appointed head- master of Westminster School, the

duties of which office he continued to discharge

until his death in 1695. He is the type of peda-

gogues alike for learning, assiduity, and unsparing
application of the liirch ; none the less for his own
loyalty and piety, and the grateful affection of

his pupils. He was a most successful teacher, and
at one time could point to no less than sixteen

occupants of the bench of bishops Avho had been
educated in his school. Among his jiupils Mere
Dryden, Locke, South, Atterbury, Philip Henry,
ancl Bishop Hooper. He published several works,
but they were chiefiy for school use, and left money
to found lectureships and to educate poor boys in

his native place.

Busby, a military head-dress worn by hussars,

and, in the British army, by horse artillerymen
also. It consists of a fur hat with a short bag
hanging down from the top on its right side, of the
same colour as the facings of the regiment, and
an upright plume in front. The origin of the
name is obscure, but seems to be Hungarian, and
it is said that the bag is a remnant of an ancient
Hungarian long padded bag hanging down over the
right shoulder to ward off sword-cuts.

Busch, WiLHELM, comic artist, was born near
Hanover, in 1832, and began in 1859 to draw
humorous sketches for the Fliec/ende Blatter, the
series called 3fax und Moritz appearing in 1860.

He subsequently published in book-fonn Der
Heilige Antonius, and a numerous series of witty
and satirical sketches with rhyming texts.

Biisching^, Anton Friedrich, geographer,
was born in 1724 in Schaumburg-Lippe, and died,

the director of a gymnasium in Berlin, 28th May
1793. Until the appearance of his unfinished
Erdbeschreibuvcf (1754-92), neither Germany nor
any other nation possessed a geographical work
which made any pretension to scientific treatment
or completeness of execution.—His son, Joliann
(1783-1829), published many works on old German
literature, art, and antiquities.

Busenbaum, Hermann, was born in 1600 in

Westphalia, and died rector of the Jesuit College
at Miinster, 31st January 1668. His Medulla
Theologia; Moralis (1645) became a standard
authority in Jesuit seminaries, though several of

its propositions were condemned by the popes, and
it has gone through more than fifty editions (one
in 2 vols. Louvain, 1848). On the occasion of

Damien's attempt on the life of Louis XV. in 1757,
it was publicly burned as containing a justification

of regicide. ' When the end is lawful, the means
also are lawful,' is perhaps its most famous maxim.

Bush Antelope, also called Bush Buck, and
Bush Goat, names common to a numbed" of species
of Antelope (q.v.), natives chiefly of the southern
and western parts of Africa. According to some
naturalists, tliey form a distinct genus (Cephalo-
lophus). They are animals of more compact form,
shorter limbs, and greater strength, but much less

agility, than the true or typical antelopes. They
are remarkable for the arched form of^ the back.
They have short, straight, or slightly curved horns,
situated far back, and often peculiar to the male
sex, with usually a long tuft of hair between them.
They have no tear-pits, but instead of them, a
naked glandular furrow, formed of two series of

pores, on each cheek. They frequent jungles,
thick forests, and beds of reeds, and when pursued,
seek to escape by diving into a thicket. The com-
monest species is the Duyker (C. mcrgcw.'j), living
in jiairs in the bushy districts of South Africa. It

stands about 20 inches high at the shoulder ; the
horns of the female are small and hidden by the
hair-tuft. Among the numerous species of bush
buck, the pigmy form or Kleenebok {C jiyytna-a)

deserves mention, it is abundant in maiiy parts
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of Cape Colony, is Iinnlly Iiir;,'i'r than ii liare,

about I ftK)t in height, ami witli projMirtiouati'ly

small lii>rns. It is a timiW, ;,'t'iitU' animal, easily

<lonK'-ti<at«»<l, and (liHoi-s from tiif typical l»\isli

ant<'|iipi'> in the ;,'reat activity which it ilisplays.

BiisIh'1 (Olil Kr. Itousst/, tliiou;,'h Low Kat. forms
from ilv. jii/j'is, 'a 1)0.\'), a ilry nieiusiire used in

Britain for jrrain, fniit, ^:c. The quarter contains

8 huslieis, and the Imsliel 8 jjallons, the <,'anon

mejusurin;,' *277'274 cuhic inclies, and lioldin;,' 10 lli.

avoirdujMiis of distilled water. Hence the imperial

bushel, intrmlmed in IS'26, contains S(lll>. of water,

at the temperature of ti'2' F., with liie liarometer

at 30 inches, and has a (-apacity of '2*il8'2 cubic

inches.

Blisliey« a small vilhij^e in the south of Hert-
fonlshire,

"
1^ mile S. of Walford. Here, in

1S82, Mr Herkomer estaldislied an art school on
an unusually comjdete scale.—The royal park of

Bushey, clo.se to Ham]iton Court, is in Middlesex,
14 miles S\V. of liondon.

Itll>llire, or .VmsHKHR ('father of cities,'

also viiriousiy written Hushahr; in Persian, Bemler-
shehr), a principal port of Persia, on a .sandy

peninsula on the e;ust shore of the Persian Gulf,

in the province of Fars. The climate is most
unwholesome, an<I the streets are narrow, ill pave<l,

and dirty. The district is liable to Ik* deviistate<l

by earthi|uakes and tlic simoom, and is delicient

in water; but the situation is hi^'hly favourable
for commerce. The e.xports vary in annual value
from about C4(M»,(HK) to ftjoojtoo : the imi>orts
from about f.">00,000 to over £S(Mt,(H)0. AI»out a
tiiird of the e.x ports ;,'o to Britain and her colonies,

nearly half to China (almost entirely opium, of
course). Hushire is tlie land terminus of the Indo-
European tele;,aapli line, an<l a chief station of

tlie Hritisli Imliiui Steamnavi;;aiion Company.
The chief exports are opium, tobacco, raw cotton,

woollen ;,'oods, fruits, jH'rfumery, silk, and horses ;

the imjiorts, cotton and w<Millen ;;oo<ls, suj^ar,

metals, indii^o, tea, spices, cliinaware, and ;ilji.ss.

iSricks stami)e<l with cuneiform characters have
U'cn fouml in the vicinity, at Bishire, which is

believed to have Iteen an Flamite settlement. Pop.
27,0<'<l, chietly Persians, Arabs, and .\rmenians.

Kiisliilicn, or Bit.-^Jh^M.VNs, arc a nomadic race
fouml in South Central Africa, especially in the

Kalahari Desert, where they subsist on yame and
the de-sert root.s. In appearance the liushmen
are thin and wiry, but not dwarfish ; poor and
deb.Lsed when found lu'ar the Cajie, but of im-
proved appearance and intelli;,'ence farther north-

wards. They do not cultivate the soil, Ituihl no
huts, have no cattle or yoats, wear only a fewrou;:li

skins for dothinj,', and ilo not ;,'ather roun<l a kin;,'

or chief ; at one time a numerous race, they are
now rapidly liecomin;,' extinct. In some of the

mountain caves whidi they have inh.ibited, nide
jtaiiitin^.'s an<l sculpture are to l)e seen displaying;

real artistic talent. Altlioii;.'li they resemole the
Hottentots (ij.v. ) in colour and features, the rela

tioiishin is i>y no means clear. The lan;,'ua;L,'es of

lioth aoound in curious and unpleasant clickin;,'

sound.-, lint have little or nothinj; else in common.

ItllslllH'll. HoKAiK, an eminent American
ilivine, born at New Preston, Connecticut, in ISO'2.

He jrraduated at Yale ColIe<,'e in 1S27, and in ]H'.V.i

became pastor of a Con;;re<;ationaI church at

Hartford, where the ehxiuence ami ]iower of his

senuons, no less than the s]»iritual insi;;ht and
profumlity of his theolo;,'ical writing, .soon made
nim famous. In 1849 a charfje of heresy was
bron^^lit a;,'ainst him for certain views about the
Trinity alle;,'ed to )»e in his volume entitled d'oif in

Christ, but the charge was dropped, and ISushnell

replied in the most di^iiiied manner in 1S.')I in his

Chrint in Tficologi/, in which, after reviewing,' the
Indiefs that have pievailed in the church, h»!

concludes that exactness in theolo^^y cannot be

attained, from the defects of human laii^^'ua^'e

ius a meilium for expressing; spiritual conceptions.

Hushnell ilieil February 17, 187t>. His chief books
are \(itinr tint/ tin' Sujicrimfurft/ <i.s tugct/irr con-

siituting the Vuc Sijstcni of Ginl (1858), fhc Viitiri

mi.'i Sacrijtrc (I8().")), and F»r;/ifeness and Grace,

'cjorni against Nature
See his Life by his

His ]\'onien's SiiJ/'ragr, the licfunn against Nature
(1S(>9), was widely reail.

dau;,'hter ( New \,trk, 1S80).

Blisiiraimors, in Australia, ori;;inallv run-

away convicts, who had taken to the ' busli ' and
lyecome robbei-s. In the early yeai-s of the century
they established a rei<'n of terror in what wa.s then
the sparsely settled \ an Diemen's Lantl. In 1814

two otlicials of Port Dalrymple 'unlawfully
absconded into the w(M)ds," an<l 'put themselves
at the head of divers protli;,'ate and disonlerly

persons,' of whom the proclamation names 27,

including; one Michael Howe, who afterwards
a.ssunie<l the title of • Kin;; of the Ban;,'es," and
escaped killin;; until 1818. Thou;;h most of these

men surrendered or were pardoned, many would
appear to ha\e immediately resumed their coui-se

ot plunder, until in l8l,"> martial law was pro

clainu'd in the distrit-t liy the lieuteiiant-goxernor.

Stern meji-sures were taken to repress the crime ;

under Covernor Arthur (1824 'M) 103 crimimvls
were executed within two yeai>. In 18.30 a drastic

Bushran;0"K -^<*t wius pa.s,sed in New South Wah-s.
where at <»ne time a b;ind of (ifty desperailoc-- in the
Bjithurst district fou;,dit re;;ular eii;,'a;,'emeiits wit!;

the .settlers and police, and only surrendercil when

I

a iletiwhment of the .3!lth Foot was brou;;ht nii

from Sydney. Ten of these men were executed,
and the Act, which wa-s renewed in 18.'U, put a
stoji to bushran;;in;; on this scale. Outlircaks still

occurred at intervals, as in 1840; but ;,'enerally

I only three or four ruHiaiis would band themselvo

I

to;;ether, and aft«'r a more or less brief and
I desperate course, their (-areer v\(iuld come to an
untimely en<l, throu;;h the untirin;,' and ;rallaiit

I

.service of the small Inxly of mounted p<dicc.

I
In later years bushran^nn;; Iwus been unhappily

I facilitateil by the colonial land laws, wIik !i,

I
with their system of 'free selection before survey,"
allow people to settle in isolatetl spots anion;;

the mountains, beyond the ran;;e of educational
or reli;;i<)us inlluences, and outsifle the -cope
of police sujiervision ; and thus any scoundrcd is

permitte<l to cIkmisc the most remot<' haunt for the
lieadcpiarters <»f his villainy, to which he can retire

after his raids. The ]>athle.ss, thickly-wooded
mountainous districts of e;Lsteni X'ictoria ami New
South Wales, with a cattle dealin;; population who
includeil many '.sym|iathisers,' h.ixc ofl'ered shelter

to others Ijesides the Kelly brothers. Anion;; noted
bus|iran;;ers may l>e mentioned Ceary, a deserter,

who in 1817 Iwcame leader of a banil of a dozen
despera<lo<»s, wjus hunted down by a small iletach-

meiit of re;;ulars, and killed, the coroner's jury
returnin;; a verdict of ' homicide in furtherance of

I

pulilic justice ;
' Mor;;an, who after many munlers

and roidteries was surrouiKled and shot in .April

180"); and the Kelly gan;; of four men, who, for-

' merly cattle stealers, in 1878 murdered in the
Wombat Kan;;es three constables sent to arrest

them, and after a series of bold <mtra;;es. seized

and pilla;;ed .lerilderie, in New South Wales, Feb-
ruary 8 10, 1870. This is !\ little town of 2(K» in-

habitants, whom the busliran;;ers 'stuck up' in their

own houses or in the princiital hotel, three of them,
after liavin;; cut the tcle^^rajdi wires, mount in;;

^uard with loaded revolvers, while I lie leader, Ned
Kelly, ransacked the l»ank and stole X'UMt. A

I special act was at the time in force, authorising the
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detention of nei-sons supposed to he in coniniuni-

cation Willi tlifin ; Imt nnthin;,' more was heard

of them till -luiie ISSO, when tliey were hrouyht

to hay in (;leurowan, a small town of northern

Victoria, wliicli also they had 'stuck uj).' After

inetlectuallv attemjitinj,' to precipitate a special

train, with constaltles and hlack trackers, into a

deep gully, the outlaws took refuge in a hotel

where^tlicy lieM the inhahitants prisoner. The
jtolice surrounded this place, and through the night

of June 27-8 a heavy lire was exchanged by

besiegers and besieged, the struggle ending only

in the following afternoon, when three of the gang
were found dead in the house, and the leader had

l)cen captured outside. All four bushrangers ai)pear

to have wom a heavy armour, in four pieces, made
from ploughshares, and weighing al>out 97 lb. ; the

iiead-piece lesembled an iron pot with a narrow

slit for the eyes. Ned Kelly, who, thus defended,

had boldly attacked the police, was linally brought

to ground shot in the logs, and was hanged at

Meibourne, 11th November, in spite of numerous
petitions and deputations to the governor for a
commutation of the death-sentence—which ill-

considered applications for mercy were for many
yeai-s an almost invariable rule in such cases.

Bnsll-.slirikc is the name of a sub-family of

Formicariid.i", all American. They resemble the

Butcher-bird (q.v.) or Shrike in their habits; and
haunt the interior of bushes, where they seek for

insects, larva', and ants. Their song is specially

vociferous. See A>'T-THRUSH.

BllSk« Han.s, one of the chief originators of the
volunteer movement, was born 11th May 1815, and
educated at King's College, London, and Trinity

College, Cambridge. He was called to the bar
in 1841, and was chosen high-sheriff of Radnor-
shire in 1847. Even in his undergiaduate days,

Busk attempted to intiuence the government in

favour of the establishment of rifle clubs in dilierent

districts of the country as a defence against
invasion. Lord ^lelbourne gave him a discourag-

ing reply. In spite of this he founded a rifle club
at the univei-sity ; helped in 18.58 to revive the only
existin" volunteer corps, the Victoria Rifles ; and
lectured anil issued pamphlets and treatises on the
cause he had at heart. Besides this, he had a
familiarity with naval constniction, was one of the
first to ailvocate the establishment of life-ship

stations, fitting out a model at his own expense

;

and assisted in founding the School of Cookery at
South Kensington. He died 11th March 1882.—
R.\CHEL H. Busk, .sister of the above, a well-
known folklorist and traveller, has published
Patrauas

( 1870), a collection of Spanish folk-tales
;

and Folklore of Rome (1874), as well as collec-

tions from the Tyrol and the East.

Bliskill, a kin<l of half-boot lacing tight to
the leg. The ancient tragedians wore buskins
(rothiinil), often with thick soles in order to add to
the actor's height. Hence the ' buskin ' is often
used for tragedy as 'the sock' (soccus, 'a flat-soled
shoe ' ) is for comedy.

ISiissaliir. See B.\.sh.\hr.

Blissaiiua« another name for Borgu (q-v.).

Biis«ioraIi. See Basra.

BllS.SU l*allll (Manicarla sacc/fera), a palm
growing in the tiilal swamps of the Amazon. The
stem is only 10 to 15 feet high ; but the immense
undivided coarsely serrate leaves are often 35 feet
in length by 4 or 5 in width. The leaves make
excellent and durable thatch. The spatlie is made
into bags, caps, an<l coarse cloth.

Bllst(Ei'. biiste, Ital. hnsto. Low Lat. hunhnn)
is the sculptural representation, in the round, of the
head and shoulders of a pei>>on, usually set ujion a

ba.se or pedestal ; and may be made of marble,

stucco, clay, metal, wood, or wax. Busts may be

portrait liusts or be purely ideal. Portrait busts

of great excellence were made by the later Cireek

sculptors; and the Roman artists, especially in

the imperial period, produced excellent work. The
imagines or portraits of ancestors preserved by
the early Romans were mere masks of wax.
The Greek hcrmw (see Hkrmes) were not strictly

Imsts. See SCULPTURE.

Blistar<l (Otis), a genus of birds, sometimes
made the type of a family, Otidid;i>, usually ranked
in the order of marsh l)irds like the cranes (Gralhe,

(J. v.). Bustards are birds of bulky form, with long

neck and lank naked legs ; the toes, three in

number, all directed forward, short, united at the

base, and edged with membrane ; the wings rather

rounded; the bill of ni"'; .ate length, straight, or

Great Bustard ( Otis tarda ).

nearly so, with a wide gape ; and in form not iinlike

that of a hen. They are mostly inhabitants of dry
open plains, to which all their habits are adapted.
They are shy but cunning, not well adapted for

flight, live in companies, and feed on green parts of

plants, seeds, insects, worms, l^'c. The nests are

simple excavations in the ground.—The Great
Bustard ( Otis tarda ) was at one time ]dentiful in

some parts of England, and was also an inhaljitant

of the south-east of Scotland ; but extending cul-

tivation, and the persecution t(j which it has been
.subjected, have unfortunately banished it. It is

common in the south and east of Europe, and yet
commoner in the steppes of Tartary. It is the
largest of European birds, the male sometimes
weighing nearly 30 lb. A full-growTi male is over
a yard in length, and measures 8 feet from tip to

tip of extended wings. The female is much smaller
than the male. The bustards occur in small flocks,

and are polygamous. The males fight freely. The
maternal instincts are strong, though the nest is

simple. Many of the young fall victims to birds of

prey. The plumage is of a pale chestnut colour on
the upper parts, beautifully varied with black ;

there is much white and black on the wings.
The under side is whitish. The white-tipped
tail is short, spreading, and rounded. A white
whisker-like tuit of si)lit-up feathers is pre.sent on
each side of the throat in the summer dress of the
male, and partly conceals a long stripe of bare skin
on each .side of the neck. The anatomy of the male
exhibits a remarkable peculiarity in a large .air-

filled ]>ouch. the entrance to which is between the
under .side of the tcmgue and the lower mandible.
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The use uf this J»aj; is unknown. It lias l»een

IMjetically conjectured to be for conveyin;; water to

the females and younj;, in the arid plains. It is

al.so said to add iinuressiveness to the voice of the
male in his courtship. The Great Bustard fee<ls

indiscriminately on animal and vegetal >le food,

swallows frogs, mice, worms, vVc. , and is verj" fontl

of the yreen tops of some plants. Tiiis partiality is

apt to he disastrous to turni{)-tields and the like.

Its Hesh is hi;,'hly esteemed for its flavour. The bird
is s;\id to afford j^ood sport. The sharp si<.;ht, (juick

movements, habit of appointin>' .sentinels, «.^c.,

make them dirticult <jame. No difficulty is fountl

in taming it, but all attempts to reduce it to a state
of tnie ilomestication have hitherto failed, from its

not l)reeding in the poultry yard.—The Littif Mus-
tard (O. tctnij), frefjuent in the south of Europe
and noith of Africa, is (»nly an accitlental visitant
in Britain. It is not half the size of the Great
Bustard.—The Collare<l Bustard or Hubara, a
separate genus

(
Eiijioifutis nndulata ), occurs in

North Africa and Arabia, an<l occsusionally strays
northwards.—The Black-headetl Bustard (0. nitjri-

ceps) is found in large flocks in the open i>lains of

the Mahratta countrj'. Its flesh is esteemed one of

the greatest <lelicacies which India pro«luces.—The
Kori Bustard (O. kori) of South Africa, a magnifi-
cent bird, standing upwards of .5 feet in height, has
a .similar reputaticni a,s one of the l>est kinds of

game.—Australia jK)sses,ses a bustard ( O. aiistial-

(ijfiunits) .somewhat e.vceeding the (Jrcat Bustard of

Europe in stature. It is calbd Wild Turkey by
the colonists of New South Wales. Its plumage Ls

finely freckled or spotted ; the prevailing colour Ls

brown. It has liecome comparatively rare in the
more settled districts, its fb-sh lieing i)articularly

delicate and well flaviMired, but niay Ije seen
stalking majestically in the gras.sy plains where
human footsteps are still rare.

BuKtO-.irsi/io, a town of Northern Italy, 20
milt's NW. of Mil.in. It has an interesting church,
an<l some manufacture of cotton-threa«l. Pop. 9291.

Blltrhcr-bird« a name for various members of

the Shrike family (Laniid;t') of jtcrching binls.

The nanii' refers to th»' habit the buds have of im-
paling on the thorns of hedge or imsh the in.sect-s,

mice, and small birds whidi they cat<h. They tiius

form a sort of larder which often presents a curious

medley. The family is represented throughout the
world, with the exception of South .America. The
(treat Gray Shrike ( Lntiiux txrultitor) is one of the
commonest of these butchi'r-birds, and has l)een

sometimes seen as a winter migrant in Britain.

SeeSHKIKE.

BlltrlH'r's Broom {nusms), a genus of ever-

Bntcher's Broom (Ruscux aculuitiui)

:

a, fruit.

green, usually dioecious, shrubs of the Asparagus

group of Liliacea-, remarkable for their reduced
leaves, which are mere scales, bearing in their axils

flattened leaf-like liranches (chulodes) which bear

the flowers upon iheir surface (IL tiriilaitiig) or

round their edge (A*, iiiidroijynii.s), and are often

twistetl at the base, so as to reverse their upper
and under surfaces. Ji. acii/i'ufiiJi is the com-
mon Butcher's Broom, so calleil because used by
butchers to sweep their blocks. It grows more
connnonly and luxuriantly in the south of Europe.
The fniit is a red oue-seeiled sweetish berry. It

grows well under trees or shrubs, and can often be
a»lvantageously intnuluced for ornamental purpo.se.s.

The root was formerly used as an aperient and
diuretic.

Bute, an ishuid in the Firth of Clyde, Scotland,
sejiarated from the coast of .\rgyll by a narrow
winding strait called the Kyles of Bute, mostly
under a mile wide, aJiout (i nules distant from the
we.st coast of .Ayrshire, and 8 miles NE. of Arraii.

It is ir>.i, miles long. Ij t() (y\ miles l>road, ami 4'.>

sq. ni. in area. The surface to the north is high,

nigged, and barren, attaining 87") feet in Kames
Hill ; in the centre and south it is low and un-
dulating, and comparatively fertile. The coast is

rocky, and has some bays. Uf six small lakes, the
large-it is Loch Fad (2^ by J mile), in a cottage <m
whose west shore live<l Keaii and Sheridan Knowles.
The climate is milder than in any otiier |tart of

Scotland, and though moist, less so than on the
west coast genenilly ; hence, Bute is much res»trted

to by invalids. In the south the soil is .sandy ;

towards the north clay preilominates. Most of

the arable land is under tillage, and agriculture
is ill a good state. The chief crops are oats,

turiiijjs, and potatoes. The i)rincipal town is

Kotlie.say (([.v.). Most of the island Wdoiigs to the
Manjuis of Bute, whose beautiful seat. Mount-
Stuart, .") miles .south-soiith-eitst of Kothesay, has
iteen rebuilt since the lire of 1877 at a cost of

some i"2(X»,0<K). Among the anticjuities of Bute
are Kothesay ("astle, Kaim's Castle (.loliii Sterling's

birthplace), Kilmorie Ca-^tle, St Blanc's Chapel;
Dungj'le, a remarkable vitrified fort on a high
crag on the south-west coast ; and the Devil's
Caldron, a cin-ular erection, the original purpose
of which is not well known. From an early period
till 1200 Bute was more (tr less siiltject to the
Norwegians. The people of Bute are sometimes
called linniihiucs, presumably after the Saint
Brendan (<|.v. ) whose name ajmears in Kilbran<lon
Sound, which separates Bute from Kiiitvre. Pop.
( 1801 ) tiKKj : ( 1841 ) 9499 ; (1891 ) 1 1.78."..'

BcTKsiiiKK, a county comprising tiie isles of
Bute, .\rran, the Cumbraes, Holy Isle, Pladda,
InchmarniH'k, and other smaller isl.inds. The area
of the whole is 22o sq. m., or 14.'},977 statute acres.

Pop. (1871) 16,977: (1891) 18,408. Buteshire
returns one member to parliament. The county
town is Hothesav, in Bute. See works by J. Keiil

(Glasgow, 1864), and Kev. J. K. Hewi.son (1894).

Bute, John Sti art, third E.\kl of, Ixim in

1713, succeeded his father in 1723. and about 1737

attr.icted the favourable notice of Frederick, Prince
of ^^'ales. who made him one of his Lords of the
Bedchamber. On the prince's death (17ol), Bute
lK?came (_iroom of the Stole to his s«)n, afterwards
George III., over whose mind he obtained a strong
influence. In March 1761 he was appointed one of

the jtrincipal secretaries of state : and from 29th
May 1762 to 8th April 1763 he was prime-minister.

His government is memorable only as one of the
most unpopular that ever iield office in Britain, its

fundamental principle lieing the suiiremacy of the
royal prerogative, of which the executive govern-

ment were merely the humble .servants. Bute was
incapable; but, worse than that, he was deemed by
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tlie lu.pular verclk-t, ivs set forth by a lonteuiiKmiry,

'unlit to 1)6 i>riiiie-iniuister of Ln-land, as (1) a

Sfotchman, (2) the kin-V fiien.l, and (3) an

honest man.' For some time lie retained his mllu-

i-nee over the kin-, Init tlie hist twenty-tour years

.if his life were cliiellv spent in eomiilete retuemeut

in the eountrv. He died loiii jNIaicli 1792. -His

foortii desceiiihuit, Joim I'atrick CriehtonStnart,

born at MuuntStnart, in Bute, 12tli September

1847, in 184S succeeded his father as third Marquis

of Jinte. Educated at Harrow and Christ Church,

Oxford, in iJSliS he was admitted into the Catholic

Church by Monsi<,'iior Capel. He was author of

M'veral works, including a translation of the Itoman

Hreviary (2 vols. 1879), and he was a contributor

lo this encyclopiedia. He died 9th October 1900,

ids body being buried at Mouut-Stnart, and his

heart on the Mount of Olives at Jerusalem.

Blltea« an Indian genus of Leguminosa", sub-

order l'apilioiiace;e. The best-known species are

B. frondum (Uhak-tree) and B. siqmrba. These
trees present a gorgeous sight when covered with
racemes of large oiange-scarlet llowers. They yield

a resinous exudation, which occurs in the form of

lurid red tears, often covering the twigs, and is

sometimes also called Bengal Kino (see Kino).
The lac insect fre(juents the Dhak-tree, and yields

a form of stick- lac (see Lac ). The fibre is used for

caulking boats, and the flowers yield a beautiful

yellow or orange dye.

Butler, a flourishing to^vTi and capital of

Butler county, Pennsylvania, on the Coueque-
nessing Creek, about 30 miles N. of Pittsburg (45
by rail ). It has woollen, flour, and planing mills,

and plate-glass and carriage factories. The sur-

rounding region is rich in natural gas, petroleum,
and coal and iron fields. Pop. (1880)3163; esti-

mated (1888) 7000.

Butler, Alban, Catholic hagiographer, was born
at Appletree, Northampton, in 1710. He was
educated at Douai, and became iJiofessor there

;

was for some time chaplain to the Duke of Nor-
folk ; and at his death (15th May 1773) Avas head
of the English College at St Oiner. His great
work is the Lives of the Saints (4 vols. Lond. 1756-
59).—His nephew, Charles Butler (1750-1832),
wa.s known as a lawyer and author on legal and
theologacal subjects.

Butler, Benjamin Franklin, lawyer, general,
congressman, .and governor of Massachusetts, was
born at Deerfield, New Hampshire, cupynght im m u.s.

5th November 1818. His father, by j. b. Lippiucott

who had lieen captain under company.

General Jackson, died soon after, and in 1828 his
mother removed to Lowell, Massachusetts, which
ha,s ever since been his residence. Graduating at
Waterville College, Maine, in 1838, and admitted
to the bar in 1840, he became noted as a criminal
lawyer, a cham]>ioii of the working-classes, and an
ardent Democrat. He served in the legislature
in 1853, arid in the state senate in 1859. At
the Democratic National Conventions in 1860 at
Charleston and Biiltimore he strove to conciliate
the southern leadei-s ; but after secession he \)X(i-

1
tared for war, and as brigadier-general of militia
resjionded to President Lincoln's call for troop.s
with live regiments. On 16th May 1861 he was
ajtitointed major-general of volunteers, with the
command of the department of Virginia. He
refused to return the slaves who came to his head-
quarters at F'ortress Monroe as being ' contraband
of war.' Early in \>i{i'> he commanded a military
expedition against New Orleans, and after Farra-
gut's fleets had passed the forts, took possession
of the city on 1st May. The citizens were passion-
ately devoted to the Confederate cause, but
General Butler's prompt, vigorous, and severe

BUTLER

measures ciushe<I all opposition, maintained order,

and preserved public safety. In December he
was superseded, but in November 1803 receivinl

a command in Virginia. His operations on the

south side of the James in May 1864 were frus-

trated 1)y the arrival of (Jeneral Beauregard from
( "harleston. The canal which he had almost com-
pleted at Dutch CJap was disapproved by naval
otticers. In December, in his expedition a};ainst

Fort Fisher, near Wilmington, Ninth Carolina, a
futile atteni]»t was made to breach the walls by
the explosion of a powder-boat. Keturning to

civil life, General Butler was elected to congress

in 1866, and was prominent in the Republican
eflbrts for the reconstruction of the southern
states and the impeachment of President Johnson.
During his twelve years' ser\ice he warmly advo-

cated the issue of greenbacks as national currency.

In 1878 and 1879 he was nominated for governor
of Massachusetts, but defeated ; in 1882 he was
elected, but in 1883 was defeated. His nomination
for president in 1884 was not taken seriously by the
people. See his Autobiociraphy ( 1892) and the Life
l^y Bland (1879). He died at Washington, 13tli

January 1893.

Butler, George, D.D., born in London in

1774, from a school kept by his father in Cheyne
Walk, Chelsea, proceeded to Sydney Sussex Col-

lege, Cambridge, of which he was elected a fellow.

He was head-master of Harrow from 1805 till 1829,
when he I'etired to the Northamptonshire rectory
of Gayton, and Dean of Peterborough from 1842
till his death on 30th April 1853.—George
Butler, D.D., his eldest son, born in 1819, was
educated at Harrow, at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and at Exeter College, Oxford, wliere in

1841 he gained the Hertford, and in 1843 took a
first-class in classics. He became vice-principal of

Cheltenham College, and was principal of Liver-

pool College from 1867 to 1882, when Mr Gladstone
gave him a canonry of Winchester. He was author
of various religious, educational, and other works.
In 1852 he married Josephine, daughter of the
agriculturist, John Grey of Dilston (see Women's
Rights). He died 14th March 1890. See the
Recollections by his wife (1892).—His youngest
brother, Henry Montagu Butler, D.D., born
in 1833, was educated at Harrow and Trinity
College, Cambridge, where he w^as senior classic

in 1855. He Avas head-master of Harrow from
1859 till 1885, when he accepted the deanery of

Gloucester, to exchange it, however, next year for

the mastership of Trinity.

Butler, James. See Ormonde.

Butler, Joseph, one of the most eminent of

English di\anes, was born 18th May 1692 at
Wantage, in Berkshire, the youngest of the eight
children of a retired draper. With a view to

the ministry of the Presbyterian Church, he
attended a dissenting academy at (.Jloucester,

afterwards at Tewkesbury, where the future Arch-
bishop Seeker was his schoolfellow. At the age of

twenty-two, he gave proof of high metaphysical
ability in a letter to Dr Samuel Clarke, usually
appended to that celebrated writer's a priori de-

monstration, to which it offers some objections.

About this time he made \\\t his mind to join

the Church of England, and in ]\Iarch 1714
entered Oriel College, Oxford. He graduated in

1718, and took orders ; in the same year he was
appointed preacher at the Rolls Chapel, where
he preached those remarkable sermons which he
published in 1726. The first three, On Human
Nature, constitute one of the most imijortant con-

tributions ever made to moral science. The scope
of the reasoning is, briefly, that virtue is consonant
with, and vice a violation of, man's nature. He
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Itei-aiMe nrebendarv of Salisliun- (1721), ami rector

of Hauyliton-Ie-Skerno neur l>arliii;:ton ( 17'2*2) ; in

17'2") he Wiu-^ presciittHl to tin- •;,'olilen n-i-tory ' <>t

Stanliojie, also in tlie omiity of Durham, to wliich hi-

removetl in the followin;: year. Here lie resided in

j^reat retirement till \~'.V.i, and is lielieveil to have
Ijeen Imsy on his An(tio</i/. His friend Se<-ker, ihe
archltishop,desire«l to see him |)romoted to some nioie

imiKirtant jHtsition. and mentione«l his name once to

i^ueen Caroline. The (jueen thoii;:ht he had heen
dead, and asked Arehhishop HIaokhvime if it were
not Sit. 'No, ma<lam,' s^iid the archliishoi>. 'he
is not deati, Imt he is hiiried." In 17H.S Hutler
l>ecanie chaplain to his friend Lord Chancellor
Talliot, a D.C.L. of Oxford, and in 17.S6 a pre-

bendary of Koelu'ster, ami clerk of the closet to
t^ueen Caroline. In 17.% he puhlishe*! the j^eat
work of vhich the ;,'enns were container! in his

three sermons, and which h;i.s entitled him, in the
words of his eIo<iuent disciple < 'halniers, to l»e calle«l

the 'Bacon of theolo;,'y.' The leailinj,' aim of the
Analogy is to show tliat all the ohjections to re-

veale<l relij,'ion are equally applicahle to the whole
constitutiim of nature, and that the j,'enenil analo;,'^-

between the principles of divine j;overnment. jus

reveale«l in the Scriptures, and tho.se manifested in

the course of nature, warrants the conclusion that
they have one Author. The arj^unent is valid
against the deLst.s, but it lacks completeness a-s a
defence of Christianity . Hutler's jn'eatnes.s is mainly
on the moral side. The deification of conscience Ls

the iK'ginnin;;, mi<ldle, and end of his teachin;;.

Duty is ids htst word. He puts the ileists into a
state of probation by plyinj,' them with ar;j:unient,s

sufficient /// reason to inlluence their practice,

whether tliey >nay actually do so or not ; whereas
the tnie metluMl of Christianity is to put some-
thing that tends to transfonn a man and his pnictice
in such a way that he feels dis|K>se<l and eager to

lay hold of it. In I73,S he wjus made Bishop of

Bristol; in 1740 Dean of St Tauls ; in 1747 he is

said to have lK?en otFeretl the primacy ; and in 175
he was translate<l to the see of Durham. In his

charge in 17')1 he pointe<i out, with characterLstic

depth of insight, the imi>ortance of a due mainten-
ance of the externals of religion, as a means of

keeping alive the thought of it in the minds of the
iKJople ; but this subjecte<l him to much censure its

iietraying a tendency to Honum Catholici.sm—an
allegation unworthy now of seriou.s notice. Butlers
private character was such a.s liecanie a Christian
prelate ; grave and judiciou>. he was at the same
time meek and generous. He was kind and con-
sidenite to his clergy and pconle ; his princely epis-

copal revenues he ilistrilmteu muniJicently, jis not
Ids own. He «iied at Bjith, dune 16, 1752, and
was buried in Bristol Cathedral.

His works are in a drj- and uninten-stin^ style. With
a Life by Kipiiis, they wi-ro first pubUshed at Edinburgh
(I«04), and reprinttd at Oxford {1S07); there are
separate editions of ihu Au<ih>iii, and of the Three
Srrmon* ; a Life by liartlett ( 1}S3"..I) ; and a short sketch
by Collins (1881). Mr Gladstone published his monu-
mental edition of the works in 181W (2 vols., with a third
volume of Studies Subsidiarii to the works).

Butler, S.v.MiEL, author of Hiiflibras, the son
of a small farmer, was luiptised at Strensham,
Worcestershire, in Febniary ltir2. He wa.s edu-
cated at Worcester grammar-school, ami 'thence
went,' s;iys Antony-a-Woo<l, 'as his brother, now
living, aJtirnjs, to the university of Cambridge;
yet others of the neighlMmrhofMl sav to Oxon, but
whether true I amnot tell.' In early life he served
as secretaiy to a Mr Jeflreys, a justice <>f the peace,
of Earls-Croome in Worcestershire, where he is said

to have occupied his leisure in the study of music
and jiainting. He was afterwards for several years
in the service of the Counters of Kent, and became

intimate with Selden, her steward. There is no
ground for .sii\ ing he wjis in the service of a I'uritan

gentleman. Sir Samuel Luke, of Coi>le Hoo, near
Ik'dford. who is suj>pose<l to have sat lor the portrait

of Hudibnis. After the Restoration he V'canie
secretary to the Earl of Carl)er>', Lonl President <tf

the Principality of Wales, by whom he wius ap-

pointed steward of Ludlow Castle. Al>out this

time he took a wife, who brought him a competent
fortune, which "by being jnit out in ill securities . . .

wjis little advantage to him." The liist part of

Hitdibras appeared in lWi3 : the .second part in

1(3G4 (a pirated .second part having Iteen publisiied

in the previous year) ; and the third jiart in 1678.

In this witty and pungent sjitire on the Puritans
Butler showed himself to W an inimitable niiuster

of burles(|ue. His command of rhyme was inex

hau.stible; his learning curious and coi)ious: and ids

epigrammatic siiyings are so happily phr:use<l tiiat

some of them have been quoted from age to a;;e,

until they have piussed into the language of daily

life. The poem secured immediate iM>|)ularity, and
is said to have l>een a special favourite of ( "harles II.

But Butler's loyalty and wit procured inm no suii-

.stantial preferment. All that he received from the

king wiis a siditary grant of three iiundred pounds,

whicli he dlstriliuted among Ids i-reditoi-s. Proiiabiy

the accounts of hi-, poverty have Ijeeii exaggerated

;

and Aubrey hints that he had only himself to

blame, for ' he might have liad preferments, imt
he would not accept any imt verj- gt^nl.' He is

sjiid to have l»eeii patronisetl in later life by the

Ihike of Buckingham ; but there appears to l>e no
foundation for the statement. Among Butler's

iH)sthumous C/iarartcrs (of which the authenticity

lias not lu'en !i.s.saile<l ) is a very severe article on ' \
Duke of Bucks.' From the Earl of Dorset, wImi

intHKluce*! Hin/ihni.s to the king, he received some
kindness; but his licst friend wjus William Longue
ville of the Temjde. He die<l in Hose Street.

Covent IJarden, of a consumption, on '2.-»th Sep
temlier 168(), and wius burieu, at L«mgueville's

expense, in the churchyard of St Paul's. Covent
Ciarden. (Mdham in his sjitire against poetry has

some vigorous lines on Butler :

Of all his >:aiiis by verse, lie ciuild not save

Eii>>ii;;li to |iurelui.Hc tiariiiel aii<l a Krave

;

Beiluciil to want he iti iliie lime fell siek.

Wa.s fain to tlie and l>e interred on lick.

In 1721 a monument was erecte<l to Butler in

Westminster AblK>y at the exnense of .lolin

Barln-r, a citi/en of Lonthm. Aubrey, who knew
him well, de,seril>es Butler as a man of middle

stature, 'strong-set, high-cidoured, a head of sonel

hair, a severe and .sound jmlgment : a good fellow.'

The collectitm of I'ostlmiiioii.s Wurks, i»ubli.shed in

1716, consists ( with three exceptions ) of anonymous
waifs ami utniys, unwarrantalily fathered on Butlei-.

But The (ir II nine llrmuiiis In Wrsr aml I'm.se nt Mr
Siiiiine/ Bnt/cr (2 vols. 17")!)). edited i>y P. Thyer,

stand on a dill'erent footing. Tiie manuscripts ( now
jireserved in the British Museiiiii) from wiiicii tliev

were drawn l>clon''ed originally to Btitler's friend,

William Longtieville, whose .son, Charles Longue-

ville, l>equeathe^l them to John Clarke, who in-

trusted them to Thyer. A valuable and elaborate

edition of Ilntlilmis, cnlited by Dr Zachaiy (Jrey,

appeared in 1744, and was twice re-issued in 1810.

Butler, William Akchek, a religious and
pliilosojihical writer, was Imuu in 1814 at Anner-
viile, near Clonmel, Ireland. The cliilil of a mixed
marriage, he turned Protestant while still a scho<d-

lK)y at Clonmel, and two years later entered Trinity

College, Dublin, where he wiis apjiidntetl jirofes.sor

of Moral Pidlc >opiiy in 18.37. In addition to his

profe.s-sorial duties, Jie acted iis a clergyman of tiie

Church of Ireland at Ciomlahorky and llaymoghy,

and during the liisli famine of 1840-47 he was
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iiiiwearietl in liis exeirioiifi as a relieviii;,'-<jHicer.

He died otli July 1S48. The work on wliioh Ins

reputation is J»a.seil is the Lectures mi the lli.stunj

ofAiielent Phi/oso/i/ii/ ('2 vols. KS5() ; 2d ed. 1875).

Other postiuunous works were his Sermonti (2 vols.

1849), with a memoir l>v Woodward ; Letters on tliQ,

LXcvclopmcnt of Christian Doctrine (18o0), a reply

to isewm&n's'Essay on Development; and Letters

on Eomanism (1854).

Blltlcr, M.VJOR-OEXERAL SiR ^YILLIAM FRAN-
CIS, K.C.H., born al Suirville in Tipperary in 18.S8,

was educated at Dublin, and joining the army, was
ensi<;n of the 69th regiment in" IS.IS, became captain

in 1872. and lieutenant-colonel in 1880. He served

on the Red River Expedition, was sent on a special

mission to the Saskatchewan ( 1870-71 ), .served on

the Ashanti Expedition (1873), as statf officer in

IS'atal (1879), and took a prominent part under

Lord Wolselev in tlie Soudan Campaign (1884-85).

He has puldislied The Great Lone Land (1872),

Wild Xorth Land (1873), Alimfoo (1875), Far
Out (1880). In 1877 he married AIis.s Elizabeth
Soi'THERDEX THOMP.SON, a distinguished painter

of battle-scenes, born at Lausanne about 1843.

From her earliest years she loved to draw horses

running, soldiers, a"nd anything instinct with life ;

slie studied drawing at home, in Florence, in the

School of Art, Kensington, from five to sixteen,

when she began to paint in oil. After .several re-

jections, her fii-st Academy picture, 'Missing,'

was exhibited in 1873, and in the following year

the ' Roll Call ' established her reputation as a
spirited and faithful painter of military subjects.

It attracted great attention, was publicly exhibited,

engraved, and finally became the property of the

(^lueen. Her ' Quatre Bras' (1875) drew praise

from Ruskin, and her chief pictures since are

'Balaklava' (1876); ' Inkermann ' (1877), which
was purchased l)y the Fine Art Society for £3000

;

' Listed '
( 1878) ;

' Floreat Etona;' and ' Charge of

the Scots Greys at Waterloo' ( 1882). She has also

illustrated a volume of poems by her sister, Mrs
Meynell.

Butlcrage, otherwise called the prisafje of

wines, was a right exercised l>y the crown in

England to take two tuns of wine from every ship
(English or foreign) importing into England twenty
tuus or more, which, by charter of Edward L, was

exchanged into a
duty of two .shil-

lings for every
tun imported by
merchant stran-

gers, and called

butlerage, be-
cause paid to the
king's butler.

' Butomus a
genus of Helobiie,

an order of aqua-
tic monocotyle-
dons .sometimes
called Marsh-
lilies, of which
one species, J].

nni,bcllatiis,isfrii-

(|uent in ditches
and jionds in
England, Ire-
land, and many
parts of Europe,
but very rare in
Scotland. It is

popularly called Flowering I{ush (junru.s floridm
of Ovid), and is one of the plants to which the
praise has been assigned of being the most beauti-
ful in the British llora. The lea\es are all radical,

'^VV

liutonius.

2 to 3 feet long, linear, triangular, their sharp edges

sometimes cutting the mouths of cattle, whence
the generic name ((Jr., 'ox-cutting'). The flower-

ing stem bears a large umbel of rose-coloured

riowers, readily distingiiished by their nine stamens,

six in pairs t)pposite the outer peiianth, and three

opposite the inner.

Butt, Isaac, a gieat Irish patriot, the first to

make political use of the phrase ' Home Rule,' was
the son of a Protestant rector, and was born in

County Donegal in 1813. Educated at Ka])h()e and
at Trinity College, Dublin, he gained a brilliant re-

piitation for his accomplished scholarship, edited the

Dublin Unircrsitii Marjazine from 1834 to 1838, and
filled the chair of Political Economy in his univer-

sity from 1836 to 1841. He was called to the Irish

liar in 1838, and ere long became a foremo.st cham-
pion of the Conservative cause, actively oppos-

ing O'Connells Repeal Association in 1843. His
political conversion occurred early, for in 1852

he was returned as a ' Liberal Conservative ' for

Youghal, for which constituency he sat until 1865.

He defended Smith O'Brien and others in the state

trials of 1848, and with equal fearlessness and
self-devotion all the Fenian prisoners between the
years 186.") and 1869. In 1871 Butt was returned
ifor the city of Limerick to lead tlie Home liule

party, but soon found that he could not control

them. He died 5th ISIay 1879.

ButtC; a silver-mining town of Montana, U.S.,

72 miles S. by W. of Helena, where there was, in

1895, a frightful explosion of three railway cais

laden with giant-powder. Pop. (1880) '3363;
(1890) 10,72,3.

Butter, the fat of cow's nnlk, which after

separation in the form of Cream
(
q. v. ) from the

watery portion, has by means of agitation been
made into a solid greasy mass ; the action of the

churn ( see Churns ) breaking the outer skin of the

butter globules, and thereby enabling them to

adhere closely together, in place of floating about
in the milk, or remaining as cream.
By the ancients butter was used as an ointment

for the skin, and in Southern Europe, even now, it

is rarely taken with food. Olive-oil is there a more
natural and more common product for supplying

the fat necessary for food purposes.

The separation of Cream (q.v.) having been ac-

complished, butter may l)e churned immediately,
though the operation would probably be ])rolonged.

The usual method is to set the cream to 'ripen,'

to induce a condition of incipient acidit.\' through
the production of Lactic Acid (q.v.), by keeping it

at a temperature of 60° F. for twelve hours, stirring

being frequently resorted to, to prevent clotting,

and to preserve uniformity of character in the
cream, with the object of securing uniformity in

the butter. It is imjiortant that a thermoiueter
should be used to determine temperatures. The
average temperature at which cream is churned
is 60° F. In summer during hot weather this

may be with advantage reduced to 55° or 56°,

while during frost it may be raised to 65°, or in

ordinary winter weather 62° to 63°. If these

figures are adopted, the temperature during the
operation will rise a few degrees in hot weather,
and fall slightly when the temperature of the
atmosphere is low. Heating should be done by
placing the ve.s.sel containing the cream in a hot-

water bath. This, and constant stirring of the
cream while heating is proceeding, secure uniform
heating, and prevent the injuiy to texture result-

ing from scalding a i>art of the cream in contact
with the side of the \essel. When everything is

in proper condition, in about thirty minutes the
cream ought to ' break ' in the churn, and the
butter collect in a granular form ; the small pieces
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beinj;; al>out as large as wlieat },Tains. The Butter-

milk (q.v. ) is then sfrainaf otl", an<l a small

(juantitv of jiure C(h»1 water i»ut into the churn in

iilace ni it, sutHcient to wa.sli otV the most of tht-

tmttermilk remaining. The swond washing; is

•lone to cool, sunl thereby consoli<late the butter,

which is at first soft, more especially in wann
weather. A plentiful supply of water is required,

ami to it may l>e added a little salt. The third

time water Ls added it is in small <|uantity suth-

cient to Hoat the butter, so that it may be ea-sily

remove<l from tlie chum. After this butter should
be worketl a-s little a» j)os.sible to ])revent injuiy to

its ^Tanular te.xture, which for marketinfr purposes

is one of its most imix)rtanl qualities. On account
of the injury- ilone to the te.\ture «)f butter by the
various mechanical * butter-workers ' used to press

the water out of it, these workers have in recent

years found less favour.

In any ca.se butter should \>e as little as possible

touchecl by the hand, and that only when it is cohl

;ind quite clean. If milk Ls left in the butter, it

soon becomes rancid and oflensive both to taste and
smell. Butter may be made to keep <,'o<mI for a
lonj,'er or shorter period Ity addiii*,' siilt, which must
be pure dairy siilt. Ordinary s^ilt retailed by small
grocers often contains impurities, such as salts

of magnesiii, which give a bitter taste and bad
smell to butter, if mi.\»'d with it. Salt may l)e in-

corjiorated with butter by wiishing it with a thick

brine. ' Powdered ' butter is made by working
finely divided dry salt, k oz. to 1 lb. of butter, into

it. The name 'salt' butter is used when I oz. per
lb. has l»een added. So as to insure the proiHjr

mi.xing of the salt, the butter should l>e allowecl to

lie for a few hours before the working is completetl.
' Fresh ' butter, to which salt has nut W-en a<lded,

has a iKJculiarly rich flavi»ur immediately after com-
ing from the churn. This tlavour varies consider-

ably with the contiition of the cream iis regards
ripeness or acidity l>efore churning. Sweet-creJim
butter from sweet cream does not give a full llavour,

and it doe« not keep .so long. l<ancid cream pro-

duce.s a ba<l Havour in the butter, due largely to

the presence of liutvric .\cid (q.v.). It is also in-

ferior in keeping qualities. Hutter from iiKwlerately

ripe cream has a line llavour. and, when well made,
it ouglit to remain goinl and >weel for a week. Hut
the butter which has the fullest and finest llavour

of all Is that niiule from cream churned when at an
jwlvanced stage of ripeness. Such btitter should be
eaten within a day, or two days, of its churning, jus

its keeping (jualities are defective.

Butter maile from the milk of cows feecling on
gra.ss or sweet silage is of a yellow colour, which
deei>ens with the richness of the pasture, t'ows

kept in the house on hay or dr>' fax!, give white
and inferior butter. Cows that have been many
months calved yield pale butter; and, l>esides, such
butter is more ditlicuit to churn, on account of the

butter globules ln-ing small, .\iinatto (q.v.) Ls

frequently used, being jiut into the churn, to

give a colour correspiiuding to that of g<xKl gra.ss

butter. The juice e.\pre.s.sed from a carrot which
has Iteen rasped down .ser>-es the purpose in the

country-, if the Vmtter is to l>e consumed within a
few days ; but after a time it injures the keeping
qualities by decaying.
The butter made from the milk of the Indian

BulFalo ( lios bubaltis) Ls e.vtremely pale and insipid.

In India, on account of the extreme heat, butter

does not keep, and for .\nglo- Indians it is usually

made each morning by the native servants shaking
the cream in a lM)ttli'. It luus l»een suggested that

buttermaking is an <iriental invention, and may
have been lirsi obtained by .\ral>s who carried milk
in >kin bottles on the backs of camels, which in

walking gave the necessary churning motion.

Tinned salt butter of excellent quality is also sent

from Europe to India. Butter of native Indian

manufacture, if intended to be kept, is boiled or

clarified, and then it a.ssumes the name of Clur

(q.v.), which is largely used in native cookerv

and the manufacture of sweetmeats. Though
butter has been locally used from the ver^- earliest

peritxls of which records exist, yet it is only within

recent years that it has l)ecome to a great ex

tent an article of international commerce. Ireland

makes much excellent butter. Britain imports it

largely from America, and also from the Continent

—Holland, France, and Denmark. In 1894.

2,574,835 cwt. of butter, worth i"i:{,45(;,()ll'.» (in-

cluding Australian butter), were imported into the

United Kingdom.
Butter-making in America is carried out mostly

in butter-factories or creameries. These were in-

stituted on account of the dilliculty of attaining

good results in small establishments under the

mlluence of a climate which is less favourable than

that of tJreat Britain for the manufacture of milk

into Imtter or chee.se. By aihqtting the co-opera-

tive principle farmers can allord to employ the best

trained operators, and jiurchiuse the best machinery

ami ajiptiances for .securing a unifonnly g(MMl

sample, rei)re.senting a large bulk, which ultimately

Itecomes known in the nuirket, anrl thereby secures

more than an average price. Margarine-factories

are verv- generally a.ssociateil with Imtter-factories,

and another part of the work of many of the latter

is the uianufiicture of skim-milk into cheese, after

adding some pure oil to it to make up for the lo.s8

of butter fat.

Butter-factories have beconie more numerous in

this country and in Ireland within recent times.

Centrifugal .separators are used to remove the cream
from the milk as soon ii-s j.ossibIe after it comes

from tlie cow. The skim milk is thus got sweet

and fresh, and is sent withimt delay to the large

town centres, and there sold to the workingcla.sses

cheai>er than new milk. The cream is churned

when sufhciently ripe, and l)efore it becomes sour,

wliich it is extremely liable to do during .sultry

weather under the old metlunl of raising it by

setting the milk in flat ves.sels. The parcel p<ist

is now taken advantage of by certain factories to

.semi daily supplies of fresh sweet butter to all parts

of the country. The establishment of butter-

factories throughout the country will tend greatly

to improve the (juality of butter iiroduced. See the

articles Chikn and " Daiiiv ; also L. I'.. .Arnolds

American Ihiiiijiiuj (New ^'ork, IJS77), Sheldon's

Dainj FurmliKi ( I.S79-H1 ), an.l .1. B. Harris's

ChccjiC ami Butler Makers llamlboulc ( 1885).

Bl'TTERINE is a substance which, when well

made, cannot be distinguished from good Imtter

except by chemical analyi^i^*- The substitution of

it for pure butter had grown to such an enormous

extent in Creat Britain, that it was found necessary

to prohibit its .sale under this name, by act of par-

liament in 1887. It is now sold na Margarine, m
Olco-Margarine, and may l>e regarded Jis a valu-

able adjunct to the foo<l of the laUiuring-classes.

It Ls made with great care and skill from the

finest ox-fat, which is pa.s.sed through an elalnjrate

and highly scientific process of purification. It is

then mixeil with a varying pnqiorlion of real

butter, and flavoured by* washing with milk, and

finally marketed in large <iuantitics in a beauti-

ful uniform condition. The Sale of Food and
Drugs Act, 1899, prohibits the use of more than

10 per cent, of real butter in its manufacture, and

extends the itrovisions of the ad of 1887 to include

inaifjarlncrtui.se. See .\iu I, rKIJATIoN. See (Wm-

man works cm .-utificial butter by .Mayer (I8S4),

Sell (1886), and Wollny (1887).

Blttekmilk is the residue of cream after the
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ImttiT luis l>een removed hy cliuniing. It forms a

wliolesome iintl iijrreeable as well as a nourisliiii.u

drink in hot weather. It jjossesses tlie sli-,ditiy

acid tiiste from tiie acidity developed in ripenin-

the eream. In composiiion it retains the asli

ingredients, casein, and suj^ar of ordinary milk,

while, on account of small particles of butter being

left in it, it is not devoid of fatty matter. When
the whole milk is churned, the resulting buttermilk

is inferior both in taste and i|uality. It would Ik;

very valuable if sold at a low i)rice to the poor

people in the slums of our large cities. In the

country districts of both Ireland and Scotland it is

commoidy taken with porridge or potatoes. Butter-

milk is light and digestible, and is used as a
beverage in the treatment of certain diseases.

BlltttTt in Chemistry, is often applied generic-

ally to any substance of the consistence of butter,

and is therefore used to designate palm, cocoa-nut,

shea, and nutmeg oils. It is also applied to certain

metallic substances which have an oily aspect and
consistence resembling melted butter ; thus we
have butter of antimony, bismuth, zinc, and tin.

—

lUitter of antimony is a thick, dense, oily com-
pound, produced by acting upon the native sul-

phide of antimony, Sk^Sa, by concentrated hydro-

chloric acid, HCl, and lieat, when the oily chloride

of antimony, SbClj, is formed. See Antimony.

Butter (Rock), or Halotrichite, a mineral
which may be regarded as a variety of Alum
( (]. v. )—an iron alum, appearing as a pasty exudation
from rocks that contain alum or its constituents,

jiarticularly alum-slate and other schistose rocks.

Kock butter occurs at Hurlet alum-work, near
Paisley, Scotland, and in a number of places on
the continent of Europe. It is not unlike butter
in colour, varying from yellowish-white to sulphur-
yellow, is silky-fibrous, and has an inky astringent
taste. It is rather greasy to the touch, and is easily
broken in pieces.

Buttcr-blU* (Pcta>iitcs vuhjarls) is a perennial
Composite, common in wet meadows and beside
streams, of which the huge simple and somewhat
rhubarb-like leaves form a very characteristic fore-

ground in such landscapes. The small sub-ditecious
whitish-purple llower-heads are borne in exuberant
racemose masses, which come up like those of its

ally Coltsfoot (Tussilago, q.v.), in early spring,
before the leaves.

Buttercup is a name given to one or more
species of Itanimculus (q.v.).

Blltterfield, William, architect, born 7th
September 1814. Most of his buildings are Gothic,
and his speciality is colour by means of brick, stone,
niarble, and mosaic. The l)est-known works by
him are Keble College, Oxford ; St Augustine's
College, Canterbury ; the Chapel and Quadrangle
of Rugby; All Saints', Margaret Street, London;
and St Albans, Holborn.

Biitterfisli. See Gunnel.
Butterfly, a general name for any of the day-

light Lepidoptera, in contrast to the twilight and
n(jcturnal forms similarly slumped together under
the poiiular name Moth's (q.v.). Butterflies may
bo fairly called the favourite insects ; the ravages
committed in their caterpillar stage seem absolved
by the grace and beauty of their adult life ; the
contrasts of their lifc-liistory have formed the
subject of oft-repeated parables ; the richness and
vaiiety of their cohmring nuike them at once the
cruel delights of boyhood and the living jewels of
the artist ; their thousand variations have for long
afforded scope for the unwearying laltours of the
entomologist ; while their ethereal wingeil beauty
has appeared to many a poet fitly symbolic of the
human soul.

Zuoluninil Position.—The Lepidoptera form one

of the highest orders of insects, with these general

characters—the mouth parts are most consjticuously

represented by a rolled-up prol)oscis ; the first ring

of the thorax is not free ; the body is cylindrical

and compact ; both pairs of wings are alike, mem-
braneous, and covered with line, dusty, coloured

scales ; the ' tibia ' joints of the thin legs are

spurred ; the metamorphosis in the life-history is

complete ; they almost all live on vegetable juices.

Some naturalists find relationship between the

Lepidoptera and such Neuroptera as the caddis-

tiies (Trichoptera), among which they would look

for representatives of the ancestral butterflies.

The Lepidoptera, as a whole, form an immense
order, with probably more than 20,000 species.

The classification of these is a problem of much
difficulty, as is always the case when numerous
modifications occur within a narrow range. It has
been the custom to distinguish Macrolepidoi)tera,

including eight families, from Microlepidoptera,
with four. But the main differences between these
two divisions refer to size and habit, though certain

distinctions in regard to the \eining of the wings
can also in most cases be draAvn. With moie
justice the buttertiies proper ( Rhopalocera ) ha\(!

been distinguished from the mob of moths ( Hetero-
cera). In the former, the antenna? have club-

shaped ends ; there are no eye-spots ; the wings
are held upright when at rest ; the posterior jjair is

not hooked to the anterior. In the latter, the
antenna? are spindle-shaped, thread-like, or often
with comb-like processes ; the wings when at rest

are flat, or at anyrate not upright ; the jjosterior

pair is very generally linked to the anterior. But
while the former division includes only one family
of butterflies proper, or Papilionidfe, the latter

includes a dozen or so, and the distinction of these

into twilight moths (Crepuscula), nocturnal forms
( Nocturna ), and Microlepidoptera does not greatly

simplify matters. For our present purpose, how-
ever, the classification is sufficient so far as it

distinguishes the butterflies proper ( Rhopalocera or

Papilionida? ) from the other families of Lepi-
doptera.

Structure.—Without describing those characters
in which the butterflies agree
with other insects, a few of

the more striking featuies

must be noted. Butterflies

\'ary in size from less than
an inch to almo^^t a foot

across the expanded wings.
(a) External characters.

Every one is familiar with
the slender body of the
butterfly, with the club-

tipped (in one family also

hooked) feelers, large eyes,

long rolled-up sucking tube,

hairy or scaly skin, and
broad outspread wings. The
three joints of the middle
])ortion or thorax are fused

together ; the abdomen espe-

cially is slender. {b) The
mouth organs, which are so

important in insects, con-

sist of the usual parts, but
only one pair of these, the

maxilla-, attain conspicuous
development. The upper
lip (/(thrum) or portion of

the head just above the

mouth is very small ; the

first pair of api)endages or mandibles are degenerate

;

the second pair or maxillcc are prolonged to form
between them the long suctorial tube or proboscis,

Fig. 1.—Mouth Parts of

Cabbage Butterfly
( after Leunis )

:

ft, suctorial tube foriiit'd

from first jiair of inaxil-

Iw ; 6, tlie labial palps
belonging to the .second

pair of maxilla;. At tin;

base of the former, hints
(if upper lip, mandibles,
and second maxillse can
be seen.
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lull ihcii >itlc iiiece.s or jmlps are usually extrt'inely

niilinientai y ; the secoml |»air of maxilla' (forming'

tliL' Inhiiuii) arc in tli<Miisolves small, Imt tiicir

lateral iiiefe> (htlniii im/jis) are relatively larj^e

tliree-joiiited oi^nns. The two lialf-tulies forming'

tiie prolxiscis are well known to he rolled up in a

>|»iral when not in use. Tiie presence of scent-

produrin;^ or;,'ans in some hutterflies, apparently a
sexu.il i-iiaraeter in some ca-'jes, tliou^di douhtle.^s

prote<tive in otiiers, implies liie existence of some
sense of smell, th(m;,'ii tiie natureof this is unknown.
The structure of their eyes, and tiieir l»i>ha\ iour in

rej^ard to flowers, jtoint to considerahle jK^wers of

vision. (»•) The /«v/.v are hairy, and are very little

u.sed in locomotion. The most anterior pair are
often shortened, without claws, markedly dilierent

from the other two oaii-s, ami are .sometimes
de>,'enerate in the males, or in hoth sexes. (</)

The iritif/n are hrojul, not ho<»ked toj^ether, and
are almost always held upri;,'ht during rest. Tliev
are c«)vered with scales or llatteneil .s^ic like modi-
licatioiis of hairs, which inclose the familiar cohmr-
in;; matter, and often hy their tine striate markin;,^
produce a metallic sheen. TInMe are few transverse
veins or n«'rvures. The anterior wings have only
one 'dorsal vein,' the posterior may have two, and
then exhihit a groove suited to the alMlomen or
posterior itortion ol the hotly, or they have hut one,

and then nave their inner margin cut away to fit

the alxlomen. The posterior \\ iiigs are sometimes
prolonged into heautiful tail-like apjiendagcs. .\t

the root of each anterior win-;, on the doi^sal surface
of the large middle ring of the thorax, is a shiehl,

half-hidden with hair, which more or le.ss conceals
the third ring. The motion of the wings
during tlight is very comiilex. Many of

the stronger forms can ||y straight and
swiftly, very numy have a pcruliar hesi

tating zig/ag llight, while others can
soar stea<lily in the air.

Jntirna/ Striutiirr.—The anatomy of

the internal organs does not ditler in any
conspicuous way from that of typical

insects (see Bek); the front part of tin-

fo(Kl-canal usually hears a short crop
into which the nectar pa.s.ses from the
Howers ; the more numerous ganglia of

the caterpillar are concentrated in the

adult into those of the hea'l, two in the
thorax, and live or so in the alMlomen :

heart, air-tuhes, excretory tuhules, an<l

reproiluctive organs are much jus usual.

Nutrition.— Butterllies feed on the
nectar of llowers. hut in their adult state

they eat very little. Their long tongnies

are thrust into the honey-secreting organ
points on the surface of the organ douhthss aid in

ransacking these trciisures of sweetness; the action

of the muscular sucking stomach or croji, liflpcd hy
capillary attraction, causes the llui<l to ascend into

the mouth. While they thus roh the Mowers, they
act like other insects of similar lialtit in carrying
the fertilising )iollen from one llower to another.

Many orchiils, for instance, are thus fertilised hy
Lepidoptera. No |>anusitic hutterllies are known,
hut I'lipilio tiiniii.s has heen ohserveil to he .at-

tracted hy decaying fish. Ihitterllies are never
exjictly social, though the caternillars of a hrood are

sometimes curiously a.s.sociatea (sec Akmv-wokm,
r.XTKUlMLL.VR). "the life of huttertlics <loes not
allord scope for much exhihition of intelligent

hahit. The larva- sometimes show .some .acuteness

in their search for suitahle places for their pupa
sleej).

Colour.—Some hutterllies are dingy, others uni-

form, hut in contrjust to moths the majority are

heautifiiUy coloured. This is es|iecially the ca.se

with tropical forms. How the colours are varie-

gated and contnusted in spots and V)ands, how the
hues are emhellisheil hj- metallic shimmer, every
one knows; what exactly the ccdour means i>., how-
ever, still ohscure. The |tigmcnt is specially laid

down in the scales of the skin, hut what the i)hysio

logical conditi<ms of its jiroduction are we do not
know. A few general facts may he first noticed :

( 1 ) The ctdour is in many ciusts suhject to varia-

tion—it cannot he said to he ahsolutdy constant f<n-

a species; (2) in some instances, at any rate, it is

intiuenced hy external conditions, for 'seasonal
ilimorjdiism,' or tlillerent forms at diUcrent periods
of the year, is known in many forms; (3) some-
times the colour and markings, especially tif the
under .surface of the wings, are ohviouslv of use for

the protection of the resting hutterlly; (4) in

some cjises this protective ailajitation is so ]iro

nounccd lus to deserve to l>e called mimicry ; (o) in

many cjuses the citlouring is in direct cimnectiiui

with the physical constitution of the species, and is

usually most marked in the males.
Sid.'umdl J)iiii<)rj>/ii.siii.—Many ciuses are knt)wn

where a hutterlly species produces in the year
more than on(> hrood, of wliich the winter forms
are so iliUerent from the sumiiiei gincration that

they have often l»een descrihcd as dilierent s|iecies.

A variation of this nature is known as seasonal
dimorjihism. It is a reminisc(>nce of past clinuitic

changes, jis the result of which a species hccame
split up into two varieties. Arnsr/uiia /rninn iu\i\

Ani.'il/iiuii jirorsii are respectively the winter and
summer hroods of one species. In the glacial eiioch

there Wiis nrohahly only A. Icvaiia, the wintei

form ; the ctiange of climate since then has evolved

Vi^.-l.

tlie line

-.'lieasonal Diiuorphism—Two forms of the saiuu Bia-cius

(PapUio ajax):

•r fomi ( var. TtlamonidtB); b, summer form (var. Marcelhu).

I a secoml summer variety, A. jiror.sa. I'.otli Weis-

I
mann and Edwards have succeedeil, hy artificial

c(dd, in making the pujia' which shouhl normally
hecome the sumnu'r .1. jirnrsn. develop into the

winter A. /rriuid. .Vccording to Weismann, 'sea-

sonal dimorjihism must arise in hutterllies when-
ever the pupa- of the alternating annual geni^ra-

tions arc exi>oseil throughout long jieriods of time
to widely dilierent regulail.\ . recurring changes of

temperature.'
I'ruteiticr. Culuiiriiig ami Miiitivnj.—The great

majority «)f hutterllies raise their wings vertically

when at rest, so that the hrightly coIouhmI ujiper

surfaces are hidden. The e.\j)o.sed under sides often

resemhie the ohjects on which the insects rest.

The closed wings of som<! Vanes.su- and other forms

look like hark; 'in Thirln riihi the wings when
closed are of an emerald green, and rescnihle the

young leaves of the hramhle, on which, in spring,

this hutterlly may often he seen seated;' one of

the Lycji-na', whidi rests with its hrown wings ex

pandeil, is almost invisihle on the hare ground ; in

the English orange-tip the under surface resemhles
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the flower-head of the wiM niu>iley, on wliieh it

often rests at ni<,'ht. Wallace has recorded the case

of an Indian and Suinatran Imtterily (Kallima)

which in form, colour, and veining is so like a

Fig. 3. —Kallima Inachis (from Carus Sterne)

:

a, flying ; h, at rest.

withered leaf, that it becomes practically invisible

when it lights on a bush. Bates and Belt have
shown iiow tiio consyiicuous but distasteful South
American Heliconida^ are closely mimicked by
butterflies of distinct families, which find a com-
mon protection in being like a form whose safety
is more insured. See Caterpillar, and Mimicry.

Sexes.—In many cases the male and female
butterfly resemble one another in their external
characters, but differences in size, form, and
especially in colour, very frequently occur. The
male is usually the more gorgeous, though in ex-
ceptional cases the reverse is true. Even within
a single genus, the different species may illustrate
a gradual transition from perfect resemblance
of the sexes to most marked differences. The
Purple Emperor (Ajmiura iris) and Orange-tip
( A /I t/iocaris care/amines), among British butterflies,
well illustrate the predominant decorativeness of
the males, but such examples are greatly surpassed
by tropical forms. In our cabbage-butterflies, &c.,
the rarer contrast is seen of females more decorated
than the males. In some cases bisexual or her-
maphrodite fonns have been recorded, in which
the colouring of the wings was on one side of the
body that of the females, on tlie other side that
of the males. The physiology of the colour is not
yet known. Since the external conditions and
tiio habits of the two sexes are generally the same,
while the colouring is often very different, it is
necessary to conclude that the male is more
brightly coloured simply because lie is a male.
It is part of his constitution, of his maleness

;

Itut when the colouring or increased colouring has
once been started, it is not difficult to understand
how a more Vjrilliant male might find favour in
the eyes of the females, and succeeding well in
his courtships, liecome the progenitor of a more
brightly coloured race. Colour variations occur
abundantly, the butterflies are a colour-loving
race, the courtship is deliberate and protracted'^
there is rea-son to believe that there are more
males than females, there is certainly rivalry and
combat l)etwcen the abundant suitors, and "these
are the conditions which, according to Darwin,
att'ord scope for Sexual Selection (<|.v.). Where
the females are more lirightly coloured, it is

proltable that this has been corroborated and
augmented fiy ciioice on the part of tlie males.
Whether sexual choice has l>een an important
factor in evolving colour or not, the facts remain
that bright colouring is usually the attribute of

malene.ss, that even the ethereal butterflies fight

ferociously for mates, and that they preser\e a
certain dignity of delil)eration in their courtships.

In a few cases sounds are produced during the

se.xual period. Another remarkable fact al)out

the sexes is the occurrence A\dthin one species of

two or three different female forms. In his studies
on Malayan butterflies, W^allace has shown that
in Fapiiio meinnon there are two forms of female,
one liker the male than the other, while in P.
pmiDion three different female forms actually occur.

These sexual variations are technically designated
di- and tri- morphism.

Life-history.—Butterflies pass through a com-
plete metamorphosis. The egg develops into a
caterpillar, naked or hairy, w'liite or coloured,
which will be discussed by itself (see Cater-
pillar). The caterpillar after its voracious
active life rarely forms a cocoon, but hangs itself

Ijy a fine silken thread to a twig or the like, and
there dreams away the momentous pupa stage
from which the winged insect, as the result of the
marvellous metamorphosis, eventually awakens.
The frequent golden colour of the pupa has given
origin to the term chrysalis (Gr. chrysos, 'gold').
In some cases the susjiending thread is fixed to the
tail of the young insect ; in others, a thread goes
also round the body. The leaves of the plant on
which the eggs are generally laid usually form the
peculiar food of the resulting caterpillar. The
adult insect is comparatively short-lived. Its
literal honeymoon is soon over, partly perhaps lie-

cause the life is high-pitched, partly because the
delicate organism is readily injured by weather
changes, partly because the birds are unkind.
In rare cases the adults stirvive the winter in

sheltered nooks, but this unpropitious season
(where it exists) is usually slept away in the
pupa stage.

Distribution.—Butterflies are distributed all over
the world, but are especially abundant in the
warmer regions. Gerstiicker notes that at a single
point in Brazil, three times as many butterflies
occur as in the whole of Germany. During the
recent British North Pole Expedition, several
butterflies were captured, and these belonging to

genera ( Colias, Argynnis, Lywena, tSrc. ) common in

the temperate zones. Even in the short summer
of Greenland and Spitzbergen Initteiflies occur.

Heilprin notes that M. Bonpland observed butter-
flies on the slopes of Chimborazo, at an elevation of

16,626 feet. Some species, like Cynthia curdiii,

whose caterpillar feeds on thistle-leaves, occur over
a wide area ; others again are more local. The
distribution of the favourite plants must obvi-

ously determine the range of the butterflies. Some
gorgeous forms found in tropical America and
elsewhere are remarkable not only as ' the most
splendid insects in creation,' but on account of

their migrations. In his work on Ceylon, Sir

James Tennent describes ' the extraordinary sight
of flights of these delicate creatures, generally of

a white or pale yellow hue, apparently miles in

breadth, and of such prodigious extension as to

occupy hours and even days uninterruptedly in

their passage, whence coming no one knows,
whither going no one can tell.'

Bates found 550 distinct species of butterflies

at Ega in the I'pjier Amazon country. Eighteen
species of the swallow-tail genus (Pai)ilio) were
found within ten minutes' walk of his house. ' The
number and variety of gaily tinted butterflies,

sporting about in the grove on sunny days, were .so

great that the bright moving flakes of colour gave
quite a character to the physiognomy of the place.
It was impossible to walk far without disturbing-
flocks of them from the damp sand at the edge of

the water, where they congregated to imbibe the
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moisture." The tifiy in<livi(liials were almost all

males, ami 'every afternoon as the sun was ;;ettinjj

low, tlie ^'audy sunsiiinelovin;,' swains nii^'lit he

seen trooiiinj; oil" to the forests, in the sliaWes of

wliiili tlii'ir more soherly dressed ami immensely
less numerous sweethearts and wives were con-

fined.'

Hooker, descrihinff the scenerj" on the banks of I

the tJreat Kunjeet in the Sikkim Himalaya, says
^

that ' hy far the most striking: feature consisteil in l

the ama/inj; <|uantity of superh hutterliies, larjre

tro|»ioal swallow-tails, hhvck, with scarlet or yellow
eyes on their win;,'s. They were seen everywhere,
sjiilin;: majestically throu;:h the still, hot air, or

flutterinj,' from one scorchin;,' rm^k to another, and I

especially lovinjj; to settle on the damii sand of the

river edj,'e, where they sat hy thousands, with erect
|

winp*. hahiiicin;,' themselves with a nu-kin^' motion,
as their heavv sails incline<l them to one side or the
other, re.senildiu',' a crowded (leet of yachts on a
calm day."

Hutterliies possess no small power of winjj ; .some

of them, indeefl, in which the winj^s are compara-
tively thin anil delicate, are inferior in this respect,

and have a sort of zi>,'/a;r llij,'ht ; hut others soar in

the air with a steady and continuous motion. The
earliest Lcpidojitera occur in the oolitic strata, hut

fossil forms are always rare even in Tertiary be«ls.

Like other insects they are .sometimes f(mnd pre-

served in amher.
Clii.isi/iitffii)n.—T\\t^ 5000 or more species of

hutterliies are ;,'r(mped in a numl>er of families,

hut as to the numher and limits of these there is

much diversity of opinion. Some of the facts

taken into consideration in j^roupinj; hutterliies

may l»e hrielly notice<l. The pupa is sometimes
hunji hy the tail (Su,t/)iii,s'i), sometimes hy a thread
round the Ixwly also {Surriiirti). The front j)air of

le;^ is de;renerate in lM»tli sexes iti the Nymphaiidic,
in the males in Krycinid:i- and Lycjcnidjc. In

He-^perid;i", the cluh of the feelers U-ars a hrwtk,

the win;,'s when at rest are not usually upri;,'ht,

the pupa Iwus a rudimentarv' cocoon and mav Ik'

Imried in the ^n'omid. .Many have only a sin;,de

pair of spurs on the tihia or fourth joint of the le;,'s ;

the others have two pairs of spurs, one i>air at each
end of the joint. Anion;; the families tiie chief are

the following,' ei;,'ht : ( 1 ) Hesi)erid.e (e.;;. Hesperia),

with peiuiiarities nottnl ahove ; (2) Lycjiniihi- (e.^'.

I'olyommalus, Lyt;ina, Thecia), usually hlue or

red; (3) Satyrida- (e.^. Satyrus, Erehia), with
degenerate anterior le;,'s ; (4) Nyniphalida- (e.f,'.

Ajxitura iri.s, or i'urple Emjieror, the common
\'anes.Ha, Lihythea, .Ar;,'ynnis) ;

(.">) I'ierid.i' (e.^.

1'irri.s brassira, i\r ( 'aliha;:e huttertiv, t'olias); (H)

Danaidii- (e.^- Daiiais); (7) Hellconichf (Heli
ccmius), mostly Hra/ilian, females with a repulsive

smell, often mimicked; (8) Eijuitidie (e.f,'. the
common I'apilio), in some cajses with di- or tri-

morphic females.

.Vmoii;,' common Firitish forms may be noted :

The Swallow-tail (I'lniilio uiarhnon), Marhleil

White (lliiiiHirrliiii (jnliitlutt), Scotch .Ar^^us ( //.

Uiiii(/inii ), White Admiral (
Limcnifis ciimilln ), Ked

Admiral (Vane-^sa ataUiutu), I'eacock (V. io),

Large Tortoise-shell ( I', jw/i/rhoros), Camberwell
Beauty (

1'. findn/ifi), Painteil Lady (C. carclui),

I'urple F^mperor {A/intuni iris), IJrown Hairstreak

( Thrrlit Intuhr), Kritillaries

(

Melifittiiuul An/i/iiuis),

I^ar;;e Copper ( />//rrt7/^/ (lis-par), ("ahlia;,'e-hutterlly

( J'irri.s hrdssiar), &c.
rracticftl Imjiortance.— Rutterllies are of most

importance to man in their work of fertilising

(lowers, in the ravages of their caterjiillars, and in

the use which all beautiful objects have. There is

one small species {^Kujilun Iniinnlii) whi<'h allords a

supi>ly of food to some of the wretched aborigines

of Australia. Butterflies of this Bpecies congregate

in such vast numl»ers on the ma-sses of granite in

the mountains, that they are collecteil by simply
making smothereil lires uiiiler the rocks, in the
smoke of which they are sutlocated. Ihishels of

them are thus procuied, and they are bakcil by
placing them on the heated ground, the down ami
wings removed, .and the Ixtdies made into cakes
which resemble lumps of fat. The months of

November. December, and January are <^uite a
season of festivity from the almndaiice of this food.

HiI il IIff iat I fiii/)ortiiiirr. —The old butterlly-collect-

iiig was more a matter of irsthetic than of scieiitilic

enthusiasm. It was in part due to the ' mania f«u-

owning things.' Very dillerent is the collecting of

a modern naturalist such as Hate.s. To him the
species of huttorllies are m<ue than beautiful

curiosities to be named and ])inned—they are

emblazoned pages in the history of nature's pro-

cesses. ' This trilie," he says, ' is better ailajiteil

than almost any t)ther grouji of animals or plants

to furnish facts in illustration of the modilications

which all sj>ecies undergo in nature, under changed
local conilition.s.' The sini|ilicity and obtrusive-

ness of the snecilic charactei-s, the large number of

species, the facility with \\liith series of specimens
can be collected and compaieil, ai'count for this

sujieriority. ' It may be .said that on the expantU-d
membnvnes of the wings, nature writes, ivs on a
tablet, the story of the modilications of species, so

truly do all changes of the organi.sation register

themselves thereon. Moreover, the same c(dour-

patterns of the wings generally show, with great

regularity, the degTces of blood relatiotishin of the

species. .As the laws of nature must be tlie .same

for all beings, the conclusions furnished by this

group of insects must be ajiplicable to the whole
organic worhl ; therefore the study of hutterliies

-

creatures selected as the tyjies of airiness and
frivolity —instead of being despised, will some day
l»e valued as one of the most important branches of

biological science.'

Ihief notices of a few of the |irincipal kinds of

hutterliies will be found in other parts of this work.
See (".\HM.V(iK-mTTKI{KLY, < ".VMIIKKWKM. HkAI TV,

.MiMICKY, PlHI'LK Em1'KK(»K, ^.c.

Literatiirr. Bates, NntiiraliM on the Ainnznn (a.s to

iniiiiicry ) ; Hnisduval, Hi«(oirc O/'n^rafr den Ltimlojitl^re»,

and other works; Darwin, Dcsrriil of Man, chaji. xl.

( sexual selection ) ; Doubleday and Westwood, Geiurd of
Diurnal L/epiilo/itrra ; (Juenee, SjKcics Otn6rale lim Lfpi-

(ioptirin ; Morris, liritUh Unttirtfieg ; Packard, (iui'lc to

Stud;/ of Iiixcrls ; Herrich-.ScliiifTer, Si/.itemiili.irlir Besrhrci-

huiiff der Srhmctterlintjc I'nii Europa, 5 vols.; Walker,
Jiritixh Museum Catcdt>f/ue of Ltpidoptera ; Wallace,
liuttcrflira of Matai/an Kc'/ion (Transactions of Linn.'can

Society, XXV., IHCi'i); Weismann, Studie.^ on T/itoiy of
Ihxrent (seiLSonaldiiiioqiliisiii ) ; (llaser, t'alii/otin.i ( I'.erliii,

IHv'^Tl; Edwardii, /iiittcrt(i(.i of Anurica , Scudder, Jiutter-

rfifjt(New York, IHKI ) • and works hy titainton (18.57-73),

Hewitson(]866), Kirby(lH>q), Kane ( IHX.")), Lang(1885),
BuckkrilSHG), Furmuux (lM(t4), Kappelaml Kirby (18%).

Buttcrlly Fish. See Hi.knny.

Butterfly Or<*llls (Onridium PnpiUo), an
orchid of Trinidiid and \'eiie/,uela, of wliich the

flowers have an extraordinarily close resemliiance

to a brown-spotted yellow butterlly. It is a freipient

inmate of our hothouses. Phiihriiopsis ainitbilis is

also sometimes called Indian Ihitterfly <)rchi.s.

Butterfly Weed, or rLiciitisY Root (Asdc-
pid.s tiihrnisii, .see AsCLKI'I.\.s), a plant common in

the I'nited States, of which the root ha.s medicinal

repute, the infusi(m being use<l as a diaphoretic and
expectorant.

Butterine. Bntterniilk. See Rittter.

Butternut (Juykms rinerea), a North Ameri-
can species of Walnut (q.v. ).

Butter-tree {Ba.ixin) is a genus of tropical or

subtropical trees of the natural order Sapotacea;
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(q.v.), reniarkalilo for tlie abumlance of nil or

butyraceous fat which the see<ls contain, and

which is used for many i)uri)oses by the in-

liabitants of the conntries wliere they are indi-

genous. The bntter-tree described l)y Mnngo
f*ark ivs j,n-owinj: in the interior of Africa, in the

conntrv of Banibarra. beh>nj,'s to this en- a nearly

allied j^enus. It jjroduces the Galani Butter, also

called ^Shea Butter (i.e. Tree Butter), which is

hi<dily valued, and forms an important article of

internal commerce in the interior of Africa. The
seeds of the fruit, which resembles an olive, are

dried in the .sun, or in a peculiar kind of oven, and

the kernels are then boiled in water in order to

obtain the butter from them, which not only keeps

for a whole year without salt, but i.s also said to

be whiter, more solid, and more pleasant to the

taste than true butter. This butter is used both

as an article of food and of medicine, and it would
seem that the tree would reward cultivation in

other tropical countries.—The Mahwa-tree of

India {B. latifolia) attains a height of 40 to 60 feet,

like a good oak in size, and is a valuable timber-

tree. Its Howei-s last two or three \\eeks, and then

fall ; they are eaten raw, and have a luscious taste

when fresh ; when dry, they resemble figs in Havour.

They are a valuable source of food, especially in

the Central Provinces, and a kind of anack or spirit

is distilled from them. They may also be employed
a-i a very abundant source of .sugar. One tree may
f)roduce 800 lb. of flowers. The seeds of the apple-

ike fruit yield by expression a considerable quantity
of a concrete gieenish-yellow oil, which is used for

soap-making and in lamps, and occasionally by the
])oorer classes for frying articles of food.—The Indian
Butter-tree, or Phulwara or Fulwa Tree (B. buty-

rrtcea), a native of Nepal, attains a height of

'iO feet. Its timber is light and of no value. The
fniit is of the size of a pigeon's egg, and although
eaten, is not much esteemed ; but from the seed
a concrete oil or Ijutter is obtained by expression
of a delicate white colour, much valued for medi-
cinal uses, and as an unguent, and employed also

to adulterate ghee.—The seeds of B. longifoUa,
a native of Coromandel, yield a large quantity of

oil, which is used for lamps, for soap-making, and
in cookery. The llowers are much esteemed for

eating, and the wood is

almost as hard and dur-
able as teak.—The name
Butter-tree is also given
to other tropical trees,

belonging to quite differ-

ent orders, the fruits of

which yield fixed oils,

having the ap})earance
and used for the purposes
of butter. Thus the
butter-trees of Guiana
and Brazil belong to the
genus Caryocar (q.v.), of
Temstrfjcmiacea'. The
Oil-palms (r|.v.) and tlie

Cacos but yracea (see
(JOCOA-NUT) may also
lie regarded as butter-
trees, although not gener-
ally receiving that name.

Biitterwort (Pin-
guicnla), a genus of Len-
tibulariacea' (q.v. ), small
^)lants with a character-
istic rosette of large
spreailing entire radical
leaves, common in bogs
and marshes. The (Com-

mon Butterwort (7-". V7i/r/nri.'{) is abundant in the
northern |iarts of iJritain and of Eurojie, and grows

Coiiiiiion liiitterwort

(Pin;iuicula vulgarix) ;

n, a flower.

in Canada. Its leaves are covered with a multi-

tude of stalked glands, which yield a viscous insect-

catching secretioji (hence puigKicnla, 'greasy'),

which also contains acid and pepsin, and has active

digestive properties (see lN.SECTivoRors Plants).
Hence it lias also tlie power of coagulating milk,

and is used for this purpose by the Laplanders.
Some species po.ssess Howers of much beauty, espe-

cially P. (jrnmlifloni. North and Houth America
have several species of butterwort.

Bllttiuailll, Philipp, was born at Frankfort
in 1764, and studied at Gottingen under Heyne.
He became in 1789 assistant in the Koyal Library
at Berlin, and rose successively to be secretary

and librarian (1811). He held at the same time
(1800-8) a professorship in the Joachiinsthal
Gymnasium in Berlin. He died 21st June 1829.

Buttmann is best known by his Greek grammar
(1792; 22d ed. 1809) and Lcxilogm (2 vols.

1818-2o; 2d ed. 1860), both of which have been
translated into English.

Button. The history of button-making is in

many ways a curious one. Dating no further

back as a trade of any importance than the reign
of Elizabeth, it has undergone several extra-

ordinary changes. Bright, shoAvy, and costly steel

buttons with numerous facets were worn last

century on court dresses. Similar buttons have
been recently made in Paris. In Great Britain,

Birmingham has always been the principal seat of

the button-manufacture. What has been called

the ' Augustan age ' of button-making in that city

included the latter portion of the 18th and the early

part of the 19th century, when even tradesmen
wore coats ' loaded with innumerable gilt buttons,

'

and Avlien employers on a moderate scale in thi;-

manufacture were making incomes of from £2000
to £3000 a year, and their workmen from £2 to £4
per week. Early in the present century, Mr B.

Sanders introduced the cloth-covered button, which
initiated the change from those made of metal.
His son in 1825 effected the improvement of

making it Avitli a canvas tuft instead of a metal
shank, w^iicli does less injury to the garment.
This kind of button has had an enormous sale.

The shell, consisting of two discs of thin metal,
the cloth covering in front, the canvas on back to

form the tuft, and the millboard stuffing, together
make up a covered button. All these parts are
circular and separately punched out of sheets. In
the punching or the front metal disc its periphery
is at the same time turned up. The back disc or
collet is made in a similar manner, but a hole is

made in the centre of this to let the tuft or flexible

shank protrude. All the component parts being
ready, a workman using a press with a punch and
die unites them firmly together. He first covers
the fi'ont part of the shell with the silk, and sub-
sequently, by the introduction of a round steel tool

into the press, he unites this with the collet and
its accessories.

ISIr W. Elliott patented in 1837 a mode of

covering the button Avith silk, having a pattern
in the centre, the demand for which kept sixty

looms constantly emplojed. In 1841 the old

Dorsetshire wire and thread button was replaced
l)y the 'three-fold linen button,' still considered
indispensable for underclothing, since neither wash-
ing nor mangling quickly destroys it. The linen

covering of this button is held fast by the pressed
down edges of a "roove in its internal brass ring.

Soon after coloured tweed coats began to be
worn, fully forty years ago, brass buttons of an
ornamental kind were used for them. Heads or

entire figures of animals, for example, were stamped
upon the buttons, and they were bronzed (sec

Bronzin(J) in various tints to match approxi
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nmtely the colour of the olotli. Except for livery

servants ami otlier special imqioses, it is chieHv
troiiser-buttons that are now ina«le of metal.

Tliese are lar;,'ely pHHliiccil from rolletl sheet 1 miss.

Tlie blanks are pnnche<l out either l>y a lian<l or

.tteani press an<l are afterwards stamped, which
operation depres.>*es the centre .ind thickens the
mar;,'in. The holes are also punche<l out. Orna-
mental sleeve-links and solitaires are sometime?-
produoe<l l>y electro-deposit in ;,'utta-i»ercha moulds
made from chased patterns.

Buttons of \'e;,'ftal>le Ivor>' (q.v. ) are now all but
nniversjilly use<l for twee<l coats an«l vests. The
Jialin fniit whicli yields it is calle<l 'corozo nut."

t is not unlike true ivory hut .softer, and is easily

turned and dye<l. These buttons are often mottled
with .some stain to suit the common patterns of

t\vee<l stutl's. In a handlMM)k of nirmin^^ham pub
lished in ISHG. it is stated that th<)Usand> of tons

of corozo nuts are consumed every ye^ir in the
manufacture of buttons. \'arious kinds of w(hkI.

such as lieech, l»ox, ro>ewo«Ml, li;,'num-vit;i', zebra-

wimmI, and walnut are manuftu-tured into buttons.
\V(mmI moulils or cores for ladies' buttons, whicli

are covered with clotli of the same pattern jus a

dress, are made in enormou-s numl>ers in the south
of France.

Mother-of-pearl buttons are forme<l of the l»eauti-

ful sul>stance of which the larj^e flat shell of the
}»earl -oyster consists. Anil this luis lon;^ lK*en a
avourite material for buttons. Small cylimlersare

first cut out of the shells with a tubular .sjiw.

Tliese are then split into discs, wiiich are siiaj»ed by
a steel tool, drilled with holes, and finally polished

with rotten-stone and .soft soap, or by a more recent

method with jn""»i"'l charcoal and turpentine.

Shirt studs as well as flat and globular buttons
witii metal shanks are als<» nuide of this .substance.

See .MoTIIKKoK-TKAKL.
Anion;; other animal sul>stances used for buttons

are ivory, l»one, horn, ami luHif. From this last

so-called 'horn buttons' were some years a^o
m.ule in enormous njiml>er>» by pressing; them in

heateil ilies in which the desi;,'n was cut. There
are many kinds of composition imttons.

(iliL-»s buttons are made in ;,'reat variety. For
' |iinche<l " buttons small hmIs of ccdoured >.;la.ss are
heated at the ends, and pressed into shape by means
of a pair of rather Ion;,' hand-pliers, on the ends of

which are a die ami its counter]>art, likewi.se kept
hot. Other kinds are cut «mt of coloured sheet-

;,'Ia.s.s, which is coated on the back with tin-amal-

;^am like a mirror. .Mon;,' with other varieties,

some beautiful ;;la.ss buttons are made in Hobemia,
either partly or wiiolly of aventurint' ;cla.ss ; and
•if this ' ;;old '-span;;led material artistically in-

wrou;,'lit with other colours, stuils and solitaires

still more remarkable for their beauty ami minute
patterns are ma<le at \'enice.

Porcelain buttons were a few years a;;o nearly
all of French manufacture, but they are now made
principally at Fra;,'ue. The jdastic clay is ]lre^.-.ed

into moulils of plaster of Paris in the same way
as small objects are usually priMluced in eartiien-

ware. Some are jdain and others are painted or
printed with i)attems.
More or le.ss expensive buttons are made of

ornamental stone, such .as a;jate, jasi>er, and marble.
Occasionally they are formed of amber, jade, or of

still more costly materials, .is pearls and ;:ems. As
t<i other materials, a Hirmin;;liam manufacturer
says it were easy to write out a loni,' list from
which buttons have l)een made, but very diHicult

to name one fnim which they have not lieen m.ule.

In recent years, improved methods and machines
have been intriMliiced for the shapin;; as well as for

tlie i)oli>liin;r and finishing,' of bone, lorozf), and
wi od button.s. Miuiiinery is used in (Jermany

for the manufacture of composition buttons, and
there is an American machine for jierformin;,'

automatically all the operatitms in manufacturing;
covc'red buttons.

In En;,']aiid. I5innin;:ham is the seat of the
button trade, which, however, is much more
lar;,'ely developed in France. But both countries
are now sudeiin;,' in the competition in the markets
of the world with (Germany, where labour is cheap
and very skilfully apolied. In the United States,

buttons are principally maile at New York an»l

Philadelphi.a.

It is only rarely that a button is a thing of

l)eauty apart from the material of which it is

made. Tlie annexed illustrations, however, show

.flU^OB
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It Wcame one of the cliief factoi-s in tlie growth

of the (Jothic school, and, crowned with lofty

pinnacles, the French hnttresses formed one of

Buttresses, Amiens Cathedral

:

«, buttresses; b, flying buttress.

the principal decorations of the exterior of French
cathedrals. They were introduced into England
at the period of the Early English.

Biitna Root. See Cissampelos.

Butyl. See Alcohol.

Butyric Acid. C^H^OOH, is a volatile fatty
acid, iirst i)repared by Chevreul, by treating butter
with an Alkali ( (]. v. ). It possesses the disagreeable
odour of rancid Initter, and it is to it, in part at
least, that the perspiration of animals owes its

unplea.sant smell. It is a mobile liquid, specific
gravity '974, the vapour of which is intiammable,
burning with a blue tlame. It is readily soluble in
water and alcohol, possesses a sour burning taste
and corrodes the skin. Butyric acid forms a whole
series of salts, of which butyrate of sodium,
NaC4H70.„ and butyrate of ethyl or Butyric
Ether, C._,H5C4H702, (q.v.), may be taken as typical
exam|)les.

Wiiile butyric acid itself and its inorganic salts
(butyrates of sodium, calcium, &c.) have a dis-
agreeable smell, it is interesting to note that the
organic salts (Imtyrates of methyl, ethyl, &c. ) have
a pleasant odour, and are used in the manufacture
of artificial fruit essences.

Butyric acid may be prepared by causing milk to
undeigo butyric fermentation. Chalk being then
added, a butyrate of calcium is obtained, wliich, on
treatment with hydrochloric acid and subsequent
ilistillation, yields the pure acid.

Butyric Ether, or Pink apple Oil, is an
exceedingly fragrant oil obtained by distilling
butyric acid (or the butyrate of lime), alcohol, and
sulj)huric acid. The material which passes over is

the butyric ether, and it is generally mixed with
alcohol, and sold in commerce as Artificial Pine-
ftpltle Oil. It possesses the same very pleasant
flavour which belongs to nine-apples, and there Ls
little doubt that pine-apples owe their flavour to
the nresence of natural butyric ether. The arti-
ficial variety is now extensively used for flavouring
coniectiona, as pine-apple drops, for sophisticating

bad mm, and for flavouring custards, ices, and
creams, as also an acidulated drink or lemonade
named l*ine-apj)le Ale. Butyric ether alone can-

not be used in piu-fumery for handkerchief use, as,

when inhaled in e\en smjiU (juantity, it tends to

cau.se irritation of the air-tubes of the lungs and
intense headache, but it is employed as one material
in the manufacture of compound perfumes. Butyric
ether is the butyrate of ethyl, C2H5,C4H70o,
and is similar to butyrate of sodium, NaC4H702,
in composition, the sodium, Na, being in this case
replaced liy the organic radical ethyl, CoH,. It is

remarkable that a substance jjossessing such a dis-

.agreeable odour as butyric acid (that of rancid
Initter) should be capable of forming, in part at
least, a substance with such a pleasant flavour as
artificial pine-apple 'oil.

Buxar, or Baxak, a town of Shahabad district,

Bengal, on the south bank of the (ianges, 411 miles
NW. of Calcutta by rail. The chief trade is in

sugar, cotton, piece-goods, and salt. Here in 1764
Sir Hector Munro defeated a confederation of
Hindu princes under Mir Kasim. Pop. 17,500.

Buxbauiuia, a small genus of mosses. B.
(iphijUa, very rare in Britain, is remarkable for its

exceedingly reduced scaly leaves.

Buxton, a town in Derbyshire, 37 miles NW.
of Derby, and 25 SSE. of Manchester. It lies

1025 feet above sea-level, in a deep valley sur-

lounded by hills and moors, which have been
tastefully planted ; and the only approach is a
narrow ravine, by which the Wye flows into the
Derwent. Chee Tor, 5 miles to the east, is a
perpendicular limestone rock rising to a height of

300 feet from the Wye, while 3 miles to the south-
west is Axe Edge (1810 feet). Buxton has long
been famous for its calcareous springs, tepid (82"

F. ) and cold ( discharging 120 gallons of water pei

minute), and its chalybeate springs. They were
probably known to the Romans, and in 1572
were celebrated by one Dr John Jones as ' the
ancient baths of Buckstones. ' The town is visited

annually, from June to October, by 8000 to 12,000
persons, the waters being taken for indigestion,

gout, rheumatism, and nervous and cutaneous
diseases. The Devonshire Hospital, containing
100 beds and receiving nearly 1000 patients per
annum, is supported by subscription. The baths
and jmblic walks are numerous. Much of the
splendour of Buxton is due to the dukes of Devon-
shire, one of whom in 1780, at the cost of £120,000,
erected an immense three-storied pile of Iniildings

calletl the Crescent, a curve of 200 feet, with wings
each of 58 feet. It includes several hotels, a
town-liall and free library (1891), assembly rooms,
&c. Near Buxton is the Diamond Hill, famous for

its crystals ; and Poole's Hole, a gas-lit stalactite

cavern 770 yards long. Mary, Queen of Scots, was at

Buxton when in the custody of the Earl of Shrews-
bury. Pop. ( 1871 ) 3717 ; (1881 ) 6021 ; ( 1891 ) 7424.

Buxton, Sir Thomas Fowell, philanthropist,

was born in 1786 at Earls Colne, Essex. Educated
at Kingston, and under Dr Burney at Greenwich,
from 1803 to 1807 he studied with brilliant success

at Trinity College, Duldin, whilst his youth was
distinguished by a strong development of animal
energy, natural enough to a young Englishman
whose full stature exceeded 6 feet 4. In 1807 he
married a sister of the celebrated Mrs Fry, and in

1808 entered business as a brewer, with an energy
which in due time was ci'owned with splendid
prosperity. His warm religious and moral impulses
soon brought him i)rondnently forward as an
atlvocate of philanthropic interests. The relief of

the Spitalfield weavers and the reform of prison

discipline formed early subjects of his ettbrts. Iji

1818 he entered parliament as member for Wey-
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mouth, which he continueil to represent till 1837,

takinj; a promiiu'iit nart in every ilehate on siu-li

questions iis the amelioration of criminal law ami
prison discipline, suttee alwilition, and slave eman-
cipation. The Ifust in particular en;,'rosse<l a larj^e

share of his activity for many years. In 1,S'24, at

Wilberforce's request, he succeeiled him as head of

the anti slavery jiarty ; and no man <in that side

displayeil more in<loniital>le zeal and iirmness. He
lost his seat throu;;h his o[iposition to l>ril>ery, ami
refused ever after to stand for a constituency. lU^
f>hilanthroi>ic lahours, however, ended only with
li.s life. In 1H40 he received the well nierite*!

distinction of a haronetoy. He died I'.tth February
lS4i>, and a statue Iuls hcen erecte<l to him in

Westminster Aldwy. See Mnnnirs of Sir T. Fvircll

Biurton (1S4S), edited l»y his third son, Charles
(182."l-71), who sat in parliament as an independ-
ent Liheral from 18.">7, and wiio, like his father, was
a partner in the brewery of Truman, Hanburj',
Bu.xton i^- Co.

BllXtorf. .Ion ANN, Hebraist, wa-s iMirn in l.")G4

at K.mi'ii. in Westphalia ; in l.'iJM became pro
fes.sor of Htbrt'w .it IJiisel, ami died there of the

f)la<(tje in l(j'Jl». In a kiiowlcd;,'t! of rabbinical

iterature, he surpjuvseil all his contemporaries.
The most important of his numerous works, the
Lexicon Chtt/i/iiirum Talmwlirmn ft Udhhinicuw.
was completed l>y his .son ( I5:usel, l»>4t>), ami li.is l>een

recast l»y Fischer ami (JcIIm' (2 vols. Lei|>. lS(k)-74 i.

See Life by Kaut/.sch ( l.S7!»)- — His .son, Jiin.\NN,
wa-s born at Hascj in 15!>9, and at live years of a^'e

—

accordin;; to his rather credulous bio<;rapliers—could
read (Jerman. Latin, and Hebrew. To jierfect his

knowled;,'e of these ton;,'ues he visited Holland.
France, and (lermany; and in IC'^O he succeeded
his father in the chair of Hebrew at Hit-^el. where
he died in 1(>(>4. H(> published a numl)er of

treati.ses, commentaries, and translatitins. His
8on, Jakob ( lt>4."t i7')4 ), and his nephew, .lohann

( 166r>-17.'W), both succee<le»l to the Hebrew pro-

fessorship.

BlIVIIS. S. e r.dx.

BuyillK of I'h'iis l>y lawyers, explained
under the Knj,'lish term CHAMr.VKTV. to which it

in analo;,'otis, is prohiitited by an old Scots act
pa.s.sed in I.V.U. ."see also I'AfTt'M.

Biiys-Uallot. CiiKisroni Hkini:i(|( Dikd
KICII, meteoidlo^^ist, born at Kloetinj.;en in Zee-

land, lUlh Uctober 1817, studied at Itrecht, where
he became jirofessor of Mathematics i l,S47) and of

F2xperimental I'liysics (1870). ami in 1854 iliieclor

of the Koyal Meteoroloeical institute. He \\;i.s

one of the initiators of the .system under which,
bv daily weather rep<trts, and by simultaneous
ol)servations at numerous stations by land .nnd

by 8ea, materials aie ct»llecled for forec.istiii;;

cnanj^es, and his labours contributed materially t<i

the determiiintion of a ;;eneial law of stoinis (see

StokM.S). The inventor of the Aeroklino.scojte (fj.v.
),

and of a system of weather sijriials, he successfully

promoted international uniftnmity in meteor(do^ical
observations. He die<l on the 3d February 1890.

His works include Chntigciucnts ph-ioUujucs dc la

Terii/i^rritiirc { \H4'7); Iir(jr/ni van l\'tiricra)i</ciiiii/

in Xedrr/and (ls»i(>); Siaf'/r.stion.s un a I'nifurin

System iif Mctit,i<ilotjiral (Jb.scrcutiuus (1873).

Bliyilk dcrcll, a villa;,'e beautifully situated
on tlie IJ.isporus, 10 miles NNK. of Constantinf)ple.
It forms the summer residence of many of the
ambiLssadors of the ( "hristian powers, .some of whom
have splendid mansions here.

Buzzard (Hutro), a jjenus of birds of prey, in

the family Falconid;e, havin;^ a rather small antl

weak bill, whirh bends from the root, ami is not
notched, as in faluoud. The ' cere '

Ls bristly, except
90

Comiiiun Buzzard (Ilutco lulijarit).

l)etween the nostrils. The portion of the lej; just
above the foot is not feathered. IJuz/.ards may l>e

re<,'arded .as an inferior kind of e.aj^les, which they do
not e(|ual in couraf,'e or stren{,'th. They are large
birds, the Com-
mon liu/zard

( B. vul(juris or

/"mjiCMa) measur-
inj; almost 4
feet from tip

to tip of its

outstretched
winj,'?*. It is

a bird still

frequent in

Hritain, th(tu;.di

much less so

thanitformt'riy
wjus. It is sub-

j

ject to j,'reat

I

variations of

j)luma;,'e ; the
jirevailin;,' c(d-

our is brown,
with a consid-

erable mixture
of black on the

] upper parts,

j

and of white

I

o r n ray i s h
white on the under. It is slu;:;:ish and inactive

I

in comparison with numy other birds of the

I

same family, and is usually slow in its lli;,'ht. It

I oft^'U sits Ion;,' on a tree, watchin;,' for jirey.

I

When <M-cjLsion presents it ^dides silently into the
air, and sweejiin;^ rapidly down, .seizes its victim
in its claws. Sometimes, however, it a.scends to a
;^reat hei;,'ht in the air. This buzz.ird is jdeiitiful

in all the w(H>ded parts of Europe ; it is foun<l also

in the north of .Africa, an<l is known to exist in the
western parts of Asia ; but it is doubtful how far it

extends over that continent, a distinct althou;,di

very similar species cx-ciirrin;; in the Himalaya
Mountains. It is a most useful bird of I'rey, f^-edin;;

to ii lar;,'e ext»'nt on mice, also on adders and the
like. 'I'liirty held mice have been taken from the
cro]) of a sin;,de bird. It is of u.se too in killing; (»ir

sickly bird.s. The nest is built on a tree or rock,
or a crow's nest may be utilised. The nest is rou;,di,

and composed of sticks and ;,'rass. The e;.';,'s are
three or four iti number, ami u.-ually iiluish white
with reihlish blotches. Tame female buz/.ards have
l>een known in .several instances to exhibit so strong'

a propensity for incubation and the rearin^j of

Voun;C at the proper .seiLson, that thev have hatched
liens' *'<iiis and broii;,dit u]» the ciiickens, althou;^li

if chickens not of their own hatchin;^ wer«" brou;,'lit

within their reach, they devoured them. Me.it
;^iven to the buzzard nurse was carefully ilivided

anion;,' her nurslin;,'s, but they found out by their
own instincts the u.se of ;,'rain and other ve;,'etable

food. In Swe<len they ar<' often cau;,'ht for food.

—

The I{ou;:h-le;;;,'ed liuzzard { Arc/ii/mtco /a(/i/jtus) is

very similar to tli<? former, but is at once <l\s-

tin;^uishe<l by bavin;,' the lower |)ortion of the le;,'

feathered to the toes. It is a rarer Hrilish bird,

yet not of unfreqiient occurrence ; it is very widely
diirused, l)ein;^ found in the Old WorM from Lap-
land to the Cape of (lood H<ipe, and ei|ually common
in the northern parts of North America. It is very
slu;;;,'ish, and is most freiiuently to be seen in

marsliy districts, and often skimmin;,' over marshes,
where it makes jirey of fro;.fs.--The lieii-tailed

Hawk of North America is a buzzard (Butm-
according to some Falco— borealis), in very bad
repute anion;.; American farmers and liou.sewives

for it« frequent inv.xsion of poultry yards, from
which it ha8 actjuired the name of Jlcn-hatvk.
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—Several other sjiecies ajjpear to l>e limited to

particular jiarts (if the vorld, as tlie liamlsoine

Jii(fcoj(irk(f/—>^o calUnl from tlie resemhlance of its

voice to that of tlie jackal -to South Africa.—The
}l<uicv r.uz/ar.ls (<j.v. ) hclong to a diflerent geuus,

altliouj,'h nearly allieil to the true buzzards, as are

also the Harriers (([.v.), of which the most common
British species, the Marsh Harrier, is sometimes

called the Muor liiizztin/.—VuM lUizzard is a name
of fhe Osprey (q.v. ).

Byblos, an ancient city of IMio-nicia, now a
\ illaj,'e of 600 inhahitants, called Julieil, is situated

on a shallow hay at the hase of the lower range oi

the Lihanus, ahout half-way between Tripoli and
Heyrout. Dyblos was famous as the birthplace of

Adonis or Tamnuiz, of whose AV(uship it oecame
tiie centre ; and many devotees were also attracted

to the splendid temple of Astarte erected here.

The name given to the town by the Jews was
(Jel)al, and its inhabitants are noticed in the Seri])-

tures as stone-s(|uarers and calkers of ships. A
ruined wall belonging ajiparently to the era of the
("rusades surrounds the town, and Koman and
earlier remains iire still visible.

By-laws are the jirivate regulations which are

usually made by corporate ]>odies for the control

and government of the corporation. In tlie United
.States they are generally called Municipal Ordin-
ances. They are binding, unless contrary to the
laws of the land, or to the charter or act of incor-

poration, or unless they are manifestly unreasonable,
r niler certain legal systems the power extends to

the licensing, taxing, and regulation of amusements
and occupations (including tlie sale of intoxicating
liquors) ; it includes a p(»\ver to enforce by-laws by
fines and forfeitures ; and under what is called the
' general welfare ' clause in American charters, a
large right of interference with trade has been
claimed. Every cori)oration, too, can of course
alter or repeal the by-laws which itself has made.
By the English Municipal Corporation Act, 1835,
borough councils have power to make by-laws for
the government of the borough ; such l>y-laws,
lutwever, not to be of force till the expiration of
forty days after the same, or till a copy shall have
l>een sent to one of the secretaries of state, during
which period Her Majesty, with the advice of her
rrivy-council, may either disallow the by-laws, or
a part, or enlarge the time within which they shall
not come into force. In numerous cases, by-laws
have to be submitted for approval to some admin-
istrative dejiartment of government who publish
model by-laws. Thus, the Board of Trade in this
way regulate trattic on railways and tramways

;

the Education Department make by-laws for the
attendance of children under the Elementary Edu-
cation Acts ; the Local Government Board make
by-laws regulating the use of ])ublic baths and
^^ ash-houses, markets, hoji-picking, new streets
and buildings, common lodging-houses, slaughter-
houses, \-c. By-laws may also be made by joint-
stock companies, guilds, unincorporated 'trading
comjianies, religaons and literary and scientific
societies, &c., and to these the common law Avill
give eil'ect. By-laws under the Factory, and
-VHnes, and Fishery Acts, generally require the
sanction of a secretary of state. Unlike statutes,
all by-laws must be distinctly published ])ef(ne
they acfjuire binding eHect ; the mode of jiublica-
tion being generally sjiecified by statute. In the
( nited States, the law is much as in England.
By-laws must not conflict with the law of the
land, or state law. The right to make by-laws
IS not essential to a corporation ; in charitable
foundations they are usually made by the founder.
In stock corporations the by-laws are made l)y the
mem?iers, not by the directors or managers. The

by-laws of a corporation bind its members only,

while its regulations affect third persons dealing

with it. See An Essuy an By-laws, by Lumley
(1877).

Byng, George, Vlscount Torrixgton, ad-

miral, was born in 1663 at Wrotham, Kent, and
entered the navy at the age of fifteen. In 1688 he
recommended himself to William of Orange by his

activity and zeal in attaching the officers of the

fleet tt) the cause of the Revolution, and was ad-

vanced to the rank of captain. Made rear-admiral

of the red in 1703, lie next year captured Gibraltar,

and for his gallant conduct at the sea-fight of

Malaga was knighted 1)y t^ueen Anne. In 1708 he
became admiral of the blue, and commanded a
squadron fitted out to oppose an intended invasion

on the part of the Pretender. He punsued the
French lieet to the Firth of Forth, took one ship,

and forced the rest back to Dunkirk. For his ser-

vices during the '15 he was created a baronet ; and
in 1718 he commanded the English fleet sent to

Sicily for the protection of the neutrality of Italy,

on 3ist July utterly destroying the Spanish fleet oft'

Messina. Soon after, he was appointed treasurer

of the navy and rear-admiral of Great Britain. In
January 1721 he was sworn one of the Privy-council,

and in Seirteniber following created Viscount Tor-
rington. On the revival of the Order of the Bath,
in 17*25, he was installed one of the knights ; and,
on the accession of George II., was nominated First

Lord of the Admiralty. He represented Plymouth
in parliament from 1706 until 1721. He died
January 17, 1733.

Byilg, John, an ill-fated British admiral, fourth
son of the preceding, was born in 1704, entered
the navy at fourteen, in 1727 was appointed to a
frigate, and for the next eight years served mainly
in the Mediterranean. Rear-admiral in 1745, he
went as second in command to the Mediterranean
in 1747, but the death of Vice-admiral Medley soon
gave him the chief command, v/hicli he retained
until the peace. In March 1756 he was promoted
to 1)8 admiral of the blue, and sent in command
of a poorly equipped scjuadron of ten ships of the
line to the Mediterranean to relieve Minorca, at
that time blockaded by a French fleet under La
Gallissouiere. Byng arrived ofl" the Castle of St
Philip on the 19th May, and next day gave the
signal to engage the enemy's fleet, almost equal in

number of ships and weight to his own. The van
under Rear-admiral West at once bore down on the
French ships, which stood entirely on the defen-
sive, but the rear, under Byng, got into some dis-

order and hardly came within gunshot. The van
suffered great loss, and Byng, feeling himself unable
to renew the action, after a council of war, sailed
away to Gibraltar and left Minorca to its fate.

When the ncM's reached England the public became
furious, and tlie ministers, to avert the i)ublic odium
from themselves, ordered the unfortunate Byng to
be at once brought home under arrest. He reached
the Spithead on the 26th July, and was confined at
(Greenwich until his trial by court-martial began
live months later. He was acquitted of cowardice
or disatt'ection, but was found guilty of neglect of
duty in not having done everything in his power
to save Minorca, and was condemned to death by
the 12tli article of war, but recommended to mercy.
The king refused to pardon him, and Byng was
shot on board the Monarquc, at Portsmouth,
14th March 1757, 'to encourage the others,' in

Voltaire's phrase. He met his fate with great
courage.

Byiikershock, Cornelis Van (1673-1743), a
Dutch jurist, who in 1724 became president of
the Supreme Court of Holland. He wrote in Latin
on Roman law, public lav,-, and Dutch law; his
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complete works were published at tJeneva in 1761,

and at London in 1767.

Byrd (sometimes spelt BiRDE), William, an

Enf,'fLsli composer, was lM)m in 1538, studieil under

Tallis, became organist of Lincoln in 1563, was
appointed a ^'entleman of l^ueen Kli/al>eth's Chapel-

royal in 1569, and tiled 4tii July 1623. The com-
piK»er of the first Enj^dish madri^'als (1588), he

wrote nmch sacred music (includinfi the well-known
canon Xnn Nobis, Domine), as well as largely for

the virj:inal.

Byrj^iU-S Ji-STIs, or .It»ST BUrgi, the inventor

of various astronomical instruments, w;us lK)m in

1552, at Lichtcnstcig, in the Swiss canton of St

Gall. In 157'J he entered the service of the learne<l

Landgrave of Hesse, Wilhelm IV., and in 16()4

that of the Emj)eror Kudolf IL His first work
was a celestial globe, in which the stars were

S
laced according to his own observations. He
ied in 16.33. Many of his reputed discoveries

and inventions are questioned, such as those of

higarithms ami the proportional compasses. See
his Life by (Jieswald (Danzig, 1856).

Byrlaw (also Hiulaw or Biklaw). the name
given to a sort nf po|<ular jurisprutlence formerly in

use in Si-otland. in villages, and among husband-
men. Sir John Skene, writing in l.")97, when the
system was in full f<»rce, defines bvrlaw its ' letjen

rustaoriiin, dc re ru'jiti'ti /*//«— laws made by
husbautimen, concerning neighlKiurlnMKl to l>e keiit

among them.selve.s.'

—

Jii<j. Mtiji.ft. lib. iv. As the
byrlaw was enacte<l by the common consent of the
villagers or neighlj<jurs, so it was administered liy

judges chosen by them from their own ranks.
The.se judges were commonly called ' byrlaw men,'
a name wliich is still applied in some parts of Scot-

land t<) an arbiter, <Mldsman, or umpire. The courts
which they held were called ' byrlaw courts,' and
took cognisance of disputes lietwccn neighlM)ur and
neighljour. Byrlaw seems to l>e an interesting sur-

vival of the system of the ancient Aryan village

community, or, at lea.st, an illustration of the prin-

ciple <»f >isnet, voisinagf, or neighlH>urhiMMl, on
which many early institutions were founded. The
word i-< derived from the A.S. burh, ' l>orough.'

Byroill, JoH.N, |>oet and stenographer, was
born at Hroughton, near Manche-<ter. Fel>ruar>' 29,

1692. From Merchant Taylors' ScIhmiI he |>ii.ssed

to Trinity Tollege, Tambridge, where he t<Kik his

B.A. in 1712. and two years later was elected to <a

fellowship. He ne.xt travelled, studied medicine at

Montpellier, and returned to London to make his

bread by teaching a new >y>tfm of shorthand he
ha«l invented at Cambridge. In 1740 he succeeiled
to the family estates, and in 1742 obtaine<l from
parliament the sole privilege for twenty-one years
of teaching his system. He maintained friendship
and a corre.siH)ndence with many great <ontem-
poraries, and his diary gives us interesting glimpses
of Beiitley, Bishop Butler, Samuel Clarke, Wesley,
and William Law. He dii-d 26lh Seplemlter 176.3.

The Chetham Society puldi^hed his diary (2 v(ds.

)

in 1854-57; his ]>oem^s (4 vols.) in 1S94-95. His
system of shorthand wjus first publishe<l in 1767,
at Manchester. It is clear, characterise<l by
' sinqde strokes an<l no arbitrary diaracters," )>ut

cannot be written with suHicicnt rapidity. an<l con-
se<|uently has long since l)een superseded by swifter
sNstems. His iM>ems were first collecte<l in 1773.
They show de.xterity in rhyme and a fine vein of
genial .satire. liyrom was throughout life a .sound
J<ic(ibite, and one of his epigrams which reveals tliis,

in .spite of its sly safety, iias survived :

(Jixi lile.ta the King, God bless our faith's defender,
Gfvl blps.s—no liami in ble.sHing—the Pretender

;

Mut whii iir.-t<iMliT i.^, and who is kin^.
(lOd bicM lu uU : that's quite another thing.

Byron, CiEORuE (Iordox, sixth Lord, was }M»rn

in Holies Street. Cavendish Sipiare, on the 22<1 of

January 1788. His mother was Catherine Cordon,
heiress of the (Jordons of (iight ; his father was .lolin

Byron, nejihew of the fifth or • wicked' Lord Byron,
and son of Admiral John Byron ( 172.S .S6 ), wlio
siiiletl round the world with Anson, or rather who
did not sail round, l>eing wrecked in the ll'ntfir, and
subjected to various hardships, of which he wrote a
classical account. The admiral was then oidy a
niidshi]iman, antl though, in a day when officers

were habitually tyrannical, he was mild mannered
as well as gallant, his continual bad luck with the
eleujents made him shunned by .sailoi-s much later as
' Foul-weather Jack. ' The p<H't"s maternal ancestry
hardly Kdongs directly to this article ; it is sufficient

to s;iy that it is indi^solubly connected witii the
whole of Scottish history from James 1. downward.
On the fatliers side, though tiiere was a Idot in the
middle of the pedigree (John Byron in the middle
of the 16th century l»i'ing descrilted asjiliii.s- natur-
»«/««, and inheriting by ileed of gift, not in theordin-
ary course), the family was hardly less distin-

guished, and, ax far as certain history goe>, older.

The Buruns.or Byrons, ajipear immediately after the
Con(|ue>t as bidding lands in most of the northern
counties of England, especially Lancashire, Not-
tingham, and l)erby. The chief familv estates
in the first-named county were ac<juire<l by nnir-

riage as early as the 12th lentury ; the still more
celebnited estate of Newstead was abbey land, and
was given to Sir John Byron by Henry \'III. at
the ilissolution. Although the Byrons ajioear often
in earlier history, it was not till I lie 17th century
that they gained their principal distinction. They
were strong royalists, and the Sir John Bynm of

the day was created Lord Byron of H«K'luiale, where
the Lancashire estates lay, in Oetober Ui43, with
."IMM-ial n-ference to services at Newbury. The
ne.xt noteworthy holder of the title was the already
mentioned wicked lord, who, like his brother, was
in the navy, who escaped almost by accident the
wreck <»f the ill-fate»l Virturi/ on the Caskets,
an«l who fouoht under very questiomible circum-
stances, in a jirivate room of a tavern in I'all

Mall, a duel with his Nottinghamshire neighbour,
.Mr Chawtirth. Chaworth was killed, and Lonl
Byr(»n was trie<l (176.'>) for murder, but was f'ouml

guilty only of manslaughter, and e.si«»i|<ed with a
mtminal penalty. He was generally unpopular,
and seems to have In-en decidedly mad ; but his

nuulne.ss was very inconvenient for the Byron family,
inasmuch as he sold, on a doubtful title, the Lan-
cashire estates, which were much the most profit-

able part of the property. He did not die tdl ten
years after the jtoet's birth, and the dilai>idation

of the pro|)erty was partly excu.sed by the tact that
Cajttain .lohn Byron, his heir, was at least as great
a rascal as himself, without any apparent excu.se

of madness or ill-luck. This Captain Byntn, the
poet's father, .seduced, iKtrrowed money from,
eloped with, marrieil, ami ill-treated the .Marchioness
of Carmarthen ; the (miy otlspring of this marriage
who lived l»eing Augusta, afterwards Mrs Leigh.
Then John Byron, after his first wife's death, mar-
ried Catherine (ionlon, whose fortune hesj)ent, and
whom he wtjuld probably have ill-treate<l if she
had not In^en at least as great a vixen as he was a
rascal. The memorabh* picture of Mrs Cadurcis in

Lord Beaconslield's W:netift seems to be hardly too
harsh for Mrs Byron, who on all occasions .seems to
have been absolutely incapalde of what is commonly
called ladylike demeanour. In very early youth
the poet (who was lM)rn with a dub-ioot, the source
of constant moral torture to him, though it is .sai<l

that but for his own morbiil con.sciou.sne.ss it would
have ])assed almost unnoticed ) saw soniething of

his father's and m<jther's (quarrels.
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His early life wius mostly passed at Aberdeen.

At Lord liyron's death in' 175»H { Joliu Byron had

fortunately died seven years hefore), Mrs Byron

and her son reniovetl to Eiij^land, and in 1801

Byron wjvs sent to Harrow, whenee in 1805 he

proceeded to Trinity ('<dlej,'e, Canil)ridj,'e. He had

liecoine at his ijreat-uncle's death a ward of chan-

cery, and Lord Carlisle, a second cousin an<l an

amiable nei-son of some literature, was aiipointed

his <,'uardian. But ])robal)Iy no guardian under
heaven could have satisfied Byron's irritable vanity,

anil the two did not j,'et on well toj^t'ther. The
anecdotes of the Harrow and Cambridj^e career are

surticiently numerous, but there is no room for them
here. They are more consonant than usual with
the future character of the man, showing a strong

individuality, great though as yet unformed and
entirely untlirected talent, combine<l with a curious

pride of statiim most unusual in one of such descent
on both sides, and rather suggesting the vanity of

a parvenu. The most interesting by far of these

early incidents is the ))oet"s 'calf-love' (as cruel

custom calls it) for Mary Chaworth, heiress of his

great-uncle's victim, and a very beautiful girl two
years his senior. It is impossible to say how much
merely romantic and fanciful sentiment entered
into this attection, which as a poet he afterwards
commemorated or created in immortal verse, i^ut

if it really was love. Miss Chaworth seems not to

have returned it, and before Byron went to Cam-
bridge she married John Musters, a mighty hunter
of the neighbourhood. The marriage was not
hapi)y ; but it is doubtful Avhether she envied Lady
Byron. At Cambridge Byron spent the greater part
of three years, and made many friends (the most
important of whom was the late Lord Broughton),
besides keeping a bear, and perpetrating other
follies excusable enough. His vacations were spent
partly in London, more largely at Southwell, where
his mother had taken a house. It was from this
time that Byron's habit of accusing himself of all

sorts of wickedness in letters began, a haliit which
has prejudiced against him not merely those who
take his letters as true, and are shocked, but also
those who know them to be exaggerated, and are
disgusted. His lirst work. Hours of Idleness, to
which he had privately given circulation under the
title of Juvenilia, appeared in March 1807. This is

probably the worst lirst book ever written by a con-
siderable poet, and it was savagely ' cut uj) ' in the
Edinburgh Review exactly a year later. There is

no doubt that this attack did Byron good ; but his
rejoinder was by no means so rapid and careless as
he would have liked it to be thought. He took
nearly as long to concoct Enqlish Burds and Scotch
Reviewers a-s his reviewer liail taken before the
attack ai)peared ; and meanwhile (in the earliest
spring of 1809) he came of age, resolve<l to keep up
Newstead (a very difficult thing with his dilapi-
dated fortune, even if he hail lieen a more careful
man), and took his seat in the House of Lords. He
{)ublishe(l English Bards, an imitative but, in its
way, ca|)ital Popian satire, and soon afterwards (in
June 1809) started for a graml tour, which, owing
to the continental war, had to be of a somewhat
different character from the regular grand tour of
the precefling century. 1

He first sailed from Falmouth to Lisbon, and then
after brief visits to Sjiain and Malta, made his way

|

to (ireece, where (in the large sense of the (Jreek ;

countries round the .Kgean) he spent the greater
|

l)art of two years. There is no doubt that this visit
' made ' Byron. His powerful and original faculties
were associateil with a strange bent towards the
conventional and tlu; commonplace, and it required
something absolutely new, something of which the
average Englishmen knew nothing, to awake his
spirit. At this time tiie remoter parts of Europe

were much less familiar to Englishmen than the

Niger or the Rio Negro are now, and the medicine

exactly suited the patient. Almost immediately
after his return, and before he had time to reach

her deathbed, his mother died, and his most inti-

mate friend Matthews was drowned at Cambridge
within a week. It will always be one of the capital

anecdotes illustrating the insensibility of autnors
to their own strength and weakness, that Byron,
whose English Bards had been very successful, in-

tended to bring out on his return certain Hintsfrom
Horace, which are only a little better than the

Hours of Idleness ; and when asked by his friend

Dallas if he had nothing else, produced, as a ' lot of

Spenserian stanzas ' not worth troubling anybody
with, the first two cantos of Childe Harold. Gifford

and Alurray, to whom Dallas showed these, at once
saw their merit, but the poem was not issued rapidly ;

indeed, Byron was by no means the rapid writer or

issuer that he would have seemed. He had much
disagreeable business, for, as has been mentioned,
his affairs were wretchedly involved, by no means
owing to his own fault wholly. He renewed
acquaintance and began affection with his sister

Augusta, spoke sometimes in the House of Lords,
and went much into society ; but neither now nor
at any time did he like England, where the life was
too uniform to suit him, and where he was not
nearly monarch enough of all he surveyed to please

him. Even he, however, can hardly have been dis-

appointed at the success of Childe Harold, which,
api)earing on the 20th of February 1812, had,
before the end of March, run through seven whole
editions. Byron's admirers had now no cause of

complaint as to his slowness in publication. Be-
sides smaller pieces, the Giaovr and the Bride of
Abi/dos appeared in the same year (1813), the Cor-

sair, Lara, and the Hebrew Melodies in 1814, the
Bride of Corinth and Parisina in 1815. He said he
wrote the Corsair (of which the public bought 14,000
copies in a day ) in ten days, and the Bride of
Abi/dos in four ; but remarks of Byron's of this

kind are not to be taken too literally. During
these years he was the darling of society, knew
almost every one in London who was worth know-
ing, and was the object of the maddest devotion
from many women, notably Lady Caroline Lamb.
On 2d January 1815, to the surprise of all and the
consternation of a few, he married Anne Isabella
Milbanke, heiress in her own right of the barony
of Wentworth and of a considerable fortune. His
daughter Ada was born in December 1815, and in

January 1816 Lady Byron left her husband's house
for ever.

Hardly any recent event, not concerning politics

or religion, has ever exercised pens and tongues
like this. Neither party immediately concerned
ever gave to the workl an authoritative version of

the circumstances which led to it, and though there
are many contradictory assertions on the subject,
it is doubtful whether there is even in unpublished
documents any quite satisfactory evidence. Forty-
five years after the i)oet's death, Mrs Beecher
Stowe informed the world that Lady Byron (then
dead) had informed her that the separation was
due to her discovery of a more than sisterly affec-

tion between the poet and his sister Augusta. But
proof on three points—that Lady Byron told Mrs
Stowe this ; that Lady Byron, if she told Mrs Stowe
so, believed it ; and most important of all, that
Lady Byron, if she believed it, had any ground for

believing—is wholly wanting : and the relations
between Lady Byron and Mrs Leigh subsequent to

the separation are hopelessly incompatible with the
story. Much later, in a book entitled The Real
Lord Bijron (1883), Mr J. C. Jeatt'reson undertook
to solve the mystery, but without contributing any
new information of real value. The judgment of
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the wisest has reverted to what the iu(l{;nient of

the wisest was at the time : That ni>thin<: further

nee<l he sonj^lit than tlie natural inconiiiatihility of
j

a spoiled dandy antl author of loose haiiits, violent

tenii)er, and pecuniary tircuMistances likely to

pnxiuce ])erpetual irritation, and a spoiled heiress

of exceptionally cold temperament, and of ortho-
|

dox and even urim manners and notions. The
j

hlame was in all i)rol»ahility e<[ually divide<l, hut

it was not equally apportioned; and Hyron, after

being a popular favourite for three years, was held

up to such ohlo<iuy in newspaj>ers and hy society,

that he left En;,'land and never returned.

He first went up the Khine to Switzerland, where
he met the Shelleys, with whom he connected him-
self hv friendship with tin- poet, and more question-

ably l)y a liaison with .I;ine or Claire Clairmont,
<lau<jhter of the second Mrs Shelley's steimiother
by her hrst husband. He went on in a leisurely

manner tr» Venice, which he reacheil at the end of

the year, and which was his head(|uarters for some
two years. His life at this time and jilace has
been repre.sentcd fis one of wild ileliaucherv, prin-

cipally on the always iint rustworthy evidence of

his own assertions and hints. It is certain, how-
ever, that at the end of 1H18 he entered uiM)n a
comparatively re;^ular existence by becoming; the
accepted lover in Italian fashion of the Countess
Tere.sa <luiccioli. Durin;,' 1.S19 and 1H20 he was
livin;; for the most part in her stK-iety .at Itavenna.

In the summer of the latteryear he reinove«l to I'isa ;

in lH'2r2 he wiis jiresent at Shelley's funeral, and
enpaged (an en;;a;;ement which showed neither to

a«lvanta;je) with Leij^h Hunt in the Lihiriil. From
Pi.sa a further move was ma<ie in XX'irl to(Jenoa. It

was here, in IH'23, that he received the projMisiils

which enabled him to crown his life with a death
not unheroic. II».> had always Wen a nominal,
thouj^h a very unclassitied. Liberal, and had latterly

engage<l in some CarlMniari plots in Italy. He
was now applied to tlirou;;h nis friends Kinnainl
and Hol)hou.se to join the movenient for recoverinj;

the independence of (Jreece, and he .set out for

ijreece itself on the 14th July IM'23. Hut many
wearj' months, spent chielly in the Ionian Islands,

pas.sed I)efore he could <^et into active work ; nor
w;us the delay in any way his fault. .\t la-^t he
landed at .Mis.so|(m;,'hi on the "jth .January IK'24;

Iaboure<l with more diliicult, if Ie.ss showy, (leroisui

than if he had l>een stormiu}; Turkish castles,

ajjainst bad weather, disunion among the (Ireeks,

la<!k i>f material, and all tires(»me checks; caught
rheumatic fever, .md died on the 10th .Ajiril. His
ImmIv was brought to Kngland, and Ituried in the
church of Hucknall-Torkard, near Newstead. His
literary activity since he left England luvd lK*en

verj" great. The stimulus of his wife's desertion
pnxliK-ed almost immediately two short poems, Thr
Ih-fiiin and D'trkncss, which were, ])crhaps, his

poetical high-water mark. In the course of the
seven ye.ars he completed V/ii/ifr Ilnrolil, wrote a
.series of ilramas or dr.imatic poems ( Manfred, Ctiin,

Marino Faiirro, Santanapalus, .an<l others), which
cont.ain much of his most characteristic work

;

and produced, besides the wonderful bravura of

Mazrjijia, the clevoniess of Jirji/io, an<l other
things, the v,a.st satiric medley »)f Don Juan.
The character of Hyron, his genius, ami the

history' of his liter.arv rejiutation, are all subjects of

great interest. In his own day, ami immediately
afterwards, his 'morality,' in tlie limited sense in

which that word is j)o|)ularly used, wius the prin-

(•ip.'il subject of di.scussion, and w.os nu)st harshly
judged, Kecently it luis been .admitted: ( 1 ) That
his education and circumst.ances sujqily .i large
palliation for faults of this kind; (2) that his

own habit of fanfarona«le exaggerated his moral
delinquencies; .and (3) that all faults of such

a kind (for Hyron, though a liljertine, is never
accused of treacherj- or cruelty in his lilier-

tinisni) concern jiosterity but little. If, however,
this side of his ch.ar.acter has l»een more leniently

judged, another side has lieen judged w ith increas-

ing unfriendliness, and the poet's jiride and vanity
of birth (displayed in a manner to which the term
'snobbishness' is almost applicable), his .alter-

nations of ostent.atious prodigality and sharp busi-

ness practice, his childish vanity of all kintls, have
received perhaps not \indue, but certainly .severe

treatment.
In regard to his literary genius, English critical

opinion has steatlily sunk ever since his de.ath, and
though some etiort has recently l>een nuide to .set

him on .a higher position, the attemj>t has not as yet
receive<l either critical or jiopuiar ajiiiroval. Ever>'

competent critic atlmits Hyrons jxiwer. .\t his

l»est he could utter what he himself had actually

seen and felt with an energy not surpassed by any
writer of any period in any langiiage. For pitssion

of a certain kind, anil for picturescjueness of ,a

certain kind, he is almost unequalled. Hut this

merit of perstmal utt«'rance in\olves almost of

necessity twct defects- complete failure when he
endeavoured to jiortray anything U'sides his own
personal emotions and experiences, and not infre-

quent insincerity and theatricality when, in default

of actual emotion and experience, he endeavoure<l

to simulate s\ich experience and emotion. For
he was not .a man of many sided nund or even
feeling. The monotony of the Hyronic hero— the

man of dark imaginings, universal ilisillusion, and
general contempt of man—but specially of woman-
kind— is freely granted ; yet the poet can write of

little or nothing else, an<l as s<K)n as the type
cea.ses to l>e imi»ressive it becomes ridiculous. .\

se<'ond great t)bjection to Hyron is his extraordi-

nary weakness as regards all the formal merits of

poetry. Hardly a long passage, cert.iiidy no long
poem, of his can lie cited which, after brilliant

images, forcible expressions, ami melodious verse,

«ioes not break down into the most commonjilace
thotiglit and phra.se, the most iidiarmonious rhythm,
even into sheer l<ellman"s rhyme and kit<henmaid s

gr.ammar. Accordingly his most uniform strength
is to Ik» foun<l in his satirical work, \\lii<-li of its

n.ature suM'ers less from these defects than serious

or romantic verse. Hyron had no humotir ; but he
hail a most keen, alMiunding, and versatile wit of

a somewhat Voltairian (•liara<'ter, but richer ami
more jioetical than N'olt.iire's in (lu.ality, so that Don
Juan r.aiiks far alnive the J'/ini/i-. Jle attempted
no serious prose ; but his letters, though somewhat
Jirtilicial, are of singular excellence ; indeed they
are perhajis of their kind the best in English.

His poetical influence in his own country for a
time swept all before it, but it gradually .abatecl its

force, ana is now almost non-existent. Abroad, on
the c(mtrary, it h.-is maintained itsidf at the full,

if it has not actualU increased, and the dictum
attributed to M.a/ziiii, that Hyron 'made English
literature European,' luis received ever-incresising

confirmation in a certain sense. This ithenomenon,
though curious at first sight, is susceptible of ea.sy

explanation. Few foreigners are in a ]«>sition to

seize the subtle formal defects, which, for all but
the most uncritical English readers, mar everj'

p.age of Hyron s work. All are al)le to ajipreciate

the strong points note<l above, j)oints in which, as

has been saul, Hyron h.as few, if any, rivals in his

strength. It must l>e ad<led that some .at least of

his weaknesses .as they strike his own countrymen,
appeal to continent.al oj)inion nearly as much as

his strength. His irreverence, his contempt for

propriety, his open-mouthetl egotism, his language
alMMit women, his theatricality, may not now shock
all Englishmen .as they once did ; but the very
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persons who find them least 'shockinj;,' despise

tlieni most iis jtuerile and unreal. To Frenchmen
and Italians, to some (Jermans even, thougli in a less

dej;ree, these thinjrs usually seem virtues. Polit-

ical causes iu<sisting, ami a considerable literary

movement hreakin-; imt in all European countries

at the bej,'inning of tiie .second quarter of the

century, IJyron attained the .'finest of all positions

of intluence, that of intluencinj; those who influ-

ence tiieir owu countrymen. The whole Komantic
school in France. Heine to a certain extent in

(Jermany, I'uslikin and Lenuontotl' in Russia,

Espronceila in Si)ain, Dynmised ((tf lihUiini ; while

tiie i)oet was a main if not a sole inspiration to

many Italian writers, and shared with tlie classics

the credit of producing Leopardi. Perhaps also

Byron's ostentatious atlectation of being un-

English (though at heart he Avas very much of

a Joim r>uil) lias done not least to create and

iireserve his jiopularity with tlie world from which
•Englishmen are still so sharply divided.

The editions of Byron'.s works are innumerable, but all

those which liave any authority have proceeded from the

jmblisbing house of Murray, wliose possession of the

poet"s manuscript lias enabled it by fresh issues of a little

new matter from time to time to preserve copyriglit of

tlie works in their entirety. The final edition of his

iVork.*, Ltttvrg, (iivl Joiiniu/x by Kowland E. Prothero

and Ernest Hartley Coleridge was begun by Mr Murray
in 1898. The liistoVy of the Life by Moore (2 vols. 18o0)

is curious. Byron gave his own ^lemoirs to Moore, and

that poet sold them in 1821 to Mr Murray for £2000.

Objections on the part of Lady Byron and others were

raised to their publication, and in 1824 tlie manuscript

was burned, Mo')re refunding the jiurehase-money, but

recei\"ing a still larger sum for the Life, in which such

of the matter of the ilemoirs as was deemed prudent
was worked up with letters and personal reminiscences.
Writings on Bj'rou are extremely numerous : a good
account of his hfe and work is that of Profe.ssor Nicliol

in the ' English Men of Letters ' series ( 1879 ) ; works
also by Lady Blessmgton (1834), Medwin (1824), the
Countess Guiccioli (18()S), and J. C. Jeaffreson (1883)
may also be noted ; and among essays, an irregular three-
lianded discussion in various reviews between Mr Swin-
burne, Mr Matthew Arnold, and Mr Alfred Austin may
be mentioned. Only two children of Byron are known.
Allegra (1817-22), his illegitimate daughter by Claire
(Jlairmont, died before him to his great grief. His daughter
.Vda ( 181.J-52 ) married in 18:55 Lord Lovelace, and left
two children, Lord Wentworth and Lady Anne Blunt.

Byron, Hexrv James, dramatist, born in
Manchester, January 1834, entered the Middle
Temple in 1858, ami was for many years a prolific
and jiopular writer of burlesques and e.xtravagan-
zas. He wrote extensively for periodicals, Avas
tlie first editor of Ftni, and leased several theatres,
where he produced more ambitious ])lays, in which
lie himself occasionally apiieared. Tliese were less
comedies than domestic dramas, enlivened by the
smart dialogue and brisk incidents of farce. The
best was C'l/ril's Success (1868); the most successful,
Our Boys, which had an nnjirecedented ran in
London fnnii January l(j, 187o, to April 18, 1879.
IJyron die<l in London, Ajpiil 11, 1884. He excelled
in depicting Cockney vulgarity, and his dialogue
is clever and amusing, but overladen with repartee
and puns, for which he readily sacrificed probability
and appronriateness. His' jdots are, however,
original aTid ingenious, and are always healthy and
full of human interest.

Byssus (Cr., ' a fine flaxen oi silky sukstance '
),

a genus established by Linna-us to include some of
tlie lowest and most ob.scure forms of vegetation,
and defined as liaving a substance like fine down or
velvet, simple or featliered. Botanists have some-
times ranked it among Algjc, sometimes among
Fungi; it has been made tiie type of a group
By.ssaceie, and placed among Lichens. Some were

wont to regard this grouj) as entitled to the rank of

a distinct order, ' conipiehending the filamentous

fungi found in cellars, and similar plants ;
' others

again have rejected the genus as altogether

sjmrions. It is still retained liy some systemati-sts,

but as a mere jnovisional limbo to include a number
of gossamer-like mycelial forms of moulds which
occa.sionally appear in damp jilaces, and disappear
without showing any signs of fructification by
which to determine their true nature and affinities.

The progress of research has greatly reduced this

vague alliance, some forms having been recognised

as algal, others as fungal in nature ; and its dis-

appearance fioni our lists may thus be regarded as
a mere question of time.

BysSllS, an old name for silk-like threads
secreted by the ' foot ' or muscular ventral protru-

sion of many bivalve molluscs. The secretion is

manufactured by a gland opening in a median
posterior fnrroAv, is at first fluid, but soon hardens
into silky threads. The process may be readily
watched in an aquarium. Its occurrence in the
common mussel is very familiar. There, as in

most other cases, the tufts of spreading tlireads

serve to anchor the mollusc temporarily or penna-
nently to its base of attachment. In other cases,

however, it may be employed in binding together a
nide nest (

Crenella discors, Modiola vestita, Lima
liiaus). In young forms also, as in the common
fresh-water mussel, a byssus gland may be present
weaving silken threads of attachment, but this

Byssus of Common Mussel.

does not appear to be exactly comjiarable to the
adult organ. The silk of the very large Pinna
nobiiis is finer and more abundant than that of
any other mollusc. It has been woven into small
articles of dress, in early times for royal person-
ages, now for lovers of curiosities. At Taranto,.
Reggio, and Cagliari in Italy, the byssus is still

woven along with real silk into gloves, stockings,
purses, and the like, but both demand and supply
appear to be falling off. See Bivalves, Mol-
LuscA, Mussel, Pinna.

Bystroill, Johann Nikolas, a Swedish sculp-

tor, was born in 1783, and died at Rome, 13tli

March 1848.

Bytown, till 18.54 the name of Ottawa (q.v. ).

Byttneriacejr, a chiefly tropical or subtroiii-

cal order of thalamitloral dicotyleclons, closely allied

to Malvaceae and Tiliacea% and frequently including
Sterculiace;e (q.v. ). They are chiefly trees or
shrubs, and often have beautiful flowers. The most
important product of the older is Cocoa (q.v.).

The fniit of Guazuina idmifulia (Brazil) is eaten.
G. ulmifolia was introduced into India, and at one
time cultivated in Madras, as Bastard Cedar, its

foliage being used as fodder. This, and numerous
kindred species, yield excellent bast, used for mak-
ing cordage, tScc, Abroma «?((/«s<a^a being specially
recommended.

Byzantine Architecture is the style prac-
tised in Byzantium and the Eastern empire frora
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the time of Constantine till the takin<; of Con-
stantinople hy the Turks in 1453. and of which
tilt' tratlitioiis are still prt'served in the ImiMin^'s

of the Eiistern Chureh. This style of arehitecture

possesses eonsidcrahle interest from its Ijeinj; one
of the branches which ;,'rcw out of the nassic
styles of (ireece and Home. Owin;^ to the lonj:

continuance at Constantinople of nart at least of

the j)ower and soverei;^nty of the Roman empire,
and to the comparative exemption of the ea>tern
capital from the inviusions of the l)arliarians who
overran and destroyed the monuments of the West,
the transition from the cl:i»ic forms of construc-
tion and desi^'n can l»e more clearly traceil in the
former than in the latter. When Constantine,
in the lK';,'innin;,' of the 4th century, removed the
seat of the imjierial court and ;:overnment from
Rome to Hy/jintium, he created in ins new capital

a Hue held for the practice of the arts, ami
e8i»ecially t»f architt^'cture. Many new and splendid extende<l indeHnitely hy a numher of domes, just
edifices were reijuired, and every encouraj^ement ' '

-t .< • i
.•

.. -i.
.

was fjiven to those familiar with the constructive
and decorative arts to come to Hyzantium, and
lend thi'ir aid in makin;: the new city more
splendid e\en than the ol<l capital.

At this time lioman art was in its deca<lence.

The cliLssic forms and ornaments were deba.se«l and
decrepit, and new features derived from the con-

structional elements of Koman huildin;.' were l>e-

jfinnin;^ to supei-sede -them. Thus, in the palace
of DiiK'letian at Spaiato,

forms examples exist (although rebuilt) at Jeru-
salem and Bethlehem, and in both the ancient
cla.-<sic entablature and details are retained, while
the arches spring from the capitals. l?y the time
of Justinian, in the (ith century, the new .style

hatl l)een formed and fully developed in its main
features. As alH)ve mentioned, the dome consti-

tuted the ruling element in the construction. The
dithculty with this form was so to enlarge it as to

give sunicient space for a great church. At lirst

an aisle wjls jdaced round the central part (im-
mediately under the dome), the latter being sup-
ported on eight pillaix or piers. ]5ut these en-
cumlK.'reil the fh>or and impeded the view, and
aft^r a time this incimvenience Wius oliviated by
the discovery that the dome might be supixuted
on four I'illars l)y corbelling out the angles
between tlie circle an<l the sijuare. This im-
{M)rtant invention enabled the design to be

as IS the case with the groined arches of the West.
The grantlest example of this design is the church
of St Sophia at Constantinople, built under .lus-

tinian, in the Hrst half of the Gth century. There
the interior is composed of a great central dome,
107 feet in diameter and 1S*2 feet in height, carrie«l

on four piers, and length is given to the church
bv tlie addition of a semidome at either end.
The.se also serve to sustaiji the j>ressure of the
upjier dome. The lower part of the building is

the horizontal cla.s>ic en
tablature Itegan t4i lie

carrie<I nmnd the arches,

and the latter to spring
directly from thecai>itals

of the columns. In it.»

transference to Constan
tinople this decaying
Roman art came int^i

contact with new ele-

ments, whicii inspiretl it

with fresh life. The
Romans were distin-

jfuished .as con.-tru<tors,

an<l had elal>orate<l the
scientific u.se of the ari'h

and vault on a great scale

in their large e<lifices.

These vaults were of

several diH'erent kinds,

comprising l»oth the
dome and the interdict-

ing barrel vault. It is

remarkable how the a^loption of these forms of <livided up with small pillai-s and arches, which
vaulting, the lirst by the Kasteni and the last by the have the effect of enhancing the si/e ami grandeur
Western i>eoi»les, letl to the develojiment of the two i

of the simjde dome. The latter is pierced witl

Section of St Sophia, Constantinople.

great styles of the miildle ages—the Hy/Jintine and
the (Jotliic. It seems certain that the Sa.'^sanians

in Persia had |iractised the use of the «lome for a
con.siderable time, and it is probable that their

vicinity to the meeting-|K)int of East and West at

Constantinople may have IukI an im|>ortaiit in-

fluence in determining the final adoption and
development of the domical form sis the leading
feature of Hvzantine architecture. The same in-

tluenee no <i<mbt ten<led greatly to miMlify the
classic details into those characteristic of the
Byzantine style. The former being deba.se<l and
worn out, the new ideas derive<l from the East
were ghully seized ui>on, and in their turn inspired

the artists with fresh vigour. The Creek element
in the population also no doubt contributed to

jmKluce a strong influence on the taste and refine-

ment displayed in thw style.

The churches built by Constantine seem to have
been on the same plans as those of Italy—viz.

either round or basilican in form. Uf these two

row of windows round its base. This feature
l>ecame afterwards a constant one in llyzantine
churches. Externally the sloping ajiertures looked
awkward, and a series of upright arches wjvs sub-
stituted, with a dome nesting above them. This
being a weak form of construction, it tended to

limit the size of the domes used in later examples.
( )ne striking characteristic of tlie Byzantine style is

the extensive use of coloured decoration. This is

a notable feature in St Soiiliia, where the pillars

are formed of an<l the walls are lined

he pillar

with th
richest marbles, while the domes are adorned with
sj)lendid mosaics.

Byzjintine ornament differs considerably froni

the classic as well as the (Jothic of the West,
being always flat and inciseil, while the latter is

bold, and apparently applied to or projected from
the structural form, as, for instance, in the cups.

A curious reminiscence of the cla.ssic entablature
is nreserve<l in the block which usually intervenes
in Byzantine architecture between the capital of the
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Byzantine Capital from the nave
of St Demetrius, Thessalonica.

columns and the arch. The Byzantines were dis-

tiaguished during the middle ages for all kinds

of carving and metal-work, and there can be

no doubt that these works of art had a great

influence in the

I'Jth century on the

nascent art of the

West, wlule their

illuminations led

the way to the re-

vival (If painting.

The celebrated
church of St Mark
at Venice is a well-

known example of

the Byzantinestyle.
It is, however, the
only one in the
West, and was
doubtless the result

of the commercial
relations of Venice
with the East.
This church was
copied soon after

its erection in the
1 1th century at
Perigueux, in Aqui-

tania, and this fact led to the extensive use of the

dome in that part of France.
Byzantine Art in general, developed at Con-

stantinople under the same influences as Byzantine
architecture, was mainly used for the decoration
of churches. From the 6th century onwards for

several centuries the most interesting remains of

pictorial art were mosaics in the churches and
miniature illustrations of Bibles and religious books.
The Byzantine school, both in mosaic and painting,
is characterised by a hierarchical stiffness in repre-

senting the human figure, by length and meagre-
ness of limbs, features almost blank in expression,
long, narrow eyes, and conventional attitudes.
The colours, bright but crude, were often laid on a
gold background. Yet even this type is superior
in dignity and strength to the earliest Christian
style of art, based on a degraded Roman pattern.
The Byzantine style changed or developed very
little for centuries, so that it is difficult to discover
the date of a picture by internal evidence. It pre-
vailed universally in Italy and other parts of
Europe till the 'end of the 13th century, when
(Jiotto (q.v.) broke from the Byzantine model which
Cimabue (q.v.) still followed, and thus began the
great renaissance of painting. The Byzantine
niethod is still largely jjractised for religious sub-
jects in Russia, Greece, and other countries Ijelong-
ing to the Greek Church. See Art, Mosaic,
Painting, Uknaissance.

Byzantine Empire, also styled the East
Roman, Eastern, Greek, or Lower Empire,
was founded in 395 A.D., when Theodosius the
Great, at his death, divided the Roman empire
between his two sons.
The empire had previously for a time been divided

two sons, Arcadius and Honorius.
I pr(

into East and West, but the division then made
by Theodosius was linal. Arcadius, a weak and
luxurious character, was made emperor of the
eastern division, formerly included under the
prefectures of the East and part of Illyricum—
namely, Syria, Asia Minor, ami i'ontus, stretching
along the shores of the Black Sea in Asia ; Egypt
in Africa; and Thrace, Mo'sia (now Bulgaria),
Macedonia, (Greece, and Crete in Europe. The
empire thus formed lasted more tlian a thousand
years, and underwent a great variety of fortune.
It took the name of Byzantine empire from Byzan-
tium, the ancient name of its capital, which after
330 was usually called Constantinople or New Rome.

( 1 ) rcriod of Greek licvival ( 395-716 ), marked by
the victories of Justinian and Heraclius.—Arcadius
left the government of the empire in the hands of

his minister Rufinus, from whom it passed to the

eunuch Eutroidus, and afterwards to Gainas, the

murderer of Ruliiuis. Gainas fell by his ambition
in 401, and the shameless and avaricious Empress
Eudoxia ruled until the time of her death in 404
(see Arcadius). Arcadius was succeeded by his

son, Theodosius II. (408-450), a feeble prince.

During his reign affairs were ably and successfully

conducted by his sister, Pulcheria. Yet Thrace and
Macedonia could only be secured from the destruc-

tive conquests of Attila by the payment of tribute.

After the death of Theodosius II., Pulcheria
married the senator Marcianus (450-457), whose
firmness repelled the invasions of Attila. Marcianus
was followed by Leo I., surnamed Macella (the
Butcher), a Thracian of low birth, but elevated to

the throne by the commander-in-chief, Aspar, who,
being himself an Arian, would not venture to
encounter the perils that sovereignty might have
entailed on one of his religious views. Leo II.,

grandson of the former, succeeded, Init died after a
few months, in consequence of which the crown
came into the possession of his father, Zeno ( 474-
491), who was banished by Basiliscus (475), but
who reascended the throne in 477. Though a
weak and unpopular ruler, he contrived to retain

his power in spite of several serious revolts. The
internal distraction of the empire, to which, as at
other times, religious strifes added considerably,
increased greatly during the reign of Zeno, and the
invasions of the Goths were prevented only by gifts

and stratagems. Ariadne, widow of Zeno, married
the courtier Silentiarius, and raised him to the
throne under the title of Anastasius I. (491-518).
By the help of the Goths, this monarch overthrew
the robber tribes of Mount Taurus. A new enemy,
however, now appeared on the Danube in the Bul-
garians, against whose desolating raids Anastasius
built the Long Wall, to protect the peninsula on
which Constantinople is situated. The war with
the Persians also broke out anew during his reign,

and religious tumults often purpled the streets of

Constantinople itself. After his death, the army
raised Justinus I. to the throne. He maintained
his position mainly through the favour of the clergy,

whom he had conciliated by his severe persecution
of heretics.

His nephew, Justinian (q.v.), succeeded (527-
565). He was celebrated for his code of laws,

and for the victories of his great generals, Belisarius
(q.v.) and Narses (q.v.), which re-established the
empire both in Africa and Italy. But the rapid
decline of the empire after his death showed that
he had not been able to give it any internal con-
solidation or vitality. It was during the reign of

Justinian that those pestilent contests of the Blues
and Whites against the Greens and Reds

(
political

factions so named from the colours respectively
worn) first attained any consequence; and though
the first disturbance was terribly chastised by
Belisarius in 532, they continued to distract the
capital periodically tlown to the 7th century.
Justin II. (565-578), a weak man, governed by his

wife, Sophia, yielded a part of Italj' to the Longo-
bards, was unsuccessful against the Persians,
allowed the Avars to plunder the Danubian
provinces, and ultimately became insane through
vexation and anxiety. Tiberius, the captain of the
guard, was then made regent, and after the death
of Justin II., received the imperial dignity. He
ruled with mildness and prudence (578-582), pur-
chased a peace with the Avars, concluded the war
with Persia, and left as his successor the com-
mander-in-chief, Maurice, who reigned from 582 to
602. Having replaced on the throne the Persian
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kin^, Chosroes II., who had l)een bani-slietl by his

subjects, he tlnis secured the peace of his ea.storn

frontiers ; but the war a<,'ainst the Avars did not
prosper. His iii;,'pirilly treatment of the army
caused a military insurrection, in which lie wius

slain alonjx with his son ; and I'hocas, one of his

generals, was elevate<l to the throne. Pliocas

proved a bad ruler. Throu^rh his monstrous vices,

tyranny, and incaiiacity for ;;overnmciit, the empire
lapsed into still Ocepcr anarchy. Suddenly, how-
ever, a deliverer a|)i>eared in the person of Herac-
Iiu8 (n.v. ), .son of the exarch or ;^overnor-;;eneral

of Africa, who overthrew the tyrant, and a>ccndetl

the throne in tilO. Hut ;,'reat jls w;us the ;,'enius of

Heraclius, he hail to submit to twelve years of

defeat Itefore lie could <ir;^aiiise and diseipline a
victorit>us army. In ()22 he opened those ma^^nili-

cent campai;riis in which the jiower of Persia
wius cruslit'd, and which, in the opinion of (iibbon,

were equal to those of Scipio or Hannibal. He
lived, however, to see mon- formidable foe.s in

the Saracens, who, durinj.; «)."V2 b41, overran the
countries on the Kuphrates, with Syria, .luda-a,

and K;npt. The powt-r of the (Jrceks, which wa.s

demantleil to resist the .Vrabian invasions, was
nii.serably divided and weakened by their unending
reli;^ious quarnds, esj)ecially the controversy of tlie

Orthodox a;,'aiiist the .Monotiielites (q.v. ). The
empire was breakiii;; a.sunder, and Heraclius, worn
out with the fati;,'ue< of w.ir, had abandoneil his

enfeebled senses to |)lcasure. and his enfeebled
!

intellect to tlieolo;,'ical discu.ssions. He <lied in
|

•641. Constantine III., who succeeded his father,

Heraclius, also died soon after, and was followed
for a short time by Heracleonas. The next ruler

wius Const.ans, son of ("onstantine III., who ruled

from ()4'2 to fids, made himself odious by cruelty,

and perisheil in an insurrection. His son, ('onstan-

tine IV., I'o;,'onatus ((Kis tW.3), repelled a seven
years' siej^e (G7'2 G7i>) of the Sariu-ens, chiellv by
means of the (Ireek fire. On the other han«f, he
w;is compelled to niiv tribute to the Hul^^ariaiis,

who had estalilished tliemselves in ancient .Mursia.

-lustinian II. (bH.")-?! 1 ), son jind successor of

l*<>;,'oiiatus, had a most troubled r«'i;,'n. At this

Jieriod the empire had sunk to a very low con-

lition, havin;: lost most of its i>ossessi<»ns Iwitli

in Asia and Europe, while anarcny and rebellion

prevailed at home. Six emperors were dethroned
in twenty-one years. It wius saved from ruin by
the talent and ener^'y of Leo III., the Isiiurian,

j,'eneral of the army of the Ka.st, who in 710 .seized

the throne.

( 2 ) I'rriixl nf ( 'nmpttrdtivr Prospcrifij (716-1 0.">7
),

marked by suc<'e>sful defence a;;ainst Saracens
and I5ul;,'arians. ^Leo reor;,'anised the army and
the linancial svstem, and in 7ls re|ielled a f<irmid-

able attack ot' the Saracens, but in 72t) unfortu-

nately bi';,'an the controversy about imnj^'e woi-sliiji,

which rent the em|)ire for more than a century.

In 728 the exarchate of I'lavenna wa.s lost, and the

<ia.stern provinces became the prey of the Saracens,
over whom, however, he won a <;reat vict<iry in

Piiryjna. He died in 741. Constantine V. (741-
77')), son of Leo III., was on account of his zeal ius

an iconochust hated by the inonks, who ;rave him
the surname ' ("opronymos,' because, as they said,

he had ]>olluted the font at his baptism. He was
a brave ruler, recovered from the Saracens jiarts of

Syria and .\rmenia, and ultimately tlefeated the
nul;,'arians, a^rainst wlnmi he had Ion;; been un-

successful. His son, Leo IV. (77") 7S0), w;us a mild
ruler; but by the ability of b.is ^'enerals, he made
the boundaries of the empire secure a;,'ainst the

Saracen.s. After him, Constantine VI. a.scended the

throne under the ^'uardianship of his ambitious
mother, Irene (q.v. ), who raised a powerful party

in favour of inia;,'e-worship. Constantine bavin;;

made an attempt to liberate himself from the in-

fluence of his mother and her paramour, Stauratius,
Irene barbarously caused her t>wn son to be blinded

(797). He died soon after this .itrocity ; and Irene,

who had boldly conceived the desi;;n of marryin;;
the Kmperor Charlema;;nc, and thus unitiii;; the
eiust and west of Kurope in one vast realm, excited
the opposition which in S02 placed her treasurer,

Nice|)honis, on the throne. Tlie restoration of the
western empire by Charlemagne in S(R» completed
the division of the old Homaii empire into Kiust

and West. Nicephorus, who fell in battle a;;ainst

the lJul;,'arians (Sll), was succeeded by his son,

Stauratius, who soon yielded the throne to his

brother-in-law, Michael I., from whom it was
taken by the Armenian ;;eneral, Leo \'., a powerful
ruler, who compiered the Ibil^^arians, but fell (820)
in a conspiracy excited by his zeal a;;ainst ima;;e-

worship. .Midiael II., the Stammerer, was rai.sed

from a 4lun;,'eon to the tlinuie, and ruled until 829.

In his rei;;ii, Crete ami Sicily passed into the hands
of the Saracens. I iider the rule of his son, Theo-
nhilus, who is praised by the IJvzantine historians

lor his love of justice (S29 842), tlie;;eneral, Manuel,
gained some indecisive victories over the Saracens.
Theodora, widow of Theophilus, and ;;uardian of

.Mi<hael III. (H42 S(i7 ), brou;,'ht the controversy
alxtiit inia;,'e-woi-shi|i to a chise at the council of

Nica-a, or Nice, in 842, when it was fully sanc-

tioned and restored. I>urin;,' this rei;;n the ;rovern-

ment busied it.xelf in the persecution of the I'auli-

cians (q.v.), while the Saracens devastated the
.\siatic provinces.

Theoilora bavin;; been banished to a convent by
her son, the ;;overnmeiit was for some time held
by Hardius, uncle of Michael III., and after his

a-s.sju^si fiat ion, by IJasilius I., the .M.icedonian, who
caused .Michael to be jiut to death, and afterwards
ruleil ably from H(j7 to 88(i. Hut thou;,'h on the
whole he wius succes,sful a;;ainst the Saracens,

the latter contrived to make themscdves miusters

of Syracuse. His dviuLsty (the Macedonian)
maintained itself o\\ tlie Hy/Jintine throne, with
some few interruptions, until l(».")(i. The rci;;n

of his son, Leo \ I., the riiilosophr-r (ssti <I12),

was not prosperous. The inroads of the Ibil-

;;arians and of the Saracens, who in 904 j>lun-

dere<l Thes.salonica, continued to incre!u<e during
the ;;overiiiiient of his son, Constantine \'ll.,

l*oriiliyro;;enitus, who ruled miMlv but feebly

(912 9.")!(). liider his son, the dissolute Komanus
II. (9.V.( 9().'?), Crete Wius retakeJi from the Saracens
by the vi;;our of his ;,'eneral, Nicephorus I'liocius,

who, on the death of the emperor, married his

widow, Tlieophania. She, however, caused him to

be murdered in 9«i9, as she wished to marry John
Zimi.sces, who ruleil till 970, and, like his prede-

cessor, was victorious a;rainst the Saracens and
Ibil;;arians, ;us also the Russians, who for a consider-

able period annoyed the empire with their attacks.

His succes.sor, Hjusilius II. (970 102")), the son of

Komanus, conquered the l{ui;;arian kin;,'dom, and
attached it iUs .a province to the emjiire, which
it remained till llSti, when it apiin became inde-

jiendent. His brother, Constantine VIII. ( 102."i 28),

did not resemble him. Komanus 111. next a.scended

the throne, but was assa.ssinatetl by his wife, Zcje,

a profligate but crafty iirineess, who raised suc-

cessively to the imi>enal dignity Michael IV.

(10;M), 'Michael V. ( K)41 ), and Constantine IX.

(1042). After Constantine s death in 10.")4, Tiieo-

dora, sister of Zoe, wa.s elected empress ; and on
her death in 1056, Michael VI., who w;is deposed
by Isaac I., Comnenus. At the beginning of the

lith century the Saracen jtower, which had so long

been a dangerous rival of the liyzantine emjjire,

broke down, but the Seljuk Turks, a yet more
formidable enemy, api)eareil on the eastern frontier.



In Lower Italy, the Noiiuans narrowed tlie Byzan-

tine power to'tlie possession of Otranto.

(3) Period of Ikcliiu- ( 1057- 1204). niurkeil hy

the C'rusailes aiid the advance of the Tnrkisli power

in Asia.—Witli Isaac I., Coninenns, who eanie to

the throne in lOoT, the dynasty of the Coninenian

emperoi-s he-^an. He retired to a monastery ( lO.')!) ),

anil was snoceeded l)y C'onstantine X., wliose

widow. Endocia, married Romanus IV.. and raised

Idin to the tlirone. Komanns was deposed in 1071

1)V Midiael VII. (son of Constantine X.), who, in

his tnrn, wius dethroned by Nicepliorns III. (1078),

wlio reijrned until 1081, when he was deposed by

Ale.xins I. (q.v.), Comnenus (1081-1118). This

last reijj^n wiis marked by tlie commencement of the

Crusades, during which the Byzantine emperors

iiad a most ditiicult part to play. The Crusades,

liowever, helped j:reatly to cneck the advance of

tiie Seljuk Turks, wliose dominion had already

extended itself to the Hellespont. The succe.ssors

of Alexius—his son, Kalo-Joannes (1118-43), and
Mamiel I. (1143-80)—were able rulers, and vic-

torious in their engagements with tiie Turks.

Manuel's son, Alexius II., was murdered by his

guardian, Andronicus (grandson of Alexius I.),

who raised himself to the throne. He was the last

prince of the Conmenian dynasty, and fell in an
insurrection excited by his own cruelty (1185). A
period of confusion ensued, during which an Isaac

II., and three emperors of the name of Alexius,

followed each other in quick succession till 1204.

(4) Latin Occupation ( 1204-61 ).—In 1204 the

French and the Venetians (collectively nanied
Latins) advanced on Constantinople, and captured
the city. The European portion of the empire
was divided into four parts, of which the first,

including the metropolis, fell to the lot of

BaUhvin, Count of Flanders, who was made
emperor, and to whom the other participants
in the expedition did fealty for their respective
shares. In the west of Asia Minor, Theodorus
Lascaris, who had been elected emperor at
Constantinople, formally transferred the seat of

government to Nica'a ; in the north-east of Asia
Minor, the governor of the province of Colchis,
Alexius Comnenus, ultimately ruled at Trebizond
with absolute authority ; while one of his successors,
John Comnenus, even assumed the title of emperor.
The Latin occupation was an event alike disgraceful
to the leaders who eftected it and permanently
hurtful to the Byzantine empire, which never re-

covered its lost cohesion. At Constantinople neither
Baldwin nor his successors could strengthen tlie

sinking empire. Baldwin himself died a prisoner
in the hands of the Bulgarians. After him came
his brother Henry, who ruled bravelv and wisely till

1216. For the next four years tlie empire was
actually witliout a ruler, and a prey to utter
anarchy. In 1221 Robert, son of Peter, Count of
Auxerre and Courtenay, came to the throne ; he
was succeeded by John of Brienne, titular king of
Jerusalem (1228-37), and the latter by Baldwin
II. ( 1237-61 ). Dui-ing these reigns a great part of
tlie^ empire was seized by John Vatazes, successor
of Theodorus Lascaris of Nic;ea (1222-55). This
ruler was followed in Nicsea by Theodimis II.

(12.55-59), whose son, Johannes, during his
minority, was superseded by Michael VIII., Paheo-
logus, who, by the help of the Genoese, captured
("onstiintinople in 1261, and thus put an end to the
Latin dynasty.

(5) PeriudufFall (1261-1453), marked from 1354
by the rapid advance of the Turks in Euro))e.
Michael, tlie first of the Paheologi, a i)owerful
])rince, really endeavoured to strengthen the
realm ; but by his unhappy attempt to unite the
(ireek Church with the Latin, from which it had
decisively separated (1054), he gave great oHence

to the clergy and the people. His son, Andronicus
II., who came to the throne in 1282, re-established

the Greek ritual. After the death of his son and
co-regent, Michael IX. (1320), Andronicus II. was
compelled to divide the throne with his grandson,
AndnmicJis III., who became sole emneror in 1328.

This monarch unsuccessfully opposeu the Turks,
who took Nic.-ca and Nicomedia in 1339, and
wasted the Eurojiean coasts. He died in 1341.

Lhider his .son, Johannes V., the Turks first made
a permanent settlement in Europe by the taking
of Gallipoli in 1354. In 1361 the sultan Amurath
took Adrianojile, and made it the seat of govern-
ment. In 1381 all that remained of the Byzantine
empire became tributary to the Turks. Manuel
II., son and successor of Johannes, was besieged
in Constantinople by Bajazet, who defeated an
army under Sigismund of Hungary at Nicopolis
in 1396, and compelled the Byzantine monarch to

cede to the Turks one of the main streets of the
city. The fall of the city seemed inevitable, when
it was saved by the advance into Asia Minor of
the great Tartar conqueror, Timur, who defeated
Bajazet at Angora in 1402. By this diversion
Manuel recovered some portion of the Byzantine
provinces ; but made so little use of the occasion,
that in 1422 the metropolis was again besieged
by Amurath II., who, after he had overthrown the
force sent to aid the emperor by Ladislaus, king
of Hungary, at the battle of Varna, made Con-
stantinople in 1444 the limit of the domains of

Johannes VII., son of Manuel. Constantine XL,
brother of Johannes, bravely but fruitlessly con-
tended against the overwhelming Turkish forces,

and fell heroically in the defence of Constanti-
nople, which was captured by Mohammed II.,

May 29, 1453, when the Byzantine empire was
brought to a close. The petty Latin princes who
existed here and there in Greece, and the despots,

Demetrius and Thomas, who ruled in the Morea,
Avere subdued by Mohammed in 1460 ; while David,
a member of the Coninenian dynasty, the last

emperor of Trebizond, submitted in 1461.

It has hitherto been usual for authors dealing
with the bloody record of dynastic crimes in the
Byzantine empire to affirm that the history of the
world never witnessed so degraded a caricature of

imperial government. Against all such summary
statements Mr Freeman and others energetically

protest ; declaring that careful study brings the
fairer side into relief, and that, on the whole, the
history of the fall of the Byzantine empire is the
record of a noble struggle in the face of overwhelm-
ing odds. For many centuries the empire was a
bulwark of Christian culture against Persians,

Saracens, and Turks ; and it transmitted Chris-

tianity to Russian and other Slavonic tribes after

long protecting it from them.
The constitution of the Byzantine empire was

founded on the institutions of Diocletian and Con-
stantine the Great, and was purely despotic. The
emi)erors, who were consecrated by the Patriarchs
of Constantinople, claimed, as the true descendants
of the Ca'sars, a sovereignty over the West as well
as the East, and styled themselves ' rulers of the
Romans,' even after Charlemagne had founded a
new dynasty. Though great influence was at

various times exercised by the clergy as well as
by women, courtiers, and ministers, the emperors
were pure autocrats, having supreme power in all

departments of government, and being themselves
superior to all law. By pomiious titles, by great
sidendour of costume, and by a strict observance
of an elaborately minute court ceremonial, as well
as by the cruel penalties inflicted for any insult
ottered to the imperial dignity, or to the dignity
of the emperor's relatives, they kept themselves
.sacredly ai)art from the people. tJradually every-
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thing disapi>eared that might have Iteen a check
upon thi" utter desnotisni of the supienie ]M)wer.

As eurlv as the 6tli century, tlie coiisuljite was
ahsorlietl into tlie mass of inij»erjjil honours, wliile

the traces of the senate winch t'onstantine liad

estahlislied at Byzantium, ami wliieh was com-
poseil of those on wliom tlie emperor had hestowed
tlie <li;,aiity of the patriciate, as well as the chartered
privileges of the towns, had entirely vanished in

the lOtli century. The privy-eouncil. to whom the
comluct of the state was intrusted, was arliitrarily

cliosen hy the emperor. The state otlicials were
very numerous, and their respective ranks care-

fully distinguished. They were raised far alnne
the neo]>le hy titles and privileges, Jmt were
utterly ilcpendent on tlu' throne. Among these

tlie Ho/ii'.sfiri (including many eumuhs) claimed
the highest rank as immediate atten<lants on
the cmjteror. The Domestici were ma<le com-
man<lers-in-cliief of the army. Among them the
1tomcaticiis of the East (styled, jxir ejnr/lencc,

Megadoincsfiriis) hehl the highest rank, and
linally, under the rala-ologi, was considere<l the
first civil and militarv oflicer of the realm. 'I'lie

provinces were ruled l)y governoix lM)und to con-

tribute certain sums t4) the royal revenue, which
gave ri.se to oppressive exactions. No distinction

was made hetween the state-revenue an<l the jirivy-

jmrse. For military service, tlie land was divided
into districts {Thfiniitn); an<l the army, down to

the later times, consisted almost entirely of foreign

mercenary trooj>s. The imperial hodyguard. or
Si>at/t(irii, were mainly soldiers of Teutonic nwe,
tlie most noted heing the N'arangians from Scan-
dinavia. The admiral of the Heet was styled

Meqas Dit.r. In the midst of constant internal

ami external <listiirhances, the administration of

justice was grossly neglected and ahiised, though
•lustinian and f)tlier enij>erors earnestly endeav-
oured to estahlish just hiws. See the articles on
the principal «'mperors ; the historical sections of

the articles KoMK ami TlRKKV ; (JililM>n's Ikrlhic
and Full iif f/ir Ji'oiiiini Knifiiir : Finlay's Histortf

of Greece, the main authority for the Byzantine

empire (7 vols. 1851-56; new etl. 1877); Gasquet,
L'Empire Bjfzautiu (1888); Krumliacher, deseh.
(Icrlijizdtitinisrlu'n I.ittrrotur( ISill ) ; Bury, llistary

(if the Later lioiiinn Empire (1S8U); Oman, The
Bi/zniitiiie Empire ( 1S!»'2).

Byzantino Historians are divided into

:

(1) Those whose works refer exclusively to
Byzantine history; (2) Those who itrofe.s.sedly

occupy themselves with universal l-.istory ; (3)
Those who write on ]5yzantine customs, anti-

quities, archilectrie. i\.c. The Byzantine his-

torians have all the i'lults of a periotl when freedom,

originality, and forco of intellect and character
were repressed hy a pedantic despotism. Vet. as

they are the only sources of information regarding
the vast empire of the I'a.st, they are invaluahle.

The most interesting ami instructive among them
are thi»se who coiiHne their attention to a limited
numher of years, and to the events which trans-

jtired under their own oliservation, or in which they
t«M)k jiart. The princii>al Byz.intine historians

were cidlected and puldished at Baris in 3li vols.,

with Latin translations, under the editoi-ship of
1'. I*hili|ipe Lalihe, a Jesuit, and his successors

( 1(>.V1 171 1 ). This magiiiliceiit collection was re-

printed, with additions, at N'enice (17'i7-.'W). In

1828 Niehuhr. assisted hy Bekker, the Dindorfs,

and others, Ix'gan a Curjtii.s Serijitonim Historice

J};/:niifinir, carried on till 18.V) in 48 vols., and
ciintinued hy the Berlin Academy of Sciences.

ByzaiitiiHvs. See Bez.vxt.s.

By /.an till 111. a city on the Thracian liosporus,

founded iiy emigrants fnuii Mcgara in GG7 B.C. It

rose ra|iidly to importance as a seat of ciunmerce,
was suhject to the I'ersians (515-478 it.c. ), wa*
freed hy Baiisaiiias. and was alternately Athenian
and Lacedanioniaii during the i'elononnesian war.

Thrasyhulus expelled the .Spartans in ."ilMt, and the
city long enjoyed a kind of independence. It was
talien hy Severus in 19(5 .\.I). , and in S.Stt. under
the name of New Koine or ('on>tantinople, it was
lujule the metro|>(dis of the Roman empire. See
((iNST.VNTINiin.K.



c

equivalent to s.

the third letter in our alpha-

bet, has, during the last three

tliousand years, undergone tri-

fling changes in its form, but
has varied considerably in

value. Originally this symbol
liad the sound of (j, it then
took that of k, and finally, in

some languages, has ])ecome

The table in Vol. I., page 187

(article Alphabet), shows that in the Egyptian
hieroglyphics the consonant g was represented by a
picture'which, though commonly designated as ' the

throne,' is believed to have represented an apron.

In the cursive hieratic this character bore some
resemblance to a kneeling camel, and hence, when
taken over by the Phomicians, it received the name
of gimcl, the camel, whence the CIreek name c/ainma

was derived. The form was simplified, the capital

Greek gamma, F, which is not very ditt'erent from
the Phcenician lapidary form, retaining only the two
strokes which represented the head and neck of the
camel. After the Greek alphabet had passed over
to Italy the form was rounded, and became C. In
the oldest inscriptions from Italy this letter still

retains its original value of g, but as the Etruscan
language had no soft mutes, it hardened into the
sound of the letter /.•, which, being superfluous, fell

into disuse. The Romans had both sounds, but had
lost the letter k, and hence in the earliest Roman
inscriptions C is used to denote the sound of g as
well as of k ; the words Icgioncs and Gains, for in-

stance, being written leciones and Cains. In the 3d
century B.C., the form G was evolved by differentia-

tion out of C to denote the soft sound, and the new
letter was placed seventh in the alphabet, taking
the vacant place of z, which had fallen into disuse.
After G was invented, C in classical Latin was
invariably used to denf)te the sound of our /.-, the
hard guttural unite. We learn this from the fact
that the name Cicero was written Kikero in Greek,
while the (iermans in the time of the empire bor-
rowed the words Kaiser and kcUer from the Latin
Ctesar and rcllarium. How the letter acquired the
sound of s has now to be explained ; and it is in-

structive to note the process by wliich the same
letter comes in English to have sounds so different
a.s thoi5e heard in call and civil. The beginning of
the transition may be traced to the effect produced
on certain consonants when they stand before
i, followed by another vowel. T^ius, there is a
tendency to .shorten the word nation by pronounc-
ing it as two syllables instead of three, and it is

ea.sy to see how the sound ti-on would slide into the
ea,sier .sound shon. The same is the case with the
^-sound. The change began in Gaul about the
7th century a.u., such names as Marcius being
pronounced as Martins and Marshins, instead of
Markins. In Italy the change did not go so far

;

Lucia, for instance, being pronounced as Lidshia,
instead of Lushia or Lusia. Condjinations like ceo
and cca differ so little from cio and cia that they
followed the same course, and ultimately the .v-

sound of c was extended to cases where ce or ci was
not followed by a vowel.

In Anglo-Saxon, as in Latin, the letter c was

originally sounded as /, a letter which we do not
find in Xnglo-Saxon, as it was not required. The
soft sound of c began to come into use about the
8th century in words borrowed from Gaul, and after-

wards the easier sound was extended to English
words, the letter retaining its old sound before the
vowels a, o, u, but passing through ch to s before c,

/, and y. When in Anglo-Saxon c followed s it

tended to become h, the common suffix isc having
changeil into ish. When the ^-sound was retained
before e, i, or y, the letter k was ultimately sub-

'

stituted for c to avoid confusion, and thus the Anglo-
Saxon cyning and cenc are now written king and
keen. The Anglo-Saxon alphabet was also without

q, for wliich cw was used, qnipk being spelt cu-ir.

Latin c has become ch in many English words owing
to their having passed through the French ; thus
the Latin caminns and carmen have become chimney
and charm in English. In German, the Latin c

is represented by k instead of by c, which only
appears in words which, like cardinal, have been
borrowed from the Romance languages. A primi-
tive Indo-European c sometimes becomes h, s, or g.

Thus, the Latin cnlmns is represented by the
English haulm and the Russian soloma, cornu by
horn, draco by dragon, and cithara by guitar.

Sometimes c disappears before I or r, which explains
how CIoris has become Louis.

C, in Music, is the name of one of the notes of

the gamut. C is also the sound on which the
system of music is founded, and from which the
mathematical proportions of intervals are taken.
The scale of C major has neither fiats nor sharps,
and therefore is called the natural scale. See
Music, Scale, Key.

Caaba. See Kaaba.
Caaiiig Whale (Globiccphalns melas), one of

the Cetacea, in the dolphin family, belonging to a
genus common in all seas, and oftener stranded
than any other 'whale.' The skull is broad and

Caaiiig Wliale.

depressed ; snout and brain-case are about equal in
length ; the front of the nose-like head is rounded
by a cushion of fat in front of the blow-hole ; there
are about a dozen small conical teeth above and
below; the fore-limbs are very long (5 feet) and
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narrow, and situated far below ; the dorsal fin is

low and trian;,'uliir ; the tail is deejdy forked. Tlie

sniootli skin of the ooniiiion sih'cr's is of u uni-

form black colour, except a white streak alon;;

the ventr.ll surface. The total leii','th varies from
16 to 24 feet, the maximum j^irth alxiut 10 feet.

The ciuiinj; whale is very ;;rej;arious, and viust

shoals of iJO to UK) sometimes impetuously follow

their leader a.shore. wlien alarmed and surrounded
in a bay or (lord. Kxtitiiij^ srenes of tiiis sort iiave

lieen freijuently witnessed on tlie Faroe Islands and
elsewhere. It is recorded tiiat 1110 were kilieil in

the winter of 1S09 lOat llvailiord in Iceland. In
temoer the animals are mild comjiared with some
of their allies. They feed chiefly on cuttle-lishe.'s.

Manv names are jriven to these common cetaceans

—

e.^. rilot-wliale, Hla.k hsii, S(Kial Whale. (;rin.l-

hval, \c. The common name is derived from the
Scotch word ract, nieanin;; 'to <lrive.' Several
species are distin;;uished in ilillercnt sea.", but the
enaracteristics are trivial, and somewhat vaj,nie.

fab. See C'.MW.

Cabal . a term now employed to denote a small,
intri;,'uiii;,', factious party, united for intlitical or

|>ersonal ends. It had l»een previou.sly used to

denote a secret committee or cabinet, when, durin;;

1W>7 73, it was specially applied to t'harles II. s

infamous ministry, cousistin;: of live memlwrs,
whose initials, l»y a stran;,'e coincidence, made up
the wonl C.VH.VL—viz. Clifford, Ashlev (Shaftes-
buiy ), Iiuckin;;hani, Arlington, and Luiderdale.
The word got^s back tlirou;;h French cahnlc to

the Hebrew kubbula/i, 'Munethinj; receivetl.' See
t'AllltAl,.\.

C'aballero. Fernan, the )>en-nanie of one of

the most popular of more recent Spanish writers.

She wji-s the dau;,'liter of Nikol,i> i><>hl \ on l'al»er

( 1770-1 S.Sti), a (ierman menlianl in Sjiaiii, wiio had
maiTied a Spanish wife, and himself maile .some

n-al contributions to the history of Sjianish litera-

ture. Horn at .Mor;,'es in Switzerland in 17!I7,

while her parents were travelling', she spent f,'reat

part of her childho<Ml in (M-rmany, but returned
to Spain in isl.S, and in her seventeenth year
married a merchant named I'ianell, whom she
accomi>anie<l to America. A few years later she
found iierself a widow, and s<K»n after marrie<l the
Maniutis de Arco Hermoso, twt> years after whose
death in 18'i~> she marrieil an adv<K-ate named
Arrom, to become a third time a widow in IHO.S.

Tin- sad circumstances of lier third husband's tleath

and her profound dissjiiisfa<tion wilii the lil»eral

jKilitical movements of the time clouiled her later

years with ;;liM)m. She <lied at Seville, April 7,

1877. Fernan Caballero was a prolilic writer, but
none of her lifty riinititji are Ion;;. The tii>t was
L(i (i(trii/t<i, which aitpeare<l in 1S40 in the pages
of the journal /,'/ Iimi/i/o. Others that may be
mentionetl are J:'/iii, Cl< imiirin, La J-'aini/id dc
Alcarcda. Her ('iinttos if I'oc.sms pupularcs Atuftt-

lucc.s (IS-^O) is important as an early collectiim

of Spanish folktales and songs. She hei"self

arranged a collei^tion of her works in \\i vols.

(Matlrid, 1800 til ), but to this must l)e added the
later Culcmon dr Artiiulas nliiiinsns if itinni/cs

(Cadiz, 18G'2); La Miioloijut coiitiufa a los A'ii'iua

(Hare. 1873); Cueutos, Adiviims, Oracionr.s y lie-

fntncs ]H)pHl(ircs i infantihs (^\M\r'u\, 1877); and
Cuadros dc Cuntumbrcs (Valencia, 1878). Fern.an
Caballero pos.se.s.scd the rare gift of story-telling,

an<l had l>esides a marvellously deep and sure
insight into the simple lieart of the jieasiint of

Andalusia. Her old-world and somewhat senti-

mental Catholicism .sounded strange to the young
Spain even of her own day, but mlded to the
charm her stories had for those who held it un-
wim; to dewtrov l>efore it could l^e .seen what the

world was to gain in exchange for the faith, hope,
and charity of the old religion.

C'abaiiis, Pikhhk .Te.\n Georges, a French
physician and philosopliical writer, Inirn at Cosnac,
Charente-Infcneure, in 17.")7. He commenced life

as secretary to a Polish nuignate at Warsaw, liut

soon returned to I'aris to stuily medicine. At the
outbreak of the Uevolutitm he attached himself to

the popular side; he furnished Mirabeau with
material for his speeches on public education ; and
Miral)eau died in his arms. During the Terror he
lived in retirement, and was afterwanls a teacher
in the medi<-al school at Paris, a member of the
Council oi Five Hundred, then of the senate. He
died near Meulan, May A, 18US. His chief work is

his once-famous Jia/ijnnts du rhifsiquc ct du Moral
dc rilununc (180*2). The lK)ok is clever, and its

aUsolute sen.sationalism was so far before its time
that its autlior might well have been suspected
to be but burles(|uing with grave irony the doc-
trines of his brother materialists. The soul is not
an entity, but merely a facility ; the brain a par-

ticular t>rgan specially fitted to produce thought,
as the stomach and the intestines perform the func-

tion of digestion. The cimcliision is that the
brain digests impressions ami organically secretes

thought.

Cabbage ( liramfica olcracea : see B^.\ssiCA ),

a plant in general cultivation for culinary ]turi)oses,

and for feeding cattle. The common caiibage is

sjiid to have been introduced into Fngland by the
Konians, but to have been little known in Scotland
until brought by Cromwell's s<»ldiers. The princi-

pal varieties are known to have existe<l at lejLst as
lar l>ack as the Kith century, but minor varieties

are l»eing constantly produced by selection and
intercrossing. The varieties (see Hhassica ) ililler

i^reatly from each other, ami the ancestral v ihl cab-
iMiges yet admit of simple interpretation as terms
of a continuous series of simple variations. The
parent is of highly vegt'tative character, as its

tuibitat ami habit alike show ; and ]daced in more
favourable conditions its growth becomes luxuriant.
This vegetative exuberance may be expressed in

the simidest way by a growth <if tli<' |>arenchyiiui

t>f the leaf, which is thus thrown into wavy folds,

which are specially ileveloped in tlii' comnuui kale;
or the vegetative suri>lus nuiy in- reserved for

flowering in various ways. Manufactured in tiie

leaf, this surplus cannot pass away save in the first

place through the leiif stalk : and in one variety,

the Portugal or Tronclixmia Cabl)age, it remains in

the midribs, which conseijuently become jtarenchy-

matous and succulent. Nlore nornuilly, however,
it is carried back into the stem, and this may
accordingly become swollen and turnij) like, in which
ca.se we have the Kohl-lJabi, of which an extreme
subtt'rranean and almost turnip like variety has
also arisen, or mav be. as in the .lei scy Cabbage,
largely applied to tiie |>urpose of the growth of tlie

stem, which may reach a lieight of 8 to 10 feet, and
furnish not only walking-sticks but even sjtars for

small thatched roofs, \c. The vegetative overplus
mav however also be applied to the formation of

buds, which accordingly develo|i with jiecuiiar

exuln'rance, giving us Hrussels Sprouts, or may be
withheld from the lateral buds to be lavished upon
the apical one alone, which thus forms the enor-
mous 'head' of the cabbage. I-'rom excessive
nutriti<m the flowering of this terminal bu<l is

delayed until its own large and.-^olid non-vegetative
bulk, Jis well as tlie checking of tin- ve-'etation of

the external green leaves by the winter, have <aven
the rei)r«Mluctive functions an ojjportunity oi jire-

ponderance. The most evolved and tinal variety is

the Caulillower, in which the vegetativp surplus
becomes pouie<l into the Ihiwering head, of wliicb
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the flowering is more or less checked ; the inflores-

cence becoming a tlense corymb instefl.<l of an open

panicle, ami the majority of tlie tlowers aborting,

so as to become incai)ab]e of producing seed. Let

a sjieciallv vegetative cabbage repeat tlie excessive

development of its loaf parenchyma, and we have

the wrinkled and blistered Savoy, of whicli the

iiardy constitution, but comparative coarseness,

become also more intelligible ; again a specially

vegetative caulillower gives us an easily grown and

hardy winter variety, IJroccoli, from which, and not

from' the ordinary caulillower, a sprouting variety

arises in turn.

The whole series of variations from wild cabbage

to cauliflower, from leaf to buds in the sprout,

lateral to terminal bud in the cabbage, and tlo\yer

in the canliflower, are thus seen to be hypertrophied

arrestments of a single process, that subordination

of vegetative gains to reproductive life which is the

normal fact of individual history in the organic

world, as well as the essential factor of Horal evolu-

tion. See Botany.
Cultii-atiou.—The cabbage is biennial, conse-

quently the main crop nmst be .sown the autumn
previous to that in which it is to be reaped. Field

cabbages and the (/ninihead varieties that are used

in gardens, being late in character, may be sown in

July, or from the third week of that month to the

second week of August. But the smaller and early

sorts used in gardens should not be .sown before the

tirst week of August, nor later than the second
week of that month. If the plants are reared

earlier, they are apt to run to seed the following
spring : and if, on the other hand, they are reared
later, they will not acquire strength enough to

withstand the cold of winter before it comes upon
them. For successive crops to be used in the shajie

of young summer cabbages, one or two sowings
may be made from the beginning of March to the
beginning of April. Autumn-sown plants may
be planted out in rows i)ermaneutly as soon as they
are strong enough. Additional plantations from
the same sowing may be made in spring, to be fol-

lowed by others, made at intervals up till July,
from spring-sown plants. Thus a close succession
of usable cabbage may lie obtained the year round.
In the northern parts of the I'nited States, cab-
bages for the early summer market are sown about
September, kept under glass or frames during
winter, and planted out in spring. For later
markets, the seed is sown in beds as early as pos-
sible in. spring (about March), and transplanted
later. Cabbages are sometimes preserved for
winter by inverting them and liurying them in the
gnmnd.

Cabbage-coleworts may be obtained from any
good early variety of cabbage. They are simply
cabbages which are not permitted to form hearts,
but are used while the leaves are yet green and the
hearts mor(> or less open. Three sowings should be
made for the rearing of these, the fir.st about the
middle of June, the second about the same time in
July, and the third about the last week of the latter
month, or the first week of August. These sowings
will provide crops of green cabbages from October
till March or April, if the winter is not destructive,
after which they begin to run to seed.

Cabbage Bark. See Andir.v.

Cabbage Butterfly, a name common to
several species of ImtterHy, the larvae of which
(

' cabbage w(uins ') devour the leaves of cruciferous
plants, especially of the cabbage tribe. The
Large Cabljage Butterfly, or Large White {Picris
or Pontia brassirce), is one of the commonest IJritish
butterflies. It is white, with wings tipped and
spotted with Idack. The female is niore decora-
iive than the male. The wings, when e.\panded,

measure from 2^ to 3 inches across. The female
lays her conical," bright yellow eggs in clusters of

twenty or thirty, on the leaves of the plants which
are the destined food of the caterpillars. The
spring brood are found usually on wild crucifene ;

the summer set on garden vegetables. The cater-

pillars, when fully grown, are about 1 inch or H
inch long, and are exces.sively voracious, eating

twice their own weight of cabliage-leaf in twenty-
f(mr hours. When full grown, they suspend them-
selves by their tails, often under ledges of garden-
walls, or similar projections, and are metamorphosed
into shining pale-green chrysalids, spotted with
black, from which the perfect insect emerges, either

in the same season, or, in the autumn brood, after

the lapse of a winter—no longer to devour cabbage-
leaves, but to subsist delicately npon nectar.—The
Small Cabbage Butterfly, or Small AVhite, some-
times called the Turnip Butterfly (Pien's rupee),

very much resembles the former, but the expanse
of the wings is only about 2 inches. The eggs are

laid singly on the under side of the leaves of

cabbages, turnips, t^'c. , and the caterpillars, which
are of a velvety appearance, pale green, with a
yellow line along the back, and a yellow dotted
line on each side, sometimes appear in great
numliers, and prove very destructive. They bore
into the hearts of cabbages, instead of merely
stripping the leaves, like those of the last species,

and thus are a greater pest, even when compara-
tively few. The chrysalis is of a pale yellowish-

brown colour, freckled with black.—A third species,

also common in Britain, the Green-veined White
Butterfly {Pien's nctpi), very nearly resembles the

small cabbage Initterfly.—The exce.ssive multipli-

cation of these insects is generally prevented by
small birds, which devour them and their cater-

pillars, also by wasps, and by insects of the

Ichneumon (q.v*;) tribe, which lay their eggs in the

caterpillars, that their own larva?, may feed on
them. As regards artificial prevention and
remedies, the eggs of the large white being laid

in clusters can be removed from the cabbage-leaves;

the chrysalids should be sought and destroyed

;

various ' washings, dressings, and the like are

useful, .such as sprinklings of salt, watering with
lime-water or soap-suds, and dre.ssing the sur-

rounding soil with soot or gas-lime ; a good drenching
of any kind is often advantageous. The cabbage
butterfly has become naturalised in the United
States, where it is very destructive. See Miss
Ormerod's Injurious Insects.

Cabbage-fly (Anthouu/ia brassiere), a dipter-

ous insect in the same family as the house-fly, fiesh-

fly, tJcc. , and belonging to a very large genus with
about 480 European species, many of which are in

their larval state very injurious to vegetables.

The adult insect is about a quarter of an inch in

lengtii, and has a general ashy-gray colour, some-
what ditt'erent in the t^^'o sexes. The maggots are

found in summer on the roots and lower stems of

cabbages and similar plants. The pupa' are rusty

red in colour, and the last generation lie in the
ground throughout winter. The entire develop-

ment occupies about eight weeks, and there are

several successive generations between June and
October. The best jirevention is inobably rotation

of crops ; the earth roiind the roots of the cabbages
should be drawn away to destroy the pupiie

;

watering with lime-water will kill the maggots.

Cabbage-moth (3/rt»(f'sfm brassicce), a species

of moth, the caterpillar of which feeds on cabbage
and turnip leaves, and is sometimes very destruc-

tive. The cateri)illar is greenish-black, and changes
to a chestnut chrysalis in autumn. The perfect

insect is predominantly of a rich mottled-brown
colour, with beautiful markings. The winter
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chrysalids should be destroyeti when turned up in

dijifjin;; ; the voracious <rruV»s slioiiM l)e picke<l

away from tlie caMia^es, and tlie >tt'iiis may l>e

very profitably protected by making a rinj; in the

ground witli spirit of tar, quicklime, or be«t of all,

gas-lime.

4'abba;;«'*PclIlll. or ('ahha(;k-trkk, a name
given in ditlV-rfnt i-ountries to different species of

Palm, the great terminal bud of which is eaten
cooked like cablmge, or sometimes also raw in

salads. The Cabbage palm of Hr.i/il and the We^t
Indies is Armi { Kitt<rjir ) nfcnurn. In the .southern

states of America the Palmetto ((|. v.) is al.so use<l

in the .sjime way. The coco-nut palm (Cocoa
nuci/cra) and others are also sometimes similarly

employed, of tH>urse in all <;tses at the total

sacrifice of the tree.

4'abbala. The word (which is also written
Ciilxilii. ( 'i/xi/ln, (Jahhilnh ) means ' that which is

receivetl,' i.e. ' tradition," and is from tiie Hebrew
Icabbdid/i, which again is from the verb kn/m/,

'to receive." In it>elf, the word might l>e used
for any .b'wi>h lioetrine wliirli is not exjdieitly

contained in the Hebrew I'.iMe since the present

fonn of the Hiblical text; the moral and ritual i>re-

cepts of the Talmud are all a.-<cril>ed to a tra<lition

which can Ik' traced back step by stejt. Hut in its

technical sen-^e, the rabluua signilies a secret

sy.stem of theolog'\-, nietanhysic. and magic pre-

valent among the Jews. 'ITie Cabbalists taught a
pantheistic d<K'trine, which came to them from the
later and degenenite ]diilosophies of (Jreece—viz.

those of the Neoplatoni>ts ami Neopythagoreans.
But, iM'ing dews, they shared the common .lewish

Ijelief that their Scriptures are the foiintaiidiead of

all knowledge, :ind aecordingly they read their

doctrines into the Hible in all kinds of artHicial

ways, especially by the mystic signilirance wliieh

thev atta«died to numliers, and the advantage they
took of the fart that each Hebrew letter also .stands

for a numeral. They held that their s<i-called

science was Inith speculative ami practical, iK-c-aus*-

the knowledge of metaphysical laws was su|)posed

to clothe the adeiit with su|K'niatural power. Thus
like the sclunil of the Ks.senes, like the .Mexandrian
philosopiiy, like ( "hristianity itself, the Cabbala
sprang from wejiriness of the dead letter, from a
reaction again>t the petrified Judaism of the

Kabbi.s. It sultstituted an immanent (i<Ml, a (mm!

who is in nature and nne with it, for the strict

monothei>m of the orthodox .lews.

In the Talmudic treatise • Cjiagiga " tiiere is fre-

quent mention of secret knowledge, and in |iarticular

of ac«»smogony called the ' Work of (Jeiiesi.s," and a
theo.sophy called, in allusion to the opening chapter
of Kzekiel, the 'Work of the Chariot." We are
tohl that this knowledge is at once very sacreil and
very perilous, but no details are given. Tiie

authoritative diM-umeiits of cabbalistic doctrine
are the ' Sepher Yetsirah," or ' Ifook of Creation."

)uscril)ed to Kabbi .Vkiba, who <iied 1'2() .\.I)., and
the 'Sepher Hazzohar," the 'Hook of brightness'
(see Dan. xii. ',i). ascribeil to Simeon-ben-.lochai, a
contem]Ktrarv of Akibas. The real dates are very
iliflicult to fix. A book witli tlie title Yetsirah is

mentioned by the (Jemara in the .">th orOth century,
an<l by Sajidia in the H»th. Possibly the l>ook

intende<l may l>e substantially identical with that
which now lM>ars the name. Zohar, which refers

to the Talmud, the Ar.ib empire, »Jv:c. , cannot Ijc

older than the Hth centuiy, an<l is ascribed liy.some

••minent critics to the l.Stli. ' \'etsirah " is wiitten
in the Neoheliraic of the Mishna, Zoliar in the
Neo-aranuiic of the (iemara.
The kernel of the cabltalistic teaching is that all

••m.inates from <lod. and at ever>' turn we are

reminded of tiie fanciful ]iantheism of the (inosiics.

There is no creation in the common acceptation of

the tenn, and on the other liaml no eternal matter.

All that we see is due to the self-devehqiment of

the l)eity. In himself he is the absolute without
any attribute, since all attributes limit the Iteing

of whom they are predicated. (JikI as the absolute
being is also called Ailam Kadmon, ' the first or

ideal man" (.see Ezek. i. '2i\; Dan. vii. l.S). Ne.xt he
liecomes determine*! by ten attributes, 'wisdom and
untlei-stamling," ' mercy and judgment," i^c. These
are coiicei\ed ius male and female, and they are

formetl into three triplets or Trinities. They ciui-

stitute 'the world of emanation," and they are the

'channels' through which the world of pure spirits,

the ^^orld of angels and hea\eidy bodies, and the

lowest world, that in w liich we li\t', have come into

being. Man's body represents in its different parts

the realities of the ujipi-r worlds : his soul has pre-

existed, realises its <i\mi nature on its descent to this

earth, an«l after transmigration from lM)dy to ImkIv,

returns to (Jod. The sacred character of certain

numlK'rs— e.g. of three, of seven, of ten— regulates

the nuwle in which these ideas, half mythological,
half piiiloso|>hicaI, wholly jiantiieislic, are arranged ;

and an interpretation of the IJiide b,i.sed likewi.se

(m the significance of nundters, ami entirely removed
from all rational exegesis, ailjustctl the Cabbala to

the letter of the writtt-n wonl.
The chief cabbalistic writers flourished between

the l.'Uh and Kith <enturies. Of these K. Moses
ben N'acliman ( 1 111.") I'JTO), better known as Kam-
ban, is the most eminent. More and more, the
]diilosophic were (d»scure<l by the magical elements,

ami ortlnMlox Habbls justly object«'d that the
worship of ten ili\ ine attribute's as real beings was
an aliandoiunent of .lewish monotheism. Further,
cabbalistic sects attached themselves to jireten<le<l

Messiahs, such as S.ibbatai Ze\i. born at .Smyrna
in l()4(t. The followers of .lakob I'r.ink in (iennany
( l~\.i 1>S), anil the sect of Chasidim i.e. ' Pious"—
in Poland, were also connectetl with the Zoharites
or Cabbalists. On the other hand, the n'semblance
iM'tween certain features in the eman:itioi< dmtrine
and the Christian Trinity imbued some .lews to

turn Ciiristian, .and made Christians favourable to

the Cabbala. I'ico ilella .Mir.indola {('niirfiisiotics

Ciihlmli.stirir, 148<i) and the truly great Heuchlin
(Dr arte f'dhlMili.stiai, 1517) were both eager < "ab-

balists. The <'hief cabbalistic writings have been
done into Latin and expounded by Knorr (',\ vols.

Salzburg, ItiTT). The chief monographs on the
subject are bv FreVsladt, I'lnlDSniihnt ('iililiiilistira

(!«;«); Frai'ik, I'.a Kubhul,- ( 1S4:{) ; (Hiisbiirg,

TIk- Ktih/Mi/ii ( IHti.-)). See T.AI..MID.

€'abeiri« mystic divinities chiefly worshipped at
Samothrace, Lemnos, and Imbros, but also at
Thebes. Pergaiuos, and elsewhere. Thev were
regarded by most early writers jus children of

Hepha-.stus, but little is known of their character
or the nature of their worship. They are identified

by .some with Demeter, Persephone, and Kliea ; by
others with the Dioscuri (C.-istor and Pollu.x); by
others again with the Roman Penates.

C'aber, Tossinc THK, a Scottish athletic

exercise or feat, in which a large beam or young
tree, hea\ ier at one end than the other, is helu
perpendicularly balanced against the chest, small
end downward, and tossed so as to fall on the
heavy end and turn over, the farthest to.ss and
straightest fall wiiming. Competitions where the
jiowers of the opponents are unknown are gener-

ally starte<l with a c.iber of '24 or '2.") feet, from
which the thick end is sawn off by degrees, until

the proper length is got at. The thin end, held in

the hand, should lie not more than .'{ inches in

diameter ; the average length of a good larch cal»er

Ls alxiut '21 feet.
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Cab^S, or Gabcs, a port of Tunis, in a fertile

(ILstrict at the head of the gulf of the same name

(ancient S>/rtis Minor). It wa.s in tlie atli renturv

a hi-^lion's Wat, and in the lOtli a rich and .strongly

fortiiio.l town. 'I'll." hailiour admits small vessels

only aii.l tlie annual imports and e.xports now

average hut f'iO.OOO and £11,500 respectively.

Pop. ahout 10,000.

<'abet. Etikxnk. a notahle French communist,

wa.s l)orn at Dijon in 1788, and educated for the

bar, hut turned liis attention to literature and

politics. I'nder tiie Restoration, he was one of

tlie leaders of the Carbonari (q.v.), and in 1831 was

elected deputv for the department of Cote d'Or.

Soon afterwards, he published a Histonj of the

July Revolution (1832), started a Radical Sunday

paper, Le Fopulairc (1833), and on account of an

article in this paper, was sentenced to two years'

imprisonment, Imt escaped to London. After the

amnesty, 1839, he returned to Paris, and published

a Histonj of the French Revolution (4 vols. 1840),

bestowing great praise on the old Jacobins. He
attracted far more notice by his Voijatje en Jcarie

(1840), a 'philosophical and social romance,'

describing a communistic Utopia. The work
obtained great popularity among the working-

classes of Paris. Cabet next proceeded to send an
' Icarian colony ' to the Red River in Texas, but

the colonists who went out in 1848 found Texas
anything but a Utopia. Their ill fortune did not

deter Cabet from embarking at the head of a second

band of colonists. On his arrival he learned that

the Mormons had just been expelled from Nauvoo
in Illinois, and that their city was left deserted.

The Icarians established themselves there in 1850.

Cabet's efforts, however, were not successful. He
was finally obliged to leave Nauvoo and retire to

St Louis, where he died in 1856. See Nordhoff,

Communutic Societies of the United States (1875).

Cabillda^ a small Portuguese territory on the
west coast of Africa, delimited in 188(5, bounded on
the E. by the Congo State, which on the S.

separates it from the mouth of the Congo. The
capital, Cabinda, was formerly a noted slave port

;

pop. SCKX), now chieHy engaged in boat-building
and coast trading.

Cabinet, in Great Britain, is the body of

ministers who carry on the government. It is an
institution which has gradually grown out of the
needs and exigencies of our political life, and is

now an essential i)art of our polity. 'Yet,' says
Macaulay, ' it still continues to be altogether
unknown to the law ; tiie names of the noblemen
and gentlemen who compose it are never officially

announced to the public ; no record is kept of its

meetings and resolutions, nor has its existence ever
been recognised by any Act of Parliament.' In
former times the Privy-council were the advisers
of the crown, but as the Privy-council was a large
body, a small informal council of royal advisers
grew up within it. This became marked under the
Stuarts, especially Charles II. Tlie rise of the
cabinet as we know it, however, really dates from
the revolution of 1688 and the eirectual establish-
ment of ])arliamentary government. The members
of caltinet are the leaders of the majority of the
House of Commons, and the position of the cabinet
as the executive government marks the supremacy
of the representatives of the people. It was a con-
siderable period after the revolution of 1688 before
this state of things received their full develo])ment.
As William III. was a foreigner raised to the
throne by a revolution and dependent on parlia-
ment, it was during his reign about 1693 that the
cabinet in its modern form originated. Rut for
some generations the cabinet was a loosely arranged
body of miuistei-s without a liilly acknowledged
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chief, without full powers, and without a fully de-

veloped collective policy. The aim and tendency of

the personal rule of George III. was to degrade the

caliinet into ministers dependent on himself. Even
so late as 1834, William iV. took it upon him to dis-

miss a cabinet which ^vas objectionable to himself

personally. At present, in the event of a change of

government, the royal initiative is confined to the

duty of ' sending for ' the leader of one of the great

parliamentary parties. The particular leader may
not always Jje definitely indicated, in which case

the sovereign exercises a certain discretion. With
regard to the cabinet generally, it may be said that

while composed of members of both Houses of Par-

liament, it must depend on the jnajority of the

House of C'Ommons ; it must be united on the lead-

ing questions of the day, and must follow a common
policy ; and it acknowledges a collective respon-

sibility to parliament for its principal acts. But as

we said at the outset, the cabinet has no formal

place in the constitution, and its functions are not

governed by written rules. As the executive organ

of parliament it is very elastic, and while subject

to considerations of use and wont its action can be

suited to tiie exigencies of time and circumstance.

The cabinet now always includes : The First Lord
of the Treasury, the Lord Chancellor, the Lord
President of the Council, the Lord Privy Seal, the

five secretaries of state, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and the First Lord of the Admiralty.
Thus the minimum number of members is eleven.

With the addition of other members it has some-

times numbered seventeen, but a large cabinet is

not an advantage.
In the United States the cabinet consists of the

Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury,

the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy,
the Secretary of the Interior, the Attorney-general,

and the Postmaster-general. These are the heads of

their i-espective departments, and in their collective

capacity act as Advisory Board to the president.

They are appointed to office by the president, but
their appointments must be confirmed by the

senate, and they generally hold office until their

successors are appointed and confirmed. Contrary

to the English system, the United States cabinet-

ministers must not have seats in congress ; there is

no premier, and the president, not the ministers,

is responsible for the acts of the government. The
salary of members of cabinet is f8000 a year.

The word cabinet, it may be added, is frequently

used for analogous institutions in otiier countries.

See W. M. Toriens, History of Cabinets ( 1894).

Cable, George Washington, a popular
American author, was born in New Orleans,

October 12, 1844. He had early to shift for him-
self, and at nineteen volunteered into the Con-
federate service. He saw some hard service, and
in one action was severely wounded. After the
war he earned for some time a precarious living,

and finally found himself laid up with malarial fever

caught at survey work on the Atchafalaya River.

During his two years' illness he began to write for

the New Orleans papers, and his success ere long

was such as to encourage him to devote himself to

the literary craft. His sketches of Creole life pub-

lished in Srribner's Monthli/ made his rejmtation,

revealing as they did to the world an interesting

phase of American social life hitherto unknown.
His keen observation and dexterous literary use of

the Creole dialect at once found him a public on
both sides of the Atlantic. Among his books are

Old Creole Days (\S79), The Grandissimes (1880),

Madame Delphine (1881), Creoles of Louisiana

( 1884), Tlte SUrnt South ( 1885), Bonaventurc ( 1888),

and John Marclc, Southerner (1895). Cable has

lectured with great success on his chosen subject,

and has iiad the haiipiness to see important reforms
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in contract convict lal)our in the southern states,

brouglit about mainly tlirou;;h liis own jien.

4'ablc is eitlier a hir^'e rope or a chain of iron

links, chietiy employed on sliiplK)aril to susneml
and retain the anchors. Kope caldes are maoe of

the best hemp or of wire, twisted into a mass df

•jreat compactness ami strengtii. Tlie circum-
ference of nemp-roj)e varies from alniut .S inches
to 26. A certain niimber of yams are laid up left-

handed to form a stniiid ; three strands laid up
ri«jht-hanile<l make a hawsir: and three hawsers
laid up leftiianded make a ralil,:. The streii^'th of

a heuip cable of IS inches circumference is alnjut

60 tons ; and for other dimensions, the stren>,'th is

taken to vary accordinj; to the cube of the dia-

meter. Wire-rope has within comparatively recent
times been to a certain extent takiii;; the place of

hemp for tow-line ami hawsers on lH)ard ship.

These usually consist of six strands, laiil or spun
around a hempen <'//>•, each strand consLstiny of

six wires laid the ctjutrary way around a snuiller

herauen core. The wires are ;;alvanised or zinc'd,

or el.se coateil with a preservative composition.
Wire-ropes are usually housed on lM>ard shii> liy

winding them round a special reel or drum. Hemp
cables, moreover, have tor lony been almost wholly
Bupersedetl by chain cables; the introdtn-tion of

steam on board ship liavin;^ bronj,'iil in its tniin the
powerful steam-wiiidla.ss when-witii to maniiiulate
the heaviest chains aiid'anchoix required. Hempen
anil wire ropes are of course invariably used as

tow-lines and for mooring; \e.ssels.

Chain caldes are made in links, the lenj,'th of

each beinj^, generally, al>out t» diameters of the
iron of which it is made, and tlie breadth alnnit

3i diameters. There are two distinct kimls of

chain caldes— tlie stud-link chain, which h;us ;i

tie or stud welded from side to siile, and the short-

link or unstudded chain. ( .\s to nutde of making;
chain cables, see under ('H.vixs. ) The cables
for u.se in the mercantile .service are made in

15 fathoiu lenj,'ths, but in ;,'overnment contracts
chain caldes are required to be made in 1'2.\ fathom
lengths, witli one swivel in the miildle of everv
alternate leiij,'tii, and one joiniM;,'shackle in eacli

length. Besides the ordinary links and joiniii;:-

shackles, there are end links, s|)licin;;-tails, moor
ing-8wivels, and l»endin;,'-swivels. The sizes of

chain cables are denoted by the tlii<'kness of the
roil-inm selected for the linkei. The fidlowing
table gives certain jiscertained quantities concern-
ing the cables in ordinary use :

Thickiina



Cabral, or Cabrera, Pedro Alvarez, the

discoverer—after Piiizon—of Brazil, was born about

1460 of a •,'00(1 old rortu^uese family. After \'asco

da (lama's lirst vova-re, tlie kin-,' aiipomted Cabral

to the command ()f a ileet of 18 vessels, carrying

l'2fK) men, and Ixmnd for the East Indies. On the

9tli Maroli l.')(K) he .sailed from Lisbon. To avoid

beealmin-r oil" tiie coast of Africa, he took a course

too far westerlv, fell into the South American

current of the "Atlantic, and was carried to the

unknown coa.st of Brazil, of which, on '2oth April,

he claimed jiossession for the king of Portugal,

naming the new country 'Terra da Santa Cruz.'

After sending home one vessel to bear news of his

accidental discovery, Cabral sailed for India ; but

on '29th May four of his vessels foundered, and

all on board' perished, including Diaz the great

navigator ; and soon afterwards three more vessels

were lost. Cabral therefore landed at Mozainliique,

on the east coast of Africa, of which he first gave

clear information, and sailed thence to Calicut,

where, having made the terror of his arms felt,

he was permitted to found a factory, entered into

successful negotiations with native rulers, and thus

established the first commercial treaty between
Portugal and India. He returned with a consider-

able booty, and dropped anchor at Lisbon, 31st

July 150r. Subsequently we find no mention of

Caljral.

Cabrera, one of the Balearic Isles (q. v.), un-

cultivated, l>ut producing wild olives. Area, 8 sq.

m. There is a good harbour, with a fort. The
island is used by the Spanish government as a
penal settlement, and was crowded with French
prisoners during the war in the Peninsula.

Cabrera^ Dox Ramon, Carlist leader, was
born at Tortosa, Catalonia, in 1810. Intended
for the church, he had already received the minor
orders, when the death of Ferdinand in 1833 gave
the signal for civil war. Cabrera at once joined
the abwlittists, or partisans of Don Carlos, and by
his energy, daring, and pitiless cruelty—at least

after the shooting of his aged mother by Mina
(1836) for treasonable correspondence—soon made
his name a household word throughout Aragon
and Valencia. Defeated and severely wounded
at Rancon, he escaped with difficulty into the
woods, but soon reappeared at the head of a
really formidable force, overthrew the royal army
at Bunol and at Burjasot, and though vanquished
at Torre-Blanca, he soon after reopened the war
with fieiy energy, and even for a time threatened
Madrid itself. In 1839 Don Carlos created him
Count of Morella and governor-general of Aragon,
Valencia, and Murcia ; but Mart)tto's treachery
obliged him to act solely on the defensive, and
in July 1840 he was driven across the French
frontier. In 184.") he strongly opposed Don Carlos's
abdication of his rights, and in 1848 renewed the
struggle for absolutism in Si)ain ; but the adven-
ture i)roved a miserable failure, and early in 1849
he had to recross the Pyrenees. He afterw^ards
marrieil a wealthy English lady. When Alfonso
was i>roclaimed king of Spain in 1875, Cabrera
published a manifesto advising the Carlists to
submit to him, as a good son of the church. He
died at Wentworth, near Staines, 24th May 1877.

€abs derive their name from the cabriolets de
!)lace introduced into England from Paris at the
jeginning of the present century. As early as
1672, we are informed, on the authority of Count
(iozzadini, that cabriolets, or gigs with hoods, 'an
affair with a curved seat fixed in two long bending
shafts, placed in front on the back of a horse, and
behind on two wheels,' were introduced from Paris
into Florence, where they so rai)iflly increased that
in a few years they numbered over one thousand.

These vehicles appear to be the original of the

carriole of Norway, the ralesso of Naples, and the

volantc, a hooded gig on two very high wheels,

of Cuba. In Paris the cabriolet de place was
introduced about tlie middle of the 17th century

by Nicholas Sauvage, whose residence in the Rue
St Martin at I'Hotel St Fiacre has given tlie

name of fiacres to the public carriages of that

city. In 1805 Messrs Bradshaw and Rotcli obtained

licenses for eight cabriolets which were started in

London ; and a newspaper of April 23. 1823, states

that ' cabriolets were in honour of his majesty's

birthday introduced to the public this morning.

They are built to hold two persons inside, besides

the driver (who is partitioned oft" from his com
pany), and are furnished with a book of fares

. .
". which are one-third less than the hackney

coaches.' These two-wheeled cabs, built by Mr
Davies, had a body somewhat similar to the

'hansom,' but smaller, the forepart of the head
being capable of being folded. Their number was,

o^ving to the opposition of vested interests, at fir.st

limited to twelve. They were painted a yellow
colour, and stood for hire in a yard in Portland
Street, Oxford Street. They speedily acquired

great popularity, and in 1832, when all restrictions

as to numbers were removed, had reached a total

of sixty-five. LHtimately they displaced the
hackney coaches (public vehicles are still otfici-

ally designated ' hackney carriages
'
). First used

in England about 1605, these were chiefly the

discarded carriages of the nobility utilised and
licensed for public use. In 1625 their number
was restricted to fifty, thirty-seven years later

they had increased to 400, when the government
began to impose a tax of £5 upon each vehicle,

and in 1715 their total reached 800. By reducing

their size, and building the under-carriage shorter

than those of the nobility, great improvement was
effected (1790). 'Hackney' (Chaucer, hakeney,

old Fr. hacquencc, ' His hakeney, that was a
pomely grice,' The Prvlogc of the Chanouncs Yeman,
line 6) is by Professor Skeat supposed to be ulti-

mately derived from two Dutch words signifying
' a jolting nag.' Pepys, in his Diary ( 1662), speaks

of riding his hacquenee to Woolwich. Some, how-
ever, state that the name originated from Hackney,
formerly a suburb of London, where the first hired

coaches were accustomed to start from. The cab-

riolet de place, which, as we have seen, gradually

displaced the hackney coach, was itself succeeded
by a cab patented l)y Mr Boulnois. It was drawn
by one horse, and carried two passengers facing

each other, the driver being seated on the top,

the vehicle having a door beliind like an omnibus.

This falling out of fashion, a larger cab, of the

brougham type, but smaller and plainer, for two
people, came into use in 1836. From this design

the present Clarence four-wheeler is constructed.

The introduction of the hansom patent safety

cab, named after the inventor, the architect of

Birmingham tf)wn-hall, marked a new era in

rapid street locomotion. The patent was taken
out in 1834, and originally consisted of a square

body, the two wheels, about 7^ feet in diameter,

being the same height as the vehicle. Numerous
improvements were made upon this, and in 1836,

a fresh patent being taken out liy Messrs Uillett

& Chapman, a company was formed for estal>lishing

hansom cabs. Since that time there has been a
steady advance made in the construction and
appointments of the 'hansom.' Those introduced
by Lord Shrewsbury claim special notice for their

convenience and smart a})])earance. The most
recent improvement consists of a folding framework
hood, which permits the vehicle to be used either

open or closed. An endeavour has also been made
to introduce cabs with india-rubber tires, and
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they are steadily increasing in numbers. A three-

wheeled cab, a new invention, was licensed in

1887.

The caKs of forei-in c<mntiies and the chief towns
of (Ireat Britain have tiifir own jieculiar features

and police or municipal rej;iilations, tlie latter under
the Town Police Clauses .\ct ( 10 and 11 Vict. chap.

89). The Metropolitan Streets .\ct, IStiTCWand 31

Vict. chap. ]'M), consolidated and amended previous

acts relating to cal» and vehicular trattio in London,
under the direction of the chief-commissioner
of the i>olice. Special regulations are in force

under the Metropolitan Public Carriages Act.
1869 (3-2 and 33 Vict. chap. 115), for granting
licenses, the inspection of cabs, ami the <]ualiti-

cation of the drivers, who must
(
prior to l>eing

licensed) .submit a certiticate of character, signed
by two ratep.iyers. testifying to |>ersonal know-
le<lge of the aiiplicant exifiiding over two years.
I»st property round in cabs must within twenty-
four hours ]>e taken by the tlriver to the nearest
police-station, the cabman receiving, if the pro-

perty be claimed, a pru rati'i recompense. By
returns made in 1S86, tliere were in I^)nd(m
3997 fotir-wheeled cabs and 70'20 hansoms, with
I4,8.V2 drivers. The ta.\ paid amounted to i;2<),(MC2.

The cost of a four-wheeletl cab ami horse is altout

£100. Cabmen's shelters (of which there are 40
in Lond(m alone), founded 1S7.">, to atlbrd drivers

accomm<Hlation and shelter when on the stanils,

have proved of great service to the men, and have

STeatly jiroinoted habits of sidtriety. Tiie Cab-
rivers' Benevolent Association (founded 1S70)

grants annuities, and gives legal and necuniary
assistance to cab-tlrivei-s and their widows. A
Home of Best for Horses ( foun<l<'d IS.S7) provides

rest for «)verworked cab horses. Tlie organ of the
cab interest is The Hackney Carnage Guardian
(weekly).

C'abul. See Kabul.
Caoao. See Coco.V.

4'ar<'aillo, a town in the province of Palermo,
Sicily, .") miles S\V. of Termini, with mines of
agate, ja-pfi , and bfryl. Pop. 7iM)4.

C*loer*'S, the second largest province of Spain,

in the north of K>tiemadura, owned chiefly by
large pnntrietors, and mostly devole<l to cattle-

raising ; tlie northern iialf is a gcuxl wine country-.

The area is over ,S<K»0 s<|. m., and the |>opulation

close on .3.50,0<K).—The capital, Ciiceres, 4.") miles N.
of Merida by rail, is famous for its bacon and saus-

age-i. and has a bull ring of granite, dye works,
and manufactures of woollens, crockery, an<l rope.

It Wfus the Ciisfrn Cirri/ia of the Komans, by whom
it was fouiKJed in 74 B.r. ; and here tlie allied forces

defeated the rearguard of the Duke of lierwick,

7th Ajiril 1706. Pop 14,173.

t'ai'lialot is a name for the Sperm Whale.
See Wham..

Carliao. See H.XNoi.

Carliar. a district of British India in the chief-

conimissionership of Assam, bonleriiig on Manipur.
Area, 37.")0 sf|. m. : pop. over .S'JO.OfM). Tlie staple

crop is rice, yielding three harvests in the year.

The tea-plant was discovered growing wild here in

1855, since winch time the t<'a-growing in<lustrv

has become highly important, more than a fourtli

of all the tea exported from .Assam coming from
this district. Its forests are considered practically

inexhaustible, and timber is exjKirteil to Bengal.
The town of Siicliar (jMjp. 6567) is the adminis-
trative liead(|uarters.

Cache (Fr. ,
' liiding-place'), in Canada and the

western states of America, a hole dug in tiie ground
for concealing provisions and other articles cum-
iiious t<) carry.

Cachet* Lettres de. See Lettres de
C.VCUET.

Cachexia (CJr. kakos, ' bad ;' /lexis, ' habit '), a
term used in medicine of an (diviously unhealtliy
condition of the body. It is cliieHy used in regard
to chronic diseases, where the general nutrition is

defective, and tiie idood in an unhealthy state.

Tiius, Cancerous Cadiexia indicates tiie peculiar
impoverished state of the blood and general
deliility which are a.ssociated with the dej)Osits

of cancer in various parts of the body; (Jouty
Cachexia, the state of the general system in gout,
JUS oiiposed to the mere local attack of gout in

tiie foot. Leatl Cachexia is used of the condition
of general enfeeblement which sometimes results

from the slow absorjition of lead into the .system ;

.Mercurial Ciichexia similarly in chronic jHu.soning-

by mercury. Cachexia Strumipriva is the name
applied to the peculiar condition recently found
to result from removal of the thyroid gland.

Cachuloiis:. a beautiful mineral, regarded as
a variety of semi-opai ; see Ul'.M.. It is sometimes
called Pearl Opal, or .Mother-of-jiearl Oiiai. It is

generally of a milk wiiite colour, rarely with a
yellowisli or reddish tinge.

Cacique, or CazhjIK, the designation given
to the chiefs of Indian tribes in works relating to
Central ami South America. The word was formed
by tiie Spanianls from a native Ilaytian word.

CacodieniOll. See nKMUNOLOCV.

Cac<Klyle, or K.vkuhvi.i;, is an organic
sulistance containing carbon, iiydrogen, and
arsenic, ((CH3)._.As)„. The oxiile of cacodyle.

( ( C II 3 )
.J
As ).^(J, otherwise known Jis Caart s

fuming lii/uor or tilAiirsiiir, has the remarkable
projterty of taking lire spontaneously wlien
exposetl to the air, ami evolving abundant ami
exceedingly poisonous fumes of arsenic.

Caconso, or K.\k<»N(;<), formerly a district

of Guinea, Africa, extending along the Soiitli

.\tlaiitic Ocean, in 5 S. lat., just north of the
niontli of the Congo. The Cacongo Biver enters
the sea in 5^ 12' S. Tiiis territory was claimed 1»>

tiie Portuguese, and Caliinda (<|.v. ) is the nortli

Iiart of it ; tiie south and east to tlie Congo liavi-

leeii alisorbed in tlie Congo Free State.

Cactacea*. an onler of calycilioral dicoty-
ledons, consisting of succulent shrul»s of very
singular apjiearance. Linmeus included all the
Cactacea' in tiie single genus Cactus, wliich is now
divide<l into a number of genera, wilii aixiut KMio

species ; tiie name (.'aif us, liowever, still contiiiii

ing in popular use, common to the whole order.

The cactuses are almost without exception n.atives

of America, and their extraordinary ffirms give a
remarkable character to the vegetation of its warmer
regions. (.)ne is found in Ceylon, and one is a
nrobabie n.ative of West .Africa. .Most of them are

leafless, but Pereskia, tlie tree-ca<-tus of the West
Imlies ami Central America, has in some of its

sjiecies large <ddong elli|)tical decidu(ms leaves,

somewhat succulent, but essentially similar to
those of ordinarv jdants. But in adaptation U>
the excessive jioverty and dryness of the soils

in which they llourish, an<l especially to the pro-

tracted drougiits and torrential rains wiiicli ciiarac-

terise tlie dr\- and tiie rainy season, the leaves

are frequently reduced to snines, or mere abortive

scales, with their axillant lnids develo[)ed merely
as a wart bearing a tuft of spines, or even reduced
altogether. The vegetative functions are thus
thrown entirely upon the stem, of wiiicli the
rind-parenchyma or cellular envelojie (see B.\KK)
becomes of great succulence, often forming the
greater thickness of the stem, although a small
central woody bundle can of course always be
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distinguished. The stem iiitay become Hattened,

as in the Prickly Pear (Opmifiii), or more fre-

«|iiently be thrown into ridges and furrows, so as

to increjise tlie vejj:etative surface. Protected by

it« dense ami continuous epidernns, the bulky

stem of the cactus is thus enabled to store a vast

su|iplv i)t water in tiic si>ongy luirk ami pitli, and

thus witlistand tlie drought and sun of the most

rocky and desert situations, of which they often

cover large tracts. On this account they are often

of great \alue as sources of water-supidy to man
and animals; and travellers upon tlie Mexican
plateau have described how the licrds of half-wild

lioi-ses Itreak ilown branches of ('ereus with their

hoofs, or kick open the spheroidal Melocactus, to

(piench their thirst. Hence such forms have been

called "springs in the desert." Some are copiously

branchetl (Phyllocactus), and sometimes spreading

or trailing. I'sually, however, the branches are

rarer and in.serted with peculiar stillness ( Opuntia ).

In yet more specialised forms the checking of the

vegetative buds reduces branching still further, or

even stops it altogether, iis in the tall upright

pillar-like and generally unbranched Ccirits fjiffati-

teii.s, which gives such a strangely monotonous,
almost architectural rather than vegetative charac-

ter to the deserts of New Mexico. Finally,

even upwaril growth ceases, and we have
merely the short, thick, spheroidal stems, like

those of Echinocactus, Melocactus, Mamniillaria,

&c., which of course furnish the ultimate term

Cacti :

a, Oreus giganteus ; 6, Opuntia cocciiR-llilL-ra ; c. .M:iiiiiiiillari:i

pectinata ; d, Pliyllocactus aiiguli<,'er.

of the series. This reduction of the vegetative
system, as might be expected, is usually accom-
panied by a reduction of size. Some grow rapidly
on old lavas, and disintegrate them by their pene-
trating roots, so preparing a soil for other jilants

;

the prickly pear is often planted in Sicily by
the mere insertion of a joint of it in a fissure
of the lava. Many species are Epiphvtes (q.v.)
in American forests (e.g. Khipsalis); others range

far up mountain slopes, some Mexican forms
almost reaching the snow-line. The peculiar

vegetative character, which constitutes the most
striking peculiarity of the order, leads to the
employnu'nt of species of (.'ereus and Opuntia,
i^'c, in the formation of hedges of great strength
and impenetrability, especially in ^lexico and the
West Indies. Hence the Opuntia has been intro-

duced into the Mediterranean countries, where,
in conjunction with the Agave and the native
Fan Palm (Chaniwrops), it freiiuently gives a
curiously American character to the landscape.
The stems of similar species are used for posts and
spars, as also for fuel, especially in districts of

Peru ami Chili, where timber is scarce ; and the
wootl of old Opuntia stems has been used by
cabinetmakers.
The cultivation of the cactus fanuly has long

been increasingly popular, not so much on account
of the frequent beauty or rarity of their flowers as
tlie bizarre ami often grotesque vegetative forms,
of which the effect is heightened by the spines,

which often densely clothe the whole plant, especi-

ally in the spheroidal forms, where they may also
l>e replaced or supplemented by a thick gi'owth of

woolly or silky hairs.

Some species are easily grown, but their exten-
sive cultivation requires a separate cactus-house,
in which the natural conditions of extreme drought
iluring great portion of the year can be imitated.
Most of them are easily propagated by branches,
which are usually allowed to dry a little before
being planted. Those like Melocactus, which does
not readily produce branches, can be made to do
so by cutting or burning out the solitary apical
bud.
The floweis are often of great size and beauty,

and are remarkaljle for their floral envelopes, of

which the constituent leaves run in spirals instead
of whorls, and are thus insensibly gradated from
small green foliage leaves with axillant spiny
Inids into large and splendid petals. The stamens
are also indefinite, the style single, and the stigma
three-lobed. The flowers are usually very short-

lived ; in some night-flowering species, such as the
well-known Cere as graiiiJiflorus, common in hot-

houses, the flower only opens after dark, and
perishes before morning.
The fruit is sometimes termed a berry, but not

with justice ; since the presence of leaves and
spine-tufts over its whole outer surface clearly

shows we have to do, as in the rose, with a
succulent axis, into which the ovary is depressed.

The fruit of many .species, especially of Opuntia,
is edible and wholesome (see Prickly Pear), and
the same genus is further of importance as the food-
jilant of the cochineal insect. See Cochineal.

C'aoilS, a son of Vulcan, was a huge giant who
lived in a cave on Mount Aventine. Having stolen
and dragged into his cave some of the cattle which
Hercules had carried away from Geiyon in Spain,
he was killed by that hero, who (liscovered his

place of hiding by the lowing of the oxen within,
in response to the lowing of the remainder of the
flock as they were passing the entrance of the
cave.

Cadamba, or Kitdumba, the wood of several
species of Nauclea, an Indian genus of Cinchonaceae.
N. { Uncariu ) Gamhir is the source of gambler.
See Catechu.

Cadastral lllaps are maps on a large and
complete scale. Properly a cadastral survey is

made by the government for fiscal purposes ; the
word being derived through the French from Ital.

catimtro, which is from the low Lat. capitantrvm,
' a register for a poll-tax ' (Lat. caput, ' tlie head ').

See Ordnance Survey.
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CaddiS'fly (Phryfjanea, Sec), a name common
|

to the nieinbers of a very tlistinct family of Neuro]>-
'

tenuis insects. The family ( Phry^'aiieida- ) is cu- I

extensive with a special divisioii of the order known
as Triehoptera, anil re.irardeW hy some Jis a fore- '

shadowing of Lei)idoi)tera. The a<lult insects are

somewhat moth-like, and the larva» often not

unlike caterpillars. The two j>airs of win<r* are
ditterent ; Iwth l>ear hairs or scales, hut the pos-

terior pair are usually hroailer an<l can he folded.

The moutii orj,'ans are not adapted for niiistioation.

the niandildes are de>jenerate and memhraneous,
,

and the first pair of ma.\ill:i- are fust-d to the
second. Besides these more <listiiHti\e features,

the caihlis-tlies have the fcdlowin;,' j^eneral charac-
!

ters : the heatl is small, the antenna- hm*; and I

bristle-like, the compound eyes liemisj)herical, the I

eye-spots three in numlter. the wind's with very
'

few transverse veins or none, the fet-t with attach-
ing pnK'e.s.ses. The adults are very active, especially

|

in the evening' and at ni;.'lit.

The eggs are laid in gelatinous masses on plants
or stones near or in the water. Into this the larva- i

8i)ee<lily pass, and surround them.selves with a
slieath usually comjiosed of minute fragments of !

wo(h1. gra>s. mos>. leaves, stone, shell, and the
like, hound together hy the silken secretion of a
spinning gland which opens on the secimd pair of

;

maxilhe. Within these tul>es the larva- are Inith

maskeil and protected. Sometimes they are fixetl,

sometimes carrial alMtut. The tubes which are

open at lM>th ends vary greatly, hut seem to W
con.stant for the .siiecii-s. Two British species

(Setodes) have a i)rimitive type of tula-, which is

silken and nothing more. Sometimes a few strii)s

of grass stem are simply glued on, hut in most
I

cases the sheath is complex, delinite, an<l composed I

of a multitude of little Iragments. In HelicopsyclK-
\

the sheath is spirally twistcil likt- a minute snail-

shell. The larv.i- feed prineipally on a<|uatic
|

plants, and are in turn much eaten l>y fishes and I

other animals. The .-xlHlomen of the larva <lis-
'

charges aijuatic respiration, and lK*ars extern.al I

respiratory filaments. These are al»sent in Knot-
\

cycla pu.<ii(la, which lives ont of the water amongst
moss at the riMtts of trees, .\fier a whih- tlie larva

Caddis-fly

:

a, Perfect in.iect (Phryganen Mrinln) ; 6, larva and case; c, larva
of Limnophilus suhpunrtiilnt'is n-iiinvcd frnin case; d, case of
same.

moors its tuhe, and spins silken hiinds across the
ends. The iiupa metamorpho>is tlii-n hegins. At
an advance(l stage, the juip.-e hurst their jirison,

and swim or creei> alnmt for a while, before under-
going the final cliange which lifts them from the

water into aerial life. Some of the smaller species
rise to the .surface in their cases, and take wing
thence, as from little boats.

The caddis-flies form the largest family «>f Neu-
ro])tera : some S(M) >pecies are known ; Mr M'Lach-
lan in his monograiih enumerates 474 European
forms, of which about '2<K) occur in Britain.
Besides the typical genus I'iiryganea, with the
very common species I'luiiijiiiKit striutu, Limno
]diilus, Bnu-hycentnis, .Vpatania, Molanna. Setotles,

\c. are reinesentetl by British s])ecies. The larva-

are very conmion in poiid> ami streams in spring,
are well known as caddis worms to anglei"s, and
form ileadly l»ait.

Cade. d.vrK. leader of the insurrectitm of 1450,
was by birth an Irishman. He had murdered a
woman in Sussex, ha<l fled to France, and served
awhile ag.ainst England, and then had settled in
Kent .IS a physician, and married a squires
d.iughter. .VKsuming the name of .Mortimer, and
liie title of Captain ^i Kent, he niarciieti on London
with upwards of I.">,(mm» followers, ami encamjied at

Blackheath, whence he kept up a corresp(uidence
with the citizens, many of whom were favoural)le
to his enterprise. The court sent to in<(uire why
the good men of Kent had left their liomcN ; ;ind

Cade, in two formal complaints, called on Henry
\'I. for redress of grievam-es, and cli.ingi- of
counsellors. The answer was an army. i>efore

wliicli Cade retreated to Sevenoaks ; there he
defeated a detachment, and kille<l its two leaders.

On '2d duly he entered London, where for two days
he maintained strict order, though he forced tlie

Lord Mayor to pass judgnK-iit on Lord Say, one
of the kings <letested fa\onrites, whose iie.ad Cades
men straightway cut of! in Cheapside. On the
third ilay some houses were plundere<l ; and that
night the citizens held London Bridge against the
insurgents. A inomise of pardon now sowed dis-

sension among them ; they di>persed. ant! a price

was set ujion Cade's head. He attempted to reach

the coast, but was followed by one .\!<-\ander Iden.

a sfpiin' of Kent, who on I'ith .luiv fougiit and
killed him in .i garden, near Heathlield in Sussex.

t'adl'll. Fh.xncis, liorn at Cockenzie, near
Edinburgh, in 1.S2*2, became an Ea.st India miil-

shipm.m. and is Iw^st known as the exjdorer of

the Murray River with a view to its navig.ation

( 1S.">(> .V.i I. He was murdt-n-d by ii mutinous crew
w hen <-oMimanding ;i shi]> sailing from Ambo\ na in

ls7!t.

Tadell. BnltKKr llTSS lS4!t), partner in the
publishing-house of Constable iV Co., Eflinburgh.
IS described by Lockhart ' !us one of the most acute
men of business in creation.' After Constable's
failure, C'adell iR'gan liusiness again, and realised

a handsome fcjrtune by his various editions of

Scott s works.

i'adt'llt' {'J'roi/ii.sitn i/iinir/'/tiiiii'ti ), a C(deo])ter-

<uis insect sometimes found in granaries in Britain,

but seemingly imported from more southerly coun-
tries, where, jus in France, its larva- often commit
great ravages among stored (-orn and meal. The.v
also live on bread, almonds, and even rotti-n wood.
\\ hen full grown. the\' an- about t!iree-<juarters of

an inch long, flatteneil, lle.-hy, rough with scattered

hairs, whitish, tapering towards the head ; which
is black, homy, and furnisiieil with two curved
jaws. The perfect insect is a glos.sy beetle of a
deep chestnut colour, m.arke<l with dotted lines.

Th(- adults are f<iund in rotten wood. un<ler bark,

and in stores ot edible materials. Tiie family to

which Trogosita behmgs ( Nitidulida-) is a very

large one, and the members (800 species) are
widely ilistributed.

Cadoiliosto, .\loys n.\, exjiloier, bom in

Venice about 14.32, trade<l along the Mediter-
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ranean and Atlantic coasts, and in 1455, for the

Infante Henry, undertook a voyage to the Canaries

and 33 far as the mouth of the Gambia. In 1456

he made a second voyajjce to Senegambia, and on

the death of Prince" Henry returned to Venice,

wliere he died about 14S(). His account of his

discoveries w;is jiublished at Vicenza in 1507.

CadenabbiiU a health resort, beautifully

situated among orange and citron groves, on the

west sliore of Lake Como. Its famous Villa Car-

lotta contains works by Canova and Thorwaldsen.

Cadeiioe, in Music, is the close of a phrase ;

the term being generally applied to the final two
chords of the phrase. "There are three piincipal

species—viz. the perfect, the imperfect, and the

interrupted cadence. The perfect, also called the

whole or final cadence, is generally used at the end
of a composition or of an important section. Its

final chord, either major or minor, must be on the

tonic (in the solfa notation, doh)—i.e. it must
have the key-note for its bass. This is pre-

ceded by a major chord on the dominant or fifth

note of the scale {soh), as for example :

Another form consists of the progression from the
chord of the subdominant {fah) to that of the
tonic, as :

ei "O

These two forms were formerly distinguished as
the authentic and the plagal. The latter difiers

only as to its place in the scale from the next
species, the imperfect or half cadence, which is like
a colon or semicolon, for it is used to mark the ter-

mination, not of a composition or movement, but
of an idea or section. Its harmony is often that of
the perfect cadence reversed, as it must end on the
dommant chord, which is most frequently preceded
by the tonic chord, though sometimes by other
chords, such as that of the subdominant (fah).

In the interrupted or false cadence the progression
of chords is such as to lead to the expectation of a
perfect cadence ; but instead of the tonic clDid,
another harmony is unexpectedly introduced, often
with strange and beautiful efiect. This interrup-
tion may be made in so many ways that Reicha, in
bis Truitc tie Haute Composition Mimcale, gi\'es
129 varieties. The following are some of those
most generally used :

w^m$mm

In modern music, a desire for continuity and
freedom from commonplace, has led to the avoid-

ance of full cadences before the conclusion of a
piece of music, and to the variation and disguise of

them when they do occur. An extreme instance

of this may be cited in Wagners Tristan und
Isolde, in the whole of which ojjera there is only

one full close—at the end of act i.

Cadency, Mark of, in Heraldry, an addition
to, or variation from, the original coat-armorial of a
family, adopted for the purpose of distinguishing a
cadet from the head ot the house. The term is

occasionally restricted to those small figures—the
label (1), crescent (2), mullet (3), martlet (4),

annulet (5), fleur-de-lis (6), ike.—first introduced

into English heraldry in the reign of Henry VII.,

used to distinguish the eldest, second, third, fourth,

fifth, sixth, &c. sons respectively, and often

adopted as hereditary marks of particular junior
branches of a family. Other modes of differencing

cadets have been and still are used, especially in

Scotland, where they form a separate branch of the
study of heraldry, which is the subject of a treatise

by the Scottish herald, Nisbet. See Heraldry.
Cadenza* an ornamental flourish introduced by

a soloist towards the close of a piece of music or a
section of one. It is either written by the composer
himself, or left to the executant ; and in its more
extended development, affords the latter an
opportunity of displaying his powers. Remark-
able instances of improvised cadenzas by both vocal
and instrumental performers are on record, but
they are now generally written out in full. The
best cadenzas are constructed from themes already
heard in the course of the work.

Cadci* Idris ('Chair of Idris,' a reputed
giant ), a picturesque mountain in Merionethshire,
Wales, 5 miles SW. of Dolgelly. It consists of an
immense ridge of broken precipices, 10 miles long,

and 1 to 3 miles broad ; the highest peak reaching
an elevation of 2914 feet. It is composed of basalt,

porphyry, and other trap rocks, with beds of slag

and pumice. The view from the summit, which is

very extensive, includes the Wrekin in Shropshire,
and St George's Channel almost to the Irish coast.

Cadet, Military. Cadet (Fr., through some
low Lat. diminutive form, from Lat. cajud, 'head')
is a term applied in a general sense to the younger
son of a nol)le house as distinguished from the
elder ; and in France, any officer junior to another
is a cadet in respect to him. In England, however,
the term is generally applied to a youth studying
for the army at one of the military colleges, or
for the navy on board the Britaiuiia training-ship;
and in the United States, pupils at the West Point
Military Academy and at the Naval Academy at
Annapolis are termed cadets.

Of British military cadets, those destined for the
Royal Artillery or Royal Engineers study at the
Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, and those for

other branches of the service at the Royal Military
College, Sandhurst. Among those who join the
latter establishment, some are admitted on passing a
qualifying examination, and educated gratuitously.
These are sons of officers who have fallen in action,
and left their fanulies badly off. They are called
'Queen's Cadets,' or, if the father belonged to the
Indian army, ' Indian Cadets.'
A somewhat difi'erent system existed prior to

1861 for the sup])ly of officers to the East India
Comi)any's army. After having been educated at
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Addiscombe School, near Croydon, for two years, a
youth was ai)jK)inted to a catletsliip in the Com-
pany's service, with pay, and, on a vacancy <}ccur-

ring, received a connnlssioii as an ottieer. After the
transference of the Company s )>owers to the crown,
this system ceased, and ofhcers for the native
Indian rejnments are now supplied hy vohinteers
from tlie European rej,'iments. When tlie East
India Company i>ossesse<l political and militarv
authority in India, there were about .'»(KX> EnglLsli

orticers in tlieir pay. See Akmv, Aktillkhv (for

the Koyal Military Academy), and Militaky
SCH(K)L.S.

Cadet« Nav.vl, is the lowest <:ra<Ie of officer of

the military hrancli of the ntyal navv. The entrj-

is by limited competition, except a few cadetships
which are ;,'iven annually to the colonies and to the
sons of oHicers of the ser>'ices. Nomination is

made by meml>ers of the Hoard of Admiralty.
Each llaj,'ollicer on hoistin^i; liis tlag, and captain
on first ajipoiiitment to command a ship, is allowed
one nomination. The a;re for entry is 13 to 14^
years. Candidates are examined twice a year in

London. If successful, they are sent for twcj years
to the Britnniiia training-ship at Dartmouth, where
they study mathematics, languages, navigati(m,
seamanship. \c. The cost of this tuition to the
catlet's parent or guardian is £70 a year. At the
conclusion of the course cadets are placed on the
Nat'i/ List according to their |>osition in the linal

examination, those who take hrst class certificates

l>ecoming midshipmen .at once. Cadets receive

further instniction on l»oard sea-''oing ships, ami
also keep watch, do duty aloft, in boaUs, tic. They
mess in the gun-room, and are paid .a shilling a
day.

Cadt't's Fiiiuins Liquor. See Cacodyle.

Cadi« an .Vrabic word .-ignifying a judge or
person learned in the law, the title of an inferior

judge among the .Mohammedan nations. Like
the .Mollah ((j.v. ), or sui»erior judge, he must l>e

chosen from the higher ninks of the iiriestluxnl, as
all law is founded u|Min the Koran.

Cadiz, an imjioi-tant commercial city of Spain,
capital of the province (»f the same name, which
forms a i>art of the great division of Amlalusia, is

situate<l at the extremity of a narrow tongue of

land projecting .'> miles N\V. from the Isle of Leon,
!».> miles SSW. of Seville l)y rail, 7 miles S\V. of

Xeres (31 by mil). A small channel, with a «lraw-

bridge ami a railway bridge, separates the island

from the mainland ; at its nortln-rn outlet stands
the arsenal of La Carraca, with large docks, 4 miles
ESE. of the city. On the W. and S. the .Vtlantic

Oceiin washes the city, and on the N. and NE. the
IJay of i'iuliz, a deep inlet of the .Vtlantic, forming
an outer and an inner bay. The t<jwn, which is

walled and defended from the sea lK>th by a series

of forts an<l by low shelving rocks, is alH>ut "2 miles
in circuit, ami pn'sents a remarkably bright
appear.mce, with its shining granite ramparts,
and its whitew.ished Imuses crowiieil with terraces
and overhanging turrets. Many of these Hat riKjfs

are also u.sed as cisterns, the town l>eing p<H)rly

supplied with water, which is Imiught from Santa
Maria, (i miles to the N. l>y sea. and 1!» by rail.

The streets are well paved and lighted, remilar, but
narrow, and there are some pleasjint nuldic walks,
the most frequentefl of which is ttie .Vlameila,
by the seaside. Cadiz has few jmblic buildings of

note : its two cathe<lrals are imlitlerent .s|»ecimens

of ecclesi;istical architecture, but possess some
excellent pictures liy Murillo ; wliile the custom-
house, naval, and other schools, ol>s«Tvatory, signal-

tower, alms-houses, hospitals, and bullring are dis-

tinguished rather for excellent management than
for architectural Ix-autv. L reacheil its highest

Erosperity after the discovery of America, when it

ecame the depOt of all the commerce with the
New World ; declinetl greatly a.s a commercial city

after the emancipation of the Spanish colonies in

South America ; but again revived, owing partly

to the extension of the Spanish railway system,
and partly to the establisliment of new lines of

steamei>. The numl»er of ships annually entering
the port is al>out 3800, with a tonnage of t>ver

1,200,000; of these alnmt a third, with more than
half the tonna'je, are foreign. The ex[>orts consist

of .salt, cork, leail, wine, tunny-lish, oliveoil. and
fruits. The manufactures are ghuss, wo«tllen cloth,

leather, soap, hats, gloves, fans, <.\:c. Pop. (ISGO)
71,.V21 ; (1879) tio.WS ; ( 188o) o8,042.

Catliz is one oi the most ancient towns in Europe,
having been built l»y the Phamicians, under the
name of Gaddir (' fortres.s "), alnjut 1100 It.c. It

afterwards jiassed into the hands of the t'artha-

ginians, from whom it was captured by the
liomans, who named it Cades, and under them it

s<Kin liecame a city of vast wealth and imi>ortance.

Occupied afterwards by the Coths and .floors, it

was taken by the Spaniards in l'2ti'J. In 1587
Drake de-stroyeil the Spanish fleet in the bay;
nine yeai-s later, Ciuliz was jdllaged and luirned
by Es.sex ; and in 1G2,'> and 11(^2 it Wius unsucces.s-

fully attacketl by the English. From 1808 the
hea<l(iuarters of the Spanish jiatriots, Cadiz wjus

blockiuled by the French from February 1810
until Augu.st 2'^, 1S12, when the victories of

Wellington f(trced them to raise the siege, it

was captured in 18'2.{ for Ferdinand VII. by the
French, who held it till lS'28 ; and it wiis the
birthplace of the Sjianish revolution of 18G8, as
well as the scene in 1873 of an Intransigente
rising.

Cadniia is the term applied to the cru.st formed
in zinc furntices, and which contains from M> to 20
l>er cent, of ca<lmiuni.

Cadlllilllll (sym. <'d. atomic weight 112) is a
metal wliicli occurs in zinc ores. In the jirepara-

tiim of zinc, when heat is ai)plied, the cadmium,
iK'iiig more volatile than that metal, lises in vapour,
and distils over with the lirst portions of the metal
(see Zl.Nf). Cadndum is a white metal, .somewhat
resembling tin, than which it is rather denser,
its specilic gravity l>eing 80. It is verj- soft, and
is malleable and tluctile, crackling like tin when
a hhI of it is l>ent. It fuses at 442 (227-8 C),
and volatili.ses a little below the boiling iioint of

mercury. It is rartdy prejiare<l pure, ana is not
emphiyed in the arts as a metal, though several

of its salts have been serviceable in medicine,
and the icnlide and bromide have been useful in

photograjihy. There are alloys of cadndum with
various other metals. The sulphiile of cailndum,
(\1S, occui> naturally jus the mineral (Irci nockite,

and when prepared artiliciallv, is of a bright yellow
colour. It is known as Cadmium Yellow, and Ls

of gieat value to the artist. .\ great variety of

tints are produced by mi\in|,' it with white-lead.

Much of what is sold as Naples Yellow is thus
prepared, but the genuine Naples Yellow

,
j)repared

by heating antimonic anliyilride with |dumbic
oxide, has a greenish tint. See Ylllow.

C'adlllllS, in (Ireek Mytholog\-, the .son of

Agenor and Telepha.ssa, and brother of Europa.
When the latter was carrie<l oil' by Zeus, he was
sent by Agenor in i)uest of her, with injunctions
not to return without her. The search was vain,

and the oracle at Delphi tohl Cadmus to relincpiish

it, but to follow a cow of a certain kind which
he should meet, and build a <Mty where it slmnld
lie down. H<' found the cow in Phocis, followed

her to IVeotia, and built there the city of

Thebes. Intending to sacrilice the cow to Athena,
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he sent some men to tlie well of Ai-es hard by
for water, hut tliey were killed by the drajron,

a son of Ares, who guarded it. Cadmus then

slew the drajron. and sowed the monsters teeth

in the ;.aoun(l. Troui these at once sjnunj; uj)

armed men wlm sot npim and slew each otiier until

none were Mt hut live, who became the itrogeni-

tors of t lie Tlieltau families. To Cadmus
(
])erha])s

a Phtenician name) was ascribed the introduction

into (Jreece of the Alphabet (q.v. ).

C'Jidorf. tlie birtli]>lace of Titian, is a small
viilau'e of \'enetia. on tiie slope of the Alps, and
22 miles NE. of Eelluno.

dtdoildal. Ckorc.es, a distinguished leader of

the Cliouaiis ((j.v. ). was born near Auray, in Lower
Brittany, where his father was a miller, in 1771.

He was among the first to take up arms against

the Kepublic, and sewn acquired great intiuence

over the peasants. Captured in 1794, he e8caj)ed,

became leader of the insurgents in Lower Brittany,

and organised an army in which no noble was
permitted to connnand. and which Hoche, with all

his generalshi]>. was unable to subdue or disperse.

After an apjjarent submission in 1796, he renewed
the revolt in Brittany in 1799, but was com-
pelled to submit, and to dismiss his forces, in

February 1800. Bonaparte recognised his energy
and force of character, ami endeavoured to secure
Ills services ; but Cadoudal refused his otters, and
passed over to England, where the Comte d'Artois
appointed him a lieutenant-general, and where, in

1802. he consi)ired with Pichegru for the overthrow
of the First Consul, ^^"ith this design he A\ent

to Paris, but was arrested, condemned, and
guillotined. June 25, 1804. He was a man of stern
honesty and indomitable resolution. ' His mind
was cast in the true mould ; in my hands he
would have done great things,' said Napoleon
of him. After the Restoration, his family was
ennobled.

C'adliceil.s. the winged staft' of Hermes
(^lercury). which gave tlie god power to fly.

Originally a simple olive branch, its stems were
afterwards formed into snakes, and
several poetical tales devised by the
mythologists to explain this, as
tliat Hermes having found two snakes
lighting, divided them with his rod,
and thus they came to be used as an
emlilem of peace. It was the statt'or

mace carried by heralds and ambassa-
diirs in time of war. It was not used

the Romans. ^lany magical
virtues were asciilied to the caduceus

;

ill Homer, Hermes touches with it

the souls of the dead, and so lulls
them to sleeji before carrying them

Caducous, y* tlie under-world. It is also seen
in the hands of Ares ( Mars), Dionvsus,

Hercules. Hemeter, ami Aphrodite.

Cadznild, or Cadsaxd. now a small ]>c)ri of
ZeelaiKJ in llollaud. noar the I'.elgian frontier. It
was a great medi;eval i)ort : and here in 1387 the
Engh.sh, under Sir Walter .Mannv and tlip Earl
of Derby, defeated the Flemings in' French i)ay.

C'adzow. See Hamii.tox.

C'a'Cilia ( Kat. nmis. 'blind'), agenusof ser])ent-
like aiiiiiliil.iaiis, type of a small order of (iymno-
|)lii()na. in which the borly is worm-like, without
tail or limbs, with transverselv furrowed skin, and
usually with small hidden .scales. Their striking
.seri)ent-like a|.i)earance, suggestive too of the lizard
slow -worm (Anguis), is simply an a(la])tation to
similar semi-subterranean habits. The mouth is
small, on tlu" under .side of the snout; there is an
openiii;; with a curious .sensory organ beside eacli

nostril; the eyes are not absent nor anatomically
incom]>lete, luit small and hidden under the skin

;

the tympanum and tymi)anic cavity are absent.

Teetli are borne by jaws and gums ; the tongue is

fixed. The vertebral bodies are biconcave: the skull

has two condyles: ruiliiiientary ribs are borne by
all the vertebra' except the lirst and last. Huxley
notes that certain peculiarities in the skull are
foreshadowed by the extinct giant anij)hibians or
Labyrinthodonts. The cloaca is at

the (Mill of the tailless body. Rudi-
mentary limb buds have been observed
l>eside the cloaca. As in snakes, the
right lung is much better develo])ed

than the left. That they are really

amphibians is jiroved not merely by
their anatomy, but by the gills borne
by the young- forms. In Ichthyophis
( Epicrium ) there are three beauti-

ftil plumose gills on each side ; in

Typhlonectis, a single pair, which
used to be described as sacs, but are
really leaf-like. They inhabit warm
countries and damp places, burrow
like earthworms, and eat wonns
and insects. About thirty species

are known, and are very widely dis-

tributed. Ca^cilia itself is a South
American genus, abotit 20 inches in C'K-cilia coin-

length, and the thickness of a large pressicauda.

worm ; Epicrium is found in Ceylon.
Mexico, and Brazil; and Siplionops (over two
feet in length) buries deeply in the soft earth
of Brazil and elsewhere. The genera, of which 11

altogether are distinguished, are peculiarly divided

;

tlms 5 species of Dermophis are American, and one
is African. These animals should hardly be called
' Idindworms.' It must be clearly recognised that
the Gymnophiona (Ca-cilia, ^c.) are amphibians,
the blindworms or slow-worms (Anguis) and the
Amphisba^nidjc are lizards, and that all have a
superlicial adaptive resemblance to snakes. See
Clans, Text-book of Zoology, vol. ii. ; Huxley,
Anatomy of Vertebrate Animals: Leydig, Ueber
die Schleichenlurche ( 1867 ) ; Wiederslieim, Anatomie
der Gymnophionen (1879); Sarasin, Forschungen
a i(f Ceylon ( 1887).

CcPClim ( Lat. ca'cus. ' blind
' ), a general term for

any blind sac arising from the gut. Such out-

growths are common in many ditt'erent classes of

animals. The gut being a ttibe lined by cells in

very favourable nutritive conditions, and being at
the same time limited in its growth at both ends,
it is easy to understand why it should develop out-
growths, or become twisted upon itself in the way
it does. Insects and starlishes aftbrd good illus-

trations of ca'ca attached to the gut of invertebrate
animals. Among backboned animals ceca occur
on all the three divisions of the gut. (a) The
crop of birds is a more or less marked caecum or
(uitgrowth of the fore-gut. The stomach itself is

frequently, as in many fishes, of the nature of a
ca'cal sac from the general course of the fore-gut.

The complex stomach of ruminants, (.*v:c. illustrates

the same scnl of formation, {b) The digestive
ca?ca at the beginning of the small intestine in
many fishes are good examples of outgrowths
from the mid-gut. (c) At the union of small and
large intestine (hind-gut), ca-ca are often given
oil' in reiitiles, birds, and mammals. Those of
birds are usually two in number, and vary greatly
from mere papilla' to long tul)es. The caecum of
mammals is usually single. It varies greatly with
the diet, being short for instance in carnivora,
absent altogether in bears and weasels, but long in
herbivorous animals. As a hollow sac continuous
Avith the rest of the intestine, it delays the passage
of the food, which is thus .subjected to longer
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digestion and altsorntion. In man tlie caecum
terminates in a small ai)pen<la<,'e wliicli has not

frown in proportion witii tlie rest, anil is well

nown SIS the ajipcmlix vermifurmis. Besides
the .al)ove structures to wliich the term is often

applied (espeeially to thosi- of the hiud-j,nit). it

may 1»e noteil tliat the luujjjs are outj,'rowths from
the fore-jjut, tlie liver a jiaired outj,'rowth from the
niid-giit, the alhmtois an outjrrowtli from the
hind-j^t. In their primitive emhrvouio sta;^es,

and in tlieir lirst api»eurauee

—

e.<i. as air-lihwhler of

lisli, liepatio sac of laiiceh-t, lda<hler of fmi,' -tliese

may l)e fairly descrilied Jis cii-ea. For utlier infor-

mation, ami for tin- liumau c.ccuin, see DIGESTION,
and the other artich-s named ,11 lloWELS.

CiPdniOll was tlie first En;,'lish writer of note
wh(» used his own An;,d«»-Saxon lan;:uaj^e, an<l the
first reli;;ious poi-t <if tin- Teutonic race. All that
we know of him is from I5cdf, who devotes to him
a chapter of his Jlisfuri/ ( l)Ook iv. 24). He die<l

ahont (WO A.i>. In Hedes account, written not
more than sixty years after his death, we are told

that Cjedmon, until he wjvs of mature a{,'e, had
never learned any poem, and that sometimes when
at festivals his turn came to take the harp and sin;;.

he wotild rise from tin- feast iind ix'> home. On one
Buch occasion, having,' ;,'one out to the stahles of the
bea-sts, which it fell to liim that ni;,'ht to;,mariI, ami
sleepin;; at his watch, be had a vision, in which one
8too(l by liim and said, '("jedmon, sin»' me some
song !' 'I cannot sin;,'

;

' lie said, ' for ttiis cause I

have come out hither from the fejust.' ' IJut you
shall sing to me I' ' What,' asked (.'a'dmon, ' ought
I to sing?' 'Sing the l>eginning of created things.'

And straightway a poetic inspiration seiz<'d him,
and he hegan to pour forth verses in jiraise of (JckI,

of which Hede atlds, ' this is the sense, though not
the onler :

" Now ought we to praise the author
of the Hea\enly Kingdom, the ("rejitor's might Jind

counsel, the \\(irks of the Father of (Jlory; how
through the FternaMJod he iM-came the author of

all wondrous things; .Mmighty (iuardiaii, who for

men's son- created lii-st heaven for their roof, and
then the earth.

"

' When he awoke from his dream,
the words remained fast-rooted in his memory, and
were recited l>y him to othei-s with new conlidence.

He was taken iM'fore Hilda, ahhessof Streaneshalch
(now Whithy), wiicn she and the learned men who
were witli her in tlie monastery immediately de-

clared that he had received the gift of song from
Heaven. He w.as now educated, lietame a monk,
and si>ent the rest of liis life in composing ]>oems on
the Bihie histories and on misceilaneous religious

suhjects. a long list of wliicii is given iiy Br'de, who
Rjiys tliJit in all he wrote • his care was to draw men
away from the love of evil deeds, and exciti" them
to the love of well-doing ;' and that " none of those

who trieil after him to make religious poems could

vie with (':edmon, for he dirl not learn the poetic

art from men, hut from <;<mI.'

Of the 'Paraphrase of Cedmon ' there is extant
hut a single .MS. of the lOth century (Cod.
.lull, xi.) in the H<Mlleian, consisting of 'J"2!t folio

jiages, '21'2 of which contain the accoutit of the

creation and the fall of the angels and of man, and
the story of ( a-nesis down to the oflering of Isaac,

together with a description of the Kxodus of Israel,

and part of the honk of Daniel, ending with Bel-

shazzar's feast ; tiie remaining I'ages comprise a
poem of ("iirist and Satan a ilescription of the
' lianowing of Hell." It is certain that this poetry,

at least in its present form, is due to various
authors, and jirohahly to dilVerent times. Professor

Sievers endeavoured to ]iro\e, from the identity of

words and idioms, that one passage -that descrih-

ing the temptation and fall of man was a trans-

lation of an Old Saxon pot-m l>y the author of the

Hrliand ; i>ut it i> perhaps more prohahle that hoth

ix)ems are versions of a Northumhrian original.

The extant MS. was presented V»y Archhishop I'ssher

to Francis Dujon the younger, better known as

Franciscus Junius, by whom it was printed for

the first time at .\msteidaiii in 1(m.">, twehe years
before the first edition of J'lma/i.sc Lust, to some
parts of which it bears a striking resemblance.
Satan's Speech in Hell is characterised by a simple
yet .solemn greatness of imagination, which may
jM)ssibly have influencetl in some degree the more
magnificent genius of Milton. The beginning of

this M.S. ditlers c<msiderably from the .Anglo

Saxon verses given by Alfred in his transla-

tion of Bede as the i>|iening of ('a-dmons jioeni, as

well as from the Northumbrian version appended
to an Sth-century MS. of Bede in the univer-

sity of Canibiidge. Dr (Jeorge Ilickes was the
fii-st to doulit the i<lentification of the extant
paraphrase witii the work of Bcde's ]>oet ; the
elder Disraeli in his Aimnifiis uf Lifrrnfurc su]>-

poses the account of ( "a'dmon s iiis]iiration to

i»e a monkish fiction devised for gain ; and the
learned I'algrave notes with iilie ingenuity (Anlid-
ohiijiii. .xxiv. "^^2 ; Lond. \K\'l) that as the dews call

(leiiesis (from its lirst two words) Jinr.s/uf/i. ami the
('lialdeeTaigum of < hikelos names it Jii Kdifmhii.'iu
tiie lieginning "), tiie latter wonl may be the origin

of the name given to the Anglo-Saxon versifier of

(lenesis. The fine jMieiii known as 'The Dream of

the Holy Kood,' part of which in Northumlirian is

inscribed in runic letters on the Butlnvfi! cross,

while the remaimler was diseovered in a .MS. at

\'ercelli, has also lieen .ascribed with much plaiisi

bility to Cadmoii. His name is inscribed u]>on

the topmost stone, but this may mean nothing
if Ca'dmon wjvs, as Mr Bradley snpjM)ses. merely
an Anglici.sed form of a common British name,
Cdttaiuttius (in modern AN'elsh, ('inlfini). \'ery

little wa-s done for the study of ("jednion from
Hickes's death in 171.") down to the year \S'M).

when the att«'ntioii of Knglish scholars was again
directed to it by the Danisii scholar, Orumltvig.
Kilitioiis of the I'ttm/i/misi of ('a-dnion have been
imblished \t\ Benjamin Thorpe, with l^ng. trans.

(Lond. iS.'l'i): K. W. Boiiterwek ( Flberfeld and
(uitei-sloh, 1«.")1 and lS.-)4): ('. W. .M. (Jreiii, in

his llililinthi I: t/rr iiiiifr/.sur/i.vixr/irii I'msir ((iott.

1H.")7 G4); and the part relating to Kxodus and
Daniel occujiies vol. ii. of Harrison and Sharjis

Librari/ i>f Aiiijlo-Sitxnn J'orfri/ (Boston, 1SS;<; '2<l

ed. 1885). See Bernhard ten Brinks Ilisfor;/ of
English Lifcrfitiirr (vol. i. 1877): Henry Morleys
Ktiqlish Writers (vol. ii. 1888); and Henry Brad-
lev's article in vol. viii. of the IHrtioitunjof\utionul
liioijrttiiUii (188(5).

Cacilt the chief town in the French department
of Calvatlos, and the former cajiital of Lower Nor-
mandy, is situated on the left bank of the navigable
Orne, liere joined bv the ()don, '.) miles firmi its

mouth. 14!) \V. by N. of Paris, and 8.*i ESE. of

Cherbourg. It has wide clean streets, a line

••entral s<|uare, with a statue of Louis Xl\'., charm-
ing jiromemules, and many noble sjieciniens of

medieval architecture. Among its fifteen (diurches

are those of .St Etienne and L.a Sainte Trinite, both
Komanesfjue in style, founded in 1000 by William
the Coni|Uer<u' ami his (|ueen Matilda, and contain-

ing tiieir graves, which the Huguenots violated in

l")t)2; St Pierre ( l.'iOS l.')21 ), with an ex(iuisite spire

'242 feet high ; St Nicholas, now desecrated ; and St

.lean. The c.-istle, founded by the Coufjueror, and
finished by Henry 1. of England, was dismantled
in 17i*'l. and now serves as a barrack. Tin- univer-

sity (ISOit) is successor to (Uh; founded by our

Henry VI. in 14:i0 ; .and in the Hotel de \ille is a
liliraiy of 8(),(KM> volumes, and a fine collection of

paintings (its gem Peruginos • .Mamage of the

Virgin '
). The chief manufacture Is lace. Trade is
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facilitated by a maritime canal connecting the port

with the sea, and also by raih\ays connecting it

with Paris, Kouen, Cherbourg, Toui-s, Le Mans, &c.

Nothing is known of Caen before the 9th century.

It was a place of importance in 912, when it came
into tiie possession of the Ncnnians, under whom it

increiised rapidly. William the Conqueror and his

queen made it their residence, and greatly improved

it. In l."U(), and again in 1417, it was taken by the

English, wlio held it till 1450. In 1793 several of

the Girondist cidefs, proscribed by the Jacobins,

went to Caen, and organised an unsuccessful revolt

against the 'Mountain' ((|.v.). Malherbe, Marot,
Huet, and Auber were natives (a marble statue of

the hist wa.s unveiled in 18S3); Cliarlotte Corday
lived here; and Beau lirummell died in the lunatic
asylum. Pop. ( 1872) 39,41.') ;( 1S91 ) 43,462. See
Lavalley, Caen, sun llisfohx ct acs Monuments
(1S77), "and the history by Carel (18S7).

The excellence of the oolitic Caen Stone from
the great quarries here, and the facility of trans-
port by sea, led to its l)eing largely used in

England ; Winchester and Canterlniry cathedrals,
Henry VII. 's Chapel at Westminster, and many
country churches, are built of it, and it is still in
demand in England. For its qualities and defects,
see BiiLDiXG Stone.

Caere. See Cehvetri.
Caer^wrle (pron. Cacr-fjoor'leh), one of the

Flint boroughs, 5 miles NNW. of Wrexham.
Pop. 1128.

Caerlaverock, a splendid ruined castle near
the mouth of the Nith, 7 miles SSE. of Dumfries.
For more than four centuries the seat of the Max-
wells, earls of Nithsdale (1620-1716), and still the
property of their representative, Lord Herries, it

was captured by Edward I. in 1300. Robert
Paterson, Scott's 'Old Mortality,' was buried in
the churchyard in 1801. See Sir'W. Eraser's B(jok
of Caerlaixrock (2 vols. 1873).

Caer'leoil ('ca.stle of the legion'), a small but
ancient town in Monmouthshire, on the right bank
of the Usk, 2^ mdes NE. of Newport. The Isca
Siluruin of the Romans, it was very early the
seat of an ancient see—the only one, it seems, in
all Wales—which was transferred to St Davids in
the 6th century. An abbey of Cistercian monks
existed here Ijefore the Reformation. Many Roman
relics have been found, as baths, pavement, altars,
tiles, coins, in.scriptions, and enamels ; and the
smaller of these are deposited in a iiniseum. There
are also remains of an amphitheatre, measuring 222
by 192 feet, and known as King Arthur's Round
Table. (ieoHrey of Monnmuth it was who con-
nected King Arthur with Caerleon ; and to tliat
connection, througli L<jrd Tennvson, Caerleon owes
Its ciiief fame. P(jp. 1099. See J. E. Lee's Isca
Sdnruin (Lond. 1845).

Caeriuartlieii, Caernarvon. See Car
M.urniKN, (,'aknai;v(>x.

Cu'.salniii'ia, a large genus of legunanous trees,
the type ot the essentially tropical sub-order Ca-s-
alpinieie (.'^ee Le«uminos.e). The sub-order con-
tains aliout 1500 species, largely trees, among which
many arc notable for their purgative projjerties, as
Senna

; .some produce edible fruits, as the Tama-
rind, the Cand), and the West Indian Locust tree;
some yield resinous and balsandc products, as
Copaiba, Aloes-wood, tS:c. ; some produce important
dye-woods, as Logwood, Brazil-wood, Camwood,
&c

;
and some are trees of great size, and very

valuabl.! lor their timber. The genus contains 'a
nuMd)er of imjiortaiit trees, notaldv C ccliiniitu
(hrusdicn.sis), wiiicli vields the Brazil-wood, Fer-
nambuco Wood ; and C. sappctn, the Sai)pan-wood
ot commerce

; also C. roriana, which sui)i.lies the
aatiuiiicuL pods called Di\idivi, used in tanniu"

CxESAR

The various species named are dealt M'ith in separate
articles.

C^salpinilS* the Latinised form of the name
of Andrea Cesalpino, an eminent botanist and
physiologist, born at Arezzo, in Tuscany, in 1519.

He made his studies at Pisa, afterwards lectured
there, and had charge of the botanical museum.
He died early in 1603 at Rome. His fame depends
on his work, De Plantis Libri XVI. ( Florence, 1583 ),

which commenced a new epoch in system.atic
botanical science, and supplied many hints to the
great Linna'us. See Sachs, Gcsc/iichte t/er Bvtanik.

Ciesar* the title of the Roman emperors and of

the heirs to the throne, was originally the name of a
l)atrician family of the Julia Gens, one of the oldest
in the Roman state, claiming to be descended from
luhis, the son of ..-Eneas. Octavian bore the nan)e
as the adopted son of the great Julius Caesar, and
handed it down to his own adopted son, Tiberius

;

after whom it was borne by Caligula, Claudius,
and Nero. Although the Cjesarian family proper
became extinct with Nero, the title of C;esar was
l^art of the style of the succeeding emperors,
usually between Imperator and the personal
name, as ' Imperator Cccsar Vespasianus Augustus.'
When the emperor Hadrian adopted ^Elius Verus
( 136 ), the latter was permitted to take the title of
Cfesar ; and from this time in the western, and
afterwards also in the eastern, empire it was borne
by the heir-ai:)pareiit to the thrtme, while Augustus
continued to be the exclusive name of the reigning
emperor. It is hardly necessary to mention that
the name reappears in the C'~ar (or Tsar) of Russia,
in the Kaiser of the ' Holy Roman Empire ' and
the modern empire of Germany, and in the Kaisar-
i-Hind or empress of Hindustan.

Cj¥Sar, Caius Julius, son of a Roman pra-tor
of the same name, was born 12th July 100 B.C.,

according to Mommsen in 102 B.C. His circum-
stances and connections made him a resolute ad-
herent of the democratic party at Rome. His aunt
Julia was wife of Caius Marius ; and in 83 B.C.

Julius himself was marrifed to Cornelia, daughter of

Lucius Cinna, one of the principal enemies of Sulla.

The anger of the dictator at this marriage cost
Caesar his rank, property, and almost his life itself.

Feeling that he would be safer abroad for a time,
he went to Asia, 81 B.C. ; but on learning the
death of Sulla (78 B.C.), he hurried back to Rome,
where he f(jund the popular party in a state of
great ferment, and anxious to regain what it had
lost under the vigorous despotism of the aristocratic
dictator. Ca'sar, however, took no part in the
attempts of Lepidus to overthrow the oligarchy ;

but he showed his ])olitical leanings by prosecuting
(77 B.C.) Cna-us Dolabella—a great partisan of
Sulla—for extortion in his province of Macedonia.
To improve his eloquence, he went to Rhodes to
study under the rhetor Apolloiiius JMolo.

In 74 B.C. he returnetl to Rome, where he had
been elected pontifex, and now for the first time
threw himself earnestly
into public life. He soon
became the most active
leader of the democratic
j)arty, and had a large
share in etl'ecting tiie

agreement by whicii
Pompey and Crassns
accepted the popular
policy. The result was
the overthrow of the
Sullan constitution in 70
B.C., and the restoration
of popular institutiims
such as the tribunate,
a qua'storsliip in Spain

1 68 B.C. Caesar obtainetl
On his return to Rome
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(67 B.C.), he married Ponipeia, a relative of Puinpey,

with wlioni lie was daily becoming,' more intimate.

In 60 B.C. he held the c-uniie a'dilesliip, and
lavished vast .sums of money on j^'ames and public

liuildinjp>, by which he increased his already j^reat

jiopularlty. For the next few years Ca-sar is founil

steatlily active on the popular side. In ^i U.C. he
was elected i)ontifex maximus, and shortly after,

pra'tor. Durinj^ the same year occurred the famous
<lebate on tiie Catiline conspiracy, in which the

aristocratic party vainly endeavoured to persuade
the consul, L'icero, to include Ca-sar in the list of

conspirators. It is believed by some that he was
at least indirectly concerned in the conspiracy. In

62 B.C. Fomi)ey returned from the East, and dis-

Imnded his army. Next year ("asar oiitained the
province of Hispania I Iterior. His ;;overnment of

that province was useful to him iis jriving him
military experience and suiiplyin*' the means
wherewith U> nieet liis enormous debts. Un his

return he was elected consul, alonj; with Cal-

purnius liibulii.s.

With rare tact and sa>,'acity Casar reconciled the
two most jMiwerful men in Home, who weie then at

variance, Pompey and ("ra.>isus, and formed an
alliance with them, known in history as the First

Triumvirate ((K) U.C.). Ca*sar's pn»cee<lin<,'s during
hLs consulship were marke<l l>y tids policy of friend-

ship to Fomi)ey ; he passed an a^^rarian law by
which I'oin[iey's veteVaii soldiers cluelly prolited,

and he obtained the ratilication of that general s

acts in the East. To streiigtlien the uiuon \\ hich

had been formed, Ca's;ir gavi? Ponijicy his daughter
Jolia in marriage, though she had l»een jironu.sed

to Brutus ; while he himself also marrietl (.'al-

pumia, daughter of Piso, his succes-sor in the
consulslii]!. On the expiry of hLs term of ollice, he
obtained for liim.self, by the poi)ular vote, tlie pro-

vince of (iailia <'isali)ina and Illyiicum for live

years, to which the .senate added—to prevent the
popular a.s.si'nil>ly from doing so—the jtrovince of

(lallia Transal|iina. Nothing could have l>een

njore favourable for Casar's aims. He had now an
opportuidty of developing bis extraordinary nnlitary
genius, and of gatiieriiig round idm an army of

veterans, whom peri>etual victory siiould inspire

with thoro\igh .soldierly fidelity and devotion to his

person. This was the verj' thing he wanted in give

tiim a reputatiim equal to that of his coadjutors,
Pompey and ("rassus, whom in genius he far

8urpa.s.sed.

In 58 B.C. Ca-sar repaired to his provinces, and
during the next nine years eonducte<I those
splendid campaigns in (Jaul by which he comjiletetl

tlie subjugation of the West under the dominion
of Home. In his first camitaign he defeated the
Helvetii, ami also Ariovistus. who with a large

nunil>er of (lerman.s ha<l settled west of the Hhine.
In 57 B.C. Ca-.sar broke u|i the Helgie confedenwy
and subiluetl the various tribes comjxising it, the
greatest struggle lieing with the Ner\ii. When
the senate received ("a'-sar's othcial despatches,
it decreed a thanksgiving of 15 days—an honour
never i)reviously granted to any general. Dur-
ing the wintiT .iinl the spring following ("a-sar

stayed at Lucca, where lie had a memorable meeting
with Pompey and Cnussus, and for liiiee years
following agreed u]>on a i onimon policy. It was
decided that Pompey and (rassus should l>econsul.s

for the year 55 B.C., while the government of

Ciesar in Gaul was to Iw jirolonged for a second
term of five years till 49 tt.c. In the year 50 B.C.

followed the sultjugatioii of the Veiieti and otiier

jieoples of Brittany and Normandv, and the con-

quest of (laul might be consi<lered complete. He
now undertook a fourth campaign against two
(iermaii tribes who were about to enter (laul. He
was again successful ; and pursuing the fleeing

enemy across the Rhine, spent eighteen days in

itlundering the district inhaoited by the Sigambri.
In the autumn of the .same vear (55 B.C.) lie in-

vaded Britain ; but after a brief stay in the island,

returned to (Jaul. The Homan .senate, astonished
at his hardihood and his successes in regions where
no Homan army had ever been before, accorded him
a public thanksgiving of 20 days. In 54 B.C. ( 'a-sar

opened his lifth campaign by a second invasion of

Britain, in which he cio>se<l the Thames, and
enforced at least the nominal submi.ssion of the
British triljes in the stmth-east of the island.

Un his return to Gaul. Casar was compelled
—on account of the swircity of corn—to dis-

jierse his forces for winter (|uartei-s, and this

encouraged some of the (iailic tribes to revolt. It

led to the lirst serious reverse which Casar
sustained in CJaul ; a division of fifteen cohorts was
entirely destroyed by the Kburones. But he was
siK?etlily master of the insurrection, and exacted a
terrible vengeance on its authors. C'a'.sar now
returned to Northern Italy, that he might be able
to communicate more easily and securely with his

friends at Home. That city Wius gradually
l»ecoming more anarchic, the evils of weak govern-
ment more ajiparent ; the hour for decisive action
seemed to W- approaching, when there broke out a
general reltellion of the Gauls, lieatle<l by a young
warrior of the Arverni named V'ercingetorix. It

wjus in the dead of winter when the news came to

Cesar. Without delay he crossed the Cevennes
mountains, though they were covered with snow to

the dejith of six feet. The struggle with Vercinge-
torix WJUS a severe one ; at CJergovia, the capital of

the Arverni, Ca-sar wsus defeated, and for a time his

aflairs seenie<l in a desperate condition. But he
managed to unite his f<iiees, and at the siege of

•Alesia (52 B.C. ) crushed the wixde hosts of the
(Jauls. X'ercingetorix surremfered himself, and the
independeiKM' of (Jaul was at an end. Only .some

i.Milated tribes continued to resist; and next year
(51 B.C.) Ca'siir proceeded to <iuell them. This he
successfully accomjdished, and having in adilition

reduced the whole of A<iuitania, passed the winter
of his eighth campaign at Nemetoceiiiia, in Bel-

gium, where he spent the time in a magnanimous
and j)olitic manner. The ( Jallic princes were i-ourt-

e<uis!y and generously treated, and generally a mild
sy.stem of government was set up, which made the
Homan yoke as esi-sy as itossible. This was all the
more neces.sary, lus all'airs at Home urgently de-

niande<l attention. He look up his residence at
Havenna, where he was informed of everything
that was going on by the tribune Curio, whose
support he had j»urcha.sed.

In the meantime Pomjiey had definitely gone
over to the senatorial party. Manv causes had
contributed to this change of attitude. Pjuiipey's

wife, Ca-.sjirs daughter .luiia, was dead. Cra>sus
ha<l fallen in Asia in 5.S li.c, and thus Ca-sar and
Pompey were left alone, tin- two most powerful
men of Home. Pompey wiis jealous of his ytniiiger

rival. His natural tendency was to adhere to the
old aristocratic jiarty. He now cast in his lot with
it, and it w.is decided to iireak the power of Ca-sar.

With this view it was necessary to deprive iiim of

his coniman<l in (Jaul. During the long maiio-uv-

ring which f<dlowed, Casar Jicted with the greatest

moderation, and managed t<» throw upcm his

opponents the re.spcmsibility of violating the law.

Lnder the <lirection of Pompey the senate sum-
marily called upon him to resign the command and
disband liLs army. TIk- tribunes .Mark Antony
and Cassius itut their \eto on this motion ; but
they were violently tlriven out of the senate-

chaml>er, and fearing for their lives, they fled to

Cccsar's camp. Things h.id now come to an ex-

tremity. The senate intrusted Pompey with the
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duty of proviiling for the safety of the state. His

forces far outnumbered Civsars legions, but they

were scattered ()\er the provinces of the onii)ire.

and the Italian levy was unprepared. In face of

an enemy of sucli marvellous promptitude and

energy ivi Julius Cii'sar this dilatoriness was fatal.

Perceiving that the time for energetic action had

at lengtli arrived, Caesar liarangued his victorious

troops, who were willing to follow liim anywhere ;

crossed tlie Rubicon (a small stream which separ-

ated his province from Italy Proper), and moved
swiftly southwards. Pomi)ey Hed to Brundusiuni,

pui-sued by Ca'sar, but contrived to reach (Greece

in safety, iTtli March, 49 B.C. The Italian cities

everywhere opened their gates to the conqueror.

In three months Caesar was master of all Italy.

Ca'sar next subdued Pomjiey's legates in Spain,

who were at the head of consideral)le forces. On
his return, he took Massilia, where he learned that

lie had l)een appointe<l dictator of the republic—

a

function which at this time he retained only for

eleven days, l)ut these were honourably distin-

guished by the passing of several humane enact-

ments. Pomj)ey, now thoroughly alive to the

magnitude of his danger, had gathered in Egypt,
Greece, and the East, a powerful army, while his

fleet swei)t the sea. C;psar, however, crossing the
Adriatic at an unexpected season, made a rush for

Dyrrliacliium, where Pompey's stores were ; but
was nevertheless outstripped by his opjjonent.

Pompey intrendied his army on some high ground
near the city, where he was besieged by (Ja'sar.

The first encounter was favourable to Pompey, who
drove back C;esar"s legions witli much loss. The
latter now advanced into Thessaly, followed by his

exulting enemies. A second battle ensued on the
plains of Pharsalia, 9th August, 48 R.c. The sena-
torial army was utterly routed ; and Pompey him-
self fled to Egypt, where he was murdered. See
Pompey.
No sooner had the news reached Rome, than

Ciesar was again appointed dictator for a year, and
consul for five years. He was invested with
triljunician power for life, and with the right of
holding all the magistratial comitia except those for
the election of the plebeian tribunes. He did not,
however, return to Home after the battle of Phar-
salia, but went to Egypt, then in a distracted con-
dition on account of the disputes regarding the
succession. Out of love for Cleopatra (who subse-
quently bore him a son), he entered upon the
'Alexandrine War." in wiiicli he was successful,
and which he brought to a close in March 47 B.C.
He next overthrew a son of Mithridates, near Zela,
in Pontus, August 2 of the same year, and arrived
in Home in September. He was once more ap-
pointed dictator, and the jjiopeity of Pompey was
confiscated and sold. Before the "close of the year
he iiad set out for Africa, where his campaign
against the Pompeian generals, Scipio and Cato,
was crowned with victory at the battle of Thapsus,
April 6, 46 B.C. Cato committed suicide at Utica,
and with such irresistible celerity Avas tlie work of
subjugation carried on, that by the end of the sum-
mer Ca-sarwas once more in Rome. Now occurred
tliat display of noble and wise generosity for which
Caesar may be regarded as truly great. He was
not a man tiiat could stoop to the vulgar atrocities
of Marias or Sulla ; he majestically declared tiiat
liencefortli lie had no enemies, that he would make
no difierence between Pompeians and Ca-sarians.
His victories in Caul, Egypt, Pontus, and Africa
were cidelirated l)y four great trium))lis, during
whicli the whole Roman jiopulace was feasted and
fSted by the magnificent lil)erality of tlie (lictator.

Cie-sar now proceede<l witii ids schemes for the
t<ctllement of affairs at Rome. During the year
4ti JJ.C. he conferred a benefit on Rome and on the

world by the reformation of the calendar, which
had been greatly abused by the pontifical college

for political jiurposes. After quelling an insurrec-

tion which broke out in Spain, where Pompey's
.sons, Cneius and Sextus, had collected an army, he
received the title of ' Father of his Country,' and
also of impcrator, was made dictator and prfffcrf k.s

mormn for life, .and consul for ten years ; his person

was declared sacred, and even divine ; he obtained a
body-guard of knights and senators ; his statue was
placed in the temples ; his portrait Avas struck on
coins ; the month Quintilis was called Julius in

his honour ; and on all public occasions he was
permitted to wear the triumphal robe. He pro-

posed to make a digest of the whole Roman law for

public use, to found libraries for the same purpose,

to drain the Pontine Marshes, to enlarge the harbour
of Ostia, to dig a canal through the Isthmus of

Corinth, and to quell the inroads of the barbarians
on the eastern frontiers ; but in the midst of these
vast designs he was cut off by assassination on the
Ides ( 15th ) of March, 44 B. c. Of the sixty aristocrats

who were in the consjnracy, many had partaken of

Ca?sar's generosity, and all of his clemency. A few,
like Brutus, out of a weak and formal conscientious-
ness, based on theory rather than insight, were
probably offended by Caesar's desire to change the
form of government into a hereditary monarchy;
but the most, like Cassius, were inspired liy very
ordinary motives.

C;¥sar, who was fifty-six years of age when he
was murdered, was of a noble and kingly presence,
tall of stature, with a countenance Avliich, though
pale and thin with thought, was always animated
by the light of his black ej-es. He was bald-headed
(at least in the latter i)art of his life), wore no
beard, and though of a rather delicate constitution
naturally, he ultimately attained to the most
vigorous health. In the completeness and variety
of endowments he has had no equal. Both as

general and statesman he takes a foremost place

in the annals of the world ; and excepting Cicero,

he was the greatest orator of his time. As a
historian, he lias never Ijeen surpassed and rarely

equalled in simplicity and in the terse directness

and ilignity of his style. He was, in addition, a
mathematician, philologist, jurist, and architect,

and always took great pleasure in literary society.

The imjiortance of Julius Ca»sar in history depends
chiefly on the work he did in the transformation of

the Roman state from Ji repirblic to the rule of a
single chief. The republican government of Rome
was intended for a city with a limited population
of burgesses and dependents. As its rule widened,
this form of government proved more and more
inadequate to the altered circumstances. Under
the new conditions due unity and energj^ in the
administration could l)e attained only through the
rule of a single chief resting ultimately on the mili-

tary power. During the anarchy of the later re-

public this Avas becoming apparent. C.iesar saw
it with greater clearness than any of his con-
temporaries, and he had the genius and energy to
liring it almost to realisation. His policy was on
the whole the same as that more cautiously pur-
sued by Augustus, to concentrate in his person
the chief offices of state, and thus to establish a
single rule under the old re]iublican forms. Such a
transformation was inevitable ; and Ca'sar, in the
course he followed, simply bi'ought the tendencies
of the time to their own proper development. He
was a realist statesman who worked towards
attainable ends by such means as were availalilc.

Yet he shoAved a clemency and generosity of

temi)er, a humanity and serene superiority to the
mean and vulgar ])assi(ms of the time-, that in a
moral point of view decidedly raise him above thu
IcA'el of his contemporaries.
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Of Csesar's works the Coiuiiientaries on the Gallic and
Civil wars alone have been preserved. See Moninisen's

Itoman History (£ng. trans. 1800), and Druiiiaiin's

<i(schichte Itoins ; the works of Merivale and Arnold;
Histoire de Cigar, by Napoleon III.: Froude's tVutar;

Stoffel, Histoire de Jules Cesar (1888); W. W. Fowler,

Julius C(rsar and the Foundation of the Roinnn Im/jerial

Si/stem (New York and London, 1892); Col. T. G. Dodge,
Casar (in the ' Great Captains' series, Boston, 181*3).

€^Jl*sar« Sir Jilits, juiljjje, lK>rn at Tottenham
in 15")S, wius tlie son of Ce.sare Adelniare, pliysician

to tjueen Mary. He wju< called to the l>ar in 1580,

and was ajipointed jud','e of tlie Admiralty ("(»urt in

1584, Chancellor of the Kxclie<iuer in ItiOti, and
Master of the Rolls in l(jl4. He sjit in six parlia-

ments, wius knigiited in llHt.S, and died iSth April
1636. The close friend of \\'iiit;,'ift, and afterwards
of Bacon, he ha-s left a hi;,'iier reputation for

superiority to brihery tiian for Iej,'al acumen; and
hi.s lavish l»ounty to ail lti';,';,'ars is related to have
rendered the loan of his coach, so well known to
this fraternity, an expensive favour for ids frienils.

He wrote two treatises, on the Court nf l{e(|uests

and on the Privy-council, and a multitude of

miscellaneous papers.

Cjrsare'il, now called l>y the natives ' Kaisar-
ieh.' This nnce pnmd ami s|dendid seaport, on the
coiust of Syria, .'iU miles N. <>f .Io|)pa, w;t«. built by
Herotl about '2*2 li.f., and named in honour of C.isar
Au^istus. It was a (rreek town, with its temples,
amphitheatre, baths, Arc, imiiorted into Syria. A
semicircular mole built of lar;^e blocks of stone
protected the port on the south ami west, within
which a lleet mi;^lit ride in safety. It wa.s the .nee

of Flusebius in the 4th (••utury, and w;us (Ki-upied
by the Crusaders, who built a cathedral here ; after

them, it seems to have j,'radually decayed. It is

now a heap of half-lmriiMl ruins, with a few mi.ser-

able stone hou.ses iidialiited by fishermen. There
is a small open harlnjur. — C.+:.s.\I{K.\ rillLiri'l.

This town, mentiimed in .Matt. xvi. l.S, and Mark,
viii. 27, wiis situated aUmt i>5 miles N. of
JeriLsiilem, near the source of the .Ionian. It.s

suMix wjis ;,'iven in lumour of rhilip the Tetrarch,
who repaired the city. It is now a heap of ruins;
the miMlern villa;,'eof I'aneiLs, or Itaniius, on its site,

comprises about l.V) house.s, witli tnice-s of a temple.
It luus Iteen identilied with liiialgad or lieth-KelKjb.

Ctrsarcaii Operation (w/w, 'I cut '—

coEA-Jw) iiiL-^ irinii very ancient times l>een the iKtjm-

!ar name for I/i/strritfitmi/ {/n/stirn, 'uterus;' tniin',

'section). I'liny distinctly aliufles t^) it in his

Nuturu/ Ili.sturi/ (lil>. vii. cap. ix. ), .sayinj^ that
Ciesar was .so called from iKin;^ taken by excision
out of the womb of his mother, and tliat such
|)ersons were called Cdsoncs. In the cjuse of Julius
Ca-.sar, however, the statement must l)e regarded,
to say tiie lea.st, jus extremely doubtful.
The risk to the ciiild's life, if it be alive when the

operation is Ije^'un, is sii;,'ht ; but to the motlier's,

verj' j.creat indeed. Still, many cases are on record
where not only the child but the mother was saved.
Some women, indeed, .seem to have accepted it as
their usual nieth<Ml of delivery, havinj,' .several

children, each re<|uirin^ to be removed thn»u;rli an
alxlominal incision ; (me woman subuMtteil to it

.seven times. It li;us also been successfully per-

forme<l in most unfavourable circumstances. An
illiterate Irish midwife operated with a razor on a
lK)or farmers wife in IT.'iH, removinj,' a dead child,

and lier patient completely recovered ; and ca-ses

are known in which women ha\ e operated on them-
selves with )K'rfect success. The operation hiis been
less often and less successfully resorted to in Great
Britain than on the continent of Europe and in

America.
Sinct! alnmt 1870, two ]»r<K'edures have Ijeen

intnxlucetl with the view of diminishiuL' the risk

to the mother when delivery is impossible by the
natural cliannel. Porro's operation, first per-
formed l)y liim in 187(>, consists in the removal of
tiie uterus after the chiiil has been delivered. In
ThonuLs's operation (1870), the skin incision is

made in the groin, and the j^enital canal is opened
into below tlie uterus, which is left intact. Both
these operati«)ns have hitherto given promi.se of
more favourable results as regards the life of the
mother than the oltl procedure, in which the
first incision was made m the middle line of the
IkhIv.

Practiti«mers are not quite agreed jis to the cir-

cum.stances which justify the performance of such
a severe operation on the living female, but all aie
tinanimous as to the projuiety of at once removing
1)V it tiie ciuid of a recentlv dcatl woman. Tra<lition
a.scrii»es to Numa Poinjiilius a decree tliat every
pregnant woman who die<l siiould i»e oiiened ; and
tlie senate of \'enice in UiOS decreed that prac-
titioners should perform, under heavy iienalties,

the Ca-.sarean ojieration on pregnant women sup-
lK>se«l to be (lead. In 174'J the king of the Two
Sicilies decreed the iiunislimeiit of deatii to medical
men wiio omitted to perform it on women dying
when advanced in pregnancy. Of coui^e, to be of
any u.se, it must Ik- i)crlormed immediately.

I'a'.silllll, an alkaline metal, almost always
found along with rubidiuuj, was discovered by Hun-
sen and Kircidiofl" in I860 by spectrum analysis.

The metal, isidated for the first time in 1882, is

silver white, soft and extensile, .and like rubidium
is highly analogous to potassium. Its symbol is

Cs, and its atomic weiglit WVi. Its melting-point
is 26 5C, and its specific gravity 188. It ignites

spontane<msly in the air, and when thrown <m
water, liehaves like .sodium, pota.ssium, and rubi-

dium. The name Ls derived from raxiii.s, 'sky-
coloured,' from the colour given to the bhiwpiiie
flame l>y c;i sium. See lU lilDlf.M.

Caesura* in Prosody, a jiause or stoj) in the
line, on the variations in tiie i»osition of which
nnuii of tlie effect of the riiytlim of verse depends.
SeeMKTKE.

I'afl'. See COFFEE-}IOf.SES,

4'jin'eiiie, or Thki.nk, CgH,„N/)._.H._.<), is the
alkaloid or active principle of Coffee (q.v.) and
Tea (q.v. ). When i.solated, it forms tteautiful

white crystals, with a silkv lustre, which are
.solulde in chlorofonii, water, alcohol, and etlier. It

is a remarkai)ie fact that iieari> ail tlie iieverages

in use iii dilicrent parts of tite world owe tiieir

virtues to, or at least ccmtain, the .same or similar
active principles. Thus caffeine is present in
ctjfl'ee, tea, guarana, Paraguay tea or hkiU, and in

the kola nut ; while in ccxoa theobromine is the
corresjMindiiig principle, dillering but siiglitly from
calleine in clieniieai composition— tiie latter lieing

methyl-theobromine— i.e. tlieol>romine in which
one atom of hydrogen luis been rei>laced bj' the
group methyl, CH^. In coffee, caffeine is present
to the extent of from 1 to 2 per cent., while ordin-
ary tea and guarana contain from 2A to 6 jHjr

cent. In large doses, cafleine proves fatal to the
lower animals, causing convulsicjiis and deatli. In
man, doses of 8 to 1'2 grains produce diuresis, great
excitement, anxiety, and even delirium ; but it has
lieen of late ii.sed medicinally as a powerful stimu-
lant of the heart "s action. It may be extracted from
coffee or tea by making a dec<jcti(jn in hot water,
and adding iicetate of lead, whicii causes a precijii-

tate of catreotaiinate of lead. \N lien the latter is

acted on by suliihuretted livtlnj^'en, the lead is

separate*!, and tlie cafleine left in solution. On
evaporation of the lii|uiil, and recrystaliisation from
alcohol, the caffeine .separates in crjstals.

Caffeine forms a series of salts, of wjiicii tho
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citrate has come largely into use. One grain given

everj' hour is often fouiul to give great relief in sick

headaches.

<'aflraria. See K.\ffr.\ria.

^'a^fO-bird.**. Birds have been kept from the

earliest history of the worM to the present time In-

savage as well as by civilised races, and the origin

of caging and domesticating birds as i)ets is lo.st in

antiquity. Alexander the Great kept a ring-necked

parrakeet in a golden cage of fabulous value ; and
these birds still bear the name of the famous Greek
emperor. Steam and colonisation have led to the

regular importation into Britain of not less than

50,000 foreign cage-birds every year, and as many
of these varieties breed freely in England, our

native songsters are less sought after as pets ex-

cept by the poorer class. Not that any of these

bnlliantly plumaged foreigners can compare in song
w'ith several of our more sober-coated little song-

sters—the British blackbird, the thrush, or the sky-

lark. There is now a craze for foreign bird-breed-

ing, and Australian and American parrakeets nestle

freely in large cages or garden aviaries, burrowing
into logs of rotten wood, making no nests, and lay-

ing their eg^s in the holes. They stand our winters

well if supiuied with abundance of suitable food

—

viz. canary, hemp, millet, and oats for aviaries ;

and canary only in cages, where want of exercise

produces excessive fatness and egg-binding. Of the
foreign cage-birds, the best songsters are the shama
{Copsychus saukiris, an Indian bird of the thrush
family ), bulbul, Virginian nightingale ( of which the
hen sings quite as well as the male bird), and the
American mocking-bird. Amongst English soft-

billed songsters the most desirable are the nightin-
gale, blackcap, blackbird, thrush, lark, and starling

;

these all have to be fed on ci"ushed hemp and
bread-cnimbs, with animal food in the shape of

meat or insects—spiders being a wonderful ' pick-
me-up ' for these birds when out of health. Of the
grain -eating British birds kept for theii" song,
linnets and goldfinches head the list; but the bull-

finch is deservedly popular, for he is very handsome
in his crimson breast and Ijlack velvet coat, and he
is essentially of a knowing, jolly disj^osition,

although his call-note is somewhat monotonous.
He can easily be taught to whistle a tune if the
lesson is begun before he is old enough to be in full

song. Siskins and redpolls are the unfortunate
birds which a certain class of people delight to
chain to a bucket-board by means of a belt or brace,
and doom to draw their water and food from wells
beneath by means of miniature buckets. Gold-
finches and linnets are sometimes similarly treated,
but happily this cruel practice—like the 'blearing

'

of birds' eyes with a hot iron to make them sing
better—is rightly discountenanced.
Broadly speaking, the ailments which afflict

all cage-birds are in ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred due to injudicious and excessive feeding,
and it is far better to err on the side of short
commons than to feed too high. As the sicknesses
of the birds owe their origin to insufficient exercise
and too much stimulating food, the safest and most
universal medicine is a drop of castor-oil, put into
the natients mouth with a camel-hair bnish. Arti-
ficially heated rooms and the fumes of gas are very
deleterious to bird-life, and glass conservatories, by
rea.son of their varying heat, are unsuitable places
either for aviaries or cages. To hang a bird in a
window, or to place an aviaiy cage tliere, is gross
cruelty, because a draught is even more injurious
to birds than to human beings ; and pets kept under
such conditions are always in bad health and
wheezy.

Tlie best parrot for talking purposes Is the doulde-
fronted, yellow-faced Amazon {Chrysotis ochro-

cephala), which is much hardier than the African
gray birds, of which latter species more than
ninety-five per cent, die in the process of acclimati-
sation. There are two varieties of grays—siuall

from the south coast, and a larger kind from the
west of Africa ; these latter are the best. The
spring of the year is the proper season to buy a
paiTot, as the young birds are then imported, and
there is the whole summer and autumn in which to
harden them off. The cockatoo family are all

crested, and in some varieties the crests are fan-
shaped, and can be opened or closed at will. These
birds make noisy cage-pets, being querulous and
excitable, and they never make good talkers.
Canary-seed is the best staple article of diet for
all the parrot tribe, both large and small.

Cag'liari (pronounced Cal'yari], the capital of
Sardinia, at the head of a siJacious bay, on the south
coast of the island. By steamboat it is 34 hours
from Leghorn, 27 from Naples, 22 from Palermo,
and 17 from Tunis ; whilst by rail it is 174 miles S.

of Porto Torres. With a lagoon on either hand, it

lies at the base and on the slopes of a steep hill,

300 feet high ; its streets are mostly narrow and
dirty. Its harbour, defended by forts, has been
enlarged since 1882; and Cagliari has a university
(1596; remodelled 1764), a castle {-trca 1217), a
cathedral (1312; modernised 1703), and a bronze
statue (1860) of Charles Felix V. Pop. (1S93)
42,000. Cagliari occupies the site of the Carat cs of
the Carthaginians, and has a lioman amphitheatre,
measuring 9oi by 79 yards. From 19 A.D. till 1492
it was the seat of a great Jewish colony; other-
wise it has shared the ups and downs of Sardinia,
having been several times besieged or bombarded
—in 1708 by the English under Admiral Lake.

Cagliari, Paolo. See Veronese.

Cagliostro, Count Alessandro di, an arch-
impostor, who, in the latter half of the 18th cen-

tury, travelled through Europe, and whose adven-
tures attbrd considerable insight into the men and
manners of his times. He was born at Palermo, of

poor parentage, 8th June 1743, and his true name
was Giuseppe Balsamo. Carlyle's picture of him
when a boy— ' brass-faced, vociferous, voracious '—
is probably accurate, and already prophesies the
bold and boisterous quack. When thirteen years
old he ran away from school, and A\'as afterwards
sent to the monastery of Caltagirone. Here he
became assistant to the apothecary, and picked up
that scanty knowledge of chemistry and medicine
which he afterwards turned to such profitable

account. His conduct in the monastery was in

keeping with his character, but tinding it too
contracted a sj^here for the development of his

ambitious genius, he left it, or was ejected, and for

a time led 'the loosest life' in Palermo. In 1769
he found it advisable to leave his birthplace ; and
in company with the Greek sage Althotas, he is

vaguely represented as travelling in parts of Greece,
Egypt, and Asia. At Rome, ' his swart, squat
figure finst becomes authentically visible in the
Corso and Campo Vaccino. He lodges at the sign

of the Sun in the Rotunda, and sells etchings
there,' very hard up at this time. At Rome, too,
' the bull-nocked forger ' contrived to marry a very
pretty woman named Lorenza Feliciani, who be-

came .a skilful accomplice in bis schemes, and
captivated many admirers, while (Jagliostro picked
their pockets. He now made the tour of Italy

with great success as a physician, philosopher,
alchemist, freemason, necromancer. Next, he ex-

tended his victorious career through some parts of

Germany, and especially carried on a lively business
in his 'elixir of immortal youth,' which became
very popular among the ladies. By its virtue the
count assured them he had already attained his
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130th yt'iir, while liis younj: ami chaniiing wife

often talked atlectionately of her son as ' a com-
mander in the Dntch navy.' Throu;,'h Courlantl,

they atlvancecl triuiu{)hantly to the court of St

Fetersburj,', where he seems to have made liLs lirst

failure ; for the Empress Catharine, aided V>y her

Scotch physician, Koj.'ers(m a keen witted native

of Annamiale, who sceptically examined his famous
'Spa^ric fiKxl," and pronouncetl it 'unlit for a
dog '—penetrated his real character, and made him
the subject of a comedy. C'a<;liostro soon found it

convenient to vanish. We next find him at War-
saw, discoursing,' on his net Egyptian miu-<onrv,

medical philosojihy, and the ignorance of doctors,

bat he hits the misfortune to l>e unma-^ked by a
certain Count M. This, however, had little eficct

on tiie stujdil credulity of Cagliostro's dui)es

—

lielonging, it must Ik; rememl)eretl, to the upjier

cla-s-ses, who in that age were at once sensual,

infidel, and superstitious—so that they persisted

for a time ' in disten<ling his po<kets with ducats
and diam<mds,' winch, however, his lavi-h dissiiia-

tion soon scattered to the winds—for this prophet
of a new j»hysical and moral regeneration, and
inventor of an ' invaluable jwntagon for al>olLshing

original sin,' was a desj)erate gambler. In 17H0

he went to Stra^tburg ; and soon afterwanls we
find him in Paris, still founding bxlgcsof ' Egyptijin
freenni-sons,' iiolding ncK-turnal meetings for the
evocatiftn of spirits, and scandalously simulatin'' the
character and deeds of a philantbropist. From
Paris he came over to England, where he was
cordially received by the followers of Swe<lenlK>rg.

On his return t<i Paris (17!Sj), he became tlistin-

guitihed at court, was intimate with the weak ami
credulous Cardinal Kohaii, and |ilayed a ]iromineiit

part in the allair of the Diamond Necklace (q. v. i.

Tlii.s lotlged him in the Hiustille ; but he cleared
himself by a statement which gaine<l credit, and,
after l»eing lil>erated, carried on liis adventures once
more in England, liut feelily, the sunshine of success
now oliviously growing dim ; in short, the count,

in gloom and forelxMling, di.s;iji|>eared from the
island. On the Continent, t<M>, the market wjus

closed, a general ilistrust having l>een excited by
the revelaticms of one of his dui)es. ' At Aix,
in Savoy, there are baths, Init no gudgeons in

them :' at Turin he is ordered otl' liy the king ;

a similar fate befalls him at I{overe<lo ; at Trent
we catch a glimpse of him • painting a new hiero-

glyphic screen," which, howe\ er, attracts no more
the gaping crowd ; lower still, 'he pawns diamon<l
buckles;' finally, his wayworn wif, -in whom,
perhaps, because of her womaidiomi, the enormous
lie an<l <|uacker>- first breaks up— ' longs to l>e in

Rome by her mothers hearth, by her mothers
grave, where so much as the shadow of refuge
awaits her. ' In May 17W1 he entered the city ; on
the '20th DecemlK'r, the H<dy hujuisition detected

him founding 'some feeble ghost of an Egyptian
lotlge.' He Wius im]>ri.soned, and condemned to

death for freenui-sonry. His sentence was com-
muted to imprisonment for life in the fortress of

San Leone, wliere, in sjiiteof his 'elixir of immortal
youth,' he difd '2t;th August 179">, aged lifty-two

years. His wife ended her days in a convent. His
M^moire-t iVuris, 178.")) are xw/ authentic. See the
essay (

\KVA) in Carlyle's Miscellanies.

Vsignoliu Lvuii, MAiaii'is, an Italian archi-

tect, was lM>rn at Milan in 17H'2, and died in 18.S3.

A follower of I'alladio, he Itelonged to the revivers

of cla.ssical architecture. His m.isterwork Is the
triumi>hal Am/ delln I'lirr, of white marble, in

Milan, commenced in 1807, linished in IS.'^S.

C'agots (I}asr|ue Agotac), a name given to a
distinct tribe of people, who are found scattered in

the district of the western Pyrenees. Formerly

they were usually said to be the descendants of

the Visigoths, who remained in France after their

defeat by Clovis in the oth century, and the name
was explained as a corruption of v<niis guthus
('Gothic dog'). But it is ditlicult to undei-stand
why such a descent should have maintained its

opprobrium. Others have connecte<l them with
the Albigenses, or the Mooi-s left behind in Cas-
ccmy after the disaster at Tours ; it is far more
likely that they were «)riginally the victims of

social seclusion due to the taint of leprosy, but
that the disease wore itself out from their healthy
way of life. M. de Kochas has strengthened this

argument by showing how easily Caqiienx, the
ordinarv name applied to tiie same or a similar
peojile in IJrittany, is formed from the Celto-Hreton
word cacodd, 'leprou.s." I'ntil the French Revolu-
tion they were forced to wear a peculiar tlress,

were forbidden to j)ractise all but the most menial
trades, though M. P. Raymond Iwus shown that
in the 14th ami l.")th centuries .some were even
bankers and physicians, ami were obliged to live

isolated, either in sej»arate villages or in separate
quartere of the t4jwns. So comjdete was their

estrangement from the other inhabitants, that
they were forced to enter the churches by do«ii-s

sjiecially set apart for them. Since that Revolu-
tion, they have b(,'en jilaied, a.s reganls the law,

on an equal footing ^^itil other citizens, but
socially tliev are still regarded as a degraded
race. In tlieir language there is nothing that
is distinctive, save tliat their isolation has some-
times ma<le them si)eak a purer dialect than their

neighlM)urs, nor yet are tlicy ethnologically dis-

tinct ; although many have claimed that the i)re-

dominant blue eyes, fair hair, and fair complexion
point back to a Teutonic origin. They have
been often connecteil erroneously with the Cretins,

with whom their healthy frames, and strong but
not unhandsome figures, have little in common.
Races, whose history and jiresj'ut condition greatly
resemlile those of the t ag->ts of >oiitli-western

France, are called Cdquruj: in Rrittany, and
C'llliherts in Poitou, Maine, and .\njou. See
Michel, Histoire des limes Muudites de Id Frame
et dc lEsnatjuc {2 vols. 1847); the bulletins of the
S(jri^ti Ani/iriijiiilot/it/iif (\H~\, &c.); Rochas, Les
J'tirins do Fraiirr rf (/Ksnai/iir, Caifots ft liohenilrns

(1877); and Dr J. Hiuk 'I'uke in vol. ix. (1880)
of the Journal of the Anthrujiolugirtd Institute.

C'a'hir« a town in County Tipjierary, Ireland,

beautifully situate<l on the Suir, II miles NW.
of Clonmel. On a rock in the river is Caliir

Ciistle, built in the l'2th century. The town lia> a
large trade in corn and Hour. Pop. 'J()4(i.

C'aliors (anciently Dironn), the chief town in

the (lepartment of Lot, in the south of France, is

situated on a small rocky peninsula, formed by a
beml of the river Lot, 71 miles north of Toulouse
by rail. The streets are steeji and narrow, and
jiresent m.any fine sj)ecimens of antitpie architec-

ture. The cathedral was built early in the 12th

century. Cahors contains many Roman remains,
including those of a magnificent afjueduct. The
famous Fenelon w;ls a student at the univer-

sitv here, which was founded Itv Poj)e .lohn

XXII. in 1321, but united with "that of Tou-
louse in \~')\

; and here were born the poet Clement
Marot and Leon Gambetta, to whom a monnment
w;us raised in 1884. The town was taken and
jiillaged by Henry of Navarre in 1580. Its indus-

tries are j»ottery and tanning ; it has also an active

trade in tniflles, oil, wine (a dark-red Pontac),

wool, ami lime. Pop. l.'i,4.')I.

CaiCOS« a group of islands ])elonging geo-

graphically to the Hahamas, but annexed in 1874

to Jamaica. The North, West, East, Grand, and
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other Caicos, liave, together with Turk's Islands, an

area of 223 sq. ni., and a jjopulation of 4745. Salt

and sponges are tlieir chief products.

Cilifa. See Haifa.

failliaud. Kkkdkiuc, a French traveller, born

at Naiitt's, ittli ,)iine 17S7, became a goldsmith and
travelled owv Eiiroi>e, and in 1815 to Alexandria.

In examining the mineral resources of Egypt, lie

rediscovered the ancient emerald mines of Jebel

Zobara, near the Ked Sea; and his report of a
journey to Siwah (see Oases) led to its annexation

by Egyjit in 1820. In 1821-22 he accompanied
li)rahim Pashas expedition to the White Nile, and
his Vi)if,((je a Mcruc (4 vols. Paris, 1823-26) con-

tained the tirst reliable information of that district.

In 1827 he settled as conservator of the Natural
History Museum at Nantes, where he died, 1st

May 18(59. He pviblished a I'lji/ai/e a Si/oiia/i and
two volumes of researches on the life of tlie ancient
Egyptians, Nubians, and Ethiopians.

CaillilS liKNE or AUGITSTE, a French traveller,

noted for his journey to Timbuctoo, \vas born 19th
Septemlier 1799 at ^lauzc, in Poiton. Having gone
to Seuegal, and engaged in trading with the
natives, he learned about 1826 that the Geographi-
cal Society of Paris hail oll'ered a premium of 10,000
francs to the lii"st traveller wiio should reach
Timbuctoo. Provided A\ith a stock of goods for

barter, and dressed in Moorish garb, Caillie, wIkj
had learned Arabic, started from Kakondy in Sierra
Leone, April 18, 1827, and after some delay caused
by illne.ss, reached the mysterious city, April 20,

1828. Here he remained fourteen days, then accom-
panied a cara\ an across the Sahara Desert, reach-
ing the coast at Tangier, August 7. After hearing-

anil examining his statements, the society awarded
him the oUered prize, with a pension of 1000 francs.

His notes of travel, arranged by M. Jomard, were
miblished under the title Journal d'uti Voyage a
Temhoitftou, ikv. (3 vols. 1830). Caillie died near
Paris, May 7, 1839.

€aill« the (irst-born of Adam and Eve, appears
in the book of Genesis as the prototype of human
weakness descending swiftly into inhuman wicked-
ness, and Cain and bis family are contrasted with
the linsbandman Abel as the founders of settled life

and worldly culture. A sect of the Ophite (inostics,

called C'liinites (130.\.D. ), believed that Cain was
the otlspring of the intercour.se of a sujierior Power
with Eve, and Abel of an inferior Power ; that
their ciiaracters corresponded to their paternal
parent.age, and that the slaying of Abel only
symbolised the victory of the su))erior over the
inferior Power. See (Jnostics, Ol'lllTES.

€ailie, Thomas Henry Hall, novelist, was
born (of Manx blood on his father's side) at
Kuncorn in Cheshire, on the 14th May 1853, and
was trainiMl as an architect, l)ut gradually passed to
joiirnaiisni (on tiie l^ircvjiool Alcmir//) and litera-

ture. He puldished Rccolkctions of his friend Kossetti
(1882), Soiiiief.'i of Three Centuries (IH82), and Cob-
webs of Criticism ( 1883) ; but is best known by his

novels, T/ie Shadow of a Crime (1885), ..1 iSon oj
Ilatjar (IHHG), The Deemster (1887), The Bo)idinan
(a lale of tlie old connection between Iceland and
Man, 1890), The Seajteyoat (a story of Morocco,
where lie travelled, 1891), The Manjyinan (1894),
and The Christian (1898). The Deemster, named
from the oliicial title of the Manx judges, was
dramatised as Bni-niy-Chree in 1889 ; ^//e Manx-
man in 1895, and The Christian in 1898, lirst in
New York, and the following year in London. A
l)lay, Mahomet, was withheld from the stage at
ihe request of the Turkish Amliassador. In 1896
he recited stories in public.

€aillozoic*. See Tkhtiaio', (iKoLixiv.

^a ira ( ' it will go on !

'), a popular song which
arose in the fever of the French Revolution, so

named from its refrain :

All I <;a ira, ga ira, i;a ira !

Les aristocrati's a la laiiteriie '.

Like the Marseillaise, the Carnuujnole, and the
Chant dii Depart, it became a French national song,
and was styled the Carillon National. The words,
which are worthless rubbish enough, were due to a
street singer named Ladre ; the melody to Beoourt,
a stage-drummer. The song was prohibited by the
Directory in 1797.

Caird, Sir James, bom at Stranraer, in Wig-
townshire, in 1816, published in 1849 a treatise on
High Farmiuq as the Best Substitute for Froteetion,
and among later works, English Agrieulture in
1850-51 (1852), a reprint of letters io the Times,
which has been translated into German, French,
and Swedish, and reijublished in the Lhiited
States. He sat in jajirliament as a Liberal,
1857-65, and in 1864 obtained a grant for the
collection and puldication of agricultural statistics

of the country. Ap])ointed chairman of the lioyal
Commission on Sea Fisheries in 1863, he was made
a K.C.B. in 1882. He died 9th February 1892.

Caird, John, a great Scottish preacher, was born
at Greenock in 1820. He studied at the university
of Glasgow, and held in succession pastoral charges
at Newton-upon-Ayr (1845), Lady Yester's parish,
Edinburgh (184/), Errol, in Perthshire (1849), and
Park Church, Glasgow ( 1857). A sermon preached
before the Queen at Crathie in 1855, and published
under the title of The Religion of Common Life,
quickly carried the fame of the author into all parts
of the Protestant world. Dean Stanley said it was
the greatest .single sermon of the century. In 1858
Caird published a volume of sermons, marked by
beauty of language, strong thought, and intense
sympathy with the spiritual aspirations of mankind.
He received the ilegree of D.D. in 1860, was
appointed professor of Divinity in 1862, and in 1873
Principal of Glasgow University. In 1880 he
jiublished a (Neo-Hegelian) Introduction to the

Fhilosophij of Relufion, and in 1888 a small work on
Spinoza. He died 30th July 1898.—His brother,

Edavard, born 22d March 1835, from Glasgow
jiassed as a Snell exhibitioner to Balliol College,

Oxford, and became in 1864 fellow and tutoi- at

Merton. In 1866 he was apjiointed professor of

Moral Philosophy at Glasgow University, where he

exercised a quite unusual personal influence over

his students ; and in 1893 he was made LL.D. and
elected Master of Balliol. Among his works are a

Critical Account if tlie Fhilosopliy of Kant (1877),

an excellent little book on Hegel, an examination
of Tlie Social Fhilosopliy and Religion of Comte
(1885), and the St Andrews Gitt'ord Lectures on
The Evolution of Religion (1893). He contributed

the article Hegel to this work.

Cairn* or Cahn, a Celtic word signifying a
in-otuberance, a heap, a pile, ajjpears in names
of hills and rocks in Scotland, Ireland, Wales,
Cornwall, and Brittany ; but in archtcology, ' cairns

'

are artificial heaps of unhewn stones. Exter-
iiiilly all cairns are very nnich alike, the only
dill'erences discernible being those of size and basal
outline. Internally they vary in their construction
according to their puri)ose and jjcriod. Prehistoric

cairns are usually sei>ulchral, but any dry-built

structure, such as a broch, a bee-hive house, or

even an early Christian church in a condition of

ruin, may assume the appearance of a cairn.

Se])ulchral cairns of the prehistoric period are

divisible into two classes—chamberecl and un-

chambered—the former being characteristic of the

stone age, the latter of the age of bronze and
later times. The chambered cairn may be circular.
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oval, or oMonjjj on tlie f^ouml-i>lan, sometimes
with concave or convex ends. Tlie ii<issa«;e, roofetl

witli Hat stones, leads into a chamber w liidi may
either have a roof «)f Hee-iiive («|.v. ) coiistrviction

as in the Hritish Isles, or of me^'alithic construction
of immense hlocks laid from wall to wail ivs in

lirittany and Scandinavia. Tlie chamhcr is some-
times sulKlividi'd l>y ]>artitions of slahs set on edj^e

in the floor, at other times there are smaller cliam-
bers openinjj oil" three sides of the main chamber,
the ftmrth side heinj,' occupied by tiie entrance-
pa.s.sa<je, as at Maeshowe in (Jrkney. Hotli burnt
and unliurnt human remains are found in the.se

chambered cairns, wiiicli seem to iiave been family
sejiulclires used for lon<; periods consecutively.
They are often of <,'reat size, and conspicuou.sly
placed on eminences, or as.sociatetl in {groups as
tribal cemeteries like tho.se of Tailten, Cniach.an,
and Bruj,'h, .so often referred to in the eariv Irisli

annals a.s ' the three cemeteries of the idolaters.'

The external conli;ruration of the cairn is usually
defined by a »in;,'le or double retaining,' wall, and the
sitt^ is sometimes svirroumled by a ilitch, or by a
ditch anil rampart of earth, as at Maeshowe ; or by
a sinj,'le or double circle of standing; st<me8, a.s at
Clava in Strathnairn ; or it mav l)e a.ssociated with
an ali;,'iiment, or ^roui* of .standinj,' stones arranj,'e<l

in rows, ;us at Callernish in the island of Lewis.
The chamlier is always small in compari-ion with
the viust size of the cairn it.-«elf. In Caithness an
oblonj^ cairn '240 feet in lenjjth had a chamlKT
measuring' only 12 feet by 6. Slaeshowe (a circular

cairn covered with earth), 92 feet in diameter and
36 feet in iieijjht, h.xs a chamber measuring,' only
15 feet by 14 feet Ht inches, entereil tlirou;,'h a

Ca,ssa;,'e r>4 feet in len;,'th. (Javr liinis in the Mor-
ilian, lUT feet in diameter and .'}() feet hi;rh, has a

chamber mea-surin;; only J> feet by S, entered tlirou;:h

a passa;,'e 44 feel in lenj^'th. In this ca.se ImiIIi

p!i,>*sa;,'e Jind chamber are lined with ;.'reat stones
elalmrately sculptured with ;,'roups or patterns of

irrej,'ularly circular, spiral, and wavy lines. In a
cemetery of about .SO cairns at Lou;rherew, in

Ireland, there are several of I'JO to ISO feet in

diameter, the chambers of which are lined with
sculptured slabs of somewhat similar character.

The f^reat chamlK'reil cairn of New (Jranj^e, one of

a Ki"'*"!' "f three situated on the banks of the
lioyne, near I)ro;,'heda, with a diameter of 'M')

feet and a, hei;,'ht of about 70 feet, has a chaml)er
of about 13 feet diameter, with side recesses of

smaller size. The pji.s.saj;e is (>3 feet in leii;,'th, and
many of the f,'rent stones lining' the pa.'-.sji^'e ami
chamber are s('ulptured with incise<l patterns «if

irre;,'ular spirals and zigza;,'s. The site of the
cairn is surrounded by a circle of standinj,' stones.

It is on reconl that these cairns were opened and
plunderi'd by the Norsemen in Htj'2 .\.l>. The
unch.amberetl cairns of the bronze a;,'e anti later

times are usually smaller in si/e ami mostly cir-

cular. Instead of a |)a.s.sa;;e anil chami>er they
contain in their interior, sometimes on, sometimes
under the surface level, one or more burials, burnt
or unl>urnt, inclosed in cists formed uf unhewn
flat slab.x. There is in the church of I'enmaclino,

in Wales, an early Christian monument which
states that ' Carausius lies here, in this cairn of

stones,' 'Carausius hie jacit in hoc con;:eries Laiii-

duni (gi'c).' Adamnan in his life of St Columoa
mentions that a converted chief in Skye was buried
by his followers under a cairn. There is an old

(jaelic j>roverl), Ciiirii//i mi rlnrli ad r/nini, ' I will

a<ld a stone to your cairn,' and in the nortli-we.st

Hi;,'hlands it is still the cu.stom to erect cainis of

stones at the haltinj^-jdaces on the journey to the

cemetery. Cairns, apart from their ori^'inal pur-

pose, have lieen u.sed a.s boundaries, or as the

meetin;,'-place of a tribe, or the inauguration-place
^2

of a chief. The Cdirn-na-cuimfinc, near Halmoral,
was the mustering-place of the men of Strathdee.
(.)ccasionally a cairn may be raised to commemorate
some event, or to mark a spot traditionally con-

nected with a deed of fame or »)f horror. A
familiar instance of the latter cla.ss is found in

Mushet's Cairn in the tjueen's Tark, Kilinbur;:h,

where a wife was nuirdered by her husband in 17'20

(see Scott's IIcKrt of Mi(/lu(/ii(in) ; to the former
behmg the Jubilee cairn on Ben Ledi, and the
numerous cjiirns round lialmoral. Cairns are most
frequent in stony countries. Where stones are
scarce, the earthen mound or Harrow (q.v. ) came
in place of the cairn, from which it dillers only in

the materials. See C.vlleknish, M.vkshowk.

CainiOS, .John Elmot. economist, was born in

County Louth, Ireland, 'Jtith December IS'J.S. His
father was a brewer, and .as the son showed
no aptitude for s\ich learning as his teachers
otlered him, lie was placed in the brewery. Alter
a time, however, young ("airnes began to entertain

a liking for intellectual jiursnits, and, much ag.iinst

his fathers will, went to Trinity College, Dublin,
where he graduated 15. .\. in 1S4S. In 1S.")() he was
appointed Wiiately jirotessor of Political Kconomy
at Dublin, the lii-st-fruits of this oHice being his

Cfianirtcr (tml Loijinil Mct/im/ of Political Enmitiiiif

(iSoT). In LS.")9'he wjis elected to the chair of

Political Economy .ind .lurispnulence in t^)ueens

College, (Jalway. He iiublished in 18()2 his book
on the ^Idir J'lnrrr, which made a j>rofound im-

t)ression. In IHW; he was called to the ch.iir of

'olitic.il Economy in Cnivei"sitv College, London.
He jiublished his Essays on t'olitiral KroiiDDii/,

Thcontiral and Ai>i>liiil m IST.*?, and in 1S74 Some
Leading I'rinriji/is nf I'olifira/ Erononnj nrirlij

Er/>onndrd. An accident in the hunting licld in

18(M) led to a breakdown in health, from which ho
never quite recovered, and the later years of his

life were clouded with suHering, which he bore
with i>atience, nor did it jirevent him taking a
lively interest in the afVairs of the day. He died

.Stii .Inly 187.3. As an economist, Cairnes may be
regarded as a disciple of .Mill, but his adhesion was
that of a powerful and independent thinker, whose
oiiinions were the result of his own reseiin-h. He
elucidated with great clearness, grasi*, and philo-

sophic comprehensiveness many of tiie most im-

IMtrtant ami ilitlicult i>roblems in jiolitical economy.
le is second only to Mill among recent English

economists.

('airiii;oriii Stoiio, or simjdy Cairnoorm,
a name often given liy jewellers, and i)articularly

in Scotland, to biown or yellow quartz or rock-

crystal, because found among tlie Cairngorm
M(mntains, in south-west Al»erdeenshire. The
.same mineral is found in many other localities,

JUS at Olivet near Orleans, in Bohemia, Brazil,

Sil)eria, ilvc. In Cairngorm and the neighbour-

ing district of Mar, it occurs both in the granite

rock and in the alluvial soil. It dillers from
commim colourless quartz or rock-crystal only

in the presence of a very little oxide of iron or

manganese, to which it owes its colour. It is much
used as an ornamental stone. The yellow variety

is not unfrciiucntly called toi)az, although quite

(liH'erent from the true topaz, which it resembles

chiefly in colour, having neither its hardness nor

its brilliancy. The to])az is, however, sometimes
fmind along with it in the granite and gneiss

districts of M.ar and Cainigorm. The brown
variety is sometimes called Smoky Quartz., and
when Of a giM)d and uniform colour is by some
preferred to the yellow.

Cairns, Eari.. High MacCalmoxt Cairns,
a great lawyer and parliamentary debater, was born

in County Down, Ireland, in 1819, and educated at
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Trinity CoUepe, Dublin. He was called to tlie bar

at the" Middle Temple in 1844, was returned to par-

liament for Helfast in IS.Vi. and quickly made his

mark in the House by liis Huency and readiness in

debate. He became Q.C. in 1856, in 1858 Solicitor-

feneral, and in 1800 Attorney-general under Lord

>erby. Later in the same year he was made
a judge of appeal, and in 1807 was created Baron

Cairns. Under Disraeli's premiership he became
Lord Chancellor in 1808, and again in 1874,

and was created Viscount (iarmoyle and Earl

Cairns in 1878. For some yeai-s he led the Con-

servatives in the House of Lords with equal

dexterity and vigour. He died at Bournemouth,
2d April 1885. As a lawyer he will be best

remembered for his measures to improve the

transfer of land, and his having originally projected

that fusion of law and equity which was actually

carried into eHect by his successor, Lord Selborne.

He took an active interest in all philanthropic

schemes, and was often chairnum at religious meet-
ings in E.\eter Hall.

Cairns, John, D.D., LL.D., theologian, was
born at Ayton Law, Berwickshire, '23d August
1818, was a distinguished student at Edinburgh,
and was ordained at Berwick in 1845, where he
remained till 1876, having from 1867 been professor

of Theology in the United Presbyterian Church. He
became principal in 1879. Dr Cairns, who was an
eminent preacher, wrote the article 'Kant' in the
Ennjdopczdin Britannica (8th ed.), contriliuted to

the new edition of Herzog's Rcdl-enci/Jdopddic, and
published the memoir of Dr John Brown (1860),

and UuhcUcf in the ISth Cntivn/ (1881). He died

l'2th March 1892. See Life by Macewen (1895).

Cairo, the capital of modern Egypt, is situated on
the right bank of the Nile, 131 miles by railway from
Alexandria, and near the Jipex of the Delta—in the
figurative language of the East, it is the brightest
gem in the handle of the green fan of Egypt. In
the present day it covers about 11 sq. m. of the
sandy plain, and extends from Mount Mukattam
to the port of Boulak ( BCilak

) ; but only a small
[)art of the modern city belongs to the*^ Cairo of
listory, which consisted originally of little more
than an immense palace with its attendant build-
ings. Modem Cairo is built upon the remains of
four distinct cities. 'Amr, the Mohammedan con-
queror of Egypt, founded the first in 641 close to
the Roman foitress of BaVjylon, and his city Avas
named El-Fustat or 'the Tent,' because it was
erected on the spot where he encamped. Remains
of this earliest of the Mohammedan capitals of
Egypt are still included in Masr-el-'Atika or ' Old
Cairo,' chieHy famous for the Coptic churches built
within the Roman fortress. In 751 the deputy of
the Abbaside califs transferred his residence to
a spot somewhat to the north-east of Fustfit, and
a new suburb sprang up called El-'Askar or ' the
Camp.' In 868 Ahmad-ibn-Tflliln, the first inde-
pendent Mussulman ruler of Egvpt, founded a
third city or suburb, El-Katai' ('the Fiefs'), still
more to the north-east ; and a further step in the
.same direction was made in 969 when Johar, the
general who conquered Egypt for the Fatimite
califs of Tunis, laid the foundations of the great
palace - inclosure, which he named El-Kfihira
('the Victorious'), corrupted by the Italians into
Cairo. In the present day the whole city is vul-
garly called Masr-el-Krdiira, or simply Masr (which
is also the Arabic name for Egynt^ the Hebrew
Mizraim). K.lhira soon expanded from a palace
into a suburb, and the various foundations grew
into one city, save where fire or earthquake laid
waste a whole quarter ; and vast heaps of rubbish
occupy the site of ruined streets. The Fatimites
threw a wall round their restiicted city, and Saladin

in the 12th century extended the walls so as to

include the new Citadel, which he built ( 1166) (m a
spur of Mount Mukattam, together with some
suburbs which hail sprung up outside the old Fati-

mite boundary. The course of the walls can still

V)e traced in the heart of the modern city by the
names of ancient gates. Since the accession of

Mohammed 'Alt and his dynasty in the present
century, Cairo has been greatly enlarged on the
west side, and the space between the city of Sala-
din and the Nile has been covered with villas and
palaces of European construction. The medieval
city, however, may still be seen in something of its

former picturesqueness in the streets and bazaars,
which occupy and surround the site of the original

Ealace-inclosure of El-Kiihira. The quarter bounded
y the north and east walls, between the Bab-en-

Nasr ('gate of victory') and the Citadel, is still

purely oriental ; and it is chiefly in this part that
are found the numerous mosoues, schools, foun-

tains, and latticed houses whicli represent the art

of the Saracens in its most chaste and perfect form.
Here is situated the Azhar University (founded
971 ), to M'hich 2000 students annually Hock from
all parts of the Mohammedan world ; here is the
mosque of El-Hakim (990), the beautiful Maristan
and tomb of Kalafln ( 1288), and the fine mosques of

En-Nasir (1298), Aksunkur (1347), Sultan Hasan
(1358), El-Muayyad (1420), and El-Gliori (1503),
to mention but a few of these exquisite monu-
ments. In this pai't also is best seen the charac-
teristic life of the people. The traveller who
wanders through the narrow crowded lanes, where
a thin streak of sky marks the narrow space
between the lattice-windows [meshrebiyas] of the
overhanging upper stories, and diving under a
camel here, or shrinking into a recess there, en-
deavours to avoid being trampled to death by the
endless stream of horses, camels, asses, and human
beings which surges through the principal thorough-
fares, and then emerges in front of a line of stately
mosques, or beneath the arches of a noble gateway,
or again finds himself in a silent secluded court,
lined by private dwellings, may fancy himself trans-
ported to the fairyland of the Thousand and One
Nights, and realise the saying of the Arab Avriter :

' He who hath not seen Cairo hath not seen the
world ; its soil is gold ; its Nile is a wonder ; its

women are like the black-eyed virgins of Paradise
;

its houses are palaces ; and its air is soft—its odour
surpassing that of aloes-wood and cheering the
heart; and how can Cairo be otherwise when it is

the mother of the world?' The medieval city,

however, is rapidly giving way to the encroach-
ments of western commerce and sanitation. The
separate closed quarters of distinct trades are
becoming rarer. Very few of the old palaces of the
Mamelukes are still standing ; the most beautiful
features of the decoration of ancient houses and
even mosques have been despoiled by the travelling
collector ; and natural decay, aided by centuries
of neglect and ignorant injury, has reduced the
remains of a perhaps unrivallecl epoch of Saracenic
art to those shattered but exquisite ruins, which
an official ' Commission for the Preservation of the
Monuments ' now endeavours, not, indeed, to re-

store, but if possible to rescue frona further demoli-
tion and decay. See Mosque, Arabian Architec-
ture.
The modern portion of the city consists partly in

a few broad streets or ' boulevards,' which pierce
the medieval quarters, and have destroyed many
priceless monuments of art, but chietlj' in the
western suburb of Ismailia, formed by new villas,

built along broad avenues lined with trees, and
extending from the sijuare called the Ezbekiya,
near or in Avliich are the principal hotels, the
opera-house, theatre, and tlie European shops,
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as far as Boulak. In this suburb are some of

the numerous j»alaces of the Khedive, notably
AlKlin, wliere all oHicial receptions take place

;

others are situated on the hank of the Nile,

where are also barracks and a hospital. Btnilak

(q.v. ), whence the steaniljoats and daiiabiya* start

for tiie Nile voyaye, is principally noteworthy for

its iirintiiig-press ; it> spleiidiil collection of

E;.;yptian antiquities wits removed to (ii/eli in

18S9. Modern Cairo, including the whole circuit,

oltl and new, is the larj^est city in Africa, and
second only to Constantinoi)le in the Turkish
empire. Its jMipulation at the census of 1.SS2

was 374,s;W, iiicliidinj,' 21,000 Europeans, chiefly
Italians and (Mccks; at liie census of ls9.S it was
found to Itc r)7<i,tt(i2. Tiie main constituents of tiie

iidiabitanis are liie half- Aral), hall-Egvplian towns-
folk ; tiie fellaliin, or conn try -people who have
setlletl in the capital ; Copts, Turks, and Jews.
Tliere are militarv and veterinary .schools, a «;irls'

school, and a jjublic lil>rary rich in Arabic manu-
scripts. The police is admirable, and the citv
is under the control of a siwcial j^overnor. Kail-
ways and telegraphs connect it with Alexandria,
Isniailia, Suez, Port Said, an<l Upper Egypt.
Steamers ply on the Nile a.s far a.s the Second
Cataract. (Jas, the telephone, and i>tlier modern
appliances are in univei-sal u.se among the European
and oliicial circles. There Is a busy tnule, but
chielly of the transport kind, consisting of the pro-
duce of the interior. Man ufact tires, except rude
pottery, turned woodwork, an»l silver-smithery, are

well iiigli non-existent ; and Egypt's oiil arts have
been almost forgotten. After the battle of Tel-el

Kebir in 1S82, Ibitish tioops occupied Cairo, and
thenceforward Cairo was the centre of English influ-

ence in Egypt. See works bv S. L. I'oole (18!'2),

K W. Lane"( 1896), an.l E. A. Reynolds IJall (lb9S).

Cairo, capital of Alexander county, Illinois, on
a low pdiut of land at the junction of the Ohio
with tlie Mi.ssi.ssippi, about 180 miles below St
Louis, i.s an important centre of railway and
steamlnrnt traflic. A .steel bridge (1888), costing
So,0«Kt,(K»0, connects the railways north antl .south

of the Ohio. The city luis suflered miuh from in-

undations, from which it is ncnv protecteU by
levees, which are utilisetl for streets and railway
tracks. There are numerous manufacturing esiab-

lishmentM, a convent, an academy, a United States
marine hospital, and a custom-house. I'op. (1S60)

2188; (1880) 9011 ; (1890) 10,324.

Caisson, in engineering construction, is a chest
u.'sed in 'laying' the foundations of the piers of

bri<lges, ouays, and like structures, in deep and rapid

rivers. It consists of a very strong platform of

timber or of metal plates, to which the .sides are

attached. The site of the pier being levelled by
<lreilging or otherwise, the cai.sson is brought over

the spot, ami moored in the proper jM»sition. Two
or three of the lower courses oi ma-sonry are then
built upon the platform of the caissim, and the

water is slowly arlmitte<l by a sluice, in order to

cause the caissou to .settle into its place.

When the foundations are laid with concret«, the
caisson may consist of a simple frame of wwxlen
Malls, floated into position to form an inclosure,

into which the concrete can be shot, and can set

undisturbed by the wash of the water. Ccmi-

pre.ssed air is now very generally employed inside

a metal column, in a chamber at the bottom of

the column, where workmen are required for

excavating. The column is f>pen at the bottom,
and the water is prevented f^rom occupying the

working chaml)er by the counter])ressure of the air.

Communication between the working cliamber and
the external atmosiihere al)Ove is eflected by means
of what ia aptly called an ' Air-lock ' (q.v.), serving

for the exit and entrance of the workmen and
materials. The air in the lock is lowered to the
pressure of the atmosphere l>efore the chamber is

opene<l for the pa.ssiige of men or materials to the

open air ; and it is, on the c<mtrary, raised to the

pressure of the air in the working chamber before

men and materials are admitted.

In excavating for the foundations of the Forth
Bridge, the caissons were of very large dimensiims,

being 70 feet in diameter, the greatest depth
reached varying from 71 feet to 89 feet below'liigh-

water, an<l from 39 feet to 43 feet into the bed of

the Forth. The pneumatic proces.s was in the
main ado])ted (see HlMlxiK).

The new Tay viaduct, of which Mr W. H. Barlow
was the engineer, hivs main spans of 24.5 feet, each
pier carrying which is formed of two iron cylinders,

23 feet in diameter, hlled with brickwork and con-

crete, and sunk to dej)ths varying from 20 feet to

30 feet into and resting upon sand, the depth of

water at high tide being 23 feet. The weight borne
by each superficial foot in the cylindei-s is estimated
at 3 tons.

The bridge over the Canges at Benares, with
s]mns of 33.5 feet, has piers composed of single iron

caissims of oval shai)e, (m fi'et long. 28 feet broad,

linetl with brickwork and tilled with concrete.

They are sunk to a depth of alnmt UK) feet.

(hie of the most remarkable instances of the
sinking of fountlations by me.ms of iron cai.ssons

was exhibite<l in the erection of a graving dock at
Toulon. Here, the cai.s,son was 472 feet hmg by
i;U feet wide, and (52 feet deep. It embraced the
entire dock, which was built of masonry. The
excavation wjis performed by the ti.se of a com-
liie.s.sedair chamber in the Imttom of the caisson,

jis in the Forth Bridge.

4'aissoil, in relation to shipping, is an api)ar-

atus for lilting a ves.sel out of the water for repairs

or insoection. It is usually a Indlow structure,

sunk t»y letting water into it. There is an air-

chaml>er inside, \vliich allows it to sink only to a
certain depth. In that state it is hauled ur.der the
ships bottom, the traps or openings are closed, the
water is pumped out, and the caisson rises with the
ship upon it. I'ontaoii is another term for the
same apparatus.—The name caisson is also given to

the pontoon or floating gate used to close a dry
dock or similar place.

Caisson, in its military .sense, means a tumbril
or amimiiiition wagon.

Caitlinoss, a county in the extreme NE. of

the Scottish mainland. Its length from NE. to

SW. is 43 miles; its greatest breadth, 28 miles;
and its area, 701 s<|. m. Except in the west and
south, where the mountain-range dividing ("aithness

from Sutherlaiul attains in Morveii a height of 2313
feet, the general aspect of Caithness is level and
bare, being in great i)art moorland and treeless.

The northern sea-coast is bold and rocky, with
many bays, inlets, promontories, and caves. Here
are l^unnet Head and Duncansby Head ; and on
the west .side of the hust-named is .John o' (Jroat's

House (({.v.). There are no navigalde rivers in

Caithne-ss, ami no lakes of importance. The
climate is damp and chilly, but snow rarely lies on
the plains alM)ve a day or two at a time. Thunder
is rare ; auroras are seen almost nightly in winter.

Coal has not been found in Caithness ; the common
fuel is jieat. The chief crops are oats, here, turnips,

and potatoes ; Imt only 23 per cent, of the entire

area IS in cultivation. The parts which are under
tillage are generally a deej) fertile loam on <a strong
till clay. In the north-east the .soil is sandy. The
crops are 20 ilays later in ripening than in the
Lothians. The occupants of many of the small
fanns divide their time between farming and fishing.
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There are herrin-:, linjr. cod, salmon, anil lobster

fisheries. The lRTrin;,'-fisliery falls in the months

July aiul Anj,Mist, and Wick is a cliief seat of

the' IJritish herring lisliery. The other exports

are cattle, oats, wool, ami llagstones, of which, as

well iis of freestone and slate, Caithness contains

quarries, the cliief being that of Castlehills, o miles

to the east of Tiiui-so. Tiie county returns one

member to parliament ; and Wick is its (mly

parliamentary burgh ; another town is Thurso,

an old burgii' of liarony. A railway, completed in

1874, and extending to" Wick and Thurso, connects

Caitimess with the south. l'oi>. (ISOl) 22,009

;

(1S61) 41.111; (KSSl) 38,865; (1891) 37,177. In

earlv times Caithness is supposed to have been

inhabited by Celts, who afterwards mixed with

Danes and Norwegians ; and from the 10th century

to 1196 it was subject to Scandinavian jarls. The
Scaniliiiavian origin or part-origin of the people of

Caithness is shown by their tall forms and fair

features, and their speaking English instead of

Gaelic. Caithness has remains of broclis or Picts'

houses, stone-circles, and several old castles. See
Laing's Prehistoric Eemains of Caithness (1866),

Calder's Histort/ of Caithness (new ed. 1887).

C.viTHXESS Flagstones are thin-bedded dark-

coloured bituminous sandstones, slightly micaceous
and calcareous, valuable on account of their great

toughness and durability for pavements, cisterns,

and various other purposes, and accordingly are

largely exporteil. They belong to tlie Old Red
Sandstone (q.v. ), and contain abundant remains of

fossil lishes.

€aillS< Dr John, physician and scholar, was
born at Norwich in 1510. (Cains, pronounced Keys,
is probably a Latinised form of tlie English name
Kaye or Key.) He entered Gonville Hall, Cam-
bridge, in 1529, and in 1533 was elected a fellow

thereof, having just before been appointed principal

of Fiswick's Hostel. In 1539 he went abroad,
in 1.541 was created an M.D. of Padua ; returning
to England in 1544, he delivered lectures on
anatomy in London, then practised at Shrewsbury
and Norwich. In 1547 he was admitted a fellow of

the College of Physicians, of which he was sub-
sequently nine times elected president. He also

became physician to Edward VI., Queen Mary,
and Queen Elizabeth. In 1557 he obtained per-

mission to elevate Gonville Hall into a college,

which took the name of Gonville and Caius College,
anil of which in 1559 he became master. A loyal
Catholic, he had great troulile with his Protestant
fellows, who burned his mass vestments, and whom
in return he put in the stocks. He died 29th July
1573. He was author of A Boke or Counseill
acjdinat the Siceatiing Sicknesse (1552), and of ten
other published works on a variety of subjects,
critical, antiquarian, and scientiKc.

CaivailO, a town of Southern Italy, 4 miles N. of
Najdes, manufacturing glass and cask's. Pop. 10,832.

Cajabaillba, capital of the province of Chim-
borazo, in Ecuailor, 102 miles S. of Quito, on the
arid plateau of Topi, at an elevation of 9480 feet.

Pop. 16,000. The former town of Riobamba,
founded on this site in 1533, was in 1797 over-
whelmed by an earthquake in which 30,000 lives
were lost.

C'ajailiarca, a department in the NW. of
Peru, between the western chain of the Andes
and the Amazon. A railway connects it with the
Pacific, and there is a large farming and cattle-
raising industry. Area, 14,188 sq. m. ; pop. about
250,000. The cajiital is Cajamarca ; pop. 12,000.

Ca.iei>llt (Melaleuca leucodendron or minor),
a tree of the order Alyrtaceic, sub-order Lepto-
spermeaj, from the leaves of which the pungent,
aromatic, volatile oil called Oil of Cajeput is

oV)tained by distillation. The cajeiiut-tree is

common on the mimntains of the Moluccas. It

is rather a small tree, with a crooked trunk, thick

spongy bark, white wood, elliptical-lanceolate

alternate evergreen leaves, and terminal spikes of

white dowers. The greater number of the species

are natives of Australia, some of them very
beautiful sliruljs and frequent in hothouses. The
name is sometimes given in California to Umbellti-

laria Califonu'ca, a handsome evergreen lauraceous

tree atl'ording a valuable cabinet-wood.

€a.ietaii. Cardinal, properly Thomas de
Vio, was born at Gaeta in 1469. At an early

age he entered the Domiiucan order, lectured on
tlieology at Brescia and Pavia, and became general
of his order in 1508, cardinal in 1517, Bishop of

Gaeta in 1519, and legate to Hungary in 1523. In
the history of the Refijrmation, his name is remem-
bered for his vain attempt to induce Luther to

recant his errors at Augsburg in 1518. Cajetan
died at Rome in 1534. His Opera Omnia were
printed in 5 vols, at Lyons in 1639.

Calabar', the name of a coast district of Upper
Guinea, Africa, now embraced in the Niger Pro-
tectorate (a British Protectorate since 1884), the
limits of which are not clearly defined ; but it

is usually understood to extend from the Nun
mouth of the Niger to the Cameroon district.

The surface is low and flat, and the climate un-
healthy. Palm-oil, kernels, ebony, ivory, india-

rubber, shea butter, and beni-seed are the chief

articles of commerce, Avhicli is mostly in the hands
of the Royal Niger Company. The United Pres-

byterians have had a mission here since 1846,

which has produced beneficial changes. The be-

lief in witchcraft is dying out ; and the destruction
of twin children, the ordeal of the Calabar bean,
and the massacre of slaves at the death of a king,
are now less common than formerly. Of the differ-

ent tribes, the Efik, who are a negro stock, is the
most important. Their language has been reduced
to writing, and many volumes, including the Scrip-

tures, have been translated into Etik. Their
Eolitical bond of union is a kind of secret society

nown as Egbo. British consular jurisdiction is

chieffy exercised in the river mouths between the
Brass and the Old Calabar rivers. Many European
traders, instead of living in towns or on the beach,
occupy the hulks which are moored in the channels
of the rivers. The chief towns are Duke Town,
Creek Town, and Old Town.—The Old Calabar
River, which is believed to rise in the neighbour-
hood of Iko, beyond Uj'anga, enters the Bight of

Biafra, about 52 miles WNW. of Fernando Po,
by an estuary about 9 miles in breadth. It is

navigalde by steamers for about 200 miles, and is

often called Cross River.—The New Calabar River
is a l)ranc]i of tlie Niger, falling into the Bight of
Biafra in 4° 30' N. lat., and 7° 7' E. long. See the
article Niger, and Hugh Goldie, Calabar and its

Mission (1890).

Calabar Bean, or the ordeal bean of Old
Calabar, is the seed of Physostifjma venenosum, of
the order Leguminosa>. It is a climber nearly allied

to the scarlet runner {Phaseolus mtdtiflorus), but
reaches a height of 50 feet or more, and is peren-
nial, with a slender woody stem. It yields its-

virtues to alcohol, and imperfectly to water. It

is used in the form of an emulsion by the natives
of Africa, as an ordeal when jiersons are suspected
of witchcraft ; the accused being declared innocent
if he can throw off the poison by vonuting. In
1855 the late Sir Rol)ert Christison very nearly
fell a victim to his zeal for science in experiment-
ing with some specimens of this bean which had
been sent to Edinburgh by some African mission-
aries, dangerous symptoms having been produced
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by 12 grains of the kernel which he swallowed. In
1861 Dr T. H. Fraser trie*! tlie effects ujion him-
self of iloses of G, 8, anil 10 •,Tains. The general
symptoms were epij^astric nnc.isiness. j^reat feeble-

ness, dimness of vision, salivation, ^^iddiness, and
irregular, feeble, and slow heart's action. Aljout
the same time he maile the interesting discovery

Calabar Bean

:

o, flowering braiicli ; b, scttl jxid
; c, seeUs.

that, when jilaced on the eyeball, this substance
contracts the jmpil, and produces nearsi<,'htedness

;

and it is now fre()uently employed for tliese i)ur-

poses in oi>hth;jlmic surgery. It ha-s also l>een

admiiiistereil in tetanus and other nervous disea.ses.

Fraser luis also shown that since its action is pre-

ciselv contrary to that of belhulonna or its active
alkaloid atropine, the latter can with certainty
l>e administered (even in cjuantities which woulif
be injurious or fatal under ordinary circumstances)
as an antidote to the other. The Calabar bean
owes its activitv to the orcsence of a veiy jiower-

ful alkaloid, ciilled Ksenn, which, in the form of

gelatine discs, each containing yjjjth grain of

escrin, is much used in opbtlialmic ojierations

;

and sometimes similarly in solution as a local

tonic to strengtiien a relaxed power of accommoda-
ti<m. Eserin is usetl to contract the pupil, as

iM'liiidoima rciaxt's it.

Calabash Troc (Cresrcntia cuj'ete), a small
tree belonging to the Hignoniaceji' (q. v.), common
in trojiical .America, but said to have been intro-

duced from (Juinea. The wood of the tree is tough
and flexible. Imt bv far tiie most useful i>art is the

hard shell of the ?ruit, which, under the name of

cii/ii/his/i, is much used in j)lace of Imttles for hold-

ing licpiids, anil for goblet.s, cups, water-cans, &c.

,

and in fact furnishes most of the domestic utensils

of the natives. Tlie.se shells may even be used as

kettles for boiling li»iui<ls, and they will bear this

several times without being destroyed. They are

sometimes ])olislied, carved, and dyed, and other-

wise ornamented. The rinds of gourds are some-
times similarly used, antl called calabashes.

CalabriiU the south-west i>eninsula of the

kingdom of Italy, bounded N. bv the jirovince

of Ma-'ilicata. The area is 6G00 miles, the ponula-

tion a million and a half. It is traver.se<l all its

lengtli of ItiO miles by the Apennines, whose
sumnuts in the region in the north, known as

La Sila, tand the Aspromonte in the south, are

crowned with pines, while forests of oak, beech,

and chestnut cover their side.s. The valleys be-

tM-een the various hills afford rich pa.sture, espe-

cially in the north, to which, where swamjis have
not rendered them uninhabitable from malaria,
in springtime whole colonies ungrate with their
H'icks and herds. There is no river of any
importance in Calabria ; but the valleys and
plains, watered by such streams as there are,

are very fertile, yielding wheat, rice, cotton,

liquorice, saffron, the sugar-cane, iK:c. , and also the
vine, orange, lemon, olive, lig, and mulberry,
in luxuriance. Ir<m, tin, lead, silver, alabaster,

marble, and grajdiite are among its minerals.

The lisheries of its coasts, })articularly the tunny
and anchovy lisheries, .are important. The dis-

trict is very subject to eartlKjuaKes. For jjurposes

of administration the compartimento is divided
into the provinces of Coseii/it, Catan/.aro, and
Iteggio (for areas and i>o|inlations, see talile at

ll'Al.V). In ancient times (he name Calabria was
given tti the south east i>t'ninsula, nearly cor-

respomling to the moilern province of Lecce, no
portion of which is inchuled in niodeiii Calabria,

which answers to the .ancient Bruttium. The
name, as applied to the district now known by
that n.ame, appears to have originated widi the

Byzantines sometime jirioi to the concpiest of the
country by the Normans, in the 11th century.

The people, who are a proud, liery, and revengeful
race, were long celebrated as among the fiercest

of banditti. Tliey strenuously resisted the power
of France during the Napoleonic camn.aigns, and
were not finally siiIkIuciI until ISlO.

—

ll Cnhihirse
(' the Calabrian *) is the name by which the i)ainter

Maltia I'reti ( IGl.S ")7) is usually known. See The
IIi(j/i/((iii/s of Culciirm, by Uoss an<l Cooper (1888).

Cala diiiiii. See Cocco.

4'alaliorra. a town of Spain, .30 miles SE. of

Logrono liy rail. It occujiies the site of the ancient
Calagums, the birthplace of C^uintilian, celebrated
for its obstinate but tinsuccessful resistance to
Pompey's legate ( 7M li.c). It h.us an old cathedral,
and 8S:{'2 inli.ibiiants.

Calais, a se.aport town of France, in the deji.art-

ment of I'as-de-Calais, on the Strait of Dover, here
21 miles wide, by rail is 1S4 miles N. of Faris. It

ranks as a fortress of the first ilass, the old walls,

dividing it from its suburb. Saint Pierre, having
been demolishetl since 188.S, an<l their i)lace sup-
idied by a ring of exterior forts. The gate buut
ny liichelieu in Kili.'i, ami immortalised by Hogarth,
has disapneared ; but the cardinal's cit.idel (1(J41)

.still stands on the west of the town. On the south
antl eiust are low mai>hy grounds, which could Ite

submerged in the event of .an inv.asion. TIm> har-

Inmr, which wjus ncarlv dry .at low tide, an<l which
had rarely more than ("roni I'y to 18 feet of water in

it, h.os been greatly improved since 1875 at a cost of

more than .t;'_',7tM)i()()(). Calais is one of the chief

Iiorts of debarkation for travellers from Engl.and to

'ranee, .and has ste.am communication thrice .a day
with Dover, with which since 18.")1 it has also been
connected by submarine telegraph. With the air of

a Flemish more than of a French town, Calais has
not much to bo.ast of in the w.ay of objects of

interest. The church of Notre Dame has a line
' Assumpti<m ' by Seghers. The picturesque liotel-

de-ville w.as rebuilt in iiryO, .and restored in 1867.

The .adjoining Tour de CJuet (1214) served .as a
lighthouse till 1848; the jnesent lighthouse is 190

feet high. A museum (1884) occupies the site of

the Hotel De.ssin, where Sterne lodged, and Scott,

.and Lady Hamilton. A hand.some English church
w.as built in 18G2. The chief manufacture is tulle

or bobbin-net, introduced by English from Notting-
h.am in 1818. The fisheries, once imjiortant, h.ave

gre.atlv declined. Poj). (1872) .39,700; (1881)
44,;}l.j' ; ( 1891 ) r)'2,522. See Hakuoik, Vol. V. p. r>33.
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Calais was a small fishing-village till in 997 it

was improved by IJaKlwin l\ ., Count of Flandei-s,

whilst in 12'2-i it was enlarged and strengthened by

Philip of France, Count of Boulogne. In 1347,

after a twelvemontirs siege, it was captured hy

Edward III. of England, and the self-devotion then

shown by six of tlie citizens, who were saved by

the entreaties of Queen Philijma, forms one of the

noblest passages of history. The English retained

it until 1558, when it was"^captured by the Duke of

Guise, its garrison of 800 men holding it for a week
against his 30,000. Since then (with the exception

of two years, 1596-98, when it was in the posses-

sion of tlie Spaniards) Calais has continued French.

In 1659 Charles II. of England resided some time

here ; and about a quarter of a century later

James II. arrived here with French troops for the

invasion of England, which the destruction of the

French fleet prevented him from accomplishino;.

Louis XVIII. landed at Calais in 181-4, after his

exile.

Calais, a town of "Washington county, Maine,
82 miles EXE. of Bangor, at the head of naviga-

tion on the St Croix Kiver, which is part of the

boundary between the United States and Canada.
The terminus of a local railway, Calais is con-

nected by several bridges with St Stephen's, a
Canadian railway station. There is some ship-

building and a large trade in lumber. Pop. (1880)

6173; (1S90) 7290.

Calaiuander Wood, a cabinet-wood of the
greatest value, resembling rosewood, but much
surpassing it in beauty and durability. The tree

which produces it is Diospyros lilrsuta, a species

of the same genus which produces ebony ; it

is a native of the south-ea.st of India and of

Ceylon. But this tree ' has been so prodigally

felled, fii-st by the Dutch, and afterwards by
the English, without any precautions for planting
or production, that it has at last become exceed-
ingly rare.' It yields veneers of unusual beauty,
' dark wavings and blotches, almost black, being
gracefully disposed over a delicate fawn-coloured
gi'ound.' Its den.sitv is very great, a cubic foot

weighing nearly 60 lb., and it takes an exquisite
polish. The name Calamander Wood is supposed
to be a corruption of Coromandel Wood.

Calauiary, or Squid, a popular name applied
to numerous forms of Cuttle-fish or Cephalopoda

(q.v.), but more espe-

cially to the common
Loligo vulgaris. The
genus belongs to a
family known as
Myopsida^ including
Cephalopoda M'ith ten
arms, a horny (except
in Sepia) pen, the
remnant of a shell,

and a cornea closing
the eye. The body is

long, pointed behind,
and bears two trian-

gular posterior fin.s.

The skin r(nind the
mouth l)ears suckers

;

the two longest .seiz-

ing-arms bear four or
more rows of suckers,
and are not entirely
retractile ; one of the
shorter arms becomes
much modified in the
male to form a ' hec-
tocotvliis' or sperm-

holding organ. About two dozen species of Loligo
are known from all seas, and some fo.ssil forms

Common Calaiiiary (Lolirjo

vulf/aris).

occur in the Jurassic strata. The Common Cala-

mary (Loligo vi(h/<(ris) has a pinkish or yellowish

white colour, with purplish-brown spots, and
measures a foot and a half or more in length, not
including the arms. It is common in- the Atlantic

and Mediterranean, swims actively in shoals, and
is sometimes eaten, or used as bait. For further

details, see Cuttle-fish.

Calaiubac. See Aloes-wood.

Calainilie, an ore consisting essentially of car-

bonate of zinc. The name is said to be derived
from the Greek and Latin calamus, 'a reed,' because
when fused it adheres to the base of the furnace in

a reed-like form. Its primary form is a rhomboid,
and it occurs in small obtuse-edged crystals, also

compact and massive. It is white, yellowish-

white, brown, green, or gray; is sometimes opaque,
sometimes translucent ; is brittle, and has an
uneven conchoidal fracture. It occurs in beds and
veins in rocks of various kinds, but most commonly
in limestone. Mendip, Matlock, Alston Moor,
Leadhills, and Wanlockhead are British localities.

Calamine is an important ore of zinc.

Calaillillt {Calamintha), a genus of Labiatse,

nearly allied to balm and thj^me. C. officinalis is

not unfrequent in England. It has an agreeable
aromatic mint-like odour, and is used by the
country-people to make herb-tea, and enjoys a
widespread traditional repute as a pectoral medi-
cine. C. clinojioclium is Wild Basil, and C. Acinos,

Basil Thyme. The common calanunt is found in

North America, with several native species.

Calanii'te.S, a group of fossil plants which make
their fiist appearance in the Devonian, occur abund-
antly in the Carboniferous, and seem to die out in

the Permian strata. There is some doubt as to the
true affinities of these plants, but they are most
probably related to the Equisetace;e, and are be-

lieved to be a kind of gigantic ' horse-tails,' from
which, however, they differ in certain points. The
decorticated stem is longitudinally ribbed or fur-

rowed, and transversely jointed at inter\als—these

intervals sometimes increasing or decreasing regu-

larly, or in other cases being equal or irregularly

different in length. (In one
series the longitudinal furrows
do not alternate at the joints

or nodes, and these fossils are

now separated from Calamites
proper under the ^enus of

Arcliiieocalamites. ) In some
stems long narrow branchlets
proceed from the transverse
joints, and in others branches
bearing whorls of small bi'anch-

lets or long narrow pointed
leaves. The branch-scars occur
periodically, the node-bearing
scars being separated from each
other by a certain number of

joints without branches. The
root termination is coiucal. Some of the species
were provided with thick, and others with thin
bark. The former did not show on their outer
surfaces the fluting which is so marked a charac-
teristic of the decorticated stems—the condition
in which these fossils usually occur. The thin-
barked species did show a fluted surface. Cala-
mites seem to have grown in dense brakes on
low alluvial fiats, and perhaps even in water.
They seem to have budded out at the base, form-
ing clumps of i)lants, while to support themselves
they threw out cord-like roots from the lower part
of the stem. Tiie fruits were long and generally
thin spikes, bearing spore-cases uni'er scales, and
were attached to the twigs or branciies. Some of

the forms reached a length of 30 feet.

Lower part of Cala-
mites cuniucj(yrmis.
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CalaiUUS, the reed pen wliich tlie ancients used
in writing', was made of the s.tein of a reed j,Towing
in niiirshy places, probably Aruiuio Domtx (see
Kked I, of which the best were obtained from
Ejrypt. The stem was first softened, then dried,

.vnd cut and split with a knife (*•(•«//>/«//» librurimn ),

:is (jnill pens are matle. To this day the Orientals
;^euer;illy write with a reed (Arab. KaU'iin).

Calamus, the trailitional name of the Sweet
Flaj; [Acorns Ca/amuji), which is n»j doubt tiie

'Calamus Aromaticus' of Roman authors, and prob-
ably the sweet calamus and sweet cane of Scripture,
although it lias, however, been attemptetl to identify
L-alamus with one of the fragrant grasses (see
LkM()N-i;ras.s) which yield the grjiss-oil of India,
riie sweet tlag, altliough resembling Iris in habit,
belongs to the onler An>ide;i', and is widely dis-

tributed through the Eastern pabi-arctic region,
md is also indigenous to North America. It is said
:o have been introduced into Europe fronj Asia
Minor in the l(jth century, and is now widely
aaturalised in ditches and by the sides of jwnds.

A, Acorut Calamus, shuwing rhizome; B, flower-head :

e, separate floret; ti, fmral iliaK'rani, .shnwinji; essentially lilia-

ceuuK type ; t, vertical sectimi of ovary
; /, single ovule.

Hooker indeed regard.s it as a native of Britain.

The root -stock yields an .aromatic stimulant and
tonic, which has fallen into disuse in regular
medicine, but is still of high rejiute in the East.
It is in fact cultivated in Ceylon and Burma. It is

sometimes used to flavour beer, and in the per-

fuming of tooth-i)owder and snufl'; and was masti-
cated to clear the voice and sweeten the breath.
Tt is also made into conductions and used in the
preparation of liijueurs in (Jermany, «.Vc. The
plant was formerly used to strew thnirs instead of

rushes, and particularly in cathedrals on festival

days. The name Calamus is also given to a genus
of palms. See Batt.vN, and I)RA(;ox'.s BukiD.

Calainy, Edmixd, a I'liritan divine, was l>orn

in London in MM). He studied at Peml)roke Hall,
Cambridge (16U)-19), where be attached himself
to the Calvinistic party ; an<l afterwards became
domestic chaplain to Felton, Bishop of Ely. In
l(;'2i) he was ajipointed lecturer at Bury St Edmunds,
but resigned Iiis office when the order to read the
Jiiiiih- rif S/Htrtu l»egan to l>e enforce<l (1636). In
16.S!t he was chosen minister of St Mary's Alder-
nuinbury, Lomhm. He now entere«l warmly into
the controversies of tiie time, and became noted as
a leading man on the side of the Presbyterians.
He hatl a i)rincii)al share in the composition of
Smerti/mnuus (q.v.), a work inteniled as a reply
to Bishop Hall's Divine liitjht of Episcopacy, and
one of the most able and i)opular polemics of the
day. Like the mass of the Presbyterian clergy, he
was monarchical and not republican in his political

opinions. He disapproved, therefore, of the execu-

tion of Charles, and of Cromwell's i)rotectorate,
and did not hesitate to avow his attachment to the
royalist cause. He was one of the deputies ap-
pointed to meet Charles II. in Holland, and con-
gratulate him on his restoration. His services
were recognised by a royal chaplaincy and the
offer of the bishopric of Coventry and Lichfield,
which he refu.sed through conscientious scruples
(his wife's, according to Tillot.son). Ejected for
nonconformity in 1602, he continued to attend
.service in his old church, till heartbroken by the
(Jreat Fire of Limtlon, he died "iUth October 1666.
He had jiublished nineteen sermons, &c.—Two of
his five sons were educated for a religious ])ro-

fe-ssion : the one, Dr Bknjamin Cai.amv ( 1()4'2-S6),

ro.se to be a prebentlary of St Pauls, and published
A Discourse about a Scrupulous Conscience, dedi-
C4vted to his j>atron. Judge Jetfrevs ; the other,
En.MlND Calamy (16;ir)-«o), was ejected for non-
c<mformity. His son, Edmund Calamy, D.D.,
l>orn in 1671, studied three years at I'trecht, and,
declining Carstares" nfler of a Scotch jirofcs-sorship,

from 1694 was a Nonconformist minister in Loudon.
He visited Scotland in 1709, when Eilinburgh,
Olasgow, and Alierdeen all conferred honorary
degrees on him, and he died .Sd June 1732. Of his
forty-(me works, the best known are his Account
of the Ejected Ministers, and his interesting Auto-
biograjt/ti/, first publLshed in 1829.

Calafias, a town of Andalusia, Sjiain, about
27 miles N. of Hueiva, and \'.i miles NE. of Tharsis,
with wliicli it was connected by rail in 1887. Here
is a large coi)i>er-miue. Pop. 6721.

rala.S, Jkax, a Frenchman, remembered as the
tmhajipy victim of fanaticism and injustice, wivs
born in Languedoc in 1G9S. He lived as a trades-
man of good character in Toulou.se. In 1761, one
evening after suj)per, the eldest .son of the Calas
family, Marc Antoine, a youth addicted to gam-
bling, and subject to fits of deep melancholy, wsis
founil hanged in the warehouse. There was not
a shadow of a reason for doubting that the young
man committed suicide ; Imt ixipular rumour
accuse<l the father, or other members of the Calas
family, of murdering the eldest .son, 'because he
had contemplated conversion to Catholicism.' It
was also asserted that a voung man named
Lavays.se, who was in the liouse on the fatal
evening, hail been despatched 'by the Protestants
of (Juyenne to |ier|ietiate the murder.' The clergy
e.xerted all their inlluence to ctmtirm the populace
in their delusion. In conse<jiience of the jiopnlar
excitement the family of Calas was brouglit to
trial for the murder, and .several ileluded and
(j)erliaps) some brilietl witnesses ai)peared again.st
them. A Catholic servant-maid and the young
man Lavay.sse were also iniplicaled in the accusa-
tion. Calas brouglit forward many most convincing
arguments in his defence, but they were of no
avail, and the parliament of Toulouse sentenced
the wretched man—by a majority of >S votes against
.')—to torture and death on the wheel ! The old
man was accordingly jmt to death on the wheel
in 1762. His property was conli.scated. His
youngest son was baiiislie<l for life from I'rance,

but was capture<l by the nu)nks, and compelled to
abjure Protestantism. The daughters were .sent

to a convent. Tiie young man Lavaysse was
.occjuitted, and the widow of Calas e.scapetl into
Switzerland, where she was so fortunate as to
e.xcite the benevolent interest of Voltaire, who
brought the whole affair before the public, and,
in his book Sur (a 'J'oferaurc, proved that Calas

jliad fallen a victim to religious hatred ami jxipuiar

fanaticism. A revision of the trial followeil, and,
after full investi'^ation, the parliament at Paris in
1765 declared Calas and all his family innocent.
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Louis XV. {iiive the sum of 30,000 livres to the

bereaveil faiuilv, but lu'itlier tlie ]>arliauient of

Toulouse nor tlie fanatical monks were ever brought

to aoL'ount. See Coquerel, Calas ct sa Famille (2d

eil. 1S70) : I)r\ antler, Ihr Pruzcss Calas (18S7).

C'alasfibotta, a town in tlio Sicilian province

of rallaiiisetla, built on a steep and isolated height

opposite Castrogiovanni (q.v. ), and 64 m. SE. of

Palermo. Top. 66)5.

€alatafi'lili< '<^ town of Sicily, 20 miles SE. of

Tra[)ani, S miles SW. of Aleamo, named from its

ruined Saracenic castle, Kalat-al-Fimi. Here, in

ISGU, Ciaribaldi defeated the Neapolitans. Pop. 9785.

Calatayild' (Arab. 'Ayuds Castle'), a city of

Aragon, Spain, on the Jalon, 152 miles NE. of

Madrid by rail. It is built out of the ruins of

ancient BilbUis, the birthplace of Martial, which
lay about 2 miles to tlie east. Pop- 10,055.

Calathea, an American group of plants of the

Ginj^er
(
q. v. ) family, with beautiful leaves spring-

ing from a sluH-t, root like stem.

Calatrava la Viega, a ruined city of Spain,

on the CJvuidiana, 12 miles NE. of Ciudad Real.

Its defence against the Moors, undertaken by
Raymond, abbot of Fitero, and Diego Velasquez
in 1158, after it had been abandoned by the Tem-
plars, is famous on account of its having originated
the Order of the Knights of Calatrava, which was
instituted at Calatrava in 1158, by King Sanclio
III. of Castile, and was at several periods associated

with the Cistercian monks. Their almost uniform
success against the Moors gave rise to rashness,

and in 1 197 they were defeated and nearly exter-

minated, the survivors transferring the seat to

the castle of Salvatierra. In 1523 the grand-
mastership was transferred to the crown by a papal
bull, the knights being permitted to marry once
by way of compensation for their loss of independ-
ence. Since 1808 the body has been continued as
an order of merit.

Calaveras, an inland county of California, E.
from San Francisco, with a picturesquely varied
surface, including hills, canons, prairies, and forests
of oak and pine, besides a grove of mammoth trees
that attracts many visitors. The county is rich in
granite, qtiartz, limestone, and slate, and copper
and gold are mined. Area, about 900 .sq. m., and
population over 10,000.

Calcareous, in Chemistry, is a term applied
to .substances containing much lime (Lat. calx).
Tlius Calcareous rcatcrs are those which hold in
solution nuich carbonate and sulphate of lime, and
which are generally known as hard waters, and
form a tleposit in kettles and other vessels when
heated t\\i:ntin.— Calcareous rocks are those in
which lime forms the prevailing element. They
may be chemically formed, as in the case of tufas,
where a saturated solution of carbonate of lime in
water is deposited from evajHtration or other causes;
but they are generally aqueous rocks, the materials
of which are supjilied by animal remains. Thus,
many rocks, like the mountain-limestone, are com-
posed of shells, corals, and encrinites ; while others,
like chalk, consist largely of foraininifera and
fragments of other marine organisms. A crystalline
structure, varying in degree from the partially crys-
tallised carl)oniferous limestones to the saccharine
statuary marble, is produced in calcareous rocks by
metamorphic action. Oolite is a variety of lime-
stone compo.sed of small egg-like grains resembling
the roe of lish. The e.xistence of lime in rocks can
always be detected liy the ai)pUcation of dilute
hydrochloric acid, when it efiervesces from the,
lil)eration of the carbonic acid. Pure lime is'

obtained from calcareous rocks by calcining them

—

i.e. by driving ott" the carbonic acid and othei

volatile matter by heat.

—

Calcareous soils are pro-

duced from the disintegration of calcareous rocks.

AVlien the rocks are i)erfectly pure, they {generally

yield barren soils, as in many chalk and limestone
districts of Britain ; but when the lime is mixed
with clay, so as to form marl, and lias a little

vegetable matter added, it forms an excellent
though rather light soil. Calcareous soils are

difficult of drainage, owing to the property that
soft lime has of retaining water, although it easily

yields it up by evaporation. Such soils are con-

sequently soon dry at the surface after rain, but
yet rarely sutler severely from drought.

Calcareous Tufa, or Calc-.sinter, consists

of carbonate of lime, and is a deposition from
springs, streams, or underground water, from which
it is jjrecipitated partly by the escape of carbonic
acid Avhich acts as a solvent, and partly by evapora-
tion of the water. It is usually wtiite, creamy-
white, yellowish, or brownish in colour, but other
hues occur, and variegated and mottled varieties

are not uncommon. It is of variable texture and
consistency ; some kinds being rather soft, brittle,

and friable, and porous or cellular. These cellular

varieties have been deposited from the waters of

springs, and often contain vegetable and animal
remains, as leaves, twigs, nuts, moss, insects, land
and freshwater shells, »li'c. The so-called ' petrify-

ing springs ' of Mortlock aft'ord a good example of

the formation of calcareous tufa. In some regions
the deposition from calcareous waters is on a very
extensive scale, as along the river Arnio, at Tivoli,

near Rome, where calcareous tufa occurs in masses
many feet in thickness. In that district the forma-
tion is harder and more compact, and under the
name of travertino is used as a building stone at
Rome. Calcareous tufa is abundantly deposited
from thermal sprinjis, as in the Yellowstone Region,
North America. The calcareous incrustations so
commonly seen in caverns in limestone rocks are
varieties of calcareous tufa. They are known as
Stalactites and Stalagmites (q.v. ).

Calceolaria (Lat. calceolus, 'a little shoe'), a
South American genus of Scrophulariacea^ (q-v. ),

ranging along the western slope of the Andes and
soutliwards to the islands. Several species have
reached the Falkland Islands, and two reached
New Zealand. The species are undershrubs or
herbs, mostly perennial, and have terminal panicles
or cymes of showy flowers of the familiar two-lipped
slipper, or ' tisherman's basket '-like flowers. The
colours in this genus vary greatly, and florists

have produced innumeral)le hybrids and varieties
since they were introduced about 1830. They are
largely cultivated as half-hardy or greenhouse
plants, and are easily propagated by cuttings ; they
"row freely, but require to be well watered.
Some of the species are used in South America for

dyeing.

Calchas, the famous soothsayer of the Greeks
in the Trojan war, was the son of Thestor and
Mycene. He foretold the length of the siege, and
when the fleet was detained at Aulis by adverse
M'inds, demanded the sacrifice of Iphigenia. He
is said to have died at Colophon, from chagrin at
being surpassed in soothsaying by one Mopsus.

Calciferous Epoch, one of the subordinate
divisions of the Lower Silurian System of North
America. The division is characterised by the
presence of calcareous sandstones and limestones.
In Scotland a subdivision of the Carboniferous
System (q.v.) is known as the Calciferous Sand-
stone group. •

Calcination, or Calcining (see Calx), is the
process of heating or roasting in furnaces or in

heaps the various metallic ores. It is resorted to
as the first stage in the extraction of the majority
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of the common metals from their ores, and is

essentially a process of oxiilation.

I'aloite, C'Ai.cAREors Spak, or Calc-spar, the
name usually ''iven l>y miiieralo<,'ists to carhonate
of liiue, rhomlx)he«lral in its crystallisation. It

differs from aragonite only in crystallisation (see

Akaoonite). Calcite is one of the commonest
minerals. Marble, for example, is composed of

small crystalline granules of this mineral. It is

abuinlantly met with in very many rocks as a
sccunthtry mineral ; that is to say, it is a decoiu-
position-prmluct—the result of the chemical altera-

tion of various rock-constituent.s, such as the
felspars. Thus it frequently occurs in the cracks,

fissures, and vesicles of i<,'ne<)U8 rocks (see

Amygdaloid). It often completely tills cavities

in rocks of various ori','in ; and although it has
been prevented by want of space from a-ssuming a
crjstalline form, is reatlily divided l»y the knife and
hammer into rhomboids, the primary form of its

Calcite : various forms of Crystals.

crystals being a rhomltoid, of which the greatest
angles are lO.j' 'V. Its seoomlary forms are more
numerous than those of any other mineral. More
than seven hundred have l)een tibserveil. One of

the most common, a rather elongated ])yramid, is

sometimes called Dog-tooth Spar. Calcite is colour-
le.ss an<l transparent, except in consequence <»f

impurities wliieii may be present in it ; and when
perfectly transparent, it exhibits in a high degree
the property of double refractiim of liglit, which
was first discovered in it by Hartiioliiius. The
presence of foreign substances frequently renders

calcit« gray, blue, green, yellow, red, brown, or

even black.

Tiie name Iceland Spar has often been given to

calcite, at least to the tinest colourless and trans-

parent variety, l>ecau.se it is found in Iceland, lilling

up clefts and cavities in the basalt-rocks of that
region. Slate Spar is a lamellar variety, often with
a shining, nearly lustre, and a grea.sy feel, an<l is

fountl in Wickfow in Irelan<l, CUen Tilt in Scot-

land, and Kongsberg in Norway.

C'alcillin (svm. Ca, atomic weight 40) is the

metal [iresent in chalk, stucco, and other com-
pounds of lime. It may l>e obtained by passing

a jtowerful current of electricity through fused
chloride of calcium, CaCI._„ when the metal
8ei)arates in minute globules. It is a yellowish-

white metal, can be rolled into sheets, and
hammered into leaves, and is intermediate between
lead and gold in hardness. It has a specilic gravity

of 1 oTS ; l>eing more than a half denser than water.

At orilinarj- temperatures, it slowly tarnishes by
oxidation ; .and when place<l in contact with water,

it rapidly decomposes the water, IL.O, forming
lime, ("aO, whilst iiydrogen escapes. To be
retained bright, calcium must l>e kept under the

surface of naphtiia. At a red heat, it melts and
burns with a da/zling wiiite light, accompanied by
scintillations.

Calcium is of no value in the arts, but many of

its compounds are of the highest importance.

When oxidised, either by exposure to air, or by
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combustion, it forms an oxide. Lime (q.v.), having
the com])ositi(m of 40 parts of calcium and 16 i)art3
of oxygen. This, when united with water, yields a
hyihate, slaked lime. For tiie sulpiiide, .see LiMl-
Nor.s Paint. Sulpiiate of calcium, CaSO^, is the
chief constituent or tJypsum (q.v.). It is juesent in
most drinking-waters, rendering tiiem pcr/iiaucntly
hard, because the sulphate of calcium is not juecipi-
tated by boiling the water- Temporary haidness,
due to the presence of carlxinate of calcinm, CaCOj,
or ciialk, is removable by boiling, when the carbon-
ate, which is retained in soluti<»n as bicarltoiiate, is

readily decompose*! into Carbonic Acid (q.v. ), which
escapes as gas, and chalk, which falls to the bottom.
The salts of calcium do not seem to po.ssess any

medicinal properties characteristic of the metal
itself. They are, however, extensively used—e.g.

the phosphate, to supply phosphorus for the Imnes
and nerves, the carbonate tus an antaciil, and so on,
with other salt.s.

Calrillatilis: llarllilios. From early times

I

the necessity of aids to ijilculation has been felt

and has l)een met by sinijile contrivances, such as
the Abacus, Shwanpan, Napier's Hones, the N'ernier,

Sliding Kules, and so on. Many of these are very
interesting, but they cannot j)ro])erly be cla.s.sed

with calculating machines. The earliest with
which we are ac(iuainted is one invented by
I'a.scal about 164*2. The addition of each place
of figures wa.s performe<l seitarately, and sub-
traction was eflected by the addition of the
numerical comjilements. It is not likely that

I

even 1'a.scal him.self found this machine of any
I practical use. In 1G0() Sir S. .Moreland invented
a machine, about 3 by 4^ inches in size, for

adding sums of money. In this machine, as in

that of Pascal, the addition of each place or order
was made .separately by liainl. Kacti place had a
pair of wheels unconnected with its neighboui-s,

and the carriages were transferred by hand. The
multii)lication machine of the same inventor was
really nothing more than Nai)ier's Bones on circles

instead of strips. Some years later, Leibnitz con-
ceived the idea of an enlarged machine wiiich seems
to have been designed for important astronomical
calculations, the necessity for which ha<l ari.sen

from the discoveries of (Jalileo, Kepler, and the
other astronomers of that century. He spent
many years of his life, and more than 24,000
thalers ( £.3600 ) on this jiroject, but all that remains
is a model still preserved at (Jottingen. In 1775
N'iscount Mahon, afterwards Earl Stanhope, in-

; vented a machine which performs the four rules of

arithmetic. It is about 6 by 8 by 18 inches in
size. The operator, using both hands, pushes a
frame c<mtaining twelve prisms of ten sides each,

mounted side by side, to ami fro in the line of their

axes, performing in one <lirection addition, and in

the other subtraction. Each face of the prism has
a rack, which engages a toothed wheel, and turns
it as many teeth as there are teeth in the rack—0,

1, 2, &c. as required. There is a simple hand
adjustment which works like the ' points ' of a rail-

way, and shunts the jjrisms out of the way on each
return motion, during which the carriage is <lone.

The set of pnsms can be moved lateially for

stepping. Multiplication and division are done by
' successive addition and stibtraction. In 1777 a
i .second machine on the same lines was constnicted.
In 1779 a (Jernian named Hahn invented a circular

machine; followed in 1784 by another by Midler,
likewi.se circular and worked by a handle at the
centre. Subtraction was not done directly, but the
arithmetical complement was read off instead of

the sum. Ste]>ping was done by shifting the upper
. plate, multiplication and division by succe.ssive

addition and subtraction. It was about 12 iucltae

I outside diameter.
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The next machine invented was one of a very

ditt'erent tvne. Al>oiit 1812 Cliarles Babbage (q.v.
),

then a student at Cambridge, conceived the idea

that logaritlimic, trigonometric, and other tables

coukl be calcuhited by tlie method of ' dill'erences
'

bv a machine capable of performing only simple

addition. An immense range of nautical and

astronomical tables lies within these limits, and

can be produced by calculating the lirst few ilitl'er-

ences, and setting them in the machine. About
l!S22 he iiad made a small trial piece, and soon

after undertook to superintend, without payment,

the construction for the government of a nuichine

to calculate and print such tables. It would have

been, wiien completed, about 6 feet high by 3 broad

and 1 deep, and would have had six columns of

dillerences of eighteen or twenty places eacli. It

was never completed, and the design was abandoned
in 1842. It is enough here to say that the en-

gagement was to the inventor a disaster, harass-

ing him continually through twenty years ; and
to government all that remains is a fragment of a
beautiful machine which does its work with un-

erring accuracy, but is useless. It stands in the

South Kensington Museum.
About 1850 M. Thomas of Colmar produced a

calculating machine of a high degree of excellence,

which performs the four rules of aritiimetic with
surprising speed, and is in extensive use. In this

maciiine, instead of the prism with racks, as in

Stanliope's machine, there is a cyliiuler, on the

different sections of which are successi\ ely 0, 1,2, 3,

&c. teeth ; with each cylinder is a toothed wiieel

sliding on its axis, and this being brought by a
finger-knob opposite the proper section of the
cylinder, 0, 1, 2, 3, &c. , as required, is added.
These cylinders are all moved simultaneously in

one direction. Tlie carriage is made afterwards
successively. One nmltiple is produced by each
turn of the handle. The stepping is done by
raising a long frame or lid on hinges, moving
it down one jilace and letting it fall into the
new position. There are very be.autiful contriv-

ances for reversing the motion for subtraction,
for destroying the momentum of the moving parts,

and for locking them, which can only be alluded
to here ; unfortunately, the whole is complicated
and somewhat delicate. It requires careful hand-
ling, as indeed do all such machines.

In 1883 Mr J. Edmonson of Halifax patented a
circular maciiine on the general lines or Thomas',
but modified to suit the circular arrangement.
Besides tiie beaut}' and ingenuity of its contrivance,
it has several considerable recommendations : the
computer is able to deal with one result after
another, witliout the necessity of repeated transfei-s,

every one of which, done by hand, is a fertile

source of error. Another machine by Mr Tate
follows closely the details of Tlumias' machine

;

but a multitude of minor parts are discjirded, and
friction is relied on to destroy the momentum of the
moving parts the instant the driving power ceases.
The analytical engine of Charles Babbage does

not exist except on ijaper, but is too remarkable to
be passed over. fliere are about 400 detailed
drawings to scale ; many volumes of notes and
rough sketches and elaborate notations. In 1833,
when the fragment of the diflerence engine was
put together, Babbage found that several surpris-
mg results which had not been anticripated could
be eJisily i)roduced by causing the table to influ-
ence the last difference in various ways. Some of
these results are used as illustrations in his book,
the Xinth Brklgewatcr Treatise (homX. 1838). He
was thus led to tiie idea of placing the axes round
a large central wheel. He called this arrange-
ment 'the engine eating its own tail.' Then
came the thougiit of governing the engine by

quite independent means, and the general idea of

the analytical engine was soon complete. Briefly,

it may be described as a machine to calculate the
numerical value, or values, of any formula, or

function, of which the mathematician can indicate

the method of solution. It was to be governed by
cards very similar to the cards used in Jacquard's
loom ; these iuiving been supplied would guide the
engine to make the right operation, at the right

time, on the right quantities. Each function
would require its own set of cards, which would
make the engine special for tlie development of

that particular function, with any constants that
might at any time be desired. It was to be
absolutely automatic, the slave of the mathe-
matician, and relieving him of the drudgery of

computing. It was of course to print the results.

Calculus, or Stone (in Medicine), a hard
concretion formed within the animal body, in con-
sequence of the deposition in the solid form of

matters which usually remain in solution (see

Concretion). The calculi most commonly met
with and of most importance are those formed in

the kidneys or bladder ( Urinary Calculus), and
those formed in the gall-bladder or biliary ducts
{Biliary Calc^dns). Both of these give rise to
very painful symptoms, and may even threaten
life.

Urinary Calculus is a disease of all ages, but
most common in early and in advanced life and in

the male sex. It is also very frequent in gouty
persons, or among those who pursue sedentary
occupations, and live freely. It is rare among
those who live much in the open air, or who take
much violent exercise, and use little animal food
and wine. Among sailors it is peculiarly rare.

In certain parts of the country the disease is said

to be frequent, as in Norfolk, and perhaps along
the east coast of Scotland. In some parts of

India, too, Avliere some of the predisposing circum-
stances mentioned above can hardly be said to

prevail, stone is by no means nncommon. It

would appear, therefore, that the predisposing
causes of calculus are still very imperfectly under-
stood. In its early stages the disease usually
presents itself in the form of Gravel, shown by the
passage of numerous very small portions of gritty

concretions, which may be observed in the urine as
a deposit like sand, or like small grains of Cayenne
pepper. When such deposits occur frequently,
especially if they are present at the time of passing
the urine, and not merely after it has cooled, there
is reason to apprehend the formation of calculus.

If, in these circumstances, there are pains of a dull

character in the loins, with occasional twinges of

sharper suffering, no time should be lost in seek-
ing medical advice. If a fit of very severe pain
should occur in a person for some time affected with
gravel, if the urine be bloody, if agonising twinges,
commencing in the loins, sting downwards into the
thigh or the groin, it is probable that a stone has
already formed in the kidney, and is being displaced
towards the bladder. Calculus in the bladder is at

first attended with little suffering, as compared
with that caused by the stone in its passage down-
wards from the kidney ; but unless removed or

evacuated, the calculus is sure to enlarge, and it

then becomes the cause of one of the most painful
diseases that afflict liumanity. The existence of a
stone in the bladder, however, should never be
taken for granted without a surgical examination,
as all the symptoms are deceptive in certain cases.

The most striking, and ])erhaps the most trust-

worthy evidence of stone in the bladder, apart from
the use of the sound (see Lithotomy), is smarting
and burning pain experienced after the bladder has
been emptied, together with occasional presence of

blood in the urine. The correct appreciation of
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all the symptoms, however, demands considerable

familiarity with such cases.

The discovery of the teiulency to urinary calculus

at an early period of its j^rowth has been fjreatly

aided b\- the use of the microscope and of chemical
t«sts. Generally speaking, it mav be said that

whenever the urine, after standing; for a few hours,

can be observed habitually to contain more sedi-

ment than a very sliglit cloudiness towards the
bottom of the vessel, there is room for careful

inquiry into the existence of some derangement of

the health. But sediments are not all equally apt
to determine calculus, nor is the treatment of the
different kinds of seiiiment at all similar ; care
should tlierefore l>e taken to determine, from time
to time, wliether the character of the sediment
may have undergone a change, so tliat the treat-

ment may be adapted accordingly.

The chief varieties of urinary calculus are— ( 1

)

uric acid (red sand) and urate of ammonia; (2)
oxalate of lime ; and ( 3 )

phosphates of ammonia,
magnesia, lime, tSrc. Calculi formed of other
8ul«tances do occur, but much less frequently.

Calculi are sometimes found to be composed of

numerous successive layers, having a perfectly

distinct chenucal composition. Urates and phos-

phates in particular frequently succee<l each other,

and form what Ls called an alternating calculus.

Alternating Calculus

:

a, nric acid nucleus ; b. oxalat<> of lime ; c, phusjiliates of lime,

and of magnesia and aininouia.

When calculus ha-s once fairly fonned in the
urinary passages, it .xeems probable that no absolute
cAre exists except the removal of it, if possible,

from the body (see LithuTo.my and LiTHOTKITV)

;

but in the stage of gravel, and still more in the
earlier stages detected by careful examination of

the urine, mucii may be <lone to check tlie tendency
to this distressing ami tiangerous malady. The
chief remedies consist in careful regulation of the
diet and mcnle of living, togetiier with the use of

solvents adapted to tlie particular form of deposit
found to be habitually i>resent. See Urine.

Biluiry Calculi or Gallstuitcs almost invariably
consist of Cholesterin (q.v.) with a varial)le jtro-

portion of laliary pigments, liiiif, mucus, >Jv:c. Tiiey

are generally formed in the gaill>iadder, and while
they remain there often give rise to no inconveni-

ence. Their presence Ls usually lirst revealed by
their passing from the gall-bladtlcr into the cystic

duct (see lilLE, LiVEK), and giving rise to the train

of symptoms known as biliarif rulic. Severe pain,

either suilden or gr.adual in its onset, is felt just

below the ril)s on the right side, and radiating in

various directions, but most commonly upwards.
It is almost always accompanied by vomiting.
When the calculus reaches the common bile-duct

it closes it for the time, and if it tloes not pass

onward into the intestine within a few hours, leads
to jaundice. The pain in a severe case is jirobably

tlie UKist intense of all known forms of sutl'eriug.

Happily the attack rarely Itusts beyond a few tlays

at most ; but, as gall-stones seldom occur singly, is

verv likely to be repeated at some subsetjuent
period. During such an attack copious draughts
of hot water containing bicarbonate of soda in solu-

tion often give relief; but large doses of morphia or
opium are generally requiretl to contiol the pain.

Wiien the calculus ha.s reached the intestine it is

passed onwards and voided with the fa-ces.

Though in the majority of cases gallstones are
thus harmlessly discharged, they may give rise to
intlammation, ulceration, or other dangerous com-
nlications at any part of their course— iir the gall-

bladder, the bile-ducts, or the intestines.

The cause of their formation is obscure. They
are more common in the female sex, and rare before
the jige of thirty. Regular habits, jdenty of exer-
cise, and simple diet are believed to be the most
imjM)rtant means of preventing their formation.
During the hist ten yeai-s the gallbladder has

frecpiently been opened with success for the removal
of gall-stones which were causing serious symj)toms

;

and this operation (cholecystotomy ) has now a
recognised place in surgery.

Calriiliis, DiKFEKENTi.M, and Integk.vl, some-
times called the Inlinitesimal Calculus. Tiie scoj)e

of the calculus ranges over the wlude lield of

applied mathematics, and an acc»>unt of its develop-
ment would involve an account of the chief ditli-

culties that have been overcome in the problems
offered by astronomy, mechanics, engineering, and
physical science generallv. The following is a
sketch of the origin, notions, and method of the
calculus.

The invention of the calculus culminated with
Leibnitz and Newton in the latter half of the ITtli

century. There need be no surprise at the joint

discovery, for after the work of Archimedes,
Cavalieri, Kol)erval, Fermat, liarrow, Wallis, and
others, matters were rijie for the generalisation
attained by Leibnitz and Newton. The calculus as
jiropoundeil by these two mathematicians showed
considerable diversitv of detail. As a basis for the
theory, Newton took his methods of iniiiu and
ultimate ration nnd Jtaxiuns (see FM'XIdNS) Ixjth

fundamentally the same idea, and develojied from
the ancient notion of Exhauntiotis, while Leibnitz
employetl his method of Iiifiiiitaiimals (see In-
KIMTE) developed from the JiidivisHihs of Cavalieri
as used by ^^'alIis and others. The notations
adopted were (juite different ; and of the two
notations that of Leibnitz has jirove<l itself the
better, although in Britain Newtcm's did not give
way till well into the lyth century-.

After considerable tluctuation of ojiinion as to

the proper foumlation for the theory of the calculus,

the method of Limits, a motlilicati(jn of Newton's
methods, is now almost universallv adopted.
Besides those mentioned, the only ot^ier method
ever received with favour was Lagrange's method
of Derived Functions.

In the calculus all quantities except mere con-
stants are regarded as changing from one value to

another by continuous growth or according to

Leibnitz by infinitesimal differences or dij/'ereutials ;

and it will help to the understanding of the subject
if we divide such quantities into three groups, a
classification which is convenient for our ]»resent

purpose rather than mathematically essential.

( 1 ) The quantity, or quantities, in which the
growth originates— i.e. (juantilies which vary inde-

pendently of each other and of all other quanti-
ties, and which are hence called the independent
variables.

(2) The quantities whose value dei)ends on the
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value of the imlependent variables, and which are

variously named depoKhiit variables, or functions

of the independent variables (see FrxCTlox), or,

with special reference to the quantities of group 3,

primitive functions. The quantities of groups 1

and 2 were called Jfucnts by Newton. Taking x
as the independent variable' we have functions of

X such as ( i. ) .r-, ( ii. ) ^x* + C, ( iii. ) f,, ( iv. ) tana-,

(v.) F(a-), where F is a sign denoting some
function of x not specified. It is often convenient

to use a single letter (as y) to denote such
functions and tlien we have the relations y = x-,

y = ^x3 + C, J/
= V(x), skc, where i/ is called the

dependent variable.

(3) The third group of quantities is what distin-

guishes the calculus from ordinary algebra, wliich

deals only with the other two, and the discovery

by Leibnitz and Newton of the fundamental im-
portance of this group may be said to constitute

tlie discovery of the calculus. These quantities,

wliicli are in general, like group 2, functions of

the independent variables, are derived in a peculiar

way from gi-oups 1 and 2. They express the rate of
change of a function with respect to its independent
variable or variables. Such a rate is called a
derived function (denoted by f'(x) if the primitive
function be for example y —f(x)) or a. differentitd

„ . , , , df(x) dy ^,
co-efficient (denoted by —j— or

-f-,).
Group 3, as

here defined, corresponds very nearly to what
Newton called fiLvions. The derived functions of

the first four primitive functions given as examples
of group 2, are (i.) 2x, (ii.) x", (iii.) e', and (iv.)

secrx.

Also since /'(a;) or dyjdx is in general a function
of x, its rate of change with respect to x may be
considered, and we thus get a second derived
function [f"(x)), or second differential co-efficient

{d-yjdx-). Similarly f"(x) may be treated, and
so on.

And now we are in a position to indicate the
distinction ( from the j^oint of view of pure mathe-
matics at least) between the Differential Calculus
and the Integral Calculus. The differential calculus
seeks to find the derived function wlien the primi-
tive function is given, while the integral calculus
seeks conversely to find the primitive function
when tlie derived fiinction is given.

Tlie treatment of derived functions involves
peculiar diflSculties, to overcome which various
schemes, as already indicated, have been proposed.
We shall try to give a clear idea of the meaning
of a Limit, and shall then show how this notion
meets the case.

Definition.— \l there be a fixed magnitude to
which a variable magnitude can be made as nearly
equal as we please, and if it be impossible that the
variable magnitude can ever be exactly equal to
this fixed magnitude, the fixed magnitude is called
the limit of the variable magnitude.
Fundamental Proposition.—If two variable mag-

nitudes be always equal to one another while each
approaches its limit, then tlieir limits are equal to
one anotlier. (An indirect proof of tliis is easy.)
Example: To prove that a circle is equal in area

to tlie triangle whose ba.se is equal to the circum-
ference, and whose height is equal to the radius of
the circle. Aljout the circle (lescrilie any regular
polygon ABCDEF. Make a triangle whose base
A'A" is equal to the perimeter of the jtolvgon, and
whose height is equal to tiie radius of tlie circle.
In the line A'A" sujipo-se A'P' equal to tlie cir-
cumference of the circle. Then by increasing the
number of sides of the polygon, we can make its
area as nearly equal to the area of the circle as we
please, but never quite equal to the area of the
circle; hence by our definition the area of tlie
circle is the limit of tlie area of the polygon.

Similarly the triangle O'A'P' is the limit of the
triangle O'A'A". Now, the polygon (a varjung
magnitude) is always equal to the triangle O'A'i^'

Fig. 1.

(a varying magnitude), therefore, bv our funda-
mental proposition, the limits of tliese vaiying
magnitudes—i.e. tlie circle and the triangle O'A'P',
must be equal to one another.

In the foregoing geometrical illustration of the
use of limits, it will be observed that it is the
limits themselves that are all-important, the poly-
gon and the triangle O'A'A" being mere auxiliaries

;

and so it is always. We shall now take a typical
example from the calculus to show the use of
limits in the finding of a rate.

Suppose x to be an independent variable, and
y — x^ the function under consideration, let us
seek to find ( 1 ) the average rate of change of x^
with respect to the independent variable when the
independent variable changes from x to a; -f a a;,

and (2) the limit (if there be one) of this average
rate as the interval A x is diminished.
We take a a; to indicate the change made on x;

let us take a 2/ to indicate the resulting change
in y.

We have y -\- Ly = [x + a a; )-

= a" -f 2a; A a; + ( A a' )^
;

and y = x?

hy = 2xt\x + {hxf. (1)

Now Ay/ AX is the measure of the average rate we
seek, and from ( 1 ) we have

Ay/ AX — 2x + AX, (2)

which is the answer to the first part of our ques-
tion. For the rest, we remark that by diminisliing

A X we can make 2.c + a a' as nearly equal to 2x as
we please, but never quite equal to 2a' ; hence 2a;

is, by our definition of a limit, the limit of Ay/ Ax.
dy

This limit is denoted by -, . It might be denoted

by a//3 or any other symbol, only the presence and

position of y and x in the symbol y serve con-

dy
veniently to show of what ratio t is the limit.

dy/dx is called, as has been said, the differential

coefficient of y with respect to a-, and it may be
interesting to get an indication of the origin of this

inconveniently lengthy title. In the expansion of

(x + ax)- above, a a, taken 'infinitely small by
Leibnitz, was called a difl'erential, and 2a-, whicn
turns out to be — dy/dx, is the coefficient of the
ditterential ; hence tlie name. The notation of

the calculus, being as already stated Leibnitz's,

naturally fits best to the infinitesimal theory, but
even in quarters where the infinitesimal theory
is rejected, the language as well as the notation
is often retained for its practical convenience, just
as the language of the ' two fluid ' theory is kept
up in electricity, though the two fluid theory is

superseded.
The purely mathematical part of the calculus is

concerned largely with the devices for finding the
limits of all sorts of functions, as in the above
example ; and it is only when tlie calculus is to
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be applied to an actual j)n)bleiu, tliat the use of

these limits becomes apparent. We will apply the
foregoing result to a problem in mechanics.

Problem.—To liml the speeil at the end of x
seconds of a biMly which, starting from rest, passes
over jr feet in x seconds.

Consider the speed at the end of x seconds in

relutiun to the a\erage sjieed during an imme-
diately succeeding interval. Evidently the speed
at tiie end of x seconds is the limit of the average
speed in question, for the average spee<t can be
iua<le as nearlv eijual as we please to the specil

at the be-'inning of the interval by taking the
interval short enough, and the average speed
during the inter^•al can never be iiuite equal to

the speed at the Ix'ginning. Now the average
spee<l is mesusured by the length described, divided
by the time taken, and is therefore enual to what
we denotetl by Ji y / a x, hence by our tundamental
proposition in limits, the actual speed at the end

or X seconds is equal to ^.—i.e. is 2x feet per

second.
Any trouble that has arisen in acn-pting limits

as the ba-sis of the calculus lias been due t<i the
ado{)tion (too frequent unfortunately) of a vicious

form of the fundamental proposition, which, for

the sake of warning, we shall give here. It is as
follows :

Suijpose A and IJ to ]>e etjual varying quantities,

and L/A, L/B to be their limits.

Since A = ht\ + q where 7 is an ' indefinitely

small ' or ' infinitely small ' ((uantity, let us say
A = L^\ ultimately (and make an indelinitely

small error). ( 1

)

Similurlv B — L^B ultimately (another indelin-

itely smalf error). (2)
Now A — B (by Hui)position ).

Therefore ht\ = \J\\. (By 'compensation of

errors' as explained by IJerkeley and C'arnot.

)

This argument is not logical, and it is not neces-

sary. Moreover, as equation ( 1 ) is usually adopted
in the j>urely mathematical part of the calculus,

while e({uation (2) is ado|>ted in .some application
probably long after the stu<lent luus j)a.ssed equa-
tion ( 1 ), the comi>ensation of errors is not seen by
him, and he feels as if he were always going a
little wrong.
The following example is a type of a large class

of nroblems
applied.

The curve

to which the integral calcuhis is

T1*C Is traced out by the point P
moving so that
PN (y) is a given
function of
ON (x), or in

other words,
y ^f(x) is the
equation to the
curve (see Geo-
metry, Analy-
tical). The pro-

blem is to find

the area ABDC.
The area

TONP (call it

A for brevity

)

is evidently a
function of ON—i.e. of x. Suppose x to chan^'e
to X -H Az—i.e. suppose ON to become (JN -f NN'.
Then A becomes A -i- .:. A where

aA = PNN'P'
= PNN'M + Ml'P

y X AX + MP'P
= f{x) X AX -f MP'P

aA/ax=/(x) -i-MP'P/:.x.

Now it can be shown that the limit of

y g. -'.

f(x) + MP'P/ AX, as AX is diminished, is /(x),
hence equating the two limits, we have

The area TONP, therefore, is such a function of
.T that its derived functi(m is /(x); and the
question arises what is the primitive function of

whicli/(x) is the derivative?
If/(x) were for example x'-, the prinutive, or as

it is called in this connection the hitc;/ral, would
be Jx^ + C where C is a constant quantity. In
this ciise the area

ABDC = TODC - TOBA
= (iOl)' + C)-(iOB^*-f C)
= J(OD3-OB3);

a result which is expressed as follows :

.01)

x^(lx = J(0D3-0B').
OB

Tiie integral calculus is c<mstantly getting into
ditticulties through the occurrence in anjilications

of it of functions to be integrated that have never
been turned out as results of diHerentiation, while
many of the functions that can be integrated have
to undergo tedinns transformations to bring them
under tiie form of known derived functions.

The CALCfLUS OF Vakiatio.ns has to take
account of changes of fonn as well as of magni-
tude in the functions mentioned in group 2
alx)ve, while the diflerential and integral cal-

culus, of which the calculus of variations is an
oHshoot, deals only with changes in magnitude.
Such problems as tlie following fall UM<ler its

treatment : ( 1 ) To find the curve of (juickest

descent ( ' brachistochrone ' ) from one given curve
to another given curve. It was a special ca.se of

this nroblem projiosed in lUiMj tliat gave rise to the
calculus of \ariation. (2) (liven the surface of a
solid of revolution, to find its form, that the solid

contents may be a maximum. (The result of the
first problem is a cycloid, of the secoml a sphere.

)

Histories of the calculus of variations have been
written by WcK.dlmuse ( IHKM and Todhuiiter ( 1861 ).

For CALClLfs OK Fimtk Dikkkkkncks and Cal-
CULl'.s OK FiNCTloNs, see the articles DiKKEUENCE
and Fi NCTlox.s.

Calcutta, the capital of the province of Bengal,
and metropolis of British Imlia, is situated on tiit^

left liank of the Hiigli (Hooghlv), an arm of tiie

Ganges, in 22' 34' N. lat., ami 88' 24' E. hmg.,
alKmt 80 miles from the .sea liy the river. Calcutta
was fi>uiided itv Governor Cliarnock in 1G8G, by
the removal hither from Hiigii of tiie factories
of the Eivst India Company. In 17(*f) three villages

surrounding the factories iiaving lieen conferred
upon the company i>y tiie Em|ieror Aurungzeiw,
in recognition of a present made to his son. Prince
Azim, they were fortiiwitli fortified, an<l received
the name of Fort William, in honour of William III.

Calcutta is tiie Anglicised form of Kalikata, as this

again is the Mosiemi.sed form (15%) of Kaiigiiat,
a famous shrine of tiie goddess Kali, wliicii still

exists to the .south of tiie city. In 1707 Calcutta
had acquired some im|tortance as a town, and was
made the seat of a presidency. In 1756, however,
a great misfortune befell tiie rising town : it was
unexpectedly attacked l)y Sunii-ud-Daulii (Surajaii

Dowlali), the Nawiib of Bengal, and yielding after

a two ilays' siege, was the scene of the tr.agedy of
tiie ' Black Hole' (q.v. ). The city remained in the
hands of the enemv until seven months afterwards,
when Clive and Atlmiral Watson recaptured it, ancl

afterwards concluded <a peace with tiie Nawiib.
Soon after tiiis, and sul)se(iueiit to the important
victorj- of Plassey, the possessions of the East India
Company were greatly extended by grants made
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by the emperor of Delhi. In 1772 it siipei-seded

]Vturslii(lal)ii<l as seat of the central government in

India; in 1S52 it was erected into a mnnicipality.

In IS37 the poimiation of the town proper amounted
to 229,700: in ISSl it liad increased to 401,671, or,

•with port and snhurlis, hut exclusive of Ho\> rali (q.v.)

684,638; and in 1891 (witliout Howrah) to 840,130.

Besides tliese, tliousands of tiie three and a half

millions who sleep at night in the surrounding dis-

tricts of Hiigli and the twenty-four Parganas, flock

daring the day to Calcutta, on foot, hy hoat, or l)y

railway, to their daily toil. Of the inhabitants 62

per cent, are Hindus, 32'2 Mohammedans, and 4"4

Christians. About 20,000 are Europeans ; 20,000

Eurasians ; and there are a good many Armenians,
Greeks, Jews, Parsees, Chinese, and negroes.

The city extends for about live miles along the
river, and is somewhat less than two miles in

breadth at its broadest part, the area being nearly

8 sq. m. (30 with suburbs), and is comprised for

the most part between the river and the Circular

Road, a spacious roadway which marks the land-

ward boundary of the city proper. Howrah and
other villages on the opposite side of the river con-

tain the government wai-ehouses, large ironworks
and timber-yards, a number of tlie principal jute-

mills, and the great terminus of the East Indian
Railway. The appearance of the city as it is

approached by the river is very striking ; on the
left are the I3otanical Gardens, destroyed by the
cyclones of 1867 and 1870, but since replanted;
and the Bishop's College, a handsome Gothic edifice,
erected by the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel, and now used as an engineering college

;

on the right is the suburb of Garden Reach, with
the palace in which the ex-king of Oudh resided
from the time of the annexation of his territory
till his death in 1887 ; farther on are tlie government
dockyards and the arsenal ; beyond tliese is tlie
Maidan Esplanade, which has " been termed the
Hyde Park of India, being the favourite place of
re.sort of the ilite of Calcutta for their evening
drive. ^Here, near the river, lies Fort William*^
the largest fortress in India, constructed (1757-73)
at a cost of £2,000,000, and occupying, with the
outworks, an area of 2 sq. m. It is garrisoned by
European and native soldiers, mounts 619 guns, and

its armoury contains 80,000 stands of small-arms.

Facing the Esplanade, among other fine buildings,

is the Government House, a magnificent palace
erected (1799-1804) by the Marqiiis of Wellesley.

Beyond this, extending northwards along the river-

bank, is the .Strand, tMo miles in length, and
40 feet above low-water, ^yitll various ghats or

landing-places. It is adorned 1)V m.any fine build-

ings, including the custom-house, the new mint,
and other government oflices, and is lined by a
splendid series of jetties for ocean steamers.
Among other places of interest are the High Court,
the Bengal Government Offices, St Paul's Cathe-
dral, the Scotch kirk (St Andrew's), the Imperial
Museum, the tf)wn-liall, Bank of Bengal, Jesuits'

College, Medical College, university, the domed post-

office, and the Treasury. Calcutta has three theatres,

several large European hotels, two fine clubs—the
Bengal and United Service, four daily English news-
papers, and a number of monuments throughout the
city, the most noticeable being those to the Marquis
of Wellesley, Sir James Outram, and Sir David
Ochterlony, the last a column 165 feet high.

Although the European quarter of the town is

distinguished for its fine public l)uildings and com-
modious dwelling-houses, the quarters occupied by

the natives present a very different

appearance, their houses being in

most instances built of mud or
bamboo and mats, and the streets

narrow and unpaved. Great havoc
was done here by the cyclone of

1864, which destroyed 40,700 native
houses ; and those of 1867 and 1870
were likewise very destructive. Con-
siderable improvements have now
been effected ; new and wider streets

have been opened through crowded
quarters; brick houses are fast re-

placing the huts, and an extensive
system of drainage has been carried

out to the no small advantage
of the inhabitants. A new muni-
cipal bill, with large sanitary pro-

visions, was passed by the Bengal
Council in May 1888. The water-
supply of Calcutta has been very
niiicli improved. Formerly, the
v\'ater was kept in large tanks,
interspersed throughout the city,

Avhence it was borne by water-
carriers or bhistics in large leather

bags. But since 1865 a supply of

excellent water has been obtained
from the Hiigli, about 15 miles
above Calcutta, where it is filtered

and sent down by pipes in the
usual way. In 1888 large new works were
under construction, by means of which the daily
supply of filtered water is to be raised to 16

million gallons. The result of this has been a
marked improvement in the health of the city.

Gas has now taken the place of the oil-lamps
wliich were formerly in genisral use for ligliting

the streets at night. Tramways have been exten-
sively introduced, and steam tramways run to

some of the suburbs. A canal girds a part of the
city beyond the Circular Road. A pontoon bridge
(1874) connects Calcutta with HoM'rah, and a
project is on foot to substitute a fixed bridge.

The communications of Calcutta afford great
facilities for its extensive commerce. There are
several lines of railway to various parts of

India ; the East Indian to Benares, Delhi, «S:c.

;

the Eastern Bengal to Gulundu ; the Calcutta and
South-eastern to the numtli of the Ganges ; and
the Bengal-Nagpur to Bombay. Calcutta is also
the headquarters of the Indian Telegiaph Depart-
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ment. Uninterrujitetl cotnmunication is koi>t

up with CJreat Britain l>y nuinernus and \\etl-

ajipointeil steamers an<l sailing-vessels. Naviga-
tion on the Hiigli has been «'natly iniproveil.

anil an extensive scheme of docKs is in course of

construction at KiiMerimr, at an estimated cost

of '2J millions sterling, to he comjdeted in \S9o.

The river, adjacent to the city, varies in breadth
from a quarter of a mile to nearly a mile. Ships
of r)(MK) tons a.scend to Calcutta in the usual course,

the main ditticulty to shimdng being the James
and Mary shoal, half-way ilown the river.

The learned societies are mainly of European
origin, hut several have a considerable native

nieml>ership. The principal Iwidies are the Hengal
Asiatic Society, founded in 17S4 by Sir W. Jones,

f>osse.ssing a fine library ; the Dalhousie Institute,

or the literary and .social improvement of young
tradesmen ; the Public Hei\lth Society ; the Slicro-

sc'oiiical Society ; the Photographic Society. The
university of Calcutta was founded in 18.')7, on the
same basis as the London Cniversity, and exercises
functions over Hengal, the North-west Provinces,
Oudli, and the Central Provinces. Educational
instituticms are numerous in (.'alcutta. Among
the i)rin(ipal are the institutions of the Est^iblished

and Free ( 'hurches of Scotland, the Doveton College,

the Martinit'^re College, St Xavier's College, an»l

the four government colleges— namely, the Presi-

dency College, the Sanskrit College, the Madra«a
or >iohammedan College, and the liethune ( Girls'

School. The last-iiame<l has piussed several pupils
at the Calcutta University exandnation for the
B.A. degree. There are also a medical college, a
school of art, ami an engineering college ; while
in me<lical hospitals and charities Calcutta is a.<<

well endowed as any European city. The lirst Pro-
testant missionary settled here in 175S, on the in-

vitation of Clive ; now there are in the city and
suburbs some forty or lifly centres of Protestant
missions alone. Several of the colleges named
above are mission colleges. Calcutta was the birth-
place of \V. M. Thackeray.

Calcutta, reproached with being a city of palaces
in front and of jiigsties behiuil, may be regarded
a.« the great commercial centie of Asia. Tlie sea-
l)orne tradeof the province of P.cngal. including tieas-

ure, ha-s a value of from l"(i(i,(KK»,<»(K) to i;s(t,UOO.0(X)

aycar; and about 9.'> per cent, of this trade belongs
to Calc\Uta. Of the totul value of Indian ]iroiluce

ex|)orted in an average year, Calcutta wjis found
to have c<mtrilnited 18 i»er cent in opium, 1.") per
cent, in jute, 14 per cent, in grains and jiulses, ]:i

per cent, in tea, 11 per cent, in oil-seeds, 7 per
cent, in indigo, 7 per cent, in hiiles and skins,
4 j>er cent, in raw cotton, and 2 per cent, in raw
and manufactured silk ; while other exports, of
which lac, saltpetre, and ca.stor-oil are the most
im|iortant, made up the balance. Calcutta exports
enormous numbers of gunny bags (in .some years
65 millions, worth over £l,0(XJ,0<)0). Tea and
wheat are among the most important exports.
The port is annually entere<l by 3(KJ or 400 .sail-

ing-ve.s.sels and 700 or 800 steamers, with an aggre-
gate tonnage of over 2,OiK),000 tons. Vov other
particulars a.-* to tlie trade and manufactures, edu-
cation, &c. of the capital, see the article Hkngal.
See also I.\L)t.\, HofXMil.Y, lJi..\CK Hoi.K, Clivk,
II.\srtN-G.s, E.vsT IsuiA Co.Mi'ANV, and the articles
on Bish(»ps Heber and Cotton and on Dr Duff.
As a great central depcU for the richest parts
of India, including the (Janges valley and As.sam,
Calcutta has an extensive inland trade. In an
ordinary year the imports by rail, steamer, and
country boat may amount to over £60,000,000,
and the exi»orts 'to £2.),000,00<5 or £.30,000,000.
It is difficult to fix the comparative standing
of Bombay with regard to trade; probably, how-

ever. Bombay has not more than two-thirds of the
tra<le of Calcutta. As a jdace of residence Calcutta
is perhaps the pleasantest city in India. The mean
temperatures of December and May, the coldest and
hottest months, are 680' and 861° respectively.
The cost of living is expensive for India, and the
shojjs ( many branches of London firms) are very line.

<'al(lecott« R.VNDoi.pir, artist, wa-s born at
Chester on the 22il of March 1S4(), and was a clerk
in a bank, first at Whitchurch (lS()l-67) and then
at Manchester (1867-72). Having develojicd a
great talent for art at an early age, he was
encouraged by his success in the London illustrated
papers to remove to the metrop()lis. His healtli,

however, soon gave way, and, after vain attempts
to restore it bv trips abroad, he died at St Augus-
tine, in Florida, on the 12th of February 1886.
Kandol]ih Caldecott was without an eipial as the
exjionent of the humours of animal life and the
joys of the country-hou.se luid huntinglield. Al-
though his heart wa.s not in journalistic work, he
contril)\ited frequently to J'intr/i and the Graphic,
and occasionally exhibite«l at the Royal Academy,
the Dudley, and the Clrosvenor (Jalleries. In 1882
he became a member of the Institute of Painters in
Water-colours. Randolph Caldecott will chielly be
remembered by the admirable L\tltleaitt\s I'lcinre-

liouks, which Ijegan in 1878 with John (ii7/)i>i and
T/ie House that Jack Bitilt. He al.so illustrated
Washin<,'ton Irving's Old Christmas (187.)), and
Jiran/irii/ifc Half (1877); Mrs Comvns Can's
Xorth Italian Folk (1878); Mr Blackburn's
lirctuii Folk (1880); and Mrs Ewing's Dadily
Danriti's Dovecote and Jackanapes ( 1884). See his
Fersmiitl Mnnoir by Mr Blackburn (1886).

Caldcroil, Pilil.li' IlKUMcxitcNKs, R.A.. painter,
b«»rn at I'oitiers of Snanish ])arentage in 18.S3,

studied in Lonchm and Paris, and regularly con-
tributed to the Royal .\cademv from 18.").^, his

subjects being chielly histori<al or imaginative.
He was elected an Associate in 1864, and an
Academician in 1867. He exhibitetl at the Paris
Exhibitions of 1867 and 1878, receiving at the
former the first medal awanled to English art. at

the latter a lirst class medal and the Legion of

Honour. In 1887 he was ajqiointed keeper of the
Royal Academy. He died April .SO, 189S.

4'ald«>roii de la Rarca« Pkduo, Spain's
gi-eatf-t dramatist, was burn of a g i old family
at Madrid, 17th .lainiary Kioo, and, after fouV
years' schooling nnder tlie .Jesuits, from WAW to
1619 studied law and phiIoso|ihy at Salamanca.
Already in 1614 he had written his lii-st play,
and at the poetical contests of 1620 ami l(i22

hatl won Lope de Vega's prai.ses, when in l(i25

he cho.se the jjrofession of arms, and, during ten
years service in the .Milanese and in Flanders,
saw much of men and maimers that lie after-
wards utili.sed. Nor meanwhile did he neglect
the muse, but wrote many dramas which were
acted with great applau.se ; so that, on Lojjc's
death in 163.j, he was summoned by Philip I\ . to
Madrid, appointed a sort of master of the revels,
anil made, two years later, a knight of the order of
Santiago. In 1640 the rebellion in Catalonia roused
him once more to take the field ; but in 16.11 he
entered, like Lope, the i)riestliood, and in 1653
withdrew to the ' chantry of the new kings ' at
Toledo. Ten years went by, and he was recalled
to court, to the resumption of his dramatic labours,
receiving, with other [ireferments, the post of
chaplain of honour to Philip, wlio.se death, in 1665,
deprived him of a generous Ma-cena.s. Yet still he
continued to write for the court, the church, and
the nublic theatres, till, on 25tli May 1681, in the
words of his friend, De .Solis, ' he died, as they
say the swan dies, singing.' His remains, .already
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translated from their first restinjj-place in 1S41, in

iSOy were finally laid in Spain's new pantheon,

the former convent of St Francis in Madrid. A
bronze statue t>f him was unveiled in 1880 ; and
his bicentenary was celebrated with great splen-

dour in the May of the following year.

Castilian and Catholic to the backlxme, Calderon

wrote for his contemporaries, his fellow-country-

men, his co-religionists, not for posterity or the

outer world. Hence, though his plays still hold

their own in Spain, to that outer world he must
ever be caviare. It cannot rightly appreciate his

perfect fidelity to the Spanish thought and manners
of his age ; his passion seems to it bombast, his

nice points of honour fantastic, and his plots, with
their matchless coiij)s dc t/icdtre, a very labyrinth

for intricacy. This, though Schlegel pronounced
him ' the fourth in a mighty quaternion, with
Hoioer, Dante, and Shakespeare.' This, too, in

spite of the many fine English versions of his

masterpieces ; and in spite of the verdict of a great

English critic, that, ' though inferior to Shake-
speare in knowledge of humanity and in power of

developing his characters from within, to ^'Eschylus

in solemn passion, to Sophocles in the structure of

his plays and in statuesque power of grouping, to

Goethe in metaphysical subtlety—yet in pure poetry
Calderon is the equal of them all, and second to

none of them as a master of stage effect." His
autos sacramentales, outdoor plays for the festival

of Corpus Christi, number 72, and have been
divitled into seven classes—biblical, classical,

ethical, and so forth ; the finest of them is El Divino
Orfeo. Of his regular dramas 118 are extant.
There are the religious plays (such as the Faust-
like Magico PnxUfjioso and El Pnrgatorio de San
Patricio); the historical (£/ Principe Constante—
Prince Ferdinand of Portugal

) ; and the philosophic
{La Vida cs Sueno). There are the 'cloak and
sword ' plavs

(
La Dama Duende, ' The Fairy

Ladv'), anil the dramas of passion [El Medico de
SH itonra. El L^intor dc su Deshonra, and El Mayor
Mostnto los Zelos, ' No monster like jealousy

'
).

There are manj' others ; but classification beccjines
tedious and ditlicult ; and it is these eight plays,
with a dozen more, that are best known to English
readers through the renderings of one or more of
the following translators: Shelley (a fine frag-
ment from The Magician); Denis M'Carthv (10
plays, 4 vols. 1S5.S-73); E<lwar(I FitzGerald (Splays,
3 vols. 1853, et seq.); Arclibisliop Trench (2 play.s,
with e.ssay on 'Life and Genius,' 1856; 2d ed.
1880) ; and N. Maccoll (4 plays, 1888).

The best edition of the (tutos is that of Apontes (6 vols.

Madrid, 1759-60), and there is a good German trans-
lation of them by Lorinser ( 18 vols. 2d ed. 1882 )

; the
best editions of the plays are by Hartzenlmsch ( 4 vols.

Madrid, 1848-50 ), and Garcia Ramon ( Madrid, 1882 ). See
the Gurman works of Scliack (1846), Fr. Schmidt (1857),
and Fastenrath (l»81-82); vol. iL of Ticknor's Sjxiniah
Literature (1849); Lasso dc la Vega's Estudio de las
Ohras de Calderon

( 1881 ) ; and Miss Hasell's Calderon
('Foreign Classics Series,' 1879).

Calderwood, D.wid, an eminent Scottish
divine and ecclesiastical historian, was born in

1575, it is thought at Dalkeith, and after studying
at the university of Edinburgh, was in 1604
ordained minister of Crailing, Roxburglishire.
(Jpposed to the designs of .James Yl. for the estab-
lishment of Episcopacy, in 1617 he joined in a
l)rotest against a bill, then before the Scots parlia-
ment, for granting the power of framing new hnvs
for the church to an ecclesiastical council appointed
by the king, and in conse([uence he was summoned
before the High Commission at St Andrews, com-
mitted to T)rison for contumacy, and then banished
the kingdom. He retired "^to Holland, and in
1623 published there, under the anagrammatic

Cseudonym of ' Edwardus Didoclavius,' his cele-

rated controversial work, Altare Dumasccnum, in

which he rigorously examined the origin and
authority of Episcopacy. After King James's
death in 16'25, he returned to Scotland, and for

some years was engaged collecting all the memorials
relating to the ecclesiastical affairs of Scotland,
from the beginning of the Keformation there to the
death of James \\. In 1640 he became mini-ster

of Pencaitland, Haddingtonshire ; and in 1643 was
appointed one of the comnuttee for drawing up the
Directory for Public Worship in Scotland. He
died at Jedburgh in 1650. From the original MS.
of his History of the Kirk of Scotland, preserved in

the British Museum, an edition was printed for the
Wodrow Society (8 vols. Edin. 1842-45).

Caledonia, the name applied by the Romans
to the country north of the Wall of Antoninus,
which ran between the F'irths of Forth and Clyde.
First occurring in Lucan (1st century a.d. ), it was
probably, like Britannia, a Latin coinage from a
native name

—

Calido. 'Ihe ' Caledonian Forest

'

(Lat. Caledonius Saltus or Silva Caledonia ; Welsh
Coed Cclyddon; t\ie KallJdonios Druinos of Ptolemy)
was a thick wood of birch and hazel extending from
the west of the district of Menteith to Dunkeld
(Gaelic Duncelden or Dwnchallann, 'town or
stronghold of the Caledonians'). By Scott and
others the name Ccdedonia has been poetically

ap2)lied to the whole of Scotland. See Rhys's
Celtic Britain (2d. ed. 1884), and article SCOTLAND.

Caledonian Canal, a chain of natural lakes
united by artificial canals, running straight across

the north of Scotland in a south-westerly line from
the North Sea to the Atlantic, through Glenniore,
or the Great Glen of Albin, in Inverness-shire, and
touching Argyllshire at its southern extremity.
The sea and fresh-water lochs in this line are the
Moray Firth and Lochs Dochfour, Ne.ss, Oicli,

Lochy, and Linnhe. The canal was formed to

avoid the dangerous and tedious navigation of

ships, especially coasting-vessels, round by the
Pentland Firth, Cape Wrath, and the Hebrides

;

the distance between Kinnaird's Head and the
Sound of Mull by this route being 500 miles, but
by the canal only 250, with an average saving of

9^ days for sailing-vessels. From the head of the
Moray Firth to that of Loch Linnhe, the length of

the canal is 60| miles, 37^ miles being through
natural lochs or lakes, ancl 23 miles by artificial

cuts. Each cut is 120 feet broad at surface, and
50 at bottom, and 17 deep. The highest part is

Loch Oich, 105 feet above sea-level ; and there are

in all 28 locks. The practicability of this great
work was first shown l)y James Watt's government
survey in 1773 ; but it was not till 1803 that it was
begun under Telford. The whole line was opened
for ships in 18'23 ; and after three years of repair,

it was reopened in 1847, the total cost up to 1849
being £1,311,270. Ships of 500 to 600 tons can
pass through the canal. The annual expenditure
exceeds as a rule the income, each ranging between
£6000 and £11,000. The scenery is romantic on
both sides of the canal, and has many other objects
of interest, such as Fort William, Ben Nevis,
Inverlochy Castle, Tor Castle (the ancient seat of

Cameron of Locheil ), Glen Spean, Glen Roy with
its Parallel Roads, Fort Augustus with its monas-
tery, the Fall of F'oyers, and Inverness.

Calendar (from Calends), the mode of ad-
justing the natural divisions of time with respect
to each other for the purposes of civil life. For
the measurement of time, as for the measurement
of any other magnitude, some standard must be
adopted. The earliest standard interval was the
day, marked out by the alternation of light and
darkness, and determined by the rotation of the
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earth on its axis. For lonj^er periixls, the lunar
niontli, from new moon to new moon, an interval
of al>out 29^ ilays, was the standanl next fixed

ui>on ; and Finally the recunence of tlie seasons
su<:^'estetl the year. The duration of the year was
determine<l in various ways by the nations of
antiijuity, one of the earliest ways heing to make
it iiK'lude a certain number of lunar months.
Twelve lunar months, j,'ivinj; a year of ,'154 days,
were taken as a near ai»i>rojitii to a course of the
sea-sons. In process of time, however, it was dis-

covereil that with tiiis rough approximation to the
true value of a year the sea-sons did not conesjiond
to the same montiis, ami it was necessary, in order
to prevent them gradually making the round of the
whole yetir, to make some a<ljustnient. For this
purpose the Jews and the Clreeks employed much
the same expe«^lients ; they intercalated a month
from time to time, the former 7 times in a cycle
of 19 years, tiie latter 3 times in a cycle of
8. The Romans are said, and tlie .statement is

contirmetl by what is known of their sacred rites

and customs, to have had originally a year of 10
months, lieginniiig with Marcii anil ending with
DecemWr, which means 'tentii' }>erio<i. Early in
their historj-, however, they adojiied, from their
belief in the luck attendant on odd numbers, a
lunar year of ."Vw days, ami added two new months,
January and February. IJut, like tiie CJreeks, they
were compelIe<l, in order to accommo<iate their

lunar year t<j tlie solar year, to make occiusional

intercalations. The making of these intercalations
was in the hands of tlie ptrntills, who hiul sole

charge of the calendar, and they used this |K»wer
unscrupulously for the gnitilication of their friends

or the annovance of their enemies. They lengthened
or curtailett the year, often in order that a magis-
trate or fanner of the taxes might enjoy a longer
or shorter lea.se of oHice than Wius permitte<l by
law, and without regard to the unsettlement of the
seasons, and at the time when Julius Ca-sar
becanje dictator, the spring festivals occiirred in

the nominally summer months. To clear away all

this confusion, C;isar, with the help of Sosigenes,

an Alexandrian a-tronomer, undertook a thorough
reform of tie calendar. He etlected it by mak-
ing the year now called 46 B.C., 'the year of

confusion,' consist of 445 days, and the succeed-
ing years of 3(j5 days, with the exception of

everj' ftiurth year, which was to consist of 366.

This method of adjusting the days to the year is

called the Julian calendar. The number of days
in the months from Januarj' to December Itefore

Ca-sar's time had l»een respectivelv '29, '28, 31, '29,

31, '29, 31, 2i). '29, 31, 29, '29. These" numbers Casar
changed to 31 and 30 alternately, with the excep-

tion of Febniarj-, which was to have '29 in ortlinarv

years and '.iO in leajt-years. In honour of him.self

he also changed to July the name of the Tiionth

which followed Jiine. In the ajtidication of the

Julian correction to the calendar the [mntiUs again
went wrong, by inserting the leap-years once in

ever>' three instead of every four years. This
mistake of theirs continued till the year now csiUed

8 B.C., when three leap-years too manv had been
reckoned, and Augustus ordained that tliere should
l)e no leap-year for 12 years, which, according to

the Roman way of counting, would make leap-year

occur in 4 A.D. At the same time Augustus gave
his own name to the month following July, added
one day to it which he took away from February,

and that there might not be tliree consecutive

m<mths of 31 days each, he made September,
Octol>er, Noveml>er, Deceml)er consist of 30, 31, 30,

31 days. instea«l of 31, 30, 31, 30.

The Julian calendar a.ssumes the length of the

solar year to In? 365| days, whereas it is 11

minutes and a few seconds less. This annual
93

error, a small one doubtless, accumulated as yeai-s

rolleil on, and began to be fully recogniseil al»out

the l>eginning of the IGth century. Some pro-

posals, such as that of StiitHer in 1518 an<l of

Pitatus of \'erona in 1537, were made to rectify

the error, but the matter was not taken up in

earnest till 1577, by Pope CJregory XIII. As in

1582 the vernal equinox occurred at a date(lltli
March) 10 days earlier than it <lid at the time of the
Council of Nice in 3*25 a.d. , tiregory j)ubliNlied a
bull, dated 1st March 1582, annulling 10 days, so
that what would have been reckoned the 5th Octo-
ber 1582 was to l>e reckoned the 15th October. In
order also that the displacement might not recur,
it wtis further ordaine<l that three of the leap-years
which occur in 400 years sluuild be considered
common yeaix The tliree leai>-years selected
to be reducetl to common yeai^s were those whiih
close the centuries (i.e. which end with 00)
and are not divisible by 400. Thus, 10(0 was
lean-year, 1700 and 18(»0 were common years, 1900
will l»e a common vear, '2000 will be leaji-year,

and so on. This iiietliod of a<ljusting the da>s to
the year is called the (hegonan calendar, or the
new style. The new style was adopted exactly
according to the mandate of the pope in Spain,
Portugal, and part of Italy ; in France and Mime
of the provinces of the Low Countries it was
adopted in the sjime year by callin<: the 10th of

December the •20th, and the 15th of I)eceiiiber the
'25tli ; and by continental Catholics geneially before
the end of the 16th century. Scotland adoi'ited the
moilern New Year's Day in 1600. Most Protestants,
however, were then too much inllamed against
Catholicism in all its relations to receive even a
purely .xcientilic impro\ement from such hands,
and it was more than a century before they
altandoned the old style. In England a bill to

this eH'ect was brought l>efore parliament in

1585, but did not get beyond a .second reading in

the House of Lords; and it wivs not till 1751 that
an act wius piu^si-d ("24 Ceo. II.) 'for regulating the
commencement of the year, and for correcting

the calendar now in use.' It was then enactetl that
11 days should be oiiiilte<l after the '2d of Septem-
ber 1752, so that the ensuing d.ay should be the
14th. The enactment was not canied out without
jirovoking discontent among uneducated jieople,

many of whom imagined that the}' were defrauded
of the omitted days, anil assailed unpf>|iular states-

men with the cry, 'Cive us back our 11 tiays.'

The rea.son for the omis.'.icm of the additional
day is that according to the old style 1600 and
1700 were both considered leap-years; accord-
ing to the new style 1700 was a commcm year.

At jtresent, since 1800 was a leap-year according to

old style, and a common year according to new
style, there is a diflerence of 12 days between the
styles. Russia, Creece, and the smaller .states,

such as Servia, belonging to the (Jreek Church,
are now the only countries which .still adhere to

the old style. The same act which introduced
the new reckoning in 1752 shortened bv nearly
three months the year 1751. For it had Wen the
practice to commence the year with the 25th of

Slarch, the Fea.st of the Annunciation, and the year
1751 so cf)mmenced, but the year 1752 and all .sub-

sequent years began with the 1st of January. In

the national accounts of the Cnited Kingdom, the
financial year ends 31st March, and thus closely

corresponds still with the old jiractice.

In 1793 the National Convention of the first

French republic decreed that the common era

should be abolished in all civil afl'airs, and that

a new era should commence from the foundation
of the republic, 22d September 179*2. The year
was to be divided into 12 months of 30 days each,

with 5 complementary days at the end, m hich were
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to be celebrated as festivals, ami were dedicated to

Virtue, Genius, Labour, Opinion, Rewards. Every

fourtli or 'Olympic' year was to have a sixth

complementary day to be called • revolution day,'

and eN erv period ot four yeai-s was to be calleil a

Francijule. The first, second, and third centurial

years—viz. 100, 200, 300 were to be common yeai-s,

the fourth centurial year 400 wtis to be a leap-year,

and this was to continue till the fortieth centurial

year 4000, which was to be a common year. The
luonths were to be tlivided into three parts of 10

days each, called decades. The names of the

months and the days of the Gregorian calendar to

which they corresponded were as follows :

Vriidemiaire (Vintage) Sept. 2-2 to Oct. 2L
Brumaire (Fogg>). Oct. 22 „ Xov. 20.

Friiuaire ( Sleety) Nov. 21 .. Dec. 20.

Xivose (Snow-y) Dec. 21 .• Jan. 19.

Pluviose (Rainy) Jan. 20 .. Feb. 18.

Yentose (Windy) Feb. 19 .. Mar. 20.

Germinal (Budding) Mar. 21 .. Apr. 19.

Floreal ( Flowery ) Apr. 20 ,, May 19.

Prairial (Pasture) ilay 20 ., June 18.

Messidor (Harvest) June 19 n July 18.

Therniidor (Heat) July 19 n Aug. 17.

Fructidor (Fnut) Aug. 18 Sept. 16.

By Napoleon's command this new system was
abolished, and the use of the Gregorian calendar

resumed on January- 1, 1S06.

In the Jewish calendar, whose reckoning counts

the years downwards from the Creation, the year
is luni-solar and may be ordinarj- or embolismic.
An ordinary year has 12 months (354 days), an
embolismic* year 13 months (384 days). The
names of the months are Tisri, Hesvan, ^^lisiev,

Tebet, Sebat, Adar (with Yeaaar in enibolismic

yeai-s), Nisan, Yiar, Sivan, Tamuz, Ab, Elul ; the
'New Year (ist Tisri), which falls between oth
September and 5th (October, fell in the Jewish
year 5649 on 6th September 1888.—For the ^Moham-
medan calendar, see Hegira. Other informa-
tion as to ditt'erences in the method of time-
reckoning will be found at Chronology. The
Ecclesiastical calendar will be treated at Easter,
Saints, and other articles ; for the Positi\'ist

calendar, see Positivism ; see also Month, Yeap^
Calender is a Persian word (meaning 'greater')

used somewhat loosely for dervishes in Persia and
Central Asia. See Dervish.

Calendering is the tenn applied to the process
of finishing by pressure the surface of linen, cotton,
and other te.xtile fabrics, as well as paper. It is

usually done by passing the fabric between cylindere
pressed together with great force. The familiar
domestic processes of stai'ching and ironing atibrd
the simplest illustrations of the object and result
of calendering. The patent domestic mangle etiects

the same object as the flat iron, and somewhat
resemljles the simpler calendering engines of the
manufacturer.

In Beetling (q.v.), the cloth is beaten in a way
which produces a supple, leatherv linish; but in
calendering, the pressure is applied continually
across the whole width of the fabric, Avhich stitiens
it and gives it a finish more like jiaper.

Calenders are made with from 3 to 12 cylinders,
usually called bowls, but the number of tliese does
not conmionly exceed six. There are always one or
more of the bowls matle of paper or cotton pressed
into a solid mass by hydraulic apjiaratus. These
have a hard yet considerably elastic surface, and
are not liable to warp like w()od. They require to
be turned very accurately. The other bowls, where
wood is not employed, are of steel, chilled cast-iron,
or brass. One or more of the metal cylinders are
made so that they can be heated with'steam, gas,
or hot iron bars.

Printeil calicoes, after being starched, are usually
smoothed by passing them between bowls or

cylinders of hardwood and one of brass under con-

siderable pressure. This is called mangling. AVhat
is called tiie Swiss linish for cotton fabrics is done
by a similar process in which greater pressure is

employed, but it is termed calendering. In the
simplest machine three bowls are used, two of

f)aper or cotton, and one of polished iron. A still

liglier gloss or <rlaze is put upon cloth by a friction

calender in which the metal roller is driven at a
slightly greater speed than the paper ones. Either
hot or cold calendering may be employed for these
fabrics, which are usually damped previoush'.

Jute and strong linen cloth are suujected to heavy
calendering, the pressure being applied to the
cylindei-s either by levei> or hydraulic j^ower. One
kind of hydraulic calender for these goods works
under a total pressure of eighty-five tons.

Calenders are now used at most paper-mills for

putting a smooth finish, or it may be a high glaze,

upon paper. The annexed figure shows one with
six bowls. The three bowls, P, P, P, are made of

compressed paper or cotton, and the other three,

I, I, Is, are of chilled cast-iron. The bowl. Is, is

heated with steam, and the care required in using
this cylinder is shown by the fact that it must be
turned on the inside as well as on the outside to
insure a uniform temperature on the surface. This-

calender is 11 feet high, is driven by a steam-engine
of 20 horse-power, and the maximum pressure
applied does riot exceed 10 tons. As the figure

shows, the pressure is regulated by screws, S, and
compound levers, L, one of each being attached to

each of the two end frames. The arrows show the
direction the paper takes over the cylindei-s.

Some calenders used for the swissing, or ordinary
calendering, of calico have the same number of

bowls as shown in the figure, but in them the paper
and the metal ones are arranged alternately. Such
calenders have the same aiTangement of screws and
compound levers. Machines similar in construction
to the one above described, but with all the rollere

of iron, and also called calendei-s, are used for

rolling india-rubber into sheets for coats, shoes,

&c.
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Calends (Lat KaJrndtr), the first day of each
j

^•'iii:iii month, which was divide*! into Calends,

A • V. and Iiifs. The Calends always fell nptm
tiie lirst of the month ; in March. May. July,

and C»ciol»er, the Nones on the 7th, and the Ides

on the loth : an«l in the remaining; months, the

Nones on the 5th, and the Ides on tlie 13th. The
Calends meant orijrinallv the day on which the

order of days was pnx'laimed ; the Nones were
so calle<l fr»»in lieinj: the nifith d.ay before the

Ides, reckoniuj: inclusively ; and the Ides prob-

ably from an Etruscan verb sijHiifyinj; to divide,

because they nearly halveil the month. This three-

fold division also determined the reckoning of the
days, which were not distinguishetl as with us
by the onlinal numl>ers first, stcond, third, &c..

but as follows : Th»^se l»etween the Calends and
the Nones were tenu' ' " ' • • "• \" -

those l*etween the N
before the hits ; and:
the CijJentis of the next month. Tiius. the Ides of

Januant' hapi^ening on the 13th of that month,
the next day would not be termetl by a Latin
writer the 14th, but the 19M before the Calemis of
Februnr;/, retkoninj: inclusively— i.e. reckonini:

Ixith the 14th ofJannarv" and the 1st of Feb-

ruarj', and so on to the last, which was tenued
truiic Calendas.
Ad Kalendaa Grtecas was a Roman proverbial

iayin<r, practically equivalent to 'never.' The
lioman Calends were the usual days for pavment
>f rent, interest, \c. ; but as the tJreeks did not

use that mixle of reckoning, a |>ostjM»nement of

jMiyment 'to the tJ reek Calends" simplv nieant a
refusal to pay altogether. It is said that the
Emperor Augustus freijuently use<l the phrase,

which afterwards became a proverb.

Ca lonture* an old tenn of S]»anish origin for

a siMxies of temjK)rarA' ileliriuiii or fever occurring
im i)oanl ship in hot climates, and pndiably due to

the effect of cxjM>sure to the direct rays uf the sun.

The destriiitions of tlie di^<';v«t» are ratlier fanciful

iiid c«intra«lict<)rv, but it sttMiis often to have been
iccompanie«l witn delirit)us fancies.

Cal'sary* a town of the North-west Territor>'

if Cana<la, with station on the Canadian Pacific

Railway. '22H'2 miles W. of Montreal. It stands
3380 feet alwve sea-level, in a bnMul and level

valley l»etween the IJow and EUmjw rivers, has
numerous stores, and is a tra<ling centre for a
wide ilistrict, much of which is taken up for cattle-

ranching. It dates from 1884. Pop. ( 1891 ) 3S76.

—There is a bay of this name on tlie north-west
coast of the islantl of Mull in Scotland.

Callionil. John C.vldwell, an American
statesman, was l)om in .Abl»evi!le District (now
county ). South Carolina, March 18, copjru-ht isss in I'.a

1782. ' He was of Irish Presby- by j. b. upiunoott

terian descent. He graduate<l at comply.

Vale College in lS(Wt with lumours, and l»ecame a
successful lawyer. Entering congi-ess as a repre-

>entative from his native state in ISll, he at

;)nee took a prominent place l>efore the country as a
supjKirter of the measures which led to the war of

181'2-1.") with tJreat Hritain. In 1S16 lie supported

a bill for establishing a protective tariff, and re-

|>orte<l to congress a measure for tlie creation of

.1 national bank. In 1S17 he joined Monroe's
cabinet as Secretarj' of War, and in 1819, at the

re«iuest of congress, submitte<l a plan for an
extensive system of internal improvements. His
lalxjurs in tlie reorganisation of the war department
were of extreme value to the countn.-. He was
vice president of the United States under the

presidency of John Q. .\dams { 18'2r)-'2ft). and under
that of (Jeneral Jackson from 18'29 to ls."^'2, when he

resigned the office. He prepared the lirst draft of

the South Carolina ErftositioH of 18*29, a d«H'u-

ment of 56 printoii jyiges, which distinctly marks
the commencement of a new st^i^re in Mr Cjilhoun's
career. In this jvii>er he announct^l the din-trine

that a state can nullify uniMnstitutioiial laws, the
l>rincij^al reason set forth for the pn^jxvssetl excn'ise
of this allege*! right l>eing the differing inten^sts of
different sections of the cimntry, free trade Wing
reganle*! as highly advantageous to tlie more
southern states, and a pn^tei'tive tariff being inm-
ce*le<! to W no less desinible for other parts of the
country. The breach in liis jH'rson.-\l fnendsiiip for

l*resident Jackson (18:V) completely freed him
from old jvirty atliliati<ms, and left him free for
a new jxilitical career. His Address to the Pettf>le

of South Carolina
(
1831 ) set forth with great force

his newlv develoj>etl the*>ry of state rights. The
pa.s.s,age l»v South Canilina in ls,'i"2 of the nulli-

fication onlinantv w)u< the *>ccasion of his ivsigna-
tion of the viee- presidency, and of his entering the
I'nitetl States senate^ Sir Calhoun acceptetl the
ctmipn>mise tariff of 1833. The remainder of his
jnditical career was that of a leader of the states-

rights movement, and a champion of the real or
supjHisei! interests of the slave holding state.«*.

Mt>re clearly than almast anv other man in the
country he understtHnl the radical diflerences then
existing l»etween the social and industrial systems
of the northern antl southern states, and foresaw
the bhxxlv conse<iuences which might s(H>ner or
later result from those diflerences. He left the
senate in 1843, and in the following year U'came
Stvretary of State under President Tvler, in wliich

capacity he signe*! a treaty by whidi it was pro-

IM>setl tliat Texits should l>e annexwl t«» tlie I'liion.

n 1845 he resumed his place in the senate. He
I

stremumsly opjH>se<! the war of 1840-47 with Mexico.

I

He died at ^^ axhington of pulmonary disease, e(»m-

bine<l with a cardiac affection, March 31. 18,">0.

I

Mr Calhoun, though not a man of great learning,

j
jHissesse*! high intellectual |H»wer, fine logical

I

ability, enormous caj»acity for lalnmr, keen political

j

foresight, and stnmg will ; and his personal in-

tegaity and nmral purity were ne\er called in

question. The Li/e of Calhoun, by IJ. S. Jenkins
I (1851), contains most of the accessilile details of

I his ]>ersonal career. See also his collected works
(fi vol.s. 185;W>4), with a Life by H. K. Crallc, and
H. von H<dst's John C. Calhoun (\HS'2). The latter

I

l>ook <liscusses the lea»ling events of Calhoun's

I

career as viewe«l from an anti-slavery standpoint.

With Henrj- Clay and Daniel Webster he foimetl

'the great triumvinite' of Anieric.in ]>olitical

leaders, which was not a triunivirat*' in the sense

of a close political union, for tiie tliree great
orators were never closely associateil, and were
often in antagonism. Mr Calhoun seriously re-

gan!e«l slavery as a blessing to all concerned with
it; and the sy.steniatic defence of that institution

was the main purpose of almost all his pulijic acts

during the later half of his life. Mr Calhoun was
tall and slemler, with a thin, deejiiy lined and
angular face. His bri'dit am! expressive eves when
he was speaking in puiilic added much to the elVect

of his impassione*! oratory. He was a brilliant

talker, and had a large following of warm personal
friends.

Call' (S.\STIAG0 DE), a town of Colombia, on a
triV»utan>- of the Rio Cauca, 3.300 feet above the
sea, about 50 miles SE. of Buenaventura liy rail

;

has a considerable trade with that port. Pop.
13,0(Kt.

Calibre« or C.vliber, is a technical name for

the diameter of the Ikuc of a lireanii, whether a
piece of ordnance or a siiiall-arm. If the weapon is

rifled its calibre is measured, not from the bntKtm
of the grooves, but from the smooth surface between
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them, technically called the 'lands.' Ordnance

firinj,' solid shot were formerly denoted by the

weight of eacli shot, as 24-pounder, (JS-nounder,

&c. ; mortars and shell-guns by their calibre, as

13-inclnnortar, 10-inch shell-gun, &c. ; but now that

all guns lire shell, this rule is not always observed.

It ha.s become usual to designate guns heavier

than the SO-pounder, together with all howitzers

and mortars, by their cjilibre, and lighter natures

by the weigiit of the shell ; but in every case tiie

weight of the gun itself is also specilied, as the

17"S-inch gun of 100 tons, the 80-pounder of 5 tons.

^lachine Guns (q.v.) and rides are always classified

by their calibres.

Calico-prilltillS. In its Avidest sense this is

the art of imprinting colours on textile surfaces,

but the term is almost restricted to the printing of

coloured patterns on cotton cloth or calico. The
art, doubtless, arose from the inherent love of man
for ornament, for we find savage races rudely
decorating, with pigments or with charred patterns,

their dresses formed of such materials as the bark
of trees or skins of animals. Fig. 1 represents a

Fitj. 1.

portion of a primitive frame made of the leaves of
a species of Pandanus, and used in the Fiji Islands
for printing a pattern on cloth formed of the bark
of the paper nmllterry. Between a mode of print-
ing fabrics like this, or even by the Indian method
with carved hand blocks, and the art as now
practised in England and other parts of Europe,
there is a great and striking contrast, since the
wonderful results now obtained in our calico-print-
ing require the apjilication of the highest chemical
and mechanical skill along with the aid of trained
designers for the patterns.
Except in the use of steam printing-machines,

with engraved rollers and other modern improve-
ments, the ancient Egyptians printed colours upon
cloth in much the same way as it is done at the
present day. Calico-printing is also a very ancient
art in India, Persia, and China. Calico derives its

English name from Calicut, a toA\ai in tlie Indian
district of Malabar, where cotton-printing was
formerly carried on extensively. The art seems to
have been practised for centuries in Asia Minor and
the Levant before we first hear of it as an industry
in Holland, at Hamburg, and at Augsburg. There
are some bits of block-printed silk stutl" known,
which experts consider to be Sicilian work of the
13tli century. About the close of the 17th century
Augsburg had become celebrated for its printed
cotton and linen fabrics, and by that time tlie art
had also been introduced into Switzerland and
Alsace. The first calico print-work in England
was establisiied near Richmond, about the year
1676, by a Frenchman.

Pri)iting Bhchs and Rollers.—In the process of

textile printing the first step is the drawing out of

a design. The workmen of Eastern nations then
cut this out on a block of wood if the pattern is

simple, or on a series of blocks if it is complex, a
different block being used for each colour. But in

Western Europe, where the printing requires to be
done with great accuracy and speed, engraved
cojjper rollers are used. Block-printing is, how-
ever, sometimes employed in England to fill in

additional colours on a print mainly produced by
engraved cylinders, and special patterns are to a
small extent entirely obtained from blocks. Some
ingenious processes are in use for producing the
patterns on the copper rollers. Sometimes these
are engraved by a peculiar method, sometimes they
are punched, Init most frequently perhaps they are
put upon the copper by tlie mill-and-die process.

The die is a small cylinder of soft steel, about an
inch in diameter, upon which a pattern is cut. It

is then hardened and used to impress a reverse upon
another cylinder called the mill, which in turn is

hardened and used to impress the pattern upon the
printing roller. The use of these copjaer cylinders
or rollers involves a large outlay, the stock of them
in some large calico print-works -exceeding in value
a hundred thousand pounds. For some patterns,

such as spots upon handkerchiefs, produced by dis-

charging the colour, perforated plates are used.

Printing-machines.—The principle of a calico-

printing machine Avill be understood by the annexed
diagram (fig. 2), Avhich shows in cross section the
arrangement of rollers and colour-boxes for pro-
ducing a pattern
in three colours.

D is the large cen-

tral drum, which is

thickly cushioned
with some soft

material. Round
this drum revolves
an endlessblanket,
E, which serves to

guide the calico,

P. Each of the
three engraved
copper cylinders,

B, B, B, prints a
portion of the pat-
tern. These are
placed against the
drum, over which
the calico moves to

receive the impres-
sion from them. W, W, W are wood roller;^.

covered with cloth, and dip into colour-boxes,

C, C, C, as they revolve, each imparting its coloui

to its own cylinder. Two long tjlades called the
' lint doctor ' and the ' colour doctor ' act upon
these cylinders, the one removing loose fibre, the
other superfluous colour. Fig. 3 gives a view of a
complete machine for printing ten colours, the
arrangements in it being much the same as for a

smaller number. It shows that the iron mandrils
which support the printing-cylinders rest in bearings
on side frames, and that these cylinders revolve by
toothed wheels working in the teeth of a large spur
wheel. The small wheels are fixed on the iron

mandrils, and there is a system of screws, levers,

and weights for pressing the co|)per cylinders against
the central drum. These cylinders require to be
adjusted with mathematical precision in order to

print accurately. Fig. 3 represents a machine
made by Messrs Mather & Piatt, Salford, illus-

trated in tlie Textile Manufacturer for 1887. When
roller-printing was introduced, nearly a hundred
years ago, only one colour was printed at a time,
the machines having but one printing-cylinder.

liL'. 2.
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Maoliines are now nmtle to print ai< many as sixteen
colours at one operation.
Cotton or lim-n can very soliloni be pernianoiitly

lived liy merely inuner^inj^r it in a <lyein;^ solution.

imm .
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But to jjet an idea of one or two verj- simple ways
of pnxliiciii;; a |)attern on calico, let us suppose that
it can. If we print tlots or stars in wa.\ upon calico

and immei-se it in some dye, the wax a<ts as a
resist which can afterwards l>e rciuoved, and we i<;tit

a white jtattern on a coloured ground. The same
result can l>e ohtnined l>y chemically discharj^in;,'

tiie colour in tiie form of ilots or stars after the
fahric is dyed. Still more simple is the plan (»f

printin;.; a device in oiu' colour on ;i n\ hit*' ;,'rouiid.

Mon/iiiif.s. — The |iriMluction of |i;vtt«'rns \ipon

calico is, however, of no .service unless the tlye

can l>e fixed ujvui the cott<in lihre. What is called

a 'mordant' is n'c|uired for this purpose. A
mordant has l)een li;,'urativcly des(rii»e<l as an
a^ent with two hands, one of which j^rasps the
cli>th and the otlier the dye. It must have the
double pr4>perty of adhering' to the lihre and of

formiuj,' an insoluhle com])ound with the dye.
Amon;^ the nu»rdants commonly used are .solutions

of ac<'tate (»f alumina or ' red li<|Uor,' acetate
of iron or ' hlack liijuor,' and salts of tin. The
monlant is usually applied to the cloth Injfore

the dye, l)ut sometimes they are printed on
toj;ether. Flour, starch, dextrin, and other sub-
stances are used to thicken mordants in order to

briufj them to a proper consistency for printin;;. It

is importatit to kcrp in ndnd that the machine most
frei|uently jirints only mordants, not colours. As
these have usually little or no colour, some of a
fu;,'itive character is added in order to 'si;,'hten' the
l)atteni. This enables the printer to see that the
pattern is bein;,' uniformly printed on the cloth.

The si;,diteninf; colour disanneai-s in the dunjnng
jirocess previous to dyein;;. 1 he same monlant may
lie printed of dillerent de^jrees of stren;,'th on the
same piece of calico ; so also may dillerent kinds of

mordants.
Afjitifj.—When alumina an<I iron mordants are

printed by themselves (i.e. not mixed with dye) on
the calico they require to be 'af^ed' in order to
dissi|)ate the acetic acid by which they are held in

aolution and li.\ the oxides of aluminium and iron

within the cotton fibre. The aging was formerly
effected by han;,'ing the doth up for days in a
warm moist room. It is now acctuiiplished much
more quickly by jtassing it slowly but continuously

through a chamber heated to a tem]>era-
ture of from SO to l'2(» K., the air being
moistened nearly to saturation by jets

of steam.
Jiiiiiffiiiff.—The calico reipiires to be

'; next jcissed throu;,'li a mixture of hot
I water and cowdung in order to remove

any undecomposed moidant remaining
in the libre. Instead of cowdung, solu-

tions of i>hos])liate, silicate, or arseniate
of .soda, nave been largely used in recent

^,> ,.| yeai-s. The cloth is washed once or

'"^"^J' twice after the dunging, and is then
_;. ready for tlie dyeing process. The aging

' and dunging jirocesses described here,

apply only to the ma<lder style and its

UKHlilications.

]'<tntiii.s Stifles o/Printinff.—There are
se\eral meth<Kls <tf producing coloured
patterns ui»on calico. These are called
styli's. Thus the ])roce.ss of d\eing a

g^^%c«5 mordanted pattern with madder is called

/ ^^.„-« the madder style ; that of dyeing cloth>over an entire mordanted surface, ujxm
which a jiattern is oft«'n jiroduced by
afterwards locallvdischiirging tliecolour,

is called the padding style ; tliat of topic-

ally printing insoluble colours is called
the pigment style; and that of pnxlucing
a pattern by |)rinting a nuxture of mor-
dants and ilyes to be lixed by steam is

called the steam style. Prints in which indigo and
aniline black, ternu'd oxi<lation colours, are used,
receive a peculiar treatment.

Mii(f>/»r Slif/f.— ( hie of the dyes which has been
used from a remot«> periinl is Madder (q.v. ). Since
the remarkable discovery in l.S<>!> of a method of
artilicially preparing Alizarin (q.v.), its chief colour-
ing principle, the artificial product has gradually
come to lie much more largely used than the dye
from nuuhler roots. I'.ut the process for printing
alizarin is !»Hciiiallv the s;iiiie as that for madder.

%c4
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Suppose that a pattern in three colours is required,

it can be produced in this way by using only
matlder or ali/arin as the dye. Three mordants are
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employed in jirinting on the pattern. One of these is

•red liquor,' another is ' black or iron liquor,' and the

third is a mixture of tliese two. A sei)arate roller

and colour-hox (reallv, in this case, a mordant-box)

is used for eacli of tliese in tlie printing-maclune.

When the clotli is printed, aged, dun>,'ed, and dyed,

the result is that, witli the same solution of alizarin,

the alumina ( red liquor ) mordant has produced a red,

tlie iron mordant a puii)le, and the mixed mordant
a cliocolate colour. The accompanyin*; wootlcuts

represent a pattern thus produced. Fig. 4, A, shows
the chocolate portion from the first roller, B the

purple portion from the second roller, C the red

portion from tlie third roller, and D the complete
pattern made up of all tiiree coloui-s. The impres-

sion from each roller is shown separately in these,

but the full pattern is printed at one operation

in tlie machine. If a design is required with each
of these colours in two shades, then each mordant
is prepared of two strengths, and six rollers are

necessary to print the pattern, one dye-bath being
used as liefore.

Tiie dyeing consists in passing the mordanted
calico tlirougli a solution of alizarin in a dye-beck or

cistern heated by steam, over which is supported a
winch, which serves to draw the cloth in a continuous
manner through the dye until it is saturated with
the colour. The operation of ' clearing ' follows the
dyeing, and this is effected by boiling the cloth in

soap and water. Clearing removes any dye from
the unmordanted portions of the calico, leaving the
pattern sharp and distinct.

Pculdiiig Style.—When a mordant is applied, not
to any particular part, but to the whole surface of

the calico, l\v the padding-machine, it is said to be
padded. The mordant is generally eitiier red or

black liquor, or a mixture of both. The machine
consists of a pair of cylinders over a trough con-
taining the solution, through which and between the
rollers the cloth is made to pass. It is then dried
in a long heated chamber, and the design printed
upon it in an acid discharge, such as citric acid and
a salt of potash. AVhen the calico is dunged and
dyed in alizarin and other solutions, a white pattern
is produced on a coloured ground, because the dye
does not attach itself to the parts where the acid
mixture has been printed. A pattern may also lie

printed in a stronger mordant tlian that used for
the i)a(lded ground, so that we can have, for
example, a dark purple, as well as a white device, on
a pale purple ground. The white device may be
afterwards wliolly or partly filled with colour, and
in this way designs in numerous shades or colours
are produced.
Indigo Dyeing and Printing.—Owing to its

chemical peculiarities this substance is tinlike
other colouring matters in ordinary use. Tlie blue
Indigo ((|.v. ) of commerce is insoluble in water,
dilute acids, and alkalies, and therefore not adapted
for the work of the calico-printer. But tliis in-
soluble indigo can be changed by deoxidation into
soluble white indigo, wiiich is capable of penetrat-
ing cotton fibre; and when calico is ' dipped ' into
wliite indigo and exposed to air, it becomes blue
by absorption of oxygen. In practice a stone
cistern or vat is used for the dipping. It is nearly
filled with water, and then blue indigo, sulphate
of iron (coi)neras), and lime are added. In the vat
protoxide of iron is separated by the lime from tlie

copperas and ciianged into the peroxide by absorl)-
ing oxygen from the indigo, tiius reducing it to
white indigo. For liglit blues the calico only
reipiires to be immersed a coui)le of minutes, but
for darker siiades repeated dippings into indigo
solutions of various strengtlis are necessary. There
is an arrangement by which the calico, which is

hooked upon frames, is exposed to tiie air after
each dipping for the absorption of oxygen.

When a white pattern is to be produced on an
indigo-blue ground, it is jjrinted in resist-paste on
the calico before it is dyed. Tliis paste varies in

composition, one kind being made up with sulpiiate

of zinc, nitrate of copper, and soap, thickened Mith
gum. On the resist being removed after dyeing,
the wliite device appears. Clearer wliites can,
however, be obtained oy printing a pattern in some
discharging medium on tne dye(I cloth. Chromate
of potash and oxalic acid separately aiiplicil—that
is, eitiier being printed on and passed through the
other—will effect the discharge of the blue colour.

Since 1883 a process has been to some extent
employed for printing patterns in indigo, wliich for

this purpose is made into a tliick paste with caustic
soda and Indian-corn starch, and then printed
upon calico previously padded in a solution of

Glucose ((j.v. ). In the presence of alkalies and in

contact with steam, glucose is an energetic reduc-
ing agent. In this process the ordinary blue
indigo is also reduced to white indigo, and is

immediately fixed on the cotton fibre. It then
becomes bhie in contact with air.

Artificial indigo (see Indigo), which was first

made in 1878, is, owing to its high price, not much
employed in printing, but in some cases it is

useful, such as with light shades and small
designs.

Chrome Yelloio.—This is chromate of lead, which,
when prepared as a pigment, is largely used by
house-painters. In calico-printing it is obtained
by two operations. A mixture of acetate and
nitrate of lead is first printed on the cloth as a
mordant and fixed by dilute sulphuric acid, or, if

the nature of the pattern requires it, by other
agents. The calico is then worked in a warm
solution of 1)ichroiiiate of potash, which produces a
yellow colour, and if caustic soda or milk of lime
be added to the solution, this is deepened into an
orange. Chrome yellow is a permanent colour
upon cotton.

Indigo Blue and Chrome Orange.—The produc-
tion of an orange pattern on a blue ground has
been a very successful stvle in the hands of some
calico-printers. After wliat has been said it will
be easily understood that before dyeing in the
indigo vat a resist can be printed with a lead basis,

which can be eventually changed to orange. By
means of resists and acids this style can be varied
so as to have in the same design orange, yellow,
wdiite, and two shades of blue, together with green,
if Prussian blue be added to tiie yellow.

Catechu is a substance used in both dyeing and
tanning (see Catechu). It is the source of

numerous shades of brown, fawn, gi"ay, and drab,
which are fast, and can be combined with the
colours obtained from madder. Catechu fixes

readily upon cotton fibre, but its colouring j^rin-

ciple requires to be oxidised by such agents as lime-
water, bichromate of potash, or a salt of copper.

Logxoood.—In calico-printing logwood is used
with iron, alumina, and chromium mordants. It

is employed fen- black and chocolate colours.

Pigment Style.— Formerly this style was almost
confined to printing with artificial ultramarine, but
it has been niucii develojied of late years. Other
colours, as vermilion, cadmium yellow, chrome
yellow, Guignet's (chromium) green, ochres, and
umbers, are now printed as pigments on cloth.

These colours are not solulde, as is the case with
those used in other styles, l>ut must be ground to
fine powder and mixed with allmmen before being
printed. Tlie calico is afterwards exposed in a
close chamber to steam, which coagulates the
albumen and fixes the pigment. Either white of

egg or blood albumen is employed, and some of the
colours so jirinted have great brilliancy.

Steam Style.—What are technically called steam-
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colours are fixed up)n cotton by tlie aj^cncy of steam.
For these the calico is first ' i)rej^>are(l ' by .a i)atl<ling

with stannate of soda, and sounnj; witii dilute sul-

phuric acid, for the purpose of depositing oxide of

tin in the fibre. In this style the mordants and
colours are mixed tofrether and j)rinted on the
cloth. When, for example, alizarin is applied in

this way, a mixture is made of the dye with tiie

acetate of alumina, or acetate of lime, along with
some thickening l>ody such as starch. The jMinted
stutr is either at once steamed in a suitable chaml)er
or piece of apparatus, or it is fii-st exposed for

some hours to the air, and then steamed for from
half an hour to more than twice as long. Alizarin
colours are not quite so beautiful when produced in

this way as when dyeil ui>on mordants by the old
madder process alwve tlescribed ; liut tliis steam
process has the great advantage of enabling them
to l>e used in comlunation with pigments ami other
colouring matters, thickened with all)umen, since
the steam also fixes the latter, as explained in the
last paragTa[tli. By the old way, if tiiese jiignient-

colours are u.se<I in the same design with madder,
they re<|uire to \te put in witii hand-l)l<)oks. Among
the 'steam-colours' which iiave been in use for

some lengtli of time .are those from Ihazil-wood and
other dyewoods, the yellow from Persian berries,

cochineal re<l, anrl Pnissian blue.

Spirit Stifle.— Fn this, as in the steam style, the
ma«le-up colours are apjtlied topically. Such dyes
a.s those from Persian berries ami .'^panwoo<l are
compounded with oxymuriate of tin and other sub-
stances, and i)rinted on the calico. Thev are not
steamed after printing, but simply ilnc<l at a
moderate temperature, aged for a short time, and
washetl. The cf)lours are l)right but not i)erma-
nent. The name has arisen from the tincominjunds
u.sed l>eing calle<l '.spirits.'

Aniline lilmk.—This is not merely the only
J>ennanent colour from aniline, but it is one of the
astest colotirs known. One of the mixtures used
to produce it is composed of chloride of aniline,

sul|ihide of copper, chloride of ammonium, and
chlorate of ])ota.sh, thickened with starch. More
recently vanadium salts have been substituted for

sulphiiJe of cop])er, but both mixtures are used.

The calico is nearly colourless when newly printe<l,

but it gra<luallv darkens by oxidation when hung
up in warm Jind moist air.

Other Aniline Colours.—With the exception of

black, the colours from Aniline (q.v.), although
fairly durable on silk and wool, are fugitive upon
cotton. Since the discover^' of aniline mauve by
Perkin in IHTiG, the number of jiatents taken out
for aniline colours is alxmt two hundred. The
brilliancy of some of these, esj)ecially the jmrples,

is great. Methyline blue, .sallVanine (red), methyl
green, auramine (yellow), IJismark brown, and
several other aniline coloui-s, are a good deal useil

in calico-printing. They are fixed by various mor-
ilants, such as red liquor with arsenic, stannic oxide
with tannin, and tannin with tartar emetic ; or they
may be printed on the cloth with albumen as pig-

ments. Alf)st aniline colours are steameil after tliey

are printed. Some of the best known do not har-

nirinise well with other colours, but they are much
used for cheap print.s.

Seat.s of the Indtuttry.—Calico-pnnting in (ireat

Britain is carried on cliielly about Manchester and
Glasgow, where some very large factories exist.

The amount of work which these can ])roduce may
be imagined when it is stated that one of them,
possessing forty-five printing-machines, has the
power of printing annually '2r),(XM) miles of calico.

The distribution of calico-printing machines through-
out the world in 188'2 was : England 040, Scotland
28^), Irelaml '22, America "ifK), Kussia !")(), (lermany,
including Mulhouse ( Miilhausen ), 100, PVance oO,

Austria 2o, Switzerland 24, Portugal 15, and
Holland 5.

Vidterns.—The great strides which calico-i>rint-

ing has made during the paiit fifty years have been
in the science of the art. The artistic merit of the
patterns printed has made comparatively little

juogress. In 1S40 Mr Thomson ot Clitheroe said,

before a parliamentary committee, 'that while the
printing of calico had l>ecome one of the most
refined of the chemical arts, the art of designing
patterns hat! retrograded.' In 1851 Mr Kedgrave,
K.A., referring to the want of excellence in the
designs of Eurin)ean garment fabrics, said :

' If we
look at the details of Indian jiatterns, we shall l)e

surprised at their extreme simplicity, and be led to
wonder at their rich and satisfactory odect." I'p
to the present time the jiatterns on many Indian
and Persian calicoes are still unniatclie<l for beauty
by the l>est European designs. It cannot be denie(f,

however, that a considerable number of the
patterns jirinted on the Continent and in England
from French designs are very meritorious.

Calicut, a seajMirt of Malabar, Madras presi-

dency, li miles N. of IJevpur terminus, and 506
SSE. of llombav. It w.os the lii-st spot in India
visited by Covifham (1481)) and Va.sco da (iama
(14!>8), being then the chief emporium on the
coa-st, with stately dwellings and magnificent
j)agoda.s. So populous ami powerful was it, that
It twice repulse<l the Portuguese, slaving their
comnuinder in l.W.), and expelling Anm(|uerque
himself, after a momentary success on his jiart,

in 1510. In 1702, when it fell into the hands
of the English, owing to the ravages of war. the
city was little better than a i-uin. Since then it ha.s

ma<le considerable progre.s.s in tnide and population.
It is the head<iuarters of the Malabar district, and
has a custom-house, salt depOt, barracks ; the
anchorage is an open roadstead. The I'lencli have
a conij)tiiir or factory here, and the right of Hying
their tlag'. Thecott<m doth at lii-st expcuteil hence
was called ' calico ' bv the English, and 'calicute'
by the Portuguese.' Pop. (1.S91) GU.OT.S. See
Logan's Mnlulxir (Madras, 1887).

Calif (also spelt Caliph and Khali/) was the
title Iforne by the successor of Mohammed in

temporal and religious authority (Arab. sing.

Khalifah ; fully Khalifat Ilasftl in.lh, successor of

the .-\iM)stle of (iod ).

'J'hc First Four Califs.—The Prophet leaving no
son, the wise and good AlU'-liKKH, father of his

favourite wife Ayeshah, was elected by an assembly
of the faithful (632 A. P.). On Abii'-bekrs acces-

sion, .Mohammed's juoplietic rival, Mosailima, was
defeated and killed by Klialid, 'the Sword of (Jod,'

and the Arabs wei-e united in faith and in the holy

war which the calif itmiioiliately declared against

Syria Khaliil routed the Pei-sians in several

battles ; a Iloman imperial army was severely

defeated ; Dama.scus capitulated ; IJaalbek and
Emesa fell. Abu-i»ekr at his death (G.S4) nomin-
ated the intrepid, severe, and virtuous OmaI!, an-

other father-in-law. Under him the war w.-is con-

tinued, .lernsalem after a sharp conllict surren-

dered (6.%), and Omar rode thitiier from Medina
with all his provisions and baggage on a camel to

ratify the terms. This only time did one of the

first three califs step beyoml the domestic cave of

religion and justice. Aleppo was sur|trised
;

Antioch yieldecl after a battle ; Tripoli and Tyre
were betrayeil. By the end of 6:W Abu Obeidah
an<l Khalid had given all Syria to the califate.

Meanwhile the little Arab Christian kingdom of

Hira had been destroyed (632). Persia also fell.

With the national banner, she lost all hope at the

four days' battle of Kadesfa west from the Eu|ihra-

tes not far from old Hira (635). A few months
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after tlie battle Seleiieia ami Ctesiplion the Peisian

capital were taken. Kiifa was planted near Hira,

wliieli soon disappeared. Now Knfa's great rival

Basra was founded. ' Tlie victory of victories ' at

Neliavend permitted one army to reduce Ecbatana
and -Media, tlien to help tiie army of Syria to sub-

due Mesopotamia and part of Armenia; and i)er-

mitted another army with Saad to conquer as far

as tlie eiust end of tiie I'ersian Uulf. Egypt was ne.xt

sul>dued. From Syria Amru broke into Egypt by
Pelusjum anil took Memphi.s. The native mono-
tlielite Christians helped him to expel the ortiiodox

Greeks. Alexandria capitulated in G41 ; was re-

covered, retaken and dismantled in 646. There-
after Cairo became the capital of Egyi)t. Omar
it was who began the use of the Hegira (Hijra or

Hedjra), the Proi)liet's retreat from Mecca (622),
as tlie Mohammedan era, and took the title Emir-
ul-Muminin, 'Commander of the Faithful.' 0th-
nian's lieutenant Abdallah fought many battles in
the North African pro\inces of Tri|)oli and Cyrene,
and gathered much tribute, but efiected no settle-

ment in tliis region.
Omar was stabbed by a Persian slave in 644.

On his death a council of six appointed as third
calif, Othm.vX, the Prophet's .secretary and son-
in-law. He lixed the text of the Koran, and pre-
vented disputes by burning all ]irevious copies.
His weak government raised complaints and insur-
rection on all sides. But in his reign Persia was
finally siil)dued. By the capture of Herat, Merv,
and Balkh, Othnian's hold on the country between
the (Jiilf and the Oxus was completed.' He -was
besieged in Medina and murdered (656).
Othman was succeeded by the heroic Ali, poet,

soldier, and saint, liusband of Fatima, ancf son
of the Prophet's uncle Abu Taleb. Ayesha, fo-

menting rebellion, he defeated near BasTa on the
'Day of the Camel,' in the first battle of the first

Moslem civil war. She was taken on her camel
and sent into retirement in Medina, for Ali had
transferred the seat of government to Kufa. Moa-
wiya, governor of Syria, son of that Abu Sufian,
who as Mohammed's enemy had been l)eaten at
Be<lr, and had helped to beat him at Oliud, claimed
to succeed his cousin Othman, and seduced or
subdued Syria, Egypt, Yemen, and Persia. On
Ali"s murder by a fanatic he negotiated tlie abdi-
cation of Ali's .son Hassan, and becoming calif in
' the year of union ' 661, made the title hereditary.
The califate arose in the most degenerate period

of Pei-sians, Romans, and European barbarians.
An explanation of its progress is found in tlie
exhaustion of the empire and Persia in their
mutual wars ; the real valour of the Arabs,
enormously enhanced by their religious entliusiasm
and greed of spoil ; in their comi)arative moderation
towards the conouered ; and in their elsewhere
unknown pnnciple of comparative toleration in
religion. Chnstian sects were bitter against one
another. In Christian nations imperial centralis-
ation, extortion, and tyranny, and ecclesiastical
tyranny and ^lersecution, had 'almost extinguished
l)atriotism. The invaders were regarded with in-
ditlerence or welcome, though few except Arabs
yet preferred Islam to tribute or the sword. The
difficulty for the Saracens, heatled by a calif
accountable only to God, his own conscience, and
the patience of his subjects, was not to conquer,
but to govern, and so to keep.

The Ommiadcs.—yiOAW'iYA (661-80) was the
first calif of the line called Ommiades, from one of
his ffirefathers. Their seat was Damascus. The
conf|uest of Syria had now provided harbours, men,
and materials for fleets

; yet in naval warfare the
Saracens acknowle<Iged 'the superiority of tlie
Greeks. As archers and horsemen they had no
superiors, but in the scientific part of warfare they

never attained eminence. Moawiya had captured
Rhodes in 6d3. In 672 he began a siege of Con-
stantinople by sea and land which lasted seven
yeai-s. None of the army and little of the fleet

returned. In Africa, con(]uest Mas resumed in 661,

when, the emperors having imposed an additional
assessment eijual to the tribute that Africa had
yielded to the Saracens, Moawiya was asked for

aid by the province, groaning under the civil and
military tyranny of the Patriarch of Carthage.
Ocba subifued the open country until he spurred
his horse into the Atlantic Ocean. In 669 about
180,000 captives were carried by the Saracens from
North Africa. In 670 Ocba planted Kairwan, 50
miles south of Carthage and inland ; but there-

after he lost much ground and afterward his life.

In 698 Hassan the governor took Carthage, and
destroyed it so that it disappeared. It was a
barbarous trait of Saracen policy to unwall great
cities, and to build instead other cities not to
defend, but to dominate the land. The Greek
empire being thus expelled, the mixed popula-
tion preferred the califate to jMoorish anarchy.
Musa achieved comparative quietness. Fifty
years after the fall of Carthage, Christianity
was nearly extinct in North Africa, which is

the only land wherein Christianity after a perfect
settlement has disappeared. Donatists, Vandals,
Moors, and Saracens have alike contributed to
this result. The whole califate was now giving
proof that it was a worse master than the Roman
empire. Moderation it had unlearned ; legisla-

tion and government it never learned. Islam
spread by converting barbarous heathen, but also
by expelling Christians. In blood as in religion,

the Berbers coalesced with the Saracens.
In 711 Count Julian, governor on both sides of

the strait, betrayed Ceuta to ]Musa, and admitted
a Moslem army to Gebel et Tarik (Gibraltar), so
called from the leader's name. The battle of Xeres
de la Frontera cost the Gothic king Roderick his

kingdom and his life. In a few months, amid the
indifierence of the peo})le, the persecuted Jews
giving considerable help, Spain Mas added to the
califate. Gothic patriotism still defended itself

in Asturias and the Pyrenees. Further conquest
M-as soon attempted in southern France. Abdur-
rahman, rounding the east end of the Pyrenees,
carried victory to the Loire ; but Charles JMartel
destroyed him and his enormous army betMeen
Tours and Poitiers in 732. Narbonne and the
rest of Septimania the Saracens lost (752-59)
Mlien the Franks aided the revolted Goths and
carried the Frank em))ire to the East Pyrenees.
Moawij-a M'as a statesman ; the rest of his lineM'ere

neither statesmen nor saints. His sou Yezi'd I.

( 679-83 ) succeeded him. Ali"s son Hussein ( Hosain

)

had fought well at Constantinople under the father,
but the son's right lie would not omu. Splendid
iDromises lured him from Medina to lead a rebel-
lion in Irak ; but ere he arrived Obeidullah, gover-
nor of Kufa, had crushed his cause in the bud. On
the plain of Kerbela he Mas slain in battle, but
Yezid spared his kindred. Ali, Hassan, and Hosain,
and Hosain's lineal descendants to the ninth gener-
ation, are the only twelve Imams or spiritual heads
recognised by the Shiite creed. The tMclfth, the
Malidi, is not yet dead, but M-ill appear before the
judgment day. The tomb of Ali, the first calif

recognised l)y the Shiites, and Mhose najiie is the
watcliM-ord of undying hatred betM-een Turk and
Persian, is at Meshed Ali, the ancient Hira, south
of Kufa. All the Imams' tomlis are centres of

Sliiite i>ilgrimage. Hosain's martyrdom has occa-
sioned the holiest Shiali celebiaLions.
Yezid I. M-as folloM'ed l)y ^Moawiya II. (683);

and he by MKinv.vx I. (murdered 685). Abdul-
malik's troubled reign lasted till 705. He encour^
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aged scholars to translate Persian literature into

Araliic, and jjave the califate a coinaire of its own.
He ne^'otiated with Justinian II. in G8G the removal
of the Mardaites, wiio in Lehanon, rouml IJyhlos

their port and nucleus, had been a most willinjr

and useful barrier to Saracen conquest. lUit they
were monothclite Christians. Tliey were scattered

over the empire. In 69'2, to supjtort his wars, he
imposed the Haratch or cajutation tax on all

Christian men, one of tlie deadliest bliyhts of the
Saracen and Turkish empires.

The glorious reign of the inactive W.\li'd I.

( 705-15 ) saw the califate extended at one end bv the
:uidition of Spain, and at the other end Sogdiana,
l)etween the Uxus, tiie Jaxartes. and the Ca.spian

Sea, taken from the Turks by Kuteibah, and the
califate extended to the mouth of the Indus.
SULKIMAN I. (dieil 717) sent a magnilicent army
and Heet under his brother Moslemali against Con-
stantinople ; but next year (718) l>oth perisheil

almost utterly. The newly invented (Jreek tire

ha*l immensely aided the city in this siege and the
former. To Constantinople belongs the honour
of having been the lirst and strongest l»ridle of the
Saracen. Good U.MAK 11. s reign was ended witii

poison (720). Yezid II. died 7'24. Hl.SH.VM tlied

743. \V.\Mi) II. wa.s kille<l in an insurrection (744).

Yezid III. died 744. Ihk.xhim was rlethroned by
Merw.\n II., governor of Armenia (745).
The cijaracter of tlie (_>mmiades had not made

them popular, and the modf of tiieir elevation

encourageil civil war, whereof they had continual
experience. At last three brothers aro.se, descended
from Abbas, uncle of the Prophet. Abu Moslem.
who boasted ere lie died that he had killed 600,000 of

his enemies, took Merv, and soon occui)ie«l Khoras-
san for them. The whcde land between the Indus
and Euphrates wa.s convulsed witii the struggle
l>etween wliite Ommiades and black Abbasides.
Merwan wius defeated near the Zab, pursued into
Egy|>t, and there fell in battle near niisir near to

Memphis (7.>0). Abdallah, uncle of the claimants.
invite<l eighty of tiie ()mmia<les to a conference
and a fejist at Damascus, and murdered them. So
the Abbiusides succeeded.
The Abfxisides.—The lirst (Jmmiade united the

califate ; the lirst Abbaside divided it. One Om-
miade, AlMlurrahman, escaped from the nia.s.sacre

by Abdallah, and, cro.ssing the strait into Sjiain.

founded after a struggle the Ommiade califate of

Spain or Cordova.
AhCl Ahbas (750-54), called also Saffah, 'the

shetlder' of his enemies' bhxnl, w;us followed by his

brother Auu Jaafar Alman.s61{ (754-75), who
founded Bagdad for the .seat of empire. The
l*.30,0fK),000 sterling left by him, his son Almahui
(775-S5) and grand.son Alhadi (785-86) vain-
gloriously sfjuandcred. Alhatli's brother, H.\Rt'N
ar Ha.shii), 'The dust" ( Haroun al Kasdiid

)

(780-800), owes his fame to the intere.'^ted jiraise

of ortluxlox and literary men. lie jiei-sccuted tiie

Christians, and maile eight destructive attacks on
the Greek empire in Asia Minor, but rather as a
brigand and slaver than jus a conqueror. His
three .sons, instead of accepting his j)artition of

the emi)ire, fought for supremacy. Amin. the
calif, was defeated and slain (813) ;"Al.MA.MLN, his

brother (813-33), aided the culminati<m of Saracen
culture.

What now makes men colonists united Normans
or Saracens of middle and higher rank in the 9th
century into bands of pirates or robbers strong
enougii to defy civil governments. Saracens had
turned naturally to piracy, and had long and ter-

ribly ravaged all the Meiliterranean coasts. In
823 a band of Saracen pirates from Spain captured
Crete, which they valiantly held till 961. In 827
Saracens from Africa entered Sicily, like Crete

almost entirely inhabited by (Jreeks, and on the
fall of Syracuse in 878 it was lost to the eiiiiiire.

Both these coiii|uests owed much to ponular sym-
pathy. Koine was attacked in 846 ami 8.'t(), and
had to ransom hei^self in 871. Cireek and Uoinan
Italy freed liei-self with Frankish help, but not till

Normans had made themselves helpful where they
were .'(oon to rule.

MlTAssKM (8.S.3-42), following his brother, main-
tained tiie desolating indecisive wars in Asia Minor.
With him departed the glory of the Abbasides.
Afraid to arm or to trust his own subjects, he left

Bagdad for Samanah, UK) miles up the Tigris, and
surrounded himself with 50,(XX) Turks. Civil and
military administration Wivs soon in their hands.
Their steadier valour and strength coin]>ensated

the decayed religious enthusiasm of the Arabs.
Thereafter the califs held power and life by the
grace of the Turks.

Before the Abb.isides, religion and conquest were
the ends of Saracen i^>ower. The Abbjvsides strove
after science and relinement. Yet of wai-s thev
had no end. Rebellion h.ardly ever ceased. AI-
mansor had t<i quell liis uncle .AlHlallah, formerly
so useful to him, and afterwards a nephew. Sec-

tarian persecution was the bane of Alw.\thkk"s
reign (842-47) and MlTAWAKKli/s (847-61). His
son, MlNT.VSIR, conspired with the Turks against
him anil slew him. and reigrie<l 861-62. Al.MI'.s-

TAIN reigned 862 70 ; Almihtadi, 870-71 ; Alml-
TAMIl), 871-93; Al.MLTADHIl), 893-903; AlML'K-
TAKI, 903-8; AlMLKTADIR, 908-32; Kahir,
932-34: Kauhi, 9:i4-40. was the last calif that
like a true Imam and calif jueaclied t<> the people.

MlTAKKl dieil 944 : MlSTAKFI, his successor, liad

no temporal power beyond the walls of Bagdad.
Anotlier blow to the califate was the rise of the

Karmathian heresy jireached by a new prophet at

Kufa (890), and sjuead by the swords of Abu Said
and his son Abu Talier. In Bahrein and Oman,
where the sect is still numerous, their temporal
power l>egan. Basra was taken ; Mecca was taken
with great slaughter (930), and the black stone
(.see Ka.vh.v) was carried away by those despiscrs

of ]>ilgrimages and (ttlier formalities. In a few
yeai-s the Karniatiiian jMiwer melted away under
the swords of the orthodox.

Still greater mischief resulted from the si/e of

the califate itself. Emirs everywhere became
hereditary by favour of the calif, then without it ;

then insteatf of men and revenue were sent com-
plimentary gifts—an elephant, a jewel, a few
slaves. Then came independence. The .\glabides,

one of whom, Ziyadat AllAh, was governor of North
Africa, while his bnither led the expedition against
Sicily, reigned over these two regions till 909.

Their seat was Kairwan. EiiRis, ot IIa.ssaii's and
Alls blood, was proclaimed king in NN'est Africa
in 788, and established the kingdom of Fez; he
built the city (806). He was jxiisoned by an emis-
.sary of Haroun ill liaschid. His descendants reigned
till 967. With Berber aid Fatimi<les overthrew
the Aglabides and Edrisides, and (969 70) pos.se.ssed

themselves of Egjpt, which had been independent
since 935. Thence they quickly sulxlued Syria.

This they lost to the Crusaders. They gratluall^

Ijecame merely phantjusmal califs under their

wezii-s, who even became sultans, till in 1171

Saladin, a Kurd, fcmnded the line of Aydbide
sultans of Egypt. That country thereafter always

I

recognised the califs of Bagdad as the Commanders
I of tlie Faithful. AlinamCin's great general, Talier,

' and Ills children to the fourth generation, reigned

I

in Cliorasan.

In 917 three Persian brothers, Bowides, usurped

I

dominion from the Casj>ian Sea to the Persian

I

Gulf. The califs, miserable .slaves of the Turks,

1 called in the Bowide sultan, who in 943 took
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Bagflad and became the lieutenant or commander
of the Commander of the Faithful, leaving him
merely .a spiritual superiority. In 963-75 Nice-

phoru's Phociis and John Zimisces swept every-

thing but the impregnable Tripoli before them,

from Cappadocia to the walls of IJagdad, retaining

the oft-contested Cilician cities and Antioch and
Cyprus for the empire. From the Bowide, who
tlien and at other times proved himself a tyranni-

cal master but a weak protector, the calif liad to

appeal to the Turkish Seljuk's grandson, Togrul

Beg. He, pushing towards India the Gaznaide
Turkish princes who reigned from the Caspian Sea
to the Indus, had planted himself in Ecbatana
(Hamadan). Marching thence he destroyed the

Bowide dynasty, took Bagdad (1050), and became
Defender of the Faith and protector of the calif.

When the Seljuk.s, running the usual round of

Asiatic dynasties—valour, greatness, discord, de-

generacy, decay—had succumbed to Genghis KhAn,
the califs recovered the civil rule of Bagdad and
Irak Arabi. But Hulagu prosecuting his grand-
father's conquests, laid siege to Bagdad (1258).

The calif Mustasem, from among his seven hun-
dred conciabines, exhorted him to repent ; but after

two months the city was taken and pillaged with
fearful slaughter, and Hulagu pronounced sentence
of death on the last of Moliammed's temporal
successors.

Mustasem's representative was found in Egypt
in 1517, when the Turks seized that country. On
his death in 1538 the sultan of Turkey assumed
the title of calif. It is little recognised but among
his own subjects.

Ommiades of Spain.—Abdurr.\hman I. (755-

87), on accepting the Spanish throne which was
offered him l)y the Arab chiefs, assumed the titles

of Calif and Emir-ul-Muminin, and in spite of

numerous revolts, strengthened and extended his

power in Spain, till, with the exception of Asturias
and the country north of the Ebro, his authority
was everywhere acknowledged. He built (786)
the great mosque of Cordova, now the cathedral.
He divided his kingdom into six provinces, whose
rulers, Avith the waits of the twelve principal towns,
formed a sort of national diet. His successors,
Ha.shem I. (787-96) and Al-Hakem I. (796-821),
were much troubled with internal revolts, under
cover of which Charlemagne planted at the east
end of the Pyrenees the state called the Spanish
March or county of Barcelona, and at the west end
the Gascon March, afterwards called the kingdom
of Navarre. Abdurrahman II. (821-52) re-estab-
lished internal quiet, and occupied his subjects
with incessant Avars against the Christians. These
conflicts developed among the Arabs that chival-
rous heroism which is found nowhere else in the
Mohammedan Avorld. Alxlurrahman, himself a
man of learning, greatly encouraged the arts and
sciences, and diflused information among his people;
he also attempted, by regulating the laws of suc-
cession to property, to constitute his kingdom on a
ba.sis analogous to that of other European nations.
During his reign Mohammedan Spain was the best-
governed country in Europe. His successors,
Mohammed I. (852-80), Mondhar (880-82), and
AUDALLAH (882-912), followed in his footsteps.
Audurrahman III. (912-61), after suppressing
some dangerous revolts which had gathered head
during his minority, conquered the kingdom of
Fez from the Edrisides, and brought a long and
exhausting war with the powers of Asturias and
Leon to a victorious conclusion. This period is

justly termed the golden age of the Arab domina-
tion in Spain, for at no other period was their

Sower so consolidated and their prosperity so
ourishing. Abdurrahman, like bis jiredecessors,

•was a great encourager of learning, and a poet of

no mean ability. He founded schools which far

surpassed those in other parts of Europe. His son,

Al-Hakem II. (961-76), was in every way worthy
to be his successor, but his premature death was
the cause of the (lownfall of the Ommiades in

Spain. Hashem II. (976-about 1013), a child of

eight years, now occui)ied the throne ; but for-

tunately his mother, Sobeiha, possessed the abili-

ties necessary for such an emergency, and appointed

as her son's vizier Mohammed ben Abdallah, sur-

named Almansur, ' tlie victorious,' who had origin-

ally been a peasant. This remarkable man gained
the affections of all ranks by his pleasing manners
and great abilities ; his administration was equally

just and judicious, and his encouragement of litera-

ture, science, and art alike lilieral and discrimin-

ating. But it is as a warrior that he is chiefly

remembered ; he had vowed eternal enmity to the

Christians, and in all his numerous expeditions

fortune seemed linked with his standard. The lost

provinces were recovered ; Castile, Leon, and Bar-
celona were conquered ; and Navarre A\as on the

point of sharing the same fate, when a rebellion in

Fez compelled him to detach a portion of his force

for service in Africa, and the combined armies of

the four Christian monarchies, seizing this oppor-

tunity, inflicted upon the Arabs a sanguinary
defeat in 1001, at Calacanazor, on the Leon and
Castile frontier. jSIohammed's spirit was com-
pletely broken by this blow, and he died a few
days aftei-Avards.

" With him the star of the house
of Omnieyah set for ever. The rest of Kashem's
reign was a scene of disorder and civil war. Pre-

tenders to the califate arose, Avhile the ' walis ' of

the various provinces set up as independent rulers,

and the invasions of the Christians added to the

confusion. Hashem finally, after having been
supposed dead for several years, resigned the

throne about 1013 ; and, with the exception of

the brief reign of Hashem III. (1027-31), from
this time the family of Omnieyah, which had for

more than two centuries so happily and brilliantly

governed the greater part of Spain, disappears from
history. One remarkable feature of their rule

deserves mention, as it contrasts them so favour-

ably with the contemporary and subsequent rulers

of Spain, even to the present time, and that is

their universal toleration in religious matters. See
Shiites, SuxNiTES, the articles on Mohammed,
Haroun, and on the more important califs ; as also

Mohammedanism, and the Avorks there quoted.

California, a state of the American Union,
bounded N. by Oregon. E. by Nevada and Arizona,

S. by the Mexican territory of cops-ri^'ht isss in u.s.

LoAver or Old California, and W. by by j. b. Lippincott

the Pacific Ocean. The parallels Company.

of 32° 28' and 42° N. lat. respectively mark its S.

and N. limits. The name California AAas gi\-en by
the Spanish discoverers to the peninsular or Mexican
territory, being transferred by them from ]Montalvo's

Las Scrgas do Esplandian (a continuation of his

Amadis, q.v. , 1508), in Avliich it occurs as the
name of an island full of gold and precious stones.

The state has an area (according to the United
States census of 1880) of 155,980 sq. m. It is

thus larger than any other state except Texas,
and larger than any territory except Alaska. It

is larger than Italy, or Prussia, or Hungary, and
more than a fourth larger than the Avliole of the
United Kingdom.
The aspect of the country is extremely A'arious,

yet everyAvhere very different from that of the
Atlantic and central states of the Union. Along
the eastern border of the state, throughout the

greater part of its length, extend the ranges of

the Sierra Nevada (of Avhich there is, hoAvever, in

general, one main range), having a breadth of

from 75 to 100 miles from east to Avest. In
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the extreme north the Sierra Nevada narrows
and falls off in hei^rht ; but by a relatively low
ridf^e it connects with the Cascade Kanfxe (q.v. ),

which is V>oth geographically and geologically its

northward extension. The scenery in tliis part of

the state is generally attractive, and often (as in

the wonderful Yosemite and Hetch-Hetchy vallevs)

it Ls ver>' striking. There are ten peaks which
exceed 10,000 feet in height ; Mount Whitney
(14,898 feet) l>eing higher than any other in the
United States outside of Ala.-^ka. Several i>eaks

have perpetual snow on their crests, and some
small glaciers exi.st in the range. West of the
Sierra Nevada lies the central vallev of California,

draine<l by the Sacramento River /rom the north,

and the San Joaquin from the south, the two rivers

having a common flelta, an<l tiischargiiig their
waters into the bay of San Francisco, through a
shallow expanse called Suisun Bay. The eastern
slope of the great valley is very gradual, while the
opposite side of the Sierras has a sh.irp and preci-

pit<tus descent towanls the great basin of Nevacla.
The Coa-st Mountains do not form any very clearly

defined range, but consist of a number of ill-delined

ridges. In the north they are blended with the
mountains of the eastern system ; but t<» the north
of the state limits the two systems again sejiarate.

To the south of the San Joaquin Vallev a transverse

ridge connects the coa-st-ranges with the Sierra, or

its southern extensiort, separating to some extent
Southern California from the rest of the state. This
southern region occupies nearly one-fourth of the

area of the state. tJeologically, the coast-ranges

are in general of much more recent date than the
Sierra proper. The cojist-line is mostly high and
rocky, with only a few bays and harlKnirs.

Extending more than TOO miles from north to

south, and having great variations in respect of

height, California pre-<ents a great vanety of

climatic conditicms. In the north-west the rainfall

is exces-sive, and in the north the winters are rather

severe than mild ; the coast region of the northern
half of the state i.i damp, with cool or cold

nights, even in summer. But Southern California,

in temperature and puxluctions, h:is a semi-

tropical character ; and the serenity of its climate
has ma<le it famous as a winter-resort and as

a place of residence for invalids. In the .south

the scanty rainfall and the extreme .summer
heat detract from an otherwise perfect climate.

In general it may l>c said that the winters in

California are mild, and the summei-s dry, an<l not

intensely hot, though often very dusty. There are

practically but two seasf)ns—a more or less rainy

winter, and a nearly rainlc-vs summer. Extremes of

temperature are much less marked than in the
states ea-st of the Rocky Mountains. The mean
temperature in winter at iHumlKildt Bay is 4.3o°, in

summer 57 o^; at Fort Yuma the winter mean is

57", while the summer me^m is 90' In the interior

the thennometer sometimes reaches 120' in summer.
Besides the San Joaquin and Sacramento and their

tributaries, the principal rivers are the Rio Colorado,

which forms the Ixmndarv l>etween this state and
Arizona; the Klamath River and its tributary the

Trinity ; the Mad, Smith, Eel, and other rivers,

mostly sm.all and (lowing to the I'acilic. Some of the

interior streams How to lakes antl ' sinks " with no out-

let to the sea. The principal lakes are Tulare Lake,
which at high-water pours its .surplus into the San
Joaquin River ; Clear Lake, noted for its l)eauty ;

Lakes Klamath ami Rhett (or Tule) on the Oregon
boundarj' ; the great lakes of M(k1oc county, which
have no outlets ; the high mountain lake Tahoe,
noted for it#i fine scenery' ; and the strongly alkaline

and saline Mono and Owens lakes, which occuny
ancient craters. Some of the dried-up lakes of the
BOUth-east have left basins lower than the sea-level.

The geology of the state presents some dillicult

Froblems, though its general features are simple,
t would appear that a large part of the rock-forma-

tion was deposited by extinct rivers flowing sea-

ward (luring the Palaeozoic era, throughout <a great
part of which time the ocean seems to have w;ished
the western shores of the Rocky Mountain chain.
The Sierra Nevada is to a great extent an ujiheaval
dating from alKUit the end of the Jurai*sic jteriod.

To the northward there are alnindant evidences of

much more recent volcanic action, siuh as the great
lava l)eds of the north-ea.'^t ; and earthquakes, usu-
ally slight, are still frequent. The Sierra Nevadfvs in
their turn suffered great denuilation, and the wash
from their sides forming an oH-shore deposit, was
at length slowly ui)heaved into the coast moun-
tains. They may be a.ssumed to date from near
the end of the Miocene period. The richest linds

of gold have been in detaclied Jurassic and Tria^sic
fields along the sIojh? of the Sierras, or at their
ba.se. The gold production of the state, at one
time enormous, has of late years greatly declined.
In 1848-64 the annual production was ;<,"><), (XK).OUO

;

in 1887 it wius close on 5='20,(»<K»,(:mk> ; in ]8«»'2 it

was only Sl'i.OOO.tJOO. From 1848 till 189:3 the
total production was §l,a90,000,000. The ores
at present worked are chietly the abundant low-
grade and lean ores, such as, if worked by the
proces.«!es which prevailefl a few years ago, would
not aflbrd a fair |irolit. Tliree-fourths of the annual
product in bullion is now oldained from quartx; the
rest mainlv by hydraulic and drift mining. Quick-
silver, lea<t, and silver ore are also largely obtained.
Anu)ng the valuable minerals ol>tainable are borax,
rock-salt, marldes, }i.s|dialt, i>otfish-salts, native
soda, sulphur, kaolin, and many others. California
ranks as the third state of the I'nion in the product
of petroleum. Natural gas, suit.able for fuel, is

reported to be found at varioiis points. The coals
of California are low-grade lignites, and are not
extensively Mrought. Copper, iron, chromium,
antimr)ny, and other metals alMiund.
But the metallic and mineral wealth of the st.ite

is not more remarkable than the range anil magni-
tude of its agriculttiral resources. vVhi-at is the
cereal most cultivated, and next to that barley.
Oats do well, and maize grows in certain districts.

The ordinarj' rfM)t-crops and garden vegetables
flourish well, except jiotatoes, wliich, however, do
well locally. Alfalfa, or lucerne, is a leading forage-
crop. Exjieriinents have shown that cotton, sugar-
cane, and rice can be grown throughout a large part
of the interior valley. Nearlv all the valuable fruits

of the temperate zcme flourish admirably, as well as
the orange, lemon, fig, olive, almond, and pimie-
granate. Vast amounts of dried and otherwise pre-

served fruits are exported. The culture of semi-
tropical fruits has latterly had a great extension
in the central valley. The Europ<'an grape-vine
thrives finely here, .and in general culture it rejilaces

the native American species. The raisins of Cali-
fornia .are of high excellence and are iibumlantly pro-
duced ; and Itr.andy and wine are largely exported.
The l)reeding of sheej) and cattle is extensively
c.arrieil on, wool esperi.ally being a staple product.
Silk-growing is conducted on a moder.ate scale.

Bee-keeping is a ])ursuit of great importance, stmie
of the honey-farms ranking among the largest in
the world. D.ain* -farming is locally important.
In many sections extensive systems of irrigation

have been jmt in operation to f.acilitate agriculture.
Img<ati<m is carried on by the network of Humes or
ditches left by the pl.acer system of mining for gold,
as al.so ]>y pumping and by artesian wells sunk
through the drj' and porous alluvial soil to the
gravel beneath.
The n.ative flora of California is vers' distinct

from that of the countrj' east of the Itocky Moun-
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tains. Mention sliouUl lie made of the ' bij,' trees'

(Sequoia gigantca ; in Britain commonly known
as WcUingtonia), noteworthy for their enormous

size ; also of the valuable redwood
(
Scquuia soti-

pervirciis), which forms extensive forests in the

north. The country has a large number of interest-

ing native shrnKs and flowering plants. Several

species of Eucalyptus and of other Australian trees

have been introdnceil, and thrive remarkably. In

the extreme south jialni-trees and other subtropical

plants locally occur. The forests, especially to the

north, atlord great amounts of timber, and the

manufacture and shipment of lumber constitute

an important industrial feature. Other leading

branches of manufacture are the distillation of

bran<ly, sugar-relining, the drying and preserving

of fruits, shipbuilding, and the packing of meats.
Many other manufacturing interests are in course
of development. California blankets have a wide
reputation for excellence. The fisheries are large

and of growing importance. A considerable pro-

portion of the protluct of the Alaska fisheries is

marketed by way of San Francisco, and the ocean
trathc of the state is chieHy centred at that port.

The principal exports are wheat, barley, wool,

wines, brandy, honey, hops, timber, provisions,

metals, ores, borax, and otlier minerals ; fish and
furs, largely from Alaska ; dried, preservetl, and
green fruits, including oranges, prunes, raisins, and
aInKmds. At the end of the decade 1891-1900 Cali-

fornia ranked amongst the five great wheat grow-
ing states ; and beet-sugar growing more than
(piadrupled in that period.

The university of California is at Berkeley. The
Lick Observatory, with its famous Telescope (fj.v. ),

lieloiigs to tiie stale university, but is at Mount
Hamilton, 50 miles south of San Francisco. The
Leland Stanford University is at Palo Alto (

q.v. ).

Pop. ( 1830) 92,597 ; ( 1860 ) 379,994 ; ( 1870) 5(50,247 ;

(1880) 864,694; (1890) 1,208,130—of whom 11,322
were coloured persons, 12,285 Indians, 72,472
Chinese, and 1147 Japanese. The immigration of

Chinese (in the proportion of twelve males to one
female) attained an enormous maximum in 1882,
but was almost wholly stopped by restrictive
lefrjslation in that year.
The principal cities and towns are San Francisco

(q.v.), the largest city on the PaciHc slope of North
America ; Los Angeles, the metropolis of Southern
California ; San Diego, in the extreme south, which
has the only commodious harbour in the state,
excepting that of San Francisco ; Oakland, Ala-
meda, and Berkeley, Avhich may be considered
suburbs of San Francisco ; Bakersfield and F'resno
City, in the south part of the central valley ; Napa
City ; the gold -mining towns of Nevada City and
Grass Valley ; Sacrainento, the capital of the state;
San Bernardino, in the south ; Stockton, near the
centre ; San Buenaventura, Santa Cruz, and Santa
Barbara on the coast ; San Jose and Monterey,
each formerly the state capital ; Santa Kosa and
Marysville.

Jlistury.—The peninsular (and still Mexican)
territory of Old California was visited by Spaniards
as early as 1534 ; and Cortez him.self is'believed to
have surveyed the Gulf of California in 1536.
Sir Francis Drake visited the coast in 1578. The
early missions of what is now the state of California
were under Franciscan control, and for manv years
throve wonderfully. With the rest of Mexico,
California became independent of Spain in 1822.
This region was ciiielly important for its export of
liides and skins until after tiie war of 1847 between
the United States and Mexico, one of the results of
which was the transfer of U])per California ( vastly
more extensive than the jiresent state) to the Hag
of the Unite.l States. The discovery of gold in
1848 was followed by an enormous excitement and

an inrush of gold-seekers. California was admitted
to the Union in 1850. The administrative
organisation was too weak to keep in order the
wild lawless spirits who abounded amongst the
new comers. Crimes of violence were frequent and
were apt to go unpunished. Lynch Law (q.v.)

became inevitable, and was had recourse to ; soon
after 1851, vigilance committees were established in

the chief towns, and arrested, summarily tried, and
hanged convicted thieves and murderers. The
singular conditions of society that prevailed, in

which gambling of all kinds was very conspicu-
ous, is reflected in a considerable literature, of

w Inch Bret Harte is the best-known representative.

Gradually a more regularly ordered state of things
was estal)lished, and the development of the
country has since been steady and rapid. In
1898 the state had 5300 miles of railway. See
San Francisco, Yosemite ; histories of California
by Capron (1854), Hittell (1886), Royce (1886),
Soule, and H. H. Bancroft ; and other works on
the state by Cronise ( 1878) and Nordhoff ( 1882).

Lower or Old California is a peninsula and a
territory of Mexico, continuous southward from the
state of California, and is detached by the Gulf of

California and the lower reaches of the Rio
Colorado from the rest of Mexico. Its reported
area is 61,562 sq. m., or more than half the extent
of Great Britain and Ireland. The climate is

exceedingly dry, and excepting in some of the
valleys, agriculture is hardly practicable. The
surface of the country is mostly covered with
mountains, often rough and broken, but nowhere
very high. The whale-fishery on the west coast,

and the pearl -fishery of the gulf, are of some value.
Mining enterprises have been undertaken at various
points, with but moderate success at the best.

Since 1880 over 400 mines have been reported as
being wrought. Salt is obtained from the Gulf
Coast, and chiefly from Carmen Island, and orchil
is brought from the dry interior. Sugar is pro-
duced in a rude way in some of the fertile valleys.
The vintage of El Patronicio is highly esteemed.
The capital is La Paz, on one of the bays of the
gulf. Pop. of territory, 34,198.
The Gulf of California, an arm of the Pacific

Ocean, which divides the peninsula above described
from the rest of Mexico, Avas originally known as
the Sea of Cortez, by whom it was explored. It is

700 miles in length, and varies in width from 40 to
100 miles. At its northern extremity, where it

receives the Colorado, it almost touches the territory
of the United States.

Calig'ula, Caius C^sar Augustus Germani-
CUS, Roman emperor (37-41 A.D. ), the youngest
son of Germanicus and Agrippina, was born
August 31, 12 A.D., at Antium, and was educated
in the camp, where the soldiers gave him the nick-
name Caligula, from the soldier's boots {caligcc)
which he wore. He ingratiated himself with
Tiberius, and on the death of the latter (37 A.D.)

—

an event which there can be little doubt was either
caused or accelerated by him—it was found that
he had been appointed co-heir along with the em-
peror's grandson ; but the senate conferred imperial
power on Caligula alone. In the beginning of his
reign he appeared little likely to fulfil the threat
of Tiberius, who had talked of educating him ' for
the destruction of the Roman people.' He was to
appearance lavishly generous ami merciful, par-
doning even those who had been the instniments
of cruelty against his own family. But this osten-
tatious magnanimity was itself a disease, an un-
wholesome afl'ectation, and co-existed with the
most savage voluptuousness and lust. Conse-
quently, when illness, the result of his vicious life,

had weakene<l his faculties, the lower qualities of

his nature obtained the comjilete master}'. In
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atltlition to the senseless j>r«Hlij,'iility with which he
coiaiiienceil his career, exueiuUiij^ in one year the

enormous wealth left by filwrius (£3,G2."),0U0), he
l>egan to manifest the most barbarous propensities.

He banished or munlereil his relatives, excepting:

his uncle Claudius and sLster Drusiila (with whom
he carried on incestuous intercourse); Hlled Kome
with executions, conliscatin;: the estates of his

victims ; amuse<l himself while dininj,' by ha\ inj^

victims tortured antl slain in his presence ; and
uttered the hideous wish that all the Roman
people had but one neck, that he might strike

It ott' at a blow ! To vie with Xerxes, he con-

structed a bridge of ships l)etween liaia- and
Puteoli (three miles across), upon which he built

houses, and celebrated the exploit by a. costly

banquet on the middle of the bridge, concluding
the entertainment by throwing a great number of

his guests into the sea. His favourite horse he
made a memlier of the college of priests, and after-

wards raised to the consulshi]). Finally, he declared
himself a gt)d, and had temples erected and sacri-

fices otl'ered to himself. To gratify his insiuie

desires he shrank from no infamy ; he mblied,
plundere<l, ami taxed his subjects to a degree
which seems almost incredilde ; and when even
these means proveil insuHicient, he e.stal>lished a
brothel in his own jjalace, and sent out his slaves

to solicit the public patronage for it. At length
a conspiracy was formed against him, and four

months after his return from a jdundering expedi-

tion into liaul, he was assa.ssinated, January 24,

41 .\.l).

4'nlipli. See Calif.

<'ali|>pi<' r.X'h', See Chroxologv, III. -I'lG.

C'alisa>a Kark. See Cinchoxa.

Calisthenics, or Cvllisthenics (Gr. lalos,
' beautiful, and xtltrnos, 'strength'), is a name for

exercises for promoting griUH'fu buss and strength,

and comprises tiie more gentle forms of gjninastics,

espei-ially for girls.

Calixtilies were the more motlerate section of

the Iliis.sids, or followers of John Hhs.s. They
took their name from their contending for the
living of the cup ( Lat. calix) in conununion to the
laity. For their historj', see Hf.ss.

C'alixtUS tl'<^ name of three jKipes : CalixtI'S
I. (

propt-rly Cullistii.s), Hishop ot Koine under
Heliogabalus and Alexander Sevenis. According
to HipjM)lytus, his bitter opjM)nent, he was origin-

ally a slave, and had twice undergone severe

punishment for his crimes l»efore he became a
priest under Zephyrinus, whom he succeeded, and
who, wliile Calixtus was yet a deacon, gave him
the charge of the Ca-mcfcriiim (m the .\|ipian Way
which has ever since borne his name. He wius

vigorously attacked bv Hippolytus (<}.v.\ for his

Patripassian views and the laxity of his ilisci|»line.

—C.VLIXTL'.S II., formerly Cuido, Archbishop of

Vienne, was electeil jKipe at Clugny 2d February
1119. In 1121 he overcame the antipope Hurdinus
(Gregory VIII.), who was supported by the
emperor Henrj- V., and in 1122 concluded with
the emperor the concordat of Worms, which settled

the Investiture Controversy. He died on the l.Stli

or 14th of Deceml>er 1124.—CALIXTts III., formerly
Alfonso de Borja ( Ital. Borfjia ), ]tnrn at Jativa,

near Valencia in Spain, wai successively counsellor

to Alfonso V. of Aragon, Hishop of \'alenci.a,

Ciirdinal, and (from April 8, M.w) pope. He
lal)oure<l in vain to organi.se a crusade against
the Turks, rai.sed to the cardinalate his nephew,
Rfnlri^^'o IJorgia (afterwards Poj>e Alexander VI.),

ami died August 6, 1458 (see Alexaxder VI.).—
The name Calixtus III. was also a-ssumed by an
antipope whom the emperor Frederick Barbarossa

set up in 1168 in opposition to Alexander III., and
supported for nine years.

C'alixtlI."«,GEOK(; (
properly C<illisc>i ),an eminent

theologian of the Lutheran Church, born 14tn

December 1 J8(j, at Medelbye in Sleswick, studied
philo.sophy and theology at Helmstedt from 1602

to 16t)y, and, after travelling for four yeai-s in

CJermany, Belgium. England, and Fiance, became
profe.s.sor of theology in that univei-sity in 1614.

His genius, the dci>tli of his know ledge, and' the
lar''e experience of the woiUl and of men which he
lia<l acijuired in his travels, developed in him a
spirit of great t(deiance towards all who hehl their

religious opinions honestly, wliatever these mi^ht
be. Although acknowledge<l by learned Catholics

to be one of the alilest of their ojiiioneiits, he was,
on account of some statements in bis work De
Fnecipiiis Jii/iifioms Christimia- t'lijiiltfuis (1613)
wliich seemed favourable to Catholic ilogmas, and
of othei-s in his Ejiitomc Thcolotjla- Moraliii (\GM)
and />(' To/era litid Ji'c/'iniiiitonnii ( Ui.">8) which ap-

I)roached too near to the Heforme<l or Calvinistic

standpoint, declared guilty of Jibominable heresy by
the orthodox and ilogniaticallv rigid Lutherans.
Calixtus felt keenly that the jM)Ieniical harshness of

Lutheranism was a sericms obstacle in the way of a
great Catholic Christianity, and that Protestantism
must assume another form before it could hope to

become the religion of Flurope. L'nder this con-

viction, Calixtus endeavoured to show that the
oldest anil most fundamental articles of the

Christian faith—viz. the facts embodied in the
'Apostles' Creed'—were common to all Christian

sects. Having stated in subsequent dissertati«m8

that the d<K-trine of the Trinitv was less distinctly

taught in the Old than in the S'ew Testament, ami
that gf)od works were neces.siiry to salvation ; and
finally, at the religious conference of Thorn, in

164o, whither he wjus sent iU" a metliator by the
Elect«»r of Brandenburg, having been on more
intimate terms with the Calvinistic than the
Lutheran the<dogians, Calixtus was accused of

a|X)sta.sy. His friends in Brunswick, however,
stooil firmlv by him, ami he retained his jirofes-sorial

chair till liis death on HUh March 1650. Sec
Henke, Gionj Calixtus tind srinc Ziit (18r».3 60).

Calkin, J amf-s, composer, wius liorn in London
in 17H6, was organist for thirty years to the liegent
S(juaie Church, and died in London in 1862. He
comjMised a symphony, an overture, string quartets,

pianoforte music, and madrigal-s.

Calla, an aquatic or marsh-loving genus of

Aracete (q.v. ),

with beautiful
white snathes,

cordate leaves,

Mowers crowded
up to the extrem-
ity of the spadix,
and re<l Ijerries.

Calla palustris is

widely distrib-

uted through the
marshes of palai-

arctic and neo-
arctic regions,

and acquires
some economic
importance in
Lapland and
parts of Russia
( Vitebsk ) from
the fact that its

root-stock, like

that of so many
other members of

the same order, is a wholesome source of starchy

Calla palustris.
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matter, used in bread -making, after its acrid and
poisonous properties have been removed by -wash-

ing and cooking. The well-knoMii and beautiful

Jiic/tfirdia athiopica, often popularly called 'Lily

of the Nile,' was formerly

included in this genus,

and is often still called

Calla.

Callander, a Perth-

shire village on the left

bank of the Teith, 1(5

miles XW. of Stirling by
rail. It lies in a beauti-

ful and romantic situa-

tion described in Scott's

Ladij of the Lake, and is

surrounded by high
mountains and Highland o

lakes. Hence it is much u...^—

^

fre(]uented by tourists,

•who make it a centre to

visit Loch Lubnaig, Ben-Ledi, the Trossachs, and
Loch Katrine. Pop. 1532.

Calla'o, the port of Lima, Peru, lies 7 miles

SW. of Lima by rail, on a small bay. The streets

generally are narrow and the buildings unimportant.

The town possesses a Hoating-dock, while line har-

bour-works, embracing an area of 520 acres, with
exten.sive pier and dock accommodation, were com-

Eleted in 1875 ; and the spacious roadstead, sheltered

y the island of San Lorenzo, is one of the safest

in the world. The huge old Spanish fortress is

used for custom-house offices. There are sugar-

rehneries, ironworks, and sawmills ; but the place

depends chiedy for its prosperity on its trade. The
exports are wool, sugar, specie, copjier, cotton,

bark, iudes, guano, and cubic nitre. Pop. (1890)
35,390. The present Callao dates only from 1746,

when the original city, a short distance to the
soutii, was destroyed by an earthquake and an
invasion of the sea. Callao was bombarded in

1880 during the war between Chili and Peru, and
the annexation by the former of the guano-pro-
ducing islands materially decreased the exports
of this manure ; cubic nitre ( a government mono-
poly) and wool come next in importance. By the
completion of a direct cable between this port and
Mollendo, telegraphic communication was estab-
lished with the United States.

Callcott, John Wall, composer, was born at
Kensington in 1766, and abandoning medicine for

music, in 1785 was made Bachelor, in 1800 Doctor,
of Music at Oxford. In 1806 he published his
Musical Grammar ; the year after, his mind gave
way. He recovered in 1812, but only for four years,
wlien he relapsed, and continued insane till his
death near Bristol, 15th May 1821. He was one of

the most eminent composers belonging to the
British school of music, and especially celebrated
for his glees. The best of these were published in
1824, with a memoir by his son-in-law, W. Horsley.
—His brother, SiR AUGUSTUS Wall Callcott,
landscape-painter, was born at Kensington in
1779, and for six years was a chorister at West-
minster. In 1799 he exhibited a portrait at tlie

Academy, and from 1804 devoted himself to land-
scape-painting. He became an A. It. A. in 1806,
an R.A. in 1810, was kniglited in 1837, and died
25th November 1844. His landscapes are remark-
aide for their beauty, clear definition of objects,
good drawing, and tmthful natural colouring. See
DalForne's Pictures by Callcott (1875). His wife.
Lady Maria Callcott (1785-1842), was author of
Little Arthur's History of England, and fourteen
less-known works.

C'allornish, a district on the west coast of the
island of Lewis, 16 miles from Stornoway, remark-

able for its stone circles. There are four at no
great distance from one another, but without any
visible relation. The principal one, of which the
figure gives a bird's-eye view, is of a more thau

fs„

Callernisli Circle.

usually elaborate design. Two lines of upright
stones run parallel to each other in a northerly
direction, while a single line of similar stones is

projected from the south, east, and west points,
thus giving a cruciform figure to the structure,

whose extreme dimensions are 408 by 130 feet. A
larger stone than any of the others, being 17 feet

high, and 5^ feet broad at the base, occupies the
centre of the circle, which circle is 42 feet in
diameter. The stones themselves are not columnar
or shaped into any form ; they are simply broad,
fiat blocks of gneiss—the all -prevailing rock from
the Butt of Lewis to Barra Head. There are
13 stones in the circle, including the centre one,
19 in the avenue, 4 in each of the east and west,
and 5 in the south arm. The peat, which in the
lapse of centuries had accumulated around the base
of the stones to a depth of 5 feet, was removed in

1858, when a chambered cairn was discovered
Avithin the circle. See Dr Joseph Anderson's Scot-

land in Pagan Times (1886).

Callichtliys (Gr. kcdos, 'beautiful ;' ichthys, 'a
fish'), a genus of physostomatous bony fishes of the
family Silurida^ (q.v. ), having the body almost
enrirely covered by four rows of large, hard, narrow,
scaly plates. The head is also protected by bony
plates. The mouth is small ; the teeth are very
minute or even aljsent ; two long barbules hang
from each angle of the mouth. The twelve species
of this fresh-water genrs are natives of South
America. When the streams or pools which they
inhabit dry up, they are said to make their way
across the land to some other piece of water.
They may also bury themselves in the mud of
wet meadows, out of which they are dug. A
still more interesting habit is that of making
regular nests, generally of leaves, in which they
deposit their eggs, near the margin of the water,
at the beginning of the rainy season. The male
and female unite in watching the nests until the
young are hatched. These habits are shared by
the species of the allied genus Doras, in which the
lateral plates are broader, keeled, and si^iny.

Calliia^OIlllIll, a genus of leafless Polygonacese
(q.v.), with large four-Avinged nuts or achenes.
C. Pallasfia is a succulent shrub common on
sandy steppes near the Caspian, where its acid
shoots and fruits often serve to allay thirst. A
nutritious gaim is prepared from its root.

Callilll'acllUS, an eminent poet, OT-ammarian,
and critic of the Alexandrian period, flourished
about the middle of the 3d century B.C. He was
born of a distinguished tamily at Cyrene in Liliya

;

taught grammar and belles-lettres in Alexandria;
was a favourite of Ptolemy Pliiladelphus, and his
STiccessor, Ptolemy Euergetes ; and was made prin-
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cipal librarian of tlie Alexandrian Libran'. He is

said to have written a« many as eij,'lit hundred
works on the most various sul)jects, but of these

the merest fragments are extant, only six hymns
and sixty-four epigrams Ijeing complete. His
elegies were niucii ailmired by the Koman jwets
Catullus, Propertius, and Ovii\. The remains we
lK)s-sess are enough to show that art and learning,

rather than genius, characterised his poetrj'. The
largest of his lost poems were A it id ('Causes'),
in four books, on the origin oL mythical stories, and
an epic Hckule. The best etlition of the remains
is that of O. Schneider (2 vols. 1870-73); of the
Hvmns and Epigrams, those of Meineke (1861) and
VVilamowitz (1882).

Calliuiiyuius. See Dr.vgonet.

4'alli'4>|><* I the sweet-voiceil
' ), the rause of epic

poetry iiinfof knowledge in general. She was the
iuoIIrm of Urpheus. See MLSE.S.

Callipers, a kind of coiupasse.s with curve<l

legs, used by turners and other workmen for

measuring the diameters of cylindrical, spherical,

and otiier curve^l work.

Callir'rho^, daughter of Achelous and wife of

Alcmaon (q.v. ).

Callis'thenes of Olynthus, a kinsman and
pupil of Aristotle, <levoted himself to the study
of natural and ]>olitical history, and accompanied
Alexander the Great in his expedition to India.

His bold outspoken ways, ami his especial dis-

plejoure at the adoption of urit'utal habits and the
int«nded itssumption of divine honours, brought him
under the king s displesi-'^ure, ami led to his being
put tit cleath on a preten«le<l charge of treason, 328
B.C. Unly a few fragments of his historic works
remain, and these are not valuable. The History
of AliXdndcr a.>icril)eil to him is evidently a pro-

duction of the 2d or \V\ century .\.l). , and much
more romance than history. See Alex.\NDER;
and Westermann, De ViUlinthcM (Leip. 1838-42).

Callis'tratllS ^^ Athenian orator, whose elo-

quence i> said to have tired the imagination of the
youthful Demosthenes. For his Spartan sym-
pathies lie wascondemnetl to death by ttie Athenians
in litii H.i'., ami on his return from exile in Mace-
donia, was actually execute*!. Another Callistratus

was a grauimarian and critic.

C'allo.sities. See Corns; also Monkeys.

4'allot, .I.vctiL'ES, engraver, was bom at Nanej-
in 15'.»4, ami early devoted himself to art in opposi-

tion to his father's wishes. A lK»y of twelve, he
attached iiimself to a band of fJypsies, and wandered
with them to Florence ; thence a gentleman sent

him on to Home, where, however, some Nancy
merchants recognised hitu, an<l in<luced him to

return home. lie twice revisited Italy, and the

second time (about l»il2) became Thomas.sin"s

pupil at Rome in drawing and engraving; after-

wards lie repaired to Florence, where, by numer-
ous spirited etchings, he gained great fame, and
engraved for Cosmo II., <irand-iluke of Tuscany,
a series of plates of court festivals, tJcc. On his

patrons death ( 1G21 ), Callot returned to Nancy,
there to be favourably receivetl by the Duke
of Lorraine, and to increa-se his reputation by a
copious series of etchings, incluiling six plates of

the siege of Breda. For Louis XIII., who invited

him to Tari-s, he executed etchings of the siege of

Kochelle ; but he refu.sed to commemorate the cap-

ture <jf his native town, and, declining a pension

oHere<l by the king, returned to Nancy, where he
died, 2.Sth March 1B.3."). His activity as an artist

was marvellous. His realistic engravings, some
)(i<M> in miml>er, are invaluable from the vivid light

they cast on the manners of the 17th centurj'.

Ubi ' Miseries of War,' a series of eighteen plates.

and his 'Gypsies,' are especially celebrated. See
the works on him by J. H. Green (1804), Tiiausing
(ISSl), Mciiume ( ISGU), Dumast (1873), Hous-saye
(1875), Vachon (ISSG). and Bouchct (1890).

Calloviail, a division of the Jurassic System
(q.v. ) on tlie Continent, represented in England by

the Kellaways Kock.

CalluSt a term employed in old surgical works
antl still used popularly to indicate the exuded
material by which fractures of bones are consoli-

dateil together. See Fk.\CTUKE.

Calllietv Al'Gi'STiNK, a learned Benedictine,

was born at Mesnil-la-Horgue, near Commercy,
February 26, 1672. Entering the order of Benedic-

tines in 1689, he was successively appointed teacher
of philosophy and theology in the Abbey Moyen-
Moutier (1698), sub-jirior at Miinster in Alsace

(1704), prior at Lay (1715), abbot of St Leoj>old

(1718), and abbot of Senones in Lorraine (1728).

He died at Paris, October 25, 1757. His exegetical

writings have Ijeen commendeil by both Roman
Catholics and Protestants. The C'oinninititri/ on
the Bible (23 vols. Paris, 1707-16), though marred
by the author's defective knowledge of the oriental

languages, contains valuable researches in biblical

antiquities. His Historical ami Critical Divtiotiary

of the Bible (4 vols. 1722-28)—the first work of its

kind—was translated into English, German, and
other languages, and has passed throu'di many
editions. Of Calmets other works, a liijstoru of
the Biblr and of the Jews (2 vols. 1718) and a t';**-

versal llintory (17 v<ds. 1735-71) are mere com-
pilations; but his History of Lorraine (4 vols.

1728) is founde<l on original researches. See Lives
of him by Digot (Nancy, 1861), and Guillauine (ib.

1875).

Calms, or Calm Latiti'DE.s, are those tracts

of tiie ocean on the confines of the trade-winds (see

WiND.s) which are subject to total absence of wind
for lon<j i>eriods together. Their northern limit

varies irom 5' to 12' N., and their southern limit

from 1 to 3' N. lat.

Calniiirks. See Kalmicks.

CallU'. an old-fashioned market-town of Wilt-
shire, 6 miles ESE. of Ciiiiipenham by a branch line

( 1863). It has a town-hall ( 1882), a free grammar-
school (1660), and a large bacon-curing industry.

From the 14tli century till 1885 Calne wiis a parlia-

mentary Itorough. At a-symnl held here by St Dun-
stan in 977, relative to the celibacy of the clergy,

the floor of the room gave way, precipitating all luit

St Dunstan to tiie ground. I'op. ot ji;ui>li, 349.J.

Bowood, 2 miles soutli west, the seat of tiie Marquis
of Lansdowne, is an Italian edilice l)y Adam ; at
Cherhill, 3 miles east, is the spirite<l ligure of a
White Hoi-se (q.v.), 129 feet long, cut out in the
chalk in 1780, and visible 50 miles olK

C'aloec, another name for Bujhmeria (q.v.).

Caloinar'de, Dun Francisco Tadko. DrKE,
a Spani.-h statoman, wa.« born in 1775 at Villel in

Aragon, and becoming Minister of Justice under
Ferdinand VII., persecuted the Liberals with cold-

blooded cnielty, recalled the Jesuits, reopened

the monasteries, and clo.sed the universities. He
also secretly favoured the party of Don Carlos,

and in 1832, when Ferdinand was supposed to be

on his death-bed, prevailed on the king to reintro-

duce the Salic Law, by which Christina was ex-

cluded from the throne. This excited the hatred

of lue nati<m ; and Ferdinand, recovering, abolished

the law. To avoid imimsonment, Calomarde lied

to France, where he die«l at Toulouse in 1842.

Caloinol is the popular name of one of the com-
pounds of m< icury, Hg, and chlorine, CI, known to

chemists as tiie sul>chloride of mercury or mercur-

ous chloride, HgCl. It is prepared by taking two
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equal portions of mercury, dissolviiifr one portion

in hot concentrated sulpliuric acid, H^SOj, which
forms suljiliate of mercury, HgSOj, thereafter

a(hlin>' the second part of tlie metal, and triturating'

tiie whole m a mortar till the metal becomes incor-

porated with the sulphate of mercury. This mix-

ture is then added to ahout one-third of its weight
of common salt, NaCl, and heated in a retort,

when calomel suhlimes, and condenses in the cool

part of the receiver as a fine white powder. A
minute portion of corrosive sublimate which accom-
panies it i.s removed by washing with water.

Calomel is very dense. It is not soluble in water,

and sparingly so in acids. It turns black on the

addition of lime-water, potash, soda, or ammonia ;

and when heated in an iron spoon, or on a knife,

it does not char, but rises in vapour, sublimes
unaltered, and readily condenses again on any cool

surface held near it. By these tests it may be
readily distinguished from flour. Although calomel
has been more used in British practice than any
other preparation of mercury, it is not known to

have been employed before the 17th century. It is

the most valualde of the mercurial preparations,

possessing, in addition to their general properties

(see Mercury ), those of a vermifuge and purgative.

€aloillie« Charles Alexandre de, Controller-

general of Plnance in France under Louis XVI.,
was born at Douay in 1734. He studied law, and
having Idled successively various offices, was made
in 1783 Controller-general of the Treasury. In
this capacity he soon gained favour among the
courtiers, who had complained of the parsimony of

Turgot and Necker. His plan was a simple one;
he generously showered on the courtiers and people
of influence sums which he obtained by borrowing
and increased taxation. This could only last for a
time ; embarrassments grew on him till the in-

evitable crisis came ; and in 1786, when the people
could bear the extraordinary taxation no longer,

Calonne advised the king to convoke the Assembly
of the Notables, and proposed to abolish many of

the privileges of the nobles, such as their exemption
from taxes, and to distribute the burden of taxa-
tion more equally. The people and the aristocracy
demanded a convocation of the States-general,
instead of the Assembly of the Notables ; but
Calonne boldly proceeded with his plan, opened
the Assembly of the Notables in 1787, and in a
pleasant and florid oration described the general
Erosperity of French industry and commerce, and
rouglit his speech to a climax by confessing that

the annual deficit of the treasury had risen to 115
millions of francs, and that during the time from
1776 to 1786 the government had borrowed no less

a sum than about 1250 millions! The Notables,
instead of jiroceedinfj with Calonne's plan of re-

organisation, deman(led from him a statement of
accounts. Not being able to give this satisfactorily,

he was strii)ped of his dignities and banished to
Lorraine. After this, Calonne resided chiefly in
England, until in 1802 he obtained from Bonaparte
permission to return to France, where, on 30th
October, he died in very embarrassed circumstances.

Calopliylllllll (Or., 'beautiful leaf), an
important genus of (Juttifera^ (q.v. ). Some yield
valual)le timber—e.g. C. angustifoliinn of Penang

—

and are also a source of valuable resins, C. inopliyl-
Inm sup])lying Tacamahaca (q.v.). C. Caluba of
the West Indies yields oil from its seeds, and is

also a serviccaljle timl)er-tree. See PoON-WOOD.
€alorio, a term given to a supposed imponder-

able fluid winch was the cause of Heat (q.v.); and
used loosely for heat. For Caloric Engine, see
Air-engine.

^
Caloriin'ctcr is an instrument for measuring

the specific heat of a body ; the determination

being eft'ected by ascertaining the quantity of ice

at zero which is turned into water by the trans-

ference to it of heat from the body (at a known
temperature) under examination. See Heat.

Calo'tropis. See Mudar.
Calottistes (Lc Begvncnt de la Calotte), a

society of witty and satirical men in the time of

Louis XIV., who were headed by two oflicers in

the king's bodj'guard, named Torsac and Aimon.
Their name was taken from the word calotte (

a

'small cap,' worn by monks over the tonsure), and
their amusement consisted in sending to any public
character who had exposed himself to ridicule, a
'patent,' authorising him to wear the calotte, as a
coverin" for the weak part of his head. As the
society oecame audacious, and did not spare even
royalty itself, it was dissolved by the minister
Fleury. The Mcmoires poiir scrvir a rHistoire de
la C'cdotte (Basel, 1725) is an amusing little book.
After the Restoration, the title Regime de la
Calotte was applied to the priestly administration
of att'airs.

Calotype ( Gr. kcdos, ' beautiful ;' typos, ' im-
pression ') was the name given in 1840 by Dr Fox
Talbot to the method of photographing by the
action of light on nitrate of silver, invented by him
about that date. See PHOTOGRArHY.

CalovillS, Abraham (originally Kalau), the
chief representative of controversial Lutheran ortho-
doxy in the 17tli century, born 16th April 1612 at
Mohrungen in East Prussia, Avas successively pro-
fessor at Konigsberg (1637), preacher at Danzig
(1643), and professor at Wittenberg (1650). He
waged war incessantly on Arminian, Socinian,
Reformed, and Catholic doctrines, and with the
greatest bitterness against Calixtus. ' He was,'
says Tholuck, ' formed by nature for a grand
inquisitor : hard features, powerful under-jaw,
staring eyes. ' He was six times married, the last

time in his seventy-second year. He died 25tli

February 1686. His chief writings are his Sys-
tenia Locorum Theologicorum (12 vols. 1655-77),
the Historia. Syncretistica (1682), and his great
Blblia Illustrata (4 vols. 1672).

Calpe, one of the Pillars of Hercules (q.v.).

Call)l•ell^<le, Gautier de Costes de la
(1610-63), a French oHicer of the guards and royal
chamberlain, wrote many tragedies, tS:c., but is best

known as author of the heroic romances—clevei

but endless and tedious—of Clcopatre, Cassandrc,
and others. See Novels.

Caltabellotta, a small Sicilian town, 30
miles NW, of (Jirgenti, Avith an old castle (once
Saracen) on a rock, and a Norman church; pop.
6300.

Caltagiroiie, a city of Sicily, 38 miles SW. of

Catania, is built upon two hills (2013 feet). It

has wide streets, and several palaces and fine

public buildings. Its most notable manufactures
are pottery and statuettes of clay, and there are
technical and other schools. Pop. 28,119.

€altailisetta, a fortified town of Sicily, 83
miles SE. of Palermo by rail. It

has a cathedral, mineral si)rings,

and extensive snlpliur-works.
Pop. (1892)36,000.

Caltha. See Marsh Mari-
gold.

Caltrop, a four-pronged piece

of iron, each prong about four
inches in length, formerly thrown
down in warfare to check the
approach of the enemy's cavalry over a plain, or of

besiegers in the ditch of a fortification.

Caltrop.
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faluillba* or CoLOMHO, used in nieiliciiie, is

tilt' root of Jiiteorhiza jxtlmaia, a Menisnerinaoeous
climW'r of Ejustern Africa, which has i>een intro-

tlnccil into India. Sliced and dried, it liivs a
j:reenisli-Yello\v tint, a very hitter tjiste, ami a
faint aromatic (xhmr. Its hitterness and other
properties are ascribed to tlie itresence of cohiin-

i)in, l»erl)erin, ami cohinihic acid. It is a useful
mild tonic and stomachic.—A.MEKKWN C.VLIMUA
KnoT is obtained from Fmseru ll'altcn', a {^en-

tianaceons biennial, and has properties like those
<)f ;.'fntian.

C'arillliet* the ' peace-pipe ' of the North Ameri-
can Indians, is a toliacco pipe havin^j; a stem of

reed or painted wood alM)ut two feet and a half
lonjr, decorated with feathei-s, with a larj,'e 1k>w1,

tisually of red .soaiistone. After a treaty has
been si^jned, the Inclians till the calumet with the
best tohacco, and present it to the represent-
atives of the party witli wliom they have l)een

entering,' into alliance, themselves smotinj,' out of it

afterwards. Tli»' presentation of it to stran;rei-s is

a mark of hospilalitv, and to refuse it would l»e

considereil an act of )iostility. ()ri;,nnally ruhimct
wiis merely the Norman name for a siiejiherd's l)ipe

( Fr. r/ia/iiiniait, L.at. rn/miiu.'i), whicli the early
French settlers applied to the native pi|>e from
its resemblance; and we find it thus ap|died by
Pere Marquette (1073), and in the earlier 'Jesuit
Relations" of HJ.3.S.

4'alllllU't« a miniuf^ town of Houghton county,
Michi;.'an, (m a penin.sula of Lake Superior, 42
miles N. of LAn.se by rail. The Calumet anil

Hecla copper mine here is sai<l t<t be the richest
in the world ; its annual jtroduce ranging from
»»,0(M»,(MM» lb. to upwards of JU,IHX»,()IKJ 11).—now
xjMuli reduced. Pop. 1159.

< 'a I II III II y. Law as to. See Libel, Slander.

t'alva<los, a French maritime deoartment of

Normandy. The principal rivers are tiie ToiKjues,
< >ni<', I>i\es, Seniles, .Vuve, and Vire. The
coast, which has few bavs or inlets, is itartly

formed l»y lM>ld ridges, and partly by sand-clowns,
clitls. ami reefs ; the dangerous reef extending for

It) miles iM'tween the mouths of the Orne an<l the

Vire was called Calvados, after the Salvador,
one of the ves.sels in the Spanish Anuada sliip-

Mreckeil here, and from it the de|)artment takes
i\s name. The soil is gr-nerally fertile, especially

in the valleys, supplying rich iirusturage for homed
cattle, sheej), horses, and swine, which constitute

the ])rinci]ial wealth of Calvados. The climate is

moist, but healthy. Iron, marble, granite, and
coal are foun<l. The chief towns are Caen (the

capital), IJaveux, Falaix, Honlleur, Lisieux, and
Tiouville. .Area, 21.30 sq. m. ; pop. ( ISGl ) 480,992;

( 1.S91 ) 42S,94.").

<'alva<'rt. Dkni.s, called also Diomsto Fiam-
:miN(;<>, painter, was l»oni at Antwerp alM)ut l.")40,

and settled at Hidogna. There he ojiened a .school,

which numbered among its students the cele-

brated (luido Keni, Domenichiiio, .and Albani, who
jifierwards, however, were pupils of the Caracci.

Many excellent pictures by niin are still preserved
at I'.ologna. He died in 1019.

4'alvary, the Anglicise<l fonii of the Vulgate
iiih-nriti, which wa.s the Latin rendering of the

Greek Lniiiiim, an that again of the Hebrew gol-

ijutltti or nulgalta, all three words meaning ' a
skull.' ^^ hy the scene of the CniciHxion wa.s

called 'the place of a skull' has been keenly
(lebated, whether from the skulls of criminals lying

about there, or from its being a round, bare, skull-

like hillock. The hitter is jirobably the true ex-

planation ; though none of the Evangelists offers

anv warranty for the current phrase, ' Mount Cal-

94

vary.' It lay l>evond but nigh to the city, and by
Captain Conder is identified w ith ' the old " House
of Stoning," or nlace of jmblic execution according
to the law of \Io.ses, on the top of the remarkable
knoll outside the Dama-scus gate, on the north side

of Jerusalem. It was from this cliti" that the
criminal used to be Hung before being stoned ( accord-
ing to the Talmud), and on it his body wiis after-

wartls crucilied ; for the sj)()t commands a view all

over the city ; and from the slopes round it the
whole population might easily witness the execu-
tion' (see Jekis.vlkm).—In Catholic countries the
term Calvary is applied to an eminence crowned
with one or three crosses bearing life-sized figures of

Christ ami the thieves, and surrounded somelimes
by a. number of hgures, representing the various

[>ersonages who took part in the cruciilxion. Along
the aj)proacli to such a Calvary—the Via Doluromi,
the \Vay of the Cross—are sculptured representa-
tions of the Stations (q.v. ) of the Cross.

<'alvorlov. Charles Stiart, the prince of

niodcrii Kiigii>h parodists, was the son of the Kev.
Henry IMayds, who in 1S.V2 took the name of

Calverley, and was Ikmu on 22d December IN.SI.

From Harrow he passed to lialliol College, (Jxford,

whence after a bnef period he migrated to Christ's

College, Cainbri<ige, where he graduate<l as second
cla.ssic in l.S.">(5. Within two years he was elected a
fellow of his college. In 1st;.") he was called to the
bar, and settled in London, but a fall on the
ice in the winter of IHtKi tiT put an end to what
might have been an exceptionally brilliant career.

He died at Folkestone on the ITtli of February
1SK4. One of the most gifted men of his time, and
unrivalled as a humorist. Calverley will be remem-
bered bv his two little volumes. ]'rr.'ns kikI Tnnisln-
tlinis ( 1SG2) an<l /'/// Laurs ( ls72). His i.arodies.

jiarticularly that of Jean Ingelow, are the best that
nave appeareil since the llijutrd A(/iin:ssrs, and the
delicacy of his scholarshiji linds ailmirable expres-
sion in his numerous renderings from Latin into

Knglish. and from Knglish into Latin. The trans-

latit)!! of Theocritus ( l.sti9) shows at once his rijjo

schcdarship and his facile nuistery of Knglish verse.

His Literanj Rcnuiin.s, with a memoir by Sir W. J.

Sendall, were pnblisheil in lss,"t.

t'alvert. FnKDElurK Cfjate, chemist, biun in

London in I.sl9, resided in France (IH.SO 40), and
settled as a consulting chemist in Manchester,
where he died '24th October IS7.3. His researches

in a]iplied chemistry jirodiiced valuable results, and
he was largely instrumi'iital in introducing car-

l>olic acid jus a disinfectant. Ik'sides numerous
scientilic papers, he published a work on Di/cuig
(ind Ciiliro-jnintitKj (new e<l. 187H).

Calvort, CE()li(;E Henhv. a many side<l Ameri-
can author, great-grandson of Lord llaltimore (<|.v. ).

w;is born in Maryland in ISO.'H, and stinlie<l at

Harvard and Cottingen. His works, which exhibit
consider.able jiurity of style and originality of

thought, embrace p«>enis, tragedies, comedies,
es.savs, transl.ations from the (ierman, and studies
of C'oethe (1872), Wordsworth (1878), Shakes]>eare

(1879), and Coleridge, Shellev, an<l (;r)ethe (1880).

From 184.S till his deatii (1889) he lived at New-
port, Rhode Island.

C'alves'-liead Club, an association instituted

in contein]>t (»f the memory of Ciiarles I., and hold-

ing its principal meeting on the 30th January, the
anniversary of that king's execution. After
the Restoration this club met in secret and under
difficulties, but seems to have continued in exist-

ence till 1734, when jiopular ill will against some
outrageous toasts pro])osed led to a serious riot.

The club seems after this to have decayed.

Calli. <i fortified seaj>ort of Corsica, on a penin-
sula in the Gulf of Calvi, 38 miles WSW. of Bastia.
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Calvi was captuml bv the English in 179-i, after a

sie-^e of fiftv-nne ihivs, duiin',' wliich Nelson lost an

eye'; it was' retaken by the Coi-sicans in the follow-

ing year. Pop. 1987.

€al>ill. John, was born at Noyon, in Picardy,

on the lOtli of July 1509. His father, Gerard

Caulvin or Cauvin, was procureur-liseal of the

district of Noyon, and secretary of the diocese.

He was one of six children—fonr sons and two

dau«'htei-s. All the three sons who survived were

bretF ecclesiastics ; and the reformer himself, while

still onlv twelve years of age, was appointed to a

oliaplaincy in the cathedral church of Noyon.

('alvin was educated in circumstances of ease, and
even affluence. Tiie noble family of De Montmor,
in the neiglibourhood, invited him to share in the

studies of their children ; he was in some measure
adopted by them ; and when the family went to

Pans, in liis fcnirteenth year, he accompanied them.

He was entered as a pupil in the College de la

Marche, under the regency of ^Mathurin Cordier,

better remembered, perhaps, l»y his Latin name of

Corderius. It was under this distinguished master

that Calvin laid the foundation of his own wonderful

mastery of the Latin language. During this early

period,' he was distinguished by the great activity

of his mental powers, and the grave severity of his

manners. His companions, it is said, surnamed
him the 'Accusative.'

For a while his attention was directed to the

study of law, and his father sent him to the univer-

sity of Orleans, then adorned by Pierre de FEtoile,

one of the most famous jurists of his day. At
(Orleans, he continued the same life of rigorous

temperance and earnest studiousness for which he
was already noted. It was while a law-student in

Orleans that he became acquainted with the Scrip-

tures, and received his first impulse to the theo-

logical studies which have made his name so dis-

tinguisiied. A relative of his own, Pierre Robert
Olivetan, was there engaged in a translation of the
Scriptures ; and this had the etiect of drawing
Calvin's attention, and awakening within him the
religious instinct which was soon to prove the
master-principle of his life. The seeds of the new
faith were now beyond do\ibt sown in his heart,

and from this time, although he still continued for

a while longer to pursue his legal studies, his main
interests appear to have been religious and theo-
logical. From Orleans he went to Bourges, where
he acquired the knowledge of CJreek, under the
tuition of a learned German, Melchior AVolmar.
He began here to preach the reformed doctrines,
and passed over into the ranks of Protestantism,
under the slow but sure growth of his new convic-
tions, rather than under the agitation of any violent
feeling. Here, as everywhere, his life presents a
marked contrast to that of Lutiier.

He proceeded to Paris in 1533, which at this date
had become a centre of the 'new learning,' under
the teaching of Lefe%Te and Farel, and the influ-

ence of the queen of Navarre, sister of P^rancis L
Tiie Sorbonne itself had not escaped the infection.
There was a growing religious excitement in the
university, in the court, and even among the
bishops. Tills, however, was not to last. The
king was soon stirred up to take active measures
to quell tills rising spirit ; and the result was that
Calvin and others were obliged to flee for their
lives. After this he repaired for a short time to
his native place, resigned the preferment ho held in
the Itoman Catliolic Church, and for a year or two
led a wandering life, sheltered in various places.
We lind him at Saintonge ; at Nerac, the residence
of the queen of Navarre ; at Angouleme, witli his
friend Louis du Tillet ; then for a brief while at
Paris again. Persecution against the Protestants
at this time raged so hotly, that Calvin Mas no

longer safe in France ; and he betook himself to

Basel, whence he issued, in the year 1536, the first

edition of his Cliri.stiatHe Reliqionis Institutio, with
the famous preface addressetl to Francis L The
concentrated vigour and intensity of feeling of this

address, rising into indignant remonstrance, and at

times into pathetic an(l powerful eloquence, make
it one of the most memorable documents in connec-
tion with the Reformation. After completing this

great service to the cause of Protestantism, he
made a short visit to Italy, to Renee the Duchess
of Ferrara. Finally, he revisited his native town ;

sold the paternal estate, which had devolved to

him on the death of his eldest brother ; and, bidding
Noyon adieu, set out in company with his younger
brother and sister on his way to Strasburg. The
direct road being rendered dangerous by the armies
of Charles V., which had penetrated into France,
he sought a circuitous route through Savoy and
Geneva.
The result of this journey was memorable for the

cause of the Reformation. Arrived in Geneva in

the autumn of 1536, he met there his friend, Louis
du Tillet, who communicated the fact of his arrival

to Farel, then in the very midst of his struggle to

promote the Reformation. Farel hastened to see

him, and urge upon him the duty of remaining
where he was, and undertaking his share of the
Avork of God. Calvin did not at first respond to the
call. He was given, he himself says, to his ' own
intense thoughts and private studies.' He wished
to devote himself to the service of the reformed
churches generally, rather than to the care of any
particular church. By some strange insight, how-
ever, Farel penetrated to the higher fitness of the
young stranger who stood before him, and he
ventured to lay the curse of God upon him and his

studies if he refused his aid to the church of

Geneva in her time of need. ' It was,' Calvin said,
' as if God had seized me by his awful hand from
heaven.' He abandoned his intention of pursuing
his journey, and joined eagerly with Farel in the
work of reformation.
Having entered upon his task, he soon infused

an energy into it which crowned the struggling
efforts of Farel with success. The hierarchical

authority was already overturned before his arrival;

the citizens had asserted their independence against
the Duke of Savoy. The magistrates and people
eagerly joined with the reformers in the first heat
of their freedom and zeal. A Protestant Confes-
sion of Faith was drawn out, approved of by the
Council of Two Hundred, and then proclaimed in

the cathedral church of St Peter's. Great and
marvellous changes were wrought in a short time
upon the manners of the peojile ; where license and
frivolity had reigned, a strict moral severity began
to characterise tlie whole aspect of society. The
strain, however, was too sudden and too extreme.
A spirit of rebellion against the rule of Calvin and
Farel broke forth ; but they refused to yield to the
wishes of a party animated by a more easy and
liberal spirit than themselves, and known in the
history of Geneva under the nickname of Liber-

tines ; and the consequence was, that they were
both expelled from the city after less than two
years' residence.

Calvin retreated to Strasburg, and devoted him-
self to theological study, especially to his critical

labours on the New Testament. Here, in October
1539, he married the widow of a converted Ana-
baptist.

The Genevans found, after a short time, that
they could not well get on without Calvin. His
rule might be rigid ; but an authority even such as

his was better than no settled authority at all ; and
the Libertine party seem to have been unable to

construct any efficient and beneficent form of
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government. AcconUnjjly, they invited Calvin to
|

return ; anil after some delay on his part, in order

to test the spirit in whicii tliey were actiii;;, he
acceded to their invitation, and in the autumn of

1541, after three years' absence, once more made
his entry into CJeneva.

|

Now at len<,'th he succeeded in establishing his
;

flan of church-government. Hv his College of
i

'ustors and Doctors, and his Consistorial Court of

I)iscii)line, he founded a theocracy, which aimed
virtually to direct all the afl'airs of the city, and to

,

control anil imMlify ImiiIi tlie s(Mial and in<lividual

life of the citizens. Tlie Libertines still remained
,

a strong party, which wius even a\igmente<l, after
|

Calvin's return, by men such as Ami I'errin, wiio
had strongly concurrcil in the invitation to Calvin,
but who were afterwards alienated from him by the

,

high hand with which lie pursued his designs, as

well as by their own schemes of amliition. The
struggle with this jiarty busted with various fortune '

for no less a period than lifteen years, anil was only
terminated in l.V».">, after a somewhat ridicuhjus

j

(nifute in the streets. .\mi Perrin and otiiers,

driven from the city, were executeil in eHigy ; and
j

the reformer's authority from this date wjts con-
firmed into an alisolute supremiicy. During the
long struggle with the Lil)ertiiies occurred also

Calvin's controversies with Sebastian Castellio, I

Jerome Bolsec, and, aliove all, Michael Servetus. I

Calvin lijwl l>ecomtf acipiainted with Castellio

at Strasburg. They entertained at Hrst a warm
friendship for each other, and Calvin showed gieut

zeal in iussisting Castellio, whose poverty and
learning had attracted his sympathy. When he
returnetl to Ceneva, he invited Castellio to join

him there, ami procured for him the title of regent
or tutor in the g>inna.sium of the city. There was
little similaritv, however, in the characters of the

j

two men, aii<l the diver>ity of their tJistes and '

views .soon became apparent. The learning of

Castellio wiis inten>ely humanistic ; and, as soon as

he began to ajiply himself to theology, he came into
conflict with Calvin. In a letter to Farel in l.">42

j

we find <.'alvin speaking of the freaks of 'cmr
friend .SebjLstian, which may rai.se both your lule

and your laughter at the same time.' Tlu'se freaks
'

relate to Cju^tellios notions of scriptural transla-
j

tion, and his refusal of Calvin's oiler to revise the
|

version which he bail made of certain parts of

Scrii)ture. Then, two years later, when Castellio

desired to enter into the ministry, Calvin dissuailed

the council from accepting him, on account <»f some
])eculiar opinions which he held. These were cer-

tain rationalistic views as to the authenticity and
character of the Song of Solomon, the ilescent of

<'hrist into hell, and tiie doctrine of election. .Vfter

this Casteili;^' '^;f* (ieneva for a while ; but, soon
returning, he attacked the views of Calvin openly.
.\fter a violent scene in church, which is jiainted in

Calvin's letters \erv strongly, he was forceil to

leave the city. The two old friends, now declared
enemies, did not spare ea<b other lienceforth. The
fate of Servetus drew fortli an anonymous jmblica-
tion, attacking with keen logic and covert and
ingenious sarca.«m the Cenevan doctrines. This
publication wius attributed by both Calvin anil

He/a to Cjistellio, and they replied to him in no
meiv.-*ured terms, stigmatising him as a 'deceiver
an<l vessel of Satan.'

Tiie controversy with IJoIsec belongs to the year
lool. Jerome Bolsec w;is originallv a Carmelite
monk, but he had thrown Jiside tlie habit, and
betaken him.self to the ]>ractice of medicine in

(leneva. He was led to attack Calvin's doctrine r)f

nredestination. As soon .'is Cah in heard of this,

lie led liim to understand that he wiis not at liberty

to question the (lenevan rioctrine. He and the
other clergy dealt with him ; but after repeated

disputations Bolsec was found incorrigible, and was
sentenced to banishment from the city. He ulti-

mately rejoined the Homan Catholic Church, and
revenged himself on Calvin by writing his life in

a .spirit of detraction and slaiuler.

Of all these contests, however, the most memor-
able is that with Servetu.s. A melancholy interest

encircles the name of this great lieretic, which the
criminal tragedy of his death keeps always fresh

and vivid in the minds of all who hate intolerance,

and who love truth rather than dogmatism. The
character of Servetus iiimself ii;us little to do with
this interest. He seems to have been more of a
vain, restless, and enthusitustic dreamer than of a
calm ami patient iiKpiirer. In his very dreams,
however, and the vague audacities of his specula-
tion there is a kind of simplicity and unconscious
earnestness that wins sympathy. He luul entered
into various connections with Calvin, c\eii from
the time of his early residence in I'aris ; particu-

larly, he had sent him various documents contain-

ing the views fully developed in his work sub-

.se<iiiently publisheil under the title of lit.stitiitio

Chrintiunisini (lo53). Calvin never concealeil his

abhorrence of these views ; and in a letter to I'aiel jus

early jus l.'>4(i he threatens that if Servetus sliould

come to Ceueva, he would do what he could to

bring him to condign punishment : Nam si cciiirit,

modo ntlait inca nuthuntos, vivuiii cxirc umi(/ii(iin

pattar. The history of his seizure and cimtlemna-
tion at Vieniie by the Catholic authorities, ami
I'sitecially of Calvin's share in the correspondence
which led to his seizure, is very complicated and
obscure. It has iieen maintained tiiat Calvin wjis

the instigator, throiigii a creature of his own of the
name of Trye, of the whole transaction ; it ismtatn
that he forwarde<l to the authorities, through Trye,
j)rivate documents which Servetus had intrusted to

Idni. with a view to the heretics identification, ami
;us materials for his i-ondeiimatitin. Servi'tus was
sentenced to be burned, liut etl'ected bis escape,

and, after several months' wamlering, he Wius found
at Ceneva. It was his intention to ]iroceed to

Italy, where he hoped his opinions might meet
with some <legree ot toleration, and he arrived at
(leneva on his way. This is the explanation of an
event otherwise unaccountable. Having ventured
to chui'ch, according to the common account, he
was recognised, ap|>rehended, and conveye<l to

j)ri.son by Calvin's order, just ius he was alniut to

leave the city. The trial lasted, with various in-

terrui>tions. for two months. He attacked Calvin
with the most foul e|)ithets, and Calvin retorted

j

with a virulence and foulness quite eipial to his

own. At length, on the '2tJth of October l.").j.3,

[

sentence was passed u]ion Servetus, condemning
:
him to death by lire. Calvin u.sed his inlluence

to have the mode of death alleviated, but without
succes.s. On the very next morning, the sentence
wjus jiut into execution. On an eminenr-e at some
distance from the city, Servetus was fa-^tened to a

' stake surroundeil by iieaps of oak-wood and leaves,

I

with his condemned book and the MS. he had sent
1 to Calvin attache<l to his ginlle ; and amid his

agonising cries the fire wius kindled, and the
wretcheil man expiated his heresy in the flames.

Whatever apologies may Ix; urged for this memor-
able crime, it must remain a mournful and scan-

dalous lilot on the history of tlie Reformation. The
disgrace of it has narticularly attached to ('alvin,

but nio.st of the Keformers are no less imnlicated in

it. The wise Bullinger defenrled it, and even the

gentle Melanchthon couM only see cause for grati-

tude in the hideous tragedy.

After the execnti<m of Servetus, and the expul-
sion of the Lil>ertines two years later, Calvin's

power in Ceneva was firmly established, and he
used it vigorously and beneficently for the defence
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of Protestantism throughout Europe. By the

mediation of Heza lie made his inthience felt in

France in tlie great struggle that was there going

on between the hierarchical party, with the Guises

at its head, and the Protestants, led by Conde and

Colignv. In 15G1 his energies began to fail. He
had been long suHering from bad liealth, though

ins strength of will and buoyancy of intellect

sustained him ; but his health' grew very much
worse, and, although he survived ft>r more than

two years, he never regained any vigour. He died

on the '27th of May liiW.

Yovy dillerent estimates have been formed of

Calvin's character. None, however, can dispute

his intellectual greatness, or the powerful services

which he rendered to the cause of Protestantism.

Stern in spirit and unyielding in will, he is never

selfish or petty in his niotives. Nowhere amiable,

he is everywhere strong. Arbitrary and cruel when
it suits him, he is yet heroic in his aims, and bene-

ficent in the scope of his ambition. His moral
purpose is always clear and definite—to live a life

of duty, to shape circumstances to such divine ends
as he' apprehended, and, in whatever sphere he
might be placed, to work out the glory of God.

He rendered a double service to Protestantism,

which, apart from anything else, would have made
his name illustrious : he systematised its doctrine,

and he organised its ecclesiastical discipline. He
was at once the great theologian of the Reforma-
tion, and the founder of a new church polity, which
did more than all other influences together to con-

solidate the scattered forces of the Reformation,
and give them an enduring strength. As a relig-

ious teacher, as a social legislator, and as a writer,

especially of the French language, whose modern
prose style M'as then in process of formation, his

fame is second to none in his age, and must always
conspicuously adorn the history of civilisation.

His famous Institutio entitles Calvin to the fore-

most place among the dogmatic theologians of the
Reformed Church. This masterpiece of luminous
argument presents a complete system of Christian
faith, based on the Protestant principle that the
Scriptures are the source of Christian truth. ' Two
things there are,' says Hooker in the preface to the
Ecclesiastical Polity, ' which have deservedly pro-

cured him honour throughout the world—the one,
his exceeding pains in composing the Institwtions of
the Christian Ilelirjion ; the other, his no less in-

dustrious travails for exposition of Holy Scriptiire.'

His commentaries embrace the greater part of the
Old Testament and the Avhole of the New oxcept
the Revelation, and place him in the front rank of

expositors of Scripture.—The first collected edition
of Calvin's works is that of Geneva (1617), in 12
vols, folio; the second that of Amsterdam (1671),
in 9 vols, folio. These have been superseded by a
complete critical edition by Bauni, Cunitz, and
Reuss, which began to appear at Brunswick in
186.3, and of which the 44th vol. was puldished in
1890. By the 'Calvin Translation Society' in
Edinburgh, his works have been collected, trans-
lated into English, an<i issued in 52 vols. ( 1844-56).

The question as to the first edition of Calvin's Imititutes
is finally settled in the Prolegomena to the Brunswick
edition of his works. It was pubhshed in Latin in tlie

year 1.53G, and is now extremely rare. 'I'lic worlc was
revised and extended by Calvin in numerous later
editions, both Latin and French. Tliat of liobert
Stephens, in 1.5.5'J, containing Calvin's latest corrections,
was reprinted by Tholuck (Berl. 1835 ; 2d ed. 1846), wlio
also edited his C'ommentarii in Novum TcstKiiini/mn
(7 vols. Berl. 1833-34; 4th ed., 4 parts, 18C4). His letters
were |)ubhslied by Bonnet (2 vols. Paris, 1854); in an
Enghsh translation by Constable and (iilchrist (1855 ct
xfq.); and more fully in vols. 10-15 of the Brunswick
edition. The libraries of Geneva and Zurich contain the
MSS. of about 3000 unprinted sermons and other short

writings by Calvin. Beza's biography of Calvin first

appeared in French in 1564 (2d ed., extended, 1565) ; the

Latin edition is shorter ( Geneva, 1576 ; new ed. in

French, by Franklin, 1864). There are lives of Calvin

by Bolsec ( 1577 ; new ed. by Chastel, 1875 ), by Jaques
E. May (1657; new ed. 1835), and by Audin (1840; 6th
ed. 2 vols. 1873 )—all from the Catholic standpoint ; also

by T. H. Dyer (18.50), Bungener (2d ed. 1863; Eng.

trans. 1863), Prcssel ( 1864 ), Viguet and Tissot [Calvin

d'apres Calvin, 1864), Guizot (Paris, 1873), and Goguel
(2d ed. 1878); and in Germany by Paid Henry (1835-

44; Eng. trans, by Stebbing, 2 vols. Lond. 1849), and
by Stiihelin (1863). Kampschulte, Catholic professor of

History at Bonn, left incomplete at his death liis valuable

Johann Calvin, seine Kirche itnd scin Staat in Genf (vol.

i. 1869). There is a large literature on Scrvetus and
Calvin, as the works of Porter ( 1854 ) and "Willis ( 1877 ).

Much light has been thrown on the history of Calvin and
Geneva during his time, by Galiffe's Quelques pages
d'Histoire exacte, soil lesProces intentes d Geneve en 1547-
59 ( 1862 ), and NouveUes jyages d'Histoire exacte, <tc. ( 1876 )

;

Koget's VEgJise ct I'Etat a Geneve du virant de Calvin

(1867), and Histoire du People de Geneve depuis la Re-
formation (4 vols. 1875-77) ; and Schmidt's Les Libertins

Spiritiiels (1876). Noteworthy also are Lobstein, Die
Ethik Calvins (Strasburg, 1877), and Pierson, Nieuwe
Studien over Joh. Kalvijn, 1536-4^ (Amsterdam, 1883).

Calvinism is the system of religious doctrine
associated with the name of Calvin, and supposed
to distinguish the churches more particularly called

the Reformed, in contradistinction to the Lutheran
and Anglican churches. Calvin's doctrinal views
are laid down at length in his Institutio Christianm
Eeligionis, first published in 1536, and finally

revised in 1559. It was not till many years later,

however, that the name of Calvinism came to be
attached to a certain set of doctrinal opinions, and
not till the rise of Arminius (q.v.), and the Synod
of Dort (q.v.) in 1618, that tliese ojjinions may be
said to have been polemically marked oft" from
others with which they are generally contrasted,

and to which they are recognised as standing in
opposition.

The difference of thought expressed in the
Arminian and Calvinistic systems is as old as the
history of Christian doctrine. In almost every
l^oint, Augustine may be said to have anticij^ated

Calvin ; while Pelagius and the Eastern divines,

such as Chrysostom, represented a type of opinion
upon the whole consonant to that which in more
modern times has been opposed to Calvinism. In
the Roman Catholic Church, since the Reforma-
tion, the same opposition of thought has presented
itself in the famous contest of Jansenism and
Jesuitism.
The main point of distinction in these two systems

or modes of Christian opinion is as to the opera-

tion of divine grace in the salvation of sinners. In
the one system, this operation is considered as
predetermined and absolute ; in the other, as
merely foreseen, and in some sense conditioned.

Predestination and Trresistible Grace are the great
key-notes of Calvinism—its two main points.

Others were added in opposition to Arminianism

—

viz. Original Sin, Particular Redemption, and the
Perseverance of the Saints ; but the lirst of these is-

not peculiarly Calvinistic, and the hast two are
merely corollaries from the doctrines of Predestina-

tion and Grace. Predestination is, in fact, the one
distinguishing doctrine of the system, as it was of

Augustinianisni, of which Calvinism was merely
the revival. The divine Avill, apprehended as
decretive and predestinating, is necessarily ij-resist-

ible in its efficacy, select in its objects, and per-

severing in its results. The characteristic of

Calvinism, therefore, is that it is a speculative

Christian system, springing from a single great
principle, carried out rigorously into all its logical

conse(|U('nces.

The Church of England, in its earlier history.
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was Calviiiistic in its Articles, althougli medieval
anil Catholic in its ritual. Puritanism was nothing
else than a movement to re<luce it altogetlier to a
Calvinistic mmlel. In tlie reaction which followeil

this movement, the Church of En;.'lainl, wliile

retaining its original articles, nearly parted with
its Calvinistic faith ; and througlumt the ISth cen-

tury its chief divines are conspicuously Arminian
or latitudinarian. But with the revival of the
evangelical party in the end of the century
Calvinism revived ; and it still maintains, if not
an ahsolute sway, yet a powerful inthience over
many minds in the Anglican establisliment, while
it is the professed creed of a great proportion of the
dissenters.

The Cliurch of Scotlan<l, ahmg with the other
Preshyterian diurches in tlie I'nited Kingdom, and
the large iKxIies of Fresliyterians in America, all

hold to the Westminster Confessiim of Faith, tiie

most eialxtrate and formal expression of Calvinistic
doctrine that exists. Hut, wliile holding to the same
Calvinistic standard, tliese ciiurches show many
varieties of actual o]iini(m ; and in tiie history of

Presbyterianism Calvinism has shown a tendency
to pass into Rationalism or Cnitarianism. This is

consnicuDUsly tlie ca^e in tlie church of (itMieva

itseir, and in some of the old Puritan churches of

America. It still remains, however, as opposed to

Arminian, Socinian, or anv cognate forms of the
same type of doctrine, at least one of the most
living and powerful among the creeds of the Ke-
formation.

C'alw« or K.\LW, a town of Wiirteml»erg, on tlie

Nagol.l, :i> miles WSW. of Stuttgart by rail, with
manufactures of woollen and cotton fabrics, luit-

tons, and cigars, and a trade in timber. Pop.

6632, nearly all Protestants.

Calx is the Latin term for quicklime. As
quicklime is produced by burning limestone, the
alchemists applied the term mlj: to the substance
of a metal or mineral that remains after Iteing sub-
jected to extreme heat, and Cnlrinatiuu (q.v. ) to
tlie ]>roct'ss.

C'alyt'ailtllllS ('Jr., 'calyx-flower'), a genus of

Calycanthacfii', a small order connecting Itanun-
culaceie with Rosacea*, and of which only a few
siiecies are known, natives of North America and
Japan. They are square-stemme<l aromatic shrubs.
The bark of C. /forK/iis (VnrttUua. Allspice) afl'ords

a substitute for cinnamon.

<'aly<*illora*, a term intro<luceil by De Can-
dollc to include those natural orders of dicotyleilons

in wliich the sejials and i>etals are .sejiarate, as in

Thalamitlone, but in which the stamens, instead of

l>eing hypogynous, are perigynous or epigynous.
As the most im|H)rtant <'aIycitloral orders may be
mentioned Rorace;i', Leguiiiiiios;e, Cnussulaceje,

Saxifragaceje, I'mbellifenc, Myrtaceu', (Jnagracea-,

Cucurbitacea', Pa.ssiHoracf;r, < elastracea-, Rliam-
naceas and TerebinthactM'. The name exjuesses
the view tluit the st.amens stand ujion a united
calyx ; the stu<ly of tleveiojtiiient has, however,
long ago shown tliat they really ari.se as usual from
the axis. See Fl.uWKi;.

€aly<loiiiail Boar. Once upon a time,
according to a ( Jreek myth, HEnens, king of Calydon,
the ancient capital of .Ftolia. tniiittcd a sacrilice

to .Vrt«'Hiis, whereupon the g<Mldess, when he was
absent on the Argonautic exoedition, sent a fright-

ful bfiar to lay waste his fields. No one dared to

face the monster, until Meleager, the son of (Kneus,
with a band of heroes pursued and slew him.
The Curetes laid claim to the head and hide, but
were driven ofl" by .Meleager. Later accounts make
Meleager summon to the hunt heroes from all parts
of Greece, among them tlie maiden Atalanta, who
gave the monster the first wound.

Caly'iuene* a genus of the fossil order Trilo-

bites (ij.v. ).

Calypso, according to Homer, a daughter of

Atlas, inhabiting the solitary wooded isle of Ogy-
gia, far apart from all gods and men. ()dys.seus

being thrown uiion her isiaiitl by shipwreck, she
treated liim kintlly, and promised him immortality
if he woiilil many her. He was fascinated by her

charms, but unwilling to desert his wife and his

native land ; she detained him, however, seven
years, and iKire him two sons. On lii.s ileparture,

she died of grief.

C'alyptrJl'a, a genus of molluscs, among Proso-

branch tiastropods, and sometimes pojuilarly known
as Chambered, Cup and Saucer, Roniiet, or Slipper
Limpets. The shell is indeed more or less limpet-
like, but that ends the resemblance, wliile even in

regard to the shell, the presence of a slight spiral,

and of an inturiied internal plate for the attach-

ment of the principal muscle, are (^uite sufficiently

distinctive. The shajies vary considerably. Some
ten living species are known, mostly from warmer
waters, though two are recorded as Rritish. Prom
the chalk deposits, iiowever, three times as many
species are known. The name Patella, or Limpet,
was formerly mistakenly used to include Calyj)tra>a

ami allied genera like (Jalenis and Crepulula.
Pileoiisis {hiiiiijuririi), the Hungarian Cajt Shell, is

allied, and occurs in the .Vtlanticand .Mediterranean.

Calyx. Although in some flowers the transi-

tion from onlinaiy foliage leaves to the floral

envelopes immediately surrounding the stamens
antl carpels is a gentle and almost insensible one,

we can, in the vast majority of cases, recogni.se the
floral envelopes as clearly defined. The cmter
circle or whorl of these is what we term the calyx,

the inner being the corolla ; ami the separate leaves

of the calyx are terme<l sejials, corresponding to

the petals, in most monocotyledons the outt-r and
inner whorl of floral enveloj»es are essentially

similar, and both are usually eipially cohmred «)r

white ; in these cases it is customary to unite
them umler the common term of j»n<nif/i. In
others, as in most dicotyledons, the calyx is green
and leafy, and is siiarply distinguished from the
corolla, to which tlii' floral colour is thus restri(te<l;

in other ca.ses, however, especially when the floral

envelopes are in a continuous spiral, lus in the
water-lily, the transition from leafv senal to dis-

tinct petal is a quite gradual one. The leafy habit
of the calyx varies within the widest limits ; thus,

we have on one hand the vegetative extreme, where
the sepals are not only leafy in the flower, and
perhaps even possess stimiles (strawberry), but
persist .after the corolla lias withered, and even
grow up around the fniit, as in the winter-cherry
(Physahs). Next, we have the most frequent case
of ordinary green .sepals, which wither or fall off

when fiowering has been accomplished, or they
may drop ofl" at a still earlier stage, when the
flower opens, as in the l>oi>p.v : or again, tliev may
become |H?taIoid, especially when the ])eta1s are
reduced to nectaries, as in the Christmas rose or
monkshood, or have disappeared altogether, as in

the niai-sh-marigold. In the moiioi-hlamydeous
orders of ol<l cla.ssilications — e.g. Polygonaceu*,
Clieno|»odiace;e— the calyx also alone i>ei-sists, Imt
is small and inconspicuous ; while in tlie so-called
aclilamydeous types this also di.sajipears—e.g.

willow. In such cases the protective functions of a
calyx are performed by bracts, and these again often
become modifieil ami reduced in their turn. Thus
in gra.sses, the characteristic jmttective glumes are
not sepals, as was at first supposed by botanists,

but bracts, the perianth Ijcing represented only by
a coujile of tiny .scales. A similar modification
holds good in the allied sedges (Cyiieracea").
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Tlie calyx is said to be inferior -wlien, as in

typical uninoditied flowers, it occuines its normal

place lower on tlie axis tiian the other i)arts, anil

particnlarly the ovary ; in many cases, however,

it is superior—i.e. boVne npon the summit of the

fruit, a*: in tiie ajjole or rose. The explanation of

this nseil to he that an ' adherence ' had taken

place between tiie inner surface of the calyx and
the outer surface of the ovary, and the term
adherent was therefore frequently applied to it.

Not only, however, is there no evidence in favour

of this explanation, but we know, alike from the

study of development, from comparative anatomy,
and from physiology, that the inferior ovary comes
into its place by the checking of the apical growth
of the floral axis, which thus becomes cupped in-

stead of pointed. Tliis hollowing of the summit of

the axis naturally l)egins at the point where the

leafy sepals and expanded petals mark tlie limit

where vegetation ceases, and the essential repro-

ductive organs take the place of less modified

foliar ones. The apparent sinking of the ' inferior

'

ovary is, in .«hort, the consequence of the onAvard

growth of the 'superior' calyx, the portion of the

axis which bears it. See Flower.

Cam. or Gr.\NTA, a sluggish river of England,
which, rising in Essex, flows 40 miles NW. and
NE. through Cambridgeshire, and falls into the

Ouse 3h miles above Ely. It gives name to the

town of Cambridge, where it is barely wide enough
for an eight-oar to turn.

Cam, Diooo, a Portuguese exi>lorer of the 15th

century, who followed up the course of Prince
Henry of Portugal, and in 1484 discovered the
mouth of the Congo, near whose bank an inscribed

stone erected by him as a memorial was found in

1887. He afterwards examined the coast as far as
22' S. lat.

Canial'dolitCS, a religious order founded in

the vale of Camaldoli, near Arezzo, in the Apen-
nines, in 1018, by St Romuald, a Benedictine monk
(died 1027), and which spread from Italy into

France, Germany, and Poland. The brethren,
who wore a white garment, were always character-
ised for tlie excessive rigidity of their monastic
rule. Their dissensions early broke them up into
several congregations ; but in the 18th century,
under five generals, they numbered 2000. The
order is now almost extinct.

Caiiiarguc. See Bouches du Rhone.

Camarilla (Sp., 'a little chamber'), a word
first employed in tlie time of Ferdinand VII. of

Spain (1814-33), and which now signifies through-
out Europe the influence exercised on the state bj'

the court-party, tlie favourites and sycophants of a
pope or monarch, in opposition to the advice of his
legitimate ministers.

Camaycu is a term by which painting in one
colour, or monochrome, is designated. Pictures of

several tints, Ijut where the natural colours of the
objects are not copied, are also said to be en
camayen. As one colour generally prevails, we
speak of blue, red, yellow, green camayeu.

Cambac^r^s, Je.vn Jacques R^gis de, Duke
nf Parma, and High Chancellor of the French
empire under Napoleon, was born 18th October
1753, at Montpellier, where in 1791 he was
appointed president of the criminal court. After-
wards, as member of the National Convention, he
took a prominent jiart in sketching the new code of
laws, and di.stinguished himself by his moderation.
He denied the right of the Convention to condemn
the king, and, wlien this was done, argued in favour
of a reiJi-ieve. In 1794, as president of the Com-
mittee of Public Safety, he was active in procuring
peace with Prussia anil Spain. His Prujct de Code

Civil, M'hich afterwards formed the basis of the

Code Napoleon, was laid before the Council of Five
Hundretl, of which body he was in 1796 for a short

time president. He assisted in the revolution of

the IStii Brumaire (November 9, 1799), was
appointed Secoiul Consul, and faitiifully attached
himself to the interests of Napoleon, by whom he
was made High Chancellor of the Empire, and in

1808 Duke of Parma. He vainly endeavoured to

dissuade the emperm- from the jirojected invasion
of Russia ; and in 1813, when Napoleon took the

field against the allies, he was left as president
of the regency. He voted for the alxlication of

Napoleon. During the Hundred Days, against his

own Avill, he was made Minister of Justice and
President of the Chamber of Peers. In 1816 he
was exiled for having taken part in the execution
of Louis XVI. ; but in 1818 his civil and political

rights were restored, and he returned to Paris,

where he died, March 5, 1824.

CamballlC { Khan-Baliqh, 'city of the em-
peror'), the name by which, during the middle
ages, Pekin (q.v. ) became known to Europe, and
rendered familiar by INIarco Polo's travels.

Cambay {Khambhdt), the port and capital of

a small Indian feudatory state of Bombay presi-

dency, lies in the north-west portion of the penin-
sula, at the head of the Gulf of Cambay, 52 miles S.

of Ahmedabad. Portions of its brick wall remain,
and many ruins still attest its former magnificence
and extent. The main cause of its decay has been
the gradual obstruction of its seaward navigation.

Its principal articles of expcn-t are its agate, corne-

lian, and onyx ornaments, for the manufacture of

which the town is renowned. Pop. 31,390 ; at one
time, 200,000. The area of Cambay state is 350

sq. m. ;
pop. 89,722, of whom about 15,000, includ-

ing the Nawab, are Mohammedans.—The Gulf of

Cambay, a large inlet about 80 miles long and 25
broad, was formerly a great commercial resort ; but
the shifting shoals and the high spring-tides ( rising

and falling 33 feet ) are troublesome ; and as the
gTilf is silting up, it is now mostly resorted to by
craft of 5 to 10 tons burden.

Camberwell Beauty ( Vanessa antiojxt), one
of the largest and most
beautiful of British

butterflies, rare in

Britain, although it

has been found in

many parts of the
country, but common
in the central and
southern parts of

Europe, and having
an extensive range in

North America, where
there are also two va-

rieties, very close to

the typical form. The
wings are of a deep
purplish-brown colour,

with a band of black
around the brown, and
an outer band or mar-
gin of pale yellow, the
bljick band contain-

ing a row of large blue
spots, the yellow mar-
gin dappled with black or brown specks, all the
colours rich and velvety. The margin of the
wings exhibits tooth-like angularities. The an-
tennre are terminated by a knob. The caterpillar

feeds on the willow, elm, and poplar. It is black,
with white dots and a row of large red spots down
the back, and is rough with soft spines. When
Camberwell (now a parliamentary borough iu

Camberwell Beauty

:

larva or caterpillar ; b, pupa.
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South London) ^vas a niral place, and alwunded in

willows, this butterriy wa-< sonietiuies taken there,

r. Milberti is a smaller species conuuon in the cooler

j»arts of North America.

C'aulbillUl (Lat. caiithio, 'I chanj;e'). The
growing point of any stem is composeil of one or more
actively dividing cells. In the growing jioint of a
fern a single ajiical cell can still, though with ditti-

culty, be distiugiiL-ihed amid the miu^s of emlirvonic

cells from wiiich the future tissues are forming, but
in higher |dants all the cells of this ' meristem,' as

it is termeil, are etjually endowed with the power
of division. As the plant grows, the new cells con-

stantly formed behiml the ape.\ are moditied at first

into the embryonic layei's from which e[iidermis,

tibro-va-scular bundles, and parenchyma are de-

veloped, but these are no longer capalde of con-

tinued growth, and the buntlles are said to be
definite. Hence monocotyle<lons and herbaceous
dicotyledcms do not increase in thickne.>*s ; but in

conifennis and perennial dicotyledonous stems a
layer of embryonic cells remains unditl'erentiated

lietween the wo<kI and bast of the tiliro-viuscular

Ijundles, and continues in a state of division as the
atmhiiim. Tiic bundles thu> grow in thickness l»y

the dill'erentiation from the cambium layer of new
layers of w<m><1 and bast which press apart those
alrea<ly formed. ( For cut and fuller details, see

Bahk. ) The wood and bark thus undergo an in-

crease in thickness, which is most marked in .M>ring

and early summer, but proceeds more slowly
towards autumn, and stops entirely in winter.

The bundles are thus saiil to be indelinite, and
their sea.sonal rhythm of growth is recorded in the
familiar rings of w»jo«l and layers of bark (see

liAKK anil W<»«»i»). The.se are always easily

separable, since the delicate intervening cambium-
cylinder gives way much more ea.'^ily than the
formed tissues, leaving, when torn, its thin-walled
proto|dasmic cells as a moist ami vi.scid laver
covering the harder surfaces of these. In tliin

transverse sections of stems tlie cambium cells

can readily lie made out, with their closely parallel

walls indicating their plane i>f division longitudinal
ami parallel to the outer surface of the stem.

In exce]>tional ciu-es, a cylindrical layer of meri-
stem may persist outside the libro-vascular bundles
altogether, atid immediately under the eiiidermis

and cellular envelope, which become thickened ivs

a false bark or rliul. From this may be con-

tinuously de]>osited entirely new bundles of definite

type, the stem thus increasing in thickness, as in

the dragon-tree (I>raciiiia) ami other arlxire.scent

monocotyledons. In the dicotyledonous Bougain-
villea al.so the stem is thickened in essentially the
same way. See DiroTYl^KDONS.
The layer of enibrvonic cells from which cork is

formed is called cork-camldum by many writei"s.

See CoHK.

C'aillhodicU or CAMRo.rA, nominally a state in

Indo-( 'hina under a French protectorate, Vmt i>racti-

ca!ly a French dependencv, on the lower course of

the'.Mekhong, between lb .SO' and 14' 10' N. lat,
and 102' 4.)' and HW 4.)' E. long., 220 miles from
NE. to SW., and 150 miles broad, comprising an
area of .32,390 sip m. It is bounded on the SE. and
S. by French Cochin-China ; on the S\V. by the ( Julf

of Siain ; on the N. by Siam ; on the F>., towards
Annam, where the frontier traversing imperfectly
e.xplored territories is vague, by the territories of in-

dependent Mois tribes. The coast, 156 miles long,

inuented about the middle by the bay of Kompong-
Soni, otters but one port, Kampot. Among the
numerous islands along the coast are Kong, Kong,
Hon-Nan-Trung, «S:c., most of them inhabited.

In the north and west are .some extreme rami-
fications of mountaio-chains descending from the

Central Asian plateau ; on the north the fnmtier-

chain of Phnuni (i.e. 'mountain') Dangrek ; and,

between the (Jreat Lake and the Ciulf of Siam,
Crcvanh, Tek-Liang, Pang-Chak, Thiang-Ho,
Elei)hant Chain. Bombi C<me ; some of them
over 3000 feet high. The mountains generally

contain iron, limestone, sandstone, and more spar-

ingly, copper. The greater nart, however, of ("am-
boilia consists of alluvial plains, comi>letely inun-

dated during the rainy sea.son. In the north-cast

are schistose forest-clad tracts. The principal

river, the Mekhong (in CamlMxlian, Tonle-lom—i.e.

'great river"). Hows thrtmgh Cambodia from north
to south a-s far as Chen-Tel- IMio, and thence south-

westwards till, at the town of I'nom-Penh, it

divides into two arms, the Han-(liang or Bassac,

and the Tien-(iiang or Anterior River, both flowing

south. Abtjve I'nom-Penh is a north-north-west
outlet for the surcharge of the (Jreat Kiver, the

Tonic-Sap (i.e. 'river of sweet water"), exjianding
into the (ireat Lake, KM) miles by 2."> miles in area,

with a depth of 05 feet at its maximum magnitude.
The i»eriodical risings of the (Jreat Kiver deposit

rich mud strata over the surrounding plain to a
wide extent. Numerous tribiitjiries di.sciiarge into

the Mekhong and Tonic-Sap. Flowing into the

(Julf of Siam are Kompoiig-Som and Kampot.
The climate is divided into the rainy season, from
April to ()ctol)er, but interrujited in August,
and the dry, from October to April. The ther-

mometer ranges from 70' to 104" F., but on the

high plateaus sinks as low as 59' F. The natural
products are more numerous and varied than in

French Cothin-China : rice, the princinal cereal,

cotton, maize, pepper, cinnamon, \iinilla, carda-

moms, sugar-cane, indigo, manioc, rann'e, sesame,
gutta-percha, \c. The forests contain excellent

timber. The fauna of Cambodia comi>rise the

elephant, tiger, panther, bear, rhinoceros, ape,

bulValo, iSrc. ("ambodia supplies Cochin-China with
a large ]iart of the cattle it consumes. The horses

of CamlMidia are small and robust, with remarkably
large heads. Birds, principally Mailing birds,

abound. Crocodile.-i are found in most of the rivers.

The Mekhong is also called ("ambodia Kiver.

The population of Cambodia was odicially stated

in l!S!»l at SI4,754, of whom 4!t2,47!t were Cam-
bodians, l-_>0,01!t .Amiainiles, 137,S.37 Chinese, 60,0.33

Malays, 3003 Tagals (from the I'hilii.pines), \c.,

and 131 French. Pnom-Penh, the capital, at the

junction of the ' F'our Arms,' has a po]>ulation

of 35,0iX) of very mixed race. The Cambodians
approach the Malay and Indian types, are less

Mongoloid and more nearly resemble the Cauca-
sian type than their neighliours. They are tall

and robust, copper-coloured rather than yellow,

the skull elongate, the nose, though Hat, more
prominent than in the Annamite, and the eyes

very slightly obliijue. Subject for centuries to

foreign incursions and mandarin exactions, the

Cambodian, long without foothold of his own,
and restricting himself to the barest necessaries,

has grown indident and pa.ssive, the more .so

that the rich loam yields its abundance for almost
no cultivation. 'I'lie ]>rincipal industry is the

fi.shing of the Great Lake, beginning in Novem-
ber, and employing annually some 15,000 persons.

In Komi)ong-Soai are manufactures of iron. The
total commerce of Cambodia is valued at from 10 to

12 million francs yearly. Kanijiot exj)orts pepper

and cardamoms. Lines of steamers connect Pnom-
Penh with Saigon twice a week on one side, and
with Battambang on the other. The religion of

Cambodia is a development of Buddhism, in which
the worship of ancestoi-s forms a large part. In-

.struction is given by the priests. The common
reckoning of time dates from 638 A.D. At Pnom-
Penh is a large school with two French professors
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and a native teacher, attemled by the king's sons

and the mandarins. Tlie Cambodian language has

much in common witli tlie other monosyllabic

languages of Indo-China, especially those of Siam
and Annam. It lacks, however, the varieties of

tones, or inflections of voice, by which these dis-

criminate between the ditlerent significations of the

same monosvllable. The letters are borrowed from

the Indian Pali, the parent of all the Indo-Chinese

alphabets. Besides the current idiom there is a

sort of literary language of Pali vocables used in

otlicial ceremonies by the bonzes and mandarins.

By treaty with France in 1884 Cambodia is divided

into eight provinces or residencies. The whole of

the French i>ossessions in Indo-China are now, by
decree of 1887, united under the name of Indo-

China, -with a governor-general at its head, Cam-
bodia having placed over it a resident-general under
the governor-general.
The ancient kingdom of Cambodia or Khmer

formerly extende<l over a large part of Indo-China.

Buddhism woulil appear to have been introduced

in the 4th century. The Portuguese in the 16th

century were the first Europeans to explore the

valley of Tonle-Tom, and to this day descendants of

the Poitnguese are to be found in Cambodia. Close

on the Portuguese followed Spaniards from Manilla,

and about ItioO the Dutch set up their factories

at the mouth of the Mekhong. The Khmer king-

dom became dismembered in the 17th century,

when Annam took successively Baria, Bien-Hoa,
Saigon, Mytho, and Vinh-Long, and in 1715

Chandoc and Hatien. A century later ( 1812) Siam
wrested the provinces west of the Great Lake :

Battambang, Angkor, Tonle-Repon, and Melu-
Prey. In 18.58 France first appeared in Indo-China.
Having made herself mistress of the Annam pro-

vinces of the delta of the Mekhong, France on the
11th August 1863 concluded a treaty with the new
king of Cambodia, Norodom, placing Cambodia
under a French protectorate. This treaty has
been superseded by that of the 17th June 1884,

uniler wliich the king of Cambodia accepts all the
reforms, administrative, judiciary, financial, and
commercial, which the government of France maj"^

deem advisable.

A ncient Sculptures.—The most remarkable feature
of Cambodia is the splendid ruins of Khmer archi-

tecture. The temples and palaces of Angkor were
known to Portuguese missionaries in tlie 16th
century. A graphic account of Cambodia by a
Chinese traveller who spent two years ( 1295-97) in

that kingdom, was translated bv Abel Kemusat in

1819. In 1858-61 M. Mouliot, a French naturalist,

explored the valley of the Mekhong, &c. He was
followed by Dr Adolf Bastian. Later, J. Thomson
took a plan of Angkor-Vaht, with 30 photographs
of it and other places. The French next fitted out
two expeditions, the first under Captain de Lagree
(1866), and the secoml (1873) under Captain Dela-
porte. The great piles explored numl>er over 50,
while the smaller isolated structures are counted
by the hundreds. The temple of Angkor-Vabt
occupies a larger area than that of Karnak in
Egypt, and just as vast are the monuments of
Prea-Khan (near Angkor), of Melea, and of
Ponteay-Chma. Those of Baion, Prea-Khan (pro-
vince of Komi»ong-Soai), Ta-Prohm, Ka-Keo, and
Ek-dey constitute likewise immense groups. More
remarkable than their magnitiide ami inimber is

their artistic value, the finest productions deserving
to be ranke<l even with the masterpieces of the
West. The Khmer structures are characterised by
grandeur and unity of design, an<l are, moreover,
for the most part entirely overlaid, profusely but
unconfusedly, with delicate ornamentation. In a
single temple of Angkor are 1532 columns, and
the mountain yielding the stone is 32 miles distant.

The joinings are scarcely perceptible—no sign of

mortar, no mark of chisel, the surface as polished

as marble. Pale or fallow sandstone, bright- red

brick, and Bien-Hoa stone of sombre rusty colour,

are blended in the Khmer architecture for poly-

chromatic efiect. Among the ruins are massive

stone bridges so solidly constructed as to have
almost all resisted the periodical inundations and
shock of huge tree-trunks hurled against them.

The bridge of Spean-Tenk measures 470 feet in

length, and has 34 arches. jNIonuments so vast, so

numerous, and so diverse are calculated by Dela-

porte to range from the beginning of our era to

the 15th and 16th centuries, the finest dating from
between the 8th and 13tli or 14tli. The present

degenerate descendants of those Khmer architects

look up to these structures from which they are

now so far aloof as the work of ' angels ' or ' giants,'

if not the product of spontaneous generation.

See E. F. Aymonier, Georjraphie de Cambochje (Paris,

1876), and for the language, his Dirtionnaire Fmtifais-

Camhodrjien (Paris, 1875); H. Mager, Atlas Colonial ; A.

Bouinais and Paulus, L'Indo-Chiite Franfaise (2d. ed.

1885) ; A. H. Mouliot, Travels in Iiulo-Chitia ; J. Moura,
Camhodge ( 2 vols. Paris, 1882

) ; L. Delaporte, Voi/wie au
Cambodge ; F. Garnier, Excursions ct Reconnaissances

(
Saigon), vols. viii. and xiii. ; Fergusaon, History of

Architecture.

Camborne, a town of Cornwall, 12 miles

"WSW. of Truro by rail. It is surrounded by very

produ(5tive copper, tin, and lead mines. Pop. of

parish, 14,700.

Caillbrai, a city and first-class fortress of the

French department of the Nord, on the Scheldt, 128

miles NNE. of Paris by rail. It is well built, with
tolerably wide but irregular streets, and many pic-

turesque old houses. Among the principal public

buildings are the town-house, archiepiscopal palace,

and cathedral, the last rebuilt after the fire of 1859.

Its predecessor had been partially destroyed in

1793 by the revolutionists. They also disentombed
the remains of Fenelon, who was archbishop here,

and melted his lead coffin into bullets ; a monument
to him, however, by David dAngers, erected in

1826, fortunately survived the fire, and has been
placed in the new cathedral. The town also con-

tains a college, theological seminary, and library,

with 40,000 vols, and 1200 INISS. The manufac-
tures are important, consisting of cambric—so

called from its manufacture here—linen thread,

lace, sugar, soap, leather, &c. ; and there is a large

trade in agricultural produce. Pop. ( 1872) 22,897 ;

(1891) 17,359.

Camaracum, the ancient Cambrai, was one of the

chief cities of the Nervii. It was fortified by
Charlemagne, and was long governed by its own
bishops, to whom the emperor Henry I. ceded it

;

taken by the Spaniards in 1595, it was delivered

to France by the treaty of Nimegnen ( 1678). The
celebrated League of Cambrai against the republic

of Venice, which comprised the poi>e, the emperor,

and the kings of France and Spain, was entered

into here in 1508; here also in 1529 the aunt of

Charles V. of Spain and the mother of Francis I.

signed the Paix dcs Dames, by wliich Burgundy
was restored to France, who in return renounced
her claims to Artois and Flanders. During 1815-18

Cambrai was the headquarters of the British army
of occupation. See Histoire dc Cambrai, bv Bouly
(2 vols. 1843), and Lecluselle (2 vols. 1874-75).

Cambria, the ancient name of Wales, the

Britannia Sccioida of the Romans. It is derived

from the word Cymry or Kymry, the name by which
the Welsh have always called themselves, and
appears in ' Cambrian Mountains,' and 'Cambrian
System.' Citmbria, the name of the old British

kingdom also called Strathclyde, and Cumberland
are other derivatives.
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Cambrian System. This is the name given
to the •,Teat series of setiinientarj' deposits wliicli

conies next in order of succession to the Archaan
System

(
q. v. ). Wherever the base of these dejiosits

can be seen, the beds are found to rest unconform-
ably upon the Arclia'an. or ius tliey are sometimes
termetl, tlie pre-C'ambrian rocks. Tliere is some
diversity of opinion jus to tlie unjter limits of the
Cambrian. The name was intnxluced by Professor
SedgAvick, by whom it was made to include a j^reat

thickness of strata which most yeolojasts now prefer
to consider as formini; the lower portion of the
succeeding Silurian System (q.v. ). According to
Dr Hicks, who.se cla.-^silication is n<»w generally
a<loi>ted for the British Cambrian, the divwions of

this system are as follows :

Mean
TblckncM.

F«t.

T'-r,~.» n-wnK^-.n t Trema«l(>c Slates Series 1000
LpperCambnan^LinguIa Flag Series 5000

T^wor r-.mKri.n ' Mencvian Series 700i»wer camonan
-^ jjjjriech and Longmynd Series 12,000

The British Cambrian rocks are liest developetl

in North Wales, and are also well represented in

Shrojishire, v^vc. They consist largely of coarse red
and purple gravMackes, sandstones, giits, and con-

glomerates, and grayish blue and green slates ,ind

slaty shales ; and the same general character is

maintained by the rocks of this system in other

Sarts of the world. 'In Ross-shire and adjoining
istricts in the north-west of Scotland, certain dark

retldish-bniwn conglomerates and sandstones are

found overlying unconformaldy the Archa-an rinks
of that region, and are them.selves covereil un- i

conformably by Silurian strata. They fonn the
|

pyrami<lal-shaped mountains of Suilven, Canisp,
and Cimlmor. Cambrian strata with a few fossils

have al.so been recognised in the .south-ea.st of
^

Ireland, where they attain a thickness of 14,000
I

feet at least. The Cambrian strata are for tlie

most part unfossiliferous—organic remains l>eing

met with chietly in the higher memWrs of the
system. The plant-life of the [»eri(Hl is very
sparinglv, if at all. represented, for it seems doubt-
ful if tlie fucoid-like markings are really traces

of plants. Some of these arc almost certainly

inorganic—mere wrinkles on the surfaces of the
be<ls, while others are not imj)rol)ably the tracks or

trails of worms, crustaceans, \c. ( Mie of the forms
which has lieen bandied alMint between the vege-

table and animal kingdoms is ( Mdiiamia, some hold-

ing it t« l>e a calcareous seaweed, others ranking it

with the Sertulariila, or even the I'<dyzoa. Animal
life, however, is surjirisingly well represented, jus l>y

sponges ( Protospongia ), sea lilies ( DeiidnK-rinus),

cystideans ( Protocystites). and starfishes ( Pala--

asterina). Worm-burrows and worm-castings often

abound, and crustaceans are plentiful—the mo<leni

groups «)f Ostraco<ls (water-neas) and Plullopods
(brine-shrimps, (!tc. ) Iteing represented. Tlie most
notable crustaceans, however, are the Trilobites

(q.v.), some of which were very minute and blind

(Agnostus), while others attained a length of one
or two feet ( Paradoxides ). The Brachiopods behmg
almost exclusively to tlie 'inarticulate' gnmp—the
three most characteristic forms being Lingulella,

Discina, and OlHilella. Four out of the live chusses

of Molluscs now existing apjiear in the Cambrian

—

viz. lamellibranchs, ])teroiiods, gasterojiods, and
tetrabranchiate cenhalojiods. The last are re-

presented by straigiit and curved chambered shells

(Orthoceras, Cyrtoceras) which behmg to the family

of the Nautilidu». The lamellibranchs and gas-

teropcMls, which attain their maximum in our own
day, appear to have been but sparsely jiresent in

the seas of Cambrian times, but some of the gas-

teropods, such as the snail Pleurotomaria. are

types still living. The same, it may be remarked,

is the case with some of the brachiopods ( Lingulella,

Discina), which have persisted to the present day.
No indubitable traces of vertebrate life have yet
been suiiplied by the Camluian strata, nor have we
any evidence of land or fresh-water forms, although it

is quite possible that some of the molluscs may have
lived in estuaries or ])rackish water. The general

character tif the sedimentary rocks, witli their

conglomerates, grits, &c. , ripule marks, and animal
tracks, is indicative upon tne whole of shallow-

water conditions ; and the general absence of corals

ami of limestones points in the same direction.

Altlumgh the fauna of the Cambrian is less varied

and abundant than that which has left its traces in

the succeeding Silurian, yet we cannot but be struck
with the fact that the former Ls relatively so varied.

For Iiere in the very oldest fossiliferous strata (if

the Archaean with its Eozoon be for the moment
put out of account ) we have most of the laiger

divisions of the animal kingdom represented.

Hence those who believe in the doctrine of evolu-

tion are of opinion that the Cambrian fauna cannot
possibly Ije the earliest, but must have been pre-

ceded by a long series of ancestors ; and not only
sf>, but that many forms of life must have existed in

the Cambrian sejus which have left no trace behind
them. Do fossiliferous strata older than the Cam-
brian rem.ain to be yet discovered ? or is it possible

that the Archa-an schists rejiresent such strata

from which all traces of organic remains disaiipeared

(luring the process of metamoiphism ? 'lo such
(juestions no conclusive answer can be given at
present.

Cambrian rocks have been recognised in various
other parts of Furojie, as in Central and Southern
Swe<len, where the stnita are not nearly so thick as

in the British area. In Central Brittany and in the
Ardennes they are likewise represented, and they
also come to the surface in several provinces of

Spain. The most important continental area, how-
ever, is that of liohemiii, where the jialaozoic rocks
ami their fossils have been studied in great det.ail

by M. Barraiide. He divides the strata into

several zones, his juiinonlial zum: having yielded
many organic remains, especially trilobites belong-

ing to characteristic Camlirian genera. In North
America the Cambrian or Primordial system com-
prises an ujiiier series of shales and sandst<mes
(Acadian series), and a lower one <»f sandstones,
«IV'c. (Potsdam series). These strata have been
recognised in Newfoumlland, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Canada, and in the states ai Ma.ssa-

chusetts, Vermont, and New York. They aj)pear

also in many dilJerent jdaces along tiie Ajipa-

lachian chain and in the region oif the Rocky
Mountains.
The Cambrian rocks of Europe are frequently

much alteretl tand metamorphosed, while in North
America they show over certain wide areas com-
paratively little alteration—the Potsdam sandstone
especially being not unlike many 'freestones,' so

that it is much used for building purposes. Igneous
rocks (diorite, diabase, quartz-por]ihyry, &c. ) are
a.ss(jciated with the Camlirian in various jiarts of

Eurojie. Not much can be said as to the jihysical

and climatic conditions of the Cambrian ju'rifKl.

The strata, as we have seen, jioint generally to
shallow sea.s. The main land-surfaces in the Euro-
pean area iirobably lay towards the north and north-
west of the regifins now occupied by Cambrian
strata. But large islands of Archa-an rocks may
have existed in Middle Euroiie. According to Sir

A. C. Ramsay, the red unfossiliferous conglomerates
and san<lstones may have been accumulated in

inland seas or lakes. This he thinks was the origin

of the red sandstones in the north-west of Scotland.
And he has .suggested that some of the conglomerates
of the same district may be of glacial origin. The
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general character of the Cambrian fauna does not

justify us in forming any conclusion as to the

climatic conditions of the period. All we can say

is that there is no evidence to show that the cliniate

of the globe was tlien dill'erentiated into distinct

zones as it is at present.

Cambric, a general term applied to the finest

and tliinnest of "linen fabrics, said to be derived

from Cambrai, where such goods were first made.

Some of the finest caml)rics of the present day are

produced in Switzerland. Scotch cambric is really

a nnislin, being made of cotton with the fibre

twistetl very hard, to imitate real or linen cambric.

Caillbl*i(l$;e. the county town of Cambridge-
shire, lies on the winding Cam, 58 miles N. by E.

of London, and 76 'SE. of Oxford. The town
owes its existence to the fact that the hills on

each side of the valley of tiie Cam a^iproach one

anotlier in such a way as to make this the most
suitable point for crossing the fens. Two im-

portant Koman roads. Aleman Street and the Via
Dcrana, here cross the valley of the Cam, and were
guarded by the station Cam1>oritum, the outlines of

which can still be clearly traced on the north side

of the river. In its centre is the partly artificial

mound, now known as Castle Hill, Avhicli is prob-

ably a relic of a yet older British city. See
Babington, Ancient Camhridgeshirc (1883).

The Saxon town of Grantabrygge occupied the
site of Camboritum, and it was here that the Nor-
man castle was Iniilt. It is conjectured that the
displacement of the inhabitants recorded to have
t.aken place wlien the castle was built, led to the
establishment of a town on the present site, on the
south side of the Cam, M'here St Benedict's tower
(see below) .seems to indicate that there Avas a
village at anyrate in existence. Cambridge was a
town of some importance from the Norman conquest
onwards, but from the 13th century its history has
been merged in that of the university.

The town, as distinguished from the university,
has not many features of interest. It possesses a
guildliall, corn exchange, free public library, and
gaol. There is also a fine county hospital founded
under tlie will of Ur Addenbrooke in 1743, and an
extensive recreation ground named Parker's Piece.
Amongst the older churches, the most interesting are
St Benedict's and the church of tiie Holy Sepulchre.
St Benedict's ( or St Benets ) has a tower which is

a fine specimen of the so-called Saxon arcliitec-

ture, witli ' long and short ' work, and is probably
tiie oldest building now standing in the towii.
The cliurch of the Holy Sepulchre is the oldest of
tlie four round churches in England, having been
built l)y tiie Templars in 1101 in imitation of tiie

ciiurcii of tlie Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. It
was restored l>y tlie Camden Society in 1841. The
parish ciiurcli of (Jreat St Mary's is also tlie

cliurch of tiie university, at wiiicii all academic
services are held. In 1887-90 there Avas built a
Roman Catiioiic cliurch, dedicated to ' Our Lady and
tlie Eiiglisli Martyrs,' witii a spire 215 feet 'high.
Tlie country round Camln-idge is somewliat flat and
dull ; but on the west side the grounds known as
' the Backs ' of tiie colleges are very beautiful,
consisting of gardens, meadows, and avenues. Tiie
Cam Hows tiirough tiiem, and is crossed l)y nine
bridges. Above Cambridge the Cam is a" small
but pictures(jue stream. Below Camliridge it is
dull and ugly, but is used for boat-racing. On
account of tlie narrowness of tiie river only ' bumj)-
ing races

' can lie rowed ( see Rowing ). Since 1885
the borougii of (.'amliridge iias sent one member
to parliament, instea<l of two as formerlv. Pop
( 1851 ) 27,815 ; (1871 ) 30,078

; (1881 ) 40,878
; ( 1891

)

44,337, of wliom 36,983 were witliin the boundaries
of the municipal borougii.

The University of Cambridge is one of the
two ancient institutions of the kind existing in

England. Authentic records relating to the origin

of a university at Cambridge are entirely want-
ing, and tlieir place lias lieen supplied by fables.

But overlooking' the various legendary accounts
of its origin, it is proliabie that the true history of

tiie university begins in the 12th century. (On
the beginnings of tiie university system in Europe,
see Universities.) Certain writs of Henry III.,

of 1231, are tiie earliest record of an attempt to
introduce discipline amongst the students attend-
ing the lectures. It was about this time that the
students, who had previously lived eacli in his

own lodging at his own charges, began to live

together in hostels under tiie rule of a principal.

Tliese hostels were named after the saints to

wiiom they were dedicated, tlie ciiurches wiiicii

they adjoined, or the per.sons wlio built or formerly
possessed tiiem. In tlie year 1280 tiiere were as

many as 27, and some of them contained from 20
to 40 masters of arts, and a proportionate number
of younger students ; but all these iiostels decayed
by degrees when endowetl colleges began to appear.
Some were al)sorbed Ijy the colleges, and some
ceased to exist. Trinity hostel survived all the
rest, and continued till 1540.

A college is an incorporated body of teachers and
students enjoying the benefactions of a generous
founder. Peteriiouse, the oldest college in the
university, was founded in 1286 ; and it Avas

betAveen the middle of the 13th and the close

of the 16th century that, Avith one exception,
all those royal and religious foundations Avere

endoAved Avhicii superseded the hostels and now
constitute the university. It is by the possession

of the college system that the sister universities of

Oxford and Cambridge are distinguished from those
of Scotland and the Continent.
The colleges Avere to a large extent modelled on

the pattern of the monasteries. In some instances

the colleges Avere united Avith ' religious houses

'

already existing, as in the case of Magdalen
College at Oxford, and Emmanuel College <at Cam-
bridge. Hence arose some of the peculiarities of

the college-system, Avliicli survived till a A'ery recent

date. To this cause is to be tiaced tlie condition

of celibacy, upon Avliich, Avitii feAv exceptions, the
felloAvships Avere formerly tenable. The final

abolition of restrictions as to marriage and as to

holy orders (except in the case of offices Avitli

clerical functions) took place in 1881, Avhen neAV

statutes Avere issued by the Cambridge com-
missioners under tiie Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge Act, 1877. These statutes take the

place of those confirmed by the Queen in council in

1858.

The endoAvment of university professorships dates

from the 16tii century. In 1502, Lady Margaret,
mother of Henry VII., founded the Lady Margaret
professorsiiip of Divinity. Henry VIII. in 1540
founded the five regius professorships of Divinity,

Civil LaAv, Physic, HebreAv, and Greek. The
earliest mathematical professorship Avas tliat

founded by Henry Lucas in 1663. Tiie university

lias 35 professors, increased to 40 by the statutes of

1881, in addition to readers, demonstrators, and
assistants.

Cambridge Avas frequently visited by the plague,

and university proceedings Avere suspended by it in

1642 and 1666. In tiie civil wars the university

took the part of the king, and most of the colleges

sent their plate to iiim at Nottingham. CroniAvell

occupied the town in 1643, and the most eminent
loyalists Aveie expelled from tiie uniAcrsity.
During tlie last half-century the universitv has

been reformed to meet modern needs, both by
external authority and upon its oavu motions.
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te uiion |iu)ilio (K-cjtsions. Tin* IVoctors siipcr-

1(1 the (lisoiplitie ami morals of all i»ersons /;/

Relijnons tests have been abolished, the field of

stmly has l»een widened, non-colle;,'iato students

(see helow) have l»een a<lniitted, and the examina-
tions have l)een thrown open to women.

In order to understand the constitiition and
orj^anisation of the iiiiiversitv, it is necessary to

hear in mind the fundamental distinetion hetsveen

the university and thecolle;.ces, tlue to the historical

conditions of their respective origins. The govern-

ing Inxly of the university is the senate, ^^1lich is

compose«l of j»erson.= of the stamling of Ma.sters of

Art.s. The matters of which the .senate liiis cog-

nisance are the management of the nrojierty of the

universitv, the courses of study ami examinations
to l»e pursued hy those who seek a ilegiee, and
public discipline and mor.als. IJut all projKisals

submitteil to the .senate must W approved by the
council^a IhmIv elected by the resident meml>ers of

senate. After the ("liancellor ami High steward,
the chief ex<i'Utive power is vested in the Vice-
chancellor, who is eifM-ted annually from among the
liea<ls of colleges, but in practice holds ollice for

two years. Tlie I'ulilic Orator is the voice of the
senate
intend the <liscip

Sidtii puj>i//iiri ; they are ]>resent at all congrega-
tions of the senate, read the "graces," .-iiid take the
votes. The l{egistrary is re>pon>il'le for tlie graces
Iteing otl'ered in due form, and luus charge of the
university records. There are three terms in this

university—the Michaelma.s or Uct^dxT term, tiie

Lent term, and the Ea.ster term. To take an ordi-

nary 15. A. degree, a stuilent must reside nine terms.
The M.A. ilegree follows, withimt examination,
alMiut four years after. Dissenters are not now
excluded from taking <legrees, except in divinity.

Tiie univei-sity sends two nieni1>ers to parliament,
who are elected by the senate.

Each college is governed l>y its M,a.ster and
FeUows, or by the .Ma.ster an<l Council, a select

committee of the fellows. When ijuestioiis arise

as to the iriteri>r<tatii>n of the statut<'s, they are

referred to the Visitor of the college. The college

oHicei-s c<incerned with ouestions of discipline are
the dean ami tutor. The Tutor of the college is

in loru pnmitis to his oupils; the Dean ha,s the
oversight of 'religion iiml morals.'

With respect to the admission of students, their

university cour-e, e\|>enses, and pruci-edings in

degrees, the following information may be u.seful

:

There are five cliLs.ses of students— viz. Fclloiv Com-
initnrrs ancl Xohlciiu'ii, Sr/iohirs, Pcii.fioiicrs, Siznrs

and Si(h-si:(irs, and Xoii-cullcififtti' S(u(friits. The
first clas.s (now almost obsolete) are so called from
their dining at the Kellows" table ; they wear silk

or embroidered gowns, and jiay heavier fees. The
Scholars are membei-s of the foundation, and are
electe<l, after examination, from the pensioners and
sizars, or from students who have not yet begun
residence. The Pensioners are the great ImmIv of

students, are not on the foundation, and pay for

their own commons -viz. ilinners in hall, \c., and
for their rooms. The Sizars are poorer students,

selected, however, by examinatiim, who receive

free commons and certain money payments, are

admitted at lower charges than the pensionei-s, but
wear the s^ime dress, and are no longer subject to

the jierformance of menial offices as they once were.

Some of the colleges, esoecially St .John's and
Trinity, have very liberal endowments for the

sizars, and very considerable pecuniary iussistance

is given to the more deserving of them. Non-
collegiate students are not members of any college,

l.ut are entitled to the privileges of members of the
university, and are jilaced under the charge of the
Censor of nonc<dlegiate students. The svsteni of

non -collegiate students dates from 1HH9. 'fhe usual

age of admiasion is from 17 to 20. Before a student

can be admitted, he must at nearly all the larger

colleges pa-ss an elementary entrance examination.
Where there is no entrance examination, the student
is required to furnish satisfactory evidence that he
is qualified for admission. It is also neces.sarv to

deposit a certain sum of money (t'l.'> in the case of

the pensioners) witli the tutor of the college as

caution money. The Fellows are elected from the

students who h.ave distinguished themselves in the
Tripos examinations, or in a sjiecial fellowship

examination. Vacancies are, as a rule, filled up
from members of the college, but fellowships are

sometimes oj>en to the competition of the whole
universitv. Fellowships vary greatly as to value

and conditions of tenure at the diti'erent colleges.

The stipend, which can seldom exceed £'250 per
annum, has in many instances been seriously

reduced through agricultural depressi<m. lender

the statutes of ISSl, restrictions as to marriage and
holy orders are done away with, and the length of

tenure is limited to six years. The last regulation

j

does not a[>ply to fellows holding a university or

college office.

Alijut half of the total number of undergraduates
have rooms in college ; the remainder reside in

I

loilgings, but under the .same rules as to iliscipline.

Hesidence is usiuilly commenced in the October
term. The undergraduate in his first year of resi-

dence is called a ' Freshman ;' in his .second year,

a ' .Junior Soph ;
' in his third year, a ' Senior Soph.'

The Onlinary li.A., or Bachelor of Arts degree,

may \>e taken in the ninth term of residence— viz.

in the third .June after coming up. The examina-
tions reipiired are : ( 1 ) The Previous Fxamination,
or "Little go' (usually taken in the first or third

term of residence), the sul>jects for which are a
gospel in tJreek, a Creek classic, a Latin cla.ssic,

iJreek and Latin <Trammar, unprepared pas.sages of

Latin to be translate<l ; I'aley's J-Jncfcncis of Chris-

tiniiitij ; Euclid, i. ii. iii., jiarts of v. and vi. ;

Arithmetic and Elementary Algebni. Those who
wi>h may substitute a (Ireek classic an<l logic for

the (Ireek gospel and Faley. ('2) The (Jeneral

Examination in more advanced Chtssicsand Mathe-
matics. (',i) A Special Examination in our iA the

following subjects : Theology, Logic ami Political

Economy, Law an<l Moilern History, Chemistiy,
Botany, Zoology. (Jeology, Ap]>lie<l Science, Music.
Caiiiliilates for Honours ha\e to ]ias> certain aildi-

ticmal mathematical sulijects in their "Little go,'

and then have no further examination till the

'Tripos.' Honours may \>e taken in any of the
following Triposes: Mathematics, Classics, Moral
Sciences, Natural Sciences, Theology, Law, His-

tory, Semitic Languages, Indian Lan-mages,
Medieval and .Motlern Languages. The lists of

the Mathematical Tri)>os have been jire.served

since 1747; the Chussical was established in 18*24;

the others are more recent. Previous to 1851,

candidates for classical honours must first have
obtained a place in the Mathematical Tiii>o.s.

The system upon which the Mathematical and
Cla.ssical Triposes are conducted dates from 1882,

though the regulations for the Mathematical
Tripos have been somewhat modified since that

year. The Mathematical Trijtos is divided into

two parts. The first i)art takes place in the

May at the clo.se of the third vear, or ninth term
of residence, and the successful candidates are

arranged in three cla.s.ses called Wranglei-s (q.v.).

Senior Optimes, and .Junior Ojitimes, the members
of each class being also placed in order of merit.

Only those who have obtained h(moui-s in the first

part may proceed to the second part of the exam-
ination in the following May. The .subjects for

this part are divided into eight divisions, excellence

in any two of which entitles to the highest honours.

According to their success in this examination, the
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canilidates will be re-arranged in three classes, each

class containing one or more divisions, the names
in each division being, however, in alphabetical

order. The Classical Tripos consists of two parts

—the first in general classical scholarship, and
taking place at the end either of the second or of

the third vear of residence ; the other at the end

either of 'the third or of the fourth year, and
including, besides a further examination in pure

classics obli<'atory on all candidates, a special

knowledge of one or two, but not more than two,

of the following subjects : Ancient Philosophy,

History-, Archicology, Philology. The successful

candidates in each part are arranged in three

cla.-ises. In the first part, the examiners may
indicate diti'erences of merit within the classes by
subdi\iding tlie classes into divisions ; in the

second part the names are given in alplialietical

order, the subjects being indicated in which the

student has specially distinguished himself. The
Natural and >Ioral Sciences Triposes, the Theologi-

cal Tripos, and (after 1889) the Law Tripos are also

divided into two parts, a general and a special.

The Mathematical and Classical Triposes were
formerly followed by examinations for the Smith's
Prizes for Mathematics and the Chancellors
classical medal. The former are now awarded for

the best dissertation on a mathematical subject,

the latter by an examination in the student's ninth
t€rm.
The whole business of the university was origin-

ally transacted in the most easterly of the two
quadrangles that now compose the Liliraiy. In
1722 the Senate-house was built, and the old

Regent-house, which occupied the first floor of the
north side of the quadrangle, was thus added to

the Library. The continual need of the Lilirary for

increased space has led to large additions from
time to time. In 1887 the important work was
begun of completing the westernmost of the two
iuadrangles forming this block of buildings. The
libraiy now contains more than 400,000 volumes

and MSS. Under the Copyright Acts it enjoys the
right of receiving a copy of every book pu1>lished in
the country. It is distinguLshed among the gi-eat

libraries of Europe for the freedom of access to the
shelves peniiitted to readers. The chief treasure
amongst the MSS. is the 'Codex Bezfe,' or ' Can-
tabrigiensis,' presented to the university by Theo-
dore Beza in 1581. This Ls a copy of the Gospels
and Acts of the Apostles of about 500 A.D., with
the Greek and Latin versions written on opposite
pages.
The Senate-house, which stands in a conspicuous

position facing St Mary's Church, is used for con-
gregations of the senate, for the giving of degrees,
for university examinations, and for other purposes
of a like character.
The Fitzwilliam Museum is the finest of the

modem additions to the university. Viscount
Fitzwilliam bequeathed in 1810 £100,000 New
South-sea Annuities, the interest of which was to
build and support a museum. He left also a very
valuable collection of books, paintings, ])rints, &c.
G. Hasevi was the architect, but died before the
buihling was com^detefl. Near the Fitzwilliam
Museum is the Fitzwilliam Museum of Arclue-
ologj', which contains the best collection of casts
from the antique in Britain, and also the collec-
tions of the Camlmdge Antiquarian Society. The
Pitt Press is a church-like stnicture, built in
honour of Mr Pitt in 1831. It contains a part
of the university printing-offices, ami the Registry
of the university. The Observatory, which is

situated about a mile from Cambriflge, contains
some very fine instruments, amon'jst which is a
large equatorial telescope presenter! by the Duke
of Northumberland in 1835. The Geological

Museum contains the original collection of Dr
Woodward, which out of respect to the founder
has been preserved unmixed with the more recent
additions to the museum. The large group of

buildings known as ' The Museums and Lecture
Rooms is devoted to the study of natural science.

The most important departments are : ( 1 ) The
Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy

;

(2) the Mineralogical Museum; (3) the Chemi-
cal Laboratory; (4) the Cavendish Laboratory' of

Experimental Physics, the munificent gift of the
Duke of Devonshire, chancellor of the university.
A paiticulai- notice of each college will be found

below in its alphabetical place. The following is

a list of the colleges in the order of their antiquity,
the figures being for 1894 :

Xame. Fellows. Scholars.
^'"''tjfl^*'*'

St Peter's 10 17 C5
Clare 14 19 170
Pembroke 12 30 130
Cains 24 34 197
Trinity Hall 11 12 211
Corpus Christi 11 9 100
King's 48 32 123
Queens" 9 16 181
St Catharine's 6 17 71
Jesus 15 39 162
Christ's 15 37 138
St John's 55 53 245
JIagdalene 4 9 65
Trinity 63 69 555
Emmanuel 13 20 142
Sidney Sussex 10 17 57
Downing 3 80
Selwyn 6 106
Ayerst 2 21

Non-collegiate students. .

.

.

.

120

320 441 2939

Ayerst Hall is a hostel, founded in 1884, to
provide an economical education for theological
students and others.

St Catharine's College, till lately called St
Catharine's Hall, was founded by Robert AVode-
larke, provost of King's College, in 1473. John
Bradford the martyr, Archbishop Sandjs, John
Ray the naturalist, and two liberal benefactors
to the town and university

—
'William "Worts and

John Addenbrooke—belonged to this college. The
present buildings were built in 1673-1704, the
master's lodge being added in 1875.

[Cavendish College, established in 1873 by an
association, was opened in 1876, became a jjublic

hostel in 1882, but was closed in 1891. It was sold

in 1893 to the Congregational Board of Education,
for a preparatory educational institute under Con-
gregational ist auspices.]

Christ's College was originally founded as a
school by William Byngham in 1439, under the
name of Gods House. It was enlarged and re-

founded under the name of Christ's College in

1505, by Margaret Beaufort, mother of Henry VII.

She was also the foundress of St John's Ccdlege.

The fellowships vary in number. Among the

famous members of this college were Leland the

antiquary, Hugh Latimer, John Milton, and his

friend Edward King ( Lycidas ), Archdeacon Paley,

and Charles Darwin. The buildings are substan-

tially the same as those built l)y the foundress and
her executors who earned out her plan, but they
have been from time to time modernised, and now
have an Italian character. The mulberry-tree in

one of the courts, said to have been planted by
Milton, is carefully presened, and still bears

fruit.

Clare College, founded 1326, under the name
of University Hall, by Richard Badew, was re-

founded in 1359 by Elizabeth, Countess of Clare.

Richard III., pretending to be descended from the
foundress, claimed the jjatronage of this hall.

Chaucer calls this college ' Solere ' Hall. The build-
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ings, wliich are in Jacobean style, are amongst the
most pleasing in the university. The cha|H'l was
reliuilt in ir>35, j)revi<>us to which tradition alleges

that an aisle ol St Edwanls Church, where the
masters and fellows were anciently interre*!, wjvs

use<l for the iiuriK)se, Hut it can l»e prove^l that
from the earliest times the college had a chajx'l of

its own, as well as a part of tlie parish dmrch.
The college hall, rehuilt in 1693. is desi-ril>eil l\v

Steele (Sftectntur, No. ~H). Tillittson, Cudworth,
Whi-ston, and Nichola.s Ferrar were nieniliers.

CoKl'l s CuRisTl.or Hknet CollK(;k. was founde*!
by two guiKls of townspe<iple—the guild of Corpus
Christi and the gxiild of the Blesseil Virgin Mary.
They had had sejiarate halls, and resj)ectively W(tr-

sliipj)etl at the churches of St lieneiHct ami St
Mary. They unitetl in i;io'2, and a small college
was erecte<l hv them. Among the meml>ors have
l>een Arclihi>iiop-i Parker and Teni>on. and Sir

Nicholas iiacon, Marlowe, Fletcher. Kichanl lioyle.

Earl of Cork, ami the antiquary Ridiard CJough.
The original huildings exist with little alteration,

hut many atlditions have l>et>n made. St Bene<lict's

Church, the cddest in Camhritlge (see jmge Gti6),

was long use«l as the college chajiel. In l.")7y a
chaj>el was huilt within the college, witli a ro<im

over it to contain tlie very valuable library of lM>oks

and MSS. left to the ctdlege by Archbi>hop Farker.
In the event of a certain numlier of the MSS. U'lng
lost, the collection wAs to j>a.ss over to Caius C'i>l-

lege, and thence, under similar circumstances, to

Trinity Hall. The MSS. are guanle<l with jealous
care, and none have a.s yet Ihh'U lost.

I)i>\VNiN(; Coi.LECE.—Sir tJeorge Downing, who
diwl in 1717. left estates to endow a college after

the death of his imme^liate successors. It ought
to have l»e«Mi founde<l in 17<>4, but owing to o]i|>osi-

tion and litigation, the charter was not (dttaintnl

till 1S(M». The groun«ls are large, but the college

is very sm.iU, and has l>een imiM)verishe<l by agri-

cultunil depression.

Emmaxiki. Coi.LEr.K was founded in 1.*>S4 by
Sir Walter Mildmay, on the site of a Dominican
hiui.se which pii.sse«l int<» private hands on the sup-

pn'ssion of mon;isteries. .John Harvard, the founiier

of Harvanl Cniver>ity. lM'longe«l to Emmanuel ; als«»

.Vrdtliishop Sancroft. Sir \Villi;im Temple, ami l)r

Saiimel Farr. The present chajK'l wius designeil

by Wn-n. There are ginwl pictures in a gallerj-

attached to the n>a.ster's Uxlge, ami valuable MSS.
in the librarj-.

CoNviM.K ANi» C.\irs College was founde<l in

1,*US, under th«' name of Conville Hall, by Edmund
Conville. In l.T*:?. William lljtteman. his executor,

movetl it to the jiresent >ite, and diangi'^l the name
to the • Hall of the Annunciatitm of HIessetl Mary
the Virgin.' In KVkS .lolin Caius, M.D. (ij.v.),

refounde«l the hall uniler the name of (Jonville and
Caius. It is now usually calleil simply 'Caiu.s"

(
pn>-

nounce<l Kti/s). The stuilentships were foun«led
|>y C Tancre<l, and are of the annual value of

£1()0 each. Un account of live Tancre<l medical
student-ships, this has always l>een the chief me«li-

cal c<dlege of the university. Among the eminent
meml)ers have l»een J. Caius, Harvey (discoverer

of the circulation of the bloo«l ), Dr W<dliLston,

Jeremy Taylor, Sir J. (Iresham, .ind Bishop
Mackenzie. Tlie buildings are large and hantl-

some, and the parts ertn-teil by I>r Caius carefully

planned for health and lieauty. The large and
picturesiiue gateway leading to the senate-house,

called the Gate of" Hommr, was built from the
designs of Caius after his death. In recent

years large a4lditions have Iteen built to the
college.

.Ih>if.s College was founde<l by .John Alcook,
Bishoj) of Ely, in \49G. Henry VII. grante<l for

the i>uq>ose the nunnerj* of St llailegund, which

had fallen into decay. Among its meml>ers have
l>een Archbishop Cranmer, Fisher, Bishop of Rix'h-

ester, and S. T. Coleridge. The old bnihlings

are l>eautiful, especially the chai>el, orijnnally tlie

church of the nunnery, but a«laptetl l)V Alcock
to the jmrposes of a college chapel. It was in-

jureil at tlie time of Cromwells mvupation of

Cambridge in \iyAS, when a certain William Dows-
ing ctunmitte*! ravages on many of the college

chaj»els. It was repairetl at the Reston\tion, and
was carefully restored (IS40—J9) under the direc-

tion of Fugin.
St J»)HNS College is derived from the oldest

foundation in Cambridge, for it is on the site of a
small hospital for the sick founde<l bv Henry Frost
in 113o, and de<licate<l to St Jtdin tlie Evangelist,

It was under the management of Augustinian
friars. Hu'di de Ralsham trietl to attach his

secular scholars to the n*ligious foundation, but
he wiv* unable to setnire harmony, and he therefore

foundetl Feterhouse. In \k>\0 the hosi>ital was con-

verte»l into the college of St John the Evangelist,

in acconlance with the will of I.jidy Margaret
Beaufort, mother of Henr}- VII., who also founded
Christ's Colleg»« and a pn>fessorship of Divinity.

Henry VIII. ai>propriat*M to liimsclt nearly all the
estates left by his grandmother to the college, and
gave it some smaller estates in comi>ensation. St
.lohn's has, however, gn»wn by numerous gifts, and
is now secontl only to Trinity in size and wealth.

Among the many eminent meml>ers of this colle^
may l»e mentiomil Roger Ascham, Lonl Burleigli,

Ben Jonson. Falkland, Fairfax, the Earl of Straf-

fonl, Matthew Frior, Ilerrick, Richard Bentley,

WillLim WiU>erforce, William Wordsworth. Kirke
White, and I>onl Falmerston. The buildings

are verj- jticturesnue, chietly in Tudor and
Jacol>eaii styh*s. They lie on IhiiIi sides of the

]
river, which is crosse«l by a bridge somewhat
resembling the Briilge of Sighs. A new chapel,

designe<l by Sir (1. (J. Scott, was built at -ireat

exiH*nse, and openetl in 1S6J). It is in the Rirly
IXvoratoil style, is richly ailonie*! with marbles
and car>ing. and ha-s a lofty Jind niius-sive tower.

The libniry contains many valuable MSS., and
siH*ciniens of early printing. There are interesting

jMirtraits in the hall and miusters lodge.

KlXtis College wjis founde«l in 1441 by HenrA-

VI. His first intention was to en<low a small
foundation, but he enlargi^l his plans and con-

nectotl the college with Eton, fnuu which the

sclmlars were to l>e tninsferred, a.s in the case of

Wykehams colleges at Winchester and Oxfonl.

The buildings were desigiuHl on a large scale, but
only the chapel w.is built in acconlance with the
kin-j's plan. It is the finest specimen in England
of the Feritondicular style, and wiis not tinisheil till

alMuit l.Vlti. The frette<l roof is u wonderful work of

art. l>eing made of great blinks of stone titte«I

together and kalance*! on the piei-s l)elt>w. The
paintetl ghuss is tine, and dates from the l>eginning

of the Kith century, excent the west window, which
was linishe^l in 1S71'. 1 he other college buildings

were originally on the north side of the cliajwl.

The gateway which alone survives is now incor-

jM)rate<l with the western nu.iilrangle of the univer-

sity library. The schol.ii>hips were formerly

a]>i)ropriated to schol.ars of Eton, and no examina-
tion wius necess;ir>' to take a degree, but in 18.}3

students of King's were admitted to the Tripos
examinations ; 24 of the Hi sdudarships have also

l>een thrown open. These changes have had .an

ailmirable effect on the ctdlege. and it hiis greatly

SMwn in size .and influence. Fears<in, Waller,
orace Wal]>ole, and Walsingham were memlwrs.
MagI).\leneCot.lE(;e ( pnmounced Mitudliu ) was

foumleil in l.'>4'2 by Lord Audley on the site of a
hostel for lienedictine students, which ha<l l>een
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established in 1428, aiul was given to Lord Aiulley

at the suppression of monasteries. The appoint-

ment of the master is still in the hands of the

possessor of Audley End as Lord Audley's repre-

sentative. Among eminent members were Arch-

bishops Grinilal anil L' slier, and Samuel Pepys.

Pepys left his library containing valuable books,

pamphlets, and MSS. to the college, on condition it

was kept intact and separate, and that it should

pass to Trinity College if these conditions were
broken. The buildings are old but not of special

interest. The chapel, which was restored in 1847,

is of uncertain ilate. The hall was built in 1519

by the Duke of Buckingham.
' Pembroke College was founded in 1348, by
Mary de St Paul, widoM* of Aymer de Valence,
Earl of Pembroke. She was maid, wife, and
widow in one day, her husband being slain at

a tilting match held in honour of her nuptials.

Among the members of the college were many
bishops, including Andrewes, Ridley, and Wren

;

also the martyrs Bradley and Kogers ; the poets
Edmund Spenser ( whose mulberry-tree still remains
in the garden), Richard Crashaw, Thomas Gray,
and William INIason ; also William Pitt. The
buildings are in part very old, but there has been
much rebuilding and restoration in late years.

The chapel was built by Bishop Wren, in accom-
plishment of a vow m ide by him when imprisoned
in the Tower during the Commonwealth, and the
architect was his nephew, Sir Christopher Wren.
St Peter's College, or Peterhouse, founded

as a hospital at an earlier date, was converted by
Hugh de Balsham into an institution ' for studious
scholars' in 1280-86. The present chapel was
opened in 1 632. Parts of Peterhouse are the oldest
coUe^^iate buildings in Cambridge. The ball and
combination room have been admirably restored.
The poet Gray belonged to this college, but
migrated to Pembroke on account of an annoying
practical joke played on him by the undergraduates.
Archbishop Whitgift, Isaac Barrow (afterwards
Master of Trinity), and Sir William Thomson were
distinguished members.
Queens' College was founded in 1448 by

Margaret of Aujou, wife of Henry VL, and re-

founded in 146.5 by Elizabeth Woodville, wife of
Edward IV. Among the names of interest con-
nected with this college, are those of Fisher, Bishop
of Rochester and first president, Fuller the anti-
quary, and Erasmus, who occupied rooms in this
college when he came to Caml>ridge by Fisher's
invitation to teach Greek. His rooms are pointed
out in the court which is called after him. The
buildings are among the most interesting in Cam-
bridge. They were begun in 1448, and ' have suffered
less from modern meddling than in most of the col-
leges.' There are four courts, and the principal
one is entered ))y a massive gateway with octagonal
towers at the corners ; there is also a square tower
at each external angle of the court. The chapel
has suffered at the hands of enenues and friends,
but was carefully restored in 1861. There are
interesting portraits in the hall, combination room,
and president's lodge.
Selwyn College, founded in 1882, was built by

public subscription in memory of George Augustus
Selwyn, late Bishop of Lichfield, and formerly
Bishop of New Zealand. The aim of the colleg^e
is to supply an economical university education,
based upon the distinctive principles of the Church
of England.
Sidney Sussex College was founded on the

site of a suppressed religious house granted by
Henry VIII. to Trinity. Lady Frances Sidney,
widow of the Earl of Susse.x, 'left money for the
foundation of a college to be called by her name.
Her executors obtained the site from Trinity, which

still receives an annual rent from Sidney of £13,
6s. 8d. Oliver Cronnvell entered at Sidney Col-

lege, but left without taking a degree. The college

possesses an admirable picture of him by Samuel
Cooper, which it received in 1766 from an anony-
mous donoi-, afterwards ascertained to have been
Mr Thomas Holies.

Trinity College is larger than any other in
either Oxford or Cambridge. It was founded in 1546
by Henry VIII., and was formed by the union and
extension of several earlier foundations occupying
different parts of the site of the college. Amongst
these may be mentioned : ( 1 ) Michael-house,
founded in 1324 by Hervey de Stanton ; (2) King's
Hall, founded by Edward III. in 1337. Queen
Mary added twenty scholarships and began the
college chapel. Architecturally the college may be
said to date in its jjresent form from the mastership
of Dr Thomas Neville (1593-1615). Neville com-
pleted the great court, rebuilt the hall, began the
court which now bears his name, and erected the
fountain in the great court. The liljrary was
begun in 1676, after the designs of Sir Christopher
Wren. It is of remarkably line proportions, and
contains a very valuable collection of books and
manuscripts. During the present century the chief
additions have been the New Court (finished in

1825), and Whewell's Courts, which were com-
I^leted in 1868, and form a splendid monument of

Dr Whewell's munificence towards his college.

WheMell's buildings, however, in consequence of
the form of the site, are somewhat cramped for
architectural effect. The interior of the chapel,
which till recently was liare and unattractive, has
been elaborately restored and decorated (1870-75).
The grounds and gardens are of great beauty,
especially the fellows' garden and bowling-green.
The Crown appoints the master, and also possesses

apartments in the master's lodge which are occupied
by Her Majesty's judges when on circuit. The
college has produced a long series of eminent men,
who are commemorated by fine statues and busts
in the antechapel and library, and by some pictures,

mostly very bad, in the hall. The following may
be mentioned : Lord Bacon, Sir Edward Coke,
Cowley, Lord William Russell, John Dryden, Sir
Isaac Newton (fine statue in antechapel by Rou-
billiac), Bentley, Porson, Byron (fine statue by
Thorwaldsen in library), Macaulay (statue in ante-
chapel ), Sedgwick, Julius Hare, Tennyson, Arthur
Henry Hallam, Thackeray, W. H. Thompson, Lord
Houghton, Edward FitzGerald, the Duke of Devon-
shire, and Sir George Trevelyan.

It may be useful to explain that for boating pur-

oses the college has been divided into three clubs
—viz. First, Second, and Third Trinity. Second
Trinity (now extinct) consisted of scholars and
sizars. Third Trinity is confined to those who
come from Eton and Westminster. First Trinity
includes the remainder of the college.

Trinity Hall was fimnded in 1350 by William
Bateman, Bishop of Norwich (one of the three
founders of Caius College), for the study of civil

and canon law. The buildings are not very inter-

esting, but the library has retained its old appear-
ance, and contains a good collection of law-books.
The gardens are very pretty. Bishop Gardiner,
Lord Chesterfield, Bulwer Lytton, and Leslie
Stephen were members.

Girton (q.v.)and Newnham (q.v.) Colleges for

ladies are no part of the university.

For the most recent information about the university

studies, (fee, the Cambridge Cahndar for the current year
should be consulted ; see also the Student's Ouide to the

Viurersity of Cambridge (.5th ed. 1880). Dickens's
Dictionary of Oxford and Cambridge gives much informa-
tion in a convenient form ; for atliletics, college societies,

&c., see the Cambridge Almanac. For all matters
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relating to the buildings of the university aiid the colleges,

and for uiucli general history, see Willis and (."lark, Tht
Art-hUectural Hustory of the Universitti of Vambridije [A
vols. 1886); for the history, biograjthy, and antiquity,

see Fuller's History of Cambriilije : l)yer; Caius; Le
Keux' Memnroda of Cambrultje {'•i vols. ItvSQ); Cooper's
AnniiU (1842); Cooper's Atheita- Cant'ibrujieiises

;

(rraduati Cii ntabri'/ieiixin ; Coojier's MemoriaU of t'am-
bridtie (18(J0); Ackermanns Hittory of the University

of Cambrid'te (1815); Huber's Enylitih Universitits

(traiuj. F. \V. Newman, lf*43); H. Gunning's Rtmi-
uijicences of Cambridije from the Yenv J7M> (2 vols.

1854); \V. Everett's On the Cam (180»;); C. Words-
worth's Social Life at the Emjlish Universities in the

Eitjhtrcnth Century (1S74); and Scholce Academic(e
(1877); J. Bass Mullinger's Tht University of Cambridye
to the Accessiifn of Charles I. (2 vols. 187i>-84).

C'aillbri(li;e« a city of Ma.>*.sncliusett.>», virtually

a suluiili "It liostoii, fmni wliioii it Ls sejuirateil by
the Cliail.-s IJiver, is prinoipaliy c„,.>Tight isss in u.k
<li.stiii;rui>he«l iis the seat of Har- t^y J. b. uppincou

vanl riiivon.ity (.|.v.), anil ius the c..uiii«i.y.

home from \KM\ i>t F.oii;(ffll<iw, wlio lived in a house
foruierly oecupieil by \\'iushinj;ton. (_'aiiiliritl;.;e wius

lirst settled in Kl.'lit, ami is therefore one of the
oldest towns in New Kn^dand. It early beeame
note<i for its printiii;^ imlustry, the liixt ImmiW j»nb-

lished in tiie ISritisli Ameriran colonies (tlie IJay

I'salmbook) havinj^ Ix'en nrinteil here in 1<)4<).

Indeed, tiie manufacture of iMMiks is now one of its

leadin;^ industries ; Ix^sides which there are lar^'e

manufactories of furniture, yl'i-'^*'. ironware, tin-

ware, bricks, chemicals, net and twine, sujrar,

soap, and rublier. Within the limits of the city

are conijtrised the ilillerent l<K'alities of (Mil Cam-
brid;,'e, or <'ambrid;,'e jiroper, wiiich is distinc-

tively the seat of the univei-sity ; Kiust Cambrid^'e
or Leciimere Point, a manufacturing^ district

;

('ambridj,'eport, where Ls located the city hall,

numerous chrtrche.s, several banks, a convent, and
some manufactories; and North ('ambrid;;e, which
is |>rincipally devoted to residences. Here Wash-
ington a.ssumed command in 17.'i.'>. The famous
cemetery of .Mnuiit .\uburn is jiartly in ("aml>rid;,'e

and paitlv in A\'alcrt<>\vii. I'op. of <"ambrid<;e

(1870) ;{'.», :!tU : ( IS'.M)) 7(t.(»'.>s. See Ho.sToN.

('aillhri<lt;4' (r<M>llsail«l, a name «iven to cer-

tain ' copn)lite beds ' met with in ('ambrid;^eshire,

which were at one time supposetl to represent the
' I'jtper drecnsand.' The Inds in i|uestioii are now
a.scertained to occur on tiie huri/on of the ba.se of

the Chalk Marl. See C'UKT.ViKnrs Svsikm.

€'nillbri<lU4'sllir<** an inland eiustern county
of Kn;,'hind, 4S miles Ion;,', \\\ to Xi miles broa«l,

and 821 hi|. ni. or »V2o, 182 acres in area. As
much as 92 i>er cent, of that area c«>nsist.s of

arable land, meadow, and piLsture, the rest lK?in;,'

fens. The surface, except in the south, which
is somewhat elevated and on the chalk forma-
tions, is Mat and tiiinly wo»)ded, with villa;,'es

and churches here and there t)n sli;,dit elevations

called 'eys' or islands. In a country le.ss level

the much-vaunted ( Jo;,'-Ma;.'o;^ Hills, 4 miles SE.
of Cambridge, would escape t)bserAation. At
I pware are beds of the phosphatic ntxlules called

Coprojites (<i.v.), Mhich are of ;,Teat value a-s an
artificial manure. The northern portion of ("am-
brid^ceshire forms part of the lledford Level (i|.v. ).

The chief of the slu;r;;ish rivers are the Uuse, which
crosses the middle of the county from west to east,

with its tributary the Cam ; the Nene, which
borders the county on the north ; and the Lark.
These an: all navi;^able to a certain extent. Cam-
brid;,'e is an a;,aicultural county. In the higher
parts the land pro<luces line crops (»f beans anil

wheat. Many cattle and sheep are now sui)ported

on the thin chalky soil.s. The black spon;,'y .soil of

the fens consists of mud mix<'d with clecayed vege-

table matter, and when drained and burned, pro-

iluces, in tlrj* years, heavy crops of cole-seed, wheat,
oats, barley, hay, potatoes, hemp, and llax. Horses,
cattle, ami sheep arc also reared in the fens. The
Isle of Ely, nart of the feu-tract, and within tlie

Hedford Level, is famed for garden vegetables, and
the meadows of the Cam yield tine butter and
cream-cheese. The chief towns of Camliridgcshire
are Cambridge (the county town), Ely, Wisl)cach,
March, Thorney, Linton, Soham. Newmarket, ami
Iioyston. The manufactures of Cambridgesjiire are
mostly such as belong to an agricultural county.
Cambridgeshire returns three memliers to parlia-
nuMit, one for each of the Chesterton, Newmarket,
and Wisbeach divisions. Top. ( ISOl ) 89,.'141); ( 1871

)

18G,90t); (1881) 18.">,.")!U : ( ISIM ) ISS.lKil. This
county was anciently the scat of a jiowerful trilie—
the Iceni. It wa-s crossed by several Hritish an«l
Koman roatls, in some |>arts now covered by several
feet of peat-soil. Remains of Koman camps, sea
embankments, and villas occur, and Roman an-
tiquities, JUS coins and urns, have been found. Of
four great dykes or earthworks the chief is the
Devils Ditch, extending 7 miles southeastward
from Reach to Wooil-Ditton. It is 18 feet liigli on
tiie ejust side, ami wi>,s certainly of pre Roman
workmanship, as it is cut through by Roman roads.

In tiie ittli and 10th centuries Caml>riilge>hire wius

the scene of severe contests between tiie Danes
and Saxons. The Isle of Ely and its monks with-
stooil William the ('oiniueror for tiiree years (see

Hkkkw.mm)). Camliriilgeshire, and esp«'cially the
Isle of Ely. sullercd much in the civil wars of
Stephen, John, Henry III., and Charles I. There
formerly existe<l thirty six religious houses in

Camliriilgeshire. See Arthur CI. Hills Cttinlniilije-

shirr (1882), Rabiiigton s Anrittit CitmbrUlijcsltirc

(188;^). and Conyi>eare's Histurtj ( 18i»8).

I'aillblis't'illl. a prince of Cambaluc (l'<d<in),

whose name i^ a corruption of Ccnghis Khan,
wliile the description a|>jilies a]iiiaiently to his

grandson, Kublai Kiian. This was .Milton's form
of the Cam'bynskan of Chaucer's fragment of a
metrical romance. The Si/iiimn Tttle. The lines

in // rciisaoso ( 109 lo) will be reiuembered :

Or call up liiiii that li-ft half-told

Tlie Htory i>f Cjuiil>iisfaii twilil,

Uf C'ainljull, ami iif .M^irNifc,

And who hail Caiiace t<i wifo,

That (iwiitil tlu- virtuous riii;; nnil glass.

And of the winulrous liorso of brass
On wlilch the Tartar king did ride.

Si)enser ccmlinues and finishes the tale in his

/•aerie Quenie (IV., ii. and iii. ); and .lohn Lane, a
friend of Milton's fatlicr, also wrote a contiiiua-

tif)n. ."some of the romantic elements in it are
widespreail in oriental story, occurring in the
Artif/iiin Xiijhfs, the I'tinrhntdiitni, and elsewiiere.

See Clouston's I'opnUir Tnhs and Firtiuiis ( 1887).

4'aillblislailtir. a large mining village of Lanark-
sliiie, 4 miles SE. of (Ila-sgow. Here a revival,

known as the ' Camb'slang Wark.' w.xs held, under
Wliitelield, in 1741. Pop. (IS.Sl ) .V^s ; ( 1.S91 ) K\2X

4'aiMby's«'S (Kinnhiijiiju), .second king of the
Medtv^ and Persians, was the son of Cyrus, and
succi-edcd his fatiier in .')29 It.c. He juit his lirother

Smeidis to death, and in .")27 or 7)'l'i invaded lOgyjit,

ilefeated its king I'sammeiiitus at IVIusiuiii, and
in six months made himself master of the whole
country. He meditated further comiuests, but the
Tyrian mariners refused to serve against Carthage ;

an army whidi he sent to take possession of the
temple of .Amnion perisiied in tiie desert ; and one
wiiich he led in jterson to Nubia i)urcli<i.-<ed some
comjuests dearly at the pric*; of myriads of lives.

Cambyses, according to Sayce, was conciliatory
on the whole towards the Egyptians; but latterly

he gave himself up t«j drunkenness and hideous
cruelties, when news came, in o22, that Caumata,
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a Magian, had assumed Snierdis' character, and

seized^on the Pei-sian throne. Cambyses inarched

against him from Egypt, but died on tlie Avay in

Syria from an accidental wound in the thigh.

Camden, a city and port of entry of New
Jersey, and capital of Camden county, stands on

the left bank of the Delaware River, opposite Phila-

delphia, with which it is connected by live steam-

ferries. It is the ternunus of six railways, and has

several shipyards and dry-docks, important foun-

dries, cotton and woollen mills, and large manu-
factures of machinery, ironwares, paints, oil-cloths,

&c. Pop. ( 1880) 41,659 ; ( 1890) 58,312.

€aiii<leii, Charles Pratt, Earl of, a

younger son of Sir John Pratt, who was Chief-

justice of the Court of King's Bench in the reign

of Cieorge I., was born in 1713. Educated at

Eton and Cambridge, he was called to the bar in

17,38, l)ut not until 1752, when he defended a

bookseller successfully against a government pro-

secution for libel on the House of Commons, did

his prospects appear very promising. He was
appointed Attorney-general in 1757, and Chief-

justice of the Common Pleas in 1762.
_
Judge

in the trial of Wilkes, he declared his opinion em-
phatically that the action of government in this

case, by general warrants, was altogether illegal

—

an o])inion which, chiming in with public sentiment
at the time, made him the most popular of judges.

In 1765 he was created Baron Camden by the

Kockingham administration, to whose ill-advised

American policy, and to that of their successors, as

well as to their treatment of Wilkes, he, notwith-
standing, offered constant opposition. He was
made Lord Chancellor in 1766, Irat his consistent

principles on these two subjects led to his resigna-

tion in 1770. His judicial career ended here
;

henceforth he w^as entirely a political character.

He tilled the office of President of the Council in

the second Rockingham cabinet in 1782, and also,

under Pitt, from the following year until his death,
April 18, 1794. He was created Earl Camden and
A'iscount Bayhara in 1786.

Cailldeil, William, scholar, antiquary, and
historian, was born in London, where his father
was a painter, 2d May 1551. His education,
commenced at Christ's Hospital, was completed
at St Paul's School and at Oxford. In 1575 he
was appointed second master of Westminster
School ; and it was while discharging the duties
of this office that he undertook the work which
has made his name famous, his Britannia, a
survey of the British Isles. Written in elegant
Latin, it was first published in 1586, and at once
brought him into communication Avith the learned
men of his time. In 1607 the work reached a sixth
edition, being greatly enlarged and improved by
the indefatigable industry of the author. The
book, at lirst but a comparatively small single
volume, has received much additional matter from
other writers. It was first translated by Philemon
Holland, and the latest and best translation is that
by Gough and Nichols ( 2d ed. 4 vols. 1806 ). Of this
great work of Camden, Bishop Nicolson said it was
' the common sun whereat our modern writers have
all lighted their little torches. ' In 1593 Camden was
api)ointed head-master of Westminster School ; and
four years later he was made Clarencieux King-at-
arms, an appointment which gave him more time
for the pursuit of his favourite studies. His other
mf)st imi)ortant works, all in Latin, are a list of the
epitaphs in Westminster Abl)ey (1600), a collection
of old English historians (1603), a narrative of the
ti-ial of the Gunpowder plotters ( 1607), and Annals
of the lieign of Elizabeth to 1588 ( 1615). He died
in his house at Chislehurst (it was afterwards
Napoleon III.'s) on 9th November 1623, at the age

Fiff. 1.

of seventy-two, and Avas buried in W^estminster
Abbey, ile endowed a professorship of history at

Oxford. The 'Camden Society,' founded in his

honour in 1838, for the publication of early histori-

cal remains, had issued 141 volumes by 1888.

Camel (Lat. camel ns ; Heb. gumdl), a genus
of even-toed ruminant Ungulates ( Artiodactyla,

Rnminantia), and type of a small family—Came-
lida> or Tylopoda. In this family the dentition

is peculiar, for of the three front teeth present

in the young only one (the third) generally

remains and looks like a canine ; the upper lip

is hairy and deeply cleft ; the neck is very long,

though the number of vertel)rie remains
as usual seven ; the feet ( with two toes

)

are not enhoofed, but provided Avith

callous soles. Fig. Irepresentsthebones
of the loAver part of fore-leg, shoAvin^

the tAvo toes and slightly divided
metatarsal bones. The stomach has
three compartments, the manyplies or

psalterium being absent ; the placenta
is diffuse. The family includes two
genera—the Camels proper ( Camelus

)

and the various forms of Alpaca
(
q. v.

,

Auchenia). The camels are Avell

knoAvn for their large size, for their

dorsal humps, for their callosities on
knees, breast, &c. , for the common sole

uniting the two toes. The ears are

small and rounded ; the short tail bears

a terminal sAvitch ; the hair is tangled
and felted ; the male may protrude a
curious pouch from the skin of the
mouth at the reproductive season

;

the period of gestation is prolonged for

eleven to thirteen months ; a single

young one is born ; the diet is Avhollj^ vegetarian.

Camel's blood has oval corpuscles (see Blood).
One species ( C. dromcdarius) is usually spoken of

as the dromedary, though the title properly belongs

only to a special breed. It has a single hump
and a generally reddish-gray colour. This familiar
' ship of the desert ' has its home in Arabia, is bred

in West Asia and North Afi-ica, and is literally in-

dispensable to the Arabs, There are many breeds,

and the dromedary par excellence is the most agile

of these. Apart from its use in transit and trans-

port, the flesh is eaten, the milk made into butter

and cheese, the hair woven into fabrics of various

degrees of fineness, the skin tanned, the dung
burned as fuel ; the soot of tlie_ burnt dung Avas

formerly a source of sal-ammoniac. The drome-
dary is found as far east as India, Avhence twenty-
four Avere iTuported into Australia for Burke and
Wills's exploration (1860); it has also been intro-

duced into parts of North America, and even into

Europe. According to Prejevalsky, Avild camels
frequent the Avastes to the east and north of Lake
Lob-Nor in Central Asia. The other camel is techni-

cally knoAvn as C. bactrianiis, and is distinguished

by its slightly larger size, tAvo dorsal humps, and
someAvhat liner brown or reddish hair. This camel
is bred in Central Asia, and in its adaptability to

domestication, as Avell as in its natural adaptation

to desert life, is a most useful animal. Its frugal

diet, its powers of storing Avater and of going long

Avithout a fresh supply, and its great strength, are

very familiar facts. The sole uniting the toes, the

callosities on chest and joints, the long sheltering

eyelashes, the closable nostrils, the capacious Avater-

pouclies of the stomach ( for the sake of Avhicli the

Arabs at a pinch are said to sacrifice the camel ),

the reserve-supply of fat in the humps, the acute

senses of sight and smell, are all interesting

items in the adaptation of the camel to its life and
Avork. The animal is peculiarly hardy, and can pass

the rigours of a Siberian Avinter Avithout apparent
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discomfort. Its coat becomes longer in winter. The
shajrj^- unilersize<l camels that drag sleighs over the
tleep snow of the Kirgliiz steppes are very unlike
tlieir more southern relatinns. A camel will eat

Fig. 2. —Camel {Camdut bactrianiu).

ahnost any heritage or green thing it comes across,

even tlritMl leafless t\vigs. Tiie soles of the feet

wear into the ({uick ; and (iilmour (in his Man-
go/iii) tells us that they have often to \>c patched
with leather, fastened hy thongs ilrawn through
the calliisities. The hair of the camel forms the
woof and cotton the warp of the famous I'ersian

camel's-hair cloth. Tiie so (•alle<l camel's hair
bru->lifs are made of hairs tmm the tail of the
sahle or <)f some kinds of s«|uirrel. Coarser camel's
won] or hair is im])orted for viirious puriioses.

The Bactrian camel can carry 1000 11). weight or
more, and the dromedary proper can cover MX)

miles in a day. The
ordinary jog of a came
is alxiut '2\i miles an
hour, hut tliis ean 1h'

kept u|i for numy days
with littlf food and
le>s drink. A swift

dromedary may go 10
miles an hour. A
thousami or more may
journey in a cjiravan,

and the amount of fotxl

carried is >urprisingly

small. The iiiimp must
Ih> in go<Ml eondition
hefore starting. Sir

Sanniel liaker says an
Arabian camel canying a load of 40(> lb. n'<niires

water ever>' third <lay, or everv *K) miles, though
they should 1m> watere<l ilaily. If jtoxsible ; but in

cold weather, or when not at work, they can
remain much longer without any water. If not
watered for three tiays, however, many sufl'er,

unless specially trained. In the stomach reservoirs

a gallon ami a half can 1m> stowed away. Like
some other frugal animals, the camel enjoys a long
life of thirty or forty years. The swinging and
jolting gait of the camel renders riding it (on a
sort of platform on the hump) a severe ordeal for

the uninitiated. The camcl'^ burden is usually ilis-

posed on both sides f>f its back. The Kirghiz yoke
camels to a kind of cart ; and in Orenburg and
elsewhere yokes of four camels may be seen
ploughing.

In disposition the camel Ls peculiarly stolid, not
to say stu|)id. Whethi-r flomesticntion has been
too much for it, there can be no doubt that its

'docility' is more the result of habitual nonchal-

95

Fig. H.— I'art of the inside of

Htomach-paiinch of < 'aniel,

showin;; tlio water-cells.

ance than any outcome of intelligent subservience.
It is usually very submissive, e.\cejit when habitu-
ally thwarted or ill-treated, and during the breeding
sea.sou ; Init it is often ol)stinate ami vindictive.

Large fo.ssil camels have been dug out from the
Tertiary strata of the Siwalik Hills of India, and
from the Quaternary deiiosits of Algeria. I'ro-

fes.sor Cope has traced a long line of descent from
the Miocene I'oebrotherium to the modern forms,
and jiriniitive forms have been ile.scribed by Mai-sh
and others from the Eocene strata. The former
distriliution of the family s«>ems to have been much
wider than the natural lialiitat of the forms now
extant. The camel is often menticmeil in Scrij)-

ture, and ajipears <m the sculntures of Assyria.
Napoleon used camels for military purposes in
Egypt ; and a camel corps wjis organised for

service with the liritish army in the Soudan in

1885. See Leonard, 'J'hc Vaincl ami its I'.ses ( 1894).

famel. a caisson like apjiaratus for rendering a
vessel na\ igable in shoal water. It was invented
by the Kussian engineer De Witte ( 175>0-^1S54),

and is often used between Kronstadtand St Peters-
burgh. See C.Ms.soN.

CnilU'lford. a nuaint little Cornish town, near
the soiiii c 1)1 the Camel ( 'crooked brook'), 1;") miles
W. of Launceston. Within S nnles of it is the
traditionary .scene of King .Vrthur's last battle;
also near are the great slate-t|uarries of Delabole,
putting out nearly l.">() tons daily. ' Ossian ' Mac-
pherson was member for Camelford, which wiw
disfraiiciii^cd in 18.'{2. Pop. about ITtOO.

C'ailH'llia* a genus of Ternstncmiacea» (q.v. ),

nametl after Kamel or Camellus, a Moravian Jesuit,
who in 1().S9 collected plants in the Philippine
Islands. The species are all oriental evergreen
shrubs, and have long been cultivated in China and
Jajian, chiefly <m lu-count of the singular beauty of

their llowers. The l>est known and most esteemed
of the.se Ls C. jn/innirn ,- ill the wild state this haa

red flowers, recalling those of the wild rose ; and
in cultivation it yields new florists' varieties from
seeil, and also furnishes a stock on which to graft

them. It was introduced into Euro]>e by Lord
Petre in 1739; but double varieties were only
brought from China from 1792 onwanls : many
have als<) been raised by Etiropean florists, and the

multitude of l)eautitiil hybrids an<l varieties is n(»w

endless. Camellias may be jtropagated also i)y

cuttings or layers, as well .as by grafting or inarch-

ing. The soil suitable is a loose black mould,
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which may be prepared by mixing a little sand

ami peat with loam : \nd they must be watered

liberallv, vet with cautidii to avoid excess. The
prvining also, wliich is performed in spring imme-

diately after flowering, requires judgment, since it

must be tolerably close, yet avoid extreme severity.

In China and .Jajian tlie camellia is cultivated in

the open air : and in the very similar climate of

the Channel Islaiuls this is also po.ssible. In the

south of England some of the hardier varieties can

be trained on walls in sheltered localities with

a little protection in winter ; they may also be

grown as window-plants, yet for practical purposes

of cultivation on any adequate scale, a greenhouse

is required. Care, however, must be taken to

avoid mucli heat, else the tlower-buds will drop

off. From the hardy and beautiful C. reticulata

not a few of the varieties now in cultivation are

partly derived.—C. oh'ifcm and drnpifera are

cultivated in China for the sake of the wholesome
oil expressed from their seeds, which much re-

sembles olive-oil. The fragrant Howers of C.

HaHunqua (Sasanqua Tea) are used for flavouring

certain kinds of tea. Like other species, its leaves

also afft)rd a kind of tea ; in fact the true tea-plant

( Tlica) is practically a camellia. See Tea.

Cailielopard ( Camclopardalis giraffa ), an old

name for the giraffe, Avhich recalls the curious old

notion that certain strange animals originated very
simply by crossing. The giraffe was supjiosed to

spring from the camel and the leopard (pardalis).

See (ilRAFFE.

Camelot, a name apjilied in the medieval
romances to the splendid ' City of Legions ' which
grew up out of the permanent quarters of the
Second Augusta Legion at Caerleon-upon-Usk

(
q. V. ), but was built earlier by the mythical Belinus.

The name is familiar to readers of Tennyson.

Camel's Thorn [Alhugi), a genus of Legu-
minosie (q. v. ). The species are herbs or under-
shrubs, and chiefly inhaliit the deserts of the East,
where they are of great importance as affording
food for camels. Several species, notably the Iier-

baceous A. cumclorum, yield a kind of oriental
manna, which appears in the form of drops, as
of honey, on the leaves, and gradually hardens.
It is imported into India from Kabul and Kanda-
har. See Manna.
Cameo. A cameo is an engraved gem in which

the figure or subject is carved in relief, in contra-
distinction to the other form of gem—an Intaglio
(q.v.), in which the engraved subject is sunk or
hollowed out like a seal. The latter is the more
ancient form of gem, having been originally devised
and used principally as a signet, whereas the cameo
came to be employed for ornamental purjjoses and
as a charm. While intaglios were commonly cut
into stones of uniform colour, such as the sard,
stratihed agates were the medium chiefly employed
for cameos, the relief being formed in one band or
stratum of the agate, with a background of con-
trasting colour, llegarding the derivation of the
name ( the Italian form of which is cammco ), there
is unusual diversity of opinion ; one of the likeliest
suggestions being that of the late Mr C. W. King,
that it comes from the Arabic word for ' an amulet,'
from the Persian cmnahc}! ' loadstone,' the usual
material for Babylonian cylinders.
The art of cameo-cutting was not practised till

after the era of Praxiteles, and it was in the courts of
the successors of Alexander the (ireat that classical
cameos were chiefly sought after. The stones
used by the ancient engravers were obtained from
the east, and many of them were of surprising size
and perfection of form and colour. These banded
agates are known generically as onyx stones ; when
tiie alternate layers are simply white and dark

neutral tint or black they are called simply onyxes ;

a sardonyx consists <jf strata of white and ruddy
brown sard; in the same way we have chalcedony
onyx or chalcedonyx (white and translucent gray),

jasper (myx, bloodstone onyx, tSrc. Frequently
three differently coloured layers are available to

the engraver in the same stone, and these are taken
advantage of to obtain the ground in one colour,

the figure in a second, and wreaths or other acces-

sories in the third. When cameo-engraving first

flourished, the most artistic products were highly
prized, not only for personal ornaments, but for the
adornment of cups, caskets, vases, candelabra, and
other objects of domestic luxury. Patera? and other
vessels were frequently worked out of a single

stone, around which Avere engraved a whole series

of figures in the most exquisite and accurate taste.

A vast number of genuine antique cameos have
been preserved in fine condition, and are now de-

posited in various famous pul)lic and private collec-

tions. Among these ancient art works several

have the highest value for artistic excellence, while
others are famous for size and for long and romantic
histories attaching to them. One of the most cele-

brated in all respects is the Gonzaga or Odescalchi
cameo (fig. 1 ), a sardonyx of three strata, measuring

Fig

6 by 5 inches, formerly in the possession of the
Empress Josephine, and now preserved in the
imperial cabinet at St Petersburg. It was formerly
supposed to represent Ptolemy I. and his wife
Eurydice ; but the portraits have now been identified

as those of Nero and Agrippina. Of not less artistic

worth is the smaller cameo of Jupiter fighting the
Titans, the work of Athenion (50 A.D. ), signed in

relief Ijy the artist, preserved in the Vatican ( fig.

2). For size and historical interest the two most
important classical cameos are the Ste Chapelle
cameo—the apotheosis of Augustus, now in the
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, and the Gemma
Augustea in Vienna.

Tlie art of cameo-cutting was revived with the
general renaissance of the arts in Italy in the 15th
century, and it continueil to be {practised with great
success till comparatively recent times, the last of

the long line of famous engravers in precious stones
having been Pistrucci, who executed works of very
great beauty for the English mint. The imperfect
supply of fine onyxes, and the difficulty of treating

hard stones, led the modern cameo-cutters in Italy

and elsewhere to seek other media for their work,
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ami shell-caiueos were by them intriKluced. The
shells, like the stones chosen for this imrpose, are
such as iK»s.sess layer>i of ditlerent colours. The

Fig. 2.

most Uiseful are the Bull's Mouth, the umler layer
of which i.-. red, rcscnililinj,' the sanlonyx ; the Blitrk
Ileliiut, which li.is ii dark onyx ;rroiind ; and the
(^iiirn'a Vomh, whose ;,'rounil is of a jiinki^li hue.
These shells have three strata, the undermost
of which f<irnis the ;n"ound, the li;,'iire liein;; sculj*-

ture»l in the secoml, and the third serving; to mark
the hair, wreaths, armour, an<l other more |tro-

mint-nt oKjccls. Tlic portion of shell havin;,' l>een

iirepared of the rei|uisit<' si/e, form, and tliickness

r>y various mechanical means, it is fixed hv some
atlhesive suhstance—usually rosin—to a small Mock
of woo«l of such form and thickness a.s to lie con-

veniently j,'nus|M'd hy the artist in his left hand.
The outline of the ohject or ohjects to l>e repre-

8ente<l is then sketched with a i>encil. and, in the
ca.si' of iioitraits, is usually copie<l from a previous
I>enciI-sKelch on pajier. The peiicil-markinf^on the
shell is then followed with a scratch-point, and the
surrounding; white suhstaiu-e is removed hy means
of tiles and ;rravei-s. This latter process, which is

more mechanical than the rest, is usimlly performed
hy an iis-^istant. The artist then priK-eeils slowly
and carefully to work out his sul<jcct hy the use
of smaller t<M»ls ; those used at la>l for deepening;

the liner lines lieinj,' scan-ely lar;.'er than ordinarj'

<larnin;;-nee<lles. The manufiu-ture of siiell-cameos

hardly ever attained to the dij^nity of art ; an<l it,

comhined with the for;.'eries ami frauils in spurious
antiques of the latter j»art of the IHth century, ha<l

much inlluence in <-au>in;; the decline and present
extinction of ;;em-cuttiM;,'.

Imitation cameos termed ]>fuste-! are made in ;;la.ss

of tlifl'erent colours, the h^^nires or siilijects l»ein^

formed in mouhls, in soft fusihle ;;lass, hv the aid
of heat, and <cmente<l to the hack^^ound. Some-
times lM)th ltack;,'round and suhject are fused to-

;,'ether. danio T.is.-.ie. a Scottish artist working'
]irincipally in London, foinied a collection of ahout
'20,(KK» moulds from antii|ue and modern yems for

such pastes, and a verj' full collection of his nro-

du( tions is now in the possession of the lioaru of

-ManufiU'tures in Kdinhur;,'h. The en;,'ravin;; of

relief li^rures on jjhiss of two or more strata is an
art allied to cameo-cuttin;:. wliicli will he treated of

under (ll.Ass. and the teclinical details of ;;em-

eijttin;; will l»e xiven under iNTAcil.lo.

Camera Llioida (so named in contra.st to

CanuMa Ohscura. <i.v.), an optical instrument
constructed of various forms and for various pur-
jioses. Dr Kohert flooke invented one ahout 1674;
whilst Dr \Volla>tons ( IHOT). intended to facilitate

the perspe<tive delineation of olijects, consists of a
small <|uadrilateral |>ri>m of ;;lass, of wliicli AB in

the annexcfl li;,'ure is the jierjtendicular section,

held in a hniss frame, which is attached to an
niuight ro<l, having' at its htwer end a screw-clamp,

to fix it to the ed<»e of a tahl^. The prism beinj^ at
the hei>;ht of ahout a foot Irom the tahle, htus it«

ui>per face horizontal. Two of its faces, lus in the
li^'ure, are at a ri;;iit an;,'le at A ; the conti;,Mious

faces make respectively witii them an^jles of (i7.\ ;

so that the renuiinin;; olituse an;,'le at 15 contains
l.'io . Rays coming; from an ohject Pt^, and falling

nearly perpendicularly on the lii-st surface, enter
the prism, and underg<i total rellection at the con-
ti<,'ut»us surface (see t)l>TU's) : they then fall at the
same an;jle on the next surface, and arc totally

retlected again ; linally, they emerge nearly jierpen-

dicularly to the remaining surface. An eye, as in

the ligure, then receives the emergent pencil through
one part of the pupil, so that an image, y«y, of the
ohject is seen projected u])on a sheet oi jiaper upon
the tahle. The rays from the drawing-pencil ])!iss-

ing the edge of the jnism, enter the other part of

the pupil : and the |>encil and image Vicing seen
together upon the paper, a sketch of the latter can
Ite taken. There is, however, a practical ditliculty

-the image and the drawing-pencil are at distances
sensihiy difl'erent from the eye, and so cannot l>e

seen together distinctly at the same tinu'. To
obviate this, a plate of metul, with a small ajierture

Camera Lucida.

as an eye-hole, is placed at the eilge under the eye,
so that tiie rays tliroii;,'h the prism, and those from
the (hawing pencil, which both jiass through the
eve-hole, form only very small pencils. IJy this

the diliiculty is greatly diminisne<l. It is still,

however, dillicult to use the instniment satisfac-

torily ; anil though many acquire great readiness in

its use, others have never been able to attain the
sjimc facility. .\ sim]>ier form is merely a )iie(e of
smiK)th glass fixeil at an angle of 4.">' to the hori/on.

In this case, however, the image .seen on the pajier

below will Ijc inverteil. In Amici's form of the
instrument a right-angled triangular prism is used,
involving two refractions and one rellection.

CailKTH Obsnira (lit. 'a (lark chamber'),
an iii-liuiHiiit licsciilied by (liambattista della
Porta in his Maf/ia Xatuni/is { l."»()9). It is known
in its sinij)lest form iis a familiar toy, consisting
of a rectangular bo.\, furnished at one end with
a lens whose fiK-al length is e(|ual to the length
and depth of the box ; at the opposite end of

which a plane rellector is jdaced at an angle of
4.)', which throws the imiige of any (jbjects to

which the lens may be directed on a jiiece of

ground-glass on the top of the box in a non-
inverted jiosition, so that they may be viewed or

sketched from as in nature. The instrument re-

ceived a new interest when in the hands of Daguerre
it became the main instrument used in photo-
;,'raphy. For the photographic camera, see PiloTO-
(atAi-ilv.

CailK'rarius. .lo.vcuni—originally Liehhnnl,
which name he changed into ("amerarins, because
his forefathers had been Kammrrrr (chamberlains)
at the court of the lUshop of Bamberg—wtis born
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at IJainbeig, April 12, 1500, and died at Leipzig,

after a life ilevoted to literature, April 17, 1574.

His works include an excellent biography of his

friend Melanchthon (1566), and a collection of

letters by that reformer (1569); also annotations

on Cicero's Qiae-stioues Tusculuncc (1525), Coiii-

mentarii Lingum Grceae ct Lathim (1551), and
Episfu/w Familiarcs (3 vols. 1583-95), giving in-

teresting notices of his times.—His son, Joachim
Camerarius (1534-98), was one of the most
learned physicians and botanists of his age.

—

KupoLF Jakob Camerarius (1665-1721) was also

a physician and botanist.

Cilllieri'llO (ancient Camerinum), a town of

Central Italy, on a spur of the Apennines, 41 miles

SW. of Ancona. It has a cathedral occupying the
site of a temple to Jupiter, a universitj" ( 1727), and
some manufactures of silk. Its bishopric, dating
from the 3d centurj-, was made archiepiscopal in

1787. Pop. 4342.

CailierleilgO (Ital., 'chamberlain'), the car-

dinal with the control of the papal treasury, who,
in the days of the temporal power, administered
justice, and during an interim stood at the head of

the government.

Cameron, John, a famous scholar and divine,

was born at Glasgow about 1579, and educated at

the university of that city. In 1600 he went to the
Continent, where his ability and erudition secured
for him several appointments at Bergerac, Sedan,
Saumur, and other seats of learning. Returning
to Britain in 1620, he was two years later ap-

pointed princii^al of the university of Glasgow

;

but in less than a year he returned to Saumur, and
thence to Montauban, where he received a divinity
professorship. Here, as a,t Glasgow, his doctrine
of passive obedience made him many enemies, by
one of whom he was stalibed in the street ; and he
died from the effects of the wound in 1625. Sir
Thomas Urquhart styles him a ' walking library,'

and Milton, 'an ingenious writer in high esteem.

'

He was considered one of the best scholars of his

day ; in bil)lical criticism he was inclined to l)e

perverse ; where there was a difficulty he usually
chose the opposite view to that held by other
•livines, especially Beza. His theological opinions
were of a somewhat lax character, his eight works,
in Latin and French (10 vols. 1616-42), being said
to be the foundation of Moses Amyraut's doctrine
of universal grace (1634). His followers are some-
times called Cameronites.

Cameron, Richard, a Scottish Covenanter,
was born in Falkland, in Fife, where he presently
became precentor and schoolmaster under an
Episcopal incumbent. ' Converted by the lield-

preachers,' he next is said to have been tutor in
the household of a Sir Walter Scott of Harden ( of
whom genealogists know absolutely notliing), and
then to have been licensed to preach by the ' cele-
brated John Welsh' (that worthy's grandson, pos-
sibly). In 1678 he really did go to Holland, and
returned in 1680 in time to take a prominent part
in publishing the Sanquhar Declaration (q. v. ).

Retiring then, with some sixty armed comrades,
to the hills l)etween Nithsdale and Ayrshire, he
succeeded in evading capture for a moiith, tliough
a price of 5000 merks was set on his head by gov-
ernment. On the 20th July 1680, however, they
were surprised l>y a Ijody of dragoons in Airds
Moss, near Auchinleck, and after a brave fight,
Cameron was killed. His hands and head M-ere
cut oH; and fixed upon the Netherbow Port, Edin-
l)urgh. See Life Ijy Herkless ( 1896).

Cameron, Verney Lovett, African explorer,
was born at Radipole, near Weymouth, 1st July
1844. He entered the navy in 1857, and served in
the Mediterranean, the West Indies, and the Red

Sea, and on the east coast of Africa, taking part
in the Abyssinian expedition, and in the suppres-
sion of the slave-trade. In 1872 he was appointed
to the command of an east-coast expedition to

relieve Li\"ingstone, and starting from IJagamoyo
in ]\Iarch 1873, in August at Unyanyem))e he met
Livingstone's followers bearing his remains to the
coast. After making arrangements for their safe
arrival, he proceeded to Ujiji, where he found some
of Livingstone's papers and a maj), which he for-

warded to Zanzil)ar. He then made a survey of

Lake Tanganyika, which he found to be discon-
nected with tlie Nile system. In the belief that
the Lualalja was the upper waters of the Congo,
he resolved to follow its course to the Avest coast

;

but owing to the hostile interposition of the native
chiefs, was prevented from verifying a conviction,
the correctness of which was demonstrated 1>y

Stanley in 1877. Taking a more southerly route,
he reached the Portu"uese settlement of Benguela,
on the west coast, 7tJi November 1875, whence he
returned to England. A C.B. and Commander, in

1878 he explored the route for a Constantinople-
Bagdad railway to India ; and in 1882, with Sir
Richartl Burton, he visited the Clold Coast. He
died, through a hunting accident, at Leighton
Buzzard, 26th INIarch 1894. Among his works are
Across Africa ( 1877 ), Our Futi.tre Highway to India
(1880), and several boys' Itooks.

Cameronian Regiment, since 1881 Came-
ronians (Scottish Rilles), long the 26th infantry
Regiment, had its origin in a body of Cameronians
(1689). Taking advantage of their zeal and cour-

age, the Convention which sat at Edinburgh in-

duced a number of them to assist in the Revolu-
tion, which it was imagined by some A\'as to re-

establish the reign of the Covenant. Thej'^ were
induced to enlist on the understanding that the
special object of the corps was ' to recover and
establish the work of Reformaticm in Scotland, in

opposition to popery, prelacy, and arbitrary power,
in all the branches and steps thereof, till the gov-
ernment in church and state be brought to that
lustre and integrity which it had in the best of

times.' Thus was formed the celebrated Came-
ronian Regiment, with the youthful Lord Angus
as colonel, and for lieutenant-colonel and actual
commander, William Cleland, the poet, by whom,
ten years l)efore, Drumclog had been mainly won.
Under him, not yet in his 30th year, the regiment
was sent northwards to quell the insurrection,

after the fall of Claverliouse at Killiecrankie.

Surrounded by 5000 Highlanders, the Cameronians,
only 1200 strong, gallantly defended themselves
during a whole day in Dunkeld, 21st August
1689. Cleland fell early in the fight, but his work
was accomplished, for, in Macaulay's words, ' the
Cameronians had finished the war.' The regiment
has ever done credit to its origin, being distin-

guished alike for gallantry and for good conduct.

—

The Cameron Highlanders, long known as the
79th Foot, are of course a distinct regiment.

Cameronians, the religious body in Scotland
popularly named after Richard Cameion (q.v. ), but
officially called Reformed Presbyterians. No doubt
the principles of the l)ody are those for which Came-
ron contended and died. In 1681 societies Avere

organised bearing the names of the districts to

which they belonged, such as Teviotdale, Nithsdale,
Clydesdale, for the purpose of defence against the
oppression of the government, and for the mainten-
ance of worship. They puljlished in 1687, as their

lirst testimony, ' The Informatory Vindication,'

declaring their adherence to the principles and
position of the (Church of Scotland during the
period between 1638 and 1649. In this document
they expressly state, ' we positively disown, as
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honul ninnler, tlie killiii^^ of any ))ecause of a
(liHtTt'iit pfi-sua-sion or o|)iiii<>n from us, allwit sour'

liavf cjvit this (Mlious riilumiiy ajiaiiist »>s.' Not
till after llkSS dill tlii' small ImmIv of I'rfshytt'riaiis,

\vlii> iu>iste»l iij>oii this restoration of the eivil ami
ecclesiastical injlity of 1(>.'JS to 1G4U in opposition
to the Kevolution settlement, l>ecome a separate
church Acconlin;; to the Solemn Leaj^iie and
Covenant, ratilietl l>y the parliaments of En;;lan(l

and Scotland, and also by tlie Assemldy of Divines
at Westminster in \M'.\. I'reshyteriaiiism was t<i lie

maintained in the kinj^doms of Kn>,'land, Scotland,
and Ireland, ami pt»pery, prelacy (expressly deline<l

{IS 'church ;rovernment by a variety of orders'),

sui»erstition, heresy, schism, \"c. , were to 1m» extir-

pated, ami the royal authority upheld 'in the ])re-

servation ami defence of the true relij,'ion. and the
liberties of the kin^'doni.' In tlie jud;:ment of

these Presbyterians the Covenant was a protest

a^'aiust altsolutism, with this |K>culiaritv that it

was emitted in a form adapting it to ecclesiastical

as well lus civil puriiiwes. As a mcjisure of paciti-

cation I'resbytenanism was estaldished in Scot-

land by act of j»arliament (lOiM)); but it was
«if a modilied kind, the >tat»r reserviii;,' for itself

a control over the church incomnatil)le, in the
opinion of the Cameronians, witn its sitiritual

imlependence ; while prelacy wjis eonlirme*! in Kn;,'-

lan<l iind Ireland, and there wa^ a general toleration

«>f heresy. Therefore, hi sentiment, if not in form,
the extreme party repudiated the ;co\('rnment of

William III. and his succe»ors, and maintaiiu'd

the perpetually bindin;; idili;.'ation of the Cove-
nants. I'miuestionaldy the.xe Cameronians ju'ted

uniler .stronj^ convictions, and luily <lesir«il to carry

out U> a legitimate i.ssue theoretical principles of

the < 'hurch of Scotland which, for prudential c<hi-

siderations, have Im-cu practically in alieyance ;

and it is in the standards of this liody that we find

a true emlKwliment of the tenets held by the ;,'reat

IkkIv of Kufilish ami Scotch I'resbyterians of Iti4.'J.

Althou^'h thus an elder sister of the existin;,'

riiurch of Scotland and all its .secessions, it was
with some dilKculty that, after the Hevolution, it

orj^aniseil a communion with onlained ministers.

The steailfiistness nf memlK-rs wits put to a severe

trial by the defection of their ministers; but in

17(X), after their faith ami patience ha<l l>een tried

for .sixteen years, they were joined by the Kev.
John .M'.Millan from the Estublished Church, and
shortly afterwanls by the Hev. .John M'N'eil, a
licentiate of the same church. To confirm the
faith of meml»ers, and h'im' a public testimony of

their principles, the covenants were solemnly re-

newed on Aucheiisauch Hill, near Dou;,'las, in

Lanarkshire, in ITI'J. The subse<|uent accession

of the Kev. Mr Nairn enabled the Cameronians to

constitute a presbytery at Hraehead, in the parish

of Carnwath, on the 1st .\u;,'Ust 174;{, lui'ler the

appellation of the Keformeil Presbytery. Other
preachers afterwards attai-lied themselves to the

.sect, which continued to flourish obscurely in the

west of Scotland and north of Ireland, and in 1774

a presbvtery w.is constituted in North America.
The iiolitical ]M>sition of the Cameronians was very
iieculiar, since, dedinin;^ to recognise any laws or

institutions whicii they conceived to be inimical to

those of the kin-.'dom of Christ, they refu.sed to

take the oath of alli-;,'iance. Por this cau.se many
of them formerly, thou;;li j>eaceabie subjects othcr-

•wi.se and zealous for the interests of their native
land, refu.sed .several of the responsibilities and
privile;,'es of citizens. In 18G(> there was an attempt
on the i»art of some of the kirk s(,'ssions to jue-

vent till! membei-s exercisin;,' the franchise, or be-

coming volunteers, on account of the oath of allegi-

ance which required to be taken. ( Mi the <iuestion

cuiuing before the synod, in4uir>- was niatle as to

! the meaning of the oath, and in the judgment of

the majority it was jvscertained that the oatli wius

taken, and the franchise exercised, by Christian
men of all other denominaticuis in a sense which
did not commit them to an approval of evils in

I

the constitution to which they objected. It wa.s

I

ilecided accordingly, in IStiS, to abstnin from the
exercise of discipline to the extent of susitension

and expulsion on such (luestions. In conse(|Uence
of this decision, to whicli forty-two congregations
adhered, ten or twelve congregations seceded. In

,

1.S76 the larger body of the Reformed Presby-
! terians formally unite<l with the Free Church,

I

lielieving it to be in the full enjoyment of the
s]>iritual independence whicli the Kevolution settle-

I ment had failed to secure for the Church of Scot-
land, and recognising no ditrereiice between them
in their civil relaticuis. The primi])les of the Came-
ronians are now, therefore, distinctively reiire-

' sented by the few congregations which secedeil in

ISIili. See the Tr.it iinotnj of the licfurmrd I'lrnbij-

I

tiriiiii CIninh (1S4'2).

j
i'ailiorooilt a (leniian cidony on the west

coast of Africa, extending along 9' H' K. long, from
!
the Cross Kiver to the mouth of the Kio del Key,

i and fnun thence south to ;i jioint slightly below 3'

N. lat. : the limits in the interior, which is almost
unexpli>red, have not been fixetl. The naMu> is

derived from the Cameroon Kiver (Port, rnniitnlo,

'a shrimp), which enters the Kiglit of liiafra

opposite Fernamlo Po by an estuary over '20 miles
wide : the stream is for a considerable distance
nearly a mile broad, has at some sciusons a current
of .) miles an hour, and its yellow watei-s may bo
traced far out at sea. The low mangrove swamps
that clothe its banks render the climate very trying
to Kuropeaiis, and traders generally live in hulks,

and only store their gooils on shore. The natives
liclong to the I5juitu ((|. v. )

group, the Duallas living

nearest the coa.st ; their kings. Hell and .\kway,

I

practically wlnjlesale menhaiits, by their refusal

to jiermit tin* natives of the interior to trade

I

directly with the Kuroi)eans, nearly brought about
i a war in ISH4. As KnglamI declined to a.ssume

I

the protectorate, the (lermans were ajipealed to,

I an<l on the 14tli July 1S84 the (Jerman flag was
I

hoisted at Cameroon ; a governor Wiis aimointed.

1
and the whole district taken over, except the small
English Kaptist station of Victoria, on .\mbjis Hay,
foundeil in ls.")S. The country is very fertile;

ebony, red-wood, and palm-trees clothing the

I

Cameroon, whicli also has long been noted its an
I
'oil river,' and for its cotton and ivorv' ; while
many tropical fruits grow wild, and othei-s are

I

cultivated by the wives .and slaves who, with his

I

canoes, constitute the wealth of a native. North-
west of the estuary lie the Cameroon .Mountains, a

I volcanic groujt. which attain a height of l.S,74(}

feet in the peak .Mongo ma Lobah (
' mount of the

i

go<ls'). These volcanoes are not extinct, )»ut there
has been no eruption within the memory of man,
and the highest points are often covered with

I snow. The highest summit wjus first attained by
I Hurton and Mann in ISti'J. See Hurton, Almihiitii

tiiid thr (^'iimffixiiis Miiitntiiiiis (X'AiV.i) ; Keichenow,
I
Die IkiitseliK Knlonie Ktniieritn ( Herlin, 1884) ; and
Schwarz, Knnieriinrci.sc (Leip. 1886).

C'aillilllis, M.VKCfs FlKir.s, a (celebrated

Komaii patrician who first makes his ai)i)earance

as censor (consular tribune, says Livy) in 40.S

li.r. He finished the war against Veil, taking
the town in IVM), after a siege of ten yeaix ; and in

.S!)4 he liesieged the F'alerii, who, after bravely

defending thcmsehes, were led by his magnani-
mous restoration of their children to yield uncon-
ditionally. Ct)iidemned nominally on a charge of

misappropriating the booty, but really because of
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hi-; patrician lian^htiness, he banislied liiinself from
Kome (.S91 ), and lived in retirement at Ardea, until

Brennns
(
q. v. ) had captured and destroyed the whole

of Rome except the Capitol. Recalled and ap-

])ointed dictator, he raised an army, and appearing,

according to the legend, just at the moment when
the garrison were about to purchase the departure
of the Gauls, defeated and drove them from the

town. It was due to his strenuous resistance thfit

the proposal of th.e plebeians to remove to VeiL
was defeated, and the city rebuilt. He afterwards
obtained new victories over the .Equi, the Volsci,

and the Etrusci ; and in 367 B.C., when war l)roke

out with the Gauls, he, though eighty years old,

accepted the dictatorship for the fifth time, defeated
the barl)arians near Alba, and made peace between
patricians and plebeians. After all allowances for

a considerable admixture of poetic fiction in the
accounts that have come doAvn to us, Camillus
still stands out as one of the most prominent and
worthy names in the history of Rome. He died
of the plague, 365 B.C., lamented by the whole
Roman people.

Caillisards* the insurgent Huguenots of the
Cevennes, so called from the camisc or blouse worn
by the peasants. The revocation of the Edict of

Nantes by Louis XIV. in 1685 fired their zeal,

which the employment of ' Dragonnades ' (q.v. ) to

enforce the doctrines of the monks desjiatched as
missionaries to the heretical district fanned to
fanaticism ; prophets and seers arose, who roused
the ])Oople to a religious frenzy in which death was
courted and torture was despised. At first their

rage was directed against the tax-collectors, several
of whom were murdered and their houses razed

;

but after an armed rising as early as 1689, a wider
movement was brought on in 1702 by the cruelty of
the Abbe du Cliaila, who tracked out the retreats
of the persecuted people, surprised them at worship,
and hung some and imprisoned others. His murder
gave the signal for a general insurrection ; the
Camisards' ranks swelled to thoiisands, and their
mountain retreats enabled them to hold the royal
forces at bay, while Louis' difficulties were in-

creased by the commencement of the War of tlie

Spanish Succession, and by the encouragement
atibrded to the insurgents by his enemies. Several
detachments of soldiers had already l)een beaten
back or cut otf when in 1703 ^Marshal ]\Iontrevel
was sent into the district at the head of 60,000
men. This man, once a Huguenot, now fiercely

persecuted his former co-religionists ; large nuni-
i)ers were shot do\\'n or executed, and 436 villages
were desti-oyed. The Camisards retaliated with
equal ferocity ; in the diocese of Nimes alone 84
priests were strangled, and some 200 churches
burned down. The skill of their principal leader,
Jean Cavalier (q.v.), his plan to pass into Dauphine
and unite with tlie Duke of Savoy, and the un-
doubted spread of the revolt, caused great anxiety

;

moreover, the burghers of Nimes, Montpellier,
Orange, &c., were in sympathy with the people
and supplied them with all necessaries, and even
cast the bells of tlie burned churches into cannon for
them. In April 1704 Montrevel was supersedeil by
Marshal Villars, who followed a wiser course ; he
promised a free pardon to all wlio might surrender,
and released all prisoners who were willing to swear
allegiance, while he had every person taJven in
anus shot on the spot, and liroke up his army into
Hying columns, which scoured the ccmntry on all
sides. One l)and after another submitted'; on the
10th May Cavalier accepted the amnesty ; and liy

the end of 1704 the zealots who persevei-ed in tlie

war had all been taken and shot. The severity of the
Duke of Berwick, however, who succeeded Villars
in 1705, occasioned a fresh outbreak ; l)ut this was
])ut down in April of that year, the contest ter-

minating in an entire desolation of the province,

and the destruction or banishment of a great
portion of the inhabitants. Many of these followed
Cavalier into the service of the British in Spain,
where most of them found a grave at Almansa,
25th April 1707. See Mrs Bray's Revolt of the

Protestants of the Cevennes (1870).

Cailllet« originally a fabric made of camel's
hair, is now as a rule made from the hair of the
Angora goat (q.v.), or even, in Britain, of wool,
or of wool mixed with silk, cotton, or linen.

C'amoeilS (Camoes), Luis de, the greatest poet
of Portugal, Avas born at Lisbon in 1524. In 1537
Camoens was entered at the lately-reformed uni-

versity at Coimbra as one of the ' honourable
poor students.' As by the reforms of John III.

the new methods and studies of the revival of

learning had been introduced into that university,
Camoens had here the opportunity, not only of

studying Latin and Greek in the new sjjirit, but
was Ijrought into contact with the best thought
of his time. A few years later this would have
been impossible, as the university fell completely
under the dominion of the Jesuits. It Avas the
wish of his friends that Camoens should enter
the church, but this he resolutely declined to do.

While he was still a student he wrote his Amphi-
triocs. which was acted before the authorities of

the uni\'ersity. He returned to Lisbon probably
in 1542. He now fell in love with Donna Caterina
Ataide, who filled such a large place in his thoughts
till her death, long afterwards, near the close of

his stay in the East. The lady returned his

affection, but her father prohibited their union
;

and the poet had to content himself Avith passionate
protestations in his Rimas—short poems after the
model of the Italians. For reasons not ascertained
Camoens was ])anished from Lisbon for a year, at
the close of which he joined a Portuguese force at
Ceuta, and served there for two years, losing his

right eye by a chance splinter. In 1550 he again
returned to Lisbon, Avhere for the next thi'ee years
he seems to have led a somewhat discreditable life.

On the occasion of a procession on the festival of

Corpus Christi, one of Camoens' friends having
become involved in a quarrel with one of the kings
equerries, Camoens interfered and Avounded the
equerry. Having been throAvn into prison, he Avas

released only on his volunteering to proceed to
India. Accordingly, in 1553 Camoens sailed for

that country, and reached Goa that year. While
here he engaged in two military expeditions, by
Avay it A\ould seem of escaping from Goa, Avhose
society Avas but little to his mind. His bold de-
nunciations of the Portuguese officials in that toAvn
at length led to his lianishment to Macao in 1556.

This exile Avas, hoAveA'er, an honourable one, as he
held a lucrative post, from Avhicli, in tAvo years, he
realised a considerable fortune. During his stay
in Macao he may have Avritten the first six books
of his chief poem. The Lusiads. Returning to Goa
in 1558, Camoens Avas shipAvrecked a,nd lost eA-ery-

thing except his poem. Arrived at Goa, he Avas

shortly afterAvards thrown into jirison through the
machinations of his former enemies ; but at length,
after an exile of sixteen years, Camoens returneil

to Portugal as jwor as he had left it. The remain-
der of his life he spent at Lisbon in poverty and
obscurity. In 1572 he published TJie Lusiads, Avith

a dedication to King Sebastian. It had an im-
mediate and brilliant success, Imt did little for the
fortunes of its author, Avho died in a public hospital,

10th June 1580.

FeAv poets have had a career so chequered and
full of adventure as Camoens. From the Aeiy
outset misfortune attended him, and though to a
certain extent his misadventures Avere due to his
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own iiKliscretiuns, tlie?**' in»li><.-ri'tii>iis were the faults

of a 1k»1(1, earnest, and uprijiht nature. In India
his ill-fortune was lar;:ely due to his uuts]Miken
scorn for the unsi'ru|mliius conduct of his country-
men. His contempt for the arts ni the courtier
accounts for his ne;,'hH't at home. Hut if he wjis

ne;.'lecte«l in his iitetinie, his countrymen have
made him ample amends since lii~ death. They
have indi*ed insiste«l on a.ssi^'niii<,' a mnk to The
Liisituls (iJs LiiA-nufos, 'the Lusitaniaiis

'
) which

other nations have not rec<ij,Miise<l jus its due. There
is, however. ;;o<mI rejuson why the l'<>rtut;ue.se slmuld
value it so hi;;hlv. In this |MK-m Camoens did for

the l'ortu;,'uese lan;,Mui^'e what Chancer did for

En^'lish and Dante for Italian, and ma*ie himself,
moreover, the interpreter of tlie ileei»est feelinj^'s

and aspirations of tlie I*ortu;,'u«'se nation. It ha.s

lieen called 'The Kjkis of Commerce," and the
Portufjuese rej^'ard it as their national epic. The
nulical faults of the jMieni are its inartistic con-
8tniction, and its |iuerile use of the classical

niytholoj.'v : and as in translation the felicity of
the lan;rua^'e anil the smoothness of the rhythm by
which the original b* specially distiu^^iisheil are in

larjje measure lost, tla-se faults ha\e told <n"t'atly

against its jM)pularity with foreifjn reiulers.

Of Camoens' '.iii'I sonnet-s, 70 liave W-vn well translated
by AulxTtin ( ISSl ) ; and there is a coniidet*- version hy
Sir K. Burton ( 2 vol.s. 1KH5). We have no fewer than si\

Englisli renderuigs of T/if LuKhnln— by Sir K. Fan.shawe
( 1655), Mickle ( 1771-75 ; tJth ed. 1877 1, Mu.siirave ( 18'2»}),

Quillinan (books i.-v. IS.MM. Sir L. Mitchell (ItCM),
Anbertin (2 vols. 1^78 I, and Sir K. Burton (2 vol.s. 1881 .

For the c<>untles.s editions, see the HiUuH/ra/iliiii f'ltniun-

iaiia vl Bra^a ( Lislion, LV<0) and Vaiiconoelios I (>|>orto,

188i»
I ; also Sir K. liurtoii's Camoeiu : hU Life »nd hit

Lutiudt ; a Cumitinitari/ {'2 vols. 1882 ).

raiiioiiiile, or Chamomile (Anthnnis), a
genu~ of Cuinpositje. The siH'cies are annual and

11 e r e n n i a 1

Iierlts, all

palii-arctie.

riie nio.st

i m portan

t

isj>ecie»«)f tiie

j; e n u >* is

-1. nubiliii,

which has
lon^ been
known for

the medi-
cinal virtue.s

of an infusion

of its llowers

( F/ijir.s A II

t/itiniifi.s) as

a hitter
s t oniachio
and tonic.

These pro-

l»erties seem
maiidy due
t<» an essen-

tial oil which
is prepared
hy distilla-

tion : a hit-

no alkaloid.

.Mitchani in

Camomile {AiiUieutit nobUin).

ter principle is also present, hut
The plant is chiefly cultivated at

Surrey, and at Kierit/ch and elsewhere in Saxony.
Its llowers dirter from the wild forms in hein*,'

all more w les^-s double, but those in which the
conversion of tubular into li;,'ulate florets has
Ikhjii less comiilete, leavin<; a somewhat yellow
centre, are called by dru;,';,'ists .V/////A iiiinmiiltr.'i.

The lar;,'est, whitest, and most completely double
flowers are most esteemed. The othei- Hritish

Bjieciej* are mere weeds ; one of them, called Stink-

in;; Cami>inile (A. Cotuhi), is so acrid as to blister

the lingers. But the Howers of the Dyer's Camo-
mile {A. tiiictoria), common on the Continent,
yield a beautiful dye.
Wild Camomile {Matrum in t'li(unomillu) \s \.\w

common camomile of (lerman writei-s. It has long
l>een employed as an ailulterant or substitute for

the other, and (illicitly) in brewing: its tlower-
lieads are. however, easily distinguished, being
<|uite single and not bitter : the recejitacle is also

I hollow and devoid of the bracteoles which largely
characterise the true camomile. A cultivated
variety of M. rnrtheiiiinn { FciYrJlir, q.v. ) has
also to be distinguished. The camomile of the
Indian )»a/iiars is said to be a variety (M. Siiarco-
/'•//.v) of the former species.

4'aill4>rra« the name of a secret scMMety in the
former kingdom of Naples, the menibci-s of which
were calleil Cf»//»orr«',sY/. and which for many years
plunderetl an«l terrorise«l the country, undertaking
•ilso the transiK)rt of smuggle«l gtw^ls, an«l con-
tracting for the commi.ssion of serious crimes. It

had a central rendezvous in every large proviiu'ial
town, and twelve sudi in the city of N.iples ;

an<l for each of these sections there was a

I

chief, with powers of absolute command, aiul a
treasurer wit 11 charge of the common fund. Their
wide and secret organ is.it ion enabled them t«»

extend their system of extorti<ui to all trades and
classes : they even imposed a regular tax (Ui all

I articles of fooil entering Naples. Caiididate> for
' memltership swore upon an iron crucilix a fearful
oath of fidelity and secrecy ; and only after oeriiKls

of |tupilage and pndiation diti thcv receive tiie two
knives of jteculi.ir form, by whicd the Camorristi
recogni.sed one another. I'nder King Ferdinand II.

the Caniorra was tolerated for jiolitical rea.sons.

The governiiient of I'lamis 11. einieavoured to juit

down the s<KMety. and the |»olire received instruc-
tions to seize aiitl transport all known members of
it. Those who remained entered into alliance with
the Ciaribaldian committee, and rendered es.sential

.service in the expulsion of the |{<iurbons. An
attemjit was imw made t<t emjiloy them in the
|M)lice service, but completely failed ; and the
society, by its promotion of brigandage, for some
years after gave great trouble to the new govern-
ment. At one time they practically dominated the
municipality of Naples.—See Monnier, Lit Cmiiorm
( 186.'}) : I'milta, Camurnt ct .!/<//?« (1878): .\longi, I.n

Cainona ( 1890) ; also .M.\KI.\, SKCHKr Sof'iKTIKs.

C^anip ( Lat. castra : the Knglish name tr»/«y>

being from <;iiiij/ii.s, ' a plain '

). The arr.ingement
of a Uo.MA.N Cami- was according to a fixed and
regular plan, and an army never halted for a single
night without throwing up such an intreiichment
capable <if containing the whole of the trooj>s and
their baggage. ( M coui-se such a camp for the
night was much slighter in constructi<ui than the
ni.strii .st'ttirii, or stationary caini), which was to
shelter an army for .some time. '1 he most complete
account (tf the Koman camp is furnished to us by
I'olybius, the companion in many camitaigns of the
younger Scipio. The camp, as descril»eil l>y I'oly-

oius, was intended to accommodate an ordinary con-
sular army, consisting of two legions, each con-
taining 4'2(H) foot and 30O horse, togetiier with the
usual coiuplement of norii, or allies in all, 10,800
foot and IS(K) horse. Its gener.il form was sfpiare,

ejicli side '2017 Koman feet in length (the lioman
foot being lltj.l English inches), the whole sur-

rounded by a ditch (Jossn), the earth «lug out
being thrown inwards, so as to form an embank-
ment (aijifir). on the to|> of which was a palisade
(ra//iii/i) of the wiMiden stakes {vti/ii, niu/ai) which
were carried by each .soldier.

The whole camp was divi(U<l into two unequal
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divisions by a straight road, the principal thorough-

fare of thecanip, called the Via Pn'uripa/is, 100 feet

in breadth, running parallel with the front and

rear of the camp. At each extremity of this road

Wiis a gate; these were respectively the Porta Prin-

cipalis^Dextnt, and the Purta Principalis Sinistra.

POKTA PR/CrORIA

-5—

h

VIA PPINCIPAUS

CCDDDCLGGLLD DGDDDDDDQDC

6 4

7 ' 5
mQ 4 6

5 7

PORTA OSCUMANA

In front of the enemy was the Porta Prcetoria, and •

opposite it the Porta Dccnmana. These were the
|

four outlets of the camp.
The upper portion of the camp, separated from

the lower by the Via Pi'incipalis, contained about
one-third of the space occupied by the lower por-

tion. In its centi-e stood the Prcetorium ( 1 ), or
generals tent, in the middle of an ojjen square ex-
tending 100 feet on each side of it, its sides each
200 feet long, extending parallel with the sides of
the camp. To the left of the Pru-torium was the
QiuEstorinm (2), the quarters of the qutestor ; to
the right, the Forum (3), the public market of the
camp. Immediately before the Pr;etorium ranged
the tents of the twelve Tribuni and the Prccfecti
Soi-iorum, or generals who commanded the allies.

In the sjjaces marked 4, 5, 6, and 7 on either side of
the Pnetorium, Mci-e the generaFs stati', including

'

probably the Lcgati, together with the Praioria
\

Cohors, consisting chielly of picked men selected
from the Extraordinarii ; the former tMo being i

cavalry, the latter two infantry. In 8 were the
|

remainder of the Extraordinarii Equites, facing i

towards the Via Principalis ; in 9 the remainder of i

the Extraordinarii Pedites, facing towards the agger
or rampart. The spaces marked 10 were reserved
for occasional auxiliaries.

The centre of the lower portion of the camp was
occupied Ijy the two Roman legions ^A-hich consti-
tuted an ordinary consular army, consisting of the
infantry ami cavalry of both legionai-ies and allies.
It was divided into two equal parts by the Via
Quintana, a road, .50 feet Mide, which ran parallel
to the Via Principalis, while the whole of the
interior was surrounded by an open space, 200 feet
wide, between the rampart and the tents, which
allowed the troops amiile freedom for movement.
Till! tents were nitchecl in the twelve oblong com-
itartments sketched in the i)lan, six above and six
below the Via Quintana, and separated from eacli
other by roads 50 feet wi<le. Each of these com-
partments was 500 feet long, and was divided into
ten rectangular spaces, the projxirtional size of
which is exactly rei>resente<l in the plan. In the

spaces marked A, each containing 10,000 square
feet, were the Equites of the Legion, each of the

ten spaces being occupied by one titrma of thirty

men and horses. In B, each containing 5000 square
feet, were the Triarii of the Legion, each of the

ten spaces being occupied l>y a manipulKS of sixty

men. In C, each of 10,000 square feet, were the

Principes of the Legion, each of the ten spaces
lieing occupied by two inanipuli of sixty men.
The spaces markeil D, each of 10,000 square feet,

contained the Hastati of the Legion, each of the
ten spaces occupied by two manipuli of sixty men.
In E again, each containing 13,300 square feet,

were the Equites Sociorum, each of the ten spaces
occupied by forty men and horses ; Avhile in the
spaces F, each 20,000 square feet in extent, w-ere

the Pedites Sociorum, each of the ten spaces
accommodating 240 men.
The tents all faced the Vife which formed their

boundaries. Before each gate was posted a strong
body of vclites, called rustodcs, to prevent a surprise
of the enemy, while pickets of cavalrj- and infantiy,

called stationes, were thrown forward in ad\"ance
in each of the four directions to give timely warn-
ing of the approach of an enemy. Finally, sen-

tinels (cxcubice) kept guard along the ramparts.
The night, reckoned from sunset to sunrise, was
divided into four equal spaces called vigiliic. The
watchword (signuni) for each night was inscribed
on small tablets of wood (tcsscrce), which were
passed along the whole lines, and returned to the
trilmnes again.

Thediti'erent parts of the camp were so distinctly

marked out and measured oft' beforehand, that the
men on their arrival at once proceeded to their
respective stations, as if theyliad entered a well-

known city, and were marching to their accustomed
quarters. After the Roman legions came to be
divided into rohorts instead of maniples, the plan
of the camp necessarily became somewhat altered,

but its general i)lan and main features as to

interior arrangement remained the same. In
comparing the encampments of the Romans A^th
those of his own countrymen, Polybius tells us
that the Greeks trusted mainly to a judicious

selection of their ground, and regarded the natural
advantages which they thus secured as supplying
in a great measure the place of artificial means
of defence. The Greeks, consequently, had no
regular form of camp, and no fixed places were
assigned to the dill'erent divisions of the army.
AVhen the practice of drawing up the army accord-

ing to cohorts, introduced by ]\Iarius and Cfesar,

was adopted, the internal arrangements of the
camp experienced a corresponding change. Lat-
terly, even the square form was abandoned, and
the camp was made to suit the nature of the
ground. It was always held to be of importance,
however, that the camp should occupy a defensible

position, that it could not be overlooked, and that

it had a command of ^^ater.

AVhen stationary camps (casira stativa) came
into more general use, ^e hear of several parts

which are not mentioned by Polybius, for example,
the infirmary {raletudinarinm), the farrierj' (vcteri-

iKiriinn), the forge (fabrica), &c. ; and as a great
variety of troops then came to be employed, they
must, of course, have had new stations apjioiiited

to them in the camp. Standing camps were divided
into rastra cestiva, a ])ermanent summer cam]), and
rastra hiberna, a permanent winter camp. Many of

the stationary camps ultimately grew into towns

—

an origin seen in the names of such English towns
as VoXchcstcr, V\\nchcsfri\ yinmhcsfcr, and Chester
itself. Amongst the most perfect in Britain of

those which retained the form of the simple en-

campment, is that at Ardocli (q.v. ) in Perthshire,
in the grass-covered mounds and ridges of which
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most of tlie divisions of the camp liave liecii ili.s-

tiiiftly traced by anti«iuaries.

Modern Camps.—The principles of castraineta-
tion, or canip-fonnation, underwent nincli chanj^e
after tlie invention of },'unpo\vder. Caini>s are
now colh'ctitins of tents or liuts in which
soldiers are hwlyed dnrin;; a cani])ai<ni or Held
laanieuvres. The iiunu-nse size i»f Euri)|»ean
armies makes it iniiM>ssii)le to carry tents for

the troops, and they are almost always accom-
modated in Cantonments (q. v. ) or Bivonacs (q.v. ).

The Italians alone retain the ' tente d'altri/ which,
wei^'hin<; only 11 11)., can lie carried in jtortions hy
the three men who sleep in it. Uiit in hot climates,
and when, as in must British expeditions, the fone
en;L(aged is comparati\ely small, they are placed
•under canva.s,' forming what are called flijiixj

camps if occupie<l for one or two nights only, and
sUtndiuq camps if stationary for a h>nger periotl.

At Ahtershot (q.v.), Sliornclille, Colchester, antl

the Cnrragh of Kildare, large camjts of r.rcn-isi- have
l)een estaKlished ; ami small instrnctional camits
are formed for a few days every summer in tlie

various military districts, to' train the regulars,
militia, and volunteers in the duties of camp life

and Held iq>erations.

The full space recjuired by a battalion of British
infantry at war strength for a standing camp may
be taken a> l!K) yards <.f front and 1\S() of depth';

for one night G4 yard>' by 2<X) would sullice. In

the centre of the frf)nt are the quarter-guard
tents; then conies the j)araile ground, 80 yards
deep; then the men's tents in S rows (1 per com-
pany), perpendicular to the front, each iKdl-tent

taking VI to l."> men, and each s(|uare Indian tent
2*2 to 2.") ; in rear of the company tents are the Held
kitchens, then the ollicers' tents, then the baggaj^e-

wagons and horses, and last of all, the tents of tlie

rear guard.
The sjiace recjuired by a cavalr>' regiment is 186

yards of front and 2.m of de|itli, or GH by ISO for one
night only. The tents are arranged in a manner
similar to those of an infantry caiii|t. The horses

are fastened to picket ropes laid down between
them.

Field artillerj' usually park their guns and wagons
in front of their horse lines, and pitch the tents

round the latter. The full spiice for one battery
has a front of 100 yards and dei.th of 189—th'e

miniinum dimensions being (HJ ami ir>0 yards respec-

tively.

Field-lios])ital, engineer, ordnance store, com-
niis.sariat, and transport camjis are similar to those

for Held artillery, and each unit reiiuires alxMit the

same space as one battery. White Hags \\ ith red

Cieneva cross by day, and a red lamp l»y night,

indicate the tents of a lieldho>|iital , a blue llag

with white centre, or a green lamp, the commissariat
and tran.sport camp ; and a blue Hag with red centre,

or yellow lamp, the ordnance store department.
Twenty-Hve yards' interval is left between corjis.

The siteof'a camp slumld have a identiful supply

of good water ami wood for fuel, the ground lirm

turf, with san<l or gravel subsoil, good natnial

drainage, ea^y communications throughout, and
access to good roads in front and rear. Tactical

considerations, if within two days' march of the

enemy, are paramount, and must decide the posi-

tion of the camp. Thus, a large force intending

to light a battle, in a chosen position, would be

encamped or biv<macked in rear, but near enough
to occui>y it before the enemy's advanced artillery

cimld come within range. Infantry would be
••ncamjied in front and on the Hanks of cavalry

and artillery, which take longer to tuni <mt, and
should therefore have this protection. The safety

of such a camp would be insured by a strong line

of outposts some three miles in front of the lighting

position, and probably by an advanced cavalry
screen 10 or 20 miles fartlier towards the enemy.
It follows that the .system of surrounding camps
or bivouacs by defensive works is no longer
neces.sary nor possible when armies of jierhaps

2oO,tKK) men are in (juestion. But if a small force

is holding a point on the lines of «'ommunioatioii or

operating against savages, some obstacle is essen-

tial to check a sudden onslaught of overpowering
numbers upon front. Hank, and rear.

When, as on the march, time does not admit of

regular fortification, some siu-t of protecti(m must
be improvised. This wjis done in the Soudan
camjiaigns by utilising the baggage and by sur-

rounding the camp with a 'zareba,' or impenetrable
indosure of thorn bushes cut di>wn for that purpose.
In Zululand also, the lioer method of forming a
'laager' rouiul the camj* by interlocking the
bag;:age wagons was ad(q>ted, after the disaster

of I.sandhlwana had demoiistratetl the necessity of

some jiroteetion against the enveloping attack of

the Zulu army.
The cantonments of a besieging army are

strengthenetl against sorties by entrenchments,
and entrenched camps have now supersedeil other
forms of i)ermanent Fortilication (q.v.). Such
a csimp consists of a girdle of detached forts

surrounding the enceinte at a distance of several
mill's, so that the area thus inclosed is a ]trotected

Iiosition from which a Held army can o|ierate.

'aris, rortsimmth. and .Metz are iiKMlern instances ;

the perimeter of the Hist being .some !K) miles.

C'aill|lilUIIiU a town of Italy, 13 miles E. of

Saliriiii, with a cathedral, and some trade in wine,
oil, fruit, ami wood. |*op. tjSiKj.

C'ailipa;;ii;i di Roiinu an undulating, mostly
unculii\ate<l and unhealthy plain of Italy surround-
ing Kome, including the greatest jiart of ancient
Latium, with a length (supjiosing the name to

apply to the tlistiict extending from Cape Linaro,
south of C'ivita \'eccliia, to Terracina, beyond the
pontine Marshes) of alniut !M) miles, and an fxtreme
bieadth inland, to the Alban and Sabine hills, of

40 miles. A broad strip of sandy plain skirts the
Mediterranean, with u thick fringe of pines. The
ground is almost entirely volcanic, the lakes being
fiirmed by craters of extinct volcanoes, and the broad
Tiber winds across the plain between banks of tufa,

of which the Seven II ills of Borne are composed.
The va|>ours rising from this district produce tlie

pestilential atmosphere styled Ann Cattira. The
number of inhabitants is \ery small, and in summer
they are driven away by its pestilent air. In autumn
henlsmen descend from the Apennnns with their

herils, the ]iasturage in some ])arts of the plain being
rich and abundant ; and skins, wocd, and cheese, to-

gether with wine, are exp«)rtetl in some quantity.
This district was not always as we miw Hnd it ;

though it was never regarded as healthy, Domitian
and Hadrian built here their splendiil villas ; and
in the early years of the IJeiiuidic such towns iis

\'eii and Fidena- stootl here, as well as a number
of small places that survived till medieval times.

It Wiis swei)t byCioths, X'andals, ami Langobards
from the oth to the 8th century, afterwards by Nor-
mans and Saracens, and strip|»ed of its remaining
wealth by rival barons; the removal of the pope
to Avignon comi>leted its desolation, wliii-h succes-

sive inundations of the Tiber, always more fre-

cjueiit as the inland forests were destroyed, have
only intensilied, and which later efl'orts in the way
of drainage, canalisation, and timber-planting have
done little to remove I'ius \'l. especially endea-
vonreil to drain the I'ontine Marshes, ami, during
their dominion in Italy, the French ellected some
improvements. (iaribaldi also during his later

years interested himself greatly in the matter, and
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of late some steps have been taken to check the

oveiHow and stagnation of the Avatei-s of the Tiber,

whilst the eucalyptus phiut has been extensively

grown with a vieM" to prevent malaria ; but only a
tenth of the district is as yet under any cultivation,

and only ruinous taverns and the huts of shepherds

and vine-dressers break the solitudes that stretch

for miles round Rome.

Cnilipnil. Jkaxxe LoriSE Henriette, born in

Paris. October 6, 1752, from 1770 till 1792 was
Marie Antoinette's eontidant, and duiing the Reign
of Terror withdrew to the valley of Chevreuse,
beyond Versailles. After the fall of Robespierre
she opened a boarding-school at St (liermain-en-

Laye ; and in 1806 she was appointed by Napoleon
head of the Institution at Ecouen for the educa-
tion of the daughters of the othcers of the Legion
of Honour. At the Restoration this institution

was supjiressed, and Madame Campan retired to

Mantes, where she died. May 16, 1822. She is

chielly remembered on account of her Memoires stir

la Vic I'rivie de la Reine Marie Antoinette (1823),
Joiunal Anecdotique (1824), and Correspondancc
Incditc a vec la Heine Hortense ( 1835 ). See M'orks on
her by Flammermont (1886) and Carette (1891).

Cailipauella, Tomma'SO (pi-operly Giovan
Donienicu), was born otli September 1568, at Stilo

in Calabria, ami studied at Naples and Cosenza. He
entered the Dominican order in his fifteenth year.
The writings of Telesius first awakened his doubts
respecting the ' scholastic philosophy. ' The results

of his first studies were given in his Fhilosopliia

Sensibns Demonstrata, &c. (Naples, 1591), which
contained a defence of Telesius. His superiority in

disputations exposed him to the hatred and false

accusations of the orthodox monks and schoolmen.
He was in consequence compelled to Hee from
Naples to Rome, and thence to Florence, Venice,
Padua, and Bologna. He returned to Calabria in

1599, but being suspected of having involved himself
in a political conspiracy, he was seized and confined
in a Neapolitan dungeon for twenty-seven years ;

tried five times, and tortured seven ; accused of

heresy ; and declared the author of a book which
had lieen published thirty years before he was born.
In 1626 Pope Urban Vltl. had him brought to the
prison of the Inquisition at Rome, and three years
afterwards gave him his liberty and a yearly pen-
sion. After being again persecuted by the Spanish
government, Campanella went to Paris, where he
was graciously received by Louis XIII. and Riche-
lieu. He died in the Dominican monastery of St
Honore, near Paris, 21st May 1639. More than
40 works on various subjects (several of which are
lost) were written by Campanella during his im-
prisonment. His philosophical views were charac-
teristic of the transition from the 16th to the 17th
century. In his theory of perception, which starts
from the external sense ('sensum solum sapere'),
he is a forerunner of the empiric and sensualist
school ; in his doctrine of the inner sense ( which is

the condition of the outer) he finds his refuge from
scepticism ; and his conviction that we possess in
our consciousness of self an impregnable certainty
of our own existence points forward to Descartes
and Leibnitz. His aim was to reconcile the the-
ology of Aquinas with the natural philosophy of
Telesius by means of his metaphysics ; and to prove
that all worldly powers should serve the Church,
and all secular science be the handmaid of religion.
His Dr. Monarchia Hispanica. Disciirsus is a work
of great power and value, comprising a sketch of
the political world of Campanella's time, with
special reference to Spain. It was translated into
English during CroTuwell's Protectorate. Of his
other works the most noteworthy are Astrologi-
corum, Libri VII. (1617); De Scn.s'n liennn ct Mafjia

(1620); Philosophia Epiloqistica Realis (1623);
Universalis Phitosophifv, Partes III. (1638) ; Philo-

sopJiice Eationalis et licalis. Partes F. (1638); and
Civitas Solis ( 1623), an imitation of Plato's Republic.

A new edition of his complete works was published
at Turin in 1854 ; and his Life has been written by
Baldacchini (1847), Berti (1878), and Amabile (3
vols. 1882). His poems and sonnets, first pub-
lished by his German disciple, Tobias Adami,
in 1622, had l)een lost sight of, until, after a long
search, they were rediscovered by J. G. Orelli, and
by him repul>lishe<l in 1834. The Sonnets were
translated into rhymed English 1)y J. A. Symonds
in 1878.

Cailipailtaa, a town in the Brazilian province
of Minas Geraes, 150 miles NW. of Rio de Janeiro,
surrounded by bare hills, much cut up hy gold
mines, but with large herds of cattle on the low-
lands. Pop. 6000.

Cailipailia, anciently a i")rovince on the west
coast ot Italy, having Capua as its capital (now
subdivided into the provinces of Benevento, Naples,
Salerno, Avellino, and Caserta), lying between
Latium, Sanmium, and Lucania. It was one of

the most jiroductive plains in the world, yielding
in extraordinary abundance corn, wine, and oil ;

and by both Gi'eek and Roman writers is celebrated
for its soft and genial climate, its landscapes, and
its harbours. It was the rcgiofclix of the Romans,
who built here many of their most splendid villas,

and made Baia% with its hot springs, the centre of
their fashionable world. The promontory Misenum,
Mount Vesuvius, the river Volturnus, the towns
BaiiTe, Cuma», Liternum, Puteoli, Naples, Hercu-
laneum, Pompeii, Nola, Salernum, Capua, tSrc.

,

belonged to Campania. In very early times the
Greeks founded Curna", from which Puteoli, Naples,
and other places were colonised. The district was
next conquered by the Etruscans, by whom Capua,
Nola, and other towns, were founded, but who
succumbed to the more warlike and hardy Sarnnites,

who, in their turn, yielded to the irresistible valour
of Rome. Through all these vicissitudes of con-

quest the substratum of the people remained as at
the beginning. The mass of the Campanians were
essentially of Oscan (q.v. ) race, and Oscan they
remained. Indeed it is mainly from them that our
knowledge of the Oscan language is derived, and
one of their towns, Atella, introduced to the early
Roman stage a S2:)ecies of pojjular drama or comedy.
See Atellan.e.

Cailipaililc ( Ital. from low. Lat. campana,
' a bell

'
), a name a(l()i>ted from the Italian to

signify a bell-tower of the larger kind, and usually
applied only to such as are detached from the
church. Scarcely any of the existing bell-towers
of England answer to the Italian conception of

the campanile ; and the beautiful ' campanile ' at
Salisbury, demolished by Wyatt in 1790, was
really a multangular belfry, surmounted by a
leaden spire. In Italy caTupaniles are found
everywhere—at Rome, Bologna, Padua, Ravenna,
Cremona, Venice. Perhaps the most remark-
able are the so-called ' leaning tower ' of Pisa
and the campanile of Florence. The former,
which is circular in form, is decorated Avith

columns and arcades to the summit of its eight
stories (see Romanesque Architecture). But
though less curious, the famous campanile of
Giotto at Florence is perhaps even more worthy
of the traveller's attention. It was erected in

1334-37, with the express oljject of surpassing, both
in height and in richness of workmanship, any of

the remains of antiquity. In form it is a p,aral-

lelopiped, and is of the same dimensions from
bottom to top. Though it is very lofty—275 feet

—it consists of only four stories, of which the
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tallest are the uppermost and iimleriuost. The
style is Italian (Jothic, and the walls are entirely

veneered with luarhle. The original desij,'n of

(Jiotto was that a spire 'of 90 feet in liei^'ht

should have surmounted the present strueture,

and on the summit may ht- seen the four j^reat

t)iei-s from wiiieh it was intended that it should
lave risen. The splendid eampanile of Florence,

in its present condition, must thus l»e rej^arded

only as a fragment. There is a line campanile at

Seville, '27") feet in height, tiie lower part of which
(18."» feet) was Imilt as a minaret l»y Aim Ynsuf
Yakuh in ll'.Xi. whilst tiie ujiner was added in

1568. It is called La (Jiralda ('the weather-
cock'), from a bronze hpire of Faith, which,
thouj^'li it weighs a ton and a «|iiarter, turns
with the wind. The campanile attached to the

iialace of the Scaligeri at N'erona is very CTace-

tnl. and characteristic df tin- It.iliau iiriniijilcs of

Ciiiii|iiiiiilc, i'oiiHX- t>i ilie buihgeri, Wruiia.

tower huilding. The origin of the campanih
a.s an adjunct to Christian structures is nn
known. It cannot originally have l»een used foi

Itells, lus in early times only iiand hells of veiy
small size were in use. .Mo^t prohahly, like the
round towei-s of Ireland, the cami»anilcs were con-
structed !us jilaces of security anil ohservation.

The earliest examjdes, such as those at Havenna,
are lofty and roun<l. In later times the campanile
wtis found useful for the great hells of the churches
and cities, when they hecame oiijects of imiiort-

ance, and received elalMuate ilecoration. They
continued to he erected in all the styles of archi-

tecture practised in Italy no to recent times.

Numerous Kenaissance examples are thus found
in NCnice and elsewhere, that of St Mark's heing
a w'll known .unl prominent feature in the city.

<'aiii|>:iiioloi;y. See V>K\.h.

t'ailipail lllil (Lat., 'a little hell '), a genus of

<'anipanulace.e (q.v. ), commonly known as Bell-

flowers in- Hells. The species numher about 20(),

chietly jiahearctic, but found as alpine plants in

warmer and southern regions. The flowers are
generally beautiful, and many are cultivated.

The common wild C. rotiiiii/ifo/ifi is. however, more
familiar than any other species, both on account
ot its commonness and simple l)eautj', and as the

^.

Harebell (q.v.) of English poetry and IJhieltell

of Scottish song. C. Tiuchcllum, the nettle-leaved
campaimla, and C.

if/ititirr>tta are not
uncommon, both
wild and in culti-

vation ; but the
biennial species, so
familiar in gardens
ius Canterbury Bells,

is C. inafiKin, a
native of Central
Euro|ie, which has
yielded many flor-

ists' varieties, i>re-

senting great diver-

sity of colour, size,

and doubleness. As
annuals and peren-
nials for the herba-
ceous border an<l
rock-ganlen many
other species and va-

rieties are esteemed ;

while ('. rapiinniliiN

iBampion or iiamps)
was formerlv more
cultivateil tlian at

jiresent on account of its esculent root, the lcavc.<*

l>cing also used in salads.

t'ailipaillllaroaN an order of coroliilloral

dicoiylcdou-., IktIis or rarely shnibs, with bitter

milky juice ; acrid and often jioiscmous ; diuretic.

The young shoots anil roots of some species are,

however, occiu-^ionally eaten, iis is also the half-

lleshy fruit of ('iiiiiiriiin rinnixiti >(/((, in the
C.inaries. While the Cam|>anulace;e proper, or

it'lis, with regular bell like corolla ami fiee

anthers, are chietly ]>ala'arctic, the more iiiodilied

^nb-order of Lobeliace;e, with irregular corolla and
iidierent anthei-s, is chiefly tropical or sul'tropical.

S.I' r \Mi' \\i I \. LiinKiJ.v.

4'aill|>aillllaria« a common genus of llydroids

(ij.v.), and type of a family, Canii)anularid;f. The
delicate stem bearing

Canterbury Bell.

if I'olyp

'imple
the colony
may be
branched ; the nutri

live individuals are
surrouniled by trans-

jiarent bell - sha])ed

sheaths, within which
they may be retracted.

The mouthless, ten-

tacle-less, rejiroductixe

individuals bud ofl'

sexual ones, which clo

not, however, go free

ius they so often do in

allied genera. The
group of generative
buds jiroduced by the
reprocluctive person is

inclosed within a
sj)ecial sac-shaped
sheath, and the whole
thing is called a
sporosac. In allieil

genera, though nf>t

sexual buds go ofl'

Canipanularia

:

I, imtritivf? iniliviiltmls; h, repro-

ductive individuals or sixiro.sac

in Campjinularia, the

as swimming-bells, and
from their generative products and embryos the

fixed asexual ]>lant-liKe 'zoophyte' is again

formed. The genus is comnum in north l^uro-

])ean seas and in the ^lediterraiiean. Allieil

genera are Canipanularia, Clytia, Hincksia, Lao-

niedea (with sporosacs), and Eucope, and (Jbelia

(with free swinimingdjells). See HvDltoius;
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Jolinston's British Zoophytes; Allman's Kay

Society INIonograph on Hydroinedusa'.

Campbell, an ancient anil ilhistiions Scottish

familv, to which geneah)<;ists have chosen to as_sign

an Vn-lo-Noiinan origin, deriving its snrnanie from

the Latin Dc Campo Bdlo. According, however,

to the Diiive of Argyll, it is purely Celtic, of Scoto-

Irisli origin ; and Cambcl, as the name vas ahvays

fonnerly'^vritten, is just the Celtic cam hcul, ' curved

nioutli.' Sir Duncan Camphell of LochoAv, created

Lord Campbell in 1445, and his descendants, the

ducal house of Argyll (q.v.), have heen noticed

already. From his younger son, Sir Colin Campbell

of (Jlenorcliv (circa 1400-78), are descended the

earls and marquises of Breadalbane (creations

1681 and 1831-85) ; and from the younger s(m of the

second Earl of Argyll, who fell at Flodden in 1513,

the earls of Cawdor (created 1827).

Campbell, Alexander, founder of the sect

known as the 'Disci])les of Christ,' or more com-

monlv the ' Campbellites,' was born near Bally-

mena", in County Antrim, in 1788, but emigrated

to the United States in 1807. He early adopted

the opinions of his father in protesting against all

human creeds, and asserting that the sole authority

in religious things was the Bible alone. Though
at lirst a Presbyterian, in 1812 he formed a con-

nection with tiie Baptists, and for some time he

laboured as an itinerant preacher principally in

AVestern Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Ohio. In

1826 he published a translation of the New Testa-

ment, in which the words ' baptism ' and ' baptist

'

gave place to immersion and immcrscr. Some
loosely defined expressions in his writings have
been interpreted as implying a belief in baptis-

mal regeneration, a doctrine Avhich the Disciples

repudiate. By his discussions on public platforms,

and his serial publications, the Christian and
Baptist and the Millenial Hctrbingcr, as well as

by his assiduity in preaching tours and in training

young men for the ministry, Campbell gradually

formed a large party of followers, who began about
1827 to form themselves into a sect under the

designation of 'The Disciples of Christ,' which in

1890 had, in the United States, as many as 5500

churches and 641,051 members. In 1841 Campbell
founded Bethany College in "West Virginia, and
here he died, 4th March 1866. His waitings were
numerous. See his Life by Richardson (1868).

Campbell, Sir Colin, Lord Clyde, one of

the bravest soldiers and most distinguished generals

of modern times, was born in Glasgow, 20tli

October 1792. His father was a carpenter, named
Macliver, but Colin assumed the name of Campbell
from his mother's brother. Colonel John Campbell,
who in 1802 put him to school at (Josport. He
was gazetted an ensign in 1808, and by 1813 had
fought his way up to a captaincy, serving on the
Walcheren expedition (1809), when he contracted
a life-long ague, and through all the Peninsular
war, where he was severely Mounded at the siege
of San Sebastian and the passage of the Bidassoa.
He took ])art in the expedition to the LInited

States (1814), and then passed nearly thirty years
in garrison duty at Gibraltar, Bar! ladoes, Demeraia,
and various places in England, in 1837 becoming
lieutenant-colonel of the 98th foot. For the brief

Chinese campaign of 1842 he was made a C. B.,

and for liis orilliant services in the second Sikh
war (1848-49) a K.C.B., thereafter commanding
for three years at PeshaAvur against the frontier

tribes. On the outbreak of the Crimean war in

1854 he was appointed to the command of the
Highland Brigade ; the victory of the Alma was
mainly his ; and his, too, the splemlid rejiiilse of

the Russians by the ' thin red line ' in the battle of

Balaklava. He was rewarded with a K.fJ.C. B.,

with a sword of honour from his native city, and
with several foreign orders, and in 1856 was
appointed Inspector-general of Infantry. When on
11th July 1857 the news reached England of the

sepoy jNl'utiny, Lord I'almerston otieretl him the

command of the forces in India, he started next
day for Calcutta. He reached it in August ; on
17th November, with 4700 men, effected the final

relief of Lucknow ; and on 20th December 1858,

having five months earlier been created Lord
Clyde, announced to the viceroy that the rebellion

was ended. Returning ne.xt year to England, he
was made a field-marslial, and received a pension
of £2000. He died 14th August 1863, and was
buried in AYestniinster Abbey. See his Life by
Lieutenant-general Shadwell (2 vols. 1881).

Campbell, George, divine, was born in 1719
at Aberdeen, and educated there at the gram-
mar-school and Marischal College. Abandoning
law for divinity, he was in 1748 ordained minister
of Banchory Ternan, a jiarish 17 miles SW. of

Aberdeen ; in 1757 was called to that city, and in

1759 was appointed Principal of Marischal College.

His first book was his famous Dissertation on
Miracles (1762), in answer to Hume, a work which
in its own day was greatly admired, and character-

ised as ' one of the most acute and convincing
treatises that has ever appeared on the subject.'

It was speedily translated into French, Dutch, and
German. In 1771 Campbell was elected professor

of Divinity in Marischal College. In 1776 he pub-
lished his PhilosopJiy of Rhetoric, in 1789 a Trans-
lation of the Gospels. He died 6tli April 1796

;

and in 1800 appeared his Lectures on Ecclesiastical

History, with a memoir by G. S. Keith prefixed.

Campbell, John, Baron, Lord Chancellor of

England, biographer of the chancellors, was born
15th September 1779 at Cupar-Fife, the third child

of the parish minister. He was destined for the min-

istry, and passed in 1790 from Cupar grammar-
school to St Andrews UniA'ersity, wdiich he left in

the spring of 1798 to become tutor to the son of a
West India merchant in London. Having deter-

mined to follow the legal profession, Campbell
joined Lincoln's Inn (1800), read for several years

in the chambers of the famous Mr Tidd, during
which period he also acted as reporter and dramatic
critic to the Morninq Chronicle, and was called to

the bar in 1806. His abilities and perseverance,

his readiness to assist professional brethren, and
the publication of the first volume of his elaborate

nisi prius 'Reports' (1808), brought him into

favourable notice even on the home circuit ; and
by the end of 1824 he l)ecame leader of the Oxford
circuit, which he had joined in 1810. In 1821

he married the eldest daughter of Mr Scarlett,

afterwards Lord Abinger, who was made Baroness

Stratheden in her own right in 1836, and by
whom he had three sons and four daughters. He
became king's counsel in 1827, and chairman of the

Real Property Commission in 1828. He entered

parliament in 1830 as member for Stafford, and
after some hesitation accepted the Reform Bill of

1831. His real interest lay in law reform. In 1832

he was made Solicitor-general, knighted, and re-

turned to parliament for Dudley. Upon his pro-

motion to the Attorney-generalship in 1834, Camp-
bell, defeated at Dudley, was returned for Edin-

burgh. In 1841 he became Lord Campbell, and was
raised to the Lord-chancellorship of Ireland, an
office which he soon resigned, on the defeat of the

Melbourne ministry, honourably declining the

pension to which he was legally entitled. Lord
Campbell was made Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster in 1846, Chief-justice of the Queen's

Bencli in 1850, and Lord Chancellor of England in

1859. He died on the night of 22d June 1861.
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In iM)litics (.'aiin)lH?ll was a consistent Whij;.

He lM»a.ste<l that tlie vote, which at some personal

imonvenienee he hii*! retnmetl fronj circuit to tlie

House of Commons to jrive, had carried the second

reading of tlie Reform Bill in 1S3I. As an
a<lv«K'ate, Camjd»ell Wius sound and industrious

r.ither tlian brilliant ; he wjus a courteous and
eminently painstaking judge. As Chief just ice of

the C^ueen s llench he jiresided over the trial of

l>r Newman for lilRd (lH.}o), and the prosecution
of William I'almer for poiboning (iSoti). As Lord
Chancellor he delivered judgment in the iuiim'

c^Uhrc of the Empenjr of Austria r. Kossuth.
Among the statutes introduced l>y ("amnlieirs in-

fluence nuiy he mentioned one limiting liahility in

actions of defamation ((i and 7 Vict. chap. (Hi); a
second, which he lx>rrowed irithout wktiuwleilijinent

from Lord Lyttelton, enahling the representatives
of persons killed hy accident to recover comi>ensa-
tion in certain causes (9 and 10 Vict. chap. 93) ; and
a third, against okscene puhlications (20 and 21

Vict. chap. ST ).

It is in his capju-ity of legal hiographer that
CamplMdl's re|iutation has sutt"ere<l most severely.

His Lives of the Chief-justices (1849-57) and of

the Lord Chancellors (1845—47), though readahle
and amusing, are <lisligure«l l)y chihlish vanity,

by the constant olitrusion of himself ami his own
achievements, and at least in th»' later volumes
^hy wanton misrepresentation and inaccuracv.

K»'I»'ating Arhutlinott's witty savin'? on Curll's

biographies, Sir Charles Wetherell declared that

'his nolde and hiogra[>hicaI fiiend had added a
new terror to ileatli.' See the Life hy his daughter,
the Hon. .Mrs Hardcastle ( ISSI ) ; Fosss .///f/r/r.v, ix.

I;V)-167 : Sngden's MisrejircjscutiUiofi^ in CanipbeH's
Lii'fs.

C'ailiplx'IK .loHN Fr.vnci.s, of I.slay, a great
folkhirisi, Wit- lM)ni Decemln-r 2t), 1822. Educated
at Kton and the university of Kdinhurgh, he
held otiices at court, and was afterwards secretary

to the lighthou.se and coal commissions. He
travelle<l much, and died at Caniu's, 17tli I'ehruarv
l88."i. An enthusiastic Highlander and pn»found
(iaelic sclndar, an well as a man of singul.iriy

lovahle nature, Iain Og He (
' \'oung .lolm of

Islay ') preserved all the atlectionate loyalty of the

islanders of Islay, although he had lost the estates

of his fathers. An oheli^k was raisetl to his

memory in the .June of 1887 on the summit of

Cnoc-na-Diih, a hill in Islay, near his birthplace.

Camplwdls great work is his J'i>/>ii/tir Tahs nf tUr

Wr.st lli.thhuKls (A vols. Kdin. 184M) (52), one of the
most im|M)rtant contrilnitions ever maiie liy any
scholar to the scientilic study of folk tales, or

sturivloqii, to use liLs own word. Only those who
have tFiemselves maile experiment in collecting

folk-tales can appreciate the marvellous combina-
tion of devoted jtatience ami iiuick intelligence,

with profound symjiathy and insight into primitive

habits of thought, that went to the making of such
a tK>ok. Hful lie lived longer he migiit have given
folklorists further volumes out of tiie aninle store

of materials he left iM-hind him. His Lathhuir iia

Feiiiue, a series of (iaelic te.vts, he began to i.ssue

in 1872. Cam]>l>ell gave much attention also to

scientilic studies, fniits of which were his Fro.st

mill Firr, Xiitiinil Fiiijiins. 'J'uii/uinrLi und ('hips

( lS(i,')), Tliirmi>fjriii>hy ( l8,s.S), and the inventiiui of

the sunshine-recorder for indicating the varying
intensity of the sun's rays. His Viiriilar Notes
;1876) consisted of letters written home during a
tour round the world.

I'ainplM'll. .John M'Lkod, a great Scottish

theologian, born at Kilninver in Argyll, in 1800.

Sent to (Jlius^^ow Cnivei-sity at eleven, he wa-s

licensed to preach by the presbytery of Lome in

1S21, and wius ordaine<l minister of Row. near
Helensburgh, in 182."). His views cm the pei-s«>nal

a.xsunince of stilvation, and on the universality of

the atonement, scmiii brought upon him a charge of

heresv, which led, after the process usual in the
' S<-otcli ciiurch, to his deposition by the ( Jeneral

i
Assembly in IS.Sl. Campbell Inire tiiis heavy trial

with the most saintly charity and patience, refus-

ing either to form a new sect or to attach himself

to that of his devoted frieml Edward Irving. For
two years he laUnired in the Highlands a.*? an
evangelist, and for six and twenty yeai-s, from
18.'W, preached quietly without remuneration to a
regular congregation that gathered round him in

(;ia.-^gow. \Vlien his health broke down he ad-

visiMl his people to attach themselves to the church

of Norman Madeotl. He spent the remainder

of his life in retirement an<l in communion with

! such friends as Maurice, Ei-skine of Linlatheii,
' Norman Macleod, and Hishop Ewing. In ISCiS his

university gave him the degree of 1>. D. , and in

1871 a testimonial and iuhlress was presented to

him by men of nearly every religious denomination
in Scotland. From ls70 lie lived at Roseneath, ami
here he died, 27lh Februarv ls72. The Church of

Scotland dealt herself a ileadlv blow when she

ejwted from her ministry tme o/ the most saintly

and s|»iritual-miiule<l of her sons, but her action

niatle leisure for the writing of three of the most
valuable of nnKleni English thecdogical books:
Christ the Bread of Li/e ( 1851 ), The Aotiirc »/ the

A tiiiirmeiit ( l8.Vi ), ami Ihoiii/htson lienhition ( 18(52 ).

M'LomI Camjibell wjus a jirofound and original

religious thinker, and his writings show a rare union

of candour, clearness, Uildness, ami depth, with a
piety of lingular sweetness ami simplicity. The
central thought of his theology is the tatherliiie.s.s

of (hmI ; and his vivid reali.sation of the i»iesent and
abiding truth of this warmed his faith to a glow of

sytn|ialhetic enthusiiusm to which his writing owed
all its charm and no little of its persuading power.

Another favourite theme—the self-evidencing ch;ir-

lU'ter of revelation is demonstrat<'d with ipiiet but

incisive and masterly reiv-soning. See the article

AtoNKMKNT ; and consult the Meni'iria/s by his

son (2 vols. 1877), and Canon Vaughan's paper iii

the ' '•>/!/• iii/iiinir;/ Jt'rriiir for .June 1878.

t'ailipbcll, Thomas, jxtet, wa.s lK»rn in < Glas-

gow, 27tli .Inly 1777, the youngest of the elexen

children of an unfortunate merchant. From the

grammar school of his native city he jia-sseil in

1791 to the university, where he remained oil' jind

on till 17iK5, winning several prizes, and being

.specially distinguished for his knowledge of (Jreek

literature. In 179."> he went as a tutor to the

island of Mull. The .scenery of the West High-
lands made a deep impri'ssion on his mind, .iml to

his alxMle in tho.se grand and desolate regions his

verses owed much of their finest touches of sub-

limity. In 1797 he repaired to Edinburgh, intend-

ing to .study law ; but he could not shake oil" his

recollections. In his eyes the mists were folded on
the hills of Morven, the roar of Corrievrekin wsis in

ids ears, and instead of poring over mustv law-

lM>oks, he wrote Thr I'lcn.surcs of Hope. It Wiw
published in 1799, and ran through four editions in

a twelvenumth. During a, ten-months" tour on the

Continent (18(K) 1 ) Cami)bell visited the battlefield

of Hohenlinden, at Hamburg fell in with the

prototype of his j£'j/7c i'^/' iV///, an<l sailed ])ast the

l>atteries of Copenhagen. In 18();5 he married an<l

.settled in London, having refu.se<l the oiler of a
chair at Wilna, and rescdved to adopt a literary-

career. He contributed articles to The Eilinbitrgh

Eneiicloimiliii, and comniled The Annals of Great

Britain from Georije it. to the Peace of Amiens.

In 1806, through Fox's influence, he received a
pension of £200 per annum from government. In
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1809 appeared Gertrude of Wyoming, which bears

the same relation to The F/easures of Hope that

The Cast/c of Lulolence l)ears to The Seasons—a less

brilliant anti striking, but more mature and finished

performance. In 1818 Campbell was again in

Germany, and on his return he published his Sjjeci-

mens of the British Poets. In 1820 he delivered a
course of lectures on poetry at the Surrey Institu-

tion ; and from this date to 1880 he edited The New
Monthly MiKjazine, contributing thereto several
poems, one of which, The Last Man, is in some
respects the loftiest of all his performances. In
1827 he was elected Lord Rector of the uni-
versity of Gl.asgow, and received the unusual
honour of re-election the two following years. His
later publications did not add to his fame. He
died at Boulogne, loth June 1844, and was buried
in Westminster Abbey, a Polish nobleman scatter-
ing dust on his coffin from the grave of Kosciusko.
Campbell is an established English classic.

AVith tlie young The Pleasures of Hope should e\er
))e a favourite ; while readers of maturer years
will linger with delight over the silvan scenery and
tender ilomestic scenes of Gertrude. It is in his
lyrics, however, that Campbell has soared highest
into the heaven of song

—

Hohenlinden, Ye Mariners
©/ England, and The Bcdtlc of the Baltic, cannot
be matched in the language. Than these lyrics
nothing can be more simple, more spirited. 6nce
read, they cannot be forgotten. They will fan the
patriotism of many generations. See his Life and
Letters bv AV. Beattie (3 vols. 1849), and other
works by Cyrus Bedding (1860) and Haddon ( 1900).

Campbell Island, a lonelv island to the south
of New Zealand, in 52° 34' S. lat., and 169' 12' E.
long. Though it rises to a heiglit of 1498 feet, and
is only 85 sq. m. in area, it is yet valuable on
account of its harbours. It is also scientifically
interesting, being volcanic, and displaying a rich
and rare flora. Discovered in 1810, it served as an
observatory during the Transit of Venus in 1874.

Campbeltown, a royal burgh and seaport of
Argyllshire, on the E. coast of the peninsula of
Kintyre, 83 miles SW. of Glasgow by water. It
curves round the head of a sea-loch (2| x | mile),
which is sheltered by Davarr Island (300 feet high),
and forms a magnificent harbour. A sculptured
granite cross, supposed to have been brought from
Oronsay or lona, and to date fi-om the 12th
century, stands in the main street. The place is
an important fishing centre, and has upwards of
twenty whisky distilleries. It unites with the Ayr
burghs to return one memlier to parliament. Dr
Norman Macleod was a native. Pop. ( 1841 ) 6797 :

(1881)7693; (1891) 8291.

Campe, Joachim Heinrich, a German educa-
tionist, born near Holzminden in 1746, was tutor
for a time to the Ijrothers Humboldt, and minister
in Potsdam. After serving with Basedow (q.v.)
at the Philanthropin in Dessau, he founded an
institution of his ovai, and in 1787 undertook the
reorganisation of the school-system in Brunswick,
where he also established a large publishing house
He died 22d October 1818. His theoretical M-orks
on education were of importance in their time, and
liLs German Dictionary (5 vols. 1807-11), though
weak in its historical department, is still of value.
His books for the young (37 vols. 4th ed. 1832)
have been remarkably popular, especially Robinson
der Jilngerc (109th ed. 1884; Eng. trans. 1855)
hee his Life hy Leyser (2 vols. Bruns. 1877).

Campeacliy (San Francisco de Campeche), a
seaport on the west side of the peninsula of
Yucatan, on a l)ay of the same name. It lias a
citadel, university, naval academv, and shipbuild-
ing docks. The haven is safe, but verv shallow,
and tlie trade, principally in logwood and wa.\, lias

greatly fallen off; while cigars and palm-leaf hats
a.re almost the only manufactures. Founded in the
middle of the 16th century, it was taken, occupied,
and burned by buccaneers in 1685. Pop. (1880)
12,600. Campeacliy gives name to a state of
Mexico.

Campeacliy Wood, See Logwood.

Campeggio, Lorenzo, Cardinal, was born in

1472, of a noble Bolognese family. He studied law,
and married early, taking holy orders after liis

wife's death. He was made Bisliop of Feltri, and
sent by Leo X. on a mission to the Emperor Maxi-
milian, being created a cardinal in his absence
(1517). Next year he visited England as papal
legate to incite Henry VIII. against the Turks,
and was well received. In 1524 he obtained the
bishopric of Salisbury and the archbishopric of
Bologna, and he presided the same year at the
Ratisbon diet; in 1528 he Avas despatched to
England to hear the famous divorce suit of
Henry VIII. against Catharine of Aragon. Per-
plexed betwixt his own private instructions, pity
and regard for the unhappy queen, the dubious
counsels of Wolsey, and the imperious impatience
of the king, and racked tlie while by the pains of a
severe gout, the cardinal ended by displeasing all

parties ; and his final revoking of the cause to
Rome led ultimately to the king's rupture with the
papal court. Campeggio died at Rome in 1539.

Camper, Peter, anatomist, born at Leyden
nth May 1722, studied there, and became pro-
fessor of Medicine in 1750 at Franeker, in 1755 at
Amsterdam, and in 1765 at Groningen. In 1773
he resigned his post, and, on being elected a
member of the state council in 1787, removed
to the Hague, where he died, 7th April 1789.
Camper Avas distinguished not only for the services
he rendered to anatomy, surgery, obstetrics, and
medical jurisprudence, but also as a promoter of

the fine arts. He was remarkably skilful in pen-
and-ink drawing, painted in oil, embossed, and
even acquired considerable experience as a sculptor.
For his observations on the facial angle, see article

Skull. His work on the connection of anatomy
with the art of drawing was an important contribu-
tion to the theory of art. His collected writings,
with plates, appeared at Paris (3 vols. 1803).

Camperdown (Dutch Campcrduin), a broad
tract of low dunes in North Holland, about 25 miles
N. of Haarlem, separating the small hamlet of
Camp from the German Ocean, is famous for the
victory obtained ofl' the coast here by Admiral
Duncan (q.v.) over the Dutch fleet under Admiral
van Winter, October 11, 1797. Duncan was created
Viscount Duncan of Camperdown, his son (in 1831 ),

Earl of Camperdown.

Camp Followers are the sutlers and dealers
in smallwares who follow an army. In India,
owing to tlie peculiar haluts and customs of the
natives, and the large number of servants retained
by European troops, the camp followers sometimes
number four times the actual force : comprising
servants, grooms, grass-cutters, mule and camel
drivers, water-carriers, sutlers, snake-charmers,
dancers, conjurers, and women. Even in European
armies they are necessary ; they are at all times
under the control of the commanding officer, but
only subject to military law when in the field.

C.impliaiisen, Wilhelm, a German painter,
born 8th P'e])ruary 1818 at Diisseldorf, and from
1859 professor in the art academy there. He was
specially famous for battle-pieces—scenes from
Cromwell's battles, the Thirty Veai-s' War, the
wars of 1866 and 1870—and painted many notable
portraits of soldiers and equestrian figures. He
died 16th June 1885.
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Camphene, or C'ami'HILKNK, is an artiKcial
saiiety of cuiiiplior o])taine<l from turpentine, by
acting thereon with the ilrv vapour of liyilrochloric

aciil, and keepinjjj the whole at a low temperature
l)v immersin;^ the vessel in a free/in;^ mixture. A
swli<l sul>stance is |>r(Klufeil, which >eiiarates in

white crystalline prisms, and hits the t.uste and
a;,'reeable aromatic smell of common natural
camphor. The name ('amphene has, however, a
wider sij,Tiitication, Iwing applied to the whole
cla.ss of oils i>i»meric with turpentine, of which the
Ix'st known are the oils of lierj^amot and lemon.

t'auipllilie is the name applied to a variety of
spirit of turpentine obtained from the Puni.s
aujstrfi/i.s of the .s<»utiiern states of America, and
formerly used as an illuminant iu this ccnuitry. It

is very volatile, liurnin;,' frerly with a pure whit«
brilliant light. Its vajmur forms with air a verj"

explosive mixture. I nder this name are some-
times sold burning oils in which the illuminating
jKjwer has l>een increased by the ;iddition of

camphor.

Camphor is a solid essential oil which is found
in many plants, and may l»e separated from many
e>.sential oils. It particularly alK)unds in certain
8j>ecies of Lauracca- (q.v. ). The principal source of

the camjihor of commerce is tiie Camphor Laurel

( Cinnttmoin uin ( Ldurus ) t'aiiiji/iora ), a tree of ( 'hina,

Japan, Formosa, and C<>chin-('hina, and which has
l>een introduce*! into .lava and the West Indies.

C'ann^»hor is chielly imported in the crude or
unrehneil state from Formosa and Japan, where
the woo<l is cut into chips and distilled with water,
the vapour of camphor rising with the steam being
collecte<l in the head of the still. After collection
cuinphor oil drains oil", which is used in China for

rheumatism. In the refining pnM-ess the grains of

impure camphor are detached, an<l being intro-

«luced, along with a small proportion of iniicklime,
into a large gloltular gla>s vessel in (juantities of

alxiut 10 ll». , aiT reheated, when first the water
rises in steam, and is allowe<l to escape at a small
aperture ; and thereafter, this aperture Iwing closed,

the camphor sublimes and resolidiHes in the interior

upper i>art of the Ihisk as a .semi transparent cake,
leaving .all the imimrities behind. The Masks are
then coolcil and luokcn by throwing cold water on
them, and the camphor taken out and sent into

market. The glass <'lol»es employed are c.'ille«l by
an lUilian name, fxnnholo, the sublimation of

camphor h.iving l)een lirst practised in ^'enice.

Camphor has also of recent years iK'en sent into the
market sublimed in almost powdery crystals, .a.s

* flowers of cjimphor.' a very convenient form for

pharmaceutical jmrposes. -Cam]>hor was unknown
to the (Jreeks and Romans, but has been highly
value<l since ancient times in the Fast, and w.is

first brought t« Europe by the Arabs. It is a
white tough solid, slightly lighter than water, and
having the formula C,,.H,Hn. It is very sparingly
.soluble in water, but freely soluble in alcohol,

ether, acetic .acid, and the essential oils. It fuses

at .347^ (17.V C), and Iniils .at .•m>M204° C), but
volatilLses .somewhat rapidly at ordin.arA- tempera-
tures. When set lire to, it burns with a white
smoky flame. Thrown upon water, it floats, and
may Im; set lire to, when the currents generate<l

alike from the gra<lual solution of the camphor in

the water and the irregular burning of the pieces,

cause a curious rotatory motion. It has a peculiar
hot aromatic taste, and an agreeable characteristic

odour.
Camphor is used alike in European and oriental

medicine, l)oth internally .and exteraally, as a
temporary stimulant, it is frerpiently emjjloyed in

gout .and rheumatism. In small doses it acts as

an anodyne and antispasmodic ; in very large doses

it is an irritant jioison. It is generally reckoned an
anaphro«lisiac, although some nuiintain that it has
an opposite action. Its alcoholic solution, and
liniments in which it is the i)rincipal ingredient,
are much used for external a|>plication in sprains
and bruises, chilblains, chronic rheumatism, and
paralysis. The odcnir of camphor is very noxious
to insects, and it is therefore much Used for
ure-serving nsitural history specimens, and its fumes
have been from early times regarded as of anti-
sej>tic value, an oiiinion confirmed by bacteriology.
Once obt.iined from Sumatra, Borneo, .and inlaiid

China, the Camphor of commerce is now only got
from Japan and Formosa (the j.itler not so good).
Borneo or Sumatra Camphor is the produce
of Ih-i/olxilaimps aioinatiru, a large tree of the
order Dipterocarpea-. The camjihor is t)btained
by cutting down the tree, and splitting it into
small iiieccs. being found in crystalline masses in
natural cavities of the wood. To this substance
the Chinese ascril)e extraordinary medicinal virtues,
so that it is sold .among them at sometimes more
than fifty tinu's the jirice of ctnnnion camphor.
Hence, although the form of camjilior earliest known,
it no longer api)ears in Furojiean commerce. Its
composition is C|„H|^(). and it can be convcrtetl
into common camphor by the ju-tiim of nitric .nid.
The same tree also yields .a 'camphor oil " isomeric
with oil of turjK?ntine, C,„H,fi. This is collected l»y

tapping or felling the tree. A third vjuiety, Xijai,
or li/iiiiiea Cnui/ifior, of intermediate but still high
value, is manufactured at Canton from li/iimcu
/xi/fKiiiii/crii, a tall herbaceous composite. Its
chemical composition is identical with the last. It
is consumed in Chinese medicine, and in perfuming
the finer sorts of Indian ink. Similar crystalline
iHHlies separate from the oils of bergamot, neroli,
thyme, buchu, sas.safras, \c. , but are of no special
imiK)rtance.

Cailipi. u family of artists of some note, at
Cremona, in the midclle and near the <'lose of the
IHtli century, (lui.io Cami'I, the oltlcst brother
( l."><)0 7'2), studied painting, .-culptun-, .and archi-
tecture under (;iulio llomano, and has left a line

altar niece at Cremona, full of the Venetian beauty
of cohmring.— AnT(»M«) CamI'I was a successful
imitator of Correggio, and had some merit as an
architect ami engaaver. He wrote a chronicle of
his native jdace. and died after l.")9l. Vincknzo
("AMI'I (died l.")!M ) excelleil in small figures; s(»me
of his portraits ami jiaintings of fruits also .ire

highly valued. Hkunauiuno Ca.MI-i (1.">2'2 !K)) was
the s(m of a goldsmith, and iiossibly a kinsman of
the three brothers Cami)i. lie studied first under
(Jiulio. but .soon excelled his m.-uster. Although
he imitate<l the works of Titian with such success
that it has been diflicult to distinguish the copies
from the orignnals, he is not jmrely Venetian in

his style, but boiTowed much from Jioth Corre<;gio
and Ka]ihael. Many of his works are fimnd in
Mantua and Crennma, and are highly valued.

Campinas (S.\o Carlos dk), a town of Brazil,

on a fertile ]*lain, 44 miles NW. of SAo Paulo.
There are Large <'ofree .and sugar plant.ations in

the surrounding district. Top. 1'2,0(KJ.

CailipillO, a barren district in the provinces of

Antwerp and Limburg in Belgium (^.v.).

Champion is the common niime of ]dants belong-
ing to the genera Lychnis an<l Silene (q.v. ).

Campion, Fdmi'ND, the fii-st of the Engli.sh

Jesuit martyrs, nicknamed 'the pope's ch.am])ion,'

was bom in l.")40, the son of a London tra4lesman,
and was brought up at the new Bluecoat schocd.

Being a bright and well-spoken lad, he was in his

thirteenth year selected to jironounce an harangue
before Mary Tudor on her triumphant entrj- into
London. l!.ater on, at St John's College, O.xford
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(156(j), lie <,neeted Elizabeth and the Earl of

Leicester with a siinilai- display of oratory. The
mieen coinplimented him on his eloqnent tongue.

He liecame the most popular man at tlie university,

but he still hankeretl atter the old religion, which

he had first abandoned by taking tiie new oath

of supremacy, and afterwards nioie publicly by

receiving deacon's orders in tiie Church of England.

In 1569 'he left Oxford and betook himself to Ire-

laml to help in re-estaVtlishing the Dublin University.

But becoming suspected of leanings tov/ards Rome,
and fearing arrest, he escaped to Douai, and shortly

afterwards joined the Society of Jesus in Bohemia.

In 1580 he was recalled from Prague, where he was
l>rofessor of Ifhetoric, to accompany Parsons on the

Jesuit mission into England. His career in Eng-
land was brief but eventful. For twelve months
he eluded the pursuivants, while no man in

the country was more talked of. The audacity of

his controversial manifesto known as Campion's
' Brag and challenge,' which was followed by his

Dereiii R((tiones, or 'Ten Reasons,' printed at a
secret press set up in Stonor Park, greatly irritated

his opponents. In July 1581 he was caught at

Lyford, and sent up to London, tied on horseback,

with a paper stuck on his hat inscribed ' Campion,
the Seditious Jesuit.' He was tried on a charge of

conspiracy of which he Avas undoul)tedly innocent

;

for it is to his credit that, unlike his brethren
Parsons, Holt, and others, he never meddled with
political plots. The conferences held by him in the
Tower and the proceedings of his trial made a con-

siderable sensation both in England and on the
Continent. He was executed with two secular

piiests on December 1, 1581 ; and, with other
sufferers in the same cause, was beatified by Leo
XIII. in 1886. See Simpson's Edmund Campion
(1SG7; new ed. 1896).

Caiiipioii, Thomas {c. 1575-1620) physician,
poet, and composer, was born at Witliam in Essex,
studied at Cambridge and abroad, and died in
London. He publishe<l Latin Pueiiiata, four Books
of Ayrcs or songs with accompaniments. Songs of
Moarning on Prince Heniy's death, and several
masques. See Biillen's edition of his works (1889),
and E. Rhys's Selection (1896).

Cailip-IlieetingS, gatherings of devout persons,
held usually in thinly-populated districts, and
continued for several days at a time, are especially
as.s()eiated with Methodism in America. Their in-
troduction into England ( 1799) led to the separation
of the Primitive Methodists from the Wesleyans.
See Bourne (Hugh).

€aini><>ba.s.S0, a town of South Italy, among
the Apennines, 52 miles N. of Benevento by rail.
It has several fine churches and important manu-
factures of cutlery. Pop. l.S,594.—The province
(formerly Molise) is very mountainous, and little
of the land is cultivable. The chief industry is
sheep-raising. Aiea, 1764 sq. m.

; pop. about
380,000 (see table at Italy).

Cauipobello, two towns of Sicily. ( 1 ) Campo-
BELLo Di Licata, 17 miles N. of Licata by rail,
with sulphur mines. Pop. 7481.—(2) Cami'obello
DI Mazzaro, 32 miles SSE. of Trapani by rail,
with famous quarries, which were worked by the
Romans. Pop. 0580.

Cainpo-Forinio, a village of Northern Italy,
6 miles SW. of Udhie, is celebrated for the treaty
of peace here concluded on 17tli October 1797
between Austria and the French Republic, whose
army, under Bonajiarte, after subjugating Italy
(1796), had cro.ssed the Noric Alps, and threatened
Vienna. Austria ceded the Netherlands, Milan,
and iSIantua, and received as compensation Istria,
Dalmatia, and the left bank of the Adige, with

the capital, Venice ; while France took the remain-
ing territory of Venice, its possessions in Alljania,

and the Ionian Islands.

€ampoiiia'iics, Pedro Rodriguez, Count
OF, Spanish statesman and v/riter, born in Asturias

in 1723, held many posts under Charles III., and
in 1789-91 was president of the council of state.

He died February 3, 1802. Besides an account of

the antiquities of Carthage, he published ( 1774) the
first good Spanish treatise on political economy,
and a work on the education of artisans (1775).

Campos, Sao Salvador dos, a. town in the
Brazilian province of Rio de Janeiro, on the
Parahyba, which is navigable for small craft to

this point, 30 miles from its mouth. It has some
imposing buildings, fine wharves, and a trade in

coffee, sugar, brandy, and timber ; and the enter-

prise' of the people has introduced tramways and
the electric light. Pop. 15,000.

€ampo Santo ('holy field') is the Italian

and Spanish name for a cemetery or burying-
ground, especially for one inclosed by an arcade.

See Cemetery.

Caiiipvere, now called Vere, Veere, or Ter-
Vere, and formerly often written Camphire, a
small fortified town on the no Lh-east of the
island of Walcheren, in the Netherlands province
of Zealand, with a port on the Veergat, which
separates Walcheren from North Beveland. The
town has fallen into decay ; but its former pros-

pei'ity is indicated by such large edifices as the
town-house and cathedral church. Pop. about 900.

In 1.304 Campvere was the scene of a battle between
William, Governor of Holland, and Guy, Count of

Flanders ; in 1572 the Spaniards were driven away;
and in 1809 the town was bombarded and occupied
during the disastrous Walcheren expedition. For
three and a half centuries it was the seat of a
Scottish factory. Wolfaert van Borselen, Lord
of Campvere, having in 1444 married Mary, fifth

daughter of James I. of Scotland, a factory of

merchants Avas formed, and by contract between
the royal burghs of Scotland and the United Pro-
vinces, Campvere became the only staple port, the
merchants resorting thither to do business. The
factors obtained freedom from several duties, and
the right of being governed by the law of Scotland,
having a Lord Conservator who was supreme judge
in all matters, and a Scots church was maintained
here from 1613. No factor might settle at Camp-
vere without the Avritten authority of the com-
missioners of royal burghs of Scotland, who took
security for his honouralde behaviour. In 1795 the
Batavian Republic withdrew the privileges, and the
factory Avas broken up, but the conservatorshij} was
held as a sinecure long after the necessity for the
office had ceased, the name of Sir Alexander Ferrier
appearing in the Edinburgh Almanac as ' Con-
servator at Cam

J)
vere ' so lately as 1847.

CaillUCCini, Vincenzo, painter, was bom at
Rome in 1775. The school of which he became the
head was founded on the theatrical anticjue style
of the French painter David. His most important
works are ancient Roman or scriptural subjects

;

his ' Incredulity of Thomas ' was copied in mosaic
for St Peter's. He died at Rome, September 2,
1844.

CaillUS, Armand Gaston, French revolutionist,
was born at I'aris in 1740. A zealous and ascetic
Jansenist, and a m.aster of ecclesiastical law, he
was elected Advocate-general of the French clergy,
and in 1789 member of the States-general by the
))eople of Paris. He now appeared as the resolute
foe of the ancient regime, gained possessicm of and
published the so-called lied Book, with its details of
expenditure so disadvantageous to the court and its
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ministers. After the Uij^lit of Louis XVI., Camus,
witli Montniorin, Lafayette, ami Bailly, accusetl

the king of tresison ami conspiracy, and insisted on
the suppression of all orders and corporations Kased
on hercaitary ri^lits. As conservator of the national

ardiives, he rendered an important .service liy pre-

serving from (h'struction the oltl documents of tlie

abolished corjiorations and institution.s. He was
absent in Beljiium during' the kin;;'s trial, but sent

hi.s vote for death. Early in IT'.'.S, while on his

mission to make a pri.soner of Dumouriez, Camus
himself and his four colleaj,'ues were .seized ami
delivered over to tiie Anstrians ; but, after an im-
prisimment of two and a half years, he was e.\-

chan<,'ed for the dau;,'hter of Louis XVL On his

return to I'aris lie was made member, and after-

wards president, of the Council of Five Huntlred,
but resi;,'ned in >Liy 1797, and devoted his time to

literature. True to ids princiides, he voted .i^'ainst

Napoleon's proposed life-consulship. He dieil of

apoplexy, November '2, 1804.

Cani>V<lo<U a dyewood obtained from Baphia
nitidd, a ie;,'undnous tree (sub order Ca-salpiniea^),

a native of .\nj,'oia. It is at lirst white, but turns
red i>n exposure to air. It producs a finer and
richer red than Brazil- woml (<j.v. ), and is very per-

manent. B(inri)i)(l, very similar in its properties,

but vieldiiif^ a duller colour, is said to be i)r(Khiced

by the same tree.

Ctllia, <»F Cai.ILEE, the scene of our Lord's lii-st

miriuli-, ami tiif l)irtliiilace of Nathanac], was
situated in the neighbourhood of Canernaum, to

the W. of tin? Sea of Ualilee. Two modern vi!la;,'es

claim torepresent the .sacred site, and >^\hu\ author-
ities are divided as to the identitication. The one
villa<^e, now called Kefr Kenna, is 4^ miles NW. of

Nazareth ; the other, Ivana el .lelil, is '.i miles N.
of Nazareth. Hol>inson sujiports the claim of the
latter. Stanley holds the claims to l)e about
eoually well made out. Conder suji;;ests thesprinj^

of .Ain Kana, still nearer Nazareth, as a prohable
site.

i'aiiaail ( 'low-land ') wa.s the name ori<;inally

applied to the low coiist-laml of Palestine on
the Mediterranean, inhaliited by tlie Cauiumites
(strictly .so called ), as opposed to the motintain-land

(cf. Numbers, xiii. '29
I ; and in tlu> ori;.^inal sense

the name is still applied in I.sa. xxiii. 11, to the

I'luenician, and in /eph. ii. 5, to the Philistine

coast land. Just as with the name Palestine

( = Philistia) at a later |»eriod, the name Canajin
liecame extende<l to the whole country, yet only to

the part west of the .Ionian, the part e;ist of Jordan
beinj; contrasted with it as the " Land of Cilead."

The people and their pni;,'enitor (Cen. i.x. 18 <:t

si'i/.) were named after their dwellin<^-place, the

Hebrew use of the verb hiuni (itiklintt' = 'to be
iKiwetl, sunken, .subdued) readily lendin;^ itself

to a reference to the contjuest of the Canaanites.
See Pai.ksiim;.

('aiiaailitcs, in the Old Testament, a name
very fre<jiiently used to include all the heathen
inhabitants of the country between the Jordan and
the Mediterranean. In the time of the Patriarchs

they ajipear a i)eople in some de;,'ree civilised,

cultivatinj,' their lands and liviiif,' in towns ; and
by the time of Joshua their country was thickly

peopleil, an<l studiled with walled towns, each

under its own kin;,'. Their reli^'ion was a licentious

worship of Baiil and Ashtoretli, as the productive

powers of nattire. Their subju;,'ation by Joshua
wius merely temporary, and it wiis only by decrees

that they were made tributary. The northern

tribes of Isr.ael were haryely intermixed with the

Can.ianite element, as is shown many centuries

later by the name Galilee ( ' circle of the heathen' ).

The tenacity of the Canaanite race is seen from the
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fact that the fortress of the Jebusitcs (Jerusalem)
was not comjuered till the time of David, and that
the remainder of the Canaanites were lirst reduced
to yassala^e by Solomon. According to Sayce,
' M. Clermont-(ianneau has shown that the present
peasantry of Canaan are the descendants of the
ancient Canaanites, partly of Semitic, and jiartly of

ncm-Semitic blood." In many iia.ssa;,'es of tlie Old
Testament the name ('lUKKuiitcs luus its more
restricted .sense, si^nifyin^ one of the peoples of

Palestine which dwelt on the low ^'round on the
.^ea-coast to the north of Carmel— i.e. the Plue-
nicians. Hence it is that the wonl 'Canaanite'
sometimes is synonymous with 'merchant.' See
Pai.ksiim;, Pikkniti.vns, Hittitls.

i'aiiadji. The derivation of the name Canada
is obscure, but it is believed to have its oriyin iu an
Indian word haiiiiutha, meaning a village or collec-

tion of huts. The sui>position is that Jacipies
Cartier, hearing the term used by the Indians in

connection with their settlements, applied it to

the whole of the country. Canada ori;.;inally com-
prised the extensive ran^'e of territory as far west
as the Mississippi, including,' the ^'reat lakes, which
was ceded to CJreat Britain by Prance in 17(53.

Sub.sei|uently, at the ternnnation of the War of

Independence, it was linuted to the region now
occu])ied by the pro\ inces of ( Intario and (Quebec,

described prior to 1S(J7 as Cjiper and Lower Canada
respectively. What is known as the Dominion i>f

Canada is a confederation of the colonies of British

North .\merica, ciinstituted in 18(57 by the British

North America Act of that year (30 ^'ict. chap. 3).

rplierand Lower Canada, \ova Scotia, and New
Brunswick were the lirst to unite under the ])rovi-

sions of that statute. The Hudson Bay Territory
was acijuired from the company of that name, a
]>ortion of it formed into the province of Manitoba,
the remainder desi;,qiated the North-west Terri-

tories, anil iKtth were admitted into the confedera-
tion in 1870. Part of the North-west Territories
w;is subseouently divided into districts as follows :

In lS7(i Keewatin ; in 1SS2 .Xssiiiiboia, Saskat-
chewan, .Mberta, and .Vthabasca. In 1871 British

(^"olumbia, aiul in 1873 Prince Kdward Island,

became narties to the I'nion, which now includes
the whole of British North America, except New-
foundland.

Gioifrap/n/ and I'll iisiinl Asjint. Canada is

Itoumled on the N. by the .Arctic (tceaii, on the W.
by the Pacilic and .\l!i>ka, on the K. by Newfouinl-
land and the .Atlantic, and on the S. by the United
States. Both the Atlantic and Pacilic shores
alMtunil in deep indentations forming ma^nilicent
harbouix ami sheltered bays. On the Atlantic the
principal bay is the Bay of l-iindy, remarkable for

Its hi;;h ami rushing tide, the water risin;,' from
\'l to 70 feet : theie is also the Hudson Hay, con-

nected with the .Atlantic by Hudson Straits, really

an iidand sea with an area of 3.")0,0(K) sq. m., and
the (Julf of St Lawrence, 80,000 scj. m. in e.xtent.

The most strikin;; physical features of Canada are
the Rocky .Mountains, the Laureiitian Iian<ce, ami
the chain of imni<'nse fresh-water lakes. Hills of

no great heiglit skirt the coasts of Nova Scotia,

Cape Breton, and Labrador, and the southern
bank of the St Lawrence is fringed by the Notre
Dame Mountains (also calli'ii the Sliickshock Moun-
tains), a spur of the Appalachians, the highest

parts of wnich (4000 feet) are in (iaspc. The
Laurentian liange exten<ls alcjug the north side of

the St Lawrence, the (Ittawa Biver, and then
stretches away to Lake Superior and the north, the
length of the range being about 3.'.(K) miles. It

forms the watershed between Hudson Bay and the
St Lawrence, and varies in height from 1000 to

3000 feet. The eastern portions of Canada are
generally well timbered, and the same remark
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applies to Hritisli Coliuiibia, ami to tin.- North west

Territories north of the S.askatchewan. We.-tward
of the Red Kiver, however, between the 49th and
.')5th parallels of latitmle, there is an iniiiien^e

fertile plain, suitable for general agriculture and
grazing ( the eastern end being about 800 feet, and
Fhe western about 3000 feet, above the level of the
sea), extending nearly to the Rocky Mountains.
This range consists of triple chains Avitli valleys

between : the most easterly has the greatest eleva-

tion near the o2d parallel, the highest peaks being
Mount Brown (10,000), Mount Murchison {1.1,789),

and Mount Hooker (15,700). The average height
of the chain is from 7000 to 8000 feet. Canada is

well watereil. the map pre.senting a network of

lakes and rivers. The system of the St Lawrence
alone, with the great lakes Superior, Huron,
Michigan, Erie, and Ontario (between the last

are the celebrated falls of Niagara), drains an
area in Canada of 330,000 sq. ni. (.see Xoi-th
America in 'Stanford's Compendium'— United
States, by Hayden—Canada, by Selwyn ). The
area of t^ie lakes is about 90,000 sq. m.—Lake
Superior is 630 feet above the sea-level, and Lake
Ontario, '23-4 feet—and with their outlet tiiey form
the greatest fresh-water way in the world. Other
important lakes are Winnij^eg (9000 sq. m. ),

Winnipegosis (3000), Manitoba (2100), Lake of the
Woods (1500), Great Slave (12,000), Great Bear
(10,000), and Athabasca (3000).
Next to the St Lawrence, the chief rivers are

the Saskatchewan and the Winnipeg, flowing into
Lake Winnipeg, and the Nelson, flowing from it

itito Hudson Bay ; the Assiniboine ami the Red
River, which join their waters to flow into Lake
Winnipeg : the Albany and the Churchill, empty-
ing into Hudson Bay ; the Athabasca and the
Peace rivers, flowing into Lake Athabasca, and
the Slave River, from it into Great Slave Lake ;

the Mackenzie, fed from both the Great Slave and
the Great Bear lakes, and emptying into the
Arctic Ocean ; the Fraser and Thompson, in
British Columbia, emptying into the Pacific ; and
in the Eastern provinces, the Ottawa, chief tri-

butary of the St La-vyrence, itself fed by the
(iatineau and Matawan ; the Saguenay. emptying
Lake St .John into the St Lawrence ; and the St
•John, which flows into the Bay of Fundy, after a
course of 500 miles in New Brunswick, which it

liartly separates from the State of ^Nlaine. The
principal islands of the Dominion are : on the east.
Cape Breton, Prince Edward and Magdalen islands,
and Anticosti, in the Gulf of St Lawrence ; and
on the \vest coast, Vancouver Island and Queen
Charlotte Islands. Lying along the north, in the
great Arctic Archipelago are immense islands, all
of which, excepting Greenland, belomr to Canada
(Imperial Order in Council, l.st September 1880).
See America.

Climatc.—'Uhe cold in winter and the heat in
summer are greater than in Great Britain, but
the climate is a healthy one. This is demon-
strated by the returns of the military stations, and
by the general health and physique of tlie resident
population. As to the seasons, sjuing commences
two or three weeks later than in England, but the
conditions for the rapid growth of produce—warm
sunshine and a sufficiency of rain—are so favour-
able that the crops of the two countries are about
equally advanced by the middle of .July. The
.spring consists of two months, April aiid May.
Summer includes .June, .July, August, and Septem-
ber

; autinnn, October and part of November. On
an average, the winter may be said to continue
from the uuddle of November to the end of March,
or about fouran<l a half months. Between Mani-
toba and the North-west and Ontario there is a few
days' dillerence in favour of the latter. The same

may Ije said of C)ntario as compared with Quebec
and the maritime i)rovinces. British Columbia
probably possesses the finest climate in North
America. It has all the advantages of that of

England without its disadvantages. The follow-
ing figures show the extreme temperatures in the
principal towns of the different provinces in 1884,
the latest oificial figures .available :

Mhx. • .Min. Mf.iu.

Toronto ( Oat.) 89-6° — 13-3° 44-08°

Montreal (Que.) 91-0 — 23-5 41-67
Halifax (N.S.) 88 —11-1 42-67
.St John (N.B.) 85-0 —19-5 4040
Charlottetown (P.E.I.) 81-8 —20-1 3945
Winnipeg ( Man.) SSvi — 44-5 30-87
Victoria (B.C.) 860 8-0 4697

The test of the thermometer, however, gives a very
exaggerated impression of the severity of the Can-
adian winter. The humidity or the dryness of the
atmosphere really decides the comfort or discom-
fort, the healthiness or unhealthiness of a climate.
In Canada, although there are extreme tempera-
tures, the air is always dry, bracing, and exhilai'-

ating, and consequently the country is considered
a very healthy one. In the spring and summer
wild flowers are as common as in England. In
August and September wild fruits and delicate
ferns abound ; all the grain and fruit crops grown
in England flourish ; and many species raised in
England under glass, such as grapes, peaches,
melons, and tomatoes, ripen in southern Canada in
the open air.

Area.—The area of the ditterent provinces and
districts of Canada is as follows : Ontario, 144,600
sq. m. ( not including some disputed territorv

)

;

Quebec, 193,355 ; Nova Scotia, 21,731 ; New Bruns-
wick, 27,322; Prince Edward Island, 2133; Mani-
toba, 60,500 ; British Columbia, 390,344 ; Provi-
sional Districts, Assiniboia, 89,700 ; Saskatchewan,
106,700 ; Alberta, 106,500 ; Athabasca, 105,500 ; re-

maining territory, 2,144,937 ; total, 3,393,320. The
area of the great lakes, if added, would probably
increase the total to about 3,500,000 sq. m. For
purposes of comparison, it may be stated that
Canada is nearly as large as the whole of Europe,
and about 600,000 sq. m. larger than the United
States without Alaska.

Population.—In 1800 the population of Canada
was estimated at 240,000, without counting Indians :

f 1825) 581,920 ; ( 1851 ) 1,842,265 ; { 1861 ) 3,090,561 ;

(1871, after the formation of the Dominion)
3,635,024. In 1881 and 1891 it was as follows :

1881. 1891.

Prince Edward Island 108,891 109,078

Nova Scotia 440,572 450,396

New lininswick 321,233 321,263

Quebec 1,359,027 1,488,535

Ontario l,923,-288 2,114,321

Alanitoba 65,954 152,506

British Columbia 49,459 98,173

The Territories 56,446 98,967

4,324,870 4,833,239

Of the total in 1891, 2,460,471 were males, and
2,372,768 females. The increase in 1871-81 was
18'97 per cent.; in 1881-91 only 1174 per cent,

over the wliole country (though in Manitoba it was
144 '95 per cent., and in British Columbia 98'49 per

cent.). In 1891, 3,428,265 were English speaking,

1 ,404,974 French speaking. Eighty-six per cent, of

the population in 1891 were natives of British North
America—in all, 4,185,877; tliose of Irish descent
coming next in number after those of French stock,

then tlie Englisli element, and last the Scottish.

There were 475,456 natives of the United King-
dom, 13,776 natives of other parts of tlie empire :

80,915 were natives of the Uiiited States, 27,752
of Germany ; the balance including, besides

Indians, Africans, Swiss, Chinese, Scandinavians,
Italians, Russians, Spanish and Portuguese, and
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Icelaudere. The censas of the Dominion is re-

•onletl even- ten years, hut a su]>i>lementar>- een^^us

of tlie North-west Territories was taken in 1SS,"».

ami of Manitolta in IsstJ. The population of

Assinihoia, Saskatiliewan, and Alberta in iSSo

was 48,.S62. No comparisons can safely Iw niatle

iM'tween these tij^ures and tliose of the census

returns for the North west Territories in 18S1, as

tlie latter were largelv estimated, and were, more-
«>ver, ai)piicahle to tlie whole of tlie territories.

The population of Manitoba in 1886 was 10S,W0,
as compared with 65,9.>4 in 1881—an increase of

W7 per cent, in the five years.

En','lish is generally spoken in the Dominion, but
in some parts of the jjrovince of QueV»ec, French is

the only language nmlerstood. In the Dominion,
(/uel>ec, and Manitoba parliaments, meml^ers may
atldress the H<juse in either language. In (Quebec
province the siiee<-hes are usually French. Official

notices are puoli.-hed in F'rench, with or without
an English translation. In the streets of Quel)ec
the policemen do not understand nue.stions in

English, much less reply to them. The French
spoken by the lidljitniits, as the French-Canadians
are callcil, Ls a i)atois whicli in many respects re-

semldes the French of the 17th centurj- more closely

than the French of iiKxlern Paris. The songs of

the French-Canadians, especially boat-.songs, are
many and interesting.

Iiufinns.— In 1881 there were 10S.547 Indians in

Canada; in 1801, 1'21,H.38. One-fourth are in the
Kiistem provinces, one-half in Manitoba and tiie

North-west, and one-fourth in British Columbia.
In the older provinces very few of the Indians are
of pure blofxl. They have made much progress

towards civiiisaticm. .and are principally engaged
in industrial and agriculluial occujiations, altbough
many still follow hunting and li.-liing a*; a means
ol livelihood. The franchise was, in 1886, extended
to those who iM>s.ses.sed the necessary luoperty
'|ualilicatioiis. In the North-west Territories and
ISritish Cidumbia the Indians are located ujion

reserves, are being instructed in agiicultural and
other work by officers of the government, and own
im]deiiR'iits ami live-stock to a considerable value.

Endeavours are also being nifide to encourage the
eiliication of the children Iiy the establishment of

schools. The Minister of the Interior is Super-
intendent-general of Indian affairs.

Rdiffinii.—There is no state church in Canaila,
and the utmost religious lil)erty jircvails. Accord-
ing t<} tlie census of 1891, the jiopulation included
1,992,017 Catholics (of whom two-thirds were in

(Quebec); 646,0r>9 Church of England; 7o5..326

l^esbyterians : 847,765 Methodists; 302,565 IJaj*-

tists; 63,9S2 Lutherans; 28,157 Congregationalists.
In OntJirio the Presbyterians are by much the most
numerous denomination, in British Columbia the
Anglicans ; in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Prince FMward Island, ;U5 well as Quebec, the
lioman (Catholics.

Education.—Long liefore school boards were
established in (Jreat Britain, Canatia was in the
e.ijoynient of free and unsectarian education. In
1846 compulsory taxation for the support of public
schools was for the lirst time embodieil in the law
of Canada. It wius also atlopted subsequently by
the other provinces. The details differ somewhat
in the vanf>us provinces, but, generally speaking,
the .system, which is more or le.ss compulsory-, is oa
follows : Every township is divided into sections
-ufficiently large for a school. Tnistees are
elected to manage the affairs, and the expenses
are <lefrayed by local rates and jirovincial govern-
ment grants. In districts where the inhabitants
are strongly divided in their religious opinions, and
mixed schools are not po.ssible, the law enables
*«eparate ones to be provided. This applies only to

tJntario, l^uel>ec, and Manitoba. Teachers are

trained at normal .schools at the public expense.

For those who can affonl it—and tne cost is very

-mall—there are schools of a higher grade, man-
aged also by tnistees. At these, as well as at

many excellent private establi-shments, a classical

education is given, and pupils are i)repared for the

professions. There are also colleges and universi-

ties open to youths prepared in the lower schools.

Toronto. Kingston, Montreal, and other places have
schools of medicine, and the leading religious de-

nominations have institutions at which young men
are ]>repared for the ministry. For the higher

education of girls there are also schools. In no
country in the world is gootl education more
generally diffused than in Canada, and the highest

prizes the country otVers are open Xo all, rich and
ptior alike. The principal universities are, in the

order in which tliey were founded, as follows

:

l>alhousie ^N.S.), 1820; M'Cill (Que.), 1821 ; New
Brunswick, 1828; Toronto (Ont.), 1828; Queens,
Kingston (Ont.). 1841 ; Laval (Que.), 1852; Mani-
toba, 1877. The government also established

(1874) the Koyal Military College at Kingston
(Ont.). The following are the chief scientific

societies : Royal Society of Cana<la ; Natural His-

t<»ry Society' of Montreal ; Canadian Institute,

Toronto : Nova Scotia Institute : Natural History

Society, New Brunswick ; and Scientific and His-

torical Society, Winnipeg.
S'jridl Conilitions.— The distinctions of caste do

not exist to the same extent ius in the motlier-

countrj', although there is a careful preservation

of tliose traditions which give the general features

to English society. Almost ever>- farmer and agri-

culturist is the owner of his acres—he is his own
master, and is free to do as he wills. This sense

and state of indepeinlence permeates the whole
social system, and produces a condition of freedom
unknown in older countries. Canada has passed

lieyond the mother-country in many social (lues-

tions. Thus, Jis regards the liquor traflic, local

option prevails ; by an Act of the Dominion Parlia-

ment in 1882, marriage with a deceiised wifes

sister was legalised ; religious liberty prevails

;

there is practically free and unsectarian education,

and a free .and liberal franchise ; members of parlia-

ment are paid for their services ; the parliaments

are quimiuennial ; .and there is no system for legal-

ising pauperism, although orphans and the helpless

and aged of both sexes are not neglected.

I'lihlir Lnnds.—The public lands in the various

provinces are under the control of the local goveni-

ments, excepting in the ca.se of Manitoba and the

North-west Territories, where the lands are re-

tained by the Domini(jn government, the object

being, by sjile, i!i:c., to obtain a refund of the money
expended in ac<iuiring the territory, and in con-

structing the Canadian Pacific Iiailw.ay. Every
encouragement is held out to immigration, free

grants of land being obtainable in most of the

provinces, ^vhile improved farms, with buildings,

implements, and machinery, can be purcha.sed

from the holders on favourable terms in many
parts. In Manitoba and the North-west the

government offer free grants of 160 acres of land

to male settlers over eighteen years of age, and
to females if heads of families, with the right to

pre-empt a similar quantity at from 8s. to 10s.

per acre.

Trade and Commerce. —The value of the imports

in Canada for the year ending June 30, 1887, was
.?! 12,892,2.36; .•*105,639,428 being entered for con-

sumption. The duty collected amounted to

§22,469,705,'' equal to §4 63 (19s.) per head of the

population. In 1887 the imports from the United
States were 427 per cent, of the whole, from Great
Britain 42 5, the balance of the imports being frcm
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foreij^ii countries ami other colonies. In the year

1892^i tlie total value imported was $129,074,268,

of which .'?121,705,U3l) were for consumption. The
principal articles were— iron goods (.iplS, 190,000),

woollen --oods (810,946,000), coal (!ii;lO,524,000),

sugar (•$7,477,000), cotton goods ($4,557,000),

chemicals, cotton, tei\-, silk, skins, fruit, tobacco,

wool, linen an 1 jute gooils, «S:c. Of tiie total

imports, -SIS, 222,000 represented the United States,

$43,148,000 were for British goods; the West Indies

sent goods to the amount of 5>4,245,000, followed

by G'ermany, China and Japan, and Newfound-
land ; French imports had a value of only $653,000.

The e.Kports from Canada in 1S92-93 touched the

value of .sll8,564,.352, of which $105,798,257 repre-

sented native produce or bullion—timber to the

amount of $26,0.34,000; grain, $16,217,000; butter

and cheese, $14,704,000 ; animals, $10,661,000; fish,

$8,079,000; Hesh, $3,133,000; followed by coal, fruit,

.skins, hay, and miscellaneous goods. Of the total,

goods to the amount of $58,410,000 went to Britain,

$37,606,000 to the United States, $3,068,000 to the
West Indies, .$2,383,000 to France, $1,310,000 to

South America, and only $667,000 to Germany.
The exports for the preceding year, 1891-92, were
also thus classified : produce of the mines, $5,905,000

;

of fisheries, .$9,675,000; of the forest, $5,288,000;
animals and their produce, $28,594,000 ; agricultural
produce, $22,113,000; manufactures, $24,035,000;
miscellaneous, $71,000.

These figures do not give an accurate idea of

the total trade of Canada. They only embrace the
outside trade, and do not include the large busi-

ness which naturally takes place between the
provinces. It is impossible to estimate the amount
of the inter-i)rovincial trade.

Defence. —The imperial government garrisons the
fortress of Halifax, regarded as an imperial station,
with 2000 imperial troops. There is a small fort at
St John, N.B. ; and the fortifications at Esquimalt
are to be garrisoned by British troops. The British
naval force on the American and West Indian
stations, and on the Pacific stations, may be regarded
as available for the defence of Canada. For the
rest, the Dominion relies on her own land and
marine militia, divided into active and reserve.
Since 1869 the militia consists of all men between
18 and 60 ; not more than 45,000 are drilled every
year, for not more tlian 16 days. In 1899-1900, when
Canadian and Australian troops fought side by side
with those of the mother-country in South Africa,
the active militia comprised 35,700 men, and the
reserves 200,000. There is a permanent army of 1000
Royal Canadian cavalry, artillery, and infantrj^
and a Eoyal Military College at Kingston.

Fisheries.—These are, as regards the area avail-
able, the largest in the world, embracing nearly
5600 miles of sea-coast, in addition to inland seas,
innumerable lakes, and a great number of rivers.

The display made by Canada at the Fisheries
Exhibition in London in 1883 attracted much atten-
tion. The products of the fisheries exported and
sold in the Dominion markets amount annually to
a little under $20,000,000. The fresh-water ilsh-

eries are also of great importance, the immense
lakes and rivers supplying an aljundance of fish of
great commercial value, both for home consump-
tion and export, besides providing sportsmen \\itli

some of the finest salmon and trout fishing to be
found anywhere. The values of the yield of some
•>f the principal fishes are, annually, on an average :

Cod, 83,500,000; herring, $2,200,000; lobsters,
$2,000,000; salmon,.$2,000,000 ; mackerel, $1,500,000
—the others l)eing : haddock, trout, sardim^s, and
white-fish. Much attention lias of late years been
given to the development of the fisheries. The
Dominion Government has granted a yearly sum
of $150,000 as a bounty, to be divided, according

to catch, among the vessels .and boats engaged
in the prosecution of the sea fisheries. One result
has been an increase in the number, and a great
iminovement in the build and outlit of fishing-

vessels. It has also provided fish-breeding estab-
lishments, of which there are twelve, in different
parts of the Dominion ; and millions of edible
fishes are yearly hatched and ]daced in the rivers
and lakes.

Mineruls.—The exports under this head are
chiefly coal, gold, copper, iron, i)hosphates, salt,

antimony, mineral oils, and gypsum. Gold mines
have been and are being woiked in Nova Scotia,
in Quebec, and Ontario, and largely in British
Columbia, where there are yet immense fields to
open up. Silver mines are being worked in Ontario

;

and that at Silver Islet, Thunder Bay (on Lake
Superior), has been the richest yet discovered in

Canada. Iron ore is found all over the Dominion.
Copper has been mined to a considerable extent
both in Quebec and Ontario, and the deposits of the
ore are of great extent. There are very large coal-

deposits in Nova Scotia. The coast of British
Columbia is rich in coal of a quality which
commands a preference in the niarkets of San
Franci.sco, notwithstanding the high duty. Coal
is known to exist over a vast region stretching
from 150 to 200 miles east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and north from the frontier for 1000 miles.

Forests.—The forest-products of Canada con-
stitute one of her most imjiortant sources of

wealth. They find their way to all parts of the
world—to the United States, to the United
Kingdom, and to the Australian colonies. The
Canadian sawmills are extensive and Avell ap-
pointed. The industry in all its stages employs
large numbers of men, as well as aftbrding freight

to railways and shipping. Among the woods are
the maple (hard and soft), elm, hickory, iion-

wood, pine, spruce, cedar, hemlock, walnut, oak,
butternut, basswood, poplar, chestnut, rowan,
willow, black and white birch, and many more.

Aniiiials and their Produce.—Exports under this

head include live animals, meat, butter, cheese,
eggs, furs, hides and skins, and wool, and form the
largest item in the classification of the exports.
Except the long-established fur-trade ( see Hudson
Bay Company, Furs), this industry has been
largely the growth of recent years. In 1874 the
total exports of cattle were 39,623 head, of which
only 455 went to Great Britain. In 1887 the number
had increa.sed to 116,274, of which 63,622, valued at

£5,344,375 sterling, were ship[icd to Great Britain.

In 1891, including horses and sheep, the number was
110,000, besides 2700 to the United States. The
cattle are of good quality, numy pedigree and highly
priced cattle having been imijorted for the improve-
ment of the flocks and lierds during the last ten
years. Herds of Shorthorns, Herefords, Galloways,
Polled Angus, and Jerseys aie to be found in

many parts of Canada. Great progress has been
made in dairy-farming, and the factory system has
l)een latterly introduced in the older provinces.

There are factories for the numufacture of cheese,
and creameries for the manufacture of butter.

The export of Canadian cheese to the United
Kingdom has largely increased within the last

few years (in 1868 the total was only 1,577,072
lb., and in 1887 it was 73,185,517 lb., valued at

$7,065,983). In 1892 the value of cheese exported
was $11,652,412; butter, $1,056,058; and eggs,

$1,089,798. Poultry is largely shipped to the
United States ; and bee-keeping is profitably carried

on in many parts of the Dominion.
Agricultural Products.—The agricultural exports

include general farm-produce and fruit. There is

a Dominion Department of Agriculture, with a
member of the cabinet at its head ; and legislative
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authority has recently been obtained for tlie estab-

lislinient of five government experimental farms in

various parts of tlie Dominion—one at Ottawa, for

Ontario and Quebec, one eadi for tlie maritime
provinces, Manitoba, tlie Northwest Territories,

and British Columbia— which are expected to

jirove valuable to the farming community. Agri-

•Milture is the leading interest of the country, and
must remain so for a long time, considering the
immense areas of laml that have still to be occu-
jdt'd and tilled. With a population of about
.">,tK)iJ,(J()(>, about .S.'>0,0()i»,0<Mt of farm produce-
including animals ami their products, ami agri-

cultural produce—are now exported, in addition
to that reijuired for home consumption. Mixed
farming is generally carried on, the growing of

grain and fruit, stock-raising, and dairy-farming
being more or less combined.

M<(iiii/w:tt(n:.s. —Since 187S the devehjpment in

manufacturing industries has l»een marked; but on
the whole it may be said that the manufactures of

Canada are as yet in their infancy. Agricultural
implements are made for home use, and to a small
extent are exjxirted. Tiiere is sugar relining in Hali-

fax ami .Montreal, C^ueV)ec has tan-vards and boot
and siioe fa(!tories ; and there arc alioiit ;}() cotton-

mills in the Dominion. In 18!)l it was found
that the capital invested in manufactures was
.?.SG"J, ()()(», 000, and the annual produce .^S.").(M»0,(K)0.

Bftii/:in>j.—'V\m paid-up capital invested in bank-
ing in 1892 Wits over .% 1,500,000, and the dejuisits

amounted to .^17 1,1.>0, 000, as against $32,808,104 in

1808. In addition to the ordinary chartered banks,
there are the post-ollice ami government savings-
banks, the ilcjiosits in which have increased from
.«!,422,047 in 18158 to i40,000,00<J in 1892, the num-
l)er of depositoi-s being n(»w estimated at 120,000.

These ligures do not inclmle the deposits in one or

two chartered sa\ings-banks, or investments in the
various loan, friendly, and liuilding societies.

Fuicul Ptjliiji.—The percentage of duty on the
total value of goods imiiortt'd, dutiable and free, in

1868 was 12 per cent. ; in 1878 it was 13-74 ; in 1879
the 'national policy' was inaugurated, and a
general increase in the taritl" sanctioneil by parlia-

ment. In 18S0 the percentage was lli.'U, and in

1887 it was 19-87. Too much signilicance must not

be attached to these latter ligures, as although .some

of the duties h.ax e been increased, many rediu^tions

have also been ma<le, and many articles added to

the free list. In 1880 the articles imported duty
free forme<l 20 per cent, of the total imports, and
in 1887 no less than 3.') jx-r cent. The ainoiint of

<-ustoms duty i>aid per head of i)opulati()n was
l.'js. 9d. and 19s. in the respective years. In 1892

the duty was about 2,} percent., .ami '.i'^ per cent,

of the imports came in duty free. It is right to

remark that no restrictions exist as to trade be-

tween the didVnent provinces, and that free tratlc

jtrevails within the Dominion. The Intercolonial

Conterence of 1894 at Ottawa resolved in favour of

a customs arrangement between Cieat Britain and
her colonies, by which trade ^\ithin the einnire

should be placed on a more favourable footing tlian

trade with foreigners.

Rnilwajfs.—There are about 15,000 miles of rail-

way in Canada at the ])resent time. The three

piincil>al systems are the Canadian Pacillc (with
liranches, 0500 miles), (Irand Trunk (2000 miles),

and the Intercolonial ( 1190 miles). The balance of

the mileage is made up of smaller lines in the various
])rovinces. The total ])aid-np capital has l)een up-

wards of .$8.50, (XX), 000, to which the Dominion and
local governments have coiitributod, in one way or

another, .$180, OfMl, (XX). The nmnlx'r of jia-ssengers

carried .averages over 13,(XM),<W)0 annually, .and the

freight 25,00O,0(X) tons. The Canadian Pacillc

Itailw.ay was completed from ocean to ocean in

1871-85. Its construction was one of the condi-
tions under which British Columbia joined the
Confeder.ation in 1871. It was found iiiipossilde to

complete it by 1881, the time lixed, and the date
was extended to 1891. Prior to 1880 the work was
undertaken by the government, but in that year
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company wjis formed,
and undertook to complete the line bv 1891, in

consideration of a subsidy of .$25,000, 000." 2."),()00,0(K)

acres of land, .and the trjinsfer of those portions of

the line alreatly under construction by tlie govern-
ment (700 miles) when completed. The railway
was finished in December 188"). nearly six years
before the stipulated time, and through trains .are

now running daily from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

By this route the distance from Liverpool to Jjijian

and China is shorter by 1000 miles than rid New
^'ork and San I'rancisco; and this trans-contineiilal

line is shorter by (iOO miles than any of tho.se in the
United States. The construction of tliis railway
and the Intercohuiial Bailwav has cost Canad.a
about £24,000,000 sterling. The lirst year in which
there wits no increase of traflic to rejtort was 1S94,

when, on account of the tiecline in the jirice of wheat,
depression in trade, severe snow-storms and Hoods,
theworking profitshavebeen greatly reduced. About
.j(iO old wooden bridges h,a\e been sniierseded by
permanent ones. The railw.ay is not only of import-
ance locally to Can.ada. as connecting the various
jirovinces and opening un the vast North-west
Territories for settlement, Init it is of imperial im-
portance Jis providing a new route to Australasia
and the East, av;iilable for commerce, and for

military .and na\al imrposes (see next paragraph).
S/iiji/iint/.—The following is the number of vessels

owned in tiie Dominion in 1894 : Number of vessels,

7010; number of steamers, 1538; gross tonnage
(steamers), 241,172; total net tonn.age, l,(l.")4,214.

Canail.a stands (iftli on the list of the mercantile
countries of the worM, the difl'erencc in its tonnage
.and th.at <if (lermany, which occupies the fourth
jilace, being very slight. Assuming the average
value to be $30 per ton, the value of the registered

tonnage of Canada would be over .$3I,0(t(),(iOO.

The Imperial and Canadian governments agreed
in the year 1887 to gr.-int a subsidy of l"(jii,()00

for ten years to lines of steamers between British

Columbia .and China. Negotiations took pl.ace in

1888-93 between the governments of Canada iind

Australasia, with a view- to the establishment of

steamship communication between A'.anconver,

New Zealand, .and Australia, and the Canadian
government agreed to give .a large subsidy. In

189.3 ;i monthly service was est.-iblislied between
Sydney ami \'ancouver, 7'ii'i Fiji. The jiroject of a
telegra])liic cable between British Columbia, New
Zealand, and New South AVales, w.as the first

matter discussed at the great Intercolonial Con-
ference held at Ottaw.a to j)romote mutual help
and commercial intercourse netween the colonies
and with tlie mother country.

Canals and Itircr Sysfi'iiis.—The canals of Canada
have a length of only 270 miles, taken in them-
selves ; but they render available more tli.an .3000

miles by inland navig.ation. Canals and the river

improvements li.a\-(; cost .a large sum of money, and
they are works of great utility .and importance.
\ novel mode oi employing Caiiadi;in water-jjowcr
is ii br.anch of the great .scheme for utilising Niagara
Falls for producing electricity ; the system of the

United St.ates side w.as well forw.ard when, in 1894,

the Canadian system was begun. The channel of

the St Lawrence has been deepened, and vessels of

,5000 and 6000 tons now- reach Montreal, 700 miles

from the Atlantic Ocean. There are nearly 5 miles

of wharves .at this city, and every f.acility for loading
and discharging ships. At Quebec, .also, there are

facilities for an immense shipping-trade. There



is a system of canals to overcome the St Lawrence
rapid's, anil the ditterence in the levels of the great

lakes (tiOO feet)wiiich attV)rds uninterrupted navi-

gation from the Straits of Bellcisle to tiie head of

Lake Superior, a distance of 2384 miles, of which

71 J miles are canals. The locks range from 200

to 270 feet long by 45 feet wide ; some are 14 feet

deep, others only 9 feet, but the intention is to

make them of a uniform depth of 14 feet. A canal
system connects the river Ottawa and Montreal,
another opens navigation between Ottawa and
Kingston, and another between Lake Chaniplain
and the St Lawrence. In Nova Scotia the St
Peter's Canal connects St Peter's Bay with the
Bras d'Or lakes. There is also navigation on the
lakes in the north-west and on the rivers Assini-
boine and Saskatchewan, the latter being navigable
for over 1000 miles.

Hudson Bay lioidc.—In 1884-r)-6 the Canadian
government despatched expeditions with a view to

ascertain the length of time during which the Hud-
son Strait was navigable. The expeditions werc
under the command of Lieutenant Gordon, R.X..
and H.M.S. Alert was placed by Her Majesty's
government at the disposal of Canada for that and
other purposes. The result of the investigations
was that the strait was considered to ])e navi-
gable from the first week in July to the first week
in October in ordinary seasons for specially built
ships. By this route, the distance between Great
Britain and Manitoba and the North-west Terri-
tories would be much shortened. Fort Churchill
being nearer to Liverpool than New York.
Beveniie, Expenditure, and Public Debt.—The

revenue in the financial year 1892-93 was$4S,008,448,
of which §20,954,000 were derived fiom customs, and
§8,367,000 from excise. The ordinary' expenditure
of the year amounted to §36,814,053, but with ex-
traordinary exfienses, just exhausted the re\'enue.

The budget of 1894-95 provided for a total expendi-
ture, ordinary and extraordinary, of $40,038,393.
Since 1888 the revenue has increased from
§36,000,000. Only once in the period 1888-92 did
the expenditure exceed the revenue. Tlie debt in
1893 amounted in all to §300,054,525, some without
interest, some at lates of from 3 to 6 per cent. The
debt has been mainly incurred for public works

—

the outlay in canals and railways alone has exceeded
31 nuUions of dollars—and the interest on this part
of the debt is tlie largest part of the annual charge.
Of the debt §201,615,487 is payable in London.
Relation to the United States.—Between countries

situated as are Canada and the United States, it is

inevitable tiiat the relations should be close, com-
plicated, delicate, and apt at times to provoke
mutual jealousy. Specially troublesome were the
Behring Sea seal-fishery question (see below and
at Sk.\l) and the right.s^ of United States fishermen
on or near Canadian waters. ' Commercial Union '

and absolute reciprocity have been frequently dis-
cu>sed

; a di-scussion on the desiiableness of annex-
ing Canada to the United States was raised in the
I nited States House of Kei)resentatives ; and in
Canada itself there have been found voices in favour
of the union. Professor Gokhvin Smitli ((j.v.) is the
mo.st conspicuous exponent of the view, generally
unpoi)ular in Canada, that tiie ultimate destinv of
Canada is to be milted with the American IJepublic.

Constitution.- 'I'he government is federal. The
provinces have local legislatures, and they also
elect the Federal Parliament ^\hich sits at Ottawa.
The Executive Government and authority of and
over Canada is vested in the Queen. The governor-
general for the time being, wiiose emoluments are
paid out of the Canadian revenue, carries on the
government in the name of Her Majesty, with the
sujsiiitance of a council, known as the cabinet, con-
sisting of the heads of the various dei>iirliiients,

which is responsible to the House of Commons.
The Dominion Parliament consists of an upper
house, styled the Senate (81 members), and the
House of Commons (213 members). The senators
are nominated for life by the governor in council.
The commons are elected every five years, unless
the House be dissolved before its course has run.
There is a special franchise distinct from that ii'

force for the provincial assemblies ; both are exceed-
ingly liberal and extensive. The procedure is very
much the same as in the imperial parliament ait

^yestminster. At the head of each of the provinces
is a lieutenant-governor, appointed by the gover-
nor in council, and paid by the Dominion, who is

the medium of communication between the pro-
vinces and the Federal Government. In most of
the provinces there are two Houses of Legislature,
but in Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia
there are only single houses. This, however, is a
matter entirely within the control of the local
authorities, as are also the election of members,
franchise qualifications, and alteration of electoral
districts ; but the extreme length of the local par-
liaments is defined as four years. The executive
in each province is responsible to the local legisla-

ture. The North-west Territories are administered
by a lieutenant-governor and a council, partly
elected and partly nominated. The powers of the
respective Dominion and provincial parliaments,
and the contributions to the revenues of the latter
from the Dominion treasury, are defined by the
original act and amending acts. Legislation upon
local matters is delegated, as a general rule, to
the provinces. There is also a \ery jjcrfect system
of municipal government throughout the Dominion,
Both the counties and townships have their local

councils, wducli regulate the taxation for roads,
schools, and other ptirposes, so that every man
directly votes for the taxes he is called upon to
pay. Local taxation is very light.

History.—In 1534 Jacques Cartier, a French
navigator, a native of St Malo, set out from that
port with two small vessels of 20 tons each, landed
on the shores of Gaspe ( now part of the province
of Quebec), and took possession of the country in
the name of his sovereigTi, Francis I. He went
again in the following year (1535), jiassed up the
gulf and river, which he named the St Lawrence,
and reached Stadacone, the site of the present city
of Quebec. Continuing his voyage, he arrived at
Hochelaga, another Indian town, and gave it the
name of Mont Royal, since corrupted into Mont-
real. After passing the winter at Stadacone he
returned to France. But little or nothing was
done to promote the colonisation of the country
until 1608, when Samuel de Champlain, a French-
man of gentle birth, maritime and nulitarv expe-
rience, and much religious entb.usiasm, visited

Canada for the third time, with the object of

extending Christianity and developing trade and
commerce, and founded the city of Quebec, the
name of which is said to be derived from an Indian
Avord kebek, 'the rock.' The control of the im-
mense region, extending eastward to Acadia (Nova
Scotia), westward to Lake Sitperior, and down the
Mississippi as far as the Gulf of Mexico, was
from this time until 1763 claimed liy France (see

Acadia ). Kecollet and Jesuit missionaries tra-

versed it in all directions, suffering great hard-
shijis in their endeavours to convert the Indians.
Their work was watched with much enthusiasm in

P^rance, and it is admitted that they were the first

explorers of the country and the pioneers of civilisa-

tion in the Far West.
The claims of France were not, however, undis.

puted, as is shown by the grant of a charter in 1670
by Charles II. to Prince Kupert and his company-
known ever since as the Hudson Bay Company, of
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the exclusive ri;;lit ol tra<Iiii;r iu the territory
watered by stre<aias tlciwiu^' uito Hudson Bay. As
alreiuly nientiouetl, they pive n\> tlicir exclusive
rii^chts in 1869 on certain conditions, anionj; other-,

a money i>aynient <»f l".S<)(l,UK) and a lar;,'(' grant ot

land. The .struj^'j^le Ix'tween (Jrcat Britain and
France for supreiuacy in N<»rth Aiiicrica w.as long
and hitter, Imt it terminated linally in 17(i.S l>y the
ces.sion to the former under the Treaty of l'arb< oi

C'antula witli all its dejiendencies, except the i.sland>

of St Pierre ami Mi<[ui']on. which were retained
a> lishin-.: stJitions, not to l»e fortified or garrisoned.
Hudson ll)\\ with tiie adjacent territory. Nova
Scotia, and Newfoundlaml had l>een previously
transferre<l to England hy the Treaty of t'treclit in

1713. Tlie i)oi»ulation of Canatla in 1763 wa-s aliout
7(t.(K)0, of Nova Scotia. 80(X). No time was lost

in attempting to adapt British instituticms to the
new |M)ssession : hut considerahle friction occurred
for some years, and it was not altoj'ether allayed
by the piLs.sin^in 1774 of what i.s Icnown a-s the
QuelK>c Act. This gave the French-Canadians the
free exercise of their religion, and secured their
civil rights, laws, and customs. It annexed large
t^-rritories t^» Quebec, including that part of the
Cnited States now forming .Minnesota. Wiscon^^in.
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, whicii j>a>sed

from (Ircat Britain in 17H.3. Qutdiec wjis eventu-
ally in 17!*! divided int.o I'liper and I^ower f'ana<la ;

but this did not i»n)ve .satisfactory in either pro-

vince, leading to conflicts l>etwee!> the nojmlar and
electetl as.semblies and the nominateil or oflicial

councils, and ultiniately to the r<l»tllion in ls;{7-38.

In accordance with Lord Durham's recommenda
tions, the two provinces were re-united in 184<»

d'opulation of t'pper ('ana«la, 4.'>(>,000, of Lowi r

Canada, 6.10,fKX>), out the union wai not .i succes-
politically, although it indirectly led to the gresi'

confederation in 1^67. It should be menti<med that

tiic iidialiitants of l'pj)er Canada consisted largel\

of Cnited Kmjiire loyalists, who remained loyal to

British instit\itions, an<l wlio left the I'nited States

at the dose of the War of Independence, while
thoHe of Lower Canada were almost exclusively

French-Canadians. The representatives from each
province in the united jiarliament were equal in

numlier. Cpper Canada, however, made greater

progress than Lower Canada (the population in IH.51

w.is 9,V2.(M>4 an.l ,V.H).-261 respectively, and in iHJil.

L.3!)6,061 and 1,111,;566), ami agitated for an a<lili-

tioniil number of memW'rs and claime<l other con-

ce>sions, but the demands were always ojiposed by
the latter. The consc(|uence was treouent legis-

lative de.ullocks and continual ditliculties. Such
w,is the state of things in l)Sti4. It is now necessary

to refer to the other colonies on the Atlantic anil

I'.icilic coasts. In 1770 St .John Island (renamed
I'rince Kdwanl I.sland in 1780), and in 1784 New
Brunswick, were formed out of Nova Scotia into

separate colonies. In ls.">M, owing to the rush for

gold and the inllux of nopulation, liritisli Cobnnbiu
was ma<le a crown colony, and in 1806 Xancouvei
Islantl was joined to it. In 1864 the maritime
|)rovinces were discus.sing the desirability of local

confederatiim, and advantage of the opixtrtunity was
taken bv Canada to propose a broa<ler scheme to

cover all British North America, and after several

conferences a b.-usis of union was agreed upon which
resultetl in the formation of the Dominion.

Since the confederation of the provinces, the chief

eNcnt.s of importance may l>e put in the following

tabular form :

i>Hi'J. The Ked Kiver rebellion, which collapsed in August
1870, on the arrival at Fort Oarry of the expedi-

tion under Colonel (now Lord) Wolseley.

IS71. Tn-.ity of Washington signed, dealing, among other

tilings, with the fisheries and tlie mutual u»e of

certain canal.*.

187;>. Defeat of the Conserrative ministry (Sir John
Macdonald, premier) on Pacific Railway question.

1877. Award of tlie Halifa.x Fishery Conunission in favour
of Great Uritain of o, .500,000 dollars, as repre-
senting the value of the fisliing privileges granted to
the United States, over and ahove the concessions
made to Canada inider the Washington Treaty.

1878. Defeat of the Liberal ministry ( Hon. A. Mackenzie,
premier).

1879. Adoption by new Conservative nunistry of the
higher customs tarift", called the national policy, as
a measure of protection against the Uiiiteil St;ites

fiscal policy, and to foster native industries.

1880. <-"ontract for construction of Canadian Pacific
Railway signed. It was ratified in 1881 by parlia-
ment.

188r>. Outbreak of disturbances among the lialf-breeils,

under Louis Itiel, in the Saskatchewan district,

North-west Territories, in March. Suppressed in
July by the force under Major-general Middleton.
The total force in the field was aliout 4000 men
of the Canadian militia. Louis Riel tried, con-
demned to death, and executed. Last spike of the
Canadian Pacific Railway driven ( November 7).

1S8(J. The first through train for the Pacific left Mont-
real (June 28).

1887. Ix)cal Act i»as,sed for consti^ictioii of Red River
Valley Railway to boundary line to comiect with
Cnited .States railways. Act disallowed liy

governor-in-council. .Agreement arrived at be-

tween the Uritish and United States goveriiiiients

to discuss the fishery disputes in conferenc'' at
Wasiiington. British plenipotentiaries. Right
Hon. J. Chamberlain, Sir Lionel Sackville West,
and Sir Charles Tupper.

1888. Treaty for the .settlement of the fishery disputes
>igMed by the British and Unit<'d States reprc-

sentiitives (Feb. l'»), suliject to ratification by
legislatures of respective countries. Recognised
right of Canada to fisheries in three-mile limit

;

United .States fishing-vessels to be allowed to land,

sell, and translii(> cargoes only in cases of distress ;

may enter the ports for wood, water, shelter, and
repairs ; and, on obtaining a license (given without
charge), to purchase casual sup|>lies and stores

(excepting bait). Meantime, to avoid friction, a
tnoiliig Vivendi was offered, providing that United
States fishing-vessels might have all the privileges

mentioned above, on payment of a tonnage license

fee of l''A) dollars jier ton. The United States

.Senate refused ratification. The modus vivemli
subsequently renewed. 'I'he motion for unrestricted

reciprocity between the United .States and Canada
rejected by the Dominion Hou.se of Commons.

1SS!(. Proposal that the governor-general should have
independent action in foreign affairs disapproveil
l>y parliament. Act restoring the |)ropertj' of the

•Jesuits ; petition again.st it disallowed by the

government.
lS!il. Death of .Sir John Macilonald. Some officials trieil

for corruption.
1'<'.I2. 'I'reaty of Arbitration between Great Britain,

< 'anada, and the United States, as to the rights of

.seal-fishing off Alaska and in Behring Sea.
lK!t3. Award of the IStdiring Sea Arbitration Court.

Establishment of direct steam communication
Ix'twceii Canada and Australia.

lsy4. Ratification of the Behring Sea treaty. Inter-

colonial Conference at Ottawa on a Pacific calile

between Canada and Australia, and the promotion
of commercial intercourse between the colonies and
with (ireat Britain.

180.5. Franco-Canadian commercial treaty.

18%. Religious education troubles in Manitoba settled.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier first French Canadian and
Catholic premier.

1897. New tariff favouring trade with Britain and the
other colonies. Gold fever at Klondyke.

189S. Conference at Quebec between Britain, the United
States, and Canada about the frontier of Alaska
(q.v. ), fishery regulations for the great lakes
and the North Atlantic, the imjiort duties on
Canadian timber, alien labour laws, and recii>ro-

citv of tnide between Canada and the Ciiired
.Srate-.
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1899. Temporary arrangement as to the Alaska frontier.

Canadian troops with the Imperial forces at the

seat of war in South Africa.

The governor-generals of Canada, since 1867,

have been: Lord Monck (18C7-08), Lord Lisgar

( 1808-72), Lord Diifferin (1872-78), Lord Lome
(1878-83), Lord Lansdowne (1883-88). Lord
Stanlev of Preston ( lS8S-!>3), the Earl of Aberdeen
( 1893-98), and the Earl of Minto (1898).

The progrei^s of Canada since confederation has

been very rapid, Imt its varied resources are still

practically undeveloped. Recent events, however,

paiticMilaily the extension of railways and the com-

pletion of the transcontinental system, have placed

Canada in a i)osition of advantage which she had

not previously occupied. In consequence, the

volume of immigration to the immense areas of

jinoccupied fertile lands is increasing ; the agri-

cultural, manufacturing, and mining industries are

becoming more important every year ; trade and
commerce is expanding hoth at home and abroad ;

and the wealth of the i)eople is becoming greater.

Literature.—Canada has been making steady

progress in literature, and the futuie is full of

projnise in this resjiect ; Judge Haliburton (
' Sam

Slick'), Sir William Edmond Logan, Sir William
Dawson, Alpheus Todd (in Constitutional History),

Crant Allen, and G. J. Komanes, have achieved a
vide reinitation. C. G. D. Roberts and Bliss Car-

man are favourably known as poets, and Gilbert
Parker as a story-teller. Mr Frechette of Quebec
was crowned (1880) the poet of the year by the
French Acailemy. Sir Daniel Wilson, like Pro-
fessor Gold win Snuth, was only Canadian by adop-
tion. The contributions of Canadians to the
magazines both of the United States and of Great
Britain are yearly Ijecoming more frequent and
more important.

Yor the relation of the British colonies to the French
in Canada, see United >States, Vol. X. ]ip. 382, 383 : see
also the articles Colony, Emigration, Macdonald (Sir
J. A. ), and the articles on the several provinces of the
Dominion. Besides works cited in Morgan's BiUiotheca
dniadensis ( Ottawa. 1867 ), n-ference may be made to the
Histories of Canada by Faillon ( French, 2 vols. Mont.
18(55), Tuttle (Boston, 1878), Ganieau (French, 4 vols.
Mont. 1883), Dent (Toronto, 1883), Heveilland (French,
1884), Bryce ( 1887), and Kingsford (8 vols. 1888 et seq.).
See also Parkman s Works (1872-84); Confederation
Debates ( 1865 ) ; Todd's Parliamentarii Government in the
British Colonies (Boston, 1880) ; Her Majesty's Colonies
(1886); Grant's Ocean to Ocean (1873), and Picturesque
Canada (2 vols. Toronto, 1884); Kyerson's Loiialists of
America (1880), and Stori/ of my Life (1883);'Sandford
'Fhmmg, Intercolonial Bailway (1876); Pacific Raihvay
(1880); the Marquis of Lome's Canadian Life and
.S''r,ie)-^ (LSS.")); Eniile Petitot, Traditions Tiidieimrs du
Viiuada Nordonest ( Paris, 1886) ; Silver's Handbook; the
annual Slali.stiral Abstract and P( cord of Canada (first

Roberts ( 1801 ) ; Goldwin Smith's Canada and the Can-
adian Question [I'tV^iX

)

; Canadian Poems and Zav.s, edited
by Lightfall (1893); Taurine's La Nation Ca)u,dienne
(Paris, 1894); Greswell (1894) ; Justin Winsor's Cartier
and Frontenar (189.")).

Canada Bal.sailt is a kind of Turpentine
{((-y-) obtained from the Balsam Fir or Balm of
Gilead Fir {Abies or Fi>iu(; bnlsamcu), a native of
Canada and the northern parts of the United
States (see Fir). It exists in the tree in vesicles
between the bark and the wood, and is obtained
by making incisions. It is a transparent liquid,
almost colourless, and with an agreeable odour
an<l acrid taste. It pours readily out of a vessel
or bottle, and .shortly dries up, and liccomes
solid. When fresh, it is of the consistence of thin
honey, but becomes viscid, and at last solid by
aye. It consists mainly of a resin dissolved in an

essential oil, and its composition is approximately :

Essential oil, 24 parts ; resin, soluble in boiling
alcohol, 00 ; re-sin, soluble only in ether, 16.

Canada balsam was formerly employed in medicine
as a stimulant for the cure of mucous discharges,
and as a detergent application to ulcers, but it is
now rarely used as a remedy. The balsam is much
valued for a variety of purposes in the arts—as an
ingredient in varnishes, in mounting objects for
the microscope, in Photography (q.v. ), and by
oi)ticians as a cement, particularly for connecting
the parts of achromatic lenses to the exclusion of
moisture and dust. Its value for optical purposes
is very great, and depends not only on its perfect
transparency, but on its possessing a refractive
power nearly equal to that of glass. See Balsam.

Canada Goose. See Goose.

Canadian River rises in the NE. part of New
Mexico, and runs generally eastward through
Texas and Indian Territory to the Arkansas. Its
length is about 900 miles, but it is rather shallow
and not important for navigation. Its largest
tributary is the Rio Nutria, or North Fork of the
Canadian, which runs parallel to the main stream
for about 600 miles.

Canal. A canal is an artificially-formed channel
filled with water, and though it generally denotes
a channel used for navigation, it is also applied to
channels made for drainage and irrigation.

Drainage Canal.—A drainage canal is an arti-

ficial watercourse formed to supplement the rivers,

which are the natural drains of a country, where,
owing to a deficiency of fall and the low level of
the adjacent lands, the rivers are inadequate for
discharging the surplus rainfall in wet seasons, and
the lands are in consequence exposed to floods.

Many instances of such canals exist in Holland,
and in the Fen districts of Lincolnshire and
Norfolk, where they are termed drains or cuts, as
for example the Hobhole Drain and the Eau Brink
Cut ; and they difter from ordinary Rivers

(
q. v.

)

merely in l)eing straight artificial cuts, instead of
natural channels formed by the flow of the drainage
of the district. As these drains are generally con-
structed across a country where there is little .slope

towards the sea, they have to be given a large
section in relation to the water they are designed
to carry oft", as the discharge of any watercourse is

proportionate to its fall. By embanking each side
with the material excavated in forming the canal,
and especially by placing these longitudinal em-
bankments a little distance back from the edges of
the cut, an enlarged channel is economically pro-
\ided for the flood discharge, as soon as the water
rises above the ordinary surface-level, without
exposing the land to inundation.

Irrigation Canal.—The object of an irrigation
canal is to lead the waters of a river, flowing
through a hot diy country, on to lands at a distance
fiom the river bank, and so preserve them from
drought, and increase their fertility. Considerable
tracts of the Lower Nile valley are irrigated in this

manner ; the rice crops of India are largely depend-
ent upon the supply of w-ater conveyed by iriigation
canals ; and impcu'tant iirigation works have been
carried out in Italy and Spain, as also in Califi^'uia

and Colorado. Tli(>se canals, lieing designe<l like

drainage canals for the conveyance of water, are
made with a reguhar fall or slope, so that the
water may flow along the canal. By increasing
the f.all, the size of the channel may be pio-
portionately reduced for a given discharge ; but
it is inexpedient to augment the fall, even if

practicable, beyond the limit at which the in-

creasetl velocity of flow thereby induced begins
to scour the lied of the channel—as occurred on the
Ganges Canal, necessitating w(jrks for checking the
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flow. Sluices and weii-s liave to be constructed at
the intakes of tlicse canals for rej^'ulatin;,' the
supply, and sometimes for siinttin;: it oil" on tlie

approach of a iiij,'h llooil ; and arran^'ements have
to he provide<l for tiie due admission of the water
into the liranch canals and trenches which serve

to distribute tiie water over the area to he irrij,'ateil.

The details relating' to these works ajijiertain to

Irrij,'ation (u.v.); and the forinula- for (ieterminin<r

the How, and conseiniently the re<|uisite section of

a drainage or irrij,'ation canal with a given avail-

able fall, form a branch of hydromechanics.
Navigation C'inaL—Though drainage and irriga-

tion canals are sometimes used for the transit of

vessels, they are designeil for the jiassage of water ;

wherea.s naxigation canals are level still-water

ch.annels solely constructed as a waterway fur

vessels, ju.^t a- a mad is formed for vehicles, and a
railway for trains. I'nlike roads

^
or railways,

however, canals cannot Jiilaiit themselves to the
irregularities of the country tliey travei-se, by vary-

ing slopes or gra«lients, but must be formed of a
series of level reaches, at diHerent heights accord-

ing to the lie of the country, connected at their

extremities by locks or other means of transferring

lM»ats from one reach to the level of the adjoining
reach. This renders the laying out of canals more
complicated than that of railways, owing to the
necessity of selecting the most suitable routes for

long level reaches; thT>ugh the work is facilitate<l

by cuttings, emb.inkments, a<|ueducts, ;ind occa-

sionally tunnels, as in the case of railways.

A canal should lie generally wide enctugh for two
of the largest-sized barges navigating it to pa.ss

easily ; and, to avoid the resistance t^j traction in

a restricted waterwav, it is expedient that the
bottom width should )>e twice the greate>t brea<ith

of beam, the dfptli \\ feet more than the greatest

tlraught, and the scrtion of the waterway six times
the greatest midship section of a barge. The
bottom is made Hat, ami the sides with slopes of

lA to •2.\ feet jier foot ; but throtigh towns, vertical

side walls are substituted to save sjiace arul provide
quays. In tunnels and deep cuttings, the width
is usually made only just MiHicieiit for a single

barge ; ami jia-^sing places are formed at suitable

intervals. On embankments, and along cuttings in

a porous .soil, a watertight lining of clay-|iuddle or

concrete has to l»e added, to retain the water in the

canal. \ towing-path along one side of the canal,

raised about two feet above the water-level, aflords

facilities for haulage.
.An amjde supply of water is cs-sential for a canal,

to make good the los.ses occasioned by leakage,
evaporation, and lockage. Leak.age results from
defects in the watertightne-ss of the channel, and
escapes of water iindcr pressure at the lock-gates,

and depends therefore upon the state of repair of

the canal. The loss from evaporation is pioj)or-

tionate to the exposed water-suriace, and is gieatest

in summer when the supply of water is the least.

The ex|>enditure r)f water in locking is dependent on
the size of the lock-chambers, the diHerenc<' be-

tween the levels of the reaches, which is termed
the lift of the locks, and the amount of tratlic on
the ••anal. There is no ditliculty in the supi>ly of

water to canals in low-lying districts, such as

Holland and i)arts of Belgium ; and even in most
l)arts of river valleys, streams are generally avail-

able for intrmlucing a sujiply at various points.

\\'lien, however, <a canal rises ti) the higher por-

tions of a river basin, and crosses the ridge separat-

ing two adjacent basins, in a reach called the

summit-level of the canal, a veiT common course

for inland canals, it Ls scunetimcs (liHicult to secure

an adeijuate supply, esjjecially for the summit-
level ; so that occasionally an artificial Reservoir

I (q.v.) has to 1)6 formed, at a high level, by con-

stnicting a dam across the valley of a mountain
stream, which, by storing up the winter How of the
stream, is enabled to furnish a continuous supply
in the summer. .\ deticiency of water hius led to

the adojttion t)f expedients for saving water in lock-

ing, .and sometimes to the u.se of other means of

transferring vessels from one reach to another, espe-

cially when the ditlerence of level is considerable.
Vessels may be transferred from one reach of

a canal to the next, either Ity a lock, an incline, or

a lift.

Lock.—.\ lock is a watertight chamber, closed by
gates at each end, separating two adjacent reaches
of a canal, which by means of sluices can be filled

with water from the upper reach to the level of the
iipper reach, oy emptied to the level of the lower
reach ; so that vessels can be admitted from either

reach, and raised or lowered to the level of the
other reach by merely filling or emptying the lock-

chamber. Where the tlifl'erence of level is consider-

able, a series of locks are placed end to end in steps,

forming what is termed a llight of locks. Locks
involve a considerable exjicnditure of water when
the traHic is large, for a hxkful of water is rt'<|uired

for each pair of boats passing through a single lock,

when boats asceml autl descend alternately ; whilst,

when the lM)ats siscend and tlescend in a series, a
lockful of water is expentled on each bo.at, except
the hist or fij-st of a series. AVith a Hight of locks,

boats j>assing up and down in a series cause the
loa-st expcndituie of water; whereas each jiair of

lM)ats passing uji and down alternately, i'i'(|uire as

many lockfuls as the number of locks in the Hight.

Accordingly, to save water, a second Hight is some-
times placed alongside the other, so that otie may
l»e useil for ascending, and tlii^ other for descending
lM)ats. Side ]»oTiils, into which the upper layers

of water may be discharged in emptying a lock,

and utilised again for refilling the lock, are some-
times use<l for economising water in locking. For
further details, see Lock.

Incline.—Occasionally, where water is scarce,

and the lift large, vessels are conveyed on an
incline from one reach to the next, in a special

carriage running on rails laid on the incline, and
controlled by a cable. The vessel is either lifte<l

on a cradle out of the water; or it is Hoated into

a wrought-iron caisson, or trough, containing
water, with lifting gates at each end, an<l sup-

ported on a frame so constructed that the caisson

is conveyed in a horizontal jiosition up or down
the incline. In the cra<lle. the barge is conveyed
on the incline in a sloping position, and the siij)-

port atlbrded by the water to a loaded hoat when
immersed is lemoved : whilst, in the caisson,

the vessel is carried in the same po.sition, and
under the same conditions, as in a canal ; but the
load on the incline is increase<l by the larger

carriage and the water in the caisson. By con-

necting the caldes of the ascending and descending
loads on the drum at the toji of the incline, the
work of haulage is greatly reduced.

\'erv primitive inclines were em])loye<l on the

ancient can.als of China, the boats being hauled
up by a capstan, and made to slide down the j)aved

track. The first incline with counterbalanced cars

running on rails appears to have been adopted on

the Ketley (anal in Shropshire, in 178.S, for sur-

mounting a height of 7.'^ feet ; ainl others were soon

after established <m the adjoining Shropshire Canal.

On the Morris Canal, in New Jersey, U.S., there

are twenty-three inclines, with an average rise of

.">8 feet, on which boats of 80 tons are drawn in cars

up a gradient of 1 in 10 ; four inclines on the Ober-

land Canal, in Prussia, of which the largest has a

height of 80j^( feet, were comjileted in 1860; and
another has recently been substituted for the five

lowest locks on the canal.
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Caissons were fii>t ailoptod for inclines on the

Chard Canal, in Somersetshire, and subsequently,

on a larger scale, on the jNIonkland Canal, near

(ilasgow. The largest caisson, weighing 390 tons

wiien full, was put on the incline at Georgetown
in 1876, which replaced two locks connecting the

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal with the Potomac.
The incline is 1 in ]'2. and 39 feet high ; and lioats

of IK") tons are readily transferred from the lower

to the upper reach in from 8 to 16 minutes, the

haulage being effected by iron-wire cables moved
by a turbine.

' Lift.—A canal lift consists of two iron troughs,

filled with water, which counterbalance one another,

one going up as the other descemls vertically, and
thus raising or lowering a boat fidm one reach to

tlie otlier. "A lift has the advantag'e over a flight

of locks in effecting an economy in water, space,

time occupied in working, and even, under certain

conditions, in cost of construction. A simple canal
lift was erected in 1838 on the Grand Western
Canal in England, which raised or lowered boats of

8 tons a height of 46 feet, in three minutes, by
admitting an excess of one ton of water into the
top trough, but it has been abandoned. Hydraulic
canal lifts have been only recently introduced, the
lir.st having been opened for traffic in 1875, at
Anderton, for connecting the AVeaver with the
Trent and Mersey Canal, the difference of level

being 50^ feet. Two troughs, 75 feet by 15i feet,

each supported in the centre by a hydraulic ram,
and containing 5 feet depth of Avater, balance
one another ; and the main portion of the motion
is effected by removing 6 inches in depth of the
water from the bottom trough, the final lift only
of the ascending trough, of about 4^ feet, being
accomplished by the hydraulic ram, 3 feet in
diameter, underneath, it. A barge of 100 tons can
be lifted in the trough in two and a half minutes

;

and barges can be transferred from one level to the
other, in both directions, in eight minutes; whereas
over one hour is expended in i)assing through a
flight of locks liaAing an equal rise. Another
similar lift has been erected at Les Fontinettes,
near St Omer, on the Neufosse Canal, -with a
lift of 43 feet, in substitution for a flight of five

locks which had become inadequate for the large
traffic froni Boulogne, Calais, and Dunkirk, to
Paris, which is carried on the canal in barges of
300 tons. Each trough is 132f feet long and 18'r

feet wide, -svith a depth of water of 6J feet; and the
weight moved is 700 tons. On one of the sections
of the Canal du Centre, in course of construction in
Belgium, a difference of level of 220 feet, in a dis-
tance of 5 miles, is to be surmounted by four lifts,

of which the first was commenced at La Louviere in
1885. The troughs are similar to those at Les
Fontinettes ; but as they are to receive boats of
400 tons, the depth of water has been increased
to 8i feet, and the total weiglit raised is about 1100
tons.

History of Canals—Cfmnh were constnicted in
Eg;>pt, China, Assyria, and India, in remote anti-
quity ; but till the invention of the jiound lock,
supposed to have been first introduced in Italy in
the 15th century, canals could not be suitalily
adapted for traversing irregular country ; after
which canals were gradually extended throughout
Europe. The first European canals on the Con-
tinent were constructed in Italy, in the 12th century,
for irrigation, and were subseciuently utilised f()r

navigation. Tiie earliest canal in " France was
carried out in 1605-41, for connecting the Seine and
the Loire, a very useful class of canal, forming a
link between two river navi<,'ations, of which nuiner-
ous examples now exist with great advantage to
the development of inland navigation. The second
canal constructed in France, in 1666 SI, was a

more ambitious scheme ; and by connecting the
Bay of Biscay with the Mediterranean, thus avoid-

ing the long detour by the Strait of Gibraltar,

proved the prototyi>e of modern ship-canals ;

tlumgh, as its depth is only 6i feet, it is not
adapted for vessels of above 100 tons. The Gironde
and the CJanmne give access up to Timlouse ; and
from this point, the Laiiguedoc Canal, or Canal des
deux Mers, 148 miles long, rises gradually by locks
to a summit-level of 600 feet at Naurouse, and then
descends in a similar manner to Narbonne on the
(Julf of Lyons, the inimber of locks being 119. A
scheme was under discu.ssion in 1887 for enlarging
the canal so as to render it available for the sea-

going craft of the present day. The enlargement
and extension of canals and the improvement of

rivers have been vigorously pursued l)y the French
government simultaneously with the devehqunent
of railways ; .and a large proporti<m of the bulky
goods (amounting to over 1384 million tons carried
1 mile in 1882) are conveyed by water in France.
There are about 3000 miles of canals in France, and
2000 miles of canalised rivers, in addition to nearly
2000 miles of open river navigation ; and many of

the waterways are free of toll, the costs of construc-
tion, improvement, and maintenance being paid Ity

the state. To obtain uniformity in the princi])al

canals, constructed at different times and under
variable conditions, a law was passed in 1879, for

securing eventually a depth of water of 6r, feet,

locks 126^ feet long and 17 feet wide, and a clear

height of 12 feet under tiie bridges, along the main
lines of traffic. As soon as the necessary works are
completed, boats of 300 tons, 126^- feet long, 16^
feet Ax-ide, and 6 feet draught, will be able to
traverse all the principal waterways of France.
Canals were introduced into Holland and the

level parts of Belgium in the r2th century ; and
being independent of locks in a flat country, and
amply supplied with water in a low-ljdng district,

they promoted the traffic which rendered Flanders
the emporium of commerce in the 14th century.
The canal system has continued to flourish in these
countries ; and Amsterdam and Rotterdam, like

Venice, are intersected by canals.

The Ru.ssians have executed considerable canal
works for connecting their large rivers ; for instance,

the Volga and the Neva are connected by a canal
which admits of the passage of vessels of 500 to
1000 tons. A scheme for connecting the Volga and
the Don is in contemplation, to aff'ord the Volga an
outlet into the Black Sea, by a canal, 35 miles
long, which will have to surmount a difference of

level at its extremities of 126 feet, with a greater
height at its summit-level, and is to l>e available for

vessels of 500 tons. Its estimated cost is nearly
£4,000,000.

The earliest canals in England were the Foss Dyke
and Caer Dyke, in Lincolnshire, 11 and 40 miles

long, constructed l)y the Romans, and improved in

the 12th century ; and the Foss Dyke is still

navigable. The opening of the Aire and Calder
Navigation, towards the close of the 17th century,
was the first important step in inland navigation in

England ; lint the development of canals in Great
Britain, in the latter half of the 18th century, was
mainly due to the energy and resources of the
Duke of Bridgewater (<i.v.), and the skill of his

engineer, James Brindley (q.v. ), who designed and
carried out several of the earlier canals, commencing
with the Bridge%vater Canal, completed in 1772.

A great number of canals were constructed between
1788 and 1805 ; a canal mania, similar to subse-

quent railway manias, uccurreil in 1791-94 ; and the
last inland canal was completed about 1834. The
de])th of most of the canals ranges between 3a and
5 feet ; the smallest lock is 72 feet bmg, 7 feet

wide, and 4 feet dejith of water over the sill, and
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tlie laryest, on the Aire and Calder, 21a feet by 2*2

fet- 1 by 9 feet, with a variety of internioliate sizes,

itailways have eaustnl a ;,M-eat deorejise in the canal
tralKc in Enghmd ; but some waterways, sueli as tlio

Aire and Calder and the Weaver navigations, and
the Gloucester and IJerkeley ('anal, conijtete suc-
cessfully with railways for heavy gomls. Indeed, if

the canals had not ]iartially fallen into the hands of
the railway coini>aiues, and if an ett'ort had been
niatle to secure unifunnity in depth and in the size
of locks on tiie j>rinci]>al lines,

as in France, it is probable that

a fair traffic would have l»een

niaintainetl with great benelit to

the country. There are .'iOoO nnles
of canals in England, ]'>i miles in

Scotland, anil (j(il> miii> in Ire-

land, making 381.'{ nnle> of canals
in the Inited Kingdom; whilst
120 miles of canals have liecii converted into rail-

ways. The largest canals of Creat Hritain are the
(ihmcester and Ik-rkeley < anal, with a depth of lo
feet, enabling vessels of »i<M( tons to go from Sharp-
ness to < Jhmcester, a distance of 17 miles ; the Aire
and Calder Navigation, 9 feet deep, on which steam-
towage with a train of barges has i>een successfully
carrie<l out; the Caledonian Canal (<i.v. ), with a
depth of 17 feet, which, by the aiil or intervening
locks, crosses .Scotlan<l ami attbrds a ]>a.s.sage for
vessels of :WK) tons ; th6 ("rinan Canal. 12 feet <Ieep.

across the peninsula of Kintyre, jiroviding a short
cut for ves.sols of \tH) tons ; and the Forth and
Clyde Canal, with a depth of 10 feet.

America, with its vjt>t extent, and large rivei-s

and lakes, afl'ords ample scope for canals connecting
separate navigations. The hrie Canal in New York,
connecting Lake Erie with the Hud>(>n Itiver, is

.%5i miles long, with a total rise and fall of Go6h
feet ; it is from 33 to 7i» feet wide at the bottomj
from 70 to 9,s iVet at the stirface, varies from 7^ to
9k feet in dejith. ami can be traversed b\ \e.'«.sels of

240 tons. The < 'hesapeakc and Ohio Canal, of alnint
the same size as tin- Erie ( anal, was commenced near
Cieorgetown on the Potomac in 182.S, ami carried
out for Hti miles, jis f;ir .t- Cumberland, by IS-VJ;

but its completion to I'itt^burg on the Ohio, making
a total ilistance of 341 miles, has not yet been
ett'ected, though it Wiis proposed, in 1875, to cross

the Alleghany .Mountains with a .series of incline>,

and a tunnel at the siimndt, 3J miles long. The
connection l>etween the St Lawrence and the largo
lakes of North America ha~ been completed by the
St Lawrence canals between Lake Ontario and
Montreal, and by the Welland Canal for avoiding
the falls and rapids of Niagara. The size of these
canals has been increased thrice since 1S25; and
locks 270 feet long, 45 feet wide, and 14 feet deep,
were deeidetl upon in 1S75. The Welland Canal
having been deei)ened t.i 14 feet, widcne<l to 1(K»

feet ;it the Inittom, and provided with locks of the
al»ove dimensions, wjus reoi>ene<l in 1882 ; and by
the com]»letion of the works on the St L.awrence
canals, ves.sels of KKH) to l.VM) tons will be aide

to go from Lake Erie to Montreal. The Morri>
Canal connects the Delaware at Pliilii)sburg with
the Hudson at .Jersey City, crossing a spur of the

Alleghanies by the inclines alreaxly mentioned ; it is

102 njiles long, and accommodates vessels of 80
tons.

Snii'-('ANAL.S.—A few canals of larger, dimen-
sions, and capable of admitting large ocean-going
steamers, have recently been constructed, or are in

course of construction. These canals are designed
either to cut across isthmiLses, and thus greatly

shorten the distance by sea l»etween certain

countries, or to place inland towns in direct com-
munication by water with the sea. The Suez,

Panama, and Corinth canals are examples of the

first class ; and the Amsterdam and Manchester
slup-canals of the second.

>'>i(c: L'atml.—The canal cutting through the
Isthmus of Suez, and thereby connecting the Medi-
terranean with the lied Sea, was commenceil in
1860, and completed in ISGD. The Suez Canal
{(\.y.) Ls alH)ut 100 miles long, and lias a bottom
width of 72 feet and a depth of 2G feet, with jiassing
jilaces at suitable intervals (lig. 1). Tlie trallic,

however, of tlie canal has so much increased, and

Fig. 1.

the advantages of an increa>ied draught for ves.sels

has been .so clearly established, that the canal Is

al»out to be widened to a l»ottom wiilth of about
229i feet, and deepened to 28 feet, and eventually
to 29i feet .as shown by the dotted lines »m the
section.

I'uiitniia CaiKil.—The route preferred by M. de
Lesseps for connecting the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans by a canal acrossthe Isthmus of Panama, was
at about the narrowest part of the isthmus, between
.Vspinwall (Colon ) and Panama, nearly along the
line (»f the Panama liailway. The Panama Canal
((j.v. ) along this route, 47 miles long, was com-
menced in 1882. It was designed to be level

througlumt, like the Suez Canal, and to travei-se

the Culebra range in a cutting of .SOO feet niaxi

mum depth ; but the incresised cost of the work,
and the difficulty of raising ailditional capital,

compelled Lesseps (i(.\. ) to resort to a locke<l

canal. I'ltiniately the whole scheme collapse<l in

liankruptcy and criminal juosecutions for bribery
and malvei-sation of funds. The canal was to be 72
feet wide at the bottom, with side slopes of about
1§ to 1, and a dejitli of water of 27 feet (fig. 2),

except through the rock cutting of the Culebra,
where the depth and width were to be increa-scil as
shown on the section (lig. 3).

Nicarcifjun Canal

.

—Another scheme for cros.sing

the Isthmus of Panama by water, designetl by an
.Vmerican engineer, and for which .a concession was
granted in 1887, and a company formed, consists in

uniting Lake Nicaragua by a canal with the San
Juan River, and thus with the Atlantic, and forming
another portion of canal connecting the lake with
the Pacihc. This route will be 180 miles long ; anrl

it will be n(>cessary to rise to the summit-level at

or near the lake, which is to Ije efl'ected by two or

three locks, on either side, having each a lift of

from 50 to 120 feet, and to improve tlie San Juan
Hiver. Harlniurs also will be require<l at either

end ; and as the mouth of the San Juan River, at

(ireytown, is liable to be exposed to accumulations
of silt, it is i»ropo.sed to jJace the harbour on the
Atlantic side a little to the north.

Isthmus of Corittth L'anal.—A canal was proposed

I

across the Isthmus of Corinth long before the

ChiTstian era ; and works for it were actually com-
menced in the reign of Nero, of which traces still

remain. The canal, which shortens the distances

j

between several of the ports of the ^lediterranean

and the Rlack Sea, was carried through at last, the
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works having been commenced in 1882. The canal

is 4 miles long ; and the central portion travei-ses

a cutting in rock, of which the nmxinmni depth
will lie '2So feet, the section of the

canal at this part being shown
on lig. 4. It is open through-
(lut, with bottom widtli 72 feet,

^__ 1—^ and its depth 26J feet, like the
'*-—T- ''--*'

original Suez Canal; and solid

i'i^'. 4. jetties have been built out into

tlie sea for protecting the en-

trances at eacli <Mid. Tlic canal, oi)ened in 1893,

cost between £1,000,000 and £2,000,000.
Baltic Canal.—The Holstein Canal, 26 niiles

long, connecting the river Eider, which Hows into

the Nortli Sea, with the Baltic, near Kiel, was
opened in 1785, for enabling vessels of 120 tons to

pass from the Baltic to the Nortli Sea by a transit

across Holstein of about 100 miles, saving the cir-

cuitous and difficult voyage round Jutland. As
this canal is only oli feet wide at the bottom, and
9i feet deep, it can only be traversed by small
vessels; so the Baltic Canal (q.v.) has been made
(1887-95) for enabling large sea-going vessels to

take a short cut, saving 237 miles, between the
Baltic and North seas, by traversing Holstein.
The canal starts from Holtenau on the Baltic,

near Kiel, where a great lock was constructed, and
using a portion of the Eider, joins the Elbe at
Bruiisbiittel ; its length is 60 miles, bottom width
8.5 feet, depth 2S feet, water-level same as the
Baltic, greatest depth of cutting 100 feet, and cost
about £8,000,000.
Amsterdam Ship-canal.—Though the canal con-

necting Amsterdam with the North Sea, severs the
peninsula of North Holland, and unites the Zuider-
Zee with the North Sea, its ol)ject was to afford
more direct outlet for the trade of Amsterdam to
the ocean than the shallow Zuider-Zee and the
North Holland Canal could give, as this trade was
being seriously imperilled by the better access to
the sea possessed by Rotterdam and Antwerp. The
direct route lay 'through Lake Y and ^yyker
Meer, so that only a narrow neck of dry land, 3
miles wide and of small elevation, had to be ex-
cavated between Velsen and the North Sea ; and
the reclamation of these lakes, by banks formed
along the canal by dredged material raised from the
bottom for deepening, defrayed a portion of the cost
of the work (fig. 5). The canal is suited for sea-

lands. Two converging concrete breakwaters pro-

tect the entrance channel, which has been dredged
through the shallow sandy foreshore of the North

Fig. .5.

going vessels of large size, beinfj wider at the base
(fig. 6), and only 3 feet shallower than the
original Suez Canal section ; its length is 16i miles.
Locks near each end of the canal, with gates
pointing both ways, give perfect control over the
water-level of the canal, which is kept only 14
inches above low-water in the North Sea to main-
tain the flrainage of the reclaimed lands, and the
adjacent low-lying lands which formerly drained
into the lakes. The drainage water wjiic'h Hows in
from the branch canals, and is also jjumpcd into the
canal from the reclaimed lands, is lifted from the
canal, and discharged into tlie Zuider-Zee, by pumps
adjoining the locks situated in the dam which shuts
off the Zuider-Zee from the canal and the reclaimed

Sea coast. The works were commenced in 1865, and
completed in 1876, at a cost of about £2,600,000;
and the canal has proved of great benefit to the
trade of Amsterdam.

Ghent-Tcrnciizcti Canal.—The access to Ghent
by the river Scheldt is so circuitous that various
ways have been resorted to, since 1251, to give
C4hent more direct communication with the sea.

As the earlier, partially natural, routes had silted

up, a new outlet was provided by a canal joining
the estuary of the Scheldt at Terneuzen, completed
in 1827 ; this route being only 21 miles, as com-
pared Avitli 105 miles along the Scheldt. As this

canal had become inadequate for the jiresent class

of vessels, it was enlarged and deepened in 1870-
85, being given an available depth of 19f feet,

which can be easily increased to 22^ feet, and a
bottom width of 55f feet, with side slopes of 3 to

1 ; so that noAV vessels of from 1400 to 1700 tons
can go up to Ghent.

St Petersburg and Cronstadt Skip-canal.—A canal
was commenced in 1877, and completed in 1884,
for enabling sea-going vessels to reach St Peters-
burg, which the bar at the mouth of the Neva, and
the want of depth in the Gulf of Finland as far as
Cronstadt, a distance of 18i miles, had previously
l^revented. The canal starts from the Neva at St
Petersburg, and after goino^ south-west for about
2 miles, it curves round, and proceeds in a straight,

line north-west to Cronstadt. It is 22 feet deep
throughout ; it has a bottom width of 207 feet for

the first portion, enlarging to 275 feet ; and its

embankments terminate 10 miles from Cronstadt,
whence it proceeds in an open channel dredged
througli the Gulf. The total cost of the work was
about £1,240,000.
Manchester Ship-canal.—The scheme for connect-

ing Manchester with the sea, by a canal from
Manchester to the Mersey estuary,
which excited vehement opposition
from the Liverpool and railway
interests during three sessions, was
finally authorised by parliament
in 1885. The canal starts in deep
water at Eastham, on the left

liank of the IMersey, above Liver-
])ool, and nearly opposite Garston;
and after skirting tne shore of the
estuary up to Runcorn, it cuts ii;to

the land, and following approxi-
mately the course of the Irwell

higher up, it terminates at Trallbrd Bridge in
INIanchester. The Manchester and Salford docks
are 105 acres in extent. The canal is .35^ miles long

;

its minimum
depth is 26 ft.,

and its mini-
mum bottom
width 120 feet,

with slopes of

1 to 1 in good
ground (fig. 7),

_

well pitched with stones to secure them against
erosion l>y wash. The tidal locks at Eastham have
their sills 20 feet below low-water, so that vessels
are able to enter and leave the canal at about half-
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ti<le ; and the lift of tiiese locks is 16* feet. Tlie
canal is (livi<le<l into four readies, 2f miles, 7^,

'2J, ami 3 miles ionj,'. Letween Ejusiliam ami TiatVonl
Hriilye, by locks at Latdifoni, Iilam, ami Barton,
with lifts of 16.} feet, 14. and 14 feet respectively
(see tlie map at Ma\che.stkr ). There are three
sets of locks at each place, "mO feet lony l>v 60 feet
wide, 300 feet by 40 feet, and 100 feet by' 20 feet,
with intermediate j,'ates in the two larger locks, t<»

accommo<late a great variety of vessels. The
passage of the canal is abont seven hours, making
allowance of from 25 to 3o minutes for passing the
locks. The cost of the canal, which w.is con-
structed between 1SS7 and 1894. was estimated at
£5,3.30,000, but really amounteil to f 15.500,000.
The Bridgewater Canal is carried over the ship-

canal in a swing aqueduct, whiili is opened for the
pa-isage of m.'isteil vessj-Is along the shin-canal ;

and a hydraulic lift aftords conununication Wtween
the two canals.

Varioun Ship-rannl Sr/ieine»: —Several other
schemes, besides the works referre<I to alnjve,

have l»een jiroiiosal. Tims a ship-canal across the

proje<'ting peninsula of Florida liius been conteni-
\

plat<*d ; schemes have l>een brought forwanl for

enabling sea-going ves-sels to reach Paris and
Brussels; and a plan was proposed in IHHI for

improving the waterways Iwtween Birmingham and
the Bristol Channel, at a cost of fl.s9<),(KK), to

enable vessels of ^(XJ tons to get up to Birmingham.
A design has also been workeil out for shorten-

ing the route to the ejist coiost of India, by alxjut

350 miles, by cutting through the island of Kames-
waram, and thus making a navigable channel \>e-

tween Ceylon and India, through the (Julf of

Manaar and the I'alk Straits, at a ci>st of about
£1,(J<K),0(K».

A company wjus started in 1S8S for the construc-
tion of a canal through the Isthmus of IVrekop
(q.v. ), wliieii connects the Crimea with tiie main-
land of Itussia. This canal will connect the Sea
of .Azov at the Don basin, with the north-western

Kart of the Black Sea ami tin- Dnieper liiLsin. This
Hack Sea and Azov Canal is to Ik,' made 14 feet

deep ; but its construction has meantime lieen

delayed.
A sclieme for forming another junction I»etween

the Mediterranean and Red seas, consists in cut-

ting a canal, 25 miles long, from Haifa, in the Bay
of Acre, through the jdain of Esdraelon, to the

Jordan valley, and another canal, '20 miles long,

from the (iulf of Akaliali towards tiie Dead Sea
into the Araba dehie, whereby tiie waters of the

Uetl Sea would How into tiie depression of the

Dead Sea, I30S feet WIow the level of the Me<li-

terranean, floo<ling this hollow and the .Ionian

valley. A vast inland lake woiiM thus be formed,

on which vessels i-oiild steam at full spee<l witiiout

the hindrances of the narrow Suez Canal. IJut

the elevation of tiie land between the Bed Sea
and the Dea<l Sea is so great as to render this

.scheme almost im]»os.-.ible.

Anotiier scheme aims at Hooding a vivst dejtres-

sion in the African de.sert, .south of Algeria and
Tunis, by cutting a canal from tiie Mediterranean,
wliidi would be enlarged by natural scour, and '

thus create an inland sea, 310<t sq. m. in extent,

which would transform the climate of the adjacent

lands, and atl'ord them easy access to the sea.

These proposals show that the resources of canal

enterprise are far from being exhausted ; an<l that

though railways have, for a time, afl'ected the prf)s-

|»erity of small canals, the advantages of inlaml

water-communication are l»econiing more clearly

recognisetl, and the great value of siiip-canals for

sea-going trade has been tirnily established.

Thk C.WAL-Bo.vt.s Arxs. 1S77 and 1884. provide

for the proper sanitary condition of canal-ljoats

when used as dwellings. These acts also contain
provision for the registration of such vessels by the
local sanitary authorities through who.se tlistricls

the boats ply ; such InKits being oHicially numbered
iind marked in a conspicuous place. Power is also

given to lix the number, age, and sex of pei-sons

permitted to dwell in a boat. The local sanitary

authority has tiie power, in the case of infectious

diseases, of enforcing the Public Health Act of

1875. The education of cliihlren residing in tiiese

registered Ixiats is as>umed l>y tlie Kiementary
Education Acts to l>e ius if residing in the place of

registration, unless actually attending a .school.

Canal companies are empowered t«) establish

schools for canal children. Mastei-s and ownei-s

who do not satisfy the ie(|uirements of the Canal-
boats Acts are lialde to lines rec<)\erable on sum-
mary conviction before two justices. The Local
(Jovernment Board ami also the Education Dejiart-

ment must report each year to parliament on the

execution of tiiese acts—the former lieing also com-
jielled to apjioint inspectors, who are invested with
powers similar to tliose of tiie Poor-law iiispectoi-s,

to see that the provisions of the Canal-boats Acts
are duly carried out.

C'UlialcttO. or C.XNAI.K. tiie name of two
\'enetian painters, celebrated for their landscapes

and views of towns. The elder, .\NToXlo, was born

in 1697, and studietl at Home. He painted a series

of views in Veni<'e. among which those of tlieCraiul
( "anal are especially jylmiralde for their fresh i-olour-

ing. faithfulness, and tlie invention displayed in

accessory ol>je<t-. He i)aiil two visits to England,
Imt die<l in ids native city. '20tli August 1768. His

nephew, Bernakuo BkLlottu, surnamed Cana-
LKTTo, was Iwirn in 17*20, an<l attained high excel-

lence as a painter, and also as an engraver on
co|i]>er. He jtractised his art in ids native i)lace, and
afterwards in Ifonie, N'erona. Brescia, ^IiIan, and
Dresden. Correet perspective. iMiweifiii ellects of

light and siia<le, and lieautifui sky-tints, are tiie most
jirominent cliaracteristics of his works. Canaletto
visitetl England, where, among several other excel-

lent works, lie paint<'d a masterly interior of King's

Cidlege Chajiel. Cambridge. He died in Warsaw,
17th Octolier 17^0. See K. Meyer, Ihr licidcn

I. 'itmihtti ( Dresden, 187.S ).

C'anaildaii£Ua« tin- cajdtal of ( >ntario county.
New York, ai tiie nurtii end of Lake Canandaigua,
•2S miles SE. of Hociiester by rail. Pop. 5860.

i'aiiara. See Kanaka.
I'aiiarilllll. an oriental genus of Amyridacea-

(see 'rKKKiilNTHACE.t:). C cniiiiiiitnc is a native

of tiie Moluccas, but introduced into many jiarts of

tropical Asia. It is a tree about 50 feet liigii

;

its fruit is a driijie. of whicii tiie kernel is eaten

raw, roasted, or made into bread. The tree also

yields a resin. Other species yiel<l a dammar-like
pitcii (see DA>ntAn), and also atlord one of tlie

>ources of Elenii (<[. v. ).

Canary Bird, a beautiful but very common
ca''e-biril,"iiiucli esteemed for its musical i)owers.

It IS (me of the family of tinciies ( Fringiliid;i), and

is Friiii/illa Cininri't of Linna-us. Some modern
ornitiiologists jilace it in the genus Carduelis, others

in Linota ; it is indeed intermediate between these

genera, the goldlinclies anrl the linnets. It is found

in Madeira, the Canary and Cape Verd Isles; fre-

f|uents tlie neighbourhood of human habitations;

liuilds its nest of moss, feathers, iiair, ».'v:c., in thick,

bushy, liigli shrubs or trees ; and produces from two

to four broods in a season. In its wild state its

]>iuniage is olive-green or greenish-yellow, tinged

with brown, and the yellow cage-birds have been

produced by selective' breeding in domestication.

It was brought to Europe in the beginning of the

16tli ccnturv. It breeils readily in continement.
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seems tlioroughly reconciled to its cage-life, ami if

handled when young becomes very tame and fear-

less. In confinement the canary often breeds three

or four times a year, laying from four to six eg^s

each time. The eggs are pale lilue. The male
assists the female in building the nest and in feed-

ing the young. Hosides canary and millet seed,

which are their i)rincipal food, canaries are very

fond of flowering gioundsel and duckweed, a

very small supply of which is necessary for their

hea'ltli ; and one of their favourite lu.xuries is sugar.

The canary not unfrequently lives 15 or 16 years.

It can be "taught various notes and airs, and even

learn to nrticnlate wnnl^. The roariiiL:- and training

of coarse fodder. A striped variegated variety is

Norwich Canary.

of canaries afford occupation to no small number of
persons, particularly in the Tyrol. The canaiy
hybridises readily with some other species of linch,

producing 'mules,' some kinds of which are valued
as song-birds. There are several species very closely
allied to the canary, one of which, the SaftVon
Finch, a beautiful little bird, a native of Brazil, is

-sometimes sold in Britain as a song-bird, but its

musical powers are very inferior to those of Frin-
gilla Canaria.

Distinct varieties have been produced by scientific
selective breeding, and these reproduce their dis-

tinctive characteristics, and ' like breeds like ' so
long as the vaiieties are not crossed. The hardiest
are the Norwich ; the largest are Lancashire Cop-
pies : the most costly and delicate are Belgians

;

and Lizards, London Fancies, Yorkshires, Scotch
Fancies, and Cinnamons complete the list. By
giving sponwe-cake and cayenne pepper mixed, in-
stead of seed at the period of moult, the plumage
is artificially coloured, becoming very brilliant;
and canaries apparently relish this fiery diet and
thrive upon it. See Cage-BIRD-s ; and works by
Blakston (1880), Gedney (1884), Holden (1883),
and F. Smith (1876).

Canary Grass (Pludm-is canaricnsis), a grass
of which the seed is much used, under the name of
ranary-sced, as food for cage-birds, and which is
on that account cultivated to some extent in the
south of Europe, and in certain districts of Germany
and England. It lias become naturalised in many
parts of Northern Europe, includin*' Britain, but is
a native of Southern Europe and the Canaries,
where it sometimes furnishes a wholesome and
palatable addition to or substitute for wheaten flour.
It is largely grown for seed in Southern California.
The large Reed Canary Grass (P. arundinacea),
common on river banks, is an abundant source

Canary Grass (Phalaris canariensis).

cultivated as 'gardeners' garters,' 'ribbon grass,'

or ' ladies' traces.

'

Canary Islands, a group of islands belonging
to Spain in the Atlantic Ocean, oft' the NW. coast
of Africa, in 27° 40'—29" 25' N. lat., and 1.3° 25'

—18° 16' W. long., forming a Spanish province.

The group consists of seven large and several small
islets, with a joint area of about 2800 sq. m., and a
pop. of (1887) 280,000. The principal islands, pro-

ceeding from east to west, are Lanzarote, Fuerte-
ventura. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Goniera, Palma,
and Hierro or Ferro. The distance from Fuerte-
ventura to the African coast is about 62i geo-
graphical miles. The coasts are steep and rocky,
and the surface is diversified with high mountains,
narrow gorges, and deejj valleys. All the islands

are volcanic, and everywhere show plain marks of

their origin, in the shape of cones, craters, beds of

tuff and pumice, and streams of lava ; but eniptions
have taken jdace \\'ithin the historical period <jnly

in Tenerife, Palma, and Lanzarote. There are no
rivers, and on several of the islands water is very
scarce. The springs on those better supplied are
diverted by long artificial channels for the pui-pose
of irrigation.

LTpwards of 900 species of wild flowering plants
have been found on these islands. About 420 of

them are peculiar to the gioup, and 48 others are
common to it and to the other groups of North
Atlantic islands, but found nowhere else. Above
the region of cultivated plants in Tenerife and
Grand Canary are found four species of laurel

and other evergreen trees lielonging to the genera
Notela^a, Ardisia, Visnea, Rhamnus, ».^c. Higher
still are forests of the handsome Pinxs canari-
ensis, and large tracts are covered with arborescent
heaths and brooms of many species. Looking
at the flora as a Avhole, it is seen to be mainly of a
South European character, with a large infusion of
genera allied to Afiican types. As to the culti-

vated plants, the warmth of the lowest region
allows of the growth of the sugar-cane, sweet
potato, bananas, date-palm, and other natives of
hot climates ; whilst above, to the height of about
3000 feet, the vine and various cereals are cultivated
in a climate resembling that of the south of Europe.
Minerals are few and of little im])ortance. The

temperature near the sea is genial. Taking Puerto
Orotava on the north coast of Tenerife as an ex-
ample, the annual mean is about 69 •5° F. ; the mean
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of .lanuary aud February, the two coldest luontlis,

i>i t)2"2o" -.the mean of Aii;,'ust, the hottest month,
is 77 '2^

: the daily ranjje during the i-older months
is from 10" to 17 . Tiie mean annual full of rain

amounts to al>out 14 iiuhes, and the mean nuniher
of days on whirh rain falls durin;: the year is 'y2.

Main falls irre;^ularly on the coast from November
to April ; for tlie rest of tiie year the eultivatoi-s of

tiie soil rely ujM)n artificial irrigation. The north-

east trade-winds jtrevail for eight months, April to

Octolicr; during the remaining months south-west
•winds are prevalent. (Jcca.sionally the islaiuls are

visited by hot ea.st and south-east winds from
Africa, which bring dust and are otherwise dis-

agreeable. In consc<iuence of the higher tempera-
ture, the le.ss rainfall, an<l «lrier atnmsphere com-

fmred with Madeira, and of the much increase<l

acilities for reaching the Lslands, Urotava and
I.HS Palma^j are coming into note a-s winter- resorts
for invalids.

A few years ago c<M-hineal was the staple produc-
tion, but the competition of aniline dvcs has Wen
severely felt, and cochineal, no longer bringing in a
giwxl proht, has fallen into neglect. The cultiva-

tion of the vine (almost niineil after 18.">3 by the
grajKi dLsciuse— see ViNK) and sugar-cane Is extend-
ing ; wine l>eing exported t<) the Kuropean conti-

nent, and sugar to Spain. Tol)a<(o is also grown.
The Spanish government is making great eflorts

to ameliorate the condition of the islands, and
to attract commerce. Excellent mads have been
formed; the ports of Santa Cm/ and L.xs I'almius

are being improved ; a large harl>our of refuge Ls in

jirocess of constniction at Las Talmits. and the

|»orts have l)een made free, no duties l)eing levied

on gomls wherever thev may come from. The
Bteamers of many English and French lines now
touch at the ( 'anaries, ami there are coal ilepAts at

Santa Cniz and Las I'almas. Hritlsh consuls or

vice consuls are statione<l at these and other places

in the islamls. Sul»marine cables connect them
telegrajthically lK)th with the continent of Europe
!ind the African coast.

Tenekifk, the large-st islan<l of the gi-<)up, has
an area of 877 miles, with a jtopulation of 1 12,000.

The chief t<iwn ami jtort is Santa Cruz de Santiago
(ij.v.), on the south-east coast. It is the seat of

the otiicials of the general government. The other
towns are Laguna, a few miles from Suiita Cruz, on
a plain IWHJ feet alM)ve the sea ; l'uert<i ( Motava, on
the north coast; Villa Urotava, 1000 feet higher;
and Ic<kI de los Vinos, near which the largest

existing dragon-tree grows. The famous I'eiik of

Tenerife (q.v. ) Ls in the north-west of the island.

Gk.VN Canaria, which is next in importance,
has an are.-i of ~.'>s .sij. m., with a population of

80,000. Its culminating peak is El Cuiiibie, with
a height of (Hi4S feet. The cajntal. Las I'almas
(i).v. ), on the east coast, is the largest town of the
archipelago. The surface of this island is so broken
that only a small part is under cultivation. At
Artinara. at a height of .3850 feet, there is a village

of caves, with a jmpulation of 1 100 persons. A few
miles from Las I'almas is the cone (jf \'anilama,

ISOO feet high, with an extinct crater, circular and
I.erfect, 800 feet deeji.

I'.AL.M.V, a classic spot for geologists, has an area
«>f 718 scj. m., and a poimlaticm of .'16,000. Its

highest peak, Pico de los Muchachos, has an eleva-

tion of more tlian 7600 feet. The ancient crater of

the Caldera is of enormous size, though open to the

sea on one side. Capital, Santa Cruz de his Palmas
(i|.v. ). on the east coast.

The area and population of the other islands are

as follows : Lanzakote is .32.S sq. III., pop, 19,000;

FrEKTEVENTlKA,326s«i. m., pop. 1.5,000; GO.MERA,
M!!» s«|. m.. pop. 1.3,000: HiKKRo, 82 sq. m., pop.

50u<i. In former times the tii-st meridian of longi-

tude was commonly drawn through Hierro. The
chief towns of these islands are small.

The Canaries are supposed to have been the For-
tunate Islands of the ancients. The geograi>hers
of Greece and Home were actjuainteil with their
position, and King .luba's account of them has been
pre.serveil by the elder Pliny. For many centuries
they were lost sight of, and not rediscovered until

1.3.34, when a French vessel was driven amongst
them by a st«)rm. In 1402 the Norman .lean ile

IJethencourt fitted out an expedition for the pur-
pose of subduing the islands, and in 1404, having
obtained assistance from S])ain, he succeeded in

mastering four of them. His successor having
sold his rights in Spain, they were afterwards
acijuired by the king, who sent a large force in

1477 to conquer the Guanches, a brave and intel-

ligent race of large stature, and comi>aratively
fair. Their origin is unknown, but they are
assumed by manv to have been of IJerber or of
Libyan stock. Tlieir resistance was so stubborn,
that it was not until 140.") that the last of the
islands was masteretl. They have been ever since

the property of Spain. The Guanches suHeieil

terribly from their conquerors, anil have long
cea.sed to exist Jis a separate people; but in the
local mu.seums may t)e seen specimens t)f their

mummies, skeletons, weapons, and pottery works.

See books on the islands by PogotOgier ( Kn^'. trans.

1K.S2): Olivia Stone (1SSS|; C. Edwardes (1.S89); J.

Whitford (18'.H)); an.l .J. H. T. Ellerbeck (1892).

t'aii.iry Plant. See Trop.eomm.

i'aiiary Wiiu*. also known .as Tenerife, Lb

the |iniiluce of the Canary Islands, the best known
Ijeing calle<l liidogne or \'idonia \\ine, which is a
dry white wine resembling Madeira, but with less

ImmIv and perfume. It is produce<l chiefly on the
island of Tenerife. The name Ctiuan/ was for-

merly applie<l generally to dry white wines, which
were frequently seasoned with sugar, cinnamon,
nutmeg, roasted apjtles, and eggs.

C'anoale* a town and bathing-jdace in the

French department of Ille-et-Vilaine, 8 miles ENE.
of St Malo, on the bay of the same name, famous
for its oysters. Pop. 3723 ; and with the port of

La Houle, 6.'>78.

Cancan is an ungraceful dance, something of

the nature of a quadrille, but accompanied by
violent lea]>s and iinleconms contortions of the

biMly, ])ractise<l in French dancing-saloons. The
earlier and usual meaning of the wonl in French
is noise, racket, scandal ; and is derived, oddly

enough, from the Liitin conjunction qiiaiiKj^Kani,

• although '—a great squabble h.iving arisen in the

French metlieval law-.sch<K)ls as to the pronuncia-

tion of this word.

CanccUaria, or Lattice-.s}Iei.l, a large genus
of (iasteropods ( Snails) in the order Pro.sobranchiata,

and not far removed from the cone-shells. The
shell Ls usually buckie or whelk-like, but the trans-

verse lines are cros.sed by longitudinal bars, which
produce a i)retty lattice-like pattern. The animal

ditlers from it.s neighbours in being vegetarian.

There are lb") living species, and more than half as

many fossil in the Tertiary strata. C. reticulata is

a common South Atlantic species.

Cancelling of Deeds and Wills. The
wonl cancil comes from the Lat. rancclli (lattice-

work ), and a deed was formerly said to be cancelled

when lines were drawn over it in the form of lattice-

work. Th(! word cancel is now used to signify any
sort of obliteration, as where a banker cancels a

paid cheque. The common forms of cancellation

Known to the law are the cancellation of an EnglLsh

deed by striking out the signatures anrl teariii"' off

the seal, ami the cancellation of a will in England
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or Scotland bv striking out the signatures or the

whole contents. In the case of writings for valu-

able consideration little ditlicnlty occurs, for where

parties mean to annul the obligation, the cancelled

writing will be generally given to the former debtor.

The C'iiancery Division ()f the High Court of Justice

has always exercised a jurisdiction for the cancel-

ling of c()ntracts and settlements which are void or

voidable, especially on some ground of constructive

fraud against public policy—e.g. a marriage settle-

ment on which marriage has not followed ; also in

cases where a purchaser after time given refuses to

pay the price of land bought. In testamentary
mattei-s, as the cancelled writing remains in the

repositories, it is sometimes difficult to know
whether the intention really was to revoke or

destroy. The English ^A'ills Act presumes against

revocation, except in cases of actual burning and
tearing. The Scottish law would generally take the

cancellation of a signature as conclusive, but such

cases depend on circumstances. Difficult questions

have arisen under the Joint Stock Companies Act as

to cancellation of shares and the ett'ect of that on
the liability of a contributory. See Snell's Prin-

ciples of Equity, and Buckley on the Companies
Act.

Cancer, the Cmh, the fourth of the tMelve
constellations of the zodiac. See Zodiac ; also

Ecliptic, Precession ; and for the Tropic of
Cancer, see Tropics.

Cancer ( Lat., ' a crab
" ), or Carcinoma ( Gr. ), is

the medical name for an important group of malig-
nant tumours (see Tumour). The term cancer
used to be applied to malignant tumours generally,
but recent research, with the aid of the microscope,
into their structure has led to their division into
two groups—Carcinomata and Sarcomata (q.v.) ; and
cancer is now used only of the first. To prevent
confusion, carcinoma is generally used in preference
to cancer in scientific Avorks, but the more familiar
name will be retained here.

Cancer may be defined as a tumour consisting of
masses of cells of an epithelial type, grouped to-

gether irregularly within the sjjaces of a framework
of fibrous tissue. The form of the cells, as seen
under the microscope, usually corresponds in some
degree to that of the normal epithelium of the part
in connection with which the primary tumour hai!

developed, and on this the classification of the
ditt'ereiit forms of cancer is partly based. Flat-celled
cancer or epithelioma occurs most commonly as a pri-

mary tumour on the lips, tongue, penis, and near
the anus; Columnar-celled or adenoid (gland-like)
cancer, in the stomach and intestines. Scirrhns or
Jiard, and encephaloid or soft cancer, have cells of
less c-liaracteristic form, but usually more or less
rounded, and ditier from each other structurally
only in the greater or less abundance of the fibrous
framework. They are most common as primary
tumours in the female breast, the womb, and certain
parts of the alimentary canal. Colloid cancer is a
hard or soft cancer in which the cells undergo
rapid and extensive degeneration into a gelatinous
mass.
These ditterent forms of cancer differ widely in

their rate of growth and degree of malignancy.
Epithelioma is the slowest in its progress, and coiii-

paratively rarely gives rise to growths in internal
organs. Soft cancer usually grows with great
rai)idity, and secondary tumours in internal organs
are apt to appear early.

The general stnxcture of the secondary tumours
usually corresponds to that of the i)rimary ; but
they are often softer and show greater activity of
growth, so that when they appear the progress of
the disease is accelerated. These secondary tumours
are l>elieved usually to result from a tran.sference of

infective elements from the primary growth, either

in the lymph or the blood, to some resting-place

where they determine the growth of a new tumour.
The lymphatic glands in the neighbourhood of the
primary growth are usually first afi'ected, and are by
far the most constant site of secondary growths.
But any j>ortion of the body, even the most distant,

may suH'er ; most commonly the liver or the lungs.

The symptoms attending the early development
of cancer, even cancer attecting the same part of the
body, are very variable. If the disease affect an
external organ or tissue, the tumour is generally
noticed at an early stage ; if an internal org.an, on
the other hand, some disturbance of its functions,

or pain, or general deterioration of the health often
appears before the presence of a growth is sus-

pected. But wherever or however it begins, a
cancerous tumour always tends to increase, with
breaking down of the older portions, ulceration, and
fetid discharge, to encroach upon neighbouring
tissues, to set up secondary groAvths, and ultimately
to cause the death of the patient. The cases where
an undoubtedly cancerous tumour has spontane-
ously disappeared are so very rare, that the above
statement, for practical pui'poses, hardly needs
qualification. The duration of the case may be a
few months or many years, according to the part
affected and the malignancy of the tumour. The
symptoms pioduced. and the mode in which the
disease causes death, are almost as various as the
organs affected. But in the later stages there is

nearly always loss of ai)i)etite, flesh, and strength,
and a jieculiarly unhealthy, sallow ajipearance.
Cancer is popularly believed to be an intensely
painful disease, and in many cases really is so

;

but it is most important that it should be known
that it may, and often does, run its whole course to
the fatal issue Avithout any pain whatever.
The causation of cancer is a most complex and

obscure problem. It is rare before middle life, and
after that period becomes increasingly frequent as
age advances. The tendency to its development is

frequently hereditary. It is more common in the
female sex, because the Avomb and female breast are
its most common situations ; excluding these organs,
it is probably more common in the male than the
female. It sometimes occurs in situations where
an injury has been sustained, and more frequently
where there has been long-continued irritation.

But here our certain knowledge with regard to it

ends. It has been maintained by some that cancer
is always from the finst a constitutional disease ;

that the local tumour is merely an expression of a
vitiated state of the constitution, or cachexia, and
therefore that its removal is useless. But it is

undoubted that in the vast majority of cases the
patient's health is otherwise good when the growth
begins, and that it remains for a time limited to its

original seat ; moreover, cases are not uncommon
where early removal of the primaiy tumour has
been followed by no return of the disease. It seems
reasonable therefore to conclude that cancer is at
first a merely local process, at least in many cases,

and only secondarily becomes a constitutional
disease.

The analogy between the behaviour of cancer and
that of certain diseases known to lie jn-oduced by
microscopic parasites (e.g. lepro.sy, tuberculosis)
has led to a suspicion that some such agent may be
present in cancer too ; but no positive evidence
has yet been found in support of this view.
The leading character of cancer being a tumour

or morbid growth in a part, it is important to

observe that not all, nor even the majority, of

morbid growths are cancerous. A very large pro-

portion of growths, involving swelling or change of
structure in a part, are either determined by a
previous process of inflammation—leading to chronic
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absces-s aiul iinluralion—or beluug to the simple or

uon-iiiiilignant onk-r of tumours.
Now, the pnu'tii'iil tlistinction, or fiiat/iiosi.s, to

use tlie tci'hiiioiil plirase, of these dUlerent tumours
is foniule<l upon ji very eareful ami delicate appre-

ciation of the diaracters of the malijinant and non-
iiialij,'nant tumours, consiilered as morhid inoducts,

and also np<in athorou^^h kno\vled;,'eof theanatoniN
and relations of the texture> in which tliey arise.

The attempt, therefore, to determine the ciiaracter

of a particular j.'rowth must always call for the
liighest (|ualities of the surj;eon—lar^^e e.xperienee,

minute ami thorou;;h knowIed;;e of natural and
luorliid structure and function. an<l a full and
judicial consideration of all the various facts of the
ca»e. Indeed the ditliculties of the intjuiry are
such that even in the dead ImmIv, or in a tumour
excii*ed from the living IhkIv, all the resources of

the anatomist, aiiled. hy tiie microscope, will occa-

sionally fail in distinctly ami surely discovering the
true character of the morhid stnicture.

(ieneraiiy speaking, a tumour may l»e said to fall

under the suspicion of l>eing cancer when it more
or less completely inliltrates the texture in which it

arises, and pcis.ses from it into the surrounding
textures; when it invades the lymphatic glands
adjidning the part lirst afl'et-ted ; when it is

attended hy stinging or darting i)ains, or hy
obstinate and slow ly extending ulceration, not due
to ijressure ; when it ocuui^s in a i>erson ha\ ing im-
paired health, or pa.st the middle pi*ri<Ml of life, and
IS not traceable to any known cau.se of inflam-

matory disciise or local irritation, nor ta any other
known constitutional disea-se, such sis syphilis or

scrofula. The probabilities are of coui^se increased

if the tumour ix- in oni- of the haliitual seats of

cancer, or if it l>e attendeil by evideiu-e of disea.'«e

in some internal organ known to l>e frequently
thus affected. But it is hardly nece.«».sary to point

<mt that the very complex elements of diagnosis

here referred to ought to l>e always submit t<'d to

the scnitiny and judgment of a welleducateil
metlical iuhi^cr, \\ ho.se skill and personal character

place him above suspicion, Itefore the disease luts

assumed such a fomi as to l>e beyoml the reach of

remedial procetlure. The patient who hnHwls in

secret over a suspicion of cancer, or who declines to

apply for advice front a fear of encountering the

truth, is in all probability oidy cherishing the seeils

of future sutlenng ; while if, its often ha|ipens, the

suspii-ion is unfounded, a few minutes careful

examination would sutlice to remove a source of

misery which otherwi.se would poi.son the mind for

years.

These remarks apply still more emjdiatically to

the misguided persons who trust to the non profes-

sional riinixr-riinr, or to the i|M!i.-ipr(»fessional

specialist. The charlatan who |>retends to hold in

his hands a secret remedy for this most terrible

diseiuse, will invariably 1m? found to pronounce
almost every tumour cancer, and every cancer

curable. By this indiscriminating procedure, and
by the fallaciou> promise of a lure without an
operation, many |ier>ons who have never been

affected \\ith cancer at all, have lx>en pei-suaded to

submit to the slow torture of successive cauteri.sa-

tions by powerful caiistics, at the expense of nee<l-

less mutilatiim and no small risk to life. In other

cases, truly cancerous tumours have been removed
slowly ami imperfectly, at the cost of frightful and
protracted sutlerings, only to return at the end of

a few weeks ; and Sir Si>encer Wells liius shown
that in some notorious instances persons were
reported ;is cured when they had actually tlied of

the disea.se at no long perio<l after the supp«>sed

cure wjis stated to have taken i)lace. (
Canrer and

CdnrrrcHrers, 1860.)

Ihe <x;ca.sional spontaneous disappearance of
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cancerous tumoui-s alluded to alxive warrants the
' hone that a means may some day be found of

inducing by drugs or otherwise the occurrence of a
curative process thus shown not to be beyond the

,
possible. As yet, however, it is only a hope; for

' none of the many remedies that have been suggested
has ever stood the test of experience. The only
means of cure yet recognised is conqdete removal

' of the tumour by operation or by caustics. It is

;
only in the earliest stage of the' disease that there
is any prosj>ect of a successful result ; and un-

j

fortunately the majority of i)atients present them-
selves to the surgeon when that stage has ])as.sed.

Moreover, even in ciu^es where the tumour has been
early and freely removed, recurrence too often dis-

ajtpoints the hopes of the patient an<l the surgeon.
But when the tumour is seen early, when there are

]
no .secondary growths, and when the patient's

I

health is good, it isconsidere<l by the great majority

I

of surgeons that he should be given the chance of
' cure w liich an operation atb)rils.

In aged pcfMins tin- nuestion often resolves it.self

into a calculation of the chances of life, founded on
: a ''reat numlwr of conflicting data, and only to be
solved by a careful attention to the state of the
general health, :vs well as to the rate of progress of

the local iliseii.se. Operations are now very rarely

performed after the lymphatic glands are invcdxed,

or when there is evidence of a deteriorated constitu-

tion, or of internal disease ; but sometimes great
pain, or jirofuse and exhausting discharge fr<un an
external tumour, may justify its removal, as a pal-

liative measure, even under the.se unfavourable cir-

cumstances. For the motle of removal of cancerous
and otiu'r tumoui>, see Tl'.Moi'KS; and see also the
articles Hk.\i:t. Sthm.vch, \c.
Among the lower animals this disease is more

j

rare ; nevertheless, cases are not unfre(|uent, pre-

senting the same maligmmt characters si-s those

I
oli>er\e.| ill the human sul>ject.

C'aiioer Root, or Bekch-dimu's (Kpiphcgus
I'injiiiiuna), a. parasitic herb of the order ( )rt)ban-

' che.e (<j.v.), a native of North America, growing on
the exposed roots of lieechtrces. The w hide )dant

is powerfully astringent, and the rf>ot is especially

bitter and nauseous. In c<injunction with aiscnious
acid, it is believed to have torme<l a medicine once

t famous in North America under the name of

I

Mnrtin'v Cancer-j/uiahr.—Another American plant
of the same order, J-'/w/ijxra liijtnra. sometimes
shares the same name and repute in popular metli-

cine ; and an infusion of the ('oinnioii lirooiniape

I

(prubaiiilii iniijor)- anatiNCijf IJiitaiii and of tlie

, south of Europe, parasitic on the roots of broom,
furze, antl otlier leguminous plants—has been
ciiiplnyed as a detergent ajiplication to foul sores.

C'aiH'ioiK' ro iSpan. ; Tort. ciDirioneiiu, 'song-

book"), in general, a collection of lyrical pieces by
one or more authors ; in particular, the designation

of the, so to say, otiicial c(dlections of the jtoetic

guilds which flourishe*! in the middle ages at the

courts of Spain ami Portugal. The oldest of these

works, which in their completeness jiresent a view
not only of the |)oetry, l)ut of the life antl thoughts
of their time and jilace, is that of Dom Diniz of

Portugal (1279-1325) and his court, a MS. copy of

which is in the Vatican : the best edition is the

Ciiiii-ioniiro PortiKjacz of Tlieophilo Braga (Lisbon,

187M). There are also cancioneros of the courts of

, Aragon and Castile. These collections were suc-

cee<led by others of a more general character, in

I which the period and locality of the authors were
e<|ually disregarded, and the pieces classed simply

according to subject. The earliest Camioiirro

Genua! was published about the end of the loth

century (2d and enlarged ed. Valencia, 1511).

The term is also sometimes applied to a collection
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of poems by various authors on one .sul»ject. such

as the Vita CV/r/*-^* (Sarat,'ossa, 1492), and inipro-

i>erly in the title of the first collection of Spanish

italiads. the Canrioncro dc Eomcmccs (Antwerp,

n.d. : -id 0.1. l.V)(»).

CaiKTIIIII Oris, known also as Noma, Water-

cancer, and Watcr-cankcr, is a peculiar form of

mortilioation or (Jan^'rene (q.v.), arisinj,' apparently

from defective nutrition. The disease seldom

occui-s except between the second and eleventh

yeai-s, and is usually preceded by measles, remit-

tent or intermittent" fever, or sonu" other serious

disease. Tlie followinji" is the ordinary train of

symptoms : more or less <j;eneral disturbance of the

system, accompanied by loss of appetite, followed

by swelling of the salivary ,t,dands, and a profuse

flow of fetid saliva, which escapes from the mouth
involuntarily during sleep ; ulceration of the giims,

whicli swell and become livid ; looseness of the

teetli ; and the appearance of ash-colonred spots on

the gums and adjacent mucous membrane, whicli

turn into dark-coloured sloughy sores. These sores

spread rapidly l»y a gangrenous process, expose the

bone, and tiiialiy make a large aperture in the

cheek. In some cases the entire cheek has been
destroyed in a very few days. Fortunatel.v, this

terrible disease is more rare in this couutiy than in

some parts of the Continent, and most of the cases

recorded are descril)ed by foreign writers. Van
Swieten describes a case in which he saw the first

set of teeth fall out, the second set destroyed, the

lower jaw exfoliated, and the lips, cheeks, tongue,

and ciiin eaten away before the child died. The
obvious indications of treatment are to remove the

f>atient to pure air, to administer tonics, nourishing
ood, and (in moderation) stimulants ; to touch the
diseased parts with nitrate of silver, or glyceride of

carbolic acid, and to wash out the mouth frequently
with a weak solution of Condj''s fluid.

Caiidahar. See Kandahar.
Caudeish. See Khandesh.
CaudclabrillU, a term properly meaning a

candlestick, but used for a lamp-stand. Few
articles Avere more beautifully wrought than the
finer forms of ancient Roman candelabra. Often
from 3 to 10 feet high, they were of great variety

of form, and were made of marble, bronze, and
the precious metals. The bronze candelabra of

the Renaissance are also notable art objects.

Candia is the name of the former cajiital of the
islan<l of Crete (q.v.), and was long the only name
by which the island was known in Western Europe.
Tlie city, standing on the north coast, north of

Mount Ida, was the only town in Crete where
Turks were numerous. During the occupation l)y

the Powers, it was here, in September 1898, that
the Moslem rising took place, in which a hundred
British soldiers were killed and wounded, and
which precipitated the definitive removal of all

tiie Turkish garrisons. Pop. 12,000.

Candle, a cyliniler of wax, paraffin, or fatty
matter, inclosing a central wick, and intended for
giving light. The chief raw materials employed in

the manufacture of candles are wax ami spermaceti
for the more expensive kinds, and tallow, palm-oil,
and parailin for those in general use. Candles are
ma<le in three ways—viz. i)y basting anil rolling, by
dipl)ing, and by moulding. The first metliod, bast-
ing followed by rolling, is em])loyed in the case of
wax, which cannot be moulded satisfactorily on
account of its great contraction on cooling and the
tenacity with which it adheres to the moulds.
Dipping is employed in the case of tallow dips and
tlie more modern 'snuffless dip' candles, both of
which are used when a large flame is desired that is

not readily extinguished in a draught. The bulk of
the candles in use are made by the third method

—

viz. moulding. As a large proportion of the candles
consumed in the present day are composed of

stearin or paraffin, or mixtures of these, the pro-

duction of tnese substances therefore deserves most
attention. Paraffin candles are most largely used
in the United Kingdom, but on the Continent
stearin candles are i)referred.

Stearin.—This is the trade name for stearic and
palmitic acids and mixtures tliereof. Previous to

the classical researches of Chevreul (1811-25) oils

and fats were regarded as simple organic sub-

stances, but he proved them to be compcmnd
bodies. The neutral fats as they occur in nature
are mixtures in variable proporfiions of the solids

stearin or palmitin, and the liquid olein. Thus,
fresh tallow consists of a mixture of stearin and
olein, and neutral palm-oil of palmitin and olein.

These bodies are known to chemists as glycerides

or saponifiable fats—that is to say, when heated
with an alkali, alkaline earth, or metallic oxide,

in the presence of water, soap is formed, and
glycerin is set free. When an alkali is used, the
soap is soluble in Avater ; but when an alkaline
earth—e.g. lime—is employed, an insoluble soap
is formed. When the soap is deconijiosed by
the action of sulphuric acid, the fatty acids are

liberated, and an insoluble sulijhate of lime pro-

iluced. Thus, from olein are obtained glycerin

and oleic acid ; from stearin, glycerin and stearic

acid ; and from palmitin, glycerin and palmitic
acid. Chevreul, in conjunction with Gay-Lussac,
began the industrial attempt of api)lying the
scientific principles he had discovered, but he was
unsuccessful, and it was left to another Frenchman,
M. de Milly, to lay the foundation of the stearic

acid industry in 1832. The researches of Messrs
G. Wilson and Jones in 1842-43, which showed how
dark fats could be con^'erted into white fatty acids,

gave a great impetus to the manufacture. Ujj to

the time of the introduction of Messrs Wilson and
Jones' acidification method, onlj' tallow of good
colour was available for conversion into fatty acids.

The process in most general use for converting
fats into glycerin and fatty acids (distilled stearin)

is briefly as follows : A mixture of palm-oil and
tallow is digested in a copper vessel, called an
' autoclave,' with water and a small quantity (about

\ per cent. ) of lime under a pressure of eight atmo-
spheres, and the result is the production of a dilute

solution of glycerin ( 'sweet water') and a mixture
of palmitic, stearic, and oleic acids, partly in com-
bination with the lime used as the decomposing
agant. The contents of the autoclave are trans-

ferred to a tank whence the 'sweet Avater' is drawn
oft', and the lime is then separated from the fatty
acids by means of sulphuric acid. The fatty acids,

which are dark in cf)lour, are now treated Avith sul-

phuric acid at a high temperature, and subsequently
Avell boiled Avith Avater, and then distilled. The dis-

tillate is of a good Avhite colour, and nia.v be used
for composite or snuflless dip candles. The next
stage in the process is the separation by hydraulic
pressure, cold and hot, of the liquid oleic acid from
the solid fatty aci<ls. The oleic acid (technically
'olein') is used chiefly by Avool-Avorkers for oiling

the Avool. The solid fatty acids (technically
' stearin ' ) is noAV ready for the candlemaker. The
process here described is employed for the manu-
facture of Avhat is knoAvn in the trade as ' distilled

stearin;' but a harder and more expensive material,
knoAvn as ' saponified stearin,' is prepared from
talloAv of good colour l>y saponification and
hydraulic pre.ssure, but Avithout acidification or

distillation.

Paraffin.—This substance Avas practically un-
knoAvn to the candlemaker until 1847-50, Avhen
the late Dr James Young discoA'ered the method
of producing hydrocarbons by the distillation
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of coal at a low re<l heat. It is now produced
in Scotland from shale in larjje quantities, in tlie

United States from petroleum, in (ifriiiany, in

smaller quantities, from lirown coal, ami in liurnia,

in yet smaller quantities, from Hau'ioon petro-

leum. Crude paraflin ( technically ' scale
' ) eon-

tains, in addition to the harder paratlins suitahle for

candles, soft parathn (used oy matchmakers),
and a small proportion of oil. The retininj;

of paraffin is <a very simjile matter, and is now
generally carried on in the way introduced into

the works of I'rice's I'atent Candle Company, hy
the inventor, Mr Hod;;es. The scale is melted
and cast into thin cakes, which are then j)laced on
sloping shelves in an oven kept at a rej^nilatcd

temperature sulliciently high to melt tlie soft

fiaratiin. The soft paraffin and oil How away, and
save behind a mass of hanl paraffin, which, after a
treatment witii ivory or other hlack, is ready for

the candlemaker.
t'aiiillc MoitliliiKj. — Ht'fore descrihing the m.anner

in wliich stearin, paraffin, and other canilles are
moulded, the wick> need attention. I'revious to

the introduction of plaited wick almost all candles
needed to l>e sn\irt"e<l from time to time— that is to

say, the imperfectly consumed wick stan<ling in the
midst of the llame had to l>e reniovetl hy snuH'ers,

a necessary domestic instrument resemhlinga i>airof

8cis.sors with a small Ik)x attached to one of the
limits. With the i)laited wick (which was intro-

•luced in France in ls'2.") I»y Camhaccres) snuffing
is not required, for during combustion the wick
liends over, so that the heatetl extremity receives

a supply of oxygen, ami is completely cimsumed.
Before being used the wick is steeped in a solution
of lM)rax and sulphate of ammonia, and afterwards
thoroughly dried, the object of this chemical pre-

paration l>eing to allow of the regular removal
during combustion of the a.sh of the wick in minute
gl.ossy particles. Hut for this treatment the a.sh

would remain to impede the capillary action of the
wick.

The nimlern candle-mouMing machine is the
result of the lalnmrs of several inventors. lx)th

English and American. It may i>e descril»cd as an
«d>long ca-st-iron Ik)X, a little deeper than the lengtii

of the candles, supported and lixcd to frames at

each eml. On tlie top of the box, and partly

within it, are fixed two cast-iron dishes or troughs;
at the lM>ttom of these troughs, and also at tlie

lM)ttom of the l)ox, are drilled holes to receive the
candle-moulds, to which they are securely and
accurately fitted so as to be «|uite watertight.
Under the 1m)x is an iron jtlate, called the rising

table, having holes c<iinciding with the holes in the
Imjx ; this is actuated by a rack and pinion or wlieel

fixed to the frames so that the taldi- can be raised

or lowered at jdeasure. Under the table is fixed

a box to hold the bobbins on which the wick is

wound, one bobbin for eacii mould.
The moulds may bede.scril)ed as tajtered tubes, one

end being contracted inside so that a nut may be
screwed thereon ; the part of tiie moulil in which
the tip of the candle is ca.st or moulded is made
separate from the body of the mould, l»ut it is

ju'curately fitted to the bottom part of the mouhl
.so that no hot candle material can leak pa.st it:

this tip Ls fixed to one end of an iron tul)e, the

other end of the tube being fixed to the iron table,

so that when the table is raised or lowered the

tips are raised and lowered also ; the tips thus
become a plunger to force the cantlies out of the

moulds. There is a small hole through each tip

just large enough to ailniit the cotton wick, and
when the table is lowered the wicks are pulled

down so as to be straight and central in the

moulds. To comjilete the machine it is necessary

to have two movable clamj)s to hold one set of

candles while another set is being moulded. It is
I necessary also to attach a steam and water pipe to
the cast-inm 1k»x .so as to warm or co(d the moulds.

;

The candle is cjust downwards, the top of the caudle
being at the bottom of the mould.

I

The Ixibbin-box having been filled with the
bobbins upon wliich is wouiul the properly pre-
pared wick, one end of each wick is pulled through
the tubes and little holes in the tips by means of
an elongated crochet-hook, the table is lowered
and the moulds brought to a proper temperature
by the surrounding water that had been warmed
by turning on the steam for a short time. The
candle material in a melted state is then poured
into the dishes or troughs, so filling the moulds
and partly filling the troughs— the material in the
troughs licing needed to make up for the contrac-
tion wliile cooling. As soon as the moultis are
full, cold water is turned into the box in order to
cool the candles sjieedily : and when they are suffi-

ciently cooled, the supertluous material is scraped
out of the troughs. The talile is now raised,
forcing the candles out of the moulds and into the
(lamps which had been placed on the niacliine to
receive them. The clamps are then closetl, thus
holding the candles over the moulds, and the tiiis

are withdrawn by lowering the table, leaving the
candleniacliine ready for a second lot of candles.
The iiroduction in the United Kingdom of par-

affin, stearin, and comjiosite candles is estimated
to be about .'W,(KK) tons j>er annum. The largest
candlemaking establishment in the world is that
of Price's Patent Candle Company, wlio.se works
are situated near London and Hirkenhead.

Corpse candles are candles used at the watching
of a corpse before interment, and the name is given
also to \\ill-o' the-wisp, as portending death. For
candles in public worship, see LiciiTs ( CsK OF).

€andlol>erry, C.vNDi.KnKRRv Myhtlk, Wax
Tkkk, Wax .Mvkti.k; T.\llo\v Tkke, or Bav-
HEKUV (Mi/riai irn/rni), a small tree, or more
generally a low spreatling shrub, a native of the
Unite<l States, most abumlant and luxuriant in the
south. The evergreen leaves are dotted with resin-

glands, ami are fragrant when bruised. The drupes
—popularly called berries— are about the si/e of
jiejipercorns, and when ripe, are covered with a
greenish-white wax ; the wax is collected by boil-

ing them and skiniming, and is afterwards melted
and refined. A bushel of berries will yield f<mr or
live poninls. It is use<l chiefly for candles, wliich
burn slowly with littli- smoke, and emit an agre(^
able balsamic odour, but do not give a strong light.

An excellent scented soaji is made from it. Several
species are found at the Cape of (Jood Hope, one of

which
( M. ronlifulia ) bears the name of Wax Shrub,

and candles are made from its berries. The well-

known Bog Myrtle (q.v.) or Sweet Gale is M. Gale.

('aildh'-fisll ( Thalcirhthys paciJicHs or U.fmerus
tfialcic/tt/ii/s), a remarkable fish of the family Sal-

monida*, nearly allied to the smelt (Usimrus cpcr-

lanii.s), if not in the same genus with it. It in-

habits the Pcicific Ocean, near the western shores
of America, from Vancouver's Island northwards,
and is common in the bay of San Francisco. It

is probably the fattest or oiliest of fishes, if not of

animals, and is used by the Indians not only as an
article of food, but for making oil. The extraction
of its oil is now a regular business. To broil or fry

it is nearly imitossible, because it almost comjiletely

melts into oil. When dried it may be burned as a
lamp. It is also known as Kulackon or OuUickon.

Candlemas* an ecclesiastical festival ob8erve<l

on 2d February in honour of the Purification ((j.v.

)

of the Virgin Mary, when she jue.senti-d the infant

Jesus in the temjtie. The great feast of expiation

and purification {Fcbrua)\a. ancient Rome was held
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on tlie irnli of Feltnuuv, and the orijiin of the

Christian festival is explaineil l>y some as a mere
turninjr to C'liristian account of tlie ancient heathen

rite. At anyrate. the festival seems to iiave been

iBStitntciI hy the Emneror Justinian in 541 or 54'i.

A nrincipaljiavt of tlie celebration is a procession

with many lijrhted candles, and those required for

the service of the ensuinj,' year are iilso on that

occasion consecrated ; hence the name Candlemas
Day.

l"iie candle-bearing, as old at least as 065, was
early explained as a reference to the words of

Simeon, when he took the infant Jesus in his arms
and jtrophesied that he should be 'a light to lijjhten

the (ientiles." The two ideas became associated

in the poj)ular mind, and it became customary for

women on being cintrclicd after their recovery from
child-birth to carry candles with them. The prac-

tice of lighting up the churches in England was
prohibited by an order of council in 1548, but still

continues in use in the Roman Catholic Church.
One old Scotch custom was that the scho<dmaster
was on this day presented with small offerings by
his pupils ; and in Scotland, this day is one of the
four term -days. See Term.
There is a tradition all over Christendom to the

effect that .a tine Candlemas portends a severe
spring. Sir Thomas Browne in his Vulgar Errors
quotes a Latin distich expressive of this idea. In
Scotland, the prognostication is expressed in the
following distich :

If CaiKlleinas is fair and clear,

There '11 be twa winters in the year.

Christ's Presentation, the Holiday of St Simeon,
and, in the north of England, the Wives' Feast-day,
were names given to Candlemas Day. See Elliss
edition of Brand's Popular Aittiquitics.

Caildlo-liut {Alciiritcs triloba), a small tree
of the order Euphorbiacea' (q.v. ), a native of the
South Sea Islands, Madagascar, Molucca, Java,
&c., which produces a heart-shaped nut with a very
hard shell, and a kernel good to eat when roasted,
althougli in a raw state it possesses in a slight
degree some of the acti\e properties so common in
the Euphorbiacea', and is apt to cause purging
and colic. It is about as large as a walnut. An
excellent bland oil is procured from it, used both
for food and as a lamp-oil. The inhabitants of the
Society Island.-,, after slightly baking these nuts in
an oven, and removing the sJiell, bore holes through
the kernels, and string them on rushes, hanging
them up in their houses, to be used for torches,
which are made Ijy inclosing four or five strings
in a leaf of the screw-pine' ( Pandanus). These
torches are often used in lishing by night, and
burn with much brilliancy. The lampblack used
in tattooing was obtained from the shell of the
candle-nut. A gummy substance exudes from the
candle-nut tree, wiiich'the Taliitians chew.

C'aildlisll. l\oi5i:i!P Smith, a great Scottish
eccJfsiiistic, was born in Edinburgh in 1806,
but was brought up and educated at Glasgow.
Entei-ing the university at twelve, he graduated
five years latei-, and after the usual studies in
<livinity, and living two years at Eton as private
tutor to a Scotch jtupil there, was licensed as a
j)reacher in 1828. In 18.34 lie became minister of
St Ceorge's, Edinliurgh, and at once became famous
for the fervid eloquence and intellectual force of
his sermons. Ere long also he plunged into the
thick of the light tiien raging within the church,
and became one of the boldest and most vigorous
leaders of the popular or ' non-intrusion ' party.
After the Disruption he co-operated with Dr
Chalmers in organising, consolidating, and extend-mg the newly-formed Free Church of Scotland, and
from the time of Chalmers's death down to his own

was its virtual leader. In 1847 he was chosen to

succeed Clialmers in the chair of Divinity in the
New College, Edinburgh, but did not a.ssume the
functions of this oliice. He was Moderator of the
Assembly in 1861, was made in 1862 Principal of

the New College, and in 1865 D. D. by Edinburgh
University. Candlish took a foremost part in all

the questions discussed within the first thirty ye.ars

of the life of the Free Church, l)ut his name was
most permanently associated with jiublic education,
and the movement for union with the other dissent-

ing Presbyterian bodies. He died at Edinburgh,
October 19, 1873. Candlish's works were Contribu-
tions towards the Exposition of the Book of Genesis

(1842); 'The Atonement, its Eealitii and Extent
(1845); An Examination of Mr Ulaitriee's Theo-
logical Essays (1854); The Fatherhood of God
(1865) ; and an Exposition of the First Epistle of St
John ( 1874 ). See his Life by Dr W. ^\ilson ( 1880 ).

CaudoUe. See De Candolle.

Candy. See Kandy.

Candytuft, the familiar name for various spe-

cies of Iberis, foiniing <a genus of the order Cruciferiv,

popuku'ly distinguisiied l)y unequal petals, the two
larger being towards the circumference of the dense
corymbs. The species are chiefly found in the
Mediterranean countries, and the English name is

supposed to be derived from that of the island of

Candia ( Crete ), the name Iberis from Iberia ( Spain ).

One species, /. amara, remarkable for its bitter-

ness, is a doubtful native of England. Some
species are slightly shrubby, some are herbaceous
perennials, some annuals. Some are among the
most familiar ornaments of our flower-gardens.

Caiie« a term sometimes indiscriminately applied
to any small and smooth rod, of the thickness of a
walking-stick or less ; but more correctly limited
to the stems of the smaller palms and the larger
grasses. We thus speak of sugar-cane, bamboo-
cane, &c. , among the latter ; while among the
former this name is particularly appropriated to the
species of the genus Calamus, also called Kattan
( the Malay name or a corrui)tion of it ). To this

genus belong the canes largely imported from the
tropical regions of the East for making bottoms
of chairs, couches, ike. See Bamboo, Rattan,
Walking-stick.

_
Canca (Gr. Khania), the present capital of

Crete, is situated on the north-west cftast, and h;is

a fine harbour. It occupies the site of the ancient
Cydonia, Imt the present town is due to the Vene-
tians, from whom it was wrested by the Turks,
after a two years' siege in 1669. Canea is the
principal mart for exporting the productions of the
island. In 1885 the tonnage of ships entered and
cleared exceeded L50,000 tons. Pop. 12,000, of
whom about 5000 are Mohammedans.
Cane-brake {Lmlolfia (Arimdinaria) inaero-

sperma ), a colossal reed, nearly allied to the bamboo,
which reaches a height of 30 or 40 feet, and forms
dense swamp-jungles (sometimes of wide area) in
marshy places, and along the banks of the Red
River, the Arkansas, and the Mississippi, and their
tril)utaries.

Canella ( Canella alba), a small tree belonging
to the gamboge order (Clusiacea>), common in the
West Indies, where it is often called Wild Cin-
namon. The bark of the young branches is the
C. Bark (White Cinnamon) of apothecaries, and is

iniported from the Bahamas. It is aromatic and
stimulant, but now seldom employed in medicine

;

in the West Indies it is used as a condiment.

Canelones, a fertile department of LTniguay.
Area, 1827 sq. m. ; i)op. (1897) 68,553. Caijital,
Guadehipe, 30 miles N. of Monte \'ideo by rail ;

pop. 3000.
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Cans, or Cangue, an instninient by means of
wliifli petty oflenders in Cliina are puiiislied. It

consist.^ of a lar^re wtMxleii collar littin^ elose round
the neck, varying; in si/e ami \\ei;,'lit. l)ut not to Im-

removed l>y day or iiij^lit during' the whole |ierioil ot

punishment, which ?iiay vary in lenj,'th from a fort-

night to three m<jnths. Its form prevents the
victim from stretcliing himself at full length, and
upon this depends in great jiart the severity of
the itunishment. He is left .also to he starved or
fe<l l>y the jjuhlic at their jileasure. The prisoners
name an<l the nature of liis oHence are written on
the cang in large letters.

C'ailif'atti, a town of Sicily, on the Naro, 24
miles KNK. of (lirgenti hy rail. Near it are
sulpliur iiiiiies. l'o|i. 19,599.

Canicular Days, named from Canicula,
Sirius, or the Dog star, are the Dog Days (q.v.).

Canicula is in the southern constellation of Canis
Major, near which was that of Canis Minor. For
the canicular year, counted from the heliacal rising
of the Dog star, see Ykak.

C'anida'. or Cvxoidka, a family or section of

Carniv(»ra, occupying a jiosition midway between the
cats on the one liand anil the hears on the other.
The numlter and disposition of the teeth is less

sjtecialised than that of other Carnivora. Other
ilistinctive characters are noted under ('.\ltMVOR.\.
lVr>fessor Huxley divides the family into two
iiaralhd series: ('/) TlioDiil or Lu/iiiir types -e.g.
)ogs, Wolves, Jackals; ami {h) A/h/hcok/ or !'«/-

itinc types—e.g. Fox, Fennec, Lycaon or Cape
Ilunting Dog, and the primitive Utocyon. Some
fossil Canidic such as Amphicyon and C'ynodictis

are still more generalised carnivores. See Dog,
Fox, .Jackai-, Wolf, \c.

C'aililia. Lrici. architect, born at Ca.sale, in
Piedmont, '2'.\i\ < (ctoher 179."). was for .some time
Itrofessor of Anhitecture at Turin, ami afterwards
ived in Home, where he jtuhlished works of great
value on tiie anti<piities of Home, Veil, Ktruria.

and Tu.sculum. He <lied at Florence, 17th October
l8or..

Canister Sliot. See Case Shot.

Canker is a malignant disea.«e of the horse's

foot, which is sometimes hereditary, and allects

certain localities more than others. It ustially

attacks holies which have large fleshy -looking
frogs, ami commeiwes liy discharge from the heels
or the cleft of the frog. Tiie horn iH'conics soft and
disintegrated, the viuscular structures iieneath be-

come intlamed, and the min which the animal
endures is sometimes intolerable. It is therefore
verj' lame on one, two, or all feet, acconling to the
number all'ected. Though there is no constitutional
fever, the horse becomes emaciated and unlit for

work. During wet weather, and on damp soil, the
symptoms increase in severity. The sore structures
bleeil on the lea-st touch, and considerable fungoid
granulations, commonly called jiroud tlesh, form
raiddly, and there is a c(mtinuous di-iharge of a
whitish-coloured tlui<l, which has an ollensive smell.

This disease is occasionally hereditary, and it is

most frecpiently seen in lowl)red draught or coach
horses, though it also, with too much frecjuency.

affects thoroughbreil Clydesdale ami otherstallions.

Dirt, cold, and wet favour the i)roduction of the
disea.se, and there is always a tendency to relapse

when once an animal has been all'ected. By way
of treatment, pare away detached portions of horn,

and. in mild cases, sprinkle powdered acetate of

cojiper over the sore ; apidy over this pledgets of

tow, fixed over the foot by strijts of iron or wood
passed between shoe and foot. In severe cases, tar

and nitric acid, creosote and tur]>entine, chloride

of zinc paste, an<l other active caustics, have to Ije

used for a time «ith the regular employment of
pressure on the diseased surface. The animal
requires to be treated constitutionally by periodical
jiurgatives and alteratives. (Jood food, fresh air,

and exercise often aid much in the treatment of
the disease. I'nfortunatelv, many cases, thougli
subjected to every jiossible treatment, become
woi-se and worse. The disease spreads under the
sole of the foot, and causes such great pain and
lameness that the animal dies. Otiier cases again
do not get better, though the inllammation sub-
sides, l)ut remain at a standstill : ami >uch horses,
if the canker is carefully dressed daily, may do slow
work for a year or two.

Canker, a disease of plants especially fatal to
fruit-trees in many gardens. The cankcr-wonn
of the Bible is also tianslated catcrpiUar. See
Plants, p. 223.

Canna. one of the Argyllshire Hebrides, 12
' miles SW. of Skye, and 3 NW. of Hum. It is
4A miles long, 1 mile bro.ul, and A\ sq. ni. in area.
The surface, nowhere higher than S(KJ feet, consists
of trap. A hill here of basiilt, calle<l Compass Hill,
reverses the magnetic needle. Pop., witii adjoin
ing islaiKl of Samlav. 1 sij. m. in area, (1841) 225;
(1891) 102, mostly Catholic.

I Caillial»iliaeea>, a sub-order of Irticu-efF

I

((|.v. I. idiit.iiiiiMg only two plants, both of tliem
valuable. Hemp and Ilop(q.y.).

Canna>, an ancient town of Apulia, in Southern

j

Italy, not far from the mouth of the .\ufidus (now
Ofanto), and \\ mile N. of the modern Cano.sa.

I Here, in the summer of 2lti it.c. , Hannibal (q.v.)
with o(J,()00 men ilefeate<l with prodi;^ious shuigntcr
a Homan army of Sti.OUOmen umler .Kmilius Paulus

1 anil TeiiMitin^ \'arro.

I
Cannanore, a seaiwrt and militaiy station

of the district of Malabar, in Madras, 'al)out 50
miles to the N. of Calicut. The town stands at
the head of a bay ; while the fort and cantonment

I occupy the bluH" headland which shelters the inlet
on the side of the Arabian Sea. The town has
several mo.Hijues. ,inii there is a lighthouse in the
old fort. Pop. (1891) 27,418.

Cannes, a wati iing-|>lace in the French depart-
ment III Al|)es-Maritinies, charmingly situated on
a bay of the Mediterranean, 19 miles' !»\V. of Nice
by rail. Founded by the Homans on a promontorj-
between their ]'i<i Ann/id and the sea. during the
middle ages it was held as a fief by the convent of
the Lerins, and Abbot Adelbert began to build the
I'igic or watch-tower in 1070. It was rejie.atedly

.attacked by the Barbary pirates, and twice entoretl
by Charles V., mIio slejit here in ]'hH'). The most
disiustrous year ever known w.as l.")S(), that of the
great plague ; though during the wars of religion
it was silcked by the Duke of Savoy. When
Ma.s.sena lived in it and Mur.at gave a ball on the
shore (1815), it cimtained .about .StKJO inh.ibitants.

It w.as in the roadstead of the Colfe Jouan that
NajMileon landed when he returned from Elba.
Entering Cannes after dusk, he made his bivouac
on the shore, l)ut left it at 2 A.M. of the 2d March
ISl."), to march by the hill road, rii} (irasse ami
Digne, up<m Crenolde and Paris. Lord Brougham
first (1834) .selected Cannes .as a health-resort.
The town jit the census of 1891 contained 15,140 in-

habitants, but in winter has upwards of twice that
number, including the visitors. These are of all

kindreds and tongues. Alexis de Tocqueville,
Prosper Merimee, Louis Blanc, Victor Cousin,
Auerbach, and .J. B. Dumas have died in Cannes.
The Duke of Albany died at the Villa Nevada in

the spring of 1884. In 1887 (^ueen Victoria came
to Cannes to visit the place, and to see the beau
tiftil Alliany Memorial Church of St George of
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England, erected with limds raised by the Prince

of Wales.
Cannes is celebrated for the salubrity of its

climate. A range of low wootled hills shelters it

from the north,"and it occupies the centre of the

u'reat curvetl bay, 14 miles in width, of which the

Cap Roux and the Cap d Antibes form the extremi-

ties. It has a small port, and a trade in dowei-s,

which becomes yearly of greater importance. There
are farms ot violets, roses, oranges, tuberoses, jessa-

mine, and cassia. See iliss Dempster's Maritime
Alp6 and thar Seaboard

( 18*4).

Cannibalism, or Anthropophagy, the act of

eating human tlesh as food, a pra.ctice widely spread
at the present moment among many of the lower
races, but which has not infrequently held its place
even among peoples at a comparatively high level

of culture. There is perhaps no quarter of the
globe which has been free from what appears to

our eyes a practice essentially so degrading to

human nature, but one hardly so repellent to minds
that hold no very exalted notions of the inherent
superiority of the human animal. The emotional
and religious attributes of man that have become
current in civiKsation have created the widespread
horror that prevails against such disrespect to the
temple of the soul ; and the elemental idea of the
spirit-lifes survival in disembodied form, but ^^"ith

all its old or even added power, has perpetuated
the idea of its being an imperative necessity to
conciliate the good-will of such powerful forces
by reverencing such symbols of them as are acces-
sible. Exalted ideas of the value and dignity
of the human soul must needs be accompanied
by a corresponding increase in the respect due
to the sensible envelope from which it cannot
be separated A\"ithout disruption ; and thus the
fleshly body would simultaneously gain the benefit
of the reverence that was recognised as due to
the sentient mind and animating soul. Such we
might expect to be the uniform evolution of the
reverence paid to the body as an indissoluble part
of the complex nature of the li\-ing man ; but when
Ave turn to the actual ascertained facts, we find
that the movement has been by no means so normal
throughout as our theory would seem to require.
In fact, other and novel considerations have come
in to complicate the problem, and the result as
it actually presents itself l>efore our eyes is so
puzzling and uncertain that v/e are not vet able to
lay d(j\vn sound foundations for an absolute philo-
sophy of cannibalism.
According to our theory, primitive man would

eat human flesh from mere famine or necessity

—

as has often been done in extreme cases even in
the higher races under the pressure of the same
forces—but would leave ott' the practice as he
climlted successively to higher steps in culture.
But this is by no means always the case, and it is

enough to name the ancient Mexicans as a people
of exceptionally high native culture who were
yet excessively addicted to cannibalism. And
even at the present day the Monbuttus, Zandehs,
Fans, and other tribes in the large central zone
of anthropophag\' that crosses Africa along the
equator from east to west, who habitually practice
cannibalism in its most repulsive forms', even to
the length of buying and selling human flesh for
ordinary' diet, include some of the most advanced
and advancing of negro races. Again, the New
Guineans are fine men physically and intellectually,
and the same is true of the Battas of Sumatra, and
still more of the Maoris of New Zealand, who were
cannibals but half a centurv' since. Nowhere was
the practice more widespreail than in Polynesia,
especially in the Fiji, New Hebrides, and New
Caledonian groups ; but here it has been almost
completely eradicated by the efforts of the mission-

aries and the spread of European ideas. The
absence of wild or domestic animals in the Poly-
nesian islands may account to some extent for the
wide prevalence of cannibalism, if it be true that
the primitive reason for the practice is sheer
hunger, or at least the desire to eat flesh. The
habit, once contracted, would naturally enough
become persi-^tent and be indulged in afterwards
for its ovm sake, for much of the e\"idence goes to

j

show that the relish for human flesh once acquired
' tends to grow into a confirmed appetite. Upon can-
nibalism from necessity or mere gluttony foUows
easily enough cannibalism from warlike hiry, as
was very common with the North American Indians,
among whom eating the flesh and drinking the
blood of an enemy meant something more than
metaphor. Cannibalism from a kind of morbid
filial aflection, as customary among the Battas,
is a moral refinement of the same feeling. This
has not been uncommon in the social history* of
mankind elsewhere—the locus classicus of this
particular form of anthropophagy is the descrip-
tion in Herodotus (iv. 26) of the funeral feasts
of the Issedones of Central Asia. The pious desire
to preserve the spudts of dead friends from pass-
ing into the power of those who might wreak
vengeance upon them may even have suggested
the idea of giNing the dead relative the safety of a
friendly grave in the stomachs of his living rela-

tives. Aged relations and newborn children, as
well as friends or children who had died by mis-
chance or mere accident, have been eaten by many
primitive peoples, notably in Australia—a practice
intelligible enough on the principle that ' the life

is not allowed to go out of the family.' Indeed,
ideas akin to the philosophy that underlies this
notion seem to mark an almost universal elementary
stage in cannibalism, originating, no doubt, in the
primitive idea that any property characterising an
aggregate inheres in all parts of it, and that the
eater of anything animate became endowed with
the qualities of the thing eaten—thus a savage
would desire to eat the flesh of a valiant enemy in
order that his courage might pass into himself. A
belief in the transmigration of spirits of course under-
lies this notion, but we know that this is almost uni-
versally a commonplace of primitive animism. This
magical or religious cannibalism, as a kind of eucha-
ristic rite, marks the highest development of the
practice, and we find it not only among the ^Maoris
and Australians and North American Indians, but
also maintained with what would otherwise be a
completely unintelligible persistence in the semi-
civilisation of the Aztecs. The notion of presenting
food to the gods is almost universal among savage
peoples, and this would naturally be human flesh

among a people to whom cannibalism was custom-
ar\'. Of this, aga,in, the best evidence is that from
Mexico, but Mr Lang has proved conclusively that
human sacrifices ^vitll no other origin than canni-
balism survived even in cultured Greece. At least

where the victim offered was a captive enemy or
stranger, the human sacrifice may be safely regarded
as a survival of cannibalism, for the disinclination
to eat one's own kindred is after all a very wide-
spread feeling among primitive men. Just as they
do not eat their oAvn totem, so savage men com-
monly observe the same restriction in preferring
not to eat members of their own stock. Indeed,
we often find raids made witii no other object than
to procure supplies of human flesh as food, whil'j

some South American tribes actually bred from
captive women, in order to provide constant sup-
plies of such flesh as could be eaten.
But the puzzling question of exophagy and oido-

phagy has not yet been at all well worked out,
and in the meantime it is impossible to estab-
lish any ha,rd and fast generalisations that will
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Iaccount for all the contradictory facts. For ex
iitiiplo. \vi' HikI, a.«» Uim Imh-ii haM al>ove, Nort
.\ii-<trjili;iii triU'rt who eat their slain trieii<i-« hut

not their enemies, wiiih* othep* eat tlieir newUjrn
ihililren, or in H<»ine canf* only the e|(i»»?.t. In the

caw of one triU*. tlie I>ieri, iv* Mr Frazer {xiints

out ( 'lotfinixin, |». H<»), a mother eat.-* Iier own
rhi]<iren, and the chiidren their mother: while the

father doej* not eat of his oirsjirin;;, nor the otlsprin;,'

of their father -an nndoiihted survival of female

kinHhii). when the father, iisamemlM-r of a iliflerent

trilx', had no ri;;ht to eat the th-sli of his own child.

Our folklore, Kuro|M;an as well iis savaj,'e, is full

of canniltalism. Our chihlren from their cnwllew

are familiar with at least the tiotion of j^iants and
»jjre« -mere ma^iti)Hl men- capaMe of devourin;;

tiieni with deli;;ht at any moment, and seem to find

nothin;; at all unnatural in the ide:i. Montaijme
in a well known es.-^iy linds a|Mdi»;jies for the

practice with chanuterlstically ;jrave whimsicality,

and Home m<Mlem travellers have done their l»est

to niiti;;ate our ahhorrence l»v detailin;; the due
decorum with which it is pnu-tis*"*!. I»r UolHTtson

Smith {Kiii.iJii/t itmt Miiriitiijf in F.mhj Arufjia, p.

204) tells us that the .Vralw pra«.-ti.se«l it at a com-
paratively n-.cMt dale, and jwdnts out that the

prejudic.'s ;i;.'ainst eatin<^ certain animals— pre-

judices amounting; to al>s«dute dLsj^ist, and lias***!

on the th«*<»ry that the**; animals are men in dis-

jfui-"*e-^'annot all have spruii}.' ii:

cea»e<l, and must therelore h;i

instance prejudi- '•
I to i. .;,.... -v-^ r^

obje<'ted to eat t one idootl wjth them-
selves. Our o\\ ; ' luci-stors were tlainty in

their canniluilisni, ou the excellent authority of St

Jerome, and indi"*"*! we lind tn»e«*« of the pnu-tice

in the pre history of alu; jM-iiide. Not
only were the early <"hii ists*-*! capable
hy their pa;.'.iii nei;;hl>oii ' '

-i i-ri a
l»eliff ii.i .li.ul.i due to a the

word-, oftcM ai!thro|Mimor|' i the

Eucharist Wiis s|Mik*-n of hy aa impresoii*nuliie and
iina-_'iti:itiv>' j foplt- : tuit oven •«> late ;»« I7*<*2 in

H f.rty-

!i ;
: igin

Hi MM . .: u 11 -•II ' ..in i\ - M>>| ,1 111 i M- lui-'i in.iii.-a on
the siil.je.t. The Spanish mntlti/ is merely a corrup-

tion of the native «(i;-//»««/, 'a ('arili,' or ' Carildx-juj,"

synonymous with * hrave ;
' Imt an early confusion

in meaning; with the Spani-h word mnino, ' like a
do^r. ' vonicious," in; i repn>acb
to the man eatiiiv' !'•

A <iv • ' • -.,.n-d Is the
very i one, whether
in pr.i ... ^*'*-** '^ general
hahit ol the liunian nu-e, llio-se who iLs.sert

that it was, l>as«» their ar;ruments mainly on the
fa«-t that the liuman iMines di.s«-oven'd in ancient
.•H>pulclir:il ;jr:iMs .ire n<>t in their natural jMisition,

hut are often ilL-|M>se«l in the most irre^^ilar man-
ner; further, that the Umes are o<ca--ion,illy found
broken, evidently for the siike of the marrow
within them ; and liesides, that many of them Vvir
marks of the action ni lire. The opfionents of this

theory explain that the confusion of the Iwines is

due to the fact that thes«' M'pulchral ;;raves and
mounds were common l>uryin;.'-phue>, usually t<M>

••ontracttMl in space to |M-rmit of the ImmIics liein;.'

laid aside i>iTmanently separate from eiwh other,

and that the Ixmes of the ••arlier lxj<lie« were
from necessity pushed aside to make n»om for

the new i-fimerx. .\fpiin, they a-sert that those
human iMines that contain no marrow .are <{uite

as frequently found broken as those that <1<), while
the fractures that are found m.ade from whatever
caui«e, Ix-ar no resemblance t.> the fr.actures that

appear on the l>on«*s «»f other aniin.ils presumably
cracked for their niarrow. The explanation of the

charred IwneH is that it was the custom of earil

men. for their own protection, t^ i--' • 'res to

purify the M'pulchral cavi--. of tioxi It is

|M'rhai»s still stronger pnnd that i - were
t'Mi small to serve as places for caiiniUil leasts,

while in all have l»een found objects that i>ertain

merely to burials. The balance of pnK)f is in faN <»ur

of the conclusion that cannituilism was not a con-

dition of the life of ]irinutive man, whose dentition

and liigestive organs of tbem.s<dves iM»int rather

to ,a diet of fruits; but that originally it was no
more than an occasional practice, exactly as in

historic times. Its real origin then was actual
hunger ; the religious an<l magical side of it was
a later development. The wh<tle <juestion of pre-

historic antlin»|Miph;igy was thoroughly discussed

in the sessions of the International ("ongress of

.\nthn»|sdogy ami .\rcl)a<dogy at I'arLs in 1867,

l{ru.s,sels in 1x72, and LisU)n in IHSO.

St.- ;iii a'liiiir.iM. iii..ii..jr.i|li '•>• Itichard Andree, Die
Ant' ' |>aiH'n<, contain-

ing ! t>y iii-nri Ciaidoi,

in \..i. Ml. "i ../..I - - .1. .i.M) the articlcn by
K. I>. Tylor in voL iv. ( 1S70; of t)i«- ninth i-dition of the
Knejf<-f.,[H-Tta H-it-in:ur,T. an.! >v (

'h. I/, ti.iirnian .ind

O. .i. . '.A

SCI' ::

x\L J... . .. .- .
,

,- ur

Talu (iixiord, Imw).

€annlii](« <'ii.\klf>i John, Earl, third son of

Cleorge (.'juining, wju* Isjm 14th DecemU'r 1812,

an<l was inlucate*! at Eton and Christ Church,
Oxford, where he obtaine<l high honours. He
enter«'<l parliament in In,"}*] as Conservative member
for Warwick, but next year was niiMtl to the
rp|M-r Hous*' as N'ist'ount Canning by his mother's
decejL-<', ls»th his elder brothers Udng already
dead. In 1.S41 he l»ecame I'nder .M-cretary of State
for Fon'ign .VHairs in Sir H'i)«Tt I'ecl s govern-

ment, and afterwards C • r of Woods and
Forests. When l»nl .\ ue into ollice, he
was made 1'ostmii.sler-gtii. i.n ; ;iimi in the U-ginning
of 1H."»0 he suc««'«.'<b-<l Lord Dalhoiisie ;is ( ;<i\ ernor-

genenil «if India. The lirst imjiortant event of his

government was a war with Persia, which was
brought to a successful cK»se in ls.'i7. In the same
year (10th .May l!i>7) the Indian Mutiny began
with the outbreak at .Meerut. l.<<ird Cannin-'S
comluct during the awful crisis was dwri*-*! at llie

time jis weak and pusillanimous ; he \vas nickn.inied

'Clemency Canning;' but thewneral opinion now,
when all the cin-umstances of the ca.-e ,ire l>etter

known, is that he act***! with singular courage,

iiKMleration, and judiciousness. In l^.^ he l»txanie

the lirst Vicen>v ; next year he was nii.s«-<l loan earl-

"l-iiii ; but having lost his wife in Istil. he retired

III .111 his high ollice in .Manli Wi".', and died in

I^iiidon on 17th June in the same year. See Sir

H. S. Cunningham's Earl Canning { 1892).

Canning:. Ei.i/..vitKTil, the heroine of a remark-
ablv obscure story. Wiis U»rn in I7ri4. .Vlremly whe
lia<l l>een in diiUiestic service for s<jme years and
Wrne a g<jod chanu-ter, when als*ut nine o'clock on
the night of New-year's Day, 17."»3. she dlsap|>eAred
on her way home from a visit to an uncle .md aunt's
hou.se. Neither the loudest hue and cry nor
prayers in the churclK*s lia<l <lone anything to solve
the mystery, when late at night ('29th .lanuary),
four weeks after her dlsapjiearance, the girl kn<»cked
at her mother's dixjr, hungry and half clad. She
said she hatl Ijeen sei/e<l by two men and carried
by force to a hous*- on the Hertfordshire road,
where she luul l)een ill u.se<l by an old witman, and
stane<l in an upj>er pmuii, t<» conii>el her to iin im-
moral life. .She nlentitie*! .Susannah Wells and an
old gypsy n.inie«l Mary Squires as her j>ersectitor8,

and these were accordingly arrej.teti, and they
pas.se<l in the lirst st.ige l>efore the novelist Henry
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Fielding, then a Bow Street magistrate, who after-

wanls pulilished a paper on the case ; next they

were tried at tlie Old Bailey and sentenced, in

spite of an alibi ft)r Squires sworn by tliree wit-

nesses, Squires to be hanged, Wells to be burneil

in the hand. The lord mayor. Sir Crisp (lascoyne.

felt unsatished with the verdict, and made further

investigations, which resulted in so strong an

accumulation of fresh evidence to fortify Sqniress

alibi, tiiat a free pardon was granted her by the

crown. The case now became the excitement of

the town, and opinions were fiercely divided

between the ' Canningites ' and 'GypsyiteS,' so

that the heroine of this miserable .story became
in Churchiirs phrase, ' with (Jascoyne's help, a six

months' feast.' On the '29th April 1754 she was
put on trial at the Old Bailey for perjury, and
after an eight days' trial, in which the jury seem
to have been comiiletely puzzled between the

thirty-eight witnesses who swore that Squires had
been seen in Dorsetshire, and the twenty-seven
who swore to her having been in Middlesex, was
found guilty, and sentenced to transportation for

seven years. She was sent to New P^ngland, and
died in Connecticut in 1773. See Paget's Para-
doxes and Puzzles ( 187-1).

Caiiuillg, George, a distinguished British

statesman and orator, was born in London, April

11, 1770. His father, who claimed descent from
William Canynges of Bristol, incurred the dis-

pleasure of his family for marrying beneath his

station, and died in poverty Mhen his son was only
a year old. His mother tried the stage Avith but
little success, married an actor, and subsequently a
linen-draper; but lived to rejoice in the success and
participate in the good-fortune of her boy, whose
education was liberally provided by his uncle,

Stratford Canning, a banker. Canning Avas sent
to Eton, from which he ])assed at the age of

eighteen to Christ Church College, Oxford, where
he greatly distinguished himself, especially in

classics. While here, he cherished the friend-

shii) of the Hon. Charles Jenkiusou (afterwards
Lord Liverpool), A\ho was of considerable service

to him in after-life. From Oxford he went in

1790 to Lincoln's Inn, but on the suggestion of

Burke, as it is said, he soon relinquished the bar
for a parliamentary career. He entered the House
for Newport, Isle of Wight, in 1794, as the protege
and supporter of the minister, Pitt. In 1796 he
was appointed an under-secretary of state. It was
not, however, until 1798 that Canning made a Ye\m-
tation as an orator and a statesman, Ijy his speeches
in favour of the abolition of the slave-trade and
against Tierney's motion regarding peace with
the French Directory, the latter of which, especi
ally, was regarded as a )naster[)iece of eloquence,
alike by the House and the country. In many
important questions Canning gave valuable assist-

ance to the ministry, not only by his voice in par-
liament, but by Ids pt'n in a satirical paper called
the A nti-JacoOi/i (1797-98), in which he especially
lashed the ' New Philosophy,' as it was called, pro-
mulgated by the French republicans. The ' Needy
Knife-grinder' is one of the best known and happiest
of his efforts in this line. In 1800 he made a happy
marriage with Joan Scott, a lady of fortune, and
sister to the Duchess of Portland. In 1801 Pitt
resigned oliice, and Canning joined the opposition
from the nunisterial side of the House against the
Addiiigton ministry.
When Pitt again became premier in 1804, Can-

ning was made treasurer ot the navy, an oHice
which he held until Pitt's death in" 1806. His
opposition to the short lived Grenville ministry
which succeeded savoured of tlu; bitterness of
party feeling, and his treatment of Fox in his last
days, and of his memory after his death, was far

from generous. When the Portland ministry was
formed in 1807, Canning was a]ipointed Minister
for Foreign Affairs, a position for which he wiis

specially qualified, and his despatches, written at

this time, are models of manliness and lucidity.

During his tenure of office Canning- planned the
exjiedition for the seizure of the Danish fleet, which
did so much to upset the sclicuies of Najjoleon ;

and he recommended the energetic jjrosecution of

hostilities in Spain both under Moore and Wel-
lesley. His disapi>roval of the ^^'alclleren expedi-
tion led to a misunderstanding with Castlereagh
(q.v. ), secretarv-at-war. which resulted in a duel
with that statesman. Soon afterwards the Portland
ministry came to a close, and Canning did not
hold high office again for many years. His ab.sence

from the Foreign Office during the critical period
at the close of tlie Napoleonic wars was to Canning
asubject of lasting regret. In 1 812 all his eloquence
was enlisted in favour of Catholic emancipation.
During the same year he was elected for Liverpool,
Avhich seat he exchanged for Harwich in 1822. In
1814 he went as ambassador to Lisbon, returned
in 1816, and was made President of the Board of

Control, and sujjported the Li^•er]»ool ministry in

all their arbitrary and repressi\e measures until

1820, when lie resigned, in consequence of the
action of the government against Queen Caroline.

Nominated Governor-general of India in 1822,

he was on the eve of departure Avhen the suicide
of Castlereagh, now Marquis of Londonderry,
called Canning to the head of Foreign Aflairs.

In this cajjacity he conferred lasting benelits

on his country. He infused a more liberal spirit

into the cabinet, he asserted the independence
of British politics against the diplomacy that
W(mld have entangled the nation with the Holy
Alliance, and gave a new direction and impetus
to commercial affairs by a gradual laying aside
of the ])rohibitive system. He arranged the re-

lations of Brazil and Portugal : drew the French
cabinet into agreement with the British respecting
Spanish-American affairs : Avas the Hr.st to recog-

nise the free states of Spanish America : pro-

moted the treaty combining England, France, and
Russia, for the settlement of the affairs of Greece,
which Mas signed July 6, 1827 ;

protected Portugal
from Spanish invasion : contended earnestly for

Catholic emancipation ; and jirepared the way for

a repeal of the corn laAVS. In February 1827 a
stroke of paralysis forced the Earl of Liverpool to

resign, and Canning Avas called upon to form a
ncAv administration, Avhich he did Avith the aid of

tlie Whigs. His health, hoAvever, gaAC Avay under
tlie cares of office, and he died 8th August of the
same year at the Duke of Devonshire's ChisAvick
Axilla, in the room Avhere Fox had died tAventy-one
years earlier. He Avas buried, near Pitt, in West-
minster Abbey. As a parliamentary orator Can-
ning holds a prominent ]dace in British ainials.

His acuteness, poAver of exjiression. and Avell-

pointed Avit Avere remarkable ; but, on the Avliole,

lie Avas inferior to Pitt, Burke, and Fox. He
lacked the imposing characteristics of the first, the
overpoAvering enthusiasm of the second, and the
AA-inning address of the last. He Avas intensely

British, and his foreign policy Avas of the char-

acter best calculated to promote British interests.

See his [Speeches edited by Therrj' (0 vols. 1828);
Stapleton's Political Life of Caiiniii;/ Cif^'M), a.n.A George
Canniini find his Times {1869); and thi' masterly sketch
in Lord Balling's Historical Characters (1867).

raiiiiiug, Stratford. See Stratford de
REDfLlKFE.

railliock, a town of Staflordsliiie, 8 miles
NN W. of Walsall ; pop. ( 18ol ) 2099 ; ( 1891 ) 20,613.

Cannon is a general name for large pieces of

ordnance or artillery, as distinguished from those
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\vliicii can be held in the hand while being tired.

The lirst cannons were chiiiisy, wider at the mouth
than at th.e cliaiiil<er, and made of iron liars luiojied

tofietlier witli iron rin;rs. a form of constrnetion
very simihir to tliat adopted for many modern
guns. Tlie lialls lired from tliem were first stone,

afterwards iron. Such a cannon is ' Mons .Meg,'

at Edinliurgli Castle, which is lielieved to have
Iteen made in 14.V) for the siege of Threave Castle
by dames II., whn live yeui-s later w.us killed at the
siege of Koxliurgii by the bui-sting of a similar
cannon, the ' Lion." S'ariuns names for these early
guns were ijombards, culverins, .serjR'ntines, \c.
At what exact »late ciumon were first useil is not
known (see FlRE.\K.Ms); but under the name of

'craky> of war." they were employed by Edward
III. again-t tli<' S(nt>"in l.TJT, by the French at tlie

siege of I'uy (niillaume in I'A'.iS, and by Edward III.

at Crecy and at Calais in 134<i. lJoml»ards of great

length and power were employed by Louis XL
during his Flemish campaign in 1477 ; and JV-s early
as 1401 <-annon had In-en cast in bronze at Nurem-
berg, Augsburg, and Marieiilnirg in West Prussia.

They were not cast in iron until the latter half oi

t!ie loth century. I'robalily the largi-st cannon of

the 17th century wiis the liijapur cast-iron gun,
' Malick c .Meidan,' or 'Lord of the I'lain.' made
either by Aurnng/eln* or by the Mahrattas ; it was
14 feet long, '28 inches l>ore, and lired a ball of IGtKt

lb. weight.
After the great European wars of the 17th century

va.st improvements were etlected in the manu-
facture an<l u.se of cannon, which have, however,
been far surna.ssed by those of recent years. The
use of wrougiit-iron first, and then of steel, in their

manufacture has enabled much more powerful giuis

to be made, thus meeting the demand for such
weapons that has been created bv the introduction

of arujour clad vessels of war. The apulicalion of

rilling to cannon hius niatle it [K)ssible to lire

from them elongate<l projectile.«, which are a.t the

same time heavier than the sjiherical shot suite<l to

the sjime weapon and are In-tter adapted Ity their

form to peiietrate the iron armour. All mcMlern

Hritish guns are therefore ritled.

Sm(M»tli iMire cannon ami Mortai-s (<|.v.) of cast-

iron and bronze are, however, still found in the

armaments abroad, an<l s<Hne have also lieen re-

tained in the Hritish service at honu* for the tlefence

of the Hanks and ditches of fortres.Hes, anil to

co\ er short avenues of ajtproach at close rpiarters.

For these purposes some smiM)th-bores are e\ en
l»eing couverteil into breech- loailers. The follow-

ing is a list of them :

Bhonze—Guns : 12, 9, 6, and 3 pounders. HMWitztrs : 32, 24.

and 12 jniuiiders; and 4% inch diameter of bore. Mortars:

5A and 4; inch.

Cast-iron- Cam inades (q.v.): .S2 ami 24 pounders. Guns:
S-incli; 68, 32, 24. IS, 12, 9, and 6 jKiuuders. Howitzers:
10 and 8 inch. Mortars : IS, 10. and 8 inch.

In 1SC>4 a few wnmght-iron smooth-lKire HK) and
l.">() pounder guns were made for the navy, but they

are now obsolete. In order to utilise the cast-iron

guns in stock when ritled artillery l»ecame neces.sarj-,

and In-cause the granular nature of the metal wiis

not suiteil to the jiroces.- of rilling, many of them
were bored out, and a coiled wrought-iron tube in-

serted. These are called converteil gnins. A few
bronze ritled guns were made in 1870, but only two
natures, thelt-pounder and the 7-pounder mountain-
g\in, for service in India, becan.se it was thought

that native artificers could work this metal ; but

the result.'* were not on the whole considered satis-

factory.

All cannon for the British service are now niade

either of steel or wrought-iron, or a combination of

the.se two metals. The various sizes are very

numerous. The following i.^ a list of the iirincipa!

armour-piercing guns, and their penetration into
wrought-iron at a distance of 1000 yards :

Calibre.
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Krupp, made in 1884 for Italy. But in 188R-90 the

same house produced a 135-ton gun for Croiistadt.

The lieaviest guns in use in the Britisli navy are

the 111-ton guns of the Boihow (1885) and Sans

Pareil. Tliese t lirow a projectile weigliing 1800 lb.

,

witli a charge of 900 Ih. of 'l)r()\vn prismatic powder

with a muzzle velocity of 2'21G feet i)er second, so

as to penetrate 31-50 inches of iron at a distance of

•2000 yards. Hut of late there has heon a reaction

in favour of lighter guns, and (piick-lhers. "Wire-

wound guns hiive found favour, and are made both

at Elswick and Woolwich. Tlie armament of the

Majestic comprises four ] 2-inch 16-tfm Woohvich
wire-guns (round each of wluch is wound 102 miles

of wire at a tension of 40 tons to the square inch,

under a steel jacket ) : twelve 6-inch Elswick

quick-liring wire-guns ; sixteen Elswick 12pounder
quick-lirers ; and twelve 3-pounder Hotcli Kiss

quick-firers. (See the article Navy; and for smoke-

less powder, now so much in nse, see Oux-COTTON.

)

Ranrjc and Accuracy.—>Some of the most powerful

cannon are sighted for 8700 yards, and at that dis-

tance m.aybe relied upon to strike an object 10 feet

high. The 12-pounder pattern field-gun is sighted

for tJOOO yards, and the little 7-pounder mountain-

gun for 3185 yards. In battle, however, tire would
rarely be opened at a gi-eater distance than 3000

yards owing to atmospheric ditiiculties and the

limited range of human vision. The latter ditti-

culty has to a great e.xtent been surmounted and
great accuracy of tire obtained by the use of

telescopic sights, the invention (1879) of Lieu-

tenant-colonel L. K. Scott, K.E., and by improve-
ments in rangelinders. The presence of fog, mist,

rain, &c. will always, however, interfere with
artillery-fire at very long ranges.

Non-service Cannon.—Of the niimerous varieties

of cannon that have been
produced by English manu-
facturers, but not adopted in

the service, the type invented
(1859) by the late Sir Joseph
Whitworth is by far the most
important. It is made of com-
pressed steel, and its char-
acteristic is a spiral, polygonal
bore, taking a shot as shown
in fig. 2, which is the counter-
part of it. No rifling is there-
fore necessary. This gun has
given excellent results, and
has been supplied to many
foreign powers.
The chief peculiarity of

the gun invented (1874-84)
by Lieutenant-colonel Hope,
V.C., is the mode of igniting

the cartridge, which is of abnormal length, and
has inside it a little gun charged with a small
amount of powder. This latter, on being ignited,
starts the projectile, and at the same time fires the
large cartridge at a great number of places through
holes bored in the small gun at certain calculated
distances along it. This device is stated to prevent

,'reat sti-ain to which a gun is subjected wIkmi

Fig. 2.

Forged Shell
Section.

"Whitworth
and

the
lired, by the sudden expansion of tlie })owder ga
liefore the shot has actually moved, and thei-cfore
to enable a larger quantity of powiler to be tired
with useful ettect. This gun has not been favour-
ably received by artillery experts.

In 1883 ]\Ir Mertbrd of Ohio designed a pneumatic
gun to throw a shell charged with dynanute, and
the idea Mas afterwards develojted by Lieutenant
Zaiinski of the United States Artillery. One of
these guns, 8 inches in calibre, was fired" in 1887 at
a vessel 2000 yards off, which its second shell,
charged with 55 lb. of nitro-gelatine, completely
destroyed. This formidable weapon was (jO feet

long, and its barrel, which was not rifled, made
of =4-inch wrought-iron, lined with |-inch seandess
brass tubing. The air-reservoirs had a capacity of

137 cubic feet. The projectile was made of seamless
brass 40 inches long, with a conical cast-iron point.

It was exploded by an electric fuse. A special

cruiser, the Vesuvius, was constructed by the United
States government in 1889, to carry three such guns
54 feet long, but it was found impossible to take
certain aim on shii)boaid. Eor harbour defence
pneumatic dynamite guns are invaluable. In 1894
the United States government mounted three at
New York and arranged for thiee at San Francisco,
which weigh 40 tons, have a bore of 15 inches,
and fire a shell 1000 lb. in weight (half being
dynamite) a distance of 2400 yards : or, by adjust-
ment, a shell of 240 lb. a distance of 6000 yards.
Before 1854 cannon were cast in iron, brass, or

an alloy called gun-metal or bronze. This alloy,

consisting of 90 parts of copi)er to 10 of tin, was
expensive and difficult to work. The tin Avas

often not pro})erly amalgamated, and collected in

patches, whicii, owing to its fusibility, formed
holes in the bore. Uun-metal was therefore only
used for the smaller natures, and after 1870 was
abandoned (see Bronze).
The heavier cannon were made of cast-iron, and

in the United States Rodman's j^rocess of casting
them hollow round a core filled with water was
adopted. The interior of the bore being by this

means cooled first, the metal was placed in a state

of tension most favourable to resist the shock of

discharge. By this process a cannon of 44 tons
weiglit, cajiable of firing a shot of 9 cwt. , was made
at a cost of one-fourth that of a steel gun of the
same power.
The process of converting cast-iron guns by Sir

W. Palliser's method has already been alluded to.

About 1850 Herr Krupp in Germany, and Sir

Josepli Whitworth in England, began to make
guns wholly of cast-steel, and Lord Armstrong
( then Sir William ) introduced the system of coiled

wrought-iron, whicli was adopted in 1859 by the
Royal Gun Factories at Woolwich Arsenal as the
cheapest and most reliable for the manufacture of

cannon.
The strains to which a gun is subjected in firing

j

are of two kinds, longitudinal and transverse or

circiimferential. The fibre of the metal is so dis-

I

posed in the Armstrong ' built-up ' guns as best to

j

resist them. The process of manufacture is as

!
follows : The bore, which must be of hard metal,

i
is a tube of steel toughened and tempered by being
plunged when heated into a bath of oil. Wrought-
iron bars are then coiled, at red heat, round a
mandrel, and welded under the steam-hammers into

cylinders of sufficient interior dimensions to just

pass over the tube when heated. On cooling they
grip it tightly, and are thus most advantageously
l^laced to resLst any circumferential strain. They
are also finished with interlocking shouklers which
resist tlie longitudinal strain. Other similar coils

are shrunk on over them for the larger guns. A
solid trunnion-ring is hammered out and shrunk
over the coils near the centre of gravity of the gun,
and a ' cascable ' or breech-loop screwed into the
breech. At first many small coils were used, eacli

finished in a lathe before the next was put over it,

but Mr P'raser of the Royal Gun Factories intro-

duced the method of shrinking on a few large coils

in the rough, and therel)y economised the process
of manufacture. This Arinstrong-Fraser method
was long successfully emi)loyed. Owing, however,
to the cheaper manufacture of steel by improved
processes, and to greater facilities in working it,

that metal has gradually superseded wrought-iron,
and though, when alloyed with manganese, it could
bo coiled in the same wav, it was determined after
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experimente in 1881 to discanl that system of

manufacture. HcMips of cast-steel are now out out
of the inj^ot as discs, tlien itUMclicd and mandrelled
out into rings, or tlie ingot is drawn out under the
steam hammer and trepanned ; tlie hitter process

Iteing si>ecially a«lapted to tlie manufacture of tlie

inner tuln.* of a bree<'li loading gun, and the former
t<» that of tlie (mter rings. Additional precautions
are taken to jirevent the lnM)ps slipping over one
another. In some cjx-ses grooves are cut on the
outer surface of one and the inner surface of the
other, so as to form annular sjiaces, which are then

tilled up with a bronze allov said to expand on
cooling. In others the ends of the hoops are slotted

away so ius to form altern;ite projections and inter-

vals which cmrespoiul. The outer hoojt, expanded
by heat, is psissed over the inner one, and turned
round so as to bring the projecticms opposite to

one another. Long steel wedges are then driven
into the intervals to prevent any sliniiing round.

The largest cannon liave f(Uir layers of hoops round
the inner tube from the bicocli to liie trunnions,

after which they grmlually decrca.se in numlier to

<ine at the muz/le. The inner tube, in the most

-J

Fig. a.

A. 8-iiich Ilre«cb-lua>liii}; Gun, 12 tmiH, Typical Design ; B. Breecli-luodiug Wire Gun, 19 tons, Uoyal Guii Factories

recent patterns, lias a tiiin steel lining extending
for about two-tliirds of its length from the breech,

wliicii, when damaged, can l>e ea.sily taken <nit

an<l replaced by a new one, thus practically giving
the gun a new life.

IJotli Loid Armstrong's factor\' at Eiswick an«l

the Koyal (Inn Factories at Woolwich experi-

mente<l in lss;{ S8 with wire guns. The con-

stniction is similar lo the alnive, except that the

inner tul>e is at tii>*t made thicker at the breech

end and tiien turned down at the part which
incloses the powder chamlwr, and therefore reiiuires

to l>e the stronger. Round this part is then coiled

a Hat steel wire or ribainl having a breaking strain

of ItK) tons to the .stjuan' inch, and ovt-r the wire

are shrunk outer h(»oi)s of forged steel bwked to-

gether as al)ove «lescriiM'd. Such a gun ( lig. 3, B),
9"*2 inches calibre, weighing only !!• tons, ha-s been
ma<le at Wtwilwich Arsenal, an<l when lired witli

a charge of .S.'W lb. of i.owder and a shell of .S.SO 11>.

weight, it penetnited '2:i'2 inches of wrought iron

at KHM) yards. This weapon may l>e considered

till- b.-t and ii.'Wi-i -["•.iiiuli i>l bi'a\ \ laiilioli.

No heavy gun can lie nia<le under lifteen months,
and a much longer time is usually re(|uired,

especially if the .steel ingot from whicli the inner

t»n»e is to l»e ma«le turns out faulty. The follow-

ing approximate figures in round numbers are of

interest :

C<Tst .)f 17 72-iiicli 100-toii \V.H)lwicli KUii £19,500
Turn-t cuiTia^i'. iukI slitle 3,850
Cost of one Jischar^c 86

Cost. oriO-iiich 32-ton bri>ecli-luading guu 6,000

Turret carriajte, and gear 1,013

Cost ol one niunil 12

Cost of 12-l>ouiuler tield-KUii and carriage 560
Cost of one round 11 shillings.

It may lie noted that the (lerman government
sul)sidises Uaroii Kruiip's establishment at Es.sen,

which sujiplies it an(l many foreign nations with
cannon, and that the British government, on the

other liaiiil, maintains the lioyal (inn Factories at

Woolwich, and merely gives onlers to the Eiswick,

Whitworth, and other factories for guns, steel

tiirgings, and armour plates, on ilie aame principle

that it employs private shijibuilders to supplement
the ri'source^ of tli" lov;'! i'nr]<\ards.

^-^

Fi;r. 4.—Ent;iisli Ilreech-loading Ficld-yuu and Limber— ]2-)>onn>ler.

Fi-Kiii-e constructs all her own cann<m. As
recently as 1S77 her field-guns were of bronze, and

her heavy ordnance of cjist-iron strengthened by
wrought iron or steel liooi)s. These were super-

seded l)y steel guns on I)e IJange's system. Their

construction is very similar t«» that described above,

and rilled breech -loading gtnis, 74 tons in weight.

capable of piercing 24-9 inches of iron at KKK)
yards are in the service. Extensive manufacture
of modern guns of all kinds is carried on at Creusot
(q.v. ). The greater jiait of the artillery useil by
the Boers in the Transvaal war r jS(>9 'in(Mj) was
supplied from these foundries.

lirssia until 1876 was ilependeiit upon Kni]ip for
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liHeil >,'uns, and still obtains steel projectiles from

liis factory- ; Vnit in that year the t)bukliov works

connneiieed the c-onstrnction of eannoii, similar to

his, of steel compressed by Whitworths process.

The fiehl-guus from these work* rank next in ex-

r

Fig. :".—Krupp's 1-5 'G-inch Breech-loading Gun (breocli open
)

; Hydraidic Ele vatuig Gear.

rellence to the French, -which are considered by
artilleiists second only to the British. The best

known and most effective of their j;uns is the

12-inch ritie Ineech-loader of oO tons. Its penetra-

tion into iron at 1000 yards is 22-3 inches. An
8-inch scrcwed-np linn of o'o tons, in four pieces,

was designed in 1876 by Captain Kolokolzor, of the

Ru.ssian Artillery, and did good service at Rnst-
schiik against the Turks in the following year.

Italy has some tield-guns of compressed bronze,

anil others of cast-steel fi-om Krupp's factory,
Elswick supplying her naval and coast defence
weapons. In 1878 a tube, 50 tons in weight,
was cast in iron at Turin by Rodman's process, and
afterwards strengthened with three concentric steel

rings, making up a total weight of 100 tons. This

Krupp's 3'3-inch Quick-firing Gui;

gun, 17 •72-inch calibre, was designed by General
Rosset of the Italian army, and with a muzzle
velocity of 1480 feet per second, penetrated 23 inches
of ircjn at KXK) yards.
A nutria after adopting compressed steel-bronze

(I'chatius metal) for her field-guns, and others

up to 7-inch calibre from the same alloy, has
discarded it, and now procures her cannon from
Baron Krui)p.

The United States have always excelled in cast-

ing heavy iron guns on Rodman's system, and a
great many are on hand.
It is also found impossible
to produce the steel re-

quired for modern guns in

t lie country, and the South
Berlin workshop has
therefore been engaged
in converting cast-iron

smooth-bore guns into
rilled weapons by tubing
them with steel, and
strengthening them with
steel jackets and coils.

In 1885 such a converted
breech-loading gun of 12-

inch calibre, lired with
26.5 lb. of cocoa powder
and an 800-lb. shot, gave
a muzzle velocity of 1711
feet per second, and a

pressure of 14 '35 tons. In
the same year the steel

tube and coils of a 6-inch
breech-loading gun of 5
tons were put together at
South Berlin, and a 12-

inch Ineech-loading steel

wire gun of 53 tons
Avas commenced, the steel

being procured from the Whitworth foundry.
These were soon after in use in the service.

Gun-carria(fes.—These vary with the nature and
use of the cannon. Field-guns, intended to move
across country, are mounted as in lig. 4, which
shows one htted Avith steel limber-boxes. When
in action tlie ' trail ' is unhooked fiom the ' limber,'

in whicli ammunition is carried. This is the
wea]ion whicli has of late years Ijeen supplied
to the British Field Artillery. Heavy guns are
mounted on carriages working on platforms or on
'mountings' in fortresses, and on slides on board
ship. Fig. 5 shows one of the latter class with
hydraulic appliances for elevating or depressing the

gim by raising or lowering the slide, and for training

it to the right or left. Hitherto the first of

these movements was effected liy elevating
gear under the breech of the gun, and the
other by mounting the slide on trucks
running on racers. Hydraulic power is

now used also for raising the heavy pro-

jectiles, and for ramming them home, as
well as for rotating the turret when a
gun is mounted in one. The lighter

natures of quick-firing guns are mounted,
when in forts or on board ship, on fixed

pedestals, and on carriages similar to
those f(n- field-guns when intended to
accompany troops in the field. The
brackets wliicli supjjort the slide of the
lieavier natures work on trunnions and
rotate on a central pivot. Elevation or
<lepression is given by moving the brackets
on their trunnions, so that the axis of the
gun, and therefore the direction of the
recoil, is always p<arallel to the slide on
which it rests.

Except the wheels and shafts of field-

gun carriages, steel is the material now used for all

the chief parts of these constructions, the smaller
fittings being of gun-metal.
A form of carriage by which the recoil is utilised

so as to cause the gun to disapj)ear, will be found
described under MoNCRlEFF Pits.
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Since 1896 the German artiller>' have Ijeen re-

armed witli .1 f|uick-rniii<,' lield-im li;i\ in;,' a side-
wedye lireech iiiecliiiiiiMii of the Krupp type. Tlie
cjililde issli;,'Iitly lar;,'t'r than the IJiitisli Ij ].iiiiiidi'r

and 12-pounder, aii<l the niiiz/le velocity i!< somewhat
less. It is used for shrapnel as well as hi;,'hlv ex-
(ilosive shells, their weight lieiii;: aliont 15 11».

' The
earria^es and linihers are of a li^^liter construction
than those of the Hritish, so that the field and horse
artillery eciuijinients may l»e practically similar.

The variiius inetliuils of closing tin- lin-ech of a i,'un are
described undtr BKEECH-l.OAm.\(j, tla- .-j-stems of ritling

under KiFLE. Seo also .\rmstro.N(;, .Vrtii.i.kuv, Car-
ROX.\DE.S, C.XRTKIOOK, Ks.ShTN. OrSXERY, (iUXTOWDEK,
KBUPP. M.VCHIXE OlX, MOKTAK, and SHELL.

Caniioii-ball Tr**** Cointiu/,if» <fiiiini,ii.si.s),

a lai;:c n f (Juiana. one of the Lecythidacea%
l»eariM^' a lar^f and fra^'rant fruit.

Caniistatt. a town of Wiirtemher;,', on the
Neckar, :{ miles NE. of Stutt;,'art. Known in
lioman times, it has 3{» mineral springs, two
palaces, and some manufactures. Pop. (1875)
l.i,0<U: (1H9()) •JO.'Jt;.").

Cannula, a small tulw used in surj,'erv ; especi-
ally a tulie enclosing a trucar, or perforator (with-
drawn after it luis effected the introduction of the
tuhe), used for evacuating air or lluid from anv
cavity in the l>ody : and the tuhe for tin- patient to
hreathe through, inserted into the windpipe after
I he operation of Tracheotomy (q.y.).

Cano, -Vi.oN.so, a Spanish painter, lM>rn at
(•ranada in iliOl, receivea his lii-st instnictions in

the principles of art from his father, who w;us an
architet't, and attained <eleliritv so early that in

Ki.'W or Ki.'V.t he w;is a|>pointeil court painter and
architect to the king. Cano was of a luisty temi»er,

and was accused of having murdered his wife in a
tit of jwilousy, liut the accusation ai»peai-s to liave

been <iuite groundless. He wits sul>jecte<l to the
torture ; liut no confession having l»een elicited, lie

was acfjuitted and received again into the royal

favour, named residentiary of (Jranada, and sjient

his last years in acts of devotion ami charity. He
die<l 3d Octolier 1607. In Fuseli's opinion, he
excelled all his contem]toraries except Vehixiuez.
His eminence in the three departments of the
tine arts— .sculpture, painting, anil andiitecture-
uhtained for him the hyperlM)lical title of the
'Spanish Michael .\n;;elo.' His jdctiires, marked
by graceful design ami pleasing colouring, are very
numerous, and are preserved in (Iranada, Seville,

Mailrid, Malaga, and other Spanish cities.

Canoe (from a ("arihbean word through the
Sjian. rii/iiiii), originally, a light narrow boat, made
of the hollowed stem of a tice or of bark, and pro-

pelled by paddles. The ancji-nt lliilish and many
native canoes are ' dug-outs,' Wing simply stems

of trees hollowed
l»y stone im-
piements, shells,

or fire, and
then shaped, and
often sharpened
at either end ;

canoes hollowe<l

out of the trunks
of oaks have been
dug up in c(m-
-iderable num-
bers in tliel'nited

Kingrloni. The
< "anadian birch-

bark canoe is a
light, buoyant,
frail-looking, but

serviceable bark. In building it a skeleton is made
of light wwjd, the casing of birch-bark is put on

"•r-v

Canadian Trapper's Caiiot.-.

' transversely, with the broadest strips amidships,
and sewn together with the fibrous roots of iirtrees,

I
while the seams are dressed with gum. It has no

' keel, and neither stem nor stern, but runs to a point
at each end : and neither nails nor pegs are used in

I

its construction. The outer skin of the ' Canadian '

I

canoes so popular on the Thames is made of alter-

nate strips of light and dark hard-'Tained woods,

, ,; inch thick, groo\ ed, liound, and glued together ;

a layer of broader strips, placed crosswise, forms the
inner skin. The tinuter used is steamed and bent
when moist on to a mould the exact size of the

I

proposed canoe. The birch-bark canoes of South
' America and the native Australian gum-tree bark
i canoe are made of one piece oi l»ark. Esijuimaux
I
canoes are generally of .seal or walrus skin stretched

I over w halelK)ne ; some Lal)rador canoes have a
' round hole or well in the centre lor the occupant,
and are light enough to be carrietl on the he.ad.

The canoe of (Jreenland and Hudson Strait is Hat-
Itottomed and Hat-sided. Many of the Polynesian
canoes are hollowe<l out of a single log. ( »thers are
of planks cunninglv fastened togetlu-i, and lifted

witn outriggers. TLe Malay and 1 )y a k canoes are
long anil narrow. The largest Fiji canoes are 100
feet long, and the double ones—with ileck placed
Ijetween them—of 70 feet can carry from 40 to 50
persons. Those of the Solomon Islands have a
palette-shaped sail maile of a mat. The war
canoes have often elalK)rately carved ends. Mr
Stanley in his descent of the Congo encountered
a war canoe with 40 men rowing on each side,

and 10 in the 1k)w, while 8 men 'iiided at the
stem with ivory-tipped paddles. Two or three
of his own canoes lor exploring purposes were of
teak, 70 feet long, and very heavy. Others, ou
the inland African lakes, are made of reeds. See
the articles Catamakan. I'kua, i^.c.

Modern Ihitish canoes have been niaile of pajier,

tin, and inilia-rubf»er, but they are Usually con-
structed of oak, cedar, or |»ine. A tin canoe was
sailed on the Thames in 1S47, and an Esiniimaux
canoe had been exhibited there prior to that date ;

but the revival of British canoeing is dm- to the
achievements and lectures (.since ls.50) ol .Mr John
Macdregor (see the article under that head), the
pritlits of wlio.se lectures and published works on
the subject— upwards of £10,000 -were wholly
devoted to ]»liilanthroidc institutions. His I!of/ linij

canoe for navigating eastern waters was 14 feet long.

•J() inches widi', with a 7-Ioot paddle; and its weight,
including jiaddles, ni;ists, and .sails, was 72 lb. It

was of oak l>elow, decked with cedar, had an apron
of white waterproof, and the sails were dyed blue
to resist the glare of the sun. IJut of late years the
type of lanoi' has greatly changed. Mes.srs

Tredwen and lladeii- Powell's Pciirl and SdtttHtm
canoes have both the head of the boat raised and
its shoulder broadened, the modern cruising canoe
Iteing on an average l."> feet long, with a 30-inch

beam ; they are mostly fitted witli two larger .sails,

and, with a metal centre-board and deep rudder,

can sail as close to the wind, when tacking, sis a
yacht. Mr T. H. Holdings Sci-n-u canoe ( 1887),

weighing 1,St J 175 lb., has l>een largely iulopted

l>otli in England and Scotland. The U<»yal Canoe
r'lub rules limit the weight of cniising canoes to

200 lb., anil the sail area to 75 sijuare feet. A
minor imitrovement of some importance was the
invention of the back-board on movable centres,

with a ile\iation which leaves the spine untouched,
by means of which the canoeist i-an lean back at

any angle. A sjjced of 40 miles a day has been
covered on lakes and smootii water ; racing canoes
20 feet long, and 18 inches broad, attain a speed
of 8 miles an hour. Latterly a new mode of sailing

has come into use : instead of sitting in the well,

the crew .sits on the side of the deck, just aft
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amidships, and thus leans outward to balance the

wind pressure, steering the boat by a tiller litted on

deck. Tlie long-voyage equipment for a canoeist

must include most" of the following articles for

boat gear—tent, cooking apparatus, compass, cork

seat, painter, air-bed, pistol or revolver, lamp,

water-bottle, waterproof sheet, Hshing appliances,

&c. ; and for dress— a jiith hat, woven cap, Norfolk

jackets, flannel trousei-s, shirts, and under-vests,

cape and hood, sou'-wester, shoes, Macintosh coat,

waterproof boots, slippei-s, and' brushes and comb,

&c.
The Royal Canoe Club, of which H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales is commodore, was founded in

1866, and has now '200 members in diflerent i)arts

of the world. There are some honorary lady

members. It is sai<l that only one member of the

club has lost his life, and on that occasion his canoe

came safely to land with its sails and flags Hying :

the occupant had fallen out and perished in bog
water. Indeed, the modern canoe, in spite of its

great sail area, is the safest type of pleasure-boat

existing, and will ride out open boats many times

its size. Hull, Liverpool, Newcastle, Sunderland,
Birmingham, Glasgow, and Leitli nave all their

contingent of canoeists. The British Canoe
Association (founded in 1887) has about 70
nieml)ers, and holds an annual meet. The Ameri-
can Canoe Club numbered some 5000 membei-s in

1888. The Octoroon, 16 feet long and 23 inches

broad, crossed from Boulogne to Dover in 11 hours,

19th August 1867 ; Mr Fowler crossed from Bou-
logne to Sandgate, standing in an india-rubber twin
canoe (the Podoscaphe), in 12 hours, 19th August
1878 ; and in 1887 a youth named Henderson
paddled from Dover to Calais in a very small
canoe in 11 hours, having with him neither food
nor water.
See MacGregor's A Thousand Miles in the Rob Roy

Canoe, and Rob Roy on the Baltic, Jordan, and Zuy-
der Zee; Baden-Powell's Canoe Travelling (1871);
Inwards' Cruise of the Ringleader ; R. L. Stevenson's
Inland Voyage; Holding's Cruise of the O.tprey (1878),
and Watery Wanderin'/s (18S6); Bishop's Vovar/e of the
Paper Canoe (Boston. 1878); and E. G. Tliwaites's
Historic Watericays {Ch\ca.^o, 1888). A list of works is

appended to the rules of the R. C. C. The Model Yachts-
man and C'lnoeist is the organ of the sport in England,
and the Field contains reports ; the American Canoeist
represents the American Canoe Association.

Canon, a word originally Greek, connected
with laoDia, a ' cane or reed,' and (like the Hebrew
gdneh) signifying a straight staff used as a
measuring-rod, is applied in various arts and
sciences to what serves for a rule or standard.
From this general sen.se, which it bears—e.g. in
Galatians, vi. 16, the word by the middle of the
3d century had come to mean the type of Chris-
tian doctrine recognised as orthodox by the
Catholic Church, and afterwards was particularly
employed to designate collectively the Scriptures
which were accepted by the Christian church as
the standard or rule of faith (see Bible and
Apocryph.\). The first instances of the latter
meaning are found in the 59th canon of the
Council of Laodicea (363 a.d. ), and in the Epis-
tola fcstalis of Athauasius. Hence arose the use
of the word to signify a list (e.g. that of the
clergy at the Council of Nica-a in 325), and in
this sense it is still used to denote the catalogue or
register of Catholic saints. The use of the plural
form to denote church precents occurs about 300,
and it begins to be sjtecially transferred to the
decrees of church councils about the middle of tlie
4th century (see Canon Law). The same word
is used to designate the fixed form of prayer said
by the priests of the Roman Catholic anil Greek
churches before, at, and after the consecration of
the Host.

Canon (Lat. ca/wnicus), an ecclesiastical

dignitary (so called as living under a rule, or as

following the rule or canon of divine service, or

again, most probably, as inscribed on the canon or

roll of ecclesiastical Officers ) holding a prebend in

a cathedral or collegiate church. His oflice is of

no great antiquity. According to Pasquier, canons
are mainly divided into Canons Regular and Canons
Secular. This, however, is not j)recisely true, for

the term canon was applied in the 4th centurj'

to cenobites living under a common rule ; and the

office of canon is supposed by .some antiquaries

to have been introduced by Baudin or Baldwin,
Archbishop of Tours (546-52) under Clothaire I.,

but was more probably first instituted by Chro-
degand, or Chrodegang, Bishop of Metz, in 763.

It is at least certain that he was the author
of the oldest canonical rule, which was simply
an adaptation of the monastic rule commonly
but erroneously attributed to St Augustine, to

the priests and ' clerks ' specially attached to

the service of a cathedral or other church, but
differing therefrom chiefly by omitting the vow
of poverty, and allowing canons to retain a life-

interest in private property. It enjoined on the
canons manual labour, the practice of silence at
certain times, confession twice a year, and other
duties needless to specify. The canons formed the
council of the bishop, and assisted him in the
government of his diocese. They lived in a house
called a monastery, slept in a common room, ate at
the same table, and w^ere originally supported out
of the episcopal revenues. This institute was
encouraged by Charlemagne, under whom pro-

visions concerning it were enacted at the Councils
of Aix-la-Chapelle in 788, and Mentz in 813. In
816 Louis the Pious induced the Council of Aix-la-
Chapelle to draw up a general rule of 147 articles

for the whole body of canons. Canons found their

way not long afterwards into England, Scotland,
and Ireland. Various reforms of canons were made
in the 11th and beginning of the 12th century,
notably the institution for the canons regular of iiiles

for community of life and abolition of private wor-
ship imposed by Pope Nicolas II. in 1059, and by
Alexander II. in 1063, and the foundation of the
Austin canons by Gervase, Archbishop of Rheims, in

1067, foUoM-ed up by Ivo, Bishop of Chartres ( 1090-
1115 ). Although the so-called rule of St Augustine
was adopted in various places, it was not till 1139
that Innocent II. decreed, and the Council of

Lateran, that all canons regular should lie bound by
that rule, and from that time they took generally
the title of canons regular of St Augustine, or
Austin Canons ( see AUGUSTINIANS ). They were
further dealt with in a reform enforced by a bull
of Benedict XII. in 1339. Gradually, however,
many began to emancipate themselves from the
restrictions of monastic life, and to live independ-
ent of any rule, which is not at all surprising,
for the canons were wont to keep apart from tlie

'lower clergy,' as they called parisli priests and
others who really laboured to impart religious
instruction. They were often of noble families,
loved titles—at Lyons, one of the 'noble chapters,'
every member of which had to prove several
descents of nobility in the case of both his parents,
they were called counts—and in general were men
of the world rather than true churchmen. Most of
these reformed or remodelled canons were called
Black Canons, from wearing a black cassock

;

others, White Canons, from wearing a white habit,
like the Premonstratcnses of Pic.ardy in France,
and the canons of St Victor at Paris and Marseilles.
In England, while there is some ground for holding
that the clergy established by Augustine at the
church of Canterbury were rather canons regular
than monks, there is no positive evidence of the
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introduction of canons re;,nilar till the lu'-^inning
of the l'2th centurj-, when they appear at Gloucester,
and somewhat later in Lomlon. They were re-

formed hy Cardinal Wolsey in 1519, in virtue of a
hull of Leo X., hut shared in the j^'eneral fall of
monastic institutions in la.SO. The class of secular
canons, whose manner of life was not conventual,
and who therefore escape*! destruction in Enj^land
when the monasteries were aholished hy Heniy
\'I1I.. i>rohal)ly ori^nnated in a tendency to relax
the severity of rule enjoined on the rej,Tilars, which
indeed w.os hardly less strinj,'ent than in the case
of ordinary monks. Secular canons still exist in
the An<rlic^in Ciiurch, .and their duties—makinfr
allowance for the diH'erence hetween the Honian
Catholic and Anj,dican reli<,'ions—are much the
same in kiml as they were before the Reformation.
See Cathedral.

Canon, in Music ( from the Cr. lanon, ' a rule
' ),

is the species of Imitation (q.v. ) most strictly
acconlin'; to rule. The melody <riven out by one
part is repeated not* for note by the successive
l)arts whidi follow at any interval of time and
|H)sition in the .«cale. When produced between
two parts it is called 'two in one," when between
three, ' three in one,' at the octave, fifth, or any
other interval. Two or more canons may be
carrietl on simultaneously : a piece for ei;,'ht parts,

consisting of four canons each lietween two voices
heard simultaneously, "is termed a canon 'eight in

four.' Utiier jiarts may be heard, not in imitation,
along with those in canon. The imitation may
also Ik" made by means of the devices of inversion,
diminution, augmentation, retrogression, &c. The
latter is termed a canon ' cancri/ans,' from its crab-
like motion. When a canon terminates by a few
notes not in imitation, forming a cadence, it is

called tinite ; l>ut when it returns again to the
commencement it bccoiues ' circular,' or 'infinite.'

Canons are found in lM>th instrumental and vocal
works, and coiii|»osers of all ages have shown their
skill in constructing them. They alMiund in the
works of the older writers, and occasionally con-
sitlerable works were constructed wholly in canon- -

e.g. a Mass by Ah-ssandro Scarlatti. Frenuently
they were more curious an<l enigmatical than
beautiful ; in nHKlern music they a{>pear in their

proper a.si>ect as incidental, or as merely an in-

genious play ujton notes. liyrd's well-known Ao//
nobis Domhic may Ik* referred to iis a specimen of

canon. A full treatment of the subject will be
found in the works upon counteqioint and fugue by
Marpurg, Cherubini, or ( Kiseley.

Canon (sometimes spelt canyon; Sjian. 'a
cannon,' 'tube,' 'gorge ), the name given in

western North America to a deep gorge or river

ravine, l>etween high j)recipitous clifls. One of the
best exam|»les is the far-famed canon of the Colo-
rado (q.v.) ; see also Snake Kivki;

CanonoSS (canom'ca). The title of canoness
was given at tlie close of the 8th century to a da.ss

<»f women living in common under a somewhat
laxer rule than that of nuns, and originating in

the Frank emjjire in imitaticjn of the cliaj)ters

of canons then recently instituted. They took
the vows of chastity and oliedience, but not
tliat of )(overty, and were not cloistered, though
they had a common table and dormitory, and were
bound to the recitation of the lireviarv, as were i

nuns. Their occupations were chiefly eilucation of

girls, transcription and embellishment of church
oflice-lmoks, and embroidery- of vestments. The
advantages of such institutions as asylums in a 1

rough age were soon visible, and they multiplied

in consequence, but as in many houses the reli-
|

gious motive had little to do with entrance, a
diitinclioii was drawn ere long between canonesses

|

regular and secular. The secular canonesses were
for the most part members of princely or noble
families, practised much state and luxury, and
retained none of the rule save the common dor-

mitory and the recitation of the Hours in choir.

In Germany, several abbesses of canonesses were
princesses of the emj)ire, kept up feudal state, and
tJirnished contingents to the inii)erial army from
their vas.sals ; and at the Reformation some
chapters adopted the new opinions, and subsist to

the present Aay as Protestant foundations, enjoy-
ing the revenues, and admitting to membership
only ladies of noble birth or daughters of dis-

tinguished members of the military and civil

services, whose sole obligation is celibacy during
membership. The institute never spread beyond
the limits of the empire, and the non-German
houses were chiefly in Hainault, Flanders, and
Lorraine.

Canonical Hours are the hours of day and
night fixed for the reciting or chanting of the several
parts of the divine ofHce in the Church of Rome,
i>ut thev are nc* longer strictly adhered to except
in certain monastic orders. See Breviakv.

Canonioal.s, a term use<l to describe the jiroper

ecclesia.-tical ilre.ss of the clergj-. See \'e.stMENTS.

Canonisation in the Roman Catholic Church
is a soleiiiii act l)y which the jiopc imlilicly pro-

claims the sanctity of a servant of God, whom he
thereupon projio.ses to the veneration and ciiltus of

the universal church. As a rule it is the final act
of a lengthy juridical nrocess, of which a former
stage has been comi>leie(l by the decree of Beatifica-
tion (q.v.). Tt) obtain tliis preliminary honour,
the reputed saint must jja.ss a strict examination of

his virtues, and give jiroof of his performance of

miracles. The decree of beatification declares him
to be among the citizens of heaven, and accords
him the title of Ble.s.sed, but the cultus, including
the celebration of his fe.ast-day, proper offices in

mis.sal and breviary, and the public veneration of his

image or relics, is permitted only in a sjiecitied

country, diocese, or religious order. Canonisation,
which follows only on evidence being i)roduced of

fresh miracles iierformed by the Bcatiis, gives him
the full title of Saint, and enjoins his cultus upon
the whole church.

This formal grant of a heavenly rank and <lignity

to a deceased j)erson has an analogy with the
Apothcusis

(
q.v. ) of ancient Rome. In the i>rindtive

Christ ian church the germs of the modern custom
are to ])e found in the honours publicly paid to the
martyrs. Altars were set up at their tombs, the
anniversaries of their triumphs were celebrated
with religious rites, and their names commemorated
in the liturgj'. Similar honours came shortly to be
bestowed on the c(tnfes.sors or those who sufl'ered

imprisonment or jiains short of actual martyrdom
for their faith ; and finally, when the days of per-

.secution were over, the status of a confessor and
the title of saint were extended to all who died
with a rejiutation for eminent sanctity or for the
working of miracles, which was taken as an almost
infallible token of sanctity. For many centuries

the appellation of saint was given to individuals,

as it were, by po[)ular acclamation. Martyrologies,
menologies, calendars, and the like, were composed,
which gave with more or less discernment and
authority the names of the generally acknowledged
saints, while it would fall to the bishop to decide
to whom he should assign a feast-day or ritual

commemoration within the limits of his own juris-

diction. (Jrave mistakes were admittedly made.
Thus, St Martin of Tours is said to have miracu-
lously discovered that a pretended martyr much
honoured in his iliocese, and over whose tomb the
bishop had erected an altar, was no other than a
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robber executed for his crimes. Legerularv 'acts,'

ini'xratin'j; from country to country, were a frequent

source of confusion, a curious instance of which
may be fttund in tlie story of Barhiam and Josaphat
(fj-v. ), wliich lias procured a place in the Itonian

martyrology for the pious memory of Jiuddha.

It was not until a comparatively late period that

a regular form of jtrocedure e(iui\alent to canonisa-

tion was adopteii. Ai)plication had, indeed, in

early times been made to Home for sanction of the

cultus of some holy iierson, as in the case of

Vigilius, Bishop of Trent, said to have l)een

martyred in the lirst decade of the oth century.

But the earliest acknowledged instance of a solemn
decree of canonisation is that of Udalric or Ulric,

Bishop of Augsburg, declared to be a saint by Johu
XVI. in 99.> A.D. A little short of two Inuidred

years later (1170 A.D. ) Alexander III. reserved the
rigiit of canonising exclusively to the Holy See,

and made it unlawful to render public cultus to any
person, however celebrated for miracles, without
the sanction of the pope. There had apparently
been some ground for the decree ; for in the
pontiticate of this same Alexander, the monks of a
certain convent had publicly venerated as a saint

a member of their community, who, in a fit of

ilrunkenness, had been Vieaten to death by his

religions brethren. Tiie new rules were, however,
not strictly observed, .and abuses continued.
Urban VIII., in two constitutions, 1625 and 1634,
made more stringent regulations, and laid down
the procedure in cases of canonisation, which, with
slight modifications, is in force at the present day.
It was strictly forbidden to give any public honour
whatever to a reputed saint, to exhibit his picture
in church, or even to apply to such a one the title

of 'saint,' without explanation. The pope, how-
ever, declared that he did not thereby intend to
prejudice the case of those who had received im-
memorial cultus through the general consent of the
church, or whose cultus had obtained any special
sanction from hLs predecessors. The exception is

important.
Canonisation, without a special dispensation,

cannot be decreed until fifty years have elapsed
since the decease of the claimant for the honour.
The process which precedes the decree observes
all the forms of a suit at law. Two things must
be established l)y competent witnesses—eminent
virtues, technically called virtues in an 'heroic
degree,' and the performance of miracles. The
virtues, however heroic, will not be enough with-
out miracles, and the miracles, however numer-
ous and extraordinary. Mill not sutiice without
heroic virtue. In the case of the martyrs only, the
requirements under the head of virtue are naturally
less rigorous, all that is needed being proof of
certain dispositions regarded as a proper i)repara-
tion for true martyrdom. The first step is taken
in the country or diocese of the .servant of God by
the ordinary, who sets up his court and examines
witnesses, who siieak, not now of virtues in par-
ticular, nor in proof of definite miracles, but of the
existence of fama, or a reputation for sanctity.
The bishop, or his vicar-general with assessors,
sits as judge. The iiostulator selects and summons
the witnesses in favour of the cause. An official
corresponding to the iiromotor Jidei, or the 'devil's
advocate,' at Rome, watches the case to see that all
the forms of the law are strictly observed, and a
notary takes down the evidence, which, with all
the documents ' comi)ulsed ' or put into court, is
transmitted to Rome, to be there laid before the
(Jongiegation of Rites, whose business it is to sift
and examine the evidence ; and finally, but not
until the expiration of ten years, report to the

not necessary to descril)e the several stages

pope.
It is

through which the process is conducted. If the

I

promoter of the faith is satisfied, the pope takes
I the cause into his own hands, issues remissorial
' letters to a committee of the Congregation of

I

Rites, which will then have to examine the virtues

! and miracles specifically. The cause is now said to

I

be 'introduced.' So far the juridical decision is

I equivalent to the finding of a grand jury that there
I is ground for sending the case to trial. The intro-

I duction of the cause—i.e. of the pontifical process,

I

entitles the bcatijicaiidus to be called Venerable.
Very many have attained to this point in the pro-
ceedings, and no further. The legal expenses are
considerable ; and apart from the merits of the
candidate, the motive power, such as the patron-
age of princes or the intlueiice of a powerful reli-

gious order, is often wanting. If, however, the
candidate passes successfully through the ordeal of
the pontifical process, a decree of beatification is

pronounced, and a festival-day, with proper office

and the annexed privileges, is conceded to a
specified locality or community, beyond which the
cultus must on no account be extended. Before
the further process of canonisation can be instituted,

as has been said, the beatus must have worked a
certain number of miracles since his beatification,

and if these are such as can be brought into court,

the case once more passes through the hands of

several congregations, the last of wliich is held in

presence of the pope, when the final decree is drawn
up and agreed upon.
The ceremony of canonisation takes place in the

Vatican basilica, and is one of the most solemn
and imposing of all papal functions. It opens with
a grand procession of pope and cardinals, Avitli the
image of the saint borne on banners. The pope then
takes his seat on the throne, surrounded with his

court. The postulator of the cause, generally a
person of high rank, is led to the steps of the
throne, and there petitions that the blessed servant
of God may be enrolled in the catalogue of saints.

The pope replies that so grave a matter requires
light and counsel from heaven. The litanies are
thereuiDon chanted, and the demand of the postu-
lator renewed. Again the pope requires to ascer-

tain the will of God by prayer, and the Vent
Creator is sung. After a third request the |)ope

announces that the beatus is enrolled in the canon
of the saints, and that his memory is to be cele-

brated on a certain day throughout the church.
Other ceremonies follow, with a high mass, at
which the pope officiates, and at which the several
cardinals concerned present mystical oflerings,

ornamented candles of wax, turtle doves and other
live birds in gold and silver cages, costly fiagons of
wine, &c.

It must not l)e supposed that these lengthy
juridical jiroceedings and ceremonies take place
on all occasions of papal canonisation. P^or,

besides what is called the formal canonisation,
there is another process called equipollent or
equivalent canonisati(m. This is founded upon the
before-mentioned exceptions of Urban VIII.—i.e.

upon proof of immemorial cultus, or of some papal
sanction given to cultus prior to tlie date of Urban 's

constitution. In such cases the pope may at once
pronounce the decree. Equiiiollent beatification
is a summary juocess of a similar kind. The pope
accepts the results of the ordinary process, and at
once decrees beatification.

Equipollent beatification and the earlier stages
of the process may be illustrated by the I'ecent

case of the English martyrs of the 16th and 17th
centuries, which possesses some interest as being
the first instance of the introduction of a cause
relating to any English-speaking person since the
Reformation. On June 19, 1874, Cardinal Manning
instituted the ordinary process in due form. He
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delej^te<l three jud{,'es, who lield their sessions at
the Lomloii Onttory. Fatlier Murris, 8..J., acted as
postiilator, and sunnuoned Bislmp Hedley, Father
ritevensoii. tlie Duke of Norfolk, and others, as
historical experts, to jjive evidence on oath in

answer to written interrojratories. They testified

to the cause of inartynloni, the character of the
martyrs, and the tradition of miracles wrought at

their intercession or l>y touch of their relics. There
is no cross-exanunation, nor are unfavourahle wit-
ne.sses called. The j)rocee«lin;:s, with extracts from
books and MSS. , were carried to Home, where for

more than the requisite ten years the ca-se remained
to Ik? slowly di;;ested hv the oHicials of the Con-
giejration of Kites. Tlie jtromoter of the faith
made the usual objections, itjund that such a one
ha<l died a natural death in prison, or that
religion couhl not he said to l>e the cause of

the execution of another. Meanwhile attempts
were made by the postulators to escape from
the ditticTilties of the tedious process before them,
by timling ;,aound upon which the pope could
by indult j,'rant eouipollent beatification. Such
a ground was at last discovered in the [lictiires

of the martyrs under Henrj' VIII. ami Eliza-

l>eth, painted on the walls of the English Col-
lege at Home in 1582, by sanction of (.Jregory

XIII., and thereby giving proof of papal authority
for public veneration of these martyrs. The
•devds advocate' was .satlstied, and accordingly
the tifty-four martyrs here reiiresented were
declared IJlessed in a decree issueu l)ecemlK?r 29,

1886. Tiie cau.se of 2»51 wjis • introiluced," and these
are therefore entitled to be styled Venerable Ser-

vants of (tod. Against thirty-three whose names
were sent up to Home by Cardinal Manning, in-

cluding Henrj- Garnet the Jesuit, the objections

of the j)rom<»ter so far prevailed that their cause
was deterred.

The cjise affords a curious illustration of the
weak points in the procedure. The list of these

English martyrs transmitte<l to Kome in the first

instance followed that of the cautious Bishop
Challoner, ami therefore excluded many doubtful
claimants who ha<l appeareil in some earlier and
less authentic catalogues. Little was known, for

examjde, of the priest IMumtree, who acted as

chaplain for the northern earls in the rising of 1569,

and was hanged as a reljel at Durham. Few
writers ventured to reckon him as a martyr for

religion. Bnt his execution was repre.sentetl in

Circiniani's pictures, and therefore, notwith.stand-

ing the lack of historical evidence or even of

continued tradition, he becomes suddenly, on the

strength of this papal privilege, without proof of

miracles, promoted /;er so//«m to the full honours
of Watitication.

It remains to be sai<l that Roman theologians

commoidy hold the decree of canonisation to l)e

infallible, on the ground that otherwise the church
might hoM up to the veneration and imitation of

the faithful a lost soul. It is said to be more
doubtful if beatification is also infallible, for al-

though the decree publicly declares the decea.sed

person to be among the blesseil, liLs cultus is

pernntted rather than enjoined, an<l that not for

the universal ciiurch, but, as has been said, for a

limited district or community.
The chief authority on canonisation is the

treat work of Cardinal Lambertini, afterwards

Benedict XIV., whose three folio volumes, De
lifiitifiratione et i'/iiioiiizatiofi'' Snnctoruiit, are a

fitorehou-se of information not only on the legal

procedure, Vait on the phenomena of ecstasies,

visions, raptures, bilocations, and the miracu-

lous healing of the sick and raising of the dead.

A goofl summar>' of the subject may be read

in Ferraris' J'rom/ttd Bibliothaa (article Cultus

98

Sanctorum ). A portion of Benedict XIV. s treatise

relating to Htiuir Virtue was translated in 1850
into Englisii umier that title by the Fathers of the
(Jratory. See S.\INT.

Canon La^* {juscanonicum) is, strictly speak-
ing, that part only of ecclesiastical legislation in

and liy synods of spiritual jiersons whicii is con-

cerned with the moral and ilisciplinary government
of the Christian church, and is emliodied in the
fonn of canotta or rules. It is thus distinct alike
from the dogmatic decisions of similar synods,
emlxulied in decrees, attecting formularies and
standards of doctrine ; from papal law (jus jiouti-

Jiriurn

)

; .and from enactments of the civil power
upon ecclesiastical subjects (jus eerlesidstiruui),

though the liist often overlaps the canon law ])roper.

The earliest examjile of the enactment of such laws
is in Acts, xv. 6-29, when the council of apostles
and elders at Jerusalem framed rules of discipline

for the new Centile converts. It was not until the
conversion of the empire, however, that it was
fea.sible for c.inons of .synods to have more than
local currency and merely consensuiil force. From
that time two new factoi"s enter into the evolution
of canon law—the general councils, which either
themselves enact canons to bind all Christendom,
or give their sanction to those enacted by local

syn<Mls, thereby sindlarly extending their scope

;

and the sanction of the civil power, valiilatmg
church canons so as to give them legal force anu
coercive authority.
Canon Law is broadly divided into Eastern and

Western. The canon law of the Eiistern Church
is a comparatively brief code, composed exclusively
of few, iiomogeneous, ancient, and authentic ma-
terials, and has remained unallected by change or
accretion for a thousand years. It consists of the
following matters : ( 1 ) The discijilinary canons of

the seven cotincils recognLse<l as tecumenical by
the (Jnvco- Russian Church—namelv, Nice 1., Con-
stantinople I., Ephesus, Chalcedon, Constanti-
nojile II. and III., (^uinisext in Trullo (accounted
by the Eiistems as supplementary to the fifth

and sixth (ecumenical councils, and therefore not
.separately reckimed ), and Nice II.; (2) the an-
cient code of laws known as ' Apostolical Canons ;

'

(3) the canons of varicms lesser synods, Eiustern

and African, accepted and sanctioned by one
or other of the gresxter synods ; (4) canons pro-

niulged bv Dionysius and I'eter of Alexantlria,

(•regory fhaumaturgus, Athanasius, Basil the
(Jreat, Gregory of Ny.s.^-a, Theophilus and Cyril of

Alexandria, and canonical ei)istles of (^eniiiidius

and Tarasius of (Constantinople ; (5) the comments
and glosses thereupim of the 12th-century canonists
Theodore Bal.samon, Joannes Zonaras, and Alexius
Aristenus, which, though not properly part of the
body of law, have V»een usually treated as authori-

tative interpretations. The earliest attempt at

codifying the Eastern laws (there were various

j)artial collections made previously ) was the
Syntagma Cauunum or Nomocanou, compiled in

the 6th centurv by John the Scholastic ; the final

one was the A omocanon of Photius, patriarch of

Constantinople, compiled about 880 A.u. All the
main documents of this Eastern code are to be
founil in the SynodU.on or I'andertir of Bishop
Beveridge (2 vols, folio, Oxford, 1672-82). The
civil validation of the Eastern canon law was first

ettected bv Novel cxxxi. of the emperor Justinian.

The ^Veste^n canon law is of much greater
extent, is composed of much more diversified

materials, inclusive of a large element of j>apal

law, anil ha.s undergone continual changes by
means of successive accretions and interpolations,

many of the latter being spurious, besides l)eing

further complicated by the codes of canons enacted
by national churches, and having local currency
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only, but co-ordinate witli the main Latin code in

the several territories within which they are or

were in use.

Tlie earliest full collection of canons received in

the West wjis made almost contemjioraneously with

the earliest Eastern one, and is due to Dionysius

Exiguus, a Scytliian monk of tiie tUli century, who
translated t!ie (ireek portion oi his materials into

Latin, and issued (ctrca 550 A.l).)the whole in a

body of 401 canons, being those of the Apostles,

Nice I., Ancyra, Neoc.esarea, Oangra, Antioch,

Lao<licea, Constantinople I., and Clialcedon, the

so-called canons of Sardica, and the African code

of 138 canons. To these he added further all the

decretal epistles of popes with which he was
acciuainted, beginninj,' with Siricius in 385, and
ending with Anastasius II. in 496, thus discredit-

ing in advance the long sul)sequent forgery of the

False Decretals, which professedly went back much
earlier. This collection was adopted at Kome, and
received there its lirst accretions in the decretals of

popes later than the time of Dionysius, down to

Gregory II. (715-31). It was this co-ordination of

papal epistles and rescripts with the canons of

councils, as holding equal rank and authority,

which was the distinguishing feature of the com-
pilation by Dionysius, thus winning it that accept-

ance at kome which was never accorded to the
nearly simultaneous Breviatio Canonum by Fer-

randus of Carthage (547). In its augmented
shape, the Dionysian collection was formally re-

cognised as the canon law of the Koman Church,
and not merely was tacitly received as such in

Western Europe and in Africa, but was sent

officially by Pope Hadrian I. to Charlemagne, and
solemnly received by the great synod of Aix-la-

Chapelle in 803, whence it bore for a time the name
of Codex Hadriamis. It was similarly recom-
mended to the English l)ishops by Leo IV. about
forty years later. Its fortunes in Spain were even
more noticeable and momentous. Adopted there
by ( or at least in the time of ) Isidore of Seville,

and published under his name, it speedily sup-
planted an earlier collection by Martin of Braga,
and prepared the way for the great forgery known
as the False Decretals, possibly fabricated in

Western Gaul, but published in Spain about 845 by
Isidore Mercator, and easily passing, through the
coincidence of editorial name, into the earlier

and genuine Isidorian code. These false decretals
consist of about one hundred spurious documents,
inclusive of alleged papal rescripts, from Clement
I. in the 1st century, to Sylvester in the 4th, and
containing also the pretended Donation of Constan-
tine. Nicolas I., then pope, saw how advan-
tageous to himself this testimony must prove, and
hastened to give it recognition, causing it to be
embodied in the body of Koman canon law, wherein
(despite the universal modern admission of its

spuriousness) it continues to form a large and
inHnential factor. The simple fact that search in
the Koman archives must at once have established
the non-existence of the whole collection, brands
Nicolas with acting in conscious bad faith, whereas
it is possible that the other persons then concerned
in giving circulation to it may have been more or
less honestly deceived.

Tlie next important stage in the evolution of
the canon law was the Dcrrctuni of Burchard of
Worms in 1025, after which came the collections
of Anselm of Lucca and Cardinal Deusdedit,
a-bout 1086, much increasing the papal factor.
Soon followed the collection made by Ivo, Bishop
of Chartres, about 1114. He seems to have taken
the earlier work of Burchard of Worms, largely
citing the False Decretals, and long current in
Germany, as his model and guide, for his iJe-

cretiim follows its method closely, and often

adopts its very words. All these collections, how-
ever, had one connnon defect ivs legal codes. The
canons they contained, passed by councils widely

apart in tinie, place, and circumstances, were often

conflicting and contradictory, and thus perplexing

rather than instructing those who consulted them
for practical guidance. To meet this difficulty,

Gratian, a Benedictine monk of Italian birth, and
professed in a monastery at Bologna, compiled,

between 1139 and 1142, a Concordia dincordan-

tlum Canotium, published at Kome in 1144,

for the purpose of showing how the opposing
provisions could be reconciled ; and this work
(commonly cited as the Dccrctum Grutiani) met
with immediate success, and exercised a powerful
influence on the interpretation of the canon law.

He appears to have taken the idea from the
Pandects of Justinian, then recently discovered, and
brought his collection down from the time of

Constantine the Great to the pontificate of his

contemporary. Pope Eugenius III., who approved
it, and is alleged ( but on insufficient evidence ) to

have at once licensed it to be read in the law-

schools, and accepted as authoritative. Whether
it obtained this special sanction or not, at anyrate
it did make its way into the law-schools, and en-

joyed a dominating influence therein. It included

the False Decretals, and no fewer than 367 spurious

canons, and thus powerfully contributed to the
falsification of the Western code. To this period

belongs the term ' Jus Canonicum ' itself, not found
earlier, and having no Greek equivalent. A further

collection of the growing mass of fresh decretals

needed to be made, and this was first undertaken
by Bernardo Circa, Bishop of Faenza, who brought
them down to the pontificate of Celestine III.

(1191-98). But this collection was superseded by
that formed at the instance of Pope Gregory IX.
by his chaplain, Kaymond de Pennaforte (after-

wards general of the Dominicans, and canonised ),

about the year 1234. This body of documents
forms that portion of the Corpus Juris Canonici
entitled Devretales Gregorii Papce IX., comprised
in five books. To these were added a sixth by
Boniface VIII. in 1298, known as Sextus Decre-

talium, or more briefly, the Sext. The next
addition was the Clcnicntina, or constitutions

promulged by Pope Clement V. at the Council
of Vienne in 1308, and republished by his suc-

cessor, John XXII. , in 1317, who subjoined thereto

twenty fresh enactments of his own entitled

Extravagantes Joannis. Five books of still more
recent documents, named Extravagantes Com-
munes, coming down to 1483, in the pontificate of

Sixtus IV., have further been embodied in the
code ; and the whole of these materials are collec-

tively styled Corpus Juris Canonici, of which a
corrected and standard edition w^as published by
order of Pope Gregory XIII. But the word ' cor-

rected ' does not denote rejection of the spurious
factors. The False Decretals, though called in

question even before the Reformation bv Nicolas
of Cusa ( 1401-64) and Cardinal Torquemada ( 1388-

1468), powerfully controverted by the Magdeburg
Continuators in the Keformation era itself ( 1560-74 ),

and finally discredited by David Blondel in his

Pscudo-Isidorus ct Turrianus Vapulantes (Geneva,
1628), still constitute, as already said, an important
element of the contents.

This code, however, as already implied, is, pro-

perly speaking, that of the local Koman Church
and its immediate dependencies alone. All other
parts of Western Europe had their local canon
law derived from nation.al synods and similar

sources. Thus, in the empire, the Capitularies of

Charlemagne and his successors contributed largely

to the ecclesiastical law of Germany ; and several

collections of these ( analogous to the Italian collec-
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tions of papal decretals Mvere made from time to

time, be^inninj: witli that of Angesisus. Al»bot of

Fontenelle, in 8'27, recast and mucli enlarged by
Beneilict of Mainz twenty years later ; and a
collection passinj: under the name of Anj^ilram or

In^reiram, Arciilti>hop of Metz, Charlemaj^nes
chaplain and almoner, is noticeable as containing
large extracts from the False Decretals, and as
lieing hyper-papal in tone, whence it has l>een

conjectured to liave l>een the first <lraft of the more
•extensive forger}- oi Isidore Mercator, and probably
also from his pen. In France a great body <»f can<m
law, framed imlependently of Home, was compiled
from the enactments of a long series of national
svnods, and heljied to build up those LJallican

hlierties which were steadily maintained against
attemi>ted papal encroachments. Spain, t«Ki,

though more readily admitting papal intervention,
ha<l its jieculiar local code. In England, partly
from national chara<'ter, ami partly by reason of

its remoteness from Italy, the growth of a national
c<Mle of canon law wiis rapid and luxuriant. Most
of the enactments of which it consists were frame<l
in provincial synods under various archbishops of

Canterbury ; but a certain proportion is formed of

Legatine Constitutions, en.acted in svnods held
under the naiial legates, Otlio anil C>tliolM)n, sent
to Englanii iiy jiopes (Iregory IX. an<l ("iement
IV. in the reign of King Henry III., and between
the years 122(» and 1268. At the era of tlie Refor-
mation, the statute for the submission of the clergj*

an<I restraint of appeals (25 Henry VIII. chaji. 19)
enacted that a commission of thirty-two persons,

half clergy and half members of the two houses of

parliament, should review and rejjort on the ex-

isting canons ; such as the commission ajiproved

were to be revalidated by the king's as.sent under
the great .seal, and such a-s they disallowe<l to ]>e

aljolished. In the meantime, all such existing
canons as were not contrariant to the laws of the
realm, nor hurtful to the kings jirerogative, should
5till be use<l and executed. Hut tlifs commission
never met nor acted, and attempts to liring it into

ojieration fell througli under both Edward VI. and
Elizal>eth, and have not since l)een renewed. The
legal result is tliat the statute of Henry VIII.
remains tlie niling one uj»on the subject, ami thus
that all the ancient canon law of Englan<l, which
<l«H's not conflict with former or later canons or

civil statutes, is still bimling in ecclesiastical Law.

For post- Reformation canons, see Canons of THE
Chikch uf En(;land.

The bibliograjiliy of the canon law is very extensive,

and only a fi-w of the most essential works can be given
here: Beveridge, SynixUkon, sivc I'ntiila'td: Canonum
(2 vols, folio, Oxford, lt)72-82), and Coll<tli>, Syruxlici (2
vols, folio, Oxford, 1*177); Justellus, Bililiothtca Juris
Canonici Vtteris (2 vols, folio, Paris, IGtJl ) ; Fleury,

Institution au iJroit Eccl^siagti'jur (2 vols. 12nio, Paris,

1771); Mastricht, Hittoria Juris Ecclesiugtiri (8vo,

Halle, 1719); Corjius Juris Canonici, edd., Friedberg et

Richt€r(2 vols. 4to, Leip. 1879); C. J. Vidmar, Introd.

ad Corpus Juris Iftrius. (Vienna, 1886); Bohiner, Jus
ErI. Protest. ( rfalle, ^ vols. 1730) ; De Marca, De Con-
cordia Sacerdotii et Iinjierii (folio, Paris, lGt!3) ; Van
Esnen, Jus EccletiaMir um Universum (5 vols, folio,

Cologne, 1777); Ferraris, i'rom/>to Bihliothcca Canonica
(H vols. 4to, The Hague, 17)^1); Lyndwood, Provinciale,

sifc Constitutiones Anijliie (Oxford, folio, 1679): Ayliffe,

Parcnjon Juris Canonici A n(/licani (folio, Lond. 1726);
Johnson, Collection of the Laws and Canons of the Church
of Emjlanii (2 vols. 8vo, Oxford, 18.51); Gibson, Co<iex

juris Ecc/isiastici Antjlicani (2 vols, folio, Oxford, 1761 ).

C'anon.S* Book of, in Scottish ecclesiastical

history, a code of canons or rules for the Church of

Scotland, prepared by the Scottish bishops, in

obedience to the command of Charles I., revise<l by
Lau<l, confirme<l by letters-itatent under the great

seal, 23d May 1635, and published at Aberdeen in

1636. It tended much to increase the dissatisfac-

tion prevalent throughout Scotland, whicli soon
broke out so violently. It not only reciuired the
most strict adherence to the Liturgy, then not vet
published, but enjoined many things concerning
ceremonies in worship bejcml what L.aud had been
able to introduce in tlie Church of Enghintl ; it also

took away tlie powers of church-courts unless rati-

fied by the bishops, and decreed the penalty of ex-
ctmimunication again.st all who should deny the
government of the church by bishops to be scrip-

tural, whilst its very first canon decreed that
penalty against all who should deny the king's
supremacy in ecclesiastical atl'airs.

Canons of the Church of England, calleii

Constitutions and ("anons Ecclesiastical, agreed
I upon, with the kings license, in tiie synod held at

j

London in 16(l.S-4. They were drawn up by the

^

Convocation of Canterbury, and accepted by that

j

of Vork. in order to give effect to the decisions of

j

the Conference hehl at H.amnton Court ; and are,

I

for the most part, a digest of old injunctions and

I

canons, with some new ones added. They are 141

I

in number. They are the basis of the ecclesiastical

I law, .so far as the clergj- are concerned, but they are
not binding upon the laity, except in so far as they
are declaratory of that I'ait of the ancient canon
law which had received i>arliamentary sanction.

There iiail been jtrevious bodies of canons drawn up
in 1571, 1576, 1585, and 1.597, but those of 1576 had

^

not been sanctioned by the sovereign, and the re-

mainder ha<l been .sancti(me<l for her lifetime only,

and so lapsed at her ileath, not having been puu-
1 lished in accordance with tlie Act 25 Henrv \ III.

chap. 19. Much of the code of 16(13 has "liecome
(disolete, either liy disu.se or Jis the result of incom-
^•atible legislation by the civil power, and notably
»y the transfer of matrimonial and testamentary

' cau.ses to the jurisdiction of secular courts. In
' 16-i() the Cimvocation, which was then assembled
with the parliament, jirolonged its session beyond
it under a fresh writ from the crown, and jiassed

a body of canons of a very aggressive character

;

amongst other things, enjoining tliat on some
Sunday in every <iuarter, every officiating minister
should insist on the divine right of kings ami their

jirerogatives, and enforce conformity to the rites of

the Church of England. In these canons it was
directed that the communiontable should be railed

in, and be placed <is in cathedrals, which is now
,

done in all churches; and another canon obliged
the clerg\' to swear conformity to the Church of

England in a form known as the 'Et C.i-tera (»ath,'

I
which raised an ujiroar throughout the country.
These canons were abrogated by an act passed in

the 13th year of Charles II. An account of these
canons and those now in force may be found
at length in Hook's Church Dictionary.— Every
clergjnian, when in.stituted to a benefice or licenseii

to a cure, promises Citnoniml Obedience to the
bishop— i.e. the obedience due according to the
canons of the church.

Canopus, or Canobv-S, a city of ancient Eg>-pt,

from which the f'anopic mouth of the Nile derived
its name, was situated on the sea-coast, 15 miles E.

of Alexandria. Here the boundary line between
Asia and Africa was drawn by the ancient geo-

grajdiers. Canopus had a famous temjde of

Serapis, considerable commerce, and an evil reputa-

tion for the luxury of its citizens. Its ruins are
visible near Aboukir. Canopic Vases, named from
the city, were va.ses used by the P^gyptian priests

to contain the viscera of embalmed bodies. Cano-
pus is also the name of a star of the first magnitude
in the southern constellation Argo.

Canopy (Lat. conopeum : (Ir. konopcioti, from
kunoj'S, 'gnat' or 'mosquito') was originally a
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mosquito-curtain. Herodotus ( ii. 9r>), Horace

(Eiuul. ix. 9), and othei-s of the ancient ^vrlters

mention gnat-curtain.s (conopea). Subsequently

the same term came to lie used for the projecting

co\erin-,' and hangin-is of a bed, without reference

to their%)n>,nnaluse,"and hitterly for any projecting

covering of a simihir form, to whatever use it niight

be adapted, or of wliatever materials it might be

formed. Canopy is thus used to signify the cover-

ing which is borne over the heails of kings and

other persons of distinction, and still more frequently

over the Holy Sacrament and the image of Christ

in processions in Koman Catholic countries. See

B.\LDACHIN.
In Gothic architecture, canopy is the term applied

to the stone coverings usually projected over statues,

both on the e.xterior

and in the interior of

buildings, to protect

them from the rain

and dust. They were
introduced as early

as the l'2th century,
and Avere then de-

signed so as to re-

semble a small gabled
roof or the top of

a building furnished
with gablets and tur-

rets. As the style

advanced, the design
of the canopies was
carried out in har-

mony with the other
features of the various
periods, becoming in

the Decorated period
more like a pinnacle
in shape and orna-
ment, while in the
Flambovant and Per-

pendicular the can-
opies partook of the
Horid and fantastic

character of those
styles.

The term canopy is also applied to the gable-
shaped and crocketed mouldings frequently placed
over doors, windows, niches, &c. ; also to orna-
mental stone coverings placed over tombs, of which
fine examples may be seen in Westminster Abbey.
The wooden coverings erected over the prebendaries'
stalls in cathedrals, which are of infinite variety of

design, are also called canopies, as well as the lofty
ornamental tops which are often introduced over
bishops' thrones, pulpits, and altars.

CailOSa^ a town of Southern Italy, in the pro-
vince of Bari, 13 miles SW. of Barletta. It is

situated on the declivity of a steep hill, whose
summit is crowned by a ruined castle. It has a
cathedral (1101-1825)^ with the tomb of Bohemond
I. ; but it is chiefly remarkable as occupying the
site of ancient Canusitnn, one of the chief cities of
Apulia. Sepulchres have been found here contain-
ing painted vases and funereal furniture of the
most nuigniticent description, painted busts, marble
statues, &c. ; and countless antiquities have been
transferred hence to the museum at Naples. There
are also ruins of an amphitheatre, gateway, aque-
duct, t^-c. Canosa suttered by eartlKiuake in 1851.
Pop. 18,422. See C.\xN/E.

Canossa, a mined castle of Northern Italy, 12
miles SW. of Keggio. In its courtyard the" em-
I>eror Henry IV. (q.v.) stood shivering, bareheaded
and barefooted, for three whole days (2.5-28tli
January 1077) before Pope Gregory Vil., who was
staying here with the Countess Matilda of Tuscany,

Ĉanopy — Archbishop Peck-
haui's Mouument, Canterbury
Cathedral.

admitted him to his presence, and removed the ban
of excommunication.

faiiova, Antoxio, the founder of a new school

of Italian sculpture, was born November 1, 1757,

at Possagno, a village in the Venetian territory.

Having displayed in boyhood great talent in

modelling, the" artist ga'ined the patronage of

Giovanni Falieri, a Venetian senator, by whom he
was sent to work under a sculptor at Bassano. His
first imaginative performance, ' Eurydice,' half the
size of life, was executed in his seventeenth year.

After this he went to Venice, where his study of art

properly began. In 1779 Falieri sent him to Rome,
with an introduction to Cav. Zuliano, the Venetian
ambassador, and one of the most illustrious patrons

of art at this time in Italy. In Rome the first result

of his studies appeared in the statue of ' Apollo,'

which must be regarded as his earliest etibrt in ideal

sculpture ; but a far greater progi-ess toward the
pure style of the antique was evident in his next
work, 'Theseus with the Minotaur,' executed in

1782. Nevertlieless, Canova did not rigorously

adhere to the severe simplicity of the antique, but
endeavoured to infuse into his "svorks a peculiar

grace and loveliness of his own, such as character-

ised his group of 'Cupid and Psyche,' which wa&
produced soon after he had completed, in 1787, the
monument of Pope Clement XIV. This is apparent
even in the colossal monument of Clement XIII.

(erected in St Peter's, 1792) ; though this work, on
the whole, is a magnificent effort of genius, simple in

style, and with nothing overwrought in the figures.

The most important of his monuments is the tomb-

of the Archduchess Christina of Austria, in the
church of the Augustines in Vienna. Among his-

other works may be noticed a ' Winged Cupid ;

'

' Venus and Adonis ;' a ' Psyche holding a Butter-

fly ; ' 'Penitent Magdalen,' in life-size; 'Hercules-

hurling Lichas from the Rock,' a colossal work, but
not free from affectation ;

' Creugas and Damox-
enos ' { two pugilists ) ;

' Palamedes
;

' and ' Perseus
with the head of the Medusa,' a work which, more
than all previous eftbrts, served to raise his fame.

In 1802 Canova was appointed by Pope Pius VII.

chief curator of all Roman works of art in the Papal
States; but in the same year he was called away to

Paris, to prepare the model of a colossal statue of
Bonaparte.
After the fall of the French empire, Canova in

1815 was employed by the Roman government as
ambassador to recover the works of art which had
been taken to Paris, and paid a visit to England.
On his return to Rome, he was created Marquis of
Ischia, with a pension of 3000 scudi. This money
he expended in the support of art and artists in
Rome. Canova died in Venice, 13th October 1822.

The essential characteristic of all his works is senti-

ment—often verging, however, on sentimentalisni,

and this also, like his delicacy in details, was-

accordant with the taste prevalent in his time, and
was the chief cause of his popularity, as of his

errors. Judged by the sterner principles of antique-

sculpture, the works of Canova are artificial and
deficient in force and realistic character.

During his leisure Canova amused himself with
painting, in which he followed the colouring of
the Venetian masters. In his private life he was a
very amiable and benevolent man. Biographies of

Canova have been written by Missirini (4 vols.

Prato, 18'24), CicogTiara (Venice, 18'23), Rosini

(Pisa, 18'25), and DEste (Flor. 1864). A series of

outline engi-avings, by Henry Moses, from his works,

was pul)lished in London in 18'24, with translations

of the descriptions of the Countess Albrizzi and of

the memoir by Count Cicognara.

Caiirobert, Francois Certain, Marshal of

France, born at St Ceie in Lot, 27th June 1809^
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stu«lie<l in tlie uiilitan- aca«leniy of St Cyr, and in

1828 entere<l the army. He !ia<l seen dose upon
twenty years" l>rilliant service in AI<:eria, and had
actively sujijiorted tlie future enijieror at the roif}>

tl'ctdt of I80I, when in January 18.>3 he received tlie

rank of a general of division. As such he com-
manded the first division of the French army umler
Marshal St Arnaud, sent to the Crimea in 1S.>4 ;

<ind at the hattle of the Alma was wounded in the
lireast and hand hy the s|>linter of a siieil. ( >n St
Arnaud's death nine days later, C'anrol)ert as>umed
the chief command <»f the French army. According
to Kinglake, he deiilierateiy retardeil the j>ro"'ress of
-<)lK?rations, let slip many opportunities, and ham-
jiered the English— ids olgect therein lining to for-

ward NajM)leons plan of himself coming out to liead

a final and victorious campaign. In the war in

Italy against the Austrians ( lHo9) (_anrol>ert had
the command of the third division of the French
army, and at the battles of Magenta and Solferino
his rori>s (rarnici- was engaged. In the Franco-
<;erman war of IsTO he wa.-* shut uji in Metz witii

Ba/aine, and lK?canie a prisoner in IJermany. He
was an ardent Imperialist till the death Of tiie

Prince Imperial ( ls79). In 1876 he liecame a mem-
ber of the senate. He died 2Stii January 1895.

Canso, r.\rE, the eastern extremity of Nova
f>cotia, at the entrance of Chedabucto Bay. Canso
Strait, a passage 17. miles in length and '2A in
average breadth, separates Nova Scotia from the
island of C'ajie Breton.

Cant, Ani>i:k\v, a Scottish Covenanter. Ixirn

alMiut l.')90, Ifecame mini.-ter of I'iisligo in 1G,S3, of
Newbattle in 1G.SS, and of Al>erdeen in \iW\. In
July 1638 he had l»een one of the commissioners
sent to that city to compel the inhabitants to sub-
8cril»e the National Covenant ; and in November of

the same year he wa-; a memW-r of the memorable
iJeneral Assembly, held at ( ;ia.sgow, which alndi^hed
Ei)iscoj>acy in Scotland. Witlial, he wius a zealous
royalist. He was with the Scots army when it

obtaine<l jios.«iession of Newcastle, August .3<>. 1640;
and in I64I, on the second visit of Ciiaries I. to
Scotland, Cant jireadied before his majestv at

Edinburgh. In 166<», in conseouence of a complaint
iiresented to the magistrates of .Aberdeen, charging
dm witli liaviiig ^published Rutherford's Lix lU\c,

and with fulminating anathemas and imiirecations
a^'aiiist many of his congregation. Cant reliniiuishe<l

Ills charge and left the town. He died 30tn Aiiril

166.3, leaving a son, Andrew, who was princijial of
Edinburgh I'niversity from 167J to 16vS5.

C'ailta'bile. in Music, is a term placed over
sections of eji.-y and flowing meloily, in contra-
^listiuction to brilliant pjus.sages or rapid executive
runs, as well in instrumental as vocal music. In
the cantabile style the finest effects can be pro-

<Iuced by the singer in swelling, sustaine<l sound,
the ixtrtamento, &c. Cantabile is al.so called
i^utih no.

C'an'tabri* a rude race of mountaineers in the
north of ancient Spain, who inhabited the regitm
south of the Bay of Biscay, nametl from them the
Oceauitu Citiitahririts. The ijuestion of their attiiii-

ties forms part of one of the most dithcult proldeiiis

in the whole range of ethnology. W. von Hum-
holilt identified them as a remnant of the ancient
Il>erian population of Western Furojie, ami found
their descendants in the modern Bascjues of the
Pyrenees. The bravery of the Cantabiians was
«vinced in the Cantabrian war with the Romans,
begun under Augustus in 2") U.C. , and concluiled by
Agrij>i>a si.x years later. Their indomitable spirit

is often alluded tf> by Horace and other poets.

Tiberius afterwards stationed garrisons in the

towns, but some of the people retreated into their

fastnesses among the mountains, where they pre-

served their iiidei)endence. Uf their nine towns
the chief was Julisbrica.

Cantaouze'lllis, a (Jroek i)rincely family. (1

)

Jnn.vNNKs CA.NTAcrzENfs was a note<l soldier and
statesman of the Byzantine empire in the reigns (»f

Andronicus II. and III., the latter of whom in 1.S41

left him guardian and prime minister of his son,
Johannes V., then nine years old. Cantacuzenus,
however. Tirodaimed himself the child's cidleague,
26tli Octooer l.'Ul, and after a five years" civil war
secured his iect)gnition, iis well as the marriage of
one daughter to the young emiieror, and of another
to the Sultan (,>rclian, whose iieln had been neces-
sary to him. A second war, during which the
Turks occujiied (:alli|)oli, caused his retirement in
1.3oo to a monastery, where he died in 1.S8.3. He
wrote a history of his time, and a defence of
Christianity.—(2) M.vTTiil.xs, his son, was also
maiie a ccdieague in the emidie in l.Vi.S, and on his
father's abdication began a war which eiuled, two
years later, in his own deposition. He too died in
1383.—(3) His brother, Mamki. (died 1.380) was
governor of Peloponnesus from 1348, and was re-

cognised as despot of -Misithra by Johannes V. ; he
did much to encourage the immigration of the
Albanians into the depopulated Morea.—The family
wa.s notable among the Fanariots (q.v.), and in
later years a Russian branch supplietl several brave
and successful leaders to the cause of llreek in-

dependence.

4'ailtal. a flepartment in the interior of Southern
France, formed out of the south portion of the old
l>rovince of Auvergne. It has an area of 2090
si|. 111., and a population in 1891 of 2.39,601. See
ArVKIt(;NE.

C'antarini, simone, also known as li. Pe-
SAKESE, an Italian nainter, born at Pesaro in 1612,
studied under (miIiIo Reni at Btdogna, where he
afterwards i>ainted a large number of pictures, all

much in the style, but without the grace and
delicacy, of his master's works. His thirty-seven
etchings more closely resemble those of (iuido.

Throughout his life Cantarini's intolerable arro-

gance made him numerous enemies ; and .after a
quarrel with his chief ]>atron, the Duke of
.Mantua, he died at \'erona in 1648, not free from a
suspii-iuii of having poisoned himself.

railtata« in Music, was originally the name
a]>plie<l to a sort of riiu>ical narrative by one person,
accompanied by a single instrument. Subse(iuently
an air was introduced, rejieated at intervals during
the recitative. Many works now forgotten were
written in this form by Carissimi and other com-
posers of the 17th ami Isth centuries. It is re-

presentetl in modern music by the concert-aria
(see AlU.V). The name is now applied to choral
works, either sacred, and similar to, but shorter
than the oratorio; or secular, either lyric or dra-
matic, but not intended for the stage.

C'antoon is a refreshment house in a barrack
for the use of the .soldiers. In the Britisii army
bread and meat are sunjilied to the .soldier direct
by the commissariat, i>ut he has to buy beer
and groceries for himself; and the canteen is a
shoj) where he can do so at i)ractically cost price,

with a certainty that they will be good, without
going beyond tiie precincts of the barrack. The
men living in each room are formed into a mess,
which ojiens an account with the canteen for the
suiiply of dinner beer, tea, coft'ee, potatoes, and
other similar necessaries. The mess accounts are
kept by the non-commissioned oHicer in charge of

the room, made up weekly, and inspected by an
officer. A certain fixed sum is chaigeil to each
man's account to defray the me.ss expenses, and
the canteen bill is paid monthly. A mess is not
allowed to get into debt to any extent. If one
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•week's account shows a deticit, tlie men have to go

without something tlie next week in order to clear

it ofi'. They can also buy anything they like froni

tlie canteen' on their own account, paying for it in

cash. Formerly, the canteens were under civilian

tenants, at reiits varying from £4 to £1344 per

annum, realising collectively about £70,000 annu-

ally. Gross intoxication having resulted from tlie

sale of spirits at the canteens, the War Office pro-

hibited such sale in 1S47, lowering the rents by
£20,000 to meet the reduced profits. As it was to

the tenant's interest to encourage the soldier to

drink, as well as to adulterate the articles sold, and
to charge high prices, the canteen has since 1857

been made a regimental establishment, controlled

by a committee of officers, with a canteen-sergeant,

on a fixed salary, as salesman. Tobacco and the
smallwares required by the troops are also sold at

canteens. The profits are utilised for the benefit

of the men of the corps, and the families of those
who are married.

In French l)arracks, the canteen is a sort of club-

room for the whole regiment. The cantinier is a.

non-commissioned officer, who acts merely as an
agent for all, selling the liquors and commodities
at prime cost.

Canterbury, a municipal and parliamentary
borough, a county by itself, a cathedral city, and
the seat of the metropolitan see of all England, in

East Kent, on the Stour, 56 miles E8E. of London
by road (62 by rail), and 16 NW. of Dover. Stand-
ing in a plain on the banks of the Stour, amid
gently swelling hills, it occupies the site of the
Koman Durorernum and Saxon Cantwarabyrig
(

' l)orough of the men of Kent '), and from its posi-
tion on the great London high-road must alwaj's
have been a place of importance. There are some

Canterbury Cathedral.

remains of the ancient walls ( 1| mile in circuit and
20 feet high), and the West Gate [cirm 1380) is
the survivor of six. Near the city wall is a large
artihcial nioun<l, known as the Dane John (prob-
ably Donjon), and connected with this mound is
a public garden, laid out in 1790, from the top of
which is a tine view of the country around. The
much mutilated castle, whose Norman keep re-
sembled Rochester's, has been degraded to a gas-
work

; the guildhall (1439; rebuilt 1697) has been
refaced with modern brick ; and the Checquers' Inn,

where Chaucer's pilgrims lodged, lost its ' dor-

mitory of the hundred beds ' by hre in 1865.

But the great glory of Canterbury is its magnifi-

cent cathedral, whose precincts are entered through
a splendid Perpendicular gateway (1517). When,
in 597 St Augustine became Archbishop of Canter-
bury, he consecrated, under the name of Christ's-

Church, a church said to have been formerly used by
Roman Christians. Enlarged by Archbishop Odo
(942-959), this church was totallj- destroyed by fire

in 1067. Archbishop Lanfranc and Priors Ernulf
and Conrad rebuilt it (1070-1130), and it Mas this

cathedral that witnessed the murder of Becket,.

29th December 1170. The choir was wholly burned
down in 1174, and to rebuild it a number of French
and English artificers were summoned. Among
the former was one William of Sens, and to him, a
man of real genius, the work was intrusted. The
church was rich in relics : Plegmund in 890 had
brought hither the body of the martyr Blasius from
Rome ; here too were the bodies of SS. Wilfrid,
Dunstan, and Alfege, and now of the great
martyr, St Thomas of Canterbury. The offerings

at these shrines, especially the last, contributed
greatly to defray the expenses of the sumptuous
work. William of Sens did not, however, see its

completion. He was succeeded in 1178 by another
William, an Englishman, and to him Ave owe the
completion of the existing unique and beautiful
choir, with the choir transe^^t, the retro-choir or

Trinity Chapel, and the corona or circular apse
called Becket's Crown. Gervasius, a monk, who
witnessed the fire of 1174, and has left an account
of it, tells us that the parts of Lanfranc's church
which remained in his time were the nave, the-

central and western towers, the western transepts,

and their eastern chapels. In 1378-1411 the nave-
and nave-transepts were trans-

formed by Prior Cnillenden into the
Perpendicular style of that period.

The central or ' Bell Harry ' tower,
successor to the Angel steeple, was
carried up (1495) to about double
its original height ; also in the Per-
pendicular style, it is 235 feet high,
and 35 feet in diameter. The north-
west or Arundel steeple was taken
down and rebuilt in 1834-40; like-

the south-west or Dunstan steeple

( 1413-44), it is 130 feet high. The
Norman plinth still remains on each
side of the nave in the side aisles,

and portions of Norman ashlar-

work may still be seen about the
transejits outside the west wall, and
on the east piers of the great tower.
The indiscriminate use of the Round
or Norman and the Pointed or
Early English arch is also a very
striking feature in the eastern part
of the building. The Lady Chapel,
now called the Dean's Chapel,
stands on the north side of the
church, and was built between 1449
and 1468 ; the roof is a rich fan-

vault. The adjoining north transept
is called the Martyrdom transept,

for here took place the murder of Becket. In 1220,
fifty years later, his remains were translated from
the crypt to a shrine in the newly-erected Trinity
Chapel, eastward of the choir. About the year
1500 the yearly offerings at this shrine amounted to
£4000 of our present money, though then they had
declined much in value. A curious mosaic "pave-
ment still remains in front of the place where the
shrine stood, and the stone steps which lead up to
it are worn by the knees of countless pilgrims

;

but the shrine itself was demolished in 1538, when
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its treasures fille«l twenty-six carts. (In 1888 a
stone oottin, with remains of a skeleton, supposed
to l>e Becket's, was discovered in tlie crypt, and
reinterreil there after careful examination.) In 1643

the liuildin;: was further ' purified,' as it was called.

by order of parliament. Still very many most
interesting: monuments remain—such as the tomlis

of Stephen Lan^rton ; that which i> commonly, hut
wron;:ly, supi>osed to \>e the tond» of Archhishop
Theohald ; withthos»'of the Black i'rince, of Henry
IV., of Archbishops Peckham, Me<jpliam, Stratford,

Sudburv, Courtenay, (.'hicheley, Stafford, Kemp,
Bourchier, Morton, Warham, ami (anlinal Pole.

The fifty-one statues that since 1S63 have adorned
the .south pon^h and the western entrance include
19 of ("anterlmrys 94 archbish<»ps, 21 Enjrlish
sovereigns, 3 deans, Erasmus, iSrc. Uf stiiine<i

glass there are some fine old specimens ; some new
ones of very varied merit, two, lately put up, l)einj:

ver\- fine. The total length of the cathedral is 52*2

feet, by 1.54 in breadth at the eastern transept. Its

pre<lomiiiant styles are Transition-Norman and
Perjtemlicular. The crypt is of greater extent and
loftier—owing to the choir l)eing raised by numerous
steps—than any other in England. In l.ltii it was
given up by Elizal)eth to a congregation of French
and Flemish Protestant refugees, and a French
serviee still is held here. ( )n .3d .Se|iteml>er 1S72 the
church narrowly escaped destruction for the fourth
time by tire, the outer' roof l>eing burned, over all

the east portion of the choir.

To the north of the cathedral are the eight-

have<l Cloisters, 144 feet sciuare; the Chapter-house

( l-il 1 ), 90 by Xi feet ; the New Library, with lO.lXM)

volumes; the Howley Library, containing the libra-

ries of Archbishop ilowley and .Vrchdeacon Harri-
son ; the l)eautiful Creen < 'ourt ; the Deanery ( 1.517 )

;

ami the King's School, foun<le<l by Henry VIII.

in 1.541, where Marlowe. Dr Harvey, Lcjnl Ten-
terden, and ' David Copperfield ' went to school.

These «>ccupy the site, and in part the buildings,
of the Benedictine I'riory of Christ's Church. The
remains of the .\b}>ey of St Augustine, to the
east, were in 1844—4S transformed by Mr Beres-

ford Hope into an Anglican missionary- college.

There are fourteen old churches in CanterliurA',

mostly of rough Hint, and cont.iining fragments
of still older structures. St M.irtin's Church
stands on the site of one <if the 6th century, and is

partlv built of ancient Kom.an brick and tile ; its

lont is s.iid to be the very one in which Ethelbert
M'as baptised by St Augustine. St Dunstan's con-

tains tlie monuments of the Kojiers, and, in a
vault, the head of Sir Thomas >iore. The arch-

bishop's palace, the scene of the death of Edward
the Blaclv Prince, wjus built by Lanfranc. It h.os

long been superseled l)y Lambeth, ami is now
represented oidy by a gateway. The Clergy
Orphan School occupies a consjiicuous po>iition on
St riiomas's Hill, abojit a mile out of the city : the
Simon Langton Schools were opened in 1.SM2. There
are, besides, several hospitals, large infantry and
cavalry barracks, ,a corn exchange, an<l an art

gallery ]>resented to the city in 1hs2 by one of her
sons. Mr Sidney Cooper, li.A. Canterbury hiis a
large trade in grain and hops. Races are run on
Barham Downs, but they are quite eclipsed in

importance by the Canterbun" 'cricket week.'

Since 1H8.5 the citv has retunied onlv one menil>er.

Pop. (1891)23,026.

See articles ARCHBISHOP, England (Church of), and
on the variou-s archbishops and others mentioned above

;

also Professor Willis's Architfrlurnl Histiiry of Canter-
hiir;/ Cathe'lrnf (2 vols. lf<4.>-<)'t) ; Dean Stanley's

Hintirrirnl Mfmortalf of Canterhuri/ (lH.54; 10th ed.

lH8;i); Dean Hook's Lirex of the ArchhMops of Canter-

buru (12 vols. 1860-76); and K. Jenkins' Diocesan

Hikory of Canttrbury ( 1880).

Canterbury, a 'provincial district' of New
Zealand (q.v.i, in the centre of the South Island ;

till the abolition of the system of ])roviiK'es (see
New Ze.\l.\ni») in 1876, it wjis a province, with
Christchurch as its capital, ami Lyttelton as its

port. Its area is alniut 13,000 s<).' m., and it is

divided into two i)orti<ms by the river Kangi-
lara. The ilistrict wtus settled in 1850 by the
Canterbury Association, a society of peers, bishoi)s,

and commoners intere.sted in the colonisation
of New Zealand. It has a coast-line of about
200 miles, a breadth of alM)ut l.")0, and is well
watered by numerous rivers. Banks Peninsula,
in its i)e.aks, ridges, and liasins, bears evidence
of Volcanic action. Coal in abundance, iron ore,

fireclays, quart/, and gold exist, and several
coal-mines are in operation. On the eastern
side of the gre.at range of hills are the far-fameil
Canterbury Plains, the great sheep district of the
colony— ' three millions of acres rolling back in

gentle rise forty miles, to the foot of tiie central
highlands, watered by twenty rivers, and spreading
north and south farther than the eye can reach.

There is railway connection between Christchurch
and Dune<lin, with vari<ius branch lines. The
stafile trade is in wool and grain, with exjiorts of

tlax, preserved provisions, skins, leather, and dairy-
produce. The silkworm hius l>een introduced.
The Bishop of Canterl)ury is i>rimate of New Zea-
land. The metlicinal hot springs at Hanmar Plain
in Amuri district have consideral>le celebrity.

Mmint C(M>k ( 13,200 feet) is the highest mountain
in New Zealand. In 1881 the poj.ulation (91,9*22

in 187S) ha<l incrciused to 111,049; in 1891 to
1*28.471.

I'aiiterlMiry Itclls. See Ca.mi am i,.v.

Can tliaris, a genus of vesicant Coleoptera or
Blister beetles (q.v.i, familiarly represented by the
Spanish Fly of Southern Europe (Canthnrin or
Li/ffit visirafi/riii). Some of the characters are
noteil under Blistkk-hkktle. The insects are
shaken with gloved hands from the branches of
trees (ash, privet, lilac, elder, &c.), the gathering
in the south of France taking place in May : they
are usually killed in hot vinegar solution and
carefully dried. To retain their medicinal vesi-

cant projierties they must be kept in stoppered
bottles. The blistering princijile, or cantharidine,
is so powerful that those who gather the in.sects

are apt to sutler, and ii.-.th of a grain, jilaced on
the lip, will raise blisters. Incautious internal
application may cause fatal iidlaiumation. Vine-
gar, tincture, and plfister of cantharides are used
externally for producing blisters. A distilled

alcoholic solution of cantharidine is sometimes
called A(jua Tofana (q. v. ). The insects are usually
imported to Britain from Southern Europe or
Russia. They rarely occur in England.

Canticles «• ^vord which literally signifies

songs, but which is specially applieil to a poetical
Ixjok of the Old Testament, called in Hebrew the
.^ont/ of Soiuju—i.e. the most beautiful .song (in
the Vulgate, Canticum cunticuruin ). The sujier-

scription names S<donion as author. The theme
which it celebrates is love ; but what kiml of love,

whether earthly r)r sjiiritual, is a <juestion that has
perplexed lublical critics. The canonicity of the
hooK was a suliject of dispute down to the
assembly of .Jewi.-^h doctors held at Jamnia about
90 A.D. , when it was settled, on the authority
of Rablii Akiba, that 'no day in the histon. of

the worhl Is worth the day when the Song of

•Solomon was given to Israel,' and th.at 'the Song
of Solomon Ls a holy of the holies '—though, in-

deed, its sanctity was still sonictimes (|uistioiied

in the •2<1 century after Christ. There is no clear

proof that Canticles was allegorically interpreted
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before the Christian era, and the book is nowhere
referred to in tlie New Testament. Tlie first

mention of its beinj,' considered a representation

of tlie relation of .leliovali to his chosen people is

fonnd in tlic Kabbi ben Gamaliel, a contemporary

of Akiba; and the earliest Jewish writing in

which such an exposition is fully develo])ed is the

post-Talmutlic Targum. The religious interpreta-

tion passed over from Judaism to Christianity,

and assumed a new aspect in conse([uence. Origen

found the Beloved Bridegroom in Christ, and the

Bride in the Church. Only among the theologians

of tlie Syrian school do we find an effort made to

adhere to more intelligible principles of interpre-

tation, but the ' mystical ' view obtained the upper
hand, and Theodore of INIopsnestia was anathema-
tised long after his death by the Synod of Con-
stantinople in 551, partly for his ' carnal ' view of

Canticles. Supjiorted by the authority of Athan-
asius, Jerome, Augustine, and Ambrose, the alle-

gorical explanation held its ground throughout the

middle ages, at that time (as e.g. in the eighty-

six discourses which Bernard of Clairvaux com-
posed on Canticles as far as iii. 1 ) the bridegroom
being understood to mean not so much the Church
as the believing soul of the individual Christian.

This has continued to be the predominant view
of the poem amongst orthodox theologians. Cas-
tellio was forced to leave Geneva in 1544 for

having demanded its exclusion from the Canon
as a mere amatory poem. Modern scholarship in

the main contents itself with endeavouring to fix

the primary or literal meaning. Since Herder
(177s), the natural exegesis has prevailed, and
almost all scholars agree in the erotic interpreta-

tion of the book ; though it cannot be said that
as to its form there is the same unanimity. Some
commentators hold, for example, that Canticles is

an anthology of detached idyls. Even Origen re-

garded it as composed ' in the manner of a drama.

'

Herder distinguished thirteen separate songs^
' fair pearls on one string

;

' and Ewald admits
the same number, while maintaining its unity as

a dramatic poem with StJiudlin, Delitzscli, Meier,
Hitzig, and others (whose division, however, of

the whole is into four, five, or six acts). According
to Diestel, this apparent unity is due to elaborate
interpolation, but ' the separation of the thirteen
or fourteen songs is rendered difficult, because the
hand of the arranger has concealed the seams.'
He thinks the songs were collected before the
exile, perhaps at the beginning of the 7th century
B.C. Ewalu's followers hold that the poem was
written about the middle of the 10th century
B.C. in the northern kingdom of Israel, and con-
ceived in a spirit of hostility against the luxuri-
ous court of Zion. Solomon, the type of a
sensual monarch, has carried off to his harem a
northern shepherd maiden, who in the poem
ajjpears surrounded by the ladies of his court.
Tlie king fails even by the proffer of honourable
espousals to overcome the niaiilen's fervent attach-
ment to her shepherd lover in the north country,
and, wholly abashed, ceases to press his suit.

Finally, true and chaste love triumphs in the
union of the peasant lovers. Stickel postulates,
besides Solomon and his harem, two pairs of
country lovers. See the commentaries by Delitzscli

(1875), Meier (1854), Hitzig (1855), Kenan (1870),
(iriitz (1871), ScliJifer (1876), and Stickel (1888).
The German name for the books is Das Hohclicd,
'the high song;' the French (following the Latin
Cnnticum Canticormn), Cantique dcs Cantiques.
The word Canticle is also used for an unmetrical
hymn in the church service arranged for chanting,
such as the Tc Demn.
Cantilever, or Cantaliver (probably from

old Fr. cant, 'angle,' and lever, 'raise'), a large

Cantilever.

bracket used in architecture for supporting cornices,

balconies, and even
stairs. Cantilevers 3^

are often highly orna- ^
mented. The accom-
panying example sup-
ports a wide outside
stone stair at the
corner of Randolph
Crescent, Edinbui-gh.
F"or cantilever in bridge-building, see BRIDGE.

Caiitire. See Kintyre.
Canto Fermo. See Plain Song, Chant,

Gregorian Tones.

Canton, called also Yang-Ching (i.e. 'city of
rams'), a large commercial city and port in the
south of China, and capital of the province of

Kwang-tung (of which the name Canton is merely
a corruption), is situated in 23° 7' 10" N. lat. , and
113° 14' 30" E. long., on the north or left side of

the Shu-kiang, or Pearl River, in a rich alluvial

plain, 70 miles N. of Macao and 90 NW. of Hong-
kong. The Pearl River is the estuary of the same
stream that higher up is called Boca Tigre(q.v. ),

or Bocca Tigris. Farther up still, the stream is

known as the Canton River ; and this is but the
chief channel by which the united waters of the
Si-kiang and the Pe-kiang rivers reach the sea

through the delta. The city is surrounded by
walls partly brick, partly sandstone, 25 to 40
feet high, 20 feet thick, with an esplanade inside,

six miles in circumference ; and it is divided by a
partition wall running east and west into two
unequal parts, the north or old city, much the
larger, and the south or new city. There are

twelve outer gates, four gates in partition wall,

and two water gates ; shut and guarded by night.

The entire circuit, including suburbs, is nearly 10

miles. Among the names of the gates are Great
Peace Gate, Eternal Rest Gate, &c. At the south-

west corner of the suburbs, south of the river, are

the Hongs or European quarter, divided from the
river by a quay, 100 yards wide, called Respon-
dentia Walk. The streets, more than 600, are in

general less than 8 feet wide, and very crooked.

The houses along the water-side are built on
piles, and subject to inundations. Ancient barri-

cades inclose each street, and in the principal

streets night-watchmen in watch-towers proclaim
the hours and sound fire alarms. There are two
pagodas, the 'Plain Pagoda,' erected ten centuries
ago, 160 feet high, and an octagonal nine-storied

pagoda, 175 feet high, erected more than 1300 years
ago ; and 124 temples or Joss-houses. The Honam
temple, one of the largest in Canton, covers, with
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its ^Tountls, 7 acres, and has 175 priests attaclied.

The 'Temple of Filial Ihity' has '2(K» j)riests, suji-

l>orte<l \>\ 'X'yOO acres of ;.'lelie-lan<ls. Tlie i>ri<'sts and
nuns in Canton numln'r more than "ilXKt, nine-tenths
of them Huddhists. Tiie 'Temple of Five Hundred
iJenii' has 500 statues of various sizes in honour
of Huddlia and iiis disciples. Examination Hall,

in the old city, is l.S.SO feet hy o!S.S feet, covers

16 acres, and has StJ.').S cells. There are also in

<-'anton four prisons, fourteen •,'ranaries, a hand-
some Eni^lish church, fourteen jmldic schools, and
thirty colle;j;es, a foundlin;,' hosiiital, an English
and an American mis.-ionary hospital. Nearly
lialf the craft on the river are fixed residences,

and the i>o|iulation on land and water can hardly
l>e less tnan a million and a half. The climate of

Canton may )» pronounce<l healthy. The average
teuiperature ranges from 42 to 9ti' F. ; though a
fall of snow occiirred in 183.5, and again in 1861.

There are fogs in Fehruarj- and March. From
Octoher to .January the temperature is agreeahle,
tlie sky clear, the air invigorating. The average
rainfall is 70 inches annually.
The admirahle situation of Canton, connected

by three rivers with the whole province ea-st,

nortii, and west, and to the west with the distant
interior of China, and commanding a safe and
commoilious anchorage for the largest vessels,

exjdains how, from an early i)eri<Hl, it wa.s a
favourite j>ort with -foreign merchants. The
earliest notices date hack to two centuries B.C.

In 700 A.I), a regular nuirket was opene<l and a
collector of customs appointed. The Aralts matle
regular voyages hither as early as the 9tli cen-

tury. The Portuguese found their way to it

in l.")17, and were followed hy the Dutch a
iiundred vears later. These in turn were over-

taken anA supjdanted hy the English hefore the
close of the 17th cent\iry, and nn immense tra<le

was carried on hy the agents of the Ea.st India
Comnany. Their monopoly ceased on the '2'2d

April 1S.S4. .Since tiiat date the proceedings of

the Canton government ollicers have originated
two wars with the Hritish. The city was captured
V>y the allied French and English forces, December
lH."i7, and continued to lie garrisoned hy them till

Octol>er 1861 (see China). After the treaty of

Nankin (signed Augiist '29, 1842), Canton was
known as one of the live treaty i>orts, with Amov,
Foocliow, Ningpo, and Shanghai. Foreign com-
merce, however, is still hampered in many wavs
in <'anton. The lekin duties press most lieavily

on foreign merchants ; ocean steamers have been
compelle<l to discharge their cargo at Whampoa

;

antl the general insecurity of property renders it

necessaiT that every shop which contains anything
of value should he barricaded at dusk, so that it

could stand a siege : at sunset business must stop.

Tiie chief exports from Canton are tea, silk,

fsugar, and cassia; the chief imjiorts, cotton, woollen,

and metal goo<ls, food-stuH's, o|>ium, kerosene, iVrc.

The value of the exports is about £4,000,000 a
year; that of imports varies from i".S,00(),()00 to

i,".S..'>00,0<K>. These hgures lejiresent only tlie move-
ments through the foreign customs, and do nut in-

chnle the comparatively enormous trade with Hong-
kong by junk. Of ujiwards of .S0(KJ vessels, with a
tonnage of 2,.50o,rMKJ, that annually visit the port,

four-hfths are British. The p<ipnlation of the city,

•which was ravaged by the plague in 1894 (as was
also Hongkong), is stated at 1,800,(X)0.

.St-e Mrs fJray's Fmirtcen Months in Canton (1880);
Dr Gray's China (1878); The 'Fan Kicae' at Canton,
by H. W. C. (Lond. 1882).

4'ailtoil, capital of Stark county, Ohio, on the
.Nimishillen Creek, 56 miles .SSE. of Cleveland
hy rail, with foundries, extensive iron and steel

I
manufactories, paper and woollen mills, »S:c. Pop.

(1860) 4041 ; (1880) l'>,'2o8 ; (1890) '20,189.—(2) A
t(»wn of Fulton county, Illinois, '25 miles WSW. of

' Peoria, with coal mining and some factt)ries. Pop.

]
5604.—(3) A town of Norfolk county, Massa-
chusetts, 14 miles S. of Boston, with cloth and

]

metal manufactures. Pop. 4538.

Canton (Fr. ), a division of territory constitut-

ing a separate government <u- state, as in Switzer-

land ; or, as in Franco, a collection of communes,
forming a subdixision of an arromlissement. In

France, the canton sends one member to the

council of the arrondissement, but is in no other

sense an administrative division.

Canton. See IIkkaldhy, Vol. V. p. 66'2.

€^anton,d(>HX, electrician, born at Stroud, 31st

July 1718, was ajipienticed to a cloth-weaver,

but early showed a bent towards scientillc stutlies.

In 1737 he settled as a schoolmaster in L<uidon, and,

becoming famous for hisexpeiiiMeiits in electricity,

was elected a Fellow of the Koyal Society in 1749.

He repeated and verilietl Fianklin's experiments

and hypotheses ; he invented an electroscope and
an electrometer ; he originated experiments in in-

duction ; he was the first to make i>owerful artilicial

nuignets ; and in 1762 he demonstrated the com-
pressibility of water. His name is )iermaiiently

associate<l with 'Cantons phosidiorus,' discovered

by him in 1768—an impute sulphide of calcium,

jirepared by heating calcined oyster-shells with

sulidiur in a closed crucible. After being exposed

to light, it .shines in the dark like luminous paint

(see Calciim). Canton, who was a friend of

Priestley's, died '2'2il March 177'2.

Cantonnionts are the villages, fanns, or other
buildings in which troops are temporarily lodged
while taking part in manoin res or active opera-

tions. In the latter case, a careful arrangement of

guards and sentries is necessary to luevent the men
being sjirprised before thev can turn out of the

houses ; and jdaces of assembly, called alarm posts,

are selected at which they can c<dlect.

In India, hr)wever, cantonments have become
permanent militaiy towns, distinct and at some
little distance from the i)rinci]ial cities. A large

cantonment contains liarracks Un Enrojiean troops,

bungalows or houses, in gardens, for the officers ;

huts for the native soldiery ; magazines and jiarade

grounds ; public oflices and buildings of vaiious

kinils ; and a bazaar for the accommodation of the
Camji Followers (<|.v.) and other natives. See
l{n.l.KTlN(;, BlvofAc, and CAMf.

Cantor. See Phixe.ntoh.

Cantll. Cksahk, Italian author, was boni 8th

December 1807, <at P.rivio, in the Milanese territory,

and was destined for the ]iriesthoo(l, but early

adopted literature as a nrofest-ion. Imjnisoned in

188.3 for expressing libeial tendencies in an historical

woik on Lombanly, he spent his leisure hours in

descriliing the sorrows of a prisoner in an historical

romance, Mdrqlicrila I'ustcrhi (18.38), only less

popular than Alanzoni's / Promcssi Sposi. His
tiHiffnnm ojnis, the Slorid Unim-iialc (.3.5 vols. 18.36-

42), was succeeded by a multitmle of works on
Italian history and literature, as well as works of a

lighter character, and Manzoiii : Ilrmiiiismizc (2

vol.s. 1883). He died at Milan, 11th March 1895.

Canute, a Latinised form of CxiT, called the

fJreat. an<l by Scandinavian writers the Mighty and
the Old, king of the English, Danes, and Nor-

wegians, was liorn about 994, the s(»n of Sweyn,
king of Denmark, by Sigrid, widow of Eric, king of

Sweden. His father died in England in his career

of conquest (1014), and Cnut was at once chosen

by his fleet king of England, while his elder brother,

Harold, succeeded as king of Denmark. But the
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Witan sent for Ethelred to he kiny, ami Cnnt was
soon olilijxed to flee and return to Denmark, but

not l)efore, with the cliaracteristie cruelty of his

early life, he had cut otl" the hands, ears, and noses

of the En<,'Iish hostajjces of his father, and ])ut them
ashore at Sandwich. Next year (1015) lie put to

sea again witii a splendid Heet, and landed on the

coast'^of Dorsetsiiire. He ravaged the country far

and wide, and by Ciiristmas had made liimself

master of Wessex.' Early next year he marched to

York, and overawed all Northumhria into sul^mis-

sion. Already he was master of almost all England,

save the city of London alone, when the death of

Ethelred and the election as their king by the

Londoners of his vigorous son Edmund, gave a new
turn to the struggle, which went on fiercely, and
witii varying result. Twice Cnut failed in his

attempts "^to capture London. The linal struggle

took place at Assandun (see Ashingdon),
Avhen, after a desperate battle, the English

fled. Edmund and Cnut met at the isle of

Olney, in the Severn, and divided the country
between them : Cnut taking the northern part

;

Edmund, Wessex and the south. The death of

Edmund in 1016 gave the whole kingdom to the

young Danish conqueror. His first act was to put
to death some of the more powerful English chiefs,

and to send the two little sons of Edmund out of tlie

kingdom. In 1018 he levied a heavy Danegeld of

over £80,000, with which he paid oft' his Danish
warrioi's, keeping only the crews of forty ships,

the nucleus of his ' hus-carls.' The kingdom he
divided into the four earldoms of Mercia, North-
umberland, "Wessex, and East Anglia. From this

time onwards till his death Cnut's character seems
to have become completely changed. At once he
laid aside his ruthless, revengeful temper to become
a wise, temperate, devout, and law-aliiiling ruler.

He strove also to govern England according to

English ideas, restored the equal rights that had
prevailed in Edgar's time, and gradually replaced
the Danish earls with native Englishmen, to whom
he opened up the highest oftices. ^Ethelnoth be-

came Archbisho]) of Canterbury ; Godwine, Earl
of Wessex. He himself married Emnu\, the widow
of Ethelred. He was liberal to monasteries and
churches, and reverent to the memorj' of the native
saints and martyrs. He made a pilgrimage to

Rome in 1026-27, and his letter sent froTu Rome to

his subjects reveals alike the noble simplicity of his

nature and the high conception lie had formed of

the duty of a king. The death of Harold in 1018
had given him the crown of Denmark ; the death of

Olaf in 1030 closed a long struggle, and gave him
secure possession of Norway. Cnut gave eighteen
years of peace and order to England. His power
depended mainlv on the greatness of his own per-

sonality, for at liis death his empire at once feu to

pieces. He died at Shafteslmry, 12tli November
1035, and was buried in the Minster at Winchester.
The famous story, telling how he rebuked the
flatterv of his courtiers by showing them that the
advancing waves on the seashore had no regard
for his kingship, is given by Henry of Hunt-
ingdon, who adds that never after would the king
Avear his crown, but hung it on the head of the
crucified Lord.

€aiiya«^, Artist.s', the principal material upon
whicli oil-paintings are made, liefore it is put into
the artist's hands it is usually jn-imcrl, or grounded
of a neutral gray, or other tint, as he may direct.

Certain sizes of canvas being in greater request
than others, are kept ready mounted on wooden
stretchers. The stretchers are jirovided with
wedge-shaped keys at the corners, for tightening
the canvas, should it become slack. Those used
for portraits are known Ijy the names of kit-cat,

which measures 28 or 29 inches by 36 ; three-

quarters, 25 l)y 30 inches ; half-length, 40 by 50 ;

Bishop's half-length, 44 or 45 by 56 ; Bishops whole
length, 58 by 94.

Canvas-back Duck [FuUgrda vallisneria),B.

common bird on the Atlantic coasts of the L^nited

States, abundant for instance in Chesapeake Bay.
It belongs to tlie general group of wild ducks, but
ornithologists have differed somewhat as to it»

generic title. The names Aythya, Nyroca, Aristo-

netta, Fulix, and Fuligula seem all applied to it.

It is a handsome bird, especially in the somewhat
larger and more decorative male sex. The popular
name refers to the ashy white colour of the male's
back, crossed by broken zigzag lines. F. ameri-
cana or Red-head Duck is closely allied. Both, but
especially the Canvas-back, are prized for the table.

Canzo'lK' is the name of one of the most import-
ant forms of Italian lyric poetry. It seems to have
grown out of the caiizo oi the troubadours, which
was in their hands, however, exclusively reserved
for themes of love. The Italian canzone consists of
a series of stanzas, of various metrical arrange-
ments, and restricted to no set themes. In the
Petrarchian canzone the stanzas exactlv corre-

spond in the number and measure of the lines, as-

also in the sequence of the rhvmes. It often con-
cludes with a short stanza, known as the envoi.

Petrarch is the great master of the canzone in the
earlier, and Leopardi in the later period of Italian

literature. In music, canzone and canzonet are
songs in two or more parts. The French chanson is

simply a song.

Caoutchouc. See India-rubber.

Cap. See Bonnet, Percussion Caps, ^nd
Maintenance (Cap of).

Capacity, Legal, means the power to alter

one's rights or duties by the exercise of free will, or
responsibility to punishment for one's acts. Civil

capacity depends on Age (q.v. ) and mental con-

dition "(see Insanity). But civil incapacity is

often imposed as a punishment on persons of full

age and undoubted mental capacity. Convicts and
persons attainted are placed under a general civil

incapacity, and partial incapacities are also imposed
as punishments—e.g. where a person is found
guilty of bribery he becomes incapable of a certain

public office. The English law of infancy, impos-
ing a general disability to contract (except for

necessaries) on all men up to the age of 21, is not

founded on physiological fact, and requires altera-

tion. The disabilities attaching to married women
have been largely removed by recent legislation in

both England and Scotland. For supposed political

reasons aliens were f(n' a long time debarred from
ordinary civil rights, and they are still properly

excluded from political rights until they naturalise

themselves and adopt the obligations of a subject.

Different tests of capacity are applied to different

transactions, as Contract (q.v.) and testament.

Cap-^-pie' (Fr. ,
' head to foot'), in the military'

language of the middle ages, was applied to a
knight or soldier armed at all points, or from head
to foot, with armour for defence and weapons for

attack.

Cape Breton, a rocky island of irregular form
in British North America, at the eastern extremity
of Nova Scotia, from whicli it is separated by the
Gut of Canso, one mile broad. It has an extreme
length of 100, a breadth of 85 miles ; area, 3120

sq. in., with a pop. ( 1891 ) of 92,6.39. Tlie coast is

greatly indented with bays, and an inlet, the Bras
d'Or, entering the island on the east, forms a lake

(50 miles long, and 20 l>road) which renders most
of the interior accessilde by water, and which, now
continued by a ship-canal ( i mile ) to St Peter's Bay,
on the south coast, bisects the island. The climate

is moist, but milder than that of the adjoining
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continent ; tlie principal exiH>rts are tinilier, fish,
(

iron ore, and coal. Tlie i>lanii pnxluces maize
antl otlier <j:rain.*, tliougli not in suflioient nuanti-
ties for home consumption. Orijrinally a rrench '

t>ossession, it was taken \>y the Enj^lish in 174o ; !

>ut l>ein'i siilwequently restore<l to France, it wa.s i

ajjain capture<l in ITo**, an<l in 1819 l>ecame part '

of tlie province of Nova Scotia. The towns are
Sydney, Arichat, and Port Ho<m1, the once famous
Louisl>ourg, strippe«l of its fortifications, having
become njerely a villa','e.

Ca|>e Coa.St Castle, a settlement of Great
Britain in tiie (lold (_'i)a.-t Colony, in I'pper Guinea,
315 miles W. of La;,'os. The place lies in a chasm,
and as its name implies, is defenile<l l>y the <.Teat

castle near the water's edge, and liy three small
fort-i on th<> hills Ixdiind, one of which serves a.s a
li;,'hthouse and sij^ual station. Ceded l»y the Dutch
to the English in 166.">, Gape Coast Gastle, from
167*2, was poHses.sed bv several British African
comi>anie-i till IM.S. w!»en it was taken over by
goveniment. In IST.j it was supersede<l by Accra as
capital of the Dold Coast. The town has a trade
in palm-oil. Th»'re is a telegrajih line to Accra,
and a f;iir road from Gape Coast to I'rahsue (75
miles). L. E. Landou<lied herein 1838. Pop. 11,6<X>.

Capo Cod, pioi>»'rly a narrow peninsula of

Mas^aclnisctts, in form somewhat like the letter L,
which, with a length of 65 miles, forms the south-
east boundary of the great bay of that state. Tlie
noiiiii-rn extremity, marked iiy a revolving light

155 feet higii above the .scii, is iii 42' 3' 40" N. hit.,

and 7<i' 14' 4S" \V. long. It ha-< been proiHJsed to
cut the neck of the peninsula by a canal.

Ca|M' 4'oloiiy, otlicially Goloxv ok the Cape
OK (luuii Hdi'K, i> a Ihiti^h colony situated at the
southern extremity of the African i-ontinent. It

is boundetl on the NW. by thf Uiange Itiver ; on
the N. by the IJechuanaland Protectorate, the
(Mange ltiv»M- Colony, and liritisli Ba-<utolan<l ;

on the S. by the Southern Ocean; on the E. by
Natal : and on the W. by the Atlantic Ocean. The
total area of the Cape Colony is estimated to be
29-2,000 scj. m.
The Cane Colony is deficient in navigable rivers,

and in gulf> or arms of the sea stretching inland.
Generally sj>caking, the bays have wide mouths
and not much depth of water. Perhai)> the l»est

and safest natural harlHiur on the colonial coast
is atforded by Saldanha Bay : but at jiresent the
country in its neighlH>urhoo<l is nearly unoccu-

Eied, the supply of water l>eing deficient. 8t
lelena Bav, Lambert s Bay, and Donkins Bay are

places on the we-^t coast wliere vessels occ.isionally

call. Port Nolloth, on the north-west coa-^t, is

where most of the copjier ore is shii)j)ed fr<»m the
mines of Little Namanualand. Table Bay is the
principal colonial harlnmr. It is naturally much
e.xposed on the north-west ; but the Table Bay
Harbour Board, which was formed in IStiO, h;ts

shown great energy and ability in erecting a break-
water, and in con>tructing docks for large shijiiiing,

including graving-d()cks (see C.vpetown). False
Bav, lying to the east of the Gaj)e of (iood Hope,
includes Simon's Bay on its western side, which
is the imperial naval station. This is a .safe

anchorage, and there is a slip for the repair of
vessels ; but trade, of course, iea<ls merchantmen
to Table Bay. The railway communication be-

tween Capetown antl Simon's Town has greatly
facilitated trade. Her M.ajestys government and
the government of the colony are co-operating
in the works of defence which are at piesent in

progress at these important imperial possessions,

wliid!, <ui account of their situation, are of so

much coMHe(|uence to tlie naval and mercantile
interests of the British empire. At .Mo>sel Bay

|

there is a good anchorage for ships, and there are
jetties, steam-cranes, and other conveniences for
landing and loading cargoes. There is a local
Harbour Board, but no extensive works have been
as yet undertaken. Farther east, at the mouth of
the Knysna Kiver, there is a large lagoon, the
.southern extremity of which is connected with tlie

ocean. The entrance is only 180 yards in width,
and is l>etween very high headlands, so that a
sailing-ves.sel could not enter unless tlie wind was
blowing in, except, of course, by the aid of a steam-
tug. There are 18 feet of water on the bar in it*
shallowest part, so that large vessels can enter.
Algoa Bay, with Port Eliz;il)etli on its western
shore, has been the scene of great energy and enter-
pri.se since the foundin'' of the town, after the
arrival in the c(dony of the Ent'lish .settlers in 1820
(see Port Eliz.ah'kth). At Port Alfred and at
East London considerable sums of public money
have been snent with the view to improve the
harbours. Tne works are still in progress. St
Johns Kiver is a port in Pondoland purchased in
1878 from the Pondo chief, and annexed to the
colony in 1884.

Running parallel to the coast-line of the Cape
Colony, and at an average distance from it of alM)ut
150 miles, there is a range of mountains which
forms the watershed of the country. This is known
as the Stormberg, the Sneeubcrg, the N'icuwveld
Mountains, the Koggeveld Mountains, and Kamies-
l)erg, as it stretches across the colony in south-
westerly, westerly, and north-westerly direction.
The Eastern Province of the c<dony, along with
the Gape peninsula, is on the whole I'jetter watered
than the interior itortion of the Western Province,
(irassy plains, wcll-wooded river-courses, and moun-
tain glens are to be fouml thnmghout the eastern
part of the colony, while in the western and part
of the mifUand district the country is covered
with the Karroo l»ush. and the fiattoj)pe<l hills
.stand out grim antl bare, witlit)Ut kintlty tree or
bush to ct)ver their ruggetl outlines. These Karrt)t>

bushes, although yiehling a tlrearv enough prt>spect
to the traveller, are of great value to the sheep-
farmer ; antl where you supi)ose you are passing
through a wilderness, you are in reality surroumletl
by large sheep-farms. The .southern jtart tif the
colt>ny presents st)me beautiful scenery ; but it will
be ctmcetled that the Stockenstrom,' Betlford, and
other eastern districts are more beautiful still.

Cli»i(ite.—The climate of the Gape Gt>lt>ny antl of
the interit)r t»f Southern Africa generally is oue oi the
finest in the worltl. antl eminently suited for Euro-
peans. As a health-resort the Gape has lt)ng been
iavt)urably knt>wn ; antl increcasetl attention has-
been given tt» it in recent years. The climate ft)r a
certain number of miles inlantl alt)ng the ct)ast is

more or less attected by the mt>isture from the ocean.
Here irrigatitui of the grouml by farmers, as a rule, is

not necessary. The climate on the coast is superior
to that of Englaml. But it is after the traveller
leaves this well-wateretl belt, where chest com-
jilaint, although infreijuent, is nevertheless occasion-
ally fount! amt>ng the natives, ami when he ascentls
the higher inlaml plateau, that he fintls himself in
a rare and yet balmy atmosjihere which is exhil-
arating to the healthy, antl nit)st beneficial to tht)se

subject tt) lung-complaints, especiallv if they have
arriveil in the ctmntry at a suHiciently early stage.
Even when organic tiisea.se hati set iii, there have
been well-authenticated cases in which it has been
arrested. Members of families heretlitarily inclinetl

to this di.sease, who take up their abode in St)uth
Africa, have healthy chiltlren. In physiiiue the
European has lost nothing by residence in South
Africa ft)r twt) huntlreil years.

The following table shows the temperature, &:c.,

on the coast, at Wynberg, near Capetown, and at»
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Port Elizaltetli ; at a midland town, Gialianistown ;

and at two stations on the higher plateau—Aliwal
North
Kiver :

and Colesberg Bridge, on the Orange
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Ion;:, ami otwt £7S,M74 ; at Aliwal North, tlie

liriii;,'e is S(JU feet Ion;:, and cost fo!t,lM)4. Another
l)riil;;e of sitnihvr construction spans tlie Kei Kiver,
an.l unites the colony with tlie native territory

called the Transkei. So iini)resseil were the Fingoes
with tlie utility <>f the work that they contrihuted
voluntarily t'ir)<M) towards uiakiri;: tiie approaches
to the l)rii\;,'e. A ;:o<)d l>rid;,'e, huilt with govern-
ment sanction l>y the enterprise of a company,
sjtans the Vmi] liiver at IJarkly West, keeping open
tlie northern higliway of commerce at all seasons.

Telegraphs are in the hands of the Cape govern-
ment. Almost every town in the colony is now in

communication witii Capetown ; and in 1S95 a line

was lieing extended c/c Malekiiig thidugh Mata-
l>eleland to Nya»alaiid, traversing IJriti^h .South

Africa and Hrilish Central Africa. Mr llhodes was
creilitetl with the vast <lesigu of e.xtending this

telegiai)h tlirougli ("ential Atiica to Cairo.

Sir (leorge (irey turned the tii"st .sod of the Cape
railways in IS.')!*. The line wa.s lietween Cape-
town and Wellington, M miles in length, and was
constructed l>y an Englisii conii>aiiy under a
guarantee of a rate of interest of (j per cent, on
£.')00,tMXl. This and two lines commenced by pri-

vate companies afterwards passed l»y purchase into

the hands of the government. The discovery of

the diamontl-mines gave a great imjietns to colonial

railways. As the>e were all cunsliucted liy govern-
ment with consent of the colonial pailiament, no
single line was jnished forward to the diamruul-

lields which would heiielit one port in particular ;

but railways were i)Uslied forward from Port Eliza-

l)eth and from East London, as well as from Cajie-

town. Railway construction hail come to a stand-
still in ISS."); but in connection with operations in

IJecliuanalaiid, the imperial government otl'eied to

the Cape government a loan of money for the com-
pletion of the railway to Kimberley ( 1885). Johan-
nesburg was connected with Cai)etown by rail in

1892, and Mafeking ri/i Vryburg in 1894. The latter

line is an extension of the Cane line to Kimberley,
and is to be continued rio (Jalierones to Palajiye or

Palapwe, which super.seded Shoshong as capital of

Bechuanaland. The mileage of the railways within

the Cai.e Colony in 1888 was 1599, in 1S99, 2:^50

miles (divided into Western, Midland, and Eastern
Systems).

Proiiiicts (ttui Industries.—The chief export from
the Cajie <.'olony is wool. This industry may be
said to date from the time that the colony came
into the hands of Hritain—the sheeji which before
that time were owned by the Dutch colonists

being the native sheep, which is distinguished by
its huge tail, ami by the hair which it has on
its back instead of wool. Cattle are alscj exten-
sively raised, especially in the grassy districts of

the tastern Province. The Hottentots and Katiirs

were fouml in possession of cattle, which were
indeed the tirst articles of barter between the
early agents of the Dutch East India Company,
an<l the triVies in the neighlMturhood of Table Hay.
Pneumonia, known as ' lung sickness,' was intro-

duced from Holland in 1S57, and has never since

been eradicated. In a country where the grazing
grounds are not fenced, and where the cattle are
frei|uently penned together during the night,

there are peculiar facilities for spreading the
disease, which has found its way as far north as

Matebeleland. Inoculaticju as a preventive of oneu-
iiKjnia is practised with success, a piece of dLs-

ea-seil lung, or of the virus from it, being intro-

duced into the tip of the tail of the animal which
is onerated upon. The cattle ranching capacities

of tne country have not been fully tested—few, if

any, wells have yet been sunk for this puri)ose,

and little has been done in the way of inclosing

cattle-runs as in Australia.

Horses were introduced at an early date by the
Dutch, to assist them in their operations against
the Hottentots. They have not been used in agri-
cultural work by the Dutch colonists—the o.x

doing all the heavy farm-work. The Cape liorse,
however, although small, is a hardy and capable
animal with great power of endurance. In the
northern jiarts of the colony, and more especially in
the countries beyond the colony, horses are subject
during the summer months t<> a climatic disease
known to everyone as 'the hoi-se-sickness.' It is
often very deadly and very rapid in its develop-
ment. Uf those attacked 1>y tliis disease a small
proportion recover ; these are no longer liable to it,

ami are known as 'salted' horses. Horses reared
in a district liable to this disease do not sutler
so severely as horses introduced into it ; so that
the horse will no doubt be acclimatised not only
throughout the colony but throughout South
Africa.

Ustrich-feathei-s have long been an article of
export from the Cape. For many years they were
obtained at the expense of the death of the birds ;

but in 18G4 ostrich-farming was commenced at the
Cape, and is now one of the leading industries.

Ostrich-feathers are so beautiful that they will
probably always lind favour with some people;
yet so uiexora1)le is fashion that the demand fell

off very much when small birds ami birds' wings
were preferred by leaders of ladies' fashions as
ornaments for ladies' head-dresses. The feathers
of the wild bird are more beautiful than those of

the tame bird, and are recognised at once by those
in the feather trade. In 1805 there were only 80
tame ostriches in the colony. It is computed that
in 1895 there were very nearly 25(t, ()()() birds. The
highest money value of the feathers exported ^vas

reached in 1882, when it was .4:1,093,989 for '253,954

11). of feathers of all classes. In some recent years
the quantity exported has been greater ; but, prices

having fallen, the value was not nearlj' so great.

The native famm of the colony, once so numer-
ous and varied, are now well nigh extinct. A few
elei)liants and butlaloes are still 'preserved' in the
Knysna and Zitzikama forests, but the liipjK)-

potamus, rhinoceros, giratle, eland, (juagga, gnu,
and other large game, <are, with the lion, no longer
to be seen within the Cape Colony. The beautiful
springbok and smaller antelopes are still found,
with baboons, monkeys, wild cats, porcupines,
jerboas, conies, ant-eaters ; as also tij^er-cats,

le<<]^»ards, jackals, antl wild dogs. Whales have
entirely disappeare<l from the coast, and few seals

remain. The variety of birds is also great, and
some are peculiar, such as the secretary-bird, the
h(jney-l)ird, the weaver-bird, and the ostrich.

Reptiles still abound ; the alligator is chieHy found
beyond the colony, but the iguana, the cobra di

capello, puH'-adder, and other snakes are found in

the colony. Insect life is also abundant. Flights

of locusts and swarms of caterpillars occasionally

pass through a district. The honey-bee is exten-

sively foiHul even in desert parts ; tlie ' white ant

'

(termites) covers the face of the land with its habi-

tations, which are from 2 to 4 feet in height.

The botuuy of the Cape has long been a subject

of great interest. It is probable that no single

country in the world has contributed so largely to

European conservatories and gardens as the Cape
of Good Hope—sending such handsome liowering

shrubs as the pelargoniums, heaths, proteas, and
the lovely bulbous plants of irideas amaryllidea-,

and liliacea'. Similar to the continent of Australia

in many respects. South Africa ditl'ers from it in

this, that it is, relatively to area, much richer in its

flora than Australia. Several plants are of high

medicinal value. Rotanists divide South Africa

as follows : tropical region, from Algoa Bay to
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Delagoa Bay on the south-east coast ; soutli-western

region, from Oliphants River to Port Elizabetli

;

Karroo region ; composite region, from Beaufort

West not quite to the Orange River ; and tliis is

followed by the Kalahari region.

Viticulture was introduced by the early Dutcli

settlers at the Cape in 1653; and in 1688 this

industry was further developed by the Huguenot
refugee's. The last statistical returns of the vine-

yards of the colony, taken in 1880, show that there

were then about 60.000,000 vines in the Cape
Colony, covering 20,000 acres of land. The climate

of the south-western part of the colony is said to

excel that of any other country for viticulture ;

only certain parts of California and of Southern
France enjoy a climate similar, but not equal to

that of the south-western part of the Cape Colony.

The productive power of the Cape vineyards greatly

exceeds that of any other country in the world ; and
the quality of the juice of the Cape grapes is also

superior to that of the European grapes. While
10,000 vines in France produced 18;^ hectolitres;

<4ermany, 24 ; Switzerland, 42 ; United States, 14^

;

Australia, 14i ; the coast districts of the Cape
•Colony produced 86i : and the inland districts, 173.

It is said that many farmers in the inland districts

obtain annually as much as 5 leaguers ( 1 leaguer =
127 imperial gallons = little more than of hecto-

litres) from 1000 vines, which amounts to the enor-
mous yield of 287 hectolitres per 10,000 vines.

Hitherto tlie manipulation of Cape ^vines has been
so "enerally defective that the excellent exceptions
to tiiis rule have been swamped under the epithet
'Cape wines.' With such marvellous natural
advantages to begin with, it is quite evident that
Cape wines and Cape raisins must yet take a high
place in general estimation.
Tobacco is extensively grown in certain dis-

tricts, but not in sufficient quantity to meet the
demands of the colony. Dagga, or wild hemp,
is indigenous, and was smoked by the natives
before tobacco was introduced among them. The
climate of the colony is favourable to the growth
of fruit. Besides the indigenous ' Cape gooseberry,'
apples, pears, figs, apricots, peaches, oranges,
'naartjes' ( Mandarin oranges ), limes, pomegranates,
quinces, bananas, walnuts, and almonds are to be
found in the orchards and gardens of the colony.
Preserving fruit, as practised in America, might be
«xtensively carried out in South Africa.
Manufactures have not as yet been exten-

sively developed. The timber of the colony is

suited for wagon-making and for articles of furni-
ture ; and these trades have been largely carried
on. A commencement has been made in the
manufacture of woollen fabrics. The manufacture
of leather has been carried on for several years
at Cai)etown, Port Elizaljeth, and Grahamstown.
Preserving leather and making soap had long been
practised by the old colonial families at their farms.
Fishing is carried on in all the bays which indent
the coast. Salted or cured lish is ex'ported to a very
considerable amount. Valuable deposits of guano
are found on the small islands along the west coast
of the colony. The revenue derived from leasing
tiiose guano islands has sometimes reached £10,000
a year.

The discovery of diamonds in the Hopetown
district of the colony in 1867, which was con-
firmed in 1869, pnjduced a beneficial ettect on Cape
C«jlony and on South Africa generally. No diamond-
mine has l)een found in Hopetown district, but
diamonds were found along the Vaal River for a
considerable distance and on both banks of the
river. The triangle between the junction of the
V aal and the Hart River yielded a good many
diamonds to the early diggers, who spread them-
selves over the whole countiy prospecting, and

who were assisted in their eflbrts liy the natives,

who collected all kinds of pebbles in the hope that
the white man would buy them. In 1870 there

were some 10,000 diggers on the A'aal River be-

tween Hebron and Schunelo—the majority working
between Klip-drift, now Barkly West, and the

junction of the Vaal and Hart rivers. In the
end of 1870 the ' dry diggings ' were discovered at

a place called DuToifs Pan, about half-w-ay

between the Vaal and Modder rivers. In 1871

diamonds were discovered on a kopje, or conical

hill, a little over two miles from Du Toit's Pan.
A ' rush ' of diggers at once took place ;

' claims

'

were selected and marked out ; and in the course
of time the whole hill was removed from its place,

and diamonds being found in the hard ' blue-stuff
which Avas at first taken for stone, operations were
carried on below the level of the surrounding
country till a deep irregular basin-shaped quarry
or open mine has taken the place of the former
kopje or hill. The original area inclosed for the
mine was about eleven statute acres ; but successive

slips of loose earth on the sides—the removal of

which from the workings has entailed immense
outlay—have widened the area, so that the mine
now covers some 25 or 30 acres. Round this

mine—the richest in the world—the town of Kim-
berley h.as been formed, first in canvas, then in

corrugated iron, and afterwards in well-built and
substantial houses. There was not a drop of water
near this nune when it was discovered, but w^ells

were sunk, water found, and sold to the diggers by
the bucket and by the cask. For some years the
town of Kimberley has enjoyed a full supply of water
brought in piping from the Vaal River some twenty
miles distant. This was a work of great enterprise

and skill, and was successfully carried out by a
joint-stock company. The successful well-sinking at

Kimberley gave an impetus throughout many parts
of the colony to this method of obtaining a supply
of water. At first the health of ' the Camp ' was
not good, a low fever—climatic and typhoid—pre-

vailed, but latterly, improved drainage, plentiful

supply of water, with abundance of fruit and
vegetal lies by the railway (which reached Kim-
berley in 1885), have combined to render the town
nearly as healthy as the salubrious country by
which it is surrounded. Besides the Du Toit's

Pan and Kimberley mines there are De Beer's
mine and Bultfontein mine. The centres of Kim-
berley and De Beer's mines are exactly one mile
apart ; the centres of De Beer's and Du Toit's Pan
just over two miles, whilst the centres of Du Toit's

Pan and Bultfontein are less than three-quarters
of a mile. Thus, a circle three and a half miles
in diameter incloses the whole of the four mines,
which taken together are sometimes known as the
'Diamond-fields.' A depth of over 600 feet has
been reached in the Kimberley mine ; 300 feet in

Bultfontein ; and over 500 feet in Du Toit's Pan
and De Beer's.

At first ' claims ' were worked by individual
diggers ; but the difficulties connected with mining
led to combination, and companies superseded the
first diggers — these companies, more recently,
coming under a process of amalgamation, the
ultimate object of which is no doubt to lessen
expense of working, and especially to regulate the
' output ' of diamonds, whensoever a practical mono-
poly has been secured. The labour at the diamond-
mines, from the first, has been done by the natives,
many of whom travel great distances for the sake of
the wages given at Kimberley. At the end of 1886
it was said that there were in actual employment
at the four mines, 11,055 natives and 1425 white
men. Illicit diamond buying, or 'I.D.B.'as it is

usually called at the mines, has always prevailed
owing to the smallness and great value of the
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diamonds, and the facilities whiclj were atlorded
for theft hy tlie earlier methods. ' Trappinj,' ' liy

detectives is lej^'alisefl, and any one can be arrested
on suspicion of liavinj; in his or her possession a
rou;L,'h diamond without a license. The ' Com-
]iound System '—i.e. liousin;j; the native workers
in larj^e incloseil compounds, and preventing their
leaving the jiremises for any reason till their period
of engagement, say three months, luus expired,
is saia to have reduced the number of diamonds
stolen ; but it is believeil that a large number are
still lost to the owners of the mines. The ' Star
of Africa,' valued at flO,«MK), was found in posses-
sion of a native in l!S»i9. The linest South African
<liam<>nd is the ' I'orter-lihodes diamond,' found in
1KS(», and valued at f(i<>,(MXJ. A yellow stone of

302 carats was foun<l in 1884 in De Beer's mine ;

another, 4'28i carats, (juite a-s large a.s a hen's egg,
and said to be the largest diamond in the world,
was found in the same mine in 1888. Owing to its

yellow c(dour, tliis immense stone was valued at
only £.S<KK) at tiie mine. The total value of the
<liamonds sent from all the diamond-mines and
<liggings during the years 1880-86 inclusive, wivs
£•2 1. 948,944. The siiiallest cmtput was in 188"),

owiii'' to the fall of loose eartii into the mine at
Kiml)erley, when it amounted to £2,2*28,680. In
1881 the output readied £4,176,2<»2 Tlie declai-ed
value of the diamonds exported in 1898, before the
Soiitli African troulile>i, was £4,r)(;7.<MH».

The similarity of the geological formation of
South Africa and .Vustralia attractetl attention
after the discovery of gold in the latter country.
<iold had previously been found in ditlerent parts
of the colony and beyond it, but not in large
quantities. While thousands of Cape cohmists
have l>een attract^'d to tiie Transvaal gold-mines,
gold-digging has Wen carried on for some time in

the Knysna district in the extreme south of the
<.'ape Colony. Although foun<l over an extensive
area, the alluvial gold was not got in sutHcient
juantity to nay the in<lividual digger. It was at
first feareil tliat the gold had been brought from
a distance ivnd spread over this region, but numer-
ous gold-yielding (juartz-reefs have since been dis-

covered. Shipments of Knysna gold have alrea<ly

taken jdace, although not on a large scale. In the
north of the colony g(»ld was founil in 1887 at a
place called Zeekoeli.uird, in (iri(iualand West.
Copper is found tiiroughout the district of Nama-

qualand. It was discovered two centuries ago,

but the efforts wiiich were then made to turn it

Ut accf)unt were unsuccessful. A Capetown tirm

shijiped the Hrst 11 t<iiis of copper ore in 1852.

In 1886 the export wjis 28,429 tons of ore. The
princijial mining-station is Uokiep, 90 miles from
Port Nolloth, with which it is connected by
a railway. The Concordia mines are the only
ones at present at work, although there are many
other copper-mines in the district.

Coal hiis been found in tiie Stormberg range of

mountains over an extensive district, but is at

present worked only at Molteno and Indwe. As
the coal is found in the mountain, no shaft needs

to be sunk—the seam is followed by tunnelling

into the hillside. The work is done with picks,

no blasting V>eing necessary. Stormberg coal is at

present used on the eastern railways of the colony.

Trial liorings have been in progress for some time

past II

West,
past in the Camdeboo .Mountains, near Beaufort

d other places in the western districts

;

but although coal lias lieen met with in nearly all

the borings, neither its quality nor its thickness of

seam encourages the hope of the existence of a large

coal-mine in the Western Province of the colony.

The price of Stormberg coal, supjilied to govern-

ment, is His. per ton ; Indwe coal, 25s. per ton.

Iron ores ot many varieties, and some very rich.

are abundant in several places ; but the colonial
iron has nowhere, as yet, been smelted and worked
l>y colonial coal. Leail ore has been found near
the Orange River, and elsewhere, and zincblende
(K'curs in various places. Sandstones, suitable for
building, are widely distributed, and the hard stone
suitable for millstones is specially abundant on the
Stormberg. Marble of very beautiful colour, and
handsomely mottleil, is found in many j)arts ; and
the granite of the Pa<irl is especially tine and durable.
There are extensive antl valuable salt-jians

throughout the colony. The ' pan ' is a depression
below the adjacent country, the bottom of wliicii is

impregnatCfl with salt. The salt is dissolved by
rain ; when the rainy season passes, the water is

evaporated by the heat of the sun, when the salt-

crystals remain and are scraiied off with spades.
Manganese ore occurs on the ranges of the penin-

sula on which Caiietown is situated, and also on
the Drakenstein .Hountains. About 30 miles from
Capetown a j)rivate company has opened a mine,
which yiehls from 70 to IXt per cent. Garnets,
V)oth re<l and green, are found in the north-west,
and especially on the Vaal Kiver. In both
the Orange and Vaal rivers there are numerous
as^ates of many colours and shades. Then there is

also found in (Jriqualand West a remarkably hand-
some ornamental stone, which came into' notice
in London during tiie Colonial Exiiibition, usually
called crofidolite, l»ut which is a pseudocrocido-
lite. It is a species of fibrous quartz, and when
properly cut it displays a distintt ray of liglit down
the centre. Va.st quantities are being worked up
into jewellery ; an<l a value of alxiut £2<Mi(i aniuially
is exported. Cairngorms, quartz crystal, ame-
thyst, rose quartz, ie<l ami yellow jaspei-s, striped
and clouded jas]iers, are all" found in the colony,
riialcedoiiy is very abundant on the Orange aiul
Vaal rivers. Bloodstone is found on the Orange
liiver, and luelinite, a mineral of beautiful sea-
gieen colour, and very iiandsome as an ornamental
stone, is found in many districts. Kaolin or china-
clay is also (ditained.

St(tti.<,tH-s.—During the ten years 1876-77 to
1885-86 the revenue of the colony rose from
£1,318,341 to £3,317.310(1885); the' expenditure
varied from £3,640.532 ( 1877 ) to £6,346,453 { 1883).
The <lebt rose from £6,028,959 to £21,171,854.
The imports, wiiich were £5,158,348 in 1877 (of

which £4,(K»9,310 came from tlie United Kingdom),
in 1882 were £9.372.019, and in 1886, £3,799,261.
The exports in 1877 were £5,356,888 (of which
£5,022,372 were for tiie United Kingdom); in 1882,

£8,506,800; in 1887, £7,535,037. In 1898 the

revenue was £7,212,235, the ex])enditure £8,431,398,

and tiie deltt £28,383,922 ; tlie imports have a
value of £11,588,006, tiie exports £13,812,962 (in

order of importance, gold, diamonds, wool, ostrich

feathers, Angora hair, liides, cojjper ore, wine).

Government.—The colonial government consists

of a governor, nominated liy the crown, whose term
of othce usually extends to six years. His salary

a,s governor, paid l»y tiie colony, is £5000 per

annum. He is assisted by an e.xecutive council, of

which he is tlie president, consisting practically of

the ministry for tlie time. There are live othces

in tiie Cape ministry—the colonial secretary, the

treasurer of the colony, the attorney-general, the

coniiiiissioner of crown-lands and jiiiblic works,

and the secretary for agriculture. These niiiiisteis

have the right to sit ami speak in either liranch of

tlie legislature, but may vote only in that branch
to whicii they liave been individually elected. The
meetings of tiie council are convened \)y the governor.

The salaries of niiiiisters are £1500 i)er annum, with
£25<» additional to the prime-minister.

Till' Lower House, or House of Assembly, at

the Cape, consists of ninety-five members. Cape-
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town and Kiniberley send each four members

;

Teinbuland and GrLiualand ELast eacli one mem-
ber ; and thirty-tliree divisions of the colony return

two members 'each. The Upper House, or Legis-

hitive Council, consists of tweuty-tliree members,
who are elected bv eight circles or sections, into

wliich the colony lias l)een divided for legislative

council purjioses. Tiie House of Assembly is

purely elective ; in the Upper House the single

exception is the cliairman or president of tlie

council, M-ho is the chief justice of the colony,

ex officio. He has power to take part in any
debate that may arise, antl the casting vote

only when the votes are equally divided. The
qualihcation for entering the House of Assembly
is identical with that of a voter. To enter the

Upper House, a man must be possessed of immov-
able property within the colony of the value of

£2000. Members of both Houses residing more
than 10 miles from the j^)lace where parliament
assembles are entitled to mileage and £1 per day.

The franchise in the Cape Colony is exercised by
the following persons : ( I ) The occupier for twelve
months of a house, warehouse, shop, or other build-

ing, of the value of £2.5. (2) The joint-occupier,

Avliose share is of the value of not less than £25.

(3) The recipient for not less than twelve months
of salary or wages at the rate of not less than £50
per annum, or of £25 per annum with board and
lodging. Voters are entitled to be registered in

more than one division. This franchise was modi-
fied in 1887, so that native voters should no longer

be able to bring forward their share in a communal
or tribal holding as qualifying, in whole or in part,

to exercise the franchise. Such voters had for a
considerable period enjoyed the colonial franchise.

The Cape Colony is divided into seventy-seven
divisions or counties, in each of which there is a
divisional council elected every three years, which
is empowered to levy rates and manage the business
of the division. Tlie chairman is the civil com-
missioner of the division, who is usually also the
resident magistrate. The large towns are under
mayors and town-councils, smaller towns have
municipal councils, and villages have management
boards. Councillois are elected for three years,
am! go out by rotation.
For the administration of justice, there are field

cornets and justices of the peace for minor cases
throughout the districts of each division or county ;

then there is the resident magistrate of each divi-

sion, for adjudicating in more serious cases, and
for conducting preliminary examinations of cases
which go before the superior courts, which sit at
Kiniberley, Grahamstown, and Capetown—the last
being the supreme court. There is an appeal from
the Colonial Court to the House of Lords.
A peculiar arrangement ol)tains for the discharge

of general imperial functions in South Africa. The
governor of the Cape liolds a commission as ' High
Commissioner for South Africa,' which imposes on
him verj- important duties, having reference to the
interests and well-being of countries outside the
Cape. As high commissioner, the governor of the
colony conducts the correspondence between Her
Majesty's government and the Free State and
Transvaal Repul>Ucs. Native territories under
imperial administration or protection have the
colonial governor as chief administrator or gover-
nor, in his capacity of high commissioner. The
salary of thehigh commissioner( apart from his salary
as governor) is £3000, with £1000 of personal allow-
ance from imperial funds. This function has liad a
disturbing and prejudicial effect on purely Cape
Colony politics. It is a question about whicii
there has been difference of opinion among
officials, as to whether as higli commissioner the
governor of the Cape must consult and guide

himself by the advice of his colonial ministry.
Sir Bartle Frere was inclined to consult the
ministei-s as high commissioner. Sir Hercules
Robinson endeavoured to take the opposite course.

Cape politicians are also divided on this (Question.

Some urge the continuance of the dual system,
with the clear understanding that as high com-
missioner as well as governor, the holder of the
duplex offices should submit himself to local

colonial guidance and advice ; others urge the
separation of the functions by the appointment
of an imperial officer to the work of high com-
missioner or governor-general, and of a second
officer to be constitutional governor of the Cape
Colony.

History.—The Cape of Good Hope was first

rounded by the Portuguese voyager and discoverer
Bartholomew" Diaz in 1486. For a century and
a half the Cape was used occasionally by Portu-
guese, English, and Dutch mariners, engaged in

the eastern ocean-trade. They obtained fresh
water under Table Mountain, and were able to
purchase cattle and sheep from the natives.
Two English admirals, in the time of James L,
landed and took possession of ' the South African
coast and continent.' No after step, however, was
taken by the English government to ratify this

act of Admirals Shillinge and Fitz-Herbert—the
latter an ancestor of the Earl of Carnarvon. It

was not till 1652 that the Dutch East India
Company, under charter gi-anted by the States-
general of the United Provinces of Holland, took
possession of Table Bay, establishing a fort and
occupying the lands skirting the foot of Table
Mountain. The primary object of the settlement
was not colonisation, but the supply of the Com-
pany's vessels on their voyages to and from the
eastern archipelago. It was in the nature of things,
however, that a lovely and fruitful country when
discovered should be gradually cultivated ; and
this was done under the auspices of the Company,
and on very unfavourable terms to the individual
settler. There took place a chronic conflict be-
tween the Dutch East India Company and the early
settlers, whose industrial efforts were hampered
and rendered almost nugatory by the Company's
repressive and monopolising rule. Ajppealing re-

peatedly and in vain to headquarters in Holland,
the landward population were in actual reljellion

when, at the end of the 18tli century, events in

European politics extended their influence to the
Cape. The French having conquered Holland,
the Stadtholder (the Prince of Orange) fled to
England, where he made a treaty with the English
against the common enemy, the French. An
English fleet was despatched to hold the Cape for

the allies, the officers in charge. Admiral Elphin-
stone and General Craig, having been intrusted
with a letter to the Cape government from the
Prince of Orange, directing that the English troops
and ships should be received as in alliance with
Holland, and sent to protect the colony. The
local officer in charge of the Cape, however, refused
to recognise the letter of a refugee prince—especi-

ally as lie had no instructions from his iiiimediate

masters, the Dutch East India Company. After a
short engagement the Company's officers asked for

an armistice, and afterwards yielded to the English
force. Holding the country for the allies, England
handed back the Cape to Holland at the Peace of

Amiens in 1801. For some four years the Cape
was a Dutch colony, under the government of the
Netherlands, and not under the India Company.
When war broke out again in Europe, an expedi-
tion under Sir David Baird Mas ilespatched to re-

capture the Cape, in order to prevent a station of
such importance from falling into the hands of the
enemy. The English force numbered some 4000
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men ; the Dutch under CJeneral Janssens, com-
posed of Batavian and colonial forces, consisted of

aljout 3(100. An en^'aj,'ement took place, tlie in-

vadinj,' force athancinj; under a heavy tire, bore
down all opposition. General Jan.ssens retreated

and took up a stronj,' position among tlie hills of

Sir Lo\vr>"s Pas.s. Tiie English general, now in

possession of (.'apetown, (ipeiiftl coiainunications
with General Jans.sens, and \v<us not unwilling to

make the terms of his submission liberal and
generous. For some years the Cape seems to have
tieen regarded by the Hritish government as techni-

cally under tenijM>rary ocoupati<m a.s a con(|ueretl

territory ; but wiien the European war was con-

cluded a convention w;is cntere<l into ( 1S14) where-
by the Cape C<dony, so far a.s Eunjpean jxilitics

were concerne«l, was recognised a.s l>elonging to

Englaml. Other Dutch pos.sessions were also made
over to England at the same time ; on the British

sidf f6.0(tO.(MK) sterling wa-s paid to Holland.
The true historv of the Cape as a colony may be

sai<l to begin witii the close of the rule of the
Dutch Ea.st India Company. The old vexatitms
restrictions were removed from the burghers, and
industry ami tra«le at once received a stimulus

—

especially by the encouragement which was given
to rearing wool-ljearing sheep—against which, how-
ever, great prejudice wiis for some time entertained
by the more ignorant farmers. At tirst ail power
and authority were ve»<ted in the governors of the
colony ; and the country owes much to the ability

and public spirit of the men who first tilled this

ottice. In 1825 an executive council was appointed
to a-ssist the governor. In iHlio the lii-st legislative

council was constitute<l—one half being govern-

ment otlicers, tiie other half nominated by the
governor and approve<l by the crown. In IS.50

thLs council was authorised to take the necessarj'

steps U) intrtnluce representative government, and
in 1853 an onler in council was i.ssued, provid-

ing for the creation of a colonial parliament, con-

sisting of a House of Assembly and Legislative

Council. In 1872 ' ri-sponsible government was
conceiled. Thus political and social changes and
improvements have been inaugurated in the colony

in a comparatively short period, which have
taken hunare<ls of years to work out in Euroi)ean
countries. Nor must it be forgotten that this

elevating and enfranchising work was not confined

to a section <»f the i>opulati<m. In 1829 an order

in council wa-s issued declaring that all natives

who were not slaves were on the same footing

as Europeans Ijefore the common law. And the

slaves at the Cajie were also emancipated, along
with those in other British possessions, in 1838.

It is not necessary to refer at length to what are

known a.s the Katfir wars. Tiie ilitliculties con-

nected with tiie gov<;rnment of tiie Cape Ctdony
have had reference to two laws «»f population

—

w hich have l>een in active operation since our

earliest connection with the colony. Tlie Euro-

pean population was steadily moving nortiiwani ;

the native population was witii equal regularity

moving southward. The non-recognition of those

two laws on tiie part of those responsible for the

peace of the country iias ijeen the real cause not

only of much disaiutointment and ve.xation, but

also of outrage, hloodshed, and vast expense.

Then the contact of such people as tlie Kattirs,

wlio were given to war, and were jiassionately fond

of cattle-lifting, with coioni.sts wiiose cattle were

frequently allowed to wander uniierded nigiit and

day over tiie prairie grazing-ground, could not but

be' attende<l with some amount of conflict and

recourse to arms. The constant recurrence of

these wars, however, was owing not only to a war-

like spirit in the tribes, but to the fact that tribal

rule becomes obsolete and inefficacious when any

99

considerable number of Europeans Jijipcar in a
native territory. Several wars sprang from the
reluctance of the imperial government to recognise
this need for substituting eniigiitened administra-
tion for tribal rule. Sir Benjamin Durban in 1834,

and Sir George Grey (1854-62), impressed on tiie

imperial government that tiie way of peace was in

tlie imperial administration of native territories,

and not in alternateiy fighting them aii<l letting

tiiem alone. Tlie Scanien ministry restricted tiiem-

selves to strictly colonial ailminislration within tiie

colony, leaving native territories under imjierial

administration. The I'piiigton-Sprigg ministry,
wiiiie arranging tiie colony by constitutional
iiK'tliods, sought to administer native territories

—

to !>e annexed to the colony—by |iateriiai govern-
ment under liie colonial government. Tlie exten-
sion of railways and telegraphs to Mafekiiig and
Kliodcsia and the two republics greatly faciliiatetl

trade. Disturbing influences were tiie raid under
Jameson (q.v. ) in 1890, and tiie grov.tli of tlie

Afrikander party in tlie Cajie Colony as well as in

tiie repiililics. The jMdicy of tlie Transvaal (q.v.)

towards the Oulianders led to negotiations, un-

happily futile; to the war of 1899-1900; and to

the annexation of the Transvaal and tiie Orange
Free State iis British crown colonies.

See ( besides those on the Transvaal, q.v.) books pub-

lished in 18'.t»)-91» l)y Worsfold, I'oultney Bigelow, Bryce,

Statliaiu, Younghusband. Trollope (1878), and Mr
Froude (1880), a^s also tlie jieriodical Handbooks by
Noble, and Silver's Handbook; Greswell, Our iinnth

African Einpire (18S5); Mackenzie, Austral Africa
(1887); AViliuot and Chase, Hi.ilorii of Cojjc Co/oiii/

( l8<i'J I ; Theais Historij of Huutk Africa (5 vols. 1888-93
'),

and his .South Africa i 1894 ). For other parts of British

South Africa, see in this work the articles Akhica ( \ol.

I. p. 8(il, BECHLASAL.\ND, N.\TAL, MasHON ALAND, MaTA-
BELELA.ND, N Y.VSSALANn, ZaMBESIA, ZANZIBAR. See alsO

ScHKEiXEK (Olive), Rhodes (Cecil).

Canefisiie, B.vi>ti.stk Honore R.wmoxd,
Frencli author, was born at Mai-seilles in 1802 ; and
in ls21 came from Aix to Paris to complete his

juridical course, but from 1830 devoted himself to

literature. He died 23d December 1872. Historian,

antiquary, and politician, Capeligue wa-s first and
foremost a romanticist. The best of ins works,
wiiicii nil nearly a hundred volumes, was almost
the tivst—Hiffoirc dc l'liiHi>i>c Autjuntc ( 1829).

Cape Haytieil< or Lk Cap, a .seaport of Havti,

on its noitli coast, 90 miles N. of I'ort au Prince.

Pop. 12,1 KHi.

C'apt' Horn, &c. See Horn (Cape), &c.

Capelill (Mnllutus villosu.s), the only species of

a genus belonging to the salmon family, and nearly

related to tlie smelt. It is (me of the smallest

members of the family, lives on the .sea-ijottom off

the northern coa.sts of the Atlantic, comes to the

surface to spawn, and furnishes one of the most
important narts of the cods food in northern regions.

Vast shoals occur periodically oil" Newfoundland,
and are much used as bait in the cod-fisiiery. The
capeiin is eaten fresii in Iceland, and is sometimes
imported in dried form into Britain. The flavour is

pleasant, and suggests atlinity with herring rather

than with salmon.

C'apell, EnwARD, Shakespearean commentator,
was b<jrn near Bury St Edmunds in 1713. He was
educated at Bury and Catherine Hall, Cambridge,
and in 1737 was appointed deputy-inspector of plays,

in 1745 groom ot tiie ]trivy-clianiber. His official

duties allowed him amide time for his favourite

studies, which resulted in 1768 in his edition of

Shakesjieare in ten volumes, the work of twenty
years. In 1774 he puidisiied tiie first volume of his

commentary, but this part was recalled, and the

whole iiubiished in 1783, as Notes ami Various
Rcudiiujs to Shakespeare (^ vols.). Capell lived a
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very secluded life at London and Hastinfj^s, and
died early in 1781. The best portion of his tine

library he bequeathed to Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. He was an acute textual critic, though his

abilities are spoken of with contempt by Farmer
and Dr Johnson. Others again gave him the credit

of many of the notes of (Steevens.

Capella. Martianus Mineus Felix, a learned
author who llourished most probably in the second
half of the 5th century, was born in the north of

Africa. The work which has preserved his name to

posterity is the Satiricon, a kind of encyclopiedia,

highly esteemed during the middle ages as a work
of reference. It is written in a medley of prose
and verse, and is full of curious learning. Of its

nine books, the first two are an allegory, De Xiq)tns
Philologies et Mercurii, while the remaining seven
are devoted to the ' liberal arts :

' grammar, dia-

lectics, rhetoric, geometry, arithmetic, astronomy,
and music. The best editions are those of Kopp
( 1S36) and Eyssenhardt ( 1866). A passage in book
viii., that on astronomy, is remarkable as con-
taining more than a hint of the true theory of

the solar system. As Copernicus knew Capella,
and quotes from him, it has been suggested that
probably he derived the first idea of his doctrine
from this writer.

Capella, a bright star of the first magnitude,
on the left shoulder of the northern constellation of

Auriga.

Cape of Good Hope, popularly regarded as
the most southerly promontory of Africa, though it

is half a degree to the north of Cape Agulhas,
which forms the turning-i^oint from south to east
on the voyage from Europe to Inilia. This cele-

brated promontory is in 34° 22' S. lat., and 18° 29'

E. long., l)eing the termination of Tal>le Mountain,
which, as it recedes towards the bay of its own
name, rises from the height of 1000 feet above the
sea to that of 3582. On the north it forms Table
Bay ; on the west it shuts in False Bay and
Simon's Bay. The Cape (as it is called jutr

excellence) was discovered and doubled by Diaz
(q.v.), a Portuguese navigator, as early as 1486—six-

years before Columbus, in aiming at the same goal
by a ditterent route, led the way to America.
Owing to the dangers he had passed through, he
named it Cabo de todos las tonncntos ( ' Cape of all

the Storms'), but John II. of Portugal renamed
it Cabo de Buena Esperanza ( ' Cape of Good
Hope'). But it was only in 1497 that Vasco da
Gama realised the value of Diaz's discovery, by
rounding it on his adventurous voyage from Lisbon
to Calicut. The result was not merely to open a
new channel for the traffic of the East,' but also to
transfer trading superiority from the republics of
Italy to the states of Western Europe.

Capercailzie, or Capercaillie, also called
Wood-grouse, or Cock of the Woods {Tctmo uro-
gallus), the largest of the gallinaceous birds of
Europe. It is a species of Grouse (q.v.), almost
equal in size to the turkey ; the male, which is

ab()ut a third larger than the female, sometimes
weighing fifteen pounds or more. In figure and
appearance it nruch resembles the l)lackcock, but
the male has a rounded, not forked tail, and elon-
gated head-feathers. The general colour of the
aclult male is brownish black, minutely freckled
with grayish white and with lighter brown ; the
quill-feathers dark brown ; the tail-feathers nearly
black, some of the longer tail-coverts on the sides
of the tail tipped with white; the chest is of a
shining dark green ; there is a small scarlet patch
of naked skin above the eye, and the bill is whitish.
The general colour of the female and of young
males is dark lirown, freckled with yellowish It'rown ;

the front of the neck and the chest are vellowish

chestnut ; and the feathers of the under parts are-

generally edged with white. The feet are feathered
to the toes, but these are naked. It is an inhabit-
ant of pine-Moods ; feeds on berries, seeds, worms,
insects, »i:c. , and on the young shoots of the pine,,

greatly preferring the Scotch fir to the spruce ;:

occasionally also eating, at least in winter, the
buds of the birch and other trees. The female.s
and young feed largely on insects and worms. The
female niakes her nest on the ground, and lays-

from si.x to twelve eggs, of a pale reddish or
yellowish brown, spotted with other shades of
brown, and more than two inches long. The
young birds keep by the mother till winter. Like

Capercailzie.

the blackcock, the capercailzie is polygamous. In
spring the males indulge in untiring love-song, and
in grotesque play to attract the females. Fight*
between rival males are of common occurrence.

The geographical distribution is very extensive : it

is found on the pine-covered mountains of all parts-

of Europe, from Spain and Italy almost to the
North Cape, and is abundant in the nortliern parts

of Asia. It was at one time found both in Scotland
and Ireland, but was completely extirpated about
the end of the 18th or beginning of the 19th cen-

tury. Through the exertions, however, of the Earl
of Fife and other proprietoi-s of great Highlaml
estates, but particularly of the Marquis of Bread-
albane, it has again been restored to -the forests of

the Highlands of Scotland. It is very capable of

domestication, and breeds readily, if allowed the
range of a space containing pine-trees. It is much
esteemed for the table, and is imported from
Sweden into London. See Brown's The Caper-
caillie in Scotland ( 1879).

Cape River, or Rio de Segovia (properly
Vau)d:s, or Wanx), a river of Nicaragua, which
after a generally north-east course of nearly 300'

miles, enters the Caribbean Sea, after forming
part of the boundary between Honduras and Nica-
ragua.

Capernaiilll, meaning ' the village of Nalmm,'
-was in the time of our Sa^'iour a prosperous jjlace,

and though called ' his own city, was one of the-

three which he upbraided ' because thev repented,

not.' The site generally accepted by pilgrims andi

travellers from the 4th century onwards is that
known as Tell Hum, on the norlli-western coast of

the Sea of Galilee, or Lake of Gennesareth. Its

ruins of black basaltic stone cover an area of about
half a mile long by a quarter wide, and there are

traces of a great synagogue. Conder believes that
this place hiis no claim to be regarded as the real

site of Capernaum, but that Khan Minieh, beside
the spring Et Tineh, in the north-east corner of the
plain of Gennesareth, is a much more likely site.

Capers are the pickled Hower-buds of the caper-

bush [Capparis spinosa). They have an agreeable
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[>un^ency of taste, with a slight bitterness, and
lave h>n;x l>een in very general use as a contliinent

ami ingredient of sauces, along with boiled mutton,
A:e. They are of a grayish-green colour, to improve
which, however, coi)iJer is sometimes used ; this,

however, as in the ciuse of other jiiekles ( see

AniLTERATION ), renders them poisonous.—The
cajter-bush is a native of the Mediterranean coun-
tries, and is cultivated in some parts of the south
of France and in Italy, but most of all in Sicily.

It !<ucceeds in the open air even at Paris, but in

Hritain requires the aid of artificial heat. It is a
trailing, rambling .*hrub, loving dry places, and
often growing on rocks or walls. It begins to

tiower early in summer, and continues dowering till

winter. The buds are gathered every morning, and
are immediately put into vinegar and salt : at the
end of the season they are sorted according to their

size and colour ( the greenest and least expanded
being the best ). The fruit is also pickled in the
south of Italy, ami in other countries Ixjth the

bud> and fruits of dill'erent species are used in the
same way. Various substitutes for capers are some-
times used, a.s the Hower-buds ami unripe fruits of

the Indian Cress ( Tr<>pie<jlum majus), those of the

Bean Caper { Zyijof)hylluin Fahmju), anti it is said

even the buds of tlie Marsh Marigold (Otltha
pftlitstna).—The Cape Tree (

1 '(tppnris Jumaicensis),
which grows througlioujt the \N est Indies, in South
Americ:t, and in Florida, is, a small tree with a
very hard wood.

Capetian Dynasty, the third FrankLsh
dynasty, founded bv Hugo Canet in 9S7. The
surname <'apet hius )ieen derived from c<ijr}in, the

'monk's hood,' which he wore as lay abbot of St
Martin de Tours. Socm after the ri.ie of the

Capetian dynasty, Paris became its capital. With
the House of Capet the history of France niav

really be said to wgin ; and it ruled France till

13*2><, when the crown passed to the House of

S'alois. See FRANCE.

Capetown, the capital of Cape Colony, is situ-

ated between the north ba.se of Table Mountain and
Table Bay, in 33' 55' S. lat., W 28' E. bmg. The
view of tlie town from the bay, with the steej) and
massive iiiountain close behind it, is most imposing,

and the hrst impression of it never leaves the mind
of the voyager. Another prospect eijually striking

is that which oi>ens up to the traveller w-ho ascends

behintl Cai>etown, and gazes over it on Table Bay,
j

with Capetown at his feet—its alternate gardens,

vineyards, an<l villas, joining on in the (Uitskirts to

the pine and silver tree plantations which clothe
|

the ba.xe of the mountain. This view reminds the I

traveller of the Bay of Naples. For years the early
j

history of Capetown and of the Cape Colony were

one and the same. The town was laid out by its

Dutch founders with mathematical preci.^eness—the

main tln>roughfares crossing one another at right

angles. The houses of old Capetown are mostly

flat-roofed, oblong, and whitewashed. A few church

towers rise here and there, and break the monotony,

with an occasional factory or mill chimney, an-

nouncing that eiisy, slow-going days have gone past.

The beautiful gen eminent gardens in the heart of

Capetown .serve the purposes of a public nark.

There is a fine oak avenue, extending for three-

quarters of a mile through the gardens. Govern-

ment House is on the left side of the gardens—from

which there is a private entrance—the public 1

entrance being from (Jrave Street. Government
^

House Is a heavy, irregular building, commenced
1

more than a centurv and a half ago, and altered

and added to from' time to time. The gardens

are about 14 acre.s in extent, and contain up-

wards of 8000 varieties of trees and j>lants. The

new and handsome Houses of Parliament, which

were openetl in 1885, and the public library and
museum, are close to the entrance of the avenue ;

and the Fine Arts (iallery in New Street also faces

the Botanic G<arden.s. Stretching from the lower
end of Grave Street to Adderley Street, there are
the courts of law and the offices of the chief de-

partments of the colonial government. Nearer the
sea is the oKl castle, with its ravelins, glacis,

ditches, gate, sally-port, «!v:c. It is the military head-
quarters of the commander of the imperial forces

and his stafl'. The Town-house in (Jreenmarket
Square is another structure of the olden time. The
headi|uarters in South Africa of the Stamlard Bank
is in Adderley Street, and is a large and handsome
stone building. The railway station in tlie same
street is also a handsome structure. The olil Con^-
mercial Exchange cannot hold its own in proximity
to these more modern erections. The old 'stoei)s,'

or railed-ort" veramlas, which formerly blockeil the
side pavements of Capetown, have- now almo.st

ilisiippeared, and drainage and paving works are
being carrie<l on to complete the comfort of the
resi(ients. The city has a regular supply of water,
ami is well lighted with gas. There are spacious
markets generally well supplied with Hsh, vege-

tables, and fniit ; and public sales of produce, wool
and feathers, \-c. , take place weekly. Tlie imblic

traffic of Capetown is carried on \>y oiiiniouses,

tram-cars, and cabs.

The earliest conception of the Eurojieans in

settling at the Cape was to make it a place of call

for piussing ve.s.sels belonging to their own nation.

In a higher sense, the Capetown Harbour Board,
in erecting the breakwater ami constructiiifj the
dix-ks, have made Table Bay a place of call for

pa.ssiii{i ves-sels of all nations. The docks were
opened ill 187'-'— tlie graving-dock in 1S8'2. Convict
labour has also been extensively iisetl in these works.
The graving-dock is of I'aarl granite, and is of such
dimensions as to facilitate the oveihauliiig and
repair of the largest ve.ssels. The breakwater and
docks reflect great credit on the colony, as a work
of great utility, not only to imperial sliii)ping, but
also to the vessels of other countries. The total

cost of the works engaged in by the I>oaid has

amounted to about f:5,t-KKJ,(KX), raised by the I'.oard

on the security of the colonial goverimient. 'Ihe

value of imports averaged about £.S,000,0<H) annually
in 1889-9.3; the annual value of iiiii)orts fluctuated

from £1,500,(MK) to ,i;.S,50O,0U(». Uf some GOO sliins

using the <lock in a year, about 500 aie Biitisli.

The total sliipi)ing entering ('a|»etown averages
between 3,000,000 ami 4,(X)<J,000 tons a year.

The population of ("aiietown in 1875 was .13,2.39,

and of its suburbs. 12,001 ; in 1891 the total had
increased to 8.3,718. Of these a large number
are M.alavs, descendants of African slaves, and
natives o\ various parts of South Africa. The
hamlicrafts are largely in the hands of the.se

coloured people, as well as gardening, grooming,

and wagon-driving. The environs of Capetown are

charming. On one side there are the marine resi-

dences of Sea Point and Green Point ; on the other,

through umbr.ageous plantations, the railway line

and carriage drives pass through a succession of

sylvan residences and loveh' villages nestling among
the trees. There are few places where the man of

business can so soon enjoy the quiet and coolness

which the Cape merchant, leaving the dust and
glare of Capetown, can reach in a few minutes, at

Mowbray, Kondebosch, Claremont, and Wynberg.

Cape Verd, the most westerly he.adland in

Africa, jutting out into the Atlantic Ocean, beiween

the rivers Gambia and Senegal, in 14' 53' N. lat.,

17' 34' W. long. It was discovered by the Portu-

guese in 1443, and is said to have derived its name
from a group of gigantic baobab trees adorning its

summit.
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Cape \erd Islands (Il/ias do Caho Verde), a

}:roni> of Portu^'uese islands, lying in 14" 45'— 17°

30' N. lat., and 22' 30'—25" 10' W. long., and dis-

tant 350 miles west of the cape from which they

take their name. They comprise ten inhabited

islands, besides several rocky islets, the chief being

Santiago, Si\o Antao, Fogo, Brava, and Sao
Nicolao. Total area, 1486 s^. m. ;

pop. (1834)

55,833; (1885) 110,926. The islands are all very

mountainous, and owe their origin to the action of

submarine volcanoes. The highest elevation is

reached in a volcanic peak, 9157 feet above the sea,

on the island of Fogo, which was active so recently

as 1847. The climate is unhealthy during the rainy

.season (August to October), fever and dysentery

being the chief scourges ; and long droughts have
sometimes given rise to great famines, as in 1730-

33 and 1831-33, which latter cost 30,500 lives.

Though water is deficient, vegetation is luxuriant,

yielding African and Southern European products.

Sugar, manioc, yams, maize, cott'ee, tobacco, and
indigo are grown ; the woods have of late years

begun to increase ; and cattle-breeding is an im-
portant industry. Turtles are abundant in the
surrounding seas ; amber and archil are found on
the coasts ; and much salt, though not so much as

formerly, is procured from the lagoons on the shores,

especially on the island of Sal. The inhabitants,

who are mostly negroes and mulattoes, indolent
but harmless, speak a bastard Portuguese. They
are all Catholics. The revenue for 1894-95 was
estimated at £52,000, and the expenditure for the
same year at a little more. The islands are a colony
under a governor-general, exercising both civil and
military authority. Porto Grande, on the island of

Sao Vicente, is an important coaling station for

British steamers. The islands were discovered in

1441-56 by the Portuguese, who shortly after

colonised them. Slavery was gradually abolished
between 1854 and 1878. See Darwin's Volcanic
Islands (1844), and Ellis's West African Islands
(1885).

Cape Wrath, a pyramidal promontory of

granite gneiss of unrivalled wildness and grandeur,
forming the north-west extremity of Scotland and
of Sutherland, 69 miles NW. of Lairg. It is 523
feet high, and on it is a lighthouse, built in 1828,
and seen 27 miles oft".

Capgrave, John, chronicler and theologian,
was born at Lynn in 1393. He studied some time
at a university, most piobably Cambridge, and was
ordained priest about 1418. He early entered the
order of Augustine Friars at Lynn, and he ulti-

mately became provincial of his order in England

;

at Lynn he died in 1464. Capgrave was an
industrious writer. His works include, in Latin,
commentaries on many of the books of the Bible,
sermons, various edifying and expository treatises

;

Nova Icgcnda Anglia; (printed by Wynkyn de
Worde in 1516), De illustribns Hcnricis, giving the
lives of six emperors of Germany, six kings of Eng
land, and twelve famous men, all of the name of
Henry ; and Vita Humfrcdi Ducis Gloccstrice, a life

of his patron, Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester.
Among his English works are a metrical Life of St
Katherine (ed. by Horstmann, 1893) and A Chron-
icle of England from the Creation to A.D. 1417.
The last and the De illustribns Henricis were edited
by F. C. Hingeston for the ' Rolls Series ' in 1858.

Capias, in the practice of the English common
law, is a writ directed against the person, and so
called from the commencement of the process in the
old Latin form. It has various applications, the
principal of which are the following :

Capias ad Respondendum is a writ still used
sometimes, instead of a justice's warrant, for the
arrest of one against whom an indictment for mis-

demeanour has been found. Formerly, when bail

was given in civil actions, it was the writ by which
most common-law actions were commenced. Now,
under the Debtors Act, 1869, the writ can be used
and bail obtained only where the defendant is about
to leave the country and his evidence is essential.

Capias ad Satisfaciendum, or Ca. Sa. This
is one of the writs by which a plaintitt" can put a
judgment recovered by him in execution. The
object of it is to imprison the debtor till satisfac-

tion, but it is rarely used since the abolition of

imprisonment for debt. One of the returns to this

writ is the famous non est inventus. See on the
subject of Capias generally, ARREST, ATTACH-
MENT, Execution, and Bail.

Capillaire, a medicinal syrup, used as a pec-

toral in chronic catarrhs, formerly prepared by
adding sugar and orange-tiower water to an infusion
of the maidenhair fern, now more generally applied
to any flavoured syrup.

Capillaries. The tubes which convey the
blood from the heart to the various parts of the
body are termed arteries,

while those which return it

to the heart, after it has dis-

charged its various functions

in the body, are known as

veins. The name of capil-

lary (from capillKs, 'a hair'

)

is given to the minute ves-

sels which form the connec-
tion between the terminal
branches of the arteries and "|

the commencements of the
trunks of the veins. These
little vessels are of various
sizes, some admitting only
one lilood-corpuscle at once,

while others are large enough
to alloAV of the simultaneous
passage of two, three, or more
corpuscles. In the muscular
tissue their average diameter
is '003 of a line ; they are

smallest in the brain, and
largest in bone. Their ar-

rangement varies in different

parts. In the accompanving a, the artery; b, the vein;

figure, which represents their ^ ^^he intervening capil-

distribution in muscular
tissue, they run for the most part parallel to one
another; in other cases (as around fat-cells) they

have a spherical arrangement, and in the skin and
in parts of the intestines they form loops ; and
many other forms of distribution might be men-
tioned. These various arrangements have been
discovered by tlie microscopic examination of tissues

that have been successfully injected with coloured

fluids.

The circulation of the blood through the capil-

laries may be readily seen in the web between the

toes of the hind-foot of the frog, in the tongue of

that animal, in the tail or gills of the tadpole, in

the wing of the bat, &c. The wall of a capillary is

formed of a single layer of flattened cells, attached

to each other by their margins (which may be
rendered apparent by nitrate of silver), and con-

tinuous with the corresponding layer lining Arteries

and Veins (q.v. ).

The principal uses of the capillaiy system of

vessels will be noticed in the articles on Digestion,
Nutrition, Respiration, and Secretion.

Capillarity, When a number of clean glass

tubes of very fine bore, each open at both ends,

are immersed in water, or in any other liquid

capable of wetting them, the water rises in each to

a higher level than that at which it stands outside,

Capillaries
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ami tlie finer the Inire tlie jrreater is the heiylit of

tlie water. Moreover, the surface of the water is

always concave outwards. The accoiupanying dia-

gram {a) shows the phenomenon in i]uestion.

When simihir tul»es are immersed in mercury the

results are just the opposite of the above. The
mercury now
stands at a
lower level in-

side than out-

side each tul»e,

an«l the mer-
cury-surface is

always con-
cave down-
wards. The
diajrram, if

turne<l upside down, will corres|>ond to this eflect.

In hotli c«.ses it is to be observed that the cur\ature
of tlie surface of the fluid Is greater the finer the
hon- of the tube.

These Jire the fun<lamental facts which constitute

the jdienomena nf caiiillary action, the tubes, with
their fine hair-like iKires, lieing called rapillurij

tiihis, from ffijtil/iis, 'a hair.' The phenomena of

capillarity m.-iv, however, l)e produced without the

use of capillary tuln's. Thus, if two plates of clean

glass l)e set vertically and jtarallel to one another
in a dish of water, the lii|Uid will rise up l>etween

them, but the ri.-e is i>iily half of that which W(mld
occijr in a canilliiry tul>e whose diameter is equal to

the distance t>etweeii the plates. As in the ca.se of

capillary tubes, the height of the water increases as

the distance between the plates diminishes, and the

water-surface is concave outwards. If mercury be

used in place of water, the mercurj'will be depressed,

and its surface will l»e convex.
If the plates have two vertical edges in contact,

while the opposite edges are kept sejjarate by a
thin wed'_'e, the water will rise between the jdates

to diU'erent heights, the height at any i>oint l>eing

inversely as the distance between the plates at that

point. The intersection of the water-surface with

the plate tints forms a curve wliich is known as the

equilateral hyperlMila. The diagram (6) shows the

phenomenon in rjuestion.

In order to understand ti'.e cause of capillary

action it is necessary to refer to what is known as

the surface-tension of fluids. The ]iarticles of a
bf)dy of moderate dinu'nsions are kej>t together by
powerful molecular forces which have one main
characteristic, that they are only sensible at insen-

sible distances. From this it is at once evident that

there must be an essential ditlerence in state be-

tween parts of a liijuid dose to its surface and others

in the interior of its ma.ss. The result of this

ditlerence is that every liquid may be reganled as

bounded l)y a surface-film which beh.aves like a
stretched membrane. The tension of this film is

what is termed the surface-tension of the fluid.

Now, when a soaji-bubble is blown at the mouth of

a funnel, and the neck is left open, the bubble

shrinks and expels the contained air. The air

within the bubble is thus proved to be at a pressure

greater than that of the atmosphere, otherwise it

would not rush out : and it can be j>roved by
mathematical methods that the eflect of tlie .surface-

tension of the soap film is to make the pressure

per unit of surface (m the concave side exceed

that on the convex side by the expre.ssion '2T

(r '' R )' ^^'''^'^ ^ ^ *'*® intensity of the surface-

R.., are the radii of curvature of

normal t(j the surface and to each
tension, and R,
any two section:

other.

We are now in a jwsition to exjdain the funda-

mental capillary phenomena. The water-surface

is concave outwards, and therefore the water im-

mediately under the surface-film luis a less pressure

than that of the atmosnheie to which its concave

side is exposed ; and tlius by the ordinary hydro-

.static law it belongs to a higher level than the un-

disturbed water, the pressure on which is equal to

that of the atmosphere. In the case of mercury, on
the other hand, wc .see that, since the lluid surface

is convex oulwanls, the mercury immediately under

the surface-film must have a greater pressure than

that of the atmosphere, and must therefore stand at

a lower level than the undisturbed mercury.

It can be shown mathematically that the height

of elevation of water, or depression of mercury,

varies inversely as the radius of the tube. This

agrees with the experimental fact that the finer the

l)ore the greater is the capillary action, and is also

a direct consetjuence of what has been stated above.

The finer the Inue, the greater is the curvature of

the surface, and therefore the greater is the diHer-

ence l)etweeii the pressure on the concave and that

on the convex side of the film. Thus we account

for the incre<a.sed height of elevation of water and,

depression of mercuiy.
We have now to exidain why the water-surface is

concave antl the mercury-surface convex.

When two tiuids, such as water and air, are in

contact, we have seen that the surface of separation

is in a state of tension. Now, when a solid is in

contact with two fluids, as in the Civse of water in

a caidllan- tube, there is a <liflerent tension in each

of the three surfaces separating a pair of media.

Further, since the solid cannot alter its form, the

angle at which the surface of contact of the two
fluids meets the surface of the .solid, called the

antjlc of rajii//<in(;f, must dei>eMd on the value of

the three surface-tensions. When the two fluids

are air and water, or air and mercury, the ten-

sion of the surface separating the two fluids exceeds

the dirterence between the tensicms of the surfaces

se])arating the solid from each of the fluids ; and
thus the angle of capillarity will be acute or ob-

tuse, according !is the one or the other of the latter

tensions exceeds the other.

The eflect of heat on cai)illary action may be

noted in passing. When heat is ajiplied, it is found

that the tension anil curvature of a water-surface

are diminished, ami thus, on both accounts, the

height to which water rises, or the dejitli to which
mercury is deinessed, in a capillarj- tube, becomes
less as the tenij)erature rises.

The depression of mercury in a fine glass tube

makes it necessary to use a correction in reading of!'

the lieiglit of the mercurial column in the l)aroiMeter,

which, owing to it, stands always a little lower than

the iK'iglit due to the atmospheric pressure.

There are many phenomena which can easily be

explaine<l by the help of cai)illary action. Thus,

when two light boilies, such as two pieces of cork,

are left to float on still water, near each other, they

soon come together, moving at last with a rush.

The water wets the floating bodies and rises round

them, and thus, when they are near each other, the

space between them becomes like jiart of the interior

of a cai)illary tube ; and, the pressure between the

bodies being less than that outside, the bodies are

driven together, an<l therefore seem to attract one

another. This is always the ca,se with any two
bodies each of which is wetted by the water, and

it is also true when neither is wetted. If one of

the bodies is smeared with oil to prevent the water

from wetting it, the two will Ijehave as if they

repelle<l one another. Again, when a drop of water

is placed between two very true nlates of glass, the

pressure produced by the capillary action forces

the plates together, thus increasing itself not only

by tlie enlargement of the wetted surfaces, but by

increasing the curvature round the etlges. The
pressure produced in this way may be sufficiently
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great to crack the plates. The action of a boys
'sucker' is explainaule in a similar manner.

Tapistrauo, Giovanni da, born 24th June
1386, at the little to\\-n of Capistrano, in the

Abruzzi, entered the Franciscan order at the age

of thirty, antl there distinguished himself by his

eloquence ami devotion. From 1426 he was em-
ployoil as legate by several popes, and acted as

inquisitor against the Fraticelli (q.v. ). In 1450

he preached a crusade in Germany against Turks
and heretics, apj>ealing to the masses, not the

nobles, and successfully opposed the Hussites in

Moravia, although from Bohemia he was expelled

by George Podiebrad ; his fanaticism led to many
cruel actions, such as the racking and burning of

forty Jews in Breslau, on a charge of profaning

the Host. When Belgrade was besieged by Mo-
hammed II. in 1456, he led a rabble of 60,000 to

its relief ; but his enthusiasm was greater than his

strength, and he died at Illock, on the Danube,
23d October 1456. He was canonised in 1690.

Capita, Distribution per, is a familiar ex-

fression in the law relating to wills and succession,

t means that where the persons claiming under a
will consist of, e.g. three families of grandchildren,
the estate or fund is divided equally among all the
grandchildren {whatever the size of the family),

and not equally among the three families. The
opposite principle of division, viz. among families,

is called distribution per stirpes. It is surprising

how frequently testators fail to make their mean-
ing clear on this simple point.

Capital. See Column.
Capital, in the ordinary sense, is the means

with which business is carried on, and may consist
either of money or of property convertible into
money. In the more accurate language of politi-

cal economy, capital is wealth appropriated to re-

productive employment. It is wealth used for pro-
ducing more wealth. That which distinguishes
capital from other forms of wealth is the purpose
to which it is applied. A painting, so long as it

adorns the room of a private gentleman, cannot be
regarded as capital ; in the hands of a dealer, who
sells it in order to make a profit, it becomes a form
of capital. Capital is one of the three requisites
of production, tlie other two being land and labour.
Capital is u.sually divided into two classes

—

circu-
lating capital, winch consists of the wages paid to
the workmen, and of the raw material used up in
the processes of industiy, iS:c. ; and fixed capital,
consisting of buildings, machines, tools, railways,
telegraphs, canals, shipping, &c. Circulating
capital is being continually used up, and dis-

appears in the using, while fixed capital may last
for a long time, and may be used over and over
again. Railway lines, canals, and docks, may last
for generations, and with the necessary repairs,
renewals, and improvements, continue as effective
as ever. It should be remembered, however, that
such distinctions are only generally valid, and that
a very definite line between fixed and circulating
capital cannot be drawn. Thus with regard to
railways, while the stations and permanent way
are undoufc'cdlv fixed capital, we may justly
hesitate as i;0 the engines and wagons, which only
last a few years.
With reference to fixed capital, it should also

in general be said that its permanence is only
one of degree. Machinery, tools, and shipping,
have only a limited duration, as they either become
worn out, or, as more frequently happens, are
superseded by more effective appliances. Docks,
canals, bridges, and great works for the reclaiming
of agricultural land, are more adajited for perma-
nence. But though considerable, they are only a
limited part of the capital of a country. The vast

proportion of capital needs from time to time to be
replaced.

Capital is the result of the industry of past

generations used to promote and facilitate the
industry of the present and future. In every form
of capital we can trace the labour, ingenuity, and
foresight of the men who have lived before us.

The history of capital is a process of development,
of invention, adaptation, and accumulation, which
is observable in different degrees at ditt'erent epochs
of the world, but during the last hundred ancl fifty

years has been vastly more active than at any
former period. It is usual to say that capital is

the result of saving or abstinence, but such a for-

mula gives a very misleading conception of the
motives which have led to the growth of capital.

The growth of capital is a mixed process, the real

motives of which can be truly and adequately
understood only by a study of the historical facts.

No doubt there has been abstinence, but there have
been many other moral qualities displayed in the
process. For the development of capital it is of

course necessary that production should exceed
consumption, leaving a sufficient margin for future

increase. In the modern development of capital

the energy and inventiveness with which natural

resources have been utilised for the production

of wealth have been unexampled, resulting in the

formation of new forms of capital, and in a gigantic

accumulation of it absolutely unparalleled. The
productive power of capital is indeed practically

unlimited. This enormous development of capital

has offered new problems to the economist, or at

least presented the old questions in a new light.

The history of capital is a process of evolution

which can be rightly understood only in its connec-

tion with the general history of society. It must
specially be studied in connection with the other

requisites of production, land and labour.

Capitalism, in social and economic discussion,

means the rule of the capitalists or owners of

capital. The oAvners of capital are the controlling

power in the present industrial system, and have
taken the place formerly held by the landed aristo-

cracy as the pivot of the social and political order.

Capital Account. Such is the name given
to what concerns the capital stock of a railway or

other public company. In authorising a railway
company, parliament or congress gives power to

raise so much money by shares, and so much by
borrowing. This money forms the capital of the
company ; and constitutes the Capital Account.
On this fund the directors of the company make
drafts to pay for the land, and all the works con-

nected with the line, as also rails, locomotives,

carriages, and, in short, everything involved in

perfecting the railway up to the point of working.
After the railway is opened, all working expenses
and renewals of line and plant should be charged
to Revenue Account, but extensions of the line

and additional plant should be charged to Capital
Account. The same principle applies to all joint-

stock companies. It is of the utmost importance
that these two accounts be kept quite distinct,

and that nothing be charged to cai)ital which ought
to be defrayed by revenue. It is by neglecting

this precaution that an appearance of fallacious

prosperity has often been produced, which has
ultimately ended in ruin.

Capital Puilislinient in criminal jurispru-

dence is the punishment of death (Lat. capitis

p(ena). This extreme penalty, notwithstantling
the practice of the world from the remotest times
down to the present day, has frequently been
reprobated V)y philosophers and philanthropists,

wlio have even gone so far as to deny the right
so to punish to any earthly power. Thus many
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holil stnm^'ly that, while hi<;lier animals may
<lestroy the lower, man hoinj; the hijjhest created

existence on earth can l>e lawfully denrivetl of life

l>y God alone. They ar^rne that ttie voluntary
ilestruction of human life hy man is in all circum-
stances a viol.ation of natural law—an ar<.Mimont

j

which seems to involve the alisolute jirohil)ition

nut only of capital jmnishment, hut of war. The
wei;iht of authority, Iiowcn er, ai>jiears in favour of

capital i)uni>hmt'nt. Benthaiii says, that the idea
i^i cai>ital punishment would naturally sugjiest

itself in the infancy of a state. When any one had
•committed an oHence, and disturl>e<l the peace of

society, the question would then first arise: 'How
shall we prevent these thin>,'s?' and the answer
most likely to occur to a set of barbarians would
he: 'Extirpate the otlendcr, and ^'ive yourself no
further trouble aliout him." The >iarquis Beccaria
stron;,dy ar<;ues a^'ainst the capital sentence bein;,'

•carried out in any case, dcnyin;,' the ri;,'ht, in fact,

•of jiovernment so to punish, ami maintaining',

besides, that it is a less etlicacious method of

•«leterrin;r others than the continued example i>f a
livin;; culjirit condemiie<l. bv labouring as a slave,

to rej)air the injury he has <lone to society. Ben-
tham, on the C(mtrary, holds that death is re>rarded

by most men as the <;re<itest of all evils ; and that

•especially anion;,' those who are attached to life by
the ties of reputation, atlection, enjoyment, hope,

or fear, it appeai-s to. be .a more ellicacious deter-

rent than any other. < »n the question of right,

Beccaria is still more iiointedly refuted by Sir

Samuel Romilly, who did so much to mitigate the

severity of the criminal law :
' Beccaria and his

<U.sciples confess that it is not the greatest of evils,

ami recommend other punishments a.s being more
severe and eU'ectual, forgetting, undoubtedly, that

if human trilmnals have a right to inllict a severer

jiunishment than death, they must have a right to

inflict death itself.'

In all discussitms on this subject it is necessarj-

to bear constantly in mind the principles of punish-

ment in general. These have been a fruitful sub-

ject of controversy for many centuries, but the

general nile can hardly be lietter stated than in

the words of I'lato (Gorffias, g 5'25) : 'Everyone
Avho undergoes punislimeiit, if that punishment be

rightly intlicted, ought either to be made better

thereby, and profit by it, or serve as an example
to the rest ot mankind, that others, seeing the

sufferings he endures, may be brought by fear to

amendment of life.' And again (Protagoras, § 324)

he says, ' No one, when punishing a criminal,

<lirects his thought to the fact, or punishes him Un-

the fact of his having conmiittt'il a crime ; but he

who wishes to inllict rational punishment acts with

regard to the future, that the man who is punished,

and all who see him punished, may be deterred

from doing wrong again.' The argument, then, in

favour of the law which awards (Icath to llie mur-

derer is brielly this, that this jmnishment, more
than any other, tends to deter men from commit-

ting the crime of murder. The ideal after which

we are Vtound to strive is the fullilment of the

absolute law, imposed on us by our nature, 'Thou
**halt not kill.' It is the duty of the state to realise

ami vindicate this natural law. The law enacted

by the state, whicli intlicts cajiital punishment for

inurder, is thus justilied only in so far as it tends to

prevent murder, and so realise the great natural

law. If there be a mode in which the murderers

life can be spared without sacriticing other lives,

then capital luinishment is forbidden liy the same
natural law by which on the oi.posite assumption

it wjus justilied. Thus we are driven back on the

teaching of experience. The question can be

answered only relatively, and statistics seem to

show that tlie same answer will not be always

and evervwhere the true one. In some states of

society— e.g. in certain half-settled states of

Western America—crimin.al statistics aH'ord strong

confirmation of the theory which maintains the

superior ethcacy of ca]>ital punishment as a deter-

rent. On the other hand, tne experience of many
states in Europe, where the death oenalty has
lieen abolished, is difficult to reconcile with the
view that the maintenance of the extreme
])enalty affords the best security f(u- human life.

Before leaving this discussion, it seems right to

notice <an element of danger if the law. naturally

conservative, lose touch of public opinion. With
the advance of civilisation and the s])read of more
humane views among the community, there is, on
the part of the public, a tendency to look on this

punishment as unduly severe. The result is that
juries, intluenced by considerations springing from
the nature of the penalty, hesitate or even refuse

to tind convictions, so that the punishment comes
to lack rcrtid/i/i/—an essential featiue, without
which no punishment can be ellectual as a deter-

rent. That some inlluence, similar to this, is at
work may be fairlv inferred from the olhcial statis-

tics of Creat Britain in recent years. In the thirty

years from 1S,")0 to IST'J inclusive, •200') persons were
committed for trial on a charge of wilf>il murder.
Of this numl)er 66.3, or 3.S per cent., were found
guilty. The numl>er of c<mvictions for non-capital

crimes is 76 per cent. Thus we have lUily .S.i per

cent, of convictions in ca-ses of murder against 76

per cent, for other crimes. A disprojiortion so

marked suggests an unwillingness on the part of

juries t<) convict in cases where conviction involves

the consignment of the criminal to an irrevocable

punishment. Such an element of uncertainty in

the punishment of so grave a crime as wilful murder
is clearly fraught with <langer to society.

Against capital iiunishment arguments are often

urged from Scripture, biisetl on the general princij)le

of Christian charity. To these it is replied that

they proceed on a niisajiprehension and misapplica-

tion of the principle ; and reference is made to the

Old Te-stament as sutliciently exhibiting the mind
of the great Lawgiver in regard to this matter.

Death was in former times in England the

ordinary punishment for all felonies, and the cer-

tain doom of those who could not avail tlieiiiselves

of JU'iiiJif ((|.v. ) of (7('/y///— i.e. the common law in-

flicted death f>n every felon ir/io runld ntit rtual, and
the law imjilied that punishment, where a statute

made any new offence felony. On the other hand,

the numerous acts of parliament creating felonies

without benelit of clergy, show that the statute

law was still more sanguinary, so that of the 160

ofl'ences referred to by Blackstone as jiunishable

by death, four-tifths had been made so during the

reigns of the first three (Jeorges. That some idea

may be formed of such Draconian justice as was
then established, we may mentiim the following as

among the offences whicli involved sentence of

death^—stealing in a dwelling-house to the amount
of 40s. ; stealing privately in a shop goods of the

value of 5s. ; counterfeiting the stamps that were
used for the sale of perfumery ! and doing the

same with the stamps used for the certificates for

hair-pou-der ! So it was a capital offence to rob a
ral)bit-warren, to cut tlown a tree, to personate a
Greenwich pensioner, or to harbour an offender

against the Kevenue Acts. It would be ]iossible to

extend almost indefinitely the list of offences for

which men could be legally hanged at the com-
mencement of the jnesent century. It must, how-
ever, lie remembered that the jdactice of tiie law
had for many years been much less severe than the

theory. Thus, while there were more than 200

oHences in the statute-book for which capital

punishment might be inflicted, there were only
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twenty-five offences for which any one had suffered

deathduring the preceding three-quarters of a cen-

tury. To tlie exertions ot Sir Samuel Roniilly we
are mainly indebted for the reformation of our

criminal code, and the removal from the statute-

hook of the obsolete relics of a barbarous age.

From 1808 to his death in 1818 Komilly, undaunted

by many discouraging failures, strenuously con-

tinued iiis humane efforts to destroy this cruel

system. Later, the cause of criminal reform found

in Sir James Mackintosh a bolder and abler, if not

more earnest, champion, and under his praise-

worthy exertions, aided by the wise counsels of

Peel, the inhumanity and impolicy of the old crim-

inal code gave way to a course of legislation which
lias reduced the application of death as a punish-

ment within its present humane limits. In 1823

live statutes, exempting from capital punishment
about a hundred felonies, were passed by both houses

without a dissentient voice, and Peel's subsequent
efforts in 1826 to consolidate the criminal law
were no less successful. The punishment of forgery

with death ceased in 1832-37. Since the statute

of 1861 there remain in England only four crimes
punishable by death—setting fire to H.M. dock-

yards or arsenals, piracy with violence, treason, and
murder. Practically it is only in the case of treason

and murder that the capital sentence is ever pro-

nounced ; and even then it is not always carried out,

for the crown reserves to itself and exercises a right

of review which frequently leads to such a change
in the convict's fate as at least spares his life.

This discretionary control on the part of the execu-
tive is essential in the present state of the law,

which affords no means for a judicial appeal on
the merits ; for the very nature of the punish-
ment, when finally executed, precludes the idea of

all Ijenefit to the sufferer, should the verdict of the
jury afterwards turn out erroneous, and the inno-
cence, instead of the guilt, of the accused be
established. The law as it stands, indeed, allows
a capital sentence to be reversed if technical error
can be shown on the face of the judgment or other
matter of record—but what avails that, after the
sentence has been executed ?

In Scotland, the administration of the criminal
law has perhaps been, on the whole, as severe as
in England. Mr Erskine says, that ' those crimes
that are in their consequences most hurtful to

society are punished capitally or by death,' a cate-
gory that is certainly sufficiently indefinite. But
in the more modern practice of Scotland capital
sentence was only pronounced in the four pleas of
the crown—viz. murder, rape, robbery, and wilful
fire-raising, to which may be added housebreaking.
By the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act of
1887, 50 anil 51 Vict. chap. 35, it is enacted that
capital sentences shall be abolished except on
conviction of murder or of offences against the
Act 10 Geo. IV. chap. 38, by which a variety of
attempts to nmrder are made capital.

In the United States, each state has jurisdiction
over its own territory, and the laws punishing
crime differ in several respects. In many of the
states murder is by statute divided into difterent
degrees, differing from each other by the malice
and premeditation which accompany the act.
Death by hanging Is the usual penalty for murder
of tiie first degree, but in a few states iinprisonment
for life is substituted for capital punishment. In
some states, as Michigan, Wisconsin, Rhode Island,
and Maine, capital punishment has been done away
with. In the states of New York and Iowa, on
the other hand, the legislatures, having abolished
the death penalty, were compelled by the conse-
quent increase of crime to restore it.

In Holland there have been no executions since
1860, and capital punishment was totallv abolished

by law in 1870. In Koumania it was abolished
in 1864, and Portugal has adopted the same course.

In Belgium the punishment of death is practically

abolished, for, though the death sentence is form-
ally retained, no execution has taken place in that
country since 1863. In Switzerland capital punish-
ment M-as totally abolished in 1874, but, owing to
a marked increase in the number of murders, by
a federal decree of June 18, 1879, the cantons-
recovered the right of re-establishing the jjunish-

ment of death in their respective territories. Seven
of the cantons immediately took advantage of the

,

permission ; but, though they have recovered the-

right to hang criminals if they please, it ajjpears
from a letter written by the chancellor of the con-
federation in 1883, that down to that date the
sentence of death had not been passed in any of the
seven cantons. In the remaining fifteen cantons,
including more than four-fifths of the population of
the republic, the death penalty remains totally
abolished. In many European countries in which
the extreme penalty is still enforced, the law has
been practically abrogated by the marked growth
of more humanitarian sentiments. Thus in Austria,
during the ten years from 1870 to 1879, of the
806 persons sentenced to death, only sixteen were
executed. In Sweden during the same period,

out of thirty-two sentenced to death, only three
were executed ; in Denmark, out of ninety-four,
only one ; in I3avaria, out of 249 committed for
murder, only seven were executed. In North Ger-
many, during the ten years from 1869 to 1878, 1301
persons were convicted of ' homicidal crime,' and
484 of them were sentenced to death, but only one
was executed—Hodel, who attempted the assassina-
tion of the Emperor William.
For the various methods of execution, whether

hanging as in England and most parts of the United-
States, beheading by sword or guillotine as ia
Germany and France, garrotting as in Spain, and
death by electricity as in New York, see ExECU-
Tiox, and the articles on the several methods. In
England, in 1868 (as in Germany since 1877), an
act was passed directing that all executions should
henceforth take place within the walls of prisons.

In Military Law, owing to the necessity of en-
forcing stiict discipline, capital punishment has
always held an important i>lace. The offences to-

which the death penalty is attached are in Britain
regulated by statute. The law on the subject
as regards the army is contained in the act known
as the Army Discipline and Regulation Act, 1879.
This measure consolidated into one act, and in
several respects amended the provisions of, the old
Mutiny Act and Articles of War. After some
experience, it also was found capable of improve-
ment, and in 1881 was in its turn amended and
in some respects stiperseded by the Army Act,
which now forms the foundation of the militarv
law of the United Kingdom. By this act, whicli
forms a permanent code, and is continued annually
by act of parliament, capital punishment may be
incurred by various acts of sedition, violence, and
gross neglect of duty. Any soldier who deserts
Her Majesty's service, or leaves without orders any
guard or post, or offers violence to his superior
officer, being in the execution of his office, or dis-

obeys any lawful command of his superior officer,

renders hiinself liable to the penalty of death, or
such other penalty as the court-martial may inflict.

A similar penalty attaches to a soldier wiio, while
on sentry duty, so far forgets his duty as to sleep
or be drunken, or who is guilty of certain flagrant
acts of cowardice and misbehaviour before the
enemy. In the ordinary case, sentence of death
can be passed only by a general court-martial, con-
sisting of nine officers, of whom five are not under
the rank of captain. On active service, however^
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a suiuniary court-martial, consisting of three

otticen*, may award tlie death penalty. Another
safefrnanl against undue ha-ste ami huk of con-

sideration is fouml in the provision that no sentence
of deatli can Ije pronounced l)y a court-martial un-
le.s.s two-thirds of the othcers present, in the case of

a general court-martial, and all in that of a lield

general court-martial, concur therein. It is also

provided that a judgment of death may l:>e com-
muted for i>enal servitude for any term not less

than four years, or for imprisonment for such term
as shall .seem meet. It luis further been held that

the employment of a soldier in the service, suli.se-

quent to his arrest on a capital charge, operates as

a remission of the sentence of death. In the army
capital punishment is inflicted hy the oHemler being
eitlier snot or hangeil, the latter Ijeing the more
disgraceful niivle of execution. In tlie Unite<l

States the concurrence of two-thirds of a general
court-martial is also recjuired ; and no sentence of

death can be carried out until confirmed by the
president, .^ave in ca.ses of persons convicted in

time of war, as spies, mutineers, deserters, or

murderers.
In the British navy, the law on the subject

is covered by 22 (Jeo. II. ch.ap. 33, amemled bv
the Naval fjiscipline Act, 20 an.l .SO Vict. chai'..

109. Formerly certain oflences in the navy,
M'hether on Ixiard ship or on shore, were ^mnished
with death abstdutely, without any discretion

in the court to alter or mitigate the .sentence.

It was under these unnaturally severe Articles

of War, jiassed in the twenty-second year of (leo.

II., uniier the influence of the Duke of Cumber-
lan<l, that the unfortunate Admiral Hyng (<|.v. ),

having l»een found guilty of neglect of duty in an
action against the French, was shot in 1757. On
that occlusion the court-martial, before passing sen-

tence, sent to tiie Adnnralty in London to know
whether they were at lil»erty to mitigate the

sentence, but were informed that they hail no such
|K)wei. The provisions of the present act, how-
ever, confine sentence of tleath, without alterna-

tive, to cases of murder or traitorous misconduct
in tlie presence of the enemy. As regards all

other oHVnces, the courts-martial are authorised

to abstain from pronouncing sentence of death, if

they shall tliiuk tit, and to impost' such other

punishment instead, as the nature ami degree of the

offence may deserve. In this discretionary sense

the death j)enalty is rettained in the navy in the

case of a large numl»er of olVence.s. The holding of

illegal corresjM)ndence with an enemy, or in any
way relieving an enemy, or the yielding in a
cowardly or treacherous manner to such enemy,
may lie punished with death. The same i)enalty

attaches to all disol)edience to orders in time of

action, to cowardice and neglect of duty during
action, to desertiim of the service, or the enticing

of others to desert, to any attemi)t at mutiny or

concealment of mutinous practices or designs. A
sailor who commits robbery, who sleeps on watch,

or forsakes his station, who by gross negligence in

steering hazards his ship, or who on any pretence

offers violence to a superior ofticer, l)eing in e.vecu-

tion of his tluty, renders himself liable to capital

punishment. In the navy the culjirit, where lie is

an ofhcer, is usually shot ; wiiere he is a common
seaman, he is hanged at the yard-arm. In the

United States all sentences of death must be

approved hy the president.

See Basil Montagu, 0») the Punishment ofDeath ( 1813);

Memoir.* of Sir .Samuel Romilhj ( 1840), and liis writings ;

'Beniham, Rationale of Pnni.ihmnita (1830); Beccaria,

ExiKii/ on Crimes ami Punishmfiit.'< (1775; Eng. trans, by
FarrtT, 1880); Bemer, Die Ahsrh-tffini'j dcr Todesstrafe

(18«1); Mitt.?rmaier, Die Twhifstrafe (18G2; Eng. ed.

by J. M. Moiri ; Von Holtzendorff. Das Verhrechen des

Mordes und die Toilesstrafe (1874); Clode's Administra-
tion of Justice under Militarii Lau- ; Professor Lorimer,

Institutes of Lair ; AV. A. Coppinger, Capita! Piini.'<hment

(187K); J. M. Moir's Capital Punishment (1865);

Stephen's Historti of the Criminal Law. See also tlie

publications of the Howard Association, London.

Capitals {)iiiijii.sriil(i), in contradistinction to

small lettei-s (iniiiii.'iniln), are larger ami ditVerently

shaped letters employed in writing and printing to

help the eye, to relieve the uniformity of the page,

to increase the facility of keeping and finding the

j>lace, to mark the beginnings of sentences, proper

names, \c. Among the ancients, and during the
earlier part of the middle ages, no distinction

between capitals and small lettei-s was known ;

in a sense, writing was originally all ca])itals

( Unci.xl.s, <i.v.); and after the practice had been
introiluced of liegiiining books and chapters with
great letters, often adorne<l or illuminated with
much artistic ability, it was long before cajdtals

were emjiloyed in such a way as could atl'ord much
real advantage to the reader. At the present day
they are almost univei-sally in use, even in the

printing of CJreek and Latin Ixioks. Considerable
diversity has existed at different times with regard
to the employment of them, the iKioks of the 17th

ami 18th centuries exhibiting a much greater pro-

porti<m of them than those of the present day. In

tJerman imoks all substantives usually begin with
a capital letter; in English or French books of the

nresent day they in general appear only at the
iieginnings of sentences, of proper names, and lines

of poetry. Adjectives formed from proper names,
as Euifiish, Freurh, and the like, are generally
l>egun with a capital in English Imoks, but not in

French nor in (lerman ones. Sm.vll CaI'IT.xls are
so calletl as being smaller than the initial capitals.

See .Vl.l-HAItKT, W KITING.

Capitation. ForCajutation Grants, grants of

so iiauii ]pt'r iiead, see EDUCATION ; for Capitation
Tax, see IViLL-T.VX.

Capito, or KopFEL, "Wolfgang Fabricius,
reformer, born in 1478 at Haguenau in Alsace,

entered the Benedictine order, and became profes.sor

of Tlleolog^• at Ba.sel, where he showed in his

lectures a tendency to shake otl' the trammels of

the scholastic writei-s. He approved of Luther'.s

action, l»ut nevertheless in 151'J entered the service

of Albert of Mainz ; and it was not till some yean*
later that he finally ileclaied for the Keformation.
He then entered zealously into its work, shared
with Bucer the composition of the Cotifcssio Tetra-

]ii,lit(iuii, and took part in the Synod of Bern in

l.")32. He died in November 1341.

Capitol ( Lat. Cdjiitu/iiiin ), the great national

teiiijile of ancient Rome, situated on the southern
summit of the il/oH* CajiitoUnns, the smallest but
most famous of the seven hills on which Koine wa.s

built. The hill is an irregular oblong in figure,

alxmt three-quarters of a mile in circumference at
its base, running from north-east to south-we.st,

ami terminating at its s<mthem extremity within
250 yards of the river in a precipice with an abnipt
fallof 80 feet—the ' Tarpeian Rock,' over which
state-criminals were thrown. On its northera
summit, the higher and steeper of the two, stoo<l

the Arx or citadel of Rome, the site of which is now
occupied by the church of S. iMaria in Armeli.
Since the whole hill was fortified and regarded a.s.

the natural defence of the city, Arx is not un-

fre<juently used as if .synonymous with Mous
Cdpitolinus, and similarly from the importance and
reverence attaching to the temide the name Capito-

Hum often means the whole hill. The Capitol was-

founded by Tar<iuinius Priscus, and completed by
Tarquinius Suiterbus. It was burned down during

the civil wars (83 B.C.), was rebuilt by Sulla, wa-s

burned again bv the soldiers of Vitellius (69 A.D.),
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rebuilt l;y Vespasian, but burned a third time in

tlie reign of Titus ( 80 ), and splendidly resttired by
Domitian, whose structure lasted to a late period

of the empire. The original ground-plan, how-
ever, with th.it rigid conservatism so characteristic

of Koman law and religion, was never altered. The
temple comprised three distinct cells (cclhc), in-

closed by one roof, the middle cell dedicated to

Jupiter, those on either side to Juno and Minerva.
In the Capitol the Sibylline liooks were stored,

and here the consuls on entering ujion office otiered

up sacrifices and made their vows ; hither also the

victorious general on his triumph was borne in his

triumphal car to give thanks to Jupiter.

The modern Capitol
(
Campidoglio ), built on the

*ite, and part of the basement of the ancient
Capitol, was designed by ^Michael Angelo, but is

one of his inferior works. It is used as a kind of

hutel-de-ville and museum.
On the Capitoline Mount there was also the

temple of Jupiter Tonans, built by the Emperor
Augustus ; and the magnihcent Tabidarium (built

by Quintus Catulus, 73 B.C.), containing archives.

For the U. S. Capitol, see Washington ; the
state Capitols are mentioned in the articles on the
state capitals, Albany, Austin, &c.

Capitularies (Lat. capitularia), the name
given to the laws, or royal enactments, issued by
the Frankish kings. These laws proceeded from
the great assemblies of the king, nobles, and
bishops, which formed the estates of the kingdom,
as distinguished from the laws issued for the
separate states, which were called leges. They were
divided into general and special capitularies, accord-
ing to the more or less general nature of the
interests which they embraced, and the mode of

their publication. They have by no means been
all preserved. The most famous are those of

Charlemagne and of St Louis. The first collection
was made in 827. It contained in four books the
capitularies of Charlemagne and his son Louis le

Debonnaire. They were brought down to 845 by
Benedict, deacon of Mainz, and later supplements
were added by successive editors, until the number
of capitularies reached 2100. These were all in-

cluded in the great edition of Baluze (2 vols. Paris,

1677) ; that of Pertz, in the Moiiunienta Gcrmanice
Historica (1835-37), is now behind the state of
knowledge. An excellent and fundamentally new
•edition is that of Boretius (vol. i. Hanover, 1883).
See the same scholar's Bcitrdgc ziir Kapitidarioi-
kritik [luQi^. 1874).

Capitulation, a treaty consisting of several
specihed conditions ( Lat. capitida, ' heads

'
). In

the military sense of the word, a capitulation is a
treaty of surrender to an enemy. When a place
can no longer be defended, on account of failure of
amnmnition or provisions, or the progress made
by the besieging party, a white flag is commonly
hoisted as a sign that the l)esieged are willing to
ca{)it>ilate. According to the kind and degree of
peril in which the fortress is placed, so are the
terms which the governor may reasonably look
for from his successful opponent. Sometimes the
arms and military stores are left to the besieged,
but oftener they are taken by the besiegers, except
articles of private property belonging to the officers
and men. The ' honours of war,' the marching out
Avith drums beating and colours flying, are usually
stipulated for, unless the conqueror exacts very
severe terms. The mildest form of a capitulation
is a roitvention, agreed to when the conqueror is

not stnmg enough to insist on stringent conditions.
The capitulation of Metz (q.v.) on 27th October
1870 was the most notable of recent times.

Capitulation is also the name given to an arrange-
anent by which foreigners receive certain immuni-

ties in the state within which they reside ; tlius the

grant made in the 17th century by the Porte to

J'rance is so called, as is, also the right of foreigners

in Egypt and Jai)an to be subject to their own
consular jurisdictions, and exempted from the

native judicatories.

Capo d'Istria, a fortified seaport of Austria,

situated on a rocky island in the Gulf of Trieste, 9^
miles SSW. of the' city of Trieste. Connected with
the mainland by a stone causeway, nearly half a
mile long, it has a modern cathedral, a Gothic
town-hall on the site of a Roman temple, and a
trade in oil, salt, and wine. Pop. (1880) 8646. In
ancient times it was known as j^Egida, and after-

wards as Justinopolis, in honour of Justin II., who
restored it.

Capo d'Istrias, Ioannes Antonios, Count,
president of tlie Greek republic from 1828 to 1831,

was born 11th February 1776 in Corfu, where a
monument was erected to him in 1887. His family
had been settled there since 1373, but originally

came from the Illyrian town of Capo d'Istria. He
devoted himself to political life, and in 1809, after

holding a high position in the Ionian Islands, he
entered the diplomatic service of Russia. Here his

policy tended to the separation of Greece from
Turkey. In 1828 he entered on a seven years'

presidency of Greece ; but imbued as he was with
Russian ideas, he aroused discontent by his auto-

cratic measures ; and on 9th October 1831 he was
assassinated in a church at Nauplia. See his Life

by Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (Berl. 1864). His feeble

brother, lony Augostinos (1778-1857) succeeded
him, but resigned in the following April.

Capon, a cock-chicken castrated in order to

improve the flesh for table.

Caponier. See Casemate.
Cappadocia, the name of a district of Asia

Minor, the signification of which differed widely at
different periods in its history. Under the Persian
rule it included the whole north-eastern part of

Asia Minor from Mount Taurus to the Euxine

;

but after its division into two satrapies, the central
and inland came to be called Cappadocia proper

;

the other Cappadocia ad Pontum, gradually
shortened to Pontus. In the former and stricter

sense Cappadocia was bounded by Galatia and
Lycaonia on the west, by Cilicia and Sj^ria on tlie

south, by Armenia on the east, and by Pontus on
the north. It is a high upland region broken by
detached mountains and groups of mountains ; its

eastern portion is traversed by the Anti-Taurus.
The river Halys (Kizil Irmak) crosses the northern
part of Cappadocia. Ruled under the Persians by
hereditary satraps or tributary kings, Cappadocia
was the ally successively of the kings of Mace-
donia, of Mithridates, and of the Romans, but ulti-

mately (17 A.D. ) became a Roman province.

Capparidea*, or Capparidace^, a thalami-
floral order allied to Crucifera-, including about 350
known species, herbaceous plants, shrubs, and trees,

mostly natives of tropical and subtropical countries.

Many of the species possess stimulant properties.

Of this the species of Capparis furnish the most
familiar example (see Capers) ; but Cleome pcnta-
phylla (the mustard-caper) blisters the hand, and
some are positively poisonous.

Cappel, a village of Switzerland, in the canton
of Zuridi, 4^ miles N. of Zug. Here the reformer
Zwingli was killed in a conflict with troops of the
Catholic cantons, 11th October 1531. A monument
has been erected to his memory.

Cappin|2: Verses, an amusement that consists
in A"s quoting a Latin line which B has to ' cap

'

with another line whose initial letter is identical
with the last letter of A's line.
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C'aprera, one of a group of small islands called

the iJuccinari Islands, in tlie Strait of Honifacio, to

the east of the northern extremity of Sardinia, from
which it is separatetl by a strait less than 2 miles
broad. Measuring 6 hy 2 miles, and lOA sq. m. in

area, it is rocky, hare, and unfertile, with no
streams, and few places adajited either for the
pasture of cattle or for the plough. In former
times it was the abode only of wild goats—whence
its name ( Lat. and Ital. cajira, ' a goat

'

)—and
rabbits, and was occasionally visited by goat-herds
and fishermen. It was the mucli-loved home of

Garibaldi from 1854 till his death here on 2d June
1882. He was buried behind his house. In 1885
the islam! was purchased from his heirs by the
Italian government.

Capri (the ancient Caprae), a charming island
in the Mediterranean, at the entrance of the Bay
of Naples, 3j miles from Cape Campanella, and
21 S. of Naples. (.>nly .3J scj. m. in area, it yet
displays a nch variety of beautiful scenery, ruins
of antifjuity, and points of historical interest, and
contains a population of 45,S9. Tiie island is com-
posed of two mountain ma.sses, .separated from each
other by a depression like the seat of a saddle.

That on the west, called Monte Solaro, has an
elevation of 1918, that on the east of 860 feet. On
a shelving rock at the ba.-e of the eastern moun-
tain stands the town of Capri, with walls, gates,

and drawl)ridges, and a pojiulation of 1(527. It

commands a beautiful prospect, and till 1876 com-
nmnicfited with Anacajiri, on the western table-

land, bv a rock-hewn Hight of 5.% steps ; now, how-
ever, tliere is a carriage-road between the two
places. The coast is precijiitous, with only two
safe landing-places, both near Capri. The island

was a celebrated place in the times of Augustus
and Tiberius. Ruins are still found of Roman
baths an<l acjueducts, and of the twelve grand
villas or palaces built in honour of the twelve chief

deities by the Emperor Tiberius ((j.v. ). The inhab-

itants now ccjnsist of fishermen, sailors, and a few
trailers, with vine-dressers .and cultivators of olives

in Anacapri. Wherever a tree can be planted, the

hopeful and indu.strious peojde have prepared for it

a soil by persevering toil in terrace-culture. The
wine of Capri, both red and white, is well known in

commerce. I>elicious <juails. which in vast numlters

alight on the island during their migrations to and
from Africa, in spring and autunm, are taken in

nets, and form an important item in the rescmrces

of Capri. To the west of the town of Capri is

situated the Grotta Azzurra (Blue Grotto), a
remarkable cavern, entered from the sea by a
narrow opening not more than three feet high.

Inside, however, it is found to be of magnificent

proportions and of marvellovis beauty, the gorgeous

colouring being said to be produced by the reHection

an<l refraction of the suns rays through the water.

Elliptical in form, it has a' length of 118 feet, a

breadth of 98 in the widest part, and a height of 40

in the loftiest, with 39 feet of water beneath. See

German works by Gregorovins (Eng. trans. 1879)

and Allers (1894)"; and by Alan Walters (1893).

Capriocio. in Music, is a species of free com-
position, not subject to rule as to form or figure.

The earliest aiiplication of the term was to pieces in

a fugiied style, upon a lively subject. Last cen-

tury caj)riccios were of the nature of studies, in

which one single figure jiredominates. It is used

in the modem form ' cajirice,' as equivalent to

•fanta-sia,' though sometimes deviating little from

regular sonata or rondo form, as in Mendelssohn's

several examples.

C'apricornus, the Goat, the tenth sign of the

Zodiac (q.v.). For the tropic of Capricorn, see

Tropics.

tjiprida', a term sometimes, though not fre-

quently, useil to tlenote the Sheep and Goat family
(Uvis and Capra) as distinguished on the one hand
from Cattle (Bovina), and on the other from all

sorts of Antelopes ( Antelopina). The term Uvina
is more frequent, and has the same content.

Caprificatioil, a curious ancient custom of

hanging the tig-branches of the so-called goat-lig or

Caj)riHcus on the normal blooming fig-trees which
produce the edible ti<j:s. This device, ajiparently
irrational, has the following explanation, which,
though somewhat intricate, involves wider issues

and has no little interest. On the goat-fig we find

(1) male tlowers, producing pollen, and (2) female
Howers, which the eggs of a parasitic insect ( 7://rtAYo-

phag(t) t)irn into galls. Un the edible fig-tree we
find normal female tlowers which are not adapted
to l>ecome galls. Their styles and stigmas are
quite ditlerent from those of the female Howers
on the goat-fig. Now, when the parasitic insects

become mature and leave the galls of the female
tlowers on the goat-fi<', they bear with them also

the i>ollen from the lufue tlowers of the same tree.

They tly to the edible fig-tree, and there fertilise

the normal female fig-tiowers. The ancient custom
is therefore very reasonable. The male and insect-

containing female tlowers of the wild-fig are hung
on the edible fig-tree, that so the pollen of the male
Howers mav be carried by the luierated parasitic

insects to fertilise the normal female Howers, and
produce the juoper figs. See Solms-Laubach,
Hfikuiift iind Domcstikation cits (jcwuhtilirhcn Fci-

gcitbauiiis (Giittingen, 1882) ; F. Ludwig, Bialo-

qisrhcs Crnttdlhlatt, 1885, p. 564. Also ClI.VLCI.S,

!Fk;, Fi.i»wi;i:, Vol. IV. j.. 692.

Caprifoliacea*, a natural order of corollitloral

dicotjledons, nearly allied to Rubiaceic (sub-onler

Cinchonace;e), from which they are mainly distin-

guished by the absence of stipules, and containing

about 2(K) species of shrubs and herbs, natives of

the north temperate zone. Many are cultivated in

our gardens and shrubberies—e.g. the Honeysuckles
{Loiiircra), the Snowberry (Sjiuijihorirxrjius r<u:e-

inosHs), the (Judder Rose" or Snowball ( Viburnum
(Ifiulus), the Wayfaring Tree ( F. hnitana), the

Laumstinus ( V. linns), the YAiXer (Sainbucus iiigcr),

and the bt-autiful Dicrrilla ( Wiificlut) rosea, iiilro-

d need from Ciiina or Japan. The charming little

Linnaii borcalis is one of the rarest of British

plants, but common in parts of North America.

rapriiiiiilifida'. See tJuATSLcKEi!.

Caprivi, <;i;(iij(; Lko, Graf von, Cerman im-

perial ciiancellor, is descended from a family origin-

ally Friulian, wliich settled in Silesia in the 17th

century, and is sometimes called Caprivi de Caprara
de Montecucnli. Count Georg Leo, born in Berlin,

24th P'ebruary 1831, entered the army in 1849,

fougiit in the campaigns of 1S64 and 1S6(J, and in

the Franco! Jermaii war of 1870 was chief of the

staff to the lUth Army Corps. In 18.S3-88 he was at

the head of the A(rmiralty ; in 1888 he became
commander of his old army corps. Hence he was
removed, on the fall of Bismarck in 1890, to become
imperial chancellor and Prussian prime-minister.

His chief measures were army bills and a commer-

cial treatv with Russia; in 1894 he re.signed. He
died Gtii February 1899.

Caproio. Caprylio. and Cai>ric Aeid.s are

represented by the formuhe HChHj]0.„ HCsHi^O.j,

and HC,„H,„0.>, and are members of the acetic or

fatty-acid series. They derive their names from

ccipm, 'a goat,' in consequence of their more or

less resembling in smell the odour of that aiiinial.

They may all be obtained from butter by jnessing

out the jiortion which remains li<iuid at 60° (
15-5° C.),

saponifying this oil, and distilling the soap \yliich

is thus "formed with sulphuric acid. The liquid
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Avhich passes over contains, alon;,' with butyric

acid, these three acids, which, bv being converted
into baryta salts, are separable from one another.

All three of these acids are also obtained by the

oxidation of oleic acid by nitric acid ; and capric

acid is also obtained by acting upon oil of rue

with fuming nitric acid ; hence it is frequently

called rutic acid. Each acid forms a series of

salts, Caproates, Capnlates, and Caprates ; but the

inorganic ones, such as those containing barium,
potiish, and soda are of little importance. The
Ethyl and Methyl salts, however, resemble each
other, and by virtue of their pine-apple flavour,

similar to that of Butyric Ether (q.v.), are some-
times used in the production of artificial fruit-

essences.

Capsioiini, a genus of Solanaceje, yielding the
powerful contliment variously known as Pod Pepper,
lied Pepper, Guinea Pepper, Chillies, Capsicum,
&c. The species are all of a shrubby, bushy
appearance, and have more or less Avoody stems,
altliough they are annual or biennial plants. Some
of them are in very general cultivation in tropical

and subtropical countries for their fniit, which is

extremely pungent and stimulant, and is employed
in sauces, mixed pickles, &c. , often under its Mexi-
can name of Chillies ; and when dried and ground,
forms the spice called Cayenne Pepper. As a condi-
ment it improves the flavour of food, aids digestion,

Capsicum annuuni.

and prevents flatulence ; while in medicine, besides
being sometimes given to pdomote digestion, it

furnishes a useful local stimulant, especially as a
gargle, and sometimes also as a liniment." The
so-called cajysicin Is a mixture of resinous and fatty
matters, with a volatile alkaloid. The species and
varieties are not easily discriminated ; their fruits
es])ecially diff"ering in form, size, and colour, but
Fliickiger and Hanbury ascribe the supplies of cap-
sicum imported to Britain to two species : (\) C.
fa.stigiatnm, as furnishing the greater quantity of
pod pepper; and C. annuitm (lo7ignm, (jrossum), as
yielding the larger sorts of this, as we'll as most of
the cayenne pepper imported as powder.

Capstan (Fr. cabcstan), on shipboard, is an
apparatus on the i)rinciple of Wheel and Axle

(
q. v. );

its barrel or axis, unlike that of the Windlass
(
q. v. ),

is vertical, and in the simplest form is turned
by levers working horizontally, the ends of which
are inserted in the top or head of the axis. The
rope or chain attached to the weight to be lifted is
coiled around the body of the capstan, and is drawn
\n by its motion. The axis may be of iron, or wood
with an iron core. At the liottom is a tootliecl
wheel, with ^wic/s to prevent recoil. In laro-e

vessels, capstans are generally worked by steam

;

on shore they are useful for hauling up boats.

The Gix for lifting coals from a pit is a similar
appliance.

Capsule, in Botany, a dry fruit, formed of
several united carpels ( syncarpous ). When the
placentation is parietal or free-central (see Pla-
centa ), the capsule is of course one-celled ; when
axile, it is two or more celled. It may open by
valves variously placed (see Dehiscence), as in
foxglove, primrose, and rhododendron ; or by pores,

as in the poppy or snapdragon ; or Ijy a circular slit,

as in the pimpernel or monkey-pot (see Fruit).
The word is also applied to gum envelopes for
nauseous medicines, to metallic covers for bottles,

and to little saucers used in chemistry.

Captain, Military, originally a head or leader,

irrespective of the number of men under him, but
now a company or troop commander. In the
German army, where the infantry companies consist
of 250 men each, the captain is a mounted oflicer;

in the British army he marches on foot with
his men, who look to him for everything, both in

barracks and in the field. In cavalry regiments
tlie captain also deals individually with his men
when in barracks, but in the field he works under
the leader of the squadron of which his troop forms
half. Formerly each battery of Eoyal Artillery
was commanded by a first-captain with a second-
captain under him ; these ranks are now major and
captain. In the Royal Engineers and Indian Stafl

Corps, officers are promoted to the rank of captain
after eleven and twelve years' service respectively,

whether in command of men or otherwise employed.
In the other arms promotion only takes place when
a vacancy occurs. In the ordnance and commis-
saiiat departments a deputy-assistant commis-
sariat-general holds the honorary rank of captain ;

quartermasters and riding-masters receive it as a
reward for long or distinguished service. A cap-
tain's pay at home is 15s. a day in the Royal
Horse Artillery, 13s. in the cavalry, r2s. Id. in
the Coast Brigade Royal Artillery, lis. 7d. (and
6s. engineer pay) in the Royal Engineers, and lis.

7d. in all other l)ranches. In India it is about
double these amounts. The badges of rank are
two stars on each shoulder-strap.—The name of
captain is al.so applied to the overseer of a mine,
the captain of an eleven at cricket, and the like.

In Spain and some other countries the rank of

Captain-general is still retained, and is a very high
command. In Queen Elizabeth's reign there Mas
a captain-general of footmen, and Marlborough
was Captain-general of the Forces. See COMMIS-
SION.S (Army), also Purchase System.

Captain, Naval, is the general designation for
the officer in command of a ship of the royal navy,
although' some vessels of war are commanded by
officers lower in rank than caj^tain. Captains rise

to the command of larger ships, Avith increase of
pay, according to length of service. The captain is

responsible for everything on shipboard, in disci-

pline, navigation, equipment—all, in short, that
concerns the personnel or materiel of the ship. If
his ship belongs to a particular fleet or naval station,

he is responsible to the admiral or commodore ; if

not, he is directly responsil)le to the Admiralty.
The captain of that particular ship in a fleet which
carries the admiral is called Flag-captain, and has
local precedence over the others. The number of
captains in the naval service on the active list is

limited to one hundred and seventy-five, most of
whom are employed. They rank with lieutenant-
colonels in the army (in the United States, with
colonels

) ; and after three years' service, with
colonels. The full pay and allowances of a captain
vary from £600 to £930 a year. Post-captain is
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an obsolete title for a captain of three years
ataniling.

Tiie Captain of the Fleet is a teiiijioraiy oHicer in

larj^e fleets; he proiiiulj.'ates tlie ailiiiiral's orilei>,

ami receives all tlie rejK)rts an«l returns, tillinj;, in

short, a post ajuivalent to tiiat of Ciiief of the Start"

in an army. Ainon;; the seamen on lH>aril a sliip,

the chief of each ;ran;r is called captain : such as

the captain of the forecastle, of the hold, of the
maintop, of each gun, «S:c. For half-pay captains,
see Half-pav.

Ca|)tion. in the practice of the law of Eng-
land, IS applied to the formal title of indictments
and dejK)sitions, whicii shows the authority under
which It is execute<l, or taken, as the word implies.

Prior to 18.S7 cai)tion Wius tlie niame given in Scot-

land to the formal warrant to aiiprehend a dehtor
or otlier defaulting ohligant, whicli wa.s given in

the Bill C'liamlter after letters of homing had l>een

execute<l. In tliat year a simple form was intro-

iluced liy the Pers*»nal Diligence Act, hy which
imprisonment can l>e ertecteil (wiiere still ccmi-

petent ) without judicial intervention. I'rocess-

caption is ai>o used in Scotland to <ienote a sum-
ma^^ warrant of imprisonment, grante<l on the
application of tiie clerk of court, for the pur]M»se

ot forcing liatk the jdeadings arid otlier papers in

a lawsuit, which have l»een iKtrrowed hy tlie jtarty

against whom the caption issues, and l»y whom
they are unduly illegally retained. See DILIGENCE,
EXEtlTloN, IMiKTMENT, WaKUANT.

Ill the I'nited States, cai>tion means the title of

a depo>ition taken before a magistrate, the certiti-

cate of the taking of a commission subscribed

before the commisNioners, ami in criminal law, that

part of tlie record which prece<Ies the recital of

the indictment.

C'apUfU a fortilied city of Italy, l>eautifully

situated in a rich plain, on the left bank of the

Voltuino, 27 miles N. of Najdes by rail. It ha.->

a fine catiiedral, with a ciyjtt aiul twenty-four

ancient (.'orinthian columns from ancient L'asili-

num, upon wliose site Capua was built in the 9tli

century; an antiquarian mu.seum (1874); and a

tower commemorating tlie sanguinary storming of

tli«' city by C.esar Hoigia in l.VJl. Population.

11,291.—The ancient L'tijnm, which for wealth and
|M)pulation ranked secon<l only to Kome and Car-

thage, was situated 3^ miles SE. of the present

city, its site l>eing oicuj)ie<l by the mcMlern town of

Santa Maria di ('apua Vetere. It was f(ninded by
the Etruscans under the name f)f Voltiiruuin, an<l

\>a>- the chief of their twelve cities in this jiart of

Italy. Its iiresent name wiis derived from the

Samnites, who capture<l it in 42.S It.r. After the

battle of Canna', 21(5 B.C., the pojmlar party ojiened

the gates to Hannil>al, whose army was greatly

enervated by its luxurious winter-ijuarters here.

The Romans obtained jios.session of the city in 211

B.C. In the .)tli century A.D. Capua was devas-

tated by the \'andals under tien-seric. It recovered

its pros|»erity iigain to some extent, but it was
totally destroyed by the Saracens in 840. The
citizens, who had fleil to the mountains, were
induced by their bishoj) to return some sixteen

years later, and found the modern Cajiua. From
the existing remains of the walls and fortifications

of ancient Capua, it has been estimated that it lia<l

a circumference ot .5 or b miles. It had seven gates.

Among the Roman antiquities, one of the most
remarkable is the amphitheatre, built of bricks,

and faced with white marble. Well-jireserved

arciies, corrirlors, and seats for spectators still

remain. Measuring .V)7 by 459 feet, and l.)0 feet

high, it could hold (i(),(KX) spectators, and must have
been one of the most magnificent buildings of the

kind in Italy.

i'apiK'llill Monkey, or Cai, a name often
gnven to Ccbun raiinihiiius, and some other sjiecies

of the genus Ceims. South American monkeys,
which have the head covered with short hair, .so

dispo.sed as to resemble the cowl of a capuchin, the
face being almost nakeil, or only covered with a
little down. I'tt/iaut rhiiopotcx. <a South American
monkey of a genus allied to Cebus, is also some-
times called the Capuchin of the Orinoco. Ccbus
fatucllus is known a.s the Brown Capuchin. Ths

'^^SfiSs^'

Capucliin Mcnkey.

capuchin frequents wooded country in (iuiana,

Venezuela, and IVni ; it kee)(s for the most part

to trees, except when pillaging maize fields or the

1 like ; it is very' shy, Imt eii-xiiy tamed when young.
' Though the senses of sight ami hearing are ])oor,

I

its intelligence is very considerable, and can readily
I be etlucated. The iiiollicrs exhibit great aflection

for their young, ami the cajitives soon become fond
i>f their owners. As usual they are very thievish,

ini(uisitive, and mischievous. *

Cap IK'llillS, a branch of the onler of Francis-
cans (q.v. I, so desigiiate<l from the rti/iinhc or cowl
worn by them iis tii<'ir head dress.

Capiilets and .llontsi{fn<'s. the English
sjielling of the name-; of the < 'ap]pelletti and .\I<>n-

tecclii, two jioble families of Northern Italy, a<'cord-

ing to tiailition of \erona, chiefly memorable from
their connecti<ui witii the legend on which Shake-
si>eare has founded his tragedy of Itomrn (tiul Juliet.

Tliev both belonged to the (Thibelline faction, as we
see ^roiii a reference in canto vi. of Dante's Purga-
torio. The first jnibiicntion in which we recognise
tiie essential incidents of Shakespeare's )>lay is a
novel by Luigi <la I'orio, jirinted at Venice in l.j.'io.

Another version was given by Bandello in 15.>t,

and soon after a French version of the tale, by
Pierre Boisteau, in Belleforests i//.sYt(<'/T.v Traf/ique.^,

which was translated into English in 1.567, and
Iiublished in vol. ii. of Paynter's /"(fA^ci <>f Pleasure.

ioisteaus novel had already in 1.562 been formed,
with considerable alterations and large additions,

into an English poem of four thousantl lines by
Arthur Brooke, entitled The Truf/ndll Hjj.stor;/ of
liuineuH and Juliet, writfeu frst in Italian hij Ban-
Jell, and now in Enejlish. Tliere is evidence that
an English play had appeared i)reviously, and that
before Shakespeare's time the story was so well

known in England that it lia<l sujqdied subjects

for tapestries. Shakespeare's play seems to liave

been principally based on the English jioeni, almost
the only variations being the compression, for dra-

matic effect, of the action from four or five months
into as many days, and the bringing in of Paris to

die at Juliet's bier by the hand of Romeo. But
Shakespeare's faithfulness in following his text floes

not detract at all from the magniticent dramatic
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intuition l>y which the ohl story has been fused into

a trai,'eily of transcendent splendour and pathos.

Caput Mortuum (Lat., 'dead head'), a phrase

used by the old chenusts for the residuum of chemi-

cals after the volatile suhstances had escaped. It

is still used metaphorically for a thing or institu-

tion which has been really destroyed though the

form is left, the essence and valuable characters

having been removed.

Capyba'ra (
Hydrochants capyhcira ), th-e largest

living rodent, nearly allied to the guinea-pig. It

is a.s large as a small pig, aquatic in its habits,

Capj'bara [Hydrochcerus capybara).

vegetarian in its diet,' and often does great damage
in sugar-cane plantations. It runs clumsily, but
swims well, and can remain several minutes under
water. The general structure is that of the guinea-
pig, and ditiers but little except in having a grooved
upper incisor tooth, and the last molar larger than
those in front, and in the develoi)ment of a web on
the feet. It is a very plump animal, with coarse,
thin, predominantly brownish hair ; is inoffensive
and easily tamed ; and lives in pairs or families, in
marshy jilaces by rivers and lakes. Its habitat is

the north of South America. It is sometimes
called the water-hog, which is a literal translation
of its technical title. In Demerara it is called
water-hoi-se, a corruption of loatcr-haas, Dutch for
'water-hare.' The flesh, e.xcept of old males, is
good for eating.

CarabidtP, a tribe of beetles, or coleopterous
insects, of the
section Pentamera
(seeCOLEOPTERA).
The species are ex-
tremely numerous,
those already
known numljering
about ten thousand.
Tliey mostly feed
at night on other
insects, worms,
snails, &c. , and
are extremely vora-
citms and active,
habits which are
fully shared by

1 , . I their larva?. One

J ^ j(/ I form at any rate,

^ -' \i^ Zabrus gibhiis, is

e.xceptional in its
Mormolyce phyllodes. vegetarian diet, and

sometimes does con-
siderable damage in wheat-fields. Some of them
burrow in the earth ; most of them live under
stones, under the bark of trees, among moss, &c.

;and their bodies are adapted to this mode of life,
being very hrm and hard. Their legs are in general
pretty long, having on the anterior pair often

brush-like soles, and much more efficient than
their wings. Some of them indeed are wingless, or
have only rudimentary wings. Many exhibit much
beauty of colour and metallic lustre. When irri-

tated they eject an irritant, strong-smelling fluid

from glands situated posteriorly (see Bombardier
Beetle). The Carabidir occur everywhere, even
in the arctic regions, and blind forms occur in
cave.s. With extremes of temperature they become
readily dormant. The largest British species is

onlj- about an inch long, but some foreign ones are
much larger. Some of the species of Carabus are
among the most common British insects. Their
wings are not fitted for flight.—A very large and
singular insect of this tribe is Mormolyce phyllodes,
a native of Java, Avhich, in consequence of the
extremely depressed form of its body and the
expansion of its wing-cases, resembles some of the
MantidiT? (q.v.) and the insects known as Leaf-
insects (q.v.).

Carabo'bo, a state of Venezuela, between the
Caribbean Sea and the state of Zamora. Area, 2974
sq. ni. ;

po])ulation, 198,021, mostly inhabiting the

fertile depression of Lake Valencia, where large
crops of coffee, sugar, and excellent cacao are
grown. Capital, Valencia (q.v. ); chief port, Puerto
Cabello (q.v.).

Carabou. See Reindeer.

Cui'SiCUl { Feli's or Lynx caracal), a species of
Lynx (q.v.) found in the warmer parts of Asia and
throughout the whole of Africa ; and more prob-
ably than anj" European species the lynx of the
ancients. It is larger than a fox, about the same
height, but much more powerful ; of a uniform

Caracal
(
Lynx caracal ).

deep chestnut or wine-red colour, except two spots
near each eye, the under parts of the body, and
inner parts of the legs, which are white, and tufts
of long black hair which terminate the ears. The
young forms are spotted. The ears are al)out 3
inches in length. The caracal is powerful enough
to tear a hound to pieces. It is often represented
as of a very savage disposition, and certainly is

most ill-tempered or probably semi-insane in cap-
tivity, but is capable of being tamed, and is in
India employed for hunting hares and rabbits.

Caracalla, Roman emperor from 211-17 A.D.,
the son of the Emperor Septimius Se\'erus, was
born at Lyons, 188 A.D. He was originally named
Bas.nuniis, from his maternal grandfather, liut his
legal name, as it appears on medals and inscrip-
tions, was M. Aurelius Antoninus. Caraccdla was
a nickname given him from his favourite dress, a
long hooded tunic, made in the fashion of the
Gauls, and so called in their language. After his
father's death at Eboracum ( York ) in 211 a.d. he
ascended the throne as co-regent with his brother
Publius Septimius Antoninus Geta, whom he after-
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Manls causeil to be nmnlereil. He next directed

his cruelty ajiainst all the friends and adherents
of (Jeta, of whom it is said as many as twenty
thousand of both sexes—including the ^Teat jurist

Pajdnianus—were put to ileath. Innumerable acts

of oppression and robbery were employed to raise

supplies for the unl)ounded extravagance of the
despot, anil to pay his soldiers. In his famous con-

stitution he Ijestowed Roman citizenship on all his

free subjects not citizens—who formed the majority,
esi>ecially in the jirovinces— l»ut simply in order to
levy a greater amount of taxes on releases and
heritages, which were paid only by citizens. After
almost exhausting Italy bv his extortions, he
turned to the jirovinces, which had been in a great
measure spareil by the tyr.anny of former emperors.
In 214 he visited Gaul, Germany, Dacia, and
Thrace; and after a campaign against the Alemanni,
assumed the surname Ahnuiutiiius. He was
assassinated, at the instigation of Macrinus, prefect

of the Pni'toriaiis. l»y one of his veterans named
Martialis, on the Stli of April 217, on the way from
Edessa to ("arrha-. All the historians combine to

paint the life of Car.acalla in the darkest colours.

Among tlie buildings of Caracalla in Rome, the
bath>—TheriuM' Garacalla-—near Porta Capena,
were mo>t celebrated, and their ruins are still

niagnitict'iit.

C'aracara* a Brazilian name applied to several

of tin.' l.ilron like hawks, and especially to Poly-
boms l»a:i7iciisis. The
name refers to the
hoarse cry. They keep
a go<Kl deal to the
grountl, ami a web
joins the base of the

^g^^ ii^J^^^^ t^^'* <^uter toes to the
^HM|^^^^^^^|k middle one. Ibycteris
lH|S\)9|^^^^^^.^||^ a closely allied genus,

and the southern cara-

cara (
Ihijifcr australis)

thebest-known specie.s.

Darwin, in his Beaqle
voyage, gives an in-

teresting account of

their mischievcms and
na.s.sionate habits. The
oare skin of the face

changes in colour ac-

cording to the How of

Itlood associated with
emotion. Ibycter aiis-

trails freijuents the

Falkland Islands ; Pobjhorus brazilunsis spreads

from Brazil over a large extent of America, and
even reaches occasionally the southern parts of the

United States.

C'ardras. the capital f)f the republic of

Venezuela and of the Fe<leral District, i.-< situated

in 10° 81' N. lat.. and 07^ o' W. long., 6 miles (24

by rail) S. of La (iuaira, its port. Built on the

southern slope of the Avila (8ti3o feet), it is 3025

feet above the tide-level, and enjoys from this

elevation a healthv air and a temperature ran{,'ing

lietween 48' and KJO' F. The streets, built at right

angles, are broad and well paved. There are a hand-

some promenade and numerous i)ublic parks and
gardens; the town has excellent water and gas,

one telephone ft)r every 117 inhabitants, 15 news-

papei-s (8 of them daily), two tramway lines, and
Ls the terminus of four railways. The most notable

edifices are the Federal Palaces and other otticial

buildings, including the president s 'Yellow House;'

the university, whose liltrary (30,000 vols.) is open

to the public : the Exhibition Palace (see Bolivar);
the cathedral ; the magnilicent basilica of St Ann
(£200,000); and over a score of hospitals and

Caracara
(Pohjftorus braziliensii).

charitable institutions. Besides the university,
there are colleges of medicine, law, ami engineer-
ing, aiul other technical schools, and in the Federal
District 204 schools of all grades have an attend-
ance of almost 12. (MH). Poj). ( 1891 ) 72,42fl.—The
Federal District, with an area of 45 sq. ni., includes,

besides Ganica-s, six other boroughs with a joint

pop. of 14,259 ; total, 89,133. The neighbourhood is

subject to earthi^uakes ; in that of 1812, 12,000^

citizens perished.

Caraooi. or C.\RRACCI, a celebrated family of

Italian ]>aintei-s, the founders of the Bolognese
school of painting.
LlDOVico Gakacci, the son of a butcher, was

iMjrn at Bologna in 1555. As a student he was so
inapt that his ma.ster recommended him to abandon
the pui-suit ; but instead of that, he went to \'enice
and Parma, making acquaintance with the works
of the "Treat mastei-s there, and returned to Bologna
imbued with art principles quite opposed to the
superlicial mannerism then jirevailing in his native
city. In ctuijunction with two of his cousins, who,
instructed by him, had imbibed the same ideas, he
founded, in spite of great opposition, the Eclectic

school which afterwards became so famous in the
history of painting. The Hist principle of this new
school wius that 'observation ot nature ought to be
combined with imitation of the best mastei-s.' The
allied artists found numerous pupils, to whom they
gave practical instructions in drawing from natural
and artistic models, with theoretical lessons on
perspective, anatomy, «S:c. So great was their

success that in the course of a short time all other
schools of painting were closed in Bologna. Some
of the Hnest works of this m.oster are preserved at

Bologna—among others, the 'Madonna and Child
Throned,' ' Madonna and Child Standing,' the-

'TransHguration,' and the 'Nativity of St John
the Baptist.' He also engraved and etched a few
of his own designs. Ludovico die<l in 11519.

Agostino C.VRACCI, cousin of Ludovico, was
1)orn(1558) in Bologna. He became a disciple of
his cousin, but he wjis of too versatile a genius to

' devote himself closely to any subject, though his
' magniHcent p.ainting of the 'Communion of St
I Jerome,' painted for the Certo.sa of Bologna, now in

! the gallery of that city, proves that he might have
!
attained to \ery great eminence had he devoted.

' his undivided attention to the art ; but he was in

I

the halnt of aljandoning his easel for literature,

I jtoetry, and engraving on copjjcr. As an en<Maver,

I

indeed, he holds an imj)ort.ant position in Itali.an

I
art. He accompanietl his younger brother Annibale

I to Koine, and there assisted in some oi the paint-

ings in the Farne.se Gallery ; but his brother, who
Wivs a slave to liLs art, soon quarrelled with him for

his inattention, and he left Rome, and went t»
Parma, where he died in 1602. As an engraver he
ranks very high for his correctness of design and
skill of execution.
Anxih.vLE Caracci, brother of Agostino, w;is

born (15G0) in B(dogna, where he learned, under
his father, the business of a tailor, from wiiicli he
was called away by Ludovico Caracci. His progress

in the study of painting was rapid, and at fii-st he
took principally for his models Correggio, Titian,

and Paul Veronese. His jiicture of 'St Roche dis-

tributing Alms" Hi-st gained for Annibale Caracci a
wide reputation. His fame reached Rome, and he
was employed to i)aint the Farnese Gallery there,

which IS considered his greatest work, and the
manner of which i>artakes somewhat of Raj)hael

and Correggio. On this gallery he was emiiloyi^d

some four yeai-s, and he received for his ^\ork the
incredibly paltry sum of 500 crowns. After a visit

to Naples he dieil in Rome in 1609, where his

remains were interred, close to Raphaels tomb,
in the Pantheon. His most celebrated easel-
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picture is the 'Three Maries,' formerly in the
Orleans collection, now at Castle Howard.
Annibale Caraeci was one of the greatest followers

of Correggio, and in composition approached most
nearly to the style of Raphael. Ludovico had a
greater talent in teaching, and Agostino had a
more versatile invention, but Annibale Mas un-
questionably the greatest artist of the three

Oaracci.
Antonio Marziale Caracci (1583-1618), natu-

ral son of Agostino, was a pupil under Annibale,
and painted some excellent pictures.

Francesco (styled Franceschino) Caracci,
iiej)hew of Agostino and Annibale, was born in

1595, and distinguished himself as an eminent
<lesi''ner. He died 1622.—The l>est Italian masters
of the 17th century—Domenichino, Guide Reni,
Albani, and others—proceeded from the school of

the Caracci.

Carac'ciolo, Prince Francesco, was born in

1752 of a noble Neapolitan family, and had risen to

the supreme command of King Ferdinand's navy,
when in December 1798 he fled with him before tfie

French from Naples to Palermo. Learning, how-
ever, of the intended confiscation of the estates of

all absentees, he obtained permission to return to
Naples, and there entered the service of the ' Par-
thenopeian Republic,' in April being placed at the
head of its marine. For two months he ably
tlirected the operations of the revolutionists, and
not till their cause seemed hopeless, though before
the capitulation, did he quit the capital. He was
captured in peasant disguise, and on 29th June 1799
was brought on board Nelson's flag-ship, tried by
a court-martial of Neapolitan officers, and hanged
from the yard-arm of a Neapolitan frigate. See
Nelson ; J. Paget's Paradoxes and Puzzles ( 1874)

;

and J. C. Jeafl'reson's Lady Hamilton and Lord
Nelson (1888).

Carac'tacus, a king of the Britons, for nine
years (43-50 A.D. ) warred gallantly against the
Roman invaders, but at length was completely
overthrown by Ostorius in a battle near the border
of South Wales. His wife and daughters fell into
the hands of the victors, and his brothers sur-
rendered. Caractacus himself fled to Cartismandua,
queen of the Brigantes, who delivered him up. He
was carried to Rome, 51 A.D., and exhibited in a
triumphal procession by the Emperor Claudius, who
was greatly impressed by his dauntless bearing and
language. According to tradition he died at Rome
about 54 A.D., but there is absolutely no ground for
supposing that the Claudia of St Paul's epistle
(2 Tim. iv. 21 ) was his daughter, and introduced
Christianity from Italy to Britain.

I'araffa is the name of an ancient and famous
Neapolitan family, to which several cardinals and
Pope Paul IV. (q.v.) belonged.—Carlo Caraffa,
nephew of Paul IV., was born in 1517, fought in
the Netherlands, joined the Knights of Malta, and
was made cardinal by his uncle. Paul had ulti-
mately to banish the cardinal and his brothers from
Rome for extortion ; and in 1561 Pope Pius IV.
caused him to be put to death. See the work by
Durny (Paris, 1883), and Canon Jenkins, The Story
of the Caraffa (\HHiJ).

Karaites. See Karaites.

Caraiuailia is a name sometimes given to part
of the central tableland of Asia Minor (q.v.), from
the town of Karaman, a town of 7000 inhabitants,
lying at the nortliern base of Mount Taurus. It
is mostly in the province of Konieh.

Carambola, or Coromandel Gooseberry, is
the fruit of Averrhoa Caramhola, a small East
Indian evergreen tree belonging to the Oxalidace;e,
Its congener, A. Bilrmbi, yields the acid fruit

known as the Bilimbi or Blimbing, and both species
have been introduced into cultivation in the West
Indies. They exhiliit in a tolerably marked degree
that sensitiveness familiar in other members of the
order. See Sleep ok Plants.

Caraiiibole. See Billiards.

Caramel is the name applied to the highly
flavoured dark-brown substance jjroduced by the
application of heat to Sugar (q.v.). It is likewise
formed during the roasting of all materials con-
taining sugar, such as cott'ee, chicory, and malt
(see Beer), and is one cause of the dark colour
of porter and infusions of cofl'ee. It is employed
in the colouring of whisky, wines, vinegar, »Ji:c.

Although caramel, as prepared by burning sugar,
is used more as a colouring than as a flavouring
agent, yet it, and bodies allied to it, play a very
important part in nutrition. When meat is roasted,
a very highly flavoured brown portion is produced
on the surface. It is to this, a form of caramel,
that the api^etising flavour of roast meat is in part
due, while to the same cause we can trace the
distinctive flavour of toasted bread. The dark
coloured gravy derived from roast meat owes its

value in part to caramel ; and recognising this, the
cook frequently adds caramel or browning, as it is

called, to make up for deficiencies. Experiments
have shown that while life cannot be sustained on
the tasteless fibrous meat from which the juices
have been removed by water, yet the addition of
caramel enables it to be assimilated and used as
food.

Caraiix. See Scad.

Carapa, a genus of Meliace;^, found in tropical
America and Guinea. The stem of C. gnianensis
is used for masts ; its bark is a febrifuge, and its

seeds yield a lamp oil, called carapa (often cor-

rupted into crab) oil. That of C. guincensis

(
probably the same species ) is used by the negroes

for anointing their bodies, its bitterness protecting
them from the bites of insects.

Carapace, a term applied to the shield on the
back of such crustaceans as Crab and Lobster, of
the unique King Crab or Limulus, or of chelonians
like Tortoise and Turtle. In the former cases it

is a horny and limy modification of the outer por-
tion of the skin, in the last it is mainly due to back-
bone and ribs. It is obviously therefore a term of
no precise significance. For its exact nature, see
Crab and Tortoise.

Carat. Goldsmiths and assayers divide the
troy pound, ounce, or any other weight into 24
parts, and call each a carat, as a means of stating
the proportion of pure gold contained in any alloy
of gold with other metals. Thus, the gold of our
coinage and of wedding-rings, which contains If of
pure gold, is called ' 22 carats fine,' or 22-carat gold.
The lower standard, used for watch-cases, &c.,
which contains if of pure gold, is called 18-carat,
and so on. The carat used in this sense has there-
fore no absolute weight ; it merely denotes a ratio.

This, however, is not the case with the jewelry
carat used for weighing diamonds and other precious
stones, pearls, <S:c. , which has a fixed weight, equal
to 3} troy grains, and is divided into quarters, or
'carat grains,' eighths, sixteenths, thirty-seconds,
and sixty-fourths. These carat grains are thus
less than troy grains, and therefore the jeweller
has to keep a separate set of diamond weights.
Even the carat with fixed weight varies in various
countries—from about 216 milligrams in Leghorn
to 195 in Florence. In England it is 205-4090
milligrams ; in France, 205 '5000.

The name seems to have come through the
Arabic qirrat from the Greek kcration, the fruit of
the Carob (q.v.) or locust-tree (C'eratonia siliqua),
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used al.s<i as a weight. The orij,'in of the word has
also l»eeii souj,'lit in Kiiara, tlie native name of the
Eri/tlirititi Abi/sxini'ra, or coral-tree, the seeds of

whiili, it Is saiil, were very eijual in .-ize, and were
used for weijihing gold and preeious stones.

t'aravaC'cU -^ town of Spain, 40 miles NNW.
of Mureia. in a rich wine country, hiu» manufac-
tures of woollen fabrics, soap, paper, leather,
brandy, and oil. Pop. 15,553.

CaravaKffio, a town in the Italian j)rovince of
R-rgamo, S miles SE. of Treviglio by rail. It has
a famous church, L'Apjxnizioitc dilla Madonna,
to which i)ilgrimages are made, and is celebrated
as the birthjilace of the painters Fermo Stella,
Polidoro ("aldara, and Michel .Vngelo Ainerigi, all

three sumamed (/aravaggio. I'o]t. 6089.

Carava^ino* Muhkl An(;elo Ameru;!. or
MuKK.i |)A, a celebrated Italian jiainter, was
boni in 15H0 at Caravaggio (.see above). His
father, who was a ma-son, employed him in jirepar-

in<j pla.ster for the fresco-paint«rs of Milan, anu in

this way tiie artistic genius of the boy was stirreil.

After studying the works of the great masters in

that city for five years, and afterwards in \'enice,

where his colouring wjus for a time inHuenced by
the paintings of (Uorgione, he went to Koine,
where he lived for some time in very reduced
circumstances. At length a jdcture of his at-

tracted the notice of Cardinal del Monte, who
now jiatronlsed the v<»ung artist ; his works be-

came for a time popular, and even such painters as
Cluido and Domenichino found it necessfiry to

imitate his style. IJut the ferocious and c|uarrel-

Bome character of Caravaggio .xooti involved him in

difficulties. Having Med from Home to Malta on
account of manslaughter, he obtained the favour of

tlie ( Jranil-master by painting an altar piece in the
church of St John, an<l other pictures. His hery
nature scKin forced him to flee from Malta : and in

making his way back to Home, he Wiis wounded,
lost all his baggage, caught a violent fever, and on
reaching I'orto Krcole, lay down on a bank and died

(1609), at the age of forty. Transeript of ordinarv'

and often debased nature was the object aimed at

by Caravaggio, who left the schools, and devoted
himself to jiaintinglifea.s he found it in lanes, alleys,

and other resorts of the lower chusses. He stiulied

n«» such matters jis refined sentiment or the elevation

of realities, but gave in his paintings expression to

his jiwn wilil an<l gl(K)my character. His cliiaroscuro

is forced and untrue, but very efl'ective. When he
painte<I sacred subjects, he still remained faithful

to the low realities of Italian life; so that several

of his jiictures executed for churches had to be re-

moved from their places, on account of their want
of harmony with sacred surroundings. Kngler, the
German critic, has justly said of one of ( "arava'tgifis i

most celebrated works, a ' Hurial of Christ," tliat it

appears • like nothing l>etter than the funeral of a
gApsy chieftain.' One of his best piiintings, 'The
Fraudulent ( Jaujblei-s,' is j)reserve<l in the Sciarra

'

Gallery at Rome; his 'Christ and the Disciples

at Emmaus' is in tiie National Gallery, London;
and .seven of his works are in the Berlin Mu.seum. I

— An earlier and less celebrated Italian painter,

P«»Liuoi!<) C.\Li).VK.\ D.\ C.\r.vv.\<;gio, was bom '

alM»ut 149*2, and murdered in 1543. He aided
,

Raphael in the subordinate parts of his frescoes in

the Vatican. His celebrateil picture of 'Christ

bearing the Cross' is in the Nai)les Museum.

Caravan ( Persian karwAn ), in Africa and the

East, a large company of travellers associated for

nmtual help and protection. Caravans following

a sjindy desert route employ camels, sometimes as

many as U)Oi), which follow each other in single

file ; in journeys through a steep and rocky coun-

try, mules and asses are used. The term is pro-

100

I perly confined to trading assemblages alone ; for
the caravans formed by pilgrims going to Mecca, the

: most famous of which are those which annually
a.ssemble at Cairo and at Daiuiuscus, .see H.v.J.i.

I

In trade-caravans, a leader, who is called Kanran-
Baahi, or simply /iVii.y ('chief'), is elected by the
merchants from their own number. The leader of

J

the Mecca caravans is called Emir-cl Hajj ( ' prince
I of the pilgrims

' ).

C.AR.vv.\NSER.\is, or Kn.\N.s, are the buildings
erected in the East, generally as a pious charity,
for the shelter of caravans or travellei-s ; they are
unfurni.shed, water only being provided. Gener-
ally erected just outside the walls of a town or
village, they commonly consist of a square build-
ing of four wings built round a court-yard, in
which the bea.sts of burden may be inclosed, and
where there is usually a well, with a tmintain-
b;i.sin beside it ; the lodgings are small rooms,
generally on a second story, built over the arcade
and storerooms which run round the court-yard.
Always nui-ssive and strong, the buildings are often
handsome and well proportioned ; but in too many
instances they have been allowed to sink into dila-

pidation and even ruin.

From ' a moving company, cavalca<le, company
in motion—e.g. out for a picnic,' Caravan had
come in 1689 to mean a large covered ear or c<mvey-
ance capable of carrying such a company. Thence
the transition was easy to the ' chimnied house on
w heels ' of the ( Jyiisy, the showman, or Dr Gordon
Stables, author <ii The Cruise of the Land Yacht
' Wanderer' (1886).

Caravaiices. See Chick Pe.\.

Caravf'llas, a Hra/ilian port, 475 miles NE. of
Kio de Janeiro, on the Caravellas, 5 miles from its

mouth. It exports fish-oil, cocoa-nuts, and cottee.

A railway connects it with the interior. Pop.
4000.

Caraway [Carum Cam' or Cariii), a sjiecies of
I'mbellifeni-, which has long been valued and
cultivated in Europe for the sake of the well-
known aromatic "caraway seeds which it bears;
these being, however, in strictness not seeds, but
the nuncarjjs, into which the fruit in this order
splits when ripening (see Umhelmfer^:). Their
proj)erties are due to the volatile caraway-oil,
which is contained in the large oil-glands (vitta) of
the fruit, ami is distilled <»n a large scale, chielly
for the prejiaration of the liqueur known as Liuii-

mcl, but also for use in perfumery and in jdiarmacy,
a.s an aromatic stinmlant and flavouring ingredient.
Caraways are, however, chiefly useil entire as a
spice by bakers and confectioners, and the cultiva-
tion of the plant thus attains considerable import-
ance, I'.'irticiiiarly in Germany and Holland.

Carbazotio Acid. See Picric Acid.

Carbide.**, formerly termed carburets, are the
compounds of carl)on with the various metals.
The carbides r)f iron are the most important, and it

is to the aildition of carbon, in one way or other,

that the valuable ]tro])ertie3 of cast-iron and steel

are due. See AfETVLENE, G.AS-LKiHTlXG (p. 105).

Carbine is a short rifle. In the British army
all cavalry soldiers carry a rifled carbine in a leather
case beinnd the right thigh, for use when acting on
foot. Gunners of garrison batteries have a similar
weapon, and each limber in field batteries carries

two. In 1897 tiie Lee-Metford rifled carbine was
issued to replace the Martini-Henry, up to that
time in use, and now all the mounted branches of

the service liave either it or the Lee-En(ie]d. They
are precisely similar to the infantry Lee Metford
and Enfield rifles (see Rifle) except that the
barrel is about a foot shorter and the magazinr;
carries six cartridges instead of ten. They are uat
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sighted for so long a distance as the ordinary rifle ;

ami the cartridges, though fitting the same calibre,

contain a smaller charge of cordite.

Carbineers, or Carabinekks, meant formerly

light horsemen, used chieliy to watch and harass

the enemy, defend narrow passes, and act as

skirmishers. A corps uniler this name was raised

in France in 1560 ; but the designation is no
longer used in that country. In the English

army, all cavalry were at one time often styled

carltineers, but now there is only one regiment, the

6tli Dragoon Guards, known by this title ; and the

distinction between them and other heavy cavalry

is merely nominal.

Carliohydrogeiis. See Hydrocarbons.

Carbolic Acid, Phenol, or Phenic Acid,
C^HjOH, is one of the most important substances
derived from coal-tar. Although called an acid,

and forming salts, it is neutral to test-paper, and
has more in common with the alcohols than
with the acids (see AciDS and Alcohols). It is

obtained by distilling coal-tar, reserving the por-

tion passing over between 356' and 374° (
180°

—

190° C.). After rectification, this constitutes the
crude carbolic acid used so largely for disinfecting

purposes. By careful purification it can be obtained
pure, when it forms minute white or colourless

plates or needles, possessing a burning taste, and
an odour resembling that of creosote. By exposure
to the air it becomes pinkish, but is not otherwise
injured. It rapidly al)sorl)s water from the air,

forming an oily liquid, which does not readily mix
with water until about 15 volumes have been
added, when it forms a solution. Carbolic acid is

apt to be confounded with cresylic acid and
creosote, which possess an odour somewhat similar.

This remark applies only to the liquid acid, as
neither of these substances can be crystallised.

Liquid carljolic acid has no action on polarised

light, in this resjiect ditiering from creosote.

Carbolic acid is readily soluble in alcohol, ether,

chloroform, glycerin, olive-oil, and volatile oils.

Although called an acid, it forms but very weak
combinations with the alkalies, some of the so-

called Cfirbolates used for disinfecting purposes
being probably only earthy substances mixed with
carbolic acid.

In solution carbolic acid coagulates albumen,
arrests fermentation, destroys parasites, whether
animal or vegetable, and prevents moulding or
putrefaction. Owing to these valuable properties it

has come largely into use as an antiseptic and dis-

infectant. Applied to the cavity of a decayed
tooth it quickly relieves certain forms of toothache,
acting as a local antesthetic. Owing to its powerful
action on the mucous membranes, it must not be
allowed to touch the interior of the mouth. Taken
internally, concentrated carbolic acid acts as an
irritant poison, accompanied by a numbing of the
stomach, which prevents the action of emetics.
Medicinally, carbolic acid may be given in doses
of one to three grains dissolved in glycerine or
water. See Antiseptic Surgery.
Carbon (sym. C; atomic weight 12) is one of

the elementary substances most largely diffused in
nature. It occurs uncombined in the mineral
graphite or Black Lead (q.v. ), and in the Diamond
(q.v.), which is pu7-e crystallised car})on. It is

niuch more abundant, however, in a state of com-
bination. United with oxygen, it occurs as (Jar-
bonic Acid, COo (g.v.), in the atmosphere, in
natural waters, in limestone, dolomite, ami iron-
stone. In coal it is found combined with hydro-
gen and oxygen ; and in plants and animals it
occurs as one of the elements building up wood,
starch, gum, sugar, oil, bone (gelatin), and flesh
(fibrin). Indeed there is no other element which

is so characteristic of plant and animal organ-
isms, and it ranks as the only element never absent
in substances obtained from the two kingdoms of

organic nature. Wood charcoal, coke, lampblack,
and animal charcoal are artificial varieties, more or

less impure, of carbon. The specific gravity of the
ditierent forms of carbon greatly varies ; that of

the diamond being 3*33() to 3"550, while graphite is

onl}^ about 2 '300. Carbon, in its ordinary forms,

is a good conductor of electricity; in the form of

diamond, it is a non-conductor. Of heat, the
lighter varieties of carbon, such as wood charcoal,

are very bad conductors
;
graphite in mass has very

considerable conducting powers. At ordinary tem-
peratures, all the varieties of carbon are extremely
unalterable ; so much so, that it is customary to

char the ends of piles of wood which are to be
driven into the ground, so as by this coating of non-
decaying carbon to preserve the interior wood

;

and Avitli a similar object, the interior of casks and
other wooden vessels intended to hold water during
sea-voyages, is charred (coated with carbon), to

keep the wood from passing into decay, and there-

by to preserve the water siveet. Even as regards
combustion there is a marked difference. Wood
charcoal takes fire with the greatest readiness,

bone-black ( animal charcoal ) less so ; then follow

in order of difficulty of combustion—coke, anthra-
cite, lamjdjlack, wlack lead, and the diamond.
Indeed, black lead is so non-combustible, that
crucibles to withstand very high temperatures for

prolonged periods without breakage or burning,
are made of black lead ; and the Diamond

(
q. v.

)

completely resists all ordinary modes of setting

fire to it. In the property of hardness carbon
ranges from the velvet-like lampblack to diamond,
the hardest of gems. In 1879 it was announced
that a inethod of producing pure crystallised

carbon, or diamond, had been discovered, but, so

far, the artificial crystals obtained have only been
of microscopic size.

Besides the physical properties already alluded

to, carbon possesses very remarkable absorbent
powers ; enabling it not only to decolourise syrupy
liquids (see CHARCOAL, Animal), but also to

absorb gases. Thus freshly ignited wood charcoal

will absorb ninety times its own volume of am-
monia gas, and sixty-five times its volume of

sulphurous anhydride gas. Owing to this property
it has many important uses. When employed in

the construction of respirators, so arranged that
the air is drawn through a layer of charcoal, it is

possible to breathe an atmosphere which otherAvise

would be irrespirable. Water and wine which have
Ijecome tainted may be readily rendered whole-

some by means of charcoal ; while as a remedy for

troublesome flatulence and as a tooth-powder, its

value lies in the absorbent power referred to.

Gardeners find that when it is mixed with potting-

soil it prevents the souring of the soil, which is

so injurious to the finer varieties of plants.

Most of the filters so much in use nowadays for

the purification of water contain charcoal, which not
only removes organic matter, but even lessens the
hardness of the water. For decolourising liquids

bone-black is preferable. The varieties of carbon,
as mentioned above, differ very considerably in

the readiness with which they combine with
oxygen ; but when burned they all yield Carbonic
Anhydride, CO^ (see Carbonic Acid). Carbon
forms another oxide, called carbonic oxide, CO,
when it is burned with only a limited supply of air.

When heated with sulphuric acid carbon decom-
poses it, forming carbonic acid and sulphurous
anhydride. Thus :

Sulplmric Suliilmrous Carbonic
CarbiiM. AciJ. Anhydride. Acid. W.itor.

C + 2H.,S04 = 2S0. + COo + 2H„0.
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CarlM-.n unites with iiietuis to fi)nn Carliides (4. v.),

the eliiet of wliioh art' thitse of iron. With hydro-
'

gen carhon forms a vt-rv important ohiss of organic
coniponutls, inchiding siu-h unlike substances as
turpentine, oil of lemon, ('|,.H|,.,, ami mai-sh gas,

CH.j. As earhon unites with nearly all the ele

nients to form chlorides, brt)miiU's, \c., the number
of carbon compounds is virtually unlimited (see

Aromatic Skkies), and tiiose aireaiiy known far

surpiuss in numbers all otiier chemical compounds
put together. Wiien larlion is obtained sutliciently

tlen.se, it is found to be a good conductor of elec-

tricity, and to make an excellent electro-negative
element in a galvanic pair. For this jturpose

tjrapidte and the hard incrustation of carbon found
in gas retorts are adnnraiiK suitetl ; but, t)wing to

their com|»arativc scarcity, recourse is hail to an
artificial method of ])reparing dense carlion, devised
by Frofesxir Hansen of Ili-iilelberg. The carbons
thus olitaiiicil for galvanic batteries, owing to their

etticiency and cheajmess, have given a great im-
petus to electrical work. The following are the

;

more important .steps in the process ; A mixture of

two parts of coke and one of coal in powder is

placed in an injn mould and heated in a furnace.

As soon as the lil»eration of gas has ceased, the
mould is allowed to cool, and on opening it a
carbon block is obtaine.l which may be ground to

the desired size. Although hard, it is still far too

porous, and to remedy this it is soaked in thick gjus-

tar, allowed to dry, and finally heateil in a lireproof

crucible for some time. A second or even third

tinje this may lie reiieated, care being taken to jire-

vent the access of air to the crucible, and eventually

a carlion very dense, sonorous when struck, and a
g(KMl conductor of electricity, is obtained.

For a reference to the manufacture of charcoal,

see separali- article ; and see ELECTRIC LlGIIT. 1

(^iirboiia do, a form of carl)on resembling
hematite, but akin to the diamond, used like black
diamonils in Horing (4. v.).

t'arhoiiari (literally 'c(dliers' or 'charcoal-

burners), tlie name of certain secret societies,

which llourisiied both in Italy and France at the

l>egiiining of this century. The aim of the societies

was tiie overthrow of the de.spotic and reactionary

governments then existing. They originated in

Italy while under the rule of the Honaparte.s.

IJotta, in Ins Sforin trittiliu, states that, under
Murat's government, the Neapolitan rcjmblicans,

equally hating the French and King berdinand,

escaped about 1808 into the wild detiles of the

Abruz/.i, and here, naming themselves ' t'arbonari,'

formed a secret society. Tlie nanu' of Carbonari

was taken from the trade of charcoal-burning pur-

sued in that part of Italy, and a great deal of the

peculiar phraseology used in reference to their

• irgani.sation and tiieir proceedings was drawn from

the same .source. Thus one of their lodges wius

called a hut (Intntnu) ; an ordinary meeting, jt//-

dita (a sale); a meeting of great importance, alia

vemlitii. But much of their ceremonial and plirase-

ology was drawn from freemasonry and the Chris-

tian religion. Their motto or war-cry was 'Ven-

geance for the lamb torn by the wolf.' There were

four grjulcs in the organisation, with mystic rites

of initiation. Attempts at centralisation of the

Italian Carbonari were attempted, but without

much success.

The Carlionari nlayed a considerable uart in

Italian history. ^lurat, the Bonajjartist king of

Naples, represseil them for a time, their leader

Capobianco being i>ut to death : yet they helped to

overthrow French rule in Southern Italy. After

the Bourbon restoration in ISl.'j the discontent con-

tinued, and Carbonarism attained to its greatest

degree of prosperity. Priests, otticers of the army.

ami even women joined the organisation, which
included among its members Charles Albert (after-

wards king of Sardinia), Lord Byron, Silvio

Pellico, and Mazzini. In 18'20 its membership,
variously estimated at :?()0,()(H) and 700,000, included
most of the jiatriotisui and intelligence of Italy.

But its strength was broken through the unsuc-
cessful risings of 18*20 and 1821, the power of

Austria and of the reaction being too great for

revolutionary Italy. • Subsecpiently the more active

portion of the revolutionary party in the penin-
sula was absorbed by the ' Young Italy ' movement
( 18.31 ) of Mazzini.

After the restoration of the Bourbons several

.secret j>olitical unions were formed in France, and
in 1820 were confederated with the Carbtmari.
Paris, after the prosecutions against the secret

societies of Italy, wiis made the headciuarters of a
Carbonarism winch, adopting all the symlKilic

phraseology, rules, ami regulations of the Italian

societies, received from the rapidly systcmatising

genius of the French an organic character which it

had never before jiosses.sed. Lafayette was presi-

dent of the supreme board, and many students and
inferior otlicers in the army joined the societies.

The initiated styled themselves hutts cousins, and
spoke of the uninitiated as /nii/ani (heathens).
Written documents and communications were
strictly jirohibited by the heads of the union, and
treachery was to be punished by a.ssassination.

F(dlowiiig the example of their Italian brethren,

the French Carbonari in 1821 attempted risings in

several towns in France. Though unsuccessful,

they revealed the consideralde numbers and etlective

organisation of the societies, and they survived in

sullicient strength to take a part in the revolu-

tion of Julv 18.S0. After that event several of

the leading Vrench Carbonari attached themselves
to the new reginu', and their society was gradually
dissolved. In its j)lace the new (.'iKirlnmncrir Demo-
criifiijuc was founded, having for its object the

establishment of a republican government on the

communistic ]>rinciples of Babeuf (q.v. ). But this

form of Carbonarism did not long continue. Since

1848 Carlionarism generally has di.sa|ipeared. The
discontent that proiluced it has either been satislied

by the concession of constitutional government, or

Ikis found expression in later phases of the

revolutionarv movement. See Ileckethorn's Secret

Suricfirs (187.1).

€arb«)nated 01 Acidulous Waters are

those which contain a great excess of carbonic acid

gas. They may be ilivideil into the artilicial and
the natural. The former are treate<l of under
Aerated Waters (q.v.), and the latter under Mineral
Waters (q.v.).

Carlxnidalc, a town of Lackawanna county,

Pennsylvania, on the Lackawanna River, IG miles

NNE. of Scranton by rail, with foundries and
plaiang-mills, and rich beds of anthracite coal.

Pop. (1SS())77U; (1890) 10,883.

Carbonic Acid, C-vhuon Dioxide, or Car-
box Anuvdkide, also called Fixed Air or Choke-
damj), exists as a normal constituent of the

atmosphere, of which it forms about ^j'o.th

part. While enormous (juantities of it are poured

into the atmosphere by the respiration of animals

and by the combustion of fuel in our furnaces,

this proportion scarcely seems to vary ; for,

as plants absoib carlionic acid by the leaves,

and therefrom obtain the carbon necessary for the

formation of wood, they remove it as fast as it is

produced, and thereby "keep the atnio.sphere in a

state suitable for animal life. Carbonic acid also

exists in combination as cxirbunates, the most largely

distributed of which are the carbonate of lime,

CaCO,, either alone, or in combination with mag-
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nesiuni as dolumite, tlie bliickl);uul ironstone (car-

bonate of iron, FeCOj), malachite (basic carbonate
of copper, CuHoO..,CuC03), \"c. The term carbo)iir

(trill is hardly a correct one, and it is better to call

the gas, COo, carbon dioxide or carbonic anhydride,
reserving the term carbonic acid for the solntion in

water. The gaseous carbonic acid is represented

by the forniuia COo, and contains 12 parts of carbon
and 32 parts of oxygen by weight. It is a very
dense gas, having a specific gravity of 1%529, that
of air being 1 "000. In ccnsequence of this it can be
poured from one vessel to another like a liquid

;

while in vats in which it is being disengaged by
fermentation, it remains at the bottom, for some
time even wlien freely ex^iosed to the air, giving
rise to fatal accidents when workmen carelessly

enter them. Carbonic acid is a colourless gas,
possessing a pleasant acidulous taste. Under a
pressure of about forty atmospheres (600 11). per
square inch ) it becomes condensed to a liquid.

When the liquid carbonic acid is allowed to escape
through a small jet, it rapidly evaporates and pro-
duces intense cold, with the result that a certain
portion becomes frozen into a solid resembling
snow. The solid carbonic acid volatilises ^\•ithout

becoming liquid, and by the low resulting tempera-
ture produces strange phenomena. Thus when
pressed on the skin it produces the sensation of

burning, and when thrown into a hot crucible
along with mercury, the latter (under suitable
conditions) becomes frozen into a solid mass.
At ordinary pressures carbonic acid is soluble in

about its own bulk of water, its solubility increasing
with increased pressure. This property is taken
advantage of in the manufacture of Aerated "Waters
(q.v. ), the sparkling appearance of which is due to
the liberation of carbonic acid. Carbonic acid is

non-combustible, and it does not supjiort combustion
or animal life. A lighted taper is immediately
extinguished when plunged into a vessel containing
carbonic acid, and this simple experiment is used to
test if \\-orkmen may safely enter a vat Avhich has
contained the gas. Although irrespirable by itself,

acting as it does, like water, by causing spasm of
the glottis, it can be breathed"when diluted with
air, and in such circumstances it acts as a narcotic
poison, even so small a proportion as 4 per cent,
acting rapidly. In much less quantity it causes
depression and headache, but in aerated water
works, where carbonic acid gas is liberated in
quantity, it has never produced this effect, probably
owing to the efficient ventilation. The French
suicides who make use of a charcoal fire to termin-
ate their existence, are partly poisoned by the
carbonic acid, and partly by the Carbonic Oxide
(q.v.) produced by the burning carl)on.

Carl)onic acid may be very readily ])repared from
chips of marble, water, and hydrochloric acid, which

are placed in a glass bottle
furnished with suitable tubes
(see lig.). The hydrochloric
acid, HCl, acts on the marble,
CaCOg, forming chloride of
calcium, CaClo, and water,

fv_^
» H^,0, while the carbonic acid
"% gas, CO.,, escapes with efter-

1 vescence, and may be col-
—-fe^^^ll lected in suitable vessels.

Carbonic acid, as indicated
before, is the principal pro-
duct of combustion ; the car-
bon of the burning substance
(wood, coal, paper, coal-gas,

&C.) uniting with the oxygen of the air to form
carlionic acid. It is also a product of Respira-
tion (q.v.), and is evolved more or less largely
by all animals not only by the lungs, but also
by the skin. During the Fermentation (q.v.)

of beer or wine it is lilierated, while decaying
vegetable or animal matters give off' the gas in
quantity. There is a popular prejudice against
having plants in a l)edroom duiing the night-time.
This is based on the fact that plants give oil' car-

bonic acid in the dark, while they absorb it during
the day. Plants also lil)erate carltonic acid during
the flowering season, but the total amount from
these two sources is so very small, tliat a single gas-
burner will vitiate the air of a room more rapidly
than a large collection of plants. The prejudice
based on the carbonic acid theory seems therefore
to be practically groundless. Carbonic acid forms
two classes of salts, called carbonates and bicar-
bonatcs. The bicarbonates difl'er from the car-

bonates in containing tU'ice as much carbonic acid
gas relatively to the base. Thus carbonate of soda,
Na^COj, may be regarded as consisting of soda,
NaoO, and carbonic acid, COo ; while the bicar-

bonate, represented in the same wav, would be
NAoO -hH.O + 2C0o, or shortly, 2NaHC03 (see
Soda, Sodium). The bicarlxmates very readily
lose the extra molecule of carbonic acid, yielding
then the ordinary carbonate. For the carbonates
of potash and of iron, see Potash, Iron.
The bicarbonate of lime is interesting as being

the form in which most of the lime present in

drinking water is held in solution. When the rain,

impregnated with carbonic acid from the atmo-
sphere, or charged with the gas from subterranean
sources, percolates down through a chalky soil, it

dissolves the chalk, or carbonate of lime, CaCOj,
forming a bicarbonate, and thus becomes what is

known as a hard water. Such a water may be
readily softened by boiling, Avhen the carbonic
acid escapes, and the chalk, no longer soluble, falls

to the bottom. This gives rise to the domestic
phenomenon known as the furring of the kettle.

A solution of slaked lime in water (the lime-water
of the shops) forms a ready test for carbonic acid.

Thus, if a little be placed in a wine-glass, and a
steady stream of expired air from the lungs be
blown into it, a turbidity will soon be noticed, due
to the formation of carbonate of lime. On continu-
ing to blow, the carbonic acid dissolves this up,
and a clear solution of bicarbonate is obtained.
Other carbonates, such as those of siher, iron,

copper, baryta, &c., are not of sufficient importance
to warrant further notice here.

Carbonic acid in solution forms a refreshing drink
in feverish states of the system, Mhile in nausea and
gastric irritation its value is \e\y considerable. It

acts also as a diuretic, and pnjbably, when taken in

moderation, as a stomach tonic. Owing to its

sjiarkling properties it is used to conceal the taste
of many drugs ; and the granular effervescing pre-

parations, such as citrate of magnesia, now so
widely known, have come into use mainly on
account of the ease with which nauseous clrugs

may be administered under the guise of an effer-

vescing drink. In the form of gas, carbonic acid
is said to be Iteneticial in the irritable states of

the larynx, owing to its exercising a slight local

anaesthetic action.

The carbonates possess mainly the medicinal
properties of the bases, than which they are less

irritating, the soda, potash, lime, and magnesia salts

being recognised antacids. The magnesia salt, in

the form of the bicarbonate, is well known as
'fluid magnesia,' which possesses both antacid and
aperient properties.

Carbonic Oxide is the lower oxide of Carbon
(q.v.), and is represented by the formula CO. It

con.sists of 12 parts l)y weight of carbon and 16
parts of oxygen. It does not occur naturally, but
may l)e observed burning Avith a pale-ljlue flame
in fireplaces and stoves, especially in frosty
weather. Duiing the combustion of the fuel at the
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lower part of the grate the oxygen of tlie air

unites with the carlxm of the fuel to form carbonic

a«-id, CO.; ami tliis ;,'a.-< ri>ing nj» tlin>u;,'h red-

h<»t coal or carlKin, (", lias jiart of its oxygen
alistracted l>y the ciirhon, and two molecules of

carbonic oxide, L'O, are pntduced, which taking fire

on the top of the coals, burn witii the characteristic

blue flame, abstracting more oxygen from the
air, and re-forming carbonic acid, Ou.j. Carbonic
oxide can be prepared for experimental purposes
by heating in a retort a mixture of oxalic acid,

HoCoO^, antl sulphuric acid, H..SU,, when the latter

al^tract.s the water from tiie oxalic acid, and the
other elements, CoO,, escape as carbonic acid,

CO,, and carbonic oxide, C(J. On piussing the
mixeil gases tiirough a solution of potiish, KOH,
the carltonic acid is retained as carbonate of potash,
KjCOj, whilst the carl>onic oxide remains as gas.

Carbonic oxide is a trausiiarent, colourless gas,

with an oppressive otlonr. It is rather lighter than
air, its specilic gravity being only "DtjH. In this it

dittei-s very markedly from Car^>onic Acid (q.v.).

For many years it resisteil all attempts to liiiuefy

it, liut at la>t. on December "2, isTT, it yiehletl to

the iiHMlern methods of comliined cold and pressure.

It burns with a blue tlame. but is a non-supporter
of combustion, and at once extinguishes a lighted

candle introduced into it. It is very jMUsonous, and
even when largely diluted with air, if iidialed, it

pro<luces a sensation of oppression and tightness of

the head, and ultimately acts its a narcotic poison.

It enters into many compounds known to the
organic chenust, such as urea. It Ls u.se<l in
Sienicns's and other • pro»lucer ' "'ases, of which it

is a principal ingredient ; and is tlie most important
reducing agent in bhust-furnace proces.ses.

€arlMUliferouS System. The st rata included
under this system rest upon those belonging to the
Devonian and Old Ked S.indstone system, and are

overlaid l)y the Permian. The system derives its

name from the amount of coal and carlM)naceous

matter which it contains. It is stronglv developed
in the Hritish Islamls, jus in Wales, the nndland
and northern counties of Englantl, the central

lowlands of Scotland, and over a large ])art of

Ireland. The following are the chief divisions of

the system recognised in the IJriiish area, arranged
in descending order :

fRitl Sandsttine Series.

Upper Coal-bearing Scries.
1. Coal-measures. -

y^^j;^^^ Coal-bearing Seriei.

I, Lower Coal-bearing Series.

2. Millstone Grit.

3. Carboniferous or (
Yoredale Beds

MoL'.NTAis-LiME--' " '"" ^^'^'^ Limestoiie.

STOVE
"' "j Lower Limestone, Shale (England), and

(, Calciferou.s Sauiistones (Sr'iitland).

The Curhuniferous Limc.sfour grou]i is of very
varialde thickness, is widely distributed through-
out the several districts in which the system
is ileveIope<l. In South Wales and the adjacent
regions ot England it is comjiosed of a lower set of

arenaceous and argillaceous strata, '2(K) to 'M) feet

thick, anil an overlying iiuissive g'ay or bluish

limestone (TAK) feet thick) which is eminently of

marine origin, being crowded with the debris of

crinoids, corals, bracliiopo<ls, and other forms.
Followed northward into the Pennine chain this

limestone swells out to a thickness of 4()00 feet,

and is in that region overlaid by some '2fXX) feet of

sandstones, shales, and liinestoiies ( Voredale I>eds).

Piissing into Northumberland and Scotland, the
CarlMiniferous limestone series takes on quite ca

diHerent character, the thick limestones of the
more southern regions being re]iresented by sand-
stones and shales, intercalated with which are

seams of coal and ironstone, and only occa-sional

beds of limestone. In Scotland the lower half of

the Carboniferous system consists of two well-

defined groups—vi/. the Calrifcroiis Sandstones,
and overlying these the Oirbunifcrons Limcstune.
These may be taken as ajiproximately of contem-
poraneous ori-an with the Carboniferous limestone
series of England. The Calciferous sandstones
comprise two groups : the lower or Red Sandstone
gioup consisting chietly of red, gray or white, and
yellow sandstones, with subordinate beds of shale ;

and the upper (Cement-stone group) including a
considerable thickness of white an«i yellow sand-
stones, an<l dark shales with beds of impure cement-
.stones, thin limestone, coal, ironstone, bituminous
shale, occasional seams of gypsum, «Sv:c. \\'ith the
lower or Red Sandstone group are as.sociated a most
extensive series <jf volcanic rocks (rhictly por-

phyrites, ba.sixlt-rocks, and tuil's) which form jno-

minent ranges of high ground t'lat sweep round
the borders of the larger bai^ins of Carboniferous
strata. The hills that extend from the head-w aters
of the river Irvine to the shores of the Clyde, the
Campsie Hills, the hill-ranges behind Burntisland,
tS;c. in Fife, are examples. The Cemeiit-sttme group
in the basin of tlie Firth of Forth is remarkable for

its bituminous shales, now so largely worked for

the production of mineral oils. Volcanic rocks are
likewise associate<l with this group, but not so

extensively {is with the older Red Sandstone group.
The Scottish Carboniferous liniest<»ne consists of a
variable thickness of saiulstones anti <lark shales,

with which are intercalated .seams of coal, fireclay,

ironstone, ami a few beds of limestone—the thickest
of which rarely reaches 100 feet. The whole
thickness of this series does not exceed 2700 feet

as a maximum. Contemporaneous volcanic rocks
occur in the series only in a few places.

In Ireland the Carboniferous system is rejtresented
I chielly by strata belonging to the mountain-
limestone series. In the south and central arejus

the Welsh and English tyjie aitpears— viz. nia.ssive

limestones underlaid by thick shales, i*v.c. Towards
the north the ( "arboniferous limestone series approxi-
mates in character to that of the Lower Caroonif-
erous of Scotland. Contemporaneous igneous rocks
are a-ssociated with the limestone series in various
parts of Irelantl.

The Millstonr Grit consists of a series of grits,

sandst<mes, shales, «S:c. , varying in England, from
I
3(K) feet up to ."iO(M) feet in thickness. In Scotland
the niaxiiinim thickness is 5((X» feet, and in some
dLstricts the series is hardly recognised.
The Codlincasund comprise a variable thick-

ness of .sandstones, and dark shali's with seams of
coal, fireclay, and ironstone. In South Wales this
series attains a thickness of 8(KK) feet or thereabout

;

in Lanciushire, G(HK) feet ; in the Midland districts,

an average of aliout .'{(MM) feet ; in Noitliuml)erlan(l
and Durham, 300O feet ; in Scotland the maximum
is 2100 feet. In Lancashire and Scotland the coal-

bearing strata of this series are overlaid by a set of
barren red sandstones.
The changes which the Carboniferous strata

undergo its they are followed from England into
Scotland show that the sea in \\ liich the thick
mountain-limestone accumulated shallowed away
towards the north ; the Lower Carboniferous strata
of Scotlantl pointing to estuarine or brackish and
fresh-water conditions, interrupted now and again
by longer or shorter spells when these shallow
watei-s gave pl.ace to terrestrial conditions. The
very subordinate position o(cu])ie<l by the thin
limestones in the Scottish series suHiciently demon-
strates that the low-lying tracts of Scotland were
only occasionally invaded by the .sea. Thus it hiis

come to pa.ss that many of the most important
coal-seams of Scotland occur on the same geological
horizon tis the pure marine limestones of England
and Ireland.
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The Carboniferous system appears in many other

parts of the world. In Europe tlie most notable

coal-fields after those of Great Britain are the

coal-iields of Liege and Mons (Belgium), and that

of Saarbriick in the Khenish Provinces. Various

coal-fields also occur in France (St Etienne, &c.),

in Hanover, Westphalia, Saxony, Bohemia, and

Silesia. In Russia the strata belong chietly to

the lower part of the system, and are generally

uniiroductive. A considerable coal-lield, however,

occurs along the northern shores of tlie Sea of

A/ov. Carboniferous rocks likewise occur in the

Western Alps, but they are generally much altered,

and disturbed, and barren. They are also known
in tl;a north of Spain, where they yield some
coal. In China, coal-bearing strata are extensively

developed, but they are worked in a very un-

scientific manner. 'Coal of Carboniferous age is

worked in Japan, and in South Wales there is a

considerable coal-field of the same age.

In North America the system attains a gi-eat

development. The Carboniferous strata here are

divided into two groups : tlie Lower or sub-Car-

boniferous (corresponding to the Carboniferous

limestone of Britain) and the Carboniferous, com-

prising the millstone grit and the coal-measures.

According to Professor Dana, the coal-bearing area

of tlie North American continent is approximately

as follows :

Sq. MUes.

Rhode Island area 500

Alleghany area 59,000

Michigan area 6,700

Illinois, Indiana, West Kentucky 47,000

Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas 78,000

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 18,000

It is worthy of note that Carboniferous strata have
likewise been detected in the Arctic regions, as in

Melville Island, the northern coast-lands of Baffin

Bay, in Bear Island, and Spitzbergen.

Economic Products.—The most important of

these are of course the coals, ironstones, and lime-

stones. The individual coal-seams vary in thick-

ness from less than an inch up to many feet or even
yards ; these last, however, consist generally of

several seams which have come together, owing to
tlie thinning-out of the beds that separate them
elsewhere. The total thickness of workable coal

naturally varies in the ditterent coal-fields—in .some

of which we may have a greater thickness of strata
or a larger number of seams. In South Wales

—

tiie largest coal-field in Britain—the total thickness
of coal exceeds 200 feet ; in Lancashire the work-
able coals give an aggregate of 100 feet ; in North-
umberland and Durham the aggregate is 47 feet

;

in Lanarksiiire the united thickness of workable
coal-seams (true coal-measures) varies from 30 to

70 feet or more, and 15 feet in the limestone series ;

in Midlotliian there is an aggregate in the coal-
measures proper of 4.3 feet, and in the limestone
.series of 08 feet. The coals vary much in character
(see Coal), some being used for ordinary house-
hold purposes, others for steam, &c., others for the
production of gas, mineral oil. Sec. In the American
coal-measures ( with a maximum thickness of 3000
feet) the maximum, of included coal is 120 feet.

In Britain tiie bedded iron ores are principally
clay-ironstones, and the carlionaceous variety called
blackband (see Iron Ores). Hematite also occurs
massively in large 'pockets ' in the thick limestones
(Cumberland and Northumberland). Ores of zinc,
lead, and antimony are likewise met with in the
liin(3stoncs, as in Derbyshire, Cumberland, York-
shire, Wales, .Src. The fireclays are largely worked
in many places for tlie manufacture of bricks, &c.
The sandstones likewise are held in great repute for
building purposes, some, however, being much more
durable than others. The thin-bedded varieties
again are largely used for flags or paving-stones.

Other kinds of sandstones are employed for mill-

stones, grindstones, crushers, &c., and some of the
harder kinds for road-metal. The limestones are

in extensive reijuest for mortar, cement, agricul-

tural pur2:)oses, tS:c. , some of the black and coloured
or highly fossil iferous varieties being in considerable

demand for ornamental mason-work. Amongst
the shales the bituminous kinds are the most
important, but from otliers sulphur and sulphuric

a.cid are extracted, while some are employed in

the preparation of alum and sul2)hate of iron.

Locally certain minerals occur in sufficient quantity
to be of economic importance, such, for example,
as fluor-sjHir, used for ornamental purposes, and
Baryta (q.v. ), or heavy-spar.

Life of the Period.—Among the most character-

istic and abundant fossils of the Carboniferous
system are, as might have been expected, the
plants, most of which belong to the flowerless

or cryptogamic division. Ferns Avere especially

numerous, such as Pecopteris, Sphenopteris, and
Neuropteris (q.v.), and the arborescent forms, such
as Caulopteris

(
q. v. ). Besides these there were great

lycopodiaceous trees such as Lejiidodendron (q.v.),

tall Equisetacea' such as Calamites (q.v.), and the
remarkable sigillarioid trees, as to the affinities of

which there is still much doubt (see SiGlLLARiA).
Large coniferous trees ( Araucarioxylon ) are also

met with now and again. Amongst these some
botanists rank Cordaites, a form of not infrequent

occurrence. Others, however, are of opinion that

this plant had affinities with the lycopods and even
with the cycads. The contemporaneous land-fauna
has left but few traces. Here and there, however,
specimens of true air-breathers are met with.

Amongst these are amphibians, such as Archego-
saurus (q.v.), millepedes, and insects of various

kinds, such as extinct forms of May-flies, cock-

roaches, crickets, locusts, c^'c, and otliers which
cannot with certaintj' be referred to any existing

type, for they seem to have affinities Avith vari-

ous widely separated modern forms. Scorpions

abounded, and these ancient forms closely approxi-

mate in character to the living type. Land-snails

have also been found, not differing much appar-

ently from the living Pupa. The fauna of the

seas and lagoons is much better represented than

that of the land. The minute foraminifera swarmed
in places—their shells occasionally forming beds of

limestone. Corals were likewise extremely abund-
ant, their remains crowding many of the lime-

stones. Common forms are Lithostrotion, Clisio-

phylluni, Zaphrentis, Favosites, »S:c. Other great

limestone-formers were the crinoids ( such as Platy-

crinus, &.Q.), the columns and detached plates of

which are among the most abundant fossils in

the limestones and calcareous shales of the system.

The peculiar armless crinoids, Pentremites, are

likewise characteristic Carboniferous fossils. Crus-

taceans w^ere represented by a few Trilobites (q.v.),

the last survivors of that great family, and by
ancestral forms of our ostracods, phyllopods, and
king-crabs, as well as by the extinct group of

eurypterids. Polyzoa, such as Fenestella, are very

common, as are also brachiopods ; among the more
frequently occurring forms being Productus, Spirifer,

Terebratula (q.v.), &c. Lamellibranchs are fairly

represented, especially by the Aviculoid group

—

some of the forms having apparently frequented

estuaries or lagoons. Casteropods and pteropods

also occur, and are locally abundant, but they are

not so common fossils as the brachiopods. Cephal-

opods are not infrequent, especially Orthoceras

(q.v.), of which over 150 species are known from

this system. Other notable forms are Nautilus

(q.v.) "and (ioniatites (q.v.). Fishes are tolerably

common. They come under the two groups of

Ganoids and Placoids. The former are represented
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by such forms as Rhizodiis ami Me<ialiclithys ; and
the latter l>y nuineions lar^e ami often linely

senlj)ture<l fin-spines, and lianl palatal enisliin;,'

teeth. These larj^e sharks preyed npon the smaller

ganoitls. whose teeth and scales are common in the

Coprnlitrs (<i.v. ), or fossil drop|iin;jjs of the former.

4'urboriin<llllIl> •')> ahriu^ive material jirodnced

hy lii.siii;i sand antl coke (mixed with sawdust and
salt ) in the intense heat of the incandescent electric

furnace. The jirodnct is a ma>is of Itright hluc

crystals, nearly as lianl as diamond, and more satis-

factory than corundum f(U- various kinds of work.

Carbuncle (Lat. caibnuvulus, 'a little coal'),

a heauiiful deep-red mineral called Ptfrope (q.v.

)

hy nuneraloj^'ists. The carhuncle of the ancients

was j)roltal>ly the deep red \ariety of nohle j:ariiet.

The mythical carhuncle laiil liy agoKUinch rendered
its hearer invi>il>le.

Carbuncle (so called fr(>m the redness .and I

the hurniii^' pain), an intlammation more .severe I

than an ordinary lioil (qv. ), is caused hy
|

some vitiated condition of the l>lood, or some atmo-
snlieric intliienie, attacking' a jiatch of skin on the
slioulders, nape of the neck, or indeed on any part of i

the hody. Tlie j>art swells slij^htly, feels hard, ami
!

this hardness extends deeply into the tissues ; the

pain is very severe, and the patient much <iei>ressed

with I0S.S of ai)petite. and "general deran;,'ement of

tiie secretions. As the disease advances, the redness

a-Ksumes a dark purple «m' livid hue, the cuticle

rises in Misters, and many small specks of matter
ap|>ear on its surface, which dischar;,'e, and leave

apertures like those in the rose of a waterinj^-pot

;

tmou;;h this a viscid purulent lluiil escapes, and
after somt; time the small slou;,'hs or cores of the

true skin which have heen killeil hy the disease.

In .some cases the apertures nu'et, formin<,' lar;,'e

openin<,'s, and in others the whole patch of skin

sfou^^hs and comes away.
The treatment of carhuncles consists in restoring?

the secreting organs to a healthy c<mdition, the

agents for which must depeml on the individual

ca.se ; in supporting the jtatn-nt's strength hy easily

digested food, wine, lirandy, and hark, with nitric

acid ; relieving nain hy opiates, and enccmraging

suppuration witii warm jioultices : carrot, turniji,

and yeast ixmltices heiiig favourite ajiplications in

this <lisea.se. Sulphide of calcium in small doses

is sometimes useful in arresting the disea.se.

Free incision has heen strongly recommended by
some surgciuis ; hut has not heen generally adopted,

t/uite recently ( ISSS) early and complete removal

of the sloughing tissue hy cutting or scraping has

been used with success. Hv this means it is said

that tlie pain is arrested, tlie constitutional symp-
toms rapully .subdued, and the healing of the .sore

greatly lia.-tened.

CarlMirct. See ('Am{ii)K.s, C.vuijon.

Carbupctfcd Hydrogen is a term in

chfiiii^trv applieil to several comiiouuds of carbon

and hydrogen. Thus, light carhuretted or mono-
caihuretteil hydrogen, CH^, is the ga.><eous com-

pound pooularly known as marsh gas and lire-

dami>, ami is tlie principal constituent of coal-gas

(see (l.vs). Heavy carhuretted or bi-carburetted

hydrogen, C2H4, is otherwise known as Oleliant

Gas (q.v.).

rar<"lJScn'fC. a town of Spain, 25 miles SSW.
of \alencia liv rail, on a rich jiiain near the right

bank of the J near. The i>lain is a vast rice-tield,

cut up by innumerable canals. Pop. 12,102.

C'ar'canct, a jewelled c(dlar or necklace.

Venice was famous for the manufacture of car-

canets in the 15th century.

4'arcjissonnc (the VarmsofA Ca'sar), a town

in the Kreiich department of Ande, on the river

Aude, and the Canal du Midi. 56 miles SE. of

Toulouse by rail. It is divided by the river into

two parts, the old and the new town, which are

connected by two bridges dating from 1 1S4 aiul 1S46.

The new town is well and regularly built ; but the

old town or citr, built on a height, is much more
pictures(jue, with its ramparts and towei-s, some
parts of them dating from the time of the Visi-

goths, and the rest, with the many-towered castle,

from the 11th or 18th century.' In 1210 this

<dd town sullered gre.itly at the hands of the

tierce bigot Simon ile Montfort and his crusaders,

who here burned 400 of the Albigcnses. In 135t)

it eH'ectually resisted the Black Prince. Of several

hue churches the linest is St Nazaire. Cloth-mak-
ing is the staple imlustry : and there are also

manufactures of paper, leather, linen, and soap.

Pop. ( 1872) 20,808 ; ( 1891 ) 25,306. See La CiU de
('(irr((.ssoiuii\ by Viollet le Due (1858) and by
H(.yer (1884).

I'archarodon, an extinct genus of sharks,

the large conical and sharply notche<l or saw-
edged teeth of which are not uncommon fossils

in the Tertiary deposits. Teeth of the same
character were dredged in considerable numbei-s
l>y the C/i((lfciif/rr expedition from great dejjths

at the bottom of the ocean. See Sh.vkK.

Car'chcniisb. an ancient city on the Upper
Euphrates. N E. of the modern Alej)]»o, was long

the northern capital of the Hittites ((|.v.), and wius

a city of great size and importance. It wjus

identified by Mr (Je<uge Smith with .lerablus or

.lerabis.

<'arciiionia. See C.vnckr.

C'ardaiiiinc. See Chkss.

Cardamoms are the cajisules of certain species

of Zingiberace.e (ii. v. ), ]>articularly AVt'^/rfm/ Car-

(/((moiiiKiii, a flag-like perennial, abundant in the

moist shady mountain forests of the Malabar coast,

where they are largely cultivated on small clear-

ings. The three-celled capsules contain numerous
wrinkled seeds, which form an aromatic jiungent

spice, weaker than pe]»per, and with a peculiar

but agreeable taste. On accmmt of their cordial

and stimulant properties they are emnloyed in

me<licine, very generally to qualify otner medi
cines ; they are also used in confectionery, al-

th<mgli not to a great extent in I'.ritain : but in

Asia they are a favourite comliment ; ami in

Russia, Scandinavia, and Northern (lermany they

are u.sed in almost every household to fla\i>ur

jiastry. Other plants belonging to the same onler

yield drugs employed under tlie same name, but

all are of inferior value; thus AnnDnKni Citrda-

inomitin of Siani, vVc. yields Itound Cardamoms,
A. xant/ioide.s Wild or IJastard < "ardamom, \'c.

See Fliickiger and Hanbury s J'/turmitroifrdphiti.

Carilan ( Ital. Om/mto: Latinised Cardauus),
Jeromk, a celebrated mathematician, naturalist,

physician, and philosopher, was born at Pavia, Sep-

tember 24, 1501, the natural son of a jurist of Milan.

His educati<m was as irregular as his birth, but he

finally completed his studies at the universities of

Pavia and Padua, graduating in medicine at the

latter. He became juofessor of Mathematics at

Milan, at the same time practising medicine,

and though at first obscure and poor, gradually

gained a high reputation. In 1552 he visited

Scotland, on an invitation from Ar<'iit)ishop

Hamilton, and managed to cure the oriinate of

an inveterate asthma, which had delieii t!ie skill

of the most celebrated i)liysicians. In 1550 he

became professor of Meilicine at Pavia, later at

Rologna, where he ccmtinued teaching till 1570,

when we find him in juison for heresy or debt,

or both. Having regained his liberty in 1571, he
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went to Kome, wliere he was si^eedily admitted a

member of the medical college, and pensioned by
Pope Gregory XII. The rest of his life he spent,

without puldie employment, in Kome, wliere he

died September 2, lo7(), a few weeks after hnish-

ing liis remarkably candid and interesting auto-

biograjihy, De rmpria Vita. Some writers have
asserted,' but on no sufficient authority, that he

starved himself to death, to fulfil a prediction

wiiich he had made as to the time when lie should

die. He was a devoted astrologer, and cast horo-

scopes for himself and others, while he believed

himself one of the five or six celebrated men who
had, like Socrates, a familiar demon. Cardan
was one of the most renicarkable men of his age,

and reveals tin-oughout his works an intellect of

rare subtlety and force, with a really sound con-

ception of scientific method in spite of all the
empiricism and imperfection of his knowledge.
He too often spends his strength in merely futile

attempts at explanations of natural phenomena
for which the necessary data were not to be col-

lected for centuries later ; but he occasionally

lets fall hints of scientific principles so profound,
looked at in the light of after-years, that he him-
self cannot at all have even guessed at their

significance. A summary of his notions on physics
and metaphysics is given in his two works

—

Dc
Subtilitate Rerum, in 21 books, and De Iterum
Varietafe, in 17 books. He wrote more than a
hundred treatises on physics, mathematics, astro-

nomy, astrology, rhetoric, history, ethics, dialec-

tics, natural liistoiy, music, and medicine. A
formula for the solution of certain kinds of cubic
equations is called ' Cardan's formula,' and was
published by him, as his own invention, in the
Ars Magna sive de Eegulis Algebraicis (1545);
but it would appear that the formula was really
the invention of Nicolo Tartaglia. His numerous
writings were collected and edited by Cliarles S])on

(10 vols. Lvons, 1663). See Lives by Henry Morley
(2 vols. 18.54) and W. G. Waters (1898;).

Cardboard, or Card, is made by pasting to-

gether several layers of paper, according to the
thickness and quality required, the outside sheets
being generally white. Bristol-board, used by
artists for pen-and-ink drawings, and many other
purposes, is made in a similar manner, but of a
vei-y much finer quality of paper, and has a beauti-
fully finished surface. According to the number
of layers, they are called three, four, six, or eight
sheet boards. See Millboard, Strawboard.
Car'deiias, a seaport of Cuba, on the north

coast, 75 miles E. of Havana, with which it is con-
nected by rail. It has a good harbour, and exports
sugar. Pop. 21,000, mostly whites.

Cardi. See Cigoli.

Cardia (Gr.), the heart; also the upper orifice
of the stomach, called, on account of its vicinity
to the heart, by the same (Jreek name.—Car-
dialgia is the name commonly applied to the
particular variety of pain called heartburn, arising
riom a disordered stomach, and accompanied by
acid eructations. See Indigestion.

Cardiaceae. See Cockle.

Cardiff (Carr-Taff, 'fort of the Taft"), a parlia-
mentary and nuinicipal boiough and seaport, the
county town of (Mamorgan, South Wales, situated
on tlie river Tall', 56 miles S\\'. of Gloucester, and
170 W. of Lond(m. Its ])rogress in recent years
IS the most remarkable of any town in the king-
dom. The population rose from 2000 in 1801 to
10,077 in 1841 ; 56,911 in 1871 ; 85,.S78 in 1881, with
a floating population of abmit 5000; and 128,849
in 1891, tlie annual increase being nearlv 5 per
cent. Cardiff", with (;ow])ridge and Llantrissant,

returns one member to parliament. Among the
public buildings are the infirmary, town-hall, free

library and museum, county jail, law-courts, county
buildings, xiniversity college, baths, a theatre, and
numerous halls. There is a public park. Very
few of the numerous churches belong to the Church
of England. The new University College for South
Wales and Monmouthshire was established in 1883.

The port of Carditl" is the outlet for the large
mineral and manufactured j)roduce of the central
portion of the South Wales mineral-field, in which
are the populous districts of Merthyr-Tydvil,
Rhymney, Aberdare, and the Rhondda Valley,
with which this port is connected by the Taff
Vale, the Rhymney, the Barry, and the Ely Valley
railways, and the (Jlamorganshire Canal. The
town is also one of the chief stations on the Great
Western line from London to Milford-Haven.
The Bute docks, with an area of 150 acres, con-

structed at the expense of the Bute estate, have
cost nearly four millions sterling, and belong
to the Marquis of Bute. There are about forty

staiths on the quays of the docks, with machinery
of a peculiar construction for the purpose of loading
vessels with coal, by which the breaking of the coal

is almost entirely prevented. Each of these staiths

is capable of shipping 300 tons of coal per hour.

There is also a tidal harbour, with seven staiths,

and a low-water pier 1400 feet in length. Height
of water at spring-tide, 35-9 inches; at neap-tide,
25 '9. The imports to Cardiff include copper ore,

live cattle, salted provisions, foreign fruit and vege-
tables, corn and fiour, &c. The Penarth Docks,
about one mile to the westward, form another
outlet for the trade of the district. The Barry
Dock (1888), of nearly 80 acres, adds enormously
to the shipping facilities of Cardill". Steamers ply
between the port of Carditt" and New York, London,
Liverpool, Glasgow, Bristol, Cork, Whitehaven,
and Burnham.

Tlie recent progress has been immense. For
total tonnage of ships entered and cleared, Cardiff
comes close after London and Liveri)ool, and has
more than twice any other British port. It is now
the lirst port in the world for ship{)ing coal, its

exports having in 1893 reached nearly 11,500,000
tons—exceeding the quantity shipped at the Tyne
ports. In 1871 its total was less than 3,000,000
tons ; in 1848, only 615,000 tons ; in 1839, 4562 tons.

The growth of Cardiff began with the opening of
the canal from Merthyr-Tydvil to the sea ; the bill

for the construction of the first dock Avas obtained
onl}' in 1830, and the dock was opened in 1839.
The second or East dock dates from 1854. The
corporation has recently spent over £300,000 in
widening and improving the streets. The corpora-
tion possesses the water-works, and in 1888 com-
pleted a new supply from the Brecknockshire
Beacons, involving an outlay of nearly £600,000.
The enterprise of its citizens is very marked

—

enormous sums are sunk in its colliery and shipping
enterprises ; one of its railways for years paid from
15 to 18 per cent., and another 10 to 12—and alto-
gether it has for the last twenty years experienced
an almost unparalleled prosperity' There are three
daily pa})ers.

The ancient city of Llandaff (q.v.), now a mere
village, is almost connected with Cardiff". Cardiff
Castle, l)uilt in the 11th century, is partly now in
ruins, and jtartly occupied by the Marquis of Bute,
who has spent large sums in rebuilding the castle,
and to M'hom nearly the whole of the modern town
belongs. Robert, Duke of Normandy, brother of
Heujy I., died in the castle, after twenty-eight years'
cajjtivity. Cromwell (1648) got j)oss"ession of the
castle through treachery, after bombarding it three
days ; aiul he afterwards hanged the traitor, as an
exami»le to his own soldiery. The town was an
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important one, under British, Romans, and Nor-

mans in .suoces.sitin.

C*ardii?ail (anciently Abertciji, 'mouth of the

Teiti), tlie county town of t'ardim'anshire, a muni-
cipal honiu-,'!! and seaitorl on the lijilit bank of the

Teili, 3 miles from its mouth, and 117 miles N\V.
of Cardiir l>y rail; i)«>|>ulation (decreasing) 8447.

With Aherystwitii, Lampeter, ami Adpar, Cardi-

?;an till IXH.") returned one memher to i>arliament.

{emains of a castle crown a low dill on the Teili,

which is suiijutsed to have heen foundeil in IIGO hy

a Norman i)aron. The town sullered much in the

stru;LC<,'les hetween the Welsh and tiie Normans.
The Teili is said to have heen the last British

resort of the heaver.

Cardiifaii, .Iamks Thomas BRtnENELL,
seventh Kakl (>K, Ixirn in I7!>7, sat in the House
of (.'ommoiis from Isls to IS.'{7, when he succeeded
his father. He entere<l the army in IS'24, and
rapidly hou;;ht himself into the command of the

15th Hussars, which he resi<,'ned in IS.'i.S, ou the

acquittal of an ollicer whom he had illegally nut
under arrest. From 1H.3H to 1S47 he commanded
the nth Hussai-s, on which he sjient £1(),(KK) a
year, ami which he made the smartest cavalry regi-

ment in the service. He never was in any degree

I)opnlar witli his ollicers, and his treatment of them
jronght ahout a duel with ( 'a])tain Harvey Tuckett,
for which in 1X41 Cardigan was tried hefore tiie

House of Lords, hut escaped through a legal (luihhle.

He commanded a cavalry hrigade under Lord Lucan
in the Crimea, and led the famous ciiarge of the

Si.\ Hundred at 15ala<lava. He was inspector-

{^eneral of cavalry lSo5 (iO, and ilietl tJ.Sth .March

18G8.

Cardigan Bay is a semicircular hcnd of St

(leorge's Channel, on the west coast of Wales, .^4

miles wide from north to south, ami .S.> miles deep,

with a sweep of coast (tf I'M) miles. It has 3 to 30
fathoms water, with three reefs. A strong current
sweeps rouml the hay from .south to north. AInio.st

all tiie harl>ours on the coast are <)l)structed by
bars.

4'ardiuaiisliiro. a maritime county in South
Wales, on Canligan Bay, witli a crescent-shaped

coast-line of 4s miles, a ma.ximum width of '^'l

miles, and an area of (i'.KS sij. m. The .surf.ace is

hilly, interspersed with fertde valleys. On the

Montgoiueryshire border is I'iinlimmon ('24(59 feet);

and a nigged, bleak range of hills runs through
the middle of tiie county from the south-west to

the nortii-east, l)etween tiie coast and the Teili,

ending abruptly in a shelving beach in the middle
of the coast ; but on other parts there are ncli Hat

tracts. The county does not contain much wood.
The chief rivei-s are the Teili, which ri.ses in a
small lake near the centre of the county, and
runs 70 miles soutlieast and east along the

sontiiern border, the Aeion, Claerweii, Vstwith, and
Rheidol. The 'sweet shire of Cardigan' c:»ntains

some romantic waterfalls, especially the Uheidol
Falls and the Devils Bridge, and above twenty
small lakes or llyns, noted for their wild beauty.

It reposes on Lower Silurian slates and shales, con-

taining few or no organic remains. Itich veins of

copper, lead, zinc, and silver occur. Cardiganshire

is an agricultural county, as much as (j'2 per cent.

of its total area being cultivated ; and the rearing

of livestock is a leading industry. There are .some

manufactures of coarse woollens and gloves, stock-

ings ami hats. Canligan is the county town ; the

other chief towns being .\beiystwitli, Lampeter.
Adpar, Aberayron, Tregaron. Cardiganshire sends

one member to i)arlianient. Bop. ( 1801 ) 42,9.")(j

;

( 18(jl ) 7-2,245
; ( 1881 ) 70,270 ; ( 1891 ) 62,630. The

county has many remains of British and Roman
camps and roads, stone circles, cairns, and castles.

Many Welsh princes and bards were buried in the

abbey of Strata Florida, 16 miles SE. of .Vberyst-

with, and some of the records of the principality

were kept here. The women still wear the Welsh
costume; and besides a survival of ' bride-caiitnre,'

there is a curious custom of sending 'biddings' or

jiiesents to a newly-marned coujile, which, when
sold, often realise £.")(). In 1S43-44 Cardiganshire
was disturbed l>y the Beltecca riots. See Meyricks
llistunj of Ciirdigaitsliirc ( 1810).

Cardinal. The word was first used of any
cleric regularly settled (iiininiliiatita, 'inhinged') in

any church, then from the 8th century of the clergy

in the cathedral, the bishop being regarded as the

lardo m ' hinge ' of the diocese. Ne.xt, the forged

decretals (see Canon Law) speak of the pope as

the lurdu or 'hinge' of the whole cluiich, and Leo
IX. claims a high and singular position for the

clergy of the Boman Church ; but not till the time
of Pius V. was the title formally restricted to its

modern use, according to which it signilies the

counsellors of the pope who, ne.xt to him, hold the

highest dignity in the church over which he rules.

The present college of car<linals has arisen (1)
from the deacons who from early times assisted the

liishop of Bome, and who were originally seven in

number: (2) from the presbyters who remained in

the chief church,

or administeretl

titidi— i.e. sulHir-

dinate churches
erected as need
arose in the city;

(3) from bishops

who resided in the

Boman diocese

anil heljied the
bishop proper.
The Liber I'oiili-

Jicalis makes
mention of such
a.ssistant -bishojis

in Stejihen I V. s

pontilicate (768-

72). .After many tluctnations, the number of car-

dinal bishops was fixed by Sixtus V. at six, of

cardinal jiriests at fifty, of cardinal deacons at

fourteen, making .seventy cardinals in all.

According to the jiresent law the appointment
(crcutio) of cardinals rests with the pope, who
generally consults the existing cardinals, and often

receives proposals from secular governments. Their

seniority dates from the poi>e's nomination, even

if that nomination be made in petto—i.e. even if

tlie pope merely states that he has determined to

create a new cardinal without mentuming who he

is, provideil always that the jjope lives to ])roiiaim

the cardinal by name. The .same (lualilications of

age, learning, chaiact<>r, (JLc, are required in the

case of a cardinal and of a bishop. The cardinals

in Conclave («i.v.) elect the new jiope, have ccmstant

access to him, and form his chief ccmncil. Thev
have a vote at general councils, and since the 13tli

century, ])recedence over all other members. They
have (juasi-epi.scopal jurisdiction within the churches

from which they take their title-s. They have had
since Irljan VIII. the title of 'Eminence.' The
body of cardinals is called the Sacred College. Their

insignia are the red cardinal's hat which is given

them by the ])ope, and not worn, but susjionded in

tlie clnirch of their title, and linally buried with

them ; the red biirtt'i, the sapjjliire ring, the iiiilie

of white silk, the jiurple cassock, iVc. Cardinals,

however, who belong to a religious order, retain

the colour jiroper to it in their cassocks. If a car-

dinal holds an episcojtal see, he must reside there ;

otherwise he must not leave Rome without per-

mission. At the head of the college of cardinal^

Cardinal's Hat.
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stands tlie dean, who is usually Bishop of Ostia

and senior of the cardinal bishops. It is lie mIio

consecrates the newlv-elected pope, if not already

a bislioj). We must add that the chief attairs ot

the Koinan Catholic Church are in the hands of the

cardinals not as such, but as the chief members of

the KoHian ( administrative ) congregation. But the

cardinals possess no constitutional rights undei the

absolute government of the papacy. They cannot

even meet together withnut the pope's leave. From
Pole's death (1558) there was no resident English

cardinal till Wiseman's time (1850) ; in the United

States the lirst cardinal was McCloskey (1875).

Cardinal Bird, or Red Bird {Cardinalis

n'l-i/iit/u/ut.s), also called Cardinal Finch, Cardinal
Grosbeak, and
Virginian Night-
ingale, one of the
tinest song-birds
of America, be-

longs to the
family of finches
' >r Fringillidfe,

and differs from
the true gros-

beaks (Cocco-
thrau.stes) in hav-
ing the beak
slightly bulging.
The general
colour of the male
is red, the head
being vermilion,
and (mly a small
portion of the
plumage around
the base of the
bill and on the
upper throat
being black. The

feathers of the crown are long, and erected into a
conical crest, like a red cap. "The female is fallow
brown above, and yellowish brown l)elow. The
cardinal abounds in Texas, Florida, and the southern
states of America generally, migrating northwards
in spring, but never farther than Massachusetts,
where only a few stragglers are seen. Its loud,
clear, sweet, and varied song is to be heard chiefly
in the mornings and evenings. In size it exceeds
any of the British Fringillida^, being about equal
to the starling.

Cardinal Flower. See Lobelia.

Cardinal Points. See Compass (Mariners').
Car<Iinal Virtues (Lat. canHnalis, 'chief,'

from curdo, 'a hinge'). The cardinal virtues of
the ancients were Justice, Prudence, Temperance,
Fortitude

; and were so called because the whole
of human virtue was supposed to hinge or turn
upon them. This mode of dividing the virtues is
to be found as far back as Socrates, and these
were regarded by the Catholic Church as the mond,
in distinction from the thmloakal virtues (Faith,
Hope, Charity ). But this classification into cardinal
virtues is manifestly someAvhat arbitrary ; Whewell
pointed out, for example, that it wholly omits the
fniidainental virtue of Benevolence. See Ethics
Seven.

'

Cardins i« the process of disentangling and
arranging in parallel rows the fibres of cotton or
tli(! like in order to spinning. See SPINNING.
Cardinia, a genus of fossil Lamellibranchs

(q.v.).

Carditis, or inflammaticm of the heart, a form
of (hsease of very rare occurrence, if the term be
hniited in its application to cases of true acute
mllammation of the muscular structure of the heart

Cardinal Finch

( Cardinalis virginianus).

alone (myocarditis). Carditis, however, wa,s com-
monly understood in a wider sense, so as to include

certain forms of disease of the external and internal

lining membrane of the heart ; and it is only since

the l>eginning of the present century that, oAving

to the improvements in medical pathology and
diagnosis, the names of Pericarditis and Endo-
carditis (q.v.) have come prominently into view as

indicating the most ordinary inflammatory afl'ections

of the heart. See Heart (Diseases of" the).

Cardona, a town of Spain, 44 miles N"W. of

Barcelona, on the Cardoner, with a strongly fortified

castle. Close by is a celebrated mountain of salt,

which has a height of about 265 feet, and measures
a league round ; its caves are frequently visited by
parties with torches to witness its singular and
beautiful reflection of the light. Pop. 4360.

Cardoon {Cynara C'arduncnlus), a perennial
composite of the same genus with the Artichoke

(
q.v. ), a native of the south of Europe and the north

of Africa. It much resemljles the artichoke, but is

of larger size, whilst the flower-heads are smaller.

It has long been in cultivation, particularly on the
Continent, for the sake of the blanched leaf-stalks

and midribs, which are used as a salad, or more
generally as a boiled vegetable during winter.

Cardross, a village of south Dumbartonshire,
on the Firth of Clyde, 3^ miles WNW. of Dum-
barton by rail. King Robert Bruce died at Card-
ross Castle (1329), which stood between the village

and Dumbarton. The suspension of the Free
Church minister in 1858 led to a famous law-suit
in the Court of Session.

Cards. The positive history of playing-cards
commences about five hundred years back. Many
theories and assertions have been hazarded as to

the earlier history and origin of cards ; but with
regard to all of tiiem the verdict of ' not proven

'

must be returned. The three chief opinions which
have been held as to the origin of cards are : ( 1

)

That they had their birth in the East, and were
thence transported to Europe. (2) That though
there is evidence pointing to the use of playing-
cards in India and China at a remote period, the
appearance of cards in Europe is due to an original

invention and not to importation. (3) That there
is no satisfactory evidence to show that the origin

of cards was other than European.
The first opinion can claim only the respect due

to antiquity. It is asserted that the Arabs,
Saracens, or Moors introduced cards into Europe
by way of Spain. Covelluzzo (end of 15tli century)
states that cards were first known in Viterbo in

1379, whence they came from the country of the
Saracens ; but he merely chronicles an opinion
prevalent in Viterbo a century later than the time
of which he speaks. Bussi, the historian, who
quotes Covelluzzo, states that he Avas rather a
credulous person. Further, cards being originally

called naihi in Europe, and the Hebrew and Arabic
Avords, nabi, iiaba, ncbaa, conveying the idea of

prophecy, it is said that the name is derived from
the Arabic, and that cards Avere first used for the
puriiose of divination. But no Arabic manuscript
gives the meaning of playing-cards to the Avord 7idib.

Dr Willshire
( Ccdalogite of Playing Cards in the

British Museum, 1877) says that 'the theories in

support of the connection of cards Avith early
eastern occult philosophy and thaumaturgy are of
too recondite and shadoAvy a character to admit of
satisfactory argument.'
The Indian theory is based on a supposed resem-

blance betAveen chess and cards, chess being prob-
ably of Hindu origin ; and on the similarities be-
tAveen certain Indian and European cards and
games. But the diflerences betAveen chess and cards
are much more notable than their resemblances.
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Moilem critics are of opinion that India has
itiiitatfd the ^'anies of Europe, for tlu' pecnliurities

wliicli link eastern anil western card jjanies existed
in tiie latter at lejvst <vs early its 14SS ; and Knrr)])e

iiad nt» (itntiniious intereoni-se with India prior to
14!t4. Taylor's theory that eards made their way
into Kiirope l>y means of the (iypsies is dismissed hy
Dr Willsliire with the remark that ' whether the
Zinj,'ari he of E;,'yptian or Indian ori>,'in, they did
not appear in Enrope before 1417. wIumi cards had
been known for some time." See, however, the
article (Jvi'siEs.

If eards really hatl an early and separate origin

in China, so had giinj)owder, printing, and engrav-
ing. At all events the latest authorities reject the
notion that cards were imported from China into
Europe.
Hence it may l>e safely said that it is very

doubtful whether the origin of playing-cards should
be lookeil for in the Ea.st. Assuming, iis most
probable, that cards appeared independently in

Europe alMiut 13r)0, it Ikus to be decided in what
part of Europe they were fii-st known. The majority
of those who maintain the European origin of cards
assign them to Italy. Dr Willsliire gives a 'decided
inclination' to Italy and to '\'enice. as that ]>ai

ticular district whicli so modilied them by changes
connected with the emblematic series, and the
aildition to it of a nuimjral sequence, as to acquire
a right of parentage in respect of modern i)laying-
cards, not rea<lily to be set aside." A Swiss monk,
.lohannes, in a .\IS. dated l."J77 now in the Ilritish

Museum, says t\iclii(/u.s carfariim Ctame to Switz-
erland that very year. In the registers of the
Chniithrr (fes Coinptrs of Charles VI. of France,
under February 13J»'2, is the item, ^ Donnf dJarqitt-
mill Griuffinitienr jniiitre pour troisjcux lie cartes a
or ct (llrerscs roufciirs, orn^s de jilusieiirs devises,

jiour porter dcvcrs le Seiqnciir Hoi jinitr son e/iatc-

inent LVI. soh Purisis.' 'This date ( 1392) has never
been contested. It will be observed that the pay-
ment is made for jiainting, not for inventing cards ;

lience it is concludeil that cards were alrea<ly

known.
Prior to the invention of playing-cards, there

existed a series of emblematic j)ictures, which it is

8up|>osed were used for the purposes of divination
and .sortilege. And it is c<injectnred that about
the mid<lle of the 14tli century .simie inventive
genius addeil a series of numeral cards to the
emblematic ones, and so converted them into im-
plements of play. The designs on these combined
packs, or turots (so called probably because they
were tnroti'e on the back— i.e. marketl with jilain or

dotted lines crossing diagonally ), were in the one
series emblematic of conditions of life and of human
vicissitu<les (numbered also with Roman numerals
in a lufirgin above the design), and were, in the
other series, similar to those now in use. The
Venetian jiack in the beginning of the l.'ith century-

consisted of seventy-eight cards, twenty-two em-
blematic, and fifty-six numerals, divided into four

suits of fourteen cards each—viz. four eoot ( or court

)

cards, king, queen, chevalier, and valet, and ten
point (or ]<i]>) cards numbered fiom one to ten.

The name n/uffi {iitoiits, «)r trumps) was given to

the emblematic canls, because they were superior

to the others. The game i>layed with these cards
was called taroechi.

Soon after the lirst quarter of the l.'ith century
cards spreail rapidly all over Europe. As cards

travelled, the pack underwent a variety of modi-
fications, anil the emblematic series gradually
ilropped out of use, though games with t(trot cards

are still jdayed in some i>arts of southern Europe.
No Si)anish tarots are known to exist. In the lii-st

instance, a pack of lifty-two numerals appears to

have been used in Spain, the queens being sup-

pressed. The French similarly removed a card
trom each suit, but they retained the queen and
abolished the chevalier. The early ( ierman numeral
cards were the same as the French ; but afterwards
the queen was displaced, and a superior knave
(Obermann) was introduced instead. England
appears to have been content to ado|)t foreign cards
as she found them, either Spanish or French, about
the middle of the 15th century.
The suits of numeral cards have always been

four, but the signs or marks of the suits have
dillered among various ii.ations. The earliest signs
were cui)s, money, clubs (batons), and swords.
These marks are still retained in tarof cards and in

Italian and Spanish numerals. The Germans early
employed hearts, bells, leaves, and glands (acorns).
During the second quarter of the l.lth century,
the French adopted the signs of spades (pique),
hearts, clubs (tn/fi), and diamonds.
The origin of the marks of the suits and their

meaning has been the sni])ject of much .specula-

tion. It is said that they were originally emblem-
atic, cui)s rejiresenting Faith : money. Charity ;

swords, .Justice ; and dubs. Fortitude. A good
de.al of ingenuity has been expended in explaining
the meaning of modern signs ; but. on the whole, it

seems juobable they were merely chosen as being
well known and easily recognised. The symbol
called in England spade, is evidently the German
(friiN (leaf of the wild jtlum), with the Italian

name (spndr) of the correspojiding suit (swords).
Why the French, from whom we received it, called

it pique is not known. The English club closely
resembles the (Jerman acorn (eirhel). The Frencli
formed it like a trefoil and called it tre/fe ; when we
lM)rrowed it, we gave the suit an Anglicised Italian

name, dubs {/lostoiii). The (ierman heart survives
in French and English cards, and ri'(|uires no ex-
planation. It corresponds to the Italian and
Spanish suit of cuj)s. How money (Italian and
Spanish) or bells (German) became transmitted
into the French rarreau.r and the English diamonds
is not known. The circular symbol has become a
square one, jiossibly from a mere love of change.
Heyond occasional allrrations in the devices on the

cards, the fifty-two card pack has remained much
the same as it now is ever since the middle of the
Mth century. IJut numerous improvements have
taken place in the manufacture of cards, which
comprises many iuti'iesting juocesses. Of these a
brief notice is appended.
The cardboard employed is generally formed of

several sheets of j)aper pasted together. Usually
the sheet which is to form the front sui-face is

iii-st printed with the court cards and pips; in

former days stencil-plates were used for printing
the fronts. The ])rinted sheets are then interleaved
with plain ones, and the requisite number are joined
together with strong jiaste, to form boards. The
boards are then subjected to high pressure in a
hydraulic press, and are afterwards dried, flattened,

and rolled, preparatory to receiving a coat of colour
on the bacK. The colour is usually formed of

tinted enamel. After enamelling, the boards are
once more rolled under high pressure to prepare
them for the [irinting on the back.

The ornamentation of the backs of i)la}'ing-carils

requires great skill, especially in the case of the
more elaltorate designs, wliicli take seven, eight,

or even more i)rintings, each of which has to be
accurately registered. Numerous designs by the
late Owen Jones have thus been rei>roduced on
the backs of cards by Messrs De La Rue i'^'

Co., the well-known London manufacturers.
fJenerally, however, the cards used in clubs have
their backs plain white or red. After printing, the
boards must be once more j)ressed and polished.

They are then- cut up into separate cards. Each
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card is then subjected to a very careful examina-
tion, all defective or marked cards being rejected.

Those which pass the ordeal are formed into i)acks,

and the packs have linally to be made ready for

sale, and sealed with a stamped wrajjper. The
packs are variously named, according to their degree
of excellence ; the best are called Moguls ; the

second quality, Harrys ; the inferior ones, High-
landers, Andrews, and Harlequins. Recently very
elaborate machinery has been introduced for round-

ing off the corners.

It has also become the fashion to place small
index pips at the corners of the cards, to indicate

their value without feathering them out to any
great extent. The indicator system Mas invented
by the late Dr Normandy, and was first brought
out in 1860. Another improvement was that of

double-headed court cards, which enables players
to read the kings, queens, and knaves, whichever
way they may happen to be held up. Though a
great number of the technical terms used by the
workpeople engaged in the manufacture of cards
are of French origin, it is not in evidence that the
home manufacture can be traced back to the
French.

In Russia the manufacture of playing-cards is a
government monopoly, and is carried on at the
imperial factory in St Peters'-urg, where an enor-

mous number of packs are ' roduced. In England
the manufacture has attained considerable magni-
tude, and the consumption is on the increase. In
1861, the last year of the shilling duty, 290,660
packs were sealed. In 1862, mostly at a shilling,

but a small part at threepence, about 160,000 more
packs were sealed. In 1863, tlie duty being three-
pence, 732,960 packs were sealed. After 1867 the
number ro.se to 737,120, then to 813,920; and in

1873 it exceeded a million. In 1878 duty was paid
on 1,115,200 packs of home manufacture, to which
must be added large numbers exported which pav
no duty ; in 1887, on 1,254,000. In the United
States the manufacture has attained enormous pro-
portions ; the average number made annually is

calculated at from 14,000,000 to 15,000,000 packs.
A duty Avas first imposed on playing-cards in

England in 1615. The amount was five shillings
per gross of packs. In the reign of Charles I.

this iluty was complained of by the Commons
as being arbitrary and illegal, and le\ied with-
out the consent of parliament. In the reign of
Queen Anne (1710) an act was passed to obtain
a fund ' for carrying on the war and other her
Majesty's occasions,' in which it was enacted that
cards should pay a duty of sixpence a pack for a
term of thirty-two years. Frauds having been dis-
covered, it was made felony, punishable with death,
in a subsequent amended act, to counterfeit or
forge the seals, stamps, or marks which denoted
the payment of the duties. In 1719 (George I.)

further i)rovisions for preventing fraud were passed,
and the term of thirty-two years was extended inde-
finitely. In 1756 ( George ll.) an additional tax of
sixpence a pack was imposed, and further measures
were framed to prevent fraudulent evasions. Eleven
years later the duty was raised to one and sixpence
a pack. In 1789, and again in 1801, the duty wa-s
further increased, by sixpenny steps, to half a crown
a i)ack. In 1828 the half-crown duty was reduced
to a shilling. In 1862 the duty was reduced to
threepence in hopes of suppressing the enormous
evasion of the duty which notoriously prevailed
(Report of Commissioners of Inland Revenue, 1863),
and for other reasons. The duty was also levied on
the seal or wrapper, instead of on the ace of si)ades,
and second-hand" cards could no longer be sold free
ol duty, but had to be enclosed in a fresh wiajjper
and to pay a second duty. It is believed that now
there is no evasion ; and the amount realised under

the threepenny tax greatly exceeds that which was
formerly collected under tiie shilling tax.

See W. A. Chatto, Facts and Specidations on the Orifiiii

and History of Plaiiiivi-Cat-ds (1848) ; K S. Taylor, His-

tory of Playinif-Curds (1805) ; W. H. Willshire, Descrip-

tive CiiUdotjues of Cards in the British Mmemn (1877);

and PlayitKj-Cards of Various Ages and Countries, from
Lady charlotte Srhr'eibers Collection (3 vols. 1892-95);

besides separate articles on Whist, Bezique, Ceibbage,

EcARTE, Euchre, Loo, Piquet, Poker, kc.

Carducci, Giosue, who is generally regarded

by his countrymen as the foremost of contem-
porary Italian poets, was born at Val di Castello,

near Fietrasanta, in the province of Pisa, 27th July
1836. He was the son of a physician, and his youth
was spent in study. In i860 he was appointed to

a professorship in the universitj' of Bologna. He
has been throughout his life a staunch Republican,
and in 1867 was for a short while suspended fiom
his professorship for having signed an address to

Mazzini. In 1876 he was returned to the Italian
parliament as member for Lugo di Romagna. His
earliest poems. Juvenilia and Levia Gravia, were
written in imitation of Manzoni and Alfieri. Cold
and artificial, they contrast strongly with their

author's later works. Signs of a transition in
sentiment and in style appeared in the Dccemmlici,
which dealt mainly with ijolitical events of the
years 1860-70. The change became complete iu
the Nuove Poesie, in which Carducci, taking Hugo
instead of Manzoni for his master, gave fiery ex-
pression to the most advanced political views.
These poems are remarkable for the sustained
power and dignity of the language and the fre-

quent nobility of the thought. The Odi Barbare,
written in metres borrowed from Horace, have
excited the ardent admiration of Italians ; to

foreign critics, however, Carducci seems in these
pieces to have erred in the rejection of rhyme.
Carducci has been claimed as a leader by the
veristi, the members of the Italian 'naturalist'
school, on the strength, it Avould seem, of his

revolutionary opiniims and antagonism to the
followers of Manzoni. But the productions of Zola's
Italian disciples have nothing in common with
Carducci's works, in which ideal aspirations and a
genuine love of beauty find expression in language
impregnated with classical culture.

Card>vell. Edward, A"i.scouNT, born in Liver-

pool, 24tli July 1813, from Winchester passed to

Balliol College, Oxford, where he took a double
first. He entered parliament in 1842, from a
Peelite gradually became a Liberal, held portfolios

in four cabinets, and was raised to the peerage
in 1874. For reforms introduced by him as Secre-
tary for "NYai-, see article Army. Cardwell was
one of Peel's literary executors, and edited his
Memoirs (1856-57). He died 15tli February 1886.

Care or Carle Sliuday, the Sunday before
Palm Sunday, said to be so called because it was
the practice in many parts of the country to eat
gray pease, called carlings, fried in butter, pepper,
and salt, on this day. This practice apparently
had its more immediate origin in the custom
of the Roman Catholic Church of eating hallowed
beans fiied at this time — these beans being
described in some religious books as symbolical
of confession ; and their steeping liefore use, of

meditation. It appears, however, to have been
adopted by the church from a heathen custom.

Careening" is the operation of heaving down
a ship on one side, in order to expose the other side
for cleaning. In sea-phrase, a vessel is said to
' careen ' when she leans over very much through
press of sail.

Carelia. See Karelia.
Careme. See Quadragesima.
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<''ar<''IIIO, MakIA AntomN, r/itf th- cuisine ami
autlior. Imhii in 17.S4 in Paris, where he tlied in

1883, wri)te Leji D^j'tiiiurn dc rEmpercnr Sapolcon,
Lit Cuisine Frauraise, and otlier works connected
witli his craft. As Talleyrands c<H»k. he phiyed
an iiiUMirtant part at tlie C'on^'rcss of Vicnnji.

Caret (Lat., 'it is wantin-;), a character of
this fonn, A. donotiii;,' tliat soinetliiny has Ijeen

omitted and is interlined.

Cart'W. TH(»MA.S, rnjet, descentleil from an old
family in ( Jloucestershire, wius l^orn about 1589,
and after quittin;; Corpus ( 'hristi Colle-re, Oxford,
without a de<,Tee, studied for a while in the
Middle Temjde. IJetween 1613 and 1619 lie visited
Italy. Holland. France : afterwards he rose into
hij,di favour with Charles I. Carew ('unserves men-
tion chielly as the precursor and representative of
what mav Ije called the courtier and conventional
8cho<d n{ poetry, whose chief characteristic wjis
scholarly ea.se and elej.'ance, with a spice of indeli-
cacy and even indecency. His poems, mostly
lyrical, and t real in j,' of trillinjj subjects, are amonj:
the l»cst of their kinti, and exliil>it much fancy and
tenderness. He .seems to have died in 1639.' His
ooems appeared in 1640; recent editions are tlio.se

by \V. (
". Hazlitt ( 1870) and J. W. Ebsworth ( 1894 ).

C'arex, a ver>' larj,'e ami widely distribute<l

Henus of ('vperacea' (ii.v. ). commonly known as
Se<l<,'es, including,' alM)ut 10<K) s|(e(ies, which are
distributed chit-tly throu^'bout temperate and arctic
climates, nearly 6<) \n-'iw^ natives of Hritain.
There are nearly iOO species found in the United
States, ea.st ot the Mis.si.s.sijipi. Thou^'h some
grow in <lrv situations, the majority inhabit wet
and swampy soils, of which they often form
almost the sole vej;etation. They are of no value
as fodder, and in j.'en<ral occur only in very
inferior jiastures. from v liicb drainage jienerally
causes them to di.sjippear. Tbt-y are .sometimes of

use in convertin;.; swamps into dry jrroun<l ; and
their creei>in;,' rbi/.<»mes are often of service in

bindin;; the sands of the sea-shore, V. menaria
beinjr carefullv jilanted alon;; the shores and dikes
of Holland. riie rhizomes of this and other sj»ecies

are sometimes u>ed metlicinally undt-r the name
of (Jerman Sarsa]>arilla. but are little esteemeil.

The leaves of other species are used for oackinji;,

an<l those of (.'. />ri:oiih.s are a .source of the ' .sea-

gra.ss ' of upln>lst<-rers. which is used as a cheap
substitute lor horse hair. Some of the larger

f^owin*i species are sutHciently conspicuous and
jjraceful to be worth employment in ajipropriate

situations by landst>ape ;,'ard<'ners, and a varie-

gate«l variety of C. jajtuuieu is cultivated by the
florist.

Carev. Hknkv, poet and musician, is believed

to have lieen an ille;ntimate son of (Jeorjre Savile,

Mar«|uis of Halifax. The ilate of his birth is un-
known, but his first volume of poems, published in

1713, was pr(Mluce<l when he wius very younj;. He
wrote innumerable son;^, witty jtoems, Inirlesques,

occasional pieces, farces, and dramatic pieces, some-
tinjes composinjj the accompanyinj,^ music. He
published over 2(X) works in all.' His best-known
jKiem is 'Sally in our Alley;' there seems no suf-

ficient ground for attributin*,' '(hkI sjive the Kin^^'

to him, as is often done. He died suddenly, by his

own hand apparently, in 1743.

Carey, {Ikni:v ruAi!i,K.s, political economist,

was the son of Mathew <'arcy ( 1760-18.39), a jour-

nalist and jiublisher, who in 1784 had emigrated

from Ireland to riiiladclphia, where Henry was
bom, loth December 179.S. He early became a

l)artner in his fathers book.sellin;,' business; and
when in H35 he relire<l from business to devote

him.self to his favourite study, he Mas at the head

of the largest publishing concern in the United

States. He died 13tli October 1879. Wis Principles

of Political Econonii/ (3 voh. 1837-40) had a maiTied
influence on economic speculation. In 1838 he
jiublished I'he Credit Si/xteni of France, Great
Britain, and the United i>t(des : and in 1848, T/ie

Past, the Present, and the Future, a work marked
by great vigour and originality. In 1853 appeared
the Letters on International Copi/rijht ; in 18o8-.")9,

Princivlcs of Social Science (3 vols.); in 1867,
Ileview of the Decade 1S57-67 : and in 1872, The
Unity of Law. The most important of these have
been translated into n)ost European languages.
Carey was originally a zealous free trader, but was
ere long recognised as the head of a new school of
political economy. According to his system, free

trade was impo.s.sible in the existing state of

American industry ; it might be the ideal towards
which the country should tend, but a period of
protection was an indispensable stage in the pro-
gress toward it.

Carey, Sin Hobkkt, youngest son of Lord
Huusdon, w;is born alMiut 1560, and rose to emi-
nence in the service of (jueen Elizabeth, for the
liist ten years of whose reign he was English warden
on tli<' IJorder marches. He wius i)resent at her
death-bed (1603), and in two and a half days
gallopeil with the news to Edinburgh. Charles 1.,

at his coronation, creatcil him tlar! of Monmouth,
a title that l>ecame extinct on his death without
issue, 12th April 16.39. His Memoirs, the best
edition of which is Scott's ( Edin. 1808), are inter-

esting from their notices of events connected with
Border history.

Carey, William, D.D., Baptist missionary and
orientalist, was born at I'aulerspury, near Tow-
cester, Northamptonshire, 17th August 1761. Ap
prenticed at fourteen to a shoemaker, he joined the
Baptists in 1783, and three years later became a
minister, hr>t at .Nloulton in Northamptonshire, and
then at Leicester. A jiamphlet which he published
about this time attracted the attention of his co-

workers in the ministry to the subject of Foreign
Mi.ssions, and ultimately a missionary society,

chiefly through Careys exertions, was formed.
Carey and a Mr Thomas were chosen its first

missionaries to India in 1793. From that time
until his death on 9th .June 18.34, Carey was inde-

fatigable (under many ditliculties, especially during
the early years) in his etlbrts to spread the know-
ledge of the gos](el among the iieathen. Under
his direction, tlii' Serani]><)re mission, of which he
was the principal founder, had up to 1S32 issued
altove 200, (MX) Bililes, or portions thereof, in about
forty Oriental languages or tlialects, besides a great
number of tracts and other religious works in

v.arious languages. A great proportion of the
actual literary labour involved in these under-
takings was performed by Carey himself, who
published valuable grammars ami dictionaries of

Bengali, Mahratta, Sanskrit, and other languages.
From 1801 to 18.30 he was Oriental profes.sor at
Fort-William College, Calcutta. See liLs Life by
Culross ( 1881 ) and Dr G. Smith ( 1884).

Cargill, D(»N.\Li), one of the heroes of the Cove-
nant, waslM)ni al)out 1619 at Rattray in Perthshire.

He studie<l at Aberdeen and St Andrews, and in

16.55 was ordained minister of the Barony parish in

Cila.sgow. Deprived of his benefice for denouncing
the liestoration, he became an indefatigable field

preacher, fought at Bothwell Bridge, and took part

with Richard ( ameron in the famous Sanquhar
declaration (1680). Alone, in the same year, he
solemnly excommunicated the king, the Dvike of

York, and others at Torwood, Stirlingshire. A
large reward was now ottered for his capture. He
was .soon seized, and suflered with triumphant
courage at the cross of Edinburgh, July 17, 1681.
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€aria. in ancient geography, the .south-western-

iiiost couutrv of Asia Minor, bounded N. hy Lydia,

E. by IMuygia, SE. l)y Lyeia, and W. and SW. by

tlie Mediterranean. "A large portion of what was

Caria is nionntainous, with forests of oak and pine,

where large herds were anciently pastured. The
most important river was the M;eander, famous for

its windings. Among the chief towns were Cnidus,

Haliearnassus, and Miletus. The early inhabit-

ants, who seem to have been a people of Indo-

European stock, akin to the Lydians, were a

warlike race, and formidable as pirates, but gradu-

ally sank into a dependent state ; their princes

became satraps of the Persian empire. Very early

there were extensive Greek colonies, Dorian and
Ionian, on the coast ; and the country subsequently

passed into the hands of Alexander's successors

and of the Romans. It was taken by the Osmanlis

in 13.%, and now belongs to the province of Aidin.

CariacOU, or Carj.-VCOU, also called Virginian

Deer
(
Cervus virginianus), a species of deer found in

all parts of North America, fioni Mexico to about
43' N. lat., and from the Atlantic to the Pacific

Ocean. It is the species commonly called Deer
by the Anglo-Americans. It is smaller and more
elegant than the common stag, and measures
3 feet in height at the shoulder. The colour is

very variable—light reddish brown in spring, slaty

blue in autumn, and dull brown in winter ; the

belly, throat, chin, and inner parts of the limbs

white. The liorns of the adult male are of moder-
ate size, bent strongly backv^ard, and then sud-

denly forward, so as to bring their tips nearly

above the nose ; they have several snags. The
fawn is profusely decked with white spots, arranged
in lines, and sometimes running into stripes. The
Virginian deer is timid, and (Umiesticated with
some difficulty. It is a common form in European
zoological gardens, and also in parks. Its palatable
flesh used to be one of the chief sources of food-

supply to the Indians. The name Cariacou is ex-

tended generally to several nearly allied species,

found in Mexico, California, &c. , and the title

Cariacus Ls sometimes used technically for a sub-
generic division of Cervus.

Ciiriaiua [Dicholophus cristatus), a South
American bird, regarded by some as allied to

Cranes, and referred to the order Gralhv, hy others
as a game bird, and placed among the Gallinacene,

but most probably ranked along with the Secretary
among the Birds of Prey. The beak is hooked at
the point, the forehead liears a tuft of feathers, the
wings are short and little used, the tail is long and
rounded, and the short claws are much bent and
sharply pointed. It is larger than the common
heron, predominantly brown and gray in colour,
shy in habit and swift of foot, living on insects,

amphibia, reptiles, and also small birds and mam-
mals. The bird frequents the giassy regions of

(iuiana, Brazil, and Paraguay. Its flesh is much
esteemed.

4'aribbcail Sea, lying between the Antilles
and the South and Central American mainland,
and communicating with the Gulf of Mexico by the
Yucatan Channel, 120 miles wide. During the
raiiiy season (July to October) hurricanes are not
infrequent. A shallow bank extending from Hon-
duras to Jamaica sejjarates the two great depres-
sions of the sea, of which the eastern and larger
lias a depth of 20,577, and the western 20,541 feet;
and these are united by the strait (over 3300 feet)
between Jamaica and Cuba an(^ Hayti. The sea
forms the turnuig-point of the Gulf Stream (q.v. ).

€aribbec Bark, or Piton Bark, is the bark
of^ Exostcnima caribmum and other species, small
West Indian trees of the order Cinchonacea^ grow-
ing also in southern Florida. It was forinerlv

imported as a variety or substitute for cinchona
bark, but contains none of its characteristic alka-

loids.

Caribou is the American Reindeer (q.v.).

Caribs, an American Indian race, found by
Columbus in possession of a large number of the
West India Islands, from which they have since

been either exterminated or expelled, but who still

f(n'm a considerable family along the shores of the

Caribbean Sea, from the Isthmus of Darien nearly

to the nu)uth of the Amazon. The pure Caribs,

mostly found about the Orinoco and in the forests

of Guiana, have preserved the tiaditional warlike,

savage, but intelligent features of the race. The
native name is Carina, Callinagu, or Calina, from
which the term cannibal was derived ; and most
accounts describe the South American Caribs as

still man-eaters. A mixed Carib tribe is found in

Guatemala, and a few half-breeds also survive along
the Mosquito coast, whither their ancestors were
deported by the English from St Vincent in 1738.

There is a reservation of land for the Caribs in the
island of Dominica. See Ober's Camps in the Carib-

br.es ( 1880) ; Paton's Doivn the Islands, a Voyage to

the Caribbecs (1888).

Carica. See Papaw.
Caricature is a branch of satire, and the word

is equally used to express either a pictorial or

a descriptive representation, in which, while a
general likeness is retained, peculiarities are exag-
gerated so as to make the person or thing ridicu-

lous. Although sometimes applied to literary

descriptions, the word caricature, when used alone,

is generally understood to relate to design. Carica-

ture being a natural expression of natural feelings,

must be as old as man himself, and possibly the
eccentric markings found on rocks and in caves are

not entirely due to bad drawing, but were intended
in certain cases to ridicule the artist's enemies.
Examples of caricature have been found in the art

of the Egyptians, the Greeks, and the Romans.
Fortunately some Egyptian examples have been
preserved, showing that the most ancient masters
of the art did not spare even the sacred person of

the king. One papyrus (the Satirical Papyrus of

Turin), puldished as the last plate in Lepsius'

Ausivahl, contains rough sketches caricaturing the
concerts depicted on the walls of the palace, also

the battles, and particularly a scene on the walls of

Ramses' pavilion, where the king is depicted play-

ing chess with a girl of the harem. The king is

drawn as a lion, the girl as a gazelle, and the
whole has an undeniable humour in it that defies

the touch of time. The popular pictures of the
' Dance of Death ' in the middle ages may be looked
upon in the light of caricatures. Although so con-

siderable an antiquity may be claimed for the art,

the name itself is quite modern, and being intro-

duced from the Italian, it continued its foreign form
for many years. The meaning is an overloaded
representation, and the word is formed from the
verb caricarc, ' to load.'

One of the first writers to use the word caricatura
was Sir Thomas Browne (1605-82), in his pos-

thumous work on Christian Morals ; and in the
Spectator (1712) the Italian form is still retained :

' Those burlesque pictures which the Italians called

caricaturas, vniere the art consists in preserving,

amidst distorted proportions and aggravated fea-

tures, some distinguishing likeness of the person,

but in such a manner as to transform the most agree-

able beauty into the most odious monster.' The
word is not in Johnson's Dictiouari/ (1755), but in

1788 Francis Grose wrote Rules for Drawing Carica-

tures, a work which was translated into French.
Pictorial satires on the clergy were not uncommon
in the middle ages, and in the reigns of Henry
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VTII. ami Elizaljeth the pope was frequently

satirised. Duriiij,' the CiviMVars, the satirists to

some extent thriveil in Enf^'land. The reign of

William III. again was a period of political satire,

when Uomeyn ile Hooglie w;us the chief artistic

ehain{)ion of the king of England.
Modern caricature, however, njay l«e said practi-

cally to connnence with Hogartii ( 1697-17W), who
lashed social vices instead of confining himself to

the jiortrayal of |>olitical disagreements. Hogartii
was succeeded hy a host of talented artists, wiiose

protluctions became the rage. Uf tlie.se the most
pronuneut were John (^'oUet (1725-80), Henrv
William Hunhur>- ( 17.")0-1811 ), Thomas Kowlaml-
son ( 17">6-1S27), George Moutard Woodward, John
Heinrich ltaml)erg ( 17G;i-l84U), James Ciillray

( 17o7-lSl."» ), styled 'the prince of caricaturists,'

Denis Digiiton ( 1792 IH'27), and James Sayer, com-
monly called i'itt's caricaturist. ()f the.se Gillray
and Kowlandson stand out as the chief. Bunburj's
works were engraved Itv Kowlandson, who gave
them much of his own style. The history of the

time (gro.ssly exaggerated, it is true) is to Ije found
written in the works of tiiese caricaturists. To
these engravings we must go to understand the
mannei-s of tiie time, as well as to see what was
the contemiM)r<irv public opinion of Hute and
Wilkes, of Pitt and Fox, and the political leaders

of the Georgian era. George IV. was the idjject of

.satirical printvs to an extraordinary degree. So
great wjus the popularity of these caricatures, that
shops were opened for their exclusive sale, and

Carticular
pul>lishers devoted thcm.selves to this

asiness alone. Mention sliouhl also l»e made of

John Kay, whose portraits illustrate .so remark-
ably the history of Edinburgh life at the end of the
last and l>eginning of tiie present century.
To eyes educated by the relined satire of the

present ilay, the works of (iiiiray and Howlan<lson
and their followers aj>j)ear singularly coarse.

Tliese caricatures are vigorous, but they are fre-

quently di.sgusting to our taste. With the early

part of the present century a complete change in

the character of caricature took i>liice, and for this

a.scendency of gmxl feeling we are largely indebted
to the two Doyles, John and Richard, father and
son.

John I )oyle commenced his political sketches in

1829, and they l>ecame famous a.s the caricatures

of HB. It is .scarcely possible to imagine two
styles of art more «listinct than those exhibitetl

respectively in the caricatures of (Jillray antl Doyle.

HlJ. s sketciies are sometimes styletl weak, but

they exhibit a vivid jiicture of the party politics of

the i)eriod over wliicli the .^series extend. The
Duke tif Wellingtcm, Sir I{<d)ert Peel, and the other
lea<lers of the time staml out before us now as they
appeared to their contemiioraries. In the Avorks

of the older caricaturists likenesses were to some
extent retained, but tlie pei-sons caricatured were
usually depicted lus monsters rather tlian as huni.an

l>eings. In the caricatures of HH. the resemblance
wa-s |>erfect, and it wjus the position rather than the

jierson that Mas distorted. There Wius plenty of

satire, but it was of a refined character. When
HB. s sketches were disccmtinuetl, the weekly peri-

<Mlical I'lmrh wiis started ( 1841 ), and Richard Doyle
designed tlie well-known cover. In its pages may
be seen the finest examples of delicate caricature by
Leecli, Keene, Tenniel, I)u .Maurler and other artists

of repute, that have been i>i«iduced. It m;iy be
remarked tiiat our modern Hogarth. George Cmik-
shank, lived through the j)eriods distinguished by
the two styles of caricature. His earliest satires

are in the manner of Rowlandson, while his later

ones are in the more refined style of tiie present
day. A return to the more roluist style of tlie

older caricaturists has been made Ijy Pellegrini and

others in Vn/iifi/ Fair, wiiere the portraits of cele-

brated men have been drawn in an exaggerated
manner, .so iis to produce a ludicrous etlect wititout

essentially destroying the likeness, thus carrying
out tlie original idea of caricature, witiiout tiie

grossne.ss wiiidi was so generally united to the
exaggeration of the older caricaturists. Tlie

American representative of I'lon/i is tlie vigorous
and clever I'uch, in which the political cartoon is

coloured. Eciually well known are the F/i(ife/i(/e

Bliittcr of Municii, and the less artistic KUtdilcrud-
atuvh of Berlin. Tiie most eminent American
caricaturists have been Thomas Nast and J. E.

Keppler, Ijotii of CJennan birth.

Caricature in France may be saitl to date from
about 1830, from the foundation by Piiilipon of La
Caricatiiir, and tiie greatest names are still those
of Daumier, (Javarni, Grandvillc, and Monnier.
Daumier combined in a remarkalile degree tlie

sense of form witii that genius for liappy exaggera-
tion whicii is characteristic of the higliest types of

caricature. Monnier luu? securetl iiis own immor-
tality in tliat of ills creation, Joseph Prudiiomine.
Grandviile is, by universal consent, superb in

portraiture. Otiier names are tho.se of Decamps,
Travics, Ciiarlet, Ratl'et, Isabey, Giraud, Carle
Vernet, Cham, ami Cirevin.

^1 lli^tonj uf Caricature and Grotesque in Litera-

ture and Art was jiublished by Thomas Wright
in I860, but tiie most important work on tiie sub-

ject is tiie Catalfjtjuc of Satirical Prints and fJraic-

im/s in the British Miisruni (witii Hawkins's valu-

able memoranda). I'artons Caricature and other

Comic Arts (New York, 1877) deserves mention.
Everitt published in 1886 English Caricaturists of
the li)th Century. Joseph Grego iias published two
copiously illustrated works on caricatures, <me
devoted to the |iroductions of Gillray, and the other

to those of RowlaiuLson. Several works on tiie

history of caricature have been ]mbiislied in

French, amonjj the latest being Dayots Maitres de

la Caricature Francaise an A/A'' Sicclc ( 1888), and
Grand Carteret's Les Maurs et la Caricature en

France (1888).

Carit'S ( ' rottenness' ) is .a disease of Inine analo-

gous to tiie ulceration of soft tissues. It is ciiarac-

terised by a gradual loss of sul)stance, from tiie

particles Of bone being aljsorbed, or being cast oil

and wasiied away in a immlent discharge. It

Ijegins as an uniieaitiiy inllammation, followed by
exudation of new materials, and .softening of the

part allected. On examination, tiie lione cells are

tcmnil filled witii a redilisii glairy tliiid, and in

scrofulous patients, deposits of tuliercle. After

caries lias existed for some time, an aUscess forms,

and bursts ; its aperture remains open, discharging

a tiiin fluid, wiiicii contains particles of the bone.

If a probe lie pa.ssed tiirough tliis opening, it will

be felt to sink into .some sdft gritty substance ; this

is the carious bone, wiiicii, if removed and well

washed, will Ije found to ieseml)le in wiiiteness and

fragility loaf-sugar softening in hot water.

Caries may attack any bone, but it usually

selects the skull ami face* tlie vertebr:e, the l>ones

of tlie foot, and the soft ends of long l»ones form-

ing joints, especially in the lower limbs. To this

terribie disease most deformities not congenital

aie owing. The carious vertebra- yield under the

weight of the trunk, and the spine curves forwards,

or to one .side. In the joint-ends of bones the part

enlarges, the cartilages become aflected, iiiatter

forms, and amputation of tlie liml), or excision of

tiie joint, is frequently necessary to save the

patient's life. Too often the disease recurs with

night-sweats, hectic symptoms, and death.

The causes of caries are usually omstitutional,

though it may be accidentally determined to some
particular part of the body by any irritation, such
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as a blow, or exposure to atinosplieric changes.

Scrofulous persons, and those who have had syphilis

or mercury in excess at any period of their lives,

are more suhject to it than others. If it atiect a

small bone, tliat bone may be entirely removed ;

and if the disease is strictly limited to the ends

of bones forming a joint, these may be excised.

Since 1860 great advances have been made in this

department of surgery, and caries of the joints is

comparatively seldom counted a sufficient reason

for amimtation ; the knee, hip, shoulder, elbow,
ankle, and wrist joints have all been repeatedly

excised successfully. In situations where the part

cannot be reached by instruments, lotions of dilute

acid may be injected, with the view of stimulating
the carious surface to assume a healing action.

The treatment of caries consists in supporting
the patient's strength by judicious change of air

and tonics, with the administration of medicines,
such as cod-liver oil in scrofula, which appear to

combat the constitutional predisposition to the
disease. Under such treatment, Mith careful atten-
tion to free exit of the discharge and cleanliness of

the wound, recovery often takes place without
operation ; but when the natural processes are not
able to effect this in those parts where the diseased
bone can be reached, it should be gouged or scraped
away, or removed by caustics, so as to leave a
healthy surface of bone, which may granulate u]>,

and heal. See Bone. Caries of the Teeth is dealt
with at Teeth.

Caris^Iia'llO, a town of Piedmont, on the Po,
11 ndles S. of Turin, with some tine claurches, and
manufactures of silk-twist. It gives the title of

prince to the reigning branch of the House of Savoy.
Pop. 4-270.

Carillon. See Bell.

Carillia'ta, a name applied to the strait
between Borneo and Billiton ; also to a cluster of
a hundred islets and reefs { area, 57 sq. m.

; pop. 500

)

in that strait ; and lastly, to the principal member
of the group, whose highest point reaches 2600 feet.

Cariliaria, a genus of free-swimming marine
snails ( Gasteropods ) belonging to the small order
Heteropoda. They are beautiful transparent ani-
mals, with a thin brittle shell (like a miniature
paper nautilus) covering only the visceral hump
and leaving even the gills exposed, and with the
ventral surface or ' foot ' pulled out into a movable
tail, and bearing anteriorly a leaf-like SAvimming
fin, provided with a sucker. The head protrudes
far in front of the soft body, and bears a pair of
tentacles. The organs and their working can be
beautifully seen within the transparent body. The
sexes are separate. Carinaria is represented by
eight species in warmer seas. They swim back
downwards, and feed voraciously on other marine
animals, such as jelly-fish and pteropods. The
common Mediterranean species, C. meditcrranea,
may be over six inches in length, has a violet
proboscis and a rose-coloured foot, and is a beauti-
ful transparent snail. The neighbouring genus
Pterotrachea has no shell.

Carinate Birds, the technical name for the
ordinary flying birds, in which the muscles work-
ing the Mings are partly inserted on a prominent
keel (Lat. carina) on the breast-bone. See Bird.

Carini, a town of Sicily, 12 miles W. by N. of
Palermo. It has an old castle, and a population of
11,667, cluetly engaged in fishing.

Carilltllia ((ler. Knmthen), a crown-land of
the Austrian empire, forming part of the old king-
dom of Illyria, with an area of 4005 sq. m., and a
pop. of ( 1«69) 337,694 ; ( 1891 ) 361,008. The prin-
cipal river is tiie Drave, which passes through the
country from west to east, in a course of 102 niiles.

The general aspect of the country is mountainous,
Avith h)ng deep valleys, that of the Drave widening
at Villach and Klagenfurt into a great plain, and
dividing the Xoric from the Curinthian Alps. The
loftiest point is the (irossglockner (12,450 feet).

Only 15 per cent, of the entire area is devoted to
tillage, owing to the mountainous character of the
country, great part of which is occupied in pasture,
or covered with brushwood. Many horses and
cattle are reared and exported. The principal pro-
ducts are mineral. A leading industry is the manu-
facture of hardAvare ; the other manufactures include
woollens, silk stutls, and cottons. The capital is

Klagenfurt. Carinthia, which derives its name
from the Celtic Carni, belonged before the time of
Augustus to Noricum, afterwards to the Roman
emj^ire. By-and-by the Carni were swept away in
the deluge of immigration from the east, and Slavs
settled in the country. In 1335 it came into the pos-
session of Austria (q.v.). Only 30 per cent, of the
present population are Slavs (Slovenians), the re-

mainder being Germans ; 5 per cent, are Protest-
ants ; and 46 per cent, of the births are illegitimate.

Carisbrooke, a village in the Isle of Wight,
1 mile SW. of Newport. In its ruined castle
Charles I. was imprisoned (1647-48), as were also
his children Prince Henry and the Princess Eliza-
beth, the latter of whom died here. From the castle
well, 200 feet deep, the water is drawn by a donkey
inside a wheel. A Norman castle was built here
by William Fitzosborne ; it was besieged by King
Stephen ; the outworks date from the time of the
Armada panic. Carisbrooke was a Roman station,

and a Roman villa was discovered here in 1859.

Carissa, a genus of Apocynace;p. C. Carandas
is a thorny shrub, much used for fences in India,
and the fruit for tarts and preserves. Some species
are as bitter as gentian, notably C. xylopicron, the
Bois amtre of Mauritius.

Carissiiui, Giacomo, composer, born in 1604
at Marino, near Rome, was organist from 1628 in
Rome, and died there in 1674. His greatest service
was the development of the sacred cantata. The
finest of his oratorios, including Jephta, have been
edited by Chrysander in Dcnkmdler der Tonkunst
(vol. ii. 1882).

Carit^ ( Ital. ), in Art, the technical name for a
representation of Maternal Love.

Carlaverock, See Caerl.a.verock.

Carl^ll, Emilie, a Swedish novel-writer, was
born 8th August 1807 at Stromstad, near the
Christiania Fjord. It was not till 1838 that her
first novel, Waldemar Klein, was given to the
world. She was then a widow ; and in 1841 she
married her second husband, J. G. Carlen, a lawyer
and poet, in Stockholm. Her fictions, chiefiy

founded on the characteristics of the lower and
middle classes, though faulty in many respects,

are rich and striking in incident. Her novels w-ere

collected in 31 vols. (Stockholm, 1869-75), and
many of these have been translated into English.
She died at Stockholm on the 5th February 1892.

See her Reminiscences uf Swedish Literary Life
(1878).

CarlotOIl, Will, American author, was bom
in Hudson, Michigan, 21st October 1845. He
graduated at Hillsdale College in that state ; and
so<m after completing his studenthood, he began to

lecture in various parts of the United States and
Canada. He has more than once visited Europe.
His best-known works are ballads of domestic life.

His fresh and striking Farm Ballads (1873), Farm
Legends ( 1875), Farm Fcstivcds ( 1881 ), Citu Ballads
(1885), and other poems, possess both vigour and
pathos, and have attained a wide popularity on
both sides of the Atlantic.
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Carletou* William, Iri.sli novelist, was bom
in 1794 at Prillisk, in County Tyrone. Of peasant
liirtli, the yonnj^est of fomtft'ii cliildicn, ho received

some scanty instruction in a hetl^e-school ; ami
fallinj^ in with a cojiy of Gil Bins alnnit the same
time that he j^ave up all thou^'hts of the i>riesthooil.

he came up to Duhlin with only three shiliin<|s in

his pocket. He thr.nj,'ht fii-st of turninj,' liinl-stutter,

of enlistiu';, then t<K)k to tuition, and tinally to

literature, contrihutin^T to the I'liristian Examinrr
a series «)f sketches, which in 1H3() he repulilisheil

under the title of Traits and Stories uf thr Irish

Peasant ri/. Their freshne.ss of style pleju^ed tlie

puhlic ; a .second series (183.S) was no le.>s well
received ; and in ls,S9 ai>peared the powerful storj,

Fardnrniiglia tin- Mlsrr, in several jias.saj^es of

whic'h, however, his humour hecomes extravagant.
He ne.xt j>ul»lished a series of tales ('^ vols. 1841),

mostly or pathetic interest, hut inciudinj; a very
genial and iiuiimrous sketch of the Misfortunes of
Burneif liranagan, which proved a ;ireat favourit*'.

Valentine M'Clufr/ii/ (184o) is half-political and
half-religious in its tendency, flefenduig the Irisii

Catholic nriesthood, and advocating repeal of the
liiioii. Jin,/// the Rurer ( 1846), The lUarL Prophet
( 1H47 ), and The Tithe Proctor (1849) are also worthy
of mention. Carleton is the true historian of the
Irisli peojde. Sharing in their (jualities of mind
and temperament, he hiis a true sympathy with all

their joys anil sorrows, and agraphic and picture.sque

pen witli which to dcscril)e llicm. He was shiftless,

iin|>rovidcnt, all'ectionate to a fault, and latterly
had a pension of £200. He died at Duhlin SOtii

January 1869. See the Life (containing part of his
autohiograjdiy) by O'Donoghue ( 189t)).

Carli, <ilov.\xxi Hinalko, horn in 1720 at
Capo d Istria, wa.s profes.sor of Astionomy at
Venice, and in 1754-(50 puhlished liLs great numis-
matic work, Delia Moneta. For his merits as a

linancier, Carli was made l>y the Kmperor Josej)!!

President of the Council of Commerce at Milan.
Hw works emlirace Istrian and other antiijuities,

di.s.sertations on classical subjects, against .sorcery,

and against Kous-eau's theory of natural religion.

He died -i'id February 179,1.

4'arlil<'. ItltllAliK, a nnich-pro.-.ecuted Hadical,

w;i> Ikihi at .Vshliurton, in Devonshire, 8th Deceni-
Iwr 17iH». .Vfter .some education at tiie village free

school, where (;illord iiad been a scholar, lie served

in a chemist "s shojt, and afterwards as apiirentice

to a tinman, v.hose undue .severity kept alive the

rebellious spirit of the boy. I'aine's llujldsof Man
converted him int^i a Ka<lical propagandist, and in

1817 he began to veml a London weekly, lilaik

Dirarf, next sold thousands of Soulheys Wat
Tyler, reprinted Hone's Paroilies, and wrote a

series of imitations of tiiese, for whicii lie was re-

warde<l with eighteen weeks in the King's Bench.
F«)r reprinting I'aine's works and some similar

books, lie was sentenced, after a three ilays' tiial,

in Noveml)er 1819 to a fine of 1"1.jOO and three years'

imprisonment in Dorciiester gaol. Here he at once
began to issue his periodical. The Jiejiiilili<an, of

which the first 12 vols, are dated from his pri.son.

His wife, for ccmtinuing to publish, wius sentenced

in 1821 to two years' imprisonment. But the in-

domitable Ka«lical continued still to publish spite

of a public subscnption, for the prosecution of

hi- assistants, of £0000, headed by tiie Duke of

Wellington ; of repeated .seizures of his stock ; of a
three yeai>' e.xten.sion of his own confinement in

lieu of the hues ; the imiuisonment of his .sister for

a year besides a fine of £r)00 ; and tiie imprison-

ment of nine of his sho{>men in terms of from six

months to three years. After his release Carlile

continued his activity, editing The Gorgon, and
holding free discus.sions in the London Rotunda.
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Three more years' imprisonnient he sufl'ere«l for

refusing to give sureties for his good behaviour
after a pro.secution that grew mit of his refusal to

pay church-rates ; anil a second period of ten
weeks, in 1834;^"), for resisting the same payment,
brought up the total of the imjirisonment of

this much-enduring man to nine years and foui

months. He died 10th Fe I unary 1843. This martyr
at leiist was as ready to sutler as to bluster, and
may safely be .said to have done ics much as an\
Englishma!! for tlie freedom of the press. See
Holyoakes Life ami Charaeter of R. Carlile ( 1848 ).

Carlillt' Thistle {Carlina). a beautiful genus
of Composit:e, closely allied to the true thistles, from
whicli they are distinguished by the inner s]>read-

ing bracts of the involucre, which, coloured and
shining, are remarkably hyuroiiietric, expanding in

dry and closing together in wet weather, and this

property they retain for a long time; the heads of

flowers are tlierefore often nailed on cottage-doors
in many parts of Kurope to indicate the weather.
The name is .said to be «!erived from a legend thai

an angel showed the root of one of the sjiecies, ('.

aeaiilis, to ( 'harlemagne as a remedy for a pliigue

in his army. Linii.ius, however, tells the story,

Carlinc 'l'lii>tlL' (Curliua uedt'/in).

without the angel, of the army of Charles V., while
the most .sceptical ri'gard the name as merely a
corrupt diminutive of Ital. etirr/o {iWin. rardina), 'a
thistle.' The root is certainly a drastic ])urgative,

and hence was formerly lieM in higli medical lejuite ;

now, however, it is ijuite disuseti, save in veterinary

practice. The only Ihitisii species is ('. riilgaris.

Carlisle* a parliamentary and municipal bor

ough, the county town of Cumberland, stands on

a gentle eminence in a wide-sprea<ling plain, at the

influx of the Caldew and I'etteril to the Kden—
three streams that nr-arly encircle it. .An important
railway centre, it is 2!i9 miles NNW. of London,
101 mi'les S. of Kdinburgh, 22.;, E. by N. of its sea-

jMjrt, Silloth, and (ili W. by S. of New castle. In spite

of its hoar antiiiuity, ' merry ' Carlisle as a whole is

disappointingly modern, its gates having vanished,

and almost the whole of the walls. The castle was
founded in 1092, and now serves as a barrack. The
remains of its Norman keep form a massive tower

;

1>ut that jtortion of the tortress in which Mary
t^ueen of Scots was for two months imprisoned

(1568) was denudished in 183"). The cathedral,

fimnded by William Kufus, and dedicated in 1101

by Henry I., in 1 133 was ma<le the cathedral churdi
of the newly-formed diocese. It has four time^

suHered by lire, the greatest in 1292 ; and rang-

ing in date between 1092 and 1419, it comprises
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every variety of style from Norman to Perpendic-

ular. The fragment of the Norman nave, long nsed

as a parisli church, is cut off from the choir, which,

mainly Decorated in style, is 137 feet long, 71

broadi^ anil 75 high. It is one of the iinest choirs

in Englanil, tiie ex(]uisite tracery of its nine-light

east window being of matchless Ijeauty. The
central tower, only 127 feet higii, formerly sup-

ported a timber spire, which was removed in the

18th centuiy. Tliere are monuments and other

memorials to- Paley, Dean Close, and Archbishop

Tait's Hve children ; and in Carlisle Cathedral

Scott married Miss Carpenter (1797). Tiie build-

ing was restored in 185:^57. The court-house

and county gaol are the most noticeable of the

public buildings : the Eden is crossed by a hand-

some five-arch bridge ( 1851 ) ; and in the town
are statues of the "second Earl of Lonsdale and
of James Steel, editor of the Carlisle Journal.

The cliief branches of industry are cotton, calico,

hat, and iron manufactures ; fancy biscuits are

largely made ; and tiie Eden lias salmon-fisheries.

The parliamentary representation was reduced to

one member in 1885. Pop. (1801) 10,221; (1851)

26,310; (1891) 39,176. The Lugnvallum of the

liomans, and Cacr-Lml (hence Carlisle) of the

llritons, the town was destroyed by the Danes in

875, and restored l)y William Kufus in 1092. From
its position as a Border fortress, it has a wealth of

martial memories—none more famous than the

rescue of ' Kinniont Willie ' by Buccleuch from
Carlisle Castle in 1596. During the Great Rebel-
lion it twice suri-endered to the Parliaiuen-

tarians (1645-48); and in the '45 it was held for

a time by the Jacobites, thirty-one of whom were
afterwards executed on Harraby Hill. The Carlisle
Tallies of JNIortality, based on the deaths here in

1779-87, are much used in Insurance (q.v. ).

See Fieeman's EiifjUsh Towns ( 1883 ) ; Bishop Creighton's
Carlisle ('Historic Towns,' 1889); R. IS. Ferguson's
Carlisle ( ' Diocesan Histories,' 1890).

Carlisle^ capital of Cumberland county, Penn-
.sylvania, 19 miles WSW. of Harrisburg by rail, is

tlie centre of a rich agricultural co\intry. It is the
seat of Dickinson College (Methodist), a govern-
ment school for Indian children, and has barracks,
machine-shops, a foundry, and manufactures of rail-

way cars, carriages, carpets, windows, and shoes. It

was siielled by the Confederates in 1863. Pop. 7620.

Carlii^Ie, George William Frederick
HoAVARD, seventh Earl of, K.G., was born in
London, April 18, 1802. Educated at Eton and
Cin-ist Church, Oxford, he took in 1821 tiie Chan-
cellor's and Newdigate prizes, and graduated witii
a first-class in classics. In 1826 he was returned
for the family borough of Morpetii, and at once
attaciied himself to Earl Grey and the cause of par-
liamentary reform. In 1830 he, along with Henry
Brougham, was elected for Yorksiiire, and after tiie

Ileform Bill lie Avas returned for tiie West Riding,
a seat wiiich lie lost in 1841, but recovered in 1846.
Under Lord Melbourne, he Avas Chief-secretary for
Ireland ( 1835-41 ), and, under Lord John Russell
(1846-52), Chief-commissioner of Woods and
Forests, and afterwards Chancellor of the Duchy of
Lancaster. In 1848 he succeeded to the peerage.
Palmerston appointed him Lord-lieutenant of Ire-
land in 1855, and again, on tlie (hiwnfall of Derby's
government, in 1859. Carlisle ol)tained some liter-
ary reputation by his lectures on his travels in the
United States, and on tlie life and writings of
Pope, his Diary in Turkish and Greek Waters,
and a volume of posthumous Poems. He died at
Castle Howard, December 5, 1864.

Carlists, tlie name given to the supporters of
the Spanish pretender, I)on Maria Isidor Carlos de
Bourbon, who was born March 29, 1788, the second

son of Charles IV. of Spain, and was educated

chiefly by priests. After the expulsion of the

French from Spain, and tiie re-accession of Ids

lirother, Ferdinand VII., who had had no children

from three marriages, Don Carlos naturally began
to cherisii tlie hope of succeeding to the throne.

A fourtii time, liowever, the indefatigable Ferdi-

nand married, and the result was a daughter, the

Infanta Maria Isabella (queen of Spain till her

deposition in 1868), born October 10, 1830. Now
as the Salic Law excluding females from succes-

sion to the throne, introduced into Spain by Philip

V. in 1713, had been abrogated after much liesita-

tion by Ferdinand at tlie instigation of Ids new
wife, Christina, in a formal 'Pragmatic Sanction,'

four months after their marriage, tiie birth of this

daughter completely destroyed the hopes of the

Carlists. As Don Carlos still continued his agita-

tion, he was banished in 1833 to Portugal, and
soon afterwards was commanded to reside in the

Papal States. But before he had embarked for

Italy, King Ferdinand VII. died, September 29,

1833. The child Isabella was at once proclaimed
queen with her mother Christina as regent ; she

was supported mainly by the lUierals in the state,

Avliile Don Carlos rallied round him chiefly the

supporters of absolutism. His cliief strength lay

in tlie indomitable courage of the inhabitants of

tlie Basque provinces, whose ancient fueros the

Liberals had foolishly refused to confirm, and here

the struggle raged hotly for some years. Under
Zumalacarregui and Cabrera the Carlists had at

first considerable success, but were at length sub-

dued by Espartero in 1839. ^Meanwhile the claim

of Don Carlos had been recognised not only by the

Carlists, but also by Dom Miguel in Portugal

;

the latter, however, was banished by the quadruple
alliance of Spain, Portugal, England, and France.

In June 1834 Don Carlos embarked for England,
but in the following month he returned to the

Continent, and passed in disguise through France
into the northern provinces of Spain, whence he
was ultimately compelled to escape into France.
In 1836 his claims to the throne were unanimously
rejected by the Constituent Cortes ; in 1844 he
alxlicated in favour of his eldest son. He died at
Trieste, March 10, 1855.—Don Carlos, his son,

born 1818, was better known as the Count de
Montemolin. Tiiis second pretender made an
attempt in 1849 to pass under a disguise through
France into Spain, but failed. In 1860 an attempt
was made at Tolosa in Valencia to stir up another
Carlist insurrection, in consequence of which the
Count de Montemolin and his brother Ferdinand
were arrested, but liberated after they had signed
a renunciation of all their claims to the Spanisli

throne. He died in 1861.—The next representa-
tive of the Carlist pretensions was his nephew,
Don Carlos, born 30tli March 1848. His father,

Juan (1822-87), who in 1863 renounced his claim
in favour of his son, was brother of Don
Carlos tlie second. On Ids behalf, Carlist risings

—speedily repressed—took place in 1869, 1870, and
1872 ; but the insurrection headed liy him in person
after the abdication of King Aiiiadeo in 1873, proved
much more formidable, and kept the Basque pro-

vinces in great confusion till the lieginning of 1876,
wlien it was finally crushed, and tiie last of tlieir

ancient privileges stripped from the Basques, whose
noble and unquestioning loyalty of nature did not
know how to abandon <a lost cause even wlien
disaster was a foregone conclusion. The most
striking feature of the last Carlist war was a total

lack of aliility on tlie part of the leaders, that
would iiave rendered tlie whole struggle completely
contemptible but for the heroic courage of the
Basque soldiers. Don Carlos crossed into France,
and when expelled for expressing sympathy with the
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Lej^itimists in 1881, took refuj'e in London. He
is put fdiWianl l)y tlie ultra French Legitimists

a.s the true lieir to the throne of France as well a.s

Spain, in opposition to the UrleanLst princes.

<'arlo lloh'i. SeeDoLci.

<'arlos, Don, son of Philip II. hv his first

marriage witii Maria of Portugal, was horn at
Vailadoliil, July ir>4.'). After liis recognition a-s

heir to the throne, Don Carlos wjis sent to study at
tiie university of Alcala de Henares ; where, how-
ever, he profited so little, that tlie king, regarding
him <a.s unnualitied to reign, invited a nepliew, the
Arc!i<luke Kuilolf, to Spain, intending to make him
heir to tlie tlirone. The weak intellect, with
vicious and cruel tendencies, wiiich the young
i)rince sliowed early, may iiave Ijeen due to an
iniury to ids iiead from a fail down the stairs at
Alcala de Henares; or more prol>ahly was con-
genital tlirougii tiie fatal descent from 'Juana
la loca,' and only aggravated hy his accident.

Exclude<l from all [tarticipation in the government,
he early conceiveil a strong aversion towards the
king's confidants, and esjiecially was unwilling that
the Duke of Alva should have the government of

Flanders. In ccmfession to a priest, on Christmas
eve 1567, he hetrayed his purpose to assassinate a
certain pers(m ; and <as the king was helieved tt) he
the intended victim, this confession was <livulged.

The papers of Don Carlos were seizeil ; he was tried

and found guilty of conspiring against the life of

the king, and of traitorously endeavouring to raise

an insurrection in Flanders. The sentence was left

for the king to i)ronounce. Philip declared that
he coulil make no exception in favour of such an
unworthy .son ; hut sentence of death was not form-
ally recorded. Shortly afterwards he died, July
*24, 1568, and was interred in the Dominican mon-
a.stery, El-Keal, at Madrid. The susjticion that he
was poisoned or strangled has no valid evidence to
sujjport it, and natural causes, as constant fever,

a depraved ajipetite, and an injury to the hrain,

are of themselves enough t<j account for his

death. The enenues of Philip II. were eager to

t)rove him the murderer of his son, and nnich has
)een written on this prohlem. The version of the
story which ohtaineif so nmch currency through
Diiii Cor/ns, the great tragedy of Schiller, was due
to the romancing jien of Saint-Keal in 1672. Its

cretliliilitv was shattered first in 1817 hy the Spanish
writer, Llorente, and in 1829 hy the learned Kanke
in vol. xlvi. of the Wimrr Jdhrhiicher dcr Littcrutiir.

The most important contrihution to the question
since is Cachard's Don Carluact riiilijjpc II. {2d ed.

Paris, 1867). A new and not unfavourahle light

on Philip's character as a father has heen thrown
hv the uuhlication of Littir.s de Pliilippc II. a scs

/illi.s (Paris, 1884) hy the same editor. See also

Alaurenhrecher, Dtm Carlos (2d ed. Berlin, 1876),
aiwl Stirling-Maxwell, Don John of Austria (1883).

C'arlovilli^iaiis, or K.\RLlN(i.s, the second
dynasty of I'rankisli kings. The family came from
the t-astern part of the Prankish kingihmis, and its

origin is traced to Arnulph, Bishop of Metz, at the
heginiung of the 7th century. Pepin, a grandson
of the hishop, heeame Mayor of the Palace to the
Frankish kings of the Merovingian line. Pepin's
natural son, the famousCharles Martel, and Charles's

son Pepin, followe<l in the same office. They were the

real rulei-s of the Frankish monarchy, till in 752
Pepin dethroned the last of thofn infant Merovingian
sovereigns and placetl himself on the throne. In-

oomparahly the greatest of the line was Charles the

(Jreat (Charlemagne), from whom it was named,
and who in 800 was proclaimed Emperor of the
West. Charles' son, Louis (814-840), was a weak
ruler, after whose death the great Frankish empire
erecte<l by Charlemagne was <livided in 843 hetween

his three sons, Lothar, Louis, and Charles. Uinted
in 884 under Charles tlie Fat, the empire was finally

hroken up in 8S7 into divisions roughly corre-
sponding to the modern France .and Germany with
Lorraine and Burgundy hetween them. Memhers
of the Carlovingian house, however, continued to
rule in Germany till 911, and in France till 987,
when they were superseded hv the House of Capet.
The Carlovingian kings hail for some time previous
possessed no real power. A suhsequent marriage,
however, connected their family with that of the
Capets, and enahled the kings of France to trace
their descent from Charlemagne.
The Carlovingian dynasty figures in the earlv

history of France as the ally of the church, it
aided the jjopes against the I.omhards ; made war
on the Aquitanians, who pillaged and despoiled the
churches ; established the temporal power of the
successors of St Peter; subdued and converte<l the
still pagan Saxons ; and fought the Mohammedans
in Spain. Nor, on the other hand, do we find the
church ungrateful : it sanctioned, by benediction
and jirayer, the conquests of this powerful family

;

in various ways impressed its sacred stamp of appro-
bation upon it ; and for its sake resuscitatcii the
imposing idea of an empire of the West. But this

alliance which was advantageous to the policy of
kings like Pepin and his son Charlemagne, because
they had genius, vigour, and design, became at a
later period, under their feeble successoi-s, a chief

cause of the overthrow of the dynasty, for the
clergy after 814 grew .stronger ami more exacting
every day, and forced the monarchs to new conces-
sions.

The word Carlovingians is formed on a false

analogy from Merovingians ((j. v.) or Merwings ; it

should be Carolinrjs or Kurilng.s, and means descend-
ants of Karl the Great, or Charlemagne.

Carlo'vitz. or K.vklo'nvitz (in England, liow-

eser, usually Car'loritz), a town of tlie Austrian
empire, in Slavonia, on the right bank of the
Danube, 30 miles NW. of Belgraile. It has a
Greek cathedral, ami is noted for its wine, which
—especially the red variety—ranks with the best
and strongest obt^iinetl in Hungary, and is largely
exported. Pop. 4916. The treaty of Carlovitz was
concluded, in 1()99, between the allies Austria,
Russia, Poland, and N'enice, on one side, and the
Porte <m the other, and provided that Austria
should repos.sess the territories cantured by the
Turks during two centuries, incliKiing Hungary,
Slavonia, \c. ; that Venice should hold the Morea ;

that Poland should take back Podolia and i)art of

tlie I'kraine; and that Russia slumld have the
territory of .Vzov.

Carlow, a small inland county of Ireland, in

the province of Leinster, with an area of 346 sq. m.
Except on the south-east lM)rder, where Mount
Leinster rises to 2610 feet. Carlow is a tri.angular

fertile level, or gently umlulating plain, between
the Wicklow and Wexford range of hills on the
east, and the highlands beyond the Barrow on the
west. The chief rivers are the Barrow and Slaney.
The predominant rock is granite, covered in the
middle plain, or richer tracts, by limestone gravel,

on which are fine loams and pasture. In the
uplands the soil is gravelly. Lower carboniferous
limestone crops out in the valley of the Barrow.
On the west side of the county begins the great
coal district of Leinster. Barely one-third of the
entire area is under oats, wheat, potatoes, and
other crops. There are many dairies on the plains.

Along the Barrow, which falls more than a foot

per mile, are many large corn-milks. Pop. (1841)

86,228; (1881) 46,568; (1891) 40,899, of whom 88

per cent, are Catholics. Since the jjassing of the

Distribution of Seats Act (1885) the county returns
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but one member to parliament. The chief towns

are Carlow, Bagenalstowii, and TuUow. Several

en"a"-ements occurred in the county durin<,' the

Irisli" rebellion of 1798. The chief antiiiuities of

Carlow are cromlechs, castles, and the cathedral

church of Old Leighlin. A cromlech near Carlow

town has a covering stone 23 feet long, and of nearly

90 tons weight.
C.A.KLOW, the county town, stands at the influx

of tlie Ihirren to the Barrow, 5H miles SW. of

Dublin by rail. It has a Catholic catliedral and

divinity college, the county court-house, extensive

tlour-niills, and is the emporium for the agricultural

produce of the district. Pop. (1851)9121 ; (1891)
6619. Till 1885 it retuined a member to parlia-

ment. There are remains of a castle, picturesquely

situated on an eminence on the Barrow, founded

in 1180 by Sir Hugh de Lacy. In 1361 the Duke
of Clarence established the exchequer of the king-

dom in this place. It constituted one of the

boundaries of the Pale, beyond which the king's

writ was not recognised by the 'Irishry.' The
town grew up around tliis castle, which was dis-

mantled after its capture by Iret(jn in 1650. In

1798 the rebels attacked the town, but were re-

pulsed by the garrison and yeomanry, and 600 of

them killed. The Barrow is here navigable for

small craft to its junction with the (rrand Canal at

Athy.

Carlsbad, fi town in Bohemia, on the Tepl,

near its influx to the Eger, 116 miles AV. by N. of

Prague by rail. It is widely celebrated for its hot

mineral .springs, and frequented in summer by
visitors of the most aristocratic character from all

Earts of Europe. The permanent population num-
ers 10,579 persons, who are very industrious,

making jewellery, porcelain, and various articles

siich as are likely to find ready purchasers among
the visitors, who in the season—April to October
—number frcmi 25,0(XJ to 30,000. Set in most
lovely scenery, the town is well built, and offers

good accommodation for its guests. The tem-
perature of the hot springs varies from 117'

to 167' F. The principal spring, the Sprudel,
has a sery large volume, and is forced up to a
height of 3 feet from the ground. Altogether, the
daily flow of the springs of Carlsbad is estimated
at 2,000,000 gallons. The principal ingredient in

the water is sulphate of soda. The whole town of

Carlsbad appears to stand on a vast caldron of

boiling water, which is kept from bursting only by
the safety-valves the springs provide. Ascribing
its foundation to the Emperor Charles IV. ( 1347 ),

Carlsbad was made a free town by Joseph I. See
Kraus, Carlsbad: its T/icnnal Spruigs (Lond. new
ed. 1888); and Merrylees, Carlsbad (Lond. 1886).

Carlsburg. See Karlsbuki;.

Carlshaillll, a fortified seaport on the south
coast of Sweden, 30 miles W. of Carlskrona, and
339 miles SS^^'. of Stockholm by rail. Founded in

1664, it has manufactures of tobacco, brandy, ».*v:c.

,

and a consideralde trade. Pop. 6529.

Carlskrona, the capital of a Swedish province,
is built on Ave rocky islets in the Baltic, 240 miles
(by rail 350) SSW. of Stockholm. It was founded
in 1680 by Charles XL, who gave it his own name,
and made it the great naval station and arsenal of
Sweden, instead of Stockholm. It has a mag-
nilicent harbour, with a sutlicient <leptli of water
to float the largest vessels. The only jiracticable
entrance is stronglv defended. Pop. (1875) 16,877;
(1891)21,419.—The coast province of Blekinge or
Carlskrona has an area of 1164 sq. m., with a pojiu-
lation of about 150,000.

Carlsriilie, or Kaklskthe, the capital of the
grand-duchy of Baden, is situated 5 miles east of the
Khine, and 39 WKW. of Stuttgart, 34 SSW. of

Heidelberg. Founded in 1715, and built in the

form of a fan, with thirty-two streets radiating

from the palace, it has a numl)er of fine buildings

—the palace itself (1751-76), the parliament-house

(1845), the theatre (1853), the town-hall (1821),

the museum (1852), with the ducal library of

150,000 vols. Before the palace stands a 1)ronze

statue of the city's founder, the Margrave Charles

William ; and in' the market-place is a stone pyra-

mid inclosing his remains. The manufactures
include machines of various sorts, engines, h)co-

motives, railway carriages and wagons, jewelry,

carpets, chemical products, and cloth. Pop. (1875)
42,895: (1890) 73,684.

C'arlstad, a town of Sweden, on the island of

Tingvalla, near the east shore of Lake Wener, 205
miles WSW. of Stockholm by rail. Connected
with the mainland by two bridges—one of which
is a handsome structure—and greatly improved
since the fire of 1865, it is a well-built place, with a
cathedral, and a considerable trade. Pop. 7737.

Carlstadt, a fortified town of Croatia, Austro-
Hungary, on the Kulpa, 32 miles SW. of Agram
bv rail. It is the seat of a Greek bishopric, and
has a large transit trade. Pop. 5824. —Carlstadt,
in Bavaria, on the Maine, is 15 miles NNW. of

Wiirzburg ;
pop. 2320 inhabitants.

Carlstadt (properly, Andreas Rudolf Bod-
EXSTEix ), reformer, born prior to 1483 at Carlstadt

in Bavaria, joinetl Luther, who in 1521 was com-
pelled to rebuke his iconoclastic zeal, and whom he
aftenvards opposed on the question of the Euchar-
ist. Accused of participation in the Peasants'
AVar (q.v. ) and other intrigues, he fled to SAvitzer-

land, and became professor of Theology at Basel,

j

where he died, 25th December 1541.

Carlton Clnb? the famous Conservative club
i (see Cluis), Avas so named as being near the site

\
of Carlton House, built by Lord Carlton in 1709.

I

Carlton House was the residence of Frederick,

J

Prince of AA'ales (father of George III.), and of

George lA'^. when Prince of AVales. It was pulled
down in 1826.

Carluke, a town of Lanarkshire, 2^ miles E. of

the Clyde, and 19^ SE. of Glasgow by rail. The
neighbourhood is rich in coal, iron, and limestone,

and mining is the chief industry. General Koy,
tlie antiquary, was a native. Pop. 4116.

i

Carlyle. Alexander, of Inveresk, Avas born

26th January 1722 in Dumfriesshire, but brought
up at Prestonpans, Avhere his fatlier was appointed

I
minister. Educated at Edinburgh, GlasgoAV, and
Leyden, he Avas ordained in 1748 minister of Inver-

esk, and here he remained till his death, 25th

Aug-ust 1805. AVith Robertson, the historian, he
! helped to lead the moderate party in the Church
of Scotland ; and he enjoyed in succession the

i
highest honours of his profession, being occasion-

ally sent to London as the accredited agent of

his church, ajqxnnted Moderator of the General
Assemltly in 1770, and Dean of the Chapel-royal

in 1789. His imposing presence earned him the

jjopular name of 'Jupiter Carlyle:' 'he Avas,'

says Sir \A'alter Scott, ' the grandest demigod I

CA-'er saAv.' Throughout his long lifetime he en-

joyed the intimate friendshiii of some of the most
notalde men of his time, as Hume, Adam Smith,
Smollett, John Home, and many others on both
sides of the TAveed ; Avhile he had seen and even

shared in events as striking as the Porteous Mob
and the Royalist rout at Prestonpans. Hence the

unique interest of his Aidobiogruphy, Avliich Avas

not begun till he had reached his seventy-ninth
year, and comes down only to 1770, AAdien he Avas

but forty-eight. It Avas not published till 1860, Avhen

it Avas edited, and completed Avitli a supplementary
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chajtler, l>y the Scotoli historian, John Hill Hurton.
Keen ol»servation, pei-feet sincerity, and a not un-
kimlly sarcasm coinhine to j,'ive the hook a charm
of a tjuite singular character, and imleed there are
few lKM)ks that can l>e coninared with it as an
intimate jiicture of the social hahits of a hygone
age. Its author unconsciously reveals himstdf a
man of singularly genial, sagacious, anil liheral

nature, none the less a sincere Christian that he
had a s<iund relish for claret, whist, j>lay-going,

and all the honest good things of life.

4'arl.vle, Thomas, was l»orn 4th Deceml»er
17il.">, at Ecclefechan, in the parish of H«Mldam,
Annandale. Dumfriesshire — a small Scottish
market-town, the ' Kntepfuhl " of Sartor Rc.sart n.s,

6 miles inland from the Sidway, and about 16
by road from Carlisle. He was the second son
of James Carlyle, stonemason ( 17.}8-18.'i*2) ; but
his tirst son by his second wife, Margaret .\itken

< ITTl-lS-Vi). James Carlyle, who came of ;i fannly
which, although in humlile circumstances, was
an oH'shoot of a Border clan, was a man of

great physical and moral strength, of fearless

independence, and of, in his sons opinion, " a
natural faculty ' eipial to that of Burns ; ami
Margaret Aitken was 'a woman of the fairest

descent, that of the jdims, the just, and the
wise." Frugal, abstemious, pnident, tiiough not
niggardly, .lames Carlyle was prosperous iwcord-

ing to the times, the' conditions of his trade,

and the standard of Kcdefechan. He was .ilile.

therefore, to give such of his sons (he had a
family of ten chihlren in all, live sons and live

<lauglitei-s) as showed an aptitude for culture an
€.\cellent .Scottish education. Thomas sfcms to

have Iteen taught his letters and elementary read-

ing by his mother, and arithmetic by his father.

His home-teaching was siipjdemented by attend-
ance at the Ecclefechan sch<M)l. where he was
' reported complete in English ' at alK>ut seven,

made satisfactory progress in arithmetic, an<l took
to Latin with enthusiasm. Thence he |>r(K'eeileil

in ISO.") to .Vnnan Aca<lemy, where he learned to

rea<l Latin ami French lluently, 'some geometry,
algebra, arithmetic thoroughly well, vague out-

lines of geogra[>hy, (Jreek to the extent of the

alphal>et mainly.' His lirst two years at .Vnnan
Aca«leniy were among the most miserable in his

life, from his U-ing bullied by some of his

fellow jiupils, whom he describes as 'coarse, un-

ifiii'le'U tyrannous cubs. I'.ut he • revolted against

them and gave them shake for shake.' In his

thinl year, Carlyle had his lirst glimjise of FMward
Irving, who was five \ears his senior, and had
l>een a pujiil at Annan .Vcademy. but was then
attending <dasses at Edinburgh I'niversity. In

November l.S(MI Carlyle him>elf entered that uni-

versity—travelling <m foot iill the way, a hun-
<lred miles, between Ecclefechan and the Scottish

caidtal. Except in one de])artmcnt. Carlyle's

<'ollege curriculum was not remarkable. In 'the
idassical Held " he descrilies himself ' truly as noth-

ing,' and learned to read Homer in the original

with dirtictilty. He preferred Homer and .Kschy-

lus to all other classical authois, found Tacitus
and N'irgil 'really interesting,' Horace 'egotistical,

/n'r/it/rrtifj,' iind < 'icero *a windy jierson and a
weariness.' N<»r did he take much to metaphysics
or nii>ral philosophy. In geometry, however, he
excelled, perhaps because Professor ( subse(|uently

Sir .lohii ) Leslie ' alone of mv professors had some
genius in his business, and awoke a certain enthu-
siasm in me.' But even in the matlieinatical cla».s

he took no prize.

In IMI.S Carlyle's attendance at the Arts course

iu Edinburgh I'niversitv came to an end, and he
iM'gan formal though fitful preiiaration f«»r the

ministry of the Church of Scotland by enrolling

himself, on Ititli November of the same year, as a
student at its Divinity Hall. In the summer of
1.S14 he comj)eted successfully at Dumfries fur the
mathematical mastei-ship of Annan .\c;ulcmy.
The post was worth only between £60 and tto
a year : but it enabled Carlyle, who was as frugal
as his parents, to relieve his father of the ex])en!»e

of his support and to save a few pouiuls. Mean-
while he read widely, and wrote of his reailing

at g'leat length, and with considerable power of

satiric characterisation, to some of his college
friends. But he found himself 'abundantly lone-
some, uncomfortable, and out of place " in Annan,
and from the Hi-st disliked teaching; while his
• sentiments on the clerical i>rofession" were ' mostly
of the unfavourable kind."

In 1816 Carlyle accepted the post of assistant
to the teacher of the parish (or grammar) school
of Kirkcaldy, with 'an eimdument rated about a
huinlred a year," and all actual scholastic duties to
perform. This change brought him into intimate
relations with Eilward Irving, who. having aciiuire*!

a reputation as a teacher in Ihuldington, lia«l been
induced by the patrons of an ailventure scliocd in

Kirkcaldy to undertake the management of it.

riie two, though professionally rivals, became fa.st

friends, and read and made excui-sions into dill'er-

ent parts of Scotland together. Carlyle was also
introduced l>y Irving to v.irious Kirkcaldy families,

including that of Mr Martin, the parish minister,
one of whose daughters his frieml subsciiuently
marrietl. He himself became attached to an ex-
pupil of Irving's. a Miss Margaret Cordon, with
.some of whose graces he afti-rwards endowed the
dark and tickle Blumine of Smior Hr.snrdi.s. She
reciprocated Carlyle's ali'ection, but the aunt with
whom she lived put a stop to some talk of an
engagement.

Carlyle found the people of Kirkcaldy more to
liLs mind than those of .\nnan ; but in two yeara
the work of teaching became altogether intoler-

.•ible to him, although he did it conscientiously.
Successful op]iosition sjirung ui> to Irving and
himself, moreover, in the shape of a third school.

Irving resolved to leave Kirkcaldy, an<l. in Septem-
ber 1818, Carlyle wrote to his father, who bail now
given up business in Ecclefechan and taken the
farm of Maiiddll, about two miles distant, that,

having saved about i'70, he ]iurposed removing to

Edinburgii, where he thought he'couhl, iierhaps,

Iind private teaching to supnort him, till he could
fall into some other way of iloing. " He had now
totally abandoned all thoughts of entering the
ministry.

Carlyle removed to Edinburgh in Novemljer 1818.

His prospects were for some time <lubions ; he
even entertained the idea of emigrating t<) America.
I Itimately, however, he obtained fairly regular and
well-paid private teaching. .\n introduction to Dr
(afterwards Sir David) Brewster, the editor of the
lu/iiihiirtih Kiiii/rloninlid, led to his writing articles,

chietly biographical and geogiajdiical, for that work,
at • bread-and-butter wiiges," and subseijuently to

his tiaiislating Legendre's Elrmfitts of Urniiiiirif

from the French for f.")(). At the beginning of the
ses.sion of 181!), he enndled in the class ()f Scots
Law, with the intention of becomin" an atlvocate.

But he found law as uncctngenisu a study jis

divinity. Till 1H2*2 he lived in various lodgings in

Eilinburgh, finding his chief relief from tutorial

drudgery in visits to his parents in Dumfriesshire.
His health, which had suH'ered from too close

ai)plication to stmly, was at times ' most miser-

able;' he 'wa.s in a low fever for two weeks,'

was haras.sed by sleeplessness, and began to be
tortured by his life-long foe, dyspepsia. At the

same time his mind was perple.xed with doubt on
religious matters, regarding which he seems to
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have unburdeneil himself solely to Irving, who was
Mien jxssistant to Dr Chalmers in Glasgow. For a

period he was ' totally irreligious.' This struggle

terminated in June 1821, 'all at once,' and when
he was walking along Leith Walk (the Rue St

Thoniivs de L'Enfer of Sartor Fcsarfits), in what
he regarded as his 'spiritual new birth.' He was
now absorbed in ({erman literature, especially the

writings of Schiller and Coethe. The latter,

indeed, had a more abiding influence on him than

any other author.

in June 1S21 also occurred his introduction,

through Irving, to Miss Jane Baillie Welsh
( 1801-66), only tlaughter of Dr John Welsh, medical

practitioner in Haddington, who ha,d died two years

before, leaving his daughter sole heiress of the small

estate of Craigenputtock, 16 miles from the town
of Dumfries. Miss Welsh, Avho was descended
through her father from John Knox, was then
living in Hadtlington with her mother, who claimed
kindred with the jiatriot Wallace, and, according

to Carlyle, ' narrowly missed being a woman of

genius.' Miss Welsh had been the private pupil of

Irving when he was a teacher in Haddington, and
the result of the acquaintance thus brought about
was a passionate attachment. They would, indeed,

have been married, but for Irving's engagement to

Miss Martin. The introduction of Carlyle to jNIiss

Welsh, then twenty years of age, led to a corre-

spondence between them on literary matters. After
a time Carlyle attempted to adopt the tone of a
lover. This, liowever, she jieremptorily forbade,
although she refused other suitors.

Early in 1822 Irving, who was on the point of

entering on the pastorate of the Caledonian Chapel
in Hatton Garden, London, recommended Carlyle
as tutor to the three sons of jNIr Buller, a retired
Anglo-Indian. The salary ottered was £200 a
yeai'. Carlyle, who had previously declined the
editorship of a Dundee newspaper, accepted the
offer; and two of the three, Charles Buller (q.v.

)

and Arthur, came to Edinburgh in the spring,
to be under his care, while attending classes at the
university. Carlyle found his duties pleasant, and
was no\\- able to give substantial pecuniary aid to
his family, particularly as regarded the education
of his younger brother John (1801-79), who sub-
sequently became a physician, but is better known
as the translator of Dante's Liferho (1849). Car-
lyle, after contemplating a history of the British
Commonwealth, and a novel in "association with
Miss Welsh, arranged to write a Life of Schiller for
Mr Taylor, the proprietor of the London Magazine,
and a translation of the Wilkehn Meistcr of Goetlie
for Mr Boyd, an Edinburgh jjublisher. These two
enteri)rises fully occupieil his leisure while he was
engaged as a tutor to tlie BuUers, whose parents,
after spending the winter of 1822 in Edinburgh,
removed in the following spring to Kinnaird House,
near Dunkeld, on the Tay.

Carlyle paid his lirst visit to London in June
1824, whither the Bullers had gone, and, al-
tliough his engagement with them was abrujitly
broken off, he remained there till March 182a,
superinteriding the publication in book-form of his
^'(/f »/" Schiller. At this time he receiNed tlie
fii-st of a series of letters from Goethe, and made
the ac(iuaintance of Coleridge, Thomas Campbell,
Allan Cunningham, Procter, and other literary
notabilities. On March 26, 1825, he removed to the
farm of Iloddam Hill, about two nules from Main-
liill, which he had leased, his brother Alexander
doing the practical work of farming, wliile he him-
self translated (Jerman romances. Miss Welsh now
consented to become his wife, after a lengthened
correspondence. In 1826 he (juarrelled with his
landlord ; his father gave up his farm ; and both
removed to Scotsbrig, another farm in tlie vicinity

of Ecclefechan. The marriage between Carlyle
and Miss Welsh took place on 17th October 1826,
at her grandfather's house at Templand, Dumfries-
shire, and they at once settled in 21 Comely Bank,
Edinburgh. Here Carlyle completed four volumes
of translations from Tieck, Musa'us, and Richter,
which v.'ere published under the title of German
Romance, and commenced a didactic novel, but
burned his manuscript. An introduction fnuii

Procter to Jeffrey led to his becoming a contribu-
tor to the Edinburgh Review, his lirst article, on
Jean Paul Richter, appearing in June 1827. The
same year, he failed in his candidature for the
chair of Moral Philosophy in the university of St
Andrews in succession to Dr Chalmers. Various
subseijuent attempts to obtain an academic position
for Carlyle met with no better success.

In ]Niay 1828 the Carlyles removed to Mrs
Carlyle's little property of Craigenputtock, which,
in a letter to Goethe he described as ' the loneliest
nook in Britain, six miles removed from any one
likely to visit me,' and there they lived for about
six years. Carlyle suljsisted during this period by
writing for a number of Reviews, including the
Edinburgh, the Westminster, the Foreign Quar-
terly, and Eraser's Blagazinc. The chief of the
essays which he produced at Craigenputtock are
those on Burns, Samuel Johnson, Goethe, Vol-
taire, Diderot, and Schiller. He also wrote a His-
tory of German Literatiire, the best parts of which
were subsequently published in the form of essays ;

and in 1833-34 there appeared by instalments in

Eraser's Magazine, Sartor Rcsartus, his most char-
acteristic work, the fantastic hero of which, Diogenes
Teufelsdriickh, illustrates in his life and opinions
the mystical and grotesque 'Philosophy of Clothes."

Sartor Rcsartus is notable in the literary history of

Carlyle as revealing the Gerinanisation of his mind,
and his abandonment of the comparatively simple
diction of his earlier essays for the thoroughly
individual style of his later works—eruptive, ejacu-
latory, but always powerful, and often rising to

an epic sublimity. Life at Craigenputtock was
varied on the part of Carlyle by occasional visits X\>

Edinburgh, in one of which the idea of writing
his French Rerolution occurred to him, by a
residence of six months in London, during which
he made the acquaintance of John Stuart Mill and
John Sterling, and by visits from old friends like

Jeffrey and new admirers like Emerson. In 1830
Carlyle was reduced to great straits ; and he had
to liorrow £50 from Jeffrey for the expenses of his

journey to London, although he declined to accept
an annuity of £100 from the same source.

Having by 1834 again saved £200, Carhle re-

solved to try his fortune in London, and on June
10 established himself in the house, 5 Cheyne Row,
Chelsea, in which he lived till the day of his death.

Here he settled down to the writing of his French
Rerolution, which appeared in 1837. This enter-

prise was almost put an end to in 1835, owing to
the destruction, by a servant girl, of all but four or
live leaves of the manuscript of the lirst volume,
which had been lent to John Stuart Mill. Carlyle
.accepted £100 from Mill as compensation for his loss.

In the years 1837, 1838, 1839, and 1840, Car-
lyle lectured to considerable yet select audiences
<m ' German Literature,' 'The Successive Periods
of European Culture,' 'The Revolutions of INIodern

Europe,' and ' Heroes, Hero-worshii), and the
Heroic in History.' Carlyle's yearly earnings from
these lectures, the last series of which has been
published, varied between £135 and £300, and
maintained him and his wife till the French
Rerolution not only established his reputation as

a literary genius of the highest order, and as in

Goethe's phrase ' a new moral force,' but placed
him beyond the possibility of Mant. Yet, until
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late in life, lii> uuiiuhI incunie fruiu literature was
not more tlian £400. In 1838 ai>i)eared Sartor
Iteaartus in IwHtk-forni, anil the linst edition of lii.s

MisrellaiiiiJt. The f<i]lo\vin;L,' year Carlyle, who at
one time was not avei-se to the iilea of heooniiny a
l>ei>ttnal force in jMilitics, |iu1ili.she(l the lirst of a
series of attju-ks on the siiaius and corniptions
of UHHlern >oriety under llie title of Cliiuti.sni.

This lie followed in lS4:i witli I'lHit and rnsint,
and iu 1850 with Lattirdai/ rnui/i/i/rtu, which
jtrovetl anion-,' other thin^^s that, if he did not quite
approve of slavery, he disapiiroved of the manner
in which it ha<l heen alxdished in the liritish

dominion.'^. In 184.'> a|»i)eared Cronnn/r.s I.iftfrs

and Sj)ier/it'A; perhaps tlie most successful of all his

works, iniisnnich jus it completely revolutionlsetl

the public estimate of its subject. In ISol he imh-
lisbed a bio;;raphy of his friend John Sterlin;.'.

From this time Carlyle j.'ave himself up entirely to
his largest work, 7V(»' Ui.stunj of Friedrirh II. cuiti-

muiilij rallrd Frri/irir/: f/ic (ireat, the fii>t two
volumes of wiiicli were i)ublishe<l in 1858, ami
which was concluded in lH(ir>. The prejiaration

of this IxMik led Tarlyle to make two excursions
to the Continent, wliich, with a yachtin;.' trip to

Ostend, two t<iurs in Ireland (on which he intended
to write a book bjised on a diary that Wiis pub-
lished after hi> death), and rej,'ular visits to hi-

kindred ami friends in Scotland, formed the chief

distractions from his literary labours. .Vnion-j the
few itublic movements with wiiich Carlyle identi-

fie<l himself Wiis that which resulted in the estab-

lishment of the Londim Lilirary in 1839. In

Aufjust 1866 he also allowed himself to be elected

cliairman of the committee for the defence of Mr
Eyre, who had lieen recalled from his post of

Governor of Jamaica on the j^round of his havin^i

shown unnecessary severity in suppressin;,' a ne;;ro

insurrection which had broken out in (K-tolier of

the previous year, or as Carlyle jiut it, for haviii;^

'saved the West Indies and handed one incendiaiy
mulatto, well worth the j,'a!low.s.

'

(»n November II. 1H(J.">, Carlyle was electe<l Lord
Rector of Kdinbur;,'h I'niversity by a majority of

657 votes over 310 recorded for Mr Disraeli. < >n

April 2, 1866, the ceremony of iiis installation took
place amidst extraordinary <lemonstrations of

enthusiasm, when he delivered an address in

which he omlMxIied his moral experieni-es in the

form of juhices to the youn^xer memltei-s of his

audience. The success .itteiulin;,' this visit to

E<linbur;.'h was quite obliterateil by the news which
reache«l him in iMimfries of the death, on April

21, of Mrs Carlyle, Jis she was drivinjr in lier

carriaj;e iu Hyde I'ark. Carlyle s ^'rief develojied

into remorse when he discovered from certain of

her letters, and from a journal which she kent,

that durinj; a i»eriod of their marrieil life his

irritability of temper and uncim.scious want »>f con-

sideration for her wishes had cause<l her much
misery and even ill health, which she studiously

concealcMl from iiim. It luus also been demonstrated
by the Lrtfir.s a/id Ml /ii'>nn/.si)/Jaiii' U'l/s/i Car/i/lr

tiiat in the years ls.">5and 18.'>6 they were somewhat
estran;,'ed, owin;,' to Carlyles likinj; for the society

of Harriet, Liuly .\shbuVton. After the death of

Lady Asliburton there were no diilerences between

them, except such as mij,'ht be ex])ected in th<' cjise

of two i)ersons of irritable and hij,di-strun;,' natures,

and of uncompromising veracity. These MemoriaU
are also of note .i- provin;,' Mrs Carlyle to have

been one of the keenest critics, most brilliant letter-

writers, and most accomplished women, of her

time.
Carlyle wrote no imjiortant work after his wife's

death, although after a visit to Mentone in 1867,

where lie j)artially composetl his per.scmal lUutinis-

ceiice^i, he settletldown to liLs old life in Loudon.

In August 1867 there ajtiieareil in Mavmillan's
Magazine his view of IJritisli democracy, under the
title of 'Shooting Niagara.' He prepared a sjiecial

eilition of his c<dlecte<l works, and adde<l to them
in 1875 a fresh volume containing ' The Early
Kings of Norway ' and an ' Essay cm the Portraits
of John Knox.' On Novemlter 18, 1870, he wrote
a letter to the Times on the Franco-( Jerman (Ques-

tion, defeniling the attitude of (iermany. He e\-
ltres.sed privately strong opp()sition to the Irish

policy of Mr IJIadstttne. In Eebruarv 1874 he was
oH'ered and accepted the Prussian Order of Merit in

recognition of his having written the life of Frederick
the Oreat, who foumled the Order. Towards the
end ()f the same year .Mr Disraeli ofi'ered him the
Orand Cross of the IJath (with the alternative of

a baronetcy) and a jtension of 'an amount equal
to a good fellowship,' but he declined both.
His eightieth birthday, December 4, 1875, Ijrought

Carlyle many tributes of resjiect, including a gold
medal from a numl)er of Sc(tttisli admirers, an<l 'a
noble and most unexpected " note from Prince
IJisinarck. On May 5, 1S77, he published a short

letter in the Tinns, referring to a rumour that Mr
Disraeli, as Premier, meditate<l forcing on a ' Pliilo

Turk war against Russia,' and protesting against
any such design. This wjls his last public act. On
the 5th Februiirv 1881 he ilii'd at his house in

Chel.sea. .\ burial in Westminster Abliey was
ofrcre<l ; but, in accordance with his own wish, he
was laid in the churchyard of Ecclefechan lieside

liLs kindred. His wife is buried beside her father in

the ruined abbey church of Haddington.
The time lijis not yet come for the i)a.s.sing of a

final judgment on Carlyles position in Hritish

literature. He was above all tilings a pru]diet. in

the guise of a man of letters, who preilictetl the
reverse of smooth things for his country ami for the
world ; and it has yet to be .seen if his jiredictions

will be fulfilled. IJut it may be saiil even now, an<l

\\ ithout risk of c<mtradiction, that, for good or evil,

he exerted a greater influence on Ihitish literature

during the ndddle of the nineteenth century, and,
through that literature, on the ethical, religious,

anil political beliefs of his time, than any of his

contemporaries ; that, ai* a humorist, using humour
seriously and iis a weapon for the enforcement of

his opinions, he liiis no sujierior, comliining in him
self what is best in Dunbar, liurns, Habelais, and
Swift ; that as a master of the grajihic in stvie he
has no rival and no second -showing an equal facil-

ity in photographing nature and in grasping ami
presentmg in appropriate phraseology the .salient

points of peivonal character !is exhibited in e.xpres-

sion, habits, features, build, and dre.ss.

Of Carlyle, as a man, it is also j)ei7nissible to

s.ay that, irritable, im|>atient, intolerant, fiercely

proud, occasionally lutsty in his judgments though
lie was, preserving to the last, nor caring to get

rid of, certain Scottish and Annandale ru.sticities

of manner and mental attitude, no <me was ever

more essentially self-controlled, patient, and humble
than he, or ever faced the real misfortunes of life

with a calmer courage ; that he was as incapable of

conscious injustice, unkindliness, or vimlictiveness,

as he was of insincerity or impurity ; that in jiecuni-

ary straits, even in desjjair, he never wrote a line

that he did n«t believe, never swerved by a liair's-

brea<lth from the noble purposes which dominated
his life anil extinguLshed all selfish amliition.

The leading authorities on Carlyle are his collected

works, of which various editions have been i)ul>lished :

Jicmiiiiscemrs of T/iomm Carh/le (two editions: Froude's

and Norton's); Froude's T/iomas Curlfi/e, a Hixtory of
the first fortii years of kin Life, 17U,'>-]S3o (imhXKhcd in

1882); the same author's Thomas Carhile, a Hixt<ir;i of
li is Life in London, 1834-^1 ( published in 1884 ) ; Letters

and Memorials of Jane Welsh Carlyle (1883J; Corre-
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xpoiideiicc bctu-tcii Curli/lc and L'mcrsoii, edited by Charles

Eliot Norton (1883); EiiHi' Letters of Thonuts Carbjle,

edited by C. K Norton (1880; second series, 1888); and

Coti-espondencc between Goethe and Carhile, edited by C.

E. Norton ( 1887). Of the innumerable other biographies

of and books upon Carlyle wliich have been published

since his deatli, we may mention Thomas Carli/le, the Man
and His Books, by AV. H. Wylie (1881); Bihiiographi/ of

Thomas Carlijle, by E. H. Shepherd ( 1881 ) ; books by
Moncure Conway (1881) and Professor Masson (1885);

lives by Dr Garnett (1887) and Professor Nichol (1892)

;

Sir Ga"van Diiflfy's Conversations with Carli/le (1892);

and the Life of Mrs Carlyle, by Mrs Ireland (1891), and
her Letters, by Eitchie

'

( 1891 ). See also the articles

Biography, Boehm, Bursary.

Cariliag,'Ilola> ^ town of North Italy, 18 iniles

S. of Turin by rail. The eoiidottiere, Francesco

ill Bartoloninieo Bussone, afterwards Conte di

(annagnola, was horn here in 1390. Pop. 3730.

Caruiagliole, the name of a popular song and
dance of the French Kevolution, every verse of

which ended with the refrain :

Danscms la Carmagnole—vive le son du cauon !

Littre tliinks the name was given to the air from

tlie fact of its being sung by persons wearing the

jacket known as carmagnole, popular during the

Kevolution. The Carmagnole livalled in popu-

larity the notorious Ca ira itself. Till 1 799 both were
played Ijy military bands and by stage orchestras

;

with i\\e Marseillaise and the Chant da Depart, they
carried the French to victory in Italy and Egypt,
lint Napoleon snj)pressed them when lie became
consul.

C^ariliailia, the ancient name of Kennan
(q.v.).

Cariuartlieil ( Welsh Caer Fyrddyn , the Mari-
d IInam of Ptolemy), the capital of Carmarthen-
shire, on the right bank of the Towy, 39 miles
N\V. of Swansea, and 56 S. of AberystAvith, by
rail. It lies in a picturesque situation ; the streets

are irregular, steep, and often narrow. The '^Adnd-

ing Towy, Merlin's fabled haunt,' is navigable for

vessels of 200 tons up to the town, which is 9 miles
from Carmarthen Bay ; and salmon are caught in

the Yivev. Steele is buried in the old parish church

;

a ruined castle of the Welsh princes was in 1787
incorporated in a ncAv county gaol ; Generals Picton
and Nott, both natives, are commemorated by
an obelisk and a bronze statue ; and a lunatic
asylum (1863) and training-college (1847) may
also be noticed. Near the town are tin and iron
woiks : and Carmarthen exports tin-plates, slates,

domestic produce, &c. It unites with Llanelly in
returning one member to parliament. Pop. ( 1851

)

10,.-)'24; (1891) 10,308.

I'armartliensllire, a maritime county of
South Wales, washeil on the S. by Carmarthen
Bay, a semicircular inlet of the Bristol Channel,
and bounded on tlie other sides by Pembroke,
Cardigan, Brecknock, and Glamorgan shires. The
largest of all tiie Welsh counties, it has a maxi-
mum length and breadth of 45i and 26 miles,
and an area of 947 sq. m., of' which 70-8 per
cent, is under cultivation. Tiie county is moun-
tainous in the north and east, and is cliarac-
terised by productive tliougli narrow valleys and
deep, wooded glens ; Carmarthen Van or Beacon
(2596 feet) is the highest summit. The coast is

niar.shy ; the chief river is tlie Towy, which lias a
course of 65 miles, five-sixths in Carmartlienshire.
It yields plenty of salmon, trout, eels, and lamprey,
and is navigable for the last 9 miles of its course.
On this liver is tlie cele1)rated vale of the Towy, 30
niiles long, with an average breadth of 2 niiles.

Carmartlienshire, north and west of the Towy,
comprising tliiee-fcnirtiis of the county, consists of
Lower Silurian clay-slate and graywacke. In the

south-east corner of the county is a band of carbon-
iferous limestone and gnt, to which succeeds a small
jiart of the great South Welsh coal-field, chiefly

composed of stone-coal and culm. The mineral
promictions of the county are iron, coal, copper,
lead, slates, lime, dark-blue marble. These, with
tinned iron, grain, cattle, horses, sheep, and butter,
are exported. Tiie climate is mild, but moist ; the
soil is stiff' and poor in the uplands, affording
pasturkge for small cattle ; but the rest of the
county is well wooded, and in the south part along
the riA'ers very fertile. Agriculture is rather back-
ward, the chief crops are oats and barley. The
principal towns are Carmarthen (the county town),
Llanelly, Llandilo-vawr, Llandovery, and Newcastle-
Emlyn. The chief manufactures are woollens and
leather. Pop. (1801 ) 67,317 ; ( 1841 ) 106,326; ( 1891

)

130,564, largely Welsh-speaking. Carmarthenshire
sends one member to parliament tor each of its

eastern and western divisions. Traversed by the
old Roman Julian Avay, the county contains several
so-called Druidical remains, the ruins of Dynevor
and Carregcennin castles, and remains of four
religious houses. It was the birthplace of the
' Rebecca' Riots (q.v.), directed in 1843-44 against
the turnpike-gates.

Carmatliiaus. See Karmathians.
Caruiaux, a great coal-mining centre in the

French dep. of Tarn, 9 miles NE. of Albi by rail.

Serious strikes and riots took ]>lace here in 1892.

Pop. 8091.

Carilicl is a limestone-ridge which runs from
SE. to NW. for 14 miles, forming the only great
promontory on the low coast of Palestine. It

attains a height of 1749 feet. On the east are the
river Kislion and the Plain of Esdraelon. The
name Carmel signifies 'orchard,' and the well-

watered mountain is still richly clad with pine and
holm-oak trees, and in its lower parts with olive,

walnut, and bay trees, and a great variety of plants

and flowers. Mount Carmel, the scene of Elijah's

sacrifice, is renowned in Jewish history, and is

often alluded to in the imagery of the prophets.

On its north-west point, which rises 500 feet above
the sea, there is a monastery, the monks in which
are Carmelites

(
q.v. ). The mountain's usual modern

name. Mar Elijas, indicates its connection in the
popular mind with the life of the great prophet.

Carmelites, or Order of Our Lady of
Mount Carmel, a monastic order founded as
an association of hermits on Mount Carmel by
Berthold, a pilgrim or crusader from Calabria
about 1156. A legend, however, ascribes the
foundation of the order to the prophet Elijah ; and
another makes the Virgin Mary to have been a
Carmelite nun. They received the rule of their

order from the i)atriarch Albert of Jerusalem in

1209, and it was confirmed by Pope Honorius
III. in 1224. Driven out by the Saracens, they
settled first in Cyprus ( 1238), then in various parts
of Western and Southern Europe, and at their first

general chapter held at Aylesford in England in

1245, they elected as their head Simon Stock,
under whom they were changed into a mendicant
order by Pope Innocent IV. in 1247. From that
time they shared in the usual vices of the mendi-
cant orders. They subsequently divided into several
branches, more or less rigid in their rules, one
distinguished by walking barefooted. They exist

at the present day in many Roman Catholic
countries, and have charge of the Casa Santa at
Loreto. Their distinctive dress is a scapulary of
gray cloth. In 1880, 176 Carmelites were banished
from France.—The order of CarmcUtcsscs, or Car-
melite Nans, was instituted by the Carmelite
general Soreth in 1452, and is very numerous in
Italy. It played a considerable part in France in
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the last century, ami couutetl aniong its members
La \'.illi6re and the dau^'hter of Louis XV.

4'ariuen Sylva, the pen-name of Elizabeth,
<|uefii of Himiiiaiiia, wlio wiis Imhii '29tli December
1S43, tlie ilau;.'hter i)f Prince Hermann of Wied
Neuwied, an<l Maria of Niissau, and married King
<then I'rince ) Charles of Koumania in 18G9. Her
only child, a daughter, died in 1M74. anrl out of this
great sorrow of her life arose lier literary activity.
Two poems, printed privately at Leipzig in 1880
under tlie name 'Carmen Sylva," were folioweil by
.Stunnv (lJ<mn, 1881). I.fiili n.s Knh ikjuikj ( IJerlin,

1882; translated into English as Pilrjrini Surroivhx
Helen Zimmeni, 1884), Je/iora/i ( I^ip. 1882), £<"«

Oebet (IJerlin, 1882), and Poi.st'cji (Tune Uruir (Paris,
1882). Many of tlje translatiims in Runinn. Die-
tiniqiu (Leip. 1881) are from her pen. .\nother
ImmjIv, in %\hich she worked into literarj' form many
native traditions of iier adopted country, is Pi/rnrft-

Mitrrhin (Leip. 1883). In tlie war of 1877-78, as
inuiiut rantilur ('mother of the wounded"), she
endeared herself to her peoi)le by iier ilevotion to
the wounded, and since then she lias fostered the
national women "s industries. See Life by Barone.ss
I>eiciimann ( Kng. trans. 189<J).

C'ariuill'atives ( from Lat. rannen, 'a charm"),
medicines to relieve llatulence and jtain in the
l)oweis, sucli as cardamoms, j>eppermint, ginger,
and other stimulating aromatics.

('arniine (Arabic Kcnucs) is the red colouring
])rintiple obtaine<l from the c<K'hineal insect (see
Co( IIINE.VL). The nietluxl by which it is i»repared
is sjiid to have l>een acciilentally iliscovered by a
Kranci.scan monk at PL^a, while compounding a
medicine containing cochineal ; and in IQT^ its

manufacture wjis Itegun. There are .several oro-
(•es.ses by which carmine may l>e prepared, all of

which in ettect depeiul on exhausting powdered
<M)rhineal with boiling water, and jirecipitating the
pigment by the addition of a weak aciii or an acid
salt. The following is an example of the jiro-

cesses : Digest 1 lb. of cochineal in '.i galhms of

water for 15 minutes, then aild 1 oz. of cream of

tartar, heat gently for 10 minutes, add i oz. of

alum, lK)il for 2 or 3 minutes, and after allowing
impurities to settle, the clear liquid is placed in

clean glass pans, when the carmine slowly separates
and deposits. After suHicient time the liipiid is

drained otl", and the pigment is dried in the shade.

It is alleged tliat bright sunny weather is essential

to the priMluction of the linest i|ualities. Hence it

is .said the I'nited Kingdom is unfavourably situated
for the manufacture : but the fact is that details of

successful processes are guarded with jealous care;
and in all probability brightness and purity of pro-

duet are due to imjiortant minor details in the manu-
facturing ]»roce.ss. Carmine is soluble in water, weak
spirit, and in ammoniacal solutions ; the latter agent
aflording a ready means of detecting the presence

of the adulterants—chalk, Chin.aclay, an<l vermilion

—freriuently abided to the costly ]>igmpnt. < 'aimine
is a most beautiful pinky red, sometimes used for

silk and wool dyeing, but more .sought for colouring

fine confections, ami dyeing feathers and artihcial

Howers ; and it is not unknown Jis cosmetic rouge.

Carmine Lake, preparetl with alumina, is a most
imjiortant artist s colour. There .are various other

tinctorial agents known under the name of carmine,
of which the commonest are .\rchil Carmine matle
from Archil (<i.v.); Hrilliant Carmine Red, a lake

of IJrazil-wood ; Indigo Carmine, a purjde jirepara-

tion of indigo, and Sorgho Carmine, obtained from
the juice of the sugar or Chinese Sorghum, Sorffkum
iiiirr/ianitii/ii.

t'arill4»'lia« a town of Andalusia, Spain, 27

miles ENE. of Seville by rail, Is picturesquely situ-

ated, and conimand.s an imjiosing view of the valley

of the Guadalquiver. Julius Ca'sar speaks of Canno
or Caniiona as ' by far the strongest city of the
whole jirovince of further Spain. ' Recent important
excavations <m the site of tlie ancient necropolis, to
the west of the modern town, have brought to light
a large numlicr of tombs and funeral triclinia in

almost perfect preservation. Considerable portions
of the .Moorish wall and Alcazar .still remain. Pop.
lj,8tjl.

Cariiac. a village in the French department of
Moritilian, 20 miles SE. of Lorient. Population
about 700. It is remarkable on account of the
number and variety of the Celtic monuments and
( iallo-Ronian ruins, consisting of Meidiiis, Dolmens
(q.v. ), an<l Tumuli, with which the neighbourhood
is studde<l. The princijial group of menhirs is

I

situated on a sterile moor near the seashore, and
consists of 10<K> or more lude monoliths of granite,

lesting with their smaller emls in the ground,
I rising, many of. them, to a height of is feet, though

I

a large proportion do not exceed 3 feet. They are
arranged in 1 1 roughly ]>arallel rows, with two slight

breaks, extend from e;ust to west about 1^ mile in

I length, and have at one enil a cur\ed row of 18

I

stones, the extremities of whicii touch the outer
horizontal rows. The origin and object of the
monument remain a mystery. Smaller monuments

' of the same char.octer jis the great one at Carnac are
I found to the west of it at Erde\en and St Harbe.
The IJos.senno, a group of mounds, alH)ut l.l miles

\

from Carnac, otlierwi.se called ' Casjir's Camp,' con-

I
tains the princijial Ronum remains, and was first

I

exphjred systematically by Mr .Miln (1874-80).

I

The result was the discovery of buildings giving
evidence of the existence of a (!allo-Roman .settle-

! ment at the liossenno. Numerous remains were
I found ccmsisting chielly of pottery (some of it very
line), tiles, bronze an«l iron objects, line glass ware,
Roman coins, statuary, and fiwd refuse. While

' most of the i)otterv is evidently of (Jaulish and
Iioman origin, many of the bronze ornaments are
of Celtic tyjte, and the coins all Roman, with dates
from '2(K) to .'i-Vi .\.i). The houses had eviilenlly

been «lestioyeil by lire, but no human remains were
found. See Si' ANiiiM. SioNKs, and Milns /:>/vj(7/-

tioitu (tt <''iniiic (2 %(jls. 1877 81 ). For Karnak in

Egypt, .see TilKBKS.

rariialiiibai or C.\k.\n.\iu.\ P.vl.m (Copcmica
reri/rrii), a very beautiful an<l useful jialm, which
abounds in the iKuthern jiarts of Brazil, in .some
places, particularly river-banks, forming vast forest.s.

It attains a height of tmly 20 to 40 feet, but its

timber is put to many uses, an<l is even line enough
for veneering. The olive like fruit is eaten, and
the seeds are roasted as a substitute for cod'ee, the
tenninal binl yields a palm-cabbage, and the i)ith a
kin<l of sago ; while the leaves are useil in thatch-
ing, m.at-inaking, \c. (For the e.xtraonlinary
variety of uses to which it is put, see Wells'
Bnizil, 1886). Like L'rmxylon (iiKliiola, this tree

is al.so an imi>ortant source of ]>alm-wax ; this

substance e.xudes in scales from the under sides

of the cut leaves, and <lrops oH" when these are tiried

and shaken. This wax is melted into ma.sses, and
beeswax is often a<lulterated with it. It luis been
im]i(ji-ted into Riitain, and used in the manufac-
ture of candles.

Carnarvon. Hknkv H()\v.\rd Molyneux
Hekijekt, E.\kl ok, born in 1831, from Eton
passed to Christ ("hnrch, ()xf(»rd, where in 1852 he
took a first-class in cla-ssics. He had succeeded his

father as fourth earl in 1849, so now entered the
Upper House as a Conservative, and in I8(i6

accepted from Lord Derby the office of Cohjiiial

Secretary. As such he had move<l the .second read-

ing of an important bill for the confederation of the
British North American colonies, when, with the
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future Marquis of Salisbur\-, he resi;,'ned office upon

the Reform BUI of 1867, which he regarded as

democratic and dangerous. On Disraelis return to

power in 1874. Lord Carnarvon resumed office as

Colonial Secreiarj-, once more, however, to resign in

Januarv 1878 in consequence of the despatch of the

British' fleet to the Dardanelles. In 1885-86 he

was Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and liLs negotiations

with Mr Paraell gave rise, two years later, to

controversy. Carnarvon, who died 28th June 1890,

was author of The Druses of Mount Lebanon ( 1860 ),

Reminiscences of Athens and the Morea (1869), and
translations of the Agamemnon ( 1879), the Odyssey

( 1886), and the Prometheus Vinctus ( 1893).

Carnarvon [Caer-yn-ar-Fon, 'fort opposite

Mon or Anglesey'), a parliamentary' and municipal

liorough and seaport in North Wales, the capital

of Camanonshire, stands near the south end of

tiie Menai Strait, on the right bank of the Seiont,

69 miles W. of Chester. Camarson has a castle

.situated at the west end of the town, the building

of which was commenced by Edward I. in 1283.

It Ls one of the noblest ruins in the kingdom, the

walls, which are 7 to 9 feet thick, being still entire,

and inclosing an oblong of three acres. There are

thirteen embattled towers, with five, six, or eight

sides, and surmounted by turrets. The gateway
under the great square tower has four portcullises.

The town itself was once surrounded by walls and
round towers. These walls, with several of the
gates, still exist, but are now within the town.
Carnarvon unites with Pwllheli, Nevin, Criccieth,

Conway, and Bangor in returning one member
to parliament. The harbour ailniits ships of 400
tons. The chief exports are slates, stones, and
ores. There are also iron and brass foundries.

Carnarvon Ls a bathing-place, and is much fre-

quented by tourists on account of its vicinity to the
grandest scenery* in North Wales, and its very
convenient railway connections. Pop. ( 1881 ) 10,237

:

(1891) 9804. Half a mile from Carnarvon are the
remains, covering seven acres, of Segontium, or
Caer Seiont, a Pioman station or city. Gold, .silver,

and copper coins and ornaments, and other Roman
relics, have been found here. There is a Roman
fort on the left bank of the Seiont, still almost
complete, with walls 11 feet high, and 6 feet thick.
Camar\-on was the seat of the native princes of
North Wales down to 873. In 1284 was born
here the first Anglo-Norman Prince of Wales,
afterwards the unhappy Edward II. In 1294 the
town and castle were burned, and the English in-

habitants massacred by the Welsh underMadoc,
the illegitimate son of Llewelyn, a native piince
of Wale.s. From the Twt Hill i 190 feet) near the
town there is a fine view of Snowdon and the
island of Anglesey.

Carnarvonshire, a maritime county of North
Wales, bounded E. and SE. by Denbigh and
Merioneth shires, and on all other sides l>y the
Irish Sea and the Menai Strait. With a maximum
length and breadth of 34 and 23 miles, it has an
area of 379 sq. m., of which .50-7 per cent, is under
cultivation. The surface is grandly mountainous,
traversed by the highest ranges in' South Britain.
The chief of these runs right along the middle of
the county, from south-west to north-east, and is

veiy lx)ld and rocky. It attains its maximum alti-
tude in Snowdon (q.v.), 3571 feet, in the centre of
the county, the loftiest summit south of the Scottish
Border. Carnarvon Bay is 34 miles across, and 16
deep, with 2 to 30 fathoms water ; it communicates
with the Irish Sea through the Menai Strait, which
is 14 miles long, and 200 yards to 2 miles broad.
The rivers of Carnarvon are numerous, but small.
The chief is the Conway, which is navigable for
10 miles, and runs along "^the east border. Almost

all the streams How througii small lakes or taras

—

of which there are 50 or 60 in the county—around
the central or Snowdon group of mountains.
There are many fine cataracts on these streams.

Igneous rocks almost ever\where intrude on the
Lower Silurian and Camljrian beds ; and the
mineral products of Carnarvon include copper,
lead, zinc, coal, roofing and writing slates. The
Penrhyn slate-quarries employ many thousands
of workmen. The chief towns are Carnarvon
(the county town), Bangor, Pwllheli, Conway,
Ne^*in, and Criccieth. In addition to the al>ove

lx)roughs, several flourishing towns and tourist

centres have come into prominence—Llandudno,
Tremadoc, Bethesda, Bettws-y-Coed, Llanberis, and
Beddgelert. The county returns two menil>ers to

parliament—one for the south or Efion dis-ision,

and one for the north or Aifon division. Poji.

(1801) 41,521; (1881) 119,-349 : (1891) 118.205. Car-
narvon contains several hill-forts, stone-circles, two
Roman stations, some ruined castles, and vestiges

of monasteries. The Snowdonian mountains were
long the stronghold of the Welsh against the
Romans, Saxons, and Normans in their efforts to

subjugate Wales, and here the Welsh were con-

quered by Edward I. in 1277-82.

Carnatic. a region on the east or Coromandel
coast of India, now included in the province of

Madras, extending inland to the Eastern Ghats,

and lengthwise from Cape Cornorin to 16' N. It

extended for about 6fX) miles along the east coa.st,

and from 50 to 100 miles inland. Tlie name Kar-
nataka was originally applied by its Mohammedan
conquerors to ^lysore and the countrj" above the
Ghats. In course of time the same term has come
to Ije applied exclusively to the country helov: the
Ghats. The Carnatic is no longer an administra-

tive division, but is memorable as the theatre of

the struggle of last century between France and
Englaml for supremacy in India.

Carnation, one of the finest of florists' flowers,

a double-flowering variety of the Clove Pink (Dian-
thus caryophyllus, see PlNK), and existing only in

a state of cultivation, of which, however, we have
traditions as early as the 13th century. The taller

Tree Carnations {D. fruticosus, usually reckoned a
sub-species or variety of the preceding) are less

esteemed by florists. ' Scarlet, purple, and pink
are the prevailing colours ; but whatever are the
colours of a carnation, it is of no value in the eyes
of a florist unless they are perfectly distinct.

Fullness and perfect regularity are also deemed
essential." Despite this cnide standard f)f selective

taste, happily now developing towards a subtler and
more refined appreciation of form and colour, the
varieties are extremely numerous : those which have
only one colour, disjiosed in large stripes through
the white ground of the petals, are called Flake
Carnations ; those which have two or three shades
of colour, also in stripes. Bizarre Carnations ; and
those winch have the edge bordered with a different

colour from the white or yellow ground are called

Picotees ; in these the limb is often spotted and the
jietals fringed. By French flori.sts a different but
equally arbitrary- cla.ssification is adopted. Car-

nations are propagated in .summer either ^>\ layers

or h\ jjipings, which are short cuttings of shoots

that have not yet flowered, each ha\'ing two
joints.

Carneades, a Greek philosopher, bom at

Cyrene, in Africa, about 213 B.C. He studied
logic at Athens under Diogenes, but became a
partisan of the Academy, and an enemy of the
Stoics, whose stern and almost dogmatic ethics

did not suit his sceptical predilections. He was
in fact one of the most important of the ancient
sceptics, and held that no criterion of truth exists
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eitlier in tlie senses or the umlerstandin^ of man.
He was founder of the Third or New Academy. In

155 B.C., alony with L)i(>i,'eno> and (."ritohvn:*, lie

was sent as amhii^sador to Home, where lie de-

livereil two orations on jnstice, in tlie Hrst of wliicli

lie eulogi.sed tlie virtue, and in the second proved
that it did not exist. Honest Cato, who had no
relish for intellectual juyglerv-, and thought it a
knavish excellence at the l»est, mo\ed the senate

t<» send the philosopher home to his school, lest the

Roman youth should lie demonilised. Carneades
«lied at Athens. I'iO B.( .

Carnej^ri^* Anukkw, iron-master, wiis l)orn

25th Novemlier Is.'i,"), in Dunfermline, whence his

father, a hunilde weaver, emi'^rated in 1847 to

Pittwliurg, Pennsylvania. After tending a small
stationary engine for a time, young Carnegie pjussed

through the grades of telegraph nies.senger and
operator to railway clerk, and linally sujierin-

tendent. Fortunate speculations in oil were followed

]»y the estahli.-hment of a idUing-niill, from which
has •^rown up the laigot >y>tem of iron and steel

works in the world. He has added a lahoratory
t<i Bellevue Ho>pital, in New York, and given
large sums to found five liluaries in I'itlshurgh,

Edinhurgh, and other towns in tiie St.ites and
liritaiii. He has puKlislK-d records of his coaching
tours and Triiinijilxnit Dciiionan/ (ISH6). He .sold

out for t;4(),(Hi^»,(H)(> in .1S99. anil .settled at Skiho
Cii.'^tle in Suthfiluntl.

i'aril('lian« or ( V»rnem.\N, in Mineralogy, the

name given to .s<une of the liner varieties of Chal-

ce«lony (q.v. ). The colour is hlood red or Hesh-

colour, re<ldish hrown, reddi-h white or yelhiw,

more rarely milk white. The fracture is in the

common carnelian perfectly conchoidal, hut there

is a variety of a .somewhat fihrous structure with a
splintery fracture. Carnelian is found in pieces of

irregular form antl in lamellar concretions. The
finest si>eciniens are hrought from the Eiust, hut it

is founu in Scotlan<l ami in many parts of Europe
and America. It is much u>ed hy the lapidivry,

and in the East it is prized heyond every other

stone, the gems excepteil. Bright red carnelian of

unmi.\ed colour is most highly valued, hut a nia-ss

of considerahle size is seldom found with the colour

etjiial throughout.

4'ariliola ((ler. Kitiin), a south-west crown-
land <»f tlie Austnan eni])ire, has an area of 3856

s(|. m., an.l a po].. ( ISOO) of 40S.9.">S. of whom 30,(MK)

are (IrniiaMs and !li,(MK» ('Kiat>. the rest licing

Slavs of the Slovenian hranch. It is traversed in

the north hya continuation of the Carinthian Alps,

anil in the south hy the Julian Alps, the loftiest

summit heing the 'I'erglou (9.S9.S feet), hetween
the two source> ()f the Save, which is the pnncii)al

river. The scenery of the country ahounds in

interesting and singular features, amongst which
are Lake Zirknitz (^.v.), the Adelslwrg (Jrotto

(q.v.), and the rock-1 nidge of St Kanzian, \IU feet

liigh, and 1»)4 feet hroad, with a perfect arch 65

feet high. The climate is in general mild, except

in the high mountainous iiarts. The country does

not i»roduce corn or cattle enough to supply the

wants of its inhahitants, and buckwheat, millet,

pulse, and wild-fruits are principal articles of food

of many. Some districts yield excellent wines and
much line fruit. Flax, 'silk, maize, and honey
are pnMluced. The chief minerals are iron, quick-

silver, and lirown coal ; the (piicksilver mines of

Iilria are, next to Almaden, the most important

in Eunqje. Linen-weaving and the nianufacture

of a coarse lace are jiractised. Laihach is the

capital. Carniola received its ]>resent name (from

the Slay Irm', 'frontier') after the settlement here

of the Slovenians. From 97"i it harl margraves of

its own; hut in 1245 .and i;«J4 it j.assed to the

Dukes of Austria. See three historical works l>y

Dimitz (6 vols. Laihach, 1874-86).

Carnival (Ital. Camovak : from late Lat.

rariiclevomcti, '.a solace of the Hesli ;
' incorrectly

explained as if meaning 'farewell to Hesh," as in

Byron's Beppo), a festival which originally hegan
on the d.ay following the feast of the Epiphany,
and ctmtinued till midnight on Shrove-Tuesday.
With Ash-Wednes(hiy of course began the fast of

Lent, which made an end of the jireceding fea.sting,

mascjuerading, and buH'oonery. In later times, the
Carnival was limited to the time of from three to

eight days l>efore Ash-Wednesday. Without doubt
the forms and customs still preserved in the cele-

bration of the Carnival originated in the heathen
festivals of spring-time ; and they still remind us

partly of the I>upercalia and Bacclianalia of South-
ern Europe, and partly of the Yule-feast among
northern peoples. I>an(|uets of rich meats and
drinking-bouts were the chief attractions of the
( .uiiival during the middle ages. Shrovetide, or

Shrove-Tue.sday, called also Fiisten-Even or Pan-
cake-Tuesday, was a relic of the English Carnival,

and formerly a season of extraordinary sport and
feasting. The rich commenced the festive time at

the fejist of Eoipliany, or on 'Three Kings' Day ;'

lint the middle classes rcstricteil their days of

revelry to the week immediately jueccdiiig i.ent ;

while the j>oor indulged in only a tew days of mad
mirth. The several chief days of Carnival had
distinct names, such as 'fat' or 'greasy Sunday,'
•blue Monday' (or 'fools' c<m.secration'), &c. The
Tuesday before the be<rinning of Lent was espe-

cially styled ( 'arnival -the Fustimrht of the Cerman
people. In (Jermany it is celebrated in the cities

of the Khine provinces, hut has even been revived

in the austerer north—in Leipzig, Hamburg, and
Berlin. In most countries the celebration is con-

fined to wearing of masks, processions in costume,
and masked balls. In the south of France and
throughout Laly, especially in the cities, it is still

a pojmlar festival of universal observance. Venice
used to be pre-eminent ftir the splendour of its

carnivals : that of R<ime is now the best known.
Here, races of riflerle.ss horses (baihcri) along the
crowde<l Coi-so are <me of the chief items in its

celebration ; as also here and elsewhere the throw-

ing of flowers and plaster confections (roriaiuloli)

from the winilows and balconies on the occu|>ants of

the carri.ages and processional cars in the streets,

.and a return tire from below.

Caruivora. a well-<lefined onler of Mammals
more or less ctliciently adajiteil for predaceous life,

anil including most of the forms popularly known
as Beasts of Prey. It jiartly corres])onds with the

order Fera- defined by Linnaus. Init the Latter

included also Maisu|)ials and Insectivoia. Not all

animals carnivorous in diet are Carnivora in struc-

ture, for the Dasyure or Tasmaniaii Devil is a
Marsupial, and the blood-sucking Desmodus is a
bat. Nor are all the members of the order Carnivora
in diet purely carnivorous, for the polar bears eat

gra.ss greedily, the ratels are very jiartial to honey,

and many forms eat fruits, bernes, insects, mol-

luscs, or crustaceans in a highly omnivorous manner.
General C'/ta meters.—The dentition of most Car-

niyora is very characteristic ; there are in each

jaw si.x pointed cutting teeth, two strong sharp

recurved canines, and molar teeth often .adapted

for cutting. The skull is short .and dense. The
lower jaw works up and down in a deep trans-

verse semi-cylindrical groove, and there .are deep
hollows on the .sides and prominent crests on

the roof of the skull for the reception and
insertion of the powerful muscles which work
the jaw. The toes are clawed, with more or

less pointed nails almost always well developed.
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As one would expect in animals with a vigorous

life-experience, the convolutions of the 1 train and

olfactory lobes are well developed. In contrast to

herhivorous animals, the stomach is simple, and the

Skull uf Tiyer.

ca'cum or hliud process of the intestine is either

ahsent or small. The placentation is deciduate
and generally zonary. Carnivorous diet, vagrant
predatory habit, tierce disposition, and high intel-

ligence are familiarly characteristic.

Classification.—It becomes at once necessary to

distinguish two sub-orders («) the typical, terres-

trial Carnivora ( i^m*^erf/n ), and (/>) the aberrant,

atiuatic forms {Pinnipedia), which may be thus
contrasted

:

FiSSIPEDIA.

TeiTestrial, at most pai'tially

aquatic.
."ipecial cutting back-tooth in

each jaw.
Incisors almost always J.
StiDng curved sharp claws.
First and fifth digits of hind-

foot never longer than tlie

others.

PiNNlPEDIA.

Aquatic, except at birth.

Very uniform back-teeth.

Always fewer.
Webbed feet.

Outmost and inmost toes of
hind-foot predominate in
length and strengtli.

The second sub-order, with its numerous adaptive
characters, has doubtless been derived from the
lirst, and is divided into three families, with about
lifty species : { 1 ) Otariidte ( Sea-bears ), nearest the
typical Carnivores, (2) Tiichecida^ (Walrus), and
(3) Phocidie (Seals). Some Tertiary fossil forms
are known, but they are not nearer the typical
Carnivoies than those now existing.
Cuvier proposed to divide the typical carnivores

into Plantigrades, walking on the entire sole—e.g.
bears, and Digitigrades, walking on linger-tips—e.g.
cats ; but these physiological differences are rendered
useless by the multitude of transitional links con-
necting them, and besides, as an accurate fact, the
iiiajority of Carnivores ' belong to neither one form
nor the other, but may be called sub-plantigrade.'
It is at once more accurate and useful to divide the
typical Carnivores into three sections, represented
familiarly Ijy bear, dog, and cat, and technicallv
l<.»<>)vn as Arct(ndea, Cynoidea, .Eluroidea. The
•Ustinctions are based on certain features in the
base of the skull, but are corroborated bv other
more general characteristics. There are about 300
living species.

( 1 ) The Antoidea, which are least specialised, and
nearest the aquatic sub-order, include the follow-
ing families: (a) IMustelida'—e.g. Utter (Lutra),
Sea-otter (Enhydra), Skunk (Mephitis), Sand-bear
(Arclonyx), Badger (Meles, Taxidea), Katel (Mel-
livora), Grison (Galictis), Marten and Sable (Mus-
tela), Stoat or Ermine (Putorius), (Jlutton (Gulo),
«Sjc.

: [b) Procyonida'—e.g. Pacoon (Procyon), Coati
( Nasua), Kinkajou ( Cercoleptes

) ; ( t- ) Ailurida-—e.g.
Panda ( Ailnrus); (d) Ursid.-p—e.g. Bear (Ursus).

(2) The Cijnoidca (q.v. ), occupying a median
position, include numerous forms in two series re-

presented bv dog and fox.

(3) The -.^luruidea, comprising the most special-

ised carnivores, include four families: (a) Feiidte

—

e.g. Cat, Lion, Tiger, Jaguar, Cheetah (Felis) ; (b)

Viveriida^—e.g. Civet ( Viverra), Binturong ( Arctic-
tis). Ichneumon (Herpestes); (c) Hya?nida3—e.g.

Aardwolf ( Proteles ), and Hyaena.
Pedigree and History.—The fossil history of Car-

nivora is of great interest, for not only have some
remarkable forms like the sabre-toothed tiger

( Machairodus, q.v. ) been unearthed, but the various
families are linked together, as the cats and civets

by Provi\erra, and the ancestors of at least the
cats and the dogs are found in primitive generalised
carnivores, such as Miacis, Uxya?na, and Arcto-
cyon. The group aflbrds beautiful illustration of

increasing and of divergent specialisation as illus-

trated in the passage from primitive forms to the
lion on the one hand and the seal on the other.

As to the relation of the Carnivora to other orders
of mammals, speculation is rife, but firmly based
conclusions hard to find. Looking backward, some
naturalists have discovered affinities with the mar-
supials, while others looking forward have with
more abundant evidence regarded the jirimitive

carnivores as ancestral to lusectivora, and through
them to Cheiroptera. Some, again, find affinities

between Cetacea and carnivores, though this is

vigorously denied by other authorities. See Hux-
ley, Anatomy of Vertebrate Animals ; and Flower,
Osteology of Mammalia.

Carnivorous Plants. See Insectivorous
Plants, Dion.ea.

Carnot, Lazare Nicolas Marguerite, the
' organiser of victory ' during the early wars of the
French Revolution, was born at Nolay, Burgundy,
in 1753. He entered the army as engineer. In
1791 he became a member of the Legislative
Assembly, and in the Convention voted for the
death of Louis X^ I. During a mission to the
army of the north, he took temporary connnand
and gained the victory of Wattignies. On his

return he was elected into the Committee of Public
Safety and intrusted with the organisation of the
armies of the Revolution, in that task displaying
marvellous energy and ability. In a short time he
raised fourteen armies, and drew iip a plan oi

operations, Ijy which the forces of the European

I

reaction were repelled from the frontier. Though
he endeavoured to restrict the power of Robespierre,
he was accused, with others, after the Reign of

Terror ; but the charge was dismissed. Carnot wa.s

a member of the Directory at its institution in 1795,
but in 1797, having opposed the extreme measures
of Barras, his colleague, he was sentenced to de-
portation as a suspected royalist. He escaped into
Germany, where he wrote his defence, which con-
duced to the overthrow of his colleagues in 1799.
The 18th Brumaire Itrought him back to Paris,
where he was made Minister of War, 1800 ; and
by his energy, skill, and fertility of administrative
resource, helped to achieve the brilliant results of

j

the Italian and Rhenish campaigns. He retired,

however, from his office when he understood the
ambitious plans of the emperor, but hastened, when

,
he witnessed the reverses of the empire, to ofi'er

j

his services to Napoleon, who gave him the com-

j

mand of Antwerp in 1814, which he heroically
defended. During the Hundred Days he held
office as Minister of the Interior ; and after the
second restoration retired first to Warsaw, and
next to Magdeburg, where he died in 1823.
Of his numerous writings on mathematics, mili-
tary tactics, &c., the nest is Reflexions sur la
Mctaphysiqiie du Calcid Infinitesimal (1797).
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See liis Mfmoires {2 vols. 1861-64). and the Lives
of him by Arajro (l«r>0) and Picautl (I880).

—His son, Nicolas Leunaru Sadi. founder
of the science of tlieriuo dynainics, \\a> lM)in at

Paris, 1st June 1706: studied at the I'olytechnic,

served in the en;,'ineen<, and hecanie captain ; hut
died of cholera, '24th August 1832. His juincinal
work is the Jicjfi'.ciuns siir la Piiinsaiirc tin Feu
(1824), (see Theumo-ovnamics). — Another son,

Lazake Hiri'iti.vTE Carxot, lK>m at St Uuier,
6th Aj>ril 18(H, one of tiie leailers of the French
denuK'racy, wa-* in early life a discii»leof St Sini(»ii,

]»ut, like others, left tliat school on account
of the lax morals advocated hv Enfantin—pro-
testing against 'the organisation of adulterj-'

—

and lievoted himself to tiie inculcation of a more
orthtxlox ami virtuous .-ocialism in various period-
icais. After tiie Fehruary Revolution ( 1848 ) lie was
a|i|>oint<*d Minister of l*ul>lic Instruction, hut soon
resigned. In ISU.'I lie entered tiie Corps Lcgislatif,

and the National As.senihly in 1871. He was
elected a senator for life in 187"), and died 16th
March 1888. He wrote an Ejj/osc of St Simo-
nianism and Mcmoiirs of Henri (Jregoire and
of IJarrere. — Makie Fkantois Saih ('AnXdT,
President of tiie French Itepuhlic, was horn at

Limoges, 1 Itli August 18.37, tlie eldest son of the last

named. He studied at the Ecole Poly technique,
and was by profession a civil engineer. In 1871 he
was chosen to the National A.ssemhly. ami was
finance minister in 1879, as jiI.m) in 1887. Distin-
guished for integrity and moderation, he was. in
1887, chosen President of the Keimhlic : Imt wiis

a.s.sji>?.iii;aeil at Lvons hv an anaicliist, on the '24tli

June 1S<»4.

<'aril01lsti<S a coast-town of Forfarshire, 11
miles ENK. of Duntlee, with exceptionally line
golf-links. Pop. 4134.

€'arillllltlllll« a Celtic town of Pannoiiia. on
the Daiiiihe, important in Koiiian da\s a> a trading
anil ;;arristin post, and station of the Danube
flotilla. Only extensive ruins of the tfiwu, which
WiL-^ destroyed by the invading Magyars in the 9th
century, now remain, about l(i miles E. of \'ienna.

4'arO, AXXIU.VLE, Italian author and poet, born
at Cittanuova in Ancona, l.)07, lived as secretary

with a succession of cardinals, and died at Home in

L'SOH. Only two liununous works appeared <luring

his lifetime; the rest of his writings, inrludiiig tl.

Riini', a translation of the .Kuril/, a play, and foui

series of letters, have been most of them often

republished, and, from their elegant style and
masterly handling of Tuscan, are still esteemed
classics.

C'aro, El.ME Maime. a French piiilosopher, was
iMirn at Poitiers, March 4, 1S2U. After studies

at the Ecoie Normale of Paris, and at Angers and
I)(mai. he became in 18.")7 a lecturer at the Ecole
Normale, ten yeai-s later jtrofessor at the Soi bonne.

In 1876 he was elected to the French Academy.
He died 13th July 1887. His Wednesday lectures

at the Sorbonne were exceedingly jiopular, and
j

were never too dillicult for the fasliiimable hulies

who throngeil to hear them. Pailleron made ' le

philosophe des <lames ' the butt of his clever

raillery in liis well-known comedy Le Monile oi<

I'oH scnuiiif. Caro's chief Morks are Lc Mi/sti-

cisinc an XVIIJ. Siccle (185'2-.54), Uldec dc Dieu
et ses nomieauj- Critif/iics (1864), Lr Matfrialismr

et la Srienec (1868), Lr Pc.s.s-imisitic <ni A'lA'.

Sidclc (1878), Lai Philnsojihic dc Goethe ('2tl ed.

1880), (Jeorqe Saial in ' Les Grands Ecrivains Fran-

cais,' and Meluuges et Port raits ( 1888).

<'arob, Aloakoba, or Loci'.st-tree (CVmfoww
sili'imi ), a tree of the order Legumincsa', sub-

order C:e.sali>inie:e, a native of the Mediten-anean

countries. In size and manner of growth it some-

what resembles the apple-tree, but with abniptly
pinnate dark evergreen leaves, which have two or

three pair of large oval leatlets. The Howers are
destitute of corolla ; the fruit is a brown leathery
pod. 4 to 8 inches long, a little curved, and con-

taining a lleshy and at last spongy and mealy pulp,
of an agreealile sweet taste, in which lie a nnmliei
of shining brown seeds, somewhat resemV>ling small
flattened beans. The seeds are bitter and ot no

V^
Branch of la rob.

u>e (although they were formerly used as wei'dits
by jewellers, and are said to be the origiiial of tlieir

riiratis), but the sweet pulp renders the pods an
important article of f»)od to the poorer cla.s.ses

of tiie countries in \\hich the tree grows. In

Cyprus. vVc, they are e\en pres.sed lor their sugar,

the resiilue Iteiiig given with fodder. They are
much use<l by the Moors and Arabs. They are
also \aluable as food for horses and cattle, for

which they are mucli employed in the south of

Euroitc, and are also imported into Ihitaiii under
the name of Locust ISeaiis, ^^ilicil name and that
of St John's Hread they have received in couse-

(juence of an ancient opinion or tradition, that they
and not the tnie (insect) locust are the 'locusts'
which formed tiie fooil of John the Haptist in the
wilderness. It .seems more probable that they aie
the 'husks' (hrratiuii) of the jiarable of tiie Pro
digal Son.—Tlie Aralis make of the jmlp of the
carob a preserve like tamarinds, wliicli is gently
ai)erient.—The canJj-tree is too tender for the
climate of Britain, but its extensive introduction
into the north of In<lia has been recommended.
The produce is extremely abumlant, some tree-

yiehling as much as 8(K) or 9(K» lb. of po<is. Tlie

wood is hard, ami much valued, and the bar.'c ami
leaves are used for tanning.—The LoCLST-TKEE
((J. v.) of America is quite distinct from this.

Carol, originally a term for a fiance, or for

songs intermingled with dancing, came afterwards
to signify festive songs, ]iarticiilarly such as were
sung at Christma-s. In England the practice of

singing Christmas carols was widely spread a-

early as the blth century, to which date belong
many of the carols printed in the collections of

Kitson, Wright, and Sandys. Some of the^e

ancient carols—'Cherry Tree Carol,' the 'Carol of

St Stephen,' and others—pre.serve curious legend-

tiiat have descended from a remote past. I'nfor-

tunately many of the traditional carols are not

extant in e.arly mamiscript cojiies, and were greatlx

corrupted when they found their way into print.

In the second half of the 18th century, a Birming-
ham publisher, T. Bloomer, did good service by
issuing (in broadside form) all the carols that came
to his notice. The Hi-st printed collection of carol>
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came from the press of AVyukyn <!e Wonle in 1521.

A unique fragment of it is extant, containing the

famous ' Boars Head Carol,' which is still sung at

Queen's College, Oxford, on Christmas-day. An-
otlier collection (of wliieh only a fragment has

come down), printed by Richard Kele, a}ipeared

about 1550. In Ravenscroft's Mclismafa (1611)

is found the carol 'Remember, O thou Man,' with

nuisical accompaniment ; and there are well-known
carols, of a somewhat later date, among the Rox-

biirffhc Ballads. Besides the sacred carols that

were sung in the open air, there were jovial carols

that were sung at Christmas feasts. A small black-

letter collection of these pieces was published in

lt)4'2, another in 1661, another is undated, and a

fourth appeared in 1688. These collections, which
are of the highest rarity, contain curious specimens
of the songs that were sung by shepherds and
ploughmen at Christmas entertainments in farm-
liouses. The Puritans did their best to discourage

carol-singing ; but the practice revived at the
Restoration, and continued throughout the 18th

century. Hone, writing early in the 19th cen-

tury, predicted that in the course of a few years

Christmas carols would be heard no more. His
prediction has not been fulfilled ; but for some time
past it has been a growing practice to sing carols

in churches instead of in the open air, and the
quaint fantastic carols of old days are in conse-

quence falling out of remembrance. William
Sandys' Christmas Carols, Ancient and Modern
{ 1833), is the most complete collection that has yet
appeared of English carols. In France the singing
of Christmas carols, called no'cls, was common at
an early date. Collections of noels were published
early in the 16th century. In 1701 a collection
was published at Dijon, in the dialect of the
country. Another edition, with the title, Noel
Borguignon dc Gui Barozai, containing thirty-four
noels and two chansons, with nmsic and glossary,
appeared in 1720. Russian literature is very rich
in carols, and religious songs generally. The best
collection of them is by Bezsonov, under the title,

KalirJd Pcrekhozhie, or 'The Wandering Cripples,'
the singers being beggars and lame people who go
about for charity. Many of the legends preserved
in the Russian carols are of great antiquity. There
is a large store of Manx carols, or caroal, but only
a \eiy few have been printed. The Lffyr Carolan,
or 'Book of Carols' (Shrewsbury, 1740), contains
sixty-six Welsh Christmas carols.'

Carolina, North and South. See North
Carolina, South Carolina.

Carolina Pink. See Spigelia.

Caroline of Anshach (1683-1737), the queen
of Ceorge II. (q.v.). For her daughter, Caroline
Matilda, see Struensee.

Caroline, Amelia Elizabeth, v.-ife of George
IV., was the second daughter of Charles William,
Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, and of George
Ill.'s sister, the Princess Augusta of Britain. She
was born on 17th May 1768. Her education was
defective, but she was kind-hearted and very fond
of children. In 1795 she was married to the Prince
of Wales. The marriage was disagreeable to him,
and although she bore him a daughter, the Princess
Charlotte, he separated from her immediately on
her recovery from chililbed : and she lived by her-
self at Shooters Hill and Blackheath, the object
of much sympathy, the people regarding her as
the victim of her husband's love of vice. Reports
to her discredit led tlie king in 1806 to cause in-
vestigation to be made into her conduct, which was
found to be imprudent, but not criminal. In 1814
she obtained leave to visit Brunswick, and after-
wards to make a farther tour. She visited the
coasts of the Mediterranean, and lived for some

time on tlse Lake of Como, an Italian, by name
Bergami, being all the while in her company.
When her husband ascended the throne in 1820,

she was offered an annuity of £50,000 sterling to
renounce the title of queen, and live abroad ; but
she refused, and made a triumphal entry into
London, whereupon the governinent instituted
proceedings against her for adultery. Much that
was very reprehensible was proved as to her conduct

;

but the manner in which she had been used l)y her
husband, and the splendid defence of Brougliam,
caused such a general feeling in her favour, that
the ministry were obliged to give up the Divorce
Bill after it had passed the House of Lords. She
now fully assumed the rank of royalty, l>ut was
refused coronation, and turned away Mith needless
brutality from the door of Westminster Abbey on
the day of the coronation of her husba,nd, on 19th
July 1821. On 7th Augnist she died.

Caroline Islands, a group in the Western
Pacific, lying between the Marshall and Pelew
islands, with an area of about 270 sq. m., and a
pop. of some 22,000; but the Pelew (q.v.) group
is generally included in the Caroline Archipelago
(area, 560 sq. m.

;
pop. 36,000), which thus stretches

across 32 degrees of longitude and 9 of latitude.

There are some 500 small atolls in the archipelago,
but three-fourths of both area and population are
included in the five volcanic islands of Babel-
thouap, Yap, Rouk, Ponape (Ascension), and
Kusari ( Strong Island

) ; these are all fertile and
well Avatered, and many of the low-lying lagoons,
though less so, are well wooded and to some extent
inhabited. The climate is moist, but not un
healthy, and is tempered by cooling breezes. The
peojile belong to the brown Polynesian stock, are
strongly built, and are gentle, amiable, and intelli-

gent ; they are bold sailors, and carry on a brisk
trade with the Ladrones to the north, where they
have several settlements. Besides the usual pro-

ducts of the Polynesian islands. Copra (q.v.) has
been largely exported, the German factories alone
transmitting 1000 tons yearly. The islands Avere

discovered in 1527 by the Portuguese, and called

Sequeira ; in 1686 they were annexed and rechris-

tened in honour of Cliarles II. by the Spaniards,
who, however, shortly changed the name to New
Philippines. After the failure of several mis-
sionary attempts in the 18th centuiy, Spain took
little active interest in tlie group, until August
1885, when the German flag was hoisted on Yap.
The sharp dispute which followed Avas submitted
to the pope as arbitrator, Avho decided in favour of
Spain. In 1887 disturbances broke out at Ponape,
in Avhich the governor, who had arrested an Ameri-
can Protestant missionary, Avas killed by the natives.

In 1899 the Caroline Islands were ceded to Germany,
Spain retaining a coaling station. See book by
F. W. Christian ( 1899).—A British Caroline Island
near the Marquesas is only 2 sq. ni. in area.

Carolings. See Carlovingians.

Carotid Artery, the great artery Avhich on

each side distributes blood to the different parts of

the head, appears to have derived its (Jreek name
carotis from Gr. karos, 'sleep,' there being an old

idea that deep sleep Avas caused by the increased

floAv of blood through the carotids. Each carotid

artery consists of the primitive or common carotid,

Avhich, at the upper margan of the larynx or organ

of voice, separates into tAvo great ilivisions, of

nearly equal size—the external and the internal

carotids. The external caroti<l supplies the larynx,

pharynx, tongue, face, and scalp Avith blood ; its

principal branches being the superior thyroid, the

lingual, the facial, the occipital, the posterior auri-

cular, the internal maxillary, and the temporal.

Tlie internal carotid enters the cavity of the
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craniuin throuj^h a somewliat tortuous canal in the
temporal bone, and after perforating the ilura-

iiiator, or fibrous membrane of the brain, sei)ar-

at«s into the anterior and iniil<ne cerel)ral arteries,

whifh arc the principal arteries of the brain ; wliile

in it.-s ttiurse tlirougli the dura-mater, it gives oli"

the ophthalmic arterj-. See AoRTA, CIRCULA-
TION.

Caronge. a Swiss town IJ mile S. of the citv
of (Jenevii. Pop. o889.

t'arp ( Cypriniis rurpio), a Imny, fresh water fish,

in the jilivsostomatous division, and type of the
lar;^e family ('yprinid;e. Tiie body is covered with
large scales ; tlie lieatl is naked ; tlie wide, thick-
lijiped, terminal nnmtli is toothless, but there are
teeth in tiie throat ; a small barlmle occurs on the
tipl)er jaw, ami a large one at the corner of the
montli ; the doi-sal lin is long, the anal short, and

Caip {Cyprinus carpio)

:

a, fore-ftn ; I, hind-tin ; c, anal fin ; d, large barbule.

Ixitii have the third ray strong ami toothed ; the
hind lins lie about the nndtUe of the ventral sur-

face. The back is blackish gray or brown, the
sides yellowish brown, the belly yellow. At the
renroductive sea-son the male bears white or brown
tuoercles on the iiead and sides. The usual lengtii

is between 1 ami 2 feet, but large forms 5 feet long
or more have been caught.

Tlie carp is mainly vegetJirian, but also eats
small animals, such as larvie and worms. The
gL'neral habit is sluggisii, except at the spawning
jieriod in May and June. The fecundity is very
gieat ; a single ovarj' of a moderate-sized specimen
contains 700,(X)0 or so eggs. They ]>refer ponds
and tlie quiet jiarts of rivers. In winter they
liibeniate in the mud. Their longe\ ity is great ;

some are saiil to have lived one hundred and fifty

to two hundretl yeaix. The original home of the

carp was in the central regions of Asia and i»robably

also Europe, but it has been artificially spread
everywhere—for instance in North .America. They
may be kept alive for weeks in damp moss ; l)nt

are liable to skin diseases, ami grow gray with
mould. The carj) was introduced into England
before the 15th centuiy. Fancy varieties have
been reared, such as the King-carp, with few rows
of large scales, and the Leather-carj), w hich is quite

naked. C. Kollarii is a hybrid between carp ami
crucian (Carfissius), or Cierman carp, which like

the (Jibel (('. Gibe.lio) or I'russian carj), has no
barbules. The (Jcddlish (q.v.) is C. aiimtns. The
carjt is a difficult fish for the angler, as it is by
no means a free biter. It is an important food

fish, and is easily bred. A gr)od carp-pond, in

(Jermany especially, is a by no means unimportant
source of income. The carp is largely bred in the

Inited States.

t'arpaooio, Vittokk, a painter of the early

\'enetian school, was born in Istria about 1450,

and was early infiucnced by the Vivarini and
<;entile Bellini. His rich colouring an<l accurate

knowledge of perspective, his boundless invention

and fancy, his powerful delineation of character,

and his love of varied incident, are amply visible

in the nine subjects from the life of St Ui-sula,

which he painted, 1490-95, for the scho<d of St
Ui-sula, Venice, .and which are now lueserved in

the Accademia there. About 1494 lie executed
another work now in the same ct)llection, 'The
Patriarch of Ciado casting (mt a Devil.' His next
great series of works was the nine subjects from
the lives of the Saviour, and Saints Jerome, (leorge,

Tryphoniiis, 1502-8, painted for the school of San
(Jiorgio de Schiavoni, and still preserved there.

In 1510 he executed for San tJiobbe the noble
' Presentation in the Temple,' now in the Acca-
demia, which is usually regarded as his master-

piece. His later works show a marked decline

m power. Among these may be mentioned an
altar-piece in San Vitale, Venice, 1514, and a

grouj) of ladies with pet dogs and birds (most
unduly praised by Mr Ruskin), in the ('oner

Mu.seuiii. His latest dated works, at Pirano and
Pozzale, are inscribed 1519; and he is believed

to have died aliout 1522. The 'Virgin and ("liild

adored by the Doge Mocenigo,' assigned to him, in

the Natilmal (Jallerv, London, is a very <loubtful

work. See a Frencli work by Molmenii (V<'"ic<^,

IS93) ; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, I'a'nititiij in yortJi

Italy (1871); Huskin and Anderson, St Mar/.'.i

Rest (1877 and 1S79): and Kuskin, Guide to

Acadcm;/ vf Fine Arts, Venice (1882-83).

Carpatlliail ]lloillltaills, the second great
r.an''e of central Europe, extend in a gre.at semi-

circle over a space of 880 miles from I'reshurg on
the Danube to Orsova on the same river. They
form two great mas.ses, one in Hungarv to the

N\V., and one in Transylvania to the Sl£. , with
ranges of lower ami wooded mountains between.
The highest group of the Hungarian Carpathians is

that of T.atra (see ArsruiA), in the very north of

Hungarv ; on the northern declivity small glaciers

exist. Many of the Hungarian mountains are of

limestone, while the mountains of Transylvania are

mostly of primitive rocks. On the eastern and
southern iKnders the latter reach their greatest

height ; Negoi, the culminating peak, has an
elevation of 8517 feet. The range is generally
clothed with wood to a height of 4000 feet, and
with precipices, ravines, and volcanic cones, exhibits

scenes of rare grandeur. See Crosse, lioiiml abuiit

j the C(ir/)tit/i/tins (1878); Muriel Dowie, A Girl in

j

the Kmpnthinn.H (1891).

I

Carpeaux, Jean liAPTiSTE, sculptor, was born
' at Valenciennes, 14th May 1827, and in 1854 ob-

I

tained the Frix dc Rome. His bronze Neapolitan
boy attracted notice ; and ' Cgolino and his four

sons' (1863), also in bronze, though it defied the

canons of sculpture, made him famous. He settled

in Paris in 18(i2. His rhrf d'a-nvrc, the marble

j

grouj), ' The Dance,' in the facade of the New
Opera in Paris, fully showed his dramatic power

' and the exuberance of his imagination ; but it

provoked much hostile criticism as involving an
attempt to stretch beyond their natural jnovince

' the limits of the plastic art. The most notable of

1 his later works is the great fountain in the Luxem-
bourg Gardens. He (lied 11th October 1875.

Carpel ( Cr. knrpon, ' fruit
' ), in Botany, a

modified leaf forming the whole or part of the

gA'ua'cium or female (ovule-bearing) organ or organs

of a flower (see Flower)- The number of carpei-

lary leaves may vary greatly ; at first indefinite

in the simplest flowers (e.g. Ranunculacea'), it

becomes definite, and may even be reduced to one
(e.g. Leguminosa', Berberidaceaj ). The carpellary

leaves may also unite more or less completely to

form a comjiound ovary wth or without united
styles or stigmas. This is characteristically three-

celled in most monocotyledons (e.g. Liliacea'.), and
five or two celled in the majority of dicotyledonous
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ortleis. The carpellaiN- leaves like any others

are in their simplest iornis at lirst individually

developed, and are clearly recognisable as reduced

foliage leaves in Cycadacea-. In Conifene (Gj;mno-

sperins) they are still further reduced, while in

monocotyledons and dicotyledons ( Angiosperms

)

they never fully open as leaves at all, save some-
times in the splitting of the fruit after maturity.

For tiicir relation to tlie ovule, see Ovrr.K. Kkpro-
Di'CTiox, Seed.

Carpentaria, Gulf of, a long and broad in-

dentation of tlie nortii coast of Australia, stretching

from IV to 17' 30' S. lat., and from 136' to 142" E.

long. Its name is said to have been derived from
the river Carpentier, so named by Carstensz in 1623,

in honour of I'ieter Carpentier, governor-general of

tlie Dutch Indies. The gulf contains many islands.

Its eastern boundary is Cape York Peninsula. To
the sontii and west are the territories of Queensland
and the northern territory of South Australia. On
the east it receives the Mitchell and Van Diemen
rivers ; at the south the Flinders, Leichhardt, and
Alltert ; and on the west the Roper.

Carpenter, Mary, philanthropist, was born

at Exeter, 3d April 1807, the eldest child of Lant
Carpenter, LL.D. (1780-1840), Unitarian nunister

at Exeter from 1805 till 1817, and afterwards at

Bristol. Trained as a teacher, and afterwards a
governess, she took an active part in the move-
ment for the reformation of neglected children, and
besides advocating their cause in her -writings, she

founded a ragged school, several reformatories for

girls, one of which, the Red Lodge Reformatory,
she superintended. The visit of Rammohun Roy
to Britain in 1833, and of Tuckerman, the Boston
philanthropist, had helped to turn her attention
and sympathy to\\'ards India, and towards the
destitute children of her own country. She founded
in 1835 a 'working and visiting society,' of which
she was secretary for more than twenty years.

She opened a ragged school in one of the worst
parts of Bristol in 1846, and boys' and girls' reform-
atories at Kingswood and at the Red Lodge
(1852-54); and in 1852 gave evidence before a
parliamentary committee on juvenile delinquency.
She promoted the Industrial Schools Act of 1857, and
some of her proposals were adopted in the amended
Acts of 1861 and 1866. In the prosecution of her
philanthropic labours she visited India four times,
had an interview with the Queen in 1868 in con-
nection with her work ; and in 1870 instituted the
National Indian Association, whose journal she
edited. She attended Darmstadt at a congress on
women's work as a guest of the Princess Alice, and
visited America in 1873. Her plan of daj -feeding
industrial sciiools in connection with school boards
was adopted in 1876. She died June 14, 1877.
Besides her reformatory writings she published
Oin- Convicts (1864), a book wlucli drew public
attention to the treatment of young criminals ; llu
Last Daijs of tlie Rajah liuni molt tin Roy (1866);
a,m\ Six Months in India {lH(jS). See Manj Car-
(jmter, by J. E. Carpenter (1879)-

Carpenter, William Ben.jamix, biologist,
Mary's eldest brother, was born at Exeter, 29th
October 1813. He was educated at Bristol, jjassed
some time in the West Indies with the family
doctor, then studied medicine at Bristol, London
(1833), and Edinl)urgh (1835-39). His graduation
thesis (1839) on tiie nervous system of inverte-
brate animals led up to his Principles of General
and Comparatin' Physiolofjy (1838), one of the
earliest works giving a general view of the science
of life. Removing to London in 1844, he was
appointed Fullerian professor of physiology at the
Royal Institution, lecturer or professor at the
London Hospital and University College (1849),

examiner at the university of London, and its

registrar (1856). He also edited (1847-52) the
British and Foreign Mcdico-Chirurgical Remew,
and a Popular Cyclopa'dia of Science (1843),
On his retirement in 1879 he received the dis-

tinction of C. B. His death, 19th November 1885,

resulted from burns caused by the upsetting
of a spirit-lanqj. While vice-president of the
Royal Society he persuaded it to apply to govern-
ment for aid in investigations in marine zoology.
Three voyages were made to the North Atlantic
and Mediterranean by Carpenter and his colleagues.

The Challoiycr expedition was a result which
sjjrang from these expeditions. Carpenter made
valuable researches on the Forarninifera ; on the
Euzoijn Canadcnsc ; on feather-stars and crinoids ;

on the relation between mind and brain, and un-
conscious cerebration. His deep-sea explorations
led him to advocate the doctrine of vertical ocean
circulation sustained by opposition of temperature
only, independent and distinct from the horizontal
currents produced Ijy winds. He received medals
from the Royal and Geological Societies, was
LL.D. of Edinburgh, and corresponding member of

the Institute of France (1873). Carpenter's other
chief contributions to the science of physiology, &c.
are Princi2)les of Human Physiology (9th ed. 1882)

;

Principles of Mental Physiology ; Animal Physi-
ology ; Manual of Physiology ; Zoology unci I)t-

stincts ofAnimcds ; Microscope and its Revclcdions
(5th ed. 1875); The Foramiyiifera ; Use of Alco-
holic Liquors ( 1851 ) ; Physiology of Temperance
(1870); 3Iesmerism and Spiritualisni (1877);
Ncdure ami Man ( with memoir by J. E. Carpenter,
1888). Two sons, W. Lant Carpenter and Dr P.

Herbert Carpenter, have followed in his footsteps.

Carpenter Bee, a name given to various bees
which excavate tiieir nests in wood. This is most

Carpenter Bee ( Xylocopa)

:

Showing tlie cells for eggs and larvae, excavated in dead wood.

economically performed by those which choose a
pithy branch such as Inamble and briar. Ccratina

albilahris carves out a canal about a foot long,

divided by partitions of glued pith particles into a
series of jierhaps a dozen chambers. More than a
score of Hymenoptera, including not a few true

bees, have a similar habit. Much more laborious

is the work of Xylocopa violacea, a very large bee
with deej) violet wings, found in southern and
middle Eurojie. She chooses rotting vine-props

and espaliers, and with her mandibles unweary-
ingly bites a hole a foot or more in length. The
grain of the wood is followed, but the progress is

not much over J-inch per diem. The tube is

divided into a dozen or so chambers liy partitions

of glued sawdust. Each chamljer contains an egg
with a store of honey and pollen, and the roof of

each cradle forms as it is made the floor of the one
above (see Bee, p. 26 ). The North American X. vir-
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mnica exhibits hiiiiihir liabits in {jreat perfection.

The coninion Britisli Mcgachile irillughbicUa l»oies

in wiUow-treess. Varit>us spei-ies or Osniia also

burrow. Lazier species sometimes yain possession

of oM boles.

C'ar(»«'lltras, a town in the French denart-
nienl ot N'uuclnse, on tlie Aiizon, 17 miles NE. of

Avij^non by rail. It wiis the ('nr/initornrfe of the
Romans, an«l a trininpiial arch attests their former
5)resence here. (^"arpeiitnus hius besides a cathe-
Iral (1405), the stately I'orte dOranj^e of the 14th
century, a nia.ssive aoueduct (1734), and manufac-
tures of cottons, woollens, .Src. Poj). 7.>63.

Carpentry niay be described iis the art of tim-
berin;;, or cctmbinin;,' and framiny together pieces
of timber in the construction of ships, bridges (ami
centering), roofs, scallolding, «.Vc. , while joinery is

the art of framing or joining woodwork for the
tinLshing of iionses, making doors, windows, .^tairs,

&c. Carpenter work is put togetiier with iron ties,

bolts, and nails. Joinery includes all woodwork
which can lie put together with glue. Carpentry
forms a most important branch of the civil en-
gineer's ami ardiitects lalnjurs, and many .scien-

tilic principles are involved in producing tlie maxi-
mum of strength in the construction, with the
minimum of weight in the materials employed.
Every individual part sinmld l)ear its due i»roi)or-

tion of the strain, not only of its own weight, but
of any outside jiressuriv it may be calculated to

resist. In America, wliere timber abounds, many
ingenious uses have been made of it in tlie buihling
of bridges, hou.ses, tS;c. Iron is now suj)erseding
timber in many ot its nscN. I'urtlier information
will Iw found in such articles as IiHIDck, lil'lI.DIXG,

FLOt)R, UOOF, SlIirnril.DIXO. STRENfJTH OF
Mateuiaus, TlMIiKli. ^:c. Sec also ]{. Scott Hurn,
Xcir Cnlde tu Ctnj,e>ifi!/ (1871); T. Tredgold,
Priin-iphs f)f Cnrpniinj (7th ed. lS8fi), and works
by (;ou!d, liatficid, Newlands, Wilson, \c.

C'arpet-baUKer, a term applied after tlie

American civil war of IStil-Ci.") to political adven-
turers from the n«trtiierii states who tried to secure

the votes of the negroes in tlie south ; and implying
that they had no property in the district .save the

contents of their carpet-bags.

Carpets. When ami where the earliest carpets
were made can only be matter of conjecture. Skins
of animals covered with fur, and ]>laited plant stems,

such ius those of rushes, would in all ^»robabilitv be
used iis mats in prehistoric times. Sir ti. WilKin-
son states that imperfectly preserved fra<^nients of

woollen stutl', presenting the a]ipearaiice of a carpet,

were found at Thebes in Kgypt. He also calls

attention to a small ancient rug bnmglit from
Egvjtt to England. It is made of woollen threads

on linen string, and luus upon it the ligures of a boy
and a goose—the hieroglyphic of a child. But
in Dr Birch's opinion this rug is of the (Jreek or

Roman, not of the Pharaonio jieriod. Carpets were
in use in ancient (ireece and Italy.

I'crsinn Carpets.—The manufacture of these goes

back to a very remote period. Indeed it appears to

be certain that pile carpets were first made in

Persia, and fnuu tliat country introduced into India

by the .Mohammedan conquerors. The Persian

habit of sitting and sleeping on the ground probably
brought into use soft lloor-coverings suited tr) such

a custom. Even among the higher classes in Persia

car])ets constitute the whole furniture of a room, ex-

cept a few ornaments jtlaced in niches in the wall.

A Persian not only sits and sleeps upon, but also

makes a table of a cari>et. Fine Persian fabrics of

this kind are very higlily prized for their beautiful

and appropriate designs, and for the quiet harmony
of their colours. They are of "Teat durability. Sir

Murdoch Sn ith states that the floor of the chief

102

pavilion of the Chehel Sitfin palace at Ispahan is

covered with a line carpet which lia.s been in use
since the time of Shah Abbiis, who reigned in the
end of the lOtli century. Persian pile carpets are
made V»y lirmly knotting tufts of woollen yarn on
the warp threads, and these tufts are held in their

place by the woof yarn. The linest are those of

Kurdistan ; but carjiets are made in many parts of

Persia, so also are felts or nfuiuids, the best of

which are fully an inch thick. These felts are
formeil of camel s hair, more or less mixed with
wool, and are ornamented on one side with inlaid

devices. They are used to cover the sides ami end
of a room, and owing to their thickness are softer

to sit upon than ordinary carpets. An attempt was
made to introduce the making of Persian carpets
after the Persian manner into Finland in 1888. At
the sale of the (ionpil collection in Paris in the
spring of 1888, two small old Persian carpets, each
7 feet bv 6 feet, brought respectively t'SOO and
fl.SOO. \'OY three others, also of small si/e, the
sum of I'l.'itK) wjis obtained. .Vbout fiOO is believed

to be the highest price hitherto paid in Persia itself

for a small carjiet. There are photoengravings of

two of (loupil's carpets in the Gazette (ten Beaux-
Arts for 1885, and larger cidonred illustrations of

line Pei"sian carpets in the I'nrtfullu of Persian
Art, issued by the Scmth Kensington Museum.

Indian Carpets.— Both cotton and woollen carpets
are maile in India. Those comp<)sed of cotton are
chiefly made in Bengal and Northern India, and are
Usually in two coloured stripes, such as red and
blue. They are often further ornamented with
squares and diamoii<l shapes, and occasionally with
gold and silver. Sir (ieorge Birdwood, a high
authority on the histoiy of Indian manufactures,
consi<lei-s that the natterns upon these cotton
car^)ets, a.s well <as those upon portions of some
native dresses, illustrate the most ancient orna-
mental designs of India. The jiatterns on the
woollen pile carpets of India can be traced back to

I'ersian originals, and both fabrics are made in the
same way. Manv of the older ones, as well as
some quite recently made, are scarcely less remark-
able than those made in Persia for their beauty
anil other meritorious qualities. In numerous

Fig. 1.— Carpet Loom, Cawnpore.

parts of India, however, the designs have suH'eied

from European influence. Fig. 1 shows an Indian

carpet loom ; those used in Persia are equally prinai-
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tive. Carpets are made in Cashmere, the Punjab,
Sind, and on the Mahibar coast ; also at Agra,
Mirza])ur, Jubbulpore, Hyderabad, Masulipatam,
and elsewhere. Some silk and velvet carpets are

likewise made in India.

Tiirkcij Cdi-jicts.— Like the carpets of Persia,

India, aiid North Africa, these are made on rude
simple loon.is by knotting tnfts of woollen yarn on
the warp threa<ls across the width of the carpet,

and (irmly binding the rows of these tufts by the

weft. The most characteristic patterns of Turkey
carpets are diamond shapes and zigzags—that is,

they are more jjurely geometrical than the Persian
designs. The arrangement of the colours usually
adopted produces a rich and pleasing efiect, and the
fabric from its mode of construction and depth of

pile is extremely durable. Turkey carpets are chiefly

made at Ushak. near Smyrna, in Asia jNIinor.

The carpets of the kind manufactured from 1755
till 18.35 in England at Axminster, and still made
to a small extent at Wilton, as well as some of the
highly ornamental French carpets, such as those of

Aubusson and Beauvais, are made on the same
principle as oriental pile carpets.

Kidderminster or SeoteJi Carpet.—This is the
oldest kind of machine-made carpet. It has no
pile, the yarn of which it is composed lying flat

upon the surface like an ordinary worsted cloth.

In some respects, although coarser and stronger, it

resembles a woollen damask of two colours, and like

it is reversible. The pattern is most perfect on the
face side, but if in this position it shows a purple
flower on a green ground, then on the other side the
flower is green on a purple ground. This would be a
two-ply carpet, the purple portion forming a separate
layer from the green portion, except at the edges of
the flower, where the yarn in passing from the
front to the back binds the two layers together. A
three-ply is in three layers, and is usually in three
or more colours or shades of colour. The difterent
layers are interlocked by the manner in which the
threads are used to form the pattern. Union
Kidder Carpets resemble the two-ply kind, except
that instead of being all wool, they have cotton
warps and worsted wefts. In these the colour of
the cotton usually fades before that of the wool.
Kidderminster carpeting is woven on power-looms
with Jacquard apparatus.

Brussels Carpet. — In this make of carpet the
worsted threads are arranged in the warp, and are
interwoven into a network of linen. Still the bulk
of the carpet consists of wool. Wha,t is called a
six-frame ' Brussels ' consists of six layers or thick-
nesses of coloured worsted yarn, but there are also
Hve, four, and three frame car})ets of tliis kind,
each formed of a corresponding number of worsted
threads. Of these the best and thickest is the six-
frame variety. The number (jf colours in the
carjjet indicates often, l)ut not always, the number
of frames used in its construction. These frames
are placed behind the loom, and each of them
contains about 2(50 reels or liobbins of worsted,
which as a rule is of one colour, that being the
number of threads in a carpet of the usual width of
27 inches. But by a little ingenuitv five or six

Fig. 2.

colour-s can be arranged in a four-frame carpet,
in which case only an expert can determine its
quality. Brussels carpet is woven on a loom with
a Jacquard apparatus (see Loom), which raises
such of the coloured yarns to the surface as the
pattern requires at each throw of the shuttle.

These are at the same time formed into loops by
the insertion of wires, which are immediately with-
drawn. Fig. 2 shows a section of a Brussels carpet
in which tliese wiies are shown.

Velvet Pile or Wilton Carpet.—This only differs

from a Brussels carpet in having the raised loops
cut so as to give it a velvet-like surface.

Tapestrij Carpet ( fig. 3 ), the name given to a
car])et made of parti-coloured yarns by a ^•ery in-

genious method patented by INIr Kichard Whytock
of Edinburgh in 1832. It resembles the 'Brussels'
make inasmuch as the surface is formed of loops of

worsted yarn, but instead of each thread being of a
single colour, it is of several colours in the tapestry
carjiet. It is really a printed carpet, but it is only
the woollen warp yarn, not the woven fabric, which
is printed. These yarns are placed on a large drum
which is traversed by small rollers charged with
dyes, and thus the threads are printed in bands of

various widths. When the parti-coloured warp
threads are arranged for weaving, the pattern
appears long drawn out. In that stage what are
to be squares in the w'oven pattern apjjear as
oblongs, and what are to be circles as ellipses.

The weaving draws them up into proper shape, and
the looms are simple. Although the back of a
tapestry carpet may be of any vegetable fibre, it is

very frequently of jute, but the wool is practically
all on the surface. In a Brussels carpet on the
contrary the worsted yarns are not only on the
surface but in layers below it.

Carpets of xindyed worsted yarn are made of a
similar structure to the tapestry kind, and after-

wards printed with a pattern on the surface.

Patent Axminster Carpet (fig. 4).—ISIr J. Temple-
ton of Glasgow patented in 1839 a method of mak-
ing carjjets by the use of chenille which are known
by this name. The wool chenille is first woven on a
separate loom, and cut into strips for the Aveft. In
this kind of carpet the elements of the design or
pattern exist in the chenille weft, which somewhat

resembles the parti-coloured A\iirp yarn in the
tapestry carpet ; but this chenille, having a pile

to begin with, does not require to be formed into
loops. The surface of the carjiet is in fact formed
of weft lines of chenille, which, so to speak, has a
backbone of thread. By means of ' catcher warps

'

crossing its backbone, the chenille is bound to a
strong under-fabric of cotton, linen, or hemp.
Eoycd Axminster Carpet.—This is a kind of car-

pet which has been recently introduced. It ditt'ers

from Templeton's patent Axminster in not requir-

ing the preliminary weaving of the chenille, and
from ' Brussels ' in not requiring the use of

Jacquard ajiparatus to weave it. In the Royal
Axminster the pattern is arranged line by line on a
succession of small spools of yarn, from which tufts

are cut by machinery and fastened into the carpet
by the interlacing of linen or jute warp and weft.

Jute Carpets.—Owing to the fact that jute is

neither a very durable fibre nor easily dyed with
permanent colours, carpets made of it are not
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highly esteemed, but they are nuich cheaper than
other kinds. They are made (at Dundee on a very
large scale ) either with a looped or plain surface,

and their patterns may be as beautiful as any on
Brussels or Kidderminster carpet.

Seats of the Imlustry.—Kidderminster is the
chief seat of the Brussels and velvet pile carpet
manufacture, but this branch of the trade is also

carried on at Stourbridge, Durham, and Halifax.
' Scotch ' carpets are made at DeMsbury and other
towns in Yorkshire, to a small extent at Kidder-
minster, and more largely at Kilmarnock and
Bannockburn. Tapestry carpets liave been made
to a verj' large extent in Yorkshire ; as also on the
banks of the Esk near Edinburgh, where they were
originally made. The expensive patent Axminster
carpet is made at Glasgow and in England. In the
United States, carpets are ma,nufactured extensively
at Philadelphia, Lowell, and elsewhere. German-
made carpets compete formidably with English and
Belgian carpets, and the export is increasing year
by year; a French consular report of 1888 says line

German handworked carpets are sent to Smyrna,
and re-imported to Europe as Eastern carpets. But
Britain is the great head-quarters of carpet manu-
facture ; and carpets of all kinds ( including, for

example, prayer carpets, or rugs for carrying to

church) are largely exported—the value of the
exports amounting to £1,250,000 per annum.

Merits and Defects of Carpets.—Brussels carpet is

growing most into favour. Both it and the tapestry

kind let less dust through them than a Kidder-
minster does. The latter, though an excellent
fabric when well made, wears much sooner than
either of the other tAvo kinds to the extent of dis-

figuring the pattern on one side—that is, unless the
tapestry carpet is of poor quality. The advantage
of getting wear out of two sides does not bring
a Kidderminster up to a Brussels in point of dura-
bility, but a Kidderminster is better in this respect

than a fair quality of tapestry carpet. When the
woollen surface of the latter is worn it is very un-
sightly, which is not the case with a Brussels, at least

not nearly to the same extent. The patent Axmin-
ster carpet is very durable when it has a deepish

pile ; but if not carefully handled, a strip of its

chenille gets loose, and this is a little difficult to

repair. Rag-carpets are made of rags variously

joined togetlier. Formerly carpets were always cut

to fit an apartment in Britain. Of late it has
become not unusual to have square carpets occupy-

ing only the centre of the room (as is common
abroad), the rest of the floor being varnished.

The so-called Holy Carpet, sent annually from
Cairo to Mecca with solemnities, is really a silk

covering for the Kaaba. See MECCA.

Carpi, a town of Northern Italy, 10 miles N.
of Motlena by rail, with a cathedral. Pop. 5987.

—

Carpi is also the name of a village 28 miles SE. of

Verona, celebrated for the victory obtained here by
Prince Eugene over the French in 1701.

Carpini, or Joh.\nne.s de Pian del Carpine,
a Franciscan monk, born in Unibria about 1182;

was head of the mission sent by Pope Innocent IV.

to the court of the emperor of the Mongols, whose
warlike advances had thrown Christendom into

consternation. A big, fat man, more than sixty

years old, he started from Lyons in April 1245,

and, crossing the Dnieper, Don, Volga, Ural, and
•Jaxartes, in the summer of 1246 reached Kara-

korum, beyond Lake Baikal, thence returning to

Kieff in June 1247, and so back to Lyons. The
hardships of the journey were great, and one ride

of 3000 miles in 106 days surpas.ses the best records

of most modem travellers. Prior to this, the

most monstrous fables had prevailed regarding the

Tartars ; and Carpini's Latin narrative was the

fir.st to bring these myths into discredit. Hakluyt
copied much of the work into his Navigations and
Discoveries (1598); but the first complete edition
of the text was DAvezac's (1839). Carpini died
Archbishop of Antivari some time before 1253.

Carpo'crate.s of Alexandri.a. flourished in

the first decades of the 2d centurj- A.D., and founded
the Gnostic sect of Carpocratians. According to
him, the essence of true religion consisted in the
union of the soul with the Monas or highest God,
by means of contemplation, which elevated it above
the superstitions of the popular faitli, and liberated
it from the necessity of suluiiitting to the common
laws of society. Among those who have attained
to this are Jesus, Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle.

Matter l)eing regarded as the princi])le of e\dl, the
soul had no obligations in regard to it, and the true
rule of life was to cultivate an entire indifference
to it, and simply follow one's own impulses. All
life being an effluence from or a return to God,
limitation or sin cleaves to all individual life as
such. The soul's return to God is theoretically
through the knowledge of the divine unity, and
practically through a life that follows nature and
overleaps all limits laid down for it by laws—e.g.

the law of private property and the law of mar-
riage, which were only instituted by the angels
who made the worlds. The soul that attains to

this freedom receives miraculous power ; until it

reaches it, it is held down by the Avorld-makers in

metempsychosis, remaining in the prison of bodily
life until it has ' paid the iittermost farthing.' The
Carpocratians existed down to the 6th century.

See Gnostics.

Carpolites, the fossil fmits of certain Car-
boniferous trees. Some of these are heart-shaped
bodies [Cardiocarpon); others are ellipsoidal, and
usually three-angled (Trigonocarpon); and yet
others are ellipsoidal, with a wrinkled and finely

granulated surface (Rhabdocarpon).

Carpophore. In the fruit of geraniums and
Limbelliferie the ripe carpels split away from the
central axis from below upwards, but remain
attached at top ; hence in technical phraseology
they are said to be suspended from a carpophore.

See U.mbellifer.^, Geraniace.e.

Carpus, Carpal Bones. See Hand, Foot,
Skeletcjx.

Carpzov, the name of a learned family, of

which the most conspicuous members were BENE-
DICT (1595-1666), an important writer on law, who
held high oflices at Dresden and Leipzig ; and his

brother JOHANN BENEDICT (1607-57), professor of

Theology at Leipzig, who published his Systema
Theologicuin in 1653.

Carracci. See Caracci.

Car'rageen, often incorrectly called Carra-
geen Moss, or Irish Moss, the Irish name of

Chondrus crispus, and some other allied species of

seaweeds, long of local importance as an article of

food, but now widely diffused, especially in invalid

cookerj'. The true carrageen is Chondrus crispvs

(order Floride.T, family Gigartine;p ; see Se.\-

weeds), and it occurs commonly on rocky shores,

particularly in North Europe, presenting many local

varieties. Its congener, Gigartina (Chondrus)
mammillosa, most frequently accompanies it. It

is 2, 4, 6, or even sometimes as much as 12 inches

long, branched by rei)eated forking, toucjh and
flexible, and of variable colour ; from yellowish

green through shades of red to purple being most
frequent. After being collected and washed in

fresn water, it is bleached and dried in the open
air ; and is then white or yellowish, dry, shrunken,

homy, and translucent. When treated for ten

minutes with, cold water, in the proportion of half

L
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an ounce of carrageen to three i)ints of water, and
then boiled and strained, it yields, ^vith or without

spices, a pleasant drink. With a larger proportion

ol carrageen, a thickish liquid or mucilage is

obtained ; and on boiling down this strong decoc-

tion, and cooling, a stitt" /tV/// is procured. ]Milk

rowtli.

ina\' he employed instead of water ; and ^\•ith the
stronger preparation, along with sugar and spices,

when thrown into a mould, a kind of blanc mange
is obtained. It is much recommended in pulmonary
consumption and other maladies, Ijut its value
seems to depend on its being a pleasant and
digestible article of food ; even its nutritive im-
portance has, howevei-, been greatly exaggerated :

especially when we consider that a pound of stiff

jelly contains only half an ounce of the dried weed !

It is sometimes employed for feeding cattle, in the
preparation of size by painters and calico-printers,
in stuthng mattresses, and for other uses. The
' Ceylon Moss,' in similar use in the East, is

Spkcerococcus lichenoides, another seaA\eed of the
same order (Floridese), and is of similar properties
and uses. 'Iceland Moss' (q.v.), however, is a
lichen, Cctraria i.slaiidica.

Carraiiza, Bartholom.eus de, born in 1503,
at Miranda, in Navarre, entered the Dominican
order, became professor of Theology at Valladolid,
and in 15,14 accompanied Philip H. to England,
\vhere he Mas confessor to Queen Mary, and where
his zealous efforts to re-establish Cathoiicism gained
him the confidence of Philip and the archbishopric
of Toledo, the richest in Spain. Here, however,
he was accused of heresy, and imprisoned bv the
Inquisition in 1559. In 1567 he Avas removed to
Rome, and confined in the castle of St Angelo. He
died a few days after his release, 2d May 1576.

Carrara, a to\\n of Northern Itaiv, 30 miles
NW. of Leghorn liy rail. It is situated on the
Avenza, near its mouth in the Mediterranean,
and is surrounded by the marble hills which have
made its celebrity. The town and its inhabitants
are wholly given iip to the marl>le trade. There
are above 400 marble-quarries, larger or smaller,
in the vicinity of the town, though very few
furnish the marble used for statuary. The liiarble
is a white saccharoid limestone,' which derives
its value to the sculptor from its texture and
purity. It was formerly supposed to be of
.\rch:i-an age, but is now knoMn to be a metamor-
phosed Jurassic limestone. The quarries are on
the side of the mountains, a branch of the Apen-
nines, at heights varying from 500 to 3500 feet.

The nmuntains, whose jagged peaks glitter in the
sun, furnish, happily, an inexhaustible sujqtly of

marble ; for to produce the 150,000 annually ex-
ported probably 500,000 tons are quarried, the
l)alance being wiisted—for the ai)pliances for quariy-
ing are of the most primitive, and many a blasting
juoduces merely tiseless fragments. In these quar-
lies, which have Iteen worked for more than two
thousand years, some 5000 men are regularly
employed. Besides the quarrymen, the marble
employs innumerable marble-cutters in the town,
together with tombstone and other statuaries of the
iiumbler kinds, as well as scul2)tors. It simuld be
added that marble similar to that of Carrara is

quarried also at Massa and elsewhere. The United
States imports in some years 25,000 tons of Carrara
marble, at from 300 francs to 1400 francs per cubic
metre. Pop. 12,300.

Carre. See Overbury, Ker.
Carrel, Armand, a celebrated French publicist

and rejjublican leader, was born at Rouen in 1800,

and was educated in the military school of St Cyr.
After ser\ing for some years in the army, he went
to Paris, and devoted his attention to political and
liistorical studies. In 1830, in connection with
Thiers and Mignet, he became editor of the
Xationcd, the ablest and most spirited of the
journals opposed to the government of Charles X.
Carrel's colleagues being employed by the new
government of Louis-Philippe, he was left to con-
duct the Xafionaf himself, Avhich he did with a
spirit and a freedom such as had not l:)een witnessed
in France for a long time. On more than one
occasion he checked the arbitrary power which the
government attempted to exercise, and gained the
high admiration and esteem of the popular party.
Government prosecutions of course followed his

outspokenness, and heavy fines were decreed against
him ; but these were paid by public subscription,

and each conviction only made his journal more
famous. Carrel, however, dreaded revolution as
much as he hated desjjotism, and had no sympathy
with many of .hose Avho looked u]) to him as a
leader. Provoked into a duel with Emile de
(lirardin, by an attack on his personal character.
Carrel was mortally A\ounded, and died 24th July
1836. Littre and Paulin edited his CEnvt'es Poli-

tiques et Littcraires (5 vols. 1857-58).

Carriage is a general name for any vehicle
intended for the conveyance of passengers either
on roads or railways. Carriages are structures
mounted on two or more Avheels, and in form,
build, and accommodation they are exceedingly
diverse. The origin of the term is of course the
same as curry, late Lat. cra-ricare, to convey in a
cart ; carr-us, ' a car,' a word of Celtic cn-igin.

The earliest carriages were probably constructed
for warlike pur^joses ; but at a period so remote as
the time of Joseph, carriages Avere used also at
least for royal pageants (Gen. xli. 43). Among
the (Greeks, chariot-races formed an important
feature in the Olympic games ; the Romans had
two, three, and four horse chariots ; and according
to Herodotus tlie Scythians had a covered chariot,
the top of whicii Avas removable, and capable of
being used as a tent. Of the carriage of modern
times, the earliest record belongs to about the year
1280, Avlien Charles of Anjou entered Naples, and
his queen rode in a caretta, a small decorated car,

the parent of the modern chariot or chariette.
Soon thereafter, in 1294, Philip of France issued an
edict prohibiting the wives of citizens from using
cars or chars, and later, Pius IV. ( 1559-66) exhorted
his ecclesiastics to discountenance the Avomanly
fashion of riding in coaches.
The first carriage ever seen in England—apart

from the war-chariots of the early Britons—was
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made in 1555 by Walter Rippon for the Earl of

Rutland, and subsequently the same coach-builder
made one for Queen Mary. Tliese cannot have
been veiy successful vehicles, for Taylor, the Water-
poet, a determined enemy of the innovation, says :

' The first ever seen here was l)rought out of tlie

Netherlands by one William Boouen, a Dutchman,
who gave a coach to (,|ueen Elizabeth, for she had
been seven years a i|ueen before she had any
coach.' Later in tlie reign, the royal carriages had
sliding panels, so that the (jueen could slunv
lierself to her loving subjects wlienever she desired.

During tlie closing years of Elizabetli's reign, and
early in the 17th centuiy, tlie use of pleasure-
carriages extended rapidly in England. The
coaches had first to struggle against the opposition
of the boatmen on the rivers, and then against
that of the sedan owners and bearers : but they
gradually came into very general use.

These early vehicles were at best heavy and
lumbering structures, Avithout the springs and other
mechanical adaptations which make a modern
carriage a triumph of constructi\e art ; and as
they rumbled over the wretched roads, travelling

in them must have been far from luxurious.

The condition of the roails necessitated great
strength and solidity in the velucles ; and improve-
ments in carriage-building were of necessity
preceded by improvement in the art of road-

making. The suspendifig of the coach l)ody by
leathern straps, to insure ease of motion and

§ freedom from violent jerks. A\'as an amelioration
introduced early in the ISth century. Subsequently
these straps were attached to C-springs—an
arrangement used to the present day in coaches
proper. The elliptic .spring on which most
carriages are now mounted was invented in 1804
by Mr Obadiah Elliot, and since that time the
improvements in carriages have been veiy
numerous.

It would serve no useful purpose to enumerate
the principal varieties of carriages, many of which
are peculiar to particular countries, and are knoAAni

l)y local names. Among the numerous ways in

which road-carriages varv', the most important are

the number of wheels, the method of entering, and
the seating of the vehicle, the nature of the

covering when the carriage is inclosed or partially

inclosed, the number of persons it is designetl to

accommodate, and the arrangements for horsing.

Road-carriages have either two or four wheels ;

examples of two-wheeled vehicles being the common
gig, the Tilbury, the dog-cart, the T-cart, the

Irish car, and the hansom-cab. Such vehicles

require a pair of rigid shafts, because tlie load

must be divided between the wheels and the back
of the horse. In four-wheeled vehicles the horse

or horses have only a dragging load, and the

animal or animals may be yoked either lietween

hinged shafts or liy leathern traces alone, or by
traces and a central splinter-bar. Examples of

open four-wheel carriages are the Phaeton, the

Wagonette, and the Brake. Partly-covered car-

riages are the Droskey or Droitska, the Victoria,

and the Barouche. The Landau is the type of a

carriage which at will can be entirely closed like

the coach, or quite open by folding the co\ering

liat back to both sides. The Coach is a perman-

ently inclosed caniage, as is also the Brougham,
which is only a miniature coach. The Mail-coach

or Drag, like the Omnibus, has both outside and

inside accommodation for passengers.

The manufacture of carriages, whether pleasure-

vehicles or oniuilmses, ranks in the highest class

of mechanical labour. There is a necessity for the

best materials and the best workmanship, since.

Giving to the severe strains and jerks to which the

vehicles are subject, cheap construction is in the

end unprofitable. Many different kinds of wood
are employed in the construction. The body of
the carriage is made by one set of workmen, the
under-framing by another ; the former partaking
more than the latter of the nature of cabinet-work.
The steel-spring making is delicate work, owing to
the necessity for combining strength with lightness
and ela.sticity ; and the various pieces of ironwork
require careful adjustment, especially the axles.

The covering of the ujiper part of the body of a
carriage with leather i> one oi the most difficult

paits of the manufacture ; one single hide is eni-

jdoyed, the leather lieing worked round the corners
l>y repeated currying AvTiile wet ; and all must be
rendered smooth, without even a puncture. The
best coaches receive as many as twenty to thirty
coats of oil-paint ; and the jiolishing processes are
numerous and carefully conduced. The carving,
gilding, herald-painting, lace and fringe work,
metal ornamentation, «S;c., are among the best ex-
amjjles of their respective handicrafts. See Cab,
Co.\CHlXG ; Thrupp's History of Coaches ( 1877 ),

and other works bv Ware (Phil. 1875), Stratton
( 1878), and J. W. Burgess ( 1881 ).

C'arriasre Dog. See Dalm.vtian Dog.

C'arriok. the southern division of Ayrshire
(q.v. ). The Prince of \\'ales is Earl of Carrick.

C^arrickfergllSo an Irish seaport town and
oninty of itself, situated tm the north side of Bel-

fast Lough, on the south-eastern l)oider of County
Antrim, 9i miles N. of Belfast and 1*2 miles S. of

Larne by rail. Its chief feature is its picturestjue

castle, supposed to have been erected by De Courcy
in the 12th centuiy. It stands on a rock about 30
feet high, projecting boldly into the sea. The keep
is 90 feet high. But one gateway now remains of

the ancient city walls. Here William III. landed
seventeen days before the battle of the Boyne, and
here Thurot made an abortive landing in 1760.

Flax-spinning is carried on, and there is an active
lishen' of oysters. Pop. ( 1851 ) 8488 ; ( 18S1 ) 10,009

;

( 189l") 8923"; of town proper, 4800. Carrickfergus
returns one membei'.

Carrick-OU-8bailllOU, the capital of County
Leitrim, on the Shannon, 98 miles NW. of Dublin
by rail. Pop. 1177.

Carrick-Oll-Sllir, a town of Tippemiy, situ-

ated on the Suir, which is navigable at this point,

14 miles E. of Clonmel, and 149 miles SW. of
Duljlin by rail. It hits woollen, linen and flax fac-

tories, and a good trade in agricultural produce,
and there are slate-quarries in the neighbourhood.
There are the remains of a <tastle built in 1309,

and belonging to the Butler family, a branch of

which hence received the title of Viscount and Earl
of Carrick. A stone bridge connects it with the
sul)urb of Carrickbeu in County Waterford, which
has an abbey (133ti). Pop. (1851) 7512; (1881)
6583; (1891) 5608.

Carrier, Jean Baptiste, an infamous member
of the French National Convention, was born at

the village of Yolai, near Aurillac. in Auvergne, in

1756. Entering the National C<mvention in 1792,

he took an active part in the formation of the
Kevolutionary Tribunal, voted for the death of the

king, demanded the arrest of the Duke of Orleans,

and assistetl in the overthrow of the Girondists.

At Nantes, whither he was sent on a mission

against the moderates in 1793. he found ample
means for indulging his insatiable thirst for human
blood. The utter defeat of the Vendeans had filled

the prisons with captives, and Carrier i>roposed and
carried a resolution for murdering the unhappy
prisoners en masse. Accordingly, he compelled
ninety-four priests to embark in a vessel, under pre-

tence of dejiortation, and during the night drowned
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the whole of them, by having the ship scuttled.

Such summary executions, called noi/ades, also

'vertical deportations,' were repeated to the num-

ber of twenty-tive. Men and women also were tied

totrether feet and liands, and thrown into the Loire

;

and this was called mariagc republicain{re\n\\Aicim.

marriage ). The water of the Loire was so poisoned

by corpses, that its use for drinking and cooking

was prohibited. Five hundred political prisoners

were shot, as in a battue, on the bridge near

Nantes. In those massacres the form of trial was
discontinued; and in four months 16,000 persons

perished. Even Robespierre was ollended by the

enormities committed, and recalled Carrier, who
boldly justified his own conduct before the Conven-

tion.
" The fall of Robespierre was, however, soon

followed by outcries against Carrier ; judgment was
decreed against him, and he perished under the

guillotine, 16th December 1794.

Carrifere, Moriz, a German philosopher and
many-sided man of letters, born at Griedel, in

Hesse, 5th March 1817, studied at Giessen, Gottin-

gen, and Berlin, and in 1853 became professor of

Philosophy at Munich. He is one of the founders

of the modern school of thought which endeavours

to reconcile Deism and Pantheism. His works on
^Esthetics

(
q. V. ) have been widely read in Germany ;

his Asthetik reached a third edition in 1884, and so

popular was his important work. Die Kunst ivi

Zusammenhang der Kidturentivickelung und die

Ideale der Menschheit (5 vols. 1863-74), that a third

edition was commenced in 1876. He also published
Die sittliche Weltordnung (1877), a thoughtful
monograph on Cromwell, several volumes of verse,

&c. He died 19th January 1895.

Carrier Pigeon, a fancy variety of domestic
pigeon ; large in size, long in body and neck, bred
in several different colours, and very remarkable in

appearance fi-om the great length of head and beak
and enormous excrescences of white carunculated
skin, called wattle, at the base of the beak and
round the eyes. According to Darwin, the carrier

is undoubtedly of Eastern origin, and is probably a
descendant of the Persian messenger pigeon. It is

stated in Moore's Coluinharium (1735) that the
carrier was first imported from Persia into Europe
by Dutch sailors, ' being sometimes brought by
shipping and sometimes in the caravans.' The
striking appearance of the English carrier of to-day
is due to the careful breeding of English pigeon-
fanciers, and existed only to a very modified extent
in the original imported 1)ird. The Eastern carrier
was probably very similar in appearance to the
present ' dragon ' pigeon, or to the formerly well-
known ' horseman.' A good Englisli show carrier
should have a length of face of fully two inches,
measured from the centre of the eye to the ex-
tremity of the beak. A stout box-beak is much
esteemed, and the lineness of texture of the wattle
is also an important property. From £50 to £100
has been paid for an exceptional bird—i. e. one good
enough to take i)rizes in some of the many pigeon
shows of this country. Having been bred for more
than two centuries as a purely fancy variety, for
show points alone, and its Hying projlerties having
been neglected, the English carrier lias long since
lost the attributes that gave it its name.
Moore states in his Columbari^ivi that 'those

who are possessed of true carriers, which are at
present very scarce here, pay too dear, and liave
too great a value for them to'risk tlieir being lost

'

as letter-carriers. Like all highly developed fancy
breeds, they are often delicate, aiul most of tliem
are deficient in the strengtli, tlie intelligence, and
the vigorous constitution necessary in a messenger
bird. It is a common error to speak of the birds
employed as messengers as 'carrier pigeons.' Tlie

pigeons now made use of for long-distance flying

and as message-bearers are called homers, or

homing Antwerps, and are very different in

appearance from 'carriers.' They are of medium

A, iinglish Sliow Carrier Pigeon ; B, Homer or
Messenger Pigeon.

size, someM'hat similar to the common pigeon in

appearance, but heavier, stronger, and have larger

heads.
The modern homer is a direct descendant of the

pigeon voyageur of Belgium. The voyageur is a

composite breed, resulting from a cross between the

common thin-beaked blue rock (Columba Livia),

the short-faced intelligent owl-pigeon, or smerle,

the strong, determined, long-faced dragon, and the

high-flying Antwerp cumulet, or other tumbler
pigeon. The breed is now well established, and
may be said to be of a general uniform type.

From £40 to £50 has been paid for a good homer, a
winner in a 500 miles race, but such a price is verj^

exceptional. To insure the return of a homing
pigeon that has been liberated far away from its

liome, a previous course of training is necessary.

This is usually commenced in July, when the
young birds are three or four months old. Those
selected for training are placed in a basket, trans-

ported a short distance from home, and then liber-

ated. Tliese distances are successively increased in

the same direction until the required stage has been
reached. The following are the usual training
stages, in miles from home : 1, 3, 6, 12, 21, 35, 50,

75, 100. There should be an interval of a few days
between the tosses. Old birds may be 'jumped'
farther than young ones. At three years of age
500 miles may be flown. Stages after 100 miles
would be about as follows : 100, 150, 225, 325, 450
miles. These long distances are accomplished only
by the very best birds. A large percentage of

birds are always lost in training. Pigeon-racing is

conducted through the medium of pigeon -flying

societies or clubs. In England there are some
50 such clubs. In Belgium, France, Germany, and
Italy they are very numerous. Every bird com-
jjeting in a race is stamped with a mark unknown
to the owner until the bird is caught on his return
home. About 800 yards per minute is an average
velocity. The highest authenticated velocity is

2200 yards per minute, in a race of 150 miles. The
greatest distance flown is 1100 miles, in America.
The nature of the faculty by the exercise of

which homing pigeons are able to find their way
back to their far-distant homes has been much dis-

cussed by ornithologists. It is ])robable that sight
and memory are supplemented by the effect of

training always in the same direction, and that the
bird may be assisted by the position of the sun,
and the directions of warm or cold Minds. Pigeons
are frequently jumj)ed 250 miles—i.e. after they
have flown liome from a place 200 miles away, their
next toss may be 450 miles. At a height of 430
feet, a moderate height for a pigeon, the range of
view on level ground is 25 miles. There are many
instances of tlie early eini)loyment of pigeons for
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transmitting intelligence. The use of the dove by
Noah suggests a knowledge of the bird's habits.
It is recorded that pigeons were used as message-
bearers by the early na\'igators of Egypt, of Cyprus,
and of Candia, and Ijy the Romans in connection
with the Olympic games. Their first employ-
ment in war appears to have been at the siege of
Modena, 43 B.C. About the middle of the 12th cen-
tury a regular system of pigeon communication was
organised between Bagdad and all the important
towns of Syria, and was afterwards e.\tended to
Egypt. Pigeon-tiying is still in vogue in Asiatic
countries where telegraphs do not exist. Further
instances of the use of pigeons as war-messengers
are the siege of Haarlem (1572), siege of Leyden
( 1574), and by the Chinese at tlie beginning of the
14th century.

Much prominence was given to the pigeon-post
during the siege of Paris (1870-71). No birds had
been sent out of the French capital previous to the
arrival of the besiegers. Every pigeon that Hew
into Paris with messages had been previously sent
out by balloon. Of 363 birds which were thus sent
out over tlie heads of the (Germans, 302 were
liberated, but only 73 reached the capital. As
some performed the journey several times, only
57 ditterent birds succeeded in accomplishing the
task. The i)igeons were collected at Tours and
afterwards at Poitiers, but were liberated with
their messages at the farthest jjoint north that
could be safely reached.
By the use of microscopic photography an enor-

mous number of messages could be sent. By first

printing the messages, then photograpiiing them
on a thin film or pellicle of collotlion about 1^ inches
by 2 inches, each film could contain 2.300 despatches
of twenty words each. One l)ird could carry at
least a dozen of these, making 30,000 despatches.
A pigeon that arriveil in Paris on the 3d February
carried 18 pellicles containing 40,000 messages.
The pellicles were rolled up and inserted in a goose-
quill about 1^- inches long, which was attached by
a silk thread or thin wire along the upper surface

of one of the tail-feathers. The Aveight of the mess-
ages was always less than 1 gramme (15^- grains).

Pigeons will, however, carry 100 grains with ease,

ana for short distances have carried J of an ounce
( 360 grains ). The organisation of regular ' mili-

tary pigeon systems ' in almost every continental

nation of Europe soon followed the Franco-German
war. There are now about 60 European military
pigeon stations. In France, (Jermany, Italy, and
Denmark great encouragement is given by the
state to private societies that tly their birds in

directions fixed by the war ministers. England
had, up to 1888, taken no stei)s in this direction.

During tlie lirst iiaif of tiie nineteenth century

pigeons were <;xtensi\eiy emplt)yed for the convey-

ance of intelligence, but up to 1830 their use was
almost confined, in England, to publicans and
prize-lighters. A little later, however, they became
generally used by ne\\spaper reporters, and secretly

for stockbroking purposes. The lirst English loft

established by a stockbroker was at Dover in 1834,

and two years later, tiiere were three lofts at Dover,

containing a total of 600 birds, employed by London
stockbrokers and by the custom-house authorities.

Birds were also kept at Folkestone for similar pur-

poses. There were lofts at Boulogne, and others

between Dover and London. Four pigeons were

often used to carry a message from a few niiles

south of Boulogne to London, a distance of 135 iiiiles.

In summer time the message carried l)y the pigeon

would arrive in London by mid-day, whereas

the Paris mail could iu)t be expected before mid-

night. Large fortunes were made on the stock

exchange by this means. Before the introduction

of railwavs, the difficulties of training the birds

were very great, and 80 miles was the farthest dis-

tance flown by a pigeon in England. The Belgians
were tlie pioneers of modern long-distance Hying.
According to Dr Chapins, their lirst pigeon-race
was in 1818, wlien 100 iniles was accomplislied. In
1820 a pigeon Hew from Paris to Liege, about 200
miles, and in 1823 the lirst race from London to
Belgium took j)lace. In 1830, 110 pigeons Hew a
race from Lonilon to Antwerj), tiie winning bird

accomplishing tlie journey of 181) miles in 5 houi-s

and 5 minutes. The Belgian birds, up to this date,
were sliorter in face and smaller than those used
for Hying in England. They were faster on the
wing, but not so reliable in bad weather. Tiie

present pigeon voyageur dates from about 1835,

when the Belgian birds were first crossed with the
larger and stronger English flyers. By the strict

ap]dication of the principle of the survival of the
Httest, and by breeding only from birds tliat have
pi'oved themselves good workers, the breed of hom-
ing pigeons has continued to improve up to the
present day. Belgium is still the chief pigeon-Hy-
ing country of the world. Every village has a
' Societe Colombophile. ' Races take place ciiielly

from the south-west of France, and are generally
flown on Sundays. During the summer months,
special trains, loadeil entirely with pigeons, leave
Brussels every Saturday. The king and the Comte
de Flandres give prizes for tlie annual ' Concours
National ' of 500 miles, in which over 3000 pigeons
often compete. In favourable weather this distance
is accomplished in one day.

Carriers are those who undertake the carrying
of goods from place to place by land and sea. In
many parts of the East, carrying is done mainly by
camels, in South America by llamas, in various
parts of Europe by mules and pack-horses (see

Camel). In England and Scotland, after tlie jiack-

horse came the one-horse cart and tlie four-wlieeled

wagon, whicli until tlie opening of canals, and
especially of railways, was the universal means of

land-conveyance, and the carrying-trade became
by <legrees an immense organisation. Canals
lai'gely superseded wagons towards the end of the
18th century (see C.A.NALS); and railways soon
reduced canals to a very humble share in the busi-

ness of carrying, even for such goods as mineriils,

coal, bricks, manure, and the like bulky goods of

no great value. Railways still imply a vast amount
of work for horses, wagons, carts, lorries, and men
in bringing goods from the senders to the trains,

and in delivering them to the consignees on their

arrival at the nearest railway station. Even when
the railways undertake the whole business of re-

ceiving and deli\ering the goods, they frequently
employ the men and lior.ses of companies quite
independent of themselves. The name of Pickford
was famous before the days of railways, and is

famous still. At tiie present time, tlie tendency is

for the companies to take the resijonsibility of the
whole conveyance, tlie carriers acting as their

agents, if willing so to do, or else endeavouring
to maintain a fair comjietition. Tiie goods-vans
traversing the streets of the metropolis and otlier

great towns are now more frequently inscribed

with tlie names <^f railway companies tlian witli

those of private carriers. Tliere are i>arcels de-

livery companies, and special developments of

carrying, such as vans for removing furniture,

which are themselves transported by rail. The
introduction of tlie Parcel Post system (1883)
has in some respects revolutionised the carrying-

trade in Britain. In America the carrying-trade is

largely in the hands of separate organisations, the
Express Companies, who have special arrangements
witli the railways, and take all responsibility. Such
Companies sometimes have the goods-traffic of a
railwav in their hands.
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III Law, a r-an-ier in onf wlio ofJV^rH to tUc piihlif,

to ronvpy paMH<;iiKftrH, or «"'"'". froui one, ]i]iu:<i to

ariotlHT, for liirc Tlif! oMiir iiiiiHt W<! general— for a

private? pcrnon who contraftH with another for car-

ria««!, JH not a (^arrinr in th«; \fi^ii\ Ho.nHt;, and 'htfw

not in<Mir th«! |iC!<Miliar r«-H|»onHil»iliti';M whicli, in

aInioMt <;vorv country, it lian \>i-i-n found (rxpodicnt

to attafrh to lh<; offujiation of a piihlif or roniiiioii

(^rri<!r. Tarriaj,'*;, in hiw, is tliUH a ji<;(;nliar rnodih-

nation <if lli<^ contract of hirin;,'. The contract may
he cxjircHM, d»!p<!ndin;,' r)n tlic tcrrnH of any aj^rcc-

rncnt pcrtiiittcd hy law, ur implied from the HlatHH

of a comirion carrier who haw rriccivcd ;,'oods of th*;

kind which he profcHMCH to carry. Such ;^ood.H he is

not cfititlcrl to nfiise iirdcMM they are dan^jeroiiH, or

l»y reason of popular tumult, or unlesH he haw no
convenient meauH of carrying,' them, 'ir if tliey are

not hrmi^ht in timr; for packing', or delivered in a
HtaU; in.securr; and unlit for carriaf,'e. The vfdiicle

mu.Mt he Hiinicient for safe carnage, and the carrier

iH hound properly to pack. The re<,'ular cf)urHe of

the jourrn!V munt Ik; followed, and iierishfihhr ^^'oodn

muHt he ^Mwarded with reaHonaldf; Hf)eed. The
carrier Hhould ;,'ive notice, when receiving the ^^oodn,

of any known unuHual causf; of delay. In lionic;,

the reH|ponHihiliti(!H of carriern )»y water were, rej'u-

latcil hy a pnetorian edict, which wanapplicahle alHO

t-o innk<!ep<rrM and ntii.hh^r.H ; and from that frdict the

law of carriiige in mrxlern Murope haw herm maiidy
horrowed, .Honietime.H directly, an in Scotland, Homr-.-

timcH indirectly, »,h in Knj,dand. The j/round on
whic.h thr;edi(;t increanerl the reHpon.nihilitifjH a.ttach-

inji{ to an ordinary contract of hirin;,' waw, that the

perHoriM whom it r;numf!rated were under pfjculiar

tcMiptatiouH to cofiHort, either per.Honally or through
their seivantH, with tliif!V(!,H oi- rohher.4, without the

connection heing y-nvh n.H to admit of proof. This
rcHponsihility in our own law extendH not rjrily

to the acts (»f the cairier'H servantH, hut also to

tlu»Me of tli»! gucHtH of an inn, or the paMHcnger.s in

a cr)riveyance. The ofdy exception to thi.H liahility

at <;ommon law i.s iti the case of Iohk ari.ning

from the Ar-t, of (»od ('(.v.) or the KingH enemies
- i.e. thr; fury of the (deruentK, or war. iN'eitluir

rolduMy nor theft is regarded an an incvitahh;

»W!cidr:nt.

IJut thfue are weveral limitatioiiH imj)OH«!d hy
the (!arrierH A<;t, ]S,'{(), anri the llailway and Canal
Tradi*; Act, ISr»<). Th<; liahility for gold and nilver,

and articlcM of unuHUfil value, is restricted to CIO,

unhi.SH th<! extra value lia.s hrjcii jirfrviouHly stattrd

anil paid for a.n insurancf; against, tlie greater risk

( IS V ict. (thap. ."il ) ; and the proof of valu<! is laid on
ih«! iierson (Maiming com|»ensation. On the other
liarKi, it is proviihul that railway aiirl canal com-
panies Hha,ll he lia,l)le for negh^ct or (h^fault in the
c.arriage, of goods, aniinaJs, iVc ; iiotw itli-ita.nding

any notic*; or condition or dec.hira.tiou ma.de hy the
conipa,ny, for the pur|)OSf! of limiting their liahility.

Hut the statute jiermits 'Just and le.asonahlc! ' con-
ditions to he im|»osed. It also declarfis that all

Hpe(rial 'contracts ahout the carriagf; of goods must
hi-, signed. A sjieciiuen of what is regarrhrd as a,

reasona.hle conilition is that, in the (rase <)f jierish-

ahle goods, the eompa.iiy shall not he liahle for l<»ss

of ma,rket and dcday in transit. 'I'Ik; Act of IH.'jd

also compe.ls the com|)anies to give fair all round
facilities as regards transit and through rates, and
not to give undue pref(!r»!nc(! to |>arti(-ular trailers.

The flecisions of tin; «',ourts hav*; also somewhat
limited thf! univer.saJ nispoiisihility of thf; carriiu-.

For example, it ha,s heeu dcicidiid that hi; is not
liahle, (iiiii. rtarri<;r ( a.nd tin; same, applies to an inn
kc!(!j»er), for luotiey tak<!n from the pockets of the
traveller; hut that, if the money has heen taken
from the jiockets <(f clothes which have heen stolen,
or from trunks which havi; luien hroken into, his
nisponsihility conies into operation. For tin;

functions of the llailway CJornrnissioners, and for

the conveyance of passen<;erH, see Kaii-WAY.s.
[Jnder carrier are incmded carters and [lorterH,

who ofler tliemselves for hire, to carry goods from
one part of a city to another. Whetner thf; same
he the r-asf; with hackney-coachmen is more douht-
ful. Wharfingers and warelmusemen are liahle

only under the si>ecial contracts into which they
rnay have enterfnl, «)r in accordance with mercan-
tile usage. ('arrierH are liahle to make good
to the owners of goods intrusted to them all

loss»!S arising from a.ceidr^rital fiie. This ruh; was
introduced into Scotland l»y the, .\I(!rca,ntile Law
Amendnifint Act of lS.">(i. Carrirtrs have alitor ujon
the goods they have carried fr)r payruent of the
carriage only. Tim lien is, however, restricted to

the jiarticnJar goods to which the carriage refers,

and ceases on ]»ossession of thern having heen
given uj). It does not cover any *>tlier account or
halance due either hy the sender or consignee to
the (;a,rri(!r.

In the I'nited States, carriers are tniated as ( 1

)

carriers without hirr; ; (2) carriers for hire, hut fiot

common carririrs ; and {?,) common carriers. Those
who carry without hire an; held to ordinary care
and diligence in ))erf<»rmance of the urKh^rtaking ;

the «:o[didf;ncf; rf-pr)S(rd in tlir;m h(;ing a sutlirient

cf)nsideration to (Tr^ate this liahility. 'I'he se«;ond

class, whifdi may h(! termed jirivate carriers or
haile(!s for hire, are lield to a greater <iegree of

responsihility ; they are liehl to such diligence aw
every prudent man commonly takes of his own
goods, and are res|)onsil)l(! for tliat ordinary negli-

gence which is a want of such diligence. The
lia.liility of this private carrier (h-jx^nds uj)C)n a
diM'erence of facts, ra,ther tlia,n a, dillerenr^c, of h^gal

jirinciples; and may he increased or diminished hy
a spe(!ial r-,ontract, which does not, liowever, change
his character as rrarrier,

A common carrier, one who undertakes to carry
passeng»MS or gf)ods for all who a])idy a,nd agree to

the lawful terms he prescrihes, and who is liahle; to

an action for damages if he refuses, is an agent for

the jmhlic, and as such is held to <!Xtraordinary

CM,re in thr; discharge of his jnihlic duty. The
Inter-statf! Commerce Act of (Congress rif l''(d)ruary

4, IHS7, prrdiihits common ca,rriers from discriminat-

ing, in tiie transportation of passengfMs or jiroperty,

hr;twef!n pf;rsons or |)laces, and lays down much the
sam(! rul<!S as regards uriilue prefr^frrice and e<pial

facilities as the iJritish Act of \H'){'>. It also pro-

liil)its ('luiigcis whifdi a,rf! not just and reasouahle.
It comjtcls comirion r-arrifus to |)rint and make
piihlic ' th(! rates, fares, and charges for transporta-

tion r»f ])asseng«!rs and ])roperty ;
' and forhids corn-

hinations among riomnion cani(!rs to jirevfjiit the
ca,iria,gr; of fn;iglits fi(»m htsing continuous from the
j)lace of shijummt to the; jilac- of dristination.

This act created an Inter statf; (Jomnierc(! (Virn-

mi.ssion, consisting of (iv(! iiKMiihers aj)j)ointed hy
the pre.si(h!rit, hy an<l with the advice; of the senate,

and clothed them with authority, with the usual
powers, to in<|uir(r into (he; management of the
hiisiness of e\crv puhlier carrier not <'orilined to a
single state. 'I'Ik? act gives this commission ex-

t.finsive powr-r to lma,r c(miplaints and invr-stigate

the same, !ind to decide disputes, and to makt; the
ne(!f!ssary regulations in the piihlit; interest. In

fiMtt, it closely resemhles tin; I'ritish Kailway (com-
mission. See Uaii,W'AVS. This law does not inter-

fere with the Ir^gislative juiisdictioii of the states

within their own tciril,ory. Tlie land carria.ge is

generally suhject to municipal la,w, and the l""(rderal

Courts iiavf! jurisdiction hy virtue of the; citizf!n-

ship of the parties, while tlie carriage; hy watr^r, aH

a hranedi of the Maritime! a,nd Admiralty jiirisdic-

tiein, is properly in the Initt^il Statess e)r l''e;deral

ceuirts.



In t,li(; IJniU;'! StateH it hoH been <l(ici(le<l that
Hlr;(;|)i;ig-r;ar coiiipaiiifw are not n^HpoiiMihW' for
(:i]'i:cAM (;arri<!(l l>y tlunr paHHtMi^^erH. ()t,lif;twiHr!, Wn-
rr!H[i(»iiHil>ility oi v.iivv'ii'.ih Ih tli<; Haiin; in lln; (iiitcd
St,!i.l,<'M UH in (iii-.iA, liril.aiii.

I^'arrioii <Jrow, Sf!«! ('now. 'I')i<- nanK? in

HOUKiLiinnH attplicd in AnifMif'a U> a HpccioM of vul-
ture. Ser; Vi;i/)i;j!i;.

4'arrioil Flowers, a nium: wliidi, on aeeownt
of l,ii<-ii nin<rll i<>-'riil)iin;.M,liut, of putrid meat, has
lj(;<!h ;.dv(:n fo tJie IIovvcih of infi.ny H\t>:vi<-H of
Ktapelia, a f^eniiH of AMclepiadeic, wliicli in oilier

wine rernarkalile for the hiicf'ulent drtvelopnieiit of
the eelliilar tinMiie of the Mteni and rridiietion of the
leaveH, renultin^ in a general anpeet like that of
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V
C;inio»i I''lowi:r { Sl,ti/ii/in. i urifyola).

iho, <Uu;UiH family. There ii.re, ahont 100 Kpeeie^,

all nativew of the (/'ape rif (iood Ilojie. The (irisvi im

are often lar^^e and heaiitifnily maikerl, hnt the
(carrion Ht,en<'h in very wtrotij/. I'hey allj;i.<',t earrion
IlieH, wliieh niay e\'eri lay their <:si,^'h in the llowern,

and hy thene viMitorn it woiihl appear (hat cufm
fertilisation i» itiYiu-.U-A. The name earrion (lower

IM alHo jrivr-n in Home yiirin of the i'nit,r!d Statew

U> Hiii/diir. Iic.rliiir.cd,, a liliaeeoiiH jdant,

4'arroll, ('maui-KH (M'.Vi \H'.Vl), Ameriean re-

volnlionaiy patriol,, wan a man of lar^^; property
in Maryland, heinj.^ ;i.eeou;ited the riehfht, man in

all l/he eolonien, ll<r wan l,lie hi.-t hiirvivor of tliohe

who Hi;,'fied (lie l)<!r;laration of Indepr;nilene<',

i'urvitWs I'KVVJH. See I)oI)(;h(kv, Cmmu.kh,

4y'ai'lM»II(,oil, nince \Hl'i a norther/i Heetion of

New (>rl':f,ii-4 (((,v. ),

I'arroil, a villa}<e in Ktirlint^Hhire, r>n the rij,dit

hank of the riviir Carron, 2 milen N.N'W. of I''al

kirk, ItH {^reat ironwork", (jxt/ahlinhed in 1700,

and eni|)loyinj( ,'{<)00 men, till IH.V2 produced 'ear-

roniiden ' and other K"'"*> "•'"' ""^^ '"'" ""'- «tov<«»4,

Jjrale.'i, l(oilei"<, pi|»e>«, ^e.

l/'arroiiadCM were Hhort ea«it iron «tinH, of all

calihrei Jroiii (J poiinderH Ut OH poimderx, invented

ill l7iVi hy (ie,neral Itoheit .Vlidville, ami iirHt miule

by Mr (Jawioij^ne in 1770 at the < Barron lionworkH,

'They were ehatnhered, and al/ta<'hed lo the (!ariia;?r!

by a loop underneath innteiMl of tiiinnioh'-. I''iiing

a comparatively larj/e nhot )M'r;urali'ly at, elowi

fjiiartem, they wi:\<: a,t that time well a/lapled for

liMe on l)0!i.rd Mhip, hut havir lon;^ been >iU|<erHeded.

Hee <',\\Nos',

l^arroii Oil. He*; Ui/iwh ani>Hcam>h,

IJarrol, UinuiuH), a^enuH of I'mlxdlifene, eon-

taini/ij/ ahont '2<) wpifeien, m<wtly nativr-H of the

Me<lil,<;rra;ie,'i,n eoiintri<'»i. The '-ommon rnvini, i /J.

ddriitii.) i*-. a hientii-'il plant, whieh ranj/en \uk far an

India in the wihl «taU-, and in nnivcrmilly eulti-

vated fr»r the xakr; of it« root. In all varietiett of

the, wild plant tloM ix ^dender, woody, and of a very

Htron;^ flavour; that of the eultivaled variety im

nineh thiekcr and more flenhy, niiieli niildi'r in \\m

flavour and fjualitien, JtMeolour Im generally re,<l,

bnt Httiiii'tAUUiH orange or yellowiMh white. 7'he

Mub-varietieH in cult ival ion are alw) (liHtiii>;iiislicd

hy their form houk! Iicin;^' lon^^'cr and more taper
iiij,' than otli<M-.s hy llieiiHi/i', and hy the duration
of thrir ;,'iowth ; th(r rtd-/.;/ Uiiidn, 'llorii eaiidt,H,'
hein;,' alHo <;(nn|)arativ(dy Huiall, ami almost, cxcln
Hively eultivat(!d in j^'ardeuH h>r <-ulinary iim(!, wIiIIhI
the lar^,'er and /n/r. kindM, ' l,on^' carrotH,' are ofl,(!ii

alMo j,'rown in liehJH, chpeeially on the Continent,
for feed in;/ c'lttlc. The earroi wan known t<i (he
aiK-ii'iilH, lull, is said t,o ha\f been int rodiiecd into
Mn^^laiid from Holland only in llie Kilh (•cntiny.

.
In till- rei;,'n ()f Cliarh-H I., I'lirkinHfiu relalcH thiit
ladich HometinM!M wore carrot leavi's iis an ornamc^ril
inst.f'ad of feat h«!iM ; and the heauly <»f the ItiaveM in

still o(!eaMionally aeknowled;,'ed hy plaein^ a root,
or thr- upper portion of one, in water, that, it may
tlirow out voiiii;^^ leaves In adorn iipai t mi-nls in
winter. The eanot, jin^feiM a lif,dil, iiiid rather
Maufly soil, hutoften sue(r»!edH vcsry well on a peat
Hoil.

Hesides tin; various us(;m in «;ookery and in feed
in^ eatthf, carrots have; bei^n roasl.ed and ;;iiiund

in (leiinanv as a sulmtitiile for eod'ee ; a syiiip is

also Homet,lines prepared from the roots, and even
an anient spirit distilled after ferinentation. ( !ar-

rotM were formerly also of some nu-dicimil repiil,e

JiH a laxative, vermifu/.(e, poultice, i'vc ; and the
'MeedM' (meriearpM) have been employed as a sub
Mtitiitf! for caraways.

Tlu! carrot has many insect enemies which oflen
inllict, t,lie ^oea(,est, injuries upon the crop, Iti'sides

sudeiin;; from the attacks of ii. Iar;,'e number of
IcpidopUu'ous larvie ( DcjircsHaria, tVc), the leav<!H

have, ont; or two spe<deM of aphis peculiar to lliem,
Serious suhtenanean misehiel is often wrought by
the larva, of the co(d<e|iafer { Melolonlha), and still

more by the larva of Atiriiilis HnfrtiH, one of |,hc

wire worms so dreaded hy biinieiM. The larva of

till! carrot lly ( I'hUh ronir) eats awiiy the suibicc of

the root,, eaiiMiuK the Mo«'alled rust of carrots.

The (,'andy < 'arrot m' Tretiui < 'arrot is Alliiiniiiiiln

nrhiiHlH, while the I )e/id|y ( 'arrot, is 'I'lid/iHiti. nil

jiliiiiin^ another unibellilcr of (,'reiil medical rr-piite

in e|a>'iti<, liiiiei.. Tbe name Nalise ('arrot is j(iv(!n

in Tasmania, to the elon;j;ated III hers of (iifii.iiiniii.

jitiriii/liiriini,

llai'M** l'» I", term ajiplied iii Scotland lo low, allii-

vial laiehi adjoinin;.? rivers, smdi as the ('arse of
(Jowrie ill I'erllishire (<|.v.), and the (larse of l''al

kirk. Cai'Me soils (^'eiierally r'oiisiHt of very fertile

arKillaceoiiH deposits, allbou^'h some arc hun^'iy
and barren «'layM,

iUWM'Uvvvli, the j^reat Scottish cinlin;.' centre,
II mile- N \ i;. of SliiliiiK by rail,

llai'MOII. ('itiilH'I'oi'ilKIl, c'lmmonly known as
Kit ('\HH(),\, horn iu Kenlueky, 'IU,\\ Deeemhcr
IHOf), emiKiiUcd to .Minsoiiri, wheie foi many years
he led thr; life of a, Irappei and hiinler, ||ih inl.i

male acquaintance with Indian liabifM and Ian
t^iaues secured hi'i seleeiion (is a j.oiide in l<'ieiiiont'M

«!Xploratioiis, and a-v Indian ap;cnl, in .New Mexico,
to which post, Ik! was ai*poiiilcd in isri.'l, |<'oi

Herviees in this <|uart,er diirinu the civil war, he
was breveted bri;j;a,dier iiywftM. lie ilied at, l''(Mt

Lynn, Colmado, '2:id .May ISOH, See bih \.\U: by
(;liarle>i liiiideM, ( I'hila, I'siit)).

4!ai*HOII I'iiy* capital of thi^ Kfale of Neviula,
I^.S,, iieiii the loot of the Sierra Nevada, ITH miles
K/NK/, of San Kranclsco, (bdd and silver aie found
ni;ai by, and there are a mini, and r|iiarl/ crushing;

mills, with many substantial and wfW built houses.

I'op, NHH(>) f227 ; ' IHOOj '.VX,U

llarnluIrM, '<, villat^e of Ivi.'^t, l.anaikshirc, omt
mile NW, Irom which is (.'arstaiis .lunction on thn
('aledonian Kail way, 'IHi^ iiiIIcm SW, of I'ldinburprh.

Vit\i. of village, 477; of junction, IM.'I,
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Carstares, "William, a distinguished political

and ecclesiastical character of the 17th century,

who took a very active part in bringing about the

Revolution of "I688, was born at Cathcart, near

Glasgow, February 11, 1649. He entered the uni-

versity of Edinburgh in 1663, where he displayed

a remarkable aptitude for learning, and graduated

in 1667. Carstares went to study theology at

Utrecht (1669), wliere his scholarsliip, polite ad-

dress, knowledge of men, and great political in-

formation, especially regarding his own country,

recommended him to the notice of the Prince of

Orange, who chose him as his confidential adviser

in ail matters relating to Britain. In 1672 he

went to London ; in 1675 he was arrested and
examined before Lauderdale for alleged ' tamper-

ing in several matters tending to the disturbance

of the public peace,' and was kept prisoner in

Edinburgh Castle till 1679. In 1682, being in

England on a mission of observation from Hol-

land, he was employed to negotiate between the

English and Scotch conspirators a general rising

in England and Scotland, Shaftesbury, Russell,

and Argyll being the leaders. He knew of

the Rye ' House Plot, but did not approve of

it. He was arrested at Tenterden, Kent, con-

veyed to Edinburgh, and put to the torture of

the boot and thumb-screw ; a deposition was ex-

tracted from him as to his knowledge of Argyll's

plot, which, in spite of assurances to the contrary,

was immediately used in the trial of Baillie of

Jerviswood. After an imprisonment of a year and
a half, at London, Edinburgh, and Stirling, he re-

turned to Holland about the beginning of 1685 ; was
appointed second minister of the English church at

Leyden ( 1686 ) and chaplain to the Prince of Orange,
with whom he had constant and confidential inter-

course. He accompanied him as chaplain in the
invasion of 1688, and after the prince had been
firmly established as William III., Carstares was
instrumental in efiecting a reconciliation between
him and the Scottish Church, v.'lien the ill advice
of other councillors had nearly led to an open
rupture. From 1693 to the death of the king in

1702 he could not have had more infiuence in

Scottish affairs if he had been i:)rime-minister of

the country ; his authority in church matters was
such, that he was popularly called ' Cardinal
Carstares' by the Jacobites. He was elected
principal of the university of Edinburgh in 1703.

In 1704 he was presented to the church of Grey-
friars, and was appointed Moderator of the next
General Assembly, an office to which he was four
times elected in the course of eleven years. His
great influence was used in procuring the passage
of the Treaty of Union. He died 28th December
1715, deeply regretted by the whole nation, leaving
a high reputation for tact and ability in eccle-

siastical policy, as well as for sincere piety and
unbounded private charity. See Life of L'urstares,

by Rev. Dr Story (1874).

Carsteiis, Asmus Jakob, a Danish artist, the
reviver of art in Germany, was born near Sleswick,
May 10, 1754. Apprentice for five years to a wine-
merchant, in 1776 he went to Copenhagen to study
art ; for five years ( 1783-88) barely supported him-
self by portrait-painting in Liibeck ; and after
settling in Berlin, had tM'o years to ]jass in pinch-
ing poverty before his great composition, the ' Fall
of the Angels' (with 200 figures), gained hinj an
appointment as professor in the Academy, employ-
ment from the court, and a pension. He was now
enabled to visit Rome, where he devoted lumself to
the study of tlie works of Michael Angelo and
Raphael ; and his infiuence in elevating later Ger-
man art, and in inducing a keener study of these
masters, cannot be too highly estimated. His
numerous drawings mostly represented scenes from

the ancient classic poets, with subjects from Shake-
speare and Ossian. Having broken with the Berlin
Academy, he died in the deepest poverty at Rome,
May 25, l7!)S. See liis Life l>v Fernow ( 1806 ; new ed.

1867), Mi^X works by Schone'( 1866) and Sach ( 1881 ).

CJart, a species of carriage with two wheels,
thus dirtering from the ordinary four-wheeled
wagon. Tlie Scotch cart, used also in the north
of England, is exceedingly convenient for general
merchandise or for agricultural jiroduce, and is

well adapted for being drawn on roads in a hilly

country. Its weight is only about half a ton,

while its usual load is from a ton to 22 cwt.
Its carrying capacity for hay or straw may be
increased by adding ' topsides ' or a sparred frame.
Offenders used to be ignominiously exposed by
being carted through a town ; and were sometimes
Avhipped at the cart's tail. All carts in Great
Britain must by law bear the name and address
of their owner conspicuously marked on them.

Cartage'lia, a fortified seaport of Spain, on a
bay of the Mediterranean, 326 miles SE. of Madrid
by rail. It is built partly on the declivity of a
hill, and partly on a plain extending down to the
sea, and is inclosed by hills which screen it from
all winds. The harbour is one of the best in the
Mediterranean, capacious enough to hold the
largest fleets. The entrance is nan-ow, and com-
pletely commanded by a fortified island on the
south. It was formerly the largest naval arsenal
not only in Spain but in Europe. The city presents
a Moorish aspect in its streets, its cathedral, and its

ruined castle. Cai'tagena has manufactures of ropes,

sail-cloth, and glass, besides extensive blast-furnaces
and smelting-works, and exports lead, silver,

iron, esjiarto grass, &c. Pop. of town and suburbs
(1887) 84,230. Cartagena, which was a colony of

the Carthaginians, was built by Hasdrubal 242
B.C., under the name of New Carthage. It formed
the headquarters of the Carthaginians in Spain,
and soon became a city of nnich wealth and in-

fluence. It was captured by P. Scipio in 210 B.C.,

and became of importance under the Romans, who
are said to have employed 40,000 men daily in the
neighbouring mines. It was sacked by the Goths,
and did not again attain any note until the time
of Philip II. In July 1873 Cartagena, with its

arsenal and war-ships, was seized bj' a communal
junta, but was retaken by the national forces in

January 1874.

Cartagena, capital of the Colombian state of

Bolivar, stands on a sandy island off" the north
coast, to the SW. of the mouth of the Magdalena,
and communicates by four bridges with its suburb,
Jetsemani, on the mainland. Though it has the
best harbour on the coast, its trade has greatly

fallen off since the rise of Sabanilla ; but a canal
connecting it with Calamar, on the Magdalena,
has been reopened, and a return of prosperity is

hoped for tlie port. The imjiorts and exports have
an aimual value of about $1,500,000 and !3;2,500,000

respectively. Nearly lialf the imports are British,

but the bulk of the foreign export trade is with the
United States and Gernumy. The streets are
narrow, witli high houses, but the place is well
built, and possesses a university, a handsome
cathedra], and several cliurclies. Founded in 1533,
it was burned by Drake in 1585, but in 1741
rejiulsed an attack by Admiral Vernon. In 1815
the royalist General Moiillo reduced the place by
hunger, after a brave defence; but in 1821 it Avas

again freed from the Spanish yoke. Po]). of Carta-
gena (or Cartagena de las Indias) 12,000.

€artagO, ( l ) a river and almost landlocked bay
or lagoon, comnmnicating with the Caribbean Sea,
near the northern extremity of the Mosquito Coast.
—(2) A town of Costa Rica, 12 ndles E. of the
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present capital, San Jose, on a plain to the south
of the constantly smoking volcano of Irazu (11,500

feet ). Pop. 8000, mostly small traders ami farmers.

Founded in 1522, the place had 23,000 inhabitants

in 1823, and was capital of the state till 1841, when
it was all but destroyed by an earthquake.— ( 3 ) A
town of Cauca, in Colombia, founded in 1540,

on the Rio Viejo, 3 miles above its junction with
the Cauca, and jiroihiciiig cocoa, tobacco, anil coti'ec.

Pop. 7696.

Carte, Thomas, historian, was born in 1686 at
Clifton-upon-Duusmore, near Rugby, Warwick-
shire, where his father was vicar. Educated at
University College, Oxford (1698-1702), lie took
his M.A. both there and at Cambridge, and receiv-

ing holy orders in 1707, was appointed reader at
the Abbey Church, Bath. In 1714, however, being
strongly attached to the Stuarts, he resigned his

office rather than take the oaths to the Hanoverian
government. In 1722 he was suspected of com-
plicity in the consjnracy of Bishop Atterbury,
whose secretary he was, and £1000 was offered

for his apprehension ; but he escaped to France,
where he remained till 1728. After his return, he
published a Life of James, Dule of Ormonde, (2
vols. 1736), more full than lively, and a History

of England (4 vols. 1747-55), bringing it do\\Ta to

the year 1654. The prospects of this work were
blighted by an unlucky note in vol. i. , ascribing
to the Pretender the gift of touching for the king s

evil. It is very valuable for its wealth of original

materials, but the author had not the capacity to

grapple with these philosophically. Hume and
other historians, however, were much indebted to

him for their facts. Among Carte's other works
was an edition of Thuaniis (De Thou, q.v.) ; and at

his death, on 7th April 1754, he left behind him
20 folio and 15 quarto volumes of ilSS. in further

illustration of the history of England to 1688,

which are preserved in the Bodleian Librarv,
Oxford.

Carte Blanche, a ' blank paper ' authenti-

cated with an authoritative signature, and in-

trusted to some one to be filled up as he may think
best. Thus in 1649 Charles II. tried to save his

father's life by sending from the Hague to the

Parliament a signed carte blanche to l)e filled uji

with any terms which they would accept as the

price of his safety. In 1832 Earl Grey was said

to have been armed with a carte blanche for the

creation of new peers.

Cartel (dim. of earta, 'paper') means variously

a challenge and a written agreement between bel-

ligerents for an exchange of prisoners. Cartel ship

is a vessel commissioned to convey exchanged
prisoners.

Carter, Emz.\BETH, an English lady remark-
able for her knowledge of ancient and modern
languages, was born 16th December 1717, at Deal,

Kent, and was the daughter of a clergyman. In

her twenty-hrst year she published a small volume
of poems, anil in the succeeding year she trans-

lated ( anonymously ) from the Italian of Algarotti

Sir Isaac Newton's Fhilosojili}/ explain'd for the

Use of Ladies. These ])ublications 1)iought her

into note, and obtained for her the friemlship of

such men as Bishop Butler, Archbishop Seeker,

Sir Joshua Reynolds, Burke, Horace Walpole,

and Dr Johnson, the latter of whom especially

lield her in great esteem, and had a high opinion

of her proficiency as a Greek scholar and a good
housewife. Her' translation of Ejiictetns was most
favourably received by the literary i)rcss of her

time, both at home and abroad. She died in

London unmarried, 19th Feljruary 1806. at the

age of eightv-eight. See her Life by Penning-

ton (2d ed. 1808).

Carteret, John*, Earl Granville, one of the
most eminent Briti.sh orators, diplomatists, and
statesmen of the 18th century, was born April 22,

1690, his father, who died when he was five years
old, being Baron Carteret of Hawnes, Bedfordshire.
He received his education at Westminster School
and Christ Church College, Oxford. From Oxford
he proceeded to London, plunged into the political

and social excitements of the period, made the
acquaintance of Swift, and in 1710 married Lady
Frances Worsley. Entering the House of Lords on
May 25, 1711, as second Baron Carteret, he espousetl
the side of the Whigs, then led by Stanhope and
Sunderland, and in 1714 made his first speech in

the House of Lords in support of the Protestant
Succession. On the accession of George I., the
Whigs came into power, and Carteret became a
Lord of the Bedchamber. In 1719 he was appointed
by Stanhope ambassador extraordinaiy to Sweden,
and succeeded in arranging two treaties of peace,
the first between Sweden, Hanover, and Prussia,
and the second between Denmark and Sweden.
In 1721 he was appointed to one of the two foreign
secretaryships, that for the ' Southern Department

'

of Europe, and as such, attended in 1723 the con-
gress of Cambrai which attempted the settlement of

differences between Germany and Spain, and accom-
panied George I. to Berlin. In 1724 Carteret was
appointed Lord-lieutenant of Ireland. His admin-
istration, which lasted, with an interruption, till

1730, was decidedly successful, for, although one of

his first acts was to order the i)rosecution of the
author, printer, and jjublisher of Brapirr's Letters, it

was on his recommendation that Wood's coinage was
abandoned in 1725. Although he came into collision

with Swift over the Drapier prosecution, the two
liecame warm friends before Carteret left Ireland.

Between 1730 and 1742 Carteret took the lead in

the House of Lords of the party opposed to Sir

Robert Walpole. When this opposition succeeded
in overthrowiug Walpole, Carteret became the real

head of the administration which succeeded his,

although nominally only Secretary of State for the
Northern Department. Carteret held this position
till 1744. His foreign policy, it is now generally
admitted, was essentially a wise one, its main
object being the bringing about of an understand-
ing between Maria Theresa, Frederick the Great,
and the Emperor of Germany, and the detachment
of the last from his alliance with France. But he
had no time to develop it, being driven from power
by the Pelhams in 1744, about a month after he
became Earl Granville on the death of his mother,
who had been created Countess Granville in her own
right. In 1751 Carteret consented to l)ecome Lord
President of the Council under Henry Pelham. But
although he held this office till his death, and twice
refused the premiership, he was no longer a verj' pro-

nounced force in British politics, acting chiefly as a
medium of communication between his sovereign
and the leading politicians of the time. He was,
however, instrumental in bringing the elder Pitt

into office, and greatly admired his powers. Car-
teret died at his house in Lonilon, January 2, 1763.

He was twice married. His first wife died in 1743.

In 1744 he married the leading beauty of the day,
Lady Sophia Fermor, who, however, dieil the fol-

lowing year. Carteret, who is descrilied by Horace
Walpole and Lord Shelburne as of ' connnanding
lieauty,' was one of the first orators, jmrest patriots,

keenest wits, brightest classical scholars, and most
ardent convivialists of his time.

Tlie chief authorities on the Hfe of Carteret are Loi-d

Carteret, a Politiral Biofiraphy, by Archibald Ballan-
tyne ( London, 1887 ), and the Carteret Papers in the
British Museum. Carlyle's Frederick the Great. Slieri-

dan's and Craik's Lives of Swift, Horace Walpole's
Correspondence, Graham's Annals and Correspondence
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of the Earls of Stair, The Marchmont Papers, and Lord

E. Fitzniaurice's Life of Shelburne, may also be consulted.

Carteret. Philip, navi<rator, sailed as lieuten-

ant in IJyrons voyage, and commanded the second

vessel ill Wallis's expedition to the southern

hemisphere ('22d August 1766). Separated from

Wallis in the following April, while clearing the

Strait of Magellan, he proceeded alone, discovering

PitcairnV and a number of other small islands,

(me t>f wiiich, in the Solomon Archipelago, bears

his name, and returned round the Cape of Good
Hope to England. '2()th March 1769. His long

voyage, in a ship ill-found ami unseaworthy, added

miich to the geographical knowledge of his time.

He retired from active service in 1794: with the

rank of rear-admiral, and died at Southampton,
21st July 1796.

Cartesian Devil. Diver, or Bottle Imp, is a

scientific toy named after Descartes. A tall glass

vessel is nearly tilled with water, and covered with

an air-tight piece of bladder or india-rubber. In

and on the water floats a small hollow figure, with

a hole near the top, partly filled with air and partly

\nth water. ^Yhen the cover of the glass is pressed,

the air beneath is compressed and Avater enters the

floating figure (so as to bring the air in it to the

same degree of compression), and the figure sinks

in the water, not rising again till the pressure is

removed.—For the Cartesian Philosophy, see

Descartes.

Carthage, a city on the north coast of Africa,

the capital of one of the great empires of the
ancient world. It was situated on a peninsula at

the north-east corner of the region now known as

Tunis, and was founded, most probably about the
middle of the 9th century B.C., by Phoenicians
who came either from Tyre or from the Tyrian
settlement of Utica. The Carthaginians were
thus of Semitic origin. They were an offshoot

from the Canaanites who occupied Palestine be-

fore the Jewish invasion, and whose language
was closely akin to Hebrew. The name Car-
thage is a corruption of Kirjath, the Canaanito
word for a town, which occurs in Scripture in such
names as Kirjath-Baal and Kirjath-Jearim. The
city, called Carthago by the Romans, and Karchedon
by the Greeks, was known to its own inhabitants
as Kirjath-Hadeshath, or the New Town, to dis-

tinguish it either from Tyre or from the earlier
Phoenician colony of Utica. Its history may be
divided into three pei-iods—the period before"^ 509
B.C., when the first treaty Avas concluded with
Rome ; the period of the Gr.'eco-Phcenician wars
in Sicilv ; and the period of the Punic wars, from
264 li.c. to 146 B.C.

Of the city's ri.se to power and opulence nothing
is known. It does not come within vieAv of the
historian until the 6th century B.C., when it

appears as centre of a great commerce and the
capital oi extensive dominions, including part of
the iioith coast of Africa, Sardinia, part of Sicily,
and probably ^lalta. Corsica was acquired about
the close of the centurv. A hegemony was estab-
lished over Utica, Haflrametum, Hippo, and the
other Phamician cities in Africa, from which a
money tribute was i-eceived, while a tribute in
kind was exacted from the neighbouring African
tribes. Resides pure Canaanites, the Carthaginian
nopulation included a large number of Liby-
Pha'iiicians, or half-breeds, the ottspring of unioiis
of Phujnicians and Africans. These half-breeds
were regarded with keen jealousy by the rulers of
the city, and the famous expedition of Hanno,
which took place, as far as can be ascertained,
towards the close of the 6th century B.C., was
fitted out to transport them to distant settlements.
There is in the library of Heidelberg a Greek manu-

script termed the ' Periplus '
( or ' Circumnaviga-

tion'), which is said to be a translation of the

account of his voyage placed by Hanno in the
temple of Moloch at Carthage. According to this

narrative, Hanno sailed beyond the Pillars of Her-
cules; founded cities of the Liby-Plxenicians ; made
his way up ' a great river called Chretes '

(
prob-

ably the Senegal ) ; and after having ' sailed by
streams of fire,' came to ' a bay which is called the
Southern Horn,' and which has been identified with
Sherboro Sound, to the south of Sierra Leone.
Scarcity of provisions prevented him from sailing

farther to the south. (See Mer, Mcmoirc sitr te

Periplc d'Hannon, Paris, 1885.) About the .same

time Himilco is said to have explored parts of the
northern coasts of Europe, but regarding this voyage
we have no trustworthy information. In 525 B.C.

Carthage would in all likelihood have been destroyed
by Cambyses but for the refusal of the Pha>nicians,

who formed part of his fleet, to act against their

kinsmen. By the first treaty between Carthage and
Rome (509 B.C.) the Romans were restricted from
sailing beyond the Fair Promontory (i)robably

Cape Bon)—a provision probably designed to ex-

clude them from Spain, with which Carthage had
a gieat commerce—while the Carthaginians were
forbidden to injure any Latin city, even though it

should not happen to be subject to Rome. A later

treaty, of which the exact date is unknown, im-
posed harder conditions on the Romans, whom it

debarred from trading in Africa and Sardinia, while
it permitted the Carthaginians to attack Latin cities

not under Roman rule. It forbade them, however,
to make any settlement in Italy.

From the beginning of the 5th century B.C. to the
date of the city's downfall, the history of Carthage
is the history of a struggle for supremacy between
the Semitic and the Aryan races—a struggle waged
first by the Canaanite and the Greek, and then by
the Canaanite and the Roman. The Gra?co-
Phu;nician wars were fought for the possession of

Sicily, an island only a hundred miles distant from
Carthage, and ' the natural bridge between Italy

and Africa.' On the outbreak of the Persian war,
the Carthaginians determined to annex Sicily at a
time when its Greek colonists could receive no aid
from the parent cities. In 480 Hamilcar landed on
the island with a motley force of Phoenicians,
Libyans, Iberians, Corsicans, Sardinians, and
Ligurians, said—but probably with exaggeration

—

to have numbered 300,000 men. Gelon of Syracuse,
with 55,000 men, met the invaders at Himera,
•where Hamilcar was slain and his army cut to
pieces. This great victory is said to have been
won on the same day as tlie battle of Salamis.
Se\"enty years elaj)sed before the Carthaginians
renewed the struggle. In 410 B.C. Hannibal, a
grandson of Hamilcar, invaded Sicily with 100,000
men, and after massacring the people of Selinus,
captured Himera, and there ottered up 3000 captives
as an expiatory sacrifice to the spirit of Hamilcar.
Another expedition was despatched from Carthage
in 406 B.C., and in 396 B.C. Himilco blockaded
Syracuse, the last of the great Hellenic cities in
the island which remained unconqnered. But
pestilence having broken out among the besiegers,
Dionysius, the tyrant of Syracuse, fell upon their
camp, and only a fragment of their army escaped
to Africa. The struggle w-ent on until the death of
Dionysius, success inclining now to one side, now
to the other. Then there was i)eace for twenty
years, during which the power of Carthage steadily
waxed in Sicily. So formidable diil she become,
that in 344 the Syracusans appealed to Corinth,
their mother- city, for aid against her. The Cor-
inthians sent them 700 mercenaries under Timoleon.
With 6000 men Timoleon routed a host of 70,000
Carthaginians as they were attempting to cross
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the river Crimessus { 339 B. c. ) ; a second Greek
victory followed ; and tlie tide of Semitic invasion
was rolled back. Carthage sued for peace, and tlie

contest was not renewed until 309 B.C., when
Syracuse, under the rule of the tyrant Agathocles,
was rent by civil dissensions. Hard pressed at
home, Agathocles formed the audacious design of

falling upon Carthage while her forces were
mainly in Sicily. Eluding the Carthaginian fleet,

he lauded in Africa, gained victoiy after victorj-,

and carried the war up to the walls of Carthage.
But his presence being urgently required in Syra-
cuse, he had to leave his son Archagathus in charge
of the army. Archagathus proved incompetent.
On the return of his father a mutiny broke out

;

Agathocles fled to Sicily, and his troops made
peace with Carthage. The Gneco- Phoenician wars
came to an end with the Sicilian campaigns of

Pyrrhus, king of Epirus. That monarch, one of the
greatest generals of antiquity, projected the con-
quest of Carthage, but wasted his strength in a
futile contest with Rome, and after leading the
Greeks of Sicily with varying fortune against the
Carthaginians, was forced to quit the island in

276 B.C.

The first of what are known, from the Latin word
Punicus, ' Phoenician," as the Punic AVars began in

264 B.C. The conquest of Southern Italy by Rome
had brought face to face the two rivals for supre-
macy in the Mediterranean world. The Mamer-
tines, a body of Campanian mercenaries A\"ho had
served under Agathocles, sought and obtained
Roman aid against Syracuse and Carthage. The
Romans won two great sea-fights at Mylre (260
B.C.) and at Ecnomus (256 B.C.), and "Regulus
carried the war into Africa, where he was defeated
and his army almost annihilated by the Cartha-
ginians under the command of the Spartan Xan-
tippus (255 B.C.). In Sicily the Romans were for a
time baffled by the consummate generalship of the
great Hamilcar Barca, who defied all ettbrts to

dislodge him from the stronghold of Ervx. But
he received no adequate support from Carthage,
and a naval \ictory won by Rome at the ^Egates
Islands brought tlie war to a close in 2-11 B.C.

Carthage gave up all claim to Sicily, antl paid
an indemnity of nearly £800,000. But Hamilcar
marched out from Eryx with all the honours of

war. The Carthaginian mercenaries then mutinied,
and were supported h\ the Libyan tribes. After a
bloody struggle which lasted from 241 to 236 B.C.,

the rebellion was crushed by Hamilcar. That
great general then determined to build up an
empire in Spain which would compensate for the
loss of Sicily and furnish an adn.iirable recnriting

ground in the struggle with Rome, of which he
foresaw the renewal. He crossed into Spain in

236 B.C., and before his death in 229 B.C. he had
by arms and diplomacy extended the sway of

Carthage over a great part of the peninsula. His
work was ably carried on by his son-in-law, Has-
drubal, who was remarkably successful in con-

ciliating the Spaniards. Hasdrubal was assassin-

ated in 221 B.C., when Carthage held all Spain up
to the Ebro.
On the death of Hasdrubal the troops chose as

their leader Hannibal, the son of Hamilcar, the

greatest of all the Carthaginians, and ' the greatest

captain that the world has seen.' In 219 B.C.

Hannibal captured the town of Saguntum, a
city in alliance with Rome. The Romans, who
liad long been jealous of the progress their rivals

had made in Spain, thereupon declared that the

treaty was broken, and the Second Punic War
Itegan. That war is in this work dealt ^\-ith in the

articles Hannibal and Rome. It was, as Arnold
has said, the war of a man with a nation ; no other

war shows so impressively what the genius of a

single man can achieve. The campaigns of Hanni-
bal are tlie most wonderful in all history. Here,
however, it must suffice to say that he led his men
from the Ebro to Italy ; that he had himself in a
great measure to create the far inferior forces with
which, in battle after battle, at the Ticinus and the
Trebia, at Trasimenus and at Canna^, he broke
and drove the legionaries, the best soldiers of the
ancient world ; that he brought Rome to the verge
of ruin, and that iiis victories would, in all likeli-

hood, have been crowned by her capture had he
been duly supported from home. But his country-
men were unworthy of tlie great Carthaginian.
After having maintained himself in Italy for fifteen

years, he was recalled in 203 B.C. In 202 B.C.

Publius Cornelius Scipio invaded Africa and won
the battle of Zama. Peace was then concluded.
The Carthaginians were forbidden to make war on
any state without permission of the Romans. They
were compelled to give up all war-ships except ten,

and to pay an indemnity of ten thousand talents
and an annual tribute of two iiundred.

In the years between the Second and the Tiiird

Punic Wars, jNIassinissa, king of Xumidia, made
repeated aggressions on Carthage. The Cartha-
ginians appealed in vain for justice to the Romans,
who had resolved on the destniction of the city,

and who declared war in 149 B.C. Carthage fell in

146 B.C. It was taken by Publius Cornelius Scipio
^Emilianus after a siege of two years. For six

days the fighting went on in the streets of the city,

the people, men and women, defending their houses
with a fierce determination wliich recalls the resist-

ance of the Jews in the siege of Jerusalem by Titus.

The city was razed to the ground, and the country
became a Roman province. At the time of the siege

Carthage is said to have had 700,000 inhabitants.
Carthage was to rise again as a Roman city, but

her capture by Scipio closes her history as the
capital of a Pha-nician state and the centre of a
vanished civilisation. Our knowledge of that
civilisation is meagre and vague in the extreme.
And it must be remembered that what we do know
of Carthage is derived from her implacable enemies.
To the Greeks the Carthaginians seem to have
been more repugnant than any otiier 'barbarians.'

With the Romans ' Phoenician ' was synonymous
with all that is cruel and treacherous. Yet, were
it not for Greek and Roman writers we should
know nothing of Carthaginian history. In reading
that history, wide allowance must be matle for tlie

fact that no Cartiiaginian version of it has come down
to us. Still, even when that is done, it is hardly
pos.sible to follow with sympathetic interest the
fortunes of Carthage apart from those of the great
family of Barca. Her people were bold and skilful

sailors, and the most industiious and enterprising
of merchants. She produceil several lufu of high
practical ability, and one man of inconqiarabie
military genius. But her people had not the
qualities of an imperial race. A nation of traders,

they tnisted in war principally to mercenaries ; it

was seldom that native Carthaginians, save in times
of acute peril, formed any consideral)le part of the
army. Their rule was peculiarly oppressive, and
their subjects were at all times ready to rise against

them. In the struggle with tiie (Jreeks they com-
mitted the bloodiest atrocities. Tlieir civilisation

seems to have been wholly material ; they had
apparently no artistic genius ; tlieir religion was
the most hideous ever practised by a people emerged
from barbarism. Their overtlirow by Rome was,
it can hardly be doubted, a gain to mankind. Still,

it must never be forgotten that it was in this

strange Canaanite people, ' iilone of barbarian
nations, that Greece and Italy found real instruc-

tors, worthy rivals in commerce, policy, and Avar-

fare ' ( Freeman ).
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Like other Canaanites, the Carthaginians prac-

tised a liorrible form of tire-worship. Their chief

god was Moloch or Baal-Hanimon, who represented

the destructive power of the sun. In his temple

there burned a furnace into which human victims

were cast. These were generally captives taken in

war, hut in times of extreme peril native Cartha-

ginians were also sacriliced ; when Agathocles be-

sieged the city, it is said that 200 children belonging

to the noblest families were rAnin to propitiate the

god. The moon-goddess, Ashtaroth, the Greek

Astarte, was worshipped under the name of Tanist.

Melkart, Avho corresponded to the (ireek Hercules,

wa.s held in special honour, and mis.'iions with offer-

ings were sent at regular intervals to his great

temple at Tyre. A sea-god, whom the Greeks
identiiied with Poseidon, was in all probability the

same as the Phili.stine lish-god Dagon. Another
deity named Esmun seems to have jiresided over

healing. Keligious honoui's were paid to deified

heroes ; to certain genii or spirits ; to various

animals—among them the lion, the bull, and the

serpent—and to several of the Greek divinities,

with whom the Carthaginians became acquainted

in Sicily. There does not appear to have been an
order of priests, the sacrificial rites being performed

by the generals and the principal magistrates.

The constitution was oligarchical. The two chief

magistrates were called by the Komans suffcies,

a corruption of a Canaanite word corresponding to

the Hebrew .s/iophetim or 'judges.' The suffetes

were chosen from the members of certain distin-

guished families. The tenure of office is uncertain ;

some seem to have been elected annually, others for

life; but they could not lead an army or a fleet

unless specially appointed to the command. The
senate contained an inner council of a hundred,
which seems to have been the chief executive power
in the state. It exercised a jealous supervision

over the generals, who had on returning to the city

to submit reports of all their transactions to its

members. There was also an assembly of the
people, which seems, however, to have had very
slight political influence. According to Aristotle,

the state officials were unpaid. So far as can be
ascertained, justice was administered by special

courts. The oligarchy seems to have been invari-

ably rent into factions, and corruption was rife

during at least the later period of Carthaginian
history. An immense revenue was necessary to

maintain the navy and mercenaries. It was
drawn from heavy customs duties levied on
imported goods, from the tribute paid by other
Phoenician cities and the subject African tribes,

and from rich mines worked by the state in Corsica
and Spain. The contributions in kind were
partly transmitted to Carthage, partly stored
up in the provinces for the service of the army.
Tlie state could without difficulty send out a force

of 100,000 troops. The fleet which was defeated
at Ecnomus numbered 350 ships, and had 150,000
men on board. The commerce of Carthage was not
confined to the Mediterranean ports. Her ships
sailed as far west at least as the Azores, as far

north as Britain and the Baltic ; and she carried
on an immense trade with the interior of Africa.
Some of her caravans pushed across the Sahara to

tbe basin of the Niger; others journeyed regu-
larly between Thebes, in Egypt, and the Strait of

(jibraltar, following a route with fixed stations for
halting, which are carefully set down by Herodotus.
Slaves, gold, ivory, and precious stones were the
staple of the African trade. Wine, cattle, iron,
fruit, &c. were imported from the Mediterranean
countries. Spain and Sardinia furnished silver

;

Cor-sica, slaves ; Britain, tin and copper; the Baltic,
amber. A considerable overland trade was carried
on through Spain with the Gallic tribes, as the

Massilians would not allow trading stations to be
established on the southern coast of Gaul.

The Carthaginians had no aptitude for art—even
their coins bear the impress of Greek design and
workmanship—and if they Jiad a literature it has
l)erished. \Vhen the city was taken by Scipio, the

contents of its libraries, which may liave been
})rincipally Greek works, were dispersed and lost.

A single book, a treatise on agriculture, ascribed

to one Mago, was preserved and translated into

Latin by order of the Roman senate. Cicero

speaks of this work {De lie Rtistica) as being in his

day the standard authority on its subject. Himilco
is said to have written an account of his voyage to

the north-western shores of Europe, and, according
to Livy, Hannibal wrote a history of his own cam-
paigns. A corrupt form of the Carthaginian or

Canaanite language was spoken in parts of North
Africa in the days of Augustine, who was struck

by the close resemblance which it bore to Hebrew.
Some twenty years after the destruction of

Carthage, Caius Gracchus endeavoured to found a
lloman colony on her site. This scheme, which at

first ended in failure, was carried out by Augustus,
in accordance with the intentions of Julius Cresar.

In the 3d century A.D. the new Carthage had
become one of the chief cities of the empire. It

figured conspicuously in ecclesiastical history, being
the scene of several important councils and synods.

At a church conference held there in 411 A.D. the
suppression of the Donatists was decreed ; and the

Pelagian heresy was condemned by a council of

Carthage held in 418 A.D. The city, which was
seized by Genseric in 439 A.D. , became the capital

of the Vandal kingdom of Africa, and ' after an
interval of six centuries, the fleets that issued from
the port of Carthage again claimed the empire of

the Mediterranean '
( Gibbon ). The Vandal king-

dom was overthrown by Belisarius, who took Car-

thage in 533 A.D. , and named it Justiniana. The
city, which Heraclius at one time proposed to

make the capital of the empire, was destroyed by
the Arabs under Hassan, governor of Egypt, who
conquered part of Northern Africa for the Calif

Abd-al-Melik in 092-98 A.D.

For the legendary history of Carthage, see the

article DiDO.

See the histories of Arnold, Grote, and Mommsen
;

Bosworth Sinitli's admirable Cartluifje and the Cartha-

(jinians (1879) ; the History of Art in Phoenicia and her

Dependencies, by G. Perrot and C. Chipiez, translated

by W. Armstrong (1885); Davies, Carthage and her

liemains (1861); Hennebert, Histoire d'Anihal (Paris,

1870-78); Professor Church, Carthage, or the Empire of

Africa ( 1880 ) ; and the geograijhical treatises of Heeren.

Among ancient writers, the chief authorities on Carthage

are Polybius, Diodorus Siculus, and Livy. Flaubert's

Salamniho is a vivid picture of ancient Cariihaginian

life, marscllously learned in details, and illuunned with

genius.

Carthage, Cape, a headland of North Africa,

jutting out into the Mediterranean, in 36° 52' N.

iat., 10° 22' E. long., with traces of the ancient city

of Carthage to the north of the Tunis lagoon.

Carthageiia. See Cartagena ; and for Car-

thagena Bark, see Cinchona.

CarthaillillC, or Carthameine. The dye so

called is obtained by a chemical process from Cur-

thamus tinctorrus, or Satfiower (q.v.), in crystals

which are insolulde in water, slightly soluble in

ether, and which with alcohol readily form a purple-

red solution. When newly precipitated, carthamine

immediately and permanently attaches itself to

cotton or silk (but not to wool), requiring no

mordant. It dyes the fabric a fine red, which is

changed to yellow on the addition of alkalies, and
may be returned to red again on being treated

with acids. The safflower contains about "5 per
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cent, of carthamine, and also about 25 per cent, of

a yellow colouring matter called sattlower-yellow,

which, however, Is of no value in dyeing.

Carthusians, a monastic order which owes
its origin to St Bruno, who retired in 1086 with
six compani(jns to the solitude of La Chartreuse
(q.v.—hence the name), where tliey built hermi-
tages, Avore inide garments, and lived upon vege-

tables and coarse bread. In 11.34 the tiftli prior,

(iuigo, composed a body of rules, called the
Statuta Guigonis or Vonsiietudities Cartiisia', but
they have been often changed. After 1176, when
the order received papal ajjprobation, it extended
rapidly. It dates from 1180 in England, where the
name of Chartreuse was corrupted into Charter-
houses (q.v.). The Carthusians were divided into

two classes, fathers {pafres) and brothers (conversi).

Each occupied a separate cell, with a bed of straw,

a pillow, a woollen coverlet, and tlie means of

manual labour or of writing. They left their cell,

even for meals, only on festivals and on days of the
funeral of a brother of the order. Thrice a week
they fasted on bread, water, and salt, and there

were several lengthened fasts in the year. Flesh
was forbidden at all times, and wine, unless mixed
with water. Unbroken silence, except on rare

occasions, was enforced, as well as frequent prayer
and night-watching. These austerities were con-

tinued, witii little modification, by the modern
Carthusians. The ordw at one time counted
16 provinces, and boasted some of the most
magnificent convents in the world—as La Grande
Chartreuse, near Grenoble, and Certosa, near Pavia.

They were given to hospitality and works of

charity, and were on the whole better educated
tlian the mendicant orders. Their principal seats

were in Italy, France, and Switzerland ; but they

have shared the fate of the other monastic establish-

ments, and their convents are now for the most
l)art solitudes indeed.—The Carthusian nuns arose

at Salette, on the Rhone, in France, about 1229.

They followed the niles of the Carthusian monks,
but with some mitigations, of which the most
notable is that they have a common refectory.

Cartier, Jacques, a French navigator, bom at

St Malo, 31st December 1494, between 1534 and
1541 made three voyages of discovery to North
America (see Canada). He returned to St Malo,
when- he seems to have settled, and died 1st

September 1557. See Life by Longrais (1888).

Cartilage, or Gristle, is a firm elastic sub-

stance, of a pearly whiteness, presenting to the

unaided eye a uniform and homogeneous appear-

ance. Cartilages may be divided into the tem-

porury and the j^^rtiMnent. The temporary car-

tilages are substitutes for bone in the earlier periods

of life, and after a certain time become ossified.

At birth the extremities and larger eminences of

the long bones and the margins of the fiat bones

are still cartilaginoiis, and this cartilage does not

altogether disappear till the period of puberty.

The permanent cartilages are either articular or

non-articular. Articular cartilages are attached to

the extremities of bones, and enter into the forma-

tion of joints. Non-articular cartilages are usually

more flexible than the articular. They are some-

times attached to bones to lengthen them out, as,

for instance, the costal or rib cartilages which form

a considerable part of the framework of the thorax,

and impart elasticity to its walls. They are

present in the nose, the auditory canal, and the

Eustachian tube. In other cases they form the

basis of distinct organs, as the larynx, the trachea,

and the eyelids. The physical properties of car-

tilages, especially their elasticity, resisting power,

and incapability of extension, are such as to fit

them admirably for the functions which they have

to perform in the animal economy. See Cell,
Bone, Larynx ; and for the chemical constitu-
ents, see Animal Chemistry, Gelatin, and
(Jluten. Cartilage is liable to infiainmation, to

ulceration, and to ossification ; for the diseases of

the larynx, see that article.

Cartilaginous Fishes, a designation which
may be usefully restricte<l to that sub-cla.«s of fishes

to which sharks and skates belong, and to which
the technical titles of Elasmobranchii and Chon-
dropterygii are usually applied. It is true tiiat

the double-breathing Dipnoi and many of the
Ganoids are in great part cartilaginous, but there

is no possibility of confusing either of these sub-

classes with the Elasmobranchs. The primitive

lancelet (Amphioxus), and the round-mouths, or

Cyclostomata (Haglishand Lamprey), are al.so

cartilaginous, but these form ciasses by themselves,

and in nowise deserve the title of fishes.

General Characters.—In these lowest fishes, then,

the skeleton is gristly or cartilaginous, and the

teeth and scales are ( with the exception of slight

hints in the vertebral colunm) the only bony
structures. The skin bears .skin-teetli (dermal
denticles) or the so-called placoid scales, tipped

with enamel, cored with tooth-substance or dentine,

and based with bone. There is no gill-cover
(
oper-

culum) over the gills, and the slits from the throat,

usually five in number, open directly to tlie exterior.

The gill-filaments are attached to either side of the

partitions between the gill-slits. An anterior gill-

slit, ahead of the usual five, usually opens on the

dorsal surface behind the eye, bears only a trace of

a gill, and is known as the spiracle. The ventricle

of the heart has an anterior contractile portion,

known as the conus- arteriosus, which leads on into

the vessel taking impure blood to the gills. The
hind-fins are situated far back, and bear accessory

clasping organs in the males. The intestine has a
spiral fold running down it internally, known as the

\
'spiral valve.' The air-bladder is almost always
entirely absent, but rudiments of it are sometimes
seen. The eggs are usually laid in horny cases,

j

such as the mermaid's purse of the skate ; but not

a few forms are viviparous—that is to say, the eggs

j
develop in the oviducts. The embryos bear ex-

i ternal gills. The Elasmobranchs are marine, and

I

voraciously carnivorous in their diet.

j

History^—The cartilaginous fishes are undoubt-
edly the mo.st primitive existing forms, and are of

i special interest on that account. The cartila.Lrinous

I nature of their internal skeleton was obviously

i unsuited for fossil preservation, and thus their

earliest records are limited to the bony scales and
teeth. The oldest traces are found in the L'pper

Silurian, and are preceded by the armoured ganoid
Pteraspis. They are scanty' in the Devonian, but
profuse in the Carboniferous, and become pre-

dominant among fishes in the Jurassic period.

They retain this a.scendency throughout Tertiary

times. A shark ( Chlamydoselachus ) from Japanese
waters may be fairly ranked a.s the oldest living

type of fishes. It has pronged teeth like the ' clad-

oclonts ' of the Middle Devonian, an anterior mouth,
two dorsal nostrils, a large free opercular fold, si.x

gill-clefts, and a slightly bent-up asymmetrical tail.

It has been lately described by Garman (Bull. 31 us.

Comp. Zool. Harvard, xii. ), and its ancient afliuities

invest it with peculiar interest.

Classifcation.—Of living forms about 285 species

are known, referable to some 60 genera. A
divergent ottshoot from the main tribe is represented

by the Holocephali ( with a single gill-opening and
jaws firmly fixed to the skull ), and including the

two genera Chima^ra (King of the Herrings) and
Callorhynchus. All the other members of the sub-

class have 5 to 7 gill-openings and jaws movably
attached to the skull. They are often designated
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Plagiostomata, or cross-mouthed, for the mouth lies

as a transverse slit on the under side of tlie head.

They are conveniently distin.uuished into two sub-

orders—{<0 ^t'lachoidei—shark-like forms, and (6)

Batoidei—skate-like forms. In the former the ^ill-

openinjis are lateral, and the body more or less

cylindncal ; in the latter the <;ill-openings are

ventral, and the body ilattened. Sharks, dog-fish,

monk-tish or angel-iish, illustrate the lirst sub-

order: skates, rays, torpedos, and sting-rays, the

second.

Cartography. See Map.

Cartoon ( Ital. cartone, ' pasteboanl
;

"
from

Lat. rharta, ' paper'). In the line arts a cartoon is

a design on strong paper of the full size of a M-ork

to be afterwards executed^ in fresco, oil colour, or

tapestry ; and prepared in order that the artist

may adjust the drawing and composition of his

subject where alterations can be readily ettected.

The design when completed is transferred, by
tracing or pouncing, to the surface tinally to be
worked on. The most famous cartoons are those

of Raphael (q.v. ), now at South Kensington ; 'The
Battle of the Standard,' by Leonardo da Vinci

;

and 'Soldiers attacked while Bathing,' by Michael
Angelo. The two last-named have perished, but
their composition has been preserved in engravings.

The full-page political sketches in Punch are called

cartoons.

Cartoiicll (Fr. cartouche, Ital. cartoccio, 'a
roll of paper;' cartridge is a mere corruption),

formerly a name for a portalde wooden case for

holding cannon-balls or musket-bullets. A gun
cartouch no\\' means merely a waterproof canvas
case for iiolding the cartridges of a field battery,

one to each ammunition-box. The cartridge-box

carried by the soldiers used to Ije called a cartouch
in England, and still is in France.

Cartouche, the name given by Champollion
to the o\als on monuments and in papyri on which
the hieroglyphic characters for the names of Egyp-
tian kings are inscribed. In architecture, cartouche
signihes a tablet, either for ornament or to receive

an insciiption, so formed as to resemble a sheet of

paper or parchment, with the edges and ends rolled

up. The same term is applied to modillions, or
brackets supporting a cornice, and, in heraldry, to
the oval escutcheon of an ecclesiastic.

Cartridge, a cylindrical case containing the
powder charge only in the case of Cannon (q.v.),

but powder, cap, and shot in that of small-arms ;

or the Ijullet may be omitted, when it is called
'blank cartridge.' Those for large guns are bags
usually of serge or flannel, filled with the proper
weight of po\\'der, tied round the neck, and strength-
ened by worsted hoops. In the largest cartridges a
strong stick is placed to give greater strength, and
those used for drill and salutes have cases of raw
silk, because that material does not smoulder.

_
The cartridge formerly used with nuizzie-loading

rifles was a paper cylinder inclosing the powder
and bullet and greased outside the latter. To load,
the end was torn or bitten ofl", the powder poured
into the l)arrel, anil the bullet, together with the
l)apur ciuLridgc-case, rammed down above it. A
cartridge for breecli-loading small-arms (.see BliHKCH-

LOADING), as
now constructed,
is a cylinder of

solid brass, with
a strong Ijase,

in the centre of
which is the per-

cussion arrange-
nient. Those made of coiled brass have l)een
discarded as being liable to jam in the barrel. The
cartridge used in the Lee-Enfield INIark XL and

Fig. 1.—The Lee-Metford Cartridge
actual leiiglli 3 inches.

the Lee-Metford Mark II. (see Rifle) service

rifles is shown in fig. 1, and contains, besides the

cap, .SO grains of cordite arranged in 60 small

strands, and the bullet. Ten oi these cartridges,

which fill tlie rifle magazine, weigh
9 oz. Cordite is now used in the

British service for all rifled arms.
All modern military rifles have simi-

lar cartridges, the actual shape de-

pending upon tiiat of the Chamber
(q.v.), the calibre, and the explosive
charge. The solid -drawn case, being
almost indestructilde, can be re-

charged and capped twenty times,
and liift rifle cartridge can be usecl

with Machine Guns (q.v.) of the
same bore, and with carbines.

Pistol or rexolver cartridges are
similar to those for rifles, but
shorter, and some of the smaller
patterns are ignited differently, the
hammer striking a rim at the base
of the cartridge, which contains the
fulminate.
For sporting rifles of large bore

the same cartridge-case is generally
used as for shot-guns, the bullet

being spherical, solid conical, hol-

low conical, or explosive. For small-

bore, or what are known as Exjjress
rifles, one similar to the Enfleld-

Martini cartridge, but containing 4
drachms of powder, is used. This
rifle fires a light (270 grains) hollow
conical bullet with great velocity,

low trajectory, and immense killing

power. Fig. 2 shows a section of a
•450-inch Henrv express cartridge
(full size).

The cartridge for breech loading
shot guns is usually a stout cylinder of paper with

Fijr. 2.

p^y'y^SSiwllnsyjfe^

Fig. 3.—Central-fire Shot Cartridge Section (full size).

a metal base (fig. 3). The size varies with the
calibre, and they have either pin or central-fire

ignition. In America the case is often solid brass.

For the cartridge used in blasting with dyna-
mite and the like, see Blasting.

Cartridge-paper, a light-coloured strong
paper, originally manufactured for cartridges, is

extensively used in art, its rough surface being
useful for certain kinds of drawing.

Cartwright, Edmund, the inventor of the
power-loom, was born in 1743 at Marnham, Not-
tinghamshire. Educated at Oxford, he obtained the
rectory of ( Joadliy-Marwood, Leicestershire (1779),
where on his glebe-land he made impi-ovements in

agriculture. A visit to the cotton-spinning mills
of Arkwright in Derbyshire directed his attention
to new methods of weaving. The result in 1785
was the power-loom, an ingenious though very
rude macliine ; upon which, however, he subse-
quently effected improvements. At Doncaster he
set up a factory, in which his power-loom was used,
but he met with such determined opposition, and
the expense was so great, that he had to give up
business. A mill set up at Manchester with four
hundred of his power-looms was burned down.
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It was not till the beginning of the 19th century
that the power-loom came into practical use. In
1790 Cartwright took out a patent for combing
Vvool, and secured patents for various other im-
provements in connection with manufactures. He
even joined Robert I'ulton in his exj)eriments
for applying steam to navigation. All tiiese

eflbrts brought him no direct gain, but in 1809,
in consideration of the benefits derived from his

invention of the power-loom, government made
him a grant of £10,000. Cartwright was the
author of several poetical pieces. He died at
Hastings, 30th October 1823. See his Life ( 1843).

Cartwright, John, the ' Father of Reform,'
Avas horn in 1740, and was a hrotiier of the pre-

ceding. At eighteen lie entered the navy, saw
some service under Howe, and in 1766 was gazetted
first-lieutenant of the Guernsey, on the Newfound-
land station. He returned in 1770, and was ap-
pointed in 1775 major to the Notts militia. He
now began to think and write on political ques-
tions, and fotind himself unable to take service
under Lord Howe in North America. From the
beginning he advocated annual parliaments, vote
by ballot, and manhood suffrage, and throughout
his busy life he advocated with equal ardour causes
so different as reform in farming, al)()lition of
slavery, the foundation of a Valhalla for English
seamen, the improvement of national defences,
and the liberties of Spain and Greece. Cartwright
was fined £100 for sedition in 1820. He died in
London, 23d September 1824. Of Cartwright's
eighty books and tracts a list is given in his Life
by his niece ( 1826).

Cartwright, Peter, an eminent Methodist
preacher, born in Virginia, 1st September 1785,
was ordained in Kentucky in 1806, and in 1823
removed to Illinois, where he laboured for nearly
half a century. He also sat in the state legislature

there, and in 1846 was defeated by Abraham Lin-
coln in an election for congressman. Admired for

his eloquence and strong common-sense, he was
also loved for his quaint eccentricity of manner,
and possessed great influence in his own denomi-
nation. He died near Pleasant Plains, Illinois,

25tli September 1872. See his Autobiography
(1856), and The Backwoods Preacher (Lond. 1869).

Cartwright, Thomas, Puritan divine, was born
in Hertfordshire about 1535. He was compelled to

quit Cambridge owing to his attachment to the
Reformed doctiines, but returned on the death of

Mary. He retired to Ireland (1565-67), and after

his return in 1569 he Avas chosen Lady Margaret
Divinity professor. His lectures liere were too

honestly critical of the polity of the church to be
acceptable to the chief authorities, who, led by
Whitgift, deprived him of his professorship, and
subsequently of his fellowship. He travelled on
the Continent, and on his return to England in 1572

he again became embroiled with the church and
the government, and for liis nonconformity suffered

imprisonment several times. Again ol)liged to fiee

to the Continent, he was for a time pastor of the

English church in Antwerp. On his return in 1585

he was once more committed to prison. He was
one of the most influential Puritan teachers of his

day. He died at Warwick, where he had become
master of a hospital, 24th December 1603. He
wrote A Confutation of the Rhemish Translation,

Annotations on the New Testament, a criticism of

Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, and works on Pro-

verbs and the Gospels.

Carucate (Lat. can-uca), originally an amount
of land such as one team of eight oxen could plougii

in a season. It varied in size from 80 to 144 acres.

The carucage was a tax on the carucate, first im-

posed by Richard I. in 1 198.
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CariipailO, a growing port of the Venezuelan
state of Bcrmudez, on the north coast of the penin-
sula of Paria, with a lighthouse and good roadstead.
The surrounding district is fertile, and has mines
of copper, sulphur, silver, lead, and lignite ; it also
exports cocoa, coffee, and fish. Pop. 12,389.

Cams, JuLirs Victor, an eminent zoologist,
born at Leipzig, 25th Augiist 1823. He studied
medicine and surgery at Leipzig, further at Wiirz-
burg and Freiburg, and in 1849 went to Oxford as
keeper of the museum of comparative anatomy.
In 1851 he returned to Leipzig, and in 1853 was
placed in the chair of Comparative Anatomy there.
In the summers of 1873-74 Carus lectured at Edin-
l)urgh for Wyville Thomson during his absence on
the Challenger expedition. His books are numer-
ous and all valualjle. Most are elaborate and
masterly monographs devoted to particular depart-
ments of zoology ; the more general books are
System der thierischen Morphologic (1853), Hand-
hurli der Zoologie (with Gerstacker, 1863 et seq.),

Gcsrhichte der Zoologie (1872), Prodrornus Faunce
Mediterranece ( 1884 et seq.).

Cams, Karl Gustav, a German scholar,

physiologist, physician, and artist, Avas born at
Leipzig, 3d January 1789. He first lectured on
comparative anatomy at Leipzig, next on mid-
wifery at Dresden, where afterwards he became
court physician and councillor of state, and here he
died 28th July 1869. His house was the meeting-
place of all the most distinguished savants and
artists in Dresden. Carus wrote a vast variety of

works on anatomy, physiology, and allied subjects,

which are all valuable, while some are both original

and striking. In his last years he wrote his Lehens-
erinnerungen und Denkiviirdigkeiten (4 vols. Leip.
1865-66 ).

Carvallio. See Pombal.

Carvel-built. See Boat.

Carver, John, born about 1575, was the leader
of tlie Pilgrim Fathers (q.v. ), and died at New
Plymouth, Massachusetts, in April 1621, within five

nuinths of their landing. — Jonathan Carver
(1732-80), an Englishman, travelled in North
America, and wrote a book of travels.

Carvin, a town of the French department of

Pasde-Calais, 11 miles SSW. of Lille by rail, with
minor manufactures. Poi>. 6805.

i^arvillg. Carving has been from the earliest

times a ready means of ornamentation, or of ex-

pressing thought by tracing it in lines or modelled
surfaces upon materials which %vere easily obtained.

Beyond simple draughtsmanship, carving presents
the advantages of relief and permanency, and is

found to be a much more general method of adorn-
ment than colouring, notwithstanding its very
pleasing effect, because the facilities for colour

treatment are frequently not available. The savage,
the herd boy, the artisan, and sculptor, have all

shown that they were never at a lo.ss to express

their fancies in relief work, whether in materials

the most common or costly. Amidst the profusion

of examples of carving to be found in museums,
cathedrals, and in such cities as Venice, what
fascinates us most is the evidence of mind. This
is not only perceived in highly finished work,
but in tlie treatment of the ilesign, however rude,

and in the spirit that is thrown into the whole.

In taking an historical view of the carver's art it

will generally l)e found that it is at its best among
people who are striving after a high ideal, whether
it be the founding of an empire or the development
of some great social or religious aim. In illus-

tration of this we have but to turn to the carvings

and sculptures of Assyria and (Jreece, the Avork

of the Moorish and early Gothic periods, and
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also to the lienaissance at the time of the Refor-

mation, wlien there was a general revival of both

art and literature.

In times of luxury, when men's minds generally

become relaxed, carved work shows as its chief

characteristics high finish and dexterous execution;

but these qualities too commonly speak only of

expense and Ijrainlessness, and the further they
are carried the more do they evince the want of

true artistic perception.

Skilful execution, however, is only of secondary
importance in the carver's art, and we cannot
examine the treatment of the Acanthus tloriation

in the hands of the ({reeks and Romans without
feeling the wonderful charm there is in deft manip-
ulation ; and where this clever style of treatment
jjives expression to elevating ideas, whether in the
delineation of the human figure or animal forms, or

in merely ornamental compositions, we have ex
ami)les of human labour worthy to take their place
alongside the highest achievements of art.

It is noticeable that nowadays there is not an
all-pervading spirit among art craftsmen stimu-
lating them to combined effort after one common
high ideal, but the prevailing tendency is towards
what is generally termed the Renaissance style

of work. With this tendency designers and art
workmen naturally turn to the examples of the
Roman period from which the men of the Renais-
sance took their inspiration, but which in point
of fine design and execution they certainly did
not surpass, as the numerous examples in the
Vatican and Capitol at Rome can show.
The endlessly \-aried forms to be found in nature

must ever yield the most fruitful suggestions for the
study of the carver, but it will depend upon the
material he is working with how far he can ap-
proximate nature in his representations. In box-
wood or lime-tree it is possible to imitate
the general form of the rose blossom, while in
stone it can only be very partially done. This
consideration has all over the field of design been a
great factor in determining the character to be
imjiarted to the subject of study, and it is at once
apparent that in carving granite its hardness and
mottled appeai-ance suggest a broader, stronger
treatment than would be suitable for statuary
marl)le. In the treatment of carving for structural
work, the scale and spirit of the whole design must
necessarily be kept in view, and in all the best
styles of architectuie a conventional treatment of
natural forms is observable ; and it is evident that
craftsmen in this branch of industry must possess a
wide intelligence in the matter of 'style, that they
may handle their work in sympathy with the
designer of the whole scheme, be it a' building, a
monument, or a piece of furniture of any sort.
Some methods are in use for cheapening carvers'

work—e.g. in the case of scroll or fretted work in
which raised forms are disposed over a smootli
ground, the ornament is cut out with a fret-saw
and glued to the ground. This is not at all a
desiral)le method of cheapening work, as the
process is generally too easily (jbserved by tlie
different colour or texture of ' the two pieces of
wood, and there is the risk of the two woods being
affected differently in the course of time by the
atmosphere, and separating. Then there is a
grounding machine, which has a revolving drill
moving over the spaces forming the ground of the
ornament. And, lastly, there is what is called a
carving machine, which works with one or more
drills moving over the work to be carved in cor-
respondence with a tracing jxjint which traverses
the surface of an iron model of what is to be carved.
After the revolvin-^ drill has covered the whole
design, the wood block needs a little hand-facing
to take out the drill marks. These methods are

useful commercially, where many repetitions of
the same object are desired, but a mechanical
feeling is ajjt to show itself, and this is contrary to
the spirit of the true carver's work.
A glance at the carvings of India, Persia, Japan,

and China, impresses us with the cheapness of
labour in these countries, and of the wide-
spread love of this art, as well as of the great
])erfection that has been attained in it. But the
commercial spirit of the age is caiising serious
deterioration of this long famous industry in these
countries, owing to the desire on the part of the
natives to produce what will sell in European
markets, and also from the wish to produce in a
month M hat formerly would have been a labour of

love for a year.

In Great Britain, from the beginning of the 18th
century till quite recently, carving was much
affected by a style of work which had Grinling
Gibbons

( q. V. ) for its chief exponent. This artist

was partly of Dutch extraction, and examples of
his art are to be seen in St Paul's and Chatsworth.
His work is famous for its wonderful dexterity in
carvings of foliage, flowers, birds, busts, and
draperies in lime and other white woods. But he
shows a free disregard of architectural soberness
and conventionality, and impresses one at times
with the idea that he desired to exhibit his skill

in cutting delicate forms from solid blocks more
than in the adornment of architectural work. See
also Sculpture, Wood-engeaving. There are
works on wood-carving by Bemrose (1880), Miller

( 1885), and others.

Cary, Alice, American author, born "iGtli April
1820, near Cincinnati, Ohio, removed in 1852 to
New York, where she died 12th Febniary 1871.
Her iioems, stories, and sketches are graceful and
natural, and full of charming pictures of domestic
life ; and the Clorernooh Papers (2 series, 1851-53),
which emlirace some of her happiest efforts, are
said to be partly autobiographical.—Her sister,

Phckbe, born 4th September 1824, joined Alice in

New York in 1852. She published independently
several volumes of buoyant, pleasant verse, and
contributed a third of the Poems ofAlice and Phcebe
Cary (1850). She died 31st July 1871. See Mrs
Ames's Mcmurial of the sisters (New York, 1873).

Cary, Rev. Henry Francis, translator of

Dante, was born at Gibraltar in 1772. He was
educated at Rugby, Sutton-Coldfield, and Bir-

mingham, in 1790 entered Christ Church College,

Oxford, and in 1796 took holy orders. In 1805 he
published a translation of the Inferno, in 1814 of

the whole Divina Comniedia, a translation remark-
able not only for its fidelity but for its force and
expressiveness. He afterwards translated Pindar's

Odes and Aristophanes' Birds, and wrote a series of

memoirs in continuation of Johnson's Lives of the

Poets. Assistant- librarian in the British Museum
(1826-37), he died 14th August 1844. See the
Memoir by his son (2 vols. 1847).

€ary, Lucius. See Falkland.

Cary, Sir Robert. See Carey.

Carya. See Hickory.

Caryatides (
pi. of Canjatis, lit. ' a woman of

Carya?'), a name given to female figures, in Greek
architecture, when used instead of columns to sup-

port an entablature. The traditional account of

the origin of the name is that the inhabitants of

Carya', a city in Arcadia, having joined the Per-

sians after the battle of ThermopyL'e, the Greeks,

after their victory over the Persians, destroyed the

town, slew the men, and carried the women into

captivity. As male figures representing Persians

were already used for this purpose, it occurred to

Praxiteles, and other Athenian artists, that female
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Caryatis :

Caryatides, in their national costume, might be
thiis employed to commemorate
tlie disgrace of their country.
Male figures used for the same
purpose are called Atlantes
(q.v.). The caiyatides which
form the portico of St Pancras
Church ( 1822) in London are a
reproduction from the Erech-
theum on the Acropolis at
Athens.

C'aryoear, a genus of large
trees of the sub-order Illiizobo-

lace*, of Ternstrojmiacea', all

natives of Guiana and Brazil.

They yield good timber for

sliipbuilding, and the so-called

Butternuts or Souarl nuts.

Caryopliyllaceje, a natu
ral order of thalamifloral dico-

tyledons, containing from 800
to 1000 known species, mostly
herbaceous jilants, a few half

shrubby, easily recognised by
their opposite entire exstipulate

„ ,^.„ „, leaves, stem swollen at the
Froiu Villa Strozzi, m • • . j i . .• c
Appian Road-height. .l"i»ts, and placentation free

7 feet 10 inches. central, at least at maturity.
In the restricted sense, the order

is divided into Sileneae, with caly.x united, and
Alsinete, with sepals separate. Many of the former
produce beautiful flowers—e.g. pink, carnation,
sweet-william, lychnis, &c., but the latter and lower
group are largely inconspicuous weeds—chickweed,
.s])urrey—and furnish gradations to Portulacace;e,
Faronychiace;e, Amaranthace;e, and Chenopodi-
aceje. The plants of this order are mostly natives
of temperate and cold countries in the old world.

Almost all are insipid and inert ; a few contain
saponine, and afford a substitute for .soap. See
SOAPWORT.

Caryophyllus. See Cloves, Myrtace.*:.

Caryopsis, in Botany, a fruit in which the seed
and pericarp are insejjarable. The grain or fruit of

grasses, as wheat, barley, rye, maize, &c., is a
caryopsis.

Caryota, a genus of lofty i>alms, nati\es of the
East Indies, easily recognised by their remarkable
twice pinnate leaves. One species, C. urens, re-

markable for the acridity of its fruit, which pro-

duces a burning sensation when its pulp is applied
to the skin, is also highly valuable for the great
quantity of .sap (toddy) which Hows from its

wounded spathes, sometimes, in the hot season, to

tlie amount of 100 pints in twenty-four hours from
a single tree. Sugar (Jigger//) is made from this

juice by boiling it down, anti on this account this

palm is sometimes called the Jaggery palm. The
'cabbage' is also eaten, and the pith yields sago.

The outer part of the stem is very hard, and
applicable to many purposes. The W)res of the

leaf-stalks are twisted into ropes, the leaf-stalks

make tishing-rods, and the woolly substance found
at their base is used for caulking ships.

Casablanca. Louis, a French naval otiicer,

born at Bastia about 1755. .sat in the National
Convention of 1792, and in 1798 was ca])tain of the

Hag.ship L'Oricnt in the exi>editi(m to Eg>'pt. He
was mortally wounded at the battle of the Nile,

August 1, 1798 ; the ship caught tire ; his ten-year-

old son would not leave him, and both (contrary to

Mrs Hemans's version of the story ) were floating

on tlie wreck of the shii)'s mast when the iinal

explosion took place.

Casablanca, a port of Morocco, 102 miles SW.
of Fez. AVool, maize, and goats' skins are exported ;

sugar, cotton, calico, &c. imported. The trade, ex-
ceeding £300,000 per annum, is mostly in the hands
of English and French merchants. Pop. 8500.

Casa'le, a city of Northern Italy, on the right
bank of the Po, 21 miles NNW. of Alessandria by
rail. It has a cathedral and several other interest-
ing churches, the Torre del grand' Orologio, some
tine palazzi, and manufactures of silk. In 1474 it

became the caiutal of the marquisate of Montferrat
(q.v.). Pop. 17,096.

Ca.Salpustei'lcng'O, a town of Northern Italy,

22 miles SE. of Mihm l»y rail, with a large tiade in

cheese. I'op. 551.3.

Casainic'ciola, a favourite watering-place on
the island of Lschia, beautifully situated in a valley
on the north side of Monte Epomeo, with hot
springs (158" ¥.), baths, hotels, &c. Population,
:-!963. The season extends from June to September.
By the earthquake of 28th July 1883 the place was
almost entirely destroyed.

Casanova de Sein$;alt, Giovanni Jacopo,
adventurer, was liorii at Venice in 1725, and by
the time he reached his twenty-first year had been
abbe, secretarj- to Caidinal Aquaviva, ensign, and
violinist in an orchestra, at Rome, Constantinople,
Corfu, and his own birthplace, where he gained
some celebrity by curing a wealthy senator of
apoplexy. His irregularities drove him from
Venice, but after roaming through Northern Italy
and France he was back there in 1755, and was
then condemned to live years' imprisonment in the
'Piombi.' In fifteen months' time he effected a
daring escape, and then for nearly twenty years
wandered tlirough Europe, visiting most of its

capitals (Paris, London, Berlin, St Petei-sburg,
Madrid, »^'c. ), and making tlie acquaintance of the
greatest men and women of the day, from the
pope to Madame de Pompadour, ancl from Ca^-
liostro to Frederick the Great. Alchemist, cabal-
ist, knight of the papal order of the Golden Spur,
and spy, he was everywhere introduced to the best
society, invariably excited the disgust or ill-will of
those about him, and had always to ' vanish ' after
a brief period of felicity. In' 1761 we find him
distinctly professing the miraculous after the Cag-
liostro fashion : he having undertaken to regener-
ate old Miidanie D'Urfe into a young man—for a
consideration I In 1785 he established himself with
the Count of AValdstein, at his castle of Dux in

Bohemia, and there he died 4th June 1798. His
celebrated Menioireti cvritu par Lui-mrnic ( 12 vols.

Leip. 1828-38 ; new ed. 6 vols. Bru.ssels, 1876)
contain many interesting notices of the manners
of his times, intermixed with details of his marvel-
lous adventures. Clever and cynical, they are
unmatched as a self-rev^elation of scoundrelism

;

Thackeray's Barry Lyndon is but a far-off echo. See
a series of articles l)y M. Armand-Baschet in Lc
Livre ( 1881 ).—Two of his brothers were painters

—

Giovanni B.vitista (1728-95), who in 1764 be-

came director of the Dresden Academy ; and
Francesco (1727-1805), who was born in London,
anil died near Vienna. He was famous for his

battle-jiieces.

Casareep, or Ca.ssiripe, a sauce or condiment
made from the juice of the Bitter Cassava or
Manioc root, which also furnishes tapioca. It is

in the highest esteem in Guiana, where it is em-
Eloyed to ilavour almost every dish ; and it is the
a.sis of the favourite West Indian dish called

pcjjpcr-pot. It is a powerful antiseptic, and meat
can by means t)f it be kept for a long time quite
fresh, even in a trojjical climate. It is made by
evaporating and concentrating the juice, which is

also mixed with various aromatics. The poisonous
principle of the juice is dissipated in the evapora-
tion. See Manioc.
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Casa Santa. See Loretto.

€asas Graildes, an old Indian town of

Mexico, in tlie state of Chihuahua, 125 miles SW.
of El Paso, snnounded with ruins of Aztec build-,

ings, which seem to indicate a former population

cf -20,000 to 30,000.

€asas. Las. See Las Casas.

Casauboil, Isaac, one of the most famous of

the great classical commentators, was born at

Geneva on February 18, 1559. His family be-

longed to Dauphine. His life was one of incessant

study, and he was often hampered in his labours

by broken health and narrow means. In his

twenty-fourth year he was appointed professor of

Greek at Geneva, and ia 1586 he married the
daughter of the great French scholar, Henri
Stephens. He was made Greek professor at Mont-
pellier in 1596, and royal librarian at Paris in

1598. After the death of Henry IX. his position

in Paris became insecure on account of his ad-

herence to Protestantism. He accordingly re-

moved in 1610 to London, where he wrote a reply

to the Annals of Cardinal Baronius, and thereby
incurred the charge of having sold his conscience,

and become the hired advocate of James I. The
accusation was unjust, as he had for many years
been unconsciously drawing near to the school of

Auglo-Catholic tiieology. He was made prebend-
ary of Canterbury in 1810 ; and he died in

London on r2th July 1614. He was of a candid and
tolerant nature, not gifted with great 9riginal
})owers, but indefatigable in the pursuit of know-
edge. He is one of the chief representatives of

a school of 16th-century humanists who succeeded
to the school of Ciceronians, and with whom wide
research took the place of exclusive devotion to
style. His works include the treatises De Satirka
Grwcorum Pocsi et Romanoruni Satira (1605), and
De Libertafc Ecclcsiastica (1607), the E.cercita-

tiones contra Baronium (1614), and editions of
Aristotle, Diogenes Laertius, Theophrastus, Poly-
bius, Strabo, Theocritus, Atlienanis, Persius, Sue-
tonius, &c. ' A very moderate amount of scholar-
ship,' says Pattison, ' is enough to enable us to
discern that there are limits to Casaubon's power
over Greek. ' But he amassed a wonderfully varied
store of learning, and was the first to popularise
a connected knowledge of ancient life and manners.
His merits as a commentator are best shown in
his edition of Athena-us (1600), on which he was
engaged for ten years. See Isaac Casaubon, by
Mark Pattison ( 1875).—Meric Casaubox, son
of the above, was born at Geneva, August 14,
1599. He acccMnpanied his father to England and
studied at Christ Church College, Oxford. He
was made prebendary of Canterlmry, and vicar of
Moiickton in Thanet, was deprived of his appoint-
ments in 1644, but restored in 1660 ; and he was
ultimately rector of Ickham. He edited the works
of Terence, Epictetus, Marcus Aurelius, »S:c., and
vindicated his father in two Latin works. He died
at Oxford, July 14, 1671.

C'asbin. See Kazvix.
Cascade Ran^C, a chain of mountains of

North America in Orec^on and \Yashingtou State,
US.

,
and in British Colun.bia. It c^p^ight i88« .n u.s.

takes Its name from the great cas- by j. b. Lippincott

cades of the river Columbia, which company.

are situated at the point where that stream caiions
tlirough the range l)y a pass 4000 feet deep. The
course of the niountain-c-liain in the L' nited States
is from north to soutii nearly parallel to the Pacific
coast-line, and from about 110 to 160 miles distant
from it. Southward it is continuous witli the
Sierra Nevada of California; northward it con-
nects with the unsurveyed range which forms the
boundary between British Columbia and Alaska.

The chain throughout most of its course is heavily
wooded, chiefly with evergreen conifers, including
pines of vaiious species, firs, spruces, cedars, and
trees locally known as cypress, larch, juniper, and
yew. Southward there is some alder, ash, and
maple, and even a little oak. The presence of

beautiful cone-shaped and perpetually snow-clad
peaks is a most striking feature. Tliere are quite
a number of rather low transverse passes wdiich

may, in time, become important highways. Near
the south end of the range stands Mount Pitt

(9818 feet high). Forty miles north is Mount
Scott (9016 feet), a mere fragment of a now extinct
volcano of enormous dimensions. Its western walls
are almost perpendicular. Forty miles still north-
ward, after passing many wonderful old volcanoes
and lava-beds, we come to Diamond Peak (8807
feet), which is also the remnant of an old crater-

rim. The Three Sistei-s (9000 feet) are of similar
character. Mount Jeft'erson is 10,200 feet high,
and Mount Hood 11,225 feet. The principal peaks
in Washington are Mounts Baker (10,700 feet),
Tacoma or Rainier ( 14,444 feet ; in eruption in
1894), and St Helen's ( 12,000 feet). In this region
volcanic action is not extinct. In British Columbia
the range conies much nearer the sea-coast.
The Cascade Mountains, with the Sierra Nevada,

are much more recent geologically than are the
Rocky Mountains proper. They were probably
formed about the close of the Jurassic period,
although the now visible volcanic products seen
along the range are of much later, and even quite
recent, date ; the earliest volcanic fissures being
referable to the end of the Miocene period, at
which time, or a little earlier, the parallel Coast
Range began to be raised.

Cas'cara Sagrada. See Buckthorn, Con-
stipation.

Cascarilla Bark ( Span, cascara, ' bark '

),

the tonic and astringent liark of Croton Elnteria,
a small tree growing in tiie Bahamas, used in
making incense (q.v. ) and imstilles. The barks
of a number of otlier species of Croton appear to
possess similar properties, such as C. CascariUa
and C. Balsaniiferum.

Case, in Grammar. See Declension.

Case, in law. The most common is the ' case
stated ' by a magistrate raising some point of

law for the decision of the Criminal Court of

Appeal. This applies to the whole summary juris-

diction of the justices of the peace in England.
Such appeals have been allowed in England since

1857 ; in Scotland only since 1875. Such cases are
also stated by way of appeal under numerous
special statutes, as the Registration and Customs
and Excise Acts. ' Cases ' are also the statements
and pleadings lodged by the appellants and re-

spondents in the House of Lords. ' Case ' is also
applied in the Court of Session to tlie printed
argument which is sometimes ordered in cases of

difficulty and importance. By authoritj' of statute
the courts in different parts of the United King-
dom consult each other as to points of law by means
of adjusted cases. One of the points in the cele-

brated Orr E^\ing litigation was whether the word
' cause ' in the Treaty of Union meant an actual
litigation, or merely a pending question of liability.

In the daily language of the courts a ' case " is a
pre\'ious decision of a court which is supposed to
bear upon the subject of argument. The citation
of cases was jealously regulated in the Roman law
by Valentinian's Law of Citations ; now this is left

to custom and tradition. In both England and
Scotland, by a valuable reform, parties are now
encouraged to agree upon facts, and submit their
contentions to the court in tlie form of a ' special
case.

'
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In the United States, while the word case is,

like cause, applied generally to every question
contested in court, whetlier of law or equity, it

also retains there, in consequence of the state of
legal procedure, a limited meaning—e.g. an action
of damages for tort, wliere the older forms are un-
suitable, as an action for negligence against a
corporation.

€ase-hardeiling is the process of converting
the surface of certain kinds of^ malleable-iron goods
into steel, thereby making them harder, less liable
to nist, and capable of taking on a better polisli.

Fire-irons, gun-locks, keys, and other articles of
limited size, are very commonly so treated, but
the process is sometimes appliecl to large objects,
such as iron railway-bars. The articles are first

formed, and heated to redness with powdered
charcoal or cast-iron, the malleable-iron taking
carbon from either of these to form a skin of steel
upon it ; the heated objects are then cooled in
cold water, or in oil when they are of a delicate
nature. Yellow prussiate of potash or parings of
leather liave also l)een a good (leal used for coating
iron articles with steel by heating them together.
Some chemists consider that in this case nitrogen
combines with tlie iron and ett'ects the hardening.
The coating of steel is verv thin, seldom exceeding
yVth of an inch. A Swedisli ironmaster has found
that a very excellent case-hardening is obtained
by treating iron or steel objects with a mixture
of animal matter, such as rasped leather or horn,
and arsenious acid dissolved in hydrochloric acid,
and heating as usual.

Casein is an organic compound allied to Albu-
men (q.v. ), found in the milk of the Mammalia.
It also exists in peas, beans, and other leguminous
seeds, and is then known as Legnmin. The pro-
portion of casein in ]\lilk (q.v.) varies, but averages
about 3 per cent., and it maybe coagulated and
separated tlierefrom by the addition of a little

Rennet (q.v.), as in the manufacture of Cheese
(q.v.), or by the employment of a few drops of a
mineral acid, such as dilute sulphuric acid. In
either case the casein separates as curd, which still

retains attached to it some oil and earthy salts,

though the greater portion of these substances,
along with the sugar, remain in the watery liquid

or iclieij. The elementary bodies which enter into

the composition of casein, and tlie proportion in

which these are present in 100 parts, are—carbon
53'83; hydrogen, 7"15; nitrogen, 15"65; oxygen,
22 •52

; and sulphur, O'So. The properties of ca.sein

are, that it is not coagulated by heat, as is well

evidenced in the heating of milk, but is coagulated
on the addition of rennet ; sulphuric, liydrocliloric,

or nitric acids ; alcohol, creosote, or infusion of

galls, but not by acetic acid. It also forms in-

soluble precipitates with solutions of the poisonous

salts, acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, and bi-

chloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate), and hence
the efficacy of taking large doses of milk in cases

of poisoning by those deadly salts, as the casein in

the milk, forming an insoluble compound with the

poison, keeps it from exerting its deadly powers.

vVhen casein is heated with chalk, it fonus a
compound, insoluble in water, and hardening by
exposure to air, which may be used as a cement.

The compound with lime is used in destemper
painting.
The form of casein obtained from plants, and

termed legumin, is generally procured from legumin-

ous seeds, like peas or Ijeans, though it can also

be extracted from the majority of vegetable sub-

stances, especially from sweet and bitter almonds,

and even from tea and cofiee. Dried peas contain

a fourth of their weight of legumin, and this can be

extracted by braising the peas to powder, and

digesting in warm water for two or three hours.
The liquid is then strained through cloth, which
retains the insoluble matters, and allows the water
with the legumin dissolved therein, and witli starch
mechanically susjjcnded, to pa.ss through. On
settling, the starch falls to the bottom of tlie

vessel, and the clear liquid holding the legumin in
solution, on the addition of a small amount of
acetic acid, yields a precipitate of legoimin or vege-
table casein. So perfectly does the vegetable
casein resemble the ca.sein from milk, that the one
can hardly be distinguished from the other by
chemical tests or by taste. In various parts of
China, especially near Canton, there is a form of
cheese made from pea.s. Casein is a most import-
ant article of food. See Diet, Dige.stion, Nutri-
tion.

Casemate, originally a loopholed gallerj-, since
called a 'caponier,' from which, without risk of
loss to themselves, the garrison of a fort could
fire upon an enemy who had obtained possession
of the ditch. Tlie term is now applied to any
bomb-proof vaulted chamber, even when merely
used as quarters for the ganison. Casemates
are utilised to cover guns, magazines, stores, or
hospitals, from high-angle or vertical fire. When
a gun casemate is constinicted on the parapet,
it is called a ' Haxo ' casemate and has a bomb-
proof masonry arch, covered as nuicli as po.ssible

with earth. The ordinary gun casemate is usually
under the parapet, and large enough to form a
barrack. Iron shields are used to protect the
embrasures or port-holes through which the guns
fire in important works, and in many of modern
construction, revolving iron turrets take the place
of casemates. Mortar casemates, similar to those
in which guns are placed, but with the front wall
omitted, are generally under the parapet. The
great want of ventilation in casemates renders
them bad places for barracks ; and the artillery-

men are nearly stifled with smoke when firing

from such confined places. See Bomb-proof.

Caserta. a town of Italy, situated on a plain

20^ miles NNE. of Naples by rail. It is chiefly

remarkable on account of its magnificent palace,

one of the finest in Europe, which was founded by
Charles III. in 1752. Pop. 17,257. The province of

Caserta has an area of 2307 sq. m., and a pop.
(1894)of about 740,000.

Case-shot, or Canister, is an artillery pro-

jectile for use at close quarters, and consists of a
sheet-iron or tin cylinder filled with bullets varying
from A an oz. to 1 lb. in weight, and in number
according to the size of the gun. The cylinder is

closed by discs of wood, tin, or iron, its walls are
strengthened by loose pieces of iron, and the inter-

stices between the b.alls are packed with shavings
and sawdust. On discharge tlie canister breaks up
at once, and the bnllets spread over a wide area,

but with a low velocity. For this reason they have
little effect beyond 300 yards, even on iiard open
ground, which is best suited to their action. Case-
shot is chiefly used in the close defence of works, or

against cavalry, and at sea against a boat attack.

At long ranges its place is taken bv Shrapnel
Shell (q.v.).

Cash (old Fr. casse, 'a chest for containing
money

'
) is sometimes used for money as distin-

guished from produce, in whicii sense it includes

all immediately negotiable jjaner—bills, drafts,

and bonds, as well as coin ana bank-notes. At
other times it is used in a limited sense to denote
coin and 1>ank-notes, as distinguished from nego-

tiable instruments which pa.'is by indorsation. In

the money system in use at the Chinese Treaty
ports, rash is the name of those coins, of a cojijier

alloy, which are perforated and Strang on a thread;
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this word is derived from the Tamil Aasii, a small

Indiiin coin. See Tael.

€asli Account, or Cash Credit, a form of

account with a bank, by wiiich a person is entitled

to draw out sums as required by way of loan to a

stipulated amount. The practice be^'an about 1729

in Scotland, with the banks of whicli country it is

still peculiarly identified. See Banking, Vol. I.

page 713 ; also Marginal Credit.s.

Taslicl, a town of Ireland, in County Tipperary,

100 miles SW. of Dublin and 5 miles SE. of its

railway station. It is the see of a bishop of the

Episcopal Church, and of a Roman Catholic arch-

bishop. It is irregularly built <>n the south and
east slopes of an isolated height, rising abruptly

from a rich and extensive plain. It was a parlia-

mentary borough till 1870, and possesses a baiTack,

infirmary, and market-house. The ancient kings
of Munster resided here. The top of the height,

or ' Kock of Cashel,' which rises to about 300
feet, is occupied by an assemblage of the most
interesting ruins in Ireland. The ruins consist of

a cathedral, founded 1169, burned 1495, and after-

wards repaired ; a stone-roofed chapel, said to have
been built 1127 by Cormac MacCarthy, king of

Munster ; the palace of the Munster kings ; a
round tower, 90 feet high and 56 in circumference

;

and an old cross. At Cashel in 1172 Henry II.

received the homage of the king of Limerick, and
here he called a council of the clergy, at which
decrees were jjassed for the regulation of the
church. Pop. ( 1851 ) 4798 ; ( 1881 ) 3961.

Cashew Xllt (Anacardium occidentale), a tree

of the sub-order Anacardiacere, of Terebinthace?e
(q.v. ), cultivated in both the East and West Indies.

It is a spreading tree of no great height. It abounds

Cashew Xut {Anacardium occidentale).

in a clammy, milky juice, which tunis black on ex-
posure to the air, and is used in India for varnish-
ing, but is so acrid as to produce painful inflamma-
tion of the skin. The fruit of the tree is a kidney-
sha])ed nut, about an inch long, seated on the
thicker end of a pear-shaped fleshy stalk. The
kernel is also surrounded by black acrid oily juice,
but is itself pleasant and wholesome. The nuts
were formerly sometimes put into old Madeira
wine, and also roasted as an addition to chocolate.
The fleshy stalk, sometimes called the Cashew
Apple, varies in size from that of a cherrv to
an orange, and is white, yellow, or red. It is

perfectly free from acridity, very pleasant, acid,
and refreshing. A kind of wine is obtained from

it by fermentation ; and from this a well-flavoured

spirit can 1)e distilled. A bland gum resembling
gum-arabic also exudes from the stem.

Cashgar. See Ka.shgar.

Cashiering; is a punishment for ofiicei-s in

the army antl navy. It is more severe than dis-

missal from the sovereign's service, inasmuch as

it disqxialifies from entering the public service in

any capacity, which dismissal does not. The Army
Act of 1881 enacts that an oflicer convicted by
court-martial of 'scandalous conduct unbecoming
an oflScer and a gentleman ' shall be cashiered,

and provides no alternative punishment as in all

other cases of misconduct for which an officer

may be tried.

Cashmere is the familiar and time-honoured
form of the name no^v usually spelt by Indian autho-
rities Kashmir. The native state of Cashmere
embraces an irregular-shaped mountainous region,

part of the Himalayan svstem, between 32° 30' and
86° N. lat., and 73°\S0' to 76° E. long. Within its

borders are included the valleys of many snow-fed
streams, but chief among them is the valley of the
Upper Jhelum at Srinagar— ' the Vale of Kashmir

'

—celebrated in literature and history for the beauty
of its scenery and the charm of its climate. It

extends for about 120 miles from NW. to SE.,
with a mean breadth of 75 miles, at a distance
of about 130 miles by road from Rawal Pindi, in

the Punjab. The flat part of the \alley is not
more than 80 miles long by 20 wide, with a variable
elevation above sea-level of from 5000 to 7000 feet.

In it are situated two lakes, the Dul, a little to

the north of the winding course of the river at
Srinagar, and the Wulur, through which the river

flows ere changing its course to the westward and
passing through the mountains to the Punjab plain.

The two best-known routes to Srinagar are from
Rawal Pindi, via Murree and the narrov/ valley of

the Jhelum, which is now an open and well-made
road, but occasionally very hot ; and the route
from Bhimbar (north of Gujrat) across the lofty

range of the Pir Panjal, rising to 11,000 feet above
sea-level. The former is the more convenient,
whilst the latter passes through mountain scenery
of singular beauty, and possesses the advantage of

being cool as well as beautiful. Nothing can well
exceed the fertile beauty of the Cashmere valley.

It is almost surrounded by snow-capped mountains,
the lower spurs of which descend gently in terraced
slopes to the level of the valley. These terraces

are abundantly irrigated for the purpose of rice

cultivation, rice being tlie staple croii throughout
Cashmere. On the margins of the lakes, and
scattered through the whole extent of the valley,

are magnificent groves of chinar or plane-trees,

here and there laid out with great regularity and
taste to form gardens and country-seats which used
to be the favourite resorts of the Mogul emperors
two centuries ago. Avenues of poplars line the
banks of the river and the canals, and lend to the
scenery a peculiar grace which is quite distinctive

of Cashmere. On the surface of the lakes are
floating-gardens composed of masses of vegetation
from two to three feet thick—intertwined blocks
of aquatic plants. Srinagar is a quaint and pic-

turesque old town, built almost entirely of wood,
said to have been founded at the liegdnning of the
6th century. It occupies both banks of the river,

which is spanned by seven log-l>uilt bridges, and
like all eastern towns is most unclean. The in-

dustries of Srinagar are chiefly shawl-wealing and
lac(]uer-work, but Cashmere silver and copper work
is rapidly acquiring a distinctive character and
rising in imjiortance amongst oriental arts. The
peculiar design wiiich marks all Cashmere art
is said to be derived from the graceful curves of
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the river as viewed from the summit of the Takht-i-

Suliman, a well-knoA\Ti hill overlooking the city

of Srinagar. The restrictions formerly placed on
the residence of Europeans in Cashmere territory

have latterly been considerably modified, and
Cashmere is now visited Ijy thousands of Europeans
who settle there for the hot months of the year,

and have already established a well-known summer
station at Gulmerg, which is higher and cooler

than Srinagar. The country was not long ago
celebrated as a field for sportsmen, but like many
of the best known hunting-fields in India, it has
latterly been too much shot over, and sportsmen
now in search for big game must travel far and
reach the field early in the season in order to secure

good results.

The natural productiveness of the countrj^ is

remarkable. Fruit of almost every description is

found nearly wild in the lower valleys, and it is

now largely cultivated for the manufacture of wine,

for whicli purpose a great variety is utilised. Not-
withstanding this fertility and the general cheap-

ness of food-supply. Cashmere is occasionally sub-

ject to the scourge of famine. The famine of 1878,

together with earthquakes, and the draining of the

country by emigration, have reduced the popula-

tion of the valley by a half. Much has been
written about the fine physique of the Cashmere
men and the beauty of. Cashmere women, but it

must be admitted that with many external advan-

tages they are a corrupt race—unclean in their

habits, niorally degraded and utterly untrust-

worthy.
Cashmere was conquered by Akbar in 1586, and

became part of the Mogiil empire. It was overrun

by the Sikhs in 1819. Ghulab Singh, the feudatory

of the Sikhs, made a treaty with Britain in 1846,

by which he was confirmed in possession of Cash-
niere, and recognised British supremacy. In 1889

tlie Maharaja was deprived of authority for con-

tinued misgovernment, and power transferred to a
native council. Pop. (1891) of Cashmere and
dependencies, 2,543,952. Of these, 949,041 were in

Ca.shmere proper, 1,439,543 in the district of Jamu,
the rest in the districts of Ladkah, Gilghit, Dar-

distan, Baltistau, &c. Of the total, 1,800,000 were
Moiiammedans, 691,000 Hindus, 30,000 Buddhists.

Thirteen dialects are spoken, Hindustani and
Punjabi included ; the Kaslimiri is very closely

related to Sanskrit.

See works by Bellew (1875), Drew (1875), Wakefield

( 1879 ), Knowles ( on Folk-tales, &c. , 1885-88 ), E. F. Knight
(1893), andW. B. Laurence, T/tc Vallei/ ofKashmir (1S05).

Caslllliere Goat, a variety of the common
goa.t {C'ljjra /lircxs, var. laiugcr), remarkable for

its very long, fine, and silky hair, from which the

famous Cashmere shawls are made. It is found in

Tibet and Bokhara, whence the finest goat-hair is

imported into Cashmere, to be there manufactured.
Tlie hair is even longer (18 inches) than that of

the Angora goat, and is straight, not curled. A
single goat does not yield more than three ounces,

and the fleeces of ten goats are reciuisite for the
manufacture of a shawl a yard and a half s([uare.

The hair is spun by women, and dyed after it is

spun. The shawls are woven in rudely constructed

looms, a pair of shawls sometimes occupying three

or four men a whole year in weaving. Since 1870

there has been a falling of!" in the demand for the

shawls: but sliawls to llie value of £130,000 are

still exported (two-thirds to Europe). Cashmere
shawls of the finest quality are sold in London
at from £100 to £300 each. Plain shawls are

simply woven in the loom, l)ut those with varie-

gated' patterns are worked with wooden needles,

a separate needle being used for each colour.

Imitations of these are manufactured in France

rather extensively, some from the Til)et wool

entirely, and others of a mixture of this with silk

and cotton.

Attempts have been made to introduce the Cash-
mere goat into Europe. Baron Alstruimer at-

tempted in the end of last century to naturalise
it in Sweden ; and a very sj)irited attempt to intro-

duce it into Britain has been made by Mr Towers.
In France the acclimatisation has been very suc-

cessful. It has been bred in tiie I'nited States,
but without much success. A mixed race, pro-
duced by crossing the Cashmere and the Angora
goat, lias been found to possess most valuable qual-

.

ities, the hair being long, fine, and more abundant
than in any of tlie parent breeds. See Shawl.
Casia, or Poet's Ca.SIA {Osyris alia), a South

European shrub of the order Santalaceie, with
pretty little wiiite flowers and small red drupes.
It has been much admired for its modest beauty.
The name is simply a variation of Cassia (q.v. ).

Casimir, properly Kazimierz ( ' foumler of

peace'), the name of a number of Polish kings.

See Poland.
Casimir-Perier, Jean Pierre Paul, Presi-

dent of the Frencii Kepublic, is the son of C.
Perier

(
q. v. ), and was born at Paris, 8tli November

1847. He was trained for a political career, but
in 1871 was maile a Chevalier of tlie Legion of

Honour, for military services rendered during the
siege of Paris. Elected a deputy in 1874, and dis-

tinguished as a moderate republican of great firm-

ness of character, he was successively under-secre-

tary for instruction and for war, vice-president of

the Chamber (1885-93), and president of the
Chamber ( 1893). Premier of France for six months
in 1893-94, he was again president of the Ciiamber,

when, on the assassination of M. Carnot (June
1894), he was called to become President of the
Republic—an office he resigned in January 1895.

Casino^ an Italian diminutive of casa, 'a house,'

signifies a place for social reunions. The name is

usually applied in Italy and the continental water-
ing-places to a place wliere musical or dancing
soirees are held, containing a conversation-room,
billiard-room, and rooms for other kinds of amuse-
ment, as well as small apartments where refresh-

ments may be had. In England, a dancing saloon

is sometimes termed a casino.

Casket. See Coffin. For the Casket Letters,

see Mary, Queen of Scots. For the islands

called Ca-skets, see Alderney.
Casoria, a town of Italy, 6 miles N. of Naples

by rail. Pop. 7551.

Caspa'ri. K.\rl Paul, exegete and cliurch

liistorian, Itnrn at Dessau in 1814. became profe.ssor

of Theology at Christiania in 1857. His Arabic
grammar (4tli ed. Halle, 1875) is in high repute,

and his contributions to the study of the old Testa-

ment include works on Obadiali, Isaiah, Micah,
and Daniel. Besides Ids Kirrhcnhisforische Anek-
(lota ( 1883), he published at Christiania Quellenzur
Geschichte des Tuiifsymbols nnd der Glmtbemregel

(2 vols. 18H6-69), extensions of which appeared in

1875 and 1879. He died 11th April 1892.

Cas'pe, a town of Spain, 53 miles SE. of

Saragossa. Pop. 9157.

Caspian Sea, an inland sea or great salt lake,

the largest in the world, on the boundary between

Europe and Asia, extending from 36' 40' to 47' 20'

N. lat., and 46= 50' to 55° 10' E. long. Its len'xth

from north to south is 680 miles, and its breadth

varies between l.SO and 270 miles. Its total area

is estimated at 170,000 -sq. m. The cotust-line is

irregular, and on the east side especially there are

several bays and indentations of coast, the principal

being those of Mertviy Kultuk (with the bay

Kaidak). Kenderli (se])arated from the above by the
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peninsula of Manghislilak), Karabugas, and Balkan.

From the west, tlie naphtha-impregnated peninsula

of Apsheron stretches mto the Caspian opposite the

Balkan Gulf ; Mount Caucasus also rises on its

west side. On the south rises the lofty range of

the Elburz Mountains, between which, however,

and tlie coast, on this side almost unbroken,

extends a low flat plain from 15 to 20 miles in

breadth. On the north it is bordered by great

steppes, the surface of which is below that of the

ocean, and the country eastward is occupied by the

desert jdateau of Ust-urt, and the sandy deserts of

the Turkomans. During the Post-Pliocene period

the waters of the Caspian extended in the shape of

a wide gulf north, towards the mouth of the Kama
(q.v.), and through a narrow strait between the

Balkan ^Mountains, over the steppes of the lower
Amu-Daria, embodying Lake Aral, whose level is

now 248 feet highei- than the Caspian's, while that
of the Caspian is 97 feet below the level of the

Black Sea. At a still earlier period it was con-

nected with the Black Sea by the channel of the
two Manytch rivers ( see Caucasus ). The Caspian
Sea has no tides, but its navigation is dangerous
because of \iolent storms, especially from the south-
east. Its level differs much at different seasons,

owing to the variable amount of water brought by
its tributaries and the extent of evaporation. It is

very shallow in the north, where a depth of 14 feet

is reached only at a distance of no less than 10
miles, and that of 12 fathoms (72 feet) at a distance
of 130 miles from the mouth of the Volga. In
its middle it is intersected by a submarine ridge
which continues the main Caucasus chain from the
Apsheron peninsula towards the ESE. , and divides
the Ca.spian into two deep basins. The greatest
depth found in the northern basin is 2526 feet, and
in the southern ( close by the southern shore ) 3006.
The Caspian receives the Maters of a number of
large rivers, uf which the greatest is the Volga.
The Ural, the Emba, the Terek, the Kura, and
the Atrek also fall into it. The water is salt,

but much less so than that of the ocean. The
northern parts of the Caspian are covered ^dth
ice during winter. It abounds in fish, and very
valuable fisheries are carried on, especially for
sturgeon and salmon. Besides many species of its

own, it lias several species of fish in common with
the Black Sea, the Arctic Ocean, and Lake Aral

;

this suggests that the sej^aration of the Ca.spian
from the Black Sea took place in the earlier period
of the Post-Pliocene period, or perhaps during
the Pliocene. By a canal uniting the upper tribu-
taries of the Volga with those of Lake Ladoga and
the Diina, the Caspian is united with the Baltic
Sea. The sea is now surrounded on three sides
by Russian territorv^, the southern shore still re-

maining Persian. 'Tlie Russians have a fleet
stationed upon it, and lines of steam-packets.
The chief Russian towns upon its shores are As-
trakhan, Derbend, Baku, and Krasnovod.sk (q.v.),
from near which a railway runs Ijy Askabad
towards Merv, and thence to Samarkand in Tur-
kestan. Steamers ply between Krasnovodsk and
Baku, which is connected by rail with Poti on the
Black Sea. Balfrush, Reshd, and Astrabad are
Persian towns.
The Caspian Sea was known to the Greeks and

Romans. According to Strabo, it derived its name
from the Caspii, a trilie inhabiting its western
shores. The name Caspian was afterwards limited
to tlie western portion of the lake—the eastern
being designated the Hyrcanian Sea.

I'a.sque. See Helmet.

Cass, Lewis, American statesman, born at
Exeter, Now Hampshire, Otli Ootoljer 1782. He
was admitted to the Oiiio bar in 1803, but in 1812,

on the outbreak of the second war Avith Great
Britain, entered the army, and rose rapidly to the
rank of general. Left in command of ISIichigan at
the close of the war, he was for eighteen years civil

governor of the territory which under Ids skilful

administration became a settled and civilised

state. From 1831 to 1836 Cass was Secretary of
^Yar under General Jackson, and from 1836 to
1842 he was United States Minister at Paris. In
1844 he was much spoken of for the presidency,
and in 1848 he received the Democratic nomination,
but was defeated at the polls l>y General Taylor

;

in 1852 he again lost the nomination. He sat in

the senate from 1845 to 1857, when he was appointed
Secretary of State, resigning office in 1860 in con-
sequence of President Buchanan's refusal to rein-

force Fort Sumter. He now retired from active
life, and died at Detroit, 17th June 1866. Scrupu-
lously honest, and generally a prudent and cauti<jus

legislator, Cass's position on most questions of his

time resolved itself into one of compromise and
moderation. His attitude towards slavery was in-

consistent, but he appears to have sympathised
with the Union in the civil Avar. For Britain he
evinced a bitter hostility. He published a work
on the history and languages of the United States
Indians (1823), a.nd France : its King, Court, and
Gorcrnmcnt (1840). See Lives by W. L. Smith
(1856) and A. C. McLaughlin (1891).

Cassagnac, Adolphe Granier de, French
journalist, born in the department of Gers in 1806,
in 1832 came to Paris, where he was employed on
several journals, and where his vehement style of
writing soon brought him considerable prominence
and a number of duels and law-suits. In 1840 he
visited the Antilles, in hopes of iiolitical prefer-
ment, and there married a Creole lady. Mademoi-
selle Beauvallon. Until 1848 a zealous Orleanist,
he became one of the earliest promoters of the
empire, and a bitter assailant of his former patrons,
and as a supporter of the government, rejiresented
his native department from 1852 to 1870. He
founded several papers, of all shades of political

and religious thought, and chiefly resembling one
another in their early demise ; ultimately he be-
came the chief editor of the semi-official Le Pays,
which he revived after the fall of the empire.
He died 31st January 1880. His ajipearances
before the courts of justice were numerous, in his

earlier years for duelling, and afterwards in cases
of libel and debt. He published two romances and
a number of compilations.—His son, Paul Adolphe
Marie, born in 1843, joined him on Lc Pays
( 1866), assisting with the literary work, and assum-
ing charge of the duelling department of the paper.
Having joined a Zouave regiment in 1870 as a
volunteer, he was captured at Sedan, and imprisoned
for some time in Silesia. He returned to Paris in

1872, renewed his association with Lc Pays, and
violently advocated the imperialist cause. In 1876
he was elected a deputy, and engaged in a course
of turbulent insolence and obstiiiction ; he was im-
prisoned in 1877, and during the autumn openly
but vainly urged MacMahon to a coup cVctat. The
death of the Prince Imperial in 1879 disconcerted
his hopes of eftecting the recall of the Bonapartes

;

and his proclamation of Prince Victor Napoleon, in

opposition to his father, Prince Jerome, as head
of the dynasty, introduced dissensions that still

further weakened his party.

Cassander, king of Macedonia, \vas born
about 354 B.C. His father, Antipater, passed him
over and bequeathed the regency to Polysperchon,
but Cassander allied himself with Ptolemy and
Antigonus, and entered on a struggle Avith

his rival. In 318 he gained Athens and most
of the (ireek cities, next invaded Macedonia,
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captured Pydna, and put to death Ulynipia-s,

mother of Alexander, but spared his widow
Roxana and her son .lilgus for several years.

Meanwhile he married Thessalonica, half-sister

to Alexander, in whose lionour he foundeil,

about 316 R.c. , the town which liears her name.
In the following year he caused Thebes, which
Alexander had destroyed, to be rebuilt. He
next joined Seleucus, Ptolemy, and Lysimachus
in their long struggle with Antigonus, which
ended with the death of the latter on the battle-

field at Ipsus ( 301 ). In 306 Cassander had assumed
the title of king. He died about 297, leaving his

son Philip as his successor.

Cassail(lra« according to Homeric legend, was
the fairest daughter of Priam and Hecuba, and the
twin-sister of Helenus. The two children were left

one night in the sanctuary of Apollo, and during
their sleep their ears were touched and purified by
two snakes, so that they could understand the mean-
ing of the language of birds, and thus know the
future. Cassandra afterwards attracted tlie love of

Apollo by her beauty, and he taught her the secrets

of prophecy ; but displeased by her rejection of his

suit, laid upon her the curse that her prophecies
should never be believed. So she prophesied in

vain the treachery of the Grecian horse and the
destruction of Troy, and was looked on by the
citizens as a mere matj woman, whose words had
no value whatever. On the capture of the city

she tied to the temple of Athena, but was toni from
the altar by Ajax Oileus, and ravished in the
temple. In the distrilnition of the spoil she fell to

the share of Agamemnon, and was afterwards
murdered by Clytemnestra. The name is now
often used generically of one who takes gloomy
views of the political or social future, as the late

W. R. Greg in his book, Eocks Ahead, or the

Warnings of Cassandra.

Cassandra^ the most western of the three

tongues of the Chalcidice peninsula, between the
gulfs of Salonica and Cassandra. Its ancient name
was Pallenc. The Gulf of Cassandra (ancient
Toronaiciis Sinus) extends 35 miles north-west-
ward, and is 8 to 16 miles broad.

CassailO, a town of Southern Italy, 34 miles

N. of Cosenza. Pop. 7407.

—

Cassano, on the
Adda, 16 miles ENE. of Milan by rail, was the

scene of two sanguinary 1 tattles—a defeat in 1705

of the Imperialists under Prince Eugene, by the

French under Vendume ; and a defeat in 1799 of

the French themselves under Moreau, by the

Russians and Austrians under Suwaroff. Pop.

3554.

Cassation, Court of. In the law of France,

the act of annulling the decision of a court or

judicial tribunal is called cassation, from the verb

casser, 'to break or annul' (Lat. quatere : En^.
quash); and the function of cassation, as regards

the judgments of all the other courts, is a.ssigned

to a special tribunal called the Cour de Cas.sation,

which may thus be regarded, in a certain sense,

as the last and highest court of appeal. But as

everything is excluded beyond the question whether
or not the view taken of the law, and of the

proper method of administering it by the inferior

tribunal, has l>een the right one, the idea attached

to this institution is le.ss that of a court in the

ordinary sense, than of a department of govern-

ment to wliicii the duty of inspecting the adminis-

tration of justice is assigned. The demand for

cassation can be made only by the parties to the

suit, or by the prornreKr-fjcneral of the Court of

Cassation " for the jmblic interest. The whole

French jurisdiction, civil, commercial, administra-

tive, criminal, and correctional, may be reviewed

by the Court of Cassation, the only exceptions

being the judgments of justices of the peace (where
the amount is less than 100 francs), of tribunals of
commerce (where the amount is less than 1500
francs), and of courts-martial, military and naval.
These appeals do not involve any stay of execu-
tion, and tlie judgment in ca-ssation is not a judg-
ment on appeal, Init merely has the ellect of quash-
ing the judgment below. The delay allowed for

brmging a civil case before the Court of Cassaticm
is two months for persons domiciled in France

;

but parties resident out of France have further
time. In criminal matters, the procedure is greatly
more prompt, three full days only being allowed.
In all criminal and police cases the Court of Cassa-
tion may jnonounce judgment immediately after

the expiry of these days, and must do so witiiin

a month. Its stall' consists of a pre.sident and
three vice-pre.sidents ; 49 counsellors or ordijiary

judges ; a procureur-general, or pu])lic prosecutor ;

6 substitutes, who have the title of advocates-
general ; and several inferior officers. The judges
are appointed by the President of the Repulilic,

and their appointments are irrevocable. The three
sections of the court are the Chambre des Requctes,
the Chambre Civile, the Chambie Criminelle. The
whole court, when presided over by the minister
of justice, possesses also the right of discipline

and censure overall judges for grave ofl'ences not
specially provided for by the law.

Cassa'va. a West Indian name of the plant
also called Manioc (q.v.), and of the starch pro-

duced from it, which is otherwise called Brazilian
Arrowroot, and is popularly known in Britain as
Tapioca (q.v.).

Cassay. See Manipur.

Cassel, or Kassel, chief town of the Pnissian
province of Hesse-Xassau, and the old capital of

the former electorate of Hesse-Cassel, is pleasantly
situated on both sides of the navigable Fulda,
120 miles bv rail XXE. of Frankfort-on-Main,
and 233 ^YSW. of Beriin. Pop. (1875) 53,043;
(1890) 72,447. The town is one of the most
attractive provincial capitals in Germany. Its

oldest part consists of a few verj' narrow, crooked
streets, close to the river ; the mors modern parts

are situated on gentle hills. The ' upper new
toMTi ' was founded by French refugees in 1688.

Cassel is partially walled. In the Friedrichs-

Platz, the largest square in any German town,
stand the Elector's palace, a comparatively mean
structure, the military school, and the large

Muscinn Fredcricianum, erected in 1769-79, which
has a library of 100,000 volumes and some valu-

able MSS. , besides collections of plaster-casts, an-

tiquities, coins, &c. The large new law-courts
were erected in 1880 on the site of the Kattenburg,
a co.stly and ambitious palace projected in 1820,

which, however, remained unfinished from 1821 till

1869, when its materials were used in the construc-

tion of the new picture-galleiy. The latter, opened
in 1877, contains about 1400 paintings, including

.some excellent specimens of Dutch and other

old mastei-s. Ca'^sel has an observatoiy, and is

the seat of a number of learned and scientific

associations. It carries on manufactures of locomo-

tives and steam-engines, carnages, philosojjhical

and mathematical instniments, cotton and linen

fabrics, ])late, ami sugar. Cassel is the birthplace

of the chemists Bun.sen and Kolbe ; the brothers

Grimm here wrote their famous fairy-tales be-

tween 1806 and 1814 ; and Sjiohr conducted the

orchestra of the theatre from 1822 till 1859. Cassel

a]ipears to have existed as early as the lOtii century
undei' the name of Vhassala. From 1807 to 1813

it was the capital of the kingdom of Westphalia
The gardens of Wilhelmshohe (1787-96)—which
was assigned to X'ajioleon III. as a residence after
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his fall at Sedan, in September 1870—with their

splentlid foiintiiins and cascades, and the colossal

statue of Hercules, within the hollow of whose club

eight persons can stand at one time, are three miles

from Cassel.

Cassellt John, founder of the publishing firm

of Cassell tS: Co., the son of a Manchester inn-

keeper, was born 28d January 1817. He had but a
poor education, but while an apprentice joiner, by
careful self-culture, fitted himself for the post of a

temperance advocate. He went to London in 1836,

and was settled as a tea and coffee merchant in

1847, but soon after turned author and publisher,

issuing his Workinq Man's Friend (1850), Illus-

trated Exhibitor (1851), Popular Educator (1852),

the most popular of all nis works, which in a
revised form is still on sale ; and Family Paper
(1853). In 1859 he entered into partnership with
Messrs Petter & Cralpin, and before his death,

on 2d April 1865, he had the satisfaction of wit-

nessing, and sharing in, the prosperity of one of the
largest book-factories of modern times.

€assia< a name given by the ancients to a kind
of aromatic bark. The use of the name in Exodus,
XXX. 24, and in Psalm xlv. 8, is derived from the
Septuagint ; and we constantly read of cassia in

classical and medieval writers : this is identified

with tolerable certainty with the Cassia Bark or

Cassia lignea (sometimes also China Cinnamon)
of our shops. This spice is largely imported from
China ; inferior sorts also come from Calcutta, Java,
&c. ; and although commonly referred to Cinna-
inomum Cassia, no satisfactory examination of the
diflerent species has yet been made. It is essen-
tially a cheaper and coarser form of Cinnamon
(q.v. ), for which it forms an excellent substitute

—

its essential oil being chemically similar, although
more or less inferior in fragrance and flavour.

Cassia Buds are the immature fruit of the same
tree, and have been imported from China since the
middle ages : in Southern India a very inferior
variety is also produced. The leaves of other species
of Cinnamonium are variously used in Mysore

;

wliile in Peru and Ecuador the large woody calyx
of a lauraceous tree [Nectandra sp.) serves the
same purpose. The ' white cinnamon ' of the West
Indies is Canella Bark (q.v.).

Cassia is also the botanical name of a large
genus of Leguminospe ( sub-order Ciesalpinere ), trees,
slirubs, and even herbs. Some are cultivated on
account of their graceful foliage and handsome
yellow flowers ; their chief importance is, however,
medical, the leaves of several species furnishing
Senna (q.v.), while the drug known as Cassia
Fistula or Purging Cassia is derived from the pod of
Cassia Fistula, of which the bark is used in tanning,
and also yields a yellow dye. The name, however,
in ancient writers clearly applies to a tubular bark,
no doubt some variety"^ of the spice Cassia above
mentioned (q.v.). For PoeCs Cassia, see Casia.

Cassianus, Joannes Eremita, or Joannes
Massiliensis, an early monk and theologian, born
most probably about 360. He spent some years
among the ascetics of the Egyptian deserts, was
ordained by Chiysostom at Constantinople in 403,
and afterwards instituted monastic life in Provence,
in the soutli of France. Shortly before 415 he
founded at Massilia two monasteries according to
the rules laid down in his De Institutis Cmnohiorum.
One of these monasteries was for nuns ; the other
was the famous Abbey of St Victor, which under
its founder is said to iiave possessed not less than
5000 inmates, and which served as a model to a
multitude of monastic institutions in Gaul and
Spain. He died about 448, and was afterwards
canonised, his festival falling on 25th July. In his
writings Cassianus appears as the opponent of the

extreme dogmas of St Augustine respecting grace
and free-will. His Collationcs Patrum Sceticorum
is a work in 24 chapters, each of which gives a
' spiritual colloquy between monks in the desert of
Sketis,' regarding the monastic life and the vexed
questions of theology. Cassianus was one of the
first of the 'semi-Pelagians' rejecting the extreme
view taught by St Augustine of man's worthless-
ness and natural incapacity for good ; his views
being substantially identical with what was long
afterwards known as Arminianism.

See tlu' edition by Gazseus (161(5), and the Life and
translation by Gibson ( 1895).

Cassican ( Cassicus), a genus of American birds
allied to starlings, and yet more closely to the
Hang-nests or Icteridie. They exhibit marvellous
skill in knitting together the shreds, &c., which
form their hanging nests. See Baltimore Bird,
Hang-nests.

Cassidaria, a genus of molluscs—class Gas-
teropoda (q.v.), order Prosobranchiata, family
Cassid;e. The shell is roughly oval, with a wide
mouth, a fairly long siphon canal, and without a
closing lid. There are six modern ^lediterranean
species, and five times as many extinct in the
Upper Chalk and Tertiary strata. See Helmet-
shell.

Cassi'ni, the name of a family distinguished
for their serx-ices in astronomy and geography.
Giovanni Domenico Cassini, born at'Perin-

aldo, near Nice, 8th June 1625, studied at the
College of Jesuits, Genoa, and at Bologna, where in

1650 he was appointed to the astronomical chair.

His first work related to the comet of 1652. He
subsequently devoted himself to the determination
of astronomical refraction and of the sun's paral-
lax, &c. In 1664-65 he determined the period of

Jupiter's rotation. Subsequently he determined
the periods of the planets Mars and Venus, and
made a near approximation to the parallax of the
sun. He discovered four of the satellites of Saturn,
as well as the dual character of that planet's ring,

and was the first who carefully observed the
zodiacal light ; he also demonstrated that the axis
of the moon was not (as had been believed) at a
right angle to the ecliptic, and explained the cause
of the phenomenon known under the name of

lunar libration. He had an important share in
the Meridian (q.v.) measurement begun in 1669.

After a long life devoted to painful observations
that ultimately deprived him of sight, he died
September 14, 1712, at Paris, whither he had gone
in 1669, at the invitation of Colbert, to take charge
of the observatory erected by that minister.
Jacques Cassini, his son, born at Paris, Feb-

ruary 18, 1677, was elected a member of the
Academy of Sciences in 1694, travelled in Italy,

Holland, and England, where he formed the
acquaintance of Newton, Halley, Flamsteed, and
others, and was elected a member of the Royal
Society. He succeeded his father as director of the
observatory at Paris, and died April 16, 1756. He
wrote several treatises on electricity, the baro-
meter, and astronomical subjects, «S:c.—His son,
Cesar Cassini (1714-84), was also engaged in
scientific pursuits.

C.'esar's son, Jean Dominique, Comte de
Cassini, born at Paris, June 30, 1748, succeeded
to the charge of the observatory, and completed in

1793 the great topographical map of France begun
by his father. He subsequently became a member
of tlie Institute. He died October 18, 1845.

Cassino. See Monte Cassino.

Cassiodorus, Ma(;nus Aurelius, a Latin
statesman and historian to whom we owe most of
our information respecting the Gothic kingdom of
Italy, was born at Scylaceum ( Squillace ) in Calabria
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in 468 A.D. He belonged to a noble family, and
became secretary to the great Ostrogothic' king-
Theodoric. He held the offices of qutestor and
pra'torian prefect, was sole consid in 514 A.D.,
and after the death of Theodoric in 'y26 a.d. acted
as chief minister to Queen Anialasontha. He was
an able and broad-minded statesman, to whom the
success of Theodoric's policy must be in part
ascribed. He seems to have retired from public
life not later than 540 A.D., and to have spent the
last thirty years of his long life in Calaljria, where
he died about 568 A.D. Cassiodorus wrote a
history of the Goths {De Rehus Geticis), which we
only possess in the form of the epitome made of it

by Jornandes. His other work, Van'arum Episto-
larum Libri XII., consists of a collection of tlie

letters which he wrote as secretary to the Gothic
sovereigns. They have no literary merit, for the
style is bombastic and exceedingly diftuse, but their
historical value is of the higliest. They form, says
Dean ^Nlilman, ' a rare collection of original official

documents, which admit us, as it were, to the
council-board of the cabinet at one of the most
interesting of all i^eriods of history." They shed a
flood of light on the policy pursued by Theodoric
and his successors, the condition of the people, tlie

aft'airs of the church, and the fiscal and adminis-
trative system of the Gotliic kingdom of Italy.

An edition of the letters was pni)lislied in 1679
(2 vols, folio, Rouen): See Hodgkins Letters of
Cassiodorus ; a condensed translation (1886).

Cassiopeia^ the Lad>y in her Chair, a con-
stellation in the northern hemisphere, near Cepheus.
and not far from tlie north pole, named after the
mother of Andromeda. It is marked by five stars

of the third magnitude, forming a figure like a W.
In the year 1572 there all at once appeared in

Cassiopeia a new star, which when first noticed by
Tycho Brahe exceeded in brightness all the fixed

stars, and nearly equalled Venus. Tlie star

gradually diminished in lustre, and disappeared in

March 1574.

Cassiquia're, or Cassiquiari, a river of

Venezuela, South America, forming the south
bifurcation of the Orinoco, which it leaves in 3° 10'

N. lat. ,
66° 20' W. long., and after a rapi<l south-

west course of about 130 miles, joins the Rio Negro
in 2° 5' N. lat., 67' 40' W. long, near San Carlos.

By means of this singular river, water-communica-
tion is established, through the Amazon, Orinoco,

and their affluents, between the interior of Brazil

and a large tract in Venezuela.

Cassis, a genus closely allied to Cassidaria,

with a shorter siphon canal and with a closing lid.

It is a much larger genus, with 42 living species,

but with fewer ( 25 ) known fossils in the Tertiary

epoch. Some large species are used for cameos.

See Helmet-shell.

Cassiter'ides, the 'Tin Islands," first merely

mentioned by Herodotus, where the merchant-

sailors of Carthage bartered their wares for tin.

The Greek kassiteros, 'tin,' is the Sanskrit kastjra,

£.nd it has been supposed that the Pho-nicians

brought the name with the metal from the islands

off" the coast of India. The islands ai>pear on

Ptolemy's map as oft' north-western Spain, but they

were afterwards identified with the Scilly Islands,

or \nt\\ Cornwall ; more recently, however, very

strong reasons have been advanced for regarding

them^as the little islands about Vigo Bay, oft" the

Spanish coast. See Elton, Orif/ins of English His-

torv(1882).

Cassiterite, oxide of tin or common tin ore,

occurs massive or in the form of crystals, which are

often quadrangular prisms terminated by four-

sided pvramiils. It appears, however, m many
other complex crvstalline forms. These are gener-

ally blackish broAvn or black, but gi-eenish shades
are also met \\\i\\—the dark varieties being opaque,
while those that are lighter in colour are somewhat
translucent. Cassiterite contains about 78 per
cent, of tin, and is the ore from which most of the
tin of commerce is obtained. It has been worked
from a very remote period in Cornwall, and is met
with in many other countries, as in Brittany,
Bohemia, Saxony, Spain, Finland, Sweden, Green-
land, United States, California, Mexico, Chili,

Sumatra, «S:c. Stream tin is the name given to

rounded fragments of cassiterite which occur in

alluvial deposits in the valleys of Cornwall, Ovc.

Cassius. the name of a famous Roman gens,

which, originally of ]>atrician rank, afterwards be-

came plebeian. Its most famous members were ( 1

)

Spurius CAS.SIU.S VISCELLINUS, who was thrice con-
sul, first in 502 B.C., and the promoter of the
first agrarian law at Rome (486). By this he made
himself so hateful to his own order that they found
means to condemn him to death on a trnmpefl-up
charge of aiming at regal power.— ( 2 ) Caius Cassil'S
LONGINUS, the most active of the conspirators

against Cfpsar. He distinguislie<l himself by his con-

duct as quaestor to Crassus in the Parthian war, and
still more greatly by his energy and resource in the
disasters that followed his general's death. He was
tribune of the people at the breaking out of the
civil war, and at once .attached himself to Pompey.
After the disaster of Pharsalia he was taken
prisoner in the Hellespont by Ctesar, and ])ardoned

with that conqueror"s usual magnanimity. In 44
I3.C. , through tlic influence of Ctesar. he was made
prretor, and was promised the governorship of Syria
in the following year. But his mean and jealous

spirit could not endure the burden of gratitude

imposed upon him by the generosity of the dictator,

and he resolved to be released by the murder of

his benefactor. He first attached to himself the
mutinous spirits among the subjugated aristocracy,

and next won over M. Brutus. 'Ihe pseudo-patriotic

conspiracy was soon matured, and on the 15th of

^larch 44 B.C. Caesar fell by the daggers of his

assassins. But popular feeling blazed out against

the murderers, and Mark Antony had the wit to

seize his opportunity. Cassius fled to the east,

made himself master of Syria, then united his

forces with those of Brutus, and after cruelly

plundering Asia Minor, crossed the Hellespont into

Thrace. At PhOippi the division commanded by
Cassius was totally routed, and Cassius, supposing
that all was lost, compelled his freedman to kill

him.

Cassius. See Dion Cassius, and Piri'lh.

CassivcIIauIlUS, a British chief who fought

against Ca?sar during his second invasion of the

island, 54 B.C. The chief of the Cassi, he had seized

the sovereignty of the ' Trinobantes,' and had a
great reputation as a wairior, but his capital was
taken by the Romans, and he himself compelled to

flee. He afterwards sued for peace, which he
obtained on condition of paying tribute and giving

hostages.

Cassock, a long loose robe or outer coat,

formerly in common wear, but now worn only by the

clergy and choristers. As worn by the clergy of the

Church of England it is a long coat with a single

upright collar. Black is the common colour for all

orders of the clergy, Imt on state occasions bishops

fieciucntly wear purple cassocks. In the Roman
Catholic Church cassocks vary in colour according

to tiie dignity of the wearer—priests wearing black,

bisliops purple, cardinals scarlet, and the pope
white.

Cassowary (Casuaritis), a genus of running
birds (Ratita-), nearly related to the true ostrich,

and nearer to the American rhea. From the former
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it difteis couspicuouslv in having tluee, not two
toes ; from the latter less markedly in its laterally

compressed skull, and in the ' after shafts ' of its

feathers. Tlie latter are nearly as long as the
main shafts, so that the feathers look dovxlde.

The wings and tail are extremely degenerate, the
nail of the inmost toe is very long, the naked fore-

head hears a horny brightly coloured helmet, the
neck is in four species adorned with two pendent
red and Idue wattles. In one species there is one
wattle, in tiie other four two. The hreast exhibits

a bare callous jiatch, on which the bird rests when
sitting. The alimentary canal ditl'ers from that of

Cassowary {Cuguai'ius ijahatus

the ostrich as the food does, being suited not for

coarse diet, but for the soft parts of plants and fruits.

Generally ostrich-like, the cassowary has a shorter
neck, yet stands aljout 5 feet high'. The general
colour of the loose hair-like feathers is brownish
black. When attacked, it kicks forwards with its

feet, or strikes with the few ( five ) rigid barbs of its

degenerate wings. Cassowaries have great powers of
ninning and leaping. They live in pairs in wooded
districts. The few eggs are incubated by both
sexes, are of a greenish colour, and thinner in shell
than those of tlte ostrich. Eight species of casso-
^yary are known in Ceram, New Guinea, and the
Soutli Sea Islands, and a ninth in Nortli Australia.
The best-known species are the Mooruk of New
Britain (C. hennetti) and C. cfalcatii.s ; the Emu
or Dronueus is a nearly allied genus. The flesh
of the cassowary is black, tough, and juiceless.
They are sometimes kept in confinement, are
comnion in menageries, but are rapidly becoming-
rarer in their native haunts. See Ratit.e, Ostrich,
E.MU.

Cast. An object formed by pouring molten or
lif|uid material into a mould,' in which the sub-
stance sets or hardens, assuming the form and
outlines of the mould, is a cast, and is said to be
made l)y casting. The process has a very wide
apj)lication in tiie arts ; its principal utilisation
being in connection Nvith the metallic industries.
Casting on the large scale, specially in connection
with iron and brass work, including statuary, is
known as Founding, and will be treated under 'that
;iead, thou'di the products are still termed cast-
ings. So also the process of casting types is called
typefounding. But wiien small obje'cts in metal
are (lealt with, as in tiie jewelry trade, the \no-
cess is known simply as casting. '

Plaster of Paris
is an important medium for obtaining the first per-
manent casts of artistic sculptures and mouldings

CASTE

from the clay models of artists, as well as for pre-

l)aring copies of sculptured works. In the same way
the moulded ornaments used by plasterers are also

prepared in plaster of Paris ( see Gypsuji ). Casts
from plaster moulds are also made in wax for

models of fruits, human masks, and other subjects
reproduced in wax. Casting is further employed
in glass manufacture, in which moulded and cast
ornaments and forms are a feature precisely
analogous to casting in other media. When the
material employed in obtaining an impression from
a mould is of doughy consistence requiring to be
kneaded in the process, it is known as moulding,
and that forms an important feature in the pottery
manufacture.

C'astalia, a fountain on the slope of Parnassus,
a little above Deli)hi, in Phocis, sacred to Apollo
and the Muses. All who visited the Delphian
temple were wont to bathe their hair ro)-c puro
Castalia' ( ' in the pure dew of Castalia

'
), but those

who needed to be purified from murder bathed
their whole body. Its waters, moreover, gave
poetic inspiration to those who drank. The name
was due to Castalia, daughter of Achelous, who
threw herself into the fountain to escape the
pursuit of Apollo.

Castanets* a musical instrument of percussion
in the form of two hollow shells of ivory or hard
wood, which are liound together by a band fastened
on the thumb, and struck by the fingers to produce
a trilling sound in keejiing with the rhythm of the
music. The kroUduii used in the worship of Cybele
and Dionysus was somewhat similar. The casta-
nets were introduced into Spain by the Moors, and
are much used as an accompaniment to dances and
guitars.

Castaiios, Don Francisco Xaver de, Duke
of Bailen, a celebrated Si^anisli general, was born
at Madrid in 1756, and studied military tactics in
Germany. On the invasion of the country by
Napoleon, he received the command of a division
of the Spanish army, and in July 1808 com-
pelled 18,000 French, under General Dupont de
I'Etang, to surrender at Bailen, but was in his
turn defeated by Lannes in November of the same
year at Tudela. Under Wellington he served as
general of the itli Spanish corps cVarmce, and took
part in the battles of Albuera, Salamanca, and
Vittoria. In 1815 he was placed at the head of the
Spanish army for the invasion of France, which was
rendered unnecessary by the victory at Waterloo.
In 1825 he was called to the state council, where
lie became a decided opponent of the Carlist partj'.

He died, aged ninety-six, on 24th September 1852.

Caste, a term applied chiefly to distinct classes
or sections of society in India, and, in a modified
sense, to social distinctions of an exclusive nature
among other nations. Such distinctions existed in
ancient states, as in Persia and Peru (not Egypt),
and still exist in Polynesia and elsewhere ; but it

is with India that Me more especially associate the
idea of caste. There the system has recei\ed its

fullest development, and the mass of the popula-
tion is divided into innumerable classes, the Hindu
name for \\hich is jati, a race or class. This term
the Portuguese rendered by their equivalent casta,
whence comes the Fiiglish caste.

When the Aryan race penetrated into India, the
conquerors distinguished themselves from the non-
Aryan population by the epithet twice-born—i.e.

those wlio have passed through a second or reli-

gious birth, which was symbolised by the sacra-
ment of investiture with the sacred cord at the
age of jniberty ; the aborigines they named tlie

oticc-born. The twice-born themselves were divided
into three classes in the course of time, a sacer-
dotal class called Brahmans, a ruling military
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class, Kshatriyas, and an agricultural class, Vais-

yas. The once-born were called Siulras. The
iinequal social rank of these four classes was
assigned to an inequality of origin, and this was
mythically expressed in a late hymn of the Rig
Veda, in which it is said that the Brahman was
the mouth of the primitive ]Man (puraska), the
"Warrior his arms, the ^'aisya his thighs, and that
the Sudra sprang from his feet. In the code of

Manu the duties and mutual relations of these
four castes are systematised and defined.

The Brahman is devoted to the service of reli-

gion ; he alone mediates between (Jod and man,
and has the right of performing sacrifice and teach-
ing the sacred Veda ; he is himself an actual
divinity. His life is portioned out into four
periods : ( 1 ) As a student he lives with his

spiritual preceptor, and acquires a knowledge of

the Veda
; ( 2 ) he becomes a householder by enter-

ing the married state, and performs the appointed
daily sacrifices ; ( 3 ) he lives in the woods as a
hermit; (4) he cuts himself oil" from the world,
and by profound meditation attains to absorption
into Brahma. The last two are no longer obli-

gatory.

The Ks/tatrnja's sphere of duty lies in the state.

He is to be the mainstay and support of the higher
Brahman. The latter draws up and interprets the
laws, the former executes tilem. Tiie Vai'si/a's

occupation is the cultivation of the soil and the
practice of trade. The' Sudra is to be the servant
of all three, especially of the Brahman ; his hope
is that after death he may be born into a higher
caste. (Yet the Maharajah of Travancore is a
Sftdra ; so was Chandragupta.

)

Besides these four castes, usually called varnas,

or colours, various mixed castes are enumerated
in Manu as resulting from the intermarriage of

tlie pure castes. The minor castes are mostly
subdivisions of the Sfidra. Tlie Chandalas are

Hinduised aborigines : the out-caste Pariahs (q.v.

)

of Southern India are separately dealt with. The
Brahmans of Southern India are many of them not

of Aryan blood.

Tlie system of caste which at present exists

throughout the greater part of India is very difter-

ent from that described in the code of ]Manu.

AVith the exception of the Brahmans, the pure castes

have disappeared, unless the claim of the Kajputs
to be the lineal descendants of the Kshatriyas be
admitted, and out of the intermixture of the others

have sprung innumerable classes. At the census
of 1891, the inhabitants of India were divided as

regards ' caste, tribe, and race ' into 60 groups, some
of tliese subdivided into many sub-groups ; thus

the agriculturists (of whom there were 47.927,361)

fall into no less than 44 sub-groups. Of 207,731,721

Hindus or persons professing the Brahmanic faith,

14,821,732 are set down as Brahmans, broken up
into a vast number of minor classes— Slierring

enumerates 1886 'tribes.' There were 10,424,346

Kajputs, falling into some 500 'tribes.' Of 44

agnenltural tribes, one had more than 10,000,000

members. So engrained in the whole comnuinity
is this tendency to class distinctions, that Mussul-
mans, Jews, Parsees, and Christians fall, in some
degree, into it ; and even excommunicated or out-

cast Pariahs form castes among themselves. Most
of the existing castes partake of the nature of asso-

ciations for mutual support or familiar intercourse,

and are dependent upon a man's trade, occupation,

or profession. Many have had their origin in

guilds, in schism from other castes, in the pos-ses-

sion of a particular sort of property (as, for

instance, landlords are spoken of as tlie caste of

zemindars), and similar accidental circumstances.

Their names are often due to the district in which

the caste took its rise, to their founder, to their

peculiar creed, or any random circumstance. In
the Bengal presidency there are many hundreds
of such castes, almost every di-strict containing
some unknown in those adjacent. In the small
state of Travancore, with a population of about
two and a half millions, there are said to be 420
castes. There the aboriginal Sudra Nairs form
the raling or Kshatriya caste, and the half-Arab
Mohammedan Moplali takes the place of the

Vaisya. Among the lowest classes, it has degen-
erated into a fastidious tenacity of the rights and
privileges of station. For example, the man who
sweeps your room will not take an empty cup from
your hand ; vour groom will not mow a little grass

;

a coolie will carry any load, however otlensive,

upon his head, but even in a matter of life and
death would refuse to carry a man, for that is

the business of another caste. "When an English

servant pleads that such a thing 'is not his place,'

his excuse is analoL'ous to that of the Hindu ser-

vant when he pleads his caste. When an English-

man of birth or profession, which is held to confer

gentility, refuses to associate with a tradesman or

mechanic—or when members of a secret order

exclude all others from their meetings—or when
any other similar social distinction arises, it would
present itself to the mind of the Hindu as a regula-

tion of caste.

Caste does not, at the present day, tie a man
doivn to follov: his father's business, except, per-

haps, in the case of the more sacred functions of

the Brahmans. For the rest, Brahmans serve as

soldiers, and even as cooks. Men of all castes

have risen to power, just as in England states-

men have sprung from every class of society. Nor,

again, is loss of caste anything so terrible as has

been represented ; in most cases it may be re-

covered by a frugal repast given to the members
of the caste ; or the outcast joins another caste,

among whom he will commonly be received with

the heartiness due to a new convert. The question

of the restoration of a Christian convert wishing to

rejoin the Biahmanical caste has been generally

decided in the negative.

As in the West, .so in the East, caste enters into

all the most ordinary relations of life, producing

laws often most tyrannical and too anomalous to

admit of generalisation. In the West, however,

whilst good sen.se and Christianity have ever tended

to ameliorate social differences, the feeble mind of

the Hindu and the records of his religion have had
a contrary efi'ect.

The qiiestion hoAv caste is to be dealt with in

converts to Christianity has now been determined

by common consent of missionaries in India ; and
it receives no recognition within the Christian

church. The opposite policy, in former times, was
founded on the opinion that caste might be re-

garded as merely a civil or social institution, and
not as a part of tlie religion of the Hindus.

The modified views of caste, which have begun to pre-

vail in recent years, will be found more fully developed

in Shore, On In'duin Affairs; Irving's Theorii and Practice

of Ca-ite. Full accoimts of the petty regulations of caste,

as laid down in the code of Manu, may be seen in the

Translations of the Code of Manu, by Joues, Burnell, or

Biihler ; Robertson's Disquisition on India ; Richard's

India ; Elphinstone's History of India ; Dubois's India ;

Colebrooke's Asiatic Transactions, vol. v.; and in various

articles in the Calcutta Herieic. See above all the first

volume of Dr John Muir's Sanscrit Texts (5 vols.);

Steele's Law and Custom of Hindu Caste { 1868) ; Kaye
and AVatson. The People of India (6 vols. 1868-72);

and admirable illustrations of the system are given in

Sherring's Hindu Tribes and Castes in Benares {2 vols.

1872-81).

Casteldr, Emilio, a prominent Spanish orator,

statesman, and writer, was bom at Cadiz, Sep-

tember 8, 1832. He studied at Madrid, and m
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1856 became professor of History and Philo-
sophy ill the university there. He oegau early to
write on letters and politics in the newspapers and
magazines, and in 1S64 started La DcDiocracia, in

the pages of which he inveighed fiercely against
the government. After the abortive rising of 186G
he was condemned to death, but contrived to
escape to Paris, returning when the revolution of
18GS liegan. All his ardour and eloquence could
not hinder the crowning of King .Vniadeus, though
it helped to bring about his downfall in 1873. In
the September of that year the Cortes made Castelar
dictator, but the orator proved somewhat inetiectual
in action, and found himself unable to crush either
the ' red demagogj- of Socialism on the one hand,
or the white demagogy of Carlism " on the other.
In the beginning of 1874 a hostile vote in the Cortes
obliged him to resign, and soon after the jii'oniin-

damiento in favour of Alfonso XII. drove him
across the frontier. He returned to Spain in 1876.
and was returned to the Cortes, where, till

his retirement in 1893, he often spoke with all
hi.s old eloquence. He died 25th May 1899. His
chief writing.-^ are La Clvilisazion (2d ed. 1865),
Qacstiones politicas y socialcs (3 ^•<>ls. 1870), His-
toria del Movimiento repnblkano en E^iropa ( 2 \'ols.

1874), La Question dc Orientc (1876). See Lives
by Sanchez <le Real (1874), Sandoval (1886), and
Hanuay ( 1896).

Castelbliono, a town of Sicily, 8 miles SE. of
Cefalii, with mineral springs, a former Benedictine
monastery, and a trade in manna. Pop. 8439.

€asteIfl*auco. a town of Central Italy, 8 miles
SE. of Modena. Pop. 1900.—Also a town of Italy,

15 miles W. of Treviso by rail, the scene of an
Austrian defeat by the French, under Saint-Cyr,
24th November 1805. The principal church pos-
sesses a celebrated altar-piece by Giorgione, who
was born here. Pop. 3758.

Castel Gaudolfo, a village 12 miles SE. of
Rome, near the west shore of Lake Albano. Here
Urban VIII. built a summer residence for the
popes. Pop. 1684.

Castellailia're, a fortified city and seaport of
South Italy, 17{j miles SE. of Naples by rail, built
along a sheltered beach on the south-east side of the
Gulf of Naples, over which it commands a magni-
ficent view. It is on or near the site of the ancient
Stabiw, which was desolated by Sulla during the
Social War, and where the elder Pliny afterwards
lost his life when the city was overwhehned with
lava from Vesuvius (79 A.D.). The town was
sacked in the 15th century by Pope Pius II., and
again in 1654 by the Due de Guise. The Castello
that gave it name was built by the Emperor
Frederick II. in the 13th century ; and Castella-
mare has also a cathedral, an arsenal, and manu-
factures of macaroni, cotton, sail-cloth, &c. Pop.
22,207.—CA.STELLAMARE, in Sicily, at the head of
a gulf of the same name, 41 'miles WSW. of
Palermo by rail, has a population of 15,303, and
exi)orts of cotton, wine, fruit, and manna.
Castellan, or Chatelain, the keeper of a

castle in the middle ages. His office and rank
varied in various countries. In France and
Flanders, the title castellan belonged to the
holders of certain demesnes, and was next in order
of rank to that of a bailiff.

€ast<'lla'na, a town of South Italy, 26 miles
SE. of Had. P(jp. 8092.

Castellane'ta, a cathedral citv of South Italy,
24 miles NW. of Taranto by rail. Pop. 7913.

^

Castellio, Sebastian us, a theologian, born in
Sav()y in 1515, studied at Lyons, and about 1540,
on Calvin's recommendation, was appointed rector
of a school at Geneva. His views, however, as to

the Song of Solomon ( a mere erotic poem to him

)

and Christ's descent into hell embroiled him with
the reformer ; and in 1544 he was forced to migrate
to Basel, where in 1553 he became Greek professor,
and where lie died 23d December 1563. Besides
various treatises, he published in 1551-53 transla-
tions of the Bible into Latin and French, the former
dedicated to Edward ^I. of England. See Calvin

;

and tiie Lives of Castellio by Mahly (Basel, 1862),
Broussoux (Strasb. 1867), and Buisson (Par. 1892).

Castello BranCO, a town of Portugal, 115
miles NE. of Lisbon, on a height overlooking the
Ponsul, with old walls, a ruined castle, and Roman
remains. Pop. 7464.

Castello de Vide, a town in the Portuguese
province of Alemtejo, 139 miles ENE. of Lisbon by
rail. Pop. 5263.

Castelloii' de la Plana, a town of Spain,
situated in the midst of a fruitful plain, 5 miles
from the Mediterranean, and 43 miles NNE. of

Valencia by rail. Its churches contain several
paintings by Ribalta, who was born here in 1551.

There are manufactures of linen, woollen, sail-

cloth, brandy, &c., and an active trade. Pop.
25,393. The province of Castellon has an area of
2446 sq. m. , and a pop. of about 300,000.

Castelnau'dairy, a town in the French depart-
ment of Aude, situated on a declivity, skiited at
the liase by the Canal du Midi, 34 miles SE. of

Toulouse by rail. It has inanufactures of woollen
and silk fabrics, and earthenware. The canal at
this point expands into a large basin. Pop. ( 1891

)

8598. The Sostoitiagiis of the Romans, and Castrtnn
Novum Arianoriwi (hence the modern name) of the
Visigoths, Castelnaudary suffered dreadfully in the
crusade against the Albigenses, and in 1355 it was
captured by the Black Prince. Lender its walls,

in 1632, the royalists defeated the Duke of

Orleans.

Castel Sarrasln, a town in the French depart-
ment of Tarn-et-Garonne, 12 miles W. of Montau-
ban. Pop. 3916.

Castelterniini, a town of Sicily, 20 miles N. of

Girgenti by rail, with extensive mines of rock-salt
and sulphur. Pop. 9209.

Castelvetrano, a town of Sicily, 46 miles SE.
of Trapani by rail, with considerable trade in wine
and oil, anil manufactures of silk, cotton, and
woollen goods. Pop. 19,569.

Casti, Giambattista, poet, born at Prato, in

Tuscany, probably in 1721, took orders, but in 1764
was introduced to the court of Vienna, where be
gained the favour of Joseph II., and was made
poet-laureate. On the emperor's death (1790), he
returned to Florence, and in 1798 removed to Paris,

where he died 6th February 1803. His best-known
works are the 48 Novelle Galanti (Paris, 1793),
and Gli Animali Parlanti, a political satire of

charming sjjirit and grace.

Castiglio'ne, a town of Sicily, on the north
slope of Mount Etna, 35 miles SW. of Messina.
It is built on a square rock rising abruptly from
the valley, and having a double crest, on which
stand a church and the ruins of a feudal castle.

The Sicilian hazel-nuts of the district are famous.
Pop. 8114.

—

Castiglione delle Stivie'he, a
town of North Italy, 22 miles NW. of Mantua. It

is chiefly celebrated on account of the victory
obtained here by the French over the Austrians in

1796, which gave the title of Due de Castiglione to

Marshal Augereau. Pop. 3123.

Castiglione, Baldasarre, Count, Italian
author, was born in 1478 at Casatico in the
duchy of Mantua, studied at Milan, and became
a favourite of the Duke of I'rbino. In 1505
he was employed by the duke as envoy to
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Henrj' VII. of England, who made liim a knight

;

from 1513 he spent much of his time in Rome.
Sent on an embassy to Spain bv Clement
VII., he died at Toledo, 2d February 1529.

His chief work is // Cortegiano ( En^. trans.

1561 ), a manual for courtiers, remarkable for its

elegant .style. His Italian and Latin Poems are
also models of elegance, and his Letters (2 vols.

1769-71) contain interesting contributions to the

Solitical and literary history of his time. Tasso
evoted a sonnet to the death of Castiglione, and

Giulio Romano raised to his memorj- a monu-
ment in Padua.

Castiglione, Carlo Ottavio, Count, Italian

scholar, was born at Milan in 1784, and died at
Genoa, 10th April 1849. His mufjnum optin, pub-
lished in 1826, is a work in which he seeks to
ascertain the origin and the history of the towns in

Barbary whose names are found on Arabic coins.

Out of Italy, however, he is best known by his

edition of some fragments of the Moeso-Gothic
translation of the Bible by Ulfilas (q. v. ), whicli

had lieen discovered in 1817 by Cardinal Mai
among the palimpsests of the Ambrosian Library.

See his Life by Biondelli (1856).

Castile (Span. CastiUa), the central district

of the Spanish peninsula, divided by the Castilian

Sierras (8730 feet) into Old and New Castile

—

Castifla la Vieja a.nd ^Casfiila la Xiicva. The
former district—so called because it \\as hrst re-

covered from the Arabs—extends north to the Bay
of Biscay, is walled in on all other sides by moun-
tain-ranges, and rises to the height of 2500 to 3000
feet in the form of an elevated plateau, mostly track-

less, treeless, exposed to frequent droughts, and
generally dreary, parched, and barren, in spite of a
few rich tracts. Old Castile is now divided into

the eight provinces of Palencia, Valladolid, Avila,

Segovia, Soria, Burgos, Logrono, and Santander.

The plateau of New Castile, to the south, is also in-

closed by mountains, and though lying 1800 feet

lower than Old Castile, presents many similar

characteristics of soil and sceneiy, and everywhere
the same dreary aspect. It embraces the provinces

of Madrid, Toledo, Guadalajara, Ciudad Real, and
Cuenca. Old Castile has an area of 25,280 sq. m.,'
and a pop. of 1,800,000 ; New Castile, 53,035 sq. m.,
with a pop. of 3,500,000. See the figures for the
provinces at Spain.
The Castilians are a grave, silent, somewhat

stern people, preserving with the haughtiness and
pure Spanish of their forefathers also their ignor-

ance and bigotrj^ but are nevertheless a loyal

and manly race. In New Castile a mixture of

Mozarabic and Spanish blood has produced a race

of men, lean but muscular, and women, slender,

graceful, and vivacious ; they are the most intelli-

gent people of Central Spain, possess a shrewd
mother-wit, and have even more than the general

haughtiness of the Spanish character. The lan-

guage of Castile prevails throughout the eilucated

classes, as in the literature of Spain, and its rulers

have extended their sway over the whole nation.

Castile, so named from the great number of its

frontier castles, was from the 8th century under
the suzerainty of the kings of Asturias and Leon,

but was governed by its own counts, who in the

10th century became practically independent. In

1026 Sancho the Great of Navarre annexed the

greater part of Castile, wliich he left to liis second

son, Ferdinand I. ( 1035-67 ), who annexed Leon,

Asturias, Galicia, and the district on the right of

the Ebro. This union was not permanent, his

territories being divided at his death among his

three sons ; but in 1072 the kingdom was re-

united under Alfonso VI. The two kingdoms,

however, were finally reunited in the person of

Ferdinand III. (1230-52), who captured Cordova
and Seville, and extended the frontier of Castile
to the southern coast. Among the successors
of Ferdinand III., the most distinguished were
Alfonso X. and Pedro the Cniel (q.v.). For
two centuries the history of Castile is largely a
record of minorities and civil wars, until, by
the marriage of Isabella, sister and successor of
Henry IV., with Ferdinand, king of Aragon ( 1469),
the two crowns of (Jastile and Aragon became
united (1479), and the kingdom of Spain was
founded.

Castillejo, Cristoval de, the last of the old
Spanish court poets, born at Ciudad Rodrigo about
1490, became secretary to the Infante, afterwards
Ferdinand I. , whom he followed to Germany. He
died in Vienna, 12th June 1556. His work's were
first published at Madrid ( 1573 ).

Castilloil. a town of 2686 inhabitants in the
French department of (Uronde, on the right bank
of the Uordogne, 33 miles E. of Bordeaux by raU.
Beneath its walls, on 13tli June 1453, the English
met witli a signal defeat, their leader, Earl
Talbot of Shrew.sbury, and his son, being slain.
Part of the battle is described in tlie fourth act of
Sliakesi)e;ue"s KiiKj Henri/ VI., Part I.

Casting. See FoLNDXXG.
Casting-vote, the vote by which the chairman

or president of a meeting is generally empowered to

cast the balance on the one side or the other, >vhere

the other votes are equally divided. In tlie House
of Commons the Speaker does not vote at all

unless this state of things occurs. As his j)osition

in this respect is felt to be a delicate one for a
person whose duty it is to withdraw himself from
the contentions of party, it is usual for the Speaker
to vote in such a way as to give the House an
opportunity of reconsidering its decision by further

discussion ; l)ut if the merits of a bill cannot be
avoided, the Speaker is entitled to vote according
to his conscience. The same rule prevails in select

committees, and for the chairman of Cimimittee of

the whole House or of Ways and Means. Follow-

ing a similar i-ule, the cliairman at corporation

and ordinary public meetings usually gives his

casting-vote in a way that will lead to a recon-

sideration of the subject.

Cast-iron. See Ikon.

Castle. Castles or fortified places for defence
are common to all nations, and seem, like houses,

to have generally passed through various stages of

development. The earliest fortress consisted of a
naturally strong site, defended either by water, as in

the case of a small island, or by difficulty of access,

as in the ca.se of a precii>itous and isolated rock.

For these primitive strengths artificial means of

defence were afterwards substituted, either Ity tlie

construction of dwellings raised on jiiles driven into

the beds of lakes, or by the formation of artificial

mounds vnth the materials dug out of a ditch

arounil them, thus providing by one operation an
elevated site, and surrountling it with a defence

which increased its inaccessible character.

A mixed style was also freijueutly adoptetl, in

which a naturally strong position was rendered

more secure by the construction of ditches and
mounds around it. The latter were often further

fortified by a mixture of st<mes or timber with the

eartlien mound, or by the construction of a wooden
I>alisade on its crest. Of all these early forms

of defences we have numerous examples in the
' lake-dwellings ' and ' hill-forts ' which abound all

over Scotland. In England and the north of France
the artificial mound or 'motte,' surrounded by a
ditch and fortified with a palisade, was the most
usual form of castle previous to the time of the

Normans. In Southern France, where Roman
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civilisation lasted longer than in the north, the

castra stativa formed the model for the defences of

the castle, while the arrangements of the Roman
' villa' were continued in the country houses.

Under the Normans, during the 11th century,

another style of castle wa-s introduced, familiar to

every one Jis the Norman ' keep.' This consisted of

a square or oblong tower, the walls of which were
built with stone and mortar, and were always of

great thickness. The Norman keep relied for its

defence on the passive resistance of its solid walls

to all the appliances which the engineering of the

time could bring to bear upon them. The base-

ment was vaulted and had only very narrow
openings in the walls for air. The entrance-door

was usually on the tirst Hoor, and was approached
either by a movable ladder, or by a stone staircase

erected in a well-defended tower or ' forework ' built

at one side of the keep. On the first Hoor was the
hall, or common room, where all the inhabitants
of the castle took their meals and slept, except
its lord, who with his family occupied the apart-

ment on the second tloor. The top was crowned
with a battlement from Avhich the active defence
was earned on. These castles had courtyards
attached to them which were called the outer and
inner 'bailey,' and the keep was frequently placed
at the wall dividing the courtyards.

In the 13th century the art of attack and de-

fence had gieatly improved, and it was found
necessary to a large extent to modify the simple
Norman system. The passive solidity of the keep
no longer sufficed to save it from the operations of

the sappers, and the principle was gradually
evolved in military architecture that ' that whicli
defends must be itself defended.' Hence arose the
system of strengthening the Avails of enceinte of the
courtyards, and of constructing all around them a
series of towers, attached to but projecting boldly
from the walls at short intervals, so as to permit
the defenders to watch and guard the intervening
' curtains ' or straight portions of the walls tff

enceinte, with flank fire from the battlements of
the towers. The whole structure thus became a
great ' castle,' each portion serving as a defence to
the rest. Each tower Avas also so arranged as to
form a small independent fort, capable of maintain-
ing a separate defence, and the keep was still pre-
served as the residence of the commander, and as
a last refuge in case of need. Every portion of
the castle had thus to be assaulted separately

—

the fall of one Avail or one tower did not imply the
surrender of the stronghold, and even after all the
Avails and toAvers connected Avith them had fallen,
the commander Avith his household retainers might
yet maintain a stuljborn resistance in the keep
Avhile their provisions lasted. Of the fortresses of
this period the great castle of Couci in the north of
France is the typical example ; and Carnan-on,
Caerphilly, and other specimens of Avhat is called
the EdAvardian style, are Avell-knoAvn English illus-

trations. These castles, though strong in Avar, Avere
dull and lonely places of abode in peace, and as
civilisation advanced and manners softened, the
lords and their families forsook the jlooniy keeps
and preferred to dwell in halls and private rooms
erected in the inner courtyard and ranged along the
outer Avails, so that from AvindoAvs tlierein they
might enjoy a vieAv over the surrounding country
and Avhat Avent on abroad. Those apartments
gradually increased in number, until in the 15th
century the castles of the nobles l)ecame not only
impregnal)]e fortresses, but splendid palaces. The
castle of Pierrefonds, near Compiegne, built in
1390, and restored in 1865 by M. Viollet-le-Duc,
gives a noble idea of the magnificence and grandeur
of these palatial residences. In England the castles
of WarAvick, Kenihvorth, Bodiam (Sussex, near

Kye), &c. , shoAv the same combination of poAver-

ful military and elegant domestic architecture.

But a neAv agent in the art of Avar Avas at hand,
before Avhich these proud strongholds had after a

Castle of Couci (from Viollet-le-Duc).

short and bitter struggle to succumb. Believing
them impregnable before the introduction of

gunpoAvder in sieges, the nobles could not for a
long time bring themselves to admit that their

feudal fortresses Avere no longer able to shelter

them from the assaults of artillery ; but by-and-
by this truth Avas forced upon them, and then
recognising the uselessness of their gloomy Avails,

they A'ied Avith one another in throAving them doAvn,

so as to open up their abodes and render them,
after the manner of the Italian A'illas, pleasant and
cheerful country residences, Avitli scarcely a feature
suggestive of defence. It Avas noAv freely admitted
that fortresses must henceforth consist of separate
and much greater structures than Avere compatible
Avith the resources of even the most poAverful

nobles, and that they might better be left in the
hands of the government.
Although the country residences of the nobles

erected after this time ( 16th century) still partook
of the old character in their external aspect,

and exhibited the same appearance of towers
and battlements, loopholes and draAvbridge, these
features Avere no longer employed for use, but
only from hal)it and a desire to maintain the
traditional dignity and importance of the castle.

The chateau of Sully-sur-Loire is a good specimen
of the manner in Avhich the later castellated style

Avas carried out in France. The name, too, of
' castle ' or ' chttteau ' often survives and dignifies

a defenceless country mansion. Finally the spread
of the Renaissance sAvept aAvay the few remaining
symbols of castellated architecture, and introduced
in its place the symmetrical and open style of the
17th century. Many of the transition examples
are, hoAvcA-er, of great interest and beauty, and
compose the great bulk of the picturesque and Avell-

knoAA'n cluiteaux of France. Our Scottish castles

of the time of James VI. also owe much of their
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Sicturesque effect to the mixture of castellated or

efensive features, with the enlargement and im-

provement of domestic accommodation.

See Viollet-le-Duc, article ' Architecture MiUtaLre ' in

the Diction aa ire (1854-69); Parker, Domestic Archi-

tecture of the Middle Ages (1853-60); G. T. Clark,

McdicEval Militani Architecture (1884) ; MacGibbon and
Koss, Castellated and Domestic Architecture of Scotland

(5 vols., 1886-92).

Castlebar', the capital of Countj; Mayo, Ire-

land, on the Castlebar River, 152 miles NW. of

Duhlin by rail. It has a market for agncultural
produce, is a barrack station, and has a lunatic

asylum. Here the Iiish in 1641 massacred the
English garrison. In 1798 the French general.
Humbert, held the town for a fortnight. Pop.
3558.

Castlecary, a market-town, with railway
station, Somersetshire, 12i miles NNE. of YeoviL
Pop. of parish, 2034.—Also a railway station, and
old castle, 6^ miles S\V. of Falkirk, Stirlingshire,

near the site of one of the principal stations of

Antoninus' Wall.

Uastleford, a town in the West Hiding of

Yorkshire, on tlie Aire, 10 miles SE. of Leeds. It

was a Roman station, antl is now the seat of

extensive glass-works, manufacturing especially

large quantities of bottles. Pop. (1851) 2150;
(1891)14,143.

C/astle Garden, originally Ca-stle Clinton, a
round fort (1807) built 300 yards out from the

soutli end of Manhattan Island, was in 1824 con-

verted into a place of amusement, in 1839 planted

with trees, turf, and flowers, in 1847 again trans-

formed into an opera-house, and in 1858 made the

immigration depot of New York. In 1890 this

depot was transferred to Ellis Island in New i^ork

Harbour, and there steerage imnugrants are landed,

questioned on behalf of the official Commissioners,
and advised where they are likely to find employ-
ment. The officials .speak all European tongues.

The expenses are now defrayed by the state.

Castleiliaine, a town of Victoria, 77 miles

NNW. of Melbourne by rail. The gold diggings

here were among the first discovered in Australia.

Poj). 4770.

Castlereagh, Robert Stewart. ViscorNT,
was bom 18th June 1769, the son of an Lister

proprietor, who in 1789 was created Baron London-
derry, in 1795 Viscount Castlereagh, in 1796 Earl,

and in 1816 Marquis, of Londonderry. Robert
was educated at Armagh, and, after a twelve-
month at St John's College, Cambridge, was mak-
ing the grand tour of Eurojje when in 1790 he
wa.s summoned home to enter the Irish parliament
as Whig member for Countv Down—the election

cost his father £60,000. He turned Tory in 1795,

and next year became Keeper of the Privy Seal

;

but he continued a steadfast supporter of catliolic

emancipation. Still, he believed that emancipation
with an independent Irish parliament would mean
simply a transference of tyranny from the Protestant
oligarchy to a Catholic democracy ; hence, as Chief-

secretary from 1797, he bent his whole energies to

forwarding Pitt's measure of Union. That measure
was carried in 1800, largely through Castlereagh 's

skill in buying up the borough-mongers ; but Pitt's

fledges to the Catholics were defeated by George
II. 's bigotiy, and Castlereagh with Pitt retired

from office.

Transferred by the Union from Dublin to West-
minster, he accepted office in the weak Addington
ministry ( 1802) as President of the Board of Control

;

but the true second era in his career was as War
Minister under Pitt from July 1805 to January
1806, and again under Portland from April 1807 to

September 1809. The bombardment of Copenhagen
104

and seizure of the Danish fleet, the extension of the

war to the Peninsula, and selection of Wellesley
for general, may be set off against the disastrous

Walcheren expedition ; and even that was a
brilliant conception, marred only by the king's

obstinacy in giving Lord Chatham the command.
Anyhow, Castlereagh was made the scapegoat, and
the shilly-shally behaviour of his colleagues caused

him to challenge his great rival. Canning. On 21.st

September 1809 they met upon Putney Heath, and,

at the second fire. Canning received a slight wound
in the thigh, whilst Castlereagh escaped with the

loss of a button.

His real greatness begins with March 1812, when,
as Foreign Secretary under Lord Livenwol, he
became the soul of the coalition against >sapoleon,

which, during the momentous campaigns of 1813-

14, was kept together by him, and by him alone.

I 'Time,' Mr Green acknowledges, 'has long ago

j

rendered justice to Castlereagh's political ability,

;
disguised as it was to men of his own day by a

I

curious infelicity of expression ; and the instinctive

I good sense of Englishmen never shoY.ed itself more
: remarkably than in their preference at this crisis of

his cool judgment, his high coiirage, his discem-
i ment, and liis will, to the more showy brilliancy of

Canning.' He represented England at the con-

gresses of Chatillon and Vienna (q.v.)in 1814-15,

at the treaty of Paris in 1815, at the congress of

Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818 ; and he was preparing to

start for a congress at Verona, when, on 12th August
1822, in a fit of insanity, he committed suicide with
a penknife at Foots Cray, his Kentish seat.

England and Europe owe much to Castlereagh

for the forty years' peace that succeeded Napoleon's
downfall. Yet no statesman, save Strafford, was
ever pursued with more rancorous hatred—a hatred

that raised a shout of exultation as he was borne to

his grave in Westminster Abbey. Mr Green not-

withstanding, to many even at the present day he
is still the cold-blooded repressor of the Irish rebel-

lion, the 'executioner in enamel,' the sympathiser
with the Holy Alliance, the tool of Metteruicli,

Queen Caroline's persecutor, and the author of the
Peterloo massacre and the coercive ' Six Acts

'

which, if the words of our former edition were true,
' ^\•ill for ever stamp his name with infamy." His
failings have been exaggerated, his splendid ser-

vices in dijilomacy lost sight of or tardily recog-

nised; but, in truth, as a minister. Lord Castlereagh
was not lovable.

He had succeeded his father as second marquis
in 1821, and leaving no issue by his accomplished
wife, a daughter of the Earl of Buckinghamshire,
whom he married in 1794, was himself succeeded
by his half-brother. Sir Charles Stewart ( 1778-1854),

a gallant soldier, a diplomatist, a statesman, a
military historian, and the founder of Seaham
Harbour. He it was who edited Lord Castlerefifj/h's

Correspondence and Despatches ( 12 vols. 1847-53),

to which reference should be made, as also, with
caution, to Sir Archibald Alison's Lives

<>J'
Lord

CastlereagJi and Sir Charles Steicart (3 vols. 1861 ).

Castleton, the capital of the Peak district,

Derbyshire, 10 miles NE. of Buxton. It is com-
manded, to the south, by the mined castle of

William Peveril, a natural son of the Conqueror.
Pop. 650. See Peak ; and Braemar for Castleton
of Braemar.

Castletown (MsiXix Bailey Cashtal), a seaport
and former capital of the Isle of Man, on Castle-

town Bay, 11 miles SW. of Douglas by rail.

Castle Rushen, now a prison, occupies the site of

a Danish fortress of the 10th century, which was
almost wholly demolished by Robert Bruce in

1313. The grounds of Rushen Abbey (11th cen-

turj- ), near the station, are now market-gardens-
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Hard by is the small building Avhere the House
of Keys assembled for about 170 years. Brewing,

tanning, and lime-burning are carried on. Near
Castletown is King William's College (1S33), an

Elizabethan pile, rebuilt after the fire of 1844, and

enlarged in 1862. Pop. (1851 ) 2479 ; ( 1891 ) 2178.

Castor and Pollux, often called Dioscuri or

' sons of Zeus,' were according to Homer the sons of

Leda and Tyndareus, and so brothers of Helen of

Troy. Another tradition made both of them sons

of Zeus and Leda ; a third made only Pollux Zeus's

son, and so alone immortal. Castor was famous for

his skill in managing horses, Pollux for his powers

in boxing. Both received divine honour at Sparta

as patrons of travellers by sea ; the Romans they

assisted at the battle of Lake Regillus. One story

tells that when Castor, the mortal, was killed,

Pollux prayed Zeus to let him die with him, and
was permitted either to live as his immortal son in

Olympus, or to share his brother's fate and live one

<lay in heaven with the gods, the other among the

shades. Zeus placed the brothers amongst the stars

as Gemini, and their names are attached to the

principal stars in that constellation. Their names
are also given to the electric phenomenon known as

St Elmo's Fire.

Castoreum, a soft brown substance, of peculiar

smell and taste, secreted by two pear-shaped glands,

associated, but quite distinct from, the reproductive

organs in both sexes of beaver. It is now used
chieHy by perfumers, but was from the time of

Hippocrates regarded as ha\ing a specific intiuence

on the uterus, and esteemed as a soothing medicine
in hysteria, catalepsy, cramp, and other spasmodic
diseases. In commerce it appears in the two glan-

<lular sacs as removed from the animal. In Hudson
Bay trade, ten pairs of glands used to be equal in

value to one skin, and Russian castoreum was yet
more valuable. See Beaver.

Castorida', a family of rodent mammals, in

the squirrel-like section, represented by the genus
Castor with a single species, the familiar Beaver
(Castor fiber). The swimming habit, the massive
skull, the rounded angle of the lower jaw, and
the peculiar molar teeth are among the more
distinctive characters. See Beaver.

€astor-oil« a fixed oil obtained from the seeds
of the castor-oil plant. In extracting the oil, the
seeds are first bruised between heavy rollers, and
then pressed in hempen bags under a hydraulic or

screw press. The best variety of oil is thus obtained
by pressure in the cold, and is known as cold-drawn
castor-oil ; but if the bruised and pressed seeds be
afterwards steamed or heated, and again pressed, a
second quality of oil is obtained, which is apt to
become partially solid or frozen in cold weather.
In either case, the crude oil is heated with water to
212^ (100° C. ), which coagulates, and separates the
albumen and other impurities. Exposure to the
sun's light bleaches the oil, and this process is still

resorted to, 1)ut since the introduction of the nearly
tasteless Italian castor-oil, which in itself is almost
colourless, there is not tlie same tlemand for the
bleached article. When pure and cold drawn,
castor-oil is of a light-yellow colour ; but when
of inferior quality, it has a greenish, and occasion-
ally a l)rownish tinge. It is somewhat thick and
viscid. Its specific gravity is high for an oil, being
about 960. It is miscible with alcohol or spirits of
wine and ether. Reduced to a temperature of 0°

(-18° C. ), it does not become solid; but exposed
to the air, it very slowly l)ecomes rancid, then dry
and hard, and serves as a connecting link between
the tlrying au<l non-drying oils. The commoner
qualities have a nauseous smell, and an acrid,
disagreeable, and sickening taste, but the fine

medicinal a.rticle is frequently almost free from

those objectionable properties. Repeated attempts
have been made to obtain from it an active prin-

ciple, to which it might owe its purgative proper-

ties, but without success. It, however, contains a
peculiar oily acid, called Ricinoleic Acid, C18H34O3.

Castor-oil is one of the most convenient and
mildest of purgative medicines. Given in doses
of one or two tea-spoonfuls, it forms a gentle
laxative for those who are easily acted on by
medicine ; while a dose of a table-spoonful, or a
little more, will almost always succeed if it remains
on the stomach. The only serious objections to the
use of castor-oil are its flavour and the sickness

often produced by it. It may be administered
floating on peppermint or cinnamon water, or on
coffee, or shaken up with glycerine. But the most
effectual plan for disguising the disagreeable flavour

is to inclose it in thin gelatin capsules, holding as
much as a tea-spoonful or more.
The adulterations of castor-oil may be various.

Several of the fixed oils, including lard, may be
employed. The best test of its purity is its com-
plete solubility in its own volume of absolute
alcohol. It is used also as a lubricant, and in India
for burning in lamps. Croton-oil is occasionally

added.
Cx\.STOR-OlL Plant (Bicimis comrrbunis ; natural

order Euphorbiacece ) is a native of India, but now

Castor-oil Plant (Ricinus communis).

naturalised in most tropical, subtropical, and even
warm temperate countries. It is Known in the

Mediterranean countries as Palma Christi. It is

also found in cultivation even in northern Europe,
where, however, it is only annual. Under these

circumstances it attains a height of 4 to 6 or more
feet, while in warmer climates it becomes a small

tree. The flowers are comparatively inconspicuous,

in moncccious racemes, but the foliage is peculiarly

handsome. There are a large number of varieties,

many described as distinct species.

Castrametation is the art of forming a
Camp (q.v.).

Castration is the method by which animals,

both male and female, are deprived of parts of their

generative organs ( testicles and ovaries ). They are

in consequence rendered more valuable for work-
ing purposes, and also tend to grow and fatten much
more quickly for the butcher. A castrated horse is

called a gelding ; a castrated bull, a bullock or

steer ( Scotch, 'stot
' ) ; a castrated boar, a pig ; and

a castrated ram, a wether. These are the ordinary

male animals operated on in this country, but
occasionally cocks are castrated, and are then called

capons. Castration of females is called 'spaying,'

and is frequently performed upon sows, which are

then called gelts. In the male animal, after he has
been properly secured, an incision is made into the

testicular sac, and each testicle removed, either by
torsion, by actual cautery, by caustic clam, or by
scraping the cord. In the female animal an incision
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is made in the right flank, and each ovan- removed
through the opening, which is then stitched up.

The operation is followed hj' several dangers, such
as blood-poisoning, lock-jaw, liernia, hemorrhage,
scinhous cord, &c. See Eunuch ; also Dr A.
LiantariVs Animal C'a-'itration (trans. 1884).

Castren, Mathia.s Alexandkk, the founder
of Ural-Altaian philology, was born in 1813 at

Tervola in the north of Finland. He received his

earliest instruction in the town of Tornea, and after-

wards studied at Helsingfors ( 1830-36 ). In 1838 he
undertook a pedestrian excursion through Finnish
Lapland, in order to extend his knowledge of the
language and literature ; and, in 1839, another
through Karelia, to collect ballads, legends, &c.

,

illustrative of Finnish mythology. On his return,
he published in Swedish a translation of the great-

Finnish epic, the Kalcvala (q.v. ). During 1841-45,
conjointly -\\A\X\ Lonnrot, he prosecuted his re-

searches among the Finnish, Kussian, and Nor-
wegian Lajilanders, as also among tlie European
and Siberian Samoyeds ; whilst, as linguist and
ethnographer to the St Petersburg Academy, he,

between the years 1845 and 1849, extended his

laborious investigations as far east as China, and
as far north as the Arctic Ocean. On his return he
was appointed professor of the Finnish language
and literature at the university of Helsingfors. He
employed himself in preparing for publication the
vast materials which he had collected, but died 7th

May 1852, from exhaustion—a martyr to science.

The six works published before, and the twelve
after his death, are mostly in Swedish, but the
greater number have been translated into German.
Tliey include accounts of his travels, lectures on
Finnish mythology and the Altaian races, gram-
mars, vocabularies, &c. See his Life by J. W.
Snellman ( 1870 ). A son, Robert Castren ( 1851-83 ),

wrote several monographs on Finnish history.

Castres« a Xo^m. in the French department of

Tarn, is situated on both sides of the river Agout,
46 miles (72 by rail) E. of Toulou-^e. It rose up
around a Benedictine abbey, which was founded in

647 ; and in the 16th century it became a Huguenot
stronghold, but its fortifications were demolished

in 1629. The present town has beautiful pro-

menades, shaded by line alleys of trees, a quondam
cathedral, and important manufactures of tine

wool dved goods, as also manufactures of leather,

paper, ^oap, &c. Pop. ( 1872 ) 18, 177 ; ( 1891 ) 22,.i49.

Castri. See Delphi.

Castro, the modern name of the capital of

several islands of the Grecian Archipelago—Lesbos,
Samothrace, Melos, Lemnos, &c.

Castro, Guillen de, a Spanish dramatist, in

the judgment of Voltaire the writer of the first tnie

tragedy that had appeared in modern Europe, was
born in Valencia in 1569, and was at one time com-

mander of a Neapolitan fortress. In his later

years he lived in Madrid, and was on intimate

terms with Lope de Vega ; but his sour temper lost

him many friends, and he is said to have died in

abject poverty in 1631. Castro's memory has been

chiefly preserved by his authorship of Las Mocedadcs
del Cid, to the first part of which Comeille was
indebted for the plot and many of the beauties of

his celebrated tragedy. The second part of the

Mocedades has few passages that rise above meilio-

crity ; and his other plays are badly constructed,

and cliiefly distinguished for their intensely national

spirit. See Lord Holland's Lices of Lope dc Vega

and Guillen de Castro (vol. ii. 1817).

Castro, Ines de, the daughter of a Spanish

nuhleman, in 1340 came to Portugal in the train

of her cousin, Costanca, the bride of the voung

Infante, Dom Pedro. Her beauty captivated him,

and, after Costanca's death in 1345, he made her
his mistress, in 1354 his wife. The secret of the
marriage was revealed to his father, Alfonso IV.

;

and \\itli liis consent the hapless Ines was stabbed
to death in January 1355. In 1360, three years
after Alfonso's deatli, Pedro executed two of the
three murderers with horrible tortures, whilst the
corpse of Ines herself, clad in royal attire, was
seated on a throne, and received homage as queen.
So, at least, runs the tradition, immortalised by
Camoens ; but all that is certain is that her body
was reinteiTed with great splendour at Alcobaca.

Castro, Jo.io de, a famous Portuguese soldier

and traveller, born at Lisbon in 1500. In his boy-
hood he showed a remarkable aptitude for study,

but at eighteen he chose for himself a life of adven-
ture by volunteering against the Moors at Tan;ners.

He next accompanied Charles V. to Tunis, am! had
already fought and travelled in the East, when in

1545 he sailed to the Indies at the hea<l of a small

expedition. Here lie covered himself witli glory by
the overthrow of the Mohammedans, and by the

heroic relief and defence of Diu. For these ex-

ploits he was appointed Portuguese viceroy, but
did not live to enjoy the dignity, dyin" in the arms
of Francis Xavicr in June 6, 1548. His Life, by
Andrada (1651), was translated into English in

1664.

Castro del Rio, a town of Andalusia, Spain,

situated on the Guadajoz, 23 miles SE. of Cordova,

It has manufactures of woollen and linen fabrics,

earthenware, &c., and considerable tratle in agri-

cultural produce. Pop. 10,261.

Castrogiovauni, a to^\'n in the middle of

Sicily, 56 miles E. of Catania by rail, on a remark-
able feilile plateau, which rises precipitously to a
height of 3270 feet above sea-level. Castrogiovauni

occupies the site of the ancient Enna, of which
Ceres was the presiding goddess, and here was her

most famous temple. The neighbourhood was the

fabled scene of the rape of Proserpine. In connec-

tion with the Punic and Servile wars, Enna played

a conspicuous part in earlv history. A castle and
other buildings of Saracenic origin are still stand-

ing. Pop. 18,450.

Castro Trdiales. a tov.n on the north coast

of Spain, on a rocky headland, 30 miles ESE. of

Santauder, witli a safe roadstead. Pop. 7623.

I Castrovil'lari, a town of South Italy, 34 mUes
' N. of Cosenza, on an eminence surrounded by
!
mountains. It has a trade in wine, manna, silk,

&c. Pop. 10,505.

CastrilCCio-Castracaui, born near Lucca in

1281, became famous as a soldier of fortune abroad,

and gained glory as a Ghibelline leader. In 1327 he
was made Duke of Lucca, and died in 1328.

Cast-steel. See Iron, Steel.

Castue'ra, a town of Estremadura, Spain, 68
miles ESE. of Badajoz. Pop. 6869.

Casual Poor are persons temporarily relieved

without being atlmitted to the roll of permanent
paupers. See PooK-LAWs, Vagrants.

Casualties of Superiority, in the feudal

law of Scotland, are such emoluments arising to

the superior as depend on uncertain events. The
casualties of ward, marriage, and recognition were
abolished along with the military tenure of "Ward-

holdinj' (q.v.), of which they were incidents, shortly

after tlie Jacobite rebellions. The casualties of

non-entry, relief or composition, and Escheat (q.v.)

still exist along with the tenures of feu and blench,

of which they are incidents. The Conveyancing
Act of 1874,' however, abolishes legal casualties

(Le. irrespective of agreement ) in feus granted after

1874, and prohibits even conventional casualties

unless they are of fixed amount, payable at flAed
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intervals. The name casualty is therefore now in-

appiopriate. The same statute pro%-ides for the

compulsory redemption of casualties l)y the feuar ;

the superior, however, may decide whether he will

take a lump payment or an additional feu-duty.

Casuarilia. a jieculiar genus of Amentacea^
forming the sub-order Casuarinea', of which the

position was long problematical, and to which some
still give ordinal rank. Of the 30 species, the

gieat majority are restricted to Australia and the

adjacent islands. C. equisetifolia, the Swamp

Branch of Casuarina equisetifolia :

With male and female flowers, the former in catkins at the end
of the shoots, the latter (a) crowded in cone-like heads. At
6, note single female flower, and at c, a group of male flowers.
A section of the fluted stem, with reduced leaves, is repre-
sented at d.

Oak of Australia, or Iron-wood of early voyagers
to the South Sea Islands, has, however, a moi"e ex-

tended range. Some of them are large trees, pro-
ducing timber of excellent quality, hard and heavy,
the Beef-wood of the Australian colonists, so called
from the reseml)lance in colour to law beef. C.

quadrivalvis is the She Oak of New South Wales,
and C. toridosa the Forest Oak of Queensland.
Thousands of acres of what were sand-dunes on the
coast of Chengalpat (Madras) are now occupied
by plantations of casuarinas. Cassowary Tree is a
popular generic name of the Casuarinii." Some of
the species are scrubby l)u.shes, and all of them
have a very peculiar appearance, their branches
being long, slender, wiry, drooping, green, jointed,
with very small scale-like sheaths instead of
leaves. They thus curiously reseml)le arborescent
Equisetacea\

Casuistry, in the widest sense, is the reason-
ing which enables a man to decide in a particular
case between conflicting, or apparently conflict-
ing, duties. Against casuistry so understood no
reasonable objection can be raised. Instances of it

maybe found" in the go.spels (Matt. xxii. 17; Luke,
xiv. 3), in the epistles of St Paul (e.g. 1 Cor.
vii. viii. x.), and in the early fathers. Indeed, St
Augustine, in his little works, Dc Mendnciu and
Contra Moidaeium, may be said to have written
casuistical treatises. Gradually, however, casuistry
developed within the Catholic Church to an extent
which is nothing less than a change in kind, and

must radically affect the judgment formed of its

merits or demerits. First of all, the ecclesiastical

canons became more and more elaborate in their

enumeration and classification of grave offences, for

which certain definite punishments were due, and,
more and more, what had been at first a public dis-

cipline was transferred to tlie cf)urt of conscience.

Only, it was not the individual conscience which
passed sentence in place of the bishops court. The
sins were submitted to the judgment of the priest

in secret confession, and for this purpose he was
bound to provide himself with a ' penitential book

'

—i.e. with a summary of the penalties attached to
particular sins by the law of the church. These
books were in use from the 7th to the 13th century.

Another great change occurred in 1215, when the
fourth Lateran Council made the confession of

every mortal sin to the priest a matter of obliga-

tion on all Christians. Then, and not till then,

casuistry, in the modern sense, began to be. It

is generally known among Koman Catholics as

'moral theology,' and may be defined as the
science of the confessional. It professes to decide
on the nature of all possible actions, to determine
when any particular action is sinful or innocent,

to distinguish between l)inding duty and that
which is praiseworthy but not obligatory. It weighs
motives and intentions, decides the relative gravity
of sins, and the aggravating or extenuating cir-

cumstances attending them. Instead of stepping
in like the casuistry of the early Christians in

doubtful cases, it undertakes to regulate all moral
action, covering the whole extent of life and enter-

ing into each detail. Instead of giving a list of

legal punishments imposed by the church, it

anticipates the judgment of God in the world to
come. This of course requires an examination of

actions in detail, which is often ludicrous or re-

pulsive, always iinreasonable. Does a man who
steals four ><liillings commit a mortal sin or only a
venial one ? in other words, is he liable thereby to

the punishment of hell or only of purgatory ? Does
a man who blasphemes twenty saints at once com-
mit twenty sins, or only one? Are we bound
under mortal .sin to pray once a month, or only
once a year? Such are tiie questions discussed in

every manual of casuistiy. They are settled by
Scripture, reason, the canons of the church, and the
opinion of eminent theologians. A further develop-
ment dates from the introduction of the system
known as Probabilism, first propounded by a Span-
ish Dominican, Medina ( 1528-81 ). It rests upon the
theory that the moral law does not bind in cases
when it is doubtful, and that it may be considered
doubtful if theologians of name have denied that it

binds in the particular cases. We have only to
consider the endless discussions which these theo-
logians have raised on points of practice, to form
some idea of the laxity to which this system leads.

Adopted by most of the Jesuits, it was hated ' as a
pest of morality ' in France, where it was exposed
in the Provincial Letters of Pascal, and condenmed
by the General Assembly of the clergy in 1700.

But since the French Revolution it has obtained
an exclusi\-e supremacy in the Roman Catholic
Church, and at this day no other system is ever
thought of.

The name of casuists is legion. The Smnma de
Casibus Pcoritciitialibits, by St Raymund of Penna-
fort, is among the earliest works on the subject.

He flourished about 1228, and his book was fol-

lowed by a nuiltitude of others with similar titles.

The highest authority was attained by St Alfonso
Liguori, who wrote in the middle of the 18th
century ; and the ' Sacred Penitentiary ' at Rome
has declared that every confessor may safely
follow all his opinions. Modern manuals, chiefly

based on Liguori, have been written Ijy Scavini,
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Guiy (annotated by Ballerini), Lehmkuhl, and
otliers. Tlie objections which Luther made, and
which Protestants still feel, to the casuistry de-
scribed above, are directed against its radical
principle and not merely its details. The New
Testament, they think, teaches tliat a man is

justified by surrenderiiin' himself entirely to (Jo«l

through Christ, and it knows nothing of an elabor-
ate sj'stem of law, of which a minimum must lie

observed as the condition of salvation. They
believe that a man's own conscience, enlightened
by Christian teaching and example, will generally
leave him in little doubt as to his duty, and they
object to the constant discussion of moral (|uestions,

to the desire to ascertain how little we are bound
to do, as ruinous to tlie moral .sense. They deny
that the subtleties of a pretended science can ever
gauge the amount of sin involved in a particular
action. God alone can distinguish between the
sudden fall which liappens in spite of a man's real

character and the sin which reveals his inner cor-

iiiption. Above all, they object that the so-called

science must needs rest in the hands of the priests,

and that practically a layman must cease in great
measure to have a conscience of his own. A few
Protestants—e.g. Jeremy Taylor, and the Puritans
Perkins and Amesius—have produced casuistical

books, but they deal with cases of special ditliculty,

and are not in the same sphere as the lioman
casuistry. Be.sides, siich Protestant Avorks are now
forgotten, and common sense has recognised the
fact long ago that any elements of utility in
casuistical discussion may be safely relegated to
ethics and pastoral theology.

Casus Belli, an occasion of war, is the reason
alleged by one power for going to war with another.
It is ([uite impossible to reduce these causes or

reasons to any definite code ; enough, that in 1870
King Wilhelm's cold-shoulder to M. Benedetti was
a casus belli between France and (Jermany, and
that in 1847 the burning of a Jew's bedstead at
Athens was all but one between France and
Britain.

Cat, a name applied to various sjiecies of the
genus Felis, in the family Felidje, and in the
feluroid section of carnivora. This ichiroiil section

includes the most .specialised carnivores ; and the
members of the genus Felis, including lion and
tiger, panther and cat, exhibit carnivorous charac-

terLstics in their highest perfection.

General Characters of Cats.—The canine teeth of

Felidie are large and strong, the true molar teeth

reduced to one on each jaw, the molar of the lower
jaw and the last premolar of the upper jaw function
as special cutting (sectorial ) teeth, the face portion

of the skull is short and broad, the auditory bone
bulbs (bulhe) are large, rounded, smooth, and
divided by an internal sejjtum. The feli)ie carni-

vores walk on the tips of their toes, in digitigrade

fashion ; the claws are large, strong, shari). and
completely retractile. The iris is very movable,
and the aperture contracts to a vertical slit. '

The tongue is covered with sharp rough papilhe.

The caecum on tlie intestine is small and simple.
]

There are many other more technical structural
i

ch.aracters. The Felidu' are cons])icuously caniiv- I

orous in their diet. Domestic cats eat lisji when
!

they can get it ; and the Indian Fishing-cat
(
F.

nverritia) feeds on fish and even mollu.><cs.

Thev hunt alone and stealthily, surprising their

victim by a sudden spring, loving darkness, hating

water, and in most cases are more or less arboreal.

Species.—The genus Felis includes some fifty

species, the distinctions of which are somewhat
<litficult. Among the Old-World species, the most
familiar are the lion, tiger, leopard or panther,

ounce, wild cat (F. cat us), and domestic cat.

Among the New-'World species, the puma, conguar
or American panther {F. concolor), the jaguar, the
pardal [F. purdalis), the pampas cat, are common
forms. Tlie term lynx is applied to several different
.species, and the name cat is used with equal width.
Tlie Cheetah

( q. v. ) is often regarded a.s a distinct
genus.

Wild C«^.—The Wild Cat (F. cat us) found in
the woods of Europe was common in England in
the middle ages, when abbesses were forbidden to
use fur more costly than that of lambs or cats. It
lingered on till the beginning of this centui-y,
was still known in Wales about 1850, and is not
yet extinct in the north of Scotland. It is the

Wild Cat.

opinion of specialists that the true wild cat never
existed in Ireland. It is now very rare in

France, apparently absent in Scandinavia, but still

common in Southern Russia and in the wilder parts
of Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Hungary, Dal-
matia, Turkey, &C. It is stronger and larger than
the house cat, with stouter head, shorter and
thicker tail, more abundant whiskers, and in the
male with deej) black soles. The predominant
colour is yellowish gray, a dark stripe runs along
the l)ack, darkish stripes down the sides, cross
bands on the legs, and rings on the tail. It is very
savage in disposition. The female has its litter in

a hollow tree or rock cleft. Though a large number
of the 50 s^iecies of Felis have received special popu-
lar titles, like lion, tiger, <mnce, &c., there remain a
large number to M'hich the title ' wild cat ' is quite
as apj)licable as it is to the more familiar F. catus of

Europe.
Domestic Cat—Histor;/.—Our common cat, fa-

miliar in many varieties of colour, is not a tamed
descendant of this Wild Cat (

/•'. catus), but seems,
like other domestic animals, to ha\e come from the
East. It is usually, though not indeed with absolute
certainty, regarded as the descendant of the Egyp-
tian Cat ( F. ralifjata or maniculafa ), which was cer-

tainly domesticated in Egy])t thirteen centuries B.C.

That the taming slmuld lune taken place in the
'granary of the ancient world' is very natural.

From Egypt the ilomestic cat spread through
Europe, certainly before the Christian era, but at
fii"st sparsely, an<l confined to those wlio could
afi'ord a high price for the pet. It is quite jiossible

that other sjiecies may have been domesticated
elsewhere, and have mingled witii the Egyptian
bree<l. Kolleston and otliers iiave believc<l that
tiie domestic m<mse-killer of the ancient (heeks and
Bomans was not the cat at all, but tlie white-

bre.osted Marten (Mnstela foina), for which felis is

good Latin.
In the middle ages cats were often kept in

nunneries, ami this may ha\e something to do
with their traditional association with old maids.
Of its rarity in Britain in former times, wjien the
wild cat was common in all the wootls which
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covered so much of the island, a curious evidence

is afforded by a Welsli law quoted by Pennant—
a law of the ieign of Howel the Good, who died in

938 A.D.—fixing the prices of cats according to

their age and qualities, beginning with a price for

a kitten before it could see, and enacting that if

any one stole or killed the cat that guarded the

prince's granary, he was to forfeit a milch ewe, its

Heeee and lamb ; or as much wheat as when poured

on the body, suspended by its tail, the head touch-

ing the fioor, would form a hea]) high enough to

cover the tip of the tail.

Varieties.—The varieties of domestic cat, though
numerous, are trivial, and concern colour and
quality of fur, not differences of form as in the

case oif dogs. Thus we have ( 1 ) l)lack cats with
clear yellow eyes, usually with a few white hairs,

and with hints of markings in the kittens ; ( 2

)

Avhite cats, sometimes with blue ej'es, and then
generally deaf; (3) tabby cats, like the wild

species, and perhaps the result of crossing with the

same; (4) gray cats, which are rare, and differ

from the tabby forms in having no Ijlack stripes,

except the connnon ones over the fore-le^s ; ( 5

)

tortoise-shell, fawn-coloured, and mottled with
black, usually females ; (6) sandy-coloured, usually
males. A true tortoise-shell tom-cat fetches a big

price. The royal Siamese cat is fawn-coloured,
with blue eyes and small head ; the Carthusian or

blue cat has long dark grayish-blue fur, with black
lips and soles ; the Angora or Persian cat is laige,

finely furred, generally white, tending to yellow or

gray, and possibly derived from an Asiatic species.

The Malay cat, in Pegu, Siam, and Burma, has a
tail only half the normal length ; the IManx cat of

the Isle of Man is tailless and has longer hind -legs.

Long-tailed forms, probably due to intercrossing,

also occur in Manxland, and curtailed forms occur
in the Crimea. No cats with pendent ears exist,

in spite of frequent statements to the contrary. In
South America, not to mention other varieties,

there is said to be a race of cats which do not
'caterwaul' at nights, and Professor Mivart justly

remarks that ' it is to be wished that this breed
could be introduced into this country.' Abnor-
malities, such as absent fore-limbs and the like,

have been repeatedly recorded.

Characteristics.—The domestic cat is too well
known to require description. It has been known to
attain a weight of 23 lb. , and an age of eighteen years.
Though thoroughly domesticated, it retains many
characteristics of wildness, especially in its private
hunting expeditions, nocturnal amatory wander-
ings, unsocial habits, and generally self-centred,

not entirely confident disposition. When turned
out in the woods, it usually adapts itself readily.

Domestication has had a different influence on cat
and on dog, and the former may be fairly said to
have surrendered itself less. In normal .surround-
ings it is an expert hunter or stalker of birds and
small mammals, and is often known to bring home
rabbits ; at the same time it has a marked pre-

dilection for food Avhich it could not obtain if wild
—e.g. milk, cheese, fish, and the like. Its sense
of smell has probably degenerated, but is still very
sensitive to certain favourite odours. The great
dilatability of the pupil enables it to make the
most of fe('l)le light. The cat is very prolific,

mature l)y the end of her first year, fecund till the
ninth, bringing forth often three or four times in a
year. It is not necessary to say anything about
its familiar purring, mewing, and spitting ; about
its aversion to water and love of warmth ; its

scrupulous and painstaking cleanliness ; about its

dexterous movements and patient watching for

prey ; or about the delight in cruelty ( comparatively
rare in other animals) which characterises its treat-

ment of captured mice. The dry fur, free from any

oily matter and readily injured by water, becomes
highly electric by friction, especially in dry or

frosty Aveather.

InteUigrncc.—In cats the senses of sight, hearing,

and touch are very highly developed, and the
intelligence is proportionately great. That they
exhibit great adroitness in catching their prey is

well known, but the climax is reached in certain

recorded cases where a young l)ird was used as a
decoy for its jjarents, and where crumbs were
scattered or scraped from beneath the snow to

attract sparrows. That they bring zoological curi-

osities to their nustresses, that they may learn

without teaching to ' beg ' like dogs for food, that
they show for a while considerable interest in the
looking-glass problem are not unfamiliar facts,

while more rarely they have been known to com-
bine reasoning and manual dexterity in opening

I

thumb-latches, working knockers, ringing bells,

or even turning an easy lock. Mr Romanes has

I

collected illustrations of the above, and closes his

1 account with the remarkable case of a cat A\hich,

i
being accidentally ignited by paraffin, ran 100

I
yards and plunged into a trough of water. See
his Animal Intelligence (1882).

Emotions.—The sexual emotions of cats are well
known to be very strong, and their maternal kind-
ness and solicitude are equally pronounced. From
the time of Buffon, the cat has been usually re-

proached for liking places more than pensons, but
while there is much truth in the familiar observa-
tion, many cases of genuine fondness for owners ai-e

well known. They sometimes show great power
of finding their way home under the impulse of

home-sickness, and often show much careful love
in concealing and transplanting their young. The
case of a cat which ran for help for an endangered
parrot friend, and of another which exhibited great
solicitude about kittens—not its own—which had
been accidentally buried under flooring, are at once
suggestive and beautiful.

Diseases.—Besides being subject to common
diseases like catarrh, diarrhoia, distemper, t&c, cats
are not unfrequently infested by parasites, either
externally, as by the itch mite (Sareoptes cati),

causing swelling and baldness, and by fleas, or
internally, by threadworms and tapeworms, and by
the aberrant Pentastomum. Fits of vomiting are
often due to small threadworms (.^scar/s w_ysfff.(,)

in the stomach, and Ollulaniis triciispis, another
nematode, is even more important. The bladder-
worms of mice and rats become the tapeworms of

the cat.

Superstitions regarding Cats.—Cats have been
objects of superstition nom the earliest ages. In
Egypt they were held in the highest reverence

;

temples were erected in their honour ; sacrifices

and devotions were offered to them ; and it was
customary for the family in whose house a cat died
to shave their eyebrows. In the middle ages, they
were regarded as the familiars of witches. The
favourite shape of Satan was said to be that of a
black cat, and the animal was an object of dread
instead of veneration. There is or was a belief

amcmg sailors, that the frolics of a cat at sea
portended a storm. Many people still prophesy
rainy weather from a cat washing over its ears
or simply its face ; and a cat-call on the house-
top was formerly held to signify death. Their
assumed connection with witches, and the belief

that <a cat has nine lives, have led to the perpe-
tration of great cruelties upon this harmless and
very useful domestic animal (see Brand's Popular
A ntiqtdtics, Ellis's revised edition ).

Importance.—As a destroyer of vermin the cat is

of no little economic importance, and the con-
nection (through field-mice and humble-bees) be-
tween cats and clover crops is one of the stock
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instances of far-reaching influence. The more cats
the fewer field-mice is evident enough ; hut as the
latter ravage humble-bee nests and combs, we
may say, the more cats the more humble-liees

;

but as the bees carry tlie fertilising dust from one
purple clover flower to anotlier, and as this fertilisa-
tion is essential to the perfecting of the crop of
seeds, we may read the complex relation again, as
Darwin has pointed out, connect the two extremes
in saying the more cats the larger purple clover
crojt. It need hardly be said that the fur and skin
are also utilised. Most people will be inclined to
allow, however, that even apart from their utility,
cats justify their existence as domestic pets.

ISee Prof. St George Mivart's valuable monograph, The
Cat (1880), on which the present article is largely based;
Cliampfleury's Cats Past and Prcnent, translated by Mrs
Casliel Hoey (1885); and Mrs W. Chance's deli-litful
Book of Cats [WdS).

Cataclysilial Action, a term applied by
geologists to the effects or destructive power o"f

sudden deluges or debacles, which are supposed by
some Avriteis to have swejit over certain countries.

€ata<'Olllbs. An English traveller recording
his impressions of a visit to liome about the year
1450 writes thus :

' This same Cathacumbas is a
mervelous name, for it is not expouned in our
Latyne bookes, ne non of the gramariimes touch
this word thus compouned " ( Bodleian MS. ).

Though this can no longer be said, the etymology
of the word still remains doubtful. It occurs first

in a Christian calendar of the end of the 3d century,
or beginning of the 4th. In this calendar the feast
of St Fabian on the 20th of January is set down
as being celebrated in CuUisti, the feast of St
Sebastian on the same day ia Catacionhas, thereby
denoting two adjacent subterranean cemeteries on
the Via Appia, about two miles out of Kome, where
those two martyrs lay buried. The same designa-
tion is repeated in this and similar doctiments, and
always to mark the same ])lace, the cemetery in

the neighbourhood of the church of St Sebastiian.

This cemetery remained always known and acces-

sible even when all others of the same kind on
other sides of Rome had been totally lost sight of

and forgotten. Hence, on their rediscoverv in the
16th century, a visit to the cemeteiies havmg long
become synonymous with a visit «d Catacttmhas,
the local name came to be regarded as the si)ecific

name of all subterranean excavations used for pur-

poses of burial, not only in the neighbourhood of

Rome, but also in Naples, Malta, Paris, Sicily,

and wherever else similar excavations have been
found.
We shall confine ourselves to an account of the

Roman catacombs as being incomi)arably the most
important. They are to be found on almost all the

roads leading out of the city at a distance of 2 or 3

miles outside the walls, wherever the luiUire of the

soil allowed of their being made. This soil is of
|

volcanic origin, too soft to be used for building

purposes, yet of sufficient consistency to admit of a
considerable amount of excavations without the

necessity for supports or sul)struction of any kind.

More than forty of these cemeteries are known to

have existed, and two-thirds of these were of con-

sitleralde extent. Thev niay have begun, indeed,

in a very limited area"(2S0 l)y 100 feet), but sub-

sequent additions extended them tenfold. There

is no truth, however, in the idle reports of a perfect

connection between all the cemeteries, making
them to reach for many miles together ; though it

is perfectly certain that if the galleries (which con-

tinually cross and recross, and are repeated in some
places four or five times beneath one another ) could

be extended in a straight line, they would reach,

at least, 300 or 400 miles.

It was once a subject of constant discussion
among Christian archaeologists how a work of this

Plan of the Catacomb of St Agnes, Kome.

kind could have been carried on by the faithful
during times of persecution, but modem scientific
researches have solved the ditfioultv. We know,
on the one hand, that from the earliest times the
burial of the dead was looked upon by the Chris-
tians as an imjiortant act of religion, accompanied
by the jirayers of the church, and intrusted to her
nunisters, and it was one of the objects to which
the alms of the faithful were devoted, and for

which it was considered lawful even to sell the
sacred vessels. On the other hand, the Roman
law fenced round witli peculiar privileges all places
of burial, even though they contained only the
bodies of slaves or criminals. Such jilaces became
ipso facto religious. They could not be sold, or ui

any way alienated from their original purpose, and
the severest penalties were inflicted upon those
wlio in any way violated them. Moreovei', it ^^ as

the custom of the wealthier Romans to provide

%^

A (iallery with Tombs.

chambers at their jilaces of burial for the entertain-

ment of guests who resorted there on certain fixed

days in the year; and the poorer members of society

secured the same results by means of burial clubs,

which were specially protected by the law even
when all other voluntary associations were strictly

forbidden. It is possible that the Christians

availed themselves of this most convenient screen

for their own meetings from the ver\' earliest times.
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It is certain that they did so from the end of the

2d century. Some of the chambers found in the

catacombs were manifestly nothing more than

family vaults, as the inscriptions themselves testify,

whilst others again, it is equally manifest from

their very form and arrangements, were designed

for public worship. Some of these may occasion-

ally have been used as hiding-places by the bishops,

or others, special objects of persecution, but it is

quite impossible that they could ever liave been
used as general places of concealment.
There is abundant evidence, both literary and

monumental, that at first the Christians made no
attempt to conceal their cemeteries. They did but
exercise their undoubted right to bury instead of

burning the bodies of their dead, and they used a
mode of burial already familiar to the Jews, and
not altogether unknown even among the pagans.
Neither did the Roman government interfere in

any way with the catacombs at their first begin-

nings, nor so long as they were confined to their

original use as places of burial. The first decree
recorded against them is by Valerian, 253 a.d.

,

who forbade the Christians ' to assemble in tlio.se

places which they call cemeteries. ' In the follow-

ing year his edict was revoked, and during the
next fifty years the catacombs come before us in

successive periods of church history as enjoying
good or evil fortune, according to the varying
fortunes of the church herself ; they were tolerated
or forbidden according to the changing will of the
government, until at last, before the end of the 3d
century, they were altogether confiscated. We
learn from St Cyprian that Pope Sixtus II., with
some of his deacons, were surprised and martyred
whilst in the act of celebrating the holj' mysteries
in the catacombs of Pretextatus, and the charge on
which he was condemned was distinctly this, that
he had set at nought the commands of Valerian.
When the 23ersecution of Diocletian ended, the
catacombs were restored together with the rest of
ecclesiastical property to the Bishop of Rome, and
in the year 31 1 Pope iNIelchiades sent an important
rescript commanding this restitution, by the hands
of some of his deacons, to the prefect of the city.

From this time, if not somewhat earlier, other
Christian cemeteries were made above ground in-

stead of below, and during the next hundred years
both modes of burial were in use. During tlie

last forty years of the 4th century, the practice of
burial in the catacombs Avas considerably dimin-
ished, and at the end of the first decade of the
next century it ceased altogether.
When the ages of persecution ceased, a new era

opened in the history of the catacombs. The
basilicas which Constantine began to build over
the tombs of some of the principal martyrs neces-
sarily involved considerable interference with the
adjacent graves. Moreover, there was a great
desire among the faithful to secure places of burial
as near as possible to the tombs of the martyrs

;

and this again could not be gratified without injury
to the decorations, if not to the walls themselves, of
the existing chambers and galleries. Poi)e Dama-
sus in the latter half of the 4th century yielded
to no inan in his enthusiastic love of the martyrs,
but his zeal was tempered by an intelligent pru-
dence. He tells us himself 'of his desire to be
huiied with his predecessors, but that he denied
himself the indulgence of this wish because it

would involve the disturbance of other men's
graves. {Hie fatcor Damasus volui meet condere
iitciabra, sed cineres timui sanctos vexarc piortim ).

Yet even he was forced to make some changes
in the internal arrangements of the catacombs.
Christian pilgrims from all lands flocked to them
in such numbers, that to prevent both scandals
and accidents it was essential that wider and

more convenient entrances should be made, some
passages of the subterranean labyrinth shut up,
and others made more easy of access. Besides
this, he ornamented with marble, and even with
the precious metals, some of the more important
tombs. Perhaps this helped in the end the de-

struction of these venerable sanctuaries. It was
probably a hope of finding treasure that led the
Goths to enter and ransack these places Avhen they
invaded Rome in 557. The Lombards made still

greater havoc in 756, so that immediately after-

wards Pope Paul I., patheticallj' lamenting the
work of desecration, caused the bodies of the
martyrs to be removed for safety's sake to churches
within the city. This work of translation of relics

was continued by some of Paul's successors until
the middle of the next century { 848 ).

Practically the living history of the catacombs
may be said to have now come to an end. Efforts

were made by some of the popes to keep alive an
interest in them, and when basilicas had been
built over them some were still occasionally visited,

but generally they were neglected and forgotten.
Seven centuries later (May 31, 1578) an accidental
landslip brought them to light, and they soon
attracted universal attention. One man in par-

ticular, Antonio Bosio, devoted his whole life to
examining them at great personal risk, and to
studying all ancient documents which pi-omised to
throw light on their history, but he did not live to
complete or publish his work. It appeared at last

in 1632, and in the space of less than forty years
afterwards it was reproduced either in translations
or abridgments eight successive times, in Italian,

in Latin, and in German. This Avork, from the
consummate learning and scrupulous honesty of its

author, has always remained a standard authority.
The intervening centuries until our own day have
only added supplementary works illustrating some
portions of the subject in detail, but not adding
much to our knowledge of the whole. At length,
after the lapse of 250 years, another author, De
Rossi, has arisen who has devoted a yet longer time
to the study of the catacombs, and has resumed the
work of Bosio with the same honesty of purpose,
and with the assistance of the lights accumulated by
more than two centuries of historical, critical, and
archjeological research, has given to the public the
most magnificent results of new discoveries. These
have appeared in three folio volumes in 1864, 1867,
and 1877. A whole series of abridgments in Eng-
lish, French, and German have also been published,
and numerous pages of history hitherto unstudied
and altogether unknown have been recovered for

general use. It has been a special object Avith De
Rossi's investigations to settle the chronologj' of the
various parts of the catacombs, and in this he has
succeeded so wonderfully that, as Mommsen truly
says ' the successive execution of individual parts
of the whole plan may now be traced in periods of

tw(j to ten years ; and by this means it has become
possible to obtain a chronological precision, not
only AAith regard to epigiaphy, but also to painting
and m.any other Tuanches of archaeology, such as it

would be impossible to arrive at in any other field

of archaeological research.' The histoiy of early
Christian art may now be traced AA-ith great accu-
racy, and different stages of its progress and decay
be marked, even Avithin the limits of the pre-

Constantinian era.

At first the Christians decorated their sepulchral
chambers much in the same style as their pagan
neighbours did. The roof Avas divided into geo-
metrical figures by means of lines or garlands of

fiowers, and the spaces Avere filled Avitli birds,

fioAvers, Avinged genii, and other graceful figures,

so that the spectator might almost doubt Avhether
he Avas looking on a pagan or a Christian Avork
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until he recognised in tlie centre the figure of the
Good Sliepherd, or of Daniel among the lions, or

some other Christian subject. By degrees a more
decidedly Christian character was given to the
decorations, and a few subjects both from the Old
and New Testament were repeated over and over
again, instead of the innocent but unmeaning
ornaments which had preceded them. Among
these subjects the Good Shepherd was by far the
most frequent ; Noah in tlie ark, Moses striking
the rock, Daniel in the lions' den, the history of

Jonah, multiplication of the loaves and fishes, "and
the resurrection of Lazarus, follow next in order
of frequency ; and in later times Adam and Eve,
the Three Children in the fiery furnace, and the
adoration of the ^lngi make their appearance. To
these nmst be added certain subjects symbolical
rather than historical, such as the vine, a man fish-

ing, the fish and the anclior, fish and bread placed
in various relations to one another, &c. It is not
difficult to see the hidden teaching of these pictorial
lessons : they point to the resurrection, to a new
and glorious life as the fruit of a new life imparted
to the soul in tliis world through the sacrament
of baptism, and fed and nourished by the Holy
Eucharist. In some instances these subjects are
arranged round the walls in so orderly a succession
as almost to as.sume the form of a dogmatic pic-

toiial catechism. INIore commonly, howe\'er, there
is no such precise arrangement, but each subject
stands by itself, unintelligible to a pagan intruder,
but suf^gesting holy and instructive thoughts to all

the faitliful. Everything which belonged to the
cycle of polytheistic worship wa.s from the first

rigorously excluded, but towards the end of the
2d century, or beginning of the 3d, they did not
scruple to use, but very rarely, such figures as
Orpheus and Psyche, which were capable of a
Christian interpretation, and in the middle and
latter half of the 3d century they used the head of

Oceanus, Iris, Hippocampi, and even Tritons, to

represent parts of the earth or of the sea, the rain-

bow, the seasons, &c.
The Christian art of the pre-Constantinian era

has been divided into three periods. The first,

lasting till the middle of the 2d century, may be
styled the hieroglyphic or ideographic period, char-

acterised by the utmo.st simplicity, each figure

standing alone—e.g. the fisherman fishing, the

Shepherd bearing a sheep on his shoulders, an
anch(jr, a lamb, a fish, &c. In the second period,

reaching to the middle of the 3d century, ditl'erent

emblems or histories are blended together, making
a more artistic whole—e.g. a fisherman fishing is

combined with a man baptising, and the paralytic

whose sins are forgiven carrying his bed ; the Good
Shepherd stands in the midst of nuiny sheep
arranged in dilferent attitudes, denoting a difl'er-

ence of internal disposition, and each receiving a
proportionate measure of grace under tlie form of

water flowing from the rock struck by Moses, &c.

In the third period the symbolical element is

sensibly diminished, the hieroglyphic element is

almost or quite abandoned, and even the historical

types are represented in a more literal fornj, and
words are sometimes added, as Pastor, to identify'

the .subject represented.

After the clay.s of Constantine, the crypts in

which famous inartyrs had been buried continued

to receive new decorations, but these are of a
wholly different character, and need not be de-

scribed here, nor need we say anything of the

sculpture on the sarcophagi, which reproduced the

same biblical subjects as were painted on the

walls. It will be more interesting to say a few
words of the epitaphs, which are to be numbered by
thousands, ^^'llen arranged chronologically, they
tell the same tale that ue have already learned from

the paintings—that is to say, the earliest series are
quite simple, consisting of the name only (gener-
ally the cognomen ), or with the addition of a Pax
fentm, Piix tibi, Vivas hi Deo, Vivas cum Sanctis,
i^c, and perhaps tiie relationship of the decea.sed
to the survivor. Towards the end of the 2d century
these short a.spirations are developed at greater
length, but always in the same spirit. There is a
total ab.sence of tiie blank despair or impious defi-

ance which characterise so many pagan epitaphs :

all is simjile, hopeful, and joyous. But in the 4th
and 5th centuries a more worldly tone makes itself

manife.st. Complimentary phrases as to the good-
ness, wisdom, innocence, and holiness of the
deceased are repeated with wearisome sameness,
and other expressions borrowed from pagan sources
may be detected. The beauty and religiousness of
Christian epigraphy had reached its highest per-
fection before the end of the 3d centiuy ; in the 4th
it was more formal and void of sentiment. See De'
Rossi, La Roma Sotteranea (1864-77). and his

Tuscriptiones Christiana; ( 1857-61 ) ; also the Roma
Sotteranea of Northcote and Brownlow (London,
1878-80).

Catafalque (Ital. catafah-o, 'a .scaffold'), a
temporaiy structure of carpentiy, a kind of

baldachin, intended to represent a tomb, and placed
over the coffin of distinguished persons during
the funeral rites that precede interment, as also
sometimes over the grave, where it was usually' left

for several months. The most splendid on record
was Michael Angelo's, which was adorned by the
greatest architects, sculptors, and painters of the
day.

Catalan!., Angelica, an Italian singer, l)om
in 1779 at Sinigaglia, near Ancona, was educated
in the convent of Sta Lucia, near Rome, where,
in her seventh year, she displayed such wonder-
ful vocal powers that strangers Hocked from all

qiiarters to hear her. She made her debut at

Venice in 1797, and experienced a succession of

triumphs in every country in Europe for upwards
of thirty years, making vast sums of money—e.g.

nearly £10,000 during a four months' engagement
in London. The Italian Opera in Paris wa.s twice
under her direction ; but her husbands inter-

ference and extravagance brought her into much
trouble. Her large queenly person and fine coun-
tenance, the immense volume, range, and fiexi-

bility of lier voice, her power of sustaining her

notes, in contrast with tne lightness and facility

of her unerring execution, everywhere took her
audience by storm. Her expression, although fine,

and her wliole style, surprised rather tiian touclied

the heart. She retired from the stage in 1827, and
three years later purchased a villa near Florence,

where she gave free instruction to girls wlio had a
talent for singing. In 1849 she repaired witli her

daughters to Paris, wliere she died of cholera on
the 13th of .June.

Catalaillliail Plain, the ancient name of the
plain surrounding Chakms-sur-Marne (q. v. ), scene

of the gieat battle in 451 A.D. between the Goths
and the Huns. See Attila.

Catalepsy ^kataUpsis, 'a taking possession

of '), a state of more or less complete insensibility,

with absence of the power of voluntary motion,

and statue-like fixedness of the l)ody and limbs in

the attitude immediately preceding the attack, or

in any position in which they may be placed liy

another pei-son, for a considerable period, often

until the return of consciousness. The attack may
hist only a few minutes, or any longer period.

Such is the abridged description of catalepsy, as

commonly given in works of authority. The
patient is usually in good health at the time of

seizure, or subject only to nervous afl'ections, such
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as Hysteiia (q.v.); sometimes the attack is pre-

ceded by disappointment, fear, violent exciting or

depressing passions, or even religious emotions,

bein"- in such cases only an extreme form of Avhat is

otlienvise called Trance, Reverie, or Ecstasy (q.v.);

on other occa.sions, the api)arent cause is more

purely physical, as in some of tlie hysterical cases.

In all cases of cataleptic rigidity with insensibility,

it may be presumed that the brain, as tlie organ of

consciousness, is disturbed ; Imt it does not ap-

pear that in any considerable proportion there is

structural disease. Patients rarely die during the

attack, which may, however, be i)rotracted for an

indefinite period, and may even endanger life in-

directly by the debility consequent on imperfect

nourishment. The circulation and respiration are,

in most instances, little affected ; cases, however,

have been recorded in which, in consequence of

their failure, the patient has been supposed to be

dead (see Death). Cases also occur in which
the same cataleptic rigidity of the muscles is

present without any interference with conscious-

ness. Many of the recorded cases ot catalepsy

are little worthy of credit, and it has even been

doubted whether this curious disease can ever be

said to exist exempt from some degree of decep-

tion, («• at least voluntary and conscious regulation

of the muscles on the part of the person affected.

The combination of catalepsy with liysteria, and
its frequent association with what are called the

higher phenomena of mesmerism (see Anim.\l
Magneti.sm), are undoubtedly circumstances of

great suspicion ; but it would certainly be wrong-

to suppose that all the cases described were ficti-

tious, and not less so to classify them all under
the head of pure imposture. Epidemic catalepsy

has been described, and in such cases it would
appear plain that the principle of imitation, so

powerful in producing nervous disease, must have
been at work. The reinedies of catalepsy are the

same as those of the states to which it is so nearly

allied, and of which it may be said to form a part.

Moral means form a large part of the treatment,

as in hysteria. In some cases, it may become
necessary to administer food by means of the
stomach-pump, and this even for weeks or months.
Such a case may end in complete recovery.

Catalonia (Span. Cataluna), an old princi-

pality of Spain, triangular in shape, occupying
the north-east portion of the peninsula, and now-
divided into the provinces of Barcelona, Tarragona,
Lerida, and Gerona. Total area, 12,306 sq. m.

;

with a pop. of 1,900,000. The coast is generally
rugged, and its liarbauis unprotected ; the climate,
though fog and rain are frequent, and extreme and
rapid changes of temperature prevail, is on the
whole healthy and favoural)le to vegetation, which
is very luxuriant. Catalonia is the principal manu-
facturing province of the kingdom—is, in fact,
' the Lancashire of Spain. ' The language, costume,
and habits of the inhabitants, who regard with
contempt and pity the Spaniards of the surround-
ing provinces, are quite distinct from those of the
rest of Spain, whose people they greatly surpass
in energy, industiy, and intelligence. They are
honest, frugal, an^ enterprising ; but this love of
liberty has frequently developed a strong revolu-
tionary spirit, and they are extremely passionate,
revengeful, and egotistical. Even the educated
classes speak the rough Catalan dialect, more
nearly akin to Provencal than to Castilian, and
dating back to the time when the province was
part of the Frankish empire ; for this ami their
literature, see Spain.

Catalonia, under the name of Hispania Tarra-
conensis, was considered, from its position, an im-
portant province of Roman Spain. It was invaded
and captured by the Alani, who were followed by

the Goths, hence its name, Gothalania, changed
into Gothalunia or Catalonia. In the 8th century
the Arabs gained possession of the southern part.

When Charlemagne in 788 subjugated Spain as

far as the Ebro, Catahjnia formed the central

portion of the Spanish mark ; and in the beginning
of the following century, when Louis the Pious of

Aquitania had helped to finally drive the Arabs
out, this division was restoreil, and broken up
into fifteen counties, under Prankish lords. The
counts of Barcelona, however, soon made them-
selves independent of France, and founded the
principality of Barcelona. In 1137 Earl Ramon
Berengar IV., by his marriage with the heiress of

Aragon, united Catalonia with that kingdom ; and
the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella united
both with Castile. Thus Catalonia became an
integral portion of the Spanish monarchy ( 1479 ),

though never a very peaceable one. In the course

of the last hundred years it has repeatedly taken a
prominent share in Carlist and other insurrections.

See Balaguer, Historia de Cataluna (Madrid, 9

vols. 1885-87).

€atalpa« an interesting genus of hardy trees of

tlie order Bignoniacea^, of which two species are

natives of the United States, and two others (de-

cidedly distinct) of Japan. The genus was named
by Catesby, jirobably from the Catawba River,

w'here he first found them in 1726. The Common
Catalpa(C'. higtionioldes) known also as the Bean-
tree, Catawba, Indian Bean, and Cigar-tree, is a low
and much-branched tree, seldom more than 30 or 40
feet high, extensively grown in the northern states

and in southern Europe for ornament, but naturally

found chiefiy in the Gulf states. Its wood is light,

soft, and not strong, but exceedingly durable. It

is used for fence-posts, rails, and railway sleepers.

Still more noteworthy is the Western Catalpa or

Shawnee Wood ( C. .speciosa), which is a much larger

and handsomer tree, now largely planted for orna-

ment and in timber preserves. Its wood is soft,

light, and durable, and is very useful, not only for

the commoner and coarser purposes of the carpenter,

but also for cabinetmakers' and joiners' use. C.

longissima has been called Chene des Antilles on
account of the excellence of its timber. The bark
is a source of tannin. The Japanese Catalpas are

small and unimi)ortant. The low habit, the profuse

blossoms, and tlie long, cigar-like, pendent pods of

the catjilpas are easy marks of distinction from
other trees.

Catalysis ( < !r.
,

' dissolution ' ) is a term applied in

Chemical Physics to a force supposed to be exerted
by one substance upon a second, whereby the latter

is subjected to change or decomposition, whilst the
former, or acting substance, remains comparatively
unaltered, and does not combine with it. The
force, indeed, has been ascribed to the mere ' action

of contact.' Fermentation is an example of this

force (.see Beek), when one part of yeast acting
upon the sugar of the sweet worts, without entering
into combination with it, compels 100 parts of sugar
to pass into alcohol and carbonic acid. So also,

when platinum or gold are brought in contact with
peroxide of hydrogen, the latter is decomposed,
while the metal remains unchanged. No plausible

theory has been brought forward to account for

these changes, or to define wliat the force of cata-

lysis is.

Catamaran' (a Tamil word) is a laft formed
usually of three pieces of wood lashed together,

the middle piece being longer than the others, and
serving as a keel ; on this the rower kneels or

squats, and works a paddle. These simple vessels

are used by the natives of Madras to maintain
communication between ships and the shore, ordi-

nary boats being rendered unsafe by the surf.
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Larger catamarans, consisting of three logs of

Indian Catamaran.

wood tapered at the end and la-shed together, and
carr}"ing a sail, are used in Brazil.

Catamaroa^ a western province of the Argen-
tine Republic, sinking SE. from the Andes to the
Salt Marshes which separate it from Cordoba.
Almo.¥t two-tliirds of its surface is mountain or

waterless desert, where the ri%'ers are lost in the
sands ; but the remainder is very fertile, and yield-s

much M-ine and com, beside^ supporting large
herds of cattle. Onlv copper has been much
mined. Area, 42,018 .sq." m. ; pop. (1890) 130,000.—
"'atamarca, the capital, lies 82 miles XE. of Rioja.

Pop. 3000.

Catameiiia. See Menstruation.
Catamount, a name for the Couguar or Puma

(q-v.).

Catania^ a citj- and seaport of Sicily, near the
foot of Mount Etna, 59 miles by rail SSW. of

Messina, and 54 NNW. of Syracuse. The fertile

and well-cultivated plain of Catania, extending
along the .south-east base of Mount Etna, is

styled ' the granarj- of Sicily,' and has given to

Catania the title, 'La Bella Catania." By erup-

tions of the great volcano and attendant earth-

quakes, the city has l^een several times almost
entirely destroyed—especially in 1669 and 1693

;

but out of its ruins it has always risen with
increased Ijeauty, and it is now the finest city

in Sicily, being built throughout on a beautiful

and consistent plan, from which no de\"iation is

allowed. The harbour of Catania, formerly good,
was choketl by a stream of lava in 1693, and Is still

unsafe, in spite of a mole constructed at great
expense. Of several squares, the finest, in front

of the cathedral, has a fountain >vith an ancient
statue of a lava elephant bearing a granite ol>elLsk.

Among the chief buildings are the Benedictine
convent of San Nicola, secularised in 1866 ; the
cathedral, founded by Roger L in 1091, and con-
taining the relics of St Agatha ; and the university,
founded in 14-t5. Pop. of to^^Ti (commune, 1894)
121, 'XXJ: of pro\-ince, 572,0CK). The Catanians
are distinguished for their commercial spirit and
indu-strj-. Catania has manufactures of silk and
Unen goods, and of articles in amber, lava, wood,
&c. Among the remains of ancient times that
earthquakes have spared, are those of a theatre, a
temple of Ceres, Roman batlis, and an aqueduct.
The ancient Catuna was founded by a Greek colony
of Chalcidic origin, in the latter part of the 8th cen-
tury B. c, and as early as the l^eginninfj of the oth
was esteemed one of the most flourishing towns in

Sicily. It was taken by the Athenians under Nicias,

and Mas desolated by Diony.sius I. ; but again ro.se

under the Roman sway into its former importance.
It suffered at the hands of the Goths, out once
more, under the Byzantine empire, l^ecame one of

the principal ciries in the islani

Catanzaro, a city of South Italy, on a rocky hill

6 miles from the Gulf of Squillace. and .326 SE. of

Naples by rail. It has a cathe^lral, a ruine<l castle

of Robert Guiscard, and a college. Catanzaro suf-

fered very severely by an earthquake in 1783. It

has manufactures of silk, velvet, and woollen
fabrics, and an active trade. Pop. 20,931. The
province of Catanzaro has an area of 2.307 sq. m.,

j

and a pop. of 4.50,000.

Cataplasm. See Poultice.

! Catapillta, an engine of war resembling the
BallLsta (q.v.j, but u.sed to discharge an arrow,
not a .stone.

i Cataract, an opaque condition of the lens of

I

the eye. It is readily distinguished from opacities

\
of the cornea, or clear front part of the eye, by its

position just behind the pupil—that round and
varying aperture in the iris through which light is

admitted into the back of the eye. Cataract may
affect the lens alone (lenticular cataract), or the
front or back of the capsule of the lens (capsular

1 cataract), or Ixith lens and capsule ( capsulo-len-

ticular cataract). Its colour varies from pearly
wliite to dark amber ; but the lighter shades are

! much the most common. Heat will produce a like
'' change on the lens out of the body, just as it

,
changes white of e^g from transjjarent to opaque.

I The rounded lens of the fish is seen at table in this

I

opaque condition.

Cataract, especially in some of the forms which
are present at birth or appear in infancy, may

1 remain confined to one part of the lens ; but in the
vast majority of cases it gradually extends till the
whole of the lens sul^tance has become opaque.

i

The most u.seful classification of cataract-s ls that
I according to the circumstances under which they
'. develop ; and the most important groups are Con-
genital Cataract, present at birth ; Diabetic Cata-
ract, caused by diabetes ; Traumatic Cataract,

the re.sult of injurj- ; Senile Cataract, ooming on
spontaneously after middle life (far the most
common form ) ; and Secondary Cataract, following
some other disease of the eye.

Cataract is painless, and unaccompanied by in-

flammation. It occasions blindness simply l»y

obstructing the passage of the light ; but cataract
alone does not produce such complete blindness

that the patient cannot tell light, even faint light,

from darkness. If an eye afl'ected with cataract be
unable to do thi<, it is certain that there is some
serious disease in its deei>er structures which would
render the removal of the cataract fjuite iLseless for

the restoration of vision.

With regard to the causes of cataract much is

still uncertain. It is known that it results from
injuries to the lens and from many serious diseases

of other structures in the eye ; that it is a common
result of diabetes, and possibly of other consti-

tutional diseases ; that when it comes on without
any such obvious cau.^e the tendency to it is often

hereditarj', but rarely manifests itself before forty-

five ; and* that after that age it l>ecomes more and
more common with advancing years. But what is

the nature of the constitutional weakness or the
structural defect which leads to its development
has yet to be discovered.

No medical or other treatment yet known has
any influence in arresting the progress of cataract,

nor can it Ije cured but by a surgical o[ieration. In
cases where the cataract Ijegins in the centre of the
]en.«, some improvement of \ision can l>e effected in

the earlier stages by enlarging the pupil, and so

allowing: the rays of light to enter the eye through
j»arts of the lens slUl transparent. This is .some-

times done by the use of dark glasses, but usually
by means of Belladonna or Atropia (o.v. ) dropped
into the eye. The latter method i" often resorted

to by quacks, who when they find their victims'

sight irnjirove'l by this means, promise a si>eedy

disapjjearance of the catara<*t. The patient wing
able to see somewhat l>etter, after long and in-

crea<<ing dimness of vision, b^ins to congratulate
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liiinself on a cure ; the quack, of course, hastens to

get his money without waiting for the further result,

which is sure to bo l)huik disappointment. So long

as there is fair vision with one eye, the operation on
the other may be delayed. It is a mistalce to delay

the operation in children on account of their tender

age. The sooner it is done the better, both for the

eye and the education of the child.

Till the middle of the 18th century the only recog-

nised operation for cataract was dcp/rsaio^i or couch-

ing, a procedure by whicii tlie opa<iue lens was
pushetl downwards and backwards into the \'itreous

humour, leaving the puj)!! free. This method,
though occasionally very successful, was often

followed by severe inilammation and total loss of

sight, and is now quite abandoned in favour of

solution and extraction. The former is generally

preferred in patients below thirty, in whom the

cataract, like the healthy lens, is usually so soft
' that it can readily be brolven up ; and the latter at

more advanced ages.

In solution an appropriate needle is passed through
the cornea ; made to open and lacerate the front of

tiie capsule, the rags of which curl out of the way
behind the iris, so that tlieir subsequent opacity
does not obstruct the light ; then tlie soft cata-

ractous lens is punctured and torn up so as more
effectually to admit the aqueous humour, which
naturally fills the space between the lens and the
cornea, and which has the remarkable property of

absorbino- or dissolving the lens or cataract when

admitted within the capsule. This operation may
require to be repeated several times, at intervals of

a few weeks, before the whole cataract is dissolved.

Manj' methods of performing extraction, differing

much in detail, have been practised. But all con-
sist essentially of an incision at or near the margin
of tlie cornea of suthcient length to permit of the
removal of the entire lens, or at all events of its

hard central nucleus. Most surgeons of the inesent
day remove a portion of the iiis ( the coloured part
of the eye), either at the same time or by a previous
operation ; and most tear the capsule of the lens

and remove only its contents, though some extract
the lens with its coverings. The performance of

this operation has been much facilitated by the
introduction of Cocain (q.v. ); and its results have
been improved since the antiseptic method has
l)een applied to it. It now proves .successful in

skilful hands in considerably more than 90 per
cent, of eyes where cataract is the only disease

present.

After the lens has been removed, it is never
re-formed, and the refractive power of the eye is

much diminished, while its accommodation isentirely

lost. It is therefore necessary that a strong spec-

tacle-glass be worn in order that clear sight may be
obtained ; and different glasses are required for

distant and for near objects (reading, &c. ). With
such glasses, however, the perception of objects
directly looked at is sometimes as clear as ever.

See Eye.
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